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UiNlVERSAL MOmEDGE FOR THE TEOPLE

PUEKTO EELLO—PUEKTO TJCO.

PUE'RTO EEXLO, a small decayed seapqrt
I

town of the United States of> Colombia, on the
1

uortbern shore of the Isthmus of Panama, and 40

miles north of the town of that name. It is sur-

rounded by mountains, has an excellent harbour, is

very unhealthy, and has fallen into decay since the

year 1739, when it was stormed by Admiral Vernon,

during the war between England and Spain.

PUE'RTO CE SA'NTA MAEI'A (usually called

El Puerto, the Port), a seaport of Spain, in the

modern iirovince of Cadiz, stands at the mouth of

the Guadalete, in a most fertile district, on the Bay
of Cadiz, 6 miles north-east of the city ofthat
name, and 9 miles by railway south-west of Xeres.

Suspension-bridges cross the Guadalete and the Pdo
(le S. Pedro. The mouth of the Guadalete forms

the harboiu- ; but the bar is dangerous and much
neglected. P., a pleasant and well-built town,

reacmbhng Cadiz in its houses, and containing only

one long and handsome street, while the othci-s are

narrow and ill paved, is the port for the shipment

of Xeres wines. The wines are lodged in numerous
iodrr/an, or wine-stores, lofty buildings built with

thick walls and narrow windows, in order to secure

an even temiierature inside. From this port about

1,53(1,1100 gallons of Xeres \v-ines are exported to

foreign lands, and about '20,000 gallons are trans-

ported inland. The bull-tights which take place

here in Way are among the most famous in the

ciiuntry. Steamers ply three times a day lictwecn

this town and Cadiz, and P. supplies that city with

diinking-watcr at a cost of £10,000 a year. Pop.

about 18,000.

PUE'RTO PRI'NCIPK, Santa ILvr.iA de, an

important inland town, in the cast of the island of

Cuba, aliout 325 miles e.ist-soutli-cast of Havana,

and -15 miles south-west of its iiort. Las Kuevitas,

witli which it is connected by railway. Pop. 30,000.

PUERTO RI'CO, an island in the West Indies,

belonging to Sjiain, is one of the Greater Antilles,

and lies'west of Hayti or St Domingo, lat. 17' 05'

005

—18° 30' K, long. 65° 39'—67° 11' W. It is in

size somewhat less than Jamaica, being fully 100

miles from east to Avest, 40 miles from north to

south, and closely resembling a rectangle in shape.

The island is traversed from east to west by a

range of mountains, 1500 feet in average height,

though rising in one peak to 3C7S feet above the

sea. From the base of the momitains, rich alluvial

tracts extend to the sea, and there are numerous
well-wooded and abundantly watered valleys. The
soil is remarkably fertile. The principal crops

are sugar, coffee, and tobacco of the finest quality,

and cotton remarkable for its length of fibre,

tenacity, and whiteness. Cattle and sheep are

extensively reared, of a quaUty superior to any
others in the West Indies. The imports consist of

cotton, woollen, linen, silk, and embroidered goods,

metals, hardware, and provisions, as ale, porter,

fruits, wines, &c. The exports are sugar, tobacco,

coffee, cotton, molasses, rum, hides, and cattle.

The chief ports are San Juan, commonly called

Puerto Rico, in the north-east, Ponce in the

south-west, and Mayaguez in the w-est. P. E. is

one of the coolest and healthiest places in the

West Indies. -Area, 3897 sq. m. ; pop. 700,000, of

whom the majority are whites, and of the coloured

race not more than 35,000 are slaves. The island

produces 100,000 tons of sugar yearly. Tlie British

consul; in a recent report, estimates the whole
produce at 20,000,000 dollars, the exports (for

iSOS) at .i2,o00,O00, and the imports at nearly the

same amount. A great portion of the trade is with

^ircat Britain, but owing to high differential duties

and port charges, it is carried ou in Spanish

bottoms.

The Uhn'M system, by which every labourer,

whether white or coloured, is obliged to shew from
time to time that he is getting his living honestly,

is described as operating most bcuelicially. Every
labourer must, at the beginning of the month,

present his Uireta, or journal, for the preceding

month, containing certificates from his emplnyers
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I'UFl-'-ADDEH—rUl'TIN.

of tUe number of days that he has worked; and

for all nut iluis accounted for, he must work
upon the roads at sixiicueu a day—exceptiii!;, of

course, cjuses of ill health, lu eonseriuence of this,

there is no necessity for the iuiiwrtation of coolies

or other labourers, the slave-trade is extinct, slavery

is dyinj; out, the island is jirosperous, and there is

a comparative absence of crime.

PUI'T-ADDKR [Chtho aridans), a serpent of

the family Vipfnilw, havinj; a short and broad flat

bead, with scales so sharply keeled as to end in

a kind of spine. It is one of the most venomous

and ilangerous serpents of South Africa. It attains

a length of four or almost live feet, and is thick in

proportion to its length, often as thick as a man's

arm. Its head is very broad ; its tail suddenly

tapered J its colour brown, chequered with dai-k

.<^

^i^^ r~Cl

Puff-adder [Clotho ariclansj.

brown and wVitc ; a reddish band between the

eyes ; the under parts paler than the ujiper. Its

movements are generally slow, Init it turns very

quickly if approached from behind. It usually

creeps partially immersed in the sand of the South
African deserts, its head alone being completely

raised above ground. When irritated, it puffs out

the upper part of its body, whence its name. The
P. is easily killed by the oU, or even by the

juice of tobacco. Its poison is used by the Bosjcs-

maus for their arrows.—South Africa produces

several other species of C'lolho, similar in their

habits to the P., and almost equally dangerous.

PUFFBALL [Lijcoperdon], a Liuna?an gcinis of

Funr/i, now dividcil into many genera, belonging

to the section Ganteromycete.s, and to the tribe

Trkhitxpcrmi. They mostly grow on the ground,

and are roundish, generally without a stem, at first

firm and fleshy, but afterwards powdery within
;

the powder consisting of the spores, among which
are many fine fdaments, loosely filling the interior of

the piridium, or external membrane. The peridium
finally bursts at the top, to allow the escape of the

spores, which issue from it as very fine dust. Some
of the species are common everywhere. Most of

them affect rather dry soils, and some are found

only in heaths and sandy soils. The most common
British species is L. ijcmmalum, generally from one

to two and a half inches in diameter, with a warty
and mealy surface. The largest British species, the

Giant P. (L, i/uianienm), is often many feet in

circumference, and filled with a loathsome pidpy
mass, when young; but in its mature state, its

contents are so dry and spongy that they have often

been used for stanching wr.unds. Their fumes,

when biu'ned, have not only the power of stupifying

bees, for which they are sometimes used, in order

to the removal of the honey, but have been used as

an an;esthetic instead of chloroform. The same
jiropcrtics belong also to other species. Some of

them, in a young state, are used in some countries

as food, and none of them is known to be poisonous.

PUFF-BIRD. See BAr.DF.T.

PUFPENDORF, Samuel, son of a Luther.aa

clergyman, was born in ICSi at Chemnitz, in

Saxony. He received the early part of his educa-

tion at Grimma ; whence he removed to the
university of Leijizig. There he studied theology

for several years. In 1050 he went to the university

of .lena, where he seems to have devoted himself

at lir.^t cliielly to mathematics, and subseqiu'utly to

the study of the Law of Nature, as he, and others

who have treated on the same subject, have
termed the law which regiUateg the duties of men
to one another, independent of the mutiial obliga-

tion which is enforced by political government, or

by revelation of divine will. After (putting Jena,

he was appointed tvitor to the son of the Sweilish

ambassador at Copenhagen. Soon after he had
received this appointment, a rupture having taken

place between Denmark and Sweden, P. was detained

as a jirisoner in the Danish capital. The power of

his mind here shewed itself in a remarkable manner.

Deprived of books and of society, he threw himself

vigorously into meditating on what he had formerly

read in the treatise of Grotius, J'e Jure Belli et

Pads, and in the writings of Hobbes on the

principles of general law. The resiUt was the pro-

duction of the EUmenta JurUprtulentlce Universalis

—a work which was the foundation of its author's

fortune. It was dedicated to the Klector Palatine ;

and by this prince, P. was appouitcd to the Pro-

fessorship of the Law of Nature and Nations at the

unii'crsity of Heidelberg. He now gave his atten-

tion to the tissue of absurdities which existed in the

constitution of the Germanic Empire. As was to

have been expected, the work {De Statu Beipuhlicae

Germanicae, 1GG7), in which he exposed the defects

of the system, raised a storm of controversy.

Austria was especially furious. P. had taken care

to publish it under a pseudonym—that of Severinus

a Mozambano, but still, to avoid the possible con-

sequences, he aecejited an invitation from Charles

XI. of Sweden, in 1G70, to become Professor of the

Law of Nations at L\md. During his residence

there, he published the work on which his fame

now principally rests, De Jure Nattiroi et Gentium.

He then removed to Stockholm, where the king

of Sweden made him his historiographer, with the

dignity of a counsellor of state. In his official

character, he published a very uninteresting history

of Sweden, from the expedition of Gustavus Adol-

phus into Germany to the death of Queen Christine.

In ICS8, the Elector of Brandenburg invited him to

BerUn to WTite the history of his life and reign. P.

accepted ]the invitation, and executed the required

work in lo dreary volumes. His intention was to

have returned to Stockholm, but death overtook

him at Berlin in 1G04. P. lacked the genius to

render the subjects on which he \vrote generally

interesting, but his intellectual power was never-

theless very considerable, and it appears to h.avo

throughout been honestly exercised and with

unflagging industry.—See Jenisch's Vita Piijlii-

dorfiim the Memoirs of the Academy of Stockholm,

1802.

PU'FFIN {Fratercvla), a genus of birds of the

Auk (q. V.) family, Alcadce, havmg the bill shorter

than the head, very much compressed, its height at

the base equal to its length, the ridge of the upper

mandible as high as tiie top of the head, both

mandibles arched, and transversely grooved. The



PUG—PUGILISM.

bill gives to the birds of tliis genns a very extra-

ordiiuiry appearance. They have short legs, very

short taU, and short wings ; their legs are placed

far back, and they sit very erect, like auks and
penguins, resting not merely on the foot, but on the

tansus. Kotwithstanding their shortness of wing,

they lly rajudly, although they seem incapable of

long-sustained flights. They s^dm and dive atlmir-

ably. The best known and most widely distri-

buted species is the (Jomjiox P. {F. arctica), a

native of the arctic ami northern temperate regions,

breeding not only in high northern latitudes, but as

tar south as the coasts of England, and migrating

from the colder regions in winter, when it is to be

found even on the coasts of Sjiain and of Georgia.

The P. is a little larger than a (ligeon ; the forehead,

crown, back of the head, a collar round the neck,

the back, wings, and tail are black, the other parts

of the jihimage -white. The P. lays only a single

egg, sometimes in a rabbit burrow, but more
frecjueutly in a biu-row of its own, which often

extends three feet, and is not uiifrequently cm-ved;

sometimes in deep fissures or crevices of cliffs.

Great numbers congregate together, and their

chosen breeding-places are crowded with them.

These are mostly on unfrequented islands and
heaiUands, whore there is some deptli of soil.

In some of them, the ground is covered by
puffins, old and yoimg, in thousands. The eggs

are sought after by fowlers, and also the young
birds, the ilesh of which is used for food. The
Scilly Isles were held in the lith c., under the

king as Earl of Cornwall, by Panulph de Llano-

minster, fer an annual payment of 6s. Sd., or 300

puffins at Michaelmas. Puffins are not readily

\

Common Puffin {Fratefcula arctica).

al.vnacii by the approach of man, and many are

taken by means of a noose at the end of a rod.

Their food consists of small crust.aceans and fishes.

—Other species arc found in dilierent ]iarts of the

world ; one in Kamtchatka, the KurUo Islands, &c.,

with two silky tufts of long feathers on its head.

—The name P. is given in France to the SlKarwaters

(q. v.), or Fiiffm Fetrels, the genus Fujjinus of some
ornithologists.

PUG, or PUG-DOG, a Idnd of dog much lilce

the bull-dog in form, and in particular, iu its much
abbreviated muzzle. The nose is often a little

turned up. The disposition is, however, extremely
unlike that of the bidl-dog, being characterised by
great timidity and gentleness. Pug-dogs are only
kept as pets. They are often very affectionate

and good-natured, bearing without resentment the
roughest handling to which children can subject
them. They are all of small size. The common Eng-
lish Pug is usually yellowish with a black snout, the
taU lirmly cmied over the back. Kew breeds have

Cuiucso Pu; (Looty), found in the Summer Palace at

Pckin. Presented to Her Majesty.

of late been introduced from China and Japan,
interesting from their peculiar appearance, gentle-

ness, and docility, with extremely short 2>uf;gish

muzzle ; the Chinese breed very small, with smooth
hair; the Japanese rather larger, v/ith an exuberance
of long soft hair and a very bushy tail.

PU'GET SOUND, a collection of inlets on the
north-western border of Washington Territory,

U.S., forming the southern termination of Admi-
r.alty Inlet, which communicates with the Pacific

by "the Strait of St Juan de Fuca, south-east of

Vancouver's Island. It forms a sheltered bay
and harbour of about 15 squai'e miles, suiTOUnded
by a fertile well-timbered coimtry.

PU'GGING, a coarse kind of plaster laid on
deafening-boarils between the joists of floors, to

[irevent sound.

PU'GILISM, or EOXHSTG, is the art of defending
one's self or attacking others with the weapons
v.hich nature has bestowed—viz., lists and arms.
The origin of boxing, or the use of the lists, is

likely as old as man himself. We lind numerous
allusions to it in the classic authors. Pollux, the
twin-lirother of Castor in the heathen mythology,
was reckoned the first who obtained ilistinction by
the use of his Csts, conquering all who opposed him,
and obtaining, with Hercules, a place among the
gods for his span-ing talents. The ancients were
not, however, satislied with the use of the weapons
of nature, but increased their power by the addi-

tion of the Cestus (q.v.). Vi'ith the ancients,

pugilism was considered an essential part in the
education of youth, and formed part of the course
of training practised in their gjTiinasia ; it was
valued as a means of strengthening the body
and banishing fear ; but it was practised in public
rather with a view to the exhibition of the power
of endurance than for mere skilful self-defence.

The earliest account we have of systematic British
bo.xing is iu 17-10, when public exhibitions of pro-
fessors of the art attracted general attention. Up
to this period, the science of self-defence had made
but little progress, and strength and endurance
constituted the only recommend.ations of the prac-
titioners at Smithtield, Jloortield, and Southw;uk
fair, which had long had booths and rings for the
displaj' of boxing. Broughton, who occupied the
[losition of ' champion of England,' built a theatre
in llanway Street, Oxford Street, iu 1740, for the
display of boxing ; advertisements were issueil an-

uoimeiug a succession of battles between lirst-rate

3



PUGILISM—PULCI.

pugilists, who never quitteil the stage till one or

other \v:is det'eateJ, the reward of eaeh man being

depenilent upon, and proportioned to, the receipts.

Eroiiglitnn was for IS years champion of England,
and with him commences the iirst scientific era

of pugilism. He propounded some rules for

the regulation of the ring, and these remained in

authority till 1S.3S, when they were materially

altered. Rule 1 is. That a square of a yard be
chalked in the middle of a stage, and that in every

fresh set-to after a fall, the seconds are to bring

their men to the side of the square, aud to place

them opposite each othei-, aud until tliis is done, it

is not lawful for one to strike the other. Pvule 2,

That if either of the combatants is unable to be
brought up to the square within 30 seconds after a
fall and the close of a round, he shall be deemed
a beaten man. No man is permitted to hit his

adversary when he is down, or to seize him by the

breeches, or below the waist, and a man on his knees
is to be reckoned down. Tiiese rules laid the foun-

dation of fair play, and robbed bo.xing of half its

horrors. To Broughton also is due the introduction
of gloves for ' sparring-matches,' where lessons

could bo taken without injury. The greatest pro-

fessor of the art was Jackson, who was champion in

1795. He was not only the most scientilic boxer of

his day, but he gave his art such a prestige aud
popularity that half the men of rank and fashion of

the period were proud to call themselves his pupils.

He opened rooms for the practice of boxing in Bond
Street, and for years these were crowded by men of

note. His ' principles of pugilism ' were, that con-

tempt of danger and confidence in one's self were
the iirst and best qualities of a pugilist ; that in

hitting, you must judge well yom' distances, for a
blow delivered at all out of range, was like a spent
shot, and valueless ; that men should fight with their

legs, using all possible agility, as well as with their

hands ; aud that all stiffness of style and position

was WTOng. Jackson is stiU regarded as the best
theorist on the ' noble art,' and since his time, it

has received no essential improvement. Shaw, the
Life Guardsman, who immortalised himself at

Waterloo, was a pupil of his, and the prowess which
he so brilliantly displayed on that occasion, was
owing as much to his scientific training as to his

great strength. At this ijeriod, pugilism was
actively supported by many persons of high rank
—the Dukes of York and Clarence, the Earls of

Albemarle, Sefton, &c., Lords Byron, Craven, Pom-
fret. In 1S14, when the allied sovereigns were in

England, among other eutertaiuments, a 'sparring'

display was provided under Jackson's management

;

and the distinguished foreigners expressed the
great gratification they had experienced from the
exliibition of so much science and fine physical
development. Besides Jackson, Belcher, Gulley,

and Cribb were noted champions at this period.

George IV. was a staunch patron of boxing in

his youth, and although ho discontinued by his

presence to give countenance to the sport, fre-

quent indications were observable of his desire

for its i>romotion. At the time of the coronation,

when the popular feelings were nuich enlisted on
behalf of Queen Caroline, who was excluded from
the throne, a body of pugilists were emjiloyed to

preserve order ; and so well did these men perform
their duties, that the king presented each man with
a gold medal, to commemorate the event, and to

shew his satisfaction. This period may be termed
the ' palmy days of the ring

;
' ami from various

causes, its decline has since then been unintcrruj>ted.

Among other causes, several cases occurred of prize-

fighters who were tempted to lose fights on which
large sums had been staked, and to deceive their

i

most influential backers. The more distinguished

!
jiatrons of the ring gradually seceded ; the ' Pugi-

! listic Club,' which had been established in 1S14,
' aud which included all the aristocratic j>atrons of

the ring, was broken up. The magistracy of tho
country set their faces against the lawless assem-
blies of ' roughs ' and piekijockets who latterly

formed the greater p.art of the spectators at prize-

fights. The electric telegrai>h, aud the CEtablish-

nient of an efficient rural jiolicc, have given tho
finishing touches to an already-expiring profession.

Matches can now only be got up by stealth, and
the place of meeting is kept a profound secret to
the last moment, for fear of interruption. A few
years ago, however, the international combat
between Tom Sayers the Englishman, and John
Heenan the American, revived for a moment public

interest in the art ; but apart from exceptional

matches, the popular feeling is that prize-fighting

should not be countenanced, and we may look for

its gradual e.xtinction. The art of lioxing, as an
active and healthy exercise, is likely to be main-
tained ; and the display of science between two
accomplished boxers is very interesting, wliile it

is dei)rived of- all the horrors of the ])rize-ring

;

the rapitlity of tho blows, the facility with which
they are mostly guarded or avoided by moving
the head and arras ; the trial of skill and niana?uvre
to gain a trifling advantage iu jiosition, all give a
wonderful interest to the spectator, who can watch
the perfection of the art devoid of the brutalities

of the ring. The pugilists of the present day are

mostly publicans ; their friends and the patrons

of the 'fancy' meet at their houses for convivial

evenings, sparring-matches, ratting, aud the like.

It has constantly been urged in defence of pugi-

lism, that were it abolished, the use of the knife

would increase, and Englishmen would lose their

present manly system of self-defence. This may be
true, if the use of the fist in self-defence depended
on tho mercenary exhibition of pugihstic encounters,

which, however, is mere assumption.—Tho best

authority on the subject of pugiUsm is Fisiiuiia,

24th ed. 1SG3, office of BclCs Life.

PULCI, LuiQi, an Italian poet of distinguished

family, was born at Florence, 3d December 1431,

and devoted his life to study and to literary com-
position. He was one of the most intimate friends

of Lorenzo de' Medici and of Poliziano, from the

latter of whom he derived no little assistance in the

composition of his ])ocm 11 Morgante Miigr/iore (Mor-
gante the Giant). This celebrated work, a burlesque

epic (in 2S cantos), of which Poland is the hero, is

a vivacious parody of the romances of Carlovingian

chivalry, which had become (as P. thought) unde-
servedly popular in Italy. His mocking imagination

took a pleasure in turning into ritlicule the combats
with giants, the feats of magicians, aud all the

incredible adventures that form the material basis

of the medieval ejiic ; and he manages to do it with
a wonderfully pleasant and original naivete. But
although the poem is essentially heroico-comic, it

occasionally contains passages of the finest pathos,

in which P. fortuuately seems to forget his design

of travestying tlie inventions of the trouvcres, and
comes out undisguisedly as a real i")oet. Moreover,
in the midst of the most extravagant bufrooneries,

we come upon the truest and most natural pictures

of manners—the vanity and inconstancy of women,
the avarice and ambition of men. P. died in 14S7.

Tho Moriinnie. Marif/iore is one of the most valuable

soiu'ces for acquiring a knowledge of the early

Tuscan dialect, the niceties aud idioms of whieli

have been employed by P. with great skill. The
first edition appeared at Florence in 14SS, and has

since been frequently reprinted. Other works of
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P. are a series of sonnets (often grossly indecent),

La Beca da Dkomano (a jiarody of a jjastoral pnem
by Lorenzo de' Medici) ; Cunfcssione a la San Ver-

gine, a novel ; and some letters.

—

Eernaedo Pulci,
elder brother of Luigi, wrote an elegj' on the death
of Simonetta, mistress of Julian de' Medici ; and a
jioem on the passion of Christ, and also executed
the first translation of the Fdoffuc.i of Virgil.

—

LucA I'ULCi, another brother, achieved some literary

reputation too by his G'iost7'a di Lorenzo de' Medici,
a jjoeni in honour of the success won by Lorenzo
in a tournament ; II Cirijh Calvanco, a metrical
romance of chivalry ; Driadeo d'A ncore, a pastoral
poem ; ami Epistolc Eroide.

PU'LUX. See Flea.

PULKO'VA, a village of Paissia, in the govern-
ment of St Pcter.sburg, about 9 miles south of

the capital, contains a population of GOO. It

stands on a ridge called the Pulkova Hills,

which command a splendid view of St Peters-
burg, and is noted for its magnificent observatory,
built by the Czar Nicholas, and placed under the
direction of M. Friedrich Struve. For an interest-
ing description of the observatory, see Professor C.
Piazzi Smyth's Tliree Cities in Russia (2 vols.,

Lend. lSO-2).

PXJ'LLEY, one of the Mechanical Powers (q. v.),

consists of a wheel, with a groove cut all round its

circumference, and movable on an axis ; the wheel,
which is commonly called a sheave, is often placed
inside a hollow oblong mass of wood called a block,

and to the sides of this block the extremities of the
sheave's axle are fixed for sup-

P poi-t ; the cord which passes over
the circumference of the sheave
is called the lachle. Pulleys may
be used cither singly or in com-
bination ; in the former case,

they are either fixed or movable.
The fixed pulley (tig. 1) gives no
mechanical advantage ; it merely
changes the direction in which a
force woidd natm-ally be applied
to one more convenient—thus,
\V can be raised without lifting

it dift'ctly by merely pulling P down. The sinrjle

movable jndleij, with pai-allel cords, gives a
mechanical advantage = 2 (fig. 2), for a little con-
sideration will shew that as the weight, W, is

supported by two strings, the
strain on each string is J^W, and
the strain on the one being sup-
ported by the hook A, the
power, P, requires merely to

su]iport the strain on the other
string, which passes round C.

The lixed pulley, C, is only of

service in changing the natu-
rally ujiward direction of the

1
lower into a downward one.

f the strings in the single mov-
able pulley are not parallel,

Fi^;. 2. tluTC is a diminution of mecha-
nical advantage—i. e., P must be

more than half of W to produce an exact coun-

terpoise ; if the angle made by the strings is 120°,

P must be equal to W; and if the angle be greater
than this, there is a mechanical disadvantage, or
1' must be greater than W. The following are

examples of ditl'eront combinations of jiulleys, gener-
ally known as tlic fii-st, second, and third systems
of pulleys. \\\ the first system, one end of each conl
is fastened to .a fixed sujiport above ; each c<ird

descends, ji.asses round a pulley (to the lowest of

which the weight, W, is fastened), and is fastened to

^t^

h
Pis- 1.
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nlTor.linj a convenient means of attaching the
weight. Theoretically, the larger t!ie nuniljcr of

movable pulleys in one combin-
ation, the greater is the mecha-
nical advantajie afforded ; but
the enormous friction produced,
anrl the want of iierfect flexi-

bility in the ropes, prevent any
great increase in the number of

liuUej'S.

PULMONA'TA, an order of

gastcropodous molluscs, having,
for the purpose of respiration, a
vascular air-sac or bing, which
opens by a hole nnder the mar-
gin of the mantle, capable of

being contracted or dilated at
pleasure. Some are teri-cstrial,

some aquatic. Slugs and snails

are familiar examples of the
former ; water-snails, or pond-
snails {Limncca, Planorhis, &c.),

of the latter. Most of the P.

are protected by a slicll ; in
some, as slugs, the shell is

internal and rudimental.

PULKEYS, a range of hills in the Madura
district of the Madras Presidency of India. Tlio
average height of this range is about 7oOO feet
above the level of the sea. It possesses pecu-
liar advantages for the establishment of a
sanitarium. The climate is one of the most
equable anywhere to be found, the variation of
the thennometer during twelve months in a
closed room without a lire being observed to be
no greater than between 5S° and G2°. At present,
there are only a few European residences built
on these hills.

PU'LO-PEXA'NG. See Pei.nxe op Wales
Island.

PULP, a term employed to describe those very
soft and succulent parts of plants, almost exclu-
sively of fruits, which consist of cellular tissue
with much juice. The pulp of a fruit is sometimes
found in one jiart of it, sometimes in another

;

thus, in the peach, plum, and other drupes, it is

the memcarp ; in the grape and moseberry, it is

devclojied from the placentas, and the seeds are
embedded in it.

PU'LPIT (Lat. prilpitnm), an elevated tribune or
desk, fi-om which sermons, lectures, and other solemn
religious addresses are delivered. In great churches,
the pulpit is commonly placed against the wall, or
in juxtaposition with a pUlar or buttress. Originally
it would .appear to have been used chielly for the
singing, chanting, or recitation which form part of
the public service, and was a kind of stage suffi-

ciently large to accommodate two or even more
chanters. For the convenience of tlio hearers, this
stage began to be used liy the bisliop, priest, or
deacon, for the delivery of the homily ; and thus by
degrees a tribune expressly suited to the latter use
alone came to be introduced. In some of the older
churches, the amho or puIpUnm is still used for the
chanting of the Gospel and Ei)istlcs. In C.atholic
churches, tho puljiit is generally tlistinguishcd by
some religious emblems, cspeci.ally by the crucifix

;

anil the pulpits of the Low Countries and of
Germany are often masterpieces of wood-carving,
the preaching-place in some of them forming part
of a gi-eat artistic group, .as of the Conversion of

St Paul, the Vocation of Peter and Andrew, tlie

Temptation of Adam and Eve, and other similar
6

subjects. The pulpit (in Arabic, mimher) forms

lI'liB^^^-

Pulpit (Fotheringhay, Northamptonsliire, 1110 A. D.}.

(Troui Tarker'a Glossary.)

one of the scanty appliances of Mohammedan
worship.

PULQUE, a favourite beverage of the iMexicana
and of the inhabitants of Centr.al America, and
some parts of South America ; made from the jnice
of dift'eront species of A'jave (q. v.), which is cmI-

lectod by cutting out the llowering-stcm from the
midst of the leaves in the beginning of its growth,
and scooping a hole for the juice. From thisC'ft'ity,

large quantities of juice are removed daily for

months. The juice is an agreeable drink when
fresh, but is more generally used after fermentation,
when it has a very pleasant taste, but a putrid
smell, disgusting to those unaccustomed to it.

Pulque is retailed in Mexico in open sheds called
Puhpierias, which also serve for dancing-rooms.
When mixed with water and sugar, and allowed to
fcmient for a few hoiu's, it forms a beverage called

Tepache. A kind of sjiirit is also prepared from it.

PULSE (Lat. prds), a name for the edible seeds
of leguminous plants, as corn is the name for the
edible seeds of grasses. Peas and beans are the most
common and important of all kinds of pidso ; next to

them may be ranked kidney-beans, lentils, chick-

peas, pigeon-pe.as, &c. Ler}uminc (q. v.), a very
nitrogenous principle, abounds in all kinds of pulse.

Legumine forms a thick coagulum with salts of

lune, wherefore all kinds of pulse remain hard if

boded in spring-w.ater containing lime. The best
kinds of pulse arc veiy nutritious, but not easy of

digestion, and very apt to produce Uatulence.

PULSE (L.at. xniUns, a )iushing or beating). The
phenomenon known as iha .arteri.al pulse or arterial

pulsation is due to the distention of the arteries con-

sequent upon the intermittent injection of lilood into

their trunlcs, and the subsequent contraction which
results from the elasticity of their walls. It is
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perceptible to the touch in all excepting very minute
arteries, and in exposed positions, is visible to the eye.
' This pulsation,' says Dr Carpenter, ' involves an
augmentation of the capacity of that portion of the

artery in which it is observed ; and it would seem
to the touch as if this were chiefly efifected by an
increase of diameter. It seems fully proved, how-
ever, that the increased capacity is chielly given by
the elongation of the artery, which is lifted from
its bed at each imlsation, and when previously

straight, becomes curved ; the impression made upon
the linger by such displacement not being distin-

guishable from that which would result from the
dilatation of the tube in diameter. A very obvious
example of this upheaval is seen in the prominent
temporal artery of an old person.'

—

Principles of
Human Plujsiologij, 4th ed., p. 492. The number of

jiulsations is usually counted at the radial artery
at the wrist, the advantages of that ]iosition being
that the artery is very superficial at that spot, and
that it is easily compressed against the buue. In
some cases, it is preferable to count the number of

contractions of the heart itself.

The qualities which are chiefly attended to in the
pulse are its frequency, its regidarity, its fulness, its

tension, and its force.

Tha frequenoj of the pulse varies greatJy with the
age. In the fietus in ntero, the pulsations vary
from 140 to 150 in the minute; in the newly-born
infant, from 130 to 140 ; in the 2d year, from 100
to 115; from the 7th to the 14th year, from 80 to

00 ; from the 14th to the 21st year, from 75 to 85

;

and from the 21st to the GOth year, 70 to 75. After
this period, the pulse is generally supposed to faU
in frequency, but the most opposite assertions have
been made on this subject. There are many excep-
tions to the preceding statement

;
young persons

being often met with having a pulse below CO, and
cases not imfrequently occurring in which the pulse

habitually reached 100, or did not exceed 40 in the
minute, without apparent disease. The nvunbers
which have been given are taken from an equal
number of males and females, and the piUsations

taken in the sitting position. The influence of sex
is very considerable, especially in adult age, the
pidse of the adult female exceeding in frequency
that of the male of the same age by from 10 to 14
beats in the minute. The effect of muscular exertion
in raising the pulse is well known ; and it has been
tound by Dr Guy that posture materially influences
the number of pidsations. Thus, in healthy males
of the mean age of 27 years, the average frequency
of the pulse was, when standing, 81, when sitting,

71, and when lying, CO, per minute; while in

healthy females of the same age the averages were

—

standing, 91 ; sitting, 84; and lying, 79. During
sleep, the pulse is usually considerably slower than
in the waking state. In disease (acute hydro-
cephalus, for example), the pulse may reach 150 or

even 200 beats ; or, on the other hand (as in

apoplexy and in certain organic affections of the
heart), it may bo as slow as between 30 and 20.

Irreriularit;/ of the pulse is another condition

rc(iuij-iug notice. There are two varieties of irre-

gular ]iulse : in one, the motions of the artery are

unequal in number and force, a few beats being
from time to time more rapid and feeble than the
rest ; in the other variety, a pulsation is from time
to time entirely left out, constituting intermission
of the pulse. These varieties often conciu' in the
same person, but they may exist independently of

each other. Irregularity of the pulse is natural
to some persons ; in others, it is the mere result

of debility ; but it may be caused by the most
serious disorders, as by disease of the brain, or l)y

organic disease of the heart ; and hence the practical

importance of ascertaining the various meanings of
this symptom.
The pulse is said to be full when the volume of

the jiulsatiou is greater than usual, and it is called
siHuU or contracted under the opposite condition.
A full pulse may depend upon general plethora, on
a prolonged and forcible contraction of the left ven-
tricle of the heart, and possibly, to a certain extent,
on relaxation of the arterial coats ; while a small
inilse results fi-om general deficiency of blood,
from feeble action of the heart, from congestion of

the venous system, or from ex])Osm-e to the action
of cold. AVhen very small, it is termed thread-like.

The tension of the pulse is the property by which
it resists compression, and may be regarded as
sjmonymous with hardness. A ha,rd pulse can
scarcely be stopped by any degree of pressure of

the finger. It occm-s in many forms of inflamma-
tion, and its presence is commonly regarded as one
of the best indications of the necessity of vene-
section. A soft or compressible pulse is indicative

of general weakness.
The strength of the pulse depends chiefly on the

force with which the blood is driven from the heart,

but partly also upon the tonicity of the artery itself

and the volume of the blood. A strong pulse is

correctly regarded as a sign of a vigorous state of

the system ; it may, however, arise from hyper-
trophy of the left venti'icle of the heart, and remain
as a persistent symptom even when the general

powers are failing. As streng^th of the pidse usually

indicates vigour, so weakness of the pulse indicates

debiUty. There may, however, be cases in which
weakness of the pulse may occur in association with
imdiminished energy of the svstem at large. For
example, active congestion of the lungs may so far

impede the passage of the blood through these

organs that it cannot reach the heart in due quan-

tity ; the necessary residt is a weak and feeble

pulse, which will rapidly increase in strength if

tile congestion is relieved by free blood-lettings.

Various expressive adjectives have been attached

to special conditions of the pulse, into the consi-

deration of which om' space wiU not permit us to

enter. Thus, we read of the jerking pulse, the

hobbling pulse, the corded pulse, the wiry pulse,

the thrilling pidse, the rebounding pulse, &c.

PULTOWA. See Poltava.

PU'LTUSK, a town of Poland, in the govern-

ment of Plock, is situated in a thickly-wooded

district on the Xarew, 35 miles north-north-east of

Warsav.'. It contains numerous churches and a

very large bishop's palace. Pop. 4772. Here, on
December 26, 1800, was fought one of the battles

of the campaign of Eylau, between the Russians

and the French. The field was most obstinately

contested, but the victory, which, however, was
claimed by both armies, inclined in favour of the

French.

PU'LU, a beautifid substance, resembling fine

silk, of a rich brown colour and satin lustre, used

largely as a styptic by the medical practitioners of

Holland, and lately introduced into this country

fur the same purpose. It consists of the fine hairs

from the stijies of one or more species of tree-fern,

rcferrible, without doubt, to the genus C'ihotium.

It was first imported into this country in 1844

from Owliyhec imdcr the name of Pidu, or vege-

table sdk, and was proposed as a substitute for

silk in the manufacture of hats, but could not be

ajiplied. In 1850, it was again imported from

Singapore under the Malay names of Penglia-

war Djambi and Pakoe Kidang, and was said to

have been used in Dutch pharmacy for a long period

as a styptic. iScveral importations have since taken
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place, and it Las been siiccessfuUv used. It acts

mechanically by its great absorbent powers.

PU'JIA, or COUGAR {Felis concohr, Leopardus
concolor, or Puma concolor), one of the largest of

the American Felidce, rivalled only by the jagiiar.

It is sometimes called the American Lion, although

it is more allied to the leopard, notwithstanding

its want of spots and stripes. It is from 4 to 4i
feet in length from the nose to the root of the tail,

and the tail about 2 feet or 2\. The fur is thick

and close, reddish-brown above, lighter on the sides,

and rcddisli-white on the belly; the muzzle, cliin,

throat, and insides of the legs grayish-white, the

breast almost pure white. Young pumas have dark-

brown spots in three rows on the back, and scat-

tered markings elsewhere, exhibiting the relation to

the leopards. The long tail of the P. is covered

•with thick fur, and is generally coUed up, as if it

were jirehcnsile, which it docs not seem to be,

although the P. climbs trees very well, and often

descends on its prey from among "theii" branches.

The P. was formerly found in aU except the coldest

pai-ts of America, but is now rare in most parts of

North America, having been expelled by man. It

rarely attacks man, but is very ready to prey on

domestic animals, and seems to have a thirst for

blood beyond that of other Felidce, one P. having

been known to Icill 50 sheep in a night, drinking

a little of the blood of each ; a very sufficient

reason for the anxiety which all American farmers

shew for its destruction. Yet it is easily tamed,

and'T\-heu tamed, a very gentle creature, puning
like a eat, and shewing equal love of attentions.

The geographical range of the P. extends far south-

wards in Patagonia, and northwards even to the

state of New York, although it is now very rare

in all long-settled pai-ts of North America. It is

the Fainter (Panther) of North American farmers.

It sometimes issues from the forests, and roams
over prairies and pampas, and is not unfrequently

caught by the lasso of South American hunters.

—

A BljVCK p. {Felis nigra of some naturahsts), a

doubtful species, and probably only a variety of

the common P., is found in some parts of South
America.

PU'MICE, a mineral found in volcanic countries,

generally -with obsidian and porphyries. In chem-

ical composition, it agrees with obsidian, of which
it may be regarded as a peculiar form, rapidly

cooled from a melted and boiling state. It is of a

white or gray colour, more rarely yellow, brown,

or black ; and so vesicular, that in mass, it is

lighter than water, and swims in it. The vesicles,

or cells, arc often of a much elongated shape. P.

often exhibits more or less of a filamentous

structure ; and it is said to be most filamentous

when silica is most abundant in its composition.

It is very hard and very brittle. It is much
used for polishing wood, ivory, metals, glass, slates,

marble, lithographic stones, &c., and in the pre-

paration of vellum, parchment, and some kinds of

leather. Among other purposes to which it is

applied is the rubbing away of corns and callosities.

Great quantities are exported from the Lipari Isles

to Britain and all parts of Europe. The Lip.ari

Isles are in great part composed of P., which there,

as in some other places, occurs as a rock. P. is tlie

chief product of some volcanic eruptions ; but in

some eruptions, noue is produced. It is found also

in regions where there are now no active volcanoes,

as at Andernaeh on the Ithine.

PU'JMPKIN. See Goued.

PUBIPS are machines for raising water and
other fluids to a higher level. Tliey are divided

into several clas.-jes according to their mode of

action. Of these, as the most important, we shall

describe in detail the following : 1. The Lift or
Suction Pump; 2. The Lift and Force Pumj); 3.

The Chain-pump ; 4. The Centrifugal Pump ; 5.

The Jet-pump.
1. TAe Lift or Suction Pump.—The diagrams

figs. 1 and 2 rejiresent the ordinary suction pump.
A is a cylinder, which is called the barrel ; with it is

connected at the bottom a pipe, B, which coumiuni-
cates with the water to be raised : and at its top is

anotlicr I'ipe, C, which receives the w.ater raised.

In tlie barrel are }>laced two valves, D and E. D is

fixed in position at tlie bottom of the barrel ; E is

\//n,///ii/iiii I ,///./„//

Fig. 1.

attached to, and forms part of the piston F, which

moves up and down the barrel wheu motive-power

is applied to the rod G. The piston, or bucket,

consists of a cylindrical piece of wood or metal,

which fits exactly the barrel in which it moves,

so that no water or air can pass between its circum-

ference and the sides of the cylinder. This tijjht

fitting is attained in wooden jiistons by surrounding

them with a leather ring ; and in those of metal, by
hemp or other packing, which is wrapped round a

groove made in their outer surface. The hollow

interior of the jiistou is closed at the top by the

valve E, which is a kind of door opening on a hinge,

at one side of it, in an upward direction, on the

ajipUcatiou of pressure, and shutting on to its seat

on the piston when the pressure is removed. When
opened, water or air can pass through it to the

upjier side of the piston ; but when shut, none can

pass from one siile of the piston to the other. The
other valve, D, is simil.ar to it in all respects, except

that, as before stated, it is fixed in the bottom of

the IjaiTcl ; it also can only open upwards.

To describe the action of the pump, we shall

suppose the piston to be at the bottom of the barrel,

and the pmnp to contain nothing but air. On
moving the jiiston up the barrel—the valve in it

being shut, and kept so by the atmospheric pressure

above it— no air can pass frour above it into the
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part of the barrel from wluch it is moving ; the air

contained in which becoming rarefied, by having to

occupy a greater space, exerts less pressure on the

valve D at the bottom of the barrel than the air in

suction-pipe B below it. This valve is thus opened,

and the air from the suction-

pipe enters the barrel ; so

that -when the piston has

arrived at the top, a volume

of air equal to the contents

of the barrel has passed

from the suction-pipe into

the barrel. When the piston

descends, it compresses the

air in the barrel, which shuts

tlic valve D ; and when the

density of the compressed

air becomes greater than

that of the atmosphere, the

valve E in the piston is

forced open, and the air in

the barrel passes to the

upper side of the piston.

The next upward stroke of

the piston again draws a

like quantity of air from the

suction-pipe into the barrel

;

and, as none of this air again

enters the pipe, but is passed

to the upper side of the

piston by its downwai-d

stroke, the suction-pipe is

by degrees emptied of the

air it contained. During this

process, however, motion has

taken place in the water at

the foot of the suction-pipe.

The surface of the water at

H is pressed upon by the

weight of the atmosphere

witii a pressure of about 15

lbs. on every square iuch

;

and by the laws of fluid-

pressure, if an equal pressure

is not exerted on the surface

of the water in the suction-pipe, the water will rise

in it, untd the pressure on its surface, plus the

wei.'ht of its fluid coUmm, balances the pressure of

the"atmosphere on the surface H outside ;
so that,

as the air in the suction-pipe is rarefaed, the water

rises in it, until, when all the air is extracted from

it, the water stands at the level of the valve 1).

By the next upward stroke of the piston, the barrel

beinc emptied of air, the water follows the piston,

andTiUs the barrel as it tilled the suction-pipe. The

pressure produced by the downward stroke shuts

the valve D, and forces the water in the barrel

' throu-h the valve E. The succeeding upward stroke

carries this water into the pipe above, and again

fills the barrel from the suction-pipe. In like

manner, every successive upward stroke discharges

a body of water equal to the content of the baiTcl

into the pipe above it, and the pump will draw

water as long as the action of the piston is con-

tinued. , 1. ii

The action of this pump may be more shortly

descril>od by saying that the piston withdraws the

air from the barrel, and produces a vacuum, into

which the w.ater rushes through the suction-pipe,

impelled by the pressure of the atmosphere on its

surface. This atmospheric pressure balances a

column of water of about 33 feet in height
;
so that

if the b.arrel be placed at a greater height than this

from the surface of the water in the well, the water

will not rise into it, and the pump wdl not draw.

With regard to its ctlicieucy—that is to say, the

relation between the power expended and the work
produced, as measured by the water raised—wo
may remark, that the power is expended—1st, in

raising the water through the required height ; 2d,

in overcoming the friction of the moving parts

of the pumj) ;"3d, in the friction and fluid resistance

of the water in passing thi-ough the valves and pipes

;

4th, m the losses arising from the want of proper

jiroportiou between the various parts of the piuu[i.

The losses arising from these last sources are very

great, and vary so much according to the con-

struction of each particidar pump, that no usefid

estimate can be formed of the eflieiency. We may
say, however, that a pump of this description, to

yield 50 per cent, of the applied power, must be

well proportioned and carefully constructed.

2. The Lift and Force Pump.—Fvj,s. 3 and 4

represent two varieties of this pump. That shewn

in fis. o is very similar to the suction-pump before

described, with this exception, that the valve E,

r:
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Fij. 3. Fig. 4.

instead of being fixed on the piston, is placed in

the discharge-pipe, the piston itself being solid.

The water is drawn up into the barrel by suction

in the manner just descriljed in the suction-pipe,

and then the pressure of the piston m its down-

ward-stroke forces it through the valve E to any

hei'^ht that may be required. Th.at shewn m tig. 4

is provided with a ditterent description of piston,

called the plunger-pole. Its action is precisely the

s.ame as that of the other, with this exception, that

the plunger-pole, instead of emptying the barrel_ at

every stroke, merely .Irives out that quantity which

it displaces by its volume. It is simply a solid rod

of metal. A, moving through a water-tight stufling-

box B. This stuliiiig-box is made by placmg, on a

circ'iUar flange of metal, rings of india-rubber or

other packing, the inner diameter of which is

slightly less than that of the phingcr-pole. On

these is placed a ring of metal, and through the

whole are passed bolts, which, on being screwed

tight, force the packing tightly against the plunger-

pole It possesses many advantages, for the packing

can be tightened and repaired without removal of

ti-e piston or stoppage of the pump; also, the

cylinder is not worn by its action, nor does it

require to be accurately bored out, as m the other

form of pump.
, x, 1. xi

In these pumps, it will be observed that the

water is forced into tlie ascending pipe or column

only on the downward stroke; it wdl thus be
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fliscliarscil in 3, series of rushes or jerks. As it is a
great objoct to procure a contiuuous discharge, both
lor its couvcnience, and for the saWng of the power
wasted by the coiitiuual acceleration and retarda-
tion of the ascending column, vaiious raetliods have
been used for that purpose. The most common is

the reservoir of air, which is an air-tight receptacle

fixed vertically on the discharge-pipe; the water
forced into the pipe by the down-stroke compresses
this air, which, acting as a sjiring, returns this force

to tlio ascending column diu-ing the jieriod of the
up-stroko, and so, by taking the blow of the enter-

ing water, and returning it gradually, er|naliscs

the pressure, aud renders
the discbarge uniform.

Another method is the
double -action force-pump,
by which equal volumes of

water are forced into tlie

ascending column by both
up and down strokes. An
example of this is shewn in

fig. 5. Tlie solid piston A
is worked by a rod B of

half the section of the
piston itself. During the

up-stroke, the upper surface

forces a volume of water
into the ascending column,
and the lower surface draws
in twice that volume. In
the down-stroke, these two
volumes are sent through
the pipe E into the recep-

tacle C, communicating with
the upper face of the piston.

One of the volumes tills the

space D, which would other-

wise be left empty by the

descerrt of the piston; the

other volume is sent into the ascending column

;

so tliat a volume of water equal to half the content

of the barrel is sent into the ascending column by
both the up and the down strokes.

A pump exhibited in the International Exhibi-

tion of 1SG2, by Jlessrs Farcot and Sous, attains

this object in a much more simple manner. In it

' two equal pistons, with valves aflbrdin^ very large

water-wa3's, work parallel to each other in two
pump cylinders. During the successive strokes, the

lirst piston draws in water by its upper surface, and
delivers it to the ascending column by causing it to

traverse the second piston. In its ascending course,

the second piston raises in its turn the column of

water by its upper face, while the lower face sucks

the water, causing it to traverse the lirst piston.'

It will be seen from this description that a valve is

placed in each piston, that the cylinders connnuni-

catc at their base, and that the pistons make their

strokes simultaneously. This pump has yielded all

the good results promised by its ingenious construc-

tion, and it is adopted in the water-supply of

Paris.

In spite of the great antiquity of the lift and
force pump, it is only of late years that improve-

ments have been introduced into its construction

capable of rendering it an ethcient machine—that is,

one which returns in the shape of water raised, a

good proportion of the power apphed to it. In 1S49,

M. Morin found by experiments that the power lost

was 55 to 82 per cent.—that is to say, tliat of the

motive-power, 45 per cent, was yielded in the best

and IS in the worst, giving an average of about oO

per cent. In 1S51, the jury, reporting on those

exhibited in the Great Exhibition, say that it is one

of our worst machines, considered in a mechanical
10

Fig. 5.

sense, as a means of producing a given result with
the least possDjle expense of power. In those exhi-
bited in the International Exhibition of 1SG2, we
find a marked improvement. The jury report that
' a large number of constructers have sought to give
the waterways and valves dimensicms which render
as small as possible the loss of power by friction.

They have also sought to give a contiiuions move-
ment to the ascending column of water, indepen-
dently of the action of the reservoir of air.'

3. The Chain-pump.—This i)ump is formed in
general of plates of wood fastened to an endless iron
chain, and moving upwards in a rectangular case or
box. Fig. G shews an example of this pump, which
was exliibited in the International Exhibition of
1SG2, called ' Murray's Chain-puni)) ;' a pump wliicli

is very much used on public works, on account of

Fig. G.—Murray's Chain-pump.

the ease of its construction and erection, and its

admiralile efhciency even at considerable heights.

In this pump, the friction is reduced by having only

3 or 4 lifts instead of 20 or 30, as was previously the

case. The chains pass under a roller. A, at the foot,

and are driven by a small pitch-wheel, I>, at the top,

over which they are conducted, and wliicli is driven

by appropriate gearing. The lifts featlicr in passing

over the wheel to the descending side, and only

unfold when brought round to the ascending side ;

thus the piump is enabled to take ofl' the water with
the same dij) as other pumps. The pump is not

liable to be choked, as a back turn of the chain
immediately releases any substance getting between
the lift and the ban-el. The speed is variable, in

proportion to the duty required. The speed at

which the chain is ordinarily worked is from 200 to

300 feet per minute. The greatest lift yet made by
Murray's chaiu-jmmp is CO feet high ; but it is con-

sidered that 100 tons of water per minute could be
raised 100 feet high. From 10 to 12 feet apart has
been found to be the best pitch for the lifts

;
putting
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them nearer, needlessly increases the friction. Expe-
riments made by Wr Lovick for the MetropoUtau
Board of Works, shewed that the slip of the lifts

which work iu the barrel, and are cue-eighth of an
inch shorter each way than the barrel, averaged 20
per cent, of their motion, and that the useful work
(lone averaged G3 per cent, of the indicator horse-

power of the enijine worldng it.

4. The Centrifugal Pump.—These pumps, with
reference to those previously described, may be
called new, as, though they have been in use in one
form or another for at least a century, their merits
were not brought prominently forward till the year
ISol, when tlie great efficiency of the models
exhibited by Messrs Appold, Gwynne, and Bessemer
drew general attention to the subject.

The essential parts of this pump are—1. The
wheel to which the water is admitted at the axis,

and from which it is expelled at the circumference,
by the centrifugal force due to the rotatory motion
imjiartcd to it in passing through the rapidly re-

volving wheel ; and 2. The casing or box in which
the wheel works, and by which the entering water
is separated from that discharged.

Figs. 7 and 8 are a section and pLan of a cen-

trifugal pump. The water enters the pimip Ijy the

ES. 7.

snpply-pipes A, A, whiclilead to the central orifices

of the wheel B, B ; it then passes throngli the pass-
ages C, C, formed by the vanes and the side cover-
ing-plates, D, of the wheel. In passing thi-ough

rig. 8.—Thomson's Centrifugal Pump.

these passages of the wheel, wliich is made to
revolve by jjower .aj^iilied to the shaft E, it acquires
a rotatory motion, which still continues when it

leaves the circumference of the wheel, and enters
the circular whirlpool chamber F ; so that the
interior of the pump may be looked on as a whirl-
pool, extending from the axle of the wheel to the
circumference of the whirlpool chamber. Into this
whirlpool the water is drawn at the central orilice

of the wheel, and discharged by the pipe G at the
cu-cumferencc of the whirlpool chamber ; and the
force with which it is discharged, or the height to
which it wdl ri.?e in the pipe G, is measured by the
centrifugal force of the water revolving in the
whirlpool.

AVith reference to the efficiency of these pumps,
it is impossible to give any accurate estimate, since
as high as 70 per cent, of the apijhed power is

claimed to be returned by fonns of the pump shewn
in figs. 7 and S, while some other descriptions expe-
rimented on in 1851 gave only IS per cent, of useful
eflect.

It will be evident, from the above description
of the pump, that the height to which the water
will be raised depends entii'ely upon the speed of

revolution of the wheel ; and it is by this that the
application of centrifugal piunps is limited to com-
paratively low lifts of say less than 20 feet, as the
speed for high lifts requires to be greater than can
be conveniently and usefidly attained in practice.

They are best applied when raising large quantities

of water through low lifts. It will also be observed,
that on account of the simplicity of their parts, and
the absence of valves, they are much less liable than
other pumps to be choked by the entrance of solid

materials. In some descriptions of this pump, the
exterior whirlpool chamber is dispensed with ; and
to the vanes of the wheel is given such a curvature
backwards from the dii'ection of motion, that the
water lea^ving the circumference of the wheel is

spouted backwards from the vane-passages with a
speed equal to that of the wheel in the opposite
direction, so that it has only a radial motion with
reference to a fixed object ; in other words, that the
force is acquired from the radial component of the
pressure of the vaues, instead of the centrifugal

force of the revolving water. Those pumps, how-
ever, give the best results which, as the one above
described, combine both actions. In all cases,

curved vanes are much superior to straight ones.

5. The Jet-pump.—This pump is worked bj'

water-power, and is worthy of notice on account of

the extreme simpUcity of its parts, and of not
requiring the care of an attendant while iu opera-

tion.

Fig. 9 is a representation of this jnimp, C is the
water which it is required to raise to the level of

the water D, and B is the water in the stream
available for working the pump. The water B
passes do^^•n the pipe A, and is discharged from the
jet or nozzle, E, into the conical pipe F. Round the
nozzle is the vacuum-chamber G, at the bottom of

which is attached the conical pijic F, and into the
side of which the suction-pipe 11 enters from the
w.ater to be pumped. The water, in passing from
the nozzle into the conical pipe, carries air with it,

and so gradually foi-ms a vacuum iu the chamber
G, when the water rises into it from the level C,
through the pipe H ; and it is iu turn carried with
the jet down the conical pi]ie into the discharge-
level D. The velocity of the water coming from the
jet is gradually retarded by the action of the coni-

cal pipe, the speed decreasing as the area of section
increases ; and the vis vira of its motion is by this

retardation converted into a sucking force, drawing
the water from the suction-pipe through the vacuum
chamber into the conical l>ipe. The water issuing

from the jet will have a speed equal to that pro-

duced by a column of the height EC, or the sum of
11
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tlio fall and lift. This jninip may be viewed, for

])iu-|insc3 of explanation, as a syphon, into the

shorter leg of which a jet of water is injected,

i

n ° J
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The well-raarlccd peculiarities in the original

personification of P., wliich were a high back,

distorted breast, and long nose, were intended to

give an increased zest to his wtticisms ; but these

features have been much exaggerated in the now
BO well-known illustrations of the popidar periodical

which bears bis name.
Tlie performance of P., as generally represented,

requires the assistance of only two iiersons—one to

carry the theatre and work the figures, the other

to bear the box of puppets, blow the trumpet, and
sometimes keep \ip the dialogue with the hero of

the piece. The movements of the puppets are

managed simply by putting the hands under the
di'css, making the second linger and thumb serve

for the arms, while the forefinger works the licad.

PUNCH, a beverage introduced into England
from India, and so called from being usually made
of five (Hindu, jxuilsli) ingredients—arrack, tea,

sugar, water, and lemon-juico. As now prepared,

jnmcli may be described as a drink, the basis of

which is alcohol, of one or more kinds, diluted with
water, ll.avoured with lemon or lime-juice and S]iicc3,

and sweetened with sugar ; sometimes other ingi-e-

dients arc added acc<u-ding to taste, especially wine,

ale, and tea. The mixture is usually compounded in

a largo china bowl made for the purpose, and is

served out in glassies by means of a ladle. It is

much mure rarely seen now than formerly, wliich

is not to be regretted, for a more unwholesome
or intoxicating beverage could hardly be com-
pounded. Tiie ordinary mi.\e<l punch consists of the
following ingredients : the juice of three lemons
squeezed out into a large jug, and one lemon cut into

slices, with the rind on for llavour, twelve ounces of

loaf-sugar, and two cpiarts of boiling w.atcr; after

being infused half an hour, and strained oil', the liquid

is poured into the punch-bowl, and half a pint of rum
and of brandy arc added. A favourite mode of

drinking this composition at present is as a licjueur

after fish at dinner, for which purpose it is bottled,

and when wanted, is iced, either by placing the
bottles in rough ice, or by pounding and mi.xiug

in fine ice. The principal varieties of punch, in

addition to this, are rum, gin, and brandy imnches,
in which only one of the spirits mentioned is used,

and champagne, milk, orange, raspberry, tea, wme
punches.

PUNCH, a tool for cutting circular or other
shaped pieces out of metal, wood, or other mate-
rials. The simjilest form of tins instrument is

shewn in fig. 1, which consists of a piece of steel

formed .at one end into a hollow cylinder, a, the
end of which at b is ground to a very sharji cutting

edge. The other eml of the punch at c is made
strong and thick, to receive blows from a hammer,
and to serve as a handle. When the instrument is

in use, the cutting-edge, a, is applied to the surface

which is to be perforated, and a blow sulEciently

hard is struck on the end of the handle, c, when a
circular piece of the material is cut out and left in

the hollow part, a, which can lie removed at the
upper end of the opening at d. The mode of manu-
facturing such tools is very simple. A piece of

(uare steel-bar is taken, the thickness of which
: uist correspond with the thickness of the handle
it c, fig. 1, for which fig. 2 may be taken as the

I
Fig. 2.

commencement. This is brought up to a sufficient

heat in the furnace, and is then beaten or rolled

laterally so as to have the shape in fig. 3. In the

next stage, the edges, a, a, fig. 4, are brought up ; .and

finally, a mandril is put into the groove thus made,
and the edges are brought together, and welded

:

Fig. i.

the manilril is then withdrawn, and the tool goes to

be groun<l and finished. It will bo obvious th.at, by
skill, punches may be made which will make holes

of almost any shape. The enormous development
of our iron manufactures has necessitated the use of

machine-tools in the place of those made for the

hand, and none of the very ingenioiis inventions for

this ]nirpose have played a, much more important

liart tlian the 2<H)ir//i'«>;-ninr/ii«cs', for without them
the labour of drilling holes in iron plates for

such objects as steam-boilers, iron ships, bridges,

and other great works, would have been so great

as to ha^•e edectually prevented them from being
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tiudcrtaljen. The punching-machino invcntcil by

Messrs Iloberts and Nasmyth, with recent inodili-

cations aud improvemcuts, is in very general use in

all our great engineering works ; its essential parts

are the punch, lever, and the spring. The )iunch is

simply a piece of tough, hard steel of a cylindrical

form, and of the size "of the intended holes ; it fits

into a socket, v.-hich is suspended over a lixed iron

plate or bench, which has a hole exactly under the

)>unch, and exactly fitting it. In the socket which

holds the punch is a coUed iron spring, which holds

up tlie punch, and allows it to descend when the

power is applied, and returns it when the pressure

is relieved. The lever, when in action, jiresseson

the top of the punch, and the plate of metal which

i3 to be perforated being placed on the iron bench,

receives the pressure of the punch with sufficient

forco to press out a disc of metal exactly the

diameter of the punch, wliich falls through the hole

in the iron bench. The lever is moved by a cam
on a powerfid wlieel, which presses upon it until it

can pass ; then the lover being reUeved, the ])Uuoh

is dra-mi up by the spring in its socket, ready to

receive the action of the cam when the revolution

of the wheel again brings it to bear on the lever.

The punch itself is always solid, differing entirely

in this resjiect from the hand-tools. This useful

machine will perforate thick plates of iron, such as

ai-e used for shi^jbudding, almost as quickly as a

workman with an ordinary hand-punch could per-

forate tliin plates of tin ; the holes made ai-e quite

true, and are ready to receive the rivets.

PUNCTUA'TION, the division of a writing into

sentences, and the subdivision of these into parts

by means of certain marks called 2}olnts, a groat

lielp to the clear exhibition of the meaning and to

the pleasant reading of what is written. TIio

ancients were not acquainted with the use of points,

or used thera very little, and only for oratorical

purposes. Punctuation, according to the gi-ammar

and sense, is said to have been an invention of the

Alexandrian grammarian, Aristophanes ; but was so

much neglected and forgotten, that Charlemagne
found it necessary to ask Warnefried and Alcuiu to

restore it. It consisted at first of a point called the

stir/ma, and sometimes a line, variously formed and
introduced. The system of punctuation now in use

was introduced by the Venetian printer, Manutius,

iu the latter jiart of the 15th c. ; the example was
soon and generally followed, and little change has

since been found requisite.

PU'NDLER, the name which in Scotlaud used

to be given to a person emiiloyed on an estate as

hedger, ditcher, forester, and general guai-diau, in

absence of the proprietor. The office of a puudlcr

was probably analogous to that of poynder. Iu a
few cases, the term pimdler is still employed.

PU'NIC WARS, the name commonly given to

the three great wars waited for supremacy between
Eonie and Cai-thage. The Latin word punlnis, or

prrnkus, was tlie name given by the Romans to tlie

Carthaginians, in aUusiou to their Phoenician descent.

For an outline of the stru2gle between the two rival

powers, see C.\r.TUAGE, 1;ome, Hamilcar, Hanni-
bal, and the Scinos.—The Pvomans, who believed,

not without reason, that the Carthaginians never

sincerely meant to keep any treaty of peace, em-
ployed the phrase punka jldcs, ' I'lmic faith,' to

denote a false and faithless spirit.

PU'NICA. See Pojiegkaxate.

PU'NISH&IENT, in this country, usually means
the dej)rivation of property or liberty, or the inflic-

tion of pain on the body of one who commits a
criminal offence. It is not applicable, generally, to

civil actions, though these are also followed with

the compidsory pa\Tnent of money, and failing which,

^^^th the depriv.ation of pro])erty and liberty. As
the legal consequence of crimes, punishment con-

sists chiefly of the infliction of ]iaiu on the body,

and this ranges from capital punishment or death,

down to imprisonment for a term of years, and, iu

some cases, whipping is added ; and iu military and
naval oUenees, llogging. Capital punishment is

inUictcd only in case of treason and murder (but

there are other instances under naval or army dis-

cipline), and iu the form of Hanging (q. v.). In

crimes of less degree, imprisonment, or Penal Servi-

tude (q. V.) for a term of years, is the punishment.

As a general nde, the judge has a discretion to fix

the punishment within two defined Unfits. In the

great mass of the smallest crimes, which arc cognis-

able by justices of the peace, and are frequently

termed offences punishable summarily, the usual

punishment is a fine or penalty, i. e., a sum of money
is ordered to be jiaid by the offender, and if he do
not pay it, his goods are sold to make up the sum ;

fading which, he is committed to the house of

correction for a short jieriod of 3, (5, or 1'2 months

;

but, in some of the cases, imprisonment and hard

labour are imposed in lieu of a fine. The crown
can put an end to a sentence of punishment by a

free pardon, or may commute a sentence of death to

imprisonment for life.

PUNISHMENT, Future. See Heli.

PUNISHMENTS, Militaky and Naval. These,

in the British service, include death, liy shooting, if

for an offence against discipline—or by hanging, if

for a disgraceftU offence ; for serious crimes, flogging,

not exceeding 50 lashes, inflicted with the cat-o'-

nine-tails on the bare back (see Flogging) ; for

minor offences, degradation of rank, imprison-

ment, extra drill, stoppage of grog, loss of good-

conduct pay, sto]ipage of leave, &c. Death, degra-

dation, and loss of leave are the only punishments'

of those named above which can be inUictcd on
an officer. An officer can only be punished by
sentence of a court-martial ; he may be cashiered,

dismissed the service, deprived of his regiment or

ship ; or, iu the navy, reduced in rank by being

placed at the bottom of the list of officers of his

grade.—In certain of the German armies, punish-

ment is inflicted on the men iu the form of strokes

with a cane or with the flat of a sabre.

PU'NJAB (the Pentapotamia of the Greeks,

derives its name from two Persian words, signifying
' live rivers ') is an extensive territory in the north-

west of Hindustan, watered by the Indus, and its

five great affluents—the Jhclum, Chenab, Itavi,

Beas, and Sutlej, aud forms a British possession

since February 1S49. It is bounded on the W. by
the Suliman Mountains, on the N. by Cashmere, and
on the E. and S.E. by the Sutlej, which, in its

lower course, is called the Ghara. In shniie, tlie

territory of the P. resembles an isosceles triangle,

the apex of which is at the junction of the Indus

and the Pnnjnud, in lat. about 20° N. ; and the

base, about 430 mdes in length, runs along the

Himalay.as. The sides are about COO miles in length.

According to the latest returns published in the

last statistical tables of the Colonial and other Pos-

sessions of the United Kingdom (1SG2), the area of the

P. is 100,-iOO square miles ; and the pop. 14,704,011.

The physical character of the northern contrasts

strikingly with that of the southern districts. In

the north, the whole surface is traversed by spurs

from the Himalaj-as, which enclose deep valleys.

In the south, the surface is unbroken by any im-

portant eminence, with the exception of the Salt

Range, about 2000 feet high, between the Indus and
the Jhehim. The country, divided into five doabs,
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or interfluvial tracts, and frequently spoken o£ as

the jJains of the Indus, has a general slope towards

the south-west. The cUmate in the plains is most
oppressively hot and dry in summer, indicating in

Lahore 112°, in a tent artiticially cooled; but cool,

and sometimes frosty, in winter. Little rain falls

except in the districts along the base of the Hima-
layas. The soil varies from stiff clay and loam to

sand ; but, in general, is sandy and barren, inter-

mixed with fertile spots. The rivers afford abim-

daut means of irrigation. The indigenous vegetation

of the P. is meagre. Trees are few in number and
small, and fuel is so scarce, that cow-dung is much
used in its steai With an efficient system of

agriculture, however, the territories of this part of

ludia might be rendered very productive. Of the

ordinary crops, wheat of excellent quality is pro-

duced in considerable quantities, and indigo, sugar,

cotton, tobacco, opium, buckwheat, rice, barley,

millet, maize, and numerous vegetables and fruits

are grown. The manufacturing industry of this

region is very considerable, and is carried on for

the most part in the great towns, as Araritsir (q. v.),

Lahore (q. v.), JIultan (q. v.), &c. Spices and other

groceries, dye-stuffs, cloths, metals, and hardware,

are imported from the more eastern provinces

of British Intlia ; and grain, ghee, hides, wool,

carpets, shawls, silk, cotton, indigo, tobacco, salt,

and horses are exported. The inhabitants are of

various races, chiefly Jats, Gujurs, Kajputs, and
Patans. Two-thirds of the w'hule population are

Moslems, and of the remaining third, one half are

Hindus, and the other half Sikhs. The Jats are

the most prominent of the races of the P., and are

said to have formed the ' core and nucleus ' of the

Sikh nation and military force. Of the history of

the P., aU that is important ^vill be given under
the heading Sikhs.

PU'NKAH, a gigantic fan for ventilating apart-

ments, used in India and tropical climates. It

consists of a bght frame of wood, covered with
calico, from which a short curtain depends, and
is suspended by ropes from the ceiling; another

rope from it passes over a pnlley iu the wall to a

servant stationed without ; the servant pulls the

punkah backwards and forwards, maintaining a
constant current of air in the chamber.

PUNT, a heavy, oblong, flat-bottomed boat,

usefid where stability and not speed is needed.

I'unts are much used for lishing. Some are iitted

for oars ; but the more usual mode of [iropulsion

is by polos operating on the bottom. Punting is a
very laborious exercise.

PUOZZOLA'NO. See Cements.

PU'PA (Lat a girl, or a doll), the second stage of

insect life after the hatching of the egg. The lu-st

stage after the egg is that of Larva (q. v.). In

those insects of which the metamorphosis is C07n-

plele (see Insects), the pu])a is generally quite

inactive, and takes no food. This is the case in the

Lepidoptera, the pupa of w'hich is called a Ch-ijsalis

or Aurelia, and in the Cokoptcra, Hynunopttra, and
Diptcra. Itlanifcstatious of life may iudeed be

produced by touching, or in any way irritating, the

pupa, but it is incapaljle of locomotion and of eating.

It is quite otherwise with the pupcc of other orders,

which are often very voracious, and resemble the

perfect insect in almost everj-thing but that the

wings are wanting. The peculiarities of the pupa
are noticed in the articles on the different orders

and genera of insects.

PUPIL. See Eye.

PUPIL, in the Law of Scotland, means, in the

case of a male, one who is under 14 years of age

;

in the case of a female, one under the age of 12
j-ears.

PU'PPET, a name (derived from the Lat. pvpns,
a child or boy, Fr. ponpee, a doll) signifying a child-

like image. The Italian fantoccini (from fantino, a
chUd), aud the French J/ancmeHcs (q. v.) arc other

names for puppets. Puppet-plaj's, or exhibitions in

which the parts of the different characters are

taken by miniature figures worked by wires, while

the dialogue is given by persons behind the scenes,

are of very ancient date. Figures -with movable
limbs have been found in the tombs of ancient

Egypt and Etruria. Originally intended to gratify

cliildren, they ended in being a diversion for adults.

In China and India they are stUl made to act

dramas either as movable figures or as shadows
behind a curtain (' Ombres Chinoises '). In Italy

and France puppet-plays were at one time carried

to a considerable degree of artistic perfection, and
even Lessing and Goethe in Gei-many thought the

subject worth their serious attention. In England,

they are mentioned under the name of Motions by
many of our early authors, and frequent allusions

occur to them in the plays of Shakspearc, Ben
Jonson, and the older dramatists. The earliest

exhibitions of this kind consisted of representations

of stories taken from the Old and New Testament,

or from the lives and legends of saints. They thus

seem to have been the last remnant of the Moralities

of the 15th century. We learn from Ben Jonson and
his contemporaries that the most popidar of these

exhibitions, at that time were the Prodigal Son, and
Nineveh with Jonas and the Whale. Even the

Puritans, with all their hatred of the regidar stage,

did not object to be present at such representations.

In the reign of Queen Elizabeth, puppet-plays were
exhibited "in Fleet Street and Holborn Bridge

—

localities infested by them at the period of the

Eestoration. The most noted exhibitions of the

kind were those of Fiobert Powel in the beginning

of the ISth centurj'. (See Chambers's Bool: ofDays,

vol. ii. 1G7.) So recently as the time of Goldsmith,

scriptural ' Jlotions ' were common, and, iu She

Stoops to Conquer, reference is made to the disjilay

of Solomon's Temple in one of these shows. The
regidar performances of the stage were also some-

times imitated ; and Dr Samuel Johnson has

observed, that jnippets were so capable of rejircscnt-

ing even the plays of Shakspcare, that Macbeth

might be represented by them as well as by
livin" actoi-s. These exhibitions, however, much
degeueratcd, and latterly consisted of a wretched

display of wooden figures barbarously formed, aud

decorated without the least degree of taste or

propriety, while the dialogues were jumbles of

absurdities aud nonsense.

The mechanism of puppet-plays is simple. The
exhibitor is concealed above or below the stage,

works the figiires by means of wires, and dclivei-s

the dialogues requisite to jiass between the char-

acters. The exhibition of Pimch (q. v.) is perh.aps

the only example of this species of acting which

exists in this country at the present time.

PUPvAN'A (literally 'old,' from the Sanscrit

jmrd, before, past) is the name of that class of reli-

gious works which, besides the Tantras (q. v.), is the

main foundation of the actual popular creed of the

Brahiniuical Hindus (see Hindu Kemgion under

Indli). According to the popular beUef, tlicse

works were compiled by Vyiisa (q.v.), the supposed

arranger of the I'edas (q. v.), and the author of the

Mahibhiirata (q. v.), and possess an antiquity far

beyond the reach of historical computation. A criti-

cal investigation, however, of the contents of the

existing works bcariug that name must necessarily
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lead to the conclusion, tliat in tlicir present form
they >lo not only not bclon'; to a reinnt« n;^c, but
can barely claim an antiquity of a thousand years.

Tlio worl Punhi'a occurs in some passaj.'cs of the
iliilidhhiirata, the law-books of Yiijnav.ilkya and
llanu (q. V.) ; it is even met with in some Upa-
nlilt'nU and the great Brfihinan'a portion of the
White-Yajur-Veda ; but it is easy to shew that in

all these ancient works it canuot refer to the
cxistini; conii>osition3 called P., and therefore that

no inference relative to the aje of the latter can
be drawn from that of the former, whatever that

may be. Xevcrthclcss, it must be admitted that
there are several circumstances tending to shew
that there existed a number of works called P.,

which preceded the actual works of the same
name, .and were the source whence these probably
derived a |)ortion of their contents. The oldest

known author of a Sanscrit vocabulary, .\niara-

Sinha, gives as a synonym of P. the word Panclia-
lal/i/mit'a, which means ' that which has live

(pancliaii) characteristic marks ' (lakshan'a) ; and
the scholiasts of that vocabulary a<;rce in stat-

ing that these lakuhan'as arc : 1. Primary crea-

tion, or cosmogony ; 2. Secondary creation, or the
destniction and renovation of worlds ; 3. Gene-
alogy of gods and patriarchs ; 4. Afanwanlarax, or
reigns of Jilanus ; and 5. The history of the princes
of the solar and lunar races. Such, then, were the
characteristic topics of a P. at tlic time, if not of

Amara-Sinlia himself—which is ]irobable— at least
of his oldest commentators. Yet the distin-

guished scholar most conversant with the existing
Pur:"in'as, who, in his preface to the translation of
the Viahn'u-P., gives a more or less detailed account
of their cliief contents (Professor H. H. Wilson),
obsLTves, in regard to the q\ioted definition of
the conmientators im Araara-Siuha, that in no one
instance do the .actual Puran'.as conform to it

exactly ; that ' to some of tliem it is utterly inap-
plicable ; to others, it only p.artially applies.' To
the Viihn'n-P., he adds, it belongs more than to any
other P. ; but even in the case of this P. he shews
that it cannot be supposed to be included in the
term explained by the comment.ators. The .age

of .-\mara-Sinha is, according to Wilson, the Lost
half of the century prece<ling the Christian era

;

others conjecture that it dates some centuries later.
On the sup)iositi(m, then, that -Amara-Sinha himself
implied by Pancha-lakshaa'a the sense given to this
term by his commentators, there would have been
Puria'as about 1900 or lUOO years ago; but none
of these h.ave descended to our time in the diape
it then possessed.

Various passages in the actual Punln'as furnish
proof of the existence of such c'der Purfin'.as. The
strongest cWdence in this respect is that afforded
by a general description given by the Ma'xi/a-P. of
the extent of each of the Purln'.is (wliich are
unifonuly stated to be IS in number), including
itself

; for, leaving aside the exceptional case
in which it may be doubtful whether we possess
tlie complete work now going by the name of a
special P., Professor Wilson, in quoting the
description from the Matsya-P., and in comp.aring
with it tho real extent of the gieat m.ajority
of Purtn'.as, the comiileteness of which, in their
actu.al state, does not admit of a reasonable doubt,
has conclusively shewn that the Matxya-P. speaks
of works which are not those we now possess. We
are then bound to infer tliat there have been Piul-
n'as older than those preserved, and that their
number h.as been 18, whereas, on the contrary, it
will bo hereafter seen that it is very doubtful
whether we are entitled to assign this number to
the actu.al P. literature.

The modern age of this latter literature, in the
form in which it is known to us, is borne out liy

tlie change which the religious and philosophical

idi'.as, taught in the epic poems and the phUosojihical

Siltras, have undergone in it ; by the legendary
detad into which older legends and myths have
expanded ; by tho numerous religious rites—not
countenanced by tho Vedic or epic works—which
are taught, and, in some Purtln'as at least, by the
historical or quasi-scientilic instruction whicli is

imi)arted, in it. To divest that which, in these
PurSn'.as, is ancient, in idea or fact, from th.at

which is of jiarasitical growth, is a task which
Sanscrit philology has yet to fulfil ; but even ,t

supcrfici.al comparison of the contents of the jircsent

P. with the ancient lore of Hindu religion,

philosophy, and science, must convince every one
that the ])icture of religion and life unfolded by
them is a caricature of that afforded by the Vedic
works, and that it was drawn by priestcraft,

interested in sul)mitting to its sway the popular
mind, ami unscrupulous in the use of the means
which li.ad to serve its ends. The plea on which
the composition of the Puian'as was justified even
by great Hindu authorities—probably because they
did not feel equal to the task of destroying a system
already deeply rooted in the national miud, or
because they ajiprcliended that the nation at large

would remain without any religion .at all, if, witliout
possessing tlic Vedic creed, it likewise becauio
deprived of that based on the Purin'as—this plea
is best illustr.ated by a quot.ation from Silj-an'a,

the celebrated commentator on the three principal

V'edas. He says (Ithjv., ed. Miiller, vol. i. p. 3;i) :

' Women and S'fldras, though they, too, arc in want
of knowledge, have no right to the Veda, for they
are deprived of (the advantage of) reading it in

consequence of their not being invested with the
s,acred cord ; but the knowledge of law (or duty)
and that of the supreme spirit arises to them by
means of the Piiran'as and other books (of this

kind).' Yet to enlighten the Hindu nation as to
whether or not these books—which sometimes are
even called a fifth Veda—teach that religion which is

cont.ained in the Vedris and Upaiii/iliati',; there woidd
be no better method than to initiate .such a system
of popular education as woidd reopen to the native
miud those ancient works, now virtually closed to it.

Though the reason given by Suyau'a, .as clearly

results from a comparison of the Pim'm'as with the
oldest works of Sanscrit liter.ature, is but a poor
justification of the origin of the former, and though
it is_ likewise indubitable, that even at his time
(the middle of the 15th c. A.B.), they were, as they
still are, not merely an authoritative source of reli-

gion for 'women and S'iidras,' but for the great
majority of the males of other castes also, it never-
theless explains the gre.at variety of m.atter of which
the present Puran'as are composed, so great and so

multifarious indeed, that, in the case of some of

them, it imp.arts to them a kind of cyclopredical

character, 'i'hey became, as it seems, the source of

all popular knowledge ; a, substitute to the masses
of the nation, not only for the theological literature,

but for scientilic works, the study of which was
gradually restricted to the leisure of tho learned
few. Thus, while the prineip.al subjects t.aught by
nearly all the P. are cosmogony, religion, including
law, and the legendary m.atter which, to a Hindu,
assumes the v.alue of history, in some of them we
meet with a description of places, which gives to
them something of the character of geogr.aphy

;

while one, the Arjni-P., also pretends to teach
archery, meilieine, rhetoric, prosody, and gi'amraar

;

though it is needless to add th.at that teachiug has
no real worth.
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One purpose, however, and that a paramount one,

is not iiiohulpd in the arc^iment by which Suj'an'a

ondcavourcd to account for the composition of the
Puran'as— it is the purpose of estabUshinc; a sec-

tarian creetL At the third phase of Hindu Religion

(q. v.), two cods of the Hindu pantheon especially

cngi'ossed the religious faith of the masses, Vishu'u

(q. V.) and S'iva (q. v.), each being looked upon by
his worsliippers as the supreme deity, to whom the

otiicr as well as the remaining gotls were subordi-

nate. Moreover, when tlie power or energy of

these gods had been raised to the rank of a separate

deity, it was the female S'akti, or energy, of S'iva,

who, as Durga, or the consort of this god, was held in

peculiar awe by a numerous host of believers. Now,
apart from the general reasons mentioned before, a
principal ol>jcct, and probably iJi^ principal one of the

Fur.in'as, was to establish, as the case might be, the

supremacy of Vishn'u or S'iva, and it may be like-

n-ise assumed of the female energy of S'iva, though
the worship of the latter belongs more exclusively

to the class of works known as Tantras. There are,

accordingly, A^aishn'ava-Puran'as, or those composed
for the glory of Vishn'u, S'aiva-P., or those which
extol the worship of S'iva ; and one or two Purau'as,

perhaps, but merely so far as a portion of them is

concerned, will be more consistentlj"- assigned to the

S'ftkta worship, or that of Durga, than to that of

Vishn'u or S'iva.

' The invariable form of the PurJln'as,' s.ays Pro-
fessor Wilson, in his Preface to the Vishn'u-Pur-

dii'a, ' is that of a dialogue in which some person
relates its contents in reply to the inquiries of

another. This dialogvie is interwoven with others,

which are repeated as having been held, on other

occasions, between different individuals, in conse-

quence of similar questions having been asked. The
immediate nari'ator is commonly, though not con-

stantly, Lomaharshan'a, or Eomaharshau'a, the

disciple of Vyasa, who is supposed to communicate
what was imparted to him by his preceptor, as he
had heard it from some other sage Loma-
harshan'a is called Sftta, as if it was a proper name ;

but it is, more correctly, a title ; and Lomahar-
shan'a was "a Sftta," that is, a bard or panegyrist,

who was created, according to the VixJm'ii-Punlii'a,

to celebrate the exploits of princes, and who, accord-
ing to the Vitiju and Padma Pttrdn'as, has a right,

by birth and profession, to narrate the Puruu'as, in
preference even to the Brahmans.'
The number of the actual Puran'as is stated to

be 18, and their names, in the order given, are
the following: 1. Brahma-; '2. Padma- ; 3. Vishn'a-;
4. S'iva- ; 5. BluVjamta- ; G. Ndradiya- ; 7. Jlldr-

Icaii'd'c'ja- ; 8. A;ini-; 9. Bhavishi/a- ; 10. Brahma-
valvartta- ; IL Liiiria- ; 12. Vaniha- ; 13. Shanda- ;

14. VCunana- ; 15. Kilrma- ; 16. Matsya- ; 17. Gnru-
d'a- ; and 18. BrahmSn'da-Purdii'a. In other lists,

the A'jni-P- is omitted, and the VCvju-P. inserted

instead of it; or the Oarud'a a\\i\. Brahmtin'da arc

omitted, and rc]ilaccd by the Yihiu and Kr'ifinlia

Purdn'as. Of tliese I'ur.ln'as, 2, 3, 5, G, 10, 12, 17,

and prob.ably l,are Punln'.as of the Vaishn'.ava sect;

4, 8, 11, Id, 15, IG, of tlio S'aiva sect; 7 is, iu one
portion of it, called Dcvimrihitmya, the text-book
of the worshippers of Durga; otherwise, it has little

of a sectarian spirit, and would therefore neither
belong to the Vaishu'ava nor to the .S'aiva class ; 14,

as Professor Wilson observes, 'divides its hom.igo
between S'iva and Vishn'u with tolerable impar-
tiality ; it is not connected, thei-cfore, with any
scctarial principles, and may have preceded their

introduction.' The BhnvUhja-P. (9), as described
by the ila'xya-P., would be a book of prophecies

;

but the Bhavishtja-P. kno^^^^ to Professor Wilson
consists of five books, four of which are dedicated to
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the gods Brahma, Vishn'u, S'iva, and Tw.ashtr'i ; and
the same scholar doubts whether this work could
have any claim to the name of a P., as its lirst por-
tion is merely a transcript of the woi-ds of the lirst

chapter of JIanu, and the rest is entirely a manual
of religious rites and ceremonies. There are similar
grounds for doubt regarding other works of the list.

If the entire number of works, nominally, at
least, corresptmding with those of the native list,

were taken as a whole, their contents might bo so
defined as to embrace the five topics specified by
the commentators on the glossary of Amara-Sinha

;

philosophical specidations on the nature of matter
and soul,' individual as well as supreme ; small codes
of law ; descriptions of places of pilgrimage ; a vast
ritual relating to the modern worship of the gods

;

numerous legends ; and, exceptionally, as iu tlie

Agni-P., scientific tracts. If taken, however,
individually, the difference between most of them,
both in stjde and contents, is so considerable that
a general definition would become inaccurate. A
short description of each P. has been given by
the late Professor H. H. AVilson, in his preface to

his translation of the Vishnu-P. ; and to it, as

well as to his detailed account of some Purin'as in

separate essays (collected iu his works), we must
therefore refer the reader who would wish to

obtain a fuller knowledge of these works.—The age
of the P., though doubtless modern, is uncertain.

The Bhdfjavata, on account of its being ascribed to

the authorship of the grammarian Vopadeva, would
appear to j'ield a safer computation of its age than
the rest ; for Vopadeva lived iu the 12th c, or, as

some hold, 13th c., after Christ; but this author-
ship, though probable, is not proved to a certainty.

As to the other Purun'as, their age is supposed by
Professor Wilson to fall within the 12th and 17th
centuries of the Cliristian era, with the exception,

though, of the Mdrkan'd'eija-P., which, in consider-

ation of its unsectarian character, he would place

ia the 9th or 10th century. But it must be borne
in mind that all these dates are purely conjectural,

and given as such by the scholar whose impressions

they convey.
Besides these eighteen Purdn'as or great PurAn'as,

there are minor or Upapurdn'as, ' differing little in

extent or subject from some of those to which the

title of PimXn'a is ascribed.' Their number is given

by one Puran'a as four; another, however, names
the following IS: 1. Sanaikumdra- ; 2. Kdrasinhn-

;

3. Ndrad'nja- : 4. S'iva- ; 5. Durvdsasa- ; 6. Kdpila- ;

T.Mdnava-; S.Aus'anasa-; 9. Vd7-uii'a-; 10. Kdlikd-;

U.S'dmba-; l%Nandi-; IXSaura-; li. Pdrds'ara-

;

15.AdHi/a-; \G. Mdhes'ioara-; VJ. Blidgavata- (prob-

ably, however, a misreading for Bhdrgava) ; and
IS. Wh'i.^hlha-Upapuntit'a. Another list, difl'ering

from the latter, not in the number, but in the names,

of the Upapui-au'as, is likemse given in Professor

Wilson's Preface to the Vhhn'u-Purdn'a. Many
of these Upapunln'as are apparently no longer pro-

cur.able, while other works so called, but not in-

cluded in either list, are sometimes met with ; for

instance, a Mud'jala and Gancs'a Upapurun'a. The
character of the Upapuran'as is, like that of the

Puran'as, sectarian ; the S'iva- Upajmrdu'a, for

instance, inculcates the worship of S'iva, the KdUhd-
UpapurAn'a that of Durgil or Devi.

Both Puran'as and UpapiuAuas are for a con-

siderable piu-tion of their contents largely indebted

to the two great epic works, the ilahdblidrata (q. v.)

and Rdindijana (q. v.), more especiaUyto the former

of them. Of the Puran'as, the original text of throe

has already appeared iu print : tb.at of the Bhd'ja-

rala in several native editions, published at Bom-
bay, with the commentary of S'ridharaswimin, and
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partly in a Paris edition by Eu,?^ne Cunioiif, ivliicli

remained incomplete through the premature death

of that distiiiiiuished scholar ; that of the Mdrkan'-

d'oja-P., edited at Calcutta in the BiUiotkeca Indica,

by the liev. K. M. Bancrjca ; and that of the

Linrja-P., edited at Bombay; for, rcgardin;; a fourth,

th.eOarud'a-P., edited at Benares and Bombay, it

seems doubtful whether that little work is the same

as the P. spoken of in the native list. Besides these,

email portions from the Padma, SL-anda, BluivisU-

yotlara, Mdrhw'd'cija, and other Puran'as have been

published in India and Europe. Of translations, we

have only to name the excellent French translation

by Burnouf of the first nine books of the Blulgavala,

and the elegant translation of the whole Vishn'u-P.,

together with valuable notes by the late Professor

Hr H. Wilson, which is now in tlie course of

republication in his works, in a new edition, ampli-

fied with numerous notes, by Professor F. E. Hall.

—

For general information on the character and con-

tents of the Puran'as, see especially Wilson's preface

to his translation of the Vidin'u-P. (Works, vol. vi.,

Lond. 1SG4), Burnouf s preface to his edition of the

BhCiriavala (Paris, 1S40), Wilson's Analysis of the

Punln'as (Works, vol. iii. Loud. 1SG4, edited by Pro-

fessor E. Rest), K. M. Banerjea's Introduction to

the MdrJ:an'd'ei/a (Calcutta, 1SG2), and John Muir's

Oriqinal Sanscrit Texts on the Orhjin and History

of the People ofIndia, vols. 1

—

i (Lond. 1S5S— 1SG3).

PU'RBECK, Isle of, a district in the south of

Dorsetshire, 14 miles in length from west to east,

and 7 miles in breadth, is bounded on the N. by
the river Frome and Poole Harbour, on the E. and

S. by the English Channel, and' on theW. by the

stream of Lucktord Lake, which, rising in the park

of Lulworth Castle, flows north, and joins the

Frome. On the west, however, the water-boundary

is not complete, the district being connected with the

main portion of the county at East Lulworth ; and

the so-called Isle of P. is therefore really a peninsula.

In ancient times, the Isle of P. was a royal deer-

forest. See PuKBECK Beds and Purbeck Maeble.

PURBECK BEDS, a group of strata forming

the upper members of the OoUtio Period (q. v.),

and so named because they are weU developed in

the peninsula called the Isle of Pnrbeck (q. v.),

south of Poole Estuary in Dorsetshire. They

are, like the Wealden beds above them, chiefly

fresh-water formations; but their organic remains

join them more closely to the marine-formed Oolites

below, than to the superior Wealden scries. Though

of a very limited geographical extent, the Pm-beck

beds have yet considerable importance, from the

changes in animal life that took place during their

deposition. Generally less than 200 feet in thick-

ness, they, however, exhibit three distinct and
pecijiar sets of animal remains. This has caused

them to be arranged into three corresponding groups,

known as the Upper, Middle, and Lower Purbecks.

The Upper Purbecks are entirely fresh-water, and
the strata are largely charged with the remains of

shells and lish ; the cases of the Entomostraca
Cjrprides are very abundant and characteristic.

The building-stone caUed Purbeck Marble belongs

to this division.

The Middle Purbecks record numerous changes

during their deposition. The newest of the strata

consists of fresh-water limestone, with the remains

of Cyprides, turtles and fish. This rests on brackish

water-beds—Cyrena with layers of Corbula and
Melania. Below this, there are marine strata, con-

taining many species of sea-shells. Then follow

some fresh and brackish-water limestone and shales,

which again rest on the cinder-bed, a marine

argillaceous deposit, containing a vast accumulation
13

of the shells of a small oyster. This is preceded by
fresh-water strata, abounding in the remains of

Entomostraca, .and containing some beds of chcrty

limestone, in which little bodies, believed to havo
been the spore-cases of species of Chara, have been

found. At the base of this sub-group, a marine shalo

occurs, containing shcUs and impressions apparently

of a large Zostera.

The Lower Pm-becka begin' with a series of fresh-

water marls, containing Entomostraca and shells.

These rest on strata of brackish-water origin ; and
then follows a singular old vegetable soil, containing

the roots and stools of Cycads, and the stems of

coniferous trees. From its black colour and
incoherent condition, this layer has received from

the quarrymen the name of the 'Dirt-bed' (q. v.).

Tliis rests on the basement bed of tl^ whole group,

which is a fresh-\v.ater limestone, charged with

Entomostraca and shells, and contains the thin layer

in which Mr Beckles has l.itely found the remains of

several species of mammalia.

PURBECK BIARBLE is an impure fresh-water

limestone, containing immense numbers of the shells

of Paludina, from which it derives its ' ligure ' when
polished. It was formerly much used in the internal

decoration of churches and other buildings in the

southern counties of England. It is quarried in tho

peninsula of Purbeck, in Dorsetshire, and belongs to

the upper section of the Purbeck Beds (q. v.).

PUKCELL, Henry, the most eminent of Englich

musicians, was born at Westminster in 1658, and
was son of Henry Purcell, one of the gentlemen of

the Chapel-royal appointed at the Restoration. He
lost his f.ather at the age of six, and was indebted for

liis musical training to Cook, Humjjhrcys, and Dr
Blow. His compositions at a very early age shewed
evidence of talent. In 1676, he was chosen to suc-

ceed Dr Christopher Gibljons as organist of West-
minster Abbey ; and in 16S2 he was made organist of

the Chapcl-roy.-d. He wrote numerous anthems and
other compositions for the church, which were

eagerly sought after for the use of the various cathe-

drals, and have retained their place to the present

day. P.'s dramatic and chamber compositions are

even moi-e remarkable. Among the former may be

mentioned his music to the Tempest, his songs in

Drydcn's Kinrj Arthur, his music to Howard's and
Dryden's Indian Queen, to Urfey's Don Quixote, &c.

.V great many of his cantatas, odes, glees, catches,

ami rounds are yet familiar to lovers of vocal music.

In IGS.", he composed twelve sonatas for two violins

and a bass. P. studied the Italian masters deeply,

and often made reference to his obligations to them.

In origiiuvlity and vigour, as well as harmony and

variety of expression, he far surpassed both his pre-

decessors and his contemporaries. His church music

has been collected and edited from the original MS.

by Mr Vincent NoveUo, in a folio work which

appeared in 1S26— 1836, with a portrait and essay on

his life and works. He died of consumption in

1695, and was buried in Westminster Abbey.

PURCHASE-SYSTEM, a highly unpopular and

much misimderstood arrangement in the British

army, by which a large proportion— prob.ably a half

—of the first appointments of officers and their sub-

sequent promotion is effected. It dates from the

first formation of an English standing arm}', and was
formally recognised in the reign oi Queen Anne.

The system itself is very simple. A price is fixed

by regulation for each substantive rank (see Promo-
tion), viz.

—

Lieutenant-colonel,
Jljjor, .

CapLuin, .

Lkutenant, .

Cornet or Ensign,

Price.

£4500
3200
ISOO
700
450

Di""rciice.

iJ301)
UOO
11"0
i'50
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When any officer holding one of these regimental
commissions desires to retire from the army, lie is

entitled to sell his commission for the price stipu-

lated in the above table—£4500, in the case of a
lieutenant-colonel. This sum is made up by the
senior major, who is willing and able to purchase,
buying the rank of lieutenant-colonel for £1300 ; the
senior captain, willing and able to purchase, buying a
majority for £1400 ; a lieutenant purchasing liis

company for £1100; a comet or ensign becoming
lieutenant on payment of £'JoO ; and lastly by the

sale to some young gentleman of aa ensigncy or

cornetcy for £450. In practice, fancy prices higher
than the above are often given, according to the
popularity of a regiment, but this is only siib ro«d.

The value of commissions in the Guards is also

greater ; but as they constitute but a few regiments,

and are mostly oliioered from the nobility, they do
not need particular description.

Iso commission can be jjurchased by one officer

unless another officer vacates his commission by its

sale. Death-vacancies, vacancies caused by aug-
menting a regiment, vacancies resulting from the
promotion of colonels to be major-generals, are tilled

•\vithout purchase, usually by seniority. Xo rank
above lieutenant-colonel can be purchased.

It is alleged with truth that purchase enables
the rich man to step over the head of the poorer,

but perhaps better qualified, non-purchasing officer

;

and that money decides where merit should be the
only guide. These disadvantages, however, it is

replied, are not unmixed. Purchase, it is argued,
introduces into the army men of a very high
class in society, who give a tone to the whole
of military life. A great proportion of these
wealthy men enter with the intention of merely
spending a few years in the army, and then seU-

ing out. This tends, among other things, to

keep the officers young—a great advantage ; and,
further, provides in the country, among its gentle-

men, a body of men accustomed to military life,

who prove themselves well adapted for com-
mands in the militia and volimteers. Moreover,
selection exercised arbitrarily, as it must be when
the men from whom the selection is to be made are

scattered all over the world away from the selecting

power, would be certain to create dissatisfaction, and
woidd probably be substantially unfair. If seniority

were the ride, oflicers could scarcely change from
one regiment to another ; but under purchase,
exchange is a common thing, and is the greatest

boon to the poor officer who holds to his original

corps, for the rich officers, for private reasons of

locality, &c., are glad to change frequently from
regiment to regiment, entering in each case at the
hotlom of the list of officers of their rank iu their

new regiment. This, of course, pushes the non-
exchanging officer to the top, and the first death or
other non-purchase promotion then falls to him. Au
officer who has not purchased at all, may neverthe-

less sell his commission for its full value if he h:is

seri-ed twenty years, or for a sum less than the
regulated price after shorter ser\ace. This is also a
spur to promotion. On the whole, though exposed
to the disadvantage and annoyance of being passed
over by younger officers, the non-purchasing, i.e.,

the poor officers benefit by the purchase-system.
This is proved by the slow progress officers make
in corps where purchase does not exist, as, for
instance, in the lloyal Jlarincs. Few woidd counsel
the formation of a new army with such a system
as ]nirchase ; but, on the other hand, it has its

advantages in its workuig. The estimated cost of
buying out existing rights of sale is calculated at
from £3,000,000 to £5,000,000. Purchase does not
exi.st in the artillery, engineers, marines, I'Jth to

21st regiments of cavalr}^ or 101st to 109th regi-

ments of foot, and is in process of abolition iu the
military train, (The purchase system was abolished
by royal warrant in July 1871.)

PURCHASEE. See Sale.

PU'RFLED, or PURFLEWED, in Heraldry, a
term used with reference to the lining, bordering,

or garnishing of robes, or ornamentation of armour.

PURGA'TION. See Okdeal.

PU'RGATIVES are medicines which, within a
definite and comparatively short time after exhibi-

tion, produce the evacuation of the bowels. The
remedies included under this head have, however,
various modifications of action, which adapt them
for the fulfilment of different therapeutic applica-

tions. They are divided by Pereii'a into five gi'oups,

viz.

:

1. Laxatives.—A purgative is said to be laxative

when it operates so mildly as merely to evacuate
the intestines without occasioning any general

excitement of the system, or any extraordinary

increase of watery secretion from the capillaries

of the alimentary canaL This group includes

manna, sidphur, cassia pulp, castor oil, &c. ; and
purgatives of this kind are cmploj'ed when we wish
to evacuate the bowels with the least possible

irritation, as in children and pregnant women;
in persons suffering from hernia, piles, stricture or

prolapsus of the rectum, &c.

2. Saline or CooUnrj Purgatives, such as sulphate

of magnesia, and potassio-tartrate of soda, either iu

simple solution, or in the form of SeidHtz Powder
(q. v.). They give rise to more watery evacuations

than the members of the preceding group, and are

much employed iu inflammatory and febrile cases.

3. Milder Acrid Purijatiivs, such as senna,

rhubarb, and aloes. They possess acrid and stimu-

lating properties, and are intermediate in activity

between the last and the next group. Senna
(generally in the form of Black Draught) is em-
plo3"ed when we want an active but not very
irritant purgative. Rhubarb is especially adapted
for patients when there is a want of tone in the
afimentary canal. Aloes is used in torpid conditions

of the large intestine ; but as this di-ug irritates the

rectum, it should be avoided in cases of piles and
of pregnancy, especially if there is any threatening

of miscarriage.

4. Drastic Purgatives, such as jalap, scammony,
gamboge, croton oil, colocynth, and elaterium, when
swallowed in large doses, act as irritant poisons,

and are employed in medicine when the bowels
have resisted the action of milder purgatives, or

when we wish to exert a powerful derivative action

upon the intestinal mucous membrane (as in cases

of apoplexy, when croton oil is commonly used), or

when it is necessary to remove a large quantity of

water from the system, as in dropsical affections, iu

which case, elaterium, from its hydi-agogue power,
is usually employed.

5. 3fercurial Purgatives, the chief of which are
calomel, blue pill, and gray powder. They are
commonly given with the %'iew of increasing the

discharge or bile, although their power in this

respect has recently been denied. As their action

is uncertain, they are usually combined with or

followed by other purgatives. PodophyUiu (q. v.)

has recently been much used for the purpose of

exciting bilious evacuations. Hamilton's book On
Purgative Medicines, which was pubfished more
than half a century ago, is stUl the standard work
on the subject of this article.

PURGATORY (Lat. purgatorium, from purgo, I

cleanse) is the name given, in the Roman Catholic
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and oriontal cliurchcs, to a place of purgation, in

vliicli, ncconlint; to their religions system, souls

after death cither are purilied from venial sins

{percata voialia), or undergo the topiporal punish-
ment which, after the guilt of mortal sin (peccala

mrirttdia) lias been remitted, still remains to be

endured by the sinner. The ultimate eternal happi-

ness of their soids is SU)>poscd to be secured ; but
they are detained for a time in a state of jnirga-

tion, in order to l.)e iitted to api)ear in that Presence
into which nothing imperfect can enter. As tliero

is some obscurity and much misimdcrstaniling on
this subject, we shall briefly explain the doctrine of

Catholics, as collected from authentic sources, dis-

tinguishing those things which arc held by them as

'of faith,' from the opinions which arc freely dis-

cussed in their schools. Catholics hold as articles

of their faith (1) that there is a jiurgatory in the

sense explained above, and (2) that the souls there

detained derive relief from the prayers of the faith-

ful and from the sacrifice of the mass. Tlie Scrip-

tural grounds alleged by them in support of this

view are '2d JIacc. xii. 43—46 (on which they rely,

not merely on the supposition of its being insjiired,

but even as a simple historical testimony), Matt.
xii. 32, 1st Cor. iii. 11—15, 1st Cor. xv. 29; as well

as on certain less decisive indications contained in

the language of some of the Psalms—as xxxvii. (in

Auth. Vers, xxxviii.) 1, and Ixv. 12. And in all

these passages they argue not alone from the words
themselves, but from the interpretation of them by
the Fathers, as containing the doctrine of a pur-

gatory. The direct testimonies cited by Catholic
writers from the Fathers to the belief of their

respective ages as to tlie existence of a purgatory,
are very numerous. We may instance among the
Greeks : Clement of Alexandria, Slromata, vii. 12 ;

Origen, Horn. xvi. c. 5, 6 in Jcremiam ; vi. Horn, in

Jixod.; xiv. Horn, in Levit.; xxviii. Horn, in Numb.

;

Eusebius, De Vita Constantini, iv. 71 ; Athanasius,
Qu(^t. xxxiv. ad Aniioch. ; CyrU of Jerusalem, Cat.

Jilnstacj. v. 9 ; Basil, Horn, in Psahn, v. 7 ; Gregory
of Nazianzen, xii. Oral, de Laude Atlianasii;

Gregory of Nyssa, Orat. de Bapt. ; as also Epiphanius,
Eplircm, Thcodoret, and others. Among the Latins

:

TertuUian, Cyprian, Arnobius, Lactantius, Hilary,
Ambrose, and above all, Augustine, from whom many
most decisive passages are cited ; Paulinus of Nola ;

and Gregory the Great, in whom the doctrine is

found in all the fulness of its modern detail. The
epitaphs of the catacombs, too, supply Catholic
controversialists with some testimonies tiwthe belief

of a purgatory, and of the value of the imercessory
prayers of the living in obtaining not merely re])ose,

but relief from suffering, for the deceased ; and the
liturgies of the various rites are still more decisive
and circumstantial. Beyond these two points.

Catholic faith, as defined by the Council of Trent,
does not go ; and the council expressly prohibits the
popular discussion of the ' more difficult aud subtle
questions, and everything that tends to curiosity, or
superstition, or savours of filthy lucre.' Of the
further questions as to the nature of pm-gatory,
there is one of great historical importance, inas-

much as it constitutes one of the grounds of differ-

ence between the Greek and Latin churches. As
to the existence of purgatory, both these churches
are agreed ; and they are further agreed that it is a
Elace of suffering ; but, while the Latins commonly
old that this suffering is 'by fire,' the Greeks

do not determine the manner of the suffering, but
are content to regard it as ' through tribulation.'

The decree of union in the Council of Florence (1439)
left this point free for discussion. Equally free are
the questions as to the situation of purgatory ; as to

the duration of the purgatorial suffering j as to the
20

probable number of its inmates ; as to whether
they have, while there detained, a certainty of their

ultimate salvation; and wlicther a ' ])artieular judg-
ment ' takes place on each individual case immedi-
ately after death.—See Ecllanninus, De FurQatorio;
Suaresius, De Piirgatorio ; and on the Greek portion
of the subject, Leo Allatius, De utriusi/ue EccksicB
in Dognuite de Purpatorio perpetud Conscnsione.
The medieval doctrine and practice regarding

purgatory were among the leading grounds of the
protest of the Waldenses and other sects of that
age. The Reformers as a body rejected the doctrine.

What is called the ' historical ' or critical view of

its genesis, is \yell given by Neander {Dogmcnr/cs-
chichte, voh i.). He conceives that its source is to
be sought for in the ancient Persian doctrine of a
purifying conflagration which was to precede the
victory of Ornmz, and consume everything that was
impure. From the Persians it passed with modifica-
tions to the Jews, and from them found its way into

the ethical speculations of the more cultivated
Christians. It harmonised admirably with the
wide-spread philosophical notion borrowed by the
Gnostic Christians from Neo-Platonism, that matter
is inherently evil. If then the bodi/ was to rise, it

must be pureed of evil, and the instrument of

purification—hre, was at hand for the inirposc.

Moreover, the high and pure conception of the
character of God revealed in the New Testament,
necessitating a corresponding mor.al excellence on
the part of his worshippers— ' without holiness shall

no man see the Lord '—must have greatly assisted

in the establishment of the doctrine, for how could
men, only lately gross heathens, possessing yet but
the rudiments of the new faith, and with most of

their heathen habits still clinging about them, be
pronounced ' holy ' or ' lit for the presence of God?'
Tlieir ' faith ' in Christ was sufficient to save them,
but the work of sanctification was incomplete when
they died, and must go on. Probably it was a
strong Christian feeling of this sort that deter-

mined the reception of the doctrine of purgatory
into the creed of the Catholic church, rather
than any Gnostic philosophisings, though the
Nco-Platonic divines of Alexandria are the first

to mention it.

Protestants generally reply to the arguments of

Roman Catholics on the subject of purgatory, by
refusing to admit the authority of tradition or the
testimonies of the Fathers, and at the same time by
alleging that most—if not all—of the passages
quoted from the Fathers, as in favour of purgatory,

are insufficient to prove that they held any such
doctrine as that now held by the Roman Catholic
Church, some of them pi'operly relating only to the
subject of prayer for the dead, and others to the
doctrine of Limbus (q. v.). That the doctrine of

purgatory is the fair development of that which
maintains that prayer ought to be made for the
dead, Protestants generally acknowledge, but refuse

to admit that the Fathers carried out their views
to any such consequence. As to the alleged

evidences from Scripture, they are commonly set

aside by Protestants as merely ridiculous. The
much vaunted argument from the second book of

JIaccabecs, is of course contemned, as being from an
apocryphal book, and not one of the best books of

the Apocrjqjha ; besides, that the passage relates to

nothing more than prayer for the dead. The text
Matt. xii. 32, is explained as relating to the final

judgment; and 1 Cor. iii. 11—15, as relating to a
trial of icorks, and not of persons ; whilst 1 Cor. xv.

29 is regarded as having nothing more to do with
the subject than any verse taken at random from
any part of the Bible.

PURGING NUT. See Physic Nut.
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PXJRIFICA'TION, in a Biblical sense, is the act

tlirongh -n-hich an individual became fit to approacli

the lieity, or to mix freely in the community, in

cases where a- certain bodil.y or other disability had

kept him out of the pale of the latter. The purifi-

cation consisted chiefly in expiations, ablutions, some-

times accompanied by speci.al sacrifices. Priests

and Levites were consecrated for the Divine service

by 'purification ;' proselytes had to undergo it at

baptism ; and special religious acts could only be

performed by those who had ' bathed their bodies.'

Gener.ally, no one was .allowed to enter the Temple

or synagogue without having w.aslied or ' s.anctificd

'

himself ; and in the post-exiliau period, bathing

was considered (chiefly by the Pharisees and

Essenes) as one of the chief duties of piety. In

general, the Mosaic Law distinguishes between
' clean ' and ' unclean ' persons as well as things,

calling ' unclean ' aU th.at with which an Israelite

is not to come in contact. It has been erroneously

assumed that all the Levitical laws of purity and
purification have a physical or medical reason

—

that is, that infection was to be prevented through

them ; but this can only have been the case

in some instances. At the same time, we cannot

deny th.at we are at a loss for the general principle

on which they were based. There can be no

doubt that cleanness, like every other virtue, if

not enforced on religious grounds, woidd have had
few devotees in those days, .and among an eastern

people; while, .again, a hot climate requires a much
gi-eater attention to outward purity than more
temperjite zones. Compared with the Indian and
Persian laws in this respect, the Jewish ones seem

much less minute and harassing. For the purifica-

tion from the severer kinds of luicleanness, a cert.ain

' water of uncleanncss ' (Lev. xv.) was prepared

;

and the different acts to be performed for the

readmission of the leper into the community (Lev.

xiv. 4—32), shew plainly that his was considered

the last stage of 'impurity. Identical with the first

st.age of the leper's purification are the ceremonies to

be [lerformed in the case of infected houses and
garments. The sixth Seder of the Mishnah, in 11

treatises (there is no Gem,ara to this portion, except

to Nidd.ah), contains the most detailed regulations

(.as fixed by tradition) on this point. The washmg
of hands, we may add in conclusion, was in later

times considered ritually necessary, in accord-

ance with the Talmudieal maxim, that ' every table

should properly be sanctified into an altar.' See
Uncle.inne.ss.

All the Jewish ceremoni.al purifications are

commonly reg.arded by Christi.au theologians as

emblematic of the necessity of holiness in the

people of the Lord, and particid.arly in all acts of

worsliip.

PURIFICATION OF THE BLESSED VIR-
GIN 5IARY, rE.4ST OF, a festival in commeraor.ation

of the ' purification ' of the Blessed Virgin Mary, in

accordance with the ceremoni.al law of Lev. xii. 2.

Tills ceremony was appoiuted for the fortieth day
after childbirth, which, reckoning from December

25 (the Nativity of our Lord), f.alls upon Febru.ary 2,

on which day the purification is celebrated. The
history of Mary's compliance with the haw is related

in Luke ii. 22—2t ; and as on the same occasion

she complied also with the law of Numb, xviii. 1.5,

by the offering prescribed in redemption of the

first-born, the fcstiv.al is .also called by the name
of the ' Presentation of the Child Jesus,' or the ' Feast

of Simeon,' and sometimes, also, 'of the Meeting'

(o(^ri(r.<»s), in allusion to Simeon's meeting the Virgin

mother, and taking the child into his arms (Luke ii.

25). The date of the introdiiction of this festival is

uncertain. The first clear trace of it is about the

middle of the 5th c, during the reign of Marcia,

and in thiT Church of Jerusalem. Its introduction

in the Pioman Church in 494, was made, by Pope
Gelasius, the occasion of transferring to a Chris-

tian use the festivities which at that season were
annexed to the pagan festival of the Lupercalia.

PU'RITANS, a name first given, according to

Fuller, in 1.564, and according to Strype, in 1.569, to

those clergpnen of the Church of England who
refused to conform to its liturgy, ceremonies, and
discijiline as arranged by Archbishop Parker and
his Episcojial coadjutors. But in point of fact, the

Pirritan tendency in the Church of England is as

old as the church itself ; and to seek for its true

origin we must go back to the period of Cranmer,

who, when haying the foundations of English Pro-

testantism in a nation only half-prepared for the

change, found it necess.ary to make concessions to

the older religion, and to build the new church on an

ehaborate system of compromise. This feature of

'Anglicanism'—its essential hroad-clmrchism—gave

great offence to the stricter and more doctrin.al

of the English reformers, who neither cared nor

were competent to look at the thing from a states-

man's point of view. The reign of Edw.ard VI.,

brief though it was, shewed cpiite clearly that if

the party in the English Church who had acquired

not only then- theology, but their opinions of church-

government from Calvin, ever got the upper hand,

they would not stop tiU they had reconstructed, on

a much simpler basis, the whole ecclesiastical

f.abric. The reaction under Mary drove most of

them to seek safety in exile on the continent. It

was here the first definite step in the history of

Puritanism w.as taken. A number of the exiles resi-

dent at Fr.ankfurt determined to adopt the Genevan
service-book in preference to that appointed by
King Edward, and though their .attempt proved a

faihu-e, partly on account of the opposition of others

of the exUes, yet it shewed the pertinacity with which

they tried to carry tlieir convictions into pr.actiee.

On their return to Engl.and, after the accession of

Eliz.abeth, the struggle was renewed. But the

virile queen would not tolerate their notions, and

during her whole reign, punished in the most strin-

gent style all who refused to obey the Episcop.al

ordinances. The position assumed by the P. was

that the liturtrv, ceremonies, and disciphne of the

Church of England required further reformation;

that the church, as then constituted, did not separ-

ate itself markedly enough from Roman Cathoh-

cism ; and that it was deslriable, in tlie interests of

religion, to .abandon everj-tliing that could boast of

no other authority than tradition or the will of man,

and to follow as far as possible the 'pure' word of

God. Hence their name, which was jirobably given

in derision. In spite of the sharpest repressive

measures, their pruiciplcs gi-adually spread among

the serious portion of the laity, who were .also

called Puritans. But the name appears not to h.ave

been confined to those who wished for certain

radical changes in the forms of the church. The
character that generally accompanied this wish led

naturally enough to a wider use of the term ; hence,

according to .Sylvester, 'the -vicious multitude of

the ungotUy called all Puritans th.at were strict and

serious^ in a holy life, were they ever so conform-

.ablc' This is the sense in which the Elizabethan

dramatists use the word. From this very breadth

of usage, one sees that there were diflerent degrees

of Puritanism. Some would have been content

with a moder.ate reform in the rites, disciplme, and

liturgy of the church ; otlicrs (like Cartwright of

Cambridge) wished to aliolish Episcopacy alto-

gether, .and to substitute Presbyterianism ;
while a

third party, the Brownists or Independents (q. v.),
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wore out-and-out tlissentors, opposed alike to Pres-
bytcrianisni and Episcopacy. During the reigns of
0;inii'3 I. and Charles I., the spirit of Puritanism
continued more and more to leaven English society
and the English parliament, although the most
violent efforts were made by both monarchs to
extirpate it. The tyTannical proceedings of Laud
and of the Laudian bisliops, and the outrages
practised by Charles on the English constitution,

led many who were not at all Genevan in their
ideas to oppose both church and king for the sake
of the uatii>nal liberties. Hume distinguishes three
kinds of P. : 1. The Political P., who disliked
the bishops, not so much on ecclesiastical grounds,
as on account of their servility towards the king,
an<l their priestly antipathy to civil liberty ; 2. The
P. ill CInirch Discipline, who were for the most part
in favour of Presbyterianism ; 3. The Doctrinal P.,
who were strong Calvinists on such jjoints as

predestination, free-will, grace, &c., but were not
opposed to Episcopac}' or to the ecclesiastical

authority of the monarch, and who contented them-
selves with assailing the Arminianism that was
encouraged at court. The attitude of this third
class was certainly anomalous, and it is not wonder-
ful that they exercised so little influence or control
on the march of events in the great civil struggle.
The second class was by far the most numerous—at
least among the clergy ; and at first it seemed as if

the clergy were going to have things all their own
way. For example, in the memorable ' Westminster
Assembly of Divines' (1643), the great majority of
the ministers were Presbyterians, and their Confes-
sion of Faith is quite a Presbyterian affair. But
genius, energy—the arms of victory—belonged to
the more advanced P., who were predominant in
the army and the parliament, and ultimately
triumi)hed in the person of Cromwell (q. v.). But
the llestoration (IGGO) brought back Episcopacy,
and the Act of Uniformity (16G2) threw the P.
of the church into the position of dissenters. Their
subsequent history is treated under the different
forms of dissent. Before the civU war broke out,
so great were the hardships to which the P. were
exposed, that many of them emigrated to America,
to seek liberty and peace on the solitary shores of
the New World. There they became the founders
of the New England States, and cultivated un-
molested that form of Christianity to which they
were attached. Nowhere did the spirit of l\u-itan-
ism in its evil as well as its good more thoroughly
express itself than in Massachusetts and Ehode
Island

; nor have its traces whoUy disappeared even
yet. In Scotland, Puritanism, in the shajie of Pres-
byterianism, was from the first the established
religion ; hence it does not present itself to us in
that country as a struggling, suffering, antagonistic,
and protesting force ; nor, in point of fact, was the
name of P. ever given even to the extrcmest sect of
Covenanters.—See Neale's History of the Puritans;
Price's History of Protestant Nonconformity in Eng-
land; and Macaiday's History of England.

PURL, a beverage now little used except
among the lower classes in and around London.
It is made by warming a pint of ale -with a quarter
of a pint of milk, and adding some sugar and a
wine-glassful of gin, rum, or brandy.

PU'RLINS, pieces of tunber used in framed roofs,
between the principals, for the support of the
common rafters.

PU'EMEREND, a flourishing little town in
North Holland, 10 miles north of Amsterdam, and
on the line of the great canal from that city to the
North Sea. Pop. nearly 5000. It has a large
trade in cheese, butter, eggs, cattle, and wood,

upwards of 1,500,000 lbs. of cheese being annually
sold in the market In 1S02, the number of ships
which entered amounted to 138, having an aggre-
gate burden of 36,235 tons, 7 belonging to the
Netherlands, and 131 to foreign ports, 127 being
timber-laden. The town, which 8i)rung u]) under
the protection of the castle of Purmerstcin (built at
the beginning of the 15th c), derives its name from
being situated at the end of the Purmer, formerly
a sheet of water, by drainage made a fertile tract of
land containing C7U1 acres.

PU'RNEAH, a large town of British India,
ca])ital of an extensive and populous district of the
same name in the presidency of Bengal, on the north
bank of the Ganges, stands on both b.anks of the
Little Kosi river, 230 miles north-north-west of
Calcutta. It covers a considerable area, but it is

not compactly built, there being numerous planta-
tions, gardens, and other open places within tlie

boundaries. Aroimd the town are numerous
straggling villages. A considerable quantity of
indigo is grown in the vicinity. The civic estab-
lishment consists for the most part of Europeans.
Pop. from 40,000 to 50,000.

PURPLE OP CASSIUS, or GOLD PURPLE,
a beautifid colouring material of a vitreous char-
acter, which was made known in Germany in the
17th c. by an artist named Andrew Cassius, whose
father was secretary to the Duke of Schleswig. Its
property is to give a beautiful ruby red to glass,

and it was therefore, and still is, enqiloyed to make
imitation rubies. It is made by combining one part
of neutral chloride of gold with a mixture of one
part of protochloride and two parts of perchlorido
of tin, all in solution. When mixed togctlicr, a
beautiful purple precipitate is the result, which is

the Purple of Cassius. The French recipe, which is

said to be the best, is 10 parts of acid chloride of
gold dissolved in 2000 parts of distilled water. To
this add a solution, carefully prepared, in another
vessel, of 10 parts of pure tin in 20 parts of m\iriatic

acid diluted with 1000 parts of water. On mixing
the two, the purple precipitate is thrown down, and
is separated by filtering and decantation.

PURPLE COLOURS. Painters in oil and
water colours produce the various shades of purple
by the admi.xtiu'e of pure reil and pure blue
colours. Dyers obtain this colour from various
sources, all of which are curious and interesting.

From a very early period, puqile has been one of

the most highly prized of all colours, and came
to be the sj'mbol of imperial power. Probably
one great reason for this was the enormous cost of
the only purple colour known to the ancients,
the Tyriau purple, which was obtained in minute
quantities only from a Jlediterranean species of

molluscous animal or shell-lish, the Murex trnn-

cuius, and perhaps .also Purpura lapillus. In the
time of Cicero, wool double-dyed with this colour
was called dihapha, and was so excessively dear, tliat

a single pound-weight cost a thousand denarii, or
about £35 sterling. A single murex only yields a
small drop of the secretion, consequently very large
numbers had to be taken in order to obtain enough
to dye even a small amount of wool. Tarentiun,
the modern Otranto, was one of the great murex
fisheries of the Romans, and there they had a
number of large dyeing establishments. Vast heaps
of the shells have been discovered there, the
remains of its former industry. With the decline

of the Roman empire, the employment of this

purple colour ceased, and it was not until a Floren-
tine of the name of OrchiUini discovered the dyeing
properties of the lichen now called Orchella Weed,
that a simple piu-ple colour was known in Europe.
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The discovery was kept secret in Italy for nearly

a century, and that country supplied the rest of

Europe with tlie prepared dj'c, which received the

name of Orchil or Archil (q. v.). The colour was
very fugitive, and soon ceased to be nsed by itself

;

it, however, was found very useful in combination,

and has a remarkable power of brightening up other
colours. JIany improvements have been lately

made in archil dyeing, especially in fixing it. Its

value, however, has been greatly lessened by the

discovery of the beautifid series of purples yielded

by coal-tar as results of the combination of one of

its products called aniline with other bodies. See
Dyeing.

PUEPLE EMPEROR {Apadira Iris or i\^i/m-

phnlis Iris), one of the largest of British butterflies,

and one of tlie most richly coloured. The expanse
of wings is from 2i to S\ inches. The \vings are

strong and thick, and the flight more sustained

Purple Emperor (larva and pupa shown below).

than that of many butterflies. The P. E. is very
often to be seen about the tops of oak-trees.

PURPLE WOOD, or PURPLE HEAPvT, the
heart-wood of Copaifcra puhijlora and C hracteata,

a very handsome wood of a rich plum coloiu'. The
trees producing it are natives of British Guiana,
\^-here the wood is called generally Mariwayana. The
trees arc rather rare on the coast, Ijut in the upland
forests arc common. The chief interest of the wood
is its remarkable adaptation to the purposes of

artillery and iiro-arms. It is said no wood is better

adapted for niortar-beds and gun-carri.ages, as it

sustains better than any other the violent concus-
sions to which they are subjected. Its chief use in

this country has been for making ramrods for

muskets. Its great beauty and smooth grain w'ould

insure its extensive employment in cabinet-work in

this country, if it were better known.

PUKPLES. Sec E.\r.-cocKLEs.

PU'RPURA, a genus of gastcropodous molluscs, of

the family Biiccinidic. The species are very similar

to tho.-e of the genus Bucciiuim (see WiiEi.K), hut
have a less elongated shell, and a flattened columella,

which is pointed at the base, and forms there, with
tlio outer lip, a canal excavated as a notch in the
shell, and not projecting. The species are numerous,
mostly natives of the shores of warm climates. P.
liipiUtis is a sjieeies jiretty conmion on most parts of

the British coast. It is smooth and whitish, with
bands of reddish-brown, and sometimes two inches

long. It feeds ou mussels and other mollu;iCS,

boring their shells with its proboscis. The genus is

interesting, because some species of it were amongst

Purpura

:

ShcU of P. pcrstca ; an animal of P. hamostoma.

those which yielded the famous Tyrian purple of

the ancients. P. palula is supposed to have been
one of those from which this dye was obtained,
Ijut it may have been obtained from others, as

P. lapillus. The dye is contained in a small vein-

like sac near the head. Sep Purple Colouks.

PURPURA, or THE PURPLES, is a malady
which is often erroneously placed amongst the
diseases of the skin. It is in reality a blood disease,

and is characterised by the appearance of small
round spots, of a deep purple colour, which are seen
first and most abundantly on the legs, and after-

wards extend to the arms and trunk. They are

accompanied by no local pain, are not effaced by
pressure (being due to a drop of blood extra-

vasated beneath the cuticle, or in the structure of

the skin itself), do not rise above the surrounding
surface, and are sometimes intermixed with livid

patches resembling bruises ; and, before disappear-

ing, both the round sjjots and the patches undergo
the same change of colour which a bruise undergoes.
These spots are not pecidiar to the skin, but occa-

sionally occur upon internal surfaces, and in the
tissues of viscera. Passive ha-morrhages from the
mucous membranes frequently aeeom]iany the
external symjitoms. Tliere is usually much debility,

and often a great tendency to faintness. The dura-
tion of the disease varies from a few days to a year
or more. Slight cases are devoid of danger, and
even the hremorrhagio cases usually recover, unless

the bleeding has been excessive, or the blood has
been extravasatcd into a vital organ.

The causes of this disease arc obscure. The
mode of treatment varies in different cases,

but the main indication alwaj's is to correct the
condition of the blood. WTien there is reason to

believe that the disease is dependent upon depres-

sing inilucnces, a nutritious diet, tonics, and
stinuUants are required ; and chalybeates, or the
mineral acids, and quinine, with plenty of exercise

in the open air, should be prescribed. When,
liowever, there is no evidence of the opcr.ation of

any debilitating cause, and the pulse is hard, the
most efficient treatment consists in abstinence,

venesection, and purgatives. In cases of a mixed
nature, a mixture of the oil of turpentine and
castor-oil, in free doses (2 drachms of the former
to 5 or G drachms of the latter), and iced drinks,

or the sucking of small pieces of ice, have been
strongly recommended. If the ha;morrhago is not
stopped by the oil of turpentine, gallic acid, or
acetate of lead and opium, nuist bo prescribed ; and
if it proceeds from accessible parts, local measures,
such as the employment of ice or strong astringents,

should also be employed.
. C3
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PtJ'RPURE, in ncralJry, the colour purine,

exi>russuJ ill eneraviugs by liuea iu

lieiul sinister. It is of inifrequent

occurrence in British heraldry.

PU'RPURINE. See Madder.
PUREE. See Dunlin.

PURSE-CRAB (liirrjus), a geniis

of Crtiataccn, of the order Dccnpoda,
Purpure. n„,| suborder yl«omoHra (see Ceau),

allied to Hermit-crabs (q. v.), but

having tlie abdomen or tail shorter and almost orbi-

cular," its under surface soft ami raemliraiious, its

tipper surface covered witli stron.c plates, which
overlap one another as in lobsters. Tlie iirst pair of

lec;3 have large and powerful pincers ; the pair of

legs nearest the abdomen are very small, but termin-

ated by rudimentary pincers ; the jiair next to them
larger, with small pincers ; the sccoud and third

pair of legs are terminateil by a single nail. A
.species of P. (B. latro) is found in Mauritius and in

the more eastern islands of the Indian Ocean. It is

one of the largest of crustaceans, sometimes two or

three feet in length when fully stretched out, and

Pursc-cr.ab {Biyr/us lati-o),

capable of erectiug itself to the height of a foot

from the ground, which it readily does if irritated,

retreating backward, and exhibiting to the utmost
its powers of offence or defence. It is of a
yellowish-brown colour, its limbs covered with little

blackish projections. It is never found far from the
sea, to which it is said to pay visits, iu order to

moisten its gills ; but it resides on land, and often

in holes under the roots of trees, where it accumu-
lates great quantities of the fibres of the cocoa-nut
husk, as if to keep itself warm, or for a soft bed.

The Malays rob these stores to supply themselves
with junk. The gills of the P. are contained in a
very large cavity, of which they fill only a very
smaU part. Its food consists of cocoa-nuts and
other nuts, which it climbs trees to procure. Its

manner of dealing with a cocoa-nut is described as

exhibiting a remarkable instinct, as it ahvaj-s begins
to tear otf the husk at the end where the ci/es are.

It is variously stated that it makes a hole through
the eye from wliich the nut woidd germinate, and
then scoops out the nut with the small pincers of its

fourth pair of legs ; and that having made this hole,

it seizes the nut by one of its great pincers, and
breaks it against a stone. Both statements may
perhaps be true.

PU'RSER, in the Royal Navy, was formerly a
warrant, and sulisequently a commissioned officer,

in charge of the iiro%'ision, clothing, pay, and neces-
saries of a ship-of-war. His title was changed in
1S44 to that of Paymaster (q. v.).

PU'RSLANE {Poiitdaca), a genus of plants of
the natural order Portulacca:, having a bifid calyx, 4
or six petals, S or IG stamens, and a capsule dividing

around the middle, (.'iimmon P. (P. olcracm) grows
in cultivated and waste grounds on the sea-shore, in

almost all tropical and subtrojiical parts of the
worhl. It is cxiltivated as a pot-lierb. It is a short-

lived annual, with spreading and ratlier procunibeut
stems, and obovate lleshy leaves, wliich, as well as

tlie young shoots, arc frequently used in salads.

The young and tender slioots are piclcled in France
like gherliins. P. is not so comniuu in British

gardens as it once was.

PU'ESUIVANT (Fr. povr.mimnt, follower), the
third and lowest order of heraldic officers. The
office M-as instituted as a novitiate, or state of pro-

bation through which the offices of lierald and king-
at-arms were ordinarily to be attained, though it

has been held tliat a herald or king-at-arms may bo
made per sallum. There are four pursuivants
belonging to the English College of Arms : Pmige
Croix, the oldest, so named from tlie Cross of St
George; Blue-mantle, instituted either by Edward
III. or Henry V., and named in allusion to the robes
of the Order of the Garter, or perhaps to the colour
of the arms of France; Boiige Dragon, deriving his

title from King Henry VII.'s dexter supporter, a
red dragon, assumed in allusion to his descent from
Cadwaladyr; and PortcuUis, named from a badge of

the same monarch. There are six pursuivants in

the heraldic establishment of Scotland, known by
the names of Dbi'jwall, Bute, Carrie/:, Ormond,
Kintyre, and Unicorn—titles wliich, as well as those
of the heralds, seem to have originated in the reign

of James III. The Scottish pursuivants take i>re-

cedonce according to seniority in office.

In ancient times, any gi-eat nolilcman might
institute his own pursuivant with his o^vn hands
and by his single authority. The Dukes of Norfolk
had a pursuivant, called Blanch-lijon, from the white
lion in their arms ; the jiursuivant of the Dukes of

Northumberland was styled Esperance, from the
Percy motto ; and Richard Nevil, Earl of Salisbury,

had a pursuivant called Egle vert. We even find

Sir John Lisle, in 1442, making Thomas de Launey
his pursuivant, by the title of Blanch SangHer. The
ancient costume of a pursuivant of the king was a
Eurcoat, embroidered -n-ith the royal arms, and worn
with one sleeve hanging down in front, and another
behind. In 1.576, Rouge Croix was severely censured
for wearing his coat as a herald. In later times,

however, a pursuivant's coat is worn exactly as a
herald's, the latter officer being distinguished by
the collar of SS.

PURURAVAS, a celebrated legendary king of

ancient India. According to tradition, he was a
son of the ])lanet Budha, or Mereur, by lid—a name
of the earth, a prince renowned for liberality,

devotion, magnificence, truthfulness, and personal
beauty ; but still more so on account of his love for

the Apsaras Urvas'i. This heavenly nymph having
incurred the imprecation of some gods, and there-

fore having been compelled to descend from
heaven, saw P., and was seen by him. The king
having, in consequence, fallen in love with Urvas'i,

she consented to return his affection, on the condi-

tion that he would never suffer two rams, which she
loved as childi-en, and always kept near her bedside,

to be carried away from her, and also that he should
never be seen by her undressed. To these terms
the king gave his assent ; but the Gandharvas, the
choristers in Indra's heaven, and the husbands of

the Apsarasas, being jealous of P., instigated one of

their tribe to carry away one of the rams during
the night ; and after he had accomplished their
design, other G.andharvas came and stole the second
ram. Ujion this P., highly incensed, and trusting

that the nymph would not see his person, as it was
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(lark, rose in pursuit of tlie robbers. At that

moment, however, the Gandharvas caused a flash of

li'^htuinr; to irradiate the scene, and Urvas't beheld

tile king undressed. The compact was violated,

and Urvas'i disappeared, while the Gaudharvas,

abandoning the rams, departed to the slcy. P.

recovered the animals, but could find Urvas'i

nowhere. Like one insane, the king now wandered
over the world, until he saw her, at Kurukshetra,

sporting with four other nymphs of heaven in a lake

licautified with lotuses. Urvas'i, however, told him
to keep away from her until, at the end of the year,

she should be delivered of the son with whom she

v.'as pregnant by him. He obeyed ; and after Ayus
was born, these annual interviews between P. and
Urvas'i were repeated, until she had born him five

other sons—Dhlmat, Amavasu, Vis'wivasu, S'atiiyus,

and S'rutfiyus. But the king, now longing for an
unintcrrniitcd re-union witli his wife, Urvas'i

endeavoured to propitiate the Gaudharvas who had
eausrd their separation. Her efforts were success-

ful ; and they taught the king how to produce by
attrition, from the wood of the lig-treo, a sacrificial

lire, and how to divide it into the three tires

required for sacrificial acts. By this means, they
enabled him then to celebrate many sacrifices, and,
by virtue of these, to be transferred to the sphere

where Gandharvas and Apsarasas dwell together.

This legend is adverted to in the Vedas, and related

%\ith more or less detail in the JIahdbhdmta and
the Purdn'as (see, for instance, Wilson's Vishn'u-

PurCin'a) ; it is likewise the subject of the cele-

lirated drama of Kalidasa, the Vikramorvas'i, where,
however, the incidents that, according to the
Purdn'as, cause the separation of P. and Urvas'i,

are not mentioned by the poet, her disappearance
being ascribed by him to a tit of jealousy, in which
she trespassed on the proscribed bounds of a divine

hermitage. It deserves notice, too, that, in the
drama, Urvas'i is transformed into a creeper, and
discovered in that condition by P., when franticly

roaming in search of her in the forest of Akalusha

—

a transformation pointing to some affinity between
this latter myth and that of Daphne when pursued
by Apollo.—The idea, however, ou which the
original Hindu myth is based—apart from the semi-

historical and fantastical detail by which it was
overgrown—seems to have been suggested by the
(supposed) motion or wanderings (Purdravas, from
jjurii, much, and ravas, going— from rii, go, move)
of the sun {Oandfiarva, in the Vedas, also being a
pcrsonilication of the tire of the sun), attracting or

absorbing, and thus uniting, as it were, with the
v.apoiU'S floating in the sky {Apsaras—from ap,

water, and saras, going, arising, hence ' water-
born '—being originally ' personilications of the

vapours which are attracted by the sun, and
form into mists or clouds;' see Goldstiicker's

Sanskrit Dictionary, under 'Apsaras ;' and Un"as'i,

from vru, large, wide, and as\ pervade, hence ' the

far-pervading'—being identiflcd in one passage of

the Maliahhdrata with the river Ganges). A Greek
myth of a kindred character is that of Apollo and
Daphne, and also that of /o, according to the

ingenious interjiret.ation of it by Professor P. W.
Forchhammer, in the Verhandlnnfjen dfr Versatnm-

lunr) deutscher Philologm in Frankfurt, 1SG2. In
his llcllenica, the same scholar has moreover shewn
that, in Greek mythology, the ram is a symbol of

the cloud.

PUllVEY'ORS, Ahmv, are officers charged with
sujierintending the civU affairs of army hospitals, as

the payment of men, procuring provisions, medical
comforts, bedding, &c. The purveyor acts indepen-

dently of the medical otlieer, and is responsible

through the purvcyor-in-cliief to the Secretary of

State for War. The department consists (18G-1)

of 1 purveyor-in-chief, sitting at the War Office,

10 principal purveyors, 20 purveyors, 30 deputy-
piu-veyors, and 2G purveyors' clerks. A purveyor-
iu-ehief has £547 per annum, rising to i.lZO after

long service. He ranks with a colonel iu the
anny. All ranks above clerks hold commissions.

The total annual cost of the personnel o£ the
purveyors' deijartinent is £23,743.

PUS is a well-known product of inflammation,

and occurs as a thick yellow creamy fluid, differing

from all other morbid exudations in containing a
lai-ge number of corpuscles, having a soft and fatty

feeling when rubbed between the fingers, a pecuhar
odour, usually an alkaline reaction, and a spiecifie

gravity of about 1'032. Like the blood, it consists

of certain definite microscopic elements, and of an
intercellular fluid or scrum iu which they swim.
The microscopic elements are : 1. The pns-cor-

pnscles, which, both in their microscopical aud
chemical relations, seem to be identical with the

lymph-corpuscles, or colourless blood-ccUs ; iu

diameter, they range from 0'004 to O'OOo of a line,

aud each corpuscle consists of a cell-wall, which
often appears granular, of viscid transparent con-

tents, and of a nucleus which is adherent to the

cell-wall, and which can be rendered much more
apparent by the addition of acetic acid. 2. Jlolecular

gTanules, and 3. Fat-globules. The scrum of pus

is perfectly clear, of a slightly yellow colour, and
coagulates on heating into a thick white mass.

"fhe chemical constituents of P. are water (vary-

ing from 7G9 to 907 in 1000 parts), albumen (from

44 to ISO); fats (from 9 to 25); extractive matter

(from 19 to 29); aud inorganic salts (from G to 13)

;

in addition to which, mucin, pyin, glycin, urea, &o.,

are occasionally present. Of the inorganic or

mineral constituents, the soluble salts are to the

insoluble in the r.atio of S to 1, and the chloride of

sodium (the chief of the soluble salts) is three

times as abundant as iu the serum of the blood.

The mode of formation of pus is described in the

article Suppuration.

PUSEY, Rev. Edward Bouverie, D.D.,

Regius Professor of Hebrew at Oxford, and Canon
of "Christ-church, a celebrated English divine, aud
one of the chief promoters of the High Church
movement iu the Church of England. He is the

second son of the Honourable Philip Bouverie

(younger bi-other of the lirst Earl of Radnor, who
assumed the uame of P.), by Lady Lucy Sherard,

eldest daughter of Robert, fourth Earl of liar-

borough. He was born iu the year ISOO, was
educated at Eton, and thence proceeded to Christ-

church, where he obtained a flrst class in Classics in

1S22, and gained the university prize for a Latin

essay in 1S2-1. He was afterwards elected Follow

of Oriel; and in 1S28, succeeded Dr jvicoU in the

Regius Pi-ofcssorship of Hebrew, to which a canonry

at Christ-church is annexed.

Dr P.'s first publication was on the Slate of
PcUijiou ill Oermany, the result of a visit to that

countrj', which appears to have greatly influenced

his subsequent course, and led him to devote himself

to resist the progress of Rationalism. In IS.'io, he
became a contributor to the 7'racfs for tlie Times
(in union with Messrs J. H. Newman, Keblo,

Williams, &c.), of which Nos. 67, GO, On Holy
Baptism, and Nos. IS and 66, On the Bniejit of
Fastinrj, were written by him (see Te.vctap.iani.sm).

He was also one of the editors of the Library

of the Fathers, and of the Library of Anylo-

Catholic Thcoloffy. In consequence of a sermon
ou The Holy Eucharist, a Confort to the Peiiittnt,

preached before the university in 1843, he was
25
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susppnded frnm preaching by €he Vice-cliancellor

for three years, on the allegation that his language

on the subject of the I\ca\ Presence was l)eyonil

what is sanctioned by the Formularies of the

Cliurch of England. Dr P., however, protested

against the proceeding, and appealed to the teach-

ing of English divines. His otlier ]>rincipal works
axe—liemarls on the Benefits of Cathnhal Institu-

tions; two treatises ou the Eoijal S/ipremacti in

Spiritual Matters; a, treatise on the Ancient

Doctrine of the Real Presence; Letters to the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, the (late) Bishop of Oxford,

ami the (late) Bishop of London, in Defence of Church
Principles; On Marriage with a Deceased Wife's

Sister ; On t/ie Use of Private Confession in the

English Church; Translations of several foreign

devotional works adapted to the use of the English

Church ; a Commenlanj on the Minor Prophets, now
in progress; Lectures on the Prophet Daniel; a
Catalogue of Arabic MSS. in the Bodleian Library;
and numerous sermons.

PUSHKIN, Alexander SEr.GEmxcH, a Russian
poet of good family, was born at LIoscow, 2Gth May
1799, and educated at the imperial lyceiun of

Tsarskoe Selo, where he acquired more reputation

for his liberal opinions than for his attention to

study. In IS17, ho entered the service of govern-

ment, and soon became one of the most prominent
figures in fashionable society. In 1S20, ho published
his romantic poem of Buslan and Liudmita, which
met with a flattering reception from the public.

The incidents are laid in the legendary times of

\nadimir, the Piussian Charlemagne. During the
next five years, P. led a roving sort of life, in the
course of which appeared his Plennik Kavkastoi
(Prisoner of the Caucasus, 1S2'2), which narrates the
escape of a young Piussian from a Circassian horde
by the help of a Circassian maid ; and his Fountain
of Bakhtcldserai (1824), a poem of singular beauty
and interest. These were followed by Tzijani
(The Gipsies, 1S27), a picture of wild gipsy life in

Bessarabia, and Evrjenii Onaegin (1S2S). a humorously
sarcastic description of Kussian society—after the
fashion of Byron's Beppo. lu 1829, he published
his last narrative poem, Pultava, which has for its

hero JIazeppa, the famous Hetman of the Cossacks.
About the same time, he wrote a dramatic poem
entitled Boris Godunov, one of the best of all his
works; but subsequent to this he appears to have
addicted himself almost wholly to prose. Another,
and less commendable change, however, took place
in him. From being or seeming an enthusiastic
'liberal,' he passed—after his appointment to the
office of imperial historiographer, with a pension of

COOO rubles—to the extreme of Prussian conservatism.
The chief thing he did in his oilicial capacity was
to write the life of the rebel Pugatschew. Ue was
mortally wounded in a duel, and expired at St
Petersburg, January 29 (February 10), 1837. P. is

reckoned the finest poet that Russia has produced
in the present century. His countrj-men call him
the ' Russian Byron,' and he has not a little of the
bold and brilliant j;enius of his prototype, excelling
like him in vigour of imagery and impassioned
sentiment.

PU'STULAR DISEASE.?. Under this head
are included the cutaneous diseases which are
characterised hy ptistides, or circumscribed elevations
of the cuticle, containing pus; they are Ecthyma,
Impetigo, Acne, and Sycosis, all of which are
noticed in special articles. Pustules also occur in
smaU-pox, and occasionally in chicken-pox, but
tliese are on good grounds regarded as febrile
diseases, in which the eruption on the skin is not
the primary disorder. Boils (q. v.), although not

included under the he.ad of ' pnstnlar diseases,' are
in their nature jwstiUar.

PU'TCHUK, an aromatic root, a considerable
article of commerce in India, where it is used both
as a perfume and as a medicine, and of ex-port to
China, where it is much used for incense, as it gives
out a very pleasant odour when burned. It
appears to be the Costus (q. v.) of the ancients, and
is the root of Auddandia costus, one of the Com-
positcc, and not, as was once supposed, of a species
of Costus, one of the Scitamimcc. It grows ia
Cashmere, and is called Koolh in Northern India.
P. is its name at Calcutta.

PU TLOGS, small timbers used in the construc-
tion of buildings. They he between the wall and
the poles of the scaffolding, and on them the lloor of
tlie scaffolding rests. Apertures called 'putlog-
holes ' are common in buildings of all ages.

PUTKEFA'CTION is tlie term applied to the
spontaneous decomposition of organic substances,
when such decomposition is accompanied by an
offensive odour. In other respects, it may be
regarded as identical with Fermentation (q. v.).

In the process of putrefaction, organic compounds
of a higher order are resolved into lower organic
compounds, into inorganic compounds (such as
water, ammonia, sulphuretted hydrogen, &o.), or
into simple chemical elements (such as hydrogen or
nitrogen. The substances which most readily putrefy
are the protein bodies (albumen, librine, caseine,

&c.) and gelatigenous tissues, glue, &c. ; the only
necessary conditions being the presence of moisture
and the access of air at tlie commencement of the
process. Since animals are mainly composed of the
protein bodies, they are especially liable to undergo
this change ; but many vegetable products, which
are rich in these bodies (e. g., seeds), are also prone
to this form of decomposition. The peculiar smell
is readily accounted for when the nature of the
resulting compounds is considered.

The putrefaction of organic matters is prevented
by a variety of conditions, amongst \vhich may
be mentioned (1) exclusion of air, (2) perfect dry-
ness, (3) a freezing temperature (as, e. g., in the
case of the mammoths preserved in the Siberian ice),

(4) a high temperature (about 250°), and (5) anti-

putrescent or antiseptic substances of various kinds.

It is worthy of notice that all bodies susceptible of

putrefactive decomposition may act as ferments,

and may thus induce special changes in sugar,

urea, &c., which would not have occurred except
in the presence of the putrefying matter

PUTRID FEVER. See Jail Feveh.

PUTTING TO SILENCE, in the Law of

Scotland, is the title of a suit or action of declara-

tor, the object of which is to put an end to certain

pretended claims of marriage. The most recent

illustration of this action was that in Yelverton v.

Yelverton. The suit corresponds to what is called

in England a suit of Jactitation (q. v.).

PUTTY, a composition of whiting and drying oil

worked into a thick jiaste. It is used by painters

and glaziers—by the former for filling up holes in

surfaces, previous to their being jiainted with oil-

colours ; and by the latter, for fixing panes of glass

in windows, &c. It becomes remarkably hard in

time, and fixes the glass immovably. This has
been found rather an evil in some cases, especially

where thick plate-glass is used for skylights and
other roofing jjurposes, because it will not permit
the expansion and contraction caused by the vary-
ing temperature to which the glass is exposed in

such situations. Hence the addition, in such cases,

has been made lately of a pound of fine Russian
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tallow to every twelve pounds of the ordinary

putty materials. This prevents its becoming
extremely hard, and insures a certain amount of

elasticity.

PUTTY-POWDER, a material, consisting of

peroxide of tin, in great use for polishing stone and
metal work. It is also used as a colouring material

for white glass, and for the white enamels of

porcelain, &c. It is made by melting tin ; as the

surface oxidises, the scum, which is the peroxide,

is raked off, and when cold, is reduced to a fine

powder, which is white in colour, and the particles

are extremely hard.

PUY is the name commonly given in the high-

lands of Auvergne and the Cevennes to the trunc-

ated conical peaks of extinct volcanoes. It is

perh.ap3 connected with puil or piiits, 'a well' or
' vent,' and may have been given in allusion to the
craters of these mountains.

PUY, Le, or LE PUY-EN-\T1:LAY, a town of

France, department of Haute-Loire, about 70 mUes
south-west of Lyon, is one of the most jjicturesque

towns in Europe. It stands on the steep southern
slopes of Mount Anis, from the summit of which
starts up precipitously the huge basaltic mass called

Uocher de Coniellle, crowned by the ruins of an
ancient episcop.al castle. The greatest natural
curiosity is the Rochcr de Si Michel, an obelisk of

nature's own m.aking, composed of basaltic tufa, and
rising in a solitary aljrupt cone from the margin of

the river Borne to a height of 2G5 feet, with a
circumference at its base of 500 feet, and at its top,

of from 45 to 50 feet. The sides of this ' sugar-loaf

'

are ahnost perpendicular ; but a winding stair cut
along the rock conducts to the summit, which is

surmounted by a Uttle Eomanesque chapel of the
loth century. The most notable buildings of Le
P. are the cathedral, a splendid but heavy-looking
structure of the 10th or 11th c, situated in the
highest part of the town, and chiefly remarkable
for a wonder-working image of tlie Virgin (Notre
Dame du Piiy). For more than 1 00 j'ears, the town
has furnished the carriers and muleteers of Southern
France witli the bells for their horses and nudes.
Pop. U,560.

PUY-DE-DOME, a large central department of

France, containing an area of 5070 sq. m., and a
population of 576,409. Pl.ateau and mountain
occupy three-fourths of it ; plain and valley the
rest. Branches of tlic Cevennes and of the Auvergne
mountains overspread the east and west of the
department. The nudtitude of conical hills or puys,
of basaltic and lava masses, and of craters, shews
the volcanic nature of the soil. See Aia'Erqne.
The principal river is the Allier (a tributary of the
Loire), which ilows in a northern direction through
the middle of the department ; but there are
numerous lesser streams. The soil is, in general,

light and poor ; but its volrauic character fosters

vegetation ; and tlie splendid valley of Lim.agne,

upwards of 70 miles long, is fertile throughout, and
ivell cultivated. The clim.ate is uncertain ; the
moimtaius are tormented ^vith howling storms, and
more or less covered with snow for six or seven
months of the year. The chief products are wheat,
rye, ilax, fruits (especially cherries and nuts). Some
middling wine is also produced. The high p.asture-

lands support great numbers of cattle, sheep, and
goats. The prmcipal minerals are iron, antimony,
and lead. Hot and cold mineral springs are

abundant ; among the most frequented are those

of St Myon and Chateldon. The department is

subdivided into the arrondisscmcnts of Ambcrt,
Clermont, Issoire, Kiom, and Thiers.

PUZZOLA'NA, a mineral substance, produced
by volcanoes, and abundant in volcanic countries.

It derives its name from Puzzuoli near Naples. It

is earthy in ch.aracter, consisting of p.articles in a
very loose state of aggregation, but its chemical
composition agrees with that of B.asalt (q. v.). It

is found of various colours—brown, yellow, reddish,
and gray. Brown and yellow are the ordinary
colours of the P. of Italy. See Cements.
PY.'E'BIIA (from the Gr. injon, pus, and hirma,

blood), or purulent infection of the blood, is a
disease whose exciting cause is the introduction
of decomposing animal matter into the circul.ation.

The animal matter may be decomposing pus, un-
healthy secretions, putrid flmd (as from decompos-
ing hides, dead bodies, &c.), the fluid of gl.andors,

&o. ; and it may be introduced through an iilcer or a
wound, through an imperfectly closed vein (see

Phlebitis and PuERrEK.iL Fever), or through a
mucous membr.ane, as that which lines the nostrils.

The jioison in these cases, if it acts at all, is rapidly
absorbed and diffused, and the blood imdergoes
certain changes, the nature of which chemistiy has
as yet failed to detect. Within twenty-four hours,

in very acute cases, there are severe shiverings,

headache, and giddiness, followed by heat, perspira-

tion, and accelerated circiUation. In twenty-four
hours more, the patient may be in a hopeless condi-
tion, delirious, and rapidly sinking. In less acute
cases, the symptoms closely resemble those of

typhoid fever, and in this fonu, the disease is a
common cause of death, after surgical operations. It

is only, however, when there s.rs 2^''ediiposing causes

that the poison acts so severely. By their presence,

they convert a compar.atively slight local mischief
into infection of the whole mass of the blood ; while
by their absence, they render the poisonous matter
comparatively harmless. Mr Callender, whose essay
on jij'ajmia is the most complete that h.as yet
appeared (for the recognition of the disease by a
special name is comp.aratively recent), signalises

as the chief predisposing causes—previous illness

;

extreme jirostration or exhaustion of the system
from organic disease, from surgical complaints, or

from ditiiuult parturition; unhealthy occupations;
over-indulgence in food, &c.

In association with the general symptoms which
have been already stated, there are often local or

secondary comjiUcations.

The disease is always accompanied with great

danger. AVhen secondary complications are pre-

sent, the hope of recovery is very small. ' Practical

surgeons,' observes Mr C.aUender, ' acknowledge that

very little chance remains for the patieut who,
after .an operation, is attacked with symptoms of

this disease.' The only disease with which this

disorder can be confounded is typhoid fever.

If the poison has been received into the system
by an open sore, nitrate of silver should be apjilicd

freely, after which the part shoidd be treated with
soothing fomentations or poultices. The bowels
should be freely acted on by a sharp purgative (as

live grains of calomel and a scruple of jalap). The
.action of the skin should be increased by di.apho-

retics, and the bowels should be daily acted on by
saline draughts, with the addition of bicarbonate of

potash to stimulate the kidneys. By these means,
the poison may be elimin.ated. The depression of the
nervoiui system, which is usually very marked, must
be counteracted by opium in small and repeated
doses, in addition to which, a dose of Dover's
Powder (ten grains) should be taken at bed-time.

Stimulants, such as braiuly and sherry, should be
given in small but frequently-repeated doses from
almost the beginning of the disease, and light nutri-

tious food should be given as freely as the stomach
27
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will bear it. The internal a<lniinistratioii of hypnsiil-

jiliite of soda and of the liyposuliiliites generall}',

lias been lately recommended by Professor I'olli of

Milan.

Considering that pyrcmia is the cause of death in

10 per cent, of all cases of amputation, and in 43 per
ccfnt. of all fatal primary amputations, it becomes
a question of great importance how it can be pre-

vented. Persons whose he.ilth is already broken
down require careful prcpar.ation before imder-
going an operation. 'They must be strengthened,'

says Jlr Oallender, ' by tonics, such as quinine

and iron ; and their secretions must be set ri[;ht

by appropriate alteratives ; this treatment must
bo continued for a considcralile period; for if

the health bo much broken, it is slow of taking

effect, and its employment for only a few days prior

to an operation is of course simply useless. The
diet should at the same time bo attended to ; and
persons of intemperate habits should be accustomed
to a more healthy mode of living, although in no
case should the stimulants be too suddenly with-

drawn.' On the same principles, after the operation

has been performed, these patients must have their

strength supported by a nutritious diet ; must have
stimulants freely given them, if there are any signs

of incipient prostration ; and should take opium
in sufficient doses to quiet the system and allay

irritation.

PYCNOGO'NID.E, a very remavlcablo family of

Crustacea, of the section Edentata oi Rlilne-Edwards,

and forming the order ArandJ'orinc.s (Spider-like)

of some authors. By Cuvier and many other

naturalists, a jjlace was assigned them among
Arachnida ; and it is only of late that they have
been decidedly referred to Crustacea, in consequence
of the discovery tliat they undergo metamorphoses.
Tlicy are all marine, and some of them live among
algte, or are to be found imdcr stones on the beach,

whilst others are dredged from deep w.iter. They
seem to prey by suction on

molluscs, but probably on

many kinds of m.arine

animals. The legs of many,
as in the genus Pyciwgonum,
are furnished with hooks
for taking hold, and Linnajus

believed P. littorale to be

parasitic on whales ; but it

is not uncommon among
sea-weeds on the British

coasts. The suctorial jiro-

boscis of these creatures

Pycnojonum littorale. may be said to form the

whole head. The abdomen
is almost rudimentary. Their most remarkable char-

acteristic is in their digestive cavity. The stomach
gives off from its circumference ten long ea;ca, four

of which on each side extend into the proper or

locomotive legs, the other two into the pincer-likc

rudimentary foot-jaws. These ramifications of the

.alimentary canal seem to serve all the purposes of

the circulatory, respiratory, and chyliferous systems

of higher animals. This arrangement, which
a]ipears also among the inferior tribes of some
other classes of animals, has received from M. de

Quatrefages the name of Pldebenterism (Gr. vein-

intestineism). The stomach of the P. with its cTca
floats almost freely within the general cavity of the

body in a fluid, which is kept in agitation by the

movements of the limbs.

PY'CNOSTYLE. See Inteecolumnlvtion.

PY'GMIES (Gr. pygmc, a measure—from the

elbow to the hand), a f.abulous race of dwarfs in

whose existence the ancients believed. Homer says
2S

that every spring they were attacked by the cranes
on the coasts of Oeeanus. L.atcr writers place tliem
at the mouths of the Nile, but we also read of
northern Pygmies inhabiting the region of Thule,
and of Pygmies who liveil in subterranean dwellings
on the eastern side of the Ganges. Greek fancy
worked hard to paint the Lilliputian dimensions of

these creatures. It was said that they cut down
every corn-ear witli an axe; that when Hercules
came into their country, they climbed up his goblet,
by the help of Ladders, to drink from it ; and that,
when ho was asleep, two whole Pygmy armies fell

upon his ric'ht, and another on his left, hand, but
were all rolled up by the hero in his lion's skin.

Aristotle did not believe that the stories about
Pygmies were utterly fabulous, however much they
had been overlaid by fancy with the marvellous.
His ' rationaUstic ' (if not rational) interpretation
w.as, that they were prob.ibly some diminutive tribe

in Upper Egypt, who rode very small horses, and
lived in caves.

PYM, John, famous .as the leader of the popular
party in the House of Commons in the reign of

Charles I., was born in the year 1.5S4. He came of

a good family in ."Somersetshire, and was proprietor
of the lands of Woolavington Pym and Woolav-
iugton Throckmorton, near Bridgewater, in that
county. He was for some years a gentleman-
commoner of Pembroke College, Oxford, and after-

wards studied law at one of the Inns of Court.
Having been sent to parliament as member for

Tavistock, in Devonshire, he attached himself to
the popular p.arty ; and, during the later part of

the reign of James I., became noted for his vigorous
opposition to the arbitrary measures of the court.

In 1 620, the j'ear after the accession of Ch.arlcs I.,

he distinguished himself by taking a prominent part
in the impeachment of the king's favourite, the
Duke of Buckingham. In ll!40, the functions of

parliament having been in abcj'ance for 13 years,

during which time the popidar discontents had
gradu.ally been growing to a head, the celebrated

Long Parliament was convened ; and from the first,

P. was by common consent recognised in it as the
leader of the opposition to the despotic policy of the
monarch. For the jiosition which he thus occupied,

his qu.alific,ations were eminent. In temper, he w.as

bold and fearless ; he was master of an eloquence,

close, terse, and vigorous ; and in knowledge of

parliamentary form and business procedure, it was
considered he h.ad scarcely his equal in the House.
On November 3, as soon as business h.ad opened,

he set forth to the House, in a long and elaborate

address, the intolerable grievances under which the

nation Laboured ; and a week after, he boldly de-

nounced the Earl of .Strafford as the ' great promoter
of tyranny,' to whose evil influence on the mind
of the king these grievances were in the main to

be .attributetL In the impeachment of Strafford

which followed, resulting in his execution under a
1)111 of attainder passed upon him, Pym took the
leading part. Of this master-stroke of policy,

which deprived the king of the one man of resolute

temper and powerful genius who adhered to his

cause, the credit must be chiefly awarded to Pym.
In the subsequent proceedings .against Laud, he was
also conspicuous, as in every other crisis of moment,
up to the time wdien war became inevitable between
the king and the parliament. On the breaking out
of hostilities, he remained at his post in London,
.and in the exercise of the functions of the execu-

tive there, rendered services to the cause not less

valuable and essential than those of a general in

the lielcL While the strife was yet pending, he
died somewhat suddenly at Derby House, on
December S, 1G43, having been appointed to the
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important post of Lieutenant of the Ordnance only
the month previous. He vas buried at Westminster
Abbey with great pomp on the IStli ; and in token
of grief for the great parliamentary leader, was borne
to his last resting-place by six members of the House
of Commons. The House of Commons also voted
£10,000 in paj'ment of his debts.

PYRACA'NTHA. See Ck.a.t.egus.

PYRAMID, in Geometry, is a solid figure, of

which the base is a plane rectilinear figure, and
the sides ai'e triangles, converging to a point at the
top or ' apex.' Pyramids, lite prisms, are named
from the form of their bases ; thus, a pyramid
having a triangle for its base is a triangidar pyra-

mid, with a square base, a square pyramid, with
any four-sided figure for its base, a quadrangular
pyr.amid ; or it may bo pentagonal, hexagonal, &c.

Pyramids maybe either 'right' or 'oblique.' See
Pkism. a right pyramid, with an equilateral figure

for its base, has all its sloping edges equal ; but tliis

is not the case if the pj'ramid be oblique. The
most remarkaljle property of the pyramid is, that

its volume is exactly one-third of that of a prism
h.aving the same base and vertical height ; and it

follows from this, that all pyramids having the same
base and height are equal to each other.

PYRAMID, a structure of the shape of the

geometric figure so called, erected in diB"erent

parts of the Old and New World, the most
imjmrtant being the PjTamids of Egypt and
Mexico. Those of Egyjit were considered one
of the seven wonders of the world, are seventy
in number, of difi'erent sizes, are between 29"

and 30° N. lat., and are masses of stone or

brick, with square bases, and triangular sides.

Although various opinions have prevailed as to

their use, as that they were erected for astro-

nomical purposes, for resisting the encroachment

of the sand of the desert, for granaries, reser-

voirs, or sepulchres, the last-mentioned hypo-
thesis has been proved to be correct in recent

times by the excavations of the late General
Howard Vyse, who is s.aid to have expended ^^

nearly £10,000 iu investigating their object and
structure. They were all the tombs of monarchs
of Egypt who llourished from the fourth to the

twelfth dynasty, none haWug been constructed

Later than that time ; the subsequent kings

being buried at Aliydos, Thebes, and other

places, in tombs of a very dill'erent construction,
f^

The meaning of the word pyramid is involved

in great obscurity ; although attempts have .

been made to derive it from the Coptic

piharam, yet, as iu tlie hieroglyphs, it is found

in connection with the words licii bin or her

lier, forms of the Coiitio bechi; mahoii, or tomb,

and ahmer, or sci)ulclirc, it is probably an

ancient Greek word. The Pyramids are solid

mounds raised over the sepiUchr.il chambers of

the kings, the first act of an Egyjitiau monarch
being to prepare his future ' eternal abode.'

For this pni-pose, a shaft of tlie size of the intended

sarcophagus was first hollowed iu the rock at

a suitable incline to lower it, and at a convenient

depth a rectangular chamber was excavated in

the solid rock. Over this chamber, a cubical mass
of masonry, of square blocks, was then placeil,

leaving the orifice of the shaft o])en. Additions

cinitinucd to be made to this culncal mass botli

in height and breadth as long as the monarch lived,

so that at his death all that renianied to be done

was to face or smooth the exterior of the step-

formed mound. But iu some cases, the m.asonry

passed beyond the orifice of the shaft, which in-

volved the construction of a new shaft, ha\ing its

orifice beyond it. The Pyramid was faced by add-
ing courses of long blocks on each Layer of the
steps, and then cutting the whole to a flat or even
surface, commeucing from the summit. The outer
masonry, however, or casing, as it is called, has in

most instances been partially stripped off. Provision
was made for protecting the vertical joints by
placing each stone half way over another. The
masonry is admiralily finished ; and the mechanical
means by which such immense masses of stone were
raised to their places has long been a mystery ; the
disco%-er_y, however, of large circular holes in some of

the stones has led to the conclusion that they ^^ere

wound ui) by machines. The stones were quarried
on the spot ; sometimes, however, gi-anite taken
from the quarries of Syeue was partially employed.
The entrances were carefully filled up, and the
passage protected by stone portcullises and other
contrivances, to prevent ingress to the sepulchral
chamber. There appears to have been also a door
or pylon at the entrance of the shaft, ornamented
with Egyptian sculptm'es and hieroglyphs. The
sides of the pyramids face the cai-diual points, and
the entrances face the north. The work of the
larger Pyramids was executed by corvees of

labourers. The most remarkable and finest Pyra-
mids are those of Gizeh, situated on a level space

of the Libyan chain at Memphis, on the west

SC u TM t^oTTH

Supposed Mode of Construction of Pyramids

:

(From Gliiidon's Efjyptian Arclitrology.)

, Section of a Pyramid; C, lioiizoiit;il section of the base, rubble

\voiiv, and ciisiilg of a Pyramid; C, apex of a Pyramid, shewing
tlie process of finishing from the top downwards.

bank of the Nile. The three largest are the most
famous.
The lirst or Great Pyramid, as appears from the

exeav.ations of Vyse, was the sepulchre of the

Cheops of Herodotus, the Chembes, or Chemmis, of

Diodorus, and the Suphis of Manetho and Eratos-

thenes. Its height was 4S0 feet 9 inches, and
its base 701 feet square ; in other words, it was
higher than St Paul's Cathedral, on an area the size

of Lincoln's Inn Fields. Its slope or angle was
51' 50'. It has been, however, much spoiled and
stripped of its exterior blocks for the building of

Cairo. The original scpiUchral chamber, called the

Subterranean Apartment, 4G feet x 27 feet, and 1

1

feet 6 inches high, h.as been hewn in the solid rock,

and was reached by the original passage of 320 feet

long, which descended to it by an entrance at the

foot of the I'jTamid. The excavations iu this direc-

tion were subsequently abandoned, on account of the

vast size attained by the Pyramid, which rendei'cd it

impracticable to carry on the entrance on a level

with the natural rock, which had been cut down and
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faced for that purpose. Accordingly, a second cham-
ber, with ,1 tiianjular roof, was constructed in the
masonry of tlie pyramid, 17 feetx IS feet 9 inches,

and 20 feet .3 inches high. This was reached by a
passage rising at an inclination of 26° 18', terminat-

ing in a horizontal passage. It is called the Queen's

Chamber, and occupies a position nearly in the

centre of the Pyramid. Tlie monument—probably
owing to the long life attained by the monarch— still

pro'^rtssing, a third chamber, called the King's, was
finally constructed, by prolonging the ascending

passage of the Queen's Chamber for 150 feet further

into the veiy centre of the Pyramid, and after a
short horizontal passage, making a room 17 feet 1

inch X 34 feet ^ inches, and 19 feet 1 inch high. To
diminish, however, the pressure of the superincum-
bent masonry on the flat roof, live small chambers
were made vertically in succession above the roof,

the last one pointed, varying in height from I foot 4
inches to 8 feet 7 inches, the apex of the top one
being rather more tlian 69 feet above the roof of the
King's Chamber. The end of the horizontal passage

was linished in a sxiperior style, and cased with
red syenitio granite ; and in the King's Chamber
was the granite sarcopliagus of the king Cheops, 7

feet CJ inches long, 3 feet 3 inches broad, and 3
feet 5 inches high, for whom the Pyramid was built.*

As the heat of this chamber was stifling, owing
to want of ventUation, two small air-channels, or
chimneys, about nine inches square, wei-e made,
ascending to the north and south sides of the
Pyramid. They perfectly ventilate this chamber.

//

Section of Great Pyramid of Gizch

:

(Prom Vyse's Pi^iiimids of Gizeh.)
D, 66hTis and remains of easing; Q, queen's chamber; K, king's chamber; 0, outer casin

line
; b, N, ajr channels ; VV, well ; sub., subterranean apaitmcnt.

After the mummy was deposited in the King's
Chamber, the entrance was closed with granfte
portculhses, and a well made at the junction of the
upward-incUued and horizontal passages, by which
the workmen desceuded into the downward-inclined
passage, after carefully closing the access to the
sepiUchral chambers. The changes which took

* The opinion tliat this granite, or porphyry coffer
was a sarcophagus, has been questioned, and the
tiieory has been advanced that it was a standard
measure of capacity, of which the British quarter is
tlie fourth part.—See J. Taylor's The Great Puramid ;TlAy mis it Built! (1S59), and Piazzi Smyth's Our
Jnkerilance m the Great Pjframid (ISM).

place in this Pyramid pave rise to various tradi-

tions, even in the days of Herodotus, Cheops bring
reported to lie buried in a chamber surrounded by
the waters of the Nile. It took a long time for

its construction—100,000 men being employed on it

for thirty years, or more prob.ably for above half a
century, the duration of the reign of Cheops, wliich
is dated by different chronologists at 3229, 309o, or
2123 B. c. The operations in this PjTamid by
Gcner.al Vj'so gave rise to the discovery of marks
scrawled in red ochre in a kind of cursive hicro-

glj^phs on the blocks brought from the quarries of
Tourah. These contained the name and titles of
Khufu (the hieroglyphic form of Cheops) ; numerals
and directions for the position of materials: with
them were masonic marks.
The second Pyramid is situated on a higher

elev.atiou than the fir.st, and was built by Suphis II.,

or Kei)hren, who reigned OU years, according to
Manetho, and appears to have attained a great age.

It has two sepiilchral chambers, and appears to
have been broken into by the Calif Alaziz Othman
Eeu-Yousouf, 1196 A. D. Subsequently, it was
opened by BelzonL The masonry is inferior to tho
first, but it was anciently cased bclov.- with red
granite.

The third Pj-ramid, built by Menkara, or Mycer-
inus, who reigned sixty-three years, is much smaller
than the other two, being only 218 feet high
by 354 feet 6 inches stiuare. It has also two sepul-
chral chambers, both in the solid rock. The lower
sepulchral chamber, which held a sarcophagus of

rectangidar shape, of

whinstone,hadapointed
roof, cut like an arch
inside ; but the cedar
Collin, in shape of a
mummj-, had been re-

moved to the upper or
large apartment, and
its contents there rifled.

Amongst the debris of
the coffin and in the
chambers were found
the legs and part of
the trunk of a body
with linen -s^Tapper,

supposed by some to
be that of the monarch,
but by others to be
that of an Arab, on
accomit of the aucby-
losed right knee. This
body and fragments of
the coffin were removed
to the British Museum;
but the stone sarco-

phagus was unfortun-
ately lost off Cartha-
gena, by the sinking of
the vessel in which it

was being transported
to England. The masonry of this Pyramid is most
excellent, and it was anciently cased half-way up
with black granite.

There are six other PjTamids of inferior size
and interest at Gizeh; one at Abou Eouash, five
miles to the north-west of the same spot, is
ruined, but of large dimensions ; another at
Zowyet El Arrian, also made of limestone, is stm
more ruined ; another at Eeegah, a spot in the
vicinity of Abooseer, also much ruined, and budt
for the monarch User-en-Pia, by some supposed to
be Busu-is. There are five of these monuments at
Abooseer, one with a name supposed to be that of
a monarch of the third dynasty; and another
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with that of the king Sahiira. A group of eleven

Pyramids remains at Sakkara, one with a doorway
inlaid with porcelain tiles, and having a roj-al

name. Five other Pyramids are at Dashour,
the northernmost of which, built of hrick, is sup-

posed to be that of the king Asychis of Herodotus,
and has a name of a king apparently about the
twelfth dynasty. Others are at Meydoou and
lUahoon ; and two at Biahmo, at Medinat El Fyoum,
ajijiarently the sepulchres of the last kings of the
twelfth dynasty. Some small brick Pyramids of

the kings of the eleventh dynasty are at the Drah
Alioo Negger at Thebes. In Nubia, the ancient
^Ethiopia, are several PjTamids, the tombs of the
monarchs of Meroe, ami of some of the Ethiopian
conquerors of Egji^t. They are taller in propor-

tion to their base than the Egyptian Pyramids, and
generally have a scpidehral hall, or propylon, with
sculptures, which faces the east. The jirincipal

frroups of these Pyramids are at Bege Eauie, or

Begromi, 17° N. lat., in one of which, gold rings

and other objects of late art, resembling that of the
Ptolemaic period, were found.

In Assyria, the Birs Nimrud, or Tower of Belus,

was a kind of step-shaped Pyramid of seven
different-coloured bricks, dedicated to the planets by
Nebuchadnezzar. The Mujellibe, another mound,
was of pyramidal shape. The Pyramid also entered
into the architecture of the tomb of Sardanapalus
at Tanus, and of the Slausoleum of Artemisia at

Halicarnassus. A small Pyramid, the sepulchre of

C. Cestius, imitated from the Egyptian in the days
of Augustus, still exists within the wall of Aurelian
at Rome. Temples and other monuments of pyra-
midal shape are found in India, China, Java, the
Polynesian Islands, and elsewhere. The Toltecs and
Aztecs ei-ected temples in Mexico, called Teocalli,

or abodes of gods, of pyramidal shape, with steps

or terraces by which to ascend and reach an altar,

generally placed on the simimit, where they per-

formed human sacrifices and other rites. These,
however, are not true Pyramids, the pure and simple
form of wliich is restricted to Egj-pt. The Pyramid
entered extensively into the architecture of the
Egyjjtians, and appears on the tops of obelisks and
tombs as a kind of roof. Small models of Pyra-
mids, mth inscribed adorations to the sun, or having
royal names, were also placed in the tombs.—Lep-
sius, Ueber den Ban der Pijramiden, 1843 ; Briefe,
pp. 143, 217 ; Wilkinson, Toporjr. of Thebes (Lend.
1835) ; Vyse, Operations carriai on at Gizeh in 1837
(Svo. Lord. 1840—1842) ; Gliddon, Olia JEgypliaca
(Lond. 1849).

PY'RAMUS A.\T) THI'SBK. The tragical his-

tory of these two lovers is told by Ovid in the 4tli

book of his Metamorphoses. They were natives of

Babylon, and tenderly attached to each other, but
as their parents would not hear of their marriage,

they had to content themselves with clandestine

interviews by niglit. On one occasion they arranged
to meet at the tomb of Ninus, where Thisbe, who
was first at tlie trysting-spot, was startled to dis-

cover a lioness. She immediately ran oil', but in

her terror and haste, dropped her garment, which
the licrce animal, that had just torn an ox m pieces,

covered witli blood. Soon after, Pyramus appeared,
and seein" his mistress's robe, came to the conclusion

that she uad been murdered, whereupon ho killed

himself. Thisbe now returned, and beholding her
lover lying dead on the ground, put an end to her
own life. The story was a favourite one during the
middle ages, when a couple, unhappy in their love,

were termed a Pyramus a-nd Thisbe. Shaksjiearc,

in his Midsummer Night's Dream, has intro-

duced it—but in a way that has the effect of

caricatui'e.

PY'RENEES, the name of that mountain-range
which, separating France from Spain, extends 2^0
miles in length, and from 30 to 70 miles in breadth,
from the GuU of Rosas, in the Mediterranean, to
the south-east corner of the Bay of Biscay. This
mountain-system, covering an area estimated at
12,000 sq. m., consists of two great chains, one of
which runs east from the Bidassoa to the west bank
of the Noguera Pallares.^ ; and the other, originating
in the Pic du Midi d'Ossau (9510 feet), lat. about
0° 25' W., a Uttle to the north of the former, extends
eastward, and, after being intersected at the Val
d'Aran by the Garonne and many smaller streams,
reaches the Mediterranean, on the shores of which,
immediately north of the Gulf of Rosas, it termin-
ates in the promontories of Norfeo and Creuz. The
northern slopes of these mountains to the plains and
undidating districts of the south-west of France,
ai-e of gradual descent; while the southern slopes
descend to the mountainous regions of Northern
Spain by steep terraces. That portion of this moun-
tain-system in which the eastern part of the
southern, and the western part of the northern
chains run parallel to each otlier, is called the High
or Middle P.—a district about 16 miles in length,
and forming the wildest and most elevated portion
of the whole system. In the south-west of the
Middle P. is a series of lofty summits, beginning
with the Pic du Midi de Pan (9544 feet), and ending
with the barren Maladetta, whose highest jjoint,

the Pie de Nethou or Malahite (11,168 feet), is the
highest summit in the system. Between these two
summits, there are several upwards of 10,000 feet

high, as Mont Perdu (10,994 feet). The north-

eastern and less elevated portion of the Middle P.
forms a rampart, frequently interrupted by trans-

verse valleys, and of which the principal summits
are the Pic de Ga\'isos (8170 feet) and the Pic du
Midi de Bar&ges (9307 feet). The Eastern P.

rise in their highest summits into the region of

perpetual snow, and as far as the sources of the
Segre, form a mighty unbroken wall of rock. From
this point, however, they assume a different char-
acter, decreasing in height, and being intersected by
valleys. The West P. nowhere reach the snow-
line, as their highest summit, the Pie d'Anie, docs

not rise above 7500 feet. Forming at first ridges

of from COUO to 7000 feet, they decrease in height

as they extend west, until, on the Lower Bidassoa,

they take the form of isolated masses about 3000
feet high. The average height of the P. is from
6000 to 7210 feet. At an almost equal elevation

are most of the moimtain-passes. These passes,

called in some places cols, in others jmrts (Span.

puerto), are about 100 in number, though only

seven of them are practicable for wagons and cannon.

The most important are the roads of St Jean de
Luz over the Bidassoa to Vittoria, St Jean Pied
du Port to Pampluna, and that from Perpignan over

Junquera to Gerona. The P. comprise no exten-

sive and long valleys. Generallj-, the valleys are

small and caldron-shaped, and conmnuucate by
means of narrow passes. The rivers are incon-

siderable. The region of perpetual snow, which, on
the northern slopes of the mountains, begins at the
height of 8137 feet, and on the southern slopes at

8S5S feet, comprises no extensive snow or ice tract.''.

Glaciers are few and small, and nowhere occur lower

than 7800 feet. On the warm and dry southern

slopes, no glaciers occur. Few forests exist, and
the steep walls of rock, parched by the sun and
mid-day winds, are either quite bare, or are covered

with low brushwood and meagre pasture. The
more giadually declining northern slojics, on which
snow and springs are more abundant, shew a richer

vegetation, and are for the most part covered
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with lofty forests, ;uul beautiful mountain pasture.

Granite forms the kernel of the Pyrencau moun-
tain-system, and is overlaid by chalk and sandstone
masses. The V. are not rich in metals, but abound
in mineral springs, of which the chief are those of

Eagnilres do Pigorrc (q. v.) and BarCges.

PYE.ENEES, Basses, a department forming the
south-west corner of Frauee. Area 29-13 sq. m.

;

])op. 436,G2S. The department is divided into the
live arrondissements of Pan, Oloron, Orthez,
Bayonne, and MaidCon. Chief town Pan. The
Basscs-P. occupies the northern slopes of the
Western Pyrenees, olfshoots from which divide the
department into a, number of valle3's, each traversed
by a clear mountain stream, locally known as a gave.

The chief of tliose are the Gave d'Oloron, Gave de
Pau, the Bidouze, and Nivelle. The hiqh vallej's

and slopes arc generally fertile, and well adapted
for the growth of the vine, chestnut, various other
fruits, and maize, though not for wheat. The bcEt
wines are those of Jurau^ou aud Gau, Poutao and
Auberlin. Flax and hemp, rye, barley, oats, and
millet arc also grown ; but the principal source of

industry, after the making of wine, is the rearing of

horses, cattle, sheep, and mules for the Spanish
markets, and the raising of swine in the great
beech-forests, together with the preparation of hams
of excellent quality and high flavour. Marble,
alabaster, slate, ophite, copper, iron, sulphur, and
cobalt, constitute the chief mineral products ; but
their importance as sources of wealth falls short of
that of the numerous mineral springs, the most
important of which are those of Biarritz, Cambo,
Eaus-Eonnes and Eaux-Chaudes.

PYRENEES, Hautes, a department of France,
lying east of the Bassefi-Pyreuecs, is a part of the
old province of Gascony. The Hautes-P., which,
as its name implies, contains the loftiest summits of
the Pyrencan chain, is divided into the three
arrondissements of Tarbes, Argfcles, and Bagncres,
and the chief town is Tarbes. The aspect of the
scenery is, moreover, very varied—savage moun-
tains and precipitous rocks in the south, an
agreeable diversitication of hiU with dale in the
centre, softening down to fertile plains in the north.
The principal rivers, none of which, however, are
navigable in the department, are the Adour and the
Gave de Pau. The climate is generally mild in the
plains and sheltered valleys, but even there, storms
are of frequent occurrence. Tlie well-cultivated
and artificially watered low lands yield good crops
of cereals, leguminous plants, flax, fruits of every
kind, including the grape, from which excellent
wine and brandy are made. Horses, nudes,
cattle, sheep, swine, and poidtry, are much reared.
This department, which is the richest part of the
Pyrenees in mineral products, especially marble of
various kinds, copper, ii-on, zinc, lead, antimony,
slate, granite, &c., contains also the most celebrated
springs, as the sulphur springs at St Sauveur, and
the hot-baths of Bagnferes, Bartges, and C'auterets.
The very limited commercial industry of Hautes-P.
embraces the manufacture of wooUen and mixed
fabrics, including bareges, colouring matters, leather,
paper, cutlery, &c. There is also an active smuggling
trade with Spain.

PYRENEES-ORIENTALES, amaritimc depart-
ment of France, is boimded on the E. l.iy the iSIedi-

terranean, and on the S. by the Pyrenees. Area
1592 sq. m. ; pop. (1S62) 181,703. It is divided
into the three arrondissements of Perpignan, Prades,
and Ceret. The chief town is Perpignan. Like the
two previously described, this department presents
a series of parallel valleys formed Ijy spurs from the
Pyrenees, but in this case the valleys run east and

3J

west. They are three in number, and are watered
by the Gly, Tet (the jjrincip.il river), and Techs.
The south-west corner is drained by the Segi-o

(Segura), a triljutary of the Khro. An extended
plam occupies all the north and east of the depart-
ment. The climate is good, and in the plains is

seldom disturbed by great extremes of lieat or cold.

The vegetable products include tine grain and some
of the choicest fruits of this latitude. Wines
constitute the wealth of the district, and include
the red wines of lloussillon, the white muscatel of

F.ivesaltes, and other approved kinds. The chief
exports are wine, cocoons, the surjihis live stock
and its products, sardines, anchovies, &c. The
mineral wealth of the district is not remarkable.

PYRI'TES, a name employed by mineralogists
to designate a large grouji or family of minerals,
compounds of metals with sulphur, or with arsenic,

or with both. They are crystalline, hard, generally
brittle, aud generally yellow. The name P. origi-

nally belonged to the sulphurct of iron, known as
Iron P. ; aud was given to it in consequence of its

striking fire vrith steel (Gr. pi/i; fire), so that it was
used for kindling powder in the pans of muskets
before gim-flints were introduced. Iron P. is com-
monly of a bright brass-yeUow colour ; it is often
found crystalli?ed in cubes, in which form small
crystals of it are abundantly disseminated in some
rooling-slates ; and very large ones occur in some
of the mines of Cornwall ; it is also found crystal-

lised in dodecahedrons and other forms, more rarely
in obhque four-sided prisms ; and it often occurs
massive, globidar, st.alactitic, cai)illary, or investing
other minerals as an mcrustation. Beautiful speci-

mens of globular iron P. are found in the chalk of

England. It is a very widely difl'used and plentiful

mineral, and seems to belong almost equally to all

geological formations. It is too abundant in many
coal-fields, the action of water and air changing it

into sidphate of iron (vitriol), during wliich change
so much heat is evolved that the coal is frequently
kindled by it, mines become rmworkable, and the
progi'css of the fire can only be stopped, if at all,

by building up portions of them to cut off the
access of air, or by tlie admission of a plentiful

supply of water. At Quarreltown, in Rcnfrewsliire,

a deej) hollow may stiU be seen, where, about a
century ago, the ground fell in, in consequence of a
subterranean fire thus kindled. The colour of Iron
P. has often caused it to be mistaken for gold, a
mistake which its hardness and comparative light-

ness should prevent, or its ready solubility in nitric

acid, and its burning before the blowpipe on char-
coal with bluish flame and smell of sulphur. But
it sometimes does contain a small proportion of

gold, sometimes even in visible grains. Tins auri-

ferous Iron P. is found in Siberia and in South
America. Iron P. is never used as an ore of iron,

but it is much used for the manufacture of sulphuric
acid, and sulphur is obtained from it by sublima-
tion. It is also used for the manufacture of alum.
—A variety of Iron P. of a very pale colour is

called Marcasite. There is also a magnetic variety.—Copper P., also called Yellow Copper and Chalco-
pyritc, is the most abundant of all the ores of copper,
and yields a large proportion (jiorhaps a third) of
the copper used in the world. It is brass-yellow,

the colour varying with the amount of copper which
it contains, a rich colour indicating much copper,
and a jiale colour the presence of a comparatively
largo amouut of iron ; for this ore is not a sulphuret
of copper, but of copper and iron. It occurs massive
and disseminated in rocks of almost every class

;

and is often found cryst.aUised in octahedrons and
tetrahedrons, but generally in very small crystals.

It may at once be distinguished from Iron P. by its
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comparative softness, yielding readily to the knife,

and by the green colour of its solution in nitric acid.

Before the blowpipe, with borax and soda, it yields

a bead of copper.

—

Cobalt P., or Coballine, a sul-

phuret and arseniuret of copper, is a principal ore

of cobalt. It is generally of a silver-white colour,

and occurs massive, disseminated, or crj-stallised in

cubes, octahedrons, dodecahedrons, and polyhedrons,

in iirimitive rocks.—Nickel P., also called Copper-

Nickel a.nd JVic/cdin'', used as an ore of nickel, is a

compound of nickel and arsenic. It is generally

found massive, and is of a copper-red colour.

PYRJIONT. See Waldeck and Pyrmont.

PY'ROLA AND PYROLA'CE^. See Winter
Gree>\'5.

PYROLI'GNEOUS ACID, or WOOD VINE-
GAR, a crude commercial form of Acetic Acid

(q. v.). It is made by the destructive distiUatiou of

wood, and contains, besides acetic acid, tar and
other products, which have to be removed if it is

required in a very pure state. Generally, it is

obtained in Britain from oak branches, which,

after being strijiped of their bark, are too small for

timber pur])oses. These are cut into short billets,

which are placed in cast-iron retorts, and a sufficient

heat applied to drive off the volatile constituents

and carbonise the wood. The best woods for the

distiller are ' bard ' woods, although all will yield it.

This will be seen from the following table, which
partly summarises the experiments of Stolze :

100 Part* of Dried Wood give

Birch [dcluln a!hn\ .

Ueecll [ftigtii stfhnlicii)i

(Jsik {Qiierctis rolitir)s .

A'^h [Frnritius fxcclsior), ,

White Po[ilur {ropulxis nlhn)^

lUid Cherry {Pnn.its padus ,

Juniper {Jtniipertis communii)
Spruce Fir (P»i»J aJies),

Scotch Fir (PirtMj S!/lveslris)t

Crufle Pyro- Pure Hydr^
ligucoLis Aciil. Acelic Aci

45 4-47

. 44'0 4-29

430 3S8
. 46 8 3-72

45-8 3-23

. 47-3 2-92

4,5-8 23t
, 41-2 216

42* 214

sufficiently. One of these retorts will yield about
200 gallons per day of pyroligneous acid. This acid

is of great use in the arts, especially in making

Quick distillation is always found to be much more
productive than slow, and the acid is also freer

from impurities ; for the slower the process, the

thicker and darker is the tarry matter. Hence
two sejiarate plans have been invented, one by ilr

Ilalliday, and the other by Jlr W. H. Bowers,

both of Manchester, in which sawdust, chips,

shavings, and spent dye-woods are used. In Sir

Halliday's plan, the retort is a long tube, with the

(ire acting along its entire length ; inside is an
Archimedean screw, worked by machinery, which
passes the sawdust or other material slowly from the

commencement to the end, where, by a particular

contrivance, it falls out in the state of thnroughly

carbonised wood. It is supplied by means of a

hoi)]ier. The volatile matters pass up an outlet-pipe

ill the upper part of the tubular retort. In Mr
Bowcrs's iilan, the principle is similar, though

dilTerently carried out, as seen in the wood-cut. a

is the hopper through which the sawdust is fed ; and

it is always kept well supplied, so that, by the

pressure of the supply, the escape of vajiour may
be prevented ; r/i/y is an endless chain worked over

the four roUer.s by a small steam-engine, and
carrying the materials from the hopper by means
of projections on the chain along the lower side of

the retort, so as to bring them in contact witli the

furnace d, which, after passing along in the direction

of the arrow, has its fine at c By the time the

material reaches the bottom, all the volatile matters

have been vaporised, and have passed up into

the condenser at ./'/. -i'"! the carbonised material

falls into a cistern of water at c, into which the

open end of the retort dips, the water closing it

367

the acetates used by dyers and eaUco printers ; and

it is also, when very carefully purified and properly

diluted with water, used extensively as a substitute

for common vinegar in pickling, and even for table

use.

PY'RO:iIANCY. See Divination.

PYROMA'NIA is an involuntary, motiveless

tendency to destroy by means of tire. The blind

instinct to bum is often manifested in children

before reason or a knowledge of property can actuate

them, and with no other object than mischievous

destructiveness. or to enjoy the blaze of a conflagra-

tion. In a large number of the cases, where legal

investigation has disclosed the mental condition of

the incendiary, and where the motive could not

be determined, or was obscure or inadequate, the

perpetrators were youtliful, of the female sex, and

about the period of puberty. It is to be observed

that the most remarkable example in modern

times of this morbid tendency a] ipearing^ epidemi-

cally, was presented in Normandy in 1S30, where

barns, granges, and vineyards over a large tract of

country were consumed, and where the actors were

exclusively girls. \Yhen apprehended in numbers,

they confessed that, though prompted by internal

sen.'<ation\ they had no other explicable puri)ose

than to see the light. But this is the pure and

tTOical form of the propensity. In general, insane

incendiarism is the rcsidt of, or is complicated with,

a very obvious incentive. Jonathan ilartm, being

insane, but impelled by superstition, set tire to Y'ork

Minster (1S29) ; and passions and delusions of every

character, personal .and political antipathies, and the

siiirit of a-rarian outrage, may seek gi-atification in

this kind of desolation. Like other outbursts of

frenzy, it has been observed to accompany famines,

pestilences, and great social convulsions.—Feuchter-

sleben, p. 293 ; ilarc, De la Folie, t. ii. p. 305.

PYRCMETEK (Gr. jijir, fire, and mrtron, a

measure) is a term originally applied by Jluschcn-

brnek in 17.'?1, to an instrument which he in-

vented for measuring the changes produced in the

dimensions of solid bodies by the apiilieatiou of

heat. It is, however, now applied to any instru-

ment the object of which is to measure all grada-

tions of temperature above those that can be

indicated by the iMercurial Thermometer (q. v.).

Desasuliers gives a description of iluschenbroek's

instrument, ;is improved by himself, in his Kxpcn-

mental Philosophy. Numerous pyrometers have

since been invented, amongst which may be

noticed those of Ellicott (described in TIik I'lnlo-

.lophiml 'rrniisatiioiis for 1736 and 1751), Graham

(in Do. for 1754), Wedgwood (in Do. for 17S2, 17S1,

and 178(;), and Cruytoii (in the Aiuiales de Chimie,

tome 4li). None of these instruments, however,

"ave accurate results for very high temperatures

;

and it was not till the year IS'Jl that rr..fessor
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D.inicU announced the invention of his pyrometer,

which lias sii|>pl.inteJ all others, anl for which, in

an inii>rove(l form, lie received the Uiimford Medal
from the lloyal Society. It consists of two distinct

parts, the rojialcr (1) and the scale (2). The regis-

ter is a solid bar of black-lead earthenware, A,
eight inches lone;, cut out of a common black-lead

crucible. In the axis of this, a hole is drilled,

reaching from one end of the bar to within half an
inch of the other extremity ; and in this cylindrical

cavity a bar, a a, of metal (as platinum or iron, for

example) is placed. A cylindrical piece of porce-

lain, c, sullicicntly long to project a short distance

beyond the extremity of the black-lead bar, is

placed on the top of tlie metallic bar. This is

termed the iudex, and it is kept lirnily in its position

by a ring of strap of platinum, </, which is tightened

by a wedge of porcelain, c When the register is

exposed to a high temjierature, the expansion of

the metallic rod, aa, forces the index forward ; and
when the register has afterwards cooled, the tension

of the strap will retain the index at the furthest

poiut to which it li.vs been protruded. The scale

(2) consists of a frame composed of two reetangidar

plates of brass, /, ;;. joined together by their edges
at a right angle, and fitting square upon two sides

of the register. Kear the end of this frame is a
small brass plate, h, which projects at a right angle.

y
fk,

a;

Daniell's PjTometcr.

To the extremity of the frame nearest the bras.?
plate is attached a movable arm, D, turning round
a fixed centre, i, ami at its free end carrying the
arc of a circle, E, the railius of which is live iiiches,
and which is accurately graduated into degrees and
thirds of a degree. Upuu this arm, at the centre,
I; another lighter arm, C, is made to turn, carrying
at its longer part a Vernier (q. v.), H, which moves
on the face of the arc, and divides it into minutes,
together with an eye-glass, t, to assist the readino-

;

while the shorter part terminates in a knife-ed"e
m, tiu-ned inwards at a right angle.

"

To use the instrument, the scale is carefully
applied, the brass plate, /i, being pressed upon the
shoulder of the register, and the hghter arm being
so placed that the steel point, m, liiav rest on the
top of the index in a notch cut for it which coincides
with the axis of the rod. The position of the index
bemg then read off on the scale, the register is
detached and exposed to the heat to be mSisured

;

after it is removed and cooled, it is again placed in

the scale, and the new position of the iudex road
off; the did'ercnce of the two roailings determining
the expansion of the metallic bar above that of the
black-lead. In order to emi)loy the instrument as
a measure of temperature as well as of expansion,
Professor DanicU adojited the doubtful assumption
that equal increments of length are the effects of
equal increments of teni])erature. For further infor-

mation on this instrument and its uses, wo must
refer to the original memoir ia the Philosophical
Transacliuiis for IS.W—1S31.

In the Great Exhibition of 1S51, Mr Ericsson
exhibited in the United States' dciiartment a pyro-
meter in which temperatures were indicated by tho
tension of a permanent volume of air or of nitrogen
gas, which was measured by the reading of a column
of mercury under a vacuum. For a description of

the instnimeut, we must refer to the Jury Iveport
M. Edmund Becquerel has recently (ISGl) published
a very complete essay on pjTometry in the Annalca
da Conservatoire.

Py'BOPE, a beautiful and much-prized gem,
often called Ciirhuncle and Jlijadnth by lapidaries.

It is nearly allied to garnet. It is composed of

silica, alumina, magnesia, Hme, and the pruto.xidcs
of iron, chrome, and manganese. It is always of a
deej) red colour, and is transparent, or at least
tx-anslucent. It generally occurs in roundish grains,

but rarely in imperfectly cubical crystals. It is

found chiefly in Saxony and Bohemia; also at Elie,

in Fife, Scotland. The sjiecimcns found at Elie are
popularly called Elie lluhks.

PYKO'PHORUS (from the Gr. pyr, fire, and
phiro, I bear) is a term applied to any substances
which t.T,ke fire from the rapidity with which they
are oxidised. If iron, cobalt, or nickel be reduced
by hydrogen from its oxide at a low red heat, it is

obtained in a st.ate of such extreme division as to
become incandescent by the oxidising action of the
.atmosphere; and the tendency to rapid oxidation
is much increased by the interposition of some
infusible matter, as a little alumina or magnesia,
between the jiarticles of the oxide. This is pro-
bably dup to the cohesion of the minute particles
of the reduced metal being thus mechanically pre-
vented, and the access of air to the surface of each
particle being thus facilitatecL If tartrate of lead
be heated in a tube till the organic portion becomes
charred, the metallic lead is reduced to a state of
extreme subdivision, and usually takes fire when
poured into the air. If finely-powdered sulphate
of potash be mixed with half its weight of lamp-
black, and heated in a covered crucible, the suli)hats
is reduced to suliihide of potr.ssium, which remains
in a finely-dirided state, mixed with the excess of
carbon, and takes fire spontaneously in the air from
the rapid absorption of oxygen. These are amongst
the best examples of pyrophorL

°

PYPvO'SIS, or WATERBKASH, is a modifica-
tion of dyspepsia, or indigestion, characterised by
a burning sensation at the ])it of the stomach,
followed by the eructation of a considerable quan-
tity of a thin, w.atery fiuid, which is generally
tasteless, but sometimes sour, and is often described
by the patient as being cold. It occurs in jiaroxysms,
which usually come on in the morning or forenoon,
when the stomach is erajity. The first sjTnptom of
it is a pain at the pit of the stomach, and a sense of
constriction, as if the stomach were drawn towards
the back. The pain is often very severe, and after
continuing for some time it brings on the dis-
charge of fluid which has been already mentioned,
after which it lessens, and gradually disappears.
U hen the attack has once occurred, it is commonly
repeated at intervals for a considerable time.
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It is usually accompanied with other symptoms of

dyspepsia, and is sometimes associated with organic
disease of the stomach, or of the liver. It seems
to be due in a great measure to indigestible diet,

and tlie too free use of spirits. When no organic
disease is present, the aflection usually disap[iears

under the use of a well-regulated diet, and the
administration of opium, combined with astringents

(as iu the Compound Kiuo Powder), care being
taken to guard against the constipating effect of

these drugs by the ]irescriptiou of a mild aperient

daily, as, for example, a little confection of senna,

or three grains of the Compound Colocynth Pill,

combined with two grains of Extract of Hyoscj'amus.
If this treatment fail, nitrate of bismuth, or oxide

of silver, in appropriate doses, may be tried. In
some cases a cure has beeu effected by the use of

lime-water and milk.

PYROSO'MID^E, a family of tunicatcd molluscs

forming the order Dacliilohranchiata of Owen.
They are marine, and swim freely in the water,

many individuals usually combined together, by
their clastic integument or tunic, into a mass of

definite form and arrangement, nearly cylindrical,

hollow, closed at one end, and open at the other.

The individuals which form this group or mass
have each a gill-sac with two gills, and inhale

water liy an orifice on the outer surface of the
cylinder, expelling it by another orilieo on the

inner surface ; and by the action of the stream of

water which thus constantly flows from the open
end of the cylinder, the whole mass is slowly pro-

pelled through the water with the closed end fore-

most. The P. are plentifid in warm seas. Pyrosoma
Atlanticnn is usually from three to seven inches

long. The P. are brightly luminous.

PY'ROTECHNY, the art of making fireworks,

is of unknown antiquity. It was practised amongst
the Chinese from the earliest times, and has at-

tained with them a perfection iinknown in other
countries. So much is this the case, that they
treat as insignilicant the most brilliant of our
European disjilays. In their fireworks they intro-

duce many suriirises, such as figures of men and
animals darting out, but they are somewhat deficient

in the mechanical arrangements. Fireworks, as
the name is now understood, were hai'dly known
in Europe until the discovery of the composition of

gunpowder, antl for a long time only very simple
jtyrotechuic contrivances were used. At present
tlicy may be divided into two kinds—the simple
hand-pieces, such as squibs, cracker.s, rockets, &e.

;

and the other, the fixed contrivances wdiich have
often very ingenious mechanical arrangements for

making some of their parts n'volve rajiidly when
being dischargeiL The materials uscil are gun-
powder, sulphur, charcoal, saltjietre, filings of steel,

iron, copper, &e., and several s.alts, such as nitrate

of strontian, acetate of copper, common salt, &c.

The ingredients of fireworks are usually filled into

paper cases, made by rolling pasted paper round a

cylinder of wood of the jiroper diameter, until the

case is of sullicicnt thickness, .and then cutting the

paper tube so formed into the required lengths for

squibs, I'omaii candles, small rockets, and similar

articles ; they seldom exceed ten inches ; one end
of each is closed by drawing a piece of string

tightly rouuil, so as

^^ to pinch it in, or
^i .. . ..

,
.i

,
... . m 'J~' fjicik,: it as it is

Fig. 1. technically called,

and tlicu di]iping

it into melted resin, which effectually seals it («,

figs. 1, "2, and o). The combustible ingredients are

filled in at the open end, and, if necessary, are

e^

rammed down with a wooden ramrod ; the opening
is afterwards covered with a piece of touch-paper,
to prevent the composition falling out, and to ignite

it by ('», figs. 1, 2, and .>). The effects produced by
fireworks are either streams of fire issuing straight
out of the cases, and much varied with sparks in
the form of stars, &c., and coloiu'cd with brilliant

colours; or wheels of beautiful sparks produced by
making the cases revolve rapidly. Revolving pieces
are made by coiling the paper tube, when not too
tightly filled, around a fiat

wooden centre (o, fig. 2)

;

the force with which the
combustion of the mate-
rials is carried on, is siilli-

cient to make the board
revolve with great rapidity.
Small wheels of this kind
are called Catliarine Wheels
(lig. 2). S'/kUis or serpents

are made by filling tubes,
eight to ten inches in

length (fig. ]), with a
composition of 1 lb. of nitre, 2 oz. of charcoal
powder (rather coarse), 4 oz. of gunpowder, 4 oz.

of sulphur, and G oz. of steel fihngs. The last is

an important ingredient in many "fireworks, pro-
ducing brilliant, feather-Uke coruscations, which
are the more beautiful the larger and cleaner
the filings are. Rockets are tied to a wooden

Fig. 2.

:^
rigs. 3 and 4.

stick (c, fig. 3). ^\^len thej' are about to be dis-

charged, this stick is stuck in the ground, and in

that position the igniting point of the rocket, h, is

downward ; when lighted, it rushes into the air

with gi-eat velocity, and reaches a considerable

height, discharging as it goes a brilliant stream of

sparks. Rockets require a hollow centre all down
the tube ; without this, they wiU not rise. At the

end of their course, they often discharge brilliant

clusters of golden, ruby, emerald, sapphire-like

stars, or showers of golden or coloured rain, or

of fiery serpents. This is produced by a supple-

mentary part, called the (larniture of the rocket,

consisting of a shorter and broader paper tube called

the pot, attached to the end of the fusee part of

the rocket (.as in lig. 4, o), and filled with a com-
position made into a paste with pure alcohol, and cut

into stars, or granulated into small round bodies for

drojis. The serpents for rockets are small fusees,

witli the same coni|)osition as squibs; they are so

packed in as to ignite all at once. The white stars

are made of nitre, 10 parts; sulphur, S parts ; gun-
powder, 3 or 4 parts ; nitrate of strontiau added,
makes them ruby red ; sulphate or acetate of copper,

and sulphate and carbonate of barytes, green ; zinc

filings give a blue colour. Yelloio stars and yeltoia

shoaxrs are made of nitre, 16 parts, 10 of suljihur,

4 of charcoal, 16 of gunpowder, and 2 of lamp-

black. A deeper and richer golden colour is pro-

duced by a very slight variation in the composition

— viz., 2 (larts less of sulphur and charcoal, and 4
additional of gunpowder. Many other ingenious

devices arc used by masters in the art of pyro-

techny, but they are too numerous and too techni-

cal to come within the limits of this work. Tho
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Pomnn candle is a favourite firework; it is a tube

which is held on the grounfl, and discharges

upwards a continuous stream of bhie or white stars

or balls. Bcnrjal llfihts are cases of about an inch

or more in di.ameter, tilled witli .a composition of

7 parts nitre, '1 of sulphtir, and 1 of antimony.

These are much used as signals at sea : they difl'use

an immense glare of bluish-white light. C/diirxe

or jasmine fifC, which is used by itself or in com-
bination with other mixtures, consists of 16 parts

of gimpowder, 8 of nitre, 3 of iinely-powdercd

charcoal, .3 of sulphur, and 10 of small cast-iron

borings ; the last must be finer or coarser in jiro-

portiun to the bore of the case to be filled. Tiie

compound <levices in fixed fireworks, such as are

seen at public entertainments, are very comjiUcated

in their structure, and are varied more or less by

every artist. One nice point in the arrangement is

to insure simultaneous ignition of all the various

parts.

PY'ROXENE. See Augite.

PYROXY'LIC SPIRIT, WOOD SPIRIT,
or METHYLIC ALCOHOL, a peculiar alcohol

obtained by the destructive distillation of wood in

the manufacture of PjToligneous Acid (q. v.). It

is one of numerous volatile products of that dis-

tillation, and has to be se|>arated from tlie others

by saturating it with the cidoride of calcium, with

which it combines, and is no longer volatile, except
at a greater temperature than 212° F. It is there-
fore easily separated by means of a steam-bath from
its more volatile associates, which are carried off

at a temperature below boiling water. A higher
temiierature is afterwards apjilied to the residue,

which is the compoimd of chloride of calcium anil

pyroxylic spirit, and the spirit is thus distilled off.

Commercially, the discovery of this substance was
of great importance, as many of its properties aro

the same as those of common alcoliol ; and now,
notwithstamling a long opposition from the Revenue
Board, its manufacture and importation are regu-
larly allowed. It is of nearly eijual value to alcohol
in making varnishes, as it lUssolves the resins, oils,

and othcT similar substances. It has a jieculiar

naphtha-like odom', which is inse])arable from it,

and jirevents its use as a potable spirit at present

;

but it has been asserted Lately that some makers
have almost m.ade it odourless, and that it is con-

secpiently taking the ]ilace of common alcohol in

the manufacture of cheap perfumes.

PYRO'XYLIN, a name for Gun Cotton (q. v.).

PY'RRHIC DANCE, the most famous of all tho
w.ar-danccs of antiquity, is said to have receivcil its

name from one Pyrrichos, or, according to others,

from Pyrrhus or Neoptolenius, tho son "of Aclulles.

Critical scholars, however, content themselves with

Pyrrliic Dance.

(Copied from Sir W. IlamiUon's work on Gnck and Roman Vases.)

a general inference deduced from the substantial
harmony of the various mythical or legendary
accounts given of its origin—viz., that it was a Doric
invention. It was danced to the flute, and its time
was both quick and light, as may be seen from the
Pyrrhic foot, composed of two shorts (~'-), and the
Prokeleusmatic, or challenging-foot, of two double
shorts (--' — ). According to Plato, it aimed to

represent the nimble motions of a warrior either

avoiding missiles and blows, or assaulting the
enemy ; and in the Doric states, it was as much a
piece of military training as an annisement. Else-

where, in Greece, it was purely a mimetic dance, in
which the parts were sometimes represented by
women. It formed part of the public entertain-
ments at the Panathenaic festivals. Jnhus Caesar
introtluced it at Rome, where it became a great
favourite. The Homaika, still danced in Greece, ia
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said to be a modern relic of the aucieut Pyrrhic

dance; but if Dr Corrii^an's description of it (Ten
Days ill Athens, ISGl) is correct, it is not easy to

see the resemblance.

PYTIRHON (Lat. Pi/n-Jio], the founder of a

school of Greek scejiticism, named after him, was
a native of Elis, and was born in the first half of

the 4th c. B. c. In his youth he is said to have
been a painter, but was subsequently attracted to

philosojihy by the study of the writings of Demo-
critus. Diogenes Laertius tells us that, along with
Anaxarclras (one of his teachers, according to Aris-

tocles), he joined Alexander the Great's eastern

expedition ; and it has been conjectured that, at

this period, lie obtained some knowledge of the

opinions and beliefs of the Persian Magi and the

Indian (ijinnosophists. He died about the age of

90, after spending a great jiart of his life in retire-

ment. P.'s scc]iticism was liy no means of the

thorough-going kind that is usually associated with
his name, which is synonymous with absolute and
unlimited inlidelity. He certainly disbelieved in the

possibility of acquiring a scientilic knowledge of

things, but (like Kant) he appears to have tena-

ciously maintained the reality of virtue and the

obligations of morality. Ho greatly was he rever-

enced by his townsmen, on account of his personal

excellences, and so little did they consider his

philosophical scepticism a barrier to his holding a

religious office, that they chose him high-priest of

their sacred city, and for his sake declared all

philosophers exempt from public taxes. Cicero

(not so far wrongly either) ranks him among the

Socratics ; and, indeed, he was as much opposed to

the pretensions of the Sophists as Socrates himself,

though from a different point of view. P., so far

as we know, wrote nothing ; and the works of his

friend and follower, Timon, are lost.

PY'ERHUS, king of Epeirus, born about 31S

B. c, a Greek warrior, whose personal bravery and
passion for adventurous exploits equals anything

recorded of the knights of chivalry, was the son of

iEacides, who succeeded to the throne of Epeirus

by the death of his cousin, Alexander, .'!J(5 B. c.

Alexander was the brother of Olympias, the mother
of Alexander the Great ; and thus young P. was a
distant kinsman of the Macedonian hero, whose
career of far-stretching conquest he dared to dream
of imitating. After experiencing many vicissitudes

of fortune in his youth, he became sole king of

Epeirus in 295 B.C. ; and, in the following year,

increased his territories by the addition of the

western parts of Macedonia, which he obtained in

reward for aiding Alexander, sou of Cassander,

against his brother, Antipater, in their struggle

for the paternal inheritance. In 2S1 B. c, a glorious

prospect opened up before the eyes of the restless

warrior—nothing less than the conquest of Pome
and the western world, which (if he should achieve

it) would confer on him a renown equal to that of

his Jlacedonian kinsman. The Tarentincs, .a Greek
colony in Lower Italy, then at war with the Komans,
sent an embassy to P., in the name of all tlie Greek
colonies in Italy, offering him the conunand of all

their troops against their enemies. The king was
overjoyed at the proposal ; instantly accepted it ;

and in the beginning of 280 B. c. sailed for Tai-cutum

with 20,000 foot, oOOO horse, 2U0O archers, 500
Bliugcrs, and a number of elephants. The gay,

])le.asure-loving Tareutines had no great relish for

the rigorous service of war, and were far from
pleased at tlie strict measures taken by P. to inure

them to its li.ardships. The lirst battle between P.

and the Komans (who -were commanded by the

consul, M. Valerius Laevinus) took place at the

river Siris in Lucania. The contest was long,

obstinate, and bloody ; and P. only succeeded by
bringing forward his elephants, whose strange
appearance and gig.autic size e.icited a sudden panic
among the Eomans. It was a hard-bought victory
for P., who said, as he looked upon the field, thick-
strewn with his numerous dead :

' Another such
victory, and I must return to Epeirus alone.' Many
of the Italian nations now joined P. (for Rome was
not liked by her neighbours and dependents), and
he proceeded on his march towards Central Italy.

The Roman senate was thoroughly frightened, and
would have come to terms with P., but for the
stirring speech of old Ap. Claiulius Crccus, which
made them resolve to ' fight it out ' with the foreigner.

P., after penetrating to within 20 miles of Rome,
found it impossible to proceed further with safety,

as one Roman army occupied the city, and another
hung upon liis flanks and rear. He therefore with-

drew to Campania, and thence to Tarentum, where
he wintered. The campaign of 279 B. c. was earned
on in Apulia, and the principal engagement took
place near Asculum. The Romans were again

defeated ; but P. himself lost so heavily, that he
felt it impossible to follow Tip his victory ; and again

withdrew to Tarentum. Here a truce was entered

into between the belligerents ; and P. passed over

into Sicily to assist the Sicilian Greeks against the

Carthaginians, 278 E. c. His first exploits in that

island were both brilliant and successful ; but the

repulse which he sustained in his attack on Lily-

bajum broke the spell which invested his name.
Soon afterwards he became involved in misunder-
standings with the Greeks ; and in 270 B. c. he
quitted the island in disgust, to renew his war vdth
Rome. While crossing over to the mainland the

Carthaginians attacked hini, and destroyed 70 of

his ships ; and although he reached Tarentum in

safety, his prospects were now much more clouded

than at first. In 274 B. c. he fought a great

battle with the Romans, under the consul Curius

Dentatus, near Beneventum, and was utterly

defeated, escaping to Tarentum with only a few
personal attendants. Ho now saw himself forced

to abandon Italy and return to Epeirus, where he

almost immediately engaged in war with Antigonus

Gouatas, son of Demetrius, and king of Macedonia.

His success was complete, for the Macedonian
troops deserted to him en masse, and he once more
obtained possession of the country ; but nothing

could satisfy his love of fighting, and in less than

a year he was induced to enter on a war with

the Spartans. He marched a large force into the

Peloponnesus, and tried to take their city, but was
repulsed in all his attempts. He then proceeded

against Argos, where he met his death, 272 B. c, in

the 4Gth year of his reign.

PY'RUS, a genus of trees .and shrubs of the

natural order L'<)<ace(F, suborder Pomere, having a

5-celkd fruit, with a cartilaginous endoc.ar|i and
two seeds in each cell. It includes species differing

very much in appearance, in foliage, and in almost

everything except the characters of the flower and
fruit, and formerly constituting the genera Sorbus,

Aria, Aronia, &c. ; or included in Mespilus (see

Medlar) and CraUvgns. Some botanists separate

the Ai)plcs [ilalus) as a distinct genus. Amongst
the species of P. are some of the most valuable

fruits of temperate climates, and some highly orna-

mental trees and shrubs. See Apple, Pe.u?,

Service, Rowa>', Be.vm-tree.

PYTIIA'GORAS. The life of this celebrated

man, the founder of what is known as the Italic

School of I'hilosophy, has been so greatly obscured

by the mass of legeutls and incredible stories -n-hich
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gathered in later ajes round his name, that it h
very ilillicult to arrive at anything like certainty

regardiug liis history and character. That he was
a native of the island of Samos, the son of Mncsar-
chiis, a merchant, or, according to other accounts,

a signet-enyravor, ve know on good .aiithority.

The date of his birth is very uncertain, but is

usually placed about the year G70 is. ('. ; and all

authorities agree that ho flourished in the times of

Polycrates and Tarquinius Superbus (540—510 r.c).

He is said to have been a disciple of Phcrccydes of

Syros, of Thales, and Auaxiuiamler, and, like other
illustrious Greeks, to have undertaken extensive

travels for the purpose of adding to his knowledge
;

in tlie course of which—lasting, we are told, for

nearly 30 years—he visited Kgypt (bringing with
him, according to the usual story, letters of intro-

duction from Polycratc-s to Araasis the king) and
the more important countries of Asia, including

even India. We have every reason to believe tliat

he did, at all events, visit Egypt, and there availed

himself of all such mysterious lore as the jiriests

could be induced to impart ; from whom possibly

he learned the doctrine of Metempsychosis, or the
transmigration of souls (which was, as is well

known, one of the most famous tenets of the Pytha-
gorean school), and whose influence may perhaps be
traced in the mystic rites, asceticism, and peculi-

arities of diet and clothing which formed some of

its chief characteristics—though we may consider

it as nearly certain that his philosophic and
religious system was much less indebted to the
influence of other countries than the .ancients gener-
ally believed. During his travels, we may believe,

P. matured the jilaus which he afterwards carried
into action ; but flnding, on his return to his native
island, that the tyranny established there by Poly-
crates unlittcd it for his abode, he quitted 8amos,
and eventually settled in the city (jf Croton, in

Southern Italy. Here he is said to have acquired
in a short time unbounded influence over the
inhabitants, as well as over tliose of the neigh-
bouring states ; and here he estabhshed the famons
Pythagorean fraternity or order, which has often

been compared witli the still more celebrated order
founded by Ignatius Loyola in modern times. 'J"he

adherents of P. were chiefly found among the noble
and the wealthy ; these, to the number of 3U0, he
formed into a select society, bound liy a sort of vow
to himself and to each other, for tlie purpose of study-
ing the jihilosophical system of their master, and
cultivating the ascetic observances and rehgious rites

enjoined by him. They thus formed at once a philo-

sophical school and a religious brotherhood, which
gi-adually assumed the character and exercised the
power of a jiolitical association also. This pohtical
influence, which undoubtedly became very great,

was constantly exerted on the side of aristocracy

;

and to carry out the principles of tljis form of

government, understood in the best sense of the
word, seems to have been the ultimate aim of

Pyth.agoras. He is said also to have increased his
influence by a jiractice unknown to the other sages
of the ancient world—the admission of women,
not probably into his society, but to attendance on
his lectures and teaching. Of the internal arrange-
ment and discipline of this fraternity we really
know but little. All accounts agi-ee that what was
done and taught among the members was kept a
profound secret from the outer world. In the
admission of members, P. is said to have exercised
the greatest care, and to have relied much on
his skill in physiognomy. They then had, it is

said, to pass through a long period of probation,
intended apparently to test especially their powers
of endurance and self-restraint—though probably

the assertion that they had to maintain silence for

two or even five years is an c.\a''gcration of later

times. Among the members of the society we are

told there were several gradations, and there was also

a more general division of his disciples under the
names Esoteric and Jixolcrlc—the former being ap-

plied to all who were admitted to the more .abstruse

doctrines and sublimer teaching of their mastei-, the
Latter to those who received only the instruction

o|icn to all. The mode of life seems to have been
regul.atod by P. in its minutest details. It is well

known that he is said to have forbidden all anim.al

food— a consequence, perhaps, of the doctrine of

Metempsychosis—and also jiartioularly beans (but
these st.atements cannot bo relied on), and there is

no doubt that temperance of all kinds was strictly

eujoiued. In the course of instruction, great atten-

tion was paid to mathematics, music, and astro-

nomy; and gymnastics formed an important part of

tlie training. EeUgious teaching was inculcated in

the so-called Pyth.agorean Orr/ics or Mtjstcrici ; and
while he outwardly conformed to the usual mode
of worship, there is reason to believe that in secret

he taught a purer faith. The result of the whole
system seems to have been an unbounded reverence
on the part of the di3ci])le3 for their master (of

which tlie well-known ipse dixit is a suihcieut

attestation) ; in the members of the order an ele-

vated tone of character, exhibited in serenity of

mind and self-possession, extreme .attachment to
each other, and .also supreme contempt for all the
outer world. But it was natural that political

power uniformly exercised in one direction by an
aristocratic and exclusive society such as this should
in the end excite a wide-spread feeling of jealousy

and hatred, which at length, when ojipurtunity was
given, caused the overthrow of the fi"atoruity. A
war between the cities of Croton and .Sybaris, in

which the Pyth.agoreans took a prominent jiart,

ended in the tot.al destruction of the latter city

(510 B.C.) ; .and on this success they seem to h.ave

presumed so greatly, that they proceeded to more
active measures against the popular party than they
had yet attempted. A violent outbreak was the
consequence ; the house in which the leading
Pyth.agoreans were assembled was set on fire, ancl

many perished in the flames. iSimil.ar commo-
tions ensued in other cities of Southern It.aly in

which Pythagorean clubs had been fonned, and the
result was that, as a political organisation, the
Pythagorean order was everywhere suppressed

;

though, as a philosophical sect, it continued to exist
for many years after. Of the f.ate of P. himself
difl"erent accounts are given ; but he is generally
supposed to have escaped to Metapontum, and died
lliere (504 B. c), where his tomb was shewn in the
time of Cicero.

P. is said to have been the first to assume the
title of Pliilosopher ('Lover of wisdom') in jilace of

the name Soplios (' Wise '), by which the s.ages had
before been known. Various discoveries in music,
astronomy, and mathematics .are attributed to hiin

;

among others, the proposition now known as the
47th of Euclid, Book I. We have good ground for

believing that he was a man of much learning and
great intellectual powers, which were specially

exerted in the way of mathematical research, as is

evinced by the general tendency of the si)eculat;on3

of his school. There is no doubt th.at he maintained
the doctrine of the transmigration of souls into tlie

bodies of men and other .animals—which seems to
have been regarded in the Pyth.agorean system as
a process of purification—.and he is said to have
asserted that he had a distinct recollection of
having himself previously passed through other
stages of existence. We are told that on seeing a
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dnjr beaten, and hearing him howl, he bade the
striker desist, sajinjr, ' It is the soul of a friend of

mine, whom I recognise by his voice.'

Respecting the system of philosophy actually
taught by P., we have but little trustworthy testi-

nion_v. P. himself, it is all but certain, %vi-ote

nothing, and the same seems to have been the case
with his immediate successors ; we are therefore,
in endeavouring to form an idea of the Pythagorean
philosophy, obliged to rely almost entirely on the
compilations of later writers (mainly Diogenes
Laiirtius, and the Neo-Platonists, Porphyrius and
lamblichus, all of them long subsequent to the
Christian era), who often but imperfectly under-
stood the details they gave. The tendency of

the school wai? ' towards the consideration of

abstractions as the only true materials of science'
(Lewes's Biorjrap/iical Historij of PIdlosophy), and to
Number was allotted the most prominent place in
their system. They taught that in Number only is

absolute certainty to be found ; that Number is

the Essence of all things ; that things are only a
copy of Numbers ; nay, that in some mysterious
w.ay. Numbers are things themselves. This Niunber
theory was probably worked out from the funda-
mental conception, that, after destroying or
disarranging every other attribute of matter, there
still remains the attribute Number ; we still can
predicate that the thing is one. With this doctrine
of Number was intimately connected that of the
Finite and the Jnfinite, corresponding respectively
with the Odd and the Even in Number ; and from a
combination of this Finite and Infinite it was taught
that all things in the Universe result. The abstract
principle of all perfection was One and the Finite;
of imperfection, the il/n/()/ and the Infinite. Essen-
tially based also on the same doctrine, was the
Theory of Music ; the System of the Universe,
which was conceived as a Kosmo.i, or one harmonious
whole, consisting of ten heavenly bodies revolving
round a Central Fire, the Hearth or Altar of the
Universe ; and the celebrated doctrine of the
Harmony of the Spheres—the music produced, it

was supposed, by the movement of these heavenly
bodies, which were arranged at intervals accordmg
W'ith the laws of harmony—forming thus a sublime
Musical Scale. The Soiil of Man was behoved to
partake of the nature of the Central Fire, possessing
three elements. Reason, IntelUgence, and Passion

;

tlie iirst distinctive of Man, the'two last common to
Man and Brutes.
The Ethical teaching of the Pj-thagoreans was of

the purest and most spiritual "kind ; Virtue was
regarded as a harmony of the soul, a conformity
with, or approximation to, the Deity ; Self-restraint,

Sincerity, and Purity of Heart were especially
commended ; and Conscientiousness and Uprightness
in the affairs of life would seem to have been their
distinguishing characteristics.

The Pythagorean s^-stcm was carried on by a
succession of disciples down to about 300 B.C., when
it seems to have gradually died out, being super-
seded by other sj'stems of philosophy ; it was
revived about two centuries later, and lasted for

a considerable time after the Christian era—dis-

figured by the admixture of other doctriues, and an
e.N,iL'L;eratinn of the mysticism and ascetic practices,
without the scientific culture of the earlier school.

In addition to the writers .above mentioned,
scattered and scanty notices^affording, however,
really the most trustworthy information that we
possess, as to the life and doctrines of P.—occur in
Herodotus, Plato, Aristotle (the latter especially),

and a few other authors. Fuller details on the
subject will be found in the Histories of Greece
by Thirlwall and Grote, in the works of Ritter,

Brandis, and Tcnnemann on the Hiitoru of PId-
losophy ; in Lewes's Biographical Historij of Phi-
losophy; and a complete summary of the whole in
Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography.

PY'THIAN GAMES, one of the four great
national festivals of the Greeks, held in the Crissa^an
plain, near Delphi, are said (according to tl\e pre-
valent mythological legend) to have been instituted
by Apollo after vanquishing the snaky monster,
Python, and were certainly in the earliest times
celebrated in his honour every ninth year. They
were at first under the management of the Delphians,
but about 590—5S6 e. c. the Amphictj'ons were
intrusted with the conduct of them, and arranged
that they should be held every fifth year. Some
writers state that it was only after this date that
they were called Pythian. Originally, the contests
were restricted to singing, with the accompaniment
of cithern-playing, but the Amphictyons added the
flute, athletic contests, and horse-racing. By and
by, contests in tragedy, and other kinds of poetry,
in historical recitations, and in works of art, were
introduced, and long continued a distinguishing
feature of these games, which are believed to have
lasted down to nearly the end of the 4th c. A. D.

The prize was a laurel wreath and the symbolic
palm-branch. Several of Pindar's extant odes
relate to victors in the Pj'thian Games.

PYTHON, a genus of serpents of the f.amily

Boidas (see 60.4), differing from the true boas in

having the plates on the under surface of the tail

double. The tip of the muzzle is plated ; the lips

are grooved. The species are all natives of the Old
World. They are all large ; some of them very
large, and rivalled in size by no serpents except the
boas of America. The name Boa is often popularly
given to the pythons, and in its ancient use belongs
to them. Some of the pjiihons are kno^vn in tlie

East Indies by the name of EocK Sxake, as P.
molurus, a species very extensively diffused. This
name is given to some species which belong to the
genus or subgenus Hortulia, one of which, the
Natal Rock Sx.ike (JI. Nataknsis), is said to

attain so large a size that its body is as thick as

Python, or Kock Snake (Sortulia ifaiaUnsis).

that of a man. Although a native of Natal, it is

already unknown in the settled parts of the colony.

Python reticulatus is probably the largest snake of

India and Ceylon. It is found also in more eastern

regions. What size it attains is not well known.
Specimens of 15 or 20 feet long are common, but it

certainly attains a much larger size. It seems to

be this snake which is sometimes called Anaconda.
It is rather brilliantly coloured ; its body being

covered with gold and black, finely intermixed.

The forehead is marked by a longitudinal brown
stripe. Although sluggish for some tune after a

repast, it is at other times very active, aud easily

scales the highest garden walls. It feeds on deer

and smaller animals ; but the largest pythons are
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s.ikl to seize buffaloes, tigers, and even elephants,

and to crush them in their coils. In this there is

jicrhaps some exaggeration ; but tlierc are well-

authenticated stories of snakes in the East Indies

quite capable of killing at least the buffalo and the

tiger (see Mil Indian Journal, by Colonel Walter
CampbeU ; Edin. 1SG4, pp. 12G, 127).

PYX (Gr. 2>;/ris, a box, properly of boxwood), the

eacrcd vessel used in the CathoUc C'lnirch to contain

the consecrated euclia-

ristio elements, wliieh

are jireserved after con-

secration, whether for

the comniuniou of the
sick or f<ir tlie adora-

tion of the faithful in

the churclies. Its form
lias varied very mucli
at dill'ercnt times.

Anciently it was some-
times of the form of a
dove, which was hung
sns])ended over the
altar. More commonly,
however, it was, as its

name implies, a simple
box, generally of the
precious metals, or, at

least, of metal plated with gold or sdver. At
present, the pyx is commonly cup-shaped, with a
close-titting cover of the same material. The
interior is ordered to be of gold, or at least plated

Pyx, Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford.

(Copied from Parker's Glossary.)

I

with gold. Like all the other sacred utensils con-

nected with the administration of the eucharist, it

must be blessed by a bishop, or a priest delegated
by a bishop.

PYX, Trial of tiie, the final trial by weight and
assay of the gold and silver coins of the United
Kingdom, prior to their issue from the Mint. It is

so called from the Pyx, i. e., box or cliest, in which
are dejjosited specimen coins. When the coins are

weighed mto bags at the Mint, two pieces are taken
out of each bag, one for assay within the M int, the
other for the ])yx. The latter are sealed up by
throe olhcers and deposited in the chest or pyx. The
trial takes place about once in three years by a jury

of goldsmiths, summoned by the Lord Chancellor.

The jury are charged by the Lord Chancellor, at

the Exchequer OiUce, Whitehall, in presence of

several ])rivy councillors, and of the officers of the

Mint. Being furnished with a jiieee of gold and
silver from the trial plates deposited in the
Exchequer, they are required to declare to what
degree the coin under examination deviates from
tliem. The jury then proceed to Goldsmiths' Hall,

M'here assaying apparatus is iu readiness, and the

sealed packets of coin being delivered to them by
the officers of the Mint, are first tried bj' weight,

after which a certain number of pieces taken from
the whole are melted into a bar, from which the

assay trials are taken. A favourable verdict

relieves the officers of the Mint from responsibility,

and constitutes a public attestation of the standard
puj'ity of the coin.
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THE 17th letter of the Latin,

Enijlish, and other wustern Alpha-
I bets, is identical in power with
' the letter K (q. v.). It is always
followed by u.

QUADRAGE'SIMA (Lat.

./'fr~M{C~ 'fortieth day'), the name of the

llkyyX''
I^s^ten season, or more properly of the

first Sunday of the Lent. It is so called

by analogy with the three Sundays
•which precede Lent, and which are called

' respectively Septuagesinia, 70th ; Sexagesima,
60th ; and Quinquagesima, 50th.

QUADRA'NGLE, an open square, or courtyard
having four sides. Large public buildings—such as

Somerset House and the colleges of Oxford and
Cambridge—are usually planned in this form.

QUA'DRANT (Lat. qiiadrans, a fourth part),

literally the fourth jiart of a circle, or 90° ; but
signifying, in Astronomy, an instrument iised for

tile determination of angular measurements. The
quadrant consisted of a limb or arc of a circle equal
to the fourth part of the whole circumference,
graduated into degrees and parts of degrees. The
quadrant employed by Ptolemy was of stone, with
one smooth and polished siiie, on which the
graduations were made ; the quadrant was firmly

placed in a meridian plane, with one radius vertical,

and the other horizontal. Tycho Brahe, who
has a right to be considered as the first great

practical astronomer of modern times, fixed his

quadrant on a wall, and employed it for the deter-

mination of meridian altitudes ; he also adjusted
others on vertical axes fur the measurement of

azimuths. Picart was the first who applied tele-

scopic sights to this instrument. About this time
the large mural qvuidrant {of G to 8 feet radius)

began to be introduced into observatories. These
quadrants were adjusted in the same way as the
mural circle (see Chicle, Mrr.AL). Various innate
defects of the quadrant as an instrument—such as

the imi)ossibility of securing exactness of the whole
arc, concentricity of the centre of motion with the

centre of division, and perfect stability of the centre-

work— led to its being su])erseded by the repeating

circle, otherwise called the Jliiral Circle (q. v.).

lladlafs Quadrant is more properly an octant, as

its limb is only the eighth part of a circle, though
it measures an arc of 90'. Its i)rinciple is that of

the Se.ktant (q. v.).

QUADRA'TIC EQUATIONS. See Equations.

QUA'DRATURE. This term is employed in

Mathematics to signify the process of determining
the area of a surface. Its derivation sufficiently

indicates its nature—i. c., it consists in determining

a square (the simplest measure of surface) whose
area is equal to that of the assigned surface. In
many cases, of which the Triangle (q. v.), the Para-

bola (q. v.), and the Cycloid (q. v.) are perhaps the
simplest, the area is easily assigned in terms of

some simple unit. Thus, the area of a triangle is

half that of the rectangle with the same base and
height ; that of any parabolic segment is two-thirds

of the corresponding triangle, whose sides .are the

chord and the tangents at its extremities ; that oi

the cj'cloid thi-ee times that of its generating circle,

&c.

The term is also applied in a special sense in cases

in which an area or other quantity is expressed by
an integral, whose value cannot be determined
exactly ; and it then means the process of approxi-

mation by which the value of the integral can be
gradually arrived at.

All the practical rules for approximating to the

areas of eur\Tlinear figures, and the volumes of

various solids—such as occur in land-measuring,

gauging, engineering, &c.—are, in this sense, cases

of quadrature, except in those very special cases

in which an area or a volume can be assigned

exactly as a finite function of its dimensions. See
Mexsukatiox.

QUADRATURE OF THE CIRCLE. This is

one of the grand problems of antiquity, which,

unsolved and probably unsolvable, continue to

occupy even in the present day the minds of many
curious speculators. The trisectiou of an angle, the

duplication of the cube, and the perpetual motion

have found, in every age of the world since geometry
and physics were thought of, their hosts of p.atient

devotees. The ph>/.ii':al question involved in the

Perpetual Motion (q. v.) is treated of under that

head ; and we shall now take the opportunity of

noticing the viathi'matical questions involved in

the other jiroblems above mentioned ; but more
especially that of the quadrature of the circle, in

which the chfficulty is of a different nature from

tliat involved in the other two geometrical ones,

A few words about them, however, will help as an

introduction to the subject.

According to the postidates of ordinary geometry,

all constructions uuist be made by the help of the

circle and straight line. Straight lines intersect

each other in but one jjoint ; and a straight line

and circle, or two circles, intersect in tu-o points

only. From the analytical point of view we
may express these facts by saying that the deter-

mination of the intersection of two straight lines

involves an equation of the first degree only ; while

that of the intersection of a straight line and a

circle, or of two circles, is reducible to an equation

of the second degree. But the triscetion of an

angle, or the duplication of the cube, requires for

its aecomiilishment the solution of an equation of

the third degree ; or, geometricallj', requires the

intersections of a straight line and a curve of the

third degree, or of two conies, &c., all of u-hich are

excluded hy the postulates of the science. If it were

allowed that a j)arabola or ellipse could be descriljcd

with a given focus and directrix, as it is allowed

tliat a circle can be described with a given radius

about a given centre, the triscetion of an angle and

the duplication of the cube would be at once brought

under the category of questions resolvable by pure
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geometry ; so that the didiciJty in these cases is

one of mere restriction of the postulates of what is

to be called froometry.

It is very different in the case of the quadratnre

of the circle, which (the reader of the preceding

article will see at once) means the determination

of the area of a circle of given radius— literally, the

assigning of the side of a square whose area shall

be equal to that of the jjiven circle.

The common herd of 'squarers of the circle,'

which grows more numerous every day, and which
includes many men of undoubted sanity, and
even of the very highest business talents, rarely

have any idea of the nature of the problem they
attemjit to solve. It will, therefore, be our best

course to shew iirst of all what has hceji done towards
the solution of the jiroljlera ; we shall then venture

a few remarks as to what mai/ yet be done, and in

what direction philosoiihic 'squarers of the circle'

must look for real advance.
In the first place, then, we observe that mechanical

processes are utterly inadmissible. A fair approxi-

mation may, no doubt, be got by measuring the

diameter of a circular dose of uniform material, and
comparing the weight of the disc with th.at of a

square portion of the same material of given side.

But it is almost impossible to execute any measure-
ment to more than six places of significant figures

;

hence, as will soon be shewn, this process is at best

but a rude appro.ximation. The same is to be
said of such ob^\'ious processes as wrapping a string

round a cj-lindrieal post of known djameter, and
comparing its length with the diameter of the
cylinder : only a rude approximation to the ratio of

the circumference of a circle to its diameter can
thus be obtained.

Before entering on the history of the problem, it

must be remarked that the Greek geometers knew
that the area of a circle is half the rectangle under
its radius and circumference (see Circle), so that
the determination of the length of the circumfer-

ence of a circle of given radius is precisely the same
proljlem as that of the quadrature of the circle.

Confining ourselves strictly to the best ascer-

tained steps in the history of the question, we
remark that Archimedes proved that the ratio of

the diameter to the circumference is greater than
1 to 3' 9, and less than 1 J-gto 3. The difl'erence

between these two extreme limits is less than the

j-j'jj^ of the whole ratio. Archimedes's process

depends upon the ob\'ious truth, that the circum-
ference of an inscribed polygon is less, while that of

a eircuniseribed polygon is greater, than that of the
circle. His calciUations were extended to regular

polygons of 96 sides.

Little more seems to have been done by mathe-
maticians till the end of the 16th c, when P. Melius
gave the expression for the ratio of the circumfer-
ence to the diameter as the fraction f {-J, wliich, in

decimals, is true to the seventh significant figure

inclusive. Curiously enough, it happens that this

is one of the convergent fractions which ex])res3 in

the lowest possible terms the best approximations
to the required number. Metius seems to have
emploj'ed, with the aid of far superior arithmetical
notation, a process similar to th.at of Archimedes.

Vieta shortly afterwards gave the ratio in a form
true to the tenth decimal place, and was the first

to give, though of course in infinite terms, an exact
formula. Designating, as is usual in mathematical
works, the ratio of the circumference to the diameter
by !r, Vieta's formula is

—

- = 4 Vi X Vi + iV4, X ^Jj + Wi + Wi X &o-
rr

Shortly after^wards, Adrianus Romanus, by calcu-
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lating the length of the side of nn equilateral

inscribed polygon of 1073741S24 sides, determined
the value of t to 16 significant figures ; and
Ludolph von Ceulen, his contemporary, by calcu-

lating that of the polygon of 36S934SS147419103232
sides, arrived (correctly) at 36 significant figures.

It is scarcely possible to give, in tlie present day,
an idea of the enormous labour which this mode of

procedure entails even when only S or 10 figiircs

arc sought ; and when we consider that Ludolph
was ignorant of logarithms, we wonder that a life-

time sufiiced for the attainment of such a result by
the method he employed.

The value of tr was thus determined to r---^
3 X 10

of its amount, a fraction of which, after Montucia,
we shall attempt to give an idea, thus : Suppose a
circle whose radius is the distance of the nearest
fixed star (250,000 times the earth's distance from
the sun), the en-or in calculating its circumference
by Ludolph's result would be so excessively

sni.ill a fraction of the diameter of a human hair

as to be utterly invisible, not merely under the
most powerful microscope yet made; but imder
any which future generations may be able to

construct.

These results were, as we have pointed out, all

derived by common arithmetical operations, b.ased

on the obvious truth that the circumference of a
circle is greater than that of any inscribed, and less

than that of any circumscribed polygon. They
involve none of those more subtle ideas connected
with Limits, Infinitesimals, or Differentials, which
seem to render more recent resiilts suspected by
modern ' squarers.' If one of that imhapjiy body
would only consider this simple /cif^, he could hardly

have the presumption to publish his 3.125, or what-
ever it may be, as the accurate value of a quantity
which by common arithmetical processes, founded on
an obvious geometrical truth, was several centuries

ago she^vn to be greater than

3.1415926535S979323S4626433S327950288,

and less than

3.14159265358979323846264338327930289.

We now know, by far simpler processes, its exact

value to more than 600 places of decimals ; but
the above result of Von Ceulen is much more
than sufficient for any possible practical applica-

tion even in the most delicate calcidations in

astronomy.
SneUius, Huyghens, Gregory de Saint Vincent,

and others, suggested simplifications of the polygon
process, which are in reality some of the approximate
expressions derived from modern trigonometry.

In IOCS the celebrated James Gregory gave a
demonstration of the impossibility of etl'ecting

exactly the quadrature of the circle, which, although
objected to by Huyghens, is now received as quite

satisfactory.

We may merely advert to the speculations of

Fermat, Koberval, C.avaUeri, Wallis, Newton, and
others as to quadrature in general—their most
valuable result was the invention of the Differential

and Integral Calculus by Newton, under the name
of Fluxions and Fluents. Wallis, however, by
an ingenious process of interpolation, shewed
that

_^_ 2.4.4.6.C.S.8.10.10. &c .

4 ~ 3.3.5.5.7.7.9.9.11. &c.

which is interesting, as being the first recorded
example of the determination, in a finite form, of

the value of the ratio of two infinite products.

Lord Brouncker, being consulted by Wallis as

to the value of the above expression, put it
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in the form of an infinite continued fraction,

thus

:

1 + 1

2 + 9

+ 25

i + 49

2 + &c.

in \vhich 2 and the squares of the odd numbers
appear. This formula has been employed to shew
that not only t, but its square, is incommensurable.

Perhaps the neatest of all the formulas -n-hicli

have been given for the quadrature of the circle, is

that of Janies Gregory for the arc in terms of its

tangent—namely,

i = tan. il — ^ tan. -t' +
-J-

tan. ''J — &c.

This was a])propriated by Leibnitz, and formed
perhajis the first of that audacious series of pecu-

lations from English mathematicians which have
for ever dishonoured the name of a man of real

genius.

If we notice that, by ordinary trigonometry, the

arc whose tangent is unity (the arc of 45' or) -,

falls short of four times the arc whose tangent is

J- by an. angle whose tangent is ^-J-y, we may easily

calculate -j to any required number of decimal places

by calculating from Gregory's formula the values of

the arcs corresponding to J- and n", ii
as tangents.

And it is, in fact, by a slight modilication of this

process (which was originally devised by Machin),
that T lias been obtained, by independent calculators,

to GOO decimal places.

It is not yet proved, and it may not be true, that

the area or circumference of a circle cannot be
expressed in finite terms ; if it can be, these must
(of course) contain irrational quantities. The
integral calculus gives, among hosts of others, the
following very simple expression in terms of a
definite integral

:

2 ~J I + X'

Now it very often happens that the value of a defi-

nite integral can be assigned, when that of the
general integral cannot ; and it is not impossible, so

far as is yet known, that the above integral may be
expressed in some such form as

\/a; + s/y,

where \/x and \/y are irrational numbers. Such an
expression, if discovered, w-ould undoubtedly be
hailed as a solution of the grand problem.

But this, we need hardly say, is not the species of

solution attcmjited by ' sqnarera.' We could e:vsily,

from our own experience alone, give numerous
instances of tlieir lul[)less absurdities, but we spare

the reader, ami refer him, for further information

on this painful yet ridiculous subject, to a recent

series of papers by De Morgan in the Athrnainn ;

and to the very interesting work of Montucla, His-

toire di.1 Hec/mrc/tcs nur la Quadrature du Cercle.

QUADRIE'NNIUM U'TILE, in Scotch Law,
means the four years after majority during which a
person is entitled to reduce or set aside any deed
made to his ]ircjudice during minority. This pro-

tection was also given by the Roman law to minors,
to enable them to neutralise any unfair advantage
that may have been taken of their inexperience

during minority. The injury or lesion must have
been caused, not by an accident, but by the im-
prudence or negligence of themselves or of their
curators. The proceeding, therefore, must be
commenced before the minor attains 25, after which
it is too late to seek restitution. See Infakt.

QUADRI'GA. See Chaeiot.

QUADRILA'TERAL, in Military Lang\iage, is

an expression designating a combination of four
fortresses, not necessarily connected together, but
mutually supporting each other ; and from the
fact that if one be attacked, the garrisons of the
others, unless carefully observed, will harass the
besiegers, rendering it necessary that a very large
army should bo employed to turn the combined
position. As a remarkable instance, and a very

The Austrian Quadrilateral.

powerful one, may be cited the celebrated Austrian

quadrilateral in Venetia, comprising the four strong

jiosts of Jlantua, Verona, Peschiera, and Lcgnago.

These form a sort of outwork to the bastion which

the southern mountains of the Tyrol constitute,

and divide the north plain of the Po into two
sections by a most jiowerful barrier. Napoleon

III., in 1859, even after the victories of Magenta
and Solferino, hesitated to attack tliis quadrilateral.

QUADRI'LLE, a dance of French origin, con-

sisting of consecutive dance movements, generally

five iu number, danced by couples, or sets of couples,

oi>posite to, and at right angles to each other. The
name seems to be derived from its having been

originally danced by four couples.

QUADRILLE is a card game, which, as its name
denotes, is played by four persons. The number of

cards employed is forty, the tens, nines, and eights

being discarded from the pack. The rank and order

of the cards in eacli suit vary according as they are or

are not trumps, and are diticrent in the black and red

suits. The ace of spades, whatever suit be trumps,

is always the higlicst trump, and is called upadiUe ;

the ace of clubs is always the third highest trump,

and is known as ba.ito ; while the second highest

trump, or manillf, is the deuce of spades or clubs, or

the seven of hearts or diamonds, according to the

suit which is trumps, it being always of the trump
suit. When the black suits are not trumps, the

black cards rank as in whist ; and when they are

trumps, the order is the same, with the exception,

as above mentioned, of the deuce, which then (in

the trump suit only) becomes manille, the deuce of

the black suit which is not trumps retaining its

position as the lowest card. AVlien the red suits

I ai-e not tramps, the order of rank is as follows

:
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fcinff. qiiccn. knave, ace, deuce, three, four, five, six,

seven; but when tliey are tnunps, the ace (of the

truinp suit only) is raised to tlie position of the

fourth hij;hest " trump, uuder the name of jmnto

or pun'o, and the seven (of the truinp suit only)

becomes, as jircviously stated, nianille. A little

consideration will shew, that when the black suits

are trumps, the number of trump cards is eleven,

and twelve when a red suit is triiniiis. The three

hi;.'hest truiujis, spadille, manille, and basto, arc

called matadores, and the player who ])Ossesses one

of them can, if he have no other trumps in his

hand, decline to follow suit if trum]i3 are led,

provided the trump led is not a matadore of value

superior to his own. After the cards have been

shuffled, cut, and dealt, tlie ehler hand, on lookinc;

at his cards, may, if his hand be w-eak, decline to

]day (or jyas.i) ; the next jilayer may do the sanu-,

and so on all round ; in whieli case the elder hand
must commence, namiuji the suit which he wishes to

be tnunps, and the cards are laid, and tricks taken,

as in ordinary card games. If a jilayer does not

]iass, but commences" the f,'ame by naming trumps

and playing a card, he must himself make six tricks

to win ; aud if he succeeds, he obtains the whole of

the winnings ; Imt if he loses, he pays the whole of

the losses. If lie commences the game by ' asking

leave'—i. c, to have a partner— which is done by
calling a king, the player who holds the king of the

suit led must play it when his turn arrives ; aud he

who asked leave, or I'liomhre (in England generally

called omhri), ahrnn with him who had the king called,

or the friend, are from this time partners in the game,

and di\-ide either the gains or the losses, as the case

may be. The ombre "and the friend win the game
if they make six tricks between them. This game
is complicated by a number of conditions, w-hich,

under certain circumstances, modify the ordinary

mode of playing.

A modification of this game, under the name of

preference, is much in vogue in Lancashire ; and in

this country in the beginning of last century, and
on the continent—especially in France—the game
of I'hnmhre, which is nothing more than quadrille

jilayed by three person-s, was exceedingly fashion-

able. L'hombre is now quite obsolete, but a most
accurate description of the mode in -which it was
played will be found in Pope's Rape of the Loci:

L'hombre was the inunediate predecessor of rpiad-

rille in popular favour.

QTJADRI'VIUM (Lat. quahior, four, and via, a

road), the name given, in the language of the

schools of the West, to the higher course of the

medieval studies, from its consisting of four

branches, as the lower course for an analogous

reason, was called TniviUM (q. v.), or ' Three
Itoads.' The quadriviimi consisted of arithmetic,

music, geometry, and astronomy. It would carry

us beyond our limits to detail the nature aud
extent of each of these branches as pursued in

the medieval schools. The reader will find much
curious and new matter on all questions of this

nature in the volumes of the works of Fioger

Bacon, lately edited in the series issued under
authority of the Master of the lioUs, as also in

the Introduction prelixed to the volumes.

QUADRU'MANA (L.at. fourdiandcd), in the

zoological system of Cuvier an order of Mammalia,
which he jjlaccs next after Bimana (q. v.), and
wdiicli contains the animals most nearly resembling

man in their form aud anatomical characters—viz.,

the monkey and lemur families. The order Q.,

witli the limits assigned to it by Cuvier, is very

generally received by naturalists. The name is

aerived from a character, in which one most obvious
41

diderence from man is, that tlic extremities

of all the four limbs are hands, or formed for

grasping, and not merely those of the anterior ones
;

these, indeed, being in many of the monkeys less

perfect hands than the hinder ones, through the

want or rudimentary character of the thumb. None
of the Q. are n,atm-ally adapted for an erect posture.

The dill'erences between man and tlic ajics which
most nearly ajiproach him in form, are puiuted out

in tlie articles Monkev, CiilMrANZEE, (!orill.\, and
Orano. The Q. resemble man in their dentition

more than any other animals. Their other digestive

organs also exhibit a general similarity to those of

man. The similarity is further apjiarent in the

brain aud in the re]U'oiluetive organs ; but in the

J.eniurida; a gradual departure from the human
form and characters is manifested, with an approach

to the ordinary quadruped tj'pc.

QUA'DRTJPEDS (Lat. four-footed), a term em-
ployed both popularly and by scientific writers to

designate four-footed animals. It is not, however,

the n.anie of a class or order in systems of zoology.

Po[>ularly, it is almost always limited to those

Jlammalin. which have four limbs well developed

and formed for walking, and is scarcely ever applied

to the Celacea, aud rarely even to Seals or to the

Qiiailriimana (q. v.). The full development of the

limbs, with their termination in feet properly so

called, thus ap])ears to be by no means one of the most
iiiil}ortaut characters by which groujis of animals

are distinguished ; aud tliis further appears when the

same character is found again, in great jicrfection,

in a lower class of vertebrate animals—in Chelonian

and Saurian Reptiles, as tortoises and lizards. Uut
the foiir-limbed type prevails among vertebrate

animals, from man downwards ; so that even in

serpents, in which it is least notable, traces of it

ajipear on anatomical examination, as in Boas (q. v.)

;

and there are many creatures which form connecting

links as to this character between serpents and
those reptdes— as crocodiles aud lizards—which

possess it in greatest perfection. The homology of

certain fins of fishes with the limbs of quadrupeds

is noticed in the article FisiiE.s. No approach to

the four-limbed type is found amoug Invertebrate

animals.

QUA'DRUPLE ALLIANCE. See Alliance.

QUjE'STOR (Lat. eontr. from qnasitor, a searcher

or investigator, from quaro, to seek or search into)

was anciently the title of a class of Roman magis-

trates, reaching as far back, according to all accounts,

as the period of the Kiiv^s. The oldest qurestors

were the qucestores parricidii (' trackers of murder,'

ultimately public accusers), who were two in number.

Their office was to conduct the iirosccution of per-

sons accused of murder, and to execute the sentence

that might be pronounced. They ceased to exist

as early as SClj D. f., when their functions were

transferred to the Triinnriri Capihdes. But a far

more important though later niagistr.acy was the

quc?sfores classici, to whom was intrusted the charge

of the public treasury. The exact date of their

institution cannot be ascertained, but it was subse-

quent to the expulsion of the kings. They apjiear

to have derived the epithet of classici from their

having been originally elected by the centuries.

At first they were only two in number, but in

421 I!, c. two more were added. Shortly after the

breaking out of the first Punic War, the number was
increased to eight ; and as province after province

was added to the Roman Republic, they amounted,

in the time of Sulla, to twenty, auil in the time of

C.T?sar to forty. On its first institution the qua;stor-

ship {i/iii.eslura) was open only to patricians; but

after 421 B.C., plebeians also became eligible.
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QUA'GGA {Equvs—or Asimis—Quajga), an ani-

mal of the family Equidce (q. v.), a native of the

southern parts of Africa, rather smaller than the

Zebra (q. v.), with the hinder jjarta higher, and
the ears shorter ; the head, mane, neck, and shoul-

ders blackish-brown, banded with white ; similar

bands towards the nunp, gradually becoming less

Quagga {Asinus Quagga).

distinct ; a black line running along tlie spine.

The Q. receives its name from its voice, which some-
what resembles the barking of a dog. It is more
easily domesticateil than the zebra, and a curricle

drawn by quaggas has been seen in Hyde Park. In
its wild state it does not associate with the zebra,

although inhabiting the same plains. Hybrids, or

mules, have been produced between the horse and
quagga.

QUAIL (Cntvrnh:), a genus of gallinaceous birds

of the family Tttraontdc, nearly allied to partridges,

but having a more slender biU, a shorter tail, longer
wings, no spur, and no red space above the eye.

The lirst and second quills of the wing are about as

long as the third, which is tlie longest in the more
rounded wing of the partridges. Quails, therefore,

Conunon Quail {Columix vulgaris).

far excel partridges in their power of flight. The
tail is very short. They never perch on trees, but
alw.iys alight on the ground. They are among the
smallest of gallinaceous liirds.—The Commox Q.
(C. vidijarls or C. dncli/lisonans) is found in mo.st

parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa. In India and
other warm countries, it is a permanent resident

;

but in many countries it is a bird of passage ; and
thus it visits the north of Europe, and at certain
seasons a]>pears in v.ost multitudes on the coasts and
islands of the Mediterranean, so that quails are
there taken in hundreds o£ thousands in their

northern and southern migrations. The Q. is not
plentifid at any season in any part of Britain ; but
sometimes appears even in the northern parts of

Scotland, and more frequently in the south of

England, where it is sometimes seen even in winter.
There is reason to believe that the food miraculously
supplied to the Israelites in the wilderness was this
very species of bird, to which the name Selav, used
in the Mosaic narrative, seems to belong.—The Q.
is fully 7 inches in entire length ; of a brown colour,

streaked with different shades, and the wings
mottled with light-brown ; the throat white, with
dark-brown bands in the male, and a black patch
beneath the white, the lower jiarts yellowish-white.
The Q. is polygamous. The nest is a mere hole in

the gi-onnd, with 7 to 12 eggs. The Q. is highly
esteemed for the table. Great numbers of quails

are brought from the continent to the London
market.— Other species of Q. are found in different

parts of Asia, although no other is so aljundant as
the Common Q., and none migrates as it does.

—

The Coromandel Q. [C. ta-iilis) is a very ])retty

little bird, rather smaller than the Coujmon QuaiL
—The Chinese Q. (C. crcal/acloria), a very beautiful
little species, only about 4 inches long, is abundant
in China, and is there kept for lighting, the males
being very pugnacious, like those of other poly-
gamous birds, and much money is lost and won on
the combats of these quails. It is also used for a
singular purpose—the warming of the hands of its

owner.

QUAKERS ; the ordinary designation of the
Society of Friends (q. v.). In respect of law,
Quakers differ from the rest of their fellow-citizeus

chielly as regards their marriages and their taking
of oaths. Thus, though the English marriage acts

required all marriages to take place in a conse-

crated church of the establishment, before the dis-

senters obtained a relaxation of the law, the
Quakers' marriages were excepted, and marriages
between two Qualcers were allowed to be solemnised
according to the usages of their own sect. As
regards Quakers in the matter of taking oaths, it

is expressly provided by several statutes, that
instead of taking an oath in the usual way, they
may mal^e an affirmation instead, whether as

witness in a court of justice, or as holding a civil

oflice, the qualilicatinn for which office is the taking
of an oath. The penalties of perjury, however, attach

to a false affirmation in the same way as to a false

oath. With regard to church-rates, it has been
recently decided that Quakers stand on the same
footing as other people in respect of their liability

to pay church-rates, and the mode of disputing the
validity of the rate.

QUAKIXG GRASS {Bn:a). a genus of grasses,

having a loose panicle ; drooping spikelets, gener-
ally remarkable for their broad and compressed
form, suspended by most delicate footstalks, and
tremulous in every breath of wind ; the spikelets

with two glumes and niunerous florets, the florets

having each two awuless palea;, which become
incorporated with the seed. The species are few,

and mostly European. They are all very beautiful

B. 7>i(ixlma, a native of the south of Europe, is often

planted in flower-gardens. B. media, the only

species common in Britain, growing in almost all

kinds of poor soil, from the sea-coast to an elevation

of loOO feet, is of some value as a pastnre-grass,

being very nutritious, although the quantity of

herbage is scanty. The value of many poor pas-

tures very much depends on it ; but when they are

enriched by manures, it generally disappears. It

is sometimes sown by farmers, Vnit not nearly to

such an extent as it woiUd be if its seed did not
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lose vitality so quickly that only a small proportion

Quaking Grass {Briza media).

grows, if it is not sown in autumn when newly
ripened.

QUAMASH, or BISCUIT ROOT {Camassia
esculenta). a plant of the natural order Liliacea:,

nearly allied to squills and hyacinths. It is a
North American plant, aboimdinc; ou the great
prairies west of the Mississippi. The roasted bulbs
are apreeable and nutritious, aud are much used as
an article of food.

QUANTIFICA'TION OF THE PREDI-
CATE, a phrase belonging to Logic, and introduced
by Sir W. Hamilton to express the characteristic

feature of certain logical dnctriues of his respecting

the Proposition and the Syllogism.

Accoriiing to the Aristotelian Logic, propositions

are divided, according to their quality, into affirma-

tive and negative (' The sun has set,' 'The sun has
not set'); aud, according to their Quantity, into

universal and particular {'All men arc mortal,'

'Some men live eighty years'). If we combine
the two divisions, we obtain four kinds of projiosi-

tions—Affirmative Universal ('AH men are mort.il '),

Affii-mative Particular (' Some men live to eighty '),

Negative Universal (' No men are omnipotent '),

Negative Particular (' Some men are not wise ').

Now, it is remarked by Sir W. Hamilton, that

the statement of the Quantity of these various

propositions is left incomplete ; only the suhject

of each has its quantity expressed (all men, some
men, no men) ; while there is implied or understood
in every case a certain quantity of the predicate.

Thus, ' All nicu are mortal,' is not fully stated ;

the meaning is, th.at all men arc a part of mort.al

things, there being (possi)ily and probably) other
mortal things besides men. Let this meaning be
expressed, aud we have a complete proposition to

this effect :
' All men are some (or part of) mortals,'

where quantity is assigned, not only to the subject,

but also to the jiredic.ate. It might be that the
predicate contained imder it only the subject, as

in the proposition :
' All matter gravitates.' There

is no other thing in the universe except matter that
obeys the law of gravitation. Knowing this, we
might quantify the predicate accordingly: 'All

4G

matter is all gravitating things,' a kind of proposi-
tion not recognised in the old logic. Anotlicr
original form of proposition, brought out by sul^ply-
ing the quantity of the predicate, is, ' Some A 13

all B ;
'

' Some men are all Englislimen.' So that,
instead of two kinds of propositions under affirma-
tion, Sir W. Hamilton's system gives four. In the
same way, he increases the number of negative
propositions. I. For ' No man is omnipotent,' ho
writes, quantifying the jircdieatc, 'Any man is not
flH.V omnipotent ;' or, 'All men are out of all

omnipotent things.' '_'. ' Some men are not young '

is fully quantilied ; 'Some men are not oh;/ young
things

;

'
' Some men are out of all young things!'

These two (in their unquantified shape) are itho

ordinarily recognised propositions of the negative
class. To them Sir W. Hamilton adds—,"!. 'All
men are not some animals,' ' AU men are excluded
from a certain division of the class animal ;

' and
4. ' Some animals are not some men ;

'
' A portion of

the animals is not included in a portion of men.'
The first result, therefore, of completing the

statement of a proposition by insei-ting what
Hamilton considers as implied in the tho\ight

—

namely, the quantity of the predicate—is to give
eight kinds of propositions instead of four. 'The
next result is to modify the process called tho
C'onversion of Propositions. See Converse. The
kind of conversion called limitation (AU A is B,
some B is A) is resolved into simple conversion, or
mere transposition of premises without further
change. 'All A is some B ;

'
' Some B is all A.'

The multiplication of varieties of propositions is

attended with the further consequence of greatly
increasing the number of syllogisms, or forms of
deductive reasoning. See SvLLoaiSM. In the
scholastic logic, as usually expounded, there are
nineteen such forms, distributed under four figures
(four in the first, four in the second, six in the
thinl, five in the fourth). By ringing the changes
on eight sorts of propositions, instead of the old
number, four, thirty-six. valid syllogisms can be
formed in the first figure. Whether the increase
serves any practical object, is another question.

Sir AV. Hamilton also considers that he has been
led, by the new system, to a simjilification of tho
fundamental laws of the syllogism, or, as ho
expresses it, ' the reduction of all the General Laics
of Categorical Syllogisms to a Single Canon.'

Professor De Morgan, in liis elaborate sj'stem of

Formal Logic, has also invented and carried out
into great detail a plan of expressing the quantity
of the predicate ; but he does not admit the whole
of Hamilton's eight prepositional forms, rejecting
in particular tlie last mentioned in the above
enumeration. He also increases the number of

valid syllogisms as compared with the old logic.

Not content with indicating that the predicate has
quantity as well as the subject, he supposes the
possibility of a numerical estimate of quantity in
both terms of the proposition, and from this draws
a new set of inferences. Thus, if 60 per cent, of B
are included in C, and 70 per cent, in A, 30 per
cent, at least of B must be found both in A and
in C.—See Sir W. Hamilton's Di.icu.ssions ; Spencer
Bayues's A^eio Analytic of Logical Forms; De
Morgan's Formal Logic; MUl's Logic, imder the
Syllogism ; and his Examination, of Sir W.
Hamilton's Pliilosophy.

QUAQUAVE'KSAL (Lat. turning every way),
a term applied in Geology to the dip of the Strati-

fied rocks when arranged in dome-shaped elevations,

or basin-shaped depressions, whereby the beds have
an inclination on all sides to one point, that point
being the summit of the dome in the one case, and
the lowest level of the basin in the other.
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QUA'llANTINE (from the Fr. quaraniainc, a
period of 40 days) is a forced abstinence from
communication with the shore, which ships are com-
pelled to undergo when they are last from some port

or country where certain diseases held to be infec-

tious, as yellow fever, plague, or cholera, are or have
been raging. Where a quarantine is established, it is

a high misdemeanour fur any person in the suspected

ship to come on shore, or for. any one to disembark

any merchandise or goods from her. The countries

on the eastern and southern shores of the Mediter-

ranean are those most commonly held to be infec-

tious, and, aa a regidar arrangement, ships from them
have to pass quarantine at Malta, or some French,

Italian, or Spanish port. In England, the quarantine

laws were, uutil about 20 years ago, enforced with

severity ; but now a quarantine is an unusual occur-

rence, although the power to enact it rests with

the crown, and it is occasionally imposed by an

order in Council. In Mediterranean ports, quaran-

tine ordinarily lasts from G to 15 days, though it

sometimes extends to a much longer period, during

which the passengers are imprisoned in a sort of

barrack called a ' lazaretto,' and the contents of the

ship—animals, goods, and letters—are fumigated,

punctured, sometimes immersed in water, or 'even

acid, and all possible means are adopted to destroy

infection.

Quarantine is not of necessity limited to a sea-

frontier ; and it is enforced—often with absurd

rigour—at the frontiers between contiguous states,

especially in Eastern Europe, to the annoyance of

travellers, and to the serious detriment of commerce.

History declares quarantine regulations for mari-

time intercourse to have been first established by
the Venetians in 1127 A. D. ; but the jiractice must
have been greatly older on land-frontiers ; and the

precautions of the Jews against leprosy indicate

that a species of quarantine was enforced by them.

The law for regulating quarantine, when imposed

in England, is G Geo. IV. c. 78.

QUA'RE I'MPEDIT is the title of an English

action, whereby a person who has purchased an
ndvowson, or right of presentation to an ecclesiastical

beneiice, sues any one who disturbs or hinders him
in the exercise of his legal right.

QUA'RREL, or QUARRY, a pane of glass of a

lozenge or diamond shape. The name is also

applied to a perforation or window of this form, and
to square or diamond-shaped paving-stones or tdes.

QUA'RRY (Fr. carrii-rc). When any useful rock

is worked in an open manner at the surface qf the

earth, the excavation is called a quarry. Quarrying
differs little from mining ni principle, except that

the latter is essentially an undergi'ound operation.

From a very remote period, famous granite

quarries have been worked at Sj'ene, and others of

sandstone aiul limestone, along the banks of the

Nile, for the temples and monuments of ancient

Egypt. Greece found the materials for her white

marble temples in the quarries of Mount Pen-

telicus, near Athens, and in those of the islands

of the Archipel.ngo. It was from the quarries of

Travertine (a kind of limestone), at Tibur, that

ancient Rome was chielly built. Italy has long been

celebrated for her marble q\ian-ies, those of Tus-

cany yicUUng the mosi esteemed kinds. The line

saccharoid marbles for statuary and other line-art

purposes, are exclusively obtained from the Apuan
Alps, which rise around Carrara, jNlassa, and Sera-

ve/.za. Those of Carrara, especially, are highly

prized all over the world. From the quarries at

Seravezza, marble to the value of £150,(100 has been

recently taken for the splendid cathedral of St

Isaac at St Petersburg alone.

Of the more celebrated quarries of the British

Islands, we may mention those of Cornwall, Aber-
deen, and AVicklow for granite ; those in the
neighbourhood of Edinburgh, Glasgow, and New-
castle, for sandstone ; those near Bristol and Don-
caster, and in the Isle of Portland, for limestone

;

those of Derbyshire, Devonsliire, Kilkcnuy and
Galway, for marbles ; and those of North Wales
and Argyleshire for slates.

To understand the operations of the quarryman,
it is necessary to bear in mind that all rocks belong
to one or other of two great classes, namely, the
stratified and the uustratihed. The former are

sedimentary rocks, occurring in parallel beds or

strata, and consist chieil}', in so far as we are at

present concerned, of sandstone and Umcstone.

Unstratilied or igneous rocks, which include gi-cen-

stone or whinstone, granite, porphyry, &e., have no
distinct bedding, that is, they do not He in separate

layers. Roofing-slate is a stratified rock, but it

spUts into thinner laminae in the direction of its

cleavarje than in the direction of its bedding, the

former being often at right angles to the latter.

Granite and other igneous rocks have also a natural

jointage or cleavage, although they are not stratified.

Advantage is taken of these peculiarities in quarry-

ing the difl'erent rocks, but in the main the systems

adopted do not greatly differ.

Stones are most frequently separated from their

native rock by blasting with gunpowder. This

ojjeration is described in detaU under Blasting ; see

also Galvanism and Safety-fuse. Of late the

practice of boring jumper-holes with engine-power

has been introduced, and wherever it can be con-

veniently applied, must be a great improvement on

the slow and tedious process of boring by hand.

See Tunnel.
With some stratified rocks, such as sandstone,

a good many of the best stones are procvired with-

out the aid of gmipowder. Hand-tools are alone

used, because blasting is apt to cause rents, and
otherwise shatter portions which it is desirable to

keep sohd. By this method, the cjuarryman makes
a number of small holes with a pick, along a certain

length of rock, into which steel wedges are inserted.

After a succession of blows with heavy hammers,

the wedges at length cut through the stratum.

Blocks for columns, obelisks, tombstones, &e., are

best procured in this way. It may also be stated

that these are obtained from those more valuable

parts of sandstone deposits technically termed
' liver rock,* which consist of the thicker and more
consolidated strata. Flagstones and other pieces of

limited thickness are quarried from the thinner

beds termed ' bed rock.'

When stones are removed in masses by blasting

or otherwise, they have still to be quarried into

shape, according to the purpose for which the various

pieces are best suited. Thus, in an ordinary build-

iuix-stone quarry, the larger stones (after those of

unusual size and quality are selected for the

purposes named above) are roughly formed mto
ashlar, window-sills, lintels, rybats, corners, steps,

and the like, by means of such tools as picks,

liammcrs of various kinds, and wedges. The small

ii-regular-shapcd pieces are called ruhhla, and are

used for the conunonest kind of building. Slates

are split up into the thickness used for roofing, by
means of a mallet and broad chisel In granite

qnarries worked for paving-stones, as has been

incidentally alluded to above, the loss of material in

reducing the blocks to the size and shape required,

is enormous, as much as four-fifths of the whole
being commonly wasted. Besides the tools already

mentioned, long iron bars called pinches, and power-

ful cranes for tm-ning and lifting the larger stones,
47
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are nearly all tlie implements required by the
quarry-master.

lu quarry ins, as well as in mining, much of the

cost is incurred for the pumjiing of water from the

workings. A good steam-engine and set of pumps
are therefore indispensable for every quarry of any
e.xtent. Much expense is also every now and
then incurred in clearing away sand, gravel, and
other loose debris from the upper bed of the rock.

This, which is called ' drift ' by geologists, and
' tirring ' in some localities by quarrymen, often

becomes suddenly very deep, especially where the

beds dip at a high angle, and is an obstacle by which
many quarries of stratided rock are sooner or later

arrested.

Quarries, in point of law, belong to the person

who is owner of the freehold or inheritance of the

land, the maxim being, that the owner is entitled to

the soil down to the centre of the earth. No person,

therefore, is entitled to work a quarry or carry

away the materials unless he derives his right from
the owner Ijj' lease or other legal title, for the stones

or materi.als are part of the soil, and belong to the

freeholder.

QUART, a measure of capacity, and the fourth

part of a Gallon (q. v.). The word is nothing more
than the common word 'quarter,' a fourth part.

The orcUnary quart-bottle is a deception, containing

only the sixth part of a gallon, and often less.

QUA'RTAN FEVER. See Ague.

QUARTER, the name of two measures in use
throughout the United Kingdom, one of them a
measure of weight, and the other of capacity. The
former is denominated a quarter from its being
the fourth part of a hundreilweight, and contains

2S lbs. avoirdupois ; the capacity measure of the
same name is said l)y some to have been so called

from its being the fourth part of a ' chaldron,' but,

as it happens, the quarter does not always bear this

relation to the chaldron. As the jiorphyry coffer

in the King's Chamber of the Great Pj'ramid
(see Pyramid) is said to be almost accurately the

quadruple of the English quarter, the bold theory
has been advanced that this is the origin of

the measure and the name (see Our Inheritance

in the Great Pi/rnmid, by Piazzi Smyth). The
finarter contains S bushels, of 4 pecks each. See
Bushel.

QUARTER, in Heraldrj', a subordinary consist-

ing of the ujiper dexter fourth ]iart

of the shiehl, cut off by a vertical

and a horizontal line meeting in the

centre of the shield. When two or

more coats are marshalled together

on a shield divided into squares for

their reception, such divisions are

also called quarters. See Quaktee-

Quartcr. '''"'''•

QUARTER, in War, signilies

the sparing of the life of a vanquished enemy,

which by the laws of war is forfeit to the victor.

The expression seems to be derived from the use

of the word 'cjuarter' to designate the lodging of

the particiUar warrior; to give quarter to a pri-

soner being to send him to his captor's quarter

for liberation, ransom, or slavery. The refusal of

quarter is a terriMe aggravation of the horrors

of w.ar, and is only at\all justifiable towards an

enemy who has been guilty of atrocious cruelty

himself or of some flagrant breach of faith.

On shijiboard, a quarter is the stern portion

of each of the ship's sides. The extent of the

quarter is arbitrary, but it is generally held to

comprise about oue-lifth of the ship's length.

QUARTER-DAYS are the days adopted between
landlord and tenant for entering or quitting lands
or houses and for paying rent. The origin of these
periods is no doubt due entirely to convenience,
and though in England they arc unknown to the
common law, yet now they are almost part and
]iarcel of every agreement made between parties as

to the letting of houses and land. In England, if

nothing is said as to the time of payment of rent, it

is due only once a year, and the llrst payment is

duo at the end of a year from the time of entry.

But, owing to the convenience of the usual quarter-

days, they are commonly referred to, and thereby
imported into the contract. Thus, it is usual to

enter and leave houses either at one of the four

ordinary quarter-days, or where it is so arranged at

half-quarter-days, and these points of time arc fixed

upon for the convenience of calculating rent. Rent
of houses is generally made payable quarterly on
the usual quarter-days. These are, in England and
Ireland, Lady Day, March 25 ; Midsummer Day,
June 24 ; Michaelmas Day, September 29 ; and
C'hristmas Day, December 25. In Scotland, there

are what are called two legal terms in each year,

and two conventional terms, the latter being only

adopted wlien expressly so agreed. The legal

terms are Whitsunday, May 15, and Martinmas,
November 11 ; and the conventional terms are

Candlemas, February 2, and Lammas, August 1.

The law of Scotland differs from that of England in

this, that if nothing is said between the parties on
letting houses and lands, these legal terms are

impliedly included as part of the agreement, both as

regards time of entry and payment of rent. Thus,
as to houses and grass-lands, the legal term of

entry is Whitsunday, and that of entry to ar.able

land is JLartinmas. So the rent is presumed to be
payable twice a year at those legal terms, if nothing

is said to the contrary.

QUARTER-DECK of a ship is an upper deck
extending from the main-mast to the poo]), or, when
there is no poop, from the main-mast to the stern.

It is used as a promenade by the oihcers only, and,

in a ship-of-war, no )ierson—officer or otherwise

—

enters upon it without touching his hat in token of

salute. When the captain adilresses his men, or

confers pubUc distinction on any individual, the

crew are summoned aft on the quarter-deck.

QUA'RTERING, in Heraldry, is the bearing of

two or more coats on a shield divided by horizontal

and perpendicular lines, a practice not to be found
in the earlier heraldiy, and little in use till the

15th century. Arms may be quartered for various

reasons. 1. To indicate dominion. A sovereign

quarters the ensigns of his different states. The
earliest instance of quartering in England is found
in the paternal arms of Eleanor, daughter of

Frederick III., king of CastUe and Leon, and first

wife of Edward I., as represented on her tomb in

Quartering.

Westminster Abbey—the castle of Castile occupying

the lirst and fourth quarters, and the lion of Leon

the second and third. The arms of England and
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Ponthieu are similarly quartered ou the same monu-
ment, and on the crosses erected to Queen Eleanor's

memory. The received rule regarding the quarter-

ing of the ensigns of diflerent states is, that pre-

cedence is given to the most ancient, unless it be
inferior in importance. Feudal arras are sometimes
quartered in the same way by subjects. 2. Arms
of augmentation or special concession accorded to

a subject by his sovereign, by way of honour, are

sometimes gi'anted to be borne quarterly with the
paternal arms. These generally contain a portion

of the royal insignia, and have precedence of the

paternal coat. o. The most usual reason for

quartering is to indicate descent from an heiress

who has intermarried into the family. Where there

is but one heiress, her coat occupies the second and
tlurd quarter of the shield, and the paternal arms
the lirst and fourth. Where there are more than
one, they are marshalled in the successive quarters

in tlie order of the intermarriages. Where more
than four coats have to be marshalled, the number
of vertical Imes is increased, and the divisions,

though more than four, are still called quarters.

Where there is an odd number of co.ats, the last

quarter is usually filled up by repeating the first.

One of the quai-ters may itself be quartered, when
the heiress was entitled to bear a quartered coat

;

the shield is then said to be counter-quartered, and
its primary quarters are called tirand quartet's.

Qnarterings are not allowed to be added to the
paternal coat without the sanction of the heraldic
authorities.

The expression ' quarterings ' is often loosely used
for descents in oases where there is no right to

quarter from representation. The eight or sixteen

quarterings wliich are sometimes ranged round the
Hcottish funeral escutcheon, and which are still

important for many purposes in Germany, have no
reference to representation, but imjily purity of

blood for four or five generations ; i. e., that the
father and mother, the two grandmothers, and four

great-grandmothers, as also in the case of sixteen

quarterings, the eight great-great-grandmothers, have
all been entitled to coat-armour.

QUA'RTERMASTER. In the Army, the quar-
termastrr-(jeneral is a staff-ofiicer of high rank,
whose duty it is to arrange the marches, quarters,
and internal arrangements of the army to which
he belongs. Every army has some oflicer of this

de]iartmeut ; from a brigade with a deputy-assistant-
quartcrmaster-general, receiving £173, 7s. Gd. a year
besides regimental pay, up to a complete army
under a c<)mmandcr-in-chief, with a quartermaster-
general, who is usually a general officer, and receives

£001, 19.9. Td. per annum, besides Ms other
pay. At headquarters, there is a permanent
quartermaster-general, responsible for all the move-
ments of the army, the organisation of expeditions,

camjis of instruction, &c. IJe receives £1.'!SH, I9s. 2d.,

besides his i>ay as a general ollicer, and has an
olliee at the Horse Guartls, for which the charge is,

exclusive of his own emoluments, in 13U4—1SG5,

£4940.
The quarlcrmasler is an ofTicer on the staff of

each regiment, in which he holds the relative rank
of lieutenant. His duties are to su])erintend, assign

to their respective occupants, and have cliargc of,

quarters, barracks, tents, itc, used by the regiment.

He is also regimental storekeeper. He rises, with
scarcely an exception, from the ranks, the experi-

ence of an old sergeant being considered highly use-

ful in the office. The quartermaster has no further
promotion to look forward to ; but after 30 years'

service in all—including 10 as an officer—he may
retire with the honorary raidc of c.aiitain. Ho
receives 8«. a day in the cavalry, and Gs. Grf. in the

infantry, rising by length of service to lis. Gd. and
10s. respectively. He is not required to join the
mess. The quartermasler-serqeant is a non-
commissioned officer appointed to assist the quarter-
master in his various duties. He receives daily

OS. '2d. in the cavalry, 3s. 9-^t/. in the artillery, 2s. Sd.

in the infantry of the line.

In the ]Sra\'y, tlie quarterma-^lers are certain petty
officers ajipointod in each ship by the captain to
have charge of the stowage of ballast and provisions,

of coiling ropes, attending to the steering, keeping
time by the sand-glasses, &o. The principal of these
men is called the ship's quartermaster, and receives

£41, Is. 3(1 per annum, if engaged for continuous
service ; £30, 10s., if otherwise.

QUA'RTERN is a term frequently emploj'cd in

some parts of Great Britain to designate the fourth
part of a peck ; and in liquid measure, it is the
fourth part of a pint, and is synonymous with the
imperial gill.

QUARTERS, in Naval and Military affairs, are,

generally, the positions assigned to persons or botlies

of men. In a more special sense, the quarters in

the army are the places of lodging assigned to

officers or men, when not actually on duty. Head-
quarters is the quarter of the commanding officer of

a force, or of a section of a force. The head-

quarters of the whole British army is at the Horse
Guards, where the commander-in-chief has his

permanent offices.

In the Kavij, quarters has the special meaning o£

the positions to be taken by every man in actual

combat.

QUARTERS, the upright posts of timber-

partitions, &c., used for lathing upon. They do not

exceed 4 inches square, and are generally about 4^

inches by 2 inches, and are placed from 12 to 14
inches apart.

QUARTER SESSIONS, in England, is a court

or meeting of justices of the peace, who assemble
every quarter of the year, for judicial as well as

miscellaneous business. The meetings are fixed by
statute to be held in the Ijrst full week after

December 28, March 31, June 24, and October 11,

respectively ; often otherwise called the Epiphany,

Easter, Trinity, and Michaelmas Sessions. The chief

officer of the Court of Quarter Sessions is the custos

rotulorum, so called because he is intrusted with

the custody of the records and rolls. He is always
one of the justices of the peace of the co\mty or

riding, nominated by the crown, and a])pointed l)y

the commission. His deputy is the clerk of the

peace, who acts also as clerk to the Court of Quarter

Sessions. The jurisdiction of the Court of Quarter

Sessions is confined to criminal business, and is very

important. It includes all criminal ofi'euces what-

ever, except the highest classes; thus, it has no
jurisdiction to try i'or treason, mm-der, or capital

felouy, or blasphemy, perjury, forgery, arson,

bigamy, abduction of women or girls, concealment

of birth, oflcuccs against the Queen's title or tlie

bankrupt laws, bribery, blasphemous, seditious, or

defamatory libels, uidawful combinations or con-

spiracies, stealing or destroying wills or records.

Besides its jurisdiction in criminal offences, there

are numerous miscellaneous matters of which the

Court has cognizance, including appeals ft'om petty

sessions, and from justices in special sessions, on a

great variety of subjects, as to convictions of

vagrants, stopping up highways, removal of paupers,

cSrc. The justices who do the work of Quarter
Sessions are all unpaid, and thus save the country
much expense. They generally choose a chairman
of their own body to preside regularly at these

courts, which office is considered a great honour,
49
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anil is generally civcn to on able practical tnan,

well versed in business.

This i)lau> however, of unpaid judges has been

found inexpedient in boroughs and large towns,

where the justices of the po.ice, being appointed

chielly from successful tradesmen, are not possessed

of the necessary education to secure the efficient

performance of like duties. There is therefore

a]>pointed for every boroiigh in England a I'.ecnrder,

who is a barrister, appointed by the Home Secre-

tary, and is paid by salary out of the borough

fiinil—a salary, however, very trifling in amount.

His duty is confined to trying prisoners and otlicr

judicial "business, and he is in fact, in his own
person, the Court of Quarter Sessions for boroughs.

There is also an exception to unpaid judges of

Qu.arter Sessions in the county of Jliddlcsex,

where a barrister is appointed to act in the

trial of prisoners, and called the assistant judge,

bi'iug the official chairman of the iliddlesex Sessions.

The routine of business at Quarter Sessions consists

of the trial of offenders, the trial of appeals, .and

the hearing of motions upon different subjects.

Sometimes a second court sits, consisting of some of

the justices appointed by the whole court, whenever

the business is unusually heavj'. In Scotland, there

is also a Court of Quarter Sessions of the peace, held

foiir times a year at the county to^mi—viz., on the

first Tucsd.ays in j\Iay, August, and March, and the

last Tuesd.ay in October. At these courts, the

justices have pov.-er to review the sentences of

special and petty sessions. But these courts are of

a tritiing deseri]ition compared to the courts of the

same name in England. In Scotland, the judicial

business which in England devolves on Courts of

Quarter Sessions, is chiefly disposed of by the sheriff

of the county.

QUAETER-STAFF, formerly a favourite weapon
ivith the English for hand-to-hand encounters, was

a stout pole of heavy wood, .about 6i feet long, shod

n-ith iron at both ends. It was grasped in the

middle by one hand, and the attack was made by
giving it a rapid circular motion, which brought the

loaded ends on the adversary at unexpected points.

QUA'RTETT, a piece of music arranged for four

voices or instruments, in which aU the p.arts are

ohlirjali, i. e., no one can be omitted without injuring

the proper effect of the composition. Vocal quartetts

are generally accompanied by instruments to sustain

the voices. A mere interchange of melody, by
which the parts become in tm-n principal and
subordinate, without any interweaving of them,

does not constitute a qnartett. Quartetts for

stringed instruments are generally arranged for

two Violins, a tenor violin, and violoncello. The
most important quartetts have been composed by
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Spohr, and Onslow.

QUA'RTILE. See Aspects.

QUA'RTO-DE'CIMANS, those who, after the

final decision of the CoimcU of Nic;ea, continued to

hold that it was obhgatory on Christians to celebrate

Easter on the 14th day of the first lunar month near

the vernal equinox, whether that lilh day J'M on

Sunday or not, or who, even before the Council of

Kica;a, held the observance of the Jewish Passover

to be of obligation. The controversies as to the

celebration of Easter have been briefly described

under the head E.vsTEr. (q. v.).

QUARTZ, a mineral, which is essentially Silicic

Acid, or Oxide of Silicon (see Silicon), although it

13 often combined or mixed with other substances.

It is a very abundant and widel3'-dilTused muier.al.

It is almost the sole constituent of quartz rock,

in which gold is far more frequently found than in

any other matrix; and it is a principal constituent
6 a

of granite, syenite, protogine, curitc, pegmatite, gran-

nlitc, elvanite, all the dillerent kinds of sandstone,

and many other rocks. It is also a common miner.al

in trap-rocks, limestone, &c., and the sands of the

sea-shore and of deserts are chielly formed of it. It

is found both m.ossive and crystallised ; the primary

form of the crystals is a rhomboid, but it far more

frequently occurs in six-sideil prisms, terminated

by six-sided pyr.amids; or in six-sided iiyr.imids;

or sometimes in dodecahedrons, formed by six-

sided jiyramids b.ase to b.aso. It is hard enough

to scratch glass easily, and it gives lire with steel.

It becomes positively electrical by friction ; and
two pieces, rubbed together, give light in the dark.

When pure, it is quite colourless ; but, owing to

the ]iresence of foreign substances, it often exhibits

great v.ariety of colours ; and many minerals, known
i>y different n.amc3, and consisting chielly of quartz,

have little or nothing to distinguish them but their

colour. Thus Itock Cryst.al, Chalcedony, Carnelian,

Cairngorm, Ag.ate, Amethyst, Prase, Chrysoiirase,

Jasper, &c., are mere varieties of quartz. Opcil

(q. V.) is very nearly allied to it.

Quartz Jlock, or QuartrMe, is a sedimentary sand-

stone, converted into a very hard, comjiact rock liy

metainorphio action. It is distinctly granidar; the

grains, however, seem to melt into each other, or

to be enveloped in a homogeneous silicious paste.

It is frequently brittle, and in weathering, it breaks

up into small irregiUar cubes.

Quartz Veins occur in metaraorphic rocks. The
structure of the veins is compact and homogeneous,

and very different from that of quartzite. Veins not

only differ in width, but the same vein is very vari-

able throughout its course, sometimes thinning to a

very fine film, and then sweUiug out to great thick-

nesses. Quartz veins are more metalliferous than

the mass of the rocks in which they occur. They
are tlie principal natural repositories of gold, for

though the precious met.al is chieliy obtained from

alluvial sands and gravels, these are the weathered

and abraded fragments of the nnder-ljang, or

neighbouring PaUeozoie rocks. Small quantities of

gold have been found in the quartz veins traversing

the Silurian and Cambrian rocks of Wales and
Scotland; and in Victoria, the great veins are so

highly am-iferous, that they are mined for tho

precious metal. Wherever the Lower Silurian

rocks make their appearance on tlie surface through-

out the colony, they are everywhere intersected by
enormous numbers of quartz veins, which often reach

a thickness of 10 to 1,5 feet. As yet, only a very

small proportion of these have been explored

;

but the results have been so remunerative, that

mming in the solid rock for gold is extensively

pursued. One mine has been driven to a depth of

400 feet, and, contrary to the generally-received

opinion, the vein at this depth continued to bo

auriferous.

QUASIIMODO SUNDjVY, cnllcd also DoMlNTCA

IN Albls, the first Sund,ay after Easter. The
name Q. S. is taken from the first words of the

lutroit (1 Peter, ii. 2) of the mass of the day. The
u.ame Dominica in AUiis is derived from the custom

which was formerly observed of the neophytes who
had been baptised at Easter appearing in white

garments in the church.

QUASS, a sort of weak beer produced in Paissia

by fermenting rj'c-mcal in warm water. It is

usually bottled in stone bottles, and is a favourite

bever.age with the people generally. When it

becomes too sour, it is used as vinegar.

QUA'SSIA, a genus of trees and shnibs of the

n.atur.il order Simarnbartce (q. v.) ; having herma-

phrodite flowers, with five petals combined into a
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tube, and mucli longer than the small calyx, ten

stamens, five germens, and only one style ; tlie fruit

composed of five drupes. Q. amara is a native of the

trojiical parts of America, and of some of the West
India Islands. It is a shrub of lU—15 feet high,

with racemes of bright-red llowers, and large pinnate

leaves, the stallcs of which are remarkably winged
and jointed. The wood, and particularly that of

the root, has a very strong bitter taste, and was at

one time much used in medicine under the names
of Q.-wood, BiUerwood, &c. The flowers were

valued in Surinam for their stomachic properties,

as early as the beginning of the ISth c. ; the wood
of the root began to be known in Europe before

the middle of "that century, and was more fidly

brou':;ht into notice about 1750, by Kolander, a

Swede, who had visited Surinam, and had learned

its value from a negro, called Quassi, or Quasha.

This negro had employed it with great success as a

remedy "fur fevers, and although, as Eolander says,

a very simjile man, had acquired a great reputation

by his use of it. Liun;cus published a dissertation

(in it in 1703, and it was he who gave to the genus
the name Quassia, from the name of the slave by
whom its medicinal qualities had been made known.
The true Q. is now, however, little used ; its name
having been transferred to the Bitterwood (q. v.) of

the West Indies, Ficrcena (or Slmaruha) excelsa, a

lofty tree, the wood of which possesses the same
proi>crties, although in an iuferiur degree ; but this

inferiority is compensated by the greater facility

with which any requisite supply is obtained. It is

the wood of this tree which is now sold as Q.-wood,

or Q.-chips, in the shops. It is used to a considcr-

alile extent instead of hops for making beer,

although the use of it is iUegal in Britain, and beer

made with it is said to become muddy and flat, and
not to keep. Q.-wood is narcotic, aud a decoction

of it is used for killing flies. Cabinet-work made
of it is safe from aU attacks of insects. In medicine,

it is a valuable tonic ; but in fevers, it is not to be

compared with Peruvian bark and its alkaloids.

Its properties depend chiefly on a bitter principle,

called Quassite or Quassin.

QUATE'ENAIIY, a term employed by some
French and English geologists to characterise the
Post-tertiary strata, which they group together

ipto an epoch of equal value with the three great

divisions of Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary. The
deposits included under the name will be found
described under the Pleistocene aud Kecent strata,

to which we refer the reader.

QUATE'llNIONS, the name given by its

inventor, Sir W. II. Hamilton (q. v), to one of the

most remarkable of the mathematical methods or

calculi, which have so enormously extended the

range of aualj'sis, while sunplifying its apiplication

to the most formidable problems in geometry aud
physics.

It would 1)0 inconsistent with our plan to give

even a comjilete though elementary analytical view
of this calculus ; but it is ]iossible, by means of

elementary geometry and algebra alone, to give the

reader a notion of its nature and value.

For this ]>urpose, it will be necessary to consider

some very simple, but important, ideas with refer-

ence to the nhitive ponii'ion of points in space.

.Suppose A aud B to be any two stations, one, for

instance, at the top of a mountuin, the other at the

bottom of a coal-jiit. Upon huw many distinct num-
bers docs their rclalire position depend '! This can
bo easily answered thus : B is so many degrees of

longitude to the east or west of A, so many degrees

of latitmlo to the north or south of A, and so

many feet above or below the level of A. TlUEE

numbers suffice, according to this mode of viewing
the question, to determine the position of B when
that of A is given. Looking at it from another
point of view, suppose A to be the earth, B a fixed

star. To point a telescope at B, we recjuire to know
its altitude and azimuth, its latitude and longitude,

or its right ascension and declination. Any of these
pairs of numbers will give us the direction of the
line AB, but to determine absolutely the position of

B, we require a third number—viz., the length of

AB. Hence, it appears that any given line AB, of

definite length aud direction, is completely deter-

mined by three numbers. Also, if the line rib be
liarallcl and equal to AB, it evidently dcjicnds on
the same three numbers. Hence, if we take the
expression (AB) to denote (not, as in goomctrj-, the
length of AB merely, but) the length and direction

of AB ; we see that there will be no error intro-

duced, if we use it in the following sense :

A ->.- (AB) = B

;

i.e., if, beginning with A, we take the step repre-

sented by (-VB), we shall find ourselves at B. From
this it follows at once that, if C be any third point,

A -f (AB) -I- (BC) = C

;

i.e., beginning at A, and taking the successive steps

(AB) and (BO), we are finally brought to 0. But
we have also

A -I- (AC) = C,

by taking the step from A to C at once. Hence,
with the present signification of (AB) &c., we see

that

(AB) -V (BC) = (AC),

which shews that lines, ivhen their lenrjtJi and
direction are both considered, are to bo added or

comi)ounded according to the same law as velocities

or forces. See CoirposmoN of Forces. In this

sPTise, a line is called by Sir W. K. Hamilton a
Vector.

ALjain, we have evidently

A H- (AB) -1- (BC) + (CA) = A,

because the three successive steps bring us back to

the starting-point. Hence

(AB) -I- (BC) = - (CA),

and therefore (AC) = — (CA), or the sign (only) of

a vector is changed if its du-ection be reversed.

The rules for the addition, and therefore for the

subtraction, of vectors are thus cxti-emely simple

;

and, without any furtlicr preface, we are in a posi-

tion to solve a great many geometrical problems,

some of which are of no common difiiculty. A com-
))aratively simple one must suffice ; let us prove

Euclid I., 33; i.e., if AB be parallel and equal

to CD, AC is p.arallel and equal to BD. In vectors,

given (AB) = (CD), prove (AC) = (BD). We have
at once, by going directly from A to C, aud then

by the course A, B, D, C,

(AC) = (AB) + (BD) -f (DC).

Cut (AB) = (CD) = - (DC) by what wo have just

proved. Hence the first and thu'd terms of the

exi)rcssiou for (AC) axe equal and of opposite signs,

and therefore

(AC) = (BD).

This example has been chosen from its simplicity,

and gives an extremely inadequate idea of the

gi'asp which vectors take in common geometry.

So far, we have not advanced much beyond com-
mon geometrical methods ; but we now come to the

step in which quaternions proper are introduced,

a vector being merely a degraded species of
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quaternion. This new step contains Hamilton's

answer to the question, answered over and over

again durinc; the last fifty years in forms of the

most lutcoutli complexity, 'How to cxprms (he pro-

duct, III- the quotient, of two vectors, or directed lines.'

In other words, keeping; to one part of the question

only, what is thu nature of the factor q in the

e(iuation

(AC) = q{AB),

where A, E, C are any three points ?

Let us first consider on hoio many independent

numbers does it depend ? It might at first sight

ajijiear to depend on six, for (AB) and (AC), as we
have already seen, each contain three. But lot us

analyse the process of passing from the one vector

to the other, much as we have already analysed the

vector stop of passing from one point to another.

To simplify the idea of the process, let us suppose

it to bo cllcotod by a species of rotation. First,

then, in order that
C (AB) may be turned

/\- yf so as to coincide in

direction with (AC),

it must be turned

about an axis per-

pendicular to the

plane of the triangle

ABC, and through an
angle BAC. Kow,
the direction of a

liae depends on tico numbers, as wo have seen

above ; hence we have two for the direction of

the axis, and one for the angle through which AB
is turuecL But AB and AC are not, in general,

of equal length; hence, after their directions

have by turning been made coincident, AB must
be compressed or stretched tiU its leniiili is the

same as that of AC. Thus, a fourth number is

required for the complete desciiption of the process,

and therefore q depends upou four independent

numerical quantities ; hence its name, quaternion.

A similar investigation, but somewhat less elemen-

tary, shews that the pmdncl of two vectors also

depends on four distinct numbers. This wiU bo
proved analytically further on in the article.

Now, suppose AB and AC to be equal to each

other, and at right angles ; and suppose

5(AB) = (AC) ;

i. e., suppose that q turns AB through a right angle

in a given plane, without altering its lengtli. Apply
the operation, denoted by g, a second time, and we
have

<7.5.(AB) = ?(AC).

Kow q{KQ,) must represent a vector equal to AC in

length, but turned through a right angle, in the

plane I3AC. It must tlierefore bo iu the direction

of BA produced through A, and equal in length to

AB. Uence, by a previous remark, it may be
expressed by

- (AB), or by (BA).

Ilcnce, q . 7(AB) = — (AB), or q .q = — 1.

The particiUar quaternion, therefore, which turns a

vector through 90° witliout altering its length, has

its square equal to — 1. Tliough, of course, they
are essentially a real geometrical conception, this

result shews how closely quaternions are connected
with what are called Imaginary Quantities (q. v.) in

analytical geometry and algebra.

Now, it is foimd, by a careful examination of all

the cousequenoes involved, that wo are at lilierty to

represent by a vector of unit length, perpendicular

to tlyj jilane of two equal lines at right angles to

each other, the quaternion which, employed as a

multiplier, changes one of these lines into the other.

This result we must assume ; as its proof, though
not in any sense diUicult, would require the free use
of analytical symbols to condense it within our
assigned limits. Hence, three vectors, each of unit

length, and each perpendicular to tlie other two,

have the property that the product of any two,
taken in the proper order, is the third. For illus-

tration, suppose these to be drawn eastwards,
uorthwarils, and upwards, and let them be repre-

seuted (according to Hamilton's notation) by i, j, k
res])ectively ; we have the following equations
among them

:

i-j = !-, j-!' h.i=3:

where it is to be observed that the order of the
alphabet is maintained throiighout. Also, as before,

we see tliat i- = j- = /;• = — I.

Considering them, for a moment, as handles to be
laid hold of to turn the whole system about one of

them, we see that i turns / into the position of k ;

that is, the operation i may be effected by a left-

lianded quadj-antal rotation aliout the eastward
line i. What, then, is tlie residt, upon the vector

/, of the rotation symbolised by j
'! Laying hold

of the northward line j, use it as an axis of

left-handed quadrantal rotation, and the effect on
the system will be not only (as above, jk = i)

to make the upward lino an eastward one, but
to make the eastward hue a downward one ; iu

symbols,

i = - k.

Comparing this with

i.j = k,

we see that in quaternions, the Commutative Law of
Midti])licalicin does not hold ; i. e., that the product
depends not only on the factors, as in arithmetic
and algebra, but u]>on the order in which the mul-
tiplication is effected. This is, of course, a little

perplexing to the beginner, but is easily got over

;

and the mere consideration of this fact is often

suihcieut for the proof of tlieorems regarded in

general as of no ordinary difficulty.

For fm'ther information, we must refer the
reader to Sir W. R. Hamilton's Lectures on Quater-
nions, or his forthcoming Elements of Quaternions.

Some elementary information may also be derived
from papers by Kelland and Tait in the Quarterly
Messenrjcr of Mathematics, and the Quarterly
Mathematical Journal. The subject is yet in its

infancy, but even now its power is herculean ; and
its extreme simjilicity and generality recommend it

to all who are desirous of extending the effective

range of mathematical analysis.

QUA'TEAIX (Fr. qnatre, four) is the name
given (originally by the French) to a little poem of

four verses (lines) rhyming alternately, or even
sometimes to four verses of a longer poem, such as a
sonnet, if they form a complete idea within them-
selves. Epigi'ams, epitaphs, proverbs, &c., are often

expressed in quatrains.

QUATRE-BRAS (Four Arms), a village of

Belgium, province of South Brabant, about ten miles
south-south-east of Waterloo. It is situated at the
intersection of the great roads from Brussels to

Chaideroi, and from Nivelles to Namur, whence its

name. On the IGth of June 1815—two days before
the battle of Waterloo, Q. was the scene of a des-

perate and sanguinary battle between the English
luider Wellington and the French under Ney. The
honours of the field remained with the former ; but
the severe defeat of Blucher the same day at Ligny,
rendered Wellington's hard-won victory almost
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QuatrefoiL

QuatrcfoiL

valueless ; and foreseeing that it would be impos-

sible for him to maintain his position, the English

commander retired next morniuj; throU','h Jemappes
to Waterloo, in order to kec]) up his communication
with the Prussian army. The loss of the English

and their allies at Q. was in all 5200 ; that of the

French, thoii'.'U beaten, amounted
only to 4140. This is to be
accounted for by the fact that,

during the jxreater part of the

engagement, the English had no
cavalry (for the Eelirfan horse

galloped off the Held -without

striking a blow) and no artillcrj'.

QUATREFOIL, an opening in

tracery, a panel, &c., divided by
cusps or featherings into four leaves. This form is

much used as an ornament in Gothic architecture.

QXJATKEFOIL, a heraldic bearing meant to

represent a flower with four leaves.

It is not represented with a stalk

unless blazoned as slipped, in which
case the stalk joins the lower leaf.

QUATREMERE, Ehexxe
LIakc, a learned French orientalist,

was born in Paris 12th .July 17S2,

and from his earliest childhood to

his latest years, was literally

immersed in abstruse studies,

and lived more after the fashion of a medieval

recluse than a modern scholar. His public life was
almost eventless. Employed in 1S07 in the manu-
script department of the UiliUothcque ImpCiiale, he

was promoted in 1809 to the Greek Chair in the

College of Piouen, and in 1819 to the chair of Ancient

Oriental Languages in the College de France. In

1S27 he became "Professor of Persian in the School

for Jlodern Oriental Languages. He died ISth

September 1S57. Q.'s erudition was something

enormous, as might have been expected from his

uninterrupted life-long devotion to study, but

according to M. Ernest Kenan (himself one of the

first living orientalists), he was strikingly deficient

in critical insight, and a genius for sagacious and
luminous generalisation. He would never beUeve
in the hieroglyphic discoveries of ChampoUion ; he
despised comparative philology, and thought the

labours of men like F. Schlegel, Bopp, Burnouf,

&c. were wasteci But in less delicate fields

of exploration he is safe. His historical and geo-

graphical memoirs, for example, are of incalculable

value. Q.'s principal works are

—

Jiec/icrcliex xur la

Lanrjuf ct la LitU'rature de CEgnpie (Par. ISOS), in

which it is shewn, in the clearest manner, that the

language of ancient Egypt is to be sought for in

the modem Coptic ; Mcmoirex GCognipluqucs et

Jlisloriqiirx siir CL'irjple (Par. 1810) ; Ilistoire des

Hullnns J/amc'/owcts (Par. 1837), from the Arabic

of Makrizi ; Ilistoire des Moti'jol.i di' la l\rse (Par.

1830), from the Persian of Uiishid-Eddin ; and his

edition of the Arabic text of the Prolegomena of

Ibn-Khaldiui, one of tlie most curious monuments
of Arabic literature. Besides these, a multitude of

most valuable articles are scattered through the

p.ages of the Journal Asiutique and the Journal dts

Havants. It is deeply to be regretted that circum-

stances interfered to prevent lus executing certain

great Icxicogi-aphical wi^rlcs—Arabic, Coptic, SjTiae,

Turkish, IVrsian, and Armenian dictionaries—which
he had planned, and for which he had gathered

ample materials. His old master, Silvestre de

Sacy, iironounced him 'the only man capable of

making an Arabic dictionary.'

QUA'VEII, in Music, a note whoso measure is

equal to half a crotchet, one-fourth of a minim, or

one-eighth of a semibreve. It is represented thus :

—
p
— or when two or more are —- - -—

—>p—' conjoined, thus : ^^^i
|

QUAY (Fr. qiiai), an artificial landing-place or
wharf, consists usually of a platform on piles, or of

masonr3% surmounted with cranes, tramways, and
other appliances for lading and discharging cargoes
from shipping.

QUEBE'C, the most important military position
in British North America, is situated on a steep
promontory at the junction of the rivers St Law-
rence and St Charles, in lat. 46° 48' N., long. 71° 12'

W. It is distant from Liverpool about 2520 miles,

is 180 miles north-east of Montreal, 503 miles east-

north-east of Toronto, and 536 miles north-north-
east of New York. It is connected with all the
cities in America by means of the CJrand Trunk
Railway. The site of Q., originally occupied by an
Indian village named Stadacona, was discovered
by Jacques Carticr in 1535; but the city was
founded by Champlain in IGOS. It continued to be
the centre of French trade and civilisation, as well
as of Roman Catholic missions in North America
till 1759, when it fell into the hanils of Britain

by the memorable victory of AVolfe on the heights

of Abraham above the city. Q. remained the chief

city of Canada till the British settlements in the

West were erected into a separate proWnce, when
it became the capital of Canada East ; and though
Ottawa (q. v.) has been at last chosen as the capital

of the United Canadas, the movement begun in June
1864, for a federal union of all the British North
American provinces, may lead to Q. being made the

metropolis of the confederation. The citadel of Q. is

the most impregnable fortress on the coutinent of

America. The view which it commands is one of

the most magnificent in the world, and the scenery

in its ncighliourhood, amid which are the Falls of

Montmorenei, imparts an additional attraction to

the city, A seminary for the education of Roman
Catholic clergymen was established in the city in

1636 by M. de Laval de Montmorenei, and was
raised "by the queen in 1S54 into a university bearing

Lavafs name. A Presbyterian college, named after

its founder, Dr Jlorriu, was instituted in 1862,

and affiliated in tlie following year to the M'Gill

University of ^Montreal. Q. is the scat of a Roman
Catholic archbishop and an Anglican bishop, whose
resiJective catheib'als are among the finest specimens

of Canadian church architecture. The Church of

Scotland and the principal denominations of dissen-

ters, are also represented in the city. From the

buildiiig-yards of Q. there are annually launched

between 30 aud 40 vessels of various tonnage. From
1400 to 1500 vessels cuter the port every year from

the ocean, principally to export the produce of the

country. The chief export trade is in timber, of

which "there are annually shipped about 33,000,000

cubic feet. The exports in 1861 amounted alto-

"ctlier to £1,663.264 sterUng ; the imports to

"i 1,286,872 ; the duties collected to £98,820. The
population in the same year was 51,109. The city

returns three members to the provincial parlia-

ment.

QUE'DLINBURG, a to\vn of Prussian Saxony,

at the northern base of the Harz Mountains, on the

river Bode, and 35 miles south-west of Magdeburg.
Founded by Henry the Fowler in 920, it consists of

an old town, a new town, aud several suburbs,

and is surrounded by a wall hanked with towers.

On an eminence overlooking the town stands

the castle, which, prior to the Kefoi-mation, was
the residence of the abbesses of Q., who were
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indeiiGiKlcnt jirinccsscs of the empire, and liad a

vote" in the diet, and other privileges. This town
was a favourite resilience of the German emperors

of the Saxon line. It is now the centre of cimsiiler-

able industry. Cloth is manufactured, and there

is a good trade in corn and cattle, i'op. (1SC2),

exclusive of the gamson, 14,835.

QUEEN (Sax. cwm, woman ; Gr. rjyne, woman ;

Sansc. rjoni, mother, from ijan, to generate), in its

primary siguilication, the king's consort, who has

m all countries been investeil with privileges not

belonging to other married women. Tlie I'jnglish

queen, unlike other wives, can make a grant to her

husband, and receive one from him. She can sue

and be sued alone, and ]nirchase land without the

king's concurrence. The Statute of Treasons makes
it treason to compass her death, or to violate licr

chastit}', even with her consent, and the queen

consenting is herself guilty of treason. If accused

of treason, the queen is tried by the peers of the

realm. A duty, amounting to one-tenth of the

value of fines on grants by the cro%vn, was in

former times clue to the queen, under the name
of Queen-gold. Ch.arlcs I. purchased it from his

consort, Henrietta Maria, in 1G35, for £10,000, but
it was not renewed at the Restoration. The queen-

consort is exempt from paying toll, and from amerce-

ments m any court. She lias a household of her

O'mi, consisting of six Ladies of the Bedch.ambcr, a

Lord Chamberlain, Vice-chamberlain, INIistress of

the Robes, Master of the Horse, and three Equerries,

as also her Attorney-general and Solicitor-general,

distinct from those of the king, who are entitled to

take a place ^vithiu the bar along with the King's

Counsel, and prosecute suits in law and equity for

the queen. It has been the usual practice to crown
the queen-consort \tith solemnities similar to those

used in the coronation of the king. In the case of

Queen Caroline, consort of George IV., who was
living apart from her husband, this was not done,

though her right to coronation was argued by Mr
Brougham before the Privy Council. Certain rents

or revenues were anciently appropriated to the

income of the queen, but no scp.arate revenues seem
ever to have been settled on any queen-consort by
pai-liament. Her personal expenses are defrayed

from the king's privy purse.

The Queen-dowacjtr is the widow of the deceased

Idng. She retains most of the privileges which she

enjoyed as queen-consort, nor does she lose her

dignity by ro-mari'iage ; but it has been held that

no one can marry the queen-dowager without per-

mission from the king, on pain of forfeiture of lands

and goods. On the marriage of a king, or accession

of an unmarried prince, p.arliamcnt makes pro-

vision for the queen's maintenance, in ease of her

survivance. An income of £100,000 a year, with
two residences, was settled on the queen of George
III. ; and the same provision was made for the

late Dowager Queen Adelaide, at the commencement
of the reign of William IV. The queen-dowager,
when mother of the reigning sovereign, is styled

the Queen-mother. Until the time of George II.,

qncens-eonsort bore the arms of the king impaled
with their paternal coat, with the king's dexter

and their paternal sinister supporter ; since that

period, they have used both royal supporters. It

is not usual to place the arms of the queen-consort

within the Garter.

The Qucen-regnant is a sovereign princess who
has succeeded to the kingly power. In modern
times, in those countries where the Salic law
docs not prevail, on failure of males, a female suc-

ceeds to the throne. By an act of Queen Mary,
the lii^t queen-regnant in England, it was declared

'that the reg.all power of this realme is in the
SI

queue's majestic as fully and absolutely as ever it

was in any of her most noble ])rogenitciurs kinges of

this realme;' and it has since been hehl, that the
))0wers, jirerogatives, and dignities of the queen-
regnant differ in no respect from those of the king.

The husband of the queen-regnant is her subject

;

but in the matter of conjugal infidelity, he is not
sulijectcd to the same penal restrictions as the
queen-consort. He is not endowed by the consti-

tution with any jiolitical rights or privileges, and
his honours and precedence must be derived from
the queen. The late Prince Consort was naturalised

by 3 and 4 Vict. c. 1, 2, words being used which
enabled him to be a pri\'y-eouncillor, and sit in

parli.ament ; and by 3 and 4 Viet. c. 3, Queen
Victoria was empowered to grant him ,an annuity of

£.'!0,000; but it was provided that His Royal
Highness was not, by virtue of his marri.age, to

acquire any interest in the property of her Majesty.

By a decree of the Queen, Prince Albert enjoyed
place, pre-eminence, and precedence next to her
Majesty.
A queen-regnant is the only woman who is in her

own right entitled to bear her arms in a shield and
not in a lozenge. She is also entitled to the exterior

ornaments of helmet, mantling, crest, and motto,

and may sun-ound her shield with the Garter, and
the collars and ribbons of all other orders of

knighthood of which she is sovereign.

QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY, the name given

to a fund appropriated to increase the incomes of

the poorer clergy of England, created out of the

first-fruits and tenths, which before the Reformation
formed part of the papal exactions from the clergy.

The first-fruits are the first whole year's profit of

aU spiritual preferments, and the tenths are one-

tenth of their annual profits, both chargeable

according to the ancient declared value of the bene-

fice ; but the poorer livings are now exempted from
the tax. Henry VIII., on abolishing the papal

authority, annexed both first-fruits and tenths to

the crown; and statute 2 and 3 Anne, c. 11, first

formed them into a perpetual fund for the augmen-
tation of poor hvings. The Archbishops, Bishops,

Deans, Speaker of the House of Commons, Master of

the Rolls, Privy Councillors, Lieutenants, and cus-

iodes rotulontm of the counties, the Judges, Queen's

Serjeants-at-law, Attorney and Solicitor-general,

Advocate-general, Chancellors and Vice-chancellors

of the two Universities, Lord Mayor and Aldermen
of London, and mayors of the several cities ; and
by supplemental charter, the Officers of the Board
of Green Cloth, the Queen's Counsel, and the four

Clerks of the Privy Council, were made a corpora-

tion by the name of ' The Governors of the Bounty
of Queen Anne, for the Augmentation of the Main-
tenance of the Poor Clergy ;

' and to this corporation

was granted the revenue of first-fruits and tenths.

The income from first-fruits and tenths together is

about £14,000 per annum, and it is appropriated

from year to year in capital sums, either to increase,

by the accruing interest, the income of the incum-
bents, to purchase land for their benefit, or to erect

residences for them. At pi-esent, the mode of

appropriating augment.ations to livings is by grant-

ing £200 to meet each approved benefaction offered

by individuals to obtain such grants. The governors

have also had the distribution of eleven sums of

£100,000 each, voted by parliament from ISOO to

1820, to augment the incomes of the clergy. They
present annually an account of their receipts and
expenditure to parliament.

QUEEN ANNE'S FARTHINGS. The farthings

of Queen Anne have attained a celebrity from the

large prices sometimes given for them by collectors.
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Their rarity, however, has been much overrated;

it was, indeed, long a popular notion that only three

fartliings were struck in her reign, of which two
were in public keeping—a third was still going

about, and, if recovered, would bring a prodigious

price. The Queen Anne farthings were designed by
a, German of the name of Crocker or Croker, prin-

cipal engraver to the ilint ; and were only patterns

Queen Anne's Farthing.

of an intended coin, heaving never been put into

circulation ; but they are by no means e,xccedingly

scarce. Some of them have raised letters, and on
the reverse, the four shields of England, France,

Scotland, and Ireland, arranged as a cross, and
separated by fleurs-de-lis. Those with sunk letters

are less frequently met with—some of which have
for obverse Peace on a car, others Britannia under a
canopy. A few of them wei-e struck in gold.

QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLAND aot QUEEN
CHARLOTTE SOUND. See Va.ncou\-er Island.

QUEEN OF THE MEADOW. See SriE.'EA.

QUEEN-POST, the side or secondary upright

ties in a trussed-roof. See Roof.

QUEEN'S BENCH, or KING'S CENCH, one
of the three superior courts of common law in

England, the other two being the Courts of Com-
mon Pleas and Exchequer. The Court of King's

Bench was so called from the origin of the court,

inasmuch as the king used to sit tliere in person.

In Cromwell's time, it was called the Upper
Bench. The court consists of five judges, a chief-

justice (who is called the Chief-justice of England,
and is the highest of all the judges next to the

Lord Chancellor), and four puisne judges called

justices. Though the court has long been fixed

permanently in Westminster Hall, London, yet it

may sit anywhere in England, and may follow the

sovorei™'s person. There is an appeal from most
of the decisions of the Q. B. to the Exchequer Cham-
ber, which consists of the judges of the two other
common law courts, and from thence to the House
of Lords. The ancient jurisdiction of the court,

and the history of its modifications, are too technical

to be stated in this ))lace, but the outline of the

leading points of jurisdiction m.ay be sliortly stateci

The Q. B. is the highest court which has a crimin.al

jurisdiction, and such jurisdiction is unlimited. But
practically, this jurisiliction is seldom exercised

origin.ally, for it is only when an indictment is

roinoved from an inferior court into the Q. B. that a
criminal trial takes place there, and this is only the

case wlien there is some peculiar dilficnlty or

inqiortance attending the trial, which renders it

expedient to remove it from tlie sessions or assizes.

But thougli criminal trials in the (J. B. are excep-

tional, there are certain crimin.al matters which are

part of its ordinary administration. A criminal

inf<irmation, (or example, when tiled by the Attorney-
general, or the m.oster of tlie Crowu-oflice, charging

a person ^Wth a criminal offence, is tried in the

Q. B. as a matter of course, and can bo tried in no
other court. The Q. B. exercises a superintending

control over all inierior tribunals, and also over

public bodies, by commanding them to do a specific

duty, the ^vrit being called a writ of Mandamus ; or

by prohibiting them from going on with some matter
over which they have no jurisdiction, by a ^vl•it called

a writ of Prohibition. The Q. B. also entertains

appeals from justices of the peace on a vast variety

of matters. Besides the criminal jurisdiction, and
the prerogative writs of JIandamus, Prohibition,

and Quo Warranto, there is a civil jurisdiction

belonging to the Q. B. of the most extensive kind

;

indeed, any civil action to recover debts and damages
may be brought there. The civil jm'isdictiou is,

however, shared in common with the other two
common law courts. The judges of the Q. B. are

often called the Queen's Coroners, having a uni-

versal jurisdiction of that kind throughout England,

though seldom acting in that capacity. The Chief-

justice has latterly been usually made a jieer, or

has the option of becoming one if he pleases. The
oliieers of the court are the Master of the Crown-
office, who attends to the criminal department of

the business, and several masters of the court, who
attend to the ci\'il department. The puisne judges

of the Court of Q. B. rank before those of the other

two courts.

QUEEN'S COLLEGE, Oxford. In I3I0, Robert
de Egglesfield, chaplain or confessor to Queen
Philippa, founded, Ijy licence from Edward III., a
colIegi.ate haU in Oxford, under the name of the ,

HaU of the Queen's Scholars. In his statutes, he
sets forth his motives and objects with unusual

minuteness. Theological study was the main object

of the foundation, llesidence was rigidly enforced,

and poverty enjoined with pectdiar force. The
original number of the provost and fellows was to be

13, in memory of our Lord and the 12 apostles ; and
the ultimate number of poor boys to be cilucated on
the foundation was 72, in memory of the 70 disciples.

Few colleges, however, have disregarded more
directly the wishes of their founders. When the

Commissioners under 17 and IS Vict. c. 81, began

their work, they found the poverty required

changed into a jirovostship of £1000 a year, and
fellowships of £;S00, the conditional preference

to north-coimtrj'men converted into an absolute

exclusion of all others; and the 72 poor children

represented by 8 'taberdars,' as they are called,

who were alone eligible to fellowships. A separate

foundation had been given to Queen's by John
Michel, Esq., in 1736, consisting of 8 open fellow-

ships, and 4 open scholarships. The Commissioners

introduced great changes. The foundations are con-

solidated, and the college now consists of a provost,

19 fellows, 15 scholars or taberdars, and 2 Bible-

clerks. There are also upwards of 20 exhibitions

in this college, ranging from £30 to £100 per annum,
confined for the most jiart to natives of the northern

coimties. There are 28 benefices in the gift of this

colle"e, and also the principalship of St Edmund
HaU.

QUEEN'S COUNSEL are certain barristers

who receive from her Majesty a patent giving them
preaudience over their brethren, and ))ut for w'nich

they woiUd rank only according to seniority of their

standing as barristers. The advantage of appointing

Queen's Coimsel is this, that it enables the most able

or successful counsel to take precedence of those of

the same or longer standing, and to take the chief

conduct of causes. In practice, there are almost

invariably two counsel engaged on each side, called

a leader and a junior, and the leader is generally a
Queen's Counsel, and the junior is not. The appouit-

ment is made by the crown, on the nomination of

tlie Lord Chancellor. The practice of appointing

crown counsel is adopted in Ireland, but not in
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Scotland. In the Courts of Chancery m England, it

is visnal for a Queen's Counsel to coniine himself to

a particular Vice-Chancellor's court, or to that of the

master of the Rolls, so that his clients may always

reckon on his attenilance tliere ; and wlicn he goes

into another court, he requires an addition to his

fee. In tlie common law courts, however, this

arrangement is impracticable, and lias never been

adopted. It is sometimes popularly believed that

the appointment of Queen's Counsel entitles the

counsel to a salary from the crown ; but this is a

mistake, except as to the Attorney and Solicitor-

general. When a Queen's Counsel is engaged in

a criminal case against the crown, as, for examjile,

to defend a prisoner, he requires to get special

licence to do so from the crown, which is always

given, as a matter of course, on iiayment of a small

fee. Id courts of law and equity, a Queen's

Counsel is entitled to preaudience over all other

counsel, except those who were appointed Queeu's

Counsel before him. A Queen's Counsel has pre-

audience over all Serjeants-at-law, though many of

the la iter obtain patents of precedence, which also

make tlicm in efl'ect Queen's Counsel, as well as

Serjeants, and prevent them being disjilaced by those

who come after them. The order of Serjeants-at-

law is much more ancient than th.at of Queen's

Counsel, though now it is in point of rank inferior.

The practice of appointing Queen's Counsel is not

older than the time of Sir Francis Eacon, who was
the first appointed.

QUEEN'S COUNTY, an inland county of the

province of Leinster, Ireland, is bounded N. by the

King's Count}', E. b_v Kildare and Carlow, S. by
Killienny, and W. by Tipperary and King's County.

Area, 424,854 acres, of which 342,422 arc arable.

Pop. in ISGl, 90,7oU, of whom 70,959 were Catholics,

9854 Protestants of the Established Church, and
the rest Protestants of other denominations. Tlie

number of acres under crop in 1803 was 143,018

;

cattle, 57,580 ; sheep, 90,311 ; pigs, 24,069. Q. C,
for the most part, is within the basin of t'ue Barrow,
whieli is the jirincipal river, and is partly navigable

for barges. On the north-western border He the

Slieve Bloom Mountains, and the Dysart Hills

occupy the south-east ; the rest of the surface being

flat or gently undulating. In its geological struc-

ture, it belongs to the great limestone district

;

but the SlieveBloom Mountains are sandstone, and
the Dysart Hills include co.al, but not in deep or

profitably-worked beds. Coarse linen ami cotton

cloths are manufactured in smaU quantities. The
chief town is Maryborough; pop. (18G1) 2S57.

Q. C. anciently formed part of the districts of Leix
and Ossory ; and after the English invasion, on the

submission of the chief O'JIore, the territory

retained a qualified independence. Under Edward
II., the O'Mores became so powerful, that for a long

series of years, an unceasing contest was maintained
by them with the English, with various alternations

of success. In the reign of Edward VI., Bellingham,

the Lord-deputy, succeeded in re-annexing the
territory of the O'JIores to the Pale (q. v.) ; and a
new revolt in Mary's reign led to strong and suc-

ccssfid measures, by which it was finally reduced
to ,a shu'e, \inder the name Q. C, given to it in

honour of Mary, from whom also the chief town,
Maryborough, was called. There are a few anti-

quities of interest—a perfect round tower, and two
in a less perfect condition, and some ecclesiastical

and feudal remains, the most important of the
latter being a castle of Strongbow on the pictur-

esque Rock of Dunamare. Q. C. is traversed by
the Great Southern and Vt'^estern Radway, and
also by a branch of the Grand Canal. It returns
two members to parliament.

QUEEN'S EVIDENCE. See King's Evidexce.

QUEE'NSFERRY, South ant) North.—South
Q. is a royal and parliamcntarj' burgh iu Linlith-

gowshire, on the south shore of the I'irth of Forth,

about 9 miles west-north-west of Edinburgh. It

was erected into a royal burgh in 1G.'!(!, but was for

centuries before a burgh of regality. The walks and
scenery about South Q., with Hopetonn House and
grounds on the west, and Dalmeny Park on t!ie

east, are very beautiftd, and the town it.?elf is a
good deal rosoi-ted to for sea-bathing. The Forth

—

luueh wider both above and below the ferry—here
narrows to a width of only about two miles. It

receives historical mention as early as the middle
of the 11th c, as the ferry across which royal

personages passed when travelling between Edin-
burgh and Dunfermline. A railway-bridge across

the firth at this point has long been talked of.

Pop. (1801) 1230, within the ]iarliamcntary bounds.
South (J. is one of the Stirling district burghs.

—

jVorth Queensfcrry, a small village in Fifeshire, on
the north shore of the Firth of Forth, opposite

South Q. ; pop. about 400.

QUEE'NSLAND. This new British colony

occupies the whole of the north-eastern portion of

Australia, commencing at a point of the cast coast

about 400 mdes north of Sydney, called Point
Danger, in lat. 28° 8' S. The greater portion of

the southern boundary-line is formed by the 29th
parallel of south latitude. The eastern seaboard

extends about 1300 mdes to Cape York, the extreme
northern point of the continent, in lat. 10° 40'. The
mean breadth of the territory is 900 miles, from the

eastern coast-line to the meridian of 1,3S' E. long.,

which forms the western boundary-line. This
includes the greater portion of the Gulf of Carpen-

taria, which has a seaboard of about 900 miles. The
whole of Q. comjjrises 078,000 sq. m.—nearly twelve
times the area of England and Wales.
The portion of the colony extending along the

eastern coast, is indented with numerous bays,

which are the outlets of many navigable rivers,

having their sources in the cool gorges and deep
recesses of a great mountain-range, running north
and south, parallel \^ith tlie sea-coast, at a distance

of from 50 to 100 miles. The summits of this great
' divitUug range,' rise from 2000 to 0000 feet above
the level of the sea. Numerous spurs are given

off from the range in ridges sloping gradually

towards the coast. These ridges are generally

composed princip.ally of quartz, and in many places

form good natm-al roads for a considerable distance.

The ridges are usually covered with a variety of

fine and v.aluable timber. The iron-bai'k, blood-

wood, box, and other descriptions of wood, very

valuable to the farmer for fencing and building, are

found here in great abundance.
Unlike almost every other portion of Australia,

Q. is correctly described as ' a land of rivers and
streams.' These rivers find an outlet in the many
large and beautiful bays and estuaries on the

eastern seaboard. One of these, Moreton B.iy (q. v.),

receives the waters of five rivers, which are always

navigable. The largest of these, the Brisbane, is

navigated by good-sized steamers for 75 miles, and
is nearly a quarter of a mile wide at a distance o£

15 miles from its mouth. The principal rivers on
the eastern se.aboard are the Logan, the Brisbane,

tlic Mary, the Caliope, the Boyne, the Fitzroy, the

Pioneer, and the Burdekin. 'The longest tidal river

in Q. is the Fitzroj-, which drains an ai-ea of not less

than 50 millions of acres, and is navigalde as f.ar as

Yaruba, 00 miles from its estuary in Keppel Bay.
It receives, as its principal tributaries, the Dawson,
Mackenzie, and Isaacs, large streams flowing for
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several hundred miles from the north-west, west,

and sonth-westeru parts of tlie interior. The tide

at Kockhamptou (40 miles from the embouchure
of the river) rises 14 feet, and the stream is thus

rendered navigable for vessels of considerable

burden.
The banks of the rivers arc usually well elevated,

and in many places consist of very rich alluvium,

brought do%vn from tlie great mountain-ranges.
This alluvial soil is frequently of very great depth,

and is marked everywhere by a magnificent growtji

of timber, very unlilce the ordinary Australian wood.
The enormous fig-trees ami gigantic eucalypta;

tower aloft, ami si)read out their gi-eat arms, fes-

tooned with vines and flowering parasites, which
throw thenTsclves over every spreading branch, and
drxk it with their varied and briUiant colours

;

the tall pine-trees shoot up their straight stems
to a great height ; while tlio cedar, the mj'rtle,

the rosewood, and tamarind trees, display their

rich and green foliage in every variety of shade.

A thick evergreen hedge of mangroves covers

the banks, jiresei'ving them from the wash of

the stream ; and at certain seasons of the j'ear,

tliis is fringed witli thousands of lloweriug

lilies.

Ordinarily, the eastern pea-board jiart of the
conntrj' assumes very much tlie appearance of

park-scenery in Grc.it Britain, the trees standing

at some distance apart, and the ground between
them being covered with grass, which is generally
green and luxuriant throughout the whole year.

Tlie regularity of the showers which fall in the
summer season keeps the grass growing with
luxuriant verdure generally during the hot months.
Exceptions to thi3 sometimes occur, and a dry
summer appears to have been experienced iu this

part of Australia about once in ever3' six or seven
years. Tlie summer of 1SG3 formed one of these
exceptional seasons. The frosts of winter being
generally so slight as not to injure the vegetation,

tlic country is almost always green from January to

December.
Beyond the ' Andes,' or great dividing-range, the

country presents features of still greater beauty and
fertility. Vast plains — 10, 15, or 20 miles across

—

stretch out their level surface unbroken by a single

tree, but covered with luxuriant grass, and often
purpled over with fragrant herbr.ge. These great
plains are composed of rich black soil. They are

well watered with a, network of streams, which
trickle down from the gi'adual slopes of the
mountain-range. The soil in this locality is admir-
ably adajitcd for tillage ; and within a certain

distance of the mountain-range, the rains fall

with great regularity. The land here is lightly

timbered, and is cleared with less labour than on
the lower lands, and the soil is proved to be
peculiarly . adajited for the growth of wheat of

the finest quality. The yield per acre in this

locality has sometimes been as much as 50, and even
00 bushels to the acre, of G^i lbs. to the bushel.

'J'lie average yield may be estimated at 30 bushels
per acre. Indian corn and other cereals, aa well as

all the European fruits, grow luxuriantly, and come
to the greatest jierfectiou in this highly-favoured
liicality, nliieh has been called the 'tiarden of

Queensland.'

This country, west of the great dividing-range,

stretches away in a series of line plateaux for a
distance of 4110 or 500 miles westward, and, with
the interruptions of other mountain-i-anges crossing
the main range at right angles, for upwards of 1000
miles towards the fertile plains bordering the shores
of the Gulf of Carpcntaii;\

A third distinct portion of Q. is formed by the

country which falls olT in a succession of steep
declivities, or more gradually descending terraces,

from the table-land thus described, towards the
lower land, which then intervenes between these
terraces and the western boundaiy-liue of the
colony, in Central Australia. This portion of the
territory has been rendered specially interesting
from the recent discoveries, which have shewn that
instead of a vast and sterile desert of burning sands,
the interior of Australia is, with exceptional patches
of very limited extent, well grassed and watered,
and suitable for pastoral, and in many places even
for agricultural occupation.

The climate of Q. is said closely to resemble that
of JIadoira (q. v.) ; the mean annual external shade-
temperature taken at Brisbane being very nearly
the same as at Funchal in Madeira, though it

is a httle hotter in the summer, and colder iu the
winter at Brisbane than at Funchal. Moreton Bay,
now Q., has for many years been the resort of

invalids from all the other British colonies in the
southern hemisphere, and has been called the Mont-
pellier of Australia. The summer season is hot

—

the thermometer rising sometimes to B0° or even
100° in the shade ; but the air is dry, elastic, and
healthy, and the sea-breezes temper the heat, and
make it perfectly endurable, even to the fuit-door

labourer, in the hottest time of the year. However
hot the day, the night is almost invariably cool,

even in the most northern parts of the colony.

The capital of Q., and the seat of the local govern-
ment, is iarisbane (q. v.), pop. 13,000. Its situation

is described as exceedingly beantifid. Ipswich, Eock-
hampton, IMaryborough, Toowoombcr, Gayndah,
Dalby, and Bowen, are rapidly rising towns. Rock-
hampton has already attained great importance,
and promises ere long to be the metropolis of

Queensland. Although only recently established,

its population already exceeds 5000 souls, and is

rapidly increasing. Situated upon the largest

navigable river of Q., it forms the commercial
centre and principal outlet of immense tracts of

the interior country. A railway is in process of

construction from llockhampton to Westwood in

the direction of Peak Downs, where extensive

copper mines, said to vie in richness with those of

Earra Barra, have been opened up, and valuable

gold deposits are also being worked.
The Micnatiou of Crown-lands Act, passed during

the first session of the colonial parliament, revo-

lutionised the old plan of selling laud at a high upset

price at auction, and established a sj'stcm iu its

stead which is thus described in an oliicial

document issued from the Queensl.and Government
Emigration Office in London :

' The Queensland
Land Act enables small capitalists to choose

their farms themselves on any of the Agriculturid

Reserves througliont the colony ; and these reserves

arc situated within about live miles of all the larger

towns, where there is a market for farm-produce.

Each reserve contains at least 10,000 acres, already
surveyed, and marked out in farms of from 18 to 320
acres. The price at which the land on the reserves is

sold is a fixed price of Al per acre ; but this amount
being paid for, say 40 acres, the purchaser is entitled

to lease from the government three times as much
—that is, r20 acres more, adjoining the piece he has
bought, at a rent of Gil. per acre a year, for live

years ; and at the end of this time, he may secure

the fec-simiile of this leased portion by p.aying the

government i'l an acre for it, after having had the

use of the land at this mere nominal charge. The
farmer cannot juirehase less than IS acres on the

reserves, and must pay ilS for it ; but his land-

orders are received by the government at their

full nominal value of £30 towards the pavment
57
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for the portion wliich he has purchased. Each
adult passenger in the family is entitled to land-

orders of the" value of £30'—which land-orders are

exactly the same as 30 sovereigns in purchasing

land from the government. The quantity of land

taken up on the agricultural reserves by purchase

and lease on the terms above described during the

year ISO'2, w.as 17,13-t acres.

The operation of the Land and emigration scheme
thus established appears to have been most success-

ful. An ollicer, under the title of Agent-general,

ajipointod for the purpose l)y tlie local government,

has been engaged in Great Britain in making kno«Ti

and contrt>iling this movement ; and as many as

nearly 20.000 persons have emigrated to Q. under

his direction during the first three years and a half.

The system of free gi'ants of land to persons

paying their own full pass.agcs, has had the intended

efl'ect' of attracting a large number of small and
larger capit.alists ; "while a sj-stem of assisted and
free passages, cst.abUshed by a wise adoption of the

same land-order system, has freely supplied a class

of industrious mechanics, farm-kabourers, and general

servants. Notwithstanding this, the demand for

labour of all kinds is still on the increase.

The agricultural capabilities of Q. are not con-

fined to the elev.ated table-lands before alluded to

as ' the Garden of the Colony.' On the lower lands,

on the rivers and bays, and on the fertile valleys

and sunny slopes of the eastern side of the range,

there are many millions of acres of land immedi-
ately avaikable for settlement, and admirably suited

for tillage. In this portion of .the colony, settle-

ment is advancing by a class of small proprietary

farmers. The land is described as very productive,

yielding two crops in the year, and capable of pro-

duciugalmost everything that can be growni in any
part of the ivorld. Oranges, pine-apples, figs,

bananas, grapes, midberries, peaches, nectarines,

gi'anadillas, alligator pears, guavas, flourish in great

perfection and abundance, and are seen growing up
side by side with wheat, m.aize, potatoes, and .all the

fruits, flowers, and veget.ables of Northern Europe.
The cultivation of cotton appears likely to be

carried on to a large extent. The cotton-plant is

s.aid to be indigenous in this part of Australia, and
in consequence of the absence of severe frosts, it is

also perennial. In the Reports drawn up by the
most competent judges, on the samples of cotton

from all parts of the world, at the International

Exhibition, we find it stated :
' The s.amples of Sea

Islands' cotton from the Australian colonies .are far

superior to cotton from any other part of the world.'

The New Orleans' v.ariety from Q. is also spoken
of in the Eeport as 'particularly good.' Seven
med.als were awarded to Q. growers, and the
distinction of honourable mention was conferred
on five more. The average yield per acre was estim-

ated at 400 lbs. of Sea Islands, and from GOO lbs.

to 700 lbs. of Orleans ; being two-thirds in excess
of the average yield of the two sorts taken together
in America, which is 300 lbs. per acre. The last

two years have proved imfavourable for the new
enterprise by the occurrence of two wet winters

—

the cotton-picking season in Q. ; this has been
quite exceptional, the weather at tills season of the
year being ordinarily beautiful, fine, and dry. In
spite of this uufavom'able circumstance, however,
several farmers have done well with the cotton, and
in one or two cases reahsed fi-om 250 to 350 lbs.

of clean cotton to the acre. It seems likely the
average yield of Sea Islands wUl be about 300 lbs.

per acre. With these advant.ages, and svith the
rapid emigration to the colony, there seems every
reason to beUeve they wUl be able in Q. to compete
successfully "with slave-grown cotton in America,

53

and produce cotton in large quantities, grown by
European labour, at a good paying profit, to sell

in Liverpool at ordinary prices. Several cotton-

growing companies and a considerable number of

private individuals are now eng.aged in cotton-
growing in Q., and notwithstanding the last two
imfavouraljle wet seasons, most of them expect to
be eventually successful.

Q. is a great pastoral country; the quantity of

live-stock now pastured within the colony, as
shewn by the last copy of the Queensland Stal'isfkal

Rerjister, being as follows : horses, 45,850 ; cattle,

880,392 ; sheep, 5,672,400 ;
pigs, 7.351. It was an

idea generally received until within the last few
years, that the quality of Australian wool would
degenerate as the sheep were driven towards the
north. The reverse of this, however, proves to be
the ease. The Q. wool is remarkable for the fine-

ness of its quaUty ; and this seems to be increasingly
the case as the pastoral occup.ation of the coimtry
extends northwards towards the Plains of Promise
on the Gulf of Carpentaria. The wool diminishes a
little in quantity, the fleeces being lighter, but the
increased fineness of the wool more than makes up
for a little diminution in its quantity. The value of

the exports of wool from Q. in ISGo was £770,776.
This is nearly double the quantity exported in 1860.

From this may be inferred the rapid occupation
of the country for pastoral purposes. This has
extended during the last three or four years for

hundreds of miles towards the western boundary,
and for a stdl greater distance towards the shores of

Carjientaria. Sheep and cattle are now pastured
on the Flinders Eiver within about 50 or 60 miles
of the gulf, and stock is now being driven along the
eastern shores of the gidf towards Cape York,
where a Q. settlement has recently been formed
at Somerset, at the extreme northern point of the
island continent of Australia.

Q. was erected into a separate and independent
colony in December 1859. The first representative

of the Queen is Sir George Ferguson Bowen. His
advisers consist of four cabinet ministers, and a
few of the highest officials. There arc two Houses
of Parliament—the Legislative Couued, nominated
at present by the governor ; and the Legislative

Assembly, elected by the iieople. The suffrage is

not imiversal, but within the reach of every indus-

trious man after a twelvemonths' residence. Voting
is by ballot. State aid to religion was abolished by
one of the first acts of the parliament.

An excellent sj'stem of primary education is in

successfiJ and vigorous operation throughout the
colony. Grammar-schools are also liberally endowed
by the government. The statistics of criminal

courts prove that there is less crime in Q. than in

Great Britain. The popidation in the beginning of

1SG5 is ascertained to be a little over 60,000, of

which nearly 16,000 had been added during the last

year.

QUEEN'S BIETAL, an alloy formed by fusing

100 parts of tin with 8 parts of antimony, 4 parts

of copper, and 1 part of bismuth. It is a kind of

Britannia metal, and is used for tea-pots and similar

articles of domestic utilit}\

QUEEN'S REGULATIONS, or KING'S
EE6ULATI0N.S, are those collections of orders and
regulations in force in the amiy and navy respec-
tively, which serve to guide commanding and other
officers in all matters of discipline and personal
conduct. The queen's regidations for the na\'y
also in a great degree regulate matters of finance ;

whereas, in the army, financial matters are left to

the War-ofiice Regulations (q. v.). The reason for

this distinction is, that as regards the n.avy, the
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Admiralty are responsible both for discipline and
tinance ; while in respect to the ami}', the com-
mander-in-chief controls the discipline under the

direct orders of the sovereign, and the Secretary of

State for War directs the tinance, for which he is

responsible to parliament. Tlie regulations for the

array were first collected in ITSS, since which
several editions have been issued, the last being in

1S59. The latest Admiralty regulations bear date

1S14. The current regulations are supplemented,
corrected, and cancelled by numerous cu'culars and
addenda ; so that they never represent the whole
body of military or naval rules for many daj'S

together.

QUEE'NSTOWN, called formerly Cove of Cork,
Ireland, a seaport town, on the south side of Great
Island, in the harbour of Cork, is distant from Cork
14 miles cast-south-east, and from Dublin 157 miles

south-west-by-west. It rose into some importance
during the French war, as the port of embarkation
for troops going on foreign service, and is now an
admiral's station. On the occasion of tjhe Queen's
visit in 1S50, the name Q. was given to it in honour
of her Majesty. The formation of the town is rather

peculiar, as it occupies the sides of an amphitheatre,
around which it is built in parallel streets. It

enjoys a high reputation for its mild and salubrious

climate, and is much frequented by invalids during
the winter season. The population in ISGl was
SC53, of whom 7240 were CathoUcs, 1202 Protest-

ants of the Established Church, and the rest of

other denominations.

QUEEN'S YELLOW. See Yellow Colours.

QUENTIN, St, a thriving manufacturing town
in the north of France, department of Aisne, is

situated on the Somme, about SO miles north-east

of Paris. It is a station on the railway from Paris
to Liege. Q. has a celebrated church— ' one of the

finest, boldest, and purest Gothic buildings in this

part of Celgic Gaul.' Q. is the centre of the manu-
facture of linen, muslin, lace, and gauze. Pop.
2S,SS0. The Canal of St Quenti7t, connecting the

basin of the Somme with that of the Scheldt, was
finished by Napoleon in ISIO. It is carried through
the intervening hills by tunnels. At St Q., a battle

was fought, .
"

-'^

" ,
'7- 1557, between the Spaniards,° ' Aupu^t 10, -^ '

assisted by a body of English troops, and the
French, in which the latter were severely defeated.

QUE'RCITRON, the name both of a dyestuff
and of the species of oak of which it is the bark. This
oak ((^iirrciis tincloria), also called Dyer^s Oak and
Blark Oak, is a native of North America— one of the

noblest forest trees of the United States, found in

New England, and as far south as Georgia, although
tliore only at a considerable elevation. The name
Black Oak is given to it from the dark colour of its

outer bark. 'The leaves are obovate-oblong, dilated

outwards, and widely sinuated ; with short, obtuse,

and bristle-pointed lobes. The wood is reddish,

coarse-grained, and ]iorous, but much esteemed for

strength and durability, and is used in America for

shipbuilding. The bark is used for tanning as well

as for dyeing. It is the inner bark which is the

quercitron of dyers. It yields a yellow crystallis-

able substance, QucrcUrhi (C-|,;H]sO;„ + 2Aq), which
may be extracted by means of alcohol ; the tannic

acid, which is simultaneously taken up, must be

precipitated by the addition of gelatine, after which
the liquid will, on evaporation, yield crystals of

quercitrin. On the addition of slum, its solution

assumes a beautiful yellow colour; and solutions of

arotate of lead, acetate of copjier, and cliloride of

tin precipitate it in yellow flakes. When boiled

with dilute acids, it brealis up into glycose and

quercelin (C,,,H,Oj„)—a yellow crystalline substance,
which is soluble m alkaline solutions, to which it

communicates a golden-yellow colour. The decom-

Branchlet and Acorn of the Quercitron {Qucixiis

tinctoria).

position shews that quercitrin belongs to the

glycosides, or compounds which, when broken up,

yield sugar.

QUERETA'EO, an important town of Mexico,

capital of a state of the same name, is charm-

ingly situated on a hilly plateau, GoGo feet above

sea-level, 110 miles north-west of Mexico. It is

built on a regular plan, contains 11 convents,

3 great squares, many richly-decorated churches,

&c. Water is supplied from an aqiieduct two
miles long, and supported in part upon arches

90 feet high. The industry of the to-mi is important,

and is carried on with spnit. Woollen and cotton

goods and leather are the chief manufactures. Q.

contains the largest cotton-spinning mill in the

country ; 300 hands are employed in it. The peace

between Mexico and the United States was ratified

here in 1848. Pop. 47,570.

QUERN, a primitive miU for grinding corn, the

stone of which was turned by the hand before the

invention of windmUls or water-mills. It is a con-

trivance of gi-eat antiquity, and so well adapted for

the wants of a primitive people, that we find it

perpetu.ated to the present day in remote districts

of Ireland, and some parts of the Western Islands

of Scotland. The remains of querns have been dug

up in Britain, Ireland, and Continental Em-ope,

wherever the traces of ancient population are to be

found. They occur in the Scottish Wecms (q. v.),

or Cyclopean underground dweUings ; in the C'ran-

noges (q. v.), or lake-dwellings of Ireland and

Scotland; and the very similar Pfahlhauten of

Switzerland ; and abundantlj^ among the remains of

the Roman period in Britain and Northern Europe.

The most usual form of quern consists of two circular

flat stones, the upper one pierced in the centre with

a narrow funnel, and revolving on a wooden or

metal pin inserted in the lower. The upper stone is

occasionally ornamented with various devices ; in

the Roman period, it is sometimes funnel-shaped,

witli grooves radiating from the centre. In

using the quern, the grain was dropped with

one hand into the central opening, while, with

the other, the upper stone was revolved by means

of a stick, inserted in a small opening near

the edge. As early as 1284, an effort was made
by the Scottish legislature to supersede the quern
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ty the water-mill, the use of the former being

prohibited except ia case of storm, or whci-e there

was a lack of mills of the new species. Whoever
used the qucru was to ' gif the threttein measure
as multer;' the contravener was to 'tine [lose] his

hand-niyhies perpetuallie.' This enactment did

not, however, prevent hand-mills from being largely

used in Scotland down to the beginning of the

present century.

Probably the oldest type of quern is that which

was fashioned from a section of oak ; one of this

description was found in Scotland in IS.jl, in the

course of removing Blair Driimniond Moss. It is

19 inches in height by 14 in diameter, and the

centre is hollowed to a depth of about a foot, so as

to form a mortar, in which the grain seems to have
been pounded by a wooden or stone pestle.

A less simple variety of the stone quern, known
as the Pot Quern, and also of great antiquity, con-

sists of a circular stone basin, with a hole through
which the meal or Hour escajjcs, and a smaller

circular stone fitting into it, perforated with an
opening through which the grain was thrown into

the mill. A number of querns of this description

have been exhumed in Scotland, and stUl more in

the bogs of Ireland, in which country the pot quern

is believed not to be yet altogether disused. The
subjoined wood-cut represents one in the Museum of

Quern.

the Scottish Antiquaries ; it is of unusually large
size, 17 inches in diameter, and S,^ bigh, and was
discovered in the parish of Gladsmuir, in East
Lothian. It is made of coarse pudding-stone, and
is fnrnished with holes in the sides, to which handles
were probably attached. The iron ring is a modern
addition.

—

See Dr Wilson's Archiroloinj and Pre-
historic Annah of Scotland, voL i. p. 211, et seq., 2d
edition (London aud Cambridge, 1SG3).

QUESNAY, FRAN501S, an eminent French
economist aud physician, was born at Merey, near
Montfort-l'Amaury, .June 4, 1094, and studied at
Paris, where, in 17IS, he jiassed surgeon with a
high reputation. He acquired a high reputation in

his profession, and at his death, in 1774, was fii-st

physician to the king. But Q.'s fame depends
almost wholly on his economistic s]ieculations,

which are to be found scattered through the pages
of the famous EncijclopCdie (see, for examjile, the
articles ' Fermiers ' and 'Grain'), the Journal
d'ArfricuUiire, and the liphemerides du Ciloyen. He
is the inventor of the term ' Political Economy,'
and one of the earliest aud most distinguished
writers on the subject. His views were systematic-
ally set forth in a httle treatise, entitled Taljlcau
iy'conoiniqiie, which was nicknamed by La Harpe,
the Alcoran des Economistes. Only a few copies
of this work were printed about the cud of the
year 175S, and these have uow all disapjieared.
Nevertheless, the ]irinciples maintained by Q. are
well known, partly from the sources above
mentioned, but chiefly from other treatises that
have met with a better fate than the Tableau, viz.,

his Maximes GenSralcn du Goiivernement Economique
dun lloyaume Arjricole, the notes to which occupy
more space than the text ; Le Droit Naturd

;

Analijsc du Tableau Economique : Prohlemes Econo-
miqucs ; aud Dialogues sur le Commerce et sur les

Travunx dcs Artisans, all of which are to be fomid
in Duiiont's Eecueil of Q.'s writings (Leyden and
Paris, 17GS).

QUESNEL, Pasquiee, a French theologian, was
born at Paris, July 14, 1G34, and having been
educated in the Sorbonne, entered the Congregation
of the Oratory in 1057. He obtaiued even early

in his career the reputation of a profound fami-
liarity with Scripture aud the Fathers ; and by
several popular ascetical treatises which he pnli-

lished, he attracted so much notice, that, at the
early age of 28, he was appointed director of the
Paris house of his Congregation. It was for

the use of the young men imder his charge that he
commenced the series of his afterwarcts celebrated

Kejlexions Morales. The first specimen of this work
havmg been much admired, Q. continued to extend
it to other portions of the New Testament. Soon
afterwards, he published au edition of the works of

St Leo (2 vols. 4to, Paris, 1675), which has been
much criticised. His residence at Paris, however,
was cut short by the disputes about Jansenism.
Having refused to sign certain propositions, sub-
scription to which was, by a decree of 16S4, required
of all members of the Orator3', Q. left the Congre-
gation, and retired to the Low Countries, where he
attached himself to the party of Amauld, in which
he speedily rose to the first position of influence and
authority. He continued at Brussels his Pejl.'xions

Morales ; and in 1693—1694, the Reflections on the
New Testament were published in a complete form,
with the approval of the Cardinal de Noailles,

Bishop of Chfdons, and xdtimately Archbishop of

Paris. The work, however, on examination, was
found to contain all the most obnoxious doctrines

of Jansenius ; and Q., having been denounced to

the authorities, was arrested, by order of Philip V.,

and pu^ into prison. He escaped, and betook
himself to coucealment. But his book was
condemned, first by the decree of an assembly
of the bishoi>s of Franco, and afterwards by a
decision of Clement XI. in 1711, and finally by the
celebrated bull Unigenitus, September S, 1713.
With this condemnation, the formal dogmatic
declarations of the Iloman Chm'ch on this con-
troversy may be said to have ceased. The con-

troversy continued, but nothing, or very little, that
was new was afterwards elicited. Q. withdrew to

Amsterdam, where he lived to a gi'eat age, nof;

ha^nng died till 1719, in his S5th year. Besides the
Bejlexions Jlorales, he left a vast number of treatises,

chiefly ascetical. The few dogmatical essays which
he published, as well as his critical edition of St
Leo, are all tinged with his peculiar opinions. The
Pejlexions Morales fallmg in, in the main, with the
vievi's of one of the religious parties in the Protestant
C'hurch, has been translated into German and
English, and at one time enjoyed considerable

popularity both in England and in Germany.

QUETELET, L.ajubekt Adolphe Jacques, a
celcljrated Belgian statistician and astronomer, was
born at Ghent, 22d February 1796, and studied at the
lyceum of his native city, where, in 1S14, he became
Professor of Mathematics. In 1819, he was ap-
pointed to the same chair at the Brussels Athena;um

;

and in 1S26, was chosen by King William I. to
superintend the construction of the Royal Observa-
tory in the capital, of which he became director in

1S2S. In 1830, he was made Professor of Astronomy
and Geodesy at the Brussels Military School.
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Elected a member of the Belgian Royal Academy
in 1S20, he became perpetual secretary in 1S34. Q.

is besides a corresponding member of the Institut

de France and of the Koyal Society of London.

Among his numerous and valuable -writings are

—

Astronomie Elementaire (Par. 1S2G; 4th ed. Brux.

1S4S), Becherches sur la Population, ks Prisons, les

DC'pOts de Mendicite, &c., dans le lioyaume des

Paijs-Bas (Brux. 1S27) ; lieclierchcs sur la Repro-

duction ct la Mortalite et sur la Population de la

Jji'lr/ique (Brux. 18.32); Statiatique Crimintlle de la

BiJijiijue (Brux. 1S32) ; Sur tllomme et le Developpe-

mtut de ses Faadtis ou Essai de Physique Sociale

(Par. 1S35) ; Du Si/st<;me Sociale et des Lois qui le

rerjissent (Par. 184S) ; and Physique (Brux. 1S55). Q.

has also been one of the most efficient collaborateurs

in di-awing up the Bulletin de la Commission Centrale

de Slatistique, the Annates des Mines, the Journal

des Bconomistes, the Annates des Travaux Publics,

the Tresor National, &c. He has also published

numerous papers on meteorolog}', astronomy,

terrestrial magnetism, &c., in the Memoires and
Bulletins of the Belgian Eoyal Academy.

QUEVEDO Y VILLEGAS, Dojj Feaxcisco
Gomez de, a Spanish classic, was born at Madrid,

2Gth September 1 5S0, and studied at the university

of Alcala de Henares, where he acquired a good
knowledge not only of Latin and Greek, but also

of Hebrew and Arabic, besides French and Italian.

His career, which was chietiy that of a diplomatist,

was marked by nimierous vicissitudes. He died

8th September 1645, at Villa Nueva do los Infantes.

The prose works of Q. are divisible into two
classes—the sei-ious and the burlesque. Among the

former are his Vision of St Paul, The Spanish
Epictctus, Phocylides, Fortune become Beasonuhle,

and particidarly The Life of Marcus Brutus, and
The Policy of God—the last two of which are

remarkable for the purity and elevation of their

sentiments. Among his satirical and burlesque jiro-

ductions, in which his genius finds its happiest

expression, the principal are

—

The Dream of the

Death's Heads, The Demon Ahjuazil, Pluto's Stahles,

The Side-scenes of the World, The Letters of the

Knight of the Forcejis, PecoUcciions of Student Life,

and The Grand Sharper, or the History of Don Pablo
de Segovia, a romance of rascaldom, a species of

fiction much cultivated iu Spain at that time, in

which the hero is usually au adventurous scamp.
The lively sallies, the picjuant allusions, and the

hippy metaphors found iu these books, have enriched

Siiaiiish literature with a crowd of proverlis and
colloquial phrases. Q.'s poetry is also chiefly of a
humorous character. His works have been often

rejirinted ; the most complete edition is that by
Sancho (Madrid, 11 vols. 1701—1794) ; a more
recent collection is the oue by M. Guerra y Orbe
(Madrid, IS52). An EugUsh translation of Q.'s

satirical works was published at Edinburgh in

1798 ; his Suenos, or Visions, among the most
popular of aU his productions, were also translated

into English by Sir fioger I'Estrange (I7US).

QtriBEROS", a small fishing town of France, in

the dep. of Morbihau, at the extremity of a long

slender peninsula, 25 miles south-west of Vannes.

l'o)i. about 700. It is historically celebrated as the

f pot where a body of French emigrant royalists,

under D'HerviUy and Puisaye, landed from an Eng-
lish fleet, on the 27th of June 1795. and endeavoured

to rouse the people of Brittany and La Vendee agaiust

the Convention, but were defeated, and driven into

the sea by General Hoche. All the prisoners taken
were shot, by order of the Convention. At an
earlier period, during the war of the Austrian

Succession, an English force attemi>ted a landin

here (174G), but was severely rejndsed. In 1759,

Admiral Hawke comiiletely defeated a French
fleet under Admiral Conflans in Quiberon Bay.

PUI'CKENS. See Co(;ch-gea,?s.

QUICK-MATCH, a combustible match, made by
dipping cotton-wick in a composition of vinegar,

saltiietre, and sometimes an admixture of gun-
powder ; when lighted, it continues to burn to

the end, and hence is usefid in exploding mines, &c.

The rate at which it burns being known, it is only
neccssarj', for insuring safety, to take the right

length of quick-match.

QUI'CKSILVER. See Mekcury.
QUI'ETISTS, the name of a somewhat numerous

class of mystical sects, who, in dLETcrent ages, have
held that the most perfect state of the soul is a
state of quiet, in which the sold ceases to reason,

to reflect, whether upon itself or on God, and, in a
word, to exercise any of its faculties, its sole func-

tion being passively to receive the infused heavenly
light, which, according to their view, accompanies
this state of inactive contemplation. Under the
various heads, Fenelon', Hesycha-STS, Brethp.ex
OF the Free Spip.it, Molinos, Mysticism, most of

the detads of the doctrines of the Q. have been
explained. Some of these are of a purely speculative

character, and involving but httle of practical con-

sequence, whether for good or for evil. But there

is one most pernicious class of errors, which, how-
ever eschewed by the leaders of the various schools,

has seldom failed to characterise the practical

working of the system among the vulgar crowd of

its followers. From the belief of the lofty and
perfect nature of the purely passive state of con-

templation, there is but a single step to the fatal

principle in morals, that in this subhme state of con-

templation all external things become indifterent to

the soul, which is thus absorbed in God ; that good
works, the sacraments, prayer, are not necessary, and
hardly even compatible with the repose of the soid

;

nay, that so complete is the self-absorption, so inde-

pendent is the sold of corporeal sense, that the

most criminal representations and movements of the

sensitive part of the soul, and even the external

actions of the body, fad to afiect the contemplating

soul, or to impress it with their debasing influence.

These results will be found detailed imder some of the

heads named above. The chief Quietist sects have

been the Messalians or Euchites, in the 4th c. ; the

Bo^omili, in the 1 1th c. ; the Beghards and Beguines,

in the loth c. ; the Hesychasts, in the East, about

the same jieriod ; the Brethren of the Free Spirit,

in the 14th c. ; Michael Molinos, in the 17th c.

;

anci others of less note.

QUILIMA'NE, a seaport of Eastern Africa, in

the Portuguese territory of Mozambique, stands

about 15 mdes from the mouth of the river of the

same name. The town itself, or viUage, stands

on a large, moist mudbauk (in any part of which
water can be found by digging two feet deep), sur-

rounded by mango-bush and marsh. The climate is

unhealthy in an eminent degree. The bar at the

harbour is extremely dangerous, and the volume of

water is so small, that the bed of the small stream

which communicates between the Quilimane and

the Zambesi (q. v.) is dry for at least nine months
in the year. During the dry season, trade is carried

on by land-carriage. Pop. about 15,000, including

the inhabitants of the coimtry in the immeiliate

\-icinity of the town.

QUILLA'IA, a genus of plants of the natural

order Posacece, the tyi^e of a tribe called Quillaica;

with herbaceous calyx-tube, capsidar fruit, and

seeds winged at the apex. The sub-order is remark-

able for saponaceous secretions. The barks of some
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species of QuUtaia, as Q. saponaria and Q. BrasUl-

ensis, are used in South America, under the name of

QuUlai, as a substitute for soap. They contain a
substance closely allied to Sa2>oiii?ie.

QUILLED, in Heraldry, a term used in de-

scribinc; a feather, to indicate that the quill differs

in tinctm'C from the rest.

QUILLS, the large feathers of the wings of birds,

the hoUow tubes of which, being properly cleaned

of all oily or fatty matter, and dried, are used for

making pens to write with. The exact time of

their introduction to use for this purpose is not

known. Those plucked from geese are most gener-

ally used, but SW.1U and turkey-quills are not

uucommou; and for very fine writing, and for pen-

and-ink drawing, crow-quills are preferred to ad
others. At one time, the collection and preparation

of quills formed a very large and important branch

of commerce ; but the introduction of metallic pens

has reduced it to very small limits. The following

are the chief kinds sold by the dealers, and the list

gives a correct indication of the sources of supply :

iSwan-quills, Iceland, &c. ; English goose-quills, Irish

goose-quiUs, Hudson's Bay goose-qiidls, Dutch goose-

quills, St Petersburg goose-quiUs, Piiga goose-quills,

Turkey goose-quills, British crow-quills, duck-quills.

Our imports amount to nearly 30,000,000 per annum,
the value of which is about £25,000. Those of the

swan fetch the highest price, or about four guineas

per thousand ; whilst the best goose-quiUs rarely

exceed 20 shillings. After they have been care-

fidly scraped and cleaned, the drying is effected

by gentle heat in ovens, by wliich they acquire a
necessary brittlencss in a longitudinal direction.

This is most important, as, without this property,

we coidd not make the fine slit, upon which the

whole working character of the pen depends.

QUI'LTOK, a fistulous wound about the top of

the horse's foot, results from treads, pricks, or

neglected corns, which lead to the formation of

matter underneath the hoof. Any dead horn,

matter, or other cause of irritation must be sought
for by cutting away the hoof. A free opening
must be jirovided for the egress of any pent-up
matter. Poidticiug for a few days is often usefid

;

whilst healing may afterwards be expedited by
the injection of any mild astringent lotion. The
powerful caustics so frequently used, cause much
unnecessary pain, and often aggravate the evil.

QUIMPER, an old town of France, capital of

the dejiartment of Finist&re, is prettily situated on
the Odet, about 9 miles from its mouth, and about
35 miles south-east of Brest. Its cathetlral, a
st.ately and richly-carved and ornamented edilice,

commenced in 1424, is the principal building.

Potteries are in operation, as well as tanyards,
breweries, &c. ; and sardine-fishing is actively

carried on. Pop. (ISGl) 9979.

QUIN, JA5IES, a celebrated actor of Irish descent,
was born in London, 24th February 1(593, and made
his first appearance on the stage in 1714 at Dublin
as Abel in The Committee. Shortly after, he pro-
ceeded to London, where he was engaged at Drury
Lane, but for quite inferior parts. In 1716, how-
ever, the sudden illness of a leading actor led to
Q.'s being called on to sustain the character of
Bajazet in the once famous play of Tamerlane.
His success was marked. Next year, he exchanged
Drnry Lane for INIr Piich's theatre at Lincoln's Inn
Fields, where he remained as a principal actor 17
years. Not long after leaving the former place, he
had the misfortune to kill a brother-actor, Wr
Bowen, in a duel—a circumstance which clouded
his reputation for a while. The only really fine

parts w^hich he seems to have played were Captain

Macheath in the Ber/pars' Opera, and Falstaff in
the Merrij Wives of Windsor. In 1734—1735, he
returned to Drury Lane Theatre, ' on such terms,'

says Gibber, ' as no hired actor had before received ;

'

and from this date nutU the ajipearance of Garrick
in 1741, he was, by universal consent, the first actor
in England. Q. was by no means pleased at the
rising fame of Garriek, and sarcastically expressed
his chagrin by declaring that ' Garrick was a new
religion, and that Whitefield was followed for a
time ; but they would aU come to church again.'

In this, however, he was mistaken. In 1751, ho
withcbew from the stage as a hired actor, though
he continued at intervals to give his services for
benevolent piu'poses, and fixed his residence at
Bath, where he died January 21, 1706. In after-

dinner conversation, he was a coarse but capital

story-teller, and many of his jests are stUl in vogue.

QUINCE {Ctjdonia), a genus of trees and shrubs
of the natural order Bosacecc, sub-order Pomeie,
nearly allied to Pi/rtis, with which many botanists
have united it, but distinguished by having many
instead of two seeds in each cell, and by their very
mucilaginous nature. The CosmoN Q. {C. vuUjaris),

a native of the south of Europe and temperate
parts of Asia, is a low tree, with generally tortuous
branches ; ovate, entire, deciduous leaves, which are
downy on the under side ; and rather large, whitish

Common Quince (Cydonia vulgaris).

flowers, which are solitary at the extremity of young
branches. The fruit is in some varieties globose

;

in others, pear-shaped, of a rich yellow or orange
colour, with a strong smell. It is hard and austere,

but when stewed with sugar, becomes extremely
l)leasant, and is much used in this way either by
itself, or to impart a flavour to apple-pies. It

is also much used for making a preserve called

Quince Marmalade. A debcious beverage, some-
what resembling cider, is made from it. The seeds
readily give out their mucilage to water, so that
they turn 40 or 50 times their weight of water into

a substance as thick as syrup. Q. mucilage, or Q.
gum, Cijdonin, is allied to Bassorin, but difl'ers from
it in being readily soluble in water, whilst it differs

also in some particulars from Arabin. See Gum.—
The Q. was cultivated by the ancient Greeks and
Piomans, and is at the present day cultivated in

the south of Europe, in England, and generally in
temperate climates. In Scotland, the fruit seldom
ripeus except on a wall.—The Japanese Q.
(C. Japonica, better known by its older name,
Pijrus Japonica), a low bush, a native of Japan,
Ijut perfectly liardy in Britain, is often to be
seen trained agauist walls, being very ornamental
from the profusion of its beautifiil flowers.

QUI'NCY, a city of Illinois, U.S., on the east
bank of the Mississippi Eiver, 160 miles north of
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St Louis, is handsomely built on a high bluff, and
has a large trade by the river, railway connections

with Chicago, Toledo, &c., extensive manufactures,
three banks, live newspapers, and twenty-one
churches. Pop. in 1860, 13,718.

QTJIJfCY, Josi.\H, an American lawyer, orator,

and man o£ letters, and son of Josiah Quiucy, a

distinguished orator of the devolution, was born at

Boston, February i, 1772; graduated at Harvard
College, 1790 ; studied the profession of law ; took
an active interest in pohtics as a leading member of

the Federal jiarty in New England ; entered Con-
gress in 1S05, where he became distinguished as a
ready, earnest, and fervent orator, in opposition to

the policy of Jefferson and Madison. He was one
of the earhest to denounce slavery in Congress, and
declared that the pm'chase of Louisiana was a

s\itEcient cause for the dissolution of the union.

Disgusted with the triumph of the democratic
party and the war of 1812, he declined a re-election

to Congress, and devoted his attention to scientific

agricidture. He became, however, a member of the

senate of Massachusetts, and in 1S22, Judge of the
Municipal Court of Boston. In 1823, he was elected

Mayor of Boston; and in 182D accepted the post of

President of Harvard College, which he held until

1S45. Among his published works are a IMemoir of

his father, 1823; Hlstortj of Harvard Uniuersiti/,

1840; History of Ike Boston Athenwum, 1851 ; The
Municipal History of the Town and City of Boston,
1852 ; Life of John Quincy Adams, 1858 ; Essays on
the SoiUnr; of Cattle, 1859. Born befoi'e the Ameri-
can Picvolution, in which his father took an active

and distinguished part, he lived to denounce the

secession of the Confederate States in ISGO, and
urge on the war for their subjugation. He died at

Boston, Jidy 3, 18G-1-.—His sou, "Edmund Quincy, is

a distinguished author and orator, and active

member of the Abolitionist party.

QTJINET, Edgak, a French author, was born at

Bourg, in the department of Ain, 17th Febru.ary
1803, and studied at Lyon and Paris. He made
his literary debut at the age of 20 by his TaUettes du
Juif Errant, after which his love of philosophy and
mystic reverie led him to Germany. He studied at
Heidelberg, and on his return to France published
a translation of Herders Ideen zur Philoso})hie der
Geschichte der MenscMieit, so well executed, that
Cousin signalised it as le debut Wun ijrand ecrivain.

From this early period dates his intimate friend-

ship with Michelet (q. v.), the result of a community
of feeling and belief. Q. was a member of the
scientitic commission sent to the Morea in 182S,
and while there, gathered materials for his Grece
Modcrne et ses Itapports avec I'Antiquite (Par.

1830). Although his poUtical enthusiasm was
extremely ardent, he continued unabated his learned
literary labours ; and after the July revolution,

became a contributor to the Revue des Deux Mondes.
From 1838 to 1842, he held the chair of Foreign
Literature at Lyon, where his lectures on the
ancient civilisations excited a profoimd interest.

From this situation he passed to the chair of Litle-

ratures Meridionales at the College of France,
expressly instituted for him by M. Villemain ; and
here, in company with Michelet, he assailed the
Jesuits with a keen, earnest, epigrammatic eloquence
that startled the chiefs of that body, and made
even the government nervous, who knew the jieril

of being exposed to their secret hostility. In 1846,

Q. was sUeuoed. He threw himself eagerly into

the Ileform agitation that brought about the revo-

lution of 1S4S, and was elected a member of the
Constituent and Legislative assemblies, where he
always voted with the Extreme Left ; but was

expelled from France, after the 2d of December. He
has since resided at Brussels. Q.'s principal works
are Allemaijne et Italie (Par. 1839); Histuire de la

Pocsie Epiqae (1836—1837) ; Examen de la Vie de
Jesus de Stratiss (1838); Le Genie des Meliiyions

(1843) ; Les Revolutions d'Italie (3 vols. 1852)

;

Histoire de mes Idees (1S58) ; Merlin VEnchauteur
(1861); La Campa;ine de 1815 (2 vols. 1862). In
1S5S he superintended, with the help of his friends,

Daniel Slanm, Ary Scheffer, and others, an edition

of his (Eurres Comjilitzs in 11 vols.

QUI'NIA, or QUIiSflNE, and the other Cinchona
Alkaloids. In the barks of the different varieties

of Cinchona which are employed in the treatment
of disease, several alkaloids or organic bases occur

in combination with quinio and quinotannic acids.

Of these bases, the most important are quinia and
cinchonia, each of which is accompanied by (or

connected with) two isomeric bases, termed respec-

tively Quinidine ani Quinicine, and Cinchonidine and
Cinchonicine ; and besides these, a base termed
Aricine or Cinchovatine occurs in the bark of Cin-

chona ovata. We shall describe (1) the chemical

characters, and (2) the therapeutic action of these

alkaloids.

1. Quinia (C4,,H,,4N„Oj) is characterised by the
following properties. It crystallises mth six atoms
of water, in the form of silky needles, from an
ethereal or alcoholic solution allowed to evaporate

spontaneously in a cool place ; but when thrown
down from acid solutions, it forms a white curdy
precipitate. It is comparatively insoluble in water,

requiring about 200 parts of boihug water for its

solution, but dissolves readdy in alcohol and in

ether, and in water acidulated mth a miuer.al acid.

It has an intensely bitter taste, which is chiefly

perceived at the back of the mouth ; it has a well-

marked alkaline reaction. It combines with acids,

and forms both neutral and acid salts, most of which
are capable of crj'staUisation, and all of which possess

its own bitter taste. Of these salts, the acid ones

are far the most soluble.

The most important of its salts is the neutral

sulphate, represented by the formida CjoH^jNoO^,

H0,S03 -I- 7Aq. (It was formerly termed the disul-

phate, tiU Strecker shewed that the correct formula

for quinia was CjdH^jNjOj, and not C2i,H]..N0;.) It

crj'Stallises in long snow-white silky neetUes, spar-

ingly soluble in water (yet imparting to it a peculia'r

bluish tint), but dissolving freely m diluted sulphuric

acid and in alcohol. The ncid sulphate, CjuH^jN^Oj,
2(H0,S0j), is also crystallisable, and the crystals,

when dried for some time at a temper.ature of 212%
are phosphorescent. Its solution, or an acidulated

solution of the former salt, exhibits the phenomena
of Eluorescence (q. v.) in a strildng manner. On
heating a solution of suljih.ato of quinia with strong

acetic acid, and adding, cb-op by drop, an alcoholic

solution of iodine to the hot solution, we obtain

crystals of a compound represented by the formula

C_|(,H,,jN.pj,2(HO,S03) 4- 10 Aq. These crystals,

which are formed in large flat rectangular plates,

present very reni.arkable optical properties, polar-

isuig light as perfectly as plates of tourmaline.

This alkaloid may be obtained from several species

of cinchona, but is most abundant in the yellow bark

{0. cardifolia). The pulverised bark is boiled with
water containing 1 per cent, of oil of vitriol, which
dissolves the bases that are present ; the solution is

precipitated by carbonate of soda, and the quinia

(with the other alkaloids) extracted from the pre-

cipitate by ether. For various methods of obtain-

ing the sulphate of qmnia on a large scale for

medicinal piirposes, we must refer the reader to

Pereiras Materia Medica, 4th edition, vol. 2, part

2, Tip. 147— 149, and the British Fliarmaco)jaia, p.

63
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315. The mother liqviid from which sulphate of

quinia has been olitaiued, contains a considerable

quantity of a resinous amorphous substance known
as Quinokline, wliich, when treated with other,

yields crystals of Qiiinldine (C.,„H;,N.Oj + 4Aq), a

base isonioric with quinia, from which again is

derived another isomeric base, Quimciiie.

Clnchonia (G^f,\i„^.,0.j crystallises in compara-
tively larj;o quadrilateral prisms, which are anhy-

drous. It is less soluble in alcohol than quinia, and is

insohd-de in ether, and this difference of solubdity

affords the means of separatinc; these two alkaloids.

With acids it forms two series of salts similar to,

but more soluble than, those of quinia. These salts

are intensely bitter, and possess (although in a less

powerfid degree) the same therapeutic properties as

those of quinia. In certain varieties of cinchona

bark, a crj'stalline alkaloid named Cinchonidine,

isomeric with einchonia, occurs. On exposing its

salts, or those of cinehorua, to a higli temperature,
eorresjionding salts of Cliiclioiiiclne are formed.

The last-named substance has the same composition

as the two preceding ones, and is precipitated from
its salts in the form of a resinous mass. Cinchouia
and its isomeric allies are most aViundant iu the

pale Peruvian Bark {Cinchona condam'mia). The
method of obtaining einchonia is ])recisely the same
as that for obtaining quinia. When both bases are

present, they may be separated by converting them
into sulphates ; the salt of quiuia is the least soluble,

and crystallises first.

The relations of the above-described alkaloids to

polarised light have been carefully studied by
Pasteur, and are very remarkable. Their respective

effects on the plane of polarisation are as follow :

Quiuia produces a powerful left-handed rotation

;

quinidine produces a powerful right-handed rota-

tion
;

quinicine produces a feeble right-handed
rotation ; einchonia produces a powerful right-

handed rotation ; cinchonidine produces a powerful
left-handed rotation ; cinchoniciue produces a feeble

right-handed rotation. The action of these alkaloids

thus affords an excellent illustration of the import-
ance of circular pol.arisation as an aid to chemical
analysis.*

2. The only preparations of the above-described
alkaloids included in the Brillsh Pharmacopceia are
the Siilp/iate of Quinia, the Compound Tincture of
Quinia (which is merely a solution of the sulphate
in tincture of orange-peel in the proportion of one
grain to a fluid drachm), and the Citrate of Iron
and Quinia. Sulphate of quinia is a pre)iaration
which, from its expense (about 12 shillings an
ounce), is always liable to adulteration ; and speci-
mens containing gypsum, chalk, magnesia, gum,
stareh, boracic and stearic acids, sugar, salieine, and
sulphate of einchonia, are not unfrequently met
with. The first live may be detected by their
insolubility in alcohol; boracic acid by the gi-een
tinge which it gives to the alcoholic flame ; stearic
acid by its insolubility in dilute acids ; sugar by its

solubility in cold water ; sahcine by the udcbtiou of
oil of vitriol, which turns it red ; and the suljihate
of einchonia by precipitating the suspected speci-
mens by liquor ammonia!, and then adding ether,
when the quiuia will be cbssolved, but the einchonia
will flo.at between the two liquids. (This test for
cinchouia is recommended by the French govern-
ment, who refuse to allow the sale of sulphate of
quinia containing more than three per cent, of ein-
chonia.) The most important use of sulphate of

* MM. de Vry and Alhiard liave just published a
Scport, m which tlicy state that the polaroscope
reveals the presence of impurities in quinia when too
small to be detected by any cheiuical process.
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quinia is in the treatment of intermittent fever, for

which it may be regarded as a specific. Various
nervous affections, especially if they assume a
periodical character, are successfully treated by it—

•

as, for example, neuralgia, chorea, certain forms o£

headache, &c. In numerous forms of dyspepsia,
debility, and cachexia, there is no single remedy
more effectual than the citrate of iron and quinia.

The ordinary dose of the sulphate is from one to
three grains, but in ague it may be given in far

larger doses.* It may be jirescribed in the form of

pills made with conserve of roses, or as mixture,
in which case a little sulphuric acid should be
added to render it soluble. In large doses, as from
10 to 20 grains or more, it excites the nervous
.system, giving rise to headache, buzzing of the ears,

bUndness, giddiness—a group of symptoms collec-

tively known as Quininism; and several deaths are
recorded as arising from its administration in exces-
sive doses. The average dose of the citrate of iron
and quinia is 5 grains, which may be given in a
glass of sherry. Quinoidine (also termed Amorphous
Quinine) seems to be as efficient a tonic as sulphate
of quinia, but not to have so great an anti-periodic

power, and hence not to be so serviceable iu

intermittent fever, &e. Quinidine possesses the
medicinal properties of quiuia. Pereira and other
phy.sicians have found that its sulphate is equally
serviceable with that of quinia, both as a tonic and
a febrifuge ; and the action of Quinicine is similar

to that of quinoidine. Cinchonia appears to act
precisely the same as quinia, while Cinchonidine
and Cinchonicine are of little therapeutic value.

Quinia is emidoyed not merely iu the cure of

disease, but for the preservation of the health, when
the sy.stem is exposed to certain noxious influences.

Its value as a means of guarding the system from
the attack of intermittent fever is so generally

recognised, that our Admiralty regulations require
that every man should take quinia when the ship is

within a certain distance of the east and west coast

of Africa, and that it should be regularly continued
in eight-gi'ain doses every morning to those engaged
in boat-cruising along the coasts or on the rivers or
Creoles. The antlior of ' A Visit to the Cities and
Camps of the Confederate States,' in Blackwood's
Maijazine for January 1865, observes, that formerly
it was considered certain death to sleep out for one
night on James's Island, opposite Charlestou, during
the malaria season ; and now thousands of men are

quartered on it. Last year (18()3), when the taking
of quinia was optional, there was a great deal of

fever ; this year, all are compelled to take their

dose regulaidy every morning, and they are very
healthy. It would appear, however, that quinia is

not equally efficacious in gu.arding the system
against all forms of intermittent fever, for Mr
Jlellor, surgeon-naturalist iu medical charge of

Dr Livingstone's Zambesi expedition, found a glass

of rum given at sunrise to be 'a far better prophy-
lactic ' than quinia iu the fever of East Central
Africa.

QUI'NISEXT (Lat. quinque, five, and sex, six),

the name given to a council which, being regarded as

a sort of supplement of the fifth and sixth geuerals,

* Mr Desvignes (in a Memoir coimnmiicated on
January 10, 1SG5, to the Eoyal Medical and Chirurgical
Society) advocates the administration of solutions of
quinia by subcutaneous injection. The solution he
employed was a grain and a half in 15 drops of water,
acidulated witli a drop of dUute nitric acid. With this

he successfully treated several hundred cases of inter-
mittent fever in the district of Tuscany, known as the
* Maremma,' in many of which the use of quinia and
arsenic, administered in the ordinaiy way, had faffed to
effect a cm'e.
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is called by a title which appears to combine both.

In the game view, it is called by the Greeks pen-

thekle (from pente, five, and hfcte, sixth). The fifth

Cencral council, held in 553, on the subject of the

Three Chapters (q. v.), enacted no canons of disci-

jjline. In like manner, the sixth, held against the

Monothelites in 661), was confined almost entirely

to doctrinal decisions. In order to supply the

want, a numerous body of bishops, 211 in number,
assembled in 692, in a hall of the imperial palace

at Constantinople, called the Trullus. It was a

purely oriental council, and not only was not

approved by the Western Church and the pope,

but was almost immediately reprobated. Its

decrees are purely disciplinary ; and it is chiefly

important as being the council in which was laid

down the broad distinction between the legislation

of the East and that of the West on the subject of

clerical celibacy. The Q. council, while prohibiting

the marriage of any one who is in priest's orders,

permits a married man to receive after marriage
the order of subdeacon, deacon, or priest, but not

of bishop. Against this, the Homan pontiffs vigor-

ously protested. Another peculiar canon of this

synod 57th) prohibits fasting on Saturday, even
though in Lent. On these and other points of

difference in discijiline, no agreement has taken
place between the churches down to the present

time.

QUINOA {Chenopodium Quinoa), an annual
plant, a native of Chili and the high table-l.".nd of

Jlexico. It much resembles some of the British

si'ecies of Chenopodium (q. v.), has an erect stem,

with ovate, angulato-toothed leaves, the younger
ones pulverulent, and panicles much crowded and
branched. In the countries in which it is indigen-

ous, it is much cultivated for its seeds, which
form the principal food of the inhabitants. The
meal made from some varieties of the seed has a

somewhat peculiar Uavour, but it is very nutritious.

Q. meal resembles that of oats in not becoming
elastic and tenacious when mixed with water, and
like oatmeal, can only be made into cakes, not

into leavened bread. The plant is sometimes
cultivated in our gardens for its leaves, which are

a good substitute for spinach.

QUINQUAGE'SIMA SUNDAY (Lat.

fiftieth), the Sunday immediately preceduig Ash-
Wednesday.

QUINQUE'NNIAL PRESCRIPTION, a period

of five years allowed by the law of Scotland within
which payment of sums on all bargains concerning
movables, arrears of rent in some leases, multures,

ministers' stipends, arrestments, must be enforced.

QUI'NQTJEREMES, vessels with five banks of

oars, however arranged (see Trireme), may be
regarded as the first-rates of the ancient navies.

The Greek states used them after the death of

Alexander, and the Carthaginians a little later. A
Carthaginian vessel of this class served during the

first Punic War as a model to the Romans, who
built 100 on the coast of Bruttii in the year 266
B.C., and thenceforward maintained fleets of such
ships. According to Polybins, a quinquereme
carried 300 seamen and 120 soldiers.

QUI'NSY, or COMMON INFLAMMATORY
SOKE THROAT, known also as CY.\-.i.NCUE Ton-
sillaris and Tonsillitis, is an inflammatory affec-

tion of the substance of the Tonsils (q. v.). The
inflammation is, however, seldom limited to these
glands, but extends to the uvula, the soft palate, the

pliarynx, and not uufrequently the salivary glands.

The disease usually manifests itself by difficulty in

swallowing, and a sense of heat and discomfort in

the throat, often amounting to considerable pain.
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On examination, the throat at first exhibits un-
natural redness, with enlargement of one or both
tonsils. The uvula is enlarged and elongated

;

its end either dropping do-svn into the pharynx,
and by exciting the sensation of a foreign body,
giving rise to much irritation, or else adhering
to one of the tonsils. The tongue is usually furred,

and the pulse rapid, and there are the ordinary
symptoms of that form of constitutional disturbance
kno%vn as inflammatory fever. The inflammation
terminates either in resolution (if the attack is not
severe, and yields readily to treatment) or in sup-

puration, which may be detected by the occurrence
of slight rigors, and by the increased softness of the
enlarged tonsil. The matter which is discharged
has a very fetid smell, and the fetor is often the
first indication of the rupture. The pain almost
entirely ceases with the discharge of matter, and
recovery is then rapid. The disease is usually at

its height in about a week after the manifestation

of the first symptoms, and it almost invariably

terminates favourably. The ordinary exciting

cause of this disease is exposure to cold, especially

when the body is warm and perspiring ; and certain

persons (or even famihes) are so subject to it that

slight exposure is almost sure to induce it.

The disease may sometimes be cut short if, at Its

very commencement, a sharp purgative (as, for

example, compomid infusion of senna with Epsom
salts) be admuustered, followed up almost immedi-
ately by an emetic of a scruple of ipecacuanha with
a grain of tartar emetic. The patient should remain
in the house (or in cold weather, even in bed), and
should be kept on low non-stimulating diet. A
stimulating liniment, such as the compound camphor
liniment, should be applied to the outside of the

throat, and the neck should be surrounded with a
piece of flannel. In mild cases, the above described

treatment is sufficient. In more severe cases, the

patient may gargle frequently with hot water, or

milk and water, or, which is better, may inhale the

vapour of boiling water. Blistering and leeching

will sometimes give rehef, but if suppuration is once

established, they do harm rather than good. If the

tonsils are very much enlarged, they should be
pricked with a lancet made expressly for the pur-

pose.

Dr Trench, in his Enrjlish Past and Present, gives

quinsy (or quinsey, as he spells it) as an example of

the gradual recasting of a foreign word into a new
English moiffd. The Greek word cynanche was the

origin of the French esquinancie, which entered the

English language as squinancy, became squinzei/ in

the time of Jeremy Taylor, and has now softened

down to quinsy or quinsey.

QUI'NTAIj, a French weight corresponding to

the Eng. ' hundredweight,' was equal to 100 pounds
(livres) ; on the introduction of the metrical system,

the same name was employed to designate a weight
of 100 kilogrammes (see Ge.imme). The metrical

quintal is thus more than twice as lieavy as the old

one, being equivalent to about 204J- livres.

QUINTAN A, Manuel Jose, surnamed the
' Spanish Tj-rt.Tus,' was born at Madrid, 11th April

1772, studied at Salamanca, and established himself

as an advocate in his native city, where his house
became a resort of the advanced liberals of the

time. jVmong his earliest productions were his

Odes, which gave him a place in the first rank of

Sparush poets. On the outbreak of the War of

Independence, he made good use of his lyric gift to

stimulate the patriotism of his countrymen, and
otherwise distinguished himself as editor of the
Semenario I'atriolico, and author of the manifestoes

of the insurrectionary jimtus, and of most of the
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officinl statements of the first Cortes. Meanwhile,
lie dill not abandon literature, properly so called.

Besides bis Spanish Plutarch
(
Vidas de. Ion Egpanoles

C'elcljres, Madr. 1807—1831), a work which is reck-

oned one of the finest Spanish classics, he published

one or two tragedies, and an e.xcellent selection of

Castilian ]ioetry (Poesias Selectas CastllUuia,'', .S vols.

Madr. 180S). On the restoration of Ferdinand VII.

in 1814, Q.'s liberalism caused his imprisonment for

six years. On his release in 1820, he was received in.

Madrid with acclamations, and appointed President

of Pnblic Instruction. But his enthusiasm in the

cause of liberty was now consider.ably quenched,

and in its place appeared a spirit of subserrience to

royalty which greatly detracted from his previously

patriotic character. In 1835 ho was reappointed
Bircctor-gencral of Public' Instruction, an office

which he held tiU 1851. He was also made a peer

and a senator, and acted as tutor to the vounc; queen
IsabeUa from 1S40 to 1843. On the 25"th ot'JMarch

1855, Q. was honoured with a public ovation in

Madrid, had a speech made to him by the Cortes,

and a crown of golden laurel placed on his brows by
the hand of IsabeUa herself. He died llth March
1857. Q.'s works are to be found collected in the

JBiUioieca de Autores Espaiioles of Kivadeneyra
(Madr. 1852).—See Kennedy's Modern Poets of
Spain, and Ticknor's History of Spanish Literature.

QUINTE'SSENCE (Lat. quinfa, fifth, essentia,

essence) signifies literally the fifth essence. The
word is of ancient origin, and dates from the time
when it was generally believed that the simple

elements or constituents of bodies were four in

niunber, viz., fire, air, earth, and water, and that

earth was the lowest clement, being grosser than
water, water than air, and air than lire. Some
Pythagorean philosophers, not satisfied that these

four clemeuts or essences sufficed for the composi-
tion of all substances in nature, added to them a
fifth clement or essence, ether, which was supposed
to be more subtle and pure than fire (the highest of

tho four), and was therefore located in the upper-

most regions of the sky. The word ' quiutessence '

Las thus come down to us in the signification of the

most subtle ingredient or extract of any body,
though in ordinary language it is employed in a
figurative sense. See Alcheity.

QUI'NTETT, a musical composition for five

voices, or for five instruments, each of which is

ohligato. The most remarkable quintetts for

stringed instruments are those of Boceherini,

!Mozart, Beethoven, and Onslow ; and for wind
instruments (the flute, oboe, clarionet, horn, and
bassoon), those of Pteicha.

QXJINTI'LIAN (QuiNTiLiANUS, ^I. Faeius) was
born 40 A.D., at Calagurris (the modern Calahorra)
in Spain, and attended in Kome the jireleetions of

Domitius Afer, who died in 59. After this date,

however, he revisited Spain, whence he returned
in GS to Fiome, in the train of Galba, and began
to practise as an advocate, in which capacity liis

reputation became considerable. He was more dis-

tinguished, however, as a teacher than as a jirao-

titioner of the oratorical art, and his instructions

came to be the most eagerly sought after among all

his contemporaries, while among his pupUs he
numbered Pliny the Younger and the two grand-
nephews of Doinitian. As a mark of the emperor's
favour, he was invested with the insignia and title

of cousiU ; while he also holds the distinction of

being the first public teacher who benefited by the
endowment of Ves]>asian, and received a fixed salary

from the imperial exchequer. His professional

career as a teacher of eloquence, commencing prob-

ably with 69, extended over a jieriod of 20 years,

after which he retired into private life, and died
probably about 118. The reputation of Q. in

modern times is based on his great work entitled

De Jnslitutione Oratoria Libri XII., a completo
system of rhetoric, which he dedicates to his friend
Marcellus Victorius, himself a court favourite and
orator of distinction. It was ^vritten (as he tells us
in his preface to his bookseller Trypho) after he had
ceased to be a public teacher ; aud was the fruit of

two years' labour. During its composition, how-
ever, he was still acting, in the lifetime of Domitian,
as tutor to the grand-nejihews of that emperor. In
the first book, he discusses the preliminary training
through which a youth must pass before he can
begin those studies which are requisite for the
orator, and he gives us an elaborate outline of the
mode in which children should be educated in the
interval between the nursery and the final instruc-

tions of the grammarian. The second book treats of

the first principles of rhetoric, and contains an
inquiry into the essential nature of the art. The
subjects of the five following books are invention
and arrangement ; while those of the eighth, ninth,

tenth, and eleventh are composition (embracing the
proper use of figures of speech) and delivery. Tho
last, and, in the author's view, the most imjiortant,

book is devoted to the various requisites for the
formation of a finished orator, such as his manners,
his moral character, his mode of imdertaking, pre-

paring, and conducting causes, the style of eloquence
most advantageous to adopt, the age at which
pleading should be begun, and at which it should be
left off, and other allied topics. The entire work is

remarkable for its sound critical judgments, its

purity of taste, and the perfect familiarity it

exhibits with the literature of oratory. Tho con-
densed survey of Greek and Roman literature with
which the tenth book commences, has always been
admired for its correctness aud animation. The
declamations, amounting to 104, which have been
ascribed to him, are now l>elieved to be spurious, as
they evidently belong to-different authors, and even
dill'erent epochs. Tliere is better ground, however,
for ascribing to him the anonymous Dialoqus de
Oratoribus, often included in editions of Tacitus.

The best editions of Q. are those of Burmanu
(Leyden, 1720) ; and of Spalding and Zumpt (Leip.

179S— 1829).

QUINTIN MATSYS, a celebrated painter of the
early Flemish school. He was born at Antwerp about
1460, and is generally known by the name of the
Blacksmith of Antwerp, from baring followed that
trade in early life. The romantic story so long con-
nected with this artist's name, of his having adopted
the profession of painting in order to obtain tho
hand of a painter's daughter, is founded on nothing
more authentic than the verses of Lampsonius,
affixed to his portrait by .Jerome Cock (1510—1570),
and the inscription on his monument in the cathe-

dral at Antwerp, ' Connubialis Amor de Mulcibere
fecit Apellem.' The fact of his admission into the
painters' fraternity of St Luke in 1491—1492, is

proved by an entry in the register of that body. It

appears from two authentic documents that he was
alive on 8th July 1530, but had died previous to
12th October 1531. In the works of this distin-

guished jiainter, art is exhibited as transitionary
between the style of Van Eyck and Rubens—his

aim being, without neglecting the accessory details,

to give more importance to tho himian figure, and
more unity aud effect to the general composition of

his picture. Albert Durer and Holbein thought
highly of his works ; among them, the best isan
altar-piece with two folding-doors or wings, at one
time in the cathedral, now in the Picture-gallery

at Antwerp, aud one of the chcfs-d'ccuvre of that
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collection. It is specially referred to by Sir Joshua
Eeynolds in liis Notes on bis Tour through Flanders

and Holland. Q. M. vas on intimate terms with
Erasmus, Sir Thomas More, and Petrus iEgidius.

]Many elaljorate specimens of ornamental iron-work
are attributed to this artist ; but from the facts

connected with his career as a painter, it may be

inferred that he merely furnished designs for the

works in iron referred to.

QUI'NTIN, or QUINTAINE, was an instrument
uscil in the ancient practice of tilting on horseback

with the lance. It consisted of au upright post,

Ancient Quintin at Offham, Kent.

siUTOOunted by a cross-bar turning on a pivot,
which had at one end a tiat board, at the other a
bag of sand. The object of the tilter was to strike
the board at such speed that the rider was past
before the bag of sand, as it whirled round, could
hit him on the back.

QUI'NTUPLET, in ]Music, a rhythmical group
of five notes, formed of a note divided into five
instead of its proper complement of four parts ; the
livo notes having collectively the value usually
expressed by four such notes. Thus, the five semi-

quavers of the group

equivalent ill value to one crotchet, or four ordinary
semiquavers.

QUI'NTUS CU'RTIUS RU'FUS, the Roman his-
torian, flourished probably in the time of Vespasian ;

while a less plausible conjecture represents him as
having lived in the reign of Coustantine. Nothing
further is known, or can even bo fairly surmised
regarding his life. His work entitled De Rebus
(Ji:dis Alcxandi-i Mar/ni Uegis Maadonum, consisted
of ten books ; but of these the first two aro lost,

and the other eight are occasionally imperfect. Its
style is flowing and ornate, but it wants the pure
Latinity of Cicero, and the simplicity of Cassar.
Along with the Greek history of Arrian, it forms our
most valuable source of information respeotmg the

military career of Alexander the Great, although it

is not entirely free from geographical, chronological,

and strategical blunders. The best edition is that
of Zumpt (Brunswick, 1S49).

QUIRE (Fr. cahicr), of paper, consists of twenty-
four sheets, each doubled once, and one placed within
the other.

QUim'NXJS was, among the Sabines (and ac-

cording to lUommson, among the Latins also), a
surname of Mars, and is probably derived from the
Latin word qidiis, a spear. It is therefore equivalent
to the ' Spear-bearer.' According to the ancient
legend, the name was first given to Romulus (q. v.),

as the son of Mars, after his apotheosis, and the
festival instituted in his honour was called the
Quirinalia.—The Quirinal (Lat. Collls Quirinalis),

is one of the seven hills on which ancient Rome
stood, and, next to the Palatine and Capitoline, the
oldest and most famous quarter of the city. It lies

due north of the Palatine, and its western slope
looks down on the Campus J\Iartius, which stretches
from its base to the banks of the Tiber. According
to the ancient legend, it was the seat of the S.abine

portion of the mixed population of early Rome

;

but this idea is strongly combated by Mommscn,
who rejects as a 'baseless speculation' the 'etymo-
logico-historical hjqiothesis started by Varro, and,
as usual, unanimously echoed by Latin writers,
that the Latin quirts and Qulrinus are akin to the
Sabine town Cures, and that the Quirinal Hill
accordingly had been peopled from Cm-es' (History

of Home, vol. i.). The most notable structures on
the Quirinal were The Temple of Quiriims, said to
have been built by Nunia in honour of Ilomulus,
The Temples of Flora, Scilus, ForLuna, and Sol.
Here, also, were the famous
Gardens of Sallust (Horll
Sallusliani), the Circus Florce,

the Circus Sallustii, the Baths
of Diocletian, and the Prae-

torian Camp.

QUIRK, a small angle or
recess between mouldings (as

at q). It is much used in
Greek and Gothic architecture, and sometimes in
Roman.

QUI'SCALUS, a genus of birds of the family
Stiimidce, having the taU longer than in the star-
lings (Slurnus), and graduated—the middle feathers
longest—its sides turned up. From this last char-
acter, some of the species are often called Boat-tail.
The Great Boat-tail, or Great Crow Blackbird {Q.
major), a bird about IG or 17 inches long, is common
in the southern parts of North America.—More
commnu, and indeed abnudaut in all parts of the
United States, is the PnEPLE Gkakle, or Ckow
Blackbikd {Q. versicolor), a bird about twelve
inches in length, tail included ; black, with reflec-
tions of blue, violet, &c. Vast flocks of this
species are to be seen at the seasons of migration in
some parts of North America. Its migrations
extend to very northern regions in summer. It is

to bo found in Louisiana at aU seasons. Its depre-
dations in fields of maize and other kinds of grain,
make it an object of especial dislike to North
American farmers. Its flesh is ch-y and coarse,
although often used for food; Init its eggs are
esteemed a delicacy.

QUITCH. See Couch Grass.

QUI TAM actions are actions so called in the
law of England from the first words of the old
form of declaration by which informers sue for
penalties, the plaintiif describing himself as suing
as well for the crown as for himself, the penalty
being divided between himself and the crown.

C7
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QUI'TO, the capital of Ecuador (q. v.), and of a

province of the same name, stands between two

parallel ranges of the Andes, on the east side of the

volcano of Picliiucha (q. v.), at an elevation of 0492

foot above the sea, and in lat. 0° 15' S., long. 78° 45'

W. Its site, in the niitUt of mountains, is very

uneven ; its appearance, however, is picturesque,

and its beautiful environment of mountains, together

with its clear, healthy, and temperate chmate,

averaging C0° Fahr., and described as an eternal

spring, make it one of the most charming cities of

South America. From the hills in the vicinity, a

beautiful panoramic view, embracing eight icy peaks

of the Andes, may be obtained ; and to the south of

the city extends the lovely vaUey of Chillo, laid out

in g.ardens. The chief edifices are built of stone, the

others of adobes, or sun-dried bricks, covered with

tiles. Q. contains many churches, monasteries,

convents, two hospitals, two colleges, and sever.al

plazas or squares. By the earthquake of March
IS59, most of the then existing chm-ches, convents,

and government buildings, as well as many private

residences, were thrown down, property to tlic value

of 3,000,000 dollars was destroyed, and mauy lives

lost. From this calamity, the city has in great part

recovered. Q. is the seat of the only archbishop in

the coiuitry, and of the government. Coarse cotton

and woollen goods and jewoUery are manufactured,

and the trade in grain, indigo, metals, and hquors

is extensive. Pop. 80,000.

The most important events in the history of Q.

are mentioned in the articles Ecu-VDOR and Peru
(q. v.).

QUIT RENT is the small rent which is payable

by the tenants of old manors, by which they go
quid and free. In old records, it is called white

rent, because it was paid in silver money, as

distinguished from corn rents.

QUGIKT (Fr. coir/ne, from Lat. cuneus = Gr.

ffonia) is generally a wedge or an angle. In

artillery, the quoin is a wedge inserted beneath the

breech of a gnu, for raising or depressing the muzzle.

Tlio Armstrong gun is elevated by a screw instead

of a quoin ; but considering the rough service of

actual warfare, it is doubtful whether the clumsier

quoin is not more to be depended on. Quoins on

shipboard are wedges used to prevent casks from
damaging each other.

Quoin, in Architecture, is one of the stones

forming the solid corner of a building. Where the

work is of brick or small materials, the cjuoins are

usually of ashlar. They sometimes project, and are

moidded, when they are called ' Rustic Quoins.' See

RUSTICI-TION.

QUOITS, a game much practised by the working
classes in the mining districts of Great Britain,

seems to have been derived from the ancient game
of 'throwing the discus,' which was such a favourite

amusement of the Greeks and Romans. The discus

was a circular jilate of stone or metal, 10—12 inches

in diameter, and was hold by its further edge with
the right hand, so as to lean upon the fore-arm,

and was cast with a swing of the arm, aided by a

tw-ist of the whole body. It was generally thrown
edge foremost, and upwards at an angle of 45°, so

as to give it as great a range as possible, and the

player who threw it furthest was the winner.
Similar to this game was the 'throwing of the

solos,' a heavy spherical mass of stone or iron,

])erforatod through the centre, to admit a rope or

thong, by the aid of which it was thi'own. lu this
Is

Quoit.

Hob.

game also, the furthest throw was the successful

one. It is still practised by the mountaineers of

the Appenzell, in Switzerland. The game of quoits

differs very considerably from both
of these. A quoit is a flattish

ring of iron, generally from S.j to

9J inches in external diameter,

and between 1 and 2 inches in

breadth. It is convex on the upper
side, and slightly concave on the
under, so that the outer edgo
curves downwards, and is sharp
enough to stick into the ground.
The mode of playing is as

foUows : Two jiins, called 'hobs,' are driven into the

ground from 18 to 24 yards apart ; and the players,

who are divided into two parties, stand at

one hob, and in regidar succession tlirow

their quoits (of which each player has two)
as near to the other hob as they can. The
points are counted as in bowls or in curling.

'To facilitate the sticking of the quoits at

the point where they strike the ground, a
' clay end '—that is, a flat circle of clay,

about 1 or 2 inches in thickness, and II

foet in radius— is placed round each hoi).

This requires to be kept moist, and should
have sawdust strewed over it. The quoit,

when to be thrown, is grasped with tlie

right hand by one side, and pitched with
an upward and forward jerk of the hand and arm,
which give it a whirling motion, and cause it to strike

the ground with its edge. Professional jjlayers

acquire such dexterity in this game, that they can
very frequently ' ring ' their quoit—that is, land it

so that the quoit surrounds the hob.

QUO'RRA. See Niger.

QUO'BUM (Lat. quorum, of whom) is a legal

term, denoting a certain specified numl)er out of a

larger number as entitled or bound to act for certain

jiurposes. Thus, in statutes appoin'iing commis-
sioners or trustees of a public worlc, it was usual to

name a certain number of the whole body as sulh-

cient to discharge the business, when it may bo
inconvenient for all to attend. In Scotland, the

word is commonly used in reference to trustees

appointed under trust settlements, when one or two
individuals, either in point of number, or for some
personal reason, must concur in formal acts. In
England, the word is now seldom used except in

regard to justices of the peace. It was an ancient

practice of the crown to select a few of the justices,

generally the most skilled in the law, and designate

them as ' of the quorum,' so as to secure their pre-

sence on certain occasions when peculiar business

requiring skill was to be done. This selection, how-
ever, by degrees came to be considered invidious;

and by statutes of George II. and George 111., it

w.as expressly enacted that things which formerly

required to be done only by justices of the quorum,
might be done by ordinary justices. And latterly,

the crown has made all the justices justices of the

quorum, so as to put them all on the same footing.

QUOTI'DIAN FEVER. See Ague.

QUO' WA'RRANTO is a writ or information

issued from the Court of Queen's Bench in Wcst-
muister, calling upon a jierson or body of persons

to shew by what warrant they exercise a public

office or privilege. It is the legal mode of remedying
any usurpation of privilege or of oliice.
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THE eigliteentli letter in tbe

Englisli and other Western alpha-

bets, is one of the group of liquids.

See Letters. Its name in Hebrew-
was Eesh, meaning forehead, and

' the rude outline of a head is thought to

be yet recognisalile in the Phcenician form
of the letter. Of all the consonants, R

approaches most nearly to the vowels. In
Sanscrit, there is an R-vowel, distinguished from
the Iv-consonant by a different character. The
Greek also had two varieties of 11, one with the

'spiritus asper' (p), or rough breathing, at the
beginning of words, and when following another R;
and another with the weaker breathing (>) in other

positions. The Romans in spelling Greek words
represented the former by rh, and hence we still

write Rhodes, rheumatism, cidarrh. Tliis rk was
probably of the guttural kind commonly called

a 'burr.' This pronunciation of r occurs as a pecu-

liarity of individuals everywhere, but it is universal

in Northumberland and Durh.am, and characterises

the pronunciation of the letter in certain positions

throughout Germany and Scandinavia. The normal
pronunciation of R in English and in the Romanic
tongues (and it appears to have been the same in

Latin) is a vibratory sound produced by applying

the tip of the tongue near the roots of the upper
fore-teeth. From the resemblance to the growl of

an angry dog, E was called by the ancients the

dog's letter. In modern English, there is an increas-

ing tendency to smooth downi the roughness of the
vibration, until, in such words as far, serf, world,

the r has dwindled to a kind of nondescript vowel,

modifying the jireccding vowel. This emasculating
process—for such it undoubtedly is—is in so far

only the ojieration of the universal law of jihonetio

decay, arising from the natural tendency to spend
as little energy as possible ; but it has been acceler-

ated in this case by a fashion which is apt to

mistake languor and indifference for rclinement.

This affectation goes so far as to turn words like

ven/, rare, into I'eivi/, icaatr, K is one of the most
difficult articulations ; children are long in learning

it, and some individu.als never can jironounce it.

\Vliole nations (e. g., the Chinese and some Poly-

nesian tribes) have no such consonant in their

language, using I instead. The interchanges of r
with I are noticed under L. A more remarkable
substitution is that of r for r/, which was very

prevalent in early Latin, as we learn from Priscian

and from inscriptions. Ex. ari'ocatos for advocatos.

The Latin of the literary period had returned from
this corruption, except in arbiter (from an old

vei'b, adbUire, to go to, to intervene), arce-sso, and
meridics (for medidks, from medium). The substi-

tution is easily accounted for, when we consider

that in both sounds the tongue is applied to the

same part of the palate ; only in the one it is

applied lirmly; in the other, loosely, so as to

viln-ate.

A very common phenomenon, especially in Latin,

is the sinldng or degradation of an original s

between two vowels into r. On inscriptions, we
find Lases, asas, esiim, for what at a later period

was written Lares, aras, eram. Jus, inos, became

in the genitive juris, maris, instead of jusls, mosis.

Even final s was sometimes degi-aded to r, as in

the double forms, arbor = arhos, honor = lionos.

Curiously, wo know the date when the tendency

to change « between two vowels into )• set in ; for

Cicero remarks that L. Papirius Crassus, who
was consul 336 B.C., was the first that was called

Papirius, the ancestral name having been Papi-sius.

The interchange in question occiU'S also to some

extent in the Teutonic tongues. Compare Eng.

forlorn with lose (Ger. verlieren), was with were ;

Ger. tLvseti (to be) with war (was) ; Goth, hausjan

with Ger. horen (to hear) ; Eng. hare with Cer.

hase. The unstable nature of this articulation is

manifested in its frequently changing its place with

regard to an adjoining vowel ; compare hoard with

broad; bird with old brid ; grass with A.-S. (/<^rs.

RA. See Egypt.

RAAB (Hung. Gi/or], a town of Hungary, stands

on a marshy plain at the confluence of the Raab
and the Little Danube, a branch of the great river

of that name, 07 miles west-north-west of Euda.

It consists of an inner and outer town—the former

well defended—is well built, but .suffers from an

insufficient supply of drinking-water. It contains

numerous religious edifices—among which is a

beautiful cathedral. The manufactures are chiefly

tobacco and cutlery ; and the trade of the town,

favoured by its position on the highway between
Vienna and Buda, is important both by land and
by steamers on the river. Pop. 10,300.

R.^IA'LTE, a cantonal town of the Kethorlands,

in the province of Overyssel, 11 miles north-north-

cast of Deventer. Pop. 5570, of whom one-fourth

belong to the Reformed Church, and the remainder,

excepting 5f) Jews, to the Roman Catholic. The
trade is chiefly in agricidtural produce, cattle, wool,

wood, and bark for tanning. R. is one of the

prettiest places in the province, having many
beautiful houses, and in the neighbourhood, seats

of the nobility. Hans Willem, Baron van Beutinck,

the founder of the ducal house o£ Portland, was
born at R. in 1G51.

RAA'SAY, one of the 'Western Isles, belongs to

the croup of the Inner Hebrides, and lies between
the ^sle of Skye and the mainland ; the sound of

Raasay separating it from the former, and Apple-

cross Sound from the latter. It is 13 mUes in

length by 2.\ miles in greatest breadth. Pop.,

which is gradually decreasing, was, in 1S61, 3SS.

The western side of the island is bare and rmin-

teresting. On the eastern and more sheltered side,

there are numerous farms, some patches of planta-

tion, and bold and striking scenery. Brochcl Castle,

on the east shore—now a mere ruin—is the chief

ol)ject of interest in the island. It is perched on the

summit of a lofty clifl', which beetles over the sea,

C3
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and is entirely inaccessible, save by a pathway
winding around tlie cliff.

KABA'T, or RABATT, a seaport and mami-
facturins; town in the kingdom of Fez, Morocco,
stands at the mouth of the Bu-Regrcb, 1.".) mUes
south-south-west of the entrance to the Strait of
Gibraltar. It is surrounded by walls; protected
by batteries, and by a citadel, called El-Mansur

;

and contains numerous mosques, minarets, bazaars,
&o. Owing to the sdting up of the mouth of the
river, the commerce of R. has much declined.
Manufactures, however, of carpets, bournus, woollen
fabrics, waterproofs, mixed linen and silk goods,
saddlery, &c., are actively carried on. R. was
formerly the centre of the Eurojiean trade with
Morocco, and it still exports olive od, -wool, almonds,
wax, maize, &c. In 1863, 85 vessels, of 7170 tons,
entered and cleared the port. Pop. 28,000, of whom
7000 are Jews.

RA'BBA, a flourishing town of Africa, in the
kingdom of Gando, stands on the left bank of the
Niger, SO miles above Egga, in lat. 9° 16'. The
district by which it is surrounded is beautiful and
highly cultivated. R. carries on an extensive
general trade ; is the most notorious slave-market
in this part of Africa, and is said to contain 40,000
inhabitants.

EA'BBI (Heb., J/i/ Master), an honorary title
of the Jewish Masters of the Law, which is first
found applied after the time of Herod, subsequently
to the disputes between the two schools of Shammai
(q. v.) ,and Hillel (q. v.). It was in common use
at the time of Christ, who is addressed as such
by his disciples and the common people. Other
forms of the same title are Rab, Rabban, Rabbon,
(' Eabbuni ')—the first, like rabbi, being more a
general term for a certain recognised authority,
the latter applying more strictly to a head of an
academy. The title Rabban, was first given to
the grandson of Hillel, Gamaliel (q. v.), and was
only borne by seven other exalted chiefs of schools.
Properly speaking, the following dignities alone
were of old considered 'official:' 1. Sophcr, scribe,
one who occupied himself with copying and
commenting on the Scriptures, and who, wlien
elected to the Sanhedrim (q. v.), received the title
of Chacham (Sage) ; 2. Babban, Nomodidaskalos,
one who held popular orations, homiletically or
othcr^n-ise treating of the Lavr. Out of the number
of the regular disciples (Talmidim) were chosen
the Chabcrim (Colleagues), who, again, were elected
to the dignity of a rabbi by the ' Semichah,' or
imposition of hands by three members of the
Sanhedrim. At present, nothing but the degree of
' Morenu,' our Teacher, bestowed upon a candidate
•who proves his erudition in the written and oral
Law and all its bearings before a college of rabbis,
is wanted_ to render him eligible for the post of a
rabbi, which, however, carries no authority -n'hatso-
ever with it, save on a very few ritual points. AVo
need hardly allude to the popular fallacy of the
rabbi of our day being a kind of ' priest' in the sense
of the Old Testament. He is simjily the teacher
of the young, delivers sermons, assists at marriages
and divorces, and the like, and has to decide on
some ritual questions. Up to the times of the
removal of the ' Disabilities' in Europe, he had on
some occasions also to give judgment in civil
matters, in accordance with the ' Choshen Mishpat,'
a legal text-book, derived from the Talmudical
and post-talmudical authoritative decisions.

It is not adapted, like hares, to seek safety by
rapid and continuous running, but by retreating to
burrows, which it excavates" with great dexterity.
Except in some varieties, -ivhich result from domes-
tication, the ears are only about as long as the head.
The wdd R, is of a grayish-brown colour, paler or
whitish on the under parts; the ears not tipped
with black, like those of the common hare ; the
tail rather larger and more conspicuous—brown
above, white beneath. The R. cxhiljits a remarkable
difference from the hare in its gregarious habits

;

and another in the comparatively imperfect state
of the young at their birth, which are blind for

Tame Rabbits.

EABBIT (Lepiis ciiniculus), an animal of the same
genus with the hare, but of smaller size, and with
shorter limbs, the hind-legs shorter in proportion.

70

some daj'S, and are almost destitute of hair. It
delights in sandy heaths, di-y grounds covered with
scjittered furze or juniper, and other such situations

;

to w-hich, however, it is by no means restricted,

and is often very troublesome by its depredations
on crops in the finest fields, haWng its aliode in
some neighbouring wood, but it never makes its

burrow in a wet soil. Although now very abundant
in most parts of Britain, and generally throughout
Europe, the R. is said to have been intro-

duced into Britain from Spain, and even to have
been originally brought to Europe from the north of
Africa. In a wild state, the R. is monogamous,
and the attachment of a pair is said to continue
during life ; but in a state of domestication, it

ceases to pair. The fertility of rabbits is proverbial

;

they begin to breed when six months old, and are
capable of producing several litters in a j'ear, of 4
to 12 or more in a litter ; so that, in favourable
circumstances, they multiply with proiligious

rapidity ; and although they have many natural
enemies, would in many places become an intoler-

able pest to farmers, were not moans adopted to
reduce their numbers. Rabbits often inflict great
injury on plantations by barking young trees, seem-
ing to take pleasure in tearing off far more than
they can eat. An infusion of tobacco rejiels them
from trees. The flesh of rabbits is in high esteem,
and the fur being used for various purposes, rabbit-

warrens are foimd profitable in lands not suited for
agriculture. See PiAeeit-skins.

Instances have occurred of the R. and hare
breeding together, but they are very rare, and the
creatures seem rather to regard one another vvith
antipathy.

Tame rabbits exhibit great variety of colours

—

gray, brown, reddish-black, more or less mixed with
white, and often white with all the characters of
albinism. Peculiarities of other kinds also appear
in some of the varieties, among which excessively
long and drooping ears are one of the most remark-
able. Fanqi rabbits are prized and tended like
fancy pir/eons. But when rabbits are kept for
economical purposes, those which differ less widely
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from the original t^-pe are preferred. Rabbits eat

almost any "kind of vegetable food ; the coarser

blades of cabbages, turnip-leaves, celery-tops, carrot-

tops, and other produce of the garden, not suit-

able for human use, are readily consumed by them,

as well as chick-weed, sow-thistle, dandelion, and

many other weeds. With very little trouble,

and still less expense, a man can easily secure

one or two rabbits a week for his famUy from

the produce of his stock. Wlien the rabbit-

enclosure contains a plot of grass and clover, it

affords them an important part of their food. Great

care is requisite to keep their boxes dry, neglect of

which, and a too exclusive feeding with green and

succulent food, cause diseases, often fatal, parti-

cularly to the young. Dry food, such as com,

ought to be frequently given ; and aromatic herbs

—

such as parsley, thyme, milfoil, &c.—not only tend

to preserve the health of rabbits, but to improve

the flavour of their flesh. It is usual to give no

water to tame rabbits ; but it is better to supply

them regularly with it, and the females i)articularly

need it after producing young.

The Angora R. is' a remarkable variety, with

very long silky hair, which is easily stripped off in

summer, and is of considerable value. The rearing

of this kind of E. is extensively practised in some
parts of France, in order to the manufacture of

gloves, &c.

An old English name for the K.^ is cony, and

its name in many other languages is similar to this,

as Lat. cuniculus, Ital. conigtlo, Ger. Kaninchcn,

Welsh Cwninrjen ; but the R. is not the Cony (q. v.)

of Scripture.

The Gray R. (Lepns syhaikus) of North America
is the most plentiful species of the genus Lepns in

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and the more southern

states ; but although it somewhat resembles the

common R. in colour, and is rather inferior to it

in size, its habits are intermediate between those

of the R. and of the hare. It does not burrow,

although, when hard pressed by a pursuer, it

retreats into any accessible hole, and sometimes

digs, in order to escape from or enter an enclosm-e.

Rabbits, in point of law, give rise to many
nice questions, which in practical life are of no

small importance, for they form a branch of the

Game Laws (q. v.). In England and Ireland, who-
ever is owner of the soil is entitled to catch and
kill all the rabbits he finds upon it, without any
game licence ; but if he is not the owner or tenant

of the lands, nor acting by their express direction

or permission, then he must have a licence. As
between landlord and tenant, the rule is, that unless

the lease expressly say that the rabbits shall belong

to the landlord, they belong to the tenant, who can

kill and catch them at discretion. A tenant, how-

ever, though having a right to kill rabbits on his

farm, cannot give leave to strangers to come on

his farm and enjoy a day's sport there, though

nothing but rabbits are killed, the privilege of killing

the rabbits being personal to the tenant. Neverthe-

less, the tenant may employ his servant or a rabbit-

catcher to kdl the rabbits if they exist in excessive

quantities, for in that case he deals with them as

vermin. Though ralibits are not game, stiU they are

protected against poachers in precisely the same

way ; for if any one trespass on land to kill rabbits,

he is liable to be fined £.0 ; and ho may be arrested,

if caught in the act on the lands, and detained,

provided he do not tell his name and address, and

quit the lands. The rabbits which he has poached

cannot, however, be taken from him by any person,

except, only, when he is on the highway and then

only by a constable, who suspects he has poached

them. In the latter case, viz., where the poacher is

stopped on the highway by a constable (and he
cannot be stopped by any other person there), he
cannot be taken into custody, but merely is liable to

be summoned before justices, and fined. Poachers

who take rabbits in the night-time now commit an

indictable offence, and not merely an offence which
justices can punish summarily. There is no close-

time as to rabbits, and any person may buy and sell

them without any licence. In Scotland, the law does

not materially differ from that of England as to

rabbits, and the tenant is entitled to kill them if

there is no express reservation of them to the land-

lord. Poachers of rabbits are punished summarily

in the same way ; and constables on highways may
stop poachers as in England. The only difference

between the law of England and Ireland is, that in

Ireland a game Ucence is not required in any case for

killing rabbits, whether the lands are the sports-

man's own lands or not. See also Game, Poaching.
Paterson's Game-ktws of the United Kingdom.

RABBIT-SKINS have a regular commercial

value in consequence of the hair being well adapted

for felting purposes ; hence they are collected in

large niunbers by the chiffoniers of this and other

countries ; and the hair itself is not unfrequently

imported from Holland and Germany, under the

erroneous name of 'cony-wool.' Its chief use is

in making the bodies of felt hats ; and this is now
done by machinery of very ingenious construction.

It consists of a hollow cone of copper, of the size of

the felt cones reqiured by the hatters. The cone is

covered with perforations, and it fits on to a metal

shaft of the diameter of its base, by means of a

collar, which can be turned round by a band, so as

to caiTy the perforated cone with it. At the

bottom of the metal shaft is a fan, moved by
machinery, which produces a strong doT\-nward

draft, so that if the hairs are thrown against the

cone, they are held tightly by the current of air

through the perforations ; and as the cone regularly

revolves, its outer surface becomes entirely coated

vrith the rabbit-hair. When a .sufficient thick-

ness is obtained, the smooth copper cone is easily

drawn out, leaving a cone of v.'ool, which is felted

by the usual processes of wetting, beating, &c.

Another ingenious contrivance in this machine is

to make the draft of air caused by the fan blow

the rabbit-fur forward to the cone, so as to dis-

tribute it with an evenness which could not other-

wise be attained.

The skins, after the hair has been removed from

them, are sold to the glue-makers, and are used

—

mixed with shreds of other skins—in the manufac-

ture of glue and size. Besides these uses, the skins

of rabbits are di-essed as firrs, in various ways, to

supply the demand for cheap articles ; and so

skiifiilly is this branch of trade carried on, that

admirable imitations of the rarer and more costly

fm-s are made. Thus, ermine and miniver are made

from white rabbit-skins, the black ones furnishing

the spots ; and the common variety is dressed and

dyed various ways, to represent the furs of dark-

coloxired animals. In the reign of Henry VIII.,

rabbit-fur was valued very higlily, and was worn

by the nobles of the realm ; this is referred to m
the charter of the Skinners' Company.

There has been a very large market in the

United States for the imitation furs prepared from

rabbit-skins, to which country British manufac-

turers have largely exported.

RABELAIS, Fk.vnsois, the greatest of French

humorists, was born, according to the general

statement of biographers, in 14S3, but more probably

towards 1495, at Chinon, a small town in Touraine.

His father, Thomas Rabelais, was proprietor of a
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farm in the neighbourhootl, celebrated for the

quality of its wine, the sale of which he perhaps

combined with the business of an apothecary. }f is

prosperous circumstances enabled him to fjive to his

son every advantage of education, and at an early

ago, the boy was sent as a pupil to the neighbonring

Abbey of Seully. His progress in his studies being

found by uo means satisfactory, he was thence

removed to the university of Angers. Here

—

though as a scholar he still remained quite

undistinguished—he was fortunate enough to

make tire acquaintance of Jean (afterwards the

celebrated Cardmal) Du Bellay, to whose steady

and helpful friendship he was subsequently much
indebted. At the desire of his father he consented

to embrace the monastic state, and after passing

through the preliminary novitiate, became a brother

of the order of St Francis, in the convent of Fon-

tenay le Comte, according to the annalist, Pierre

de St Eomuald, in 1511, but the discovery of a

document by M. B. Fillon {Poitou ct Vendue, Fon-

ten.ay, ISOl), renders the date 1519 more probable.

R. now devoted himself with the utmost ardour

and perseverance to the prosecution of his hitherto

neglected studies. Aiming at the widest culture

attainable, he ranged the whole circle of the

sciences as then understood. To medicine, in

particular, he seems to have been strongly attracted ;

and in the sphere of language, in addition to Latin

and Greek, he is said to have attained a eompe-
tout mastery of Italian, Spanish, Gcnu.an, Englisli,

Hebrew, and Arabic. Meantime, with Ins brother-

monks, he was much the reverse of a favourite.

They hated him for his devotion to the new learn-

ing, and suspected his Greek to be only a cover for

heresy. About 1523, a search was made in his cell

for suspicious books ; the whole were confiscated,

and to save himself from further and sh.arper perse-

cution he fled. But tliough only a poor monk, the

wit and learning of E. had gained him several

inlluential friends, through whoso exertions he
obtained from Pope Clement VII. an indidgcnce to

transfer himself from the order o£ St Francis to

that of St Benedict, and became an inmate of

the monastery of MaiUezais. For the calumny
afterwards circulated, that his removal was
necessitated I)y the odium attached to a life of

profligate indulgence, there seems no reason to
suppose that there ever was the smallest ground.
We must infer that in his new abode he found
himself not much more comfortable than before,

as after a few years he quitted it abruptly, without
the sanction of his ecclesiastical superiors, thereby
incuiTing the severest censures of the church. But
it was not persecution that induced this second
flight from the monastic state. It was the incurable
aversion of the grotesque humorist to the restraints

of the ' regular' clergy. And nobody seems to have
really blamed him for his professional apostaey

—

his own bisliop, among others, receiving him at his

table in the most friendly manner ! During 1524

—

1530 he appears to have frequented the universities
of Paris and Bourg; which may account for the
intimate knowledge of university manners and
opinions shewn in his great work. In the year 1530,
he settled himself at IilontpeUier, and taking a
medical degree at the university, was appointed to
the post of lecturer. In 1532 he went as hospital
physician to Lyon, where he pubhshed several
works on medical science, besides other miscel-
laneous matter bearing on archteology, jurispru-
dence, &c. In the beginning of 153'1, his old
friend, Jean Du Bellay, then Bishop of Paris, and
shortly after to be Cardinal, passed through Lyon,
on an embassy to Rome, whither, in the capacity
of travelling physician, Pv. was delighted to

accompany him, in fulfilment of a desire long
cherished. While at Home, he petitioned Paul III.

for a remission of the penalties still attached to his

misdemeanour before mentioned ; and through the
interest of Du Bellay and others, a bull was
obtained, absolving him, and permitting his return
to the order of St Benedict. But he continued the
exercise of his profession of medicine at JMontpellier

and other towns tiU 153S, when he withdrew as
canon into Du Bellay's own abbey of St Maur dea
Fosses, near Paris, and resumed his monastic habit.

The death of Francis I. in 1547, was followed by
the fall of Cardinal du Bellay, the new monarch,
Henry II., favouring the Cardinal de Lorr.aine. II.

shared for a time in the disgrace of his old protector,

whom he appears to have followed to Bonie, but
his tact and irresistible humour won him friends

among the Lorraines, and in 1551 he obtained the
curacy of Meudon, in the occupancy of which
the remainder of his life was passed. So far as

record remains of it, his life here was liappy and
blameless. He was exemplary in the fullilment of

duty, profuse of charity, sedulous in the relief of

suffering, for which his medical knowledge afforded

him unusual facilities ; and always specially

delighted to cultivate, as occasion served, the
society of those any way noted as eminent in learn-

ing or science. He died at Paris, in 1553, in the
Rue des Jardins, in the parish of St Paul, in the
cemetery of which he was buried.

The scientific treatises of R. are—almost in the
nature of the case—long since utterly forgotten ; but
his romance, in which are narrated the wonderful
adventures of Garagantua and Pantagruel, con-

tinues to take rank as one of the world's mas-
terpieces of humour and grotesque invention. In
the form of a sportive and extravagant fiction, it is,

in fact, a satirical criticism of the corrupt society

of the period, the prevalent follies and vices of

which are parodied with surprising effect and
ingenuity. The difficulty of its allegorical form,
however, and the quantity of recondite allusion it

embodies, tend somewhat to impair the effect of

the work for most modern readers. Also, it must
be said, that in his attempt to

Cleanse the foul body of the infected world,

it is the whim of the writer to infect himself with
not a little of its foulness ; and such is the
riotous licence of the buffoonery, from behind which,
as a stalking-horse, he shoots the arrows of his wit,

that few boolis ai-e less fitted for general perusal in

the present more decorous times. On the pidjlication

of his work, the charge of irreligion and atheism
was freely preferred against R., and certain other

scandals were circulated, for which there seems to

have been in his life no foundation, except as the

free tone assumed by the writer might suggest a
precarious inference to defective morality in the

man. The religious corruptions of the time, and
the vices of the priestly class, had formed one
favourite theme of his satii-e, and he simply paid
the usual penalty in thus incurring the easy retort

calumnious. See Delechize, lyaiifols Jtahelais (Par.

1S41), and P. Laeroix, Bahekiis sa Vie et ses Otivrages

(Par. 1S59), in the latter of which works the inci-

dents of his career are for the first time clearly and
correctly narrated.

KA'BIES, the name given to a disease affecting

the dog and other animals, was known to the

ancients, and is spoken of by Aristotle, Pliny, and
Horace ; but it does not seem to have been then
so virulent in its nature, or alarming in its con-

sequences, and Aristotle, perhaps in ignorance,

states that man was not subject to its attacks. It

was very jirevalent on the continent two or three
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centuries ajro, but was comparatively rare in this

country until the last century. This malady stands

almost alone in this, that all animals seem liable

to its attacks.

It is a matter of dispute among some of our best

authorities whether rabies be occasionally simn-

taneous in the carnivora—the only animals in which
it is undoubtedly inherent—or communicated solely

by inoculation.

Lookinc; simply at the history of the disease, the

facts wouM seem to be against the spontaneity

theory. Rabies is not known in some countries,

such as the Cape of Good Hope, South Africa, Egypt,
Syria, the South Sea Islands, Lisbon, where dogs

swarm ; and in Constantinople, where they go at

large, and support themselves on offals of all kinds

and qualities, the disease is of very rare occurrence.

John Hunter relates that it was not knomi in

Jamaica for forty years previous to 17S3, when it was
introduced by an affected dog from America ; and
Dr Hamilton saj-s that curs of the most -nTetched

description aboimd in the island of Madeira—that

they are aff'ected with almost every disease, tor-

mented by Hies, by heat, thirst, and famine, yet no
r.abid dog was ever seen tlicre. There is often, no
douljt, great difficulty in tracing the cause of rabies

from inoculation. The o^raer may feel convinced

that his diseased dog had almost never been out of

his sight, or exposed to an affected animal ; but
when we consider the predatory habits of the dog,

and his love of association, and how easily he can
steal away unobserved by night or by day for a
limger or shorter time, we can readily accoimt for

the most "\-igilant eye being occasionally off its

guard. It has been asked, as an objection to the

exclusiveness of contagion or inoculation. How was
rabies at first originated ? But the same difficulty

attends the case of small-po.x and other diseases

which now arise only from contagion.

There is another important peculiarity in this

disease on which medical men are divided—viz.,

whether the virus of a rabid animal, other than of

tlie carnivorous species, can communicate the dis-

ease. Experiments to test this were made by some
foreign surgeons of eminence, by Drs Vaughan and
Babington of London, and at the Koyal Veterinary
College ; and it is reported th.at in every instance

they failed in producing the disease. It is certain,

however, that others have not so failed in their

object. MM. Majendie and Breehet in 1823 inocu-

lated two dogs with the saliva of a hydrophobic
man, and it resulted in one of the dogs becoming
r.ibid, which in turn communicated the disease to

other dogs and some sheep. Mr Earl, the well-

known London surgeon, in administering medicine
to a hydrophobic woman, was bitten by her, and he
immediately excised the bitten part. Being accused

of unnecessary fear and cowardice, he determined

to justify his fears, and having inoculated several

rabbits Avith the woman's saliva, some of them
became rabid. Mr King of Bath succeeded in pro-

ducing the disease in a common hen bj' the virus

of a cow. Several other cases could be related, but
it may serve our jnirpose to quote the following

remarks of Jlr Youatt :
' I can imagine that the

disease shall not be readily coranuuiicated by the

saliva of a graminivorous animal ; but I have once
produced it in the dog with the saliva of an ox, and
twice mth that of the horse, but I have failed to do
it in very many cases. While on this point, it may
be remarked, that the writer once saw a rabid

horse bite a young man's hand rather severely,

while incautiously giving it a ball of medicine, and
he accompanied him to Sir Astley Cooper, who,
according to his invariable practice, as he told us,

applied nitrous acid to the injured part, and he

assured us that no bad eflects would accrue ; and
neither there did.'

We shall briefly notice some of the leading s'jmp-

(07ns of rabies in the dog and horse. These may he
exhibited in the dog in a few daj-s, or it may be,

and often is, weeks, and even months after he has
been bitten. At first he loses liis appetite, becomes
sullen, fidgety, has a vacant gaze, licks or gnaws
the injured jiart, laps any liquid that comes in his

way—for he has, unlike man, no dislike for water,
although he has a difficulty in swallowing it— cats

wood, straw, hair, and other indigestible sub-

stances ; and in a day or two he becomes quarrel-

some, bent on mischief, bites at anything that comes
in his way, and his bark is more like a howl ; his

lower jaw often becomes pendulous, and general
jiaralj'sis sometimes precedes death ; and as a rule,

on the fifth or sixth day he dies. The juincipal

post-mortem appearances are these—enlargement
and increased vascularity of the salivary glands,
inflamed condition of the base of the tongue and
fauces, epiglottis, and stomach, which last organ
almost invari.ably contains such indigestible sub-

stances as straw, hair, oftal, &c. The symptoms in

the horse, which become apparent in a few weeks,
are those of extreme irritability. He trembles,
heaves, and paws, staggers, and falls ; and after a
severe struggle, he suddenly rises again, and a])pearg

settled and collected, when he will again exiiiliit

the usual distressing symptoms. He is sometimes
mischievous, bites, foams, and snorts ; and generally
in three days he dies paral3-sed and exhausted.
The iliscase seems prim.ardy to be one of Wood-

poisoninrj, and not, as some have rcj)resented it, an
affection of the nervous system. We know that
some instances of blood-poisoning terminate with
coma, or convulsions, but are not, on that account,
to be considered as proceeding from nervous disease.

\\Tiatever may be the precise nature of the disease,

it is certain that no cure h.as been discovered for it.

The writer has seen many dogs, some horses, and
an ox in all the diff'erent stages of it, and many
attempts at a cure tried, without producing even
any p.alliative effects, and every one of the patients

died in the ordinary course, whether anything or
nothing was done. As the disease is so rare, and

—

contrary to jiopular belief—is not more prevalent at

one period of the year than another, no anticipatory
precautionary measures can be taken. Preventive
measures, however, when it is known, or even
suspected, that the disease has manifested itself,

should not for an instant be neglected. All dogs
known to have been bitten, or been in the company
of the rabid animal, shoiUd be immediately destroj'cd,

and every other dog in the town and district con-
fined, or closely muzzled, for sevei'al weeks, or even
months. As to the measm'es to be taken when a
human being is bitten by a rabid animal, see
Hydropiiotilv.

RA'BINET, a small piece of ordnance fBrmcrly
in use. It weighed but 300 pounds, and fired a
small ball of 1| inch diameter, with a very limited
range.

KA'CAHOXJT, a farinaceous food imported from
the Barbary coast, and sometimes recommended,
but with questionable judiciousness, to invalids. It

is believed to consist of the meal of the acorns of

the Barbary Oak (Quercus Ballota), flavoured with
some aromatic herb. It is sometimes sold under its

French designation of Ilacahout dcs Araljrs. It

must not bo confounded with Tacahout (q. v.).

KACCONI'GI, a town in the west of Northern
Italy, jileasantly situated on the JIaira, 24 miles
south of Turin by railway. Its palace, surrounded
by a small but handsomely laid-out park, is one of
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the country residences of the royal famUy. Silk

fabrics and twist, and wooUen cloths, are manufac-

tured. Pop. 10,350.

EACCOO'N, or RACOON (Procyon), a genus of

quadru])eds of the Bear family, Ursidcr, but differing

wi(lely from the typical members of that family, in

being less perfectly plantigrade, tlie whole sole of

the foot being indeed rested on the ground when the

animal is stdl, but being partly raised when it

wallvs, whilst when running it only touches the

ground with the tips of its toes, and moves in a

boimding manner. The dentition also differs from

that of bears, there being, for one thing, only si.x

instead of seven molars on each side in the lower

jaw. The dentition indicates an aptitude both for

animal and vegetable food. The general appear-

ance may be described as intermediate between that

of a fox and of a bear in miniature. The raccoons

are exclusively American. The Common K. {P. lotor)

is a native of North America, from Canada to the

south of Mexico. It is about the size of a small fox,

grayish-bro-wn ; the muzzle white. The hair is of

two kinds, an under-coat soft and woolly, of a uniform

gray; and long and rather stiff haii-s projecting

through the wool, and alternately marked with

black°and grayish-white. The E. frequents the sea-

shore, and the margin of swamps and rivers. It

commits great ravages on fields of Indian corn,

plant.ations of sugar-cane, &c., and is not less

destructive to poultry. It feeds much on oysters,

particidarly in the alluvial coast-lauds of Carolina

and neighbouring regions where the American

oyster abounds on the banks of rivers and creeks,

and exhibits great dexterity in opening oysters. It

is also very fond, of crabs and other crustaceans.

It has a curious habit of dipping or washing its

food in water, whence its specific name Loior (Lat.

washer). When pursued, it often takes refuge in a

tree, climbing -vrith great agiUty, but its destruction

is then considered sure, whence the American pro-

verbial reference to a tree\l 'coon. The fur of the

E. is used in the manufacture of hats, and is a con-

siderable article of commerce.—Another species, the

-•?#'
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of Les Horaces, slie first strongly attracted the

attention of the public. The admiration excited by
her performance rapidly grew into enthusiasm ; and
from this time forward, in the great parts supplied

by the classic masterpieces of Corneille, Racine, and
Voltaire, she shone without a rival. In 1S43, her

fame may be said to have cidminated in her appear-

ance as Phidre in the tragedy of that name by
Eacine. In Adrienne Lecouvreur, a piece expressly

written for her by MM. Legouvu and Scribe, she

had also immense success, though in other more
modern parts, her popularity was somewliat less.

The furor excited in Paris in 1S4S by her public

recitation of the Marseillaise Hymn, in the interest

of the revolutionary government, will continue to

connect her name with the public history of the

period. In 1849, she made the tour of the French
provinces, and subsequently visited England and
Russia, everywhere meeting with success and
enthusiastic recognition. Her health, however, had
begun to fail : in 1855, in the coiu-se of a profes-

sional visit to America, it altogether gave way, and
she returned utterly prostrated. A residence at

Cairo failed to restore her to strength; and on
the 3d January 1858, she died at Cannet, near

Toulon. As an artist, within the limits prescribed

by her genius, she has probably never been quite

equalled. Of the burning intensity which charac-

terised her rendering of passion in its fiercer con-

centrations, no words can give an adequate image.
' She does not act—she suffers,' some one very well

said of her. Her Pkedre—by common consent her
masterpiece—was an apocalypse of human agony, not

to be forgotten by any one who ever witnessed it.

In character, E. was neither exemplary nor amiable.

Of the details of her private life, it is as well that

nothing shoidd be said. In her professional rela-

tions, she was notoriously grasping and avaricious.

Her immense popularity enabled her, during much of

her career, pretty much to dictate her own tei-ms to

managers, and of this power, she is said to have
availed herself without scruple or generosity. In
this way she very rapidly amassed a large fortune.

If little else of good is on record of her, she was
constant in her home affections, and throughout
she frankly made her whole family sharers of her
prosperity.

RA'CHIS (Gr. the back-bone), in Botany, the
primary floral axis, an elongation of the stem or

of a branch, from which arise the flower-stalks

(peduncles), or to which the flowers are immediately
affixed.

RACINE, Jean, the most admired of all the
French dramatists, was born at Ferte-Milon, 21st

December 1639, of a respectable family belonging

to the lourrjeoisie. At the age of four he lost both
his parents, and then went to live with his maternal
grandfather, by whom he was sent to the college of

Beauvais. Here he remained till he was l(i, at

which time his grandfather died. He was then
taken to Port-Eoyal (q. v.), where his grandmother
and his aunt Agnes were leading a recluse life,

and placed at tlie school which laad been opened
in that celebrated retreat by the pious scholars

assembled there. E. astonished his teachers by the

rapidity of his progress in all his studies, especially

in Greek ; but he won their regards still more by
the affectionate seriousness of his character, which
gave a delicacy to his ardent sensibilities and
vivid imagination. They loved him, yet they
trembled for him. AVheu they saw him wander

—

Sophocles or Euripides in his hand—among the
shadows of the abbey, anxiety took possession

of their hearts ; and when they learned that he.

secretly indulged iu the sinful pastime of making

verses, they even thought it necessary to punish
their favourite. Their punishment was indeed an
odd one, for they obliged him to turn the hymns of

the Eoman breviary into French verse ! Novels
were placed under the same ban as poetry. One
day the sacristan Lancelot found him reading

the Byzantine romance of Bishop Heliodorus (q. v.),

entitled Tlie Loves of Theagenes and Charidcia,

and threw the bool^ iu the fire ; but E. says

that it was already fixed in his memory, and that

he smiled at this futile attempt to rob him of it.

We can easily see that E. was not at all asceticaUy

dis;")osed as yet. After a residence of three years

at Port-Eoyal, during which time he had, among
other things, read and annotated the best Greek
and Latin classics, he went to the College d'Har-
court to finish his curriculum with the study of

logic. Then he went out to ' see life,' got into loose

company, became irregular himself, and even grew
so reckless as to birrlesque, iu his correspondence,

the pious phraseology in vogue at Port-Eoyal. Deep
was the giief and incessant were the remonstrances

of his old friends, but they were long without avail.

He had made some little name as a poet by an Ode
on the marriage of the king, and had had the good
fortune to get a pension for it, but stiU his income

was small and precarious ; and when a maternal

uncle, who was a canon-regular of the church of St

Genevieve at Uz6s, in Languedoo, held out to him
the hope of a benefice, R. went to live with him in

1661, and tried to study systematic theology. But
the effort was a hopeless one. AVhile he gazed

vacantly into the Summa of St Thomas, his

thoughts were with Ariosto and Sophocles. In the

summer of 1662, he returned to Paris in disgust,

and commenced life as a dramatic writer, having

meanwliile made the acquaintance of Molifere and
Boileau. His first piece was the Frires cnncniis,

played in 1664 ; but it was not till 1667, when his

Androviaque appeared, that the power and peculiar

character of his genius excited marked attention.

For the next ten years, his career as a dramatist was
unsurpassably brilliant, yet, strange to say, we
know almost nothing of his private or social hie

during that time. We have to content ourselves

with little more than a few meagre facts relative to

his literary performances, the chief of which are

Britannicns, Berenice, Bajaztt, Mithridate, /jjliiricnic,

and Phidre. Suddenly, at the early age of 38, iii

the full sunshine of his fame and vigour of his

power, he resolved to abandon both the stage and

the world, and become a Carthusian monk. The

effect of his Port-Eoyal training was now seen. In

the midst of all his hterary ambitions and strifes,

his little excesses, irregidarities, and amours, E. had

carried with him a keen and faithful conscience;

and partly from disappointment, partly from remorse,

he longed to forget all in acts of devotion. With
difficulty, he was prevailed upon to modify the rigour

of his purpose, and instead of seeking for religious

fehcity through the privations of solitude, and the

severities of penance, to do so through marriage

with some pious woman, and the cultivation of

domestic %'irtues. A suitable lady—very devout,

but not very intelligent—was found for the poet in

the daughter of the city-treasurer of Amiens, and

the marriage took place in 1677. Seven children,

two sons and five daughters, were the fruit of this

union. Shortly after it, E. was appointed historio-

grapher to the king. Henceforth, his course of hfe

was pursued with the utmost regularity—one-third

of the d.ay being given to God, another to his

family and friends, and the remainder to the king.

His £sther (1690) and Athalie (1691) are the only

dramas which he produced after his conversion,

and they are profoundly imbued with religious
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feeling. Alhalie is reckoned by some his finest

cliortr anil certninly the only one which can at

all be placed in comparison with it is the Phfdre.

The poet died, after a brief illness, on the 21st of

AprU 1009.

Il.'s dramatic genius was essentially French, or

pseudo-classical, and therefore it is not easy for

Englishmen trained to ai>i)rcciate the power,

magniliceuco, and variety of the Sliakspcarian

tragedy, to sympathise witli it or to criticise it

impartially. lu the eyes of his countrymen, he

is the most perfect, if not the most sublime, of all

their dramatists. Corueille may at times exhibit

a grander and more rugged energy, b\it in beauty,

grace, and a certain tender majesty of style, II. is

held to lie without a rival ; and it nuist be remem-

bered that stiile, and not portraiture of himian

character, is the thing in which French dramatists

aim to shine. The declamations in whicli the heroes

and heroines of 11. indulge, are marvellously fine

pieces of rhetoric; but, compared with the Eliza-

bethan drama, they are deficient in deep insight

into human nature and in genuine passion, while

humour is altogether excluded. See MCmoircs of Iv.,

edited by his son Louis. The editions of his works

are iunumer.able, and some are of great splendour

;

that of Gu-odet (I'aris, 3 vols. 1801—1805) being

reckoned one of the finest specimens of typography

in the world.

RACI'NE, a city of Wisconsin, U.S., situated on

Lake Miclfigan, at the mouth of Hoot lliver, wliioh

forms an excellent harbour, and on the line of the

Chicago and ililwaukee Kailway, 2.j miles south of

Milw.aukee. It has 3 ship-yards, factories, and

furnaces. Pop. (in 1860) 7S22.

EACK (Sax. vjrocan, Ger. rechcn, to stretch), an

instrument of torture, used for extracting con-

fessions from criminals and suspected ])ersons. It

consisted of a large oblong frame of wood, with

four beams a little raised from the ground, on

which the sufferer was stretched and bound. Cords

were attaclied to his extremities, and gradually

strained by means of a lever and pulleys, till the

oper.ation, if persisted in, caused dislocation of tlie

limbs. The rack was known in the 1st and 2d
centuries in the south of Europe, and applied to the

early Cliristians. It was in use in England in the

15th and 16th centuries. According to Coke, it was
first introduced into the Tower by the Duke of

Exeter, Constable of the Tower, in 1447, whence it

came to be called the ' Duke of Exeter's daughter.'

It is mentioned by Holinshed in 1407 ; but its use

first Ijecame common in the time of Henry VIII.

as an implement of torture for prisoners con-

fined in tlie Tower. The infliction of the punish-

ment of the rack took place during the reign of the

Tudor sovereigns by warrant of council, or under
the sign-manual. In 1023, however, on the murder
by Feltou of the Duke of Buckingliam, it being

proposed in the Privy Council to ]iut tlie assassin

to the r.ack, in order that he might discover his

accomplices, the judges resisted the proceeding, as

contrary to the law of England. In various comi-
tiies of Europe, the rack has Ijeen much used botli

by the civil authorities in cases of traitors and
conspirators, and by members of the Inquisition

to extort a recantation of heresy. It is no longer

in use in any part of Europe.

RACK, or PACK-WOPJv, is a straight bar, with
cogs or teotli placed along it, so as to correspond
witli similar cogs or teeth placed on a wheel, thus :

If the bar is not movable, the wlieel is attached to

a traversing frame, and as it revolves, is moved
along by tlie resistance of its teeth to those on the
bai\ It was in this way that the formation of a

7G
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Ilack-work.

railway was first projected ; the rail .and the

driving-wheel of the engine to be both furnished

with corresponding teeth.

In mechanics, rack-work
has innumerable applica-

tions.

KA'CKETS (Fr.

raqiirltf), a game fre-

quently plaj-ed in Eng-
land ; it is merely a
modern variety of the old

game of Texnis (q. v.).

RACK RENT is the
full yearly value of lands

let upon lease, or to an occupier, or held by a tenant
for iife, as distinguished from the value fixed by
the lease or agreement between tlie parties, and
which is often less or greater than the real value.

RACOO'NDA, orNUTPvIA, the fur of the Coypu
(q. v.).

RACZ, or BECZE, a town of Hungary, in the
Servian Wojwodschaft, on the right bank of the

Theiss, 26 miles north-east of Petcrwardein. It

carries on an extensive trade in corn. Pop. 11,000.

RADACK AKD RALICK, two parallel chains

of islands in the group called Marshall's Islands.

See Polynesia.

RADCLIFFE, Dr John, a celebrated physician,

and the founder of the lladcliffe Library at Oxford,

was born at AVakefield in Yorkshire, in the year
1050. Ho was instructed in Greek and Latin at the

grammar-school of his native town ; and at the early

ago of 15, was sent to University College, Oxford.

In 1672, he took his degree of M.A., applied himself

to the study of medicine, and having taken his degree

of M.B. in 1075, began to practise as a licentiate at

Oxford. He immediately made himself conspicuous

by the originality of some of his ideas, treating the

cases in whicli he was engaged with a total disregard

of the usually received rules of the ]irofession,

and even holding up these to censure and ridicule.

At the very commencement of his practice he made
some remarkable cures ; and in less than two years,

was on the high road to celebrity. In 1082, he took

the degree of M.D., and remained still two years

longer at Oxford in the practice of a lucrative

profession.

In 1684, Dr E, removed to London. He estab-

lished himself in Bow Street, Coveut Garden, where,

in less than a year, he became the most popular

physician of his time. It is said that his conversa-

tional powers, ready wit, and pleasantry contributed

to this result, quite as much as his professional skill.

In 1080, the Princess Anne of Denmark made him
her physician. After the Ilevolutiou, he was sent

for by King William, who frequently had recourse

to his advice, and the example of the sovereign was
followed by most of the nobility and inftuential

persons about the court. Dr K., however, was him-

self no courtier ; he had no occasion to become
one. Dr Mead, who knew him well, pronounced

of him, tli.at he was ' deservedly at the head of his

profession, on account of his great medical pene-

tration and experience.' Blunt aud independent in

his manners—some indeed say even brutal, people

nevertheless recognised under his rough exterior that

quick perception and keen observation of symptoms
which are so important in a master of the healing

art ; and thus his advice was asked by persons of

all ranks, in return for which he received fees

of an unprecedented amount.
In 1094, he was called upon to attend Queen

Mary, when attacked by the small-pox. It proved

to be her last illness, as Dr 11. predicted, even before

seeing her—merely ujion reading the prescriiitions
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of the other physicians in attendance before he was
sent for. Ho did what he coidd, however, to save

her, liut in vain ; and .some attributed her death
cither to his want of skill or negligence. About
this time he offended the Princess Anne, who,
having sent for him on some occasion to St James's,

liad the mortilication to hear that he swore all her

Itoyal Highucss's ailments were nothing else than
' the vajioiu-s.' This, combined with her knowledge
of Dr K.'s too great fondness for the bottle, made
her appoint Dr Gibbons as her physician in his place.

Still, the king continued to employ him. On one
occasion, he sent for him to the Netherlands to

attend upon his favourite, the Earl of Albemarle,
for which he received £1200 from the king, ami £-101)

from the patient himself, besides a diamond ring.

To the king himself, he frequently spoke with
much honesty and plainness concerning his ailments

;

once, however, he took too great a liljcrty, for upon
his JIajesty shewing him his swollen ankles, and
asking him what he thought of them, Dr R. reiilied :

' Why, truly, I would not have your Jlajesty's two
legs for your three Idngdoms.' This was towards
the end of 1GU9. He was not again consulted by
that sovereign, who soon afteru'.irds died ; nor was
he ever again completely reinstated in the good
graces of Queen Anne, although she occasionally

consulted him, and rewarded him handsomely for

his services.

In 1713, ho was elected M.P. for Buckingham.
He had a country-house at Cai-shalton, to which
he used occasionally to retire ; and here ho was
living in 171-1, when Queen Anne was attacked
with what proved to be her last illness. Dr R.

was summoned to attend her ; but he either

woidd not or could not come. Ho had taken
physic, he said, and it was impossible for him
to attend. The cpieen died in August ; and the
populace were so enraged against Dr R., that lie

dared not again shew his face in London. This
much chagrined him, as it kept him a prisoner in a

country village. His own cud, however, was fast

approaching. He must have been really ill when
sent for to the queen, as he hmiself survived her
for only two or three months. Dr R. died of gout
at Carshalton on the 1st November 171-t, and was
buried at O.xford in St Mary's Churcli with much
ceremony. He died possessed of eonsidei'able pro-

perty, the w'hole of which he bequeathed to public

uses. Thus, to University College he left his

estate in Yorkshire, in trust, for the endowment of

two travelling fellowships, and the purchase of

perpetual advowsons, together with £5000 for the
enlargement of the college buildings. He left

£40,000 for the erection of a pulilio library in Oxford,
since known as the Radelitt'e Libi'ary (q.v.), which
he endowed with £150 per annum for a lilirarian,

and £100 per anuum for the purchase of books. To
St Bartholomew's Hospital, London, he bequeathed
the yearly sum of £500 towards mending the diet,

and £100 per annum for the purchase of linen. The
rest of his jiroperty he gave to his executors in trust

for such charitable purposes as they might best

approve. The Radcliffe Infirmary and Radclifl'e

Observatory, at O.xford, were both erected out of

this fund ; and from the same source, in 182.'5, the

RadcliU'e Trustees contributed the sum of £20110

towards the erection of the College of Physicians in

Pall Mall.

BADCLIFFE, Ann, the most popidar English
novelist at tlie close of the last century, was born
in London, Jul}' 9, 1764. She was of respectable

parents named Ward. In her 23d year, she married
Mr AVilliam Radclille, a student of law, but who
became proprietor and editor of a weekly news-
p.iper, the h'lir/lish Chivni.te. MrsR. lived much in

retirement, known only to a few friends by whom
she was warmly esteemed. Her wcn-ks are— The
Castles of Alhlin and Dunhcvine (17S9), .^1 Sicilian

Romance (1790), The Itomance of (he Forest (1791),
Tlie Mysteries of Uiloljiho (1794), A Journey throvqh
Holland, &c. (1794), and The Italian (17'J7). Mrs
R.'s popularity was constantly increasing dovni to
the date of her latest work, when, in her 33d year,
' like an actress in full jiosscssiou of her applauded
])owers,' as Scott has remarked, ' she chose to retreat

from the stage in the full blaze of her fame.' She
lived 20 years afterwards, dying in 1S23. For the
copjTight of her Mysteries of Udolpho, her best
work, she received £500; and for that of 'J'he

Italian, £S00. These sums were at the time con-
sidered excessive, and were perhaps the largest ever
given in this country for works of fiction until the
great era of the Waverley Novels. A sixth romance,
entitled Gaston de Blonderille, and a collection of

Poems by JIrs R., were published after her death.
As a novelist, Mrs R., is pre-eminent for vivid

poetical imagination, and for great power of romantic
narrative and description. Her paintings of ex-

ternal nature, and of scenes of feudal pomp, gloom,
terror, or mystery, are quite iinrivalled in modern
romance. In the art of awakening curiosity and
enchaining attention, she is no less skilful. She
keeps her readers in a state of breathless awe and
suspense ; but in the end, when she resolves all the
seemingly supernatural agencies and horrors of her
tales into simple natural causes, she unquestion-
ably fails, for her explanations are inadequate
to accoimt for the effects produced. She has also

little variety of character or striking individual

jiortraits, and no wit or humour. Hence her works,
with all their gorgeous pictures and potent spells,

seldom interest beyond the period of youth.

RADCLIFFE LIBRARY, Oxford. This insti-

tution, founded by Dr John RadcUfle (q. v.), stands
in the central area of Radcliffe Square. The building

is in the form of a I'otunda, standing upon arcades,

from the centre of which rises a spacious and well-

proportioned dome. This dome is S4 feet in height

from the pavement, and is beautifully wrought in

stucco. The architect was James Gibbs, who c<mi-

menced the builtliug in 1737, and completed it in

1747. The library is approached by a handsome
stone staircase, and over the entrance-door hangs
the portrait of the founder liy Sir G. Knellcr.

The books composing the library are for the most
part works on natural history, physical science, and
medicine. Besides these, Gibbs, the architect,

bequeathed to it a collection of works, chielly archi-

tectural ; Wise, the first librarian, a collection of

coins ; Kennicott, a theological collection ; Frewen,
a miscellaneous library ; Viner, some law-books

;

while from the Frazer and Sale collections, the
trustees purchased 355 Oriental MSS. in the j'ears

175S and 1760. In 1856, the number of volumes
comprising the scientilic and medical collection was
estimated by Dr Acland, the librarian, as not less

than 14,000, and not more than 15,000. From the
year 1S34 to the year 1840, the trustees expended
£500 annually on the jiurchase of books. The grant,

however, was reduced to £200 in 1841, and con-

tinued at that low figure until 1863, when it was
again raised to the sum of £500. In ISGl, by an
agreement between the Radcliffe Trustees and the
university, the scientific books of thj Radcliffe

Library were removed to the University Museum,
then recently erected, for public use imder prescribed
regulations, and the spacious room in the Radcliffe

Liljrary was opened as a reading-room in connection

with the Bodleian Library. This reading-room is

now open daily until 10 o'clock at night, to the great

comfort and convenience of numerous readers.
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KADEGUNDA—RADIATA.

I?ADEGXJNDA, St, daughter of Borthar, a prince

of Thiiringia, in the earlier part of the Gth century.

Having licin carried as a prisoner to France in the

twelfth year of her ago by Clotaire, at that time

king of the district whose capital is now called

Soissons, she was educated in the Clu-istiau

religion, and when she reached a maturer age, was
induced, very reluctantly, to become the wife of

Clotaire. Her own wish having been to become a

nun, her married life was in great measure given

up to works of charity and religion, and Clotaire

complained tliat ho ' had married a nun ratlicr than

a queen.' Eventually, about the year 553, she

obtained his leave to retire to a monastery at

Noyon, where she was consecrated a deaconess by
the bishop Medard. Soon afterwards, she founded

a monastery at Poitiers, in which she lived as a

simple sister, but which she endowed richly, not

only with money and lauds, but also with relics and

other sacred objects obtained from the Hoiy Land
and aU the more eminent churches of tlie East and

West. It was on the occasion of the translation to

her church at Poitiers of a relic of the holy cross

that the Christian poet Vexantius Fortunatns com-

posed the celebrated and tridy magnificent Latiu

hymn Vexilla Rcfis Prodcrent. P. outlived him
by more than a quarter of a ccntm-y, during which

she was regarded as a model of Christian virtue

;

and her life has formed the subject of many
beautiful legends, still popular in Germany and

France. Her monastery, before her death, which

took i)lace in 587, numbered no fewer than 200

nuns. Her feast is held on August 13, the anni-

versary of her death.

RADETSKY, Joh.v>'N Joseph Wenzel, Count of

P.adetz, and an Austrian field-marshal, was born at

Tzrebnitz, in Bohemia, iu November 1766 ; and in

17S4, entered the Austrian military service as a

cadet in a Hungarian cavah-y regiment, making his

first campaign against the Tm-ks iu 17SS—1789.

He took jiart in the Austrian wars mth Napoleon,

brilliantly distinguished himself, and rose to the

rank of lieutenant field-marshal. After the conclu-

sion of peace, he was stationed mostly in Hungary
;

but tlie threatening aspect of affairs in Italy caused

him to be sent to take the command of the Austrian

army in Lombardy ; hostilities were, however,

deferred, and P. seized this opportunity of putting

Verona in a complete state of defence. The Em-
peror Ferdinand, on his accession in 1836, acknow-
ledged P.'s nimierous and valuable services by
raising him to the rank of field-marshal. The
rebellion at last broke out suddenly in 1848, and

E. was forced to retire from Slilan and continue his

retreat to Verona (April 2). His departure was the

signal for a general insurrection, only the renowned
Quadrilateral (q. v.) and the citadel of Ferrara

remaining in the hands of the Austrians ; and the

revolt of Venice cut olT all P.'s communications
except that to the Tyrol. The Piedmontese army
had now effected the passage of the Minoio (May 7),

and closely invested Peschiera, thus rendering P.'s

position an extremely critical one. He had only

50,000 men to oppose to the Piedmontese ai'my of

41,000 men around Peschiera, a corps of observation

6000 strong near Mantua, a body of 4000 guarding
tlie passage of the Mincio, the Komau army of

14,000 men holding the south bank of the Po, and
an army of Venetian insurgents, numbering 15,000,

in his rear. Being thus unable to take the offen-

sive, he waited anxiously for the reinforcements
w'liich he expected by the Illyriau frontier, and
wluch, after defeating the Venetian and Roman
armies which attempted to stop their progress,

joined him at Verona on May 22. The Austrians

now assumed the offensive, and marched on Mantua,
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defeating the Italians iu two bloody conflicts at

Montanara and Curtatone, but were iu turn signally

vanquished at Goito by Charles Albert, who gained
by this victory the immediate surrender of Peschiera

(May 29), and rendered E.'s position more critical

than ever. But tlie gaUant Sardinian was no match
for K. in generalship, for he wasted his time before

jNIantua, till E. had raised an army of 82,000 men,
with which he drove the king (.jidy 22 and 23)

back, defeated him at Custozza (July 25), pursued
him closely, converted his retreat into a disorderly

fliglit, and again defeated him under the walls of

Milau (August 4). The king was now besieged iu

Milan, but (August 6) a six months' armistice was
agreed to, and war was not resumed by the Pied-
montese tdl March 1849. E. was tliis time better

prepared, and at once invaded Pieilmont ; after a
successful brush with the enemy at VigeVano
(March 21), he totally routed them at Novara (March
23), after an obstinate conflict of six hours' dura-
tion. Peace was now concluded with Piedmont,
and E. ue.xt besieged Venice, whicli surrendered
after a long siege (August 23). He was then
appointed governor-general of Lombardy and Venice,

and ruled with absolute authority till his retirement
on February 28, 1857, suppressing all insurrections

and disturbances \vith the utmost rigour. He died

at Mdan, January 5, 1S58, at the age of 91 years.

He bore the character of a brave soldier and con-

summate tactician, and, strange to say, acquired all

his European reputation after he had passed his

80th year.

RADIA'TA, the lowest of Cuvier's four great

di\nsions of the animal kingdom, derive their name
from the organs of sense and motion being disposed

as rays round a centre ; the other three, in ascending

order, being the Articiilata, the Molhisca, and the

Vertehrata. Before Cuvier's time, all invertebrate

animals were divided into Worms and Insects. In
1795, he presented a Memoir to the Natural History

Society of Paris, in which, to use his own words, he
' marked the characters and limits of the moUuses,
crustaceans, insects, worms, echinoderms, and
zoophytes ;' and in a Memoir read before the Insti-

tute in July 1812, he ' distributed these various

classes under three grand divisions, each of which is

comparable to th.at of the vertebrate animals.' The
necessity for the dismemberment and re-arrangement

of this heterogeneous assemblage which Cuvier
grouped together in his Eadl\ta, has long been
felt ; and at the present day, ' the radiate mob ' (as

Professor Pluxley terms it) may be regarded as

effectually demolished. To shew how these animals

have been re-arr.anged, it is necessary first to mention
that Cuvier liimself divided them into five classes

—namely, (1 ) the Echinodermala, (2) the EndKoa
(or Intestinal Worms), (3) the Acalephce (or Sea-

nettles), (4) the Polypi, and (5) the Infusoria. The
Echinodernmta are now included by Huxley
{Elements of Comparative Anatomy, 1864) in the

Anmdoida (one of the eight primary groups into

which ho divides the whole animal kingdom) ; while

J. Victor Carus (Handbuch der Zoolorjie, 1863)

makes them an independent group. The Entozoa
are placed by Huxley under the Annuloida, and liy

Carus under the Vermes. The Acalephai are by
unanimous consent placed in the Cmletiterala, a
primary group established by Frey and Leuekart.

Of the Polypi, those with ciliated arms (the Bryozoa
or Polyzoa, of which the Sea-mat or Flustra is a

well-known example) are now placed among the

lower molluscs, which, under the term MoUuscoida,
are considered by Huxley as one of the eight

primary groups ; while the remainder are placed

amongst the Cahnterata. The Infusoria are now
regarded by most zoologists as a class of the



EADIATION OF HEAT—RADOM.

Protozoa (q. v.), a primary group establislied by
Siebold.

EADIA'TIOlSr OF HEAT. See He.w.

EA'DICAJJ (Lat. radicalts, fundamental, from
radix, root), originally radical reformer, a name
applied to one of the political party n-hich advocates
extreme changes of a democratic character in the

state.

KADIOLI'TES, a genus of lameUibrancMate
mollusca, found only in Cretaceous rocks, and
remarkable for the great diversity of its valves.

The upper valve is flat or conical, with a central

umbo ; and the lower is an elongated cone, and has
on its inner surface two large dental sockets, and
lateral muscidar impressions. The upper valve is

not perforated with canals, as in the nearly related

genus Hippurites. More than forty Bpecies have
been described.

RADISH (liapJiunus), a genus of plants, of the

natural order Ci-uci/ercp, ha\-ing a spongy Silique

(q. v.), which does not split open when ripe, ends in

a conical or awl-shaped beak, and is more or less

divided into transverse cells, in some species adher-

ing together even in decay, and in some falling

asunder. The flowers are yellow, red, or purple.

—The CoJDioN Pi. {R. sath-us) has thick, roimd,

tapering, and pointed pods, little longer than
their stalks, very slightly contracted, and not

falling to pieces. It is an annual, with branch-

ing stem from two to four feet high, rough l3Te-

shaped leaves, and pale violet - coloured flowers

with dark veins. It is a native of Asia, from the

coasts of the Mediten-anean to Japan, and has been
cultivated in China, India, and Europe from the

most ancient times, for the sake of its fleshy roots,

which have a sharj) biting taste, and are much used
when young as a salad, and also to some extent as

a boiled vegetable. In this latter wa_y, the young and
tender leaves were also formerly used. The vaiieties

of E. in cultivation are extremely numerous ; but
they are generally classed under the two heads of

Long-rooted and Turnip-rooted Radishes, the roots

of the former resembling the carrot in shape, and
the latter the turnip. The varieties diS'er very
much, not only in form of root, but in colour and
size, a red colour generally prevading. Some of

the darker-coloured turnijj-rooted radishes attain

the size of a man's head. Radishes are sown at

different seasons, and are generally used when
young and small ; but some kinds are occasionally

stored for winter. The root of the R. possesses

demulcent, stimulant, and diuretic properties, and
is sometimes used in cases of atony, or of excessive

secretion of mucus by the organs of digestion or the
urinary organs. R. juice, mixed with sugar-candy,

is a pojndar and useful German remedy for hoarse-

ness and cough.—Distinct from both the varieties

above-named is the Oil R., which has a slender

—

scarcely fleshy—root, a short much-branched stem,

and many-seeded pods. It is cidtivated in China
for the od of its seeds.—Another species of R. {II.

caudatvs), a native of Japan, is there cultivated as

an cscident.—To this genus belongs the Jointed
C'ii.A.BLOCK of our corn fields (1!. rajihanistrum),

which has found its way from Europe to Korth
America, and is a troublesome weed there also.

The seeds, however, may be advantageously crushed
for oil.—The Sea 11. (A', maritimus) is a more rare

British species, the roots of which are of line quality

and great pimgency.

EA'DITJS, in Geometry, is a straight line dra'ivn

from the centre to the circumference of a circle.

See Circle and Qtr.iDK.\T0EE. In Trigonometrj',

the radius is taken as unity, and the sines, cosines,

&c. are expressed in terms of it. In Astronomy, the
same term is employed in a slightly different seuse

;

and to prevent confusion, it is changed into radius-
vector. The radius-vector is a straight line dra'\vn from
the centre of force to the position of a body which
describes its orbit round that centre ; if the orbit is

a circle, the radius-vector is invariable in its length,
but constantly changes if the orbit be any of "the
other conic sections. From astronomy the term has
been transferred to what are called polar equations
in the higher mathematics. To express a curve by
this method a point is taken for the pole ; through
this point a Une, the axis, is drawn, indefinite in
length and arbitary in direction ; then as one end of
the radius-vector is at the pole, its inclination to
the axis, and its length at tliis inclination, will
give a point in the curve. Equations to curves,
when thus expressed in terms of the radius-vector,

and its inclination to the axis, are caUed polar co-

ordinates, and are generally much simpler in form
than when expressed by rectangular Co-ordinates

(q. v.).

KA'DXOR, New, a municipal and parliamentary
borough in Radnorshire, of which it was formerly
the capital, stands in the midst of exceedingly wild
and hjHy scenery, on the south border of Radnor
Forest, and eight miles west-south-west of Presteign.

In the immediate vicinity is the cascade of Water-
brcak-its-neck, which descends from a height of 70
feet, and is one of the most celebrated in AVales.

New R., once comparatively important, has dwindled
into a small country town, remarkable only for the
beauty of the surrounding scenery. In ISG-t, a
statue in memory of Sir George Comewall Lewis
was erected at New Radnor. Pop. (of parliamentary
borough) 2262. The business of the county is

transacted at Presteign, the coxinty town, which
contains 1743 inhabitants.

RADNORSHIRE, an inland county of South
Wales, bounded on the N. by JNIontgomeryshire

and Shropshire, and on the S. and S.-E. by Breck-
nockshire and Herefordshire. Area, 272,128 acres ;

pop. (18G1), 25,382. Groups of mountains, seldom
forming themselves into continuous chains, cover

the greater part of the surface of the county.

Radnor Forest, which attains the height of 2163 feet,

runs east and west, and is the loftiest and most
connected of the ranges. The south-eastern district

is flat, with a gradual slope towards the east. Of
the rivers, the chief of which flow southward, the

principal is the V/ye (which forms the greater part

of the southern boimdary of the county), and its

tributaries the Ithon, the Elan, and the Lugg. The
coimty formerly comprised large tracts of bog and
moorland, which are in com'se of being gradually

reclaimed and cultivated. Its valleys, especially

that watered by the Lugg, are famed for the rich-

ness of their pastures, which feed siilendid herds of
' Herefortls.' In the east and south-east districts

of R. excellent wheat, barley, oats, and potatoes

are grown. Sheep-farming, however, is the most
profitable ; on the pastures and common or waste

lands, large flocks are supported. The county
returns one member to the House of Commons.
(Pop. 1871—25,428.)

RA'DOM, a government of the kingdom of

Poland (q. v.), extends immediately south-east of

the government of Warsaw. Area, 9523 sq. m.

;

pop., 932,003. The surface, partly traversed by
the Sandomir Mountains, which rise in the Kather-
inenberge to the height of upwards of 2000 feet, is

the most elevated of the kingdom. The principal

rivers are the PUica and the Vistula, both of which
flow north. The sod is diversified.

BADOBI, capital of the government of the same
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EADOWITZ-KAFFLES.

name, stands on the Earlomka, CO milea south of

Warsaw. It has considerably improved in size

within late years, and is the seat of an active trade

and commerce. Pop. 10,231.

RADOWITZ, JosEpn voN', Prussian general and
statesman, born Fel)ruary 6, 1797, at Blankenburc;,

was the son of a nobleman of Hungarian descent,

received his professional education at Paris, and in

the Jlilitary School of the kingdom of Westjilialia,

V'hicli he left in 1813, in order to enter the Wcst-
phalian army as an otFiccr. After the peace in

IS1.'>, he received an appointment as Master of

Mathematical and Military Sciences in the Military

School of Cassel; but in 1823, he entered the

Prussian service, and in 1830, became chief of the

fjeneral staff of artillery. By liis marriage -n-ith the

Countess Maria v. Voss (1S2S), he became connected

with the Prussian aristocracy, and soon became the

leader of the anti-revolutionary party. In 1830,

It. was sent as Prussian military commissioner
plenipotentiary to the German Diet at Frankfurt.

In 1842, he was named ambassador extraordinary

and minister plenipotentiary at the courts of

Carlsruhe, Darmstadt, and Nassau; and in IS-l.'j, he
was raised, to the rank of major-general. Mean-
while his influence on public affairs in Germany
became more and more conspicuous ; above all, he
was the conlidaut and adviser of Kin::; Frederick-

William IV. in his endeavours to brino; about a

reform of the German Diet, as his pam]ihlet, Ger-

many and Frederick-William IV. [Dcu/Kchland vnd
Friedrkh Wilhdni IV., Hamb. 1848), proves. His
Conversations about State and Chnrch, suggested
by the present state of affairs (Gesprilclw aus der

Ge^enwart ilher Staat iind Kirche, Stuttg. 1S4C) may
be taken as a manifestation of the intentions which
tried to iind a practical issue in the constitution of

Feliruary 3, 1S47. When the revolution of 1S4S
broke out, a new field opened itself for Radowitz.
The endeavom's of Prussia to give a constitution to

Germany, by means of the aUianco of the three

kings, was principally his work. He now obtained
the leadership of the affairs of the union in the
Prussian chambers as well as in the parliament,

which assembled (March 1S50) at Erfurt, but was
unable to prevent the failure of the union scheme.
On September 27, 1 SoO, he became formally Secretary
for Foreign Affairs, but in 1801 retired to Erfurt,

whore he \VTote his Neue Gespriiche atts der
Grgrmvart (2 vols.. Erf. and Leip. 1851). He died
December 23, 1853.—Consult FreusdorCf, Josepli, v.

R. A. (Leip. IS50).

KAEEURN', Sir Henry, R. A., a distin.gnished

portrait-painter, was born on March 4, 1750, at
Stockbridge, then a village near Edinburgh, where
his father was a manufacturer. His parents died
when he was little more than six years old, and
ho was educated in that well-known institution,

George Heriot's Hospital. He was apprenticed
to a goldsmith and jeweller when about fifteen

years of ago ; but having a very decided taste for
art, he practised miniature-paiHting during his
leisure hours with such success, that he was soon
enabled to buy up his indenture, and devote himself
first to miniature, and not long after to portrait-
painting in oil. He married when he was twenty-
two, and acquired some fortune by his wife. Pro-
ceeding to London, with introductions to Sir Joshua
Reynolds, ho was kindly received by him, and prac-
tised in his studio for about two months. Sir Joshua
very soon perceived the high talent evinced by the
young artist ; advised him to visit Rome, and offered
him funds for the purpose. Acting on this advice

—

he had funds sufficient—R. set out, funiished with
letters from Reynolds to Pompeo, Battonc, and
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other artists of note in Rome at the time. After
remaining two years in Italy, he returned, and
settled in Edinburgh in 17S7, where he soon
received full employment as ,a portrait-painter. In
1812, R. was elected President of the Society of
Artists in Edinburgh ; in 1814, Associate of the
Royal Academy of London, and in tlie following
year. Academician. He was knighted in 1822, when
George IV. visited Scotland, and shortly after was
appointed King's Limner for Scotland. He died at
Edinburgli on Sth July 182,3. E.'s style was
modelled in a great degree on that of lieynolds—he
aimed, like him, in his pictures to produce breadth
—which is the effect obtained by massing together
and keeping as far as possible the lights distinct
from the shadows, and making them rcsi)ectively

effective, in place of dividing and mixing them up
all over the i)icture ; but he carried out this prin-

ciple in a manner and with a feeling peculiarly his

own. He never attempted, by thick impasto and
semi-transparent paintmg, to produce texture and
luminous effect, but adopted the opposite mode of

jiainting in a low tone with a sharp touch, working
his colours with little admixture of any unctuous
medium. In his portraits of men, in particular, he
gives the characteristic expression in a simple but
decided and effective manner. His style has been
thought by connoisseurs to resemble in many
respects that of Velasquez. R.'s reputation was
very high in his lifetime, and it is still rising, his

pictiu-es being now much sought after. Among the
notable personages who sat to R. for their portraits

were Sir David Baird, Sir Walter Scott, Henry
IMaekenzie, Neil Gow, Harry Erskine, DugalJ
Stewart, Professor Playfair, Dr George Hill, Francis

Jeffrey, Henry Coekbiu'u, and many of the Scottish

nobility.

RAFFLES, Sin TnoM.is Stamford, a distin-

guished traveller and naturalist, was the son of a
captain in the West India trade, and was born at

sea, off Port Morant in Jamaica, on the 5tli of

July 1781. His lirst appointment was to a clerk-

ship in the East India House. Having attracted

the notice of his superiors by his talents and
industry, he received a permanent appointment in

the office. In 1805, the Court of Directors deter-

mined on sending out an establishment to Penang
or Prince of Wales' Island, and young R. was
appointed assistant-secretary. He arrived at

Penang in September of the same year ; and having
studied the Malay language \A-ith great diligence

during the voyage, he was enabled to enter upon his

duties with efficiency on his arrival. He con-

tinued his study of the Malay and other eastern

languages, in which he made considerable progress.

Eventually, R. was made principal secretary. In
1808, he made a voyage to Malacca, where he
had the opportunity of mixing with Javanese,

Amboynians, Borneans, Papuans, Cochin-Chinese,

and Chinese Proper. With respect to Malacca
itself, he collected much interesting information.

In 1811, when it was resolved by the English

government to take possession of Java, then belong-

ing to the Dutch, it was arranged that Mr R.

should accompany the expedition as secretary to the

governor-general. Lord Minto, who was himself to

take the chief command. After some hard fighting,

the troops took possession of the island. Mr R.
received the appointment of lieutenant-governor

of .Java and its dependencies ; and upon the

departure of Lord Minto, took upon himself

the entire administration of the newly-acquired

territory. ^luch had stdl to be done in the way of

conciliating the native princes and chiefs to the

British rule. He had to appoint British residents

at several of the Dative coiu-ts, and to frame rules
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and regulations for their conduct. He ordered a

qenerai survey to be made of the whole island, the

reading of which, as well as of all the reports con-

nected with that and other thiugs, occupied a

considerable part of his time. By frequent personal

interviews with the natives also, he sought to

become acquainted with their manners and char-

acter, and to make such regulations as would be

for their best interests both morally and materially.

While engaged in this career of usefulness, his

health gave way ; and in ISIG ho returned to

England, stopping by the way at St Helena, where
he had an interview with Napoleon. On his

arrival in England, he wrote his well-known
Uisloi-;/ of Jam., published in two volumes 4to

in 1S17, in which year he received the honour of

knighthood. Java having by this time been

restored to the Dutch, Sir Stamford E. was
appointed lieutenant-governor of Bencoolen, a

settlement upon the coast of Sumatra, where he

landed in March ISIS. In the latter part of

that year he was called to Calcutta, on a visit of

business, and instead of retm-ning directly to

Bencoolen, was sent to form a new settlement

at Singapore. Here he remained for some months,

and then again returned to Bencoolen, where he

continued to discharge the duties of lieutenant-

governor until Fel-iruary 1824, when he was com-

pelled by ill-health to return to England. The
vessel in which he set sail took fire, the crew and
passengers escaping with difficidty in the boats. By
this accident. Sir Stamford R. lost the greatest part

of his eftl-cts, including a fine collection of natural

history, and other things, valued at about £20,000.

After his arrival in England, he lived to caiTy out

what had been one of his favourite projects—namely,

the formation of the Zoological Society of London,
of which he was named President, and to the

interests of which he devoted himself to the time of

his death. This took place on the 5th of Jidy 1S26.

RAFFLE'SIA, a remarkable genus of. plants

belonging to the small natural order Ilafflesiaccce,

au order composed entirely of parasitic plants,

Bafflesia AmoIdL

which consist merely of a flower, and form part of

the Rhhorjens (q. v.) of Lindley. The Bafflesiacece

are natives partly of the Indian islands and partly
of South America. The plants of the genus Raf-
flesia have neither stalk nor leaves, but are mere
llowers seated upon the roots of species of Cissus,

making their appearance at first as a hemispherical
swelling of the bark of the root, and, after the bark
has broken, rising up in the form of a head of cab-
bage, whilst the perianth is covered with imbricated
bractc.i.\ which are more or less recurved after it has
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opened. The perianth is thick, fleshy, and 5-partite.

The germen is inferior, and contains many ovules ;

and the anthers, which are numerous, are seated

under the re\'oIute margin of the top of tlie style

column. After the flower has expanded, it diffuses

a carrion-like smell, that even attracts flies, and
induces them to deposit their eggs. The largest

and first-discovered species, B. Arnoldi, was dis-

covered in ISIS in Sumatra by Dr Arnold, and was
sent to the eminent botanist, Robert Brown, by Sir

Thomas Stamford Raflies, the British governor in

Sumatra. Its flower measures fully three feet in

diameter, is capable of containing almost two gallons

of fluid, sometimes weighs ten pounds, and is the

largest of all known flowers. A smaller species, B.
patma, whose flowers are 16 inches—2 feet in

diameter, is highly prized by the Javanese as a

medicine, for its strong styptic powers. E. Hors-
fieldii, another Javanese species, is stfll smaller,

its flowers being only three inches broad.

RAFN, Karl Christian, a celebrated Danish
critic and archiTologist, was born at Brahesborg, in

the island of Flinen, January 16, 1796, and educated

at the university of Copenhagen, of which he was
appointed sub-librarian in 1821. Even while a boy
at the gymnasium of Odense, he was chstinguished

by his "fondness for the old Norse literature and
language, and when he became officially connected

with the university, he undertook a general revision

of all the Icelandic and Old Norse iSlSS. preserved

there. It is to E.'s unwearied exertions that Den-
mark owes the foundation (1825) of the 'Society for

Northern Antiquities,' whose principal object is the

publication and criticism of all documents that can

throw light on the subject of Old Norse literatiu-e.

To this single end, E. has devoted his whole
hfe. As secretary of the 'Society,' he has edited

and published a great many ancient Scandina-

vian JISS., occupying about seventy volumes.

Among his nuraeroiis important works, we may
mention a Danish translation of Norse Mythic and
Romantic Sagas (3 vols., 2d ed. 1829— 18.30) ; an
edition (from a manuscript), with philologico-critical

remarks, of Ragnar Lodbrog's death-song, under the

title of KrdkumCtl, sen Epiced'mm Barjnaris Lodbroci,

Begis Danice (Copenh. 1826) ; a complete collection

of the Norse sagas (many of these IMSS. being

hitherto tmedited) entitled Fornaldar-Sogur Nord-
lamia (Copenh. 3 vols., 1829—1830) ; and the Fd-
reyhiga-Saga (1S32) in Icelandic, with translations

in Danish and Faroese, and a critical apparatus.

But his most widely-known and perhaps liis

most interesting work, is his AntiquUatcs Ameri-

caixe, seu Scriptores Septentrionales Benim Ante-

Columbianarum in America (Copenh. 1837), in

which, from a critical examination of numerous
geographical, nautical, and astronomical data in

certain Old Norse MSS., he comes to the conclusion

that America was discovered by Norsemen in the

10th c, 400 years before Columbus was born ; and
that, from the 11th to the 14th century, a large

tract of the North American coast had been visited

and even partially colonised as far south as Rhode
Island and Massachusetts—a conclusion, it may be
added, the probability of which has been confirmed

in several important points by recent topographico-

antiquarian researches in these states. The sub-

ject was followed up by him and Finn Magnussen
in their Historical Monuments of Greenland (3 vols.,

Copenli. 1S3S— 1S45). Another very important

work to which R. has furnished a great part of the

text, carefully worked up from MSS., and a Danish
translation of the first three and the 11th books in

parallel cohmins, is the great collection of historical

sagas representing events that took place out of

Iceland, and entitled Foriimanna Sijfjur (12 vols.,

SI
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Copen. 1S2S, et scq.). He lias also had a great

share in (b-awint; up auil editmg the Icelandic JMbb.

relating to the history o£ Russia and other eastern

conntries, and of which two volumes appeared at

Copenhagen in 1S50—1852, under the title of AiUi-

quilcs Jiusses.

RA'FTERS, the sloping timhers of a Roof (q. v.)

which meet in an antjlo at the ridge, and on which

rest the laths or boarding which carry the tiles or

RAGGED SCHOOLS. The Ragged School, as

distinct from the Certified Industrial School, is a

voluntary agency providing education for destitute

children, and so preventing them from falling into

vatrrancy and crime. Vagrant children, and those

giiUtv of sli'-ht offences, are provided for m the

Certified Industrial School ; but the two institu-

tions are frequently combined. See article iNlius-

TEIAL Schools. The movement which established

rac'cd schools was almost simultaneous with that

which instituted reformatories. Jolm Pounds, a

poor shoemaker at Portsmouth, has the honour of

orit'inating the idea. Fur twenty years, up to the

tinfe of his death in 1S39, he gathered the ragged

children of the district round him as he sat

at work. They came freely, and were taught

qratuitously. Sheriff Watson of Aberdeen has

the merit of making the idea a national one,

and thus originating the movement. His offer

of education was accompanied with the offer of

food—a necessity for the wretched children who
picked up a living in the streets. The first school

was opened in Aberdeen in 1S4I, and from thence

raeged feeding schools spread over all the country.

Lradon had a Ragged Sunday School in 1S38,

which eventually became a free day-school. Field

Lane followed in 18-13. The Ragged School Union

of London now numbers 201 day-schools, with

17,983 scholars (of these, 2849 are industrial) ; 180

Sunday schools, with 23,360 scholars; and 205

night-schools, with S325 scholars. The number of

schools throughout the country cannot be ascer-

tained, as they are not officially known. A Privy-

council Minute of 1856 allowed a capitation grant

of £2, 10s. to every child fed in the schools. This

was withdrawn in 1859, as was also the gi-ant of

one-third the cost of material used in industrial

training. Many of the existing schools certified

under the Act of 1857, as in Scotland under Mr
Dunlop's Act of 1S54, but these acts operated very

slightly in changing the character of the schools,

though introducing the prmciple of compulsory

deterition, more fully worked out under recent

acts. In the present code of government educa-

tion, ragged schools are left out. They can obtain

grants on the same conditions as other schools,

conditions to them often difficult and unnecessarj'.

For industrial teaching, they receive nothing. The
ragged school joined to the certified industrial is

precluded from any aid from any quarter. No
school can be helped by the Committee of Council

which is receiving Treasury help, and the Treasury

only pays a weekly sum towards the maintenance of

each sentenced child. There are still, it is estimated,

25,000 ragged children in the streets of London.

EAGGEE (Eleusine corocana), an Indian grain

(see Eleusixe), very prolific, but perhaps the least

nutritious of the cereals, although it is the chief

food of the poorer classes in Mysore and on the

Neilgherries. It is made into dark-brown cakes

and porridge, which are described as very poor fare.

BAGHU is, in the legend.ary history of ancient

India, the name of a celebrated king of Ayodhyil.

See OcTDE. He belonged to the royal dynasty which
derived its origin from the sun ; and amongst his

descendants is Rilma (q. v.). See also the next

article.

RAGHUVANS'A (from Rarihu [q. v.] and vaiis'a,

race or family, hence ' the family of Raghu ') is the

title of one of the most celebrated poems of Sanscrit

literature, attributed to the authorship of Kfdidasa

(q. v.). It consists of 19 sargas—i. e., sections or

cantos—and its subject-matter is the legendary

history of the kincts of the solar race, beginning

with that of Di]ipa,'"the father of Raghu, and ending

with that of Agnivaru'a. The text of the poem,

with an excellent Latin translation of it, was pub-

lished by Professor A. F. Stenzler (London, 1S3'_')

;

the text, with a prose interpretation in Sanscrit, by

IPandits of the Sanscrit College of Calcutta (1831) ;

and the text, with the complete and important

commentary of MaUinatha, by Giris'aehandra Vidyi-

ratna, one of the professors of the government San-

scrit College (Calcutta, 1852). Single cantos with

the same commentaiy have also been published at

Bombay and Madras.

RAGLAN, Lord, Fitzroy James Henry Somer-

set, Field-marshal, G.C.B., eighth son of the fifth

Duke of Beaufort, was born September 30, 1788.

He entered the army in his 16th year, and in 1807,

served on the staff of the Duke of WeUington in

the expedition to Copenhagen. He went to the

Peninsula as aide-de-camp to the Duke, and in

1812 became his military secretary. As Lord

Fitzroy Somerset, his name became a household

word. He was present at all the great actions

of the Peninsular campaign which illustrate the

career of the great commander. He was among

the first to mount the breach at the storming of

Badajoz, and it was to him that the governor gave

up his sword. On the return of Napoleon from

Elba, he served under the Duke in Flanders, and lost

his sword-arm in the crowning victory of Waterloo.

The very nest day, he was seen practising writing

with his left hand! For liis brilliant military

services, he was made K.C.B., and received orders

from several foreign potentates. He was minister-

plenipotentiary at Paris in 1815, and secretary to

the French embassy from 1816 to 1819. The Duke
was appointed in 1819 Master of the Ordnance, and

R. again became his secretary. In 1822, he went to

the Congi-ess of Verona in attendance on the Duke,

who was the English plenipotentiary. In 1827, the

Dulce was appointed commander-in-chief of the

British army, and called R. to the Horse Guards as

bis military secretary. This office he held until the

death of his chief in September 1852. He was then

made Master-general of the Ordnance, and in

October was called to the House of Peers as Baron

Raglan of Raglan, in the county of Monmouth. He
hacl previously sat in the Lower House during the

parliaments of 1818 and 1826 for the borougli of

Traro. While Master-general of the Ordnance, he

was appointed, with the rank of general while so

employed, commander of the English forces which

were despatched to Turkey m February 1854. The

aUied armies of Britam and France, under R. and

Marshal St Arnaud respectively, made good their

landing in the Crimea. The victory of the Alma, the

flank-march to Balaklava (q. v.), the cavah-y charge

which has made that place immortal, the san-

guinary and desperate infantry-battle of Inkerraann

fq. V.) (which obtained for R. the baton of Field-

marshal), and the siege of Sebastopol, are too well-

known to need description. Unfavourable comments

began to be made, as the campaign proceeded, upon

R.'s conduct of the war. Duriug the winter, 1854—

1S55, his soldiers suffered unspeakable privations,

and himdreds perished in camp and on board trans-

ports for want of the food, clothing, and medicines
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which were in store, but could not be found in

the confusion and mismanagement that prevailed.

Supplies arrived; but the siege continued without
much apparent success imtil June 18, when a
general assaidt was ordered, and when E.'s troops,

as well as the French, received a terrible repulse.

E. had been suflferinci; from a slight attack of cholera,

and the disaster of June IS weighing upon his mind,
he suddenly became worse, and died of exhaustion,

June 28, 1855. His remains were brought to

England, and buried iu the famUy cemetery at Bad-
minton. E. was an indefatigable and experienced
administrator. He proved himself to be a skilful

tactician, although it may be doubted whether he
had the qualities of a great general. He was
undeniably gifted with many qualities that shone
with great lustre in the field as well as in council.

His demeanour in action was so calm that it

excited the admiration of the French, and Marshal
St Arnaud declared that his bravery rivaUed that
of antiquity. His courteous and noble bearing, his

gentleness of temper and firmness of mind, and his

constant worship of ' duty,' invest his character

with something of the chivalrous. See Kinglake's
Invasion of the Crimea.

EAGMAN ROLL {ragman, a word of imcertain
origin, used in ancient diplomatic language for an
indenture or legal deed), the name given to the
collection of instruments which record the acts of

fealty and homage performed by the Scottish

nobility and gentry to Edward I. of England during
his military progress through Scotland in 1296, and
afterwards at the parliament held at Berwick. The
original instriunents of homage under the seals of

the parties were deposited in the Eoyal Treasiu'y

of England, and have almost entirely perished ; but
the roll in existence in the Tower preserves a record
of them. Its contents were given in an abridged
form in Prjmne's Fecords, and afterwards printed
in extenso by the Bannatyne Club iu 1834. An
especial value attaches to the Eagnian Eoll as con-

taining the largest and most authentic enumeration
extant of the nobility, barons, landholders, and
burgesses, as well as of the clergy of Scotland, prior

to the 14th c, and the only genuine statistical

notices of Scotland of the period.

RAGOUT (Fr. ragouter, to revive the appetite

;

appears to be from Lat. re-ad-rpistare), a name much
less iu use now than formerly, for a dish of stewed
moat and vegetables, usually flavoured with herbs
and other condiments. It differs but little from the
oUa of the Spaniards and the pilau of the Turks.

RAGS. Fragments of nearly aU textile materials
have now a commercial value ; those of cotton,

linen, and hempen cloths are used in the mannfac-
tiure of Paper (q. v.) ; and woollen and worsted rags
are made available for respinning either alone or

mixed with fresh wool, whilst the refuse is groimd
into powder, dyed various colours, and forms the
material called llock, used by the paper-stainers to

produce theh" ornamental flock-papers. The trade

in rags is enormous. Linen and cotton rags to

the extent of from 18,000 to 20,000 tons per annum
are now imported by British paper-makers, and
perhaps quite as large a quantity is collected at

home. The imports are likely to
increase speedily, as the Italian and
French governments have recently

(1804) lowered their export duties

on this article. For woollen rags,

see Shoddy.

RAGTJ'LY, in Heraldry, a term
Eaguly. applied to an ordinary whose bound-

ing lines are furnished with serrated
projections.

RAGU'SA (Slav. Dubrovnik, Turk. Paprovnik),
formerlj' an independent repubhc, now a decayed
episcopal town aud seaport of Austria, in the
crown land of Dalmatia, lies at the base and on
the steep slopes of Jlount Sergio, 40 miles west-
north-west of Cattaro. Its higher streets com-
municate mth its lower by means of flights of
stejis. It is surroimded on the land side by
double walls, surmounted by old towers. Imme-
diately south of the town is a harbour, which
admits only small vessels ; but two miles west is

Gravosa, the proper harbour of E., and whicli
offers secure and spacious accommodation to the
largest vessels. The trade of E., which v."a3

once extensive and profitable, has sunk, and its

inliabitants, 5000 in number (about a sixth of the
former population), support themselves by ship-

building, and by the manufacture and export of

soap, liqueurs, malmsey wine, sUk, leather, and
tobacco. E. also carries on a considerable transit

trade with Turkey by means of the Turkish cara-

vans, about 200 of which—in all about 7000 horses
—visit the town annually.

E. is supposed to have been founded in 656 by
refugees from Old Eagaisa (the ancient Bjndaitriis,

situated 10 miles south-east), which was at that
time destroyed by a tribe of Slavonians. It formed
itself, after the model of Venice, into an aristocratic

repubhc, governed by a rector. In 1358, it placed
itself under the protection of Himgary, and later

it became tributary to the Porte. Napoleon, in

1808, abolished the republican government of E.,

and incorporated the town with the prorince of

Dalmatia. After 1814, the town, together with the
province, came into the possession of Austria.

RAGUSA, an old town iu the south of Sicilj', iu

the province of Syracuse, and 30 miles west-south-
west of the city of that name, stands on a narrow
aud steep ridge between two ra-vines, on the right

bank of the Ptagusa, and about 15 miles from tlie

sea. In the cUtt's below the walls and around the
town, ancient tombs of various shapes have been
hollowed out. E. is supposed to occupy the side

of the ancient Hijhla Minor. Pop. 22,000, who
manufacture woollen and silk goods.

RA'GWORT, the common English name of those

species of Senecio (q. v.) in which the heads of

Common Eagwort (Senecio Jacoiaa).

flowers have a spreading ray, the involucre lias

small scales at the base, and the leaves are pin-

natifid. The British species are large coarse weeds,
S3
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with erc-ct stem, .ind yellow flowers; one species,

tlie CojiMON E. {S. Jacobau), a jjerennial, is too

jilcntifiil in many pastures. It is refused or dis-

liked by horses, oxen, and sheep. It generally

disappears from thorous^hly drained laud, at least

after a little labour has been expended in grubbing

up its roots. The fresh herbage has been used to

dye wool green, but the colour is not permanent.

EAG-STONE, an imiiure limestone, consisting

chiefly of lime and silica, much used in Kent. It

breaks up into pieces about the size of a brick,

auil is hard and Hat bedded. The name is also

applied to the hard irregular rock which frequently

overlies better building materials. Besides being

used for building purposes, hones or shari)eniug

stones for scythes and other large blades are made
of it.

RAHDUISTPU'E. a large fortified town of

Ilindu'itan, in a protected state of the same name,

in the north-west of Guzerat, about 150 miles north-

west of Baroda. The majority of the inhabitants,

who are chiefly Rajput^ and Coolies, are engaged in

agriculture ; trade and manufactures, however, are

carried on to some extent. Coarse cotton cloths

—

the staple manufacture—and grain, leather, and
hides are exported. Pop. 15,000. The state of K.,

which is under British protection, has an area of

S5!» square miles, .and a pop. of 45,000. The climate,

very hot during October and November, is delightful

from December to April.

RAHU is, in Indian Mythology, the demon who
is imagined to be the cause of the eclipses of sun

and moon. V/hen, in consequence of the churning

of the milk-sea, the gods had obtained the Amr'ita,

or beverage of immortality, they endeavoured to

appropriate it to their exclusive use ; and in this

attempt they had also succeeded, after a long

struggle with their rivals, the Daityas, or demons,
when R., one of tlie latter, insinuating himself

amongst the gods, obtained a portion of the Amr'ita.

Being' detected by the sun and moon, his head was
cut off by Vishn u ; but the Amr'ita having reached

his throat, his head had already become immortal

;

and out of revenge against sun and moon, it now
pursues them with implacable hatred, seizing them
at intervals, and thus causing their eclipses. Such
is the substance of the legend as told in the Mahd-
hhdrata (q. v.). In the Furiin'as (q. v.), it is am-
plified by allowing both head and tail of the demon
to ascend heaven, and produce the eclipses of sun
and moon, when the head of the demon is called

Hdhii, and his tail Kctii, both, moreover, being

represented in some Purdn'as as the sons of the

demon ViprachiUi and his wife Sinhihi. In the

Vishn'u-Pnran'a, R. is also spoken of as the king

of the meteors.—In Hindu Astronomy, R. is per-

sonified as the moon's ascending, and Ketu as the

moon's descending, node.

RA'HWAY, a city of New Jersey, U.S., on the

Rahway River, 5 miles from its mouth, and the

New Jersey Railway, 19 miles west of New York.
It contains numerous manufacturing establishments,

a large proportion of which are for carriages. Pop.

(1S60) 7130.

RAIKES, RoBEr.T. See Su>'D.v\'" Schools.

RAIL {liallus), a genus of birds of the order
Orallcr, and family UnVidce, having a slender bill,

longer than the head, the body of a veiy compressed
form, wings of vei'y moderate length, a very short

tad, long and strong legs, and long toes. The only
European species is the Co5lMoy"E. or Water R.
(/?. aqimticus), sometimes called Bikocl; a bird
which occurs in almost all parts of Biitain, and is

not unfrequent in marshy situations and the reedy

margins of lakes and rivers, although it often eludes

observation, threading its way among reeds—for

which its compressed form seems specially adapted

—and diving when compelled to betake itself to

open water. It does not rise, except in extreme
necessity ; and when flushed, Hies heavily. It is

more plentiful in most parts of the continent than
in Britain ; and is there generally a bird of passage,

Ijreeding in the north, and migrating southwards on
the approach of winter. It makes its nest of coarse

grass and sedges among thick aquatic plants. The
whole length of the bird is about eleven inches and
a half, 'i'he sexes are very similar in plumage,
olive-brown, marked with black above ; bluish-ash

colour beneath, with white transverse markings on
the belly. The water R. feeds on worms, molluscs,

and soft vegetable substances. It is in the highest

esteem for the table.—America produces a number
of species of R., as the Virginian R. (R. Vircfmi-

anus), a species rather smaller than the Water 1!. of

Eurojie, and much resembling it in its habits ; a
bird of passage, and in many parts of North Ame-
rica very abundant ; the Great Red-breasted R.,

or Feesu-water Marsh Hen (R. derians), a much
larger bird, fully 20 inches in length, inhabiting the

extensive marshes of the southern states of North
America ; the Clapper R., or Salt-water Marsh
Hen (R. crepitans), extremely abundant in the salt-

marshes of the same regions, its whole length about
15 inches ; all of which are much esteemed for the
table, the eggs of the Clapper R. being also col-

lected in great numbers as a delicacy. The name
Clapper R. is from the caclUing cry which the bird

seems to delight in emitting.—The jMaxgrove Hen
(R. lonr/irostris) abounds on the muddy shores of the

West Indies, and its flesh is held in the highest

esteem.—In general form, and in the character of

:;^^M^>!^:^

Water Rail [Rallus aquaticus).

their plumage, aU these and other species are very

similar.

RAILS, in Architecture, are the horizontal bars

in panelled stone or wood work, such as doors,

shutters, &c., which enclose the panels, the upright

pieces being termed styles.—The word is also

applied to the level piece over balusters or between

posts.

RAI'LWAYS. The origin of these now vast

nudertakings is traced to a contrivance for sim-

plifying tlie transit of coal from the mines in

Northumberland and Durham to the places of

shipment on the Tyne and Wear. The invention

consisted of a double parallel line of wooden beams

or trams fixed to the ground, and furnished with

flanges to prevent the wheels of vehicles from

slipping aside. Along these flanged beams wagons

were dr-awn by horse's with such comparative ease,

that instead of a load of 17 cwt. by a common
road, a load of 42 cwt. coidd now be drawn by a
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single horse. These new thoroughfares, called

tramways, were made across fields, the proprietors

of which received a certain rent for the way-leave
or use made of them—which term, way-leave, is

still employed in arrangements of this kind. To
the coal districts of the north of England, therefore,

is indisputably due the simple yet meritorious con-

trivance whicli, from less to more, led to the modern
railway, with aU its wonderful machinery ; nor is

it useless to note, that the invention, in its early

stages, owed nothing to men of education or high
scientific attainments, but was mainly the work of

obscure mechanics aud illitei'ate enthusiasts.

The date of the invention of tramways is imcer-

tain, but liy good authorities it is referred to the

period between 1602 and 1649. From the northern

coal districts it gradually came into use in other

mining districts in England, as also in the south
of Scotland. The 17th c. was not favouraljle to

mechanical improvement. Kot till about 1700 was
there any marked advance on the original tramway.
The first step was the clothing of the wooden beams
with long slips of iron, to prevent excessive tear

and wear. This also being found defective, a second
and more complete improvement, about 1740, was
the substitution of cast-iron rails fixed in parallel

lines on cross wooden sleepers. This species of

railway became pretty general in mining districts

between 174.5 and 1775. In the former of these
years, one was in operation in Scotland—namely, a
short coal-line from Tranent to Cockenzie, which
General Cope selected as a position at the battle of

Prestonpaus. Though now considerably improved,
railways did not attract attention as being suitable

for general traffic. Tlie success of canals not only
turned the public miml in that direction, but raised

up a powerful canal interest, which viewed the
progress of railways with extreme jealousy and
ill-wUl.

The use of cast-iron rails led to an improved
method of traction. Instead of employing a single

large wagon, the plan of linking together a series

of smaller wagons was adopted—the germ of the
modern train. The next improvement consisted in

putting flanges on the wheels instead of the rails,

by which great facility of transit was afforded. The
draught still continued to be executed by horses

;

but as the railway sj'stem seemed to possess
immense capabilities of expansion, many minds
laboured in devising schemes to substitute steam-
apparatus. The invention of the locomotive, like

that of railways, was the work of successive

geniuses. Watt had shewn the practicability of

fixed steam-engines ; what was now wanted was an
engine that would travel by its own internal

impulse. Tlie merit of inventing a self-acting

steam-carriage is allowed to be due to Richard
Trevethick, a clever but eccentric engineer. In
1S02, he took out a patent for a steam-carriage,

and this novel machine he exhibited to large crowds
of admiring spectators on a piece of ground near
London. Immediately afterwards, he adajited his

carriage for the drawing of wagons on railways, a
duty which it successfully executed on the Jlerthyr-

Tydvil Ilailway in 1804. This was the first loco-

motive ; but it was far from perfect. It drew only
1 tons of Ijar-iron at the rate of five miles an hour.
Trevethick did not remain in England to improve
on his invention, nor did the moderate achievements
of his machiue immediately induce others to make
any distinct advance on his ingenious contrivance.

For this lethargy there were various causes ; but
the pi'iucipal consisted in a universal belief among
engineers, that the locomotive could not be expected
to gain gTcat speed, to ascend a moderate incline,

or to draw a heavy load, unless the wheels were

provided with a cogged rim to work o» a corres-

ponding rack along the rails. Numerous schemea
were made the subject of patents to overcome this

imaginary difficulty^a circumstance which gives

one a poor opinion of the state of engineering know-
ledge at the beginning of the 19th century. That
locomotives running with smooth wheels on smooth
rails, by mere weight and friction, as exemplified by
Trevethick, could draw heavy loads \\p a moderate
incline, was at length, in 1811, established as a fact

by Mr Elackett, a coal-proprietor, on the Wylam
Railway. The means for imparting speed alone

remained to be given.

Locomotive power was employed by George
Stephenson (q. v.) on the Killing^vorth Railway in

1814, and with such success, that it was afterwards

ajiplied on the Stockton and Darlington Railway,
for which the first act of parliament was passed in

1821. In this last uudertaking, Stephenson was
encouraged by the generous aud enlightened aid of

Edward Pease, a member of the Society of Friends,

whose name will always be associated with the
history of railway enterprise. The Stockton and
DarUngton was the fir.st railway in which carriages

travelled with passengers
;
yet, even with the mea-

sure of success so secured, the locomotive was stdl

an imperfect machine, for its rate of progress con-

tinued to be little faster than the walk of a horse.

Acceleration was now the grand desideratum, and
it was attained by using a very simple contrivance

—that of sendmg the waste steam up the chimney,
so as to cause a powerful draught in the fire ; a
rapid generation of steam was the consequence, and
by this appliance, along with the midtitubular

boiler, the machine shot forward with an energy
hitherto unknown (see Stemi-engine). Certain

improvements in details only remained to be efl'ected,

and these were carried out at Stephenson's engine

works at Newcastle ; the greatest improvement
of all consisted in that nice adjustment of parts,

which is now observable in the mechanism of the

locomotive.

It certainly seems very strange, that notwith-

standing the pi-oved feasibility of railways, the

public at large coiild not be stimulated to give any
heed to the subject. It was shewn in this, as in the

analogous case of steam-boats, that the world may
remain sceptical of an invention long after it has

been practically established beyond cavil. The idea

of extending railways over the kingdom for general

traffic, was perhaps first conceived by Thomas Gray
of Nottingh.am, who, full of enthusiasm, besieged

the pnbHc, and memorialised the government on
this his favourite project, between IS20 and 1824.

A work, embodying his views, Obsa-valions on a
General Iron Railway, d-c, was published in 1820.

Gray's ardent notions met with little favour. Un-
fortunately, he was no mechanic, and, seemingly
unacquainted with the advances which had been
made, laboured under the old exploded behef, that
locomotives must have cogged wheels. After Gray,
there appeared another projector, William James of

London, who, in 1822, endeavoured, without success,

to establish a railway between Liverjiool and
Manchester. Opposition caused his plans to be laid

aside. The next and more fortunate projector was
Joseph Sanders of Liverpool. He issued the pros-

pectus of a railway from Liverpool to Manchester,
29th October 1824 ; and this line, surveyed by
Stephenson, was, after much unworthy opposition,

and some changes of route, sanctioned by the
legislature. It was formally opened for traffic,

September 15, 1830. Provided with some of George
Stephenson's improved locomotives, the success of

the line was immediate and complete—in fact, the

great railway system was inaugm'ated.
£5
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Now, properly speaking, began that course of

commercial enterprise, unregulated, and often

wasteful, which has since assumed such importance.

Ilefraining from all control over railway operations,

the government left speculators to carry lines

anywhere or anyliow that parliament could be

1 lersuaded to sanction. The result, as is well luiown,

has been in many jilaces a complication of compet-

ing lines on no principle of economy or enlightened

foresight. Abandoned, as it were, to the audacity

of promoters, and the mere brute force of capital,

schemes, good, bad, and indifferent, had to light

their way at a cost almost exceeding belief ; while

at the same time there has been much waste of

money in allowing circuitous lines to places which
are afterwards, in a great measm-e, superseded by
others more direct.

Legislation and Management.—In the United
Kingdom, railw.ays are the property of independent

comiianies, who construct and work them under the

provisions of acts of parliament. The first stej)

consists in organising a company. Generally, a
solicitor and a few active projectors draw up a
prospectus, call meetings, suggest the names of

directors, and appoint an engineer to make a survey.

In no case does government or any public body
take any part in the initiatory proceedings, or find

any part of the capital. In some instances, the land

proprietors in the district to be traversed and
benefited, are among the principal promoters, but

for the greater part, the scheme is got up by indi-

viduals wiio can plead no such inducements. By the

engineer and sohcitor, there is much to be done at

the outset. Having procured a copy of the survey,

the solicitor has to discover the name of every

proprietor whose laud is interfered with, as well as

every tenant or occupant ; all which names, with
the extent and nature of the land to be taken, are

entered in a roll, called the Booh of Reference ; and
with every person so concerned, a schedule must be
lodged, stating all particulars. The recipients of

the schedules are requested to state in reply,

whether they design to assent, to oppose, or to

remain neuter ; by which means, the nund of every

one territorially interested becomes known to the

promoters. Land to be taken for, or damaged by,

railways is valued under dilTerent categories : 1.

The quantity and quality at so much per acre ; 2.

The injury caused by cutting off one part of a field

from another, called intersectional or severance
damages ; and 3. The damage done to the amenity
or beauty of the place. Besides claiming compensa-
tion on these different grounds, the proprietor

demands, for the sake of convenient communication,
that bridges or level crossings shall be made across

the line, or that passages be left beneath it ; also

that all ordinary moans of drainage be maintained
by culverts. Sometimes, he stipulates for a siding

or station. Should the lands be let to a farmer, as

is very generally the case, he is treated with separ-

ately for the loss he is liliely to sustain during his

lease, including any loss by xmexhausted manure in

the lands appropriated. Eemg thus compensated
for his claims, the farmer continues to pay his rent

as usual, without deduction, according to the obli-

gations of his lease, and any question is saved
between landlord and tenant. Such is an outline of

the usual method of settbng ' land-claims,' though
much depends on the feeUng on botli sides. At one
time, enormous sums were asked, and paid for

alleged damage to land ; now, the claims are more
moderate, and in few instances is damage to amenity
an element of consideration.

Until a statutory enactment is procured, the
shares of a company are in that embryo state called

scrip. Allotted to applicants by the provisional

directors, the shares are ' taken up ' by pa5ang a
small instalment, of from 5s. to 20s. per share. These
preliminary sums are paid in to a specified bank,
the receipt of which is the scrip or certificate

that so frequently becomes the subject of eager
transfer among jobbers. The bank deposits of the
allotters constitute the fund from which are paid—

•

1. Expense of survey ; 2. Expense of advertise-

ments, prospectuses, &c. ; 3. Parliamentary expenses

;

and 4. The amount to be lodged with an officer of

government as a guarantee that parliament shall

not be troubled with a merely pretended scheme.
Should the bill not i)ass, the sura last mentioned is

returned, and is, along with any residue, divided
pro rata among the holders of scrip. Should the
bill become law, scrip-holders are required to present

theu- names with the amount of theu- respective

shares for register at the office of the secretary o£

the company. ' Calls ' are next made on the share-

holders. If the shares be £10, a call of £2, 10s. per

share, at intervals of three months till the whole is

paid, is customary. Any failure to pay calls by a
presci-ibed day incurs the risk of forfeiture. In
authorising a company, parliament gives power to

raise so much money by shares, and so much by
borrowing. The amount that may be borrowed is

equal to a third of the stock, but it cannot be
legally borrowed until all the shares have been
issued, and at least one-haU of all the shares

have been jiaid up. The lender has a mortgage
over the whole property of the company, called

a Debenture (q. v.). The entire amoimt paid for

shares and borrowed on mortgage forms the ' capital

account ' of the company. See Capital Account, in

which an explanation is ofi'ered of the manner of

disbursing from capital and also from revenue ; it

being from revenue alone that dividends can be
legally paid.

The act which authorises the undertaking con-

stitutes the company a corporation, the members of

which are responsible only to the extent of their

respective shares. In the act, the names of the

first directors are given ; it is also stated who are

first to retire, and how elections are to be conducted.

A director must possess a prescribed amount of

stock. The directors are empowered to appoint

from their number a chairman and deputy-chair-

man. They Idcewise have the appointment of

secretary, traffic-managers, and other paid officials.

The directors themselves profess to give their

services without any species of remuneration ; but

the shareholders usually vote a small sum to be

put at their disposal, adequate to meet absolutely

necessary expenses. Where the duties are very

onerous, a speci.al allowance per annum is voted to

the chairman. It is Iike\vise customary for the

directors to have free passes over the line, which
privilege is also enjoyed by the secretary and some
other officials. In some instances, a free pass for

a day is given to the shareholders to enable them to

attend the stated half-yearly orspecial meetings. The
principal business at the half-yearly meetings is the

reading and approval of the 'report' of the direc-

tors. As the report is always printed and cu-cu-

lated previously, all are prepared to discuss its

merits. Shareholders seldom oppose the approval

of the report, and stiU more rarely are they success-

ful when they do so—the integrity and discretion

of directors for the most part justifj-iug confidence

in their management.
The organisation of the present railway system

has not depended on the private acts authorising

the several undertakings. There is now a body of

general r.ailway law, springing from a number of

public acts, which have from time to time received

the grave consideration of the legislature. These
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statutes date from 1838 till 1864 ; some of tlie

more important were passed in 1845 ; among these

n-ere several compreheasire statutes, including ' The
Companies Clauses Consolidation Act,' and ' The
Companies Clauses Consolidation (Scotland) Act ;

'

also ' Railway and Lauds Clauses Consolidation

Acts ;
' to which supplementary acts were added

iu 1SG3. (See Hand-book of Railimy Laro, by A.
Wooro.) Among the diversity of matters treated

of are as follows—obligations as to carrying mails,

and conveyance of troops and police; regulations

as to gates at level crossings, signals, and junc-

tions
; penalties for obstructing engines or railway

officers, and trespassing on lines ; limitations of

gradients and curves ; gauge ; time within which
railway must be made ; notices to be given to Board
of Trade before line can be opened, and not to be
opened without authority, after due examination
of works ; returns to Board of Trade as to acci-

dents ; maintaining of fences ; making of sidings

for farming and other purposes ; one cheap train to

be run each way daily ; rules for registering and
transferring shares ; voting according to ratio of

shares held ; payment of poor-rates and public

.assessments ; leasing of lines ; agreements to work
lines ; surrender of shares ; authority to buy,
hire, and use steam-vessels ; &c.

Besides these public acts, there is a code of regula-

tions as regards the mode of commencing and carry-

ing railway bills through the Houses of Parhameut.
This code, embodied iu a work issued annually, is

styled Standimj Orders of the Lords and Commons
rdative to Private Bills (1 vol. 12mo, issued by Water-
low and Sons, Westminster). With this, all parties

engaged in procuring railway acts require to be
well acquainted, for neglect of any of the prescribed
forms is almost certain to be fatal. We give the
following as specimens of ' Standing Orders :

' Notices

of applications for acts to be advertised in October
or November

;
plans, sections, and books of refer-

ence to be lodged with clerk of the peace or
sheriff-clerk of county for public inspection, on or

before 30th November [often an immense struggle

up tUl last moment to get this done] ; petitions for

act stating particulars to be lodged at the Private
Bill Office of the House of Commons on or before

23d December ; on or before same date, copy of

proposed bill to be lodged n-ith Board of Trade ; on
or before 31st December, declarations, lists of

owners, lessees, and occupiers, also estimate of

expense, to be deposited in Private Bill Office ; a
Bum not less than eight per cent, of the estimated
<'xpense to be deposited with the Court of Chancery,
England, an officer of the Court of E.xchequcr,

Scotland, or Court of Chancery, Ireland, previous to

loth January ; examination of petitions to com-
mence on ISth January; if promoters do not appear
.after a notice of seven clear days, examiners may
throw out petition ; certification by examiners
whether standing orders have been complied with

;

bUl submitted to select committee ; proceedings

in opposed bills ; report of Board of Trade on bill

;

report of Board of Admiralty on bill, shoiJd any
tidal or navigable river be proposed to be interfered

w-ith
;
preamble of bill proved or otherwise ; bill to

give power for future revision by parliament, &c.

There are equally explicit standing orders as regards
the House of Lords, whose chairman of committees
subjects all private bills to a sifting examination.
Whatever, therefore, may have been the negligence
of the government at the outset, railway legislation

has latterly received a jiainful degree of .attention.

As marking a desire for simplifying procedure and
lessening expenses, parliament passed an act, 1804,
giving the Board of Trade power to authorise bLUs
for a smaller class of railways, provided they were

unopposed—a concession which may promote a minor
but usefid kind of branch-lines.

In issuing the prospectus of a r.ailway, an estimate
is given of the probable amount of traffic of aU
kinds; but in every case, sometimes to a surjnising
degree, the traffic exceeds expectation. Railways
have not improperly been compared to navigable
rivers. To inland .and not easily reached towns,
they impart the character of a seaport, placed in
ready communication with all the world. The
exciting of a desire to travel, and the developing of

local trade and resom'ces, -accordingly attend on
railway undertakings, and the consequence is a
universal acti\nty and prosperity. So tuUy is this

known, that bigoted opposition to railways has
disappeared among the landed gentry; and the
impression now is, that the greater number of exist-

ing common roads are destined to be superseded by
these iron highways.

Railw.ays were at first detached undertaldngs,
between one large town and another, but now many
of the companies have for mutual advantage amal-
gamated iu gi'oups ; and in a number of cases, for

economy in working, lesser lines have been leased

to companies of larger means. In this, as in most
other commercial concerns in Great Britain, the
tendency is to concentrate business in the hands of

monopolists possessing large capital, or at least

those having a great capacity and disposition to

borrow. One of the advantageous results of a union
of railway interests is, tli.at passengers are able to

procure 'through-tickets' to carry them forward for

hundreds of miles \vithout delay or change of

carriage ; but it is not less conspicuous that the
' railway interest ' has become a formidable power
in the state, and is able to carry lines almost any-
where, in disregard of land-proprietors or town-
authorities, as if the destruction of rural amenity
and the wholesale ruin of dwellings were matters
of perfect indifference. M.aking every allowance,

therefore, for the high social v.alue of the railway

system, it has certainly reached a point of despotic

overbearance that requires some species of conti'ol

more effectual than th.at which is embraced in the

irregular action of parliamentary committees or of

th" Board of Trade.

CoxsTEUCTiON.—Railways in the United Kingdom
are of two kinds—double and single. The double
consists of two lines of rails—an 7(7J-line, con-

ducting towards, and a dovm-]ivi<i, leading from
the metropolis or principal centre of traffic.

By far the larger number of lines are of this

double v.ariety. Single lines, with places where
tr.ains maj' pass each other, are mostly of recent

construction, and have received their chief develop-

ment in Scotland. Whether double or single,

all the lines are enclosed by fences—stone-walte,

palings, hedges, or stretches of wire. At the chief

terminus, there is a group of buildings for offices,

workshops, sheds for locomotives, &c. Along the
lines, there are stations at distances of two to ten
miles. At the termini and stations, there are raised

jilatforms for the accommodation of passengers.

The principal st.ations are under cover, and are pro-

vided with waiting-rooms. When lines pass through
a town, they are carefully secluded. Recently, there

have been gi-eat improvements >as regards fixed

signal-posts, and the jjrocesses for shuuting trains.

The construction of a railwa}"- is the business of

contractors, who execute the works by estimate,

according to the plans and specifications of the

engineers. A railw.ay contractor is a capitalist

with a practical knowledge of earth-digging, blasting

rocks, luimping, emb.anking, bormg and building

tunnels, erecting bridges, and other rough opera-

tions. He possesses a stock of wheelbarrows, picks,
87
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and shovels, CTrts, eartli-wa!:;ons, horses, light rails

and sleepers for temporary piirjioses, and other pro-

fessional machinery, including one or more locomo-

tives for dragging materials. Acting himself as

commander-in-chief, he has subordinates called

time-keepers, foremen, gangers, and under-gangers,

placed over detabhments of operatives. These
operatives are a remarkable class of men. Origin-

ally from Lincolnshire and Lancashire, they are

popularly known as navvies, from ha\Ting been
engaged in excavating navigable canals. The
genuine navvy is an interesting specimen of a

strong-built, hearty, industrious, and illiterate

English rural labourer ; his dress, a round felt-hat,

coloured plush •waistcoat, loose flannel jacket,

corduroy breeches, and laced quarter-boots—appe-

tite for beef, fried ham, and ale immense. With
muscular strength corresponding to his appetite,

the navvy is a proficient at using the pick, shovel-

ling earth, and handling a Tvheelbarrow, which,

with a load of one to two hundredweight, he
trundles along a plank, and tips over with uncommon
dexterity. Navvies sometimes labour in bands,

called Butt]! fjanris, by piece-work, and are known
to draw largo sums, but more generally they are

employed at days' wages—their time being kept
by a clerk to ensure steadiness of work. At a dis-

tance from towns, they and their families live in

rudely-constructed huts, near which is placed a

store, for the sale of articles they may require.

Their pay-day is usually every fortnight, on which
occasion much of their earnings is heedlessly dissi-

pated, and sometimes serious brawls, caDing for the

interference of the police, occur on these occasions.

It has been stated on good authority, that a sum
eqxial to £1000 per mile on all the railways in Great
Britain, has thus been wastefully squandered by
navvies.

Curves and Gradients.—Engineers endeavour to
render their lines as level and straight as possible,

but circumstances often necessitate the use of

considerable curves aud gradients. As a general
rule, there are few curves of less than three-eighths

of a mile or 30 chains' radius; when they are

employed, the exterior rail is super-elevated, to

counteract the centrifugal force, otherwise a quicldy
moving train might leave the rails. Gradients being
expensive to work according to their degree of

inclination, few are more steep than 1 in GO, though
1 in 30 is not unknown. When the gradient is

steeper than this, stationary engines are usually
employed.

Gatiije and Earth-worTcs.—In the early stage
of railway operations, the gauge or width between
the rails excited considerable discussion. When
way-leaves, or tramways, were introduced in the
coal districts, their gauge was adapted to the
common road-wagons that were to be put upon
them, and it happened that the gauge between
the wheels of these wagons was 4 feet Si inches.

Accustomed to this width, George Stephenson
believed that it ' was most economical in con-
struction, not only as regarded the engines and
carriages, but more jiarticularly of the railway
itself.' This gauge was accordingly adopted on most
of the earlier-made railways, and, notwithstanding
the keen contests of engineers, who were generally
favourable to a 5 feet or 5 feet 3 inches gauge

—

Bnmel contending for 7 feet—this original 4 feet S.^

inches gauge—measured from the inside of one rail

to the inside of the other—was irrevocably fixed by
a public act, 1S46, as applicable to all the railways
in England and Scotland, the Great Western and
certain br.anches excepted, on which the gauge was
regid.atod at 7 feet. By the same act, the gauge
in Ireland was fixed at 5 feet 3 inches—a width now

understood to be greatly preferable to the narrower
gauge, as admitting of better passenger accommoda-
tion, with a lower and more safe centre of gravity.

The government of India has fixed the gauge of all

the railways in that country at 5 feet 6 inches. A
space of feet is ordinarily allowed between the
up and down lines of rails, making the entire

breadth of way, includiug the thickness of the
rails, IG feet. From both sides, there is a slope

of IS inches deep, to drain oil the water that
may fall on the line; and at the foot of this

slojie, a narrow level strip is allowed for a jiath-

way, to accommodate ' plate-layers.' The average
breadth of ' formation ' is IS feet for a single, and 28
feet for a double line. If upon an embankment,
there is a slope from the pathway to its base. As
the sides of embankments and cuttings are neatly
dressed oft', and if practicable, sown with gr.ass

seeds, English railways have a carefully executed
and trim ajjpearance.

Ballast.—This is the name given to the mass of

broken stones or dry gravel on which the sleepers

are placed, and which serves to keep them steady.
Material for ballast is generally got in the cuttings
or near the line, but is often brought a consideraVile

distance. The term ballast originated in t'ue practice
of using the gravel-ballast emptied from the ships
in the Tync, for the tram and railways in the neigh-
bourhood of Newcastle.

Bails,—All the rails are of malleable iron—cast-

iron not being now tolerated—but steel-rails are
coming into use, where there is a continu-
ous heavy traffic. The rails differ in shape
and weight. The most common form is

that of which we present a section, fig. 1;
for bridges aud the wide guage, where
longitudinal sleepers are employed, the
form, of wdiich there is a section (fig. 2),

is jireferred. Cross-sleepers are laid at
usually 3 feet or 3 feet C inches apart.

On these slccjjers the chairs of cast-iron are fixed,

and the rails set in their place on the chau-s, are
held firmly down by iron spikes. Tlie ends of the
rails are now almost always joined together by
a massive plate of malleable iron jilaced on each
side called a fish-plate; two of them are used at
each joint, and are bolted together Ijy four strong
bolts passing through the rads. In the joining of the
rails end to end, to make a smooth surface, great
care is bestowed

;
iierfect steadiness in the required

line of direction is secured by means of wooden
wedges acting on the i-ads aud the chairs. In the
adjoining cut, fig. 2, are represented two rails, A,

Kg. 1.

FiS- 2.

joined end to end at B, held fast together by the
fish-plate C. The sections of the wooden sleepers

are shewn in D, D, on which are tlie chairs E, E.
The wooden wedges are marked F, F.

Hitherto, the sleepers have been of seasoned
native larch, as the most durable, but latterly, from
the growing scarcity and cost of this article, sleepers

h.ave been made of imported timber from ports in

the Baltic. Such imported timber requires to be
creosoted. Jlany p.atents have been taken for rails

w'hich, from the pecidiar size of the lower flange,

dispense with sleepers entirely, but none have found
much favour ; of late a cast-iron sleeper, very much
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the shape of a pot lid, having the chair cast on the

to]), has been much used by Enghsh engineers on
railwaj's abroad, and even at home where timber
is scarce, and the ballast o£ a sandy nature, and
has given much satisfaction in Imlia and elsewhere.

Tunnels and Viaducts.—Tunnels are avoided as far

aa possible, for, bcsiies their costliness, they, if long,

necessitate the constant use of lamps in the carriages.

They are made only when the excavations would be
more than GO feet in depth, or when laud-proprietors

force their adoption, in order to spare the amenity
of grounds near a mansion. For this latter reason,

some short tunnels are known to have cost railway

companies as much as £50,000. Latterly, the execu-

tion of underground radways in the metropolis has
offered examples of tunnelling more extensive than
were previously known in England, and at the same
time popidarised a method of subterranean transit

almost as marvellous as anything in the way of

viaducts across wide and profound chasms. As
regards viaducts, they consist of stone briilgcs of

handsome architecture, or as commonly of malleable-

iron girders of various forms set in stone piers. In
the construction of these stone and iron viaducts,

there is a growing boldness of conception, arising

not only from the success of the famed railway
i-iaducts across the Menai Straits, tlie river Tamar,
and the St Lawrence, but from the greater ex-

perience and skill of engineers.

Cod of Permanent Way.—Owing to the obstruc-

tions oti'ered by landowners, and theii- excessive

claims for amenity damages, also the Disposition

of rival companies, the cost of railways was at

one time very much greater than it is at present.

The expenditure incurred in seeming legislative

authority to construct railways, was likewise enor-

mous. The parliamentary costs of the Brighton
Railway averaged £4SUtJ per mile ; of the Jlan-

chester and Eii-mingham, £5190 per mile ; and
of the BlackwaU, £14,414 per mile ! The cost of

carrying the Liverpool and Manchester line was
£27,000. It has been shewn that the solicitor's

bill for the South-eastern Railway contained 10,000

folios, and amounted to £240,000. These few facts,

however, ailord but a feeble idea of the reckless

ivastefuluess of capital on railway undertakings ; it

is uuiversally allowed that, xmder a better policy,

not oiJy a much better railway-system might have
been provided, but a saving effected of at least

fifty millions.

In ordinary cases, railways with a double line are

constructed in England at a cost of £12,000 per mile,

station-houses, signals, aud all other fixed jilaut

included. Single lines are made at perhaps a

fourth less, but nowhere in the United Kiugdom
have they been executed so economically as in

Scotland. There, some single lines have cost for

land aud everything not more than about £5000 per

mile—such economy, however, being greatly due to

the fact that the undertakings were promoted and
watched over by bodies of laud-proprietors deejJy

interested in restraining expencUture. Of these

cheap Scotch lines a good example is offered by
the Peebles railway (practically a branch of the

Korth British), extending to 1S| mUes, the entu-e

cost of which, land and station-houses included,

was about £95,000. The cost of rolhng stock was
addition.ll. This economically-constructed line,

managed with a scrupulous attention to details,

under the care of directors (mostly laud-proprietors)

who have ever given their services gratuitously, has

latterly been paying a dividend of 6 per cent, per

annum on its ordinary, and 5 per cent, per auuimi

on its preference, shares.

Maintenance of Wai/.—Every railway, great or

small, is at a considerable expense in keeping the

line in proper working order, for which purpose a
staff of officials is required. Besides a general
supermtendent there is an effective staff of ' plate-

layers,' whose duty it is to watch over the perman-
ent way, to make small repairs, and to report
to the superintendent if anything is seriously
deranged. Tlie number of plate-layers on a good
piece of road should not exceed three men to
each two miles. To stimulate their vigilance, a
reward of 5s. is, on some lines, given for every
broken rad that is promptly discovered. Plate-
layers' cott.ages are erected at convenient distances
along the radway. In some instances, the cottage
adjoins a level crossing, at which gates have to be
kept shut across the line to admit the passage of

carts, horses, &c., and opened only when trains give
the signal of approach ; in such cases (mostly on
small lines, where economy is studied) the plate-
layer's wife is constituted ' gate-keeper.' Latterlj%
parliament has been reluctant to allow level cross-

ings ; aud these are now chiefly confined to by-ways
or parish roads with little general tratfio

RoLLixG Stock.—Under this head are compre-
hended locomotives, carriages, and trucks, for goods
aud minerals, the whole forming an important part
of railway undertakings.

Locomotive.^.—These are of various kinds—four-
wheeled and six-t\"hoeled, according as small or
large machines are desirable for the tratfio. Iq
some varieties, the tender for fuel and water forms
an extension of the locomotive, such being called
' tank engines,' but fur tlie most part the tender
is detached, and only connected by coupUngs. The
cost of a six-wheeled locomotive of the best class is

about £2500.
Carriages.—There are three distinct kinds of

carriages to suit the several classes of passengers,
the only variation being when a carriage compre-
hends first and second class compartments. A first-

class carriage consists of three distinct compart-
ments, bke three coaches united. The compartments
are in some cases fitted for six passengers, three on
each side, sitting face to face ; in other cases, eight
are accommodated ; but in any case one half the
passengers sit with their back, aud the others with
their face, to the locomotive. The cost of a first-

class carriage with three compartments, as shewn in

fig. 3, is about £C00. The carriage here represented

'tm:/

Fig. 3.

is of the newest style of construction and embellish-
ment. Exteriorly, the body of the carriage is of

bght-eolourcd wood varnished. The windows are

of plate-glass, and each compartment is lighted with
.1 lamp at night, or when tunnels are to be passed
thi'ough. The tops of the tlii'ce lamp-covers are
seen surmountiug the roof. A foot-plank for the
guard extends on each side, level with the axles of

the wheels. On some railways there are 'saloon
carriages,' which are of a spacious and splendid
character, for the accommodation of royalty.

Waijons and Luf/r/arje Vans.—To accommodate
its trafiic, every railway must be provided with a

i3
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large stock of trucks or wagons for carrying goods,

minerals, cattle, timber, and other articles. The

Fig. 4.

ordinary English coal-wagon is jjictured in fig. 4;

and the closed luggage-van, with a seat for the

guard, in fig. 5. Trucks for carrying timber are

rzrt-i

Fig. 5.

usually shallow in the ledges, and furnished with
swivel bars, on which tlie timber rests.

Tkaffic.—The traffic on railways is of two dis-

tinct kinds—passengers and goods ; with the goods
we include minerals, also timber and other bulky
articles. The passenger and goods traffic are placed
under separate managements. Usually, there are

passenger-trains and goods-trains. As minerals are

carried on trucks without spring-buffers, it is incon-

venient and damaging to unite them to passenger-
carriages.

In every part of the United Kingdom, railway
passengers are of three classes—first, second, and
third. For the first and second, there are distinct

carriages or compartments of carriages ; for the third,

the carriages are always distinct. The first-class

compartments are handsomely fitted up with stuffed

cloth seats and backs, are provided with straps for

sustaining hats, a netting for umbrellas and small
packages, and in winter they are furnished with
long-shaped tin vessels of hot water for the feet,

which vessels are renewed at certain points in the
journey. Though from the fares charged, first-class

carriages possess an air of exclusiveness, no more
objection is popularly taken to them than to the
use of boxes in theatres ; and, indeed, they are
xmiversally recognised as an advantage, for the
reason that by the comparatively liigh fares exacted
for them, the companies are enabled to lower the
charges for second and third-class passengers. On
some lines, first-class compartments are set aside for

ladies, if they please to use them. In none of the
ordinary carriages is smoking allowed ; but on a few
lines, as in Germany, there are compartments for

smokers. The first-class passengers have distinct

waiting-rooms at the termini and stations, with
generally a waiting-room in addition for ladies ; for

the second and third class, there is a waiting-
room in common. The several waiting-rooms are
neatly fitted up, and provided with suitable con-
veniences, including basins and water for washing

00

the hands—accommodations which contrast favour-

ably with what were furnished to travellers in

the old coaching establishments. The waiting-
rooms are open aU day to the public, and there
is seldom any restriction as to going on the plat-

forms. Tickets are sold at a wicket not earlier

than a quarter of an hour before the starting of

the train. At the larger termini, there is a wicket
for the first, and a wicket for the second and tliii-d,

class. The tickets, marked in consecutive num-
bers, are stamped with tlie date on delivery, and
excepting 'return tickets,' will not answer for

any other day. Return tickets at a fare and a
half are issued on most lines for the date of

issue, or from Friday till Monday. On most
fines, monthly, three-monthly, and season tiel^ets

are issued for first-class, not transferable, at a
considerable reduction on ordinary fares. To
encourage the building of villas at a distance of

ten to twenty miles from termini, by which
means a traffic may be developed, some com-
panies give a personal ticket free for a number
of years corresponding to the valued rental of the
villa. For example, the builder or first occupant of

a villa valued at £45 per annum, wiU receive a
ticket for three years (taking him, if he pleases,

daily, by aU the trains during that period) ; if

valued at £60, a ticket for five years. Much
permanent traffic has in this manner been created
in the neighbourhood of London.
The number of trains run daily depends on the

pleasure of the directors. There are ordinary', mad,
and express, trains ; of this last kind, two usu.ally

go each way daily, the fares on which are higher
than by the others. Ordinary faros are about 2Ul.
per mile first class, l|fZ. second class, and Id. to lUl.
third class ; but on some lines the fares are con-
siderably lower. According to one of the provisions
of a general act, aU companies must run one train
daily each way, stopping at all stations, and at a
rate of speed not less than 12 miles per hour, at a
fare of a penny a mile. Children under three years
of age going with passengers are free, and those
from 3 to 12 years pay only half-fare. With few
exceptions, the companies run two passenger-trains

each way on Sundays, as far as possible avoiding
the hours of divine service. By an act, 5 and 6
Vict. cap. 79, there is payable to government ' a duty
at and after the rate of £5 per £100 ujion all simis

received or charged for the Hh'e, Fare, or Convey-
ance of aU Passengers.' By 7 and 8 Vict. cap. 85,

it is enacted that no tax shall be levied on the
receipts for jiassengers conveyed at fares not
exceeding one penny per mUe ; but by the 26 and
27 Vict. cap. 33, it is enacted that this exemption
shall only extend to trains running six days in the
week, or on market-days for the conveyance of

passengers at one penny per mile. From this

passenger-tax, Ireland is exempted.
AU passenger- trains are accompanied by a 'guard'

or conductor—the official who is charged with the
responsible duty of conducting the train according
to certain printed regulations, of which he possesses

a cop}'. For the most part guards are intelligent

and obliging persons, who do all in their power to

render service to the passengers, within the pre-

scribed rules. Nor must it be omitted, that although
fees to aay of the railway servants are strictly

forbidden, the porters on duty are remarkable for

the trouble they take to carry luggage, find cabs at

the termini, and to answer civilly such inquiries

as may be put to them by strangei-s. It may ))e

said with perfect justice, that in no department
of affairs in Great Britain is there seen such
readiness to oblige as in that connected with rail-

ways. Considering, also, the vast number of
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servants on some lines—the number on one line and
lis affiliated branches being '2(1,000—the general

good conduct that is she^vn, and the few accidents

that occur, constitute a gratifying social pheno-

menon. The guard, porters, and some other officials

v.'ear a ne.at and distinctive uniform.

According to EngHsh routine, passengers are

allowed to find their way promiscuously to the

proper carriages, the only check being a call by the

guard to ' shew tickets ' jirevious to starting. At
the termini, on closing the journey, tickets are

collected by the guard ; at the intermediate stations,

tickets are given up to a porter at the exit wicket.

All passengers are expected to sec their higgage

labelled for the place of destination, and to point

out what belongs to them on arrival. This is a

loose practice, often remonstrated against, but it

suits the temperament and seU-relying habits of

the people. Amidst the crush of traffic and with
little time to spare, the formalities of the conti-

nental system would be unendurable. Should
labelled packages, resigned to the porters and guard,

be lost, recom-se lies against the company. Pas-

sengers may place small portions of luggage below
their seats, but for these the company is not
accountable. At the termini of the principal lines,

and at important stations, there are refreshment
rooms or stalls, for the most part well provided with
materials for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. On the

London and North-western hue, and perhaps on
others, there is a practice convenient to travellers.

The guard asks who intends to dine at a jiarticular

place, and telegraphs the fact to the keeper of the

dining-room, who has everything ready accorchngly

at the proper moment. At all the chief stations

there are stalls for the sale of time-tables, news-
papers, and small books of an amusing kind. See
Book-trade. The sale of morning newspapers is

so very considerable, that some of the first-class

carriages assume for a time the appearance of a
reading-room.

One of the good features of British railway transit

is accuracy in starting and arriving at the pie-

scribed time, a circumstance proximately owing to

the vigilance of tlie guard and his strict attention

to the rules of the company. Another pecidiarity

consists in the privacy secured to passengers while
on their journey. Instead of being intruded on
as in the American, Swiss, and some other railways,

by the constant perambulation of the guard through
the train, they are left unmolested to read, talk,

or sleep, according as fancy may direct. This very
seclusion, however, is thought to be attended -n-ith

a disadvantage—namely, that passengers are unable
to call for the assistance of the guard in cases of

threatened outrage by one of their number. Lat-

terly, there has been much newspaper discussion

on this point, and various projects have been sug-

gested for summoning the guard, and, if need be,

arresting the progress of the train. To all devices

of this kind there is unfortmiately the grave ob-

jection, that if passengers were enabled to call the

guard at pleasiu'e, they would frequently do so for

no sufficient reason, as whim or imaginary fear

prompted ; also, that the unexpected stoppage of

trains would seriously derange tlie keeping of time,

and in many lines jeopardise iho safety of the whole
of the passengers. Seemingly, it would be difficult

to fall upon any plan free of this species of objection,

imless recourse be had to the American construction

of carriages, and the free perambulation of the
guard through the trains—a remedy which involves

a revolution in English railway transit, as well as in

Enghsh feeUngs and manners.
To enable comp.anies to reckon easily with each

otlier as regards intercommunication of traffic in

passengers, goods, use of carriages, &c., an insti-

tution called the Clearing House has been estab-
lished in London, to which tickets are transmitted
for cross-reckoning and settlement. There is a
similar establishment in Dublin. See Cieaking
House.

Cost of Worh'mri.—The cost of working railways,
including general expenditure, in Great Britain
amoimts to from 4S to 50 per cent, of the returns
from traffic. The remainder fonns the di^asible

profit to p.ay—1st, the interest on debentures

;

and 2d, the dividend to shareholders. Of these
shareholders, some, as defined by statute, have a
preference claim of 5 per cent, per annum, what
is left over being divisible among the ordin.ary or
original shareholders. In the gener.al expenditure
of railway companies is included the outlay for

passenger-tax, also police, poor, and parish-rates.

Considering that railways promote the pros])crity of

every district which they traverse, it certainly seems
a kind of hardship that they should be rated for

local purposes like any ordinary property in a parish.

Besides supporting the poor, the railways in Scot-

land are rated Uke Heritors (q. v.) for building new
parish-churches.

According to a return made by railway com-
panies to the Board of Trade in 1S62, the cost of

running trains was on an average 2s. lid. per mile,

or about £1.3 for 100 mUes. At this' r.ate, 1000
passengers of mixed classes can be conveyed 100
miles in 25 carriages, as follows : Every first-class

passenger for the 100 miles, Gfi., second class id.,

and third-class 2JrZ. From this it appears that

lowness of fares can be secured only by a large and
well-sustained traffic ; and that the main reason

why fares are much higher than they seemingly

might be, is the frequent insufficiency of the

number of passengers compared with the accom-
modation pro\ided for them. A striking exemphfi-

c.ation of the possibility of conveying large numbers
at very low fares is afforded in the case of ' excur-

sion trains,' in which sometimes 1000 individuals

are taken 50 or more mUes, and brought back the

same day for one or two shillings each.

Statistics.—Every year a return is rendered by
the Boaixl of Trade to the House of Commons
embracing a large variety of particulars concerning

railways. The return dated February S, 1S64, gives

the following statistics for the United Kingdom for

the year ending December 31, 1S63 : Number of

miles open, double lines, 7270 ; single lines, 5052

—

total, 12,322. Number of passengers (exclusive of

holders of season and periodical tickets), first class,

26,086,008; second class, 57,-176,669; thhd class,

121,072,398—total, 20-1,635,075. Nimiber of car-

riages, 71,938. Number of horses carried, 275,238;
number of dogs, 430,644. Live stock carried—cattle,

3,155,071 ; sheep, 7,761,884 ; pigs, 2,112,720. Mine-
rals carried, 68,043,154 tons. General merchandise,

32,517,247 tons. Passenger-trains, 2,917,660 ;
goods-

trains, 1,758,033—total trams, 4,675,693. Miles

travelled by passenger-trains, 61,032,143; by goods-

trains, 55,500,018— total, 116,592,161. Keceipts

from passenirers—first class, £3,368,676 ; second

class, £4,201,105; third class, £4,933,073 ; holders of

season and periodical tickets, £334,256—total from
passengers, £12,837,110. Eeceipts for parcels, horses,

dogs, &c. by passenger-trains, £1,136,259 ; receipts

for carrying mails, £548,159. Total receipts from
passenger-trains, £14,521,528. Eeceipts for live-

stock, £636,773 ; for minerals,£5,419,667; for general

merchandise, £10,578,429—total of goods traffic,

.£16,634,869. Total receipts from all services,

£31,076,165 (m 1865, probably £36,000,000). Work-
ing expenses—maintenance of way, £l;,847,287 ;

locomotive jiower and stationary cngiues,£4,150,499;
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repairs niiil renewals of carriages and wagons,

£1,402,350 ; traffic charges (coacLing and merchan-

dise), £4,19C,122 ; rates and taxes, £031,127 ;
govern-

ment duty, £395,234; compensation for personal

injury, £179,505 ; compensation and damage from

loss of goods, £68,242 ; legal and parliamentary

expenses, £194,782 ; miscellaneous expenditure, not

included in the foregoing, £962,020. Total working

expenditure, £15,027,234; net balance of receipts

over expenditure, £16,043,931. Proportion of

expenditure to receipts, 48 per cent. Vehicles of

all sorts emjiloyed—locomotives, 6643 ; carriages for

passengers, 15,886 ; other vehicles attached to

passenger-trains, 6135 ; wagons for live stock,

minerals, and merchandise, 194,344 ; other vehicles

not in these classes, 5759—total of every kind,22S,767.

Authorised capital, by shares, £355,700,795 ; by
loans, £119,298,750—total, £474,999,545. Total

paid up on shares and debenture loans,£404,215,802.

No summary is given of the average rate per cent,

of dividend per annum, which from the tables seems

for the most part to be 4i per cent ; in some
instances it is as low as 1, in others it is as high as

6, and rarely higher. The general average is by
computation 4'l6 per cent.—acknowledgedly an
insufficient return on outlay, but the inade(piacy

of the amount is due in a great degree to the waste

of capital on parliamentary contests, and also on the

construction of lines to supersede or rival others

already in operation.

At present (March 1S65), the number of miles

open in the United Kingdom is about 15,000, and
as many as 400 bills for new lines of one kind or

other are before the houses of parliament. Anti-

cipatory of the chaotic condition into which the

railway system might possibly subside, an act of

parliament was passed in 1844, for the purpose of

enabling government to purchase all lines in the

United Kingdom, after they had respectively been
21 years iu existence, dating from the passing of the

act. This statute comes into operation in 1805, and
five-sixths of the existing railways mil eventually

be subject to its provisions. The terras on which
the purchase can be effected are these—a sum is to

be paid equal to twenty-tive years of the dirisible

profits, taken at an average of the preceding three
years, or at a valuation if the company should prefer

it. The enormous sum required to buy up existing

lines—perhaps £500,000,000— and the generally

imperfect character of government management, to

say nothing of objections on pohtical ^grounds, will

probaljly prevent any formidable action under the
statute just specified.

Accidents.—During the year ending December 31,

1863, the number of railway accidents (collisions,

running off lines, breaking of axles, &o.) iu connec-

tion with passenger-trains in the United Kingdom
was 52—passengers killed, 13; passengers injured,

400 ; number of servants of companies killed, 7 ;

injured, 35—total killed, 20; injured, 435. Number
of aceidcuts to goods and mineral-trains, 00 ; ser-

vants of companies killed, 13 ; injured, 43 ; other
persons injured, 2. Grand total killed, 24 ; injured,

445. That out of about 205,000,000 passengers,

only 13 were killed liy accidents, is a fact most
significant of the general good management of

railways in the United Kingdom.
FoBEKiN E.viLWAVS.—The first foreign country

that availed itself of railway locomotionwas the small
kingdom of Belgium, where a number of lines in

conuection with each other were constructed between
1834 and 1836, and in aboui ten years afterwards
the group was nearly completed in a weU-devised
and comprehensive scheme. At the beginning of

1864, the number of miles in operation in Belgium
was 1073, about eight-tenths of wliich were the

work of government ; and we are told, on good
authority, that the cost has been on an average

£18,000 per mile, but this seems to include expenses

on rolling stock. From Belgium railways spread

to France, where they were laid down on a
plan prescribed by the government, which offered

sjiecial encouragement to capitalists. The method
adopted was to give the land and make the

bridges, but besides these hea\"y items of expen-

diture, the government was in a number of instances

at the cost of the entire permanent way. So far

favom'ed, the promoters, who formed a company,
had only to find capital to work and maintain the

line. The government, however, relinquished the

property only on the footing of a lease for such a
number of years as a company was disposed to be
satisfied with. Tenders were ordinarily taken from
comiietiug bodies of promoters ; in this manner the
' concession,' or right of tenancy, has been adjusted

at from 50 to 99 years ; at the end of the pre-

scribed periods the lines will fall into the hands
of the government. Latterly, the French system
has outgrown this kind of tutelage ; and there is a
disposition in companies to act on an independent
footing ; the state, however, has secured a very
general right of property in the existing lines,

whether by the method of assistance originally

fallen upon, or by giving large subventions of

money, on the plan of receiving a share of profits-

after a certain di\'idend has been reached. By
means of these subventions, as well as a species of

guaranteed monopoly of traffic, the profits to share-

holders in some French lines, reach from 10 to 12

per cent. Within 99 years from 1852, a large pro-

portion of the French railways mil lapse into

posses.sion of the state. On one or other of the
various plans of government helping companies, and
preventing ruinous competition, nearly the whole
railway system of continental Europe, Asia, and
Africa is established ; and in a large number of the
foreign railway undertakings everywhere much
British capital is invested. The pi-ineipal continental

railways, particularly in France and Belgium, are
double lines, and under good management ; but the

rate of transit is generally slower than iu England,
and the formalities as to taking tickets and being

allowed to enter the trains are exceedingly trouble-

some.
Various continental lines have been constructed

by English contractors, who employed Euglish
navvies for the purpose along with the usual ap-

paratus of trucks, wheelbarrows, &c. In Italy,

however, as lately as 1862, we observed that the
work of construction was performed in a tedious

and laborious manner by women and girls, who
carried the earth in baskets on their heads, imder
the superintendence of taskmasters with whips—

a

sorrowful spectacle, and the more surprising as

being in a country noted for its advancement in

practical engineering.

In Canada, Nova Scotia, and Australia, railways

have been successfully established ; but in no
British dependency has the railway system been,

latterly piushed forward with such activity or like-

lihood of advantage as in India, where, at the end
of 1803, lines had been sanctioned which would
cost £00,000,000, and about 1000 miles were opened
for traffic. The undertakings have been materially

assisted by government, by giving the land to the

companies, by subventions in proportion to the

actual outlay, and in some instauces by guarantees
of a minimum di%'idend of 5 jier cent, to share-

holders. In the execution of railways in India, the

mercantile community of Great Britain have taken

a deep interest, for hitherto the difficidty and cost

of transit of cotton and other bulky articles of
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export from that vast dependency has proved a
serious detriment to commercial intercourse.

Kailways in the United States date from 1830,

when a short line was made in Massachusetts.

Since that year, the progress of railways has kept

pace with, if not exceeded, that of Great Britain.

All the American lines arc constructed and worked
by private companies, but in other respects they

differ materially from similar undertakings in Eng-

land. A few peculiarities of the American routine

may be noted. The cost of procuring legislative

authority to make the lines has usually been very

small ; the lines are mostly single, and the land for

them has often been either given for nothing, or for

a comi)aratively trifling consideration ; the lines

have generally no fences, and they go through

populous towns along the open streets without

restriction or fear of the consequences ; the only

care taken against accidents is for the driver to ring

a bell, and it is usual to jnit up boards with the

inscription :
' Look out for the locomotive when the

bell rings
;

' tickets are sold by the guard or at offices

throughout a town without fixing a date, just as

ordinary articles are sold at a shop ; the waitmg-

rooms are generally of a poor description ; as regards

passengers, all varieties (negroes excepted) travel in

one carriage; and lastly, there is a marked defi-

ciency of porters, station-keepers, and other officials

either to give information or render assistance to

passengers. We may add, that the trains proceed

at a comparatively slow rate, and (as came within

our experience) seem to stop at the discretion of

the conductor—the whole organisation and manage-

ment being, in fact, on a loose and niggardly footing,

though pei-haps well adapted to the raw condition

of a large part of the country. As the conductors

receive back as well as sell tickets, there is prac-

tically no check on their intromissions, and it is

jocularly remarked that they, for the most part,

grow rich while in office. The seats in the ' cars,' as

they are termed, are arranged in rows, with a

passage up the middle for the conductor, who, by
means of a small jilatform at each end, can step

from carriage to carriage, and perambidate the

train at pleasure, w^hich he is constantly doing in

the performance of his ticket-selling and ticket-

taldng duty. The wheels being attached to a

swivel or bogie framework, the cars cau turn

round corners with the ease and security of a gentle-

man's carriage ; this being the most ingenious of

the American mechanical arrangements. Alto-

gether, the railway sj-stem of the United States can

in no shape be brought into comparison with that

of the United Kingdom, for the two things are

constituted on very dilTerent principles. The chief

desire in America has been to open up the country

at all hazards to railway communication, leaving

improvements to be efieeted afterwards by the

wealth which that communication is almost certain

-to create. On the contrary, iu Great Britain and
Ireland, there has been no pervading aim of this

kind ; every railway scheme has been legislated

for and loaded with expenses as if it were a

matter of indifference to the nation whether such

projects shoidd be carried out or not ; and, as

is well known, the comfort and convenience of

passengers has, on the whole, at whatever cost,

been a'matter of primary concern to the companies.

Works that may be consulted on railways

:

History of the Eiif/lUh I'ailwatj, by John Fi-ancis, 2

vols., 1851 ; Our Iron Jioads, by F. S. Williams,

1852 ; Hallway Economy, by Dr Larduer ; SmUes's

Life of Gconje Stephenson; ikulwaijs, liy II. Eitchie
;

Railioay Rejorm; its Importance, by W. Gait, 1SG4;

Bradshaw's Hallway Manual, and SkareliohUr'

s

Guide and Directory, published annually; also

several newspapers devoted to railway subjects,

issued weekly in London, the oldest of which is

that known as Herapatlis Railway Journal. We
cannot close this notice without adverting to the

important service rendered to the travelling com-
munity in the United Kingdom, by Rradshaw's Rail-

loay and Steam-navirjation Guide, so well known to

the public for its comprehensive and carefully con-

structed Time-tables (q. v.). In France, Germany,
the United States, and other countries, railway-

time tables are now issued, weekly or monthly,
on tlie plan so successfully established by Mr
Bradshaw, whose Guide, however, is not excelled

for accuracy, cheapness, or the extent of its

information. w. c.

EAIBIONDI, Map.c Antoxio, a celebrated

engraver, was born at Bologna in 1487 or 1488. He
studied for several years under the celebrated

]iainter Francia, the head of the old Eolognese
School. On cpiitting Franeia's studio, he went to

Venice, and having seen there, for the first time,

prints from the woodcuts after Albert Diirer, he
engraved on cojiper two sets of prints from that

great master's designs, viz., those illustrating the
' Life of the Virgin.' and of the ' Life and Pas-

sion of Christ;' to that of the former ho attached

the cipher or monogram of Albert Diirei', and
it is said that the artist complained of the decep-

tion to the senate, hut only obtained an order

that in future the monogram of Albert DUrer
should not be copied ; at all events, the latter set is

without the monogram or mark. From Venice,

R. proceeded to Home, soon attracted the notice of

Piaphael, and engraved those works after that master

that are so highly valued. E. greatly improved
his style by imitating the remarkable delicacy

and clearness exhibited in the engravings of Albert

Diirer and Lucas Van Leyden ; and though, perhaps,

in these quaUties he did not surpass, or perhaps

equal, these masters, he went far beyond them in

power and purity of drawing, which he carried

further than any other engraver; indeed, it has

been stated that Raphael himself assisted the

engraver in dra-n-ing on several of the plates.

After Raiihael's death, having engraved some
plates after drawings of a licentious kind by Giulio

Itomano, he was thrown into prison by Clement

VII., but was afterwards liberated, taken under

the protection of the pope, and fully employed.

This prosperous state of matters, however, soon ter-

minated, for on the sack of Rome by the Spaniards

under the Constable Bourbon, in 1527, he was
plundered of all he had, and was obliged to flee

and take refuge in Bologna, where he seems to

have lived till the period of his death, the exact

date of which is not known, but it must have

been after 1539, for a print by him, after Giulio

Romano, of the ' Battle of the Lapitha>,' bears that

date.

Good impressions of this eminent engraver's

works bear, perhaps, a higher value than any other

engravings ; but there are numerous impressions

from his plates to be met with which are of little

value, having been thrown off after they had been

greatly w-orn, and repeatedly retouched. The best

impressions are without the name of any publisher.

After the plates were taken from the stock of

Tommaso Barlacchi, they came into the possession

of Antonio Salamanca; afterwards, they passed

through the hands of Antonio Lafreri, from thence

to Nicholas van Aelst, and lastly, became the pro-

perty of Rossi or De Rubeis, and by that time they

had been completely worn out.—See catalogue of

R.'s engravings by Baron Heinekeu, and Bartsch,

vol. 14. Very fine collections ai'e to be seen in the

British Museum and the Lou^tc.
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RAIN. At a given tempei-atiirc, air is capable of

containing no more than a certain quantity of

aqueous vapour invisibly dissolved through it, and
when this amount is present, it is said to be

saturated. Air may at any time be brought to a

state of satur.ition by reducing its temperature ;

and if it be cooled below this point, the wbole of the

vapour can now no longer be held in suspension,

but a part of it, passing from the gaseous to the liquid

state, will be dej)osited in dew, or float about in the

form of clouds. If the temperatm-e continues to fall,

the vesicles of vapom- that compose the cloud will

increase in number, and begin to descend by their

O'mi weight. The largest of these falling fastest,

will unite with the smaller ones they encounter in

their descent, and thus drops of rain will be formed

whose size will depend on the thickness and density

of the cloud. Tlie point to which the temperature

of the air must be reduced in order to cause a

portion of its vapour to form cloud or dew, is called

the dew-point.
Hence, the law of aqueous precipitation may be

stated : 'U^latever lowers the temperature of the

air at any place below the dew-point, is a cause of

raiu. Various causes may conspu-e to effect this

object, but it is chiefly brought about by the ascent

of the air into the higher regions of the atmosphere,

by which, being subjected to less pressure, it

expands, and in doing so, its temperature falls.

Ascending currents are caused by the heating of the

earth's surface, for then the superincumbent air is

also heated and consequently ascends by its levity.

Air-cun-ents are forced up into the higher parts of

the atmosphere by colder, drier, and therefore

heavier wind-currents getting beneath them, and
thus wcdgeways thrusting them upwards ; and the

same result is accomplished by ranges of mountains

oiiposing their masses to the onward horizontal

course of the winds, so that the air, being forced

up their slopes, is cooled, and its vapour Hberated in

showers of r.ain or snow. Again, the temperature

of the air is lowered, and the amount of the rainfall

increased, by those winds which convey the air to

higher latitudes. This occurs chiefly in temperate

regions, or in those tracts traversed by the

return trade-winds, which in the north temperate

blow from the south-west, and in the south

temperate zone, from the north-west. The meeting
and mixing of winds of diflercnt temperatures is

also knoivn to produce rain, but not nearly to the

extent at one time believed. It is also increased or

diminished according as the prevailing winds arrive

immediately from the sea, and are therefore moist,

or have previously passed over large tracts of land,

and particidarly mountain ranges, and are therefore

dry. Since the rainfaU is eWdently much modified

by the temperature of the earth's surface over

which the rain-producing winds blow, it follows that

sandy deserts, by allowing solar and nocturnal

radiation to take immediate effect in raising or

depressing the temperature, and forests, by delaying,

if, not, in many cases, counteracting these effects of

radiation, have each a peouHar influence on the rain-

fall.

Kain is the most capricious of all the meteor-
ological phenomena, both as regards its frequency
and the amount which falls in a given time. It

rarely or never falls in certain places, which are, on
this accoimt, designated the rainless regions of the
globe—the coast of Peru, in South America ; the
great valley of the rivers Coliuubia and Colorado, in

North America ; S.ahara, in Africa ; and the Desert
of Gobi, in Asia, are examples ; whilst, on the other
band, in such places as Patagonia, it rains almost
every day. Again, the quantities which have been
recorded at some places to have fallen at one time,
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arc truly enormous. In Great Britain, if an inch
fall in a day, it is considered a very heavy rain. In
many parts of the Highlands of Scotland, three

inches not unfrequeutly fall in one day. On the
5tli of December 1863, there fell at Portree, in

Skye, 12i inches in 13 hours ; and on the same day,
5'2 inches fell at Drishaig, near Loch Awe, where
also, two days afterwards, 7 '12 inches fell in 30
hours. At Seathwaite, in Borrowdale, 6'G2 inches

fell on November 27, 1845. Eut it is in continental,

and especially tropical countries, where the heaviest

single showers have been recorded. The following

are a few of the most remarkable : At Joyeusc, in

France, 31 "17 inches fell in 22 hours ; at Geneva, 30
inches in 2-1 hours ; at Gibraltar, 33 inches in 2G
hours ; on the hUls above Bombay, 24 inches in one
night ; and on the Khasia HiUs, 30 inches on each
of live successive daj's.

In all ijlaces within the tropics where the trade-

winds are blowing rcgidarly and steadily, raiu is of

rare occurrence, the reason lieing, that as these
winds come from higher latitudes, their tempera-
ture is increasing ; and hence they are in the con-

dition of taking up moisture rather than of parting
with it ; and the return trade-winds, which blow
above them in an opposite direction, having dis-

charged the greater part of their moisture in the
region of the calms, are also dry and cloudless.

Where, however, these winds are forced up moun-
tain-ranges in their course, as on the east of

Hindustan, they bring rain, which falls chiefly

during night, when the earth's surface is coolest.

The region of calms is a broad intertropical

belt about 5° in breadth, where the northern and
southern trades (see TK.^,DE-WINDS) meeting and
opposing, mutually destroy each other, and thus
produce a calm. This is the region of constant

rains. Here the sun almost invariably rises in a
clear sky ; but about mid-day, clouds begin to

gather ; and in a short time, the whole face of the
sky is covered with dense black clouds, which
pour down prodigious quantities of rain. 'Towards
evening, the clouds disappear, the sun sets in a
clear sky, and the nights are serene and fine. The
reason of this daily succession of phenomena
in the belt of calms is, that there the air, being
heated to a high degree by the vertical rays of the
Sim, ascends, drawing %vith it the whole mass of

vapour which the trade-winds have brought with
them, and which has been largely added to by the
rapid evaporation from the belt of calms ; this

vapour is condensed as soon as it is raised to the
line of jimction of the lower and upper trade-winds,

and the discharge is in some cases so copious, that

fresh water has been collected from the sm'face of

the sea. As evening sets in, the surface of the earth

and the superincumbent air are cooled, the ascending
currents cease, the cooled air descends, and the dew-
point is consequently lowered, clouds are dissipated,

and the sky continues clear till the returning boat
of the following day brings roimd a recurrence of

the same phenomena. Since the belt of calms,

which determines the rainy season within the
tropics, moves northward or southward with tiie

sun's dechnation, carrying the trade-winds with it

on each side, it follows that there will be only one
rainy and one dry season in the year at its extreme
northern and southern limits ; but at all intermediate

places, there will be two rainy and two dry seasons,

at the equator these will be equally distant from
each other.

Tliis state of things is only of strict application

to the Pacific Ocean, whose vast expanse of water,

pi'esenting a unifoi'mly radiating and absorbing
surface, is sufficient to allow the law to take fuU
effect. But over the greater i^art of the earth's
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surface disturbing influences draw the trade-winds
more or less out of their normal course, and some-
times produce a total reversal, as in the case of the
Jlonsoons (q. v.). These winds determine entirely

the rainfall of India, and but for them, the eastern
districts of Hindustan would be constantly deluged
with rain, and the western parts constantly di-y

and arid. As it is, each part of South Asia has its

dry and wet season, summer being the wet season
of the western parts and interior as far as the
Himalaya, and winter the wet season of the eastern,

and especially south-eastern parts.

The hea^aest annual rainfall on the globe is GOO
inches on the Khasia HiUs, about SOU inches of

which falls in seven months during the south-

west monsoons. This astonishing amount is due
to the abruptness of the mountains which face the
Bay of Bengal, from which they are separated
by 200 miles of low swamps and marshes. The
winds not only arrive among the hills heavily
charged with the vaiJOirr they have absorbed from
the wide expanse of the Indian Ocean, but being
near the point of saturation, their temperature not
being raised in passing over these swamps, they are,

so to speak, ready to burst in torrents over the
abrupt clifls which divert them from their horizontal

course into the higher regions of the atmosphere.
At 20 miles inland, the annual fall is reduced to

200 inches ; 30 miles further south, it is only 100
inches ; north, at Gowadatty in Assam, it is only
SO inches. In the north-west of the Bay of Bengal,

at Cuttaek, it is only 50 inches ; while in the north-

east, in Arracan, owing to the south-west du"ection of

the winds, it is 200 inches. At Madras, the annual
fall is 45 inches ; at Seringapatam, only 24 inches

;

at Bombay, 75 inches ; at Uttra-Mullay, 263 inches,

and at Mahabalishwar, 254 inches, both on the West-
ern Ghauts ; and at Poonah inland, 23 inches. The
south-west monsoon discharges from GO to SO inches

of rain over the parts of Hindustan not bounded by
high mountains to the west, before reaching the

Himalayas, after which it discharges the greater

part of its moistiu'e, 120 to 140 inches, on the outer

Himalayan range, at elevations of 4000 to SOOO feet.

Thus, four times more rain falls annually on the
Khasia Hills than on the Himalaya, owing to the
less abrupt face these latter mountains present to

the soutK to the sandy burning plain, which raise

the winds considerably above the dew-point, and to

the larger tract traversed by the winds, over which
their moisture continues to be discharged as they
pass.

The following are a few of the annual rainfalls

in the tropics : Singapore, 97 inches ; Canton, 78
inches ; St Benoit (Isle of Borabon), 1G3 inches

;

Sierra Leone, 87 inches ; Caracas, 155 inches

;

Pernambuco, 106 inches ; Fdo Janeiro, 59 inches

;

Georgetown, 100 inches ; Barbadoes, 72 inches

;

St Domingo, 107 inches ; Bahamas, 52 inches

;

and Vera Cruz, 183 inches. In many places in the
interior of continents within the tropics, the rainfall

is small—not greater, in fact, than in temperate
countries, such as the eastern parts of England.
At Poena, only 23 inches fall annually.

The periodicity of the rainfall disappears as we
recede from the tropics, and the times of the year
during which it occurs are different—the greater
quantity falling in simimer at places witMn the
troj)ics, but in winter in temperate regions. In respect
of the rainfall, Europe may be chvided into two
distinct regions : WesternEm-ope— extending, though
in a modihed form, into the interior of the continent
—and the countries bordering on the Mediterranean.
A vast ocean on the one hand, a great continent on
the other, and a predominance of west winds, are the
determining circumstances in the distribution of the

rainfall over Western Europe. As the south-west
winds, which are the return trades, descend and
touch the earth's surface south of Europe, and as
the whole of this continent is therefore within their
influence, it foUows that the western parts, esi)e-

ciaUy where mountain-ranges stretch north and
south, are rainy districts ; for iliese mountains,
diverting the south-west winds from their horizontal
course, force them up into the higher regions of the
atmosphere, where, chilled, they form into clouds,
or deposit in rain the vapour they can no longer hold
in suspension. Hence, the rainiest regions of Eui'ojje

are Korway, Ireland, the west of Great Britain and
of France, Spain, and Portugal. At the Stye, in the
Lake District, 3S9 inches fell in January 1851 ; at
Drishaig, 332 inches, and at Portree, 32'4 in Decem-
ber 18G3; and in the same month, from 23 to 30
inches at many other places in the Scottish High-
lands. In the west of Great Britain and Ireland,
in the vicinity of high hiUs, the average raiufaUus
from 80 to 150 inches. At Bergen, in Norway, it is

89 inches ; in the Peninsida, at Coimbra, it is 118
inches ; at Oviedo, 74 inches ; and at St Jago, 73
inches ; and in France, it is 51 inches at Nantes,
and 49 at Bayonne. At places at some distance
from hUls, and in more inland districts, the annual
fall is mucli diminished. Thus, in the west of
Great Britain, away from hUls, it is from 30 to
45 inches ; while in the east, it is from 20 to 28
inches. In France, it averages 30 inches ; and in

the plains of Germany and Russia, 20 inches ; while
in some parts of Sweden and Bussia, it falls as low
as 15 inches. In the interior of Europe, in moim-
tainous districts, it rises much above these amounts ;

thus, at the Brocken, it is 59 inches. An important
distinction between the mode of distribution of the
rainfall in the west of Europe and that of more
iidand places is, that the greater part of the annual
amount in the west falls in winter ; whilst in the
interior, this happens in summer. This difference

is particularly striking on the different sides of

Great Britain, and arises from this circmnstance,
that as the clouds are much lower in 'winter, they
are arrested and drained of then- moisture by the
less elevated hills, leaving little to be deposited east-

wards ; but in summer, being high, they pass above,
and discharge themselves in the interior. Thus, for

every 10 inches of rain which fall at the foDowing
places in winter, there fall ia summer respectivelj-

Sl inches in the west of Great Britain, 11 inches in

the east of Great Britain and west of France, 15
inches in the east of France, 20 inches in Germany,
and 27 inches in the north and east of Russia.
The peculiarity of the rainfall of the b.asin of

the Mediterranean depends on its proximity to
the burning sands of Africa, a predominance of

northerly winds, and the jiositiou of the Pjrrenees and
Spanish sierras to the west, on which the south-
west winds discharge their rains before arriving
on the north shores of the Jlediterranean. In
the valley of the Rhone, four times more rain falls

in autumn than in simimer ; and south of the
Alps, six times more rain falls with the north-
east than with the south-west winds, being the
reverse of what takes place in England. In Italj-,

the quantity diminishes as we approach the south.
Along the Syrian and North African coasts, it rarely
rains in summer, but frequently in winter. In the
vaUey of the Rhone, the ammal fall ranges from 20
inches at its mouth to G3 inches at St Eambert,
the average being 30 inches. This is also the
aver.age of the valley of the Po ; but on ascending
to the Alps, it rises, as at Tolmezzo, to 96 inches.

The rainfall in the west of the American con-
tinent is distributed similarly to th.at of Em-op a

—the amoimt being dependent on the jUiysical
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confic;urntion of the surface over wliicli the westerly

ivincls blow. Tlie yearly amount increases as we
proceed northward ; thus, at San Francisco it is 22

inches ; at Fort Reading, 29 inches ; at Fort Oxford,

72 inches ; at Fort V,ancouver, 47 inches ; at As-

toria, 86 inches ; at Steilacooni (Wash. Ter.), 54

iuclics; and .at Sitka, in Russian America, 90 inches.

Rut in the United St.ates, the manner of the

distribution of the r.ain is very different from th.at

of Europe. The United States .are dependent for

their rain not on the Pacific Ocean, but on the

Ciulf of Mexico. There can be little doubt that,

but for the high range of the Rocky Mountains

in Centr.al America, the greater part of the

States would be an arid waste. These mountains

are so high as to present .an effectual barrier to

the pass.age of the tr.ade-wiuds, whicli blow over the

Oulf of Mexico ; they are, on this account, turned

northward, and spread themselves over the St.ates,

especi.ally over the low basin of the Mississippi.

Tliese winds being characterised by great heat, and

loaded with much moisture from the warm waters

of the Gulf of Mexico, tend to disturb the statical

cquililirium of the .atmosphere. When they have

blown for some time, vast accumulations of heat

.and moisture t.ake place, the equilibrium is destroyed,

a great storm arises in consequence, sweeping east-

ward over the States, and in many cases crossing the

Athantic, and descending with ^^olenco on Western

Europe. In the States, the southerly winds pre-

ceding the storm give place to the dry north-west

winds, which r.apidly clear the sky, .and bring

brilliant bracing weather in then- train. It .appears,

in short, th.at the south ^^-inds from the Gulf of

^Mexico spread the moisture over the St.ates, and

the north-west wind disengages this moisture from

them by getting below them, by their greater

density, and thrusting them into the higher regions

of the atmosphere. If this be the case, as the

phenomena seem to w.arraut, then the heaviest

rainf.aUs will be in the valleys, and the least on the

higher grounds—a mode of distribution quite differ-

eu't from wh.at prev.ails in Europe. And such is

really the case, for the greatest amount of rain f.alls

in Florida, the low fl.ats of the Mississippi, then

along its v.alley, and lastly in Iowa, or in that

remarkable depression .at the head of the river; and

the least quantities on the Alleghanies, especially

on their hiuher parts, and on the high grounds of

the Missouri district. The following figures, giving

tlie average anuu.al amount in inches, shew this in a

clear light : Ponsacola, 57 ; Fort Brooke, 55 ; and

Fort Pierce, G3—in Florida : Monroe\'ille, 6G ; and

MobUe, C4—in ALabaraa : Natchez, 5S ; Jjickson,

53—in ]\Iississippi : Rapides, 63 ; New Orleans, 52

in Louisiana : Sav.ann.ah, 48—in Georgia : Nash-

ville, 53—in Tennessee : Fort Madison, 50—in Iowa.

At Athens, in Georgia, south of the Alleghanies,

the amount is 36 inches ; at Alexandria, in A'irginia,

.also 36 inches; and .at Jefferson, in Missouri, 38

inches. In the Northern States, the quantity

diminishes .at most places to between 27 and 45

inches, and the mode of its distribution becomes

assimilated to that of Europe.

When r.aincb'ops fall through a str.atum of air

below 32°, they become frozen, and form Hail (q. v.).

When the vesicles are formed in air under 32°,

Snow (q. v.) is the result.

RAI'NBOW. The ordm.ary iihenomena of the

rainbow are usually visible on every occurrence of

a ' sunny shower,' and we need not describe them
particularly imtd we deduce them, one after another,

from their cause. The most careless observation

shews us that, for the production of a r.aiiibow, wo
must have a luminous body of moder.ate angular

diameter, and drops of w.i,ter ; for it is never seen
ge

except by direct sun or moon light, and never in a
cloud unless rain be falling from it. Now, a falling

drop of water t.akes, by its molecular forces, a
Cjihcrical form. Also, as there is sopar.ation of the
various colours of which white light is composed,
the cause of the phenomenon must involve liefraitiiiii

of Light (q. v.), because by Reflection (q. v.) these

colours .are not sep.arated. But, again, the spectator

who views the r.ambow has his back to the sun,

and r.ays of light merely refracted by a raindrop
could not be thus sent back to the spectiator. The
phenomenon must therefore depend upon successive

reflections and refractions, and we shall investig.ate

in an element.ary manner what appearances we
ought to e:rpect as the result of such processes

according to the known laws of optics ; merely
]u-cmising that the fund.ament.al jioints of the
explan.ation were first given by Newton in the second
book of his Optics.

First, then, let us consider what becomes of

parallel rays of light, of one colour or refractive

index (see Refe.vction), which are successively

refracted and reflected in a single spherical rain-

droji.

For our immediate purpose, it is sufficient to

suppose th.at the refractive index (see Refraction)
of water is i ; th.at is, the incident and refracted

r.ays m.ake with the perpendicular to the refracting

surface of water, angles whose sines are in the ratio

of 4 to 3.

Let the circle represent a section of the drop
made by any pl.ane passing through its centre 0,
and the line SO, which joins its centre with the

Figl.

sun ; the sun being supposed, for the moment, to

be a single luminous point, situated at so great a

distance th.at lines drawn to it from different points

of the drop .are parallel. A r.ay of light, SB, falling

on the di-op in the plane of section will be, of course,

partly reflected and partly refracted at B. The
reflected part does not concern us, as in it .all

colours would tr.avel together; and, in fact, tlie

result of reflection from the external surfaces of the

drops is simply to illuminate the background

feebly. Join OB, and produce it to Q. Then the

refr.acted r.ay (see Refraction) will h.ave in the

drop the direction B.4, where the r.atio of the sines

of SBQ and 0B.\ is the refractive index of water

—

i. e., 4 : 3 nearly. Arriving at A, the r.ay will be

p.artly refracted in some such direction as AI), .and

the rest reflected in the direction AC. Now AD
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obviously cannot fall on tlie eye of a spectator
whose back is turned to the sun, and it has, there-

fore, nothin;; to do with the rainbow. The internally

rcUocted ray, AC, on reachinc; the surface at C, is

partly refracted in the direction CT (where BS and
CT are symmetrically situated on opposite sides of

OA), and partly reflected internally. The latter

jiortiou we must consider when we come to the
cause of the secondary, or outer rainbow, the former
is that which at present concerns us. Let SBj, SBj,

be other incident rays. After a refraction, a reflec-

tion, and a second refi-action, they emerge in the
directions C'jTi, CoT.,, respectively. From the figure,

which is drawn from calcidation, it is obvious that
both CjTj and C^Tn are less inclined to OS than CT
is. Hence for rays, parallel to SO, fallini; on the
drop, and emerging after suftering two refractions

and a reflection, the Jinal direction is more and
more inclined to SO, as the point of incidence, B„
is further from P, at least up to some such point as

B ; after which (for points situated as B^,) it dimin-
ishes again. By proper mathematical methods, it

is easy to find that the angle SOB is about 59
' 24',

if the refractive index be
-J.

Now, by a general
property of maxima or minima in optics (see

Caustic), the rays falling on the drop near to B
will emerge nearly parallel to CT ; while those
incident near any other point (as Bj) wdl be widely
scattered at emergence. And we m.ay evidently

extend this reasoning to all other rays by supposing
the above figure to rotate aibout the axis SO.
The conclusion is, therefore, that if homogeneous

light fall in parallel lines on the spherical drop,

those rays which have been twice refracted at the
surface, and once internally reflected, will, on
emergence, all lie within the cone formed by the

revolution of CT about SO, and -n-ill be condensed

towards the surface of that cone. Hence such an
Oliuninated drop gives ofl: by this particular process

a solid cone of rays, much condensed towards its

external boundaries.

.So much for each drop. Next, let us inquii-e

what the apiiearance wUl be to an eye in any given

position, lleferring to the next ligure, in which

Fig a

the letters are the s.ame as in the former, draw TR'
parallel to SO. Then TS' is the direction of the
line draw-n to the point on the heavens diametrically
opposite to the sun. So are EjS,' and E.,Sj', drawn
from any assumed positions, E^ and E;, of the
spectator's eye.

If the eye be placed in the surface of the cone
just described, as at T, it will receive the condensed
ray which emerges in the du-cction CT ; if at Ej
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(within the cone), it will receive diffused rays from
the drop ; if at Ej (outside the cone), it will receive
no light .at all.

To ]jut this in a simpler form : Draw E^F, and
E.jF.j ]iarallel to TO ; then we may evidently say
that the eye receives a condensed light from any
drop whose angular distance from the point opposite
the sun is CfS', a ditiused light if the angular
distance be less than this, and none at aU if it be
greater. By methods already alluded to, it is found
that CTS' is nearly 42° 12' for the index of refrac-
tion -j.

Hence, if the sun were a luminous point, emitting
homogeneous light whoso index of refraction in
w.ater is 4, a spectator looking through a shower of
falling raindrops towards the point immediately
opposite to the sun, would see a bright circle of
angular diameter S4° 24' surrounding this point,
dilliised light within that circle, and darkness
without it.

The eft'ect of the finite angular diameter of the sun
is evidently to 'vvidcn this circle into a circular
luminous band, whose breadth is the sun's apparent
diameter, aud whose mean radius is 42° 12'.

Next, let us consider the dift'ereut refrangibUities
of the coloured constituents of white light. 'The
investigation above hinted at shews th.at the radius
of the Imniuous circular band is greater, the less

the refractive index ; the proof, though very simple,
woidd be out of place in this ^vork. Hence the
appearance actually observed with sunlight will be
formed by the superposition of concentric, over-
lapping, circular bands, the radii being less and less

as we consider the primary colours in the order
from red to violet (see Spectrum). That is, wo
shall have a cii-cular illuminated space, brightest
towards the edge, ^vith a homogeneous red ring as
its external boundary, and a gradual mixtm'e of

the prismatic colours as we look nearer to the
centre. This agi-ees very well with observation,
and so do the calcidated diameters of the external
red (42° 22') and internal violet (40° 35') rings.

But what becomes of the light twice reflected

inside the drop, and then refracted out? Let fig.

." represent again a section of the drop, with sun-
light falling on it in lines parallel to SO, and let us
trace the course of one ray, as SB. The part
reflected at B is to be disposed of as before ; it goes

Fig. 3.

merely to illuminate, feebly, the otherwise dark

background of cloud and vapour. The refracted

portion jiroceeds, as before, to A, where part is

reflected internally along AC, and part refracted

out. The latter portion, as we have already sicn,

cannot possibly reach the eye of a spectator whose
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b.ack is turnod to the siin. Similarly, at C, tUcro

is internal refiectiou along CD, and refraction out of

the drop. The refracted xiart has already been

considered, as the cause of the primary rainbow.

The reflected pai't will again at D bo separated into

two ; one, reflected internally, which proceeds to

form the tertiary and higher orders of bow ; and
the other, escaping from the drop in the line DT,
which goes to form the secondcmj bow. This we
will consider with some care, because the secondary

bow, though necessarily fainter than the primary,

is usually seen ; the tertiar-y and higher bows, each

much fainter thau the preceding one, since the

beam inside the di-op is weakened at each succeeding

reflection, require no notice, as even the tertiary

has never been observed in nature.

As before, we have traced the courses of two
other beams, SBj and SB.,, in their passage to form

part of the secondary bow. They are respectively

SB,AiCiDiTi and SB„A„C„D2T„ ; and the figure

shews us that the final rays DiTj and DoT„ are each

in07-e inclined to SO thau DT is. There is, there-

fore, a jiarticular ray, SB, whose final direction, DT,
is less inclined to SO than that of any other ray

wliich has sufiered two refractions and two internal

reflections ; and, as before, the emergent light is

condensed towards this minimum. If, then, the

figure be made to revolve about SO, we see that

DT will describe a cone, that inside this cone there

is no refracted light, that towards the surface of

the cone, part of the light is condensed, and that

the rest of it is diffused thi'ough exterior space.

So much for one drop ; let us now, as before,

consider what -niU be seen by an eye in any position

with regard to thjs particular drop. In fig. 4, the

letters denote the same things as in fig. ,3. Hence
if the eye be placed at T, it will receive the maxi-
mum of light, in a direction making an angle DTS'
with the point in the heavens opposite to"the sun.
If at Ej, it will receive some of the diffused light
from a drop whose angular distance from the point
oppo.site the sun is qreaicr than DTS' ; and if at E,
it will receive no light at all, the di-op's angular
distance from the point opposite the sun being less
thau DTS'. Hence the appearance presented by a
shower of drops is, for homogeneous light coming
in parallel lines, a bright circle, whose angular
radius is DTS'; diffused light outside that circle,
and uo light within it. AVhen the li"\it comes from
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a source of finite angular diameter, as the sun, tho

only eCTect is, as in the primary bow, to widen tho

bright circular band. When we consider the various

components of white light, calculation shews ua

that DTS' is least for red, and greatest for violet.

Hence we have a series of concentric coloured

bands superposed, their diameters increasing from
the red to the violet. Hence the secondary rain-

bow has its inner edge red, and its outer violet ; tho

intermediate space being an exceedingly mixed, or

impure Spectrum (q. v.). The residts of geometrical

optics shew us that the angular diameter of tho

red is 100° 4S', and of the violet 100° 41' ; so that

the breadth of the bow is 3° 30' neai-ly.

In nature, these rough results are pretty closely

verified ; but a more profoimd investigation into tho

circumstances of the problem shews us some modi-
fications. In the first place, we find that for each
kind of homogeneous light the actual maximum
of brightness is in a circle of rather less angidar

diameter than that given by the more elementary

investigation for the primary bow ; and rather

gi-eater for the secondary. Secondly, and still

with homogeneous light, there is a succession of

feebler and feebler concentric circles of maximum
brightness—inside the principal maximum in tho

primary bow, and outside it in the secondary.

These give rise to what is always seen in a fine

rainbow, the so-caUed spurious or supcriiuinerary

bows, lying close inside the violet of the primary
bow, and outside that of the secondary. These are

fainter and more impure as they proceed from the

principal bow, and finally merge into the difl;used

white light inside the primary bow, and outside the

secondary.
The angular dimensions of these bows, principal

and spurious, were calculated from theory by Airy,

and carefully measured by Miller in tho artificial

bow formed by passing hght through a very lino

column of water descending thi'ough a small apertiu'e,

and the accordance was perfect.

The lunar rainbow, which is a comparatively rare,

but very beautiful phenomenon, diflers fi-om tho
solar simply in the soirrce and intensity of the light

by which it is produced ; and, as in all cases of

feeble light, the distinction of the colours is very
difficult. In fact, except imder the most favourable

circumstances, the lunar rainbow rarely shews
coloiu-s at all, giving a pale ghostly gleam of

apparently white or yellow light.

RAIN-GAUGE. The use of rain-gauges is to

ascertain the amount of rain which falls at any
given place. They are of various constructions. The
simplest is that which consists of a metallic cylinder,

from the bottom of which, a glass tube {be), divided
into inches and parts of an inch, projects down-
wards. It is provided with a fimnel, inserted within
at the top, to prevent evaporation, and the rain-water

is emptied out by means of a stop-cock (d) at the
bottom, or, still simpler, by a hole (a) pierced m the
funnel at the top. (See accompanying wood-cut.)
As this form of gauge is objectionable on account of

tho frequent breakage of the glass-tube by frost, a
float is used instead, which is raised by the water,
and a scale is attached to it, to shew the quantity of

ram received. As this gauge does not admit of

very nice readings, another sort is frequently cm-
ployed, viz., a receiving-vessel and rf glass measure
of much smaller diameter, which thus admits of as
nice graduation as may be desired. As, practically,

there is often gre.at difficulty or trouble experienced
in replacing the glass measm'e when it chances to
get broken, the late G. V. J.agga Btao, a wealthy
zemindar of Vizagapatam, proposed a gauge in the
foi-m of a funnel having a diameter of"4'Gy7 inches,

or an area of 17'33 square inches. Now, as a fluid
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ounce contains 1-733 cubic inches, it follows that

for every fluid ounce collected by this gauge, the

tenth of an inch of rain has fallen. This measure

Eain-gauge.

can, of course, be graduated to any degree of nicety,

and may be reproduced at pleasure. It has also the
great merit of being by far the cheapest gauge,
costing only 4s. 6d. Self-registering rain-gauges
have been invented by Osier and Crosley, but they
are too expensive to come into common use.

A most important point with regard to the rain-

gauge is its height above the ground. ISIr Phillips

found the fall of rain at York for 12 months in

1S33—lSo4, to bo 14-96 inches .at a height of 213
feet from the ground ; 19'S5 inclies at 44 feet

;

and 25'71 inches on the gi-oimd. This remarkable
fact—viz., that different quantities are collected at
diflerent heights, the amoimt being always greater

at the lower level, has been confirmed whei'ever the
experiment has been made. No perfectly satisfac-

tory accoimt has yet been given of this singular

phenomenon. The condensing of the vapour of the
atmosphere on the surface of raindrops as they fall

—the rebound of the liner particles into which
many of the drops break themselves as they strike

^^•ith violence on the ground—and the edtUes and
currents which prev.aU most and strongest around
isolated objects raised above the surface of the
ground, to a large extent account for the pheno-
menon. Of these three, the greatest weight is to
))e given to the last two ; and this is coniirmed by
the fact, that a gauge placed on the roof of a build-

ing that happens to be flat, of consider.able area,

and with few or no chimney-stalks to disturb the
air-ciu:rents, collects an amoimt equal to that col-

lected at the same place by a gauge on the ground.

The proper size and shape of the rain-gauge, and
its height above the ground, so as to measure with
the greatest exactness possible the real quantity of

rain that falls, about all of which much diversity

of opinion exists, are at present (1SG5) undergoing
investigation by a series of extensive experiments
conducted by Major Wai'd and Mr Symons, in
Wilts ; and by the Kev. J. Chadwick Bates, near
Manchester.

KAIN-PIIINT.S, small pits observed on the
surfaces of some argillaccons rocks, and believed to

be tlie impressions of rain-drops. See IcuNOLOGy.

KAI'NY LAKE forms a portion of the boundary-
line between British Korth America and the United
States. It is situated IGO miles west of Lake
Superior, is 1160 feet .above sea-level, and is about
35 miles long, and 5 miles in average breadth. Its

surplus waters are carried oflf to the Lake of the

Woods, in a west-north-west direction, by the Eainy
River, which is about 100 mUes in length, and the
banks of which are covered with pine-forests.

RAISED SEA-BEACHES.
Eaised.

See Beaches,

RAISINEE, a rob, or sweetmeat, much esteemed
in France, made by boiling new wine, and skimming
until only half the quantity of wine remains ; after

which it is strained; apples, pared and cut into

qu.arters, are added to it, and it is allowed to simmer
gently, tiU the apples are thoroughly mixed with
the wine, when it has a very pleasant sweetish acid
taste. Cider may be used instead of wine.

RAISINS are dried grapes, prepared by two
different methods. The one method consists in
partially cutting through the stalk of the ripened
bunches, and allowing them to shrink and dry upon
the vine by the heat of the sun. These are by
far the better sort, and are called liaisitis of ike

Sun, or Muscatels. Malaga is much celebrated for

its sim-raisins, which are the finest in the world.
The raisins prepared by the other method are called

Lexias, and are gathered and hung on lines, or laid

on prepared floors to dry in the sun. When dried,

they are dipped in a hot lye, made by dissolving

the alkali out of wood-ashes or barilla siith water,

imtil the filtered fluid has a specific gravity of .about

I'lOO ; to this is added, for every four gallons, a pint

of ohve oil and a quarter of a pound of s.alt. After
dipping, the fruit is laid on biu-dles of wicker-work
to ch-ain, and is continually exposed to the sim for

about a fortnight. The raisins are then jnUled

from the stalks, and packed into boxes for trans-

port to other countries. The qualities best known
in the ni.arkets are Valencias and Denias from
Spain, Malagas from Malaga, and black Smyrnas and
Sultanas from Asiatic Turkey. The Currant (q. v.),

or Corinth, as it was originally called, is only a sm.all

variety of gnape jjeculiar to the Greek Islands,

cured in the same way, and in itself forming a
large staple of those islands. Britain imports of

raisins proper nearly 5000 tons, and quite as great

a quantity of currants in addition.
A A A

RAJAH, or more correctly RAJA (from the
Sanscrit rdjan, king, cognate with the Latin reg of

rex), is originally a title which belonged to those

jjrinces of Hindu race who, either as independent
sovereigns or as feudatories, governed a tciTitory

;

it then, however, became a title given by the native

governments, and, in later times, by the British

government to Hindus of rank, and it is now not
uncommonly assumed by the zemind.ars or laud-

holders ; the title Maharajah, or 'great Rajah,' being,

in these days, generally reserved to the more or less

independent native princes. According to the
ancient social system of India, the rajah belonged to

the kshattriya or military caste (see Caste) ; now,
however, the title is given to, and assumed by,

members also of an inferior caste.

RA'JAjMAHE'NDEI, or EAJAMUNDRY, a
town of Hindustan, capital of a coUectorate of

the same name in the presidency of JLadras,

stands on the left bank of the Godavari, about
60 miles from the mouth of that river, and in

long. SI" 53' E. To the north of the town is the
Fort, a square edifice, ' comprising the barracks,

hospital, jail, and m.agaziue. The nobler kind of

game, as well as wild-fowl of aU sort, aboimds in the
vicinity, and the situation and scenery are in the
highest degree beautifid. The Godavari is here
about two miles wide, and is crossed by a steam-
ferry. N.apkins, table-cloths, and diills are manu-
factured. Pop. 15,000, about a fourth of whom are

Brahmans. Of the collectorate of R., the area is

09
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C030 squai'e miles, and tlie population upwards of

1,000,OUO.

EAJATAKANGIN'i (or 'the river of kings,'

from the Sanscrit nljan, king, and tarangin'l, a river

or stream) is the name of four chronicles of the

history of Cashmir n'ritten in Sanscrit verse ; the

first liy Kalhan'a, bringing the history of Cashmir
till aliout 1148 after Christ ; tlie second, a continua-

tion of the former, by Jonardja, to 1412 ; the third,

a continuation of tlie second, by S'rivara, a pupil of

Jouaraja, to 1477 ; and the fourth, by Prdjyabhat't'a,

from that date to the conquest of the valley by the

Emperor Akbcr. Amongst these chronicles, how-
ever, it is especially the lirst wliich has earned a
great reputation, inasmuch as it is the most im-

portant and the comiJetest of all known Hindu
chronicles, and, for this reason, may be considered

as the only surviving -work of Sanscrit literature

which betrays an attemi>t at historiography. The
author of the work, the Pandit Kalhan'a—of whom
we merely know tliat he was the son of Champaka,
and lived about 1150, under the reign of Sinhadova
of Cashmir—reports that before entering on his

task, he had studied eleven historical works wi-itten

previously to his time, and also a history of Cashmir
by tlie sago Nila, which seems to be the oldest of

all ; but that, not yet contented with these sources

of information alone, he had also examined old

documents, such as grants and proclamations made
by kings, texts of laws, and sacred books. It may
be presumed, tlierefore, that Kalhan'a had not
merely the desire, but sot honestly to work to

elucidate the history of Cashmir up to his date.

And so far as the last few centuries jireoeding liira

are concerned, it is possible that the facts narrated
by him are reliable ; but owing to tlie uncritical

disposition of the Hindu mind in all matters tliat

regard historical facts, those especially of a more or

less religions or legendary character, and also to his

bias to produce a consistent system of chronology,

great doubts must attach to all that relates in his

work to the ancient history of India. In spite of

tliese shortcomings, however, which are more those
of the nation to which the author belonged, than
those of the indiridual himself, much that is

reported by Kalhan'a is the only source of informa-
tion we have of the liistory of Cashmir, and much
very valuable as coming from an indigenous source.

Kalhan'a begins his work, as may be expected, with
the mythological history of the country ; the fii-st

king named by him is Gonarda, who, according to

Lis chronology, would have reigned in the year
2448 before Christ ; and the last mentioned by him
is Sinhadeva, about 1150 after Christ. The Sanscrit

text of the complete work, together with that of

the three other llAjatarangin'is, which is of little

extent, has been edited at Calcutta, 1S35, under the
auspices of the General Committee of Public Instruc-
tion and the Asiatic Society of Eengah Six sections

of it have been edited, with notes, and learned
appendixes, in French, by A. Troyer, who hkewise
translated into French these sections, as well as the
remaining two {I'ddjatanmrjini, Ilisloire des Hois
da Kachmir, &c., vols. 1—3, Paris, 1840—1852).—See
also H. H. Wilson, An Essaij on the Hindu, Hislory

of Caahmir, in the Asiatic Ecsearches, voh xv.,

and Lassen's Jndische AUcrthumshundo, vols. i.

and ii.

EAJJIAHA'L, a town of India, in the Critisli

district of Bhaugulpore, presidency of Bengal, and
a station on the line of railway from Calcutta to
t!ie north-west frontier, stands on a steep emin-
ence on the right bank of the Ganges, 200 miles by
land north-north-west of Calcutta. Its position is

advantageous, and it was long the chief town of the
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Bengal and Bahar provinces. Since the removal of

the British courts of justice, however, its prosperity

has declined. It now presents a deserted and
ruinous appearance, but is still noteworthy for the
remains of its once splendid palace, and for its

important transit-trade. It contains twelve market-
places, and has about 30,000 inliabitants, most of

whom are employed in jiroviding for the wants of

the vast number of travellers who pass through the
town by land and water.

RAJPOOTS, or RAJPUTS (from the Sanscrit
r'ljan, king, and putra, sou ; hence literally, ' sons of

kings' ), is the name of various tribes in India which
are of Aryan origin, and either descended from the
old royal races of the Hindus, or from their Kshat-
triya or warrior easto (see Caste). At all periods,

they seem to have jdayed a conspicuous part in the
history of India ; and all over Hindustan there are
many families who, rightly or wrongly, claim the
title of Rajputs. At present, they occu)iy chieliy the
country known as Riijasthan or Rajputana, inchiding,

amongst other states, those of Mewar, Marwar,
Jej'pur, Bikanir, Jessulrair, Kotali, and Bundi.
Before the invasion of iMahmud the Ghiznevide,
four gi-eat kingdoms were under the dominion of

Pcijput families—viz., Delhi, Kanoj, Jlewar, and
Anhulvarra ; and all the kings mentioned in the
BajatanmrjinU (q. v.) of Kalhan'a were of Rajput
origin.—For the history, &c., of the R., and tlio

geography of Rajjmtana, see Colonel James Tod's
Annals and Antiquities of Hdjasthdn, or the Central

and Western Rajxioot Stales in India (2 vols., LoncL
1829) ; Ritter's Erdkunde, vol. vi. pp. 724, ff.

;

Lassen's Indische Alterlhumsl;unde, vols. i. and ii.

{passim) ; A. Troyer's Bddjataranriin'i, vol. iii.

(Edaircissements historiques, &o.).

RAKE, an agricultural and horticultural imjile-

meiit, in use from very ancient times. In its

simplest form it consists merely of a bar of wood or

iron, with wooden or iron teeth inserted into it, and
attached at right angles across the end of a long
handle. It is used for collecting straws, &c.,

from a field after it has been reaped or mown, or

stones from newdy-tilled ground, sometimes also in

gardens, for covering seeds. A long rake, witlr a
short triangular framework instead of a handle,

and curved teeth, is much used in hayfields in

England, and is known as the ell-rake. Raltcs are

also adapted for being di'awu by horses ; and there

.are many modifications both of the hand-rake and
the horse-rake.

RAKE, in Naval Language, has more than one
meaning. The rake of a ship's stern or bow is the

length to which the keel woidd have to be pro-

longed to bring it under the most jn-ojecting point

of the stern or bow. Raking masts are masts
set aslope, so that the angle they make with the

keel towards the stern is less than a right angle, .as

in a brig'antine. To rake a ship is to bring guns to

bear so as to fire them along lier deck from end to

end ; this is the most disastrous thing that can
happen to a vessel in action, and it is the object

of all good seamanship to avoid it. When a sliip

is raked at short range, grape can be used with
great and fatal cQ'ect.

RAKING MOULDING,
a moulding not horizontal

or vertical, but sloping at

an angle. When joined to

a horizontal moulding, the
raliing moulding is run so

as to mitre with the true

vertical profile of the former,

and is therefore different from it in section.

Eakins Moulding.
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RAKO'CZYMAESCH, a simple but grand mUi-
tary air by an unknown composer, said to have
been the favourite march o£ Fi'aucis Eako'czy II. of

Transylvania, and at all events much plaj'cd in his

army. The Magyar Hungarians adopted it as their

national march, and in 1S4S and 1S49, it has been
alleged to have had the same inspiriting effect on
the revolutionary troops of Himgary as the Mar-
selUmse on the French. Like the Marseillaise in

France, it has been placed under the ban of the

Austrian government at various periods of poUtical

excitement. In 184S, several attempts were made
by Hungarian poets to set it to appropriate verses,

but without much success. The air most gener-

ally known in Germany and elsewhere out of

Hungary as the Rako'czymarsch, which is intro-

duced by Hector Berlioz in his Damnation de Faust,

is a weak paraphrase of the original by Euziska.

RAKSHAS, or EAKSHASA, is, in Hindu
Jlythologj', the name of a class of evU spirits or

demons, who are sometimes imagined as attendants

on Kuvera, the god of riches, and guardians of his

treasures, but more frequently as mischievous,

cruel, and hideous monsters, haunting cemeteries,

devouring human beings, and ever ready to oppose

the gods and to disturb pious people. They have
the power of assuming any shape at wUl, and their

strength increases towards the evening twilight.

Several of them ai'e described as having many heads
and arms (see, for instance, E.ivANA), large teeth,

red hair, and, iu general, as being of reindsive ap-

pearance ; others, however, especially the females

of this class, could also take beautiful forms in

order to allure their victims. In the legends of the

MtahtVihtrata, lidrndijana, and the Pumn'as, they

play an important jjart, embodying, as it were, at

the period of these compositions, the evU principle

on earth, as opposed to all that is physically or

morally good. In the Pardn'a.% they are sometimes

mentioned as the offspring of the patriarch Pulastya,

at other times as the sons of the patriarch Kas'yapa.

Another account of their origin, given in the Vishn'u-

Purdn'a, where, treating of the creation of the world
(book i. chap, v.), is the following :

' Next, from
I5rahrail, iu a form composed of the quality of foul-

ness, was produced hunger, of whom anger was
born ; and the god put forth in darkuess beings

emaciate with hunger, of hideous aspects, and with
long beards. Those beings hastened to the deity.

Such of them as exclaimed :
" Kot so, oh ! let him

be saved," were named Eakshasa (from raknh, save)

;

others who cried out :
" Let us e.at," were denomi-

nated, from that expression, Yaksha' (from yaksh,

for jahh, eat). This popular etymology of the

name, however, would be at variance with the

cruel nature of these beings, and it seems, there-

fore, to have been improved ujion in the li/idga-

vala-Puran'a, where it is related that Brahmfi trans-

fonncd himself into night, invested Avith a body

;

this the Y'akshas (q. v.) and Eakshasas seized upon,

exclaiming :
' Do not spare it—devour it

!

' when
Br.ahma cried out :

' Don't devour me (md main
jal:shala)—s\)i\xe me ! (rahshafa).' (See F. E. Hall's

note to ^Vilson's Vislin'u-Purdn'a, vol. i. page 82.)

The more prob.able origin of the word liahshas—
kindred with the German Pecke or Riese—is that

from a radical r'isli or rish, hurt or destroy, with an
affix sas; hence, literally, the destructive being.

RALEIGH, SiK Walter, the son of Walter
Ealeigh of Fardel in Devonshire, was born in 1552

at Hayes, on the coast of that county. In 15G8, he

was sent to Oxford as a commoner of Oriel College,

and though his residence there was brief, gave token

of remarkable ability. Only the year after, relin-

quishing study for adventure, he went to France as

volunteer in an expedition in aid of the Huguenots ;

and some years subsequently we find him serving iu

the Low Countries in a force sent by Queen Eliza-

beth to assist the Dutch in their patriotic struggle

against the Spaniards. Of this earlier pai-t of his

career, nothing specially remarkable is recorded. In
1579, he made his first venture in the field of

activity which through life continued at intervals

to attract him, sailing, in conjunction nith his half-

brother. Sir Humphrey Gilbert, with the purpose of

founding a colony in North America. The expe-

dition proved uusuccessfid, being roughly handled
by a Spanish force, and obliged to return in some-
what bvW case. During the year following, E.
hold a captain's commission in Ireland, where, in

operations against the rebels, he distinguished him-
self by his courage and conduct. Shortly after his

return, he seems first to have attracted the notice

of Queen Elizabeth, with whom he speedily rose

high in favour. The story which attributes tlio

commencement of his relations with her to his

graceful gallantry in spreading before her his costly

mantle as a carpet, is so well kno-\vai, that it need

only be glanced at in passing. For some years

forward, he was constant iu his attendance upon the

queen, who distinguished him by employing him
from time to time in various delicate offices of

trust, and by substantial marks of her favour. The
spirit of enterprise was, however, restless in the

man ; and in 15S4, a patent havmg been granted

him to take possession of lands to be discovered by
him on the continent of North America, he fitted

out two ships at his own expense, and shortly-

achieved the discovery and occup.ation of the terri-

tory known as Virginia, a name chosen as containing

an allusion to the 'Virgin-queen' herself. Elizabeth

also conferred on E. the honour of knighthood. If

we except the questionable benefit—with which

E.'s name remains connected—of the introduction

of tobacco into Europe, no immediate good came, of

the colony ; and after some years of struggle, during

which he sent out several auxiliary expeditions, he

was forced to rehnquish his connection with it.

During the years 1587—15SS, the coimtry being

menaced by a Spanish invasion, E. was actively

and responsibly occupied in organising a resist-

ance, and held command of the queen's forces

in Cornwall. In the latter j'ear, he shared with

new access of honour in the series of actions which

ended in the defeat and dispersion of the great

Armada, and was thanked and rewarded for his

services. Shortly after (1593), in consequence of

an intrigue, resulting in his private marriage with

Elizabeth Throckmorton, one of the queen's maids

of honour, he incm-red her majesty's severe, but

only temporary, displeasirre. In his banishment

from court, he recurred to those schemes of con-

quest and adventure in the Now World which

formed one main dream of his life; and, in 1595,

headed an expedition to Guiana, haWng for its

object the discovery of the fabled El Dorado,

a city of gold and gems, the existence of which

in these regions was then generally believed

in. Of this brilliant but fruitless adventure, on

returning, he pubhshed an account. Ha^-ing been

remstated in the royal favour, he held in 1596 the

post of admiral in the expedition against Cadiz,

commanded by Howard and the Earl of Essex, and

was admittedly the main instrument of its success.

Also, in the year following, he took part in the

attack on the Azores made by the same com-

manders. In the coui-t intrigues which ended in

the downfall of the Earl of Essex, he after this

became deeply involved ; and certain points of his

conduct, as notably the sale of his good offices

with the queen in behalf of such of the earl's
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aclherents as would buy them, though easily regarded
by the current morality of the time, have tixed

somewhat of a stain on a fame otherwise so
splendid.

With the death of Elizabeth in 1603 ends the
brilliant and successful portion of E.'s career.

Her successor, James, from the first regarded him
with a .suspicion and dislike which he was at no
pains to conceal. He had besides made powerful
enemies—the principal of whom were Cecil and
Howard. His ruin was resolved on, and means
were soon foiind to compass it. Ho was accused of

complicity in a plot against the king ; and though
no Jot of evidence of his being any way concerned
in it was produced at his trial, a verdict was
readily procured, finding him guilty of high treason.

The language of the prosecutor, Attorney-general
Coke, was outrageously abusive. He called It. ' a
damnable atheist,' ' a spider of hell,' a ' viperous
traitor,' &c. Sentence of death was passed, but
James did not venture to execute him ; and he was
sent to the Tower, where, for thirteen years, he
remained a prisoner, his estates being coniiscated,

and made over to the king's favourite, Carr, subse-

quently Earl of Somerset. JDimng his imprisonment,
no devoted himself to literary and scientific pirr-

suits, his chief monument in this kind being his

History of the World, a noble fragment, still notable
to the student as one of the finest models of our
quaint and stately old English style. Certain of
his poetical pieces, giWng hint of a genius at once
elegant and sententious, also continue to be remem-
bered, and are more or less familiar to every one.
In 1U15, he procured his release, and once more
sailed for Guiana. The expedition, from which
great results were expected, failed miserably.
i!. himself, in consequence of severe illness, was
unable to accompany it inland -, and nothing but
disaster ensued. To add to his grief and dis-

appointment, his eldest and favourite son was
killed in the stonning of the Spanish town of St
Thomas, and he returned to England, broken in
spu'it and in fortunes. He returned only to die.

On the morning of the 29th October 1G18, in the
sixty-sixth year of his age, he was infamously
executed, nominally on the sentence passed on him
sixteen years before, but really, there is reason to
suppose, in base compliance on James's part with
the urgencies of the king of Spain, who resented his
persistent hostility.

E. was a man of noble presence, of versatile
and commanding genius, unquestionably one of the
most splendid figures in a time unusually prolitic of
all splendid developments of humanity. In the art
and finesse of the courtier, the politic wisdom of
the statesman, and the skilful daring of the wan'ior,
he was almost alike pre-eminent. The moral eleva-
tion of the man shone out eminently in the dark-
ness which besot his later fortunes ; and the calm
and manly dignity with which he fronted adverse
fate conciliated even those whom Ms haughtiness
in prosjierity had offended. E.'s 'Life' has been
•written by Oldys, Cayley (2 vols., Lond. ISOG), and
P. E. Tytler (Ediu. 1S33) ; his poems were collected
and published by Sir E. Brydges (Lond. 1814) ; his
Miscellaneous Writings, by Dr Birch (2 vols. 1751),
and his Complete Works, at Oxford (S vols. 1S29).

EA'LEIGH, the capital of North Carolina, is six
miles west of the Neuse Eiver, near the centre of
the state ; lat. 33° 47' N., long. 78° 48' W. The
town is regularly built on an elevated site, with a
central park, containing a large domed state-house,
and broad streets. It contains a court-house, jail,

2 banks, 9 newspapers, 5 churches, deaf and dumb
and lunatic asylums, and extensive railway con-
nections. Pop. (18G0), 47S0.

RALLENTA'NDO (Ital., becoming slower), a
musical term, abbrev-iated rallent., or rail., indicating
a gradual relaxing or diminution of time.

EA'LLID.^, a family of birds of the order Grallce,

characterised by a long bill, which is more or less

curved at the tip and compressed at the sides,

the nostrils in a membranous groove, the wings of
moderate length, the tail short, the legs and toes
long and slentier, the hind-toe placed on a level with
the others. To this family belong rails, crakes,
gallinides, coots, &c. The toes of some, as coots, are
margined with a lobed membrane ; but these are by
some ornithologists separated from this family (see

Coot). Even those K. of which the toes have no
marginal membrane, are fitted, by the length of

their toes, for walking on mud or ooze. Many of

them swim and dive well. Most of them are aqua-
tic, or frequent either fresh-water or salt marshes

;

but some, as the crakes, are found in tUy situations.

RAMA is, in Hindu M3dhology, the name com-
mon to three incarnations of Vishn'u, of Paras'urtoa,
Eamaehandra, and Balarima. See VisnN'0.

RA'MADAN, the ninth month in the Moham-
medan year. In it Mohammed received his first

revelation, and every believer is therefore enjoined
to keep a strict fast throughout its entire course,

from the dawn—when a white thread can be dis-

tinguished from a black thread—to sunset. Eating,
drinking, smoking, bathing, smelling perfumes,
and other bodily enjoyments, even swallowing one's

spittle, are strictly prohibited during that period.

Even when obliged to take medicine, the Moslem
must make some Idnd of amends for it, such as
spending a certain sum of money upon the poor.

Diu'ing the night, however, the most necessary
wants may be satisfied—a jiermission which,
practically, is interpreted by a profuse indulgence
in all sorts of enjoyments. The fast of R.,

now much less observed than in former times, is

sometimes a very severe afllictiou upon the ortlio-

dox, particularly when the month—the year being
lunar—happens to fall in the long and hot days of

midsummer. The sick, travellers, and soldiers in

time of wai', are temporarily released from this dut}%
but they have to fast an equal number of days
at a subsequent period, when this impediment is

removed. Nurses, pregnant women, and those to
whom it might prove really injurious, are expressly

exempt from fasting. We may add, that according
to some traditions (Al-Beidiwi), not only Moham-
med, but also Abraham, Moses, and Jesus received
their respective revelations during this mouth.
The principal passages treating of the fast of K.
are found in the second Surah of the Koran, called
' The Cow.'

RAMAYAN'A is the name of one of the two
great epic poems of ancient India (for the other,

see the article MahAbhakata). Its subject-matter
is the history of Rdma, one of the incarnations of

Vishn'ii (q. v., and see Eajia), and its reputed
author is Valmlki, who is said to have taught his

Eoem to the two sons of Rama, the hero of the
istory ; and, aeoordiu^ to this legend, would have

been a contemporary ot Eama himself. But though
this latter account is open to much doubt, it seems
certain that Valmiki—unlilie Vyasa (q. v.), the
supposed compiler of the Mahuhhurata—was a real

personage ; and, moreover, that the R. was the
work of one single poet—not like the MaJulb/iurata,
the creation of various epochs and different minds.
As a poetical composition, the R. is therefore far

superior to the Maliahharata ; and it may be called

the best great jioem of ancient India, fairly claim-

ing a rank in the literatm-e of the world equal to I
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that of the epic poetry of Homer. Whereas the

character of the Malifibhdrata is cyclopa^dical, its

main subject-matter overgrown by episodes of the

most diversified nature, its diction differing in

merit, both from a poetical and gi-ammatical point

of view, according to the ages that worked at its

completion—the 11. has but one object in view, the

history of Efima. Its episodes are rare, and
restricted to the early portion of the work, and its

poetical diction betrays throughout the same finish

and the same poetical genius. Nor can there be

any reasonable doubt as to the relative ages of

both poems, provided that we look upon the

Mahdbhdrata in the form in which it is preserved,

as a whole. Whether we ajiply as a test the aspect

of the religious life, or the geographical and other

knowledge displayed in the one and the other

work, the R. appears as the older of the two. Since

it is the chief source whence our information of

the Kama incarnation of Vishn'u is derived, its

contents may be gathered from that portion of the

article Vishn'u which relates to lidmachandra.
The R. contains (professedly) 24,000 epic verses, or

S'lolicis, in seven books, or Kdn'd'as, caUed the Bdki-,

Ayodhyd;Aran'ija;Kiskklndhd-,Sumlara-, Yuddha-
(or Lanhd-), and Uttara-Kun'd'a. The text which
has come down to us exhibits, in different sets of

manuscripts, such considerable discrepancies, that it

becomes necessary to speak of two recensions in

which it now exists. This remarkable fact was first

made known by A. W. von Schlegel, who, in Eiu'ope,

was the first who attempted a cntical edition of this

poem ; it is now fidly corroborated by a comparison

that may be made between the printed editions of

both texts. The one is more concise in its diction,

and has less tendency than the other to that kind of

descriptive enlargement of facts and sentiments

which characteiiscs the later poetry of India ; it

often also exhibits gi-ammatical forms and pecidiari-

ties of an archaic stamp, where the other studiously

avoids that which must have appeared to its editors

in the Ught of a grammatical difficulty. In short,

there can be little doubt that the former is the

older and more genuine, and the latter the more
recent, and, in some respect, more spurious text. A
complete edition of the older text, with two com-
mentaries, was published at Madras in 1S56 (in the
Telugu characters, vol. i.—iii.) ; another edition of

the same text, with a short commentary, appeared
at Calcutta in two vols. (I860), and a more carefid

and elegant one at Bombay (1861). Of the later

edition. Signer Gaspare Gorresio has edited the first

six books (vol. i.—v., Paris, 1843—1850) without a
commentaiy, but with an ItaHan, somewhat free,

translation in poetical prose (vol. vi.—x., Paris, 1847
— 1858). Former attempts at an edition and trans-

lation of the It. remained unfortunately incomplete.

The earliest was that made by WiUiam Carey and
Joshua Marshraan, who edited the first two books,

and added to the text a prose translation in English

and explanatary notes {vol. i.—iii., Seramporo, 1806
—1810 ; and vol. i., containing the first book, Dun-
stable, 1808). Another edition, of an eclectic nature,

is that by A. W. von Schlegel ; it contains the first

two books of the text, and ail excellent Latin traus-

lation of the first book and twenty chapters of the

second (vol. i., jiarts 1 and 2, and vol. ii. part 1,

Bomi, 1846). Various episodes from the K., it may
also be added, have at various times occupied

Biiudry editors and translators.

EA'MBLA, a small town of Spain, in the modern
province of Cordova, and 23 miles south of the city

of that name, stands on a hill in a district which
produces abimdantly grain, wine, and oil. Some
manufactures of coarse pottery, especially of porous
water-coolers, are carried on. Pop. C500.

KAMBOUILLET, Catherine, Marquise be,

one of the most accomplished and illustrious women
of the 17th c, was born at Rome, of Italian parents,

in 1588, and received a refined education under the

superintendence of her mother, the Marchese di

Pisaui. At the age of 12, she was betrothed to a
French nobleman, Charles d'^Vngennes, son of the
Marquis de EambouiUot, who succeeded to the

family estates and title on the death of his father

in 1611. When the youthful marquise first appeared

in the assemblies at the Lou\Te, she was shocked by
the gi-oss corruption of morals and manners that

prevailed among the mob of courtiers, and almost
immediately conceived the idea of forming a select

circle for herself, which shoidd meet at her o-wn house
—the famous Hotel de Rambouillet. Madame de

E. was admirably fitted for presiding at the reunions

which have made her name famous in the literary

history of France. Handsome and gracious, but free

from coquetry and all personal pretensions, her aflTa-

bdity, generosity, and steadfast attachment to her

friends, made her an object almost of worship to those

who enjoyed her society. The writers of that epoch

are unanimous in the expression of their homage.
The characteristic featiu'e of the RambouUlet circle

was the intercourse, on terms of equality, of the

aristocracy of rank and the aristocracy of genius.

There, for the first time, do we meet with a generous

and adequate recognition of the dignity of letters.

For fifty years the salons of the marquise were
hospitably open to the wits, critics, scholars, and
poets of Paris, beginning with Malherbe and Racan,

followed by that distinguished circle of beaux

esprits who contributed so much to the formation of

the French language and taste—Costar, Sarrazin,

Conrart, Patru, Balzac, Segrais, Godeau, Voiture,

and Corneille ; and closing with the generation who
filled up the interregnum from CorneiUe to Molifere,

Soarron, Saint-E\Temond, Benserade, the Due
de Larochefoucauld, &e. Many of the literary

debuts of celebrated geniuses were made at the

Hotel de Rambouillet. Here Corneille read his

first piece, Milite, and Armaud du Plessis, after-

wards Cardinal RicheUen, sustained a These

d'Amour, and BoUeau preached one of his earliest

sermons. But the Hotel was almost as much
renowned for the brilUaut and accomplished women
who frequented it, as for its crowd of professional

litterateurs. The names of JlademoiseUe de

Seudery, of Mademoiselle Coligny—afterwards

Comtesse de la Suze—and of the Marqiuse de

Sable, who inspired the Maximes of Larochefou-

cauld, are among the most distinguished of their

time and country ; but above them all, as conspi-

cuous by her splendid beauty as by her faultless

grace of mannei-, the centre and idol of both sexes,

shone the sister of the great Condc, and the heroine

of the Fronde—the Diichesse de Longueville. The
combined influence of so many different sorts of

esprit exercised a jn-ofound and lasting influence

on the literature and society of the 17th c, and is

considered—rightly, as we think—to have developed

quite a new art—that of lively, polished conver-

sation, iu which Frauce has ever since taken the

lead, and has thus placed itself socially in the front

of European ciWlisation. It has been customary to

say that the Frecieuscs JRidicules of Molifcre was
aimed at the foibles of the Rambouillet coterie. But
this notion has been shewn to be entirely ground-

less. The Prccieuses JRidicules was actually fii-st

performed at the Hotel, aud Molicre, in the jireface

to his Femmes Savantes, protests against the sup-

position that he meant to reflect on a circle which
he affirmed had every claim to respect. It appears

from investigation, that grotesque imitations of the

inanners aud style of the H6tel had, in the course
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of years, become prevalent both in Paris and the

provinces, and that it was these, and not their

charminf; prototype, whieh were exposed to the

satire of MoUtre. !Madamo de I!, died at Paris,

2nd December, 1GG5.—See Ivuderer's Memoir/' pour
serv'tr A I'Histoire de la Socit'tc jMlie en France

pendant le dix-septiime Sieete ; and Victor Cousin's

Jeunesse de Mde. da Longuev'dle, Mde. de Sahlc, 6:c.

RAMEATJ, Jean Philtppe, an eminent French
musician, boru at Dijon, in 16S3, and son of the

organist of the Sainte Chapelle tliere. He showed
a genius for music almost from infancy, and %\nth

the view of devotinc; himself to it as a profession,

set out for Italy at the age of IS, but proceeded no
further than Milan. After travelling through

France, and acquirinc; a considerable reputation as

a performer on the organ, he was appointed organist

of the cathedral of C'lennont, in Auvergne, and
\vrote while there his Traiie de VHarmonie, a work
of some note in musical literature, which was
published in Paris in 1722. P.emoving to Paris, he
became organist of .Sainte Croix de la Bretonnerie,

and published various other treatises connected •ndth

the theory of music. In 1733, at the mature age of

50, he produced his first opera, Ilippohjle et Aricie,

the drama of which was written by the Abbe
Pellegrin. It created a great sensation, and Pi. was
forthwith elevated to the position of a rival to Lulli

as an opera composer, musicians being divided in

their partisanshij) of the two artists. K.'s best

opera was Castor et Pollux, produced at the

Academic Pioyale de Musiquc, in 1737 ; it contains

one chorus which has hardly been surpassed in the

whole range of theatrical music. Between 1733
and 1700, he composed 21 operas and ballets, as

well as numerous hariisichord pieces. His works
on harmony acquired for him a deservedly high

reputation as a musical theorist ; he has been called

the Newton of musical science. Louis XV. created

for liim the office of Cabinet Composer, granted him
letters of nobility, and named him a Chevalier de
St Michel. E. died in 17G4.

RAMESSES, EAME3ES, or EAMSES, the
name of several Egj'^jtian monarchs, some of v/hom
were known to the Greek and Roman writers and
the chronologists ; the name signifies ' born of the
sun' or the 'nasceut sun.' The K. family is sup-

posed to have been of Theban origin, and to have
been descended from one of the later queens of the
18th dynasty. The exploits of E. are confounded
by the Greek and Roman authors with those of

Sesostris (see Sesosteis), and mingled in the legend
of Armais, the Danaus of the Greeks. E. is said to

have had a great army and navy, and at the head of

a force of 700,000 men, to have conquered Ethiopia,

Libj'a, Persia, and other eastern nations. Before
leaving his kingdom for these distant expeditious,

he is said to have appointed his brother Armais
or Danaus regent of the kingdom, charging him
neither to assume the diadem, nor interfere with
the royal harem. R. then proceeded to conquer
Cyprus, Phrenicia, the Assyrians and Mcdes.
Ai-mais contravened his orders ; and E., informed
of this by the high priest, suddenly returned to
Pclusium, and resumed the kiugdom, expelling his

brother, who, fleeing with his daughters, the
Dauaids, to Argos, established himself in Greece.
According to the Roman authors, however, Troy
was taken in the reign of Rameses. The walls of
the temples of Thebes were said to be covered with
inscriptions and sceues recording his conquests and
the tributes rendered to him, and these were inter-

preted to Germanicus by the priests on his visit to
Egypt. Such is the account given of a monarch
called R by the classical authors. The following

104

are the principal princes and monarchs of this

name, found on the monuments of Egypt. 1. A
prince or kiug represented with the royal families

of the ISth dynasty in a sepulchre at Thebes.

—

2. R. I., chief of the 19th dynasty, who reigned

but a short time, and whose name is found on the
monuments of Thebes and the Wady Haifa.—3.

R. II., or Great, who mounted the throne at a
very early age, conquered the Khita or Hittites,

and other confederate nations of Central Asia,

in his 7th year, and concluded an cxtraditionary

treaty with the Khita in his 21st year. Other
nations, European and African, fell under his

sway, and his empire extended far south in

Nubia, the ancient Ethiopia, which he governed
by viceroys. He erected fortresses and temples in

foreign lands, and embellished all Egypt with las

edifices. He had two wives, twenty-three sons, and
seven daughters, and was finally buried in the
Biban-El-Melook. He is the supposed Sesostris,

according to most authors. He reigned GS years.

—

4. R. Ill, chief of the 20th dynasty, the Rhampsi-
nitus of Herodotus, called Meriamouu, or beloved of

Ammon, who defeated the Philistines, the Mashuash,
and the Libyans, carrying on important wars from
the 5th to the 12th year of his reign ; he also

made conquests in the IGth, and seems to have
reigned 55 more years. He founded the magnificent

pile of edifices of Jledinat Habu, embellished
Luxor, Gurnah, and other parts of Egypt. Some
attribute to him the exploits of the I!, of the Greek
and Roman writers— 5. R. IV. reigned a short time,

and performed no distinguished actions.—6. R. V.,

of whom inscriptions are found at Silsilis.—7- E.
VI., whose tomb at the Biban-El-JIeluk contains

some astronomical records from which the date of

his reign has been calculated at 1240 B. c.—8—12.

R. Vli., VIII., IX., X., and XI., umlistingui.shed

monarchs.— 13. E. XII., who reigned above 33 years,

in whose reign the statue of the god Chons was
sent from Egypt to the land of the Bakhten, to cure

a princess of the royal family of that court, with
which E. had contracted an alliance.—14. E. XIII.,

an unimportant monarch.
Eajieses is also the name of one of the fortresses

or treasure-cities built by the Hebrews during their

residence in Egypt. The name of this fortress, all

important for the date of the Exodus—placed 1491
E. u. by the old chronologers, and 1314 E. c. by
Lepsius—is found in the papyri of the British

Museum iu documents of the ago of Iileneptah,

while E. III. is represented at Medinat Habu in

one of his camjiaigus marching out of the Magdol
of Rameses. The situation ot Eamescs has much
puzzled geographers and commentators, and it

has been supposed to be Abaris, Baal-Zephon,
Heroonpolis, Pelusium, and Abu-Kcscheh. Notwith-
standing the opposition to dating Fort Rameses in

the period of the 19th dynasty, it is now generally

admitted to have been constructed at that ]ieriod.

In fact, no fort was ever named by the appellation

of a prince, it being the prerogative of the monarch
to have the fortresses named after liim. Nor is it

possible to suppose the name Eameses changed for

another older name in tlic Blosaio writing, without
impugning the text ; and tlic evident solution of the
difficulty is, that the Exodus of the Hebrews took
place under a king Rameses, at whatever chrono-

logical period his reign may have happened.

—

Exodus, i. 11 ; Le^jsius, EbUeit, S3G, and foU. ;

Chabas, Melanges, 2d series, p. lOS ; Brugsch,
Hisloire d'Eijjipte, p. 12G ; Champollion-Figeac,
L'Egyple, p. 322.

KAMILLIES, an inconsiderable village of

Brabant, Belgium, 13 miles north of Namur, and 23
miles south-east of Brussels, is memorable as the
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place near which one of the most important battles

of the War of the Spanish Succession was fought,

Jlay 23, 1706. In this conflict, tlie French forces

vers under the command of JIarshal Villeroy and
the Elector of Bavaria, while Marlborough led the

troops of the Allies. Villeroy, after a battle of

three hours and a half, was defeated, with the loss

of almost all his cannon, the whole of his baggage,

and 1.3,000 men in killed and wounded. The great

result of this victory was that the French were
compelled to give up the whole of the Spanish

Ketherlauds.

RA'MMELSBERG, one of the Ilarz lilountains,

rather less than 2200 feet high, and celebrated for

its mines, which yield gold, silver, lead, zinc, cojiper,

sulphur, vitriol, and alum. They have been worked,

according to tradition, from the year 90S ; and then-

possession was for ages a source of strife between
the inhabitants of Goslar (q. v.) and the Dukes of

Brunswick.

RAMMOHUN ROY, a celebrated Hindu r.ajah,

was born at Bordnan, in the province of Bengal,

between 1774 and 17S0. In a sketch of his own life,

written in 1S32, he states that his ancestors were
Erahmans of a high order. At home, he acqmred
the usual elements of native education, with some
knowledge of the Persian language. At Patna, and
afterwards at Benares, he studied Sanscrit, and the

works w-ritten in it, which contain the spirit of

Hindu law, literature, and religion. At a very

early age, he began to compare the evidence for and
against the various religious doctrines held by those

around him ; nor did he except from this investiga-

tion those doctrines in belief of which he himself

had been brought up. Finding them all repugnant
to his vigorous nnderstanding, he boldly acknow-
ledged this fact both to himself and to the world.

The residt was a quarrel with his father, his familj-,

and his community. He appears, indeed, to have
succeeded in converting the understanding of his

mother ; but it, in its turn, was overcome b'y her

sentiment. 'You are right,' she s.aid to him, when
she was about to set out on a pilgrimage to Jugger-

naut; 'but I am a woman, and cannot give up
observances which are a comfort to me.' R. I!,

spent two or three years of his youth in Tibet,

where he excited general anger by denying that the

L.ama was the creator and preserver of the world.

For a long time, he had a strong, and, perhaps, not
unfounded dislike to the English ; but becoming
convinced that their sway was, on the whole,
beneficial to India, his views changed, and he
applied himself to the study of the English

language. For five years, he held the office of

Revenue Collector in the district of Rimgpoor. In
1S03, his father died, but left him no part of his

estate. In ISll, however, by the death of his

brother, he succeeded to aflluence. ' After my
father's death,' he says, ' I opposed the advocates of

idolatry with still greater boldness.' He published

various works in Persian, Arabic, and Sanscrit ; the
object of the whole being the uprooting of idolatry.

He also issued in English an aliridgment of a work
called the Vcdatit, giving a digest of the Vedas,
the ancient sacred books of the Hindus. Becom-
ing more convinced, as he grew older, of the
excellence of the moral theories of Christianity, in

1S20 he published The Precepts of Jesus, the Guide
to Peace and Happiness. It appears from this work,
that while he believed in the morality preached by
Christ, he did not believe in the divinity of the
preacher. He rejected the miracles also, and other
jiortions of the gospels held to be fundamental in

the various churches of Christendom. The book,
therefore, as was to have been expected, met

with severe ecclesiastical censure, the grounds of

censure being various and conflicting. In April

1S31, the rajah visited England. The great
question of parliamentary reform was then agitating

the countr}'. Of the Reform Bill he wrote, that it

' would, in its consequences, promote the welfare of

England and her dependencies ; nay, of the whole
world.' His society was universally courted in

England. He was oppressed with in\-itation3 to

attend social parties, and political and ecclesiastical

meetings. His anxiety to see everything and to

please all, led him to overtask himself to such an
extent that his health, long failing, at last quite

broke dov.m. He died at Bristol, Se])tember 27,

lSo3. The adverse circumstances of his birth

were such as might easily have enslaved even his

powerful imderstanding, or still more easily, might
have perverted it to selfish ends ; but he wou
his high position liy an inflexible honesty of purjjose

and energy of will.—See Sketch of his Life, WTittcn
by himself, in the Athenceiiin, No. 310, October 5,

IS33; also Clmmbcrss Ediahurrjh Journal, August
2, 1S34.

RAMNEGHA'R, or UAMNUGGUR (Town of

God), formerly called RASULXUGGur., a large town
of the Punjab, beautifully situated in an extensive

plain on the left bank of the Chenab, 65 miles north-

north-west of Lahore. There is here a ferry across

the river, which is 300 yards wide, and 9 feet deep

;

but two miles lower there is a ford, at which the

depth is only 3 feet, wdien the water is at its lowest.

The town is surrounded by walls, and contains eight

weU-supplied bazaars. Pop. stated at 11,000.

RAMNEGHAR, or RAMNUGGUr>, a town of

British India, in the district of Benares, and four

miles south of the city of that name, on the right

bank of the Ganges. Its fort, the residence of the

rajah, rises from the banks of the sacred stream by
a number of fine ghats or flights of stairs. Poj).

9-190.

RAMP, a sudden upward ciu've in the hand-
rail of a stair.

BABIP, in Fortification, is a gi-adual slope by
which approach is had from the level of the town or

interior area to the terreplein or general level of

the fortifications behind the parapet.

RA'MPANT (Fr. literally, 'raging'), in Heraldry,

an epithet applied to a lion or other beast of prey
when placed erect on the two hind-legs, with only
one of the fore-legs elevated, the head being seen in

profile. When the face is turned towards the

Rampant

spectator, the attitude is called rampant gardant.

and when the head is turned backwards, rampant
regardant. A lion counler-rampiant is one rampant
towards the sinister, instead of towards the dexter,

the usual attitude. Two lions rampant contrary-

ways in s.altipr, are sometimes also said to be
counter-rampant.

RA'BIPART, forms the substratum of every

permanent fortification. See Foktification*. It

constitutes the enceinte, and is constructed imme-
diately within the main ditch by throwing up the
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soil excavated from it. On the front of the rampart,

the parapet is raised, and width should be left

behind it to allow of guns, wagons, and troops

passing freely on the top of the rampart. The
height of the rampart is dependent on the relief

(heii,'ht) of the buildings to be defended, and on the

positions in the neighbourhood which an enemy
might assume.

EAMPHA'STID/E. See Toucan.

EAMPION {Campamda rapunculus ; see C.wi-

PANULA), a perennial plant, a native of Europe, rare

in England, with a stem about two feet high, and a

panicle of very pretty pale-blue bell-shaped flowers.

The radical leaves are ovato-lanceolate and waved.

The root is white and spindle-shaped, and was

Bampion.

formerly much used for the table, under the name
of liampj'oii or Eamps. The plant is now little culti-

vated in Britain, but is still commonly cultivated

in France for the sake of its roots, which are used
either boiled or as a salad, and of its yoimg leaves,

which are also used as a salad.

EABISAY, Allan, an eminent Scottish poet,
was born in the parish of Crawford, Lanarkshire,
October 15, 16S6. His father was manager of Lord
Hopetouu's mines at LeadhiUs, and his mother,
Alice Bower, was the daughter of a Derbyshire
miner. To this maternal descent, we may perhaps
trace Allan's peculiar frankness and gaiety of

temperament. In his 15th year (by which time he
had lost both of his parents), he was put apprentice
to a wigmaker in Edinburgh. He had received the
ordinary education of a parish school, and could
read Horace, as he says, 'faintly in the original.'

Up to his 30th year, he continued to follow the
occupation of a wigmaker; and by this time, he
had become known as a poet, having issued several
short humorous pieces, printed as broadsides, and
sold for a penny each. He had also written {1716

—

171S) two additional cantos to the old Scots poem
of ChrisCs Kirk on the Green, attributed to James I.

These two cantos gave such genuine pictures of
rustic Hfe, and presented such felicitous scenes of
broad humour, that it was obvious their author was
destined to become the restoi-er of Scottish poetry.
Patronised by the highest and worthiest of the land,
E. now abandoned wigmaking, and conxmcnced
business as a bookseller. His shop was ' opposite
Niddiy's Wynd,' and he placed a sign of ]\Iercury
over his door. Subsequently, as his success increased,
he removed to the Luckeubooths, and deposing
Jlercury, set up heads of Drummoud and Ben

Jonson. He also added to his business a circu-

lating library, the tirst established in Scotland.

From 171S, when he opened shop as a boolcscller,

down to 1755, when he retired to a villa of his own
erection, E.'s career, worldly and literary, was
eminently prosperous. He was careful and indus-

trious, determined, he said, to .shew the world that
poortith, or poverty, was not ' the poet's lot

;
' and

though he was always courting patronage, he never
selected a fool for his patron, nor did his pride and
vanity as a poet ever withdraw him from business.

The following are his principal works : TarUina, or
the Plaid, 1721 ; a collected edition of his Poans,
published by subscription in 1721, by which it is

said the poet realised 400 guineas ; Fables and
Tales, 1722 ; Fair Assemhly, 1723 ; I/caU/i, a Poem,
1724; J'Ae Tea-tahle Miscellany, a collection of the
most choice songs, Scottish and English, 1724, to
which a second volume was published in 1725, a third
in 1727, and a fourth in 17-10 ; The Everareen, ' being
a collection of Scots Poems wrote by the Ingenious
before 1600,' published in 1724 ; The Gentle Shepherd,
a Pastoral Comedy, 1725, to which songs were added
in 172S ; a second collection of Poems published by
subscription, 172S ; Thirty Fables, 1730. Of most
of these publications, niimerous editions were called

for, no less than nine of the 2\a-tahle Miscellany
being issxied in nine years. One brief cloud overcast
the poet's successful career. He entered into a
sjieculation for the encouragement of the drama, and
built a theatre in Edinburgh, which was almost
immediately shut up by the magistrates, in virtue

of the act passed in 1737 prohibiting all dramatic
exhibitions without special licence. This affair was
a serious loss to the poet, and subjected him to the
annoyance of attacks from poetasters and morose
rehgionists, such as ' A Looldng-glass for AUan
Ramsay,' 'The Dying Words of AUan Eamsay,'
' The Flight of Eeligious Piety from Scotland upon
the account of Ramsay's Lewd Books and the hell-

bred Playhouse Comedians,' &c. Allan bore aU
with Horatiau philosophy and indifference ; but he
addressed a ]ioetical epistle to his friend, Duncan
Forbes of CuJloden, then Lord Advocate, claiming
compensation for his losses, or, at least, that he
might be ' edged into some canny post.' This request
does not seem to have been complied witli, but
Allan had amassed a decent competency. The last

two or three years of his life were spent in cheerful

retirement in the quaint but jiicturesque house he
had built on the north side of the Castle Hill, and
there he died on the 7th of January 175S. He had
the gratification of seeing his only surxaving son,

Allan Ramsay (born in 1713, died in 17S4), fast

rising into distinction as a portrait-painter, and
esteemed by the most eminent men of his day as an
accomplished scholar and gentleman. This second
Allan Ramsay had been carefully educated by his

father, and sent to Rome to study art. On his

return, being introduced to the Prince of Wales,
afterwards George III., he rapidly rose into favour

;

and in 1767 was appointed principal painter to the
king.

The Gentle Shepherd of E, is his greatest work,
and, indeed, is esteemed as the best pastoral in any
language. Its characters are realities, not shadowy
Corydons or Phyllises, maundering ever crooks, or
sleeping to the murmiu- of bees. It contains
faithful transcripts of actual life and feeling, such
as the jioct had witnessed in his youth on the
banks of the Clyde and Glcngonar. The poetry,

too, abounds in grajihic expression and touches of

homely nature and arch humour, that to Scotsmen
are irresistible, while the plot is skilfully constructed,

and brings out rustic character, customs, and super-

stitions. Some of R.'s tales and fables are amusing,
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but coarse. His sono-s also are occasionally defective

in respect of simplicity and delicacy, though he has
made some exquisite additions to our lyrical poetiy.

In his Jacobite allegory, TJie Vision, he rises into

the higher region of inspiration, apparently imitating,

and certainly rivalling Dunbar. As an editor, he
has been censui'ed for tampering with the Tvorks of

the old bards, retouching, adiUng, or retrenching at

his pleasure. But he also rescued many choice

productions of the elder muse from neglect, and
awakened in Scotland a taste for its native litera-

ture. A complete edition of his poems with a bio-

graphy was published by George Chalmers (2 vols.,

ISUO). The Latest edition—very correct—appeared
at New York in 1S54.

EAMSDEJT, Jesse, a celebrated instrument-
maker, was bom at Salterheljblc, near Halifax, York-
shire, in 1735. He received a good education, and,

after being engaged as a cloth-worker, and become
(1762) a working engi-aver and divider in London,
and having married Dollond's (q. v.) daughter,
received, as her dowry, a share in his father-in-law's

patent for achromatic telescopes. The sextants of

his time were very imperfect, being untrustworthy
within 5' of a degree, and E. succeeded in reducing
tlie possible error to within 30". His skill thus
shewn, and the cheapness of his instruments (two-

thii'ds of the price chai'ged by other makers), soon
created such a demand as tasked his utmost energy
to meet. To increase the amount and improve the
quality of the work done by his men, he introduced
the princiiile of the division of labour, besides

inventing a di\-iding-machine, which could graduate
instruments much more rapidly and accurately than
coidd be done by hand. For this invention, he
received from the Board of Longitude a premium
of £G15. He constructed the theodolite used by
General Eoy (q. v.), and also telescopes for the
observatories of Blenheim, Mannheim, Dublin,
Paris, and Gotha, and mural quadrants for those
of Padua and Vilna, the accuracy of all of which
was a matter of admiration and dehght among
astronomers. He was one of those who strongly
recommended the introduction of the mural circle

in place of the Quadi'ant (q. v.), and he constructed
two of the former instruments for the observatories

of Palermo and Dublin. The minor scientific

instruments invented or improved by him are also

numerous. He died at Brighton, 5th November
ISDO, leaving a moderate fortune, a large portion of

which was, in accordance with the terms of his
will, divided among his workmen. E. was a member
of the Eoyal Society, a Fellow of the Imperial
Academy of St Petersburg, and the possessor of a
Copley medal (the gift of the Eoyal Society).

RA'MSEY, a town m the Isle of Man, lying 16
miles north of Douglas, and which, from the beauty
of its situation and the salubrity of its climate, is

rapidly becoming a favourite i-csort of tourists and
pleasure seekers. It stands on the margin of a
spacious bay, and has a background of lofty and
well-wooded hiUs. The anchorage in the bay is

good, and the waters abound in mackerel, herrings,

salmon, and other lisli. An extensive ship-building
yard has recently been opened here, which gives
oceup.ition to about 300 men. A steam-packet
jilics between Liverpool and E. three times a
week in the summer, and once a week in winter,
and between Whitehaven and E. twice a week
in summer and once a week in winter. Pop. (ISOl)

L'Soi).

RA'MSGATE (Rinm^s G.ate ; nitim is the British

name of Thanct), a seaport, markct-tofl-n, and
favourite watering-place in the county of Kent,
in the south-east of the Isle of Thanet, 97 miles

east-south-east of London liy railway. Anciently, it

was a small lishing-village ; but it began to increase
in importance about the beginning of the ISth c,
when a number of its inhabitants opened up a
successful trade ivith 'Eussia and the east coimtry.'
The recently-buUt portion of the town consists of
well-arranged streets, crescents, and terraces ; and
the older pai-t is situated in a natmal depression
or cutting in the chalk-coast, opening out toward
the sea, and called in this district" a 'gate' or
' stair.' E., as a watering-place, is slightly more
aristocratic than Margate (q. v.) ; and clm-iug the
season, which lasts from the middle of summer
to the end of autumn, the charges are very high.
At the height of the season, the popidation of the
town is hiereased to 22,S54. The climate is much
more bracing than that of the southern coast, and
exercises a salutary influence in cases of scorbutic
disorder. The harbour of E.—40 acres in extent,
and enclosed on the cast by a splendid pier 3000
feet in length, and on the west by another pier
1500 feet long—serves as a harbour of refuge for
the Downs. About 1-J- mUes west of E. is Osengall
Hill, on which a munber of Saxon and several
Eoman graves h.ave been recently discovered, and a
large number of most interesting relics, as spear-
heads, coins, ornaments in silver, &c., armour, glass
and amber beads, &c., found. (See Wright's Wander-
inrjs of an Antiquary.) Ship-building and rope-
making are here carried on, and coal is imported.
In 1S63, 501 vessels, of 40,933 tons, entered and
cleared the port. Pop. 11,865.

. EAMSHOENS, in Fortification, are semicircul.ar

works of low profile in the ditch, whicli they sweep,
being themselves commanded by the main works.
They were invented by M. Belidor, a great French
engineer, and when used, take the place of Tenaillea

(q.v.).

• RA'MSKIN, a species of cake, which consists of

grated cheese of some dry kind, such' as Parmesan
or the white hard English varieties, incorporated
with dough as prepared for fine pufi-pastry ; then
rolled out, and cut into shapes, glazed with white
of egg, and baked for a quarter of an hour. It

is usually eaten hot. This dish is said to have
been invented at Croxteth HaU, the seat of Lord
Sefton, whence it is sometimes called ' Sefton fancy.'

RAM-TIL {Guizotia oleifera), a plant of the
natural order Compositce, suborder Corymhifcra, a
native of the East Indies and Abyssinia, much
esteemed for the bland oil which is obtained from
the seeds, and which is employed for the same
purposes as olive oil. The E. is extensively culti-

Vatetl in India, chiefly in Mysore, and to some
extent also in Abyssinia.

RAMUS (Latinised form of La Ramee), Pierre,
an Ulustrious French ' humanist,' was the son of a
poor labourer, and was born at the village of Cuth,
in Vermandois, in 1515. His thirst forknowledge
was so great, that twice before he had reached his

12th year, he travelled on foot to Paris, with the
hope of getting into some school there, but the
misery of want t'n-ice di-ove the brave boy home
again. In his 12tli year, however, he got a situa-

tion as servant to a rich scholar at the College de
Navarre ; and by devoting the day to his master,
obtained the night for study, and made rapid pro-

gress. The method of teaching philoso)iliy then
prevalent dissatisfied him, and ho was gradually led
to place a higher value on ' reason ' than on ' autho-
rity,' contrary to the mental habit of his time. His
contempt, indeed, for ' authority ' blinded him (as

is often the case with a young reformer) to what
truth ' authority ' might contain, and when taking
his degree of M.A., iu his 21st year, he maintained
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the extravaccant thesis, that ' all that Aristotle had
said Tvas false ' (quacunquc ah Arislolcle dicta essenl,

commentitia esse). It says a great deal for the

ability he shewed on this occasion, that his jnd<:;<-'S,

altliouf;li themselves Aristotelians, were comjielled

to applaud him. Immediately after, R. became a
teacher in the College du ilaus, and along with two
learned friends opened a special class for reading
the Greek and Latin authors, designed to combine
the study of eloquence with that of philosophy. His
audience was large, and his success as a teacher
remarkable. He now turned his attention more
particularly to the science of logic, which, in his

usual adventurous spu-it, he undertook to ' reform
;

'

and no one acquainted with his system, will deny
that many of his innovations were both rational

and bcnetiolal. His attempts excited much hostility

among the Ai-istotelians, and when his treatise on
the subject (Dialectkce Parllllones) appeared in

1543, it was fiercely assailed by the doctors of the
Sorbonne, who managed to get it suppressed by a
royal edict, and even barbarously demanded that

its author shoidd be sent to tlie galleys. But J!,

had (at this time) two powerful friends, Cardinals
Charles de Bourbon and Charles de Lorraine, who
protected him from personal injurj', and through
whose influence he was, in 1545, appointed princii>al

of the College de Presles, which he raised from a
condition of decay to the most sjilendid jirosperity.

In 1551, Cardinal Lorraine succeeded in instituting

for him a chair of Eloquence and Philosophy at

the College Koyal ; and his inaugural address (Pro
Philosophka Disclplina, Par. 1551) is reckoned a
masterpiece of the kind. He devoted the first

eight years of his teaching to the first three of the
'liberal arts' (Grammar, Khetoric, and Logic),

wliich he called elementary or exoteric, and pub-
lished three grammars successively, Greek, Latin,

and French. He also mingled largely in the
literaiy and scholastic disputes of the time, and on
account of his bustling activity, came under the
satire of Rabelais. But though R. had innumerable
adversaries, he might have defied them all, so great
was his influence at court, had his love of

'reformation' not displayed itself in 'religion' as

well as in logic. In an evil hour (for his own
comfort), he emiu-aced Protestantism. He had long
been suspected of a leaning that way, and, as we
have seen, his intellect was by nature scornfidly

rebellious towards the ipse dixit of ' authority ;

'

but he had for years decently conformed to the
practices of the Catholic cult, and it was only after

CarcUnal Lorraine, in reply to the Conference of

Poissy (1561), frankly admitted the abuses of the
church and the vices of the clergy, that he ventured
formally to abjure the older faith. The outbreak
of the religious wars in France plunged him into

the dangers of the time, and he iin.ally perished in

the fatal massacre of St Bartholomew, August
1572. It is believed that he was assassinated at
the instigation of one of his most violent and
persistent enemies, Charpentier, Eeotor of the
College de Presles.

E. holds a most honourable place in the list of

intellectual reformers. His assault on scholasticism
as a method of thinhin^i is vigorous, and, on the
whole, well directed ; his exposure of its puerile
and useless subtleties is thorough, and entirely in

accordance with later criticism. In his contempt
for the illiter.ate worship of Aristotle, in his
admiration of Plato and of the ancient orators
and historians, he ranks (though late) with the
scholars of the Pienaissance ; but in his assertion
of 'reason' as the supreme criterion of truth, he
must be regarded as the forerunner of Descartes
and the modern world. His system of logic,

1D3
Jo.

by wliich perhaps his name is best kno-ivn,

is marked by its lucid definitions, its natural
divisions, and its simplification of the rules of the
syllogism; but (like every pre-Baconian system) it

fails to realise the supreme importance of the
inductive method. What strikes one most, how-
ever, in II. is not so much his jiarticular achieve-
ments, as his universal intellectual activity. He
was tlie first mathematician of his age in France,
and wrote treatises on ai'ithmotic, geometry, and
algebra, which were text-books for a hundred years

;

he was among the earliest adherents oif the
' Copernioan ' system of astronomy, and in natural
philosophy avowed himself an enemy to hypotheses
and ali.stractions ; rhetoric, mor-als, theology, all

engaged his pen, and he seldom handled a subject
which he did not to some degree elucidate. His
followers were a widespread, and for long a power-
ful body of thinkers and teachers. France, Eugland,
the Low Countries, Germany, Switzerland, Den-
mark, and even Spain, had their liamists, as they
were called, and they have disappeai'ed chiefly

because tlieir tendencies are embraced in the
broader and more critical methods of modern
scientific inquiry. A list of his wi-itings is given
in the NouvcUe Biograxihle Uniivrselle, article

'Ramus.'—See Waddington's Panius, sa Vie, ses

Ecrits, et ses Opinions (Paris, 1S55) ; E. Saisset's Les
Priciirseiirs de Descartes (Paris, 1S62) ; .and C.
Desmaze's P. Panuis, Professor au College da
France, sa Vie, ses Ecrits, sa Mart (Paris, ISGl).

RA'NA and EA'NIDAE. See Feog.

RANGE, Aemand Je.yn le Bouthelier de, the
well-known founder of the reformed order of La
Trappe (see Tr.4.ppists), was born January 9, 1G2G,
at Paris, where he was educated. Having taken
his degree in the Sorbonne with great ajiplause,

and cudjraced the ecclesiastical profession, he soon
became distinguished as a preacher, and through
the favour of Cardinal Richelieu, obtained more
than one valuable benefice. He succeeded, while
yet a young man, to a large fortune, and for a time,
uotwithstauding his clerical charactei', w.as carried
aw.ay by the gaiety and dissipation of Parisian life.

After a time, however, having forfeited the favour
of Cardiu.al Mazarin, and being deeply moved by
the death of a lady, the Duchess de Montazon, to
whom he was much attached, he withdrew from
Paris, and after a time resolved to sell aU his

property, to distribute the proceeds among the poor,

and to devote himself exclusively to the practice of

piety and penitential works. Finally, he resigned
all his preferments (of which, by the abusive prac-

tice of the period, he held sever.al simultaneously),

with the exception of the abbacy of La Trappe,
to which convent he retired in ICG'2, with the
intention of restoring the strict discipline of the
order. The history of the reforms which he cU'ected

will be found rmdor the head Tkappist. He lived

in this seclusion for 33 years, during which he
pulilished a largo number of v>"ork3, chiefly ascetical.

The only reni.arkable event of his literary life was
his controversy with Mabillon, in reply to his

Etudes Monastiques, on the subject of the studies

proper for the monastic life. R.'s work is in 4to,

1G92. In his youth, he had edited Anacrcon, in one
volume oct.avo (Paris, 1G39), with a dedication to

Cardinal Eicheheu. He died October 27, 1700.

EANCHE'ROS (from the Spanish ranclio,

comradeship) is the n.ame given in Mexico to a
mixed breed of Spanish and Indian blood, who
inh.abit the country, and m.ay almost be s.aid to

live in the saddle from their youth, are sjilendid

riders and hunters, and form the bravest part of
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tlie Mexican army—its irregular cavalry. The
imiportance of their services waa seen in the wars
with the Uniteii States. The K. are lank in frame,

with brown -weather-staiued faces auJ muscular
limhs, hardy, temperate, and always ready for the

boldest enterprises. They practise polygamy.

EANCI'DITY. See Oils aot Fats.

KA'NDERS, a town in Jutland, chief town of the

Amt or baihwick of the same name, is situated on
the Guden, at its entrance into the Kanders-Fiorde,

20 miles from the mouth of the latter in the Catte-

gat. Though still fortified, it has much declined

from its early prestige and importance. Brewing,
distilling, and the manufacture of gloves, which are

in high repute, and of stockings and cloth, are

carried on. Pop. SS14.

RANDOLPH, Jonx, or Roanoke, an American
.statesman, was born at Cawsons in Chesterlield

County, Virginia, Juno 2, 1773. He was descended
from an ancient and wealthy family, and boasted
that the Indian princess Pocahontas was one of his

ancestors. Fducated at Princeton and Columbia
Colleges, he embraced the profession of the law, and
in 17'J9 was elected to Congress, where he became
distinguished for his eloquence, wit, sarcasm,

invective, and eccentricity, and for thirty years was
more talked and written of than any American
politician. Tall and meagre, peculiar in dress and
manners, he was described as a strange mixture of

the aristocrat and the Jacobin. He was the Demo-
cratic leader of the House of Representatives, but
quarrelled with JelTerson, and opposed the war of

1812, and the Missouri Compromise, and stigmatised

the Northern members who voted for it as ' Dough-
faces.' In 1822 and 182-1, he visited England,
where his eccentricities attracted much notice. In
1S25, he was chosen United States' senator from
Virginia, and in 1830 appointed Minister to Russia.

By his will, he manumitted 318 slaves, and pro-

vided for their maintenance in a free state. He
died in Philadelphia, Juno 24, 1833. See Life of
John liandolph, by Garland (2 vols., New York,
1850).

RANGE, in Gunnery, is the distance between
a point on the ground vertically below the muzzle
of the piece and the point on the same level at

which the projectile touches iu its descent. The
point-blank range is when the piece is fired in a
horizontal position ; the range then increases with
the elevation ; and if the air opposed no resistance,

the greatest range woiJd be attained with the piece

elevated at an angle of 45°; but iu practice this

angle is found to be, on an average, a little over 30°.

As the resistance of the atmosphere inci'cases as the

square of the velocity of the shot, being also in the

direct ratio of its front section, while the momentum
is as the velocity multiplied by the weight ; it

follows that a heavy shot should have a greater range

than a light one ; and that of two shots of the same
weight, an elongated cylinder of small diameter
will have a longer range than a spherical ball of

greater diameter. On the other hand, from the

rapid increase in a duplicate ratio of the resistance,

as compared with the initial velocity, the range

only increases to a certain point, in consequence of

a more rapid flight of the projectile. The longest

range yet attained has been by jNIr AVhitworth

witii a 12-pouuder rifled cannon, with which he
sciit a bolt 10,300 yards—only 2(i0 yards short of

mUes

!

RANGOO'N, the principal seaport and chief

town of Pegu (q. v.), is built on the left bank of

the Rangoon Itivcr, the eastern branch of the

Irrawaddi, at the distance of 2G miles from the

sea, iu lat. 10° 47' N., and long. 05° 13' E.* R. was
founded or rebuilt by the great Alompra in 1755.

The British flag was lirst planted in the town. May
1824, when the Anglo-Indian troops took possession

of it at the commencement of the first Bnrmaa
war. The second Burman war began with the
bombardment of It,, AprU 11, 1852, and it was cap-

tured AprU 14, by the united forces of Bengal and
Madras. At the close of the contest Pegu was
annexed to British India, and R. became a part of

the same territory. According to the returns of

1S(J2, the inhabitants of R. amount to a total of

55,884 souls, irrespective of a large floating popula-

tion. A great change has taken place in 1!. under
the dominion of the British, and large sums have
been expended on its improvement. Capital roads

and streets now intersect every part of the town.

The native town is of a very jnean appearance,

but many substantial buildings of brick or stone

have been erected by the European inhabitants. R.

possesses a government naval yard, and a patent

slip for repairmg ships.

R. is a stronghold of Buddhism, and on every side

are seen gigantic monuments, that from age to age

have been erected by the followers of Gau-ta-ma

;

pagodas, temples, images, wonderful in their vast-

ness and grotesque splendour. Of these, the most
notable is the famous Shoaij I)a;joii, or Goldeu
Dagon dagoba, or shrine, the foundation of which
is said to have been laid 2300 years ago. It lies

about two miles north of the town, on elevated

ground, and the area on which it stands is 800 feet

square. The dagoba itself is a stupendous mass of

solid masonry, tapering gradually from an octagonal

base of 1355 feet to a spire of small circumference,

which is surmounted by the sacred tec, or umbrella

of open iron-work. The whole building is one
dazzling blaze of gold, and altogether forms a

most magnificent object, its magnitude andmassivc-

uess being very remarkable. This celebrated monu-
ment derives its peculiar sanctity from being the

depository, according to Burman tradition, of relics

of the last four Buddhs—viz., the staff of Kan-tha-

than, the water-dipper of Gau-na-gon, a garment of

Ka-tha-pa, and eight h.airs from tlie head of Gau-
ta-ma. The shrine is surrounded by numerous
temples, containing colossal images of Gau-ta-ma,

richly gilt, and sitting in solemn conclave, cross-

legged, like so many tailors at a Quakers' meeting.

1!., possessing a continuous water-communication
with the upper provinces and the Burman kingdom,
is very favourably situated for internal as well as

for foreign commerce. Teak-timber, and rice are the

Ijrincipal exports by sea, but they also include

copper, raw cotton, Cutch hides, ivory, lead, yellow

orpiment, petroleum, precious stones, shell lac, and
tobacco. The imports by sea consist of betel-nut,

cotton twist, cotton piece goods, silk and woi^llea

jiiece goods, raw silk, spirituous liquors, and wines.

For the olhcial year 1862—1SG3 the value of exports

from R. was 13,305,230 rupees, and of imports,

144,000,775 rupees.—Winter's Six llonths in British

Burmalb (liOiiA. 1S5S) ; personal observation.

RANK.

—

Armij rank is somewhat confusing from
its varieties, and from the fact that the same officer

may hold at once three dift'erent ranks. The first and
only rank up to the grade of cajitain is rcgiiiuntal

or stihstantive rank. Above this, officers may advance
in two ways : first, up to the rank of lieutenant-

colonel by substantive or regimental rank ; second,

up to colonel by obtaining rank in the army, gener-

ally called brevet rank; and above that by army
rank through the several grades of general officers.

In his regiment, the officer holds only his regimental

* This is the situation of the great pagoda.
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rank, whatever his brevet rank may be ; bnt among
officers of the army generally he takes preced-

ence according to his brevet rank. In describing

an officer who has brevet rank, his regimental ranlc

is placed first—as, Captain and Brevet-lieutenant-

colonel Bro\\Ti, which means that an officer named
Brown, who holds rank in a regiment as captain,

has for his services been promoted in the army to

bo lieutenant-colonel. Officers of the Foot-Guanls
have higher rank in the army. See Foot-Gcakds.
Another class of rank is relative rank, which
attaches to certain offices. Thus, Captain Brown
aforesaid, in adtlition to regimental rank as cap-

tain, and army rank as lieutenant-colonel, may
possibly hold a staff appointment which confers on
him the relative rank of colonel. Local ranlc is a

common expedient for advancing comjiaratively

junior officers to important duties, a higher rank
than that properly held in the army being assigned

to an individual within certain geographical limits,

as in the East Indies, the Crimea, &c. Temporari/
rank is similarly limited by time, and is conferred

usuaUy for the iieriod during which some appoint-

ment is held, as the officer acting as Director of

Ordnance ranks as major-general while so employed.
Ilonorary rank carries neither duty nor emolu-
ments ; it is commonly given to the amount of one
step to an officer who has served the time necessary

for retirement ; thus, a captain, after thirty years'

service, may retire (on the pay of captain) with the

honorary rank of major. Officers who have quitted

the army are also allowed to retain as honorary
the last ranlc they held.

Navy rank has no irregularities : it is plainly

what it professes to be. The marines rank with
corresponding grades in the army ; and their and
the army rank, as compared with the navy, wiU be
'shewn under TiElative Kaitk (q. v.).

RANK AND FILE, the body of soldiers con-

stituting the mass of the army, and including cor-

porals, borabaixUers, and privates. Hank and file

means literally the lines of men from side to side,

and from front to back—a rank being a row of

men standing side by side, and a file of soldiers a
line of men standing one behind another. The
strength of a force is reckoned by its rank and file

;

the non-commissioned and commissioned officers

forming the supernumerary ranks charged with the
du'cction of the mass.

EANKE, Leopold, one of the most distinguished
modern historians of Germany, was bom at Wiehe
in Thuringia, 21st December 1795, and educated for

a schoolmaster. In ISIS, he was appointed Kcctor
of the gymnasium at FrankflU-t-on-the-Oder ; and in

1S24 published at Berlin his first work, Geschichts

der Roman, und German. Volkerschaflen, von 1-194

—

IG.'iS. It attracted considerable notice ; and in the
following year he was called to Berhn as E-ttraordi-

nary Professor of History at the university, where
his lectures soon began to be numerously attended.
About this time, his attention was directed to the
historical value of the reports sent home by the
Venetian ambassadors at the different European
courts during the 16th and 17th centuries, and the
result of his studies and investigations among these
was his Fdrsten und Viilker von Sudeiirox>a im 16
imd n Jahrh. (BerL 1S27), in which the affairs of

Turkey and Spain are specially handled. Imme-
diately after the pubheation of this work, he com-
menced a four j-ears' tour through Europe, for the
purpose of examining the archives of the different
nations. The fruit of his varied researches partly
appeared in his Serhische Revolution (Berl. 1829),
Verschwijrunr] gegen Venedig im J. 16SS (Berl.

1831), and Vorksungcn zur Gesdiichle der Ital.

Pome (BerL 1S37) ; but a much greater and more
valuable performance than any of these was Die
Riim. Pilpste, Hire Kirche und ihr Staat im 16 tind

17 Jahrh. (3 vols., BerL 1S3-1—1S36; 3d ed. Berh
1S14—lS-15), a work which, on account of its

important conclusions regarding the character and
policy of the papacy, many of which it may be said

to have almost placed beyond controversy, was not
only received with unbounded applause in Germany,
jbut was transhated again and again in Holland,
England, France, and America, and may be regarded
as one of the most widely-circulated and influential

histories of modern times. It was followed up by
his Deutsclie Geschichte im Zeitalter der Reformation
(G vols. Berl. 1S39—18-17), considered in Germany
his most finished and thorough jiroduetion, and in
the composition of which he was enabled to avail

himself of many documents never before published
or made use of. In a stiQ higher degree than in his

cai'lier svritings, we find displayed here his skill in

grouping events together in a vivid and intelligent

manner, placing them before the eye of the reader
in their whole significance, with all their causes,

relations, and consequences. It.'s next effort may
be looked upon as a continuation of his history of

Protestantism. It is entitled JS'eun Bi'icher Preiiss.

Geschichten (3 vols. Berl. 1847—1848), and was
worked up from the Prussian historical archives,

opened to literature for the first time. The stormy
period of 184S found him in the Frankfurt parlia-

ment ; but he did not acquu'e any distiuction in that
arena of babbling and incompetent patriots, and
soon betook himself again to more familiar and more
valuable labours. His Franz. Geschichte vornchmlich

im 10 und 17 Jahrh., which appeared at Stuttgai-t

(1S52— 1S57), is an admirable work, fuU of new
information and enlightened views ; and his rapo.sa

of the reign of Louis XIV. is put, even by French
critics, on a level with that of Voltaire. A stUl

later production is his Enr/Usche Geschichte vornchm-
lich im 16 und 17 Jcdirh. (Berl. 1S59— 1S62). II. has
been an ordinary professor of history since 1834,
and in 1841 was appointed historiographer of tho
Prussian kingdom. He has trained a numerous body
of historical students, who have followed the spirit

and method of their master.—E. has three brot^hcrs,

Friedkich Heinkich Kanke (born 1797), Ivakl
Feiedrioh Eantle (born 1802), and Ernest Eanke
(born 1814), who have also risen to- eminence as
churchmen and scholars.

BANKING AND SALE is, in Scotch Law, an
action whereby the land or heritable property of an
insolvent person is sold, and the proceeds divided
among the creditors. The main object is to sell

the property in spite of the debtor, and have the
proceeds distributed among the creditors, for which
purpose it is necessary to aiTange or rank the credi-

tors according to their respective legal priorities.

The sale takes place in the Parliament House at

Edinburgh, one of the macers acting as auctioneer.

If no ofi'erers appear, the sale is adjourned, and the
upset price is lowered.

EANKNESS, an excessive luxm-iance of growth
in vegetables, a condition as unfavourable as its

extreme opposite to their health and to the produc-
tiveness of crops. It is often caused by injudicious

mamiring, and is most frequent in moist seasons.

The decay of mushrooms iu pastures, as in Fairy
Emgs (q. v.), sometimes produces a rankness of

grass which causes aU animals to refuse it ; such
herb.age abounding to an unusual degree in Chloro-
phyll (q. v.), but being very deficient in those quali-

ties which render herbage most palatable and nutri-

tious to cattle. Rankness in gi'ain-crops is attended
mth a diminished production of grain, the llowers
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often pro\'ing abortive, and with a mucli increased

liability to the attacks of parasitic fiingi. In fruit-

trees, it displays itself, even when the soil is only a

little too rich, in a tendency to the production of

shoots and foliage, instead of lilossoms and fruit,

and is to be counteracted by withholding manure,
by root-pruning, or by cutting away portions of

bark. In wall-trees, deei) cuts may even be made
into the wood, although in standards this would
involve a danger of destriiction by the next storm.

RA'NNOCH, Moor, a^td Locn. The Moor, in

the north-west extremity of Perthshire, with a mean
elevation of about lOOU feet above sea-level, is a

wild waste, 23 miles long, and 16 miles broad, and
is one of the largest and most desolate and di'eary

moors in Scotland. Its surface is for the most part

a broad, silcut, and featureless tract of bog, heath,

and rock, girdled by distant and gloomy mountains.

In its western part is Loch Lj'doch, which winds
amid flat and dismal scenery. Stretching eastward
from the Moor is Loch R., about 9 miles long by
from 1 to 2 miles broad. It is surrounded by
mountains, contains two islands, and is drained of

its surplus waters by the Timimcl, a tributary of

the Tay.

RA'NSOM—corrupted from the Latin redempllo

—is the price jiaid l^y a in-isoner-of-war, or paid

on his behalf, in consideration of his being gi-auted

liberty to return to his own country. In early

times, when armies received little or no regular

pay, the soldier looked for his reward in the booty

he might capture, and this booty included the

bodies as well as the chattels of the vanquished.

The conqueror had the option of slaying his

prisoner ; but for his profit, he would make him
his slave, or sell lum mto slavery. The transition

woidd be natiu-al to accepting compensation fi-om

the prisoner himself, and setting him at libertj'.

In feudal warfare, the ransoms formed a large

portion of a soldier's gains ; those for persons

of low degree belonging to the individual captors ;

))ut those for prmces or great nobles, to the king.

Ransoms were sometimes of large amount, more
than the immediate family of the captive could pay.

His retainers were then required by feudal usage to

coutribute ; as in the case of redeeming King
Richard I. for £100,000, when twenty shillings was
assessed on every knight's fee, and the clergy sub-

scribed liberally. David Bruce of Scotland was
ransomed for 100,000 marks, and King John of

France for £500,000, payable in instalments.—In
modern warfare, where the fighting is performed by
professional soldiers, pecuniary ransoms are scarcely

ever resorted to, freedom being granted to prisoners

in exchange for others o£ corresponding rank cap-

tured on the opposite side.

EA'NUL.\ is the term applied to an encysted

tumour, contaiuing a glairy fluid, and lying under
the tongue. The ordinary method of treating such
tumom-s is by free incisiou, or by cutting out a piece

of the sac ; and if this is not suUicient to efl'ect a

cure, the interior should be touched with nitrate of

sdver, or a small seton should be passed through it,

with the view of destroying it liy .-iuppuration. The
name of the tumour is due to the supposed frog-like

form which the swelling assumes.

RANUNCULA'CEiE, a natural order of exo-

genous plants, mostly herbaceous, rarely shrubs,

and generally natives of cold damp climates. Some
are found within the tropics, but almost exclusively

in very elevated situations. The number of known
species is about 1000. They occur in all quarters

of the globe, but most abundantly in Europe. The
leaves are generally much divided, and have
dilated sheathing stalks. The calyx is of 3—6

deciduous hypogjmous sepals ; the corolla of 3—15
hypogynous petals, in one or more rows, some-
times assimiing very remarkable forms, as in
larkspur, aconite, aud columbine ; rarely absent,
in which case the sepals are gaily colouj-ed. The
stamens are usually numerous ; the carpels are
numerous, one-colled, sometimes united iuto a
single many-celled pistil ; the ovary with one or
more ovides. The fruit either consists of dry
acheuia, or is berry-like or foUicidar.—Acridity is

the prevailing character of the order, and the
leaves of some species readily produce blisters

;

but this property disappears when they are dried
or heated. Many are narcotic and poisonous

;

some are used in medicine, as aconite and helle-

bore. The seeds of Nlfjdla sativa were formerly
used instead of pepper. The fruit of the May
Apple or Wild Lemon (Podophyllum pdlatum) of

North America may be eaten, but is very acid.

—

Many of the order produce flowers of great beauty,
as some species of Eanunculus (q. v.), Anemone
(q. v.), Larkapur (q. v.), Paony (q. v.), Columbine
(q. v.). Clematis (q. v.), &c.

RANU'NCULUS, a genus of plants of the
natiu'al order Panuncidacew ; having five sepals;

five petals, with a nectariferous pore at the base
of each petal, often covei-ed with a scale ; many
stamens situated on a receptacle, aud germens

Garden Ranunculus.

(From a drawing by llolland.)

accumulated into a head. The species are numerous,

herbaceous plants, mostly perennial. Some of them
adorn meadows with their yellow flowers, famfliarly

known as Butleraips : others, known by the name
of Crowjoot, are troublesome weeds in gardeus and

pastures. Many, as the Spearworts, are found

chiefly in moist places, and some are altogether

aquatic, covering the surface of ditches, ponds, and

rivers, where the water is shallow, with a carpet

of verdure exquisitely studded with bcautifid white

flowers.—One species, the Asiatic R., or Garden
R., exclusively the R. of florists, a native of the

Levant, has been cultivated in Europe for almost

300 years. From clusters of small tubers it

sends up several bipartite leaves, and an
^
erect

branched stem, with terminal flowers, which, in the

cultivated varieties, are often double or semi-double,

yellow, white, red of various shades, or of mixed

colours, very brilliant, and from an inch and a half

to two inches and a half iu diameter. The cidti-

vated varieties are extremely numerous. The R. is

propagated by seed, by oilset tubers, or by dividiug

the cfusters of tubers. The roots are often taken
HI
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up in Slimmer, after the leaves die, and kept in a

dry place till the beginning of the eusniug winter or

spring. Protection by frames and glasses, sliading

from strong snnshine, and other eulIi means, arc

employed in order to increase the beauty of the

flowers. The R. loves a free and rich sod.— Double-

flowered varieties of some otlier species, with taller

stems and smaller white or yellow flowers, are cidti-

vated in Howcr-gardens, sometimes under the name
of Bachelors' Buttons.—The acridity of many species

of R. is such that the leaves, bruised and applied to

the skin, produce blisters; and those of li. scderatus,

a pretty common British species, are s.aid to bo used

by beggars to cause soi-cs, in order to move com-

passion. Ji. thora, a Swiss species, is of extreme

acridity, and hunters were accustomed, in former

times, to jioison darts and arrows with its juice.

Water distilled from the leaves of i?. Jlammula, a

British species, with rather tall stem and ovato-

lanceolatc leaves, common by the sides of ditches,

&c., is an active and powerful emetic, producing

almost immediate vomiting, and capable of being

used with gi-eat advantage in cases of poisoning.

—

Yet the leaves of Ji. ficaria—sometimes called Pile-

wort and Lesser Celandine, a very common British

species, adorning hedge-banks with bright yellow

flowers in siiring—are capable of being used as a

pot-herb. Bastiircs in which U. aeris, li. rcpcns,

&c., arc very abundant, are injured by them, and

they ought to be diligently grubbed out ; they are

particularly supposed^to give an unjileasant taste

to mUk and butter; but it is thought not im-

probable that a moderate mixture of these plants

with the other herbage, is even advantageous,

and that they may act as a condiment. Their

acridity is lost in drying, and they are not injurious

to hay. The small tubers of Pilewort, or Lesser

Celandine, are used for the cure of haemorrhoids

;

but their acridity also dis.appcars when they are

boiled, and they are then a pleasant article of food.

EATfZ DES VACHES (in German, Kvhreiffen),

a name applied to certain simple native melodies of

the Swiss Alps, which are usually sung by the

herdsmen, and played by them when driving their

herds to and from the pasture, on an instrument

called the Alphorn, consisting of a wooden tube

somewhat bent, about three feet long, widened out

into a bell, and bound by a pitched cord. The asso-

ciations of pastoral life recalled by these airs to the

Swiss in foreign countries, have been said to produce

that iinaecouutablo longing for home, or nostalgia,

which has been remarked among the Swiss soldiers

abroad. The bands of the Swiss regiments in foreign

service have, on this account, been prohibited from

playing the Ranz des Vachcs. The Emmenthal,

Eutleljiieh, the Bernese Oberland, the Orisons,

Appenzell, and other pastoral districts of Switzer-

land, have each their respective Ranz des Vaches.

A collection of Ranz des Vaches, along with other

Swiss melodies {Sammlung von Sclmehcr Kuhreir/en

mid Volksliedern), was published at Bern in ISIS

;

and these airs are also to be found in the AU[iememe

Schwcher Lkdcrhuch, 1S51. The Ranz des Vaches

of Switzerland are ruder in their character than the

mountain m-.lodic3 of the Tyrol, with wliich they

are sometimes confounded.

KAPA'LLO, a maritime town of Northern It.ily,

province of Genoa, and 17 miles east of the city

of that name, with 10,422 inhabitants. It was lirst

called Tignlia. Its only object of interest is the

Sanctuary of the Jladonna, on the IMonte Allegro,

erected in 1557. R. is a thriving commercial town,

and has manufactures of wax and of soap, and of

laces in thread and in cotton; it has fisheries of

coral and timny.
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RAPE, or COLESEED {Brassica napv.s ; see

Br.ASSiCA), a bienuial plant much cultivated both on
account of its herbage and its oil-producing seeds.

It is a native of Europe, and iiorh.i|is of England;
but it is hard to say where it is truly indigenous

and where naturalised. It is so nearly allied to

Brassica ra^m (Turnip), B. cnmpestris (Swedish
Turnip, Colza, &e.), B. oleracea (Kale, Cabbage, &e.),

and B. prcecox (Summer Rajie), that botanical dis-

tinction is ditiicidt, particularly as to some of the cid-

tivated varieties. Dr Liudley gives the following syn-
optical view of the most characteristic differences of

these siiecies, in Jlorton's Ci/clopadia o/Aijricidture

:

Leaves bright gi-ccn, . . . ZT. rapa.

Leaves glaucous

—

Leaves hispid -wlicn young, . B. campcstris.

Leaves never liispid

—

Siliques spreading, . . B.naptis.

Siliques erect

—

Calyx erect, ... B. oleracea.

t'aly.x spreading, . . B. pracox.

The root of E. is slender, or in cultivation some-

times becomes carrot-shaped (see Navew), but it

never becomes turnip-shaped. The stem is taller

than that of the turnip, or Swedish turnip, and the

foliage more luxuriant. The cidtivation of R. is

very general in many parts of the continent of

Europe, from which it seems to have been intro-

duced into England at least as early as the IGth c.

;

and in the 17th c, if not sooner, large quantities of

od were made from its seeds, chieily in the fenny

and other alluvial districts of the east of England,

where also it has long been most extensively

employed for feeding sheep. On the continent, it is

not nuusual to sow R, in order to green-ma nuriiKj,

ploughmg its herbage into the soil, a mode of

enriching land much more common in some parts of

Europe than it is in Britain. R, delights in a rich

alluvial soil, and is particularly suitable for newly

reclaimed bogs and fens, in which the turnip does

not succeed well ; but it is also extensively eidti-

vatod in the chalk and oolite districts of the south

llape {Srassica napusi :

a, silique.

of England. The mode of cultivation docs not

differ much from that of tm-uip, and similar manures

are used. In rich sods, 11. sometimes attains a

height of three or even four feet, so that the sheep

turned in are hidden beneath the leaves, and seem

to eat their way into the field. They cat the stalks

even more greedily than the leaves. A too exclusive

feeding on K. is, however, apt to produce diseases,

whicli a sprinkling of salt, a supply of hay, &c., are

found useful in preventing. AVhen R. is cultivated
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for seed, it is sown in autumn. When the seed

is ripe, R. is cut witli the sickle ; and after a
short time allowed for drying, the seed is thrashed

Gilt, when the haidm is often burned, a wasteful

practice, as its decay affords more abundant and
useful manure, and indeed cattle are fond of it as

food. Itape-cake, the mass of seeds from which od
has been obtained by crushing, is used for feeding

oxen and sheep, but is very inferior to linseed-cake,

and some other kinds of oil-cake. Ground into

dust, it is a very valuable manure. Bapc-oil is

extensively used for machinery and for lamps ; but
the oil and cake so called are not exclusively

obtained from this jilant, nor are the names Colza-

oil and T!ape-oil used to discriminate the produce of

different plants, although in some parts of Europe
the name Colza is given to varieties of Brasska
campeslrls and B. olemcra, which are cultivated in

the same way as rape. B. prcecox is also cidtivated

in some places, being sown in spring, and reaped in

autumn. The seeds of other cruciferous plants are

also crushed indiscriminately with these, and the oil

and cake sold by the same names. See Oils.—The
name Bape is from the same root as Ger. reps,

and Lat. rapa (a turnip) ; Cole-seed and Colza from
the same as kale.

RAPE is the crime of having carnal knowledge
of a woman against her consent and by force. The
essence of the offence is that force be used, and it

is immaterial what is the age of the woman, and
whether she is married or single, chaste or unchaste.

The only difference ca\ised by the habitual unchas-
tity of the woman is that in such a case it is less

easy to satisfy the jury that the element of consent
was wanting. The two elements of rape are the

carnal knowledge and the force used. As to the

clement of resistance on the part of the woman,
or force on the part of the man, several niceties

often occur in the application of the law, from the
great variety of circumstances attending this crime.

With regard to an idiot woman, it has been held
that it is not necessary to prove resistance on her

part, and that the crime may be committed though
she made no resistance. If consent be extorted by
fear and threats, or where several men join together,

and resistance is useless, this is the same as using

violence to overpower the woman. Where the

woman is stupifled by drink, so that the power of

resistance is annihilated, it is the same as knocking
her down. In a case, however, where force is used
in the first instance, but the woman afterwards in

some degree consents, the crime of rape will not be
committed, though the evidence may establish the

crime of assault. Some difficult cases have occurred

with reference to married women who have been
beguiled by men personating their husbands, and
so been, in a certain sense, cheated out of their

consent. But it has been repeatedly decided by a

majority of the court, Ijoth in England and Scotland,

that such an offence was not rape.

One of the important circumstances attending

the crime of rape is the mode of proof, and in this

respect it differs from other crimes. It is held to

be all but essential, as a corroboration of the

woman's story, that it her cries of resistance were
not heard, at all events she should have, imme-
diately after the offence, complained on the first

opportunity to her friends or relations. It is not

allowed to give in evidence the particulars of such

complaint, but merely the fact that she made a
complaint ag.ainst some person. Unless this import-

ant particular be proved, her evidence is looked
upon with great suspicion, and may be discredited

by the jury, unless there were peculiar circum-

stances to account for the want of such complaint.

One of the common defences to a charge of rape
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is the unchastity of the woman, the object being
to render it unlikely that she did not consent,

and hence it is in practice considered a proper
question for the jirisoner's counsel to put to her,

whether she had not had connection with the
])risouer before or with other men ; but at the same
time she is cautioned by the judge that she is not
bound to answer such questions unless she likes.

If, however, she denies the accusation, witnesses

may be called to contradict her on that point.

The crime of rape is felony by the law of England,
and is pifnishable by penal servitude for life, or for

not less than three years, or by imprisonment not
exceeding two years, with or without hard labour.

Of late, attempts have been made to add flogging

or corporal punishment to the other punishment,
but bills having that object have been thrown out

of parliament. There are several other crimes in

the same category as rape, but punishable luider

separate enactments. Th\is, the crime of having
carnal connection with a girl under the age of ten

years is felonj', and punishable like rape. Whoever
has carnal connection with a girl who is between
the age of ten and twelve years, is guilty of a mis-

demeanour, and liable to penal servitude for three

years, or imprisonment for two years with hard
labour. Consent of the girl in these two cases is

immaterial. The forcible abduction of women is

divided into two offences. Wherever a woman of any
age has property, and is forcibly taken away with
intent to marry or carnally know her, the offence

is felony, punishable by penal ser\'itudo of three

to fourteen years, or two years' imprisonment.

Again, if a girl, though having no property, is under
the age of twenty-one, and is fraudideutly allured

or taken away out of the possession of her parents

or guardians, with intent to marry or carnally know
her, this is felony, punishable as in the preceding

case. In order to the commission of the latter

offence, an improper motive is necessary on the part

of the man, but the consent of the gii'l is of no
consequence.

RAPHAEL, or EAFFAELLO SANTI or

SANZIO, called by his countrymen 11 Divino, ' the

Divine,' is ranked liy almost universal opinion as the

greatest of painters. He was born at Urbino ia

1483, and in 1497, on the death of his father,

Giovanni Santi, who was his first instructor, he
was placed under Pictro Perugino, the most
distinguished painter of the iieriod, who was then

engaged on important works in the city of Perugia.

In 1504, E, visited Florence, and imjiroved his style

by studying composition and expression in the

works of iiasaccio, and colour and effect in those

of Era Bartolomco. He seems to have lived in

Florence till 150S, when he went to Rome, on the

invitation of Pope Julius II. His celebrated frescoes

in the Vatican and numerous important works were
then commenced. Julius died in 1513 ; but his

successor, Leo X., continued E.'s services, and kept

his great powers constantly in exercise. The works
of I!, .are generally divided into thi-ee classes : his

first stylo, when under the influence of Perugino's

manner ; his second, when he painted in Florence

from 1504 to 150S ; and his thu-d stylo, which is

distinguishable in the works executed by him after

he settled in Rome. Each of these stylos has its

devoted admirers. Those who incline to art em-

ployed in the service of religion, prefer the first

manner, as embodying purity and religious feeling.

His last mannei', perfected when the taste for

classical learning and art was strongly excited

by the discovery of numerous valuable works of

the classic period, is held by many connoisseurs

as correctly embodying the highest art ; while

his middle or Florentine style is admired by
113
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some as exemplifying liis powers, freed from what
they deem the rigid manner of Peruf;ino, and

untainted by the conventionalism of classic art.

In all these difl'erent styles, he has left works of

great excellence. 'The Coronation of the Virgin,'

in the gallery of the Vatican, and ' The Spozalizio,'

or Marriage of the Virgin, in the Brera Gallery

at Milan, belong to the lirst jieriod. The ' St

Catharine,' in the Kational Gallery, London ;
' The

Entombment,' in the Borghese Gallery, Kome

;

' La Belle JardmiCre,' in the Louvre, to his second

period. While the 'St Cecilia,' at Bologna; the

'Madonna di San Sisto,' at Dresden; 'The Car-

toons,' at Hampton Court ; ' The Transfiguration ;

'

and all the Vatican frescoes, except ' Theology, or

the Dispute on the Sacrament,' the lirst he executed

on his arrival from Florence, are in his third

manner, or that which' pecidiarly marks the Koman
school in its highest development. R. died at Home
on April 6, 1520, the anniversary of his birthday.

RAPIIA'NIA, or ERGOTISM, is a disease which

was much more prevalent some centuries ago tlian

it is at present. It is defined as ' a train of morbid
symptoms, produced by the slow and cumidative

action of a specific poison peculiar to wheat and
rye, and which gives rise to convidsions, gangrene

of the extremities, and death' (Aitken's Science and
Practice of Medicine, 1S5S, p. S32). It has been
described under various names. From the 10th to

the 14th c, it was known as St Anthoni/s Fire, a
title which has been since associated with erysipelas.

It was then described as epidemic gangrene. The
name Haphania was first given to it by Linne,

who thought the morbid symptoms were dependent
upon the mixture of Baphanus Baphanistrmn, or

jointed charlock, with the wheat used as food. It

was suspected, as early as the end of the IGth c, that

the disease was due to the development of a fungus

on the grain, and this fact is now established beyond
doubt, although some writers hold (like Linne) that

this morbid state is also produced by the admixture

of poisonous plants, especially Lolium temidentum,

or darnel, being mingled with the grain. Although
rye is the ordinary seat of the poisonous fungus,

wheat, rice, and other grains are liable to be
similarly affected, and to produce similar results.

For an account of the fungus, see Ergot.
There are two fonns of the disease—the spasmodic

and the gangrenous. The spasmodic form begins

with tingling or itching of the feet and hands, and
sometimes of the head. Violent contractions of the

hands and feet, giving rise to intense pain in the

joints, are a common symptom. The head is much
affected, the patient complaining of di-owsiness,

giddiness, and indistinct vision. If coma or epileptic

convulsions supervene, there is little hope of recovery.

The appetite is usually enormous ; spots like those

of purpura appear on the face, and there are seldom
any signs of improvement for some weeks. The
gangi-enous form begins with extreme lassitude, and
is accompanied by some febrile disturbance. The
extremities are jiainful, cold, almost insensible, and
not readily moved ; and after a varying time,

gangrene supervenes.

With regard to treatment, the first thing to do is

to replace the poisonous flour by easily digested,

noui'ishing, wholesome food. The pain must be
relieved by opiates, the blood purified by the

administration of chlorate of potash, and the general

tone of the system improved by tonics, such as the

preparations of iron, bark, &c. In the spasmodic
form, warm baths and gentle friction would probably
prove serviceable. Whatever be the form of treat-

ment adopted, the mortality in the gangrenous form
is usually 90 per cent. The spasmodic form is much
less destructive to life.

lit

KA'PHIDES are crystals found in the interior of

the cells of plants. The word is the plural of the
Greek raphis, a needle, and was originally used to

denominate crystals of an acicular form, which are

often collected together in bundles. But crj'Stals

of various forms are foimd in the cells of ))lant3,

consisting chiefiy of phosphate or of oxalate of lime.

In many kinds of plants, they very much abound,
and often in a particular manner in particular

parts of plants. They are very minute, and are

found in such delicate tissues as the petals of the
Pelargonium.

RA'PIDAN". See Rappahannock.

RA'PIEU is said to have had distinct meanings
at difl'erent times, and in ancient fencing to have
been a long cutting broadsword ; but for the la-t

centin-y at least, the rapier has been a light,

highly-tempered, edgeless, thnistiug weajiou, finely

pointed, and about 3 feet in length. It was for

long the favourite weapon in duelling, and was worn
by every gentleman. At present, it is worn only
on occasions of court ceremonial, and answers no
other purpose than to incommode the wearer. In

war, a rapier could never have been of any service.

BAPIN DE THOYRAS, Paul de, a French
historian of England, was descended from a Pro-

testant Savoyard family, which settled in France

in the 16th c, and was born at Castres, in Lau-
guedoc, March 25, 1661. He studied at tlie Pro-

testant college of Sanmur, and passed as advocate

in 1679. but had no liking for the profession ; and
when the Edict of Nantes (16S5) forced him to

leave France, he sought employment first in

England (where he was imsucoessful), and after-

wards in Holland, where he enlisted in a corps

of volunteers at Utrecht, formed by his cousin-

german, Daniel de Rapin. With his company, he
ioUowed the Prince of Orange to England in

IGSS, was made ensign in the following year,

and distinguished himself by his bravery at the

siege of Carrickfergus, tlie battle of the Boyne,

and the siege of Limerick, where he was shot

through the shoidder by a musket-ball. In lO'J.'i,

he was appointed tutor to the Earl of Portland's

son, with whom he travelled in Holland, Germany,
and Italy, after which he took up his residence at

the Hague ; but in 1707, withdrew with his family

to Wesel, in the duchy of Clevcs, where he devoted

the remaming 17 j'cars of his life to the compositioa

of his great work. The severity of his labours is

believed to have shortened his days. He died May
16, 1725. R.'e Ilisloire d'Anrjltterre was published

at the Hague in 8 vols., the year before his death.

It was undoubtedly, as Voltaire has said, the best

work on English history that liad until then

appeared : full, minute, careful in citing authorities,

clear, rapid and accurate in nan-ation, methodical

in the arrangement of its materials, comparatively

impartial in spirit, and yet betraying on the part

of the author an honourable reverence for law and
liberty. R. begins with the invasion of Britain by
the Romans, and ends with the death of Charles I.

The work was continued to the death of William

III. by David Durant (Hague, 2 vols., 1734). The
best edition of the Histoire in its augmented form

is by Lefebvre de Saint-Marc (Hague, 16 vols.,

1749 ft seq.). The original was translated into

English by the Rev. Nicholas Tindal, M.A. (Lond.

15 "vols., 1725—1731), and subsequently by John
Kelly, barrister (in 2 vols. fol.).

RAPP, .Tean", Count, a French gener.al, was born

at Colmar, in the department of Haut-Rhin, France,

27th April 1773. He was intended for the church,

but his taste for a military lite led him to enrol him-

self (178S) in the mounted ' chasseurs ' of the French
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army. R. distinguished himself by dashing gallantry

in Germany and Egypt, and on the death of Desaix
at Marengo, he became aide-de-camp to Napoleon.
His briUiant charge at Ansterlitz upon the Russian
Imperial Guard, which put the latter to a com-
plete rout, was rewai'dcd with the grade of

general of division ('24th December 1S05). But
R. joined to the utmost bravery and coolness, a
quick and unerring judgment, which enabled him
not only fully to comprehend Napoleon's plans,

and execute to the spirit the duties intrusted to

him, but also at times to amend and even disobey
his orders with the happiest results. The latter

was the case at Lobau, where R.'s disobedience
decided the battle in favour of Napoleon ; and
for this service, he was named a Count of the

Empire (1st August IS09). He opposed the Russian
expedition mth the utmost earnestness, but, not-

withstanding, accomjjanied the Emperor through-
out the whole of it, adding on many occasions to

his ovra reputation and the glory of the French
arms. His obstinate defence of Danzig for nearly a
year against a powerful Russian army, placed him
in a high position among military men ; and his

chivalrous and considerate treatment of the unfor-

tunate inhabitants during the siege was so warmly
appreciated by them, that they presented him with
a magnificent sword enriched with diamonds. The
Russians, contrary to the articles of capitulation,

sent R. and his garrison prisoners to Russia, and he
did not return to France till July 1814. On reaching

I'aris, he was well received by Louis XVIII. ; and
in JIarch ISlo was one of those appointed to ojipose

the retiurn of Napoleon, but deserted, along with his

troops, to his old master, and was appointed com-
mander-in-chief of the army of the Rhine (IGth April),

and peer of France (2d June). After Waterloo, R.

again submitted to Louis, but retired to Switzerland
for two ye.ars, returning in 1817, and receiving a fuU
pardon in the following year. He was re-created

a peer of France (5th March 1819), and held

various offices about the court ; but broken in

health by constant hanl service and numerous
severe wounds, he died at Paris, 8th November
1S21. A volume of Memoirs (1823, in Svo) has
been published under his name.

EAPPAIIA'NNOCK, a river of Virginia, formed
by tlie union of the North Fork and the Rapidan,
which rise in the Blue Ridge of the Alleghany !Moun-

tains, and flow eastwardly to their point of union,

40 miles above Fredericksljurg, where the falls afford

water-power. The river is navigable from this

point south-east to Chesapeake Bay, which it enters

1-iy a broad estuarv, 70 miles long. The R. and
Rajtidan have been the scenes of some of the most
sanguinary battles of the War of Secession, at

Fredericksburg, Chancellorsvillc, and the Wilder-

ness.

PvAPPAREE', a wild Irish plunderer, so called

from his being generally armed with a rnpari/, or

half-pike. The term was in common use in the

17th century. See A'ote ami Queries, August 17,

ISGl.

KAPPEE', a coarse-grained species of Snuff
(q. v.). The word is of French derivation, and
arose from this species of snuff being manufactured

from dried tobacco by means of the rdpe or ra.yie,

an instrument by which the thin parts of the leaf

were cut from the veins and fibres, the latter alone

being used in the manufacture of rappee.

RA'PPEN, a small Swiss coin, made of an
alloy of copper and tin, forming the j^isth part

of the modern Franc (q. v.), and therefore equi-

valent to the French centime. The old Swiss

franc (= about Is. 2(7. sterling) was also divided
into 100 rappen. The rappen was first coined at

Freiburg, and took its name from the head of a
raven (Ger. rabe, pronounced in some parts jvpe)

impressed upon it.

RAPTO'RES. See Accipitbes.

PvARATO'NGA. See Cook Islands.

HAS (= Ileb. rosh), an Arabic word, signifying
' head,' ' promontory,' occurs in the names of many
capes on the Arabian and North African coasts,

and also in Sicily and Malta ; as Rasigelbi (corrupted

from Rasi-calbo) 'the dog's cape,' on the north
coast of Sicily ; Ras-el-Abyad, ' white cape,' on the

coast of Palestine ; Ras i5ab-el-Mandeb, ' cape of

the gate of tears,' at the Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb ;

Ras-el-Jezirah, ' cape of the peninsula ;
' Ras-el-Had,

the eastern point of Arabia.

RASHES, affections of the skin, characterised

by a red superficial efSorescence, diffused or in

[latches, disappearing under pressure, and usually

ending in desquamation. To this division of

cutaneous disorders belong Rubeola (or Measles),

Scarlatina (or Scarlet Fever), Erysipelas (or St
Anthony's Fire), Erythema, Roseola (or Scaidet

Rash), and Urticaria (or Nettle Rash). Of these

rashes. Rubeola, Scarlatina, and Erysipelas are

rather to be regarded as fevers or blood diseases,

than as cutaneous diseases, in the true sense of the

phrase.

RASHI (i. e.. Rabbi Solomon [Shelomo] Izaaki,

or Ben Izaak, often erroneously called Jarchi), the

greatest Jewish commentator and exegete, was
born about 1040, in Troyes, in France. The range

of his studies was as extraordinarily wide as were
his early developed facidties brilliant, and his

industry and perseverance enormous. Philology,

philosophy, medicine, astronomy, civil and canonical

law, exegesis, were the chief branches of his learn-

ing ; and to a rare proficiency in them, he united a
complete mastery over the wdiole range of Scripture

and the Talmudical sources. In order further to

perfect himself for his gigantic task, he travelled

for seven years, visiting the academies of Italy,

Greece, Germany, Palestine, Eg3'pt, where he sat

at the feet of the great masters of the age, collect-

ing their sayings and legal decisions. His chief

work—and one universally recognised as the

principal work of all Scriptural exegesis—is his

Commentary to the whole of the Old Testament.

Up to this day, it has not been superseded by any
other, although in the province of philology and
antiquities, investigation has been much furthered

smce his time. R.'s style is extremely brief and
concise, yet clear and pregnant ; obscure and
abstruse (as it has been pronounced by some)

only to those who lack the necessary preliminary

knowledge. According to the fashion of its day,

it is replete with allegorical or rather jioetical

illustrations, gathered from the wide fields of the
Midrash within and without the Talmiul ; and
many a passage is thus preserved to us, which, in

the disordered state of those manuscriiits. would
probably otherwise have been lost. 'I'hls Com-
mentary—entirely translated into Latin by Breit-

haupt, and partly also into German—was the first

book ever printed in Hebrew (Reggio, 1474), and
has since been reprinted with almost every com-

plete edition of the Hebrew Bible. Of his numerous
other works is first to be mentioned his Com-
mentary to 23 treatises of the Taliuud, sujiple-

mented alter liis death by his grandson, Sanuicl

ben Meier; further, a Commentary to the I'irke

Aboth; the J^anks, treating of Laws and Cere-

monies; a Collection of Legal Votes and Decisions;
:i5
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a Comment.ii-y to Mitlrash Eabbah; a Book of

Wcdiciue ; a Poem on the Unity of GoJ, &c., &c.

He (lied about llOo; and siicli was liia jiioty and
Lis surpassing eminence, that later generations

vove a shining garland of legends around his head.

The confusion of R. with two Jareliio, who lived

long after him, has not hitherto been jiroperly

accounted for. They bore that surname because
they were born at Lunel, Jerach being the Hebrew
for moon, Lune iu French.

RASK, Rasmus Ciieistun, 'a distinguished

Danish philologist, was born at Brendekilde, near

Odense, in the island of Flinen, 22d November 17S7,

studied at Copenhagen, and in 1808 published his

first work, Vfjlnhniui ill del Lilandskn ellcr gamle
nordiske Sprorj (Rules of the Icelandic Language
or the Ancient Language of the North). During
the years 1807— ISI'2, he occupied himself with
drawing np grammatical systems for most of the

Germanic, Slavic, and Romanic tongues, and in com-
paring them with those of India. He then visited

Sweden, where he commenced to study Finnish
;

and in 181.'^ proceeded to Iceland, where he lived

for two or three years, perfecting his knowledge of

the language, the historj', and the sagas of the in-

habitants. On his return to Copenhagen, he was
appointed sub-librarian to the university; and in

1818 pul>lished a sjilendid work, Undersaet/ehe om
det gamle nordiske eller Islandske Sprogs Opriiidelse

(Researches concerning the Origin of the Icelandic

or Ancient Language of the North), which led

Grimm to his famous discovery of the displacement
of consonants in the Teutonic languages. Previous
to this, however, he had resolved to visit Asia ; and
after spending a year (1817) in Stockhnlm, where he
published his admirable Angelsahsik Sproglaere
(Anglo-Saxon Grammar), and the first critical and
complete edition of the two great monuments of

Scandinavian mythology, the Snorra Edda and the
Edda Saemundar, he Aveut to St Petersburg, where
he devoted himself for two years, with intense

eagerness, to the study of the oriental languages,

principally Sanscrit, Persian, and Arabic, but not
failing to acquire, at the same time, a competent
knowledge of Russian and Finnish. Thus equipped,

he ]iroceeded to Astrakhan, where he stayed six

weeks, to study the language of the Tartars, and
then commenced a journey tlirough the country of

the Turkomans, the Caucasus, Persia (where he
added the Jlongol and Mautchu dialects to his

already enormous linguistic acquisitions), Hindus-
tan (cultivating in the last-mentioned country
tile society of learned Rrahmaus, and visiting all

their gi-e.at schools), and linally Ceylon, where he
made himself acquainted with Cingalese and Pali,

and wrote his Singalesisk Skrifllaere (Colombo
1822). In 1S2.3, E. returned to Copenhagen, laden
with learning and rare manuscript treasures, of

which the greatest I'art was presented to the uni-

versity. In 182.5, he was appointed Professor of
' Literary History,' and in 1828, of Orieutal Lan-
guages. Next 3'ear, he was made chief custodier of

the university library; and in 1831, Professor of

Icelandic. But his immense labours had exhausted
his energies, and he died 14th November 1832, at

the early age of 45, a victim of hard work. Besides
the productions already mentioned, R. wrote Frisisk

Sproglaere. (Cop. 1825); Den gamle Acgyptiske Tids-

regning (The Ancient Egyptian Chronology, 1827)

;

Den addente Hcbraiske Tidsregnbig (The Oldest
Hebrew Chronology, 182S) ; besides grammars of

several languages, and a great number of miscel-

laneous articles in the learned journals of the North,
which were collected after his death, and published
(Cop. 3 vols. 1S34— 1833), together with a life by
Petersen.
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RASKO'LNIK (Russ. separalisl), the name of

a variety of sects in the Russian Cliurch, which
date fr-om an early ]ieriod, and must be regarded
rather as a general designation of dissenters from
the established church of Russia, than as a de-
scription of any specific form of doctrinal belief.

Such dissent is traceable from the very earliest

jieriod of the distinct organisation of the Russian
Church. A monk, named Andrew, in 1003 ; another,
called Demitry (Demetrius), in the 12th c. ; an
Armenian monk, named Martin, who was burned as
a heretic at Constantinople in the end of the same
century ; Leo, Bishop of Rostow in the beginning of

the 14th, and Strigohiik and Nikita towards its close

—are all mentioned as having originated or propa-
gated heresies of various kinds. A still more remark-
able and more formidable organisation— a form of

Crypto-Jiulaism—was introduced in the loth c. by
a concealed Jew, called Zaeharias, who succeeded in

gaining many followers. One of these, called Zosima,
is particularly noticeable, as having obtained much
popularity, and even managed to have himself
elected metropolitan of IMoscow. His sect, which
studiously concealed itself wherever this conceal-

ment seemed necessary, was condemned by a synod
(1490), and repressed with great rigour ; but it

continued to maintain a concealed and precarious
footing, and is said to possess disciples even to this

day, especially in the government of Irkutsk, under
the name of Selesnewschschina. A sect, whose
leading principles were borrowed from the German
reformers, was founded in 1553 by Matthias
Baschkin ; but it was condemned at a synod in

Moscow, and does not appear to have taken much
hold on the people.

But it is from the middle of the 17th c. that—the
separation of the sects from the national church
having become more tangible, from its involving
nonconformity witli the established worship—the
designation of R. finds its fullest application. At
that period, a complete revision of the ancient
Slavonic liturgical and ritual books, which had
suffered gi-ievously from the ignorance, and probably
also from the heterodoxy of transcribers, was
undertaken by the Patriarch Nikon. See Phiup-
rixs. The revised books were introduced into the
churches by the authority of the czar as well as of

the patriarch ; but many of the clergy and people
resisted the innovation, and refused the new
liturgies. Foremost among the recusants, or non-
conformists, were those who had already been
sectaries upon other grounds ; but all differences

were to some extent merged in this eominou
ground of protest, and all were known under the
common appellative Raskolniks.

In later Russian history, the Raskolniks are
sometimes called by the name, which they them-
selves affect, of Starowierzi (' Jlen of the Old Faith'),

or Prawaslawniije (' orthodox '). Each sect has its

specific doctrinal peculiarities ; but most of them
follow certain common observances, in which lies

their tangible difference from the national ehurcli.

They cross themselves with the first and middle
finger, and not with the first three fingers ; they
use only the uurcvised service-ljooks ; they repeat
Halleluiah only tv.ice ; in cliurch ceremonies, they
turn from left to right, and not from right to left

;

they use seven and not five altar-breads in the
Eucharistic ollcring ; they pay worship only to
ancient pictures, or those painted, by themselves

;

they use an eight-pointed instead of the ordinary
cross ; they attend only their own churches, and
hold no communion of worship with the members
of the national church ; they never shave or cut
their hair, and adhere strictly to the old Russian
costiuue.
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They may be divided, in general, into two classes

—those which have popes (priests), and those who
do not recognise the priestly order. The former are

in every respect more moderate and more free from
fanaticism than the Kaskolniks who discard the

ministry of priests. Their priests, however, have
often been outcasts of the orthodox church, v.'ho

betook themselves to the rival communion. The
most notable among the Raskoluiks of this class

are those called the Peremasanowschtina, who
re-onlain all popes joining their communion ; the
Jewlewsclitschiua, who are said to permit freedom
of divorce and exchange of wives ; Dositheowsch-
tschina, so called from their founder, a monk
named Dositheus ; and Tscheruobolzi, whose
chief distinction consists in refusing to take an
oath, and to sa}' the prayer for the emperor
prescribed in the liturgy. Of the non-popish

Kaskolniks, the chief are the Philippins (q. v.), the

Pomora;nians or Eebaptisers, the Theodosians—an
oflshoot of the Pomorajuians—and a sect of mystic
spiritnaUsts with strong Protestant and rationalistic

leanings, called Duchoborzen. A curious develop-

ment of the R. movement is found in the Samo-
krischtchiua (Self-baptisers) and the Samostrigolsch-

tschiua (Self-ordainers), among wliom each one
administers baptism to himself, each priest ordains

himself, and each monk or nun performs the cere-

mony of his own consecration without the interposi-

tion of tlie regular ministry. It may be added, in

conclusion, that with a considerable proportion of

these various sectaries, there is found largely mixed
up with religious fanaticism an element of communism
and of disaffection towards the reigning dynasty,

or, more properly, towards the established order of

things. The latter may be in part explained by the

rigorous measures of repression under which the

Raskolniks have suffered for many successive

generations. The former is an ordinary accompani-
ment of the sectarianism of the ])oor, especially

those of the peasant class, and stdl more of the

serf population.

EA'SPBERRY {nuhus Idmus], the most valued
of all the species of Rubus (q. v.). It has pinnate

leaves, with 5 or 3 leatiets, which are white and

Easpben'j {Bubus IJccus],

very downy beneath, stems nearly erect, downy, and
covered with very numerous small weak prickles

;

droo[)ing flowers, and erect whitish petals as long
as the calyx. The wild R. has scarlet fruit, and is

found in thickets and woods throughout the whole
of Europe and the north of Asia. It is common in

Britain. The R. has long been in cultivation for its

fruit. There are many cultivated varieties, with
red, yellow, and white fruit, much exceeding the

wild kind in size. The stem in a wild state is 3—

4

feet high ; in cultivation, 6—8 feet or upwards.
Some of the cultivated varieties are also more
branching than is common in a wild state, the stem
of the wild [ilant being simple or nearly so. The
i-oot is creeping, perennial ; the stems only biennial,

bearing fruit in the second year, woody, but with
very large pith. Plantations of raspberries are most
easdy made by means of suckers. The 11. loves a
light rich soil, and is rather partial to a shady
situation. The tall kinds are unsuitable in situa-

tions much exposed to winds, as the stems are easily

broken. The rows are generally about 4 feet apart,

the plants 3 to 4 feet apart in the rows. The young
stems are thinned out to allow free access of air to

those which are left. Stakes are often used to sup-

port the stems, or they are variously tied together.

The fruit is used for dessert ; for jams, jellies,

&c. ; for making or flavouring many kinds of

sweetmeats ; and mixed with brandy, wine, or

vinegar, for tlio preparation of I!. Siirup, It. Vine-

gar, &c. Ditferent preparations of it are used in

medicine in cases of fever, inflammation, &c. R.
vinegar is a particularly grateful and cooling drink
in fevers. Raspberries, fermented either alone or

along with currants and cherries, yield a strong and
very agi'eeable wine, from which a very powerful
spirit can be made.—Some of the other species of

Huhus, most nearly resembling the R., produce also

agreeable fruits. li. odoratus is a highly orna-

mental shrub, a native of Canada and the northern
states of America, is frequent in gardens both in

Europe and America, but rarely inoduces its fruit

in Britain.

RASPBERRY VINEGAR, a cidinary prepara-

tion, consisting of raspberry juice, vinegar, and
sugar. It is best made by putting carefully gathered
and very ripe raspberries into jars, and when as

full as they will hold of the fniit, fill up the jar

with good vinegar ; after eight or ten days, pour off

the vinegar, and let the fruit drain for some hours.

The mixture of vinegar and juice thus obtained is

added to another c^uautity of fruit, and treated in

the same way. This is sometimes repeated a third

time, and then the liquid is gently boiled for about
five minutes with its own weight of refined sugar.

Added to water, it forms a most refreshlug

summer drink, and is a useful cooling drink in

sickness.

EA'STADT, a town of Baden, and, since 1S40, a

strong fortress of the Germanic Confederation,

stands on the river Jlurg, 3 miles from its junction

with the Ithino, and 15 mdes south-west of Karls-

rirhe. It is a station on the Mannheim, Basel, and
Waldshut Railways. From 1725 to 1771, the

town was the residence of the Markgrafs of Baden-
Baden. Steel wares, weapons, and tobacco are

manufactured. R. is memorable for two congresses

—the former in 1714, when a treaty of peace, which
brought the war of the Spanish Succession to a
close, was signed between iSIarshal Villars and
Prince Eugene ; and the latter in 1799. On the

breaking iip of the congress of 1799 without any
definite" result, the three French plenipotentiaries

set out for Strasbourg on the evening of AprU 19

;

but they had scarcely got beyond the gates of R.,

when they were attacked by a number of Austrian
hussars ; two of the three were slain, and the third

sabred, and left for dead in a ditch. The papers of

the legation were carried off, but no further spoil

was taken. This flagraut violation of the law of

nations roused the indignatiou and hori'or not only
of France, but of all Europe. The instigator and
conductor of the assault remains still unlcuown.

Poll. UUUO.
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RAT, the popular name of all tlie larger species

of the geuiis Jliis. See Mouse. Two species are

particularly deserving of notice, the only species

found in Britain, or, iudeed, in any part of Europe,

and both very widely distributed over the world :

the Bi.ACK liAT (J/, rattiin) and the Er.owN Kat
(M. decumanus). Extremely abundant as these

animals now are, their introduction into Europe

—

which, if at all through human agency, was unin-

tentionally so—took place within recent times.

Neither of them was known to the ancients. Both
appear to be natives of the central parts of Asia,

where other nearly allied species are also found.

The black rat found its way to Europe about the

beginning of the 16th c. ; the bro\ra rat first

appeared at Astrakhan in the beginning of the ISth

c., and reached Britain and the western countries of

Europe about the middle of the century. The
Jacobites of Britain were accustomed to delight

themselves with the notion that it came with the

Black Eat {Mus rattus); Brown E.it (Mus decumanus).

House of Hanover, and chose to call it the Hano-
verian Rat. It also received the name of l^orioay
Hat, from a belief, unquestionably erroneous, that
it was introduced from Norway, a country which it

did not reach until long after it was fidly established
in Britain.

These two species are like one another, and very
BimUar in their habits. The brown rat is the larger
aud more powerful of the two, and has waged war
against the other with such success as to cause its

total, or almost total, disappearance from many
places where it was once very abundant ; so that in

many parts of Britain, where the black rat was
once plentiful and troublesome, it would now be
difficult, perhaps impossible, to obtain a single

sjiecimen. Bats, when pressed by hunger, do not
scruple to devour the weaker even of their own
kind. The extirpation of the black rat does not,

however, always follow from the introduction of the
brown rat, each probably finding situations more
particularly suited to itself. In their native regions,

they exist together ; and in some parts of Europe
the black rat is still the more plentiful of the two.
Both infest ships, and are thus conveyed to the
most distant parts of the world, some of them
getting ashore at every port, aud establishing new
colonies, so that they are now common—and parti-

cularly the brown rat—almost wherever commerce
extends.
The black rat is nearly seven inches and a half

in length, exclusive of the tail, which is almost eight
inches long. The brown rat attains a length of

more than ten inches and a half, with a tail little

more than eight inches long. Besides its larger size

and comparative shortness of tail, it dihers from the
black rat iu its smaller ears and less acute muzzle,

lis

as well as in its lighter colour and shorter hair.

The tails of both are covered with a multitude of

rings of small scales.

Both species are extremely prolific, breeding at a
very early age, several times in a year, and pro-

ducing from 10 to 14 at a birth. The excessive

increase of their numbers, where abundant food is

to be found, and there are few enemies to interfere

with them, is thus easily accounted for. They
sometimes multiply amazingly in ships ; aud jicrhajis

nowhere more than in the sewers of towns. But in

the latter situation, they really render good service

to the promotion of public health, acting as scaven-

gers, aud devouring animal and vegetable substances,

the putrefaction of which would otherwise be pro-

ductive of pestilence. Such, indeed, seems to be
the great use of the rat in the economy of nature ;

and it is perhaps worthy of notice, that the visits of

the plague to Western Europe and to Britain have
ceased from the very time when rats became plenti-

ful. The brown rat, inhabiting sewers, is generally

larger, fiercer, and of coarser ajipearance than the

same species in houses or barns. Bats are also

often found inhabiting burrows in dry banks, near

rivers, &c. They feed indiscriminately on almost
any kind of animal or vegetable food ; they make
depredations in iields of grain aud pulse, from which
they often carry off large quantities to be stored in

their holes ; they devour eggs ; they kill poultry,

partridges, &c. ; they make most unwelcome visits

to dairies and store-closets ; and they multijily

enormously in the vicinity of slaughter-houses and
knackers' yards, which aiford them great supplies

of food. Their strong rodent teeth enable them to

gnaw very hard substances, such as wood and
ivory, either for food, or iu order to make their way
to more tempting viands.

They are creatures of no little intelligence. Many
curious stories are told of the arts which they
employ to attain desired objects, of the readiness
with which they detect the approach of danger, and
the skdl with which they avoid it. Their sense of

smell is very acute, aud the jirofessional rat-catcher
is very careful that the smell of his hands shall not
be perceived on the trap. They are very capable of

being tamed, and have in some instances proved
interesting pets.

The flesh of rats is eaten, but only by rude tribes,

or when food is scarce. The skin is used for

making a fine kind of glove-leather.

The name rat is often popularly given, not only
to species nearly allied to these, but to other species

of Muridce, now ranked in different genera, some of

which arc noticed in other articles.

KAT, Water. See Vole.

RATAFI'A, the generic name of a series of
cordials, prepared usually by mixing an alcoholic
liquor with the juice of some fruit or some flavour-

ing material, and sugar or syrup. The name is of
French origin, and is said to have been given in

consequeuee of the former habit of preparing a
choice di-iuk to be used at the ceremony of rati/i/-

ing a treaty. A favourite flavouriug for ratafias is

the almond—hence, bitter almonds, cherry, peach,
apricot. Ilium, and other similar kernels, are much
used, and hence small almond-flavoured cakes are
called ratafia cakes; but many other flavours are
used, as orange flowers, gooseberries, raspberries,

aniseed, angelica stalks ; chocolate ; black currants,
coffee, itc.

RATCH, or RATCHET, in Machinery, is a small
piece of metal, so placed with one end on a yiivot,

that the other can fall into the teeth of a wheel, as

in the fig. Being perfectly free to move up and
down, its own weight makes it di'op into tooth after
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tooth as the wheel revolves. But, as will be seen
from the jjeculiar shape of the teeth, -n-hich have the

form of an inclined

pLine on one side, and
a perpendicidar face

Si r">^ II ^•t. ""^ * other, the
'' N/C II .^C> wheel can only re-

volve in the direction

of the arrow.

RATE, or ASSESS-
MENT, 13 a money
payment levied upon
the o\\Tiers or occu-

Eatch. piers of real property,

in respect of some
benefit to such property, or in discharge of some
legal liability attaching to it. The power of rating

proprietors or tenants of lands is a power not existing

by the common law of England, except for the repair

of the parish church or of the parish highways ; for

poor rates, county rates, &c., are all authorised by
some statute or statutes. A rate is in the natiu-e of

a Ioc.tI tax, and therefore so far contrary to the
law, that clear authority must always be shewn
for levying it. Hence, whenever a statute pre-

scribes the conditions under which a rate may be
imposed, it invariably states by whom the rate is

to be made, and how it is to be enforced, and what
appeal is to be allowed in case of au individual

beuig aggrieved. These conditions must all be
strictly complied with to the letter, otherwise the
party rated can raise objections, and resist the rate.

It may be said to be a general ride, that all rates

must be so entitled that the parties rated are informed
even by its heading whence the authority is derived.

It is almost an invariable rule that the payment of

rates is enforced in a summary way by justices of

the peace, and this is one of the chief functions

performed by justices. The mode in which this is

practically done is by the party who has power to

rate, or the agent or collector, applying to the
justices for a summons, calling on the ratepayer to

pay it. If payment is refused or neglected, api)Uca-

tion is next made for a distress-warrant to enforce

payment, which means, if the payment is not made
forthwith, or within a short specified time, the
constable may seize the goods and chattels of the
ratepayer, and sell them to make up the amount

;

and if there are no goods to seize, the party may be
imprisoned for a specified time. As a general rule,

imprisonment is only allowed after all means of

recovering the rate by distress or seizure of the
goods have failed. Owing to the strictness with
which the machinery of rating must be carried on
as directed by the statute, the ingenuity of the rate-

payers, whetted by the natural indisposition of

mankind to pay taxes, constantly promjits them to

detect flaws in the proceedings, and litigation in

various shapes is thereby produced throughout the
country. As a new rate is almost invariably made
every year, and sometimes every half ye.ar, constant

opportunities for displaying this spirit of resistance

are afforded.

EA'TEL {M'-'Ulvora), a genus of quadrupeds of the

Bear family, Ursidce, nearly alhed to the Gluttons

(q. v.), from which it cUfl'ers iu having one false

molar less in each jaw, and the upper tubercular

teeth slightly developei-1. The general aspect is

simdar to that of the badgers, but heavier and more
clumsy. Two species are kno\™, one of which,
the Cape It, (J/. Ilatd or CapensU), inhabits the

south of Africa, and is said to feed much on bees

and their honey, its thick fur protecting it against

their stings ; the other inhabits the north of India,

prowls about by night, is a voracious devoiu-er of

animal food, and often scotches up recently interred
bodies from their graves. The Cape E. is about the
size of a badger ; gray above, black below. It is

Eatel [MeUivora Batel)-

easily tamed, and is amusingly active in confinement,
contmuaUy running about its cage, and tumbliug
strange somersaults to attract the attention of spec-

tators, from which it seems to derive great pleasure.

KATEL-I-COUM, a Turkish sweetmeat, which
has lately become common in confectioners' shops
imder several names, but chiefly that of ' Lumps
of Dehght.' Its composition is starch and syrup,

sometimes coloured. It is imported in the form
of small cakes, about an inch thick and oue or

two inches square, and e\adently cut from a mass.

These pieces have been sprinkled with powdered
white sugar, to prevent them from sticldng together

in the small boxes in which they are jiacked.

RA'THENAU, a small manufacturing town of

Prussia, in the province of Brandenlrarg, on the
right bank of the Havel (here crossed by a stone

bridge), 45 miles west-north-west of Berlin. It con-

sists of two portions, one old, and surrounded by
walls, and the other new. Weaving, spinning, and
brick and tile making are cai'ried on, and there is a
large factory for making spectacles, which employs
lOU workmen. Pop. (1SG2) 6G3S.

RATHKEA'LE, a market and post-town of the

county of Limerick, Ireland, situated on the river

Deel, 17 miles south-west of Limerick. E. is a
place of some inland commerce, but possesses no
manufactures of any note. It is remarkable as

a chief centre of the Palatine settlers introduced
into Ireland soon after the close of the Jacoljite

war. Several of the families still remain in the
district. The popidation in IS61 numbered 2761,
of whom 2599 were Catholics.

RATHLI'N', Island or, an island GJ- miles in

length by IJ miles in breadth, in the barony of

Carey, county of Antrim, Ireland, 6i miles distant

from the coast at Ballycastle, lat. 54° 36' N., long.

9' 15' W., supposed to be the Ricinia of Ptolemy,
and Eicnia of Pliuy, and called variously by later

WTiters Eachri, E.aghlin, and Kagheren, or Puagh
Erin, fortress of Ireland. E. has been known in

history since the days of the first religious migra-
tions of the Irish monks under Columba ; it was the
scene of more than one struggle in the Danish wars,

and it afforded shelter, after his defeat in Scotland,

to Robert Bruce. In 155S, the Scottish colony
which then inhabited the island was attacked by
the Lord-deputy Sussex, and expelled from the

island with such slaughter, that in 1590 E. was
said to be entirely xminhabited. The geological

formation of E, is basalt with limestone, and on
the east side the basalt takes a columnar form,

similar to that of the Giants' Causeway on the Irish,

and of Staffa on the Scottish shore. The soil is
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liglit, l)ut ia the sheltered valleys productive.

Formerly, a considerable industry existed on the
island in the manufacture of kelp ; but since the

cessation of that trade (see Keli>) the population,

whioli in 1S41 amounted to lOJO, had at the census

of ISOl been reduced to 453.

IIA'TIBOII, a town of Prussi.a, in Upper Silesia,

staniU on the left bauk of the Oder, 44 niUes

south-south-cast of Opjicln. It is a walled town, and
a station on the Brcslau and Vienna Railway. Pop.

(ISGi') 11,794,^-110 arc employed in the mauutactiu'e

of hosiery, woollen and linen fabrics, and tobacco.

RATIFICA'TION is a legal term used in the

law of Scotland to denote the acknowledgment
made by a married woman apart from her husband,
and before a justice of the peace, tliat a deed
executed by her is voluntary, and made with full

knowledge of its legal efl'ect. In this sense, the

term corresponds to what is technically called in

England an acknowledgment by a married woman.
AVitli regard to minors, the term is also technically

used to denote the kind of conlirmation or ajjproval

given by a person arrived at majority to acts done
by him during minority, and which has tlie cll'cct of

conclusively establishing the validity of the act,

which would otherwise be voidable.

RATING OF MEN, in the Navy, signifies the

grade in which the man is entered on the ship's

books ; as, rated a potty officer, rated an able sea-

m.an, &c.

RATINGS of ships are divisions made hy the
Admiralty of all ships in the British n.ivy into

classes, by which certain allowances, the comple-
ment of ofEcers, and other arrangements, are regu-
lated. Eatings differ from time to time as the
general size of the vessels increases. The classifi-

cation at present (1865) is as follows : 1. Rated
ships. First-rates—all ships carrying 110 gnus
and upwards, or lOOU men and upwards. Secoiid-

rates—one of the Queen's yachts ; all ships above
SO guns and imder 110, or with crews of from
800 to 099 men. Third-rates—the Queen's other
yachts ; all flag-shijis or guard-ships (not of higher
rates) ; all ships of 00 to SO guns, or carrying CUO to

799 men. Fourth-rates—all frigate-built ships

carrying from 410 to GOO men. Fifth-rales—all

ships of from 300 to 400 men. Sixth-rates—all other

ships bearing captains. 2. Sloops—comprising all

vessels bearing commanders, and Inaving the prin-

cipal armament on one deck in broadside ports. 3.

Gun-vessels—all vessels having and carrying their

principal armament on one deck amidsiiips. 4. All
other ships and smaller vessels commanded by
lieutenants.

RA'TIO. See Peoportion.

RATION, in the Army and Navy, is the allow-

ance of provisions granted to each officer, non-
commissioned officer, soldier, or sailor. Tlie army
ration at home is % ib. of meat, and I lb. of Ijrcad

('best seconds') if in barracks, or -J lb. of meat
with li lb. of bread if in camp. For this ration

the pay of the recipient is subject to a fixed daily

stoppage of 4.^(Z. Abroad, the ration is 1 lb. of

bread, or ;] lb. of biscuit, and I lb. of fresh or

salt meat, except at certain stations, where, for

climatic reasons, a difiercnt ration is specially

provided. The bread ration may be increased

during opor.ations in the field, though not above
li lb. of bread or I lb. of biscuit. Buring active

ojierations, the officer commanding may du'cct the
issue, in additi'iu to the above, of wine, spirits, or

any other article of subsistence equivalent thereto.

The stoppage for t'nis foreign ration is 3ir/. The
families of soldiers accompanying them abroad are
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allowed the following rations : the wife (married
under regulation), half a ration ; each legitim.ate

child under 7, a quarter ration ; from 7 to 14, a
third part of a ration. When ofhcers receive a
colonial allowance in lieu of rations in kind, each is

subjected to a daily stopp.age of 2.^rf. A ration of

forage at home consists of 10 lbs. of o.ats, 12 lbs. of

hay, and 8 lbs. of straw for each horse. Cavalry
soldiers receive this without stoppage ; but their

officers suffer a deduction of S.^i/. jier r.ation. Statf-

oflicers and mounted officers of infantry provide
their own forage, and are granted a iieciiniary

allowance to enable them to do so ; the amount of

this allowance is fixed half-yearly by the Secretary
of State for War with reference to the market-price
of fodder ; it averages 2s. a day.
The full navy ration consists of the following

articles: Daily— 1| lb. of ship-biscuit, or lilli. of

Soft bread, J jjint of spirit, 2 oz. sugar, 1 oz. choco-
late, i oz. tea ; 1 lb. fresh meat, and J lb. of fresh

vegetables, when these are procurable ; otherwise,

1 lb. salt pork, with i pint split pease, or I lb. of salt

beef, with 9 oz. flour,
J-

oz. suet, and I^- oz. of

currants or raisins. On alternate salt beef days—

•

2 oz. jn-eserved potatoes. Weekly

—

\ pint oatmeal,

\ oz. mustard, \ oz. pepper, \ pint vinegar.

The sador's ration is issued free of any stoppage.

RA'TIONALISM (Lat. ratio, reason) strictly

signifies that method of thought which in matters
of religion not only allows the use of reason, but
considers it indispensable. The term has now, how-
ever, acquired a wider meaning, and stands in

opposition to Supranaturalism, or the belief in that
which either transcends, or, as others view it, con-
tradicts, both n.ature and reason—as, for example,
miracles. To comiirehend rightly the struggle be-

tween Rationalism and Supranaturalism, in modern
Protestant theology, one must look at it from a
historical point of view. The German and Swiss
divines, in maintaining their polemic against Roman
Catholicism (after the original enthusiasm of the
Refoi'mation had cooled down), took their stand on
the absolute authority of the Eible as a purely
divine book, containing no admixture of error of any
kind, either in form or substance—the very vowel-
jjoints of the Hebrew (an innovation long posterior

even to Christianity) being expressly held to be
inspired. This, the oldest and most stringent kind of

Protestant orthodoxj', gradually fell to pieces, partly
on account of its uuseientilic character, and partly

because it was demonstrated that the Bible itself

put forth no pretensions to such infallibility. The
first concessions to Rationalism were the admissions
that the biblical writers differed in regard to their

style and literary merit ; next (as a logical inference

from the foregoing), that they exercised a certain

amount of indepentlent power in the composition of

their works. But gradually other points were
assailed, some of which have been surrendered,

while others are still tenaciously held ; as that, in

matters of physical science, the sacred writers

sjioke according to the conceptions and beliefs

prevalent in their age, and not according to any
supernatural enlightenment ; that, on historical

points, their information might be either erroneous
or defective, or both ; that they might err in any-
thing except religious doctrine or sentiment; finally,

tliat they might err in such too, and that the Bible
is not the ' Word of God,' but only contains that
' Word,' which it is the province of human reason
to discover, and to separate from whatever accre-

tions of f.able, myth, symbolism, or error have
grown over it through the agency of man or the
lapse of time. This is properly the tlieological

Rationalism of modern times, and is held in Gar-
many, France, Holland, England, and America by
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many divines, wlio, nevertheless, look upon them-
selves as essentially Christian in their creed. But
as most investigators that proceed so far, take yet

a further step, and deny the presence of any element

other than human in the Bible, or that tliere is any
satisfactory e\'ideuce of the truth of its alleged

supranaturalism, the word Itationalism has, in

vulgar parlance, come to be synonymous with

infidelity. It may also be added that the term
Rationalism is also employed in a restricted sense to

denote the method of substituting for the miracu-

lous and supernatural in Scripture, something con-

sidered reasonable—e. g., the miracle of the crossing

of the Red Sea is explained by the hypothesis that

the Israelites crossed when the tide was out, while

the Egjiitians, hurriedly pursuing them, were taken

in the returning waters. The leader of this school

was Pauliis (q. v.), whose system, after a time, gave

way to the more scientilio mythical theory of

Strauss (q. v.).

RA'TIOS, Prime and Ultimate. There can be
little doubt that Newton discovered by means of

fluxions, of which he was in possession at a very

early age, the greater part oE that extraordinary

scries of theorems regarding motion, &c., which he

first published in the Principia. He had, however,

a great partiality for the synthetic form of demon-
stration, employed with such success by tlie (ircek

geometers ; and the consequence was that, in the

Prindpia, he avoided entirely the use of analysis

by fluxions, and invented for synthetical appli-

cations the closely allied method of Prime and
Ultimate Ratios. The fundamental idea involved

in fluxions, prime and ultimate ratios, and the

differential calculus, is the same, that of a
Limit (q. v.).

To give an idea of the nature, as well as to shew
the origin of the name, of the method, we may take

a very simple case. Let a particle be jirojected in

the direction AP; it will

move uniformly in that line

for ever, unless deflected

from it by some external

force. See Motion, Laws
ciF. Suppose that gi'avity

alone acts upon it, theu (see

I^EOJECTILES) it will dcscrilic

a parabolic path, AQ, to

which AP is the tangent
at A ; and the line i'Q,

which joins the disturbed

and nndistui-bed positions of the particle at any
instant, is vertical. Now, the lengths of AP
and AQ are not, in general, equal, but they are

more and more nearly equal as both are smaller;

and, by taking each small enough, vre may make
the pcrcentaije of difl'erence between them as

small as we choose. In other words, their prime
ratio, just at A, is unity. Again, the inscribed

square is less than a circle ; the octagon greater

than the square, but less than the circle ; the

regular polygon of IG sides gi-eater than the

octagon, but less than the circle ; and so on, con-

stantly doul)ling the ntunber of sides. But it can

bo shewn th.it the difl'erence of area between the

polygon and the circle may be made as sm.all a

percentage of the area of the cii'cle as we please,

by making the sides of the ]iolygon numerous
enough. Hence, the tdlimate ratio of the areas of

the cii-clc, and inscribed pol3'gon v.-ith an indeflnitely

great number of equal sides, is unity.

The basis of tlie method, which is implicitly

involved in the foregoing illustrations, is Kewton's
First Lemma : 'Quantities, and the r.atios of quan-
tities, which tend constantly to equality, and may
be made to approximate to each other by less than

Kg. 2.

any assignable difference, become ultimately equal.'

In other words, if we can make the j^ercentatje of

difference of two quantities as small as we choose,

we must produce ultimate equality.

From this, in his second and third Lemm.as,
Newton proves the fundamental principle of the
integral calculus as aj^plied to the determination of

the .areas of curves, by shewing that if a set of

parallelogi-ams, as

in the figure, be
inscribed in any
curvilinear space,

the percentage of

difference be-

tween the sum of

tlieir areas and
that of the curve
may be made as

small as wo please by diminishing indefinitely the

breadth of each parallelogi'am, and increasing their

number proportionallj'.

Next, he shews how to compare two curvilinear

spaces, by supposing them filled with such parallelo-

grams, each of the first bearing to one of the second
a constant ratio.

Next, that the homologous sides of simUar
curvilinear figures are proportion.al.

The sixth Lemma is merely a definition of con-

tinuous curvature in a curve, as distinguished from
abrupt change of dii-ection.

The seventh, eighth, and ninth Lemmas are of very
great importance. The general principle involved

in their proof is this—to examine what occurs in

indefinitely small arcs, by drawing a m.agnilied

representation of them such as alwaj'S to be on a
finite scale, however small the arcs themselves

may be. Thus, to shew that the cliord of a small

arc is ultimately equal to the arc— of which we
have in Trigonometry (q. v.) as a particular case,

the idtimate equality of an arc and its sine—ha

ri3. 3.

proceeds somewhat as follows : Let AB be an arc

of continued curvature, AC the tangent at A.
Produce the chord AB till it has a finite length,

A'). Descrilio on Ah, as chord, an arc similar to

AB. This, by a previous lemma, will touch AC at

A. Now, as B moves up to A, let the same con-

struction be pei'jietually made, then b will apjiroxi-

mate more and more closely to AC {because the
arc AB is one of continuous curvature), and the
magnified arc will constantly lie between AC and
Ah. Hence, ultimately, when Ah and AC coincide

in direction, the arc A6 (which is alw.ays between
them) will coincide with Ah. Similarly, AD being
any line making a finite angle with AC, draw DBK
cutting off' a finite length from AD ; this iirocess

enables us to prove that the triangles AEl), antl

the rectihnear and curvilinear triangles AED, are

all ultimately equal.

Finally (and this is the step of the greatest im-

portance m the dynamical aiijilications), if the lines

I AD, DE, D'E' be drawn under the above restric-

tions, the ultimate ratio of the curvihnear or recti-

linear triangles AEB, AE'B' is that o£ the squares
U'l
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of cnrrosponding sides. From tliis, in the ninth

and last Lemma, it is easily shewn that the spaces

described under the action of a Unite force have

rig. 4.

their prime ratios as the squares of the times

;

whence we pass at once to the ever-memoralile
investig.ations of the Pnncipia regarding the orbits

described under the action of various forces.

The method of prime and ultimate ratios is little

used now (excejit in Cambridge, which does honour
to itself in making part of the Principta a subject
of study), as the differenti.al and integral calculus

help us to the required results with far greater ease.

But to the true student of n.atural philosophy, the
synthetic method of Newton is of very great value,

as it shews him clearly at every stej) the nature of

the process he is can-jnug out, which is too apt to

be lost sight of entirely in the semi-mechanical
procedures common to all forms of symbolical
reasoning.

KA'TISBON. See Kegensbueo.

RA'TLINE.S, or RATLINGS, are steps in the
ladders by which sailors ascend from the deck to
the mast-heads. They consist of thin cords fastened
horizontally across the shrouds at an easy step
apart, thus forming a convenient ladder. To i)re-

vent the ratline slip])ing, it is commonly tied to the
shroud in a peculiar knot called a clove-hitch.

EAT-SNAKE [Coryphodon Blumenhadiii), a ser-

pent of the family Coluhrida; (see Colueee), which
13 often kept in a state of domestication in Ceylon,
on account of its usefulness in killing rats. Like
the rest of its family, it is destitute of poison-fangs.
It is capable of being rendered very tame, and
displaj's considerable intelligence.

RAT-TAIL MAGGOT, the larva of a dipterous
insect, ErisUdis tenax, of the family Muscidm. It
inhabits mud, and breathes by means of tubes
attached in telescope fashion to the tail, which
terminates in a brush of hairs, and is always held
up to the surface of the water, being elongated
when the depth of water increases. The perfect
insect is very like a bee.

EATTA'N, RATAN. or ROTTANG (Calamus),
a genus of palms very different in habit from most
of the order ; having a reed-like, slender, often
jointed, and extremely long stem, sometimes even
1000 feet or upwards in length. The name R. is

extended to others of the same trilie of palms, hav-
ing the same general habit, although constituted by
botanists into different genera. The stem, which is

very smooth, and hard and silicious externaUy, is

either erect, or ascends and descends among trees
;

often laying hold as it ascends by means of hooked
prickles, the extremities of the midribs of its leaves,
which are scattered at considerable intervals along
its whole length, and envelop it by their sheathing
st.alks, and then descending in graceful festoons to
climb again a neighbouring tree. Sometimes, how-
ever, there are no leaves scattered along the stem.
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Sir James E. Tennent says, in his work on Ceylon :

' 1 have seen a specimen '2M feet loner, and an inch
in diameter, without a single irregularity, and no
appearance of foliage other than the bunch of

feathery leaves at the extremity.' The leaves are
always pinnate, and very beaiitifid. Tlie fruit is a
dry berry, covered with imbricated scales, and
generally one-seeded.

The species are very niunerous, all natives of

the East Indies. A few species are found in the
southern parts of India ; but they abound along
the southern foot of the Himalaya, in Chittagong,
Silhet, Assam, the south-east of Asia, and many of

the islands of that region. They are all very useful,

are much employed in their native countries, for

making plaited work, ropes, &c., and are very
largely imported into Britain and other parts of the
world, generally under the name of Cane, and chieily

in order to be used for plaited or wicker work.
—Bridges of great strength are made, in some
parts of the East, of the stems of these palms.
They are twisted into ropes in some parts of the
East, which are used for binding wild elephants,

and for other purposes requiring great strength

;

the vessels of Java, Sumatra, and neighbouring
regions, are very generally furnished with cables

made of them, which are extensively manufactured
at Malacca ; aud the Chinese make rojies of rattans

by splitting them longitudinally, soaking them, and
attaching them to a wheel, which is kept in motion,

whilst new rattans are added, one by one, to

increase the lengtli of the rope.—The species called

Calamus rudeniitun, which has very long stems, is

much emiiloyod in rope-making. Many species

probably furnish the canes of commerce, one of

which, C. verus, a native of India, is only about 20
feet in length. The elegant walking-canes called

Calamus, or Rattan

:

a, part of a stem ^ith leaves j b, inflorescence.

Malacca Canes are believed to be the produce of

C. scipionum ; the plant, however, does not grow in

Malacca, but in Sum.atra.—Small stems of R. are

used as a substitute for whalebone in umbrellas.

—

The fruit of some species of R. is a delicate article

of food ; and the young shoots, variously dressed,

are equal to the finest of vegetables.—A very tine

kind of Drarjou's Blood (q. v.) is obtained from
a species of R. (C. Draco), and particularly from
the fruit, on the surface of which it appears as a
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resinous exudation. Various methods are employed
for collecting it.

The canes of commerce are usually imported in

bundles of 100 canes, each cane from 15 to 20 feet

in length ; from 200,000 to .'300,000 of these bundles
are annually imported into Britain.

RA'TTANY, or RHATAXY {Krameria Man-
dm), a half-shrubby plant, of the natural order
PoliiaalecF, a native of the cold sterile table-lands of

the Andes in Peru and Bolivia. It is called Eatanhia
in Peru. It is valued for the medicinal properties

of the root, which are shared more or less by
other species of the same genus, also natives of

South America. The dried root is a powerful
astringent, and a usefid tonic ; and is emploj-ed in

mucous discharges, passive haemorrhages, and cases

of relaxation and debility. It is also used as a
tooth-powder, often mixed with orris-root and
charcoal. II. root is impoi-ted from different parts
of South America, but chiefly from Lima. It is

extensively imported into Portugal in order to

communicate a rich red colour to wines. The
peculiar properties of E. root are supposed to be
chiefly owing to an acid called Kramertc AciJ.

E.'VTTAZZI, TJp.EAyo, an Italian statesman, was
born in tlie middle ranks of life, at Alessandj'ia

(Piedmont), in ISIO. He was an advocate at C'asale,

where, in 1S47, he was President of the .-Vgricultural

Committee. ."Vfter the proclamation of the consti-

tution in 1S4S, he was elected member for

Alessandria, and began his political career as a
democrat. His knowledge, eloquence, and liberal

principles raised him to the ministry, and his first

act was to write to the bishops, threatening to have
them arrested, if they should preach against liberty.

He resisted his chief, Gioberti, who wished to send
Piedmontese soldiers into Tuscany and Korac, to

prevent the occupation of these places by the

Austrians and French ; urged Charles Albert into

a new war with Austria, and after the defeat of

Novara, was obliged to retire from the ministry.

After Napoleon's coup d'i-tat, the hberty of Pied-

mont was threatened, and Cavour, E., and their

parties joined together to defend it. This union
was called connubio. R. took the portfolio of Min-
ister of Justice in the Cavour Ministry in 1S5-1, and
presented the bill for the abolition of convents. The
priests were up in arms against liim, and he was
strenuously opposed by the Catholic partj'. After
the Mazzinian movement in 1S07, being accused
of weakness in suppressing it, he retired. After
the peace of Villafranca, he retiu-ned to the
ministry. He did not wish to accept definitively

the annexation of the Duchies, because he knew
that the price of it was Savoy and Kice, which he
was unwilling to give up ; and being, as is alleged,

secretly undermined by Cavour and Sir James
Hudson, he fell. He returned to the ministry in

1S02, after having made an agreement with
Garibaldi to give the assistance and support of the

government for an expedition into Turkey. It is

alleged that Sir J. Hudson knew it, and m order

to dissuade Garibaldi from the enterprise, instigated

him to go to Eome. The result was Aspromoute.
After that tragedy, E., hated by the parliament

and by the country, retired from the ministry.

He is an able administrator, an eloquent orator, and
much liked by the king.

KA'TTLESNAKE (Crotnlus), a genus of serpents

of the family Crotalida:, distinguished from the

rest of that family by the rattle at the end of the

tail. They are also characterised by having only
one row of jtlates under the tail. The genus is

subdivided by mauy authors according to the scales

and shields with which the head is covered in

different species. All the species are American,
and are much dreaded for their deadly venom,
altliough they seldom assaO man, imless molested,
and tlie rattle often gives timely warning of danger.
The E. is often found at rest in a coiled form, with
the rattle somewhat erected from the centre of the
cod ; and when it begins to be irritated, the rattle

shakes. Eattlesnakes are generally rather sluggish

in their movements, but they are most active and
most dangerous in the warmest weather, their bite

being more formidable at such a time, as well as

more readily inflicted. The elTects of the bite are
various, according not only to the condition of the
serpent, but also according to the constitution of

the person bitten, and the jilaee into which the
fangs have been inserted, the worst case being
when the poison immediately enters a large vein,

and so is carried at once to the most vital parts.

Death to human beings has been known to ensue
in a few minutes, whilst in other cases, hours or
days have elapsed, and sometimes the sufl'erer

recovers. Almost all animals shew what may be
deemed an instinctive dread of the E., and a great
imwillingness to approach it. Hogs and peccaries,

however, are so far from regarding it with dread,

that they kill and eat it, finding safety from its

venom probably not in any pecuharity of consti-

tution, but in their thickness of skin, and the
thickness of the layer of fat under the skin.

Eattlesnakes are viviparous, and exhibit attach-

ment to their young. It is said of them, as of the
viper, that on the appearance of danger, the mother
receives her young ones into her mouth and gidlet,

or stomach, ejecting them again uninjured when
the danger is past, bat the same doubt attaches to

the story as in the case of the viper. The power
of Fascination (q. v.) has not been more frequently
ascribed to any kind of serpent.

The rattle is a very pecubar appendage. It con-
sists of a number of- thin horny cells, jointed
together ; each, except the terminal one, of a conical

form, and in great part covered by that next to

it, against the sides of which its apex strikes when
the rattle is shaken, so as to produce a rustling or

rattling noise. It is generally behevcd that the

Eattlesnake (Crotalus horridus).

number of joints in the rattle increases with the

age of the serpent, one being added at each casting

of the skin. One species of E. (Crotalus horridus),

sometimes called the C.-uicavel.^, is found in the

warm parts both of North and South America. Its

muzzle is covered by three or four pau'S of plates.

Its scales have a sharp elevated keel. It attains

the length of eight feet, although it is seldom found

of so great a size. Its colour is yellowish-brown
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aT>nve, villi a Lrnnil dark streak on each side of

the neck, and a series of broad lozense-shapcd sjiots

on tlie baclc.—Another species, Crotaliis or Urnp-
sophna diirixsn.'i, extends further northward, as far

as tlie southern shores of the great lakes. It is of

a pale brown colonr, with a dark streak across the

temples, and dark spots on the bod}', often assum-
ing the form of bands ; the keel of the scales not

so strongly developed, and the muzzle with fewer

shields than in the former species, which it

I'csenibles in size. A third species, Crotalun or

CrolaJoplioriis miliarli, having the head completely

covered with large shields, is also common in many
jiarts of Korth Ameriea, and is as much dreaded as

either of those already named, notwithstanding its

nmeh smaller size, because the sound of its rattle

is so feeble as not readily to attract attention. It

is of a brownish-olive colour, with brown spots on
the back and sides, the belly black.—In the colder

countries which they inhabit, rattlesnakes spend
the \rinter in a torpid state, retiring for that pur-

pose into holes, or hiding themselves among moss.

KATZ ROSZORJIENY. See Boszoiimexy.

EAUCH, CHKreTLVX Daniel, one of the most
distinguished German scidptors, "was born at Arol-

sen, tlie ca]iital of the principality of Waldeck,
in 1777. lie early began the study of sculpture

;

but on the death of his father, in 1797, he was
obliged to go to Berlin, where he bec.inie valet

to Frederick-William II., king of Prussia. On
the death of that prince, R. determined to follow

the bent of his inclination for the fine arts. In
this he was assisted by the new king Frederick-

William III., who afibrded him facilities for design-

ing and niodclling statues, and recommended him
as a pupil in the Academy of the Fine Arts. A
statue of Endymion and a bust of Queen Luisc
of Prussia executed at this time, convinced the king
of R.'s abilities, and he gave him the means of

iroceediug to Rome for his further imiirovcnient.

!. spent six years in that city, working at his

profession with much assiduity, to render himself

worthy of the friendship of Thorwaldsen and
Cauova. At Rome, he also enjoyed the friend-

ship of William Humboldt, at that time Prussian
minister there.

Among his v.'orks at this time were bassi-rilievi

of ' Hippolytus and PhaaJra,' a ' Mars and Venus
wounded by Dionicdes,' a colossal bust of the king
of Prussia, and busts of Raphael Mcngs and the
Count de Wengersky. In ISll, he was called by the
king of Prussia to Berlin to c.\ecute a monumental
statue of Queen Luiso. This great work obtained
for R. a European reputation. It is placed in the
mausoleum of the queen in the garden of Charlot-
tcnburg. R. was not, however, quite s.atislied with
this triumph of his art, but commenced a new statue

of the queen, which he finished II years afterwards,

and which is allowed to be a masterpiece of sculp-

ture. It is placed in the jialace of Sans Souci, near
Potsdam. R., after this, lived ])rineipally at Berlin,

but occasionally visited Rome, Carrara, and Munich.
Ho laboured iudefatigably in his profession, and by
182-1, had executed 70 busts in marble, of which
20 were of colossal size.

R.'s jniucipal worlcs, besides those above men-
tioned, arc—two colossal bronze st.atues of Field-

marshal BlUcher, one of v.-hich was erected, with
gi-eat solemnity, at Breslau in IS27 ; a bronze
statue of Iilaximilian of Bavaria, erected at Munich
in 1835; and statues of Albert Diircr, Goethe,
Schiller, and Schlciermacher, erected in various
places in Germany. His greatest work is the
magnilicent monument of "Frederick the Great,
which adorns Berlin. The model for this statue

was designed by R, in conjunction with Professor
Schinhcl, the architect, in IS.'iO ; and after 21) years'

labour, the statue was finished in 1850, and was
inaugurated with great pomp in May 1851.

In his works, R. lias the merit of having sur-
mounted the dithcidties which modern costume
opposes to the ideal representation of personages
of the present age ; and while he preserved the
salient points of his model, he possessed the art of

sacrilicing the less important details to the exigences
of the beautifuL He died at Dresden on December
3, 1857.

^
EAU'HES HAUS is the n.anie of a great institu-

tion founded and hitherto managed by Wichern at
Horn, near Hamburg, in eonnecticni with the German
Home Mission (Innere Mliaion). It is partly a refuge
for morally neglected children

;
partly a boarding-

schor>l for the moral and intellectual education
of children of the higher classes ; lastly, a train-

ing-school for those who wish to become teachers
or officials in houses of correction, hospitals, &c.,

in promotion of the objects of the Home Mission.
The first foundation of this model institution—for

such it has become for Germany as well as for

France—was laid by a wealthy citizen of Hamburg,
who made over to it a piece of land. It was opened
on November 1, 1831, by Wichern with 12 morally
neglected children. By the addition of new houses,
the whole has. however, been very much enlarged,
and has of late almost grown into a colony. A
printing-office, a bookbinder's shop, and bookselling
form part of the institution. Recently, about 100
neglected children (one-third are girls) receive their

education in the establishment. They live in families

of twelve, each family being under the paternal
superintendence of a young artisan, who employs
the children according to their capabilities, jiartly

in indoor, partly in outdoor, manual labour. The
watching and care of these children devolve on
assistants, who also take part in the instruction of

the institution, with a view to prepare themselves
for the work of the Home Jlission in other institu-

tions. Tliese instructors receive bo.ard and clothing,

but no salary. In connection with the R. H., there
was founded in 18-15 a kind of conventual institute

for the education of young men, with a view to

become heads or superintendents of similar insti-

tutions. Entrance into this institution is limited

to the age of 20—30. Besides religious belief

and good character, freedom from military duties,

bodily and mental health, some scholastic acquire-

ments, and a knowledge of some craft or of

agricnlture, are required. The boarding-school was
established in 1851, and at the same time a seminary
was founded, in which 12 brethren of the R. H.
are esiiecially prepared for school-work.

PvAUMER, Feied. Ludw. Geoeg von, a noted
German historical VTiter, was born on May 14,

1781, in AVcirlitz, near Dessau; studied law and
political economy at Halle and Giittingen; filled

dillerent law appointments (180G—1811) ; and in

the last-mentioned year was named Professor at

Breslau. In 1819, he was called to Berlin as

Professor of History and Political Economj-.
Among his writings may be mentioned

—

Seeks

Diidoi/e iiher Krierj nnd Ilandcl (ISOO) ; J)as
BrUlischa Beateuerungsst/stcm (Bcri. 1810); T/ie

Orations of jEschincs and DemosHienes de Corona
(Berl. 181 i); CCI Emendaliones ad Tahidas Genea-
lor)icas Arabum et Turcariim (Heidelb. ISll);
Ilandbuch merkwilrdhjcr Stdlai aus den lat. Ge-
sehkhl.ichrc'ibern des ilittelaltcrs (Handbook of

Remarkable Passages in the Latin Historians of

the Middle Ages, Bresl. 1813) ; Vorlesungen 'liber

die alte Geschichte (Lectures on Ancient History,
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2 vols. Leip. 1S47) ; Gexchiclitc dcr Ilohenstmifen
tnid Hire)' ZeH (History of the Hohenstaufen dynasty
and their Time, 6 vols. Lcip. 1823—1S25) ; Ueber
die tjfsclikhtliclie Entwklcdunij der Bcgrhfe von Recht
Slaal und Politth (On the Historical Development
of the Ideas of Law, State, and Politics, 2J od.

Lcip. 1S32) ; Prussian Municipcd Law (Leij). 1S2S);

Brii'fi aiis Paris und Frankrcick, IS.'JO (2 vols. Leip.

1831) ; Briefe ans Paris zur Erlduterxinrj des

Grschichte des 16lh wul ITlh Jalirli. (2 vols. Lcip.

1831); Gcsehichle Europas scit deni Endc dcs 15

Jalirh. (History of Europe from the End of the
15th Century, vols. 1—8, Leip. 1832—1850)

;

England, 1835 (2 vols. Leip. 1836) ; England, 1841

(3 vols. Lcip. 1842) ; Beilrilrje zur Neuern
Geschichie ans dem Brit. Musemn, d-c. (5 vols. Leip.

183G— 1839); Itidie: Beilrtirie zur Kenntnissdies es

Landes (2 vols. Leip. 1840) ; Die Veirinigfen Stouten
Von JSfordamerika (2 vols. Leip. 1845) ; Anti-
quarisclie Briefe (Leip. 1851). The unfavoiiralde
reception of an oration of E. in honour of King
Frederick IL compelled him, in 1847, to resign the
secretaryship and membership of the Academy of

Sciences at Berlin, in consequence of which he was
elected town-councillor of Berlin, .lud member of

the Frankfurt Parliament, where he belonged to

the right centre. I'rom Frankfurt, he went as

ambassador to Paris. Subsequently, he became a
member of the lirst chamber at Berlin. In 1853,
he was nominated, at his own request, Professor

Emeritus at the imiversity of Berlin.

EAUMER, Kakl Georg von, Tirother of the
preceding, was bom April 9, 1783, in Worlitz,
studied from 1801—1805 at Gottingen and Halle,

then at the Mining Academy at Freiberg, and was
appointed Professor of Mineralogy at Breslau
University in 1811. He took part as a volunteer
in the War of Liberation (1813—1814), was
translated in 1819 to the university of Halle; and
finally, in 1827, was appointed Professor of Miner-
alogy and Natural History in the imiversity of

Erlangcn. R. has obtained a wide and well-

deserved reputation by his geographical and geo-

logical WTitings, among which are Georjnostiche

Frarjmente (Geognostic Fragments, Niirnb. 1811) ;

JJcr Granit dcs liiesengebirr/es (The Granite of the
Ricsengebirge, Berl. 1813) ; Das Gcbirge Kieder-
srhlesicns (The Mountains of Lower Silesia, Berl.

1819) ; A B a Buck der Kri/slall/cunde (The ABC
of Cr3'stallograph5', 2 vols. Berl. 1817 ; snpplcm.
1821). His interest in literary and scholastic

education is evinced in his valuable Geschichte der
Pddago'jik (History of Pedagogy, 4 vols. Stuttg.
1846— 1S55). Other works of more or less conse-

quence are his Lrhrbueh der alUierncinen Geographic
(Manual of Universal Geography, Leip. 1848) ;

Pedeslinc (Lcip. 1850); Der Zng der Isreieliten aus
Acrpiptrn narh Canaan (Leip. 1837); and Krcuzziige

(Stuttg. 1840).

RAUPACH, Eexst Benj. Sal., a Gei-man
dramatist, boru on May 21, 1784, in Straubitz

(Silesia), received his education in the Gymnasium
at Liegnitz, studied theology at Halle, was for ten
years tutor in Russia, held lectures at St Peters-
burg University, and was subsequently (1816)
appointed there Professor of Philosopliy, German
Litcr.ature and History. R. left Russia in 1822,
and died at Berlin, ilarch 18, 1S52. Among his

early plays, the following are noteworthy

—

TJte

Princes Chawnnsbj (ISIS); Die Ge/esseltcn (The
Enchained, 1821) ; Der Liebe Zauberlrtis (Tlie

Magic Ring of Love, 1824); Die Freunde (The
Friends, 1825) ; Isidor nnd Olga (182G) ; Eafaele
(1S2S) ; Die Toehter der Lv/t (The Laughter of the
Air), after Calderoa (1829). Among his comedies

m.ay lie mentioned

—

Critic nnd Aniierilic; Die
Seldeichlicindlcr (The Smugglers) ; Der Zeitgeist (The
Siiirit of the Time) ; Das Sonnett ; and the farces,

Denk an Casar (Remember G'esar), and SchcUa
im Monde. Of his posthumous works, the principal
are

—

Jaeoblne von Holland (1852) ; Der Kegclspicler
(The Player at Nine-pins) ; the tragi-comcdy,
Midicr taceat in Eeclesia (1853) ; and Seed aiicl

Fruit (1854). R.'s writings display great know-
ledge of stago-efl'eet, a happy t.aleut for the invention
of new anil interesting situations, a power of vivid
dramatic diction, aud a fine play of verbal wit.

RAVAILLAC, Frax^oi.'?, a native of the French
province of Angouleme, where he was born in

1578, has acquired an obnoxious reputation as the
murderer of Henri IV. of France. In early life,

R. was in turn clerk to a notary and master
of a school ; but having fallen into debt, he was
thrown into prison, the confinement and restraint

of which preyed upon his health, and produced
hallucinations of mind. Under the inlluence ot

this mental excitement, he renounced all secular
pursuits ; and on his release from prison, after having
served for a time in the order of the Fcuillants, he
fell under the influence of the Jesuits, through
whoso mstrumentality it is believed that his insane
hatred of the Huguenots, as the enemies of the
church, was directed more especially against Hcm'i
of Navarre, their former leader. Having resolved
to assassinate the king, he eagerly watched his

opportimity, and on the 14th of May 1610, as the
king was yiassing in his coach through the narrow
street of Laferronnerie, got upon the right hinder-

wheel of the carriage at the moment that its

further advance was hindered by a heavy w.agon
in front of it, and leaning forward, he i)lungetl a
knife into tlie lireast of the king. The lirst blow
glanced aside, but at the second thrust, the knife

(nitered the heart. R. escaped in the confusion, but
being soon captured with the knife still in his hand,
he admitted his guilt ; aud having been formally
tried and condemned, ho was put to the torture;

and suffered death on Jlay 27, in the Place de Gr&ve,
under circumstances of great cruelty, his body being
torn asunder by horses. R. refused to the last to

acknowledge whether he had had instigators or
abettors, aud hence the widest scope was given to

conjecture, sus]iiciou being in turn directed to the
queen, Marie de' Medici, aud her favourites, the
Conciui, to the Due d'Epernon, aud to the Spanish
com-t and their Jesuit advisers, but there is no good
ground for such suspicions. M. Henri Martin
{Histoire de France) and M. Poirson (Hisfoire de
Henri IV., tome II.) have examined the particulars

of the process instituted against R. with scrupulous
impartiaUty, and have come to the conclusion
that the real cause of the crime was fanaticism
degenerated into monomania.

E.WAN'A (from the causal of the Sanscrit ru,

cry, alarm, hence literally he who causes alarm) is

the name of t\\e Bukshasa (q. v.) who, at the time of

Ram.a, ruled over Lanka or Ceylon, aud having
carried off SJta, the wife of R.lma, to his residence,

was ultimately conquered and slain by the latter.

Ravan'a is described as having been a giant witli

ten faces, aud in consequence of austerities and
devotion, as having obtained from S'iva a promise
which bestowed upon him iUimited power, evcu
over the gods. As the promise of S'iva could not be
revoked, i Vishn'u evaded its efficacy in becoming
iucarnate as Rama, and hence kdled the demon-
giant. See under A'isun'u and Raksh^vs.^.

RA'VELIN, in Fortification, is a triangular work
of less elevation than the main defences, situated

with its salient angle to the front before the curtain,

l;5
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which v/ith the shouMcre of the adjoining bastions,

it serves to protect. It is ojien at the rear, so as to

be commanded by the cnrtain, if taken, and is sepa-

rated from that work by the main ditch, whUe in

its own front the ditch of the ravelin intervenes

between itself and the covert-way. The guns of

the ravelin sweep the glacis, and perform a very

import.ant fnnction in commanding the space imme-
diately before the salient angles of the two next

bastions, ground which the guns of the bastions

themselves cannot cover. The bastions, on the

other hand. Hank the ravelin. In the fortifications

of Alessandria, designed by Eousmard in 1803, the

ravehns are placed in front of the glacis. See the

diagrams in art. Fortification.
The original name of the ravelin was riveUino,

which indicates a derivation from vcijUare, to watch,

the ravelin having probably been at fii'st a watch-

tower, answering to the still earlier barbacan.

KAVEN (Coiinis corax), a species of Crow (q. v.),

remarkable for its large size. It is more than two
feet in length from the tip of the bill to the extre-

mity of the tail. The bill is thick and strong,

compressed at the sides, the mandibles sharp at the

edges ; the upper mandil)le curved at the tip, and
exceeding the lower in length. The b.%se of the

Eaven (Corvus corax).

bill is surrounded with feathers and bristles. The
tail is rounded, but the midi.Uo feathers are con-

siderably the longest. The wings are long

—

extending from tip to tip to .52 inches—the fourth

quill-feather being longest. The colour is a iini-

form black, with more or less of metallic lustre,

which is ]iarticularly conspicuous in tlie elongated

throat-feathers of the male, and is wanting in the

whole plumage of the female and young.

The K. is a bird of wide geograjihio distribution.

It is found in almost all parts of the northern

hemispb.ero, but most abundantly in the more
northern and the mountainous parts of it. In other

parts of the world, and within the nortiiern hemi-

sphere itself, however, other closely allied sjiecies

have probably been often mistaken for it. There
are several species of crow very similar to the K. in

colour, size, and habits.

The K. is generally to be seen cither solitary

or in pairs. It is one of the most thoroughly
omnivorous of birds. It feeds on fruits and nuts

in forests ; it picks up worms or molluscs ; it sucks
eggs ; it kills young hares, or even lambs ; it

rejoices in carrion, and not nnfrequently attacks

weak or sickly beasts, almost invariably choosing

their eyes as its first point of assault. It generally

makes its nest of sticks, coarse weeds, wool, hair,

&c., in rocky places, on a narrow ledge of a preci-

jnce, or in some similar situation. Ravens are occa-

sionally captured when young, .and become interest-

ing pets, being remarkable for their impudence and
cunnina, their look of sage thoughtfulnes.'!, their

inquisitiveness, their mischievous proi}ensitics, \\diich

promjtt thcin to destroy everything that can be
destroyed, and always as if the fact of its destruc-

tion aflbrded them pleasure, their thievishncss,

their love of glittering things, and their power of

iniit.ating human speech, wliich is almost equal to

that of parrots. The K. is celebr.ated for its longe-

vitj', and inst.anccs are on record of ravens which
have certainly lived for seventy or eighty years.

The E. has been gener.ally reckoned .a bird of ill-

omen, prob.ably on account both of its colour and
its extremely harsh croaking voice, which may
sometimes be heard in hue weather as if coming
from the sky, the R. being a bird of powerful wing,

and often soaring very high in the air.

RAVE'NNA, an important city of Central Italy,

43 miles east-south-east from Bologn.a, and 4^ miles

from the Adriatic ; lat. 44° 24' N., long. 12° 12' E.

Pop. (1SG2) of the commune, 57,303 ; of the town
proper, 19,118. It is situated in the midst of a

well-watered, fertile, and finely -wooded plain.

It, is surrounded by old bastions, and by walls

where m.ay still be seen the iron rings to which
the cables of ships were formerly fastened ; the

sea is now at the distance of about 4 miles from

the city. The streets are wide ; the squares are

adorned with statues of the popes, and the houses

have a gloomy appcar.auce. I!, is an ancient city,

ricli in monuments of art. The cathedral was
built in the 4th c. ; it h.as five naves, supported by
24 marble pdlars, and in the sacristy there are

preserved the ivory chair of St Massimino and the

Calendario Pasquale, both of the 4th century. San
Fr.ancesco possesses the tomb of Dante, erected in

the 15th century. The library of II. contains 50,000

volumes. It h.as an archaeological museum, and
many educational institutions. There are manu-
factures of silk, linen, pajier, glass, and kitchen

utensils.

R. was prob.ably of TJmbrian origin ; it was at

least an Umbrian city when it passed into the

hands of the llom.ans. Augustus made it a first-

class seaport and nav.al station ; 400 years later,

the Emperor Honorius took refuge there, and made
R. the capital of the empire. The city was taken
by Odoacer, then by Theodorio and by TotUa

;

tlie latter was conquered by Karses, who made it

the residence of the exarclis in 553. In 1218, it

became a republic. In 1275, Guido da Polenta con-

quered it, and there cstal>lishcd his court, where
he received Uaute. R, was afterwards taken by
the Venetians, who kept it till 15U9. Under Charles

v., it passed into the hands of the popes.

Under the walls of E., a gi-eat battle was fought

in 1512 between the French and the Sjianiards, in

which Gaston de Foix purch.ased victory with his

life.

EAVENSCROFT, Tiiojias, an eminent English
musical composer. He was born in 1592, received his

musical education in St Paul's choir, and h.ad the
de.gree of Bachelor of Music conferred on him when
only 15 years of age. In IGll, appeared his Melts-

mata, Mtts'ical P/iansics, ttc, a collection of 23
part-songs, some of them of great beauty ; and
three years later, he brought out another collection

of ])art-sangs under tlie title of Brief Discourses,

^vith an ess.ay on the old musical modes. Turning
his attention to psalmody, he published, in 1621, a
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collection of psalm-tunes for four voices, entitled

The Whole Hook of Psalms, composed into Four
Parts hy Sundry Authors to such 7\ines as have been
and are usually sunu in England, Scotland, Wales,
Germany, Italy, France, and the Netherlands. This
was the first publication of its kind, and all

similar works of later date have been largely

indebted to it. Among the contributors to this

collection were Tallis, Morley, Dowland, and all

the great masters of the day ; the name of John
MiJton, the father of the poet, appears as the com-
poser of York and Korwich times ; while St Davids,
Canterbury, Dangor, and many others which have
since become popular, are by R. himself. Each of

the 150 Psalms has a distinct melody assigned it.

Two collections of secular songs similar to the
Melismata. and entitled Pammelia andDculcromella,
have been assigned to 1!. ; but it is probable that
only a few of these songs were composed by him,
while he may have revised and edited the whole.
A selection from the Melismata, Brief Discourses,

Pammelia, and Deuteromelia was printed by the
Ro.xburghe Club in 1S23. R. died about 1640.

RAVIGNAN, GusTAVcs FrjIxcis X.wer
Del.^croix de, a celebrated preacher of the Jesuit
order, was born at Bayonne, December 2, 1795.

He studied in the Lycee Bonaparte at Paris, and
having embraced the legal profession, and obtained
his degree, was named auditor of the Cour Royale
at Paris, and afterwards, in 1S21, received an
appointment in the Tribunal of the Seine. The
prospect thus opened for him, however, soon lost

its attraction, and in 1822 he formed the resolu-

tion of relinquishing his career at the bar, and
entering the church. Haring spent some time in

the college of St Sulpice, he soon passed into the
novitiate of the Jesuits at Jlontrouge, and thence
to Dole and St Acheul for his theological studies, at

the termination of which he was himself aiipointed

a professor. On the expidsion of the Jesuits

from France in 1830, R. withdrew to Freiburg
in Switzerland, where he continued to teach in the
schools of his own order; but after some time
he was transferred to the more congenial duty of

preaching, lirst in several of the Swiss towns, and
afterwards in Savoy, at Charabeiy, at St lUaurico,

and other places. At length, iu 1835, he appeared
in the pulpit of the cathedral of Amiens. In the
following year, he was chosen to pi-each the Lenten
sermons at the church of St Thomas d'Aquin in
Paris; and liuallj-, in 1S37, was selected to rejdace
Lacordaire (q. v.) at Kotre Dame, in the duty of

conducting the special ' conferences' for men which
had been opened in that church. For ten years,

Pcre de R. occujiied this pulpit with a success
which has rarely been equalled, and his ' con-

ferences ' are regarded as models of ecclesiastical

eloquence. In 1842, he undertook in addition to

preach each evening during the entire Lent; and it

is to the c.Kccssivo fatigue thus induced that the
premature break-down of his strength is ascribed.

To the labours of the pulpit, he added those also

of the press. He published an Apology of his order
in 1S44; and in 1854 a more lengthened work with
the same view, Clemrnt XIII. et Clement XIV., 2
vols. 8vo, which was intended as a reply to the Life

of Clement XI T., by the Oratorian Father Theiner.
These, with some occasional sermons and ' confer-

ences,' constitute the sum of the publications issued
during his life. In 1855, he was invited by the
Emperor Napoleon III. to preach the Lent at the
Tuileries. On the 2Gth February 1S5S he died in

the convent of his order at Paris, in his Cod year.

His Memoirs have been ]iublished by his brethren,
and a collected edition of his works and remains
has been for some time in progress.

KAVIXA'LA. See Traveller's Tree.

RAWAL PINDI, a large, walled town of the
Punjab, in the doab between the rivers Indus and
Jhelura. It contains a large bazaar, and carries

ou an active transit-trade between Hindustan and
Afghanistan, but is not otherwise noteworthy.
Pop. about 16,000.

RA'WICZ, a town of Prussia, in the government
of Posen, close to the Silesian frontier, G4 miles
south of Posen by railwa}-. It is surrounded by
walls. Spinnmg, weaving, brewing, manufactures
of tobacco and leather, and a considerable trade,

are carried on. Pop. (1SG2) 975G.

RAWLINSON-, Sib Henry, K.C.B, oriental

scholar and diplomatist, was bom at Chadlington,
Oxfordshire, in 1810, and educated at Ealing,
Middlesex. He entered the East India mihtary
service iu 182G, and served in the Bombay ])re-

sidency until 1833, when he was appointed to assist

in reorganising the army of the Shah of Persia. He
had early devoted himself to eastern languages and
antiquarian researches, and when stationed at Ker-
manshah, in 1835, he began to study the cuneiform
(q. V.) inscriptions of Persia. He announced his
cuneiform discoveries in 1837—1838 to the Ro3'al

Asiatic Society of Loudon, and pubUshed his travels

in .Susiana in the Geor/rophical Society''s Journal. In
1840, he obtained the Geographical Society's gold
medal for his paper on Ecbatana. He also made a
translation of the Behistun inscription. In 1840,
he travelled through Sinde to Candahar, where he
remained as poUtical agent throughout the Afghan
war, until the evacuation of the country in 1842.

During this period, he assisted at General Nott's
actions with the Afghans, and accompanied the
Candahar column in the advance to Ghizni and
C'abid. See Afgh-yxist^^jnt. He was made C'.B. for

these services. Being tr>ansferred to Bagdad as

political agent in Turkish Arabia in 1843, he
remained there (with the exception of a visit to

England in 1850 and 1851, when he returned with
the rank of Consul-genera!) until 1855. Incited by
tlie archa;ological and historical researches of Botta
and Laj'ard, he diligently occupied himself with
the study of the Median, Persian, AssjTiau, and
Babylonian cuneiform inscriptions, the results of
which have been partly incorporated in the trans-

lation of Herodotus published by his brother. Rev.
G. Rawlinson of Oxford, partly given to the world
by R. himself in the Asiatic Society's Journal. He
retired from the East India Company's service

with the rank of lieutenant-colonel, was nomin-
ated a Crown Dii'ector of the Com]>any in 1856,
and in January 1858 was elected M.P. for Reigate,
but vacated his seat in September, on being
appointed a member of the Coimcil of India. In
1859, he proceeded to Teheran as envoj'-extraor-

dinary and minister-plenipotentiary to the court of
the Shah. He was admitted as corresponding mem-
ber of the Institute of France in 1837, and in 1852
was made Chevalier of the Order of Merit by the
king of Prussia.

—

Rawlinson", Rev. George, brother
of the preceding, gi-aduated at Oxford, and was elected
a fellow and tutor of Exeter College. Appointed
Bampton lectiirer in 1859, he pubUshed his lectures

in the following year under the title of Historic
Evidence for the Trutf of Christian Records. Other
works of R.'s are Christianity and Heathenism
(1801) ; the edition of Herodotus before mentioned;
and TIte Five Great Monarchies of the Ancient World—Chaldcea, Assyria, Babylonia, Media, and Persia.

RAY {Raia), a Linnoean genus of cartilaginous

fishes, belonging to the order Plapioslomi (q. v.) of

JIuller, and now di'^-ided into a number of gencr.a,

which form the family EaiidcB of many naturalists,
111
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and the Rulinriler Haim of some. The true rays

liave a Hat l.iody ; the jieotoral fins are large aud
fleshy, appearing as lateral expansions of the body,

and along with it forming a circular disc or a

rhomboid, to which is attached a ratlier long and
slender tail. The pectoral fins are prolonged till

they meet in front of the snout, and backwards till

they join the ventr.al fins. Tlie eyes look upwards,

and the spout-holes or spiracles are also directed

upwards. Tlio gill-openings, which are five in num-
ber, are on the under side of tlic body, where also

the mouth is situated. Tlie gills are close behind
the mouth ; and towards the tail are the stomach,

intestines, and other viscera, in a circular cavity.

The males arc furnished with claspens. The eggs

are large, resembling those of sharks, but more
rectangular in form ; thin homy cases, with ]n'o-

jections at each of the four cornel's, having such a

resemblance to a hand-barrow, that on some parts

of the English coast they receive the name fihaic-

harrows. They are also familiarly known as pm'ses,

and are very often to be seen cast up by the waves
upon the beach. Itays live mostly near the bottom
of the sea, and "where the bottom is sand or mud.
When disturbed, they glide in an undulating man-
ner, and defend tliemselves against assailauts by
lashing with the tail, which is generally armed with
S))ines, and in some species—called Sting Hays (q. v.),

the family Tri/gonidce of some naturalists—carries

a single long and strong spine, notched on both
sides, a formidable weapon, which is used some-
what as a saw. Eays .are very voracious ; they
devour fishes, molhiscs, and crustaceans. Many of

the rays are popularly called Skate. All of them
ai'e edible ; some, however, are much better than
others ; and whilst, on some parts of the British

coast, they are regularly used for food, and brought
to market, on other parts of the coast, they are

rejected, and arc thrown out to rot on the beach.

Of British species, two of the most common are the
Thornback (q. v.) and the Homelyn (q. v.). Another
is the Common Skate, also called the Blue Skate or

Gray Skate (Rata hatis),v;hich is better than cither

the Thornback or Homelyn as an article of food.

The Long-nosed Skate (-/>'• viucrouata) and the
AVhite Skate {11. oxi/rhi/ncJnis) are also common.
The skates sometimes attain a very large size,

more than eight feet in breadth.— Torpedo (q. v.),

C'cphaloplcra (q. v.), &c., are genera of rays.

EAY (or, as he himself occasionally spelt it,

WllAY), John, an eminent naturalist, \vas born at

Black-Notley, near Braintree, in Essex, 20th Novem-
ber 1G27. He went to Cambridge University, where,
after having finished his course, he was elected a
Fellow, and appointed Greek lecturer, and after-

wards mathematical tutor in Trinity College ; but
after a time began to devote himself entirely to the
study of natural history. Accompanied by a kindred
spirit, Francis Willughby, a friend aud former pupil
of his own. It, travelled over most of the United
Kingdom, collecting and investigating botanical and
zoological specimens; and in 16G3, they started on a
tour through the Low Countries, Germany, Italy, and
France, with a similar object, Willughby taking the
zoology under his charge, leaving R. the botany.
In 1007, I^. was elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society, to whoso Transactions he occasionally

contributed valuable p.apers. In 1072, his friend

Willughby, with whom 11. had lived ever since he
had left the university, died, leaving him guardian
to his two sons (the younger of whom was after-

wards raised to the peerage as Baron Middleton),
an ollice which 1!. discharged, .and then, after seve-

ral changes of residence, settled down in his native
village, where he died, January 17, 1705. As a
botanist aud zoologist, E. ranks very high, being

distinguished for his patience, acuteness, aud saga-

city ; and in knowledge he fjcems to have been
far in advance of his time, as the new method
of classilieation of plants which he proposed,

though little appreciated or adopted by his cou-

tempcu-.arics and immediate successors, was eagerly
laid hold of by Jussieu and others, under whose
hands it became the foundation of what is now
known as the ' Natural System ' of classification.

B.'s zoological works arc considered by Cuvier
as the foundation of modern zoology. In zoology,

as in botany, E.'s works are remarkable fur the

precision and clearness of the classification which
ho adojits, his divisions in the former subject being
founded on the structure of the heart and the
organs of respiration. The chief of his works on
botany are Methodus Plantarum Nora (1G32, 2d
edition, revised and amended by himself), in which
he details the principles of his new method
of classitication of plants ; Catalorjus Plantarum
Anr/licc (1G70), the basis of all the subsequent tlor.as

of this country; and a second (1677), third (1G90),

and fourth (IGOo) edition of which were published

by himself ; Jlisloria Plantarum (3 vols. IGSG^
1704), a compilation, including descriptions of all

the species which were then known. His zoological

works include the Synojisis Methndira Animalium,
Quadrupedam et Serpcntini Generis (1G93), and three

posthumous volumes on Birds, Fishes, and Insects,

published by Dr Derham. He was also the author
of some theological works. His friend Willughby
having collected the materials for an extensive

work on the animal kingdom, left to R. the task of

arranging aud classifying them, and the work
accordingly appeared in 3 vols., the Ornithologia in

1G7G, with an English translation by R. in the

following year, and the Ilisloria Piscitim in 1CS6

(2 vols.). Ill these volumes were described a large

number of species of birds and fishes, which had
escaped the observation of previous naturalists.

KAYNOUARD, Fkanjois Ju.ste IMarie, a
French poet and philologist, was born at Brignolcs,

in Provence, Scjiteinber 8, 1761. He studied at

Aix, and came to Paris to cultivate literature at

the age of 23, but soon went back to the south, and
joined the bar at Draguiguau, where he acquired a
high reputation. In 1701, he was elected a member
of the Legislative Assembly ; but after the fall of

the Girondins, whose oiiinions he shared, he was
thrown into prison, and fortunately forgotten.

Released from confinement after the fall of

Robespierre, he resumed his profession of advocate,

aud in the course of five or ten years, acquired a
modest competency. He then returned to Paris,

and devoted himself anew to literary pursuits. His
first poem, Socrateau Temple d'Af/laure {Var. 1803),

was followed by the tragedies, Eleonore de Bavitjre

and Les Templiers, the latter of which was brought
on the stage in 1S0.5, and met with unbounded
success. Two years later, li. was chosen a member
of the Academy, of which he became pcriictual

secretary in 1817. He had been made a member of

the imperial legislative body in 1806, and Napoleon,

it is said, even meditated appointing him to the

presidency, but could not get over R.'s brusque
manner and fearless independence of spirit. The
principal dr.amas which he wrote during the regime

of Napoleon, besides those already mentioned, are

Scipio, Les Etats de Blois, Don Carlos, Charles I.,

Deliora, Jeanne d'Arc d Orleans. Towards the fall

of the Empire, his attention was turned to linguistic

studies, particularly to the study of the Provencal

language and liter.ature ; ami liis researches into

the origin, grammatical rules, and transformations

of the liomance tongue, led to many valuable dis-

coveries, though his theories as to the relation of the
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lani^iage of the troubadours to the other tongues

derived from Latin, have boon shewn to be erroneous

(see KoMANic Languages). His chief writings in

this department are

—

Elanenls de la Grammaire
Jiomane (Par. 1S16) ; C/toix de Poesies Originales

des Trouhadours (Par. 6 vols. 1S16 —1S21) ; Gram-
maire comparee des Lanrjtics de TEurope Laline

dans lenr Rapports avec la Lawjue des Trouladoiirs

(Par. 1S21) ; Obsewathns Philologiques siir le Roman
dti Roil (Piouen, 1829) ; Iiijliiciiee de la Langue
Romane (Par. IS.'SS) ; and Lexiqtie Roman, ou

Diclionnaire de la Langue des Troubadours (Paris, 6
vols., 1838—18-14). R. died at Passj', near Paris,

October 27, 1S36.

EAZOR, the sharp-bladed instrument used for

sha\'ing the beard, has been in use from very-

ancient times ; it is alluded to by Homer, and shaving

was in fashionable use by the Greeks and Piomans

(see Beakd), as a mark of civilisation. Razors are

almost universally metal blades, made exceedingly

sharp ; but au exception to this is found in some of

the razors used by savage nations, as, for instance,

the Tahitians, who use pieces of shells and sharks'

teeth, upon which they grind very fine edges, suffi-

ciently sharp to remove the beard. The Chinese

and Japanese, who shave the head as weU as the

chin, use razors similar to the European, except

tliat they rarely have handles. The steel of which
they are made is of a remarkably fine quality.

The manufacture of razors, in this country, is

chiefly carried on in Sheffield, which place also

supplies a large export trade. Great care is exer-

cised in choosing the steel for making the blade,

but notwithstanding this, there is scarcely an
article made by cutlers which is so uncertain in

quality when used. Nearly 20 operations are

required to produce a razor ; nevertheless, such is

the perfection to which manufactures are brought

by a division of labour, and the application of

macliinery, that the razors supplied to the army
(at the contract-price of -i'^d. each) cannot be sur-

passed for quality.

RAZOR-BILL, or RAZOR-BILLED AUK
(Alea torda), a species of Aulc (q. v.), also called the

black-billed Auk, very common ou the coasts of

Britain, and of all the northern parts of the Atlantic

Ocean, frequenting lofty precipices, from which its

^>.

Itazor-Bill [A lea toi-da),

c_zgs are taken, with those of jruillcmots, &c., by
persojis wlio are let down by roi]e3 for that purpose.
The eggs are esteemed a delicacy ; and the llesli of

the bird itself is much used for food. Great numbers
of ' razor-bills are annually killed for the sake of

their feathers, particularly ou the coast of Labra-
dor, where they are extremely abundant. The R.
is about 17 inches long, from the extremity of the

biU to that of the tail. It is a very fierce bii'd, and
if seized, will lay hold of the hand in return, and
submit to be choked ere it will let go. The egg is

.about three inches long. The bird laj-s one or two,

upon ledges of rock or in fissures.

RAZOR-FISH, or RAZOR-SHELL. See Solen.

RAZOR-STROP, an article used for the purpose

of sharpening razors. It usually consists of a piece

of wood, an inch and a half broad, and 10 or 12

inches long, ujion each side of which is glued a

piece of leather ; one of the pieces of leather is

usually dressed with a composition of cai-bonate of

iron and grease, which is used first, and the sharpen-

ing is finished on the undressed leather of the other

side. A leathern strop is frequently used without

fixing on wood. In the West Indies, razor-strops

are commonly made of pieces of the wood of Yucca
gloriosa, Eriodendron anfractuosiim, Agava rivipara,

Ochroma lagopus, and Anona palustris, all of which
contain minute deposits of silica in theii- cellular

structure, which render them very efficient for the

purpose. Species of Boletus are so used in Britain.

RE, ILE DE {Rex insula), is a small island

on the coast of the French department of Charente

luferieure, opposite the city of La llocheUe, from

which it is separated by the Pertuis Breton. It is

about IS miles long, and 4 miles broad. It con-

tains 8000 inhabitants, most of whom are engaged

in fishing. The island is skirted by high cUffs,

and strongly fortified by four forts. It has several

good harbours and two light-houses ; but there

are neither springs nor wood on the island, and
next to fishing, the culture of the vine consti-

tutes the chief occupation of the islanders. Brandy
made from the wines of He, and sea-salt, are the

principal articles of the trade of the island. St

Jlartiu, which ranks as the capital of Re, is a well

fortified little town with a good harbom-, and is

the chief seat of the trade. Oyster-farming has of

late become an important branch of industry. See

OvsTEi;.

REA'CTIOX, a term used in reference to the

political history of a nation, to designate that ten-

dency, often shewing itself, to recoil from the effects

of reform or revolution, and to seek a restoration of

the previous state of things, or even of one still

more antiquated and despotic. The causes that

lead to reaction are various. Sometimes it sjirings,

partly at least, from mere disappointment at the

smallness of the visible residts of those changes

advocated with so much eloquence, and waited for

with so much enthusiasm and hope. The incon-

siderate imagination of the people expects a mil-

Icuium to follow every important change; and when,

after the event, men find they are still in the old

world of imperfections, hardships, and sorroT,-s, they

are prone to believe that they have been deluded,

and are only too willing to lend an ear to the insi-

dious misreprcsent.ations of those who are ojiposed

to all progress. But more frequently political

reaction springs from immature, or injudicious,

or extravagant revolution. The times are not

yet ripe (as in the first ItaUan revolts), or the

leaders are unfit (as in the German and Hungarian
struggles of 1S4S—1849), or excesses are committed
(as in the great French outbreak of 1789), and so a
revolution is nipped in the bud, or overthrown on

the battle-field ; or, intlamed with sangiiinary thirst

of revenge, it goes mad in a 'reign of terror,' and
exhausting itself in unprofitable frenzies, falls .at

last an easy i)rey to any bold and imscnipidous

adventurer whom the crowd may elect out of des-

peration and disgust of anarchy, and whose rule is

as absolute as any that preceded it. A reaction

m.ay tluis, in certain cases, be useful, in so far as
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it tcaclicf? rpformcrs and revolutionists tbe point

beyond which nature forbids them to go ; but its

agents are almost invariably base in character,

odious in their principles, and selfish in their pro-

jects. Religious reactions exhibit the same charac-

teristics as political ones, and proceed from the same
causes.

REACTION is the term employed in Medicine

and Surgery to indicate the process of recovery

from a state of collapse. The subjects Collapse,

Reaction, and the general effects ot Shock upon the

system, are considered in the article on Shock.

READE, Charles, D.C.L., one of the more dis-

tinguished novelists of the day, w.is born in 1S14.

He is the youngest son of the late John Reade,

Esq., of Ipsden House, Oxfordshire. He received

liis college education at Oxford, and so distinguished

himself as to secure a Fellowship. In 1S43, he

was called to the bar as a member of Lincoln's Inn
;

but bis legal studies may bo presumed to have
been merely nominal, and in no long time it

became obvious that his chosen career was that of

literature. The books by which he first Viecame

known as a writer of distinct mark and promise

were his Pcfj Wojfwjton and Clirktie Johnstone,

both full of talent, thongh as yet somewliat crude

and immature. In 1S56, he fairly established his

reputation in the novel in 3 vols,, Never too Late

to Mend, by which he is still best known to the

general public. Among his subsequent works
are a tale in one volume. The Course of True Love,

remarkable for a rare nicety and subtlety in the

delineation of its leading female character ; White

Lies (3 vols. 1858) ; and The Cloister and the Hearth,

an elaborate resuscitation of the life of the middle
ages, the first sketch of which had appeared as a

serial in the pages of Once a Week. He is besides

the author of several dramas, which have had more
or less success on the stage ; the most general

favourite, perhaps, being that entitled 3Iasks and
Faces. Mr R. is by common consent a writer of

marked ability. He has much of the true talent of

the raconteur, along with considerable dramatic

instinct, and from aU his later novels, a sense of

general intellectual vigour is strongly borne in upon
the reader ; while a certain wayward crotchetiness

and odd aggressive eccentricity from time to time

cropping out, serve rather to give to his writing

some relish and sting of individuality, than seriously

to mar its effect.

EEA'DING, a flourishing municipal and parlia-

mentary borough of England, capital of Berkshire,

stands on the left bank of the Kennet, l.V mile

above the junction of that river with the Thames,
and 36 mUes west of London by the Great Western
Railway. It is irregular in plan, though recently

it has been improved in this respect. The tongue
of land immediately above the confluence of the
rivers, is the chief business part of the town. The
church of St LaiiTCnce, with a taU flint tower, still

shews traces of its original Norman character ; and
the Benedictine Abbey, now a mere shell, was
foimded in 1121, and was at one time the third in

size and wealth in the countr3'. Of the nimierous
educational establishments, the free grammar-school,
to which are attached two fellowships at St
John's College, O.xford, and two scholarships, has
an endowment of £50 per annum. 11. is an important
mart for corn and other agricultural produce, carries

on manufactures of sUks, silk-ribbons, &c., and has
extensive iron-works and a large biscuit factory.

Pop. (1861) 25,045. (1871—32,313.)

BEADING, a city of Pennsylvania, U.S., on the
left bank of the Sclniylldll River, 53 miles north-
west from Philadelphia, pleasantly situated on an

130

ascending plain, and supplied by a mountain behind
it with streams of pure water. It lias regular

streets, court-house aud public offices, several news-
papers, 3 blast-furnaces, 2 roUing-mills, 4 foundries,

factories of cotton, woollen, nails, &c., and flour and
saw-mills, with a large trade in coal by canal and
radway. Pop. in 1S60, 23,162.

READING AND SPEAKING. Reading is the
dehvery of language from writing ; speaking is tho
utterance of spontaneous composition. Reading is

merely mechanical when words are inteUigibly but
unimpressively delivered; aud it is oratorial in

effect when the sentiment proper to the utterance
is expressed by pauses, tones, emphasis, &c. Recita-

tion from memory is another form of reading, the
matter being delivered from a mental transcri]>t.

This mode is highly favourable to oratorical effect,

but it is limited in application, and untrustworthy
where exactness of phraseology is important.

Speaking from spontaneous composition is the
highest form of oratory. The qualities recpiisito

for these arts are very different.

To read well involves a perfect understanding ot

the construction of sentences, and ability to analyse
complex forms of composition, and discriminate

between essential and expletive words; it also

involves a nice perception of the quaUties of modu-
lation, and their relation to expressiveness, together
with ability to regulate the voice so as exactly to

suit the soimd to the sense. The study of the art

of reading is thus valuable as a means of improve-
ment in composition, as well as for its influence in

refining the taste, and exercising all the faculties

of perception, expression, and adaptation.

In good reading, the thoughts of the wi-iter must
first be taken into the reader's mind, and then
dehvered as the writer himself might have uttered
them immediately on their conception. Children,

when set to read language above their comprehen-
sion, are of necessity merely mechanical readers;

aud in this way they acquire habits of unintelligent

reading, which are seldom perfectly thrown off in

after-life. In silent reading, or the perusal of

language for our own information, we gather the
sense as we proceed, and con-ect misapprehensions
by reflection ; in reading aloud for the information

of others, wo must perfectly comprehend the matter
before we utter it, so as to avoid misleading the
hearer. A practised reader can, no doubt, exercise

sufficient prevision at tho time of reading, by keep-
ing his eye in advance of his utterance, to read any
ordinary composition fairly at first sight ; but for

public reading this would be insufficient. ^Vhatcver
is to be read in jiublio should first be well studied in

private. The reader thus knowing definitely what he
has to express, will give forth no uncertain sounds,

and his manner will have the freedom of memoritor
delivery, without the disadvantage of its constraint

upon the mind. His whole attention will be eon*
centrated on the object of his reading, the effective

conveyance of the nuitter and spirit of the composi-

tion. The presence of the book before him will be
necessary chiefly to give confidence, and prevent
the possibility of rambling. The eye, assisted by
memory, will take in clauses and even sentences at

a glance, so that it may be freely raised during

utterance. If the eye of a reader is fixed on the
book, he seems to be perusing it for his own
information ; but if he look his hearers in the face,

as, with due preparation, he shoidd be able to do,

his dehvery may have all the qualities of spon-

taneous oratory, and be to the hearers speaking
rather than reading. This eflectiveness is rarely

exemplified, beca>ise tho requirements for public

reading are so little understood, aud so habitu-

ally neglected in our systems of education. Tho
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tameness, monotony, and rhythmical singsong so

generally associated with reading, have created a

jirejiichce against the use of 'paj)er' in pulpit ad-

(U'csses, in consequence of which, in some churches,

the practice of reading sermons is discoimtenanced,

while in others it is positively interdicted. The
quahty of sermons, as compositions, is seriously

impaired under such circumstances; but the cure

for bad reading—against which tlie prejudice is

directed—is <]Ood reading. All men cannot be
orators, but all may be taught to read oratorically

;

and were students systematically trained in this

art, the ser\'ice3 of the chiu'ch would be rendered

far more attractive and influential. In the absence

of this training, preachers are the most inefl'ective

of pubUc speakers ; and discourses {prepared to be

dehvered from memory are among the meanest
species of literary compositions.

The chief points of difl'erence between ordinary

reading and the utterance of spontaneous composi-

tion, are the uniform force and time, and continua-

tive tones of the former, as contrasted with the

reflective breaks and varying modidatious and
emphases of the latter. The speaker feels what he
wishes to say, and he convej's with defiuiteness the

felt relation of each word to the idea which is

dominant in his mind. Expletive and explanatory

phrases are given parenthetically ; ellipses, inter-

polations between grammatically related words,

similes, quotations, and all other elements of

i-hetorical style, are indicated by changes of modu-
lation; and the point of every sentence is made
(mmistakably apparent. The reader sees all the

parts of a sentence level to his eye, and he is apt

to deliver them with a corresponding indiscrimina-

tiveuess of manner ; either without variety of time,

tone, and stress, or with more alternation of force

aud feebleness, or the equal indetiuiteuess of

emphasis on every phrase.

The first requisite for effective reading is a clear

conception of the author's intention, together Avith

such a command of the voice as may enable the

reader to express that one meaning to the exclusion

of all other possible meanings. For every cluster

of words is like a many-sided crystal, which may
be made to throw light from any of its facets,

according as one or another of them is presented

uppermost. The most prominent wonl in the

utterance of a sentence is not necessarily the most
important grammatical word, but that which is

new in reference to the context; and such words as

are already before the mind—whether directly stated,

inferentially included in former expressions, or other-

wise implied—are pronounced with subordinateuess

of manner. Thus, in the following hnes

:

The quality of mercy is not strained.

It droppeth as the gcntlo rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath. It is twice blessed :

It blesseth him that gives and him that takes.

If the first line were read independently, it would
be emphasised as follows

:

The quality of mercy
\
is not strained ;

biit if read in connection with the preceding con-

text, the emphasis woidd be different. Thus:

Portia. Then must the Jew have mercy.

Shylock. On what compulsion must I? Tell me that.

' Mercy ' and the ' compiUsion ' of mercy being thus

already before the mind, the chief point in Portia's

reply win now be :

The quahty of mercy is not strained.

It di'oppeth, &C.

But, as to ' drop ' is the natur.al characteristic of

'rain,' and as rain always falls 'from heaven,' and

necessarily ' upon the place beneath,' these implied
words will be pronoimced subordinately ; thus :

It droppeth as the gentJe rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath.

Bearing in mind, further, that mercy is of necessity
' blessed,' the reader wiU proceed :

It is iiCTce blessed;

aud as the object of the speech is to solicit mercy,
he will give prominence to the word that advances
the suit. Thus :

It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes.

On this principle, the reader shews that ho has, in

his own mind, performed the writer's process of

thought, and so made the language which he inter-

prets virtually his o-svn. But in order to exj^rcss

with defiuiteness the thoughts and sentiments thus
adopted, the reader must have the vtstriiment of

expressiveness perfectly under control. His voice

should have no more predisposition to any particu-

lar tune than the flute or violin of a musician.

Tones have an inherent value, which is al>ovo and
independent of language, so that assertive con-

struction may be made to convey interrogative

meaning, and interrogative language may have
assertive or imperative force. The modulations

of the voice unravel all the complexities of compo-
sition, separating words from their immediate con-

text, or connecting them \\'ith others from which
they are most widely separated in the sentence.

Thus, in the following lines :

Slowly and sadly we laid him down.
From the field of his fame fresh and gory,

the clause ' fresh and gory,' is, by relative modu-
lation, shewn to refer to ' him' in tlie preceding line,

and not to the nearer words 'fame' or 'field.' So,

also, in the foUomng passage :
' And they came

with haste, and foimd Josejih and Mary, and the

babe lying in a manger.' Here the series, ' Joseph
and Mary

|
and the babe' is divided by a modu-

lation of the voice, so as to shev/ that the last word
' babe' is alone the grammatical antecedent to the

clause ' Ijdng in a manger.' From such illustra-

tions it wiU be obvious that good reading involves

close thinldng, aud that the governing quahties

of tone demand accurate a2)preoiation and careful

culture.

The tones of the speaking voice are all more or

less inflected, in which respect they differ essentially

from singing tones, which are level, and only varied

in pitch, i'he term ' modulation,' as understood by
elocutionists, has reference to the general pitch of

the vocal inflections in a passage. Tlie inflections

tliemsclves are all either rising or falling. The
rising turn of voice carries on the hearer's attention

to what is to follow— the falling turn directs

attention to what has gone before ; the former

asks, or appeals to the hearer—the latter aifirms

or enjoins from the speaker ; the former is negative

—the latter is positive. Simple inflections rise or

fall directly from their accentual pitch to their

termination, and the range of the inflection may
have any extent, from less than a semitone to more
than an octavo. The strongest rising tones are

expressive of interrogation, incredulity, or entreaty,

and the strongest falling tones of affirmation, assur-

ance, or command. Compoxmd inflections unite the

two vocal movements—falhug before a rising ter-

mination, and rising before a falling termination

—

with one accentual impulse ; and the effect of this

opposition of tone is to add to the expressiveness of

the termination a suggestion or inference in accord-

ance with the 'expressiveness of the commencing
turn. Thus :

' Not one,' with compound rising tone,
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implies ' Init more.' ' Even One,' with compound
faliin:; tone, implies ' and not more.'

The emphatic force of tones depends on their
accentual pitch in relation to that of preceding
tones, as well as on the extent and the direction of

the inflection. The amouut of possible variety in

tiiese degrees is exceedingly great, but the peculiar
expressiveness of indi\'idual modes of inflection

13 dctiiiite, traceable to systematic princijiles, and
of limited extent, depending principally on three
qualities

—

1. Eisuig or falling accent as well as termination ; as

Coustunt, Constant.

2. Eising or falling accent with opposite termination;
as

Constant, Constint,

3. Accent higher or lower than preceding pitch ; as

die? To To drSam.
To sleep. sleep ? Perchance to

These three sources of vocal variety the student

of elocution should have under ready and perfect

control.

The art of elocution has received comparatively

little attention in modern times. The value of a
good delivery is certainly not less now than it was
among the orators of ancient Greece and Home ;

but the assiduity with which fhe art was cultivated

hy the latter, and the estimation in which it was
held by them, present a strong contrast to the neg-

ligence and apathy of modern speakers in regard to

delivery. This fact is not easily accounted fur ; the

influence of elocution being such, that an inferior

address well delivered never fails to create a stronger

impression on an audience, than the most masterly
composition that lacks the graces and enforcements
of efl'ective utterance and actiom
The model for effective reading is to be found in

the ordinary style of animated convers.ation. The
•speaker's tones are not governed by the laws of

jiunctuation, or by formal grammatical periods.

Every clause in a sentence is, to the speaker, a
period. The most complex sentence is only au
aggregation of correlative senteucesi each of which
is a separate act of thought, and should be delivered

as such in reading, as it always is in speaking.

Modulation will shew the relation of each part

to the whole, but inflection shoulil at the same
time shew each part to be in itself complete, as the
statement of a distinct though subordinate fact or

circumstance.
The rules which some elocutionists have laid

down for the reading of sentences, are clearly at

vai'iance with this natural principle of intonation,

and they lead to an artificiality of manner which
is at best a pedantic tune. The formal arrange-
ments of inflections which have been gravely pre-

scribed for ' simple' and ' compound,' 'commencing'
and ' concluding' serieses, ' penultimate' and ' ante-

penultimate' clauses, &c., have done much to dis-

courage students from paying ]iroper attention to
the art of elocution, and have almost justified the
denunciations of some authors, who have declared
elocution to bo altogether unworthy of study. Thus,
Archbishop Whately, in his disgust at the jerking
alternations of ujis and downs prescribed in elocu-

tionary rules, counsels students to have nothing
to do with rules, but simply to be ' natural.' To
be natural, however, is to follow those laws or prin-
ciples which undoubtedly are to be deduced from
the operations of the voice in spoutaueous speaking ;

and these must be studied by all who would be
' n.atm-al' in practising the art of reading. In elo-

cution, as iu ])aintiug and in every art, the highest
attainment of the finished artist is to be natural

Nature and art are not opposites ; the former is the
(iiid of the latter ; the latter the weans to the former.
To be natural does not 'come by nature,' but by
art ; and ' art itself is n.ature.' Elocution, therefore,
is none the less ' natural,' that it must be studied as
an art ; and the study of this art is not justly to be
contemned, whatever condemnation may be due to
the errors of elocutionists.

To acquire a natural style of reading, the chief
point to be attended to is the logical'clausing of
sentences, so as to present, with separate comjiiete-
ness to the hearer's mind, every fact and every
associated circumstance, whether principal or subor-
dinate. Punctuation is not a sulficient guide for
this pirrpo.se

; it will sometimes even misleacL
Thus, in the following sentence from Slacaulay's
Essau on Milton : ' Even when a system has been
formed, there is still something to add, to alter, or
to reject'—the logic of the sentence is not brought
out by the punctuation. The reader slioidd make
a modulative break after the word ' something,'
where no comma is placed, and he should, notwith-
standing the separ.ating commas, unite the three
subsequent clauses by a modulative tie, to shew
their expletive nature, and the equal relatiim of
each of them to their common antecedent. Thus :

' There is still something
\
to add, to alter, or to

reject.'

In the following sentence from the same Essay,
no comma occurs, but the reader will nevertheless
divide the period into at least three modulative
clauses :

' The blaze of truth and liberty
|
may

at first dazzle and bewilder
|
nations which have

become half blind iu the house of bondage.' Here
the first section contains the nuhject of the seuteuee,
the second the jvedicate, and the third the object,

\vith its dependent clauses. It is to be observed
that the object ' nations' is separated from its

governing verb ' bewilder,' only because the former
is itself the governing antecedent to a new but
subordinate sentence.

These Ulustratious are sufiicient to shew that
the clausing of sentences for efl'ective readiu" is

dependent on a difl'erent principle from that which
regulates punctuation.
Nor is any particular mode of vccal inflection

necessarily associated with any of the marks of
punctuation. This is j^articularly to be noted in
connection with the sign of interrogation. Tlie
position of this mark, too, at the end of a period
often misleads readers into an unnatm-al tone.
The interrogative part of the sentence may not
extend beyond a single clause, and this may lie

followed by many clauses withiu the same period.
Tlie mark of interrogation would therefore bo better
placed at the begimung of a sentence. But, as
above shewn, interrogative language may sometimes
require for its just expression any one of all the
tones in the gamut of speech. Thus :

' Will you ? ' If

jironouuccd with a sinqile rising tone, this question
asks or appeals; and with an extended range of
inflection, it expresses doubt or surprise. But the
form of words does not necessitate the rising tone.
Thus: 'Will you?' If i)ronounced with a simple
falling turn, the question expresses desire of expec-
tation on the part of the speaker; and with an
extended range of inflection, it conveys more or less

of authoritative injunction.

The same question may legitimately, also, take
either of the compound forms of inflection. Thus

:

'Will you?' If pronounced with a compound
rising turn, it infers some cause of opposition or hin-

drance ; and with an extended range of inflection,

insinuates more or less of threatening or penalty.

With a compound falling tone, thus: 'Will you?'
it snggcsts more or less of defiance and contemi>t,
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nccording to the pitch o£ the commencing turn,

auil tlie extent of the conchulinj; iniiection.

The princi[ilos of vocal expression, clausular pro-

nunciation, emjihasis, &c., as above sketched, apply

equally to spealiiug as to reading ; but it is in con-

nection with the latter chietly that they require to

be studied, as they are generally applied instinc-

tively in spontaneous speaking, even by those who
are most enslaved by vicious habits in reading. The
management of the voice, however, should be more
than an instinct to the orator ; and there is much
in the philosophy of vocal expression that will be

studied with equal advantage by both speakers and
readers.

Extemporaneous speaking is greatly assisted by
a good habit of elocution, and it is at the same
time strongly conducive to the formation of such a

habit. The deliberate utterance which weighs every

phrase, gives the mind time to revolve its ideas,

and choose the most cfl'ective words for their

cxjiression ; and the evolution of a continuous train

of thinking iu coherent sentences compels delibera-

tion and guarded delivery. But while the grandest

triumjihs of oratory are thus to be achieved, the

requisites for success are such that groat orators

must ever be few in number. The ancient rhetori-

cians describe their model speaker as one who is

accomplished in all knowledge, and esteemed for

every virtue, and who has devoted more than the

average duration of human life to laborious jirepar-

ation ; for they held that the oratorical faculty

could not attain its full development and influence

untd hoary hairs had added the venerableness of

age to a reputation for learning, sagacity, and
uuimpeachable morality.

Spealdng from memory admits of the application

of every possible clement of eB'ectivencss, rhetorical

and elocutionary ; an<l in the delivery of a few great

actors, the highest excellence in this art has been
exemplified. 13ut speaking from memory requires

tlie most minute and careful study, as well as high

elocutionary aliility, to guard the speaker against

a merely mechanical fluency and thoughtlessly

rhythmical utterance. This mode of delivery is

therefore only appropriate to special cll'orts, for

which duo preparation can be made. Otherwise,

memoriter delivery—as of sermons composed and
learned at the rate of one or two every week—is

altogether incompatible with excellence either of

matter or of manner.
That the art of reading, which is on all accounts

vortliy of the highest position among the exercises

of students for the oratorical professions, should be
so utterly neglected iu our systems of education, is

a reproaeli to the enhghtennient of our age ; and it

is especially a scandal to our universities, iu which
the examples of the famous orators of antiquity,

and the lessons of their experience, are bo fully

known, yet practically dishonoured.

RE'AIj is a phrase much used in the law of the

XTnited Kingilom in cora)>ination with various other

terms. In the law of England and Ireland, real

)>riiiierty or real estate, or realty, constitutes one of

the great subdivisions of all property, consisting of

what is pojiularly known as land and houses, which
are not legal terms ; personal property, or personalty,

includes all the other kinds of ju'iiiierty, as goods
and chattels, money, &c. The same or a similar

distinction jiervades the laws of all countries. In
the Koman law, things were diviiled into movable
aiul inmiovable. In the law of Scotland, the tlivision

is into heritaljlo and movable. The division into

realty and personalty comes into operation in the
event of the death of an owner of projierty, cs]ie-

cially when he dies intestate, in wliich case his

realty goes to the heir-at-law, and the personalty to

his administrators or executors. See Succession.

A division also exists in England of actions into

real and piersonal actions, the object of the former
being to recover real property, and of the latter to

recover damages, or the possession of personal pro-

perty ; while there is also a class of actions called

mixed actions, which partake of the nature of both.

With regard to chattels, there is also a subdivision

into real chattels and pei'sonal chattels, the former
consisting of contracts and interests affecting real

estate, such as leases and mortgages, while personal

chattels include corporeal movables. Then there is

a division of assets into real assets and personal

assets, the former being the real estate, so far as it

can be made according to the rules of law liable fur

the debts of the deceased. In ScotLand, the word
is also frequently used technically, though not in

the same sense as in England. Thus, real actions in

Scotland mean actions the object of which is to

recover possession of the propei-ty itself, whether
heritable or mov.able, and a real right is a right to

the property itself in a like sense. A real burden,

in the law of Scotland, means the right to a sum
of money, or other obligation, so secured on land
th.at the land cannot be sold or alienated except

as subject to the burden, and until the burden is

discharged.

RE'AL, a silver coin and money of account in

use in Spain, Mexico, and other old Spanish pos-

sessions. In Spain, it is the J^th part of the jiiastre

[peso-duro), is equivalent to 3-1 maravedis (an ima-

ginary copper coin), and varies with the rate of

exchange, from 2!id. to 3d. sterling. Of the old

Spanish reals now disused, the real de j)lata was the

|th of the piastre or jyeso diiro (see Piastre) ; and
the copper-real or real de vellon, was the -n'^th part

of the piastre. The real was first coined iu Spain in

1497, aud has since that time frequently varied in

value. At the present day, in Jlexieo, Peru, and the

Central American Republics, the piastre is divided

into S reals, aud silver coius of one real are ciu'reut,

while in Kew Granada, it is divided into 10 reals,

and silver reals and half-reals are coined. The real

is also a money of account in Portugal, being the

equivalent of 40 reis ; and in Batavia, it is the name
of a weight for gold and silver articles corresponding

to 17 dwts. 14 grains troy weight.

REA'LGAR, a mineral consisting of about 70
parts of arsenic and 30 of sidphur. This native

sulphuret of arsenic is of a very brilliant scarlet

colour, generally translucent, but sometimes trans-

parent ; and occurs in the vicinity of volcanoes, and
in many igneous rocks ; massive, disseminated, or
crystallised. Its crystals are prisms, sometimes
needle-like. It yields to the pressure of the nail.

EE'ALISM. See Xominai-isji.

REAL PRESENCE, in the Eucharist, a doctrine

forming an article in the belief of the Koman,
the Greek, and other Eastern churches, and of some
bodies or individuals in other Christian communions,
according to wliich it is held that, imder the appear-

ance of the Eucharistic bread and wine, after consecra-

tion by the priest, Clirist himself is really and sub-

stantially present, body and blood, soid aud divinity.

The word realtij is used in opposition to 'figura-

tively;' aud the decree of the Council of Trent,

whicli is the authoritative exjiositor of the Roman
Catholic belief, conjoins nitli that word the terms
' truly ' and ' substantially,' the former being used
in order to exclude the notion of a barely tiipical

representation, such as is recognisable in the Paschal
Lamb and the other Messianic types of the Old
Law; and the latter for the purpose of meeting the

view ascribed to Calvin, that Christ, as apprehended
by the faith of the believer, was, for sucll believer,
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rendered %-iitaany present in the Eucharist, and
that his body and blood were received in virtue and
efiicacy, although not in corporeal substance. The
belief of the Eoman and Eastern churches as to the
reality of the presence, was shared l^y Luther, who,
however, differed from Catholics as to the mode ;

and has always been followed also by one school of

divines in the Anglican Church, whose doctrmo
became very prominent in the time of Laud, and
has been revived in the late Tractarian movement.
But between Catholics and all the non-Catholic
schools of whatever class, one marked ditference

exists. According to the former, the presence of

Christ in the consecrated Eucharist is permanent

;

so that He is believed to be present not alone for

the communicant who receives the Eucharist during
the time of his communion, but also remains present
in the consecrated hosts reserved after communion.
On the contrary, all the Lutherans, and almost all

Anglicans, confine their belief of the presence to the
time of communion, and all, with hardly an excep-
tion, repudiate the worship of the reserved elements,

as it is practised by Catholics.

The question as to tlie reality of Christ's presence
in the Eucharist is quite distinct from that which
regards the mode of the presence, for which see
Tr.ANSUBSTANTIATION.

REAM, a certain quantity of paper, consisting

of 20 quires, each quire containing 2-1 folio sheets.

K printers ream should consist of 214 quii-es. The
word appears to be derived from the Saxon ream, a
band, and was probably applied in consequence of

the bundle of pajjcr being held together by a band.

REAPIN'G, the aot of cutting corn, has been per-

formed from time immemorial with an instrument
called a reaping-hook or sickle. The sickles in use
among the ancient 'Jews, Egyptians, and Chinese
appear to have differed very little in form from
those employed in Great Britain at the present day.
The reaping-hook is a curved instrument of about
a foot and a half in length, tapering from a
breadth of about two inches at the but-end, where
it is fixed into a wooden handle. The edge is

sometimes serrated, but, as a rule, it is now made
Elain and sharp like a knife. In reaping, the
ai'vester takes the corn in his left hand, anil then

with the hook cuts the stalks as close to the ground
as ])ossil)le ; but when a grass crop has been so'vvn

clown with the grain, it is thought j udicious to leave
the stubble of greater length, in order to preserve

the young grass. The corn is placed handful by
handful in a band usually made of the corn, and when
as much has been cut as will form a sheaf, it is tied

up by the ' bandster.' The most expert reapers
slash down the corn witli the hook in tlie right

hand, using the left merely to keep the corn from
falling, until sufficient to make a sheaf has been
cut, when the reaper places his hoolc under the
corn, and supporting it with his left arm, deposits

it .all at once in the band. The middle person on
the ridge usually makes bands for other two reapers

;

and a b.indster (one to every three or four reapers)

bimls the "grain, and sets it up in shocks or stoolcs

of S—12 sheaves.

In the principal corn-gi-owing districts of Scotland,
a great proportion of the reaping by hand is done
by labourers from Ireland, who, of late years, fre-

quently take the work at from Ss. to 15s. per acre,

with board and lodging in addition. Their fare is

of tlio simplest kind—consisting, in the majority
of cases, of porridge morning and evening, and
bread and beer for dinner ; their lodging at night

is the barn or some outhouse, the farmer providing
coarse blankets for covering. The quantity of por-

ridge consumed at each meal by these people is

sometimes astonishing—no less, as has been proved
by actual weighing, tiian 5 lbs., with lA lb. of milk
besides. Frequently these reapers are engaged at so

much per week, with food. In England, most of

the corn is cut by piece-work, at pirices v.aryiug

from 10s. to ISs. per acre. On the stronger lands of

the midland and southern counties the stubble is

often left knee-high, and afterwards at leisure cut
by the scythe, or with a long hook, at a cost of 2s.

per acre. In Yorkshire, Derbyshire, Oxfordshire,
and on many of the lighter soils in other counties,

the operation of fagging or hacking, to be after-

wards noticed, is preferred as being more expeditious
than reaping. A good hand will get down from
one-third to one-half of an acre of wheat, and wiU
often consume during his long day's labour, two
gallons of good ale.

The scythe, in some counties, is preferred to the
sickle. The most common varieties are : the
Hainault scythe—an importation from Belgium

—

the cradle scythe, and the common scythe fitted

mth a cradle. The Hainault scythe consists of a
blade about 2 feet 3 inches long, having a handle 14
inches long. This the mower holds in his right

hand, whUe in his left he carries a ^ook, with a
handle of about equal length. 'The reaping,' says
Mr Henry Stephens, in his Booh of the Farm, ' is

done by pressing the back of the hook with the left

hand against the standing corn, in the direction of

the wind, and by cutting with the scythe close to
the ground against the standing corn with a free

swing of the right arm,' the hook keeping the cut
corn from falling uutU a sufiicient quantity to form
a sheaf has been cut. This operation is practised
in many parts of England, and especially on the
lighter soils, under the name of fagging or hacking,
the reaper sometimes using in his loft hand, instead

of the hook, a stout crooked stick from 2.1 to 3 feet

long. Beans and oats are the crops most gener.ally

fagged. The cradle scj-the is composed of a blade
about 3.j feet long, attached to a principal helve
or sned about 4 feet long, into which another helve
of about 3 feet in length is tenoned, thus making
two handles. The craiUe or bow is a piece of

wood jointed to the heel of the blade, into which
are inserted three or four wooden teeth, in a lino

with the blade, the object of which is to secure
the grain being laid evenly in one direction. By
the scythe, corn can be cut at a less cost per acre
than with the hook ; but in some quarters there is

an opinion that the work is not so neatly done.
In the midland and southern counties of England,
the scythe in gener.al use is of larger size, and has
only one long handle. With it most of the oats and
barley are cut, and in some localities these crops
arc left imbound in the sw.atli like hay, and, after

a few days, tiu'ned over, placed in cocks, and carted
home loose. In Bedfordshire, Hcrtfordslnre, and
some of the eastern counties, the whole of the cut-

ting, until the introduction of reaping-machines,
was done by these scythes ; and on many of the
larger farms, the workmen undertook the whole of

harvest operations, from the cutting of the crop to

the thatcliing of the ricks, at prices varying from
ISs. to 25s. per acre.

The process of reaping with either the sickle or

the scythe is, howovei', Ijoth tedious and expensive

;

and hence, during the last three-quarters of a cen-

t\ny, many attempts have been made to accomplish
the woric by machinery—attempts which, in the
course of the last ten years, have been crowned
with complete success. Heaping by machinery,
however, is no modern invention. Pliuy the ICIder,

who was born early in the 1st c. of the Chris-

tian era, found a reaping-machine in Gaul. Ho
says :

' In the extensive fields in the lowlands of
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Gaul, vau3 of lar^e size, with projecting teeth on
the edge, are driven on two wheels through the

standing corn by an ox yoked in a reverse position.

In this manner the ears are torn off, and fall into

the van.' Palladius, about four centuries later,

found a similar appliance for reaping com in Gaul.

He gives a more detailed but similar description of

the machine. The annexed cut, copied from Mr

Fig. 1.—Ancient Reaping-machine.

Woodcroft's Appendix to the Specifications of Enrjlisli

Patents for Reapinrj-niachincs, rejiresents what is

conceived, from the descriptions, to have been the
form of this ancient reaper.

It is a curious fact, that a machine of somewhat
similar construction for cutting off the heads of the
grain is now in use in Australia, where straw is still

of comparatively little value. The Australian
machine, however, thrashes and winnows the gr.iin

at the same time.

In modern times, the idea of a mechanical reaper
appears to have originated with a Mr Cajiel Lloft,

who, in 17So, suggested a machine something after

the pattern of the ancient one above described.
Between that time and the Great Exhil)ition of

IS51 in London, from which the general use of

mechanical reapers may bo said to date, the
patents taken out for reaping-machines were very
nmncrous. Among the most promising of these
may be mentioned those of Mr Gladstone of Castle-

Douglas ; Mr Smith of Deanston ; Mr Kerr, Edin-
burgh ; Rlr Scott of Ormiston ; Mr Dobbs, an actor
in Birmingham ; ]\Ir Mann of Eaby, near Wigton

;

and the Ivev. Patrick Bell of Carmyhe, Scotland.
In 1S"2G, Mr Bell constructed an efficient and simple
macliine, which still continues in use during every
harvest. This machine is propelled through the
corn by horses yoked behind it ; the Icnives or
shears are on the reciprocating principle, and the
corn is laid down in swaths by means of an endless
web. In America, Mr Hussey and Mr M'Cormick
took out patents for reaping-machines of superior
character in 1S33 and 1S34 respectively.

The movements of the cutters of these machines
were various. A few were advancing only, some
sidelong and advancing, others reciprocating and
advancing, a large number continuous and advancing,
and others continuous and alternate. The recipro-

cating and advancing motion is that now employed
on all the machines in use. The principal difference

in the machines now so largely used for cutting
corn is in the form and character of the cutters, in

the mode of delivering the grain after it is cut, and
in the manner of draught or propulsion.

The cutting-knives are of two kinds—one, obtuso-
angled and serrated ; the other, acute-angled and
fur the most part jJain. Both are attached to a bar,
and are made to work through another bar of iron
fitted with hollow lingers, called guard-fingers,
which, projecting forwards, catch the standing corn,
and retain it firmly until it is cut. The serrated
knife saws through it ; the plain knife chps it,

as it were ; the finger-guard forming the fixed
blade of the scissors. In the case of the serrated
obtuse- angled knife, a reel or a rake, either moved

mechanically or by manual power, is necessary to
bring down the corn to the cutter. With the plain

knife, this is not so much needed ; and it can cut
grass or clover, which the other cannot do satisfac-

torily. But the obtuse-angled knife requires less

sharpening, is not so liable to choke, and takes
rather less power to chive.

The delivery of the sheaves is effected either by
manual or mechanical labour; but the vast pro-
portion of the machines in use are what are termed
manual delivery-reapers. The delivery of the
sheaves can be accomplished in two ways—either

at the side or at the back of the machine ; but the
side-delivery, by manual labour, has been found
difficult in practice, and therefore has been almost
quite abandoned. In delivering the grain, a man,
with a short-handled rake in his hand, sits upon
the machine behind the cutting apparatus. With
this he inclines the grain towards the knife ; and
when sufficient to make a sheaf has been cut, he
rakes it off" the platform upon the machine, on to
which it has fallen, and deposits it on the ground.
The cut subjoined will Dlustrate the method of

raking off. In making a neat and squarely-formed
sheaf, the raker is greatly assisted by a hinge in the

>4*i^-'

Kg. 2.—110836/3 Kcaping-machine (cutting part).

platform, which enables him, by pressure of the

foot, to tip the board over, so as to let the corn

slide gently down. The disadvantage of a back-

delivery is, that the sheaves must be tied up and
removed out of the way of the machine before it

comes round again. Such a reaper, therefore,

alwaj-s requires a full supply of hands to attend

upon it, while a side-delivery might work for a

whole day without more persons than the diiver

and the raker.

The mechanical or self-delivery machines, as they

are generally called, are of two kinds—one lays the

cut corn in swaths, the other deposits it in sheaves.

There are several arrangements for lajing it in

swaths by an endless web of cloth, or by endless

bands, which have now almost superseded the web,

and by Archimedean screws. Web, bands, and
screws all lay off the corn to the side, so that a
whole field may be cut without the necessity of

lifting the grain out of the track of the horses.

Bell's improved machines, and Burgess and Key's
M'Cormick's, are the most approved swath dehverj--

machines.
The automaton sheaf-deliverers best known to

the public are those of Samuelson of Banbury and
M'Cormick. There have been others advertised,

but as yet they have not been sufficiently tried to

secure the entire confidence of farmers. As Mr
Samuelson's sheaf-deliverer has been more largely

patronised in Great Britain than any other machine
of its class, we give first a description of it, which
will be made plain by the accompanying cut. The
self-delivering machinery consists of a scries of four

135
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rakes—two toothed, .ind two plain—attached to an

iipri^it shaft, in such a manner as to admit of a

free ^ascending, descending, and horizontal motion.

Fig. 3.—Samuclson's Self-delivery Eeapins-macliine.

The two toothless rakes, or ' dummies,' are shorter

in the arms by six inches than the other two, and

are merely employed to incline the gram towards

the cutter. Upon the upright shaft, to which the

rake-arms are attached, is a disc-wheel, placed hori-

zontally, which is put in motion by another i)laccd

vertically, and deriving its motion from a pitch-

chain in connection with the driving-wheel.
^

The

jilatform upon which the grain falls after it is cut

is of quadi-aut shape, and is surrounded, on the outer

edge, by a rim of about a foot deep. To insure the

rakes passing over the platform on the level, and

not obliquely, as their angular attachment to the

upright shaft woidd imply, a nearly circular iron

hoop, from three to four feet in diameter, passes

round the upright shaft, upon which, as a cam,

small iron rollers, fixed upon the under-side of the

shafts of the rakes, revolve. The side of the cam

next the platform is bent or depressed, so that the

rakes, on reaching this point, make a sudden fall,

or eccentric motion, thus assuming the horizontal

attitude necessary to sweep over the platform on

the level. The rakes are adjusted so as to lay the

sheaves about V2 feet apart, to the side, and out of

the way of the horses. This machine has a double-

throw "knife—an arrangement which reduces the

driving snecd, and consequently the wear and tear

of the° machinery ; and there is an ingenious con-

trivance for raising and lowering the knife as

occasion requires.

In M'Cornrick's automatic delivery-machine, a

rake is so used that ' during one part of the revo-

lution of the gathering-reel, it acts as one of the

vanes of the reel in bending the standing corn to

the cutting-blades. AVhen the rake reaches the

cutting-blades in front of the platform, it ccasesito

revolve aroimd the reel-shaft (which continues its

rotary motion), and is made to move horizontally

upon a vertical hinge, to which one end is attached

(the points of the teeth, being near the surface of the

Jilatform), swecjiing the cut corn off at the side,

and depositing it on the. ground in sheaves ready

for the binder'! Motion is then given to the rake,

causing it to rotate round the shaft of the reel

;

and it is brought into line with the reel-shaft at

that part of its revolution when it again begins

to act as one of the vanes of the reel. The
mechanism by which these operations are con-

trolled is composed of a roller, guided by an
eccentric or cam and the necessary parts to attach

the rake.'

Both these machines leave the stubble clean, and
lay otF the sheaves squarely; but the continuous

motion in Samuelsons appears to render it less

\M

liable to breakage than the other. The price of

each is about £34 or A'.'i.j.

We have particularised these machines, because

they supply that which is the great desideratum

in reapers—a ready-made sheaf ; but it would be

in\'idious to single out names from among the manu-

facturers of manual delivery-reapers, as almost all

these machines do the mere cutting remarkably

well. The prices of these run from £10, 1C«. to £25.

It is impossible to give the number, or even_ an

ai>proximation to the number of reaping-machines

now in use ; but most farmers having a largo extent

of suitable land have one or two, and some even

as many as four and live. One English maker
annually turns out n])wards of 1000.

All the machines are on the side-draught principle,

save Bell's, which is jiropellcd by direct power fiom

behind. This machine possesses an advantage over

all the others, iu so far as it can commence opera-

tions in a field of grain without having a path cut

for it.

The cost of reaping by machinery is mucli less

than cither by scythe or sickle. Mr Wilson of

Woodhorn, JNlorpeth, found that the cutting of

wheat with the sickle (binding and stocking

incliulcd) cost him from ll.s. to 15s. per acre, and

with the scythe 8s., whilst with the machine it only

cost him 5s. M., exclusive of wear and tear. From
data supplied by a large number of their customers,

Messrs Samuelson & (Jo. make out that the saving

by mechanical over hand labour is, as compared

with reaping, 4s. per acre, and with mowing. Is. 9tZ.

per acre ; and most farmers who have tried rea]iing-

machiues set down the saving at from 30 to 40 per

cent. Besides, there is about a like economy in

time, which is of immense importance in a vai-iable

climate like that of Great Britain.—See Woodcroft's

Appendix to Patents/or Jieapinri-machincs ; ilr Jacob

Wilson's ' Essay onEeaping-machiues,' in Transac-

tions of Highland Sockti/ for January lS6t; Book

of Farm implements, and Book of the Farm., by

Henry Stephens ; J. C Morton's Cijclopadia of
Agriculture.

REASON, REASONING. The word Reason

denotes that function of our Intelligence having

reference to the attainment of a particular class of

truths. We know a great many things by imme-

diate or actual experience. Our senses tell us that

we are thirsty, that we hear a sound, that we are

affected by light. These facts are truths of Sense,

or of immediate knowledge, and do not involve the

reason. Reason comes into play when we know a

thing not immediately, but by some indirect process

;

as when, from seeing a river unusually swollen,

we believe that there have been heavy rains at its

sources. Here the mere sense tells us only that

the river is high ; it is by certain transitions of

thought, or by the employment of our thinking

powers, that we come to know the other circum-

stance, that in a remote part of the country there

have been heavy rains.

In ascertaining these truths of reason, or of

Inference, as they are called, there are various steps

or operations, described under different names.

Thus we have (1), Deduction, or Svllocism
; (2),

iKDrcTiON ; and (."), Generalisation of Notions,

of which Aesteaction and Definition are various

phases. These are described under their several

designations. The nature of the function or faculty

denominated Reason or the Reasoning Faculty, can

be explained by shewing how it results from the

fundamental powers of the Intelligence. See Asso-

ciation OF Ide-\s.

There is another and peculiar signification

attached to the word Reason, growing out of the

philosophy of Kant. He maintained the existence
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of certain principles or coc:nitioris d priori, or of

intuitive ori':;iu, and not derived from experience,

sucli as cause and etiect, the axioms of matlie-

matics, &c. See Common Sense. It was a function

of tlie Reason, according to him, to recognise those

principles ; while the generalisations of mere exjieri-

ence, as that water extinguishes lire, were proved
by the Understanding. Other philosophers give

the name 'Noetic faculty' (Greek, nous) to the

same function. Hamilton calls it the ' Regulative

faculty.'

REAUIMUE, Rene Antoine Ferchault de, a

celebrated naturalist and phj'sicist, was born at La
Rochcllc, in the department of Charente-Inferieure,

France, 2Sth February 1GS3 ; and studied in the

Jesuits' College at Poitiers, and afterwards at

Bourgcs. With an eye observant of facts of every

kind, and an indiscriminate thirst for information,

ho j'et specially devoted his attention to physics,

natural history, and mathematics. In 1703, he went
to reside at Paris, where he speedily attracted

general attention by the publication of three geo-

metrical jNIemoirs on particidar cases of the intersec-

tion of Unes ; and in 170S, he was elected a member
of the Academy of Sciences, and was charged with
the supervision of the work Description des divers

Arti tt Metiers, published under the auspices of the

government. R. lightened his labours with occa-

sional researches into various subjects of natural

history. These i-esearches occupied him from 17US
to 1715, and were followed by a series of investiga-

tions into the condition of the woods, gold-bearing

rivers, and turquoise mines of France. His investi-

gations into the nature of the turquoises of Languedoc
led him to the discovery, that they consisted of

the fossil teeth of extinct animals. The collections

of Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences from I7--
till 1725 contain a number of papers by R., in which
he details his discoveries of the mode of producing

steel from iron (an art till that time nnknown in

France), of the tendency which fused metals have to

benomo crj'stalliscd, and of the mode of tinning iron

(also till tli.at time unknown in France). For these

brilliant and valuable successes, he received from the

French government a sum of 12,000 livres, which he
spent in promoting and encouraging the industrial

arts in his native country. R.'s volatile genius next
prompted hini to take up the subject of pottery

;

and here also his ingenuity and perseverance were
rewarded with success, for though he failed in

BuccessfuUy imitating the porcelain of China, he
succeeded in producing (1739) an opaque glass,

which was equal to the porcelain of Saxony and
Japan. All this time, he occasionally pursued his

studio; in natural history, at one time propounding

a mode for ])reserving eggs (by coating them with

fat), at another giving directions for the production

of fowls by artiiicial incubation. His invention of

the Thermometer (q. v.) which beai-s his name need

not be more than mentioned here. He died of a

fall from a horse at his estate of 15ermondi^re, in the

<le]):irtnicnt of Maine, 17th October 1757, leaving

behind him a voluminous collection of works on all

the subjects above stated, also a treatise on ' the silk

of spiders,' which was translated into JIanchu by
the command of the Emperor of China; and a
number of Memoirs (1731—17-10), containing hi.s

thermouietric researches on air, ami ou mixtures of

lluids with lluids or solids. Rut by far his most
im|iortant work is the Mcmoires pour scrvir d
Vllistoire des Insecirs (Amsterdam, 12 vols. 1737

—

1748), which embodies a number of original obser-

vations and discoveries concerning the habits and
instincts of insects, suflicient of itself to immor-
talise their author. Only six volumes of this

work have been published, the seventh being vciy

incomplete at the period of the authors death.
While coUecting materials for this gi-cat work, he
kept numerous insects of all kinds in his garden,
in order to have every opportunity for observing
them. Tlie Academy of Sciences obtained, by the
terms of It.'s will, his collections of minerals and
plants ; materials for a History of Quadrupeds and
Birds, afterwards made use of by Brisson and
Buffon ; a History of Arts, in MS. ; and an immense
nmnlier of finished and unfinished MS. Memoirs.

REBA'TE, a longitudinal groove, cut in a piece

of timber, to receive the edge of another piece, or

the ends of a number of pieces of wood. A notch,

Rebate.

such as that in a door standard for the door, as

in the fig., is also called a reb.ate. In Masonry, such

a joint is called a joggle.

EEBA'TED, in Heraldry, having the points

broken off or cut short.

RE'BEC (anciently rnhihe, or rebelle, Arabic,

rehub), an ancient musical instrument of tlie violin

kind, of which the body, instead of consisting of

two hemisjiherical enlargements, like other instru-

ments of the same tribe, was n.arrow towards the

neck, and gradually enlarged till it rounded off at

the lower end. It had a bridge and three strings

tuned in fifths, and was pla5-ed with a bow. The
earliest known representation of the rebec, however,

taken by the Abbe Gerbert from a MS. of the 9th

c, gives it but one string. The Moors introduced

thi.s instrument from the East into Spain, whence
it spread over the rest of Europe, and was the

precursor of the violin. The four classes of rebecs,

treble, alto, tenor, and bass, were favourite instru-

ments of the minstrels of the middle ages, and were

used both for the dance and to accompany street-

singing. Milton, in hisVAllegro, characterises this

instrument as the ' jocund rebec'

EEBE'LLION (Lat. rcbcUio, from helium, war, a

revolt by nations subdued in war), an openly avowed
renunciation of the authority of the government to

which one owes allegiance, or a levying of war to

resist the authority of the government. Unlike

insurrection, which may be merely an opposition to

a particular law, rebellion involves a design to

renounce all subjection to the state. A commission

of rebellion is a commission awarded against a person

who treats the sovereign's authority with contempt,

by not obeying his proclamation according to his

allegiance, and refusing to attend his sovereign when
required. It consists of four commissioners, who are

ordered to attack the rebel wherever found. In

Scotland, by a legal fiction, a debtor disobeying

a charge on letters of horning to pay or perform in

terms of his obligation, was accounted a rebel, as

being disobedientto the sovereign's command con-

tained in the writ. T'his disobedience was called

civil rebellion, and the penal consequences of actual

rebellion followed it, until they were abolished by
20 Geo. II. c. 50. By the old form of dihgence

(which is still competent), it has therefore been said

that debtors were imprisoned not for debt but for

rebellion. This fiction was discarded in the i>rovi-

sions of the statute 1 and 2 Vict. c. 114, simplifying

the form of diligence and the steps by which
ini]U-isoiiinent for debt is effected.

The expression 'The Great Rebellion,' is gener-

ally applied in England to the revolt of the
' " 137
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Long Parliament against the authority of Charles I.

It began mth the votes of the two Houses
regarding the militia in 1642, by which they
endeavoured to seize the military power of the
country, and the departure of the king for York,
which was immediately followed by the breaking
out of hostihties. The civil war was, properly

speaking, terminated by the submission of Charles

to the Scots, in April 1046 ; but the period of

the rebellion is usually held to include the Com-
monwealth or Protectorate, and to extend to the

restoration of Charles II. in May 16C0.

The revolts in behalf of the House of Stuart in

1715 and 1745 are often, particularly in Scotland,

spoken of emphatically as ' The PiobeUion.' The
former rising in favour of the Chevalier de St
George, son of James II. of England, called the Old
Pretender, was headed by the Earl of Mar, and put
down in 1716 : the latter was led by Prince Charles

Edward, known as the Young Pretender, who,
landing in the Hebrides, was joined by the Highland
chieftains and numerous followers, and after taking
possession of Edinburgh, and marching to Derby,
retreated into Scotland, and was defeated -with great

slaughter by the Duke of Cumberland at Culloden,

on the 16th of April 1746.

EE'BUS, an enigmatical representation of a name
or thing by using pictorial devices for letters,

syllables, or parts of words. The term probably
originates from the device speaking to the beholder
non verbis sed rebus. Devices of this kind, allusive

to the bearer's name, were exceedingly common in

the middle ages, particularly in England. In many
instances, they were used by ecclesiastics and others
who had not a right to armorial ensigns. Thus,
on the rector's lodgings at Lincoln College, Oxford,
erected in the 15th c, to which Thomas Beckyngton,
Bishop of Bath and Wells, liberally contributed, is

carved the rebus of that prelate—a beacon and tun,

with T, the initial letter of his Christian name.
In Westminster Abbey, Abbot Islip's chapel gives

two forms of his rebus—one, a human eye, and a
small branch or slip of a tree ; the other, a man in

the act of falUng from a tree, and exclaiming, ' I

slip!' Many of the monograms of the artists of the
middle ages and early printers were rebuses. That
of Ludger von lling was the letter L inserted

into a ring. A large proportion of the early coats

of arms were rebuses on the names of the bearer of

them, as, for example, three salmons for the name
of Salmon, a lock and heart for that of Lockhart,
three skencs or dirks for Skene. Family badges are

also frequently of the nature of a rebus, and mottoes,
as Vcr non semper viret of the Vernons.

EECAMIEB, Jeanne Fbansoise Julie Ade-
laide Bernard, Dame, perhaps the finest repre-
sentative sjjecimen, in later times, of that character
peculiarly French, the ' woman of society,' the
potentate in petticoats, who sways the salon, and
out of it becomes in doing so a sort of ' unacknow-
ledged legislator'—was born at Lyon in December
1777- Her father was a banker of that city, and,
as well as her mother, was distinguished by much
of the personal grace and charm which, in the
daughter, seem to have culminated, as it were, in

a form of almost typical perfection. She was beaiiti-

fid, and in rare measure possessed, as the soul of her
be.auty, the woman's indefinable fascination, the^e ne
sais quoi of her country. She was educated under
the charge of an aunt in the convent of La Deserte

;

and at about the age of 15, she went to Paris to
join her parents, who had some time before migrated
thither. Shortly after, shewas married to M. Jacques
Piecamier, a rich b.ankcr about thrice her own age.
The union is said to have been scarcely in the
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ordinary sense connubial (' M. Eecamier n'eut
jamais que des rapports paternels aveo sa femme ')

;

but a mutual affection and respect informed it from
the first, and consecrated it to the end, as passion
might possibly have failed to do. A record of the
splendid social triumphs of Madame K. would
involve notice of nearly all that was distingxiished

in Paris during a space of about fifty years. In that
strange, impalpable, yet most real way, of which, in

this country, we can have only a faint and also

coarse conception, she became a power, and she
continued so ; and this despite changes of fortune,

which, among us, would have involved the extinc-

tion of even a more solid celebritj'. To the famous
Madame de Staiil, she was bound by ties of extreme
affection and intimacy ; and when her friend was
banished from Paris, as having drawn on her the
little jealousy of Napoleon, she lavished her
sympathy on the brUhant e.xile. Sometime after,

the complete ruin of her husband's fortunes induced
her to accept an invitation from Madame de Stael to

join her at Coppet in Switzerland (1S06). Here she

was thrown into the society of Prince August of

Prussia, and a mutual attachment ensued. It is

supposed that, of all her innumerable admu'ci-s, he
alone succeeded in touching her lioart. A marriage
was arranged, the necessary condition of which was
the consent of M. Kecamier to a divorce. This was
not refused ; but his mild and touching remon-
strance sufficed to divert from her purpose a woman,
on the one hand, of generous and noble feeling, and
probably, on the other, constitutionally incapable of

any very vehement passion. The man whose bril-

Haut prosperities she had shared, she shrimk from
deserting in the decay of fortune which had by this

time befallen him. The devotion of her princely

lover continued tUl his death in 1845 ; but it does

not appear that after his first distinct failure

—

though he frequently again met his beloved—his

efforts to secure her were very vigorously renewed.

The lady's genius for love does not seem to have
been great ; but for friendship, it was almost unex-

ampled. The most distinguished ami of her later

years was JI. do Chateaubriand, who solaced

himself in his peevish decline by an almost daily

visit to her. In 1S46, he became a widower, and
he then wished to marry Madame E., a widow since

1830 ; but the lady declined the honour—wisely for

herself and for M. de Chateaubriand. Till the last

day of Chateaubriand's life, he found—though his

hand had been refused by her—in the friendship of

Madame E., almost his only source of cheer and
satisfaction. Chateaubriand died July 4, 1S4S, and
Madame E, followed him on the 11th May 1849.

She died not so much of grief as of cholera, a disease

of which her dread had always been great ; and
dying, she left behind her a reputation which must
continue to give her a historic place among the

French Queens of Society. If not quite so brilliant

as some of them, she was obviously much more
correct than -most, on a ground of virtue or o£

coldness. Specially brilliant she was not ; but she

seems to have moved in some atmosphere breathed
aljout her of bewildering charm and fascination.

Passion, in its fiercer sense, she had not in herself,

nor does she seem much to have inspu'ed it ; but
the genius of refined p^iilanderincj, as it is tenned,

was probably never more exquisitely embodied.
See Souvenirs et Correspondance tires des Papiers de
Mme Eecamier (Par. 1859).

EECEI'PT is the technical as well as popul.-ir

term signifying a legal acknowledgment of money
received in discharge of a debt or demand. It is

often popularly believed that a written receipt is the

only legal proof of payment ; but this is a mistalcc,

the fact being that it is only one mode of proving
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it. If the money be paid in presence of witnesses,

or even without witnesses, provided a jury or judge
believe the statement on oath of the party paying

it, this is, in England, quite as good evidence of the

payment as if a written receipt were given ; and
even a written receipt is not conclusive, for it is sub-

ject to explanation, and if it was obtained in advance
of a payment which never followed, or by fraud,

it goes for nothing as a discharge of the debtor. If

a rcceii't is in writing, and the sum paid exceeds

40.«., it must bo stamped mth a penny receipt-stamp

(which may bo an adhesive stamp), otherwise the

receipt is inadmissible as evidence of payment.
Not only is a receipt proper subject to stamp-duty,

but also any note or memorandum given to a person

on payment of money, and acknowledging payment
of any part of a debt or demand, whether signed or

not ; so receipts given on payment of biUs of

exchange or promissory-notes, are liable to stamp-
duty. Rut there are several exceptions from
liability to stamp-duty. Such are receipts for

deposits with bankers (except when paid on allot-

ment of shares, or in respect of calls on shares)

;

receipts as to the assessed taxes—for land-tax,

income-tax, and payments to the crown ; receipts

by officers, seamen, marines, or soldiers for wages or

pay ; receipts for purchase of government stock

;

receipts written ou the back of duly stamped bills

of exchange or promissory-notes, or upon the back
of duly stamped purchase-deeds. Where a debtor

tenders money, but reqxiires a stamped receipt at

the same time, he ought to provide himself with
paper, and stamp, and writing materials, for the

creditor is not bound to supply these. In Scotland,

the receipt of money cannot be proved by witnesses,

where the debt was created by WTiting, and it is not

allowed to dispute the validity of a written receipt,

except in cases of fraud.

EECEIVING STOLEN GOODS is a criminal

offence, distinct from larceny. It implies that the

goods were received with the knowledge that they

were stolen. The offence is felony, and punishable

with penal servitude from 3 to 14 years ; or 2
years' imjirisonment, with or without hard labour.

In cases where the stealing is only a misdemeanour,
then the receiWug is also only a misdemeanour

;

and where the taking of property is an offence

punishable on summary conviction, the receiving

with knowledge is punishable in the same way.
It is sometimes extremely difficult to tlistinguish

between tlie case of a receiver and of one who
is a party to the stealing, or a principal. The thief

may be a \vitness against the receiver.

EECENT or HUMAN PERIOD, in Geology, is

the title given to the epoch that has elapsed since

man made his appearance on the globe. The causes

that operated throughout the ages of geological

time to ]iroduce the changes recorded in the various

sedimentary deposits, did uot terminate with the

beginning of human history, but have been ever

acting since man was able to observe and to record

his observations, and are still in progress around us.

The solid earth is being washed away by atmo-

spheric agency, and the abraded portions are con-

tinually carrieil away slowly and imperceptibly by
streams and rivers, to form new deposits in the

depths of inland lakes or of the ocean. Volcanoes

are throwing up lava and scoria^, and earthquakes

are elevating portions of the earth's surface in one

place, and deiiressing them in another ; and plants

and animals are, eitlicr with their living bodies, or

their dead cxuvia-, forming, as in past ages, deposits

in various places, as in the foraminiferous ooze of the

deep ocean, and 'the enormous coral reefs of the

eastern seas, or the peat-mosses and diatomaccous

earths of temperate climes. The record of all these
changes, and the remains of man and of the jilants

and animals which the strata produced by them
contain, have for some years received great atten-

tion. As they form common gi-ound for the anti-

quary and geologist, they have been diligently in-

vestigated by the students of both sciences. The
classification adopted for the subdivision of the
Recent Period is based ou what is supposed to have
been the progress of human civilisation. The first

rude inhabitants of a country seem to have been
acquainted only .with stone implements. Their
hammers, knives, and spears were made of stone,

sharpened by chipping the ed"es, and subsequently

by grinding and polishing. In Denmark, these stone
implements are found buried in peat-mossea, asso-

ciated with the remains of plants and animals that

still live in that or neighbouring countries. The
common tree in these mosses is the Scotch fir, which
has not been a native of Denmark during historical

times. Of the same age are the ' kitchen-middens,'

found on the coasts of the Danish islands in the

Baltic. They are mounds of the shells of the oyster,

cockle, peri\vinkle, and other edible moUusca, like

those formed by the North American Indians on
the eastern shores of the United States. The imple-

ments found in them are formed of stone, sometimes
of wood and bone, but never of metal Similar
' middens ' have been described as occurring in

various places in the north of Scotland. The i)eople

who built the earliest of the lacustrine habitations

of Switzerland were also imacquaintod with the use

of metals. See Crannoges. The paucity or almost

absence of human bones in such early deposits,

whether in Denmark or Switzerland, is attributed

by antiquaries to the supposed practice of burning

the dead.

While the lower portion of the Danish peat-mosses

is characterised by the presence of stone imple-

ments and the trimks of Scotch fir, the upper por-

tions of the same mosses abound in trunks and
acorns of the common oak, and with these are asso-

ciated implements and articles of bronze. In many
of the Swiss pile-buildings, the bronze implements

also supplanted those of stone. The various articles

exhibit a considerable advance in civilisation, as is

to be expected from the using a metal, the posses-

sion of which implies the existence of foreign com-

merce, since tin was in ancient times only obtained

from Cornwall.

la progress of time, the oak in its turn disap-

peared from the surface of Denmark, and was fol-

lowed by the beech, which still continues to flourish

luxuriantly in Denmark. The use of bronze also

gradually gave way before the now discovered

iron. A few of the lake-buddings seem not to

have been abandoned until after the inhabit-

ants became acquainted with the use of iron, as

some articles made of this metal have been founel

at Nidau.
While it is useful thus to characterise the various

ste]i3 iu the civilisation of man, and to associate them
with the strata in which they occur, it would be a

source of endless error to suppose that all such

strata are contemporaneous ; for the various ages

have really existed at the same time not only in

different countries of the w-orld, but even in con-

tiguous regions, and probably implements of the

three materials have been used at the same time by
different inhabitants of the same district. See

Bronze, Age of. The occurrence, then, of stone

imiilements in several deposits exhibits uot a simi-

larity of age, but a similar stage of advancement in

civilisation, consequently no dependence can be

placed on those calculations which trace back the

iron, bronze, and stone periods as if they had
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prpceded each other in reciilar chronological series,

and each liad occupied a given number of years.

RECE'PTACLE, in Botany, the expanded and

abbreviated termination of a floral axis, bearing

Many flowers close together, as in the heads of

Jlowers of the Compositcc and in the fig. The recep-

tacle assmnes a great variety of forms, and some-

times, as in the fig, becomes a chief part of the

fruit. It is the eatable part of the artichoke, and

the ' cheese ' of thistles, so well known to school-

boys. The name receptacle is sometimes also given

to that part of a single flower from winch the

whorls of floral envelopes and parts of fructification,

or some of them, spring -, which, however, is more

properly called the iltalaimm or torus.

EECE'PTION, KELic.iotrs, of monks, nuns, and

other religious persons, is the ceremonial whereby

they are admitted to the probationary state caUed

the Novitiate (q. v.). Before the ceremony of

reception, a short preparatory stage must be passed

throucrh by the candidate (called at this stage a

'postulant'), the duration of which usuaUy ranges

from two to six months. The ceremony of the

reception, called also ' clothing,' is performed by a

bishop, or a priest delegated by a bishop, and con-

sists in blessing the religious dress or habit, and

investing the postulant therein with appropriate

pr.ayers,'the hair being at the same time cut oU, and

the secular dress laid aside, in token of the renun-

ciation of the worid and its pomiis and pleasures.

The reception, however, is understood to be only a

provisional ste]i ; and the novice remains free to

return to secular life at any time during the

novitiate.

EECI'PROCAL (Lat. rcaprocare), a term which

is employed in jNIathematics in a sense analogous

to that attached to it in ordinary language. A
o-eomctrical proposition is the reciprocal (or tiwcrse)

Sf another, when the 'data' of the one arc the

' qnajsita ' of the other, and viee versa. In Algebra,

one (luantity is the reciprocal of another, when the

one is the result of unity divided by the other

;

thus, 2 and \, x and \, | and (l 4- ^ or)-, are

reciprocal quantities. The product of a quantity by

its reciprocal must always be unity, reciprocal or

Inverse Proportion, a term formerly much used in

arithmetical treatises, but now, aud with much

propriety, generally disused, referred to such ques-

tions as the following: If a rectangular heW be

SOU yards long, and 240 broad, what must be the

breadth of another rectangular field of equal area

which is 9G0 yards loug?-the answer being 200

yards In this question, we see that the breadths

are not proportional to the lengths, but to the reci-

procals o£ the lengths ; thus,
gof)

= 900 = = -^° =
"'^^'

but in all such problems, it is l)ctter for the pupil

to be left to exercise his judgment in applying

to them the ordinary rule of proportion.

RECITATI'VE (Ital. recitativo, from recitare, to

recite), a species of vocal composition which differs

from an air in having no definite rhythmical arrange-

ment, and no decided or strictly constructed melody,

but approaches, in tonal succession and rhythm, to

the declamatory accents of language ; it is, m tact,

as near an approach as possible to speech delivered

in musical sounds, llecitatives are not performed

1" any strict species "of time, the length ot the

notes depending on the singer, who lengthens or

shortens them according to tlio expression required.

It is, however, usual to note a recitative m com-

mon 'time in order to facilitate the reading; and

when any part of a recitative is to be performed m

strict time, this is indicated by tlie words ree. a

tempo. When a recitative is accompanied merely

by a few simple chords of an instrument, to indicate

to the singer the pitch and the harmony, it is called

recitativo secco or parlante, declaimed recitative.

^Vhen the voice is accompanied by a considerable

portion of the instruments of the orchestra, either

in sustained chords or florid passages, it is termed

recitativo accompagnuto, sirumentato, or ohfihyalo.

Recitative w^as largely used in the ancient drama

;

and is used in the opera to express some action or

passion, to relate a story, reveal a secret or design,

&c. It is said to have lieen first introduced in the

opera by Emilio del Cavaliore at Rome.

RECLAI'MING, in the Law of Scotland, means

the appeal from a judgment of the Lord Ordinary

to the Inner House. 'Tlie reclaiming days are ten

days after judgment, except against iuteriocutors

disiiosinrr in whole or in i>art of the merits of the

cause. The step by which the appeal is commenced

is a reclaiming note.

RECLU'SE (Lat. rcchisus, also inchisus, shut up),

a class of monks or nuns who, from a motive of

special penance, or with a view to the more strict

observance of Christian perfection, remained .shut

up from all converse, even with members of

their own order, in a cell or other ]ilace of strict

retirement. This practice was not allowed, except

to persons of tried virtue, and by special per-

mission of the abliot ; and the recluse was, with

duo solemnity, locked up in the presence of the

abbot or the bishop, who placed his seal upon the

door not to be removed without the authority

of the bishop himself. The celebrated medieval

theologian, Rabanus Maurus, was a recluse, when

elected Archbishop of Meutz. Nuns also were

found to iM-actise the same voluntary seclusion,

especially in the Benedictine, Franciscan, and

Cistercian orders. A rule, specially designed for

female recluses, was composed Ijy rElred of Reresby,

and is preserved by Holstenius in his Codex Lepu-

larum Monasticarum, vol. i. p. 418, and folloivm;;.

—In a wider sense, the name recluse is popuxarly

applied to all cloistered persons, whether men or

women, even those who live in community with

their brethren.

RECO'GNISANCE is a kind of judicial bond

entered into with a court of record, the object of

which is to secure the doing of some act, as the

appearance of witnesses at a criminal trial, or the

keopin" of the peace by one who has threatened

or assaTilted another. The form of it is thus :
' A B

doth aclcnowlcdge to owe to our lady the Queen

the sum of ten pounds,' or some other sum to be

levied of his goods if he fail in the condition

endorsed ; and then a condition is added, which

states that if the thing secured is done, then the

recognisance is to be void. This is the mode by

which justices of the peace secure the attendance of

the prosecutor and witnesses at the trial ot a

prisoner who has been committed for trial, or the

future good behaviour of one who has committed a

breach of the peace. If the thing secured is not

performed, then the party bound forfeits his recog-

nisance, th.at is, a dcljt of the amount specified

becomes forthwith due to the crown.

RECOI'Li. When the charge of gunpowder con-

tained in a gun is fired, the sudden expansion of the

powder into many times its former bulk acts with

equal force in every direction. The resistance

ottered by the ball, which moves more or ess easily

in the bore, being far less than that of the bulky

and heavier gun and carriage, the baU is forced to a

great distance; but the gun, with its carriage,

must nevertheless fool the reaction, and is driven
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backwards a certain space, ordinarily a few feet.

This retrograde motion is called the recoil, and
dangerous accidents sometimes take place from it.

After the recoil, the gunners have to work the

]>iece back to its former position for the next

discharge. In the Armstrong naval gun, and
some other modern cannon, the trunnions of the

gim are mounted on an inclined plane, up whicli

the recoil di'ives them ; they running down
again to their original position by the action of

gravity, after the discharge. Other expedients have
been tried with greater or less success ; among
them may be cited a series of solid India-rubber

Ijuli'ors, which, being compressed Ijy the recoil,

drove the gun home again on recovering their shape.

The gim and shot remaining the same, the recoil is

proportionate to the charge.

The recoil of small-arms is known as their ' kick,'

and is felt on the shoulder of the marksman.

RE'COLLET (Lat. rccoUccliis, gathered together),

a name given to the members of certain reformed
Iiodies of monastic orders, whether of men or women,
in the Catholic Church. Among orders of men, an
oti'shoot of the Augustinian hermits, which, under
Louis de Montaya, in 1530, obtained considerable

popularity in yjjain, was called by this name, and
the order still exists at Medina Sidonia, Leon, and
Pamplona ; but outside of .Spain, this order is better

known under the title of the Refokmed Fr.AX-

cisC-UiS, who were estabUshed in France imder
Henry IV. and Louis XIV., and spread thence into

Belgium, their houses in these countries and Ger-
many becoming so numerous that they reckoned no
less than ten provinces. A reform of the Cistercian

order of nuns in Spain was called by the same
name.

RECO'NjSTAISSANCE, EECONNOI'TBE, the

noun and verb expressive of the operation of inspect-

ing a country in which milit.ary operations are

intended. This duty devolves on the department of

the Quarter-master General, and requii'es the exer-

cise of qualities of a very high order. The officer

deputed to reconnoitre is well mounted, and accom-
panied by a small escort, also well mounted, in order

to escape if noticed by the enemy. His duty is to

measure every n.atural feature in his district by eye,

or by more accurate measurement when practic-

alilc, and to produce a map, shewing liiUs, valleys,

streams, canals, plains, woods, &c. He must at the
same time note all obstacles ; what resources the
country possesses to m.aintain men or horses ; what
the disposition of the inhabitants, &c. Reconnoit-

ring is necessarily a very dangerous scr\-ice ; an
officer so employed has often to resort to disguises,

and if taken, runs some risk of being treated as a

spy.—A maritime reconnaissance is analogous.

RE'CORD, as a legal term, is used in the L'nited

Kingdom to signify the formal statements or plead-

ings of parties in a litigation. In general, the rule

is well settled that the pleadings which make up
the record do not enter into details of the evidence,

but merely set forth the conclvisions or inferences,

leaWng the details of evidence to be sujiplied at the

trial before a jury, or, if there is no jury, at the

hearing before the judge or court. All the higher

co\irt3 file the records in the suits, and are called

Courts of Reooixl, and one of the incidents of a

Court of Record is, that the court or judge can
commit for contempt any jierson who insults the

court, or wilfidly obstructs the business. A trial by
record means that one of the jiarties has set up
some former decision of the court, while the other

denies th.it such a decision ever existed ; whereupon,
the only mode of solving the qiiestion is by pro-

ducing the record of tlie former action, and so

settling the dispute. In the Courts of Common
Law of England, the parties, by the rides of pleading,

come to an issue at last, after mutually answering

each other, and the issue is either some short point

of fact or of haw. I\o intervention of the jud^e or

court is necessary to come to an issue. In Scotland,

however, the closing of the record is a formal step

which requires the sanction of the judge, who closes

the record after each party has said all he wishes
to say by way of statement and answer. See also

Registratiox.

RECORDS, Public (Lat. recordari,to remember),
contemporary authenticated statements of the pro-

ceedings of the legislature, and the judgments of

those higher courts of law which are distinguished

as Courts of Record. It has been a subject of much
discussion what constitutes a record, and in a looser

sense the term record has sometimes been applied

to any public document preser\-eJ in a recognised

repository. No country is so rich in public records

as England. A committee of the House of Com-
mons, in 1837, described the jiubhc records of Eng-
land as comprised under four classes. 1. Independent
series of records of territorial surveys at dilTerent

periods. 2. Series of enrolments, comprising on one

roll varieties of distinct entries, classed together

according to their formal character. 3. Records of

judicial proceedings. 4. Separate documents, as

letters, inquisitions, commissions, and privy seals.

Act 1 and 2 Vict. c. 94, sets at rest the question

what is legally to be held a record, by providing

that the word records shall be taken to mean all

rolls, records, WTits, books, proceedings, decrees,

bills, warrants, accounts, papers, and documents
whatsoever belonging to Her Majesty, or then

deposited, or which ought to be deiJosited, in any
of certain places of custody, which are enumerated.
The oldest existing English records are Tallies in

Exchequer, which, down to 1S34, continued to be
used both for receipts and for simple records of

matters of account. They consist of wooden rods,

marked on one side with notches, to indicate the

sum for wliich the tally was an acknowledgment

;

while on the two other sides were written the

amount, the name of the paj'er, and the date of the

transaction ; and the tally being divided longitu-

dinally, the one half was preserved in Exchequer,

and the other given to the person who had paid the

money. This rude contrivance, which came down
to us from Anglo-Saxon times, was an effectual

safeguard against forgery. Parchment is the mate-

rial on which the greater portion of the records are

written ; the skins being, in some cases, as in the

rolls of the Exchequer and conmion law courts,

attached at the top bookw.ays ; in other oases, as

the Chancery and \V.ardrobe, sewed consecutively.

Some records are in the form of books, as Domesday ;

others are filed—i. c., each document is pierced \\-ith

a string or gut passed thi-ough it, the whole being

fastene'd together in bundles. A few records are

written on paper. The early parhamentary records

and statutes are principally in Korman-Freneh,
which continued in partial use tdl the time of Henry
V. ; all the other great series of records, except

those of parliament, are in Latin down to the reign

of George II., or hater, except during the Common-
wealth, when English was substituted.

Public records, wliich can be traced in germ before

the Comiucst, gradually exjianded under the Norman
and Plautagenet Icings. They enaliled the subject

to defend and maintain those feudal rights and pri-

vdeges which were gradually trenching on royal

2)rerogative, and to jirotect himself from arbitrary

exactions ; while to the king they furnished pre-

cedents which could not be questioned for his calls

of military service and taxation. m
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The various courts being the king's courts, and
following the sovereign from place to place, their

earliest receptacles were the royal palaces in dif-

ferent parts of England ; but Tvhcn the higher
courts were permanently established at Westmin-
ster, 'treasuries,' or places of custody for the records

of the different courts, were appointed there. A
Snrtion of the public records were, as far back as

[enry III.'s reign, deposited in the Tower of London
and New Temple ; and in the reign of Edward III.

the Tower had become a permanent treasury. Tlie

parliamentary committee of lSo7 enumerated among
the places of deposit a room in the Tower over a

gunpowder magazine, and contiguous to a steam-

engine in daily operation ; a chapel at the EoUs,
where di%'ine service was performed ; undergi'ound

vaults at Somerset House ; damp and dark cellars

at Westminster Hall ; the stables of the late Carl-

ton Ride ; and the Chapter-house, Westminster.

From the reign of Edward II. downwards, the

attention of parliament had often been called to

the safe custody and arrangement of the records

as an object of solicitude. The fullest e.xamination

in recent times was made by a committee of the

House of Commons in ISOO, whose lleport presents

far the most comprehensive account of the records

in existence. A commission was appointed to go on
with the work which the committee had begun, and
renewed six times between ISOO and 1831. AU the

several record commissions directed the commis-
sioners to cause the records to be methodised, regvi-

lated and digested, bound and secured, and to have
calendars made, and original papers printed ; and
numerous valuable publications have been issued

by the commissioners from time to time. A full

investigation into the proceedings of the Eeoord
Commissioners was made by a committee of the

House of Commons in 1835, since which time annual
Reports have been issued by the deputy-keeper of

records. The most important recent statute re-

garding the custody and preservation of the records

is 1 and 2 Vict. c. 49, which restores to the Master
of the Rolls that custody of the records which he
had originally possessed, but which had for a long

time become nominal. That officer is emjiowered
to appoint a deputy-keeper of the records, and in

conjiuictiou with the Treasury, to do all that is

requisite in the execution of this service. He makes
rules for the management of the office, and fixes

what fees may be demanded. He allows copies to

be made, which, when certified by the deputy and
assistant keepers, and authenticated with the seal

of the office, are producible as evidence in courts of

law. The Home Secretary directs from time to time
such of the catalogues, calendars, and indexes, and
such of the records as he thinks fit, to be printed,

and sold at prices fixed by him. The act 1 and 2
Vict. c. 94 contemplates the consolidation of all

the records in the large receptacle near Fetter Lane,
into which, under Sir John Romdly, the present
Master of the RoUs, they are in process of being
collected from their difl'crent scattered depositories.

Our limits will not allow us to enumerate more
than a very few even of the more important classes

of records. One class consists of the various terri-

torial surveys, beginning with Domesday (q. v.), and
including, among others, the EotuU Hundredornm,
Extenta Mmierii, Testa de Nevill, Pope Nicholas's
Taxation, Ilennj VlII.'s Survey, and the Survey of
the Commonwealth. Another extensive class belong
to the Exchequer, including the Pipe Poll, or Great
Roll of the Exchequer, beginning with the second
year of Henry II., containing the yearly accounts
of the revenues of the crown, certain and casual

;

the Memoranda and Originalia rolls, records of

First-fruits and Tenths, records of the Court of
142

Aiigmentations, instituted to decide questions re-

garding possessions belonging to the crown, on the
dissolution of the monasteries, and Placita, or records

of pleadings and judgments. The EotuU GuricB Eegis
contain the record of the proceedings in the ancient
supreme court of law ; and there are numerous
classes of records of the proceedings in all the
various courts of common law and in the Court of

Chancery. The record of Fines and Pecoveries is an
unbroken record of the transfer of lands from 25
Henry II. down to 1833, when this sjiecies of convey-
ance was abolished. The Chai'ter Polls are records
of charters, of grants of privileges to religious houses,

towns, and corporations, and creations of nobility

from 11 Edward II. to Edward IV. The Patent Polls

are enrolments of instruments written on open
ipatentes) sheets of parchment, having peudeuf;

from them the Great Seal, addressed to the lieges in

general. The Close Polls are records of such letters

imder the Great Seal as were despatched closed or

sealed up—royal mandates to particular persons
for particular pm'poses, and not intended for public
inspection. The Liberate Polls contain writs issued
out of Chancery, ordering the payment of money
from the Treasirry. The Fine Polls contain accounts
of tines paid to the king for licence to alienate lands,

freedom from knight-service, passing or renewal of

charters, wardships, safe-conduct, pardons, &c. The
French Polls, Norman Polls, and Gascon Polls relate

to the affairs of France, Normandy, and Gaseony,
when held by the English ; and the Potuli ScoticE to

transactions with Scotland. An important class

of the records are those connected with parliament,

including Statute Polls, Parliament Polls, Pccurds
of Parliament, and Statutes from 1485 to the present
time, with the Journals of the Lords and Commons
from Henry VIII. to the present time, and the
Writs of Summonses and returns to parliament.
The slate papers originally sprung from the

Privy Council and Chancery, and include the corre-

spondence of the Privy Council, secretaries of state,

and other pubUc departments, with miscellaneous
domestic papers from the time of Henry VIII. to
George II., a mass of correspondence with foreign
powers, and an extensive collection relating to
ecclesiastical affairs at and after the Reformation.
Since 1855, the State Paper Office has become a
part of the PubUc Record Office, and been placed
under the control of the Master of the Rolls.

Much has been done in the way of calendaring
and arranging the contents of this valuable reposi-

tory, and nine volumes of calendars of state papers
have been issued to the public.

By the regulations established by the Master of
the Rolls, 5th July 1858, persons desirous of con-
sulting the public records, including state papers,
for a literary purpose, have to apply in writing
to the deputy-keeiier, stating the objects of their
search, which, if necessary, may be more fully
explained at a personal interview. It the expla-
nation be satisfactory, a permission is issued to
inspect and make extracts without payment of
fees.

Scotland.—The public records of Scotland were
undoubtedly numerous and multifarious as early as

1282 ; but the more ancient of them were lost by
shipwreck in the reign of Edward I. of England.
The control of the records has from very early times
been intrusted to the Clerk Register, or Lord Clerk
Register, one of the higli officers of state, who had a
seat in the Scottish parbament, to whom, and his
deputies and other officers appointed by him, it was
assigned to superintend both their formation and
their custody. The earhest records of Scotland
were in the inconvenient form of rolls, but in the
reign of David II. the practice was introduced of
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writing tliem in books. By an act of 1463, the
kiug's rolls and registers were appointed to be put
in books ; but the accounts in the Exchequer
continued, nevertheless, to bo kept in rolls till the
passing of another act in 1G72, appointing them to

be written in books. Prior to the reign of Charles
II., the public records were deposited, under care of

the Clerk Register, in the Laigh Parliament House,
now part of the Advocates' Library ; and shortly

before the Union, the whole records were transferred

to that depository, where they continued till the
erection of the large building called the General
Register House, which was comiileted in 17S7, and
hcis recently been added to. The Register Plouse

serves the purpose of preserving and making avail-

able the national muniments, as well as accommo-
dating the whole offices of record connected with the
supreme court. The Lord Clerk Register and his

depute have now merely the custody of the records,

their preparation being intrusted to another class of

officers.

Under the Scottish records are included the acts
of parliament and of Privy Council, and the records
of all the various courts of justice ; also the records
of the Great Seal, Privy Seal, and Signet. An
important class of records are the liCtours of Services.

A service is by the law of Scotland necessary to
transmit a right to real property to the heir from
his ancestor. At present, this service consists of the
decision of the sheriff of the county or the sheriff of

Chaucery ; but the form in use till 1S47 was by
retour, a wi-iting which contained the verdict of a
jury returned in answer to a brieve from Chancery
for finding tlie heir at the death of his ancestor.

The register of retoiu's is not extant further back
than 1547.

Tlie registers connected with the transmission of

heritable rights are even more important. After
several unsuccessful attempts to introduce a system
of registration, the gi-eat branch of the public records
known as the Begister of Sasines was established by
act 1017, c. IC. By the system then introduced,
wliich has since been continued with modifications
in detaU, all instruments requisite to the ti'ansmis-

sion of real property must be put on record for

publication. Besides the principal register in
Edinburgh, there are district registers, and any
instraraeut may be recorded either in the general
or district register. Volumes are issued from the
General Register House to the district recorders of
sasines, which, when filled, are returned to the
General Register House. By this means the title

to real property can bo ascertained with certainty
and precision, and may, if necessary, be traced back
two centuries and a half. It is also obUgatory
to record in separate registers all instruments
necessary for the constitution, transmission, and
extinction of voluntary encumbrances. See Regls-
TR.VTioN OF Deeds and Weits. This system, while
confirming the credit of the proprietor, also oj^erates

in favour of the security of creditors. There is a
special Hcjiiler of Enlails, in which, in terms of act

1GS5, c. 22, deeds of entail must be recorded at the
sight of the Court of Session.

Tlie object of registration in all these cases is

pxihlkalton : but charters by sulijects, dispositions,

bonds, contracts, and other probative m-its m.aj',

under act 1G3S, c. 4, be recorded in the lieglsler

of Deeds for preservation. A third object of regis-

tration is execution. Every deed constituting a
licrsonal claim of debt, or an obligation to perform
.scinii; lawfid prestation, if intended to be made the
subject of personal diligence for pajmicat or perform-
ance, must be registered previously to execution
being issued on it.

Ireland.—Many of the records perished durin"

the wars prior to the final reduction of Ireland,
and those which survived these commotions were
long exposed to mutilation and destruction from
the unsatisfactory arrangements for their custody.
A commission was appointed in ISIO for the pre-
servation and arrangement of the Irish records,
whose labours, conducted with considerable success,
were terminated by the revocation of the commis-
sion in 1S30. In 1847, commissioners were a^aiu
appointed to investigate the state of the records,
in consequence of whose labours a bill for their sate
custody was prepared, but afterwards abandoned.
There is no general place of custody for the records
of Ireland, which are scattered in different reposi-
tories in Dublin. Sevei-al volumes of calendars from
the Irish patent and close rolls have lately been pub-
lished under the direction of the Master of the Rolls,
but they are not considered to be so satisfactorily
edited as the English record publications.

EECORDE, Robert, generally allowed to have
been the greatest English mathematician of the 16th
c., but now almost forgotten, was born about 1500
at Tenby, in Pembrokeshire, Wales. He completed
his education at Oxford, and there distinguished
himself in mathematics, rhetoric, music, and
anatomy ; but wishing to make medicine his pro-
fession, he removed to Cambridge, and there, in

1545, he received the degree of iNl.D., 'being mueli
adm ired by all who knew him for his jjrofound and
varied knowledge of art and science.' In 1547, he
was in London, engaged in the composition of T/(e

Urinal of Physic (1548), a work which saw five

editions ; and was about the same time appointed
family physician to Edward "VI., and afterwards to
Queen Mary. Ten years after this, we find him in
the debtors' jirison in London, where he cUed
miserably in 1553. IJis works are all in the form
of dialogues between a master and his pupil, and
are wi-itten in tlie rude EugUsli of his time ; they
are

—

The Gate of Knowledge, and The Treasure of
Knowledge, two works which seem to be completely
lost; The Ground of Arts, teaching the Fcrfct
Work and Practice of Arithmetic, &c. (Loud.
1549), an arithmetical work wdnch has been
frequently reprinted, and which exhibits a curious
' melange ' of the Arabic and Roman notation

;

Tlie Pathwatj to Knowledge (Loud. 1551), an abridg-
ment of Euclid's Elements; The Castle of Know-
ledge, containing the Explication of the Sphere
both Celestial and Material, &c. (Lond. 1551), an
astronomical work, dedicated to Queen Mary, in
which he compares the Ptolemaic and Copernican
systems, and, but with great hesitation, gives the
preference to the latter; The Wlictstone of Wit,
which js the second ]>arl of Arilhmetic, a treatise
upon algelira, a subject at that time little known,
in which R. collects the substance of the best con-
tinental writers, and adds his own im])rovements
and discoveries. In the appreciation of the general
results derivable from algebraic formid*, he is far
beyond his contemporaries, \nth the sole exception
of Vieta (q. v.). E. is regarded as the inveiitor of
the symbol { = ) for equality, and of the mode of
extracting the square root of compound quantities.
R.'s talents seem to have been as varied as pro-
found, for, besides his mathematical pre-eminence,
he was considered to be a skilfid doctor, an able
lawyer, and a philologist of no mean ability.

RECO'RDER is a judge of a city or borough
Court of Quarter Sessions, being a barrister of not
less tlian five years' standing. He is ap])ointed by
the Home Secretary, and the salary is paid by the
city or borough out of the borough fund. His
duties are the same as what are usually discharged
by Courts of Quarter Sessions, and are confined

liZ
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chielly to the trial of prisoners Avho have been
committed by justices of the peace for trial during

each quarter of a year. The recorder is not pro-

hibited from practising at the bar, and he is almost

invariably a counsel in active practice. The salary

is generally small, but, nevertheless, the office is in

great request among members of the English bar.

There is no such oilice in Scotland, but the sheritf

discharges similar duties.

KECORDER, the name of a musical instrument

formerly in use in this country, somewhat lilce a

flageolet, but ^vith the lower part wider than the

upper, and a mouthpiece resembling the beak of a

bird. Its pitch was an octave higher than the

flute, and ii had a pleasing tone, hence Jliltou

speaks of

The Dorian mood
Of flutes and soft recorders.

RECO'VERY, in English law, was a term much
used in reference to estates tail, though it is also a

general term denoting the decision of a court in

favour of a party claiming lands or goods. A
feigned recovery was an imitation of a similar pro-

ceeding, and was a device invented to break an
English entail. An estate tail was an estate given

to A and the heirs of his body, and at first it was
enacted by a statute De Donu, under Edward
I., that A could not sell or alienate the estate,

so as to prevent the heirs of his body acquir-

ing the benefit of it. But the laAvyers invented

a sham action and judgment, called a recovery, by
which the issue were barred from all rights. The
Fines and Recoveries Act aboUshed that form, and
substituted for it a disentailing deed, which, when
executed by the tenant in tail, has the same elfect.

RECRUI'TING. Formerly, the task of raising

recruits for the army was intrusted to the colonels

of regiments, who employed ciwliau agents and
others to persuade young men to join their stan-

dards ; these agents often resorting to very illegal

methods to entrap recruits. Subsequently, the duty
was assigned to several recruiting corps, each known
by the name of its commanding officer ; but imder
this system, so many irregularities, and such difi'er-

enee of practice arose, that in 1S02, for purposes of

uniformity, economy, and jiroper control, it was
decided to place the whole recruiting luider the
immediate direction of the adjutant-general. For
this purpose, the cmmtry was divided into I'ccruit-

ing districts. At the head of each district was
placed an inspecting field-dflieer, with the duty
of superintending all recruiting parties in his dis-

trict, and of approving the recruits brought. At
some of the prmcipal places in the district, super-

intending officers are stationed to overlook the
recruiting parties. At the district headquarters,
there is a paymaster, responsible for all the financial

concerns, and a medical officer, who examines the
recruits in point of health and physical fitness.

This system still obtains, though the number of

districts has been greatly reduced from the original

number. At present, Great Britain is divided into

five recruiting districts, having their headquarters
respectively at Leeds, Liverpool, Bristol, London,
and Glasgow. In Ireland, there are three districts

;

headquarters, Belfast, Dublin, and Cork. The
total cost for the year 1861— ISC) is £21,72-1 for

these establishments, exclusive of £80,747 for levy-

money, transport, &c., of recruits. Staff-offieers and
Serjeants of the Pensioner Force are also occasionally

entrusted with the obtaining of recruits.

Recruiting parties consist of old sergeants, who
seek by every means to induce young men to enter
the army ; they frequent fairs, wakes, and country
gatherings, endeavouring by beat of drum, smart

lit

uniforms, well-fed personal appearance, and per-

suasion—not always too truthi'ul—to convince the
rustics of the advantages of the Queen's service

;

advantages which really exist, though not always
to the extent depicted. On a would-be recruit

presenting himself, the sergeant must ask him if he
already belong to the militia ; if not, and he appear
physically eligible, the sergeant gives him a shilling,

after which, should he abscond, he becomes a
deserter. The sergeant must then give the recruit

21 hours for consideration; afterwards, but \rithia

9(j hoiu'S from first enlistment, he must take hiia

before a lu.agistrato, when, if the recruit declare
that he voluntarily euhsts, the justice reads to him
the articles of war relative to desertion, and puts
the questions detailed in the attestation. This done,
the oath of allegiance is administered, and the man
becomes definitively a soldier, receiving his free

kit and bounty. The recruit may avow his dissent

before the magistrate, when he must be forthwith
discharged on returning the shilling, and paying
tweuty shillings as ' smart ' for the trouble he has
given. False declarations as to age, pre\'ious

service, health, &c., involve the recruit in various

penalties. About 12,000 recruits are raised annually
in time of peace for the British army.

Recruiting for the navy is treated imder Man-
king THE Navv.

RE'CTIFYING is a process applied to alcohol

after its distillation, to remove certain impurities

which come over wth it from the still. These, in

part, consist of essential oils ; and in order to effect

their removal, caustic potash is added in sufficient

proportion to saponify the oil present ; water is also

contained in the first distillation, and to remove this,

and to assist in removing the oily matters, common
pearl-ash is added. Technically, the former of these

is called gray sails, and the latter, while salts ; and
about four jiounds of each are added to every 700
gallons of sijirit, and well agitated, so as to combine
with the oil and water. The spirit is then distilled

again, and comes over much more pure, the alkaline

salts, and the matters which have been combined
with them, being left behind in the still. This is

usually repeated two or three times, the quantity of

the salts being diminished to one-half in the second,

and proportionately decreased in the succeeding

distillations. The rectifier is not only a purifier of

the alcohol produced by the distiller, but he often

gives it a distinctive character ; by adding flavour-

ing materials to it, he makes it into gin, brandy,
etc. Thus, in order to convert the spirit into

London gin, juniper berries and coriander seeds are

added previous to the last rectification. Qiuanthic
etlier and other things give the flavour of brandy.
This part of the operation is ^ery much varied by
the taste and skiU of the rectifier.

RECTOR (Lat. rector, a ruler), the title of

several classes of clerical and collegiate olficials,

some of which are referred to under their respec-

tive heads. As regards clerical rectors, the title,

in its most ordinary English use, is apidicd to

the clergyman who holds complete and iudcpeudent
charge of a parish. This use, however, is a dep.ar-

ture from the canonical signification of the title,

which meant rather a clergyman who was appointed
to govern a parish where the chief parochial juris-

diction was vested in a religious corporation or in

some non-resident dignitary. In certaui of the
monastic orders, the name rector is given to the
heads of convents, as it is also given to the heads
of uuivcrsities, colleges, seminaries, and similar

educational corporate institutions.

liE'CTUM, Diseases of. The terminal ])ortion of

the intestinal canal, named, from its comparatively
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straijht course, the rectum, is the seat of various

aftectious requiriug medical or surgical assistance.

Some of these affections, as piles, prolapsus ani, and
h^mon'hage from the rectum, have already been
considered. Amongst the other diseases of the

rectum of sufficient importance to claim notice in

these pages are

—

1. Stricture of the Rectum, which may be either

spasmodic or permanent. Spasmodic stricture is

comparatively rare. Permanent stricture may be
cither of a simple or malignant nature. Simple
stricture consists in a thickening and induration

of the mucous coat of the rectum, so as to form a
ring encroaching on the caliljre of the tube. It is

situated about two or three inches from the anus,
and the contraction is so great and unyielding that
it is often difficult to pass a finger through it.

The symptoms are constipation and great pain, and
a straining in evacuating the faeces, which ai'c passed
in a n.arrow, flattened, or worm-like form, which is

very signilicant of the nature of the case. lu an
advanced stage of the disease, diarrhcea and pro-
lapsus often supervene. However great may be
the constijiation, strong irritant purgatives must be
altogether avoided. Soft and uuirritating evacu-
ations must be procured by such medicines as the
confection of senna combined with sidpliur (see

Piles), or injections of castor-oil or of tepid water.

The diet should be regidated so as to assist the
action of the medicines. Nutritious soups are
serviceable, since, at the same time, they support
the strength and leave little matter to be excreted.
When much local irritation is present, it may be
relieved by the hip-bath and by sedative injec-

tions ; till it is subdued, surgical interference would
do more harm than good. A bougie capable of

being passed with moderate jiressure through the
stricture, should be inserted in the gut every third
or fourth day, and shoidd be allowed to remain
for about a quarter of an hour ; and its size

should be gi-adually increased. Notliing is gained
by the forcible passage of large bougies. The
cure is to be effected by pressure so applied as

to produce absorption, not by mere mechanical
dilatation. Mali'juant stricture—most commonly
due to the scirrhous, but sometimes to the epithelial

form of cancer—is by no means a verj' rare affec-

tion, and is more common in the female than the
male sex. Until ulceration sets in, the symptoms
are like those of simple stricture, only exaggerated
in degree ; liut afterwards there is a discharge of
feti<l mueo-purulent matter streaked with blood.
In this disease, the treatment can be only paUia-
tive, unless the surgeon resort to the formation of
an artificial anus in the loins as a last resource.

2. Spasm of the sphincter ani muscle is character-
ised by extreme pain in the region of the anus,
especially when an attempt is made to evacuate the
bowels. Tlie muscle contracts so firmly tliat the
surgeon cannot easily introduce the finger into the
rectum. The sjiasm may be caused by piles, by
fissure of the anus, by ulceration of the rectum,
and sometimes apparently l>y mere constipation. It

is often relieved by the application of the Belladonna
Ointment of the British I'lianuacopteia.

.J. Neurahjia of the rectum, known also as proc-
taltjia, is a common disorder, and is especially
]u'one to attack children and gouty persons. It is

usually relieved by the judicious use of aperient
medicines.

4. Conr/estion, sometimes proceeding to inflamma-
tion, is not uncommon in the rectum. The conges-
tion occasions a sense of weight and fulness in and
aliout the rectum, together with a variety of other
.symptoms. Amongst the causes of this affection
are stone in the bladder, stricture of the ui-ethra,
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an enlarged prostate gland, the presence of thread-
worms, the abuse of in-itating purgatives, exposure
to cold draughts in the water-closet, &c. ; and
there can be no doubt that sedentary habits strongly
favour the predisposition to this affection. The
great object of treatment is to relieve the over-
loaded vessels of the rectum. The bowels should
be freely opened with castor-oil, leeches should be
applied to the verge of the anus, and after their
removal a warm hip-bath is advisable.

5. Pruritus podicis, or itching of the amis, is a
very common and extremely troublesome affection.

Sometimes it depends on the presence of thread-
worms or of old piles, while in other cases it is one
of the manifestations of the skin-disease known as
Prurigo (q. v.). The treatment must depend upon
the exciting cause.

6. Fissure of the amis is a small crack which
gives intense jiain during the passage of the f.neces,

and often persisting for several hours. Free purga-
tives, and the application of astringent lotions or
ointments (as tannin lotion or ointment of g.alls)

should be tried ; and if they fail, partial division
of the sphincter muscle must be resorted to—an
operation easily performed, and certain to give
rehef.

7. Fistula in ano signilies a fistulous or pipe-like

track by the side of the sphincter ani muscle. It
may occur as a complete fistula, which has an external
opening near the anus, and au internal opening into

the bowel ; or as a hVmd external fistula, which has
no actual opening into the bowel, although it extends
to its outer coat ; or as a blind internal fistula, in

which the preceding conditions are reversed. A
sketch of the mode of treatment is given in the
article Fistula.
For a detailed description of these diseases of the

rectum, and for information on many other less

important affections of this part of the body, the
reader is referred to Bushe's Treatise on the Rectum,
and to the more recent works of Mr Ashton and Mr
Henry Smith on the same subject.

RECU'SANTS, in Euglish law, arc persons who
refuse or neglect to attend at the worship of the
established church on Simdays and other days
appointed for the pui-pose. The offence as a legal

one ma}' be held to date from 1 Elizabeth c. 2 ; but
there were four classes punishable under the statutes

against recusancy—simple ' recusants ; '
' recusants

convict,' who absented themselves after con'viction
;

' popish recusants,' who absented themselves because
of their being Koman Catholics ; and ' popish
recusants convict,' who absented themselves after

conviction. It was against the last two classes that

the statutes were mainly directed. In addition to

the general penalties of recusancy, the popish recu-

sants, for wilfully hearing mass, forfeited 100 marks
(fC6, 13.S. id.) ; and for saying mass, 200 marks, or

itl33, 6s. Srf., ill addition (in both cases) to a year's

imprisonment. They were disabled, luiless they
renounced popery, from inheriting, purchasing, or

otherwise acquiring lands ; and they could not keep
or teach schools under pain of perpetual imprison-

ment. Popish recusants convict could not hold any
public office ; could not keep arms in their houses

;

could not appear w'ithiu ten miles of London under
penalty of £100 ; could not travel above five miles

from homo without license ; could not lu-ing any
action at law or equity ; could not have baptism, mar-
riage, or burial performed, except by an Anglican
minister ; all under penalties of forfeiture and im-
prisonment. Protestant dissenting recusants were
relieved from the jionaltics of recusation by the

Toleration Act of 1 Will, and Mary, c. IS. Catholics

were partially relieved in the year 1701, and com-
pletely fiy the Emancipation Act of 1S29.

1«



EEDAN—REDEMPTIONISTS.

REDA'N is the simplest work in field-fortification.

It consists of two parapets whose faces join in

forming a salient angle towards the enemy, like

a letter V, in which the apex is to the front.

Regarded by itself, the redan is a work of very
little strength, since there is no flanking fire to

protect its faces, and nothing to prevent an enemy
from forcing an entrance at the gorge ; but redans
are nseful in m.auy positions, and the rapidity with
which they may be constructed, render them
favourites with engineers and gener.als. A row of

redans along an exposed front of an army adds
much to its strength, the troops behind protecting

the gorge, and the I'edans flanking each other. It

forms an excellent defence for a bridge-head, the

gorge being covered by the river. Redans figured

largtjy in Wellington's works for defending Lisbon
in 1810. The redau of Sebastopol in 1855 was the

principal point of the English attack, and the scene

of two bloody repulses by the Russians in June
and September.

BEDBRBAST (Enilhaca ruhmda, or Sijh-ia

rubemla), a bird of the family Si/lviada; familiar

to every one in the British Islands and throughout
most parts of Europe—a universal favourite, from
the readiness with which it approaches or enters

human h.abitations, its lively manners, its aspect

of pert cui'iosity, the frequency with which its

song is heard in autumn and winter, and the strange

mixture of shyness and audacity which its beha-

viour displays. It is generally known throughout
Britain by the endearing name of Rohin Redbreast,

or more briefly Robin, and has many similar appel-

lations in continental Eui'ope, significant of the
kindly regard entertained for it, which is every-

where such that children eai-ly begin to distinguish

it from all other birds as their peculiar favourite.

Its utmost length is about 5^ inches, but it is of

a rounder and fuller form than many of the Si/l-

vladif, the slenderness of its legs rather .strikingly

contrasting ^ith the form of the body. The wings
are rather short, the fifth quiU the longest. The
tail is scarcely forked. The bill is rather broad
and depressed at the base, narrower and slightly

compressed at the point, the ujiper mandible bent
down and notched. The general colour is olive-

brown, and the reddish-orange breast is a con-

spicuous characteristic, particularly of the male.

—The R. is a native not only of Europe, but of

the western temperate parts of Asia and of the
north of Africa. In the most northern parts of

Europe it does not appear ; and in many northern
regions it may be regarded as a bird of passage

;

but, contrary to the ordinary rule as to bh'ds

of passage, it never congregates in flocks ; it

is always seen either solitary or in pairs. The
attachment of pairs seems to extend beyond the
mere breeding season, and, indeed, throughout their

Uves, and to be stronger than in most birds. The
breeding season is early in spring. The nest is

made of moss, dead leaves, and dried grass, lined

with hail', often placed a little above the ground
in a bush or among ivy on a wall ; the eggs five to

seven in number, white, spotted with pale reddish-
brown ; but many are the stories of the curious

situations in which the E. has built its nest, in

close proximity to houses and workshops, regard-

less of the presence of human beings, and of the
noise of hammers and wheels. In winter, the E.
seeks the neighbourhood of hirman habitations
more than in summer, and becomes more bold
and familiar. Its food ordinarily consists of worms,
insects, and berries ; and when it becomes a
pensioner at any door or mndow, which it very
readily does, it shews a particidar relish for small
scraps of meat. Its song is sweet and plaintive, but
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weak, not much noticed amidst the many voices of
summer, but often heard in the qiuetness of autumn,
and even of winter, throughout which it is continued
whenever the weather is good.

In America, the name R. is often given to the
Blue Bird (q. v.).

RED COLOURS. Those used by painters con-
sist of certain chemical compounds, natural or
artificial. Thiis, the red pigment called Armenian
Bole, is either the ochreous earth known by that
name, imported from Armenia, Tuscany, and other
places, or else, as is most frequently the case, it is a
composition of whiting, red oxide of iron, and red
ochre. Vermilion is a sulphuret of mercury produced
either naturally or artificially. Chrome-red is

made by boiling carbonate of lead with chromate of
potash in excess, until it assumes a red colour, after
which it is washed in jiure water, and dried in the
shade. Indian-red is a native product of Persia,
being found in the neighbourhood of Ormuz. It is

imitated by calcining colcothar with red ochre.
Light-red is made by calcining yellow ochre, and
this can be converted into flesh-colour l)y a due
admixture of white. A bright orange-rod, some-
times called Sandix, is made by calcining white-
lead. Minium, or Red Lead, is a very distinct red
colour, requiring but little preparation ; it is much
used. Red ochre is extensively found in the
Mendip Hills, and is an oxide of iron ; with clay, it

forms a brownish-red paint. There arc sever.al

other red colours, but these are the principal ouos
employed by ijainters.

RED CRAG, a deposit of quartzose sand inter-

mixed with rolled and comminiited shells, of a deep
ferruginous or ochreous colour, which occurs iu

Sufi'olk, and belongs to the Pleiocene strata (q. v.).

RED DEER. See Stag.

RE'DDITCH, a large manufacturing town of

Woreestershii-e, stands on an acclivity 12^ miles
south-south-west of Birmingham, with which it is

connected by railway. Needles, pins, fish-hooks and
fishing-tackle, are made extensively. Pop. (ISUl)
.5571.

REDDLE, RADDLE, or RED-CHALK, an
ochrey red-clay iron ore, which is chiefly imported
from the continent, where it is found in Hessia,

Thuringia, Upper Lusatia, Silesia, and Salzburg. It

is found in small quantities in England, in the
neighboivrhood of Eotherham, and at Wastwater,
Cumberland. The English differs somewhat in

quality from the foreign, and is chiefly used in

polishing spectacle glasses. Of that from abroad,
the finest quality is used for drawing on paper ; the
inferior sorts are used by carpenters and others for

marking with ; and the commonest is used for

marking sheep. It occurs generally in thin beds, in

clay-slate.

EEDE'JMPTION, in Law, the right of redeeming
property which has been pledged to secure a debt.

The equity of redemption is the name given to this

right, and is commonly used in reference to mort-
gages of real est.ate, the mortgagor, after executing
a deed of mortgage, having a right at any time to
p.ay off the debt, and redeem or get back his pro-

perty, unless he has been foreclosed by the credator

by a legal pi-oceeding, the object of which is to sell

the property to pay the debt. In Scotland, the
equity of redemption is more usually called a
reversion.

REDE'MPTIONISTS, one of the names of

an order of monks devoted to the redemption of

Christian captives from slavery. They are more
frequently called Teinitaeiaks (q. v.).



KEDEMPTOUISTS—KEDO UBT.

EEDE'MPTORISTS, called also Liguobians,

a con£,TCgation o£ priests founded by St Alt'onzo

Liguori (q. v.).

RED-EYE, or EUDD {Leuctscus enjih-ophthal-

mus, see Leuciscus), a fish of the family Cyprinldce,

common in lakes, slow rivers, fens, &c., in many
parts of Europe and in England. It much re-

sembles its congener the Koach (q. v.), but is shorter

Ecd-cyc, or Eudd {Leuciscus erythroplitlialmns).

and deeper. It is a richly-coloured fish. Tlie name
Paidd refers to the colour of the fish, the name Eed-
ej-e to that of its iris. The E. is better eating than
the roach. It is readily caught by a baited hook.

It sometimes attains a weight of two lbs.

KED GUM is the popular name for the papulous
disease of the skin known to the physician as stro-

phulus. It is a florid eruption, usually occurring in

infants before or during their first dentition, and
appearing on the most exposed parts, as the face,

neck, arms, and hands, from whence it sometimes
extends to other portions of the body. It occurs

in minute red pimples, irregiUarly aiTanged, with
occasional red patches, and sometimes a few inter-

spersed vesicles. AVhite pimples, popularly known
as xolute gum, are also sometimes intermingled with
the red papillie. Strophulus is almost alwaj'S an
acute disease, seldom lasting more than a month.
It is almost always an innocent complaint, and often

occurs without any marked disturbance of the

general health. In severe cases, the pimples cause

a sensation of heat and itchiness, especially if the
child is kept too warm, and slight febrile symptoms
manifest themselves. Amongst the probable causes
of this disease are the u-ritation caused by rough
flannel next the skin, want of cleanliness of the
skin—espucLolly in relation to the child's excre-

tions—the general xiisturbance of the system excited

by teething, &c. Very little is required in the way
of treatment further than to remove any obvious
cause of the affection. Cold applications shoiUd be
carefully avoided, lest they should translate the

cutaneous irritation to some important internal

organ. In the event of such a translation, the

child shoidd be placed in a hot bath, and mustard
poultices, or hot moist cloths sprinkled with tur-

pentine, should be applied over the arms and chest.

RED HAND, in Heraldry. A sinister hand
erect, opeu, and couped or, the wrist gules, being

the arms of the province of Ulster, was CTanted to

the baronets of England and of Ireland as their

distinguishing badge, on the institution of that

order in 1611, and is borne by the baronets of Great
Britain and of the United Kingdom. It is assumed
into the armorial coat, and may be borne upon a
canton, or on an escutcheon, wliich may be placed
either in the middle chief or in the fess point, so as

least to interfere with the charges composing the
family arms.

RED-HOT SHOT are cannon-balls heated to

redness, and fired from cannon at shipping,

magazines, wooden buildings, &c., to combine
destruction by fire with battering by concussion.

In modern warfare, shells containing molten iron

are intended to be used in lieu of red-hot shot ; but

they have not yet been tested in actual practice,

although a similar device was attempted unsuccess-

fully "in ISliS by the Federals in besieging

Charleston.

REDING, Aloys vox, the famous champion of

Swiss independence, was born in 1755, in the

canton of Sch-n-yz. After serving in Spain, he
returned to Switzerland in 17S8. As cajitain-

general of the canton of Schwyz, he repulsed the

French Republicans, ISIay 2, 179S, at Morgarten.

After the formation of the Helvetic Republic, E.

was one of those who eagerly worked for the

restitution of the old federal constitution. In 1802,

he founded in the eastern parts of Switzerland a
league, with the intention of overthrowing the

central government. \Vhen, after the departure of

the French, almost all the cantons declared them-
selves against the Helvetic government, E. called

a general diet at Schwyz, which assembled Sep-

tember 27, 1802, and occupied itself with the

formation of a new independent constitution. E.
went to Paris, in order to win over the First Consul

to the proposed change. In spite of all his endea-

vours, however, he failed to succeed. The dis-

armament of the Swiss by a French army, and the

acceptance of the act of mediation, put an end to

his hopes and to his political activity. In 1803, he
officiated still as Landamman, or chief magistrate,

of Schwyz ; but after that retired into private hfe

till 1809, when he was invested once more with the

same dignity. In 1813, E. conducted the negotia-

tions with the allies in regard to the neutrality of

Switzerland. He died in February 1818, leaving

the character of an honest man, whose political

career might have been more successful, had he not

been wanting in firmness of mind and of character.

RED-LIQUOR, a chemical compound much used

by dyers. It is a crude acetate of alumina, and is

conunonly prepared in dyeing estabUshments by
dissolving a quantity of alum in boiling water,

and separately dissolving, also in hot water, three-

foiu'ths as much acetate of lead. The two solutions

are next mingled together; and after settUng, the

clear fluid, which is the red-liquor, is poured oil.

The sediment is sulphate of lead.

REDOU'BT is a small fort of varj-ing shape,

constructed for a temporary purpose, and usually

without flanking defences. The term is vague in

its acceptation, being applied equally to detached

posts and to a strong position within another

fortress. Redoubts as a general rule do not

exceed 40 yards square, yrAh. 4 guns and a
garrison of 320 men. Redoubts are made square,

pentagonal, and even circular. Each redoubt

has parapet, ditch, scarps, banquette, &c., as in

regular fortificatiou ; but it is commonly rather

roughly constructed, haste and improfessional

labour precluding mathematical accuracy. The
entrance may be by a cutting through the parapet,

as at a, in fig. 1, the cutting being covered within

by a traverse; or, preferably, by an excavated

gallery leading into the ditch, and thence by a
ramp through the counterscarp. For the sake of

flanking the ditch, and preventing an assaulting

party from forming in it, caponnii^rcs of timber,

loopholcd, are sometimes formed, as at 6 ; or, if

the soil be stiff or chalky, a gallery may be cut

beliind the counterscarp, and loopholed tow.ards

the ditch. In some modern redoubts, the line of
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EEDOUT KAL:^—RED KIVER SETTLEMENT.

each side is broken to afforil flanking defence,

as ill iig. 2. Redoubts have the weak feature of
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KED EOOT—RED SEA.

but the settlement lias very little import and
export trade, the latter consisting chieHy of flour,

•«hich is purchased at a fair rate hy the Hudson's
Bay Company. The amount of land under cultiva-

tion in 1S49 was 6400 acres ; and there were 2085
hoi-ses, G0I4 cattle, .309(5 sheep, and 1565 pigs

;

while the numlier of Hour-mills was 20—IS driven

by wind, and 2 by water. To supply the spiritu.al

and educational wants of the colonists, there were
7 churches of various denominations, .and 12 schools.

The administr.ation is exclusively in the hands of a
governor (appointed by the crown), who refers to

headquarters for instructions in extraordinary cases.

(The R. R. S. was incorjiorated with the T'ominion

of Canada in 1871, under the name of Manitoba.

Its population in 1S70 was 12,000.)

KED EOOT (CecniolkH-f), a genus of plants of

the natural order RJiammicem, consisting of deci-

duous shrubs with simple alteru.ate leaves and large
red roots, w-hence their common name. The com-
mon Red Root of North America (C. Americamis),
which abounds from Canada to Florida, is a shrub
of 2—4 feet high, with beautiful thjTsi of nume-
rous small white flowers. It is sometimes calleil

New Jersey Ten, because an infusion of the dried
leaves is occasionally used as tea, and was so
especially during the American War of Independ-
ence. The jilant is also used for d3'eing wool of a
cinnamon colour. A strong infusion of the leaves
has been found useful in aphthous affections, in

the sore throat of scarlet fever, and in dysentery.
—A number of species are found in different parts
of North America, some of tlicm very beautiful,

especially C. aziireus, a JNIexican shrub, with
elongated thyrsi of brilliant blue flowers. Some
of the species grow very TVell in Britain ; the
Mexican ones require protection from frost in

winter.

RE'DRUTH, a town of Cornw.all, consists chiefly

of one long street, which stands on a hill, in the
centre of a famous mining district, 9J miles north-
west of Falmouth. Iron foundries are in ojieration

;

but the principal product of this vast mining district

is copper. In the vicinity are many mines, which
are worked by large steam-engines. By railway,
there is easy communication to St Ives and F.almouth
Bays. Pop. (1861)7919.

KED SANDSTONE was the term formerly
applied to the combined Devonian and Permian
rocks, when their relations to the Carboniferous
str.ata were unknown. The discovery that one set
of the red sandstone was below the coal, while the
other was above it, caused their division into the
Old Red (q. v.), or Devonian, and the New P^ed, or
Permian (q. v.). For some time after this dirision,

the original term Red Sandstone was retained by a
few geologists to characterise the newer set of red
rocks, l)ut it is now quite given up.

RED SEA, or ARABIAN GULF, an inlet of the
Indian t)eran, in form a long and narrow gulf,

stretching north-west from the Strait of Bab-cl-
Mandeb (lat. 12^ 40' N.), by which it communicates
with the Gulf of .\den, to tho Isthmus of Suez (lat.

.30° N.), which parts it from the Slediterranean Sea.
It separates AraViia on the cast fronr Egypt, Nubia,
aud Abyssinia on the west. Its extreme length is

over 140O lOnglish miles ; it varies greatly in

breadth—from about 20 miles at the Str.-iit of B.ab-

el-Mandeb, to upwards of 2.30 at about lat. 16° .30'.

At Riis (Cape) Mohammed (lat. 27° 40' N.), the
sea is parted into two arms or sm.a!ler gulfs, which
enclose between them the peninsula of Mount
Sin.ai ; that on the west, continuing the direction
of the main body of the sea, is the Gulf of Suez
(Bahr-es-Suweis), of which the Strait of Jubal or

Jublah forms tho entrance ; its length is about 180
miles; extreme breadth (.about lat. 29^), upwards
of 30. The eastern arm, called the Gulf of

Akab.ah (Bahr-el-'Akabah), is entered liy the Strait

of Tirin, and runs north-north-e.ast to lat. 29° 30'

N. Its length is upwards of 100 miles
; greatest

breadth, r.ather more th.an 15. The depth of the
R. S. varies considerably, but is in many places

very great; the deepest sounding is marked as

1054 fathoms, m lat. 22° 30'. Southward of 16°, it

is comparatively shallow; but the shallowest part
of the whole Sea is the Gulf of Suez, which
decreases in depth from 40 or 50 f.athoms at the
entnance to 3 fathoms in Suez Harbour, at the
northern end, where the Gulf, which is supposed
in ancient times to have extendeil consider.ably

further north, has apparently been tilled up by the
s.and washed up by the strong tides, or drifted in

by the winds. 'The Gulf of Akabah is much
deeper ; it is, in fact, a narrow, deep ravine, with
steep and rocky sides, forming the termination of

the long v.allcy of the Ar.ab.ah, running northward
to the Dead Sea. The basin of the R. S. itself is

the lowest portion of a deep v.alley lying between
the highlands of Africa on the west, and the lofty

plateau of the Ar.abian hiUs on the east, which
Latter, rising at some little distance inland, leave
for the most part a sandy and sterile tract along
the sea. The navig.ation of the R. S. has always
been accounted difficult and dangerous, owing to

the prevalence of violent winds, and the number of

islands, shcals, and coral reefs, which line the
shores. These cor.al reefs extend gener,ally in

parallel lines along the coast ; they abound in all

parts, but are especially frequent on the Arabian
side, where the navig.ation is consequently very
intricate. The cor.al is very beantifid, often red
or reddish in colour, but more commonly white.

The islands generally occur singly, but between
the p.arallels of lat. 15° and 17°, they .are found
massed in two groups—the Farsan (q. v.) Islands on
the eastern, and the Dhalac (q. v.) Islands on the
western side. In mid-channel, south of Ras Moh.am-
med, there is generally a width of 100 miles clear.

Aloug this channel, the winds are const.ant through-
out the year in one of two directions : from Jlay
to October, the north-west monsoon blows ; for

the rest of the j'ear, the south-east is the prevailing

wind, and the water in the northern p.art of the
Sea is then raised to a higher level th.an the Medi-
terranean. It had been generally supposed that
the level of the R. S. w.as more than 30 feet higher
than that of the Jlediterrane.an, but it is now
known, from careful observations, th.at the levels

of the two seas are really the same. The princip.al

ports .are, on the AnabLan side, JNIocha, Jeddah (the
port of Mecca), and Yembo (the port of Medinah)

;

on the west, Suez, Cosseir, Suakin, aud Massowah.
The origin of the name R. S. has given rise to a
variety of conjectures, and has never yet been
satisfactorily settled. It is supposed to have been
so called from the n.ame Edom (Red), as tho
mountains of th.at country are washed by the
waters of the Gulf of Akabah; from the red and
pur]>le colouring of the rocks which in some parts
border it ; from the red colour sometimes given to
the waters by auinudeules and sea-weed; or from
the reddish tinge imparted to them in some places
by the subjacent reil sandstone and reddish coral
reefs. To the Hebrews, it was known as Yam
Silpli, the sea of iceeds or sedge. By the Greeks,
in the earliest times, the name R. S. was given to
the whole of the Indian Ocean, incUnling both the
R. S. and the Persian Gulf, and not distinctively
to tlie former (which was then and afterw.ards

known as the Arabian Gulf), though the name, in
149
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later times, gradually became restricted in its

api>Iicatiou.

i'"rom the earliest times, the R. S. has been

a great highway of commerce between India and
the Mediterranean lands, and traversed succes-

sively by Kgjqitians, Phamicians, Hebrews, and
Arabs. It is first mentioned in the Book of Exodus,

on occasion of the passage of the Israelites, which
is supposed to have taken place a little south

of the present town of Suez. The first recorded

navigation of the Sea was in the time of Sesostris,

in the 14th o. B. c. Three centuries later, Hebrew
and Pha>nician ships traversed the E. S. on the

voyage to Ophir, from the port of Eziongeber, at

tlie iiead of the Gulf of Akabah. The Gulf of

Suez was for many centuries apparently the seat

of the Egyptian trade in this sea .and to India.

After the foundation of Alexandria, and during the

dynasty of the Ptolemies and the Roman dominion,

the trade with India was vigorously carried on,

though the chief seat of traffic was moved further

southward, to the towns of Berenice and Myos
Hormos, which sent out annually large fleets to

India. After the establishment of the Moham-
medan empire in the 7th c, an important trade

with India and China seems to have been carried

on through the R. S. ; and through it, in the period

between the 12th and 15th centuries, the goods of

the East jiassed to the Venetian factories in

Alexandria, until the discovery of the route round
the Cape of Good Hope diverted the traffic with
India into a different channel, and put an end to

the commerce of the Red Sea. Since the establish-

ment of the so-called Overland Route to India, the

R. S. has more than regained its ancient importance
as the highway of commerce between Em-ope and
the East. See Suez.

For the classical geography of the R. S., the Geo-
graphi GrcEci Minores of MuUer (Paris, 1855), and
the Atlas appended to it may be eonsidted. Fidler

information on the subject of the R. S., its coasts,

and adjacent lauds, will be found in the elder Kie-

bnhr's Travels, and Description oj Arabia; in the
Tra vels of Salt, Burckhardt, Piiippell, and others

;

in WeUsted's Observations on tJie Coast of Arabia,
ttc. ; in Ehrenberg's work on the Coral Islands of

the R. S. ; Ritter's Erdkundc, vol. ii. ; and the

Admiralty Chart, based on the surveys of Moresby,
Carless, and others.

EEDSHANK. See Sandpiper.

REDSHID PASHA, a celebrated Turkish
statesman, and long the chief of the party of

progress in Turkey, was born at Constantinople
about ISOO. He accompanied his brother-in-law,

the governor of the Morea, into Greece, and after

his death, obtained the post of chief secretary in

one of the government (pffices at Constantinople.
On the outbreak of the Russian war (182S~1S29),
he was charged with a mission in Bulgaria, and
exerted himself effectually to protect the Christian
subjects of the Porte from the fanatic rage of their

Moslem neighljours ; and on his return obtained
from Mahmoud, who fiUly appreciated his character,

a post in the foreign office. On the creation

of resident representatives at foreign courts, R.

was sent to the coiirts of France and Britain, and
apphed himself diligently to the study of the lan-

guage, manners, and political constitution of these
countries; but was recalled in 1837, and nominated
grand-vizier. His persuasive eloquence and firmness
of character greatly aided the sidtan in carrying
out his plans for the better centralisation of the
administration, and fen- meicantile intercourse with
foreign nations; but the old Turkish party were
still too strong for him, and he was compelled to

resign office, and return to Paris and London to
support the Turkish against the Egyptian interests.

Keoalled by the death of the sultan, and the disaster

of Nisib, to his old post, the foreign office, he suc-

ceeded, after a debate in council of three days'

duration, in obtaining the hattisherif of Gulhane
(3d November 1839), a species of constitutional

charter, which, from the comparative weakness of

its promoters, became a dead letter. The effects

of his foreign diplomacy were soon app.arent in the
humiliation of the Egyptians in Syria ; but a seraglio

intrigue, which occasioned his dismissal, deprived
him of the honour of concluding peace. From 1841
to 1845, he was the Turkish representative at the
French court, and though recalled to fill the post of

grand-vizier (•28th September 1846), he found his

influence at court greatly diminished under the
new sidtan. He was vigorously supported by Sir

vStratford Canning, the English ambassador, who
was of the opinion that all hopes of a bright

future to Turkey depended solely upon Redshid
Pasha. He was frequently deposed, and almost
immediately recalled, according as the anti-reform

party gained or lost the ear of the sultan ; but the
complications with Russia, which arose in 1S53,

threw the anti-reformers (wlio had counselled
an obstinate disregard of all the Russian repre-

sentations) into discredit, and R., more powerful
than ever, was again recalled to the direction of

foreign affau-s. In 1854, he was again overcome by
his political opponents, and retu-ed from office, which
he did not resume till after the peace of Paris.

His reappointment as grand-vizier excited great

hopes of further salutary reformations; but the
French influence at the Porte was pertinaciously

antagonistic, and he was twice forced to resign, and
as often recalled. At last, worn out with harassing

cares and toil, he was seized with an illness, to

which he speedily succumbed, at his palace of

Emmirgian, 7th Jamnary 1858. Though a Turk, he
was one of the most enlightened men of his time,

and was well versed in foreign languages, general

literature, and science.

RED SNOW. The apparent redness of snow, as

seen from a distance, is often an effect of light,

which adds a jieculiar charm to mountain and
winter landscapes, p.articularly in the mornings
and evenings, when the r.ays of the sun fall most
obliquely on the surface of the snow. But snow is

occasionally found both in polar and alpine regions

of a really red colour. This phenomenon seems to

have been observed by the ancients, as a passage in

Aristotle apparently refers to it ; but it attracted
no attention in modern times till 17G0, when Saus-
suro observed it in the Aljis, and from chemical
experiments concluded that the red colour was
owing to the presence of some vegetaljle substance,

which he supposed might be the pollen of a plant.

The next observations on red snow were made in

the arctic expedition under Captain Ross, when it

was found extending over a range of cliffs on the
shore of Baffin's Bay for eight miles, and the red
colour penetrating the snow in some places to a
depth of 12 feet. On the return of the expedition
in 1819, the colouring m.atter, as then existing in the

melted red snow, was subjected to careful examina-
tion by Robert Brown and by Francis Bauer, the
former most eminent botanist pronouncing it to be
an unicellular plant of the order Algce, whilst the
latter referred it to Uredo, a genus of Fungi, and
called it U. nivalis. Baron Wrangel afterwards
declared it to be a Lichen, and called it Lepraria
Kerrnesina ; but Agardh and Dr Greville of ElUu-
bm-gh—the latter of whom obtained specimens from
the Scottish island of Lismore—on further examina-
tion, returned to the opinion of Brown, an oiiiniou
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which has since been fully confirmed, and the plant

is generally known by the name Prolocoecus nivalis,

given to it by Agardh, or Palmella nivalis, given to

it by Sir William Hooker. The motions of this

microscopic plant in the earlier stages of its exist-

ence have led some observers, and among them
eminent naturalists, to regard the organisms which

they found in red snow as animalcules. See Pal-
irnLL.\CE-i:. But whilst no doubt is now enter-

tained of its real natui-c, it is not impossilile that

animal as well as vegetable life may exist in red

snow, and that real animalcules may have been

observed. The red snow plant consists, in its

mature state, of brilliant globules like line garnets,

eeated on, but not immersed in, a gelatinous mass.

REDSTART {Phnnicura ridicilla, or Ruticilla

pJi'cnifura), a bird of the family Sylviadie, nearly

allied to the Redbreast, but having a more slender

form anil a more slender bill ; the male in summer
having the head, back, and wing-coverts gray ; the

forehead white, with a narrow black band at the

base of the Ijill ; the throat, sides of the neck, and
face jet black ; the wings brown, the tail and upper

tail-coverts bright rufous chestnut, with a .strip of

dark brown on the centres of the two middle feathers
;

the rest of the under-parts mostly pale chestnut.

The female is grayish-brown, with neither the white

,
.,->v .v»';i'"''>7.

Redstart ( Rulicilla pJioeniatra),

nor the black on the head, and le?3 red on the tail.

The R. is widely diffused over Europe, Asia, and
the north of Africa. It appears in Britain as a
summer bird of passage, and is found in almost all

jiarts of the island. It is a bird of very lively man-
ners, remarkable for the way in which it flits

about, in and out of some hedge or bush, where it

is in quest of insects. It has a very soft melodious
song, which is continued during the breeding-season
far into the night, and resumed at early dawn. In
coulinoment it becomes very tame, and has been
known to imitate the song of other birds, and even
to learn a tune.—The ijLCE-Tirp.OAT (q. v.) also

belongs to the same genus.—The American R.
(Si'loji/irir/a rulicilla) is a small bird of the family
JiliixcicapidiT, or Fly-catchers, eomniim in most parts

of North America, a bird of great beauty, and
extremely active in its movements.

REDU'C'TION, in Arithmetic, is the conversion
of a quantity in one denomination to an equivalent
one of a different denomination. In the reduction
of a quantit5'from a higher to a lower denomination,
the ]>roces3 of mnltii>licatiiin is em]iloyeJ; and,
contrarily, division is the ncedfid process when a
number of a lower denomination has to be reduced
to an equivalent number of a higher.

REDUCTION, in Scotch law, means the annul-
ling (tr setting aside of a deed or instrument, and
thereby auuihilatiug its legal effect. The action of
reduction commences with a summons requiring the
defender to bring the deed into court to be set

aside, stating the reasons of reduction. The de-

fender, if he defend the action, returns the sum-
mons, which implies that he intends to satisfy the
production ; i. e., to produce the document, and
maintain its validity. The action can be raised oidy

by a person wlio has some title or interest connected
with the matter.

REDUCTION OF METAUS. A metal is said

to be reduced to its metallic state when it is separ-

ated from the condition of a chemical compound
in which it exists as an ore. This is generally

effected either by the direct action of heat, or by
heating the compound along with a reducing arjent.

Thus, when oxide of mercury is simply heated, the
oxygen is given off as gas, and mercury or quick-

silver appears as met.al. Again, when sulphuret of

lead is heated with iron, sulphuret of iron is formed,

and the lead is reduced to its metallic state. In
this case, the iron is the reducing agent. The prin-

cipal reducing agent employed in metallurgy is

carbon, or rather the gas carbonic oxide, which is

formed under certain conditions when carbon is

burned. See Metallukov, Iron.

REDUIT, in Fortification, is a centr.al or retired

work within any other work, intended to afford the

garrison a last retreat, whence they may capitulate.

It is commonly of masonry, loopholed, and often

circular. Many engineers doubt the use of reduits

altogether, as blocking up the working space, being

themselves inconvenient for the men, and incapable

of protracted defence, whde they frequently mask
the fire of other works more to the rear.

RED-WATER—also known as Bloody Urine,

Moor-ill, and Iferaaturia—is a disease of cattle, and
occasioually of sheep ; it depends upon the eating

of coarse indigestible innutritive food, on continued
exposure to inclement weather, and on other such
causes, which lead to a deteriorated state of the

blood. In England and Ireland, it affects cattle of

all ages and of both sexes; but in Scotland it is most
common amongst milch cows within a fortnight

after calving. The appetite and rumination are

irregular, the bowels speedily become constipated,

and the urine reddened with the broken-down red
globules of the blood. In the more advanced stages

of serious cases, the urine is black. A dose of physio

must at once be given, and for an adult anirfial may
consist of 4 lb. each of common and Epsom salt, 3
ounces of sulphur, and a pound of treacle, mixed
together in two bottles of water-. Roots should be
withheld, and the food consist of sound hay with a
little cake. A full supply of pure water is further

essential. Weakness, which is apt to supervene,
may be warded off by giving several times daily

two ounces each of geutian and ginger in a quart of

ale. To prevent red-water, attend to feeding and
watering, place rock-s.alt in the pastures and yards;
and, as has been successfidly done in Cheshire and
other English counties, improve the grazing-lauds,

notorious for the pi'odnction of the disease, by
draining, liming, and manuring ; and where these
means are inellectual, by ploughing them up, and
cropping them for a few years.

RE'DWING (Turdus iliacus), a species of Thrush
(q. v.), weU known in Britain as a winter bird of

jiassaga It spends the summer in the northern
l)arts of Europe aud Asia, and even occurs in Ice-

land ; its winter range extends to the Mediter-
rancau. In size, it is about equal to the Song
Thrush or lUavis. The general colour is a rich
clove-brown on the head, upper parts of the body,
and tail ; the wing-feathers darker, but with ligliter

external edges ; the lower parts mostly whiti-h,
tinged and streaked with brown ; the under wing-
coverts and axillary feathers bright reddish-orange,
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Tlie r>. arrives in Britain rather earlier than the

Fieldfare (q.v.), and, like it, congregates in large

flocks. It has an exquisite song, which it pours

Eedwing {Tardus iuaciis),

forth from the summit of a high tree, gladdening

the woods of the north.

RED-WOOD, the heart-wood of Adenanihera

pavonina (Leguminosc?), a large tree growing in

India, where it is called Bukta-chundun, and is

much used in dyeing red. Small quantities are

brought to this country for the same purpose, but

it is not in much demand.

REE, Lough, a lake in the middle of Ireland,

between Connaught on the west and Leinster on the

east, is an expansion of the river Shannon (q. v.).

REED, the common English name of certain tall

gi-asses, growing in moist or marshy places, and
having a very hard or almost woody culm. The
CojiMOX R. [Phrarjmites communis, formerly Arundo
Phraijmiles) is abundant in Britain and continental

Europe, iu wet meadows and stagnant waters, and
by the banks of rivers and ditches. It grows
chiefly in rich alluvial soils. The culms are 5—10

feet high, and bear at the top a large much branched

panicle, of a reddish-brown or yellowish colour,

having a shining appearance, from numerous long

silky "hau-3 which spring from the base of the

spikelets. The two outer glumes are very imequal

;

aud the spikelot contains 3—4 perfect florets, with a

barren one at the base. The culms, or stems, are

used for making garden-screens, for light fences,

for thatching houses and farm-buildinga, for making
a framework to be covered with clay in partitions

and floors, for battens of weavers' shuttles, &:c. So
useful are reeds in these ways, and particularly for

thatching, that it is foimd protitable in some places

to plant"them in old clay-pits, &c. Probably they

might be planted with advantage in many peat-

mosses, where they are now unknown. The jdant

is not very common in Scotland ; but in the fenny

districts of the east of England, it covers large tracts

called reed-ronds, and similar tracts occur in

many parts of Europe.—Nearly allied to this is

Arundo donax, the largest of European grasses,

plentiful in the south of Europe, and found in

marshy places as far north as the south of the

Tyrol and of Switzerland. It is 6—12 feet high, and
has very thick, hollow, woody cidms, aud a purplish

yellow panicle, sdvery and shining from silky hairs.

The woody stems are an article of commerce, and
are used by musical instrument makers for reeds of

clarionets, mouth-pieces of oboes, &c. They are

also made into walking-sticks and fishing-rods. The
creeping roots contain much farina aud some sugar.

—Ai-undo Karica is supposed to be the gi-ass

called Sur in Siude, of which the flower-stalks

are very fibrous ; aud the fibres, being partially

separated by beating, are twisted into twiue aud
15-.'

ropes.—The Sea Reed is Ammophila (q.v.)—or

Psamm a—arundinacea.

REED. See Loom.

REED, iu Music, the mouthpiece of a hautboy,

bassoon, or clarionet. Also, a piece of metal with a

brass spring or tongue attached to it in such a way
that the admission of a current of wind causes it to

vibrate aud sound a musical note. The reed is of

two kinds, the healimj reed and free

reed. The former is used in the reed-

pipes of an Organ (q. v.), and requires

to be placed within a tube in order to

produce a musical sound. It consists,

as in fig. 1, of a metallic cjdinder a, with

the front part cut av/aj', and a brass

spring or tongue b, placed against the

opening, and attached at the upper

end. The admission of air to the pipe

in which the reed is placed causes the

tongue to vibrate against the edge of

the opening, so as to cover and uncover

the slit, through which the air passes

to the pij^e above, the regularly repeated

beat producing a musical note, depend- \ /

ent for its pitch on the length of the \ /

tongue, which is regulated by a strong \ /

spring of wire c, pressing against it.

The quality of the sound is determined Yig. 1.

to a large extent by the length and
form of the pipe in which the reed is jilaced. The
free reed diS'ers from the beating reed in this, that

the tongue is a little smaller than the opening, and
strikes, not the edge of the opening, but the air.

The admission of a current of wind causes it to

yield so as to let the air jjass, while, after recovering

its position, it is carried back by its momentum
equally far on the other side, and continues vibrat-

ing so" long as the current of air is continued, the

result of the pulsations being a musical note. The
invention of the free reed has been ascribed to M.
Grenic, a Frenchman, who brought it into use, but

it has been long known to the Chinese. Its note is

more smooth and
mellow than that of

the beating reed, and
it has the advantage
of not requiring a

pipe, which is a
necessary appendage
to the latter. Besides

being occasionally

adapted to organ-

pipes, it is used with-

out a pipe in the

Harmonium (q. v.),

as represented in the

:

'
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fokled. There are also S3'steiiis of small ropes in

sonje shijis liy which the sail may be reefed from
the top without the men inciu-ring the danger of

going out on the yard during tempestuous weather.

KEEL, a lively dance peculiar to Scotland, which
may be danced by two couples, but admits a gTeater

uunilier. The music is in general written in common
time of four crotchets in a measure, but sometimes
in jig time of six quavers.

EEEL-WINDING JIACHINE, a beautiful

contrivance, now used by the manufacturers of

sewing-thread. It is for the purpose of winding the

thread on to the reels upon which it is sold for use ;

and not only docs it turn a number of reels round
so as to wind the cotton upon them, but, by a

peculiar arrangement, every turn is so managed
that the cotton is reeled with the most beautiful

regularity, each turn of the thread being laid on by
the side of the previous one, and never crossing it.

KE-ENTERING ANGLE, in Fortification, is

an angle in the line of works of which the apex
points away from the front. As an example, the
Hanks of a bastion make re-entering angles with the
adjoining curtains. Advantage is commonly taken
of the comparatively sheltered position of these

angles to form places d'aimes for the assembly of

troops.

RE-ENTRY is a legal term used in leases,

whereby the landlord stipidates for power to

re-enter the premises in certain conditions, such as

the non-paj-ment of rent after the lapse of a specified

period from the time it became payable. Before,

however, the power of re-entry can be exercised,

aU the conditions must be strictly complied with.

REEVE (Sax. gcrefa, Ger. gnif), a magistrate

existing in early times in England and elsewhere in

Northern Europe, whoso duties were at first prin-

cipally fiscal. In the Saxon period in England, he
represented the lord of a district, whether township
or hundred, at the folkmote of the county ; and
witliiu his district, he levied the lord's dues, and
performed some of his judicial fimctions. The word
still survives in the shire-reeve or sheriff (sajr-

gercfa), who was at first assessor to the ealdorman
or earl, who, along with the bishop, presided, but
afterwards Ijccame himself the presiding officer.

Similar functions were exercised iu boroughs by an
elective officer called the Porti-eeve. In Anglo-
Saxon tunes all the English boroughs were subject

to the ride of a portreeve, for whom the Norman
conquerors substituted a baihff, who, in the larger

towns, was allowed to assume the appellation of

mayor.

REEVE, a verb used in speaking of ropes, sig-

nifies the passing of a rope through any hole, dead-

eye, block, or i)ulley, in conjunction with which it

is to be used.

RETERENCE, as a legal term, means the sending

by a court, or by agreement of the parties, the deci-

sion of a matter to an arbitrator, or to an officer of

the court or master. In cases where parties, with-

out going the length of commencing litigation, agree

to arbitration, they usually execute a deed or agree-

ment of snlunission ; but after litigation has begun,
if tlie judge think it woidd be better that an arbi-

trator should settle the dispute, an order of reference

is drawn up for that purpose.

REFERE'NDARY, a name given in the early

kingdoms of Europe to a public olhcer, whose duty
was to procure, execute, and despatch diplomas and
charters. The office of Great Itefereiulaiy to the
monarchy of France merged eventually in that of

Chancellor.

REFI'NING OF METALS. The last operation
connected with the smelting of copper, tin, lead,

and some other metals, is usuaUy called the refining
process. With copper, for example, the impure or
' blister ' copper, containing from 95 to 9S per cent,

of the metal, alloyed usually with small quantities
of ii'on, tin, antimony, &c., is melted in a refining

fnruaee, and exposed to the oxidising influence of
the air. By this means, the foreign metals present
become oxidised, and rise to the surface as slag,

which is slummed off; the oxide of copper, formed
duriug the process, being afterwanls reduced by
throwing coal on the surface of the melted metal,
and stirring with a pole of green wood. The dis-

engagement of gases from the wood during the
' poling ' causes the metal to splash about, and so
expose every portion of it to the reducing action of

the coal ; thus the o.xide of copper is deprived of its

oxygen, and the copjier rendered nearly pure.
Tin is also refined by throwing billets of green

wood into it while iu a melted state, which has the
clleet of bringing in)purities to the surface as froth,

in a somewhat similar way to the oxidising of

foreign metals in copper. See Tin.
Lead is purified from antimony and tin by an

analogous mode of oxidation, and silver is separated
from it by a special process. See Lead.
The refining of iron is a name applied to the pro-

cess for partially separating the carbon from cast

iron, and is described under Ikon. Of the less

important metals used in the arts, zinc, antimony,
and mercm-y do not usually undergo any special

refining process ; aluminium, it is said, will not
afterwards purify when once reduced to the metallic

state ; and nickel, of which German sUver is largely
composed, is refined by a process or processes kept
stricbly secret by manufacturers.
We may state here that no metal is ever quite

pm'e in its commercial state, even though it has
gone through the usual operation of refining, but all

are to a certain extent alloyed with certain others.

For the great majority of purposes, it is not neces-

sary th.at metals should be chemically pure, and
when it is, they can only be made so by refined

chemical processes.

It wUl be readily understood, however, that it is

always necessary to carry the refining of gold and
sUver further than the less valuable metals. To
render gold sufficiently pure for manufacture into

coin, an ingenious process has, within the last few
years, been proposed, by which fused gold is mixed
with about 10 per cent, of black oxide of copper,

and then stirx'ed so as to oxidise any foreign metals
which happen to be present. The oxide of copper
does not fuse, but is disseminated through the

melted metal, and oxidises any tin, antimony, or
arsenic, and causes them to rise to the sm-face, so

that they may be skimmed off. Perfectly pure gold
is prepared by dissolving the metal in aqua-regia

—

a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids—and
precipitating silver (with which it is almost alwaj's

alloyed) as well as any other foreign metals by
chemicals which have no action on the solution of

gold. The metallic gold is afterwards precipitated

as a finely-divided powder, by a salt of iron, and is ,

then fused and cast into bars.

Silver is rendered jmre by dissolving it in nitric

acid, filtering the solution, and then precipitating

tlie metal with common salt as a chloride of silver.

This is afterwards mixed with sulphiu-ic acid, and
then, by introducing bars of zinc, a chloride of zinc

is formed, whilst the silver is reduced to the metallic

state.

REFLE'CTION. See Catopteics, He.vt,
Uxi)i;i,AToKV Theory. In the articles referred

to, tile laws of reflection are stated, illustrated
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geometrically, and deduced from the modem theory

of the nature of light and radiant heat.

We may now mention one or two curious circum-

stances connected with reflection, which could not

well be given in any of these articles.

In general, a reflected ray is more or less polarised

(see Polarisation) ; and if the reflecting surface he

metallic, or if it be formed of a substance of hii;h

refractive index, as diamond, it is in general eUijiti-

calhi polarised.

In various cases, principally known by the labo-

rious investigations of Brewster (q. v.), the colour

of the reflected light not only differs from that of

the incident light, but is difl'erent for different

angles of incidence, and for diflerent azimuths of

the plane of reflection. The theoretical explanation

of these very singular facts has not been as yet very

satisfactorily given. In fact, the problem of reflec-

tion from the surface of a metallic or a cr\-stalline

substance is one which presents difBcidties of a very

formidable kind, principally from the want of defi-

nite data tor the formation of a satisfactory funda-

mental hypothesis ; and, in a secondary manner,

from the ' intricacy of the requisite mathematical
investigations.

EB'FLEX ACTION. See Nervous System.

REFORJI, Pakliamentaky, the name generally

given to the acts which passed the legislature of the

United Kingdom in 1S32, by which an extensive

change was made in the system of parliamentary

representation. Parliamentary reform had for many
years before l->een a topic of popular agitation. So
far liack as 17S2, a motion by Mr Pitt for a reform

of the franchise was lost by a majority of 20, and
similar motions iu the j'ears 17S3 and 1785 by
majorities of 44 and 74. The horror inspired by
the excesses of the French Kevolution caused a
reaction, and the repression for a time of all liberal

tendencies ; and it was not tUl some time after the

close of the French war that the desire for reform

again manifested itself. Mercantile distress had
added to the popiUar dissatisfaction, which was
fomented by the revolutions of 1S30 in France

and Belgium ; and an adjustment of the inequali-

ties of the representative system, mth an extended
franchise, was looked forward to as a panacea for

all the ills under which the community laboured.

The demand for parliamentary reform became
more imperious on the death of George IV. and
accession of William IV. Meetings were held

over all the country, and though there was no
open rioting, a constant alarm was kept up. On
the resignation of the Duke of Wellington, Novem-
ber 16, 1830, the celebrated Eeform ministry of

Earl Grey came into office. Parliament assembled

on February 3, 1831, and on March 1, Lord John
Russell proposed his first scheme of Reform. After

a long and animated discussion, the bill passed the

second reading by a majority of 1. On the motion
for a committee. General Gascoyne moved, as an
amendment, that the number of representatives for

England aud Wales should not be diminished ; and
the amendment being carried by a majority of S,

the ministry abandoned the biD, and resorted to a

dissolution. The cry arose through the country of

The bill, the whole bill, and nothing but the bill
;'

and when the new parliament assembled on June
14, a large majority, including the whole of the

county members for England, excepting four or

five, were pledged to sujijiort the bill, which was
again introduced on June 24, and passed the third

reading in the House of Commons by a majority
of 113. The Upper House, however, threw it

out on the second re.iding by a majority of 41,

and parliament was immediately prorogued. It
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reasseml-Jed on December 6, and on December 12
the third Eeform Bill was introduced in the Com-
mons by Lord John Russell, which did not, like the
former bills, diminish the number of members—

a

concession which the Opposition considered as an
improvement, and it had a majority of 116 on the
third reading. In the Lords, the second reading
was carried by a majority of 9, and the bill ordered
to be committed. In committee. Lord Lyndhurst
carried, by a majority of 3.5, a motion that the
disfranchising clause should be postponed, and the
enfranchising first considered ; on which, the king
having refused to accede to a creation of peers suf-

ficient to carry the bill, the ministry resigned. A
week of intense public agitation followed. The
government were induced to resume office on the
king granting them full powers to secure majorities

by the creation of peers ; but eventually that expe-

dient was avoided by a sufficient number of Lords
absenting themselves to leave ministers a majority
on the third reading, when the bill passed by a
majority of 84, receiving the royal assent by com-
mission on June 7, 183'2. Eeform bills for Scotland
and Ireland were immediately afterwards intro-

duced and carried. For the details of the alter-

ations made by these several measirres on the distri-

bution of members and the electoral qualification,

see Parli.ament. The changes effected were so

sweeping as to cause many of the advocates of

Eeform to be apprehensive that the balance of the
constitution would be disturbed by the preponder-
ance of the democratic element ; but the determin-

ation of the masses was such, that the conservative

influences of the country were powerless to stay

or modify the measure. Yet no sooner was the
contest at an end, than a reaction followed, falsi-

fying equally the hopes of the supporters of the bill,

and the fears of its opponents.

In 1854, a new Eeform Bill was introduced by
Lord John Eussell for a further extension of the
suffrage ; but it was unaccompanied with anything
like popular excitement, and was withdrawn iu

consequence of the brealdng out of the Crimean
war. A Eeform Bill brought in by Mr Disraeli

in 1859, was rejected in the Commons by a majority
of 39, and the consequence was a dissolntion and
change of ministrj'. The ministi'y of Lord Palmer-
ston and Lord John Eussell, which succeeded to

power, introduced and afterwards withdrew a
Eeform Bill. (See Eeform, in Supplement.)

REFORMA'TION. The Reformation denotes

the great spiritual and ecclesiastical movement
which took place in Europe in the 16th c., aud as

the result of which the national churches of Britain,

of Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and Holland, and of

many parts of Germany and Switzerland, became
separated from the church of Rome. In other

countries, such as Hungary and France, the same
movement detached large portions of the population

from the Roman Catholic faith, yet without leading

to a national disruption with the papacy.

The causes of this movement were manifold ; but,

as may be supposed, they present themselves in

very different lights to members of the different

religious communions.
To Protestants, the Reformation appears as the

natural result of causes which had long been at

work, and which it needed but a fitting occasion

to call into active operation. The church of Eome
had gradually, from the 6th c., or the time of

Gregory the Great, extended not merely its influ-

ence, but its direct control and government, over

all the countries of Western Europe—in many
places, as in Ireland, Scotland, and part of Eng-
land, displacing the old national churches, which
had been planted in earlier times, and which had
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survived wnder comparatively simple forms of

government. Altbouj;!! some iincertainty may exist

as to the exact cnnstituticm. doctrine, and discipline

of the old Scoto-Irish Church, there can be no doubt
that it did not acknowledge the direct superinten-

dence of Rome, and that it was only after a long

and varyinj; struggle, not terminating till the 12th

c, that the popes fully established their authority,

and set np over this ancient church a completed
hierarchy connected with Rome. It is only by
keeping this in view that some features of the
Reformation can be clearly understood and appre-

ciated.

The natural result of the wide-spread stipremacy of

the Roman Church was, that the spiritual aspects of

the church became gradually more and more merged
in its mere machinery of external government.
Everything that could give power and efficiency to

it as an institute was carefully watclicd and nursed
;

but when, in tlie course of the 15th c., and even
earlier, spiritual life began to die out in the centre

of tliis vast system of ecclesiastical government
in Rome itself, the baleful effects of such spiritual

decay speedily began to tell through all its borders.

The growing corruption shewed itself in many
forms—in a prevailing ignorance among the monks
and higher clcrgj' ; in the perversion of ecclesiasti-

cal offices, and especially in the grossly materialistic

abuse of spiritual privileges and censures. The
ignorance of the monks is depicted in strong colours

in the satires of Erasmus and Buchanan, and in such
books as the Epistola; Ohscurorum Vironnn. The
great impetus which the friars had given to the
papal power in the 13th c, had died out. They had
sunk, from being zealous and active preachers, into

bigots and mendicants, cumbering the gi-ound. The
secular clergy were hardly less corrupted ; in many
cases, the higher dignitaries of the church had no
interest in the spiritual duties of their office, and
gave themselves up entirely to the pleasures of a
worldly life, or, at best, to the duties of politi-

cal or military activity. The revival of the old
classical literature in Italy—the spirit of what is

called the Renaissance—accelerated this movement
of spiritual decay. The papacj' itself became half-

jiagan. The church was little cared for even as an
organ of government ; it was used as an engine
of self-aggrandisement and the most extravagant
luxiu-y.

These general causes, liowever, might have proved
inefficient to produce any such radical change as

the Reformation ; they had been long felt and
dei>lorcd. Wycliffe in England, and Huss and Jerome
of Prague had denounced, in the most vigorous man-
uer, the prevalent abuses ; they had excited a wide-
spread popular interest, and even to some extent
secured royal favour. But the overbearing power of

the church proved too strong for the reforming
sjiirit in its earlier manifestations. In the midst of

liis evangelical activity, Huss was betrayed, through
the promise of a safe-conduct, into making his

appearance at the Council of Constance in 1414. No
sooner was he fairly in the power of the Council,

than he was confronted with certain articles of

abjiu'ation ; and refusing to submit without being
convinced, he was, in detiance of the jiromise made
to him, condemned to be burned as a iicretic. The
rising spirit of reformation was temporardy quenched
in the flames which consumed the intrejiid martyr
of Bohemia. The Council did nothing effectual to

repair the abuses which he had denounced. The
church remained apjiarently strong after a tem-
porary excitement ami alarm.

In the meantime, however, throughout the 15th
c, new seeds of prejiaration for the great work
?\'ere everywhere ripening. The literary movement

begun in Italy, was spreading in Germany, in

England, and elsewhere. Keucldin arose in Ger-
many, Erasmus in Holland; England welcomed the
latter as a student in the early reign of Henry VIII.,
whUe he was engaged in jjreparing his edition of

the Cireek New Testament. Various manifestations
of spiritual life shewed themselves, especially in the
Rhine country. The Brethren of the Common Lot
took np in a more evangelical form the succession
of the Brethren of the Free Spirit, whose teaching
had degenerated into a species of spiiutualistio

pantheism. Gerhard Groot and Thomas a Kempis
represent this comparatively evangelical tendency,
and springing from them, various men—the best
known of whom is John Wessel of Groningen—have
been called ' Reformers before the Reformation.'
If we add to these influences the internal political

agitations of the Germanic empii-e—whose tradi-

tional opposition to the papacy was by no means
forgotten—the growth of a healthy political activity

in many of the great municipalities of the empire,
we shall find abundant incitements to the Refor-
mation in the social state of Europe, especially of

CJermany, and in the church in the beginning of the
IGth century. It required only a definite spark to

kindle the slumbering agitation, and this was not
long wanting.
Whatever may be said of the doctrine of IndiU-

gences as theoretically stated, it is not denied by
tlie most zealous defenders of the institution that it

has at all times been liable to the gravest abuse
;

and it so happened that at the period in question
the abuse had risen to a scandalous height. (See

Indulgexce.) An agent of this system, of the name
of Tetzel, a Dominican friar, came into Saxony in

the year 1517, and established liimself not far from
Wittenberg, for the purpose of disposing of papal
indidgences. He was a man of low and uuscru-
pidous character, gifted with great voluljility, and
he carried on his traffic in a pecuUarly offensive and
shameless manner. Luther, who had been recently
created a Doctor in the Holy Scriptures, and entered
upon his career as a teacher in the university of

Wittenberg, was roused to iudigTiation by what he
heard of the doings of this man. He saw the evU
influence of the system ujion the members of his

own flock, and detei-miued to raise his voice against
it. ' God willing, I will beat a hole in his drum,' he
exclaimed, with reference to the coarse vehemence
with which Tetzel commended the value of his waves.
He posted on the door of the church of Wittenberg
his famous 95 theses, and therebj" created such a
popular excitement that Tetzel was silenced, and
obliged to retreat from the field. This w-as the
beginning of the Reformation in Germany. Luther's
attention once aroused to the working of the i)apal

system, he proceeded to examine it in diflurent

aspects, and the result was, that his resolution to
assail it strengthened as he advanced. Neither
cajoling nor thre.ats, neither the bland softness of
Cajetau, nor the blundering polemics of Eok, were of

avail to silence him. A jiapal buU was at length
fulminated against him ; and he consummated his

audacity by burning the buU at one of the gates

of Wittenberg, on the memorable 18th December
1520.

About the same time, and without any concert
whatever, a similar movement against the sale of

indidgences took place in Switzerlanth In 1520, the
Franciscan friars, who had the charge of promidgat-
ing the indulgences there, were opposed by Zwiugli,

a in'eacher in Zurich. His opinions were dechued
to be heretical by the two great universities of

Cologne and Louvain ; but he declared himself
unmoved by the voice of Catholic authority ; the
magistrates and people of the city supportetl him;
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and the result was the actire spread of the reforming

spirit, not only throughout Ziirich, but the neigh-

bouring cantons of Schaffhausen, Basel, and Eern.

In tlie meantime, Luther advanced in his work.

He addressed the ' Christian nobles ' of Germany,
loudly declaring that tlie time to rise against Kome
was come. ' Tallc of war against the Turk,' he

cried ;
' the r>oman Tm-k is the fattest Turk in the

world ; Roman avarice the greatest thief that ever

walked the earth ; all goes into the Koman sack,

which has no bottom, and all in the name of God
too !

' Step by step, he opened his eyes to the

errors of the papacy, and no sooner reached a new
conviction himself, than he launched it forth into

the world. He pronounced against the Seven Sacra-

ments, in favour of only three—Baptism, the Lord's

Supper, and Penance. He contended for the use of

the cup to the laity. His rapid writings—no fewer

than three—in the same year, which he closed by
burning the papal bull (15'20), circulated in thou-

sands, and were eagerly read. Nearly all Germany
was aflame with the new spirit, and it seemed as

if the empire would be wholly lost to the papacy.

The interposition of Charles V. produced at this

crisis a temporary interruption in the progress of

the Reformation. Charles was crowned Emperor of

Germany in January 15'21, and immediately sum-
moned at AVorms a diet of the sovereigns and states

of the empire. The papal leaders exerted them-
selves to have Luther summarily condemned at the

diet. They succeeded so far as to make the emperor

issue an edict for the destruction of the reformer's

writings ; but the estates refused to publish it

unless Luther was allowed an opportunity of

meeting his adversaries, under safe-conduct, and
answering before the diet to the charges preferred

against him. Luther was accordingly summoned to

meet the assembled authorities of Germany at

Worms. He gladly and proudly embraced the

summons. His journey thitherward was a kind of

triumphal procession, so enthusiastically did the

people, and even some of the priests, greet him
along the route. He is said to have entered Worms
chanting ' Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott '—the Mar-
sriUaise of the Reformation, as has been remarked.

The same night, however, the intrepid monk was
heard in an agony of prayer in his room, over-

whelmed by the solemnity of his circumstances.

On the afternoon of the following day, he made his

appearance before the diet, and confronted its

assembled statesmen and princes—a scene grand
and striking in its features, which has been often

painted. He was urged to retract ; but he was
immovable. In a speech, first in German, and then

in Latin, he expressed his determination to .abide by
wh.at he had written, and called upon the emperor
and the states to take into consideration the evil

condition of the church, lest God should visit the

empire and German nation with His judgments. A
direct answer was demanded from him whether he
would retract or not. ' I neither can nor dare

retract anything,' he replied, ' unless convinced by
reason and Scripture ; my conscience is captive to

God's Word, and it is neither safe nor riglit to go
against conscience. There I take my .stand. I can

do no otherwise. So help me, God. Amen.'
It was evident that Luther was not to be intimi-

dated. He remained some daj^s in Worms; but
neither persuasion nor threatening availed with
him. He received orders to depart ; and in the

end of April, he set out on his way home. As he
left Eisenach a few days afterwards, and was passing

through a narrow defile near the fortress of Alteu-

stein, he was seized by two armed horsemen with
attendants, carried to the neighbouring castle of

the Wartburg, and there lodged in safety. This

apparently violent seizure was the friendly act
of his sovereign, Frederick of Saxony, to protect

him from the destruction that his intrepid conduct
was certain to have called down upon him had he
remained at liberty. The ban of the empire had
followed him, and temporary obscurity was his only
safety.

The Reformation suflfered, however, from the
absence of his guiding hand. Carlstadt and others,

when left alone at Wittenberg, gave the rein to
many excesses. Reform seemed likely to merge
into licence. The heart of Luther, after a year's

residence in obscuritj', was incontroUably stirred

within him to be at his old post again, directing

and controlling the spirit of innovation ; and ho
returned to Wittenberg in March 1522. The law-

less movement, however, which had received im-
piilse, was not to be restrained. It broke out in

many quarters. Social oppression and misery added
to the llames of fanaticism. The peasantry rose in

arms, headed by the Anabaptist MUnzer, and the
horrors of a civil war raged throughout Germany.
Luther exerted all his influence to stem the unhappy
tide of afi'airs ; exhorted the nobles on one hand,
and the peasants on the other ; and at no part

of his career did he shew a higher spirit and
wisdom, although he has not always got the credit

of this.

With his hands thus full of practical labour, he
plunged at the same time into a violent controversy
with Erasmnsjrwhich by no means reflected so much
credit on him. Erasmus and he had hitherto,

although in different ways, co-operated in the same
cause ; but they were men of such different spirit

and temper, that a separation between them was
inevitable. Luther had felt this for some time, but
he was reluctant to come to an open breach. ' Do
not join your forces to our adversaries ;

publish no
books against me, and I will publish none against

you,' he had said in a letter in 1524. On the
])ublication, however, of Erasmus's treatise De Lihero

Arhilrh, Luther could no longer hold silence. Ho
responded in the same year, 1525, by his coimter-

treatise, £)e Servo Arhhrio ; and the war of words
waged hotly and vehemently between them.
Luther was not only hearty but violent in demm-
ciation ; his indignation sunk into coarseness, while

the audacity of his logic plunged him into un-
guarded and even unmoral parailoxes, which left

him gravely open to the cold and telling sarcasms
of his opponent. He was evidently himself little

satisfied with the residt, and even his warmest
admirers cannot see much to admire in the spii'it

and zeal which he manifested on this occasion.

Hitherto, the Reformation had not received any
legal establishment. Frederick of Saxony, while
warmly protecting Luther and his followers, ilid not
yet take any steps to displace Romanism by legal

enactment, and set up in its stead a Reformed
Church. This was now done, however, by Fred-

erick's successor. He commissioned Luther and
RIelanchthon to prepare a new form of church govern-

ment and church ser^dce for his dominions. His
example was followed by the other princes and
states in Germany that had renounced the papal
su[iremacy. The Reformation thus obtained sub-

stantive existence and civil support. It was no
longer merely a spiritual movement, it became
heticeforth also a political power. This important

result shewed itself conspicuously at the Diet of

Spires in 1526. An endeavour made at this diet to

suppress the new religious movement, and to insist

upon the rigorous execution of the pajial sentence

against Luther and his followers, was successfully

opposed by a majority of the princes and representa-

tives of states ; and it was resolved, on the contrary,
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that the princes shoxild have full power to order

ecclesiastical affairs in theu- own dominions as they

thought proper. This resolution served greatly to

extend the rieformatiou. The enijieror was too

busy for some years with his own affairs to be able

to interfere with the course of events ; and the

reforming cause was in the meantime greatly

strengthened and advanced in various states of

Germany.
This period of progi-ess and tranquillity, however,

was soon interrupted. A new diet was convoked

at the same place in 1529 ; and under the more
imwerfid iniluence of the papal partj', backed by
tlie jiresence of the emperor's brother, who presided

in tiie diet, the measures of the former diet were
recalled, and all changes in religion declared to be

unlawful except such as might be authorised by an
ajipi-oaching General Council. It was then tliat the

Elector of Saxony, the Landgrave of Hesse, and
other princes of the empire who had already

embraced the Kcformation, and established it in

tlieir dominions, made a solemn prolcat against the

action of this diet—a circumstance which gave rise

to the name of Protestants, wliich has since attached

to all the followers of tlie Reformation, bee

Protestant.
While the Reformation thus ran its course in

Germany, and was adopted by the civU authorities

in many states, it was making corresponding pro-

gress in Switzerland, and there at lengtli also, after a

famous and elaborate conference held at Bern in

1 52S, under the countenance of the civil authorities,

the suiu-emacy of the pope was abolished, and the

Ivcfornied doctrines, in even a broader and more
definite shape than in Germany, were declai'cd to

be tlie only doctrine of Scriptiu'e. Bern, Ziirich,

and Basel continued to be the main centres of the

reformed movement in .Switzerland ; but the

reformed doctrines gradually extended throughout

the great majority of the cantons. Chiefly tliose

surrounding the Lake of Lucerne remained, as they

remain to this day, strongly attached to the lloiuan

Catholic faith. The chief point of difference

between the reformers in Switzerland and Germany
concerned the doctrine of the Eucharist. Luther,

while abandoning the doctrine of a literal conver-

sion of the brejd of the Eucharist into tlie body of

Christ, known under the n.imo transubstantiation,

held to a modification of this doctrine, under the

name of consubstantiation. The bread did not
become the body of Christ literall}-, but it contained

the body of Christ. Christ was in the Jjread as

re.ally 'as the sword in the scabbard or the Holy
Ohost in the dove.' Zwingli, on the contrary,

and his co-reformers in Switzerland, discarded all

outward presence of Christ in the Eucharist. The
service, iu their view, was merely memorial. ' It is

the spirit that quickencth ; the Uesh profiteth

nothing
;

' a passage which they applied to prove

the worthlessness of any supposed eating of the

body of Christ, even if such a thing were possiljle.

The dispute which ai"ose on this sulijcct between

the reformers of Germany and Switzerland, and
especially between their respective leaders, Luther

and Zwingli, proved a serious impediment to the

cause, riiilip of Hesse sought to bring about a

reconciliation between them. Zwingli, Bucer,

and Oecolampadius met with Luther and Jlelauch-

thou at Marburg iu the year loilO, on his invitation,

and held a long conference, but withotit any result.

Luther was not to be moved in a matter which lie

held to be of the very essence of the Christian faith.

The couiliatauts separated with their opinions

unchanged.
\\'heu Charles V. perceived the firmness of the

Protestant princes in the position which they hud

taken up, he became anxious for temperate and
conciliatory measures. In an interview with the
pope at Bologna, he urged, but without success, the
necessity of a General Council, and at the same
time took means to convene personally with the
princes at a new diet to be held at Augsliurg. In
the view of this important convention, the "refor-

mers prepared, at the instance of the Elector of

Saxony, a statement of their special doctrines. The
basis of this, the famous Confession of Aur/shuri/,

was seventeen articles, delivered by Luther to the
elector at Torgau, which had beeu adojjted at a
conference at Schwabach in 1529. These articles,

enlarged and polished by the careful and moderate
pen of Melanchthon, were submitted in twenty-
eight chapters to the diet which met at Augsburg
iu June 1530. Twenty-one chapters were occupied
with the statement of the opinions of the reformers,

and the remaining seven devoted to an exposure
of the errors of popery. The reading of this Con-
fession by the Chancellor of Saxony, in name of the
Protestant states, made an earnest and favourable
impression upon the diet. The papal authorities

submitted a reply, which was approved by the
emperor, and ordered by him to be accepted as a
conclusion of the religious differences which had
arisen. The Protestants responded instead by an
answer to the papal document, which was after-

wards expanded by Melanchthon, and published
under the title of Apology for the Confession of
A urishurg.

The religious schism between the emperor and
many of the states of Germany seemed now approach-
ing a crisis which could only terminate in war. A
renewed decree, exceeding in severity that of Worms,
was launched against the reformers. They on their

part appreciated the solemnity of the crisis, aud
met, headed by the Elector of Saxony, first at

Snialkald, and then at Frankfurt, iu the years 1530
and 1531, when they entered into a treaty of defen-

sive alliance, and encouraged each other in the
resolution to maintain their religion and liberties

against the threatened encroachments of the imperial

edict. To Henry VIII. of England, who was at

that time just beginning his own erratic career of

reformation, they sent a special invitation to co-

operate with them, on the basis of the doctrines of

the Confession of Augshiirg, an invitation to which
he responded, but which issued in no practical

result. The emperor, notwithstanding the strongly

hostile attitude which he had assumed, was not

prepared as yet to plunge into hostilities. The
Turks were menacing the frontier of the empire

;

he had his own jiersonal objects to gain in the

advancement of his brother Ferdinand to the dignity

of king of the Ilomans, an object which he could

not accomplish without a majority of votes at an
imperial diet. He was content, therefore, to enter

anew into negotiations with the Protestant princes

;

and after many unavailing projects of reconciliation,

a treaty of peace was concluded between them at

Niirnberg in 1532. The Protestants agreed to

support him against the Turks, and to acknowledge
Ferdinaud as king of the Romans ; while the

emperor in his turn agreed to abrogate the edicts of

Worms and Augsburg, and allow the Protestants

the free exercise of their religion until some settle-

ment by a G eneral Council or a diet of the empire.

It was the emperor's necessities, and not his will,

which consented to the peace of Jvurnbcrg; there

was no prospect, therefore, of its being lasting. But
the Protestants availed themselves of their temporary
repose to strengthen themselves and extend their

power. The emperor continued to urge the pope to

convoke a Cieueral Council. At length, in 1530,

Paul III. issued a summons for a eomicil to meet at
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Mantua ia the following year; but the Duke of

JIautua being clisincliued to receive so many
turbulent guests into his quiet city, the project

did not take effect. In anticipation, however, and
convinced that no council convened under the
exclusive influence of the pope would deal fairly

n-ith the subject in dispute, the Protestants met
at Smalkaldin the year 1537, and while solemnly
protesting against a mere Italian or papal council, at

the same time agreed to a new summary of their

doctrines, drawn up by Luther, to be presented to

the assembled bishops. This summary is known
under the name of the Smalkald Articles, and along

with the Confession of Aiirjsburg and the Apolor/ij

for the Confession, constitutes to this day the
doctrinal basis of the German Lutheran Church.
At length, in 1546, the same year in which

Luther, worn out by his many toils, died somewhat
suddenly at Eisleben, a council assembled at Trent.

It was soon evident that no compromise was prac-

ticable between the Protestant and the jjapal liarty,

and both sides prepared to try the venture of war.

When the Council of Trent promulgated its

decrees, and the Ileformed princes in the Diet of

Eatisbon protested against their authority, the
emperor raised an army to compel their obedience.

They, on their part, were ready with their forces,

and marched into Bavaria against the emperor.
The results, in the first instance, were severely

disastrous to the Protestant cause, chiefly through
the division of the princes, and especially the
perfidy of Maiu'ice, the nephew of the Elector of

Saxouy. Various attempts at reconciliation and
compromise were again attempted, in which
Melauchthon took a prominent jiart ; but, as before,

they came to nothing. A change of fortune gave
a temporary triumph to the Protestant arms, and
the residt was that Charles concluded a formal
treaty at Passau, in 1552, which may be considered
the foundation of the Protestant liberties of Ger-
many. The Protestants stipidated for the free

exercise of their religion, imtil the meeting of a diet

which should settle a permanent religious peace ; and
in return, they agreed to lend assistance against
the Turks, who were still menacing the frontiers

of the empire. The promised diet assembled at

Augsburg in 1555, and framed articles for the
religious pacification of Germany, according to

which all adherents of the Augsburg Confession of

Faith were left in the undisturbed enjoyment of

the rights which they had acquired, were freed

from papal domination, and allowed to order their

religious concerns as seemed best to them; Protest-

ants and Catholics alike being bound to respect

each others' convictions, and not to injure or perse-

cute one another on account of religion, under
penalty of being proceeded against as enemies of

the empire. This treaty of Augsbiirg terminates
the period of the Reformation in Germany.

In the neighbouring coimtries of Denmark and
Sweden, the i)rogress of reformed opinions had pro-

ceeded still more rapidly than in Germany. In
both these countries, the sovereigns took the lead
in enlightening their people, and freeing them from
the tyranny of the church of Kome. In Sweden
particularly, Gustavus Vasa shewed both great

courage and jjrudence in carrying out a reforming
policy. He invited learned Lutheran teachers into

his dominions, and shewed special zeal in the cir-

ciUation of a Swedish version of the Scrijitures,

made by one of these teachers, named Olaus Petri,

who occupies the most prominent place among the
Swedish reformers. At an assembly of the states

at Westeraas, in 1527, while the reformers in Ger-
many were still struggling for bare existence, it was
unanimously resolved that the Lutheran doctrines
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should be adopted in Sweden, and a Reformed
Church, entirely independent of Rome, established.

The same residt occurred in Denmark in 1539, when
an assembly of the Danish states at Odensee gave
formal sanction to a plan of religious doctrine,

worship, and discipline, drawn up by Bugenhagen,
a disciple and friend of Luther, whom Christian
III. had invited from Wittenberg for the purpose.

In France, the progress of the Reformation was
of a much more uncertain and wavering character.
As early as 1523, the new doctrines had spread
greatly in many parts of France, under the coun-
tenance of Margaret, queen of Navarro, sister of

Francis I., the constant rival of Charles V. The
names chiefly associated with this early phase of the
French Reformation, besides that of Margaret her-
self, are those of Lefevre and Farel, the latter par-

ticularly a man of active and fiery zeal, who had
been originally a priest in Dauphine, and whom
we find suljsequeiitly associated with Calvin in

Geneva. The university of Paris became for a
time strongly infected with the ' new learning,' and
many of the nobility, as well as the people, were
actually inchned to throw aside the superstitions

of Rome, and embrace a more scriptural form of

faith. But the violent and inconsistent policy of

Francis I., and the tierce spirit of faction which the
struggle engendered, gave an unhappy turn to the
course of events in France, and prevented the
Reformation from obtaining in that country any-
thing of the same national recognition that it

obtained in Germany and elsewhere. Both Farel
and Calvin were driven by the violence of persecu-

tion into Switzerland. The latter settled for a
time at Basel, where he comjileted and published
the first edition of his Institutes. The famous
preface, addressed to Francis I., bears the date of

Basel, August 1, 1535. In the following year, he
repaired to Geneva, where Farel, ah'eady labouring
in the woi-k of the Reformation, retained him by
a ' divine menace,' and he began that great career

as a reformer, theologian, and legislator which
has rendered his name so illustrious.

In Spain and in Italy, the spread of the
Reformation, which in both countries had taken
an active and hopeful start, was almost entirely

suppressed by the power of the Inquisition. The
church of Rome was able to bring its whole force

to bear upon these countries, unchecked by poli-

tical hostility. The flames of martyrdom, which
elsewhere seemed to kindle a double zeal for the
cause which they aimed to destroy, were here
kept burning with such an incessant and devouring
cruelty, as to consume all life out of the new
movement, and brand the name of Protestant with
the infamy which, in the popular mind, always
attaches itself to hopeless failure.

The same poUcy was attempted in the Nether-
lands. Upwards of 100,000 of the inhabitants are
said to have fallen under the atrocious cruelty of

Charles V., and his son, Philip II. But the spirit

of political freedom and moral earnestness proved
at length an equal and finally, through a protracted
and bloody conflict, a victorious match for the
blood-thirstiness even of Philip and Alva ; and the

principles of the Reformation, after a Calvinistic

type, were at length estabhshed in the United
Provinces, along with the political supremacy of

the Hoiise of Orange.
The Reformation in England is marked by pecu-

Uar features—an under-current of popular move-
ment, dating even from the time of Wycliffe, and a
somewhat inconsistent and wavering series of

political changes during the reigns of the three
Tudor princes, Henry VIII., Edward VI., and
Elizabeth. In the beginning of the ICth c, as
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early as the fu'st movements of Luther, there are

inilicatious of a revival of evangelical religious life

among the tradesmen of London, and the peasantry

in different parts of the country, particidarly in

Lincolnshire. The popular mind had begun to look

with suspicion and ridicule upon some of the most
characteristic doctrines of Romanism. A story is

told by Foxe of a Lincolushire peasant, busy
thrashing his corn in his barn, accosted by a neigh-

bour. ' Good-morrow ; you are hard at work.'
' Yes,' rcpUed the man, in allusion to the doctrine

of transubstantiation, ' I am thrashing God
Almighty out of the straw.' The residence of

Erasmus in England, in the beginning of the reign

of Henry VIIL, stimulated a spu-it of biblical

inquiry among the educated classes, which, wliile

it remained for the most part faithful to the

church of Rome, as in the case of More and
others, yet helped to advance a reforming move-
ment. The study of his Greek Testament was
eagerly entered upon by a few students at both
universities, especially at Cambridge. We find

Biling, Tyndale, and Frith associated at the latter

place in 1520; and in the decade following, Cranmer,
KiiUey, and Latimer all come into prominent notice.

It is at the end of this latter period—the year 1529
—a year before the meeting of the Diet of Augs-
burg in Germany, that the Reformation in England
may be said to take its first decided advance. In

this year, the usurpations of the clergy, and the
manifold ecclesiastical abuses prevailing in the

country, were the subject of parliamentary legis-

lation. The negotiations as to Henry's divorce

from Catharine had been proceeding for some time,

and the country was greatly excited by the course

of events. In 1533, Henry was married to Anne
BolejTi, and his former marriage with Catharine

declared void. AU appeals to Rome were forbidden.

In the two following years, the sovereign was
declared to be the supreme head of the church of

England, with authority to redi-ess aU errors,

heresies, and abuses in the church ; the monasteries

were dissolved ; and parliament petitioned that a
new translation of the Scriptures might be author-

ised, and set up in churches. In all this course of

reformation, however, there was but little religious

impidse on Henry's part, for we find him again, in

1539, yielding violently to the spirit of reaction,

and passing the famous statute known as the Six
Articles, wliich rendered it penal to deny the
doctrine of transubstantiation, or to affirm that
priests might marry. Cranmer, who had been for

some years Archbishop of Canterbm-y, laboured to

prevent their passing; and Latimer resigned his

bishopric as soon as they were confirmed.

With the accession of Edward VI., in 1547, the
Reformation greatly advanced. The statute of the
Six Articles was repealed, with other reactionary

measures of the close of Henry's reign. The
parliament of 15-lS established the use of the Book
of Common Prayer ; the clergy were permitted to

many ; the cup was allowed to the laity ; and in

1551, the forty-two articles of religious belief, after-

wards reduced to thirty-nine, were promulgated.
The temporary restoration of popery under Mary,
and the liual establishment of Anglican Protest-

antism under Elizabeth, are well-known events,

belonging to the special history of these reigns.

In Scotland, the reforming impulses began with
Patrick Hamilton about the same time that Cranmer
and Latimer first appear active in England.
Hamilton was educated in Paris and in Germany,
and learned there the doctrines which he introduced
into his native coimtry. There was something,
indeed, of the same popular movement, known
under the name of Lollardism in Scotland, as iu

England, and Hamilton's preaching may have
served to kindle up the dying embers of this move-
ment. His early death, in 1528, rmdoubtedly pro-

duced a great effect. ' Men began,' says Knox,
' very liberally to speak.' ' The reik of Mr Patrick
Hamilton infected as many as it did blow upon.'

After Hamilton, George Wishart appears as the
next hero-martyr of the Scottish Reformation ; and
in connection with him—as his reverend disciple

and comp.anion

—

we first hear of John Knox, who
became finally the great leading spirit of the move-
ment, by whose influence popery was extirpated,

and the Reformation established in Scotland in

15C0. The Scottish Reformation followed the tyjie

of the Cahanistic Reformation in Geneva, where
Knox had taken refuge during the period of perse-

cution in Scotland, and acted for some years as the
companion of Calvin. Episcopacy was abolished,

and the fabric of the Reformed Kirk set up iu

every respect as far as possible in opposition to the
papal system, which had become the opprobriiuu

of the people. —Ranke's History of the lifformation

ill Germany; D'Aubigne's History of the Ecforma-
lion; Waddington's History of tlie Reformation.

Such is the light in which this great religious

revolution presents itself to the Protestant. Catholic

students naturally regard it very differently ; and
although the name Refokjiation' has come to be
generally adopted as the historical designation of

the religious movement of the 16th c, this name is

only accepted by Catholics imder protest, and as a
conventional phrase, the rigorous meaning of which
they distinctly repudiate. The more strict writers

among Catholics employ in its stead the name
' Pseudo-Reformation,' or ' So-called Reformation.'

As regards the event itself, Roman Catholics,

while they admit that many abuses existed iu the
church "n^hich called for reform, and many supersti-

tions existed which deformed the true character of

religion among the ignorant masses of the people,

contend nevertheless not only that the extent and
the nature of these abuses and superstitions are

gieatly exaggerated, but also that the task of re-

forming them did not imply either the necessity

or the \awflUness of a separation from the church.

They assert that the conduct and character of many
of those who were most prominently engaged in

the movement prove them to have been influenced

by corrupt and unworthy motives ; that in their

effort to throw off the obedience of Rome, they
rather sought emancipation from moral and dis-

ciplinary restraint, than the imrification of the
religious system of the church ; that the change
in many of the countries in which it was effected

was brought about mainly through the agency of

the sovereign, with a view to the appropriation of

the revenues of the church ; and that in others it

was brought about by appeaKng to the prejudices

of excited and unreasoning multitudes, who were
taught to confound the system with its abuses, and
who were incapable of distingiushing the true doc-

trine of the church from the superstitions which
were justly held up for reprobation. And thus in

the view of Catholics, the true Keformation of the
chm'ch was not that which has been described

above, as carried out by the seceders of the 10th

c, but that internal change which was effected

by the decrees of the Council of Trent, and by the
religious revival which took place simultaneously
with the sittings of that assembly. They dwell
much on the fact, that all the notable successes of

Protestantism were at its first origin, and that, in

the words of Lord Macaulay, if Protestantism had
at its fir's! onset 'driven Catholicism to the Alps
and Pyrenees,' so Catholicism, in its turn, 'rallied

li9
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anil drove back Protestantism even to the German
Ocean.'

As to the moral and religious results of the Refor-
mation, the same difference of opinion exists. That
tlie very necessity of action which it created had a
beneficial influence on tlieir own church, by the
internal revival to which it led, Catholics "freely

admit ; but they look upon tlio revolt against
authority, tlie inauguration of religious innovation
and scepticism, tlie separation from the church, and
the disruption of Christian xuiity, as frauglit with
moral and intellectual evil ; and a worli "of much
learning has been devoted, by the well-known
German Catholic theologian, Dr DiiUinger, to estab-

lishing this point by the confessions of the first

reformers tliemselves, and tlveir immediate succes-

sors. See Die Jie/ormation, Hire innere Eniwkkhmg
iiiiil Hire Wtrhimgen, von J. Bollinger (3 vols. 8vo,
Ecgensburg, 184S).

EEFO'RMATOEY SCHOOLS. The fust insti-

tution to wliich Queen Victoi'ia gave her name was
a reformatory for girls, established at Chiswick in

183-1, under the name of the Victoria Asylum. It

was the first of its kind in England; but as early as

1788, the germ of the reformatory movement may
be traced in the working of the I'liilanthropic

Society, which estabUshed a sort of farm-school, on
the family system, for the reformation of depraved
and vagi'ant children. A second school was est.ab-

lished in Warwickshii-e in 1818, but was suffered to
die for want of support, as was the third, set on
foot by Captain Brenton in 1830. Captain Erenton
was the first who took his stand on the jmnciple,
that no child under 16 should be sent to prison, but
to some pUico where training might be provided in
industry and virtue ; and the girls' school at
Chiswick originated in his influence, and was
worked on his plans. On his death in 1839, refor-

matory cflbrts ceased for several years in England

—

the institution of the Philanthropic Society at St
George's in the Fields being a mere refuge for the
destitute. But its chaplaui was the llev. Sydney
Turner, since the well-known Inspector of Prisons
and Eeformatories ; and his attention was directed
to the reformatory movement abroad, where its

jirinciples were flourishing in the School of Jlettray

(q. v.), founded in 1839, and the Eauhes H.-ius

(q. v.) at Hamburg. In 18-17, the St George's Insti-

tution restricted its care to boys charged with or
convicted of crime ; and at length, in 18.50, broke up
and removed to Eedhill, establishing there, on the
family system, the greatest Reformatorj' in England.
From this time the progress was rapid and sure.

In 1852, several schools were opened : Hardwicke
Court by Mr Baker ; Kingswood, by Miss Carpenter

;

Stoke Farm, by Mr Josejih Stui'ge ; and Saltley, near
Birmingh.am, by Mr Adderley. Goverument then
determined to legalise the system. Three parlia-

mentary committees ha\-ing pronounced again-st the
imprisonment of children, the Keformatory Schools
Act, 17 and 18 Vict., was passed in 1S54, followed
by amending Acts in the three succeeding years.
One of the first principles of the movement was
voluntary agency, and this agency was still retained.
The Act sets out in its preamble, ' that whereas
Keformatory >Schools have been, and may be estab-
lished by voluntary agency in v.arious parts of the
country, it is expedient that more extensive use
should be made of these institutions.' The state
certifies the school to be fit for its purpose, provides
that, on conviction, after a short imprisonment, not
more, generally, than 14 days, the child shall enter
the school, and remain for a term of j-ears, under
the sole management of its conductors, paid for by
the Treasury at the present fixed rate of Gs. per
week. A portion of this is recoverable from the
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parents, if they are in a condition to contribute to
the child's support. Counties and boroughs may
furnish from their funds money to aid in the estal>
lishment of reformatory schools. The results of the
schools have been regidarly presented to the public
in the Eeports of Her Majesty's Inspector, who has
often tr.iced to their operation the late marked
decline in iuvenile delinquency, which was pre-
viously r.api.lly increasing. By the end of 185G, 34
schools were in existence; 11 were .added in 18.57;
and in 1860, the number in Great Britain was 59.
At the close of 1863, there were 64 in Great Britain,
of which 14 were Scotch. The number of children
under detention in reformatories at the close of
1863, was 4G77 ; of these, 1000 were girls. The
admissions during the year to reformatories de-
creased from 133S to 1209, and increased in indus-
trial schools from 591 to 633, giving a net decrease
of 87 in the number of children committed to both
descriptions of schools. The late education Com-
mission s.aid of these schools :

' Upon the whole,
none of the institutions connected with education
appear to be in a more .satisfactory condition.' It
has, however, been urged that children should not
be sentenced to reformatories on a first conviction,
as it was becoming the rule to do, and that all

children under 12 should be sentenced to an
Industrial (q. v.) school instead. The cost to the
country for reformatories alone, during the }-ear,

was £65,920, and the amounts recovered from the
parents on account of their children who had been
committed, were £2450.

REFO'EMED CHURCHES, a term employed
in what may be called a conventional sense, not to
designate aU the churches of the Reformation, but
those in which the Calvinistic doctrines and stiU
more the Calvinistic polity prevail, in contradis-
tinction to the Lutheran (q. v.). Tlie influence of
Calvin proved more jiowerfiU than that of Zwmgli,
which, however, no doubt considerably modified
the views prevalent in many of these churches.
The E. C. are very generally known on the con-
tinent of Europe as the C'a!i.Hiiistic Churches, whilst
the name Protestant Church is in some countries
almost equivalent to that of Lutheran. One chief
distinction of all the II. C. is their doctrine of the
sacrament of the Lord's Supper, characterised by
the utter rejection not only of transubstantiation,
but of consubstantiation ; and it was on this point,
mainly, that the controversy between the Lutherans
and the Reformed was long carried on. See Lord's
Sltper and SACK.4.ME>;TAErAx Controversy. They
are also unanimous in their rejection of the use of
images, and of many ceremonies which the Luther-
ans have thought it proper to retain. Among the
E. C. are those both of England and Scotland, not-
withstanding the Episcopalian goverument of the
former, and the Presbyterianism of the latter ; the
Protestant Chm-ch of France, that of HoUaud and
the Netherlands, many German churches, the once
flourishing Protestant Church of Poland, &o., with
those in America and elsewhere which have sprung
from them.

REFRA'CTION. See DiorTEics ; He.w ; Eefeac-
tion. Double ; Undulatoey Theory. In the
articles referred to, the ordinary experimental laws
of single and double refraction are stated

;
geo-

metrical consequences, such as the mode of action
of lenses, prisms, telescopes and microscopes, are
deduced from them ; and the connection of these
laws with the hyjiothesis of undulations is explained.

It remains that we should give the refractive and
dispersive powers of a few common substances, to
shew the gre.at diversity which exists- amongst
them, especially in the non-proportionality of
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dispersion to refraction. The following results are

due to Fraunlinfer, -who was the first to employ, for

tliis purpose, Wollastou's discovery of the Jhvd lines

in the Spectrum (q. v.), without whose aid all such
observations are of comparatively little value. The
lines B, D, aud H, which we have selected for the
table, correspond to definite rays of red, orange, and
violet respectively.

Siibstnnce. Rcfraciiifl Index, Dispersion.

B. D. n. (H—B).

Flint Gla««, . . 1-6277 1-6350 1-6710 00433
Crown Glass, . ]-5-:jS 1-529G 1-5166 0-0207

Water, . . 1-2310 1-3336 13442 0-0132

Turpentine, . 1-4705 1-4744 14839 0234

The numbers in the last column roughly shew how
far the red and violet are sejiaratcd by i^risms {of a
given angle) of the various substances ; and even
this brief list shews how erroneous was Newton's
idea tliat dispersion is proportional to refraction, an
iflea which led him to the conclusion that an
Achromatic (q. v.) combination was impossible.

Thus we see that the refractive indices of flint

and crown-glass are (approximately) as 16 : 15, while
the dispersive power of flint is more than double
that of crown. Hence, if we construct prisms of

the two materials, such that the
angidar separation of red and violet

which they produce shall Ije equal, the

angle of the flint will be far less than
tliat of the crown, and the whole refrac-

tion also less. The combination of two
such prisms, "with their edges turned
opposite ways, as in the cut, M-ill thus

bend (or refract) a ray of white light without
separating the red from the violet—aud thus we
may obtain refraction without colour.

This is not strictly the case, on account of what
is called Irrationality of Disjxrsion, the existence of

which is easUy seen from the above table. Thus, if

we form two spectra, by means of properly con-

structed prisms of difTerent media, such that the

lines B aud H coincide, the hues D will not generally

coincide. In other words, some substances tb-aw

out the red end of the spectrum more than tlie

violet-^and vice versa. Thus, from the above table,
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cases where great cold is required— as, for example,
in eases of strangidated hernia, of inflammation of

the brain and its membranes, or of fever with well
marked cerebral sjTn)itoms—bladders of pounded
ice are preferable to wetted cloths. Both as regards

the degree of cold and the period of its ajiplication,

the surgeon should to a considerable degree be
influenced by the sensations of his patient. When
its application gives comfort, it is almost certain to

be doing good ; and in most cases where it gives

discomfort, it is doing harm.
A notice of the external xise of refrigerants would

be imperfect without a reference to the liieraoir of

Dr Esmarch, Professor of Surgery in the University
of Kiel, On the Use of Cold in Sur'jetij, recently

(1S61) translated by Dr Montgomery for ' The New
Sydenham Society.' His mode of application is by
means of India-rubber bags fiUed with ice, snow,
or some freezing mixture ; or of thin iron-plate

reservoirs of cold water, made by means of a mould
of gutta-percha to fit any inflamed part. In a case

of ' chi'onic purulent inflammation of the knee-joint,'

the ice-bags were continuously applied for 12 weeks.
Dr James Arnott's investigations on ' Local Anres-
thesia by Cold,' in the Medical Times for the years

lS.54-5-7, and Dr Chapman's method of treating

nervous diseases by the application of cold to the
spine, as recorded in his Functional Diseases of
Women and elsewhere, require also a passing
reference.

The application of cold, either through the
mediimi of air or water, to the body generally

is a subject of great importance. The use of cold
air is especially seen in febrile cases, in which the
physician directs the sick-room to be kept cool, and
the patient (unless in exceptional cases) lightly

clothed. Mr Paget reports that the most successful

cases of pyemia that have fallen under his obser-

vation were those in which the patients were freely

exposed to the air. The value of baths and cold

aS'usions is noticed in the articles Bath and
HvDKOPATHY. In addition to what is there stated,

it is important to know that prolonged immersion
in water as warm as 95° Fahr. may be the means of

reducing febrile tem]ierature.

EEFrvIGERA'TIGX OF THE EARTH. That
the earth is at jiresent losing heat, is an immediate
consequence of the observed fact, that the tempera-
ture of its crust increases as we descend ; for, in

any conducting body, the flux of heat is always
from warmer to colder parts ; and the rate at

which heat is thus lost can be easily calcul.ated if

we know the conducting power (for heat) of the
rocks forming the crust, and the rate at which the
temperature increases with the depth under the
surface ; for the conductivity may be measured by
the quantity of heat which, in unit of time, passes

(per square foot of surface) through a layer of rock of

one foot thickness, whose U]>per and lower surfaces

are maintained at temperatures differing by 1"

F. Hence, if k be the conductivity of the crust,

and if the temperature increases by 1° F. every x
feet of descent, the quantity of heat lost, in unit

of time, from each square foot of surface, is measured

by -. h and x can be determined by experiment

for any particular locality, and thus the loss may be
determined. These quantities vary very much in

value in difl"erent locaUties, thus X is sometimes as

great as 110, sometimes as small as 15. The value 50
is generally supposed to give a fair average—that is,

for every 50 feet of descent the temperature increases

by 1° F. Hence the stifling heat experienced in

deep mines. At the depth of a mile, the tempera-
ture would on this estimate exceed that of the
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surface by more than 100° F. Beds of coal at such
a dejith could not be wrought, as the temperature
would far exceed that of trojiical climates.
Three methods of accounting for tliis increase of

temperature towards the interior of the earth have
been proposed : 1. That the earth was originally
molten, either throughout, or for a considerable
deptli^ over the whole surface ; 2. That the internal
heat is due to chemical combination ; 3. That the
earth, ages ago, passed through a region of space
where the temperature was far above that of its

present envelope.

Of (1) it is sufficient to say, that such a state is

the necessary consequence of impact, if the earth
was formed by the aggregation of cosmical masses
due to their mutual gravitation. It is scarcely
doubted now that this is the origin of solar and
stellar heat; and the fact of the moon's turning
always the s.ame face to the earth (see Rotation),
is most easily explained on the hypothesis of her
original fluidity. The figure of the earth (see

E.\RTU) is also a strong argument in favour of this

hypothesis. This explanation of the origin of the
earth's internal heat is obWously consistent with
the increase of temperature as we descend below
the surface—for a spherical mass of molten rock
will evidently soon cool externally, while its low
conductivity (rendered still lower by the high
temperature) will prevent the interior from supply-
ing anything at all equivalent to the loss at the
surface. On this hypothesis, the rate of loss of

heat must constantly become smaller and smaller,

but very slowly ; and it is possible that a consider-

able portion of the eai-th's mass may still be in a
melted state.

The second hypothesis is perfectly sufficient to

accoimt for observed facts, but is apparently un-
necessary, since (1) has been shewn to be, in the
universe, a vera causa. It is only alluded to here
because Lyell and other distinguished geologists

have endeavoured to shew from it that tlie earth
need not be losing heat on the whole, a result per-

fectly untenable. They suppose the internal heat
to be generated by chemical combination, and then
that the compounds so formed are again decom-
posed by electric currents produced by the heat
(see TnERMO-ELECTRICITV), and are thus prepared to

combine again, and reproduce the heat. Were this

the case, we shoidd have a Perpetual Motion (q. v.),

and, in the present state of science, this is known to

be impossible.

The third hy|5othesis, proposed by Poisson, is

easily shewn to be inconsistent with known facts

;

for, if the passage through the warm region be
supposed to have taken place from 1250 to 5000
years ago, the temperature at the earth's surface

must have been from 25° to 50° F. above the pres-

ent mean temperature, which is inconsistent with
history. If it took place 20,000 years ago, the
mean temperature must have been 100° F. above its

present value. Geology shews th.at this cannot be
accepted. And, if it be supposed to have taken
place more than 20,000 years ago, the requisite

tcmiierature must have been incompatible with the
existence of animal or vegetable life.

From the above argument, which is taken from a
paper by Professor W. Thomson in the Trans-
actions of the Jloi/al Society of Edinburgh (1S62),

it is obvious that the first hypothesis is that which
we must, in the present state of our knowledge,
adopt.

Supposing the temperature of melting rock to be
from 7000° F. to 10,000° F. (and experiments seem
to shew that it lies somewhere between these
limits), the present state of temperature of the crust

indicates that the earth became solid somewhere
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between 100,000,000 and 200,000,000 years ago.

These estimates are based on the known laws of

conduction of heat discovered by Fourier, and the
conductivity of rocks and soils, deduced by Principal
Forbes (q. v.) from observations made in the neigh-

bourhood of Edinburgh. But as these observations
refer to conducti^^ty at very moderate temperatures
only, and as Forbes has shewn that conductivity is

in general lowered by heating, the lower limit above
may possibly be reduced to twenty million years.

In conclusion, we may mention, to shew how
little the internal heat of the earth has to do with
surface temperature, that Thomson has shewn
(Proc. R. S. E., 1SG3—1S64) that if we accept the
estimate of 1° F. of increase of temperature for 50
feet of descent, the earth's surface is heated (by
conduction of heat from within) only -j^th of a
degree Fahrenheit.

REFRI'GERATOK. See Freezixc Mtxtokis.

REFUGEE' (Fr. refurjii), a name given to persons
who have fled from religious or political persecution

in their own country, and taken refuge in another.
The term was first applied to those Protestants
who found an asylum in Britain and elsewhere at

two difl'erent periods, first during the Flemish per-

secutions under the Duke of Alva in 1567, and
afterwards in 1685, when Louis XTV. of France
revoked the Edict of Nantes. Of the numerous
French artisans who settled in England on this

last occasion, the most part Anglicised their names,
as by substituting Young for ' Le Jeime,' Taylor
for ' Tellier,' &c., so that their posterity can now
hardly be recognised as of foreign origin. According
to Lower {Patronymica Bi-ilannica] De Preux became
Deprose, and ' Pachard Despair, a poor man,' buried
at East Grimstead, was, in the orthograiihy of his

forefathers, Despard. There were also refugee

families of a higher class, some of whose descend-
ants and representatives came to occupy a place in

the peerage. The Bouveries, Earls of Radnor, are

descended from a French refugee family. The
refugee famUy of Blaquiere was raised to the Irish

peerage ; and Charles Shaw Lefevre, Lord Eversley, is

the representative of a family of Irish refugees. The
military employment offered in Ireland after 16S8
maintained a considerable number of foreign Pro-
testants. General Frederic Armand de Schomberg,
was raised by William UI. to the peerage, becom-
ing eventually Duke of Schomberg. A Huguenot
ofljcer of hanlly less celebrity was Henry Massue
Marquis de Ruvigny, created by William III. Earl
of Galway. Lord Ligonier was also of a noble
Huguenot family, and England has had at least one
refugee bishop in Dr Majendie, Bishop of Chester,

and afterwards of Bangor. Among other refugees

of note may be enumerated Sir John Houblon, Lord
Maj'or of London in 1695, one branch of whose
family is now represented by Lord Palmerston

;

Elias Bouherau or Boireau, D.D., whose descendant
was created a baronet as Sir Richard Borough of

Baselden Park, Berkshire ; as well as Martineaus,

Bosanquets, and Pai)iLlons, whose descendants have
attained more or less eminence in the country of

their adoption. The first French Revolution

brought numerous political refugees to England,

and Great Britam is noted throughout Europe for

affording a ready asylum to refugees of all classes,

both political and religious. Weiss' History of the

French Protestant liefugees, from the Revocation of
the Edict of Nantes to the Present Time, translated by
Hardman (London, 1854) ; J. S. Bum's History of
the French, Walloon, Dutch, and other Foreign Pro-

Icstaiit Refugees settled in England from t/u; Reign of
Henry VIII. to the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes

(London, 1S46).

REGALBU'TO, or RAGALBUTO, a city in the
island of Sicily, in the province of Catania, and
30 miles west-north-west of the city of that name.
It is beautifully situated on a hill near the right
bank of the river Salso, and with Mount Etna
boimding the prospect on the north-east. Its only
object oit interest is the cathedral Pop. 8995.

REGA'LIA, the ensigns of royalty, including more
particularly the apparatus of a coronation. The
regalia of England were, prior to the Reformation,
in the keeping of the monks of Westminster Abbey,
and they are still presented to the sovereign at the
coronation by the dean and prebendaries of that
chiu'ch. During the CivU War, the crown and most
of the regalia fed victims to Puritan zeal ; and on
the restoration of the ro3-al family, new ensigns had
to be made for the coronation of Charles II., which,
with occasional alterations and rejjairs, have con-
tinued in use down to the present day. The regalia,

strictly so called, consist of the crown, the sceptre
with the cross, the verge or rod with the dove, the
so-called staff of Edward the Confessor (made in
reality for Charles II.), the blimt sword of mercy
called Curtana, the two shar]> swonls of justice,

spiritual and temporal, the ampolla or receptacle
for the coronation oil, the anointing spoon (prob-

ably the only existing relic of the old regalia), the
annillue or bracelets, the spurs of chivalry, and
various royal vestments. All these, with the
exception of the vestments, are now exhibited in

the Jewel-room in the Tower of London, in which
are also a smaller crown, sceptre, and orb for the
coronation of a queen-consort, two other queen-
consorts' sceptres—one of ivory, made for Marie
d'Este; and the state-crown of silver and diamonds,
which was used at the coronation of Queen Victoria,

containing a large ruby and sapphire, the former
said to have been 'worn by Edward the Black
Prince. The Prince of Wales's crown of gold, with-
out stones, is modern.
The proper regalia of Scotland consist of the

crown, the scejitre, and the swur^l of state. The
cro^vu probably belongs to the time of Roliert

Bruce, and is adorned with crosses and Heurs de lis

alternately. It was originally an o|)en crown, but
two concentric arches were ad«led in the reigu of

James V., surmounted at the jtoiut of intersection

by a mound of golil and a large cross patOe. The
sceptre is of the time of .James V. ; the s'.vord was
a present from Pope Juluis II. to James IV. in

I5U7. During the Civil War, the regalia were
removed by tlie Earl Marischal for safe custody
from the Crown-room of Edinburgh Castle, their

;^«^«^^

Regalia of Scotland.

usual place of deposit, to his castle of Dunnottar;
and while Dunnottar was besieged Ijy the Parlia-

mentary army, the regalia were pi-eserved by lieing

conveyed by stratagem to the manse of Kinnett,

by the wife of Ogilvy of Barras, the lieuteiiaut-

govcrnor, and the wife of the minister of Kinneff.
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From the Restoration to tlie Union, tiie regalia con-

tinued to be kept in the Orown-room as fornierly

;

at the beginning of each session, they "were deUvered
to the Earl Marischal or his deputy, in whose cus-

tody they remained while parliament was sitting,

and were afterwards restored to the charge of the

Treasurer. William, ninth Earl ilari3i:hal, who
opposed the Treaty of Union iu all its stages,

declined to witness its consummation, but ap^ieared

by his deputy, who took a written jn-otest that the

regalia should not be removed from the castle of

Edinburgh without warning given to him or his

successor in office. From that time till 1S18, the

regalia remained locked in a chest iu the Crown-
room, away from public gaze, and it came to be the

general belief that they had been secretly convej'ed

away to Loudon, an idea coufirmed by the keeper

of the Jewel-ofEce in the Tower shewing a crown
which was alleged to be that of Scotland. On the

4th February ISIS, an order being obtained by
warrant under the sign-manual of George IV., then

Prince-regent, the chest in the C'ron-n-room was
liroken open, and the crown, sword, and sceptre

were found as they had been deposited at the

Union, along with a silver rod of office, supposed to

be that of the Lord High Treasurer. They are now
in the charge of the officers of state for Scotland,

as commissioners for the custody of the regalia, and
are exhibited in the Crown-room, along with a ruby

ring, set with diamonds, worn by Charles I. at his

coronation at Holyrood in 1G3.3 ; the golden collar

of the Garter, sent by Elizabeth to James VI. ; the

St George and Dragon, or badge of the Order of the

Garter ; and the badge of the Order of the Thistle,

with figures of St Andrew and Aime of Denmark,
set in diamonds. These latter insignia were be-

queathed by Cardinal York, the last of the Stuarts,

to George IV., and sent to Edinbiu-gh Castle in

1830, by order of William IV.

KEGALIA. or REGALE, Right or, a right in

ecclesiastical things, claimed by sovereigTis inVirtue

of the royal prerogative, which has frequently been

the subject of controversy between kings and popes.

It involved several points as to presentation to bene-

fices, most of which formed the object from time

to time of negotiation by concordat ; but the most
serious contlict arose out of the claim made by the

crown to the revenues of vacant benefices, especially

bishoprics, and the co-ordinate claim to keep the

beuefice or the see vacant for an indefinite period,

in order to appropriate its revenue. This plainly

abusive claim was one of the main grounds of com-

plaint on the part of the popes as to the practice of

lay Investitures (q. v.), and it reached its height

in England under the first Norm.an kings, especially

William Rufus. The most memorable conflict, how-
ever, on the subject of the regalia was that of

Innocent XI. (q. v.) mth Lonis XIV., which was
maintained with great pertinacity on both sides for

several years, the king extending the claim to some
of the French pro\'iuces which had untd then been

exempt from it, and the pope refusing to confirm

any of the appointments of Louis to the sees which
became vacant, as long as the obnoxious claim should

be persisted in. The dispute continued till after the

de.ath of Innocent, Louis XIV. having gone so far

as to seize upon the papal territory of A-\-ignon in

reprisal; but it was adjusted in the following

pontificate, the most olmoxious part of the claim

being practically abandoned, although not formally

withdrawn.

KEGA'LITY, a species of territorial jurisdiction

formerly existing in Scotland, nearly akin to a

Palatinate (q. v.)"in England. The lands were given

over by the sovereign m llheram regalltaicm to some
ici

powerful noble, called a Lord of Ilerialili/, to control

as he best might with the strong hand. The lord
of regality exercised the highest prerogatives of the
crown, including originally the four pleas, often
having a complete court of his own, with seneschal,

chancellor, chamberlain, and other officials, in

imitation of royalty. An ofl'ender amenable to a
court of regality might h.ave been repledged from
the sheriff, or even from the Court of Justiciary.

Jmisdictions of regality were abolished by act 20
Geo. II. c. 50.

RE'GALS (perhaps from rigahdlo, an instrument
used i^rior to the organ in the churches of Italy) , a
small portable finger-organ in use in the 16th and
17th centuries, and perhaps earlier. Jlany repre-

sentations exist of this instrument, including one
sculptured on Melrose Abbey. The tubes rested on
the air-chest, wliich was filled by the bellows ; and
the bellows were managed with one hand, and the
keys with the other. Until SO years ago, there

existed in the royal household an officer called the

I'uner of Regals.

REGA'RDANT, a term used in heraldry with
reference to an animal whose head is turned back-
wards. See P.vssANT and Ra.'iipaxt.

REGA'TTA. This word originated in the
Venetian dialect, and signified a boat-race, held
annually with gi-eat solemnity among the gondo-
liers. Thence the expression has extended its

meaning, and is now applied to all rowing or sail-

ing matches indiscriminately, and especially to the

contests between yachts.

REGELA'TION. This is an exceedingly ill-

chosen term for a somewhat obscure phenomenon,
inasmuch as it implies a previous state which nuay

not have existed. Unfortunately, the term has come
into general use, and we must make the best of it.

The principal fact to be explained is the adhesion

of two pieces of ice brought into contact, not merely
in air, but even when both are immersed in water

at such temperatures as 100° F. Several explana-

tions have been proposed, of which we may sjiecially

mention those of Faraday, Forbes, and J. Thomson.
Faraday's idea seems to be, that in liquid and

solid bodies the proximity of particles in a jiarticular

state tends to produce the same state in other

particles ; and thus, that a film of water between
two plates of ice tends to assume the solid state.

There are many singular phenomena in physical

science which are apjiarently explicable by this

suggestion ; but with all due deference to so great

an authority, the so-called explanation seems merely
to shift the difficulty, without in any way over-

coming it.

Forbes starts with the assumption, that ice is

essentially colder than water, and therefore that

there is constantly a transfer of heat from water to

ice which is in contact with it ; the eft'ect being to

cover the surface of the ice \rith a film of half-

melted ice or half-frozen water. Such a film, exist-

ing between two slabs of ice, woidd part with heat

to both, and would freeze without melting the

adjacent ice. This explanation woidd be satisfac-

tory if the postulate could be granted, but it seems

very improbable that there is any such essential

difference of temperature between solid and liquid

water.

The explanation proposed by Professor J. Thom-
son is undoubtedly founded on a vera causa, but
there may be some hesitation in allo^'ing that the

cause is adequate to the production of the observed

effect in every case. It is certain, however, that it

accounts for at least jiart of the phenomenon. It is

founded on his very beautifid theoretical discovery

that the freezing-j^olnt of water is lowered by pressure,
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which was experimentally verified by W. Thom-
son. Hence, if two slaljs of ice be pressed together,

at the points of greatest pressure the ice will be

melted ; its latent heat of fusion must be drawn
from surrounding Ijodies, and thus colli is produced

which will freeze jiart of the lilm of water between
the two slabs. The points of gi-eatest i)ressure will

thus be shifted, and the jirocess of melting and
regelation may go on indefinitely. Objections to

this explanation were advanced by Faraday and
Forbes, who shewed that slabs of ice freeze together

when suspended vertically with the view of avoid-

ing pressure between them. But J. Thomson shews
that the capillary forces of the film of water which
must (in these cases) be Ijetweeu the slabs (for with-

out directly apjjied pressure the effect cannot be

obtained with slabs of dry ice), are sufBcicnt to

produce the pressure requisite for the application of

his mode of explanation.

This part of the suliject cannot be said to be

completely cleared up ; but the theory of J. Thorn-
sou has been applied with perfect success to the
explanation of the very extraordinary phenomena
observed in Glaciers (q. v.), where enormous forces

are constantly at work. It evidently at once
accounts for the result of observation, due to Rendu
and Forbes, that a glacier moves lilic a viscous

fluid : in fact, it shews why and how the mass gives

way to pressure, and how it is re-frozeu in a new
form, which iu tm-u gives way to the new distribu-

tion of pressure. Tlie explanation of the veined
structure, the formation of clear ice from snow, c&c,

are aU easily deduced from it.

The phenomena of regelation are easily seen in

the making of snow-balls, which is well known to

be impossible, by the hands at least, when the
snow has been exposed to great cold, and is there-

fore dry. But, even in this case, the effect is easily

obtained by the application of pressure sufficient to

melt the ice, as is well seen in wheel-tracks, &c.

By means of a Bramah's press, it is easy to con-

vert a snowball into a sphere of perfectly clear ice.

EEGENERA'TION is a theological expression
denoting the spiritual change which passes on all

men in becoming Christians. There are various
interpretations o£ the mode and meaning of this

oliange, but its necessity in some shape or another
may be said to be admitted by aU branches of the
Christian Church. By all, man is sup])Osed, as the
condition of his becomiug truly Christian, to pass
from a state of nature to a state of regeneration,
from a state in which he obeys the mere impulses
of the natural life to a state in which a new and
highei-—a divine—life has been awakened in him.
Tlic words of our Lord to Nicodemus :

' Verily,

verily, I say imto thee, except a man be born
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God,' are
accejited as the expression of tliis universal neces-

sity by the Christian Church. It may be further

stated that every branch of the Catholic Church
recognises, although imder very different condi-

tions, the Holy Spirit as the author of this change.

The change, in its real character, is spiritual, and
spiritually induced. According to certain sections

of the Christian ('hurch, however, the change is

iuseparjibly involved with Christian baptism in all

cases ; while other sections do not acknowledge
any essential connection between baptism and re-

generation. In the view of the former, bai)tism

constitutes always a real point of transition from
the natural to the spiritual life. The grace of

baptism is the grace of regeneration ; the laver of

baptism is the laver of regeneration, not merely
in any formal sense, but in a real and liWng sense,

so that cveiy baptised person—or at least every
rightly baptised person— has already become a

Christian tridy, although lie may fall away from
the grace that he has received. This is what
is commonly called the High Church doctrine of

regeneration. In the view of others, regeneration

is a S2)ecial, conscious process, which takes place

independently of baptism, or of any other outward
fact or ceremony. It implies a sensible experience

—

an awakening whereby men come to see the evil

of sin, and the divine displeasure against sin,

and, tlirough the Holy Spirit, are born again, put
away their former evil life, and begin to live a new
divine life ; and many Christians have spoken with
raptiu'e of this experience, of its thoroughness,

its suddenness, its immediateness. There are

different shades of opinion on the subject, some
holding it as a condition of regeneration, that the
regenerate shoiUd be able to recount, or at least

give some precise idea of the time and manner of

the change through which they have passed ; others

rejiudiating such views as savouring of fanaticism,

yet holding no less to the spiritual detinitenesa of

the change, independently of church forms of any
kind ; and such views, iu contratlistinction to the
High Chm-eh doctrine, have received the name of

Evangelical. The idea that regeneration is essen-

tially involved iu baptism, or identical with
baptism, is supposed by many Christians to be a

peculiarly uuevangelical idea, opposed to the
spu'ituality and freedom of di\'ine grace.

RE'GENSBUKG or RATISBON (Lat. Rcfjinum,

JRadexpona), the capital of tlie Bavarian province of

Oberpfalz and Regensburg, is situated on the right

bank of the Danube, at the mouth of the Eegen, 65
miles north-north-east of Munich. Pop. (1861)

27,875. R., which was formerly a free city of the

empire, aud the seat of the German Diet, is

])leasautly situated in the midst of a broad and fruit-

ful vaUey, lying 1000 feet above the level of the sea.

It presents a strongly-marked medieval character,

with its ancient ramparts, fosses, and gates, and its

narrow crooked streets, with their high, many-
cornered, gabled houses, while it retains many
interesting monuments of its importance and wealth
during the middle ages. Among its 13 Roman
Catholic churches, the most remarkable is the
cathedral, begim in 1275, aud not completed till the
middle of the 17th c. , which ranks, since its com-
plete restoration in IS.5O, as one of the noblest

specimens of German architecture, and is especially

noteworthy for the fine monuments of its former
bishops, and for the silver altar and numerous
painted-glass windows, restored in IS.SO, wath which
it is adorned. The Church of St James of Scotlaud
dates from the Tith c., and is built in the pure
Byzantine style. The old town-hall was used for a
century and a half as the place of meeting for the
imperial diet. The royal library contains 60,000
volumes. The city has several highly ornamental
fountains, and contains a monument to Kepler,
who was a, native of R., aud who made many of

his observations there. A stone bridge connects
R. with the busy trailing suburb of Stadt am
Hof. The manufactures of R. include gold,
silver, brass, aud steel wares, paper, earthenware,
beet-root sugar, brandy, and candles and soap of

superior quality. Since 1853, it has been a free

port; and iu addition to ship-building, which is

carried on with nurch activity, the trailing com-
munity is extensively engaged in the transport of

corn, wood, and salt. R., as the princii)al seat
of the Danube Steam-na\-igation Company, is an
especially busy trading port.

R., which ranks as one of the most ancient
cities of Germany, and was built by the Romans,
by whom it was named Heyinum, was a place
of considerable commercial importance in the early
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age3 of Christianity. In the year 750, a bishopric

was founded here, which embraced a large portion

of Bavaria and the Upper Palatinate. Under the

Emperor Frederick I., it was relieved from the

subjection under which it had previously stood to

the dukes of Bavaria, and declared a free city.

During the middle ages, it was the chief seat of tlie

Indo-Levantine trade, and was one of the wealthiest

and most populous cities of Southern Germany.
From 1663 to the dissolution of the German empire

in 1S06, R. was, with a very short interregnum, the

seat of the German Diet; and after undergoing

various changes of fortune during the period of

Napoleon's power, was finally ceded to Bavaria.

(1867—pop. 30,357.)

RE'GENT (Lat. rejo, I govern), one who exercises

the power without having the name of a king. In

a hereditary monarchy, there are various circmu-

stances which may necessitate the delegation of the

sovereign power—as the devolution of the crown on
a minor too young to be intrusted with the kingly

oflBce ; the iucapacity of the sovereign by illness,

mental or bodily ; and the case of absence from the

realm. A regent under the title of Protector (q. v.)

has often been appointed to exercise royal authority

in the sovereign's minority, the latest instance in

England being during the minority of Edward VI.

;

and regents and coimcils of regency have been some-

times named by the sovereign to ])roWde for the

probable nonage of his heir. According to Coke, the

surest way of making such au appniutment is by
authority of the Great Council iu jjarliament ; and in

recent times the appointment has generally been

made by statute. During the frequent absences of

the first two kings of the House of Hanover in their

continental dominions, it w.as the jiractice to

appoint regents or Lords Jnslices (q. v.) to exercise

the powers of sovereign. In 1788, when George
III. became incapacitated from exercising the kingly

office by insanity, it became a question whether his

eldest son, then of fuU age, had a right to be
regent, or whether the nomination rested with
parliament. The chief political authorities of the

time were divided in their judgment, but the king's

recovery ended the discussion. On the return of the

malady, all parties were unanimous that the regency
should be conferred on the Prince of Wales ; this

was done, however, by parliament, and for the first

year of his regency, certain restrictions were imposed,

which were to be removed in the case—which
eventually occiured—of the king's continued illness.

In 1830, a Regency BUI was passed, providing for

the administration of the government, should the

crown descend to the Princess Victoria before she

attained eighteen years of age ; and in 1840, a
Regency Bill (3 and 4 Vict. c. 52) was ])assed, pro-

viding that the late Prince Consort should be regent,

in the event of the demise of the Queen, her next
lineal successor being under age. Diu"ing her pre-

sent Majesty's various short absences from the

country, there has been no delegation of the royal

power.

REGENT OF A UNI"VT5RSITy. In the uni-

versity of Paris, where this as well as other learned
distinctions originated, every Master of Arts pos-

sessed the privilege, which he was bound to exer-

cise, of delivering public lectures. Thp same was
the case at first in the universities of Oxford and
Cambridge. In process of time, however—about
the middle of the 13th c.—the title of Master
became a degree attainable by any one after a cer-

tain amount of residence, and a certain proficiency,

and the duty of lecturing was confined to a limited
number of graduates, called Regents. The regents

were eventually succeeded in the office of lecturing
166

by the established professors. In the English uni-

versities, a Master of Arts becomes a regent after a

short period, and is supposed to read lectures during

the year of his regency. The regents stiU form the

governing body iu the Convocation and Congregation

at Oxford, and in the Senate of Cambridge. In the

Scottish universities, according to their early consti-

tution, the regents were the lecturers ; and celibacy

was enforced on them down to about the midiUe of

the 17th century.

REGGE'LLO, a small town of Italy, in the pro-

vince of Florence, and 16 miles east-south-east of the

city of that name. It is surrounded by beautifid

hills, which produce wines, fruits, and grain in

abimdance. Pop. 10,207.

RE'GGIO (anciently, Bheijhim Jutii), a seaport in

the south of Italy, the chief city of the province of

Catanzaro (formerly Calabria Ultra I.), stands on
the shore of the Straits of Messina, ten miles south-

east of the city of Messina in Sicily. Pop. (1862) of

the to^vn proper, 15,692. It is well built ; its streets

are wide and regular, and it is surrounded by a

wall Hanked by towers. A fine cathedral, a hos-

pital, and several educational institutions are the

principal buildings. Manufactures of linens, stock-

ings, silks, and odoriferous waters, are carried

on. The fisheries of the vicinity are profitable, and
abound in the Pinna (q. v.), a mollusc, the very
delicate sldn of which is made into gloves, stock-

ings, and caps of great value. The climate of R. is

salubrious, and the scenery of the \'iciuity exceed-

ingly beautifid ; the soil is rich, and produces fruit-

bearing plants, both of the temperate and tro]iical

zones, in great variety. Behind the city rises

Aspromonte, a momitain of the Apennines, where
Garibaldi was wounded in 1862.

The ancient Rheri'uim was founded by the Greeks,

was governed wisely and justly by Anaxilas, and
afterwards by his sons, 494—461 B. c. It was
besieged and destroyed by Dionysius the Elder,

rebuilt by Dionysius the Younger, and afterwards

united to Rome.

REGGIO, a city of Central Italy, formerly be-

longing to the duchy of Modena, and now included

in the province of that name, stands on the ancient

Via Emilia, 16 miles west-north-west of the city of

Modena. E. is situated on a fertUe plain on the

right bank of the Crostolo ; is surrounded by a

wall ; contains beautifid palaces, and a true cathedral

of the 15th c. and other chm-ches, which possess

famous paintings ; the Teatro Nuovo, one of the

finest theatres in Italy ; the lunatic asylum ; a

museum, an academy, and many other institutions.

It is a rich city, and has manufactures of cotton, of

cloth, and of other stuffs. Pop. (1862) of the town
proper, 21,174.

RE'GIAM MAJESTA'TEM is the title given to

an ancient collection of laws bearing to have been

compiled by order of David I., king of Scotland.

The authenticity of the work has been controverted,

the prevalent opinion being that it is a compilation

from the English work of GlanviUe, called the

Regiam Polestatem, and that the publication of the

book was au artifice of Edward I. to further his

design of assimilating the Scotch law to that of

England.

EEGI'LLUS, Lake, anciently a small lake of

Latium, to the south-east of Rome, somewhere
about the foot of the Tusculan hills. If Cell's con-

jecture as to its situation be correct, it must have
occupied an extinct volcanic crater at a jilace called

Coruufelle, near the modern FrascatL Lake R. is

celebrated in the semi-legendary history of Rome as

the scene (496 B. c.) of a great battle between the

Romans, under Aulus Postiimius, and the Latins, on
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behalf of the hanished Tarquin, iiuder 0. Maniilius.
The latter were entirely defeated, and an end, it is

sjvid, was ]>ut to the efforts of Tarquiu to force his
return to the city.

RE'GIJMENT, in all modern armies, is a colonel's
command, an<l the largest permanent association of
soldiers. Regiments may be combined into brigades,
brigades into divisions, and di\'ision3 into armies

;

but these combinations are but temporary, while
in the regiment the same officers serve continually,
and in command of the same body of men. The
strength of a regiment may vary greatly even in

the same army, as each may comprise any number
of battalions. French anil Austrian regiments
have ordmarily 4 to 6 battalions. Among British
infantry, the smallest regiments are those numbered
from the 2(;th upwards (e.vcept the (itith), which
have 600 men each, composing one battalion. The
COth and Rifle Brigade comprise each 4 battalions.

The whole artillery force is comprised in one regi-

ment. The strength of a regiment is changed from
time to time ; usuaUy by the addition or withdrawal
of private soldiers. The present planwoidd lie, in case
of war, to raise the skeleton regiment to war strength
by calling in men from tlie Army of Reserve.

The regimental system could only exist where
standing armies are maintained. Accordingly, the
Macedonian syntagmata and the Roman cohorts
were e«dently regiments in a strict sense. During
the middle ages, feudal organisation precluded the
system, and its first reappearance was in France.
Francis I. formed legions of 6000 men each, which
were divided into independent companies, the latter
being, in fact, battalions, and each legion a regi-

ment. The word regiment began to be applied to
bodies of British troops in Elizabeth's reign ; regi-

ments are spoken of at the time of the Armada,
15SS, and as composing the force in Ireland, 159S.
From that time forward, the army and mUitia of

Britain have been organised into regiments.
Charles I. and the parliament each raised regiments,
all of which were disbanded at the Restoration,
^vith the exception of the Lord-general's Regiment
of Foot, and his Life Guard of Horse. These two
were re-engaged (1C61), and form the present
Coldstream Guards and Royal Horse Guards. In
the same year, a Scotch corps of 1700 men, which
had taken service in France in the time of James I.,

returned to England, and was included in the
British army as the 1st Foot. Other regiments of
infantry were gradually raised as required. In
1G93 was raised the 1st troop of Horse Grenadier
Guards, and the 'id troop in 1702. These were
disbanded in 1782, and re-formed as the 1st and 2d
Life Guards, which stQl exist. Besides cavalry
and infantry, the British army comprises the regi-

ment of artillery, and the corps of Royal Engineers,
and military train.

The total regiments of the British army for the
year 1873—1874 are

:

Uegimcnu. OlScors nnd Men.

Each regiment is nominally commanded by a
colonel, who is an old general oflicer, and whose
office is merely a sinecure. The real command
rests with the lieutenant-colonel in each battalion,
who is assisted by a majnr, and has for a staff an
adjutant, a quartermaster, a paymaster, and a
surgeon. The regiment or battaUon is divided into
companies in infantry, engineers, and Army .Service
Corps ; into troops in the cavalry. The artillery is
divided into 30 brigades, each of which is as larf

e

as an ordinary regiment. The brigade is sub-
divided into batteries, which are the working units.
The working officers are captain and 2 heuteuants
to each infantry company or cavalry troop ; major,
captain, three lieutenants per battery of artillery.
The following table shews the allotmeut of the

several ranks in each arm

:

Life Guards, .
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o£ Greek MSS., in studyinf; the language (under
the best masters, such as Theodore Gaza), making
astronomical observations, lecturing to the students
of Padua on the Arabian philosopher Alfragan,
and composing his celebrated work, D& Trlaiujurts

Planis et Splimi-icis (first published at Niirnberg,
57 years after his death), which, according
to Delambre, gives a very complete account
of what was then known of plane and sjiherical

trigonometry. In 1464, R. returned to Vienna,
where he remained for some years in the discharge
of his duties as professor ; but afterwards removed
to Buda, in Hungary, on the invitation of Mathias
Corvinus. In 1471, he went to Niirnberg, where
he lived in close intimacy with a wealthy and
enlightened citizen, named Bernliard Walther, who
furnished him, among other things, with means
to start a book-printing establishment, and to con-
struct various astronomical instruments, by which
they were enabled to demonstrate the inaccuracies

of the ' Alphonsine Tables.' Their imited labours
are to be found in the Ohservatinnes 30 Annornm A
J. Ber/iomontano et B. Walthero (Niirnberg, 1544). R.
now devoted himself vigorously to the composition
of scientific woi-ks, among others, his Kalendariuin
Novum (ante 1475), which is thought to have been the
first almanac that ever ajipeared in Europe. This
last work excited great attention among the learned
and powerful of the time, and the first edition was
rapitUy sold off. The king of Hiingary presented
R. with a gift of 800 or 1200 golden crowns. Pope
Sixtus IV. now sought his assistance in his medi-
tated reformation of the calendar, and to secure his

services, conferred on him the dignity of Arch-
bishop of Ratisbon. He now left Niirnberg, and
proceeded again to Rome, where, however, he
died, 6th July 1476, at the early age of 41. R.'s

premature death was a serious loss to the science
of mathematics. He is pronounced by competent
authorities the most learned astronomer of his age

;

and his sagacity and ardour were such as to pro-
mise important acquisitions to our knowledge of

celestial j)hysies. A list of his numerous writ-
ings is given by Delambre in the Bioyraphie
Universetle.

EE'GISTER, LoKD, or LORD CLERK REGIS-
TER, a Scottish officer of state who has the custody
of the national archives. He was in former times
the principal clerk of the kingdom, from whom all

other clerks derived their authority. The office

used to be held at pleasure, but since 1777 has
been conferred for life. The Lord R. is assisted

in his duties by a resident deputy.

REGISTER OF ORGAN, a name sometimes
given to the sets of pipes or stops of an organ.

See Okcan.

REGISTERS OF VOICE, a term applied to

the different kinds of somid distinguishable in the
graduated scale of notes produced by any individual

voice. Those sounds wliich, like the ordinary
sounds of speech, proceed naturally and freely from
the voice, constitute what is called the chest voke.

By means of a strained contraction of the glottis,

notes may be produced of a higher pitch than those
of the chest voice ; these are called falsetto or head
voice, and have a peculiar flute or flageolet-Uke

quality of their own. Though often sweet and
exceedingly pleasing, they cannot be used for a
length of time without some amount of constraint
or effort, and they are never so powerful, so open, or

so impressive as the chest voice. The lower notes,

and, in most voices, by far the greater number of

notes, belong to the chest voice, the falsetto being
only emploj-ed in the higher and highest sounds.
The sounds produced by the head voice are called

the vpper re'r/ister, those produced by the chest
voice the lowei- register, of the voice ; and such
notes of the chest voice as may also be produced
by the falsetto are said to belong to the niiddU
reijisler. In a properly trained voice, the falsetto
is so blended with the chest voice that there is no
perceptible break between them.

REGISTRA'TION OF BIRTH.S, DEATHS,
AND MARRIAGES is an improvement introduced
in modern times, and ingrafted on the law and
social customs of the United Kingdom for the
purpose of keeping an exact account of important
facts connected with the population of the country
and its social progress. In England, the first act
for this purpose was passed in 1836, and a general
registry-office was provided in London (at Somerset
House) for England and Wales. But even before
the new arrangement, there had been long in
operation an ecclesiastical mode of registration of

marriages, baptisms, and burials in connection with
each parish church, the officiating minister being
required to keep such a register. By that act,

which still retains its force as to baptisms and
burials, registers of public and private baptisms,
and burials solemnised according to the rites of the
Established Church in any parish or chapehy, are to
be kept, and entries made, by the minister within
seven days at least after the ceremony. These
registers are to be transmitted annually to the
registrar of the diocese, who keeps the same, and
allows inspection on payment of certain fees—
severe penalties being incurred by any one who forges
or injm'es the register. This mode of registration
was found to be insufficient for statistical purposes,
for it was confined only to births and deaths, so far

as the ceremonies of the church extended ; and hence
a systematic plan was instituted in 1836 by the acts

6 and 7 Will. IV. c. 85, 86, which have been since
amended by subsequent acts. The head of the
office is the Registrar-general. Every poor-law
union tliroughout the country was subdivided into
districts for the purposes of the acts. In each dis-

trict, a registrar, locally resident, is ajjpointed, and
a supeiintendeut registrar is put over these.—1. As
regards Births, it is the duty of the registrar to
inform himself of every birth that takes place in

his district, and to record the particulars without
fee or reward, except such as the act authorises him
to take. The forms of the register-books are all

settled by the act of parliament, and include a
statement of the date of bii'th, name (if any), sex ;

name and surname of the father, and name and
maiden surname of the mother ; rank or profession of

the father ; signature, description, and residence of

the iuformant ; date of registration ; signature of

registrar; and baptismal name of child, if added after

registration. It is not incumbent on the parent or
occupier of the house where the child is born to
give information ; but upon being requested to do
so, they are bound, within forty-two days after the
birth, to give the particulars touching the birth to

the registrar. In case of foundlings, aUve or dead,
and children born in workliouses, jails, &c., the
overseers, coroner, master or jailer respectively,

must give such particiUars. No fee is payable by
the parent, &c., who gives information within the
forty-two days. After that period, any person pres-

ent at the birth, or the father or guardian, may,
within six months, make a solemn declaration as to

the truth of the particulars, and require the par-

ticulars to be registered ; but he must i)ay a fee of

7s. Qd., unless the delay was not occasioned by the
party's fault. If registration is required to be made
after forty-two days, and within six months, except
as now stated, the party incurs a ]>enalty of £50.

After six months from the birth, the registrar is
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not allowed to register the birth mider a penalty of

£50, unless the chihl was born at sea.

2. Marriages.—With reyard to marriages which
are performed in the Established Church, every offi-

ciating clergyman is required, immediately after the

office of matrimony solemnised by him, to register

in duplicate the marriage accortUng to a form pre-

scribed by the statute, and one of the duplicates

is to be forwarded to the sui)eriutendent registrar.

The form states the date of maiTiage ; the name and
surname of each of the parties ; the age as to min-

ority ; condition as to previous marriage ; rank or

profession ; residence of each at the time of the mar-

riage ; and the name, surname, and rank or profession

of the father of each of the parties. Every marriage

in England which does not take place in a parish

church or chapelry of the Established Church, must
take place either in a registered building—and most
of the chapels of dissenters are so registered—or in

the office of the superintendent-registrar. In the

two latter cases, it is necessary that the registrar be
jiresent in the registered budding at the time, or

that the superintendent-registrar be present in his

office at the time with witnesses. In such cases,

the registrar or superintendent-registrar himself

registers the marriage so celebrated.

3. As to Deaths, every registrar is required to

inform himself carefully of every death within his

district, and he is bound to enter the particulars in

the form required by statute. The form contains a

statement of the date of death, name and surname,
sex, age, rank or profession, cause of death, name
and residence of the informant, and date of regis-

tration. The occupier of the house in which the

death occifrs, if none of the parties present at the

death shall have previously informed the registrar,

must, "within eight days after the death, on being

requested, give siich information. Four times every

year, the district-registrar sends a certified copy of

all the deaths to the superintendent-registrar, and
when the book is tilled, he sends the book itself.

These are sent on, and kept in the General Register-

house in London. Besides the registers kept since

the passing of the act in 1836, many of the older

registers have been collected, and put under the

care of the Registrar-general. At the general office

in London, indexes are kept of all the certified

copies of the registers, and every person is entitled,

on payment of a fee, to search them, and have a

certified copy. For a general search of aU these

indexes, a fee of 208. is paid ; for a search of a

particular index, Is. is paid, and 2ii, Gd. for a certified

copy. This certified copy is sealed with the seal of

the office, and is eWdence in all courts. During the

time the register is in the hand of the superinten-

dent-registrar, he is boun<l also to keep an index,

charging a fee of 5a'. for a general search, and 1^. for

a partieidar search.

In Ireland, tlie system of registration of births,

deaths, and marriages was introduced in 1863. By
the statute 26 and 27 Vict. c. 11, a statute passed

relating to births and deaths, a General Register-

office was provided in Dublin, and a registrar-

general appointed. The country was subdivided

into districts. The provisions of the Enghsh act

are imitated, except that parents and occupiers of

houses are bound to furnish the information of

births within three months. A i)enalty of 20.?. is

incurred by parents, occupiers, or persons present,

who neglect to give notice of the births aud deaths ;

but the penalty is not incurred if the omission was
.accidental or not wilful. By a statute of the same
year (26 and 27 Vict. c. 27), the minister neglecting

or refusing to regi.ster a marriage, is liable to a

pen.alty of £40 ; and in other cases, the registrar is

IxMind to register it. By 26 and 27 Vict. c. 90, a

like provision is made for a general register of

marriages.

In Scotland, a system of regdstration of births,

marriages, and deaths was introduced in 1S54, by
the act 17 and 18 Vict. c. 80. A registrar-general

aud a registry-office are provided in Edinbiu-gh

;

the jiarochial board of each parish appointing the

parish registrar, subject to the sheriff altering or

combining districts. Similar provisions are made by
that act and the subsequent acts of 18 and 19 Vict,

c. 29, and 23 and 24 Vict. c. 85. Owing to the

dilBculty of discovering regular and irregular m;ir-

riages, detailed provisions are requiretl, and the

husliand, or, in his defaidt, the wife, is, under a

penalty of £10, Ijound to send the particulars. The
details of the Scotch acts secure more .accurate

statistics than the English acts, particidarly as

regards illegitimate births.

REGISTRATION OF DEEDS AND WRITS,
in the law of Scotland, is an imjjortaut feature of

the administration of the law. The general regis-

tration is authorised either by virtue of a clause of

registration inserted in a particular deed, or under
the old act of parliament of 1698, c. 4, which apphes

to all probative writs whatever. The clause of

registration arose from the practice of churchmen
drawing the enforcement of ordinary contracts

within their jurisdiction, by causing the parties to

consent that the court should, as it were, execute
diligence at once if the obligation were not fulfilled.

The clause used to be in the form of an authority

given to a procurator to go before a judge, and
consent to a decree in terms of the obligation ; but
it is now enough to use this form :

' I consent to

the registration hereof for preservation (or for preser-

vation and execution).' Hence, when money is not

paid at the time appointed, diligence issues at once

ou ajiplication of the creditor for execution. The
practice is now almost universal to insert a clause

of registration in deeds stipidating for money pay-

ments, especially bonds. When there is a clause of

registration, the principal deed is retained in the

register, and an attested copy or extract, authen-

ticated by the clerk, and authorising diligence, is

given out, and a copy of the deed is entered in a

book. When the deed has no clause of registration,

it is recorded as a probative writ only, and the

principal deed is marked by the clerk, and returned

with a certified copy, a copy being also kept in the

record. The registration, under authority of a

clause of registration, is called a registration for

execution, and is in eSect a short cut to a judgment
without the formality of an action, and the regis-

tration m.ay take place after the death of the credi-

tor as well as of the debtor. The other registration

is usually called a registration for preservation, the
object being merely safe custody ; but the extract or

copy kept m the register is allowed to be evidence

in aU cases except where there is an action of impro-
bation to reduce the original deed for forgery. The
general register is separate from that of deeds con-

taining clauses of registration, and is applicable to

all writs of which it is usefid to preserve a copy.
Another class of registers has for its object publi-

cation to all the lieges, which is effected by allowing
inspection to the public, and these WTits are those
connected mth heritable rights, being used by all who
lend money on land, or purtdiase land. There is under
this class (1) a register of sasines— i. e., of the final

deeds completing the title to property, and vesting

it in the owner
; (2), a register of entails—i. e., of

deeds which perpetuate the enjoyment of land by
a specified class of heirs ; (3), a register of inter-

dictions—i. e., by which a iirojirietor of heritage
limits his own power of alienation

; (4), a register of

a^ljudications— i. e., trausfers by operation of law
;

16a
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(5), a register of inhibitions—i. e., of diligence re-

straiaing an owner of land from alienating it to the

prejudice of creditors
; (6), a register of inventories,

by which heirs limit their liability to the amouut of

their ancestors' assets. By the combined efTect of

these registers, the state of heritable property, as

affected by incumbrances, is displayed to all parties

who are interested in ascertaining that fact, and the

practice has been found of great benefit to the land-

owners of Scotland. Besides the general registers for

all Scotland, there are also local registers in every
county and burgh for similar purposes ; some of

these local registers remain permanently there, but
otliers are transmitted at intervals, when books or

volumes are made up, to the General Register House
in Edinburgh. The general result of the Scotch

registr.ation system is, that deeds and aU other

writings may be registered for preservation either

in the central register in Edinburgh, or in the

provincial registers ; that deeds containing clauses

of registration with consent of execution, as well

as protests of bills of exchange, may be registered

for preservation and also for execution in the Books
of Council and Session, or in the registers of the

siibortlinate courts ; and that all deeds, instnmients,

and proceedings affecting heritable property must
be registered, so that any one can ascertain the

burdens aflfecting it, by inspecting the liurgh regis-

ter as to burgage property, and as regards aU other

property by inspecting the General Register in

Edinburgh, where the whole of the general and
particular registers are idtimately concentrate<l.

At the head of the management of these public

registei-s is the Lord Clerk Register, by whom and
by his deputy and officers the details of registration

are carried out. The General Register House in

Edinburgh, in which are collected all these records,

was completed in 1787, a general principle of the
management being, that the formation of the records

is intrusted to one set of officers, and the safe cus-

tody of them to another set, so as to provide a
better check on the whole process.

EE'GIUBI pO'NUBI (Lat. royal gift), an annual
grant of public money formerly received by the
Presbyterian ministers in Ireland. It began in

1672, when Charles II. gave £600 of secret-service

money to be distributed annually among the Pres-
byterian clergy in Ireland, on hearing th.at they had
been loyal to him, and had even suffered on his

account. The grant was discontinued in the latter

part of the reign of that monarch, as well as in the
time of James II., but was renewed by William
III. in 1690, who increased it to £1200 a ye.ar. It

was further augmented in 1723 by George I., in

consequence of the Presbyterians having supported
the House of Brunswick ; raised to £2200 in 17S4,
and to £5000 in 1702. The amount of the grant for

1S63 was £39,746. The grant was at one time
shared in by other dissenting ministers, but was
latterly confined to the Presbyterian body. The
propriety of receiving the Regium Donum was mueli
disputed by those of the same persuasion in Eng-
land and Scotland. The Regium Donum was vvitih-

di-awn by the act of 1S69, which came into force

January 1, 1871, disendowing the Irish Episcopal
Church.

RE'GIUS PROFESSOR, the name given to the
professors in the English imiversities whose chairs
were founded by Henry VIII. In the universities
of Scotland, those professors are called Regius Pro-
fessors the patronage of whose chairs is vested in
the crown.

RE'GLET, a flat narrow moulding rising eqnally
on both sides. It is used to separate jianels, and to
form frets, &c.
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REGNAULT, Henri Victor, a distinguished

living French chemist and physicist, was born at

Aix-la-ChapeUe in ISIO. While still very young,

he was left to provide for himself and his sister,

came to Paris, and became a shojtman in a bazaar.

He made such good use of his scanty leisure, that

he qualified himself for admission (in 1330) to the

Ecole Polytechnique, and, after the two years'

course, came out as a mining engineer. He became
a professor in Lyon, whence, in 1840, he was recalled

to Paris as a member of the Academy of Sciences,

in consequence of some important discoveries in

organic chemistry. Having filled chairs in the

Ecole Polytechnique and the CoUege de France, he
became, in 1854, director of the imperial porcelain

manufactory at Sfevres.

He is distinguished for extreme skill and patience

in experimental work, more than for brilliance or

novelty in discovery ; and has devoted himself

especially to the determination of import.ant physi-

cal d.ata, such as the laws of ex]iansion of gases, the

measurement of temperature, latent antl specific

heats, &c. His greatest work is that, undertaken

by direction of the French government, on the

numerical data be.iring on calculations connected

with the working of steam-engines, which forms

the 21st volume of the Memoiren de VAcademk dea

Sciences. He has also pubUshed, in addition to

numerous papers in the Annalef^ de C/'ivile, &c., An
Elemenlary Coiine of Chenustnj (4 vols. 12mo), a
really excellent work.

REGRA'TING. See ENGRassiNO.

RE'GULA, a band imder a Trigl_\q>h (q. v.) in the

Doric style, or the bands between the canals of the

trigljTihs.

REGULAR CANONS (L.at. Canonic!- Begnhrcs,
canons bound by rule), the name given, after the
reform introduced into the system of cathedral

clergy in the 11th c, to the members of those

canonical bodies whicli adopted that refonn. They
were thus distinguished from the so-called ' secidar

canons,' who continued exempt from rule, and who
are represented down to modern times by the
canons, prebendaries, and other meml)ers of cathe-

dral chapters, in those churches, in which the fidl

cathetlral system of the Roman Catholic Church is

maintained. The rules of the regular canons
being variously modified in different countries and
ages, a variety of religious orders arose therefrom,
Augustinians, Premonstratensians, &c. See Ca>'ons,
AUGCSTINES.

REGULAR PLANE FIGURES are those sur-

faces whose perimeters are equilateral and equi-

angular polygons. They are named according to the
number of sides which compose the perimeter, being
triangles, squares, pentagons, hexagons, &c., accord-
ing as they have 3, 4, 5, 6, &c. sides respectively

;

and to all except the Square (q. v.) the prefix
' regular' or ' equilater.al and equiangidar' is applied,

to distinguish them from other plane figures which
have an equal number of sides, but have not all the
sides and angles equal. Circles can be inscribed in

and descril>ed about all regidar figures. See Poly-
GO.N's. Begular bodies, suiids, or polyhedrons are
those .solids whose sides are plane figures, all the
plane fig\ires being equal, similar and regidar. The
numlicr of such bodies is necessarily very limited

;

in fact, no more than fiiv such botlies are possible.

They are the tetrahedron, hexahedron or cid>e,

octahedron, dodecahedron, and icosahedron. The
sides or faces of the first, third, and fifth of these
solids are equilateral triangles ; those of the second
are squares ; and those of the fourth are regidar
pent.agons. From these five regular soliils having
been treated of, or described by Plato, they are
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aenerally known a3 the Platonic bodies, or Plato's

live solids.

REGULARS, REGULAR CLERGY (Lat. rer/u-

lares, from rer/uln, ' persons bound by rule'), a name
used to designate that portion of the clergy, in the

Catholic Church, who belong to the monastic orders

or religious congregations, and thus Uve under an

cstabUshed rule, commonly including the three vows

of poverty, chastity, and obedience. The name
Rcgidar is employed in contradistinction to ' secular,'

tlie term apjilied to the clergy who are employed in

the ordinary parochial duties, or at least who are

not -n-ithtlrawn from liability to such duties, by
being subject to any religious rides or constitutions.

The name, therefore, comprises all friars, monks,

regular canons, clerks of the missions, and, in general,

ali members of clerical congregations who live under

an approved rule.

REGULATIONS, Miutakt aito Xaval, are

the official codes of ndes for the guidance of officers

in all the cases where uniformity of practice is

requisite, and which cannot rightly be left to indi-

vidu:d discretion. Eegidations m.ay be di\aded into

three classes : Naz., those affecting drill, discipline,

and finance. Of the first class are such as cavalry

regiUations, infantry field manu.al, naval gun drill,

&c. Of the second are the Mutiny Act (q. v.).

Articles of War (q. v.), and Queen's Regulations

(q. v.). The third class are represented by the War-
office regidations, purveyors' regulations, explana-

tory directions for paymasters, navy paymasters'

regiUations, &c. All these are continually supple-

mented and altered liy circulars.

RE'GULUS. See Golden-crested Wken.

REGULUS, a term in Metallurgy, which is now
irsed in a generic sense for metals in different stages

of purity, but which still retain, to a greater or less

extent, the impurities they contained in the state of

ore. When, for example, the ore kno^vn as the

sulphuret of copper is smelted, the product of the

different furnaces through which it passes is called

regulus untd it is nearly pure copper. The name,

which signifies ' Uttle king,' was first given by the

alchemists to the metal antimony, on account of its

power to render gold brittle.

REGULUS, Marcus Atlltos, a favourite hero

with the Roman viriters, was consid for the first

time 267 B.C., and for his successes against the

Sallentini, obtained the honour of a triumph. Chosen
consul a second time 256 B.C., he was sent along

with his colleague L. Manlius Vulso at the head of

a uavy of 330 ships (with a land army on board)

against the Carthaginians, it being the 9th year of

the first Punic War, and encountering the enemy's

fleet off Heraclea Minor, he totally defeated it. The
Romans then landed near Cl)qiea, where they estab-

lished their headquarters, and ravaged the surround-

ing Carthaginian territory with fire and sword, but

Manlius being recalled to Rome with one half of

the land forces, R. was left to carry on the war with

the remainder. For some time he was victorious in

every encounter, but at last (255 B.C.) suffered a

total defeat ; 30,000 Romans were left dead on the

field, about 2000 fled and took shelter in Clypea, and

Pv., with 500 more, was taken prisoner. R. remained

in captivity for five years, but when fresh reverses

induced the Carthaginians to solicit peace, E, was
released on parole and sent to Rome in company
with the Punic envoys. The rest of his history is

one of the most favourite of Roman tales. It is

related, con amort; by the Roman poets and his-

torians, as an instance and a model of the most

supreme heroism, how R. at first refused to enter

Rome since he was no longer a citizen ; how, after

this conscientious scruple was overcome, he declined

to give his opinion in the Senate, till that illustrious

body laid upon him its cornmands to do so ; how
he then earnestly dissuaded them from agreeing

to any of the Carthaginian proposals, even to an
exchange of prisoners (though no reason appears

why such an exchange should not have been
effected) ; and how, after he had succeeded by his

earnest appeals, in obtaining the rejection of the

Carthaginian offers, he resisted all persuasions to

break his parole, though conscious of the fate that

awaited him, and, refusing even to see his family,

returned ^\'ith the amliassadors to Carthage, where
the rulers, maddened by the failure of their schemes
through his instrumentality, put him to death by
the most horriMe tortures. The common story is,

that he was placed in a cask or chest stuck full of

nails with the points projecting inwards, and roUed
about tUl he expired ; and on tlie news of this event

reaching Rome, ret.aliations equally atrocious were
committed on two of the noblest Carthaginian

prisoners. Unfortunately this noble instance of

heroic patriotism and unflinching fortitude has
not even been noticed by Polybius (about 200 B.C.),

who details at great length the other achievements
of K. ; and Palmerius (Paulmier de Greutesmesnil)

and Beaufort, two eminent historical critics, have
adduced strong reasons for the story being merely
invented for the purpose of excusing the horrible

treatment of the captive Carthaginians. Niebuhr
roundly declares it to be a forgery, and believes

that R. died a natural death ; though, excepting the

silence of Polybius (which would be utterly unac-

coimtable on the suj>iiositiou of the mode of his

death being the same or similar to what is stated in

the common account), there appears to be no reason

to doubt the statement in which all the other

Roman historians agree, that he was put to death
by the Carthaginians.

REGUR, the native name for the cotton-soU of

India. It is a rich darldsh loam, which has yielded

a constant succession of crops—one of cotton, and
two of com—for twenty centuries. It covers exten-

sive level tracts in the southern peninsula, varying

from 3 to 20 feet in thickness. .

REI, REE, or REA, the nominal unit of account

in Portugal and Brazil, but no longer existing as a

coin ; miutiples of it, however, still form the author-

ised coinage in both countries. In Portugal, copper

pieces of 5, 10, and 20 [vintem — \d. nearly) reis, silver

coins equivalent in value to 50, 100 (testoon), 200,

480 [cruzado noro), 500, and 1000 (milreis) reis, and
gold pieces of 1000, 2000, 4000 {moeda douro), 5000,

6400, 10,000 (gold crown), and 12,800 (dolra) reis,

are the current coin of the realm ; but accounts are

kept almost exclusively in milreis and reis. In

Brazil, since 1S32, no copper coins have been struck;

and in that country only silver coins of 500, 1000,

and 2000 reis, and gold pieces of 10,000 and 20,000

reis, are coined. The niilrei in BrazO is, however,

only equivalent to about 2.s'. 3d. sterling ; while that

of Portugal is more than twice this value, the

exchange at present being about 4.5. 9(/. sterling.

REI'CHENBACH, a flourishing manufactiu-ing

town of Saxony, 11 miles south-west of Zwickau.

It contains a large cotton-spinning mill, stone-

ware, and other factories ; and produces extensively

woollen fabrics, leather, nankeens, lace dresses,

damask napkins, waistcoatings, and hosiery. The
greater part of the machinery in the town and
vicinity is driven by steam. Pop. 9873.

REICHENBACH, a town of Prussian Silesia, on

the right bank of the Peilbach, romantically situated

at the foot of the EiUen Mountains, 40 miles by
railway south-east of Liegnitz. It contains six

cotton factories, and carries on linen and woollen
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manufactures, j-arn bleaching, dyeing, and printing.
Pop. 5709.

REICHENBACH, Kaf.l, Baron vo.v, a German
naturalist and technologist, was boru at Stuttgart,
the capital of AViirtemberg, 12th February 1788,
and educated at Tubingen, where he received the
degree of Ph.D. Soon after he conceived the project
of founding a new- German state in the South Sea,
but his plans were watched by tlie French autho-
rities, and being suspected to have some hidden
political significance, their author was arrested and
imprisoned for some time in the fortress of Hohen-
sperg. On his release he turned his attention to
the natural sciences, and their application to the
industrial arts, %nsiting tlie principal manufactories
of Germany and France, and on his return he estab-
lished at Vilingen and Hansach kilns for the pro-
duction of wood-charcoal. In 1821, in connection
with Hugh, Count of Salm, he commenced a number
of manufactories of ditfercnt kinds at Blansko iu
Moravia, which were carried on under his own
superintendence. E.'s management was so econo-
mical and effective, that the'concern soon became
extremely profitable ; and R., after a few years, was
the possessor of a handsome fortime, which he
invested in the purchase of large estates, including
the chateau of Reisenberg, where he kept his mag-
nificent collection of meteorites ; he was about the
same time created a baron liy the king of Wlirtem-
bcrg. R.'s position as mau.agcr of the works at
Blansko afforded him valuable opportunities, which
were not neglected, for scientific investigation, and
the numerous new facts thus brought to light have
been of great value to science and art. From the
nature of the works, the objects which chiefly pre-
sented themselves to his investigation were the
compound products of the distillation of organic
substances, and by carefid analysis he succeeded
in bringing to light a number of compounds of
carbon and hydrogen not previously known. Among
these were creosote (1833), and paraffin (q. v.). In
later years he launched out into specidations of a
whoUy different character. Studying with enthu-
siasm the subject gf animal magnetism, he dis-

covered, as he thought, a new force in nature.
See Od. His chief literary works are, Geologhche
Mittlieilun'jen aus Miihren (Vienna, 1834), the' first

geological monograph published in Austria ; Phy-
sihalisch-plnjsiologUche Untcrsuchimgen iiber die dijna-

mi.de des Magnetismus und der Ehctricitat, und ihre

Beziehungen mit der Lehenshrafl (Brunswick, 1847

—

1S49) ; several other works oil ' odic force,' published
at Stuttgart between 18.52 and 1856 ; and in the
Xeues Jahrbiich der Cheniie und Pliysik may be
found sevei-al papers by R., in which he describes
his various chemical discoveries ; he also wrote the
Kolderglauhe und Afterwissaischaft (1856), in reply
to a work of Karl Vogt.

REI'CHENBERG, after Prague the largest town
in the kingdom of Bohemia, stands in the middle of
the most populous and industrious district of the
Austrian monarchy, in a romantic valley on the
Neisse, 52 miles north-north-east of Prague. Linen,
cotton, and woollen fabrics are manufactured exten-
sively, as well as fire-arms, hats, leather, shoes, gold
and silver wares, musical instruments, &c. The
annual value of the goods manufactured at R. is

estimated at over £400,000. Pop. 18,000.

EEI'CHENHALL, a small town of Bavaria, on
the Saal, 8 miles south-west of Salzburg. It was
almost wholly consumed by fire in 1834, and has
been handsomely rebuilt since that time. It is the
centre of the Bavarian salt-works, and in the
manufacture of salt, its inhabitants—about 3000 in

number—are for the most part employed. Of its

18 salt-springs, which burst forth about 50 feet
below the surface of the ground, and to which a
spacious shaft has been sunk, some are so strong in
the brine as to be fit for boiling at once ; but gener-
ally spealdng, they are subjected to a preliminary
evaporating process. The strongest and most
abundant spring, containing 24 per cent, of s.alt, and
j-ielding 3300 cubic feet of water every 24 liours, is

perhaps the most copious salt-sjiring "in the world.
From it alone about 200,000 cwts. of salt are ob-
tained annually. A brine conduit, 60 miles in length,
conveys the water of salt-springs from Berchtes-
gaden, through E., over mountains nearly 2000 feet
high, to Traunstein and Piosenheim, in the vicinity
of which abimdant timber for fuel is procurable.

REICHSTADT, Napoleon, rRAN90is Charles
Joseph, Duke of, described by the Bonapartists as
Napoleon II., was the son of the first Najioleon by
Maria Louisa of Austria, and was born at Paris, 20tli

March 1811. His father's joy at his birth was
uuboimded. ' C'est un roi de Borne,' he cried to
the crowd of congratulators who pressed into his
apartments on hearing the news. The infant prince
was baptised on the 9th of June in the cathedral of
Notre Dame by Cardinal Fesch. After the reverses
of 1814, Napoleon, it will be remembered, abdicated
in favour of his son, but the Senate took no notice
of Napoleon II., and called Louis XVIII. to occupy
the French throne ; whereupon Maria Louisa and
her child removed to the palace of Schiinbrunn, near
Vienna, where they remauied till the treaty of
Vienna had rearranged the affairs of Europe. JIaria
Louisa then proceeded to take possession of the
sovereign duchy of Parma, which had been conferred
upon her, while her sou continued to reside at the
Austrian court mth his grandfather Franz I.,

who was much attached to him. By an imperial
patent, dated 22d July 1818, he was created Duke
of E., with the rank of an Austrian prince, and
received a liberal education, but never enjoyed
robust health, nor exhibited a vigorous intelligence.
At the Jidy revolution in 1830, his name was men-
tioned as a candidate for the French throne, and
Talleyrand, it is even believed, proceeded to Vienna
for the purpose of advocating his cause, but was
coldly received, and the project dropped. Destiny
had indeed determined otherwise. The constitution
of the poor youth was utterly undermined by
larjmgeal phthisis, and on the 22d July 1832 he
expired at Schtinbrunn. His last words, addressed
to his mother, were very touching as an expression
of almost childish despair, ' IcJi- gehe unfer, melne
Mutter, meine Mutter!' He was interred with
magnificent pomp in the imperial tomb at Vienna.

REID, Thomas, was born on the 26th April 1710,
at Strachan, a coimtry parish in Kincardineshire,
where his father was minister. His mother belonged
to the weU-known family of the Gregories (q. v.).

R. began his education at the parish-school of Kin-
cardine, and at the age of 12 he became a studeut
of JIarischal College in Aberdeen. His master in
philosophy was Dr G. Tnrnbidl, one of the earliest
representatives of the properly Scottish school. He
took his degree of M.A. in 1726, and continued to
reside in Aberdeen as college librarian, his chief
studies being mathematics and the philosophy of
Newton. In 173G, he left Aberdeen, and went, iu
company with a friend, to England, where he was
introduced to the most distinguished men in Oxford,
Cambridge, and London. In the following year, he
was presented by the senatus of King's College to
the parish-church of New Maohar in Aberdeenshire.
The parishioners were bitterly opposed to his
appointment, but his conduct and manner gradually
won them over. It is said that, from distrust o"f
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his powers, instead of composing for the pulpit him-

self, he preached the sermons of the English divines

Tillotson and Evans. In 1740, he was married to a

cousin of his owu, who greatly aidfd him in the

worli of his parish. In 1739, Hume's Treatise on

Jltiman Nature ai>peared ; the perusal of which

gave the impulse tliat determinccl his future philo-

sophical career. He had fiiUy adopted the idealism

of Berkeley, but was uow revolted by the conclu-

sions drawn from it by Hume, and iu consequence

was led to seek a new foundation for the common
notions as to a material world. In 174S, he contri-

buted to the Royal Society of London a short essay

on Quantitij^ occasioned by what he considered an
.il)usive application, by Hutclieson, of the forms of

mathematical reasoning to ethics. In 1752, he was
a|)pointed one of the j)rofessors of philosophy in

King's College, Aberdeen, the senatus Iseiug the

patrons of the chaii". Here he followed the estab-

lished course of teaching in three successive years

to the same students, mathematics, natural philo-

sophy, and moral philosophy. He took an active

part in all the business of the university. He was
also the founder of a Literary Society in Aberdeen,

which enrolled among its members, Campbell,

Beattie, Gerrard, and other men of ability ; to this

society he submitted his first draft of the Inquiry

into the Human Mind. In 1763, he was chosen to

succeed Adam Smith as professor of moral philo-

sophy in tlie university of Glasgow. He was now
rescued from the necessity of teaching physical

science, and devoted himself thenceforth to meta-

physical and mental speculation. In 170-1, he jnib-

lished his Inquiry. His thirst for general science

never left him ; at the age of 55, he attended

Black's lectures on He.at. He continued in the

duties of his chair till 17S1, when he retired to

devote his remaining strength to the publication of

his works ou the mind. In 17S5, the Philosophy

of the Intellectual Powers appeared; and in 1788,

the Active Powers. These treatises must always be

looked upon as constituting the first complete and
systematic work on the science of the human mind.

In 1774, he had contributed liis account of Aristotle's

logic to Lord Karnes's Sketches. The publication of

the Actioe Powers was the close of his career as an
author, although to the end of his life he kept up
his bodily and mental vigour, and his interest in

science. His only surviving daughter had married

the son of Gershom Carmichael (the real foimder of

the Scottish school of philosophy) ; she it was that,

after the death of his wife in 179'2, eared for him in

his last years. He was taken ill suddenly in the

autumn of 1796, and died on the 7th October.

He was under the middle size, but had great

Diuscidar strength, and was addicted to exercise

in the open air.

R. h.ad many points of resemblance to his great

contemporary Kant. Both were occupied up to

midtUe Ufe with mathematical anil physical stuilies

;

both were roused to metaphysical research by
Hmne, and each became iu his own country the

chief of a school whose aim was to deliver philosophy

from scepticism, and to do so by resting fin.ally on

principles of intuitive, or d-jiriori origin.

R.'s refutation of Berkeley, notwithstanding the

powerful support of Hamilton, is now considered by
many to Ije a failure. His own account of the

motives that led him to aljandon Idealism, proves

that he completely misconceived the real drift of

that famous speculation.

REI'GATE, a ])arliamcntary borough and thriving

market-town of Surrey, pleasantly situated at the

s<uitliern liase of the Nortli Downs, '-'3 miles south

of Liindon liy the .South-eastern Railway. From
vi'ry early times, it was considered a phace of

strength ; and after the Conquest, it was granted to

the Earls of "Warreune. Of the castle built by these

earls, only very slight vestiges remain ; but beneath
the site are several large vaults or caverns, excavated
in the sandstone not earlier than the 13th century.

The church is iu various styles of architecture—the

oldest portions dating from the 12th century.

Under its chancel is buried Charles Howard, Earl of

Effingham, Elizabeth's Lord High Admiral, and the

conqueror of the Spanish Armada. One member is

returned to parliament for the borough. Pop. in

1S51, 4927 : in 1861, 9975.

REIGN OF TERROR, the name given to that

period iu the history of France when the revolu-

tionary government, under the guidance of Maxi-
milien Robespierre, supported itself by the pure

operation of terror, exterminating with the guillotine

all the enemies, or supposed enemies, of the demo-
cratic dictatorship. In the year 1793, the Conven-
tion vested the government iu a ' Committee of

Public Safety,' a body belonging to the party of the

Mountain, and of which Robespierre, Couthon, and
St Just became the triumvirate. This Committee,

to which every other authority iu the country was
subjected, deliberated in secret, and the Convention

sanctioned all its decrees. Louis XVI. had already

been brought to the scaffold ; and on October 16,

his queeUj^Marie Antoinette, after being subjected

to every ]iossible indignity, was beheaded ; the

Princess Elizabeth sharing the same fate ou lUth

May 1794. The execution of the Girondists (q. v.)

followed, and that of the Duke of Orleans. The
guillotine became the only iustriunent of govern-

ment : a look or a gesture might excite suspicion,

and suspicion was death. The Calendar was re-

modelled, and all religious rites suppressed. When
the power of the Committee had attained its

climax, a decree was passed abrogating every delay

or usage calculated to protect an accused jjerson

;

but from tluat moment a reaction began. A section

of the Mountain party were satiated with blood,

and had become impatient of the control of Ptobes-

liierre. On Jidy 28, 1794, he was denounced in the

Convention for his barbarities, and his death (see

Robespierre) brought to a close this sanguinary

era in French history.

REI'KIAVIK. See Icelixd.

REIIMARXJS, Herm.vxx Samuel, a German phil-

ologist of high eminence, was born in 1094 at

Hamburg, where his father was Professor at the

Johannenm Gymnasium. He visited the universities

at Jena and Wittenberg, travelled afterwards iu Hol-

land and England, and was, on his return, elected

Rector .at Wismar, and subsequently Professor of

Hebrew and Mathematics at the gymnasium of

Hamburg. He died there in 1705. He is the

author of the so-called ' Wolfenljiittelsehe Fragmente
eines Unbekannten,' first pubUshed by Lessing in

his Beitrdrje zur Gcschichte und Literatur aus den
Schdtzen den Wolfenhiitiehchen BihliotJiek. These
' Fragmente,' up to that time only known iu M.S. by
a few of R.'s most intimate friends, produced the
profouudest sensation throughout Germany : since

in them, the author, iu the boldest and most
trenchant manner, denied the supernatural origin of

Christianity. Another work, iu the same dh'ectiou,

is his Vornehniste IVahrheiten der SVatiirlichen

Pdiijion ; of a, raiscellaueons character are his

Primitia Wisniariensia, De Vita Fahricii, Disserlatio

de Assessorihus Synedrii Maijiii, &c. His edition of

Dio Cassiu.i is one of the most valuable contri-

butions to classical philology.

REINDEER [Cervus tarandus or Tarandus
rau'ii/er], a species of Deer (q. v.), a n.ative chieily

of the arctic regions ; by far tiie most valualdc and
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important of all the species of deer, and the only

one Tvhich has been thoronghly domesticated and

brought into service by man. It is found wild in

Europe, Asia, aud America, in Spitzbergen, and in

Greenland. It is not, however, a native of Iceland,

but was introduced into that island by Governor

Thodal in 1770, and soon became thoroughly natura-

lised
;
great herds now roaming over the -n-Udest

parts of the interior, but approached vrith difficulty

Eeindeer (Cc7'VJiS tarandas).

by the hunter, and of little value to the inhabitants.

Tt is not there known as a domestic animal. The
E. attains its greatest size in the arctic regions

;

and in Western Europe it is not found very far to

the south of the arctic circle ; but in Siberia and in

America its range extends much further to the

south, almost to the latitude of Quebec in America

;

and in the west of Asia, along the whole chain of the

Ural Mountains, and even to the south of Astralchaii,

almost to the Caucasus.

The wild R. of Lapland is almost equal in size to

the stag, but there are great differences of size in

different districts, the largest size being generally

attained in very jiolar regions. The dooiesticated

R. is never so large as the largest wild ones ; but

the domesticated R. of Siberia is, Uke the wild one.

mncli larger tban that of La|ilan(l. The R. is very

inferior in graoefuluess to the stag, and, indeed, to

most species of deer, l)eing of a rather hea\'y ajipear-

ance, with comjiaratively short and stout limbs, the

withers much elevated as in tlie elk, and the neck
carried almost straight forward. The tail is very

short. There is little or no mane, but the hair of

the lower parts of the neck is very long and shaggy.

Both sexes have large horns, those of the male
being larger, and often more than four feet long.

They are slender and cyhndrical almost to the tip

in young animals, but in old ones become palmated
there, although still slender and cylimlrical at the

base ; they are more or less Iiranched, and from the

base spring one or two branches, comparatively

short, but also in old animals much palmated, so

that the armatiu-e of the head is of a very peculiar

appearance. The R. is said to use its horns

to remove the snow from the lichens which form
great part of its winter food ; it also scrapes up
the snow with its feet and turns it up with its

snout ; and by a beautiful provision of nature,

the feet, forehead, and nose are protected by a

remarkably hard skin. The R. is gregarious,

partially migratory—its migrations, however, not

being regxilated by climate, but by the faciUty of

obtaming iooA. To the Laplander the R. consti-

tutes the chief part of his wealth ; and many
Laplanders ])Ossess herds of 20(10 and upwards,
which they feed chiefly in the mountainous tracts
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in summer, and in the lower grounds in winter.

The flesh is excellent, as is also the milk, which
is much used. The skins are used for clothing,

tents, and bedding. The hard skin of the face

and feet is much valued by the Laplanders for

making shoes. The R. is also extremely valuable

as a beast of draught, for which purpose it is har-

nessed to sledges. It is capable of maintaining a

speed of nine or ten miles an hour for a long time,

and can easily draw a weight of almost 200 lbs.

besides the .sledge. It is much employed for this

purpose in Siberia as well as in Lapland ; but in

America, it is merely an object of chase, valued for

its flesh, fat, and hide. Among other methods
resorted to by the Esqiumaux and other Indians for

its capture is that of making pits in the snow,

covered with a slab of ice, which revolves on its

own centre when the R. sets foot on it. The flesh

and fit are made into Pemraican (q. v.), besides

being used in a fresh state. A very thick layer of

fat Ues under the skin of the back of the male. The
American E. is called the CAPasou, and is some-

times regarded as a distinct variety, but the differ-

ences are very slight. Although the R. has been

foimd to live for years when brought to Britain,

the climate does not seem suitable to it.

The R. suffers grievously during summer from

the attacks of various kinds of insects, and particu-

l.arly of a species of But (q. v.), which is sometimes

not merely tormenting but destructive.

REINDEER MOSS (Cemmyce ranqiferina or

Cladunia ranrjiferina), a lichen of great importance

to the Laplanders and other inhabitants of the

northernmost regions of Europe and Asia, as form-

ing the chief winter food of the reindeer. It is

found in almost all parts of the world, but is

most abimdant and luxuriant in the arctic regions.

It is common in Britain, growing in moors aud on
mountains. It covers extensive tracts in Lapland
and other very northern countries, making them
even in summer as white as snow, and often thus

occupies the ground in pine forests. When pine

forests are destroyed by fire, it soon springs up in

its greatest liLxiu-iance. It is a very variable

plant, Ijut always consists of a much-branched erect

cyhndrical tubular thaUus, with small perforations

in the axils. It attains a height of two inches and
upwards. The branches of plants which grow
together usually mix very intricately into oue
mass. The importance of this lichen was first

brought into notice by Linnaeus in a beautiful

passage of his Flora Lapponica. The reindeer reach

it by scraping with their feet, even when it is

covered with very deep snow. It is cap.able of

being used for human food, and was recommended
for this purpose in times of dearth by an edict of

Gusta\'u3 III. of Sweden. Its taste is pleasant,

although attended with a sUght pungency or

acridity. It is generally boiled in reindeer niUk.

Its nutritious q\ialities depend chiefly on the

Lichenin (ii. v.) which it contains.

REINFO'RCE, First and Second, in Guns, are

the two sections of the length which come next the

breech. The gun is made thicker at these parts, so

as to resist more efi'ectually the explosive action of

the powder. The thickness of metal is less at the

second reinforce than at the first, the powder being

considered to have already exerted its greatest

disruptive force. This conclusion is, however, open

to disi)ute. The first aud second reinforce are

shewn (\vith their reinforce rings) at AC, CD in

the figure under Gun.

REIS EFFE'NDI, the title of one of the chief

officers of state in the Ottoman empire. He is the

Chancellor of the empire, and Minister of Foreign
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Affairs. His duty in the first-mentioned capacity is

to confer with the grand- vizier rejjardiug the orders

and instructions to be sent to the different pro-

vinces, and regarding the proper decision on any

subject affecting the empire, -whether internal or

external ; and in the latter capacity, he has the sole

and exclusive charge of the relations of the Porte

n-ith foreign courts.

REJOI'NDER, in EngUsh law, means the plead-

ing of a defendant in answer to a plaintiff's replica-

tion. The order of pleading is declaration, plea,

replication, rejoinder, sm-rejoinder, rebutter, sur-

rebutter, &c.—each party alternately delivering one

of these pleadings.

RELA'PSING FEVER is one of the three gi-eat

species of continued fever common in this country,

the two others being tj^ijhus and typhoici Although
the disease has been accurately described by several

physicians dm-ing the last century (since 1739), its

l)resent name was given to it only about 1S50 by
Dr Jenner. It had previously been vaguely known
under the various names oi Jive-day fever, seven-day

J'cvei; mild ydloio fever, short fever, short relapsing

fever, &c., and has often been confounded with
common coutiuued fever. It has attracted special

notice since 1843—IS-W, when there was prevalent

in Scotland ' an epidemic fever characterised by the

suddenness of its onset, its wide dilTusion, its short

duration, and its small mortality ; by its proneness

to relapses, by the frequent occurrence of petechite,

of something like black vomit, and of yellowness of

the skin ; by the absence of intestinal ulcers ; and
by profuse sweatings, whereby the fever seemed to

be solved.' Tliis fever was supposed at the time by
Alison and other eminent physicians who described

it, to have been a new and hitherto unknown pesti-

lence ; but Jenuer's subsequent researches shewed,

as has been already mentioned, that in this respect

they were in error ; epidemics of this kind having

previously occurred in Scotland or Ireland (or both
smiultaueously) in 1736, 1739—1741, ISOO—ISOl,
.and ISIG—1820.

llela|>sing fever usually begins suddenly with
rigoi-s, a sense of chilliness and frontal headache.

Felirde reaction soon sets in; the tongue is coated

with a thick moist whitish fur; and the skin is

often so yellow as to approach to jaundice (a phe-

nomenon that never occurs in tj^ihus or typhoid
fever). By the fifth or sixth day, there is usually

delirium. After the above-descril)ed symptoms have
lasted for a period varying from five to eight days,

generally on the seventh day, a sudden change takes

place. This change commences with a copious

perspiration, which is followed by a rapid falling of

the pulse to its healthy rate (or even lower), and
the patient appears nearly well. But from the fifth

to the eighth day of this seeming convalescence, a

sudden relajise occurs, and all the jirimary symp-

toms return ; these run a rather shorter course than

before, and again terminate in sweating and in a

second convalescence, which is in most cases per-

manent The relapse sometimes, however, occurs

three or even four times.

Death is a rare termination of relapsing fever

;

and when it does ocoir, it is usu.ally before the

seventli day of the disease. No special anatomical

lesion is observed in the bodies of those who succumb
to this disease, but enlargement of the spleen is by
no means uncommon.
The treatment to .be adopted is simple. The

bowels shoiUd be opened at the commencement of

tlie attack by calomel and rluil>arb, and if necessary,

kejit open subsecpiently witli castor-oil or saline

aperients. The he.adaclie must be encountered by
leeches or cupping, if the patient is robust ; and by

blisters or dry cupping, if he cannot bear the los3

of blood. The vomiting is often hard to check : if

effervescing draughts fail, it may sometimes be
combated by calomel and opium combined in pills.

Its cause is imknown, but it mainly attacks the

poor and the ill-housed and ill-fed. Its poison

appears to be a specific kind ; the phenomena of the

fever are very different from those of typhus and
tyi)hoid fevers ; and patients recovering from these

diseases may catch, by contagion, this disease,

while patients convalescent from this fever may
take tyijhus or typhoid fever. It has been supposed

by some physicians to be allied to yellow fever, but

it seems more nearly to resemble some form of

Remittent Fever (q. v.), on accoimt of the repetition

of the rigors after a regular daily period of from two
or three d.ays.

EE'LATIVE KEYS, in JIusic, the keys most
nearly related to any key whose scales have the

greater number of their notes in common mth it.

The keys which are most nearly related to a major
key, taken as principal, and into which it may most
easily pass, are its domiimnt, or fifth above ; its siib-

dominant, ov fifth below—each of which differs from
it by only one sharp or one flat—and its relative

minor key, that is, the key which has the same
signature, is in its descending scale the same, the

ascending scale differing by two notes. In the same
way, the keys most nearly related to a minor key
are its dominant and suhdominant, and its relative

major. Thus the relative keys of C major, as prin-

cipal key, are G major, F major, and A minor ; and
the relative keys of A minor are E minor, D minor,

and C major. A more remote degree of rehationship

subsists between a major key and the dominant and
subdominant of its relative minor, or between a

minor key .and the dominant and subdominant of

its relative major. A major key is also closely

connected with its tonic minor, or the minor key of

the same tonic, as the two keys have the tonie,

dominant, and subdominant in common.

RELATIVE PRONOUNS differ from personal

and other Pronoims (q. v.) in this, that, besides

standing for nouus, they at the same time have the

power of conjunctions. They join sentences or

clauses by rekdinrj, or referring back directly, to

something just named. The relatives in EngUsh
are who, which, and thai. W^hat is used for that

which, thus embracing both relative and antecedent.

In many cases, who or ichich can be resolved into a

conjunction and a personal pronoun. E.^. ' At last

the surgeon was called in, who{= and he) straightway

amputated the limb.' ' A\Tiy consult Charles, who
( = for, or since /«•) knows nothing of the m.atter?'

'Ahab seized the vineyard of fjaboth, wlddi (=
although—it) he had no title to.' In cases where
they are not thus resolvable, they introduce sentences

or clauses to limit nouns, the relative clause serving

the ]iurpose of an adjective. Ex. ' He picked out

all the men tvho had blue eyes' (= the blue-eyed).

'The house which stands {= situated) half-way up
the hill is the most cheerful'

Who is employed when the reference is to persons,

and ivhich wlien it is to inferior animals or things.

'J'hal is ajiplied to both persons and things ; but it

does not follow th.at it may be used at pleasure

instead of who or which. Whenever a ivho or ichich

is resolvable as above described, the substitution of

that %vould alter the meaning ; in the last, e. g., of

the three examples given, it would make the sen-

tence declare that Ah.-ib seized the particular one of

Nabotli's vineyards to wliich he had not a title

;

implying that he had a title to some other vineyard

or \-ineyard3 of Naboth. It is only when the pur-

pose of the relative clause is to limit or define tho
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thing meant, that that is ever applied ; and for

this purpose, its use is in general preferable to that
of who or ivhirli. It is easier and more idiomatic to

say :
' All the men that had blue eyes,' than, ' All the

men who' &c. ; and who woiild think of saying

:

'This is the house which Jack built?' Besides, ilial

so employed often avoids ambiguities that -would

attend loho or xoliich. Ex. ' His conduct surpi'ised

his English friends, wlio had not known him long.'

This may mean either that his English friends

generally were surprised, for the reason that they
had not known him long ; or that only a portion of

them—those, namely, that had not known him long
—were offended. If the latter is the meaning

. intended, it would remove all ambiguity to wi-ite :

' His English friends thnt had not knoum him long.'

The nse of the demonstrative tluit as a relative is

common to the Teutonic languages, but is unknown
in Greek, and Latin, and in the Romanic languages.

The relatives projier (and the many derivatives and
compounds formeil from them) in all the allied lan-

guages begin with /.-, or an equivalent of k (qv, hv,

liw = u'h, w, h). Sans, kas, Gr. kos or jms (how),
Lat. quis, qui, Pol. klo, Goth, hvas, Ger. irer, Dan.
Iivi (pron. vi), Eng. who, how, Fr. qui, It. dd.
The relatives proper are also used (sometimes

with a slight variation of form) to ask questions,

when they are called luterrogatives.

RELATIVE RANK, in the Army and Navj',

signifies the precedence which certain non-com-
batant officers and others are entitled to take among
their comb.atant brethren ; for instance, a com-
missary-general has the relative rank of major-
general, a naval surgeon that of a naval lieutenant,

&c. Relative rank can'ies with it all precedence
and advantages attaching to the military rank with
which it corresponds, and regulates rates of lodging
money, number of servants, rations of fuel and light

(or allowances in their stead), detention, and prize-

money. Relative rank does not entitle the holder
to salutes from ships or fortresses, nor to the turning
out of guards.

The relative rank of the several ci^dl departments
ia stated under their respective headings; see

Medical Department, Purveyoks, &c. It only
remains to shew the relative rank of the army
and navy

:

Kavi/.

Admiral of tlie Fleet
Admirals
Vice-aduiirals
Rear-admirals
Captains of the Fleet ?_

Commodores, 1st and 2d classj
*

Captains over 3 yeais' service .

Captains under 3 years' service
Commanders
Lieutenants of 3 year^' standing
Lieutenants under 8 years' standing
Siib-lieutenants .

Midshipmen .

Aninj.

ranks with Field-marshal.*
rank M Generals.*

n n Lieut,-generals *

t, II Major-generals.*

II II Brig.-gencrals.*

II II Colonels.*

II II Lieut.-colonels*

11 II Lieut.-colonels +
II M Majors.*

II Captains.*
II Lieutenants.*
II Ensigns.*

EELEA'SE, in EngUsh Law, is a discharge of

some interest in land, or of some legal right. Thus,
where one who is the owner of land gives or trans-
fers his right to another, who has some jirior estate

in possession, the deed by which this is done is a
release. Formerly, it was usual for A to give a
lease of land to B, and next day to give a release

conveying the rest of the estate to B. The term
' release ' is also used as a discharge of all demands
or rights of action in reference to a particular

matter.

^
EE'LEVANCY, in Scotch Law, means the condi-

tion of a plea which is well fotxnded in point of law,
provided it be true in fact. An objection to the
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* Accnrding to date of commission,

t Junior of the rank.

relevancy corresponds in many respects to a
demurrer in English law.

RE'LICS (Gr. Ifipsniia, Lat. reliquice, remains).
the name given in theological and historical nomen-
clature to what may be in general desciibed as the
personal memorials of those among the dead who
have been distinguished during life by eminent
qualities, especially by sanctity or by remarkable
religious services. Under the same name are classed
certain objects which are believed to be memorials
of the life of our Lord upon earth, and cspeciall}' of

his passion and death. Such memorials of the
distinguished dead have at all times and in all

states of society, however rude, been held in honour
among men. But the question as to relics is

chiefly important in relation to Christian history,

in which the name is restricted to a single class of

memorials, viz., to objects wliich derive their value
from their connection with our Lord and with
the saints ; as, for example, 'fragments of our Lord's
cross or crown of thorns, portions of the dust, the
bones, the blood, the instruments of torture, the
chains, &c., of the m.artyrs, the mortal remains, the
clothes, the books, and other ol>jects of personal
use of the other saints, and even objects to which a
certain indirect sacred interest is given by their

being brought into contact with the direct memo-
rials of the distinguished dead, as by their being
placed on the tombs of the martjTS, touched with
the relics, or blessed at the shrine or sanctuary of

the saints, &c. In all such cases, the motive of

religious honour, however differently it arises, is

precisely the same, viz., the association of the object
which is honoured with the personage whose %-irtues

or services are the subject of gratefid veneration.
The merits of relics, in their theological aspect, are
beyond the scope of this publication. We shall

confine ourselves to an outline of the history of the
veneration of relics, and to an explanation of the
conilicting views of the rival Christian communions
on the subject.

The very earliest monuments of Christian history
contain e%'idences of the deep and reverential alfec-

tiou with which martyrs of the faith, their mortal
remains, and everything connected mth their martyr-
dom, were regarded by their fellow-Christians, and
for which Catholics profess to find warrant in many
passages of the Old and of the New Testament, as
Ex. -viii. 19 ; Deut. xx.xiv. G ; 2 Kings .xiii. 21, and
xxiii. IG—IS; Isaiah xi. 10; Matt. ix. 20—22; Acts
V. 12— IG, and xix. 11, 12. The contemporary letter

of the Church of SmjTna attests this plainly as to
the martyrdom of Polycarp; Pontiau's Life of
Cyprian tells of their stealing the martyr's body,
and carrying it away by night in holy triumph with
lights and torches. At an early period, too, miracles
are described as connected with relics. Thus
Ambrose (Ep. xxii. 1, 2) tells of a blind man's
sight restored by his touching the bodies of the
martyrs Gervasius and Protasius ; and similar won-
ders are detailed by Gregory Nazi.anzen (Oral.
xviii.), Chrysostom (In S. Ljnafium, n. 5), Leo the
Great (Serm. iv. 4) ; insomuch that the possession
of relics of the martyrs, and even the occasional
touching of them, was regarded as a special happi-
ness (Gregory Naz. Oral, in S. Theodorum), and that
not merely individuals, but, according to Theodoret
the historian, even cities were content to share with
each other portions of the sacred treasure (Theo-
doret, Grcec. Affedionnm Curatio, disp. viii.). Con-
nected with this feeUng, too, is found a belief of a
certain sacred efficacy in the presence or the touch
of the relics, and especially there is ascribed by
Chrysostom, Basil, Theodoret, and other Fathers, to
prayers offered before the relics, a virtue in dispel-

ling or warding off sickness, diabolical machinations,
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autl otlxor evils. Hence we fiud that altars were
erected over the tombs of the martyrs, or at least

that relies were invariably jilaced on the altars,

wherever erected, insomuch that the Trullan
Council ordered the demolition of all altars in which
no relics had been deposited. Far more sacred than
the relics of martyrs, was the cross of our Lord,
which was believed to have been discovered at

Jerusalem by Helena {q. v.), mother of the Emperor
Constantine. Minute portious of the wood were
distributed to the principal churches ; and Cyril of

Jerusalem, within less than a century after the ilis-

covery of the cross, describes the precious wood as

dispersed throughout the world. It must be added,
too, that even at this early period, many a))uses and
superstitious had crept in, which even the Fathers
who admit the worship do not fail to condemn.
The practice of relic-worship, however, and the

fueling on which it was founded, were not suffered

to pass without a protest. Vigilantius, iu a treatise

which is now lost, but the tenor of which is

learned from his adversary, Jerome, reprobated in

the strongest terms the excesses to which it was
carried, and indeed the essential prmeiples on
which the practice rests. But the protest fell with-
out drawing an echo from the contemporary mind.
Vigilantius had so few followers, that were it not
for the refutation of his work against relics com-
posed by Jerome, we should have no record of his

ojiijositiou to the popular \-iew ; and it is urged by
Catholics, as a proof of the imiversal acquiescence
of the church of the 4th c. in the practice of relic-

worship, that in au age remarkable for intellectual

activity and for polemical ardour—an age which iu

25 years saw nearly 30 councils in the cause of the
Pelagian heresy—it was not even found necessary

to call a single council to condemn Vigilantius.

The writings of Augustine, of Paulinus of Nola,
of Ephrem tlie Syrian, of Gregory the Great, and
others, are full of examples of the miraculous virtue
ascribed to relics, and of the variety and the exten-
sive multiplication of sacred memorials of all kinds.
Nor was this confined to the orthodox alone ; all

the different parties in the controversy on the
Incarnation agreed with Catholics and with one
another on tliis suliject, and even the Iconoclasts,

at tlie very time that they most fiercely repudiated
the use of images, admitted without difficulty the
veneration of relics.

Iu the age of the Crusades, a fresh impulse was
given to the wor.ship of relics in the West, by the
novelty and vai-iety of tlie sacred objects brought
home from the churches of Syria, Asia Minor, and
Constantinople by crusaders, by palmers returning
from Palestine, and by the Latin conquerors of Con-
stantinoi)le ; and it is admitted by the most zealous

Catholics, that at this period many false, and perhaps
even absurd and ridiculous relics were introduced,

and were successfully commended to the veneration
of individuals or individual churches in the West

;

nor do they venture to doubt that abuse and SU])er-

stition found their way side by side with what they
ivgard as the genuine and authorised worship of the
church. Nevertheless, with the exception of the
WaUleuses, Wyclitfe, and a few isolated indiriduals,

the practice remained unchallenged till the 16th c.,

when, in common with many other doctrines and
Itractices of the church of liome, it was utterly

i-epudiated by the Reformers. CathoUcs, however,
allege that the practice, as sanctioned by the church,

has notliiug in common with the abuses which form
the main ground of the objections alleged by Pro-
testants. The Romau Catholic use of relics, as
.LUlliorised by tile church, is to sei've as incentives

to faith and piety, by recaUing vividly to men's
minds the lives, and, as it were, the corporeal presence
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and the earthly converse of the saints, and thus
placing before them, in a more touching manner,
the virtues which, in the examples, are held up for

men's imitation. The decree of the Council of

Trent connects the subject of relic-worship with the
general question of saint-worship, and regards the
rehcs of the saints not as possessing intrinsic virtue,

but only as instnmieuts ' through which God bestows
benefits on men.' See Ix\'ocation of Saints.

The Greek and other oriental churches, and most
of the oriental sects, agree with Rmnan Catholics iu

the practice of relic-worship. On the contrary, the

Reformed churches, without exception, have rejected

the usage as unscriptural, calculated to withdraw
from the worship of the one God, and deformed by
numerous superstitions. They regard a large pro-

portion of the relics which Roman CathoUcs worship
as false and supposititious, and they specify several,

regarding the spuriousness of which even learned

Catholics appear to be satisfied. Some relics have
been the subject of much controversy .among

Roman Catholics themselves. See Holy Coat,
Holy Places, Loketto, Pilghisl It may be added
that the practice of relic-worship forms a notable

feature of the Mohammedan usage of pilgrimages.

The holy cities of Mecca and Medina, and the
celebrated Mosque of Omar at Jerusalem, owe most
of their hoUness iu Mohammedan eyes, to the

memorials of the Prophet, and other relics wliich

they contain ; and the celebrated Sanja/c-sJieri/ or

Sacred Standard at Constantinople, is believed to

be formed of the nether garment of Mohammed.
The practice occupies a still more important place

in Buddhism (q. v.—see also Ceylon).

RELIE'F, iu English law, means a payment by a

tenant or vassal to a lord, the theory being, accord-

ing to feudal law, that relief {relevmm, Lat. relevare)

is a restoration of the lands after the wardship or

guardianship of the lord has ceased, and the vassal

has attained majority.—Relief is also the common
term used among the poor and among parochial

otlicers to denote the pecimiary assistance given

under the poor-laws to a pauper. See Relievlno
Officer.

RELIEVING OFFICER is a person appointed

in an English imion or large parish to administer

relief, or rather to inquire into the title of destitute

persons to be relieved by such union or parish. He
is appointed by the Board of Guardians, and his duty
is to receive all appUcations for reUef, to inquire

into the truth of the facts alleged by the paupers

as to theu" place of settlement, their st.ate of health,

ability to work, and the state of their famdy. In
discharging this duty, he requires to visit the house
where the pauper lives, to relieve cases of urgent
necessity, &c., and to keep a list of all these paupers,

and enter what is done with them in his book.

RELIE'VO. See Alto-relievo.

RELI'GION, in Christian coimtries, is generally

understood as the feeling of reverence towards tho
Creator and Ruler of the world, together with all

those acts of worship and service to which that
feeling leads. The I'oot of this sentiment lies in the
very constitution of man, and iu the circumstances

in which he is placed, and manifests itself abund-
antly even where the one supreme God of the
Christian is unknown. Man is naturally religious,

and if he is ignorant of the true (iod, he must make
to himself false ones. He is surrounded by dangers
and difficidties ; he sees the mighty powers of

nature at work all aroimd, jiregnant to him with
hope and fear, and yet inscrutable iu their working,
and beyond his control. Hence arises the feeling of

dependence upon something more powerfid than him-
self—the very germ of religion. These operations
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of nature, again, lie has only one way of conceiving

and accounting for. The idea of physical causes

is one of late growth ; to the primitive man, there

is only one kind of agency he can understand—

•

that of a will or mind like his own. Hence all

things that he sees moving and acting become to

him animated, conscious beings, with thoughts and
passions similar to those of men ; and what more
natural than that he should seek, by oiTei-ings and
entreaties, to secure their favour, or propitiate their

malignity or anger. There is no doubt a vast

distance between the reverence with which the

Christian looks up to Him that fills the imiverse,

and that of the jioor fetich-worsliippers (see

Fetichism), but in both cases it is the same feeling

that is at the bottom—they are both manifesting

religion.*

According to this view, religion includes all

forms of belief in the unseen and spiritual powers
or gods, together with the practices arising out of

those beliefs. The forms that rehgious behef has
assumed are endless, but they may be all classed

under two heads : Monotheism, or the belief in one

God ; and Puhjtiieism, or the belief in many gods.

The several modes of rehgious belief and worship
are treated in this work each imder its own name.
See Jews ; Christianity ; England, Church or

;

Roman Catholic Church ; Presbyterianism
;

Friends ; Greek Keligion ; Moha3iiiedanism
;

India, Religion ; Buddhism ; Lamaism, &o. Sub-
joined is a statistical table of the divisions of

mankind in this respect.

I.—JEWS.

France [incliuling Algeria), , . 135,000
Ilollaml and nelgiura, . . . 66,000
Russia and Poland, . . . 2,000,000
'Airkcy, ..... 150,000
Austria, .... 1,049,871
Prussia, ..... 252,692
German States, . . . 476,000
Great Britain and Ireland, . . 42,000
United States, . . . 200,000
British America, . . . 1,241
Persia, Egypt, India, China, and)

joOO.DOO

Africa,' '. ' . ' . ' . " . 1,000,000
Australia, .... 2,903

Total Jews, 7,425,707

, Danish, and ]
1 (including > 2,911,000

IL—CHRISTIANS.
I.—ROMAN CATHOLICS.

America

—

British America, . . . 1,700,000

United States, . . . 3,000,000
Mexico and Central America, . 9,8S8,000

South America, . . . 21,200,000
Spanish, French, Dutch,
Swedish Possessions
Hayti), .

Europe

—

Portugal,
Spain,
France,
Austria and Voaetia
Prussia,
German States (exclusive of llolstcin,

Lauenburg, Luxemburg, and
Limburp), . . .

Italian Kingdom, .

Switzerland

35,759,000

n

3.913,000
16,550,813
35,734,667
27.505,375

6,867,574

5,537,473

21,350,000

1,023,430
Holland (inclusivo of Luxemburg) , ^-n nnn

* The word rdUjion is of Latin origin, and according
to its etymology would mean ' binding,' ' obligation,' or
rather * restraint.' It was applied by the Romans to
all actions in which men are guided, not by motives
deducible from the ordinary course of nature, but by
regard to some imseen power or mysterious influence

;

as when Livy says of a spot in the forum : uhi despui
rcUf/io est, 'where spitting is a matter of religion;'
i. e., wliere there is a religious scruple restraining people
from spittuig,
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Bplffium, . . . . 4, GOO,000
Great IJritain and Ireland, . . 6,000,000
Denmark Proper {inclusive ot loolan J

]
and the Fariie Islands), SU'svig- > 2,000
llolstein, and Lauenburg, . J

Sweden and Nurway, . . 4,000
Russia, Poland, and Finland, . 7,020.000
Turke)', .... 640.000
Greece, .... 15,000
Ionian Islands, . . . 40,000

Asia-
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VL—BUDDHISM AJJD RELIGIONS OF CHINA AUD
JAPAN.

Further India and Burraah,
Tarlary, .

Ceylon,
China, . .

Japan, . .

23.000,000
8,000,000
1,600,000

415,000,000
35,000,000

SUMMAET.

The religions of the world m.iy, from the above
tables, shortly be summarised in round numbers as

follow

:

1. Jews, 8.000,000

3. Christians, ..... 353,000,000
3. Mrihammedan!!, ..... 120,000,000
4. Brahrainical Hindus, . . . 120,000,000
5. Pal'sees, ...... 1,000,000
6. Buddhists, . . ... 483,000,000
7. To which may be added the Fetichisra of the abor-

iginal tribes of Africa, America, Polynesia, &c., 189,000,000

Total, 1,374,000,000

—which, according to statistical writers, is the
present iiopiilation of the globe.

pkotest.o;ts.

The following table, drawn up from reliable data,

shews the numerical strength of the principal

churches and sects into which the Protestant part
of Christendom is divided

:

I. Lutherans, ....
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are of the same description. That of the ' Three
Kings,' at Cologne, has jewels valued at £240,000.

RELrQUI.iE (Lat. rem.ains), applied in Geology
to the remains of ])lants and animals found fossil in

the sedimentary deposits.

REMAI'NDER is a term much used in the law
of England. Thus, if the owner of the fee-simple, or

freehold of lands, give them |jy will or deed to A
for life, and after his decease to B and his heirs, the

interest of B is called the remainder, because, after

deducting A's life estate, .all that remains belongs to

B. A remainder is distiuguislied from a reversion

in this, that in tlie latter case, tlio remainder returns

to the owner of the estate himself, and so it is

called, in that instance, a reversion instead of a

remainder. A contingent remainder is too technical

a term to be popularly explained, though it plays

.an important part in the law of real property in

England. It is an est.ate which m.ay or may not

ever become vested or enjoyable.

RBMBA'NG, a town and seaport of Jav.a, capital

of a residency of the same name, stands on the
north coast of the island, in long, about 111° 10' E.

It contains 11,000 inhabitants, and is the scat of

some trade. The residency, of which the .area is

2600 sq. ra., the pop. 460,000, contains , forests

which are the peculiar haunts of the black tiger, an
animal found nowhere out of the island.

REMBRANDT HERMANSZOON, commonly
called Rembrandt van Rhyn, was the son of a
miller, Herm.an Gen'itsz van Rhyn, whose house
(where the painter was born) and mill were
situated on .an .arm of the Rhine at Leyden. R.
was born either on 15th July 1606, or in 1608.

The former date rests on the authority of the
Description of Leyden, published in 1641, by
Orlers, burgom.aster of that town, under whose
custody, along with other registers of the city,

were those of the registers of baptism, since lost.

The latter date rests on the painter's marriage-

certificate, Lately discovered, dated 10th June 1G34,

in which R. is stated to be aged 26, and thus tlie

year of his bu'th 1608. He attended for a short

time the Latin School .at Leyden ; and after study-

ing art throe yeai's \mder Jacob van Sw.anenburg,

and for a very limited period under Pieter Lastmau
at Amsterd.am, .and Jacob Pinas at Ha.arlem, he
returned home, and devoted himself to the study
of nature. His works now .attracted some attention

;

and .about the year 16.'i0, he was eneom-.aged to

establish himself at Amsterdam, where he soon
entered on a most successfid career, and executed
numerous works—portraits, landscapes, historical

and genre subjects, and those wondi-ous etchings,

numbering above 360, which have served .almost as

much as his paintings to raise his reijut.ation so

high. R. holds the chief place in the Dutch School

;

his power and originality are exemplified in almost
every branch of art; and as examples of composition,

expression, colour, aud light and shade, his works
rank with those of the greatest artists. He had
numerous pupils, many of whom, such as Gerard
Dow, G. Flinck, F. Bol, N. Maas, P. de Koning, and
Vanden Eeckhout, were distinguished artists. R.

spent his large gains in the indulgence of a taste for

works of art, arms, and objects of vertil, as is

proved by an inventory of his effects, extracted

from the registers of the Insolvents' Court .at

Amsterdam, for he got into ditficulties, partly

from his expensive habits, and partly on account
of claims by the tutors of his son, after the
death of his lirst wife. He married a second
time, and left two childi-en ; his son Titus, by his

first wife, predeceased him. IMany interesting

m.atters connected with the history of this great

p.ainter have been brought to light, and published so

lately as 1853, by Dr P. Scheltema, Keeper of

Records at Amsterdam. The d.ate of the painter's

decease w.as a matter of doubt ; luit among other
documents discovered by this author, the following
extract, from the Register of Biiri.als of the city of

Amsterd.am, proves that he was interred in the
Westerkerk {West Church) on Sth October 1069 :

' Deynsdach, Sth October 1669, Rembrant van
Rijn, Schilder, op de Rosegraacht, tcghenover het
Doolhof. Laet na 2 Kynders.'— {' This day, Stli

October 1609 [w.as buried] Rembrandt van Rhyn,
Painter, on the Rosegraacht [Rose-Canal], opposite
the L.abyrinth. He leaves two childi-eu.')

REMIREMONT, a small tov.ii of Fr.ance, in the
department of Vosges, stands on the left bank of

the lUoselle, 17 miles south-east of Epinal. Here,
two abbeys, founded in 620, were destroyed in the
10th c, but afterw.ards rebuilt. Of these, the more
important was for lady canonesses. Its abbess was
a princess of the empire, and those over whom she
presided were all descended from famihes which had
been noble for at least four generations. The remains
of the abbey are the finest buildings in the town.
Linen and muslin goods .are extensively manufac-
tured ; .and p.a]ier, leather, and ^vrought-uon are

made. R. is the great mart for the neighbouring
mountain districts. Pop. 5194.

REMI'SSIO INJU'RIiE, in Scotch L.aw, denotes
a forgiveness of an injury, and it is set up in answer
to an action of divorce for adultery. Forgiveness
implies th.at the party knew of the injury, and
acted as if it had never happened ; and it is proved
by words or acts, such as cohabitation. In EngUsh
law, it is called condonation. In Scotch law,
remission is an extinguishment of a crime by pardon
or by act of p<arliament, but it does not prevent a
jnivate party recovering damages.

REMI'TTENT FEVER is one of the three
varieties of fever arising from m,alaria or m.arsh-

poison—the two others being Intermittent Fever,
or Ague (q. v.), and Yellow Fever. In its milder
foi-ms, it scarcely differs from severe intermittent
fever ; M'hile in its more serious form, it ni.ay ap-
proximate closely to yeUow fever. As the nature
of the poison on which it dejiends is sufHeiently

noticed in the article Miasma, we sh.all at once
proceed to describe the most characteristic symp-
toms. The .att.ack may be either sudden or preceded
by Languor, chilliness, and .a general feeling of

malaria. Then comes a cold stage, similar to that
occurring in ague, and usually of short donation.

This is followed by a hot stage, in which the
symptoms are commonly far more intense than
those exhibited in the worst forms of ague. Giddi-
ness proceeding to delii-ium is not micommon, aud
is a b.ad symptom ; while, in other cases, di'on'siness

or lethargy is one of the most marked symptoms.
There is often great tenderness or pain in the
region of tlie stomach, and vomiting—the vomited
matter frequently cont.aining bde or blood. A
remission of these symptoms occurs, in mild cases,

in si.x or seven hours ; but, in severe cases, the
paroxysm may continue for 24 hours or longer.

The remission is sometimes, but not always,
accompanied mth sweating. The duration of the
remission is as varied as that of the jxaroxysm,

v.arying from two or three to thirty hours, or

even longer. The fever then returns with in-

creased severity, and without any cold st.age ; and
then the paroxysms and remissions proceed, most
commonly according to no recognisable law, till the

case terminates either fatally or in convalescence.

In favour.able cases, convalescence is usually estalj-

lished in about a week. The severer forms of this
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fever are often accompanied witli more or less

jaimdice, and hence the disease has received the

name of bihous remittent fever. It is also known
as jungle fever, lake fever (from its prevalence on
the border of the great American lakes) ; and the

African, Bengal, Levant, Walcheren, and other

similar local fevers, are merely synonyms of this

disease. In England, the disease is very rare ; and
when it occurs, it is usually mild. The dise.iGe is

most severe in Southern Asia, Western Africa,

Central America, and the West India Islands.

The first object of treatment is to reduce the

circulation diu'ing the hot stage. This is done by
bleeding, followed by a dose of five grains each of

calomel and .James's powder, and, after an interval

of three or foor hours, by a sharp cathartic—as, for

instance, the ordinary black draught. On the
morning of the following day, the remission will

jirobably be more complete, when quinine, either

alone or in combination with the purgative mixture,
should be freely and repeatedly administered. A
mi.xture of antimonial wine with acetate of potash
should also be given every two or three hours, so as

to soften the skin, and increase the action of the
kidneys. Sir Ranald Martin—our highest authority
in relation to tropical diseases—has directed atten-

tion to the fact, that the patient must be carefully

watched during the jieriod of convalescence. A
timely removal from all malarious influence, by a
change of climate or a sea-voyage, is of the highest

impoi-tance, and is more likely than any other
means to prevent fatal relapses iuto other forms of

fever, or into dysentery, which so frequently occur
to our troops at stations where miasmatic influences

are rife. Although the above sketch of treatment
is applicable in most cases, there are some forms of

this fever in which blood-letting cannot be borne
;

and almost every epidemic fever of this kind requires

special modifications of treatment. The foUowing
data, extracted from a table drawn np by Sir

Alexander Tidloch, will give some idea of the
frequency of this disease and the variations in

intensity ;
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anJ this gives rise to fiequcut litigation, for the
jioint turns on the antecedent history of the raupcr,

or it may he of the jiauper's father or gianclfather.

The riglit of removing jianiicrs is as ohl as 13

Charles IT. At tirst, it was in the power of the

overseers, whenever a poor person came into the

parisli who was likely to become chargeable, to

api'Iy fur a warrant to remove him after forty

(lays. Hut tliis was thought too great a restriction

on the nutural liberty of jioor persons to go where
they like in the hope of bettering themselves, and
the power of removal was restricted to cases where
tlicy have already become actually destitute, and
apply for relief. Even that limitation was thought
to be too oppressive on the poor man ; and by
a statute of 1S4G, whenever a poor man had
lived in any parish, where he had no settlement

previously, for five years, it was not allowed to

remove him thereafter at all, but the cxjicnse of

his maintenance fell upon the common fund of the

imion. By a Later statute of 1S0"2, this period was
reduced to three years, and he is now irremovable
nofronly if he has lived three years in a ]iarish not
his own, 1-)ut in any one union ; so that now the
removability of paupers is greatly checked, and
made less oppressive.

REMOVING OF TENANTS, in Scotch Law,
is the giving up of possession by a tenant after the
expiry of his lease or term. There must have been
a previous notice to q>iit, or warning, before a tenant
can be compelled to remove, and this notice is forty

days before Whitsunday; i.e., before loth May.
If there is no express stijiulation in the lease bind-

ing the tenant to remove at the end of the lease,

then tlie landlord must give warning, which he does
by summons of remo^ig in the Sheriff Court; and
if the tenant do not punctually remove, decree of

removal may bo obtained. If there is a stipidation

to remove, then that is equivalent to a decree of

removing, and a sheriff-otiicor, with a "written

authority from tlie lantUord, can remove the tenant
by force. In England, no notice to quit is necessary

on either side if the lease w.as for a definite term
;

but if it was indefinite, then it is treated as a lease

from year to year, anil half a year's notice to quit

must l>e given by the landlord. If. however, the
tenant wrongfully refuse to quit, there is in moat
eases no summary mode of ejecting him, and an
action of ejectment is necessary.

BE'MSCHEID, a manufacturing town of Prussia,

occupies a height of 1110 feet .above sea-level, in the
government of Dusseldorf, and IS miles east-south-

east of the city of that name. Originally a villa, it

was in possession of a church as early as 1 1S9. It

contained several iron-foundries in 15S0, in which
pig-iron was worked into bars by hand. Its iron

trade and manufactures were advanced by the
immigration of nimibers of artisan Refugees (q. v.).

It carries on extensive manuf-actures of ii-on wares,
cutlery, &c., which are exported to all parts of the
world. Pop. (1S62) 16,725.

REMUSAT, Chakle-s, Comte de, a French
philosopher and politician, son of Auguste Laurent,
Comte de Eemnsat, a Proven9al gentleman of some
note, who held various public oliices during the
first Empire and after the Restoration, was born at
Paris, 14th March 1797, and studied with brUliant
success at the Lj'cee Napoleon. He made his

political (lehul in ISIS as a Doctrinaire journalist,

allying himself closely with Guizot, who, he con-
fessed, had exercised a greater influence on the
formation of his opinions than any other; but he
subsequently withdrew from this connection, and
became more independently liberal, though he
always remained temperate and prudent in his

views. Among his earlier political ess.ays, the most
important are Sur la litsiKinsabiUU tics Ministereii ;

Sur la LibcrK tie la Prffse ; Siir la Frorfdure par
Juris en Matiere Crivnnelle (IS2(I) ; and Sur Us
Amenttemeiits il la Loi ties Elections (1S2U). On the
estalilishment of the Olobe in 1S24, 11, became one
of its most indefatigable contributors, and his name
appears in the list of journalists who signed the
protest against the fatal ' ordonnances' of the
minister Poliguac, which brought about the July
revolution. After IS.SO, It. entered the French
chambere as deputy of Muret in the Haute-Garonne,
rcjiresenting it till 1S48. He supported the ministry
of Casimir Perier, was for a urief period Under-
secretary of State (1836) in that of Comte Molf: ; and
in 1840, when the government passed uito the hands
of Thiers, Il> was made Miiiister of the Interior, but
soon resigned the olliee. After the flight of Louis
Phili]ipc, he continued a member of the Constituent
and Legislative Assemblies, and was a warm sup-

porter of the party of order. He was exiled (like

60 many other of the best men in France) after the

coup d'aiat of Louis Najioleon, but subsequently
received permission to return to France, and has

since devoted himself to the serener pursuits of

literature and jihilosophy. For more than 20 years,

he has been a contributor to the Revue tics Deux
ilunth'S, where his clear, logical, and vi\nd style is

well known. Among his philosophical efforts are

his Essai sur la i\'ii(«r« ilu Pouvoir ; Essais tie

Phihsophie (Paris, 2 vols. 1842) ; Ahelard (2 vols.

IS45) ; Passe el Present, Melanges (2 vols. 1S47)

;

Saint Ansdme de Cantorbiry (1852) ; Bacon, sa

Vie, son Tetnps (1858).

KEJIUSAT, Jeam Pierre Abel, a distinguished

Chinese scholar, was born at Paris, 5th September
1788, studied medicine, and took his diploma in

1813 ; but as early as ISll, had jmblished an Essai

sur la Lanijue ct lit Litterature Vhinoises, the fruit of

five yeare' arduous work. In 1813, the conscription

seized him, but, instead of being compelle<l to sei-ve

as a common soldier, he was appointed .assistant-

surgeon in the Paris military hospitals, and was
subsequently intrusted with the charge of fever-

patients at the hospital Montaigti. In the midst
of his arduous and harassing profcssion.al duties,

he found time to prepare for the press his Urano-
graphic Mongole, and Dissertation sur la Mature
MoTicsyllahitptc attribute coimnunement d, la Langue
Chinoise, At last, however, the day came when
he was at liberty to devote himself entirely to

Sinological studies. The Abbe Montesquieu, Mini-
ster of the Interior during the first Restoration of

the Bourljons, instituted a chair of Chinese at the

College de France, and II. was named professor,

9th November 1814. He delivered a splendid

inausniral address in January 1815, an analysis of

which appeared in the Moniteur of 1st February,

executed by Silvestre de Sacy himself. Of the

numerous works that he \\Tote subsequent to this

jieriod, we may mention Recherche^ sur les Langucs
Tartares (1820), a work in some sort preparatory to

his Eliments de la Grammaire Chinoise (1822), the
grandest monimient of the vast Sinological erudition

and labour of Remusat. Another of his important
philological productions was his Rec/t^chcs sur

COrigine et la Formation tie VEcrilure Chinoue
(1827). 'Although acquainted,' says M. Walckenaer,
' with several of the most cUfficult languages

of Asia, and with almost all the ancient and
modem languages of Europe, he regarded sucli

knowledge as only a means to an end In a

crowd of treatises, dissertations, critical analyses,

and translations, either published as separate works
or inserted in Memoires, he has endeavoured to

embrace everything relating to the nations whom he
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proposed to make known. Eeligioua beliefs, philo-

sopiiical systems, natural history, geograpliy, poli-

tical revolutions, the origins of races, biocraphy,
literature, niauuers, habits, and customs—lie has
treated all in an erj\iany masterly style.' Amont;
the works of K. which illustrate this iloge. i>f M.
Walckenaer are his Etude Hislorique mr la

ilidfcine des Chinois ; Tableau Compht de.i Connais-
aaiices drs Clt'moia en ffinloire NaXun-lle (unfinished)

;

Sur la Pierre lu (a curiously learned disquisition on
a crowd of historical questions and religious rites)

;

Nnllce sur la C'/iine et .s&i Habitants (in which the
author treats of the extent, administration, man-
ners, commerce, &c., of China) ; iSur VExtension de
VEmpire Chinois en Occident depids le Premier Siicle

avant Jcsus-Chrht jusquW nos Jours, a work that
has thrown much light on the interesting question :

Who were the barbarians that overthrew the
Koman empire ? K., in particular, paid great atten-

tion to the religions of China, except, strange to

say, that of Confucius, lie was the first to make
known in Europe the life and opinions of the philo-

sopher Laou-Tsze, head of the religious sect Taou-ts4,

and wrote numerous works, more or less valuable,
on the history of Buddliism. A list of his various
works is given in the article ' llemusat,' in the
Notivelle Biiiijraplde OSnirale, to which we are
chicHy indebted for our information. In 181S, H.
became one of the editors of the Journal des •Samnti;
in IS'22 ho founded the Societc Asiatique of Paris,
of which he was perj)etu,al secretary; in the follow-

ing year, he was chosen a member of the Asiatic
Societies of London and of Calcutta ; and in 1824,
he W.13 apjiointed curator of the Oriental Dcpai-t-

nient in the Bibhothiique Eoyalc. He died of

cholera at I'aris, 4th Juno 1832 at the early age
of 44.

REMY, or UEMI, St (Lat. Remirjius), a saint of

the Roman Catholic Church, was born of a noble

family of Laon, in Picardy, in the year 43S or 439.

He wa-s apiininted, .\2ainst his will, at the early

age of 22, to the bishopric of Kheims, and his epis-

copate is memorable for the conversion of Clovis,

who was baptised by Reray. It was on occasion of

this ceremony th.at, contrasting our Lord and his

cross with the idols whom Clovis had hitherto

ad<jred, 11, used the words which afterwards became
almost epigramm.atic :

' Adore henceforward what
thou hast hitherto burneil, and burn that which
thou h.ast adored.' \L lived to see Gaul almost
entirely Christianised, and died in his 93d or 9-ith

year in 533. Some of his letters are preserved in

the liHiliotheca Patrum, as also two documents
under the title of Testamenta, the genuineness of

which hoa been the subject of a curious contro-

versy.

KENAI'SSANCE, the name given to the style of

art, especially architecture, in Europe, which suc-

ceeded the Gothic, and preceded the rigid copyism
of the classic revival in the first h.alf of the present

century. Under the heading Italian AucniTEC-
TL'KE we have traced the rise and progress of the

Renaissance in the country of its birth. The spread

of cl.assical literature during the Ifith and ICth cen-

turies created .1 t.aste for cl.issic .architecturo in

every country in Europe. France, from her proxi-

mity aiul const.ant intercourse with Italy, was the

first to introduce the new stylo north of the Al))3.

Francis 1. invited It.aliaa artists to his court during

the first half of the IGth century. The most distin-

guished of these were Leonardo da Vinci, Beuvenuto
Cellini, Primaticcio, and Serlio. These artists

introduced Italian details, and native architects

aii|ilied them to the old forms to which they were
accustomed, and which suited the purposes of their

buddings, and thus originated a style similar to,

though diverse from, that of Italy.

The Itahan buildings were chiefly churches, St
Peter's being the great model. In France (as in

the other countries north of the Alps), the stock
of churches was more than was required. The
grand domestic buildings of Florence and pLome
were actually needed for defence, and were founded
in design on the old medieval castles, which the
nobles occupied mthin the cities. The domestic
architecture of France is rather taken from the
luxurious residences of the monks, and although
very graceful in outline and in detad, its buildings

want the force and grandeur of the Italian palaces.

In the French Renaissance, so much are the old
Gothic forms and outline preserved, that the build-

ings of Francis I. might, at a short distance, be
mistaken for (iothic designs, although, on nearer
approach, all the details are found to be imitated
from the classic. Such are the palaces of Chambord

Fig. 1.—Cliateau of Chambord.

and Chenonccaux on the Loire, Fontaineble.an, and
many others. The churches of this period are the

same in their principles of design. Gothic forms
and construction are everywhere preserved, while
the detail is a.s ne.ar classic as the designers could

make it. St Eustache, in P.aris, is one of the finest

examples of this transition.al style.

From the middle of the IGth to the middle of the
ITtli c, a style prevailed which may be said to have
combined all the defects of the Renaissance. It was
neither classic nor Gothic. It h.ad no principles

of constniction or decoration save the indi\-id\ial

caprice of the designer. This style, usually known
.13 that of the time of Henry IV., is the b.asest which
has been adojited in France, and h.os no redeeming
qualities. It may bo distinguished by the constant
use of meaningless pU-osters, broken entablatures,

curved, and contorted cornices, architraves, ie., all

applied so as to conceal rather than to mark and
153
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diriuify the real uses of the features of the buildings.

The palace of the Tuileries shews well all the

above defects. From this debased and meaniugless

Fig. 2.—Central Pavilion of the Tuileries,

As designed by De Lorme (from Mariette).

style, architecture gradually recovered, and dm-ing
the 18th c, a style more becoming the dignity and
importance of the Grand Monarque was intro-

duced. The classic clement now began to prevail,

to the entire exclusion of all trace of the old Gothic
forms. Many very large palaces are built in this

stj'Ie ; but, although grand from their size, and
sti'iking from their richness and luxuriance, they
are frequently tame and uninteresting as works of

art. The palace of Versailles (q. v.) is the most
prominent example. The two Alansards, one of

whom designed Versailles, had gi^eat opportunities
dm'ing this extravagant epoch. Their invention of

giving a row of separate houses the appearance of

one palace, which has ever since saved architects a
world of trouble, was one of the most fatal blows
which true street-architecture could Ixave received.

The east front of the Louvre, designed by Perraiilt,

is one of the best examples of the style of the age.

Many elegant private hotels and houses in Paris

were erected at this period. The most striking

peculiarity of the style of Louis XIV. is the orna-

ment then used, called Rococo (q. v.).

The classic Renaissance was completed in the
beginning of the present century by the literal

copyism of ancient buildings. Hitherto, architects

had attempted to apply classic architecture to the
requirements of modern times ; now they tried to

make modern wants conform to ancient architecture.
ISi

In the Madeleine, for instance, a pure peripteral

temple is taken as the object to be reproduced, and
the architect has then to see how he can an-ange a

Christian church inside it ! Many buildings erected

dm-ing the time of the Empire are no douljt very
impressive, with noble porticoes and broad blank

waUs ; but they are in mauy respects mere shams

;

attempts to make the religious biukliugs of the

Greeks and Romans serve for the conveniences and
requirements of the 19th century. This has been

found an impossiljility—people have rebelled against

houses where the window-light had to be sacrificed

to the reproduction of an ancient portico, and in

which the height of the stories, the arrangement of

the doors, windows, and, in fact, all the features

were cramped, and many destroyed. The result

has been that this cold and servile copyism is now
entu-ely abandoned, and the French are working out

a free kind of Renaissance of their own, which pro-

mises well for the future ; and is, at the present

moment, as the streets of Paris testify, the liveliest

and most appropriate style in use for modern street-

architecture.

In Spain, the Renaissance style took early root,

and from the richness of that country at the time,

many fine buildings were erected ; but it soon

yielded to the cold and heavy ' Greco-Romano'

style, and that was followed by extravagances of

style and ornament more absurd than any of the

reign of Louis XIV. The later Renaissance of

Spain was much influenced by the remuants of

Saracenic art which everywhere abound in that

country.

In England, as in the other countries of Europe,

classic art accompanied the classic literature of the

period ; but, being .at a distance from the fountain-

head, it was long before the native Gothic style

gave place to the classic Renaissance. It was more

than a century after the foundation of St i'eter's

that Henry VIII. brought over two foreign artists

—John of Padua and Havenius of Cleves—to

introduce the new style. Of their works, we have

many early examples at Cambridge and Oxford, in

the latter half of the 16th century.

Longleat, Holmby, WaUaton, and many other

county mansions, built towards the end of the 16th

c., are line examples of how the new style was
gradually introduced.

The coui-se of the Renaissance in England was
similar to its progress in France ; it was even slower.

Little classical feeling prevailed till about 1620. The
general expression of all the buildings before that

date is almost entirely Gothic, although an attempt

is made to introduce classical details. The pointed

gables, muUioned windows, oriels and dormers, and
the picturesque outlines of the old style, are aU
retained long after the introduction of quasi-classic

profiles to the mouldings. Tliis style, which pre-

vailed during the latter half of the ICth c, is called

Elizabethan, and corresponds to the somewhat
earlier style in France of the time of Francis I.

This was followed in the reign of James I. by a

similar but more extravagant style called Jacobean,

of which Heriot's Hospital is a good example ; the

fantastic ornaments, broken entablatures, &c., over

the windows, being characteristic of this style, as

they were of that of Henry IV. in France.
The first architect who introduced real Italian

feeling into the Renaissance of England was Inigo

Jones. After studying abroad, he was appointed
superintendent of royal buildings under James I.,

for whom he designed a magniticent palace at White-
hall. Of this, only one small portion was executed
(1619— 1621), and still exists under the name of the
Sanqueting House, and is a good example of the
ItaUan style. Joues also erected several elegant
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mansions in this style, -which then became more

o-enerally adopted.

In the latter half of the 17th c., a splendid oppor-

tunity occurred for the adoption of tlie Kenaissanoe

style after the great lire of London. Sir Christopher

Wren rebiult an immense number of churches in

that style, of which St Paul's (q. v.) was the most

important. The spire of Bow Church and the

interior of St Stephen's, Wallbrook, are also much
admired.
During the ISth c., classic feeling predominated,

and gi-a'dually extended to all classes of buildings.

In the early part of the ceutiuy, Vanbrugh bmlt

the grand but ponderous palaces of Blenheim and

Fig. 3.—Park Front of Castle Howard.

Castle Howard, which have a character and origin-

iility of their own. To these succeeded a vast
number of noblemen's mansions, designed by Camp-
bell, Kent, the Adamses, and others.

Many of these, like the contemporaneous buildings
of France, are of great size and magnilieence ; but
they are usually tame aud cold in design, and a
sameness pervades them all. They generally consist

of a rustic basement-storj', with a portico over the
centre, and an eqnal number of windows on either

eide. The portico is considered essential, and
although perfectly useless, the light and convenience
of the house are invariably sacriliccd for it.

The further study of the buildings of Greece and

Part of Park Front of Bridgewater House.

Home led, in the beginning of the present century, to
the fashion of reproducing them more literally. All

important public buildings were now requh-ed to be

absolute copies of ancient buildings, or parts of

them, or to look like such, and then the architect

had to work out the accommodation as best he might.

St Paueras' Chm-ch in Loudon is a good example.

It is made up of portions from nearly every temple

in Greece ! Many really successful liuihUngs, such

as St George's Hall, Liverpool, the High School and

Royal Institution in Edinburgh, have been erected

in this style ; but they owe their effect not to their

being designs well adapted to then- requirements,

but to the fact, that they are copies from the finest

buildings of antiquity.
, ^ , ^ , ,

Sir Charles Barry was the first to break away
from this thraldom, and to return to

the ti-ue system of designing build-

lags—those, namely, which have
their general featm-es arranged so

as not only to express the purposes

they are intended to serve, but in so

doing to form the decorative as well

as tile useful features of the build-

ings. The Travellers' Club-house

and Bridgewater House iu London
are admirable specimens of his

design. There are no superfluous

porticoes or obstructive pediments,

but a ]>leasmg and reasonable design

is produced by simply grouping the
windows, and crowning the building

with an appropriate cornice.

As already noticed, a similar

style of domestic architectm'e is now
being worked out in France ; Ijut

both there and in this country there has been a

reaction against everything classic, and a revival of

medieval architecture has superseded that of classic,

especially in ecclesiastical biuldings. A very large

number of churches has been erected within the

last 20 years iu the Gothic style, but it cannot lie

said that these are usually well adapted to the

modern Protestant service. The most magnitlcent

example of this style is the Palace or Houses of

Parliament at Westminster.
In Germany, Paissia, and every country of Europe,

the Pienaissance prevailed in a manner similar to

that above described. In Germany, there are few
specimens of early Benaissance, the picturesque

castle of Heidelberg being almost unique as au
early example. The Zwu'uer and Japanese palaces

at Dresden, which are nearly alone as edifices of

the beginning of the ISth c, shew how poor the

architecture of Germany tlien was. In the domestic

buildings of Nuremberg, Dresden, and other towns
of the north of Germany, there are many instances

of the picturesque application of classic detail to the

old Gothic outlines.

One of the most striking ex.^mples of the reviv.al

of classic art occurred in Bavaria during the first

half of the present century, under the ausjnccs of

King Louis. He caused all the biuldings he had
seen and admu-ed in his travels to he reproduced in

Bavai'ia. Thus, the royal palace is the Pitti Palace

of Florence on a small scale ; St Mark's at Venice
is imitated in the Byzantine Chapel-royal ; and the
Walhalla, on the banks of the Danube, is an exact
copy (externally) of the Parthenon. The finest

buildings of Munich are the Picture-gallery aud
Sculpture-gallery by Ivlenze, both well adapted to

their purpose, and good adaptations of Italian and
Grecian architectm-e.

In Vienna aud Berlin, there are many cxamplea
of the revived Classic and Gothic styles, but the
Germans have always imdcrstood the former better
than the latter. The muscmns at Berlin, aud many
of the theatres of Germany, are good exam])le3 of
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classic buildings.—The domestic architecture of

Berlin is well worthy of notice, many of the dwell-

ing-houses being quite equal in design to those of

Paris.

Of the other countries of Europe, the only one

which deserves remark for its Uenaissance buildings

is Taissia. St Petersburg is, of all the cities of

Eurojie, the one which best merits the title of a city

of palaces. From the date at which the city was
foimded, these are necessarily all Pienaissauce in

character. They are nearly all the works of Ger-

man or Italian architects, and are unfortunately,

for the most part, in the coldest and worst style.

The ornaments of the palaces are chiefly jiilasters

running through two stories, mth broken entabla-

tures, &c., and ornaments of the flimsiest rococo.

The New IMuseum, by Klcuze, is, however, a marked
exception.

Along with architecture, during the period of the

Kenaissance, Painting and Sculpture (q. v.) and all

the other arts took their models from the classic

remains which were so carefuUy sought for and
studied. All ornamental work, such as carving,

jewellery, and metal-work of all kinds, followed in

the same track. Medieval niches and pinnacles

gave place to tlie columns and entablatures of the

classic styles, and the saints of the middle ages

yielded to the gods and goddesses of ancient Rome.

RENAI'X, a to^vn of Belgium, in the province of

East Flanders, picturesquely situated, 24 miles by
railway south of Ghent. Brewing, tanning, distil-

ling, and salt-rctiniug are carried on ; and line linen

and damasks, %voollen fabrics, hats, and tobacco,

are extensively manufactiu'cd. Pop. 14,000.

RENAN, Joseph Ernest, a renowned French
theologian and orientalist, was born in IS'23 at

Treguier (Cotes-du-Nord). His first education he

received at the hands of the priests who directed

the school of his native place. At sixteen years of

age, he was sent to Paris, where he entered the

seminary of Abbe Dupauloup, to prepare himself for

the church. Three years later, he went to Issy,

and having completed his philosophical studies

there, to St Sidpice. On leaving this, however, he

declared himself unable to follow out the path

traced for him. The theological and lingnistical

studies, to which he had devoted himself with rare

industry, had led him to results which did not seem
to allow him the exercise of priestly functions iu

his church. He took the place of repetUeur in a

school, and here prepared himself for an academi-

cal career, lu 1847, his Memoir Sur les Langues
Semitlques ('On the Semitic Languages') obtained

the Volney Prize ; and the following year, another

Memoir of his, Sur VEhide du Grec duns I'Occident

an Moyen Aye ('On the Stxidy of Greek in the

West during the Middle Ages') was crowned. In

1S48, he began to publish a periodical. La Liberie

de Penser ('Liberty of Thought'), in which he em-

bodied some of his most brilliant essays on theology,

philosophy, philology, history, and the many varie-

gated branches of liis studies, which, however, were

all merely preparatory to the great work for which

he concentrated all his energies—viz., the investiga-

tion of the origin of Christianity, which, according

to Mm, is as hiunan and natural, and has grown out

of the history and circumstances of the times, in

precisely the same manner as any other event in the

records of humanity. His Memoir, Sur les Langues

Semiliques, he expanded in 1855 into a Histolre

Generale des Langues Seviiliques (' General History

of the Semitic Languages'), which, with all its

shortcomings, is the most methodical and brilliant

compilation on the subject. Of the variety of subjects

to which he devoted his time besides, his nmnerous
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contributions to the Revue des Deux Mondes and the
Jouriud des Dehats, bear ample witness. In 1850, he
published a historical essay, Sur Averroes el tAver-
roisme, for which he had collected materials on a

scientific jom'ney to Italy. In consequence of this

he was appointed Employe at the Imperial Library
in Paris. He further produced translations of

Canticles and the Book of Job, with introductions

and commentaries [Le Cantique des Cantiques, &o.,

1S60, el Le Livre de Job, &c., 1859). In 18G0, he
was sent by the Emperor on a tour of exploration

to Syria and Phoenicia, the results of which, how-
ever (now in the course of publication), fall rather

short of the general expectations. On his return,

he was elected to the chair of Hebrew professor-

ship at the College de France ; but his inaugural

lecture made him, through its too free handling

of theological matters, so obnoxious to those in

powei-, that his course was flrst suspended, and
finally his professorship was taken from him. Of
Ins most recent work. La Vie de Jesus, forming

Part I. of his Orighies du Chrislianisme, in the

same way as liis Hisloire des Langues Semitiques, is

the first part only of a large work entitled Hisloire

Generale et Sysleme compare des Langues Sejiiiliqucs,

it is hardly necessary to say more than that it

has, temporarily, created the profoundest emotion

throughout Eiu'ope, and, in fact, the whole civilised

world. An abstract of it, in a more popidar form,

has been pubUshed by him imder the title Jesus.

His various minor essays have been collected into

two volumes, respectively called Etudes d'Hisloire

ReUgieme (1856) and Essais de Morale et de Crilique

(1S59).

KE'l^DSBURG, a strongly fortified town,

in the duchy of Holstein, stands at the point of

junction of the river Eider and the Kiel Canal, 67

miles north-north-west of Altona by railway. E. is

favourably situated for commerce, and carries on an

active trade in timber. Pop. 11,782.

RENE or RENATUS L, surnamed 'the Good,'

titular king of Naples and Sicily, the son of

Louis II., Duke of Anjou and Count of Provence,

was born in 1408 at Angers. R.'s paternal gi-and-

father, Louis I., Duke of Anjou, and second son of

John the Good, king of France, had been adopted

in 1380 by Joanna I., queen of Naples, as her suc-

cessor ; and on his death, a few years afterwards,

his son, Pi.'s father, was crowned king of Naples

and Sicily. He, however, did not derive any sub-

stantial advantages from this recognition of his

presumed rights ; and when, on his death and that

of his eldest son, Louis II., 11., as the next heir,

endeavoured to make good his pretensions to

the great Neapolitan heritage, he foimd himself

involved iu disastrous disputes with numerous other

aspirants to the coveted throne. R. had married

Isabella of Lorraine, and through her was also a

claimant of the rich territories of Lorraine, and con-

seqxiently brought upon himself the ermiity of his

wife's brother-ni-Iaw, the Duke of Burgimdy, who
laid equal claim to the heritage of the ducal House

of Lorraine. The best years of R.'s life were

spent in the fruitless effort to establish these

pretensions ; but when, in 1442, his powerful rival,

Alfonso of Aragon, took Naples, after a protracted

siege, the struggle was virtually decided ; and R.,

recognising at length the futility of his schemes,

retu-ed to his hereditary dominions in Provence, and

thenceforth occupied himself with the administra-

tion of his territories, and with the cultivation of

poetry and painting, in both of which he attained a

degree of proficiency above the average of his age,

as is shewn by the poems and illuminated illustra-

tions by his hand still preserved in the Imperial
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Library at Paris. In 1445, E.. gave his beautiful

daughter Margaret in marriage to Henry VL of

England, and at the same time obtained from his

royal son-in-law the restitution of Anjou aud
Maine, which had remained in the hands of the
English since the successftd wars of Henry V. This
did not, however, prevent E. from taking part in

the wars of Charles VII. against the English in

1449 ; but after a brief stay n-ith the army, H.,

wearied with the excitement and discomforts of

war, retired to Abe in Provence, where for many
years he attracted to his court the cultivators of

song and romance, while he encouraged manufac-
tures, and augmented the resources of the province

by the introduction of improved methods of agri-

culture, and the importation of various useful trees

and plants, and died in 14S0, universally regretted
by his subjects, among whom the memory of 'the
good king Kene' was long held in gi'eat veneration.

R.'s sons had died before him ; aud as 'with him
the House of Anjou became extinct, its ten-itorial

dominions lapsed to the French crown, and have
since that period formed an integral part of France.

RENEWAL of a Bill of Exchange is matter
of agreement between the parties, and a new bill is

granted by the party liable to pay in substitution

for the old one. The residt is, that the former bill

is suspended in its operation till the renewed one
arrives at maturity. But the former one is not
extinguished, for it revives if the renewed bUl is not
paid ; and even though the renewed bill is paid, an
action may be brought on the former bill to recover

the interest due upon it.

RE'NFREW {anciently Slraihgryfe), a county in

Scotland, 31 miles long, by 13 broad, is bounded
on the X. and W. by the river and Firth of Clyde,
on the S. by A3-rshire, and on the E. and N. by
Lanarkshire. Area 247 sq. m., or 158,2CS acres

;

pop. (ISGl), 177,561. (1871—216,919.)
R. is very unequal iu its surface, and conse-

quently in the nature and quality of its sod; the
highest portion of it, composing two-thirds of its

surface, reach to the height of 1240 feet above
the level of the sea, and gradually decline to a
level extending to some 12,000 acres. R. was
divided iu 1815 into the Upper and Lower "Wards,
with a sheriff-substitute for each. There are exten-
sive mineral deposits in the county, employing a
large number of people, and constituting a great
source of commerce aud wealth. The manufacture
of soft goods, comprising sUk, cotton, and muslin
fabrics, is carried on to a great extent ; and the
good roads and railways, together with the seaports

of Greenock and Port Glasgow, afford ready means
of transit both for home and foreign trade. The
chief towns, besides these ports, are Renfrew (q. v.),

Paisley (q. v.), and Johnstone (q. v.).

Besides the Clyde, and some small streams, there

are three rivers of considerable size, called the

Black Cart, the White Cart, and the Gryffe.

The number of proprietors is a little over 2600,

and the number of occupants 1181. Of the whole
acreage of R., there were, in 1857, imder grass and
liay 41,598 acres ; and under rotation of crops

75,151, of which there were in wheat, 4764 acres,

averaging 35 bushels 2.^ pecks per acre ; barley, 417
acres, averaging 36 bushels 0^ pecks ; oats, 17,097

acres, averaging 37 l)ushels OJ pecks ; here, 106 acres,

averaging 34 bushels 2 pecks ; beans, 1232 acres

—

pc.ase, 8 acres, averaging 32 bushels 0| pecks
;

turnips, 3470 acres, averaging 16 tons 0} cwt.
;

pot.itoes, 5729 acres, averaging 5 tons 11^ cwt.;
summer fallow, 1S40 acres. Of live-stock, there
were horses, 3635; cattle, 22,398; sheep, 22,477;
ewiue, 1761.

The old valued rent was £5764. The valuation

for 1S6.3—1864 was £340,987, being an increase

over that of 1S57 of £58,791, exclusive of railways,

which in 1862—1863 were valued at £52,550. The
parliamentary constituency, returning a member of

parliament, in 1862, was 2313.

R. was the cliief patrimony of the Stewards of

Scotland, granted to them in 1404 by Robert III.,

since which time the eldest son of the reigning

sovereign has borne the title of Baron of Renfrew.

RENFREW, an ancient royal, parliamentary,
and municipal burgh, capital of the county of the
same name, stands on the south bank of the Clyde,

5 miles west-north-west of Glasgow. It contains

an educational institution called the Renfrew
Grammar School and Blythswood Testimonial, which
was originally endowed by charter of Robert III.,

and is in part maintained by the Town Council. On
the banks of the Clyde is a wharf, at which the
Glasgow steamers touch. Silk and muslin fabrics

are woven ; and many of the inhabitants are
employed in iron-works and in shipbuilding, which
branches of industi-y have within i-ecent years
become important here. Pop. (1861) of royal burgh,
3412. (1871^162.)

RENNEL, James, a well-known English geo-

grapher, was born near Chudleigh, Devonshire, in

1742, and entered the navy as a midshipman at the
age of 15, distinguishing himself imder Admiral
Parker at the siege of Pondicherry. At the age of

24, he left the navy, and enlisted as an officer of

engineers in the East India Company's army, lising

through the influence of his distinguished ser\ace3

imder Clive to the grade of major. Soon after-

wards, he was transferred to the post of surveyor-

general of Bengal, an office more iu keeping with
his tastes. While serving in the army, he had
prepared and published a Chart of Vie Bank and
Currents of Cape AgiiUias (1768), which attracted

the general notice of geographers; and having
retired from office (1782) vrith a pension of £600,
he followed up this work by a succession of geo-

graphical works on India, the cliief of which was
Memoirs of a Map of Hhiduslan (Lend. 1783), new
editions of which appeared in 17SS, 1793, aud 1800,

each of which merits to be considered a distinct

work. But his geogi-aphical investigations took a
wider scope, for in 1792 he pubUshed a Memoir
of Vie Geography of Afriea, from the communi-
cations of Major Houghton, and the relations of

Ledyard and Hornemann ; and in 1798, he aided
Mimgo Park in the arrangement of his travels,

illustrating them by a map. R. had been elected

a member of the Roj'al Society in 17SS. The
subject of the correctness of the ancient geo-
graphers being at that time much discussed, R.,

though wholly ignorant of Greek, imdertook the
vindication of Herodotus (whose works he became
acquainted with tlirough the mediiun of a trans-

lation), and published in 1800 hia Geographical
System of Herodotus Examined and Explained,
a work of unrivalled merit, displaj'ing as it does one
of the grandest combinations of acuteness, sagacity,

aud research. A second edition was published in

1830. In 1814, appeared his Observations on the

7'opography of the Plain of Troy; .and two years
afterwards. Illustrations (ehiejly Geographical) of
the Expedition of the. Younger Cyrus, lix., and of
Vit Retreat of the Ten Thousand. After his death,
which took pkace at London, 29th March 1830,

there were found among his papers several MS.
works, including the Inv<:stigalion of the Atlantic
Currents and those between the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans (Lond. 1832), in the composition of which
book he examined the logs of all the ships of
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war and Indiamen whicli had traversed those seas

for about 40 years previous, and reduced their
observations to a general system ; and A Treatise
on the Comparathe Geograplnj of Western Asia, with
an atlas, ancient and modern (Lond. 1S31), a work
of great laljoiir and research, which had been jire-

jiared Ijy the royal command, and the jiublication

of which was partially defrayed at the king's
expense. 11. was one of the most remarkable men
of his time ; his works exhibit throughout the most
earnest perseverance and industry, sound judgment,
and wonderful sagacity.

RENNES (nedoncs of the Romans, Condaie of

the Gauls), formerly the capital of the province of

Bretagne, now the chief town of the dep. of lUe-
et-Vilaine, is situated at the confluence of the
rivers lUe and Vilaine. It is divided into the
upper or new town, and the lower or old town. It

is surrounded liy ancient walls, flanked with towers,
beyond which lie extensive suburbs. Three bridges
unite the two divisions of the town, the older
portions of which lie on the left bank of the
Vilaine, and are often exposed to serious damage
from inundations. The most noteworthy of the
puljlic buildings are the cathedral—a large but
inelegant specimen of early Gothic ; St Peter's
Church, with its two grand old towers ; and the
town-hall, a fine modern building. 11. is the see of a
bishop, and the seat of a High Coiu-t of Jurisdiction
for lUe-et-Vilaine and several other adjacent depart-
ments, and has tribunals oi First Instance and of
Commerce. As the focus of main and branch-lines
of railway between Paris and the north-west of

the empire, and commanding good river and canal
navigation, 11. is favourably situated for commerce

;

and iu addition to the transport of the abundant
farm-produce of the neighbouring districts, it carries
on a considerable trade in its own manufactures,
which include cotton and linen yarns, flannel stock-
ings, lace, sail-cloths, earthenware, &o. Pop. (1862)
34,387.

RE'KNET consists of the inner lining of the true
stomach (see Digestion) of the sucking-calf, and
depends for its use upon the acid gastric juice
contained in it. It is prepared by removing
the stomach from the animal as soon as killed,

and scra]nng otf the outer skin and all super-
fluous fatty matter. The membrane is then salted
for some hours, and stretched out to dry. If
perfectly dried, it wUl keep for a long time.
When used, a small piece is taken and soaked in a
little w-liey or water, and then added to the milk
intended to be cm-died.

RENNETT, the common name, not only in
English, but, with slight motlificatious, in French,
German, and other languages, of a class of apples,
including many of the most beautiful and pleasant
varieties. They are of very regidar and nearly
globose shape ; their skin has generally a rusty
tinge, and often a kind of unctuousness to the
touch ; their flesh is finely gramdar ; and besides
being sweet and agi-eeably acid, they have a peculiar
aromatic flavour. They do not keep well. The
trees have a very regular haljit of growth, and are
very suitable for dwarf standards. The name E.
seems to be originally French

—

Eeinette, Little
Queen.

RENKIE, Jonx, an eminent civil engineer, was
bom at I'hantassie, near East Linton, East Lothian,
7th June 17U1. His ]u'eliminary education was
olitaiued at the parish-school of East Linton, and
supplcmcnteil by two years at Dunbar, where
he was indoctrinated into pure mathematics.
After bring for some time a workman in tlie

employment of Mr Andrew Meikle, celebrated
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in connection with the Thrashing-mill (q. v.), he
proceeded to Edinburgh, where lie attended the
lectures on natural philosophy by Dr Robison, and
those on chemistry by Dr Black (q. v.). Fur-
nished with a recommendation from Professor
Robison, he visited (1780) the works of Messrs
Boidton and Watt at Soho, near Birmingham,
and was immetli.atcly taken into emploj-mcnt by
that eminent firm. Here his mechanical genius
soon displayed itself ; and so highly did W.itt
esteem R., that he gave him, in 1789, the sole

direction of the construction and fitting-up of the
machinery of the Albion Mills, London ; and the
ingenious improvements effected in the connecting
wheel-work were so strildng, that R. .at once rose
into gener.al notice as an engineer of gi'eat pro-
mise. Abimdance of mill-work now flowed in

upon him, and the thorough ctEciency of his

workmanship greatly contriljuted to his fame. To
this branch of engineering he added, about 1790,
another—the construction of bridges ; and in this

branch also his i)re-eminent talent and ingenuity
displayed themselves. The elegance and solidity

of his constructions, the chief of which were raised

at Kelso, Leeds, Musselburgh, Newton-Stewart,
Boston, New Galloway (and at other places

afterwards mentioned), were universally admired

;

R.'s greatest work iu this department was the Water-
loo Bridge over the Thames, said to be the noblest
structure of its kind in the world, and it certainly

combines in the happiest proportions the qualities

of grandeur and simplicity. It was commenced in

1811, and finished in less than six years, at a cost of

more than £1,000,000. Another of his works is

the Southwark Bridge, which was buUt on a new
principle, cast-iron arches resting on stone piers,

and Avas finished in four years at an expense of

i£800,000. He also drew up the plan for the London
Bridge, which, however, was not commenced till

after his death. We have only space to enumerate
the rest of his great engineering achievements

:

he superintended the execution of the Grand
Western Canal iu Somerset, the Polbrook Canal
in Cornwall, the canal joining the Don and
Dee iu Aberdeen, that between Arundel and
Portsmouth, and chief of all, the Kenuet and
Avon Canal between Newbury and Bath. The
London Docks, the East and AVest India Docks at

Blackwall, with their goods' sheds, the HuU docks,
the Prince's Dock at Liverpool, and those of Dublin,
Greenock, and Leith, were all designed, and wholly
or partially executed under his superintendence.
He also planned many improvements on harbours
and on the dockyards of Portsmouth, Chatham,
Sheerness, and Plymouth ; executing at the last-

mentioned port the most remarkable of all his

naval w-orks, the celebrated Breakwater. R, died
October IG, 1821, and was buried in St Paul's
Cathedral. R.'s great merit as an engineer con-
sisted in his almost intuitive perception of what
was ]iroper to be done to effect the assigned purpose.
Another striking characteristic of his works is the
remarkable combination in fiiem of beauty and
durability. Iu this respect, R. had no rival ; and
though his works are frequently objected to on the
ground of their expensiveness, yet their lasting
quahties will in the eud more than compensate for
this. In person, R. was of extraordinary stature
and herculean strength—characteristics which have
for a lengthened period distinguished his family,
and with reference to which numerous tales are
still current regarding many of his relatives.

BENNIE, George, an eminent English civil

engineer, and the eldest sou of the preceding, was
born iu Surrey, .January S, 1791, and at the age of

10 entered the Edinburgh University, being placed
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under the charge of Professor Playfair, in whose
house Earl Russell, then an Edinburgh student,

also at that time resided. After attentUng a course

of classics, mathematics, chemistry, and natural

philosophy, he returned to Loiulon in ISll, and
commenced the practical study of engineering

under his fatlier. In 1818, he was appointed

the superintendent of the machinery of the Mint,

and at the same time aided his father in the

]ilanning and designing of several of his later

works. After his father's de.ath in 1S'21, 11.

entered into partnership with his younger brother,

John (now Sir John llennie), as engineers and
machinery constructors ; and during the existence

of the firm, it carried on an immense business,

including the execution of most of the works which
had been planned by the elder Eennie, and the

completion of those which he had left unfinished.

Their operations included the construction of bridges,

liarbours, docks, ship-yard and dredging machinery,
steam-factories, both in Great Britain and on the
continent, and many of the great naval works at

Scbastopol, Cronstadt, Odessa, Nicolaiev, and in the
principal jiorts of England ; they also made the
coining machinery for the mints at Calcutta, Bombay,
Lisbon, Jlexico, and Peru ; the biscuit, chocolate,

and fiour mills at Deptford, Gosport, and Plymouth

;

and furnished marine engines for the war-ships
of England, Russia, France, Italy, Mexico, &c.

Besides these multifarious labours, they built ships

both of wood and iron, dr.ained large tracts of land

in the midland counties of England, and I!, super-

intended the construction of several continental

railways. He w.as elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society in 1822, and was subsequently enroDcd in

similar societies at Dublin, Turin, Rotterdam, &c.

He is the author of ' E.xperiments on the Strength of

Materials,' ' The Frictions of Solids,' and ' The
Frictions of Fluids,' published in the Philosopltkal

Transactionn. He has also contributed Memoirs
to the Tranfsaclions of the Civil Engineers.—His
brother. Sir John, was knighted on the occasion of

the opening of the new London Bridge (1831), one
of their works, and retired from the firm in 18-15.

He subsequently practised as au architect ; while
his elder brother carries on, with the aid of his two
suns, the business of the firm.

RENT, in Political Economy, is a term applied

to the profits drawn from land, houses, or other
immovaljle property, termed in England ' real

property.' It is colloquially applied to these pro-

fits oidy when the property is hired by a tenant
who pays fur the use of it. It was long before a
distinction was niade between such letting and
hu'ing and that of any other commodity, such as a

ship or a wagon. But political economists found
that there was a fundamental distinction, affecting

large questions not only in political economy but
in state politics. These are connected with the

specialty that other profits, whether from the letting

of articles or otherwise, arise out of the acts of

those to whom the articles belong ; but the rent of

land is a fund that exists through external causes,

over which the owner has no control, and in certain

conditions inust exist whoever may draw it. When
' the theory of rent,' as it was termed, dawned upon
the economists, and was but partially seen, they
developed it in different formulas, which appeared

to be different theories, but in reality were crude

forms, tending, though com])licated in themselves,

to the simple [U'lnciplc, that the pressure of popula-

tion on the means of subsistence creates rent on

those lands where the means of subsistence can

most easily be produced. In an eidarging and ag-

grandising country like Britain, the phenomenon is

in constant gradual operation; but it will be best

illustrated by supposing an instance of sudden and
extensive .action. Suppose there is an island in

which 1000 people find enough for their wants in

the natural produce of its most fertile soil. Sud-
denly 500 jieople become added to the population,

and an increase of the existing fooil to the extent
of one-half is required. The shape in which tliis

increase will take place will be competition, by
the offer of an enhanced price for food, and that
enhanced price will tempt jieople to bring imder
cultivation the inferior lands. The owners, how-
ever, of the old rich lands will not see their neigh-

bours getting prices a third higher than themselves

;

they, too, will sell their produce at the market
price, and the difference between this and the old

value will be rent. It is of no moment, in the
economic question of the existence of the element,

that the owner of the rich soil does not let it ; if

he eats his bread chcajier than his neighbour, that

is merely the form in which he derives the advan-
tage of rent. The importance of this view, both in

politics and economics, is that rent vmst exist, and
cannot be got rid of. Whoever has at his command
better land than the worst that is cultivated, holds
rent. It is in vain, therefore, to think of destroying
the ' monopoly,' as it is sometimes called, of land-

owners ; it revives as naturally by an economic law,

as water finds its level by a physical law. K you
were to divide all the land in Britain to-morrow in

equal portions among the inhabitants, the value of

it would be greatly deteriorated by the change, but
in time some patches woidd become more valuable

than others, and worth ' rent,' while the frugal and
industrious would gradually be absorbing the por-

tions of the idle and extravagant, and accumulat-
ing estates. In fact, to the mere consumer, it is of

no moment who has the land, provided it is in the
hands that can render it most productive. To this

end, it is more profitable that the laud of a country
shoulil be in the market, and obtainable by those
who, being ready to give most for it, are able to

work it to most profit. In France, where land is

divided among the owner's descendants, the con-

sequent breaking up mto small patches, not neces-

sarily in the hands of persons able or willing to

cultivate them, is detrimental to the value of the
land at large. On the other hand, an entail

sy.stem, such as that which predomuiated, and still

to a certain extent exists in Scotland, is detrimental,

by keeping the land out of the market, and neces-

sitating that it shall belong to a certain person, who
has perhaps neither the ability nor the capital to

turn it to its best purpose. In the struggle which
terminated in the cstaldishment of free trade in

1 846, the ' theory of rent ' was referred to with
much alarm, and it was said that when gi'ain was
brought from abroad, a reversal of the action creat-

ing rent would occm-, from the inferior lauds falling

out of cidtivation. Some free-tr.adcrs admitted this

as a necessary e\'il, but others said that the expan-
sion given to commerce would increase the demand
for the produce of the soil, while the home-growers
woidd have a monopoly from their vicinity. In
fact, the increase of trade and riches has been so

great, that the A'alue of land luas greatly increased

since the establishment of free trade, and that

although half our bread-stuffs come from abroad.

The great increase has been in the rearing of

butcher-meat, which the increased wealth of the
people has enabled them to buy.

KENT, in English Law, is an incident to the
tenure created between a lessor and lessee. It

consists not necessarily of money, but may be a
quantity of corn, or a jieiipercorn, or a (lower.

Where lands are held rent-free, it is usual for tlie

landlord to reserve some nominal rent, merely as
1S9
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an acknowledgment of tenancy. In the ordinary

case of leases, a payment of a fixed sum of money
is reserved annually for the benefit of the land-

lord. It is incidental to rent that the landlord

can, if it is not duly paid, distrain tiie tenant's

goods, or, indeed, any person's goods foimd on the

premises ; i. e., the landlord can seize these and
sell them without any judicial authority, in order

to pay the rent. Ko express agreement between
landlord and tenant is necessary to give the land-

lord this power of distress. The rule is, that rent

issues out of all and every part of the premises,

and whatever goods are found on any part of the

premises can be distrained by the landlord. Some-
times the owner of land gives a third party a right

to a certain rent out of his lands, by way of secu-

ritj', and it is called a rent-charge ; the p.arty entitled

to the rent-charge having power to distrain also for

the rent, though having no other right to the lands.

In Scotland, though the general rules as to rent do

not substantially differ, the landlord's power of

sequestration is not identical ^vith the English

power of distress. See Landlord and Tenant.

EE'NTON, a small town in the county of Dum-
barton, and two miles north of the town of that

name, on the right bank of the Leven. Smollett,

the novelist and historian, was born in the neigh-

bourhood, and is commemorated by a monument in

the town. Pop. (1851) 2.390
;

(ISGl) 2987, who are

employed in the printing, dyeing, and bleaching

works on the Leven.

EENUNCIA'TIOISr, as a legal term, is the

renouncing or abandoning of a right. In England,

the term is used solely in reference to an executor

who has been nominated in a wiU, but who, having

an option to accept it, declines to do so, and in

order to avoid any liability, expressly renounces the

office. This he maj' do by letter addressed to the

Court of Probate.—In Scotland, the term is also

used in reference to an heir, who is entitled, if he
pleases, to succeed to the ownership of heritable

property, but, from the extent of the incumbrances,

prefers to renounce the character of heii-. So the

renunciation of a lease in Scotland is used in the

same sense as the surrender of a lease in England.

KENWICK, James, LL.D., an American author

and physicist, was born about 1785, and graduated

at Columbia College, New York, in 1807. In 1S20,

he was appointed Professor of Chemistry and
Physics in that college, a position he held until

1854. In 18.38, he was appointed by the United

States government one of the commissioners to

explore the line of the boundary, then settled by
the Ashburton treaty, between Maine and New
Brunswick. In addition to his colleriate duties, he

wrote the biographies of Robert Fulton, David
Kittenhouse, and Count Eumford, in Sparks's

American Biography; a Memoir of De Wilt Clinton

(1834); Treatise on the Steam-enJjlne (\SiO—\?ii\).

His te.xt-books. Outlines of Natural Philosophy

(1832), and Outlines o/Geologi/ (18.38), were the first

works of their kind published in the United States,

and, with his other educational works, have jiassed

through niunerous editions.

KEPAI'RS is the legal as well as popular term
to denote the repairs done to a house or tenement
by a tenant or landlord during the currency of the
lease. In England, the burden of repairs is at

common law thrown on the tenant, so that unless
the lease expressly say that the landlord is to do
the repairs, the tenant will Ije bound, but generally
the lease states who is to do the repairs ; and it is

only ordinary repau'S that the tenant is bound to do.

In the lease of farms, the tenant is bound only to

keep the house in repair, and not the out-buildings,

though he is bound to keep the fences in repair. If

the landlord is bound to do the repairs, and fails to

do them, the tenant is not entitled to quit the
premises on that accoimt, though he will be entitled

to sue the landlord for damage caused by the want
of repairs. In Scotland, the landlord is bound at

common law to put the premises into tenantable

repair at the commencement of the lease. The
tenant is then bound to keep them in ordinary
repair, but not to keep them in repair where some
hmTicane or extraordinary cause has done injury.

REPEA'T, in Music, a character indicating the
repetition of the part or strain to which it appUes.

It consists of two perpendicular lines through the
staff, with dots before them and between the Knes

of the staff

—

placed at the close of the

strain to be repeated. When a series of notes has to

be repeated from the beginning of the piece, this sign

is inserted at the place where we have to return

to the beginning. But when the repetition is not
from the beginning of the piece, a reversed repeat

must be placed at the point where the

repetition begins, the passage to be repeated being
enclosed by the two signs. When the follow-

ing strain is also to be repeated, we have the
dots placed on both sides of the repeating sign

When a passage of some length is

to be repeated, with an alteration at the end, a
curved line with the figure 1, Ima, or prima volta

(Ital. first time) is placed over the jxart which is to

be altered, the sign of the repeat follows, and then the

altered termination with 2, 2(to, or seconda volta

(Ital. second time) placed over it.

Ima 2da

I »-t^ ——

i

j «Bj^^ —

i

I —t-*-^^ i-J /

^ :^:

pg«fr=»= ztt
•—#-—M—m—

f

3=t
D.S.

The words Da Capo, abbreviated D. C. (Ital. from
the begmning), indicate that a piece is to be repeated
from the beginning. But if that repetition is only

to extend to a particular point, at which the move-
130

ment or piece finally closes, that point is indicated
by the word Fitie (Ital. end), or the letter F. If,

however, the repetition is to begin, not from the
commencement of the piece, but from another point,
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the sign :0: is placed over the point, and the words
dal segno, abbreviated D.S. (Ital. from the sign), are

used to indicate the point after which the repetition

is to begin.

REPETI'TION, in Scotch Law, meana the

repayment of money which had been received by
mistalce or ignorance. The form of action by which
money is so recovered was, in tlie Eomau law,

called condictio indehiti, and the law of Scotland
adopts the same expression. The maxim is, that if

money has been paid imdcr some mistake as to the

law, it cannot be recovered ; but if it was paid

nnder a mistake as to a matter of fact, then it

may be recovered. In England, the same doctrine

holds, and the action is called an action for money
had and received.

REPIiEA'DER, in English Law, is a right to

jilead again, or deliver a fresh pleading, in conse-

quence of the issue which bad been joined not

meeting or exhausting the real point in dispute.

Tliis right is much abridged, iu consequence of the

lil)erality now used in amending the record.

REPLE'VIlSr, in English Law, is a form of action

by which goods which have been seized under an
illegal distress are taken back (security being given

to the amount for which the goods were distrained),

and the action of replevin commenced, to try the

legality of the seizure.

REPLICA'TIOS', in the English Common Law,
means the pleading of the plaintiff in answer to the

defendant's plea. The plaintiflTs first pleading is

the declaration, which is answered by the defend-

ant's plea, and which in turn is answered by the

plaintifi''s replication.

REPO'RTING, Parliamentakv. Accounts of

single speeches, and, at times, of entire debates in

the English parliament, have come down to us

from a very early period, and in the voluminous
work entitled the ParVuuiientarii History of Hug-
land, we possess the most valuable historical work
in our language. The earlier volumes of the Journals

of the House of Commons contain short notes of

speeches, which the clerks made without the autho-

rity of the House ; but all the later volumes record

nothing but the votes and proceedings—the res

gestce, in fact. Sir Symonds d'Ewes, who may be
considered our first parliamentary reporter, has left

us a journal of Queen Elizabeth's parliaments. The
session of 1G21 was also reported from notes taken
by a member. The Commons' Joiu'nals contain notes

of speeches in the parUaments of James I. and
James II. Kushworth, assistant-clerk in the Long
Parliament, 1640, took do^m in a species of short-

hand any speech of importance, and fm-uished

Charles I. with a oipy of the king's own speech

when he made the attempt to seize the five members.

His account of Remarkable Proceedings in Parlia-

ment forms one of the most valuable portions of

his Historical Collections. We are also indebted

to Thui-loe and Gr.ay for notices of what occurred in

parliament. During the reign of William III., a

member now and then sent a copy of his speech to

the newspapers, for printing which, however, they

were sometimes called to account. In the reigu of

Queen Anne, a monthly pamphlet, called the Poli-

tical State, gave an outline of the debates m parlia-

ment. In the reign of George I., the Historical

Register, published annually, professed to give

reports of parliamentary speeches. The Gentleman!

s

Magazine began a monthly publication of the

debates, the number for August 1735 containing a

report of the debate in the House of Lords on the

)irevious 23d January. Cave, the publisher, con-

tinued the practice in succeeding numbers, and his

systematic proceedings are thus described by Su-

John Hawldns :
' Taking with him a friend or two,

he found means to procure for them and himself
admission into the gallery of the House of Commons,
or to some concealed station in the other house, and
there they privately took down notes of the several
speeches, and the general tendency and substance
of the arguments. Thus fm-nished, Cave and his

associates would adjourn to a neighbouring tavern,
and compare and adjust their notes; by means
whereof, and the help of thcii' memories, they
became enabled to \\x. at least the substance of

what they had lately heard and remarked. The
reducing this crude matter into form was the work
of a future day and an abler hand—Guthrie, the
historian, whom Cave retained for the ])urpose.'

There was, however, no publication of the debates
during the sitting of the Houses ; parhament was
always prorogued before anything said in the course

of the session was given in the magazine. At first,

the names of the speakers were cautiously indicated

by the first and last letter ordy, and in many cases

the speaker's name was wboUy omitted. Growing
bolder by degrees, Cave printed the names at

length. The House of Commons soon took the alarm.

The publication of the debates of either House had
been repeatedly declared to be a high breach of

privilege. Sir Symonds d'Ewes gives us a resolu-

tion of the Lower House in the 31st Eliz. 15SS,

that ' speeches used iu this House be not any of

them made or used as table-talli, or in any wise

delivered in notes of ^vriting to any persons what-
ever, not being members of this House.' In 1G9S,

the Lords agreed to a standing order, which is stiU

unrepealed, declaring ' that it is a breach of the

privilege of this House for any person whatsoever
to print, or publish in print, anything relating to

the proceedings of the House, without the leave of

this House.' The Commons followed up several

previous resolutions to the same effect, by ordering,

iu 172S, ' that it is an indignity to, and a breach of,

the iJrivUege of this House, for any person to pre-

sume to give, in written or printed newspapers, any
account or minute of the debates or other proceed-

ings ; that upon discovery of the authors, printers,

or publishers of any such newspaper, this House
iriU proceed against the offenders -with the utmost
severity.' In 173S, Sjieaker Onslow called the atten-

tion of the House to the breach of its standing

orders by Cave and others. Sir Thomas Winning-
ton exhorted the Commons not to be less jealous of

their privileges than the other House, which had
lately punished some printers for publishing their

protests. ' What will be the consequence,' he
asked, ' if you allow these reports to go on im-
checked ? You wUl have the speeches of this House
every day printed, even during your session, and we
shall be looked upon as the most contemptible

assembly on the face of the earth.' The result was
another thundering resolution against the publica-

tion of debates ' either while parliament is sitting

or dm-ing the recess,' and a thi-eat to proceed against

offenders with the ' utmost severity.' The reports, not-

withstamling, stiU apjieared, but under the disguise

of 'Debates in the Senate of LiUiput,' iu the Gentle-

man's Magazine ; and 'Debates in the Political

Club,' in the London Magazine. The celebrated Dr
Johnson was employed by Cave in the composition
of his parliamentary debates, and the reports from
17-10 to 1713 are hold to have been entirely pre-

pared Ijy him ; sometimes irith the assistance of

Guthrie, a hack-writer, who had a good memory,
and used to bring home as much as he could recol-

lect fi'om the House ; and sometimes, according to

BosweU, with no other aid than the names of the
orators and the side they took. A\Tien it was
observed to Johnson that lie dealt out reason

191
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and eloquence pretty equally to both parties, he
remarked :

' I took care that the Whig dogs should
not have the bust of it.' It was not till 30 years

later that the parliamentary debates descended
from the magazines to the newspajjers. The latter

had, however, tor some time resolved to report the

debates (Woodfall's Jimius, iii. 345), and they took
advantage of the popidar excitement arising out of

the Lnttrell-Wilkes election for Middlesex, to try

the right of the House to interdict the publication

of its proceedings.

The ever-memorable contest between parliament
and the press began at the close of the year 1770.

The House of Commons followed up another solemn
threat by prompt action. Two printers, Thompson
and Wheble, were ordered to attend at the bar, and,

upon theu- contempt, were ordered into custody.

On the 12th of March 1771, complaint was made
against W. Woodfall, printer of the Morning
Chronicle; J. Miller, of the London Eveninr] Post

;

and four other printers of London daily papers, for

printing the proceedings of the House. The debates
were unusually violent ; there were 23 divisions

;

and the House did not adjourn until four a.m. The
printers were ordered to attend. Some surrendered,

and on asking ])ardon on their knees at the bar,

were discharged. Miller, not surrendering, was
ordered into the custody of the serjeant-at-arms.

His messenger arrested Miller within the precincts

of the city of London, and was immediately given

into custody by Miller for assault, and cai-ried before

the Lord Mayor, the Right Hon. Brass Crosby.
The deputy serjeant-at-arms attended before the
Lord Mayor, and explained the circumstances ; but
his lordship declared the Speaker's warrant illegal,

discharged MUler from custody, and committed the
messenger for assaidt. Wheble and Thompson had
been carried rcsijectively before Aldermen Wilkes
and OUver, who immediately discharged them, and
bound them over to prosecute, and the Speaker's
messenger to answer a charge of assault and false

imprisonment. The House of Commons was furious.

It had had enough of Wilkes, but ordered the
attendance of the Lord Mayor (a member of the

House) in his place, and also of Alderman Oliver.

The aldermen of London attended the House, and
pleaded their own cause, alleging that their charters

exempted the citizens from any law process being
served upon them except by their o\m officers. The
House ordered its various resolutions to be read,

prohibiting the reporting of its proceedings Ijy any,

even its own members, and then committed Alder-
man Oliver to the Tower. The Lord IMayor, who
was suffering from gout, was excused from further

attendance that day, but Wilkes was ordered to

attend at the bar on the Sth of April. The defiant

alderman was ready for the fray, but the House
evaded the meeting by adjourning from the 7th to

the 9th. The Lord ilayor, on the 27th, was
sent to join Alderman Oliver in the Tower. The
city of Loudon loudly protested against the arbi-

trary proceedings of the House, and the whole
country responded to the appeal. The power of

pjarhament to imprison ceases at the end of the

current session, and on the day of prorogation, July
23, the Lord Mayor and Alderman Ohver marched
out of the Tower in triumph, and at night the

city was illuminated. A few days afterwards, the

Speaker's messenger who had arrested AVheble was
tried at Guildhall for the assault, found guUty,
fined 1«., and imprisoned for two months in the
Compter. Next session, the House of Commons
tacitly acknowledged itself beaten. The printers

defied the House, continued to publish their pro-

ceedings, and slept, notwithstanding, secure in their

beds. In a short time, the House of Lords also
132

conceded the point. The victory was complete, and
no attempt has since been made to restrain the
pubhcation of the debates and proceedings of par-

liament. The resiilutiou affirming that it is a high
indignity to, and 'notorious breach of, the privileges

of the House to publish the debates,' still remains
imrevoked on the Journals. Although debates
are now daily citoil in parliament from jiriuted

reports, and galleries have been constructed for the
accommodation of the reporters, yet for some years
after the triumph of the press, the g.allery of the
Lower House was occasionally shut during debates.

Um-ing the American war, the public were more
than once excluded from the gallery for a whole
session. It is still in the power of any member,
who may call the Speaker's attention to the fact

that ' strangers are present,' to exclude the public

and the reporters from the House. This power has
frequently been exercised during living memory,
but on such occasions some one or more members
who have dissented from this course have taken
notes of the speeches, and have avowedly sent them
to the newspapers.

The old machinery of newspaper reportmg was
susceptible of immense impi'ovement. One of the

Woodfalls (a brother of the V\''oodfall of Junius)

had so retentive a memory that he went by the

name of ' Memory Woodfall.' When editor of the

Morninij Chronicle, he used to hsten to a debate in

the gallery, and vrrita it out next day, the taking
of notes being at that time forbidden. The employ-

ment of only one reporter for the whole night

necessarily caused great delay in the pubhcation of

the paper, AVoodfall's journal sometimes not being

ready until nine or ten o'clock at night. The first

great improvement was made by JMr Perry, a native

of Aberdeen, who succeeded Woodfall in the

management of the Morning Clironicle. He estab-

lished a corps of parliamentary reporters to attend

the debates of both Houses every night in succession.

He thus brought out the night's debate on the

following morning, anticipating his rivals by ten

or twelve hours. The superior excellence of the

reports thus obtained, as well as their more rapid

])ublication, soon made the new system universal.

The improvement in the reports of the debates
from the period of the American war untU the year
1S15, was but graduah At the close of the war,
however, public attention being directed with
almost exclusive anxiety to domestic affairs, the
publication of parliamentary debates became an
object of national importance, and in the course of

a few years assumed its present full, detailed, and
accurate character. Increased facilities for the

discharge of their important and arduous duties

were from time to time given to the reporters.

Formerly, they had no means of entering the
Strangers' Gallery except those which were com-
mon to the pubhc generally. On days when an
interesting debate was expected, they were obliged

to take their places on the stans early in the fore-

noon, and, after standing there for many hours, to

depend for their chance of getting in by batthng
their way in the crowd when the door opened. It

happened one nig'ht during Mr Pitt's jiremiership

that the gallery was more than usually thronged
in expectation of an important speech from the
minister. The reporters, unable either by force or

entreaty to obtain even tolerable accommodation,
took counsel together. They left the House ; and
next morning, ' instead of the rotmded periods of

the minister, there appeared nothing but one dire

blank, accompanied by a strong comment on the
grievance in which it had origin.ated' Mr Speaker
Abbott, not, as it was believed, without concert
with the vexed and aggrieved minister, immediately
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directed the appropriation of the uppermost bench
of tlie £;aUery to the reporters' exchisive use, with
a door in the centre, by wliich tliey alone had a

right to enter. Soon after, a small ' Reporters'

Room ' was added. The Lords followed the Lower
House in providing accommodation for the press.

During the debates on Catholic emancipation, a

small siiace below the bar was railed otf for them,
and a session or two afterwards, a seat was
formally set apart for the reporters. When the
Houses of Parliament were destroyed by lire in

1S34, an exclusive gallery was allotted to the
reporters in both chambers of the temporary struc-

ture in which the legislature held its sittings. Tliis

arrangement has been continued iu the S[)lendid

new Palace of Westmiuster, in which the two
Houses now hold their deliberations. In the House
of Lords, the Reporters' Gallery faces the throne
and the woolsack, and is one of the most prominent
iuternal features of the edilice. Complaint having
been made of the inaudibility of the speakers, their

lordships appointed a select committee, examined
the reporters, the architect, &c., and took all pos-

sible measures to make themselves heard in the
gallery. In the House of Commons, the Reporters'
Gallery is behind the chair. Both Houses provide
them with rooms and other conveniences for tran-

scribing their notes. In the Lower House, one of

the committee rooms has been set apart for their

use ; and a room occupying the site of the old Star
Chamber has recently been given to them for a
cluh-room.

The modern process of parliamentary reporting
may be best described by a sketch of the arrange-
ments made by the Times newsp.aper for a due and
expeditious transcript of the debates. The Times
parliamentary corps is sixteen in number, who
are equally divided between the two Houses.
Wien one House rises, the entire corps is available

for duty in the other, so long as it sits. It thus
happens that one of a series of reporters is con-
stantly in the gallery of the Lords, and another in

the Commons. Like sentinels, they cannot leave

their places mitil they are relieved by a colleague,

but this relief takes jilace with unvarj-ing regu-
larity every quarter of an hour. When both
Houses are sitting, each reporter has thus an hour
and three-quarters for the work of transcribing his

.•shorthand notes for the printer— a sufficiently short
interval, wlien it is remembered that a moderate
s[)eaker will fill three-quarters of a column, and a
ra])id speaker not mifrequently a column, in a
quarter of an hour. When his turn again comes
rcnmd, each reporter must be ready to resume the
duty of note-taking, and afterwards that of tran-

scrijition for the press. By maintaining this quick
succession of reporters, the process of n-riting for

the press is never interrn])ted until the whole debate
of the evening in both Houses is in the hands of

the printer. A long speech may thus be said to

extend from the mouth of the speaker to Printing
House Square. A part will be wet with ink on
the reporters' table ; one section will be travelling

over Westminster Bridge, and another over Black-
friars Bridge, in swift rela}'s of cabs ; a portion,

becoming larger every few minutes, will be in the
hands of the compositors, and a proof-sheet ready
jirinted, of the earUer passages, will be on the desk
of the editor. On some few occasions, when a

minister has been more than usually anxious to

secure the accurate publication of imijortajit state-

ments, a proof im]n-cssion of a verbatim re])ort of

nearly the whole of his speech has been placed in

his hands, to his extreme astonishment, as soon as

he resumed his seat. The mechanical arrange-
ments of the printing-ofTiee arc ec[\ially designed to
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secure expedition and accuracy. The parliamentary
system of the other morning newspapers resembles
that of the Tiyiu-s, but as the numerical strength
of their corps does not quite reach that of the
leading journal in any case, and sometimes falls

considerably below it, the periods of note-takinc
and ' relief ' proportionately vary. A still more
startling application of modern science exists in

the introduction of the electric telegraph into the
Houses of Parliament, by means of which portions
of parliamentary speeches are in the hands of

newspaper editors at Birmingham, Liverpool, Edin-
burgh, &a., and may be read by the public in

those towns, before the speaker has resumed his

seat.

No parliamentary reporter now thinks of relying
upon his memory : all take notes, and the great
majority write some system or other of Shorthand
(q. v.). A few years ago, the object desired by news-
paper proprietors was not a literal report, but what
may be called the spirit of a speech—a faithful abridg-
ment, in fact, of tlie sentiment, matter, and style
of the speaker. But parliamentary reports may
now be said to err on the side of ditfuseness rather
than bre\aty, the debates of a single evening not
unfrequently occupying between 20 and 30 columns
of small type. It is well that the chief speeches
shoidd be reported with a fidness and correctness
that astonish every one who hears them delivered

;

but the tendency to report at almost the same
length inferior speeches, containing the same ideas

in more dduted language, has gone far to make the
parliamentary debates less readable of late years.

It only remains to say a few words respecting
Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, the only publica-

tion since the Mirror of Parliameni which professes
to give all the speeches fully and accurately. We
have already pointed out (see Hajn'.saf.d) that no
stafif of rejjorters is engaged for this work, and that
when members quote Hansaj-d, for the purpose of

con\acting an opponent of inconsistency, they are
fully aware they are citing from the report of some
daily journal; but they take it for granted the
passage has been sjiecially brought under the notice
of the speaker by the editor of that publication, and
it is therefore presumed that the report is authentic.

Hansard, however, has no representative in the
Gallery, and it is sometimes said that members
assume so much licence to correct, add, and erase,

that the historical value of this recoi-d is materially
lessened. The historian of party struggles, who,
when he approached the year 1S05, had to take
leave of the Parliamentary Hisforif, remarks ;

* It

requires no Uttle resolution to sink a shaft into that
sohd mass of rai.\ed ore and rubbish which s)icceeds

it—viz., Hansard's Parliamentary Debates—and
which, however valuable for the inirpose of detect-

ing indi\adual inconsistencies, will perhaps render
the debates of this century as little known as those of

the time of Queen Anne. These voluminous reports

of ummportant debates will in time fonn rather au
embarrassiug monument of the vanity of our sena-
tors.'—See Cooke's History of Party, vol. iii. p. 45S.
The constitutional imjiortance of the present

system of parliamentary reporting can scarcely be
overrated. It enables the entire people to be
jircsent, and in a manner to assist in the delibera-

tions of iiarliament. The English orator addi'esses,

indeed, not only the assembly of which he is a
member, but, through it, the cirilised world.
Publicity has become one of the most important
instruments of parUamentary government. Long
before a measure can be adopted by the legislature,

it has been approved or condemned by the public
voice ; and, living and acting in public, parhament
under a, free rej)resentation has become as sensitive
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to public opinion as :i barometer to atmospheric
pressure. ' No circumstauce in the history of our
country—not even parliamentary reform—has done
more for freedom and good government than the
unfettered liberty of reportiuj; ; and of all the
services \yliich the press has rendered to free institu-

tions, none has been greater than its bold defiance
of parliamentary privilege, while labouring for the
interests of the people.'—See jNIay's Constitutional

History of Enrjland ; also Knight Hunt's Fourth
Estate ; Antlrews' Hislorij of British Journalism

;

a few papers in Chambers's Journal in 1834 (which
the last-cited author declares to be among the best
contributions to the history of the newspaper
press) ; Wade's British History ; Dod's Parlia-
mentary Companion, 1864.

In continental countries enjoying constitutional

government, official short-hand writers are usually
appointed by the goverrmient to report the debates,

and these reports may, under certain restiictions,

be transferred to the coliunns of the press. In
the United States, particidar speeches delivered
in Congress are fully reported and generally read

;

but complaints are made by members that the New
York and other journals do not give sufficient space
to a report of the proceedings of Congress.

KEPOUSSE, a French term applied to a peculiar
method of ornamentation m metal-work, resembling
embossing; but the effect is produced by hammering
up the metal, which is generally thin, from the back,
and when a rude resemblance of the figure to be
produced is thus formed, it is worked up by press-

ing and chasing the front sirrface. The finest

specimens of this art are of the cinque-cento or 16th
c. period, by Benvenuto Cellini. They were generally
executed in the precious metals, but copper, iron,

and steel were also used, and consisted of cups,

vases, shields, &c. Cellini carried the art to France,
where it has of late been much developed. A.
Vechte, a Frenchman, at present settled in

England, has again brought it to a degree of

excellence nearly equalling that of the Italian

school in the 16th century. His works exhibited
in the Exhibitions of 1851 and 1S62 are amongst
the most remarkable art-productions of the
present century. Much common repoussg work
is done in Birmingham, in the soft white
metals, such as pewter and Britannia metal; and
as these are easily worked, and can afterwards
be electroplated, so as to hide the quality of the
material, they are in considerable demand. After
they are hammered up from the inside, they are

filled with liquid pitch, and set by until it becomes
solid. Then they are modelled and chased on the
surface, the pitch forming a support, which prevents
the tools from pressing down more than is required.

The pitch is afterwards melted and drained out, and
a subsequent boiUng in an alkaline lye completely
cleans the work. Tea and coffee pots are the chief

articles made in this manner.

KEPEESENTA'TION, in Politics, the function

of the delegate of a constituency in a legislative or

other pubUc assembly. The juinciple of represen-

tation, even where not dh-ectly recognised, must
be presumed to have existed to some extent in

all governments not purely democratic, in so far as

the sense of the whole nation was considered to be
spoken by a part, and the decisions of a part to be
binding on the whole. The constitution of ecclesi-

astical coimcils, in which an express or implied repre-

sentation is necessarily involved, doubtless conduced
to the application of a similar principle to national

assemblies ; but it is in the exigences of feudaUsm
that we trace the beginning; of an avowed and
regulated system of political representation. The

feudal superior who had to levy aid from his vassals,
summoned a limited number of them to attend him,
and confer regarding the required aid. The earliest
com]ilete system of representative institutions is to
be found in the parliament of the Sicilies under the
Swabian kings

; but Britain is the only country in
which a representative feudal assembly riiiened into
a legislative. As early as the reign of Henry III.,

we find the knights of the shire elected by the
' men of the country,' probably the king's military
tenants, to consider, in the stead of each and all of
them, what aid would be granted to the king for a
proposed expedition into Gasoony. Representatives
of the burgesses were soon afterwards summoned,
and were permanently ingrafted on parliament by
Edward ]. In Scotland, representative bm-gesses
formed a part of the national assembly from the
time of Robert Bruce's famous parliament at Cani-
buskenneth, in 1326; but down to a comparatively
late period, the whole barons or freeholders of the
country formed part of the king's coimcU, and were
entitled to attend in person. A system of repre-
sentation among them was attempted to be intro-

duced by James I. on his return from England, but
became practically inoperative ; and it was not till

1587 that the representatives of the small barons
came to form part of the parliament. The progress
of society has led to great changes in the constitu-

tion of the elective body, the most sweeping being
those introduced by the Reform acts. See Pablia-
MENT, and Reform, Pakliamentaky.
An important question naturally arises connected

with the subject of representation : Is the delegate
the mere mouthpiece of his constituents, who must
give effect to all their opinions and interests, or is it

his duty to exercise his trust in the first instance for

the general welfare of the nation ? The former idea
of representation was doubtless the earher one ; but
it cannot be easUy vindicated on any proper theory
of government ; and it is now the generally recog-

nised doctrine among English statesmen, that a
member of the House of Commons is bound to the
entire nation by ties higher than those which bind
him to his constituents, and that he ought to
support such measures as he judges most beneficial

to the country, even at the risk of prejudicing the
immediate local interests of the body which sends
him. It is therefore not very easy to reconcile with
sound principles the usage which obtains so largely

of demanding pledges from candidates for represen-

tation as to how they are to vote on every public
question that is likely to come before them. Yet
there is practically a difficidty in preventing a
system of representation from beconung one of mere
delegation, so long as the constitution gives to the
electors the power of making their vote depend on
any conditions which they may think fit to attach
to it.

Most speculative politicians of the present day
consider a representative go%'ernment of some
description as the best ideal tyjie of government

;

but all repudiate the idea of an inborn right in all

citizens to participate, and still more to participate

equally, in the right of choosing the governing
body. Any very extensive suffrage must of neces-

sity lead to the predominance of mere numbers over
inteUigeuce, while a very limited suffrage has been
olijected to as doing away with the benefits which
the community at large are presumed to draw from
a participation in pumic functions. Several intelU-

gent political ivriters, while advocating a widely
extended suffrage, have proposed a graduation of

that suffrage by giving to each individu.al a number
of votes corresponding, as far as practicable, to

his intelligence, property, or social position. Tliis

is doubtless the perfect ideal of representative
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government, and the chief question is, By what test

can the best approximate estimate of social rahie be
arrived at ? Two dili'erent schemes for this purpose
have been proposed by Mr J. S. ilill and Professor
Lorimer respectively—the former founded mainly
on intelligence as indicated by instruction, and the

latter on wealth and social position. The attention
of political WTiters has also lately been directed to

the question of the representation of minorities,

who at present are not even allowed a hearing in

representative asaembhes. The most feasible scheme
for this purpose is perhaps that of Mr Hare, which
has the a])proval of Mr J. S. Mill, by which those
who do not like the local candidates, are to be
allowed to fiU up voting papers by a selection

from the names of any persons on the list of candi-
dates, with whose general political principles they
.sympathise. This system, along with its other
advantages, woidd, it is supposed, bring into parlia-

ment numerous men of able and independent
thought, who, by the present system, refrain from
oU'eriug themselves, as having no chance of being
chosen by the majority of any existing constituency.

See J. S. Mill's Consideration.? on Hepre^enlative
Govtrnmfnt {London, 1861) ; Professor Lorimer's
Pulilical Progress not necessarili/ Democratic (1857)

;

and Hare's Treatise on the Election of Represen-
tatives (1860).

REPRIE'VE (Fr. reprendre, to take back) is the
suspension of punishment for a crime, and is used
chiefly in connection with capital crimes. The
])ower of suspending all sentences at any time is

vested in the crown at discretion. There are also

several groimds on which the judge or a court
reprieves a sentence. One is, where the judge is

not satisfied with the verdict, or is doubtfid of the
validity of the indictment, in which case he
reprieves the sentence, in order to give time for some
application to the crown. Moreover, an orilinary

groimd of reprieve is acted on generally as a matter of

course, whenever the prisoner is a pregnant woman,
and pleads that fact, in which case it is considered

only mercifid towards the offspring to put off the

execution of the sentence untU after her delivery.

This was the law of ancient Kome; and nothing
comiected with the memory of Queen Mary is more
detestable than the bloody proceeding in her reign

of burning a pregnant woman in Guernsey, when
the child, which was born at the stake, was cast

iuto the fire as a yoimg heretic. When a woman
jilcads her pregnancy as a reason for reprieve, the
practice is for the judge to empanel a jury of 12

matrons, or discreet women, to inquire into the fact,

and if they bring in a verdict of ' quick with cliild,'

execution is stayed, as a matter of course, from
session to session untU the delivery. Another
cause of reprieve is the insanity of the prisoner,

for if before execution it appear the prisoner is

insane, whether the insanity supervened after the

crime or not, the judge ought to reprieve him.

REPRI'SAL is the retaking, from an enemy,
goods which he has seized, or the capture from him
of other goods, as an equivalent for the damage he

has wrought.—A reprise is a ship recaptured from

an enemy or pii-ate. If recaptured \\-itliin 24 hours

of the hostile seizure, she must be wholly restored

to her owners ; if later, she becomes the lawful

prize of her recaptors.

REPRISALS, Leiters or, the same as Letter-S

OF Makquk (q. v.).

REPRODU'CTION', or the proi)agation of organ-

ised beings in the animal kingtlom, is accomplisued

ly three different processes. The first of the three

jirocesscs by which the multiplication of individuals

takes place consists in the di\'ision of one organism

into two, each of these, again, dividing into two
others, and so on. This is termed reproduction bij

fission. The second mode of increase consists in the
formation of a bud at some part of the body of the
animal. Tliis bud gradually approximates in form
to that of the parent from which it springs ; its

pedicle or stem gradually disappears ; and the
liberated bud ultimately assumes a perfect form,
resembling in all resjjects the parent from which it

sprung (gemmation). The third mode is far the
most complicated. In it the new organism results
from a series of changes occurring in an impreg-
nated egg or ovum. For this process, distinct
sexual organs, both male and female (which, how-
ever, may be associated in the same individual,

although in all the higher animals they occur in
distinct indi\'iduals), ai'e required ; a female
organ for the production of cells termed ' germs,'
and a male organ for the production of certain cells

termed ' spermatozoa.' It is from the union (either

within or without the body) and the mutual action
of these cells—the germ and the spermatozoon—that
the impregnated o's'um results. The new resulting
body is altogether different from either of the cells

which took part in its production. This is the
ordinary form of reproduction in all the higher
animals, and may be termed true generation, in
contradistinction to the previous forms of repro-
duction by multiplication. The terms Digenesis and
Heterogenesis have been applied by recent physio-
logical writers to designate the form of reproduction
in which the contact of germs and spermatozoa
gives rise to fecimdatiou ; while the terms Mono-
genesis and Homogenesis have been similarly applied
to the cases in which non-sexual reproduction takes
place by fission or gemmation.

Fissiparous viultiplication is best illusfn'ated by a
reference to the InJEusoria. It may be either longi-

tudinal, as commonly occurs in Vorticella; or traus-

Fij. 1.—Longitudinal Fission of Vorticella.

verse, as occurs in Stenior ; or indifferently longi-

tudinal or transverse, as in Chilodon, Paramecium,
&c. The joints of tape-worms multiply in this

manner, and when sufficiently developed, become
free. Amongst some of the Annelids, or true worms,
reproduction of this kind in a somewhat modi fied

form is also observed. This was first noticed in

a Nais by the Danish naturalist Muller, by whom it

was regarded as a rare and accidental occm'rence.

The more recent researches of De Quatrefages and
Milne-Edwards have, however, shewn that the

process is one of far more significance than Miiller

supposed. In the genus Syllis, De Quatrefages

noticed the foUowiug appearances : When one of

these worms is about to reproduce itself by fission,

a number of rings become developed at its posterior

extremity, and there is a notch or groove between
the first of these rings and the part in front of it.

The first ring soon becomes organised iuto a head

provided with eyes and antennae. The two annelids,

parent and offspring, continue, however, to be

united by the skin and intestine in such a manner
that the latter animal lives solely upon the food

swallowed by the former. Dm-ing this period, each

possesses independent life, for a struggle may often

be observed between the two, each wishing to go its
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own way. After the lapse of a certain time, the body
of the offspring becomes distended with ova in some
cases, and with spermatozoa in others, while neither

of these structures is to be seen in the body of the
primary animal. Complete division is at length
effected, and the offspring is free. In a few da)-s,

however, their bodies burst, from the distention

caused by their contents. Ova and spermatozoa are
thus diffused through the water, and fecundation
thus takes place. In the genus Mijrlahida (Auto-

hlfus, according to Grube's classification), Milne-

i^dwards has seen no less than six new individuals

(instead of a single one, as in Sylli^s), formed in gra-

dual succession, one before the other, between the

two terminal segments of the original bod}'. Each
of these new individuals, as it arrived at maturity,

and acquired the external form (in reduced dimen-
sions) of the parents, was foimd to be possessed of

reproductive organs, of which the original animal

For some time, a portion of the food (minute infu-
soria, eutomostraca, &c.), caught and digested by
the parent, passes into the body of the oflfspring

;

Fig. 2.

—

Myriana, with six new uidividuals formed on it.

n-as totall}' devoid. The yoimgest and smallest

indiridual is the most remote from the tail.

In these instances, multiplication by division

occurs as a natural process, but there are many
c.ises in which arlijklal division gives rise to multi-

plication. Bonnet haWng found that a certain

kind of small worm, when cut in two, reproduced
a tail at the cut extremity of the cephalic half, and
formed a head upon the caudal half, increased the

number of sections, and finally succeeded in di^ading

one worm into twenty-six p.arts, almost all of which
acquired a head and tail, and thus became distinct

individuals. Corresponding results may be obtained

by dividing a planaria or actinia into many segments.

lieproduction by gemmation is a phenomenon of

very frequent occurrence in the lower departments
of the animal kingdom. In the lowest of the animal
subkingdoms, the Pkotozo.4., it occurs in the Hhizo-

poda—viz., in the Foram'mifera ; in the Spongice,

being probably the most common form of repro-

duction in sponges ; and in the Infiisona, as, for

example, in Vortkella. In the Ccelentekata, it

is of almost general occurrence in the classes ////-

drozoa and Actitiozoa ; and in the MoLLUscoiDS it

occurs in Pohjzoa and in Tunicata. In the accom-
panying figure (fig. 3), the jirocess is shewn as it

occurs in the freshwater hydra (the type of the

Ihjdruzoa) and in Yorticella. If some hydras are

kept for a few days in a glass of their native

water, knot-like excrescences will be seen on their

bodies. These are the buds or gemmce, which
rapidly enlarge, and each by degrees assumes the
appearance oi a young hydra, tentacles ajipearing

about the mouth, just as in the original animal.

Fig. 3.

1, Gemmation in Fresb-wator Hydra; ", Gemmation in
Voitiuella.

but when the tentacles are sufficiently developed,
the young polyi>e catches food for itself, and when
it is sutHcieutly matured to commence an indepen-
dent existence, the connecting pedicle gives way,
and the young animal is free and independent.

It must be distinctly luiderstood, that the fact of

an organism reproducmg itself by fission or gemma-
tion does not by any means exclude the possibility

that it may also be reproduced liy fecundated ova.

That this is the case, is indeed shewn in the instance
of the worm Mi/riana, and a very large number of

corroborative cases might be readily given.

In true generation, two special organs are required
—a female organ for producing the germ-ceU or

o%nim, and a male organ for producing the sperm-
cell or spermatozoon ; and each form of generative
apparatus consists of two parts, of which one is a
formative organ—in the fenurle, termed an oi'arium,

or ovary, and in the male, a tivtis— in which the
reproductive cells are formed, and which is essen-

tial; and an efferent duct, by which the products
of secretion are carried off. The male and female
organs may exist in separate individuals, or they
may co-exist in the same individual, giving rise to

the condition known as llermapliroditism (q. v.).

The former condition is termed bisexual or dicecious,

and the latter unisexual or monmcious. For a
general description of the changes which take

I

place in the impregnated egg, the reader is referred

to the article Development of the Ovum.
We shall conclude with a brief notice of the mode

or modes of reproduction in the different classes of

animals, beginning with the lowest.

In the subkingdom PROTOZO.i, reproduction takes
place by all three modes, viz., by fission, gemmation,
and imju'eguated ova ; but fission is here the pre-

dominating form ; and it is only in the Infusoria
that there is imdoubted evidence of true generation
by ova and spermatozoa. It is worthy of notice,

that in the Infusoria, propagation is effected in no
less than four diff'erent ways—viz., by the three
pr<)cesses already described in this article, and by a
jn-ocess known as ' encystation.' See Infusoria.

In the sulikiugdom Ccelentef.ata, it is found th.at

both the Hydrozoa and the Authozoa multiply by
gemmation, by a trile reproductive process, and in a
few genera by fission.

In the EcniNODER^iATA, fission has been observed
in one class, the Holothuroidea, which, moreover,
have distinct sexual organs combined in the same
individual. In the other classes—the Echinoidea,
Asteroidea, and Crinoidea—the sexes are separate,

and generation only takes place by the union of

germs or ova and spermatozoa.
In the Annelida, true generation takes place,

although, as has been already shewn, multiplication
sometimes takes place by fission. In the lower
Mollusca or Molluseoids^ midtiplication takes place-
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liy gemmation and by true generation ; wliile in the
higher Molhiscn, multiplication only takes place by
true generation.

In the ARTictrL.\TA—Insects, Crustaceans, &c.

—

distinct generative organs are always present, and,
excepting in one class of Cnistaceans—the Cirrho-
poda—the sexes are distinct.

In the Vertebrata, we meet Tv-ith the highest
and most complex development of the generative
function. In them, with a doubtful exception in

the case of one or two genera of fishe."!, the sexes
are alwaj's distinct.

The o>!f:eoiis and carlUarjinoits fishes present im-
portant differences in their reproductive organs
and in their modes of reproduction. In the osseoiis

lislies, the essential female organ—the ovary, or roe
—consists of a large membranoiis bag, usually in

two lobes, but sometimes single. When distended
\\'ith ova, this organ fills the greater part of the
abdominal cavity, and its lining membrane is ar-

ranged in folds, wherein the ova are formed and
retained until sufficiently ripe for expulsion. They
then escape into the ovarian cavity, and are expelled
in almost incredible numbers through a special
opening immediately behind the anus and in front
of the urinary canal. As a general rule, the ova of

fishes are impregnated after their expulsion ; and in

order that the impregnation of a suSicient number
of eggs may be secured, the male secretion of fishes

—the fluid containing the spermatozoa—is very
abundant ; the male secreting gland, which in fishes

is termed 'the milt' or 'soft roe,' being ecpial in

Ijullc to the ovaiy of the female. In a few instances,

however, the young are hatched in the ovary, and
grow to a considerable size before they are born,

and in these cases—as, for example, in the vivi-

parous blenny— impregnation must take place
intern.ally. In the cartilaginous fishes— as the
sharks and rays—the generative organs are of a
higher type. The eggs are here always impregnated
within the body of the female, the male having spe-

cial organs by whicli true sexual congress is effected,

and the ovaries form two large racemoiis bunches,
placed on either side of the spine. The eggs are
large in size, and comparatively small in number

;

and as each egg escapes from the ovary, it is seized
by a true oviduct, which furnishes it with additional
protective coverings. About the middle of this tube

' there is a thick glan-

^cf' ^ diJar mass, destined to

secrete a horny shell,

in which the yelk and
white of the egg
become incased. The
egg, when completed,
has somewhat the
shape of a pillow-case,

with the four corners
lengthened out into

long tendril-like cords,

whereby tlie egg is

entangled amongst the
seaweed at the bottom
of the ocean. A brittle

egg-shell would soon
be destroyed by the
beating of the waves

;

I'ig. 4.—The Egg of Cartiln- hence the necessity for

l^nous Fish, opened so as to the corneous nature of

shew the young .inimal. the envelope ; and yet
how is the feeble

embryo to escape from such a tough and leather-like
cradle ? This h.as likevrise been pro\-ided for. The
egg remains permanently open at one extremity

;

the slightest pressure from within, therefore,
' sejiarates the valvular lijis of the opening, and no

sooner has the little shark thus extricated itself

from its confinement, than the two sides close so
accurately, that the fissure is imperceptible.'— II.

Jones's General Outline of (he Animal Kinridoni,

1841, p. 534
In tlie Ampliih'ia or Batraclda, the sexes are

more closely associated than in the osseous fishes,

the ova Ijeing generally impregnated by the male as
they escape from the abdominal cavity of the female.
The mode of reproduction of one amphibian, the
Surinam Toad, is remarkable and anomalous. See
PipA.

In the true Reptiles, the male sexual organs
become more perfect, instruments being given to
facilitate the impregnation of the female during that
congi'ess of the sexes which now becomes essential
to fecundation.

In Birds, the generative organs present a close
analogy to those of the higher reptiles. There is

only a single ovary (the left) that has a bimch-like
or racemous appearance ; the right, with its oviduct,
being always atrophied or rudimentary—a remark-
able \-iolation of symmetrj', resembling that which
occurs in the lungs of serpents. As prolonged utero-
gestation would lie incompatible with flight, incuba-
tion here attains its highest perfection.

In Mammals, a new organ for the first time
appears, from which that important class derives its

name. In most of them (see JIasijiai.ia and
Placext.4.), a temporary organ, termed the Placenta,
is also formed, by which the fcetus is nourished
during uterine existence.

For fui-ther details on the subject of this article,

the reader is referred to De Quatrefages's liambles

of a JH'aturalist, and to his Heiamorphases of Alan
and the Lower A nimals ; Dr Allen Thomson's
article ' Ovum' in the Cyclopadia of Anatomij and
Physiolofj;/ ; Dr Carpenter's Comparative Physiolofiy ;
and to KoUiker's Entiuickelanfjsijeschiehte des Men-
schen nnd der hijlierer Thiire.

REPRODUCTION ITii PLANTS. See PL.UiT,
Vegetable Physiology, and Fecundation.

RE'PTILES (Lat. repo, I creep), constitute

a class of the subkiugdom Verteljratti, lying
between the classes of Amiihibians and Birds.

They may be briefly characterised as being cold-

blooded, having a heart composed of only three
cavities—viz., two auricles and a single ventricle,

and as breathing by lungs throughout the whole
period of their existence ; in which respect they
differ from the Amphibians, which some zoologists

associate with them, and which, in the early part
of their existence, are furnished with gills for aquatic
respiration. They are divided into the following
orders : 1. Ophidia, or Serpents ; 2. Sauria, or
Lizards ; 3. Loricata, or Crocodiles ; and 4. Chehnia,
or Tortoises ; so that in so far as external form is

concerned, the members of this class present a far

greater diversity than is observed amongst the
members of the other classes of vertebrates.

With the exception of the tortoises, the reptiles

in general are of an elongated form, the body being
often nearly cj'lindrical, and usually terminating in a
very long tail. In a considerable number (as the
serjients and some of the lizards) no traces of limbs
are apparent; in some (as certain Uzards), the limbs
are rudimentary; whfle in the remainder the limlis

are fully develoiied, although not to the extent to

which development takes place in birds or quad-
rupeds, as the feet rarely suffice to keep the belly
from the gi'oimd. The outer covering of the Ijody
presents sever.al well-marked varieties. In a few of
the lizards, the sliin is covered with regular scales,

composed of a mixture of bony and horny matter,
and lying over each other like those of fishes ; in most

1U7
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lixards and in serpciits, there are scales and T)latea

rig, 1,—Anatomy of a Serpent

:

t, tongue and glullis ; tr, oDsoplui[,'us (jiartly removed, to shew
heart, &c.); tr> trachea; ra, en, caiolid arteries; c, left

auricle ; c\ right auricle ; vt, ventricle of heart; re, vena cava

inlerior
; p,p, principal lung; p', niilimcntary lung; i, stomach;

??i^ intestines; c/, cloaca; a7j, anus; o, ovary ; o'o', ova.

developed on the surface of the corhim or true skin,

off at intervals, the moult forming an accur.ate cast

of the body of the animal ; while in the crocodiles

and tortoises the scales are converted into true

bony plates, which iu the former are embedded in

the tissue of the skin, and in the latter are united

with the ribs, sternum, &c., of the internal skeleton,

to form the complete bony case into which the

head and limbs of the animal can be retracted.

The skeleton is completely ossified in all reptiles,

and presents many points of interest to the philoso-

phical anatomist, into which we have not space to

enter. In the skeleton of the crocodiles and lizards,

there is an obWous distinction of the regions of the

ucck, trimk, and taU. The total number of vertebra;

is often great, but it is chiefly in the caudal region

that the excess occurs ; there being 36 caudal ver-

tebra in the crocotlile, and 115 in the monster

lizai'd. In the serpents, the vertebral column is

more abundantly subLlivided than in any other

animal ; the number of vertebrae iu the p>i;hon

being 422, of which about six-sevenths possess ribs

articidated to their bodies by a ball-and-socket joint.

By the motion which is thus allowed to the ribs,

they become in some degree instruments of progres-

sion. In the reptQes generally (excepting the tor-

toises), one surface of each centrum (or body) of the

vertebr.TB is concave and the other convex ; while in

the tortoises these surfaces are flat. The time skuU
is smaU, the bulk of the head being made up by the

jawbones. As the sutures separating the individual

bones never become obliterated, the reptilian skull

Fig. 3.—Skull of Crocodile.

is well adapted to illustrate the true structure of

the vertebral skeleton. In fig. 3, we have the skull

of the crocodile ; in fig. 4, that of a serpent ; and in

Fig. 2.—Anatomy of Lizard :

a, tft arches of the aorta ; r, right auricle ; /, left auricle; v, ven-

tricle; vcs, vena cava superior; vci, vena cava inferior ; t'«,

ventral aorta; pi\ pulmonary veins ; pn, pulmonary arteries ;

hi, lung ; li, liver and hepatic vein ; k, kidneys and renal

vessels; vp, venaportai; 5, stomach; int, intestines ;
an, anus.

and covered over with epidermis, which is thrown

l''ig. 4.—Skull of SeiTent.

both, the corresponding bones are indicated by the

same references. 1 is the prindpal frontal, divided

in the serpent into two parts ; 2, 2 are the anterior,

and 4, 4 the posterior frontals ; 7 is the parietal

lone, which is usually single in reptiles ; 12, 12 are

the mastoid bones (homologous to the mastoid pro-

cess in man) ; 17, 17 are the intermaxillaries

;

IS, IS are the iiwxUlaries ; 2n, 20 are the nasals ;

23 is the temporal bone (corresponding to the

squamous portion of the human bone) ; 34, 35, 36,

37 are the dental, the articular, the angular, and

the opercidar portions of the inferior^ maxilla, or

lower jaw ; a is the tympanic bone, which supports

the drum of the ear ; b is the zygomatic or malar
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bone ; and c, c the lachrymals. The lower jaw (except

in the tortoises) presents the peculiarity of being

composed of a number of separate pieces ; there

being four or five in each half-jaw in serpents, while

in crococbles and lizards each half is divided into at

least five, and generally six pieces, which are united

by suture. The four most important of these

ai-e shewn in fig. 3. The purpose of this arrange-

ment is probably (as Dr Buckland suggested in his

Bridgewater Treatise) to diminish the risk of frac-

ture, which would otherwise attend the snapping

together of their elongated jaws.

The bones of the extremities, except in the

seqients, which have no Umbs, correspond with

those occurring in the higher vertebrata.

The mouth, except in the Chelonians, is usually

provided with conical teeth, adapted rather for

seizing and holding prey, than for dividing and

masticating food. These teeth, like those of fishes,

are successional ; that is to say, new teeth are being

constantly developed, whilst the older ones are regu-

larly shed. In the crocodiles, three, or even four

generations of teeth, sheathed one within the other,

may often be seen in the same socket. In some

instances, the teeth are attached solely to the

jaws, while in others they are also attached to the

pterygoid or palate bones. In Chelonians, the teeth

are replaced by a horny beak, which, according to

the habits of the animal, is adapted for bruising a,s

well as cutting, and which in scjme species consti-

tutes a somewhat formidable weapon.

The digestive organs present less marked differ-

ences than the osseous system. With the exception

of certain Chelonians, all reptiles are carnivorous,

and swallow their prey whole. Hence the jaws are

adapted, by their mobility and subdivision into seg-

ments, to open very \ndely. and the a?sophagus is

capable of great dilatation. The tongue is commonly

free, elongated, and bifid, except in the crocoddes,

in which it is immoval.ile; whence the popular

idea that these animals do not possess this organ.

The stomach is sometimes scarcely larger than

the ojsophagus and intestines (as in serpents),

while in other cases it forms a sac of cousider.able

size. In either case, it is capable of great dUatation.

A liver, pancreas, and spleen are always present,

the two former glands pouring their secretions into

the iipper part of the intestine, which is short, wide,

and not much tested, and divided into two por-

tions, corresponding to the small and large intestines

of mammals, by a valve. It finally terminates in a

wide cloaca, into which the ducts of the urinary and

generative organs usually open. The anal aperture

of this cloaca is transverse in serpents and lizards,

and lon'jitudinal in crocodiles and tortoises. These

peculiarities in the anal aperture are accompanied

by remarkable dilTerencos in the external generative

organs of the male, and seem to divide the class

into two great sections.

It is in their circulating and respiratory organs

that reptiles present the most marked character-

istics. Like birds and mammals, they breathe air,

but like fishes, they are cold-blooded. The reason

why they are unable to sustain a fixed temperature

above and independent of that of the surrounding

medium, is due partly to the arrangement of the

blood-vessels (see Cikculation), and partly to the

structure of the lungs. The lungs are usually of

lar"e size ; but as they are not subdn-ided, as in mam-

mats and birds, into innumeral>le microscopic air-cells,

the real aerating surface is comparatively small. In

several orders, they are merely capacious bags, whose

vascular or aerating surface is but slightly increased

by saceuU developed in their cells. In serpents,

the inilniouary arrangement is singular, one lung

(usually the right one) being of extraordinary length,

while the other remains altogether rudimentary.

It is in the tortoises and crocodiles that the limg is

most highly developed ; but if the reader will com-
pare the accompanj-ing figure of the lung of the

turtle with a section of any mammalian limg, he

fig. 5.—Section oi the Limg of tlie Turtle (recIuceJ).

ivill at once perceive the striking difference. This

inferiority of the respiratory apparatus of reptdes is

fm-ther shewn in the aljseuce of those means for the

continuous introduction and expulsion of air which

are obseri'ed in birds, and still more in mammals,

and which are described in the article Respiration.

The cerebral portion of the nervous system in many

respects resembles that of fishes, but the cerebral

hemispheres are larger in proportion to the optic

lobes, while the cerebellum is usually smaller. The

organs of the senses are better developed than in

fishes. The eye is always present in reptUes, and

presents no remarkable

peculiarity. We here

first meet ^^^th a special

arrangement for the pro-

tection of this delicate

organ ; ' for while in

serpents the skin of tlie

head passes continuously

in front of the eyes,

merely becommg trans-

parent where it covers

the cornea, it is doubled

in most other reptiles

into two folds, consti-

tuting the u]iper and
lower eyelids, which can

be drawn together by a

sphincter muscle ; and

we also find a rudiment

of a third eyelid, formed

by an additional fold of

membrane at the inner

angle, which is so com-

pletely developed in

crocodiles as to form a

nictitating membrane,

that can be drawn com-

pletely across the eye, as
, ^ , t *,, *

in birds, by a muscle specially adapted for that

purpose.'—Carpenter's General and Comparative

Physioloffy, 3d ed. p. 495. The organ of hearin^ia

more higidy developed than in fishes or amphibia.

There is no external auditorj- canal, the membrane

Fig. C—Er.am of Turtle :

A, olfaclive ganglia ; B, cerebral

hemispheres; C,opticganglia;

D, cercbcUuiii.
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of tlie tympamim being covered externally by the

integument of the head. The senses of taste ami
touch are probably obtuse in most animals of this

class, and from its structure, the tongue is probably

rather an organ of touch than of true taste.

All reptiles are oviparous animals. Certain

species, however, retain their ova in a sort of

uterine cavity, formed by a dilatation of the oviduct

near its tci-mination in the cloaca, until the develop-

ment of the embryo is so far advanced that the

enveloping membrane bursts previously to the

expulsion of the ovmu, so that the young are actu-

ally born aUve—a mode of generation to which the

term ovo-viviparous is applied. The eggs are rela-

tively large, and are furnished with a very large

yelk, for the nutrition of the young animal. They
are enclosed in a parchment-like shell, which con-

tains very little calcareous matter. They are usually

deposited in warm sandy places, well exposed to

the Sim, or in dunghUls, in wliich the heat induced

by the putrefactive process facilitates the final stage

of embryonic development. Lizards lay from 8 to

12 eggs, serpents from 10 to 50, tortoises from 20

to 20, and crocodiles from 20 to CO. In this respect

they differ widely from the amphibia, some of which
lay as many as 1200 eggs. The conmion opinion

that, after the expulsion of the eggs, the reptiles take

no further care of their progeny, is erroneous.

Crocodiles and lizards have been observed to watch
the ]ilaccs which they have chosen as their nest

;

and the j)ythons (at all events, when in captivity)

coil themselves aroimd their egns, and keep up a

temperature very considerably above that of the

surroiuiding medium. The sexes are always sepa-

rate ; and the male generative organs, which are far

more highly developed than iu amphibians, present

peculiarities which, in association w'ith the position

of the anal aperture, have been adopted by zoologTsts

as a basis of classification.

In relation to their hahitat, it may be observed

that most of the tortoises and certain serpents are

essentially aquatic animals (some inhabiting fresh,

and some salt water), which rarely seek the land ex-

cept for the purpose of laying their eggs. Ser[)euts,

however, as a general rule, affect moist places iu the

neighbourhood of water, although some are inhabit-

ants of dry sandy deserts. Lizards for the most part

frequent the sandy districts of hot and tropical

regions, and either burrow in the ground or live in

holes in trees, walls, &c. Reptiles generally predom-
inate in the warmer rcaions of the globe, in which
alone the largest kinds are to be found. In the

northern countries, comparatively few species are

found, and these pass a great portion of the year in

a state of Hybernation (q. v.) or torpidity. Dr
Carpenter puts down 2000 as about the probable

niimber of existing s[iecies of reptdes. Sehinz
states that iu Europe there are 7 tortoises, 33
serpents, and 35 lizards. The most comi)lete

treatise on the natural history of reptiles is that
of M.M. Dumeril and Bibron, in 9 volumes ; it is

entitled Erpctologie Gcncrale, on Hist. Nat. Com-
plete des Reptiles (Paris, 1834—1854).

KEPU'BLIC (Lat. res puhlica, the pubUc good), a
political community iu which the sovereign power
is lodged, not in a hereditary chief, but either iu

certain privileged members of the community, or in

the whole community. According to the constitu-

tion of the governing body, a repubhe may there-

fore vary from the most exclusive ohgarchy to a

pure democracy. Tlie several repubhcs of Greece,

and that of Rome were, at the outset at least, aris-

tocr.atic communities. The medieval republics

of Venice, Genoa, and the other Italian towus were
also more or less aristocratic. The sovereign
power was held to be vested in the franehised
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citizens, and every function—legislative, executive,

or judicial—not exercised directly by that body,
could only be exercised by parties deriving their

authority from it. But the extent of the franchise,

and the mode of exercisui;:; it, varied much in these
civic communities ; and tiie most prosperous and
long-Hved was Venice, which was also the most
aristocratic of them all. In the IGth c., the Seven
Provinces of the Xetherlauds, on their revolt from
Si)ain, adopted a republican form of goverument,
as did Switzerland on becoming independent of the

German empire. Great Britain was nominally a
repubUc for eleven years (from 1G49 to 1C60), and
France for the same number of years after her first

revolution (viz., from 1793 to 1805). The last

French republic lasted only five years (from 1S4S
to 1S53). Switzerland is now, with the exception

of the free towns of Frankfurt, Liibeek, Bremen,
and Hamburg, and the diminutive San Marino,

the only repubUc in Europe. Since 1848, its con-

stitution has been of a more democratic character

than formerly.

The most important of modem republics is that

of the United States of .America—dating from its

separation from Great Britain—where pure demo-
cracy has been tried on a scale unknown elsewhere.

Mexico was a republic from 1824 untd its conquest

by the Emperor Napoleon III. in 1804. Nine
republics at present exist in Sf>uth America

—

Peru, Chili, Paragiuay, Bolivia, Colombia or New
Granada, Venezuela, Ecuador, Uruguay, and the

Argentine Confederation. In the republics of

the ancient world, the francliised classes exer-

cised their power directly without any system
of delegation or representation. The same was at

first the case in the Swiss cantons, where, how-
ever, representative goverument lias been gradu-

ally introduced. Modern republics have been
founded on the reiirescntative, not the direct,

system, w'hich can hardly exist except in a com-
munity that is very small and concentrated as to

space. Switzerland and the United States of

America are federal republics, consisting of a
number of separate states bound together by ,a

treaty, so as to present to the external world the

appearance of one state with a central government,
which has the power of enacting laws and issuing

orders which are directly binding on the individual

citizens.

REPU'ELICAN, a party name in American
politics, which has had at different times different

signiticatiuns. At the adoption of the Federal
Constitution in 17S7, and while its ratification by
the several states was under discussion, the country
was divided into two parties—the Federalists,

headed by "Washington and the elder Adams ; and
the Auti-federaUsts (who afterw'ards took the name
of Republicans), under the lead of Jefferson and
Madison. The Federalists were m favour of a
strong centralised government ; the llepuhlicans

advocated the sovereignty of the States and the
rights of the people ; and finally secured those
amendments and additions to the ConstiUition

which were intended to guarantee state rights, and
which declared that all powers not expressly crauted
to Congi'ess by the Constitution, are retained by the
States or the people. During the French Revolution
and the wars which succeeded it, the Federal party
sympathised with England, while the Republicans
favoured the French ; and being in power, under
the presidency of Mr Matlison, declared w^ar against

England in 1812, a measure which the Federalists

Wolently opposed, going so far in the Hartford
Convention as to threaten a dissolution of the union.

Diu-ing the political excitements of this period,

when the excesses of the French revolution had
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thiowu a certain degree of odium upon its sup-

porters, the Piepublicans were stigmatised by tlieir

opponents as Democrats. The name, given as a re-

j)roach, was soon adopted ; and the party of Jefferson

and Jackson called itself Democratic Republican,

and its members were usually called Democrats

;

whde the name of Federalist having become un-

popular by the opposition of the party to the war
with England, it adopted the designation of National
r^epublicans, and some years later, of Whigs, which
was the name taken by the ' disloyal ' party in the

War of Independence, the ' loyal ' party being called

Tories. The ^V^ligs of 1840 repudiated alike the
principles and name of the Federalists ; they pro-

fessed to be followers of JelTcrson, and called them-
selves Democratic Whigs.
In the effort to elect Jlr Fremont in ISoG, and in

th.o election of Mr Lincoln in 1860, the Whig party,

deserted by many of its more conservative members,
known as Old Whigs, but reinforced by a larger

number of Free-soil Democrats and Abolitionists,

adopted the name of Republicans, and were called

l)y their opponents Black Republicans, from their

anti-slavery tendencies. In the [(residential contest

of 1864, the Republicans, hoping to secure the
support of the War or Union Democrats, have taken
the name of the ' Union Party,' while they go
further than the ancient Federalists in support of a
.strong centralised government. The Federalist,

N.ational Republican, ^\1lig, and Republican party
has been essentially the same, and for the most jiart

a Xew England or Northern party—its principal

leaders having been John Adams, Josiah Quincy,
Alexander Hamilton, Daniel Webster, Henry Clay,

Wm. H. Seward, and Abraham Lincoln. The
Democratic party had its centres in Virginia and
Xew York, and was the party of Jefferson, Madi-
son, Jackson, Calhoun, Van Buren, Polk, Pierce,

Buchanan. The former party advocated a construc-

tion of the Constitution favourable to the powers of

the Federal government, a national bank, and a
high protective tariff; the Democratic party, on
the other hand, held to a strict construction of

the Constitution, a carefid limitation of the powers
of the central government, an independent treasury,

a specie currency, and free-trade, or a tariff for

revenue only. There was, 20 years ago, a respect-

able Whig minority in most of the Southern States,

and in two or three, A\Tiig majorities ; but when
the Whig party adopted abolition, and took the
name Republican, every southern state voted with
the Democratic party.—Other party names met with
in American political M'ritings are of a local, fac-

tional, or temporary character. ' Blue-light Feder-

alist ' was a name given to those who were believed

to have made friendly signals to British ships in the

war of 1812. ' Clintonians ' and 'Buckt.ails' were
old factious of the Democratic party in New York.
' Barnburner ' was ajiplied as a term of reproach to

a section of the democracy supposed to be in

symi>athy with the ' Anti-renters.' The ' Soft

Shells ' were ' Free-soil ' Democr.ats, in favour of

excluding sLavery from the territories and future

states of the Union ; wliile the ' Hai'd Shells ' were in

favour of what they held to be the rights of the

South. The more widely known name of * Loco-

foco,' aj>plied to, and good-naturedly accepted by
the Democratic party, arose from the fact, that a

meeting of a section of the party in Tammany Hall,

its New York headrpiarters, luaving been deprived

of light by tile turning off of the g.as, at the order

of the pai"ty managers, lighted up the hall with
cautUes, by the aid of lucifcr or Ltco-foeo matches,

aiul so passed its resolutions. ' Copperhead,' the

name of a venomous serpent, is a]>plied to the peace

party by the advocates of the war for the Union.

REPU'LSION, like Caloric, Luminous Cor-
puscle.s, and other crude hyjiotlieses of medieval
times appears to be doomed to speedy extinction.
The apparent repulsion between the particles of a
gas, in vii'tue of which it exerts pressm-e on the
containing vessel, is now known to be due to motion
(see Heat). A wet cork and an oiled one, flo.ating

on water, repel each other—a phenomenon fidly

accounted for by capillary attraction ; as is that of

the apparent repidsion of mercury by glass, which
is shewn to be due to the fact, that mercury' attracts

itself ruore than it attracts glass. No one now
believes that a balloon rises while a stone falls,

because the former is repelled, ^and the latter

attracted, by the earth. The last is a very good
example, because it clearly shews how apparent
repidsion may be the residt of attraction. The
earth attracts the balloon less than it attracts an
eqiual bulk of the medium (air) in which it floats

;

and, consequently, the pressm-e of the air on the
balloon is more than sufficient to support its weight.
The moon raises tides ndt only on the side of the
earth nearest her, but also on that furthest from her.

No one imagines that she attracts the nearer water,
and repels the further. We know that she attracts
tlie nearer water more, and the further less, than
she attracts the earth ; and that the apparent repid-
sion is thus merely a difference of attractions.

It is not quite so clear how we are to account
generally for repidsion in Electricity (q. v.). Mag-
netism (q. v.), and Electro-magnetism (q. v.), though
man}^ of these phenomena are kno^wn (especially by
the beautiful experimental researches of F^aday)
to bear explanations precisely analogous to that of

the baUoon above alluded to. There are also very
curious problems, apparently invoh-ing repidsion,

connected with the behaviour of the tails of comets.
But it is reasonable to suppose that, in all proba-
bility, we shall soon be able to account for all these
phenomena by simple differences of attraction bn
the body influeuced and the medium which sur-

rounds it. Our real difficulty will thus be reduced
to the exjilauation of attraction itself, which pro-
mises to be a problem of a far higher order of com-
plexity. For an account of some of the modern
speculations on this subject, see Force.

REPU'TE, in Scotch Law, is used sometimes as a

technical term, which it is not in English law.

Thus, a habit and repute thief is one who, as a
matter of fact, is notoriously a thief. So habit and
repute marriage is a marriage constituted between
X)arties who have notoriously Hved as man and wife,

and are supposed by neighbours and friends to be
married, though there never was a regular marriage.

REPUTED O'WNERSHIP is a phrase used in

the English Bankruptcy Law to denote that the
bankrupt at the time of his bankruptcy was
apparently the owner of goods in his possession.

The general rule is, that whatever belonged to the
bankrupt at that date goes to his assignees in

bankruptcy, for the puirposes of sale, and distribu-

tion of the proceeds among bis creditors. But as

a trader often has the goods of others in his posses-

sion with thcii' consent, and thus has the appearance
of a greater capital or stock than he possesses,

and thereby obtains greater credit than he would
otherwise do, it is pro\nded by the Bankrupt Act
that if the bankrupt at the date of his banlo'uiitcy
shall, with the consent of the true o\vner, have in

his possession, order, or disposition any goods or
chattels wlu^reof he was the reputed owner, or

whereof he had taken upon him the sale, alteration,

or disposition as owner, the Bankruptcy Court shall

have power to order the same to be sold and dis-

posed of for the benefit of the creditors under the
201
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bankruptcy. The object of this is to prevent
deceit by a trader from the apparent possession of

property to which he is not entitled ; as it makes
the real owners of goods who intrust them to a
trader, careful, that they run the risk of the
goods beinj; seized for the general benefit of the
creditors. A\'Tiere, however, the articles in posses-

sion of the bardvrupt are of that peculiar descrip-

tion that they are naturally calculated to excite an
inquiry on the part of creilitors as to whose they
are, it is otherwise. Thus, pictures deposited with
a banki'upt to take charge of, as they do not lead to

any erroneous belief on the i>art of persons dealing

with him, so they do not fall to be sold and di\'ided

as p.art of his assets. A simil.ar doctrine exists in

Scotland by the common law, and is therefore apiJied
to other cases than bankruptcy. By the Mercantile
Amendment Act, 19 and 20 Vict. c. 00, s. 1, in order
to assimilate the law to that of England, it was
declared that goods sold, but not delivered, sh.all not
be attachable by the creditors of the seller, to the
effect of preventing the purchaser or others from
enforcing delivery of the same, and the right of the
purchaser to demand delivery of such goods from
and after the date of the sale, shall be attachable

by the creditors of the purchaser.

REQUE'NA, a town of Spain, in the modern
produce of Cuenfa, and about SO miles south-east

of the town of that name. It contains an indus-

trious popidation, amounting to 10,500, who are

employed in the manufacture of woollen, cotton,

and silk fabrics.

REQXJE'STS, Court of, an ancient court of

equity in England, inferior to the Court of Chancery,

and presided over by the Lord Privy Seal. It was
abolished by 16 and 17 Char. I. c. 10. Also, a local

tribunal (known likewise by the name of Court of

Conscience) instituted in London by Henry VIII.

for the recovery of small debts, nith jurisiliction

between citizens and freemen in questions of debt

or damage under 40s., afterwards e.xtended to ques-

tions imder £5. Similar local tribunals were
instituted by act of parliament in other parts of

the kini'dom ; but they have all been sui)crseded by
the county courts.

RE'QUIEM (Lat. re'juks, rest), atlirge or solemn
service for the dead in the Roman Catholic Church.

It consists in the celebration of the mass Pro
Fidelihus Defunctis (For the Faithful Departed), the

first words of the Introit of which are Jtequlevi

neternmiu

RE'REDOS (Fr., behind the back), the wall .at

the back of an altar, seat, large fireplace, &c. In

churches, the reredos is usually in the form of

a screen detached from the east wall, and is

invariably ornamented with niches, statues, &c., or

with paintings or tajicstry. Very line examples
exist at Durham, St Albans, &c.

RE'SCRIPTS (Lat. rescripta), answers of the popes
and emperors to questions in jiu'isprudence officially

propounded to them. Bencripta princijiis were one
of the authoritative sources of the civil law, and
consisted of the answers of the emperor to those who
consulted him, either as public functionaries or as

individuals, on questions of law. They were often

applied for by private persons, more especially

women and soldiers, to solve their doubts or grant

them privileges. The rescripts directed to corporate

and municipal bodies were known as Pragmalicce
sanctioiies, a name which has foimd its way into the
public law of Europe. See Peagmatto Sakction.
Rescripts might gradually come to have the force

of law, in so far as their determinations in particular

cases were of general application.

RE'SCUE, in English Law, is the illegal dehvery
and discharge of a prisoner or of goods out of the
custody of the law. If, for example, a tenant whose
goods are distrained for rent, take them by force
from the bailiff, the distrainer has a right of action
against the tenant or person who rescues the goods.
When a prisoner is in custody for felony, and is

rescued, the rescuer commits a felony. So the
rescue of a prisoner for debt is an indictable
offence, pmiishable by imprisonment for life, and
forfeiture of lands and goods.

RESE'CTION or EXCISIOST OF JOINTS is

an operation in which the diseased bone of a joint is

cut out, in place of cutting off the whole limb. Dr
Druitt, in his able summary on this subject In
Thtt Surgeon's Vade-mecum, remarks, that ' it seems
to be established that excision is on the whole safer

than amputation ; less violence is done to the body,
fewer great arteries and nerves are injured, and,
what is of more consequence, fewer large veins are
divided, and as the articul.ar end of the bone only
is sawn ofT, and the medullary canal not touched,
there is less chance of pya'aiia. Lastlj', the patient
is left mth an imperfect limb, it is true, but mth
one which, iu most cases, is highly usefid.' The
operation has been performed on the ankle-joint, the
elbow, hip-joint, knee, and shmdder. Few eul)jects

have in recent times excited more discussion among
surgeons than the application of this operation to

the knee-joint. The operation was first performed
in 17G2 ; and up to the year 1S.30, there are records
of 19 cases, out of which 11 died. From 1S.30 to

1850, the operation was never performed, and was
generally condemned ; but in the last-named year
it was re%'ived by Professor Fergusson, and is now
a frequent and regularly-recognised operation. 'The
cases, says Dr Druitt, ' in which it ought to be
performed are, generally speaking, such cases of

injiu'y or disease as would otherwise be submitted
to amputation. The object of the operation is to

produce a firm and usefid limb, slightly shortened,
and with entire bony iinion or fibrous union, admit-
ting of some small degi-ce of motion at the situation

of the joint. But all cases are not suitable for

excision ; and those cases are unsiutai^le and
better adapted for amputation in which either the
quantify of the diseased bone is very great (for then
the case will probably not do well, or, if it proceed
to recovery, and the patient be yoimg, the future

growth of the limb will be prevented), or the
qualify of the disease may be such as experience
has shewn to be incompatible with the exudation
of healthy material of repair.' In at least 50 per

cent., the operation resiUts in a good useful leg.

It has already saved so many limbs that it must
be regarded as one of the greatest triumphs of

modern surgery.—Further information on this sub-

ject may be found iu Professor Fergusson's Lectures

on Conservative Surgery, delivered iu 1'6G4 at the

Royal College of Surgeons, and reports in The Lancet.

KESEDA'CE.(5;, a natural order of exogenous
plants, mostly herbaceous ; ha\'ing alternate leaves

;

terminal spikes of hermaphrodite irregular flowers
;

the calyx of 4—7 unequal segments ; the corolla

of 4—7 petals, altern.ate with the segments of the
calyx, the lower petals entire, the upjier much
cut ; the stamens 10—30, inserted on a fleshy

receptacle ; the germen free, one-celled ; the fi-uit

a many-seeded capsule, three-horned, and often

open at the apex, so as to expose the seeds, which
are kidney-shaped. There are about forty known
sjiecies, mostly natives of Europe and the west of

Asia, and mostly mere weeds. Weld (q. v.) and
Mignonette (q. v.) are the species most worthy of

notice.



liESEKVATION.

KESEKVA'TION is a term useil in lease and also

in gi'ants of a less estate than the fee-simple. Thus,

if A, the owner in fee-simple of real estate, gi-ant a

lease to B, a third [larty, he does not give away his

whole interest, but merely part of it, and that part

not given away is said to be reserved or excepted.

The word reservation is, however, chiefly used in

reference to rent, it being said that a landlord, on
letting his land, reserves to himself a rent out of

the premises, and he has certain well-known remedies

for the recovery of such Kent (q. v.).

KESERVATION, Mental (Lat. resm-ofh or re-

striclio mentalis), the act of reserving or holding back
some word or clause which is necessary to convey
fully the meaning reaUy intended by the speaker.

It differs from equivocation (Lat. equivocatio or

amphiMia) in this, that in' the latter the words
employed, although doubtful, and perhaps not fitted

naturally to convey the real meaning of the speaker,

are yet, absolutely speaking, and without the

addition of any further word or clause, susceptible

of that meaning. Thus, an example of an equivoca-

tion would be :
' I did not write this libel,' meaning,

* I did not perform the mechanical operation of

writiiuj it wWi apeji,^ although 1 had really composed
and issued it. A mental reservation might be
involved in the same words, if one were to say: 'I

did not write this libel,' mentally withholding the
word ' to-day,' although he had written it ' yester-

day,' or on some earlier day. Few questions in

casuistry have excited more controversj', or have
been the suliject of fiercer recrimination, than that

of the lawfulness of equivocation and mental reser-

vation. In the celebrated Letters of Pascal (q. v.)

against the Jesuits, it was one of the most pro-

minent, and used as he employed it, the most
effective topics ; and Pascal's charges against the
Jesuit casuistry of that day have been repeated in

almost every popular controversy on the subject

which has since arisen. There are several varieties

of mental reservation, diflFering from each other, and
aU differing from equivocation imder its several

forms. But as regards the morality of the subject,

all the forms of language calculated to deceive may
be classed together, and may be treated according

to the same common principles. Mental reservation

is of two kinds, purely mental and not purely mental.

By the former designation is meant a mental reser-

vation which cannot be detected, whether in the
words themselves, or in the circimistances in which
they are spoken. Of this kind, would be the mental
reservation implied if a person, on being asked if he
had seen A. B. (whom he really had just seen walk-

infj by), were to reply :
' I have not seen him,'

meaning ' ridinij on horseback.' A ' not purely mental

'

reservation is that which, although not naturally

implied or contained in the words, may nevertheless

be inferred or suspected, either from them or the

circumstances in which they are used. Of this kind
would be the mental reservation of a servant, in

giving the ordinary answer to a ^asitor's inquiry for

his master: 'Not at home,' although his master were
really in the house ; or that of a confessor, who, in a

country where the pri\'ileges of the secret of the

confessional are known and admitted, on being asked
whether a certain person h.ad eonmiitted a crime,

which the confessor knew from his confession that

he had committed, should answer: ' I do not know,'
meaning ' outside of the confessional.' And, in

general, all such doubtfiU forms, whether of mental
reservation or of equivocation, may be divided into

discoveri'able and nndUcot'i'rahle. Much, although
certainly not all the oilium which has been excited

.against the casuists for their teaching on this head,

has arisen from the confusion of their \news as to

these two cl.isses of mental reservation ; and the

witty ingenuity with which Pascal mixed up
examples of both, and appUed to one what wa.s

really said of the other, did far more to damage the
theological reputation of his adversaries, as a sciiool,

than any of the genuine really oljectionable

decisions whieh he cited from the writings of

indiWdual divines. Mental reservation has formed
a subject of discussion for Protestant as well as

Catholic divines ; but without entering into a
detailed history of this curious branch of casuistry,

we shall content ourselves with stating briefly the

chief principles on which the decisions of the most
ap]iroved writers, especially of the P»,oman Catholic

School, are founded.

First, ' purely mental ' reservations, and ' absolutely

undiscoverable ' equivocations, are held to be in all

cases unlawfid, such forms of speech being in truth

hes ; inasmuch as they have but one real sense,

which is not the sense intended by the person who
uses them, and hence can only serve to deceive.

This doctrine is held by all sound Catholic casuists,

and the contradictory doctrine is expressly con-

demned by Pope Innocent XI. (Propp. 2l>, 27).

On the contrary, mental reservations ' not purely

mental,' and ' discoverable ' equivocations, are held

to be not inconsistent with tnith, and, in certain

circumstances, when there is necessity or weighty
reason for resorting to them, allowable. For the

absolute admissibility of the expedient of mental

reservation and of equivocation in such circum-

stances, casuists allege scriptural jirecedent from

Genesis xx. 12, Matt. xi. 14, Acts xxiii. 6, and other

passages ; and the principles on which their use, in

such ease, is defended, are (1), that there is supposed

to be in the circumstances justification, and even

necessity, for not making known the whole truth
;

and (2) that the mental reservation in the case

supposed does not amount to more than a mere
toitliholdin^ the entire truth, inasmuch as what is

stated is absolutely true, and the real meaning of the

sjieaker is absolutely contained in it, and discover-

ablefrom it; and the false construction put upon it

liy the hearer, although permitted throngli necessity

or grave reason by the speaker, is not jiositivtly put

forward by him. A historical example of such
equivocation or reservation is in the well-known
answer of St Athanasius to the question of the

party who were in pursuit of him, and who, over-

taking him, but not knowing his person, asked
what way Athanasius had gone. ' He is not far
ojf,' replied Athanasius, and the party passed on in

pursuit. A less easily discoverable equivocation is

ascribed to St Francis of Assisi, who, when a

gang of robbers in pursuit of a traveller asked him
whether he had seen the traveller pass by, ]>ut his

hand up the sleeve of his habit, and rejilied :
' He

did not pass this way,' meaning. ' up his sleeve.'

And an ordinary example of discoverable mental
reservation is that of a person who, on being asked
by one to whom he could not with safety give a

refusal, whether he has any money, should reply :

' No,' meaning, * none to lend to you.' In order, how-
ever, to justify the use of these devices of speech,

casuists require that there shall be some grave and
urgent reason on the sj'eaker's jiart; as, for example,

the necessity of keeping a state secret, or a secret

of the confessional, or of a professional character, or

even the confidence intrusted by a friend, or the

ordinary and fitting privacy which is required for

the comfort and security of domestic life, and of

the peaceful intercourse of society : and that the

concealed sense of tlie form of speech cmj>loyed,

although it may l)e actually und'u!Covered , and even
unlikely to be discovered, may yet be, in all the

circumstances, really di.-<coverahle. On tliese two
leading theoretical principles, the majority of
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casuists are agreed. But a wide field for practical

discussion lies between them, in the variety of

senses whicli may be attached to the jihrases ' not

purely mental ' and ' discoverable
;

' and it is in the

practical interpretation of these terms that some of

the casuists have found scope for the introduction

of the lax decisions which liave brought odium upon

casuistrj'. Much of this odium has fallen upon tlie

Society of the Jesuits, to such a degree, that their

name has been popularly associated with the worst

forms of the practice of mental reservation. See

Jesuits and Pascal.—See Scavini, T/ieolor/ia

Moralis, ii. 23 ; Murr.ay, T/teological Essaijs, iv. 274,

and foil.

RESERVA'TUM ECCLESIA'STICUM, a pro-

vision of the religious Peace of Westphalia, so very

celebrated in German history, that a brief explana-

tion seems necessary. By tliis clause of the Treaty

of Westphalia (1549), it was enacted, that if the

holder of any ecclesiastical dignity, or of any terri-

tori.al jurisdiction or i)roperty annexed to such

ecclesiastical dignity, should change his religion,

the dignity, territorial jurisdiction, or property

held by him, should not be thereby aheuated from

the church from which he seceded, but should be

stiU ' reserved ' for tliat church, and for the legiti-

mate successors of the seceder. It was chiefly out

of the disputes regarding the violations of the

R. E., that the Thirty Years' War arose.

KESE'RVE, iu Army aflFairs, has several mean-

ings. First, iu a battle, the reserve is a body of

troops held somewhere in the rear, generally out

of tire, and kept fresh, in order that they may
interfere with decisive force at any point where

yielding troops require support, or an advantage

gained needs powerful following up. The reserve

of ammunition is a magazine of warUke stores,

situ.ated between an army and its base of operations,

sufficiently retired from the front to be safe from

sudden raids of the enemy, and at the same tune

adv.anced enough to allow of the supply actually in

the fleld being speedily replenished.

The reserve of a nation is that force upon

which the national .defence is thrown, when its

regular armies have failed in securing its safety.

This reserve may be the levee en masse of the whole

adult male jiopidation, or it may consist of a smaller

section of the people duly trained to arms. The

latter is, of course, the preferable system, when
the arms of soientitio modern warf.are are to be

brought into action. In different coimtries, the

reserves are organised on very different principles.

In Great Britain, they comprise the army of reserve,

the enrolled pensioners, both of which consist of

old soldiers, the militia, yeomanry, volunteers, and

trained constabulary. According to the latest

retm-ns, the strength of this reserve (omitting the

constabidary) was as follows, all being trained men,

and instantly available on emergency :
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to be formed on flattish ground affording no great

natural facilities for storing water; and in such cases

tliey may require to I)e embanked wholly or nearly

round and round. Where a reservoir requires to be

constructed on perfectly level ground, the exca-

vation must be calculated to be exactly equal to

the embanking. The worst possible situation for

a store reservoir is on the slope of a hill.

In many cases, natural lakes are used as reser-

voirs, means being adopted for raising or lowering

the surface of the water, the dififerenee between the
lowest and the highest level of the lake's surface,

multii>lied by its area, being the measure of the
available storage. Instances of this occur in Loch
Leven, Kinross-shire, for the supply of the mills on
the river Leven ; in Loch Katrine and Loch
Vennaeliar, for the supply of the city of Glasgow,
and for the comi)ensation required by the millers on
the river Teith, in consequence of the absti-action of

the Loch Katrine water ; and in many other similar

cases both for the use of towns and for water-power.
The capacity of a reservoir necessary for making

nearly the whole water of a district available for

>ise, depends much on the climate. Where droughts
are of long continuance, its capacitj' requires to be
proportionally large, but generally in Great Britain
a capacity of six or seven months' suj)ply is reckoned
sutficient.

As illustrative of the very different facilities

afiFcirded by different sites for storing water,

an instance occurs of two reservoirs of the
Edinburgh Water Company, whereof one with an
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Fii,'. 1.—Elevation of Reservoir.

embankment containing 175,000 cubic yards of

earthwork impounds only 17 millions of cubic feet
of water ; while another, with an embankment of

5,3,000 cubic yards, impounds So millions of cubic
feet, there being a single embankment across a
valley in both cases. Generally, the structure for
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Fig. 2.—Transverse Section of Eeservoir.

impounding water is an earthwork embankment,
with a slope towards the water of 3 or 4 hori-

zontal to 1 perpendicular, a breadth across the toji

of from G to 12 feet, the height being from 4 to 7
feet above the water, and au outside slope of from 2
to 2.^ horizontal to 1 perpendicular. The earth-
work ought to be formed in thin layers well rammed,
and to have a puddle-wall of good well-worked clay
in the centre, the foundation of the puddle being a
trench dug down to impervious rock or claj-. The
face towarils the water requires to be iirotectcd by
stones ; and when a roservoii' is large, thiise stones
unist be ' jiitched'— i. e., regiUarly set by hand—so
OS to be able to resist the l.ash of the wave. In all

cases, there is imperatively required a waste-weir, to
allow flood-waters to escape without risk of over-'
flowing the dam. It ought, if possible, to be placed
on the solid ground ; and if it can be cut through
solid rock, that is best, and saves a great expense
for masonry. The width of the waste-weir must be
regulated by the catchment or extent of gathering-
ground of the reservoii', and by the rainfall of the
district ; but for a given catchment and rainfall, a
reservoir having a small area ought to have a larger
waste-weir than one ha\'ing a larger area, as the
latter would allow flood-water to accumulate with-
out rising to so high a level as it would in the former.
Generally, however, from 12 to 20 feet of length of

waste-weir may suffice for a square mile of catch-
ment. In some cases, dams across gorges, for the
purpose of forming reservoirs, are constructed of
walls of heavy masonry, instead of earthwork em-
bankments. Those across rivers for divei-ting the
water into mUl-lades, and for retaining the water
^^hich woidd otherwise be wasted at meal-hours,
are generaUy constructed of stone, but sometimes
of timber or iron.

The word dam is verj' often used incorrectl3' in

Scotland to indicate a reservoir or sheet of water,
instead of the structure made use of to form the
reservoir, which is its proper meaning. A reservoir
requires a sufficient outlet at the bottom by means
of a timnel, culvert, or ii-on pipes provided with
suitable sluices, and these ought properly to be so
arranged as that access can be had to them even
when the reservoir is fuU.

Most of the disasters from the bursting of reser-

voirs have arisen from the want of sufficient waste-
weirs, and from the embankments being overtopped
in consequence by the water, and the outer slope
being washed away, so as to deprive the puddle-
wall of its support ; but some accidents have
occurred from the outlet being by a wooden box
or trough through the embankment, and that being
neglected and allowed to get rotten. The bursting
of the Bilberry Reservoir, above Holmfirth, which
occurred in 1852, arose from the embankment havin"
sunk to, and being allowed to remain at, a level
actually below that of the waste-weir, so that it

was overtopped ; but the Bradlield Reservoir em-
bankment of the Sheffield Water-works which burst
in 1864, gave way before the water had risen to
the level of the waste-weir ; and much difference of
opinion exists as to the cause ; some engineers con-
tending that the disaster was caused by bad work-
manship in the embankment itself, and others that
it was o-wing to a landsUp under the embankment.

Distributing reservoirs for towns, used chiefly for
storing up the sm-plus water during the night, w'hich
otherwise might mostly go to waste, ought to hold
at least half a day's supply, and ought to be
placed high enough to command the highest parts of
the town. They are generally built of masonry or
brickwork, but are sometimes made of cast iron,
and now occasionally of boiler-plate—in which last
case they are best of circular form. There is one of
that description on the highest part of Edinburi-'h
Castle. In India and in the south of Europe, where
long droughts prevail, very large reservoirs have
been constructcil for supplj-ing water for the purpose
of iiTigation.

KESHD, one of the most industrious and exten-
sively commercial towns in Persia, capital of the
maritime province of Ghilan, stands on the Bay of
Enzelli, a lagoon on the south-west shore of the Cas-
pian Sea, 1.50 mUes north-west of Teheran. It is

in great part covered with trees, so that no accurate
idea of its extent can be obtained by -inewing it
from any one point. The houses are all tiled and are
neatly built, and the streets paved ; water is su])plied

205
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by an aqueduct, and there are a palace, vast, gloomy,
and ruinous ; numerous caravaiiseras, large bazaars,

and about 1200 shops and warehouses. ludiau

wares are imported from Balfrush, in Mazander.au,

and European manufactures from Ruasi.an Armenia.
Extensive manufactures of deservedly celebrated

embroideries are carried on. Pop. 15,000. Enzelli,

the port of R., ou the Caspian Sea, is about 18 mUcs
distant, and has 2500 inhabitants.—Eastwick's
Dlplomales Residence in Persia (London, 1864).

RESI'DUARY LEGACY is a legacy of all that

remains after the debts and legacies have been paid

out of the est.ate of a deceased person. Debts must
ahv.ays be paid before legacies, and the next thing

to be done is to pay all the express legacies ; and as

these seldom absorb the whole of the free assets, the

residuary legacy is more or less valuable according

as the express legacies are smaller than the free

assets. If the express legacies swallow up all the

funds, the residuary legacy is worth nothing.

RESI'NA, a town of Southern Italy, in the
province of Naples, situated at the foot of Vesuvius,

and facing the sea. Pop. 13,320. R. is built above
the site of the ancient Herculaneum. Exquisite

fruits are grown, and valuable wines made in the

vicinity. It is surrounded by country-houses, and
is a place of recreation for the Neapolitans, ou
account of its salubrity. The ascent of Mount
Vesuvius is begun at Resina.

RE'SINS, a class of natural vegetable products
composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. They
are closely allied to the essential oils, all of which,
when exposed to the air, .absorb oxygen, and finally

become converted into substances having the
characters of resin ; and in most cases, they are

obt.ained from the plants which yield them, mixed
with and dissolved in a corresponding essential od.

Like the natural oils, the natural resins are usually

mixtures' of two or more distinct resins, which
admit of separation by their unequal solubility in

tUB'ereut fluids.

The following are the general characters of this

class of compounds. At ordinary temperatures,

they are solid, translucent, and for the most part

coloured, although some are colourless and trans-

parent. Some are devoid of odour, while others

give off an aromatic fragrance from the admixture
of an essential oih In their crude state, they never
crystallise, but are amorphous and brittle, breaking
with a eonchoidal fracture ; when piu'e, several of

them may, however, be obtained in the crystalline

form. They are readUy melted by the action of

heat, and are inflammable, burning -with a white
smoky flame. They are usu.aUy described as non-

volatile, but it has been recently shewn that com-
mon resin may be distilled in a current of super-

heated steam. They are insoluble in water, but
dissolve in alcohol, ether, aud the essential and fixed

oils. They are insidators or non-conductors of

electricity, aud become negatively electric by
friction. Many of them possess acid properties, in

which case their alcohoUc solutions redden litmus.

These resins combine with the alkalies, and form
frothy soap-like solutions in alkaline lyes. The
resinous soaps thus formed differ from ordinary

soap in not being ijrccipitated by chloride of

soilium.

The resins are divisible into the hard resins, the

soft resitis, and the gum resins.—The hard resins

are at ordinary temperatures solid and brittle ; they
are easily pulverised, and contain little or no essen-

tial oil. Under this head are included copal, the

varieties of lac, mastic, and saudarach, and the

resins of benzoin (commonly called gum-benzoin),

jalap, guaiacum, &c.—The soft resins admit of being
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moulded by the hand, and some of them are viscous
and semi-fluid, in which case they are termed balsams.

They consist essentially of solutions of hard resins

in essential oils, or aclmixtures of the two. They
become oxidised and hardened by exjjosure to the
air into the first class of resins. Under this head
are placed turpentine, storax, bals.am of copaiva,

aud the balsams of Canada, Peru, and Tolu.

The gum resins are the milky juices of certain
plants solidified by exposure to the air. Tlioy
consist of a mixture of resins and essential oils

with a considerable proportion of gum; and ou
this account, when rubbed up with water, they yield

a turbid or milky fluid from the dissolved gum,
retaining the resin and od in suspension, and are
only partly soluble in alcohol. Some of them, as

ammoiiiacum, asafcetida, eujihorbiiun, galbanum,
gamboge, myrrh, olibauum, &c., are valuable

medicinal .agents ; wdiile others, as caoutchouc (or

india-rubber) and gutta percha, are of great value

in the arts and in manufactures.
The resins are very widely diffused throughout

the vegetable kingdom. But there are certain

famihes of plants which are esjiecially rich in them.
They are generally obtained by making incisions

into the wood of the trees which produce them ;

sometimes, however, they exude spontaneously, aud
in other cases require to be extracted fi'om the
wood by boiling alcohol. The crude resins are

separated from the essential oUs with which they
are usually mixed, by distillation with water, the

resin remaining while the od and water p.ass off;

and from the gummy and mucilaginous matters, by
alcohol, which dissolves out the piLrc resins, which
can be precipitated from their alcoholic solution by
the addition of water.

The resins are extensively employed in medicine ;

and in adilition to the almost innumerable applica-

tions of caoutchouc and gutta perch.a, various resins

are of service in the preparation of varnishes, soap?,

pigments, artificial light (resin-gas), &c.

Various fossil resins are known, of which the

most important is .amber. Some chemists jilaec

bitimieu and asphalt amongst this class; and
amongst the fossil resins described Ijy mineralogists

may be mentioned FichteUte, Hartite, Idiialite,

Ozokerite, Scheererite, Xyloretin, &c.

The common resin, or rosin, of commerce exudes
in a semi-fluid state from several species of pine,

especially Pinus tasda, P. vtitis, P. palustris, and P.
I'iijida of North America, P. pinaster, P. pinea, and
P. Laricio of Southern Europe, and P. sylvestris of

Northern Europe. The jirocebs of collecting it is

FiS. 1. fiS. 2.

very simple : a longitudinal slice of the bark and

wood (A, fig. 1); about a foot in length, is taken off
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by means of an axe with a curved blade (fig. 2) ; [

and at the bottom of the groove thus made, a small
j

piece of bent wood or thm metal, as tin or zinc, is

driven into a curved cut, made by one blow of the

axe (B, tig. 1) ; this forms a sort of spout, which
catches the liquid resin as it runs from the wound,

I

and guides it into a small pot, made of common clay '

burned. At certain periods, these pots are emptied,

and their contents put into casks, for transport to

the distilleries, where the volatile essential oil is

removed from the resin. The resin thus procured

is used very extensively in the manufacture of
'

common yellow soap, also for sizing paper and
various other purposes, including the preparation of

j

ointments and plasters in pharmacy. '

The other resins most generally known and used
in Europe are Anime (q. v.). Copal (q. v.). Dammar
(q. v.). Mastic (q. v.), Sandarach (q. v.). Frankincense

(q. v.), Lac (q. v.). In addition to these, there are

many whichare of essential service in other countries,

as the Piny Resin or Dhoop, obtained from Valeria

indica ; Black Dammar, obtained from Canariuni
strictuni; Saul Resin, or Dammar B.atu, from Shorea
rohusia—all of which serve many useful purposes in

India, China, Japan, and other Asiatic countries.
'

The forests of South America furnish many others.

RESI'STIKG A CONSTABLE is an offence

punishable by justices of the peace in a siunmary
manner.

RES JUDICA'TA, in Law, means that the
subject-matter of an action has been already
decided by a court of competent jurisdiction, and
if so, a plea setting up the res judicala is a sufEcient
defence. In order to be binding, however, the suit

in the former case must have been between the same
parties.

RESOLTJ'TIOJJ", in MuJ;.,_ In the progression
of chords in a musical composition, there are certain

chords that require to be followed by certain others,

or, as it is called, resolved into them, otherwise, a
sense of incompleteness is left on the ear. Thus the
chord of the dominant seventh must be resolved by
the tonic harmony, the major third ascending a
semitone to the key-note, and the seventh descend-
ing one degree to the third of the key :

-)-
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According to one plan, the internal surface is,

.13 it were, moulded into cells, separated laterally

by partitions, somewhat like the cells as seen iu a

section of honeycomb, or more like the a)ipearance

jtresentcd by the second or honeycomb stomach of

ruminating animals ; according to the other, cnor-

mnus midtitudes of little lung-sacs partitioned, as

will be presently shewn, in their interior, are clus-

tered round the ultimate branch of a common air-

tube, which communicates witli all of them. If we
can conceive a buueh of grapes with its stem and
all its minute branches, and tlie gi-.apes attached to

the euds of these branches eomiiletely hollow, we get

a good idea of this second plan, except in so far

as the partitioning of the terminal cells (the grapes

in the illustration) is con-

cerned. By the former
method, which occurs in

amphibians and reptiles, the

lung-sacs are merely rendered

more cellular in their interior

;

whilst, by the latter plan,

compound lungs are formed,

such as occur in birds and
mammals, including man.
Hence these two v.arieties of

lung-structnre correspond to

the so-called cold-blooded and
warm-blooded animals respec-

tively. In fig.' 1, representing

a section of the lungs of the

frog (magnified), and iu fig. 5

of the art. Rei'Tilis, representing a section of

the limgs of a turtle (diminished), we have illus-

trations of the first plan (the cellular lung-sac),

while in figures 2 and 3 we have diagrammatic illus-

trations of the human lung. Figure 2 is a shaded

diagram (copied from Mr Marshall's admirable

series of Pliyxlolorjical Diagrams), to shew the

ramifications of the air-tubes in the hnmau lungs.

L is an outline, representing the left lung; T, the

Fig 2.

main air-tulie, called the windpipe or trachea (so

called from the Greek word Iracheia. rough, and
similarly termed in Latin the Arteria aspera,
although not an artery, as we now employ the
word), descends through the neck from the larynx
or organ of voice into "the chest ; B shews the right
and left bronchi, or primary divisions into which the
windpipe separates, oue for each lung. Each bronchus
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Fig. 3.

enters the lung at the so-called root, and divides

and subdivides into smaller branches, which never

coalesce, but continue se]iarate, like the branches
and t\ngs of a tree. These are the bronchial tubes,

or the bronchict of some writers ; the smallest shewn
in this tUagram, 6, b, undergo many further sub-

divisions, until (to use Mr Jlarshall's own descrip-

tion) ' at length they form an immense number of

minute tubes, not more than /crth of an inch in

diameter, each of which euds iu a cluster of ceUs,

or, as it may otherwise be described, opens into a

small membranous sac, a little wider than itself,

having a cellidar internal surface very similar to

that of the frog's lung,

but of course on a
microscoiiio scale.' In
fig. 3. (also copied

from Mr Marshall's

iliagi-ams), there is a
representation, magni-
fied about 100 dia-

meters, of three of

these clusters of cells,

or little lung-sacs, from
the human lung. In
this figure, 6 is a small
air-tube, or bronchial
tube, from which several

of the finest or ulti-

mate tubes proceed ; c

shews the outer surface

of one of the lung-sacs, or lobtdes, as they are com-
monly termed ; d, the iuner surface of another,

which has been cut open, so as to shew the ultimate
recesses of the lun^ to which the air has access

—

viz., the air-cells. According to Kossiguol, the ulti-

mate bronchial ramificatious terminate in a shape
resembling that of an inverted
fmmel, and hence he applies the
term in/andibula to these end-
ings. In fig. 4 (copied from
Eossignol's Memoir), there is a
representation of the termination
of an lUtimate bronchial tube in

the lung of a dog: a represents

an ultimate tube, or lobular

passage, branching towards the
intundibida ; b is the interior of one of the seven
infuudibula shewn in the figivre ; while c represents

one of the numerous septa or jiartitions projecting

inwards on the infundiliiidar w.all, and formmg the

air-cells. According to Todd and Bowniian, the

diameter of the lobidar passages is from TOTrth

to s^th of an inch, wliile that of the cells ranges

from oioth to -jj-ijth of an inch. It is on the inner

surface of these air-cells that the network of minute
caiiillaries is spread in which the act of aeration

takes place. Each lobule receives air through its

own bronchial tube alone, and consequently there

is no direct communication between the au'-cells of

adjacent lobules. These lobules are closely com-
pressed upon oue another ; and collectively, together

with the connective tissue which unites them to one

anothei-, make up tlie great mass of the limgs. To
such au extent is the process of subdivision carried

out, that, according to calculation, the lungs of au
adult man contain at least 600 millions of these air-

cells. It is in consequence of the air included in

these cells that the pulmonary tissue has a soft

spongy feel, and crackles when compressed between
the fingers (see RESPrR.vroKY Sounds) ; and for the

same reason, the lungs, and even small portions

of them, even after strong pressure, float in water,

it being extremely difiicult to drive all the air out
of the cells. The lungs (except iu the fa-tal state,

when no air enters them) are thus the lightest
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organs, in relation to tlieir size, in the body.

Although their bulk is so great that, with the

heart, they occupy almost the whole of the cavity

of the chest, they only weigh about three pounds
and a half in men, and two pounds and three-

quarters in women. Their colour varies at dif-

ferent ages. At birth, they are of a pinkish

white tint; in adult life, they are of a slate colour,

and present a mottled .apjiearance ; and in old age,

they become of a still darker tint. The polygonal

markings which are seen on the surf.ice correspond

to the outer siirfacc of the lobules already noticed.

Their shape is adapted to that of the canity in

which they ai'c lodged, each lung being conical in

form, with its apex rising into the neck ; while its

base, which is broad and concave, rests iipon the con-

vex surface of the diai)hragm ; and between the two
lungs lie the heart and the great vessels that proceed
from it. During life (except in certain diseases, as

for instance, I'EKiCAKDiTis, q. v.), the inner margins
of the lungs nearly overlap the heart, learing only

a roundish space, less than two inches in diameter,

of that organ uncovered, while their lower borders
extend to the cartilages of the ribs, and lit into

the angle fonned between those cartilages and the
diaphnagm. Each lung is invested by its own
serous membrane, the Pletjk.v (q. v.), which serves

the double purpose of facilitating the movements
which the lungs undergo in the act of respiration,

and of suspending each lung in its proper position.

In the latter function, the pleurre are essentially

assisted by the great air-tubes and blood-vessels,

which collectively form what are termed the roots

of the lungs.

The structure of the air-tubes and the lungs
themselves next requires consideration. Beginning
with the upper portion, we have to consider the
trachea^ or windpipe, which in the human subject

descends in the midtUe line from the Larynx (q. v.)

_ to the level of the third

dorsal vertebra, where it

divides into the right and
left bronchi (as seen in fig. 2).

It is kept permanently open
by from 16 to 20 cartilaginous

rings, wliich surround two-
thirds of the tiibe, and are

incomplete behind, where the
tube is completed by the

same fibrous membrane which
covers and imites the car-

tilages in front and on the sides. In this fibrous
membrane are numeroiis tracheal glands (which
jirobably furnish much of the vapour of the breath,
and may occasion its odour), together ^vith

tmstriped muscidar fibre, to which the term
irncliealis muscle has been given. The trachea
measures about 44 inches in length, and is about
three-quarters of an inch wide. Its mucous mem-
brane is continuous through the glottis ^^^th that
of the pharjTix or throat, and is covered with cili-

ated columnar Epithelium (q. v.). Of the bronchi,
the right is wider, shorter, and more horizontal
than the left. Their walls are composed on the
same plan as those of the trachea. Upon entering
the lung, each bronchus divides in the method
already described. The walls of those bronchial
tubes become thinner as they .approach the air-

cells. The cartilaginous portions which, in the
primary divisions of cacn bronchus, partially

retained the annnl.ar form, become gradually
reduced to mere flakes, and finally cease in tubes
of |th or I'ijtli of an inch in diameter. The un-
stripcd muscular fibres occurring in the trachea are
continued downwards to the minutest tubes, form-
ing a very tliin layer, completely surrounding the
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Fig:. 5.—-A. separated
Tracheal King.

r, reprcBPnting the car-
tila^inuu3, and »i the
IHislerior llattened mem-
braneous portion.

canal, and the ciliated epithelium extends equally
far. The terminal bronchial tube loses its epithe-
lium and muscular coat at about Jth of an inch
from the most distant air-cell to which it leads,

and is thus reduced to a single coat, consisting of

the basement membrane (see Mrcous JIembr-VNT.),

with yellow elastic fibres blended with it. Of this

structure, the interlobular passages and the air-

cells are composed.
The mode in which the blood is perpetually

changed in the lungs next demands consideration.

The venous or impure blood collected from all parts

of the body in the right side of the heart, is con-
veyed to the lungs by the pulmonary artery, which
is about the size of the aorta, and, like that vessel,

is furnished with three semilunar valves at its

origin, which prevent the blood from regurgitating

into the right ventricle of the Heart (see Ciecula-
Tioy). The pulmonary artery divides, before enter-

ing the lungs, into a right and a left branch, which
ramify as far as the lobules in company with the
bronchial tubes. At this point, they distribute

themselves on the outside of the lobules, in the
so-called interlobular Jissur^s, and penetrating
between the air-cells, form a capUlar^ netwoi'k on
and in the walls of the cells and of the lobidar

passages. This network empties its blood, which
is now aerated, into minute venous radicles,

which converge to form larger veins, and these

finally form the four pidmonary veins, which dis-

charge their arterialised blood into the left side

of the heart. The walls which support the
capillary network of the lungs are (as Todd and
Bowman observe) ' for the most part much too

thin to enclose the capillaries between the two
layers of their siibstance, and therefore the
capillaries project fau-ly into the air cells by a
gi'eat part of their circumference, being adherent
to the wall by a narrow line onlj'. The capil-

lary wall is thus exposed and bare, in contact

with the air of the cell, and nothing besides the
delicate membrane of the capillary intervenes

between the air and the blood. A capillary fre-

quently passes through an apertiu'e in the cell- wall,

so as first to project into one cell, and further on
into a contiguous one, but never becomes altogether

free from the wall.'

—

Pliys. Anat. v. ii. p. 393.

The diameter bf these capillaries is about -j-^\jj;th of

an inch, which is comparativelj' large, and admits
of the passage of blood freely ; and the air and the
blood may be said to be in contact, since they are

only separated by a delicate capillary wall, less

than - Tjth of an inch in thickness. If the rate

of the blood in the capillaries be taken at an inch
and three-quarters per minute (according to the
estimate of Valentin, drawn from observation of

the frog's foot), it has been calculated that the
blood would at each circuit remain in contact with
the air about one second and a half. In all prob-
ability, however, the motion of the blood is quicker
in the pulmonary capillaries of man and other
mammals and of birds than in those of the frog's

foot.

In addition to the pulmonary artery and pul-

monarj' veins, which convey the blood to and from
the lungs for the purpose of aeration, there aro
other vessels, known .as the bronchial vessels,

for the nutrition of the lung itself, the distribution

of which, and theii' mode of communication with
the pulmonary vessels .already described, h.ave been
subjects of much discussion ; but into tliis we need
not enter. The lungs are sujiplied with nerves
from the anterior and posterior pulmonary plexuses,

l\-iiig at the root of the organ, and composed
of filaments of the pneumog.astrie and sympa-
thetic nerves. The filaments from these plexuses

S09
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accompany the bronchial tubes, in which they are

finally lost. The part which these nerves play in

the respiratory process will be considered after we
have described the momnients of nspiralion, by
which the air in the lungs is being perpetually

changed.
For a description of the shape and framework

of the chest, see Chest. The chest (or thorax,

as it is termed by au.atomists) is so constructed

as to be capable of enlargement in height (verti-

cally), in depth (or from the front backwards),

and iu width (or from side to side). Its height is

increased mainly by the descent of the diaphragm,

and to a certain extent by the elevation of the ribs,

.and the widening of the intercostal spaces ; wliile

its depth and width are increased by the elevation

of the ribs, which carry forward and elevate the

breast-bone (or sternmn), especially at its lowest

end, and are slightly rotated on an imaginary axis,

joining their extremities, by which their central

portion is raised, and slightly removed from the

mesial plane of the chest. It is only in forced or

deep inspiration that all these means of enlarging

the chest are called into play. An ordinary inspira-

tion is attended iu men with very slight elevation of

the ribs (about one-twentieth of an inch), while in

women the elevation is much greater, especially iu

the upper ribs ; the cause of this cUfference iu the

sexes probalily lying in the narrower waist of the

female requiring a compensation in the ujiper part

of the chest. Mil. Beau and Maissiat describe

three varieties of ordinary respiration—viz., I. Ab-
dominal, or that chiefly efiected by the diaphragm,

and seen in the motion of the walls of the belly ; 2.

Costo-inferior, or that iu which the seven lower ribs

are observed to act ; and 3. Costo-superior, or that

effected in a considerable degree by the upper ribs.

The first variety occurs in infants up to the end of

Fig 6.

Diagrams {by Hutchinson) shewint^ the extent of antero-
posterior movement in ordinary, and in forced respiration in

male and female. 'Ihe back is supposed to be fixed, in older
to throw forward the movement as much as possible. The
black line indicates, by its two margins, the limits of
ordinanj inspirntiott and expiration. Enforced inspiration,

the body comes up to the dotted line, while in forced expira-
tion it recedes to the smallest space indicated.

the third year, and iu males generally ; the second
in boys after the age of three, and in men ; and the
third in adidt females. The difference between the
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depth of a forced and an ordinary inspir.ation is

shewn in the accompanying figures. Oiu- limited

space precludes a detailed notice of the various
muscles which are concerned in respiration. The
total power of the respiratory muscles has been
measured by several physiologists, amongst whom
Dr Hutchinson deserves special notice. He finds,

as the average of 1500 experiments, that the power
of expiration is nearly one-third stronger than that
of inspiration, and he is of opinion that when the
expiratory .are not stronger than the inspiratory

muscles, some disease is present. He tested the
force of the two classes of respiratory muscles by
causing persons to make the most powerful efforts

of which they were capable, when breathing through
the nose into an instrument termed a spirometer,

and by this means he found that men of five feet

seven or eight inches in height have the greatest

inspiratory power, it being equal, on an average, to

a colirmu of mercury of 2"75 inches, while their

expiratory power was equal to 3'9j inches. The
following table is given by him as exhibiting the

range through which these powers may vary within

the limits of health

:
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poisoning, tlie respiratory acts are diminished in

number ; the ratio of respiration to pulsations being

as 1:6, or even 1:8.

We have next to inquire into the mode in which

the muscular movements of respiration are kept

up by nervous power. 'There can be no doubt,'

says Dr Carpenter, ' th.at these movements, though

partly under the control of the wiU, are essentially

" automatic " in their nature. Their chief centres

consist of two ganglia ; corresponding to the

origins of the pneumogastric nerves, which are

the principal excitor nerves wliich convey the

stimidus on which these movements are dependent

;

whilst from the adjacent parts of the medulla

oblongata and spinalis proceed the chief motor

nerves by which they are carried into effect. And
thus it happens th;it the whole of the encephalon

may be removed from above, and the spinal cord (as

far up as the origin of the phrenic nerve) from below,

without suspending the most essential of the respi-

r.atory movements.'

—

Principles of Human Phijsi-

olo'jy (6th edit., 1864, p. 274). It would carry

us far beyond our assigned limits to notice the

interesting series of jihenomena that follow the

diWsion or irritation of the various branches of the,

pneimiogastric nerve. We may, however, mention

th.at when the trunlis of this nerve are divided on

botli sides, the respiratory movements still go on,

although with diminished activity. Hence, there

must be other exciters to the action of the respira-

tory muscles. Amongst these, the nerves distri-

buted to the general surface, and particidarly to

the face, probably perform an important part ; and

in exciting the lirst inspiration, the fifth pair seem

the principal agent. In support of this view, Dr
Carpenter adduces the well-known fact, that the

first inspiratory eflFort of the new-born infant is

most vigorously performed when the cool external

air comes in contact with its face. Dr Marshall

H;ill, in his New Memoir on the True Spinal

Marroiu, p. 29, relates a case in which the first

inspiration was delayed simply because the face

\v.-is protected from the atmosphere by the bed-

clothes ; the instant they were lifted up, the infant

breathed. Many familiar facts demonstrate the

inUucnce of the superficial nerves on the respiratory

system in the .adidt as well as in the infant. ' Every
one,' to use Dr Caqienter's words, ' knows that the

first plunge into cold water, or the first descent of

the stream of the shower-l).ath, or even the dashing

of a glass of cold water m the face, will produce

insjiiratory efforts ; and this fact has many im-

portant practical .applications. Thus, in the treat-

ment of asphyxia, whether congenital or the residt of

narcotic poisoning, drowning, &c., the alternate

application of colli and heat is found to be one of

the most cUicacious means of restoriu!| the respi-

ratory movements ; and a paroxysm ot hysterical

laughter may be cut short by dashing a glass of cold

water in the face.' The principid motor or efferent

nerves concerned in bringing out the respiratory

movements are the plxrenic, going to the diaphragm

;

the intercostal, supplymg the intercostal muscles ;

the facial aiul the spinal accessoiy nerves ; .although,

as has been already mentioned, the superficial nerves

generally exert a motor or efferent .action.

How far tlio respiratory movements are imder

the infiuence of the will, is a question which h.as

given rise to much lUscussion. That, in then-

ordinary mode of pertonnanco, tliey arc indepen-

dent of the will, is obvious from their systematic

occurrence during sleep, in ca-ses of j)aralysi3 in

which the power of the will is lost, in apoplexy,

&c. At the same time, uiiivers.al experience

te.aches us tliat these movements are partly, but

not entirely, under the control of the -will. We

can, with little inconvenience, suspend the respira-

tory actions for a minute or even longer, if we
have previously introduced into the lungs a full

supply of fresh ab ; but if the suspension be

further prolonged, the stimidus conveyed by the

excitor nerves to the nervous centres becomes so

strong, that by no effort of the wdl can we avoid

making inspiratory efforts. It is asserted by M.
Bourdon, an eminent Frencli physiologist, in his

Recherches sur le Mecanisme de la Respiration, th.at

no person ever succeeded in committing suicide by
simply holding the breath, but th.at such persons

have attained their object by holding the face under

water, because here another set of muscles is called

into play, wliich are much more under the control

of the wdl than those of respiration. If we may
ventiu-e to seek for the reason why, in man and the

higher animals, the rospiratoi-y actions are placed

under the direction of the will, it m.ay probably be

foimd in the necessary physiological connection

that exists between them and the production of

those vocal soimds by which individuals (whether

men or animals) can commimicate their feelings and
wishes to one another.

We shall complete the subject in so far as human
physiology is concerned, by noticing (1) the greatest

quantity of air th.at can be expelled by a forcible

expiration
; (2) the total quantity that passes through

the lungs in a given time ; (3) the effects of respira-

tion on the air ; and (4) the effects of suspension or

deficiency of respiration.

When the lungs have been emptied as much as

possible of air by the most powerful expiratory

effort, they still contain a quantity over which we
have no control, and which may be estimated at

about 40 cubic inches.* To this portion of the

contents of the limgs the term Residual Air is

apphed. In addition to this residual air, physio-

logists distinguish, in coimectiou with the respi-

ratory process. Supplemental Air, which is that

portion which remains in the chest after .an ordi-

naiy gentle expiration, but which m.ay be displaced

at wdl ; Breatltinri or Tidal Air, which is the

volume th.at is displaced by the constant gentle

inspir.ation and expiration ; and Complemental Air,

or the quantity which can be inhaled Ijy the deepest

possible inspir.ation, over and above th.at which is

introduced in ordmary breathing. The greatest

volume of air that can lie expelled by the most
powerful expiration, which is obviously the simi of

the supplement.al, breathing, and complemental air,

is designated as the Vital Capacity—a term originally

introduced by Dr Hutchinson, the inventor of the

spirometer, who found, from nearly 5000 observa-

tions, that of all the elements or factors which might

be supposed to influence it, heifjht alone stood in a

definite .and constant relation to it, this relation

being expressed by the ride, that, ' for every inch of

st.ature from 5 to 6 feet, 8 additional cubic inches

of air (at 60° Fahr.) are given out by a forced expi-

ration after a fidl inspiration.' Thus, the v\t\sX

capacity for a man from 5 feet to 5 feet 1 inch being

174 cubic inches, that for a mau from 5 feet 1 inch

to 5 feet 2 uQches is 182 cubic inches ; and so on.

With regard to botUly weight as a factor, Dr
Hutchinson found, that ' when the man exceeds the

average weight (at each height) by 7 per cent., the

vital capacity decreases 1 cubic inch per poimd
for the next 35 llis. .above this weight.' Age
and muscular development do not influence the

result so much as might have been expected. It

has been not imfrequently observed that the vital

capacity is small in athletic men, and that it has

* According to Hutchinson, as will be presently seen,

this estimate is far too smaU.
211
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been in excess in persons by no means remarkalile

for physical power. Tlie maximum vital capacity

met with by Dr Hutcliinsou was 4G4 cubic inches ;

this was in a man 7 feet high, whose weight was
308 lbs. : the minimum was 46 cubic inches, and
occurred in the case of a dwarf whose height was
only 29 inches, and who weighed 40 lbs.

In estimating the efi'ccts of the respiratory process

iipon the air which passes through the lungs, we
shall adopt the data afforded liy the recent obser-

vations of Dr Edward Smith, who has arranged a

spirometer by which the quantity of air inspired

njay lie registered from 1 to 100,000 cubic inches,

ami therefore for any period. This instrument,

says Dr Carjieuter (to whom Dr Smith has commu-
nicated many of the following statements for inser-

tion in the new edition of his Human Phiidoloijij),

'he has used for 24 hours without intermission,

except for meals, and he has ascertained the quan-

tity of air inspired during sleep and in almost every

condition met with during the day. From numerous
experiments ui)On several persons, each extending

over a whole day, he found that the average depth
of inspiration was 33'G cubic inches when at rest

;

and when walking at 1, 2, .*!, and 4 miles an hour,

52, 60, 75, and 91 cubic inches, and even 107 cubic

inches when working the treadmill. If we take 30

or 40 cubic inches as the average quantity exchanged
at each respiration, we cannot but observe how
small a proportion it bears to the entire amount
which the luugs usually contain, for the " residual

air" which cannot be expelled is estimated by Dr
Hutchinson at from 75 to 100 cubic inches ; and the
** supjilemental air," which can only be expelled by a

forced expiration, is about as much more ; the sum
of the two being from 150 to 200 cubic inches, or

fi'om 5 to 7 times the " breatliing volume." ' Now,
it is obvious that if no provision existed tor mingling
the air inspired with the air already occupying the

lungs, the former would penetrate no further than
the larger au--passages, and as this would be again

thrown out at the ue.xt expiration, the bulk of the

air contained in the lungs woidd remain altogether

without renewal, and tlie expired air would not be

found to have undergone any change. The law of

the Diffusion of Gases (q. v.) here comes in play, for

the air in the au'-eells and finer tubes being charged

by the respiratory process with a great excess of

carbnnic acid, as compared with the inspired air

contained in the larger tubes, a dilTusion of the

carbonic acid necessarily takes place in the outward
direction, while the oxygen from the air, or the air

itself, similarly diffuses itself in an opposite direc-

tion, towards and into the air-cells themselves.

The total amount of air which passes through the

lungs in 24 hours must obviously varj- with the

extent and frequency of the respiratory movements.
Dr Smith found that during the day (6 A. M. to

12 P. M.), the average quantity of air inspired by
several persons at rest was 502 cubic inches per

minute, or a total of 542,160 cubic inches ; and as the

average quantity during the night was about 400
inches per minute, the total daily amoimt was
086,000 cubic inches. This quantity is largely in-

creased by exertion, and Dr Smith computes that

the total amount actually respired by the luioccupied

gentleman, the ordinary tradesman, and the hard-

working labourer, would be 804,780, 1,065,840, and
1,508,390 cubic inches respectivel}\

The alttrations in the inspii'ed air effected by
respiration consist essentially in the removal of a

portion of the oxygen, and its repkicement by a
nearly corresponding bulk of carbonic acid. The
amount of carbonic acid in the expired air varies

inversely with the number of respirations ; it

reaches 55 per cent, (or more) when the resim'atious

are only G in the minute, while it falls as low, as
about 2G per cent, when the respirations are

96 in the minute. About 4'35 per cent, of car-

bonic acid is, on an average, added to the air in

ordinary respiration ; whilst about 4'7S2 per cent,

of oxygen is removed ; the actual diminution of

bulk of the expired air (after the removal of the
moisture obtained from the lungs) being about :]'-5th

of its volume. Hence, unless where there is free

ventilation, the ail* in an apartment containing men
or animals must soon become vitiated by containing
a gi-eat excess of carbonic acid (for ordinary atmo-
spheric ail' only contains about one part of carbonic
acid in 2500 parts), and a deficiency of oxygen. The
absolute quantity of carbonic acid (and consequently
of carbon) exhaled in 24 hours is liable to great
variations, caused by the temperature and moisture
of the air, age, sex, muscular development, the
nature and quantity of the food, muscular exercise,

sleep, state of health, &c. Dr Smith calcidates that
an adidt man in a state of rest exhales in 24 hours
an amount of carbonic acid equivalent to 7'144 oz.

of carbon ; and he estimates that it should be
increased to S'08 and 11'7 oz. for the non-labouring
and laborious classes respectively, at then- ordinary
rate of exertion. We may add, that the total

amoimt of carbonic acid is greatly increased by
external cold, and diminished by heat ; that it is

increased by a moist, and diminished by a dry
atmosphere ; that it increases in both sexes to about
the 30th year, when it remains stationary for 15
years, after which it diminishes ; that at all ages

beyond 8 years it is greater in males than in females,

and that it increases during pregnancy ; that it is

greater in robust than in slender men, the quantity
of carbon expired per diem to each 1 lb. of bodily

weight being (according to Smith) 17'07, 17'51, and
17'99 gi'ains at 48, 39, and 33 years of age respect-

ively ; that it is greatly increased by eating,* and is

diminished by fasting; that it is increased by mus-
cular exertion (Smith found that when walking thi'ee

miles an hour he excreted 2'6 more carbonic acid

than when at rest ; whUe tread-wheel labour occa-

sioned about double the excretiou that was caused
by walking) ; that it is diminished by sleep ; and
that it is increased in the exanthematous fevers

(measles, small-pox, scarlatina, &c.), and in chlorosis

;

while it is diminished in typhus and in chronic

diseases of the respiratory organs.

There has been much discussion with regard to

the extent to which the nitrogen of the air is affected

by respiration. Usually a small amount of this gas
is given off, but the quantities absorbed and exhaled
so nearly balance each other, that its special action
on the organism must be very trifling, further than
as being a diluter of the oxygen, which woidd be
too stimulating if breathed in a pure state. We
therefore proceed to the consideration of the watery
vapour with which the exhaled au- is saturated.
The amount of this fluid e.xhaled in 24 hours may
range from about G to 27 oz., its usual range being
between 7 and 11 oz. It is not pure water, but
holds iu solution a considerable amount of carbonic
acid and an albimiinous substance in a state of

decomposition, which, on exposing the fluid to an
elevated temperatui'e, occasions a very evident putrid
odour.

RESPIRATIOjST, Artificial, is required m all

cases of suspended animation, from di'owiiing,

* We regret that our limited space totally precludes
us from noticmg Dr Smith's laborious investigations on
the eflect of different kmds of food and drink on the
excretion of carbonic acid. Tlie reader will find them
described in several of the recent volumes of the
Philosophical Transactions.
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noxious gases, chloroform, &c. It may be per-

formed either by forcing air into the lungs by
means of a pipe passed through the mouth or the
nostril into the glottis, or (which is usually prefer-

able) by imitating the natural expansion of the
chest by muscular effort, as by the metliods invented
by the late Dr Marshall Hall and by Dr Sylvester.

The best mode of forcing air into the lungs is by
the xise of a small pair of boUows, with the nozzle

inserted in one of the patient's nostrils. The air

should be driven into the lungs with extreme
gentleness, the larynx Ijeing pressed backwards
against the spine, so that the air may not go into

the cesophagus and stomach. Gentle but firm

pressure must be then applied to the chest to ex|")el

the introduced air, and fresh air again driven in

;

and this process of introducing and expelling the
air alternately must be continued luitil either

natural respiratory efforts appear, or the case

becomes hopeless.

In the article Asphyxia it is stated that the best

method of filling the lungs of an asphyxiated person
(as, for instance, a person apparently drowned) with
fresh air, is that of Dr Marshall Hall. Dr Sylvester's

method [The True Physiological Method of Restorimj

Persons apparently Droirned or Deaxl^ and of Besus-

citating Still-born Children, London, 1S59) is now
generally regarded as decidedly preferable to that
of Dr Marshall Hall, although the same in principle.

The follo^ving are Dr Sylvester's rides, as slightly

modified by a committee, whose investigations will

lie presently noticed. The patient is laid ou his

back ou a plaue, inclined a little from the feet

Kg- 1-

ujjwards
; the shoiJders are gently raised Viy a fii-m

cushion being placed under them ; the tongue is

brought forward, so as to project a Uttle from the
side of the mouth. The operator then grasps the
jiatient's arms just above the elbows, and raises them
till they nearly meet above the head. This action

Pig. 2.

imitates inspiration. The patient's ai-ms are then
tvirned down, and firmly pressed for a moment
against the sides of the chest. A deep expiration is

thus imitated; and these two sets of movements
sliould be perseveringly continued at the rate of
about 15 times in a minute.
Two important documents on this siibject have

appeared since the publication of the article

AspnvxiA. The first of these is the Report of
the Scientific Committee on Suspended Aniination,
presented to the Royal Medical and Chirurgical
Society of London in July 1SG2; and when it is

st.ated that this Report was signed by ' C. J. B.
Williams, Chairman, \V. S. Kirkes, C4eorge Harley,
J. B. Sanderson, C. E. Brown Sequard, H. Hyde
Salter, E. H. Sieveking, and W. S. Savory, Honoranj
Secretary' its scientific claims to our attention are

undeniable. The following are their suggestions in

relation to treatment : 1. That all obstruction to
the passage of air to and from the lungs be at once,

so far as is practicable, removed ; that the mouth
and nostrils, e. g., be cleansed from all foreign

matters or adherent mucus. 2. That in the absence
of natural respiration, artificial resjiiration by Dr
Sylvester's method (as already described) should bo
employed, 3. Th.at if no natural respiratory efl'orts

supervene, a dash of hot water (120° Fah.) or cold
water be employed, for the purpose of exciting

respiratory elforts. 4. That the temperature of the
body be maintained by friction, warm blankets, the
warm bath, &c. [Whether the warm bath is serWce-
able or positively hurtful is, however, still an open
question] ; and 5. That in the case of drowning, in

addition to the foregoing suggestions, the following
plan may, in the first instance, be practised : Place
the body with the face downwards, and hanging a
Uttle over the edge of a table, shutter, or board,

raised at an angle of about 30°, so that the head
may be lower than the feet. Open the mouth, and
draw the tongue forward. Keep the body in this

posture for a few seconds, or a little longer if

fluid escapes. The escape of fluid may be assisted

by pressing once or twice upon the back.

The other dociunent to which we referred is

entitled Instructions for the Restoration of the

apparently Dead from Drouminrj, and was issued in

18(54 by ' The National Lifeboat Institution.' In
these Instructions (a copy of which should be in

the possession of every family), it is recommended,
that if breathing cannot be excited by the application

of stimulants to the nostrils, or by dashing water on
the face, Marshall Hall's method should be tried ;

and that if this do not prove successful in from two
to five minutes, Dr Sylvester's method should be
resorted to.

In conclusion, a reference must be made to the
Reports of the Scientific Committee [of the members
of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society]

on the Uses and Effects of Chlorofwm. The
committee decide that the most certain means
of restoring life after poisoning with anaesthetics is

by artificial respiration. ' By this means, resus-

citating may generally be accom-
jilished after natural respiration

has ceased, pro\'ided the heart
continue to act ; and it may some-
times be efl'ected even after the
cessation of the heart's action.

Galvanism resuscitates within the
same limits as artificial respira-

tion ; it is, however, far less to
be relied ou in equal cases. Gal-
vanism may be used in adtlitiou

to artificial respiration ; but the
latter is ou no account to bo
delayed or suspended, in order that

I galvanism may be tneiV— Proceedings of the Royal
Medical and Chirurgical Society, vol. iv. 18C4.

RE'SPIRA'TOE, is the name given by its

inventor, Mr Jeftreys, to an instrument which gives
warmth to tlic air drawn into the lungs in breathiuf;.

It is attached to tlie mouth, and is composed
of several Layers of very fine wire, fixed so near
together, that the exhaled air passing throuL-h
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them is diffused over a very large amount of

surface, its warmth heing absorhed by the metal,

which, being an excellent conductor of heat, freely

returns it to the cold ah-, drawn in through it in

the act of inspiration. Mr Jeffreys considers it

necessary that about twenty layers of metal-work
shoidd be used, and in order to make the instru-

ment as light and compact as possible, each layer

must be extremely thin. The apparatus usually

consists of from eight to twelve frames of sheet-

silver or other metal, about .3^ inches lo"g, IJ
inch wide, and ^^^th of an inch thick, the metal
of which is pierced away by machinery so as to

leave only a narrow framework, consisting of six

vertical bars -jV^li of ^^ i°'^l' 'wide, and five hori-

zontal bars, with a width of -gV^h of an inch thick.

To each side of each of these frames is soldered

a layer of wires 1\ inch long, and TTut'i "f an inch

thick. These wires are laid at about ij-J-uth of

an inch apart, and are so numeroiis, that a large

respirator of high power contains 2000 feet of wire,

divided into about 12,000 ])ieces, and soldered to the
frames at more than 80,000 points. The frames, of

wire-work, are fixed parallel to each other, and kept
a small distance apart by small knots of a bad
conductor of heat, so that the inner layer is always
kept at almost the temperatme of the expired air,

and each successive layer diminishes in warmth,
till the outer one is nearly as cold as the external

air. By this arrangement, the au- that is inhaled
meeting with layers of wu'e of gradually increasuig

heat, is raised in the most powerfid respirators to

the highest attainable temperature. Such respira-

tors have twenty-four layers of wire-work, those of

medium power sixteen, and the weakest eight. The
whole of the wire-work is curved, so as to fit closely

to the face, and is enclosed in a border or case of soft

leather ; and an outer coat, usually of a very fine and
open woollen f.abrie, is added. The form of instru-

ment chiefly used is fixed over the mouth, and is

named T/ic Oral Respirator. For an instrument to

cover both the mouth and nostrils, the term Ori-

nasal Respirator is used. As defective and imper-

fect imitations of Mr Jeffreys' respirator have been
advertised, the original inventor has recently super-

added the word Pneumoclime, or ' Climate for the
Lungs,' to all the respirators for which he holds
himself responsible. The use of these instruments
in allowing persons with delicate lungs to take
out-of-door exercise with safety and advantage in

comparatively severe weather, is now imiversaUy
recognised by the medical profession.

RESPI'RATORY SOUNDS, are of the

greatest importance in the diagnosis of the diseases

of the lungs. They may be divided into (1) those

directly resulting from mspiration and expiration,

and (2) those of the voice, including coughing.

In the healthy state of tlie lungs, two distinct

soimds are heard, on api>lying the ear, either directly

or through the intervention of the stethoscope, to

the walls of the chest—one called the vesicular

sound, because it is supposed to be caused by the
passage of the air from the ultimate tubes into the
air-cells or vesicles ; and the other the hroncldal

sound, because it is generated in the bronchial tubes
by the air moving through them.
The vesicular sound, known also as the respira-

tory murmur, is mainly produced during inspiration,

being very faint, and sometimes scarcely perceptible

dm'ing expiration. It is rather a rustle than a
miu'mur, and has been compared to the sighing of

a gentle breeze amongst leaves, to the sound made
in the deep inspiration of a sleeping jjerson, &c.

;

but a single minute's application of the ear to the
chest of a healthy person below the collar-bone, will

give a clearer idea of its true nature than any mere

description coidd convej\ The sound is more dis-

tinct in thin than in fat persons, in women than in
men, and in chiklren than in adults. Indeed, it is

so loud in chilch-en, that when an unusually noisy
soimd is heard in an adult, it is said to be puerile.

The bronchial sound has a blowing char.acter, such
as may be produced by blowing air quickly through
a tube, and is altogether distinct from the former.
It may be most clearly heard over the trachea or
windpipe, and at the upper part of the sternimi or
breast-bone.

Such are the sounds as they occur in the healthy
lungs. In disease, any change which tends to impau-
the respiratory fxmctiou in one part of the lungs,
will make the vesicidar murmur abnormally weak
there, and abnormally loud in the remainder; and
there are other changes, besides a mere increase or

decrease of intensity, that sometimes occur, and into

which we have no space to enter. The bronchial

sound is also liable to morbid alteration ; for ex-

ample, it may be heard in parts of the chest where
it is usually inaudible, in consequence of conden-
sation of the surrounding pulmonary tissue, or from
dilatation of the tubes, independently of conden-
sation ; and in violent dyspnoea, it may sometimes
l>e heard over the whole chest without any change
of structure. These morbid soimds are only modi-
fications of those which occiu' in health. There are,

however, other sounds generated by disease which
are highly important in diagnosis. These are termed
Rales by the French, and Rattles, Sibilus, Rhonchus,
&o., by those English writers who do not adopt the
French term. They may be briefly divided into the
dry and the moist rdles, the former being caused
by the passage of the air, with increased rapidity,

through narrowed portions of the bronchial tubes ;

while the latter are formed by the passage of air

through a fluid of more or less tenacity in the bron-
chial tubes, causing the formation of a succession of

bubbles, whose bursting occasions the sound.

There are two other morbid soimds connected
with the respiratory system which deserve to

lie named in this fist, ^Hz,, metallic tinkling and
the friction sound. Metallic tinkling is a quick
and sharp soimd, resembling that produced by
striking a glass vessel with a pin. Its occurrence
affords evidence of the existence of a cavity of

considerable size, containing air, and surrounded
Ijy firm waUs ; but how the sound is produced is

not definitely settled. The friction soimd is pro-

duced by the rubbing together of the pulmonary
and costal pleurfe when rough from inflammatory
action, and is indicative of pleurisy.

RESPO'ND, in Gotluc Architecture, a half-pier

attached to a wall, and supporting an arch, &c.

RESPO'NDENT is the name of the party against

whom another party presents a petition to a court

which requires to be answered. The word is used
in England as well as in Scotland, but more fre-

quently in England.

RESPONDE'NTIA is a mode of raism,^ money
by a master of the ship in critical and desperate
circumstances, when he has no other means of doing
so, .and when the oliject is to rescue or save the ship

and cargo for the benefit of all parties. He goes to

a person who advances a sum of money, and takes a
mortgage of the goods or cargo, but in such a way
that if the goods never arrive, iihe creditor loses his

whole security, and cannot claim repayment from
the o^wner of the ship. Wlien money is borrowed
in a similar way on the security of the ship itself,

it is called Bottomry (q. v.). In both cases the
secmity is in the form of a bond.

RESPO'NSORIES (Lat. responsorium, a response),
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short sentences, generally verses or portions of

verses from Scripture, which are assigned in the
church serrices, to be answered by the people to

the officiating clergyman. Eesponsories are ap-

pended to lessons, to chapters, and to versicles, in

common with which they are either chanted or

simply repeated, according to the nature of the
service. They are found in all the ancient liturgies,

and occur also in the Book of Common Prayer. In
the latter the name given to them is Response ;

but in the ancient service-books, as well as in the

modern BreWarj', they are called as above.

REST, in Heraldry, the name usually given to a
charge of the form indicated in the subjoined figure,

varying, however, considerably in different repre-

sentations. It appears at too early a
date to be what it is often said to be
—a spear-rest. It is sometimes called

an organ-rest, and in old rolls, a clarion

—and is most likely a representation
of some musical instrument like the
Pandean pipe. It was a rebus-badge of

the Clares.

REST, in Music, an interval of silence occurring
in the course of a movement between one sound and
another. The duration of a rest, like the duration of

a note, is indicated by the form of the character
representing it.

Rest.

Si^mibreTc. Ulinim. Crotchet. Quavfr. Scmiquarcr.
Dcmi-scmi- Semi-dcmi- Eiglit
quaver, semiquaver, Semibrevcs. 5einibreT«i. Somibrevet. 8cmibr«'

-^^^^^E^^^i^^^^Pg
For rests of a still longer duration, it is now usual
to draw one or two oblique lines across the staff,

and write on them in figures the nimiber of

measures during which the voice or instrument is to

13

be silent. Thus, common time.

denotes a rest of 13 semibreves. A rest, like a note,

may be jirolonged by one or more dots.

REST-HARROW (Ononis), a genus of plants of

the natural order Leguminos(e,a\ihor<i.eT PapiUonaccce,
liaving a 5-cleft bell-shaped calyx, the standard
of the corolla large and striated, the keel beaked,
the pod turgid and few-seeded. There are many
species, chieJSy natives of Europe, and generally
herbaceous or half-shrubby.—The Common R. (0.

arven.^-is) is abimdant in pastures and by waysides
in Britain. Its lower leaves have three leaflets, the
upper are simple ; the flowers are axillary and
rose-coloured, or occasionally white. The plant is

half-shrubby, with somewhat spiny stems; viscid;

and its smell strong and unpleasant. The roots are
tough and woody, whence its English name. It is

sometimes a troublesome weed, but onlj' in neglected
pastures, and disappears before careful cultivation.

RESTIA'CEjE, a natural order of endogenous
plants, nearly aUied to Cyperacece, mostly natives
of the southern hemisphere, and aboimding at the
Cape of Good Hope and in Australia. Thej' are
herbaceous plants, or sometimes half-shrubby, have
simple stems, and narrow leaves; and are hard,
wiry, and rush-like. They have generally a creeping
root-stock. The flowers are in heads or spikes,
generally unisexual, with 2—6 glumes, sometimes
with none, two or three stamens, an ovary with
1^3 cells, one ovule in each cell, the fruit a capsule
or nut. Hestio tectorum is much used for thatching
houses at the Cape of Good Hope. Wildenowia
teres is used for making baskets aud brooms.

RESTIGOUCHE, a river in the north-west of the
colony of New Bruns-ivick, forms for about 50 miles
tlio boundary between that colony and Canada
iO.ist. It is 200 miles in length, and falls into

<'haleur Bay, which opens into the Gulf of St
liawrence. For the last 18 miles it is navigable for

tlie largest ships.

RESTITU'TION, in Scotch Law, is the obligation
of the purchaser of a movable, wliich really belongs
to a third party, to deliver it up to such real owner
without claiming repayment of price. An action lies

to recover restitution of money paid in mistake.
See Repetitiox.—In English Law, the word restitu-

tion is used m similar circimistances to denote

delivery up of possession to the rightful ovraer.

Thus, in case of goods stolen, the criminal court may
order restitution of the goods to the owner.

RESTORA'TION, a term appUed, in English
history, to the resumption of monarchical govern-
ment, on the accession of Charles H., JIaj' 29, 1660,
after an interval of eleven years, from 30th January
1649, when Charles I. was beheaded, during which
the government of Great Britaiu was republican.

The Restoration was appointed by various statutes
to be observed as a festival in the Church of

England, with special religious ser^^ces ; but its

observance was abolished in 1S59 by act 22 Vict.

c. 3.

RESTORA'TIONISTS, a sect which, under a
new name, has reWved a very ancient doctrine,

which has found advocates at all times since the
days of Origen (q. v.). One of the most remarkable
doctrines of that Father was his belief of a general
apokatastasls, or ' restoration' of all things, in which,
after a purgation proportioned to the various moral
conditions of their souls at the time of death, all

men, however wicked, and all the evil angels, even
Lucifer himself, woidd be restored to the favour of

God, and reunited to Him in heaven. This doctrine
was condemned at the time, and has since been
repeatedly rejected by the churches of the East as
well as of the West. The doctrine has been
renewed in more than one form since the Reform-
ation by various classes, who have taken the name
of Universalists (q. v.). The particiJar title of R.
was given in America to the followers of a preacher
named Ballow, who, in addition to the tenet above
explained, held that all retribution is confined to
this life, and who, although he denied the immor-
taUty of the soul, yet taught that at the resur-
rection all men wiU be admitted to everlasting
happiness. The R. are said to exist chiefly in
Massachusetts.

RESURRE'CTION. This erpression denotes the
revival of the human body in a future state after it

has been consigned to the grave. We find traces of
this doctrine in other religions, aud especially in
later Judaism, but the doctrine is peculiarly Chris-
tian. In the earlier Hebrew Scriptures, there is no
mention of it. It is not to be found in the Penta-
teuch, in the Psalms, nor even in the earlier pro-
phecies. It is supposed to be alluded to in Isaiah
(xxri. 19), and in Ezekiel (xxx\-ii.) in the well-
known chapter as to the reWval of dry bones in the
valley of vision ; and in the last chapter of Daniel
(xii. 2), there is the distinct afiirmation that ' many
th.at sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake,
some to everlasting life, and some to shame and
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everlasting contempt.' There is also a well-known

passage in Job (xix. 25—27) which has been thought

by some to refer to the doctrine of the resurrection

of the body. Almost all recent criticism, however,

denies the vahdity of this reference, as unsupporteil

by a correct rendering of the words themselves ; and

especially by the whole scope of the argument of the

book, wliich confines its view of retribution to the

present life. The idea of a future resurrection would

have presented to the mind of the patriarch a more

conspicuous solution of the enigmas of Providence

which perplexed him, and coidd not have failed to

be introduced into the argument by some of the

speakers, had it formed an element of their reli-

gious knowledge ; but they nowhere allude to it.

It is only, therefore, in the later Judaism that the

doctrine appears. In the time of our Lord, it had

become a form.al doctrine of the Pharisees. The
general body of the Jewish people seem also to have

believed in it. The Sadducees alone disputed it

(Matt. xxii. 23, sq. ; Luke xx. 27, sq. ; Acts xxlii.

6—S). It appears, in fact, to have become bound up

in the Jewish mind with the idea of a future life, so

that an argument wbich proved the one proved the

other ; and the Sadducees not merely denied the

distinctive idea of the resurrection, but further

denied that there was any ' angel or spirit.'

It remained for Christ and his apostles to reveal

clearly the doctrine of the resurrection of the body,

and to connect it with the fact of Christ's own
resurrection as its special evidence and pledge. The

following may be stated as the main points mvolved

in the doctrine as revealed in the New Testament

:

L The resurrection of the dead is ascribed to

Christ himself ; it will complete his work of redemp-

tion for the human race (John v. 21 ; 1 Cor. xv. 22,

sq. ; 1 Thess. iv. 14 ; Rev. i. IS). 2. All the dead

wiU be raised indiscriminately to receive judgment

according to their works, ' they that have done good,

unto the resurrection of life ; and they that have

done evil, unto the resurrection of damnation' (.John

v. 21—29 ; 1 Cor. xv. 22 ; Rev. xx. 11). 3. The resur-

rection will take place at ' the last day,' by which

seems to be meant the close of the present world

(John vi. 39, 40, xi. 24 ; 1 Thess. iv. 15). 4. The

gi-eat event is represented as being ushered in by

the sound of a trumpet, a representation probably

borrowed from the Jewish practice of convening

assemlilies by sound of trumpet (1 Cor. xv. 52; 1

Thess. iv. 16). 5. As to the character of the change

through which our bodies are raised after the lapse

of ages, and get theii' identity preserved, there is

nothing distmctly made known. The impossibility

of such a change was evidently a subject of argu-

ment in the primitive Christian age, and the apostle

argues strongly in its favour (1 Cor. xv. 32, sq.)

from occurrences wljjch are scarcely less mysterious

in the natural workr It is not professed, however,

that such occurrences really ex[ilain or throw light

upon the fact of the resurrection. The apostle

desi<'us rather to silence cavils, and to invigorate

faith, than to render an accoimt of the actual

manner of the resurrection. Arguing from God's

infinite power as displayed in the processes of crea-

tion, he woidd, as it were, press the question which

he asks elsewhere :
' Why shoidd it be thought a

thing incredible with you that God should raise the

dead°?' (Acts xx\-i. S), rather than attempt any

exjilauatiou of which the subject does not really

admit. And this is the only becoming spu-it in

which this gi-eat docti'iue can be contemplated by

any mind. The fact of a resurrection of the dead is

clearly revealed ; but the mode of the fact neces-

sarily transcends our present intelligence.

EETAI'NER is, in English Law, the act of

engaging an attorney or counsel to attend to a

ae

certain suit or ease. The retainer of an attorney

may be either verbal or in waiting; but the retainer

of a counsel is always by writing ; i. e., by a written

memorandum delivered by the attorney to the

counsel. The retaining of a counsel is generally a

precautionary measure resorted to only in the case

of eminent counsel, the effect of it beiug to prevent

the other party from securing the services of such

counsel ; and this is considered a prudent precau-

tion in most cases of importance. The usual fee,

however, must be paid over and above the retaining

fee, which, is a small fee varjiug with the coiu't in

which the Utigation arises.

RETAI'NING WALLS. These, as their name
imphes, are walls buUt to retain earth, sand, or

other incoherent substances in positions and forms

which without their aid they tould not maintain.

These substances, if left to themselves, wiU not

stand with vertical sides, but will fall down till

they assume a certain slope. The angle which this

slope makes with the horizontal is called the ' angle

of repose.' This angle varies according to the

nature of the material ; for example, that of moist

soil is about 45°, while line sand assumes an angle

of about 30°.

In fig. 1, E represents a section of a mass of earth,

which it is desired to retain by means of the wall

ABCD.
If we draw EG from B at the angle of repose, it

is evident, from what has been said, that the prism

AJBG is kept in position by means of the retaining

wall ; and if the earth began to give way, it woulcl

do so by slipping on some line, BF. The wedge-
shaped piece, ABF, which has the greatest tendency

to separate itself from the rest of the mass, is called

the ' prism of gi-eatest pressure ; ' and the retaining

wall ABCD must be made of sufficient weight and
thickness to prop it up and resist its tendency to

slide. The line BF is found to bisect the angle

ABG.
In estimating the requisite thickness of the wall,

it must be taken into account that the wall may
give way in various manners ; it may be over-

turned, or it may sHde as a whole along its base

DB, or the upper parts may give way, whUe the

base remains.

From these data, mathematical formuL-e have

been worked out, which determine the tliickness

requisite for diflerent situations and materials, such

as that given by JI. Poncelet for ordinary materials,

and within ordinai-y limits :

X = 2S5(H + !t).

Where H, tte height of the wall, and h, the addi-

tional height of the bank above the top of the wall,

being given, x, the thickness of the wall, can be

found.

These formuh-e, however, are not of much practi-

cal value, on account of the varying nature of the

data on wliich they are founded, and of the excess

of strength reqidsite in all such constructions, to
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allow for causes of failure, wliicli cannot be fore-

seen or provided for in the calculations. Practical

experience is found to be the only safe guide in

all such considerations.

Figs. 2, 3, and 4 represent sections of forms of

retainin;; walls in common
use. Figs. 2 and 3 are

used in retaining earth-

works, while fig. 4 is a

common form of dock-

wall.

In that she^ra by fig. 2,

the thickness at the top

is made from 2 to 3 feet

;

the back is vertical, and
the front is sloped out 1

foot for every 8 feet in

height ; so that the thick-

ness increases with the I

height, in the same

manner as the pressure of the earth, which it is
|

reqjiired to resist.

The foumlation is made of large stones, extending

beyond the sides of the wall, so as to distribute the

pressure on as large a surface as possible. It is also

sunk for 2 or 3 feet below the adjoining surface, so

as to resist its tendency to slip ou its base.

At its back ai'e placed coimterforts, C, which are

biult up with the wall, and are about 3 feet lon^ by

2i feet mde, placed from 8 to 10 feet apart. These

coimterforts stiffen the wall like ribs ; they put its I

centre of gravity further back, and so resist the I

tendency to heeling or

overturning ; they also

act advantageously in I

di%'iding the earth, and I

so diminishing the I

length of the mass, I

which can act to-

gether against the
[

wall. This form of

,

wall is very simple in I

construction.

The form of waU

'

shewn in fig. 3 is

that which requires

the least material ; it

also, on account of

'

its thinness, dries and
consolidates rapidly,

but is not so easily built as that she^^-n in fig. 2.

The dock-wall shewn in fig. 4 is made much
liea\-ier than the simple )iressure of the earth behind
it would require ; for it has many strains to bear of

an exceptional character due to its situation ; such

are the machinery and goods deposited on the

Fix. 3.

Fig. 4.

quays, and the possible accident of the dock being
suddenly emptied of water, while the earth behind
the w.all is full of water.

In the construction of a retaining wall, a great

desideratum is, that the earth behind it be well

drained ; for if water be allowed to accumulate
behind the wall, the earth gets into a semi-fluid

state, in which it gives a very much increased

pressure on the wall. For this purpose, holes are

left through the wall called ' weeping-holes ; ' these

holes are about 9 inches high and 2 inches wide,

and are generally placed about 1 for every 36 square

feet of waU. Also stones without mortar are fre-

quently built up behind the wall, so forming an
open stratum, into which the water drains, and is

thence carried off through the weeping-holes.

KETE'NTION OP URINE is the term em-
ployed in medicine to signify a want of power to

discharge the urine from the bladder, and it must
be carefully distinguished from a far more serious

affection known as suppression of •urine, in which
also no urine is passed, because in this case there is

none iu the bladder.

Pretention may arise either from change of struc-

ture of the paxts concerned in the expulsion of the

urine, or from mere disordered function unaccom-
panied by change. The former are termed organic,

and the laXisv funciional causes of retention.

Amongst the chief organic causes are : 1. Per-

manent stricture of the urethra (q. v.). 2. Con-
traction of the urethra, in consequence of a blow
on the perinffium, or other external injury. 3.

Tumours within the urethra. 4. Foreign bodies in

the urethra, as calculi, clots of blood, or mucus,
iSfcc, which have entered it from the bladder, or

fragments of bougies, &c., inti'oduced from without.

5. Enlargement of the prostate gland, especially

in aged men. The treatment in retention from
these causes must be entirely left in the hands of

the surgeon.
The principal functional causes are : 1. Spasm

of the urethi-a, often termed spasmodic stricture

;

and 2. Want of power in the muscular coat of the
bladder and urethra.

Spasm of the urethra is most likely to occur in

those who have a slight permanent stricture, or a
urethra irritable from other causes. The spasm
usually follows exposiu-e to cold and wet, but it may
likemse be excited by piles or other sources of irrita-

tion in the lower bowel, or by the use of cantharides

either taken internally as a medicine, or absorbed
from bUsters applied to the skin. The patient finds

himself unable to pass his water, although he has a

great desire and makes strong efforts to do so.

The bladder soon becomes so distended that it can
be felt as a tense round tumour above the pubes.

If reUef be not speedily afforded, the bladder may
burst, and discharge its contents into the peritoneal

carity, in which case death rapidly ensues ; or the

urethra behind the stricture gives way, and the
urine is extravasated into the cellular tissue of the
adjacent parts—a condition which, if not promptly
relieved 1)y surgical interference, is likely to be
followed by gangrene, tyjihoid symptoms, and
death.

If the sjnnptoms are not very severe, and there
is no evidence of old j>ermanent stricture, a hot
bath, combined with the administration of the
tincture of muriate of iron, in doses of ten minims,
taken every ten minutes in thin gruel or in barley-

water, will often give relief. Sometimes a full

opiate administered bj' the mouth, or preferably

as an enema, or the inhalation of a few whiffs of

chloroform, will, by allaying the spasmodic action,

give immediate relief. If these means faU, surgical

.assistance mi^st be at once procured, and the
bladder evacuated by a catheter—an operation

often requiring very dehcate manipulation. If these

means fail, which onlj- happens when the spasm is

associated with old-standing disease of the urethra,
217
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tlie surgeon must either puncture the bladder

through the rectum, or above the pubes, or make an

incision into the urethra either at or behind the

seat of the stricture.

Paralysis of the muscular coat of the bladder

may arise from the debility of old age, from the

depressed state of the uervous system in fevers of

the typhoid type, from injury or disease of the

head or spine, and from various other causes. In

a temjiorary form, it is often a result of over-dis-

tention of the bladder from stricture or prostatio

disease, and it sometimes occurs in the case of

nervous sedentary persons, if they have allowed

rather more than the usual time to elapse without

evacuating the bladder. It should be generally

known that retention of urine from paralysis is

sometimes accompanied with dribbling away of the

water, so that the retention might at first sight

be mistaken for incontinence of urine. On examina-

tion, however, it wiU be foimd that the bladder is

abnormally distended, and cannot be evacuated by
the act and wUl of the patient.

In these cases, the urine must for a time be

regularly drawn away by the catheter. General

tonics, such as the cold-bath (or sometimes prefer-

ably the sitz-bath) and chalybeates, must be given

to improve the general health ; while medicines

which are supposed to act locallj' on the mucous
coat of the bladder or on the spinal cord, must
be simidtaneously administered.

A pecuUar form of retention sometimes occurs in

women of hysterical temperament, in which the \vill

rather than the power is at faidt. The treatment

should here be directed towards the general hyste-

rical tendency, rather than to this special

manifestation of it.

RE'TFOED, East, a small municipal and
parliamentary borough and market-town in

the coimty of Notts, on the right bank of the

Idle, an affluent of the Trent, l3S miles north-

north-west of London by the Great Northern
Railway. West E,, on the other side of the

river, and connected with East R. by a strong

bridge of five arches, is a more modern and
much smaller town. Tanning and coachmak-
ing are carried on to some extent. Pop. of

municipal borough (1861), 29S2 ; of parlia-

mentary borough, which returns two members
to parliament, and which includes several

parishes and districts, 47,330.

EETHEL, a small town of France, in the

department of Ardennes, prettUy situated on
the right bank of the Aisne. WooUen fabrics,

flannels, merinos, &c., are extensively manu-
factured, and there are tanneries, breweries,

and iron-foimdries in operation. Pop. 6966.

RE'TINA. See Eye.

RETI'REMENT, Army and Navy. In every
service, to maintain a reasonably low age among
the persons actively employed, it is essential that

some scale shoidd be fixed for retirement of old and
worn-out officers and men ; and it is the great bane
of the British civil service that there is no fixed age

at which Superannuation (q. v.) becomes compulsory.

In the army, medical officers are allowed to retire

after 25 years full-pay service ; other officers

.after 30 years on full pay, or 25 years on half

pay. In the navj% officers are placed on the

retu-ed Ust at 60 years of age, if they have not

served in the rank they then hold. In most cases,

in both services, the retii-ing officer is allowed a

step of honorary rank ; but this higher rank is

purely honorary, and carries neither present nor

prospective advantage in point of emoluments. In
2\S

1865, there were 1715 naval and 275 marine officers

on the retired list, costing together for the year
£368,255. In the army, there were 378 officers

on retired fuU-pay, costing £112,500, and 2159
on half-pay, costiug £324,360, besides 160 officers

of foreign corps. £11,505; but these half-pay

officers are not aU retired, as in the number are

included nearly all staff-officers, and those who
are on temporary half-pay on account of sickness,

private afl'airs, &c. The provisions for the retire-

ment of common soldiers and sailors are stated

under Pensions, Discharge, &c.

RETO'ET, a vessel employed by chemists for the

purpose of distilling or effecting decomposition by
the aid of heat. It may be made of glass, earthen-

ware, or metal, according to the pm-poses for which
it is to be employed.

Glass retorts are the most common, and their

ordinary form is seen in the figure. They may be
employed for the production of such products as do
not require any extraordinary degree of cold for the

condensation of their vapour—as, for instance, for

the production of hydrocyanic or nitric acid. The
globular vessel in which the neck of the retort is

inserted is from its function termed the receiver.

Cold may be applied to the neck of the retort—for

the purpose of condensing the vapour—in various

ways, as by the apphcation of a cold wet cloth, by
a current of water, or by a special apparatus known
as Liehiffs Condenser.

In the accompanying figure a Liehig Condenser

is fitted on to the retort. A is the bulb of the

retort, into which the matter to be distilled is

inserted. It can be opened or closed at will at the

Liebig's Condenser.

top by a ground-glass stopper. From the bulb the

neck proceeds, and its termination is seen in the

receiver, D. The condenser, BB, embraces the

greater part of the neck of the retoi-t. It consists

of a glass tube, tapering from end to end, fixed in

the centre of a metal pipe, provided with tubes, so

arranged that a current of cold water may circidate

through the appar.atus. By putting a few pieces of

ice into the little cistern, E, the temperature of this

water may be kept at 32° and extremely volatile

liquids condensed.
The retort may be heated in various ways—as by

means of a lamp, or by placing its body in a sand-

bath, or even in the fire ; in the last case, the retort

is usually protected by a coating of lute.

In ordinary cases requiring a higher temperature

than glass could bear, earthen retorts are used ; for

the preparation of hydrofluoric acid, retorts of lead

are employed ; while for the preparation of strong

sulphuric acid, platinum is the best material for the
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retort. Iron retorts are employed in the laboratory

for the preparation of oxygen from black oxide of

manganese and some other processes ; and in gas-

works, for the destructive distillation of coal.

BETREA'T, in Military Language, signifies a

retrograde movement of a force, with the mtention
of avoiding an encounter with a hostile body in the

front. The greatest exertion of talent is requisite

in a general to conduct an able retreat, more
depending on arrangement and coolness than
even in the jircliniinaries of a battle. When the
enemy pursue, if the retreat is not to degenerate

into a rout, the retreating army must be covered by
a powerfid rear-guard, which from time to time
must hold the pursuers at bay, while the artillery-

train and baggage pass defiles, cross streams, and
overcome other special obstacles. A strong retreat

is made when tlie rear is formed by a line of solid

battalions, of which alternate masses retreat, while
those intervening face about and oppose the enemy

;

the latter afterwards retreating between and to the
rear of those which retreated in the first instance.

The retreat is thus continued by alternate halting
and f;illing back on the part of each corps.

RETRE'NCHMENT, in Fortification, is a defen-
sive work, comprising at least ditch and parapet
within some other work of a fortress, and intended
as a place of retreat for the defenders, whence they
may prolong the defence, or capitidate after the
faces of the work itself have fallen into the enemy's
hands. The retrenclunent bears a considerable
resemblance to the riduit, except that it is almost
always of earth. Retrenchments are made in rave-
lins, and the re-entering places (Tarme^ at the time
of constructing those works. A retrenchment is

thrown across the gorge of a redan or bastion, or
from shoulder to shoidtler, when it is apprehended
that the salient angle wiU fall into the possession
of the besiegers ; these retrenchments are usually
made when wanted. Such a retrenchment across
the interior of the Redan at Sebastopol caused the
sanguinary repidse of the British on the Sth Sep-
tember 1855.

_ RETRIE'VER, a dog specially trained to go in
quest of game which a sportsman has shot, and
particularly usefid in fatiguing ground or in marshy

Ketricver.

places. No particular breed is designated by this
name, and retrievers are generally cross-bred, a
large kind much in use being the progeny of the
NewfouniUand do^ and the setter ; a smaller kind,
better suited for the pursuit of the smaller kinds of

game, a cross between the spaniel and the terrier.

Spaniels are also sometimes trained as retrievers.

The training requires much assiduity and patience,
the dog being apt at first to be drawn from the
proper quest by any water-rat or other creature
that presents itself, and also to bite the game too
hard, so as to injure it. A thoroughly trained R.
therefore commands a high price, being of great
use to the sportsman. A high degree of intelligence

is requisite in a R. ; it is very often the attached
companion of its master, and an inmate of the
mansion rather than of the kennel.

RE'TBOGRADE. This is a term applied to the
motion of the planets and comets among the fixed

stars, when they appear to move in the reverse order
of the signs of the Zodiac (q. v.). AU the planets
move in the same direction round the sim, and
therefore their retrograde motions m\ist be due to
their motion relative to the earth. In the case of

comets, however, we have instances of motion about
the sun in the ojiposite direction to that of the
planets, and in such orbits the motion (referred now
to the sun, not to the earth) is said to be retrograde.

in the case of the planets, which is thus the only
one we need consider, let S be the sun, and let the
two circles represent the orbits of two planets.

First, let the planets be, as at P and Q, towards the

same side of the sun. The inferior planet has of

course the greater velocity ; and therefore, if p and
q represent their positions after the lapse of a given
time (second, hour, day, &c.), Fj) is greater than

Qq, and therefore the direction of the line pq (in

which one is seen from the other) has rotated in the

opjyosile direction to that in which either planet

revolves about the sun. Hence, when a superior

planet is in opposition (i. e., if Q be Jupiter, and P
the earth), it apjiears to move backward among the
stars. When an inferior planet is between the

earth and sun (i. e., if Q be the earth, and P Venus),
it appears to move backward also. If the planets

be on opposite sides of the sun, as at P and R in the
figure, let p and r be their positions after a given
tune ; then pr has turned from the direction PR in

the direction in which the planets revolve about the
sun. Hence any planet, superior or inferior, appears
to move directly when the sun is between it and the
earth. Between these two opposite cases, there must,
of course, be points at which the apparent motion is

neither retrograde nor direct—then the planet is

said to be sttUionari/. This case occurs whenever,
for an instant, the lines PQ and pq are parallel;

that is, when the two planets are moving with equal
velocities transverse to the line joining them, these

velocities being parallel, and towards the same side

of the joining line.

RETZSCH, FRfEDRICH AtTGUST MORTTZ, au
eminent German jvainter and engraver, was bom
in Dresden, 0th December 1770, studied at the
academy of his native city, where he became a
l)rofessor in 182-1. R. died 11th July 1857. He

21.1
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has acquired great celebrity by his illustrations in

outline of the great German poets, Schiller, Goethe,
&c.—those of Goethe's Fanst being particularly

well knowTi, not only in his own country, but also

in France and England. His ilh;strations of Fouqne's
charming romances. Undine and Sintram, are sin-

gularly beautifiU. E. liken-ise executed several fine

works, the subjects of which are taken from the

classical mythology, as ' The Child Bacchus asleep

on a Panther,' ' Diana,' ' Love and Psyche embracing
in the Clouds,' ' A Satyr and Kj-mph,' ' The Four
Epochs of Human Life

;
' &c. Among his other

works of conspicuous merit are— ' The Struggle of

Light and Darkness,' ' The Chess - players,' and
' Fantasies.' R. ranks as one of the most original,

thoughtful, and vigorous artists of modern Germany.
His works display the presence of a strong, inven-

tive, and cultured imagination, whose efforts at

expression never degenerated into a weak senti-

meutalism. As a miniature oil-painter, Pt. was also

very successful.

KEUCHLIN, JoHAXN", also known by his Grte-

cised name of Capnlo, one of the first and most
active promoters of Hebrew studies in Germany,
whose labours and struggles iu no small degi-ee

helped to bring about the Reformation, was born
at Pforzheim iu Baden, 2Sth December 1455. He
received his earliest education at Schlettstadt, and
in 1-173, was appointed travelling companion to

Prince Friedrich of Baden, in which capacity he
visited Paris, made the acquaintance of the cele-

brated ^Vessel (q. v.), and studied Greek under
HermonjTnus of Sparta, besides assiduously practis-

ing the composition of Latin. Two years later,

R. went to Basel, where he continued his study
of Greek, and AVi'ote his Latin dictionary, Voca-

bularius Latinus Mreviloquus Dictits (Basel, 147S).

In the same year he paid a second visit to

France, studied law at Orleans (1479), and fought

at Poitiers (1480), then returned to Germany,
married, and set up at Tubingen as a teacher of

jurisprudence and literature. Subsequently, he
was raised to the rank of a count of the German
empire in 1492, and about the same time began
the study of Hebrew under a learned Jew, Jacob
Jehiel Loans, the imperial physician. In 1496,

E. went to Heidelberg, where he wrote a satirical

comedy entitled Ser{jnis,sine Capitis Caput, cHrected

against the unworthy Augustinian monk Holziu-

ger, who had been made chancellor of Wiirtein-

berg. In 149S he was sent to Rome by Phihp
the Elector-palatine, and delivered a Latin ora-

tion before the pope. Wilde remaining there, he
applied himself more \-igorously than ever to the

study of Hebrew and Greek, and with such success,

that his Greek master, Argyropulus, exclaimed
in wonderment at his proficiency :

' Our persecuted

Greece has taken refuge beyond the Alps.' E.

returned to Wiirtemberg in 1499. In 15UG ap-

peared his Jiudhnenta Lingua' Hebraica; a work of

which he was justly proud. He made it, as he said

in his preface, ' without any foreign help,' declares

it to be ' the first attempt to execute a grammar of

the Hebrew tongue,' and finishes with the Hora-
tian boast, Exegi inonumentum arc pmrcnnius. His
Plebraic studies, which embraced the post-bibhcal

Jewish literature, were—in their consequence.?—the

most important of his life, di-awing him into bitter

strife with learned Jews, Jemsh proselytes, and
the Dominicans, and directly and powerfuUy helping

on the Reformation. It was iu the year 1510 that

the struggle between Light and Darkness, as the

Germans regard it, broke out. In that year, Johann
Pfefferkorn, a Jewish proseljiie, in the true spirit of

a renegade, called upon prmces and subjects to

persecute the religion of his fathers, and especially
2-.'o

urged the emperor to burn or confiscate all Jewish
books except the Bible. R. remonstrated, maiu-
taining that no Jewish books should be destroyed
except those directly written against Christianity.

This tolerant attitude drew upon E. the enmity of

the Dominicans, and particularly the inquisitor,

Jakob van Hoogstraten. These enemies of R. held
possession of the imiversities of Paris, Louvain,
Erfurt, and Mainz ; but all the distinguished and
independent thinkers in Germany, were on the side
of the brave and humane scholar. Among the
Heuchlinists, as they were termed, we may espe-

cially mention the names of Uh'ich von Hutten
(q. V.) and Franz von Sickingen (q. v.), to the first

of whom (in conjunction with Rubeanus, &c.) we
owe the JUpistolai Obscurorum Virorum (q. v.), and
to the second of whom R. owed his safct}', for he
threatened (1519) Hoogstraten and his monks
with his most terrible vengeance if they did not
cease to persecute ' his teacher. Doctor Reuchlin,
that wise, experienced, pious, and ingenious man.'
When the Reformation was inaugurated by the
burning of the papal bull (1517), R. instinctively

felt that a crisis had come, and exulted iu the
heroism of Luther. ' God be praised !

' he said :

' we have' now got a man who "vWll give them [the

monks] mighty hard work.' Luther, in a letter to-

R. (1518), "tells the latter that he had longed to

take part with him in his noble struggle, but had
never found an opportunity. But the cud of the
scholar's troubles was not yet come. A quarrel
broke out between Ulrich Duke of AVUrtemberg
and the Swabian League, in the course of which
R. became a prisoner of Duke WUhelm of Bavaria,
who, however, generously restored him his freedom,
and m 1520. appointed him professor at the univer-

sity of Ingolstadt. Wliile here, he received a call

to Wiirtemberg, which he declined, but sent Philip
Itfolanchthon iu his stead. In 1522 the plague
broke out at Ingolstadt. and R. again withdi-ew
to Tlibiugen, intending to devote himself exclusively

to learned studies, but soon after he fell sick, and
died at Stuttgart on the 30th of June. R.'s life

has been written by Gehi'es (Karlob. 1815) and
Meyerhoff (Berk 1830.)

REUNION, Ile de la, one of the names which
has been borne by the island described under the

head of Boukeox, Ile de. This last name it had
borne till the French Revolution, when it was
called liennion: in 1809 it received the name of Jlc

de Bonaparte ; after the treaty of Paris (1814), it

reassumed the name of Ile de Bourbon, and retained

it till 1848, when it again took the name of

Reunion, and by that name it stUl (1805) continues

to be officially known.

REUS, a lively, modern manufacturing town of

Spain, in the modern jjrovince of Tarragona, and 10

miles west of the city of that name by railway. It

is only about 5 miles from the seaport of Salou, sv'itli

which it is connected by a canal. The older portion

of B,. was founded as early as 1151, and consists for

the most part of tortuous lanes ; the modern portion

consists of wide plazas and streets. The mercado,

a sort of arcaded exchange, surrounded with shops,

is the principal square. The prosperity of R. dates

from about the year 1750, when a number of English

merchants settled there, and developed the resources

of the district. A number of the inhabitants are

engaged in agriculture, but the majority are em-
ployed in the manufacture of silk and cotton

fabrics, soap, earthenware, casks, leather, machinery,

and iu the general trade of the town. R, contains

80 establishments for cotton-spinning alone, 5000

looms, and many sdk-ribbon factories. It imports

flour, sheep and cattle, timber and hides, and
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exports brandy, wines, nuts, almonds, oil, leather,

&c. Pop. 28,100.

EEUSS, the name of two sovereign principalities

of Germany, between the kingdom of Saxony and
the Prussian duchy of that name, and separated
from each other liy the circle of Xeustadt, an out-
lying portion of the grand-duchy of Saxe-Weimar.
Since the year 1610, the possessions of the House
of K. have been divided between the elder and
the younger lines. The united area of the posses-
sions is, according to the Alinanach de Gotha for

1S«5, 458 sq. m.,'pop. (1862) 12.5,400. The prin-

ciiiality of K.-Greiz, that of the elder line of the
House of R., is 14^ sq. m. in extent, and had in
1SG2, 42,130 inhabitants. The chief town and scat
of the government is Greiz (q. v.). The principaUty
of the younger line is Pi.-Schleiz, area 315 sq. m.

;

poji. (1862) 83,.'J60. Chief town Schleiz (q. v.). Of
both ]}riucipalities, tlio surface is hiUy, being tra-

versed by the Fraukeuwald, whose chief summits
are upwards of 2U00 feet in height. The chief rivers
are the Saale and the Elster, the valleys of which
are extensive and well cidtivated. Large tracts are
covered with forests and in pasture, and cattle and
timber are exported. For both lines, there is a
kind of senate for the superintendence of common
interests. The two lines have, in conjunction
with several other sm.aU states, the sixteenth vote in
tlie limited councils of the German diet, but in the
Plenum, the lines have each a vote. The entire
federal contingent of the principalities of R. amounts,
according to the latest accounts, to 1241 men, of
which R.-Grei^ contributes 371, and R.-Schleiz 870
men.

REU'TLINGEN, a town of Wurtemberg, situ-

ated in a beautifid dtistrict, fertile in fruit and ^line,

on the Echatz, a feeder of the Xeekar, 20 miles
south of Stuttgart. Its houses are old and pictur-
esque ; and it was formerly surrounded by walls and
moats, the site of which, however, is now occupied
by streets. The church of St Mary, completed in
1345, and surmounted by a pierced tower 325 feet
high, which is considered the most beautifid in the
kingdom, is a noble Gothic edifice. Woollen and
cotton yarns are spun, and cloth, leather, cutlery,
hosiery, &c., are manufactured. Pop. (1861) 13,440.

REVALE'KTA AEA'BICA, a name given to a
preparation which has long been sold as an empu'i-
eal diet for inv.alids, extraordinary restorative
virtues being attril>uted to it. It is, in reality,
only a preparation of the common lentil, its first

uame bei;ig formed for disguise by the transposi-
tion of its botanical name, Ervum Lens. Its real
value is about equal to good peameal, the consti-
tuents of 100 parts of each being as follow : Lentil
Jlral, or Kevalenta—Water, 12'70 ; nitrogenous
matter, 24-57; starch, 59-43; fatty matter, I-Ol

;

inorganic matter, 2-29. i'eam«aZ—Water, 12-60;
nitrogenous matter, 25-30 ; starch, 58-38 ; fatty
m.atter, 1-20; inorganic matter, 2-52.

UEVEA'L, REVEL, the square ingoing of the
sides and lintel, or arch, of doors and windows
between the face of the wall and the framing.

REVEILLE, in an .-^nny, is the beat of drums
at break of day, to warn the troojjs that the night
is p.ast, and the sentries to forbear from challenging.

RE'VEL, a Russian seaport and fortress of
the fii-st rank, capital of Esthonia, one of the
Baltic provinces, stands on a small bay of the
same name, 238 miles west-south-w-est of St I'eters-

burg. It is divided into the upper and lower towns.
The former, occupying the top of a rocky ridge
about a mile in circumference, is enclosedby old
Gothic walls, and contains the cathedi-al, the castle,

gymnasium, governor's residence, and the houses of
the nobility. This quarter, gener.ally called the
Dom, is connected liy a steep descent with the lower
town, which extends to the sandy shore of the har-
bour. The existmg waUs and fortifications were
erected in 1360. It was long held by the Lithuan-
ian Order of Knights ; was made over to Sweden in
1562 ; bombarded by the Danish and Lubeck fleets
in 1569; and besieged by Peter tlie Great, and
annexed to the Eu.ssian empire in 1710. In 1713, a
naval harbour, in addition to the commercial harbour
already ejdstiui', was founded. The commercial
importance of the town is at present smaU. The
chief .articles of export are flax. Unseed, rye, skins,
corn, and potato-brandy, which are suppUed by
land from the governments of Esthonia, Pskov, and
Livonia. The chief imports are salt, fruits, wine,
and manufactured and colonial goods. Pop. 25,120.

_
REVELA'TION" is a familiar theological expres-

sion, commonly applied to the knowledge of Himself
which God has given us in Holy Scripture. In
itself, however, the word is properly, and of late
years has been frequently used, not merely of the
divine knowledge communicated to us in Scripture,
but of all divine knowledge communicated throuch
whatever source. Conscience and reason are in them-
selves modes of revelation, in so far as they witness
to us of the divine laws -n-hich bind oiu- moral life,

and in harmony with which the health and happiness
of that life can alone be foimd. History is also a
species of revelation, unfolding, as it does, the same
divine laws collectively in the race. Then nature
reveals the di^•iue power, -n-isdom, and goodness

;

and science, the interpreter of nature, in so far as
it makes known the gi-eat laws governing the
m.ateri:il universe, truly makes known the divine
wlU to us. But it is with the Scriptures of the Old
and Kew Testament that the idea of revelation has
come to be especially associated. The Holy Scrip-
tures are imdoubtedly in a special sense the mediiun
of divine revelation to the human race. God has
made known to us therein more fidly and clearly
than elsewhere His wUl and character. But at the
same time we must not confound revelation, in its
fact and essence, with the books of Scripture.
These books are only the highest or most distin-
guished form or medium of reveLation, which, in
itself, and essentiall}', must ahvays imply com-
munication from one mind to another; ami, in a
religious sense, from the divine to the human mind.
Scripture is, in its several books, the pre-eminent
mediimi of this contact or interchange of the divine
and human. It is the record of speci.al commimi-
cations which God made in time past to holy men,
' who sp.ake as they were moved by the Holy Spu-it.'
It contains, in short, a revelation for us ; but the
revelation is not the record, but the kuowledce
which the record couvej-s to oiu- miuds.

°

REVELATION OF ST JOHN [ApoMhjpsis
lOannou), the last book of the New Testament
Scriptures. It professes to be the production of
St John, traditionally known as 'The Divine'
{ho theolugos). It has been a subject of dispute,
however, whether St John, the author of tliis book|
is the beloved apostle, the author of the fourth
gospel aud of the three Epistles, or not. Upon the
whole, the balance of evidence and of authority
seem to be in favour of the supposition that he
is the same, although some distinguished names-
Luther in the past, and Liicke among modern critics
—have adopted the negative view of the question.
ITie author's simple mention of himself bj- his name
John ; his description of himself as one ' who bare
record of the word of God, and of the testimony of
Jesus Christ, and of all things that he s.aw,' is held

in
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to indicate strongly an identity with the author of

the gospel, who speaks of himself in similar language

(John xix. 35). He \ATite3 from Patmos, and the

apostle is the only John distinctly named in the

early Christian history as an exile in Patmos. The

authority, moreover, with which the writer adtb-esses

the seven churches in Asia is such as may be

supposed only to suit an apostle. So far as historical

testimony is concerned, the authority of the early

Christian Fathers—e. g., Justin Jlartyr, TheophUus

of Autioch, and Ireua^us, aud Clement of Alex-

andria—all point to the Apostle John as the author

of the Book of Kevehatiou. The date of the book

is supposed to be the very close of the 1st c. 95—97

A. D., or the end of the reign of Domitiau. We
cannot here particularise the contents of the book,

nor can we enter into any detailed statement of the

different interpretations which have been given

of it. It has been the subject of very varied and

conflicting commentary. It has been stated that
' not less than SO systematic commentaries

_
are

worthy of note, and th.at the less v.aluable writings

on the subject are unnumbered, if not iuuumerable.'

All that we can do here is to characterise the different

schools, so to speak, into which the interpreters of

this wonderful book may be arranged : 1. The
Pr;eterist School of interpreters, who look upon the

Revelation as fulfilled in the past, and especially in

the gre.at conflicts of Chi-istianity with Judaism and

Paganism, and its triumph over them in the ages

foliowiug the time in which it was %VTitten. To
this class of interpreters belong, among others,

Grotius, Hammond, Bossuet, Calmet, Eiehhorn,

Ewald, Lucke, De Wette, Stuart, Lee, ILauriee.

2. The Futurist School reg.ard the book, with the

exception of the first three chapters, .as referring to

events yet to come to pass ; and this view has been

advocated, in modern times, by such writers as Dr
J. H. Todd, Dr S. R. Maitland, Newton, and

others. 3. What has been called the Historical and

Contiauous School of exiiositors, who regard the

ReveLation as a progressive symbolic history of the

fortunes of the church from the 1st c. to the end

of time. To this school of interpreters belong a

host of eminent names, such as Mede, Sir I. Newton,

Vitring.a, Bengel, Faber, EUiot, Wordsworth, Alford,

Hengstenberg, Ebr.ard, and others.

There are others, again, who are not disposed to

allow any exact prophetical character to the book,

but simply to reganl it as a species of symboUcal

poem, setting forth the eternally-recun-ing principles

of the divine government. The real fiJlilment of

the Revelation, therefore, is not to be sought in

any definite historical events, but in the vindication

of these principles shadowed forth more or less

in great historical crises, yet transcending all p.arti.al

historical residts. The grand symbolic imagery of

the book has never found and will never find its

exact counterpart in any earthly facts, but it finds

its spiritual counterp.avt constantly in the career of

the church—the unce.asiug conflict of truth with

error, of righteousness with sin, of life with death,

of the kingdom of God with the kingdom of evil,

and will attain to its true realisation only on the

destined triumph of the former over the latter.

REVELS, Ma,ster of the, or LORD OF
illSRULE, the name of an oflicer, who, in England,

was attached to royal and other distinguished

houses, whose function it was to preside over the

amusements of the com-t, or of the nobleman

to whose house he was att.achcd, during the 12

Christmas holidays. This officer, sometimes called

Master oftlie Tents and Bevels, became a permanent

append.age to the English court in the reign of

Henry VIII., and his duties mcluded the keeping

the tents and pavilions which accompanied the
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sovereign on a royal progress, as also the keeping

the dresses and masks used in entertainments given

at court, and the providing of new ones when
required. In Queen Elizabeth's time, we find the

Jlastership of the Revels di\T;ded into sever.al dis-

tinct offices. The office continued to e.xist tiU the

reign of George III., when it was altogether discon-

tinued.

BE'VENUE, Public. A state h.as a right to

reserve part of the property of the citizens, or of the

produce of the country, or to exact contributions

from the citizens, to supply the exjiense of carrying

on the government. It is also entitled to augment
the riches of the state by taxing merchandise

imported into or exported from the country, and

by taking a small part of the things consumed. In

the United Kingdom, this branch of the sovereign

power is vested in parliament.

The revenue of the crown, in England, has been

divided by Blackstone into two branches, desig-

nated ordinary and extraordinary ; the former

attached to the cromi by hereditary right, the

latter speci.ally granted by parliament as a supply

for national purposes. The so-called ordinary

revenue w.as the more important of the two, in the

early history of the country, consisting m a great

measure of the rents of the crown-lands ; but these

came, in the course of time, to be dilapidated by

ahen.ation and improvident m.auagement ; and what
remains of the hereditary land and forestal revenue

of the crowu, is now mtrusted to certain officers,

called Commissioners of Woods, Forests, and Land
Revenues (see Woods and Forests), who act under

the control of the Treasury. From the dimiiuition

of the hei-editary revenues of the crown, subsidies

have become the chief source of supply, a circiun-

stance constitutionally of great import.ance, as it

has rendered the cro^vn dependent on pai'Uament

for its ordinary support and existence.

The popular voice, in the matter of taxation, was
admitted as early as the reign of Edward I., an act

of that mon.arch declaring ' that no tallage or aid

shall be taken or le\'ied without the goodwill and
assent of the ai-chbishops, bishops, e.arls, barons,

knights, burgesses, and other freemen of the land'

The laity were thenceforth taxed by the votes of

their representatives. The lords spu-itual and
temporal voted separate supphes for themselves

;

and from the reign of Edward I., the clergy, as a
body, gr.anted subsidies, cither as a national council

of the clergy, in connection with parUament, or, at

a later period, in convocation, till the disuse of this

rio-ht in the reign of Charles I. As the Commons
increased in political importance, the subsidies voted

by them became the princip.al soui'ces of revenue,

and they gi-adiually assumed their present position

in regard to taxation and supply, including the

lords as well as themselves in their grants. Con-

ciu-rently with parhamentary taxation, imposts

were formerly levied by royal prerogative .alone

;

but none of these survived the Revolution of 1G8S.

A grant by the Commons is not effectual without

the ultimate assent of the Queen and House of

Lords ; the Lords, however, cannot alter a bill of

supply, though they may refuse theu- assent to it.

The royal speech .at the opening of piarliament

requires the Commons to make provision for the

pubhc service, and states that estimates will be

l.aid before them. The Commons, referring to the

roy.al speech, resolve that a supply be granted.

Sitting as a Committee of Supply, they consider

what specific grants shall be voted ; and sitting as

a Committee of Ways and Means, they dehberate

on the manner in which the necessary funds shaU

be raised. When some progress has been made in

voting the estimates, the Chancellor of the
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Exchequer brings forward, in the Committee of

Ways and Means, his annual statement, pojjularly

kno\vn as the Budget, embodying his views on the

probable revenue and expenditure of the year,

which forms the groundwork of bills for imposing

new taxes, or repealing, reducing, or continuing

those that already exist. Apart from the services

voted in detail by the Committee of Supply, there

are some few permanent charges which the Treasury
is bound to defray from the Consolidated Fund, such
as the interest of the national debt, the ci\'il Ust,

the annuities of the royal family, and the salaries

and iK'nsions of judges and some other jJubUc

officers. When taxes are imposed or altered, the
government begins to lev}"- the new duties as soon
as the resolutions for that purpose are agreed to

by the House. A control is established over the
expenditure of the supplies by the long-estab-

lished practice of separating the custody of the
public revenue from the function of payment,
the former being vested in the Exchequer, and
the latter in the Treasury, and the officers of

the Exchequer being empowered to refuse their

sanction to any demand not in accordance with the
determination of the legislature. By an arrange-
ment effected by 4 and 5 WUl. IV. c. 15, the public

revenue is now paid into the Bank of England,
to the credit of the Comptroller-general of the
Exchequer, an oificer independent of the ministry,

who can only be removed on a joint-address to the
crown from both Houses of Parfiament.

The principal sources of revenue are now the
customs, the excise, the stamp duties, the land-tax
and assessed taxes, the property and income tax,

the post-office, and the crown lands. The excise,

stamps, and taxes have been placed, by 12 Vict,

c. 1, under the control of a Board, called the ' Com-
missioners of Inland Revenue.' The aggregate of

the different sources of revenue is paid into a fimd
called the ' Consolidated Fimd,' founded by 27 Geo.
III. c. 47, which is chargeable nith the interest of

the national debt, and is mortgaged to raise an
annual sum for the maintenance of the royal house-
hold and Civil List (q. v.).

The following table exhibits the gross revenue
and expenditure of the United Kingdom, in the
year ending March 31, 1864 :

CuBtomg,
Excise,

Stumps, .

Land and Assessed Taxes,
Prdjicrty T:ix,

Post-offlcc, ,

Crown Lands,
HifiCcUiulcous,

£23,232,000
18,207,000
9,317,000
3,21S,000
9,084,000

3,810,000
305.000

3,035,963

Total revenue.
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the surrounding scenery may enter into the illusion,

and constitute a part of the romance. In the cele-

brated case of Hartley Coleridje, whose double life,

indulged in for years, affords illustrations of volun-

tary "creations ultimately extorting a degree of

belief and expectation—from a field near his home

burst forth a cataract, from which flowed a river

;

on the banks of this arranged themselves fertile

fields, a populous region, divided into realms and

kiucdoms, governed by laws, having traditions,

histOTies. 'Ejuxria' was, iu fact, an analagon to

the world of fact, embellished by imagination. This

cherished unreality was parted with reluctantly.

A more advanced stage of the affection is where,

independently of the will, and in opposition to the

ordinary habits of the individual, and umler peculiar

circumstances, there occur a loss of cognizance of

surrounding objects and relations, aud a state of

abstraction or brown-study, in which many absurd

aud incongruous things are said and done. Ludicrous

examples 'of this state are -n-itnessed where a man

loses his way in his native town, forgets his own

name, or retires to bed in the middle of the day.

It is related that Sir Robert Peel, utterly unobser-

vant of the adjournment of the House of Commons,

and the departure of the members, remained on one

occasion unmoved in his seat, plunged in a profound

reverie, untU the lights were about to be extin-

guished, and he was roused by the clerk of the

House. In a third stage or form, the reverist

cannot be recalled to active perception, loses indivi-

duality, and is absorbed in the contemplation of

unreal, though self-suggested impressions. This is

seen iu such cases as St Teresa, and iu the trances

of Mysticism, Quietism, Second Sight.—J/emotV of

Harllaj Cokridije, Disraeli's Life of Lord G.

Bentlnck, Maury's Le Somme'd et Ics Iiives.

KE"VE'RSB, in Kumismatics, the side of a coin or

medal which does not bear the principal device or

inscription. There is, however, generally au inscrip-

tion or device ou the reverse ; and when the lower

part of it is markedly separated from the rest, it is

called the Exergue (Gr. ex ergox, without the

work), and bears a secondary inscription.

REVERSED, in Heraldry. A term applied to a

charge turned upside dowu.

REVE'RSION. When the enjoyment of money,

or of any kind of property, is postponed until, or

contingent ou, the happening of a given event or

given events, the present right to the deferred

beneat is called a reversion. When the emergence

of the right is certain, and the date fixed, to ascer-

tain the immediate or marketable value of a

reversion, is a very simple calculation ; for example,

let it be required to know for what sum a m.an

should sell the right to receive £100 payable ten

years hence. Suppose that he expects to be able to

improve the money for which he sells his right at

five per cent, per annum, compovmd interest, then

one obvious way to get an answer to the question is

simjily to calculate what sum annually acciunulated

at the assumed rate will in ten years amount to

£100. The answer (see art. Interest) will be found

to be £G1, 7s. 10(1 When the date of the emergence

of the reversionary right is uncertain, the purchase,

iu au 'individual case, must always be a specul.ation

;

but if there are a sufficient number of such rights,

postponed to events of which there are sufficient

observations from which to deduce laws of average,

then the marketable value is easily calculated : for

cx.ample, it is required to know what is the imme-

diate value of £100 payable certainly on the death

of a man aged 60. Here the perpetuity divides

itself into tlie present value of an annuity of the

annual interest of the £100 on the life of a male
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aced 60, and the reversionary right which is to

emerge when the life fails. Ha\-ing then ascertained

the former value, and deducted it from £100, the

remainder will be the present value of the reversion.

When an assurance company buys a reversion, it is

simply buying that which it sells when it grants a

policy of life'assivrance. In the former case, how-

ever, an office, to secure its expenses and profits,

will assume a high rate of interest and a long life;

in the latter case, for the s.ame reason, it will assume

a low rate and a short life, "ftliere the reversion is

contincent, problems arise whose solution requires

the utinost skill on the part of the actuary; for

instance, B, aged 30, wishes to borrow £100 on the

security of a sum payable to him in (he event of his

sur^^ving A, aged 58. Here the security bemg

doubtfulT it could only be rendered marketable by

assuring a sum to be p.aid iu the event of B dying

before A ; and there woidd remain the important

ciuestion of what this sum should be, so as to coyer

the loan and the premiums of assurance with

ye.arly accumulations on both. This question will

be found ably discussed in a paper by Mr Lang m
the Assiiranee Marjazine for 1S50, p. IS.—On the

general subject, see the same work for 1S51, paper

by C. JelUcoe, Esq. ; do. for 1855, p. 2.39, paper by

Robert Tucker, Esq.

REVERSION is that right to property which

remains after some particular estate has ceased

which had been granted by the owner. Thus, if A
uas a life estate in B's property, aud after he dies,

the property returns to B, B is said to have the

reversion, or to be the reversioner. The landlord

of property let to a tenant is called the reversioner,

because, the moment the lease determines, the

whole of the property and possessions vest in him.

In the sale of reversionary estates, owing to the

want of a system of registration of deeds, great risk

is mcurred by the purchaser lest the property

should be burdened by some rent-charge.

REVE'TMENT, in permanent Fortification, is a

retaininf-wall of masonry built for the purpose of

holdinf'back the earth of which works are com-

posed.'^ The most ordinary position of revStmeuts

ac revetmont; ft, bottom of ditch, level of {rround -n-illiui the

work; d.; top of rampart; fgh, parapet; ik, banquette;

kte, mass of earth supported b.v revetment; m, centre ol

gravity of mass ; n, point of greatest pressure on revetment.

is for the escarp and coimterscarp of the ditch (see

FoRTiFicATios). The most important of these two

is the escarp, which has to hold back the gi-e.tt mass

of earth represented by the rampart, parapet,

banquette, &c. It is usuaUy of solid brickwork or

stone, 5 feet thick at the top, and sloping outwards

as it descends (on the ditch-side only) to the extent

of 1 in 6. Prior to A^auban's time, the escarp

revetment was commonly r.aised to the top of the

parapet; but as in this case the artillery of a

besieger played on the top of the waU, and nimed

it soon after the siege commenced, that engineer
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adopted tlie principle—thenceforth followed—of

raisins it no higher than the crest of the glacis, or

aliont 7 feet above the natnral givinnd, leaving the

parapet above of sloped earth only. When the

main ditch is 24 feet deep, the scarp revetment will

be about 30 feet high. Additional strength is im-

jiarted to the revetment wall by massive buttresses

at every 15 feet, called connterfortu, and these, again,

are sometimes connected and strengthened by
masonry arches outside the revetment. The revet-

ment forms a terrible barrier to an assaiUting party.

In liehl-works, temporary revetments may be made
of timber, turf, hurdles, or any other materials at

hand.

REVIEW, in Military parlance, is the inspection

by the sovereign or some stalf-officer of any body
of troops in parade order. Reviews always com-
I)rise a march past the inspecting-officer in column,
and a general salute in line ; to these is fretpiently

added a mock-battle, for the amusement of spec-

tators, and the practising of the troops themselves
in warlike mana"U%Tes.

REVIEW. The name applied by common lite-

rary usage to such periodical publications as are
made up of critical essays. See Periodical.

REVI'SING BARRISTER is a barrister ap-
pointed anniuilly by the English judges to revise

the lists and settle who are the persons entitled to

vote for members of parliament. For this purpose,
all England is subdivided into districts, and a bar-

rister is appointed for each district by the judges
of assize. Though the appointment is only for one
year, yet practically the same person is reappointed
for life. The barrister must be of three years
standing at least. The reWsion of the lists takes
place generally between August and October of each
year. There is an appeal from the decision of the
revising barrister to the Court of Common Pleas at

Westminster.—Similar duties are performed in

Scotland by the sherifi'-substitute.

REVI'VOR is ai^liill or writ by which a suit or
action is kept alive in the English courts of equity
or law, where one of the parties dies during its

dependence.

REVOCA'TION, when used as a legal term, is

the withdrawing or annulling of a deed or will
which otherwise would be valid. A will is said to
be always subject to revocation, even though the
testator say in the most exj)re3s language that it is

not to be revocable, because a will is supposed to be
sidjject to the cvcr-varj-ing occasions of hfe. On
the other hand, a deed is not cap.able of revocation,
and is in its nature tinal and irrevocable ; but if an
express proviso is inserted which reserves a power
of revocation, tlien this is a valid power, and may be
exercised, provided the directions of the deed are
strictly foDowed.

REVOLUTIOX, in Politics, any extensive
change in the constitution of a country suddenly
brought about. The two most i)aportaut events in
modern liistory known under this name are the
English Revolution of the 17th c, .and the French
Revolution of tlie ISth. The former liegan in the
early part of the reign of Charles I., with the
struggle between that king and his parliament. In
1G4'2, tlie .struggle became a civil war, in which the
jiai'liament oljtained the ascendency, and brought
Charles to the block iu 1040. A republic followed,
under the Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell, which
was succeeded in 1660 by the Restoration of mon-
archy in the person of Charles II. ; but the arbitrary
ride of James II. brought the kini; and people again
into antagonism ; and James haWng lied the country,
William III. was called to the throne under snch
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conditions and safeguards as secured the balance of

the constitution.—The French Revolution was a

violent reaction against that absolutism which had
come in the course of time to supplant the old
feudal in.stitutions of the country. It began with
an outbreak of insurrectionary movements at Paris
in July I7S9, including the destruction of the
Bastille. On the 21st .lanuary 1793, King Louis
XVI. was beheaded. The Christian religion was
deposed, the sacredness of the Republic and worship
of Reason solemnised, and a disastrous reign of

blood and terror followed, which was brought to an
end in 1794, when Robespierre himself suffered on
the guillotine the fate to which he had condemned
countless multitudes of his countrymen.
Among other important revolutions in the

modem world are the American Revolution of

1775, by which the United States threw oflf their

dependence on Great Britain ; the French devolu-
tion of 1S30, which drove Charles X. into exile, and
raised Louis Philippe, Duke of Orleans, to the throne
by the will of the people ; as also the Revolution of

I84S, when France rose against Louis Philippe, and
adopted for a time a republican form of govern-
ment, the revolutionary contagion spreading tem-
porarily over most of continental Europe. By the
Italian Revolution of 1859—1S60, the various minor
sovereigns of Italy were driven into exile, and the
whole of the peninsula, with the exception of the
Roman and Venetian territory, became subject to

the constitutional sway of Victor Emmanuel, for-

merly king of Sardinia, and now of Italy.

REVOLU'TIONARY TRIBUNAL, the name
specially given to the infamous court of judgment
—the most extreme republican will scarcely affirm

that it was a court of justice—instituted by the
French Convention in March 1793, on a motion
made by Danton (q. v.), who considered that such a
court had become necessary, inasmuch as the recent
disasters that h.ad befallen the national armies on
the frontiers had led to dangerous conspiracies

against the revolutionary government. Its members
were chosen from the various departments, and
their appointment was ratified by the Convention.
Their fimction was to sit in judgment on all persons
accused of crimes against the state, and from their

sentence, delivered with apiialliug promptitude,
there "was no appeal. During the * Reign of Terror,*

when Fouquier-Tinville (q. v.) was ' public accuser,'

it acquired a horrible notoriety, abolishing soon
almost all forms of justice, neither hearing witnesses
on behalf of the accused, nor allowing him an
opportunity of defence, but blindly executing the
orders of the ' Committee of PubUc Safety,' which
was merely a tool in the hands of Robespierre (q. v.).

—In the provinces, similar tribunals, under the n.ame
of 'Revolutionary Committees,' were established,

the commissaries-general of wliich, as, for instance,

Carrier (q. v.), shot or drowned suspects in crowds.

REVO'LVER, in Firearms, is a weapon %vhich, liy

means of a revolving breech, or revolving barrels,

can be made to fire more than once without reload-

ing. The invention is very far from new, specimens,
with even the present sj'stcm of rotation, Vieing still

iu existence, which were manufactured at the
beginning of the I7th century. Probably the first

revolver to suggest itself was one in wliioh several

barrels were mounted on an axis, and made to

revolve by the action of the trigger, so that their

powder-pans came successively under the action of

the luck. This iirinciiile was never entirely

abandoned, and in the reign of George IV. was
produced a pistol called the ' JIariette,' wliich had
from four to twenty-four small barrels bored iu a
solid mass of metal, made to revolve as the tri'^'^'cr
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was drawn back. At close quarters, such a pistol

would doubtless have been useful ; but its great

weight and cumbrous mechanism rendered aim
extremely unsteady.

Contemporaneously from the lirst with tlie

revolring barrels, went the formation of a revolving

chamber or breech, pierced with several cylindrical

apertures to receive the ch.arges. Being m.ade to

revolve, each motion brought a chamber into line

with the one barrel, common to all, whereupon the

weapon was ready for use. Nimierous patents for

this principle have lieen taken out, including one

by the celebrated Marquis of Worcester in 1601.

Various improvements were made, especially in the

mode of causing revolution, an American, of the

name of EUsha H. ColUer, jiatenting such a weapon
in the United States and England about IS 18. In

1S35, Colonel Samuel Colt brought to a conclusion

experiments of some years' standing, and patented

his world-renowned Colt's Revolver, which was a

great advance on all previous attempts, and is sub-

Fig. 2.—Cliamher with
five b.irrels.

Kg. 1.

a, the chamber; 6, h.immer ; c, trigger; rf, spur for raising

the hammer ; e, lever-ramrod.

stanti.allj' still in ttse. Colt's revolver consists of one
rifled barrel of considerable strength and a massive

ch.amber perforated with six or seven barrels, which
are brought into a hne with the barrel by action of

the trigger. Each chamber has its nipple for a cap,

which is brought imdcr the hammer by the motion
which brings the chamber
or breech-piece round. The
hammer is discharged by
the trigger, and acts nearly

horizontally in a forward
direction. Under the pistol

is a fixed lever-ramrod,

which is used in load-

ing the chambers. This
mech.anlsm enables a combatant to be on a toler-

ably fair footing with a party who have the com-
mand of si.\ single-barrel guns. Besides all this,

by withdrawing a bolt, which can be done in a

moment, the entire breech-piece can be taken out,

and replaced by another ready charged, so that,

by carrying a spare breech-piece, a person may lire

twelve shots in less time than another coidd fire

three if he had to lo.ad between the shots. Colt's

revolvers are now extensively used in the naval

and military services of America and Europe.
The principal rival of Colt's Revolver has been

the Deane and Adams' Revolver, although many
more of various sorts have been patented in the

interval. The ' Deane ' differed in that it could

be fired by merely pulling the trigger \vithout also

r.aising the hammer with the finger, as in Colt's

;

but this was foimd to be so dangerous in practice,

that the inventors soon substituted an arrangement
under which it could be fired either by the trigger

or by raising the hammer ; and lastly, they intro-

duced the great improvement of a spur behind the
trigger, which must be pressed l)y the middle finger,

whlTe the forefinger discharges the piece through the
trigger. On the whole, it is diificult to say whether

Colonel Colt's or Messrs Deane and Adams' is in
the greatest favour with connoisseurs. The revolver
principle .applies equally to muskets, in which it

will doubtless be adopted at some future time— the
great objection in the case of soldiers being, that they
woidd i>robably fire away, perhaps rather at random,
all their ammunition with undue rapidity. Many
handsome specimens of revolving guns, or ' repeat-

ing,' as they are commonly called, have been made
by the gunmakers since the first part of the 17th
century.

Efforts have been made to apply the revolver
system to cannon, but not with great success, tho
necessary weight of the breech-piece rendering
it somewhat cumbrous and liable to disorder.

REVU'LSION, in Medicine, a term synonymous
with Dekivatiox (q. v.). See also Counteb-irki-
TANTS.

REWARD, when used in a legal sense, means
a sum of money awarded by a court or judge to a
witness who has been instrumental in detecting

crime. By an English act of parUament of 1827,
whenever it appears to a court of assize that a

person has been active in apprehending offenders

charged with murder, or with feloniously shooting,

stabbing, cutting, wounding, or poisoning, or with
rape, burglary, housebreaking, robbery, arson, or

cattle-steahng, or with receiving stolen goods, the
court may order the sheriff of the county to pay to

such person a sum of money, to compensate his

expenses, exertions, and loss of time. So courts of

quarter sessions m.ay order a reward not exceeding
£5. If any man happen to be killed whUe
endeavouring to apprehend a criminal charged with
any of these offences, the court may also order a
sum to be paid to the widow or child. Tlie going
to foreign coimtries to apprehend criminals, is not
considered to be a proper ground for giWng these

rewards. Xor is ordinary stealing from the person
a crime which is within the act. Sometimes
persons whose property h.as been stolen incon-

siderately offer a reward for its restoration, and
persons offer to recover it for a sum of money. The
following enactments of the statute 24 and 25 Vict.

c. 96, are directed .against this practice. ^Vhoever
corruptly takes any money or reward, directly or
intiirectly, under pretence of helping any person to

any chattel, money, v.aluable security, or other
property which shall have been stolen, embezzled,

or illegally disposed of, shall be guilty of felony, and
be liable to penal servitude for seven years, or

imprisonment for two ye.ars. A person may com-
mit this offence though he has no knowledge of or

connection with the thieves. Moreover, whoever
shall publicly advertise a reward for the return of

any property stolen or lost, and shall in such
advertisement use any words purporting that no
questions will be asked, or that a reward will be
given, without seizing or making any inqidry after

the person producing such property, or shall offer or

promise to return to pawnbrokers or others any
money advanced on such stolen or lost property,

shall forfeit £50 ; and whoever shall print or

publish such advertisement, shall forfeit the same
sum.

REWARDS FOR DISTINGUISHED MILI-
TARY SERVICE are annuities—most commonly
of £100 each—granted to meritorious officers in

consideration of distinguished service. The olBcers

to whom they are awarded are usually major-

generals or colonels, though a few quartermasters

and subalterns receive these anniuties, which,

however, in their case rarely amount to £100. The
officer holds the annuity until, being a gener.al

officer, he is appointed colonel of a regiment The
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total amount thus expended in 1864—1865 was
£15,495, exclusive of £4-t00 tlirided among meri-
torious sergeants in annuities of £10, £15, or £20
each.

EEyKIAVIK. See IcELAjro.

KEYXARD THE FOX, the title of a celebrated
epic fable of the middle ages, belonging to, and
terminating the series of poems in which ' beasts

'

are the speakers and actors. It is T\Titten in Low-
German, professedly by a Hinreuk van Alckmer,
' schoolmaster and tutor of that noble vu'tuous
Prince and Lord the Duke of Lorraine,' and was
printed at LUbeck in 1498, under the title of Eeineke
Vos ; but German critics in general are disposed to
behevc that no such person as Hinreck van jUekmer
ever existed—he is nowhere else mentioned in

history, Uterary or othenrise—and th;vt the real

author is a Hermann Barkhusen, town-clerk and
book-printer in Rostock, who, according to a com-
mon enough practice, sent his book into the worU
under a pseudonym. A Rostock edition appeared
in 1517, which w.is long believed to be the earliest,

until the discovery of a copy—the only one known
to exist— of the older LUbeck edition in the Wolfen-
biittel Library by Professor Hakemann, who pub-
lished it in 1711. Since then, the work has been
repeatedly republished in Germany—the best edition
being th.at of Hoifmann von Fallersleben (Bresl.

1S34; '2d edit. 1852), which is enriched with an
' Introduction,' ' Notes,' and ' Glossary.'—At a com-
paratively early period, tr,anslatious were made
from the Rostock edition into High-German, that
of Mich. Beuthcr (Frankf. 1544), though badly
executed, passing through more than 20 editions.

The High-German translation was retranslated

into Latin verse by Hartmann Schopper (Frankf.

1567), and thus gradually found its way into other
countries. Goethe translated the work anew into
modern German hexameters with atlmirable spirit

and freshness (Berl. 1794), and his translation has
been charmingly illustrated by Kaulbach (Mun.
1847) : later translations are those by Soltau (Berl.

1803) and Simrock (Frankf. 1845—1852), both of

which are executed in the measure of the original

—

i. e., rhymed iambic couplets. A Danish translation
in verse by Herm. ^Veiger was published at LUbeck
in 1555 ; a Swedish, at Stockholm in 1621—prose
version, 1775.

This brief outline of the literary history of
Ilmitl-e Vos, leads us to the second and even more
important part of the subject. Was that work
strictly .an original product of the author's fancy,
or was it merely the final form assumed by a wide-
spread fable? Till Jakob Grimm pubUshed the
residts of his laborious researches, everybody sup-
posed that the poem printed at Lubeck in 1498, by
whomsoever composed, w.-i3 the earUest literary

embodiment, if not the direct sonrce, of the fable ;

but th.at opinion is no longer tenable. Grimm has
shewn that, in one form or another, the ' beast-

fable ' (Ger. T/iier-sage) goes back to the remotest
antiquity, and is a common inheritance of the
Aryan or Indo-Gcrmanio races—Hindus, Celts,

Greeks, Romans, Slaves, Esthonians, Germans

—

and even the Finns ; and he explains with great
clearness the coniUtions of thought, intellectual and
religious, under which such a literary form is deve-
lopetl. But all nations do not attain ecpial success

in its cultivation, and it was among the Ger-
mans, particularly the Franks, that it attained its

most complete poetical elaboration. Grimm is,

however, inclined to think that the particular fable

of Ueineke Voa is of German rather than Oriental
origin (although the Persian version of Pilpay's

fables, entitled Anvdr-i Suliaill, or the Lights of

Canopus, translated by Mr Eastwick, Hertford,
1854, contains a story strikingly similar), and that
the Franks brought it \vith them to the Netherlands
and to France, where (and not in Low-Germany)
it first appeared. Grimm published, in the Latei-
nische Gedkhte ties 10 und 11 Jahrh. (Giitt. 1838),
some small pieces, containing the nucleus or germ
of the fable, and shewing how soon, in the hands
of the verse-loving monks, it had been turned
to didactic and satiric purposes. Somewhat later,

other stories make their appearance, bearing more
or less on the history of Reynard, but none of them
setting forth the fable in the same manner as we
now have it—the two principal being Isenrjrimus
(.apparently the composition of an ecclesiastic in
Southern Flanders about the begdnning of the 12th
c, and containing two stories of the wolf) and
Jieinardas (also originating from a Flemish eccle-

siastic named Nivardus, which, besides an expansion
of the Isenijriimis, contains ten new stories ; its

d.ate is about half a century later). But while, in

these clerical compositions, side-allusions to the
papacy, to the discipline of the church, and to the
then powerful and flourishing order of the Cister-
cians, are very noticeable, in the mouth of the
Franco-Flemish people, on the other hand, the
story kept itself free of such temporary phenomena,
and gradually shaped itself into a style of pure
epic satire, reflecting general human characteristics.

Before the close of the 12th c, this purer and
more epic form of the satire found its way into
both Gerifian and Flemish literature. Li the
former, this happened about 1170, when Heinrich
der Ghchezare (i. e., Henry ' the Feigner '= Inventor
or Troub,adour), a native of Alsace, wrote in High-
GeiTnan his Ixeiir/rines nit; and again in Flemish,
a Uttle later, when a poet, whose name is scarcely

known, \\Tote Z>ei- Reinaerl, a work of the purest
epic character, and far surpassing all its prede-
cessors both in conception and execution. Both
works were afterwards redacted by unknown hands
—the German, about the beginning of the 13th
c, when its redactor gave it the title of Rein-

hart (published by Mauath und Kiiflinger, in the
' Koloczaer Codex,' Pesth, 1818 ; and again in a
piu'er state, v.'ith all his valuable historical inves-

tigations, by Jakob Grimm, Rein/tart Fuchs, BerL
1834) ; the Flemish, about the close of the 13th c,

when it received the name of Rdnaert de Vos, part

of which appeared in Grimm's Reinhart Fuclis, but
the whole of wliich was published by J. F. WUIems
(Ghent, 1836—1S50), at the expense of the Belgian
government.—Meanwhile, in France, the nimiber of

poems in which fables about Reynard are set forth

had mightdy increaseil, but only the oldest among
those which have survived (which only reach back
to about the beginning of the 13th c.) display a
pure epic character. In 1826, M. Meon published
a collection, in 4 vols., of the stories extant in Xor-
man-French, under the title of Le Roman da Renart,
to which M. Chabadle, in 1835, added SuppUmenls,
with various readings and corrections. The Renart
li Contrefit, of an unknown poet of Champagne, has
only been partially printed. From such sources
sprimg the French chap-books ( Volkshiidier), which
came into vogue after the 15th ceuturj-. How
popidar the fiohle became in France may be esti-

mated from the fact, that the German word Rein-
hart (old form, Raf/iiwharf—i. e., *bold' or 'cunning
in counsel'), which merely designates the character
of the Fox, has entirely superseded the old Franco-
Latin word goupil (from the Latin vidpcs). The
Swabiau court-poetry of Gennauy had little in

harmony with the ' beast-fable,' which was little

cultivated while the former continued to flourisb.

In the Xetherlanils, on the other hand, it continued
227
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to keep its s^i-oimil, but as the medieval spirit of

roetry decliiieil, it passed iuto prose—e. g., JJe

Hmtorie van Reinaert de Vos, published in Dutch at

Gouda, in Holland, in 1479 ; which, in its turn, was

translated into English in 1481 by WUluun L-axtou

—Hmr ber/i/nneth thystorye of Reijnard tlu: J-oxe,

republished; with a few changes, by ^\ . J
. 1 horns

(Lond 1844).—Thus have we sketched in meagre

outlme the history of the fable of Reynard the I ox

in different countries, and from internal evidence

it is clear, that the substance of the Low-German

Seineke Vos of Hmreek van Alckmer or Hermann

Barkhusen was derived from the Flemish soujces

already referred to. Its peoidiarity consists in this,

that it is the latest, best, and most complete of the

whole series of poems about the Fo.x, gathering up

into itself, as it were, whatever scattered merits its

predecessors possess, and presenting the whole in

epic unity for the pleasure and proht of all future

a<-es The work now consulted by general readers

is° Goethe's version, of which an excellent transla-

tion into- English heroic verse was made by i. J.

Arnold, with illustrations by J. Wolf (Lond. 1855).

For a critical appreciation of the fable, see Lai-lyle s

' Essay on German Literatm-e of the Fourteenth and

Fifteenth Centuries' {Miscellaneous Essays).

REYNOLDS, Sip. Joshua, P.R.A., is generally

acknowledged to be at the head of the English

school of painting ; be was born on 10th JiUy 1 /2A

His father was the Rev. Samuel Reynolds, rector of

PhTupton, St Mary, and master of the gr.-immar-

school of Plympton, Devonshire. He intended his

son for the medical profession, but Joshua having

manifested from an early age an ardent desire to be

a painter, was, in 1741, placed under Hudson, the

principal portrait-painter of the day. After being

in the stiuUo of this artist two years, he com-

menced on his own account as a portrait-painter at

Plymouth Dock, now Devonpoi-t, and met with

ereat encouragement. In 1746, he went to London

Snd established himself in St Martinis Lane
;
but

on the appointment of Commodore Keppel to the

Mediterranean station, he accepted an mutation to

accompany him, sailed from Pb-mouth in 1,49, and

on his arrival iu Leghorn, proceeded to Rome. Me

remained about three years in Italy, most ddigently

emplov-ing his time in visiting the various cities

where the chief art-collections are to be found. On

his returning to London m October 1752, his works

attracted great attention, echpsmg everj-thinf; that

had been done there since Van Dyck s time \\ hen

the Royal Academy was instituted in 1/09, he was

elected P||sident ; was knighted by George 111,

to be a more arduous but less remunerative path of

art. But this accusation is most unjustly made—
perhaps no other artist has handed down iu writing

so many practically usefid maxims and oliservations

on art. His works of this kind fortuuately are

numerous, and bear a very hidi value. There are

nearly 700 engravings from R. s pictures; most of

them admirably rendered in mezzotint.—Korthcote's

Life of Sir Joshua Reynolds (2 vols. 8vo, Lond.

1819) ; Cunningham's Lives of British Painters,

Sctdptors, and Architects {Loud. 1854, vol. 1).

KHA'BDOMANCY. See Divining-rod.

and on Rlnsay's death, in 1784, succeeded him .as

painter to the king. He died in his house in

Leicester Square on 23d February 1/92, and after

lyinct in state at the Royal Academy, was interred

in the crypt of St Paul's. Sir Joshua lived in

friendly intercourse with Johnson, Burke, and the

leadin-' men of his period. His literary works con-

sist of fifteen Discourses delivered in the Royal

Academy ; three essays contributed to the Idler, at

Dr Johnson's request ; notes to Jlason's translation

of DuFresuoy's Art of Paintinrj ; a few notes for

Dr Johnson's edition of Shakspeare ; and notes of

his tour through Flanders in 1781. In his writings

there is much valuable information on art, imparted

in an admirable manner ; but he has been charged

with layin" dowm in them various rides, and hold-

ing up the" works of certain schools as models for

the student, while he himself did not carry out

these precepts in his practice as an artist; and from

this an unfair uiference has been drawn, that from

love of gain he cultivated portrait-paintmg, the

most lucrative branch of the profession, and recom-

mended others to follow what is generally bebeved

2-'S

KHADAMA'NTHUS, a mythical personage, sou

of Zeus and Enropa, and brother of Jlinos (q. v.).

He settled in Bwotia, where he man-ied Alcmene.

So great was his reputation during life for the

exercise of justice, that after death ho was appointed

a judge in the under-world, along with Minos and

yEacus. His special function was to sit in judg-

ment on the actions of aU those who came to Hades

from Asia.

BH.'E'TIC BEDS, a series of strata forming the

uppermost portion of the Trias (q. v.), which are

extensively developed in the Rhajtian Alps. The

British beds referred to this group are more highly

fossiliferous than any of t'ne other members of the

Triassio period.

RHAMNA'CE^E, a natural order of exogenous

plants, consisting of trees or shrubs ; often spiny ;

with simple, generally alternate leaves, and stipules

minute or wanting. The flowers are small, generally

green. The calyx is 4^5 cleft ; the petals distmct,

hood-shaped, or convolute, inserted into the thi-oat

of the calyx, occasionally wanting. The stamens

are equal iu number to the petals, and opposite to

them ; the cUsc is fleshy ; the ovary is superior, or

half-superior, with two, three, or four cells ;
the

ovules solitary. The fruit is fleshy, and does not

open when ripe, or dry and separating into three

parts. This order contains about 250 known species,

natives of temperate and tropical countries, and

very generally distributed over the globe. Some of

them^are used iu dyeing (see Buckthorn and

French Berries), some in medicine (see Red
Root), and the fruit of some is pleasant (see

Jujube) ; whilst Ilovema dulcis, a native of China

and Japan, is remarkable for the thickening of its

flower-stalks after flowermg, so as to form a suc-

culent sweet red pulp, with a flavour resembling

that of a pear.

RHAMPSINITUS, the Greek name of the

E">i)ti.an monarch Barneses III, first king of the

20th djmasty, and builder of the great palace at

Medinat Habu. According to Herodotus, he placed

two colossal statues of 25 cubits high in front of the

west vestibule of the Hephajsteum at Memphis. He
was the richest of Egyirtian kings, having amassed

400,000 t.alents, or £77,500,000—an incredible sum

for that period. This wealth was, however, prob-

ably in jewels as well as the precious metals, for

both are recorded on the walls of the treasury of

Medinat Habu. To secure this enormous treasure,

he built a treasury of stone, one side of which

adjoined the wall of his palace. In connection with

this, is narrated a story which rather resembles the

t.ale of Ali Baba in the Arahian Nights than the

sober narrative of histoiy. The story was told by

the Egyptian dragomen of the days of the Persians

to the Father of History, who naively doulrts

its veracity; but notwithstanding some of the

German researches, which attempt to connect it

with Hellenic mj-tlis of the brothers Agamedes and

Trophonios, it is beheved to be essentially Egyptian.

R. is said to have descended to Hades, and to

have played at draughts with Isis, or Ceres, and
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he is so representeil on the walls of his palace at

Medinat Habu. His return was celebrated as a
festival. Herodotus, who has inverted and confused
the whole history of Egypt, calls R. the son of

Proteus, and predecessor of Cheop.s, placing him IG
dynasties earlier than he .should be. According to
Lepsius, he reigned .about r275 B.C. According to

Diodorus, R. w.as called Remphis, or rather Rempsis
(Ramses), .and by i'liny Ramses, in whose reign
Troy was taken.

Pliny, HiKt. Nat., xxxvi. 8, 14, 2 ; Herodotus, ii.

121— 124 ; Diodorus, i. 02 ; ChampoUion, Not. Ihscr. ;

Burton, Exn. llier. ; Sir li. Wilkinson, Manners and
Ciistmnf!, i. p. 121, and foil. ; Lepsius, Einleit, p. 299,
and foil.

RHA'PSODISTS (from Gr. rlmpto, to string

together, and odC, a song), in ancient Greece, were
a class of persons who earned their bread by going
.about from place to place, reciting, in a sort of

musical chant, the epic ballads of Homer and
other aucieut poets. They m.ay be compared with
the wandering minstrels of the middle ages ; but
there is this imjiortant difference, that the Latter

were geuerallj' the authors of the compositions
which they sung. The R. were long a respected
and venerated body, but lost their import.ance, and
consequently their character, when the Homeric
songs, after being %vrittcn down, and perhaps woven
together into their present form by the scholars ,at

the com't of Peisistratos, became generally known
to the Greek world through the medium of

manuscript copies. Each ballad, or at least as much
as could conveniently be remembered and recited at

one time, was termed a ' rhapsody,' whence the i

application of the term to the separate books of the i

Iliad and Odysunj, in which usage it is equiv.alcnt to

the Fyttc or Canto of Scott and Byron. I

EHATANY ROOT. See Ratt.vxy Root.

RHE'A. See Nandu.
RHEEA FIBRE, an exceedingly valuable East

Indian fibrous material, produced by one of the
nettle tribe, Urtica tenacisshna, found indigenous in

Assam. It is vciy nearly like the fibre of which the
Chinese make their celebrated grass doth, or linen,

and excepting tli.at there are at present some
difficulties in preparing it, it would at once become
one of the most useful and most .abundant of
textile fibres ; large quantities have already been
imported into Britam, and it is gradually getting
into use.

RHiaMS, or REIMS, a city and arohiepiscopal
see in the department of Marne, France, situated on
the Vesle (a tributary of the Aisne), 107 miles east-
north-east of Pari.<i, by the P,aris and Strasbourg
Railw.ay. R., a very ancient city, is built on the site

of Diirocorloritm, which is mentioned by .lulius

C.-psar (/)e Bello Gallko, vi. 44) as the capital of

the Remi, from which pco]ile it subsequently took
its present name. <.'hristianity may have found
an entrance into U. at an earlier jieriod, but it w.as

not till the middle of the 4th e. th.at it became a
bishop's see. Under the Frank rule it was a place
of much importance, and it acquired a deeply
religious interest from its having been the scene
of the baptism of Clovis and his chief officers by
the bishop, 8t Remy, in 49(i. In the Sth c, it

became an archbishopric, anil from the 12th c. (in

1179, in which year PhUij) Augustus w.as there
solenmly crowned), it became the place for the
coronation of the kings of France down to the
time of Charles X., a vessel of sacred oil, called

la Sahile Ampoule, to which a miracidous origin
w.as a.scribed, being preserved for the purpiise.

The only sovereigns in the long scries, down to the
Revolution of 1830, not crowned at R. were Henry

i
IV., N.apolenu I., and Loiiis XVIII. During

! the frenzy of the Revolution, the cathedral was
attacked by the popidace, and the sainte ampoule
destroyed, in detest.ation of royalty; and in 1S30,
the ceremony of coronation at R. was abolishecL
R. is one of the principal entrepots for the w-ines of

j

Champagne, and the hills wliich surround the
town are planted with vineyards. It is one of

I the great centres of the woollen manufacture in
I France, and its manufactures, embracing woollen
I
goods, mixed fabrics in silk and wool, merinoes,
&c., are known in commerce as Articles de Reims.
The town is well built, and from the material
employed in building, which is the chalk-stone of
the cbstrict, and from the prevalence of the older
style of domestic arclutecture, has a picturesque
appearance. Its most striking jniblic building is

the cathedral, which, although it stiU wants the
towers of the origin.al design, is one of the finest
extant specimens of Gothic architecture. It was
built in the lirst half of the 13th century. Its
nave is 4G6 feet long by 99 in breadth, with a
transept of 160 feet, and the height is 144 feet. Its
gi-audest features are the western front, wliich is

almost unrivalled, and the so-called Angel Tower,
which rises 59 feet above the lofty roof. The
stained "lass is remarkable for its beauty ; the
baptism.al fonts also are of exquisite workmanship,
and the organ is reputed one of the finest iu
France. The church of St Remy is of greater age,
and nearly of ecpial size, but it is of less architec-
tural pretension. The arohiepiscopal province o£
R. comprises the sees of Soissons, Chalons, Beauvais,
and Amiens. Pop. (1SG2), 51,693.

RHEI'NGAU, a district stretching along the
right bank of the Rhine, formerly belonging to the
archbishopric of llaiuz, now forming the south-west
portion of the duchy of Nassau, is about 12 miles
long, and 6 broad. The principal town is Elfeld,
ivith about 2200 inhabitants. This district, one of
the richest in Germany, protected by mountains
from the north and east winds, and exposed to the
niid-d.ay sun, produces wines of the best quality.

RHEIN-HESSE. See Hesse-Darmstadt.

RHE'NISH ARCHITECTURE, the style of
the countries bordering on
the Rhine when the arts

first revived after the fall

of the Roman empire.

Bein^, at the tune of

Charlemagne, part of the
same empire with Lom-
bardy, the arts of th.at

country (see Lombard
Architecture) soon
s]iread northwards, and
similar buildings sprung
up north of the Alps.
There are almost no traces
of .architecture in Germany
before the time of Charle-
ni.agne. It received great

cncour.agemeiit from him
and his successors, and
the Rhenish style made
great progress \\\t to the
beginning of the 13th
c, when the f.ashion of

copying the Gothic archi-

tecture of France super-

seded it. It is, how-
ever, a Well-marked style,

.and is com|ilcte and per-

fect iu itself. Like the
Lombard style, it is round-arched, and has some
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1.—Pbn of Church
at Laacli.
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remarkable peculiarities. The earliest ctoclies

seem to have been all circular (like the Dom at

Aix-la-ChapeUe, buUt by Charlemagne), and when

this was abandoned, the circular church was

absorbed into the Basilica, or rectaii.iiiilar church

(see KOMAKESQUE AKCHrrECTURE), m the torm ot a

western apse. Most German churches thus have two

apses-an eastern and a western. They also have

a number of small circular or octagonal towers

wliich seem to be similar in origm to the i.ouna

Towers of Ireland. They exemplify m a remarkable

manner the arrangements of an ancient plan of the

9th foimd in the monastery of St GaU, and sup-

posed to have been sent to the abbot, as a design

for a perfect monastery, to aid him in carrying out

his new buildings. The arcaded gaUeries at the

Yi". 2.—Elevation of Church at Laach.

eaves and the ricWv-carved capitals, are among the

most beautiful features of the style. Kxamples are

very numerous from about 1000 to 1200 A.D. The

three great types of the style are the cathedrals

of Mayence, 'Worms, and Spires. The last is a

magnihcent buildmg, 435 feet long by 125 feet wide,

\vith a nave 45 feet wide, and 105 feet high. It is

orand and smiple, and one of the most impressive

builiUngs in existence. There are also numerous fine

examples of the style at Cologne—the Apostles'

Church, Sta Maria in Capitido, and St Martins,

being amongst the most finished examples of

rJieuisli architecture. The Ohistrations of the

church at Laach explain the peculiarities of plan

and elevation above referred to. It wUl also be

observed that there is a paradise or pavis in front

of the entrances. The vaidts in this case bemg

small, the different spans were managed (although

with roimd arches) by stiltmg the springing ;
but m

great buildings like Spires and Worms, the vaults

are necessarily square in plan, in this round-arched

style, and the nave embraces in each of its bays

two arches of the side aisles—a method also followed

by the early Gothic architects. From the use of

the round arch and solid walls, the exteriors are

free from the great mass of buttresses used in

Gothic buUduigs, and the real forms are distinctly

Been.
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RHENISH PRUSSIA (Ger. Rhemprovim, or

Bhdnvreiissm), the most western of the provinces of

Prussia, forms an outljang district of that monarchy,

lvin<T along the banks of the Rhine, separated by a

num°ber of German states from the mam portion of

the kingdom, and bounded on the W. by Belgium

and the" Netherlands. Area, 10,230 sq. m.
;

pop.

(ISC) 3 175 6S8. In the south, the surface is moun-

tainous,'the'principal ranges being the Hundsriick,

the EifeVebir^e, and branches of the Westerwald.

The largest river is the Fvhine, which flows tlirough

the province in a north-north-west direction for 200

miles, and receives many afUuents from left and

ricrht The surface is every^vhere more or less

moimtainous, except in the extreme north, and the

soil of the higher mountain-tracts barely supports

the inhabitants ; whde tliat of

the valleys of the Rhine, Moselle,

and Nahe are very fruitful, and

the flat districts in the north

are most productive in grain.

Timber and minerals, inehuhiig

lead, copper, zinc, cn.al, &c.,

abound ; and the warm and hot

sulphur-springs of Aix (q.v.)

and Biu-tscheid (q. v.) have a

Kuropean reputation. Industry

and manufactures are here pro-

secuted with the utmost energy,

and with great success. The

cotton manufactures of the

Wupperthal, the silk manufac-

tures of Krefeld and vicinity,

and the wooUen cloth and

Cashmere manufactures of tlie

district of Aix, are famous. R.

P. came into the possession

of Prussia by the treaty of

Vienna in IS'lo. It consists

of the former duchies of

Cleves, Gelders, and Berg, ot

the principahties of Mors and

Lichtenberg, the northern and

middle parts of the former

archbishopric of Cologne,

numerous lordships, portions

from the four French depart-

ments of Rhein-Mosel, Mosel,

des Porfits, and Saar, &o.

RHE'SUS MONKEY {Macacus JiJiesus), an

Indian monkey, extending further north than any

other species except the Eutellus (q.v.), or Honumaii,

and, hke it, partially migratory, visiting regions of

the Himalaya in summer, which are far too cold for

^:^

Rhesus Monkey [Macacus Bhesus).

it in winter. It is held in ahnost as great venera-

tion by the natives of India as the Houuman itseU ;

and the killing of one of these animak is »!'* *"

arouse the greatest popular indignation. Ihe

monkeys hve m troops in the forests, chiefly m
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hilly districts, and visit the cultivated grounds to

carry away grain and other produce, which they
store up for themselves among rocks. The native

farmers leave a share for the monkeys, believing

this to be necessary for the averting of their anger,

as other^'ise, next year, they would destroy the

whole crop whilst green. The Pv. JI. has a stout

form, stout limbs, short ears, a short tail, large

callosities, the skin hanging loose about the throat

and belly, the hair rather long, the back brownish,

the lower part of the back and the haunches bright

chestnut, or almost orange, the shoulders and arms
lighter. It is one of the most intelligent and
mischievous of monkeys.

RHE'TOKIC (Gr. rlictorihe, from rhUor, an orator)

in its broadest sense may be regarded as the theory

of eloquence, whether spoken or written. It aims
at cxpoimding the rules which should govern all

prose composition or speech designed to influence

the judgments or the feelings of men, and therefore

treats of everything that relates to beauty or force

of style—e. g., accuracy of expression, the structure

of periods, and figures of speech. But in a narrower
sense rhetoric concerns itself with a consideration

of the fundamental principles according to which
particular discourses of an oratorical kind are com-
posed. The three chief elements of an oration are

usually held to be

—

inventio, or the discovery of

proper ideas ; dispositio, or their arrangement ; and
tlocutio, or the style in which they are expressed.

The ancients, however, who cultivated oral elo-

quence more than the moderns do, reckoned other

two—viz., memorla, or memory, and actio, or gesti-

culation. The most distinguished writers on
rhetoric in ancient times were Aristotle, Cicero,

and Quinotilian ; in modern times, Blair, Campbell,
Whately, and Spalding among the English ; Erueste
!Maass, Schott, Richter, and Falkmann among the
Germans ; and among the Erench, Rollin, Gibert,

Le Batteux, La Harpe, Marmontel, and Andrieux.

EHETJ'MATISIM (from the Gr. rhmma, a flux)

is a blood-disease in which inflammation of the
fibrous tissues is the most marked characteristic.

It occurs either as an acute or as a chronic afiection

;

there is, however, no distinct line of demarcation
between the two, and the latter is often a conse-
quence of the former.

Acute rheumatism is indicated by general febrile

EjTuptoms, redness, heat, swelling, and usually
very intense pain, in and around one or more
(generally several, either simultaneously or in suc-
cession) of the larger joints, and the disease shews a
tendency to shift from joint to joint or to certain

internal fibrous membranes, and especially the
pericardium ; rheumatism being the most common
origin of pericarditis, as has been already shewn in

tlie article on that disease. The pidse is strong and
full, there is headache, but seldom delirium, unless

the heart is aflected ; the tongue is covered with a
creamy thick fur, the tip and edges being red ; the
urine is turbid, and abnormally acid ; and the skin

is bathed in a copious pcrspir.ation, with so char-ao-

teristic a smell (resembling that of sour-milk), th.at

the jihysician can often recognise the disease

almost before he sees the patient. The joints are

extremely painfid, and the pain is much increased

by pressure, and consequently by movement which
gives rise to internal pressure. Hence the patient lies

fixed in one position, from which he dares not stir.

There are two varieties of acute rheumatism. In
one, the inflammation commences not in the joint,

but near it, and attacks the tendons, f-asciie, liga-

ments, and possibly the muscles themselves. This
form is termed filiroua or diffused rheum.atism. In
the other variety, the sjTiovial membrane in the

joint becomes affected, and an excess of fluid is

poured into the joint, distending the membrane,
and making it bulge out between the spaces inter-
vening between the various tendons, ligaments, &c.,

round the joint. It is the knee-joint which is most
commonly afi'ected in this w-ay, and fluctuation may
readily be perceived on applj-ing the hands to the
two sides of the knee. In this form, which is called
synovial rheumatism, the swelling and redness come
on sooner, and are more marked than in the former
variety. The fibrous is by far the most severe
form, and it is to it that the previous sketch of the
most marked symptoms chiefly applies. In the
synovial form, the fever is less intense, the tongue
less foul, the perspiration far less profuse, and the
membranes of the heart are much less liable to be
attacked. It is to this form that the term rheu-
matic rjout is often applied, and it is by no means
inappi'opriate, because synovial rheivmatism forms
(as Dr Watson has observed) a connecting link
between gout and rheumatism, and partakes of the
characters of both.

The only known exciting cause of acute rheu-
matism is exposure to cold, and especially to cold
combined with moisture, and hence the greater
prevalence of this disease amongst the poor and
ill-clad. Sleeping in damp sheets or upon the damp
ground, the wearing of wet clothes, and sitting in a
cold damp room, especially if the sitter was pre-
viously warm from exercise, are examples of the
kind of exposure which is apt to be followed by this

disease. The excreting power of the skin being
checked by the action of cold, certain eftete matters
which should be eliminated in the form of perspira-

tion, are retained, and accumidate in the blood,
which thus becomes poisoned. This blood-poisoning
is not, however, a imiversal sequence to exposure to
the cold. It only occurs when there is a special

predisposition to this disease, or, as it is termed, a
rheumatic diathesis or constitution, and the dia-

thesis may be so strongly developed as to occasion
an attack of acute rheumatism, independently of

exposure to any apparent exciting cause. Men are
more subject to the disease than women, but this

jirobably arises from their greater exposure to
atmospheric changes from the nature of their occu-
pations. The predisposition is certainly affected by
age ; children under ten years, and adults over
sixty, being seldom attacked, while the disease is

most prevalent between the age of fifteen and forty.

Persons once afi'ected become more liable to the
complaint than they previously were. Dr Fuller
believes, from his observations made in St George's
Hospital, that the disease is sometimes hereditary

;

whether this be the case or not, there can be no
possible doubt that the predisposition is very apt to
exist in members of the same f.amily. The exact
n.ature of the poison is unknown. The late Dr
Prout regarded lactic acid as the actual materies
morbi, and certain experiments recently made by Dr
Richardson tend to confirm this view.
The danger in cases of acute rheumatism arises

almost entirely from the disease going from the
joints to the heart, and setting up Pericarditis

(q. v.). Hence that mode of treatment will be
best wliich tends most surely to prevent, or, at
all events, to lessen the risk of this complica-
tion. If the patient is a young person of robust
constitution, and there are weU-marked inflam-
matory symptoms (such as a flushed face and a
bounding pulse), ho should be at once bled from
the arm. A large qiumtity of blood can usually be
taken before any signs of faintness occur, and tho
bleeding is serviceable in at least three points of
view. In the first place, it almost always mitig.ates
the pain, and diminishes the febrile symptoms;

•j;i
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secondly, it enables other remedies, as calomel,

opium, colchicum, &c., to act more efficiently ; and
thirdly, it may occasionally cut short the attack of

the disease, which, if ntit arrested by treatment,

may run on for sbc weeks, two mouths, or even
longer. Unfortunately, however, the cases of

rheumatism which are lit to bear free venesection

are comparatively few, especially in large towns ;

and further, it often happens that the physician is

not called in till the proper time for free depletion

is past. Purging is jirobably almost as efficacious

as blood-letting, at the beginning of the disease.

From live gi'ains to a scruple of calomel given every

night, and followed in the morning, for thi'ce or four

days in succession, by an ordinary black draught,

will sometimes dislodge an enormous amount of

dark aud fold secretions from the liver and bowels,

and give marked relief. The maiu cb-awback to this

mode of treatment is the pain occasioned by chang-

ing the position when the bowels act ; but this may
be to a great extent obviated by the use of the bed-

pan. Op'ium {or morphia) is one of the most valu-

able remedies in this disease, from its power of

allaying pain aud prociu'ing sleep. Dr Corrigau of

DuliUn trusts to opium alone for the cure. He
begins with one grain, and repeats that quantity (or

a larger dose if necessary) at intervals of two
hours, until the pain disappears. He fouud twelve

grams in the twenty-foiu- hours to be the aver-

age amoimt required ; but haK that quantity (or

even less) will generally suffice, if the opium be

combined with other remedies, as, for example,

if it be given with ipecacuanha (as in Dover's

Powder), or with small doses of calomel. Colchi-

cum sometimes has a marvellous effect in subdu-

ing the disease, but it must be given with extreme

care, in consequence of the prostration to which an
over-dose gives rise. See Poisoxs. Dr Watson
believes that this remedy is of most value when
sjTiovial sj'mptoms are present, or when, in other

words, the rheimiatisni approaches in its characters to

gout. ' Large doses,' lie observes, ' are not requisite.

Twenty minims of the wine or of the tincture

may be given every six hours imtil some result is

obtaiued.' The abnormal acidity of the various

fluids (the sweat, ui-ine, .and even the saliva) in acute

rheumatism has led to the belief, that alkaline reme-

dies would both neutraUse the poison, and, from
their diiu-etic properties, tend to eliminate it. The
bicarbonate of potash in solution has been largely

tried by Dr Garrod, who administered it in average

doses of two sciiiples every two hours, by night and
day, for several days together. Of 51 cases so

treated, the average period of treatment was between
six and seven days, and the average dui'ation of the

disease was slightly under a fortnight. The medi-

cine soon rendered the mine alkaline, but did not

irritate either the bladder or the intestines. It

seemed rapidly to calm the pidse and to allay the

febrile heat ; aud in no case did any heart-compU-

catiou arise after the patient had been forty-eight

hours mider its influence. Other physicians, includ-

ing the late Dr Goliling Bird, prefer the acetate of

piotash. The mode of treatment by lemon-juice in

doses of one or two oimces five or six times a day,

originally advocated by Dr G. 0. Eees, at first sight

seems in direct antagonism to the alkaline mode of

treatment. As, however, the most active principle

in the lemon-juice is citrate of potash, which, before

it reaches the kidneys, becomes converted into

carbonate of potash, there is less essential difference

between the acid and the alkaline mode of treat-

ment than at first sight seems to be the case. Dur-
ing the last few weeks (January 1S65), a new mode
of ti-eating acute rheumatism has been warmly
advocated by Dr Davies of the London Hospital.

It mainly consists in the application of a series of
blisters to the parts surroumling and adjacent to the
attected joints. One of our highest authorities on
this disease, Dr Fidler of St George's Hospital, after
trying various hot external applications, finds that
a mixed alkaline and opiate solution is far more
powerful than any other in allaying acute rheu-
matic pain. The solution which he now usually
employs is made by dissolving half an ounce (or

ratlier more) of carbonate of potash or soda in nine
ounces of hot water, aud adding six fluid drachms
of Battley's Liquor ojjii sedatimis. Thin flannel,

soaked in this hot lotion, is applied to the affected

joints, and the whole is wrapped in a covering of thin

gutta-percha.

Cases which are intermediate between acute and
chronic rheumatism are of very common occiu'rence.

In those cases of what may be termed subacute
rheumatism, there is slight fever, and several joints

are usuaUy affected, n-ithout intense inflammation in

any one joint. These cases soon shew signs of

amendment under a mild alkaline treatment, as, for

example, a drachm of liqiior potassaj daily, well
diluted and divided into three or four doses, and
the moderate use of purgatives.

In aU cases of acute and subacute rheumatism,
the heart-sounds shoidd be examined daily, or even
oftener, with the ^ew of detecting the earliest

trace of cardiac affection, and, if possible, of check-
ing its fm-ther development. For the treatment to
be adopted when there is evidence that the mem-
branes of the heart are affected, the reader is

referred to Pericakditis (q. v.).

There are two kinds of r.hronic rheumatism, which
are sufficiently distinct to require notice. In one
there is considerable local heat and swelling,

although unaccompanied with any corresponding
constitutional disturbance ; whilo in the other the
patient complains of coldness (ratlier than heat) and
stiflness of the affected joints. The former approxi-
mates most closely to the previously described
forms of rheumatism, of which it is frequently the
sequel, and must be treated in a similar manner

;

while the latter, which is termed by some the
passioe form, usually occurs as an independent affec-

tion. In passive rheumatism, the pain is relieved by
friction, and the patieuts are most comfortable
when warm in bed—conditions which increase the
p.ain in the former variety. Patients of this kind
derive benefit from living in a warm climate, from
warm clothing, warm bathing, especially in salt

water at a temperature of not less than 100°, the
hot-air bath, &c. Friction with some stimidating
Unimeut, and the peculiar manipulation known as
shampooing, are here of ser^'ice ; and amongst the
internal remedies, turpentine, cod-liver oil, sul-

phur, guaiacum, sarsapardla, and Dover's Powder
possess a high reputation. Dr Fuller recommends
the muriate of ammonia as a remedy of 'singular
efficacy

;

' but of all remedies for this affection there
can be little doubt that the most efiicacious is the
iodide of potassium, given in five-grain doses, com-
bined with a few grains of carbonate of ammonia
thi-ee times daily. A patient who is liable to
attacks of chronic rheumatism shoiUd always wear
flannel next the skin during the day, and at night
he shoidd sleep between the blankets, abjuring
altogether the use of sheets.

Kheuiiatic Dise.\5es are less common in the lower
animals than in men. Horses are not very liable to

acute rheumatism, but suffer from a chronic variety,

which occm-s especially in conjunction with influ-

en;^a. When affecting the limbs, it often exhibits

its characteristic tendency to shift from one part to

another. In cattle and sheep, rheumatic disorders
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are more commoa and acute than in horses. The
specific inriammation sometimes involves most of

the tilirous and libro-serous textures tliroughoiit the

Ijody, inducing general stiffness, constipated bowels,

and high fever. This is rheumatic fever—the chine-

felon or body-garget of the old farriers. Some-
times the disease mainly affects tlie larger joints,

causing intense pain, lameness, and hard swellings ;

occasionally it is confined to the feet and fetlocks,

when it is recognised as bustian-foul. Cattle and
sheep on bleak e-xposcd pastures, and cows turned

out of the dairy to feed on strong alluvial grazings,

are especially subject to rheumatism in its several

form.s. Amongst dogs, rheumatism is known under
the name of kennel lameness, and is very trouble-

some and intractable in low, damp, cold situations.

Blood-letting is rarely admissible e.Koept in the

most acute cases amongst cattle. In aU animals, a

laxative should at once be given, with some saline

matters and colchicum, and when the pain and
fever are great, a little tincture of aconite may be
added. For cattle, a good combination consists of

one ounce of nitre, two drachms of powdered colchi-

cum, and two fluid drachms of the Pharmacopcoia
tincture of aconite, repeated in water or gruel every
three hoirrs : lialf this dose wUl suffice for horses.

With a sim[)le laxative diet, dogs should have a piU
night and morning containing five grains of nitre

and two of colchicum. Comfortable lodgings, a
warm bed, horse-rugs on the body, and bandages on
the legs, w-ill greatly expedite a cm-e. In chronic

cases, or after the more acute sj-mptoms are sub-

dued, an ounce of oil of turpentine, and two ch-achms

each of nitre and jiowdered colchicum, should be
given for a cow, half that tjuantity for a horse, and
one-fourth for a sheep. Hartshorn and oil, or other
stimulating embrocations, diligently and frequently
rubbed in, will often abate the pain and swelling of

the affected joints.

KHIME, or RHYME, is more properly, perhaps,
WTitten rime, as it does not seem to be derived from
the Greek rhijthm, liut to be a native Teutonic word,
from the same root, probably, as Ger. reihe, a row,
verb reihen, to array ; also reilten, a song or a chain-
dance, of wliieh re///i may he only a variety. In
Ang.-Sax., riia-crar/l, meant the art of number-
ing ; riiiuoi, to number ; and tluis limr, although
a natiye Teutonic word, may ultimately be from
the same Aryan root as the Greek lihythm (q. v.),

which etymologists derive from rheo, to flow. In
early English, rninie (and the same is true of Ger.
reiiii and the other forms of the word in other northern
tongues as well as in the Romanic) meant simply a
pooin, a numbered or versified i>iece (compare Lat.

««/ii((v', numbers = verses, versification) ; but it has
now come to signify what is the mo.st prominent
mark of versification in all these tongues, namelj',

the recurrence of similar sounds at certain intervals.

As there may bo various degrees and kinds of

reseml dance between two syllables, there are dif-

ferent kinds of rhime. When words begin with the
same consonant, we have AlliUrafioii (q. v.), which
was the prevalent form of rhime in the earlier

Teutonic poetry (e. g., Anglo-Saxon). In Sj>anish

and Vortuguese, there is a peculiar kind of rhime
called Assonance, consisting in tlie coincidence of

the vowels of the corresponding syllables, without
regard to the consonants ; this accords well with
the character of these langu.ages, which abound in

full-toned vowels, but is ineffective in English and
other languages in which consonants predominate.
In its more usual sense, however, rhime denotes
correspondence in the final syllables of words, and
is chiefly used to mark the ends of the lines or
verses in poetry. Complete identity in all the parts

of the syllables constitutes what tlie French call

rich rhime, as in raodele, Udele ; beau(e, sanie. But
although such rhimes are not only allowed but
sought after in Fi-ench, they are considered faulty

in English, or rather as not true rhimes at aU. No
one thinks of making deplore rhime with explore.

Rhyming syllables in English must agree in so far,

and diil'er in so far ; the vowel and what follows it—
if anything follow it—must be the same in both; the

articulation before the vowel mjist be different. Thus,
mark rhimes with lark, hark, ark, but not with
remark. In the case of mark and ark, the absence of

any initial articulation in the last of the two makes
the necessary difference. As an example of rhime
where nothing follows the vowel, we may take
he-low, which rhimes with fore-yo, or with ! but
not with lo. To make a perfect rhime, it is neces-

sary, liesides, that the syllables be both accented

;

Iree and raevrily can hardly be said to rhime. It is

almost needless to remark, that rhime depends oa
the sound, and not on the spelling. Ploiujh and
enough do not make a rhime, nor ease and decease.

Such words as roaring, Ae-ploring, form double

rhimes; and an-nuify, gra-tnity, triple rhimes. In
double or triple I'himes, the first syllable must be
accented, and the others ought to be unaccented,

and to be completely identical. In the sacred Latin
hymns of the middle ages, the rhimes are aU double
or triple. This w'as a necessity of the Latin lan-

guage, in which the inflectional terminations are

without accent, which throws the accent in most
cases on the syllable next the last

—

do-lorum, vi-

rorum ; swp-plicia, con-vicia. Although rhimes occur
chiefly between the end-syllables of different lines,

they are not unfrequently used within the same
line, especially in popular poetry :

And then to see how ye 're ncgleckit,

How huffed, and cuff\l, and disrespeckit.

Burns.

And ice ms.A-hi'jh came floating hy.

Coleridge.

(See Leonine Verses.)

When two successive Hues rhime, they form a
couplet ; tliree form a triplet. Often the lines rhime
alternately or at greater intervals, forming groups

of four {quatrains) or more. A group of lines

embracing all the varieties of metre and combina-
tions of rhime that occur in the piece, forms a

section called a slave, sometimes a stanza, often, but
improperly, a verse. In the days of Acrostics (q. v.)

and other conceits, it was the fashion to interlace

rhimes in highly artificial systems ; the most com-
plex an'angements still current in EngUsh are the
Sonnet (q. v.) and the Spenserian (q. v.) stanza.

Tennyson has accustomed the English ear to a
quatram, in which, instead of alternate rhimes, the
first line rhimes with the fourth, and the second
with the third.

It is a mistake to suppose that rhime is a mere
ornament to versification. Besides being in itself

a jilcasing musical accord, it serves to mark the
endings of the lines and other sections of the
metre, and thus renders the Rhj-thm (q. v.) more
distinct and appreciable than the accents alone

can do. So much is this the case, that in French,
in which the accents are but feeble, metre without
rhime is so nndistingiiishable from prose, that blanlc

verse has never obtained a footing, notwithstanding
the war once waged by French scholars against

rhimed versification. ' The advantages of rhime,'

says Guest (English liliythm.s), 'have been felt so

strongly, that no people have ever adopted an
accentual rhythm without also adopting rhime.'

The C!reek and Latin metres of the classic period,

depending iqion time or quantity, and not upon
accent, were alilo to dispense with the accessory of
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rhime ; but, as has been well observed by Trench
{Sacred Latin Poetry. Introduction, 1864), even 'the

prosodic poetry of Greece and Rome was equally

obliged to mark this (the division into sections or

verses), though it did it in another way. Thus,

had dactyls and spondees been allowed to be pro-

miscuously used throughout the Hexameter (q. v.)

line, no satisfjnng token would have reached the ear

to indicate the close of the verse ; and if the hearer

had once missed the termination of the line, it woidd
have been almost impossible for him to recover it.

But the fixed dactyl and spondee at the end of the

line answer the same purpose of strongly marking
the close, as does the rhime in the accentuated verse

;

and in other metres, ia like manner, licences per-

mitted in the beginning of the line are excluded at

its close, the motives for this gre.ater strictness

being the same.' It is chiefly, perhaps, from faiUng

to satisfy this necessary condition, that modern
nnrhimed verse is foimd unsatisfactory, at least for

popidar poetry ; and it may be doubted whether it

is not o'ning to the classical prejudices of scholars

that our common English blank verse got or main-
tained the hold it has.

The objection that rhime was ' the invention of a

barbarous age, to set off wretched matter and lame
metre,' rests on ignorance of its real history. It

cannot be considered as the exclusive invention

of any particular people or age. It is something
human, and universal as poetry or music—the result

of the instinctive craving for well-marked recurrence

and accord. The oldest poems of the Chinese,

Indians, Arabians, &e., are rhimed ; so are those of

the Irish and Welsh. In the few fragments of the

earliest Latin poetry that are extant, in which the

metre was of an accentual, not quantitative kind,

there is a manifest tendency to terminations of

similar sound. This native tendency was o%'erlaid

for a time by the importation from Greece of the

quantitative metres
;
yet even under the dominance

of this exotic system, rhiming verses were not alto-

gether unknown ; Ovid especially shews a liking for

them

:

Quot coelmn stellas, tot habet tua Roma pucllas

;

and in the decline of classicality they become more
common. At last, when learning began to decay
under the irruptions of the northern nations, and
a knowledge of the quantity of words—a thing

in a great measure arljitrary, and requiring to be
learned—to be lost, the native and more natural

property of accent gradually reappeared as the
ruling principle of Latin rhj-thm, and along with it

the tendency to rhime. It was in this new vehicle

that the early Christian poets sought to convey
their new ideas and aspirations. The rhimes were
at first often rude, and not sustained throughout, as

if lighted upon by chance. Distinct traces of the
adoption of rhime are to be seen as early as the
hymns of Hilary (died 3C8), and the system attained

its greatest perfection in the 12th and 13th cen-

turies. In refutation of the common opinion, that

the Latin h}Tnnologists of the middle ages borrowed
the art of rhime from the Teutonic nations, Dr Guest
brings the conclusive fact, that no poem exists

written in a Teutonic dialect with final rhime before
Otfried's Evanrjchj, which was written in Frankish
about 870. AUiteration had previously been the
guiding principle of Teutonic rhythms ; but after a

struggle, which was longer protracted in England
than on the continent, it was superseded by end-
rhimes.—See Guest's History of JSnrjlish Bhythms (2

vols.. Lend. ISoS), where the whole subject is

learnedly and elaborately treated ; Trench's Sacred
Latin Poetry, Introduction (Loud. 1864) ; F. Wolf,
Ueher die Lais, Sequenzen, mid Leiche (Held. 1841).
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RHIN, Bas (Lower Rhine), a frontier depart-
ment in the north-east of France, formed, together
with the pro^^nce of Haut-Rhin, from the former
French province of Alsace (q. v.), the German
Els-ass, and, prior to the treaty of Ryswick, one of

the most densely-peopled and industrious of the
German states. The department of Bas-Rhin is

bounded on the E. by Baden, and on the W. by the
departments of Moselle, Meurthe, and Vosges. Area,
1758 sq. m. ;

pop. (1862) 577,574. It lies almost
wholly -within the basin of the Rhine, which flows

north along its eastern border, and its surface is

traversed by a large number of affluents and sub-
affluents, which flow westward into that river.

The HI, from Haut-Rhin, joins the Rhine a few
miles below Strasbourg ; and the chief of the other
affluents are the Lautcr and Moder. The eastern

portion of the department, lying along the left

bank of the Puhine, consists wholly of plains ; while
in the west are the rugged and wooded heights

which form the eastern slopes of the Vosges Moun-
tains. A projection of the department to the north-

west includes a portion of these mountains. In the
hiUy regions are many beautifid valleys. The
winters are long and cold ; the summer variable

;

the autumns always fine. Cretinism and goitre

prevail in some parts, though to a less extent now
than formerly. The coimtry is unusually rich in

agricultiu-al and manufacturing resources and capa-

bilities. A great variety of grains, fruits, and
vegetables, including fine crops of hemp and tobacco,

are grown extensively ; and wines, red and white,

the latter held in the highest estimation, are pro-

duced abundantly. The wines belong to the class

of dry wines called vins du Ehin (Rhine wines), and
about 11,000,000 gallons are made annually. Manu-
factures, textile and other, are carried on on a
grand scale. Spinning-mills, weaving-factories for

cotton, calico, woollen, and other fabrics, are exceed-
ingly numerous, and foundries, arms and machine
factories also abound. Some timber, floated do\vn
the Rhine in rafts, is exported. The de)iartment is

divided into the four arrondisscments of Strasboiirg,

Saveme, Schlestadt, and Wissembourg. The capital

is Strasbourg.

RHIN, Haut (Upper Rhine), a frontier depart-

ment in the east of France, bounded on the N. by
the department of Bas-Rhin. (q. v), and on the E.

by Germany and Svritzerland. Area, 1586 aq. m.

;

pop. (1862) 515,802. As in the case of the depart-

ment of Bas-Rhin, the eastern frontier is for the
most part formed by the Rhine, and the western
frontier by the Vosges Mountains ; and, as might
be ex(iected, the character of the surface much
resembles that of that depai-tment. After the

Rhine, the principal river is the 111, into which the

streams from the Vosges Mountains flow. In the

middle of the department the soil is fertile, and
of the valleys of the west some are exceedingly

rich and productive. The climate is more inclement

than that of Bas-Rhin. Of the entire surface of

1,015,040 acres, considerably more than one-third is

xmder crop ; 336,000 acres, principally in the long

narrow tract between the HI and the Rhine, are in

wood ; 130,000 acres in good rich pastures ; and
about 30,000 acres in vineyards. In agriculture,

and in trade and manufactures, this department
shews similar activity and enterprise with that of

Bas-Rhin (q. v.). About 8,800,000 gaUons of wme
are made annually. The department is divided

into the three arrondisscments of Cohnar, Altkirch,

and Belfort. The capital is Colmar.

RHINA'NTHTJS, a genus of plants of the

natural order Scrophulariacec^, having an inflated

4-toothed calyx ; the upper hp of the corolla
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compressed laterally, furnished on both sides below
the ti]) with a straight tooth or lobe, the lower one
plane and Sdobed. The capside is compressed and
2-ccUud. i?. crkla-galli is a very common British
jilant, an annual, 1—2 feet high, to be seen in

almost every meadow and in many pastures, with
ycUow llowers, and rather lar;:;e capsides, in which
the seeds rattle when ripe, whence its common
name. Yellow Rattle. It is also called Cock's-comb,
from its fringed bracts.

RHINE (Rhenus), the most important river in

Oermany, and one of the most noted in Europe,
takes its rise in the Swiss canton of the Orisons,
and after a north-north-west course of about SOO
miles, falls into the German Ocean. The area
of the R. basin, including its various feeders,
which have been counted to the number of 12,000,
is estimated at about SG,000 sq. miles. The R. is

divided into the Upper, Middle, and Lower R., the
first I if these terms being applied to the river from
its source to Basel ; the second applies to its course
friiin B.-isel to Cologne ; and the last to its course
from Cologne througli the Netherlands to the sea,

into which it empties itself by several mouths,
forming an extensive delta. The head-waters of
the Upper R. consist of three main streams, called
respectively the Vorder R., the Mittler R., and the
llinter Rhine. The first and most easterly rises on
Jlount Crispalt, north-east of Mount St Gothard,
7500 feet above the level of the sea, and flowing
east, bursts Uke a torrent through a deep rarine.
At Disseutis, 12 miles from its source, it is joined
by the Mittler R., or central branch, at the com-
ji.ar.atiye low level of 3500 feet. At Reichenan,
5' I miles from the source of the Vorder R., the
stream is swelled by the third branch, known as
the Hinter R., which, taking its rise among the
glaciers of the Vogelberg, flows over a distance of
SO miles before it blends its waters with the main
branches. The Hinter R., considerably the longest
of the upper waters, claims to be esteemed the chief
source, and at its confluence with the other branch
at Reichenau, the river first assumes the general
name of Rhine. At Coire, where the river takes
a si\dden turn northward, it is nearly 150 feet wide,
a!i(l navigable for rafts and flat boats. A Uttle
,-ilir.ve the small town of Sargans, in St Gall, it leaves
tl:r Grisons, and forming the boundary between the
r<m:\Il principality of Lichtenstein and the Vorarl-
i)' r;,' on tlie right, and St GaU on the left, flows in
a northerly direction to RlieLneck, where it enters
the Boden See, or Lake of Constance, which may
indeed he regarded as the river itself, augmented in
its course between Rhcineck and Constance by the
conllucnce of numerous streams. Emerging from the
Upiier Lake at Constance, the R, enters the Unter
See, or Lower Lake, a few mUes below, and follow-
ing a westerly course, forms the boundary-line
between Switzerland and the grand ducliy of Baden

;

and after receiving the Thur, Tliss, and Aar on the
left, and the mountain torrents of the Wutach and
A Hi on the right, pursues its course to Basel. At
SchafThauaen, about 13 miles from the western
extremity of the Unter See, the waters of the river,

rushing over a rock 70 feet Ijigh, form the cataract
known as the Falls of Schaffhausen ; while lower
down the narrowing of the channel through the pro-
jection of rocks on either side gives rise to rapids
both at Laufenburg, and at a point ten miles below
it, known as Hollenhacken, where the navigation is

impeded foj- a considerable (bstance by the force of
tlie cataracts. Below Basel, tlie R., turning again
due nortlj, separates France from Baden, forms the
eastern boundary of Rhenish Bavaria, cuts the pro-
vjuee of Rliine-ITcsse in two, and ilows between
Nassau and the Prussian Rhine provinces, through

which it afterwards pursues a north-west course.
Before it reaches Cologne, it takes up numerous
tributaries and affluents—viz., the 111, Wiese, Elz,
Kinzig, Murg, Neckar, Main, Lahn, MoseUe, &c.

;

and ])asses the cities of Breisach, Strasburg, Ger-
mersheim. Spires, Mannheim, Worms, Oppenheim,
Mainz, Bingen, Coblenz, and Bonn. In this middle
part of its course, the river makes great bends,
t!ie current is rapid, and naiigation is rendered
difficult by numerous small islands and sandbanks,
which are subject to changes of form and position.
Much has beeu done to improve the R. above
Bingen. By an agreement made, in IS40, between
France and Baden, it has been brought into its

proper channel and considerably shortened. The
valley through which the R. runs between steep
banks from iSIainz to Bonn, contains the pictur-
esque scenery which has made this river so cele-

brated, and the vineyards from which the famous
Rhenish wines are obtained. From Cologne to its

mouths, the K. flows through a low level country,
and soon after entering the Netherlands, divides it

into two arms, the left, called the Waal, uniting
with the Maas near Fort Loevestein, and forming
the Merwede or Merwe, which below Dordrecht
takes the name of the Old Maas ; the right arm,
called the K., a little above Arnheim, tlu-ows off
the New Yssel, originally a canal, cut by Drusus to
connect the R. with the Old Ysseh Flowing on to
Wijk bij Duurstede, the R. divides again into the
Lek, which unites with the New Maas near Yssel-
monde, and the Kromme Rhine, which at Utrecht
parts into the Vecht and the Old R., the latter

as a small stream entering the North Sea by the
Katvidjk Canal to the north-west of Le}'den. The
delta of the R., which extends from about 51° 35'

to 52° 20' N. lat., and occupies nearly 50,000 sq. m.
of territory, belonging to the Dutch provinces of
North and South Holland, Utrecht, and Guelder-
land, requires to be protected by strong embank-
ments. The principal of these, which begin at
Wesel, are about 25 or 30 feet above the lowest
level of the river. Several canals connect the R.
with the Rhone and Saone, the Scheldt, Meuse,
and Danube, and thus open a line of communica-
tion with France and Belgium on the one side,

and with the Netherlands and every part of Ger-
many on the other. The commerce and naviga-
tion of the R., which are of vast extent and great
importance, are regulated by treaties between the
difierent states through which it passes, all of
which levy tolls on vessels and goods entering their
respective territories, and thus produce an accumu-
lation of duties which press hea%"ily on the transit
trade. Steam-na\'igation is, however, conducted
with greater regularity and energy on the R, than
on any other river of Germany ; and of late years,
since the main lines of railway, running on either
side of the river, have been connected by a bridge
Ijetween Cologne and Deutz, additional importance
and extension have been given to the commercial
relations of all the countries connected with the
Rhine. Pontoon or boat bridges cross the river
at Cologne, JIainz, ilannheim, and a few other
places.

RHINE, Confederation of the. See Con-
FEDEHATION OF THE RhINE.

RHINE-WINE is a term of very general signi-
fication, applied, however, most frequently to those
wines produced in the Rheingau (q. v.). The most
vahiod and costly of these are the Schloss-.Johan-
nisberger, Hochlieimer, Kloster-Erbacher, Rudes-
heimer, Steinberger, Griifenberger, Rauenthaler,
Rotlienber^er, Scharlachberger, and Markobrimner.
The red Rhine-wmes, of which the Asmannshiinser
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is the most celebrated, are not nearly so much prized

as the white ; neither have they the streut.'th or

bouquet of the latter. The wines of the Lower
Rhine, from Dusseldort downwards, are generally of

inferior quality.

The term Rhine-wine, in its general signification,

includes the Pfalz and Moselle wines. It is now
generally held in Germany that P^hine-wines that

have been properly kept for three or four years are

in the most wholesome condition for use ; the very
old stocks no longer find a ready market except in

Russia and Englaud.

RHIXO'CEKOS (Gr. nose-horned), .a genus of

Pachydermaia Ordinaria, containing the largest and
most powerful of terrestrial mammalia, except the

elephants. There are at least seven or eight exist-

ing species, all natives of the warm parts of Asia,

the Indian Archipelago, and Africa ; and nimierous
fossil species have been discovered in the newest
geological deposits. The form of the R. is clumsy
and uncouth ; its aspect dull and heavy. The limbs
are thick and strong ; each foot is terminated by
three toes, which are coA'ered with broad hoof-like
nails. The tail is sm.all, and terminated by a small
tuft. The ears are moderately large ; the eyes very
small. The head is large, the muzzle prolonged,

and the nasal bones combined into an arch for the

Rhinoceros (R. Indicus).

support of a horn, which, however, does not spring
from them, but merely from the skin ; a second
horn, in some of the species, growing above it, in

like manner springing from the skin, and resting for

support on the bone of the forehead. The upper
lip is more or less prolonged and }irehensile, in some
of the species so much so that it is capable of being
used to pick up very small objects. The whole
body, head, and limbs are covered with an extremely
thick and hard skin, which in none of the existing

species exhibits more than mere traces of hair,

although there is evidence that some of the extinct
ones were covered with f)ir ; and the hardness of

the slcin being such that in some of the species it

has not pliancy enough to permit the movements of

the animal, it is in a manner jointed by means of

folds on the neck, behind the shoulders, in front of

the thighs, and on the limbs.

The horn of the R. is a very remarkable organ,

and a powerful weapon of offence and defence.

With it also the animal can root up bushes or small
trees, the foliage or fruit of which it desires to eat.

It is of a perfectly homogeneous structure (see

HoRxs), and solid.

The different species of E. display some differ-

ences of dentition. None of the species of R. dis-

plays a high degree of intelligence. Although usually
harmless, they are easUy provoked, and shew much
capriciousness of temper. When irritated, they
become very dangerous ; and although usually slow
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in their movements, they can, upon occasion, rnn
rapidly. Their great weight and strength enable
them to force their way through jmigles, breaking
down the smaller trees before them. The hide is

proof against the claws of the lion or tiger, and is

not to be penetrated by a leaden bullet, except at a
very short distance, or in some of the thinner parts
about the neck .and chest. Bidlets of h'ou or tin are
used for shooting them.
The species of Pu agree hi being found sometimes

solitary or in pairs, sometimes in little companies,
never in large herds.

The Indian R. (/?. Indicus) is a native of the
continental parts of the East Indies, and lives

chiefly in marsliy jungles on the banks of lakes and
rivers, often wallowing in the mud, with which it

encases itself, apparently as a protection against

insects, which annoy it notwithstanding the thick-

ness of its hide. It is the largest known species of

R., a large specimen being rather more than five

feet in height. The horn is sometimes 3 feet in

length, and IS inches in cu-cumfereuce at the

base. The Indian R. was known by very imperfect
description to the .ancient Greeks, receiving the
very inappropriate name of Indian Ass; and from
accounts of it the fable of the imicorn prob.ably

originated. Intlividnals have from time to time
been brought alive to Europe, and have proved
tolerably quiet and tr.actalile, feeding with apparent

satisfaction on moistened hay, vegetables, pidse,

grain, &c.—The Javanese R. (/?. Javtmicus, or H.
Sondaicus) is a somewhat smaller species, also one-

horned. Sumatra has a two-horned species (H.

Sumatrensis).— Different speciesof R.,all two-horned,
are found in almost all parts of Africa, .and one or
more of them were known to the ancient Romans.
—The BoVELE, or Black E. (R. bicornis, or I!.

Africanus), of South Africa, is the smallest of all

the known species. It is of a black colour, and its

first horn is rather thick than long, its second short

and conical. It is a fierce and dangerous animal,
capable of great activity, and more dreaded by tlie

South African hunter than the lion itself.—The
Keitloa (R. Keitloa) is larger, and has the two
horns nearly equal in length, the foremost horn
curved backwards, the other curved forwards. It

is also a native of South Africa, and much dreaded
both on account of its strength and its ferocity.

—The White R. (R. Simus), or Muchuco, or

MoNOono, is the largest of the well-ascertained

African species.

No species of R. is prolific. One young one only
is produced at a birth, and the intervals are long.

The flesh of the R. is used for food. That of the
different species is somewhat variously esteemed.
The skin is used in the East Indies for shields ; in

South Africa, it is sliced up into thongs.

The earliest remains of the R. are found in

Miocene strat.a, and in the subsequent Tertiary

deposits they frequently occm-. Ten species have
been described. A two-horned species was found
by Pallas hi the frozen gravel of Siberia, along with
the m.ammoth, still covered with a shaggy coat of

long wool, .and having its flesh preserved.

EHINOPLA'STIC OPERATION. ^Vhen a.

portion or the whole of the nose has been destroyed
by accident or disease, the deficiency may he

restored by a transplantation of skin from an
adjoining healthy part. When the whole nose has

to be replaced, the following course is usually

adopted. A trianguLar piece of leather is cut into

the shape of the nose, and is extended on the fore-

head with its base uppermost ; its boundaries,

when thus flattened, are marked out on the skin

with ink. Any remains of the old nose are then

pared away, and a deep groove is cut round the
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margins of the nasal apertures. W)ieu the bleeding

from these incisions has stojiped, the marked
portion of the skin of the forehead must be
carefully dissected away, till it hangs by a narrow
strip between the eyebrows. When the bleeding

from the forehead ceases, the flap must be twisted

on itself, so that the surface which was originally

external may remain external in tlie new position,

and its edges must be fastened with stitches into

the grooves ])repared for their reception. The nose

thus made, is to be supported with oiled lint, and
well wra])ped in flannel, to keep up the temperature.

AVhen comjilete adhesion has taken place, the

twisted strip of skin may be cut through, or a little

slip may be cut out of it, so that the surface may be
imiformly smooth. When only ,a part of the nose,

as one side only, or the septum, requires to be
restored, modifications of the aV)ove operation are

required, and the skin, instead of being taken from
the forehead, is t.aken from the cheek or the upper
lip. For further details regarding this important
opei'ation, the reader is referi'ed to Fergusson's
Prartical Surijfry.

This operation is popularly known as the Talia-

coliaii Vpemlhn, from its having been first per-

formed by Taliacotius, who was professor of

anatomy and surgery at Bologna, where he died in

1553. The work in which the operation is described

was not jiulilished for more than forty years after his

death. It appeared in 1597, under the title De C'ur-

tonim Chh-iiniiri per Insilionem libri duo. Instead of

taking the skin for the new nose from the forehead,
|

he took it from the arm of his patient, and there is

no reason why the oper.ation which he describes,

although inferior in many respects to that at present

adopted, should not be successful. The difficulty

of keeping the arm sufficiently long in apposition

with the face {a period of about twenty days), was
doubtless one of the reasons for selecting the

forehead in preference as the part from which
to take the skin. The name of Taliacotius has

been mainly popularised in this country by a well-

known coarse joke iu Butler's Hudibras. There
is, however, little foimdation for the ^-iew which
Butler takes of the operation. TaUacotius dis-

cusses the advantages and disadvantages of taking
the skin from the arm (he docs not suggest any
other part of the body) of another person, but
he comes to the conclusion, that it would be im-
possible to keep two persons so fastened together
for the necessary time, th.at no motion of the parts

in apposition should occur, and he adds, that

he never heard of the plan being attempted. It

is almost unnecessary to add. that even if a nose
were manufactured from the skin of a second person,

there is not the sliLrhtest reason for apprehending
that it would suihlenly die and drii]> off on the

death of the original proprietor of the skin, not-

withstanding the cases to the contrary recorded, as

illustrative of the power of sympathy, by Van
Helmont, C'am]ianella, Sir Kenelm JJigby, and
others. This astouniling notion was resuscitated

two or three years ago by M. Edmund About in a

popular novel, entitled Le Kez d'un Notairc

KIIiri'PTERA. See STRErsiriERA.

KIIIZ.VNTHE.^C (RiiizoGENS of Lindley) are a
very remarkable natural order of plants. They are

parasitical jjlants, brown, yellow, or purple, never of

a green colour, destitute of true leaves, and having
cellular scales instead. The stem is amorphous aud
fungus-like ; sometimes, as in llalilesia (([. v.), there

is no stem ; but the flowers arise immediately from
the surface of the branch or stem to which the
plant is parasitically attached. .Spiral vessels are
either few or wanting, and the substance is chiefly

cellular tissue. Whilst their general structure thus
associates them with fungi, which they resemble
also in their mode of decay, they have the flowers

and sexual organs of phanerogamous plants. The
flowers are monoecious, dicecious, or hermaphrodite.
Lindley regards these jilants as fonning a class

distinct from the other Phanerogamous plants

[Exogens and Undogens), and as one of the connect-

ing links between them and the Cryptogamous
plants [Thallogens and Aa'ogens). There are not
many more than 50 known species in all, of which
one or two are found in the south of Europe, the

others in Africa aud the warmer parts of Asia and
America. Cynomorium cocclnetnn (Balanop/u>racea:)

is found in Malta, and is the Fungus Melltensis of

apothecaries, long celebrated for arresting ha;mor-
rhages. Others are likewise used as styptics.

Cytinus hypocistis {Cytijiacece) grows on the roots of

species of Oistus in the south of Europe. Its extract

{Succiis hypocistidl'i) is used as an astringent in

hemorrhages and dysentery. A species of Ombro-
phytam (Balanophoracece) springs up suddenly after

rain in Peru, like a fungus, is insipid, and is cooked
and eaten under the name of JTays del Monte.
Different species of Balanophora are very abundant
in Northern India. They are found in the Hima-
laya at an elevation of 10,000 feet, producing great

knots on the roots of maple trees, oaks, iScc, which
are sought after by the Tibetans, and carried into

Tibet, where they are made into very beautiful

cups.

RHIZO'PODA (Gr. rhhon, a root, aud imda,
feet), an important class of the lowest of the animal
subkingdoms, the Protozoa. In all the organisms
of this class, the body is composed of a simple
gelatinous substance, to which the term 'sarcode'

is applied ; and in all, locomotion is performed by
the protnision of processes which, from their func-

tion, are termed ' pseudojiodia,' or false feet. As in

the ease of all the Protozoa, except the Infusoria,

there is no mouth or intestinal tube.

As a typical fonn of rhizopod, the Amrtba (fig. 1),

a minute animal readily obtained in this counti'y,

Fig. 1.—Amoeba Sadiosa.

(I, young Amo:la, with five pseudopodia protruded; b, another
epecinicn.

may be taken. On placing one of these organisms
(obtained from a pond, or from a bottle containing
some vegetable infusion) under the microscope, it is

seen to resemble a roundish mass of semi-transparent
jelly, altogether devoid of life. Soon, however, the
animal begins to push out in various directions
portions of the gelatinous mass of which it consists,

and by the alternate exjiansion and retraction of
these i)rolougations, it effects a slow and somewhat
irregular locomotion. Should these processes come
in contact with anything fit for food, they grasp it

and coalesce aroimd it, and the morsel soon becomes
enclosed in the interior of the body, much as (to use
an illustration employed by Professor Greene in his
Manual nf the I'rulozoa) a stone m,ay be forced into
the interior of a lumji of clay, or similar plastic

material. When all that is nourishing is absorbed,
237
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the iudigestible remains are ejected tlirough some

part of the body. A nueleiis may generally be

observed, and at times (l^ut not permanently) one or

more clear vesicles may be noticed, containing a

fluid which is apparently fiu-nished during the

process o{ digestion. The members o£ the genus

Amceha (containing at least three species) may be

regarded as representing the simplest forms of animal

Kfe. Closely allied to the A nueba is the Actlnoj)hri/s,

or Sun-animalcule (tig. i), and both these genera

Fig. 2.—Sun-animal- Fig. 3.—Difflugia Fig. 4.

cule in the act of proteiformJs. Asoella acu-

feeding

:

niinata.

At a is seen a captured Infusorius entering the substance of

the bodj.

are completely naked. In Dljjlnrjla (fig. 3), the
' sarcode ' is invested with a membranous oval co.at

with an aperture at one end, from which the

pseudopodia project. In Ascella (fig. 4) the soft

parts are protected by a discoid, or hemispherical

shield, open below; while in the Foramini/cra (q. v.),

Fig. 5.—Structure of Orbitolites complanatus :

a, simple disc of Orbitolites laid open to shew its interior; ft,

central cell; c, circumambient shell, surrounded by con-
centric zones of shells conuected with each other by annular
and radiating passages.

the soft part is invested with a calcareous shell,

which is sometimes simple, but more commoidy
consists of an agglomeration of minute chambers
(fig. 5).

Various classifications of the Khizopods have been
proposed by differeut zoologists. That of Greene,
in which they are simply divided into A mabea and
Foraminifera, is sufficient for all practical purposes.
All the Amcebea are microscopic, and seldom exceed
jljth of an inch in diameter. The Foraminifera
(q. V.) are somewhat larger.

Amongst the most important contributions to our
knowledge of this department of the animal king-
dom must be mentioned: Schultze, Ueber den
Organismus der Polythalamien, 1854 ; Williamson,
On the Recent Foraminifera of Great Britain, 185S ;

Claparede et Lachmann, Etudes siir les Infusoires et

les Rhizopodes, 1S5S—1860; Carpenter, Introduction
to the Study of the Foraminifera, 1861; and Hackel,
Die Radiotarien, 1862.

RHODE ISLAND, one of the thirteen original
United States of America, and the smallest in the
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Union, on the southern coast of New England, is

474 miles from north to south, and 40 miles from
east to west ; and has an area of 1046 sq. miles.

It is boimded N. and E. by Massachusetts, S. by
the Atlantic, and W. by Connecticut. It is divided
into live counties, and its principal towns are
Providence and Newjiort, the twin capitals; Bristol,

Warren, Pa'wtucket, Woousocket, &c. Narraganset
Baj', which occupies the south-eastern quarter o£

the state, is from 3 to 12 mUes 'n-ide, and filled

with beaiitifid islands, the largest of which, Rhode
Island, is 15 mUes long, by 3 to 3 J- wide, and con-

tams the town of Newport, a fashionable summer
resort, with a large and spacious harbour, and for-

midable fortifications. Several small rivers, as the
Pawtucket, Pawtuxet, Parocatuck, &c., rising in the

hills of Massachusetts, flow into Narraganset Bay,
and their frequent falls afford w.ater-power to

numerous manufacturing vUlages. The country is

hUly, and the soil rough and stony, and chiefly

devoted to pasturage and orchards. The formation

is chiefly of primary stratified and unstratified

rocks, with some coal of a poor quality, iron, lime-

stone, and marble. The climate is mdd, and on

the islands delightfid. The populatiou is chiefly

engaged in trade and manufactiu-es. There are in

the state 147 cotton, 68 woollen, 33 iron factories

;

and a large coasting-trade, and considerable fisheries

are carried on. Five railways, and several steam-

boat lines, connect the chief towns with Massa-
chusetts, Connecticut, and New York. There are

90 banks and insurance companies, 4 daily and

17 weekly newspapers, 240 churches, 400 school-

houses, a grammar-school, Brown University, and
state penitentiary and asylums (see Providence).
The government, which existed until 1842 under
the charter given to Eoger Williams in 1642, is

simil.ar to that of the other states. The governor

has a salary of 1000 dollars, or about £200, and the

lieutenant-governor 250 dollars, or £50 per annum.
R. I. is believed to have been the Vinland of the

Norsemen, who explored this coast in the 10th

century. It was settled in 1636 by P^oger Williams
and his compauions. Baptists, who were expelled for

their religious opinions from the Puritan colony of

Plymouth. The colony suS'ered from the IniUan

wars, imtU the defeat and death of Philip, king of

the Warapanoags. There still exists a renm.ant of

over 100 of the Narragansets, of mixed blood, who
have a church and school. Pop. in 1820, 83,059 j

1840, 108,830 ; 1860, 174,621.

RHODES, an island, now belonging to Asiatic

Tiu-key, and long an important, wealthy, and inde-

pendent state of ancient Greece, in the Mediter-

ranean, lies off the south-west coast of Anatolia,

from the nearest point of which it is distant about

10 miles. It is 46 miles long, and IS miles in

greatest breadth, and is traversed in the direction

of its length—from north to south—by a chain of

mountains, which rise in Moimt Atairo (the former

Atabtjris, in ancient times crowned by a temple of

Jupiter) to the height of 4560 feet. Pop. about

34,000, of whom 10,000 are Turks, and the remainder

chiefly Greeks. The mountains are covered with

forests, the valleys are fertile, and the well-watered

plains form rich and beautifid pasture-lands. Of
all the islands in the Levant, R. possesses the most
beautiful and the most temperate climate. The
vines and olives yield abundantly, and rich harvests

of grain, tobacco, and delicate fruits are obtained.

Valonea, sponges, wine, and fruits are the chief

articles of export. The harbours of R. are in a

%\Tetched condition. In 1863, 515 vessels of 147,124

tons entered and cleared the ports. The imports

for the same year amounted to .£152,000, the exports

to £77,000.
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K., tlie aucient Bhodos, was inhabited at a very

early period. The Telcliines, who are asserted by
tradition to have been its most ancient inhabitants,
are said to have migrated hither from Crete. It
was not, however, until the immigration of a brancli
of the Doric race that the distinctive national
character of the Ehodians became fixed. The first
immigration of Dorians seems to have taken place
before the Trojan war, for E. is said to have sent
nme ships to Troy imder the leadership of the
Heracleid Tlepolemus. Situated between the three
ancient continents, a position highly favourable
to the development of commercial enterprise, the
Khodians at au early period rose to great prosperity
and affluence. Their three most ancient town's
were Lindus, lalysus, and Camirus, and they
planted numerous colonies not only on the shores
in their vicinity, but also on the coasts of Lycia,
Italy, Sicily, and Sji.oin. At the end of the 5th c.
E.C., they foimded the city of Rhodes (q. v.); and
after this event, the history of the island is com-
prised in that of the city.

RHODES, an ancient and famous maritime city,
capital of the island of the same name, and situated
on the north-east extremity of that island. Lat. of
harbour .3(5° 26' N., long. 2S° 10' £. The modern
city, though scarcely one-fourth the size of the
former one, has an imposing appearance. Its site is
admu-able, and it rises in the form of an amphitheatre
behind the fortified harbours, of which there are
two, separated from each other by a narrow quay.
At the entrance to the harbours stand the two large
quadrangular towers of St John and St Michael.
The hailjuurs, however, are now neglected, and this
once lloiu-ishing mart of the East is now compara-
tively desolate, and is no longer the seat of industry
or active commerce. The town, overlooked by
mosques and minarets, consists of iU-built houses and
gloomy streets. The earthquakes of 1S51, of IS56,
and of 1SG3, as well as the frightful powder-explosionm ISdG, caused by a flash of lightuing, did much to
devastate the town. By the jiowder-explosiou, the
church of St .lohn, built in 1.500, and the great
tower of the Knic-hts of St John, were shattered,
together with 300 houses, under the rums of which
1000 townspeople lost their lives ; and by the earth-
quake of 1SG3, 2000 houses were destroyed, and
many lives lost. The palace of the Grand Master
13 now m ruins, and the hospital of the knights now
serves as a gn-anary. Pop. about 20,000.

'The city of R. was founded in 408 B.C., and was
built on a regul.-lr ].lan, the unity and harmony
of its architecture beiug secured by the circum-
stance, that the design of the whole was the work
of one man. It was girt about by strong walls
surmounted by towers, and was provided with two
excellent harbours. But it was remarkable for the
number and excellence of its paintings, sculptures
and statues, as well as for the beauty and strength of
its architecture. At the entrance of one of its°ports
stood a gigantic brazen statue of Helios, 70 cubits in
height, and called the Colossus of Rhodes. Besides
this statue, which is described as one of the seven
wonders of the ancient world, 3000 others, of which
100 were colossal, adorned the city. The capital of
a fertile and flourishing island, and the gn-eat centre
of the commerce of the Mediterranean, R. louw
enjoyed great prosjierity. The arts were also
prosecuted with assiduity, and intellectual activity
manifested itself here long after it had decliued
in most parts of Greece. From the outbreak of
tho Reloponnesian War to the middle of the 4th
c. B.C., l;. was alternately in league with Athens
and m arms against that city. Like the rest of
Greece, it submitted to the rictorious Alexander,
and received a Macedonian garrison ; but on the

death of Alexander, 323 B.C. the Rhodians rose
upon and expelled the uitruders. From this time to
the overthrow of the JIacedonian monarchy, R.
largely extended its ten-itories, and rose to gi-eat
commercial and naval importance. After the
death of Cajsar, whoso side the Rhodians had
taken against Pompey in the civil war, they were
defeated in a naval engagement by Cassius, who
in 42 B.C. entered the city by force, massacred
the hostile leaders, seized the public property, and
rifled the temples. This visitation broke the power
of R., but it long continued to maintain its prestlqit
as a seat of learning. During several centuries, R.
remained in the jiower of the Greek emperors. In
1310, the Grand ilaster of the Knights of St .John
of Jerusalem settled here, and here the brethren
remained till the IGth century. (See JoHX, St,
Knights of.) Since this period, R. has remained
a possession of Tiu-key.

RHO'DIAJ^f LAW is the earliest system of marine
law known to history, said to be compiled by the
Rhodians after they had by their commerce and
naval victories obtained the sovereignty of the sea,
about 900 years before the Cliristian era. Cicero
refers to the Rhodians as illustrious for their naval
discipline. The collection of marine institutions
termed Rhodian Laws is to be found in Vinnius,
but their authenticity is doubted. Some say that
the Romans adopted these laws during the first
Punic war ; others say that Justinian iimorporated
them with the Roman law. The leading points sup-
posed to be borrowed from the Rhodian law relate
to the shares of the officers and crew of a ship, the
punishment of barratry and of plundering wrecks,
and compensation jiayable to the heirs of mariners
who lost their lives in the service of the vessel

RHO'DIUJI (symb. R, Rh, and Ro, according to
different chemists ; equiv. 52 ; spec. grav. 12-1)
is one of the metals of the jilatumm group. It is a
white, very hard metal, resembling aluminium rather
than sUver. It fuses less easily than platinum. It
is ductde and malleable when pure and after fusion,
and insoluble m aU acids ; but when alloyed in
small quantity with jilatiuum, copper, bismuth, or
lead, it dissolves with them in aqua regla. It
usually forms about one-half per cent, of the ore
of jilatiniun, from which it is extracted by a com-
plicated process, for details of which we must refer
to Deville and Debray's ' Memoir on Platinum and
its Ores,' in the Annales de Chimie et de Pht/sique
for 1859. Two oxides, two sidphidea, and three
chlorides of rhodium have been obtained and
examined by chemists. The sesquichloride unites
with several soluble chlorides to form crystallisable
double salts, which are of a rose colour (whence
the name rhotlium, from the Gr. rhodon, a rose). An
alloy of steel, with a small quantity of rhodium, is
said to possess extremely valuable properties; and
according to DeviUe, an alloy of 30 or more parts
of rhodium with 70 of platmum, is easily worked,
and 13 not attacked by aqua regia, and hence it
forms an excellent material for crucibles This
metal was discovered in 1S03 by Wollaston.

RHODODE'NDROX (Gr. rose-tree), a genus of
trees and shrubs of the natui-al order Ericeai, having
ten stamens, a very small calyx, a beU-shaped or
somewhat funnel-shaped coroUa, and a capsule spHt-
tmg up through the dissepiments. The buds in this
and nearly aUied genera, as Azalea (q. v.), ai'e scaly
and conical. The species are numerous ; they have
evergreen leaves, and many of them are of great
beauty both in fohage and in flowers. A few
small species are natives of Continental Europe
and of Siberia

; but the greater number belong to
the temperate parts of North America, an^ to
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the mountains of India. B. maximum, so desig-

nated when the far larger Indian species were

unknown, is common in Britain as an ornamental

slu-ub. It is a large shrub or smaU tree, whicli

forms impenetrable thickets on many parts of

the Alleghany Mountains, and has a magnihcent

appearance when in flower. The leaves are large

oblonc, acute, stalked, leathery, dark green and

shininc above, rusty brown beneath. The flowers

are large, in umbellate corymbs, varymg m colour

from pale carmine to lilac. This species is quite

hardy in Britain ; as is also i?. ponlmun, a very

similar species, with narrower and more pointed

leaves, which are of the same colour on both sides,

a native of Western Asia, and apparently also ot

the south of Spain. B. Cata>Mense, a native ot the

southern parts of the Alleghanies, with Large purple

flowers ; B. Cancaskimi, the name of which indicates

its origin ; and B. arboreiim, a native of Nepaul, with

very dense heads of large scarlet flower.?, and leaves

4^6 inches long, attaining in its native country a

liei^Tht of 30 or 40 feet, are also tine species, and weU

known. Most of the extremely numerous varieties

now common in our gardens and shrubberies have

been produced from them by hybridising or other-

^vise.—Many splendid species of K. have recently

been discovered in the Himalaya, the Kliasia HiUs,

and other mountainous parts of India, by Dr Hooker

and others; and some of them have begun to be

introduced into cultivation in Europe. It is impos-

sible for us to notice more than a few. B. t aUonert

is described as in foliage the most superb of all, the

leaves being 18 or 19 inches long. It is a tree SO-

SO feet high, -vrith leaves only at the extremities ot

the branches. It grows in Eastern Nepaul at an alti-

tude of 10,000 feet. B. arrjenteinn has flowers 4.^

inches long, and equ.ally broad, clustered, and very

beautifid. B. Maddeni, B. Aticklandu B Edge-

uvrthii, and others, have white flowers. B. Dalhou-

sim is remarkable as an epiphyte, growing on

magnolias, laurels, and oaks. It is a slender shrub,

bearinc from three to six white lemon-scented bells,

A\ inches long, at the end of each branch. B. JS ut-

tdlii has fragrant white flowers, said to be larger

than those of any other rhododendron. AU these

belonc to the Himalaya. In more southern latitudes

as on "the NeUgherry Hills and on the mountains ot

Ceylon, B. nobile prevails, a timber tree 50—70 feet

hic'h every branch covered with a bLaze of crimson

flowers.—7?. Kei/sil and/?. TMhandiensc, also natives

of the north of India, have flowers with nearly tubu-

lar corolla.—iJ. ferrugineum and B. hirmtum are

small species, shrubs from one to three feet m height,

natives of the Alps, and among the finest ornaments

of alpine scenery. They are called Alpenrose (Al-

pine Rose) by the Germans. They are not easily

Cultivated in gardens. They have small carmine-

coloured flowers in umbellate clusters. The moun-

tain slopes glow with their blossoms in July and

Autmst. The" flora of the Himalaya contains a num-

ber''of similar small species. B. anthopof/on and B.

setosian, dwarf shrubs with strongly-scented leaves,

ctethe the mountains in Eastern Nepaul at an eleva-

tion of 12,000 feet and upwards, with a green mantle,

brilliant with flowers in simimer. B. nimle is the

most alpine ot woody plants, spreading its small

woody branches close to the ground, at an elevation

of 17 000 feet in Sikkim. B. Lajyponicum, a pro-

cumbent shrub, with small flowers, grows as far

north as human settlements have reached in Europe,

Asia, and America.—Some of the species of this

genus possess narcotic properties. An oil olitamed

from the buds of B. ferrugineum and B. htrmtum

is used by the inhabitants of the Alps, under the

name Olio di MarmoUa, as a remedy for pams m
the joints, gout, and stone. B. chrijsanthum, a low
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shrub, with golden yellow flowers, native of Siberia,

is also used in gout and rheumatism. B. dnnabari-

nnm, a Himalayan species, poisons goats which feed

upon it, and w"-hen used for fuel, causes inflamma-

tion of the face and eyes. But the flowers of if.

arhoreum are eaten in India, and Europeans make a

pleasant jelly of them.

BHO'BIBUS. See P.vkallelogkatii.

RHONE (Bliodanus of the Romans), which takes

its rise in the Swiss Alps, on the western side of

Mount St Gothard, not far from the sources of the

Rhine, is the only important French river which

falls into the Mediterranean. Its entu-e length, from

its oritdn to the Gidf of Lyon at its embouchures, is

644 miles, and the area of its river-basin 28,000

so mUes. Tlie R. is, for its len.gth, probably the

most raiiid river in the world. On issuing from its

source, it runs in a south-westerly dkection through

the canton of Valais, and after being swelled in its

rapid course by the aSlux of several tributaries, it

takes a sudden turn to the north near Martigny, and

throws its waters into the Lake of Geneva (q. v.).

After issuing from the lake, it takes up the turlwd

stream of the Arve, and forcing its passage through

a rocky gorge of the Jura chain, disappears below

the rocks near Fort I'Ecluse for a len.gth of 300

feet formin" the subterranean channel luiown as

La 'Perte du Bhone. At St Genis, the il. enters

a less mountainous district, and passing beyond

the Jura district, flows through a low valley to

Lvon where it receives the Sa6ne. From Lyon it

foUows a southern direction past Vienne, \ alence,

Montelimart, Avignon, and Aries, bifurcating near

Beaucaire and Tarascon into two m.am streams, the

Greater and the Lesser Rhone, which enclose the

delta known as the He de la Camargue, and hnally

mer-'e their waters -with those of the Mediterranean.

The°most important aflluents of the R. are, on the

rifht, the Aiu, Saone, Doubs, Ardfeche, and Gard

;

on the left, the Arve, Isfere, Drome, and Durance.

From Lyon southward, the R. is easily navigable

for crood-sized vessels ; but the up-navig.ation, owing

to the rapid fall of the stream, and the sudden

shifting of sandbanks, is attended with consider-

able dTfiiculty, and is at times ahnost impracti-

cable On account of these and other obstructions,

which are greatest near the mouths of the river,

the communication with the Mediterranean is

chiefly eff'ected by means of canals, which, commu-

nicating with several shore-lakes, as I'Etang de

Berre and others, open a passage between the sea

at Port du Bouc and the river at Aries, and thus

obviate the necessity of navigating roiuid the delta.

In its upper and midcUe course, the R. presents

beautiful and varied scenery, enriched with a luxu-

ri.i.nt southern vegetation, including grapes of supe-

rior quaUty, from which some of the finest wines

of France are obtained ; but below A^gnon, it

passes through a bro.ad, arid tract of country, and

is bounded by swampy banks. The great natural

commercial advantages of the R. h.ave been con-

siderably extended by means of numerous canals,

which by joming it to the Seine, the Loire, and the

Rhine! have connected it with the Atlantic and the

German Ocean.

BHONE, a small but important inland depart-

ment of France, bounded on the N., W., and S.

bv the deiiartments of Saone-et-Loire and Loire;

area, 1077 sq. m. ;
pop. (1862) 062,493. It lies

almost wholly in the basin of the Rhone, and its

creat aflluent the Saone ; its eastern boundary is

formed by these rivers. The surface is almost

entirely mountainous or liilly. Of the G89,5db

acres, more than one-half is under tillage, ina

principal productions are vines and midberry-trees.
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The wines are famous for their excellent quality.

Of the M.'icon wines, gro«-n in the north, in the
former district of Beaujolais, the best are the
line red wines of C'henas; of those grown in the
south of the department, called the I'ins dii Bhonp,
the finest are the red wines of Cute Kotie and
the white wines of C'ondrieu. About 75,n00 acres

are in vineyards, and the amount of wine made
annuaU}' is about 17,000,000 galLins. Silks (see

Lyox) are manufactured extensively, and numerous
other branches of manjifacture are actively carried

on. The industries of the department arc men-
tioned under the names of the towns. The depart-

ment is divided into the two arrondissements of

Lyon and Villefranche. Capital, Lyon (q. v.).

RHONE, BouCHES DU. See BoixcHES-Dn-RHOXE.

RHTJ'BARB {Rlieum), a genus of plants of the
natural order Pubj;jonea; closely allied to lliimex

(dock and sorrel), from which it differs in haxnng
nine stamens, three shield-Uke stigmas, and a three-

winged achenium. The species, which are numerous,
are large herbaceous plants, natives of the central

regions of Asia, 'with strong, branching, almost
flesh}' roots ; erect, thick, branching stems, some-
times 6 or S feet high ; the stems and branches
whilst in the bud covered with large membranous
sheaths. The leaves are large, stalked, entire or
lobed ; the flowers are smaD, whitish or red, gener-
.ally A-ery numerous, in large loose panicles of many-
flowered clusters. The roots are medicinal ; but
tho.se of different species seem to possess their medi-
cinal properties in very different degrees, or these
properties are developed very variously in different

soils and climates, or according to other circimi-

stances not at all understood. It is not known
what species of R. yields the valued R. of commerce,
which comes from inland parts of China or Chinese
Tartary. Some of it reaches Europe by way of

Canton, but the I)cst is brought through Russia.
It is commonly known, however, in Britain as
Tiirlcrii 11,, because it was formerly brought by way
of Natolia. It is carefully examined at Kiachta by
persons appointed by the Russian government, so
tliat the s\iperior ijuality of all that is permitted to
enter the European market is secm'ed. R. is some-
times cultivated for its root in Europe, but the pro-
duce, French Jl. and Eii'jUsh. R., is very interior to
the R. of the East, which it is often employed to
adulterate. Aliout 12 acres are devoted to the
cultivation of K. for its root near Banbury, in
England, the species cultivated being I'heum rha-
poiiliciiiii ; but in France, besides this species, H.
iiiululalittn and If. eompnctum are employed. At
Banbury, the roots are taken up when three or fo\ir

years old, anil dried in drying-houses by a carefidly
regulated hc.-it.

The leaf-stalks of R. contain an agreeable mix-
ture of citric and malic acids, and when young
and tender, are much used, like a]>)ilcs, for tarts or
jiies, and also for making a kind of ])reser\-e. For
these ]uirpose3, difl'erent kinds of 1!. are now very
extensively cultivated in Britain, and in other tem-
perate and cold countries, although it is only since
the beginning of the present century that this
valual)le addition has been made to tlie jilants of
our kitchen-gardens; the species preWously intro-

duced having been cultivated meiely as objects of
curiosity, or for the sake of their roots. A number
of species have been introduced into cultivation for
their leaf-stalks. ]1. palnmtiim. the lirst species
known, and wliich was onco lielieved to yield the
Turkey R., has roundish gi-een leaf-stalks and half-

pahnate leaves, with pinnatitid jiointcd lobes. Its
stalks are very inferior to every other kind in our
gardens both in size and quality, and the appearance

oSO

of the leaf is very different. The other cultivated
kinds, II. luululatum, R. rhapontkmn, and R. Iiybri-

rliim, with endless varieties produced by the art of
the gardener, all have broad, heart-shaped, undivided
leaves, and the leaf-stalks flattened and grooved on
the upper side. The leaf-stalks are often also of a
reddish colour, which in some of the finest varieties

pervades their whole flesh. R. is jiropagated by
seed, and the plants yield a crop in the second or
third year, or by dividing the roots. It prefers a
light rich soil ; and the ground ought to be heavily
manured every 3'ear. The plants are ]ilaced 3 or
4 feet apart, according to the size of the variety.

The varieties which, by excessive manuring, are
made to produce the most gigantic stalks, are not
nearly so good in quality as the smaller kinds. R.
is cultivated on a most extensive scale by market-
gardeners. It is forced in winter and early spring
by being placed in jiots within houses, or by having
pots inverted over it, and dung and straw heaped
around ; and forced R, is more tender and deUcate
than that wliich grows in open air.

There are few subjects in the materia medica
which are so enveloped in obscurity as rhubarb.
Even the period of its introduction into medicine
is uncertain, for the description given by Dioscorides
of the drug which he designates Rheon does not
correspond with our rhubarb. It was probably
introduced into Eiu'ope by the Arabian physicians,
somewhat previous to the time of Avicenna, in whose
writings the term Rewund occurs—a name still used,
with a slight alteration, for R. by the Persians and
Hindus. In the British PharmacopoDia, no attempt
is made to determine the species of Rheum used in
medicine, and there can be no doubt that the roots
of several species are usually to be found in the
drug-market. According to the Pharmacopoeia, the
root, deprived of its bark, is imported from ' Chinese
Tibet and Tartary.' Little is known of the chemical
composition of R. root, further than that it yields a
yellow colouring matter termed Rhein (CjnHgOj ?),

which is sparingly soluble in water, but clissolves

freely in the alkaUes, producing a reddish-browTi
liquid, from whicli the rhein may be precipitated in
flakes on the addition of acetic acid. R. is very
liable to adidteration ; and if the adidterated R.
be in a state of powder, the detection of the fraud is

very difficult.

R. may be briefly described as a cathartic, an
astringent, and a tonic. As a cathartic, it chiefly
operates by increasing the mnscidar action of the
intestines ; and when the cathartic action is over,
there is generally more or less constipation, arising,

as is usuaUy supposed, from the astringent action
then coming into play. The appetite is also
improved, and the digestive process rendered more
active, by the action of this drug. It must not be
forgotten that the colouring matter of It, passes
into the scrum of the blood and the secretions

;

and lu-ine rendered red by its absorption has not
unfrequently been confounded with bloody uriue by
])ractitioners ignorant of the very different chemical
reactions of rhein and the colouring matter of
bhiod.

R. is one of the best aperients for general use in
infancy, in consequence of the certainty of its
action, and of its tonic and astringent properties,
which are of much importance in the treatment of
many infantile diseases, attended with imperfect
digestion and irritation of the intestinal canal. In
adults, it is serviceable in chronic diarrhn\a and
dysentery, when it is ex|)edient to clean out the
bowels. It is also a useful aperient in convalescence
from exhavisting disease, as being free from the risk
of overacting ; and for the same reason, it is a
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useful medicine for persons who are constitutionally

liable to over-purgation from trivial causes.
_

The officinal preparations are the Pulvis hliti

Composltiis (composed of powdered E., magnesia,

and finger, and popularly Imown as (jregory s

Powder or Mixture—the average dose bemg a tea-

spoonful), the Pilula Bhei ComposHa (a compound U.

pill, composed of R., aloes, myrrh, hard soap, oil ot

peppermint, and treacle—the dose, as an aperient,

beina teu or fifteen grains), the Extradum Ehei dose

from five to ten grains), the Infasicm Rhn (dose

from two to four'fluid ounces), and the /iHCtera

Rhei, which is usually given in doses of about a

drachm, in association with other aperients.

RHUMB, or RHOMB (Lat. rhombus), a term

introduced, according to Vitalis, into na\ngation by

the Portuguese, and signifying at hrst a meriilian, or

especiaUy the principal meridian of a map. it then

came to signify any vertical cii-cle, whether a meri-

dian or not, and hence any point of the compass. A
ship is therefore said to sail on a rhumb when its

head is kept constantly directed to the same point

of the compass. The rhumb-line thus crosses all

meridians at the same angle, and corresponds exactly

to what is known as the Loxodromtc Lines (q. v.).

In Mercator's chart, the rhumb-line is a straight

Une (thouc'h not so in nature) ; but it must be care-

fidlv noticed that equal portions of it on the chart

do not indicate equal distances on the surface of

the i^lobe, the divisions which are lowest m latitude

alw.ays represeutiug the greatest distance, and vice

versd.

RHYME. See Rhime.

RHYMER, TnoMiVS the, a name given to the

earliest poet of Scotland. The history of his life

and writings is involved in much obscurity ;
but it

is ceneraUy beUeved that Thomas Learmount ut

Ercildoune was the person whose poems and pro-

phecies were extensively known among the people

of Scotland at an early period. The R. derived his

territorial appeDation from the village of Ercildoune,

m the county of Berwick, situated on the river

Leader, about two miles above its junction with the

Tweed The time of his birth is imkno\vn ;
but He

appears to have reached the height of his reputa-

tion in 12S3, when he is said to have predicted

the death of Alexander III., king of Scotland.

This sint'idar prophecy is recorded in the licoti-

chroniconoi Fordim in 1430, who relates that one

day the R., when \dsiting at the castle of Dunbar,

was mtcrrogated by the Earl of March, m a jocular

manner, if tp-morrow shoidd produce any remark-

able event. The R. is reported to have expressed

himself to the effect :
' Mas for to-morrow, a day of

calamity and misery ! Before the twelfth hoiu- shall

be heard a blast so vehement that it shall exceed

all those which have yet been heard m Scotland—a

blast which shall strike the nations with amazement,

shaU confound those who hear it, shall humble what

is lofty, and what is unbencUng shall level with the

.rround.' On the following day, the earl, who had

been unable to iliscover any unusual appearance in

the weather, when seating himself at table observed

the hand of the cUal to pomt to the hour of noon

;

while, at the same moment, a messenger appeared

brmging the mom-nful tidmgs of the accidental death

of AJexander at Kingorn. „ -„ ,

From this and other prophecies, the Iv. became

popularly kuown as ' True Thomas,' and was

believed to have derived his skill from his mter-

course ^^'ith the queen of Fairyland. The legend

bears that he was carried off at an e.arly age to

Fairyland, where he acqidred all the knowledge

which made him so famous. After seven years

residence there, he was permitted to return to the

earth, to enlighten and astonish his countrymen

by his, prophetic powers, stUl remaining bound to

return to his royal mistress when she should inti-

mate her pleasm-e. Acconlingly, while the R. was

making men-y with his friends
^
in his tower at

Ercildoune, a jierson came running in, and told,

with marks of fear and astonishment, that a hart

and hmd had left the ueiglibouring forest, and were

composedly and slowly paradmg the street of the

village. The R. instantly rose, left his habitation,

and followed the animals to the forest, whence

he "was never seen to return. The Eildon Tree,

where he delivered his prophecies, no longer exists,

but its site is marked by a large stone called the

Eildon Tree Stone. A neighbouring rivulet takes

the name of the Bogle (or goblm) Burn from the

R.'s supernatural visitants.

The earliest edition of the prophecies of the 11.

was published in Edinburgh, by Waldegrave, m
1603 ; and another edition by Andro Hart in 1615

(reprinted by the Bannatyne Club).

Allusions to the R. occur in Wynton's Chronicle,

Blind Harry's Wallace, and other ancient Scottish

authors. In Bellenden's translation of Boece,

printed in 1535, it is stated that ' this Thomas wes

ane man of gret admiration to the pepU ;
and

schew sindry thingis as thay fell, howbeit thay wcr

.ay hid under obscure wourdis.' In the poems

of Robert of Brunne, who flourished about 1303,

there is an incidental notice that the R. had

composed a version of the incomparable romance

of Sir Trislrem. It was long a subject of inqiury

to Scottish antiquaries where this Uterary treasure

mi<jht exist; until a copy of it was discovered

by°Mr Ritson in the Auchinleck manuscript,

preserved m the Advocates' Library, which was

edited by Su- Walter Scott in 1S04. The merits

of this romance are of a very high order, and the

R. must be regarded as havmg possessed a poetical

"enius superior to any of his contemporaries.
° The time of the death of the R., like that of his

birth, is a matter of conjecture; but he must have

died before 1299, the date of a charter in which his

son calls himscK ' Fihus et hajrcs Thomaj Rymour

de Ercildon.'

RHYNCHONE'LL.\, a genus of brachiopodous

mollusca, char.acterised by its trigonal acutely-

beaked shell, the dorsal valve of which is elevated

m front, and depressed .at the sides, and the ventral

valve is flattened or hollowed along the centre.

The genus is rejjresented by two living species, the

one From the icy seas of the north, and the other

from New Zealand. The shells of both are black.

Xo less than 250 species of fossil shells have been

referred to the genus. They occur in all formations

from the Lower Silurian upwards.

RHYNCHO'PHORA. See Weevil.

RHYNCHOPS. See Ski.imek.

RHYTHM (Gr. rliyllimos, any motion, especially

a reguLated, recurring motion ; hence, measiu-ed

motion, tune, number), in its widest sense, may be

defined as measured or timed movement, regulated

succession. It seems to be a necessity for man, if

movements of any kind are to be sustained for a.

knMh of time, that some more or less strict law

of interchange shoidd regulate the succession of the

parts. It is even believed that the ground of this

necessity m.ay be discovered in the structiire and

functions of the human body. See Bain, Tlie

Senses and the Intellect. More particularly, in order

that a number of parts may constitute a whole, or,

.at .all events, a pleasing whole, a certain relation or

proportion must be felt to pervade them, vyhen

exemplitied in the arrangement of matter into visible

objects, as in scidpture, architectine, and other
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plastic arts, rhythm is usually called symmetry.
Rhythm applied to the moveraeuts of the body pro-

duces the dance. 'The rhj-thmical arranzement of

sounds not articulated produces music, while from
the like arrangement of articulate sounds, we get

the cadences of prose, and the measures of verse.

Verse may be defined as a succession of articulate

sounds, regidated by a rh_\-thm so definite that we
can readily foresee the results which follow from its

application. Rhythm is also met with in prose

;

but in the latter its raftge is so wide that we never
can anticipate its flow, while the pleasure we derive

from verse is founded on this very anticipation.'

The rhythm of verse is marked in various ways.
In Sanscrit, Greek, and Latin, during their classic

periods, quantity, or the regidated succession of long
and short syllables, was the distinguishing mark o^

verse. In the languages descended from these three

ancient tongues, as well as iu all the other Aryan
langu.ages, the rhythm depends upon accent. See
JIetre. The recurrence of similar sounds, or rhime,

is also used, along with accent, to render certain

points of the rhji;lim more distinct, as weU as to

embellish it. See Rhiste.

KHYTHJI, in Music, the disposition of the notes
of a musical composition in respect of time and
measure. To rhj'thm, music is chiefly indebted for

its order, perspicuity, intelligibility, and conse-
|

quently its power and effect. The rhj-thmical

value of a musical sound is the ratio which its dura-

tion bears to that of other soimds. See Xote.
A musical composition is made up of portions of

equal rhythmic value, called measures, separated by
vertical lines called bars, the length of the measure
being inilieated by a sign at the beginning of the
movement. For the varieties of time and their

signatures, see Music. The first note in each
measure is distinguished by a greater force or stress

than the rest : that stress is called accent, and of

the four measure-notes in common time the third

has also a subordinate accent, as has the thii-d

measure-note in triple time. There is also an irre-

gidar or rhetorical accent in music called emphasli,

which may be laid on any part of the measure, and
whose use is regulated by taste and feeUng.

RHY'THJIICAL MENTAL DISEASES.
Certain affections become aggravated or mitigated
at particidar hours ; certain others appear in
paroxysms, to a certain e.'ctent of regxdar duration
and recurrence ; and a third class is named quoti-
dian, quartan, &c., from the precise and unvarying
periods at which their access returns. The element
of time, and of regular intervals of time, is chiefly

characteristic of morbid conditions of the nervous
system. In chorea and involuntary shrieking,

singing, &c., a rhythm ui.ay often be detected, of

which the patient is altogether unconscious. Not
merely have movements of the eyelids and of the
limbs presented a i)erfectly timed succession, but
cases are recorded where the wild gesticulations and
jactations of St Vitus's Dance have been regidated
so as to correspond to ]>opular airs. A person has
been known to strike his breast with the hand for

hours with the same exactitude as if measured by
a time-piece. Those affected with Tarautism are

prompted to dance by the sound of music ; and
their movements arc determined, it is aliirmed, not
by volition, but by the cadences of the tunes pl.iycd

iu their hearing. The victims of the dancing mania
in the 15th c. were similarly alTected. Iu many
forms of insanity, tliere is seen a tendency to rliim-

ing in words, as well as to rhythmical movements.
.\ patient for three consecutive days vociferated
incessantly words termuiating in -alion.—Laycock,
.Xervous diseases of ll'o7;ieH, pp. 185, 314 ; Sauvage,

NosoXogia Met/iodica, tomus ii. p. 231; Medical
Critic, passim.

RIAZA'If, a central government of Great Russia,
extends south-east from the government of Moscow.
Area, 16,221 sq. m. ; pop. 1,405,650. The principal
river is the Oka, which, after forming the boundary
between the governments of Moscow and Tula, and
part of the boundary between JIoscow and R., flows

: south-east to the middle of the latter, then turning
north, disappears across the border on the north-

j

east. The Oka divides the government into two

J

unequal parts, of which the northern is low in sur-
' face and sandy in soil, while the southern presents

an elevated surface and a most fertile soil. The
Don crosses the south-west part of R., but is not
here navigable. The chief products are iron ores,

limestone, wheat, oats, lye, millet, buckwheat,
and vegetables. There are many remarkably good
studs. Though the chief occupations are agricul-

ture and horticulture, there are a number of import-
ant industrial establishments, as needle, cloth, and
ghxss factories ; cotton-mills, iron-works, tanneries,

and soap and taUow works. Manufactured goods
and corn are exported.

EIAZAN", a town of Great Russia, capital of the
government of the same name, stands on a branch
of the Oka, near its junction with that river, 130
miles south-east of Moscow. It was founded iu

120S, became in 14S7 the residence of the princes
of Riazan, and was made chief tomi of the govern-
ment of R. in 177S. The chief fragment of anti-

quity is the interesting old fort called the Kreml.
There is a ferry here across the Oka, at which the
products of the vicinity are shipped : S,770,OUO

bushels of corn are exported annually. Pop. stated
at 21,449.

RIB, in Architecture, a projecting baud or

moulding on an arched or flat ceiUng. It is of uni-

versal use in all stjdes of Gothic architectm-e ; the
early Norman examples are simple square bands
crossing the vault at right angles, the groins being
plain angles. In early English, the groins and ridge

are also ribbed, and all the ribs are moulded. The
ribs and their mouldings are multiplied as the style

advances, till the whole surface becomes covered
with them in the Fan-tracery Vaults (q. v.). Plaster

ceilings are sometimes elaboratelj' oraamented with
patterns formed by ribs, especially in the styles of

the times of Elizabeth and James I.

RIBBON, in Heraldry, a diminutive of the ordi-

nary called the Bend, of which it is one-eighth in

width.

RIBBON. See Silk and Silkwokm.

ItlBBON-FISH, the popular name of a famUy of

acanthopterons fishes, called Tceniidw, or, more
properly, Tcenioidce, by naturalists (from tcenia, a
tape-worm), on accoimt of their compressed and
elongated form. Notwithstanding theu' peculiarity

of form, they are nearly allied to the Scomberidw, or
Mackarel family. They are of very delicate struc-

ture, with naked and silvery skin, a long dorsal liu

often uniting with the tail-liu. a small mouth, and a
protractUe snout. They are widely tlistributed from
jiolar to tropical seas, but are uowherc found in

abundance, being deep-sea fishes, and mere occa-

sional visitants of the coasts. Owing to the deli-

cacy of their frame, perfect specimens are seldom
obtained. Species exist which are nine or ten feet

long, not six inches high, and scarcely an inch
thick. Sec BAXD-Fisn, Dealfish, and Gymxeteus.

RI'BBONISM, the name of a sjTitcm of secret
associations among the lower classes in Ireland, the
objects of which have long been a subject of much
suspicion and of considerable controversy. The

3<3
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first origin of the associations known under tliis

name is involved in miicli obscuritj'. From the

midtlle of the last century, secret organisations,

variously designated, but for the most part connected
ivitli ai^rarian discontent, have from time to time
arisen in Ireland. The earliest of these appears to

have been that of the AVhiteboys, who appeared
about the year 1759. Later in the century, the

fierce and sanguinary strife to which the relaxation

of some of the penal laws mider which the Catholics

had long suffered gave occasion in the north, and
which resulted hi the Protestant organisation already

described under the head Okaxgemax (q. v.), led to

the Catholic counter-organisation known by the

name of Defenders ; but this association seems to

have been for the time purely local, being confined

to Armagh and the neighbouring counties, in which
the violences of the Protestant party had originated.

The severely repressive measures ado]ited by the

government on the outbreak of the rebellion of 1798,

and continued for several years, prevented any
notable progress of the Catholic orgauisation ; and
when at length, about 1806, such an organisation

was initiated, it was of necessity conducted with
the utmost secrecy. The name by which the
members of these associations were now known was
' Tlireshers.' They appeared chiefly in Sligo, Mayo,
Leitrim, Longford, and Cavau ; and it is worthy of

note that one of their professed objects was to

resist the paj-ment of tithes, and even of the stipend

commonly, although freely, paid to the Catholic

priests by members of their congregations. The
associations called (it is supposed from the badge
worn by the members) by the name of Eibbon
societies first appeared about 1808, and originated

in Armagh, whence they spread to Down, Antrim,
Tyrone, and Fermanagh. There can be no doubt
that their real object was a combined action, partly

for self-defence, partly also probably for directly

antagonistic action against the now wide-spread
and formidable Orange confederacy. Their opera-

tions from the first were for the most part limited

to the counties, chiefly in the north and north-

west, in which the Orange associations were suffi-

ciently numerous to be formidable ; nor do thcj'

appear at any time to have had a footing in the

purely Catholic counties, whci-e there were few
or no Orangemen to be encountered. The secret

associations of the other districts—the midland,

southern, and south-eastern counties—as the

'Carders' in East and West Meath, in Roscom-
mon, and part of Mayo ; and the ' Shanavests

'

and ' Caravats ' in Tipperarj', KUlcenny, Cork, and
limerick, had little of the religious element in their

organisation, being mainly due to discontents arising

from alleged agi'arian and social grievances.

The Pabbon association also, no doubt, addressed

itself to the same agrarian and social grievances ;

but it is plain that its direct and immediate object

was antagonism to the Orange confederation, to

which, in some respects, it bore considerable

resemblance, although it was deficient in that

complete and wide-spread orgauisation which so

remarkably distiliguished the fonuer body. The
Ribbon association was divided, Uke the Orange,
into lodges, and the members of each lodge were
bound by a secret oath to ' be true to each other,'

and 'to assist each other in all things lawful.'

Stated meetings of the lodges were held, and small

money contributions were exacted, botli at entrance

into the association, and on each occasion of meeting.

The members, moreover, were known to each other

by certain secret signs and ])as3-words, which were
frequently changed, and some of the specimens of

which were of a singularly absurd and ludicrous

character. But there does not appear to have been
214

anj-thing like that complete and curious scheme
of a ' Central Grand Lodge,' with its subordinate
hierarchy of ' county,' ' district,' and ' private ' lodges,

which characterised the great rival confederation.
A stiU more striking and important difference was
in the class of men with which the Ribbon societies

were recruited. They are proved to have consisted
exclusively of the very lowest classes, the humbler
peasantry, farm-servants, and operatives of the
least intelligent class. No trace appears among
them of what is so striking in the Orange Associa-
tion—the co-operation, or even the countenance,
of the gentry, the clergy, the commercial class,

hardly even of the farming class, except a few of

the sons of farmers of the lowest grade. On the
contrary, an attempt which was made, in a committee
of the House of Lords in 1839, to connect the
CathoUc clergy and the Catholics generally with the
Riljbon association, proved a signal failure, as did
also the attempt to shew that the objects of the
association Avere the overthrow of British rule in

Ireland ; and it was proved that the Catholic clergy,

from the first origin of these associations, have
persistently ojiposed them, and employed all their

influence, and even their spiritual autliority, to deter
their flocks from taking any part in them.
From the absence of all statistical information,

and from the rude and illiterate material out of

which alone these societies are formed, it is

impossible to ofl'er any estimate of their number or

extent. That they still exist, becomes abundantly
clear on every occasion of party-strife which arises

in Ireland ; but they appear to have been I'eplaced

in several parts of the country by newer associations,

such as the ' Phenicians,' the 'Brotherhood of St
Patrick,' and the ' Fenians,' an association which is

said to possess large affiliations in America, and
among tlie Irish pojnilation of the manufacturing
towns of England and Scotland.

RIBEAUVILLE, a small manufacturing town of

France in the department of Haut-llhin, pleasantly

situated amid Aoneyards, 34 miles south-south-west
of Strasboiu'g. Excellent wines are made, and cotton
goods are manufactured. The town is overlooked
by the Vosges Mountains, along the crests of which
runs a wall or rampart, linilt of unhewn stones,

without cement, and from eight to ten feet high,

It is of unknown antiquitj-, and is called the
Hi-ideiimauer, or Pagan w"all. Pop. (1S62) G1G2.

RIBERA, Jose, called Spagnoletto {'the Little

Spaniard ') was born at Xativa, near Valencia, in

1.588, and died at IS'aples in 10.56 or 1659. He
studied a few years with Francesco lUbalta, a
Spanish painter of eminence, but resolved to Ansit

Italy ; and after working hard at Rome, and study-
ing the greatest masterpieces in some other states,

lie went to Naples, where, attracted by the novelty

and boldness of Caravaggio's style, he adojited it,

and became the ablest painter among the naturalhli,

or artists wdiose treatment of subjects was based on
a vigorous and powerful, but generally coarse and
vulgar representation of nature, in opposition to that

formed on the study of conventional or academic
rules. He settled in Kaples, where he became
court-painter, and executed numerous important
commissions in that city ; and it is there that his

liest works are to be seen. Salvator Rosa and
Guercino are numbered among his pupils. He
executed about eighteen or twenty etchings, all

marked by force and freedom.

RIB-GRASS. See Plantagine^:.

RIBS are clastic arches of bone, which, with
the vertebral column behind, and the sternum
or breast-bone in front, constitute the osseous part

of the walls of the chest. In man, there are 12
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ribs on each side. The first 7 are more directly

connected through intervening cartilages with the
sternum than the remainder, and hence they are

Fig. 1.—The PJbs, in situ :

1 ana 2 are the upper and midtlle parts of the sternum or
breast-bone ; 3, its cnsifirm cartilage

; 4, the first dorsal, auil
5 the last (or twelfth) dorsal lertebra ; C, the first rib ; 7, its
bead ; S, its neck, resting against the transverse process of
the first dorsal vertebra ; 9, its tubercle; 10, the seventh or
last true rib; II, The costal cartilages of the true ribs; 12,
the last two false ribs or iloatinj; ribs ; 13, the grooves along
the lower border of the ribs (From Wilson'a Anatomist's
Vade-Mccum).

termed vertebrosternal or true ribs ; while the other
5 are known as false ribs, and the last two of these,
from being quite free at their anterior extremities,
are termed Jloalinij ribs. A glance at a skeleton, or

Fig. 2.—A Front View of tlie -Articulations of the Kits
with the Spinal Column :

1,1, Dorsal vcrtcbrte; 2, 2, intervertebral carlilaires; 3, 3. the
anterior coinni*m ligament, extending like a riband along the
whole of the front of the vertebral column ; 4, the neck, and
5 the head of rib; G, 7, 8, three flat bundles of ligamentous
fibres, radiating from the head of the rili to the adjacent
vertebra; and intervertebral substances (they are removed in
the lowest rib, seen in the figure) ; 9, the articulation
between the tubercle of the rib? and the transverse vertebral
process (1-roni Gray's Anatomy).

at a plate representing the articulated bone.s, will
shew that the ribs vary very considor.ably both in
their direction and size. The tijjper ribs are nearly

horizontal, but the others lie with the anterior
extremity lower than the posterior ; this obliquity
increasing to the 9th rili, and then slightly
decreasing. They. increase in length from the first

to the eighth, and then again diminish. The spaces
between the ril« are termed the intercostal spaces.

On excimiuing a rib taken from about the middle of

the series, we find that it presents two extremities
(a posterior or vertebral, and an anterior or sternal),

and an intervening portion, termed the Ijody or
shaft. The posterior extremity presents a head, a
neck, and a tuberosity. The head is marked jjy

two concave articular surfaces divided by a ridge,

the lower facette being the larger. These surfaces

fit into the cavity formed by the junction of two
contiguous dorsal vertebra?, and the ridge serves
for the attachment of a ligament. The neck is a
flattened portion proceeding from the head ; it is

about an inch long, and terminates at an eminence
termed the tuberosity or tubercle, from whence the
shaft commences. On the lower surface of this
ttibercle is a sm.all oval surface, which articulates

(as shewn in ligiu'e 2) with a coiTesponding
surface on the upper p.art of the transverse process
of the lower of the two contiguous vertebra?. The
shaft presents an extern.al convex, and an internal

concave surface. A httle in front of the tubercle,

the rib is bent inwards, and .at the same time
upwards, the point where this bending takes place
being called the angle. The upper border of the
rib is thick and reminded, while the lower border is

marked by a deep groove, which lodges the inter-

cost.al vessels and nerve.

The ribs of Mammals are mostly connected, as in

man, with the bodies of two vertebrre, and with the
transverse processes of the posterior one. In the
Monotremata, however, they articidate with the
vertebr.al bodies only ; while in the Cetacea, the
posterior ribs hang do\\Ti from the transverse
processes alone. Their number, on each side,

corresponds with that of the dors.al vertebrse. The
greatest number, 23, occurs in the two-toed sloth,

while in the Cheiroptera, 11 is the ordinary number.
In Birds, each ril> articulates by means of a small
head vnth. the body of a single vertebra near its

anterior border, and with the corresponding trans-
verse process by means of the tubercle. Moreover,
each rib possesses a ' diverging appendage,' which
projects backwards over the next rib, so as to
increase the consolidation of the thor.acic frame-
work, necessary for flying. The dorsal vertebra3
here never exceed 11, and are commonly 7 or 8
in number, and the ribs proceeding from them are
connected mth the sternum, not by cartUage, as in
Mammals, but by true osseous sternal ribs, which
are regularly articulated at one end with the
sternum, and at the other with the termination of
the spinal ribs. In the Ohelonian Koptiles, the ribs
(as weU as the vertebra and the sternum) deviate
rem.arkably from the normal tyjio, the lateral jiarts

of the carapace consisting maiijy of anchylosed
ribs united by dermal plates. In the Crocodiles,
there are only twelve pair of true or dorsal ribs

;

T,\'hile in the other Saurians, and in the Ophidians,
the ribs are usually very numerous. In the Frogs,
there atp no true ribs ; the reason jirob.ably being,
th.at .any bony element in their thor.acic walls would
interfere with the enormous thor.acico-abdominal
enlargement which these animals periodically underi'o
at the breeding jjeriod.

In the langu.age of the transcendental anatomists,
a rib is to be regarded as a Pleurajmphysis—ona of
the elements of a typical Vertebra (q. v.).

EIBS, Fractdre op the, is a very common
surgical accident, residtrng from blows or falls upon
the chest. Kibs may, moreover, be broken by

2ii
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more pressure, as when persons are severely crushed

in a crowd ; and instances are on record in which, in

the case of aged persons, the ribs have been actually

fractured in ^^olent coughing.

The treatment consists in the application of a

broad flannel roller round the chest, so tightly as

to prevent, as far as possible, all movement of the

ribs, and to render the respipation abdominal rather

than thoracic. The bandage must be prevented

from falling by the addition of shoulder-straps;

and in order to prevent the shoulder-blade from

mo-i'ing, and thus disturbing the broken ribs, some

surgeons confine the arms to the side of the

body. If one or both of the extremities of the

fractured rib shoidd perforate both the pleurae, and
wound the lung, air escapes in the act of inspiration

from the lung into the pleural cavity, and from

thence through the wound in 'the costal pleura into

the cellular 'or areolar tissue of the trunk, gi^ng
rise to emphysema, in the form of a soft puffy

tumour, that crepitates and disappears on jiressure.

RICARDO, D.iviD, a political economist and
statesman, was born in London on the 19th of April

1772. He was of Jewish extraction ; and his

father, who was a respectable member of the Stock
Exchange, brought him up to his own business.

There was an alienation between them on account

of the son marrying out of the Jewish persuasion,

and conforming to Christianity. Young R. practised

in the Exchange until the year 181S, and whether
from his own skUl as a broker, or the favour

extended to him on account of the position in which
he was placed l>y his conformity, he realised a large

fortune, preserving throughout his career in business

an honourable reputation. While thus practically

occupied, he was ardently working his way back to

the first principles of political economy, and
especially the finance department of it. In 1810,

he produced a notable sensation by his pamphlet
entitled The High Price of Bullion a Proof of the

Depreciation of Bank-notes. The title was a con-

densation of the principle worked out in the treatise,

which gave one of the earliest distinct announce-
ments of the principle of a metallic basis, and the
propensity that a paper currency always has to

redundance, if it be not in some form or other

restrained by the operation of such a basis. This
was followed by several pamjililets, each in its turn

a success in securing fame and influence. In 1S17,

appeared his principal work On the Principles of
Political Economy and Taxation. He had previouslj'

in one of his pamphlets touched on the most
important feature of this work—the elucidation of

the true theory of rent, as not being incidental and
casual, like the profits of stock, but a fund that

must, under certain conditions of population, come
into existence, whoever may draw it (see Rent).
Some critics of R. found that the elements of

the theory were given in The Bee by Dr Anderson
(see Anderson, James). R., however, who probably
had not read The Bee, reached his conclusions
in a different and original form, and from his
happy method of elucidation, at once secured a
general adhesion to the soundness of the theory,
which was strengthened by comparing it with
Anderson's remarks. R.'s work is one of Vat clearest
and least tedious of all books on political economy.
Like almost all works, however, written before free

trade actually shewed its power, it narrows the
influence of the elements from which the riches of

the world can be increased. Lilvc Malthus, he was
imaUe to anticipate the effect of an industrious
people having the whole world for theu- market,
and spoke of population outrunning subsistence, and
the wages of labour being measured by the price of

commodities. In 1818, he entered parliament, and

kept his seat till his death. As he had a very clear
method of aunoiinciug a principle, and being known
as a successful man of biLsiness, his speeches had
perhaps more influence in all matters of trade and
money than those of any other member in the pre-

sent century. He was a zealous student of geology,
chemistry, and other sciences. He died on the 11th
of September 1823.

RICASOLI, Betting, Baron, born at Florence
0th Jlarch 1809, is descended from a very ancient
Lombard family, which established itself in Tus-
cany in the 13th century. Pi. studied at Pisa and
Florence, and from an early period of his life was
imbued with a desire to amehorate the civil and
religious condition of his country. His friends and
associates were men like Poerio, Pepe, Coletta,

Giordani, Nicolini, &c. But he was averse to revo-

lution, and finding no legitimate opening for himself
in political life, quietly subsided into a country
gentleman, and set about 'improving' his estates.

He is one of the best agriculturists in Italy, and
has written on the cultivation of the vine, of the
olive, and of the mulberry. His wines of Chianti
have gained for him the cross of the Legion of

Honoiu-. In 1847, he appeared as a politician;

but he hoped to obtain liberty and good laws
from princes, and not from the people, and when
Leopold II. fled to Gaeta, he retired from public

life. Very soon, however, he joined with other
Tuscan gentlemen, and after the defeat of Novara,
he overthrew the government of Guerrazzi, and
recalled the Grand Duke, trusting to the consti-

tutional promises given by the latter. Leopold
returned, accompanied by the Austrians ; and R.,

indignant at this treachery, sent back his decora-

tion to the in-ince, and shut himself up in his

castle of Brolio—addicting himself more than
ever to agricultural pursuits. For ten years he
worked successfully at the drainage of the Tuscan
Maremme (q. v.). In 18.59, when Tuscany wished
to take part in the war of Italian independence, R.
reappeared. The Grand Duke fled, and R. was
made dictator of Tuscany. After Villafranca, he
remained alone in the government, beset by the

French emissaries, who were ad\asing him to

recall Leopold II. R. fiercely refused to do so ; he
wished the annexation to Piedmont ; and to those

who spoke of the dangers he was incurring, he
answered m those words, which history will never
forget: ' Dopo Villafranca ho sputato sulla mia vita'

—literally, ' After VUlafrauca I have spit upon my
life.' His obstinacy saved Italj', and produced the

unity of the Peninsula. On the death of Cavour
(1861), R. was called to the ministry, and by another
abrupt and decided act, he promulgated political

and administrative unity. His cabinet, imdermined
by Rattazzi, did not stand, and he therefore

resigned (March 1862). Italy has faith in him, and
in exceptional times he will always be a firm and
sagacious dictator. See M. Luigi Passerini's Gene-

aloijia e Storia delia Famiglia Eicasoli (Florence,

1861).

RICCI, Matted, a celebrated Italian, fmmder of

the .Jesuit missions to China, was born at Macerata,
in the Marches of Ancona, October 6, 1552 ; and
after studying law at Rome, entered the Society of

Jesus in 1571. Six years later, he accompanied to

India Pfere Valignan, ' Insjiector-general of the
Eastern Missions.' On account of his fine combina-
tion of zeal and tact, he was chosen by his superior to

introduce a knowledge of the Christian religion into

China, and after preparing himself for the arduous
undertaking by a study of the Chinese langiuage at

the Portuguese settlement of Macao, he endeavoured
to effect an entrance into the empire. But his first
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efforts were vain, and it was not tOl 15S3 tliat the
Jesuit Fathers obtained permission to settle at

Tchao-king-fu. R. quickly saw that it was hopeless

to attempt the conversion of the Chinese except by
accommodating himself to their intellectual tastes

and beliefs, as far as the principles of his religion

permitted. Aware of the value which the riding

cla,ss—the mandarins—attached to literary skdl,

he executed and iniblished a Chinese Map of the

World, and also a little Catechism, in which he set

forth only such portions of Christianity as embody
the general principles of morality. These two
productions won R. a high reputation among the
Chinese literati; the most illustrious mandarins
came to visit him, and expressed their esteem for

his character and talents. In 1595, he boldly
resolved to go to Peking, believing that he could
accomplish far more as a religious propagandist in

the metropolis than elsewhere. Having obtained
permission from his superiors to assume the dress of

a Chinese scholar, he set out in the train of a man-
darin, who did not allow him, however, to proceed
further than Nanking. Expelled thence, he was
obliged to retiirn homeward ; but at Nan-tchang-fu,
the indomitable and adroit priest composed two
treatises, entitled the Art ofMemori/, and a Dialogue
on Friendship, in imitation of Cicero, which so
pleased the taste of the Chinese, that they ranked
them along with their most esteemed books, and
the fortunate author was allowed to jjroceed north.
He reached Peking, and although he coidd not obtain
an interview with the sovereign, he was permitted
to fix his residence at Nanking, the second city in

the empire, where his fame as a scholar increased
from day to day. In 1600, he and his companions
were aUowed to settle at Peking, and even to build
a church. He spent the remainder of his life in

teaching mathematics and other sciences, in writing
works of a secular as well as a rehgious kind, and
in using his great influence with the king, the court,

and the learned classes generally to obtain a favour-

able attention to the claims of that religion which he
represented. R. made several striking conversions,
and through his zeal, missionary establishments were
set up in the principal cities of China. He died
Jlaj' 11, 1610, and was universally mourned. In
the annals of the Chinese empire, he is designated
sometimes Li-ma-teou, and sometimes Si-thal. The
most important (for us) of his numerous writings
are his Memoirs, published by P6re TrigaiJt, under
the title of De Christiana Expeditione apud Sinas stts-

cepta ab Societate Jesn, ex M. Hiccii Commentariis
Librl V. (Augsb. 1615; Lyon, 1616), which con-
tains a vast number of valuable obsen-ations on the
geography and history of China. The family of R.
possess 66 interesting letters of the great missionary.

RICCIO or RIZZIO, David, an Itahan of con-
siderable ability and accomplishments, who, in the
reign of ' Mary Stewart, Queen of Scots, came to
Eilinburgh in the train of the ambassador from
Savoy. His first emploj-ment at court was as a
musician ; but Ms skill and fidelity led Mary to
advance him to the post of her French secretary,

about the time of her marriage with Damley ; and
in this situation he was beUeved to possess con-
siderable influence over the queen. His advance-
ment was distasteful to the nobles in general, but
more especially to the party of the Reformers, who
suspected him of intriguing with the papal court.

He became obnoxious on other grounds to Darnley
and his father, the Earl of Lennox. The former,
who had for a time been on the most friendly

footing -with him, was e.osily led to believe not
merely that he was the real obstacle to liis favourite
design of having the crown settled on him and his
heirs, but also that he had supplanted him in the

affections of the queen. In this belief, he entered
into a compact with the leaders of the Protestant
party—including Murray, Ruthven, Morton—to
assassinate R., and slay even in the queen's palace
and presence whoever opposed them. Darnley
formally bound himself to prevent the attainder of
the conspirators, and procure their pardon, and to
support and advance the Protestant faith, while the
conspirators in return obliged themselves to procure
the wished-for settlement of the crown in his favour.
Accordingly, on the 9th March 1566, when Mary,
then seven months with child, was sitting at supper
in a small cabinet adjoining her bedroom, at Holy-
rood, attended by the Coimtess of Argyle, the
Commendator of Holyrood, Beaton Master of the
Household, Arthur Erskine, Captain of the Guard,
and R., the king led the conspirators up a secret
stair, while the Earl of Morton, with a troop of

soldiers, seized the gates of the palace. Led by the
king, the conspirators burst into the cabinet, over-
turned the table, and threw themselves on R., who
sprang for protection behind the queen. Ruthven
dj-ew his dagger ; Ker of Fawdonside, it is said, held
a pistol to the cpieen's breast ; while George Douglas,
natural son to the Earl of Angus, snatching the
king's dagger, stabbed R. over the queen's shoulder,
and dragging him from the cabinet, despatched him
in a pool of blood, in the adjoining apartment, with
fifty-six woimds. This murder was the first of the
series of tragic events in which Mary Queen of Scots
was involved. John Knox, in his History of the

Reformation, characterises it as 'a just act, and
most worthy of all praise.'

RICE (Oryza), a genus of grasses, having panicles
of one-flowered, spikelets, with two very small
pointed glumes ; the florets compressed, the palese

strongly nerved, awned or awnless, six stamens,
one germen, and two feathery stigmaS. The only
important species is the Common R. (0. sativa),

Rice (Orysa sativa).

one of the most usefid and extensively cultivated of

all grains, supjiljnng the principal food of nearly
one-third of the human race. It seems to be
originally a native of the East Indies, but is now
cidtivated in all quarters of the globe, and almost
wherever the conditions of warmth and moisture
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are suitable. It Is adapted to tropical and sub-

tropical climates, rather to the latter thau the

former ; aud requires much moisture, rather, how-

ever. In the soil than in the air. R. is an annual,

varying from one foot to six feet in height. There are

many other distinguishing characters of the varieties

in cultivation ; some having long awns, and some

being awnless ; some having the chaff {paiea-), when

ripe, yellow, white, red, black, &c. The seed or

grain of R. grows on little separate stalks sprmginn

from the main stalk ; aud the whole appearance of

the plant, when the grain is ripe, may be said to be

intermediate between that of barley and of oats.

R. requires a moist soil, sometimes flooded ; and the

cultivation of it has in many places been attended

with an increase of intermittent fevers, and of

general unhealthlness, the rice-fields bemg artificially

flooded at certain seasons. The cultivation of R.

is most extensively carried on in India, China,

Cochln-China, and other south-eastern parts of Asia,

Japan, Egypt, South Carolina, Georgia, and other

southern states of North America. The quantity

annually raised m India, whence we chiefly ol)tam

our supplies, is estimated at three and a half

million quarters, the value of which is about

£2,670,000. In some parts of the East, canals are

carried along the sides of hlUs, in order to the irri-

gation of land for the cultivation of rice. In Caro-

lina, R, is sown in rows, in the bottom of trenches,

winch are about 18 inches apart ; the trenches are

filled -with water to the depth of several inches,

till the seeds germinate ; the water is then drawn

oa; and afterwards the fields are agaui flooded for

rather more than a fortnight, to kill weeds. They

are flooded again, when the grain is near ripening.

In Europe, the cultivation of R. is confined to the

most southern regions. It is most extensively

carried on in the plains of Lombardy, and in

Valencia in Spain. Attempts have been made to

cultivate it in more northern parts of Europe, but

without success. JIarshy situations, where there

is always the same abundance of water, are not so

suitable to R. aa those in which the supply of

water is regulated according to the season and the

growth of the plant.

Like most cultivated plants, it is very liable to

variation, and in India and Ceylon at least, 120

known varieties are cidtivated. The best of all R.

known in the market is that of Carolina, yet the

introduction of R. into that country took place

Duly about the last years of the 17th or the first of

the ISth century. Its cultivation there, however,

rajiitUy extended.

R. is known in India as Paddij. Another use of

this name is to designate R. in the husk.

In China, R. is generally sown pretty thickly on

very wet land, and afterwards transplanted to the

land which it is finally to occupy. The plants tiller

or spread at the root very much, so that each sends

up several or many stalks. The rice-groimds are

carefully kept clear of weeds, although often so wet

that a man cannot walk in them without sinking to

the knees. In many parts of China, and in other

warm countries, it is common to obtain two crops

of R. in a year.

R. is shelled and qmcldy dried before being

brought to market. Good Indian R. has the fol-

lowing composition

:

For cent.

Moisture l^-JO
Nitrogenous Matter,

Starch
Fatty or oily matter.
Ash,

7-44

77-63
0-70
1-23

100-00

E. contains,
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therefore, according to the prevalent

views of modern chemists, a smaller amount of

Jltsh-fonning substances, and a larger amount of/((-

formiwj or heat-gioiiifi substances than any other

grain. As a food, it is peculiarly well adapted for

hot climates, as it appears to be almost a cure for

dysentery and other bowel complaints, independently

of which it is a sufiiciently nutritious food without

being heating. Owing to the small quantity of

gluten which it contains, it is capable by itself only

of an imperfect fermentation, and is unfit for being

baked into bread. It is, however, subjected to

fermentation in many countries. The beer made
from R. by the Japanese is called Sahi, and is in

general use among them; but before being drunk,

it is heated in kettles. Several kinds of Bice wine

are made by the Chinese, some of them highly

esteemed, and very intoxicating. A spirit is dis-

tilled from the lees, called flhou-cJioo or Sam-cJiao.

The common Ai-rack (q.v.) of the East is made
from rice, and rice is also employed to a very great

extent by distillers in Britain.

Jiice Starch is made in considerable quantity in

Britain. It is sold under the name of Patent Starch,

aud is used in laundries and muslin manufactories.

—The straw of R. is used to make straw-iilait for

bonnets.

The refuse of E., which remains when it is cleaned

for the market, and consists of the husk, broken

grains, and dust, is valuable as food for cattle. It

is known as Eice-meal and Rice-dMt.

Canada R. (Zizanla aquatica), the Wild R. of

North America, is a species of grass quite different

from the true R., antl of a diflerent genus. It is

common in North America, and partlcidarly abim-

dant in the north-western parts of it ;
growing in

miry places or shallow water, often in the margins

of lakes. It has a cuhu 7—S feet high, with broad

diffuse leaves, and a large terminal panicle of male

flowers, \vith a spike of female flowers at the

summit. The flow-ers have six stamens. The seeds

are about half an inch long, slender, farinaceous,

affording very good meal, and much used by the

Indians where the plant abounds. Attempts to

introduce this plant into Britain have hitherto proved

unsuccessfid ; but there are many northern regions

apparently more suitable to it, and it has not

received all the attention it deserves.

RICE-PAPER. .See Papek.

RICHARD I., kiug of England, surnamed C'cErR

DE Lion, was the third son of Hem-y II. by his

queen Eleanor. He was born at O.xford in Septem-

ber 1157. In the treaty of Montmlrail, entered

into Cth January 1169, between Henry and Louis

VII. of, France, it was stipulated that the duchy of

Aquitaine shoiild be made over to E., and that ho

should do homage for it to the kiug of France ; also,

that he shoidd marry Adelais, youngest daughter of

Louis. In 1173, li. joined his mother and his

brothers Henry and Geof&ey in their rebellion

acalnst the king. The rebels submitted in Septem-

ber 1174, when two castles in Poitou were allotted

to Richard. In 1183, a second family feud broke

out in consequence of R. refusing to do homage to

his elder brother Henry for the duchy of Aquitaine.

In this war, his father sided with R. against Henry
aud Geoffrey. It was ended by the death of Prince

Hem-y, when R., actuated probably by jealousy of

his youngest brother John, declared himself the

liegeman of France for his possessions in that coun-

try. Tills step led to a war between the king of

England aud PhUip of France, in which R. fought

against his father. The balance of success being

decidedly with France, a treaty in accordance -with

this fact was about to be executed, when, by the

death of Hem-y II., on Cth Jidy IISO, R. became
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king of England. He lauded in his own country on
13th August 1189, and was crowned in Westminster
Abbey on the 3d September following. In the hope
of gaining salvation, and with the certainty of

following the occupation which ho loved best, he
now set out with an army to join the third crusade,

then about to leave Europe. He united his forces

to those of France ou the plains of Vezelai, and the

two armies (numbering in all 100,000 men), marched
together as far as Lyon, where they separated and
proceeded by different routes to Mes.sina, whore they
again met. Here R. betrothed his nephew Arthur
to the infant daughter of Tancred, king of Sicily,

with whom he formed a close alliance. The Sicilian

throne was at that time claimed by the Emperor
Hem-y VI. ; and the alliance with Tancred, from
this cause, afterwards turned out a very unlucky
one for Richard. Having settled a difference which
now arose between him and Philip respecting his

old engagement to Philip's sister Adelais, the Eng-
lisli king, on 7th April 1191, sailed from Messina
for Cy;[>rus, carrying along with him Berengaria,

daughter of Sancho VI., king of Navarre. He had
f.allen in love with this princess, and he married her
in the island of Cyprus, where he halted on his way
to Palestine. But even love did not make liim for-

get his favourite pastime of war : he attacked and
dethroned Isaac of Cyprus, alleging that he had ill-

used the crews of some English ships which had
been thrown on his coasts. Having then presented
the island to Guy of Lusignan, he set sail on 4th
Jmie 1191, and on the 10th of the same month he
reached the camp of the crusaders, then assembled
before the fortress of Acre. The prodigies of per-

sonal valour which he performed in the Holy Laud
have m.ade the name of Richard the Lion-hearted
more famous in romance than it is in history. The
man was the creation and impersonation of his age,

and the reader who follows his career may perhaps
be more interested than he would be by the lives of

greater men, or by the history of a more important
period. On 9th October 1192, he set out ou his

return to England. After some wanderings and
adventures, he became the captive of the Emperor
Henry VI., who shut him up in a castle in the
Tyrol. John, meanwhile, ruled in England, and he
and Philip of France had good reasons for wishing
that R. should never return to his kingdom. He
disappointed them; not, however, until he had
paid a heavy ransom, and even, it is said, agreed to
hold his kingdom as a fief of the empire. On 13th
ilarch 1194, he found himself once more in England.
His brother John, who had acted so treacherously
towards him, he magnanimously forgave, but with
Philip of France he could not deny himself the
pleasure of a war. In the contest which followed

he was generally victorious, but in the end it proved
fatal to' himself. He was killed by an arrow shot

from the castle of Chaluz, which he was besieging,

on 26th March 1199. If It. had the vices of an
unscrupidous man, he had at least the virtues of

a brave soldier.—See Clironklis and Memorials

of Eichanl /., by W. Stubbs, from MS. in Lib. of

Corpiis Christi CoL, 1864.

RICHARD PLANTAGEXET, second son of

John, king of England, was born on 5th January
12US. In 1226, he w.as created Earl of Cornwall
by his brother Henry III. In 1232, he put himself

at the head of the party opposed to Hubert de
Burgh, whose inllucuce was at that time sujiremo

in the councils of the king. Immense wealth, a

calm, practical temperament, and a shrewd eye for

his own worldly interest, were the elements which
combined to make R. P. a considerable power in the

state. His influence prevailed, and De Burgh was
driven from his position with loss both of honours

and estate. In 1256, R. P. was elected titiJar king
of the Romans ; and though his election was dis-

puted, he was crowned at Aix-la-Chapelle. Subse-
quently, he exercised some of the nominal rights

which belonged to his sovereignty. In the great
struggle which took place between Henry III. and
his nobles, R. P. at first acted the part of a media-
tor ; subsequently, however, he took a decided part
with his brother against the party which was
headed by Simon de Montfort ; and ou 14th May
1264, he was taken prisoner by that leader at the
battle of Lewes. De Jloutfort shut him up in

Kenilworth Castle, from which he was released at

the end of a year. The rest of his lite does not
seem to have been marked by any event of historical

importance. He was thrice maiTied : in 1230, to

Isabel, daughter of the Earl of Pembroke ; in 1243,

to Sanchia of Provence, sister of Queen Eleanor

;

and in 1267, to Beatrice, daughter of Theodoric de
Falkmoute. He died on the 2d of Aprd 1272. His
character seems to have been immarked either

by great virtues or great vices.

RICHARD II., king of England, the second sou
of Edward the Black Prince and Joanna of Kent,
Mas born at Bordeaux on 3d April 1366. He suc-

ceeded to the throne on the death of his grand-
father, Edward III., 28th June 1377. He being a
minor, the government was vested in a council of

twelve, from which were excluded the king's three
uncles, John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster ; the

Earl of Cambridge, afterwards Duke of York ; and
the Earl of Buckingham, afterwards Duke of

Gloucester. This arrangement is, however, sup-

posed to have been collusive, and intended to hill

the popular suspicion of Lancaster, under whose
control the council really was. The reign of R. is

interesting to the student of English constitutional

history. We find the recently-established House of

Commons eagerly pressing forward to procure a
share of political power, by means of the efficient

engine of which it had then acquired the sole con-

trol—the right of taxation. Again, we find the
labouring classes now beginning to aspire to bo
freed from the state of bondage in which they had
hitherto been kept. The famous capitation tax,

imposed in 1380, gave rise in the following year to

the rebellion of Wat Tyler (q. v.). In June 1382, R.

was married to Anne of Bohemia, daughter of the

Emperor Charles IV. The next two years were
occupied with a war with France, transferred in

13S5 to Scotland, where for a while the king con-

ducted it in person. In the absence of John of

Gaunt in Spain, the Duke of Gloucester had put him-
self at the head of affau'S ; and- an attempt wliich

R. made at this time to free himself from control

having been defeated, several of his counsellors were
put to death, which step, ou the pai't of the victo-

rious party, was approved of by parliament, by
whom fxu'ther executions were ordered among the
king's atlhereuts ; and the sentences were carried

into effect. In 13S9, however, R., by a sudden
movement, succeeded in throwing off' the yoke.
Gloucester was obliged to retire ; Ijut from indolence
and want of ca[iacity, the king soon allowed the reins

of government to slip from his own hands into those
of the Di\ko of York, and Lancaster's son, Henry of

Bolingbroke. In 1394, the queen died, and soon
after a marriage treaty was concluded between E.
and Isabella, infant daughter of Charles VI. of

France. Gloucester reprobating this marriage, which
seems to have been unpopular, R. caused him to be
privately arrested and conveyed to Calais, where he
<lied, or was murdered, as has lieen conjectured.

On tlie meeting of jiarliament, the king had his own
way ; the Earl of Warwick was banished, and the
Earl of Armidel beheaded. Having triimiphed over
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his foes, E. now began to quarrel with his friends.

A misunderstanding having taken place between
Boliugbroke and Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk, the

king, desirous to be rid of both, sent the former

into banishment for ten years, and the latter for

life. But Bolingbroke had been assiduously culti-

vating the popularity which his cousin had been as

assiduously throwing away ; and the result became
a|iparent in 1399. On his return, in that year,

from a military expedition in Ireland, E. found that

Bolingbroke had, in his absence, landed in England;

that he had soon foimd himself at the head of a

formidable army, and that the Duke of York had
yielded and gone over to his side. The army which
the king had had with him in Ireland, also, no
sooner landed than it almost entirely passed over to

the invader. R. found himself without force or

friend, while Bolingbroke, now styling himself

Duke of Lancaster, was at the head of 80,000 men.
Meebtg the conqueror at Flint Castle, R. was
carried captive in his train to London. On 29th
September 1,399, he formally resigned his crown.
On the foUowiug day, the resignation was ratified

by parUament, and the crown conferred on Lan-
caster. By order of the peers, R. was confined

secretly in a castle, but where is not known. In
the February following his resignation, the nation

was told that he was dead, and his body, or what
was supposed to be it, was brought mth much
pomp from Pontefract Castle, and shewn to the
people. There were rumours at the time of his

having been murdered, and long afterwards of his

being alive and in Scotland. But nothing really

authentic is known regarding the end of Richard II.

RICHARD III., king of England, was the

ymmgest son of Richard Duke of York, and
the grreat-grandson of Edmund Duke of York, the
fifth son of Edward III. R. was born at Fotherin-
gay Castle on 2d October 1452. On the defeat and
death of their father in 1460, he and his brother
George, afterwards Duke of Clarence, were sent by
their mother to Utrecht, where they remained for

a short while under the protection of the Duke of

Burgundy, until tlie crown was won by their eldest

brother, Edward IV. In 1470, R. along with Edward
remained in Flanders, whither they had fled on the
success achieved for Margaret of Anjou by the Earl
of Warwick. In 1471, he led the van of his brother's

army at Barnet ; he also rendered efficient assist-

ance at the crowning victory of Tewkesbury. It is

said that he and Clarence murdered Prince Edward,
son of Henrj' VI., after the battle. It has also been
popularly believed that he murdered Henry himself
in the Tower. Now Duke of Gloucester, in 1472 he
married Lady Anne Ne\Tlle, daughter of Warwick,
and widow of Prince Edward. He has been gener-
ally accused of complicity in the judicial murder
of his brother Clarence in 1478, and Shakspeare
has placed the charge almost beyond the power
of historical criticism to efface. The evidence, how-
ever, seems to be almost nidi. In 14S3, on return-
ing from an expedition into Scotland, he heard
of the death of his brother the king. He met the
Duke of Buckingham at Northampton, where it

Ls believed that those measm'es were concerted
which resulted in the execution of Hastings and
others, the confinement in the Tower of the infant
children of the late king, and the placing of
the Enghsh crown on the head of Richard III.

His reign dates from 26th June 1483. He was
crowned at Westminster on the foUo\ring 6th
of July. For some time he seems to have been
really popular. He was well received on a tour
which he made in the northern counties. On reach-
ing York, however, on his return, he heard of a
formidable insurrection which had broken out in
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the south in favour of his nephew, Edward V.
But the bold and remorseless nature of R. was
on this occasion triumphant. It was soon known
over the land that the royal children were dead.
Little doubt has ever been held that they were
murdered, or that the deed was done at the instiga-

tion of their uncle. The insurrection was quelled,
and Buckingham, who had been at the head of it,

found guilty of treason and executed. The parlia-

ment, which met on 23d January 14S4, declared
the issue of the late king to be bastard, and the
property of the late rebels confiscated. R. now
offered to marry the Princess Elizabeth, daughter of

Edward IV., to his eldest son, Edward, on whose
premature death he offered to marry the princess
himself, his own queen being stiU aUve. On the
death of Anne, however, supposed to have been mur-
dered by poison, on 16th jSIarch 1485, R.'s coun-
sellors dissuaded him from marrjdng Elizabeth, on
the gi'ouud of the popular indignation which the step

was sure to excite. Meanwhile the crimes which
his ambition had already led him to commit, had
excited the deepest disgust both among nobility

and people. One by one his adherents were drop-
ping off, and crossing to France to join the Earl of

Richmond. At last the storm burst. On the 7th
August 1485, Richmond landed at MUford Haven.
On the 21st of the same month was fought the
decisive battle of Bosworth. It deprived Richard
both of his crown and life, and decided the long
war of the Red Rose and the 'RTiite in favour of

the House of Lancaster. R. was doubtless a man of

gi'eat energy and ability, but in his aims, selfish and
unprincipled. It must, however, be kept in view
that his age was one in which human life was held
of little value, and deception regarded almost as an
accomplishment. See Life by J. H. Jesse (London,
1862.)

RICHARD OF CIRENCESTER—in Latin,
Hicai-dus Corinensis—a well-known early English
chronicler, was born at Cii-encester in Gloucester-
shire, in the first haU of the 14th c, but nothing
whatever is known of his family or circumstances.
In 1350, he entered the Benedictine monastery of

St Peter, Westminster—whence he is sometimes
called the ' Jlonk of AVestminster '—and remained
there for the rest of his life. His leisure was devoted
to the study of British and Anglo-Saxon history

and antiquities. In the prosecution of his investi-

gations, R. is said to have visited numerous Ubraries

and ecclesiastical establishments in England, and
we know for certain that in 1391 he obtained a
Ucence from his abbot to visit Rome. He died in

1401 or 1402. R.'s jiriucipal works are Hisloria ah
Hengista ad Ann. 1348, in two parts, of which the

first (preserved in the pubUc library of Cambridge)
treats of the affairs of England from the Saxon
invasion to the death of Harold ; two theological

jjroductions (in the Peterborough hbrary), a Liber de

Officiis Ecclesiasticls, and a Tractatus super Sym-
bolum Majus et Minus; and above all his De Situ

Britannice, a treatise on the ancient state of Great
Britain. This work— of which, however, it must
be admitted that the authenticity is doubtful—was,
curious to say, first brought to light by Dr Charles
JuHus Bertram, professor of English at Copenhagen,
in 1747, who professed to have discovered it in the

Royal Library there, and who sent a transcript of

it, together with a ' fac-simile' of the origiual, to the
celebrated English antiquary, Dr Stukeley. This
gentleman pubhshed an analysis of it in 1757, and
m the same year Professor Bertram published the

whole treatise, along with the ' remains ' of Gildas

and Nennius, under the title Britannicarum Gentium
Historice Antiqua, Scriptorcs tres, Bicardus Corin-

ensis, Oildas Badonims, Nennius BanchorensU. A
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new edition with an English translation and a
' fac-simile,' and a biogi-aphy of the supposed
author, appeared at London in 1849, and a reprint
forms one of the ' Six Old English Chronicles ' in

Bohn's 'Antiquarian Library' (1S4S). If we could
feel quite sure that the work was genuine, it would
he of the highest importance for the study of

British and Roman-British antiquities, but unfor-
tunately Bertram's ' original ' (like the ' original ' of

Macpherson's Ossian, and Joe Smith's Book of
Mormon) is not to be found, nor does it appear
that anybody ever saw it but himself, so that
Gibbon's praise, ' that he [Kichard] shews a genuine
knowledge of antiquity very extraordinary for a
monk of the 14th century,' must be regarded vnih
suspicion.

. KICHARDSOX, Samtol, the first great EngUsh
novelist, was born in Derby in the year 16S9.
His father, though originally connected with a
higher grade of society, was a joiner. It was his

ambition to educate his son for the church ; Init for

this the means were foimd deiicient, and at the age
of 17, with simply such an education as a country
school could then furnish, the young man fared
forth to London, where he became apprentice to one
John Wilde, a printer. In the discharge of his

business duties he was exact and careful, and on the
expiration of his apprenticeship he became foreman
of Mr Wilde's establishment. Some years after-

wards, he started as printer on his own account in
Salisbury Court, Fleet Street ; and on linding his
success assured, he wedded Miss Allington WUde,
the daughter of his late employer. After her death
in 1731, he was again married to a Miss Leake.
By each lady he was blessed with six children, of

whom only four daughters along with their mother
sur\'ived him. Throughout life, in his business
relations, he was prosperous ; very early he had
influence to secure the lucrative post of Printer of

the Journals of the House of Commons ; in 1754, he
became Master of the Stationers' Company ; and in

1760, he ])urchased the moiety of the patent of

King's Printer ; but died on 4th Jidy of the year
following.

Richardson's genius flowered late. TUl he had
tiu-ned 50, his relations with literature, except in
the way of printing it, were of the most slight and
amateur kind ; but in 1740 he surprised the world
with his Pamela, which had instant and great
success. Its continuation, to which the author was
stung by the attempt of some hungi-y scribe to
make a meal or two by the issue of a pretended
sequel, entitled Pamela in Hir/h Life, was, however,
pronounced much inferior. Memorable in itself, the
work is now to most readers more so, as having
suggested to Fielding his Joseph Andrews, originally

conceived as a parody of Richardson's somewhat
prudish morahties. The exquisiteness of the satire

was not appreciated by Richardson ; and he never
forgave Fielding for it, or coidd speak of him after

with common temper or patience.

In 1748, he issued the first four volumes of T/ie

History of Clarissa Harlowe—by common consent
his masterpiece—a work which in its progress to

completion excited the most intense interest. His
third and last great work, Tlie Ilistory of Sir
Charles Grandison, was published in 175.'i. As a
whole, this is less interesting than its predecessors

;

and in hia representation of the life of the fasliion-

able classes, of which he had no clear personal
knowledge, the writer succeeds but indifferently.

R.'s method of minute elaboration has in itself

some tendency toward.s an effect of tedium ; more-
ovei% the ejiistolary vehicle which he has chosen,
though with certain advantages of its own, does not
subserve rapidity of movement ; and as his stories

run to immense length, their perusal involves some
effort of patience. But in the depth and simplicity

of his sentiment, his profound knowledge of the
heart, and mastery of elemental emotion, there are
singular sources of attraction ; and in virtue of the
overwhelming effects of pathos in which the interest

of his Clarissa culminates, a place must always be
assigned him among the very few potent masters
of genuine tragic passion. His specialty lies in

subtle analysis of the intricacies of female mind
and emotion ; and in this particular field he has
scarcely perhaps been surpassed. A ciuious sort

of passioidess confidential intimacy with women,
it seems from his earliest years to have been
his instinct to cultivate ; throughout Ufe he was
the centre of a circle of female friends and admirers,
who came to him with their little dehcate secrets,

as to a kind of lay father-confessor ; and of the
fruits of his nice observation of them he has given
us to the full in his novels. The success of these is

said to have bred in him a somewhat inordinate

vanity, the only little flaw in a character unusually
blameless and amiable. Of works of less import-
ance he published, besides occasional contributions

to periodicals, The Negotiations of Sir Thomas Roe
in his Embassy to the Ottoman Porte from 1621 to

1628 (1740, fol.) ; An Edition ofJEsop's Fables, with

Peflections ; Familiar Letters to and from several

Persons on Business and other Subjects; and in

1804 there appeared his Correspondence Selected

and Published, with a Bior]raj>hj by Anna Lelitia

Barbauld.

RICHARDSON", Sm John, K.C.B., M.D.,LL.D.,
&c., a celebrated traveller and naturalist, was born
November 5, 1787, at Diunfries, of which town his

father, Gabriel Richardson, Esq., was several years
provost. In his 14th year, he left the Academy of

Dumfries to study at the University of Edinbiu'gh,

with a view to the medical profession. After obtain-

ing his diploma, R. entered the royal navy, and in

1807 was appointed assistant-surgeon to the Nymphe
frigate, in which he was present at the battle of

Copenhagen. Sometime later, the Nymphe was
engaged in the blockade of the Tagus, when, after

tmce vohmteering to go in the boats on cutting-out

expeditions, R. was transferred to the flag-ship.

After the convention of Cintra the ships left the
Tagus, and R. was nominated to the Blossom sloop

of war, in which he served on the coast of Africa,

Lord Exmouth remo\Tng him to the Bombay, 74, in

1810. His next services were in the Cruiser, on
the Baltic and North Sea stations ; afterwards
surgeon of the 1st battalion of Royal Marines,
stationed in Canada, and later doing service in

Georgia, R. ha^dug charge of the hospital ship for

the sick and wounded of the brigade. His next
appointment, 1819, was that of surgenii and natur-
alist to the overland expeilition under Franklin.
In 1S22, R. returned to England, and early in 1824
became surgeon to the Royal Marines at Chatham.
In 1825—1827, he accompanied Franklin in his

overland expedition to the mouth of the Mackenzie,
and by orders of the Admiralty was detached to

survey the coast between that river and the Copper-
mine, executing the task with singular success
and ability. On returning from this expedition, R.
resumed his duties at Chatham, remaining there till

his promotion, 1838, to be physician of Haslar
Hospital, and inspector of naval hospitals and fleets.

In 1 846, R. received the honour of knighthood ; and
two years later, moved by genuine friendship and
unsurpassed self-devotion, set out to search for and
if possible save his former travelling companion. Sir

John Franklin, of whom nothing had been heard
for upwards of two years. On March 25, 1848, R.,

accompanied by Mr Rae, departed from Livei-ponl
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to look for the missing expedition between the
^Mackenzie and Coppermine Eivers. Landing; at

New York, It., hastened by way of Montreal and the
Canadian lakes to the head-waters of the Mackenzie,
which he descended, and then turned eastward by
Capes Bathurst and Parry. Contrary to former
experience, the sea towards Cape Krusenstern was
found closely packed with dangerous drift-ice.

After immense labour the party reached Cape
Hearne, where it was found necessary to abandon
the boats, and after 12 days' fatiguing march,
through half-frozeu swamps and over hills covered
with snow, succeeded in gaining Fort Confidence,

at the north point of Great Bear Lake. Here It.

spent the winter in scientific observations, returning
to England in 1849, and resuming his duties at

Haslar. In 1855, E. tendered his resignation, after

48 years of .almost unexampled activity in tlie public

service. Moved in aU his actions by a iiigh sense

of honour and sincei'e piety, possessed of the most
imselfish n.ature, and a mind so acute as ahnost
intuitively to form correct judgments, united with
the humble and loving disposition of a chikl, K.,

during his long career, was one of the most lov-

able as well as useful men of the present century.
Up till his death, 5th June 1S65, he possessed much
of the elasticity of youth ; and whenever a scientific

society assembled, he was found leaving for a time
Ilia quiet home by the Lake of Grasmere to take
part in the deliberations.

E. was a fellow of the Eoy.al Societies of London
.and Edinburgh, of the Eoyal Geographical Society,

member of the Geographical Society of Paris, and
of many other literary and scientific bodies in Gre.at

Britain, the continent of Europe, and America.
He contributed largely to the account of FraukHn's
first expedition (Lond. IS'2.3) ; and to that of the
second expedition (Lond. 1828). In 18.36, appeared
Fav.na Boreali-Amerkana, The Fish; A Boat
Vvi/ar/e ihroiKjli Eupcrfs Land and the Arctic Sea
(Lonii. 1851); The Polar Regions (1861). Besides
zoological appendices to the voyages of Parry, Ross,
Back, &c., hia contributions to the Journ.als and
Transactions of v.arious societies have been very
numerous. A recent work is the Museum of Natu-
ral History, in conjunction with several other dis-

tinguished naturalists.

RICHELIEU, ARiLiND Jean du Plessis, Cak-
Eix.iL, Duo DE, was born of a noble but impo-
verished family at Paris, September 5, 1585, and
was educated for the military profession at the
College de Navarre. On the retirement to a reh-
gious life, however, of his elder brother, who held
the bishopric of Lujon, E,, with a view to succeed-
ing to this preferment, betook himself to eccle-

siastical studies, and underwent the preliminary
examination for his degree at the Sorbonne. lu
1C07, he was consecrated Bishop of Lujon at Rome
by Cardinal de Givry, in presence of Pope Paul
v., and for some time devoted himself zealously
to the discharge of his duties in his diocese. At
the States-General in 1G14, being appointed one
of the represent.atives of the clergy, he attracted
the notice of the queen-mother by an address which
he delivered in the presence of the yoimg king,
Louis XIII. ; and by his appointment in 1616 as
secretary at war and foreign affairs, the way seemed
opened to his success in political life ; but in one
of the vicissitudes of state intrigue common at that
period, he soon found it necessary to withdraw
from court, and return to his diocese. Meanwhile,
a ruptiu-e occm-red between the queen-mother and
the king, and E., thi-ough the agency of a very
remarkable man—the celebrated Cairachin Father
Joseph—whose fortimes thenceforward were inse-
jiarably united with those of E., succeeded in
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effecting their reconciliation (August 1620), and the
restoration of the queen to her position at court.

The .foundation of R.'s influence in consequence
was solidly laid ; but he appears to have acted
with much tact and patient forbearance. He
formed an alKance with the powerful favourite, the
Due de Lujmes, and in 1622 was named cardinal,

and two years later, 1624, he was made minister
of state—a position which, although frequently
menaced, and constantly beset by every variety of

court intrigue, he retained to the end of his life.

His first important measure was the conclusion of
the alliance with England, by the marriage of

Henrietta, sister of the king, with Charles, then
Prince of Wales, in 1624. His successful conduct of

the war of the Valteline, an affair of much delicacy
for a cardinal, as presenting the pope himself as the
antagonist of France, tended still more to strengthen
his power. His enemies, however, were constantly
on the watch for opportunities of undermining his

influence, and even of bringing about his death.
The queen withdrew her favour, and the king, while
he trusted him implicitly, never ceased to fear him.
The crisis of the struggle took place December 11,

1630, when R. himself believed th.at his fate was
inevit.able. His disgrace, indeed, had been decided ;

the king, fearing to meet him face to face, had
refused him an audience. His attempts to force an
entrance to tlie king at the Luxembourg were
defeated ; but Louis, in his weak fear of R., having
withdrawn to Versailles, the cardinal there suc-

ceeded in obtaining an audience, and ha^dng once
effectually overborne the weakness and alarmed
the fear of the sovereign, his supremacy remained
from that day firmly and irrevocably established.

This famous day is kno-«-n as Le Journie des
Dupes.
The administr.ation of R. forms an epoch in the

history of the constitution of the kingdom of France,
as well as of her relations with other coimtries. It

is memorable for several great measures, or series

of measures, through which the posture of affairs

underwent a complete and permanent change. Of
these, the first and the most lasting in its results

was that by whicli the absolute authority of the
sovereign was established. From the medieval
period, the power of the French kings had been
controlled, and in many cases overridden by the
feud.al privileges of the nobles ; and in the stormy
conflicts of the IGth and of the beginning of the 17th
centuries, the power of the crown had often been
reduced to a cipher. By a succession of vigorous
and energetic, and it must be added not uufre-
quently unscrupulous measures, R. siicceeded in

breaking do^vn the political power, and subduing
the arrogant assumptions of the great f.amilies ; the
heads of several among which were brought to the
scaffold, whQe not a few were condemned to life-

long imprisonment. Among his most inveterate
and most powerful adversaries was Gaston, Duke
of Orleans, brother of the king ; but R. triumphed
over him, and even the queen-mother, Maria do
*Iedieis, was obliged to bow before the unbending
spirit of R., and to withdraw into exile at Cologne ;

and E., at the close of his career, dehvered up the
royal .authority, which he had wielded for 18 years,

almost without a single constitutional check upon
its absolute exercise.

Another of the great enterjwises of this minister
was the overthrow of the Huguenot party as a
political power, and a rival of the throne in France.
The siege and capture of RocheUe, which he con-
ducted in person (1628), was followed by the sub-
mission of the other Huguenot strongholds. R.,

however, secured for the Huguenot body a certain

measure of religious toleration ; and, on the whole,
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is confessed to have used his success in this conflict

with moderation.

In the external relations of France, the great
object of all his measures was the overtlu'ow of

the preiiouderauce of Austria. With this view he
did not hesitate to foment the internal disaffec-

tions of German}', even aUying himself with this

design with the German Protestants, and even
with the gi-eat champion of the Protestant cause,

Gustavus of Sweden ; and in connection with his

anti-Austrian jiolicy, he also took part with the
disaffected Spanish provinces iu the Netherlands.
His designs on Belgium, however, failed of success.

With similar views he lent his support to the revolt
of Catalonia .against Philip IV., aud sent an army
into Piedmont ; nor is there any part of his foreign
policy to which he atlhered with such pertinacity to

the very end of his life.

His internal administration of France has been
severely criticised. He was reckless and unscrupu-
lous in the use of means against his enemies, and
the expenditure which his foreign wars entailed led
to many and oppressive impositions. His own per-

sonal expenditure was magnificent even to prodi-

galitj% but he is acquitted of all sordid schemes of

self-aggi"andisement.

R. died at Paris, 4th December 1642. Notwith-
standing his many distracting occupations, the
writings which he left behind till several volumes.
Some of these, ascetical or controversial, were
written before his entrance into political life. Of
Lis later writings, his Tesfament Politique and his

Memoirs have attracted much notice. He even in-

dulged occasionally in literature, and wrote two
plays of indifferent reputation. His letters are

numerous, and many of them fidl of interest. He
was a liberal patron of hterature, and to him France
owes the establishment of the Royal Printing
Presses and tlie foundation of the French Academj'.

RI'CHMOXD, a market-to^^^^ and parliamentary
and municijjal boi'ough in the North Riding of

Yorkshire, on the left bank of the Swale, 42 miles
north-west of York. The parish church is chiefly

iu Gothic, but partly in Norman architecture ; the
grammar-school has an endowment of £270 a year,
and attached to it are six scholarships. Though the
trade of R. is now much less extensive than in

earlier ages, iron and brass founding aud tanning
are earned on, and there are a paper and several
com mills. Tlie borough returns two members to

the House of Commons. Pop. of municipal borough
in 1861, 4290.

The Earldom of Richmond was conferred by the
(Conqueror \;pon his kinsman, Alan Rufus, Coxint of

Bretagnc ; but came into the possession of the crown
when Henry, Earl of Richmond, succeeded Richard
III. as Henry VII. The title of Duke of Richmond
was afterwards conferred by Charles II. upon his

son Charles Lennox, in whose family it still remains.

Tlie castle, surrounded by picturesque scenery,

stands on a rock overlooking the river. In the

vicinity arc some ruins of a small monastery, founded

in 1258.

RICHMOND, a small town of Surrey, 10 miles

west-south-west of London by railway, stands partly

on the summit aiul declivity of Richmond Hill, and
partly on the level right bank of the Thames. The
rich and beautiful scenery of the vicinity is seen
with advantage from the terrace, which stretches

along the brow of the hill. The parish church con-

tains the tombs of Thomson the poet, and of Keau
the tr.agedian. The banks of the Thames are

studded with delightful villas, and around the

town are niunerons nm*series aud kitchen gardens.

Pop. (1861) 10,921, who derive their subsistence

chiefly by providing for the wants of the immense
niunbers of visitors and pleasure-seekers who fre-

quent the town, especially during summer.
R., which was formerly called Scheen or Sheen,

received its present name from Henry VII., who
named it after his own earldom. It was a royal
residence in the time of Henry I., and since that
time the sovereigns of Englaud have frequently
resided here, and here Edward III., Henry VII.,

and Elizabeth died. Richmond Park, 8 miles in

circuit, is open to the public.

RICHMOND, the capit.al of Vu-ginia, U. S.

America, on the left bank of the James River, at
the head of tide water, 150 miles from its mouth,
lat. 37° 32'^ 17'; N., long. 77° 27' 28" W., 100 mUes
south of Washington, picturesquely situated on the
Richmond and Shockoe HiUs, ou the lower falls of

the James River, and regularly laid out and built,

and surrounded with beautiful scenery. The capitol is

a stately buildmg in the centre of a park of S acres,

the grounds of which are ornamented with trees

and statuary. There are also handsome state aud
county edifices, penitentiary, theatre, orphan asjdum,
23 churches, 4 colleges, 4 daily and 9 weekly news-
papers, 4 cotton and 50 tobacco factories, extensive
tiouring-mUls, forges, furnaces, and machine shops.
The exports, chiefly tobacco and flour, in 1859 were
6,6S2,25S dollars. Vessels di'awing 10 feet can come
within a mUe of the centre of the city; those of 15
feet to three miles below. A canal round the f.alls

gives a river na\-igation 200 mUos fnrther, and a
canal and several railways connect it with the gi-eat

network of southern railways. 11. was founded iu

1742. In 1811, the burning of a theatre destroj-ed

the lives of 70 persons, including the governor of

the state. Iu June 1861 it was selected as the Con-
federate capital, aud from that period was the objec-

tive point of a series of formidable military expe-
ditious for its capture, under Generals JI'DoweU,
Jl'Clellan, Burnside, Hooker, Meade, and Grant,
and defended by General Lee with a Large army
aud formidalde lines of fortifications, mitil the
seizure of the lines of sujiply by Generals Grant
aud Sheridan compelled its evacuation after a series

of sanguinary battles, April 3, 1805. A considerable

portion of the city was destroyed by the retreating

Confederates. Pop. in 1860, 37,910.

RICHMOND, a village of Indiana, U. S., on the
east fork of Whitewater River, the Indian Central
Railway, and terminus of the Cincinnati, Eaton, and
Richmond Railway, 70 mUes north-west of Cincin-

nati. The river gives water-power to factories

of cotton, wool, and flour, &c., aud it has a lirisk

trade with a fertUe aud poi)uIous country. There
are 11 chm-ches and 3 newsiiajiers. Pop. in 1800,

G603

RICHTER, jEA>f Paul FiirEDUicii, better

known as ' Jean Paid,' a Gcnnau humorist and
sentimentalist of the gi-eatest singularity, hence
called by his conntrj-men Dei'ICiiizir/e (The Unique),
was born at Wunsiedel, in Bavaria, March 21,

1763. His father, who was a poor schoolmaster
at the period of R.'s birth, subsequently became
jiarish priest at SchwarzenbacL, on the Saale ; but
his circumstances always reinaiued straitened, and
he died burdened with debt, whUe his son was
attending the gynmasium at Hof. Nevertheless, R.
went to the university of Leipzig in 1780 to study
theology, which did not prevent him from roving
freely over the whole circle of literature. The
ex.act extent of his scholarly acquirements can-

not well be ascertained ; his studies were never
systematic, and it is probable that he was not
deejily read iu any single branch of learning, but
he carried in Lis head or in his note-books a vast

2)3
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confused miscellany of facts, literary, scientific,

philosophical, anil theological, and strewed them
vfith oriental profusion over the pages of his works,

where they do duty as metaphors, or illustra-

tions after the most grotesque and wonderfid

fashion. The English satirists. Pope, Swift, and
Yoimg, appear to hare been special favourites vnth.

him ; and among his otvti oountrjnnen, Hamann
and Hippel. But the most marvellous thing about

his student-life was not the extent or variety of

his reading, but the fact that he had the heart to

read at aU ! During the whole time he was plunged

in the most miserable povert}'. He could hanlly

get a single private pnpil, and passed many a day
without tasting food. Hunger was, in truth, his

constant companion. In desperation he betook

himself to literatui'e for a subsistence, but it was
long before he won recognition. His first compo-
sition. Das Lob der Vummheit (The Praise of

Folly), modelled on the Morlce Encomium of Eras-

mus, could not find a publisher ; his second, ^vritten,

he tells lis, while he was sm-roundod by ' impaid debts

and unsoled boots,' GronlcindhcJie Processe (Green-

land Lawsuits, 2 vols., Berl. 17S3— 17S5), did sncceed

in getting itself published but not read, and at length

the heroic fortitude of K. gave way. In 1785, he
fled from the city to avoid incarceration for debt,

and took refuge with his mother at Hof. Here his

circumstances were little better; and in 1786, he
was glad to accept a tutorshi]) at Topen in the

family of Herr von Oei-thel. In 1790, at the request

of several families of Schwai-zenbach, he removed
thither to take charge of the education of their

ohililren, and lived in this way as a private school-

master for some years. Meanwhile, he had not

given up authorship. In 17SS, appeared at Gera
his Aumoald aus des Tmfds Papieren (Selection

from the Deril's Papers), which, however, in

spite of its captivating title, ilid not prove more
popular than its predecessors. R. seemed destined

to failure as a writer. His sarcastic, far-glancing,

and grotesquely-sportfid humours were so unlike
anything else in literatm'e, and so oddly, not to

say extravagantly, expressed, that the mass of

readers could make nothing of them at all, and
perhaps charitably regarded the author as crazy.

But in 1793 the turning-point in his fortunes aud
fame occurred. In that year, a work which he had
published at Berlin, Die Unsichibare Lorje (The
Inrisible Lodge), and which was a sort of romance
based on his experience as a schoolmaster, proved
unexpectedly successfid, and R. began to grow a

little more familiar with the sight of gold. It was
followed by Hexpenis (4 vols., Berl. 1794), the work
by which he is perhaps best known out of Ger-
many; Quintiis Fixlein (Baireuth, 1796); Bioip-a-

phische Beluslirjunijeii nntcr der Gchirnschale ciner

Hiesin (Biographical Eecre-ations under the Cranium
of a Giantess, Berl. 1796) ; Bliimen-, Frudd-, und
Dornenstiicke (Flower, Fruit, aud Thorn Pieces,

4 vols., Berl. 1796—W97), the opening chapter of

which contains his magnificent ' Dream of the Dead
Chi-ist,' translated into English by Carlyle ; Juhel-
senior (The Parson in Jubilee, 1797); and Das
Camjmnerthal (Erfurt, 1798), a work on the immor-
tality of the soul, which attracted the notice and
won for its author the frieudsliip of Herder. R.
was now one of the greatest celebrities of Germany

;

his books h.ad become quite the rage, especially
among educated women. He himself, too, was per-
sonally a gre.at favourite ; there was something in
his conversation and maimer so winning, joyous,
and charmingly tender, that it excited not onlj'

friendshi]! but love. We read of one brdUant
woman, Charlotte von Kalb, who actually sought
to obtain a divorce in order that she might marry

R. ; and of another who committed suicide because
he would not return her unlawful passion. This last
incident affected R. profoimdly. He was not only
perfectly innocent in all his relations with the other
sex, but pure and high-minded to a degree, and he had
remonstrated with the unhappy maiden in the most
wise and delicate manner. In 1801, after he had
become famous, he married Caroline M.ayer, daughter
of Professor Mayer of Berlin, and with his young
wife tr,avelled about Germany a good deal, ^qsited

Goethe and Schiller, mth neither of whom, how-
ever, he became intimate, and formed a closer
acquaintance with old Gleim, Wieland, &c. ; but
ultimately settled at Baireuth, in Bavaria, where
he devoted his time vn.i'h the most honourable assi-

duity to work. His aerial, fantastic, many-hued
creations—his solemn images of glory and gloom
— his riant humours—his burlesque speculations

on life, manners, and, indeed, on the ojnne scih'de

—his innumerable descriptions of nature, soft-

glittering as with morning dew, flowed from him
as from inexhaustible fountains. The productions
belonging to his later period of a humorous kind
are. Titan (4 vols., Bed. 1800—1803), considered
by R. himself his greatest work ; Flegel Jahre
(happfly rendered by Carlyle ' Wild Oats,' 4 vols.,

Tub. 1S04—1805) ; lialzenherger's Badercise (2 vols.,

Heidelb. 1809) ; De$ Feldpredir/ers Schmekle Beise

nach Fliitz (Tiib. 1809) ; and Der Komel, oder
Nikolans Markgraf (3 vols., Berl. 1820—1822).
Among works of a professedly reflective or philo-

sophical character (though the elements of humour
and poetry are by no means absent), we may men-
tion his Vorschide der Aesthetik (3 vols., Hamb.
1804), Levana oder Erzichungslehre (Bnmswick,
1807), a treatise on education ; and munerous
other pieces. R. died November 14, 1825. In his

latest years he was afflicted with a decay of his

physical powers, and in his last year with total

blindness. The death of his son ilax, in 1821—

a

youth of great promise—inflicted an incmable wound
on his heart.—See Wahrheit aus Jean PauVs Leben
(Bresl. 1826-1833), a work begim by R. himself;
Daring's Leben und Charaeieristik Richter (2 vols.,

Leip. 1830) ; Spazier's Jean Paul Friedrich Richter

ein Bioi/raphischer Commentar zu dessen Wei-ken

(5 vols., Leip. 1833). Some of his pieces have been
translated into English by Carlyle and others

;

Carlyle has also given us two admirable essays on
the life, wi'itings, and genius of the man, to which
we refer our readers.

RI'CINUS. See C.i-stok-oil Plaxt.

RI'CKETS, or RACHITIS (from the Gr. rhachis,

the spine, because a peculiar form of spinal curva-

ture results from the affection), is regarded by some
m-iters as a special cUsease of the bones, and by
others as merely one of the various forms of scrofula.

Whichever view be correct, there can be no doubt
that the general symptoms in rickets are closely

allied to those in scrofula, and that the same geueriil

plan of treatment is equally useful in both affec-

tions. The characteristic S3Tuptom in rickets is

the imperfect development, atrophy, softness, and
consequent tlistortion of some or many of the bones.

The bones thus affected consist of a sort of gelatin-

ous tissue, which will bend without breaking ; and
they are so soft that they may be cut with the knife.

On microscopico-chemical examination, the struc-

tural arrangement of the bone is found to be
unaffected, while there is a gi'eat deficiency of the

earthy salts to which the normal bones owe their

firmness. While 100 parts of healthy bone contain

about 32 per cent, of organic matter, .and 68 per

cent, of inorganic matter, or earthy salts, the pro-

portions are altogether reversed in rickets. Thus,
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in this ilisease, Marchand found 79'4 per cent, of

organic matter, and 20'6 of earthy salts in a femur

;

while Ilagsky found 81'12 per cent, of organic
matter, and only 18'SS of earthy salts in a humerus :

thus shewing that these bones contained less than
one-third of the normal quantity of earthy salts.

The weight of the body acting on bones thus con-
structed causes them to bend, and the thighs or
.shins are abnormally arched, or the spine is curved,
or, in slighter cases, only the normal form of the
ankle is modified. In aggrav.ated cases, the chest
is so affected as to give rise to the condition known
as pigeon-breasted; the lower jaw is imperfectly
developed, and the teeth project ; and the pelvis
becomes so .altered iji form as to render futui'e

childbearin^ in the highest degi'ee perilous. Eickets
is e.xclusively a disease of childhood, and generally
attacks the children of the poor.

The treatment must be mainly directeil to the
improvement of the geuer.al health. Free exposure
to i)ure bracing air, sponging mth sea-water, or sea-
liathing if the little p.atient can bear it, an abun-
dance of animal food, cod-liver oil, iron, and quinia,

include all that need be said about general treat-

ment. Dr Druitt recommends a jelly containing
phosphate of lime (with the \-iew of restoring to the
bones the salt in which they are specially deticient).

It is well worthy of fm-ther trial, and may be pre-

pared as follows : Boil about four ounces of ivory-

dust in water for ten minutes ; then strain otf the
water, and throw it away ^vith the impurities which
it has taken uji. Add more water, in wliich the
dust shoidd be stewed till the jelly is extracted,
and the dust itself is soft enough to crush between
the teeth. Lemon-juice, wine, sugar, or other
flavoiu'ing ingredients, may be added ; and the
softened ivory-dust should be eaten with the jelly.

When a child with crooked legs is brought to a
surgeon, he must carefidly ascertain whether the
crookedness depends on mere relaxation of the
joints, or whether it lies in the bones themselves.
In the former case, the child iviU probably grow up
straight when his general health improves ; whereas
in the latter case (if the femur or tibia is abso-
lutely bent), the surgeon must give a very guarded
opinion.

RICKMAX, Tho.mas, a distinguished architect,
was born at Maidenhead in 1776. He was unsettled
in early Ufe, and tried sever.al employments both in
London and Maidenhead. He managed his father's
business of druggist for some time, and afterwards
became a clerk in an insurance otlice. He seems to
have alw.ays had a love for architecture, and to
have studied it carefully. In 180S, he began to

give his full attention to it, and WTote the classifi-

cation of Gothic styles, which has rendered him
famous. He tirst pointed out the features which
distinguish the different periods of that style. He
diWded it into foiu: periods, and called them Nor-
man, Early English, Decorated, and Perpendicular

(q. v.), aud these names and the dates he assigned
to them are still the most frequently used.

R. became after this an architect in Birmingham,
and was employed to design a great many Imildings,

especially churches. He died in March 1S41. His
work is called An Attempt to discriminate the

Styles of Architeeture in Emjland from the Con-
quest to the Rtformation. It was lirst written for

Smith's Panorama of Science and Art, and has
[lassed through sever.al editions ; that by Parker of

Oxford (1S47) is the best.

RI'COCHET, in Artillery, is the bounding of a
shot along the ground which takes place when a
gun is fired low. Ricochet firing is foimd extremely
useful both in its actual and moral effect in clearinc

the face of a ravelin, bastion, or other rather long
line of fortification. If well directed, the ricochet
shot bounding along will dismount guns, scatter the
gunners, and greatly intimidate the garrison. Van-

'

ban tirst introduced ricochet firing at the sicfe of
Phdipsburg in 16SS. The defence against this sort
of attack consists in earthen traverses along the
threatened line, or in a bonnet (see Fortification)
at the point of jiarapet nearest the enemy. In the
field, ricochet, where the shot or shell is made to
bound forward at least ten times, produces most
disastrous aud demoralising effects on masses of
cavalry and infantry, whom it hews down in long
lines.

RIDDLE (Ger. rdthsel), a paraphrastic presen-
tation of an unmentioned subject, the design of
which is to excite the reader or hearer to the
discovery of the meaning hidden under a studied
obscurity of expression. In the present day, the
riddle is a mere jeu tVesjmt—a sort of witty pastime
for idle people ; we only meet \vith it imder the
form of C'onundnun (q. v.), but anciently—aud its

antiquity is very great—it held a far higher place,
and was put to far more important uses, although
in its inferior phase of conundrum it was likewise
a part of the intellectual eutertairHnent at Greek,
aud latterly at Roman banquets. Among the
easterns, it natm'aUy associated itself with their
sjTnbolical modes of thought, and was also, as
it stUl is, abundantly employed for didactic pur-
poses. The so-called Proverbs or sayings attri-

buted to Solomon frequently assume the form of
riddles. Josephus relates, on the authority of
Dius, the Phceniciau historian, and of Menauder of
Ephesus, that Hiram, king of Tyre, and Solomon
had once a contest in riddles or dark sayings, in
which Solomon first won a large sum of money
from Hiram, but rdtimately lost it to Abdemon,
one of Hiram's subjects—a curious instance of

philosophical gambling. Every reader of the Old
Testament is fauiiliar with the riddle which Sam-
son proposed to tile Phihstines, aud the ' enigmas

'

(as the Septuagint has it) that the Queen of Sheba
proposed to Solomon, though it is perhaps doubtful
if the latter were more than hard or tUfficult ques-
tions plainly put. The riddle is found in the Koran,
and several books of riddles exist iu Arabic and
Persian. It would aj)pear that they were also known
to the .ancient Egypti.ans, while among the Greeks
they were allied iu the earliest times with the ora-
cida, or mystic utterances of the inspired priests,

aud were generally, as is the case with Samson's
riddle, in verse ; but in Greece they first came into
vogue about the time of the ' Seven Wise Men,'
one of whom, named ICleobiUos, as also his daughter
Kleobuline, w.as celebrated for the composition of
metrical riddles (rjripjhoi), some of which are still

remembered. Even the greater poets did not
refuse to introduce the riddle into theii- writuigs,
or to devote whole poems to the subject—as, for
example, the Syriiix, conunouly ascribed to Theo-
critus. Homer, according to a st.ateraent in Plu-
tarch, died of chagrin at not being able to solve a
riddle ; and the riddle of the S]ihinx (see (Edipu.s)
is prolialily the most celebrated iu the whole circle
of philosophical puzzles. Among the Romans, pro-
fessional riddle-makers did not make their appear-
ance till the latest period of Roman literature, the
reason assigned for which is the superior gravity
and earnestness of the Roman genius, which, it is

said, did not easily find pleasure in such modes of
intellectual activity. AppiUeius wi-ote a Liber
Ludicrorum ct Griphorum, but it is no longer
extant, and almost the only name we can fix upon
is a certain C.-elius Pirmianus Symposius, whose
riddles, comprising a lumdred hexametrical triplets,

255
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arc termed by AliUielmus (Sth c), appnreutly with

justice, Ccjnnina inepta.

The riddle, but more perhaps as an amusement
for the baronial hall on printer-nights, or for the

monastic mess-room, than as a serious intellectual

effort, was much cultivated during the middle a":es.

This character of lively or amusing puzzle it has

ever since for the most i^art retained. Many speci-

mens of what would now be termed ' riddle' or

'conuudrum books' exist in French, English, and

German collections of manuscripts, and were printed

at an early period. (She of these, entitled Demands
Joyous, which may be rendered ' Amusing Ques-

tions,' was printed in English by Wynkin dc Worde
in 151 1. Mauy of these 'joyous demands' are

simply coarse jests ; but others, again, illustrate

the simple, child-like religious belief of medieval

Christendom— e. g.. Demand :
' What bare the best

burden that ever was borne?' Response: 'The

ass that carried om' Lady when she fled with our

Lord into Egyjit.' Some are really fitted to excite

risibility—e."g., Demand: 'What is that that

never was and never wiU be ?
' Response :

' A
mouse's nest in a cat's ear.'

—
' What is the worst

bestowed charity that one can give ?
'

' Alms to a

blind man ; for he would be glad to see the person

hanged that gave it to him.' The Reformation, at

least in Protestant countries, checked, if it did not

wholly stop, the merry pastime of riddle-making

;

but in the 17th c. it began to creep into favour

agaiu. Le Pfire jMouestrier, a learned Jesuit, wrote

a grave treatise on the subject ; and in France,

riddles soon rivalled in popularity the madrigals

and sonuets of the period. The Abbe Cotin was

a famous faljricator of riddles, and puliUshed a recueil

of his own and those of his contemporaries, pre-

ceded by a dissertation, in which he modestly

dubbed himself Le Pere de I'^rngme (The Father

of the Riddle) ; but, as a French critic remarks,

posterity has not recognised his paternity. In the

ISth c, the taste for the manufacture of riddles

continued to increase, and most of the brilliant

French Utteralctirs, such as Bnileau, Voltaire, and

Rousseau, did a little in this line, until, fiuallj-, the

Mercnre de France became a fortnightly repository

of riddles, the solution of which was sufficient to

make a reputation in society. In Germany, Schiller

gave a broader development to the riddle. In his

hand'!, it once again became something grave and

sibylline, and attained in expression a high degree

of literary beauty and force. A good collection of

the best riddles" is to be found in Ohnesorgen's

collection, entitled Sphinx {6 vols. Eer. 1833).

RIDGE, the upper angle of a roof, usually covered

with lead or zinc, and sometimes with stone or tile.

Ridges are often ornamented with a cresting or

rmming design, and recently cast-irou has been
much used for this purpose.

m'DING (Saxon, triHimg, third part), a term
applied to three parts into whicli the county of

, York is divided, termed respectively East, West,
and North Iliiling. A similar division existed in

several otlier counties in the Anglo-Saxon period ;

there were the lath^ of Kent, the rapes of Sussex,

the parts of Lincoln. The trithmg, lath, or rape

was formed of three or more hundreds, and presided

over l>y a trithing-nian or lath-grieve. In Domes-
day Bool; we find Yorkshire divided, as .at present,

into three ridings, and subdivided into wajientakcs.

See Wapentake.

RIDING-BIASTER, an officer in the c.ivalry,

military train, and artillery, whose duty it is to

instruct the officers and men in the management
of their horses. He is most commonly selected

from the ranks ; his jiay is Os. a d.ay, rising by

length of service to 10.9. Gd. and 12s. ; besides

which, he receives £7 per troop per annum for

riding-house expenses ; and he is believed to make
some profit out of this allowance. The riding-

m.ister has the relative ranic of lieutenant, and,

after an aggregate service of 30 years, including at

least 15 years as riding-master, he has the right

to retire on 10s. a day, with the honorary rank of

captain.

RIDLEY, NiciiOL.vs, one of the most noted
leaders of the Pvcformation in England in the IGth

century, was a native of Nortliumberland, and
born about the commencement of the century.

He was educated at the foundation-school of New-
castle-upon-Tjme, .and subsecpiently at Pembroke
Hall, Cambridge. He became a Fellow of tins col-

lege in 1524, and ultimately President. The spirit

of the Reformation had already begun to penetrate

the universities both of Oxford and Cambridge.

Tyndale and Bilney had taught the new doctrines

in the latter place ; and Ridley, no less than
Cranraer and Latimer, all Cambridge students

about the same period, had prob.ably caught some-

thing of their spirit. This reforming tendency

was greatly strengthened by a tour on the contin-

ent of Europe, which he undertook on the com-
pletion of his studies. He encountered some of the

most active Pucformers abroad, and after a three

years' absence, he returned, with his principles

firmly grounded in favour of the new course of

things. He became proctor to the university of

Canibridge, and in this capacity protested against

the claims of the papal see to supreme ecclesiastical

jurisdiction in England. He was also chosen

public orator, and, under the patronage of his

friend Cranraer, advanced first to be one of the

king's chajilains, and then, in 1547, nominated
Bishop of Rochester. He distinguished himself by
his vehement denunciations of the idolatrous use of

images and of holy water, and very soon became
one'of the most prominent, as he remained one

of the most consistent and inflexible supporters

of the Reformed doctrines. He joined actively in

the measures of Edward TI.'s reign, and on the

deprivation of Bonner, Bishop of Loudon, Ridley

became his successor, three years subsequent to

his elevation to the see of Rochester. In this high

position he distinguished himself by his ' moderation,

his learning, and his munificence.' He earnestly

promoted the Reformation, yet without bigotry or

intolerance ; he exerted himself in the foundation

of Christ's Hospital, and of the hospitals of St

Bartholomew and St Thomas in Southwark, the

two latter of which have become eminent as schools

of medicine—the former as a school of classical

and general instruction. He assisted Cranmer
in the preparation of the 41 articles, afterwards

reduced to 39. On the death of Edward VI., he

warmly espoused the unfortunate cause of Lady Jane

Grey ; and on its speedy failure, and the accession

of Mary, his known connection mth it, as well as

his general actirity in the cause of the Reformation,

exposed him to the vengeance of the iiapal party,

acain ascendant. He was committed to the Tower
in 1553, and in the subsequent year, when a convo-

cation was convened at Oxford for the discussion

of the doctrine of transubstanti.ation, he was re-

moved tliither along with Cranmer and Latimer,

in oi-der that he might engage in the discussion. It

was not to be expected, however, that any good
woidd issue from such a step as this.' The discus-

sion proved a mere pretence ; the Reformers were

adjudged defeated and obstinate heretics, and con-

demned to suffer at the stake. On the IGth October

1555, R. was led forth to execution, along mth his

friend and fellow-reformer, Latimer. He suffered
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in front of Baliol College, cheerful, steadfast, and
consistently enduring as he had been throughout
his life. He was, according to Burnet, one of the
ablest of all who advanced the Reformation in

England. His character is pure, elevated, and
self-denying. Foxe says of him he was * wise of

counsel, deep of wit, benevolent in spirit.' His
gentleness wins our sympathy, while his scholarly

and calm intrepidity excite our atlmiration.

RIENZI, CoL.4. DI, the famous Roman tribune,

was boru at Rome in 131.3. His parentage was
humble, his father being a tavern-keeper, named
Lorenzo (by abbreviation, Rienzo), and his mother
a washerwoman. Until his twentieth year, he
lived among the peasants of Anagni ; then he
retm-ned to his native city, where he studied
grammar and rhetoric, read and re-read the Latin
historians, philosophers, and poets {Greek was
scarcely j'et known in Italy), and excited his

invagination, while at the same time he coloured
his speech, with the prophetic enthusi.asm of the
inspired wi-iters. The assassination of his brother
by a Roman noVJe, whom he found it impossible
to bring to punishment, is considered to be the
incident that finally determined him to deliver the
city, as soon as he was able, from the barbarous
thraldom of the barons. Ho assumed the signifi-

cant title of ' consul of orphans, widows, and the
poor.' In 1.343, he was appointed by the heads of

the Guelph party spokesman or orator of a deputa-
tion sent to the papal court at Avignon to beseech
Clement VI. to return to Rome in order to protect
the citizens from the tyranny of their oppressors.

Here he formed a close friendship with Petrarch,
through whose assistance he obtained a favourable
hearing from his Holiness, who appointed him
notary to the City Chamber. In April 13-14, R.
returned home, and sought to obtain the counten-
ance of the magistr.ates in his ideas of reform ; but
reform, he found, was impossible without revolution

;

j'et he did not conspire, properly speaking, to the
very last moment. During three years, he loudly
and openly—perhaps even ostentatiously—menaced
the nobles, for the enthusiasm of R. for a nobler and
juster government, though sincere, was showj' and
vain. The reason why the nobles took no steps to
crush him was because they thought him mad. At
last, when R. thought he could rely on the support
of the citizens, he summoned them together on the
20tli of May 1347, and surrounded by 100 horsemen
and the papal legate, he delivered a magnificent dis-
course, aud proposed a series of laws for the better
government of the commvmity, which he termed il

liHono stalo, and which were unanimously ajiproved
of. The aristocratic senators were driven out of the
city, and R. was invested witli dictatorial power.
He took the title of 'tribune of Hberty, peace, and
justice,' and chose the papal legate for his collea"ue,
but reserved to himself the direction of affairs,

after having, however, suggested the institution of
a sjmdicate, to which he should be responsible.
The pope confirmed the eloquent dictator in his

authority ; aU Italy i-ejoiced in his success, and
foreign laiuls, even warlike France (according to
Petrarch), began to dread the reWving majesty of
the Eternal City. A bright dream now seems to
h.ave flaslied across R.'s imagination—the unity of

Italy and the supremacy of Rome ! Every great
Italian has dreamed that dream from Dante to
Mazzini. P,. despatched messengers to the various
Italian states, requesting then) to send deputies to
Rome to consiUt for the general interests of the
Peninsula, and to de\-ise measures for its unifica-

tion. These messengers were everywhere received
witli enthusiasm, and on the 1st of August 1347,
two hundred deputies assembled ia the Lateran

3.SI

Church, where R. declared that the choice of an
emperor of the Holy Roman Empire belonged to
the Roman people, and summoned Lud\'ig of
Bavaria and Karl of Bohemia, who were then dis-

putants for the dignity, to compear before him.
The step was wildly impolitic. R. had no material
power to enable him to give efficacy to his splendid
assumption. The pope was indignant at the trans-
ference of authority from himsefi to his subjects ;

and the barons, taking advantage of certain cere-
monial extravagances which the dictator had com-
mitted, and which had tliminished the popular
regard for him, gatliered together their forces, aud
renewed their devastations. After some ineffectual
resistance, R. resigned his functions, weeping all

the whUe, and withdrew from Piome, which was
entered by the barons two days after. His tenure
of power had lasted only seven months. In the
solitudes of the Neapolitan Apennines, where he
found refuge, R. would seem to have recovered his
enthusiasm and his faith. Regarding his fall as a
just chastisement of God for his love of worldly
vanities, he joined an order of Franciscan hermits,
and spent nearly two years in exercises of piety and
penitence—all the while, however, cherishing the
hope that he would one day ' deliver ' Rome again.
This amliition to play a tlrstinguished part made
him readily listen to a brother-monk, who, about
the middle of 1350, declared that, according to tlie

prophecies of Joachim of Flores, of CyriUus, and of
Merlin, R. was destined, by the help of the emperor
Karl IV., to introduce a new era of happiness into
the world. E. betook himself at once to Prague, and
announced to the emperor that in a year and a half
a new hierarchy would be estabhshed in the Chiu-ch,
and under a new pope, Karl would reign in the
West, and R. in the East. Karl, not knowing very
well what to say in reply to such language, thought
it safest to put the ' prophet ' in pjrison, aud then
wi-ote to inform his friend the pope of the matter.
In Jidy 1351, R. was transferred to Avignon, where
proceedings were opened ag.ainst him in reference to
his exercise of tribunitial power. He was condemned
to death, but his life was spared at the earnest
entreaties of Petrarch and others ; and the next
two years were spent in an easy confinement in the
French papal city. JleanwhUe the st.ate of matters
at Rome had become worse than ever. The great
families were even more factious, more anaichical,
more desperately fond of spilling blood than
formerly ; and at last Innocent VI. sent Car-
dinal Athornoz to re-establish order. R. was also
released from prison, and accomjianied the cardinal.

A residence was assigned him at Perugia ; but in
August 1354, having borrowed money, and raised a
small body of soldiers, he made a sort of triumphal
entry into Rome, and was received with universal
acclamations. But misfortune had imjiaired and de-
based his character ; he abandoned himself to good
living, and his once generous sentiments had giy
place to a hard, mistrustful, and cruel disposition.
The barons refused to recognise his government, aud
fortified themselves in their castles. The war
against them necessitated the contraction of hea^'y
expenses ; the people grumbled ; R, only grew
more severe and capricious in his exactions and
punishments. In two months his rule had become
inl,olerable, and on the Sth of October, an infuriated
crowd surrounded him in the Capitol, and put him
to death with ferocious indignities.

RIE'SENGEBIRGE (giant mountains), a moun-
tain range about 23 miles long by about 12 miles
broad, between Bohemia and Prussian Silesia. See
Bohemia.

RIE'TI (ancient, Ueale), a city of Central Italy,
257
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in the province of Perugia in TJmbria, is situated

at the foot of a hill, on the banks of the Velino,

45 miles north-east of Kome. It is walled, its

streets are regular, and it has a fine cathedral, and

many benevolent institutions. It is the seat of an

archbishop. E, was a noted city of the Sabines.

Pop. 14,-224.

KIFF, The, a portion of the coast of Morocco

which extends from Tangier on the west to near

the western frontier of Algiers, having a length of

about 210 miles, with a breadth of 58. The name,

in the Berber Language, which is that of the

inhabitants, signilies a mountainous and rugged

coast. The Hid mountains, which stretch along

near and parallel to the coast, are green and wooded,

and are here and there intersected ti-ansversely by
fertile valleys or deep ra-sanes, each of them possess-

ing its brook or rivulet, which descends to the

Mediterranean. The R. region is separated from

the parallel mountain chain south of it by an

extensive, fertile, and well-watered plain, in which

stands the city of Fez. The inhabitants of the R.

are almost wholly Berbers, who are employed in

feeding imd breeding cattle, ffshing, and occasional

piracy. On account of the injuries indicted by them
on merchant vessels, most of the maritime states of

Europe agreed to pay an annual sum as quit-money.

However, in 182S, Austria dechned further payment
of the tax. A Venetian vessel was seized by the

pirates, in the harbour of Rabat, but the arrival of

an Austrian fleet off the port produced restitution

of the ship and its cargo, as well as the formal

renunciation of all further claims. France foUowed
the same course by declaring war against the Sultan

of Morocco, and obtained compensation, in 1844,

since which period piracy has much diminished.

Its example was foUowed by the Spaniards in 1859.

The sultan, however, had always discountenanced

piracy, but his authority in the R. was too weak to

compel obedience.

RIFLE-BIRD [PtUoris Paradisem), a bird of

the family Upvpidce, with a long curved bill, and

in size about equal to a large pigeon. It iidiabits

the south-eastern districts of Australia, and is

found only in very thick 'bush.' The male is

regarded as more si'lendid in plumage than any

Rifle-EirJ (PtUoris Paradiscua).

other Australian bird- The upper parts are velvety
black, tinged with purple ; the imder parts velvety
black, diversified with olive-green. The crown of
the head and the throat are covered with innumer-
able httle specks of emerald green, of most briUiant
lustre. The tail is black, the two central feathers
rich metallic green.

RIFLED ARJIS were invented for the purpose
of remedying certain defects essentially connected
with cylindrical smooth-bore gims. These defects,
which are chiefly owing to atmospheric resistance,
shewed themselves in the erratic motion of the ball,

especially when fired at a long range, and arose

from the following causes : First, The ball never
fitted tightly, and, in conscqiience of this, its centre

was below the centre of the bore. A portion of the
explosive force of the powder escaped over the top
of the bullet, and was not only wasted, but exer-

cised a downward pressure on the ball, tending to
squeeze it into the under side of the barrel, and so

great was this pressure, that in guns of soft metal,

as brass, a perceptible dint was produced after a
few rounds. Another and more important conse-

quence of the looseness of the ball was, that the
action of the powder on it was necessarily irregidar,

and its resiilting motion along the barrel was a
series of oblique impacts, now against one side, now
against the other, and the direction of its motion
after ex|ndsion was necessarily not in line with the

axis of the barrel, and depended upon the side of

the barrel with which it was last in contact.

Secondly, Balls can never be perfectly homogeneous,
and the violent and sudden [iressure of the exploded
powder produces a slight change of shape ; conse-

quently, the centre of gravity can never accurately

coincide with the centre of the sphere, the air resists

its forward motion uneq\iaUy, and true flight is

precluded. Thirdly, As a consequence of the friction

of the ball against the sides of the barrel, it acquires

a rotatory motion, the direction of its rotation after

expulsion being determined by the particular point

of the muzzle mth which it was last in contact.

Thus, if it finally touched the top or bottom of the

muzzle, the plane of rotation of the anterior surface

of the ball woidd be in line with its progressive

motion, and the rotation woidd be in an upward
or downward direction ; if it last reboimded from
the right side, the plane of rotation would be in

line with its path, and the rotation of the anterior

surface from left to right, and so on. The baU,

in its rapid flight, compresses the air in front,

and produces a vacuum behind ; the denser,

because more compressed, air in front, attempts to

rush round the sides of the ball to fill up the

vacuum. Now (see fig. 1),

let us suppose that the

ball, while in rapid advance,
is also revoh-ing in a hori-

zontal plane, and from left

to right, the side A, whose
rotation conspires jcith the
motion of translation, re-

sists, by its friction, the
attempt of the air to reach
the vacuum by that side

;

while the side B, whose
rotation is against the
motion of translation, con-

spires to aid the air in

reaching the vacuum. It

follows from this, that the
air is denser in front of A
than in front of B ; its

resistance on the side A
is greater than that on
B, and the ball, in conse-

quence, is deflected towards the side on which the
resistance is least (towards the right in this in-

stance). If the ball struck the top of the muzzle,

its revolution woidd be in a vertical plane in line

\rith the barrel, aud in an upward direction, under
which circumstances the ball would tend, first,

downwards from the first reason, and then upwards
from the third ; whde, if it struck the bottom of

the muzzle, the contrary woidd be tho case.

These aberrations of the ball from its true theor-

etical path, as was evident to artillerists, could

never be wholly armihilated while smooth-bores

of
the

Fig. 1.

Horizontal Bection
spherical bullet,

straight arrow shewing
the direction of its for-

ward motion or motion

of transtatioji, and the
curved arrows that of its

mution of rotation. The
hall, in this instance, is

supposed to have struck
against the r'tiiht side of

the muzzle.
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were used, and they set themselves to discover how
they might be counteracted. It occurred to them
that this could beat be managed by securing that
the plane of rotation of the ball should be at right

angles to its motion of translation, as the irregii-

lanties in its structure, which jiroduce aberrations
of the first and second kind, would thus act equally
in all directions, producing an exact counterbalance,
while the aberration from the ball's rotation would
wholly disappear; and the constancy of the vertical

transverse position of the plane of the ball's rota-

tion was obtained by making one or more spiral

grooves along the interior of the barrel.

As early as 1498, the citizens of Leipzig possessed

the germ of the future riHe, for their arms had a
grooved bore, but the grooves were straight. Xot
many years after, in 1520, Augustiu Kutter (or

Koster) of NOriiberg was celebrated for his rose

or star-grooved barrels, in which the grooves had a
spiral form. It i;ook its name from the rose-like

shape of the bore at the rniLzzle ; and, setting aside

su])eriority of workmanship subsequently developed,
Ivutter's arm was the veritable rifle, and to him,
therefore, so far as history shews, is due the inven-
tion of tliis terrible weapon, which reduces the
flight of the projectile to a question of the indi-

vidual skill of the tuarksman. The spiral groove
gives to the bullet, if it tits into the grooves, a
rotation rapid in proportion to the force of the
explosion and the sharpness of the twist in the
spiral. This revolution of the bidlet on its oivn

axis keeps that a.xis, gravity excepted, in the line

in wliich it leaves the piece. In 162S, Arnold
Rotsiphen patented a new way of ' makeing gonnes,'

which, from a subsequent patent granted him in

1635, appears to have consisted, among other
improvements, in rifling the barrels. It would be
teiUous to enumerate the various principles of

rilling which were tried during the two centuries

following Eotsiphen—suffice it to say, that scarcely

a form of rifling now prevails but had its prototype
among the old inventions. The difiiculty of

mechanical apjiliances making the rifling true,

deferred, however, their general introduction, and
the cost of rifled arms limited their use to the
purposes of the chase. The revolutionary govern-
ment of France had rifles issued to portions of their
troops, but they met with so indifferent a success
tluit Napoleon recalled them soon after he came
to power. In the PeninsiJa, however, picked com-
panies of sharpshooters practised with rifles with
<leadly effect on both the English and French sides.

During the American war, 1812— 1814, the Americans
demonstrated incoutestably the value of rifles in

warfare ; but many years were yet to elapse before
they wore definitively placed in the hands of soldiers,

many of those of every nation in the Ci-imea having
fought with the ineffective and almost ridiculous
' Brown Bess.' Soon after the French invaded
Algeria, they had armed the Chasseurs d' Orleans
with rides, to counteract the superior range of the
Arab guns. The inutility of the old musket was
shewn in a battle during the Kaffir war, where our
men discharged 80,000 cartridges, and the loss of the

enemy was 25 men struck. After experiments with
the old musket, it w;i3 found that its aim had no
certainty whatever beyond 100 yards. It was soon

discovered that a spherical ball was not the best

missile ; one in which the longer axis coincided with
the a-xis of the gun flying truer—the relative length
of the axis and the shape of the head being matters
of ilisp\ite. The first war-rifle was that of Captain
Delvigne, proposed in 182G, and adopted for a few
men in the French army ; but this stUl included the
old and rude plan of forcing the leaden ball through
the grooves by blows of the ramrod, it being of

Fi''. 2.—lUnic Bullet.

course requisite that the projectUe should occupy
the gi-ooves tightly. In 1842, Colonel Thouveni'n
invented a carabine d lige, in which the breech had a
small pUlar screwed into it, round which the powder
lay, and on the end of which the bullet rested, its

base being flattened out by the force of the ramrod.
Colonel Delvigne added a conical bullet to this

rifle, and the combined invention was issued to the
Chasseurs d'Afrique in 1S4G. But the tige, or
pillar, Viecame bent by usage, and was found other-
wise objectionable. It was superseded by using
with a grooved barrel the Minie bullet, which, being
made smaller than the bore of the piece, cor.L.l l>e

almost dropped into the
barrel. It w.as of lead,

and in its base it con- /^;s
tained a conical recess,

to receive the apex of a
smaller iron cup (A).

The force of the explosion

drove this cup into the

bullet, causing the lead to expand into the grooves
of the barrel. (It is right, however, to state that
this contrivance is claimed for a Mr Greener as

early as 18.36.) The Prussians, meanwhile, had
armed their troops with the needle-rifle (Zilndna-
delijeicehr), which is still in use. In England, how-
ever, no improvement took place until 1851, when
28,000 rifled muskets to fire the Minie bullet were
ordered to be issued. Not\vithstanding the many
advantages of the Minie system, it was founil

defective in practice. The rifle folded quickly,

and sometimes the iron cup went beyond expand-
ing the lead, by being driven completely through
it, leaving the bidlet a mere distorted tube, which
sometimes remained firmly fixed in the barrel.

Experiments were set on foot

in all du'ections, and resulted

in 1853 in the production of

the Enfield rifle, which had
three grooves, taking one
complete turn in 78 inches,

and fired a bullet resembling
the Minie, except that a

wooden cup was substituted

for one of iron. This rifle

is stronger than its prede-

cessor, whfle its weight with
60 cartridges is 3 His. less, a
matter of no small moment to the soldier. Its

diameter is -577 of an inch, its bullet weighs 530
grains, and ranges 'n'ith great accuracy for 800
yards, and fairly up to 1100. Since 1853, this

has been the weapon of the British army ; and
although beaten in execution by the Whitworth,
Lancaster, and some other rifles, it is incoutest-

ably the best for precision of fii'O with which
any army has to this time been equipped ; but
its system of rilling is only the system long in

use. The vast manufactory at Enfield (see Small
Arms Factouy) enables many thousand rifles to be
turned out aimually, so exactly made in all their

parts as to be absolutily interchangeable. As,
however, the results were not entirely satisfactory,

government confide<l to Mr \\niitworth, a very
celebr.ated mechanician, the t.a.-k of arriving, by
inductive reasoning, at the best form of rifling.

After protracted and most careful experiments,
he concluded to ihsjiense entirely with the old

grooves and lands, and substituting for this a
jiolygonal bore, with a twist towards the muzzle.
He selected the hexagon as the most suitable

polygon, and reduced the bore to '451 ; used a pro-

jectile fitting mechanically to the bore ; took one
turn tor his spir.al in 20 inches ; and, as a residt,

reduced the height of the trajectory to S.i feet
259

Fig. 3.—Section of the
Enfield Kifle.
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instead of 11 in the Eutield, while he obtained a

steady and acciu-ate flight of 2000 yards and

upwards. Mr Lancaster, by other reasoning, had

previously abandoned grooves for a uuiform elliptical

bore with a spiral (see Lanc.4.ster Rifle).

Various other systems have from time to time

been proposed by Mr Westlcy Ricliards, Mr Terry,

and other eminent guumakers ; but the Enfield

grooves, the Whitworth polygon, and the Lancaster

eUipse, will probably remain the representative

guns of the diti'erent classes, and between them the

ultimate victory wiU probably lie.

As with smaU-arms, so with cannon, rifling is no

new discovery. In the Museum at St Petersburg

is a cannon which was rifled in nine grooves as early

as 1615. In 1661, the Prussians experimented with

a gun rifled in 13 shallow grooves. By 1C96, the

Germans had tried elUptical bores. From thence

till 1833, many attempts were made to rifle cannon,

with more or less success ; but although the firing

of smooth-bore guns was as aberrant as that of

smooth-bore muskets, and from greater range even

more so, yet, since the gimners were safe from

musketry-fire at 200 yards, and the cannon coiJd be

directed against masses of men witli tolerable

certainty up to 600, there was no special inducement

to improve their powers. But the introduction of

rifled smaU-arms changed the relative advantages
;

for an Enfield rifle might pick off the gunners of a

smooth-bore cannon before their wea])on coidd come

into eff'ective i)lay. In 1S33 and 1S36, Monsieur

Montigny of Brussels tried rifled guns with con-

siderable success. In 1845, Colonel Cavalli of the

Sardinian service commenced experiments with his

rifled cannon: two Swedish officers—Baron Wahren-

dorf and Lieutenant Engstroem—next produced

rifled cannon ; but none of" these systems were per-

manently adopted. The Crimean war set inventors

vigorously at work, and many admirable guns have

resrdted from theii- attempts, the great difficulty of

the day being to decide which is most effectual.

The first point was the metal ; and here cast-iron

was found quite useless, being incapable of resisting

the explosion of the Large charges necessary to force

closely fitting projectiles through rifled barrels.

Several plans" were resorted to. Sir William Arm-
strong welds coils of wrought-iron round a mandrel

into one homogeneous mass of extraoi-dinary tenacity,

which he again strengthens by similar rings round

the breech. Mr Whitworth forces rings of wrought-

iron over the barrel by hydraiUic pressure : Captain

Blakely strengthens a ban-el of longitudinal bars

welded together by shrinking svrought-iron bands

over it. The French rifle brass gmis and use small

charges ; having also guns of wrought-iron. The
Ausfrians have made a new bronze alloy, which has

proved extremely strong ; the Belgians have tried

Bessemer's steel. The system of riiiing was the next

important matter. Mr Lancaster adhered to his

oval bore ; Sir WdUam Armstrong produced a bore

rifled in a great number of small sharp grooves

(this gun was adopted by the British government)

;

Mr Whitworth retained a hexagonal bore ; and
the French government adopted a bore with two,

and subsequently three rather deep siiiral grooves.

After careful experiments, the Austrian, Spanish,

Dutch, and Italian governments have concurred

in the French system. These several bores are

shewn below in section. In the Armstrong, the

rotation is communicated to the projectile by the

latter being cased with lead, which the explosion

forces into the grooves. The numerous fine

grooves impart a very correct centering to the

shot, and give extreme accuracy of range; but

they render the gun a delicate weapon, and they

preclude the occasional firing of round shot or
200

canister, which would destroy the grooves. In the

Whitworth, the shot is constructed to pass freely

through the spiral hexagonal bore, \viudage being

ARMSTRONG. WHITWORTH

LAIMCASTER. FRENCH.
Fig. 4.

(The Ellipse of the bore in the Lancaster is CJcaggerated to show
the principle.)

prevented by a greased wad, which is said to foul the

piece considerably. Lancaster's shot are elliptical,

to correspond with the bore; they are simple and

accurate ; but there is some danger that they will

jam in the gan, and cause it to burst. The French

projectiles have ribs of projecting metal to corre-

spond to the grooves, and are very effective, the

system having the concomitant advant.age of being

able to fire ordinary shot without material injury to

the gun. To sum up : the Armstrong gun is the most

accurate, that and the Whitworth have the longest

range, each having attained 5J miles ; the Lancaster

fouls least ; the French is simplest, and can fire

ordmary cannon-baUs, canister, or case.

Although the Annstrong gun -i-ias officially

adopted into the British service in 1859, as the best

weapon then known, the competition is still open,

and it is uncertain at this moment (1865) whether

it may not be superseded by the Whitworth. In

1864, Mr Mackay of Liverpool produced a gun
on qtute a new principle, called his ' windage-gun,'

the effects of which, as regards range, ])recision, and
penetration, have been very reraai-kable. His bore

is rifled with small grooves, but the projectile is not

made to fit into the grooves, a rapid revolution

being imparted to it by the rush of gas through the

grooves, and therefore around its circmnference

during the explosion.

The projectiles used with the various guns will be

described under Shell and Shot.

RIFLEMEN are troops armed with rifles, and
employed more or less as sharpshooters. The name
now has nearly lost all meaning, for the whole

infantry are now riflemen ; but a few years ago

—

i. e., as late as 1854, the riflemen were quite the

exception, the army generally having the smooth-

bore ' Brown Bess.' There were at that time only

two line regiments of Pafles, the 60th and the Rifle

Brigade, with 2 colonial regiments of infantry

(Canadian Rifles and Ceylon Rifles), and one

Hottentot regiment of mounted infantry (the Cape

Mounted Rifles). The estabhshment of Rifle

regiments was taught to the British by the

Americans and French, from the sharpshooters of

both of which nations our armies suffered severely.

During the French war, the 60th and 95th Eeri-

ments were armed as riflemen, taught light

infantry drUl, and clothed in dark green, to be as

invisible as possible. The 95th became the Rifle

Brigade. Experiment has since shewn that gray is
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less conspicuous than green as a uniform, whence
i

repetition, the corresponding ropes, &c., on each
"

,i
.

.

I

jjj^g^ bear the same numbers, and in the key, the
its ado]ition by many Volunteer corps.

The Volunteer riflemen o£ Great Britain will be

described under Volunteers.

RI'GA, a most important seaport of Russia, capital

of Livonia, and the centre of administration for

the three Baltic Provinces, .stands mainly ou the

right bank of the Dwina, 5 miles from the mouth
of that river, in the Gulf of Riga. It is 376 miles

south-west of St Petersburg, and is the terminus

of a railway to Moscow, not yet (1S65) com-

pleted. From the steeple of St Peters Church,

said to be the highest in the empire, a fuU view of

the situation of the city is obt.iined. R. contains a

number of striking and handsome public buildings,

of which the castle, or Dom, built in 1204, now
the residence of the governor-general of the three

Baltic Provinces, is the chief. The Uwina is

crossed by a bridge of boats, 800 paces long, of

which the boats in the middle are movable, to

allow of the passage of vessels, and which is

entirely removed in winter. The old town is dark
and gloomy, and shews all the main features of a

German town of the middle ages; but the exten-

sive suburbs are modern and handsome, and the

whole is defended by ramparts, bastions, and
other fortified works. E. is the second trading

town in Russia. It contains numerous soap, candle,

glass, and iron works; cloth, leather, sugar, and
tobacco factories, and rope-walks. Shipbuili-ling is

extensively carried on in the town and vicinity.

The principal articles of export are flax, hemp,
linseed, corn, timber, tallow, and tobacco. In 1863,

the exports amounted to £3,3-tS,5oO, and of this

sum the chief items were: flax, £1,380,000; hemp,
£600,000 ; and linseed, £420,000. The imports do
not exceed £853,000, the principal articles being

fish and salt. In 1863, the value of the export

trade to Great Britain was £1,812,705, being con-

sider.alily more than half the entire export trade.

The import trade from Great Britain, in 1863,

valued £293,250, or a third of the whole imports.

Of the 3506 vessels, of 570,170 tons, that entered

and cleared the port in 1863, 726 vessels, of 148,690
tons, were British. Pop. 73,953.

R. was founded in the beginning of the 13th c.

by Albert Buckshoevdcn, Bishop of Livonia, and
soon became a first-rate commercial town, and
member of the Hanseatic League. The Teutonic
Knights possessed it irf the 16th century. In 1621,

R. was taken by Gustavus Adolphus, and held

under Swedish dominion till 1710, but was finally

annexed to Russia in 1721.

RIGA, Gulf of, an inlet in the north-east of

the Baltic Sea, washes the shores of the three

Baltic Provinces, Courlaud, Livonia, and Esthonia.

It is over 100 miles in length from north to south,

and is about 70 miles in breadth. The islands of

Oesel, Dago, Mohn, and Worms stand in the

entrance to it, and narrow the mouth of the gulf

to a passage about 20 miles in width. The chief

river which falls into the gulf is the Dwina. Sand-

banks render navigation in some parts dangerous.

RIGGING, in a ship, is a combination of very

numerous ropes to afford stability to the masts, and
to lower and hoist the sails. XotwithstantUng the

compUcation which the cordage of a rijged ship

presents at first sight to the eye, the arrangement

is rem.arkably simple. In all substantial points, the

rig of each mast is the same ; to understand one is,

consequently, to understand aU. In the accompanying
diagrams, the same notation is observed through-

out, spars being shewn by capital letters ; sails, by
italic letters ; standiixj rigging, by Roman numerals ;

and runninij rigging, by Arabic numenals. To
avoid a confusing number of symbols and needless

name of such rope j>er

se is only given. To
find the full title of

a rope, it is necessary

to jirefix (unless it

pertain to the bow-
sprit or gaff) the

the mastname of

(mizzen,

fore) to

belongs,

ample.

mam, or

which it

For ex-

the spars

marked D are, count-

ing from the left,

called respectively

mizzen - royal - mast,

main-royal-mast, and
fore-royal-mast ; the

standing • ropes
marked rv., are the
mizzen-stay, main-
stay, and fore-stay

;

and the running-

ropes bearing the

figure 5, are mizzen-

braces, main-braces,

and fore-braces.

Rigging is either

Stand'mr] or Rvnninit.

The foiTner is em-
I^loyed in maintain-

ing, in fixed position,

the masts and bow-
sprit ; the latter runs

freely through numC'
Fig. 1.

rous blocks, and its functions are to raise and lower

the upper masts and the yards, to trim the sails, t/>

hoist the signals and otlier flags, and occasionally

to furl the sails.

:f.l
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Eaeh mast has the foDomng standing rigging : at

each side shrouds (i., ii., in.), consisting of several

very thick (usually plaited) ropes ; in front, the

Stat/ (IV., v., VI., \^I.) ; and behind, the backslai/s

(VIII., rx., X.), coming down to the ship's sides

behind the shi'ouds. Across the lowermast and
topmast shrouds, thin ropes, caUed ratlings, are

hitched horizontally, and form convenient ladders

for the men to use in going aloft. The stauiUng

rigging of the lower mast reaches the chains on the

ship's sides ; while the shrouds of the tojiraast and
topgallantmast are worked into the top, their stays

to the toj>3 of the masts nearer the bow in each

case (the bowsprit serving as an anterior mast for

the fore-rigging) ; aU the baclcstays, however, are

brought down to the ship's sides. In steamers, the

mainstays require modification, in order to avoid

the fimnel ; they are often adjusted on a plan

similar to that of the backstays. The standing
rigging of the bowsprit consists of the bobstays
(xiv.), generally ' of chain ; the martingale stays

(XI., XII.), and martingale backstays (xiii.), which

all exert an adverse pressure to that of the stays
from the foremast, topmast, &c.
The running rigging is of four classes : 1. Lifta

for the upper masts and the jib-boom. These are
not shewn in the diagrams, from the fact that they
run parallel, and closely contiguous to the masts,
topmasts, and bowsprit.

2. The lifts for the yards and sails. Each yard
has two lifts, one proceeding from a point near
either extremity, and passing through a puUey at
the head of that section of the mast to which the
sail or yard belongs. They are worked either on
the deck or in the top. The yard-lifts are shewn
by the numbers 1,2, 3, 4. The gaff and boom have
separate lifts working into the mizzen-top (13, 15).

Each jib-saU has a lift (not shewn), which acts
parallel and close to iv., v., 10, or 11. If the ship
carry stay-saUs, there will be lifts parallel to the
main and mizzen topmast staj's and higher stays.

3. The ropes for adjusting the sails when sjjread.

These comprise, first, the sheets for hauling down
the lower corners of each sail—specimens are shewn

Span, ^c.—A, Mast; B, TopmaRt ; C, Topgallantmast ; D, Royal-mast; E, Yard; F, Topsailyard ; G, Topgallantaail-yard

;

H, Royal-j-ard; K, Truck; L, Bowsprit; M, Jib-boom; N, Flyinf^ Jib-boom; O, Martingale; V, Chains; Q, Top;
R, Cap ; S, Crosstrees ; T, Topmast Cap ; U, Gaif ; V, Boom, or Spanker-boom.

Sails.—a, Mains;iil ; ft. Topsail ; c, Topfjaltantsail ; d. Royal ; e, Spanlier.

Standing Rigging.—i. Shrouds; ii. Topmast Shriinds, crossed by Ratlings; ni. Topgallant Shrouds; rv. Stay; v. Topmast
Stay ; vi. Topgallnntmast Stay ; vii. Royal Stay ; viii. Topm.ast Backstay ; IX. Topgallantmast Backstay ; i. Royal Back-
stay ; XJ. Flying Jib-boom Martingale Stays ; xu. Jib-boom Martingale Stays ; iill. Martingale Backslays ; xtv. Bobstays.

Jiwming Rigging.— I, Lifts ; 3, Topsail Lifts; 3, Topgallantsail Lifts; 4, Royal Lifts; 5, Braces; 6, Topsail Braces; 7, Top-
gallant Braces; 8, Koyal Braces; 9, Signal Halyards; 10, Jib-stay; U, Flying Jib-stay; 12, Sheet; 13, Peak
Halyards; 14, Vangs; 16, Topping Lifts ; IG, Spanker Sheet.

at 12 ; secondly, the braces for turning the yards
about, to trim the saUs to the wind. Each yard
has two braces, one from either end passing to

an adjoining mast, except the main braces, which
are brought to the ship's side near the stern. The
braces are shewn as Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8. The vangs
and spanker sheet (14, 16) perform similar offices

for the spanker. There are minor ropes in con-
nection with the sails, for assisting in fiu-liug,

262

reefing, spreading, fto. ; but it would have rendered

the diagram too complicated to have inserted them.

4. Hopes in connection with the flags. Each
mast has at its head a truck, containing two or more
small pulleys. Over each of these, a thin halyard

is passed, and brought down double to the deck.

On these, any required flag is rapidly bent and
hoisted with great ease. There are two pair of

similar hal3'ards to the gafi'-peak ; and when the
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ship is to be decorated on any festive occasion,

similar halyards are affixed to the end of each
yard-arm.

In different classes of ships, s!ij;ht modifications

occur iu the riggui;^', to suit particular circumstances,

but the main priaciples of rigging are as detailed

above for all sizes of decked vessefi. See Sails.

RI'GHI, a mountain of Switzerland, in the

canton of Schwyz, lietweeu Lakes Lucerne, Zug,
and Lowerz, is isolated, and commands exten-

sive views of some of the finest Swiss scenery. It

is easily accessible ; four mule-paths lead to its

summit, which, though it forms an admirable
natural observatory in favourable weather, is only
SG76 feet above the sea. Verdant pastures clothe

the entire summit, and the slopes are belted mth
forests. Crowds of tourists, of both sexes, ascend
the R. every season, in order to enjoy the fine

views (especially that of sunrise), -which, in clear

weather, it commands. There is a large hotel at

the top, where tourists pass the night, iu order to

see the sunrise.

RIGHT, in Legal language, is that kind of
interest or connection with a subject-matter which
serves as a foundation for an action or suit, or
other protection of a court of law or equity ; and
hence it means an interest that can be enforced, for

if it is such as a court of law or equity cannot take
notice of, it may be called a natural or moral, but
it is not a legal right. Strictly speaking, right

merely means a relation between external nature
and some person or other, and therefore there is no
such thing as abstract rights, for a right is only
intelligible when predicated of some person who
can exercise or enforce it. There is an old prac-

tical division of all rights into rights of the
lierson and rights of things. In the former class

are included such divisions as rights of personal
security and hberty ; rights connected with
marriage, infancy, &c. ; while iu the latter class are
include<l the general rights arising out of the
jiossession of real and personal property. There
are various subjects which do not fall under either
di\-ision exclusively; indeed, none of the usual
divisions of rights can be said to be more thau
vaguely descriptive of their subjects. It might
naturally be expected that the coiTelative legal
ex]ircssion for rights should be wrongs, but this is

not the case, the word wrong being used technically
to mean only that class of infringements of one's
rights which are comiected with the person or the
personal use of property. Thus, the refusing or
wthholding payment of a debt is not correctly
called a legal wrong; but an assault or injury to

one's person, or to one's property, irrespective of

any contract, is properly called a wrong or a tort.

The word right is also used, more or less technically,

in a narrower sense. An action, called a writ of

right, h.ad for its object to establish the title to real

property ; but it was abolished, the same object being

secured by the order of ejectment. A petition of
riijlit is a proceeding resembling an action by which
a subject vindicates his rights agaiust the crown,
and recovers debts and claims, the first step being
3 petition, which is allowed by the home secretary,

and referred for trial to a court of law. A rigid of
ir<ri/, is a right of a private owner or occupier to a
way over the land of an adjoining jiroprietor, as

incidental to his possession of a house, or premises,
or laud. liiijht of action, means simply a right to
commence an action in one of the courts of Taw to
recover damages or property. Bight of common,
means a right of one, who is not the owner or
ocoujiier of waste land, to send cattle to graze upon
if, or to cut turf, or exercise some partial right of

property over it. Right of entry, is a right to
possess and use land or premises, &c.

RIGHTS, Declaration" and Bill of. The
convention which called the Prince and Princess
of Orange to the throne of England, set forth, in

a solemn instnuuent known by the name of the
Declaration of Rights, those fundamental principles
of the constitution which were to be imposed on
WiUiam and Mary on their acceptance of the crown.
This declaration, drawn up by a committee of the
Commons, of which Mr (afterwards Lord) Somers
was chaii-man, and assented to by the Lords, began
by declaring that King James II. had committed
certain acts contrary to the laws of the realm.

The king, by whose authority these unlawful
acts had been done, had abdicated the throne

;

and the Prince of Orange having iavited the estates

of the realm to meet and deliberate on the
security of religion, law, and freedom, the Lords
and Commons had resolved to declare and assert
the ancient rights and liberties of England. It was
therefore declared, that the power of suspending
and of disi>ensing \vith laws by regal authority
is illegal ; that the commission for creating the
late Court of Commissioners for Ecclesiastical

Causes, and all commissions and courts of the like

nature, are illegal ; that the levying of money for

the use of the crown by prerogative, without grant
of parliament, is illegal ; that it is the right of the
subjects to petition the king, and all prosecutions

for such petitioning are illegal ; that the raising or
keeping of a standing army in time of peace, except
with consent of parliament, is illegal; that Pro-
testant subjects may have arms for their defence

;

that the election of members of parliament should
be free; that freedom of speech in parhament
shoidd not be questioned in any place out of parha-
ment ; that excessive bail ought not to be required,

or excessive fines imposed, or cruel or unusual
punishments indicted; that jurors should be duly
impanneled, and that jurors in trials for high
treason should be freeholders ; that grants and
promises of fines and forfeitures before conviction

are illegal ; and that for redress of all grievances,

and the amendment, strengthening, and preserving
of the laws, parliaments ought to be held frequently.

All these things the Lords and Commons claimed
as their undoubted rights and liberties ; and having
done so, they resolved that William and Mary
should be kijig and queen of England for their

joint and separate lives, the administration being
during their joint lives in WdKam alone ; and that
on their decease the crown should descend to the
issue of the queen, then to that of Anne and her
posterity, and, failing them, to the issue of William.

This Declaration of Eights was presented to the
Prince and Princess of Orange at ^VhitehaU, and
accepted by them along with the crown. Being
originally a revolutionary instrument, drawn up in
an irregular assembly, it was considered necessary
that it should be turned into law. The Declaration
of Rights was therefore brought forward in the par-
liament, into which the conveution had been turned,
as a Bill of Rights, and passed the Commons ; but
an amendment proposed iu the Lorda regarding the
settlement of the crown on the issue of the Princess
Sophia, in the event of Mary, Anne, and William
all dying without issue, led to several ineffectual

conferences between the two Houses, which ended
in the measure being dropped. The bOl was, how-
ever, reintroduced in the following session of par-
liament (1689) without the proposed amendment,
when it passed both Houses, and obtained the
royal assent—a clause, however, being added, which
originated in the House of Lords, to the effect that
the kings and queens of England shoidd be obliged,

203
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on coming to the throne, in full parliament or at the

coronation, to repeat and subscribe the declaration

against transulistantiation, and that a king or queen
who should marry a papist would be incapable of

reigning in England, and hia subjects would be

absolved from their allegiance.

RIGHTS OF MAN, a famous statement of

rights, principally drawn up liy Dumont, .author of

the Souvenirs de Mirabeau, and solemnly adojited

by the French National Assembly on the ISth

August I7S9. It declares that .all mankind arc

originally equal ; th.at the ends of the social union

are liberty, propertj', security, and resistance to

ojipression ; that sovereignty resides in the n.ation,

and that iill power eman.ates from it ; that freedom
consists in doing everything which does not injure

another ; that law is the expression of the general

will ; that public burdens should be borne by .all

the members of the state in proportion to their

fortunes ; th.at the elective franchise should be

extended to all ; and that the exercise of natural

rights has no other limit than theii- interference

with the rights of others. Mirabeau endeavoured
in vain to induce the Assembly to postpone pub-

lishing any declaration of rights until after the

formation of the constitution ; but the deputies,

feeling that a contrary course might imperil their

popularity, issued the decl.aration— a proceeding

which Dumont himself afterw.ards compared to

placing a powder-magazine under a building, which
the first spark of lire would blow into the air.

Loms XVI., under the pressure of the events of

the 5th of Octol-ier, after first refusing, was induced
to j'ield his adhesion to it. The dogma of the
equ.ality of mankind on which the declaration rests,

had before been set forth in the American Declara-

tion of Independence of 1776. Thinkers are now
much less inclined than they were in the age of

Rousseau to build soci.al theories on such abstnact,

a priori assumptions ; .and the truth of this doctrine

of original equ.ality is directly impugned. Dumont
himself asks :

' Ai-e all men equal ? Where is the

equaUty ? Is it in \irtue, talents, fortune, industry,

situation ? Are they free by nature ? So far from
it, they are born in a st.ate of complete dependence
on others, from which they are long of being
emancipated.'

The principles laid do^^^l in the Bii/hln of Man
were attacked by Edmund Burke in his Jicjlections

on the Frendi Revolution, who represented the
decl.ar.ation as a digest of .anarchy. It was in reply

to Burke's Reflections th.at Thomas Paine published
in London his Rhjht^ of Man, an apology for, and
comment.ary on, the principles of the French con-

stitution, for which he was prosecuted for libel on
an information by the .attorney-gener,aI, and found
guilty.

RIGID DYNAMICS is that portion of theor-

etical Dynamics (q. v.) which, based on the theory
of the free and constrained motion oi points, applies

the principles thence deduced to a system of points
rigidly connected, so as to bear throughout the
whole continuance of their motion the same invari-

able position with relation to each other ; in other
words, as no body in nature can be considered as

a point, but is truly a system of points, rigid

dynamics has for its aim to .apply the abstract
theory of dyn.amics to the cases actually occurring
in nature. For a long time, problems of this sort

were not resolved by any general and adequ.ate
method, but each class w.as worked out according
to a method speci.ally applicable to its particular
circumstances. The great gener.al principle dis-

covered by the French geometer, commonly known
as D'Alembert's j'^'inci/zle, which applies equally

to all such problems, and removes the necessity
for specially investigating each jiarticular case,

w.as an inestim.al>le boon to mechanical science.

It is thus stated in his Traiti de Dynaniique:
' In whatever manner a number of bodies change
their motions, if we suppose that the motion whicli

each body would have in the following moment,
if it were perfectly free, is decomposed into two
others, one of which is the motion which it reallij

t.akes in consequence of their mutu.al .actions, then
the other component will be such, that if each body
were impressed by a force which would produce it

.alone, the whole sj'stem would be in equilibrium.
In this way every dyniimical problem can be com-
Iielled to furnish an equ.atiou of equilibrium, and so
be changed into a problem of Statics (q. v.) ; and thus
the solution of a dilficult and complex problem is

effected by means of the resolution of a much easier

one. D'Alembert applied his principle to various
problems on the motions .and actions of fluids, the
precession of the equinoxes, &c. ; and subsequently,
in a modified form, the same general property w.a.s

made the basis of a complete system of dynamics,
by La Grange, in his Mecanique Analytique.

RI'GOR MO'RTIS is the terra usu.aUy given to
the peculiar temporary rigidity of the muscles that
occurs shortly after death. It begins immediately
after .all indicatious of irritiibility (see Muscle)
have ceased, but before the commencement of

putrefaction. In tlie human subject it most com-
monly begins to shew itself about seven hours after

death, .although cases are occasionally met with in

which 20, or even 30, hours maj' have elapsed before

it begins to .appear. This condition of rigidity

usiially lasts for about ,'JO hours ; but it may pass off

in ten hours or less, or m.ay be prolonged to four or

six d.ays. The muscles of the neck and lower jaw
are first .affected, then those of the trunl<, then
those of the upper extremities, and lastly those of

the lower extremities. In its dep.artm-e, which is

immediately followed by decomposition, the same
order is followed.

This subject has been admirably discussed by
Dr Brown-Sequard in the ' Croouian Lecture ' for

1861, and contained in T/ie Proceedings of the Royal
Society for that year. In this lecture he examines
successively the relations existing between muscular
irrit.ability, post-mortem rigidity, and putrefaction,

in a v.ariety of cases. The following are his

chief conclusions : I. Paralysed muscles are endowed
with more irritability than healthy muscles ; cada-

veric rigidity sets in hate, .and lasts long ; and
putrefaction appears l.atc, and progresses slowly. 2.

Experiments made on numerous animals shew that
when muscular irrit.ability is increased by a diminu-
tion of temperatm-e, the increase has the same effect

upon rigidity and putrefaction as when it is caused
by paralysis. As a gener.al ride, when there was a
difference of 14° to 1S° F. in the temperature of two
anim.als of the s.ame age and species, irritability and
rigidity lasted twice or three times longer in the

cooler animal than in the other, and putrefaction in

the former was much less rapid. 3. It was main-
tained by John Hunter that cadiaveric rigidity does
not t.ake jilace after death by lightning ; but it is

now known that this view is not generally true.

When lightning destroys life by producing such a
violent convulsion of every muscle in the body th.at

muscular irritability .at once ceases, the ensuing
rigidity may be of such short duration as to escape

notice ; but if it causes death by fright, h.T?morrhage, or

concussion of the brain, cadaveric rigidity will .appear

as usual. 4. In anim.als that have been over-driven,

hunted to death, &c., rigidity comes on very quicldy,

lasts for a very short time, and is rapidly succeeded

by putrefaction ; and v.arious facts quoted by Brown-
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Sequard shew that over-exertion acts similarly

in man. 5. The nutrition of the muscles exerts a

modifying influence on rigidity and putrefaction.

In cases of death from decapitation, strangulation,

sudden hffimorrhage from a wounded artery, &c.,

cadaveric rigidity does not begin till 16 or 18 hours
after death, and lasts from six to eight days

;

while in a case of death from exhaustion, after a
prolonged typhoid fever, rigidity became evident

within thi-ee minutes after the last breathing,

while the heart was still beating ; disappeared in a

quarter of an hour, and was at once succeeded by
signs of putrefaction before the man had been dead
an hour. 6. Whea death follows violent and pro-

longed convidsions (as in cases of tetanus, hydro-
phobia, &c.), cadaveric rigidity sets in soon (usually

within an hour after death), and ceases before the
end of the tenth hour ; and when the convidsions

were caused by strychnine, similar results were
obtained.

From these facts this .accomplished physiologist

deduces the gener.al law, that ' the greater the
degree of muscular irritability at the time of death,

the later the cadaveric rigidity sets in ; and the
longer it lasts, the later also putrefaction appears,
and the slower it progresses.'

The exact cause of this rigidity is not .accurately

known. The old view that it depended on the
coagulation of the blood is no longer tenable. It

most probably results from the s])outaneous coagu-
lation of a fibrinous material contained in the

muscidar juice.

R'IGVEDA, the first and priucip.al of the four

Vedas. See Veda.

RI'MA-.SZO'MBATH, a market-town of Him-
gary, on the river Rima, 2.3 miles north-east of

Pesth. Articles in wood are largely manufactured,
and there is a trade in linen and bullock's hides.

Pop. S300.

RI'MINI (ancient Ariminum), a city of Central
Italy, province of Forli, in Romagna. It is situated

on the river ilarecchia, and though the ancient

harbour has been gradually tilled up by the sands
brought down by th,at stream, the port is still the
resort of a large number of vessels engaged in

fisheries, which employ nearly h.alf the population
of the town. Pop. 33,272. R. has fine streets, well-

built houses, a handsome town-hall with porticoes,

many fine churches, among others the cathedral

built liy Leon Battista Alberti, the interior of which
is full of monuments ; outside it is adorned with
sarcoph.agi. It h.a3 a library, many superior schools,

and two orphan asylums. Among its ancient monu-
ment.al edifices stiU remaining, may be numbered
the marble Bridge of Augustus over the Marecchia,

and the marble Arch of Augustus. Its m.anufac-

tures are glass and sail-cloth. R. was founded by
the Umbri ; it was conquered by the Romans,
sacked by Sidla, plundered and destroyed several

times by the Barbarians, then given by Charle-

magne to the Church.

KINFORZA'XDO (Ital. strengthening), in Music,

a direction to the performer indicating that the

sound is to be given with increased tone and

emphasis.

RING (Sax. ring or hrhig, a circle or circular

line), a cii-cle of gold or other material. The
practice of wearing rings has been widely prevalent

in different countries, and iit different periods.

Rings have been used to decorate the legs, arms,

feet, toes, neck, fingers, nose, and ears. The prac-

tice of wearing rings suspended from the nose,

which is bored for th.at purpose, h.as been found

among various sav.ago tribes, more particularly the

South-Sea islandci-s. Bracelets, necklaces, and ear-

rings have been worn among nations both savage
and civilised ; but the most universal and most
famous use of rings is on the finger. Finger-rings
are alluded to in the Books of Genesis and Exodus

;

Herodotus mentions that the Babylonians wore
them ; and from Asia they were probably intro-

duced into Greece. The rings worn in early times
were not purely ornamental, but had their use as

signet-rings. The Homeric poems make no mention
of rings, except ear-rings ; but in the later Greek
legends, the ancient heroes are described as wearing
finger-rings ; and every freeman throughout Greece
seems afterwards to have had one. The practice of

counterfeiting signet-rings is alluded to <as e.xisting

in Solon's time. The devices on the earlier rings

were probably cut in the gold ; but at a later

period, the Greeks came to have rings set with
precious stones, which by and by passed from
articles of use into the category of ornament.
Persons were no longer satisfied with one ring, but
wore two or three —and their use was extended to

women. The Lacedaemonians wore iron rings. The
Romans are said to have derived the use of rings

from the Sabines ; their rings were at first, as those
of the Greeks, signet-rings, but made of ii'on. Every
free Roman had a right to wear one ; and down to
the close of the republic, the iron ring was worn by
those who affected the simpUcity of old times.

Ambassadors, in the early age of the republic, wore
gold rings as a part of their official dress—a custom
afterwards extended to senators, chief magistrates,

and in later times to the equites, who were said to

enjoy the jus annuli aurei, from which other persons
were excluded. It became customary 'for the
emperors to confer the jus annuli aurei on whom
they pleased, and the priN-ilege grew gradually more
and more extensive, till Justinian embraced within
it .all citizens of the empire, whether ingenui or

Ubcrtim. The signs engraved on rings were very
various, including portraits of friends or ancestors,

and subjects connected with mythologj' or religion ;

and in the art of engraving figures on gems, the
ancients far surpassed artists of modern times. The
later Romans, Uke the Greeks, crowded their fingers

with rings, and the more effeminate among them
sometimes had a different ring for summer and
winter. Rings entered into the gi'oundwork of

many oriental superstitions, as in the legend of

Solomon's ring, which, among its other marvels,

sealed up the refractory Jins in jars and cast them
into the Red Sea. The Greeks mention various

rings endowed with magic power, as that of Gyges,
which rendered him invisible when its stone was
turned inwards : and the ring of Polycrates, which
was flung into the sea to

propitiate Nemesis, and
found by its owner inside

a fish ; and there were
persons wiio made a
lucrative traffic of selling

charmed rings, worn for

the most part by the

lower classes.

Various explanations

have been given of the

connection of the ring

with marriage. It would
r.athcr ajipear that wed-
ding-rings were worn by
the Jews prior to Chris-

tian times. Fig. 1 shews

a Jewish marriage ring

beautifully wrought in

gold tihgree, and richly cn.amelled, now in the pos-

session of Lord Londcsborough. It has been said

that as the delivery of the signet-ring to any one
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was a sign of confidence, so the delivery of a ring

by the husband to the wife indicated that she was
admitted into his confidence. Another explanation

is, that the form of the ring symbohses eternity and
constancy ; and it has been aUejed that the left

hand was chosen to denote the wife's subjection to

her husband, and the third finger, because it thereby-

pressed a vein which was supposed to communi-
cate directly with the heart. Tlie third finger has

always been selected as the finger on which official

rings are to be worn. Bishops on their consecration

receive a ring to be woru on the third finger of the

right hand, in order to indicate ecclesiastical autho-

rity, and doctors were formerly in use, for a similar

reason, to wear a ring on the same finjrer. A ring

has been much used at betrothal as well as

)nan'iage, and in many parts of the continent of

Europe a wedding-ring is worn bj' the husband as

^>•ull as the wife. In Britain, rings are occasionally

worn on all the fingers except the first finger and
thumb ; the Germans usually wear a signet-ring on

the first finger. Daring the

IGth, 17th, and ISth cen-

turies it was a very com-
mon practice to have
mottoes inscribed on rings

(fig. 2), including wedding-
rings, and the motto was
called the jwsy or chanson.

The ring was the symbol
of tlie dominion of Venice over the Adriatic ; and
yearly, on Ascension Day, a ring was thrown by
the doge from the .ship Bucentaur into the sea, to

denote that as the wife is subject to her husband,

so is the Adriatic Sea to the repubhc of Venice.

Tn pagan times in Europe, the ring seems to have
been connected with fidelity or with espousals.

Fig. 3 shews a form of betrothal ring called a

gimmal, or linked ring, which was used in later

times ; the upper fig. shews the three parts brought

Fig. 3.

tjgether; the lower fig., the parts separately. By
an ancient Norse custom, described in the Eyrhrygia
Sarja, when an oath was imposed, he by whom it

was pledged passed his hand through a silver ring,

sacred to that ceremony ; and in Iceland the cere-

mony of betrothal used to be accompanied by the
bridegroom passing his four fingers and thumb
through a large ring, and in this manner receiving
the hand of the bride, as represented in a woodcut
in an old edition of Olaus JUai/nus. As lately as

17S0, the practice existed in Orkney of a man and
Woman pUghting their faith at the Standing Stones
of Stennia by joining their hands through the
perforated stone of Odin.

Kings were greatly used in ancient Egypt. They
were called tebh, finger-rings, and khatem, signets,
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both kinds being represented in the sculptures
and mentioned in the hieroglyjihs. Besides these
two classes, solid rings of gold and silver were
used as monej'. Rings for the fingers are of the
most remote antiquity, and were the emblems of

rank and power. They were of two kinds ; the
solid ring, made of gold, silver, copper, or iron,

having a square or oval bezel, on which the
subject to be impressed was sunk or cut in intaglio.

The oldest of these were of gold, iron not having
been in use till the Roman rule over Egypt, or

about the Ist c. a.d. A remarkably fine specimen
is one of a Hemphite priest or flamen of the
monarch Cheops, who lived in the time of the 26th
dynasty, about the .'ith c. B.C. But rings of this

class are probably not so old as the other kind,

which have a square or oblong pUnth of gold,

stone, or glass, on which the subjects are engraved
also in intagho. These plinths are pierced throngh
their long axis to admit the metal ring on whicli

they revolve, and are secured to it by wire coded
round the ring at the place of insertion. Scarabi-ei

of glazed steatite, set in frames of gold or silver,

were often used for bezels. The bezels have their

base engraved with hieroglyphs and other subjects,

the names of monarchs, figures of deities, mottoes,
and devices. Such rings were used by fimctionaries

;

and in the accoimt of the investiture of Joseph in

the Book of Genesis, a ring was put on his tmger
as a symbol of his rank. The poorer classes had
rings of ivory or blue porcelain, with solid oval

bezels, ha\-ing in intaglio similar subjects. Rings
appear to have been placed on all the fingers, and
even the thumb, and the hands of ladies were
loaded with these costly ornaments. A cat, emblem
of the goddess Bast or Pasht, the Egyptian Diana,

was a favourite subject of ladies' rings. The third

finger of the left hand was the ring finger. Some
remarkable instances of gold rings with revolving

bezels have been fouud, as that of Thothmes III. in

the collection of Lord Ashbumham, and another
with the name of the monarch Horus, which con-

tained gold to the value of £20. Such rings could
give two impressions, Uke the seal and counterseal

of modern times. The counterfeiting of signets

was a Clime, and the deceased, at the great judg-

ment of 'the dead, protested he had not done so.

—

Wilkinson, Mann, and Oust., vol. iii. pp. 370 and
folk ; Bouomi, Trans. R. Soc. Lit., New Series, voL
i. p. 108 ; Prisse, Mon. Egypt., PI. xlvii.

RINGBONES consist of a circle of bony matter
round the horse's coronet, are most common in the
fore limbs of draught horses with short upright pas-

terns, and much worked upon the hard roads ; but
they also occasionally appear on the hind limbs of

lighter-bred horses. They seldom cause lameness,

except when rapidly and recently formed ; but as

they are apt to stifi'en the neighbouring joints, they
constitiite unsoundness. Rest should be enjoined,

and cold bran poultices or swabs, kept cool and
moist by any refrigerant mixture, applied con-

tinuously until heat and tenderness are removed,
when the fetlock is to be fired or dressed with
fly-blister, or the ointment of the red iodide of

mercury.

RING DOVE. See Pigeon.

RING MONEY. At an early stage of society,

prior to the invention of coinage, but after the in-

conveniences of direct barter had been discovered,

the precious metals, formed into rings, were used as

a medium of exchange ; these same rings being also

ser^aeeable in some cases as personal ornaments.
The use of ring money among the Egyjitians is

proved by representations of gold and silver money
in their paintings, an instance of which is to be
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seen in one of the grottoes in the Hill of Shek Aba
at Quorneh, whieh bears the cartouche of Amunoph
II. inscribed on its walls. The gold or silver rings
were formed of a wire or bar of metal bent into a
circle, but not quite united at the extremities, so
that it could be easily made into a chain, from
which portions could be detached at pleasure. It
serms probable that the indiridual loops were not
adjusted to a particular weight, but that each
l)unJle of loops amounted in the aggregate to a par-
ticular weight. A metallic currency of this kind
seems to be alluded to in the incident in the Book
of Genesis, of the Hebrew patriarchs finding their
luuney ' in fidl weight' at the mouth of their sacks.
Iling money, both of gold and silver, similar to what
is represented in the Egyjjtian paintings, was
brought by Mr Bonomi from Xubia. Some of the
silver rings had been worn as bracelets, and were
ornameuted with engraved work. This kind of

currency has probably never gone out of use in

some parts of Africa since the remote period when
it was emjiloyed in jiaying the exactions of the
Pharaohs. Ring money for African traders is

regularly mauufactm-ed at Birmingham of copper,
or an alloy of copper and iron, and known under
the name of ' Manillas.'

The ring money of the East found its way at an
early period to Western Europe, including the
British Islands. In Sweden and Norway its use
seems to have continued down to the 12th c, or
even later. A Norse law made about the year 1220,
alludes to an established ring money, of which each
ring was of a definite weight. The medieval ring
money had so far advanced beyond the Egyjjtiau as

to have each ring adjusted to a special weight, for

which it might pass without weighing. Ciesar
mentions gold and iron rings as used in Gaul and
Britain for money ; and gold and silver, and occa-
sionally brass, ring money has been dug up in many
parts of Britain, consisting of bars of metal bent in

a circular shape ; the ends in what seem to be the
older specimens are left plain ; in those of later

times, they are flattened and ornamented. One
example, found in one of the Weeins, or subter-
ranean dwellings of the island of Shapinshay in

Orkney, is composed of three bars of gold twisted
together like a cord. A remarkable silver chain of
.].'! rings, wci filing above 93 ounces, was dug up in

1S05 near Inverness, in the course of the excavations
for the Caledonian Canal, and is now in the museum
of the Scottish Antiquaries. Some of the larger
specimens of gold nng money are very highly
decorated. The gold torque worn roimd the neck
of the Gallic warriors, weighing sometimes as much
as four pounds, besides being a personal ornament,
wa.s adjusted to a certain weight as money.
.\moug the various modifications of ring money

in use in different countries, may be mentioned the
.silver fish-hook money of Ceylon, mentioned by
Tavemier, of the form of a fiat wire bent into a
hook, and issued as late as 1659. Specimens of it

have lately been dug up.

KING OUZEL {Timlus lorquatus, or Merula
torquata), a species of thrush, rather larger than the

blackbird, which it much resembles. It is a native

of Europe, and chiefly of the western parts of it

;

spends the winter in the south of Euroiie or in

Africa, and visits more northern regions in summer.
It is of frequent occurrence in many parts of the
British Islands. It is seldom seen in the more
cultivated and thickly-peopled districts, but prefers

moimtain slopes, heaths, and their vicinity. It

makes its nest generally in heathy banks, often

under a bush. The nest is of coarse grass, within
v.hieh is a thin shell of clay, and an inner lining

of fine dry grass. The R. 0. is a constant visitor

of gardens in the neighbourhood of its haunts,
committmg great depredation.?, particulariy when
cherries are ripening. In Scotlaud it is known as
the Moor Blackbird. It is of a dark-brown colour,
almost black; the feathers edged -n-ith blackish-

Ring Ouzel [Turd-US torquatus]

gray, the feathers of the wings more conspicuously
edged with gray ; a crescent-shaped white coUar
on the throat. The song consists of a few loud,
clear, and plaintive notes.

RI'NGWORM is a popidar term for several dis-

tinct forms of skin-disease which occur in patches
of a circidar or annular form on the body, and
especially on the scalp. Thus, a species of Lichen
(q. v.), known to dermatologists as Lichen circum-
sa-iptus, in which the papules assume a circular
arrangement, is commonly regarded as ringworm

;

and the two species of Herpes (q. v.), known as
Herpes drcinalua and H. Iris, in which the vesicles

occur in circular patches and in concentric rings,

are usually included in the same term. None of

these are, however, cases of true ringworm (Tinea
tondens), which is a disease dependent on the pre-

sence of a special vegetable (fimgous) parasite, now
knoNvn to botanists as the Trichophyton tonsiiratis, or

hair-plant, and discovered in 1S45 by Mahnsten.

Parasitic Fungus from the Root of the Hair in a case of
True liiugworm, highly magnified.

{Copied from AitUcn'e Science aud Practice of Medicine, 3d ed.)

A, isolated spores ; B, spores united at their ends ; C, C, empty
tubes ; D, sporular tubes.

It consists of ov!il, transparent spores or globules,

about rsV^t'i of an inch in diameter, for the most
part isolated, but sometimes connected by articulated

filaments. This fungus is seated in the interior of

the hair-roots, and the hairs and the fungi simul-

taneously increase in size. The diseased hairs lose

their elasticity .and break, when they have risen a
267
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lino or two above the scalp. In tbeae cases the

short stump of hair soon loses all its characteristics.

If the hair breaks before emerging from the scalp,

a little prominence is formed, consisting of fungus,

epidermis, and sebaceous matter, and the assemblage

of such little prominences gives the scalp the

rough ajipearance knowTi as goose-skiu. This para-

site exists, according to Dr Aitken—whose Science

and Practice of Medicine contains an excellent

abstract of all that is known regarding parasitic

diseases— ' in the Herpes ton^urann of Cazenave,

which is the Porrirjo scutulata of Willau, the Tinea

tonsurans of Bazin, and the Trichosis furfurans of

Erasmus Wilson and Dr Wood.' There are three

varieties of true ringworm, which are described

by Aitken under the following names : (L) Ring-

worm of the Body (Tinea circinatus) ; (2.) Ring-

worm of the Scalp (Tinea tonsurans); and (.3.)

Ringworm of the Beard ( Tinea sycosis).

1. Bingworm of the Body first appears as a rose-

coloured and slightly-elevated spot about the size

of a fourjienny-piece, on which a bran-like desqua-

m.ation of epidermis soon begins, accompanied by
slight itching. This spot gradually increases in

size, but retains its circular form ; and as it extends,

the he.ahng process commences at the centre, so

th.it the circidar red patch is converted into a ring,

enclosing a portion of healthy skin ; and a ring thus
formed may continue to increase till it reaches a

diameter of four inches, or even more. It is apt to

affect the face, the neck, the liaclc, and the outside

of the WTist. This form of ringworm frequently

terminates spontaneously.

2. Binfiworm of the Scalp usually occurs in chil-

dren, and is especially prevalent when the nutrition

is defective, or there is a scrofulous taint in the

constitution. It appears in the form of round,

scaly, irritable patches on different jiarts of the

head ; and the irrit.-ition often occasions the form-

ation of minute vesicles. The hairs at these spots

become dry and twisted, and are easily extracted
;

and when "the disease advances, they break close to

the sc.ilp if an attempt is made to extract them.
The stumps, and the epidermis surrounding them,

become covered with a characteristic grayish-white

powder, consisting of the sporules of the fimgus.

The diseased parts are sUghtly elev.ited and puffy,

and differ from the healthy scalp in colour, being

bluish or slate-coloured in dark persons, and gr.-iyish-

rcd or j'ellow in ftiir patients. The inflammation
will last as long as the growth of the fungi con-

tinues ; and even when they die spontaneously, as

sometimes occurs, the affected spots remain perman-
ently bald, in consequence of the hair-bulbs having
become obliterated.

3. Binrjworm of the Beard is chiefly met with on
the chin, hairy part of the cheeks, and upper lips of

men ; but it occasionally attacks the axilla and pubic

region of women. It commences like ringworm of

the body, but when the deeper structures become
affected, pustidar indurations, resembling Acne
(q. v.), occur, and the hairs become readily detached.

On examining the hairs under the microscope, it is

seen that they are thickened ; that their bulbs

are partially disorganised ; and that the medullary
portion is atrophied.

The essential point in the treatment of all the

varieties of true ringworm, is to apply to the roots

of the hairs a preparation which will destroy the

fungus ; but before this can be done, the hair must
be removed, if the disease has not already effected

the removal sufficiently. This is best effected

with small pincers about three inches long, and
constructed so that the two extremities, which
should be a couple of lines broad, shall come together

very exactly. Or, in place of using the forceps, an
26S

ointment, composed of lime and carbonate of soda,

of each 1 part, and 30 parts of lard, may be applied,

which will soon remove the hair. French dermato-
logists recommend the application of 'I'Huile de
Cade,' or ' pil of pitch,' obtained by the dry distil-

lation of the wood of the Juniperus oxycedrus, to

the part from which the hairs are to be removed,
believing that it lessens the sensibility, and tends
to loosen the attachment of the hair. In order to
destroy and remove the plant, lint dipped in a
solution of sidphurous acid shoidd be continuously
appUed—sulphurous acid being probably the most
energetic parasiticide at present known. Amongst
the solutions that have been applied with the same
object, may be mentioned that of corrosive sublimate,

1 part to 250 of water. The general health must
be at the same time attended to, and the internal

use of cod-liver oil may usually be advantageously
combined with the local applications.

Ringworm in the lower animals, as in the human
subject, consists of the growth of a vegetable fungus
on the surface of the skin, is common amongst
young animals, is decidedly contagious, and com-
municable from man to the lower animals, and
probably, also, from the lower animals to man.
Commencing with a small itchy spot, usually about
the head or neck, or root of the tail, it soon spreads,

Iiroducing numbers of scurfy circvdar bald patches.

It is unaccompanied by fever, and seldom interferes

seriously with health. After washing with soap and
water, run over the spots lightly every day with a
pencU of nitrate of silver, or rub in a little of the

red ointment of mercury, or some iodide of sulphur
liniment.

KINNS OF GALLOWAY. See Wigto-vshtre.

RI'O BRA'NCO. a river of Brazil, the largest

affluent of the Rio Negro, rises near the sources of

the Orinoco, in lat. about 3° N., long, about G-l" W.
It flows first east to long. 61° W., and then south-

south-west to the Rio Negro, which it joins after a
course estimated at 700 miles in length. At its

junction with the Negro it is upwards of a mile in

breadth, and its lower course resembles a string of

lakes connected by narrow canals. Its navigation

is much impeded by rapids and waterfalls.

BIO BRAVO DEL NORTE, or RIO GRANTDE.
See Bravo del Nokte.

RI'O DE JANEI'RO, a maritime province in

the south-east of Brazil, bounded on the south and
east by the Atlantic. Area 18,060 sq. m. ; pop.
1,200,000. The coast on the north-east is low, lined

with lagoons and marshy tracts ; but in the south the
scenery of the shores is unusually beautiful. Moun-
tain-ranges occupy the middle of the pro\nnce, among
which the peaks of the Organ Mountains, rising to

from GOOO to 7000 feet, are conspicuous. Of the
rivers the Parahiba is the chief. The soil is fertile,

and the principal productions are sugar, coffee,

cocoa, cotton, rice, and maize. The pro\-ince is

traversed by a railway. The capital is Praia Grande
or Netherohy, which, including the district of St
Domingo, contains about 16,000 inhabitants. The
largest and most important town, however, is Rio
de Janeiro (q. v.).

RIO DE JANEIRO, generally called Rio, the
capit.al of the Brcazilian empire, and the largest and
most important commercial emporium of South
America, stands on a magnificent harbour, 75 miles
west of Cape Frio, in lat. 22° 54' S., long. 43° 15' W.
The harbour or bay of R., said, and apparently with
justice, to be the most beautiful, secure, and spacious
bay in the world, is landlocked, being entered from
the south by a passage about a mile in «-idth. It

extends inland 17 miles, and has an extreme breadth
of about 12 miles. Of its numerous islands, the
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largest, Governor's Island, is six miles lon;j;. The
entrance of the bay, guarded on either side by granite

mountains, is deep, and is so safe, that the harbour
is made without the aid of pilots. On the left of

the entrance rises the peak called, from its peculiar

shape. Sugar-loaf Mountain ; and all round the

bay, the blue waters are girdled with mountains
and lofty hills of every variety of picturesque and
fantastic outline. The harbour is protected by a

number of fortresses. The city stands on the west
shore of the bay, about 4 miles from its mouth.
Seven green and moimd-like hills diversify its site

;

and the white-walled and vermilion-roofed houses
cluster in the intervening vallej'S, and climb the

eminences in long lines. From the central portion

of the city, lines of houses extend four miles in three

principal directions. The old town, nearest the

bay, is laid out in squares ; the streets cross at right

angles, are narrow, and are paved and flagged ; and
the houses, generally built of granite, are commonly
two stories liigh. West of it is the elegantly built

new town ; and the two districts are separated by the
Campo de Santa Anna, an immense square or park,

on different parts of which stand an extensive garri-

son, the town-hall, the national museum, the palace

of the senate, the foreign office, a large opera-house,

&c. From a number of springs which arise on and
around Mount Coroovado (3000 feet high, and situ-

ated 34 miles south-south-west of the city), water
is conveyed to R. by a splendid aqueduct, and sup-

j)lics the fouutains with which the numerous squares
are furnished. Great municipal improvements have
within recent years been introduced ; most of the
streets are now as well paved as those of the finest

European capitals ; the city is abimdantly Ughted
with gas ; and commodious wharfs and quaj's are

built along the water-edge. R. contains several

excellent hospitals and infirmaries, asylums for

foundlings and female orphans, and other charitable

institutions, some richly endowed; about fifty

chapels and churches, generally costly and imposing
structures, with rich internal decorations ; and several

convents and nunneries. In the College of Pedro
II., founded in 1S37, the various branches of a liberal

education are efficiently taught by a staff of eight or

nine professors ; the Imperial Academy of Medicine,
with a full corps of professors, is attended by
upwards of 300 students ; there is also a theological
seminary. The national library contains 80,000
vols. The trade and commerce of R. is gi-eat, and
is annually increasing, although within recent years
it has been temporarily retarded by the American
war. In the year 18G2— 1863, the exports—of

which the principal articles were coffee (nine-tenths

of the whole), hides, sugar, rice, cotton, rosewood,
rum, tobacco, horns, ipecacuanha, and tai)ioca

—

amounted to £5,000,000, and were sent chiefly to

England and France; and the imports—of which
the chief were silk, linen, woollen, and cotton goods,

iron and rigging for ships—amounted to £5,582,431.

More thana lialf of all the imports came from
Great Britain. During the year 1803, 5980 vessels

of 1,069,390 tons, exclusive of mail-steamers from
Southampton and Bordeaux, entered and cleared

the port. The trade of R. will increase enormously
when the railways leading to the city, already

commenced, have been completed. Rop. about
300,000.

The vicinity of R. was first settled by the French
in 1555, but was occupied in 1567 by the Portuguese,

who founded the ])resent city, and gave to it the

name of St Sebastian. For tlie space of 140 years

after its foundation, the city enjoyed a state of

tranquil prosperity, and in 1763 it superseded
Bahia as the seat of government, and became the
residence of the \'iceroy3 of Portugal. Ou the

proclamation of independence in IS'22 (see Br;VZIl),

R. became the capital of the Brazilian empire.

RIO GRANDE, a name sometimes applied to

the upper course of the river Parana (q. v.) in

Brazil.

RIO GRANDE, a river of Senegambia (q. v.).

RIO GRANDE, or RIO GRANDE DEL
NORTE. See Bravo del Norte.

RIO GRANDE DO NORTE, a small maritime
proWnce of Brazil, occupies the north-east angle of

the country, and is bounded on the N. and E. by
the Atlantic. Area 16,842 sq. m.

; pop. (1S5G)

190,000. It derives its name from a river, formerly
called the Rio Grande, and now called the Potengi,
which flows into the Atlantic at Natal ; but
the principal river is the Piranhas. The surface is

flat along the shores, which are skirted hy many
dangerous shoals, but is hilly and mountainous in

the interior. Salt is obtained in large quantity from
a nimiber of salt lakes, and building-stone is abun-
daut. The soil, generally sterile, is fertile on the
river-banks. The principal crop raised is cotton,

and large herds of horses and cattle are reared on
the pastures, which are extensive. The capital is

Natal (q. v.).

RIO GRANDE DO SUL, or, to give the name
in full, Sao Pedro do Rio Gr-^lnde do Sul, a mari-
time province of Brazil, constituting the extreme
south portion of the empire of that name. It is

bounded on the N. and \V. by the river Uruguay,
on the S.-AV. by the republic of Uruguay, and on
the S.-E. by the Atlantic. Area, 85,239 sq. m.

;

pop. (1863) 400,000, of whom 75,000 were slaves.

The central districts are occupied by a range of

mountains, -which runs almost parallel to the
Uruguay, and from which the land falls away
into plains towards the Uruguay on the west, and
the Atlantic on the cast. Between the mountains
and the flat coast regions are the large lakes Jlerim
and Des Patos—the latter, 175 miles long and
about 40 miles broad. Its salubrity of climate and
fertility of soil admirably adapt it for European immi-
gration. The great wealth of the province is in its

flocks and herds, which are reared in great num-
bers on the campiiias or prairies. It is stated that

500,000 cattle, whose hides and flesh are preserved,

are slaughtered here annually, while as many more
are driven northward for orcUnary consumption.
All the cereals and fruits of Central Europe can be
grown here advantageously, and the inhabitants are

awakening to the importance of developing the
immense agricultural resources of the pro\'ince. A
considerable area is now covered with crops of maize,

beans, wheat, and potatoes, and the agricultural

j)roducts, which, till recentl)', were of bttle account,

now form one-eighth of the whole exports. The
gold-mines of the province yielded, in 1863, 6100
ounces, the value of which is stated at £25,000.
The principal articles of export of the prorince are
beans, horns, hair, cattle and horse hides, grease
and tallow, jerked or diied beef, tongues, mandioc
flour, and maize. Of the most of these articles,

the quantity exported has increased so rapidly
as to be in 1S61 about doulile what it was in 1856.

In 1861, the exports amounted to £1,637,846. The
half of all the imports of the province consists of

cotton, woollen, and linen manufactures, coals,

earthenware, and hardware from Great Britain. The
principal towns are Porto Alegre (q. v.) and Rio
Grande do Sul. The latter, a small but jirosperous

and increasing seaport at the south extremity of the
Ijake des Patos, and close to the sea, imported in

1861 goods to the amount of £582,573, while its

exports in the same year amounted to £509,843
exclusive of the produce shipped from the port oi
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Sao Jose do Norte (value £224,099), which maj' be
considered a port of itself. lu 1S61, 1148 vessels

of 250.939 tons, includiug the vessels engaged in

the coasting-trade, entered and cleared the port.

mOM, a small tovm of France, in the dep.

of Puy-de-DOme, is picturesquely situated on a hill,

1173 feet above the sea, 8 miles north-north-east of

Clermont. It is built of dark lava, and is a perfect
treasure of domestic architecture, especially of the
Renaissance period. Linen, leather, and brandy are

manufactured. Pop. (18G2) 8206.

RI'O NE'GRO, one of the principal affluents of

the Amazon, rises in an unexplored district of the
south of the United States of Colombia (New Gran-
ada), flows in a general south-south-east direction,

.and joins the Amazon at Manaos, after a course
estimated at 1000 miles iu length. It receives from
the north the Cassiquiare (q. v.), by means of which
commuliication is established betn'een the Orinoco
and the Amazon ; also the Cababuri, Padaviry,
Branco, and other large streams ; from the south
comes its greatest affluent, the Vaupes. It is 1^
miles broad when it enters the Amazon.

RIO NEGRO, a river of South America, forms
the greater part of the boundary between the
jVrgentLne Republic and Patagonia. At its source,
it is called by the natives Melly-roumey-co—i. c,

four small rivers—from the fact that it is formed by
four head-waters from the bosom of the Cordilleras.

It is afterwards called by the natives Courou-
roumey-co, or Black River (Span. Rio Negro), from
the dark colour of its waters, caused by the depth
and narrowness of its channel. It flows fii'st north-
east, then east and south-east through the plains to
the Atlantic, into which it falls in lat. 41° 3' S., after
.1 course of upwards of 700 miles. Shoals and
islands obstnict its channel, and it is navigable only
for 20 miles above its mouth.

RIONE'RO, a large town of Southern Italy, in
the province of Basilicata, 7 miles south of MeLfi,

|

pop. 13,804. It produces grain, maize, pijse, and
wine. The inbabitanta are agriculturists and shep-
herds. There is a great trade carried on in maple
snuff-boxes, which are manufactured here.

RIOSE'CO, Medina de, a small to-vvn of Spain,
in the province of Valladolid, and 20 miles north-
west of the city of that name, stands on two hills

in a fertile district. In the middle ages, it was
the centre of consideraljle trade, but it has much
deohned in recent times. The chief church is that
of Santa Maria, a beautiful Gothic edifice, richly
decorated, and containing several excellent pictures.

: Here, in ISOS, a Spanish army, 50,000 strong, under
I

Blake and Cuesta, was defeated, with a loss pf 6000
!

men, by 12,000 French troops, imder Bessieres. The
I

chief result of this battle was that Joseph Bonaparte

I

was placed on the throne of Jladrid. After the

I

defeat, the um"esisting town was sacked with more
than wonted barbarity. Pop. about 4500.

RIOT is the legal name of an offence which con-
sists in the assembling of three or more persons for
an illegal purpose, or for the carrying out of a legal
purpose in an iUegal manner. Riots often commence
in some supposed private wrong. Some degree of
violence is incidental to a riot, .and a degree of inti-

midation to the neighbourhood. A riot cannot take
place unless at least three persons act in concert.
When a riot becomes formidable, it is usual for the
authorities to take active measures to disperse it.

Thus, any justice of the peace may command the
persons assembled to disperse peaceably by a form
of words called reading the Riot Act, which is as
foUoivs : 'Our Sovereign Lady the Queen chargeth
and commandeth all persons being assembled
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immediately to disperse themselves, and peaceably
to depart to their habitations, or to their lawfiil
business, upon the pains contained in an Act of
King George for preventing tumidts and riotous
assemblies.—God save the Queen.' If the rioters,
after this formal proclamation, remain more than
one hoiu- afterwards, they are guilty of felony, and
rnay be seized, and carried liefore a justice. Some-
times it is difiicult to distinguish between an illegal

assembly and one which is leg.al, though noisy and
tumultuous, and the opinion of the justice of the
peace is not conclusive as to its illegality. Some-
times the Riot Act is read more than ouQe during
the disturbance, in which case the second or third
reading does not supersede the first.

RIOUW, a Netherlands residency or government
in the Eastern Archipelago, including the Riouw,
Lingga, Tambilan, Aiainbas, .and Natuna island
groups, lying between Malacca, Sumatra, Banca, and
Borneo. Area, 3120 sq. miles. Pop. (1858) of the
whole group about 75,000. The resident of R. also
rules over the small kingdoms of Kampar, Siak,
and Indragiri, on the east coast of Simiatra (q. v.),

with a population of over 20,000.
The islands of the Riouw-Lingga Archipelago aro

mountainous, the peak of Lingga rising to a height
of 3712 feet. Many of them are covered with heavy
timber and a dense underwood, through which it is

difficult to force a way. As far as is known, tho
prevailing rocks are granitic and sandstone. Gold
is found in Lingga, and tin was formerly extensively
wrought; but the richer mines of Sinkep and the
Carimon islands, in the southern entrance of the
Strait of Malacca, now yield the largest amount of
that ore. Coal is also foimd in the Riouw-Lingga
islands.

The climate is not considered unhealthy, though
.at times the heat is intolerable. The cliief pro-
ducts are sago, pepper, damar resin, gambir, gutta-
percha, ratans, cotton, fruits, and many varieties
of fine timber. Eilible nests are found in abund-
.ance, and the waters swarm with fish. Agar-agar,
tripaug, or b6che-de-mer, and shell-fish, are largely
collected. The Uncaria gambir is extensively
cultivated, from the leaves of which upwards of
100,000 piculs (each 133 lbs.) of gambir are yearly
manufactm-ed— 700 factories, with 6O0O Chinese,
being employed in that industry.
The industries are manufactm-ing gambir, distil-

ling arrack, weaving silks, ship-budding, wood-
cutting, tile and brick making, together vnth exten-
sive fisheries. The original inhabitants are Malays,
who are more numerous in Lingga than the other
islands. The strangers are Europeans, in the pay of
the Netherlands colonial government, Chinese,
Buginese, and Javans. The town of Ptiouw is at
the north-west end of the island, in a beautifid bay
where there is safe anchorage.—See Journal of the

Ind. Archip. vol. i. ; Crawford's Descriptive Diet.

;

De Resiileritie Riouw, door J. J. de Hollander (Breda,
1861) ; and Nederlandsch Indie (Amsterdam, 1863).

RI'PON, a market-town, and municipal and
parliamentary borough, in. the West Riding of York-
shire, 23 miles north-west of York. The market-
place, to which the four principal streets lead, is

spacious, surrounded by good houses and shops,
and h.as in its centre an obelisk 90 feet high. R.
is a bishop's see. The cathedral, foimded 1109—
1114 is cruciform, is surmounted with two uniform
towers, 110 feet high .at the west end, and also by
a centre tower. It is esteemed one of the best
proportioned churches in the kinijdom. Trinity
Church, buUt in 1826, is a fine cruciform ediflce in

Early EngUsh. There are other places of worship,
two hospitals, and a number of important schools,
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one of -which, the grammar-school, h:is an endow-
ment of £600 a year. The principal branches of

industry are machinc-makiuf;, tanning, malting, and
brass and iron founding. There are also several

flour-mills and varnish-factories. Pop. (1S61) 6172.

RIPPLE-MARK. Undulations similar to those
observed on sandy shores, and produced by the
particles of sand being drifted along by the water,

have beeD observed on the surface of sandstones of

all ages. They may be held generally as indicating

that the deposition of the bed on which they occur
took place on a sea-beach, or under water not more
than ten feet deep. Recent ripple-marks have,
however, been observed at a depth of 60 feet, and
there is reason to believe that mud and sand may
be disturbed at much greater depths by currents of

water. Loose sand also may be driven by the wind
into ripple-waves, that cannot be distinguished from
those produced by the receding tide.

R'ISHI (from the obsolete Sanscrit r'ish, see,

kindred with dr'a'-, 5if«-) is the title given to the
inspired poets of the Vedic hjmina, as they were
supposed to have ' seen,' or, in other words, received,

the Vedic hjTnns from the deity through the sense

of sight. ' The R'ishis,' Ydska (q. v.) says, ' see the

hymns with all kinds of intentions.' They were
therefore the oldest poets of India, and the word
R'ishi itself becomes thus even identified with
Vedic poetry. At a later period, however, the title

R'ishi was given to renowned authors, though they
were not considered as inspired by a deity, as,

for instance, to the authors of the Vedic Kalpa,

works which, by all Hindu writers, are admitted to

be of human authorship.—Compare Goklstiicker,

Pdrt'ini, &c., p. 64, ff.

RISING, in Heraldry, a term applied to a bird

when represented opening his wings as if about to

take flight.

RISING IN THE AIR. Tlie name of a belief

(prevalent in the middle ages) that the bodies of

holy persons were sometimes lifted up and suspended
in the air dui-ing the continiiance of a reb'gious

ecstasy. Calmet states in his work on Apparitions
that this singular phenomenon might be produced
by the fer\'our of the Holy Spirit ; by the ministry
of good angels ; or by a miraculous favour of God,
who desired thus to do honour to his servants in

the eyes of men. Numerous instances are recorded
in the Acta Sanctorum. St Philip of Neri, in

his religious ecstasies, was elevated in the air, some-
times to the height of several yards, almost to the
ceiling of his room, and this quite involuntarily.

He tried in vain to hide it from the knowledge of

those present, for fear of attracting their admiration.

St Ignatius de Loyola was sometimes raised up
from the groimd to the height of two feet, while

his body shone like light. St Robert de Palentin

rose also from the groimd sometimes to the height

of a foot and a half, to the great astonishment of

his disciples and assistants. In the life of St

Dunstan it is stated that, a little time before his

death, as he was going up stairs to his apartment,

accompanied by several persons, he was observed

to rise from the ground ; and as all present ^ere
astonished at the circumstance, he took occasion

to speak of his approaching death. In a recent

biography of Girolamo Savonarola, it is also stated

that while that martjT was in prison, shortly

before his executiim, he was observed once, while

in prayer, raised from the groimd, and was seen

distinctly suspended in the air for some short

period.

These relations account for the frequency with
wliich represeufcitions of saints are exhibited in an
aerial position in medieval paintings and works of

art. This belief fails in with one of the aUeged
phenomena of modern Spiritualism (q. v.).

RISK, in point of law, is used chiefly in reference
to the sale of goods, and injury or loss to the goods
before delivery. On such occasions, the question, in

English law, is governed by the previous question,

whether the projierty has passed or not by the
sale. If it has, then whoever is the owner must
bear the loss of the goods. In Scotland, the risk is

with the buyer of goods, whether the right of pro-
perty has passed or not. See Carrier.

RISO'TTO, an elegant Italian dish, consisting

chiefly of rice. Onions are shredded into a frying-

pan with plenty of butter, and they are fried to-

gether untQ the onions become very brown, and
communicate their colour to the butter. The butter
is then run off, and to this is added some rich

broth, slightly coloured with saffron, and the whole
is thickened with well-boiled rice, and served up as

a pottage, instead of soup, at the commencement
of a dinner.

RISSOLE, a cidinary preparation used as an
entree. It consists of meat or fish of any kind finely

minced and made into small forms, which are then
coated with a very thin crust either of pastry or of

bread-crumbs mixed with yolk of egg, and fried.

There is great variety in this dish.

RITE (Lat. ritus) is in general an external sign

or action employed in religious use, and designed
either to express or to excite a corresponding inter-

nal religious feeling. Such are, for instance, the
uplifting or outstretching the hands in prayer, the
imposition of hands in blessing, &c. The ancient
Je-ivish religion abounded with rites and ceremo-
nies, and through their excessive multipUcation in

the religions of the Gentdea, religion degenerated
almost entirely into outward form. A marked
distinction in this respect is drawn by our Lord
(John iv. 23) between the old and the new law,

which one class of Christians have interpreted as a

condemnation of all external ceremonial, while even
those who contend for the retention of ceremonies

in Christian worship require that their use should
always be accompanied and elevated by the corre-

sponding internal spirit. The great ground of dif-

ference in the Puritan controversy in England and
the corresponding disputes in continental churches,

was the lawfulness of ceremonies. See Gend-
FLEXIOX, PtmiTA^.
The name rite is sometimes used to signify the

aggregate of all the ceremonies used in a particidar

religious office, as the 'rite' of baptism or of the

Eucharist. In a stfll wider sense, it is used of the
whole body of distinctive ceremonial, including the

liturgy employed by a particular community of

Christians. In this way we speak of the ' Roman
rite,' the ' Greek rite,' the ' Sj-rian rite,' the ' jVrme-
nian rite,' the ' Coptic ' or the ' Slavonic rite.

'

RITENU'TO (Ital. kept back), a term in Music
implying that the speed of the movement is to be
iliminished.

RITORNE'LLO (Ital. return), in Music, in its

original sense, a short repetition Uke that of an
echo, or a repetition of the closing part of a song by
one or more instruments. The same term has, by
later usage, been applied to all sjTnphonies played
before the voices begin which prelude or intro-

duce a song, .IS well as the sjTnphonies between the
members or periods of a song.

RITSCHL, Fkiepr. \\'u.n., one of the first (per-

haps the very first) classical philologists of modem
times, was born at Grossvargula in Thuringia, 6th
April 1S06. He studied at Leipicig under Hermann,
and from IS2G to 1S29 at HaUe, where he eagerly
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availed himself of the lectures and societj- of Reissig.

In 1832, he ivas called to Brcslau as extraordinary
jirofcssor, receiving at the same time a joiut-

directorship of the philological seminary there.

Two years afterwai-ds, he became ordinary professor,

and spent the winter and spring of 1S36—1S37 on a
learned tour through Italy. In 1839, he accepted
an invitation to Bonn as i>rofcssor of classical litera-

ture and rhetoric, where his profound yet vivid and
spirited style of lecturmg soon drew (and continues

to draw) unusually large audiences. The Prussian
government conferred on him the rank of privy-

councillor in 1856. His first literar}- works were
devoted to the Greek grammarians, as the edition

of Thomas Magister (Halle, 1832), the acute and
penetrating treatise, De Oro et Orione (Bresl. 1834),

and the richly elucidatory Die Alexamlrhi. Biblio-

theken vnd die Sammlunr/ der Homerischen Cledichte

diirch Pisislratus (Bresl. 1838), sufficiently prove;
but by far his greatest work is his edition of Plautus
(Bonn, 1848— 1853), executed with the richest critical

apparatus, and exhiljiting, in regard to the emenda-
tion and exposition of the text, a faculty of genial
intuition worthy of Bentley. It was accomiiauied
by a comprehensive prolerjomena on the Plautinian
metres. The work secured for him a splendid reputa-
tion among his countrymen, who consider it to have
really opened up the way for the first time to a
critical stndy of the old Roman poetr}'. Among the
numerous productions of Pi. which may be regarded
as preparatory to this chcf-cVceurre, the most impor-
tant is his Parerga Plautina et Terentiana (Leip.

1845). More recently, his literary activity has taken
another direction—viz., a systematic treatment of
Latin inscriptions, iv-ith the view of Dhistrating the
history of the Latin laugiuage. His labours in this
department have been crowned with success, for r>.

has thrown more light upon the successive phases
of the langiiage than any other single indiridual.
To tliis field belong his Lex Piibria (Bonn, 1851),
Tilulus Mummianus (BerL 1852), Momimenta Epi-
graphica Tria (Berl. 1852), Jnseriptio Columnm Eos-
traixe (Berl. 1852), Anthologia; Latince CoroUariimi
(Berl. 1853), De Sepidcro Furioriim (Berl. 1853),
De Fidilihus LUleratis, <i-c. (BerL 1853), Poesis Satur-
nine Spicelegium (Bonn, 1854), De Ti/ulo iletrico
Lamhacsensi (1855), De Varronis Uehdomadum Libris
(1856), hi Lerjes Viselliam, Antoniavi, Corneliam
Observiitiones Epigraphicce (1860), and Procemiorum
Bonnensium Decas (1SC2). Besides these works, R.
has contributed a large number of learned disserta-
tions to the programmes of the university of Bonn,
in the Transactions of the Archaeological Institute
of Rome, and in the Pheinisches Museum fiir P/ii-

lohgie.

EITTER, Hein-rich, German philosopher, was
born at Zerbst in 1791, studied theology at HaUe,
Gottingen, and Berlin, from 1811 to 1815, and in
1824 was created Professor Extraordinarius at
Berlin University. In 1835, he accepted a caD to
the university at Kiel, and went thence in 1837 to
Gottingen. R. owes his literary fame especially to
liis profound works on the history of phdosophy.
The principal are : Ueber die Bildung des Philoso-
plien durch die Geschichte der Philosophie (On the
Education of the Philosopher through the History
of Philosophy), 1S17 ; Weldieii Einfluss hal die Phi-
losophie des Cartesius auf die AusUldung der des
Spinoza gehabt? (What Influence has the Philosophy
of Descartes exercised on that of Spinoza ?) Leip. and
Altenb. 1817 ; Ueber die Philos. Lehre des Empe-
dokles (On the Philosophical Doctrine of Empe-
docles), 1820, in WolTs Literary Analecta ; Geschichte
der lonisch. Phil. (History of the Ionian Philosophy),
Berl. 1821; Geschichle der Pijthagnrisch. Phil. (His-
tory of the Pythagorean Philosophy), Hamb. 182G;

Bemerhingen i'tb. die Phil. d. Megarisch. Schuh
(Remarks on the Philosophy of the Megaric School),
Rheinisches Museum, 2d series ; Ge.teh. der Phil.

(History of Philosophy), vol. i.—xii. Hamb. 1829—
1853 ; 2d ed., vol. i.—iv., 1836-1838 ; Vorlesungen
zur Einleitung in die Logik (Introductory Lectures
to Logic), Berl. 1823; Ahriss der Philosophiseh.
Logik, Berl. 1824 ; Die Halb-Kantianer vnd der
Pantheismus (The Half-Kantians and Pantheism),
Berl. 1827; Ueber das Vei-ltciltniss der Philosophie
zum wissenschaJHichen Leben ueberhaupt (On the
Relation between Philosophy and Scientific Life in

General), Berl. 1835 ; Ueber die Erkennlniss Goftrs
ill der Welt (The Recognition of God in the World),
Hamb. 1836 ; Uber das Biise (On Evil), Kiel, 1839 ;

Philosophical Essays (Kiel, 1839-1840). li. is not a
partisan of any philosophical school, but a critic of

all. His writings, which are conspicuous for the
learning and acuteness they display, are naturally
held in high estimation by the French Eclectics,

and several of his works have been translated into

the French langiiage.

RITTER, Karl, an illustrious geographer, was
born August 7, 1779, in Quedlinburg, in Prussia,
studied in HaUe, was nominated in 1820 Professor
Extraordinarius of Geography at Berlin University,
became subsequently meml:)er of the Academy, and
Director of Studies of the Military School. He died
2Sth September 1859. With R., as the founder of

general comparative geography, begins a new epoch
in the history of geographical science. His chief
works are : Die Erdhmde im Verlialtnisse zur Natur
vnd Geschichte des Mensehen (Geograjihy in its Rela-
tion to Nature and the History of Slen), 17 vols. Berl.

1822—1854.—The work is divided into 4 parts,

1. Introduction and East Asia, in 5 vols., containing
Middle Asia, High Asia, Siberia, China, and India,

vol. ii.—vi. ; 2. West Asia, in 5 vols. (vols, vii.^xi.)

;

3. Arabia (vol. xii.—xiii.) ; 4. The Sinai Peninsula,
Palestine, Syria (vol. xiv.—xvii.), with four indexes,

and an Atlas of Asia. Introduction to an Essay on a
more Scientific Treatment of Geograjjhy (Berl. 1852)

;

Europa, ein geographisch., historisch., statistiches

Gemcilde (Europe, a Geograjihical, Historical, Statis-

tical Picture), 2 vols. Frankf. 1807 ; Die Stupas, oder
die architect. Monumente, <ic. (The Stupas, or the
Architectural Monuments on the Indo-Bactriau
Royal Road, and the Colossus of Bamyan), Berl. 1838).

Many of his antiquarian and historico-antiquarian

researches are contained in the Monatsberichten of

the Berhn Geographical Society, and in the Zeit-

schrift fiir allgemeine Erdlcundii, tLc. Other note-

worthy productions are : Die Colon!strung von Neu
Zealand (Berl. 1842) ; BUck auf das Nilguellland
(Berl. 1844) ; Der Jordan vnd die Beschiffang des
Todten Mceres (Berl. 1850) ; Ein BUck aufPalcestina
und die Christliche Bevolkerung (Berl. 1852).

RI'TUAL (Lat. rituale, a book [or collection]

of rites), the name of one of the service-books of

the Roman Church, in which are contained the
prayers and order of ceremonial emplo5'ed in the
administration of certain of the sacraments and
other offices of the church. The ceremonial of the
offices of the Roman Church administered by
bishops is contained in the books entitled Pontifi-

cate and Cerenioniale Episcoporuni. The priestly

offices are detailed in the Ritual. In its present
form, it dates from the Council of Trent, which
directed a revision of all the ditferent rituals then
in existence, which were numerous, and exhiliited

considerable variety of detail. Paul V., in 1C14,

published an authoritative edition, which has
frequently been reprinted, and of which a further

revision was issued by Benedict XIV. Besides the
Roman Ritual, there are many dioces.an rituals, some
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of which are of much historical interest. In the
(Jreek Churcli, as in the other eastern communions,
the Kitual forms part of the general collection (which
contains also the Eucharistic service) entitled

J^itrhologion. In the Anglican Church, also, the Book
of Common Prayer may be said to contain the Ritual.

The most approved commentary on the Roman
Ritual is that of Barrufaldo (2 vols., Florence, 1847).

RIVE-DE-GIER, a flourishing manufacturing
town of France, in the dep. of Loire, stands on
the Gier, in the middle of the best coal-field in

France, 13 miles north-east of St Etienue by railway.
There is water-communication with the Rhone by
means of the Canal-de-Givors, which extends from
this town to Givors, on the Rhone. South of the
town is the immense and well-built basin of Couson,
containing 1,500,000 cubic mitres of water for the
supply of the canal. R. was formerly a mere strong-
hold, sm-rounded by high walls, and defended by a
strong castle ; and in 1815, the nimiber of its

inhabitants was under 4000. In 1862, it contained
l.'!,752 inhabitants. Around the town, there are
about 50 coal-mines in operation ; and the principal
manufactui'ing establishments are silk-mills, large

and important glass-works, factories for steam-
engines and other machinery, steel factories and
foundries.

EIVER. Rivers are the result of the natural
tendency of water, as of all other bodies, to obey
the law of gravitation by moving downwards to the
lowest position it can reach. The supply of water
for the formation of rivers, though apparently
derived from various sources, as from rain-clouds,

springs, lakes, or from the melting of snow, is really

due only to atmosjjheric precijiitation ; for Springs

(q. V.) are merely collections of rain-water ; lakes
are collections of rain or spring water in natural
hoUows, and snow is merely rain in a state of con-
gelation. The rdls issuing from springs and from
surface-drainage unite during their downward course
with other streams, forming rivulets; these, after
a further course, unite to form rivers, which, receiv-
ing fresh accessions in their course from tributaries

(subordinate rivers or rivulets) and their yecffo-s (the
tributaries of tributaries), sweej) onwards through
ravines, aud over precipices, or crawl with almost
imperceptible motion across wide, fiat plains, till

they reach their lowest level in ocean, sea, or
lake. The path of a river is called its course; the
hollow channel along which it flows, its bed; and
the tract of coimtry froin wliich it and its sub-
ordinates draw their supplies of water, its basiji, or
drtdnafje-arca. The basin of a river is bounded
by an elevated ridge, part of which is generally
mountainous, the crest forming the water-shed ; anil

the size of the basin, and the altitude of its water-
shed, determine, cceterls paribus, the volume of the
river. See Rain. The greater or less degree of

imiformity in the volume of a river in the course
of a year, is one of its chief physical features, and
dejiends very much on the mode in which its supply
of water is obtained. In temperate regions, where
the mountains do not reach the limit of perpetiial

snow, the rivers depend for their increase wholly
on the rains, which, occurring frequently, and at no
flxed periods, and discharging only comi>aratively
small quantities of water at a time, jircserve a
moderate degree of imiformity in the volume of

the rivers—a uniformity which is aided by the
circumstance, that in these zones, only about one-
third of the rainfall finds its way directly over
the siu-face to the rivers ; the remaining two-
thirds sinking into the ground, and finding its way
to spring-reservoirs, or gradually oozing through
at a lower level in little rills which coutinue to
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flow till the saturated soil becomes drained of its

surplus moisture, a process which continues for
weeks, and helps gre.atly to maintain the volume
of the river till the next rainfall. This process, it

is evident, is only possible where the temperatui-e
is mUd, the chmate moist, evaporation small, and
the soil sufficiently porous ; aud under these cir-

cumstances, great fluctuations can only occur from
long-continued and excessive rains or droughts.
In the hotter tracts of the temperate zones, where
little rain falls in summer, we occasionally find
small rivers and moimtain torrents becoming com-
pletely exhausted ; such is often the case in Spain,
Italy, Greece, and with the Orange, the largest
river of South Africa.

In tropical and semi-tropical countries, on the
other hand, the year is divisible into one dry and
one wet season (see Rain) ; and in cousequence, the
rivers have also a periodicity of rise aud fall, the
former taking place first near the som'ce, and, on
account of the great length of course of some of the
tropical rivers, and the excessive evaporation to
which they are subjected (which has necessarily most
effect where the cm'rent is slow), not making itself

felt in the lower part of their course till a considerable
time afterwards. Thus, the rise of the Nile occurs in

Abyssinia in April, aud is not observed at Cairo till

about midsummer. The fluctuations of this river

were a subject of perjietual wonderment to the
ancient civilised world, and were of course attri-

buted to superhuman agency ; but modern travel
and investigation have not only laid bare the reason
of this pheuomenon, but discovered other instances of

it, before which this one shrinks into insignificance.

The maximum rise of the Nile, which is about 40
feet, floods 2100 sq. m. of ground ; while that of the
Orinoco, in Guiana, which is from 30 to 36 feet,

lays 45,000 sq. m. of savannah under water ; the
Brahmaputra at flood covers the whole of Upper
Assam to a depth of 10 feet, and the mighty Amazon
converts a great portion of its 500,000 sq. m. of

sdvas into one extensive lake. But even these fluc-

tuations are surpassed comparatively in Australia,

where the rivers swell to an enormous height—one
of them, the Hawkesbury, having been known to
rise 100 feet above its usual level ; which, however,
is owing to the river-beds in that country being
occasionally hemmed in by lofty abrupt chfTs, which
resist the free passage of a swollen stream.
The increase from the melting of snow in summer

most frequently occurs during the rainy season, so
that it is somewhat difficult to determine, with any-
thing bke accuracy, the share of each in producing
the floods; but in some rivers, as the Ganges and
Brahmaputra, the increase from this cause is dis-

tinctly observable, as it occurs some time after the
rains have commenced, w-hile in the case of the
Indus it is the principal source of flood. When
the increase from melted snow does not occur
during the rainy season, we have the phenomenon
of flooding occurring twice a year, as in the case of

the Tigris, Euphrates, Mississijipi, and others ; but
iu most of these cases the grand flood is that due to
the melting of the snow or ice about the source.

In illustration of the enormous variation in the
volmne of rivers subject to periodical rise and fall,

we shall give a few instances in which the mini-
mum and ma.ximum delivery per second have been
ascertained :

DELITSRV IN CCBIC FEET PER SECOND.

Nile (at Assounn),

.
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bringing clown abundance of rich fertile silt—the
Nile bringing clown, it is said, no less than 140 mil-

lions of tons, and the Irrawadi 110 milUons of tons

annually—are too well known to neeci exposition

here. Islands are thus frequently formed, especially

at a river's mouth (see Delta). Permanent and
capacious lakes in a river's course have a modi-
fying effect, owing to their acting as reservoirs, as

is seen in the St Lawrence ; while the Red River
(North) and others in the same tract, inundate the

districts surrounding their banks for miles. In

tropical countries, owing to the powerful action of

the sun, all rivers whose source is in the regions of

perpetual snow, experience a daily augmentation of

their volume ; while some in Peru and Chili, being

fed only by snow-water, are dried up regidarly

during the night.

The course of a river is necessarily the line of

lowest level from its starting-point, and as most
rivers have their sources high up a mountain slope,

the velocity of their current is much greater at the
commencement. The com-ses of rivers seem to be
partially regidated by geological conditions of the
country, as in the case of the Saa Francisco of

Brazil, which forms with the most perfect accuracy
the boundary-line between the granitic and the
tertiary and alluvial formations in that country ; and
many instances are known of rivers changing their

course from the action of earthquakes, as well as

from the silting up of the old bed. The inclination

of a river's course is also connected with tlie

geological character of the country ; in primary and
transition foi-mations, the streams are bold and
rapid, with deep channels, frequent waterfalls and
rapids, and pure waters, while secondary and
alluvial districts present slow and powerfid currents,

sloping banks, winding courses, and tinted waters
;

the iuchne of a river is, however, in general veiy
gentle—the average incUnation of the Amazon
throughout its whole course being estimated at
little more than 6 inches per mile, that of the Lower
Nile less than 7 inches, and of the Lower Ganges
about 4 inches per mile. The average slope of tlie

Mississippi throughout its whole length is more than
17 inches per mile, while the Rhone is, with the
exception of some much smaller rivers and torrents,

the most rapid river in the world, its fall from
Geneva to Lyon being 80 inches per mile, and 32
inches from Lyon to its mouth.
The velocity of rivers does not depend wholly on

their slope ; much is owing to their depth and
volimie (the latter being fully proved by the fact

that the beds of many rivers remain unaltered in

size and slope after their streams have received

considerable accessions, owing to the greater

rapidity with which the water runs off) ; while
bends in the course, jutting peaks of rock or

other obstacles, whether at the sides or bottom,
and even the friction of the aqueous particles,

which, though slight, is productive of perceptible

effect, are retarding agencies. In consequence, the
water of a river flows with different velocities at

different parts of its bed ; it moves slower at the

bottom than at the surface, and at the sides than
the middle. The line of quickest velocity is a Hue
drawn along the centre of the current, and in cases

where this line is free from sudden bends or sharp
turns, it also represents the deepest part of the
channel. The average velocity of a river may be esti-

mated approximately by finding the surface-velocity

in the centre of the current by means of a float which
swims just below the sm-face, and taking four-fifths

of this quantity as a mean. If the mean velocity in

feet per minute be midtiplied by the area of the
transverse section of the stream in square feet, the
product is the amount of water discharged in cubic

feet per minute. According to Sir Charles Lyell, a
velocity of 40 feet per minute will sweep along
coarse sand ; one of 60 feet, fine gravel ; one of
120 feet, rounded pebbles; one of 180 feet (a little

more than two miles per hour), angular stones the
size of an egg. The remarkable formation of natural
bridges, and a general description of the erosive
action of rivers, will be found under Waterfalls.
' Rivers are the irrigators of the earth's surface,
adding aUke to the beauty of the landscape and
the fertility of the soil ; they carry off impurities
and every sort of waste debris ; and when of

sufficient volume, they form the most available of

all channels of communication with the interior of

continents They have ever been things of

vitality ami beauty to the poet, silent monitors to
the moralist, and agents of comfort and ci\Tlisation

to all mankind.' By far the greater portion of

them find their way to the ocean, either directly or
by means of semi-lacustrine seas ; but others, as the
Volga, Sir-Daria (Jaxartes), Amu-Dai'ia (Oxus), and
Kur (Araxes), pour their waters into inland seas

;

while many in the interior of Asia and Africa—as

the Murghab iu Turkestan, and the Gir in the
south of Morocco—'lose themselves in the sands,'

partly, doubtless, owing to the porous natiu'e of

their bed, but much more to the excessive evapora-
tion which goes on in those regions. The following

are a few of the chief rivers in each continent,

with the lengths of their courses in English statute

miles, and their cb'ainajje areas in English geogra-
phical sfjuare miles (the Thames is given as a
standard of comparison)

:

Europe.

Length. Drain&go Aicsl.

Thames, 220 6,000
Vistula 598 57,000
Loire, 598 34,000
Rliine, 690 65,000
Elbe 787 42,000
Dwina, 1041 106,000
Don 1104 168,000
Dnieper, .... 1243 170,000
Danube, 1723 234,000
Volga, 2762 397,000

Asia.

Euphrates, .... 1716 196,000
Ganges 1933 432,000*

Indus 2258 312,000
Maykan or Cambodia, . 2417 216,000t
Thaluain or Jtfartaban, . . 2152) iti nnn
Irrawadi 2532;

JJl.OOO

Hoang-ho, .... 2624 537,000
Obi 2670 925,000
Amur 2739 583,000

Lena 2762 594,000
Yenesei 3322 785,000
Tang-tze-kiang, . . . 3314 648,000

Africa.

Zambesi 2400 432,000

Nile 2578 620,0u0

America.

St Lawrence 2072 298,000

Rio Bravo del Norte, . . 2138 180,000

La Plata, .... 2210 886,000
Mackenzie 2440 442,000

Amazon, .... 3545 1,612,000

Mlssiesippi 3710 982,000

In Law, when a river not navngable forms the

boimdary of property, it is taken to belong iu

equal halves to the proprietors on opposite sides

;

and when both sides belong to one owner, then the

whole of the bed belongs to him. In the common
case where it is a boundary, an imaginary Hue,

called the medium, filmn, runs down the middle,

and all the bed of the river on one side belongs to

the proprietor of the land on that side. This rule

* Including basin of Brahmaputra.

f Including basin of Uenam.
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refers to the soil under the water, which ia as

absolutely the property of the riparian owner as the

banks of the river themselves. As regards the

water, it is true that the riparian owner on his side

of the middle Une has not the absolute property of

the water itself, but he can use it to a limited

extent—as, for example, to water his cattle, to

supply the wants of his house, &c. The right of

abstracting quantities of water is Umited to this

extent, that if, by taking more than the usual quan-

tity required for necessary purposes, the rights of

other riparian owners further down are materially

injured, then the latter can bring an action to

recover damages for such injury. Thus, if a riparian

owner or his tenant had a mUl on the river which

had existed thirty or forty years, and a riparian o-mier

further up has materially diminished the volume

of water, an action of damages will be competent.

So one owner cannot alter the bed or embank the

river so as to injure other owners. With regard to

fishing, each riparian owner has a right to fish in

his half of the river, and to catch all he can find

there, subject to the restrictions of the Fishery

Laws. (Paterson's Fisheri/ Laws of the United

Kincjdom.) In Scotland, the riparian owner, unless

he has a grant from the crown, cannot meddle

with salmon so far as net-fishing is concerned,

though he may fish for sahnon with the rod. It

follows that a riparian owner, when fishing with

the net or rod, cannot go beyond his own half of the

stream; and if he cast his line beyond the mid-

stream, he would be liable to an action of trespass.

But it is usual for opposite riparian owners to allow

each other to fish the whole stream, for this

is more convenient to both parties. The restric-

tions as to the times of fishing and the size of

nets are stated under Fishery. Where a river

is navigable, the soil belongs to the crown, and the

public have primd facie a right to fish in it, though

individuals may prove a title to a several or exclu-

sive fishery there, but the burden of proof lies

on such individuals. As between navigation and

fishing, the right of navigation is paramount, and

the fisherman must yield to the navigator.

The Potsoninr/ of Rivers has begun of late years

to cause serious concern, in consequence of the

extension of manufactiires, many of which are

situated on the banks of streams, and use such

streams as a drain or sewer. No person has a right

so to poison or poUute a stream, and if he do so,

any of the persons whose lands abut on the stream

lower down may bring an action to recover damages.

But if these tolerate the nuisance without complaint

for twenty, or, at all events, forty years, they are for

ever afterwards precluded from complaining. Hence,

in most cases, the manufacturers who poUute

streams must be able to prove that they have been

in the practice of doing so without challenge for

twenty, or at most forty years. As, therefore, the

law was defective in guarding salmon-rivers from

this danger, the English Salmon Fishery Act

enacted that all persons who poison streams without

a legal right of this kind shall be liable to fine ;
and,

moreover" even when they have the legal right, they

must prove that they have used all reasonable

means to counteract the ill effect of their refuse.

^^^loever unlawfully or maliciously puts lime or

other noxious material in a pond or water with

intent to destroy the fish therein, commits a mis-

demeanour, and may be sentenced to seven years'

penal servitude. In Ireland and Scotland, the law

does not materially differ from that of England as

to poisoning rivers and streams ; and it is an offence

to put lime into streams to kill fish.—Paterson's

Fishery Latcs of the United Kingdonu Besides the

offences declared by the Salmon Acts of the United

Kingdom, there are also similar penalties for poison-

ing waters, imposed by the Water-works Clauses

Act, 10 Vict. c. 17, 3. 61 ; the PubUc Health Act,

11 and 12 Vict. c. 63, s. SO; and the Nuisances
Removal Act, IS and 19 Vict. c. 121, ss. 23, 24.

KIVER-CRAB (TMphusa), a genus of crabs

inhabiting fresh water, and having the carapace

quadrilateral, the autenn;e very short. One species

[T. depressa), the Grancio of the Italians, is very
common in the south of Europe, and is often figured

on ancient Greek medals. It was in ancient times,

as it still is, an esteemed article of food. It is much
used in Italy during Lent. It inhabits muddy
lakes and slow rivers. In some it absolutely swarms.

It can be kept alive in a damp place for a long

time. It is often brought to market tied on strings,

River-Crab (Thelphusa depressa).

at such distances as to prevent fighting and mutila-

tion. This crab spends the winter deeply unbedded

in the mud.—Other species are common in warm
countries. T. cmiieularis is very abundant on the

Ghauts of the Deccan, in India, burrowing in the

ground, and running about among the long grass.

It ' runs with considerable swiftness, even when
encumbered with a bundle of food as big as itself

;

this food is grass, or the stalks of rice ; and it ia

amusing to see the crabs sitting, as it were, upright,

to cut their hay with their sharp pincers, and then

w-addling off with their sheaf to their holes, as

quickly as their side-long pace will carry them.'

RIVER-TERRACES occur in some valleys, and

exhibit the action of the river in scooping out ita

bed when it flowed at a higher level than it does

now. The terrace consists of a more or less steep

cliff, a few feet, or it may be yards high, with a flat

terrace on a level with the top of it. The cliff

corresponds to the present bank, and the terrace to

the alluvial plain through which the river runs.

The cliffs and tenjvces are repeated several times

in some river-basins, and they frequently correspond

,

on the two sides of the valley. They follow the

course of the river, sloping downwards, with an

inclination similar to the descent of the stream.

They differ in this respect from the parallel roads

formed by standing water. See Glekroy.

RIVET, a met.al pin for connecting two plates of

metal or other material together. The rivet is

put through holes in both jilates, and the pro-

jecting ends are then beaten down so as to repre-

sent the head of a nail on each side, and thus hold

the phates in close contact. Rivets are of most

essential importance in boiler and tank making,

and m building iron ships. They are often put

through the holes and beaten down while red-hot, in

order"that the contraction of the rivet, as it cools,

may produce more intimate contact of the plates.

The principle of the riceting-nuichinc is simply tho
'
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bringing a powerful lever to bear upon the head of

the rivet, so that the smith can hammer upon the

other and softuued end w-ithout displacing it.

BIVIEKA (sea-shore, coast), a term applied to the

narrow strip of coast-laud bordering the Gulf of

Geuoa from Nice to Spezzia. Between Nice and

Genoa it is called the Riviera di Ponente, or western

coast, and the part from Genoa to Spezzia, the

Riviera di Levante, or eastern coast. It abounds

in the most striking scenery, uniting beauty with

ftrandeur. The modern road that traverses it was

a work of formidable difficulty ; it was begun under

French rule, and finished by the Sardinian govern-

ment after the fall of Napoleon. The old road,

which was dangerous and almost impracticable, was

known as the Corniche road, and this name is often

applied to the modern one. A railroad throughout

the whole length of the Riviera is far advanced

towards completion.

RI'VOLI, a town of Northern Italy, situated on

the slope of a hill, on the right of the river Dora,

in the province, and 8 inUes west of the city of

Turin. Pop. 10,131. In 1797, a battle was fought

hero between the French and Austrians, iu which

the former were victorious.

RIZZIO. See Riccio.

ROACH {Leucisciis rutilus, see Leitcisccs), a

fish of the family Ci/prinulce, very plentiful in many

of the lakes, jionds, and slow-running rivers of Eng-

land and of the south of Scotland. It is also found

on the continent of Europe. It is seldom more than

a pound in weight, although it has been known to

Roach {LciiC'scus 7'ictiliis).

reach five pounds. The upper parts are dusky

green with Ijlue reflections, passing into silvery-

white on the belly, the tins more or less red. The

R. is gregarious, and the shoals are often large. It

is partially migratory, ascending rivers from lakes

—as from Loch Lomond—to spawn. It is not

much esteemed for the table. It is generally

caught with bait, but sometimes with a small Hy.

ROAD, in the law of Scotland, is used in the

same sense as Highway (q. v.) in England. Road
trustees are persons who are authorised by act of

parliament to make and manage a particidar road,

and levy tolls from the public to pay the expense.

In England, road trustees necessarily mean the

trustees of a turnpike road, on which alone a toll is

leviable, the ordinary highways being repaii-ablc

by the parish, and under the management of the

highway surveyor appointed by the parish. In

Scotland, by the early statutes, pubUc roads were

placed under the general management of the com-

missioners of supply and justices of the peace ; but

later local statutes authorised trustees to apportion

statute labour amongst the local inhabitants for

the repair of highways not turnpilvC. At length.

General Road Acts were passed, 4 George IV. c. 49,

1 and 2 'Will. IV. o. 43, and the local acts now
276

incorporate the last general act. Practically, the

roads of each county are under a separate statute,

which prescribes the modes of management of the

roads.

ROADS AND ROAD-MAKING. Roads form a

primary element iu the material advancement of a

nation, being essential to the development of the

natural resources of the country. Canals and rail-

ways have no doubt, in modern times, superseded

to some extent the common highways ; still, these

retain their importance, were it only as essential

auxdiaries.

The Romans were great constructers of roads, and

regarded them as of vital importance for conquest

an'd the maintenance of their empire. They are

said to have learned the art from the Carthaginians.

Except where some n.atural barrier made it impos-

sible, the Roman roads were almost invariably in

a straight line
;
probably because the chief means of

transport then in use were beasts of burden, and

not wheeled vehicles, which made the preservation

of the level of less consequence. The substantial

character of the Roman roads is well demonstrated

by the f.act, that they have iu some instances borne

the traffic of 2000 years without material injury.

The plan of construction was pretty uniform, being

that described in the article on the Appian Way,

one of the earliest and most famous of them. They

varied in breadth from 15 to 8 feet, and had often

raised footpaths at the sides, and blocks of stone

at intervals, to enable travellers to mount on

horseback.
. .

The roads made by the Romans in Great Britain

gradually fell into decay, and the attempts th.at

were now and then made to repair them were

insufficient to prevent England faUing into a worse

state with respect to its highways than most

other European countries. In 1285, one of the

earliest laws on the subject of roads was passed. It

directed that all trees and shrubs be cut down to

the distance of 200 feet on either side of roads

between market-towns, to prevent the concealment

of robbers m them. The first toll for the repair

of roads was levied by the authority of Edward III.

in 134G, on roads which now form part of the

streets of London. In 1555, an act was passed

requu-ing each parish to elect two surveyors of

highways to keep them in repair by compulsory

labour; at a later period, in place of the compulsory

labour, the ' statute laboiu--tax' was substituted.

But long after this, the roads even in the neighbour-

hood of London were wretchedly bad, and in the

other parts of the country, they were stQl worse.

For the most part, indeed, they were mere horse-

tracks ; the chief advantage in following them being,

that they led along the higher grounds, and so

avoided bogs. These- trackways were usually

impassable in winter ; being narrow, and in many
places so deep and miry as to be liker ditches than

roads. So late as 173G, the ro.ads in the neighbour-

hood of London were so bad that in wet weather a

carriage could not be driven from Kensington to

St J.oines's Palace in less than two hours, and

sometimes stuck in the mud altogether. Much
curious information on the state of the roads and

means of conveyance in England during the long

period which elapsed from the decay of the Roman
roads to the middle of the last century, will be

found iu vol. i. of Smiles's Lives of Engineers.
^

In laying out a new line of road, the skill and

ingenuity of the engineer are taxed to make the

gi-acUeuts easy, with as little expense as possible in

excavating and embanking (see EMB.vsKMEyT), and

to do this" without deviating much from the direct

course between the fixed points through which the

road must pass. In order to do this, an accurate
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survey of the tract, including the relative levels of

its different parts, and the nature of the strata, is a

necessary preliminarj'. The forraatioa of an ex-

tended line of road often involves the construction

of extensive bridges, viaducts, and the like, which
reqiiire the greatest engineering skill.

The importance of easy gradients or inclinations

in roads is well understood in a general way ; but it

gives a more precise idea of it to state that, while,

for example, the force requisite to draw a wagon
weighing 6 tons along a level macadamised road is

264 lbs., on a road mth an ascent of 1 in 70 the
force required is 456 lbs., i. e., ^jsth part of 6 tons
over and above 264 lbs. The greatest declivity

which can be given to a road, so that horses may
move down it with safety in a fast trot, varies

according to its nature ; for paved roads, 1 in 63

—

for those which are macadamised, 1 in 35—and for

those laid with gravel, 1 in 15, have been considered
the limit.

What is the best transverse form for a road, is a
much debated question among engineers. All agree

that it should be higher in the middle than at the
sides, but some think it should be much higher than
others. As a road can be better kept clear of water
by a slight inclination in the direction of its length,

than by any form which can be given to its cross-

section, it seems preferable that it should be as

nearly flat as possible, because every part of its

breadth will then be equally available for traffic;

whereas it is almost necessary to keep on the
centre of a highly convex road, and consequently
wear deep furrows there, by confining the wheels
and horses to pretty much the same track. Fig. 1
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rig. 1.—Cross .Section of a Road-
A, Foundation of rough pavement or concrete; B, Broken

stone?.
I

shews a transverse section of a road of an approved
|

form, the slope is 1 in 30, with a few feet in the
centre on a flat curve.

DifTerent opinions are also held as to whether
the bed upon which the road is to be formed shoidd
be fl.at or rounded ; those who prefer it flat con-
sidering that there should be a greater depth of

material at the centre than at the sides, while others
think that the depth should be uniform.

j

As respects the construction of the road itself, i

the first point to consider is the foundation. The
[

majority of roads have no artificial foundation. In
such cases, the surface on which the road-material

j

is to be laid, is generally made as solid as possible

by means of efficient drainage, and by rolling and
boating wherever there are embankments formed.

It is the question whether or not a road should

have a foundation of rough ]iavement below the

broken stone covering, which is the essential point

!

of difference between the two great riv.al systems

of Telford and Macadam. Telford considered it of

gre.at importance that there should be such a
foundation. He made it of stones varying in depth
from nine inches at the centre to three inches at the

sides of the road, these being set with their broadest

edge do^v^^wards, and no stone being more than
four inches broad upon the upper edge ; upon these

were i»laced a coating of broken stones not exceeding

six inches in thickness. The Glasgow and Carlisle

and the Holyhead roads are excellent examples of the

enduring character of those made on Telford's plan.

In our biographical notice of Macadam (q. v.)

will be found a reference to his method of road-

making. Suffice it here to say that he preferred

a yielding and soft found.ation to one which was
rigid and unj-ielding, so that even on boggy ground,
if it were but firm enough to allow of a man walking
over it, he considered an artificial bottoming quite

imnecessary. His roads were formed entirely of

angidar pieces of stone, of such a size as to pass

freely through a ring 2i inches in diameter. This
plan has now fewer advocates than Telford's, or

than the one subsequently proposed by Mr Thomas
Hughes, where a concrete of gravel and lime is

employed for the foundation of the road. But
experience has shewn that Macadam's plan of em-
ploying angular pieces of stone is superior to every
other as a mere covering for roads, whether they have
an artificial foundation or not. So popidar at one
time was the system of macadamising, tliat expen-
sively paved streets, such as that between Edinburgh
and Leith, were torn up to be reformed on the new
plan. Dublin has been instanced as an example
of the failm-e of Macadam's plan for the streets of a
populous citj'. There the macadamised streets are

in winter constantly covered with mud, and iu

summer, profuse watering is reqiured to keep them
from being overwhelmed with dust. It is curious,

however, that the French road-engineers have, in

recent years, come to the conclusion, that a covering

of broken stone alone is sufficient on the most
frequented roads and under all but the very heaviest

traffic.

With regard to the kind of stone suitable for

covering roads, granite and the different kinds of

greenstone and basalt, ordinarily called whinstones,

are the only kinds admissible. Sandstone is too
easily crushed, limestone is objectionable from its

slight solubdity in water. The stone employed
should be tough as well as hard. Flint is hard
enough, but it is brittle, and easily crushed to

powder. The object is to get it to bind into a firm

mass, and not to roll about, after it has been laid

down for some time.

Little need be said about the drainage of roads,

notwithstanding its great importance, because it

will be apparent from what has been said, that it

is in great p.art secured by the plan on which a road
is made. What further drainage a road requires,

can, iu many situations, be effected by ditches on
either side. Where this is not possible, as in the
case of portions situated in cuttings more or less

deep, proper drains require to be constructed. In
such circumstances, a drain is either made down the
centre, with branch-drains from the sides running
into it ; or drains are formed along the sides, with
gratings at proper intervals to take iu the surface-

water. If the ground beneath the road is composed
of clay or of any kind of wet sod, tmder-drainage
must be resorted to ; and of coiurse, wherever tliero

are footpaths, small drains require to be placed
uniler them, if there is no other means of carrying
off the water from the channel between them and
the road.

IIOANNE, a thriving town of France, in the
department of Loire, and, after St Etienue,
the most important town iu the department
for industry and commerce, stands on the left

bank of the Jjoire, which is here na\igal)le,

52 miles by railway north-west of Lyon. Its

streets are wide, and its houses handsome. The
chief structures are the bridge over the Loire, the
public library, and the college buildings. There
are important manufactures of nraslms, calicoes,

and woollen and other fabrics. Ship-building is

carried on at the several dockyards. E. is also a
most important entrepot for commerce between tho
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north and south of France. Pop. (1862) 14,330.

Around and within the town are to be foimd

numerous traces of the ancient rule and civilisation

of the Romans.

ROANO'KE, a river of Virginia and North

Carolina, U.S., formed by the imiou, at Clarkes-

ville, Virginia, of the Dan and Staunton rivers,

which rise in the Alleghanies, flows south-east

through the north-eastern portion of Korth Carolina,

and empties into Albemarle Sound. It is navigable

for large vessels to Weldon, head of tide-water, 150

miles ; its length is 260 miles. In 1861, Albemarle

Island, at its inouth, and Plymouth, were taken by

the Federal gunboats.

ROARIKG, a disease of the air-passages of the

horse, is ch.aracterised by a grating, roaring noise,

most noticeable during inspiration, and when the

.^jiimal is galloped in heavy ground. It usually

depends upon wasting of some of the muscles of the

Lirynx ; is apt to result from frequent attacks of

cold, from strangles, inflammation of the neck-vem,

or from tight reming. It constitutes unsoundness,

unfits the animal for the satisfactory performance of

last work, is apt gradually to become worse, when

a sharper whistling noise is produced, and is seldom

curable. In recent cases, a dose of physio should

be given, a smart blister applied to the throat, or a

seton inserted. As in broken-winded subjects, the

breathing is much less distressed when the horse is

fed and watered several hours before being required

to exert himself. He shoiUd have a liberal supply

of good oats, but only a limited allowance of hay,

which shoidd be given dam])ed. In bad eases,

tracheotomy may be performed, and a pipe inserted

in the windpipe, with which we have known heavy

draught-horses work regularly for years.

ROASTING. AU the app.^rently numerous forms

of cookery may be reduced to two, viz., Roasting

and Boiling (q. v.). In this general sense, roast-

ing may be held to include broiling, baking, and

alT other processes which consist essentially m the

erjiosure of food to the action of heat without the

presence of any fluid excepting its own natural

juices. Chemistry and experience alike teach that

the first appHcation of heat in roasting should

be powerful and rapid, so as to form an external

wall, by hardening the skin, and coagul.iting the

superficial albuminous juices, and thus retain

the deep-seated juices as much as possible -nnthin

the meat. This external crust is usually formed in

about 15 minutes, after which the meat should be

removed to a greater distance from the fire, and

allowed to cook slowly. The evaporation of the

internal juices may be further restrained by the

free and early application of flour—a process known
as dredging. The loss of weight in roasting is

greater than that in boiling ; but it is mainly due

to the melting out of fat and the evaporation of

water, while the nutritive matter remains in an

easily digestible form in the interior. Rides for

calcidating the time a joint of given weight requii-es

for roasting, are given in all the ordinary cookery-

books. TJnless the roasting is continued long

enough, those parts which are nearest the centre

do not become hot enough to allow the albuminous

matters to coagulate, and hence they appear red,

juicy, and underdone, as it is commonly called.

The exact nature of the chemical changes which
occasion the pecidiarly agreeable odour of roasted

meat is still unlinown.

ROB, the Spanish name of a conserve of fruits.

It is derived from the Arabic rooh, signifying the

juice of fruit, boiled to a sufiiciently thick con-

sistency to keep, and is supposed to have been
taken from its similarity to the saccharine pulp of

the locust-pods, called Al-garoba hy the Moors.

The juices of strawberries, raspberries, gooseberries,

currants, &c., are boiled with sugar until they form

robs, and are in that state used for flavouring

drinks, &c.

ROBBERY is larceny from the person, preceded

by violence or the fear of violence. By the present

statutory law of England and Ireland, 2-t and 25

Vict. c. 96, whoever robs a person is giulty_ of

felony, and liable to penal servitude, not exceeding

fourteen years, and not less than three years ; or to

imprisonment not exceeding two years, with or

without hard labour. If, on the trial for robbery, it

appear to the jury that the party charged did not

commit the crime of robbery, but committed an

assault with intent to rob, the party shall not be

acquitted, but shall be foimd guilty of the assaxilt

with intent to rob. The punishment of an assault

with intent to rob is penal servitude for three

years, or imprisonment not exceeding two years.

To constitute simple robbery, there must be what is

called asportation, or a seizure of the goods. Thus,

where the thief, in pulling a purse out of a pocket,

could not disentangle it from keys in the pocket,

and so the purse never left the pocket, it was held

not robbery ; but where a thief detached a lady's

earring, which became lost in the curls of her hair,

it was°held to be robbery. In the law of Scotland,

robbery also means the violent or forcible taking

away of property from the person, while stoutlu-ieff

means the same ofi'ence in or near a dweUing-house.

ROBERT OF GLOUCESTER, au old English

(metrical) chronicler, of whom absolutely nothing is

known, except that he was alive about the time of

the great battle of Evesham (1265). Robert's work

is a 'history' of English afiairs from the arrival

of the fabulous Brutus down to the end of Hem-y

III.'s reign ; and is valuable partly for its matter

(though that is in the main taken from Geoff'rey of

Monmouth and WiUiam of Malmesbury), but more

for the language, which is there seen in its transition

from Anglo-Saxon to the English of Chaucer and

Wycliffe. It is written in verse, contains more than

10,000 lines, .and—if we may judge from the mimer-

ous copies that were made of it—was very popular in

the middle ages. The principal extant manuscripts

are the Bodleian, the Cottonian, and the Harleiau.

The Chronicle was ])rinted by Hearne, in 2 vols.,

1724, a reprint of which appeared in 1810.

ROBERT I. (of Scotland). See Bruce.

ROBERT II., king of Scotland, 1371—1390, was

born March 2, 1316, only two years after the battle

of Bannockburn. His father was Walter Stewart,

and his mother, Marjory, only daughter of Robert

the Bruce. R. lost both his parents in infancy.

During the disastrous reign of his uncle, David II.,

he was one of the most prominent of the patriotic

nobles of Scotland, acting as regent, or joint-regent,

during the minority and exUe of his sovereign. He

was present at the fatal battles of HaHdon HiU

(q. V.) and Neville's Cross (q. v.). On the death of

David, he obtained the crown, and became the

founder of the Stewart dynasty, in virtue of the

law of succession adopted by the CoiincU of Estates

held at Ayr in 1315. Partly from disposition, and

partly from the infirmities of age, R, proved a

peaceable, though not exactly a pusillanimous ruler.

Such wars as were waged with England, were not

only conducted, but actually organised, by his

powerfid and intractable barons, particularly the

Earls of Douglas, Mar, March, and Moray, who

shaped the policy of the country very much accord-

in<T to their pleasure. The misery inflicted on both

sides of the borders by the raids of these warlike

chiefs, and the reprisals of the English wardens—
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the Percies and others—was frightful ; famine and
pestilence became chronic ; but the most celebrated

incidents of R.'3 reign were the invasions of Scot-

land by an English military and naval force imder
the command of the Didie of Lancaster (' old John
of Gaunt, time-honoured Lancaster'), in 13S5, and
again by King Richard II. himself, in 13S6, which
wasted the land as far as Edinljurgh and Fife ; and
the grand retaliatory expedition of the Scotch in

1388, when two armies invaded and devastated

England : the larger, under the Earls of Fife and
Strathearn, Archibald Douglas, siu'named the Grim,
Lord of Galloway, and the Earls of Mar and
Sutherland, penetrating by way of Carlisle; the

smaller, under James Earl of Douglas (the ' doughty
Douglas'), and the brothers Dunbar, Earls of Moray
and ISIarch, by way of Northumberland. Both were
completely successful. What gives a special interest

to the movements of the smaller body, is the fact,

that on its return home it fought and won, though
at the ex|5en3e of the life of its gallant leader, the

brilliant battle of Otterburn, Jidy 21, 1388. See

Chevy Chase. E. died at his castle of Dundouald,
in Ayrshire, April 19, 1390. According to Buchanan
(not, however, a very accurate historian), he laboured

honestly to suppress the internal disorders of the

coimtry; but, like most of the Stewarts, he was
profligate in his habits. His favourite mistress,

Eliz.abeth Mure of RowaUan, became his second wife.

ROBERT III., king of Scotland, son of the jjre-

«eding, was born about 1340. His baptismal name
was John, but this name, for reasons not ascertained,

was changed on his accession to the throne in 1390,

by an act of the Scottish Estates or parliament.

His imbecility as a ruler virtually placed the reins

of government in the hands of his ambitious brother,

Robert, Earl of Menteith and Fife, whom, in 1398,

he created Duke of Albany—during whose regime

the Scottish barons first began to exercise that

anarchic and disloyal authority, which,, in the

reigns of the first three Jameses, threatened to

destroy the power of the sovereign altogether. The
principal events in R.'s reign were the invasion of

Scotland, in 1400, by Henry IV. of England, who, at

the head of a large army, penetrated as far as Edin-

burgh, but did not inflict much injui-y on the

country, more, however, from clemency than impo-
tence ; and the retaliatory expedition of the Scotch,

in the following year, under Archibald Douglas, son

of the Grim Earl, which resulted in the terrible

disaster at Homildon Hdl (q. v.). R. had two sons,

the eldest of whom was David, Duke of Rothesay, a

youth not destitute of parts, but shockingly hcen-

tious. As long as his mother bved, he kept within

bounds, comparatively speaking ; but after her death,

says Buchanan, ' he gave an unbridled licence to his

jiassions ; laying aside fear and shame, he not only

seduced married ladies and virgins of good famdy,

but those whom he could not entice, he forced to

his embraces.' Albany received orders from the

kinf to act as his guardian, and after a short time,

starved him to death in his castle of Falkland—

for which he underwent a mock-trial by his own
creatures, and was of course declared innocent. Sir

Walter Scott has given the traditionary version of

this tragedy in his romance, The Fair Maid of

Perth. "R. now became anxious for the safety

of his younger son, James; and after consulting

with Wardlaw, Archbishop of St Andrews, he

resolved to send him to France ; but, while proceed-

ing thither, he landed at Flamborough, in Yorkshire,

either to avoid a storm or to recover from sea-

sickness, and was taken prisoner by the English, in

1405. When his father received the melancholy

news, he gave way to paroxysms of grief, and died

at Rothesay in the following year.

ROBERTSON, Feederice William, M.A., an
English preacher, was the son of a Scotch gentle-
man. Captain Frederick Robertson of the Royal.
Artillery, and was born in London 3d February
1816, in the house of his grandfather. Colonel
Robertson. At the age of nine, he was sent to the
gr.ammar-school of Beverley, in Yorkshire, where
he rem.ained for a few years, and then accom-
panied his parents to the continent, where he
became a proficient in French. In 1832, he entered
the rector's class at the Edinburgh Academy, and
there competed, we are told, ' all but successfully,'

for the highest classical honours of the institution

with James Moncrieff (now Lord Advocate for

Scotland). Next year, R. proceeded to the Edin-
burgh University, and while there, had for private
tutor the Rev. Charles Terrot, subsequently Bishop
of the Scottish Episcopal Church in the same city.

He was originally designed for the bar, but the
study of law did not prove interesting to him, and
he would glatlly have become a soklier, for he always
felt (as he afterwards confessed) 'an unutterable
admiration of heroic daring;' but certain diificidties

intervened in the way of obtaining a commission,
and R., in obedience to the wish of his father,

entered Brasenose College, Oxford, to study for the
church, in 1836. His hfe had all along been marked
by its singular purity and depth of religious feeling;

hence his new career inspired him with no regret,

but rather 'nnth a high resolve to be worthy or his

calling. His first appointment was to the curacy of

St Maurice and St Mary Calendar, but his health

broke down in the course of a year, and he was
compelled to visit the continent. On his retui'n to

England, he was for a time curate to the incumbent
of Christ Chm-ch, Cheltenham, whence, in the
beginning of 1847, he removed to St Elbs, Oxford,

and was just beginning to attract the notice of the

undergi-aduates at Oxford, when he was offered the
incumbency of Trinity Chapel, Brighton. His
'career' in Brighton—though it is perhaps wrong
to describe a life so pure, delicate, unselfish, devoted
as his, by a term expressive of vulgar ambition—
was brief but glorious. For six years he continued
to preach sermons, the like of which, for blending

of delicacy and strength of thought, poetic beauty,

and homely lucidity of speech, had perhaps never
been heard before in England. R. was urdiappily

(for his comfort) not very 'orthodox;' consequently,

he was long misunderstood, and vilified by the

'professedly religious portion of society;' but so

true, so beautiful was his daily life and conversa-

tion, that he almost outlived those pious calumnies,

and his death (from consumption, Augmst 15, 1S53)

threw the whole town into mourning. Thi-ee

volumes of his sermons, p.artly in the form of

jottings, however, have successively appeared
since his death, and have gone through nimierous

editions. More recently, a volume of exposi-

tory lectures on the Epistle to the Corinthians

was published, and another on parts of the Old
Testament is promised. His Lectures and Addresses
on Literary and Social Topics contain passages of

faultless beauty and refinement ; but as they were
delivered to mixed audiences, and never intended
for publication, they do not perhaps exhibit that
rigorous intellectual grasp of a subject, or that
strong and searching criticism of which their

author was so capable. A biography of R. is

promised.

ROBERTSON, Willlim, the historian, was
born in the year 1721, in the county of Edinburgh,
and in the parish of Borthwick, of which his father

was minister. He went to school at Dalkeith, a
few miles distant from his home; but in 1733, his

father's api)oiutmeut to a charge in Edinburgh gave
279
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liim the opportninity of attending school and college

there. He was licensed as a preacher in 1741, and
in 1743 was ordained to the parish of Gladsmnir,

where the battle of Prestonpans was to be fought

two years afterwards. In 'the '45,' he shewed
his zeal for the government cause by joining a body
of volunteers formed in Edinburgh ; and when the

majority of his comrades saw that it was useless

for them to attempt to defend the town, he, vrith a

few whom he had infected with his ardour, went to

offer their services to Sir John Cope. The latter,

conscious that he had already too many elements of

imperfect discijiline in his army, had the prudence

to decline this offer, R. afterwards became a leader

in what was called ' the Moderate ' side in the

ecclesiastical coiirts ; and in 1758 was promoted to

one of the Edinburgh charges, where he had
increased opportunities of influence. In 1759, he
published his celebrated History of Scotland. He
avowedly passed over the earlier periods, speaking

of them as 'dark and fabulous,' which no doubt
they were in the hands of those who had treated

them ; but it may be regretted that R. did not
bring his acuteness to bear on the materials for

their elucidation. In 1762, he was made Principal

of the university of Edinburgh. In 1709, he pub-
lished the History of the Reirjn of the Emperor
Oharles V., to which he prefixed a Vieio of the State

of Society in Europe from the subversion of the Roman
Empire to the bee/inning of the Sixteenth Century. This

is the most valuable of his works. The field has
been often since gone over by authors who have
discovered much new material, but all the use they
have made of it has become a sort of tribute to the

natural sagacity of Robertson. His History of
America was published in 1777. These works are

admirable for their elegant and vigorous style. R.
died in 1793. He was a genial man, with a large

circle of friends. He had great conversational
powers, and was reputed to be fond of displaying
them. Intaresting notices of his early life will be
found in the autobiogi-aphy of his friend Dr Carlyle,

and a sketch of the closing years is given in Lord
Cockburn's Memorials of his Life and Times.

ROBESPIERRE, Maximilien Marie Isidore
DE, was born Gth May 1758, at AiTas, where his

father w^as an unsuccessfiil advocate. Having dis-

tinguished himself at the coDege of his native place,

he was sent through the influence of a canon of the
cathedral of Arras, to complete his education in

Paris, at the College of Louis lo Grand, where, by a
singular chance, he found himself a fellow-student
with Freron, and CamUle Desmoulius. In his

studies, he was noted for diligence, regularity, and
intelligence ; and on the completion of his course
at college, he devoted himself to the study of jinis-

pnidence. After some years thus ]iassed, he
returned to Arras, to follow the profession of his

father. In this his success was decided ; and
previous to the commencement of his more public
career, he had become a person of considerable
local note. While sedulously attending to his

professional duties, he cultivated literature, not
wholly without distinction; and in 1783 became a
member of the Academy of Arras. Of the verses
which, at this time, he seems to have been fond of
writing, some curious fragments are ])reserved.

Having, it is said, in discharge of his duty as
member of the criminal court, been obliged to
condemn a cidprit to death, he resigned his situa-
tion on a [joint of conscientious objection to the
barbarity of capital punishment—an incident suffi-

ciently piquant in its contrast with subsequent
portions of his history. On the memorable con-
vocation of the States-general in 1789, he had
local influence sufficient to secure his election
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as one of the deputies of the tiers-Hat, in which
capacity he immediately repaired to Versailles. In
the Assembly, he was for some time of little account

;

but gradually he made for himself a jiosition, and
nice observers noted in him a quality of fanatical

earnestness and conviction, in %nrtue of which they
surmised for him a great career. ' This man,' said
Mirabeau in particular, ' wiU go far, for he believes

every word he says.' (CeJ. homme ira loin, car il croit

tout ce qu'il dit.) Though in the Constituent
Assembly he spoke frequently, and—despite the
disadvantages of a mean person, a harsh shrill voice,

and an ungainly manner—always with increasing

acceptance, it was outside as a popular demagogue
and leader in the famous Jacobin Club that his

chief activity was exerted ; and in this field his

influence speedily became immense. After the
death of Mirabeau, whose giant figure, whilst he
lived, seemed to dwarf all meaner men, his import-
ance became more and more recognised ; and from
this time forward till his death, his biography is in

effect the history of the revolution. In May 1791,
he proposed and carried the decree by which
members of the Assembly were excluded from a
place in the legislature which succeeded ; a measure
obviously disastrous, as deteriorating the quality
of the Assembly, and more and more insuring its

subjection to the Jacolnns, of whom R. was now
the idol. His early aversion to capital punishment
has been spoken of ; and it is curious enough to

be noted, en passant, that now, on the 30th May,
he delivered an oration against it in the Assembly,
denouncing it as ' base assassination.' On the disso-

lution of the Constituent Assembly in October
1791, R., now famous, revisited his native town,
where he was received with enthusiasm ; an escort
of the National Guard did honour to his enti-ance,

and a general illumination of the place testified the
admiration of the citizens for their deputy. After
a stay of seven weeks, he returned to Paris, and
resumed his activity as a leader of the Jacobin Club.
In the vmeute of 10th August following, by which
the king was dethroned, he took no prominent
part ; and though his compUcity is suspected in the
September massacres which ensued, no very distinct
share in the infamy has ever yet been proved
against him. To the National Convention, which
was now formed, he was returned at the head of

the Paris deputies ; and as recognised chief of the
extreme party called the Mountain, he was one
of the main agents in procuring the execution of the
king, which took place in December 1792. In the
following year occurred his final struggle with the
Girondists, who had twice before attacked him with
a view to compass his destruction, and the chief

men among whom he now triumpliantly sent to the
scaffold. The period of ' the Terror ' followed :

ilarie Antoinette and the infamous Duke of Orleans
were the first victims ; Petion, Dantou, and Camille
Desmoulius were next immolated, on a suspicion of
favouring a reactionary policy ; and for mouths,
under the so-called Committee of PubUo Safety,
Paris became the scene of an indiscriminate quasi-
judicial slaughter, in which some thousands of lives

were sacrificed. With these enormous atrocities, the
name of R., along with those of his friends, Couthon
and St Just, remains peculiarly associated. In the
midst of the horror, took jilace, on 8th June 1794,
that strange File de VEtre Sujireme, in which, in the
name of the Republic, the existence of a Deity was
decreed—a daj' of triumph for R., who, conspicuous
as the first man in France, presided at the solemn
mummery. But the end was near ; men were
weary of 'the Terror,' and the general sense of
insecurity it induced ; R. had many enemies ; in
particular, the numerous friends of Dantou were
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eager to avenge his deatli ; a conspiracy was
organised against 'the tyrant,' as he was now
called, and after a scene of fierce tumult in the
Convention, his arrest was accomplished. A rescue
by the popidace followed, but he lacked the
courage and promptitude to turn the opportunity
to account ; whilst he hesitated, his enemies acted,

and in July 1794, he closed his career on the
scaffold to which he had sent so many others.

Though without great and heroic qualities, R.
can scarcely have been the mean and contemptible
creature he has not unfrequently been represented.

The instant effect of his oratory we know ; and even
as read, his speeches command respect for the men-
tal power they exhibit. The subtlest practical tact

and judgment he must plainly have po-ssessed ; and
though timid in his o\\ti person, he was dexterous
to apjiropriate the residts obtained by the boldness
of others. In principle, he was severe and consistent

;

and the title of ' Incorruptible,' which he early

acqiured, seems throughout to have been thoroughly
deserved. In private life, he was amiable ; and
though he waded to his public ends thi-ough blood,

he had not the savage Joy in the shedding of it

which it has been common to attribute to him. He
was callous, not actively cruel ; and during the
time of ' the Terror,' it is simply the truth, that he
was rather reluctantly acquiescent, than active in

the atrocities for which he has since been held above
all others responsible. ' Death—always death !

' he
is said to have frequently exclaimed in private,

'and the scoundrels throw it all on me! What
a memory shall I leave behind me, if this lasts

!

Life is a burden to me.' For a candid view of the

character on this and its other sides, the more
curious reader may be referred to the work on the

subject by Mr G. H. Lewes

—

Life of Maximllien
Rtjbeispkrre, tnth Extracts from liis Unpiiblis/i^d

Cori'espondence (London, Chapman and Hall, 1S49).

See also the Histories of Thiers, Mignet, Carlyle,

Michelet, Louis Blanc, and quite recently Krnest

Hamel's Vie de Ifohespierre (Par., 1805).

KOBIN GOODFELLOW, a name given in

England to a domestic spirit or fairy, analogous in

cliaracter to the A^isse God-dreng of Scandina'\'ia,

the Kneclit Ruprecht, i. e., Robin, of German}', and
the Brownie of Scotland. Roguery and sportiveness

were the characteristics of this spirit ; and in the

reign of Elizabeth, his existence was so generally

credited, that he was ' famozed in every old wives
chronicle for his mad merrye prankes.' It was from
the popiilar belief in this spirit that Shakspeare's

Puck was derived. From the early ballads con-

cerning R., we learn that he was the offspring of

a ' proper young wench by a hee-fairy,' who was no

less a person than Oberon, king of Fairyland. In

his youth, R. displayed such mischievois tricks that

his mother found it necessary to promise him a

whipping. He ran away from home, and eng.aged

with a tailor, from whom he also eloped. When
tired, he sat down, and fell asleep, aud in his sleep

he had a vision of fairies. On awaking, he found

lying beside him a scroU, evidently left by his

father, which, in verses written in letters of gold,

informed him that he should have anj'thing he

wished for, and also the power of turning himself

into various shapes ; but he w;vs to harm none but

knaves and queans, and was to ' love those that

honest be, and hel]) them in necessity.'

As a specimen of his ' mad prankes,' R. went one

day to a wedding as a fiddler, and w.as a welcome

guest ; liut in the evening • then hce brganno to play

his merry trickes in this manner. Fu-st, hee put

oat the candles, and then being darke, hee strucke

the men good boxes on the eares ; they, thinkin"

it had beene those that did sit next them, fell

a-fighting one with the other, so that there w.as not
one of them but had either a broken head or a
bloody nose. At this, Robin laughed heartily. The
women did not scape him, for the handsomest he
kissed : the others he pinched, and made them scratch
one the other, as if they h.ad beene cats. Candles
being lighted againe, they all were friends, and
fell againe to dancing, and after to supper. Supper
being ended, a great posset was brought forth. At
this, Robin's teeth did water, for it looked so lovely
that hee could not keepe from it. To attaine to his

wish, he did turne himself into a beare : both men
aud women seeing a beare amongst them, ranne
away, and left the whole posset to Robin. He
quickly made an end of it, and went away without
his money, for the sport hee had was better to him
than any money whatsoever.'

Although R. was a sprite particularly fond of dis-

concerting and disturbing domestic peace, he was
believed to be easily propitiated. If a bowl of

milk, or curds and cream, were duly laid out for

him, he woidd at midnight perform for the servants

many household duties. If this were neglected, R.
woidd revenge himself by pinching and otherwise

annoj'ing the inmates. The follo\ving passage in

Shakspeare's Midsummer NiglU's Dream fully

describes R.'s peculiarities

:

Either I mistake your shape and making quite.

Or else you are that shrewd and kna\'ish sprite

Call'd Robin Goodfellow : are you not he
That flights the maidens of the villagery

;

Skims milk, and somethnes labours in the quern.

And bootless makes the breathless housewife cluu-n ;

And sometune makes the drink to bear no barm
;

Misleads night-wanderers, laughing at their harm ?

Those tliat Hobgoblin call you. and sweet Puck,
You do their work, and they shall have good-luck.

The Mad Pranks and Merry Jests of Robin Good
fellow have been reprinted from the eiUtion of IGio

by the Percy Society, in 1841.

ROBIN HOOD'S BAY. See Y'obkshire.

ROBI'NIA, a genus of trees and shrubs of the

natural order Lcguminosce, suborder Papilionacece,

having a 4-fid cal3rx, with the upper segment di\-ided

into two ; stamens, nine united, and one free ; the

pod long and many-seeded. The species are widely

diffused over the world. The most important is a

North American tree, sometimes called the Locust

Tree (q. v.), also known as the Fahe Acacia, or

Thorn Acacia, often simply designated Acacia. It

was raised from seed in France by John Robin, about

the year 1600, and gradu.ally spread over the warmer
parts of Europe and the south of Siberia. Oq
account of its quick growth, its spines, and its pro-

perty of submitting to be clipped into any form, it

is very suitable for hedges. In the south of Europe,

it STicceeds well as a timber tree, but in more
northern regions, it suffers from frost in severe

winters ; and in Britain it often suffers from frost,

owing to the imperfect ripening of the wood in

summer. The wood is compact, hard, and takes a

tine polish ; for many purposes, it is scarcely inferior

to oak, wliidi it rivals in toughness and strength.

It docs not readily rot in water, and is used for ship-

building. The tree is very ornamental, and of rapid

growth. It is found wild in abundance from the

AUeghanics to the Rocky Mountains. Its leaves

are pinnate, with 9— 1.3 thin and smooth leaflets.

The flowers are fragi-ant and i\-lute, in large pen-

dulous racemes. The roots throw up many suckers

;

and are very sweet, affording an extract resembling

liquorice. An agreeable syriip is also made from

the flowers.

—

R. lusco.ia is a smaller tree, but even

more ornamental, a native of the south-westeru

parts of the Alleghany Mountains. It has rose-
'
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coloured scentless flowers. The young branches are

viscid.—The Rose Acacia {R. hispkla) is a native of

the south-western ranges of the AUeghanies, and is

a highly ornamental shrub, with hispid branches,

and large rose-coloured scentless flowers.

—

R. Cara-

gana is a native of the south-east of Europe, and is

planted for hedges at St Petersburg, where it spreads

like an indigenous plant.

ROBINS, BENJAjny, a celebrated English mathe-

matician and artillerist, was born at Bath in 1707,

of parents-who belonged to the Society of Friends,

and who were in such poor circumstances as to be

imable to give their sou a good education. R.,

however, having obtained a little instruction in

mathematics, prosecuted this branch of science with

great zest, and having acquired a good elementary

knowledge of it, he removed, by the advice of Dr

Pemberton, to London, where he set up for a teacher

of mathematics. During his leisure hours, he im-

proved himself in his favourite suliject by reading

the works of the ancient and modern geometers,

and by the study of the Latin, Greek, and several

modern languages. He also published
^
several

mathematical treatises, which gained for him con-

siderable reputation. R. next commenced the series

of experiments on the resisting force of the air to

projectiles, which has gained him so much celebrity,

varying his labours by the study of fortification
;

a science with which he obtained a practical

acquaintance by visiting many nf the most cele-

brated works of this class in Flanders. In 1734,

he demolished, in a treatise entitled A Discourse

concemiiKj the Certainty of Sir I. Newton's Method

of Fluxions, the objections brought by the celebrated

Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne, against Newton's

principle of ultimate ratios. His great and valuaMe

work, the Neto Principles of Gunner;/, upon the

preparation of which he had spent an enonnous

amount of labour, appeared in 1742, and produced

a complete revolution in the art of gunnery. Pre-

vious to R.'s time, it had never been attempted to

estimate the velocity of balls otherwise than by the

ordinary parabolic theory of Galileo (see Projec-

tiles), li, suggested two methods for obtaining

this information—viz. (1), by finding experimentally

the initial force of fired gunpowder confined to a

certain space, and the law of the decrease of this

force as the space increased, thence calculating_ the

velocity which would be imparted to a body of given

weight; and (2) by the Ballistic Pendulum. The

second method has been found in practice to be

much preferable for accuracy. R., in the course of

his experiments, also discovered and exjilained the

curvilinear deUection of a ball from a vertical plane.

Some of his opinions ha-snng been questioned m the

Philosophical Transactions, R. ably replied to these

objectors, and also \vrote sever.al dissertations^ on

the experiments made by order of the Royal Society

in 174G—1747, for which he received their annual

gold medal. In consideration of his able defence

of the policy of the then government, by means of

pamphlets which he vrrote and published from time

to time, he received (1749) the post of ' Engineer-in-

gcueral to the East India Company ;
' but his first

imdertaking, the planning of the defences of Madras,

was no sooner accomplished, than he was seized

with a fever, and though he recovered from it, his

vital energy had been exhausted, and he died July

29, 1751. R. was considered as one of the most

accurate mathematicians of his time. His mathe-

matical works were collected after his death, and,

along with the details of his latest experiments m
gunnery, were pul)lished by Dr WUson in 1761. It

may also be mentioned that R. had some shrire

(to"what extent is now unknown) in the composition

of Anson's Voijaife Round the World (1740—1744).
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ROBINSON, Rev. Edward, D.D., LL.D.,

philologist and biblical scholar, was bom at South-

ington, Connecticut, April 10, 1794, graduated

at'Hamilton College, Clinton, in the state of New
York, in 1816, where he was engaged as tutor,

and in pursuing his studies until 1821, when he

went to Andover, Massachusetts, to superintend

the printing of an edition of the first six iiooks of

the Iliad, previous to which he had married, and

become a widower. He studied Hebrew with Pro-

fessor Stuart at Andover, to whom he became an

assistant professor. In 1826, he began four years'

travel and study in Europe, where he married Miss

Therese A. L. von Jakob, daughter of a professor

at Halle. Returning in 1830 to Andover, he was

appointed Extraordinary Professor of Sacred Litera-

ture, and librarian, but resigned in 1833, removed

to Boston, and in 1837 was appointed Professor of

Biblical Literature in the Union Theological Semi-

nai-y, city of New York. At this period, he made,

in company mth Rev. Eli Smith, an extensive survey

of Palestine, of. which he gave an account in his

admirable work, entitled Biblical Re-vfrrrches in

Palestine and Adjacent Countries (3 vols. 8vo, Halle,

London, and Boston, 1841)—which wiU always

remain a standard work on the subject. He entered

upon the active duties of his professorship in 1840;

and in 1852 made a second visit to Palestine, of

which he published an account in 18.56. His other

works are a translation of Buttman's Greek Oram-

mar, 1832 and 18.50; Oreelc and English Lexicon of

the New Testavient, 1836 and 1850; Harmony of

the Four GospeU, in Greek, 1845, and in English,

1846. He was also editor of the Bihliad Repository,

Bihliotheca Sacra, Calmet's Bible Dictionary, a trans-

lation of Gesenius's Hebrew Lexicon., &c., and was

.an active member of geographical, oriental, and

ethnological societies. He died in 1864.

ROBINSON, Mrs There,se Albertine Louise,

wife of the preceding, and daughter of Professor yon

Jakob, kno-svn to the world of lettei-s as ' Talvi,' a

name composed of her initials, was bom at Halle,

Germany, January 26, 1797. In 1807, she accom-

panied her father to Russia, where he had an

appointment as professor in the university of

Kh.arkov. In 1810 they removed to St Petersburg,

where she learned modern languages and history. In

1816, they returned to Halle, and there she studied

Latin, and ^Tote a volume of tales, published in

1825 under the title of Psyche; and under the

siimature of ' Ernest Berthold,' translations of Sir

Walter Scott's Black Dwarf and Old Morhdity, and

also two volumes of Ser^^au popidar songs—

Volkslieder der Serben. In 1828, she was married

to Professor Robinson, and in 1830 accompamed

him to America, where she studied the languages of

the aborigines, translated Pickering's /;»/(«« Tongues

into Gennan, and contributed a Hixtorical View

oftlie Languaqes and Literature of tlie Slavic Nations

to the Biblical Repository. In 1837, she accompanied

her husband back to Geraiany, and published An
Essay on tlie Historical Cliaracteristics of tlie Popular

Songs of tlie German Nations, The Poem.<: of Ossian

not Genuine, a HU^tory of Captain John Smith, m
German, also The Colonlmlion of New England,

which was trauslated into English by the younger

Hazlitt. Returning to New York, she has written,

in EnfUsh, Heloise, or the Unreveakd Secret ; Lifes

Discifiine, a Tale of tlie Amials of Hungary; The

Exiles ; and numerous contributions to German and

American periodicals.

ROBISON, John, a celebrated Scotch natural

philosopher, was born at Boghall, in the parish of

Baldemock, Stirlingshire, in 1739, and after a pre-

liminary training at the grammar-school of Gkisgow,
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entered the university of that city in November
1750, and took his degree in 1756. He was engaged
to accompany Edward, Duke of York, to sea, as his

instructor in mathematics and navigation ; Init this

arrangement being abandoned, R. accompanied in a
similar capacity the son of Admiral Knowles (1758—1762). He afterwards obtained the responsible

office of taking charge of the Harrison (q. v.) chrono-
meter in its trial trip across the Atlantic ; and on
his return (April 1763) from this expedition, for

which he was never remunerated, he returned to

Glasgow to commence the curriculum of divinity

study. He happened, however, at this time to

renew his acquaintance with James Watt and Dr
Black, and his former strong predilection for phj-sioal

science underwent a vigorous re^nval, and was cul-

tivated with such success that in 1766, when Black
was transferred to the miiversity of Edinburgh, R.
succeeded him. In 1770, his old friend. Admiral
Knowles, having been recommended by the British

government to the czarina Catharine II. as the
httest person to reform the shipbuilding and naval
administration of Russia, accepted the appointment
of President of the Russian Board of Admiralty,
and persuaded R. to accompany him as secretary.

R. remained in Russia for several years, and rose high
in the opinion of government, which conferred xipon

him various offices, both honourable and profitable.

But the chair of ISTatural Philosophy in Edinburgh
having become vacant in 1773, R. was unanimously
elected, and despite the extremely tempting and
flattering offers of the Russian government, he
accepted the chair (1774). On leaving Russia a
pension was settled on him, and he agreed to take
charge of two or three of the young cadets, his

former pupils. To the performance of his pro-

fessorial duties, R. brought talents and acquirements
of a high order ; his knowledge was extensive, and
included the latest discoveries of both British and
foreign philosophers ; his language was precise and
fluent ; and his views of his subject ingenious and
comprehensive. But, on the other hand, his diction

was too rapid, and he unfortunately disa])])rnved

of experiments, and emjiloyed them as little as

possible in illustrating the great principles of natural
science. In 1783, R. joined with Piincipal Robertson
and other eminent men in re^^v^ug the old literary

and scientific society (which had been founded in

1739 under the direction of Mr Maclaurin, and had
been in a languishing state since 1756), which was
now incorporated by royal charter, and became the
Philosophical Society. The Transactions of this

Society contain several works from R.'s pen, which
are held in high esteem ; and his contributions to the
Enri/rlupivdia Britannica were the means of elev.at-

ing that work to the rank of a valualjle and trust-

worthy book of reference. He published Black's

Lectures on Chemistry (1803), and also a i)ortion of

a work of his own, entitled Elements of Mechanical
Philosophy, which, together with some MSS. intended

to foi-m p,art of a second volume, &c., was re-iiulj-

Ushed by Sir David Brewster in 4 vols. (1822), with

notes. On January 28, 1805, he was seized with a

severe recuri'enee of a former illness, brought on by
a cold, and tlied two days afterwards.

ROB ROY, the popular n.ame of Robert
I*1'Greoor, a celcbr.ated Scottish outlaw, whose
singular adventures entitle him to be considered

the Roliin Hood of Scotland. He was born between

the years 1657 and 16()0, and was the second son

of Donald M'Gregor of Glcngyle, by a daughter

of Campbell of Glenlyon. R. R., in consequence

of the outlawi-y, in 1660, of the clan JM'Gregor

by the Scottish jiarliament, assumed the name of

Campbell. In Gaelic, the name Soy signifies

red, and was applied to him from his ruddy

complexion and colour of hair. R. R. received a
fair education, and in his youth was distinguished for

his skill in the use of the broadsword, in which the
imcommon length of his arms was of much advan-
tage. It was said that he coidd, without stooping,
tie the garters of his Highland hose, which are

placed two inches below the knee. Like many of

the Highland proprietors of the period, R. R. dealt

in grazing and rearing black-cattle for the English
market. He took a tract of land for this purpose
in Balquhidder ; but his herds were so often stolen

by banditti from Inverness, Ross, and Sutherland,
that, to protect himself, he had to maintain a party

of armed men, to which may be attributed the war-
like habits he afterwards acqiured. He also pro-

tected his neighbours' flocks, in return for which he
levied a tax, which went under the name of ' black
maiL' R. R. married a daughter of the laird of Glen-
faUoch, shortly after which he acquired the estates

of Craig Royston and Inversnaid, near the head of

Loch Lomond. In consequence of losses incurred
in unsuccesshU speculations in cattle, for which he
had borrowed money from the Duke of Montrose,
R. R. lost his estates, which were seized by the duke,
on account of this debt. R. R. rendered desperate by
his misfortunes, collected a band of about twenty
followers, and made open war upon the duke,

sweeping away the whole cattle of a district, and
intercepting the rents of his tenants. That this

could haiqien at so late a period, and in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the garrisons of StirHng,

Dumbarton, and Glasgow, appears almost incred-

ible ; but R. R, enjoyed the protection of the Duke
of Argjde and the respect of the coimtry people, who
gave hi in timely information of the designs of his

enemies. Numberless stories arc still current in the

neighbourhood of Loch Lomond and Loch Katrine
of his haii'breadth escapes from capture by the

troops. At one time, a reward of £1UU0 was offered

for his head, in consequence of which he was obhged
to take shelter in a cave at the base of Ben Lomond,
on the banks of the lake, which had in fonner times
afforded a secure retreat to Robert the Bruce.
Many instances have also been recorded of his

kindness to the poor, whose wants he often supplied

at the expense of the rich. R. R. was not the

commonplace cateran that many people think him.

He gave his sons a good education, and died peace-

ably in his bed aliout the year 1738. His funeral

was attended by all the people of the district, with
the exception of the partisans of his enemy, the
Duke of jNlontrose. R. Fl.'s exploits have been
immortaUsed l>y Sir Walter Scott in his celebrated
novel of Rub Hoy, written in 1817.

A circumstance little known in connection "with

R. R.'a Uterary tastes is, that in the list of sub-
scribers to Keith's History of tlie Affairs of Church
and State in Scotland, published in 1734, there occurs
the name ' Robert Macgregor, alias Rob Roy.'

ROC or ROCK, a fabulous bird, represented as
of immense size, and ' able to truss an elephant' in

its talous. It is perhaps enough to refer to the
Arabian Nirjhts' Entertainments, as to the size and
power of the Roc. A belief in its existence
prevailed throughout the middle ages, and it is

noticed in many works of that period. The
fables concerning the 1!. may have originated in

exaggerated stories of some of the great eagles, or
of tue Lammergeier.

RO'CAMBOLE (Allium scorodoprasiim), a plant
of the same genus with garhc, onion, leek, &.C., and
nearly allied to garlic, which it resembles in its

habit, although larger in all its parts. The upper
part of the stem is in general spirally twisted before
flowermg. The root forms rounder cloves than
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those of garlic, aud of much milder flavour ; the

umbels are also bulbiferoua. R. has lonf; been

cultivated in kitchen-gardens, although it has never

l>ecorae very common in them. It is a native of

sandy soils in Denmark and other countries near

the Baltic.

ROCCE'LLA. See Archil.

ROCH or ROCK ALUM, a name formerly given

to pure alum in mass ; but it is now apjilied to a

jiarticular variety found at Civita Vecchia, in the

Roman States. It is a kind of native alum, free

from iron, but having a reddish colour, derived from

the soil in which it is foimd. It is also called

Roman, and red alum. A factitious kind is now in

general use, made of common alum reddened with

Armenian bole.

RO'CHDALE. a thriving manufacturing town
of Lancashire, a market-town and parliamentary

and municipal borough, in the valley ot the Roche,

and built on both sides of that stream, 11 miles

north-north-east of Manchester, and 200 miles

iinrth-west of London by railway. The parish

church, placed on an eminence, and approached by
a flight of steps, is a venerable edifice, dating from

the "r2th c, and built partly in late Norman, and
partly in Perpendicular. The other public buildings

comprise churches, chapels, and meeting-houses for

the various dissenting sects, and other important

institutions. A fine town-hall is (1865) in course

of erection. The houses are, for the most part, built

of bricks, and roofed -with stone. Many improve-

ments in the architectural aud sanitary condition of

the town have been made within recent years. With
all the im])rovements, however, R. is beautiful only

in site, and derives its importance wholly from its

extensive and varied manufactures. The woollen

manufacture, introduced here by a colony of Flem-
ings in the reign of Edward III., is in a prosperous

state, and is increasing in importance. Blankets,

baizes, kerseys, and other woollen fabrics are the

staple manufactures. Cotton goods also, especially

calicoes, are largely manufactured. In the vicinity,

coal is found, and flagstones, freestones, and slates

are abundantly quarried. A good general trade is

carried on ; there are several hat-factories, cotton-

mills, machine-shops, iron and brass foundries, &c.

There are weekly markets for woollen goods and
grain, and fortnightly fairs for cattle. The com-

merce of the town is facilitated by abundant means
of communication. Pop. (1801) of municipal borough,

38,114. R- returns one member to the House of

Commons.
ROCHEFORT-SUR-MER, an important sea-

port and naval arsenal of France, in the dep. of

Charente-Inferieure, stands on the right bank of

the Charcnte, 5 miles from its mouth. It is sur-

rounded by ramparts, and protected by forts at the

mouth of the river ; and is a modern, clean, well-

built town. Few French towns can be compared
with R. for the nnmber and importance of its pub-

lic works. The harbour, which is one of the three

largest in France, is deep enough to float large

vessels at low water. R. has fine wharfs, extensive

magazines, dock-yards, rope-walks, cannon foundries,

and other establishments designed for the manu-
facture and preservation of naval stores aud marine

apparatus of every kind, including extensive bread

and biscuit stores. The most celebrated of its many
institutions are the marine hospital, founded in 1787,

and pro\nded with 1240 be<ls for seamen, besides

wards for invalided officers ; the artillery and naval

schools for every branch of the profession, and the

general civil coUege. Its convict-prison, which had
accommodation for 1000 prisoners, has been dis\ised

since 1852, and the convicts are now transported to

Cayenne. In addition to the extensive trade
arising from the special character of the place, R.
is the centre of the commerce of the department,
and is largely engaged in colonial trade, «u the
manufacture of branily, and in the buililing men-
of-war and of merchant-ships, steamers, and coasting-

vessels. Pop. (1862) 21,0.'H1.

ROCHEFOUCAULD. See Laeochefou-
CAULD.

ROCHELLE, La, a fortified seaport of France,
capital of the dep. of Charente-Inferieure, on an
inlet of the Bay of Biscay, formed by the islands

Re and Oleron, 300 miles south-west of Paris by
railway. The inner harbour, which has two basins,

in which ships of any size m.ay remain afloat, is sur-

rounded by fine quays and commodious docks, close

to which lie the principal streets and squares. Many
of the latter are regular and well built, and present a
handsome appearance from the numl)er of houses
which are adorned with porticoes and balconies. The
public buildings most worthy of notice are the
arsenal, the palace, the town-hall, the exchange, and
the cathedral. Besides the fine promenade of the
Place du Ch.lteau, there are, outside the city walls,

two extensive public gardens, kno'vvTi as La Pro-
menade du Mail and tlie Champs de Mars. Shi|>-

building is actively carried on here, more especially

in connection with the Newfoundland fishing-trade

;

and besides this branch of industry, and the manu-
facture of cotton yarns, R. has numerous glass-

works, sugar-refineries, and distilleries for the pre-

paration of brandy. Pop. (1862) 14,934.—R., which
was known till the 12th c. under its Latin name of

Eiq>clla, or Little Rock, of which its present name
is a mere translation, originatetl in a colony of serf.^

of Lower Poiton, who, fleeing from the persecution

of their lord, settled on the rocky promontory
between the ocean and the neighbouring marshes,
which had previously been occupied by fishermen
only, liut which rapidly increased in importance
under the new settlers. On the marriage of Eleanor
of Aquitaine with Henry II. of England, R., as a
part of her dowry, came into the possession of the
English kings, by whom it was retained till 1224,
when it was taken by the troops of the French
king, Louis VIII. ; and although it was ceded to

England at the treaty ijf Bretigny in 1360, in the
subsequent wars it was retaken by France, under
whose sway it has remained since 1372. As a
stronghold of the Huguenot party, it underwent
various attacks and sieges during the religious

wars of the Henries, in the latter half of the 16th
c. ; and on its final and unconditional surrender to

the royal troops in the time of Louis XIII., its

old fortifications were destroyed, and new lines

of defences subsequently erected by the great

Vauban.

ROCHELLE SALT is the popidar name of the
tartrate of soda and potash (5faO,KO, C|jHjO,„ +
8 Aq), this salt having been discovered, in 16/2, by
a Rochelle apothecary named Seignette. It occurs,

when pure, iu colourless transjiarent prisms, gener-

ally eight-sided ; and in taste it resembles common
salt. It is prepared by neutralising acid tartrate

of potash (formerly known as bitartrate) with car-

bonate of soda. After a neutral si.>lutiou has been
obtained, it must be boiled and filtered, and the
resulting fluid must be concentrated till a pellicle

forms on the sm-face, when it must be set aside to

crystallise.

This salt is a mild and efficient laxative, and is

less disagreeable to the taste than most of the saline

purgatives. From half an ounce to an ounce, dis-

solved in eight or ten parts of water, forms an
average dose. A drachm of Rochelle Salt added to
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one of the ingredients of an effervescing draught
("bicarbonate of soda or tartaric acid, for example),
forms one of the varieties of "what are called Seidlitz

powders.

EO'CHESTER, an episcopal city, parliamentary
and municipal borough, and river-port of Kent,
stands bet\yeen Chatham (q. v.) on the east, and
istrood on the north-west, on the right bank
of the Medway, 3G miles east-south-east of Lon-
don, by the London, Chatham, and Dover Rail-

way. Together with Chatham and Strood, it forms

in effect one large town. The city is surrounded
ou two sides by the river; and its ancient castle

and cathedral, the numerous martello towers along

its shores, and the works connected with the Chat-

ham lines of fortilioation, render its appearance

highly striking. The bishopric of R. was founded
in 604 ; but the early Saxon cathedral suffered

from the ravages of the Danes, and was in a

completely ruined condition at the time of the

Norman Conquest. Gundulf, who was consecrated

Bishop of R. in 1077, began to rebuild the cathe-

dral and the priory connected with it ; the dor-

mitory, chapter-house, and refectory were added
imder the succeeding bishop ; and the new cathe-

dral was dedicated in 1130, in presence of the king
and a great company of bishops. The cathedral,

the nave and crypt of which are Norman, and the

choir and transepts Early English, is 310 feet long,

and the western transept ia 123 feet, and the nave
and choir 68 feet broad. Of the ancient Norman
prior}', only a small fragment remains. The castle,

crowning an eminence, and overlooking the cathe-

dral, is a Norman keep, budt in a wonderfully

strong and solid style of masonry. R. carries on
little trade, and less manufactures. In 1863, 4357

vessels, of 356,417 tons, entered and cleared the

port. R. returns two members to the House of

Commons. Pop. (1861) 16,862. (1871—18,144.)

R., which is surmised to have existed prior to the

Roman invasion, was called by the Romans Duro-
brifi^, and, according to Bede, derives its present

name (Hrofs-ctaster, Hrof's Castle) fi-om that of

Hrof, a Saxon chieftain.

ROCHESTER, a city of New York, U.S., is on
the Genesee River, 7 mUes south of its entrance

into Lake Ontario, where it is crossed by the Erie

Canal and the Central Railway, and is the terminus
of the Genesee Valley Canal and Railway, 229 miles

west-north-west of Albany. In the centre of the

city are the upper falls of the Genesee, a perpendi-

cular cataract of 96 feet. Two other falls of 84 and
25 feet are a mile and a half below, the river running

through a deeii gorge in its limestone banks, from

100 to 220 feet high^ The city is well built, chiefly

of bluish limestone, with broad shaded streets, and

there are nearly as many houses as families. The
falls give water-power to numerous large flour-

mills and other manufactories. The canal crosses

the river on a handsome aqueduct of seven arches.

There are 46 churches, 43 schools, a university,

theological seminary, athenajum, Protestant and

Catholic hospitals, a reformatory, and county

offices, 9 banks, 3 daily and 4 weekly papers. In

1860, the county penitentiary yielded 3000 dollars

over expenses. The rural cemetery of Jlount Hope
is one of the ornaments of the city. The suburbs

are highly cultivated, having 4000 acres of fruit-

trees, and nurseries of 250 to 500 acres. Twenty-

four flour-mills, witli 125 nms of stones, make
800,000 barrels of thnir a year. There is a good

harbour at the mouth of the river, and a consi-

der.able commerce by the lake. R. was settled in

1810; in 1820, its jMipuIation was 1502; iu 1840,

20,191 ; iu 1800, 48,243.

BOCHESTER, John Wilmot, second Earl of,

has left a name notorious for wit and profligacy. He
was born April 10, 1647, at Ditchley, Oxfordshire,

his father being Henry, first earl, better known as

the Lord Wilmot of Clarendon's Histonj. He was
entered of Wadham College, Oxford, when only 12

years of age ; and at 14 was, with other persons of

rank, made M.A. by Lord Clarendon in j)erson.

After travelling in France and Italy, he attached
himself to the court, and rose high in favour with
Charles II., who made him one of the gentlemen of

the bedchamber, and comptroller of Woodstock Park.
In 1665, he went to sea in the fleet commanded by
the Earl of Sandwich, and behaved at Bergen with
great intrepidity. His account of the attack is

described in a letter to his mother given in Words-
worth's Ecclesiastical Bioijraphy. He had entered

into a formal engagement with his friend Jlr Wind-
ham, ' not without the ceremonies of religion, that

if either of them died, he shoidd appear, and give

the other notice of the future state, if there was
any.' Windham was killed in the action, but did
not afterwards disturb the repose of his friend.

R. incurred the displeasure of the king, and was
committed to the Tower, for the forcible abduction
of a celebrated beauty and heii'ess. Miss MaUett,
who was rescued by her friends, but whom he sub-

sequently married before he was 20 years old. His
wit and love of pleasure made him the favourite

of a dissolute court. He once harangued the popu-
lace as a moimtebank from a stage on Tower Hdl,
and is said to have occasionally persuaded the
' merry monarch' to disguise his rank, and accom-
pany him in the pursuit of frolic and adventure.
His genius and acti\'ity of mind led him to with-
draw at times from scenes of gallantry and licen-

tious merriment. He cultivated the Muses with
success, and Anthony Wood speaks of him as the
greatest scholar among the nobdity of his day. As
he grew older, he gave less of his time to study, and
more to the company of vicious companions, and
indulgence in wine. His constitution being under-
mined by excess and voluptuousness, he died at the

early age of 34. Bishop Burnet has left an inter-

esting account of his death under the title of .Some

Passages of the Life and Death of John Earl of
Rochester, from which it appears that he became a
sincere convert to the truth of Christianity, and
sincerely repented his immoral and dissolute courses.

He wrote some love-songs, an elegant Imitation of
Horace on Lucilius, a Satire against Man, in which
he is much indebted to Boileau, and an Essay on
Nothing, which is perhaps his best performance.

RO'CHET (Lat. fochetus, or rochetttis), a portion

of the church costume of bishops, abbots, prelates,

canons of certain privileged chapters, and some other
dignitaries. It is usually of lawn or lace, and is of

the form of a surpUce, but with close-litting sleeves.

In the Latin Church, its use is very ancient, although
its form has varied at different times. In the first

Prayer-book of Edward VI., which preserved a con-

siderable p.art of the Roman episcopal costume,
the rochet was ordered to be worn by bishops in the
communion service. The rochet, however, must
not be confounded, as is often done by writers on
clerical costume, with the Dalmatic and Tuiiie, tight

and close-litting vestments of coloured silk, worn by
bishops under the Planeta (q. v.).

ROCK. Though popularly restricted to masses
of indurated matter, this term is extended by
geologists to all substances which make up the

crust of the earth, whether they be loose and friable

like soil and sand, or compact aud indurated like

limestone and granite. The rocks of the earth's

crust will be found described UJider the heads
28£
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Aqueous and Igneous Rocks, to which the reader

is referred.

ROCK, a kind of sweetmeat, made of sugar,

sometimes mixed with almonds and various flavour-

ing materials. The sugar is first boiled, and then

poured out upon a cold marble sLab, and worked up

into a rough mass.—The term is also frequently

applied to another form of sweetmeat, in which the

sugar, whilst hot and soft, is pidled repeatecUy over

a smooth iron hook, until it becomes white and

porous. This is also flavoured with peppei-mint or

other essences.

ROCK, Cock of the {Bupkola aurantia), a bird

of the order Insessores; tribe Dentirostres ; family

Pipridos (Manakins, &c.), regarded by many as a

sub-family of AmpeUda;. The Piprida;, or Mana-

kins, are a pretty large group of birds, many of

them of very curious and beautiful plumage, most

of them inhabitants of America, and only of the

tropical parts of it. They have the bill broad at

the base, the nostrils at the side nearly hidden by

feathers ; the wings rather short, but pointed ; the

taU very short and even ; the legs {tarsi) long and

slender. In the genus Rupkola, the biU is strong
;

and the species sometimes called Eodc-manaklns are

comparatively lai-ge birds, having a double vertical

Cock o£ the Rock (Fvupkola aurantia).

crest on the head, with the feathers disposed in a

fan-like manner. The Cock of the R. is a native of

Guiana and of other north-eastern parts of South
America, It is remarkable for its bright orange-

coloured plumage—the qiull-feathers of the wings,

however, being black, and the tad tipped with yellow

—its large crest overhanging the bill, and its wary
habits. It is a soHtary bird, inhabiting rocky
places, retiring into a hiding-place during the day,

and coming forth to feed at sumise and sunset.

The tips of the crest-feathers are tinged with brown
and yellow. The wing-coverts and upper tail-coverts

are loose flowing plumes, givin« a resemblance to

gallinaceous bii'ds. The size is about that of a com-
mon pigeon.—The Peruvian Cock of the R. (R.

Peruviana) is less brilliant in plumage than the
Guiana species.

RO'CKALL stands on a sandbank in the North
Atlantic Ocean ; this bank is nearly 100 nules in

length, and 40 in breadth. The rock itself is

situate m 57° 35' N. lat., 13° 40' W. long., about 300
miles west of North Uist, in the Outer Hebrides,
and is of a rounded form, rising about 18 or 20
feet above the sea. It is frequented by large flocks
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of sea-l>irds, and the place was found a few

years ago to be surroimded by considerable shoals

of the larger kinds of fish, chiefly Gadida and
Pluronectidce. A company was formed in 1861 to

carry on a fishery at the place ; but the supply not

proving so great as was anticipated, and the dis-

tance from the markets being very considerable, the

speculation proved to be very unprofitable. There

are stiU a few fish about R., but they are caught

by private fishermen.

ROCK BUTTER, a mineral substance, con-

sisting of Alum (q. v.), mixed mih alumina and
oxide of iron, of a pasty consistency, and appearing

as an exudation oozing out of rocks which contain

alum. It is always greasy to the touch, but is often

hard enough to exhibit a straight foliated frac-

ture. It is very easily broken. It occurs in most

of the places where alum is procured.

ROCK CRYSTAL, a popular and partly also

a scientific name for the finest and purest Quartz

(q. v.), seldom applied, however, to small crystals

which are mere sbc-sided pyramids, but more gener-

ally to those in which the six-sided prism is well

developed. The name is sometimes limited to

colourless and perfectly transparent quartz, but is

also more rarely extended to that which is violet

or amethystine {Amethyst, q. v.), red {Bohemian

Bxiby or Silesian Ruby), wine-yellow {Oitrin or Gold

Topaz), brown or smoky {S7noke Quartz, Cairngorm

Stone), &c. The beauty of specimens of R. C. is

sometimes very great. The crystals are sometimes

slender, crossing and penetrating each other in

exquisite groups. They sometimes enclose other

substances, which are beautifully seen through the

transparent R. C, as slender hair-Uke or needle-

hke crystals of hornblende, asbestos, oxide of iron,

rutile or oxide of titaniimi, oxide of manganese, &c.,

and such specimens are known by various fanciful

names, as Thetis's Hair-stone, Venue's Sair-stone,

Vetius's Pencils, Cujnd's Net, Cupid's Arrows, &c.

;

and sometimes the enclosed substances are small

spangles of iron-glance, or crystals of iron pyrites,

or native silver in fern-like leaves, or spangles of

gold. Very large crystals of perfectly pure R. C.

are sometimes found. One foimd in the Alps, and
which was among the treasures carried from Italy

by the French in 1797, is 3 feet in diameter, and
weighs 8 cwt. R. C. was prized by the ancients,

and was used by them, as it stiU is, for vases, cups,

seals, &c. An important modern use of it is for

lenses of spectacles, &c., its hardness rendering it

much less hable to be scratched than glass. Lenses
of Pu C. are often caDed Pebble lenses.

RO'CKET, a name given to a number of plants of

the natural order OrucifercB, and belonging to the

genera Brassica, Sisymbrium, Erysimum, Barbarea,
He.speris, &c.

—

Garden R. {Brassica Eruca, or

EiiLca sativa)is an annual plant, a native of Austria,

with stem two feet high, upright and branching

;

the leaves smooth, succulent, cut and toothed.

When in flower, it has a strong, peculiar, and
disagreeable smell ; but when it is very young, this

smell is almost imperceptible, and the leaves are

used as a salad, for which it is frequently sown on
the continent of Europe, and was formerly cultivated

also in Britain.—The name Garden R. is also

given to Hesperis matronalis, also called Dame's
Violet (q. v.), a favourite ornament of our flower-

borders.—The Yellow R. of our flower-borders

is a double-flowered variety of Barbarea vulgaris

(see Cress).—The Wild R. {Sisymbrium officinale,

or Erysimum officinale) is common in Britain, and
is sometimes sown and used as a spring pot-herb.

ROCKET is a firearm capable of taking efiect

at a long range. The rocket consists of a light
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tubular case of pasteboard, or thin metal, charged to

the muzzle with a composition consisting of saltpetre

68 parts, sulphur 12 parts, charcoal, or mealed pow-
der, 32 parts. This composition is rammed hard into

the case, the centre being left void. To the rocket
is attached a long stick, which

A ser\'e3 (like the tail of a kite) to
tr \ straighten its course. See Pyko-

TECHXT. When lighted at the
end the stream of gases propels
the mass on the principle ex-

plained under Bakeer's Mill.
As a mere firework, rockets are

i_

J

made of a few ounces in weight

:

as intended to throw light upon
a town or a hostile work, they
average from J lb. to 2 lb. These
light rockets were improved by
Sir William Congreve, who so

contrived them, that, when over
the necessary point, the rocket
discharged a niunber of hght
balls, which burned in the air

for several minutes with great
brilliancy, while others at the
same point released small para-

chutes, which sustained a bright
light for a still longer time. I3ut

Sir William Congreve did more :

he converted the rocket into a
terrible weapon of war, with
ranges which no ordnance of that
day could attain. Discarding the
small sizes, he made 12-lb., IS-lb.,

and 32-lb. rockets, which he
charged with canister - shot,

bxdlets, and other missiles. The
stick for a 32-lb. rocket is 18
feet in length, and the maximum

Congreve Rocket, range 3500 yards. The range
can be also increased by dis-

charging the rocket from a cannon, with a time-
fuse to ignite it at the cannon's utmost range,
when the rocket commences its

own course. As missiles, these

rockets are found to annoy most
seriously the defenders in any for-

tified work, and, in a bombarchnent,
they speedily set houses and build-

ings on fire. In the field, also, the
plunging, ricochetting motion of the
rocket greatly disturbs both
cavalry and infantry. The Con-
greve rockets were first tried on
actual service, and \\'ith fatal effect,

at the attack on Copenhagen in

1807.

One great advantage in a rocket

is, that it has no recoil against the

stand from which it is fired ; the

largest rocket may therefore be discharged without
danger from the smallest boat ; consequently, in

naval attacks on maritime fortresses, a fiotUla of

rocket-boats is a vei-y common auxiliary.

KOCK-FISH. See Wrasse.

RO'CKFORD, a city of Illinois, U.S., on the east

bank of Rock River, 92 miles west-north-west of

Chicago, on the Chicago and Galena Railway. It is

the centre of a rich country, with county buildings,

1 bank, 2 newspapers, 5 churches, and f.actories

supplied with water-jiower by the rapids of the

river. Pop. in ISGO, 7363.

ROCKING-STONES, or LOGGANS, are large

masses of rock so finely poised as to move back-
wards and forwards with the slightest impulse.

They occur in nearly every country. Some of them
appear to be natui-al, others artificial ; the latter

seem to have been formed by cutting away a mass
of rock roimd the centre-point of its base. The
former are chiefly graiutic rocks, in which felspar
and porphyry are abundantly present ; and these
ingredients becoming rapidly decomposed, and the
dust and sand washed away by rains, what was
formerly a soHd rock soon assumes the appearance
of a group of irregularly-shaped pUlars, ha\Tng a
rhomboidal horizontal section, and separated into
portions by horizontal and vertical fissures. Aa
decay proceeds, the edges of the blocks forming the
pillar are first attacked and disappear, as is also the
case with greenstone and basalt, and the pUlar now
becomes a pile of two or more spheroidal rocks,
resting one upon the other (see fig., where A, B, and
C exhibit three successive stages in the process of
decomposition, as observed by De Luc in the moun-
tains of Silesia). Should a mass of rock be so
situated as to preserve its equilibrium in spite of

the gradual diminution of its base or point of
support, a rockiug-stone or loggan is the result.

For an exposition of the principle regulating the
stability of equilibrium of rocking-stones, see
Stabiuty. Various explanations have been given
of the uses of these singular objects. They are
supposed to have been used in very early times for

purposes of divination, the number of vibrations
determining the oracle ; hence it came to be believed
that sanctity was acquired by walking round them.
Some rocking-stones occur near to remains of

ancient fortifications, which seems to bear out a
statement in one of the poems of Ossian, that the
bards walked round the stone singing, and made it

move as an oracle of the fate of battle. In Greece,
rocking-stones occur as funeral monuments, and are
generally foimd on conspicuous places near the sea.

Rocking-stones are numerous in Yorkshire, Derby-
shire, Cornwall, and Wales. One near Land's End,
in CoruwaU, has been computed to weigh no less

than 90 tons. Near Warton Crag, Lancashire, are
no less than seven of these stones. In Scotland,

locking :Scoue.

they occur in the parishes of Eorkmichael, Dron,
and Aberncthy, Perthshire, and in the parish of

Kells, Kirkcudbrightshire. In Ireland, they are

found in many places ; one situated at a place called

Islandmagee, on Brown's Bay, is popularly beheved
to acquire a rocking tremulous motion at the
approach of sinners and malefactors.

ROCK ISLAND, a city of Illinois, at the foot of

the upper rapids on the Mississippi, opposite Daven-
)iort, Iowa, 3 miles above the mouth of Rock
i'dver, 181 miles west-by-south of Chicago. The
Mississippi is here crossed by a railw.ay bridge, and
the island from which the town is named has been
selected as the site of a national armoiuy. A dam
across a jiortion of the river gives w.ater-power for

numerous manufactories. Pop. in 1S6U, 5130.
2S7
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BO'CKLAND LAKE, a beautiful sheet of water
in Rockland County, New York, U.S., 30 miles

north of New York City, 1 mile from the Hudson,
and 160 feet above its sui'tace. It is celebrated for

furnishing 200,000 tons of pure ice, annually

harvested by about 1000 men, for the supply of

New York, and for export.

ROCKLAND, a town in Maine, U.S., on the

west side of Penobscot Bay, 40 miles south-east of

Augusta. It has a broad and deep harbour, and
C-1 lime-kilns, making 5000 casks of lime a day,

chiefly shipped to Boston and New York. Its

commerce employs 18 ships, 40 barks and brigs,

and 150 schooners. It has 3 banks, 2 newspapers,

8 churches, &c. Pop. in 1S60, 7316.

RO'CKLING {Motella), a genus of fishes of the

Cod and Haddock family {Gadidai), having an

elongated body, compressed towards the tail ; the

first dorsal fin very slightly elevated, and very

delicate ; the second dorsal and the anal fins long,

continued almost to the tail fin. Several species

are found on the British coasts, and are distin-

guished among other things by the number of their

^^/^

Tlirce-bcarded Kocklins or Sea Loach [Patella tric'rrata).

barbides, three, four, or five. The largest of them
is never more than 19 or 20 inches long; the

smallest, the Mackakel Midge {31. r/laiica), only

about au inch and a quarter. None of the species

is much regarded by fishermen, one reason being,

that decomposition takes place very rapidly after

they are taken out of the water, although, when
quite fresh, they are not bad for the table.

BOCK-OIL. See Naphtha.
ROCK RIVER rises in the south-eastern portion

of Wisconsin, U.S., and runs south-west into Illinois,

thence south-west, and empties itself into the Mis-
sissippi 3 miles below Rock Island. Its course of

200 miles is through one of the most beautiful and
fertile regions in the world, known as the ' Rock
River Country.' Its frequent falls give abundant
water-power, and it is crossed by 12 lines of railway.

ROCK-ROSE. See CiSTUS.

ROCK-SALT is common salt (chloride of sodium)
occurring as a mineral and in a solid form. It

is always mixed with various impurities. It is

found massive or crj'staUised, its crystals generally
cubes, its masses very often either granular or
fibrous. It is white, gray, or, owing to the presence
of impurities, more rarely red, vHolet, blue, or
striped. For its chemical and other qualities, see

Salt. It is a very extensively-diffused mineral,
and in some places forms great rock and even moun-
tain masses. A hill of rock-salt near Jlontserrat,
in Spain, is 500 feet high. The island of Ormuz, in
the Persian Gulf, is "formed of rock-salt. The
Indiis, in the upper part of its course, forces its

way through hills of rock-salt, rising in cliffs 100
288

feet above the river. In many parts of the world,
rock-salt is found in beds under the soil or other
rocks. Those of Cheshire iu England are parti-

cularly celebrated, as at present yielding almost all

the salt used in Britain, great part of which is

pumped from them in the form of brine. Part
is also obtained by mining, as at Northwich.
The mines of Wieliczka, in Poland, are of great
extent. The workings are at depths varying from
200 to 740 feet, and the salt at the deepest working
is the purest. Some of the chambers in the mines
are said to be 300 feet high. Blasting by gun-
l)0wder is often necessary in the mining operations.

The mines give employment to 1200 or 1400 work-
men ; and they have been wrought for centuries.

Vast quantities of rock-salt occur in many parts of

Asia, Africa, and America. Iu Caramania and
Arabia, rock-salt is sometimes used for building

houses, the dryness of the climate rendering its

solubility imimportant.—The salt which crystallises

on the margins and bottoms of salt lakes may be
regarded as a variety of rock-salt. Concerning the
salt of the ocean, the salt found in many desert

regions as an efflorescence on the gi-ound or on
rocks, the salt with w'hich sandstone and other
rocks are impregnated, &c., see Salt.

ROCK-SOAP, a mineral consisting of silica,

alumina, peroxide of iron, and water, the silica

nearly one-half, the alumina and the water some-
times nearly each one-fourth of the whole. It is

earthy, easily broken, black or nearly so, very soft,

and easily cut with a knife, is greasy to the touch,

and adlieres strongly to the tongue. It is valued
by painters for crayons. It is foimd in a nimaber of

places on the continent of Europe, and occurs in

trap rocks in the Isle of Skye. It is only found
massive.

ROCK-WORK, an ornamental structure often
introduced into gardens, for the cultivation of plants
such as grow on or amongst rocks. It is made of

rough blocks of stone rudely piled together, with
earth, &c. Simple as it seems, it is very difficidt of

construction ; and too often, after much expense, it

has a paltry and ridiculous appearance.

ROCKY BIOUNTAINS, that portion of the
great ranges of mountains in the central and
western portions of North America which lies in the
United States and British possessions, a continua-
tion of the Cordilleras of Mexico, between the
Pacific Ocean and 105° W. long., and reaching from
Mexico to the Arctic Ocean. In the United .States,

the R. M. extend over a breadth of 1000 miles, and
cover an area of 980,000 square miles. From l.at. 32°

to 40° N., the ranges bear nearly north and south ;

between lat. 40° and 45° N., their course is north-west

;

then, after a more northerly bend, they keep a course
nearly parallel to that of the Pacific, with many
detached ranees and peaks, one of which, Mount
Elias, lat. G1°'^N., long. 141° W., is 17,800 feet high,

and marks the boundary-line of longitude between
the Russian and British possessions. Mount Chast.a,

in the coast-range in North California, is 14,000 feet

high ; Fremont's Peak, on the eastern boundary of

Oregon, and the sources of the Yellowstone and
Colorado Rivers, is 13,570 feet. In British Columbia,
Mount Brown, lat. 53°, is 16,000 feet ; and Mount
Hooker, 15,700 feet. The passes have elev.ations of

0000 to 7000 feet, and a vast territory is from 4000
to 5000 feet above the level of the sea. The central

range of the R. M. forms the ridge which dirides
the rivers th.at fall into the Pacific from those
that f.all into the Arctic Ocean, Hudson's Bay, .and

the Gulf of Mexico, and whose head-w.aters are
often interlocked ; but between the eastern and
western ranges lie the gre.at territories of Utah and
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XevacLi, in \vliich are larc;e rivers harinr; no other
•outlets than lakes, generally salt, as Great Salt Lake
in Utah, and Humboldt's Lake, the outlet of Hum-
boldt's Kiver, in IS'evada. The tops of the higher
ranges are covered "with perpetual snow, and their

lower regions abound "with artemesias, odoriferous

])lants, and sunflowers. The rocks are metamor-
])hic gneiss, granites, porphyries, mica and talcose

slates, and gold-bearing quartz, with deposits of

mercury, silver, carboniferous limestone, coal, and
petroleum. Anthracite has been found near the
gold mines of Santa Fe, and copper in New Mexico.

ROCO'CO, a name given to the very debased
style of architecture and decoration which suc-

ceeded the first revival of Italian architecture. It

is ornamental design run mad, without principle or

taste. This style prevailed in Germany and

ill W^y^" ^"^

Eococo Ornament.

Belgium during last century, and in France during
tlie time of Henry IV. The tig. is an example from
an altar in the church of St James's, Antwerp.

ROCROI, a small town of France, in the dep.
of Ardemies, 15 miles north-west of Mezi&rcs,
is a fortress of the fourth class, and is situated in

a tine, extensive plain, bounded on all sides by the
forest of Ardennes. Top. (1SC2) 10i29. It is mem-
orable for the victory gained by the Great Coude
(then Duke of Enghien) over the Spaniards, May 19,

1043. The Spanish army was composed of veteran
bands of Walloons, Spaniards, and Italians ; and
their general, Don Francisco de Jlellos, the governor
of the Low Countries, was a commander worthy
of his army. The French (22,000) were also good
troops ; but their general, Conde, was a young and
inexperienced officer. At first, the battle was
unfavourable to the French, but at last the

Spaniards were thrown into iri'etriev.ablc rout. The
Count of Fuentes, the commander of the redoubt-

able infantry, and 10,000 of his men, were among
the slain ; and 5000 men, with all the cannon,

many standards, and the baton of the Count do
Mellos, were captured. But, far beyond all

material losses, the renown of invincibility, first

acquired Ijy the Spanish infantry on the field of

Pavia (152.J), and confirmed at St Quentin, Grave-
lines, and Plague, was destroyed.

EOU, called also a jxjle, or linear pn-ch, a measure
of length of 5.^ yards, or IG.J feet. The square rod,

called generally a nioil, is employed in estimating

masonry, and contains 16V x 101, or 272.^ square
feet.

RODE'NTIA (Lat. Gnawers), or RODENTS, in

the system of Cuvier, an order of mammalia, almost
383

exactly corresponding with the GUres of Linn^us.
The order is a truly natural one, and is therefore
universally recognised by naturalists. The E. are
small quadrupeds ; the largest of them—the Capy-
bara—not being equal in size to a hog, whilst to this

order belong the smallest of raammaUa. They are
very numerous, and widely distributed over the
globe, particularly abundant in South America, and
rarest in Australia. They are all remarkably charac-
terised by their front teeth, variously regarded as
incisors and canines—the true incisors or canines
being absent—which are large and of peculiar struc-

ture, two in each jaw, and separated by a consider-

able vacant interval from the molars. The front teeth
have a plate of hard enamel in front, which wears
more slowly than the substance of the rest of the
tooth, so that being employed on hard substances,
they acquire a chisel-like form, and unlike the teeth
of mammals in general, they are always growing
from a fresh pulp at the base, so that compensation
is made for the wearing away at the tips ; but when
a tooth is accidentally destroyed, the opposite tooth
continuing to grow, sometimes acquii-es a monstrous
shape and size, from which cause rats and other
rodents have been known to die, the enormous
tooth preventing the eating of food, or even re-

curving and piercing the skiUI. The ordinary food
of most rodents consists of vegetable substances,

and generally of a pretty hard kind, and their front
teeth are adapted for comminuting it bj^ gnawing,
and are also used for gnawing wood, the shells of

nuts, &c., in order to obtain access to food. The
molar teeth have flat crowns, ha'\'ing ridges of ena-
mel, which make them more or less tuberculous

;

and these are in the line of the jaw, whilst the only
horizontal motion of which the lower jaw is capable
is forwards and backwards, thus making the ridges

of the molar teeth powerfid instruments for the
reduction of hard substances ; the jaws also being
in general very strong. In the rodents which eat
only vegetable food, the molar teeth have rounded
tubercles ; whilst in the omnivorous kind—as i-ats

—the tubercles become sharp points. The stomach
is simple ; the intestines are very long ; the caecum
is often larjje, sometimes larger than the stomach
itself. The brain is not large, and is uearlj' smooth,
and without convolutions ; the rodents are not
generally distinguished for sagacity, although some

Skull of the Beaver, showing the Dentition.

of them—as the beaver—exhibit remarkable in-

stincts. Most of them may be easUy tamed, but
few of them seem capable of learning anything,
and in general tliey merely acquire a familiarity

with man. Of this the rabbit exhibits a verj* per-

fect exani]>le, although the rat seems to display a
far higher intelligence. The eyes are directed
laterally. The rodents very generally liave the
hinder limbs larger than the fore, and their motion
is partly a kind of leaping. In some, this is as

completely the case as in kangaroos. Some, as
squirrels, have an admirable power of climbing
trees ; and a few, as beavers and water-voles, are
aquatic. Most, if not all, have the habit of sitting

2S9
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on their haunches, and holding their food to their

mouth by their fore-paws ; using both paws to-

gether, however, as the fore-feet have not at aU the

character of a hand. The thumb is never opposable

to the other toes ; sometimes it is rudimentary or

wanting. The bones of the fore-leg are generally

sejiarate, but have not so much freedom of motion
as in the Carnivora. The toes are terminated by
claws. The presence or absence of clavicles (collar-

bones) divides tlie oi-der into two sections, to the

first of which, ha\-ing clavicles, Iielong squirrels,

mice, rats, voles, the beaver, &c. ; and to the second,

without clavicles, belong porcupines, cavies, chin-

chillas, hares, rabbits, &o. The rodents are very

numerous, .about 400 species being known.

EODERIC, the last king of the Visigoths in

Spain, whose tragic downfall, coincident with that

of the Visigothic monarchy, has inspired poets and
romancers (including historians) to throw round him
a halo of glorj'. The Spanish and Arab historians

contradict each other in almost every particular of

E.'s life—the latter, on the whole, being apparently

the more trustworthy. According to them, E. was
of humble birth, but rose, through his talent and
bravery, to the command of the cavalry. A con-

spiracy having been formed against Witiza, the

reigning monarch, by the clergy and the nobles of

Eoman blood, E. was elevated to the throne in 709,

and by his energy and t.alent soon quelled all opjio-

sition. The sons of Witiza, however, joined with
some malcontent Visigothic nobles—among whom
was Count JiUian—and agreed to summon to their

assistance the Arab chief, Muza iljn Nozeir, who
had just finished the conquest of Mauritania. The
Spanish writers, on the other hand, assert that the

country groaned under the tyrannical government
of R., that his licentious behaviour had disgusted

many of his nobles, and that the people were ripe

for a revolution when the Moslem invasion took
place. Both are agreed as to the time and mode
of the invasion ; but the Arab historians brand
Count Julian with the most atrocious treachery,

as not only voluntarily surrendering Ceuta, the

key of the country, but actually guiding the

13,000 Berbers and Arabs under Tarik into Spain.

A landing was effected at Algesiras, 28th April

711 ; and in spite of vigorous opposition from the

governor of Andalusia, Tarik marched on, routing

E.'s chosen cavalry, which had been sent to opjiose

him. E., who had been employed in another qiuar-

ter, now hastened at the head of an array, which
is variously estimated at from 50,000 to 100,000

men, to oppose the daring invaders, who by this

time had been so reinforced from Africa and bj-

rebels that their numbers amounted to 25,000. The
two armies met on the banks of the Guadalete, near

Xeres de la Frontera, and on July 17 the battle

commenced. E. directed the centre of his army in

person, appointing the sons of Witiza to command
the wings, and the battle raged furiously for three

days ; a single combat then took place between E.

and Tarik—a kind of statement extremely frequent

in eastern histories—in which the former was slain,

and his head cut off, to be embalmed and sent to

Muza. The Christians, enraged .at the loss of their

chief, fought furiously during six days longer, but
all in vain, for victory now declared itself decisively

in favour of the Jloslems, to whom the sons of Witiza
had deserted soon after the commencement of the

contest, and the rout of E.'s army was complete.

The most ancient Spanish chroniclers agree in

.asserting that E. either died on the t;eld or sunk in

the Guadalete, whilst attempting to save himself by
swimming his horse across ; and the various stories

of his escape and subsequent adventures are of

much later date. This decisive victory laid all

:'00

Central and Southern Spain at the feet of the
Arabs. R. has been made the hero of an ej)io poem
by Southey.

RODEZ, a small town of France, capital of the
dep. of AvejTou, stands on the crest and slope
of a hiU, on the uorth bank of the Aveyron. Its
streets are steep, narrow, winding, aiul clirty ; but
the promenades around the town are pleasant.
The cathedral, with a clock-tower of ga-eat height,
is a Gothic structure of the 15th century. A variety
of wooUen cloths are manufactured, and cheese of a
highly esteemed quality is made. Pop. (18G2) 9200.

RODIYAS, a degraded race in Ceylon, who arc
expelled from society, and live in a condition more
abject than that of the Pariahs of India. By some
they are thought to be a branch of the Veddahs
(q. v.). Under British ride, which does not re-

cognise caste, the E. have improved socially, and
are no longer disquaUhed for labour. For many
interesting particulars respecting this unfortunate
race, see Ceylon, by Sir J. E. Tennent, vol. ii. p. 191.

RODNEY, George Brydges Eodnev, Lord,
English admiral, born February 13, 1718, was
second son of Captain Eodney of the Eoyal Marines.
He was taken from Harrow School at the early
age of twelve, and sent to sea. He became lieuten-

ant in 1739 ;
post-captain, 1742 ; and commander

of the Newfoundland station in 1748, mth the rank
of commodore. In 1752, he returned home, and was
elected JI.P. for Saltash. He afterwards com-
manded the Fouguettx, the Prince George, and the
Dublin men-of-war. In 1759, after 28 years' active
service, he was made rear-admiral; and in Jidy he
bombarded Havre for two or three days, destrojaug
the town and fortifications so effectually, that it has
never recovered its former importance as an arsenal

for ships-of-war. In 1761, he took Martinique,
Grenada, and Santa Lucia. In 1762, he became \-ice-

admiral, and in 1764 was made a baronet. In 1779,
Spain joined France in the war against England, and
their united fleets appeared in the Channel in over-

whelming force. The siege of Gibraltar W'as under-
taken liy the Spaniards ; and R., who was sent out
with 22 sail of the line and 8 frigates to the West
Indian station, was ordered to relieve Gibraltar en
route. After capturing seven Spanish ships of war,
he fell in, January IG, 1780, ^vith Admir-al Langara,
off Cape St Vincent, ' that iJromontory which has
witnessed more of our battles and triumphs than any
other headland in the world.' Of the Spanish fleet,

five were captured, and two destroyed. Having
accomplished the relief of Gibraltar and Minorca,
he quitted the Mediterranean, and crossed the
Atlantic to the station of his command. On the
1 7th AprU he defeated, near Martinique, the French
fleet, under the Count de Guichen. Being Ul-sup-

ported by his captains on this occasion, he com-
plained to the Adniiralty. The naval administration

of the day was, however, so corrupt and rotten,

that the Admiralty suppressed the criminatory

passages of his dispatches, and only one of the
accused was brought to trial, the others being
allowed to escape from the <li£Bculty of finding a
sufficient number of non-delinquent officers to try

them. E. took Eustatia from the Dutch, with 250
ships and other booty, estimated at three millions

sterling. Demerara and Essequibo next surrendered.

On the I2th Ajiril 1782, E., in coujimction with
Hood and Dr.ake, encountered the French fleet under
De Grasse off Dominica, April 12, 1782. Each fleet

consisted of upwards of 30 ships of the Hne. Tlie

battle was more obstinately contested than any
engagement that ever took jilace between the two
nations, being kept up without intermission for nearly

12 hours. De Grasse was totally defeated, and E. lost
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sevea ships of the line and t'wo frigates. Owing to the

French vessels being crowded with troops, they are

said to have lost 3o00 killed and GOOO wounded

;

while the English loss did not exceed 600. On board
the Ville de Paris were 36 chests of money, to pay
the soldiers; and the whole train of artillery was
on board the other captured ships. Count de Grasse
was himself taken prisoner. His flag-ship, the Ville

de Paris, of 112 guns, was the only first-rate man-
of-war that, up to that date, had ever been taken
and carried into port; and De Grasse, when he
landed at Portsmouth, was stated to be the first

commander-in-chief of a French fleet or army who
had been prisoner in England since the captm-e
of Marshal TaUard in Queen Anne's wars. In
this action, E. auccessfiiUy executed the nautical

manoeuvre of breaking the French line, and jilaoing

the enemy between two fires, which had fallen

into disuse since the Commonwealth. R.'s \-ictory

saved Jamaica, ruined the naval power of France
and Spain, and gave the finishing blow to the

war. The news arrived in England just after

an order had been despatched for the recall of

R., whose politics differed from those of the new
ministry. He was now elevated to the peerage as

Baron Rodney, and received a pension of £2000 per
anuiam for himself and his successors. He Hved in

retirement for the rest of his life. He died May 21,

1792, leaving behind him the fame of one of the
most distinguished commanders in the naval annals
of Great Britain. A monument was erected to his

memory in St Paul's Cathedral ; and his portrait, by
Sir Joshua Reynolds, is among the treasures of

Greenwich Hospital.

RODOSTO, a town of European Turkey, in the
eyalet of Adrianople, stands on the north shore of

the Sea of Marmora, 77 miles west of Constantinople.

It is surroimded by beautifid gardens, contains

many mosques, and sends large quantities of fruits

and vegetables to the capital of the empire. Pop.
18,000.

ROE (Cervus capreolus, or Capreolus dorcas), a
species of Deer (q. v.), inhabiting Europe and some
parts of Asia, chiefly in hilly or mountainous regions,

either covered with forests or with scattered bushes
and heath. It is seldom foimd in the higher and

Eoebiick [CeTints capreolus).

more naked mountain tracts, the haunt of the stag

or red deer. It was once plentifid in Wales and in

the hilly parts of England, as well as in the south
of Scotland, but is scarcely now to be seen in any
part of Britain south of Perthshire. It is not long
since it was pretty common in some of the wilder
jiarts of the north of England. The R. is about 2
feet 3 inches in height at the shoulder. Its weight
is .about 50 or 60 pounds. Its colour is a shining
tawny-brown in summer, more didl and gi'izzled in

winter, the lower parts and part around the tail

white. There is considerable variety in the shade
of cokrtir. The hau- is longer than in many deer.
The tail is very short, concealed among the hair.

The horns, -which are peculiar to the male (the
Poehuch), are 8 or 9 inches long, erect, roimd, very
rough, longitudinally furrowed ; having, in mature
animals, two tines or branches, which, as well as
the tip of the horn, are sharp-pointed, so that the
horns of the R. become very dangerous weapons
when used for offence. The ears are large. The
habits of the E, somewhat approach to those of the
goat, or even of the chamois. It keeps its footing
on rocks with great security, bounds very actively,

and takes great leaps. Its usual pace, when not
very hard pressed, is, however, a kind of canter.

It is not gregarious, not more than a buck and doe
with one or two fawns being usually seen together.
Contrary to what is usual among deer, the male and
female 11. remain attached during life. The voice of

the R., resembling that of a sheep, but shorter and
more barking, is often heard through the night, in
regions where it is plentiful. The browsing of the
R. is very injurious to young woods, a circiunstance
which has led to its extirpation in places where it

would otherwise have been cherished. It feeds
much on the tender shoots of trees and bushes as
well as on herbage. The venison is superior to
that of the stag, but not equal to that of the fallow-

deer. The horns are used for handles of carving-
knives, &c. The R. is never very thoroughly tamed,
and when partially so, is apt to become mischievous,
and the male dangerous.—Another species of R.
(Cervus or Capreolus pyrjargus), rather larger than
the common R., is found in Tartary.

ROEBUCK, John Arthuk, English politician,

was born at Madras in ISOl, but passed his youth
in Canada. At the age of 23, he came to England,
and was called to the bar at the Inner Temple in
1831. He challenged the suffrages of the electors of
Bath as a Radical reformer in 1832, and represented
that city untd 1837. He was again elected in 1841,
and held his seat untU the general election (1847).
In May 1849, he was returned for Sheffield, which,
ui) to the present date (ISGo), he has continued to
represent. In 1833, when the executive goverimient
of Canada and the House of Assembly of Lower
Canada were at variance, the latter body appointed
R. their paid agent in England—a position which
involved him in a serious quarrel with the press.

He was ne.xt the central figure of a parliamentary
' scene,' on the occasion of a too plentiful ci'op of
election petitions and election compromises subse-
quent upon a general election. He made out such a
case that, in defiance alike of Whigs and Tories, he
obtained a committee to inquire into election com-
promises. His next great appearance was at the
meeting of parliament in January 1855, when he
wave notice of a motion for inquiring into the con-
dition of the army before Sebastopol. To the imdis-
guised joy of the nation, R, carried his motion by
an immense majority, and the administration of the
Earl of Aberdeen was shattered to pieces. The
Sebastopol Committee sat, and the inquiry exercised
great influence in the subsequent reconstruction of
the War Department, and the reorganisation of our
military, commissariat, and medical systems. In
1855, he became a candidate for the chairmanship
of the Metropolitan Board of Works, with a salary
of £1500 per annum, but w.is only third on the poll.
Ou tlie annexation of Savoy and Nice in ISGO, R.
indulged in the sharpest invective against the
Emperor Napoleon. He became a director of the
Galw.ay Steam-packet Company, and oS"ended his
constituents by defending a contract which they
regarded as savouring of a political job. He went
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to Vienna to obtain some conuuercial concessions

for a company with which he was connected, and
returned with strong pro-Austrian sjinjiathies,

volunteering a defence of Austrian rule in Venetia,

which jarred upon jjublic feeling. During the civil

war in America, he displayed a strong leaning

towards the cause of the Confederates. In the

debate on the war between Germany and Den-
mark, R. declared (1864) that the English fleet

ought to have been sent to defend Denmarlc R. is

fearless and unmeasured in attack, not too charit-

able in his judgments, fond of personalities, sending

his taunts home by the frequent use of the upraised

arm and the pointed index-finger, but is regarded

nevertheless as iu the niaiu an honest and true-

hearted Englishman. He is the author of a work on
the Colonies of Enrjland, the History of the Wlii'i

Ministry of 1S30 to the passing of the Hrform Bill,

and in his earlier ye.ars contributed much to the

Westminster and Edinhurcih Reviews.

BOERMOXD (Fr. Rm-emonde, called also by
old writers Godswa.ard [i. e., God's Island] op de
Maas), an old but lively town in the Netherlands,
province of Limburg, at the junction of the Roer
and the Maas. A suburb called St Jacob is con-

nected with R. by a beautiful stone bridge over the

Roer. The cathedral is one of the handsomest
churches iu the Netherlands. Pop. 8144, of whom
about 300 are Protestant, 100 Jews, the remainder
Roman Catholics. Principal industries are weaving
woollen cloths, cottons, making paper, pipes, wax
and tallow candles, cotton-spinning, calico-printing,

refining salt, &c. R. is said by some authorities to

have been the birthplace of the celebrated Mercator,
others claiming the honour for Rupelraonde in East
Flanders. It has often endured the horrors of

being besieged and taken.

ROE-STONE, a name locally given to those

limestones which are formed of small globules like

the roe of fishes. It has been translated into the

.scientific term oolite, and this is applied to that

period in the earth's geological history iu which the

limestones with this structure chiefly occur.

EOGA'TION-DAYS (Lat. Ferice J?offatiotium),the

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday before Ascension-
day, so called because on these days the Litanies

{q. v.) are appointed to be sung or recited by the
clergy and people in public procession. The practice

of public supplications on occasion of public danger
or calamity is traceable very early in Christian use

;

but the fixing of the days before Ascension for the

purpose is ascribed to Mamercus, Bishop of Yienne,
iu the middle of the 5th c, who, on occasion of a

threatened earthquake or other public peril in his

city, ordered a public procession and prayer, for the

purpose of averting the Divine anger. The usage

being in harmony with the spirit of the times,

became general and permanent, and the form of

prayer employed is that known as the Litany of the

Saints. In England, after the Pvcformation, the

recitation of the Litanies upon these days was
discontinued ; but a memorial of the old prac-

tice long surWved in the so-called Perambulation
of Parishes (q. v.).

ROGER I., Count of Sicily and Calabria, and the
founder of the Norman dynasty in these comitries.

was the youngest of the twelve valiant sons of

Tanered de Hauteville, and was born in Normandy
about 1031. Hearing of the wondrous success of his

brothers (see Gm.sc.4.RD), who had some time before

departed to follow their fortunes, and had by this

time gained possession of the greater part of

Southern Italy, R. set out in 1058 to join them.
On his arrival, he was deputed by his brother
Robert to conquer Calabria, an achievement which

was speedily executed. In 1060 he set out on an
exi>edition against Sicily, then ruled by a number of

Saracen chiefs ; but he confined himself in this and
the following expedition to predatory attacks on
Messina and its neighbourhood. He then took and
fortified Messina, making it the base of his future
operations, and being joined by Robert, the two, at
the head of their small baud, performed a variety
of almost miracidous exploits. They were gradually
joined by the Christian inhabitants, especially when
their success had given the latter room to hojio for

freedom from their Moslem masters; and iu 1072,
Palermo, the capital and chief stronghold of the
Saracens, was j-ielded to the invaders. R. was then
invested by his brother with the crown of Sicily,

under the title of Count; but it was not till 19 years
afterwards that he succeeded in thoroughly supplant-
ing the Saracens, owing to the repeated reinforce-

ments they received from Africa. R. h,ad previously
divided the country into fiefs, which he now distri-

buted among his chief barons, whose relations to

their subjects were regidated by him with justice

and moderation. He had, in 1062, received from
Robert his fair share of Calabria, to which, on the
death of the latter, he added (1085) a number of

towns, "WTested from Roger and I3ohemond, Robert's
two sons. He was now the cluef of the Hauteville
family; and the fame of his exploits, and the great-

ness of liis power, made his alliance be courted b}'

the first princes of Europe. It was at this time
he took the title of ' Grand Count,' to distinguish

him from his vassals; and in 1098, he received from
Pope Urbau II., in recompense for his fidehty to the
holy see, the privileges of refusing at his pleasure
papal legates admission to his territory, and of

appointing bishops. The last acts of his life were
the building and endowing of churches and monas-
teries, among others the cathedral of Messina (1097).

He died at Mileto in Calabria, 11th July 1101.

ROGER II., king of Sicily, second son of the
preceding, was born in 1097, four years before the
de.ath of his father.' His elder brother Simon having
died in 1102, he became the heir to the SicLUau

throne ; and diu'ing his minority, the government
was administered l)y his mother, a priucess of

Montferrat. When R. had taken the supreme autho-

rity into his own hands, his first care was to extend
his estates. He compelled his cousin William to

jrield up the porfcious of Calabria and of the towir

of Palermo which Robert Guiscard had withheld
from his father; and after the death of Wilham
(1127), he took possession of Ajndia itself, obtaining

his investiture in these new possessions (which were
fiefs of the holy see) iu the following year from
Honorius II., who added to them that of the duchy
of Naples. Ambitious of the title of king, he
supported the faction of Pope Anacletus, his wife's

brother, and received from him the title of king
of Sicily, with rights of suzerainty over the duchies

of Naples and Capua—the former being a Lombardo-
Italian, and the latter a Norman principaUty. In
return, R. established Anacletus on the pontifical

throne in 1130 ; but the dispossessed pope. Innocent

II., and the exiled princes of Capua and Naples,

applied to the Emperor Lothar, who stripped R.

of many of his acquisitions—the latter, however,
recovering them almost the moment the German
army had retired. At last, his bitter enemy.
Innocent II., fell into his hands in 1139, and was
compelled to withdraw the excommunications he
had pronounced against R., and to consent to his

retaining the territories he had acquired (excepting

Naples), obtaining by these means not only his

liberty, but the firm attachment of R. to the holy

see, and his own recognition as lawful pope. In

1141, he received from Pope Lucius II. the right of
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using the staff, rint;, tunic, mitre, and other symbols
of ecclesiastical dignity and power. In 1146, he
revenged himself on the Greek emperor, who had
been of the league with the pope and the emperor
against him, by capturing Corfu, and pillaging

Gephalonia, Negropont, Corinth, and Athens, return-

ing to Sicily with an immense booty, including
a number of workers in silk, by whom the silk-

manufacture was first introduced into Sicily. He
followed up these successes by the taking of Tripoli

and other places on the African coast, and after-

wards attacking the Zeirides—leaving, at his death,

an African dependency which stretched from
Jlorocco to Kairwan. He died at Palermo 26th
February 1154. E. was, like his father, prudent
and resolute, skilful both in the cabinet and on
the field; but he had neither the fine deport-

ment nor the generous soul of the first Roger.
His mind was cajiable of gi-eat scope and untir-

ing energy, so that the real interests of his

states were never overlooked, and the orderly

system of taxation and government was a pattern
to the rest of Europe. He cared nothing for the
religion of his subjects—they might be heathens
if they chose ; but obedience to himself and respect
to the laws wei'e rigorously demanded and enforced.

His fleet was supreme on the seas, and his com-t

surpassed in magnificence that of every other prince

in Europe. He spent many of his later years
in rearing religious edifices on a scale of extreme
magnificence, of some of whicli remains still exist.

ROGERS, S.urrEL, an English poet, was born in

Loudon on the .30th July 1763. His father was
a banker and member of a dissenting body. After
having been carefully educated, R. was placed in

his father's bank. His taste for literature and the
company of literary men awoke at an early period,

and he, accompanied by a friend, went one day to

call on Dr Johnson, who was then living at Bolt
Coiui;, but his courage faileil him when his hand
was on the knocker. In 1786, he pubUshed his

first book, entitled An Ode to Superstition, and some
other Poems. In 1792, he published his Pleasures

of Memory—the work on which his fame most
securely rests. For a cousiderable period after

this, he was sdent. Meanwhile, he had retired

from business, and in the possession of ample
wealth, in his house in St James's Place, he
employed himself with his Muse, his cook, the
company of the literary celebrities of his time, and
the collecting of pictures and articles of virtil.

Then, and during the whole period of his subse-

quent life, his breakf.asts were more famous than
his poems. Critics might find faidt with the one,

but not with the other.

In 1S12, he published Columhiis, a not very
striking poetical fragment. In 1814, Jaequelhie

appeared in the same volume with Lord Byron's
Lara. In 1810, he issued Human Life ; and in 1S22,

Itabi. An edition of the last work, illustrated by
the best artists, at the cost, it is said, of £10,00(5,

appeared in 1836. After this d,ate, he published

nothing—his time being mainly devoted to taste,

dining, epigram, and anecdote. Although aged, he
was a greater gadder about than any man of his

years in London. He rode or strolled in the parks,

iie haunted picture galleries, he was a constant

attender at the opera. He was by far the oldest

English poet. An accident in the street at last

confined him to his room; and on the ISth December
1S55, he died, aged 93. He read Goldsmith's
Traveller when it \\a3 jiublished, and ho might
have read Tennyson's Maud. He pul>lished his

lirst book before Burns's first volume ajipeared at

Kilmarnock.
As a poet, E, has much of the sweetness of

Goldsmith, and much of the neatness and point of

Pope ; but he lacks entirely the splendour and
richness which distinguished so many of his later

compeers. In fact, all along, he belonged more to

the era of Goldsmith than to the era of Words-
worth and Shelley. And as in poetry, so was it in

the other intellectual fields in which he exercised
himself. He was an eighteenth-century man who
had lived into the nineteenth. Since his death,
his Table Talk has been published.

EO'GUE-MOXEY is, in Scotland, an ancient
assessment which the freeholders of every county at

any of the head courts directed annually to be made
in such sums as they judged necessary for defraying
the expense of apprehending offenders, subsisting

them in jail, and prosecuting them. The functions
of the freeholder in the matter were trausfen-ed to
the Commissioners of Supply by 2 and 3 Will. IV. c.

65, s. 44. The tax was first appointed by a statute

of 11 Geo. II. c. 28. The raising and application

of the tax are not imiform in the various counties.

ROHILCU'ND, an extensive district in the
Bengal Presidency, India, boundetl on the W. and
S.-W. by the Ganges, and on the E. by the kingdom
of Oude. It derives its name from the EohiUas, an
Afghan tribe which migrated hither in the ISth
century. It comprises the five British districts

of Bijnur, Moradabad, Bareilly, Budaon, and Shah-
jehanpiir, and the protected state of Rampur.

RO'LAND, the hero of one of the most ancient

and popidar epics of early French or Frankish
literature, was, according to tradition, the favourite

nephew and captain of the Emperor Charlemague.
All that history tells us of him is simply this : In
778, when Charlemagne was busily engaged at Pader-
born in organising the government of the recently-

subjugated pagan Saxons, and superintending their

collective baptism and formal admission into the
Christian church, he was visited by a Saracen chief,

who, being unwilling to recognise the supremacy of

the Calif of Cordova, offered to put the Frankish
sovereign in possession of several towns south of

the PjTenees which were under his rule. Charle-

magne, accepting the offer, marched with a mmierous
arm}' through the territory of Gascony, whose
duke, Loup, he constrained to do him homage, and
took Pampelona and Saragossa. finding, however,
that his Saracen ally gave him but little aid, he
turned back to return to France ; and it was during
this retreat, while the Christian army was slowly

threading its way through the uarrow valley of

Roncevau.x or Eoncevalles (q. v.), that E., commander
of the Marches of Bretagne, who commanded the

rear-guard, was suddenly attacked by a large body
of A ascons, lying in ambush in the surrounding

woods, and slain while fighting gallantly. Beyond
these meagre details, all that we read of E. is tra-

ditional. The oldest version of the Song of Poland,
forming part of the Chan.'!ons de Geste, which treat

of the achievements of Charlemagne and his pala-

dins, belongs to the 11th c, although it is probable

that the origin.al compositions are not much later

than the period to which they refer. Throughout
the miildle ages, the Song of Poland was the most
popular of the many heroic poems current, and
William of Normandy, when ou his way to conquer
England, h.ad it sung at the head of his troops,

to encourage them on their march ; while at the

present day, the traditionary memory of the heroic

jialadin is still held in honour by the hardy moun-
taineers of the Pyrenees, amongst whose dangerous

defiles the scene of his exploits and death is laid.

According to the poem, Charlemagne had been six

years in Spain, when, resohing to return to France,

he, by the advice of E., sent his captain, Ganelon, on
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an embassy to the pagan king, Marsilins o£ Saragossa,

to ivci'ive the homage which he had ]iledged himself

to yjerfonn. The mission was a dangerous cue, as all

other ambassadore to the king had been slain, and
Ganelon, wishing to revenge himself on R., proved a

traitor, and betrayed to JIarsilius the route which
the Christian army were to take. The consefpience

was, that after Charlemagne had safely crossed the

mountains with the main part of his forces, R., who
commanded a rear-guard of 20,000 men, was sur-

prised within the narrow valley of Rouoevalles, by
a terrible anny of all the pagan nations of the

world. R., who possessed an enchanted honi, which
could have been heard far beyond the mountains,

might have recalled his imcle, but despising such
pusillanimity, he fought on tdl 100,000 Saracens lay

slain around him and the 50 waniors who alone

remained alive to aid him. Anotlier army of 50,000

men of Carthage, Ethiopia, and Candia now poui's

down upon him. At length he blows his horn,

wliich is heard by Charlemagne, who, however, does

not return, as Ganelon ]iersuades him once, twice,

and thrice that R. is only hunting the deer ; and
not until the veins of R.'s neck have burst with the

%'iolence of the blast, does the emperor retrace his

steps. In the meanwhile, R. has dragged his dying
limbs to the foot of Moimt Cisaire, above Ronce-
valles, where, after having sung his death-song, and
thrown his trusty and enchanted sword Duraudal
into a poisoned stream, where it still remains, he
dies exhausted from his many wounds. Charle-

magne, who an-ives too late to save him, avenges
his death in a series of marvellous battles and
bloody victories, whose delineation imparts a suffi-

ciently dark colouring to the closing passages of

this sombre ejiic.

ROLAND DE LA PLATIERE, Jean Marie,
a French minister of the revolutionary period, was
born at Mizy, near Villefranche (Beaujolais), ISth

February 1734. His first independent appointment
was that of inspector-ordinary at Amiens. In 1775,

at the house of a friend in Amiens named Sophie
Canuet, he met Marie .Jeanne Phlipon, a young
woman of brilliant genius and fascinating beaiity,

and after a courtship of four years, they were
married, 4th February 1780. When the Revolution

broke out in 1789, R., as well as his wife, became
a decided partisan of the movement. In 1791,

he was sent to Paris, bj' the municipality of Lyon,

to represent to the Constituent Assembly the

deplorable condition of the Lyonnese weavers.

After the dissolution of the Constituent Assembly,

he founded at Lyon, the Cluh Central, the members
of which, marked by their attachment to consti-

tutional liberty, received the name of Rolandins.

Towards the close of 1791, he fixed himself at

Paris, and soon became one of the heads of the

Girondist or moderate section of the Republicans.

[n March 1792, he was appointed Minister of the

Interior, a situation which he held tiU January 1793,

when he resigned it, despairing of seeing moderate
counsels adopted. After placing his accoimts in

the hands of the Assembly, he asked permission

to withdraw from Paris, but it was refused, and an
illegal attempt was made to arrest him, which failed.

Immediately after, he fled, and concealed himself in

Rouen. When news reached him of the execution

of his wife, he committed suicide at a small village

in the environs of Rouen, 15th November 1793. R.

wrote and published several memoirs and disquisi-

tions on branches of industry, besides G vols, of

LMi'.rs addressed to his nife before their marriage,

from Switzerland, Italy, Sicily, and Malta.

ROLAND, Madame (nee Marie Jean>-e
Phlipox), wife of the preceding, was the daughter
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of Pierre Gratien Phlipon, an engraver, and was born
at Paris, 17th March 175-t. The precocity of her
intelligence was remarkable. At the age of four,

she had quite a passion for reading ; at seven, she
learned by heart a treatise on heraldry ; at eight,

she used to carry Plutarch with her to chiu-eh
while the Jerusalem Delit'ercd of Tasso, and the
Tflemaque of Feuelon fired her childish imagination.
At the same time, an ardent piety began to develop
itself, and when only eleven, she entered the Mal.son
des Dames de la Congn'r/ation, in the Faubourg Saint-

Marcel. Here she foimed a close friendship with
two young girls from Amiens, Henriette and Sophie
Cannet, particidarly with the latter, which was
fruitfid in consequences. On her return to her
father's house after the lajise of two years, 'a
change came o'er the spirit of her dream.' She no
loi:ger cared for the so-called 'religious' m'iters

—

the defenders of the Bilile and the Church. Her
faith was slowly changing from the dogmatic creed

of Bossuet to the ' naturalism ' of the Encyclopedists

and ' Philosophes.' In ethics, now as ever, her ]ire-

ference for the Stoical system was marked. Shortly
after the death of her mother in 1773, she read for

the first time La Nonvtlk Ilelolv, which seemed
to her (as it has to many another j'oung imjjas-

sioned soul) a veritable revelation. Greatly dis-

tressed by the imprudent conduct of her father, she

again withdrew, at the age of 25, to the Maison
des Dames de la Congregation, and once more
attempted an 'austere' life ; but M. Ptoland (q. v.),

who had already known her for five j-ears, now
came forward, and rescued her from a career which
must ultimately have jiroved equally imsatisfactory

to her reason and conscience, by offering her his

hand. She was 25, and he 45. There was certainly

something unpoetic.al in the disjiarity of their years,

but then. Mademoiselle Phlipon knew that ' ideal'

matches were made only in heaven, and so she

accepted calmly the inspector of manufactures.

Their marriage was celebrated 4th February 1780.

It is unnecessary to follow the remainder of her

career, which was of course identical with her hus-

band's imtd his flight from Paris 31st May 179.3.

The same night, she was herself arrested, and
imprisoned in the Abbaye. A more dauntless and
intrepid spirit never entered its walls ! Released
on the 24th of June, she was instantly rearrested

by the very commissaries who had set her at liberty,

without the shadow of a tangible accusation, and
confined in Saint-Pelagie. jNIadame R. spent the

jicriod of her imprisonment in study, in the compo-
sition of her pohtical Memoires. Siuumoned before

the Revolutionary Tribimal in the beginning of

Kovember, she was condemned, and on the 9th was
guUlotiued, amid the shoutings of an insensate mob.

It is said that while standing on the scaffold, she

asked for a pen and paper that she might ' WTite

down the strange thoughts that were passing through

her head.' Only a genuine chUd of the French
Republic could have been so ostentatiously specu-

lative at such a moment. Still more celebrated is

her apostrophe to the statue of Liberty, at the

foot of which the scaffold was erected :
' O Liberty,

what crimes are committed in thy name !

' or,

according to another version :
' Liberty, how they

have played with thy
name !

'—See La Correspon- ^—~i %
dance de Madame Roland *'

avec les Demoiselles Cannet

(2 vols., Paris, 1841)

;

Lettres Autograjilies de N<i^i •>•

Madame Roland, addressees \

d Bancal des Issarls (Paris, 'R6& Mculdm<^
1835).

ROLL, a round moulding much used in Gothic
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architecture. It is also modified by the introduc-

tion of a fillet, and is then called the roU-and-lillet-

mouldiug.

ROLL OF ARINIS, a heraldic record of arms,
either verbally blazoned or illuminated, or both, on
a long strip of velliun, rolled up, instead of being
folded into leaves. Rolls of arms are the most
important and most authentic materials for the
history of early heraldry. In England, they go
back to the reign of Henry III., the oldest being a
copy of a roll of that reign, containing a list of

the arms borne by the sovereign, the princes of the
blood, and the princip.al barons and knights between
1210 and 1272, verbally blazoned without dra%Tings.

The original has been lost, but the copy, wliich,

ha^ng been made by Glover, Somerset herald, in

1586, is called ' Glover's Roll,' is in the English
College of Arras. This roU exhibits heraldry as at

that early period already consolidated into a system.
In the British Museum (Harl. Coll., G5S9) is a copy
of another roU of the middle of the 13th c, contain-
ing 700 coats tricked, that is, ch'awn in pen and
ink. The Boll of Caerlaverock is a heraldic poem in

Xorman-French, reciting the names and arms of the
knights present at the siege of Caerlaverock in 1300.

It has been published -w-itli notes by Sir K. H.
Kicolas. Copies exist of rolls of the knights who
were \vith Edward I. at the battle of Falkirk.

ROLLER (Coracian), a genus of birds very gener-
ally referred to the Crow family (Corvhhv), but by
many naturalists to the Bee-eater family {Mi'rojndo!),

M-ith wliich they regard the habits and colom-s of

the spiecies as indicating a closer alliance. The bill

is moderately large, compressed towards the point,

straight, the upper mandible cun-ed downwards at

the point, the sides bristled at the base, the gape
wide; the legs short and strong; the wings long. The
colours are in gener.al very brdliant. Mr SwaLnson
says of the Blce-bodied E. {C. cyanorjaster) of

Western Africa, that ' no effort of art can possibly
do justice to those inimitably rich lines of ultrama-
rine, beryl colour, and changeable fa^vn, with which
it is ornamented ; for there are no tints hitherto

Eollcr {Coracias gaiTula).

discovered, cither mineral or vegetable, which will

enable the painter to produce their successfid imita-

tion.' The sjiecics are pretty numerous, all natives
of the Old World, and mostly of the warmer parts
of it. One only is found in Europe, the ConDIO.v 1!.

(C.garruhi), a bird nearly equ.al in size to a jay;
with head, neck, and wing-coverts greenish-blue,
other shades of lilne strongly marked in the wings.
This bird is abundant in the north of Africa, and in

some parts of Asia ; it is partially migrator}', and
is rare in Britain. It tosses its food, which consists
of insects or parts of plants, into the air before eating
it, swallowing it when it falls in a proper direction
for entering the throat. The name K. is derived
from its habit of tumbling in the air like a tumbler-

])igeon. It is an inhabitant of woods. It is a very
shy bird, and the sportsman always finds it difficidt

to approach. In the countries where it is abundant,
as in some islands of the Meditei-ranean, it is iu
high esteem for the table.

ROLLER, an agricultural implement which has
been long in use, consisting of a cylinder of wood,
stone, or iron, jilaced in a frame, so as to revolve
like a wheel, and dra-mi over the laud by a horse.
The weight of the roller is gi'eater or less according
to the purpose for which it is intended : the
breaking of stiff claj' clods, the consohdating of
very light sods after frost, the hardening of the
surf.ace of the ground to check evaporation, the
levelling of an uneven surface before h.arvest opera-
tions, &c. For these and such jurrposes, the roller

is in const.ant use. The introduction of hollow
cylinders of ii'on, instead of solid ones of wood
or stone, is an improvement of no remote date,

and was the first change on the old simple im-
plement, which was afterwards further modified by
dividing the cylinder into two parts, to give greater
facility in turning, and to diminish its injurious
action in scraping the soil before it while tiu'ning ;

and this process of di^asion being carried further,

with other modifications, giving each part or wheel
a more independent action, and breaking up the
uniformity of surface by giving a raised wedge-Uke
edge to the circumference of each wheel, the result

is a clod-crusher.

ROLLER, used as part of the inking apparatus
iu letter-press printing, is of modern invention. In
the old process of applying the ink to the sm'face
of types, stuffed leather balls were made use of,

which were not only difficult to keep in proper order,

but were inappUcable to cj-hnder-printing. The
first improvement on the stuffed balls consisted in

covering them with a soft and elastic composition,
such as was employed in the Staffordshire potteries.

Catching at this idea, the inventors of cylinder
printing-machines made rollers by coating longi-

tudin.al and rounded pieces of wood vriih the com-
position, by means of casting in a mould. This
invention came generally into use between 1S14 and
1818, everywhere superseding balls, and rendering
I>rinting machinery practicable.

The method of making inking-roUers is very
simple. A roller may be of any length, to suit

work of different kinds ; for hand-presses it is

usually about .30 inches long, but longer for

machines, according to their dimensions. The thick-

ness is about 3 inches, of which the composition
on the wood is probably three-quarters of an inch
all rounth The wooden centre being fixed upright
in an iron mould, the composition is poured in

when in a hot liquid state, and then left to cooL
\Vheu cold, the mould, which is in halves, finely-

jointed and held together, is opened, and the
roller taken out : bj' a Uttle trimming, it is ready
for use. The composition consists of a due propor-
tion of fine glue and treacle or molasses, boiled
t(-igether,"and thoroughly blended—the result being
a substance resembling soft india-rubber. The pro-
portions of the two ingredients depend on the state
of the atmosphere. In summer, one pound of glue
to one pound of treacle may form a suitable mix-
ture ; but in winter, it may be requisite to give three
];ounds of treacle to one pound of glue, in order to
insure the proper elasticitj'. Rollers, in time,
shrivel and waste by use, and the comi)osition may
then be remelted, along with some small addition of
new materials. Iu all cases, the rollers require to
be kept very clean, and suspended in a rack when
not in use. The manufacture and supply of rollers

fur printers constitute a distinct business in London

;

S95
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but elsewhere, as far as we know, every printing

establishment ot any consequence possesses means

of fabricating rollers for itself.

ROLLIN, CiiAKLES, a French historian, who
formerly enjoyej, if he did not merit, an extensive

popularity, was the son of a cutler, and was born in

Paris, January 30, 1661. He studied at the College

du Plessis, where, in 168.3, he became assistant to the

Professor of Rhetoric, and four years later obtained

the chair for hunself. In 16SS, he was called to

the chair of Eloquence at the College Royal de

France, and for some ten years he discharged the

duties of his office with remarkable zeal aud success.

In 1694, he was chosen rector of the university of

Paris, a dignity wliich he held for two years, and

signaUsed his brief tenure of office by many useful

reforms, both in regard to discipline and study, and

by his warm defence of the privileges of the univer-

sity. His efforts to revive the study of Greek, then

falling back into neglect, were particidarly credit-

able to him, and altogether his career as rector

constitutes perhaps his best claim to the regard of

posterity, and has certainly left a more permanent

impression than his writings, for its influence is

perceptible even to the present day. In 1699, he

was appointed coadjutor to the principal of the

College of Beauvais; but was removed from this

situation in 1712, through the machinations of the

Jesuits, for R. was a strenuous Jansenist. For the

next three years he devoted himself exclusively to

learned study, the fruit of which was his edition of

Quintilian (Paris, 2 vols. 1715). In 1720, he was

re-elected rector of the university aud in 1726

published his Tra'de des Etudes, which M. Villemain

has pronoimced ' a monument of good sense and

taste,' and which is justly regarded as his best

literary performance, for his Hisloire Ancienne

(Paris, 12 vols. 1730—1738), though long pro-

digiously popular, and translated into several

languages (the Eughsh among others), is feeble in

its philosophy, jejune in its criticism, and often

inaccurate in its narrative. Nevertheless, to multi-

tudes, both in this country and in France, it has

formed the introduction to the study of ancient

history. Frederick the Great, then the Prince-royal,

of Prussia, among other princely notabilities, wrote

to comphmcnt the author, aud opened up a corres-

pondence with him. In 1738, R. published his

Histmre Romaiiie (Paris, 9 vols.), a much inferior

work, now almost forgotten. He died September

14, 1741.

EOLLING-MILL, one of the most important

of modern inventions for the working of metals. It

was first introduced practically by Mr Corb in 1784,

and since then has gradually become more and

more useful, as its capabihties have been developed.

Under the article Ikon (q. v.), there is a figure of

the iron rolling-mill, by means of which bars of iron

are rolled or di-awn out, and it will be at once seen

that the same machine will do for other metals

;

moreover, the rolls m.ay be engraved so as to

impress a pattern on the bar as it passes through

;

this is done liy the brass-workers to a great extent

;

and tubes of brass, copper, tin, &c., are also operated

on in a similar way, a mandrel or rod of iron being

fitted inside the tube, to sustain the pressure of the

rollers.

ROLLS, M.vsTER OF. See Master of the

Rolls.

ROLLS OF COURT, in Scotch Law, mean the

lists of causes depending in the Court of Session.

ROIVLlGlfA. See Papal States.

ROMAINE, Rev. Willla.m, an English divine

of the last century, noted for the ardom- with which
296

he preached ' evangelical ' aud Calvinistic doctrines

in an age of religious apathy, was the son of a corn-

dealer iu Hartlepool, and was born there, September

25, 1714. His father was a French Protestant

refugee. Young R. was educated at the grammar-
school of Houghton. He was ordained a priest in

1738, and immediately obtained a curacy near

Epsom. In 1739, he pubUshed a sermon preached

before the university of Oxford, in which he

attempted to shew, in opposition to the view main-

tained by Warburtou in his Divine Leriafloii of
Moses, that the doctrine of a future state is ' ex-

])ressly mentioned,' and even ' insisted on,' in the

Pentateuch. This led to a controversy with Warbur-
ton. In 1747, he published the first volume of a

new edition of Calasio's Hebrew Concordance a7id

Lexicon, the fi-uit of seven years' labour. The only

thing in connection with R.'s edition that now calls

for notice is the fact, that he took extraordinary

liberties with the original, omittmg, for example,

the author's account of the word which is usually

rendered ' God,' ami substituting his own in the

body of the work ! In 1748, he was chosen lecturer

of St Botolph's, in London, aud, in the following

year, lecturer of St Dunstan's-in-the West. Two
years later, he was appointed assistant morning-

preacher at St George's; but was afterwards

deprived of the situation by the rector, Dr Trebeck,

who was jealous of his popularity, aud averse to the
' plainness ' of his preaching. His ' evangelicalism

'

grew with his years; and at length, in 1757, in a

sermon on the Lord Our Sighteonsness, it became

so offensive to the torpid dons of Oxford that the

university pulpit Avas in future closed against him.

Some years before this, R. had been appointed to

the professorship of astronomy in Gresham College,

for which he was not fit, and which he did^ not

retain. His intellect was anything but scientific iu

its character, as will readily be understood when we
state that he allowed his ' zeal ' for Hutchmsoniaa
specidations to lead him into opposition to the

Newtonian philosophy. In 1756, he became curate

and morning-preacher at St Olave's, Southwark, a

situation which he exchanged in the course of a yenr

for a preachership at St Bartholomew the Great,

near West Smithfield. In 1766, he was chosen by
the paiishioners rector of St Andrew, Wardrobe, and

St Anne, Blackfiiars, an office which he held till his

death, July 26, 1795. Besides what has been

ab-cady mentioned, R. published Twelve Serynons

upon Solomon's Son;/ (1759) ; Twelve Discourses

upon the Law and the Gospel (1760) ; The Life of

Faith (1763) ; The Scripture Doctrine of the Sacra-

ment of the Lord's Supper (1765) ; The Walk of

Faith (1771) ; -in Essay on Psabnodi/ (1775) ; The

Triumph of Faith (1795). His works were

republished in a collected form, iu 8 vols., in 1796,

by the Hon. and Rev. W. B. Cadogau, who prefaced

them with a life of their author.

ROMAN ALUM. See Rocn Anjjt.

ROMAN ARCHITECTURE. Of the early

architecture of Rome and the other Latin cities,

comparatively little is known. With the conquest

of Carthage, Greece, and Egypt, the Romans became
acquainted with the arts of those countries, and
be"an to endeavour to use them for the embellish-

ment of the imperial city. Besides, Rome under

the empire was the capital of the world, and

attracted artists from every country. The result

was that the architecture of Rome became a mixed
style. It was aU imported, and partook of the

character of the importers. The great interest of

Roman architecture is, that it is a mixture and

amalgamation of all ancient styles, and the start-

ing-point for all modern styles. It is thus the
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connecting link, between ancient and modern art

;

the whole history o£ Roman architecture being
that of a transition, slow but steady, from the
external architecture of the Greeks to tlie internal

architecture of the Christians. Rome borrowed
from Greece the oblong peristylar temple, with its

horizontal construction and decoration, and the
various ' orders.' See Column, Grecian Arcuitec-
TUKE. From the Tuscans, probably, were derived
the eircidar form of temple and tlie circular arch,

wliich became leading features in the development
of the futm'e Roman style.

The Ordn-.i imported from Greece were the Doric,

Ionic, and Corinthian (q. v.). These were all used
iu Rome, but witli some modilications ; the Doric,
for example, being never used as in Greece, but
without fluting, and with the capital aud entabla-

ture altered, and a base added, so as to make the
dtyle more similar to the otliers, with which it wa.--

often associated. The Ionic had the volutes turned
out angularwise, so as to present a similar face iu

each direction. The favourite 'order' of the Romans,
however, was the Corinthian. It was invented iu

Greece, but more fuUy developed in Rome, where it

suited the desire which existed for richness and
luxm'iauce in arcliitecture. Many fine examples of

entablature, and gradually the pier was omitted,
and the arch openly thrown from i)iUar to pillar,

the architrave bent round it, aud the cornice
continued horizontally above.

wr;
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of Maxeutius (fig. 3), with its gre.at intersecting

vaults, its vaulted aisles, and buttresses, contains

tlie germs of the greatest Christian cathedrals. The
Roman Amphitheatres (q. v.) have never been sur-

passed for size and grandeur, or for suitability to

their purpose. And of the Baths (q. v.), suiEcieut

remains still exist, although much decayed, from the

perishable nature of the brick and stucco employed

in their construction, to i)rovo that the scarcely cred-

ible descriptions of contemporaries vreve surpassed

by the magnificence of the buildings themselves.

.Among the other varied public works of the

Romans are their Aqueducts (q. v.) and bridges, Tri-

umphal Arches (q. v.), pillars of victory, and tombs.

Of the tombs of the Romans, the earliest and

best specimen is that of Ciecilia Metella (wife of

Crassus), on the Appian AVay (fig. 4). It consists

b'lg. i.—Tomb of Caiciha Metella.

(From Fergusson's Hand-book.)

(like most Roman tombs) of a roimd drimi placed
I in a square basement, and was proljably surmounted
by a conical roof. The tomb of Augustus was
similar, on a very large scale, and the sloping roof

•was broken into terraces planted with trees. That
of Adrian (now the castle of St Angelo in Rome) is

another enormous examjile. The tombs were gener-
ally ranged along the ways leading to the gates of

cities.

The later tombs of Rome are well worthy of

study, as they contain many specimens of the

Fig. 5.—Plan of the Temple of AUiierva Medica at Rome.

transition towards the Christian style. They are
generally vaulted, frequently with domes, as, for

23S

instance, the tombs of St Helena and Sta Costanza.
Mr Fergusson also places the so-caUed ' Temple of

Minerva Medica' (fig. 5) amongst the tombs. It is a
beautifully arranged Ijuilding with ten sides, all

containing deep niches (except the side with the
door), surmounted by a clear-story, with ten well-

proportioned ^vindows. The vault is polj'gonal

inside and outside ; and the pendentives, ribs, but-
tresses, &c., which played so important a part in

the Christian architecture both of the East and
West, are distinctly used in its construction.

Of the domestic architectiu-e of the Romans, we
have many wonderfully preserved specimens in

Herculaneum and Pompeii, shewing both the
arrangements and decorations of the dwelhngs of

all classes. Of the great palaces and vdlas, however,
none remain except the palace of Diocletian, at

Spalatro, in Dalniatia. It is an important building,

as it shews many steps in the progress of the style.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, the com-
munity of Christians throughout the world who
recognise the spiritual supremacy of the Pope or

Bishop of Rome, and are united together by the
profession of the same faith, and the participation

of the same sacraments. The subject will be most
conveniently treated by considering imder separate

heads the history of this great Christian com-
munity ; its doctrinal and discijilinary system ; and
finally, its organisation and constitutional forms.

Although a few other points of docti"inal difference

separate the creed of the Roman Church from that

of the Greek, Russian, and oriental commonions,
yet it may truly be said that the most striking and
palpable gi'oimd of division between Rome on the
one side, and all the rest of the communions named
above upon the other, lies in the claim of supremacy
in spiritual jm-isdiction on the part of the Roman
bishop. This history of the Roman Church, there-

fore, iu relation to the ancient oriental churches, is,

in fact, the history of the claim to supremacy.
Without entering into the merits of the question,

we shall merely indicate in a brief outline the
history and the natiu'o of the claim as it is held in

the Roman Catholic communion. In the minds of

Roman Catholics, the claim of supremacy on the
part of the Bishop of Rome rests on the belief, that
Christ conferred on Peter a 'primacy of jurisdiction'

over his church ; that Peter fixed his see at Rome,
and died bishop of that church (a position which
some Protestant historians have called into question
altogether) ; and thus, that the bishops of Rome,
as successors of Peter, have also succeeded to his
prerogatives of supremacj'. In this light, Catholic
historians read the facts of the early history of the
church—and they trace to this acknowledged supe-
riority of the see of Peter numerous references

to Rome on matters of doctrine or discipline

;

appeals from other churches, even from the gi-eat

churches of Alexandria, Antioch, and Constan-
tinople ; dej>ositions or nominations of bishops,
examination and condemnation of heresies, of which
the first five centiu'ies, especially the 4th and 5th,

present examjiles, but in which Protestant historians

only recognise the natural result of the poUtical and
social superiority of Rome as the capital of the
Roman empire. The letters of Pope Leo the Great,
in the commencement of the 5th c, shew bej'ond
question that the bishops of Rome, from whatever
cause, claimed to speak and act with authority iu

the affairs of the church ; and the first direct chal-

lenge to this claim was made by the patriarch of

Constantinople, in the person of Acacius, and led
to a schism of many years, which, however, ter-

minated in the humiliation of the younger see. It
was a powerful argmment for the claims of Rome,
that in all the controversies upon the Incarnation

—
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the Arian, the Nestorian, the Eutychian, the
Monothelite—not only was her orthodoxy never
impeached, but, on the contrary, she even suppUed
at ever}' crisis a rallying point for the orthodox of

every church and o£ every country. It was so,

again, in the Iconoclast controversy ; and although
Constantinople more than once, in the time of

Gregory the Great, and still more in that of

Nicholas I., renewed the struggle for supremacy,
or even equalit}^ the position of Rome continued to

be recognised. The separation of the Greek Church
and her dependencies, under the patriarch Michael
Cerularius in the year 1054, was but the withdi'awal

of a certain space from the extent of her temtorial
jurisdiction. If it had any effect upon her position

within that portion of the church wliich remained
faithful, it was rather to enhance the dignity of

Rome, and to widen her prerog.atives. The aban-
donment of Italy hy the emperors to its fate imder
the invasion of the barbarians, led to the estab-

lishment of the temporal sovereignty of the popes.

The total disruption of the Western Umpire, and
the consequent social disorganisation of Europe,
combined with the spiritual authority of the Roman
bishop to bring about the general recognition of his

authority throughout the Idngdoms of Europe as an
ai'biter in the temporal relations of sovereigns with
their subjects, and of sovereigns towards each other.

This extraordinary temporal authority was at once
the consequence of his acknowledged sijiritual

power, and tended to heighten and to consolidate
the very ]iower in which it had its origin; and even
Protestants must recognise the Roman Church of

the medieval period as absorbing in itself almost the
whole of European Christendom, and as the only
public (even though they believe it degenerate and
corrupt) representative of the church in the West.
The temporary withdrawal of the papal residence
from Rome to A'i'ignon brought with it, from various
causes, not the least of which was the Aveakening
of the prestige of the ' see of Peter,' a notable dimi-
nution of the at least temporal power of the popes,
which was stiU further weakened b3'the long western
Bchism, by the conflicts of the rival pontiffs, and
the scandals wliich arose therefrom ; and the origin
and progi-ess of the modern political institutions
which then began to break upon the world, so
modified the public relations of church and state,

as by degrees to undo the condition of societj' in
which the temporal power had its foundation. The
great revolution of the ICth c. completed the pro-

cess ; and when the jiopes seriously addressed
themselves to the defence of the doctrinal system,
which was the foundation of their authority, it was
no longer in the character of arbiters of the tem-
poral destinies of the world, but of simple disput-

ants in the arena of theological science, in which
their adversaries could command equally with
themselves the means of appealing to the intelligence

and to the religious sj-mpathies of men.
Nor was the revolution with which the popes

thus found themselves face to face without its

influence in the external history of the Roman
Church. The defections consequent on the Reforma-
tion, and at first numerous and formidable, received

a check. The great Council of Trent—one of the

necessities of self-defence which the nide assault of

the Reformers entailed—did more to systematise,

to define, and to present in jiopular form the
doctrinal belief of Rome, than liad been accom-
])lished by the united efforts of the schoolmen of

the three centuries which preceded tlie Reformation ;

while the decrees of Reformation wliich it enacted,

and still more the schemes of local and individual

reform which it originated, and to which it gave
the impulse as well as the example, tended to bring

about, by the natural process of self-purification,

those ameliorations in the struggle towards which
the first efforts .at reform had their foimdation. The
latter half of the 16th c. was a jjeriod of new life

in the Roman Church. The celebration of local

synods, the establishment of episcopal seminaries,

the organisation of schools, and other provision for

religdous instruction, above all, the foimdation of

religious orders of both sexes, in all which this

active work of the church was one of the striking

and prominent characteristics, had the effect of

arresting in many countries the progress of Protest-

autism, at first rapid and decisive; and Lord
Macaulay has traced out with cimous minuteness

[

the line which marks in the several countries the
i origin and the progress of this rcUgious reaction.

j

From the end of the 16th c, therefore, the
position of the R. C. Church, especially in her
e-xternal relations, may be regarded as settled. The
local distribution of the rival churches in the world
has not been materially altered since that time.

But in her relation to the state, the Roman Church
has since passed through a long and critical struggle,

which is detailed under the heads Gallic.vn
Church, Feeronianism, Innocknt XI. The new
tlieories to which the French Revolution gave
currency have still further modified these relations

;

but in most of the European kingdoms they have
been regulated either by conoorilat or by some
similar mutual agreement. Many conflicting claims,

however, on either side stiU exist ; but the policy

of the R. C. Church in the conflict with the state

has generally been to record her protest against

any violation of right, but the protest having been
made, to submit imder protest, imless in what are

considered the essentials of faith or of discipline.

The details of the doctrinal system of the R. C.

Church may be best explained from her latest

authentic creed, that commonly called of Pius V.,

drawn up as a summary of all the authoritative

teaching up to that time, including the decrees of

the Council of Trent. It is only necessary to

premise that, while in the view of Catholics (see

Rule of Faith) the doctrine must be based on
the Word of God, written or unwritten, the church

! is the only authoritative judge of that Rule of

I

Faith. The tribimals which are held to represent

tills teaching, as well as the subjects to which the

pri\-ilege extends, and the limits within which it

is held to be exercised infallibly, have all been
explained under the head Ixtallibiuty (q. v.).

But Catholics hold, that while the church has

authority, when doubts or difficulties arise, to pro-

poimd authoritatively new definitions of faith,

j

nevertheless these new definitions must not be
regarded as additions to the origin.al faith of the

chiu'ch, or to the original deposit of divine teaching,

but only as expositions of former articles, or at

most as developments of what already existed in

the germ, and has but been evolved by controversy,

or brought into ]iractical action by the progress of

time, and the change of the external relations of the
' church. The creed of Pius V. is as follows :

' I, N. N., with a firm faith believe and profess all

and evei-j' one of tho.se things which are contained

in that creed which the holy Roman Church
maketh use of. To wit : 1 believe in one God, the

Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, of all

things \'i3ible and in\-isible, .and in one Lord Jesus

Christ, tlie only begotten Son of God, bom of the

Father licfore all ages ; God of God ; Light of

Light ; true God of the true God ; begotten, not

made ; consubstantial with tlie Father, by whom
i all things were made. Who for us men, and for our
salvation, came down from heaven, and was incar-

nate by the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary, and
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•was made man. He was crucified also for us imder
Pontius Pilate, suffered, and was buried. And the

third day he rose again according to the Scriptures :

he ascended into heaven, sitteth at the right hand of

the Father, and shall come again with glory to judge

tlie living and the dead ; of whose kingdom there

shall be no end. I believe in the Holy Ghost, the

I;ord and life-giver, who proceedeth from the

F.ather and the Son ; who, together with the Father

and the Son, is adored and glorified ; who spake by
the prophets. And in one holy, Catholic, and Apos-
tolic Church. I confess one baptism for the remis-

sion of sins ; and I look for the resurrection of the

dead, and the life of the world to come. Amen.
' I most steadfastly admit and embrace the apos-

tolical and ecclesiastical traditions, and all other

observances and constitutions of the same church.
' I also admit the holy Scriptures, .according to

that sense which our holy mother the Church h.ath

held and doth hold ; to whom it belongeth to judge

of the true sense and interpretation of the Scrip-

tures ; neither will I ever take and interpret them
otherwise than according to the unanimous consent

of the Fathers.
' I also profess that there are truly and properly

seven sacraments of the new law, instituted by
,Tesu3 Christ, our Lord, and necessary for the salva-

tion of m.ankind, though not .all for every one : to

wit—Baptism, Confirmation, the Eucharist, Penance,

Extreme Unction, Order, and Matrimony ; and that

they confer grace ; and th.at of these. Baptism, Con-

firm.ation, and Order cannot be repeated ^^•ithout

sacrilege. I also receive and admit the received and
approved ceremonies of the Catholic Church, used

in the solemn administration of the aforesaid sacra-

ments.
' I embrace and receive all and every one of the

things which have been defined and decLared in

the holy Council of Trent concerning original sin

and justification.
' I profess, likewise, that in the il.ass there is

offered to Goil a true, proper, and propitiatory sacri-

fice for the living and the dead ; and that in the

most holy sacrament of the Eucharist there is truly,

really, and subst.anti.ally the Body aud Blood, to-

gether tt'ith the soul and divinity of our Lord Jesus

Christ ; and that there is made a conversion of the

whole subst.ance of the liread into the Body, and of

the whole substance of the wine into the Blood
;

which conversion the Catholic Church calleth Tran-

substantiation. I also confess that xinder either

kind alone Christ is received whole and entire, and
a true sacrament.

' I constantly hold that there is a Purgatory, and
th.at the souls therein detained are helped by the

suffrages of the faithful.

' Likewise, th.at the saints reigning together with

Christ are to be honoured and invocated, and that

they offer pr.ayers to God for us, and th.at their

relics are to be had in veneration.
' I most firmly assert that the Images of Christ, of

the Mother of God, ever Virgin, and also of other

saints, ought to be had and retained, and that due
honour and veneration are to be given them.

' I also affirm th,at the power of indulgences was
left by Christ in the church, and that the iise of

them is most wholesome to Christian people.
' I acknowledge the holy Catholic, Apostolic,

P.oman Church for the mother and mistress of .all

churches ; and I promise true obedience to the

Bishop of Home, successor of St Peter, Prince of

the Apostles, and Vicar of Jesus Christ.
' I likewise imdoubtingly receive and profess all

other things delivered, defined, and declared, par-

ticularly by the holy Council of Trent ; and I con-

demn, reject, and anathematise all things contrary
300

thereto, and all heresies which the church hath con-
demned, rejected, and .anathematised.

' I, N. N., do .at this present freely profess, and
sincerely hold this true Catholic faith, out of which
no one can be s.aved ; and I promise most constantly
to rct.ain and confess the s.ame entire and in\'iolate,

by God's assistance, to the end of my life.'

In addition to these articles, the R. C. Church
has since the eompil.ation of the creed of Pius V.
defined certain further .articles in the controversy
on grace, which arose from the teaching of Jax-
SENius (q. v.), and still more recently th.at of the
IM.MACUL.4.TE COXCEPTIOX OF THE Bi.ESSED ViROIN
MaKY (q. v.).

The details of the discipline of the E. C. Church
would be out of place here. But it maybe observed
th.at the R, C Church leans towards asceticism,

as regards the practice of fasting, with less rigour

than the Greek and oriental communions ; while, on
the contrary, as to the celibacy of the Clergy (q. v.),

her law is much more stringent ; all the clergy of

the E,. C. Church in the greater orders, including
sub-deacons, being so strictly bound to ceUbac}',

th.at a marri.age contracted after ordin.ation is inv.alid

by the church law. See Orders. In all that
regards the general discipline of the whole church,

only the pope or a general council is considered tc>

have power to legislate ; national or proviuci.al

synods for a kingdom or province, aud bishops for

their own dioceses.

The constitution of the R. C. Church h.as been in

great p.art explained in the article Hierarchy. It

may be necess.ary to add that, under the generic

name Roman Catholics are comprised aU those

Christians who acknowledge the supremacy of the
Rom.an jiontiff, even though they be not of the

Roman or L.atin Rite (q. v.). Not a few individuals

and churches of other rites are included under this

designation, Greeks, .Sl.avonians, Rnthenians, Syrians

(including Maronites), Copts, and Armenians ; and
these communities are permitted to retain tlieir own
n<ation.al liturgy and language ; and for the most
part, their estaljlished discipline and us.ages. The
most remarkable examples of the diversity of dis-

cipline thus introduced under the common rule of

the Roman pontiff are the retention of the use of

the cup for the laity, and the permission of the

marri.age of the clergy.

As regards its organisation for the purposes of

ecclesiastical government, the norni.al territorial

distribution of the R. C Church of the several rites

in the various countries where it exists is into pro-

vinces, which .are subject to .archbishops, and are

subdivided into bishoprics, each governed by its

o\vn bishop. The total number of archbishops of

the several rites in communion with Rome in 1S63
was 158, of whom 12 be.ar the title of p.atriarch.

The number of Ijishops in the same year was 694,

making in aU 852. But in certain parts of the

world, where the population and government are

Protestant or unljclieving, the spiritn.al affairs of

the Catholic Church are directed, not by bishojis

with local titles, Init by bishops Ix rartibus Ix-

FiDELiuil (q. v.), who .are styled vicars of the pope,

or \'icars apostolic. Of these, the number in 1S63

was 125.

The 3t<atistic3 of the R, C. Church, as cont.iined

in the Orbe CatioHco, published at Rome, give us

the total number of Catholics of .all nations as

185,000,000. This number nearly corresponds with
the tot.al of Roman Catholics as given in the article

on Religion (q. v.). In order to avoid unnecessary

repetition, we refer to that article for the details of

the distribution of Roman Catholics in the sever.al

coimtrics ; and for the number of those subjects of

the pope who follow a rite different from that of
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Pvome, see Greek Chokch, Russian Chuech, Syria,
Makonites.

ROMAN CATHOLIC EMANCIPATION or
RELIEF ACTS. After the P.eforniation, both iu

England and iu Scotland, R. Catholics were sub-

jected to many penal regulations and restrictions.

As late as 17S0, the law of England—which, how-
ever, was not always rigidly enforced— made it

felony in a foreign E. Catliolic priest, and high
treason in one who was a native of the kingdom
to teach the doctrines or perform divine service

according to the rites of his church. R. Catholics

were debarred from acquiring land by purchase.

Persons educated abroad iu the R. Catholic faith

were declared incapable of succeeding to real

property, and their estates were forfeited to the next
Protestant heir. A son or other nearest relation

being a Protestant, was empowered to take posses-

sion of the estate of his R. Catholic father or other
kinsman during his life. A R. Catholic was dis-

qualified from imdertaking the griardianship even
of R. Catholic children. R. Catholics were excluded
from the legal profession, and it was presumed that
a Protestant lawyer who married a R. Catholic had
adopted the faith of his wife. It was a capital

offence for a R. Catholic priest to celebrate a mar-
riage between a Protestant and R. Catholic. Such
was the state of the law, not only in England but
in Ireland, where the large majority of the popu-
lation adhered to the old faith. In Scotland,
also, R. Catholics were prohibited from purchasing
or taking by succession lauded propert}-. The in-

expediency and iiTationality of imposing fetters of

this description on persons not suspected of dis-

loyalty, and from whom danger was no longer
apprehended, began about I77S to occupy the
attention of liberal-minded statesmen ; and in I7S0,

Sir George Saville introduced a biU for the reijeal

of some of the most severe disqualifications iu the
case of such R. Catholics as would submit to

a proposed test. This test included an oath of

allegiance to the sovereign, and abjuration of the
Pretender, a declaration of disbelief in the several
doctrines, that it is lawful to put individuals to

death on pretence of their being heretics ; that no
faith is to be kept with heretics ; that princes
excommunicated may be deposed or put to death

;

and that the pope is entitled to any temporal juris-

diction within the realm. The bdl, from the opera-

tion of which Scotland was exempted, eventually
passed into law. An attempt which had been made at

the same time to obtain a like measure of relief for

the R. Catholics of Scotland, was defeated by an
outburst of rehgious fanaticism. The populace of

Edinburgh, stirred up by a body called ' The Com-
mittee for the Protestant Interest,' attacked and set

fire to the R. Catholic churches, and the houses

of the clergy and of such persons as were sus-

pected to be favourable to R. Catholic relief. The
frenzj' spread to England, where a ' Protestant

Association' had been formed to ojipose the reso-

lutions of the legislature. See Gordon, Lord
George. In 1791, a bill w.as passed affording

further relief to such R. Catholics as would sign a

protest ag.ainst the temporal power of the pope,

and his authority to release from civil obligations
;

and in the following year, by the statute 33 Geo.

III. c. 44, the most highly penal of the restrictions

bearing on the Scottish R. Catholics were removed
without opposition, a form of oath and declaration

being prescribed, on taking which they could freely

purchase or inherit landeil property.

Endeavours were made at the same time by
the Irish parliament to get rid of the more im-
portant disqualifications, and place Ireland on an
equality in point of religious freedom with England.

In I7S0, Grattan carried his resolution that the
king and parliament of Ireland could alone make
laws that would bind the Irish, and separation from
England was urged as the alternative with repeal of

the disqualifying statutes. The agitation culminated
in the Irish rebellion of 179S; the union of ISOO
followed, which was partly carried by means of

pledges, not redeemed, regarcUng the removal of

the disabilities in question. Jleautime, in England,

R. Catholics continued subject to many minor
disabilities, which the above-mentioned acts failed

to remove. They were excluded from sitting and
voting in parliament, and from enjoying numer-
ous offices, franchises, and civil rights, by the

requirement of signing the declaration against

transubstantiation, the invocation of saints, and the

sacrifice of the mass. In the early part of this

century, many measures were proposed for the

removal of these disqualifications, and in IS13 and
succeeding years, one bill for this end after another
was thrown out. Meanwhile, the agitation on
the subject among the R. Catholics themselves
greatly increased, and in 1S24 it assiuned an organ-

ised shape by the formation of the ' E. Catholic

Association' in Ireland, with its systematic col-

lections for the ' Catholic rent.' The Duke of

Wellington, who, for a long time, felt great repug-
nance to admit the R. Catholic claims, was at

last brought to the con^iction, that the security of

the empire would be imperilled by further resisting

them, and in 1829 a measure was introduced by the

duke's ministry for Catholic emancipation. An act

having been first passed for the suppression of

the R. Catholic Association—which had already
voted its own dissolution—the celebrated E.
Catholic Relief Bill was introduced by Mr Peel iu

the House of Commons on the 5th of March, and
after passing both Houses, received the royal assent

on the 13th Aprih By this act (10 Geo. IV. c. 7),

an oath is substituted for the oaths of allegiance,

supremacj', and abjuration, on taking which R.
Catholics may sit or vote in either House of Parlia-

ment, and be admitted to most other offices from
which they were before excluded. They, how-
ever, continue to be excluded from the otfices of

Guardian and Justice or Regent of the United
Kingdom, Lord Chancellor, Lord Keeper, or Lord
Commissioner of the Great Seal of Great Britain or

Ireland, and Lord High Commissioner to the General
Assembly of the Church of Scotland. As members
of coi-porations, they cannot vote iu the disposal of

church property or patronage. Ecclesiastics or other
members of the R. Catholic persuasion, either

wearing the habit of their order, or officiating in any
place which is not their usual place of worship, or

a private house, forfeit £50. Jesuits, and members
of orders bound by monastic or religious vows, must
register themselves with the clerk of the peace of

their county, under a penalty of £50 for every
month that they remain in the kingdom unregis-
tered. Jesuits uot natural-born subjects, who have
come into the country since the passing of the act,

are liable to lie banished. Persons admitting others
to such societies witliin the United Kingdom, are
liable to fine and imjirisoumcnt, and those who have
been so admitted are liable to be banished.

Restrictions which existed on R. Catholic bequests
were removed by 2 and 3 Will. IV. c. 115, as
regards Great Britain, and by 7 and S A"ict. c. 60,
with relation to Ireland. Acts 7 and 8 Vict. c. 102,
and 9 and 10 Vict. c. 59, abohshed a few minor
E. Catholic disabilities. For the statutory prohi-
bition against the assumption of ecclesiastical titles

in respect of places in the United Kingdom, see
Ecclesiastical Titles Assuhption Act.

KOMAN CEMENT. See Cements.
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ROMAIC RELIGION, Ancient, a conglomera-

tion of the moat widely-dift'erent theological or

rather mythological elements, introduced by the

various strata of immigrations that flowed into the

different jiarts of Italy at different pre-historic

times. It was chiefly under Greek influence that it

assumed that most characteristic and systematic

form, imder which it was known during the clas-

sical times of Rome, and as which it generally repre-

sents itself to our minds. Noma Pompilius (q. v.),

that mythic successor of Romulus, is bj' the primi-

tive legend mentioned as the founder of the Roman
religiou, or rather ceremonial law. Ho is probably

the type of the period when the religious notions

of the Sabines were first joined to the piimitive

elements of legendary belief of the early settlers.

Among the vast number of the different and obscure

component elements, the Pelasgian, Sabelhan, Oscan,

Gallic, &c., out of which grew the recognised state

religion, we can, with a comparative amount of

clearness, distinguish chiefly three—the Etruscan,

the Sabine, and the Latin. The religion of the

Etruscans—as distinct from the Pelasgians (q. v.)

—has been characterised in oiu' article on that

nation. Of the gods of the Latins, many are closely

related to those of the Greeks (see Greek Reli-

gion), a circumstance easily accoimted for by their

common eastern origin (see Rome, Histoey of) ;

others, however, seem indigenous. Their principal

deities are TeUus (q. v.) (the earth) Saturn (q. v.)

(god of seeds), and his wife Ops (goddess of earth

and plenty), who are somewhat akin to Kronos and
Rhea; Jupiter (q. v.), with Juno (q. v.), givers of

Ught. Deities more pecidiar to the Latins are Janus

(q. v.), and Diana (q. v.). Faunus and Fauna are pro-

phesying wood-deities, and were aUied to Lupercus,

in whose honour the Lupercalia (q. v.) were cele-

brated ; Picus and PUumnus, who preside in some
way over agricidture and the fruits of the field

;

Vesta (q.v.); Fortima (q.v.) ; Ferentina, the goddess

of leagues. A certain number of agrarian deities

(Anna Pereima, Venns, &c.) make up, with those

mentioned, the bulk of 'native' Latin niunina. Of
chiefly Sabine deities, we name Feronia, the Feren-

tina of the Latins, a goddess of the soU, who was
worshipped with gifts of flowers and fruits ; and
the two war-gods, Mars and Quirinus—the former a

deity at first worshipped under the symbol of shield

and spear, and of high importance for colonisations,

to whom every animal and every human being born
in a certain year was sacred ; the former being

doomed to be sacrificed, and the latter at the age of

twenty to emigrate, and to found new settlements :

Quirinus, a deity of strife, closely connected with
the myth of Pvomidus. Sabine deities were also

Sol, the Sim, Lima, the moon, &c.

Having thus traced some of the principal gods
and goddesses (of the greater part of whom fuller

information Avill be found in special articles in the

course of this work) to the respective nationality

that first introduced them into Italy, we shall now
take a brief glance at the Roman Pantheon as it

appeared when it had embodied systematically

these acclimatised primeval idealisations. For it

was as characteristic of the Roman gods to appear
in sets, as it was for the more personal gods of the

Hellenes to appear singly. The Romans, as it were,

made them fall rationally into rank and file, each
with a distinct mission of its own, and thus tilled

with them, as "with authorities over special depart-

ments, the whole visible and invisible world—above,

below, and around. The first rank of all is taken
by the three Capitoline deities, the peieonifications

of highest power, highest womanliness, and highest
wisdom—Jupiter (q.v.); Juno (q.v.), the Queen of

Heaven, and the tutelary deity of women ; and

Minerva (q. v.). The stars also had three foremost
representatives— Sol, the sun, Luna, the moon, and
Tellus, the earth. The supreme deities of the
Infernal Piegions were Orcus, Dis (Dives, Consus?),
and his wife, the Queen of the Empire of the
Shadows, Libitina. The element of the water was
presided over by Neptime (q. v.) ; that of the fire by
Vulcan (q. v.), the god of the smithies, and Vesta, the
goddess of the domestic hearth and its pure flame.

Agriculture and rearing cattle were saered to the
ancient Latin king Saturnus, whose wife. Ops—the

riches therefrom accruing—had, like Demeter, her
seat in the soil. Ceres, Liber, and Libera, the
three Greek deities of agricultural pm-suits, were
superadded about 500 E. c. Pales, the special pro-

tector of the flocks, and his festival (the PalUia)

were celebrated on the foundation-day of Rome.
Mars himself was the supreme deity of the Romans
next to Jupiter. Deities of Oracles are Faunus,

a deified king, who gave his obscure decisions

either in dreams or in strange voices, and his

female relative—wife, daughter, or sister—Fauna
(Bona Dea), who attends only to the female sex

;

and the Camenje, prophesying nymphs, of whose
number was Egeria, Numa Pompilius's inspirer.

The Apollo worshij) was but of late growth in

Rome. The Parce represented the unchangeable
fate of the indi^dual. Fortuna was, on the con-

trary, the uncertain chance of destiny, the ' luck

'

to be invoked at all important junctures. Salus,

Pax, Concordia, Libertas, Felicitas, Pietas, Vh-tus,

Honos, Spes, and a host of other abstract notions,

explain themselves. Venus first became import-

ant when identified with Aphrodite ; in the same
w.ay as Amor, Cupido, and Voluptas were Greek
importations, brought into prominence by the poets

chiefly. Life, death, and hfe after death are made
concrete, by the Genii, the Lares, Manes, and
Penates. See Lakes.

Like the Greeks, the early Romans had no
' mediators,' but addressed their prayers and suppli-

cations directly to the individual god. The priest-

hood, we find, in the classical period, had arisen

originally from the 'kindlers {fiamines) of Mars,'

or those who presented biirnt-ofl'erings to the early

Italian war-god Mars, and the twelve dancers (Salii)

who in Max'ch performed war-dances in his honour.
To these came the ' Field Brethren,' the ' Wolf-re-

pellers,' &c. ; and thus by degrees an endless and
most powerfid hierarchy came to be built up. By
the side of it, but not identical with it, were
certain sacred colleges, who kept the sacred tradi-

tions alive, and who were the supreme authority

on religious observances. These were the colleges

of Pontifices (q. v.) or Bridge-builders, of Augurs
(see Auguries and Auspices), the keepers of th(;

Sibylline Books (see Sibyl) ; the twenty Fetiale^5

or state heralds, the supreme—advising, not exe-

cuting—authorities on international law ; the Vestal

virgins, on whom devolved the guardianship of the
Palladium and of the sacred fire ; the Salu (set;

above), and others. Priests, in the stricter sense

of the word, in the service of special deities, were
the Flamens (q. v.) ; while the Dea Dia, the goddess
of fields (Tellus, Ceres, Ops, Flora), had the special

brotherhood of the twelve Arvalian brothers, with
their numerous followers. The state sacrifice, before

the expulsion of the mythical kings supposed to

have been offered up by these, was offered by a
special Eex Sacroriim or Bex Sacrljiculus.

The mode of worship was analogous to that of the
Greeks. Votive offerings, prayers, vows, sacrifices,

libations, purifications, Ijanquets, lays, songs, dances,

and g.ames made up the sum of their divine service.

The sacred places were either /ana, deluhra—mere
hallowed spots on hills and in groves—or templa.
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(Kdus, special liuilcUng3 dedicated to a special deity.

The latter contained two altars—the ara, for hba-
tions and oblations ; and the altare, for burnt-
offerings chiefly. Frugahty, as it peryaded, in the
classical period, the domestic life, so it also pre-

vented all extravagance of offerings to the deity,

and .all excess of rejoicing before it. Sober and
dull, as the Roman religion undoubtedly was—for it

never once expanded into the joyful extravagances
of fancy with which the Greek religion was
fraught throughout—it at the same time kept free

from the abominations that are the n.atural off-

spring of that imbounded sway of fancy. Human
sacritices, as far as they are to be met with, grew
out of the idea of substitution, and were chiefly

enthusiastic voluntary acts of men who threw them-
selves into the breach ; or they carried out decrees
of civil tribunals, who had convicted the ' victim' of

.a deadly offence. In their dealings Tvith the gods,

the Eomans were pure merchants, carrying out
their promises with strict literalness, and thus often

fraudidently, against the patent inner meaning
of their promise ; but the gods were not to them
the all-pervading essences, but rather creditors,

strict and powerful, yet unable to exact more than
was agreed upon outwardly.
A code of moral and ethical rules, furthering and

preserving civil order, and the pious relations within
the state and famil}', were the palp.able results of

this reUgion, which, in its ban-enness of metaphysical
notions, did next to nothing for the furtherance of

art.

And here we must enter somewhat more fully

into that peciUiar phenomenon of the utter dis-

similarity in the characters of the Greek and Roman
religion, at which we have hinted already—a dis-

similarity all the more surprising, as the self-

same symbolical and allegorical views of nature,
liltered through however different channels, form the
foundation of both. Both also—especially in their
later stages—offer a general analogy not only of

deities and spirits, but even of holy places and their
mode of worship. But the fact is, that they each
took the originally common stock of notions and
conceptions, clad more or less in mythical garb, and
utterly transformed it, superadding to it from time
to time according to their own distinct nationaUty.
It is here, however, that their characteristic traits

come out in as forcible a contrast as they do in
every other relation of life, in their art and cultiirc,

in their states and families, ^\^lile to the Hellenes
the individual w.as the chief end of aU things, and
the state existed for the citizen, and the ideal was
the Kalokagathia, the beautiftd, good, the Romans
imjrosed, .as the highest duty, submission to authority
—the son to the father, the citizen to the ruler, and
all to the gods. To them, only that which was
useful appeared good. Idleness was not to be
tolerated in a conununity where every single

member only existed as far as it contributed to

the greatness and aggrandisement of the common-
wealth. Hence, with them, a rational thoughtful-

ness, and a grand and awful austerity in their

rehitions to men and gods ; while the Greeks
treated both with joyful serenity. The Greek in-

vested his gods with hmnau attributes, and then
surroimded them with a ha)o of liighest si)lendour

and most glorious divine beauty ; but he constantly

modelled and remodelled tliem, until they reached
the acme of beautiful perfection, as would the
painter and the sculptor with their work. The
Itonian, on the other hand, oared nothing for the
outward form of liis ideahsed notions—the notions

themselves, mere fundamental ideas, were his sole

object of veneration. The Greeks made everything

concrete, corporeal, and individual ; the Romans,

abstract and general. The Greeks coidd only worship
allegories ; the Romans, abstractions. Hence, also,

their utter discarding of many of the myths common
to the whole Indo-Germanic stocky the unmarried
and childless state of tlieir gods, who, moreover,
wanted no food, and did not wander about among
meu, as did the Indian and the Hellenic. .\s in the
late Midrash, which has partly found its way into
Chi'istianity, there is a heavenly .Terusalem right
over the earthly .Jerasalem, in which all thiui's

below were reproduced in an exact but most ideal
and divine manner. Thus, the Roman Pantheon was
the precise counterpart of the Roman world as it

existed in reaht}^ Every man, aud thing, and
event, and act had a coiTesponding tutelary deity,

that came and went with the special indi\-idnal,

phenomenon, or event, and eternal gods were those
only that represented certain great unchanging laws
of nature. The angels of the legendary lore of

later Judaism and earlj' Chiistianity, that protect
special nations, were with the Romans the gods of

these nations, and entered, as their special numina,
the divine commonwealth of the Romans simul-
taneously with the admission of these nations into
their own pale or freedom.
As long as the grand old Roman simplicity of

manners, the frugality of domestic hfe, the inde-

fatigable pursuit of agricidture, trade, and com-
merce lasted—and all of these were well characterised
by the deep reverence paid to gods (albeit not in
the highest scale of divine order), who presided over
the house, the field, the forest, mercantile enterprise,

and the like, \'^esta, the Penates, the SUvani, the
Lares or Lases, Hercules or Hercidus (a native
Italian deity, the god of the enclosed homestead
[compare Jupiter 7ierceus] apparently distinct from '

the Greek Heracles) as the god of property and
gain, whose altar, as god of faith {Deus Julius),

was as frequently to be met with as those of the
goddess of chance (Fors, Fortima), and the god of

traffic (Jleroury)—so long did Roman religion, pro-

perly so called, retain its firm hold over the people's

minds, and its influence cannot well be overrated.

But when the antique austerity, the olden spirit of

grand indejiendence, the unceasing hard work that
steeled body and soid, had given way to the lazy

luxurious ease of later times—then Roman religion

ceased to exist in reality, and over its ruins

rose a mad jumble of unbelief, Hellenism, secta-

rianism, and oriental creeds. The ancient religlv,

the binding faith, which had excited the admiration
and astonishment of the Greeks, had waned, and in

proportion with the imbelief rose the pomp, and
stateliness, and luxury of public worship. To the
hierarchy of augurs, oracle-keepers, and pontifices

were superadded special banquet-masters for the
divine banquets. The priests more and more freeil

themselves from taxes and other public burdens, and
the custom of perpetiual endo^vIuents for religious

objects crept in, as their influence waxed stronger

and stronger. ' Pious services ' became as much
an item of domestic expenditure as the cook's and
nurse's wages. Penny collections for the ' mother
of God' were gathered on certain fixed days by the
sound of fife aud drum played by priests in oriental

garb, headed by a eunuch, from houso to house, and
the whole substance of Roman faith was transformed
into au un«-ieldy mass of dark, grovelling mysticism
and shameless profligacy, presided over by wretched
gangs of uneducated and unprincipled priests. How
tills state of things favoured the gradual introduction

of Judaism and ChristLanity into the djTug days of

imperial Rome, has been briefly sketched in G^JOSTtcs

(q. v.). Constantino the Gre.at abolished the last

outward trace of Roman rehgion by proclaiming

Christianity .as the state religion.—For the greater
3U3
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part of the gods and goddesses mentioned, see

special articles. See also (Jkeek Religion", Etrueia,
pELASGLiNS, &c. For a fuller accoimt of the whole
subject, the reader is referred to Mommseu's History

ofRome (Eng. transl. Lond. 1864).

ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE, the de-

based style which succeeded Roman architecture,

from about the time of Constantine (350 a.d.) to

that of Charlemagne (800 a.d.). It is impossible

to fix the date of the style definitely, because
Roman Architecture (q. v.) was itself a transitional

style, and the one fades gradually iuto the other.

When Constantine proclaimed Christianity the reli-

gion of the empire, he gave the Christians freedom
of action. They could worship in public, and conse-

quently desired buildings for their service ; hence
the impetus which gave architecture a new start.

As explained under Apse and Basilica, the Chris-
tians adopted the Roman hall of justice for their

church or place of assembly, and erected many
noble basilicas in Rome, Ravenna, and aU over
tlie empire. These consisted of three or live aisled

halls—the aisles separated by rows of columns. In
Rome, the columns, entablatures, and other orna-
ments were fi-equently taken from the ruins of

ancient buildings which abounded there. The new
style is therefore closely allied to the ancient one
in the imperial city ; but in Ravenna, Jerusalem,
Provence, and the remoter districts, where few
ancient remains exist, a simpler and ruder copy of
the ancient work is found. There is always, how-
ever, a certain resemblance to the old forms which
distinguishes the Romanesque from the round-
arched Gothic which succeeded it. The piers along
the aisles are always single columns, generally with
caps intended to be Corinthian, and wide arches

;

the aisles are wide, with open wooden roof ; and
there are remnants of entablatures, mouldings, &c.,
which recall the ancient Roman work. The early
Christians also derived their round churches from
the Romans. They were probably originally tombs,
copied from such buildings as the Minerva Medica
(see Roman Akchitecture), and were the most
sacred places, where the burial-service was said,
and the sacraments administered. Hence they
afterwards became Baptisteries (q. v.), and were
finally absorbed into the church (see RnEXisii
Akchitectuke), which then contained within itself

everything connected with the Christian ser\-ice.

In Rome there are still some thirty basilicas, and

JA jS—_
Konianesque Interior.

the Romanesque style may be said never to have
died out there. As we recede from the centre, we
find its influence gradually weaken, and succumb
to the Northern Giothic style. Thus, in Lombardy

and Provence, it was superseded by the Lomliard
(q. V.) and Romance styles in the 11th and I2tli

centuries ; while in Byzantium and the East, it gave
way to the Byzantian style about the time of
Justinian. Amongst the finest cxamjiles remaining
are St Paul's (see Ba.silica) and Sta Maria Maggiore
at Rome, aud at Ravenna, St ApoUinare ; the inte-

rior decoration of which last (see fig.) is very beau-
tiful. The mosaics of the apse, the painted walls,
and the inlaid pavements of the Romanesque
churches, are amongst their finest features. In
colour, they always excel.

In 'J'uscany, there is a late form of Romanesque,
of which the cathedrals at Pisa and Lucca, San
Miniato at Florence, and many churches in those
cities, are examples. They are intermediate speci-

mens, built during the 11th c, when the cities

became prosperous, and have a certain amount of

Gothic feeling ; Init although beautiful in coloured
decoration, they have not the simple grandeur of

the early basilicas ; and although more decorated
externally than these, they have not the bold and
purpose-like appearance of Gothic elevations.

EOMA'NIC LANGUAGES, a general name
for those modern languages that are the immediate
descendants of the language of ancient Rome. In
those parts of the empire in which the Roman domi-
nion and civil institutions had been most completely
established, the native languages were speedily and
completely supplanted by that of the conquerors

—

the Latin. Tliis was the case in Italy itself, in the
Spanish peninsula, in Gaul or Frauce, including
parts of Switzerland, and in Uacia (see WaLjVCIiia^
Language). When the Roman empire was broken
u]) by the irruptions of the northern nations (in the
5th and 6th centuries), the intruding tribes stood to
the Romanised inhabitants in the relation of a
riding caste to a subject population. The dominant
Germans continued for several centuries to use
their native tongue among themselves ; but from the
first thcj' seem to have acknowledged the supremacy
of the Latin for civil and ecclesiastical purposes, and
at last the language of the rulers was merged in
that of their subjects ; not, however, without leav-
ing decided traces of the struggle—traces chiefly

visible in the intrusion of numerous German words,
and in the mutilation of the grammatical forms or
inflections of the ancient Latin, and the substitu-
tion therefor of prepositions and auxihary %'erbs. It
is also to be borne in mind that the language which
underwent this change was not the classical Latin
of literature, but a popular Roman language {Lingua
Roinana ruslica) which had been used by the side of
the classical, and differed from it—not to the extent
of being radically and gi-ammatically another tongue,
as some writers unwarrantably conclude—but chiefly

by slovenly pronunciation, the neglect or misuse of
grammatical forms, and the use of 'low' and unusual
words and idioms. As distinmushed from the old
linr/ua Latina, the language of the church, the school,
aud the law, this newly-formed language of ordi-
nary intercourse, in its various dialects, was known
as the Lingua Romana ; and from this name, prob-
ably through the adverb Romanic?, came the term
Romance (Prov. and 0. Fr. romans, Sp. romance. It.

romanzo), applied both to the language and to the
popular poetry i.ratten in it, more especially to the
dialect and productions of the troubadours in the
south of France.

According to the theory of Raynouard (q. v.), the
new language that sprang out of the corruption of
the Latin was at first essentially the same over all

the countries in which Latin had been spoken, and
is preserved to us in a pure state in the Provenjal,
or language of the troubadours; and it was from
this as a common ground, and not from the original
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Latin, that the several Neo-Latin tongues diverged

into the different forms which they now present.

This theory is not accepted by more recent in-

quirers ; its groundlessness has been demonstrated
by Sir G. Cornewall Lewis in liis elaborate Essay on
tlip Orvjiyi and Foi-malion nfthe Romance Lanipiniics

{•2d ed." Lond. 1862). It is beyond doubt tliat the

several daughters of the mother Latin had their

characteristic differences from the very first, as,

indeed, was inevitable. The original Latin spoken
in the several pro\-ince3 of the Roman empire must
have had very different degrees of purity, and the

coraiiitions in one region must have differed from
those in .another according to the nature of the

superseded tongues. To these differences in the

fund.amental Latin must be added those of the

superadded Gemian element, consisting chiefly in

the variety of dialects spoken by the invading

nations and the different proportions of the conquer-

ing population to the conquered. French, e. g., as

was to be expected, is richer in German words than

any other member of the family, having 450 not

foimd in the others. Italian is next to French in

this respect. There are about 900 in the Romanic
languages altogether, of which aboiit .300 are com-
mon to them all. A great many of these words are

terms relating to warfare.

The varieties of speech originating in the way now
described (which first received the general name of

Runi.auic* langiiages in recent times from German
scholars

—

JRomanisc/ie Spraehen) are dirided by Diez
into six jurisdictions :

1. The Italian, preserving, as was to be expected,

the traits of the mother Latin in more recognisable

form than any of the sister tongues. It presents a

variety of strongly marked dialects.

'J. The AValachian (see Walachi.vn" Language).
3. The . Sjianish, which is characterised bj"- co-

piousness and etymological obscurity, arising from
the establishment of so many different nations

on the soil. For one element of difference, it

contains a large number of Arabic words—as

many as 500 terms have been enumerated. Of
the various dialects, the Castilian is considered
the standard.

4. The Portuguese, including both the language
of Portugal and of Galicia ; it is nearly akin to the
Spanish, but differs too much in some points of

grammar to be reckoned a mere dialect.

5. Proveni;al, the language of the south of France,
extending on the one side into Spain over Cata-
lonia, Valencia, and the Balearic Isles ; and on the
other over Savoy and part of Switzerland, about the
Lake of Geneva. The line of division between the
Provencal and tlie northern idiom which has now
become the literary langu.age of the whole of France,

is usually drawn through Dauphine, Lyonnais,
Auvergne, Limousin, Perignrd, andSaintonge. From
the use of the affirmative oc {= yes), the Provencal
was known as the Langue d'oc, as the northern
French was called the Langue d'oil, from oil, modern
French oul (see LAxr.CEDOc).t The Provencal was
at an early period a cultivated language, with a

regular system of grammar, and in the 12th and 13th

* Romanic seem.s preferable to Jiomance, tlio term
cmploj'ed by many English writers, both as being more
in analog}' with Italic, Arabic, &c., and as avoiding the
association with a jiarticular kind of literature, and the
special Neo-Latin tongue in which that literature was
originally written—viz., the Provencal.

f Instead of the etymologies of oc and oil given in

the article referred to, Diez derives or from Lat. hoc,

this (equivalent to Eng. so, Ital. and Fr. si, which are
only other forms of the Pronoun [q. v.] sa or ta) ; in the
north, oc was first shortened into o, and then com-
|ioundcd with il (Lat. hoc illati)*
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centuries, produced a rich poetical literature (see

Tkoueadours).
6. French, extending over the northern half of

France, and parts of Belgium and Switzerland.
Diez conceives that at first northern French may
have been little different from Provengal, but, begin-
ning with the 9th c, it has been more and more
distinguished by the greater wearing away of the
original grammatical forms. See French Lan-
guage AND Literature.
The language of the canton of the Orisons (q. v.),

anciently Ehretia, though sufficiently distinct from
Italian and French, is not considered by Diez to

have attained sufficient fixity or independence to
deserve being ranked along with the others as a
seventh Romanic tongue. It is called by the Ger-
mans Cur-walsch, by the people themselves Rumonsh.
There are two chief dialects, the Oberland, about
the sources of the Rhine, and that spoken in the
Engadine (q. v.), called the Ladin.
The chief authorities on this subject are the two

great works of Diez (q. v.), the Grammar and the
Dictionary of the Romanic Languages. The Dic-
tionary and the Introduction to the Grammar have
been translated into English.

EOJIANOFF, The House of, of which the
present imperial family of Russia is the chief repre-

sentative, is said to have derived its origin from a
Lithuanian prince of the 4th c. ; but however this

may be, it is certain that the family did not make its

apijearance in Russia till the 14th c, when Andrew
Kobyla emigi-ated from Prussia to Moscow in 1341,

and entered the service of the then grand-dulic,

Simeon the Fierce. Andrew's descendants became
bojars early in the 1.5th c, their territorities lying in

the government of Vladimir, and district of Jurief-

Polskoi. The bojar Roman Jurkvifch, the fifth in

direct descent from Andrew, died in 1543, leaving

a son and daughter ; the latter of whom became
czarina by her marriage with Ivan the Terrible;

while the former, Nilcita Eomanm-itch Jurief, by
his nuptials with the Princess of Susdal (a direct

descendant from a brothel' of St Alexander Nevskoi),

was also allied to the royal race of Rurik. Nikita
was one of the regency during^ the minority of

Feodor I. ; and his eldest son Feodor, imder the
name of Philarete, was elevated to the rank of archi-

mandrite and metropolitan of Rostof during the reign

of the false Dmitri. The Romanoffs supported
that party who tendered the Russian crown to the
Polish prince, and Philarete had gone ndth that
view to Poland, when a sudden outburst of national

sentiment put a stop to these negotiations, and the
unlucky envoy was in consequence thrown into

prison by the enraged Poles. The national party
now proceeded to the election of a native sovereign,

who should be as closely aUied as possible by blood
to the race of Rurik ; and after much hesitation and
many rejections, they chose Mikail Feodokovitch
Romanoff, the son of the imprisoned metropolitan,

and the representative, through his gi-andmothcr,
of the royal house of Rurik, 21st February 1613.

This selection, which had been made by the
higher nobility and the clergy, was rapturously

ai)plauded by the people ; and though the new
czar was not quite seventeen years of age, the
gener.al desire of all classes to conform to his ordi-

nances rendered the cares of government compara-
tively light. He was succeeded by his eldest son,

Alcxel itlikailoi-itch (1648— 1676), an able prince,

who carried on war with varied success against the
Swedes .and Poles, and acquired a great reput.ation

as a legislator. Alexei w.as twice married, and left

by his first wife two sons, Feodor and Ivan, and
many daughters, and by his second wife, one son,

Peter. His eldest son, Feodor (1676— 1682), was a
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prince of much talent and foresight, and laboixred

with success to reduce the power of the aristocracy

;

but being of a very weak constitution, he died at

the age of twenty-five without posterity, leaving the

throne by his will to his halt-brother, Peter, as his

full brother, Ivan, was an imbecile. However, it

was not till seven years after this that Petej- (see

Peter the Great) succeeded in obtaining posses-

sion of the throne. It is worthy of remark, that

hitherto all the czars of the House of R. had

mounted the thi-one before attaining twenty years

of age. Peter (see Peter the Great) was twice

man-ied ; by his first marriage, he had a son, Alexis

(q. v.), who died during his father's lifetime, leaving

one son, Peter, afterwards Peter II. ;
and by his

second marriage -nith Catharine I. (q. v.) (1725^

1727) he had two daughters, Anne and Ehzabeth.

Catharine I. left the throne to her step-grandson,

Peter II. (1727— 1730), the last of the male hne of

R, ; and on his death without heirs, the succession

reverted to the femiile line. Ivan, Peter the Great's

half-brother, had also left daughters, and their

claims to the crown being preferable, one of them,

Anna Ivanovna (1730— 1740), was placed upon the

throne, and was succeeded by her grand-nephew,

Ivan IV. (1740—1741) ; but then a revolution drove

Ivan's family from the throne, of which the cadet

female line in the person of Elizabeth (1741— 1761),

the daughter of Peter the Great and Catharine,

obtained possession. Failing heirs of Elizabeth, her

nephew, Peter, the son of her elder sister, Anna
Petrovna, who had married the Duke of Holstein-

Gottorp (a cadet of the family of Oldenburg), and
died in 172S, was the heir-presumptive; and accord-

ingly, on her death in 1701, he mounted the throne

as Peter III. (1761—1762), founding a new dynasty,

that of Romanoff-Olde>'eurg ; but his brief tenure

of power was put an end to by his assassina-

tion, at the instigation of his ^vife, the princess

Sophia-Augusta of Anhalt-Zerbst, who, as Catharine

II. (1762—1796), wielded tlie sceptre of this mighty

empire for the long period of thirty-four years. She

was succeeded hy Paul I. (q.v.) (1796—1801), her

only son by Peter III. ; and Paul, after a brief

reign, was also assassinated, leaving several sons,

the eldest of whom was Alexander I. (1801—1S25)

;

but as he left no issue, the crown at his death

devolved by right upon his next brother, Constan-

tine. Constautine had, however, in comphance
with the wish of his elder brother, previously relin-

q\iished his claims to the supreme power, and the

third brother, Nicholas I. (1825—1855), in conse-

quence ascended the throne. Nicholas left at his

death four sons and several daughters, and his

eldest son, Alexander II. (1855) is the present czar.

KOMANS, a town of France, in the dep. of

Drome, stands on the right bank of the Isfere, 14

miles north-east of Valence. A bridge, founded in

the 9th c, connects R. with the small town of Peage

on the left bank of the river. R. owes its origin to

an important abbey, founded in the 9th c. by Saint

Bernard, Archbishop of Vienne, and by a nobleman
named Romain, who gave his name to the town.

Silk and wooUen fabrics are largely manufactured,

and a very active general trade is carried on. Pop.

(1862) S418.

KOMANS, Epistle to the, in a doctrinal point

of view, the most profound and elaborate composi-

tion of St Paid. That it proceeded from the pen of

the great apostle of the GentUes, has never been
seriously doubted by any competent scholar. Much
discussion has taken place regarding the composi-

tion of the church at Rome, and—connected there-

with—the design or object of the epistle. Were
the members of the church Jewish or Gentile
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Christians ? The general opinion of commentators

is, that the church was a mixed congregation, the

majority of members being probably of pure Gentile

descent, and the minority, Jewish Christians, wlio

perhaps formed the original nucleus of the church.

Dr Jowett, in his JUpistles of St Paul to the Ilomans,

Oalatians, and Thessalonians, suggests that the phen-

omena of the text—for example, the frequent .appeals

to the authority of the ' law ' adtlressed to Gentiles

—may be best explained on the h5rpothesis that the

apostle is speaking to a Gentile congregation which
had passed through a phase of Jewish proselytism.

The great value of the Epistle to the Romans con-

sists in this, that it exhibits wh.at may be called the

rationale of Christianity. The immediate object of

the apostle was proliably nothing mors than to pre-

vent an outbreak in the church at Rome of those

violent antipathies of religious sentiment which
had shewn themselves elsewhere (for instance, at

Corinth), and had produced such disastrous conse-

quences ; but with a view to the more complete

accomplishment of this object, he takes a broad

ethical view of human nature, and finds aU men—
Jews and Gentiles alike—to be estranged from God,

and in need of p.oi'don and reconciliation. He does

not unden'ate the advantages wliich his Jewish

coimtrymen possessed—nay, he extols them ; but

he points out at the same time that the ' oracles

'

or ' law ' could not make the Jews holy : they could

only condemn them for being unholy. The Gentiles

were declared guilty not less decisively by their own
consciences—the law was plainly enough ' written

in their hearts.' Hence Raid's grand argument,

that if men are to stand as ' righteous ' in the sight

of God, it cannot be by their ' works,' but in virtue

of a divine justification graciously vouchsafed to

them, and received into their hearts by an act of

faith. This leads him to unfold the purpose and
significance of Christ's work, to dilate on the
' freeness ' of God's grace towards ' sinners.' He
concludes by predicting the conversion of his ' kins-

men according to the flesh,' exhorting the Gentiles

to humility, charity, mutual forbearance, and the

practice of all the Christian virtues. The Epistle

is believed to have been written from Corinth

during Paul's third missionary journey, about 5S

A. D. The commentaries upon it, or upon special

chapters, are innumerable; and almost all the

f're.at doctrinal controversies that have agitated

Christendom owe their origin to it.

KOMA'NTIC SCHOOL, the n.ame first assumed

in Germany, about the beginning of the present cen-

tury, by a number of yoimg poets .and critics, A. W.
and Fr. Schlegel, Novalis, Ludwig Tieck, Wackenro-

der, &c., who"\vished to indicate by the designation

that they sought the essence of art and poetry in

the wonderful and fantastic—elements that pre-emi-

nently characterised the Romance literature of the

middle ages. Their efforts were dii-ected to the

overthrow of the artificial rhetoric and unim-

aginative pedantry of the French school of poetry,

even then influential, and to the restor.ation of a

belief in the mystery and wonder that envelop the

existence of man—a beUef that had been rudely

ass.ailed and mocked by the prevaiUng m.aterialism

in all departments of thought. Thus, their purpose

was twofold—it was in part .-esthetic, and in part

reJigious. As poetical reformers, the Rom.antio

School in Germany unquestionably exercised a most

Ijeneficial influence; but as religionists— though

their aim was intrinsically high and noble—they

more or less consciously subserved the designs of

a reactionary government, and so came to be h.ated

and distrusted by the hberal politicians and thinkers

of Germany.—See Eichendorff's Ueber die ethische

und religiose Bedeutung der neuem Bomantischen
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Poesie (Leip. 1817) ; H. Heine's Ziir GeschicJUe der
neuern schoneii Literatiw in Deutsdiland (Hamb.
1833) ; and Hettner's Die Bomantische Schule in

ihrem innern Zusammenhang mil Goethe und Schiller

(Briins. 1850.)—Between twenty and thirty years
later, a similar school arose in France, and had a
long struggle for supremacy with the older Classic
School. It was victorious, but not wise, and, except
in a few instances—such as Lamartine and Victor
Hugo—it has rushed into excesses of caprice both
literary and moral, which have stamped it with a
revolutionary rather than a reformatory character.

—See Ruber's Die Romantische Poesie in Franlcreich

(1832) : Michiel's Histoire des Idees LiUeraires (2

vols., Par. IS-ll) ; and Tenint's Prosodie de I'Ecole

Moderne (Par. 1844.)

ROME. The design of this article is to furnish
the reader with a brief outline of the Ethkology
and History of ancient Italy, in so far as these are
not aheady discussed or described under particular
heads, to which reference will be made. As
the Iloman state gradually conquered and incor-

porated with itself the other states and territories

of the Italian peninsula, and as these (in general)
figure separately in history only during the process
of this subjugation, it will be most convenient to
consider them here.

Ethnology.—In the earliest times we find in Italy

fi-e distinct races ; three of which (Iapygians,
Etruscans, and Italians) may, in a restricted
sense, he termed ' native,' inasmuch as we do not
meet with them elsewhere ; and two, Greeks and
Gauls, ' foreign

;
' inasmuch as their chief settle-

ments were not in Italj', but in Greece and Gallia.

But, ethnologieaUy, this distinction is arbitrary.

There is no reason for believing that the first three
races were indigenous, and the last two, immigrant

;

the analysis of their languages, or of such fragments
of their languages as sm-vive, leads strongly to the
conclusion that all were alike immigrant, and that
in this respect the only difference between them is

one of time.—1. The lapyrjians.—This race, monu-
ments of which in a peculiar language (as yet
undeciphered), have been found in the south-east
eciruer of Italy—the Messapian or Calabrian penin-
sula—is in aU probability the oldest.—2. Etrus-
cans.—The origin of this mysterious people is

certainly one of the most interesting, if also one
of the most insoluble problems in history. It is

not, however, necessary to say anything about
them here, as their liistory, character, and civilisa-

tion are handled at length in the article Etruria.—3. Italians.—At what period the earUest immi-
gratious into Italy of the so-called ' Italian' races

—

the Latins and Umbro-SabeUians, took place, it is

wholly impossible to tell ; but it was undoubtedly
long before the Etruscans had settled in Etruria.

They were by far the most important of the
various races that inhabited the peninsula ; in fact,

the entire historical significance of Italy depends
upon them ; and therefore it is fortunate that
their ethnological origin and affinities are capable

of the most certain demonstration. An investi-

gation of their language, subdivided indeed into

numerous dialects, often widely differing but funda-
mentally the same, has resulted in the discovery
that they belong to the great Aryan or Indo-
Germanio family (see Aryan Race and Aryan
LjINGUages), and are in particular closely allied to
the Hellenes. We are therefore warranted in affirm-

ing that at some very remote period a race migrated
from the East, embracing the ancestors of both
Greeks and Italians. By what route they proceeded,
or at what point they diverged, we can only conjec-
ture, for the problem is not yet solved whether the
Hellenes reached Greece by way of Asia Minor or

from the regions of the Danube ; but, at any rate,

Moramsen's statement that ' the Italians, lUie the
Indians, immigrated into their peninsula froni

the north,' may be regarded as certain. There is

ground for believing that the Latins were the first

members of the Italian family to enter Italy, and
that having crossed the Apennines, they spread
themselves to the south along the western coast,

driving the Iapygians before them, and finally

cooping them up in the Calabrian penkisida—the
heel of the boot. But this conquest belongs to
prehistoric ages, and the original Latins of Cam-
pania, Lucania, Bruttium,* perhaps even Sicily

(i. e., the races spoken of in classic legend, as the
Itali, from whom the peninsula received its

name, the Margetes, Ausones, Siculi, &c.), were
themselves in the course of time so thoroughly
Hellenised by the influence of the rich and powerfiU.

Greek colonies planted on their coasts (see Magna
GR.ECIA), or so overwhelmed by the successive inva-

sions of Samnite hordes, that nearly every trace of

a primitive Latin nationality has chsappeared, and
only here and there a soUtary linguistic or legendary
rehc survives to indicate faintly the path which
conjecture should pm-sue. It was only in Latium
Proper, where no Greek colonies were founded, and
where the fortune of war was in its favour, that the
Latin branch of the Italian r.ace firmly rooted itself.

There, however, it did flourish, and petty as the
district might seem—not more in all than 700
square miles—it was incomparably the most import-
ant in the peninsida, for within its limits rose those
seven hills on which a city was to be built that was
destined to subdue and govern the world. The
other branch of the 'Italian' stock—the Umbro-
Sabellian, must have entered Italy at a later period

than the Latin. Its advance along the central

mountain-ridge— the Apennines— from north to

south can still be traced ; and its last phases—i.e.,

the conquest of Campania and the other southern
districts of the peninsula by the Samnite high-
landers—belong to purely historical times. The
oldest members of this branch are probably the
Sabines (q. v.), who seem to have fixed themselves
in the mountainous region to the north-east of

Rome, and are regarded as ' the progenitoi's of

that multitude of tribes which we find occupying
the central portion of Italy—the Picentes, Peligni,

Marsi, iEqui, Vestiui, Marrucini, Frentani, Samnites
—perhaps also the Volsci and Hernici.—4. Oauls.—
To a period considerably later and comparatively
historical, belong the settlement of the Gauls in the

north, and of the Greeks in tlie south of Italy.

The former, a branch of the Celtic race, itself now
ascertained to be also a member of the great Aryan
famUy (see Celtic Nations), and therefore allied,

however distantly, to the other Italian races, had
for ages before history begins fixed themselves in

the region now known as France. Finding further

progress westward barred by the waves of the
Atlantic, and being of a restless and excitable dispo-

sition, they turned their steps east and south-east,

broke over the Alps (according to the legend in

Livy, by the Little St Bernard) some time during
the 3d c. after the founding of Rome, and poured
down into the plains of the Po. The first Gallic

tribe that made its appearance on the soil of the
peninsula is said to have been the Insubres, whose
capital was Mediolanum (MUan) ; then followed the

Cenomaui, whose headquarters were Brixia (Brescia)

and Verona, and afterwards numerous kindred
hordes, among the latest and most powerful of whom
were the Boii (q. v.) and Senones, who forced their

* Tlie name ' Bruttimn ' given to the coimtry of the

Bruttii by modem writers on classical geography, is not

found in any ancient author.
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way across the Po, anil eflfocted a lodgment iu the
luoilerii Knmagna, occupying (besides an inland

district) the coast of the Adriatic as far south

as Ancona. Hence, in ancient times, the whole of

Northern Italy was for a long period known as

Gallia Cisalpiua (Gaul on this, i. e., the Italian side

of the Alps), to distinguish it from Gaul Proper,
which was called Gallia Ti-ausalpina. Gallia Cisal-

pina was again subdivided into two parts by the

river Padus (Po) ; the northern being named Gallia

Transpadana, and the southern (the country of the
Boii and the Senones), Gallia Cispadana. Various
other tribes or peoples are found in the north of

Italy, such as the Ligiu'ians (along the Gulf of

Genoa) and the Veneti (in modern Venetia), regard-

ing whose oiTgin—in the absence of all linguistic

and other memorials—we are utterly iu the dark.

5. Greeks.—The other people which we have distin-

guished as 'foi-cign,' was the Greek. There is,

however, this distinction to be observed, that the
Greeks were not (like the Gauls) barbai-iaus ; they
did not swoop down upon the southern shores of

Italy (like the Norse pirates on the coasts of Eng-
land and France) to plunder and devastate ; nor
did they force their way into the interior and dis-

])osses3 the native inhabitants ; they merely colonised

the coasts, built cities, and carried on commerce.
Through them it is probable the Romans acquired
their earliest notions of the Greek Hterature, philo-

sophy, and cultus. For further information con-
cerning them, we refer the reader to the article

M.^GjJA Ge-Ecia, and to such of their cities as have
received separate treatment.

Primitive Social Condition of the Latins.—With this

brief introductory sketch of the various races that
inhabited It.aly in historical or pre-liistorical times,
we may now revert to the Latins, with whom we
have at present more particularly to do. What was
the extent of their civilisation, or how far their social

organisation had proceeded when they finally settled

in the ' broad plain ' {Lutium, connected probably
with hltiis, broad; latus, a side; Gr. p?ni(to'; Eng.
flat) that stretches westward from the Alban Hills

to the sea, may be conjectured, but cannot be posi-

tively ascertained. We know, indeed, that long
before they had set foot in Italy, before even they
had branched off from their Hellenic brethren, they
had ceased to be viere nomades, or wandering
shepherds. The evidence of this fact lies iu their

language. Not only do the names of the oldest
Latin nations, as the sicuU, ("the sickle-bearers'

or 'reapers'), and the osci, or opsci (' field-labourers '),

clearly prove the antiquity of Italian husbandry;
but the oldest agricultural terms are actually com-
mou to both Latins and Greeks (e. g., Lat. a;/er, Gr.
arjros ; Lat. aro, aratruni, Gr. aroij, arotron; Lat. ligo

(a hoe), Gr. lachaino : Lat. hortus, Gr. chortos; Lat.
milium, Gr. meline ; Lat. rapa, Gr. raphanis ; Lat.
malca, Gr. 7nalachc ; Lat. vinum, Gr. oinos). More-
over, the form of the plough was the same among
both peoples, as also their mode of cutting and pre-
paring the grain ; many of the usages of social life

;

the oldest methods of measuring the laud ; and the
style of their national dress—the Latin tunica, corre-
sponding exactly with the Gi-eek ddton, while the
Latin toga is only a fuUer himation. Their method
of building was also the same. Such evidence
(and it could easily be extended) must be regarded
as conclusivelj' shewing that before the Latino-
Italians entered Italy, they had been accustomed to
till the ground, to make wine, to keep gardens, to
build houses, and to decently clothe themselves.
As to their social organisation, less can be said. It
appears, however—judging from the general bearing
of the most ancient traditions, as also fi'om the
featiu-es exhibited in historical times—that at a very

early period, and from causes of which we are now
absolutely ignorant, they had begun to develop the
germs of what may be called ' state-life.' As among
their Hellenic brethren, the original foundation of
their soci.al constitution was 'households' (Gr.

oihiai, Lat. vici or pagi, from pangerc, to 'fix' or
' drive in ;

' hence ' to build ') : these, either by ties of

blood, or by nearness of locality, were aggregated
into clans, and their dwellings formed clan-villages
(thus pagiis, which probably meant at first only a
single 'household,' came, by a natur.al transition, to
denote a collection of households—a hamlet, or a
village). Such clan-villagea were, however, not
regarded as independent societies, but as parts of a
pohtical canton or community—the civitas or j^opu-
lus. Each canton or civitas possessed a local centre
or place of assembly, where justice was administered
at regidar intervals, where markets and sports were
held, and religious rites celebrated, and which was
besides fortified to serve as au asj'lum or place of

refuge for the inhabitants of the open hamlets and
their cattle in time of war. Such a centre was
termed the capilolium, i. fe.,

' the height,' from being
originally fixed on a height or hill-top, and corre-

sponded to the akra of the Greeks. Round this

stronghold of the canton, which formed the nucleus
or beginning of the earUest Latin towns, houses
gi-aduaUy sprung up, which iu their turn were sur-

sounded by the oppidum ('work,' from opus), or
the vrljs (' ring-wall,' connected with nnms, curviis,

orhis) ; hence, in later times, oppidum and urhs
became, naturally enough, the recognised designa-
tions of town and city. Evidence is not wanting
to justify this view of the genesis of the Latin towns.
In the ruder and more mount.aiuous districts of

Central Italy, occupied by the Marsi, jEquicoli, &c.,

the system of living only in open villages prev.aUed
down even to the close of the Empire, and there the
Roman antiquarians found, to their inexplicable
surprise, those solitary strongholds with their mys-
terious ring-walls, which, on the soil of Latium
Proper, expanded into towns, but in the recesses
of the Apennines never advanced beyond their
origin.al design.

The sites of the oldest of these cantonal-centres
or primitive towns in Latium are to be sought for

on the slopes of the Alban hiUs, where the springs
are freshest, the air most wholesome, and the posi-

tion most secure. Tradition (which makes Alba
Longa the oldest seat of a Latin community) is here
in accordance with natural probability.* On the
same slopes lay Lauuvium, Aricia, and Tusculum,
to the great antiquity of which ancient tradition
bears testimony iu mauy ways ; on the ofTshoots of

the Sabiue range, in the east of Latium, stood
Tibur and Praeneste ; in the plain between the
Sabine and Alb.an ranges, Gabii, Labici, and
Nomentum; on or near the coast, Laurentuui and
Lavinium ; and on the isolated hills overlooldng
the Tiber (the boundary between Latium and
Etruria), the frontier town of Rome. How many
cantons were originally in Latium, it is neither
possible nor important to know. Tradition men-
tions 30 sovereign or politically independent com-
munities (with Alba Longa at their head), which
formed the famous Latiu league. The historical

order of their constitution is a point regarding
which we are equally ignorant, but there is reason
to believe that the Romau canton, or at least its

capital, the town of R., was among the latest

* It is perhaps hardly necessary to remark that tlie

story of the foundation of Alba Longa by Ascanius,
the son of jEneas, and tlie mtroduction of a Tyrrheno-
Trojan element into the primitive history of Latium,
is an utterly wortldess fable.
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political organisations of the Latins. Tlie history

and fortnnes of this canton we now proceed briefly

to trace.

Hktorji of R. during the Earliest or Regal Period.

—According to the myth of Komiihis, R. was an
offshoot from Alba-Longa, and to the biography of

that hero we refer tlie reader for an outline of the

ancient legend ; but the most rational view of the

city's origin is that which is suggested by a con-

sideration of its site. It jjrobably sprang into

existence as a frontier-defence against the Etruscans,

and as an em])orium for the river-traffic of the

country ; but whether it was founded by a common
resolve of the Latin confederacy, or by the enter-

prise of an individual chief, is beyond the reach

even of conjecture. The date fixed upon for the

commencement of the city, by the formation of the

Pomarium, viz., 21st Aprd 753 B. c, is, of course,

perfectly valueless in its precision. We know and
can know nothing whatever on the point. The thi-ee

' tribes,' Ramnians, Titles, and Luceres, who appear
in the Romuleian legend, as the constituent parts of

the primitive commonwealth, suggest the idea that

R. (like Athens) arose out of a synoiklsmos or amal-
gamation of three separate cantons ; but Mommseu
rejects as ' irrational ' the common opinion that
these cantons represent different races, and that

the Romans were a ' mongrel people,' made up of

Latins, Sabiues, and Etruscans, ^\^th perhaps a dash
of Hellenic and imaginary ' Pelasgic ' blood in their

veins ! The existence of a Sabine element, repre-

sented by the Titles,. is indeed admitted; but its

introduction is thrown back to a period long anterior

to the foundation of the city, when the Roman clans

were still li%'ing in their open villages, and nothing
of R. existed but its ' stronghold ' on the Palatine.

Nor is there anything to iuLlicate that it materially

affected the Latin character, language, polity, or

religion of the commonwealth which was subse-

quently formed.

The motives which probably led to the building

of R., also led to its rapid development, so that;

the gi"eat peculiarity of the Roman, as compared
with the other Latin cantons, is the prominence
which its urban life assumed in the earliest period.

Ko doubt the Roman continued to manage his

farm in the cantonal territory, but the insalubrity

of the Campagua, as well as the advantages
of river-traffic, and the necessity for watchful-

ness imposed upon all frontier towns in rude
ages, must ever have acted as an inducement to

him to take up his residence as much as possible

in the city. The consequence was that the Roman
became essentially a ' citizen,' while the other

Latins remained essentially ' rustics.' So markedly
is this the case, that the beginnings of Itoman
history— if the ancient legend may be so designated

—are mainly records of its urban exjiansion and
political gro\vth. That the Palatine HiU was the

oldest portion of the city is attested by a variety of

circumstances. Not only does it hold that rank in

the Romuleian legend, but on it were situated tlie

oldest cinl and religious institutions. The Romu-
leian myth of the estabhshmeut of an asylum on

the Capitoline (see Capitol) for homicides and run-

away slaves, with all its famous consequences

—

the Rape of the Sabine Women, the wars with the

Latins of Cc-enina, Antemnie, and Crustumerium,

but especially with the Sabines of Cures under their

king Titus Tatius, the tragic fate of Tarpeia, and
the fine feminine valour of the ravished maidens,

who had learned to love their captors, is historically

worthless ; except, perhaps, so far as it shews us
how from the beginning the Roman burghers were
engaged in constant feuds with their neighbours for

the aggrandisement of their power. The entire

history of the ' regal period,' in fact, has come down
to us in so mythical and legendary a form, that we
cannot feel absolutely certain of the reality of a
single incident. That such personages as Numa
PompiUus, Tullus Hostilius, Ancus JIartius, Lucius
Tarquinius Prisons, Servius Tulhus, and Lucius
Tarquinius Superbus, ever existed, or, if they did,

that the circumstances of their lives, their institu-

tions, their conquests, their reforms, were as the
ancient narrative describes them, are things which
no critical scholar can believe. The destruction of

the city records by the Gauls, when they captm-ed
and burned R. in the -Ith c. E. c, deprived the sub-

sequent chroniclers of authentic information in

regard to the past, and forced them to rely upou
treacherous reminiscences, on oral tradition, on bal-

lads, and on all the multifarious fabrications of a
patriotic fancy, that woiUd naturallj' seek compen-
sation for political disaster in the splendour -with

which it woidd invest its primeval history. The
utmost reach, therefore, to which our knowledge
can attain, is to form some general idea—mainly by
inference from the institutions that we find existing

in later times—of the course that social and political

progress followed in the Roman commonwealth.
From the very beginning of the city—and prob-

ably long before—the inhabitants were diWded into

two orders (exclusive of 'slaves')—viz., housholdera
and their dependents, better known perhaps as

'patricians' (from pater, a father) and 'clients'

(i. e., 'listeners' from cluere, 'to listen'). The
former alone possessed political—i. e., burgess-rights.

It was they who exclusively constituted the
popidus ('the people'); while the clients had no
poUtical existence whatever. How this latter class

originated we do not know, but 'superiors' and
' inferiors ' exist everjnvhere, and there is really

nothing wonderful in the phenomena, except the
rigour of their political subjection. In a thriving

community like the Roman, which seems to have
always held a somewhat isolated and antagordstio

position to the other Latin cantons, new-comers,
such as refugees and the like, woidd be frequent

;

and these alien settlers, it is clear, never obtained
(except under very special cu'cumstances) the privi-

leges of the original Roman families. That the

clients formed a body essentially different from the

plehs, is not true, and seems based merely on the

mythical account of what followed the destruction

of Alba Longa by Tullus HostUius. The name plebs

(i. e., ' the multitude,' from the same root as ^j/eo, I

till, 2)lenus, full ; with which is perhaps connected
the other Latin word vtdgus, Eng. folk), is doubt-
less, as its signification indicates, of later origin than
clientes ; but both are applicable to the same persons,

who were called 'listeners,' in reference to their being

dependents on the different burgess-households,

and the 'multitude,' in reference to their want of

political rights. The constitution of the state was
simple. All the bui-gcsses were politically on a

footing of equality. From their own ranks was
chosen the king or 'leader' (re.c), who was therefore

nothiug more than au ordinary burgess—a husband-
man, a trader, a warrior, set over his fellows. But
it must at the same time be observed, that his

j

authority was great, for the Roman state was based

on the Fvoman household, and something of the

absoluteness of the patria potestas appeal's in the
uncireumscribed nature of the regal powers. The
rex held his office for life; he consulted the national

gods ; he a)ipouited the priests and priestesses ; he
called out the populns for war, and led the army
in person; his command {tmperiuin} was not to be
gainsayed, on which account on all official occasions

he was preceded by 'messengers' or 'summoners*
[lictores, from licere, 'to summon,' though commonly
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given from ligo, 'to bind'), bearing the 'fasces'

(axes and rods tied up together), the symbols of

power and punishment ; ho had the keys of the

public chest, and he was supreme judge in all civil

and criminal suits. The Roman religion or cuhus

was from the first thoroughly subordinate to the

authority of the state; and all that we can infer

from the mji;h of Numa is that R. perhaps owed
its colleges of augurs and pontiff to the wisdom
of some enhghtened sovereign who felt himself at

times embarrassed in his decisions on matters of

religious and pubUc law, and recognised how valu-

able might be the aid afforded him by a body of

sacred experts. We may rest certain that originally

the sole ])ower was the regal, and that the subor-

dinate magistracies found at a later time arose

from a delegation of regal authority, rendered neces-

sary by the ceaseless increase of state-business.
' All the officials of the earliest period,' saj's Momm-
sen (who has expounded this view with admirable

sagacity in his chapter on the " Original Consti-

tution of Rome"), 'the extraordinary city-warden
{prcefectus urbi, who doubtless governed in the

absence of the rex), as well as those who were prob-

ably nominated regularly, the " trackers of foul

murder" {qucestores parricidii), and the "leaders

of di%'ision" {tribuni, from tribiis, part) of the
infantrj' {milites], and of the cavalry (celerc-s), were
mere ro^'al commissioners, and not magistrates

in the subsequent sense of the term.' On the

other hand, we may believe that the senatus, or

Council of the Elders, from its very nature, was as

old an institution as the monarchy itself. Among
the very first things the 'citizen-king' would do,

would be to choose out of the ranks of his fellow-

burgesses a number of experienced men to assist

him with their counsel ; but it is to be obsers'ed

that this body possessed no coercive or constraining

powers. They gave their advice when the rex

chose to ask it ; that was all. Yet as the tenure
of their ofBce was for life, they necessarily possessed

great moral authority ; and it was only when the

king, the senate, and the community were at one in

regard to any important matter—a war, for example
—that it was held to be righteous, and likely to be
favoured by the gods. The burgesses, or house-

holders, were divided into airice—i. e., 'wardships,'

connected proI>ably with cura and curm-e, 'to care

for,' rather than with quiris, and the Sabine aires,

as Varro thinks. Ten households formed a r/ens

(a 'clan' or 'family'); 10 clans, or 100 households,

formed a curia, or wardship; and 10 wardships, or

100 clans, or 1000 households, formed the popvlus,
civitas, or community. But as Rome was a synoikis-

mos of three cantons, the actual number of wards
was 30, of clans 300, and of households 3000. Every
household had to furnish one foot-soldier (hence the
name mil-es, the ' thousandth walker,' from 7nil, and
eo (?)

' to go '), and every clan a horseman and a
senator. Each ward was under the 'care' of a
special warden (the curio), had a priest of its own
(the flameii cjirialis), and celebrated its own festi-

vals. None but burgesses could bear aims in defence
of the state (Tience their designation, populus, 'the
warrior body,' connected with p>opulari, ' to lay
waste,' and i>°P'^^ 'fis priest, or priest's assistant,

who felled the victim at the altar—the sacred
butcher '). In the old litanies the blessing of Mars
is invoked upon the p}ilummis poplus (' the spear-
armed warrior-body''), and when the rex addressed
them, it was by the name of quii'ites {'lancemen,'
from quiris, or curls, a 'lance,' and eo, 'to go').
The original Roman army, or legio (i. e., ' the
gathering '), was composed of three ' hundreds

'

(cenUa-iie) of horsemen {celeres—i. e., ' the swift,' or
ikxiinles, 'the wheelers'), under their divisional

leaders (tribuni celerum) ; and three ' thousands ' of

footmen {inllites), also under divisional leaders
(tribuni milltum) ; to whom were added a nimiber
of light -armed skirmishers (velltes), especially

'archers' (arquites). The rex, as we have said, was
usually the general, but as the cavalry force had a
colonel of its own (maglster equltum), it is probable
that he placed himself at the head of the infantry.

Military service was no doubt the prime duty of tlie

Roman burgesses, but the king could impose upon
them any laboiu's that he reckoned necessary or

advantageous to the welfare of the state, such as

the erection of public edifices, the tilling of the
royal demesnes, the execution of royal coiomissions,

or the building of the city walls.

The 'foreign poUcy' of R. seems to have been
aggressive from the first, and this character it

retained as long as the aggrandisement of the state

was possible. We have, it is true, no certain know-
ledge of the primitive struggles in which the
enterprising and ambitious Roman burghers were
engaged, but it appears from the legend that at a
very early period the neighbouring Latin com-
munities of Antemnfe, Crustumerium, Ficulnea,

Medullia, Cajnina, Corniculum, Cameria, Collatia,

were subjugated. The crisis of the Latin War,
however, was undoubtedly the contest with Alba
Longa, in which that ' sacred metropohs ' of Latium
was destroyed, and its leadership passed to the

conqueror. How deadly the struggle between the

two was, may be inferred from the tragic details in

which the legend abounds. As a ride, on the sub-

jugation of a canton, the conquered inhabitants

were allowed to remain in their open hamlets,

but theii- capitolium was razed, their weekly
market, their justice-court, their gods—everything,

in short, strictly national—were removed to R.,

while they themselves were enrolled among the

clients or plebs. But sometimes the inhabitants

themselves, in whole or part, were transferred to

R., and individuals or clans were even received into

the ranks of the Roman biu-gesses, as in the case of

Alba Longa. Some of the famous Roman genfes

claimed to be of AJban descent—the Julii, Ser\-iUi,

Quinetdii, Cloelii, Geganii, Curiatii, and MetiUi.

The wars with the Etruscans of Fidente and Veil

—

assigned, like the destruction of Alba Longa, to the

reign of Tidlus Hostilius—were apparently inde-

cisive ; those with the Rutuli and Volsci, however,
were probably more fortunate ; but uncertainty

hangs Uke a thick mist over the ancient narrative.

Even the story of the Tarquins, though it belongs

to the later period of the monarchy, is in many
of its details far from credible. Both Niebuhir

and Mommsen consider ' Tarquin the Froud ' a
historical personage, and without accepting literally

aU the circumstances of the tradition, believe the

general outline—his character, his exactions, his

expulsion, and his desperate efforts for the recovery

of the throne—to be trustworthy. The memory of

such a monarch was likely to be preserved by the

very strength of the hatred he excited, and an act

so daring as his expulsion (which was at the same
time the death-kneU of a system of government
that had prevailed for ages) could hardly be a mere
invention, though it might be overlapped with fold

upon fold of picturesque fiction. The view taken
by Napoleon IIL (see Hlstoh-e de Jules Cesar, vol. i.),

that the primitive monarchy had served its purpose,

and had consequently to disappear, is perhaps not

so erroneous as the oracular language of the impe-
rial author would lead us to sujipose. The aristo-

cracy or populus had become so much more power-
ful than the individual rex, that they wished to

possess de jure as well as de facto the supreme
authority. The pride and tyranny of a Tarquin
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may very well have aided in furthering their

designs.

Meanwhile a great internal change had taken
place in Rome. This is iisually designated the
Servian ' Reform of the Constitution,' although the
expression is calculated to mislead. There was
nothing dii-ectly political in the 'reform.' It was
only a reform in the burgess-le^'y—i. e., in the mode
of raising the army. Formerly, as we have seen,

none but burgesses could bear arms in defence of

the state ; but the increase of the general popidation,
caused partly by the annexation of the conquered
Latin communities, and partly by time, had totally

altered the relation in which the non-burgesses, or
plehs, originally stood to their political superiors.

The plehs could, of course, acquii'e property and
wealth, and could bequeath it just as legally as the
jyopulus ; moreover, siich of the Latin settlers as

were wealthy and distingidshed in their own com-
munities, did not cease to be so when they were
amalgamated with the Roman ' multitude.' It was
therefore felt to be no longer judicious to let the
military burdens fall exclusively upon the old
burgesses, while the rights of property were
equally shared by the non-burgesses. Hence the
new arrangement, known in Roman history as the
formation of the Comitia Centuriata. When or
with whom the change originated, it is impossible
to say. The legend assigns it to Serviiis Tidlius,

predecessor of Tarquin the Proud ; and it was in all

probability the work of some kingly rider who saw
the necessity of reorganising the national forces.

That it cannot be regarded as a change brought
alxiut by party- zeal, is obvious when we reflect that
it conferred no rights, but only imposed duties on
the plebeians. Its details were briefly as follows :

Every Roman freeholder from the age of 17 to CO,

whether patrician or jjlebeian, was made liable to
serve in the army ; but he took his place according
to the amount of his property. The freeholders

were distributed into five classes (i. e., ' summonings,'
from calare, to 'simimon' or 'call out'), and these
classes, all of whom were infantry, were again sub-
divided into centuries (' hundreds '). The Jirst class,

which required to possess property valued at 100,000
ases, or an entire hide of land, furnished 82
' hundreds ;

' the second, property valued at 75,000
ases, or |ths of a hide of land, furnished 20
' hundreds ;

' the third, property valued at 50,000
ases, or i hide of land, furnished 20 ' hundreds ;

'

the fourth, property valued at 25,000 ases, or ^th
hide of land, furnished 20 ' hundreds ;

' and the fifth,

property valued at 12,500 ases, or |th hide of land,

fm-nished 32 ' himdreds.' A single ' hundred ' was,
moreover, added from the ranks of the non-free-

holders, or proletarii (mere ' children-begetters
'),

although it is possible that from the same order

came the two ' hundreds ' of ' horn-blowers

'

(cornicims), and 'trumpeters' (liikines), attached

to the fifth class. Thus the infantry 'himdreds'
amounted to 175, that is, 17,500 men, besides whom
v.-ere 18 ' hundreds ' of equites (' horsemen ') chosen
from the wealthiest burgesses and non-burgesses

;

so that the Roman army now numbered in all

nearly 20,000 men. We have stated that the

original design of this new arrangement was merely
military, but it is easy to see that it would soon
produce political results. Duties and rights are

correlative. The former SMggest the latter, and
create a desire for their attain iient. Hence the
Servian military reform paved the way for the
grand political struggle between the patricians and
the plebeians, which commenced with the first year
of the Republic, and only terminated -with its

dissolution.

Tlie Roman Bepuhlic from its Institution to the

Abolition of the Decrmvirate.—1. Internal History.—
According to the legend, the expulsion of the
Tarquins was mainly the work of their cousins,
Junius Brutus and Tarqiiinius Collatinus, in revenge
for the outrage on the honour of Lucretia, and
was followed Ijy the abolition of the monarchy.
The date usually assigned to this event is 509 B. c.

The story is intensely tragical, and if we must
consider it poetry rather than fact, yet it may
safely be taken as evidence that it was an un-
bridled lust of power and self-gratification that
brought ruin on the Romano-Tuscan djmasty. Of
course, we can make nothing definite out of the early
years of the repubUo. Dates and names, and even
events, must go for very little. Valerius Publicola or
Poplicola, Sp. Lucretius, M. Horatius, Lars Porsenna
(q. V.) of Clusium, Aulns Postumius, mth the glo-

rious stories of Horatius Codes and the battle of

Lake Regillus, will not bear to be scrutinised. We
must content ourselves with the knowledge of

historical tendencies and general results. The
change from 'kings' to 'consuls' (consides, 'those
who leap together'—more generally, those who act

together) was not intended to dimin ish the adminis-
trative power of the supreme rulers, but only to
deprive them of the opportunity of doing harm—of

becoming Tarquins ; and this it eifectually succeeded
in doing, by limiting their tenure of office to a year,

and by numerous other restrictions. (For an account
of their original functions, and of the subsequent
modifications which these underwent, see Consul.)
It is believed to have been about this time, and in

consequence of the new political changes, that the
old assessors of the king, such as the qucestores parri-

cidii, formall}' became standing magistrates instead
of mere honorary counsellors, and also that the
priesthood became a more self-governing and exclu-

sive body. Dui-ing the regal period the priests

were appointed by the king, but now the colleges

of augurs and pontiffs began to fOl up the vacan-
cies in their ranks themselves, while the vestals and
separate ' flamens ' were nominated by the pontifical

college, which chose a president {pontift-x maximv-s)
for the purpose. The lapse of years ever increasing

the quantity of sacred lore, also increased its im-
portance, and the importance of those who specially

studied it; and nothing comes out more clearly in

the early history of the republic than the fact, that
the opinions of the augurs and pontiffs became more
and more legally binding. This is to be connected
with the fact, that in every possible way the patri-

cians or old burgesses—now rapidly becoming a
mere noblesse—were seeking to rise on the ruins of

the monarchy, and to preserve separate institutions

for the benefit of their own order, when they could
mth difficulty longer exclude the plebs from partici-

pation in common civic priinleges. In the details

given us of the 'Servian Reform,' we can easOy
cliscern a spirit of compromise, the concessions
made to the plebeians in the constitution and
powers of the Comitia Centuriata being partially

counterbalanced by the new i>owers conferred on
the old burgess body, the Comitia Curiata—
viz., the right of confirming or rejecting the
measures passed in the Lower Assembly. To-
wards the new assembly, therefore, it stood some-
what in the relation in which the House of Lords
stands to the House of Commons, but the analogy
must not be pushed too far ; it is only general. The
character of the senate altered under the action

of the same influences. Although it never had been
formally a patrician body—although admission to it

under the kings was obtainable simply by the exer-

cise of the royal prerogative, yet, practically, 299
out of the 300 senators had always been patricians

;

but after the institution of the republic, we are told
311
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that the blanks in the senate were tilled up en masse

from the ranks of the plebeians, so that of the 300
members less than half were patres (' fnll bur-

gesses'), while 164 were conscripti (' added to the

roll'),' hence the official designation of the senatora

patres cl conscripti (' fuU burgesses and enrolled').

As yet, however, it is to be observed the plebeians

were rigorously excluded from the magistracies.

They could vote— i. e., they could exercise legisla-

tive powers—but they had no share in the adminis-

tration. Kone but patricians were eligible for the

considship, for the office of quiestor, or for .any other

executive function, while the priestly colleges rigidly

closed their doors against the new burgesses. Tlie

struggle, therefore, between the two orders went on
with ever-increasing Woleuce, One point conies out

very clearly fi'om the narrative, however dubious

we may be of the particular det.ails, viz., that the

estabUshment of the republic and the reconstitution

of the burgess body, instead of allaying discontent,

only fostered it. Power virtually passed into the

liands of the capitalists, and though some of these
were plebeians, yet they woiUd seem to have pre-

ferred their personal money-interests to the interests

of their order, and to have co-operated with the
jiatricians. The abuse by these capitalists of the
Ager Publicus—that is, such portion of the land of

a conquered people as had been taken from them,
annexed to the Koman state, and let out originally

to the patricians at a fixed rent (see Agrarian
Law), together with tlie frightful severity of the
law of debtor and creditor, the effect of which was
.all but to ruin the small plebei.an ' farmers,' who
constituted, perhaps, the most numerous section of

the burgesses—finally led to a great revolt of the
plebs, known .as the ' Secession to the Sacred Hill,'

the date assigned to which is 494 B.C. On that
occasion the plebeian farmer-soldiers, who had just
returned from a campaign against the Volscians,
marched in military order out of Rome, under
their plebeian officers, to a mount near the con-
fluence of the Anio with the Tiber, and threatened
to found there a new city, if the patricians did
not grant them magistrates from their own order

;

the residt was, the institution of the famous
plebeian tribunate (see Tribune)—a sort of

rival power to the patrician consulate, by means
of which the plebeians, at least, hoped to be
shielded fi'om the high-handed oppressions of the
wealthy. To the same period belongs the insti-

tution of the ^Ediles (q. v.). A little later, the
Gomitia Tributa emerged into political prominence.
This was really the same body of burgesses as
formed the Comliia Centiiriala, but with the impor-
tant difference, that the number of votes was not
in proportion to a property cLassification. The poor
plebeian was on a footing of equality vrith the rich
patrician ; each gave his vote, and nothing more.
Hence the Comitia Tributa virtu.ally became a
plebeian assembly, and when the plebiscita (' Reso-
lutions of the plebs' carried at these comitia)
acquired (as they did by the Valerian Laws p.asscd
after the abolition of the Decemvirate) a leg.ally

binding char.acter, the victory of the ' multitude'

'

in the sphere of legislation was complete. From
this time the term populus practically, though not
formally, loses its exclusive significance ; and when
we spe.ak of the Roman citizens, we mean indif-

ferently patricians and plebeians. The semi-
historical traditions of this pei-iod—for we are
now (5th c. E. c.) beginning to emerge out of
the mythical era—unmistakably shew th.at the
institution of the tribunate led to something
very hke a civil war between the two orders.
Such is the real significance of the legends
of Caiua Marcus, sumamed Coriolanus (q. v.) ; the

surprise of the Capitol by the Sabino nnarauder,
Ajipius Herdonius, at the head of a motley force of

political outlaws, refugees, and slaves ; the migra-
tions of numerous Roman burgesses with their
families to more peacefid communities ; the street-

fights ; the assassinations of plebeian magistrates;
the annihilation by the Etruscans of the Fabi.an
gens, who had left R. to escape the vengeance of
their order for having passed over to the side of
the plebeians ; and the atrocious judicial nuu'der of

Spurius Cassius, an eminent p.atrici,an, who had also
incurred the deadly hatred of his order, by proposing
an agrarian law th.at woukl have checked the per-
nicious prosperity of the capitalists and overgrown
landholders. Finally, 462 B.C., a measure was
brought forward by the tribune C. Terentillius

Ursa, to appoint a commission of ten men to di-aw
up a code of laws for the purpose of protecting the
plebeians against the arbitrary decisions of the
patrician magistrates. A fierce, even a frantic

opposition was offered by the p.atricians, and the
ten years that followed were literally a period of

organised anarchy in Rome. At length the nobles
gave way, and the residt was the drawing up of

the famous code known as the Twelve Tables—at
first Ten, to which two were afterwards added

—

the appointment of the Deceifviri (q. v.), and the
abolition of all the ordinary magistr.ate3, both patri-

cian and plebeian. The government by decemvirs,
however, lasted only two years ; according to tra-

dition, the occasion of its overthrow was the attempt
of the principal decem\'ir, Appius Claudius (q. v.)

to possess himself by violence of the beautiful

daughter of Yirginius, a Roman centurion ; but the
real cause was doubtless political, though the cruel

lust of a Claudius m.ay have afforded the occasion

;

the result of which was the restoration of the pre-

decemvir.al state of things—the patrician consulate
and the plebeian tribunate.

2. External Jlistory.—The external history of

R,, from the establishment of the republic to

the abolition of the decemvirate, is, it need
hardly be said, purely miUtary. The Romans
fought incessivntly with their neighbours. Long
before the close of the regal period they had
acquired, as we have seen, the leadership of

Latium, .and in all the early wars of the republic

they were assisted by their allies and kinsmen
;

sometimes also by other nations—as, for example,
the Hernicans, between whom and the Romans and
Latins a league was formed by Sjiurius Cassius in

the beginning of the 5th c. B. c. The most impor-
tant of these wars were those with the southern
Etruscans, especi.ally the Veientincs, in which, how-
ever, the Romans made no way, and even sufTered

terrible disasters, of which the legend concerning
the destruction of the Fabian gens on the Cremera
(477 E. c.) may be taken as a distorted representa-

tion ; the contemporaneous wars with the Volscians,

in which Coriokanus is the most distinguished figure
;

and those with the ^Equi (45S B.C.), to which belongs
the fine legend of Ciuciunatus (q. v.).

From the Abolition of tlie Decemvirate to the Defeat
of the Samniles, and the Subjugation of all the

'Italians' (449—265).— 1. Internal History.—The
leading political fcatiu'es of this period are the equali-

sation of the two orders, and the growth of the new
aristocracy of capitalists. After the abolition of the
decemvirate, it would seem—judging from the course

of events—that the whole of the plebeian aristo-

cracy, senators and capitalists (from motives of

selfish aggrandisement), combined with the * masses

'

of their order to make a series of gr.and .attacks

on the privileges of the old Roman noblesse. The
struggle Lasted for 100 ycoi's ; and ended, as it

could only end, by the removal of all the social and
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poKtical disabilities uuder which the plebeians had
laboured— though the stratagems and artitices to

which the old aristocracy had recourse, proved the

reluctance with which they succumbed to fate.

First in 445 B. c, only four years after the fall

of the decem^-irs was carried, the Lez Camdeia, by
which it was enacted that marriage between a

patrician and plebeian should be legally valid. At
the same time, a compromise was effected with
respect to the consulship. Instead of two patrician

consuls, it was agreed that the supreme power
shoiild be intrusted to new officers termed ' Military

Tribunes with Consular Power,' who might be chosen

equally from the patricians or plebeians. Ten years

later (435 E. c), the patricians tried to render the

new office of less consequence by the transference

of several of the functions hitherto exercised by
consiJs to two special patrician officers named
Censors (q. v.). The ' censorship,' Mommsen
remarks, ' gradually became the palladium of the

aristocratic party, less on account of its financial

influence, than for the sake of the right annexed to

it of iilltng up vacancies in the senate and in the

equites.' In 421 b. c, the qua;storship (see

QtT.«STOE) was thrown open to the plebeians ; in

368 E. c, the mastership of the horse ; in 356 B. c,

the dictatorship (see Dictatok) ; in 351 B. c, the

censorship.; in 337 B. c, the praetorship (see

Pr.etok) ; and in 300 E. c, the pontifical and
augurial colleges. These victories were not all

won without the shedtling of blood. How great was
the exasperation of the patricians may be estimated

from the story of Spurius MaeUus, the rich plebeian,

who was murdered simply because in a season of

famine he sold corn at a very low price to the poor.

The only effect, it is to be observed, of these

political changes was to increase the power of the

rich plebeians ; and consequentlj'', the social distress

continued to shew itself as before. No genuine

national concord was possible so long as that

remained unmitigated. Efforts were repeatedly

made by indix'iduals to remedy the evil, but \rithout

success. Such were the attempts of the tribunes

Spurius Maecilius and Spurius Metilius (417 B.C.) to

revive the agrarian law of Spurius Cassins ; and of

the noble and patriotic patrician, Marcus Manlius,
who, though he had saved the Capitol during the

terrible Gallic siege, was hurled from the Tarpeian
Piock (3S4 E. c), on the customary charge, as ground-

less in his case as it was base, of aspiring to the

monarchy ; but at length (367 B. c), after a furious

struggle of eleven j'ears, the famous Licinian Roga-
tions (see AGK.iKiAX L.iw) were carried, by means
of which it was hoped that an end had been put to

the disastrous dissensions of the orders. Thus, at

least, we interpret the act of the dictator CamiUus,

who raised a temple to the goddess Concord, at the

foot of the Capitol.

That these laws operated beneficially on the class

in whose interest they were passed, viz., the plebeian-

farmers or middle-class of the Roman state, is

imquestionable ; but events proved that they.were
inadequate to remedy the evil, and after a time they

ceased to be strictly enforced. On the other hand,

there can be as little doubt that, owing partly to

these changes, and still more to the splendid and
far-reaching conquests achieved in Italy dming this

period of internal strife by the Roman arms, the

position of the plebeian farmer was decidedly

raised. Xot only were the ' gener.%1 coffers fiUed ' by
the revenue dra^vn directly or indirectly from the

subjugated lands, so that a tribtitum (a forced loan)

seldom required to be enforced at home, but the

numerous colonies which R. now began to send

forth to secure her new acquisitions, consisted en-

tirely of the poorer plebeians, who always received

a portion of the land in the district where they were
settled. The long struggle between the two orders
was thus virtually at an end ; but the date usually
assigned to the termination of the strife is 2S6
B. c, when the Lex Horiensia was passed which
confirmed the Publihau Laws of 339 E. c, and
definitely gave to the PlebiscUa passed at the
Comitia of the Tribes, the full power of laws binding
on the whole nation. Gradually, however, by steps

which we have not room to trace, the importance
of the popular assemblies declined, and that of

the senate rose. This was owing mainly to the
ever-increasing magnitude of the Roman state, and
to the consequent necessity of a powerful governing
body. The senate, it will be remembered, originally

possessed no administrative power at all, but now it

commenced a series of vast usurpations of which
the best defence is that they excited no opposition
among the communit}'. Every matter of general
importance—war, peace, alliances, the founiiing of

colonies, the assignation of lands, building, the
whole system of finance—came under its supervision

and authority. Xor, on the whole, did it prove
itself the unworthy arbiter of a nation's destinies.

It was not a self-elected oligarchy, but was rather
composed of the ablest representatives of both
orders.

2. External History.—We have said that the
military successes of R. during this period of internal

strife were great ; but we can only briefly allude

to them. The irruption of the Gauls into sub-
Apeunine Italy (391 B.C.), though accompanied by
frightful devastations, was barren of results, and
did not materially affect the progress of Piomau
conquest. No doubt the battle on the Allia, and
the capture and burning of R, (390 B. c), were
great disasters, but the injury was temporary.
The vigilance of Manlius saved the Capitol, and
the heroism of CamilliLS revived the courage and
spirit of the citizens. Again and again in the
course of the 4th c. B. c, the Gallic hordes repeated
their incursions into Central Italy, but never
again returned victorious. In 367 E. c, Camillus
defeated them at Alba ; in 360 B. c, they were
routed at the C'olline Gate ; in 35S B. c, by the
dictator, G. Sulpicius Peticus; and in 350 E. c, by
Lucius Furius Camillus. Meanwhile, aided by theu'

allies, the Latins and the Hernicans, the Romans
carried on the long and desperate struggle with
the iEquians, Volscians, and Etruscans. Finally,

but not tdl after they had sustained repeated
defeats, the Romans triumphed. The causes that
led to the decline of the Etruscan jjower, which, at

the close of the regal period in R., and during the

infancy of the republic, had been enormous, both by
sea and land, cannot be considered at length here.

Suffice it to say, that the terrible irruption of the
Gallic barbarians into Etniria, and the victories of

the Samnites in Campania, where also the Etruscans
had estabhshed themselves, as well as the miser-

able jealousies of the different cities, combined to
pai-alyse the power of this people, and paved the
way for the final triimiph of Rome. But even
before the GaiJs had crossed the Apennines, the
fate of Etruria was virtually sealed. The fall of

Veil (q. v.), 396 B. c, was really the death-kneU of
Etruscan independence. Although the story has uu-
doubtedly descended to us in a mythical dress, the
siege of Veii is by no means to be placed in the same
category with the siege of Troy, albeit, like it, it is

said to have lasted ten years. Falerii, Capena, and
A''olsinii—all sovereign cities of Etruria—hastened
soon after to make peace, and bj' the middle of
the 4th c. B. c, the whole of Southern Etruria
had submitted to the supremacy of R., was kept
in check by Roman garrisons, and denationalised
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by tlie influx of Bomau colonists. In the laud of

the Volsci, likewise, a series of Roman fortresses

were erected to over.awe the native inhabitants

;

Velitrae, on the borders of Latium, as far back as

492 B.C., Suessa Pometia (442 E. c), Circeii (393 E. c),

Satricum (385 B. c), and Setia (3S2 B. c.) : besides

the whole Volscian district, known as the Pontine

Marshes (q. v.) , was distributed into farm-allotments

among the plebeian soldiery. Becoming alarmed,

however, at the increasing power of Rome, the Latins

and Hernicans withdrew from the league, and a

severe and protracted struggle took place between
them and then- former ally. Neai-ly thirty years

elapsed before the E,omans succeeded in crushing

the malcontents, and restoring the league of

Spurius Cassius. In the course of this war, the

old Latin confederacy of the ' Thirtj' Cities ' was
broken up (384 B.C.), probably as being dangerous

to the hegemony (now rapidly becoming a supre-

macy) of R., and their constitutions were more
and more assimilated to the Roman. The terms
of the treaty made by the Romans (348 B.C.)

with the Carthaginians shew how very dependent
was the position of the Latin cities. Meanwhile,
the Romans had pushed their garrisons as far south
as the Liris, the northern boimdary of Campania.
Here they came into contact with the Samnites

(q. v.), a people as heroic as themselves, their equals

in everything but unity of political organisation;

perhaps their superiors in magnanimity.
The Samnites had long been exteuding their con-

quests in the south of Italy, just as R. had in the
centre and in Etruria. Descending from their

native moimtains between the plains of Apulia and
Campania, they had overrun the lower part of the

peninsula, and under the name of Lucanians,
Bmttians, &c., had firmly established themselves,
threatening everywhere the prosperity of the Greek
and Etruscan possessions in those regions. But it

was the dwellers in the original mountain territory

who properly bore the name of Samnites, and
between them and the Romans now commenced a
tremendous struggle ; the former fighting heroically

for the preservation of their national freedom—the
latter warring with superb valour for dominion.
We cannot afford space to recount the circumstances
that brought about the collision, further than to

state that the Samnite colonies had in the coiu-se of

time become so detached in sjnnpathyjand so changed
in character and interests from the parent stock,

as almost to forget their original unity. Hence,
hostilities were common between them ; and the
forays of the Samnite Highlanders in the rich low-
lands of Campania were dreaded above all things
by their more polished Init degenerate kinsmen of

Capua, who had acquired the luxurious habits of

the Greeks and Etruscans. It was really to save
themselves from these destructive forays that the
Campanians offered to ])lace themselves under the
supremacy of R. ; and thus Romans and Samnites
were thrown into a position of direct antagonism.
The Samnite Wars, of which three are reckoned,
extended over 53 years (343—290 B. c). The second,
generally knorni as the ' Great Samnite War,'
lasted 22 years (326—304 B. c). At first, the suc-
cess was mainly on the side of the Samnites ; and
after the disaster at the Caudine Forks (q. v.), it

seemed as if Samnium and not R. was destined
to become the ruler of Italy, but the military
genius of the Roman consul, Quintus Fabius
RuUianus (see Fabius), triimiphed over every
danger, and rendered all the heroism of Caius
Pontius, the Samnite leader, unavailing. In 304
B. 0., Bo\'ianum, the capital of Samnium, was
stormed, and the hardy Highlanders were compelled
to acknowledge the supremacy of the republic.

The third war (298—290 B. c.) was conducted with
aU the sanguinary energy of despau- ; but though
the Etruscans and Umbrians now joined the Sam-
nites against the Romans, their help came too late.

The victory of Rulliauus and of P. Decius Mus,
at Sentinum (295 B. c), virtually ended the struggle,

and placed the whole of the Italian peninsula at

the mercy of the victor. It only remains to be
mentioned here that at the close of the first Samnite
War, which was quite indecisive, an insurrection

biirst out among the Latins and Volscians, and
spread over the whole territory of these two
nations ; but the defeat inflicted on the insurgents
at Trifanum (340 E. c.) by the Roman consul, Titus
Manlius Imperiosus Torquatus, almost instantly

crushed it, and in two years the last spark of

rebellion was extinguished. The famous Latin
league was now dissolved ; many of the towns lost

their independence, and became Romau Tnuniciina ;

new colonies were planted both on the coast and
in the interior of the Latino-Volscian region ; and
finally, so numerous were the farm-allotments to

Roman burgesses, that two additional tribes had
to be constituted.

From the Close of the Samnite to the Commence-
ment of the Punic Wars.—The war ^vith Pyrrhus
(q. v.), king of Epirus, which led to the complete
subjugation of Peninsular Italy, is a sort of pendant
to the great Samnite struggle. It was brought
about in this way. The Lucanians and Bi-uttians,

who had aided the Romans in the Samnite Wars,
considering themselves cheated of their portion of

the spoil, entered into negotiations with the enemies
of their former associate throughout the peninsida.

A mighty coalition was immediately formed against
R., consisting of Etruscans, Umbrians, and Gaids
in the north, aud of Lucanians, Bruttians, and
Samnites in the south, with a sort of tacit mider-
standing on the part of the Tarentines that they
woidd render assistance by and by. The rapidity
with which it took shape shews alike the fear and
the hatred inspired by the Roman name. In the
com'se of a single year, the whole north was in

arms, aud once more the power, and even the
existence of R., were in deadly peril. An eutu-e

Roman army of 13,000 men was annihilated at
Ai-retium (284 B. c.) by the Senonian Gauls, but
that daimtless spirit which the republic never
failed to display in the crisis of its fortunes, and
which gives a sublime dignity to its worst ambition,
now shone out in the fulness of its splendour.
Pubhus Cornelius Dolabella marched into the
coimti-y of the Senones at the head of a large
force, and literally extirpated the whole nation,

which henceforth disappears from history. Shortly
afterwards, the bloody overthrow of the Etrusco-
Boian horde at Lake Vadimo (283 B. c.) shattered
to pieces the northern confederacy, and left the
Romans free to deal with their adversaries in the
south. The Lucanians were quickly overpowered
(282 B. c.) ; Samnium, broken by its long and luck-
less struggle, aud overawed by the proximity of a
Romau army, could do nothing. A rash and im-
l^rovoked attack on a small Roman fleet now
brought down ou the Tarentines the vengeance of

R,, at the very moment R. was free to exert all

her teiTible power. Awaking to a sense of their

danger, the Tarentines invited Pyrrhus (q. v.), over
from Epirus, and appointed him commander of their

mercenaries. This roy.al adventurer, a man of the
most brilliant, but also of the most vol.atUc genius,
resembling no modern general so much as Charles
Mordaunt, Earl of Peterborough, arrived in Italy

(280 B. c.) with a small army of his own, aud a
vague notion in his head of foimding a Hellenic
empire in the west, that should rival that created
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in the east by his kinsman, Alexander the Great.

It is not necessary to narrate here the varying

fortunes of the struggle between Pyrrhus and the

Romans, which lasted only six years, and ended in

his being obliged to return to Epirus without
accomplishing anj'thing.

After Pyrrhus, baffled in his attempts to check

the progress of E,., had withdrawn to Greece, the

Lucaniaus and Samnites, whom his reputation and

original successes had induced to rise once more
against the dreaded foe, continued the unequal

struggle, but ' even the bravery of despair,' as it has

been said, ' comes to an end ; the sword and the

gibbet at length (269 B.C.) carried peace even into

the mountains of Samnium.' Tarentum had sur-

rendered three years earlier; and now from the

Macra and the Piubicon to the Straits of Messana,

there was not a nation in Italy that did not acknow-
ledge the supremacy of Rome. Distant kingdoms
began to feel that a new power had risen in the

world ; and when Ptolemy Philadelphus, sovereign

of Egypt, heard of the overthrow of the famous Epi-

rote warrior, he sent an embassy to R. (273 B.C.),

and concluded a treaty with the republic. To secure

their new acquisitions, the Romans established in

the south military colonies at Psestum and Cosa,

in Lucania (273 B. c.) ; at Beneventum (268 B. c),

and at ^95sernia (263 B. c), to overawe the Samnites

;

and in the north, as out-posts against the Gauls,

Ariminum (26S B. c), Firmum in Picenum (264 B. c),
and the burgess colony of Castrum Novum. Pre-

parations were also made to carry the great Appian
highway as far as Bruudisium, on the Adriatic, and
for the colonisation of the latter city as a rival

emporium to Tarentum.
The political changes were almost as important

as the military. The whole population of PeninsiJar

Italy was divided into three classes—1. Cives

Bomani, or such as enjoyed the fuU burgess pri\'i-

leges of Roman citizens ; 2. Novien Latinum—that

is, such as possessed the same privileges as had been
enjoyed by the members of the quondam Latin

league—viz., an equaUty with the Roman burgesses

in matters of trade and inheritance, the privilege

of self-government, but no participation in the

Roman franchise, and consequently no power to

modify the foreign policy of the state ; 3. Sodi, or
' jVllies,' to some of whom were conceded most
liberal privileges, while others were governed in an
almost despotic fashion. The Cives Hoviani no
longer embraced merely the inhabitants of the old

Ptoman community, the weU-knowu ' tribes ' (of

whom there were now thirt3'-three), but aU the

old burgess-colonies planted in Etruria and Cam-
pania, besides such Sabine, Volscian, and other

communities as had been received into the burgess

body on account of theu- proved iidehty in times

of trial, together n-ith indi\'idual Roman emigrants

or families of such, scattered among the municipia,

or living in villages by themselves. The cities

possessing the Latinum Nomeii included most of

the ' colonies ' sent out by Pt. in later times, not

only in Italy, but even beyond it ; the members of

which, Lf they had previously possessed the Roman
francliise, voluntarily surrendered it in lieu of an
allotment of land. But any ' Latin ' burgess who
had held a magistracy in his native town, might
return to R., be enrolled in one of the tribes, and
vote like any other citizen. The Socii comprised

all the rest of Italy, as the Hernicans, the

Lucaniaus, Bruttians, the Greek cities, &c. All

national or cantoual confederacies and alliances

among the Italians were broken up, and no means
were left unemployed by the victors to prevent

their restoration.

T/ie Funk 11 ars.—The oiigin of Carthage, and

the steps by which she rose to power, are sketched
in the article Caethage. At the time when she

came into collision with R. she was indisputably

the first maritime empire in the world, ruling as

absolute])' in the central and western Mediterranean
seas as R. in the Italian peninsida. Between the
Carthaginians and the Romans there had long

existed a nominal alliance—the oldest treaty dating

as far back as the 6th c. B. c. But this aUiance had
never possessed anj' real significance, and latterlj'

the two nations had come to regard each other \rith

considerable distrust. The incident that occasioned

the outbreak was quite trivial, and need not be
recorded. Suffice it to say that in 264 B. c, war
was formally declared between the two nations, and
incomparably the most terrible contest in which R.
was ever engaged, began.

We do not propose to follow minutely the course

of the famous Punic Wars—the details of which are

narrated at sufficient length imder the heads Car-
thage, Hamilc.ak, Han'Nibai,, Hasdkubai,, Hieko,
Regulus, Metellus, Fasius, Makcellus, Scipio,

and NuMTDlA, to which we refer the reader, but we
may briefly indicate their character and result. The
wars with Carthage, like those with Samnium, were
three in number. Thejirst lasted 23 years (B.C.

264—241), and was waged mainly for the possession

of Sicily. Its leading feature was the creation of a

Roman na%'y, which, after repeated and tremendous
misfortune, finally wrested from Carthage the sove-

reignty of the seas. R., indeed, had never been a

merely agricultm-al state, as may be inferred from a

variety of particulars— e. g., the antiquity of the

galley in the city arms, of the port-dues on the

exports and imports of Ostia, and of commercial

treaties with transmarine states—but events had
hindered it from engaging to any large extent in

maritime enterprise ; and its shipping, or at least

its fleet, was still quite insignificant, although it

had become master of nearly all the Italian sea-

board. The necessity for a navy now began to

shew itself. Not only was there a difficulty felt in

transporting troops to Sicily, but the shores of the

mainland were completely exposed to the ravages

of Carthaginian squadrons. So energetically did the

senate set to work, that (we are told) in sixty days
from the time the trees were felled, 120 ships were
launched, and soon after the consul Caius DuUius
gained a brilliant success (260 B. c.) over the Cartha-

ginians off Mylae, on the north-east coast of Sicily.

The exultation of the Romans knew no boimds ;

and the 'triumph' which Duilius received on his

return to the city, had more the aspect of a carnival

than of a noble ceremony. The Columna Boslrata
(' Beaked Column ') in the Forum preserved for ages

the memory of the 'glorious victory.' Subsequent
events, however, were less favom-able. An inva-

sion of Africa by Regidus {c\. v.) ended in disaster,

and the war, which was henceforth confined to

Sicily, miserably languished. Thrice was the Roman
na\-y annihilated by storms at sea (255 B. c, 253
B. c, and 249 E. c.) ; and in spite of a series of unim-
portant successes by land, the Romans long foimd
it impossible to make any impression on the great
Carthaginian strongholds of LUybasum and Dre-
panum, mainly on account of the brilliant strategy

Arith which they were held in check by Hamilcar
Barca, the father of Hannibal. At last, however,

a great sea-fight took place off the JEgates isles

(242 B. c), in which a Roman fleet, commanded by
the consul Lutatius Catidus, obtained a magnificent
victory. The Carthaginian government, whose
ti'casury was empty, and who had in vain tried to

raise a state-loan in Egypt, could—for the present

—

continue the struggle no longer, and the whole of

Sicily, except the territory of Hiero of SjTacuse,
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who had been a fii-in ally o£ the Romans, passed

into the hands of the victors, who constituted it a

Roman province, and placed it under the govern-

ment of a priEtor.—A lapse of 23 years occurred

before the second Punic War began, but during that

interval neither Romans nor Carthaginians had been

iiUe. The former, with worse than ' Punic faith,'

had bullied their weak and exhausted rival into

surrendering Sardinia and t'orsica, which, like

Sicily, were transformed into a Roman province. In

addition, they had carried on a series of Gallic

wars in Xort'hern Italy (•231—222 E. c), the result

of which was the complete humiliation of the

barbarian Boii, Insubres, &c., and the extension of

Italy to its natural boundary—the Alps. On the

eastern coast of the Adriatic also, the Romans made
their power felt, by the vigour with which they

suppressed Illyrian jiiracy (219 B.C.). Jleanwhile,

the descent of HamUear on the Spanish coast was
followed, after some ineffectual opposition on the part

of the natives, by the establishment of a new Cartha-

ginian empire, or at least a protectorate, in the west

;

and thus, almost before the Romans were aware of

it, their hated rival had made good her losses again,

and was even able to renew the struggle in a more
daring fashion than before. How confident the bear-

ing of the Carthaginians had now become, may be
seen from the fearless sphit in which they accepted

the Roman challenge, and entered on the second

Punic—or (as the Romans called it) the Hannihalk
—War, the gTaud events of which were the crossing

of the Alps by Hannibal, the terrible disasters of the

Romans at Lake Trasimene (q. v.) and Canme (q. v.),

and the final overthrow of Hannibal at Zama (q. v.),

202 E. c, by Scipio, which once rqore compelled the

Carthaginians to sue for peace. It was with Carthage
as with Samninm. The second war virtually sealed

her fate, and the third displayed oidy the frantic

heroism of desp.air. Her Spanish possessions, like

her Sicilian, passed to the Romans (who formed out

of them the provinces of liispania Citerior and
Hlspania Ulterior) ; so did her protectorate over

the Numidian sheiks. She was forced to surrender

her whole navy (excepting ten triremes), and all her

elephants, and to solemnly swear never to make war
either in Africa or abroad, except with the consent

of her vanquisher. In a word, the imperial supre-

macy of R. was now as unconditional in the western

Mediterranean as on the mainland of Italy. Her
relations, indeed, to the conquered Italian nation-

aUties became much harsher than they had for-

merly been, for, after tlie first victories of Han-
nibal, these had risen against her. The Picentes,

Bruttii, Apidians, and Samnites, were deprived

either of the whole or the greater part of their

lands—some communities were actually turned into

serfs—the Greek cities in Lower Italy, most of

which had also sided ivith Hannibal, Ijecame the

seats of bm-gess-colonies. But the loss of life and
of vital prosperity was frightful. 'Numbers of

flom-ishing townships,' says Mommsen, ' 400 it was
reckoned, were destroyed and ruined.' Slaves and
desperadoes associated themselves in robber-bands,
of the dangers of which an idea may be formed from
the fact that in a single year (185 B. c.) 7000 men
had to be condemned for robbery in Apulia
alone ; the extension of the pastures with their

half-savage slave-herdsmen, favoured this mis-

chievous barbarising of the land. But the exid-

tation of victory closed the eyes and the ears

of the Romans against every omen, and the perihnis

work of conquest and subjugation went on. During
201—196 E. c, the Celts in the valley of the Po,

who, with the fiery unwisdom of their race, had
recommenced hostilities at the very moment R. was
freed from her embarrassments, were thoroughly
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subjugated ; their territory was Latinised, but they
themselves were declared incapable of ever acquir-

ing Roman citizenship ; and so rapidly did their

nationality dissolve, that when Polyliins, only 30
yeai's later, visited the country, nearly all traces of

Celtic characteristics had disappeared. The Boii

were finally extirpated about 193 E. c. ; the Lign-
rians were subdued 180—177 E. c. ; and the interior

of Corsica and Sardinia about the same time. The
wars in Spain were troublesome and of longer dur-

ation, but they were not at aU serious. The natives

were indeed perpetually in arras, and the Romans
sivffered frequent defeats from their sudden and
impetuous insm'rections ; but in the end the supe-

rior disciiiline of the legions always prevaUed, and
the fiery and chivalrous tribes had of course to

make ignominious submission. So little reliance,

however, could be placed on these forced submis-

sions, that the Romans felt it necessary to hold
Spain by military occupation, and hence arose

the first Roman standing armies. Forty thousand
troops were maintained in the .Spanish peninsida

year after year. The most distinguished successes

Avcre those achieved by Scipio himself, by Quintus
Minucius (197—19C e. c), l^y Marcus Cato (195

B.C.), by Lucius ^milins Panllns (ISD E. c), by
Cains Calpnrnius (185 B. c), by Quintus Fnlvins
Flaccus (181 B. c), and by Tiberius Gracchus (179
—178 B. c).

Macedonian and Greek Wars.—The causes that
led to the interference of R. in the poKtics of the
East are too complicated to be given here, but the
Macedonian Wars were owing immediately to the
alUance formed by Philip V. of Macedon with
Hannibal after the battle of Canna;. Like the
Samnite and Pimic, the Macedonian Wars were
three in number. The first (214—205 B. c.) was
barren of results, mainly because the whole energies

of R. were directed to Spain and Lower Italy; but
the second (200—197 B.C.), though it lasted only a
third of the time occupied by the first, taught
Philip that another and not he must ride in Greece.

The battle of Gijnoscephake (' Dogs' Heads ' HiUs, a
range in Thessaly) was followed by a treaty which
compelled him to withdraw his garrisons from
the Greek cities, to sm-render his fleet, and to pay
1000 talents towards the expenses of the war.
Philip was thoroughly quelled, and during the
remaining IS years of his life, he adhered (like

old Hiero of Syracuse, though less sincerely) to his

Roman alliance. But the miserable iEtolians, who
had formed an alliance with R. against Philip, with
even more stupidity than insolence, quarrelled in

wanton jealousy with their j^owerfid ' friends,' and
persuaded Antiochus (q. v.) of Syria to come over
seas to Thessaly, and fight them. A similar fate

befell him to what had befallen Philip. After a
war of tliree years, he found himself obliged to
surrender all his possessions in Europe and Asia
Minor, all his elephants and ships, and to pay 15,000
Euboic talents (£3,060,000) within 12 years. Ne.xt

year the yEtohans were crushed, and a little later,

the despicable quarrels between the Achaians and
Spartans led to a general Roman protectorate over
the whole of Greece.

Philip of Macedon dying (179 B.C.), was suc-

ceeded on the throne by his eldest son Perseus

(q. v.), who resolved once more to try the fortune

of war with the Romans ; and in 172 B.C., the tldrd

and last Macedonian War began, the result of

which, after four years of fighting, was the utter

destruction of the Macedonian army at Pydna (168

c. c.) by the Roman consul Lucius jErailius Paullus

(q. v.), the capture of the king, who adorned the
triumph of the conqueror, and the dismemberment
of the Macedonian empire, which was broken up
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into four oligarchic republics, the members of which
were subjected to severe disqualilicatious ; while
in Greece itself, trials and executions for implication

in the war of Perseus spread terror everywhere

;

the conspicuous 'patriots'—i. e., all who had made
themselves notorious by their anti-Roman and
Macedonian poUcy—were deported to Italy ; further,

the imperial republic stopped Antiochus Epiphanes
in his career of Egyptian conquest, ordez'ed him
instantly to abandon his acquisitions, and accepted
the protectorate of Egypt, which the grateful and
frightened monarch offered her (lOS B. c). Even
the aUies of Rome—the Pergamese, the Rhodiaus,
&c.—were treated ^vith shocking harshness and
injustice. We may here, for the sake of connection,

anticipate the course of history, and mention the

last Greek and Punic Wars. Both of these came to

an end in the same year (14G B.C.). The former
was caused by an expiring outbm-st of pseudo-

patriotism in the Aehaian League, consequent on
the retiu'n of the exiles from ivome, and was
virtually closed on the destniction of Corinth

(q. v.) by the cousid JIummius (q. v.). The
latter was not so much a war as a bloody
sacrifice to the genius of Roman ambition. After
Hannibal's death, his party in Carthage seems to

have recovered the ascendancy, and as coincident

therewith, the commercial prosperity of the city

began to revive, a bolder front was shewn in resist-

ing the encroachments of Masiuissa, the Numidian
ruler, whom the Roman senate protected and
encouraged in his aggressions. This was enough.
Fierce old Cato only expressed the instinctive sen-

timent of the Roman burgesses, when he came to

utter incessantly Delenda est Cart/uif/o, and in 149
B.C., the senate adopted his barbarous conviction.

After a siege of three years, in which the inha-

bitants displayed superhuman energy' and heroism,

Carthage was stormed by Scipio Africanus Minor,
and the Carthaginian empire vanished for ever from
the earth.

Position of Pome at the dose of the Punic Wars,
and sketch of its subsequent Social Condition to the

termination of the Pejmhlic.—'Polybius dates from
the battle of Pydna the full establishment of the
universal empire of Rome. It was in fact the last

battle in which a civilised state confronted Rome in

the field on a footing of equahty "wdth her as a great
power ; all subsequent struggles were rebellions or

wars with peoples beyond the pale of the Romano-
Greek civilisation—the barbarians, as they were
called. Tlie whole civilised world thenceforth
recognised in the Roman senate the supreme tri-

buual, whose commissioners decided in the last

resort between kmgs and nations ; and, to acquire

its language and manners, foreign princes and noble

youths resided in Rome.' But contemporaneous
with this enormous extension of power and authority

in foreign lands, the national character underwent a

complete and fatal alteration. The simplicity

and stern integrity of life, the religious gravity

of deportment, and the fidelity with which com-
mon ci\'ie and household duties were discharged

—

well expressed in the saying of Cato, that it was
'better to be a good husband than a great senator'

—wliich in early times nobly distinguished the

Roman burgess, had now all but lUsajipeared. Those
hardy virtues— frugality, temperance, justice, and
rectitude—which, combined with courage and
energy, had given the strength to the nation that

made it great, required for their permanence the

social conditions out of which they sprang. But
the class of peasant proprietors who had laid the

foundations of Roman greatness were either extinct

or no longer what they once had been. The origanal

causes of their social degradation have been already

noticed, and here it is only necessary to say that
the victories of R. abroad furthered rather than
retarded that degradation. The long and distant

wars made it more and more impossible for the
soldier to be a good citizen or a successful farmer.

The freedom and licentiousness of camp-life, the
sweets of pillage and rapine, ever grew more
pleasant to the Italian burgess and colonist; thus
indolence, inaptitude, and spendthrift habits aided
the greedy designs of the capitalists, and in most
cases the paternal acres gradually shpped into the
possession of the great landlords, who found it more
profitable to tiu'u them into pa3tiu"e or cultivate

them by gangs of slaves. The rise of the slave-

system—^though an inevitable residt of foreign

conquest—was, indeed, the most horrible cirrse

that ever fell on ancient R., and the atrocities

inflicted on its unhappy victims are far beyond
the possibility of description ; Mommsen does not

exaggerate when he considers it probable that,
' compared with the sufferings of the Roman slaves,

the sum of all negro suffermg is but a drop.' If the
Italian farmer honourably strove to retain his small

farm, he was exposed to the competition of the
capitalists who shipped immense quantities of corn
from Egypt and other granaries, where slave-labour

rendered its production cheap, and of course he
failed in the imequal struggle. Kot less pernicious

was the change that passed over the character of the

rich. We have ab-eady shewn how the old Roman
patricians lost their exclusive jirivileges, how the
jilebeians gi-adually acquired a fidl equality with
them, and how the germs of a new social aristocracy

originated, based on wealth rather than pedigi'ee,

and comprising both plebeians and patricians. Dur-
ing the 4th and 3d centuries e.g., the pohtical

power of this order immensely increased. In fact,

the whole government of the state passed into their

hands. They became an ohgarchy, and whUe it is

not to be denied that they displayed extraordinary

ability in the conduct of foreign affairs, the vices

iusep.arable from oligarchic rule—selfishness, nepot-

ism, and arrogance, of which Scipio is a striking

example—gradually became rampant. Regarding
themselves as the Roman community par excellence,

and the poor burgesses as a mere canaille, whose
wishes and interests were unworthy of a moment's
consideration, they vu-tually relapsed into the

exclusiveness of the ancient populus, with this

difference for the worse, that their wealth, influence,

and pride were a thousandfold greater than those of

Coriolanus or CamUlus. But far worse than even
the nepotism and selfishness of the nobles was their

ever-increasing luxury and immorality. T\ hen
R. had conquered Greece, and Syi'ia, and Asia
Minor, the days of her true greatness were ended.

The wealth that poured into the state coffers,

thence to be (really if not formally) distributed

among the clique of nobles, the treasures which
\'ictorious generals acquired, enabled them to gratify

to the fidl the morbid appetites for pleasure engen-

dered by exposure to the voluptuousness of the East.

Such results were, it is true, not brought about in a

day, nor without a resolute protest ou the part of

individual Romans. The attitude of Cato M.ajor

towards the Hellenising tendencies of his brother

nobles was doubtless latriotic, and posterity h;is

been generous in its laudation of his antique vu'tue ;

but Cato Major was nevertheless only a pohtical

fanatic and incarnate anachronism. So long as

R. chose to subdue foreign nations, and to hold

them l)y the demoralising tenure of conquest—i. e.,

as mere provinces, whose inhabitants, held in check
by a fierce and unscrupulous soldiery (hke the

Kabyles of Algeria by the French, or, imtU recently,

the Hindus by the British), neither possessed
317
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political privileges nor dared cherish the hope of

them—it was morally impossible for the citizens,

either at home or abroad, to resume the simple and
frugal habits of their forefathers. After Cato's

time, things grew worse instead of better, nor from
this period down to the final dissolution of the

empire, was a si(igle radical reform ever permanently
effected. The momentary success of Tiberius, and
of his far abler brother, Caius Gracchus (q. v.),

in their desperate and revolutionary attempts

to prevent the social ruin of the state, by
breaking down the powers of the senate, redis-

tributing the domain lands, reorganising the ad-

ministration, and partially restoring the legislative

authority of the popidar assembUes, hardly survived

their death ; and the reaction that ensued proved
that the senate, like the Bourljons, could learn

nothing from adversity, and that the rabble of the

city were incapable of elevation or generosity of

political sentiment. Henceforth, the malversation of

the public money by prsetors and qutestors became
chronic, and the moral debauchery of the mob of

the capital by the largesses of ambitious politicians

and the vHe flattery of demagogues, complete. The
old Roman faith, so deep, and strong, and stern,

disappeared from the heart. The priests became
Pharisees, the nobles 'philosophers' (i.e., unbe-
lievers), their wives practisers of oriental abomina-
tions under the name of ' mysteries ;

' whUe the poor
looked on with unmeaning, yet superstitious wonder
at the hollow but pompous ceremonies of reUgion.

It would serve no usefid piu'pose to dwell longer

on these aspects of Roman society, and we now turn
to sketch in a few words the course of outward
events to the close of the republic.

From the Destruction of Carthage to the Termina-
tion of the Repiihlic.—We have already alluded to

the wars waged in .Spain during the first half of the
2d c. B.C. The humane and conciliatory policy

pursued towards the natives by Tiberius Sem-
Eronius Gracchus, father of the ill-fated tribunes,

rought about a peace, 179 B.C., that lasted 25
years ; but in 153 B. c, a general rising of the
Celtiberians took place, followed by another on the
part of the Lusitanians of Portugal. The struggle

maintained by these gallant barbarians against their

mighty oppressor lasted, with intervals of peace, for

the space of 20 years, but ended, in spite of gleams
of brdhant success, as such contests invariably do,

in the final overthrow of the undisciphned and
uncivilised combatant. All the valoiu' of the shep-

herd-warrior, Viriathus (q. v.), even if the assassin's

steel had spared his life, woidd not have prevented
the annexation of Lusit.inia to the Roman empire,
nor did the unsurpassable heroism of the besieged
Numantines avaU to battle the military skill of the
younger Scipio.

Towards the conclusion of the Numantiae War
ocCTirred the first of those horrible social outbreaks
Icnown as 'servile' or 'slave' wars, which marked
the later ages of the republic. The condition of the
slaves has been already referred to ; but what
aggravated the wretchedness of their lot was the
fact that most of them had been originally freemen
—not inferior in knowledge, skill, or accomplish-
ments to their masters, but only in force of character
and military prowess. The first slave insurrection
broke out in Sicily, 134 B. c, where the system was
seen at its worst. Its leader was one Eunus, a Syrian,
who, mimicking his native monarch, took the title

of King Antiochus. The suddenness and barbaric
fury of the revolt for a time rendered all opposition
impossible. The slaves overran the island, like

demoniacs let loose ; and routed one Roman army
after another. But a slave insurrection has no aim
beyond immediate revenge, and when the first wdd
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paroxysms of ferocity are over, it becomes powerless,
more even from a moral than a physical exhaustion,
and can be quelled with ease. In 132 B.C., the
consul PubHus Rupilius restored 'order' in the
island. In the East, fortune continued to smile
upon the Roman .arms. Attains III., PhUometer, a
villainous despot of the true oriental stamp, who
massacred or poisoned every one that ventured to
give him advice, dying 133 B.C., bequeathed his
client-kingdom of Pergamus to its protector—R.

;

and after a fierce struggle with an ambitious pre-

tender called Ai-istonicus, the Romans obtained
possession of the splendid liequest, and formed it

into the province of Asia, 129 b. c.

We may here enumerate the different provinces
into which the Roman senate divided its foreiga
conquests, in the order of their organisation. 1.

Sicily, 241 B. c. ; 2. Sardinia and Corsica, 238 B. c.

;

.3. Hispania Citerior, and 4. Hispania Ulterior, 205
B.C.; 5. GaUia Cisalpina, 191 B.C.; 6. Macedonia,
146 B. c. ; 7. Illyricum, circa 146 B. c. ; 8. Achaia.

(or Southern Greece), circa 146 B. c. ; 9. Africa (i. e.

the Carthaginian territory), 146 B. c, ; 10. Asia
(kingdom of Pergamus), 129 B.C. A few years
later, 118 B.C., an 11th was added by the conquest
of the southern part of Transalpine Gaul, and
was commonly called, to distinguish it from the rest

of the country, ' the Province ;
' hence the modem

Provence.

In Africa, the overthrow of Jugurtha (q. v.), 104
B.C., by the consul Marius, added yet further to the
military renown and strength of the republic.

Meanwhile, from a new quarter of the world, n
gigantic and unforeseen danger threatened the
Roman state. North of the Alps thei-e had long
been roaming in the region of the Middle Danube
an unsettled people called the Cimbki (q. v.), whose
original home was probably the north-west of

Germany. They first came into collision with the
Romans in Noricum, 113 e.g.; after which they
turned westward, and poured through the Helvetian
valleys into Gaul, where they overwhelmed aUke
the native tribes and the Roman armies. At
Arausio (Orange) on the Rhone, 105 B.C., a Roman
army of 80,000 was annihilated ; but instead of

invading Italy, the barbarians blindly rushed through
the passes of the Pyrenees, wasted precious months
in contests with native tribes of Spain as vahant
and hardy as themselves, and gave the Romans
time to recover from the effects of theii' terrible

defeat. Marius, who had just returned from his
Numidian victories, was reappointed consul ; and
at Aqua-Sextiai (Aix, in Dauphiny), he hterally

exterminated the dreaded foe, 102 E. c. Next year,

near Milan, the same doom befell another northern
horde—the Teutones, who had accompanied the
Cimbri in their irruption into Spain ; but on their

withdrawal, had parted from their associates in

Gaul, forced their way back through Switzerland,
and descended into Italy by the Tyrolese valleys.

In the same year a second insurrection of the slaves

in Sicdy, which had reached an alarming height, was
suppressed by the consid Marcius Aquillius.

For the next 10 years the internal history of R.
is a scene of wild confusion and discord. Marius,
an admirable soldier, but otherwise a man of

mediocre talents, and utterly unfit to play the part

of a statesman, was the idol of the poor citizens,

who urged him to save the state from the rapacious

misgovernment of the rich. His attempts were
pitiable failures ; the brave honest soldier fell into

the hands of unscrupulous demagogues like Glaucia
and Satm'ninus, and sullied the laiu'els he had won
in war by associating with men who did not hesi-

tate to assassinate a political opponent. Not less

fruitless was the wise and patriotic effort of Livius
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Drusus—'the Gracchiis of the aristocracy'—to eifect

a compromise between the privileges of the rich and
the claims of the poor. The oligarchic party among
the former, i. e. the senate, were enraged by his

proposition to double their numbers by the intro-

duction of 300 equites ; the latter by his offer to

the 'Latins' and 'Allied Italians' of the Eouian
franchise. Drusus fell 91 B.C., by the steel of a
Iiired bravo. Hardly a year elapsed before the whole
of the subject 'Italians'—i. e., the Marsians, Pelig-

nians, Marrucinians, Vestinians, Picentines, Sam-
nites, Apidians and Lucauians—"were up in wild and
furious revolt against R. ; and, though the rebellion

was crushed in less than two years by the superior

£;eneralship of Marius, Sulla, and Pompeius Strabo
(father of the ' great ' Pompey), the insurgents
virtually triumphed ; for the jiromise which Drusus
had held out to them of the ' Pioman franchise,' was
made good by the Lex Plautia Papiria 89 E. c.

Yet the cost was terrible. It is calculated that
.300,000 men—the flower of E. and Italy, perished
in the struggle ; nor was even this tremendous
holocaust sufficient to appease the Fates. The
jealousy that had long existed on the part of Marius
towards his younger and more gifted rival, Sulla

(q. v.), kindled into a flame of hate when the latter

was elected consul SS B. c, and received the com-
mand of the Mithridatic War—an honour which
Marius coveted for himself. Then followed the
fearfid years of the 'civil wars' between the two
chiefs, SS—82 B.C., when blood was spilt liUe

water; and proscriptions and massacres were the
order of the day. It was a 'Pieign of Terror'

—

surpassing even the excesses of the French Revolu-
tionists. Sulla, the leader of the aristocracy,

which was nominally the party of order, triimnphed,

but the ferocious energy displayed by the revolu-
tionists convinced him that the ' Roman franchise '

coxUd never again be safely withdrawn from the
' Italians

;

' and Pioman citizens, therefore, they
remained till the dissolution of the empire ; but, on
the other hand, his whole legislation "was directed
towards the destruction of the political power of the
burgesses, and to the restoration to the senatorial
aristocracy and priesthood of the authority and
influence they had possessed in the times of the Punic
Wars. That his design was to build up a strong
and vigorous exeputive cannot admit of doubt, but
the rottenness of Roman society was beyond the
reacli of cure by any human poHcy. It would be
hopeless in our limits to attempt even the most
superficial sketch of the complicated history of this

period, which, besides, wiU be found given with
considerable fidness of detail in the biographies of

its leading personages, Sertoriu.s, Lucullus,
Ckasscts, Pompey, Mithridate.s, C.'ES.4R, Cicero,
Catiline, Mark Antont, Lepidu.s, Cleopatra,
Clodius, Brutus, Casstus, Cato, and Augustus.
The very utmost we can attempt is to enumerate
resvdts.

Abroad the Roman army continued as before to

prove irresistible. About \Z j'ears after the exter-

mination of the northern barbarians, the Cimbri aud
Teutones, or in SS B.C., broke out in the far east the

first of the ' Jlithridatic Wars,' which, like the Sam-
nite, Punic, and Macedonian Wars, were three in

number. Begun by SuUa, SS B. c, they were brought
to a successful close by Pompey, 65 B. c, although
the general that had really broken the power of

Mithridates was Lucullus. The rcsidt was the
annexation of the sidtanate of Pontus, as a new
province of the Roman repuljlic. Next year, Pompey
marched southward with his army, dcimsed Antio-
chus Asiaticus, king of Sj-ria, and transformed his

kingdom also into a Roman i>rovincc, while m the
following year (63 B.C.) he reduced to a state of

dependence Phrenicia, Ccele-Syria, and Palestine,

storming Jerusalem, and, to the horror of the Jews,
violating their Holy of Holies. But what a terrible

commentary it is upon these glittering triumphs to

remember that during the same year there was
hatched at R. the Conspiracy of Catiline (q.v.), which,
if it had not been crushed by an extraordinary
display of decision on the jiart of the consul Cicero,

woidd have placed at least the city of R. at the
mercy of a crew of aristocratic desperadoes and cut-

throats. One thing now becomes particularly notice-

able, viz., the paralysis of the senate—that 'govern-

ing board ' as Mommsen calls it, that had once been
the mightiest power in the world. In spite of

all that Sidla did to make it once more the govern-
ing body in the state, the power passed out of its

hands. Torn by wretched jealousies, spites, piques
(personal and partisan), it coidd do nothing but
squabble or feebly attempt to frustrate the purpose
of men whom it considered formidable. Hence-
forth the interest as well as the importance of

Roman history attaches to indiWduals, and the
senate sinks deeper and deeper into insignificance,

imtil at last it becomes merely the obsequious
council of the emperors. The famous coalition of

Crassus, Pompey, and Cffisar (known as the First

Triumvirate), which dates from the year GO B.C.,

proves how weak the government and how power-
ful individuals had become ; and the same fact is

even more dismally brought out by the lawless and
bloody tribunates of Clodius and Mdo (oS—57 B. c),

when R. was for a while at the mercy of bravos
and gladiators. The campaigns of CiTesar in Gaul
(5S—50 B. c), by which the whole of that country
was reduced to subjection ; his rupture with
Pompey ; his defiance of the senate ; the civil wars ;

his victory, dictatorship, and assassination ; the

restoration of the senatorial oligarchy ; the second
triumvirate, composed of Antony, Lepidus, and
Octavian ; the overthrow of the oligarchy at

Philippi ; the struggle between Antony and Octa-

vian ; the triumph of the latter, and his investment

with absolute power for life (29 B. c), which put an
end at least to the civil dissensions that had raged

so long (and was therefore so far a blessing to the

state), are described in the biographical articles

already referred to.

The Rom.vn Empire.—When Augustus had
gathered up into himself all the civil and military

powers of the state, its poUtie.al life was at an end ;

henceforth the voices of the citizens are dumb, and
only the rude clamour of the legions or the Pr£e-

torians (q. v.) is heard, as emperors rise and fall.

It is, indeed, amazing to consider how long brute

force managed to keep imder the elements of

anarchy and dissolution in the empire; but it

must be remembered that it was the East that

ruined R., and not R. the East. Even in the

worst days of the republic, the Roman adminis-

trators of the provinces were acknowledged to be

less unjust, ravenous, tyi-annical, .and cniel than
the native princes and sultans ; and the servile

myriads of Asia Minor and Syria witnessed the

deposition of their dyniists without a shadow of

regret—sometimes even \rith a cry of joy. The
Romans had therefore comjiaratively little difficiUty

in retainiug and even increasing their eastern con-

quests, while the superior discipline of their well-

trained soldiery enabled them to repel and subdue
even the intrepid barbarians of the Xorth, though
sini^ly these were probably more gallant men than

the rank and file of the imi>orial legions. But no
military prowess, however great, wiU, beyond a
certain time, serve to keep a nation alive that is

otherwise moribund ; and even Christianty, with

all its antiseptic and revi\-ifying influences, came
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too late to reanini^ite tlio national life of the empire.

When Augustus died (14 A.D.), the Roman empire
was separated in the north from Germany by the

Rhine, but it also, included both Holland and
Friesland; from about the Lake of Constance it

r.an along the Danube to Lower MQ3sia, though
the imperial authority was far from being firmly

established there. In the east, the bouudary-
line was, in general, the Euphi'ates ; in the

south, Egypt, Liljya, and, in fact, the whole of

Northern Africa, as far west as Morocco, and as far

inland as Fezzan and the Sahara, acknowledged
Roman authority. The Roman franchise was ex-

tended to transmarine communities, and in the

western provinces especially it became quite com-
mon. To keep this enormous territory, containing

so many different races, quiet, an army of 47 legions

and as many cohorts was maintained, most of 'w'hom

were levied among the newly-admitted burgesses of

the western provinces. The reigns of Tiberius (q. v.),

Caligula (q. v.), Claudius (q. v.), Nero (q. v.), Galba
(q. v.), Otho (q. v.), and Vitellius (q. v.), pre.seut little

of any moment in a general survey of the external

history of the empire, though the chronicle of their

lives—those of Galba and Otho, perhaps, excepted
—has all the horrible and revolting interest that

attaches to records of conspiracy, assassinations,

poisonings, massacres, lust, debauchery, and delirious

madness. The most notable incident of this period
is probably the concentration of the Prretorian

Guards in the \ncinity of R, dviring the reign of

Tiberius, which Niebulir even jironounces ' the most
momentous event in the history of the emperors ;

'

and not without reason, for, imtil their dissolution

by Diocletian, they wore the real sovereigns of the
empire. In Nero's time, Armenia was "WTested from
the Parthians, and onlj' restored to them on condi-

tion of their holding it as a ' fief ' of the empire
;

the Roman authority in England was likewise

extended as far north as the Trent ; and a gre.at

rebellion in Gaul (not, hov\'ever, against R., but
only against Nero), headed by Julius Vindex, a
noble Aquitanian and a Roman sen.ator, was crushed
by T. Virginius Rufus, the commander of the Ger-
manic legions. During the profound peace that
the empire had enjoyed everywhere, except on its

frontiers—since the usurpation of the imperial

authority—its material prosperity had greatly in-

creased. The pojnilation was more than doubled

;

the towns became filjed with inhaliit.ants, and the
wastes were peopled, wherever, at least, the Publi-
cani (q. v.) or farmers-general had not got the land
into their rapacious hands ; but the immorality of

the rich, especially among the females, became yet
worse than before, and virtuous men actually pre-

ferred concubinage with a slave, to marriage with a

fi'ee-born Roman lady.

With the accession of Vespasian (q. v.) a better
era commenced, which, if we except the reign of

Domitian, continued uninterrupted for a space of

100 years, comyirising the reigns, besides those
mentioned, of Titus (q. v.), Nerva (q. v.), Trajan
(q. v.), Hadi'ian (q. v.), Antoninus Pius (q. v.),

and iLarcus Aurelius (q. v.). These were all men
of fine and honourable character—some, as e. g.,

Trajan, Hadrian, and Marcus Aurelius, wei-e really

illustrious rulers, worthy of the best days of Rome.
Under all of them the provinces were better
governed, the finances better ailministered, and
pubhc morals wonderfully improved. Nothing,
indeed, is more clear than that, after the time of

Vespasian, that ri^danrator nn jyuhliciv, as he has
been justly called, the worst days of Rome (in a
moral point of view) were over. Never amin did
she give way to the hoiTible sensuality, gluttony,
and profiigaoy of the 1st century. Bad emperors

she had as well as good, but they did not again
succeed in corrupting their age. Blood, indeed, was
shed freely enough, hostilities on the frontiers were
as frequent as ever, and the violence and selfishness

of military ambition were things that p.aganism did
not seek, and had not the power, to quell ; but
the wild abyss of anarchy into which the empire
latterly fell is less dreadful than the saturnalia
of vice that filled the soul of Juvenal with indig-

nation in the days of Domitian. How far the
change was due to the influence of the ever-

extending Christian religion, it is impossible to tell
;

but that Christianity did send a reinvigorating
breath of new life through the old decaying body
of the state is beyond all dispute, and is written
on the very face of the history of the first cen-

turies. The chief military events, from the days
of Vespasian to those of Marcus Aurelius, are the
final conquest of Britain by Agricola (q. v.), the final

conquest of the Dacian monarchy, the "\actorious

invasion of Parthia and of Northern Arabia ; and the
conquest of the valley of the NUe as far south as

tipper Nubia, by Trajan ; the chastisement of the
Marcomanni, Quadi, Chatti, &c., by Marcus Aurelius.

Hadrian's long rule of 21 years was peaceful, but is

memorable as the most splendid era of Roman
architecture. The reigns of Commodus (q. v.),

Pertiuax (q. v.), and Didius Julianus (q. v.) were
insignificant, except in so far as they shew us the
wretched confusion into which the administration

of affairs inevitably fell when b.ad, or hated, or feeble

riders were invested with the purple. Able gene-

rals, respectable jurists, honourable senators are not
wanting, but their influence is personal and local.

The reign of Septimius Severus (10.3—211 a.d.) is

memorable as marking the first real change in the
attitude of the emperors towards Christianity. The
new religion was beginning to make itself felt in

the state ; and Severus, who was a Carthaginian,

while his wife was a Syrian, may have felt a special

interest in a faith that like themselves was of

Semitic origin. At all events it was taken under
the imperial protection, and began to make rajiid

way. CaracaUa (q. v.^ and Elagabalus (q. v.) are

perhaps the worst of all the emperors in point of

criminahty ; but the mad brutality of the one and
the monstrous debauchery of the other were purely

personal af[;xirs, and were regarded with horror by
the citizens of the empire. The reign of Alexander
Severus is marked by the downfall of the Parthian
dynasty of Persian kings, and the rise of the native

Sassanidi'B (q. v.), which, as Niebuhr observes, 'was
one of the imluckiest things that could have hap-
pened to the Roman empire,' for the latter proved
far more formidable enemies than the Parthian
rulers. After the assassination of Severus (2,'!5 B.C.)

followed a period of confusion, bloodshed, and
general mismanagement. The names of Maxim in

(q. v.), Maximus (q. v.), Ballnnus (q. v.), Gordianus

(q. v.), and Philip (q. v.), recall nothing but wretched
quarrels, often ending in assassination. Then fol-

lowed ' the beginning of the end.' The whole of

Eiu'ope beyond the Roman frontier—the mysterious
North—began to ferment. The Franks shewed
themselves on the Lower Rhine, the Swabians on
the Maine ; while the Goths bm-st through Dacia,

routed the forces of Decius (q. v.), and slew the

emperor himself at Mount Haemus, crossed the

Euxine, and ravaged the whole northern coast of

Asia Minor. A little later—during the reigns of

Valerian (q. v.), Gallienus, and the so-called Thirty

Tyrants—the empire is nothing but a wild dis-

tracted chaos, Franks, Alemanni, Goths, and Per-

sians rushing in from their respective quarters,

Ukc vultures scenting prey. The Goths swept
over the whole of Aohaia, pillaging and burning
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the most faraoTis cities—Athens, Corinth, Argos,

&c. ; while the Asiatic hordes of Sapor committed
even gi'eater havoc in Sj-ria and Asia Minor

;

and but for the courage and skill of Odenathus,
husband of Zenobia (q. v.), who had built up a
strong independent kingdom iu the Sj-rian desert,

with Palmyra for its capital, might have perman-
ently possessed themselves of the regions which
they merely devastated. With Claudius Gothicus
(2G8—270 B. c), the fortunes of the empire once
more begin to brighten. By him, and his successors

Aurelian (q. v.), Probus (q. v.), and Carus, the bar-

barians of the north and north-west, as well as the
Persians in the east, were severely chastised. Na}',

when Diocletian obtained the purjile (2S4 A. D.),

it seemed as if the worst were over, and the empire
might still be rescued from destruction ; but his

division of the emjjire into East and AVest, with
separate Aucjusti and assistant Ccesars—though it

sprang from a clear perception of the impossibility

of one man achniuisteriug successfiUly the afiairs

of so vast a state—led to those labyrinthine con-
fiisions and civil wars, iu which figure the names
of Maximian (q. v.), Constantius (q. v.), Galerius

(q. v.), Maxentius (q. v.), Maximin (q. v.), Licinius

(q. v.), and Constantine (q. v.), and which were
only brought to a close by the surpassing genius
of the last-mentioned. Under Coustantiue (324—337 A.D.) as all the world knows, occurred the
greatest revolution in l\oman history since the birth
of Christ—viz., the establishment of Christianity as

the religion of the state. He also transferred the
seat of government from R. to Byzantium on the
Bosporus, where he founded a new city, and named
it after himself. But no sooner was the great states-

man dead than the mutinous discords that he had
kept under by the Wgoiu' of liis rule, broke loose

;

the emjiire underwent a triple division among his

sons ; and though Constautius (q. v.), the youngest,
ere long became sole ruler, he failed to display the
genius of his father, and in his repeated campaigns
against the Persians reaped nothing but disaster

and disgrace. But the political fortimes of the
empire now possess only a secondary interest ; it

is the struggles of the Christian sects and the rise

of the Catiiolio Church that mainly attract the
attention of the historian. There, at least, we
behold the signs of new life—a zeal, enthusiasm,
and iuwai-d strength of soul that no barbarism could
destroy. Christianity came too late to save the
ancient civilisation, but it enabled the Roman
world to endure three centuries of utter bar-

barism, and afterwards to recover a portion of

the inheritance of ciUture that it once seemed to

have lost for ever. Julian's attempt to revive

paganism was a lamentaljle anachromsm, but his

ell'orts, when governor of Gaul mider his kinsman
Constautius, to repel the incessant incursions of the

Franks and Alemanni, tUs):il.ayed a fine valour and
generalship, and were crowned Avith success. The
judgment of the poet Prudentius on the apostate is

that of posterity : Perjidiis ilte Deo, scd noii et

perfidus urbi. Bat after the death of Julian, the

signs of the approaching dissolution of the empire

became more unmistakable. Yet the great state

was, if we may so speak, loath to die ; and again

and again in her death-agony, she put forth a

momentary strength that amazed her foes, and
taught them that even the expiring struggles of a

giant were to be feared. Valeutinian (q. v.), Gratian

(([.v.), and Theodosius (q. v.) were rulers worthy of

better times. The last-mentioned is even known
to history as the 'Great.' But they fought against

destiny, and their labour was in vain. Already
swarms of ferocious Huns (q. v.) from the cast had
driven the Goths out of llacia, where they had
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long been settled, and forced them to cross the
Danube into the Roman territory, where the cruelty
and oppression of the imperial officers goaded tlie

refugees into insurrection ; and in theti' fury, they
devastated the whole east from the Adriatic to the
Euxine. Theodosius indeed subdued and even
disarmed them ; but he could not prevent them
from drawing nearer to the heart of the empire, and
already they are found scattered over all Mcesia,
Servia, and Northern Illyricimi. Harelly was Theo-
dosius dead when they rose again, under their chief,

Alaric (q. v.), against Honorius, emperor of the
West. R. was saved (for the moment) only by
the splendid bravery and skiU of Stilicho (q. v.), the
imperial general ; but after his assassination, the
barbarians returned, sacked the city (410 A.D.), and
ravaged the peninsula. Three years earlier, hordes
of Suevi, Burgundians, Aiemarmi, Vandals, and
Alans burst into Gaul (where the native Celts had
long been largely Romanised in language and habits),

overran the whole, and then penetrated into Spain,

where a Vandal empire was rapidlj' set up. It is

utterly impossible (within our Limits) to explain the
chaotic imbroglio that followed in the West—the
struggles between Visigoths and Vandals in Spain,
between Romans and both, between usurpers of

the purple and loyal generals iu Gaid—the fatal

rivalries of those otherwise noble and gifted men

—

Boniface, governor (comes) of Africa, and ^tius,
governor of Gaid—which led to the invasion of

Africa by Genseric (q. v.), and its devastation from
the Straits of Gibraltar to Carthage (429 A. D.).

WhUe such was the state of affaus in the West,
things were not a whit better in the East. There
the Huns, from mere love of havoc, had reduced
vast regions to an utter desert ; for nearly 50 years,

indeed, the little ferocious demons had rioted iu

destruction. At last, a tribal quarrel sent them
into Gaul ; but somewhere in Champagne, they
were routed with great slaughter (451 A. D.) by a
combined force of Visigoths, Burgundians, Franks,
and Roman mercenaries, under iEtius and Theodorie,
kiug of the Goths ; and in spite of their successful

invasion of Italy in the following year, their strength
was permanently broken, and henceforth they play
an insignificant part in history. But vEtius, the
only man who could have decently propped up the
WTetched ruin, called the Western Empire, was
assassinated by his contemptible sovereign Valeu-
tinian, whose own outrages led to his murder too

;

while his widow, Eudoxia, to be revenged on his

murderer and successor, Petrouius Slaximus, invited

Genseric, the 'scourge of God,' over from Africa,

and exposed E. to the horrors of pillage for 14
days. Ricimer, a Sueve, next figures as a sort of

governor of the city, and what relics of empire it

still possessed, for G.aiU, Britain, Spain, Western
Africa, and the islands in the Mediterranean, had
all been wrested from it. While Majorian—the
last able emperor—lived, Ricimer's position was a
subordinate one, but, thenceforth, the western
emperor merely was an emperor in name—a rot

faineant—while the real sovereignty was exercised

by this Suevic Mahe dn Palais, who was succeeded
in his functions by the Burgundian King Eunobald,
and the latter again by Orestes, in whose time the

final catastrophe happened, when Odoacer (q. v.),

placing himself at the liead of the barbarian mer-
cenaries of tlie empire, overthrew the last, and the

most ridiculous, occupant of the throne of the
Cajsars (470 a.p.^ who, by a curious coincidence,

bore the same name as the mj-thical founder of the

city—Romidns. See, besides the ancient histories

of Polybius, Livy, S.allust, Tacitus, &c., the modern
histories of Gibbon, Niebuhr, Arnold, Jlerivale, and
Jlommsen.
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ROME, the capital of ancient Italy, stood on the

left bank of the Tiber, about 16 miles from the sea.

The legend of its origin belongs to Roman history,

and is discussed partly under that heading, and
partly in the article RoMtrms. It was built at first

in the form of a square (Roma Quadrata), and
gradually extended, imtU, in the reign of Servius

TuUius, it embraced one after another the famous
seven hills—viz., the Palatine, Capitoline, Quirinal,

Cailian, Aventine, Vimiual, and Esquiline. Servius

Tullius (.according to the legend) so extended the

fiomcei-iuin as to make the sacred enclosure of the

city identical with its walls. After its first destruction

in 390 B. c. by the Gauls, it was hastily rebidlt with-

out respect to order, and with narrow irregular

streets. At the close of the wars against Carthage,

Macedonia, and Syria, public buddings and private

houses of great architectural beauty were added;
and under Augustus, improvements of a similar

kind were made, while the mean and narrow streets

were allowed to stand. In the reign of Nero, 64
A. D., two-thirds of the city were destroyed by fire, a
catastrophe which fiiruished that emperor with the
opportunity of gratifying his architectural predilec-

tions, in widening and straightening the streets, and
in i-estricting the height of the houses, of which a
certain part was built of fireproof stone from
Gabii and Alba. Although it had long outgrown
the limits prescribed by Servius Tullius, still the
walls of that king marked the extent of R. properly
so called down to the 3d c. A. D. Under Aurelian,

however, the need of fortifications led to the con-

struction of new walls, which took in the city of

Servius Tidlius with all the suburbs, such as the

Mons JaniciUus on the right of the Tiber, and the

Pincian on the left. These w.alls, begim 271 A. D.,

were completed by the next emperor, Probus, were
eleven miles in circumference, and were afterwards
restored by Honorius, and partially rebuilt by
Behsarius.

Extent and Popidation of Borne.—Under Servius
Tidlius, the walls were seven mUes in circumference,

but the space which they comprised was not entirely

occupied by buildings. Under Am'elian, the new
walls were 11 miles in circumference, and the city

went on extending until it reached a circumference

of 13 miles under Vespasian. The population at

any given period cannot be exactly determined.
According to the Momimentum Ancyranum, the
plehs urhana under Augustus amounted to 320,000

;

with the addition of women, senators, and knights,

the inhabitants must have numbered about 650,000

;

whOe the slaves, who cannot have been less

numerous than the free population, must have given

an aggregate of at least 1,300,000. Considering the
enlargement of the city under Vespasian, we may
safely set its population down at not less than two
millions in his reign.

The Walls and Gates.—The first w.all, that
attributed to Pvomidus, embraced merely the
Palatine, and was pierced by three gates. The
larger wall of Servius Tidlius does not appear to

have been continuous, but only to have connected
the seven lulls by fortifications drawn across the
narrow valleys intervening. According to Pliny,

there were 37 g.ates in this wall. Subsequent to the

walls of Servius were those of Aurelian, which,
with the exception of the part beyond the Tiber,

are the same as those which surround the modern
city. They were divided by 14 gates. The Tiber
w,a3 crossed by eight bridges.

In the interior of the city were several open
spaces of ground, paved with stones, which were
used as places of business or as market-places, and
were called /o)-a (see FoRUM.) Besides these, there
were other open spaces of miich larger extent, which

were grass-grown, and set with trees and works o£

art. Of these, which were called cam})), and were
used by the people in their exercises and amuse-
ments, the chief was the Campus Martins. Sur-
rounding these fora and campi were the priv.ate

and public buildings of R., which were arranged
in streets and districts. The chief street was the
celebrated Via Sacra, remains of which are still

to be seen in the Forum of modern Rome.—R.
contained no fewer than 400 terajiles, the oldest

being the temple of the Feretrian Jupiter, on the
Capitoline, which was built, according to tradition,

by Romulus, and restored by Augustus. The most
famous in history, and the most magnificent in

architecture, was the Capitolium, placed on the
summit of the Capitoline (see Capitol). The only
other temple requiring special mention was the Pan-
theon (q. v.), built by Agrippa, 57 B. c. It is still

standing.—For other striking features of the ancient

city, see CiKcus, Amphithe.itre, Bath, Basilica.

R. also abounded in covered walks, supported by
columns, and open on one side. These were Icnown
as porticiis, and were frequented for the purposes
of recreation, or of transaction of business. Tliey
were in many cases adorned with paintings and
other works of art, and furnished with libraries.

—

Moi'e i>eculiar to ancient Rome, however, were the
triumphal arches. See Arch, TRimiPirAL.—The
great prison of R. was the Career Mamertinus,
built by Ancus Martius on the slope of the
Capitoline, which overhangs the Forum. Servius
Tullius added to it a subterranean dungeon, 12
feet imderground, waUed and .arched over with
masonry.—In addition to the jnisons, we may
mention the barracks {ca.stra), such as the Castra
Prtetoria, built by the Emperor Tiberius for the
imperial guards ; and the Castra Peregrina, where
the foreign troops were quartered ; the aqueducts
(see Aqueduct); and the sewers (see Cloaca
ilAXIMA).

R. also aboimded in palaces [palatia). Of these,

the Pal.atium, or imperial palace, fronting the
Forum, was so enlarged by Augustus, that from
being the private house of Hortensius the orator,

it became the hnpei-ial residence. Nero built two
still more splendid palaces, one which covered the
whole Palatine HUl and part of the Esquiline, and
was burned down in the gi-eat fire ; and one which
replaced the other. Many of the private palaces

were also on a magnificent scale.—On the hills

around the city were laid out horti, or pai-ks and
gardens, and were adorned with handsome build-

ing and works of art.—R. was also rich in sepid-

chr.al monuments. See RoMjU^ Architecture.—lu
addition to these imperial or private mausolea,

columns were also erected to the more illustrious

of the Romans, such as the Columua Rostrata, in

honour of the consul C. Duilius for his victory over

the Carthaginian fleet ; the Columna Tr.ajani, in

the Forum ; and the Columna Antouini Pii, in the
Campus Martius.—Obelisks (q. v.), mostly trans-

ported from Egyjrt, occupied prominent p.arts of

the city, the largest being thiat transferred from
Heliopolis to Alexandiia by Constantino, and thence

to R. by his son Constantius, and placed by him
in the Campus Martius.

Ifodern Borne occupies the plain on each side of

the Tiber and the slopes of the seven liills. Its

geogi-aphioal position at the Observatory of the

Collegio Romano is lat. 41° 53' 52" N., long. 12° 28'

40" E. of Greenmch. and its height above the level

of the sea, on the Tiber, imder the .fElian Bridge, is

20 feet. Its pop. at Easter 1863 was 201,161, exclu-

sive of strangers. The number of priests—including

34 cardinals and 36 bishops—and friars is 4463, and
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of nuns 2031. It contains 4490 Jewish residents,

who are still compelled to inhabit a particular

quarter, called the Ghetto. Kesideut Protestants
number only 311.

The city is built on marshy ground, and is tUvided
by the Tiber into two very unequal parts, that on the
left bank being R. Proper, and that on the right bank
being the Leonine city, or Trastevere. Its walls, 12
miles in circuit, and containing 16 gates, of which 4
are built up, enclose a space of which little more
than one-third is inhabited, the greater part to the

south of the Cajjitol being cultivated as gardens or
vineyards. The site of the ancient Campus JIartius

constitutes the lower and most densely populated
part of the town, in which all the trade is carried on.

Its central part is crossed by the Corso, a street about
one mile long, and running from the Piazza del Popolo,
or great northern entrance of Ft., to the Palazzo di

Venezia, at the foot of the Capitol. From the Piazza
del Popolo, a handsome open space, with an obelisk

from the Temple of the Sun at Heliopolis in the
middle, branch out to the right and left of the
Corso, the Piazza di Spagna, the favourite quarter
of foreigners, and the Kipetta. More than half-

way up the Corso, and to the right, runs the
wide street or Strada del Gesil, leading to the
noble church and convent of that name, the chief

residence of the order of the Jesuits. On either

side of the Corso, the buildings are regular and
substantial, and consist of palaces, such as the
Borghese, the Euspoli, the Ghigi, and others,

besides many chiu'ches. Between the Corso and
the Tiber, to the west, the streets are irregidar,

densely peopled with inferior tradesmen, and
consisting mainly of market-places, shops, and
dwellings of a low class. In this quarter is the
University La Sapienza, between which and the
Corso is the Rotunda or Pantheon. South of

Ponte Sisto, on the left bank of the Tiber, and
winding round the western base of the Capitol

to the foot of the Palatine, is the Ghetto, or Jews'
Quarter, consisting of narrow dirty alleys, with
rows of high old houses. Still further south, and
on the left bank of the Tiber, runs a series of nar-

row streets as far as the Palatine, containing some
of the oldest chiu'ches in R., such as the Santa
Maria in Cosmedin, built in the 3d century.
Beyond this extend to the south-east the Aveutiue,
Palatine, and CfeUan hills, which are covered with
gardens, vineyards, and orchards, besides churches,

convents, and ruins. At the eastern extremity of

the Cajlian stands the magnificent Basihca of San
Giovanni in Laterano. To the south of the Aven-
tine, and between it, the river, and the walls, are

the Prati del Popolo Romano, forming part of a

large space of low-lying cultivated ground. Near
the Prati lies the Protestant Cemetery.

On the slope of the Pincian and Quirinal hUls,

and covering part of the plateau which joins all the

eastern hills of R., Ues the upper town, consisting

mainly of palaces, villas, churches, convents, and
other buUtlings on a large scale. It abounds with
ample courts and gardens, and is crossed by two
long streets, which intersect each other at right

angles on the crest of the QuirinaL The Pincian is

laid out in fine walks, which are the favourite

promenade of the Romans ; while between the

Pincian and the Quirinal stands the great Barborini

Palace. On the summit of the Qiurinal is the

famous pontifical ji.ilace and garden ; and in the

square before the palace are the two colossal statues

of Castor and Pollux, with their horses, whence the

hiU receives its other name of Monte Cavallo. On
the Esquiline, which here joins the Quu-inal, and
forms the eastern extremity of the city, stands the

magnificent church of St Maria Maggiore ; beyond

it to the north, east, and south, the Esquiline is

entirely covered with gardens, viUas, and fields, with
here and there a chm-ch. The principal buildings
on the Capitol are three palaces, the work of Michael
Angelo, which form three sides of a square, in the
centre of which stands the equestrian statue of M.
Aurelius Antoninus. One of the palaces is the
Capitoline Museum, one of the finest collections of
statuary and scidpture in Italy.

The third great division of the modem city lies

on the right bank of the river, and is subdivided
into two parts—the Vatican (otherwise called 11

Borgo) and the Trastevere. Divided from the latter

by an inner wall, the Borgo or Leonine city occupies
the space between the bridge of St Angelo and the
Piazza of St Peter's. Its chief buildings are the
palace of the Vatican (q. v.), and the Basilica of St
Peter's (q. v.). Besides the Vatican and St Peter's,

the Leonine city contains the great hospital of the
Santo Spirito, which accommodates annually 13,500
patients, labmu-ing under all diseases, whether
mental or bodily. The Castle of St Angelo, with
massive circidar tower, called from its founder the
' Mole of Hadrian,' is surrounded with ramparts,
ditches, and bastions, moimted with cannon, and
forms the citadel of Rome.
To the south of the Borgo, and between the

Janiculum and the Tiber, is the Trastevere, properly
so called. The .Janiculum, a straight ridge, about a
mile and a half long from north to south, rises

about 300 feet above the level of the river. The
northern half of its length is occupied by th» long
street called the Lungara, running closely parallel to
the Tiber, which, at the southern extremity of the
Lungara, makes a bend to the east, and bounds the
greater part of the Trastevere district. On the
Janiculum is the Villa Spada, near the gate, outside
of which is the Villa Pamflli, a favourite promenade
of the Roman youth. On the same hill, the fountain
called L'Acqua Paola, the largest in Rome, occupies

a commanding site, and, as seen from a distance,

resembles a triple triumphal arch, through which
streams of water rush.

The churches, of which there are upwards of 300,

form a notable feature in R., from their architec-

ture, their paintings, and other decorations. So
also are the palaces of the aristocracy, which are

often of great magnitude, with vast coiu'ts and
spiacious apartments. Of even better style as

residences are the villas, both within and without
the walls ; while the handsome foimtains, of which
there are at least 12 principal ones, imj^art a cheer-

ful and refreshing aspect to the city. There are

three modern aqueducts, which keep E. supphed
with abundance of water : the Acqua Vergine, the

Acqua Fehce (the ancient Acqua Marcia and
Claudia), and the Acqua Paola (the ancient Alsie-

tina).

R. is, on the whole, a healthy city, except at

the close of summer and the beginning of autumn,
when the malaria is prevalent. The Trastevere is

its most imifornily healthy district, the inhabitants

of which are superior in physical development to

those of the other jiarts. The neighbourhoods of the
Pincian and the (iuirinal, particiJarly the former,

are most fre<iuented by Englishmen. The trade

of the city is insignificant, consisting of a few trivial

manufactures of hats, silk scarfs, gloves, artificial

feathers, false pearls, mosaic trinkets, &c., and of

such articles as artists need and visitors fancy.

The only gi'eat manufacture, if it can be called so,

is that of ]iictures, original and copied ; for the
painting of those, R. offers not only the advantage
of numerous galleries of art, but purity of sky.

The worst feature of R. is its dirtiness. [In October

1870, R., along with the rest of the Papal territory,
323
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was annexed to the kingdom of Italy, and is now
the capital. The Pope retains the rights of a sove-

reign within the Vatican.]

KOME, a township and village of New York,

U.S., on the Mohawk River, Erie Canal, Black Eivcr

Canal, and New York Central Railway, 100 mdes
north-west of Albany. It contains a U.S. arsenal,

court-house, jail, academy, 17 churches, 2 news-

papers, and numerous manufactories. Pop. (18G0)

of the village, C246 ; township about 10,000.

RO'MFORD, a market-town in the county of

Essex, stands on the river Bourne, or Rom, 12

miles fi-om London, on the Great Eastern line. The
annual horse-fair commences on Midsummer Day,

and lasts three days. There are extensive bi-eweries

of the famous ' Romford ale.' Agricultural imple-

ments are largely manufactured. Pop. (1861) 4361.

ROMILLY, Sir Samuel, English lawyer and
law reformer, born ilarch 1, 1757, was descended

from a family of French Protestants, who, after the

revocation of the Edict of Nantes, emigrated to Eng-
land. At the age of 16, R, was articled to Mr Lally,

one of the sworn clerks in Chancery ; and at 21 he
entered himself at Gray's Inn. At first he made
little progress in his profession ; but after a time he

began to apply himself to the study of criminal

law ; and in 1789, entertaining, like many other

English Liberals, a sanguine expectation of the

happy effects of the French Revolution, he pul)-

lished a short pamphlet on the subject. In 1792,

and again in 1795, he declined Lord Lansdowne's
offer of a seat for Calne. In 1806, he was, at the

instance of Mr Fox, appointed Solicitor-general in

the Grenville administration. He unwillingly

received the honour of knighthood ; but the king
having, for the last twenty years, knighted all

his Attorneys and SoUcitors-General on their

appointment, would take no refusal. He was
afterwards returned for Queenborough, was one

of the managers of Lord Melville's trial, and
passed a bdl to amend the bankrupt laws. In

1807, he went out of office, and was elected for

Horsham, but being unseated, was returned for

Wareham. He now devoted himself to ameliorate

the severity of the criminal law, and proposed
the abolition of the punishment of death in various

cases of theft. He also published a pamphlet On,

the Criminal Law as it relates to Capital Punishments.

His bills were, session after session, ojjposed by
the government of the day, the judges, and many
of the bishops, as dangerous innovations ; but R.

nevertheless persevered, and lost no opportunity

of protesting against the severity and frequency
of capital punishments. The measm'es he pro-

posed for mitigating the severity of the criminal

law were, for the most part, carried by others ; but
he framed an act for rendering the punishment of

high treason less barbarous, aud another for taking
away corruption of blood, as a consequence of

attaiuder of felony. He took an active part in the
anti-slavei-y agitation, and in opposing the suspen-

sion of the Habeas Corpus Act, the spy system,
and the despotic acts of the government. In 1818,

he was spontaneously chosen by the electors of

Westminster as their representative. The death of

his mfe, following upon prolonged mental exertion,

jireyed upon his mind, and three days afterwards
(November 2, 1818) he died by his own hand. He
had at this time attained the foremost rank at the
Chancery bar, and his professional gains were said

to average £14,000 a year. His death excited
profound sympathy, and was considered a public
calamity. His Speeches in ParUament have been
published in two vols. ; and his Autobiography, with
a selection from his Correspondence, admirably

edited by his sons, has also been published in 2 vols.

—His second son, Sir John Romilly, educated at

Trinity College, and called to the bar at Gray's Inn,

1827, was made Solicitor-general in 1848, Attorney-
general in 1850, and Master of the Rolls in 1851.

In this high office, which he still (1865) deservedly

fills, he has incidentally rendered great services to

his country by superintending the publication of

public records tending to throw much light upon
English history and events.

ROMORANTIN, a small town of France, in the
dep. of Loir-et-Cher, 25 miles

south-east of Blois. At the siege

of this town by the Black Prince

in 1.356, artillery is said to have
been first used. Various wooUen
fabrics are manufactured. Pop.

(1862) 7042.

RO'MPU, in Heraldry, a term
applied to a cheveron when the
upper part is taken off, and Eompu.
remains above it in the field.

RO'BIULUS, the mythical founder of the city of

Rome. His name is only a lengthened form of

Romus, and he is therefore to be regarded rather

as a symbolical representation of the Roman people

than as an actual indi\'idual, like J^olus, Donis,
and Ion, the eponymous ancestors of the /EoUans,
Dorians, and lonians. But though the legend of R.
cannot be accepted as history in its details or its

outlines, it is nevertheless interesting to know how,
after the lapse of years, when Rome had become a
place of importance, its inhabitants tried to con-

ceive a probable origin for it. We %vill therefore

relate the story of R. as it is usually given. At
Alba Longa, in Latium, there had ruled for some
centuries a line of kings descended from the Trojan
prince, ^-Eneas. One of the latest of these, at his

death, left the kingdom to his eldest son, Numitor.
Amulius, a younger brother of Numitor, who was
ambitious, deprived the latter of the sovereignty,

murdered his only sou, and compelled his only

daughter, Silvia (generally, but incorrectly, called

Rhea Silvia), to become a vestal virgin, thereby
hoping to secure immimity for his crime. But
Silvia having become the mother of twins by the

god Mars, his fears were aroused, and he resolved

to cb-own all the three. A cradle containing the

babes was thrown into the Anio, whence it was
carried into the Tiber. That stream was then in

flood, and had overspread its banks far and wide.

The cradle was stranded at the foot of the Palatine,

and the infants thus wonderfully saved from death
by drowning, were no less wonderfully saved from
death by hunger. A she-wolf carried them into

her den, near at h.and, and suckled them, while a
woodpecker brought them whatever other food they

wanted. This marvellous spectacle was at length

beheld by Faustidus, the king's shepherd, who bore

the infants home to his wife, Acca Larentia, and
had them brought up with his own cliildren. A
strife ha^-ing one day arisen between them and

the herdsmen of Numitor, who stalled their cattle

on the Aventine, Remus, one of the twins, was
taken prisoner, and carried off to Numitor. When
the latter looked on the youth, he could not help

thinking of his grandsons ; and the story of the

miraculous preservation of the twins, strengthened

the suspicions that were beginning to form in his

mind. R. now made his appearance, accompanied

by his foster-father; an I'claircissement took place;

Numitor acknowledged the boys as the sons of his

daughter Silvia, and they immediately proceeded

to avenge the family wrongs, by slaj'iug Amulius,

and placing their grandfather on the throne. But,
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continues the legetnl, R. and liis l>rothor did not
care to remain in Alba Longa ; they loved their
okl abode on the banks of the Tiber, and resolved
to build a city there. The Palatine was chosen
(by augury) for the site, and E., voicing a bullock
and a heifer to a ploughshare, marked out the
pomceriiim, or boundary, on which he proceeded
to build a wall. Remus laughed at the idea of

keeping off enemies by such means, and to shew its

inefficienc}', scornfully leaped over it, whereupon
R. slew him, but was immediately struck with
remorse, and could obtain no rest till he had
appeased the shade of his brother by instituting the
Lemuria, or festival for the souls of the departed.
The next thing which R. did was to erect a ' sanc-
tuary^ ' on the Capitoline for runaway slaves and
homicides, and by this means he soon increased the
number of his followers ; but as wives were much
wanted, R, tried to obtain them legally from the
neighbouring states. His efforts, however, failed

:

a ' runaway slave ' not bein^ considered a desirable
match for his daughter by a Latin or Sabine paterfa-
milias, and he was compelled to have recourse to stra-

tagem. This led to the celebrated Sajie of the Sabine
Women, the incidents of which are too familiar to
require narration. The consequence of tliis whole-
s.ale abduction of ^^^gins was a series of wars, in

which, however, R. was invariably victorious, until
Titus Tatius, at the head of a large army of Sabines,
drove him from the open fields, and forced him to
take refuge in his city on the Palatine. R. had
also garrisoned the Capitoline, but the treachery
of Tarpeia, a daughter of the lieutenant of the fort,

jilaced it in the hands of his adversaries. Kext day,
a battle took place in the valley between the two
hiUs. It was long and fiercely contested. Sabines
and Romans fought till they were exli.austed, when
the Sabine women rushed in between their husbands
and fathers, and implored them to be reconciled.
This was agreed to, and henceforth they resolved to
unite and to form only one people—the followers of

R. dwelling on the Palatine, those of Titus Tatius
on the Capitoline and Quirinal. On the death of
Titus Tatius, who was murdered at a festival held
at La\-inium, R. became sole sovereign, and sub-
sequently—according to a later legend—made suc-
cessful war against the Etruscan cities of FidenoB
and Veil. The poUtical organis.ation of the Roman
jmpulus ascriljed to R. is given under Rojie. After
a reign of 37 years, R. was miraculously removed
from earth. While he was stauding near the ' Goat's
Pool,' in the Campus Martins, reviewing his militia,

the sun was eclipsed, and a dark storm swept over
the plain and hills. When it had passed, the people
looked round for their king, but he was gone. His
father, JIars, had carried him up to heaven (like

the prophet Elijah) in a chariot of fire. Some
time after, he reappeared in a glorified form to

Proculus Julius, annoimced the future glory of

the Roman people, and told him that henceforth
he would watch over them as their guardian god,

under the name of Quirinus. The festival of the
Quirinalia (17th Febniary) was instituted in his

honour; but the nones of Quintilis (7th July) was
the day on which he was believed to have departed
from earth.

ROMULUS AUGU'STULUS. See Odoacer.

RO'NALDSHAY, North and South, two of

the Orkney Islands (q. v.). North H., situated at

the north extremity of the Orkneys, has an area of

4 sq. miles. It is partly under till.age, and partly
in p.asture. Sea-birds in gi-eat variety frequent the
roasts, and lobsters and cod arc fished. Pop. (ISGl)
''3'2.

—

South I?., washed on the south by the Pent-
land Firth, has an area of about IS sq. miles. St

Margaret's Hope, on the north coast, is a safe and
convenient harbour. The inhabitants derive their

subsistence for the most part from fishing for cod
and herrings. Pop. (1861) 2551.

RONCESVALLES, one of the vaUeys in Navarre,
on the southern side of the Pyrenees, about 20 miles
north-north-east of Parapluna, has been rendered
famous in poem and story as the scene of a defeat
sustained by the army of Charlemagne at the hands
of a combined force of Arabs, Navarrese, and French
Gascons in 778. Charlemagne, allured by the pro-
mise of the feudal supremacy of Catalonia, opened
a campaign in aid of the viceroy of that province
against the Mohammedans. With a powerfiU army
he passed the Pyrenees, penetrated into Navarre,
took Pamphma, the capital, and levelled the walls
of the city with the gi'onnd. Clearly this was not
part of his programme as the champion of the
Christian religion in Spain ; for Pampluua was the
capital of a Christian state, and it is even asserted
that prior to 870 a.d. Moors had not been admitted
within its walls. Pressing onward, Charlemagne
subdued a great p.art of the country between the
Pyrenees and the Ebro ; but on his return north-
ward, while thi-eading the defiles of the mountains
near R., his rear-guard was furiously assailed and
annihilated by a mixed force, of which a body of

Navarrese, enraged at the destruction of their

capital, formed an important section. Eginhard,
the secretary of the emperor, tells us that the whole
rear-guai'd, including many generals and chief nobles,

was totally destroyed, and th.at tlie spoil of the
campaign, together nith the whole baggage of the
army, fell into the hands of the victors. In this

action feU Roland (q. v.), the famous Paladin, and the
hero of a hundred romances. The older poets foimd
abimdant material in the battle of R., in which, on
the one side, ranked the most distinguished chivalry
of that time, and on the other the jiatriotic, high-
spirited, mountaineers of Navarre ; and in recent
times the incident has contributed a spirited allusion

to Sir AV.alter Scott's Marmion :

* Oh, for a blast of that dread horn,
On Fontarabian echoes borne,

That to King Charles did come,
When Roland brave, and Olivier,

And evevy paladin and peer,

On Roncesvalles died !

'

EONCIGLIO'NE, a city of Central Italy, in the
province of Viterbo, and 12 miles south-south-east
of the city of that name. Pop. 5159. It has a fine

cathedral, a Gothic castle, and several tine old
palaces. Hats, cloth, and cotton goods, are manu-
factured, and iron, brass, and copper works are in

operation. In the neighbourhood of the city there
are sepulchral vanlt.s, hollowed out in the porous
rock {lufo), and several sulphureous sjirings.

RO'NDA, a picturesque Moorish town of Spain,
in the modern province of Malaga, on the Guadiaro,
50 miles noi'th-north-east of Gibraltar. Situated
at a considerable elevation, the climate of R. is

unusually salubrious, and the town is a favourite
summer retreat for the wealthy of Seville, Ecija,

and Malaga. The great annual fair takes place in

May, at which time R., its buUs and bravoes, are
seen to the greatest advantage. On such occasions,

the small but active horses of the town are sold
in large nimibers to officers from Gibraltar; and
leather, saddlery, embroidered gaiters, garters, and
mantas, are also sold. Pop. 14,100.

RO'NDO (Ital.), or RONDEAU (Fr.), originally

a little poem of Ki lines, divided into three unequal
strophes ; the two or three first words of the first

line serve as the burden, and recur after the 8th
and 13th line. Thence, in music, the term has come

325
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to denote a light air, consisting of three or more
strains, the first terminating in the original key,

;iud each of the others so constructed as to conduct
the ear back to a repetition of the first strain. lu
a more general sense, the name rondo is also often

applied to any light lively tmie wldoh ends with
the first strain repeated.

KONGE, JoHANN. See German Catholics.

KONSARD, Pierre de, a celebrated French
poet and reformer of French poetry, was born at

the Chateau de la Poisonnifere, in Vendomois,
September 11, 1524. At the age of nine, he was
sent to the College de Navarre, but was soon
removed, and shortly after entered the service of

the Dauphin as page. Handsome, well-made,
and exceUing in all bodily accomplishments, he
soon became a general favourite. When his master
died (1536), he became attached to the household
of the Due d'Orleans, second son of the king,

accompanied James V. of Scotland back to his

kingdom, with his new bride, Marie de Lorraine,

in 153S ; and after a stay of nearly three years at
the Scottish, and sL^c months at the English court,

he retm'ned to France, and re-entered the service of

the duke. A little later, however, on recoveruig
from a serious illness, he found himself aiBicted
with a deafness, which led him to resign the pursuits
of arms for those of letters. AVith this view, he
took up his residence in the College de Coqueret,
and studied hard for five years. He had previously
acquired a knowledge of Latin and of several
European languages. His own language, as a
vehicle of literary instruction, was a subject of

continual meditation with him. Familiar now with
the masterpieces of Greece and Rome, he wished
(like a true cliild of the Renaissance, as he was) to
invest the national poetry with a classic dignity and
grace. Several of his fellow-students shared his

opinions and enthusiasm ; and in 1549, one of these,

Joachim du BeUay, published what may be called

the first manifesto of the new school, the lUuslration
de la Langue Fran(oise. Without denying the
necessity or the v.alue of the change thus begun by
R. and his friends, we may just remark in passing
that the most intelligent French critics now adinit

that it was too radical, too absolute : it broke
abruptly -i^dth the national traditions and tendencies,
and more than anything else helped to fix that
pseudo-classicism of style which was subsequently
brought to disastrous perfection in the splendidn
vilia of Comeille and Racine. In 1550, R. liimself

appeared in the field with his Amours and Quaire
Limes cl'Odes. The volume excited the most violent
opposition among the adherents of the older national
school, and it cannot be said that their antipathy
was altogether imreasonable. Rabelais (q. v.) was
conspicuous among the adversaries of the new
school, and made R. the subject of some bitter
sarcasms. But on the whole, the classic party had
the best of it. Its efforts were in harmony with
the general inteUectu.al tendencies of the time, and,
besides, R. was just the man to make powerfid
friends. Marguerite, sister of Henry II., granted
him a pension ; the illustrious Chancellor De I'Hopital
warmly encouraged him to persevere in his course

;

and both Henry II. and Francois II. covered him
"svith honours and pensions. In 1553, a new edition
of the Amours was published; in 1555, the first,

in 1556, the second, volume of his Hymnes ; and
finally, in 1560, an edition of his whole works up
to this period, in four volumes. The admiration of
his contemporaries intoxicated him ; and he did not
shrink from conferring on himself a sort of antici-
patory apotheosis. During the religious wars that
devastated France, R. made himself noted by the

violence of his attacks on the Calvinists or Hugue-
nots. Twenty days after the massacre of St Bar-
tholomew, he published La Franfiade, an epic
fragment. He meant that it should comprise 24
books, but he only finished 4, having, perhaps, dis-

covered that the subject was not happily chosen,
and that epic poetry was a touch above "him ; yet
such was the belief in his genius, that not a few of
his contemporaries did not hesitate to jirefer it to
the .-Eneid. Charles IX. could only express his

delight by conferring on the lucky bard additional
favours. He gave R. the abbeys of Croix-Val and
Bellozane, and the priories of Saint-Cosme, of

Evailles, &c. But the ' disorders ' of what his

countrymen caU his ' joyous ' youth, now began to
tell upon him, and, afflicted with premature infirmi-

ties, he retired to the abbey of Croix-Val, where he
spent most of his remaining years in lettered ease,

honoured with the attentions of the great to the
last. Queen Elizabeth of England sent him a set of

diamonds, and Mary Stewart, from her prison, a set

of plate worth 2000 crowns, with the inscription :

A^ Ronsard, VApollon de la Source des 3Iuses.

In 1584, he collected and republished his whole
works in one volimie, and died on December 27 of

the year following.—See Saint-Beuve's Qiuvres

Choisies de P. Ronsard, avec Notice, Notes et Com-
mentaires (Paris, IS2S).

ROOD, a measure of surface, the fourth part of

an acre, and containing 40 square poles or perches.

It is quite different from the rood used in estimating

mason-work, for which see Rod.

ROOD (Anglo-Sax. rod, a cross), a figure of the

cross, and generally of the crucifix. The word is

also applied to the actual cross on which our Lord
suffered, although, when used to signify the I'elics

of the true cross, it is commonly found with
the prefix Holy, from which HoljTood at Edin-
burgh derives its name ; but in its most ordinary
signification it is appUed to the large and striking .

crucifix which was placed at the entrance of the
chancel in most medieval churches. On either side

of the cross most commonly were placed figiu"es of

the Blessed Virgin and St John, in .allusion to John
xix. 26. The manner of placing the rood differed

in different churches ; most commonly it stood upon
a gallery or screen at the entrance of the chancel,

which was called the Rood-loft or Rood-screen.

In England, after the Reformation, the rood of

course was, as a rule, removed from aU churches

;

but in a few country churches it still remains in

a more or less perfect form. A very perfect foreign

example of the rood is in the great church of

Louvain.

ROOF. The coverings of hquses vary m every
climate and every age. In warm countries, such as

India, flat roofs, covered with cement, are almost
invariably usecL The frequent aUiisions in the Bible

to the house-top shew that the roofs of Palestine

were flat in ancient times as they are now. Those
of Egypt and Assyria (q. v.) were also flat, and were
composed of wooden beams, covered with thick

layers of earth, forming an impenetrable protection

from the fierce heat of the sun. In countries where
the climate is milder, and rain more abundant,

roofs sloping from a central ridge ai*e the usual

form. The Greeks and Romans constructed their

roofs in this way. Those of Greece were, in im-

portant works, covered with marble slabs, carefully

grooved together, so as most effectually to protect

the interior from rain. In the common buildiuga

of Greece and Rome, roofing-tiles are used.

In the rainy climate north of the Alps, roofs of a

much steeper pitch are employed, so as the more
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readily to throw off rain and snow. The angle at

the ridge is not uncommonly a right angle ; and
roofs slated in the usual way should never be less

than J of the span (or width between supports) in

height. When large slates are used, | of the span
in height will suffice.

"When roofs are well constructed, they serve to

bind the walls together, and thus to strengthen the

building. In order to do this effectually, they must
not be made of too great weight, otherwise they crush

the walls. The actual covering of the roof and its

supports are therefore made as light as possible, and
the strength concentrated in principals or trusses.

The following are the commonest forms of these

Fig. L

trusses : Fig. 1 represents what is called a king-post

roof (A being the king-post), and fig. 2 a queen-post

roof (B, B being the queen-posts). The latter is

Fig. 2.

used for wider spans than the former, and has the
advantage of leaving the centre of the roof clear of

timbers, so that attic rooms may be introduced.

The other members of the truss are named as

foUows : C, C, C, C, braces or struts ; D, D, tie-beams
;

E, E, E, E, principal rafters ; F, F, ridge-pieces
;

G, G, &c. purlins ; these and the ridge-piece are

laid across from truss to truss, and carry the common
rafters, J, J. H is a coUar. K, K the pole-plates,

and L, L the wall-plates, are laid along at the

wall-head, to bind the wall and feet of rafters

together.

The above system of construction has been used
from a very early

time to the present

day. The early Chris-

tian, and probably

the Roman basilicas,

had exactly such
roofs. In early Gothic

times, roofs of this

kind were made onia-

meutal by carving the

king-post, and mould-
ing the tie-beam.

During the Decorated
style, an arch, or a

scries of cants (A, A)
was introduced, as shewn in tigs. 3, 4, and 5. As
the style progressed, ciu-v«d braces were jilaced

under the tie-beam, to support it ; these were carved,
and rested on elegant corbels, the spandrels between
the braces and the
wall being filled with
tracery. In the Per-
pendicular style, the
central part of the tie-

beam is cut away,
and the beautifid
Hammer-beam (q. v.)

roofs of the period
become usual (see

fig. 6.) The roof of

Westminster Hall is

one of the finest

examples of this kind
of roof. These open Eg. 4.

timber-roofs are used
both in churches and halls, but chiefly in the
latter, as the church roofs were frequently vaulted.

w ./.

Fig. 5.

See Vaulting. In modern times, when great spans

have to be roofed over, combinations similar to

,^

;

J

rrS^^fP^^m^i^:,^
yi

Fig. 6.

those used in Lattice Bridges (q. v.) are required.

Recently, iron has been introduced, and by means
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of it, spaces of almost any widtli can be roofed

over.

BOOK (Corvus fnigilcgns), a species of Crow
(q. v.), very common in the southern parts of Britain,

and found in mauy parts of Eiu'ope and Asia, even

to Japan ; about the same size with the common or

carrion crow, but easily distinguished from it, even

at a distaiice, by its colour, which is a glossy, deep-

blue black, in certain aspects grayish. On a nearer

view, a more notable distinction is found iu the

naked warty skin at the base of the biU, extending

back rather beyond the eyes, and pretty far down
on the throat. Still more different are the haljits of

the birds, the common crow frequenting lonely

situations, and prej'ing much on carrion ; the R.

choosing rather the neighbourhood of human habi-

tations, and seeking its food, both animal and veget-

able, chiefly in cultivated fields. Moreover, whilst

the common crow is solitary, the R. is gregarious
;

and very large companies often assemble in rookeries,

making their nests in close proximity, generally in

tall trees, the same tree often sustaining many
nests. So far are they from disliking the companion-
ship of man, that it is not uncommon for rooks to

build their nests in the trees which grow iu the

midst of great cities. A tree even in Cheapside has

been occupied by rooks' nests. Few cities or large

towns in Britain are without rookeries, sometimes

of considerable magnitude. The smoke seems to be

disregarded by the 1-iirds. The E. is nowhere more
abundant than in England and the south of Scot-

land, but it becomes rare iu the northern parts of

Scotland, and is not to be seen in Oi'kuey and Shet-

land ; probably, however, not on account of climate,

but from want of trees. Sometimes, indeed, rooks

have been known to make their nests in steeples,

vanes, &c., but rarely. They have been observed to

avoid with peculiar caution trees which are decaying
and likely soon to be blown over—perhaps, however,
on account of the state of their twigs—and trees

that are marked on the trunk for cutting down.
They are notalile for the care with which they
guard against the approach of danger, when they
are feeding in fields, a few solitary rooks perched
on trees, palings, or the like, being ready to give

the caw of alarm to the often very numerous flock.

They are also notable for their dread of a gun, the

danger of which they seem to know; so that a

man without a gain may .approach them much more
nearly than a man who carries a gun, and even a

stick lifted up is apt to excite their alarm. It is

also commonly believed in some districts that they
know Sunday, and are less timid of the approach of

man on that day than on other days of the week. A
gig or carriage may approach them much more
nearly than a man on foot, aud they are very indif-

ferent about the passage of a railway train. It is

interesting also to obsen'e how soon they become
familiarly acquainted with scarecrows. The nests

of rooks are formed of twigs, Uned with grass and
fibrous roots

;
generally containing four or five

eggs, of a pale greenish colour, blotched with dark
greenish-brown. During the nest-making time,

rooks rob each other in a remarkable manner, and
prodigious quarrels arise in rookeries on this account.

Any pair attempting to found a separate colony on
a tree far apart, are apt to be assailed by the whole
force of the rookery, and the nest pulled to pieces,

its materials of course being carried off.

Rookeries are sometimes of great size, and
immense flocks of rooks are often to be seen feeding

together in fields, or darkening the sky in their

outward or homeward flight. Farmers very often

complain of them for rooting up grass and young
corn, and for injury to young potatoes, tiu-nips, &c.;

but on the other hand, it is urged that they are

of very great use by eating up mre-worms, cock-

chafer grubs, aud other insect larv;e, slugs, &c.,

and that the grass pidled by them is very often

that of which larvae have ah-eady devoured the
roots. The truth appears to be that rooks in

moderate numbers are very iisefid ; but that it

is possible to protect them too much, uutd their

multitudes become a nuisance in a neighbourhood,
the iusuiEcient quantity of their favourite food
compelling them to other resources not so agreeable
to the farmer ; and at least in such circumstances
they certainly devour large quantities of grain.

It has been supposed that the naked space at the
base of the biU of the E. is ui consequence of

its habit of cbgging in the ground, and in support
of this %-iew it is urged that this space is feathered

in the young bird ; but it is found to become naked
even iu rooks caged from the beginning of their

Ufe, and there are numerous other arguments
against the supposition. The naked space must be
regarded as a natural pecidiarity of the species.

The same rooks seem to take possession of their

old nests year after year, repairing them, and not

building new ones. The time of building and
repairing nests is one of protbgious clamour in the

rookery, and begins early in spring. The male R.

feeds the female assiduously during incubation, and
sometimes takes her place on the nest. Both
parents bring food to their young ones.

The R. is capable of being tamed, and tame I'ooks

have been known to exhibit something of the

imitative power of voice possessed by several other

birds of the same family.

White, cream-coloured, and pied rooks are now
and then seen. These peculiarities of plumage
probably arise from a more or less diseased

condition.

RoOKEKTES, in Law. Though rooks are often

encouraged to breed in and to frequent the trees

of an estate, yet they are not protected in any
way by laws resembling the Game Laws, which
inflict penalties for illegally trespassing to take or

kill them. The rooks, while frequenting the rookery,

whether it is an ancient or a newly-made rookery,

are in the ordinary category of wild animals, and
the owner of the estate or ground where the trees

grow has no more property in them than any other

person. The owner of a rookery once brought an
action against a neighbour for shooting at the rooks

as they were flying over the neighbour's estate

towards the rookery ; but the English courts held

that no such action was maintainable, for every
person maj' shoot and catch a wild animal upon
his own lands, if he pleases. The law is the same
iu Ireland and Scotland. No person can be given

into custody, or fined, or punished by justices of the

peace for trespassing iu order to shoot at rooks ;

nevertheless, the owiier or occupier of the ground
trespassed upon may bring an action of damages
against the trespasser.

KOOKE, SiK George, a distinguished British

admiral, was born in the year 1650, near Canter-

bury, at the country-seat of his father. Sir William
Rooke. Having entered the navy, he found himself,

at the age of 30, a jiost-captain ; and in 16S9, he
was promoted to the rank of rear-admiral. He was
engaged in the action off Beachy Head between
the Earl of Torrington and the French admiral

De Tourvillc ; and in 1692, he took part in the

memorable Ijattle of La Hogue, fought between the

French fleet and the combined English and Dutch
force under Admiral Eussell. On this occasion, his

services were of the most brilliant aud dashing
character, and in acknowledgment of them, he
received the rank of vice-admiral of the red, the

honour of knighthood, and a pension of £1000 a year.
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His next important service was the destruction

of a Spanish plate-fleet in the ])ort of Vigo ; and
in July 1704, in conjunction with Sir Cloudesley
Shovel, he accomplished the capture of Gibraltar.

Such was the vigour of the operations, that a
single week sufficed for the reduction of a fortress,

which, as having defied the most formidable, elabor-

ate, and prolonged attack, has since been reputed
impregnable. On the 9th August of the same
year, he engaged off Malaga a French fleet of

much superior force, under the Comte de Toidouse,
and fought one of the bloodiest of our naval
liattles, the honours of which fairly remained with
the English, though the escape of the enemy's force

rendered it by comparison a barren triumph. The
struggle lasted thi'ough nearly a whole day ; the

French loss was upwards of 3000, the English
upwards of 2000 men. On the return of Sir George
to England, he was received with marked distinction

by Queen Anne ; but finding the hostility of the
government directed against him on the merely
partisan ground of his having previously, as member
for Portsmouth, allied himself with the opposition,

he resigned his empjloyments, and along with them
liis seat in parliament ; and till his death, which
took place on the 24th January 1709, led the life

of a quiet country gentleman on the family property
in Kent. He was thrice married, and left behind
liim one son by his second wife.

ROOT, in Botany, sometimes designated the

descending axis of a plant, that part by which it is

fixed to the soil and derives nourishment from the

soil. The root is developed in the germination of

the seed, at or about the same time with the stem,

and forces its way downwards as the stem grows
upwards. The root diS'ers from the stem in the

u-regularity of its ramifications, in the want of a

central pith, in the want of buds, in the want of

scales or of scars to indicate their former presence,

and in the want of stomata. The axis of the root

giving oS' branches, these finally subdi-vide into

fibfils, which are little bundles of annular ducts, or

sometimes of s]iiral vessels encased in woody fibre,

and covered with a lax cellidar integument. The
apex of each fibrd is sometimes called the spongioh:
it consists of extremely lax cellular tissue, and has
the property of absorbing fluids with great rapidity,

thus subserWug the nourishment of the plant. See
Endosmose.—Aerial roots occur in some plants, as

in some Epiphytes, the Banyan, Mangroves, &c. ; by
which nourishment is derived from the air, in addi-

tion to that obtained through the leaves and bark,

or by which the branches seek to connect themselves

anew with the ground, for support and nourishment

;

and many plants, as Willows, produce adventitious

roots very readily, when any portion of the stem or

branch is imbedded in moist sod, of which advan-

tage is taken for their artificial propagation.—The
central axis of many roots goes deep into the ground
in a tapering manner, forming what is called a tap-

root ; other roots have the descending axis veiy

short, and are called fibrous. The roots of some
plants spread very widely ; those of others occupy
a very hmited space. The roots of coniferous trees

and palms are very small when compared with the

appearance of the tree above ground.—Tap roots

sometimes assume a conical form, as in the carrot

;

others are variously developed in thickness at the

upper part, as in the turnip and radislL Tctsers

Ol. v.), BiLD.s (q. V.) and CoRMS (q. v.) are ])eeuliar

developments, evidently intended to secm-e a store

of nourishment for the plant, but which also are

very frequently available for the use of man.

—

Esculent roots are numerous, and nuvny roots also

contain secretions either peculiar to themselves, or

more abundant than in the other parts of the plant,

and become therefore useful in medicine or in the

arts, while some are very poisonous. The roots used
for food, besides the tubers, biUbs, and corms above
mentioned, arc generally those which are thick and
fleshy. The plants to which they belong are of very
different genera and orders—some of the natural

order Cruciferw, as the Turnip and others of the

genus Brassica—some of the order Chenopodiacea:,

as Beet and Mangold Wurzel—some of the order

UmhelliJ'erce, as the Carrot, Parsnip, &c.—some of

the order Ler/uminosce, as the PachyrliiMS angidalus,

which is cultivated in all parts of the East Indies,

and P. trilohus, which is cultivated in Cochin China.

In many of the lower classes of plants, particidarly

the Algi'e. there is no root whatever, although the

plant is often attached by a base.

ROOT, in Philology, is that part which is com-
mon to a group of alhed words—the germ out of

which they have all sprung. It is arrived at by
taking away the formative parts—the sufiixes aud
affixes, and reversing any change that their presence

may have caused. Thus, in co-in-ci'rf-ence, the root-

syllable is cid, the primary form of which in Lat.

is cad, to fall. It is seldom that this analysis can
he successfully performed with only one language

;

in order to get at the true root, the corresjjouding

words in all the languages of the same family must
be compared. Thus, in the Eng. words sto7-y, history,

historical, historicaUy, histor would seem to be the

root ; but by comparing the Greek \rith the Lat. and
Sanscrit, we arrive at a syllable rid, meaning to see

or know, of which the Eng. (to) icit (wist) is only
another form. And even then we are not sure that

we have arrived at the original and most simple

form. Thus, Eng. yoke, Lat. jugum, come from the

syllable Jii^, to join, seen in Lat. ju(n)go, Gr. zeugo

;

and this might be rested in as the root, were there

not a simpler form, ju, preserved in Sans., and
having the meaning of minghng or being together ;

this, which may be taken as the primary root, gives

rise to the two seconilary roots or modifications, juj,

to join, and yudh, to fight (i. e., to join battle).

The roots of the Aryan languages are always
monosyllabic, as i, to go ; ga, to go ; ad, to eat

;

vak, to speak ; star, to strew. They are di\'isible

into two classes, the one expressing some action or

general property, as in the instances now given ; the

other indicating relative position, as ma, here or me ;

ta, there or that. The one class are called predica-

iice roots ; the other, 2ironominal (see Proxoux,
Prepositiox). They all expressed primarily some
physical notion or relation jialpable to the senses ;

but from these the transition to the impalpable con-

ceptions of the mind is natural and obvious ; thus,

vid, to see, served also for to know. The notion

expressed by a root-word is always of a very general

kind; but by a variety of expedients, such as length-

ening the vowel, reduplication of the syllable, pre-

fixing and affixing letters and syllables (many of

which .at least are evidently pronominal roots),

and composition with other predicative roots, one
germ gives rise to a whole group of words expres-

sive of the specific applications of the generic idea.

Thus, from the root sjiac or spec (in Gr. sleep), to

look, have sprung a numerous family of words in

the English and other kindred tongues ; spy, despise

(to look down upon), spite (through Fr. despit),

7-espile, rcspectaUe, suspicion, prospect, inspect,

auspices, speculum, species (i. e., the appearance or

individual form, as opposed to the kind or genus),

SjiiCCS, &c.

Roots, in the Aryan languages, never enter into

speech in their pure and simple form ; to make them
M'ords, they almost always take on the adthtion of

a pronominal element. Thus, the reduplicate root

da-da, having the sense of giving, becomes, by the
329
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addition of mi, my, tbe word da-dd-mi, I give ; val:,

to speak, by affixing « {for sa, that), becomes vaks, in

Lat. vox (voks), voice (i. e., that speaking). See

IXFLECTION".

It requires but a few germs to produce, by the

processes above described, the most copious vocabu-

lary. The 50,000 words of the Chinese tlictionary

are formed from 450 roots ; those of Hebrew and of

Sanscrit are reckoned at about 500 ; and there are

probably not many more in English (see ^lax Miil-

ler's Lectures, 1st series, p. 252). The theories as to

the origin of the roots themselves, and why a

particular thing or notion should have become
associated with a particular sound more than with
any other, are noticed under Philology and
0S0M.A.T0P(ELA.

ROOT, in Algebra, denotes any value of the
unknown quantity in an equation, which wHl
render both sides of it identical. See Equation,
Indetermlnate Problems, Irreducible Case, &c.
The determination of the roots of equations, either

formally or actually, constitutes the greater portion
of the science of Algebra, whUe the approximation
to roots of those equations whose degree is still

beyond a general solution (4th and upwards) forms
almost a separate branch of itself. Roots are

divided into various classes ; they are real when
they consist of numerical quantities positive or
negative; and imaijinarij when they assume the

form a 4- J V — 1-

ROOT-MILDEW, a name given, not to any well-
determined species of fungus, but to cei-tain mtjcelia,

which infest the roots of peaches, apples, roses, cur-
rants, &c., and cause their death. The tree or shrub
is often very suddenly cut do'ivn, from apparently
perfect health. The roots are found more or less

decayed, and covered with filmy white threads. The
mycelium is supposed to belong to species of Pohi-
porus. In some plants, as roses, the state of the
bark just above the soil is believed to be pre-
monitory of the disease, which may perhaps then l)e

arrested by washing with a solution of corrosive
sublimate. But the mycelium is not easily destroyed,
and a tree of the same kind should not be planted
where it has proved fatal.

ROOT-PARASITES, plants which grow upon,
and derive their nourishment from, the roots of

other plants. Such are the Broom-rapes (Orohanchecc,

q. v.), species of Thesium, &c., and the Eaffle^ias

(q. v.), with other EhizanthecB (q. v.).

ROOT-STOCK, or RHIZOME (Rhlzoma), in

Botany, a stem running along the surface of the
ground, partially covered with soil ; sending out
roots from its lower side, and leaf-buds from its

upper. The common yellow iris affords a very per-
fect example of it. Many ferns have root-stocks.
The root-stock is often regarded as a creeping root

;

it is really, however, not a root, but a stem.

ROPE AND ROPE-MAKING. Ropes are
usually made of vegetable tilires, and differ only
from twine in their much greater thickness. The
fibre most commonly used in Britain is hemp ; but
large quantities of plantain libre, called Manilla
hemp, made from the leaf-stalks of Musa textiUs,

are also employed, especially for the large ropes
used for various purposes on board ships. In other
coimtries, m.any other fibres, and even cotton, are
employed for this purpose. Ropes consist of many
thicknesses of yarn, which is spun by hand in
places called rope-walks. The spinner has a large
bundle of the fibre loosely gathered round his waist,
from which he pulls out a few fibres, and attaches
them to a hook in the turning wheel or whirl,
which is stationary, and is worked by an assistant.

Experience teaches him what number of fibres to
draw out, and how to twist them so as to hold firmly
on to the hook. He then walks slowly backward
down the rope-ground, gradually tlrawing out or
regulating the pulling out of the fibres so as to
make an equal yarn, which receives the necessary
tmst from the whirl. AVlien he has got to the end
of the walk, another spinner takes the yarn from
the hook of the whu-1, and fixes it to a reel, which is

then set in motion ; and he attaches a second portion
of hemp from his own supply to the hook, and pro-
ceeds down the walk as the previous one had done.
In the meantime, the first sjiinner gradually walks
up the ground, carefully guiding his length of yarn
as it is wound on the reel. When he reaches the
reel, it stops, and he waits uutil the second spinner's

length is completed. He then in his turn takes it

off the hook, and twists it on to his own ; and the
reel being again started, receives the additional

length from the second man, and so on until the full

length required is made up. The next operation is

caDed warping, and consists in stretching out the
number of yarns required for a rope. These are all

slightly twisted again separate^, and stretched to

an equal length. Then, if they are intended for

tarred ropes, such as is used in rigging ships, each
yarn is drawn separately, either lengthwise or in a
hank, through a kettle of hot tar. The superfluous

tar is removed by drawing it afterwards through a
handful of loose oakum, or through a hole lined with
oakum. In the next process, called laying, two or

more yarns are attached to hooks on a Avhirl, so

that when it is turned they will be twisted together

the contrary way of the original twist they received

in the first spinning. When this is done, it is

called a strand. Then as many of these strands as

are required for the rope are stretched at fidl length,

and are attached at each end to whirls. One of tlie

whirls has but one hook, to which all the strands

are attached ; the other has as many hooks as there

are strands, one always being central, and a strand
is attached to each. The whirls are then put in

motion, but in opposite directions, and this causes

the outer strands to be laid with great regularity

and firmness around the central one. Such is the
ordinary process of rope-making ; but modern science

has been brought to bear upon this as upon every
other branch of industry with extraordinary effect

;

and machines have been invented which produce
ropes with such mathematical precision that the

strength of the rope may be calculated with great

exactness. Captain Huddart has the merit of effect-

ing these improvements ; and very few applications

of mechanism are more beautiful in their details than
those which he has worked out. They, however,

do not alter the principle of the manufacture, and
their elaborate details are not within the scope of

this work.
Large ropes are either what is called cable-laid

or hawser-lead. The former consist of three large

strands, each made up of three smaller strands.

A cable-laid rope of eight inches' circumference

is made up in this way of nine strands, each con-

taining thirty-seven original yarns, or altogether

333 yarns. A hawser-laid rope consists of only

three strands, each containing a sufficient number

of yarns to make up the required thickness. The
numerous lives and the vast proi)erty depending on

the efficiency of ropes employed in shipping ha%'e

caused a great amount of ingenuity and care to be

brought to bear on the manufacture. One very

great improvement of modern times has been the

introduction of wire-ropes, which are now exten-

sively used in rigging ships, and for other purposes.

They are generally made of iron wire, sometimes

but not always galvanised. The twisting is effected
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in the same way as that in which the strands of a

hempen rope are laid together.

ROQUE, St, a popular saint of the Roman
Catholic Church in France, who is especially con-

sidered the patron of those sick of the plague. Of
his history, neverthelcsa, few particulars have been
preserved. He was born of a noble family in Mont-
pelier, early in the 14th, or at the end of the 13th

0. ; and having undertaken a pilgi'image to Rome,
was surprised, upon his way through Italy, by an
outbreak of the plague at Piacenza, where he
devoted himself with generous zeal to the care of

the victims of this pestilence. Falling sick of the

plague himself, and abandoned by man, he con-

trived to drag himself to a neighbouring wood, where
a dog used to lick his sores ; and it pleased God to

restore him to health. He returned to France ; and
after a life of great sanctity, died at Montpelier,

probably in 1.327.

RO'REE, RORI, or LOHRI, a decayed town of

Sinde, stands on a picturesque rocky eminence,

on the east bank of the Indus, in lat. 27° 38' N.
Steamers ply to and from Hyderabad. Cotton and
silk fabrics, gold and silver wares, paper, and
leather, are manufactured. Pop. about SOOO.

RO'RQXJAL {Borqualus, Balceiioptera, or

Physalus), a genus of Cetacea of the same family

{BalcBnidm) to which the Greenland whale belongs,

and distinguished by having a dorsal fin, which,

however, is not large in comparison with the size of

the animal, and is jjointed, the point directed

backward; and also by the form of the head,

which, instead of having the upper jaw much arched,

as in the Greenland whale, has it in the skeleton

nearly straight, the plates of baleen or whalebone

being therefore much shorter, whilst along the

throat and belly are many longitudinal folds,

allowing of the tlistentiou of the integimients so as

to form a great pouch for the reception of water

and prey, to be afterwards sifted by the plates of

baleen. For a long time these folds of the throat

and beUy were a puzzle to naturalists, but their use

seems now to be thoroughly ascertained. The form

is more elongated than in the Greenland whale, and

as the girth of the largest rorquals has been found

equal to th.at of the largest Greenland whales, the

rorquals appear to be the largest of the Cetacea, and
indeed of all animals at present existing in the

>>'orthcrn lloriiual.

world. The noi-thern K. sometimes rather exceeds

101) feet in length. Concerning the species of this

genus, there is great doubt and uncertainty. Some
naturalists conlidently assert the existence of several

sipccies in the northern seas, and a genus, Horqualus
or Phi/Milus, luas b"eii constituted distinct from
Ilidoinoptera, the largest species being referred to

the former ; and a smaller one, said not to exceed
25 feet in length, and known as the Pihe W/iale,

from the resemblance of the mouth to that of a

pike, being assigned to the latter. Other naturalists

of no mean rejiutation doubt if the Pike Wbale
{Balcenoptera rostrala, or B. musculus) is anything
else than the young of the Great Northern R. (B.

Boops), the Fin-ftsh or Bazor-back of whalers. The
question was supposed to have been determined by
Mr F. Knox of Edinburgh, who found the niunber
of vertebrae to be different in specimens cast upon
the Scottish shores ; but the number of vertebras

has been found so difi'erent in other specimens
examined, that cither this must be a comparatively
unimiiortant character, or the nimiber of species

must be greater than has been supposed. The
northern R. is of a slate-gray coloiu", whitish beneath.

It is found in the arctic seas, visiting also those of

the northern temperate regions, and is not very
un frequent on the coasts of Britain. When it comes
to the sm'face of the w.ater to blow, it does not lie

motionless, as the Greenland whale usually does,

but swims at the rate of about five miles an hour,

and in blowing, it makes a prodigious noise. Its

s]>eed, when harpooned, is very great. Scoresby
mentions an instance of one carrying out 3000
feet of line in a minute. It is not easily

captured ; and whalers dislike it, because the
Greeidand whale is seldom found near it, whilst its

own value is very inferior, owing to the compara-
tive thinness of the blubber, and the shortness and
inferior quality of the whalebone. It is, however,
an important object of pursuit to the Laplanders
and Greenlanders, who wear it out by assailing it

with weapon after weapon, and finally divide the
spoil. A large R. yields 4000 gallons of oil.—The
R. does not feed so exclusively on smaU prey

—

acale]iha3, molluscs, &c.—as the Greenland whale.

Its gullet is much mder, and it preys much on
iishes, the shoals of which it follows into bays aud
estuaries, devouring them in multitudes. The
stomach of a R. has been found to contain 600
large cod, and a great quantity of pilchards.

One which frequented the Firth of Forth for 20
years was well known to the fishermen there, and
much detested by them. It was at last stranded at

Abercorn in 1692. It was 78 feet long.—In the
southern seas, another species of R. is found (/i*., £.,

or P. Au.^tralis), which has a long dorsal fin, placed

further forward than in the northern rorqual. It

attains a large size. The South Sea whalers do not
care to pui-sue it. Its range seems to extend to the
northern hemisphere in the Pacific.

EOSA, Salvatoe, was born at Renella, in the
neighbourhood of Naples, in 1615. His first in-

structor was Francesco Francaziani, who had mar-
ried his sister. Some of his landsea])e3 attracted
the notice of Lanfranco, who purchasing them,
enabled and encouraged the yoxmg artist to pursue
his studies. He became a pupil of AnieLlo Fal-
cone, a painter of battle-pieces, and afterwards
of Spagnoletto. Having gone to Rome, he was
emjiloyed to paint an ;jtar-piece and some other
works by the Nea])olitan cardinal Brancacci, and
he accompanied Prince Carlo de Medici to Florence,
and executed several important works for him. He
finally settled in Rome in 103S, and died there,

March 15, 1673. Salvator has a great reputation
as a painter, and he owes this mamly to his land-

scapes, which, though faulty in many resi>octs,

arrest attention by originality in subject and treat-

ment, being generally representations of wild and
savage scenes, executed with a freedom and deci-

sion remark.ably appropriate. Salvator executed
numerous etchings, highly characteristic of his
pucidiar style.
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EOSA'CEA, known also as Gutta Rosea and

Acne Rosacea, is a disease -n-hich usually first

appears at or near the end of the nose ; and in

some cases it is confined to the nose, while in

others it extends to the cheeks, forehead, chin,

or even to the whole face. The skin in the part

affected assiunes a deep red colour, which usually

disappears after a time, but returns cither on no

Ejiecial provocation, or in consequence, apparentlj',

of some gastric disturbance, and after a time be-

comes permanent ;
pustules of acne— a chronic

])iistular disease of the skin—now appear, and

their yellowness contrasts strongly mth the redness

with which they are surrounded. The skin of the

diseased part becomes irregularly swollen, and is

marked with blue or red streaks, caused by con-

gestion and enlargement of the capillaries ; the

whole surface, in a severe case, presenting a very

disagreeable and repulsive appearance. This affec-

tion is no doubt often a result of intemperate living,

but it may occur in persons of regidar habits of life.

Disorder of the digestive system is so often

associated with it, as to exclude the idea that the

combination is accidental, and the skin disease may
often with great probabiUty be referred to gastric

disturbance as the exciting cause. The disease is

confined almost exclusively to persons in middle or

advanced life, and women are especially liable to it

.about the period in which what is popularly known
as the ' change of llf

e
' occurs : moreover, it has

occasionally been observed to be hereditary. The
general treatment consists in the administration

of the compounds of iodine and mercury (singly

or conjoined) in alterative doses, and Donovan's

Solution has been especially recommended ; and

a nourishing but bland and non-stimulating diet

should be prescribed. In the early stages of the

disease, the local treatment should be soothing.

Emollient lotions, such as emulsion of bitter almonds,

cream, glj'cerine, &c., may be occasionally used

during the day, and in severe cases a bread poiUtice

may be applied to the face at night. AVhen the

affection becomes indolent, the emollients should

be gradually replaced by stimulating applications,

such as Eau de Cologne, or a solution of corrosive

sublimate in alcohol, in the proportion of from 1

to 2 grains in the pint ; and at a still later stage,

iodide of sulphur ointment, in the projiortion of 15

grains or a scruple of the iodide to an ounce of

lard, is well deserving of a ti-ial. When the disease

is of long standing, it sometimes defies all known
remedies.

ROSACEA, a natural order of exogenous plants,

containing many species of great usefulness, and

many that are in the highest esteem for their

beauty. It contains trees, shrubs, and herbaceous

plants, natives chiefly of cold and temperate regions,

and far more abundant in the northern than in the

southern hemisphere. Within the tropics, they are

chiefly but not exclusively found in elevated situ-

ations. The leaves are alternate, have stipules,

and are either simple or compound. The flowers

are generally hermaphrodite, but sometimes uni-

sexual ; the inflorescence various. The calyx is

4—5-lobed, generally 5-lobed ; the petals as many
as the divisions of tlie calyx, or occasionally' wanting,

perigynous. The stamens are few or many, arising

from the throat of the calyx ; the ovary sometimes

solitary, sometimes thei-e are several ovaries ; each

one-ceiled, with a lateral style ; or a number of

ovaries are united into a many-celled pistil ; the

ovules generally two or more. The fruit is some-

times a drupe ; sometimes a pome ; sometimes

follicular ; sometimes an achcenium ; sometimes a

heap of achcenia, or of one-seeded berries ; some-

times a heap of achcenia, covered with the fleshy
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tube of the calyx.—This natural order contains

at least 1000 known species ; but in some of the

genera, as Jtosa and liiibus, the detennination of

the species is attended with great difficulty, and
varieties—sometimes reckoned species—are nume-
rous.—The order, as generally received, is divided

into a number of sub-orders, several of which have
by some botanists been elevated to the rank of

distinct orders, as Amyrjdaleee, Pomacem, Sanr/uis-

orbece. See also Rose, Rubus, Strawberry, Po-
TEXTILLA, TOKMENTIL, AgEMOXY, GEUM, KEREIA,
Spir.ea, Cusso, &c.

ROSARY OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN
]\IARY (Lat. rosarium, a chaplet of roses), the

n.ame given to a very popular form of prayer in

the Roman Catholic Church. The name rosary

has been variously traced either to the title

' Mystical Rose,' one of the titles under which the

Blessed Virgin is addressed in the Litany of

Loretto (q. v.), or to St Rosali.a's wreath of roses,

well known in sacred art, or to the beads being

originallj' made commonly of rosewood. The origin

of the devotion itself is popularly traced to St

Dominick (q. v.) ; but it is quite certain that its

characteristic feature, the use of beads as a means
of reckoning the number of repetitions of a certain

prayer, is of far greater antiquity. See Beads.
Paliadius tells of the Abbot Paul, whose daily prac-

tice it was to repeat the Paternoster 300 times,

that he used a number of small pebbles to secure

a correct enumeration, dropping one of these

into his lap at each repetition. Later, a string of

beads, worn round the neck, and called Beltklum,

was substituted. As the same use of beads exists

among the Mohammedans, some writers have
traced the Roman Catholic practice to a Moham-
medan origin ; but it ajipears quite certain that the

practice existed among Christians before the time of

Mohammed. Originally, the prayer so repeated was
the Lord's Prayer; but when, in the llth and 12th

centuries, the so-called angelical salutation :
' Hail,

Mary!' &c., became a frequent form of prayer,

it was added to the 'Our Father;' and it seems
beyond all doubt that the rosary in its present

form was, if not devised, at least fully intro-

duced and propagated by St Dominick. The rosary,

although called of the Blessed Virgin Mary, is a

series of fifteen prayers, founded on the chief mys-
teries of the incarnation and passion of our Lord,

interspersed with repetitions of the ' Our Father,'

the ' Had, Mary !

' and the doxology. It consists

of three parts, each of which contains five so-called

mysteries, connected with our Lord's incarnation

and public mission on earth, his passion and death,

his resurrection and ascension, and the assumption

of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Each of these parts thus

contains five mysteries {called also ' decades ' from
the ten 'Hail, Maries') consisting of (1) a 'medi-

tation,' briefly proposing the mystery which is to be

meditated upon ; (2), one ' Our Father ; ' (3), two
' Hail, Maries ;

' (4), one doxology
; (5), a prayer

begging for the sjjecial grace or fruit appropri-

ate to the particular mystery. The whole rosary,

therefore, consists of 15 mysteries or decades, and
thus comprises 15 'Our Fathers' and ' Doxologies,'

and 150 ' Hail, Maries.' The devotion of the rosary

takes several forms. The ' Greater Rosary' consists

of the recitation of the whole fifteen mysteries or

decades, with their component prayers. The ' Lesser

Rosary' consists of one of the three p.arts, or of five

mysteries or decades. The ' Living Rosary ' is

recited by an association of fifteen individuals,

each of whom engages to say daily one mystery.

When recited publicly, the prayers are repeated

alternately by the priest or other person presiding

at prayer, and by the congregation. There is a
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form of the rosary common ia foreign countries,

especially Germany, in which the substance of

each 'mystery' is condensed into a short prayer
of three or four words, which are appended to

the * Hail, Mary !

' and thus serve perpetually

to recall the subject to the mind of the person
praying vocally. The rosary has been sanctioned
and recommended by numberless popes and other
ecclesiastical authorities, and Indidgeuces (q. v.) have
been granted to persons reciting it n'ith proper
dispositions. It is regarded by Roman Catholics as

one of their most excellent forms of prayer, and as

placing the devotion to the Blessed Virgin Marj' on
its true footing— that of a devotion to the incar-

nation and death of her Son, Jesus C'hi'ist. It

is expressly recommended for the poor and the
ignorant ; and there are instructions specially de-

signed for these classes, in order to enable them
to combine prayer of the mind with prayer of

the lips.

The mechanical instrument, so to speak, of this

devotion is also called by the name rosary. It

consists of a string of beads, equal in number to the
' Our Fathers' and ' Hail, Maries' which are recited

in the rosary—the 'Our Father' beads being of a
larger size—one of which is passed through the

fingers at each recitation of the prayer, and thus
secures the person praying from errors of memory.
The beads are of various material—berries, wood,
stone, ivory, metal, &;c., and are often of costly

workmanship, and of considerable intrinsic value.

They are blessed for the use of the people by
the pope, by bishops and superiors of religious

orders, and by others haWng special power for the
purpose.

ROSAS, Don' Juan Makcel, ex-president of the
Argentine Confederation, born at Buenos Ayres in

1793, is descended from an ancient family of the
Asturia-s. He entered the army of Buenos Ajtcs,
and in 1829 rose to be governor or captain-general of

his native province, then in federal union with Entre
Rios, Corrientes, and Santa Fe. He shewed great

courage and capacity in subduing the disaft'ected

Indians, and internal peace being thus secm-ed,

he turned his attention to the state of the confed-
eration, which, in 1S35, was falHng to pieces by the
feebleness of its governments. A single president

was, upon his recommendation, elected for the whole
Argentine Confederation, and the choice fell upon
Rosas, His residence was to be Buenos Ayres, and
to this state were intrusted the external rel.ations of

the Confederation, and the management of the more
important fimctions of the executive. Intestine

commotion subsided under his ride, the industrial

resources of the country were developed, and foreign

commerce rapidly increased. The other states, how-
ever, became jealous of the growth and power of

Buenos Ayres, and R. was accused of a design to

extend and uphold the undue predominance of his

state, and to give his native city a monopoly of the

trade of the River Plate. In the execution of this

design, he sought to compel Paraguay to join the

Confederation. This involved Pi. in a war with

Brazil, in which his troops were outnumbered, yet

he obstinately kept up the struggle for five years.

An attack on Monte ^"ideo was also rendered neces-

sary by his policy ; but England and France inter-

fering for the protection of that city, R. was again

defeated ; yet he managed to resist the allieil forces

from 1845 to 1850. His rule had by this time

become so oppressive and intolerable, that the sub-

ject states revolted, and selected Don J. J. Urquiza
as their president and general. A battle ensued at

Monte-Caseros, 3d February 1852, when R.'s forces

were put to flight. Urquiza entered Buenos Ajtcs
as president of the Confederation ; and R., who was

compelled to flee, obtained a refuge ia England,
in which country he has for the most part resided
since the year 1852.

RO'SCIUS, QriNTUS, was born at Solonium, a
village near Lauuvium, and rose to be the greatest
comic actor in Rome. So much was he admired,
that many of the Roman aristocracy befriended
him, and the dictator Sulla, as a token of favour,

presented him with a gold ring, the sj'mbol of the
equestrian order. Among his most admiiing and
affectionate patrons, R. also mmibered Cicero, who,
at the commencement of his career, received lessons

in the art of elocution from the great comedian, and
even in later life iLsed to make trials of skill with
his instructor as to which of them rendered a
thought most clearly and effectively—the orator

by his diction, or the comedian by his gesticulation.

So sensible was R. of the distinction he enjoyed
in sharing the intimacy, and even the friendly

emulation of the great orator, that he came to look
upon his art as one of no small imiiortance and
cbgnity, and wrote a treatise on the comparative
methods and merits of eloquence and acting.

Cicero's friendship was of iise to him in another
way, for on his lieing sued at law by C. Fannius
Chcerea for the sum of 50,000 sesterces, Cicero de-

fended him before the judex Piso (probably 68 E. c.)

in his extant oration, Pro Q. Hoscio Comcedo. He
died 62 B. c, having attained such perfection in his

peodiar art, that to be a ' Roseius ' became synony-
mous with pre-eminence in every profession, and
leaving, like his famous contemporarj^ yEsopus the
tragetUan, an immense fortune, realised upon the

stage.

ROSCOE, William, the eminent historian of

Lorenzo de' Medici and Leo X., was born near
Liverpool on the Sth of March 1753. His father

was a market-gardener, whose assistant in this

business he became in his twelfth year, after receiv-

ing the rudiments of learning at a common school.

In this occupation he continued for about three

years, during which his fondness for reading

developed itself ; and in 1769, after making trial for

a year of a bookseller's shop, he was articled to

an attorney at Liverpool, where, in 177-1, being

admitted an attorney of the Court of King's Bench,

he began to practise on his own account. During
all this period, he assiduously cidtivated his mental
powers, tiuTiing his attention to the classics, and
especially to the Italian language and literature. In

1773, he first appeared in ])rint as the author of a

poem ; and in 1777, a collection of some of his

earlier pieces was published, containing his first

protest against the slave-trade, of which, through-

out his life, he was a strenuous opponent. In 1796

was published the first vohune of his Life of Lorenzo

(W Medici, called the Magnificent, which had been
begun many years before, and in the composition of

which he was greatly aided by the collection for

him of valuable materials in Italy, from sources in

print and manuscript, by his friend Mi" Clarke.

The success of this work was extraordinary, and it

at once established his literary reputation. The
work was received with the highest approbation by
those who were best able to appreciate its merits,

both in England and on the continent, especially in

Italy ; it went thi'ough several editions, and was
translated into German, French, and Italian, In
1805, appeared his second great work, the Life and
Pontificate of Leo X., for which, with the assist-

ance of others, he had been collecting materials

for many years. This work also, which, like the

former, appeared successively in German, French,
and Italian, was received with much commcud,ation

by the most impartial judges, though its tone and
S33
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spirit, especially with reference to the Reformation,
were severely criticised by others.

K. at one time had thoughts of adopting the bar
as a profession ; but about the year 1800, he became
partner in a Liverpool bank, a step which involved
him eventually in great pecuniary embarrassment.
In 1S06, he was returned to parliament for Liver-

pool in the ^Vhig interest, and had the gratification

of taking part in the abolition of the slave-trade,

but did not again come forward after the dissolu-

tion in ISO7. He was, throughout, a consistent

opponent of the war with France, against which he
published several pamphlets, and was on all points

the advocate of liberal opinions. He took an active

part in founding the Liveriiool Royal Institution,

and was a zealous promoter of literature, and patron

of the fine arts. K. died at Liverpool, June 30,

1831. During the latter years of his life, he
devoted himself much to the study of botany, and
in honour of him, a rare genus of Monandrian plants

received in 1826 the name Boscoea.

ROSCO'MMON. an inland county of Ireland, in

the east of the province of Connaught, and bounded
on the east by the river Shannon, is 60 miles long

from north to south, by 40 miles from east to west.

Ai'ca, 607,691 acres, of which 440,522 are arable,

and 142,900 were under crop in 1862. The popu-
lation, iu 1861, was 175,436, of whom 150,490 were
CathoUcs, 5227 were Protestants of the Established

Church, and the rest Protestants of other denomi-
nations. The surface of R., which belongs to the

central plains of Ireland, is level, with undulations

rising in the south into the Slieve Bawn range, the

highest point of which is 867 feet in height; and
on the north, into the Curlew Mountains, of which
Slieve Curkagh attains a height of 1098 feet. Its

principal rivers are the Shannon (q. v.) and the

Suck. R. communicates by means of the Midland
Great Western, the Southern and Western, and
North-western railways, with all the extremities of

the kingdom. In geological structure, it belongs to

the central limestone formation, in some districts

of which the sandstone protrudes. The soil in

the central district is in general light, but fertile,

and affords the finest sheep-pasture in Ireland

—

the celebrated ' Plain of Boyle.' Some portions

also contain a rich and fertile loam, which produces
good cereal crops ; but the chief industry of the
R. farming popidation is the feeding of sheep and
cattle, especially the former.—The coimty can
hardly be said to possess any manufacture worthy
of mention. The chief towns are Roscommon
(q. v.), Boyle, Castlerea, Elphin, Sti-okestown.

Ballinasloe and Athlone lie upon the border, and are

partly within this county. R., in the ante-English
period, was the country of the septs of MacDermot,
O'Daly, O'Kelly, and above all, O'Conor, of which
there were two branches, that of the O'Conor Roe
(red), and that of O'Conor Don or Dhim (brown),

i'he present representative of the O'Conors, the
O'Conor Don, is one of the very few Irish princes

who have succeeded to the hereditary estates of

their ancestors. (1871—pop. 141,246.)

Pw sentls two members to the imperial parliament.
It possesses a vast number of antiquities of the
Celtic period, raths, &c. ; a portion of a roimd
tower at Oran, several remains of strong castles of

the English period, and some fine ecclesiastical

ruins, of which Boyle, Roscommon, Tulsk, and
ClonshanviUe are the principal.

ROSCOMMON, the capital and assize town of

the county of the same name, Ireland, in the middle
of the county, 96 miles west-by-north from Dublin.
The population, in 1861, was 2699, of whom 2406
were Cathohcs, 255 Protestants of the Established
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Church, and the rest Protestants of other denomi-
nations. R. dates from the 13tli c, when it arose
around a Dominican abbey, founded by the O'Conor
in 1257, and a castle buUt soon after by Sir Robert
de Ufibrd, the remains of both of which structures
stiU exist. R. is a market-town, in which corn is

the principal commodity. It has scarcely any
manufacture, and little commercial enterprise of

any kind. It returned two members to the Irish

parliament, but was disfranchised at the Union.

KOSCREA', a market-to^vn of the county of

Tipperary, Ireland, 94 miles south-west-by- west
from Dublin, with which it is connected by a branch
from the Great Southern and Western Railway.
The population, in 1861, was 3543, of whom 2907
were Catholics, 243 Protestants of the Established
Church, with a few dissenters. R. is a very ancient
town, dating back to the early Christian period,

when a monastery was bidlt upon this site in the
beginning of the 7th century. The modern town
is tolerably well built ; the Roman CathoUc Church
is a handsome structure ; and there are consider-

able remains of the ancient greatness of the place

—

a castle, a lofty round tower, 80 feet high, and ruins

of two abbeys. The only manufacture is coarse
woollen cloth, but there is a considerable market
for agTicultural produce. There are several schools,

some with endowments of ancient date.

ROSE [Horn), a genus of plants of the natural

order Mosacece, consisting of shrubs, generally with
prickly stems and pinnate leaves, the leaves ter-

minating in a single leaflet ; stipules at the base of

the leaf-stalks ; the calyx 5-fid, its tube contracted
at the summit, and finally becoming fleshy, and
forming a chief part of the fruit ; the corolla of

five petals ; the stamens numerous ; the styles

springing from the narrowed throat of the calyx,

free, or aggregated into a column. The flowers are
generally of the red tint well known as rose-colour,

but sometimes white, more rarely yellow, and
sometimes striped. The fruit (Hip or Hep) con-
sists of the enlarged and coloured tube of the calyx,

within which are contained many Achenia (q. v.)

amidst prickly hairs. The species are very nume-
rous, even after allowance has been made for a
great nimiber of varieties elevated into species.

There is no genus of plants in which the limits of

species are more difficult te define, or in which
varieties are more apt to be regarded as species.

In Withering's British Botany, published near the
end of last century, only five British species of 1\.

are given ; in Hooker and Arnott's British Flora,

19 species are recognised, whilst many forms,
reckoned as species by some botanists, are noticed

as mere varieties. Roses are natives of all the
temperate parts of the northern hemisphere, and
of its colder regions, even to Lapland and Hudson's
Bay. They have long been among the chief

favourites iu flower-gardens, for the beauty and
fragrance of theu" flowers ; and, more than any
other flower, emblems of everything beautiful and
delightful. Countless varieties—single and double
—have been produced by cultivation, which it is

often extremely difficidt to refer to their original

species.—Amongst the ancients, the R. was sacred

to Eros or Cupid, and Aphrodite or Venus, and
was accounted the emblem of joy and love, and at

the same time of prudence. Its opening buds are

a favourite poetic image of innocence and pm-ity.

—

Among the roses best known to the ancients was
the HUNDRED-LEAVEB R. (if. cciitifolia) , excelled by
no other species in beauty and fragrance. It is a
native of the Caucasus, and has been cidtivated in

gardens from very ancient times. Amongst its

munbcrlesa varieties are the Moss R., the caly.x of
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which sends forth branching excrescences, so that

it seems overgrown with moss, the flower—which
is only known as a double rose—being exquisitely

beautlfid and fragrant ; the Provence or Cabbage
R., one of the most common, and also one of the
finest roses ; the small-tlowered BuRGlJNDV R., &c.

—The French R. (/?. Gallica) is a native of the
south of Europe. Many varieties of it are culti-

vated, particidarly ver^- beautiful double ones. It

is distinguished by its hard leaves, which have a
pecidiar dryness, and its much expanded petals.

It has a fainter smell than E. centifoUa, but its

petals are more astringent, and are preferred for

the preparation of Vinegar of Hoses and Conserve of
Hoses.—The Dajiascus or Damask R. (i?. Damas-
cena), a nati%'e of Syria, is much cidtivated, and is

sometimes called the Monthly R., which name,
however, is more frequently given to the China
Rose.—The Musk R. (R. moschata) is a native of

the north of Africa and the south of Spain. Its

flowers have a strong and dehghtful fragrance

;

they are white, and ilisposed in rich corymbs. It

has been cultivated in England since the end of

the ICth century.—The Dog R. {/?. eanina) is com-
mon in Britain, and throughout Europe, also in

the north of Asia, growing iu thickets and hedges.

It varies, even in a wild state, in the colour of its

flowers, which are red, pale, or white. It has long

straight shoots, which are often used as stocks for

ornamental rose-trees, other kinds of R. being
budded upon them. The bark of the root was
formerly esteemed of pecidiar virtue in preventing
fatal consequences from the bite of a mad dog

;

whence the name of the species.—The Villous R.

(/i. rillosa), another common British species, has
the fi'uit larger and more fleshy than the Dog Rose.

The leaves are downy.—The Field R. (if. arvcnsis)

is common in many parts of Britain, iu woods and
hedges. It h.as white flowers. It is remark.able

for its trailing habit, and long climbing or pendu-
lous twigs, on accoimt of which it is frequently

planted and trained to cover walls .and trellises. It

is often called the AvEsniRE R., although that

name is shared by another kind of similar habit,

which is regarded as a deciduous variety of the
Evergreen R. (if. sempervirens), a native of the

south of Europe. These often make shoots of

20 feet in a season. Of the same habit also is the
M.\NY-FLO^VERED R. (7?. multiflora), a native of

China and Japan, a very fine species, but not
sufficiently hardy for the colder parts of Britain.

—

Very different in habit is the Scotch R., or

BuENET-LEAVED R. [R. spuiosissima), a species

common on heaths, sands, and chalk doxvns, in

many parts of Britain ; a low compact bush, with

very small leaves and flowers. It is occasionally

foimd in imfertde situations, so dwarfed in size as

not to measure more than three inches from the

very tip of the root to the centre of the flower

(which is imdiminished in size). Many fine double

varieties are now in cultivation.—The Alpine R.

{R. Alpina) is a beautifid ornament of the Al])3 and
of other mountains of Central Europe, remarkable

for its flower-stalks bending down in an arch after

flowering.—The Sweet Brier R. (R. ruhiiinosa)

is a bushy species, with small leaves and flowers,

a native of Britain, but more common in some
parts of continental Europe, growing in open bushy

places, and reraaikable for the sweet balsamic

smell of its leaves, on account of which it is much
planted in hedges and shrubberies. A kindred

species {R. suarfohns) is found iu North America.

—The Yellow 11. {R. lutea), a n.itive of Germany,
is chiefly remarkable for the colour of its flowers,

which, however, have a disagi'eeable bug-Uke odour.

A fine variety is much cultivated, with petals

yellow externally, and bright red on the inside.

—

The Indian R., or China R. {R. Indica), is a native
of China, was thence carried to India, and is now .also

common in Europe, being a hardy plant, which does
not suffer from the frosts of winter in any part of

Britain, .although it was at first introduced .as a
greenhouse plant. It is one of the most important
additions recently made to our flower-gardens and
shrubberies ; flowering not only in the middle of

summer, with the other roses, but throughout the
year, even in winter, when the weather is mild.

It is now very common throughout Europe. The
name Monthly R. is often given to it from a notion
that it flowers every month. The Noisette R.,

remarkable for its extremely rich corymbs, and the
Tea R., of which the dried leaves have a fine

fragrance, and are said to be used in China for

flavouring tea, are regarded as varieties of it. The
odour of the flower is much fainter than that of

many other roses ; and the bush is never large.

Some Idnds of R., as the China R., are easily

propagated by cuttings, the other kinds by layers.

The finer varieties are budded on stocks of some
common kind. Many of the kinds require much
pruning and .attention of the gardener. The old

shoots are cut out, and the young wood thinned
and shortened. The flowering of a rose-bush m.ay
be retarded by cutting it closely down late in

spring, and it wdl blossom when other roses have
dis.appeared. Roses grow well in all ordinary sods,

but are very sensitive to atmospheric influences,

and do not succeed amidst the smoke of towns.

The genus Lowea has been separated from Rosa
by Lindley, chiefly on account of the simple leaves.

The only known species is a native of Central Asia.

The fruit of roses is used in medicine. See Hip.
A mildly astringent and agreeable syrup, and other

prepar.ations, are made from the r.apidly dried petals

and buds of the French i-ose. A syrup is similarly

made from the petals of the Hundred-leaved R. ; and
water distilled from them, Rose Water, is employed
for various purposes on account of its agreeable

odour. Rose Vinegar, made by steeping rose petals

in \Tnegar, is usefid as an extern.al application in

headaches, for dissipating unpleasant smeUs in

apartments, &c. Conserve of Roses is made of the
petals of roses pounded with sugar, and is useful

as an astringent in diiarrha?a of children. OU or

Otto (q. v.) of Roses is one of the most valuable of

perfumes.
Rose-bushes are often much injured by a species

of Aphis (.4. rosce), a small green insect, which
swarms upon the leaves. A reddish fungus, Pueeinia

rosic, often covers the leaves in the latter part of

sumnier.

ROSE, iu Heraldry. The heraldic rose is drawn
in a conventional form, as in the subjoined woodcut,
and never with a stalk, except when expressly

directed by the words of blazon. Being
sometimes argent and sometimes gules,

it cannot be designated proper; but
when blazoned ' uarbcd and seeded

proper,' it is meant that the barbs are

to be green, and the seeds gold or

yellow. The rose giUes w.a3 the badge
of the Plantagencts of the House of

Lancaster, ani the rose argent of that of York.
The York rose was sometimes surrounded with rays

as of the sun, and termed rose en soleU. As a mark
of cadency, the rose has been used as the difference

of the seventh son.

RO.SE, The, a popular name for Erysipelas (q. v.),

wliich is also known as St Anthony's Fire, Ignis

Sacer, &c.

KOSE ACACIA. See Kobinia.
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BOSE APPLE. See Eugenia.

EOSE BEETLE {Cetonia mimla), a. coleopterous

insect of the section Pentamera, of tlie tribe Lamd-
licornes, and not distantly allied to cockchafers and
to the true beetles, or S'carahcci. It is a common
British insect, about an inch long, of a shining green

above, coppery red underneath, with white marks
on the elytra. In its perfect state, it frequents

llowers, particularly the rose ; in its larva state, it

inhabits rotten timber, the roots of vines, &c., and
is often found in ants' nests, apparently feeding on
the small particles of wood which the ants have
collected. It remains about three years in the

larva state, makes a cocoon of particles of wood,
glued together by an excretion of its own

;
passes

the winter as an inactive pupa, and appears in

summer in its perfect form. It flies well, with a

sort of humming noise, fi'om flower to flower, feeding

on honey, and in order to reach it, devouring the

nectaries.—In North America, the name Rose Beetle

is given to another coleopterous insect of the tribe

Olavicornes, about one-third of an inch in length.

[t is very injurious to gardens and nurseries in

North America, its ravages extending to many
plants besides the rose. These insects often appear
suddetJy in swarms, and tlisappear as suddenly.

ROSE-ENGINE. See Tuknisg.

ROSE'MARY (Hosmarinus), a genus of plants of

the natm\al order Labialcc, and nearly allied to Sage
{Salvia), from which it differs in its filaments having
an awl-shaped tooth, directed downwards a little

above the base. Only one species is knoM-n, H.

offtcinnlis, an everfjreen erect shrub of 4—8 feet

high, with linear leaves, and pale bluish flowers,

grooving in sunny places, on rocks, old walls, &c.,

in the coimtries around the Mediterranean Sea, and
generally cidtivated, as an ornamental and aromatic

Eosemaiy [Rosmarinus officinalis).

shrub, throughout the rest of Europe. The leaves
have a short whitish-gray down beneath, a penetrat-
ing camphor-like odour, and a pungent aromatic and
bitter taste. They contain a large qu.antity of an
essential oil, OH of R. (C^jHjhOo), which is not
unfrequently used as a stimulating liniment, to
promote the gi-owth of the hair, and as a perfume.
S^ii-it ofa,, made by distillation of sprigs of K. with
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rectified spirit, is used to give a pleasant odour to
lotions and liniments. K. has been advantageously
administered internally in cases of chronic diarrhrea,

and of a relaxed state of the system.—Oil of R. is a
principal ingredient of the perfume called Hunijary
Water, or Queen of Hnnr/ary's Water.—The name
Wild R. is given to Ledum palustre, a shrub with
narcotic acrid properties.

ROSEN, Feiedb. Aug., born in Hanover, Sep-
tember 2, 1805, entered Leipzig University in IS'22,

where he devoted himself to the study of the
biblico-oriental languages, and went to Berlin in

1824, where he studied Sanscrit under Bopp, and
published his first work, Hadices Sanscritm (Berl.

1827). Subsequently, he was called to London
University as Pi'ofessor of Oriental Literature,

where he edited the oldest of the stdl e.xtant

Arabic handbooks of Algebra, by Mohammed ben
Musa (Lond. 1831). In 1831, R. resigned his pro-

fessorship. During the next few years, he wrote
a portion of the oriental articles for the Penny
Cyclopaedia, undertook the revision of the Sanscrit
Bengali Dictionary of Houghton (Lond. 1835),
which may be considered entirely his own work,
and compiled for the British Museum the catalogue

of SjTian manuscripts, which was only published
after his death (Lond. 1839). As secretary of the
Asiatic Society, he conducted its entire foreign

correspondence. Colebrooke intrusted to him the
pubhcation of his Iliscellaneous Essays (2 vols., Lond.
1837). In 1836, he had begim the publication of the
Collection of Hymns of the Pigveda, when he died
September 12, 1837. His unfinished work on the
Vedas was published by the Asiatic Society under
the title Pir/vcda-Sanhifa, liber primus, Sanscrite et

Latine (Lond. 1838).—His yoiinger brother, Geoeg
RosEX, has also acquired a reputation as an oriental

scholar.

RO.SENAU, a mining and market town of Hmi-
gary on the Sajo, 105 miles north-east of Pesth. Iron,

copper, antimony, and lead mines are in operation

;

linen-bleaching and the manufacture of pottery,

leather, wax-tapers, and trade in honey and wax, are

carried on. Poj). 7000.

ROSENMULLER, Johaxn Georo, a German
divine and professor of theology, was born at

Ummerstiidt in Hildburghausen, 18th December
1736. He was appointed Professor of Theology at

Erlangen in 1773, Primarius Professor of Divinity at

Giessen in 1783, and was called in 1785 to Leipsic,

where he remained tiU his death in 1815. His chief

wi-itings are: J)for(jen- vnd Ahendandachten (7th ed.

Leip. 1820) ; Belrachtiinrjen iiber die vornelimsten

WahrheitcH der Eelirjion avf alle Tage des Jahres
(4 vols. Leij). 1801); Auserlesenee Beicht- und Com-
munionbnch (12th ed. Nurnb. 1827) ; Predigten iiber

auserlesene Stellen der Heiligen Schrift (3 vols. Leip.

1811—1813) ; Beilrage zur liomiletik (Leiji. 1814)

;

Scholia in Novum Testamentum (6 vols. ; 0th edit,

by his son, E. F. K. Rosenmiiller, Leip. 1815—1831);
and his Historia Intcrpretationis Librorum Sacro-
rum in Ecclesia Christiana (5 vols. Leip. 1795

—

1814). After his death appeared Handbuch eines all-

gemeines fasslichen Unterriclits in der Christlichen

Olaubens- mid Sittenlehre (2 vols. Leij). 181S—1819).—Ern.st FRiEDBicn Karl Rosenmuller, eldest son
of the foregoing, distinguished himself as a biblical

critic and orientalist. He was born at Hessberg
in Hildbiu"ghausen, 10th December 1708, studied at

Leipzig, became Extraordinary Professor of Oriental

Literature in 1795, Ordinary Professor in 1813, and
died 17th September 1835. He was a more accurate
and solid scholar and a keener critic than his father.

He shared the rationalism of his time, but never
carried it to an extreme. His masterpiece, the Sdiolia
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in Vetus Teslamentum (11 vols. Leip. 1788—1835), 13

a most comprehensive ami learned production, well

worthy of consultation on any important point of

hiblical criticism. Other woi'ks of E.'s are: Handbuch
fiir die Literaiur der hihlischen Kritik vnd Kxer/ese (4

"vols. Giitt. 1707—1800) ; Bos alte und neite Morgen-
land oder ErUiuterungen der Heiliijen Schrift (6 vols.

Leip. 1818—1820) ; Handbuch der bihlischen Alter-

tliunuhunde (i viAs. Leip. 1823—1831); Institutiones

ad Fundaments Lhii/uce Arabiccv (Leip. 1818) ; and
Analecta Arabica (2 vols. Leip. 1825—1826).—

A

3'oim.ser brother, Joiiann CnRisriAN Rosexmulleu
(h. 1771, d. 1820), also acquired a reputation as a
writer on anatomy, &c.

ROSE-N'OBLE (commonly called also jienny of
gold), au English gold coin, first struck by King
Edward III. in 1334, and current at the value of

ds. 8d. sterling ; half-nobles, obol'i, or gold half-

]>ence, and quarter- nobles, otherwise called gold
farthings and quadrantes, were also coiBed soon
after. The term ' rose-noble ' was given to the coin

because it was of the same value as the 'noble,'

a money of account, and was stamped on one side

with the figure of a rose. The llose-noble and its

halves and quarters ceased to be coined after 9
Henry V. ; but the ' noble,' the money of account,

was used till a much more recent period.—The
noble also existed in the Scotch coinage, and was
equivalent to one-twelfth of the English coin.

ROSE OF JERICHO [Anastatica hierochunliea),

a plant of the natural order Crucifera;, which grows
iu the sandy deserts of Arabia ; and on rubbish, the
roofs of houses, and other such situations, in Syria
and other parts of the East. It is a small, bushy,
herbaceous plant, seldom more than six inches high

;

with small white flowers ; and after it has flowered,

the leaves fall oS", and the branches become incurved
towards the centre, so that the plant assumes au
almost globular form, and in this state it is often

blown about by the wind in the desert. When it

happens to be blown into water, the branches
expand again, and the pods open and let out the
seeds. Mimierous superstitions are connected with
this plant, which is called Hosa Marice, or Hose of
the Virgin. If taken up before it is quite withered,
the plant retains its hygrometric property of con-

tracting in drought and expanding in moisture, for

years.

ROSEO'IiA is a common skin disease, included in

the division Rashes, and sometimes described under
the term Scarlet Bash. In some cases, it begins with
slight febrile symptoms and gastric disturbance,

which subside iu two or three daj's, when the r.ash

appears ; in other cases, no i)relimiuary fever occurs.

The eruption first appears upon the face, neck, and
chest, in specks or small patches, which have a ten-

dency to coalesce ; and in severe cases, the whole
surface of the body assumes a uniformly red tint.

The eruption is usually accompanied by itching of

the aflcctcd parts, and liy redness and slight sore-

ness of the throat, and seldom lasts more than two
or three days, when it gradually fades away ; and
its disappearance is not followed by the desquamation
of e|)idermis, which is one of the natural siy/)(elir, of

scarlatina and certain other skin diseases. The rash

differs considerably in appearance in dill'erent cases.

The disease is never contagious, and one attack

allords no immunity from a second.

Among the causes of roseola may be mentioned
the irritation excited by dentition, gastric and in-

testinal irrit.ation, excessive acidity of the stomach,
the sudden checking of profuse ]>erspiratiou, the

drinking of cold water when the body is over-

heated, &c. It often jirecedcs the distinctive erup-

tions of small-pox and varioloid ; and is noticed to
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be of most frequent occurrence during the preval-
ence of measles and scarlatina. The diseases with
which it may be confounded are erythema, measles,
and scarlatina, and it is sometimes impossible to
discriminate with certainty between roseola and
mild cases of scarlatina, when the former is

attended with sore throat. The treatment is very
simple, as the disease would probably always
terminate favourably if left entirely to itself. If

there is a suspicion that the case should turn
out to be one of scarlatiua, an emetic of ipeca-

cuanha should be given, and the bowels should
be freely acted on. In ordinary cases, a few daj's'

confinement to the house, a spare aud non-stimu-
lating diet, saline laxatives—such as Seidlitz pow-
ders—and an occasional warm bath, if there is much
cutaneous irritation, or if the eruption has a ten-

dency to recede too suddenly, constitute all the
treatment that is expedient.

ROSES, Wae of the, a disastrous civil contest
which desolated England during the 30 years from
1455 to 1485, sacrificing SO princes of the blood, and
the larger proportion of the ancient nobihty of the
country. It was so called because the two factions

into which the coimtry was divided upheld the two
several claims to the throne of the Houses of York
and Lancaster, whose badges were the white and
the red rose respectively. After the House of

Lancaster had possessed the throne for three gener-
ations (see Plantagen'Et), Richard, Duke of York,
whose title to the throne was superior to that of

Henry VI., began to advance, at first somewhat
covertlj', his claim to the throne. In 1454, he was
appointed Protector of the realm during Henry's
illness, and on the king's recovery, he declined to

give up his power, and levied au army to main-
tain it. For au account of the Wars of the Roses,
see Edwakd IV., Edwakd V., Richard III., and
Henry VII. The accession of Henry VII. may be
said to have terminated the Wars of the Roses,

although the reign of Henry was from time to time
disturbed by the pretensions of Yorkist impostors.

ROSE'TTA, a city of Egiqit, situated on the west
bank of the old Bolbitic branch of the Nile, about
4 miles above the mouth, in 31° 25' N. lat., and 30°

28' 20" E. long. The name is supposed to be an old

Egyptian one, aud to have been derived from Busat,
or the mouth of the plains. Here was discovered
the so-called Rosetta Stone, or trihugual inscription

in the hieroglyphic, demotic or enchorial, and Greek
language, which was the key to the interpretation of

the hieroglyphs. It is of black basalt, about 3 feet

7 inches in length, and 2 feet 6 inches in width,
containing about one-third of the hieroglj-phic, and
nearly all the Greek and Roman portions, the upper
part and portion of the side having been broken
away. The contents of the inscription arc a decree

in honour of Ptolemy Epiphanes by the priests

of Egypt assembled in a syuod at Memphis, on
account of his remission of arrears of taxes and dues
owed by the sacerdotal body. It was set up 195

B. c, and is the only one of the numerous examples
ordered to bo placed which has been brought to

light. This monument was discovered iu 1799 by
Al. Bcnissard, a French officer of engineers, during
the French occ\ip.ation of Egypt, in an excavation

made at Fort St .lulien, near Kosctta. More recent
excavations have shewni that it w.as found on the
site of a temple dedicated by the Necho II. of the

2()th dynasty to the solar god Atimi, or Tum. By
the Arabs, F>. is called Rashid. It first rose

into importance when the accumulation of mud
had silted up the Damietta branch, and destroyed
the importance of that city. It has been much
praised for its verdure and charming gardens, which
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present .in agreeable contrast to the barren wastes

by which it is siUTOunded. It contains a mixed
popidation, supposed to be about 15,000 in number.
The streets are uaiTow, nmning north and south.

The river has a sandbar at the mouth, preventing

the entrance of large ships-of-war. It was unsuc-

cessfully attacked by the British in I8U7.

EOSETTA WOOD is a furniture-wood of a

lively orange-red coloiu', with very dark veins.

It is imported from the East Indies in logs about

a foot in diameter ; but it is not known what tree

produces it. It is Uttle used, because, although
extremely beautiful when first cut, the colours

become dark by exposure.

ROSE QUARTZ, a variety of Quartz (q. v.),

often crystallised in the form of Rock-crystal (q. v.),

but also found massive or imperfectly crystallised.

It differs from common quartz and rock-crystal

chiefly in its colour, which is of a delicate pink or

flesh colour, sometimes crimson or nearly so. The
coloiir is due to the presence of manganese. Pt. Q.

is valued as an ornamental stone, the larger masses
being made into vases, &c., the smaller pieces into

jewels, seals, &c. A bright red kind is known as

Bohemian Euhy, and is sometimes fraudulently sold

as ruby.

ROSE-WATER. See Perfumes.

ROSE-WINDOW, a circular window with
tracery.

RO'SEWOOD, a name given to the wood of a

number o£ different trees, valued for beauty, and
used for ornamental furniture.—The R. of commerce
has been thought to be the produce of a sj^ecies of

Mimosa, a native of Brazil. It is also said that E.

is the timber of several species of Triptolomca (natu-

ral order Leguminos(F, suborder PapiUonaceff) ; but

the trees yielding R. are, in general, still doubtful

to the botanist, although diOFerent kinds of R.,

imported from South America, are much used for

veneering, in making furniture, musical instru-

ments, &c. E. has for a long time been second

only to mahogany as a furnitiire-wood in Europe.

It has a dark blackish-bro-\vn colour, beautifully

marked with streaks of dark red, and when being

sawn or cut, yields an agreeable smell of roses,

from which it receives its name. We receive it

chiefly from Para and Marauham, in logs usually

about ten feet in length ; each log is only half the

trunk, which is split in two to be sure it is sound.

Last year (1S64), the imports of this wood into

Great Britain amounted to 2126 tons, of the value

of £25,539. One valuable kind of R. is yielded by
an East Indian tree, Dalbercjia latifoUa, also called

Blackwood. It is found chiefly in iSIalabar, and
grows to a height of about 50 feet, with handsome
^spreading branches and pinnate leaves. It is of the

natural order Leguminosm, suborder Papilionacece.

The timber is very valuable. It is much used in

Bombay for ornamental furniture. Planks of 4
feet in breadth are sometimes obtained, after the

iSapwood has been removed. The increasing value

of the wood has led to the formation of new plan-

tations, under the care of the government con-

servator of forests, in several parts of the Madras
presidency.

ROSICRU'CIANS, the name of a secret society

of the I7th c, which is involved in much mystery,

and the history of which has led to a great deal of

discussion. The name is explained by Mosheim
and others, as derived from ros, dew, and crux, the

cross. Crux is supposed mystically to represent

Lux or light, because the figure + exhibits the
three letters LVX ; and light, in the opinion of the
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Rosicrucians, is that which produces gold. Now
dew (ros) is the greatest solvent of gold in the
ancient science of alchemj'. But without insisting

on this very mysterious explanation of the name
Rosicrucians, we must be content with an account

of the association itself. The beginning of the 17th
c. was a period which manifested an extraordinary
tendency to mysticism in science as well as in

religion ; alchemy, astrology, and divination divided

the pubhc interest with Pietism in the Protestant

world, and the Convulsionist mania in the Catholic

community. A remarkable impidse was given to

this tendency by the simultaneous appearance of

two anonymous books, printed at Cassel in 1614,

in German, entitled Universal and General Refor-
mation of the whole wide World; together with
the Fama Frateniitatis, or BroHierhood of the

Illustrious Order of the R. C. (Rosy Cross) ; to the

Rulers, States, and Learned of Europe; printed at

Cassel, by William Wessel. The first of these

books is a kind of mystic allegory. In the reign of

Justinian, Apollo, finding the world full of every

kind of corruption, resolves on effecting a reforma-

tion ; and with this vievf, calls up the seven wise men
of Greece, and three Roman philosophers, of whom
Cato and Seneca are the chief advisers. Their
deliberation forms the subject of the book, which is

a satire at once on the philosophy and the poli-

tical systems and governments of the age. The
Fama Fraternitatis is the story of a certain holy
and reverend Brother Christian Rosenkrouz (i.e..

Rosy Cross), who is represented as liring in the 14th

century. This Father, a German of noble birth,

having been educated in a monastery, conceives a

design for the reformation of the world ; and after

learning at Jerusalem and Damascus aD the science of

the Arabians, spends three years at Fez, in Morocco,
in the study of the magical science of the Moors,
and returns to Germany, where he establishes, in a

house under the title Sancti Spiritus, with the aid

of seven monks from the convent where he had
been educated, a fraternity, which is the original

brotherhood of the Rosy Cross. These adepts

having framed a system with secret symbols, and
committed it to pajjer, sent forth Father Rosenkreuz
to propagate the brotherhood, which was to be kept
secret for 100 years, the members, however, meet-

ing once each year in the mother-house of Sancti

Spiritus. Rosenkreuz died at the age of 106, and
the place of his burial was held secret by the

adepts ; but he ordered that an inscription should

be placed on one of the doors of Sancti Spiritus :

' Post cxx. annos patebo.' In the following year,

1615, a third tract appeared, also in German,
entitled Confessio, or Confession of the Society and
Brotherhood R. C, which purports to be a defence

of the brotherhood from the false rumoui-s in

circidation regarding it. The mixture of absurdity

with seeming fanaticism displayed in these books
has long proved a literary jmzzle, of which not the

least plausible solution is that which regards them
as simply a serio-comic satii'e on the philo-

sophical follies of the time, written by Johann
Valentine Andrea, of Herrenberg, as a mere exer-

cise of humour, and without the intention or the

expectation of their serious acceptance. Certain it is,

that whatever was the secret of the Rosicrucians, if

there really was any, it has been well kept. They
are not heard of for the rest of the 17th c, and

their supposed connection with the Illuminati of

Weishaupt, at the close of the 18th c, is more than

doubtful. EquaUy doubtful is the theory of their

conneotion with the Templars. From a book entitled

Curious Things of the Outside World: Last Fire

(Lond. 1S61), it would appear that the Brethren of

the Rosy Cross are not yet extinct. See Buhle,
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Uber Ursprunrj itiid Schlcksale des Orclens der Rosen-
kreuzer (Gott. 1S03).

BOSIX, CnEinsTRT op. See RfsiNS. Whe-a
common Turpentine (q. v.), obtained from several

species of Pine (q. v.) and Fir (q. v.), is distilled

with Tvater, it yields nearly one-fourth of its weight
of essential oil, while the residue in the retort con-

sists of common rosin, or colophony. There are two
principal varieties of rosin, one of which is of a
brown, and the other of a white colour. The brown
variety is furnished by the Norway Spruce Fir,

and is an amber-coloured brittle solid, consist-

ing of two isomeric acids, the sylvic and pinic,

having the common formula, Cj,,Hj303,HO. Pinic

acid, which is the more aljundant of the two, is

soluble in cold alcohol, from which it is obtamed on
evaporation as an amorphous mass. When heated
to p.artial decomposition, it yields another isomeric

acid, the colaphonk. The white variety of rosin,

kuo\vu commercially as Oalipot, is obtained from
the turi)entine yielded by Phuis marltima (see

Pine), and consists almost entirely of an acid,

isomeric with the preceding, and termed the

pimaric. On evaporating its alcoholic solution, the

acid is obtained in a semi-crystalline form ; and
on melting the mass thus obtained, and allowing it

to cool, the resulting product is a colourless glass

as clear as crystal.

Common rosin dissolves freely in alkaline solu-

tions, and enters largely into the formation of yellow
soap. The alkaline resluates are, in point of fact,

true soaps, but are inferior in their cleansing proper-

ties to the stearates, oleates, and margarates. All
the above described acids of rosin are monobasic,
soluble in ether and hot alcohol, and insoluble in

water.

ROSS, Sir Johk, C.B., Arctic voyager, born June
24, 1777, at Balsarroch, Wigtonshire, was a son of

the Rev. Ajadi-ew Ross of Inch. He entered the
navy at the early age of 10, was 15 years a midship-
man, 7 years a lieutenant, 7 years a commander, and
became a post-captain in 1818. Wlien lieutenant of

the Surinam, he was wounded in cutting out a Span-
ish vessel from under the batteries of Bilbao, in 1806.

During the war, he was in three dififerent actions.

Hi a more important services were rendered in tlie

Arctic regions, wliither, in 1818, he proceeded with
Sir W. G. Parry. See Noetii-west Passage. He
published the results of his investigations in 1819.

In May 1829, he was employed on a fresh expedition

to the Arctic regions (fitted out at his own expense
by Sir Felix Booth), and discovered the peninsula

of ' Boothia Felix.' R. received, on his return, the

honour of knighthood, and was made C.B. He
received the freedom of London and other cities,

fold medals from the Geographical Societies of

lOndou and Paris, was made a knight of various

foreign orders, and received other acknowledgements
of his services. In 1838, he was appointed British

consul at Stockholm, where he remained some years.

He was author of Letters to Youmj Sea-officers;

Residence in Arctic Regions, &c. (1829—1834), 4to

;

Appendix to same, 4to ; Memoirs and Correspond-

ence of Admiral Lord de Saumarez, 2 vols. 8vo;
Treatise on Navigation hy Steam, 4to. He became
a rear-admiral in 1851, and died August 30, 1856, at

his house in Gillingham Street, PimUco.

ROSS, Sir James Clark, Arctic explorer

(nephew of the preceding), third son of George
Ross, Esq., of Balsarroch, Wigtonshire, was born
in London, AprU 15, 1800. He entered the navy
in his 12th year, and served under his uncle
in the Baltic, the White Sea, the coast of Scotland,

and in all the naval expeditions for the discovery of

the North-west Passage (q. v.) from ISIS to 1S33.

It was while accompanying his uncle in his second
Arctic voy.age that he discovered, 1831, the North
magnetic pole, and on his return he was rewarded
with a post-captaincy. Afterwards employed by
the Admiralty in a magnetic survey of Great
Britain and Ireland, he, in 1836, crossed the Atlantic
to relieve the frozen whalers in Baffin's Bay ; and in
1839 he was placed in command of an expedition to
the Antarctic seas (see Polar Expeditions), and
approached within 160 miles of the South magnetic
pole. On his return in 1843, he received the honour
of knighthood ; and in 1847 he published his Voy-
age of Discovery in Southern Seas, 1839— 1843. In
January 1848, he made a voyage in the Enterprise
to Baffin's Bay, in search of Sir John Franklin,
but without success. He received the 'Founder's
gold medal' from the Geographical Society of

London in 1841, and the gold medal of the Paris
Society; and was made D.C.L. of Oxford in 1844.

ROSS, a Celtic word, meaning a hearlland,

occurring as the name or part of the name of many
places in the British Islands, and in other parts
of Europe, as Koslin, Culross, Rossberg, Ross (in

England), Montrose, Roxburgh, Ardiossau. There
is another Welsh root, rhos, signifying a moor, which
is found in Welsh and Cornish names, as RossaU,
Rusholme. In Eoseness, in Orkney, the equivalent
Teutonic term ncss has been superadded after the
meaning of the Celtic ross had been lost.

ROSS, a thriving market-town in Herefordshire,

is finely situated on the left bank of the Wye, 14
miles south-south-east of Hereford. In the parish
church (date 1316) is buried John Kyide, celebrated
by Pojie as the ' Man of Ptoss '

(q. v.). The iovra.

is well furnished with schools, carries on a trade in

cider, malt, and wool ; is much visited by tourists,

and contained, 1861, 3715 inhabitants.

ROSS AND CROMARTY, treated of m the
'Census of Scotland— 1861,' as one Scottish county,

is, as such, bounded on the N. by Sutherlandshire,

E. by the German Ocean, S. by Inverness-shire, and
W. by the Atlantic. Ross comprises the districts of

Easter and Wester Ross, Ardmeanach, or the Black
Isle, and the island of Lewis (q. v.). E. and C, in

many parts, present a wild and mountainous aspect,

intersected by beautifid glens, valleys, lakes, and
rivers. Many of the mountains are of consider-

able altitude, the highest rang'ing from 3000 to

4000 feet, the most remarkable of which ia Ben
Wyvis. The high grounds afford excellent pas-

ture for sheep and cattle, and the glens and
low groimds, in the more favoured portions, are

generally of a superior sod, which, \^'ith the fine

cUmate, especially in Easter Ross, produce grain of

a superior quality. There are numerous fresh-

water lakes and rivers. The principal loch is Maree
(q. v.). There are several other lakes of consider-

able size, which altogether occupy an area of 90 sq.

niilQS. There are uiunerous water-courses, the chief

of which are the rivers Oikel and Conou, and several

high waterfalls, the principal behig Glomach, one of

the finest in the kingdom. Limestone and ironstone

ai"e to be met with in abundance, as also granite

and mica slate ; and there are various mineral
springs of note, the most famous of which is that of

Strathpeffer. About the beginning of last century,

the country in many places was nearly devoid of

trees, but soon after, nimicrous plantations were
formed, and many parts are now occupied by exten-

sive forests. The lakes, rivers, and coast abound
with fish, and the bays and sea-lochs being
numerous, the fisheries are carried on extensively,

occupying upwards of 22,000 persons.

The number of proprietors is 117, and occupants

865. The area of the two counties is .3157 sq. m., or
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2,020,480 acres ; of whi.oh, iu 1857, there were under

grass and hay 20,SG8 ; and under rotation of crojis

72,851—viz : In wheat 9715 acres, jnelding 20

bushels 2| pecks per acre ; barley 6435 acres, 32

bushels 3^ pecks averajre ; oats 10,250 acres. 33

bushels 1 peck average ; here 289 acres, 30 bushels

2-i pecks average ; turnips 12.228 acres, 12 tons

1 cwt. avenage
;

potatoes 4471 acres, 1 ton 19i

cwt. average. Of live stock there were horses

4759, cattle 17,610, sheep 304,444, swine 4568;

total stock 331,381.

The population of the united shires iu 1861 was

81,400 (in 1871, it was 80,909). The parliamentary

constituency, which returns one member to parlia-

ment, is 945 iu number. The chief towns are Diug-

waD (q. V. ), Fortrose (q. v.), and Tain (q. v.).

EOSS, The Max of, a name given by Pope to

John KjT-le, an English gentleman of great benevo-

lence, who was born at Whitehouse, Gloucester-

shire, in the first half of tiie 17th century. Kyrle
received his appellation from having resided during

the greater part of his life iu the small town
of Koss, Herefordshire. He there spent his time

and fortune in building churches and hospitals,

which procured for him the love and veneration

of his contemporaries. Kyrle may be considered

the Howard of his age ; and \Varton, in his

Essay on the Writings ajid Genius of Pope, has

stated that he deserved to be celebrated beyond
any of the heroes of Pind.ar.

Pope, during his visits at the old mansion of

Holm Lacy, the seat of Viscount Scudamore, near

Ross, heard so much of Kyrle's beneficence, that in

his Moral Essays he celebrates his praises under
the name of the Man of Ross :

* Behold the market-place with poor o'erspreadl

Tlie Man of Ross divides the weekly bread :

He feeds yon almshoxise, neat, but void of state,

Where age and want sit smiling at the gate

:

Him portioned maids, apprenticed orphans blessed.

The young who labour, and the old who rest.'

We learn further, from the same poem, that the

fortune of Kyrle was no more than £500 a year.

Kyrle died in 1724, and was buried in the church
of Ross.

EOSSA'XO, a city of Southern Italy, in the pro-

vince of Calabria Citra, is situated at the foot of

the Apeunmes, 2 miles from the Gulf of Taranto,

on a high rocky hill, sm-roimded by steep preci-

pices. It is walled and well-built, is defended by
a castle, and contains a beatitiful cathedral, inlaid

with carved marbles. Its fields are very fertile,

producing grapes and lemons. R. was laid waste
by Totila, king of the Goths. Pop. 14,257.

EO'SSBACH, a^^llage iu Prussian Saxony, iu the

government of Merseburg, and S miles south-west
of the city of that name, is celebrated in history for

the victory here gained by the Prussians under
Frederick the Great over the combined French and
Imperialist armies on 5th November 1757. A short

time prcA'iously, Frederick had been compelled to

leave the bulk of his army iu Silesia under the Duke
of Bninswick-Bevern to check the Austrians on this

side, and hastened with 22,000 men to oppose the
invasion from the west. The Prince of Soubise (one

of the ' .amateur' French generals of the period),

who was at the head of the confederate army of

00,000 men, thinking from Frederick's cautious

manccuvi'es that he was terrified and desirous of

retreating, at ouce charged forward with his cavalry,

and left his columns at the mercy of General
Seidlitz, who attacked them in front and flank with
the whole of the Prussian cavalry and artillery.

The confederates were speedily tlu'own into utter

disorder, and, being charged in front by the Prussian
infantry under Prince Henry, tlieir rout was com-
plete. The ' rout of Rossbach ' was so utterly dis-

graceful that it remained for a long time proverbial
in the French .army. Tlie Prussians lost (according
to a French account) only 300 men, while the loss

of the alhes was more than 1200 slain, 6000 prisouers,

among whom were 1 1 generals and 300 officers, and
72 cannon, with many other trophies.

ROSSE, William Paesons, tliird Eael or, a well-
known practical astronomer, was born in York in

1800, and educated first at 'Trinity College, Dubliu,
and afterwards at Magdalen College, Oxford, where
he graduated first-class in Mathematics in 1822.

During the life of his father, he sat iu the House of

Commons as Lord Oxmantown, representing King's
County from 1821 to 1831 ; he succeeded to the
peerage iu 1841, and was elected a representative

peer for Ireland in 1845. At an early age R.
had devoted much attention to the study of prac-

tical science, and especially to the improvement
of the telescope, and had commenced as far back as

1826 to make experiments iu the construction of

fluid lenses (see Philosophical Transactions for 1840),

but he subsequently relinquished those investiga-

tions, to engage himself with the problem of the best
mode of constructing the speculum of the reflecting

telescope. The two gi-eat defects which had hitherto

baffled opticians were ' spherical aberration ' and
absorption of light by specida ; and in the casting of

these of large size, there was the apparent impossi-

bility of preventing cracking and warping of the sur-

face on cooling. However, by a long series of carefully

conducted experiments, he succeeded iu discovering

a mode of operation by which the last defect w.a3

wholly obviated, and the two others greatly dimin-
ished in amount. The metal for the s]ieeulum of

his great telescope (see Telescope), three tons'

weight, was poured into the u'on mould April 1842,
the crucibles being lifted and emptied by means of

cranes ; and the mould was kept in an auneahng
oven for 16 weeks, so that the met.al should cool

equably. It was then polished and mounted in liis

park at P.arsonstown, at a cost of £30,000, the
adjustments consisting of a system of chains,

pulleys, and counterpoising weights, so complete in

all its parts, that the ponderous instrument of 12
tons' weight can be moved so as to point in any
direction, and with almost as much precision as the
ordinary equatorial of the observatory. The first

addition to the body of astronomical knowledge
made liy this telescope was the resolution of certain

nebul.'e, which had defied Herschel's instrument, into

groups of stars ; next came the discovery of numerous
binary and trinary stars, and a description of the
moon's surface. The construction of this telescope,

which was wholly effected imder R.'s personal direc-

tion and superintendence, is fidly described in the
Philoso2Mcal Transactions. He died October 1807.

BOSSETTI, Gaeriele, a celebrated Italian

author, was born at Vasto in 1783, and came to

England as a political refugee in 1824. Two years

afterwards he published the Comento Analitico on
the Dii'ina Commedia of Dante, iu which he aimed to

shew that in the middle ages all the poets used a

jargon under which they veiled theii' hati'cd of the

p.apacy, and concealed the true religion under the

form of a woman beloved by them. In conducting

this argument he displayed am.azing erudition. His
opinions naturally excited a great deal of hostile

criticism. R. replied to his opponents with the

woi-k, SuUo Spji-ito Antipapale che jirodusse la

Piforma, e sulla influenza che esercilo nella letter-

atura di tutta VEuropa e principalmente d'Jtalia

(1830). But this book did not convince them
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either, anJ then Pi. sought to reduce to method
his system, and published II Mistero delV Amor
Platomco svelato (1840), and La Beatrice di Dante.

Whatever may be thought of R., he has at least

founded a new school of interpretation of Dante,
and his partisans are numerous in Italy. His n.ame

is well known in the peninsula for his national

poems, which have gained for him the title of the

Italian Tyrtreus. Tliese are contained in the Dio
e I'Uomo (lS-10) ; II Ver;,jcnte in Solitudiiie (1S46);

VArpa Evancjelica (1S52) ; Poesie di Gabrkle Bos-
setti (1847). He was Professor of Italian Literature
in King's College, London, and was honoured and
esteemed by many of the most eminent public men
in England. Pie died in London in 1854.

ROSSETTI, Dant£ Gaeriele, sou of the former,
distinguished as a thoughtfid and powerfiJ painter,

and as a faithful and elegant translator of early
Italian poetry, was born in London in 1S2S, and
educated at King's College, London. As a painter,

he is more talked of than known, probably because
his works are transferred into private collections

as soon as they leave his studio, and without under-
going the publicity of exhibition. Although he
has never exhibited at the ' Koyal Academy,' his

pictures are occasionally sent by their proprietors

to various public picture-gaUeries. Of these, his

'Fair Rosamond,' a picture jjervaded by earnest
thought, and treated in a powerfid, though strik-

ingly unconventional manner, was exhibited in the
galleries of the Royal Scottish Academy in 1860

—

1801, and may be taken as a good example of the
artist's manner. Of his otlier pictures, the chief

are ' Ecce AnciUa Domini,' and ' Beatrice Dead.'
He contributed some line drawings to an illustrated

edition of Tennyson, which, although inadequately
engraved, rank among the first of modern woodcuts.
These, like everything tliis artist has produced, are
strongly imbued with the spirit of the Eomantio
period. R.'s name was first brought prominently
forward by his association with Millais and Holman
Hunt in the ' Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood.' In
1850, he was editor of T/ie Germ, a magazine of

poetry and art devoted to the furtherance of the
views of the ' Brethren,' and to the inculcation of

their fundamental principle, which was direct study
from nature herself, unfettered by the convention-
alities of the ' antique ' and ' academies.' While
time and experience have modified the practice of

some of the original pre-Raphaelites, R.'s pictures

still display the peculiai-ities of earlier days. As an
author, R. is best known by his Earl;/ Italian Poets

from Ciiillo d'Alcamo to Dante Aliqhieri (1100

—

1200—1300) (Lond. Smith, Elder, & Co., 1861). In
this work, the translator achieves the rare success

of not only catching the spirit of Dante, but of

rendering the great poet in his own metres, and
with a marvellous fidelity of thought and phrase.

In conjunction with his brother Willi.vm, he edited

Gilchrist's Life of William Blake, Pictor Ignottis

(Lond. 1803), left incomplete at the death of the
original compiler.

R. is not only a painter and author, but a man
of thorough acquaintance with and liigh accom-
plishment in ai)plied and decorative art. He bears
a distinguislied part in the resuscitation of Gothic
art in England, both ecclesiastical and domestic,

and is intimately associated with the now well-

known firm of Morris, Marshall, and Faulkner,
which bears to decorative art an analogous position

to that occupied by the pre-Ra|ihaelite scliool in

relation to pictori.-U art.

—

Christina Gaeriella
RossETTi, sister of the aliove, and born about 1835,
is the authoress of GohVm Market and other Poems
(Camljridge, 1862), to which work she owes .1 con-

sideraljle literary reputation.

ROSSI, Pellegrino, was born of a noble family
at Carrara in 1787. He carried on his studies at
the university of Bologna. In 1812, being 25 years
of age, he was appointed Professor of Law in that
university. In 1815, King Murat having proclaimed
Italian independence, R. sided vvith him. On the
fall of Murat, R. was exiled. He took refuge at
Geneva, where he was appointed Professor of the
Science of Law. There he published Le Droit Penal,
a very learned work, which made him famous in

France. In 1833, Louis-Pliilippe called him to
Paris, and appointed him Professor of Political

Economy. Then E. commenced the course Du Droit
Constitutionnel, and the government, in order to

reward the great publicist, naturalised him, and
made him a member of the Chamijer of Peers. Pro-
tected by Guizot, the prime minister, E. was sent to
Eome as ambassador in 1845. There he witnessed
all the events of 1S48 and took part in them, having
again become an Italian subject after the fall of

Louis-Philippe. When called to the ministry by
Pius IX., R. wished to oppose the party favourable
to the House of Savoy, and devised an alliance with
the king of Naples, which had for its object a con-
federation of Italian princes mth the pope as theu'

president. This roused the hatred of the Romans,
and E. was stabbed by an unknown hand on tho
15th November 1848. In 1860, Luigi Carlo Fariui
decreed the publication of all the writings of R.,

and that a bust of him should be given to the
university of Bologna, where it was inaugurated
with great solemnity on the 27th April 1862.

—

Besides the Droit Penal, E. published the Cours
d'Economie Politique (1840) ; the Lettere d'lui Dilet-

tante Politico suW Allemarjna sulla Francia e suW
Italia (Florence, 1848); and left many inedited
writings, which are now being published in Paris
at the expense of the Italian government.

ROSSINI, GiOACcniNO, the greatest composer of

the present century for the Italian lyrical stage.

He was born at Pesaro in 1792, the son of a horn-
player in an orchestra of strolling players. At the
age of fifteen, the Countess Pertioari,- discovering his

talent, sent him to study at the lyceum of Bologna,
where he received instructions in counterpoint from
Padre Mattel. He was, however, principally self-

taught, giving days and nights to the study of the
great Italian and German masters. Passing over
a few juvenile efforts, his first important opera was
Tancredi, which was first performed m Venice in

1813, and excited an extraordinary sensation
tliroughout the mxisical world, raising its composer
at once to the summit of fame. It was followed
in succession hy L'Italiana in Alrjeri {\8\^) , 11 Turco
in Italia (1814), and Aureliano in Palmira (1814),
all inferior to Tancredi. In 1815, R. was appointed
musical-director of the theatre of San Carlo at
Naples ; and while holding that position he con-
tinued to produce operas both at Naples and else-

where. II Barbiere di Sevitjlia, the most popular
of all his works, was produced at Rome in 1816, and
said to have been composed in twenty days ; it

was followed by Otello in the same year; and in
1817, appeared La Cenereniola at Eome, ami La
Gazza ladra at Naples. From this time to the
close of R.'s engagement at Najiles in 1823, he
wrote the operas of Mosi in pgitto, La Donna del
Laijo, Maometto Secondo (otherwise known as
L'Assedio di Corinto) and Zehnira. In 1823, ho
produced Scmiramide, the most gorgeous of his
operas, at Venice, and soon afterwards left Italy,

lie visited first Paris, and then London, where ho
was received witli great enthusiasm. Returniuf
to Paris, he received from Charles X. the aj)poiut-

ment of director of the Italian Opera in Paris,
and while there composed Ilia Guillaume Tell (1829),
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which, though ill-constructed as a drama, ranks
[

musically as high as any of his works. When the

revolution of 1830 broke out, R. lost the manage-
j

ment of the Italian Opera, but continued to live for

some time in Paris; in 1S36, he returned to Italy,
|

where, with the exception of a visit to Paris, he has [

since principally resided. With OuUlaume Tell he i

may almost be said to have closed his career, I

haWng since composed nothing of importance except

his well-known Stabat Mater, a pretty and popular

work more secular than sacred in its style o£ music.

Large offers from the managers of opera-houses did

notsucceed in tempting him from his retirement.

His statue was inaugurated at Pesaro in 1S64, amid
a large concourse of Italian statesmen aud men of

letters. In R.'s early works he developed with

great felicity the type established by his Italian

Eredecessors. These compositions are characterised

y stirring melody, brilliant instrumentation, and a

highly enjoyable vivacity. Gu'dlaume Tell, though
equally original, approaches far more nearly to the

character of the German school. Much as K.'s

music continues to be prized, only four of his forty

operas, composed from 1810 to 1829, have kept the

stage, II Barhiere, Otello, La Oazza ladra, and
Semiramkle. He died November 1868.

RO.SSO ANTICO, the technical name for the red

porphyry of Egypt. It consists of a red felspathic

base, in which are disseminated rose-coloured

crystals of oligoclase with some plates of hornblende,

and grains of oxidised iron ore.

RO'STER (corrupted from Register) is a fixed

order preserved in military departments as the
rotation in which individuals, companies, or larger

bodies are called on to serve. Regiments proceed
on foreign service according to the roster.

KO'STOCK, the most important town and sea-

port of the gi-and duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
stands in a fiat fruitfiil district on the Warnow, 9

miles from the mouth of that river in the Baltic,

and 55 miles north-east of Schwerin by raQway. It

is surrounded by ramparts and walls pierced by 12

gates, and has still a medieval aspect. The univer-

sity, founded in 1419, maintains 23 ordinary pro-

fessors, and has a library of 90,000 volumes. In

St Mary's Church, a large building dating from the
13th c, and possessing one of the finest organs in

German}', is the tomb of Grotius. St Peter's, dating

from the 12th c, has a tower 420 feet high. There
are several squares, of which Bluchers Square con-

tains a colossal monument of the general of that
name. Manufactures of linen and tobacco, and
tanning, brewing, and distiUing are carried on. In

1863, 582 vessels of 62,0.34 tons entered, and 548
vessels cleared the port. In the same year R.

owned 387 vessels. 'Tlie exports are chiefly wheat,
barley, oil-cakes, and cattle-bones to Great Britain.

The imports are coals, salt, iron, limestone, her-

rings and other provisions, timber, &c. At the
mouth of the Warnow is Warnemiinde, the port
of R., at which all vessels drawing more tlian

10 feet, load and unload. Pop. of R., 26,149.—R. is

of Slavic origin, and a shadowy glimpse of it is got
in the 1 1th or 12 c, but the jirogress of commerce
and other causes, chiefly poUtical, rapidly German-
ised it, and in 1218 it figiires as wholly German.
It was a member for centuries of the old Hanseatic
League, long ranked in importance with Lubeck,
and still enjoys to a wonderful extent its ancient
privileges—the municipal constitution of the town
being even yet almost wholly republican.

ROSTO'F, a toivn of European Russia, and one
of the most ancient in the empire, in the govern-
ment of Jaroslav, stands on the banks of Lake
Nero or Fvostofsky. An important fair is held here,
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and a flourishing commerce, which the railway from
Jaroslav to Moscow promises to increase, is carried

on. R. contains 20 factories, the chief manufacture
being that of linen. Pop. 16,292.

KOSTOF ON THE DON, a district town and
ferry of South Russia, occupies au elevated position

on the right bank of the Don, and at the head of

the delta of that river. It owes its origin to the
foundation of the fortress of St Dmetri here in

1749, since which time the progress of the town,
owing to its advantageous situation, has been so

great that it is now the centre of trade in South
Russia. Its custom-house was erected in 1835, and
in that year the customs' dues amounted to £150,000.
lu 1863, the whole exports amoimted to £1,198,526,

the principal articles being wheat, iron, tallow, and
linseed. JIanufactures are carried on with activity

in 22 factories, the principal articles produced being
cast-iron, bricks, ropes, tobacco, maccaroni, soap, and
leather, amoimting in value to £47,100. Pop. about
15,000.

ROSTOPCHINE, Feodor Vassilevitch, CorxT,
a Pvussiau general, directly descended from Genghiz
Khan, was born in the prorince of Orel, March 23,

1765 ; and, after having iiUed for some time the office

of page to Catharine II., entered the Russian military

service as a lieutenant in the Imperial Guard. In
1784 he set out on a course of foreign travel,

returning to St Petersburg in 1792, and obtaining,

through the powerful influence of some friends, the
post of gentleman-of-the-chamber. Having the
good fortune to be the first messenger to Paul of

his accession to the throne, he was immediately
(1796) created general, a rise in rank speedily
followed by the successive appointments of grand-
marshal of the com-t, minister of foreign affairs,

coimt (1799), and chevalier of all the Russian oi-ders.

R. possessed extraoi'diuary infiuence over the mind
of the half-witted monarch, and succeeded in pre-

venting his vagaries from seriously affecting the
government or religion of the emphe ; but he was
repeatedly banished from court and almost imme-
diately recalled, and it was during the last of these
banishments (to Moscow) that the czar was mur-
dered. The Emperor Alexander seems to have
disliked him, for R. remained in a state of banish-
ment tdl May 1812, when, having need of the
services of all his subjects, and knowing R.'s distin-

guished patriotism, Alexander appointed him
governor of Moscow. On the approach of the
French, R., by extraordinary exertions, raised an
army of 122,000 men fully equipped, but to his

great chagrin was ordered to evacuate Moscow. R.
has been unanimously branded by the French
writers as the burner of Moscow, and for a long
time this was generally credited in the west, till, in

1823, he jiublished in his own defence. La Verite

sur Vliicemlie de Moseoro (Paris, 1823), in which he
rebuts the charge, affirming that this barbarous
action was due in part to the fervid patriotism of a
few of the inhabitants, and in jiart to the violence

and negligence of the French. At the same tune,

he shewed that the damage done to Moscow was
much less than the estimate given by French and
English writers, and that the Kremlin, which the
French had attempted to blow up, had been in

reality little injoi-ed. R. certainly set fire to his

own mansion-house in the neighbovu*hood, but no
other act of incendiarism has been firoved against

him, the accusations published in the British

Monitor (1S22) having been triumphantly rebutted.

He had succeeded in repairing much of the damage
done to the city, aud in re-collecting many of its

former inhabitauts, when, through a com-t intrigue,

his dismissal from office was effected (August 30,
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1S14). R. accompanied the Emperor Alexander
to the Congress of Vienna, and subserpiently (1817)
retired to Paris, where he occupied himself in

literary piu'snits, and iu forminc; a fine collection

of pictures and books. In 1825, he returned to

Russia, and died January 30, 1826, at Moscow.
His wife and one of his sons have made for them-
selves names in literature, and his daughter-in-law,
the Countess EtrDOXiA Rostopcuine, is considered
as one of the first poets of Russia. R.'s works,
which include a number of historical memoirs,
comedies, &c., in Russian and French; were col-

lected and published at St Petersburg in 1853.

ROT is known iu the south-western counties of

England imder the provincial names of bane, coa, or
coathe. It consists in the maturation within the
liver and biliary ducts of an entozoon, the Disloma
hejiatlcum, or Ehdce (q. v.). Although most fre-

quent amongst sheep, it also occasionally attacks
rabbits, hares, deer, and cattle. Until of late

3'e.irs, the annual losses amongst the flocks of

Great Britain were estimated at a million ; but
in 1809, 1824, 1830, and 1833, this large mortality
is believed to have been doubled. During the wet
winter of 1852—1853, aud again iu the autumn of

18(50, and early months of 18U1, rot was extensively
prevalent. Autumn aud early winter are the periocls

of its most frequent occurrence. Close damp
weather, inducing a rapid growth of soft, luxu-
riant herb.age, favoiu-s its development. The rising

of the Nile is said to rot annually 16,000 sheep.
Low, damp, m.arshy sitviations, water-meadows,
imdraiued lands, especially when of a clayey, reten-
tive consistence, furnish a large proportion of cases.

The hay from such localities induces rot almost as

readily as the fresh grass. Sheep grazed even for

a few hours upon land subject to rot, or taking a
single draught from an infected stagnant pool, m,ay
contract the disorder, most probably l)y swallowing
the young flukes. From 15 to 40 d.ays usually elapse
before any serious consequences follow from the
jiresence of the parasite. At first, indeed, digestion
ajipears to be stimidatcd, and the sheep thrive
rather better than before ; but by and by they
rapidly waste, their wool becomes dry, and easily
detached, their bowels irregidar, their skin and
mucous membranes yellow, as is usually conveu-
i-'utly observed by examining the eye aud its pearly
carimcle, which in rot loses the brilliancy of health,

and exhibits a dingy yellow hue. Tlie body, after

death, is soft, flaccid, and indifferently nourished

;

w.atery effusions are discovered nuderne.at]i the

jaws and in other dependent parts ; the small qiian-

tities of unabsorbed fat have a dirty yellow colour

;

the liver is soft aud enlarged, and usually mottled
with patches of congestion. In the thick aud muddy
bile, the flukes, -with their myri.ads of spawn, float in

variable numbers.
The treatment of rot is seldom very satisfactory

;

and if the animals, when first affected, are in toler-

alile condition, no time should be lost in having

them slaughtered. If remedial measures are .at-

tempted, the sheep should be removed to a dry aud
sound situation, and liberally supi)lied with dry
nutritive food. During the summer, allow corn or

calee with the grass ; during the winter, wlien cases

are most frequent, supply clover-h.ay, pease, or split

lieans, a little bruised linseed cake, aud a few roots :

pieces of rock-salt should also be laid about the

ground, for the patients to lick at. Medicines are

seldom of much avail. Those most to be relied on
are turpentine and powdered gentian in two-drachm
doses, given daily, beat up with ,an egg and a little

milk, or with some liusi-ed grueh The turpentine,

besides acting benefleially as a stimulaut, doubtless

also exercises a poisonous action on the flukes,

whilst the gentian imparts tone to the irritable and
relaxed bowels. The prevention of rot is usually
effected by removing from the land all superfluous
moisture by deep and thorough drainage. The
improvement of unsound herbage may subsequently
be expedited by dressings of lime, salt, soil, or com-
posts of farm-yard manure and earth. On all sus-
picious grazings, beans and oats should for a time
be given in moderate quantity, and access allowed
to rock-salt. The Arab and Bedouin shepherds
have for centuries recognised the importance of
such measures, for, when their flocks become rotten
from depasturing on the rank herbage that shoots
up after the risings of the Nde, they often prevent
serious loss by promptly transferring them to the
desert, where the dry forage-plants are very rich in

saline matters. The Australian flock-master like-

wise checks the complaint by promptly removing
his sheep, which have become tainted, from the deep
alluvial soils to the poorer upland ' salt-brash' coim-
tries. In like manner, the salt marshes of Cheshire,
and the saltings left along our coasts by the tides,

have long enjoyed a well-deserved celebrity in the
prevention, aud even in early cases, in the cure of

sheep-rot.

KOTANG. See Rattan.

ROTA'TION (Lat. rota). Tliere is, perhaps, no
elementary idea which has been the suljject of so

much popular misconception as that of rotation.

This is probably due to the vagueness of the defi-

nitions commonly given.

All motion that we can observe is relative : for

instance, any fixed object on the earth's surface

has a certain motion relative to the earth's axis,

in consequence of the dim'n.al rotation ; the earth
itself has a certain motion relative to the sun, in

consequence of its annual revolution ; the sim has
a certain motion relative to the so-called fixed

stars ; and it is possible that the whole stellar

system may have a motion relative to something
in spaco beyond its boundaries. Now, the motion
of an object on the earth's surface differs according

to the way it is measured : a passenger sitting in

a railway-carriage is at rest if his motion relative

to the carriage be considered ; he has the same
motion as the carriage, if it be measured relative

to the rails ; and if the carriage were running
from east to west along a parallel of latitude, so

as to complete the circuit in 24 hours, he would
be at rest relative to the earth's axis. If, therefore,

we wish to talk of absolute motion, it must be
measured relative to fixed points or directions

;

and in the violation of this obvious condition lies

the error most commonly met with. Thus, to

shew that the earth rotates about its axis, we may
observe its motion relatively to the line joining it

%\'ith the moon; and we observe that the moon comes
to the meridian at intervals of (roughly) 25 hours.

Does the earth rotate in 25 hours ? We know that

it does not, and the error consists in treating as an
absolute rotation, a rotation measured relative to

a line—that joining the earth and moon—which is

itself turning. If we take the intervals of the sun's

crossing the meridian, we find 24 hours—a much
closer approximation ; but still nut exact, because

our line of reference—that ji:>iniug the earth and
sun— is slowly turning. Would wo h.'ive an abso-

lute measure, we must choose a Jixed line, or one
so nearly fixed, that its motion is absolutely insen-

sible. Such is the line joining any fixed star with
the earth, and the time of the earth's absolute

rotation about its axis is 23'' 56'" 4".09—the interval

between cidminatious of the s.ame fixed star.

The difference between absolute and relative rotation

in any planet gives rise to the difference between
8i3
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the sidereal and the solar day ; and the planet's

year contains just one more of the former than of

the latter.

Now, suppose for a moment that the earth were
to revolve only ^ii-th part as fast as it now docs,

there woidd be one sidereal day in the year, and
there would be no solar day at all—in other words,

there would be no rotation of the earth with refer-

ence to the line joining it with the sun ; that is, the

earth would turn always the same side to the sun
;

yet it woidd be absolutely rotating about its axis

once in a year. This is the case which we observe

in the moon's motion relative to the earth, and we
see at once that the moon must rotate absolutely—
that is, mth reference to fixed directions in space

—

in the exact time in which she completes one revo-

lution about the earth. Those who say the moon
does not rotate on her axis, make precisely the

same mistake as those who fancied that the earth

is immovable, and that moon, sun, and stars

revolve about it every day. There is a physical

cause for this peculi.^rity in the moon's motion,

which leads to very important consequences with
reference to the future of the solar system. See
Tides.

Several elementary theorems regarding rot.ition

may now be enunciated ; but the proofs, though
very simple, will be given merely in outline. Any
displacement whatever given to a plane figure in its

own plane—as to a sheet of paper lying on a table

—is equivalent to a single rotation about a definite

axis. Let A, B be any two points of the figure,

and let them be displaced to A', E' respectively.

Join AA', BB', and bisect them in a and 6 by per-

pendiculars meeting in 0. Then, it is easy to

shew that (1.) OA' = OA, OB' = OB, and therefore

is the same point of the plane figure in its first

and second positions. (2.) ^ AOA' =^ BOB', and is

therefore the angle through which the whole has
turned about the point 0. If AA' and BB' are
parallel, this construction fails ; but in this case, if

AB and A'B' do not intersect, the motion is simply
one of translation : if they do intersect, the point of

intersection is the axis.

Any number of successive rotations about different

points constitute, of course, a displacement, and are
therefore reducible to one rotation.

Two equal and opposite rotations aboiit different

points give rise to a mere translation.

The first two of these propositions are true of

figures on a sphere as well as on a plane surface
;

for the figure above has only to be drawn with
great circles instead of straight lines, and the proof
.apphes letter for letter. Only, here, the first case
of exception cannot occur, because two great circles

must intersect. Hence it follows, that if the centre
of a S])here be fi.xed, any displacement whatever is

equivalent to a rotation about some axis ; that is,

after auy motion whatever of a rigid body, one point
of which is fixed, there is always one line of particles
which remains undisturbed. ['This simple proposition
baa been found very hard to believe, even by men

of considerable intelligence.] Hence rotations alioiit

any number of axes passing through the same fixed
point may be componnded into one ; and, generally,
any motion whatever of a rigid body may be decom-
posed into two, one of which is a motion of trans-
lation of some chosen point, and the other rotation
about some axis through that point. Thus, in
the case of the moon, we have a motion of trans-
lation of its centre in its orbit, and one of rota-
tion about its axis ; or we may combine them into
a single rotation in the period of a lunar month
about a fixed axis jiassiug through the earth's
centre.

Again, auy displacement of a plane figure in its

plane, or of a spherical figure on a sphere, may bo
produced by the rolling of a curve fixed in the figure
upon another fixed on the plane or sphere. Hence,
the most general motion of a body with reference to
one point, consists in the rolling of a cone fixed in
the body upon another fixed in space, their vertices

being at the chosen point. To this, when the coues
in question are right circidar cones, belong the
Precession (q. v.) and Nutation (q. v.) of the earth
and of a top, the evolutions of an ill-thrown quoit,
&c.

ROTATION, Magnetism of. This was dis-

covered by Arago in the years 1824—1825. He
observed that when a magnetic needle was made to

oscillate immediately above a copper plate, it came
sooner to rest than it did otherwise. The oscilla-

tions were made in the same time as when away
from the plate, but they were less in extent ; tlie

plate seemed thus to act as a damper to the motions
of the needle. This being the action of the plate

at rest on the needle in motion, Arago reasoned
that the needle at rest woidd be infiiienced by the
plate in motion. E.^periment confirmed his opinion.

He made a copper disc revolve with great rapidity
under a needle, resting on a bladder placed imme-
di.ately above it, and quite unconnected with it, the
middle of the needle being placed above the centre
of the disc. As expected, the needle deflected in

the direction of the motion of the disc. The deflec-

tion of the needle increased with the rapidity of the
motion, and when it reached a sufficient amount,
the needle no longer remained in a fixed position,

but turned round after the disc. This action of the
revolving disc was attributed to wh.at was then
called the ' Magnetism of Rotation,' and the name
has been since retained.

The explanation of this phenomenon was first

made by Faraday (1832). He found it to arise from
the reaction of currents, induced in the plate in

motion by the magnet. The accompanying figure
illustrates the elec-

trical condition of

the plate. PP is the
plate, rotating in the
direction indicated
by the arrow ; NS,
is the needle ; and
the lines with the
arrow-heads indicate

the general direc-

tion of the currents
induced by rotation

under the magnet
in the plate. There
are two complete
circuits on each side

of the cbsc, coinciding in the midtUe, and taking
the dii'ection CC. It is the conjomed current

which afl'ects the needle; it runs in a direction a
little in advance of the needle, as the inductive
power of the magnet takes some time to act. As
the induced current lies below the needle, the
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deflection (according to Ampere's rule, see Gal-
vanism) takes place in the direction of the motion
of the disc. When cuts are made in the disc in the

line of the radii, it loses almost entirely its disturb-

ing power ; the currents formed in the whole disc

can no longer take place, and those formed in the
various sectors are weak in comparison ; by filling

up the vacant spaces with solder, the power is

nearly restored to it. As is to be expected, the

effect of the revolving plate depends on the con-

ducting power of the material of which it is made.
It is ow-ing to its high conducting
power that copper is so much used in

these experiments ; hence, also, it is

that copper should be so much used
in the construction of magnetic appar-

atus. A copper compass-box, for

instance, is not only desirable, from
its being free from iron, but it acts

as a damper to bring the needle

quickly to rest when disturbed.

The magnetism of rotation is only
one of a large class of phenomena, in

which the motion, either of a magnet
or of a conductor near it, induces an
electric current in the conductor. We
may here quote two experiments,
which may be looked upon as the
converse of the magnetism of rotation.

In the first experiment, a small cube
of copper (tig. 2) is hung by a thread
to a frame, and placed between the
poles of a powerfid electro-magnet

;

the cube is sent into rapid rotation

by the twist on the thread, previously
given it ; it is instautly brought to a
halt, when the current is allowed. to

circidate in the coils of the magnet,
and it begins its motion again when

the current is turned off. In the second experiment,
a disc of copper, c, is made to rotate rapidly between
the poles, h, s, of an electro-magnet, by means of a

handle and inter-

vening wheel-works,
turned by the experi-

menter. When the
current invests the
soft iron poles vrith

magnetism, the disc,

moving freely before,

appears suddenly to
meet with an unseen
resistance, and the ro-

tation continues slowly

or not at all. If per-

sisted in, the rotation

causes the disc to rise

in temperature, the rise being proportionate,

accorLling to Foucault, to the square of the velocity

of rotation. These, and aU similar phenomena,
illustrate a law that holds universally in magnetic
induction, and was first enunciated by Lenz. When
a current is induced hy (he motion of a magnet or

conductor, the inductire action tends to develop in the

conductor a current, in such a direction that i7.5 action

will he to oppose the motion p7'oducine/ it. Thus, in

the last experiment, the part of the disc approaching
the poles, has a current developed in it which repels

them, and the part leaving the poles, has a current

induced in it which attracts them. The approach
of the one part, and the departure of the other, arc

equally opposed by the currents induced in them.
The same mode of explanation apiilies to the other
experiments referred to.

ROTATION' OP CROrS. See Succession of
Crops.

Kg. 3.

KOTATO'RIA, or ROTI'FERA, popularly known
as WHEEL-ANrjiALCULE.s, derive their name from
the Latin word i'ota, a wheel. They have received
these names on account of the apparent rotation of

certain disc-like ciliated organs "which surround the
mouth. Although some of the larger forms may be
detected with the naked eye, they are as a class

microscopical. They are widely diffused over the
surface of the earth, inliabiting both salt and fresh

water, and occurring in all climates. There has
been much discussion as to their true place in

natm'e. Ehrenberg regarded them as Infusoria,

and Dujardin adopted a similar view. There is,

however, no doubt that their organisation is far

more complex than that of the Infusoria, and the
main question of dispute at the present day is

whether they are most closely allied to the worms
or to the crustaceans. Huxley maintains that they
form a Unk connecting the Echinoderms with the
Xematoid (or thread) worms, and that they con-

stitute the lowest step of the Echinoderni division

of the Annelida ; while Leydig endeavom-s to

shew that on various anatomical, physiological, and
embryological grounds, thej" more nearly resemble
crustaceans than worms, and proposes to call them
Ciliated Crustaceans. Science is indebted to Leeu-
wenhoek for the discovery of this remarkable class

of animals. In the Philosophical Transactions for

1702, he described one of the commonest of these

animals, now known as Hoti/er vuhjaris, his atten-

tion having been especially directed towards its

power of I'etaining its vitality after more or less

complete desiccation—a fact which has been since

confirmed by many other observers, and which is

noticed in the article on Dorslant? Vitality. The
R. have usuaUj' an elongated form, and are, in most
cases, covered with a smooth hard skin, which is

thrown into folds by the contractions of the sub-

cutaneous tissue. The animal consists of a he.id

and body. The body usually terminates in a pro-

longation, which, till recently, was termed the tail,

but which is now known as the foot, and into which
the intestines are never prolonged. The foot is

composed of muscular and glandular structures,

and often terminates in a pair of forceps, by wliich

the animal can .attach itself to leaves, &c. The
body generally presents six segments, which are

more or less distinctly marked in different genera.

The head presents the characteristic rotatory organs

and the mouth, w'hich always lies in the midst of

them, so as to receive particles drawn in by their

whirlpool action. It is by means of these organs
that they swim fi-eely about, revohnng on their axis,

or when at rest, producing vortex-like disturb-anees

of the water. The form, number, and arrangement
of these organs varies extremely in different genera,

and has been made a basis of classification by
Ehrenberg and others. The rotatory organ may
be single, double, or multiple. It often consists o£

a disc supported by a pedicle, on whose borders are

successive rows of regularly arranged cilia, the

motion of which gives the ajipearance of rotation to

the disc itself. In the genera Flosculai-ia and
Stephanoceros, these organs undergo peculiar modi-
fications. In the former, there are five or six"

button-like jirocesses about the mmith, covered
with very long bristles, which move feebly and
scarcely give rise to vortices ; while in the hatter,

the rotatory apparatus consists of five tentacle-Uko

ciliated processes, and the animal thus closely

resembles the Polyzoa (q. v.). The ciliated rota-

tory organs, ludike ordinary volatile cilia, are

entirely under the anim.al's control. The digestive

apparatus differs extremely in the two sexes, which
are always distinct in these anim.als. In the female,

the digestive apparatus is well developed, consisting
345
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of a moutli opening into a muscular pharynx,

vrhich has two horny masticating organs which
move laterally iipon each other. The pharyngeal

masticating apparatus is of a roundish form, and is

composed of two jaws having one or several teeth,

which are brought together laterally by the action

of special muscles. For further information on the

subject, the reader is referred to a very exhaustive

memoir by Mr Gosse, ' On the Structure, Functions,

and Homologies of the Manducatory Organs of the

Class Rotifera,' in the Philosophical 2^ra7isactions for

1S56. Succeeding the pharynx is a narrow oesopha-

gus, which leads into a dilated stomach, from which
proceeds an intestine, which opens externally by an

anus. In all the males tliat have been hitherto

discovered, there is an entire absence of digestive

organs, a rudimentary pharynx being the most th.at

is ever observed. The nervous system in the R.

consists of a cerebral ganglion, with filaments

radiating from it. No heart or vessels have been
discovered, but the respiratory organs are well

developed. The sexual organs of the female are

better known than those of tlie male. The ovary is

round or oval, usually lies by the side of the stomach,

and the oviduct proceeding from it usually opens into

the cloaca. The ovaries only develop a few eggs at

a time, and the nearly mature eggs may be readily

observed in the body of the animal when examined
under the microscope. These animals jiroduce two
distinct kinds of eggs, which are similar in their

primary formation, but which differ in their ulti-

mate destiny—namely, thin-shelled summer eggs,

and thick-shelled winter eggs. The young are

liberated from the former immediately after their

discharge, while they remain unhatched in the

latter during the ^vinter weather. As far as h.as

hitherto been observed, the males, which are much
fewer in number than the females, are developed
only from summer eggs. Except in regard to their

being totally devoid of a stomach or intestine, and
in relation to the sexual organs (which in the male
have been carefully examined by Mr Gosse in his

Memoir, 'On the Dicecious Character of the Roti-

^„, fera,' in the Philosophical

^^'
~^'

>^ Transactions for 1S57), the

-^V ,
'

:

-, organisation of the males is

gi'-
., ,

similar to that of the females.
'£;' V .' The sexes are, however, so

\Sl
c'^l'''

unlike that they would be
^

_
'--^ taken for widely remote

genera, if their actual hatch-

Fig. 1.—Male Egg, ing bad not been observed
;

just laid. the males and the eggs from
which they spring being

much sm.aller than the females and the eggs from
which they are produced. (In Brachionus amplii-

ctros, the female eggs were -ji^th of an iuch in

Fig' 2. —Female Egg, nearly mature.

length, while the male eggs were only s-^thV
accompanying figures represent the male

31t>

The
and

female of Brachionus dorcas when newly born. The
length of the latter an hour after birth was jLth of
an inch, while the diameters of the empty shell were
only yJ-jth X ,^jth of an
inch—a marvellous in-

crease in so short a period.
' Whether,' says Mr
Gosse, ' certain indivi-

duals produce only male,
and others only female
young, or whether separ-

ate impregnations are

required for the produc-
tion of the separate sexes,

I do not know ; but from
all my observations I

gather that the develop-
ment of the one sex never
takes place coetaneously
with that of the other ; Fig
for male and female eggs
are never seea attached
to the same parent, and the immature eggs
in the ovary invariably develope themselves into

the same se.x as those which are already extnuled.
The duration of life in the male is ahvaj's very
brief ; I have never been able to preserve one alive

3.—Male Brachionus
dorcaa.

Fig. 4.—Female Brachionus dorcas.

for twenty-four hours. Their one business is to

impregnate the females, and for this momentary
occupation no sujijily of loss by assimilation of food

is wanted, and hence we can understand the lack

of the nutritive organism.'

ROTCHE (Aferijulits or Cephts), a genus of the

Auk family (Alcadce), separated from the true auks
on account of the thick, short, and indistinctly

grooved bill. The Common R. (HI. or C intlano-

leuciis, or M. alle, formerly Alca alle), known also

as the Little Auk, and as the Sea Do\'I; and
Greenland Dove, is about the size of a large

pigeon ; its general colour is black, but the belly is

white, and there is a white mark upon each wing.

It is very abundant in the arctic seas, and iuunense

flocks are seen on the coasts of Greenland, Spitzber-

gen, Mehalle Island, &c. It is, however, truly

oceanic in its habits, and scarcely visits the land

excejit during the breeding season. It is a rare

bird on the British coasts. Under the article

AiJK -mil be foand figures of the Great and Little

Auks.
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ROTHE, Christian, one of the first speculative
divines of Germany, was born at Posen in 1799, and
became successively member, professor, director, and
ephorus of the Theological Seminary of Wittenberg.
In 1S37, he was nominated Professor of Theology
at the university of Heidelberg, which in 1S49 he
exchanged for Posen. In 1S54, however, he re-

moved to his present post in Heidelberg. Vigorous
grasp and independence of thought are his chief
characteristics, but he has never formed a school,

in the strict sense of the term. His principal pro-
duction is the S>/stan of Theolorjical Ethics, or
Moral T/ieolog!/—a complete system of speculative
theology or theosophy. This work is to shew that
religious truth is not a series of disputable proposi-
tions but a diWne morality ; in a word, to translate
the scholastic di.alect of the creeds back into the
living language of the Sermon on the Mount.
Another remarkable book of his is the Beffinninr/s

of the Christian Church, of which one volume only
has appeared, and which, by the peculiarity of
' stand-point' assumed by the author regarding
church and state, has evoked many fierce coiinter-

treatises, like Baur's On the Origin of Episcopaaj.
Among his minor ^Titiugs, may be mentioned his
dissertations On the Necessity of Seminaries, &c.

RO'THENBURG AN DER TAU'BER, a small
ancient town of Bavaria, on the Tauber, .'jl mUes
south-south-east of Wurzburg. Pop. 5229, who
manufacture woollen cloth, paper, and gunpowder,
and trade in com and cattle.

RO'THERHAM, a market-town in the West
Riding of Yorkshire, G miles east-north-east of
Sheffield, is situated on the slope of a hill on the
right bank of the Don, immediately below the
junction of that river -n-ith the Rother. On the
middle of the ancient stone bridge that crosses the
Don is a Gothic chapel formerly used as a prison.
The Free Grammar School, founded in 15S4, and
restored in 185S, and the court-house, ar</ hauclsome
buildings. In the neighbourhood are numerous coal
and iron-mines, which furnish materials for the
manufactures, the chief of which are stoves, gi-ates,

nails, and engines. Pop. (1861) 759S. The Union
Poorhouse, completed in 1839, is a spacious struc-
ture, capable of holding 31-1 inmates. The Union
comprises 27 townships or parishes.

In the vicinity of It, are Roche Abbey, erected in

1147, and the masonry of which is still in a perfect
state ; and Conisborough Castle, a massive ancient
stronghold, which is still in a good state of preserva-
tion, but which will survive its natiu'al decay in

Scott's Ivanhoc.

RO'THESAY, a royal burgh, seaport, and
favourite watering-place of Scotland, capital of the
county of Bute, is beautifully situated on the north-
east shore of the island of that name, at the head of

a deep bay, 40 miles west of Glasgow bj' the river

Clyde. The bay offers safe anchorage in any wind,
and is spacious enough to contain the largest fleet.

Owing to its numerous excellent schools aad semin-
aries, hotels, shops, and warehouses, li. presents

all the advantages of a towm, while the beautifiU

bay, and the charming scenery of the island,

render it a favourite resort for sea-bathing and
summer residence. The sheltered position, and the
extreme mildness of the climate, have made it the
resort of large numbers of invalids, especially such
as are affected M-ith pulmonary disease. Sevei'al

cotton mdls are in operation ; fishing is the employ-
ment of a number of the inhaljitants, and ship-

building is carried on to a small extent, and at
the pier nearly all the Clyde steamers to and from
the West Highlands regidarly touch. The harbour
is commodious and sohdly built. Pop. (ISGl) 7122,

which rises to from 10,000 to 11,000 during the sea-
bathing season. (1871—pop. 7800.)

In the middle of the tomi are the ruins of Rothe-
say Castle, which first receives historical mention
in 1263. It has remained in ruins since 1GS5, when
it was burned by a brother of the Earl of Argj-ll.

Pi. gives the title of duke to the Prince of Wales.

ROTHSCHILD, Meyer Anselm, baron of the
Austrian empire, and founder of a family renowned
for its wealth and the magnitude of its financial
operations, wag born in the Jews' Alley, Frank-
furt-on-the-Main, in 1743, and died in i812. He
was brought up to be a priest of the Hebrew
faith, but became a money-changer and exchange-
broker. Being a man of good character, he was
employed by the senate to raise a loan in order
to save Frankfurt from pillage by the French
republican army. He obtained a loan from the
Landgrave (afterwards elector) of Hesse Cassel.
The landgrave acquired immense sums by selling

his subjects to fight for England and France.
Napoleon, after the battle of Jena, pronounced
the forfeiture of his estates, and a French army
was on the march to his capital He had aceumn-
lated in his palace vaults about a million sterhng
in silver, and sending for R. to Cassel, he offered
him the free use of the treasure, without interest,

if he would convey it to a place of safety. With
the aid of his Jewish friends, R. succeeded in

secreting the money, and thus saved it from the
hands of the French. At this time he had five sons,
three of whom—Anselm, Nathan, and Solomon

—

being grown uj), he associated -with himself in busi-
ness. Ansel:\i remained with him at Frankfurt.
NATn.4N came to England in 1800, where he acted as
agent for his father, first at Manchester, in the
purchase of Manchester goods for the Continent. He
then removed to London, where by the agency of
his father large sums of money were placed at his
disposal, and invested by him with so much judg-
ment, that his capital midti]ilied Avith great rapidity.

He was ajipointed, by the interest of the landgrave,
agent for the payment of the £12,000,000 sterling,

which, by the treaty of Toeplitz, Great Britain stipu-

lated to pay to her German allies. A large profit

accrued to the house by this transaction. Pre-
vious to R.'s death (which occurred in September
1812), he saw his five sons securely established as
the monarchs of European finance—Anselm in
Frankfurt, Nathan in Loudon, Solomon in Vienna,
James in Paris, and Charles in Naples ; all united
in the wealthiest co-partnership of the present, or
probably any other age. Nathan, in London, is

said to have known the residt of the battle of
Waterloo several hom-s before the English govern-
ment, and the knowledge is said to have been worth
£200,000 to him. The loans contracted by the firm
during the great war with France were not more
remarkable for their magnitude than their success.
They never took a bad loan in hand, and h.ardly

any good loans fed into other hands. In addition
to their five principal establishments they have
agencies in many other cities both of the Old and
New World. On two or three occasions the Roths-
childs have successfully exerted themselves to pre-
serve the peace of Europe. Their losses from the
French revolution in 1S4S, and from the dejirecia-

tion in the funds and securities which fdflowed the
subsefjuent disturbances in various capitals of
Europe, were estimated at the enormous figure of

£8,000,000 sterling—a wild estimate, but pro\-ing
the po[iular belief ni the immense resoiu'ces of the
firm. Nathan, after his father's death, was con-
sidered the chief of the family. The enijieror of
Austria made him a baron of the Empire in 1822.
He died in 1836, at Frankfurt, whither he had been
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called by the marriage of his eldest sou, Lionel, to

his cousin Charlotte, daughter of the Baron Charles.

Anselm, Solomon, and Charles all died in 1S56, the

first-named dyinq childless at Frankfurt, and leavins;

a fortune valued at from 40,000,000 to 50,000,000

florins.—Baron Lionel dk E., eldest son of Nathan,

and head of the London house, was born in London
in ISOS, and educated at Gottingen. He was early

initiated by his father into the business of the firm,

and has steadily and successfully apjilied himself to

extend its colossal operations. He was elected for

London in 1847, and at each election claimed to

take the oaths and his seat in the House of Com-
mons. The latter words of the oath—' on the true

faith of a Christian'—he insisted upon omitting,
' as not being binding on his conscience.' He was
then desired to -ii-ithdraw from the House, and
patiently awaited the fate of the bill of Jewish
Emancipation, which usually passed the House of

Commons, and was rejected by the Upper House.

In 1S5S he was, on the motion of Mr Duncombe,
placed on a committee which was to hold a confer-

ence with the House of Lords, and this was virtually

the means of establishing Jewish emancipation.

The Commons sent up another bill, and a general

belief prevailed that if it were, like the rest, thrown
out by the lords, Jewish members would be ad-

mitted by resolution of their own House, instead of

by act of parliament. The lords gave way, merely
taking measures to prevent the admission of Jews
into the upper chamber. Baron R. thereupon
(July 1858) took the oaths and his seat amid the

cheers of the House, and has ever since (1SG5) con-

tinued to represent the city of London. His brother

Kathan, and two or three other members of the

Hebrew faith have since been elected to the Hoiise

of Commons. As the members of each successive

generation are received into the co-partnership, and
the cousins, like crowned lieads, usually intermarry,

and as their immense wealth is being continually

augmented by a safe and profitable business, the

name and operations of the iirm, as public-loan con-

tractors, dealers in bullion, and bill-discounters,

promise to last as long as some royal dynasties.

EOTIFERA. See Rotatoria.

EO'TTENBURG, a town in Wiirtemberg, seven
miles south-west from Tubingen, is situated on the
Neckar. Pop. 5996. The castle, built in 121G, is

now the House of Correction. In the neighbour-
hood are extensive hop-fields, orchards, and vine-

yards. The Roman station Sumelocennis stood on
the site of R., and remains of roads and viaducts

have been foimd.

RO'TTENSTONE, a mineral consisting chiefly of

alumina, with about ten per cent, of carbonaceous
matter, and a little silica. It is supposed to be
formed by decomposition of shale. It is found in

Derbj'shire, England, in Wales, and near Albany,
in the state of New York. It is brown ; either

grayish, reddish, or blackish. It is soft, and easily

scraped to powder, and is well-kno^vn to housewives,
being much used for cleaning and polishing brass

and other metals.

RO'TTERDAM [clam or dike of the liotte],

after Amsterdam, the largest city in the Nether-
lands, and a place of great commercial activity, is

situated at the confluence of the Eotte with the

Maas, in the province of South Holland. It

forms a triangle with the apex to the north, and
the base stretching along the river, ships from
all parts of the world discharging their cargoes

in front of the Boompjes, a splendid row of houses
shaded with trees. The Hoog Straat, built on the
dam or dike formed to repel inundations, divides

the city into the Binnenstad and Buitenstad, the
343

former being north of that line, the latter extending
southward to the Maas. Broad canals or havens,
full of shipping, cut the Buitenstad into islands,

and lofty houses face the quays on cither side.

The largest canals are the Lenvcnhavcn and Oude-
haven, which trend inward from the Maas, and the
Sclieepmakershaven, Wijnhaven, Blaak, Haringvliet,

and Nieuwhaven, parallel with the river. R. is

rapidly extending in all directions. The population
has doubled within 50 years, and on January 1,

1863, it amounted to 111.403— the Protestants
numbering 73,256 ; Roman Catholics, 33,747 ; and
Jeivs, 4410. During 1862, the births were 4283,
rather more than 7.^ per cent, being illegitimate.

Pop., January 1, 1864, 112.728.

The industries are varied, including sugar-refining,

gin-distilling, the making of liqueurs, beer-brewing,

iron-founding, soap-boiling, the manufacture of

vinegar, cigars, patent oil, sail and hau'-cloths,

articles of gold and silver, ship-building, &c. The
works of the Netherlands' Steamboat Co., at

Feijnoord, employ 700 men. The shipping trade

is extensive, 2486 vessels arriving from sea-voyagea

in 1863, and 2590 departing. Of these, 503 saiUng,

and 970 steam-ships, came from ports in Great
Britain and Ireland ; 845 sailing, and 970 steam-
vessels clearing out thither. A large traffic is

carried on with Germany, Belgium, and the interior

of the Netherlands, the steam-boat entries alone

being 8762.

In 1863, the refined sugar exported reached
65,250,000 Netherlands' pounds. Large quantities

of butter, cheese, j'east, madder, flax, fruits, &c., also

live-stock, are annually exported to Great Britain.

R. has railway communication ^vith the other

cities of the Netherlands, Germany, and Belgium.

It is about 20 miles from the mouth of the Maas,
the great commercial highway between the open
sea and the Rhine provinces of Prussia. The muni-
cipal government consists of a burgomaster, 4 wet-

houders (aldermen or bailies), and 34 councillors.

R. has 4 Dutch Reformed Churches, 1 French
Protestant, 1 English Episcopal, 1 English Presby-
terian, and I Scotch church, 6 Roman Catholic

chapels, and 1 Jewish synagogue. The schools

are good, and subsidised by the municipality.

There are 3 for gymnastics ; a normal school ; one
for training boys for sea, -with (1863) 129 pujjils ; a
medical school, '\\ath 44 students ; an institute for

the deaf and dumb, at which 93 boys and 52 girls

are educated by 15 teachers, 64 of the pupils being

admitted free ; a grammar school called the Eras-

mus ; and several institutions for arts, sciences,

architectural drawing, and music. The medical
school has an anatomical museum ; the Batavian
Society possesses a good collection of philosophical

instruments, books and models. The public build-

ings are not remarkable for beauty. One of the

best, the Museum Boijmans, with many valuable

paintings and works of art, was destroj^ed by fire in

1863. The Exchange, built in 1722, is a plain

rectangular building of hewn stone. The hospital,

on the Ooolsingel, a handsome erection, with excellent

internal arrangements, January 1, 1864, had 225

patients. The St Laurence Church, built .at the

end of the 15th c, is a spacious buildmg, resting on
14 Gothic pillars, and ornamented with a high
truncated tower, tlie top of which is reached bj' 326
steps. It has a splendid organ, and several beautifid

marble monuments, in honour of De Witt, Admiral
Kortenaar, and other distinguished men. A bronze

statue of Erasmus, stands on the Great Market, and
the house in which he was born is pointed out in

the Breede Kerk Straat, which leads to the Great

Church. The city is being added to and improved,

and the water-way to the sea deepened and altered.
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so as to avoid tlie hindrances to the navigation

which are caused by the sand-banks at the present

mouth of the Maas.

KO'TTI, an island in the Indian Archipelago,

lielongin:; to the Dutch, lies to the south-west of

Timor, between 10° 39—10° 5G' S. lat., and 122° 57'

—123° 29' E. long. ;
pop. 75,000. Its greatest length,

from east to west, is 36 miles, and the breadth

from Termauo. on the north, to Tilly, on the south,

about 11 miles. The surface, though hilly, is

nowhere more than 600 feet above the sea, and the

fertile soil produces a rich vegetation.

The most valuable product is the Lontar palm,
the wine or juice of which, either used fresh or

thickened by boiling, and preserved in pots, forms a
leading article of food. Next in importance is the

Gabang tree, which bears large quantities of fruit, in

size and shajie like apricots, the fibre jaelding a

good tow, and the pith a sort of sago. Coco-nut,

]»lautain, banana, and mango-trees are abundant.
There is .a great variety of timber trees, as beautiful

ebony, mahogany, and several sorts well adapted
for ship-building. The Rottinese plant millet,

tobacco, rice, &c. R. is famed for a small but
noble and hardy race of horses, which are bought
for exportation at about £1, 6s. each. There are

many bufi'aloes, sheep, goats, swine, deer, fowls, &c.

Edible nests, tripang tortoise-shell, and wax are

articles of export. Horses, swine, palm-wine, syrup,

sugar, and native sail-cloth are exported to Timor,
and cotton fabrics, cotton, beads, iron, iron-work,

powder, guns, and an'ack received in exchange.

The Netherlands' Missionary Society have made
considerable progi-ess in Christianising the natives,

who are a fine-looking race, originally, it is thought,

from Java. See Land en Zeetogien in KederUinds
Indie, door Johannes OUvier ; lieis door den
Indischen Archipel, door L. J. van Rhijn.

EO'TTWEIL, a small town of Wurtemburg, on a
decliWty on the left bank of the Upper Neckar, 33
miles east-north-east of Freiburg in Baden. It con-

tains a beautifid exchange, a number of interesting

churches, and two powder-mills. Its manufactui'es
are silk, cotton, and woollen fabrics, and its corn-

market is one of the most important in the kingdom.
I'op. about 3716.

R. is the site of an ancient Roman colony, amon^
the ruins of which was discovered, besides a large

number of other valuable antiqiuties, now preserved
in the biuldings of the gymnasium, a now well-known
piece of mosaic work, upon which, among others,

are an excellent drawing of Oi-phens, and a number
of profile drawings of the larger kinds of game, of

chariot-races, and of gladiatorial encounters.

ROTU'NDA, a building with circular exterior

and interior, such as the Pantheon of Rome.

KOTURIER (according to Duncange, from rup-

turarius, a peasant ; ab agrum rtimpendo), one of

the ignoble classes, who, during the early period

of the feudal system, were separated from the high-

born by almost as l>road a line of demarcation as

that which dinded liberty from servitude. When
the feudal theory of knight's-service came to be
recognised as the only principle of gentle tenure,

the term roturier came to be applied to the part of

the population who continued to hold by the older

or allodial tenure.

ROUEAIX, a flourishing manufacturing town in

the north of Eraneo, in the dep. of Nord, and six

miles north-east of Lille. It has risen into import-

ance only in the present centuiy. Numerous
mills and factories, as well as dye-works and tan-

neries, are in ojioration. R. rivals Elbeuf and
Liouriers for woollen cloths and caqiets, and vies

with Laval and the rest of Flanders in linen
manufactures. Pop. (1S62) 37,000.

ROUBLE, RUBLE, or RUBEL, the unit of the
Russian money system. Pieces of peltry formed,
in early times, the ordinary medium of exchange in

Russia ; but about the beginning of the 15th c.,

silver bars came more and more into use for larger
jiayments, and to make up intermediate simns, pieces
of the bars were cut off. It was in this cutting off,

in Russian, ruhat, that the name rouble originated.
The present silver rouble is equivalent to 3s. 2|rf.

sterling, nearly. Half, quarter, fifth, tenth, and twen-
tieth parts of a rouble are also coined in silver ; and
gold coins of nominally five roubles (demi-imperials,
really worth 5 roubles 15 copecs), and three roubles
(imperial ducats) are also in circulation. The present
Russian state paper-money is at par with the
coinage. The rouble is divided into 100 copecs.

ROUEN (Lat. Rolomarjus), one of the principal
manufacturing and trading cities of France, and the
capital of the dep. of Seme-Inferieure, is situated
on the right bank of the Seine, 87 miles north-
west of Paris by railway. The ramparts have
been converted into spacious boulevards, which,
as well as the quaj'S that line the river-banks, are
little if anything inferior to the boulevards and
quays of Paris. The deep waters of the Seine form
a commodious port, which is generally crowded
with ships of all nations, from vessels of 300 tons
to the smallest river-craft. A stone-bridge and a
suspension-bridge connect the Faubourg St Sever,
on the left bank of the river, with the city, which
is at once one of the most picturesque and one of
the busiest and liveliest places in France. Some
of the streets are well and regidarly built, with
fine modem stone houses ; but the gi-eater part of
R. consists of old, iU-built, but picturesque streets
and squares, with tall, narrow, quaintly-carved,
wooden-bound, and gabled houses. Among the
many beautiful Gothic churches for which it is

noted, the finest are the cathedral and the church of
St Ouen. The former, one of the noblest metropo-
litan churches of France, is a remarkably fine
specimen of Gothic architecture. It is built in a
cruciform shape, and has two towers at the sides
of the west entrance, and a lofty tower (4G4 feet
high) terminating in a cast-u'on spii'e, which was
erected after the destruction by fire in 1822 of the
old wooden belfry, which bore the date of 1544. It
was erected by Philippe-Auguste between 1200 and
1220, and contains, in its 25 highly-ornamented
chapels, numerous monuments of great interest

—

among others, those of Duke RoUo of Normandy,
and his son, WUliam Long-Sword. The heart of
Richard C'ceur de Lion is preserved, together with
numerous other relics, in the sacristy. The church
of St Ouen, which is almost as large as the cathe-
dral, is one of the most interesting buildings in R.

;

and in its present restored state, jiresents a pure
and elegant s]iecimen of Gothic architecture. Amom'
the other buddinj^ of R., the finest are the Palais
de Justice, belonging to the 15th e., and built for
the parliament of the province ; the Hotel de Ville,
with its public library of 40,000 volumes, and its

gallery of pictures ; and the Hotel Dieu, one of the
largest of its kind. 1!. has numerous benevolent,
educational, and scientific institutions ; and next to
Lyon, is jjerhaps the most important manufactm-iug
town in the «m|iire. The principal branches o^
industry are cotton manufactures, including the
checked and striped cottons specially designated
as Eouinneric.i, nankeens, dimity, lace, cotton-vel-
vets, shawls, &c. R. has also extensive manufac-
tories of hosiery, mixed silk and wool fabrics,
blankets, flannels, hats, cordage, cotton and lineu
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yarns, shot, steel, lead, chemicals, paper, &c. Among
other branches of industry, we may mention shi])-

biiilding, and machinery in various departments,

E. is the seat of an archbishop, a High Court of

Justice for the department, a Tribunal of First

Instance, and of Commerce, &c. Pop. (1S02) 94,679.

Ilislori/.—As the original capital in France of the

Northmen, who took possession o£ it in 842, and
settled there in accordance with the agreement
wliich Charles the Simple was compelled to make
with their leader Kollo, R. presents special points

of interest to Englishmen. It was the resideuce

of the dukes of ISformandy tUl Duke AVUliam, in

1066, on his conquest of England, transferred the

seat of his court to London ; and, tiU the time of

Richard Cceur de Lion, it continued to be the capital

of Normandy, and w.as the seat of government of

the Norman possessions of William the Conqueror's
successors ; but in 1204, it was taken by siege by
the French king, Philippe Auguste, and annexed
with the main part of the duchy to the French
crown. During the wars of Henry V. and Henry
VI. of England, it was under the power of the

English from 1419 to 1449, when it was retaken by
the French under Charles VII. It was during this

temporary period of its occupation by the English,

that the heroic Joan d'Aro was burned alive (14.S1)

as a witch in the square of the city, in which
stands her statue, and which is called in memory of

her, Place de la Pucelle.

ROUGE, a preparation of safflower, used to give

an artificial colour to the cheeks, and, when pro-

perly prepared, said to be perfectly innocuous to

those who use it. The colour is obtained through
a long and elaborate process, by precipitating it

from the safflower, by means of citric acid or

lemon-juice, on to prepared cotton. It is then
washed out of the cotton with a solution of soda,

and again precipitated vrith citric acid ; but previous

to adding the acid, finely-j'owdered French chalk
is added to the solution, which becomes coloured,

and falls down, when the precipitation takes place,

giving the necessary body, and a peculiarly silky

lustre to the colouring matter. Jeweller''s rouge is a

preparation of iron formed by calcining sulphate of

iron or green vitriol, until the water of crystallisa-

tion is expelled ; it is then roasted in a strong heat,

and afterwards washed with water, until it no
longer affects litmus paper. Liquid rouge is the red
liquor left in making carmine.

EOUGE CROIX, one of the pursuivants belong-
ing to the heraldic establishment of England, gener-

ally allowed to be the most ancient, although the
period of institution is imcertain. The title is

derived fi-om the red cross of St George, the patron
saint of England.

.

ROUGE DRAGON, the title of a pursuivancy
founded by Henry VII., on the day before his

coronation. The name is taken from the supposed
ensign of Cadwaladyr, the last king of the Britons,
ancestor of that monarch. The red dragon waa
also sometimes used by Henry VII. as a supporter.

ROUGE ET NOIR (Fr. 'red and black'),

TRENTE-UN ('thirty-one'), or TEENTE ET
QUAEANTE (' thirty and forty '), is a modern game
of chance, which is played by the aid of packs of

cards on a table covered with green cloth. The
table is of a form similar to that shewn in the
figure. It is divided into four portions, each marked
in the centre with a diamond, the diamonds being
alternately red and black ; and these quarters are
further separated, two and two, by bauds which
cross the table at its narrowest part. At the
end of the table are a series of concentric bands
painted of a yellow colour (not represented in the

figure). The game is played as follows : one of the
laUleurs (or dealers, who manage the table, take
charge of the bank, and keep an eye on the players)
takes up his position at one side of the table, oppo-
site to the croupier (another tailleiu-), and unseals.

Rouge et Noir.

in the presence of the players, six packs of cards,
which are first counted, then shuffled by several
tailleurs, and returned to the first tailleur, who
presents them to one of the players to be cut. This
is performed by the insertion of a blank card in
in any part of the pack, which is then adjusted, and
the game proceeds. Each player must stake his
money on some one of the four chances, denominated
noir, rouge, couleur, and Vinverse, which will be after-

wards explained. After the stakes have been laid
on the table (those for the noir being laid on either
of the quarters marked with a black ; and those
for the rouge, on either of the quarters marked
with a red diamond ; those for the ' couleur ' on one
of the transverse bands ; and those for the ' inverse

'

on one of the yellow circles at the end of the
table), the taiUeur takes a handful of cards from
the top of the pack, and deals first for the noir,

taking one card after another from the top of the
handful and placing them on the table side by side,

tUl the number of pips on them amounts to more
than 30, when he stops. He then deals out another
row in a similar manner for the rouge, tiU, as before,

the number of pips amoiuits to more than 30. In
reckoning the number of pips, the ace is counted as
one, the other plain cards according to the niunber
of pips, and the court-cards 10 each. It will thus
be seen that the number to which each of the two
rows of cards amounts, must be more than 30 and
not more than 40. If the value of the first row is

nearer 31 than that of the second, then the first

row, or noir, ^-ius, if the contrary is the case, then
the second row, or rouge wins. Couleur wins
if the first card tabled by the tailleur is of the
winning colour ; thus, for instance, if the first card
laid down is a ' spade ' or ' club,' and if noir wins ;

but if the first card dealt be not of the winning
colour, then inverse wins, and couleur loses. Two
(and no more) of the four chances can be vriuning
chances at one time ; and the winning players
have theu' stakes increased by an' equal sum from
the bank, and then \vithdraw their stake and
ndnnings, while the stakes of the losers are raked
by the tailleurs to the bank in the centre of

the table. When the value of the first, or noir-

row, is equal to that of the second, or rouge-row, it

is a refait, and the dealer must commence to deal

anew from the cards remaining in his hand ; when
the refait occurs, the player may either withdraw
his stake, or stake on a different chance, with the
same or more or less money as he thinks proper.

The game of Eouge et Noir woidd be an even one
between the players and the bank, were it not for

the following regulation : When the points dealt

for the noir and the rouge each amount to 31 (' un
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refait de Trente-et-nu '), the half of all the stakes on
each of the chances belongs to the bank, and this

the players may either pay or have their stakes
' put in prison,' the next deal determining whether
they shall belong to the bank or be restoi'ed to the
player. If a second doublet of 31 occurs in the deal
immediately succeeding, the stakes which were in

prison arc diminished by one half, which goes to the
bank, and the other half is ' put into the second
prison,' from which it requires two successive win-
nings of the player to regain them. The chance of
' un refait de treute-et-un is about once in 64 deals.

This game superseded Faro (q. v.) and Biribi in

France about 17S9, but along with Iloulette (q. v.),

was forbidden by law in 1838.

KOUGH-CAST, a kind of coarse plaster mixed
with gravel, which is applied to the exterior of walls
to protect them from the weather. It is also called
Harlinrj in Scotland, where it is much used.

ROULERS, a town of West Flanders, Belgium,
19 miles south-south-west of Bruges. In the
•sacinity flax is extensively grown, and in the town
itself linen is largely bleached and manufactured.
Pop. 11,200.

ROULETTE (Fr. 'a little wheel'), a game of

chance which, from the end of last century till the
beginning of 1838, reigned supreme over all others
in Paris. It is now chiefly confined to the Ger-
man and Italian spas and other favourite summer
resorts, and it is said that fully 200,000 franca

(£S0U0) is spent annually by the keepers of these
roulette tables in advertising in the Parisian

journals. This game, which is purely one of chance,

is played on a table (see fig.) of an oblong form,

covered •vni\i green cloth, which uas in its centre

a cavity, of a little more than two feet in diameter,

in the shape of a punch-bowl. This cavity,

which has several copper bands round its sides

at equal distances from each other, has its sides

fixed, but the bottom is movable round an axis

placed in the centre of the cavity ; the handle
by which motion is communicated being a species

of cross or capstan of copper fixed on the upper
extremity of the axis. Round the circumference of

this movable bottom are 38 holes, painted in black
and red alternately, with the first 36 numbers, and
a single and double zero, as shewn in the figure

;

and these 38 symbols are also figured at each end
of the table in order that the players may place

their stakes on the chance they select. Along the

margin of the table and at each end of it are painted

six words, pair, passe, noir, Impair, mampie, rouge,

which will be afterwards explained. Those who
manage the table and keep the bank are called

tailleurs. The game is played as follows : One of

the taillem-s puts the movable bottom in motion

by turning the cross with his forefinger, and at the

same instant throws iuto the cavity an ivory ball

in a direction opposite to the motion of the bottom

;

the ball makes several revolutions, and at last falls

iuto one of the 38 holes above mentioned, the hole

into which it falls determining the gain or loss of

the players. A pL-iyer may stake his money on 1,

2, or any of the 38 numbers (including the zeros),

and shews what number or numbers he selects by
placing his stake upon them ; if he has selected a

number or zero corresponding to the one into which

the ball falls, he receives from one of the tailleurs

36 times his stake—viz., his stake and 35 times

more— if he selected only 1 number, 18 times if

2 numbers, 12 times if 3 numbers, &c. The blank

rectangles at the bottom of each of the 3

columns of numbers figured on the table, arc for the

reception of the stake of that player who selects a

column (12 nimibers) as his chance, and if the ball

enters a hole the nimiber of which is found in his

column, he is paid 3 times his stake. Those who prefer
staking their money on any of the chances marked
on the edge of the table, if they win, receive double
their stake (their stake and as much more), and
under the following circumstances : The ' pair ' wins
when the ball falls into a hole marked by an even
number ; the ' impair,' if the hole is marked odd

;

the ' manque,' if the hole is nimibered from 1 to IS
inclusive; the 'passe,' if it is niunbered from 19 to
36 inclusive ; the 'rouge,' if it is coloured red ; and
the ' noir,' if it is coloured blaclc. If the ball should
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fall into either of the holes marked with the single

or the double zero, the stakes of those players wlio

venture upon the 6 chances last described are either

equally divided between the bank and the players,

or as is more ccunmonly the case, they are ' put in

prison,' as it is called, and the succeeding trial

determines whether they are to be restored to the
players or gained by the bank. ShoiUd it so happen
that at this tri.ol the ball again f.alls into one of the
two holes (the chance against its occurring is 360
to 1) marked with zeros, then half of the stakes in

prison are t.akcn by the bank, and the remainder
are ' put into the second prison,' and so on. The
tailleurs thus have an advantage over the players
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in the proportion of 19 to 18. Tlie player wlio bets

upon the numbers labours under a similar disad-

vantage, for although the two zero-points do not

afifect him in the same way as the player who stakes

npon one of the other 6 chances, still (supposing

him to bet upon a single number) as the chances

are 37 to 1 against him, he ought to receive 37

times his stake (besides the stake) when he docs

win, whereas he only receives 35 times that amount,

a manifest advantage in favour of the bank in the

proportion of 37 to 35.

ROUND, in Music, a short vocal composition,

generally of a humorous character, in three or more
parts, aU ivritten on the same clef. Each voice

takes up the subject at a certain distance after tlie

first has begun. The second voice begins the first

j)art when the first begins the second part, and the

third takes up the first part when the second begins

the second part, the whole ending together at the

mark of a pause, -^j or a signal agi'ced on.

ROU'NDEL, or ROUNDELLE, was a shield

used by the Kormau soldiers.—The word is also

applied to the semi-circular bastions in early forti-

fication, as introduced by Albert Dlii-er. This
bastion consisted of a semi-circle of masonry about
300 feet in diameter, containing roomy casemates

for the troops, and for artillery and musketry, with
which the ditch and curtains were flanked.

KOU'NDHEADS, a name given by the adherents

of Charles I., during the Enghsh Civil AVar, to the

Piu'itans, or friends of the parliament, who distin-

guished themselves by having their hair closely cut

to the head, while the Cavaliers (q. v.) wore theirs

in long ringlets.

KOUNDLE, or ROUNDLET, in Heraldry, a
general name given to charges of a circular form,

which, in English heraldry, have more special names
indicative of their tinctures. A roundle or is called

a Bezant ; a roundle argent, a Plate ;

a roundle gules, a Torteaux ; a

roundle azure, a Hurt; a roundle

sable, an Ogress or Pellet ; a roundle

purpure, a Golpe : a roundle sanguine,

a Guze; a roundle tenney, an Orange.

In the heraldry of Scotland and of

the Continent, it is, on the other

hand, usual to design all roundles of

metal bezants, and those of colour

torteaux, adding the tincture. Thus the coat

blazoned in England azure three plates, would be

in the Scottish mode of blazon, azm-e three bezants

argent.

ROUND ROBIN, a name given to a protest or

remonstrance signed by a number of persons in a

circular form, so that no one shall be obliged to

head the list. The roimd robin originated in France,

and the name is derived from the words rond,

roimd, and ruban, a ribbon. The officers of the

French government first used the round robin as a

means of making known their grievances ; and the

same method has occasionally been used in the

pubUc and other services of this country.

ROUND TABLE, Knights of the. See

Arthur and Novels.

ROUND TOAVERS. Tall narrow towers

tapering gradually from the base to the smnmit,

and foimd abimdantly in Ireland, and occasionally

in Scotland, are among the earliest and most remark-
able reUcs of the ecclesiastical architecture of the

British islands. They have been the subject of

endless conjecture and speculation among anti-

quaries, who have connected them with pagan times
and pagan rites ; but the controversies regarding
them have to a certain extent been set at rest by
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the investigations of Dr Pctrie ; and there can be
now no doubt that they are the work of Christian
architects, and built for religious purposes. They
seem to have been in all cases attached to the
immediate neighboiirhood of a church or monastery,
and like other early church-towers (an older

invention than bells), they served as sjonbols of

dignity and power—while they were also capable
of being used as strongholds, into which, in times of

danger, the ecclesiastics, and perhaps the inhabitants
of the country around, could retreat with their

valuables. After the introduction of bells, they were
also proliably used as bell-towers. About 113
towers of this description are yet to be seen in

Ireland—20 of which are entire or nearly so ; and
Scotland possesses three similar towers, at Brechin,
Abernethy, and St Eglishay in Orkney. They are

usually capped by a conical roof, and divided into

storeys, sometimes by yet existing floors of masonry,

Eovmd Tower, Devenish, Ireland.

(From Fcrgusson'a Sand-Book of Architecture,)

though oftener the floors have been of wood.
Ladders were the means of communication from
story to story. There is generally a small window
on each story, and four windows immcdiatelj' below
the conical roof. The door is in nearly all cases a

considerable height from the ground. The subjoined

woodcut represents the tower at Devenish, in Ire-

land, which may be considered as a typical example
of the class. It is 82 feet in height, and furnished

with a conical cap. A battlemented crown occa-

sionally supplies the place of the conical roof, and in

one instance the base of the tower is octagonal. Dr
Petrie is inclined to think that a few of these remark-

able structures may be as old as the 6th c. ; but this

gi-eat antiquity has been questioned by later ^^Titers,

particularly Dr Daniel Wilson, who considers it not

borne out by the character of the architectural

details, and would assign them all to a period rang-

ing from the 9th to the 12th centuries. The source

whence this form of tower was derived, and the

cause why it was so long persisted in by the Irish

architects, are points which have not yet been cleared

up. Two round towers, similar to the Irish tj-pe,
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are to be seen in the yet extant plan of the monastery
of St Gall in Switzerlaml, of the first half of the

9th c. ; and, in the Latin description attached to the
plan, they are said to be ad niiwci'sa siipe7'sj>klciula.

The church and towers as rebnilt at that date are

no longer in existence ; but the latter were probably
iutroduced in honour of the founder of the monastery,
who was the leader of a colony of Irish monks, who,
early in the 6th c, carried civilisation and religion

into the fastnesses of the Alps. The form thus
introduced became traditional in West Germany in

the succeeding Romanesque style, where we have it

reproduced with but little moditication at Worms
Cathedral and elsewhere. See Dr George Petrie's

Ecclmiastkal Architecture of Ireland anterior to the

A n[ilo-Norman Invasion (Dublin, 1845); Dr Daniel
Wilson's Prehistoric Annals of Scotland.

ROUP, a Scotch legal term syuonjinoiis with
Auction (q. v.).

ROU'SAY, or ROWSA, one of the Orkney Islands,

between the island of Westray on the north, and
Pomona on the south. It is 4 miles long, 3 miles

broad, is hilly, and covered with heath in the centre,

bvit has a margin of fertile land along the shore.

Vup. (1861) 874.

ROUSSEAU, .Tean Jacques, a French author,

celebrated not less for the singularities of his

character, and the misfortunes of his life, than for

the brilliancy and sentimental enthusiasm of his

writings, was born at Geneva, SSth June 1712. The
family to which he belonged, was of French origin,

but had Ijeen settled for more than a century and a
half in the little republican city, where his father

Isaac Rousseau was a watchmaker. Deprived of his

mother before he was a year old, R.'s infancy was
tenderly cared for by a sister of his father's. At
the age of ten he was ))laeed, along with a cousin,

under the charge of a JNI. Lanibercier, Protestant
pastor of Bossey, near Geneva, with whom he
remained two years. At tifteen, a profession was
chosen for him after considerable deliberation—that

of procureiir ('attorney'), aud he was sent to a M.
Masscron, to acquire a knowledge of engi'ossing, but
that gentleman quickly dismissed him as a hopeless
subject. In 17-5, he "was apprenticed to an engraver
of Geneva, named Abel Ducommun, a harsh aud
violent man. from whose vulgar tyranny the sensitive

and impulsive youth took refuge in flight (1728).

Henceforth, to the end of his harassed and melan-
choly career, he was a wanderer ; resting for .a brief

s])ace in many homes, and making many friends,

but always driven from the former, and robbed (or

thinking himself robbed) of the latter. His tirst

])roteetor was a Madame de Warens, in Savoy, by
whose exertions he was ]>laeed at a charity-school in

Turin. Here, however, he felt himself so miseral)le

that he ran oil', lived ambiguously for some time
' with the wife of a soldier,' but in spite of his

'innocent jtassion ' was very properly kicked out of

doors by the irritated husband on his return ; after

which he became a lackey in the house of the

Countess of Vercelli, where (as stated by himself in

his Confessions) he stole a silk ribbon, aud then

accused a maid of the theft—in consequence of

which both were dismissed. Finally, after certain

v.agabond adventures he returned to his protectress,

but again fell into iixegular courses, whereupon
Madame de Warens conceived the amazing idea of

rescuing the youth (who was now in his 21st year)

from the temptations of vice by becoming his

mistress herself. To preserve .appearances, however,

R. always addressed her as Mainina. In 17.'i6, the

two went to live at Charmettes, near Chainbery.
Here K. fell into a state of hjiioehoudria, aud
went to Moutpellier to place himself uniler medical
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treatment, but on his way thither fell in with a
young lady whose charms quite dissipated all his

morbid delusions. On his return he found that
Madame de Warens had consoled herself during his

absence by another lover, whereupon he betook him-
self to Lyon, and lived as a house-tutor for three
years. Thence he proceeded to Paris in the autumn of
1741—under the eon\'iction that he had made certain
grand improvements in musical notation (of which in

fact he hai'dly knew the elements), and read a paper
on the subject before the Academic des Scie7ices, hat
was told that his ' improvements ' were ' neither new
nor practicable.' However, he managed to live here
in an obscure way until he got the appointment
of secretary to M. de Montaign, French ambassador
at Venice. After a stay of 18 months in the city
of islamls, he returned to Paris, and finding his

superior intolerable, became intimate with Diderot,
Grimm, D'Holbach, and Madame d'Epinay, the last of

whom, in 1756, provided a charming retreat for him
in the vicinity of Paris, called the Hermitage, where
he lived with a young girl of low origin, named
Ther6se le Vasseur, who bore him five chiklren, all of

whom were sent by him to the Foundling Hospital

—perhaps the most scandalous act of his strange life.

R. afterwards married Therese, who seems to have
been a faithful and affectionate creature of small
capacity. The causes of his rupture with the clique

of Parisian philosophers and line women, have
been the subject of envenomed misrepresentation

in France, but from the thorough and accurate

researches of M. Morin (see Essai sur la Vie el

le Caractire de J. J. Roitsseau, Paris, 1851), it turns

out that R. was really the victim of an elaborate

and odious conspiracy on the part of men who
betrayed the confidence that he reposed in them.

The conduct of Grimm was especially shocking.

Driven from the Hermitage iii 1757, he again found

a temporary asylum with the Duke and Duchess of

Luxembourg; but, in 1762, he found it necessary to

retire to Switzerland, and fixed himself at Motiers-

Travers in Neuchatel, where he obtained the pro-

tection of Marshal Keith, then governor of that

Prussian province. The intrigues of his enemies

pursued him even thither, and after certain jialtry

persecutions, lay and clerical, he accepted the offer

of David Hume to visit England, where he arrived

in 1766. Misunderstandings, however, ensued with

the Scotch philosopher, and in the following year

he returned to France, and was installed in the

castle of Trye by the prince of Conti. He did not

remain long there, nor did he enjoy peace. Calum-

nies of the grossest kind were circulated ag.ainst

him, and once more he sought security in precipitate

flight. In 1770, he reappeared m Paris, where he

lived in obscm-ity, but not in tranquility, for eight

years, when M. de Girardin offered him a refuge at

his estate of Ermenonville, near the cai)ital, in the

beginning of 1778, and here the unhappy R. died on

the 2nd July of the same year.

R.'s personal character is a puzzle to moralists.

There is no denying the vices and meannesses which

stained it : these rest on the most unimiieachable

testimony—his own. They are set forth with copious

and melancholy sincerity in his Confessions, and the

very incidents that lead us to condemn him most

severely would never have been known to the world

had he not chosen to reveal them. But he does

not cxculi)ate himself (as many suppose) ; on the

contrary, he covers himself often with bitter aud

sad reproaches. On the whole, we are inclined to

believe that he w.as, at bottom, an honest, warm-
hearted, humane creature—free from guile, but full

of a feminine jealousy, aggravated by long persecu-

tions into a species of msanity ; volatile, but not

faithless; an erring, but withal a lovable mortal.
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His grand defect was in strength of will. 'A
man in convulsions,' says Carlyle, speaking of

K. (Heroes and Hero-worsliip], 'is not strong,

though six men cannot hold him ;

' and all

through his spasmodic life, and the splendid senti-

mentalism of his writings, we are conscious of a

'forcible feebleness,' a want of genuine intellectual

power and insight. His opinions in a philosophical

point of view are valueless ; men of any vigour or

aeuteness care nothing for his notions about the

social contract—influential though they once were

during that period of crazy enthusiasm and sham

speculation, the French Revolution—nor for his

shallow panegyi-ics on the ' Savage State
;

' but when
he paints the emotions of a tender and voluptuous

love, the rose-coloured charm of his genius is iixe-

sistible. The most famous of his productions are

Dkcours sur I'Origine et les Fondements de I'liieijalite

parmi lesHommes (Amst. 1755) ; Julie, ou la Nouvelle

Heloise (1760) ; Du, Contrat Social, ou Principes du
Droit Poliliiiue (Amst. 1762) ; Emile, ott de C Educa-

tion (Amst. 1764) ; and Les Confessions, suivies des

Reveries iFun Promeneur Solitaire (Geneva, 1782

;

posthumous) ; but besides these he wrote a vast

number of miscellaneous essays, letters, and treatises.

His (Euvres Completes have gone through innumer-

able editions.

ROUSSE'TTE. See Kalong.

ROtJSSILLON, formerly a province of France,

was bounded on the N. by Languedoc, on the E.

by the Mediterranean, on the S. by the Pyrenees,

and on the W. by the county of Foix. It now
forms the French department of the Pyrgnees

Orientales. In ancient times the capital was
Euscino, which stood in the vicinity of Perpignan.

ROUT, one of the absurd names given to a

fashionable evening assembly in London towards

the end of the 18th and early part of the 19th cen-

turies. At these entertainments, as many as 2000

to 3000 ladies and gentlemen were invited, and when
the apartments were not sufficiently sjiacious for the

company, temporary rooms were erected in the rear

of the house, and elegantly fitted up. Crowded
assemblies of this kind are now known as ' soirees,'

or ' at homes.' For an amusing account of them, we
refer to Mrs Stone's Chronicles of Fashion, vol. ii.

p. 2G2.

ROTJX. The name of a material used by cooks

to thicken soups and gravies ; it is made either

white or brown. The former is prepared by putting

a quantity of butter into a well-tinned stew-pan, and
dissolving it gently over the fire. It is kept over

the fire until it begins to simmer, when fine flour is

dusted in with a dredge, and carefidly incorjiorated,

the flour being added until it is sufliciently thickened.

It is then poured into a jar, and is ready for use.

The brown is made in the same way, except that it

is kept a longer time over the fire, which gradually

gives it a rich brown colour

ROVE BEETLE, or COCKTAIL {Staphjlinus),

a genus of coleopterous insects, the type of a family,

Slaphylinida:, to very many of which the same
English names are often extended ; belonging to the

section Coleoptera Pentamera, and tribe Brachelijtra,

of which a chief characteristic is the short square

elytra, which leave the greater part of the abdomen
exposed. The abdomen is soft and flexible, and
these insects have a habit of turning up the point of

it, particularly when annoyed, whence the name
Cocktail. They feed on carrion ; their larvae, how-
ever, not unfrequently choose vegetable food, as

young wheat, cutting the stem underground with
their strong mandibles. The bite of some of the

species is apt to cause bad sores. The species are
S5i

Dumeroua. Many of them have a fetid odour; a

Rove Beetle [Staphylinus olens).

a, insect with tail cocked; 6, insect with win^s expandeti

;

c, head, mafjnified to sliew the opened jaws and other p:irt3

of the mouth.— (Copied from Morton's Cyclopwdia oj Agri-
culture)

few have odours resembling those of fruits and
flowers.

ROVERE'DO, a city of Austria, in the Tyrol,

occupies a most beautitiil and picturesque site in the
Lagerthal, on the banks of the Leno, and close to the

left bank of the Adige, 12 miles south of Trient by
railway. R., one of the most flourishing towns in

the Tyrol, is the centre of the silk-trade. It con-

tains GO factories, in which 2300 hands are em-
ployed, and carries on besides some trade in wine
and an active transit-trade. Pop. 12,000. R. was
the scene of a battle between the French and Aus-

trians on the 3d and 4th of September 1796, in

which the latter were defeated.

ROVI'GNO, a trading-to\vu and seaport of Istria,

stands on a rocky promontory which forms a double

harbour 45 miles south of Trieste. The best Istrian

wine is grown in the vicinity, which is also abun-

dantly productive in oil. 30,000 casks of olive oil

are exported annually ; and sliip-biulding, the usual

manufactures to which a seaport gives rise, and the

tunny and sardine fisheries, are the chief branches

of industry. Pop. 13,000.

ROVI'GO, a city of Austrian Italy, stands on the

Adigetto, 38 miles south-west of Venice. It is a

handsome fortified city ; has a cathedral, wliich

contains some fine paintings, and a picture-gallery.

The staple produce of the neighbourhood is grain

and wine. Pop. 9910.

ROVING. See Spinnino.

ROWAN TREE, MOUNTAIN ASH, or

I

Rowan, or Mountain Ash (Pyrus aucuparia).

QUICKEN TREE {Ptjrus aiicuparia ; Sorbui,

i
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aucuparia of many botanists), a tree abundant in

Britain, especially in the Highlands of Scotland, and
in many parts of continental Europe. It does not
attain a great size, has in general a very straight

erect stem, and is distinguished from the other
species of Pyrus (q. v.) by pinnated glabrous leaves,

terminated by a single leaflet, serrated leaflets,

corjTnbs of small flowers, and small globose fruit.

The wood is valued for its compactness. The inner
bark and sapwood have a very peculiar smell. In
the superstitions of the Scottish Highlands, and
also of the Lowlands, a peculiar importance was
assigned to the rowan tree, a mere twig of which
was supposed to have great efficacy in scaring

away eNol spirits. It is very ornamental, espe-

cially when in fruit. The fruit (Bowaii berries) is

sometimes used for preserves. It has much acidity,

and a peculiar bitterness. It is generally red

;

but there is a variety with yellow fruit ; and a
very nearly allied species, P. Americmia, a native

of North America, has purple fruit.

ROWE, Nicholas, a dramatic poet and translator,

the contemporary and friend of Congreve, Addison,

Steele, .and the other wits of the Queen Anne
period, was the son of a serjeant-at-law, and was
born at Little Barford, in Derbyshire, in 1673. He
was educated at Westminster, and studied law in

the Middle Temple ; but inheriting a small com-
petency by the death of his father, he devoted

himself to literature. Between 1700 and 1714, he
produced eight jilays, of which three were long

popular, viz.

—

Tamerlane, 1702; The Fair Peni-

tent, 1703; and Jane Shore, 1714. The character of

Lothario iu the Fair Penitent was the prototype of

Lovelace in Richardson's Clarissa Harlovte, and the

name is still the synonym for an accomplished rake.

E, translated Lucan's Pliursalia, and his translation

was so highly valued, that after his death his widow
received a pension expressly on account of this

service to literature rendered by her husband. He
was also the first editor of Shakspeare, 1709. The
Iiop\ilar talents and engaging manners of R. pro-

cured him many friends, and he was appointed to

several lucrative offices. The Duke of Queensberry

made him his Under-Secretary of State. In 1715, he

succeeded Tate as poet-laureate ; and the same year

he was appointed one of the land-surveyors of the

customs of the port of Loudon ; the Prince of Wales
conferred on hmi the office of Clerk of bis Councd

;

and tlie Lord Chancellor Parker made him Clerk of

the Presentations. He died December 6, 1718, and
was buried in Westminster Abliey.

As a dramatist. P.. is characterised by an easy

and elegant style of diction and versification, but

is destitute of originality, subtlety, or force in the

delineation of ch.aracter or passion. In the con-

struction of his dramas, ' there is not,' as Johnson

remarks, ' much art ;' but there is no extravagance

or gross violation of taste or decorum, and he excels

in scenes of domestic pathos and tenderness.

RO'XP>XJRGH, a county in Scotland, comprising

the districts of Teviotdale and Liddesdale, with part

of Tweeddale, extending in length almut 40 miles,

and in breadth 28 to 30 miles, is bounded on the

E. and S. by Northumberland and Cumlierland ; on

the S.-W. by Dumfriesshire ; on the W. by Selkii-k ;

and on tlie N. by Berwickshire. The jjhysical aspect

of the coimty is varied and picturesque, haying tlie

Cheviot and Lauriston hills bounding a considerable

portion of its borders. The Cheviots do not rise to

any gi-eat height, the highest not exceeding 2000

feet. The herbage is green to the summit, and

affords valuable jiasture to sheep. The interior of

the county is generally composed of good sod ; and

the farms being mostly large, and held by men of

j

capital and skill, it is farmed to the greatest advan-
tage. The chief river is the Tweed, which flows
through the northern districts of the county. The
Teviot runs through the county a distance of 40
miles, and falls into the Tweed at Kelso. There are
several other streams of note, the Allan, the Slitrig,

the Jed, the Gala, &c.

E. possesses art interesting history in connection
with border feuds of former days ; and it has many
magnificent remains of monastic life and institutions,

which, with its many legends and traditional stories,

render it of much interest.

The projirietors are not numerous—the Dukes of

Eoxliurghe and Buccleuch, the ilarquis of Lothian,
the Earl of Minto, and a few others holding a great
proportion of it. The number of occupants in 1857
was 9S3. The area is 670 sq. m., or 428,494 acres,

of which, in 1857, there were under grass and hay,

46,609 ; and imder rotation of crops, 124,479 : of

which there were in wheat, 8558 acres, yielding

25 bushels 3i pecks per acre on the average; in

barley 12,107" acres, 35 bushels 0^ pecks on the
average ; in oats 28,428 acres, 38 bushels 3.^ pecks
on the average ; in beans and peas 1657 acres, 23
bushels 1 1 pecks on the average ; in turnips 23,993
acres, 14 tons 19f cwt. on the average ; in potatoes
1590 acres, 3 tons 7i cwt. on the average. Of live

stock there were, horses 5470. cattle 16,192,
sheep 437,058; total stock, 463,096. The pop.
in 1861 was 54,119; the inhabited houses, 7757.
The parliamentary constituency in 1863 was 1580.

The county town is Jedburgh. (1871—pop. 53,965.)

ROXBURGHE CLUB, a society called after

John, Duke of Roxburghe, the celebrated collector

of ancient literature. On the death of the duke in

1812, his valuable library, rich in the old romauces
of chivalry and early English poetry, was brought
to the hammer, and the large prices realised for

some of the books were unprecedented. As a
specimen, it may be stated that a cojiy of the first

work printed by Caxton in 1471, the Peeinjell of
the Ilistoryes of Troi/e, sold for £1050. The largest

sum, however (and perhaps the greatest ever j)aid

for a single printed volume), was there given by
the Marquis of Blandford (afterwards DiUie of

Marlborough) for the first edition of Boccaccio's

Decameron, which fetched £2260. In commemora-
tion of the interest which the sale of this collection

occasioned among literary antiquaries, the R. C.

was instituted, for the purpose of printing a limited

number of impressions of MSS. and rare works for

the use of its members, to whom they are strictly

limited. The E. C. has in this way issued a series

of 76 very curious and interesting works, which are

only, however, to be found in the collections of the

members, or in a few of the larger public libraries.

On the anniversary (June 12) of tho sale of the
copy of Boccaccio's Decameron above referred to,

the Club holds a sjTn])0sium in London.
The E. 0. may be regarded as the parent of many

literary societies subsequently founded for similar

purposes, among which may be mentioned the

Camden, Percy, Shakspeare, Cheetham, Wharton,
and Snrtees Societies, in England ; the Bannatyne,
Maitland, Abbotsford, and Spalding Clubs, in Scot-

land ; and the Celtic Society in Ireland. The
labours of these bodies in printing MSS. and fugi-

tive black-letter tr.acts have added many important
contributions to British literature.

ROXBURGHIA'CE./i;, a natural order of plants,

belonging to the Dictyogens (q. v.) of Lindley,

twining shrubs with reticidated leathery leaves;

and large, shewy, solitary, fretid flowers ; the

perianth of four divisions, the stamens four, hypo-
gynous, the ovary one-celled, the ovules numerous

;
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the pericarp one-celled, 2-valved, with two clusters

of seeds at the base ; tlie seeds attached to long

cords. The species are very few, natives of the

hotter parts of the East Indies. The stems of

lioxhurghia riridiflora, a native of Chittagong, the

Malayan Islands, &c., are sometimes 100 fathoms

long. The roots are boiled and soaked in lime-

water, to remove their acridity, and are then i)re-

served in syrup, and eaten.

KO'XBXJRY, a city of Massachusetts, U.S.,

2J miles from Boston, built upon hills, and in

hollows, which give it fine building sites and attrac-

tive scenery. Besides numerous elegant residences,

11 churches, schools, 2 banks, and 2 newspapers, it

contains 2S forges, 4 steam-engine and boiler-fac-

tories, 3 cordage-mills, and manufactories of cotton,

wool, carpets, flax-cotton, organs, starch, glue, &c.

Pop. (1S60) 25,137.

ROY, William, major-general in the British

army, was born Jlay 4, 1706, at Milton Head, in

the parish of Carluke, Lanarkshire. His early

history is quite unknown, and the incidents of his

professional career comparatively unimportant, but

his name will always be remembered by succeeding

generations as that of the first of British geodesists.

After the great rebellion in 1745, he was employed in

preparing for government a map of the Highlands,

and tinally of the whole mainland, which, however,

owing to imperfect instruments, and the hurried

nature of the survey, was only, to use R.'s own
words, ' a magnificent military sketch.' K.'s next

important operation was the measuring a base line

(see Ordxance Survev) on Hounslow Heath, of

27,404-J feet, or about 5J- miles, which, though the

first measurement of the kind in Britain which

pretended to accuracy, was executed with such

care, that, on being remeasured after E.'s death,

the difference between the two results was foimd

to be only 2J inches. For this splendid labour,

K. received the Koyal Society's Copley medal.

E.'s labours connected with the survey extended

from July 1787 tdl September 1788, when he re-

turned to London in ill health, which necessitated

his removal to the warmer latitude of Lislion in the

winter of 1789 ; but he returned to London in the

following April, and died there 1st July 1700. In

1707. E. was elected a FeUow of the Eoyal Society,

to whose Transactions he contributed, in 1777, a

paper entitled ' Experiments and Observations made
in Britain, in order to obtain a Eule for Measuring

Heights with the Barometer.' He had also, during

his survey of Scotland, paid particular attention to

the camps and other Roman remains in that coun-

try, and had completed an elaborate work on this

suljject, illustrated by drawings and plans, and by

a copy of his map of the country. This work was
published (1793) by the Society of Autiquaries (of

which R. had been a member), to whom it had been

presented by E.'s executors. E. was also surveyor-

general of the coasts of Cireat Britain.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF BIUSIC, an insti-

tution founded in 1823, by a number of musical

amateurs, headed by the Earl of Westmorclaud, for

the purpose of affording to a certain number of

pupils the opportunity of obtaining a first-rate

musical education, and of enabling those who m.ake

music a pursuit to provide themselves with the

means of honourable livelihood. The Academy is

supported by contributions and annual subscrip-

tions, the subscriber and contributors being divided

into four classes, of whom the first three recommend
and elect the students. The government is in the

hands of a committee and sub-committee of direc-

tors. Of the scholars, some are boarders and some
out-door pupils. The pupils are placed imder the
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tuition of chosen instructors iu every branch of

musical education. The Academy was incorporated
by roy.il charter in 1830. Since its foundation, a
number of its pupils have gone fortli to the world
as musicians of eminence, including among others
Dr Sterndale Bennett, Messrs (J. A. Macfarren,
Blagrove, Brinley Richards, Madame Sainton-Dolby,
Miss Loder, &c. Concerts are given by the pujtiis

of the Eoj'al Academy, to which the jiublio are

admitted.—See Cazalet's History of the lioijal

Academy o/Jlusic (Lond. 1854).

KOYAL ASSENT. See Parllvme.nt.

ROYAL FAMILY. In its more restricted sig-

nification, the royal family of (ireat Britain only
includes the Queen-consort and Queen-dowager, and
the children or other descendants of the sovereign.

In a larger sense, it comprehends all the British

descendants of the royal house, or perhaps, moi-e

properly, as indicated by Blackstone, all who may
by possibility succeed to the throne. With regard
to the position and rights of a Queen-consort and
Queen-dowager, see Queen. The husband of the
Queen-regnant is not as such a member of the royal

family; but the style of Eoyal Highness, and a

precedence next to Her Majesty, were conferred on
the late Prince-consort by statute. The Prince of

Wales (q. v.), or heir-apparent to the throne, and the
Princess of Wales, are distinguished by law from
the rest of the royal family. By the statute 25
Edw. III., to compass the death of the Prince of

Wales, or violate the chastity of the Princess of

Wales, is high treason. The eldest daughter of the
sovereign is styled the Princess Eoyal, and the
violation of her chastity is, by the same statute, high
treason. The heir-presumptive to the throne has no
special rank or precedence as such, as his position

may be altered by the birth of an heir-apparent.

"The younger sons and daughters of the sovereigii

are entitled to a peculiar place in the House of

Lords ; statute 31 Henry VIII. c. 10 enacts that no
person except the king's children shall presume to

sit or have phace at the side of the cloth of estate in

the parliament chamber. A question which arose

under the statute as to the position and precedence

of Edward Duke of York, second sou of Freileric'k

Prince of Wales, and gi'andson of George II., was
referred by the king to the House of Lords, who
decided that, under the description of the king's

children, his grandsons are included, and that the

Duke of York ought to have place next to the Duke
of Cumberland, the king's youngest son, and might
have a seat on the left hand of the cloth of estate.

But when the son and grandson of George II.

became, by the death of that monarch, brother and
uncle of the reigning king, they were considered

bound to vacate their seats at the side of the cloth

of estate.

On a reference made to all the judges by George
I., it was resolved that the education and care of

the king's grandehiklren. when minors, and also

the approval of their marriages, belongs to the king,

even (luring their father's lifetime. This care and
approval has more recently been held to extend to

the heir-presumptive, and it is difficult to say how
far it comprises also the remoter branches of the

royal house. There are frequent instances of the

crown's interposition in the case of nephews and
nieces, and a few in the case of more distant col-

laterals. Questions regarding the marriages of the

royal family are now further regidated by the

Eoyal Marriage Act (q. v.).

On the consolidateii fund are ch.arged £8000 to

Princess Frederick-William of Prussia, £0000 to the

Duchess of Cambridge, £6000 to her daughter the

Grand Duchess of Mecklenburg-Strehtz, £12,000
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to the Duke of Cambridge, and £3000 to the
Princess Mary of Cambridge.

ROYAL GEORGE, a British man-of-war, of lOS
guns, the sudden sinking of which in Portsmouth
harbour with all on board, 29th August 1/82, created
a widespread feehng of sorrow and commiseration.
The R. G. was the principal vessel of Lord Howe's
fleet, and while she was undergomg repairs near the
keel, she was too much heeled over, so that the water
rushing through the port-holes of the depressed
side, speedily filled her, and she sank with all on
board, including the admiral, Kempenfeldt, the
captain, oiBcers, crew, and about 300 women and
children, who happened to be on board at the time
— 1100 in all. Of these, however, 200 were saved;
but a small vessel, which happened to be anchored
near, was drawn into the vortex occasioned by the
R. G.'s descent, and swallowed up ; and other vessels
were also placed in imminent danger. Captain
Waghorn, who escaped, was subsequently tried by
court-martial for negligence and carelessness in

the careening operation, but was acquitted. This
calamitous event has been celebrated iu an elegy
by Cowper. Many of the guns were fished up soon
afterwards, and several schemes were jirojected for

the raising of the ship bodily, but without success,
until, in IS39, the mass was blown to pieces by the
explosion of large metal cases filled with gunpowder.
Most of the valuables which had been in the ship
were brought up, and the brass guns which were
recovered sufficed to defray the cost of the operation.

ROYAL MARRIAGE ACT. Act 12 Geo. IIL
e. 2 enacts that no descendant of the body of Geo.
II.. other than the issue of princesses married into
foreign families, shall be capable of contracting
marriage without the previous consent of the sove-

reign, signified under the Great Seal ; and any mar-
riage contracted without such consent is declared
void. But such descendants, if above the age of 25,

may, after twelve months' notice given to the PriN-y

Council, contract and solemnise marriage without
consent of the crown, unless both Houses of Parlia-

ment shall, before the expiration of the year,

expressly declare their disapproval of such intended
marriage. The penalties of Pr:emunire (q. v.) are
attached to all jiersons who shall solenmise, assist,

or be present at any such marriage. This act was
passed in consequence of the marriage of the Duke
of Gloucester, brother of George III., -n-ith the
Comitcss Dowager of Waldegrave, and of the Duke
of Cumberland with the widow of Colonel Horton
and daughter of Lord Iruham. The marriage of

the late Duke of Sussex iu 1793 to Lady Augusta
Murray, daughter of the Earl of Dunmore, was
declared l>y the Prerogative Court to be a violation

of the Royal Marriage Act, and therefore null and
void, in August 1794 ; and tlie claims of their son,

Sir Augiistus d'Este, were declared invalid by the

House of Lords in 1844. The Royal Marriage Act
is heartdy disapproved liy many as impolitic and
despotic, and as tending to immorality and sc;ui-

dalous conduct, and was not passed without great

resistance iu parliament. But the influence of the
government was then too strong for public opiniini.

ROYAL-JIAST, the fourth mast from the deck,

and usually the highest carried. It is most com-
monly made in one ])iece with the top-gallant-mast.

It carries the royal-yard, which bears a sail called

the 'roy.al.' The ruyal-mast is surmounted by tlie

truck, at which the jiendant or other Hag is dis-

played when necessary.

ROYAL SOCIETY (of London) consists of

a number of persons associated together for tlie

promotion of m.athematical and physical science.

Although the year ICOO may be regarded as the date

of its final establishment, various societies and clubs
having the same objects in view previously existed,
and jiaved the way for its appearance at that special
time. The meetings of one of these Clubs were
held commonly at Gresham College ; and the com-
pany being much increased, 'we were,' to quote
from Wallis, ' about the beginning of the year 16G2,
by his majesty's grace and favour, incorporated by
the name of the Royal Society.' Rules for the
establishment of the new Society were agreed to

;

a regular code of laws drawn up (12th December
1G02), and the Society fairly started. The meetings
were held in Gresham College till the year 1710,
when the Society removed to a house iu Crane
Court, Fleet Street. It startles the scientific

inquii-er of the present day to find that amongst
the early subjects of discussion were the pro-
duction of 'perfect sea-fowl' from barnacle shells;

mquiries regarding ' the fish that turns to the
wind when sus]ieuded by a thread,' &o. In 16G4,
the Charter-book was opened, the leaves of which
are of the finest vellum, with the arms of England
emblazoned on the first page, and those ol the
Society on the next. After copies of the charters
and statutes, comes the autogi-aph portion of the
volume, containing on its first page the signatures of

Charles R., Founder (dated January 9, 1664

—

1665), Ja:«es, Fellow, and George Rupert, Fellow.
The next page is occupied with the signatures of the
foreign ambassadors ; while the third and succeed-
ing pages contain those of the ordinary Fellows.
On the 1st JIarch 1604— 1665, it was ordered at a
meeting of the council 'that the Philosopldcal
Transactions, to be composed by Mr Oldenburg, be
printed the first Monday of every montli, if he have
sufficient matter for it ;' and in conformity with
this order, the first number of the Transactions
appeared on Mond.ay the 6th March. The Trans-
actions contain multitudes of valuable memoirs by
the most eminent men who have appeared since the
foundation of the Society, and form of themselves a
complete record of the progress of science, and of

its contlition at any given epoch. In 1752, an im-
portant change was made in the mode of brmging
out the Transactions. The selection of the papers
deemed fit for publication had tiU that period been
left in the hands of the secretaries. The 47th volume,
which appeared in 1753, was published under the
superintendence of a committee of the council—

a

course which has been continued to the present time.

In 1780 they removed from their secluded residence

in Crane Court to Somerset House, a portion of which
was set ajiart for their use by government ; and
there they remained till 1857, when more commo-
dious rooms were provided for them at Bm'liugtou
House.
About twenty years ago, there was a general

feeling among men of science that admission into the
R. S. w.os too much a matter of personal favour, and
it was resolved in 1848 that every candidate Bh.all

be jiroposed and recommended by a certificate in

writing, signed by sbc or more Fellows, of whom
three at least shall certify their recommendation
from jiersoiial knowledge. At the first meeting
in Mai'cli, the names of all caiuUdates proposed
during the preceding year are announced by the
secretary in aljihabetical order, and the certificates

are su.spended in the meeting-room until the day
of election. From this list the council select by
ballot fifteen names to be recommended to the
Society for election. Each Fellow m.ay alter this

list .as he pleases, but as a m.atter of fact the selected

list is agreed to by the Society, and the election

takes place on the first Thursday in June. This
change h.as proved eminently successfid, and to be
elected a Fellow of the R. S. is now regarded as the
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highest scientific honour that any Englishman can

receive. The average number of candidates has of

late years been more than three times as great as

the number to be selected ; and this year (1865) the

council had the difficult task of selecting the best

15 out of no less than 53 candidates.

Each Fellow receives a copy of all the parts of

the Transactions and Proceedings published since

his election, and has the free use of the library,

containing nearly 50,000 volumes, and very rich in

scientific books and iourn.als. The fee paid by each

Fellow is £10 for admission-money, and an annual
subscription of £4; or the annual payments may be
compounded for by a single payment of £60. The
Society receives an annual grant of £1000.

Three medals are annually offered by the Society

for scientific discoveries ; viz., one Copley medal,
which was first awarded in 17.31 ; and two Koyal
medals, which have been regularly awarded since

1826 ; and in addition to these, the Pi,umford medal,

for discoveries in light and heat, is given whenever
investigations of sufficiently high merit in these

departments come before the notice of the Society.

See \ieWs History of the Eoyal Society, 2 vols. 1848.

ROYAL SOCIETY (of Edinbtogh) was incor-

porated by royal charter in 1783. It owed its

origin to Principal Robertson the historian, who
successfidly laboured to found in Edinburgh a

Society on the model of the Berlin Academy, for

the investigation and discussion of subjects in every

branch of science, erudition, and taste. The Society

was formally constituted at a meeting held in the

College Library on the 23d June 1783, where the

subsequent meetings were held tiU 1810, when the

Society purchased a house in George Street. In
1826, the Society removed to its present apartments,

leased from government, in the Royal Institution

building in Princes Street. The original list of

members included the names of most of the literati

of Scotland. The first president was Henry Duke
of Buccleuch. He was succeeded in 1812 by Sir

James Hall, who, resigning in 1820, was succeeded

by Sir Walter Scott. On the death of Sir Walter
in 1832, Sir Thomas M'Dougall Brisbane was
appointed president; and was succeeded in 1860 by
the Duke of Argyle. In 1861, Sir David Brewster,

K.H., was elected successor to the duke, and now
holds that honourable office.

The meetings of the Society are held on the 1st

and 3d Mondays of every mouth from November to

June. The admission fee of resident Fellows is

£2, 2s., and the anuu.al contribution is £3, Ss., which,

after ten years, is reduced to £2, 2s., and ceases

.after 25 years' membership. The society is also

assisted by an annual grant of £300 voted by
parliament. The papers read before this learned

body are published in its Transactions, of which 23

volumes have been published in quarto. Abstracts

of the papers also appear in its Proceedings, of which
five volimies have appeared in octavo.

The number of ordinary FeUowa in 1865 was 277,

and of honorary 43.

The Society has the disposal of some vahiable
prizes, which .ire bestowed on the authors of the

best communications on scientific and other subjects.

These are the Keith Prize, founded by Alexander
Keith of Dunnott.ar ; the M'Dougall Brisbane Prize,

founded by Sir Thomas M. Brisbane ; and the NeUl
Prize, foimded by Patrick Neill, Esq., LL.D.

EUATA'N, or RATTAN, an island situated in

the Bay of Honduras, in the Caribbean Sea, in

lat. 16° 30' N., long. 86° 30' W. It is 30 miles

long by 9 broad in its widest part ; and its depen-
dencies are Bonacca, Utilla, Helena, B.arbarette,

and Morat. The whole comprise the colony of the

Bay Islands, and were formerly part of the British

dominions, but they were surrendered in 1860 to

the republican government of Honduras.
The islands were discovered by Columbus in his

fourth voyage in 1502, and remained some time in

possession of Spain ; but were taken possession of by
English settlers from Jamaica, and were eventually

annexed to the British dominions, and placed under
the government of the superintendent of Houdiu'as.

The surface of the island is moderately elevated,

the mountains rising to 900 feet, and is well wooded,
but to the westward it consists of grassy plains.

Near the southern extremity are good harbours,

called Port Royal, Coxen's Hole, and others, sur-

rounded with dangerous coral reefs.

The island has a fine climate, with a prolific soil,

that produces all the fruits and vegetables indi-

genous to the tropics. The products find their chief

markets at New Orleans, Belize, and Truxillo ; and
the value of their exjiorts is about £5000 annually,

and imports about £4000.

The popidation, estimated at about 2000 souls,

of whom about 200 are whites, including nearly 100

Spaniards, are principally the emigrants from the

Caymans, and are an athletic race, descended from
English bucaneers by African mothers. They have
erected comfortable habitations, and their principal

employment is fishing, and the cultivation of the

soil. Fine turtle abound around the coast.

R. was the rendezvous of General Walker and
the American FilUbusters (q. v.) in their repeated

attacks and depredations on the states of Central

America.

RUBA'SSE, a mineral much prized for ornamental

uses, is rock crystal, limjiid or slightly amethystine,

fiUed internally with minute brown spangles of

specular iron, which reflect a bright red, e()ual to that

of the most brilliant ruby. The finest K. is found
in Brazil. A very inferior kind occurs in the iron

mines of Nassau- Ussing. The name R. is that used

by lapidaries.—There is an artificial R., made by heat-

ing very pure rock crystal red hot, and repeateiUy

phmging it into a coloured liquid. It thus becomes
full of cracks, which imbibe the colouring matter.

For red, cochineal is used ; for very dark red,

sandal-wood ; for blue, tincture of indigo or litmus
;

for yellow, saffron; for violet-blue, juice of buck-
thorn ; for green, a mixture of tinctui'es of litmus

and saffi'on.

RUBA'TO, Tempo (Ital. stolen time), in Music,

a capricious style of performance in which some
notes are prolonged beyond their legitimate time,

while others are curtailed, the aggregate value of

the bar remaining unaltered. It is a style of per-

formance which is very apt to be abused by inferior

players and singers.

RU'BBLE, a common kind of masonry, in which
the stones are irregular in size and shape. Walls
faced with ashlar are generally packed with rubble

at the back. Rubble is of various kinds, according

to the amount of dressing given to the stones.

Common rubble is buUt with stones left almost as

they come from the quarry. Hammer-dressed
rubble is so called wheu the stones are squared

with the mason's hammer ; coursed rubble, when
the stones are squared and equal in height, &c.

RUBEFACIENTS are external agents employed
in medicine for the purpose of stimulating, and

consequently reddening, the part to which they are

applied. All agents which, after a certain peinod,

act as blisters, may be made to act as rubefacients,

if their time of action is shortened. The mildest

rubefacients are hot poultices, cloths soaked in very

hot water, moderately stimulating hnimeuts— as, for

example, soap-liniment, with various proportions of

,
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liniment of ammonia, or chloroform, &c. Spanish
fly, in the form of Emplaslrnm Califaciens, or warm
plaster, in wliich the active ingredient is blunted by
the free admixture of soap-plaster, resin-plaster, &o.,

is a good form of this class of agents. Capsicum
or Cayerme pepper, in the form of a poultice, is an
excellent rubefacient ; it is much used in the West
Indies, but is seldom employed in this country.

Mustard, in the form Cataplasma Shiapis, or mus-
tard poidtice, and oil of tiu'pentine, are perhaps the
best of the ordinary rubefacients. The former is

apjilied to the soles of the feet and the calves of the
legs in the low stage of tyjihus fever, in apoplexy
and coma, in narcotic poisoninc;, &c. It is also

applied to the chest, with much advantage, in many
cases of pulmonary and cardiac disease, and to the

surface of the abdomen in various affections of the
abdominal viscera. The best method of employing
turpentine is to sprinkle it freely on three or four
folds of clean flannel, wrung out of boiling water.

The sprinkled surface of this pad is placed upon
the skin, and a warm dry towel is laid over the
flannel. Two or three such applications will produce
a jiowerful rubefacient effect. Turpentine thus
applied is serviceable in all the cases mentioned in

the remarks on Mustard, as well as in sore throat,

chronic rheimiatism, neuralgia, &c.

RUBENS, Peter Paul, one of the greatest of

the Flemish painters, was born probably at Siegen,

in Westphalia, in 1577. His parents settled in

Cologne in 157S, where they remained till I5S7,

when R.'s father died, and his mother removed with
her family to Antwerp. He was tirst placed under
Verhaagt, a landscape painter ; however, inclining

more to historical painting, he became a pupil of

Van Noort, but soon quitted his school for that of

Otho Van Veen, or Venius, who then enjoyed a high
reputation ; and after studying four years with that

pamter, went to Italy in 1600. Recommended to

Vincenzo Gonzago, Duke of Mantua, he was sent

on a mission by the duke to Philip III. of Spain, and
on that occasion painted several portraits of Spanish
noblemen. He also spent a considerable time at

Venice and Rome making cojjies for the duke, and
executing independent works, which added largely

to his reputation. In 1608, after an absence of eight

years, R. returned to Antwerp on account of the

illness of his mother, but she died before he had
accomplished the journey. He intended to return to

Mantua, but was induced to remain by the Archduke
Albert, governor of the Netherlands. In 1621, he
visited Paris by invitation of Maria de' Medici ; and
in 162.5, completed the series of sketches for the

pictures destined to adorn the palace of the Luxem-
bourg. R. was sent by the Infanta Isabella, widow
of the Archduke Albert, on a diplomatic mission to

Philip IV. of Spain, m 1028 ; and in the following

year, on a similar mission to Charles I. of England,
by whom he was knit;hted in 1030. R.'3 success as

a political tliplomatist is worth noting, and seems to

indicate a large, solid, and practical nature, such as

painters in general do not possess. He died, very
rich, in 1640. R. is the acknowledged head of the

Flemish school. By the expression of powerful and
energetic action, and strongly marked character

—

by great breadth and brilliant colouring, he success-

fully embodied the tendencies of the age in which
he lived, to pleasures of sense, strong passion, and
stirring action ; and while admitting the coarse-

ness, and almost grnssness of his subjects, especially

where the nude figure is introiluced, we are in a

manner carried away by the spirit of joyousness and
an annual vigour conspicuous in his works, and the

truthful m.inuer in which he viewed nature. His
portraits rauk with the highest efforts in that walk
of art. He painted animals admirably ; and his

landscapes possess great brilliancy and natural effect.

Sir Joshua Reynolds (Journey to Flanders) says :

' Rubens was perhaps the greatest master, in the

mechanical part of the art, that ever exercised a

pencil.' His style has had great influence on the

EngUsh school.

KUBE'OLA. See Measles.

RUBIA'CEj^E, a natural order of exogenous
plants, in which, according to many botanists, the
Chichonaceoe are included as a suborder ; but which,

as restricted by others [Stellalce of Ray, Galiacece of

Lindley), consists entirely of herbaceous plants,

with whorled leaves, angular stems, and numerous
very small flowers ; the calyx superior, with •!, 5,

or 6 lobes, or almost wanting ; the corolla wheel-

shaped, or tubidar, regular, inserted into the calyx,

and with the same number of divisions as the

calyx ; the stamens equal in number with the lobes

of the coroUa ; two styles ; the fruit a dry pericarp

with two cells, and one seed in each cell. There
are between 300 and 400 known species, chiefly

abounding in the northern parts of the northern
hemisphere, and on the mountains of tropical regions.

The most important plant of the order is Madder
(q. v.). To tliis order belong also Bedstraw (q. v.)

and Woodruff (q. v.).

RU'BICON, a stream of Central Italy, falling

into the Adriatic, has obtained a proverbial celebrity

from the well-known story of its passage by Caesar,

who, by crossing this river—which, at the outbreak
of the civil war between him and Pompey, formed
the southern boundary of his province—virtually

declared war against the Repubhc. Hence the

phrase, ' to cross the Rubicon,' has come to mean,
to take an irrevocable step. The modern Luso,

called by the peasants on its banks // Rubicone, has

claims to being the ancient R. ; but arguments pre-

ponderate in favour of the Fiumic'mo.

BUBI'DIUM (sv-m. Rb, eq. 85-4) and CESIUM
(sym. Cs, eq. 123*4) are two alkaline metals, dis-

covered in 1860— 1861, by Bunsen and Kirchhoff,

by means of spectrum analysis. They resemble

potassium more nearly than any other substance,

and their names are derived from I'ubidus, dark
red, and cccsiux, sky-coloured, in consequence of

two red Imes of remarkably low refrangibihty being

present in the spectrum of the former, and two
characteristic blue hues in that of the latter. They
are widely diffused in nature, but always occur in

very small quantities. They have been detected in

many mineral waters, and in certain minerals ; as,

for example, lithia-mica, lepidolite, petohte, and
felspar ; and they have been found in the alkaline

ashes of the beet-root. The best material for the

preparation of R is lepidolite, which will sometimes
yield as much as 0'2 per cent, of the metal, while the

principal source of cesium is the brine of Diirkheim,

in which both these metals were originally found
;

every ton of the water containing about three grains

of chloride of cesium, and rather less than four

grains of chloride of ruliidium. It has, however,

been recently asserted that the mineral Pollux con-

tains no less than 34'07 per cent, of oxide of cesium.

Both metals are so analogous to potassium, that

they cannot be distinguished either from it or from
one another by reagents, or before the blow-pipe.

Like potassium, they form double salts with bi-

chloride of platinum, which are much more insoluble

than the corresjionding potassium salt ; and it is on
this property that the separation of these metals
from potassium is based. It is unnecessary to

enter into any details regarding the compoimds
of these metals. It is worthy of remark that R.
is electro-positive towards potassium, and that

cjesium ia dectro-positive towards R. and potassium,
359
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and is thus the most electro-positive of the known
elements.

We have inclmled the notice of Ciesium with that

of R. in this article, because its recent discovery

prevented it from being considered in its proper

alphabetical place. For" the same reason, we may
here briefly notice another metal. Indium, similarly

discovered durint; the last two years, by Reich and

Richter, in the Freiburg arsenical ores. Its most

striking property, and that which led to its discovery,

is the indigo-lilue line which all its compounds (in

so far as they have been investigated) shew in the

spectroscope. Its eq. is 37, its sp. gr. varies from

7-1 to 7-3
; its colour is between that of tin and

silver; it is exceedingly soft and very ductile ; and

its fusing-point is about that of lead.

RU'BRICS (Lat. rubrica, from niher, red), in

classic use, meant the titles or headings of chapters

in certain law-books, and is derived from the red

colour of the ink in which these titles wei-e MTitten,

in order to distinguish tliem from the text. In me-
dieval and modern use, the name is restricted to the

directions which are found in the service-books of the

church, as to the ordering of the several prayers, and
the ])erformance of the sometimes complicated cere-

mouial by which they were accompanied. The same
name, together with the usage itself, is retained in the

Cluirch of England Prayer-book ; and in all these,

even where the direction has ceased to be printed in

red ink, the name rubric is still retained. Where
red ink is not employed, the rubric is distinguished

from the text by itahcs, or some other variety of

print. In the Catholic Church, a considerable con-

troversy exists as to whether the rubrics of the

missal, the ritual, and the breviary, are to be con-

sidered ])receptive, or only directive— a question

into which it would be out of place to enter. A
similar controversy has existed at various times in

the English Church. The science of rubrics is with

Catholics a special branch of study, the chief avithori-

ties on which are Gavanti, Merati, Cavalieri, and
other more compendious writers.

EUBRTJQUIS, William de, one of the most
distinguished of medieval travellers, was born early

in the 13th c.— probably about 122S. He entered,

while very j'oung, into the Franciscan order, and
being liindered in his favourite scheme of missionary

labour in the Holy Land, he was sent by Lonis IX.
of France into Central Asia, for the purpose of

forming an alliance with Sartsch, the son of Batd
Khan of Kiptchak, a supposed Christian sovereign,

against the infidels who held the Holy Land. Tak-
ing Constantinople as the starting-point, R., with
two companions, also Franciscans, sailed for Soldaia

—now Soujac—near Cherson, made his way across

the steppes between the Dnieper and the Don,
and crossing the latter river, reached, August 2,

1253, the camp of Sartach, who was now discovered

not to be a Christian, and by whom they were sent

forward to his father, Batij. When they reached
the encampment of Batft, on the Volga, near its

mouth, that prince refused to treat with them, and
sent them forward to the Tartar emperor, JIangd
Khan, whom they reached on the 27th December.
At this rude court they remained for several months,
and accompanied it about Easter to Kara-korum,
where they found a few Europeans. Some time after-

wards, R., being charged with ha\'ing spoken of the
emperor as an infidel, although he defended him-
self courageouslj', was compelled to return, but
was treated with a certain degree of rude consider-

ation. Proceeding along the biinks of the Volga,
he penetrated the difficult defiles of the Caucasus,
proceeded through Armenia, Persia, and Asia
Minor, to Syria, arriving at Tripoli iu August

1255, having spent two years and a half in his

eastern travel. As King Louis, by whom the mission

had been accredited, had meanwhile returned to

France, B. requested permission to follow liim, in

order to report the result ; but fortunately for

science, the Franciscan provincial refused to permit

him to leave the East, and directed him to report

iu writing. To this fortunate severity we owe the

interesting and curious accoimt which he drew up,

and of which a lucid summary will be found in

Larcbier's Cyclopaedia, InUivd and Maritime Disco-

very, vol. i. p. 2Gl,and following. Of the later history

of R., the only fact known is, that he was still living

in 1293, wheu Marco Polo was returning from the

East. His narrative is among the most plain and

sober in its tone of all that have come down to us

from the adventurous voyagers of the 13th century.

KU'BUS, a genus of plants of the natural order

Eosacece, suborder PotentUkw, distinguislied by a

5-lobed calyx without bracts, and the fruit formed

by au aggregation of small drupes adhering to each

other ujion a long torus. The fruit is eatable in all,

or almost all, the species, which are very numerous,

and natives chielly of the colder parts of the northern

hemisphere, although some are natives of warm
climates, and are occasionally to be seen in our

hothouses. Some of them are herlis with perennial

' roots, some are shrubs with subligneous—often only

biennial—stems, and they have digitate, pinnate, or

lobed leaves. They cause great ditticidty to bot-

anists, the varieties being extremely numerous,

and the specific distinctions very uncertain. The
R.\SPBEKKY (q. v.) and Beamdle (q. v.) are well-

known fruits. Tlie Cloudeekry (q. v.) also belongs

to this genus. Besides these, and the species most

nearly resembling them, and winch have been de-

scribed along with them, notice may be taken of

E. xpectabiUs, a shrubby species, with leaves of three

leaflets, and fine large dark purple fragrant flowers,

produced singly on long terminal flower-stalks, a

native of the banks of the Columbia River. The
fruit is about the size of a raspberry, dark yellow,

acid, and somewhat astringent, making excellent

tarts.

—

R. saxalilis, sometimes called the Slone

Bramble, is a perennial herbaceous plant, with slen-

der stem, leaves of three leaflets, small greenish-yel-

low flowers, and pleasant fruit of very few rather

large drupes. It is a native of stony places, in

mountainous parts of Britain.—i?. arclieus is a small

herbaceous plant with creeping roots, slender stems

2—6 inches high, each with thi-ee or four leaves,

which have three leaflets ; the flowers large and of

deep rose colour, and a purplish red fruit of exqui-

site flavour. This interesting plant is a very

doulitful native of the Highlands of Scotland, but

is very abundant in Norway and Sweden, Siberia,

and other arctic countries. In Siberia, it is known
by a name signifying Prince-berry. A syrup, a

jcUy, and a wine .are made of it. The fruit is

highly esteemed ; but although the plant grows

very well in our gardens, it seldom bears fruit.

KXJBY, a gem much prized, and only inferior in

value to the diamond, or perhaps also to tlie sap-

phire. It is regarded by mineralogists not as a

distinct species, but as a mere red-coloured variety

of Sapphire (q. v.) or of Spinel. The Balas II.

is rose-red. The Almandine R. is tinged with

violet or brown. The finest red rubies are generally

known as oriental rubies, and are indeed brought

from the East, chiefly from Ceylon and the Burman
empu-e. The best generally come from the neigh-

bourliood of Syriam, in Pegu. In Ceylon, rubies are

found in remarkable abundance in alluvial deposits,

wliich have been searched for them for ages, whilst

the natives seem never to have thought of digging
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in the rock of the mountains ; but Dr Cxygax found
innumerable small rubies, in a state of decompo-
sition, falling to powder, in a stratum of gray
granite with iron pyrites and molybdena ; and Sir
James E. Teunent thinks that mines might be
opened with confidence of success. Sir Alexander
Burnes describes a ruby-mine at Badakshan, in
Bactria, Tavernier states that the throne of the
Great Jlogul was adorned with lUS rubies, of from
100 to 200 carats each. The king of Arracan is said
to have possessed a R., in the i'orm of a six-sided
prism, about an inch in diameter, terminated by a
six-sided pyramid. But the greatest R. ever heard
of was that possessed by the king of Ceylon, which,
according to Marco Polo, was a span in length, as
thick as a man's arm, and without a flaw. Kublai
Khan sent an ambassador to demand this R., offering
the value of a city as its price ; but the C'eylonese
monarch refused to sell it. What has become of it

is not know^l.

RUCKERT, Fp.iEDP.icir, one of the most pleasing
lyric poets of Germany, was born May IG, 17S9,
at Schweinfurt, received his education at the gym-
nasium of his native town, and studied at Jena
University. In 1S26, he was nominated Professor
of (Triental Languages at Erlangen ; went in 1S40 to
Berlin, as i)rofessor and privy councillor, but
resigned that position in 1849, and has ever since
liveil on his estate of Neuses in Cobiirg. R. began
his literary career under the jiseudonym of Frei-
mund Raimar with his Deutsche Gedkhte (German
Poems, Ht'idelb. 1S14) ; and NaprAeon, elite poUlische
Komiidie in drei Stiicken (Napoleon, a PoHtical
Comedy in three Parts, Stuttg. 1816). Under his
own name he has published : Kraiiz der Zeit (A
Wreath of the Time, Stuttg. 1817); Oesllkhe liosm
(Eastern Roses, Leip. 1S22) ; Gesammelte Gedichle
(Collected Poems, 6 vols., Erl. 1834—1S38). As
fruits of his oriental studies are to be considered his

translations of Hariri's Hakamen, under the title

Die Verwandelunrjen des Abu-Seid (The Trans-
formations of Abu-Seid, 2 vols. Stuttg. 1826) ; of

the Indian tale, Nal und Deiruijanii (Frank. 1828)

;

Hamasa, oder die Aelleste ArahiscJu; Volksliedcr

(Hamasa, or the oldest Arabic Ballads, 2 vols. Stuttg.

1846), and Amrilkais dir Dichter und Kiiiiir/

(Amrilkais, the Poet and the King, Stuttg. 1847).

Original poems of R., also relating to the East,

are : Monjcnland. Sagen und Gcschichten (Eastern
Tales and Stories, 2 vols. Stuttg. 1837); £rhaii-

liehes vnd Bi frhmdiches aus dem Morrjenldnd (2

vols. Berl. 1837) ; I'ostem und Su/irab (Erl. 1838)

;

Brahmansche Erzdidungen (Urahmanio Tales, Leip.

1839); Die Weisheit des Bralaiumcn, ein Lehrrjedkht

in Brucltstiicken (The Wisdom of the Brahman, a
Did.i,ctic Poem in Fragments, G vols. Leip. 1836

—

1839) ; Lcben Jesu (The Life of Jesus, Stuttg. and
Tub. 1839). The titles of his dramas are : Saul
und Dai'id (Erl. 1843) ; Herodcs der Grosse (2 vols.

Stuttg. 1844) ; Kai.ifr Heinrich I V. (2 vols. Frank.
1S45) ; Crislofero Colombo (2 vols. Frank. 184.5). R.

is one of the most learned, versatile, and sprightly

lyrists of modern times. He has tried all sorts of

metres, the Greek hondecasyllabie, the old Norse
alliterative verse, the old (ierman couplet, the

^'ib(_lun;feti strophe, the popular ballad, the delicate

yet stately measure of the eastern gazelle (sonnets),

and every kind of European quatrains, distiches,

&c. ; and he has succeeded in all. Perhaps his

fancy and wit are more remarkable than his depth
of lyric feeling, yet the simple pathos of such
jiieces as the Aus der Jugeiuheit could hardly be

surpassed.

EUDD. See Red-eye.

KUDDER, in a ship or boat, is that part of the

steering apparatus which is in immediate contact
with the water, it is shaped as at A (tig. 1), hung

Fig. 1.

Fig 2.

A, biace; B, pintle.

>--D'

to the stern-post by pintle and brace hinges (fig. 2),

and the upper end passing into the vessel, is acted
on by the tiUer. So long
as the rudder, AB (fig. 3),

is in a straight hue with
the keel, the water which
glides past the vessel acts

equally on both sides, pro-

ducing equilibrium ; but if

the rudder be turned, as
ABj it will be relieved from
the jiressure on the side

DC, while that on the side

DE will act with greater
force, and cause the ship to

revolve round the centre of

gravity, G. When the he.ad

has turned sufficiently, as to

D,' the rudder is again ]>ut in

line with the keel, see Helm.

-r-.

Fig. 3.

RUDDIMAN, Tuo^LA.s, the greatest of Scottish

grammarians, was born in Banffshire, at a place

called Raggel, in the parish of BojTidie, October
1674. He received the rudiments of his classical

education at the parish school, where he already
gave promise of his future proficiency. At 16 years
of age, he went to King's College, Aberdeen,
where he took his degree of M.A. four years later.

On leaving the university, he was engaged as tutor

in a private family, in which capacity he remained
a year, and thereafter became parish schoolmaster

of Laurencekirk. Here he accidentally made the

acquaintance of the celebrated physician and
Latinist, Dr Archibald Pitcairne, who was so

im])ressed with R.'s learning and sagacity, that

he exerted his influence, and succeeded in getting

him appointed assistant-keeper of the Advocates
Library, Edinburgh. His newofEce gave him ample
opportunity for jirosecuting his favourite studies,

but the remuneration was so small, that, in 1707,

he was comjielled to commence business as au
auctioneer. It was at this time that he began his

career as an etlitor by publishing an edition of Volu-

senus's (Florence Wilson's) Dialogue on the l^ron-

quillily of the Mind, to which he prefixed a life of

the author. In 1709, he published Arthur .loliu-

ston's Poetical Parcjihrase of the Song of Solomon,

and the same author's Canlica—both in Latin. In
1714 appeared his well-known work—by which his

name will always be honourably perpetuated among
Scotchmen

—

Iludiments of tlie Latin Tongue, a
text-book from which, under a great variety of

forms, his countrymen still continue to be initiated

into classical literature. In 1715, he published his

great edition of Buchanan's works (2 vols, folio)
;

and in that year, exchanged the calling of an auc-
tioneer for the more congenial one of printer. In

this capacity he was assisted by his brother, who
became his p.irtuer, and had been originally bred

3G1
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to the business. Some years afterwards, he was
appoiuted printer to the university of Edinburgh.
In 1725, he published tlie first part of liis great

grammatical work, his Grammaticce Latince Insti-

tuUones, which is devoted to the Etymology of the

language; and in 1732, the second part, which
treats of the Syntax. His philological reputation

rests mainly on this work, which has been re-edited

in Germany by Stallbaum, and is repeatedly referred

to in the Latin Lexicon of Freund. He also pre-

pared an elaborate treatise on Prosody, of which,

however, he published only an abridgment. His
next appointment was that of principal keeper of

the Advocates' Library. In this capacity he pub-
lished a maf^niHcent edition of Anderson's Diplo-

mata et A'lnni.imirta Scvthe (1 vol. foho), and pre-

fixed a learned iutnxluction in Latin. Controversy

with men such as Benson, who contrasted the Latin

verse of Johnston unfavourably with that of

Buchanan, and with Logan on the hereditary right

of the kings of Scotland to the crown, consumed a

great part of his time, but did not so pre-occupy
his thoughts as to prevent him from publishing, in

1751, an edition of Livy in 4 vols. 12mo, a gem of

tyjiography, and still known as the ' immacidate

'

edition, from its entire exemption from errors of

the press. K. died in Edinburgh, January 19, 1757, in

his S3d year. In politics, he was, like his friend Pit-

cairne, an ardent Tory and Jacobite ; and in private

life, a most upright and estimable man. Besides
the publications already noted, he edited the trans-

lation of Virgil's jEneid by Bishop Gawain Douglas,

and appended a very valuable glossary (folio, 1710).

He also founded the Caledonian Mercury news-
paper, and published or edited a multitude of minor
tracts and books. His life has been written by
George Chalmers, the antiquary (1 vol. 8vo, 1794).

RtT'DENTURE, the moulding, in form like a
rope or statT, filling the flutings of columns, usually

one-third of the height. It is sometimes plain, and
sometimes ornamentaL

RU'DESHEIM, a small to^vn of Gei-many, in

Nassau, on the right bank of the Rhine, opposite
Bingen, and 16 miles west-south-west of Mainz. In
the Wcinity is grown one of the most aromatic and
fiery of the Rhine-wines (q.v.) called the Hiidesheimer;
about 650 casks are produced yearly. Pop. 2500.

RUDOLF, or RODOLF, of Hapsburg, the founder
of the imperial dynasty of Austria, which for a
time was that of Germany, was born in 1218, and
was the son of Albert Coimt of Hapsburg and Hed-
wig of Kybnrg-Ziiringen. R. early exhil)ited great
personal daring and military skill, and acquired
celebrity in his native canton of Aargau for the
prowess and ability with, which he repulsed the
many bands of banditti who iufested the district.

The death, in 1264, of his uncle, Hartmami of

Kyburg, to whose rich heritage he succeeded, raised

him from the condition of a poor noble to the rank
of .an influential lord of extended territories, which
included the greater part of Aargau, and various
domains in the cantons of Bern, Lucerne, Zug, and
Ziirich. The able manner in which he governed
these dominions, and exercised the fimctions of Pro-
tector of the Waldstiitter or Forest Cantons, attracted

the notice of some of the great electoral princes of

Germany ; and on the death of the Emperor Albert
in 1273, R. was elected his successor, chiefly through
the instrumentality of his powerful friend, the
Archbishop of Mainz. The r.atification by Pope
Gregory XI. of R.'s title was obtained at the cost

of various concessions, as, for instance, the renun-
ciation of aU jurisdiction in Rome, and of all feudal

superiority over Spoletoand the Marches of Ancoua
;

together with the cession of all right on the part of
262

the emperor and his successors to interfere in eccle-

siastical elections, or in the internal administration
and management of the German Church. By this

agreement, the feuds were appeased which had
existed for nearly 200 years between the empire and
the see of Rome, and R. was able to turn his atten-

tion to the settlement of the internal disturbances
of Germany. His chief enemy was Ottocar. king of

Bohemia, under whom he had once served against
the Prussians and Hungarians, and who now
refused to do homage to him. Fortune, however,
favoured R. in the war with the Bohemian king,

who, after a first defeat, again rose in arms agaiust

the empii-e, but was ultimately defeated and killed

in battle (1278), when the emperor seized all the
Austrian territories which Ottocar had possessed.

Wenceslaus, the son of the slain king, having lost

no time in tendering homage for the kingdoms
of Bohemia and Moravia, the cause of the war
was at an end, and peace being restored, R.
thenceforth devoted himself to the organis.ation of

the st.ate. His great merit was in breaking the

arbitrary power of the nobles, by compelling them
to demolish the fortresses and strongholds, by
means of which they carried on phmdering expedi-
tions against one another, and defended themselves
from the power of the law ; and we are told that in

one year he condemned to death 30 refractory nobles,

who had long disturbed the public peace, and r.azed

to the ground double that number of strongholds.

He also granted ch.arters to many trading towns
and municipalities, and thus gave considerable
impetus to trade. The policy of his rule generally
was indeed so greatly to favour the burgher and
working classes, and to repress the tyranny of the

powerfiJ nobles, that his reign presented in this

resjiect a favoiu-able contrast to those of his prede-

cessors, and the respect in which he was held
by all ranks, bears the strongest testimony to his

admirable quahties as a ruler. R. died in 1291,

and was succeeded in Austria by his son, Albert
I., Duke of Austria. See Schonhuth'a Geschichte

Hudolf's von Habshurg (2 vols. Leips. 1843— 1844).

RUDOLF or RODOLF II., eldest son of the
Emperor Maximilian II. of Germany, was born in

1552, and educated at the Spanish court by the
Jesuits. On the death of his father in 1576, he
succeeded to the imperial crown, after having, during
the Ufetime of his father, been proclaimed king of

the Romans. This first reigning namesake of the
gTcat progenitor of the Austrian dynasty did not
add to the dignity or greatness of the Hapsburg
family ; and the whole of his reign of 36 yeai-s was
marked by persecutions and intolerance on his side,

and by discontent and even insurrection on that of

his subjects. His bigotry and intolerance in forbid-

ding Protestants the free exercise of their reliofion,

led them to ally themselves with their co-religiouists

in the Low Lands and in France (16U8), and by
implicating the empire in foreign w'ars, augmented
taxation, and increased the monetary difhcidties

of the state. R., who was gloomy, taciturn, and
bigoted, had not the qualities necessary to seciire

the good-will of those around liim, and he died,

unregretted by his subjects, 20th January 1612,

leaving no issue, and bequeathiug to his Ijrother

Matthias, who succeeded him, an imijoverished and
distracted state. R.'s taste for astrology and the
occult sciences, and his anxious desire to discover
the philosopher's stone, led him to extend his

patronage to Kepler and Tycho Brahe, whose
study of astronomy was thought specially to quahfy
them for that much-coveted discovery ; and the
p.atronage which R. extended to the Danish dis-

coverer, when the latter was obliged to leave his

own country, through the jealousy of his brother-
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nobles, has proved one ot the few claims possessed

by E. to the grateful remembrance of late times.

The important astronomical calculations begun by
Tycho, and continued by Kepler, which are known
as Tlie Rudolphine Tables, derive their name from
this emperor, who originally undertook, but subse-

quently failed, for want of means, to defray the

expenses incidental to the undertaking. See Kurz's
Gtschichte Oestreichs unter Kaiser Ji. (Linz. 1S21).

RU'DOLSTADT, the chief town of the princi-

pality of Sohwarzburg-Rudolstadt, is charmingly
situated in a hill-girt valley, on the left bank of the
Saale, 18 miles south of Weimar. Pop. 5200.

RUDRA is, in Vedic Mythology, a collective

name of the gods of the tempest, or Maruta, Eudra
(in the singular) being the name of their father.

(See John Muir's CoiUribtttwns to a KnoioUdge of tlie

Vedic Theoijoiuj and Mijtholopy, in the Journal of
Uie Royal Amitic Society, new series, vol. i. part 4,

London, 1864.) In later and Puranio mythology
(see Hindu Religion and Purana), Rudra (the

terrible) is a name of S'iva, and the Rudras are his

ofl'spring. ' From Brahma's forehead,' the Vishn'u-

Purdit'a relates, ' darkened with angry frowns, sprang
Rudra, radiant as the noontide sun, fierce and of

vast bulk, and of a figure which was half male, half

female. " Separate yourself," BrahmS, said to him,
and ha\'ing so spoken, disappeared : obedient to

which command, Rudra became twofold, disjoining

his male ami female natures. This male being he
again divided into eleven persons, of whom some
were agreeable, some hideous, some fierce, some mild

;

and he multiplied his female nature manifold, of

complexions black or white.' See Wilson's y'ishn'u-

Piirdn'a.—The word rudra apparently comes from
the Sanscrit ntd, weep ; but as the sense of this

radical does not jneld any satisfactory clue to the

meaning of the deity called Rudra, the Purdn'as
invented a legend, according to which Piudra received

this name from Brahma, because, when a youth, he
ran about crying aloud ; and when asked by Brahma
wliy he wept, replied that he wanted a name.
'Rudra be thy name,' rejoined Brahmil : 'be com-
posed ; desist from tears.' In this legendary ety-

mology there is, moreover, a punning on the similarity

between )•»(/, cry, and dru, run—an illustration of one
of the sources whence the later mythology of India

derived some of its boundless stock of absurd myths.

RUE [Ituta), a genus of plants, of the natural

order liutacece, having a short 4—5-parted calyx,

4 or 5 concave petals, affixed by a claw, 8 or 10

stamens, and a 4r—5-lobed germen, with 8 or 10 nec-

tariferous pores at the base. The species are natives

of the south of Europe, the north of Africa, the

Canary Isles, and the temperate parts of Asia.

They are half shrubby ; and have alternate, stalked,

repe.itedly pinnate leaves with translucent dots, the

flowers small, and in terminal corymbs. Common
R., or Garden R. (R. ip-avcolens), grows in sunny
stony places in the countries near the Mediterranean.

It has greenish-yellow flowers, and glaucous ever-

green leaves with small oblong leaflets, the terminal

leaflets obovate. It is not a native of Britain, but

is frequently cidtivated in gardens. It was formerly

called Herb of Grace (see Hamlet, act iv. scene 5),

because it was used for sprinkling the people with

holy water. It was in great repute among the

ancients, having been hung aliout the neck as an

auudet ag.iinst' witchcraft in the timo of Aristotle.

It is the Pcijanoii of Hippocrates. R. is still em-

ployed in medicine as a jiowerful stimulant, but

the leaves must be used fresh, as they lose their

virtues by drying. The smell of R., when fresh, is

very strong, anil to many very disaijrecable ; yet

the Romans used it much for flavouring food, and

it is still so used in some parts of Europe. The
leaves chopped small are also eaten with bread
and butter as a stomachic, but they must be used

Common Rue (Euta, gravcolen^).

sparingly, as they are acrid enough to blister the

skin if much handled, and in large doses act as a

narcotic poison. All their properties dejiend on an
acrid volatile oil, which is itself used for making
Syrup of Rue, eight or ten drops of oil to a pint of

syrup ; and this, in doses of a teaspoonful or two, is

found a useful medicine in flatulent colic of chiklren.

The expressed juice of R, mixed with water, and
employed as a wash, promotes the growth of the

hair.—Some of the species found in the north of

India resemble Common R. in their properties, and
are used for the same purposes.

RUFF (Machetes puguax), the only known species

of its genus, is a bird of the family Scolopacidce,

and like snipes and many others of the family, an
inhabitant of marshy places. It is found in most
of the northern parts of the world, migrating south-

wards in autumn, and northwards in spring. It is

Ruff and Reeve [Machetes pugnax).

found in England and in Ireland, but not in Scot-

land, prolialily because there are few localities iu

that country suitable to it. In size, the U. is

considerably Larger than a snipe, and is about a

foot in entire length, from the point of tlie bill to

the tip of the tail. The tail is short and pointed.

The wings are long and pointed. The legs are

lon<' and slender, tile tibia naked for some distance

above the tarsal joint. The bill is straight, rather
363
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slender, as long as tlie head. The neck of the

male is surrounded, in the breeding season, with a

ruff of numerous long feathers, whence jiroliably

the English name. The males are remarkable for

diversity of colours, no two specimens being ever

simdar ; but asli-brown prevails, spotted or mottled
with black ; the head, ruif, and shoulders are black,

glossed with purple, and variously barred with
chestnut. The female (the Reeve) is mostly ash-

brown, with si>ots of dark-brown, much more uniform

in colour tlian the male. Their nest is usually

situated on a tussock in a moist, swampy place, and
is formed of the coarse grass which surrounds it.

The eggs are four in number. The R. is taken
for the table in spring, but the young birds taken
in autumn are very preferable. They are often

fattened after being taken, and are fed on bread
and milk with bruised hemp-seed. After being

fattened, they are sent to market. They feed

readily when cpiite newly caught, and fight

desperately for their food, unless supplied in

separate dishes, which is therefore the regular

practice of the feeders, who find it also advantageous
to keep them in darkened apartments. The R. is

gradually becoming scarcer in England, owing to

the destruction of its favourite haiujts, the fens, by
drainage.

RUFFE, or POPE (Acerina cernua], a very
pretty little tish of the Perch family {Peiridce),

abundant in the lakes, slow rivers, and ditclies of

many parts of the middle of Europe and of

Ruifo or Pope {Accrina cernua).

England. It is not found in Scotland. It is never
more than five or six inches long. In shape, it

resembles the common perch, but has only a single
dorsal fin. The R, is highly esteemed for the table.

It is very easily caught, a small red worm being
used as bait.

RUFFLE is a low vibrating sound, less loud than
a roll, produced by drummers. It is used as a com-
pliment to general officers and at military funerals.

RU'GBY, a market-to\vn of England, in the
county of Warwick, and 15 miles north-east of

the town of that name, is pleasantly situated on a
rising ground on the left bank of the Avon, and is

reached by five different railways. It derives its

importance and celebrity wholly from its grammar-
school, foimded by Lawrence Sheriff, a London
shopkeeper, in 15G7. The buildings of the school,

consisting of a fine Elizabethan quadi'angle, with
cloisters, and an elegant detached chapel, are of
brick, with stone-work round tlie windows and at
the angles and cornices. The chapel contains
among other monuments of head-masters, that of
the late Dr Arnold. In 1S65, the school was
attended by 500 pupils. The endo\vment of the
school produces about £5000 a year, and it offers

20 exhibitions of values varying from £40 to £80
a year, and tenable for four years. A park of
eleven acres is set aside for foot-ball, cricket, and
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other games. The railways and the school give rise to

almost all the trade of the town. Pop. (1861) 7818.

RU'GELEY, a market-town in the county of

Stafford, on the right bank of the Trent. There
are iron-works in the town, and colheries in the
vicinity. Pop. (1801) 4362.

RU'GEN, the largest of the islands of Germany,
belongs to Prussia, and lies in the Baltic, off the
coast of Pomerania. Greatest length, 33 miles

;

greatest breadth, 28 miles ; area, 423 sq. miles.

Pop. 45,000. It is separated from the mainland,

with which at one time it was probably connected,
by a strait, about a mile in width. The island

is so deeply indented on all sides by the sea, that

it seems to be formed of sever.al narrow tongues of

land attached to each other, and to which the name
of peninsulas has been given. On the peninsula of

Jasmund is the precipitous cliff called the Stubben-
kammer, the highest point of which (420 feet)

is called the King's Seat, because Charles XII.
witnessed from this spot a sea-fight betweeu the

Swedes and Danes, August S, 1715. From this

peak, a flight of 600 steps, cut in the rock, leads to

the beach below. In the vicinity is Hertha Lake,
believed to be the jilace where, according to Tacitus,

the goddess Hertha (Earth) was worshipped. The
soil of the island is productive, cattle are reared,

and the fisheries around the island are carried on
with profit. The scenery of R., which is every-

where pleasing, and is frequently grotesque and
romantic, together with the facilities for sea-bathing,

attract numerous visitors. Chief towni, Bergen, in the

middle of the island, with (1862) 3647 inhabitants.

RUHNKEN, DA^^D, born 2d January 1723 at

Stolpe, in Pomerania, received his academical
education first at the Kijnigsberg gymnasium,
where he distinguished himself not only in classical

learning, but even in music and drawing, and
afterwards at Wittenberg University, where he
spent two years in the assiduous study of ancient

literature, history, and jurisprudence. He gradu-

,ated 1743 ; after which he went to Leyden, where
for si.>c years he prosecuted his classical studies

under the guidance of Hemsterhuis, and bestowed
]iarticular attention on the Greek writers, nearly

all of whom he read. He devised a new edition

of Plato, collected the scholia of that author,

and published an excellent edition of Tini.T-nis's

Lexicon Vocum Platomcarinn(L<eyt\., 1754; re-edited

in a much improved form, 1789). He went in 1755
to Paris, where, for a whole year, he examined the
MSS. of the Royal Library and of the Library of

St Germain. Hemsterhuis then got him appointed

as lector (reader) in the university of Leyden, in

which ca]iacity he was the assistant and colleague

of his great master. In Octoljer 1757, he intro-

duced his series of lectures by a discourse, De Grceeia

Artium et Doctrinarum Inventrke (Leyd. 1757). For
four years he cUscharged the duties of his office with
a skill and success that raised him in public esteem,

as one of the most learned men in Holland. In

1761, he succeeded Oudendorp in the chair of Elo-

quence and History. In 1767, he lost his friend

and master Hemsterhuis ; and in his capacity as

rector of the university, delivered a splendid triliute

to the deceased in his Ehrjiuni Tiherli Hemsterliuail

(Leyd. 1768). In 1774, he succeeded Gronovius as

librarian to the iiniversity, which he enriched with

a nniltitude of valuable l:)ooks and MSS. He died

14th May 1798, and in gi-atitude to his memory, the

city of Leyden purchased his great librarj', and gave

his widow an annuity of 500 florins.

R. will long lie remembered as one of the best

scholars and critics of the ISth century. His fine

taste and sagacity, aided by an astonishing memory
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and vast learning, enabled him to illustrate the

authors of antiquity with n-onderfnl success. He
was also a brilliant pnclector, for which he was no
doubt indebted to the extreme lucidity and grace of

his Latin style. A list of his works would occupy
much space. In addition to those already noted,

we may mention his edition of vol. ii. of Alberti's

Hesychius ; his edition of Eutilius Lupus ; of Vel-

leius Paterculus ; of iluretus. &c. He contributed

to the editions of the classics by other scholars, such

as Ernesti and Schweiglauser^ and thereby accumu-
lated a vast amount of valuable material in the

shape of con-cspondence and miscellanea. His life

has been written by his famous pupil ^V'j-ttenbach

(LeycL 1799; new and improved edition, Leips. 18-2,

and Frieberg 1S46).

RUHR, a river of Prassia, an affluent of the
Rhine, rises about a mile from Winterberg, in the

east of Westphalia, and flowing in a west-north-west
direction, enters the plain of the Rhine at iluhlheim,

and joins the great river at Ruhrort, two miles

north-west of Duisburg. Entii'e length 143 miles.

RU'HRORT, a small town of Rhenish Prussia, on
the right bank of the P>hine, G3 miles north-east of

Aix-la-Chapelle by railway. It has the best harbour
on the Lower Rhine, possesses many large ship-buihl-

ing docks, is the seat of an immense coal-trade with
Holland—the coal being derived from large beds of

the mineral on the banks of the Ruhr—and carries on
a large carrying-trade in corn, timber, and wool, and in

miscellaneous articles. A large fleet of steamers, with
passengers and traffic, ply from R. up to Strasburg,

and down to Holland. A railway crosses the Rhine
here, and passengers and goods are carried across

the river in the carriages, and -without being put to

the trouble of shifting their seats, by means of a

large steamer, the deck of which is fitted with rails.

On each side of the river is a tower, 120 feet high,

connected with the railway, and fiu'nished with a
powerfiil engine, by means of which the railway

carriages are lowered to the water on one side, and
hited to the railway on the other. Pop. (1802) 01 90.

'RULE BRITANNIA,' one of the nation.al

anthems of Great Britain, which has been descrilied

by tjouthey as ' the ])olitical liynm of this country
as long as she maintains her poUtical power.' Its

original appearance was in a masque entitled A Ifred,

the words by James Thomson the poet, and David
Mallet, and the music by Dr Arne, which was
performed for the lirst time on August 1, 17-10,

before Frederick, Prince of Wales, at his residence

at Cliefden. The words of the ode are believed to

be the composition of Mallet. Alfred was altered

by Mallet in 1751, when three stanzas of Hide
Britannia were omitted, and three others, by Lord
Eolingbroke, substituted for them ; but it is the ode

in its original form that has taken root.

RULE NISI, in the English and Irish courts of

law, is a technical term denoting the first step in an
interlocutory application to the coiu't, such as an
application for a new trial. The usual course is for

the party who takes the initiative to move, a: parte.

for a nde nisi, i. e., an order of the court that some-
thing shall be done, unless the opposite party, within
a certain time, usually three or six days, shew cause,

i. e., some good reason why the thing proposed
shoidd not be done. When the party obtains a
rule nisi, he sends a copy of it to the other party,
who must then, at the time appointed, shew cause,

and if the cause is deemed sufficient, the rule is

discharged, i. e., the application is refused ; if the
cause is insufficient, the rule is made absolute, i. e.,

the opposite party is bound to do the thing asked,
otherwise he will be liable to some disadvantage or
sometimes to imprisonment, according to the nature
of the subject matter.

RULE OF FAITH, the name given in polemical
theology to what is regarded as the code from
which the faith of Christians is to be drawn. Oua
of the most vital of modem religious controversies

is that which turns upon the question : What is the
Christian ride of faith ? We can but midertake to
state the conflicting views. The Reformers, as a
body, laid it down as a first principle, that the Word
of God alone, by which they meant the written
word, or the Scriptures, could safely be accepted as
a rule of faith. If the Fathers could be received at
all, it is only in the light of witnesses, and fallible

witnesses, to the ancient inteqiretation of the
Scriptures. This doctrine appears to be much
modified m the English Church of the Laudian
period, and by the successors of that school, the
modern Tractariaus, who admit the ' consent ' of
the Fathers as an authoritative interpretation of the
Scriptures. Roman Catholics, on the contrary, while
they admit that God's word alone is the rule of
faith, yet contend that the Scriptures are not to be
considered as the only depository of God's word.
JIuch of our Lord's teaching to his apostles was not
committed to writing in these authentic Scriptm-cs

;

and as the teaching of Christ, wherever found, is

God's word, even as much as what is ^viitten in the
Scriptures, they hold that if it be possible to find
such teaching elsewhere than in the Bible, the
teaching so found is to be held as part of the rule
of faith. Now they hold that the traditions of the
church, contained in the writings of the Fathers,
the decrees of councils, the decretals of popes, are
a depository of Christ's teaching, less accessible, it

is true, but when unanimous, not less certain thau
the Scripture itself ; and of this certainty of such
imanimous interpretation, they regard the church
as at all times the authoritative expositor.

Protestants acknowledge the authority of the
oral teachmg of Christ himself, and of his apostles,
or others speaking by inspiration ; but in respect of
the want of any authoritative or trustworthy record,
they deny that any such teaching, not recorded
in the Scriptures, is of any value to us. As to the
right of the church to expound authoritatively, they
deny it altogether.

RULE OF THE OCTAVE, a weU-knowu
forniida of musical jii-ogression, which shews the
method of accompanying or harmonising the ascend-
ing and descending scale.

m
Fundamental bass.
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RULE OF THREE—KUMINMiTTIA.

RULE OF THREE is the technical term for

that rule in arithmetic, otherwise called Proportion

(q. v.), which teaches the Kniliug of a fourth niimber

proportional to three given ntimbeis. The term

'rule of three' has been in use from the com-

mencement of the 16th c. ; and from the great

utibty of the operation in commercial transactions,

it received, almost from the commencement, the

name of the Golden Rule (q. v.). To the ordinary

' rule of tliree ' was added the backer nile, or ' rule
(

of three inverse' (corresponding to inverse or Reci- i

procal [q. v.] proportion), and the ' double rule o£

three,' in which two or more ratios are given as

determining the number to be found.

RUM, a mountainous island of Argyleshire,

belongs to the group of the Inner Hebrides, 15

miles north-north-west of Ardnamurchan Point.

It is 8 miles long, about 7i miles broad; area

upwards of 30,000 acres, only about 6 per cent.^ of

which is under cultivation. Pop. (1S51) 162;

(1861) 73. The island is a mass of high sharp-

peaked mountains, rising in Ben More to the height

of 2320 feet.

RUM, a kind of spirit made by fermenting and

distilling the ' sweets ' that accrue in making sugar

from cane-juice. The scummings from the sugar-

pans give the best rum that any particidar planta-

tion can produce ; scummings and molasses, the

next quality ; and molasses the lowest. Before fer-

mentation water is added, till the ' sett ' or wort is

of the strength of about 12 per cent, of sugar ; and
every ten gallons yields one gallon of rum, or rather

more. The flavour of rum depends mainly on soil

aud climate, and is not good where caues grow

rankly. Pine apples and gnavas are at times thrown

into the still, but on the great scale, no attempt is

made to iuHueuce flavour artificially. The finest-

flavoured rums are produced by the old-fashioned

small stills. The modern stills, which produce a

strong spirit at one operation, are unfavourable to

flavour. The colour of rum is imparted after dis-

tillation by adding a certain proportion (varjHng

with the varying taste of the market) of caramel, or

sugar melted without water, and thus slightly

charred. Pium is greatly improved by age, and old

rum is often very highly prized ; at a sale in Carlisle

in 1865, rum known to be 140 years old sold for

three guineas per bottle. It forms a very important

part of our colonial produce: the quantity imported

in 1863—1864 was no less than 7,194,738 gallons,

and the revenue derived from it was £1,738,399.

It is distilled both in the East and West Indies.

RU'MA, a small town of Austria, in the crown-

land of the Temeser Banat and Servnan Wojwod-
Bchaft, on an aftluent of the Save, 35 miles north-

west of Belgrade. The chief industry is wine-

cxdture, and the rearing of horses. Pop. 7500.

RUMFORD, Benjamin Thompson, Count, an

American inventor, was born at Wobum, Massa-

chusetts, March 26, 1753. Ha^ng received the

rudiments of education at a common school, he

entered a merchant's oflSce at Salem, at the age of

13, and got his living as a clerk and school teacher,

whUe he studied medicine and physics. In 1770, he

was engaged as teacher of an academy at Rum-
ford, now Concord, the capital of New Hampshire

;

aud in 1772, married a rich widow of that place,

aud was made major of militia by the English

governor. The jealousy of officers over whom he

had been promoted, and charges of disaffection to

the royal cause, at this period of the outbreak of

the American revolution, drove him from Rumford
to Boston, where he became acquainted with General
Howe ; and when General Washington compelled the
surrender of Boston, Thompson was sent to England

as bearer of dispatches. In London, he so won
the favour of the government by his intelligence, aa

to be appointed Under-secretary of State in the

Colonial Ottice. On a change of ministry, however,

he returned to America, and fought in the royal

cause. When it failed, he entered the ser\ace of the

kinc of Bavaria, by whom he was knighted ; and in

1784, he was settled at iSIimich as aide-de-camp and
chamberlain to the reigning sovereign. In this post

he exhibited the energy of his mind and the fertdity

of his invention. He reorganised the army and

improved its tactics. In 1790, he suppressed

beggary throughout the kingdom, took measures

for improving the breeds of horses and cattle, and

laid out a park for Munich. He rapidly rose to

the offices of major-general, councillor of state,

lieutenant-general, minister of war, and was created

Count of the Holy Roman Empire, when he chose

Rumford, where his fortunes had begun, as his

titular designation. In 1795, he visited London,

where he was treated with much attention, and

finding that his opinion was sought after on techno-

logical subjects, he published the results of his

experience and the records of his labours in Bavaria.

Having long and carefully studied the phenomena
of heat, he set himself to devise a remedy for the

smoky chimneys, which were one of the greatest

nuisances at that time in England ; and discovered

the principles upon which fireplaces and chimneys

have since been constructed. Other cases in which

greater economy of the application or production of

heat could be obtained, as cooking-ranges, stoves,

&c., engaged much of his attention. On his return

to Bavaria, he was appointed President of the

Council of Regency, and soon after, Minister Pleni-

potentiary to the Court of St James ; but the

British government, holding to the doctrine of

inahenable allegiance, refused to recognise him in

that capacity. "He declined an iu\-itation to revisit

America, where he was greatly admired, in spite of

his loyalty. He finally settled in Paris ; devoted

himself to improvements in artillery and illumina-

tion ; founded a professorship, in Harvard College,

of the AppUcation of Science to the Arts of Living ;

married the widow of Lavoisier ; and died at

Auteuil, near Paris, August 21, 1S14, after making
many important bequests to the Royal Society of

London, the American Academy of Sciences, aud
Harvard University.

RU'MILI. See Turkey.

RUMINA'NTIA, in the zoological system of

Cuvier, and of almost all recent maturalists, the

name given to an order of Mammalia called Pecora

by Linnffius, an extremely well defined natural

order, among the individuals of which the habit

of rumination or chewing the cud is imiversal and
almost pecuhar. The R. are all strictly and exclu-

sively herbivorous, and exhibit a great similarity of

structure. They have no incisors in the upper jaw,

the front of which is occupied by a callous pad.
' The grass is collected and roUed together by means
of the long and movable tongue ; it is firmly held

between the lower cutting teeth and the pad, the

cartilaginous upper lip assisting in this ; and then,

by a sudden nodding motion of the head, the little

roll of herbage is either torn or cut off, or partly

both torn and cut.'—Youatt. In the lower j.iw,

there generally appear to be eight incisors ; but the

two outer are more properly to be regarded as

canines, and in the Cam^lidce, they assume the

ordinary canine form. Some of the R. have canine

teeth in the upper jaw, and some are destitute of

them. In front of the molar teeth, there is a long

vacant space in both jaws. The molars are six on

each side in each jaw ; their surface exhibits
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crescent-shaped ridges of enamel. The head is

elongated, the neck is always of considerable length,

the eyes are placed at the side of the head, and the
senses of smell and hearing, as well as of sight, are
extremely acute. The head is in many IJ. armed
with horns, which iu some are found in both sexes,

in some only in the male, whilst in others they are
wholly wanting; and the absence of them charac-
terises varieties of some species, as the sheep and
ox, iu which they are ordinarily present. The
horns differ very much in ditferent families, even in

their structure, some being hollow (true hornti),

some solid {antlers). All the four limbs are termiu-
ated by two large toes, which are hoofed. Behind
the hoof are always two small spurs, rudimentary
toes. The metacarj^al and the metatarsal bones are
uuited into one, called the cannon bone. The legs

are rather long, and the spinal column is very
flexible. The brain of the E. is small, and they do
not exhibit much intelhgence ; nor are they dis-

tinguished by any remarkable instincts ; and though
easily tamed, they are scarcely susceptible of any
kind of training or education. Very few, however,
of the numerous species of E, have been tridy
domesticated, and probably much is yet to be done
in this way.
The K. are generally gregarious ; they are dis-

tributed over almost the whole world ; but none
are natives of Australia. They are found both in

the warmest and the coldest regions. The flesh

of all the K, is fit to be used for himian food ; the
fat (tallow) hardens more on cooling than the fat

of other animals, and even becomes brittle. The
fat, hide, horns, hoofs, hair, bones, entrails, blood,

and almost all parts are usefiU to man.
The intestines are long in all the Ruminantia. The

cajcimi is also long. The complex stomach, adapted
to rumination, requires a more particidar descrip-

tion. The stomach consists of four distiuct bags or
cavities. The first of these, into which the gullet or

oesophagus enters, is, in the mature animal, by far

the largest, and is called the Paunch (Lat. rumen).
Into this the chief part of the food passes. It is

lined with a thick membrane, presenting numerous
prominent hard papillie, secreting a fluid in which
the food is st»aked. The second cavity is the Honey-
comb Bay (Lat. reticulum), so called from its being
internally covered with a net-work of cells, like

those of a honeycomb. In Scotland, it is known as
the Kini/s 'Hood. This second cavity, or stomach,
has also a direct communication with the resophagus,
and fluids seem iu general to pass immediately into

it, but sometimes or partly also into the other
cavities ; and it is here that the cells for retaining

water are chiefly found iu the cameL The third
cavity, or stomach, is the Manyplies (Lat. psal-

ieriiun), so called because its lining membrane forms
many deep folds, like the leaves of a book, beset
with small hard tubercles. This also communicates
directly with the oesophagus, by a sort of prolongation
of it. The leaves of the membrane seem to serve
for the absorption of superfluous fluid from the food.

Finally, the food passes into the fourth cavity,

which is of a more elongated form than any of the
others, and is next iu size to the tirst. This is

called the Reed or Kimnct (Lat. abomasus). It

may be considered as the true stomach, homologous
— if any one of the four parts can be so regarded

—

to the simple stomach of mammals in general. It

is lined with a velvety mucous membrane iu longi-

tudinal folds. It is here that the gastric juice is

secreted. In young animals, it is the largest of the
four cavities, and it is only when tlioy pass from
milk to crude vegetable food tliat the paunch
becomes enlarged, ami all the parts of the complex
stomach come fuUy into use. It seems to be by

a power of what may be called instinctive volition,
that the animal directs what passes through the
gullet into the first cavity, the second, or even tho
third. It has been found by M. Flourens, who
made many experiments on this subject, that the
food consumed by ruminants jiassed cliiefly into
the first cavity, but jiart of it also at once into the
second, and even, when it was given in a mashed
or in a much comminuted state, into the third.
The particular meaus by which hastily swallowed

food is brought from the paunch, formed into pellets
at the base of the oesophagus, and brought up into
the mouth for rumination, or second and more
thorough mastication, are not yet very thoroughly
understood, notwithstanding the patient investiga-
tions of M. Flourens. He ascribes the formation
of the pellets, however, to the action of the muscular
duct which connects the oesophagus with the second
aud third stomachs, and the power which the animal
has of closing or opening at wiR the orifices of these
cavities.

Chewing of the cud is very generally performed in
an attitude of repose, and evidently aflForda great
pleasure to the auimaL
The R. are arranged by naturalists in seven

families, all very natural

—

Camelida (see Camel),
Moschida (see Musk), Cervidce (see Deek), Camelo-
pardidce (see Giraffe), Atitelopidce (see Antelope),
BovidcE (q. v.), and Capridm (q. v.). The most
important genera and species are separately noticed.

RUMP "parliament. In order to bring
about the condemnation of Charles I., Oliver Crom-
well, on 6th December 164S, sent two regiments,
under the command of Colonel Pride, to coerce the
House of Commons. Forty-one members of tho
Long Parhament who were favourable to accommo-
dation were imprisoned in a lower room of the
house, IGO were ordered to go home, and only 60 of
the most violent of the Independents were admitted.
The clearance was called Pride's Purge, and the pri-

vileged members ever afterwards passed by the
name of the Ru mp, forming, as it were, the fag-end of
the Loug Parhament. This assembly, in coujimctiou
with the army, brought about the arraignment, trial,

and condemnation of Charles I. Five years later,

the Rimip Parliament, forgetting that it was but the
creature of the army, attemjited to make a stand
against certain demands on the part of the soldiers.

The result was that Cromwell filled the House with
armed men ; the Speaker was pulled out of the
chair, the mace taken from the table, the room
cleared, the door locked, and the parhament declared
to be dissolved. Supreme in the three kingdoms,
Cromwell convoked an assembly which assumed the
title of Parliament, aud acquired from the name of
one of its most prominent members, a leather-seller,

called Praisegod Barebones, the name of the Bare-
bones Parliament. The Barebones Parliament, after
subsisting five mcmths, was dissolved, and Cromwell,
raised to the dignity of Protector, convoked two
parliaments, and dissolved them for refusing to
sanction his measures. On Oliver Cromwell's
death, and Richard's succession to the Protector-
ate, the military malcontents coalescing with the
Independents in Richard's parliament, declared the
expulsion of the Rump illegal, and restored that
assembly to its functions. With the revival of the
Ftump, its quarrel with the army revived ; aud
the troops, again surrounding Westminster Hall,
expelled it on 13th October 1050, a i>ro\'isional

government of olhcers assuming tlie direction of
afi'airs. But the general dissatisfaction having led
to a coalition between the Presbyterians and Royal-
ists, the army, unable to carry on tlie government,
was reduced to the necessity of once more restorin"
the Rump, which had been twice iguominioualy
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EUM SHRUB—RUNES.

expelled. The advance of Monk, however, with the

army of Scotland led to a general cry throughout

the country for a free parliament. A number of

the members who had been excluded by Pride's

Purge reappearing in the House, placed the Inde-

pendents in the minority; and on l(3th March 1U6U,

the despised and derided Rump at last solemnly

decreed its own dissolution. The most ]iromineut

members of the Rump Parliament were Vane and
Hazlerig.

RUM SHRUB, a liqueur in wliich the alcoholic

base is rum, aiid the other materials are sugar,

lime or lemon juice, and the rind of these fruits

added to give flavour. Almost every maker has

his own receipt, and much crecUt is assumed by
each for his own especial mixture.

RU'NCORN, a thriving market and manufac-

turing town and river-port of Cheshire, on the left

bank of the Mersey, 12 miles south-east of Liver-

pool. There is a station of the North-western Rail-

way on the Lancashire side of the river, and the town
is the terminus for the Bridgewater and the Mersey
and Irwell Canals. It is a free port, has a custom-

house, and contains ivon-fouudries, soap and chem-

ical works, ship-building yards, &c. ; and in the

vicinity are coDieries, and slate and freestone quar-

ries. Large quantities of freestone are shipped for

distant ports. In 1864, 4566 vessels, of 278,000 tons,

entered and cleared the port. Pop. (1851) 8049;

(1S61) 10,4S4.

RUNES, the earliest alphabet in use among the

Teutonic and Gothic nations of Northern Europe.

The exact period of their origin is not known. The
name is derived from the Teutonic riln, a mystery,

whence runa, a whisper, and helruti, divination

;

and the original use of these characters seems to

have been for purposes of secrecy and divination.

The resemblance which some of the runic charac-

ters bear to the Pha3nician alphaliet and others

derived from it, has led to the supposition that tbey

were first introduced by Phrenician merchants who
traded with the coasts of the B.altic ; and while the

mass of the people were allowed to possess but a

very partial acquaintance with them, the priests

systematised them, and retained a full knowdedge of

them in their own hands, no doubt finding them
useful in establishing a reputation for superior

)«ower and intelligence. Scandinavian and Anglo-

Saxoa traaition agree in ascribing the invention of

runic writing to Odin or Wodin. The coinrtries in

which traces of the use of runes exist include Den-
mark, Norway, Sweden, Iceland, Germany, Britain,

France, and Spain ; and they are found engraved on

rocks, crosses, monumental stones, coins, medals,

rings, brooches, and the hilts and blades of swords.

Runic letters were also often cut on smooth sticks

called riln-stafus, or mysterious staves, and used for

purposes of divination. But there is no reason to

believe that they were at any time in the familiar

use in which we find the characters of a written

language in modern times, nor have we any traces

of their beiug used in books or on parchment.

We have an explanation of the runic alphabet in

various MSS. of the early middle ages, prior to the

time when rimes had altogether ceased to be under-

stood.

The systems of nmes in use among the diflferent

branches of the Teutonic stock were not identical,

though they have a strong general family likeness,

shewing theii' commimity of origin. The letters are

arranged in an order altogether distinct from that of

any other alphabetical system, and have a purely

Teutonic nomenclature. Each letter is, as in the

Hebrew-Pha?nician, derived from the name of some
well-known familiar object, with whose initial letter
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it corresponds. Rimes being associated in the
popidar behef with augury and divination, were,

to a consider.able extent, discouraged by the early

Christian priests and missionaries, whose eflorts

were directed to the supplanting of them by Greek
and Roman characters. But it was not easy sud-

denly to put a stop to their use, and we iind runes
continuing to be employed in early Christian in-

scriptions. This was to a remarkable extent the
case in the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms of Northumbria,
Mcrcia, and East Anglia, where we have traces of

runic writing of dates varying from the middle of

the 7th to the middle of the loth century. Its con-

tinued prevalence in this jiarticidar district has
been accounted for by the fact that, after the death
of Edwin and the flight of St Paidinus, the restor-

ation of Christianity in Northumbria was effected

by missionaries of the Irish school, whose predeces-

sors had adopted the policy, not, like Augustine
and his brethren, of destroying the monuments of

pagan antiquity, but of allowing them to remain,

and consecr.ating them by marking them with the

symbols of Christianity. Runes are said to have
been laid aside in Sweden by the year 1001, and in

Spain they were officially condemned by the Council

of Toledo in 1115.

The different systems of runes, all accordant up
to a certain point, have been classed as the Anglo-
Saxon, the German, and the Norse, each containing

different subordinate varieties. The Norse alpha-

bet is generally considered the oldest, and the
parent of the rest. It has 16 letters corresponding

to onr/, V, til, 0, )•, l; li, ii, i, a, s, t, h, I, m, y, but

has no equivalent for various sounds which existed

in the language, in consequence of which the sound
of /j was used for rj, d for t, b for ^j, and u and y for

v: was expressed by au, and e by oi, i, or ia ; and
the same letter otherwise was made to serve for

more than one sound. Other expedients came, in

the course of time, to be employed to obviate the

deficiency of the system, as the addition of dots,

and the adojition of new characters. But the runic

system received a fidler development among the

Germans and Anglo-Saxons, particularly the latter,

whose alphabet was extended to no fewer than forty

characters, in which seem to have been embraced,
more nearly than in any modern alphabets, the actual

sounds of a language. Till recently, the Norse
runes had been most studied; but of late the
Anglo-Saxon have become the subject of consider-

able attention. The following table exhibits the

best known forms of the Anglo-Saxon, German, and
Norse runic alphabets, with the names and the
power of the several letters

:

Anglo-Saxon.



RUNES.
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over the Norse cliaracters. Instead of considering

the additional Anglo-Saxon letters as a develop-

ment of the Norse system, he looks on the Norse
alphabet of sixteen letters as an abrii^ment of an
earlier system, and tinds occasional Waces of the

existence of the discarded characters in the earliest

Norse inscriptions, and in the Scandinavian Ik-runa
and Hahalrana, where the letters are classified in

accordance with the Anglo-Saxon groups of eight.

The Scandinavian kingdoms contain numerous
runic monuments, some of them written hous-

irophcdon, or with the lines beginning alter-

nately from the right and left; and there are

many interesting inscriptions on Swedish gold

bracteates, generally having reference to some
design which they accompany. The Celtic races,

from their connection ^vith the Scandinavians,

became acquainted with their al[)habet, and made
use of it in ivriting their own language ; and hence

we have in the Western Islands of Scotland, and in

the Isle of Man, runic inscriptions, not in the

Anglo-Saxon, but in the Norse character, with,

however, a few peculiarities of their own. Some of

the most perfect runic inscriptions are in Man

;

others of a similar description exist at Holy Island,

in Lamlash Bay, Arran, and there is an inscription

in the same character on a remarkable brooch dug
up at Hunterston in Ayrshire. Dr D. Wilson con-

siders that the Celtic popidation of Scotland were
as familiar with Norse, as the Northumbrians with
Saxon runes.

We sometimes find the Norse runes used to de-

note numerals, in which case the sixteen characters

stand for the numbers from 1 to 16; ar combined
with lauf/r stands for 17, double inadr for 18, and
double tyr for 19. Two or more letters are used to

express higher numbers, as ur ur, 20 ; thurs t/mrs

OS, 34
See Planta's essay, On the Runic or Scandinavian

Language; W. C. Grimm, Ueber Deutsche Runen

;

Arcitceologia, vol. 28; Haigh's Anglo-Saxon Conquest

of Britain; Dr D. Wilson's PreJustoric Annals of
Scotland.

The term KuNic Knotwork is often applied

loosely and inaccuratelj' to a kind of interlaced

ornamentation to be seen in MSS. and on monu-
ments of Anglo-Saxon, Norman, Scandina\'ian,

Scoto-Irish, and Pictish origin, from the 6th to

the 12th century.

KUNGPU'K, a British district of India, in the

presidency of Beugal, bounded on the E. by the

Brahmaputra, and on the N. by the protected state

of Gush Behar. Area, 4130 sq. m. ; pop. 1,200,000.

The surface is so low, that a large proportion of

it is inundated during the rains. Indigo, for the

manufacture of which there are numerous large

factories in the district, is the great article of

export.

KXJNJEET-SINGH, maharajah of the Punjab
(generally described by English writers as the king

of Lahore), was bom at Gugaranwalla, 2d Novem-
ber 1780. His father, Maha-Singh, was sirdar of

.Sukur-Chukeah, one of the twelve missoids or mili-

tary organisations of the Sikhs, and died when K.

was about 12 years old, leaving a fuU treasury and
a well-regulated government. His widow took

charge of the administration, and attempted by
every means in her power to render her son eflenii-

nate, but R.'s character was not capable of being

weakened by such treatment. When about 17 years

old, his mother died suddenly (poisoned, as it is

reported, by her son), and he immediately assumed
the government. E. now shewed himself to be a

prince of overwhelming ambition, and capable of

attaining his object either by policy and address, or
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by force. In 1799, having rendered important
service as an aUy to Zemtlu Shah of Afghanistan,
who had invaded the Punjab, he received from that
monarch liberty to take possession of Lahore, which
he accordingly did, and held it, despite the utmost
efforts of his brother sirdars. To these quarrelsome
neighbours he next turned his attention, and suc-

ceeded in subduing some and rendering others
tributary, so that by 1809 he had greatly reduced
their number. His successes haWug alarmed the
Sikh chiefs, situated between the Sutlej and the
Jumna, they besought the governor-general's inter-

ference, and this was the only occasion on which he
ever came into collision with the British. Arrange-
ments were amicably made, and Britain gave up all

pretension to interference north of the Sutlej, on
condition that that boundary should be carefully

respected. K., thus freed from the only danger he
feared, pursued his schemes of aggrandisement

;

and in 1812, having compelled all but three of the

Punjab sirdars to resign their authority, he organ-

ised the whole under one sovereignty, and pro-

claimed himself rajah. His anny had for several

years previously been organised and disciphned

according to the European fashion by English

officers who had entered his service, so that the
wild and imdisciplined troops of the neighbouring

states had not a chance of successfully opposing him.

About this time his capital was resorted to by two
of the dispossessed rulers of Afghanistan, one of

whom, Shah-Sujah, was the possessor of the cele-

brated Koh-i-nilr (q. v.), which prize R. eagerly

coveted, and at last obtained as the price of his

assistance in recovering the throne of Cabul. lu

1813, R. obt.ained possession of Attock, took Mlll-

tau by storm in 1817, pnd in 1819 annexed Cash-

mere, assuming after these exploits the title of

maharajah. In 1822, he took into his service

Allard and Ventura, two French officers who for-

merly served under Napoleon, and by their aid he
finished the reconstniction of his army, "wdth the

new of extending his dominion to the west of the

Indus. In pursuance of this scheme, he wrested

(1829) from the Afghans the province of Peshawur.
He had now au extensive territory, peopled by
more than 20,000,000, and a well-trained army
of 70,000 men, of whom 36,000 were infantry,

thoroughly disciplined, and this numerous host

was employed for several years in desultory wars
with the Afghans. Between him and the British

there was always a mutual distrust, dissembled by
the show of extreme cordiality ; but as both par-

ties scrupulously abstained from any cause of

offence, pacific relations were never interrupted,

lu 1836, his army was totally defeated by the

Afghans, but this reverse seems not in the slightest

degree to have affected the stability of his rule,

even in the most recently - acquired districts ;

and, strange to say, his long reign was not dis-

tiurbed by a single revolt. He died 27th June 1839.

R. is one of the most remarkable men in eastern

liistory ; in person he was short and slight ; his

countenance, deeply marked with small-pox (which

had deprived him of the sight of one eye), was, how-
ever, expressive of strong determination, to which
the calm of his brilliant dark eye lent additional

effect. He was totally uneducated ; could neither

read nor write
;
yet the indefatig.able energy of his

administration, and his clemency and moderation

(rare quahties in an Asiatic despot), are without a

p.arallel in the East. See English Cyclopcedia

;

C'uvilier-FIeury, Notes Hisioriques sur le General

Allard ; Revue Britannique, vols, x., xiii., xxiii., and

xxvii.

RUNNER {Jlagellum, a whip), in Botany, is a

long slender branch proceeding from a lateral bud
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of a herbaceous plant with very short axis, or
in jjopular language, without stem. It extends
along the ground, and produces buds as it proceeds,
which often take root and form new plants. Straw-
berries afford a familiar example. Another is found
in Pofentilla anserina. Runners are common in the
genus Ranunculus.

RUNNERS. See Kidnet Beax.

RU'NNIMEDE, a long stretch of green meadow,
IWng along the right b.ink of the Thames, from
which it is partly concealed by plantations of

willows, 20 miles west-south-west of London. It is

proposed to derive the name from the Sax. rhynes,

water-brooks, which aboimd in these meadows

;

others suppose the word to be Bunningmmd, referring

to the horse-races which appear to have been held
here from time immemorial, and which still take
place in the month of August. R. is of great his-

torical interest, from the fact that Magna Charta
was signed by King John, June 19, 1215, either on
this meadow, or on Charter Island, lying a short

distance off the shore. The Great Charter itself

professes to have been signed per manum nostrmn
in prato quod vacatur Runnimede. See JIaoxa
CHAJiTA.

BU'NRIG LANDS, a peculiar species of property

known in Scotland, by which alternate ridges of

land belong to two individuals respectively. The
origin of holding lands in this way is said to have
arisen out of the practice of common defence and
watching, and the common ploughing and labouring

necessary or natural in the occupation of burgh
acres and Lands near to\vns. Each party is absolute

proprietor of his own ridge ; but owing to the ob-

struction often caused to agricultural improvement,
a mode of compulsory division or allotment of the

lands was introduced by statute in 1695. This

remedy, however, does not apply to burgh acres,

or to patches of land less than four acres in

extent.

RUPEE' is the name of a silver coin current in

India, of the value of 2?. English. The word is a
corruption of the Sanscrit r&pt/a, from rilpa, shape,

form, meaning, according to Pan'ini, a coin—not
necessarily of silver—on which the shape of a man^
according to the Kas'ik^ comment.ary on this gram-
marian, is struck ; and if this ellipsis of the word
man is correct, as it very probably is, the word
rupee would be of great numismatic interest,

in.'ismuch as it would prove th.T,t even as early as

at the time of the grammarian Pan'ini (q. v.) coins

existed -with a human figure impressed on them.

The coin bearing the name of rupee was first struck

by Shir Shah, and was adopted by Akbar and his

successors ; it was of the weiglit of 175 grains troy,

and was considered to be pure ; but in the decline

of the Mohammedan empire every petty chief coined

his own rupee, varying in weight and value, though

usually bearing the name and titles of the reigning

emperor. In the reign of Shah Aalam, a great

variety of coins bore his name and the years of his

succession, until 1773, when they were suppressed

in the territories subject to the East Imlia Com-
pany, and a rupee was struck, called the Sicca

nipee, with an inscription on it, which, transLated,

runs :
' The king. Shah Aalam, the defender of the

faith of Mohammed, the shadow of the grace of God,

h.is struck this coin, to be current tlirough the seven

climes ;' and on the reverse :
' Struck at Murshida-

bad, in the 19th year of the auspicious accession.'

Though rupees were coined also at Dacca, and
finally only at Calcutta, and also at various dates,

the place (if coin.age (the mint of Murshidabad) and

the date just named (the 19th of Shah Aalam's

reign) remained imaltered, in order to put a stop

to the practice which money-changers had intro-

duced, of levying an arbitrary rate of discount on
rupees of different places of coinage and of previous
dates, without reference to any actual diminution
of weight by wear. Although the Dacca rupee was
thus the actual medium of exchange, the Company's
accounts were for a long time kept in a different
valuation, or that of the Chalani, or current
rupee, 100 Sicca ru])ees being reckoned as equiva-
lent to 116 Chalani rupees. The Sicca rupee
served also as a unit of weight—80 Sicca weight
being equal to one ser, and 40 sers to one man
or maund = 82 lbs. Beside the Sicca rupee, two
other rupees were current in the Bengal presidency
—the Benares rupee, which ceased to be struck in

1819, and the Farakhabad rupee. At Madras, the
rupee of the Nawabs of the Camatic, originally

struck at Arcot, and at Bombay that of the Nawabs
of Sm-at, became the currency of the Company. In
ISIS, the standard of the Sicca and Farakhabad
rupees was altered, but their intrinsic value was
unaffected, as they continued to have the same
amount of fine silver. Other changes of these coins
took place—of the latter in 1S24, of the former in

1833 ; but in 1835, the coinage of the Company was
entirely remodelled, and a coin, thenceforth termed
the Company's rupee, with its proportionate sub-
divisions, was struck to replace all the former
currencies, being of the same weight and fineness

throughout, and bearing inscriptions in English,

or on one face the head and name of the reigning
sovereign of Great Britain and Ireland, and on the
reverse the designation of the coin in EngUsh and
Persian, with the words ' The East India Company'
in English. The latter, of course, have disappeared
since India has been placed under the direct govern-
ment of the English crown. The weight, intrinsic

purity, and value of the British currency of these

several coins are as follows :
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defeat, the consequences of which had a most dis-

astrous effect upon the fortunes of the Royalist
party. His conduct at Nascby, and his hasty
surrender of the city of Bristol, irritated the king,

who forthwith deprived him of his eoiuniand, and
requested him to leave England without delay.

In IG-iS, however, he was recalled and appointed
to the command of the royal fleet. In this new
vocation he acquitted himself with much daring

and somewhat more caution, and for three years
he kept his ships afloat, after escaping the block-

ade in which he had been held for a twelvemonth
off tlie Irish coast liy the great parliamentarian
Admiral Blake ; but in IfiSl, the latter attacked
the ])rinee's squadron, and burned or sunk most
of his ships. Witli the few vessels still remain-
ing to him, R. escaped to the West Indies, where,
in concert with his brother Maurice, he led

a bucaneering life, maintaining himself and his

men by seizing iipon English aud other merchant-
men. After a few years spent in this manner, R.

managed to elude the vigilance of Cromwell's cap-

tains, and made good his way to France, where he
remained till the restoration of his cousin, Charles II.

R, served with distinction under the Duke of York,
and in concert with the Earl of Albemarle, against
the Dutch, and died in 1682 in the enjoyment of

various offices aud dignities, being a privy coun-
cillor, a member of the Admiralty, governor of

Windsor Castle, &c. The last ten years of his life

were spent in retirement in the pursuit of chemical,

mechanical, and physical researches, for which he
e\'inced considerable aptitude. Although it is cer-

tain that he did not djscover the art of engra«ng
in mezzotinto—the real inventor of which appears
to have been a German, Von Tregeu, whose early

works bear the date of 16-t2—R. no doid^t improved
the mechanical mode of the art, which he described
anil illustrated for the Roy,al Society of London in

16G2, after he had completed several interesting

engravings on the new principle. The glass bead
known as Prince Rupert's Drop (q. v.) derives its

name from the prince.

RU'PERT'S LAND, so called from Prince Ru-
)iert (q. v.), who was one of the founders of the
Hudson's Bay Company, the official designation of

that extensive tract in North America which forms
the basin of Hudson's Bay and Strait, and is bounded
on the west, south, and north by the water-sheds
of the Arctic, St Lawrence, and Atlantic rivers.

The western boundary is a little indefinite, but it

may without much risk of error be assumed to

run from Deer Lake in a south by east direction,

enclosing a portion of the territoiy west of Lake
Winipeg (q. v.) aud the Red River Settlement {q. v.).

The whole of this vast territory slopes inwards
towards Hudson's Bay, and is well supplied with
rivers of sufficient magnitude to serve for commercial
highways. The moimtains of this region, which are
chaefiy on the boundaries, are of primitive rock, and
a great portion of the country is densely wooded.
The soil is rich, but on account of the severity of

the climate—which is not only of a gener.ally low
temperature, but exceedingly vari.able in summer
aud autumn—the cereals and other alimentary
plants are not cultivated to any extent ; in fact,

they are only planted in the neighbourhood of the
trading posts of the Hudson'^ Bay Company {q. v.)

aud in the agi-icultural settlement on Red River, in

the south-west. In the north, the vegetation and
climate ai-e those of the polar regions. The chief

dependence of the inhabitants of R. L. for food
and clothing is on the animal kingdom, which is

here most abundantly represented. Beavers are
still found, and bears, otters, martens, and musk-
rats are abundant, their skins forming the chief
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commercial product of the country. There are also
abundance of foxes of various colours, bears, wolves,
Canadian lynxes, &e. Among the aiumals \ised for

food are the wapiti, reindeer, moose, and other spe-
cies of deer ; the musk-ox, hares, and an immense
variety of wood-fowl and otlier birds. The numerous
rivers and lakes are abundantly stocked with fish.

The jiopulation, which is scanty, is composed of

British or Canadians, and aboriginal tribes.

KU'PIA is a somewhat severe form of skin-disease.

It is characterised by flatfish, distinct bulliB or blebs,

containing a serous, jiurulent, or sanious fluid, which
become changed into thick scabs. Several varieties

of this disease have been estabhshed by dermatolo-
gists. In its simplest form, the blebs are not pre-

ceded by any inflammatory symptoms, are about
an inch in diameter, and contain a fluid which is

originally thin and transparent, but soon thickens,

becomes purulent, and di-ies into brown ragged
scabs, which are elevated in the centre. The scabs
are easily separated, aud leave ulcerated surfaces,

ou which several successive scabs usually form
before heahng ensues. In a more severe form, known
as J?upia prom'tnens^ the scab projects so much
in the centre as to resemble a limpet-shell in

form.

Rupia Is a chronic disease, and is usually limited
to the limbs, the loins, and the nates. It is not
contagious, and generally attacks persons debilitated

by old age, intemperance, bad Uviug, or previous
diseases, especially small-pox, scarlatina, and
syphilis. The general treatment consists mainly in

the administration of tonics, such as quinia, the
mineral acids, ale, wine, animal food, &c. Some
writers strongly recommend the tincture of serpen-

taria ; and there is no doubt that certain cases

which will not yield to tonics, rapidly imjirove when
treated with iodide of potassium. "The local treat-

ment consists in puncturing the blcl)s as soon as

they arise, in removing the scabs by poidticing, and
in apjjyiug a slightly stimulating application

—

such as a solution of nitrate of silver—to the sul>

jacent idcers. The disease is frequently tediovrt

and obstinate, hut the patient almost always
ultimately recovers.

RUPPI'N, Neu, a town of Prussia, in the pro-

vince of Brandenburg, on a small lake of the same
name, which communicates by water with the Elbe,

38 miles north of Potsdam. It contains a castle, a
lunatic asylum, and 10,000 inhabitants, who are

engaged in brewing, spinning, and the manufacture
of linen and wooUen cloths.

RU'PTURE. See Heknlv.

RURAL DEAN, an official, ordinarily a bene-
ficed clergyman, appointed in a diocese to main-
tain in a certain district, called a deanery, a super-

vision over the condition of churches, chiu'ch

furniture, glebe httuses, schools, the ajq)liances of

public worship, and all other things appertaining to

the service, and to report on all to the bishop as

occasion may arise.

RURIK, who is considered to have been the

founder of the Russian monarchy, was, according
to most authors, a 'Varangian' of Scandinavian
origin, who was invited by the Slaves of Novgorod to

come and rule over them; according to others, he
was the chief of a tribe of Norse colonists which
was located near the GiUf of Finland, and, after a
long contest, succeeded in subduing the northern
Slaves and some neighbouring tribes of Finns; whde
Kostomarof attempts to prove that he was a Lithu-
anian. That he was either a Scandinavian or of

Scandinavian origin, there seems to be very little

doubt, and it is as generally maintained that,

accompanied by his brothers, Sintlf (Sineous) and
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Tnivor, he, at the head of a small army, took pos-

session of tlie country to tlie south of the Gulf of

Finland. Lakes Ladoga, Onega, and Beloe in S61 or

SG2, and laid the foundation of a monarchy. His
brothers afterwards settled, the one at Bielo-ozero,

and the other at Izhorsk ; but dying \\ithout issue,

tlieir principalities were united toNovgorod by Pairik.

Novgorod was made the seat of government in 80-1

or SG5, and the various insurrections of his SLavic

subjects were quenched in blood, Vadim, their

leader, whose valour is celebrated by the ancient
chroniclers, perishing by E.'s own hand. To secure
himself and his descendants in their newly-acquired
territory, K. invited various colonies of Varan-
gians to settle in the country, and after reigning

]ieaccably from this time, he died in 879. Uurin"
his reign, some of the Varangians attempted a land

expedition against Constantinople, but renouncing
the scheme, settled on the lianks of the Dnieper,

and founded the little state of Kiev. The family of

K. reigned in Eussi.a till the death, in 1598, of

Feodor, son of Ivan the Terrible, when, after a brief

intestine contest, it was succeeded by the nearly

allied House of llomanoff (q. v.). Many noble

families of Russia, such as Odojefski, Obolenski,

Uolgoroulii, Lfot, Belosselski-Beloscrski, and Gaga-
rin, are legitimately descended in the male line

fi'om R. ; and the princes of Romodauofski-Lady-
shenski are legitimate descendants iu the female

line.

RTT'SA, a genus of Cferridir, or subgenus of Cervus

(see Deer), containing a number of species of deer,

natives of the forests of the East Indies, which may
be described as stags with round antlers, a snag

projecting in front just above the base of each, and
the top forked, but the antlers not otherwise

branched. They are generally of large size, and
among them are some of the tinest kinds of Asiatic

deer. The GKE.iT R. (7?. Hippelapliu.i) is supposed

by some to be the Hippiiaphun of. Aristotle ; but

his description is not complete enough to identify

tlie species. It is a native of Java, .Sumatra, &c.,

and is abovit the size of a, large stag, with brown
rough hair, the neck with a long mane.—The
Samiu-k or Samboo (li. Aristoldis) of India is a

Sanibur (Rum AristotcUs).

similarly large and )iowerful animal, and no Indian
deer is more sought after by lMiro]iean sportsmen.

It also is supi>oseil l>y some to be the liippeldphufi

of Aristotle. The colout" is sooty brown, and the

male has a mano. It is solit.ary in its habits, and
deliglits in low forests where water abounds.—The
Axis (f[. V.) is very nearly allied to this gcuns.

RU'SCUS. See Butcuek's Bkoom.

RUSH (Junctts), a genus of plants of the natur.al

order Juncece, having a glume-liko (not coloured)

perianth, smooth iilaments, and a many-seeded,
generally 3-celled capsule. The species are numer-
ous, mostly natives of wet or marshy places in the
colder parts of the world ; some are found in

tropical regions. Some are absolutely destitute of

leaves, but have b.arren scapes (fiower-stems) re-

sembling leaves ; some have leafy stems, the leaves

rounded or somewhat compressed, and usually

jointed internally; some have plane or grooved
leaves on the stems ; some have very narrow leaves,

all from the root. The name R. perhaps properly
belongs to those species which have no proper leaves

;

the round stems of which, bearing or not bear-

ing small lateral heads of flowers, and popularly

known as Hushes, are used for plaiting into mats,

chair-bottoms, toy-baskets, (fee.—The Soft R. (/.

ejfusus) is a native of Japan as well as of Britain,

and is cultivated in Japan for making mats. In

ruder times, when carpets were little known, rushes

were much used for covering the floors of rooms ;

to wliich many allusions will be found in early

English writers. The stems of the true rushes

contain a large jiith or soft central substance, which
is sometimes used for wicks of candles. There are

20 or 22 British 8|iccies of R., some of which are

very rare, some foimd oidy on the highest moun-
tains, but some are among the most common of

plants. They are often very troublesome weeds
to the farmer. Thorough drainage is the best means
of getting quit of them. Lime, dry ashes, road
scrapings, &c, are also useful. Tufts of rushes in

pasture are a sure sign of insufficient dramage.
Many marshy and boggy places abound in some
of the species having leafy stems and the leaves

jointed internally, jiopularly called Sprots or SpriU,

as J. aaitljiorux, J. lamjirocarpus, and /. ohtusi-

floruf!. They afford very little nourishment to

cattle ; but are useful for making coarse ropes for

ricks, &c., which are stronger than those made o£

hay.

HUSH, Benjamin-, JI.D., an American physi-

cian, was born near Phdadelphia, December 24,

1745, was educated at Princeton College, studied

medicine in Philadelphia, London, Edinburgh, and
Paris, and in 1709 was made Professor of Chemistry

iu the Philadelphia Medical College, and became a
contributor to medical literature. Elected a member
of the Continental Congress, he advocated .andsigned

tlie Declaration of Independence. In 1777, he wa3
appointed Surgeon-general and Physician-gener.al of

the continental army. His duties did not prevent

him from writing a series of letters on the constitu-

tion of Peini.sylv.auia, which was changed by his

influence. He resigned his post iu the army, because

he could not prevent frauds upon sokliers in the

hospital stores. In 1785, he planned the Phila-

delpliia Dispensary, the first in the United States ;

and was a member of the convention which ratified

the Federal constitution. Retiring from politics,

he became Professor of the Theory ami Practice of

Medicine in the Phil.adelphia jledical College

;

and w.os so snccessfnl iu the treatment of yellow

fever iu 179;t, that he w.as believed to have saved

the lives of 6000 i>erson3. His practice, iu conse-

quence, became so Large that he prescribed for 100

patients a day, Avhom he saw even .at his meals.

Virulently atLickcd by Cobbett, who published a,

newspaper in Philadelphi.o, he prosecuted hiui for

a libel, and recovered 5000 dollars dam.ages. His
medical works produced honours from sevei-al Euro-

jiean sovereigns. The chief of them were Medical
Inquiries and Olucrcations, Diseases of the Mind,
Mcdital Tracts, Health, Temperance, and Exercise.

In 1779, he was api>oiuted Treasurer of the United
States Mint, wliich ]iost he held until liis death iu

PhUadelphia, AprU 19, IS 13. m
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RUSH-NUT. See Cypekus.

nUSHWORTH, John, an English author,
whose work entitled Hiaorkal Collections of Private
Pasaages of State, Weighty Matters in Law, and
Pemarkalile Proceedings in Parliament, is a most
important contribution to our knowledge of the
civil war, and the events that led to it, belonged to

an ancient family in Northumberland, and was
born there about 1607. He studied at Oxford, but
left the university without taking a degree, and
settled in London as a barrister. His interest in

political affairs was, however, so strong, that he
appears to have spent a great deal of his time,

for many years, in attending the Star Chamber, the
Court of Honour, the Exchequer Chamber, Parlia-

ment, &c., and in taking down short-hand notes of

the proceetlings. When the Long Parliament met
in 1640, R. was appointed assistant to Mr Henry
Elsyngne, clerk of the House of Commons, an office

which afforded him ample opportunities for adding
to his Collections. He rendered a variety of important
services to his party during the civil war. The
restoration of Charles IL, iu 1660, was fatal to his

fortunes. Though not molested, he was one of those
to whom the ' cold shoulder' was shewn by the
triumphant royalists. In 1677, Su- Orlando Bridg-
man. Lord Keeper of the Great Seal, appointed
the old man, now (it is conjectured) in straitened
circumstances, his secretary ; and curious to say, we
find him, two years after, a member of parliament.
In 1684, when he had reached the age of 77, he
was arrested for debt, and imprisoned in the King's
Bench, where he died in 1690. His last years were
rendered doubly miserable, partly by the loss of

his understanding, and partly by his addicting
himself to intem]ierance.

R.'s Hislurical Collections were published in four
parts at different times. The first, embracing the
period from 1618 to 1629, was published in 1659 ;

the second, embracing the period from 1629 to

1640, in 1680 ; the third, embracing the next five

years, in 1692; and the fourth, extending to 1648, in

1701. The whole was republished in 1721. The
work has been violently attacked by royalist and
High Chm'ch writers, as unfair, and even false, but
their charges have not been substantiated.

RUSKIN, John, the most eloquent and original

of all w-riters upon art, is the son of a wealthy wine-
merchant, and was born in London in 1819. He
studied at Christ Church, Oxford, where he gained
the Newdegate prize for English poetry in 1839, and
took his degree in 1842. The year following ap-
peared the first volume of his Modern Painters, the
primary design of which was to prove the infinite

siqieriority of modern landscape-painters, especially

Turner, to the old masters ; but iu the later

volumes (the 5th and last was published in 1860),
the work expanded into a vast discursive treatise on
the principles of art, intersi>ersed \vith artistic and
sjnnboHcal descriptions of natm-e, more elaborate
and imaginative than any waiter, prose or poetic,

had ever before attempted. Modern Paititers was
essentially revolutionary in its spirit and aim, and
naturally excited the aversion and hostility of the
conservatives in art. But the unequalled splen-

dour of its style gave it a place in literature

;

crowds of admirers and disciples sprang up ; the
views of art enunciated by R. gradually made
way ; and without alluding further to the fierce

and scornful controversies which they excited, it

may be said that, with whatever abatements neces-
sitated by the conflict of criticism, they have sub-
stantially rooted themselves in the English mind,
and have largely determined the course and char-
acter of later art. In 1849 appeared The Seven.
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Lamps of Architecture; and in 1S51—1853, The
Stones of Venice, both being efforts to introduce

a new and loftier conception of the significance of

domestic architect\ire. They were illustrated by
the author himself, who proved himself in these

volumes to be one of the best and most accu-

rate draughtsmen in England. About this time,

Pre-Eaphaelitism began to develop itself as a

distinctive phase of modern art, and R. warmly
espoused its cause. His Letters to the Times, his

Pamphlet on the subject (1851), and his 'Notes ' on
the Royal Academy Exhibitions (1855— 1860),

besides numerous casual expressions of opinion, bear

testimony to the ardour and sincerity of his admira-

tion. In 1854, he published four singularly pithy

and ingenious Lectures on Architecture and Paintimj

(previously delivered at the Edinburgh Philosophical

Institution) ; and in 1S57, two Lectures on the

Political Economy of Art (previously delivered at

Manchester). These are R.'s most celebrated pro-

ductions ; but we may further mention Ids Notes
on Turner's Pictiu-es and Drawings exhibited iu

Marlborough House (1857) ; Elements of Drawing,
in Three Letters for Beginners (1857) ; Elements of
Persjyective ; The Two Paths ; and a variety of

review articles, of which the most important are

those on Lord Lindsay's Christian Art, and East-

lake's History of Oil Painting, in the Quarterly

Kevicio.

RUSSELL, House of. The first dukedom of

Bedford (q. v.) expired in the person of the great

Regent of France (in the time of Henry VI.), with

whom the present dukes are unconnected by affinity.

The early descent of the RusseUs, and their deriva-

tion from the Du Rozels of Normandy, have been

traced by Mr Wiffen in his Memoirs of the House of
Russell. This great historical family is said to

derive its descent from Olaf, the sharp-eyed king of

Rerik, in the 6th c, one of whose descendants,

Turstain, a Scandinavian jarl, settled in Normandy,
on its conquest by the Northmen, and became
possessed of the barony of Briquebec, and the

castle of Rozel, near Caeu. In a charter of Matilda,

wife of the Conqueror, dated 1066, Hugh de Rozel

appears as a witness, and is no doubt the same
knight who accompanied William in his invasion of

England, and assisted at the battle of Hastings.

His name, together with that of his brother, are

found on the roU of Battle Abbey. They both

accompanied Duke Robert of Normandy in the

first Crusade, where the elder died. The younger,

Hugh de Rozel, U]ion his I'eturn from the Holy
Land, established himself in England, and was the

progenitor of Sir James Rozel, or Russell (as it had
then begun to be called), governor of Corfe Castle

in 1221, and of Sir W. Russell, who represented

Southampton in the fii-st parliament of Edward II.

From the latter Russell directly descended Sir John
Russell, one of the most valiant soldiers of the age

of chivalrj'. His son. Sir John Russell, was Speaker
of the House of Commons iu the time of Henry VI.

The high fortune and eminence of the House of R.

date from his grandson, John Russell, one of the

most accomplished gentlemen of his time, who, iu

1538, was elevated to the peerage, xmder the title of

' Lord Russell, Baron Russell of Cheyneys, county
Buckingham.' His son, the second earl, was a

person of eminence in Queen Ehzabeth's reign, and
was, like his father, a Knight of the Garter. The
next notable member of the family was EowArai
Russell, who was bred to the sea, and was groom
of the bedchamber to the Duke of York, after-

wards James II., but upon William Lord Russell's

judicial murder, retired from court. Strenuously

supporting the Revolution, he obtained high naval

commands from WiUiam III., and distinguished
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himself as one of the most eminent naval heroes of

the period, particularly by his victory over the
French fleet at La Hogue, in 1692. His cousin
was

—

Lord Williaji Eussell, son of William, 5th
earl, who has left an unperishable name, as one
of the most glorious martjTS of Enghsh liberty.

He was born September 1G39 ; was educated at
Cambridge

;
passed some years at Augsburg and

other places on the continent, and returned to
England at the Restoration. In 1678—16/9, he
was returned to parliament for the county Bedford.
His first public act was worthy of his subse-
quent career. He inveighed against the corrup-
tion of the Cabal, the influence oj France, the
dishonouralile commencement of the war with
Holland, and the fraud practised upon the bankers.
He was ever afterwards found conspicuous wherever
the designs of the court could be traversed, or the
cause of constitutional liberty befriended. He
appeared publicly in the Kin^s Bench at West-
minster Hall, June 16, 1680, and presented the Duke
of York as a recusant. He also carried up to the
House of Lords the bill of exclusion against the
duke, at the head of more than 200 members of the
Commons. This bill, setting forth that the Didie
of York was a papist, declared him incapable of

succeeding to the crown. The king and duke
determined to be revenged upon Russell and the
other leaders of the Whig party. Charged as parti-

cipators in the Rye House Plot (q. v.). Lord Russell,

the Earl of Essex, and Algernon Sitluey were
arrested. RusseU was, July 13, 1683, arraigned at the
(tld Bailey for high treason. Infamous witnesses
easily satisfied a packed jury. As they were about
to withdraw, the prisoner said :

' I call Heaven and
earth to witness that I never had a design against

the king's life.' But the jury pronounced the
fiat that condemned Russell to the block, and the
horrible sentence of death for high treason was
forthwith pronounced. The king and the duke
were determined to have his blood, and to crush the
leaders of the WTiig party. Some of the Tory min-
istry ventured to plead in his favour, but in vain.

The Earl of Bedford had gained the king's favourite,

the Duchess of Portsmouth, to his interest, and
oH'ered, through her, £100,000 for the life of his son.

To satisfy his aged father, and at the earnest request
of his afflicted wife, RusseU himself petitioned the
king. He solemnly disclaimed the least intention
agamst the king's life, or the least design to change
tjie constitution. There is reason to believe that
Charles was disposed to relent, but that the Duke
of York insisted upon the prisoner's death, which
took place July 21, 1GS3. The simjile relation

of his last hours by Bishop Burnet, his intimate
friend and companion, is justly considered one of

the most pathetic passages in history. The murder
of Russell, perpetrated for the most unconstitu-
tional end hy the most unconstitutional means,
followed by that of Sidney, rendered the despotism
of the Stuarts odious, and led, in the next reign,

to the overthrow of the family. R. died in the 42d
year of his age, leaving a name to be remembered
and revered wherever truth has a sanctuary or

liberty a shrine. His attainder was annulled after

the Revolution. His widow, Lady Rackel Wkio-
THE.SLEV, second daughter and heiress of Thomas
Earl of Southampton, surrived her lord more than
flirty years. She cherished the memory of her lord

with "the most tender recollections. She died Sep-

tember 29, 1723, at the advanced age of 86. Her
eldest sou by Lord Russell was WBlOTHESlEy,
second Duke of Bedford.
John, fourth duke, was First Lord of the Admir-

alty in the Pelham admiuistratiou of 1744. He

became, in 1756, Lord-lieutenant of Ireland. In 1762,
he was accredited Minister Plenipotentiary to the
court of France, and signed at Fontainebleau the
preliminaries of peace with France and Spain. He
was President of the Council in the administration
formed by Mr Grenville in the autumn of 1763.

His concern with public affairs extended over the
important term comprised between the fall of the
administrations of Walpole and Chatham. When
First Lord of the Admiralty (from 1744 to 1748), he
shared with Mr Pelham, the premier, and the Duke of

Newcastle, the substantial power of the government.
His correspondence, preserved at Wobiirn Abbey,
and given to the world by Earl Russell, contains

authentic materials for the illustration of the

political history of England from 1744 to 1770.

The introduction to the first volume contains a
brief but able historical sketch by the noble editor

of the period from the administration of Walpole to

1748, and some interesting particidars of the private

life and personal character of the duke. He died
in 1771, and was succeeded by his grandson

—

Francis, fifth duke, born in 1765. He was a
steady friend to the cause of popular freedom, and
was regarded by his friends, among the most devoted
of whom was Charles James Fox, with feelings of

attachment amounting to enthusiasm. He died
unmarried in 1802, and was succeeded by his

brother

—

John, sixth duke, born 1766, father of Lord John
(now Earl) RusseU (q. v.). He died October 20,

1839, and was succeeded by his eldest son

—

Francis, seventh duke, who, after a short career

in the Lower House, was summoned to the House
of Lords in his father's barony of Howland. He
declined office, but invariably supported the views
and measiues of the Whig governments, and in the

dissensions among the Whig party, the political

congresses atWobum exercised great influence. He
was much consulted by his distinguished brother,

when First Lord of the Treasiu'y, and on more than
one occasion, his advice on political afi'airs was
sought by his sovereign. He was an enthusiastic

patron of the turf from early life, and his stud at

Newmarket was of princely dimensions. Of late

years, he devoted himself to the haiipiness of his

tenantiy and the comfort of the labourers on his

extensive estates. He died May 14, 1801, and was
succeeded by his only son—

•

Francis, eighth duke, bom in 1S09. He was
M.P. for Tavistock from 1832 to 1S41, but is most
retired in his habits, and takes no active part in

pohtical affairs. The heir-presumptive to the

honours and representation of the House of R. is

the Hon. Colonel Francis C. H. Russell, M.P., born

1819, eldest son of the late Major-general Lord
George W. Russell, second son of John, sixth didce.

The Dukes of Bedford have a magnificent

mansion and park at Woburn, a few miles from
Bedford.

RTJSSELLi, John Russell, Eakl, K.G., English
minister and statesman, third son of the sixth

Duke of Bedford, was bom in Hertford Street, May-
fair, London, August 18, 1792, educated at West-
minster School, whence he was sent to Edinburgh,
at that time preferred to the English universities

by the great Whig families. Here he yursued his

studies with industry and success, under the care

of Professor Dugald Stewart; and here, at the
meetings of the Speculative Society, he first exer-

cised his powers of debate. In 1809, he proceeded
on a continental tour, and France being closed

against English travellers, he directed his steps

to Portugal and Spain. In 1821 appeared his

Hislonj of the British Constitution, and in 1824,

Memoirs of tlie AJJairs of JHurope from the Peace of
875
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Utrecht. In more recent yer rs he has given to the
world, from the family archives, the Correspondence

of John, fourth Duke of Bedford, which throws
much light on the secret history of the early part

of George III.'s reign ; the Life, Diar>/, and Letters

of Thomas Moore, in pursuance of a promise made
to the poet several years before; the Correspondence

of Charles James Fox, and the first volume of the

Life and Times of that great Whig statesman.

Having now noticed his career as an author, we
may briefly pass in review his long, Iionourable,

and consistent career as a politician. In 1S13, he
was elected for tlie fainily borough of Tavistock,

and vigorously but vainly opposed the repeal of

the Habeas Corpus Act in 1817. He made his first

motion in favour of parliamentary reform in 1819,

and continued to bring the subject almost annu-
ally before the Lower House, until he stood for-

ward as a minister of the crown to propose
the great measure of 1831. He was also the

strenuous advocate of the repeal of the Test and
Corporation Acts, Roman Catholic Emancipation,
and other measures of civil and religious liberty.

In 1S28, he carried by a large majority his motion
for the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts,

although it was opposed by the Duke of Wellington's
government. In 1829, he supported the Catholic

Emanci]iation Bill. At the general election of

18.30, caused by the death of George IV., the
ralljdng cry of Parliamentary Preform sent many
atlditional Lilierals into the House of Commons.
The ' Great Duke ' was driven from office ; and Earl
Grey being appointed prime minister, proceeded to

form a cabinet pledged to jieace, retrenchment, and
reform. Pi. did not receive a seat in the cabinet,

but he was apjiointed to the lucrative office of

Paymaster of the Forces, and was one of the four

members of the government to whom Earl Grey
intrusted the task of framing the draft of the first

Eeforni Bill. The great and imperishaljle honour
ne.Kt devolved upon R. of projiosing the bill {March
1, 1831). The fortunes of the measure belong to

tlie history of the time; suffice it to say, that on
the 4th of June 1S.>2, the bill obtained the royal

assent, and that the country was saved from the

throes of revolution and civil war, which at one
peiiod ajipeared imminent. R. left office with the

ilelbourne government (which had succeeded to that

of Earl Grey) in November 1834. In March 1835, he
brought forward a motion in favour of taking into

consideration the temporalities of the Irish ChurclL

It was opposed by the government, but after three

nights' debate, was carried by 322 votes against

289. On the 4th April, he carried a resolution in

committee in favour of appropriating any surplus

which might remain, after fiJly proWding for

the spiritual wants of the members of the Irish

Church, to the general education of all classes

of Christians. The report of the committee
having been affirmed by the whole House, the

government of Sir Robert Peel was dissolved,

and that of Lord Melbourne restored. R. now
became Home Secretary, with a seat in the cabinet.

On the 5th of June 1835, he brought in an im-

portant bill for the reform of the municipalities of

England and Wales, which was carried after some
mutilation, and secured an effective reform of muni-
cipal institutions. Next session, he proposed and
carried the government plan for the commutation
of tithes in England. Also a bill for a general

registration of marriages, births, and deaths, the

value of which, in social and statistical inquiries,

can scarcely be overrated ; and a bill for the

amendment of the marriage laws, which enabled
dissenters to be married in their own chapels.

He likewise passed an English Church Reform
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Bill, making a new distribution of episcopal dio-

ceses and incomes. In 1837, he carried a series of

bills for further amending the criminal law, by
which capital punishment was finally removed
from forgery and all offences except seven. An
Irish Tithe Bill was also passed, l)Ut the ' ap-

propriation clause ' being always rejected by the
Lords, R. was obliged to accept the bill divested
of the clause. He exchanged the seals of the

Home for those of the Colonial Office, when the
Canadians broke into rebellion in 1839, and sent
over Lord Durham, who recognised the right of

the Canadians to self-government; and who, with
his successor, Lord Sydenham, brought the Canadas
into loyal and harmonious relations with the
mother-coimtry, which have never since been dis-

turbed.

In 1841, R. proposed a fixed duty of Ss. per quarter
on foreign corn, and a reduction of the duties on
sugar and timber. Being defeated by the oppo-
sition, the Melbourne government apjiealed to tlie

country without success ; and R. and his colleagues

made way for the administration of Peel. In this

general election, he challenged the verdict of the
city of London upon the free-trade measures of the
government, by boldly leaving Stroud, and standing
for the city. He was elected by the narrow
majority of nine votes, and continued to represent
the city until his elevation to the peerage. In
November 1S45, R. wrote a letter from Edinburgh
to the electors of the city of London, announcing
his conversion to the total and immediate repeal

of the corn laws. This letter led to the resigna-

tion of the Peel cabinet ; and R. was commissioned
by the Queen (December 11, 1845) to form an
administration, which at first he faded to do through
the antipathy of Earl Grey to Lord Palmerston, and
Sir Robert Peel being recalled to power, had the
honour of carrying the repeal of the corn-laws. His
Irish Coercion Bill, however, being defeated by the
combined Whigs and Protectionists, he resigned ; and
R. became nominally what he had been really during
the greater part of the Melbourne administration

—

prime minister. In 1846, a series of assassinations

in Ireland compelled him to propose a more strin-

gent coercion act than that of the previous session.

In 1847, he had to deal with the Irish famine
; and

in 1848, with a miniature Irish rebellion. The papal
bull, parcelling England into dioceses, extorted from
R. an indignant protest, first in the form of a letter

to the Bishop of Durham, and next in the Ecclesias-

tical Titles Bill of 1851, prohibiting the assumption
of territorial titles by Roman Catholic prelates.

R.'s advice to the Queen to dismiss her Foreign
Secretary and his ancient coUeagiie, Lord Palmer-
ston, for communicating, without consultation with
his coUeagues, his approval of the French coup
d'etat, precipitated the downfall of the R. adminis-
tration, and in February 1852 he ceased to be First

Lord of the Treasury. Lord Derby made an unsuc-

cessful attempt to carry on the government ; and in

the succeeding cal)inet of the Earl of Aberdeen, R.
consented, December 1852, to fill the post of Foreign
Secretary with the leadership of the House of Com-
mons. In the session of 1854, he brought forward a

new Reform Bill, but was most reluctantly compelled
to resign it in consequence of the Crimean War.
He was next appointed Commissioner to the Con-
gress of Vienna, and incurred so much uupopularity
by recommending terms of peace, and a plan of

counterpoise suggested by Austria, that he was forced

by the pressure of unfavourable opinion to leave the
ministry (July 1855). He voted against the govern-
ment on Mr Cobden's motion against Lord Palmer-
ston's Chinese policy, which led to a dissolution.

When the second administration of Lord Palmerston
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was formed (June 1859), R. became for the second

time Foreign Secretary, which office he still (1865)

holds. He threw the moral influence of liis name
and the nation he represented into the scale of

Itahan unity and independence. He uttered

waj-ninga and remonstrances against the annexation

of Savoy and Nice by France, which gave great

offence to the government of the Emperor Kapoleon
by their frankness and candour. He ably preserved

British neutrality in the civil war between the

Federal and Confederate States of America. He
WTote sjiirited dispatches expressive of the indigna-

tion with which the British government regarded

the despotic acts of Russia in Poland ; but he
incurred many reproaches from the Poles and their

s^Tiipathisers in France and England, for withdraw-
ing from the Austrian and French alliance when
war with Russia apjieared imminent. More recently,

he took an active but not a successful part in the

Slesvig-Holstein dispute, which the peculiar policy

of the French emperor brought to notliing. K. has

always taken a prominent part in jiromoting the

education of the people, and, with the assistance

of Lord Lansdowue, laid the foundation cif the
present system of national education, sujiported by
parliamentary grants, and administered by the

Committee of Pri^-y Council for Education. He
brought forw.ard for many j'ears a measure admitting

the jews to parliament, which passed in 1S5S upon
a compromise suggested by the Earl of Lucan. But
the question with which he has ever been identified

in the public mind is jiariiamentary reform. He
brought in a Reform Bill in 1852, a second in

185-4 ; moved the resolution which procured the con-

demnation of the Derby Reform Bill in 1859 ; and
in 18G0, brought in another government bill, which
failed to pass. In ISGl, he was called to the Upper
House, and exchanged the courtesy title of ' Lord
John,' by which he had been so long known, for

that of Earl Russell. His language is simple, clear,

plain, and terse, yet jiregnant with meaning. Upon
gre.at constitutional questions and historical prece-

dents, he is perliaps the greatest living authority,

and upon such high themes, his Sfreeches rise to a

high order of elocpience. He is an admirable and
fearless debater ; and his tact, skill, and self-

reliance have often enabled him to fight, almost
unaided, a not unequal battle against the greatest

jjarliamentary orators of his time. His voice is often

weak, his delivery somewhat hesitating, miucing,

and affected, and his action lias little variety. A
certain coldness of temper has always chilled the
personal enthusiasm of his followers. His indomit-
able self-reliance and tenacity of self-assertion were
sarcastically ]iainted by the Rev. Sydney Smith,
who called him the ' Lycurgus of the Lower House,'
and said that he was 'utterly ignor.ant of all moral
fear.' He married, 1835, the daughter of Thomas
Lister, and relict of Lord Ribblesdale (she died iu

lS;iS) ; and L'dly, in 1841, the second daughter of

the second Earl of iSIinto.

RU'.SSI.A, Empire of, extending over a large pro-
portion of the nortliern regions of the globe, iucludes
the eastern part of Europe, the north of Asia, and
the north-west extremity of North America. Lat.
SS" 30'—78° N. ; long. 17° 19' E.—130° 10' W. It

is bounded on the N. by the Arctic Ocean ; on the
E. by the Pacific Ocean and the British-American
possessions ; on the S. by the Cliinese empire, Turke-
stan, Caspian Sea. Persia, Asiatic and European
Turkey, and the Black Sea ; and on the W. by
Austria, Prussia, the Baltic, and Sweden. Its

length from west to east, from the Prosna, on the
Prussian frontier, to Mount St Elias iu America,
is about 9800 miles ; its breadth from north to
south is about 2667 miles. Its eircuinferenee is

estimated at 30,333 miles, of wliich 21,000 miles are

in coast-line. The area, exclusive of the American
colonies, is stated at 7,846,747 sq. m. ; pop. in 1862,
more than 74,000,000. The following table gives
the areas and populations of the 50 provinces of

European Russia, and of the grand duchy of Fin-
land, the kingdom of Poland, and of the Caucasus
and Siberia. "^ltlG7—pop. 82,159,030.)

Naino of ProtiDce.

1. Archangel, ....
2. Astrakhan, ....
3. Bessarabia, ....
4. Cnurland,
5. Don Cossacks, territory of, .

6. Ekaterinosh^v
7. Esthonia
8. Grodno,
9. Jari'slav, ....

10. Kalouga,
11. Kazan,
12. Kharkov
13. Kherson, ....
14. Kiev,
15. Kostroma
16. Koursk,
17. Kovno,
18. Livonia,
19. Minsk
20. Mogilev
21. Moscow,
22. Nijni-Novgorod,
23. Novgorod
24. Olonetz,
25. Orenburg
26. Orel
27. Penza,
2S. Perm
29. Podol.sk

30. I'ollava,

31. Pskov
32. Kiasan
33. St Petersburg,
34. Samara
35. Saratov.
3G. Simbirsk,
37. Smolensk
38. Stavropol ; with the territory oO

the Cossacks of the Black Sea,)
30. Tambov, ....
40. 'I'aurida,

41. Tchernigov
42. Toula
43. Tver
44. Viatka
45. Vilna
46. Vitebsk,
47. Vladimir
48. Volhynia,
40. Vologda, ....
50. Voronesli, .....
Total Russia in Europe,
tirand Duchy of Finland,
Kingdom of Poland,
Caucasus,
Siberia,

\VhnIe Empire (not including the^
American colonies), . . . )

Area in Eng.
Square Milei,

340,704

84,939
13.476

10,513

59.652
26,049

7,623
14,695
13,231

11,926
23,762
21,231
27.773
19,654
30,8i0

17,431

15,713

18,773
34,462
18.419

12,792
19,630
45,475

67,768
147,062
1S,2B4

14.644
128.625

16,386
19,194
17,350

16,214
17,298

61,342

31,609
18,778
21,64.')

62,502

25,5.i6

24,6S5

20.230

11,844
24,727

55,386
16,321

17,447
18,296
27,535

153,090
25,737

1,948,327
146,056
47,9N3

118.396
6,iSS,985

7,816,747

274,951
477,492
919.107
667,078
896,870

1,042,681

303,478
881,881
976,866

1.007.471

1.543,344

1,582.571

1.027,459
1,944.334

1,076,!)S8

1,811,972

9S8.2S7
88.3,681

986,471
884,640

1,699,8118

1,259.606

975,201
287,354

2,036,5s3

1.532 034
1.188,635

2,046,672

1,748.460
1,819 no
706.462

1.427,2!i3

1,083,091

1,630,039

1,636,135

1.140,973

1,102,070

761,810

1,910.754

687,343
1,471.866

1,172.249

1,491,427

2,121,904

876,116
781,741

1,207,908

1,628,328
951,593

1,930,859

60,095,858
1,636,549

4,764,446
3,543,710

4,230,933

74,271,501

Tlie Buasian Sea-ljord.—The northern shores of

the Russian territories, which are washed by the

Arctic Ocean, are deeply indented. The \\'hite

Sea (q. v.), an immense arm of the Arctic Ocean,

penetrates 350 miles into tlie mainland, and is sub-

di\-ided into the gulfs of Onega and Archangel or

Dwina. The other chief inlets on the north of R.

are the Kara See and the gulfs of Obi and Yenisei.

Westward from Nova Zemla (usu;dly, but less

correct!}', spelled Zembla), the Arctic Ocean is

navigable for three months of the year; east from
that island, the sea, even at the mildest season, is

encumbered with floating icebergs. The chief

islands in this ocean are the Kolguef, Waigatz,
Nova Zemla, and Spitzbergen Isles. Tlie eastern

shores of R. are washed by the Pacific, subdivided
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into the Beltring, Okhotsk, and Japan Seas ; and the
islands belonging to this country in these seas are
Sakhalin, and the Kiirile, Aleutian, and Kadjak Isles.

On the south are the Black Sea (q. v.) and the Sea
of Azov (q. v.), the latter communicating with the
former by the Strait of Kertch, aud so shallow that
it is navigable for small craft only. Of the Caspian
Sea, R. commands the whole, with the e.xception of

the south shore, which belongs to Persia. The
northern and eastern banks of the Caspian are the
seats of the chief fisheries of the empire. On the
north-west of Fi. are the Baltic Sea, with the gulfs

of Riga, Finland, and Bothnia ; and in these waters,

the islands of Aland, Esel, and Dago belong to the

emjiire. The freezing of the water near the shores

of the Baltic renders the navigation of this sea

impracticable during five months of the year,

although a few ports are accessible throughout the
whole year. Possessing means of easy communica-
tion with the most fertile governments of the
interior, and sustaining chiefly the commerce of the

Russian empire with the other parts of Europe and
with America, the Baltic is of the highest com-
mercial importance.

Surface, Hi/drorfraphn, and Soil—European Rus-
sia consists of a vast plain bordered with mountains.
On the east are the Ural Mountains (q. v.), forming
a broad range of no great elevation, ending on the
north on the shores of the Arctic Ocean, and on the
south in a range of elevated plains on the left bank
of the Volga. On the south-east of the great plain

is the lofty range of the Caucasus (q. v.), crossed by
the Pass of Derbend and the so-called Military
Georgian Road. The Crimean Mountains, a con-
tinuation of the Caucasian chain, rise to 5000 feet

in their highest summit. The districts in the
south-west of R., between the Vistula and the
Truth, are covered by hilly ranges from the Carpa-
thian Mountains (q. v.), which in Poland are known
as the Sandomir ilountains. The Finland Moun-
tains, on the north-west, are ranges of granite rocks,

embracing numerous lakes, and not rising higher
than 600 feet. The Alaunsky table-land, which con-

nects itself with the Ural Mountains by a chain of

hills in latitude about C2° N., is the key to the
configuration of Eurojiean Russia. From this table-

land, with an elevation of about IL'OO feet, the
country, with gradually declining slopes, falls

away in four directions—north to the Arctic,

north-west to the Baltic, south to the Black, and
south-east to the Caspian Seas. The sloping

country on the north of the Alaunsky heights

is called, from its eastern and western limits, the
Ural-Baltic table-land ; that on the south of the
same diWding heights is called, for the same reason,

the Ural-Carpathiau table-land. The Alaunsky
heights form tlie great water-shed, and regulate

the course of all the gi'eat rivers of the Russian
empire. To the north, they throw off the Petchora,

the Northern Dwina, and the Onega ; to the south,

tlie Dniester, Bug, Dnieper, Don, and Kouban ; to

the south-east, the Volga, with its great affluents

the Oka and Kama. The Western Dwina, the
Niemen, and the Vistula, fall into the Baltic Sea. The
important rivers of R. receive sejiarate notice under
their own names. At the foot of the north-west
slope from the central terrace, is the lake-country
of European Rtissia, and the great lakes (which are

noticed separately) are Ladoga, Onega, Umen,
Peipus, and Pskov. The plain of European Russia
naturally divides itself into three tracts or zones,

each of which differs from the others in the nature
and quality of its sod. The northern zone extends
between the Arctic Ocean and the Ural-Baltic
table-land, the middle zone between the Ural-
Baltic and the Ural-Carpathian table-lands, and the
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southern zone between the Ural-Carpathian table-

land and the Black and Caspian Seas. The soil of

the northern zone is marshy, and the climate
inclement. In its middle part, between the rivers

Onega and Mezen, and especially along the banks
of the Northern Dwina, forests of fir-wood and
large tracts of fodder-grass occur. Toward the east

of this tract, the woods disappear, and vast marshes,
frozen the greater part of the year, cover the country.

The middle zone reaches south-west to the govern-
ment of Volhynia and the south of Poland, and
north-east to the Ural Mountains. In the west, it

consists of an extensive hollow, covered with woods
and with marshes, the chief of which are those of

Pinsk (q. v.). In the middle part of this zone, the
sod is partly heavy and covered with mould, and
toward the north, sandy. Beyond the Oka, luxu-

riant meadows abound; and on the east, beyond the

Volga, this tract forms an extensive valley, covered
with a thick layer of moidd, abounding in woods,
and rising into lulls in the vicinity of the Ural
range. The southern zone consists of step])es ex-

tending along the shores of the Black and Caspian
Seas. The steppes of the Black Sea have mostly
a mouldy soil, covered with grass ; but in the south-

east, shifting sands and salt marshes predominate.

The steppes of the Caspian consist of sand, salt

marshes, and salt lakes—the Elton lake, yielding

nearly 4,000,000 puds (about 1,290,000 hundred-
weights) of salt annually, being the most remark-
able.

Co7istilution and Administration.—The govern-

ment is an unlimited monarchy, the head of which
is the emperor, who unites in himself every autho-

rity and power—that is to say, is the head of the

military, the legislative, and the juilicial systems,

and is also the ecclesiastical chief of the orthodo.x

Greek Church. The order of succession is by primo-

geniture, hereditary in heirs-male, and in females

in defaidt of males. Every military or civd officer of

the crown is required to take an oath of allegiance.

The expenses of the imperial palace amount to aliout

£1,200,000 annually ; the crown appanages, consti-

tuting the private property of the imperial family,

yield an annual revenue of £700,000. The council

of state is the highest branch of the executive, and
comprehends the legislative, judicial, and acbnini-

strative powers. The president and members—among
whom are always included the ministers of the
crown—are appointed by tlie em])eror. A secretary

of state, whose duty it is to report the ojiinion of

the council to the emperor, is attached to tins liody.

The estimates of expenditure and income, and every
proposition introducing an addition to, or a modifi-

cati.m of, the laws, is considered and revised by
this council, which, for the more orderly dis-

charge of its functions, is di\'ided into four sections :

1. Law ; 2. Civil aud Ecclesiastical ; 3. Finance
;

4. Army and Navy. After the council of state, the

next most important arm of j;overnnient is the

committee of ministers, which is the highest admi-
nistrative body. The state secretaries for the
kingdom of Poland and the grand-duchy of Fin-

land serve as representatives of local administra-

tion at St Petersburg. The senaje, the highest

judicial body, is composed of two sections, one of

which discharges its duties at St Peterslmrg,

the other at Moscow. There are 12 imperial

ministers, who have under their management the
following dejiartments : The Court ; War ; Admi-
ralty : Treasury, which includes Commerce and
Industry ; Public Instruction ; Interior ; Foreign
AtFairs; justice; Crown Domains; Public Works;
Post-office ; and Board of Control. Except the de])art-

ments of Foreign Affairs and the Imperial Court, all

these branches of the central administration are
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represented in the prorinces. European Eussia 13

divided into 50 provinces, over each of which is a
governor, appointed by the emperor, and who
is the head of the civil administration of the pro-
vince or government. Some provinces, although
administered by governors, are united under the
superintendence of a governor-general. This arrange-
ment ia rendered necessary owing to the immense
extent of the empire, and the governor-generalships
are generally remote frontier regions. At the present
time (April 1S65), reforms are in progress through-
out all the various branches of the government.
Reforms in the municipal and rural administration
of the provinces, which give increase of self-

government, are already in operation. Several
important legal reforms—indeed, an entirely new
legal system, incorporating oral testimonj' and trial

by jury, with the present system of Russian juris-
prudence, and opening the business of the courts
to the public eye—were laid before the public in

a published form in 1864, and are now lieing carried
out. By the Russian law, capital punishments are
only inflicted for high-treason or Icse-majesie. Cor-
poral punishment by the Knout (q. v.) was abolished
in 1SG3. The severest punishments inflicted for vio-
lations of the law are labour in the gaUeys, in the
pubhc works, deportation to the mines of Siljeria, &c.
There are prisons in every town throughout the
empire, but the prison-system is still primitive, rude,
and ill-administered. In 1SG2, S'2,'!49 persons were
condemned by the several courts of justice to differ-

ent degrees of punishment for various crimes, and
about 9000 persons were convicted by the military
and naval courts for oflfeuces against the laws and
discipline of these services.

Dhtinrtive Rank of Classes.—The nobility occupy
the higliest place in the social scale, enjoy many
sjiecial privDeges, such as freedom from conscription
and poll-tax, and form in every province a separate
body, headed by a marshal, chosen by and from
themselves. Functionaries, officials, artists, and
clergy possess almost as many privileges as the
nobility. The next class is that of the merchants.
The burgliers and peasants constitute the lowest
class, and are subject to claims of service and to
personal taxation. Each class enjoys, to a certain
extent, the right of self-administration in its own
affairs. Each apportions its taxes, and chooses
some of its own functionaries. The recent emanci-
pation gave freedom to 20,000,000 peasants or serfs,

who, prior to the year 1861, being governed exclu-
sively by their owners, enjoyed very limited ci\'il

rights. Conmuinal government is the fundamental
principle of all the rights of the peasant class.

In general, the lands allotted to the peasants
are not their individual property, but belong to
the commune, and are shared among all its mem-
bers.

Jieveime and Expmdllnre.—Tlie following table
shews the amount, and the details of the revenue
and expenditure for the year 1861 :

EXPE^JDITURE.

1. Interests and Management of the Public Debt,
2. Council of State and Imperial Chanceries,
3. Synod and Churches,
4. Imperial Court,.....
5. Forei^'n Aft'airs, ....
6". AVar Department, ....
7. Navj*, .....
8. Treasury, . ...
9. Department of Crown Domains,

10. Department of Interior,
11. Public Instruetiou, ....
12. Public Works, .....
13. Post-office, .....
14. Justice, ......
15. Board of Control, ....
lt>. Caucasus .....
17. E.xtraordinary Expenses of the Army and Navy,

Total,

£9,n.W,fi.1-l

2l)0,.'i7(i

89ll,.iLM

],292,.'>74

349.1110

19,991,784

3,614.056

9,741,145

l,6tK,H!)l

2,02",P>7

l,04o,r,7(i

4,193. 7!)6

1,895,723

1,081,611

54,.?76

603,7311

6.230,163

£64,787,990

BETKNDE.

1. Direct Taxes, including Poll-tax, which \

aiiinunta to £5,061,239, . . . (

2. Inilirict Taxes—
(d.l .Spirits, ....
((••) Salt, .....
(c.) Tobacco, ....
((/.) Heet-root Sugar,
(c.J Customs, ....
(/.) Stamps, ....

3. Royalties, ....
4. Crown-lands and other Properties, .

6. Money received from Caucasus, . .

6 Miscellaneous,

Total,

£7,565,5-2

21,300,859
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service in lieu of paying taxes. Of the irregular
troops, ouly 80,000 serve in time of peace under
the Russian eagles. The military estahlishment of

the empire was maintained, in 1S6-2— lSlj:i, at the
expense of £19,202,861. By imperial ukase, issued
in 1864, the military regulations were changed, the
old system was abolished, and that now existing in

the French military service adopted, and the whole
empire divided into ten military districts.

JVavy.—The Russian boundaries were first ad-
vanced to the sea under Peter the G reat, and from
the genius of that monarch the Russian navy spr.ang.

Besides tlie naval depots on the Baltic, the Ijlack,

and the Caspian Seas, there are also naval estab-

lishments on the shores of the North Pacific and
on the Amur. Official returns for the year 1864
state that the Russian navy numbered 670 vessels,

carrying 1920 guns, and manned by 45,000 seamen,
levied by conscription, and serving under the same
regulations as prevail in the army. Of the vessels,

211 were steamers, and 17 were iron-dads.
Jielir/ion and Churdies.—Toleration of all religions

which do not violate public morality or good order,

exists in R., and not to profess the orthodox Greek
faith, the national religion, does not disqualify for
the enjojTnent of any civil rights. The law does not
allow those who already belong to the established
faith to secede from it ; and if, in a honsehold,
either of the parents be a member of the Greek
Church, all the children must be brought up within
that communion. The emperor is head of the
church, the aftairs of which he directs by means of

a synod composed of the chief prelates, who are
summoned from their dioceses to attend its meet-
ings (see Russian Chuf.ch). The direction and
regulation of all other religious communities eman-
ates from a department in the offices of the Minister
of the Interior. In 1858, there were in R., exclu-
sive of Finland and Poland, of orthodox CJreeks,

5.3,76.3,471 ; Schismatics, 853,282 ; Ai-menian Greeks,
3.3,937; Roman and Armenian Cathohcs, 2,818,914;
Protestants, 1,959,334; .Jews, 1,447,479; Mohanmie-
dans, 5,316,455 ; and Idolaters, 478,34.3. In 1801,
there were 614 orthodcx convents, 137 of wliich
were occupied by women. There were 5648 monks,
and 4879 lay-brothers ; 2931 nuns, and 7669 lay-

sisters ; 50,394 priests and deacons, and 63,421 other
persons, who were emjiloyed in religious services in

the 50,165 orthodox churches. For the education
of the clergy, there are 4 academies, 50 seminaries,
and 201 schools, in which 54,000 ]>ersons are trained.

The churches, convents, and the ecclesiastical de-
partments in general, are maintained by government.

Public Instruction.—The department of public
instruction in R. is presided over by a ministry,
although many of the schools are directed by other
departments. The gi'eater number of these estab-
lishments are supported out of the imperial treasury.
There are six universities in the empire—namely,
in St Petersburg, Moscow, Dorpat, Kiev, Kharkov,
Kazan ; and two are (1865) in course of erection
in Odessa and Warsaw. Of the students—who do
not reside within the universities—the poorest are
allowed stipends for their maintenance, and the
candidates for admission as students must have
passed satisfactory examinations in the courses
of instruction gone through at the gymnasia.
Degrees are conferred in law, medicine, philology,
mathematics, natural history, and the oriental lan-

guages. Degrees in theology are gi'auted at Dorpat
to students of the Lutheran faith. The jirofcssors

are appointed and paid liy the government. Four
institutions, the law school and lyeeums of St
Petersburg, Nijni, and Jaroslav, are specially
devoted to legal science. The gymnasia, schools
of the second class, aljout 100 in nimiber, are

3S0

found in the provincial towns. Besides the uni-

versities and gymnasia, there are nnmerous district

schools ; but the means of instruction, though rapidly
increasing, are very iasufficient. In 1853, there were
only 3000 village schools ; in 1863, the number
had increased to 34,075. There are also numerous
special schools for instruction in mining, in wood-
craft, civil engineering, navigation, &c. The military
schools form a separate system. The cadets are
transferred from the military gymnasia to the
'military schools,' in which they tjualify to fill the
posts of commissioned officers. Three academies,
for the staff, the engineers, and the artillery, are
devoted to tlie higher branches of military science.

Theological education for the orthodox church is

superintended by the clergy. Official tables for

1862 state that the number of schools in R. was
50,999, attended by 1,325,810 pupils, male and
female.

Literary and Scientific Institutions, Museums, Press,

etc.—Many of the most important institutions in

R., as tlie Academy of Sciences and the Pulkova
Observatory, flourish in or near St Petersburg (q. v.).

There are, however, throughout the empire nume-
rous institutions and societies for the promotion of

the arts and sciences. The Imperial Library at St
Petersburg, with upwards of a million volumes, is

one of the finest in the world. The press of R.,

not yet much developed, is subject to special cen-
sorship, which, though rigorously exercised under
the reign of Nicholas I., is now, under the milder
government of Alexander II., considerably less

strict. Each year gives evident proof of the
rapidly increasing taste for literature and mental
culture in Russia. In 1858, 1577 original works,
and 2S4 translations, were printed in R. ; and in

1857, 1,613,862 volumes were imported. In 18G0,
there were 310 )ieriodicals, 142 of which issued

from the metropolitan press.

Charitable Institutions are for the most part sup-

ported by government ; and although their number
is increasing annually, the scarcity of large national

institutions—especially public hospit.als—is pain-

fully felt. Medical assistance can only be obtained
in the provinces with the greatest difficulty, owing
to the distances of the towns and the sparseness of

the population. The foundling hospitals of St
Petersburg and Moscow receive annually about
15,000 abandoned infants and orphans.

Public Roads and Canals.—The want of good
roads and ready means of communication are

particularly felt m R., where the distances are so

great, and the poindation so scanty. To keep the
roads in repair, is a work of the greatest difficulty

here, for two reasons—the first, a difficulty in con-

centrating a sutficient amount of labour where the
labourers are so few, and so widely dispersed ; and
the other, the melting of the snows and overflowing

of the rivers in spring. During four or five months
of the year, the soil is thickly covered with snow,
wbioh, when it becomes hardened by the frost,

offers an excellent, an easy, and a universal means
of transit. On the return of mild weather, how-
ever, the snow melting, sinks into and softens the

earth, which is also overflowed by the rivers. The
roads being thus flooded, are rendered almost

wholly impassable for traffic till the soil dries.

In autumn, the usual rains fall, and the earth is

again soaked, so that the time for easy communi-
cation during summer is very short. Upwards
of 1900 miles of raUway have been constructed,

and are in operation in R., and three new lines

of railway are (1865) in process of construction.

St Petersburg and Moscow are connected with

sever.al of the large provincial towns—the most
remote of which are Kharkov, Kiev, Warsaw, Riga,
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and Nijiii-Novgorod—Ijy macadamised causeways,
which are now generally kept in good repair. The
other towns are connected by ordinary track-roads,
which are generally impracticable in spring and
autumn. Owing to the generally bad character of

the surface, and to the abundance of the rivers

which traverse it, the water-communications of this

empire are very important as commercial highway's,
though the vast transit-trade of the country is

not confined to them alone. The transport of

merchandise across the broad expanse of the empire,
is much facilitated by canals, which have here
become an important and a peculiar institution.

The four seas .surrounding European Russia are
connected by canals : 1. The Caspian is connected
with the ^^^^ite Sea by the canal of the Prince of

Wirtemberg, between the river Scheksna, an affluent
of the Volga, and the upper waters of tlie iS'^orthern

Dwina. 2. The Caspian and Baltic are connected
l)y three S3-stems of canals. See Volga. 3. The
Black Sea is connected with the Baltic by three
lines of canals—those of Beresina, Ogins'ky and
Dnieper, and Bug, between the affluents of the
Dniejier and those of the Western Dwina, Niemen
and Vistula

Postal Service.—This service was inaugurated in

1604. In 184.3, the government instituted a uniform
tax of about 3(/. for the transmission of a letter

under half an ounce in weight to any part of the
empire. In 1S63, the number of letters conveyed
by the Russian post was 18,S24,3S3.

Electric Telegraph.—NotAvithstanding the immense
extent of the surface of E., and the distance from
each other of its principal towns, these are now
nearly all united liy lines of electric telegraph. At
present (Aprd 1805), 3S,8G1 miles of telegraphic

M"ires have been laid by government. A very
interesting project is at present imder discussion,

liy which it is intended to unite the town of

Irkutsk in East Siberia, already in communication
by telegraph \rith St Petersburg, to America by the
projected telegraphic line on the other shore of the
Pacific, and by a submarine wu-e, crossing at Behring
Strait.

Population.—The population of the empire is

spread with gi'eat ii-regularity over the surface. In
Eurojjean Russia, its average is less than 31 per
Eng. sq. m. ; in the Caucasus, more than 31 ; in

Siberia, |; in Poland, 101; and in Finland, II per
Eng. sq. mile. These figures, however, cannot be
taken as a correct illustration of the actual distribu-

tion of the masses over the enormous surface of the

country ; for, upon comparison, the degree of the

density of the population of European Russia is

found to vary greatly in the different governments.
The government of Moscow contains 166 inhabi-

tants per Eng. sq. m. ; while that of Archangel
contains only J. The central and south-west
governments of this part of the empire are the most
densely peopled. The to^vn residents are 9i per

cent, of the whole jiopidation of European Russia

;

7 2 per cent, of that of the Caucasus ; and 5 per cent,

of that of Siberia. Russian society is divided into

five classes, and of these the nol)iIity forms I '49 per

cent.; the clergy (including their families) POl per

cent. ; the burgesses (tiers etat), 860 ; the jicasants,

S2-55 ; and the military, 6'35 per cent. Irrespective

of Asiatic and American Russia, we find that in

Europe this eminre comprises a greater variety of

races than any other European state. It is not, how-
ever, like Aiistria, a composite community, speaking

various idioms, and having different j}hysical char-

acteristics and jiolitical interests. In European
Russia, the predominant race is the Slavonian, and
the Russian ' element ' and language prevail ahnost

universally. The S0,.'500,000 Russians who inhabit

Europe are di\nsible into— 1. Great Russians
(33,!)35,000), inhabiting Central Russia. 2. Little
Russians (12,015,000), located in the south-west.
To the latter may be added the Cossacks (1,600,000),
who are spread along the rivers Don, Kouban,
Terek, Ural, Tobol, the Lake of Baikal, and the
Amur. 3. White Russ-ans (2,950,000), in the
western provinces. The other Slavonic races are
Poles (4,640,000), in the kingdom of Poland, and
partly in the west provinces (where they form only
lOfths ])er cent, of the population) ; Servians and
Bidgarians in Bessarabia and New Russia. The Fin-
nish race (3,800,000), which occupies, under different

names, the north and north-east of European RiLssia,

and the north-west of Siberia, has in great part
adopted Russian language and manners. The Lithu-
anian.s and Letts (2,460,000) dwell mostly between
the Niemen and Dwina. The Turkish Tartarian
race (5,700,000), in the south-east, and partly in
Siberia, comprises Tchuvashes, Tartars of Kazan,
Kirghiz, &c. The Mongols (376,000), comprising
Kalmucks and other races in the south-east of
European Russia, and in the east of Siberia. Besides
these races, there are Roiimains and Walachs
(770,000), in Bessar.abia and New Russia ; Persians,
Kurds, Armenians, &c. (460,000), near the Caspian
Sea ; Germans (920,000), distributed over the whole
empire, but found in the greatest numbers in the
Baltic provinces ; Swedes (200,000), in Finland

;

Greeks (52,000), in the south ; Bohemians— i. e.,

Gipsies (50,000)—chiefly in Bessarabia ; Jews
(2,014,000), mostly in Poland and the west pro-
vinces; Caucasians (1,830,000), Samoieds in the
north of R., and many other triljes in East Siberia
and Russian America.

Climate.—Owing to its vast extent, the Russian
empire presents great varieties of climate. At
Axchaugel, the mean temperature of the year is 32°

F. ; at Yalta, in the Crimea, 52° ; and at Kutais, in
the Caucasus, 58°. Consisting of an immense area
of dry land, the climate of the empire is essentially
continental ; and the cUmate of localities in its

interior is much more rigorous than that of places
on the western shores of Eurojie in the s.ime lati-

tudes. The mean temperature of Edinburgli and
Christiania is higher than that of Moscow and
Kazan. The rigour of the climate of the empire
increases not only with the latitude, but as you
advance eastward ; thus, the me.an winter tempera-
ture of the town of Abo, on the Gulf of Bothnia,
is the same as that of Astrakhan

—

viz., 23° F.
;

although the former is in lat. 61°, and the other in
lat. 47°, or 14° nearer the equator. The difference
of the mean summer temperature under the same
latitudes is, on the contrary, not very considerable.
The isothennal line of Astrakhan (60° F.) passes
through Lublin in Poland and Ekaterinoslav. In
the east, the maximum heat is even greater than in
the west ; and such heat-lo\-ing plants as the water-
melon are grown more successfully in the south-east
of R. than in the west of Europe, under the same
latitude. The dryness of the atmosphere increases
in the direction from north-west to south-east. On
the banks of the Baltic, the average niunber of rainy
and snowy days is 150, and the annual r.ainfall is 20
inches, while near the Caspian the number of such
days is 70, and the rainfall only 4 inches. The
climate of R. is in general healtliy ; but there are
several places where tUseases seem to be localised,

as the shores of the Frozen Ocean, where scurvy is

common, the marshes along the Niemen and Vistula,
where the Plica Poloniea (ip v.) is the chief disease,
and the marshy lands on the Black, Azof, and
Caspian seas, where ague always prevails.

Manufactures.—Manufacturing industry in R.
may be said to date from the reign of Peter the

3S1
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G rcat. With a view to its promotion, foreign mann-
faetured goods are heavily taxed on importation. In

1S03, the number of factories (exclusive of iron-works
and all establishments engaged in the preparation of

metals) was 15,45o, which employed 465,000 hands,

and produced articles amounting to 320,000,000

roubles. Of these factories, a half were in the

governments of St Petersburg, Moscow, and Vladi-

mir. The metallnrgical works are mostly in the

government of Perm, and in other eastern govern-

ments bordering on the Ural Mountains. Small

handicraft manufacturing establishments abound in

all the central governments, especially in the neigh-

bourhood of Moscow, where whole villages during

the winter season are employed in some special

industry, as weaving, tanning, fur-dressing, joiners'

work, shoemaking, &c. The chief manufacture is

spinning and weaving flax and hemp. Linen is

manufactm-ed to the value of 100,000,000 roubles,

chietly in hand-looms ; although the finer qualities are

manufactured by power-looms, mostly in the govern-

ments of Jaroslav and Kostroma, and the capitals.

Hemp is manufactured into sailcloth and ropes,

which articles are largely exported. Woollen and
worsted stufl's are made to the value of 50,000,000

roubles, and the quantity is on the increase. Fine
cloths and mixed fabrics are made in the capitals,

and in the governments of Livonia and Tohemigov.
Silk-spinning^ and weaving are carried on in the
factories of Jloscow, which is renowned for its

brocades, and gold and silver embroideries. Omng
to the excessive taxation on imported cotton goods,

cotton manufactories, employing a capital of

00,000,000 roubles, which might here be more
profitably utilised, have been commenced within
the last 25 years. After weaving, the next most
important branch of industry is tannins, the pro-

ducts of which amoimt to 20,000,000 roubles. The
other important branches of industry are cutlery,

made in the town of Tula, the Russian Shefiield,

and in the governments of Nijni-Novgorod, Vladi-

mir, and Kostroma ; and pottery and glass-works,

the former carried on in the government of Moscow,
the latter in that of Vladimir. Machine and
chemical works are stUl in a Ixackward state ; the

products of the former, in 1863, cUd not exceed
12,000,000 roubles ; of the latter, 5,000,000 roubles.

Commerce.—The Pvussian empire, including pro-

vinces varying widely in their natural and indus-

trial resources, presents an extensive field for internal

commerce, while the abimdance of its products

maintains a vast foreign trade. Of the former,

which is by far the more important, the extent and
value caujiot be given, owing to the want of statis-

tical data. Moscow, in the centre of the industrial

provinces of the empire, and the great dejiut for the

wares that supply the trades of the interior, is the

chief seat of the home-trade. The other large

trading towns are chiefly those on the banks of the

great rivers. The goods yearly conveyed by the

Volga alone amount to 200,000,000 roubles. Owing
to the distances between the great trading towns,

fairs are still of great importance in Kussia. The
transactions of all the fairs in the empire amount to

more than 300,000,000 roubles, and the chief are

those of Nijni-Novgorod (q. v.), Irbit (q. v.), Khar-
kov (q. v.), Poltava (q. v.), and Kursk (q. v.).

—

The foreign trade consists mainly of the export of

raw products, and the ijn ports of colonial and manu-
factured goods. The foreign trade by sea is five

times greater than the trade by land ; and of the

latter, the commercial transactions "nith Europe
amount in value to ten times the Asiatic trade.

One-third of the whole foreign commerce is trans-

acted at St Petersburg, one-ninth at Odessa, and
one-fifteenth at lliga. In 1863, 9893 vessels entered

the ports, and of these, 1890 belonged to the Russian
commercial marine, 202S were English, 688 Dutcli,

607 Swedish and Norwegian, 388 Prussian, 329
Danish, and 206 French. The following table

gives a view of the chief articles of export and
import for the years 1862 and 1863 :

KXPORTS.
inc2.

Roubles.

Cereals, . . ... 53,504,«i;3

Timber, 5,91111,974

Leather 427,619
Skins undressed 474, ."iiy

Tallow, 9,827,8.10

Hemp 9,326.704

Klax, 16.48.1,996

Iron 1,238,491

Copper, 219,933

Shiep'awool 18,829,428
I'otass, 1,434,938
Bristles, 2,498,981

Linseed and hemp-seed, . . . 16,975,859

IMPORTS.

Sugar,
Oil,

Tea and cofiec,

Cotton, ......
Cutton-yarn, . , , . .

Wool
Silk (rawl,

Iron (cast and wrought)

,

Wine and other liquors,

Dyes,
Fruit
Machinery, .....
Cotton, silk, woollen, and linen stutfs,

1862.

Roubles.

6,145,239

C,4.?i;,C26

13,.3II4,181

5.185,576

1,310,019

3,298.799

2,698,385

1,303,248

9,121,436

9,018,590

4,860,198

8,884,628

11,867,841

isra.

Roubles.

44,201,913

5,865,356

177,UM
704,1,35

9,731. <HMl

8,049,146

16,543,321

5.T4,1.W

2.37.899

14,427,092

1,031,129

3,124,181

11,629,326

180.3.

Roubles.

10,950„391

6,201,722

13,838,181

9,375,933

1,386,741

2,602,423

2,275,9.13

2,040,817

8,106,129

7,305,009

6,118,509

5,810,638

9,342,118

The total exports amounted in 1862 to 167,120,971
roubles ; in 1863, to 140,772,588 roubles : the total

imports in 1862 to 127,995,283 roubles; in 186.>,

to 130,703,549 roubles—presenting a considerable
surplus in favour of the exports. In the course of

this century, the foreign trade has increased four-

fold.

Geolofjy and Mineral Products.—A more intimate
knowledge of the geological structure of R. may be
said to date from 1841, when the eminent geologist,

Sir R. I. Murchison, undertook a scientific journey
to R. and the Ural Mountains. His geological

investigations, together with the pateoutological
researches of his colleagues, E. de Verneuil and
Count Kayserhng, have served as a basis for further
surveys. The oldest stratified rocks are the Siluri,an,

on the southern shores of the Gulf of Finland, sink-

ing down below the Devonian strata, which run in

two large branches—on the south-east to Voronesh,
and on the north-west to Archangel, both overlaid
to the east by a stdl more extensive deposit of car-

boniferous rocks. The immense tri.angle between
those laj'crs and the VraX is occupied by the Per-
mian system (except the north-east extremity, which
is covered by Jurassic beds), named by Sir R. I.

Murchison from its development in the government
of Perm. To the south of the south-east Devonian
branch extend deposits of the cretaceous period,

and detached patches of the carboniferous forma-
tion. The latter contains, in R., only the older

members of the grouj) up to the mountain hme-
stone, which contains numerous but thin seams of

coal, generally poor in quahty. The field along
the Donetz forms an exception, and yields annually
about 96,400 tons (yths of the total quantity raised
in R.) of good coal and anthracite. The remaining
south-west and south-east parts of the empire are
covered by terti,ary beds, more or less recent. The
Ur.al Mountains present an outcrop of all the
secondary and palaeozoic formations do%vn to the
stratified gneiss and granite, which latter composes
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nearly the whole province of Finland, and skirts the

middle course of the Dnieijer. The Ural Mountains
(q. v.), which contain almost all the mineral riches

of the country, are the principal seat of mining
and metallurgio industry. They produce gold,

jilatinum, copper, and iron of excellent quality,

especially the last, which is manufactured from
magnetic ore. Emeralds and jaspers, &c. are also

found, as well as diamonds of an inferior quality.

Gold, silver, copper, plumbago, &c. are also obtained
from the Altai and Nerchinsk mines in Siberia (q. v.).

In 1S59, the whole produce of the mines amounted
to £7,000,000 ; and of this large amoimt, the chief

items were pure gold, 1467 puds (inid = 40 Russian
jiounds = 36 lbs. avoir.); silver, 1090 puds; plat-

inum, 56 puds ; copper, 320,000 puds ; lead, 70,000
puds; cast-irou, 17,000,000 puds—out of which were
manufactured 7,000,000 puds of wrought iron,

5,500,000 puds of puddled iron, and 97,000 puds
of steel. Upwards of 30,000,000 puds of salt, ex-

tracted chiefly from salt lakes in Bessarabia and the
Crimea, from Lake Elton in Astrakhan, and from
the inexhaustible layers of rock-salt near Iletzk

(q. v.). Excellent china-clay or kaolin is found near
Gluchov in the government of Tchemigov.

Agriculture and Products.—R. is an eminently
agricultural countrj', although only a comparatively
small portion (271,000,000 acres) is under cultivation.

In the central zone (see above, under Surface), the
sod is almost entirely black mould, extremely fertile,

and hardly ever reqiuring manure. The system of

husbandry most extensively practised is what is

called the 'three-field system,' in the working of

which, one-thii'd of the land is always in fallow.

In the south and south-east, a system of agricidtiu-e

pecuhar to R. is in operation : it is called the 'fallow

system,' and consists in raising three or four con-

secutive crops from the same land, and afterwards
allowing it to lie fallow for five or sLx years, after

which time it begins to grow feather-grass (Stipa

pcnnata), which is considered a token of returning

fertility. Husbandry, in general, has undergone
great changes since the emancipation of the serfs,

to whom a considerable portion of the land has
been trausfeiTed in freehold. The lando\vners,

deprived of their former right to the labour of their

serfs, now find it more profitable to reduce the
amoimt of their land in cultivation, or grant portions

of it in lease to the peasants, often in return for the
half of the produce of the crop. A great drawback
to the development of agriculture is the want of

jiroper means of communication, and consequently

the low price of corn in the locality in which it is

grow^^. Fodder-grass is rarely cidtivated, as a
sufficient su]iply of fodder is afl'orded by the
extensive natural meadows. The chief cereals are

wheat, which is grovra as far north as lat. 62°

;

rye, barley, and oats. Buckwheat and miUet are

grown in the south, and from these, but specially

from rye, the staple food of the inhabitants is made.
Hemp and fiax are extensively cultivated ; and the

oil extracted from the seeds of the former is an
iudispensaljle article of the peasant's household, as

it is used for food during the fasts, which, taken
together, extend over about half the year. Of Uax,

12,000,000 puds are annually produced; of hemp,
7,000,000 puds, and 3,000,000 puds of oU-seeds.

After the famine of 1S39, government introduced,

and afterwards did much to promote the cultiva-

tion of potatoes. The yearly produce of tliis croj)

amounts to 33,000,000 tdielvcrls {1 tchetvert = 577
imp. bushels). Tobacco crops cover 16,000 acres,

and the amount produced is 2,500,000 puds. Beet-

root and maize are also cultivated ; and there are

numerous vineyards in the Crimea, in Bessarabia,

and along the Don. Gardening is an important

branch of industry, the products being cucumbers,
onions, cabbages, and other vegetables and fruits.

An area of 486,000,000 acres is covered with woods,
but the quantity of timber, from which material the
peasant supplies almost all his wants, is at present
suffering diminution. The Russian buUds his cot-

tage with timber, heats his room mth it, Ughts his

house with firewood, makes his household utensils

from the same material, as well as his cart, &c.
;

he also wears shoes, and uses mats for coverings,

which are made from the inner bark of the lime-

tree. In the north, the forests occupy from 90 to 95
per cent, of the whole siu'face ; in the south, they
are 2 per cent, less than in England. Coniferous

trees are the chief in the northern districts ; but in

the central tracts, oaks, limes, maples, and ashes

are the chief. Timber is the chief article of internal

commerce, and is floated down the rivers from the

well-wooded districts to those which are destitute

of wood.
Animals and Animal Products.—In the northern

and central provinces, cattle are kept chiefly for the
puq>ose of obtaining manure ; but in other parts,

cattle-breeding is an important branch of industrj'.

On an average, there are 30,000,000 head of cattle in

Russia. Of horses, the best, chiefly trotters, are

reared in breeding-stables in the southern central

governments ; but the great bidk of the horses are

obtained from the half-wild studs of the Cossacks,

Kalmucks, and Kirghiz. The horses of Viatka,
Kazan, and Finland are strong and hardy. The
total number of the horses in R, is about 18,000,000.

Sheep-breeding is carried on extensively on the
southern steppes. The sheep number 10,000,000,

of wliich upwards of 1,000,000 are of the fine merino
breech Besides these animals, there are camels in

the south of R., reindeer in the north, and hogs and
poultry in great abundance everJ^vhere. A breed

of the Urus (q. v.), a huge and rare animal, which
does not occur in any other country, is preserved in

a forest of the government of Grodno. Among the

wdd animals are (chiefly in the north), the bear,

wolf, elk, fox, and marten ; on the northern coasts,

are found the seal and walrus, and the eider-duck

and other wild-fowl. Tlie more expensive kinds of

furs are procured from Siberia, and from the Russian
colonies in America, where the Russian-American
Companj' has the exclusive privilege of the fur-

trade. The most important Russian fisheries are

those of the Caspian and Black Seas, and the Sea of

Azof, and their tributaries. The Baltic Sea is not

remarkably rich in fish ; but the produce of the

adjoining lakes is much more considerable. The
herrings, cod-fish, and salmon, caught in abimdance
in the Wliite Sea, constitute the chief resources of

the inhabitants of the adjoining districts. The
value of all the fisheries amounts to about £2,000,000.

Bee-cidture is very general in R., and of the wax
obtained, 150,000 puds are used in making chmx'h
candles. Silk-worms are reared chiefly in the

Caucasus, where 30,000 puds of silk are produced
annually.

Hislorij.—The population of the Russian empire
is composed of various nationahties, but the pre-

dominant ono is the Slavonic (q. v.). The Eastern
Slavs, the ancestors of the Russians, were settled

near the sources of the rivers Volkhof, Bug,
Dniester, Dnieper, and Don, and consisted of several

tribes whose chief towns were Novgorod and Kief.

Bein" much harassed by their warlike neighboiu-a,

and distracted by intestine dissensions, the Slavs of

Novgorod and the neighbouring Finnish tribes, in

802, sent ambassadors to ' the ^ ariags (Varangians,
Normans) beyond the sea,' inviting their chiefs to

come and reign over them. Three brothers of the
tribe, called liy the old chroniclers Rurik (q. v.),

383
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Sineous (Sindf), audTnivor, accepted the invitation,

and at the head of a band of armed followers (droit-

jiiia) took possession of the territory of Novgorod.
Oleg (879—912), who exercised authority as regent

to Igor, Rurik's son, took Kief, and made it the

capital of the emliryo emjiire, s\ibduing the neigli-

bouiing tribes, and even successfidly attacking the

Byzantines. I:/or (912—945) did nothing of note,

but his widow and successor, Olpa (945— 957), was a

wise and able ruler. She was baptised in 955 by
the patriarch of Constantinople, and abdicated soon

after in favour of her sou Sviatoslaf (957—972), a

warlike monarch and a pagan, who was treacher-

ously murdered by a neighbouring tribe with
whom ho was at war. On his death, the prin-

cipality was divided among his three sons, and the

(juarrels usual in such cases followed, and continued
till Vladimir (980— 1015), the youngest son, became
sole ruler. The Normans now definitively became
amalgamated with the Slavonic race. Vladimir's

reign is the ' heroic ' epoch of Russian history ; and
the glories of the court, and the valiant feats of the

warriors of the * sunny Prince \1adimir,' have been
handed down through ages in legend and song.

His successful wars extended the boundaries of

R, to Lake Ilmen on the north, to the mouths of

the Oka and of the Khoper (an affluent of the

Don) on the east, to the falls of the Dnieper on
the south, and to the sources of the Vistula on the
west. He became a convert to the Greek faith,

and in 988 was baptised with his followers ; his

example being shortly followed by the whole n.ation,

for whose spiritual guidance and supervision a
metropolitan was established at Kief. He followed

the evil example of his father in dividing his

dominions, and after his death a civil war broke
out among his four sous, in wdiich Jaroslaf^

prince of Novgorod, was idtimately (10.36) successful.

This prince did much to civilise his subjects by
building towns, founding schools, and especially by
ordering the compilation of the first E,ussian code of

laws (the 'Rousskaia Pravda'), the most prominent
item of which was the limitation of the right of

family feud, a limitation which was changed into

total abolition after his death in 1054, by his sons,

who shared the principality among them. Each of

these petty jtrinces in turn divided his portion of

territory among his sons, till the once great and
united realm became an agglomeration of petty
states quarrelling with each other, undergoing
absorption by a more powerfid neighbour, or being
redividcd. This state of anarchy, confusion, and
petty warfare dates from the death of Jaroslaf in

1054, and continued, more or less, till 1478. The
principal among the subdivisions of R. during this

period were, according to Russian authorities. *S'o»6y/(7?,

which occupied the upper and central pai-ts of the
basin of the Volg.a, and from which, in the begin-

ning of the 13th century, sprang the principalities

of Tver, Bostof, and Vladimir; Tcherniijof and
Seversk, which occupied the drainage-area of the
Dessna (an affluent of the Dnieper), stretching to

near the sources of the Oka ; Jiiazan and Murom.,
along the Oka basin and the sources of the
Don ; Polotsk, including the basins of the Western
Dwina and Beresina ; Smolensk, occupying the upper
])art3 of the basins of the Western Dwina and
Dnieper; Volhtjnia and Galicia, the first drained
by the Pripet, the second lying on the north-east

slope of the Carpathian IVIountains, which were
united in 1198 ; Novgurod, by far the largest of all,

which occupied the immense tract bounded by the
Gulf of Finland, the Lake Peipus, the upjjer parts of

the Volga, the White Sea, and the Northern Dwina
;

and the grand-duchy of Kief, which, from its being
formerly the seat of the central power, exercised a

sort of supremacy over the others. Novgorod, how-
ever, from its size and remoteness, as well as from
certain pririleges which had been granted to it by
Jaroslaf, was almost independent of the grand-duchy.
The citizens of Novgorod chose their own dukes,
archbishops, and in general all their dignitaries, and
proved tlie superiority of then- system of self-

administration by increasing in power and wealth
year by year. One of the chief factories of tlie

great Hanseatic League was established in Novgorod
in the 1 .3th century. In fact, so great was its fame
throughout R., as to give rise to the proverb, ' Who
can resist God and the mighty Novgorod.' The
princes of these states had each his standing army,
and were continually quaiTclling ; but the people were
less oppressed than would naturally be expected
under such circimistances, on accoxmt of the establish-

ment in each state of a ' common council ' or veche,

which exercised an important influence in state

affairs, and without which the prince was almost
powerless. This jjeriod was also marked by the
gradual amalgamation of the diS'erent Sl.avic races

into one, the present Russian r.ace, a process doubt-
less aided by the universal dissemination of Chris-

tianity, which assimilated their various languages,

manners, and customs. The chief of the grand dukes
of Kief were Vladimir, surnanied ' Jlonomachus

'

(1113— 1125), whom chroniclers are never tired of

lauding as a model prince, and one whose authority
was acknowledged almost as paternal by the princes

of the other provinces. In 1 163, the ruler of Vladimir
took possession of Kief, and proclaimed himself
grand duke. In 1222, the Mongol tide of invasion

had swept westwards to the Polotzes, a nomadic
tribe who ranged over the steppes between the
Black Sea and the Don, and whose urgent prayers
for aid were promptly complied with by the Russian
princes ; but in a great battle, fought (1223) on the
banks of the Kalka (a tributary of the Sea of Azof),

the Russians were totally routed. The Mongols, as

usu.al, did not follow up their victory ; but twelve
years afterwards, Batft Khan, at the head of half a
million of Kiptchak Mongols, conquered the east of

Russia, destroying Riazan, Moscow, Vladimir, and
other towns. The heroic resistance of Prince
George of Vladimir cost the lives of himself and
his whole army on the banks of the Siti. The
Mongol conqueror's victorious career was, however,
arrested by the impenetrable forests and treacherous
marehes to the south of Novgorod, and he was
forced to return to the Volga. In 1240, he ravaged
the south-west, destroying Tchernigof, Galich, and
Kief ; ravaged Poland and Hungary, defeating the
Poles at AVahlstatt, and the Hungarians at Saio

;

but being checked in Moravia, and receiving at the
same time the news of the khagan's death, he
retired to Sarai on the Akhtuba (a tributary of the
Volga), which became the capital of the great

khanate of Kiptchak. Thither the Russi.an princes

repaired to swear allegiance to the khan, and
take jiart in the himiiliating ceremonies which the
barbarous conqueror exacted from his tributaries.

The taxes of R. were farmed out by the khan to

contractors, who were generally oriental merchants,
and they were collected by the aid, when necessary,

of the khan's soldiers. Rut in later times (during

the most of the 14th and 15th centuries), when the

fiery energy of the Mongols was on the decline,

the taxes were collected by the Russian princes

and sent to Sarai. The Mongol invasion had an
evil influence on the })olitical, social, and moral
life of R. ; it totally destroyed the elements of

self-government, which had already attained a

considerable degree of development, arrested the

progress of industry, literature, and the other

elements of civilisation, and thi'ew the country
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more than 200 years behiml the other states of

Europe. The principalities of Kief aud Tcheruigof

never recovered tliis crushing blow, and the seat

of the metropolitan was removed to Vladimir.

Their decline, however, made room for the rise of

(ialieh to ]ire-emincnce in Western K., and under

the rule of a series of wise princes it jircserved

greater independence than any of the lUissian

principalities, till, in the latter half of the 1.3th c,

it was taken possession of by Kasimir III. of

Poland ; and aljout the same time Volhynia was
joined to the grand-duchy of Lithuania. The rise

of this latter state was much favoured by the

prostration to which the Russian princes were

reduced by the Mongol invasion, and after a

nourishing existence of several centuries, during

which it extended in power, so as to include

Livonia proper, and the Russian provinces of White
R., Volhynia, Podolia, and the Ukraine, it was
joined in 1509 to Poland. Ou the north of

Lithuania arose in the beginning of the 1.3th c.

another power, the Livonian Knights Sword-hearers,

who took possession of Livonia, Coxirland, and

Esthouia, as well as some portions of the territory

of Kovgorod aud Pskov. The grand-ducal title

liassed after the Jlongol invasion from Kief to

Novgorod, and afterwards to Vladimir, where the

celebrated Alexander Nevsky (q. v.) (l'2o2— 126.3)

swayed the sceptre. In the beginning of the 14th

c. Eastern E. consisted of the principalities of

Sousdal, Nijni-Novgorod, Tver, Riazan, and Moscow,

and long aud bloody contests took place between

the two most powerful of these, Tver and Moscow,

f..r the supremacy. At last, under the guidance of

Imn Kalita (1.328—1340), the foimder of the system

of administrative centralisation which prevailed

down to the time of Peter the Great, Moscow
became the chief grand-duchy. This result was due

to various causes, of which the central position of

Moscow, the prevalence there of the law of primo-

gcuiture, the favour of the Mongol khan, the

sympathy of the church, whose head the metro-

politan had removed thither from Vladimir in 1325,

and the weakness of most of the other princes, were

the chief. Ivan's son and successor, Simeon the.

rrond (1340—1353), followed in his father's foot-

steps, as did also the regency which administered

the government during the reign of the weak-minded

Imii II. (1353— 13.59), and the minority of his son,

Dm'dii (1359— 13S9). Dmitri conquered Nijui-

Novgorod, carried on war with success against Tver

and '"Riazan, and profited by the weakness of the

Mongol khanate, which was now divided into the

fourliordes of Nagaisk, Crimea, Kazan, and Astra-

khan, to make the first attempt to shake off the

shamefid yoke under which the Russians had

groaned so long. His brilliaut victory over the

Khan Mamai on the banks of the Don (1380), which

conferred on liim the epithet of Donsk(ji, was the

first step to liberation ; but the succeeding khan,

in revenge, burned Moscow, exacted a heavy tribute

from the poojile, aud rivetted their bonds more

firmly than ever. Vassili I. (1389—1425) obtained

possession of the iirincipality of Nijni-Novgorod

with the full consent of the khan, and conquered

Rostof and Murom. During his reigu, R. was twice

invaded by the Tartars, first under Timur, and

again under Edijei, and was at the same time

attacked by the Livonians. Vassili II. the Blind

(1425-1402) reigned during a period marked with

continual civil wars among the various priuces for

tlie grand-ducal throne; but from this period the

division of power in Eastern R. rapidly disappeared,

internal troubles ceased, and the re-united realm

acquired from union the power of casting off the

Tartar yoke. These results were achieved by Ivan
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///. (1462—1505), surnamed ' the Great,' who availed

himself of every opportunity for abolishing the petty

])rincipahties which owed liim allegiance as grand-

duke, and manofuvred so skilfully, that some of the

princes voluntarily surrendered their rights, others

bequeathed their lands to him ; while others, as

the prince of Tver, were reduced by force of arms.

The heaviest task of all, however, was the reduc-

tion of Kovgorod, but so vigorously did Ivan carry

out his schemes, that in 1478 this last of the great

principalities was added to his empire. He then

took advantage of the dissensions between Achmet,
khan of the Golden Horde, and Mengli-Gherai,

khan of the Crimean Horde, to deliver R. from its

state of servitude by uniting -with the latter ; their

combined arms destroying the power of the former

in 1480 ; and the kingdom of Astrakhan, which rose

on its ruins, was wholly unable to cope with the now
powerful monarchy. He next turned his attention to

the western provinces, which had formerly belonged

to the descendants of St Vladimir, but were now
in the hands of the Lithuanians, under whom the

adherents of the Greek Church were bitterly

oppressed by the Catholics, and accordingly hailed

the advance of Ivan's army as a deliverance from
persecution. The b.attle which followed was in

favour of the Russians, but was productive of no

results of any importance. Ivan mai-ried (1472)

Sophia, a niece of Constautine Palceologus, the last

Byzantine emperor, and introduced the arts of

civilisation through the medium of architects,

founders, coiuei'S, miners, &c., whom lie brought

from Italy, and the result of whose labours is seen

in the Kremlin and the Cathedral of the Assump-

tion (Ouspenski Sober). He also fortified mauy
towns, introduced to his court the splendour of

Byzantium, assumed the title of Czar of all the

Russias, adopted the arms of the Greek empire,

and united the existing edicts into a body of laws,

the SondehniL Vassili III. (1505—1533) followed

closely his father's policy, made war upon the Lithu-

anians, from whom he took Smolensk, and incorpor-

ated with his dominions the remainder of the small

tributary principalities. His son, /ran IV. (1533

—

15S4), known afterwards as ' The Ten-ible,' became

monarch at the age of three years, and the country

during his long minority was distracted by the

contentions of factious bojars who strove for

power. Fortunately, however, on his attaining his

majority in 1547, he found two wise ami prudent

counsellors, Sylvestre and Adaseheff, who, along

with his queen, Anastasia Romanoff (see Rom.vnoff),

exercised over him a most beneficent influence.

The interior administration was remodelled, the

' soudebnik ' of his grandfather was reformed and

amended, the streltzi, the first staniliug army

in R., were est<ablished, and printing introduced.

His arms were everywhere victorious ; the strongly

fortified city of Kazan was captured in 1552,

and the kingdom of which it was the capital

was annexed °to his empire, and the kingdom of

Astrakhan shared the same fate soon after. The
marauding Tart.irs of the Crimea- were held in

check, and the Knights Sword-bearers attacked and

driven from Livonia and Esthouia. About this

time a remarkable change came over Ivan's char-

acter, which seems to have been in some way con-

nected with the death of his wife, Anastasi.a. He
became suspicious of every one, believed himself

surrounded with traitors, banished his two coun-

sellors, Sylvestre and Adaseheff, and persecuted the

bojars, many of whom perished ou the scaffold,

whUe others fled to foreign countries. His insane

ra<'e fell upon whole towns; thousands of people

we're destroyed in Tver, Novgorod, and Moscow;

and, finally, he mm-dered his eldest son. Stephen
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Bathory, king of Poland, meantime wrested Livonia

from him, and the Crim-Tartars made an irruption

northwards, and burned Moscow. It was during the

reign of this monarcli that Western Siberia was con-

quered for R. by the Cossack Ermalc. See Siberia.

His son, Feudor (1584—159S), was a feeble prince,

who intrusted his brother-in-law, Boris Godounof,
with the management of affairs. Godounof was a

man of rare ability and intellect, and proved him-

self an able administrator. The Russian dominion
in Siberia was consolidated, numerous towns and
fortresses were erected in the south as barriers

ag-ainst the Crim-Tartars, the Greek Church in R.

was declared independent of the patriarch of Con-

stantinople. Feodor was the last reigning monarch
of the house of Rurik, for he died chUdless, and his

only brother, Dmitri, was murdered in 1591 by order

of Godounof, according to popular rumour. After

the death of Feodor, representatives of all classes

were convoked at Moscow to elect a new sovereign,

and their choice fell on Godounof (1598—1004).

The mysterious death of Prince Dmitri favoured

the appearance of pretenders to his name and rank,

the first of whom, a supposed monk of the name of

Gregory Otrepieff (see Demetrius), was defeated by
Godounof, but on the sudden death of the latter he
was crowned in 1605. A revolt, headed by Prince

Va&sili Shonisky (1606—1610) soon broke out, the

czar was murdered, and Shouisky elevated to the

vacant throne. But a second false Dmitri now
appeared, and Sigismund of Poland, taking advan-
tage of the confusion thus produced, invaded R.,

proclaimed his son Vladislaf czar, and took pos-

session of Moscow (1610), carrying away the ezar

to die in a PoUsh prison. At the same time hordes
of Tartars, predatory bands of Poles, and gangs
of robbers devastated the provinces, and the

wretched country was reduced almost to the

verge of complete disorganisation. But the clergy

nobly stood forth to save the state from ruin,

and Minin, a common citizen of Nijni-Novgorod,

so worked up the feelings of his fellow-citizens that

they volunteered for military service, and chose as

their leader the Prince Pojarsky, a man of dis-

tinguished valour. Pojarsky retook the capital,

drove the Poles out of B., and convoked an
assembly of representatives, who unanimously chose

for their czar Michael Feodorovitch Romanoff (IG13—
1615). See Romanoff. The first eare of the new
monarch was to put an end to the revolt of the
Don Cossacks, who had set up the son of the first

false Dmitri as ezar, and to the depi-edations of the
robber-gangs in the south-west of Russia. In 1617,

ho concluded a treaty with Sweden, by virtue of

which that power received the coasts of the Gulf of

Finland and a considerable pecuniary indemnity, in

consideration of I'hilip, the brother of the Swedish
monarch, renouncing his claims to the Muscovite
throne. In 1618 and 1634, he purchased peace from
the Poles at the cost of Smolensk and a portion

of Seversk. Having thus freed himself from all

danger of foreign interference, he directed his atten-

tion to the internal administration, which, especially

the courts of justice, was reduced to a deplonible

condition, and to aid him in tliis necessary task,

he summoned a goner.al council of representatives at

Moscow. Akxei (1645— 1676), his son and successor,

being a minor, the nobles seized the opportunity of

increasing their power and exercising oppression and
extortion over their inferiors, till rebellions broke
out in various districts. Other causes of discontent
v.-ere the heaviness of the taxes, the oppression of

the serfs, the depreciation of the currency, which
was changed from silver to copper, and the secession
from the Russian Greek Church of those who dis-

approved of the changes and corrections in the
^86

books and liturgy of the church introduced by the
patriarch Nikon. These malcontents were accord-
ingly persecuted, and fled, some to the north of R.,

and others to the Ukraine, where they founded many
colonies, and still exist apart under the name of
' Old RituaUsts' (Staro-ohriadzy). A general council,

which was now convoked to deliberate on the best
means of restoring peace to the country, revised the
existing laws, and composed (1649) a new code

—

the 'Sobornoe Ulajenie,' which granted to every
subject the right of direct appeal to the czar. Tolls
on the highways were abolished, the English ami
other foreign merchants were deprived of their
pri\Tlege of 'free-trade with R., and the silver

currency reintroduced. The chief events in foreign
policy were the acquisition of Little Russia, by the
voluntary submission of the Cossacks (see Poland)

;

a consequent war with Poland, in which R. acquired
Smolensk and the greater part of White Prussia ; and
a war with Turkey, which continued till after the
accession of Feodor (1676—1682), when it was
terminated (1681) by the treaty of Bakhtchisarai,
by which Turkey gave up aU claims to Little

Russia. After Feeder's death, the general council
of the land, in accordance with his last wishes and
their own predilections, chose liis half-brother Peter
as czar, but his half-sister Sophia, an able and ambi-
tious princess (see Peter the Great) succeeded
in obtaining the reins of power as princess-regent.

She concluded peace with Poland in 1086, made
two unsuecessfid campaigns against the Tartars of

the Crimea ; and after an attempt to deprive Peter
of his right to the throne, and failing this, to

assassinate himself and his mother, she was forced

to resign all power and retire to a convent. All
her accomplices were executed; and Peter (1689

—

1725) ascended the throne as sole ruler, his half-

brother Ivan being allowed to retain the title of

czar conjointly, and to appear as such at public
ceremonies, but without any real authority. In
order more fully to discover the importance of the
changes wrought by Peter in R., a brief retro-

spect of its social and poUtical condition at the date
of his accession is necessary. At the head of

government stood the ezar with absolute power in

administrative, judicial, and military affairs. In
the exercise of authority he was aided by his council,

the ' Bojarskaia Douma,' and in cases of extreme
need by a general council of representatives of the
people, which latter, however, possessed only a right
of dehberation. The criminal code was cruel
in the extreme. Of the standing army the streltzi

only deserved the name. Tlie popidatiou were
divided into two great classes, the bojars or nobles,
who were bound to render service for their
estates, and the burghus or industrial and trading
classes, and serfs, who were bound to the sod. The
clergy exercised great influence over all classes,

possessed offices in the 'douma,' and exercised
political functions. Agi-icidture was at a low ebb,
and the few manufactories and industrial establish-

ments were in the hands of foreigners. CivUisatiou
and learning, which had been introduced during the
confederative period, had never recovered the shock
they had received from the Mongol invasion, but in
later times they entered E. through the connection
of Novgorod with the Hanse League, and from
intercourse with Poland, though they never reached
the rural population or the lower classes. The
education even of the higher classes was limited to
reading and writing, and the first school for classics

and theology only made its appearance during
Feeder's reign. Fine arts were limited to archi-

tecture and painting (of sacred subjects) after the
Byzantine school. The first newspaper appeared
(in Moscow), and the first theatre was established,
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(luring the reigii of Alexis. The degraded con-

dition of civilisation and the Oriental influence

of the Mongols left powerful traces on the domestic

manners and habits of the Russians, among which

was the despotic authority of the father over

his houseliold, and the low position of women
in domestic life ; those of the lower ranks being

made mere slaves, while those of higher rank were

completely excluded from social intercourse with

the other sex, and were condemned to pass a duU
and dreary existence in their ' terems.' Marriages

were concluded by the parents without the consent

of the bride and bridegroom.

Tlie history of R. during Peter I.'s reign is

merely a biography of that monarch, and under

his name is given a brief sketch of the niune-

rous and important improvements effected by
him in the government and ci\-iUsation of his

subjects. It must, however, be noted, that in the

carrjnnf out of his well-meant schemes, he seldom

consulted the national character of his people, or

the natural conditions of the country ; and con-

sequently, when the irresistible pressure of his high

intellect and indomitable ^^•ill was withdrawn, it

was foimd that, in gi'eat part, the civilisation which

ho had forced upon his subjects was but skiu-dee]>.

In accordance with the terms of his will, his second

wife, Catharine I. (q. v.) (1725—1727), succeeded

him, though the old or anti-improvement part of

the uobihty supported the claims of the only son of

the unfortimate Alexis (q. v.), Pder II. (q. v.) (1727

—17.30), who soon after obtained the imperial throne.

The reigns of both of these sovereigns were occupied

with court quarrels and intrigues, Menehikow (q. v.)

durinc the former, and Dolgorouki diu'ing the

latter, being the real rulers. On the death of

Peter II., the privy council, setting aside the other

descendants of Peter I., conferred the crown on

Anna (q. v.). Duchess of Courlaud, the d.inghter of

Ivan. Her reign (1730—1740) was marked by the

predominance of the German party at court, who,

unchecked by the weak sovereign, treated R. as a

gi-eat emporium of plunder, and tlie Russians as

barbarians (see Eikon). Under their influence, R.

restored to Persia (q. v.) her lost Caspian provinces,

and was led into a war with Turkey, which was
productive of nothing but an immense loss of men
and money. Her successor was Ivan (17iO— 17-41),

tlie son of her niece, Antonia, the Princess of Bruns-

v.'ick ; but he was speedily dethroned by Elizabeth

(q. v.) (1741—1702), the daughter of Peter I., who
deprived the German party of the influence it had so

shamefully abused, restored the senate to the power

with which it had been intrusted by Peter the Great,

established a regidar system of recruiting, abolished

tolls, and increased the duties on imports. During

her reign, French influence was paramount, and the

language of that nation supplanted German at court.

R. gained by the treaty of Abo (1743) a portion of

Finland, and took part in the Seven Years' War
(q. v.). Elizabeth's nephew and successor, Peter III.

(q. V.) (17C2— 1762), put a stop to all interference

with the quarrels of Western Europe, and introduced

some commendable ameliorations of the oppressive

enactments of his predecessors ; but he was speeddy

dethroned by his able and unscrupidous consort,

who, as Catharine II. (q. v.) (1702— 179G), ascended

the throne, and proved herself the gi-eatest sovereign

of R. after Peter I. Her succes.sful wars with

Turkey, Persia, Sweden, and Poland, largely

extended the limits of the emjiire; and while by her

foreign policy protecting her subjects from external

invasion, she as little forgot the necessity for

internal reforms. The laws and administrative

an-angements were revised, and the empire was

dirided into governments (an arrangement which,

with very slight modiflcation, stdl subsists), each

government being under a separate administration,

both as to matters of polity and justice. Her son

and successor, Paul I. (q. v.) (1796—1801), at first,

through apprehension of the revolution in France,

joined the Austrians and British against France,

but soon after capriciously withdrew, and was about

to commence war with Britain, when his assassina-

tion took place. He gave freedom of worsldp to

the ' Old Ritualists,' which tiU this time had been

witliheld ; but he also established a severe censor-

ship of the press, prohibited the introduction of

foreign publications, and organised a secret police.

His eldest son, Alexander I. (q. v.) (ISOl—1825),
was at the outset desirous of peace, but was soon

drawn into the vortex of the great struggle with

France, in which he played a promiuent, although

at one period an inconsistent, part, and raised R.

to the first rank among European States. The
character of his ride and the internal improvements

he effected are sketched under his name ; and an

outline of the warlike operations is given in the

article NArOLEOX. The Holy Alliance (q. v.) and

the example of conseri'ative policy set by Austria,

exercised a pernicious influence on the latter part of

his reign; and the higher classes, who had looked

for the° introduction of at least a portion of the

liberal institutions they had seen and admired in

Western Europe, became so dissatisfied, that when
his youngest brother, Nicholas I. (q. v.) (1825— 1S55),

from whom they had nothing to hope, succeeded,

they broke cut into open rebellion, which was

speedily crushed. A fidl stop was now put to

the rapid advance of R.'s prosperity ; wars were

declared with Persia and Tiu-key ; and a long and

deadly struggle commenced with the Caucasian

mountaineers—all for the ill-concealed object of

extending Russian domination ; and the cession of

Erivan and Nahituvan by Persia, of the plain of

the Kuban, of the protectorate of the Danuljian

principalities, and of the free right of narigation

of the Black Sea, the Dardanelles, and the Danube

by Turkey, only whetted his appetite for more

spoil. In 1830, he converted Poland (q. v.) into a

Russian province; in 1849, he officiously aided

Austria in quelling the insurrection of the Magyars;

and in 1853, his almost irresistible craving for more

territory led liim (being, in all probability, imder

the impression that Turkey would stand alone, as

she had always done hitherto) into the Crimean

war, m which, though the allies, Britain, Franc^e,

and Sardinia, did not obtain any decided success, R.

suffered immense loss of military prestige on the

Danube, at Silistria, the Alma, and before Sebastopol,

and was almost drained of her vast resources of

men and money. This severe lesson has prevented

any further (1S65) a^iressions in Southern Europe;

and the accession of Nicholas's son, Alexander II.,

(1855) one of whose first acts was the conclusion of

the peace of Paris (1S56), by which R. lost the nght

of navigation on the Danube, a strip of terntory to

the north of that river, and the imrestricted naviga-

tion of the Black Sea, has been the signal for the

revival of those schemes of reform which had been

crushed so despoticaUy by the late czar. Alexander s

first great reform was the abobtion of serfdom,

which created 14 milUons of new free citizens, the

mainstay of Russian agriculture. Corporal punish-

ment, and the farming-system of the iucHrect taxes,

were also abolished, the judicial power separated

from the administrative, and founded on trial by

jury the term of military service lessened, many

restrictions on the press and on publication removed,

and land-banks established. The insurrection m
Poland (q. v.), in 1S63-1864, which was suppressed

with extreme severity, went nigh to destroy the
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£jood opinion that had bcoa formed of the czar by
Western Europe, notwithstanding the strenuous

endeavours of his apologists to exonerate him from
all blame at the expense of his agents ; but, however
this may be, it is to be hoped that a more liberal

and conciliatory policy towards Poland will in some
measure reconcile the Poles to the loss of their inde-

pendence, and exhibit Alexander himself iu a more
favourable light. His foreign policy has been aggres-

sive only ill Asia, and has been attended with
success, the complete submission of the Caucasus
(1859), and the annexation of the valley of the

Amur (1860), and of the north-east portion of

Turkestan, with Tashkent (1865), being its fruits.

RUSSIAN CHURCH, the community of

Christians subject to the emperor of Russia, using

the Slavonic liturgy, and following the Russian rite.

The early history of the R. C, as a distinct national

community, is involved iu much obscurity. That
Christianity had been introduced into Russia before

the middle of the 9tli c, must be inferred from one
of the letters of Photius, written in SG6 ; but its

diffusion was very limited. Even the prospect

which, in the middle of the lOtli c, was oiiened by
the conversion and baptism of the Princess Olga

(q. v.), was but slowly realised. Iler son, Swatoslav,

sturdily resisted the representations of his Christian

mother aud the missionaries; nor was it till the
alliance of Wladimir with the court of Byzantium,
by his marriage vnth. Anne, sister of the Emperor
BasU II., and his bajitism in 988, that the foundation
of Christianity can be s.aid to have been regularly

laid in Russia. Nicholas Chrysobergos, patriarch of

Constantinople, taking advantage of the occasion,

sent a bishop and a number of priests, by whom a
number of the people were baptised in an incredibly

short space of time, 20,000, it is said, having received

baptism in a single day. At this time, Constan-
tinople being in communion with Rome, the R.
C. was also subject to the same jurisdiction

;

and although, in the schism under Michael Ceru-
lanus, the R. C. naturally followed silently in the
train of Constantinople, yet, it would appear that
at the time of the Council of Florence (1439), the
adherents of the Roman Church throughout Russia
were as numerous as those of the Greek party. The
complete separation of the R. C. from Rome was
effected by an archbishop of Kiew, named Photius,
in the latter jiart of the same century.
For more than a century from this date, the R.

C. continued directly subject to the patriarch of

Constantinople ; but iu the year 15SS, the patriarch
Jeremias being in Russia, held a synod of the
Russian bishojis, and erected the see of Moscow
into a patriarchate, with jurisdiction over the eutire

territory ; this decree being afterwards confirmed
by a synod held at Constantinople. Tliis dignity,

liowevcr, was subordinate to the patriarch of Con-
stantinople, and the sid-tordination was acquiesced
in down to the reign of Alexis Michaelowitz, father

of Peter the Great, when the patriarch of Moscow,
Nikon, refused to acknowledge it further. The
pretensions of this prelate, and of his successors,

however, gave offence to the czar, and one of the
first among the great schemes for the reorganisation
of his empire, conceived by Peter the Great, was
the suppression of the jiatriarchate, and the direct

subordination of the church to the headship of the
emperor. He took his measures, nevertheless, with
great deliberation, and on the death of the patriarch
Adrian, in 1700, he contented himself with not
filling up the vacant dignity, appointing iu the mean-
time as acting director of ecclesiastical affairs,

a bishop, with the title of Exarch, by \\hom all

matters of importance were to be referred, either
directly to the czar, or to a council of bishops, who

held their sittings at Moscow. After an interval of

20 j'cars, the public mind having been taught to
forget the patriarchate, that office v.-as formally
abolished in 1721 ; and the permanent adminis-
tr.ation of church affairs was placed under the
direction of a council, called the ' Holy Synod,'
or ' Permanent Synod,' consisting of archbishop,
bishops, and archimandrites, all named by the
emperor. Under the direction of this council, a
series of official acts and formularies, and catechet-
ical, doctrinal, and disciplinary treatises was di-awn
up, by which the whole scheme of the doctrine,
discipline, and church government of the R. C.
was settled in detail, and to which all members
of the clergy, and all officials and dignitaries, are
required to subscribe. The leading principle of

the new constitution thus imposed in the R. C, is

the absolute siqiremacy of the czar ; and in order to

mark still more signally the principle that the crown
is the source of all church dignity aud of all ecclesi-

astical jurisdiction, the arrangement of pro^^nces,
archbishoprics, and bishoprics underwent a complete
revision ; the old metropolitan sees, as they
became vacant, were filled up with simjjle bishops,
and not with archbishops as before ; aud a new
arrangement of archljishoprics was estalilished,

partly by the act of the czar himself, partly by the
interposition of the permanent synod.
The constitution of the R. C. established liy Peter,

has been maintained in substance to the present
time. The Holy Synod is regarded as one of the
great departments of the government, the Minister
of Public Worship being ex officio a member. One of

the most cherished objects of the traditional imperial
policy of Russia, has been to effect a uniformity of

religious profession throughout the empire. Dissent,
in ail its forms, has not only been discouraged, but
in many cases rigorously and even cruelly repressed

;

and as the Roman Catholic dissentients from the R.
C. form the most numerous, and the most formidable
class, they have geiier.ally, but more particularly

under the late Czar Nicholas, been the object of

especial severity.

As regards doctrine, the R. C. may be regarded
as identical with the common body of the Greek
Church (q. v.). With that church tlie R. C. rejects

the supremacy of the pope, and the double proces-
sion of the Holy Ghost. All the great leading
characteristics of its discipline, too, are the same

;

the differences of ceremonial which exist being,
although in many cases considered by the Russians
themselves of vital importance, too minute to permit
our entering into the detail. There is one point on
which some explanation may be required. The
liturgy of the R. C. is the same as that of the church
of Constantinople ; but it is celebrated not in the
Greek, but in the Slavonic language. The service
books, however, are not in the modern Russian,
but in the ancient language, such as when they were
originally translated, with the excejition of the
modification which tliey underwent at the time of

the patriarch Nikon (sec Raskolnik, PiiiurpiNES),
and the further revision under Czar Peter. The
discipline, as to the marriage of the clergy, is the
same as that described for the Greek Church ; and
in caixying out the law which enforces celibacy upon
bishops, the Russians adopt the same expedient with
the Greeks, viz., of selecting the bishops from among
the monks, who are celibates in virtue of their vow.

Besides the established R. G, there exists also in

Russia a not inconsiderable body of dissenters of
various kinds. One class of these has been already
described under the head Raskolniks. But by far the
most numerous dissenters arc the Roman Catholics,
who are found chiefly in Poland aud White Russia. At
the partition of Poland, a special provision was made
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for the Roman Catholic people of Poland, under the
new govenimeut, by the erection of an archbishopric
in communion with Rome, at Moliilew, in 1783 ; and
the organisation was still more formally completed
by the czar, Paul, who established, iu 179S, five

bishoprics under that metropolitan see ; and the
arrangements of the Congress of Vienna having
somewhat deranged these ecclesiastical dispositions,

a new arrangement was entered into by Pius VII.
in 1818. But it cannot be doubted that the whole
policy of the Russian government, in reference to the
church, makes it almost impossible that they should
permit free exercise of worship and of thought to
the Catholics in communion with Rome. The direct
legislation, and still more the jiractical administra-
tion of Russia in Poland, in reference to marriage,
to church property, to conventual est.iblishments,
and to ecclesiastical regiUations generally, has been
a policy of repression and of compulsory proselytism.
What has been the extent of the success attending
this course of policy, it is diffieidt to ascertain.

The statistics of the R. C, as supplied in Wetser's
Kirdicn-Lcxkon, give the numbers, exclusive of

Raskolniks, at 44,000,000. The bishops number 73,
of whom 7 are metropolitans, and 2S arehliishops.

The United Russians, according to the same
authority, are about 6,000,000, of whom 4,000,000
are Poles and 2,000,000 resident in White Russia.

They are subject to two archbishops, of Mohilew
and of Warsaw, and 13 bishops.—See Wetser's
Kirchen-Lexicon, vol. ix., art. ' Russen.'

RUSSIAN LANGUAGE AND LITERA-
TURE. Russian, a principal member of the Slaric

family of languages, first became a written language
in the time of Peter the Great, till which period the
Old Slavic—the language of the Church—had been
the only medium of literary expression, and h.ad, in

consequence, exercised an important influence on
the Russian popular speech, as on that of other
Slavic dialects. The Mongol conquest, and the pre-

ponderance of Polish elements in the western
parts of the empire, have also introduced into the
Russian language a great mmiber of Mongolian and
Polish expressions ; in addition to which, the
efforts of Peter the Great to give his subjects the
benefits of western culture, have enlarged the
Russian vocabulary, especially in arts and industry,
with numerous German, French, and Dutch words.
The chief characteristics of Russian, as a language,

are simplicity and naturalness. The grammatical
connection of sentences is slight, and the number
of conjunctions scanty. Perspicuity and expressive-

ness are obtained by the freedom allowed in the

placing of words. Auxiliary verbs and articles

there are none ; while personal pronouns may or

may not be used along with verbs. The vocabulary
of Russian is very rich—foreign words being, so to

speak, Ilussianised. The capabiHty of the langiuage

for forming compounds and derivatives is so great,

that from a single root not less than 2000 words are

sometimes derived. The purest and most gram-
matical Russian is spoken in the centre, aljout

Moscow. The oldest Russian Grammar is that of

Ludolf (Oxf. 1096) ; others are the Grammars of the
St Petersburg Academy (1802), of Gretsch (Petersb.

1823; new ed. 1834), and of Vostokov (7th ed.

Petersb. 1848). A Rusxian Grammar for Enghsh-
men was jnibli.shed at St Petersburg in 1822, and
another (by Heard) in 1827. The best Dictionaries

are those of the Russian Academy (4 vols. Petersb.

1847), of Heyun (3d ed. Leips. 1803—1805), of

Schmidt (Lps. 1815), Oldekop (4 vols. Petersb.

1825), and Sokolov (Petersb. 1834). There is an
English-Russian grammar and dictionary by Con-
Btautinoff (3 vols. London).
The beginnings of Russian literature are coatem-

poraneous with the introduction of Christianity by
the missionaries Cyril (q. v.) and Method, who
employed the Old Slavic church-tongue for literary
purposes. To this earliest period belongs—besides
the Prawda Ruskaja, a book on law—the noted
history or chronicle of Nestorius. After the sub-
jugation of Russia by the Tartars, knowledge with-
drew into the shelter of the monasteries, whence
proceeded several important historical works.
During this period of foreign domination, the
Russian people seem to have sought consolation and
hope in wTiting patriotic ballads and songs about
their great hero-king, Vladimir (q. v.)—the Russian
Charlem.agne—the most celebrated of which ia

Igor's Expedition against the Polow:i (Berh 1855).

When at length the country was freed from the
oppression of the Mougols by Ivan I., in 1478,
Russian literature received a fresh inipidse, but so
tardy, nevertheless, were its motions, so circum-
scribed its achievements, that, up to the commence-
ment of the ISth c, the only notable names that
can be mentioned are the metropolitan Makarius
(died 1564), who wrote Lives of the Saints, &c. ;

Zizania, the author of a Slavic Grammar (Wilna,
1596) ; and Matviejev (17th c), who composed
several historical and heraldic works. The czar,

Alexei MichaUovitch (whose prime-minister Mat-
inejev was), caused a valu.able collection of Russian
laws to be printed iu 1C44, and shortly after founded
an academy at Moscow, in which gi-ammar, rhetoric,

poetry, dialectics, philosophy, and theology were
taiight. But from political causes, the Polish
element now began to predominate in Russian Uter-

ature, and continued to do so, more or less, until

the time of Peter the Great, who made his native
language the universal vehicle of communication
in business and "nTiting. He established schools

and founded the famous St Petersburg Academy.
During his reign, the metropolitans Demetrius (b,

1651— d. 1709) and Javorskij (b. 1658—d. 1722) ; the
archbishop Prokopovitch (1681— 1736) ; Sellij (d.

1746) ; the national historian Tatishshev (16S6

—

1750) ; the poets Kantemir ; and the Cossacks,
Klimovskij and Danilov ; were the most distin-

guished supports of literature. The first to place on
a firm basis the Russian metrical system, was Tre-
diakovskij (1703— I'CO). In the period that followed

the death of Peter, the writer that exercised the

strongest influence on Russian literature was Lomo-
nossov, who first drew the lines of distinction sharply

between old Slavic and Russian, and estabUshed the
literaiy supremacy of the cUalect of Great Russia.

Among his successors, the poet Sumarokov (1718

—

1777) did great ser\-iee in the development of the

Russian cli-ama ; so did Kniashnin (1742— 1791),

whose pieces still keep their place on the Russian
stage; while Wizin (1745— 1792) ranks as one of the

first prose writers of his age.—Some of his prose

comedies are full of the most genuine luunour.

Other notable names in poetrj', belonging in whole
or part to this period, are Cheraskov, Oserov, Prince
Mich.iilovitch, Dolgoruki, Chvostov, Petrov, Bog-
danovicz, and Derzavin (q. v.), the first universally

popidar Russian poet. Prose literatiu'e, however,
developed itself more slowly. Lomonossov was for a
long time the model that was followed. Among the

first to make a fresh reputation, were Platon, the

metropolitan of Moscow, and Lewanda (1736—1S14),

archpriest of Kiev ; who distinguished themselves

from the mass of their bombastic brethren by the

strength and vigour of their thinking ; the histor-

ians Schtsherbitov (1733—1790), Boltin (1735—
1792), and Mm-.aviev (1757—1807). Still more
important, in the same deji.artment, were the labours

of the German, Gerh. Friedr. Muller, a native

of Westphalia, who, iu 1755, established at St
389
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Petersburg the first literary journal. Novikov

(1744—181S) gave a powerful stimulus to the book-

trade and to literary productivity, ]>artly by his

professional zeal, and partly by the publication of

a satirical journal, entitled The Painter, which was
widely read.

A new epoch in Russian literature commenced
with Alexander I., who was enthusiastic in the

cause of education and progress. The number of

universities was raised to seven ; leai-ned societies

were also increased. The great ornament of lite-

rature at this period was Karamsin (q. v.), who
freed it from the trammels of the pseudo-classicism,

within which it had been confined by Lomonossov.

His labours were continued by Dmitriev and Bat-

jushkov, while Shishkov combated with success

the tendency to deprive the language of its Slavic

character ; and in the poetry of Shakovski, the

national elements again re-asserted themselves.

Along with these may be mentioned the historian

Bolchovitihov (1767—1837) and the theologian

Drosdov, archbishop of Moscow ; the poets Koslov,

Prince Alexander, Shachovski (d. 1846), one of the

best comic authors of Prussia, and possessed of

amazing fertility ; Gribojedov, Glinka, Prince Vja-
semski (b. 1792), a celebrated song-writer, elegist,

and critic ; Davidov, and Gnieditsh. Mersljakov,

who died a professor in Moscow, was a very able

critic ; while Chemnicer {1744— 1784) and Krylov
(1768—1844) rank first among the original fabulists

of Russia. Bulgarin and Gretsh belong rather to

the most recent period of Russian literature—

a

period characterised by the predominance of Rus-
sian influences, and the complete absorption into

the one national spirit of all minor and foreign

elements. The late czar Nicholas laboured with
his wonted passionate energy in this direction.

Among the poets of this thoroughly Russian
period, the most conspicuous and brilliant is

Pushkin (q. v.), whose verses are a mirror of

Russian life, in which we see shadowed forth the

joys and griefs, the humour and the patriotism of

the true Russian peasant. The most remarkable
of Pushkin's contemporaries and successors are the

poets Baratynski (d. 1844), Baron Delvig, Benediktov,
Podolinsld, and Lermontov ; the dramatists Niko-
laus Polevoi and Nestor ICukolnik, who drew the

matter of their di-amas from the national history

;

and Gogol (q. v.), one of the most illustrious names
in Russian literatiu'e. Russian novels exhibit a
condition of society in which barbarism struggles

for supremacy with a superficial civilisation. The
best writers in this department are Bestushev,
Bulgarin, Sagoskin, whose most popular work, Junj
MUosUtvski, or the Russians in 1G12, is modelled
after the historical manner of Sir Walter Scott

;

Vasili XTshakov, author of Kirijis-Kaisak, &c.

;

Count Solohub, whose novels give a graphic picture

of St Petersburg society; Prince Odojevski, Baron
Theodor. Korff, Konst. Masalski, and Senkovski,
reckoned one of the first journalists in Russia

;

nor must the name of Alexander Herzen (q. v.),

the ' liberal Russian ' exile, be omitted. The
delineations of Cossack life are too numerous for

special notice, but they constitute quite a distinct

section of the literature of Russian fiction, and are
composed for tlie most part in the dialect of Little

Russia. Great attention has also been paid in

Russia, as in all Slavic countries, to popular songs
and proverbs. The principal collections of these
are by Novikov, Kashin, Maximovitch, Makarov,
and Sacharov. The latest developments of Russian
literature liave been chiefly in the department of
history, and among the most distinguished names
are those of Professor Ustrialov of St Petersburg,
Professor Pogodin of Moscow, Polevoi, Vaaili Berg

(d. 1834), Lieutenant-general Michailovski Dani-
levski. Professor Snjegirev, Sreznevski, Slovzov,
Samailov, Solovjev, Strovjev, Neverov, and Ars-
zenjev. Such philosophy as exists in Russia is

mainly an echo of the modern German schools,

and therefore possesses no particular originality.

Advances in theology are hardly to be looked for

as yet from a church so deeply sunk in ignorance
and intellectual stupor as the Russian, yet nowhere
is reform more urgently required. Nevoliu and
Moroshkiu have acquired a reputation as writers

on jurisprudence ; so has Nikita Krylov, professor

at Moscow. The ablest physicists are Pavlov Maxi-
movitch and Spasld ; Perevoshtchikov is an emi-
nent mathematician ; and Vostokov is celebrated

as a Slavic linguist. See Borg, Poetic Works of the

Russians (Ger., 2 vols. ; Riga, 1823) ; Gretsch, Ex-
tracts from the Poets and Prose-writers of Hussia
(St Petersb. 1821) ; Gretsch's Historij of Russian
Literature (Petersb. 1822) ; Jevgenij, HUlorij of
Russian Literature (Petersb. 1818—1827—18.38) ;

Koning, Literary Pictures from Russia (Stuttg.

1837); Otto, Text-hook of Russian Literature (Lps.

1837 ; translated into English by Cox, Oxford
1839); Jordan, History of Russian Literature (hin.

1846) ; and Talvi (Mrs Robinson), Historical Vieui

of the Lanquages and Literature of the Slavic Nations
(New York, 1850).

BU'SSNIAKS, also RussiNB and Rutiien-i, the
name of a variety of peoples who form a branch of

the great Slavic race, and are sharply distinguished

from the Muscovites, or Russians proper, by their

language and the entire character of their life.

They are divided into the R. of Galicia, North
Hungary, Podolia, VolhjTiia, and Lithuania, and
are estimated by Schafarik at 13,000,000. They are

almost all agi-iculturists, aud, on the whole, rather

nncidtivated. Before the 17th c, they were a free

race, but were then subjugated, partly by the

Lithuanians, partly by the Poles, and for a long time
belonged to the Polish kingdom. Their language
has consequently become closely assimilated to the
Polish. In earlier times it was a written speech,

with quite distinctive characteristics, as may be seen

from the translation of the Bible, jiublished at

Ostrog, in 1581, and from various statutes and other

literary monuments still extant. Recently, printmg
in the Russniak tongue has been recommenced. The
R. belong, for the most part, to the United Greek
Church, but in part also to the Non-united. They
preserve many old customs peculiar to themselves,

and much folk-lore, prose and poetic, very like that
current in Poland and Servia. This has been
collected by Vaclav in his Piesnl Polskie i Ruskie
(Lemberg, 1833). Levicki has pubhshed a Gram-
matik der Russinischen Spraclie fur Deutsche

(Przemzsl, 1833).

RU'SSO-GE'RMAN WAR, the name given by
German historians to the last stage of the great

European war against Napoleon, beginning with the
Russian campaign of 1812 and terminating on the
field of Waterloo. See Napoleon.

RUST, the name given to a disease of plants,

which shews itself on the stems aud leaves of many
plants, and on the ears of grasses, both of the cereal

grasses, and of many pasture or forage grasses
;

in brown, yellow, or orange-coloured si)Ots ; and
after destroying the epidermis of the plant, assumes
the form of a powder, which soils the fingers when
touched. R, seems to consist at first of small fungi

of one cell, sometimes divided by a transverse

wall, belonging to the genera Uredo and Puccinia ;

which, finally, bi-eaking through the diseased epi-

dermia, form a coloured dust consisting of mere
spores. The name R. is sometimes restricted to
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the Uredo rubtgo vera, but it is doubted by some

if this is not really a young stato of a Puccinia.

Not a few authors regard R. as au eruptive disease

(exandiema), which makes its appearance cliiefly in

damp weather, and sometimes extends so far as

seriously to injure the plants affected by it, the

mycelium and spores which appear in it being

regarded as present accidentally, or in consequence

of the disease. This, however, is the least probable

opinion concerning it.—R. is sometimes very inju-

rious to crops. No remedy is known for it ; but it

is certain that rank manures tend to produce or

aggravate it. See Uredo.

RXJSTCHUK, a town of European Tui-key in

Bulgaria, eyalet of Sdistria, and 70 miles west-

south-west of the town of that name, on the soiith

l>ank of the Danube, opposite Giurgevo. Its position

on a range of hills, ^vith its wliite chimneys, its

mosques and minarets rising from amid forests

of fruit-trees, give it a strdiing and picturesque

appearance. It is surrounded by an extended line

of fortifications, contains nine mosques, several

Greek and Armenian churches, synagogiies, and

baths. The Danube is here about two miles wide,

Init its banks are low, and its channel is marked
with islets and shaUows. It is the most important

manufacturing Turkish town on the Danube. The

principal articles of manufacture are cloth, linen,

leather, muslin, silk and tobacco. Pop. 30,000.

RU'STIC OR RU'STICATED WORK and

RUSTICA'TION. The name of that kind of

masonry in which the various stones or courses are

marked at the joints by splays or recesses. The
surface of the stone is sometimes left rough, and

sometimes polished or otherwise dressed Rusti-

cation is chieHy used in classical or ItaHan architec-

ture, although Rustic Quoins (q.v.) are often used

in rough Gothic work. In the figure, a and h shew

Kustication.

fonns of rustication usually applied to surfaces ; c

and d shew rustic quoins with moiddings on the

angles.

RTJSTRE, in Heraldry, one of the subordi-

naries, consisting of a Lozenge (q. y.)

with a circular opening pierced in its

centre. Ancient armour was sometimes
y~~^,\ composed of rustres sewed on cloth.

VV/ IIUTA BAGA. See Turnip.

RUTA'CEJ3, a natural order of

exogenous jilants, consisting mostly of

trees and shrubs, but containing a few
Rustre. herbaceous plants. The leaves have no

stipules, are simple and entire, lobed, pinnate, or

decompound, and arc covered mth pellucid resinous

dots. The flowers are hermaphrodite, soractmies

irregidar. The calyx has four or five segments ;

the petals are equal m number to its segments, or

wanting, or are united into a monopetalous corolla

;

the stamens are equal in number to them, or fewer

by abortion,' or twice or thrice as many. There

is a cup-shaped disk. The ovaiy is sometimes

stalked ; it has as many carpels as there are petals,

or fewer ; there are generally two ovides iu each

carpel. The fiiiit consists of several capsules,

cohering firmly or imperfectly.—There are about

400 knowTi species, natives of the warmer temperate

and of tropical regions. The Diosmacece are some-

times separated as a distinct order. A bitter taste

and ])owerful odour are general characteristics.

Rue, Bucku, and Dittany are examples of the order.

See also Angostura Bark and Brucka. The
barks of a number of tropical species, of different

genera, possess febrifugal properties.

BUTH, Book of, one of the Hagiographa, placed

in the Authorised Version, as in the LXX., between

Judges aud Samuel ; and in the Jewish canon, as the

second of the five Megilloth, coming after the Song

of Songs. It consists of four chapters, and describes

how Ruth, the Moabite widow of a Hebrew,

Machlon by name, in the time of the Judges, be-

came—by faithful, loving adherence to her mother-

in-law, Naomi, for whose sake she had left her

home and kindred—the wife of Boaz, and tlu-ough

him the ancestress of David himself. A frag-

mentary genealogy of DaWd's house—of which

the principal links only are given—forms the con-

clusion of the book, which is characterised through-

out by the most naive simpUcity, and minute

truthfulness of detaiL If there be a tendency iu

the book—which is doubtfid-it woidd natui-aUy

be to shew how utterly even that strictest of

prejudices, in the mind of ancient peoples, espe-

cially the Hebrews, against intermarriage with the

' stranger,' is vanquished by genuine hiunan love

aud piety ; nay, that the heroine of the tale, even

a Moabite, was deemed worthy for her virtue to

become the foiiuilress of the royal house of Israel.

Considering that the Book of Kings contains no

details about David's genealogy, this book, apart

from its indescribable natural charm, becomes a

most usefid historical record, and further supplies

many items on the forms and domestic customs

of a time about which we have such very scant

information elsewhere.

The time of the events related mounts back to

about a century before Darid, yet both the contents

and tendency of the book shew clearly enough that

it was hardly \\Titten before the last years of

David's reign, if it was at all written in his Ufe-

time. For a change had already taken place in the

interval in the manners and customs of the people

(cf. the ' iu former time,' iv. 7), and the genealogy

carried down to David, shews the theocratic signi-

ficance he had acquired by the time it was -wTitten

down. Its canonicity has never been questioned

in or out of the church.

BUTHE'NIUM (s.ymb. Ru, cqniv. 52, spec. grav.

11-3) is a metal which was discovered in 1843 by

Clans in the ore of platinum. In most respects,

excepting iu its specific gravity, it closely resembles

iridium, the coloured reaction of the salts being

almost 'witliout exception the same iu botli. For

details rcarcUng this metal, which is of no practical

importance, the reader may consult Deville and

Debr.ay's ' Memoir on Platinum and its Ores, in the

Annate de Chimie el de Physique, for 1859.

RU'THERGLEN, or, by popular abbreviation

RUGLEN, a royal, parliamentary, and muiucipal

bur.'h in Lanarkshire, on the Clyde, three miles

soufh-east of Glasgow. It consists of one long

^^•ide street and of several naiTow streets or lanes

branching from it at right angles. In ancient

times it "was a place of considerable importance,

caiTied on a large traffic on the river, and embraced
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Glasgow within its muuicijial boundaries. Its trade

is now mainly dependent npon tliat of Glasgow,
and its inhabitants are employed in weavinf; muslins

for Glasgow manufacturers, and in the mills, print,

chemical, and dye-works, and collieries of the burgh
and v'icinity. Pop. (ISGl) S0G2. In parliamentary
representation, it is one of the Kilmarnock district

of boroughs. (1S71—pop. 9431.)

RXJ'THIN, a municipal and |iarli,amentary

borough of North Wales, in the county of Denbigh,
eight mUcs south-east of the town of that name,
stands on the summit and slope of a hill on the

right bank of the Clwyd. The site of the ancient

castle, said to have been built in the reign of

Edward I., is occupied by a fine modern castellated

edifice in Gothic. Poix (1S61) 3372.

KU'THVEN", Raid of, a conspiracy of note iu

Scottish history, contrived and executed in 1582 by
William, first Earl of Gowrie, father of the principal

actor in the Gowrie Conspiracy (q. v.), in conjunc-
tion with Lord Lindsay of the Byres, the Earl of

Mar, and the Master of Glammis. The object of

the conspirators was to obtain the control of the

state by seizing the person of James VI., then a
boy of 16, and under the guardianship of the Duke
of Lennox and Earl of Arran. The king being by
invitation at Gowrie's seat of Ruthven Castle, the
conspirators assembled 1000 of their vass.als, sur-

rounded the castle, and obtained complete possession

of James. Arran was thrown into prison, and
Lennox retired to France, where he died broken-
hearted. The Presbyterian clergy warmly espoused
the cause of the Ruthven lords, who received the
thanks of the General Assembl}% and full indenmity
from a Convention of Estates. Nearly a year elapsed

before the king regained his freedom. His feigned
acquiescence in his position led the confederates

so to relax their vigilance that he was enabled to

tlirow himself into the castle of St Andi'ews, whose
keeper was iu his confidence, and thus to become
his own master. Gowrie and the other lords made
their sulimission, and were pardoned ; but soon
afterwards a royal proclamation characterised their

enterpi'ise as treason. Go\\Tie was commanded to

leave Scotland ; but while waiting for a vessel at

Dundee, he was drawn into a conspiracy to surprise

the castle of Stirling, for which he was tried and
executed.

RU'TILE, a mineral, which is essentially Oxide
of TUaniina or Titanic Acid, although generally
containing a little peroxide of iron. It is of a
brown, red, or yellow colour ; and is found massive,
disseminated, in thin lamina, and iu four-sided or

six-sided prisms, which are sometuncs necdie-like,

and permeate rock-crystal. It is found also in

gi'anite, syenite, gneiss, mica-slate, limestone, chlo-

rite-slate, &c., and its geographic distribution is

very wide. It is used to give a yellow colour to

porcelain.

RU'TLANDSHIRE, an inland county of Eng-
land, much the smallest iu England and Wales, is

bounded on the N.E. by Lincoln, on the >S.E. by Nor-
thampton, and on the W. by Leicestei-. Area, 95,S05
acres; pop. (1S61) 21,861. The river Wash, flowing
east through the middle of the county, divides it into

two poi'tions, of which the northern is a somewhat
elevated table-land, while the southern consists

of a number of valleys running east and west, and
separated by low hills. The principal streams are
the Wolland, forming the boundary on the south-
east, and its affluents the Wash and Chater. The
climate is mild and healthy, the soil is loamy and
rich, and there is hardly an acre of waste land in
the whole county. R., however, is not a crop
producing, but a grazing comity. Oxen and sheep

are reared in great numbers. R., which abounds
in pleasing scenery, contains many stately mansions,

as well as a number of ecclesiastical remains dating
from the Norman period. It returns two members
to the House of Commons. (1871—pop. 22,070.)

RU'VO IN APU'LIA, a city of Southern Italy,

province of Eari, and 22 miles west of the city of

that name. Pop. 15,133. It is built upon a rising

ground, contains many churches, and two museums
of Italo-Grecian vases, and is famous for its potteries.

The staple produce is grain, pulse, and dried fruits.

R. is the Paibi of Horace.

RUYSDAEL, or RUISDAEL, J.vkob, was born
.at Haarlem. The date of his Ijirth is mieci'tam

;

some make it 1625, others 1630 or 1635. It is said

th.at there is a picture liy him signed and dated
1645, which makes the last d.ato improliable. He
died in 1681. It has been stated, that for some
years he directed his attention to the study and
practice of surgerj', Init was advised by his friend

Nicholas Berghem to devote his time to painting.

In his pictures the trees are excellent in form, the

foliage touched with sharpness and precision, and
the skies are light and floating. His style of

composition is entirely original, and characterised

by a certain compactness in the arrangement ; the
Italian painters have generally groups of trees at

the sides, and running out of the picture ; in R.'s

compositions, they are almost always massed w'ithiu

the picture. R. and Hobbima hold about an equal
position—n.amely,th,at of the best landscape-painters

of the Dutch school ; but R. was also equally eminent
for his sea-pieces. His etchings, seven in number,
are much prized by collectors. Jan van Kcssel and
Jan Renier de Vries were imit.ators of Ruysdael.
His elder brother, Salomo (born circa 1613, died

1676), was also a painter of some note.

RUYTER, Michael Adki^vanszoon Van, Dutch
adrair.al, was born at Vliessingen in 1607, of poor
parents, who sent him to sea as a caljin boy
when only eleven years old. He became a warrant
officer, and in 1635 rose to be a captain iu the
Dutch navy. After serving several years in the
Indian seas, he was, in 1645, made rear-admii'al.

He eng.aged and sunk a })iratic Algerine squa-
di'on off Sallee iu 1647. In 1652, when war broke
out between the States and England, then under
the Protectorate, he w^as placed in command of a
squadron, and ordered to convoy a large number
of merchant-ships. He was met by the English
fleet under Sir G. Ayscough off Plymouth, and
an engagement took place. Neither of the fleets

gained any decisive advantage ; but R. succeeded
in saving his convoy. In 1633, when a fight

of three days took place between the English and
Dutch fleets off Portland, R. commande^l a divi-

sion under Van Tromp. The English, under Blake,

tin.ally olitaincd a great victory, taking and destroy-

ing 1 1 Dutch men-of-war and 30 merchantmen.
The states-general, in 1639, sent him to assist

Denmark against Sweden. He defeated the Swedish
fleet, and obtained a title of nobiUty and a pension
from the king of Denmark. In 1664, he fell upon
the English factories at Cape Verde, and attempted
to seize the island of Barbadoes. As other depreda-
tions of the Dutch upon English merchants, as well
in the East Indies as on the high seas, were com-
plained of, war was declared against the Dutch.
In June 16GC, R. and Van Tromp, with 90 sail,

engaged the English fleet under Prince Rupert and
the Duke of Albemarle. Both sides fought with
such obstinacy that the battle lasted four days, and
ended without any decisive result. In July, the
conflict was renewed, when the English gained a
comi)lete victory, destroying above 20 of R.'s
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men-of-war. In 16G7, lie destroyed the sliipping at
Sheerness, sailed up the Medway as far as Chatham,
bm-ncd several English men-of-war, and effected
more towards the conclusion of peace at Breda
(16C7) than any diplomatist. In 1G71, he com-
manded the Dutch fleet, and fought several battles

with the combined English and French fleets,

but without decisive results. In 1075, he was
sent to the llediterraneau. He fought, off the
coast of iSioily, a desperate liattle with the French
fleet, under the celebrated Admiral Duquesue.
Victory declared itself on the side of tlie French

;

but R. made good his retreat into the harbonr
of Syracuse. He had his legs shattered in the
engagement, and died of his wounds, April 167(5.

Europe did justice to his bravery; and Louis XIV.
said he could not help regretting the loss of a great
man, although an enemy. His death was deeply
mourned liy his eoimtryiuen, and a splendid monu-
ment was erected to his memory at Amsterdam.

RY'AN, Locn. See Wigtonshire.

RYBI'NSK, a district town of Great Russia, in

the government of J.aroslav, stands on the right
bank of the Volga, 418 miles east-south-east of St
Petersburg. It is the great centre of the corn trade
on the Volga, and, after Xijui Novgorod, is the chief
commerci.al centre on that river. The trade of R.
consists principally in transhipping and forwarding
to the capital the goods brought hither by large
vessels up the Volga. For this purpose, upwartls of

0000 barges are built here every year. The landing-
place extends along the river for several miles, and
is divided into nine sections, each of which is appro-
priated to special varieties of goods. The chief
articles of trade are corn, flour, taUow, spirits,

metals, and timber, and these are forwarded to St
Petersburg by three systems of communications, of
which tlie Mariinsky Canal conveys goods to the
value of £5,000,000 ; the TichWn Canal, goods to
the value of £4,000,000 ; and the Vyshuivolotsk
Canal, gooels to the value of £2,000,000. Pop.
8043.

RYDE, a flourishing and fashionable watering-
])lace and market-town, on the north coast of the
Isle of Wight, Ilampshii-c, occupies the east and
north slopes of a hill, six miles south-south-west of
Portsmouth, from which it is separated by the
roadstead of Spit Head. It consists of Upper and
Lower R. ; the fonner anciently called Bye, or
La liklie, and the latter of cjuite modern con-
struction. The shores are wooded to the verge of

the water, and the ajipearanee of the town, with its

streets and houses interspersed with trees, is pleasing
and picturesque. The pier, nearly a mile in length,

forms an excellent promenade. Yacht and boat-
building are carried on to some extent. Steamers
cross every hour to Portsmouth in summer, and
several times a d.ay in winter. li., the largest town
in the island, had, in 1851, 7147, and m 1861, 9269
inhabitants.

RYE, a seaport, mai'ket-town, and parliamentary
and municipal borough in the south-east of the
county of Sussex, ten miles north-east of Hastings.
It is charmingly situated on an eminence boiuided
east by the Rother, and south and west by the
Tillingham, which streams unite here, and, entering
the sea two miles below the town, form the old
harbour. The appearance of the town is remark-
ably quaint and old-fashioned. Overlooking the
junction of the streams is a small castle built
by ^^'illiara de Ypres, in the reign of Stephen,
and now used as a jail. The church is a beaiitifnl

and interesting structure—the central tower,
transepts, a number of circular arches, &c., all being
early Norman. In former times the sea flowed close

up to R., washing the rock on which the Ypres
tower stands, but it has retired to a distance of
two miles. The harbour admits vessels of 200 tons,
and has been recently improved. This ancient town
receives historical mention as early as 893. It was

I

walled on two sides by Edward III., aud contributed
! nine ships to the fleet with which that monarch
invaded France. Brewing, ship-budding, aud trade
in corn, hops, &c., are carried on. R, is one of the
Cinque Ports, and sends a member to parliament.

j

Pop. (1861) 8202. (1871—S2SS).

RYE (Secale), a genus of gi-asses, allied to Wheat
and Barley, and having spikes which generally
consist of two-flowered, rarely of three-flowered,

:
spikelets ; the florets furnished with terminal

j

awns, only the upper floret stalked. One species
(.?. cereale) is a well-known grain. It has, when in
fruit, a rouudish-quadi-augular spike, with a tough
rachis. Its native country, as in the case of the
other most important cereals, is somewhat doubtful

;

but it is said to be found wild in the desert regions
near the Caspian Sea, and on the highest mountains
of the Crimea. It has long been cultivated as a

1
cereal plant ; although the supposed mention of it

]

in Exodus ix. 32 is doubtfiU, spelt being perhaps

j

intended. It is much cultivated in the north of

j

Europe and in some parts of Asia. Its cultivation

^

does not extend so far north as that of barley ; but
it grows in regions too cold for wheat, and on soils

too poor and sandy for any other grain. Its ripening
can also be more confidently reckoned upon in cold
regions than that of any other gi-ain. But R.
succeeds best, and is most jiroductive, in a cUmate
where wheat still ripens. It delights in sandy soils.

The varieties of R. are numerous, although much
less so than those of other important cereals.

Some are best fitted for sowing in autumn, others
for sowing in sprmg. The former kinds ( Winter 7?.)

are most extensively cultivated, being generally the
most productive. In some jjlaces on the continent
of Europe, R. is so^VIl at midsimimer, mowed for

green fodder in autuimi, and left to shoot in spring,
which it does at the same time with autumn-sown
R., producing a good crop of small but very mealy
grain. In Britain, R. is not a common grain crop,

and is cultivated to a smaller extent than it formerly
was ; the sandy soils, to which it is best adapted,
being improved and fitted for other kinds of corn.

It is, however, sometimes sown to be used as a green
crop, for feeding sheep and oxen in w-uiter, and is

found particularly good for milch cows. It is some-
times also mown for horses and other animals.

—

Bread made of R. is much used in the north of

Europe. It is of a dark colour, more laxative than
that made of wheat-Hour, and, perhaps, rather less

nutritious. R. is much used for fermentation and
distillation, particularly for the making of Hollands.
R. aft'ected with Ergot (q. v.) is a very dangerous
article of food. The straw of R. is tougher than
that of any other corn-plant, and is much valued
for straw-plait.

—

Pekexxial R. (.S'. perenne) differs

from Common R. in having a very hard, red-like

culm ; cars, 3—5 inches long, flatly compressed,
with a brittle rachis, and 50—GO closely imbricated
spikelets. It endures for many years, but is not
much cidtivated, as its grain is slender, and does
not yield an easily separable flour.

RYE-GRASS (LoUum), a genus of grasses, having
a two-rowed, flatly-compressed spike, the spikelets

appressed edgewise to the rachis. Common R.,

or Peee.snial R. {L. perenne), the Ray-grass of the
older English authors, is frequent on waysides,

and in meadows and pastures, in Britain and on the
continent of Europe. The spikelets are much longer

than their solitary external glume, 6—8-flowered

;
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tlie florets awnlesa or nearly so ; the culm flattened,

from one foot to three feet high ; the root producing

leafy barren slioots, which add much to the agricul-

tural value of the grass. This gi-ass is highly

valued for forage and hay, and is more extensively

sown for these uses than any other grass, not only in

Britain, but on the continent of Eiu-opo and in North
America. It grows well even on very poor soils.

The Common Peren II lain, is the kind most generally

cultivated. A kind called Annual R.—not really

an annual plant, although useful only for one year

—

is sometimes cultivated; but is, in almost every

respect, inferior.

—

Italian R. (L. Italiciim, or L.

multi/lorum, or L. Bouchianum], a native of the

1, Common Rye-grass; 2, Italian Eyc-grasa.

south of Europe, is much esteemed as a forage and
hay grass. In many soils and situations in Britain

it succeeds extremely well, and is remarkable for its

verdure and luxuriance in early spring. It is pre-

ferred by cattle to the Common Rye-grass. The
young leaves are folded up, whilst those of the
Common R. are rolled together.—There are many
varieties of Rye-grass. It is nowhere so much
valued or cultivated as in Britain. It was culti-

vated in England before the end of the 17th
century. Italian R. was introduced into Britain in

1831 by Mr Thomson of Banchory and Messrs
Lawson and Son of Edinburgh. R. is generally
sown along with some kind of corn, and vegetating
for the first year amongst the corn, appears in the
second year as the proper crop of the field.

RYE'HOUSE PLOT. In 16S.3, at the same time
that a scheme was formed in England among the
leading Whigs to raise the nation in arms against
Charles II., a subordinate scheme was planned by
a few fiercer spirits of the party, including Colonel
Rumsey and Lieutenant-colonel Walcot, two mili-

tary adventurers ; Goodenough, under-sheriff of

London ; Ferguson, an independent minister ; and
several attorneys, merchants, and tradesmen of

London—the object of which was to waylay and
391

assassinate-the king on his return from Newmarket.
The deed was to be perpetrated at a farm belonging
to Rumboldt, oue of the conspirators, called the
Ryehouse Farm, whence the plot got its name.
The R. P. is supposed to have been kept concealed
from Monmoutli, Russell, Shaftesbury, and the rest
of those who took the lead in the greater conspiracy.
It owed its defeat to the circumstance, that the
house which the king occupied at Newmarket took
fire accidentally, and Charles was thus obliged to
leave that jilace eight days sooner than was
expected. Both the greater and lesser conspiracy
were discovered before long, and from the connec-
tion subsisting between the two, it was difficult

altogether to dissever them. The indignation
excited by the R. P. was extended to the whole
Whig party ; Lord Russell, Algernon Sidney, and
Lieutenant-colonel Walcot were brought to the
block for treason ; Jolin Hampden, grandson of his

more noted namesake, was iined £'40,000 ; and
scarcely one escajicd who had been concerned in

either plot.

RY'OT {from the Arabic raaya, to pasture, to

protect, to govern ; hence, literally, the governed,
a subject) is the vernacular term for a liiudu cul-

tivator or peasant.

RYOTWAR (literally, according to or with
ryots) is the term applied to the revenue settle-

ment which is made liy the government officers in

India with each actual cultivator of the soil for a
given term—usually a twelvemonth—at a stipulated
money-rent, without the intervention of a third

party. This mode of assessment prevails clncfiy,

though not exclusively, in the Madras presidency.

See H. H. Wilson, Glossari/ of Judicial and Revenue
Tei-)ns (Lend. 1853), under Rar'Atwar.

RYSBRACH, Michael, a sculptor of con-

siderable talent, born at Antwerp in 1693. lie

settled in London in 1720, and executed munerous
works there, in particular the monuments to Sir

Isaac Newton in Westminster Abbey, and to

the Duke of Marlborough at Blenheim, a bronze
equestrian statue of William III. for the city of

Bristol, a colossal statue of George II. for the parade
at Greenwich Hospital ; a Hercules, and busts of

many of the eminent poets, wits, and politicians of

his time. Scheemakers, also a native of Antwerp,
and Ronbilliac, a Frenchman, were contemporaries
and rivals of his, and shared with him most of the
commissions for works of sculpture in England at

the period. With Scheemakers was placed as a
jnipil Nollekens, who became so distinguished
for his busts, and as one of the founders of the
Enghsh school of sculpture. R. died Stli January
1770.

RY'SWICK, Peace of, a treaty concluded iu 1097
at Ryswick, a Dutch village between Delft and the
Hague, which was signed by France, England, and
Spain on September 20, and by Germany on October
30. It put an end to the sanguinary contest in which
England had been engaged mth France. It has been
often said that the only equivalent then received
by England for all the treasure she had transmitted

to the continent, and all the blood which had been
shed there, was an acknowledgment of William's
title by the king of France ; but it must not be
forgot how much the allies were benefited by the
check given to the gigantic power and overwceuiug
ambition of France.

<
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THE 19th letter in the English and
other western alphabets (the ISth
iu the Latin), belongs to the dental

series, and marks the fundamental
sound of the hissing or sibilant

!-)( -r-jy=.^ t;ioup, s, 2, «/(, zh. The Sanscrit

d^'f;)p''^ has characters for three hissing or s-

:; >^S ' sounds ; the Semitic languages had four

'J {see Alphabet). The Hebrew or Phojnician

character, from which the modern s is derived,

was called shiti—i. e., tooth, and in its original

form probably represented two or three teeth. The
snme character, with the presence or absence of a

diacritic point, marked either s or sh. In Eng.,

s is used both for the sharp and flat sounds, as this,

lliose = ilioze. The nearness of the s-sound to th

is seen in the Eng. loves = loveth, and in the
jihenomenon of lisping

—

yeth = yes. This seems
to furnish the transition to the so frequent inter-

change of the High-Ger. s for the Low-Ger. t, as in

Ger. ivasser = water ; Ger. fuss = foot. Comp. Gr.
iJtalassa = tlialatta. The substitution of ?• for s is

noticed under E, In such cases as melt, com-
pared with smelt; pike, vnth spike; lick, with
sleek ; Ger. niesen, with Eng. sneeze ; Eng. snow,

Goth, snaivs, ^'nth Lat. nix (gen. n/y-is) ; Gr. raikros,

with smikros ; short, A.-S. sceort, with curl—it is

difficult to say whether the form with, or that with-

out the s is the older. Grimm considers s as the
remnant of an old prefixed particle {as, is, us), having,
perhaps, the force of ex in Lat. exopto, I wish
greatly ; or ur in Ger. urklein, very small. An initial

s before a vowel in Lat. corresponds to Gr. h ; comp.
Lat. sub, sex, sal (salt), with Gr. liypo, hex, kals. In
Greek and Latin, s was pronounced feebly at the
end of words, and still more so between two vowels.

It thus frequently disappeared in these positions,

and this was one of the chief sources of the irregu-

larities in the declensions and conjugations, which
had originally been formed on a uniform system
(see Inflections). The dropping of s is one of the

ways in which the forms of modern French words
liave become so degraded ; compare Lat. magister,

old Fr. maistre, modern Fr. maitre ; jyreshyter,

prestre, pretre. Even where stiU written, final s ui

French is mostly silent—e. g., vos, Ics.

SAADED DIN, a Turkish historian, was born
in 1530, and died at Constantinople in 1599. His
liistory, entitled the Taj-al- Tuarikh (the Crown of

Histories), a work held in higli estimation by
scholars, gives a general account of the Ottoman
empire from its commencement in 1299 till 1520 ; it

has never been printed, but MS. copies of it are

found iu most of the gi'eat libraries of Europe, and
an inaccurate translation into Italian was published

in 1G4G— 1G52. S. also \n-ote the Selim-Nameh, or

History of Selim I., which is chiefly a collection of

anecdotes regarding that prince.

SAA'Ll5, a river of Germany, distinguished from
other and smaller rivera of the same name as the

Saxon or Thuringiau S., rises on the western slope

of the Fichtelgebirge (Bavaria), and flowing nortli-

ward through several minor states, and finally

across the Prussian province of Saxony, falls into

the Elbe, about 25 miles above Magdeburg, after a
course of 200 miles. It is navigable only within
the Prussian dominions.

SAA'KBE,UCK, a town of Pvhenish Prussia, on
the Saar, 40 miles south-south-east of Treves. It is

the seat of an active industry, of which coal-mining,

spinning, and the manufacture of woollen and linen

fabrics, and of pottery and tobacco, are among the
principal branches. Pop. (1862) 11,288, exclusive of

the suburb of St Johann, on the left bank of the
river, which contains 33G0 inhabitants.

SAA'KDAM. Sec Zaandam.
SAAZ, a town of Bohemia, on the Eger, 45 miles

west-north-west of Pnague. Hops are largely culti-

vated in the vicinity, and important corn-markets
are held. Pop. 5800.

SABADE'LL, a rising manufacturing town of

Spain, in Catalonia, 14 miles by railway north-west
of Barcelona. It has risen into import.auce only
within recent years, and it is now the Manchester
of Catalonia. Woollen and cotton fabrics are the
staple manufactures, and of the 100 factories in the
town, by far the greater number are engaged in

these manufactures. Pop. about 16,000.

SABADI'LLA, CEBADILLA, or CEVADILLA
(Asarjrwa officinalis, formerly Jlelonias officinalis), a

Mexican plant of the natural order Melanthacea-,

the seeds of which are employed in medicine,

because of propei-ties analogous to those of Wliite

Hellebore (i'eratrum album). The plant has a

bulbous root, and grows in tufts ; the leaves are

Unear and grassy, about four feet long, and not
above a quarter of an inch broad ; among them
rises a round scape (leafless flower-stem), about six

feet high, bearing a very dense raceme, a foot and a

half long, of small white flowers. The seed-vessels

are papery follicles, three together ; the seeds one,

two, or three in each foUicle, two or three lines

long, -ninged, and wrinkletL The powdered seeds

have been known in medicine since the end of the

16th century. On submitting thein to chemical

analj'sis, they are found to consist of fatty matter,

two special organic acids, to which the names
Cevadic and Veratric acids have been given ; of

varieties of resin, yellow colouring matter, gum, and
a highly poisonous alkaloid named Va-atria iu

combination ^vith gallic acid; and to these con-

stituents, a French chemist, Couerbe, has added a

crystalline body named Sabadilline.

Notwithstantling its highly poisonous properties,

S. is prescribed on many parts of the continent as a

vei'mifuge in cases of tape-worm and ascarides, and
it may be administered to an adult in 8 or 10 grain

doses, mixed with a Uttle sugar, and a few drops of

oil of fenneL In the form of powder, it is some-

times applied to the head to destroy Hce, but if

the skin be broken, some other remedy should be

selected, as absorption to a, dangerous extent might
395
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ensue. From its stimulating properties, it is usefully

employed in the form of tincture {which, however,
is not an officinal preparation) as an external

application in chronic rheumatism and paralysis,

and in cases of nervous p-iljiitation.

The active principle of S., the Vemtrta, in doses

of y':fth of a grain, gradu.ally increased, and taken
thrice a day, has been found very efficacious in

acute rheumatism ; and apjilied iu the form of

ointment, it has been lu^^ldy recommended in

scrofulous diseases of the joints. When prescribed
internally, its use should be at ouce suspended if the
patient complain of pain in the throat or stomach,
vomiting or diarrhoea. —Similar qualities are said to

e.xist in the seeds of Veratrum Sahadilla, a native

of Mexico and the West Indies, and in some of the

species of Ilehnias, natives of the southern parts of

North America.

SAB.3!;'ANS, the supposed descendants of one,

two, or thi'ee Shebas mentioned in the Bible. His-
torically, the S. aiipear chiefly as the inhabitants of

Arabia Felix or Yemen (to the north of the present
Yemen), the princip.al city of which w.is called Saba,
and the queen of which is said to have \'isited

Solomon, attracted by the fame of his wisdom.
Josephns, however (Ant. viii. 6, 5), makes her the

queen of Ethiopia (Jleroe), and the modern Abys-
smians claim her as their own. Her name, accord-

ing to then- tradition, was Makeda ; and her 'i'isit

to Jerusalem made her not only a proselyte to the
religion of Solomon, but she became one of his

wives, and had by him a son, Mendek, M-ho after-

wards ruled Ethiopia (q. v. ). The Arabs, on the
other hand, call her Balkis, the earliest name that
occurs of a Himyaritic queen ; but there is no more
historical value to be attached to this tradition

than to the innumerable legends that have clustered
round her name in connection Math the great king.

Numerous passages in Greek and Roman \mters,
as well as iu the Bible, testify to the vast impor-
tance of these dwellers in Yemen as a wealthy,
widely-extended, and enterprising people, of tine

stature and noble bearing. Their chief gi-eatness

lay in their traffic, the princip.al articles of which
consisted of gold and perfumes, spice, incense and
precious stones, a very small portion of which, how-
ever, was of home production, Yemen being only
productive in corn, wine, and the like matters of

ordinary consumption. But the fact was, that the

S. held the key to India, and were the intermediate

factors l^etween Egypt and S^Tia, which agaiu
spread the imported wares over Europe ; and even
when Ptolemy Philadclphus (274 B.C.) had estab-

lished an Indian emporium iu Egj'pt, the S. still

remained the sole monopolists of the Indian trade,

being the only navigators who braved the perilous

voyage. As in many other respects, they also

resembled the Phojuici.ans in this, that, instead of

informing other people of their sources and the
tracks of their ships, they told them the most
preposterous t.ales about the countries they visited,

and the fearful dangers they encountered; and in

regard to most things, endeavoured to impress
xipon the minds of their customers that what they
sold them was, if ai-tilici.al, their owai manufac-
ture—if natural products, home growth. Being
the princi]ial merchants of those things which the
over-refined luxury of late classical times consi-

dered as absolute necessities of life, they could not
fail to gather enormous riches ; e. g., in the 3d c.

of the Poman empire, every pound of silk—

a

material enormous qiuantities of which were used

—

that came from Arabia was paid by a pound of silver,

at times even of gold. As a n.atural consequence,
the S. became luxurious, effeminate, and idle. The
pictures of them drawn by the classic writers are

39G

doubtless exaggerated. The country itself, according
to the reports of Greek writers, grew spice-wood to
such an extent that its odour caused apoplexy
among the inbabitants, and bad smells had to be
used to counteract these over-potent influences. Tlie
meanest utensils in the houses of these merchant
princes were—if we were to credit those writers

—

wrought in the most cunning fashion, and wore of
gold and silver ; their vases were incrusted witli
gems, their firewood was cinnamon. Their colonies
must, in the nature of things, have extended over
immense tracts of Asia—the Ethiopian S. probaljly
being one of the first foreign settlements

; yet nothing
beyond the vaguest conjectures can be given about
them. Regarding their government, Dio Cassius
informs us that they had a king, who never was
allowed to leave his p.alace, and that the first child
born, after the accession of a new king, into one of
a eert.ain number of noble families, was considered
the heir-presumptive for the time being. Commerce
had also done for them what it did for the Phceni-
cians—it civilised them, and caused them to carry
cirilisation further ; and they stand out among the
ancient semi- barbarous Arabs as a commonwealth
of high culture. Respecting their religion, see
Zabism. Their language is supposed to have been
a Semitic (.Arabic) dialect, which, however, is

almost entirely lost to us now. Some tablets with
Himyaritic inscriptions have been found, but their
readings are not quite satisfactorily fixed as yet.

See SnEiiiTic Languages, Aiiabi^i.

SA'BBATH (Heb. Shahhalh, Sahhalhon, &c., from
s/iahath, to rest ; not from slnib, to return, or shebah,
seven) designates the seventh day of the week, set
aside, in the Old Testament, as a period of cessation
from work. Without entering into the question of
its origin, i. e., whether it be an institution of pre-

Mosaic times—either of ' paradise ' or of 'hea-
thenism '—or whether it be purely Mosaic, we sh.all

merely state that, according to our only available
source, the Pentateuch, the division of the Week
(q.v.) into seven days appears at a very early period

;

but the celebration of the seventh day as a day
consecrated to Jehovah, is first mentioned after

the Exodus from Egypt, and seems to h.ave preceded
the Sinaitio legislation, which merely confirmed and
invested it with the highest authority. On the
occasion of the manna (Ex. xvi. 23), the S. and its

solemnity seem presupposed, and the 'Remember
the Sabbath-day ' of the Decalogue, further seems to

indicate its preWons institution. There is no trace of

its celebration in the patriarchal times, although the
Semitic traditions of the creation, and of the di\dne
completion of it on that day, had undoubtedly
marked it early as a special day of sanctity among
the Abrahamites. The significance that was super-

added to it after the Exodus, i. e., that of being a
remembrance of the freedom from bondage, makes
it appear likely enough that its first legal promul-
gation dates, as a Talmudical tradition has it, from
Marah, where Moses ' set them laws and rights

'

(Ex. XV. 25). While it thus ou the one hand formed
a sort of general human memento of the creation

and the Creator of all things, as it is characterised

in the first redaction of the commandments in

Exodus, it became also, on the other hand, a n.ational

day of record of the bondage .and the liberation from
it, a notion prominently brought forward in the

second recension of the Decalogue (q. v.) (Deut. v.

15), aud the ' rest ' that was inculcated for every-

body—kindred, str.augers, slaves, even amm.als

—

received a double meaning. It is in the latter

sense also denominated a sign between Jehovah
and the generations of Israel (Ex. xx.xi. 13) : a kind

of badge of nationality, a token of the covenant
between Jehovah and Israel for ever (Ex. xxxi. 16,
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cf. Ezek. XX. 12, Neh. ix. 13, &e.). It is constantly
mentioned together with institutions of the same
peculiar nature ; such as reverencing the sanctuary
(Lev. xix. 3(1), celebrating the feasts of a national
character (Hos. ii. 11), keeping the ordinances (Ezek.

xlv. 1"), &c. And in like manner it was made one
of tlie first obligations for proselytes, as one by
which they were 'taking hold of the covenant' (Is.

Ivi. G). A few special cases only are furnished by
the I'entateuch in explanation of the word ' work

'

used in the prohibition—lighting a fire, gathering
sticks, going out of the camp for the purpose
of gathering nLinna. The violation of this law of

rest was, as a crime of high treason against Jehovah,
punishable with death

;
yet cessation from labour

was only the negative part of the celebration of the
day, wliich is called, like the other festiv.als, a
'holy convocation.' It is difficult to decide now
what precise meaning is to be attaclicd to these
words, as referring to the early periods of Israelitish

history, particularly before the institution of the
prophets or sacred orators had been fully devel-
oped. It may be conjectured that the convocation
was a kind of general religious a^'sembl^', in which
readings and some kind of exposition of the law
fonned the jiriucijial features ; and there is indeed
a tradition to that effect recorded in the Talmud.
Some, however, sujipose that it was a festive meet-
ing in honour of Jehovah, and refer to Neh. viii.

'J— IS for proof that such a celebration was con-
sistent with Jewish notions of keeping days holy
to the Lord. As a further celebration of the day,
a special burnt-oflering, consisting of two lambs of

the first year, with the corresponding meat and
drink-ofi'cring, besides the ordinary daily sacrifice,

was instituted, and the shew-bread was renewed in

the sauctuaiy.

Thus far the Pentateuch on the Sabb.ath. Turning
to the later biblical books of the times before the
Kxile, we find casual references to it as a day of rest

and joy, exalted over the other days of the week,
and on wliich agricultural labours and all things
connected with them, such as carrymg loads, selling

and buj'ing, &c., ceased. Iso deeper signification

seems to have been attached to it yet. Although
both Jeremiah and Ezekiel, single it out espe-

cially, in common witli monotheism and tlie laws of

morality, yet they both rest satisfied with the incul-

cation of its outward observance, which seems occa-

sionally to have fallen into entu'e disuse. AVith the
rctiirn from the Exile, however, a new phase was
inaugurated. It is well known how energetically

Nehcmiah carried out his reformation, or rather the
restoration of the ])rinutive laws, as in other respects

so with regard to the S. ; how he ' testified ' ag.ainst

those who were treading wine-presses ou the S., and
liringing in sheaves, and lading asses, &c., and,

furtlier, against those 'men of Tyre' who brought
'all manner of w.arc, and sold on the S.abliath unto
the children of Judah and in Jerusalem.' It is by
profaning the S., he urges, that their fathers have
caused all the evil and wrath that befell the nation

and the city. He had the gates shut from Friday
evening to Saturday night, and drove away tliose

merchants who still kept lodging outside, by threats

of ' laying hands on them.'

What Nchenuah had reinstituted, seems to have
been most rigorously upheld, and in many cases

made more binding even than he ever intended it,

or, at all events, than the originally promidgated
form of his words would seem to imply at first sight.

With respect to the S. in particular, we find it

not more than 100 years afterwards kept with
such severity th.at the people would not even stir

in defence of the city of Jerusalem, stormed by
the soldiers of Ptolemy I. ou that day. Later still,

those who had fled into caves to escape the per-
secution of Antiochus Epiphanes, allowed them-
selves to be butchered wholesale, nay, burned
alive, without any attempt at flight or resistance

;

'because they made a conscience to help them-
selves for the honour of the most sacred day

'

(2. Mace. vi. 11). It was only in consequence
of these horrible catastrophes, and in consideration
of the prob.ability of the enemy's always choosing
the hallowed day for his attacks, and thiis gradually
I'ooting out the nation, that figliting in seh'-defence
was allowed ; although it appears the enemy was
not to be disturbed in his siege works. Yet this

relaxation in favour of the defensive appears again
to have been abrogated through the influence of the
fanatical Chassidaic party. Both Pompey and Herod,
it would seem, took advantage of tlie S. for the

( preparation of the storm on Jerusalem, relying

—

and successfully—on the strict observance of tliat

day by their .antagonists. The incessant tribula-

tions, however, that followed almost without intcr-

I

ruption till the final destruction of the Jewish
empire, together with the influence of new schools
.and views, wrouglit an immense change. Shammai
himself, the austere interpreter of the law, and
the so-called antagonist of the milder Hillel,

; pronounced not only the defensive but the offcn-

j

sive leg.al and righteous (Sabb. xix. a) : as, indeed,

I

in his days, human life was placed, under all

circumstances whatsoever, higher than any divine

or human precept about the Sabbath. ' The Law,'
it is said with regard to the S., was given, accord-
ing to the .Scriptures, like other laws, ' that man
should Uee by l/iem,^ ' not that he should die

tJirouijh thevi ' (Tos. Shab. x^i. 5). Th.at Joshua
had never stopped in his sieges on the S., was not
considered so weighty an argument as the dire

!
and imndnent necessity that forced itself upon the
military and spiritual leaders of the people, of

; preserving at all hazards a remnant at least of the
' fast perishing nation.

It was probably after the Exile that the first

attempts at legally fixing, or rather 'fencing about'

i

the divine ordinance iu a minute and rigorous man-
j

ner, were made. As we have seen before, no sjiecial

]

definition of the 'work' prohibited—save in a few
instances— is to be found iu the Old Testament.

I

Whether it was the ' men of the great syu.agogue,'

or the later schools, that promidgated the special

precepts and prohibitions—part of which were traced
to the legislation on Sinai itself (Oral Law)—is

difficult to decide. The Mishna only enumerates
thirty-niue principal ('father- ') works, each of which,

[

again, carries a certain nimiber of minor (' bcfjotien )

works with it, ^\hich are strictly forbidden on
the Sabbath. A certain portion of these inhibi-

tions and prohibitions refers to work connected
with agriculture and the chase ; another to

domestic labours generally performed by women
(such as spinning, se'v\ing, &c.) ; another again to

trades (of builders, mechanics. Labourers, &c.) and
the like. One of the most harassing of precepts, and
one which had at last to be amended by a number
of new enactments, was the prohibition of moving
things from one place into another (from pnldic to

1
private localities, and vice versa). The minor proliilii-

tions referred chiefly to things which might easily

'lead' to the violation of the S.. such as riding on
hor3cb.ack, climbing trees, &c. The ' Sabbath-day's

journej',' or prohibition, based on Ex. xvi. 20, of

walking more than the supposed utmost space

between the ark and the extreme end of the camp,
seems to belong, in the Mishnaic form at least, to

the Roman times ; the mil to which it was limited,

and w hich contains the requisite 2000 yards, being

a lloman measure.
307
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However it ia to be reconciled with the well-

kaown narrative (if Christ's healing on the S.-day,

contained in the New Testament,'there is absolutely

no doubt about the fact that, according to the so-

called Pharisaical code— i. e., the Oral Law, the

highest and absolute authority of Judaism—the

safety of life and limb utterly over-rules not only

the S., but even the day of Atonement itstlf. It is

only certain smaller alleviations of momentary pain,

such as coidd not by any chance place the patient

in the slightest danger, about which we find some
kind of casuistical discussions. Practically—that is,

according to the final enactments (see Maimonides
Yad Chas.ak.i)— it is not only the regard to Kfe, but
to the health and well-being of the patient, th.at sets

all Sabbatical prohibitions at nought. The law of
' rest,' according to the Talmud, applies no more to

the case of the sick or those anyhow endangered,
than it did with regard to the temjile, and all the
' work ' therein, which, indeed, was much heavier on
S. and feast days than at other times. Another
difficulty is found in the words in which Christ
refers to tlie beast that is to be taken out of

a pit on a S. ; the Jewish law ordaining, in

reality, that it shmdd be aided in its own efforts,

if it endeavoiu-ed to get out by itself ; if it did

not succeed, it should be left there, food being let

down to it, until the end of the S. (Luke xiv.

;

Matt. xii. 11; Sabb. 128 b). Could it be that

the common people (the Hediots or Idiots— i. e., the

untutored in the law) were ignorant of the real

scope and purport of the ' Pharisaical ' code, and
that the argument was directed against their crude
notions, as directly opposed to the law as estab-

lished?—But on this we must not enlarge here.

It is also impossible to enter into any of the

various ancient and modern ways of looking at

the S. in an allegorical and symbolical light, e. g., its

being connected by Philo and his school with the
planets, the spheres, the number seven and the like

mystical notions. Nor can we follow here those
sjiecidations which make out a close parallel between
the divine work and rest and humau work and rest

;

and shew how well-rounded and entire time itself

appears when shaped into a week after the model of

the six days of creation, and how man's life is,

through it, conformed to that of his Creator.

There can be no doubt aljout its meaning in the
Old Testament. It is intended as a principal testi-

mony of faith in the Creator of the universe.

Hence its supreme importance. Though the
threatened punishments for S.-breakers never seem
to have been carried out to the full during the times
of the established commonwealth, in the scheme of

Judaism it was placed on a par with the entire

body of the Law. He who transgresses the S. is

considered leg.ally, according to Maimonides, as one
who has set the whole law at defiance, and is to be
looked upon in every respect as like a ' worshipper
of stars '— i. e., a heathen.

Regarding the development of the positive side of

the Sabbatical observance, we have to mention first,

that in conformity with the precept making it a
day of 'holy assembly,' the synagogue (irrespective

of the temple-service, its special sacrifices, prayers,

and psalms for the daj'), assembled the faithful

on that day within its precincts in every town and
hamlet in and out of Palestine before and after the
final Exile. A certain portion of the Pentateuch,
to which afterwards was added a prophetical peri-

cope, the Haftarah, was read, translated into the
vernacular, and expoimded homiletically. Special

prayers and psalms, in addition to the ordinary
slightly-modified service, with special reference to
the sanctity of the S., were said and sung, and the
rest of the day was devoted to pious meditation,

study in the law, and to serenity and joyfiUness.
Respecting this last point, it must be borne in mind
that the day is distinctly called a day of joy and
delight (e.g., cf. Ps. xcii.. Is. Iviii. 13, Hos. ii. il, 13,
&c.—the words in Is. translated in the authorised
version by ' doing thy pleasure,' in reality mean
' doing thy work ;

' the Hebrew word in this passage
exactly corresponding to our ' affairs,' ' business ).

A variety of minor regidations referring to bodily
indulgences on that day, abimdantly prove—if

further proof were needed—its recognised character
as a 'feast-day ' in the natural and general sense
of the term, in Judaism. It was to be honoured
by the wearing of finer garments, by three special

meals of the best cheer the house coidd afford
(fish, meat, &c.) ; and it was considered a par-
tiuidarly meritorious thing on the part of the
master of the house to busy himself personally as

much as possible with the furnishing of the viands,

nay, the fetching of the very wood for the cooking, so

as to do as much honour to the ' bride Sabbath ' as

in him lay. Wine, if the means of the individual
would anyhow allow it, was to crown the repast,

special blessings being duly pronounced over it witli

reference to the holy day, lioth at its coming in and
at its going out. Fi'om the circle of the family, tliis

custom of welcoming, as it were, the S., and taking
leave of it, with the cup of blessing, with lights,

and with spice, found its way at an early period
into the syn.agogue, on account of those strangers
who, having to stop on their journey during the
twenty-four hours, wei'c often lodged and fed in or

near the synagogue, and on whose behalf the blessing

had to be pronounced generally. Fasting, mourning,
mortification of .all and every kind, even special

supplicatory prayers, are strictly prohibited ; but,

on the contrary, the number of ' a huncb'ed benedic-
tions,' s.aid at all varieties of enjoyments of the senses,

are to lie completed on the S., were it e\'en l:)y eating
different kinds of fruit, smelling different spices, &e.

Those who study hard during the week are to relax

somewhat on that day, while those bent on business

all week may indulge more freely in their readings
;

even school chihlren are to be released from hard
lessons on that day. N.ay, the Friday itself partici-

pated in a manner in the solemnity of the Sabbath.
Its very name was sunk in ' Eve of Sabbath.'

At an early hour in the afternoon, trumpets were
blown from the steps of the temple in Jerusalem

;

and certain shops, the stopping of whose business
required some time, began to close. Again and
again the tnmipets resounded at certain intervals,

and other trades ceased, as, indeed, nothing might
even be begun on Frid.ay which could not be
linished or stojiped at the end of that day : walkmg
also was restricted to a certain extent on Fridaj',

and judgment over life and death was entirely

suspended. At last, when the sun disappeared
from the horizon—irrespective of the situation of

the place, whence a difference arose between the
beginning of the S. among the dwellers in valleys

or on elevations—the hallowed period commenced,
and lasted imtil three stars were visible in the
following evening.

The original formulas, much enlarged in later

times, as far as they are to be traced now, of the
introductory benediction, as well as the valedictory
]ir.aycr, both of which we subjoin, shew the char-

acter and scope of the day in Judaism so fidly, that
they may stand instead of any further explanation
of our own.

1. (Kiddush.) ' Blessed art Thou, Lord, our God,
King of the Universe, who hath sanctified us by
His Laws, and hath made us participate in His
Grace, and hath, in His Love and in His Mercy,
given us the Sabbath, as a remembrance of the
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creation, as the first day of Holy Convocations, and
in memory of the redemption from Egypt ; for Thou
hast chosen us and sanctified us from all peoples,

and hast given unto us Thy holy Sabbath in Love
and in Grace. Blessed art Thou, Lord, who
saiictifieth the Sabbath.'

2. (Habdalah.) 'Blessed art Thou, Lord, our
Gud, King of the Universe, who divided between
Holy ami Unholy, between Light and Darkness,
between Israel and the peoples, between the
Sabbath and the si.K days of creation. Blessed art

Thou, Lord, who divideth between Holy and
Unholy.'

The s.ame character of cheerfulness, of happy rest

from the toil and turmoil of the world's business ; of

quiet aud peaceful ' retiu'n into one's self;' of joyous
communion with friends and kindred o\'er good
cheer—in short, of mental aud bodily relaxation
aud recreation that strengthens, ljrace.5, pacifies,

and maketh the heart glad, while the sublime
ideas which it symbolises are recalled to the mem-
ory at every step and tm-n—seems to have i)revailed

at all times, do^vn to our own, among the Jews.
Whatever difterence there may be in the peculiar

customs respecting the S. among some of the recent
.sects among them, e. g., the Karaites, the Chassidim,
&e. (see Jewish Sects), they chiefly refer to the
Liturgy (with the one vital exception, that the
Karaites entirely abstain from the use of light and
lire during the whole of the twenty-four houi-s), and
to some minor points, upon which we cannot dwell
here. It is also unnecessary here to go into the
special 'superior' or 'mourning' Sabbaths during
the year, i. e., those that precede or follow certain

festivals or d.aj's of humiliation, or such as formerly
inaugurated new academical semestros (Kallah), and
the like. Suflice it to reiterate that in every class,

every age, and every variety of Jews, from first

to last, the 8. has been absolutely a day of joy and
liapjiiness, nay, of dancing, of singing, of eating and
drinking, and of liucury. The ' lu.xus Sabbatarius

'

of Sidonius ApoUinarius has indeed been a reproach
to them, as was their supposed over-indulgence in

laziness. The thinking minds were, according to

I'hilo aud others, more than ever busy on that day
with those sacred mysteries of God's revelation to

man and his miraculous workings on behalf of the
'chosen' nation; others' hearts were lifted up by
prayers, by readings, by earnest exliortations, and
liy pleasing and instructive homiletics. A dark,

fanatical, self-torturing spirit is as foreign to

the Jewish S. (which is prolonged as far as pos-

sible) as it is. foreign to the Mosaic and post-

Mosaic legislation, its written and oral laws in

general.

The benefits of the uistitution itself for the indi-

vidual are, after what we have said of its practice,

too self-c\-ident to require further comment. How
it connected, on the one hand, the liunian being

with the divine Creator, aud, on the other, with his

fellow-creatures, brother and stranger, children and
slaves, n.av, tlie very be.ist of burden, the o.x and

the ass—how, ever recurring, it incidcated with

irresistible force pious reverence, fear, and love of

God, the sole master of all things—man's time and
property included—good-will to all thuigs created ;

and the absolute equaUty of all men—need not be

urged here. Proudhon has recently treated on it

from the national-economy point of view, aud he has

come to the conclusion, that the proportion of the

six days of work to the one of judicious rest, is one

of manifest wisdom, and of great blessing to man.

It is necessary here to say a few words with refer-

ence to the notion that the S., i. e., the celebration

of the seventh day as a day of rest, is an institu-

tion common to all or most of the civilised nations

of antiquity (Assyrians, Arabs, E^t'ans, Greeks,
Romans), from whom Moses has also been charged
with having borrowed it. There is no more truth
in these statements than there is in the often
repeated assertion of an ancient S. among the
aboriginal savages. The dicta of I'hilo and Josephus,
to the effect that there was no city, either Hellenic
or barbarian, and not a single people, to which the
custom of the S. had not penetrated, have absiu'dly
enough been taken by some as a proof that the
Jews borrowed the custom. If the number seven
[sLx and one] is one to which a peculiar siguificance

attached at a very early period, in connection with
the calendar (compare the seven worlds, the seven
continents, the seven seas, &c., of the Indian cosmo-
gony), and if the weekly cycle of seven days which
goes back to the ante-ilosaic period (see Gem
xxL\. '27, seq.; vii. 4, 10 ; viii. 10, 12, &c.), is, [irobabl}',

the common property of the Semitic races
;
yet there

is a mighty diU'erence between counting time by
seven (the ancient Egyptians had, in fact, a ten
days' previous to a seven days' cycle), and making
the seventh day a ' day of rest aud holy convoca-
tion,' with reference to the national life of Israel.

There is no special sanctity foimd attached to the
day either with the Eg3'ptians or with the pre-

Mohammedan Arabs, who sacrificed on that day in

black garments, in a hexagonal black temple, an
old bull to Saturn : exactly as they sacrificed a
boy on another day of the week, sacred to the
]ilanet Jupiter. As for the Greeks, the only authen-
ticated passage we find with reference to the suIj-

ject, is Hesiod'a (Op. el D. 770, &c.) reference to

the seventh day of the month, sacred to Apollo as

other days were sacred to other gods. Other verses

quoted by Clemens Alexaudrinus and Eusebius, as

from Homer and Hesiod, are proved to be spurious
Jndaeo-Hellenic fabrications. The Koman calendar
knows absolutely nothing of a hallowed seventh
day.

Thus much on the S. under the ' Old Dispensa-
tion.' We have still to consider it in relation to

the Christian Church, and to trace the progress of

opinion and pr.ictiee in regard to the observance of

the first day of tlie week, which in this country is

frequently styled the Sabbath, or, more definitely,

the Christian Sabbath.
It is hardly necessary to observe, that all the

discourses of Jesus were addi'esscd to Jewish
hearers, subject, like himself, to the Mosaic law.

That he is nowliere recorded to have enjoined
the observance of the S. has by some been thought
significant, but seems to have been natural enoiigli

in a case where those he adcb-essed, so far from
neglecting the duty, were stqierstitiously scrupidous

in its performance. What his hearers needed aud
received was the lesson, that, the S. having been
intended for human benefit, the duty of observing

it ought to give way before the higher duty of

effecting that pin-pose, when the two were in con-

flict ; and that trivial acts demauLling no exertion

were not to be confounded with that real and
exhausting labour which was the thing truly for-

bidden. (Matt. xii. 1—14 ; Jl.ark ii. 23—28 ; iii. 1

—6 ; Luke vi. G— 1 1 : cf. Hosea vi. G ; Psal. 1. S—
14; li. IG, 17; Is. i. 10—17; Jer. vi. HI, 20; vii.

21—23; 1 Sam. xxi. 6). Some have thought that

by making clay on a S. to anoint the eyes of a

blind man, and by ordering an invalid, when cured,

to carry home his bed on another S., he designed to

intimate, if not the present abolition of the S., at

least its appro.aehing end. But others look upon
the former of these acts as much too trivial to be

confounded with ' servile work,' and the latter as an
exceptional case within the scope of the principle

above stateth On no occasion does he appear to
393
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have sanctioned the performance of real «-ork on
the seventh day, unless it was demanded by some
higher duty than that of bodily rest.

For several years after the death of Jesns, the
Church included none but Jews, and by these the

S. and other Mosaic rites continued to be observed
as before. It was not till Peter's visit to the cen-

turion Cornelius (41 A. D.) that the Gosjiel began to

be preached to the Gentiles ; and wlien the apostles

and elders met at Jerusalem to consider what was
to be done with the Gentile brethren, it was decided

that no Mosaic bmxlen sliould be laid ujion them
beyond abstinence from certain practices, of which
working on the S. is not one (Acts xv. S,"?—29).

Nevertheless, the Judaising party continued in

vai'ious places to demand more or less conformity

to the law on the part of the Gentile converts. This

jiarty w as strenuonsly withstood by Paul (q. v.), in

whose Epistles the dispute is a subject that fre-

quently recnrs. From his letters to the churches

of PLome, Galatia, and Colosse, which contained both
Jews and Gentiles, we learn that, while the Jews
wished the Gentiles to observe the Sabbaths pre-

scribed in the law, the Gentiles were prone to treat

the observance of Jewish ceremonies with contempt.

Upon both parties the apostle enjoins mutual for-

bearance and respect ; forbidding the Jew who
esteemed one day above another to disturb the

Gentile who esteemed every day alike, and ordermg
the Gentile to refrain from contemning the obser-

vances conscientiously performed by his weaker
brother the Jew (Rom. xiv. ; Col. ii. 11— 17). That
he never taught the Jewish Christians to abandon
the observance of the law, but, on the contrary,

continued to the end to observe it himself—as

appears from Acts xxv, 8 ; xxviii. 17 ; Philip, iii. 6

—

arc facts of which different explanations have been

given by theologians ; some thinking that the law
continued binding on the Jews, whether Christians

or not, so long as the Temple stood; while most are

of opinion that conformity to the rooted notions and
habits of that people was tolerated for a time, in

order that the diffusion of the Gospel might not be

impeded amongst them. In the Eastern churches,

where the proportion of Jews was greater than in

the West, the S. continued to be observed till the

Sth c, when we lose siglit of the Ebionites (q. v.),

a sect of Judaisers such as Paul withstood—and
of the more moderate Ebionitic Nazai-enes, who,
though they conceived it to be then- own duty to

circumcise, keep the S., &c., had no desire to impose

the peculiarities of Judaism on the Gentile Chris-

tians. Down to the present time, however, S.-

keeping and various other Je^^^sh rites continue

to be jiractised along with Christian observances by
the Christians of Aljyssinia, whose ancestors, it is

probable, derived them either (as a tradition among
them indicates) from missionaries of the Alex-

andrian Church, of which ' many members were
Jews, or from expatriated Hebrews who settled in

Abyssinia at some much earlier d.ate. In other

countries also, many of the GeutUe Christians seem
to have anciently observed the S., if not by resting

the whole day from work, at least by attending

on it the religious meetings of their sabbatising

Jewish brethi-en.

Hitherto we have spoken of the observance of

Satui-dat/, the day of rest prescribed to the Jews,

and to which exclusively the name of the S.-day

was anciently applied, and still continues to be

given by every nation but our own and its off-

shoots. At what date the Simday, or first day of

the week, began to be generally used by Christians

as a stated time for religious meetings, we have no
derinite information either in the New Testament
or in the writings of the Fathers of the Church
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(q. v.). By none of the Fathers before the 4th c.

is it identihed with the S., nor is the duty of
observing it grounded by them either on the fourth
comnmndmeut, or on "the precept or example of

Jesus or his apostles, or on an ante-Mosaic S.-law
promidgated to mankind at the creation and con-
tinuing in force after the coming of Christ. To the
reality of such a law—which many modern Chris
tians have deduced from Gen. ii. 2, 3; iv. 3; Wi. 4,

10; viii. 4, 10—12; xxix. 27 ; 1. 10; Ex. xvi. 4—30,
and which some (as Bishop Horsley, Serm. 22) regard
as an indispensable basis for a Christian 8.—it has
been objected that the attention of the Gentile con-
verts, who must be supposed to have been ignorant of

the law in question, is nowhere found in Scripture to

have been directed to it by Paul ; that his declara-

tions of their freedom from the oljservauce of days
are so general as to apply to every law on that sub-

ject, whensoever enacted ; that consequently he
must either have been unacquainted wilh a prim-
eval law, or (if not) have regarded it as obsolete

imder the new dispensation ; and lastly, that tlie

Fathers, had they known such a law, would have
mentioned it in their writings, instead of vindicating

(as Justin, for instance, does in his Vialogue with

Tri/pho the Jew) the neglect of S.-keeping by Gentile

Christians, on the ground that the S. began with
Moses and was not observed by the Patriarchs.

By none of the Fathers is any S.-law whatever
represented as being in' force among the Gentiles.

On what grounds, then, did the Clu-istians observe

the first day of the week as a time for religious

assemblies ?—and how and when did the custom of

so distinguishing it begin? To these questions,

very different answers have been given. According
to some theologians, apostoUc precept or example
is the only conceivable origin of a custom appar-

ently so general as well as early ; and of such

example at least, they find evidence in John .\x. 19,

20; Acts ii. 1 ; xx. 6, 7; 1 Cor. xvi. 1, 2; and Rev. i.

10. But others, doubting or denying the conclusive-

ness of this scriptural proof, conceive that an adequate
explanation may be found in the circumstances of

the primitive Church. That the desire which natur-

ally actuates the members of every new and un-

popular religious sect to meet frequently for worship,

instruction, and mutual encouragement, might very

soon lead to the fixing of stated days for that

]>urpose, may be assumed as self-evident ; that a

weelcly day should be chosen, would be a natm-al

result of the Jewish habits of tlie earliest Christians
;

and that the day on which their Lord had risen

victorious from the grave should be tho\ight fittest

for this weekly festival, is precisely what was to be
expected in their circumstances. But the resur-

rection of Jesus is by no means the only reason
assigned liy the Fathers for the honour which they
paid to the Sunday. By Justin (see JrsTiNUs), in

whose Apologij for the Christians to Antoninus Pius,

ss. 87—89, written between LIS and 150 A. D,, the
earliest rmdoubted mention of Sunday meetings in

the works of the Fathers occui's, several reasons
for holding them then are assigned—the first being,

that on tliis day of the week the world and light

were created ; and the second being the resurrec-

tion of Chi-ist. ' We all of us,' saj's he, ' assemble
together on Sunday, because it is the first day in

which God changed darkness and matter, and made
the world. On the same day, also, Jesus Christ our

Saviour rose from the dead ; for he was crucified

on the day before that of Saturn, and on the day
after that of Saturn, which is that of the Sun, he
appeared to his apostles and disciples, and taught

them what we now submit to j'our consideration.'

To these reasons, Origen {Seventh Horn, on Exod.)

adds the fact that manna was first given to the
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Israelites ou a Sunday ; while subsequent 'mriters

adduce various other events, either recorded, or by
them imagined, to have occurred on that day. In
avL^uini,' with Trypho, Justin opjioses S.-keeping
hy Christians, ou grounds which woiild have
been retorted by the Jew as condemning equally

the observance of a first-day S., had the Sun-
day at that time been regarded as tlie S. : from
wliich fact, and the circumstance that in his

Apolorty already spoken of, where he professes to
give tile Em]iLror Antoninus a full account of the
observance of the day, no mention is made of

rest from labour as a part of that observance, the
inference has been drawn, that, except during the
time of divine service, the Christians in this Father's
age thought it lawful to follow, and actually did
follow, their worldly pursuits ou the Sunday. It

is true that by Tertullian, who wrote in the latter

half of the 2d c, the Christians are described as
' putting off even their business on the Lord's
day, lest they might give place to the devil' (De
Orat. c. 23) ; an indication, in Neander's opinion
(CImrcli Jlist. i. 409, Bohu's ed.), that now the
Jewish law of the S. had begun to be applied to

the Lord's day. But the soundness of this inter-

pretation has been questioned—Dr Hessey, for

instance (Bamptou Lectures, 1860, p. 63), stating

that he can find in it ' nothing Sabbatarian

—

nothing, in fact, more than I shoidd have expected,

considering that the Church had now become
somewhat settled—that, rather than that the duties

pecidiar to the Lord's day shoiUd be neglected,

worldly business was jmt oft" to another day.' But
wliatcver may have been the opinion and practice
of these early Christians iu regard to cessation from
lal)our ou the Sunday, unquestionably the first law,
either ecclesiastical or civil, by which the sabbatical

observance of that day is known to have been
ordained, is the edict of Coustantine, 321 A. D., of

which the foUomng is a translation :
' Let all

judges, iuhabitants of the cities, and artificers, rest

ou the veucrable Sunday. But in the country,

husbandmen may freely and lawfully apply to the
business of agriculture ; since it often hap[>ens that
the sowing of corn and planting of vines cannot be
so advantageously performed on any other day ;

lest, by neglecting the opportunity, they should lose

the benefits which the divine bounty bestows on
us ' {Cod. iii. 12, 3). Before this time, such of the
L'hristian writers as had endeavoured, by a mystical
style of interpretation, to tm'u the jSIosaic cere-

monies to account as sources of moral and rehgious
instruction, had, probably in imitation of Bhilo
(ij. V.) ( WorJcs, iii. 265, Bolm's ed.), spiritualised the

law of the S. to the efl'ect of representing it as a
mystical prohibition to the Christian of evil

works during all the days of his life, and a prefigii-

ration of the spiritual repose and enjoyment which
is his portion both in this world and in the ne.\t. But
in addition to this significance, there now began to

lie discovered in the Old Testament, foreshadovvings

of the new Sunilay-S. ; and Eusebius (q. v.), bishop

of Ciesarea, the friend and biogTapher of Cou-
stautme, was able to descry in Ps. xlvi. 5, and lix.

10, ])rophetic allusions to the morning assemblies of

Christians on Sundays for worship, and in Fsal. xxii.

20 a prefigiu-ation of the weekly celebration of tlie

Lords Supper on that day. Applying Ps. xcii. to

the first day of the week, the same WTiter says that
' the A\'ord, l)y the New Covenant, translated and
transferred the feast of the Sabbath to the morn-
ing light, and gave us the symbol of true rest

—

VIZ., the saving Lord's Bay, the first of the light,'

&e. Prom other ])assages in Eusel>ius and subse-

quent writers, it is plain that they meant, not

that this transference had been formally ordained by
o'M

Christ (of which there is no trace in Scripture), but
that by rising from the tomb on the first day of
the week he had made that d.ay more illustrious

than the S., and more worthy to be celebrated
by the holding of Christian assemblies for worship
than the S. was to be similarly honoured by the
Jews. About the cud of the 4th c, Chrysostom
is found similarly expounding Gen. ii. 3, which, in
his opinion, shews that already from the beginning
God offered us instruction typically, teacliing us to
dedicate and separate the one day in the circle of

the week wholly to employment in things spiritual

—

thus (as his translator observes) m.aking the S. a
ti/pe of the Lord's Day, and rest yVom liodily, of rest

in spiritual work. {Librari/ of the Fathers, ix. 209.)

It was a natm-al result of Constantiue's law,
backed by such interpretations of the Old Testa-
ment as these, that, in the words of Dr Hessey, ' a
new era in the history of the Lord's Day now com-
menced ; tendencies towards Sabbatarianism, or con-

fusion of the Christian with the Jewish institution,

beginning to manifest themselves. These, however,
were slight, until the end of the 5th century, and
are trace.able chiefly to and in the civil legislation

of the period. Afterwards they developed them-
selves more decidedly ; Sabbatarianism became at

length systematised, in one of its phases, iu the
aute-Rcformatiou Church both in England and on
the Continent by the later Schoolmen, probably in

their desire to lay down exact rules for consciences,

and under a fancied necessity of urging the pre-

cedent of Jewish enactments in support of Chris-

tian holy-days ' (p. 20). But it was not till the
year 538 that abstinence from agricultural labour
on Simday was recommended, rather than enjoined,

by an ecclesiastical authority (the thu'd council of

Orleans), and this expressly ' that the people might
have more leisure to go to church, and say their

prayers ;

' nor was it till about the end of the 9th
c, that the Emperor Leo, ' the Philosojiher,' repealed

the exemption which it enjoyed under the etUct

of Coustantine (Leo. Const. 54). iVnd now, the

Lord's Day being thoroughly established by law as

a S., the fourth commandment would more than
ever be employed by the clergy as a means of per-

suading to its observance. The entire Decalogue,

indeed, had long been used by them as a convenient

summary of human duty; and by the later School-

men it came to be represented as, to a certain extent,

— i. e., so far as it coincided with the law of nature

—

actually ohlirjaiorn on Christians. This theory of

its binding force, .and the notion of the holiness of

days, were vigorously opposed by Luther and the

other Reformers, who denounced also the excessive

multiplication of festivals, and proclauned th.at the

pardon of sin was not to be secured by their

observance, or otherwise than by faith in Christ.

(See Luther's Larger Cateeldsni ; the Angshunj Con-

fession, 1530, c. vii.; Calvin's Institutes, b. ii. cli. viii.

ss. 28—34 ; and his other writings on the subject,

collected by R. Co.x in The Whole Doctrine of Voli-in

about the Sabbath and the J-^ord's Day, Edin. 1S60).

But, while condemning everything which they

\'iewed as abuses and corruptions, the Reformers
never ceased to acknowledge the manifold utility

and high importance of the Sunday as a day of rest,

worship, and decorous enjoyment. Like the later

Pathers and the Schoolmen, also, they recognised iu

the fourth commandment a usefid means of instruc-

tion and exhortation ; but, as we have said, they

utterly rejected it as a law. ' The Ten Command-
ments,' says Luther, ' do not apply to us Gentiles

and Christians, but only to the Jews.' (On the Ten
Commandments.) ' A law,' says Grotius, ' obUges
only those to whom it is given ; and to whom the

Mosaic law is given, itself declares : " Hear,
401
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Israel.' " (De Jure Belli et Paeis, lib. i. c. i. s. 16.)

He quotes also Deut. iv. 7, and Ps. cxlvii. 19, 20.

This is not Antinomianism (q. v.) : the Eeformers

acknowledged then- subjection not only to the more
perfect law of Christ, but to that universal and
perpetual law which Paul (Rom. ii. 14) speaks of as

the hght to the Gentiles of old, who, ' not having

the law, were .-v law unto themselves, shewing the

work of the law written in theb heai-ts.' See

Ethics.
The distinction, however, between Moses as a

lawgiver and Moses as a teacher, was one very apt

to bo overlooked by the multitude, and disregarded

in popular discourses by the clergy themselves. In

England, where the \vritings of the Reformers were

less studied than in Germany, the response after the

fourth commandment in the Liturgy (where the

Decalogue, adapted to general use by the omission

of the words addressing it to the Jews, was inserted

in 1552), ' Lord, have mercy upon us, and incline

om- hearts to keep tkh law,'' must have greatly

tended to instd the beHef th.at this commandment
imposed on them the duty of keeping, not a mys-

tical, but a literal Sabbath. Accordingly, in the

reign of Elizabeth, it occurred to many conscientious

and independent thinkers (as it had previously

done to some Protestants in Bohemia), that the

fourth commandment required of them the observ-

ance, not of the fii-st, but of the specified seventh

day of the week, and a strict bodily rest as a service

then due to God; while others, though convinced

that the day had been altered by divine authority,

took \\\) the same opinion as to the Scriptural

obligation to refrain from work. The former class

became numerous enough to make a considerable

figure for more than a century in England under the

title of 'Sabbatarians'—a word now exchanged for

the less ambiguous appellation of ' Seventh-day

Ijaptists.' The other and much larger class were

the Puritans (q. v.), who, justly offended by the

vices and frivohty of the times, but also soured by
persecution, applying to themselves the threats of

Jehovah against the profaners of the token of the

covenant between liim and liis chosen people—led

astray by the mistranslation of Is. Iviii. 13 above

noticed—overlooking the incidents in Luke xiv.l—12

—and giving a narrower scope than the Pteformers

had done to the teaching of Paul—added to Sunday-

keeping an austerity by which neither it nor the

S.-keeping of the Jews had ever before been marked.

(See A.SCETICISM.) This great party, when predo-

minant for a time in the reign of Charles I., availed

themselves of the opportimity to maintain and spread

their Sabbatarian opinions, not only in nvmierous

treatises, but through what has proved to be the

more lasting and influential means of the Westmin-

ster Confession and Catechisms. (See Assembly of

BmNES ; Catechisms ; Creeds and Confessions.)

Chiefly through these formularies was effectually

introduced into Scotland that scrupulous abstinence

from recreation as well as business on Simday,

which still distinguishes the people. For it is a

mistake to suppose that either Sabbatarianism or

asceticism was recommended by Knox. Agreeing

with the other Reformers, Knox, in setting forth iu

his Confession of Faith (1560) 'the works of the

First Table,' says not a word about the Sabbath.

This Confession and the Geneva Catechism were

adhered to in Scotland tQl superseded in 1648 by
the Westminster standards of faith. Nor is it

only to the British Presbyterians that the opinions

and habits of the Puritans have descended ; as

the colonists of New England they planted in that

distant soil the rigid Sabbatai-iauism which still

survives in Massachusetts and Connecticut, and
retains the Jewish peculiarity (which foimd its
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chief advocates in. Prynne and Shepard, 1655)

of being observed from sunset to simset. In
America, too, exists now the princiijal remnant
of the Seventh-day Baptists. (See Rupp's Relhj.

Denom. in the United States, pp. 70—111; Mrs
Davis's History of tlie Sabbatarian Churches,

Philad. 1851 ; and the pubhcations of the American
(Seventh-day) S.abbath Tract Society, New York,
1852, &c.) They have nearly disappeared iu England,
though in the 17th c. so numerous and active as

to have called forth replies from Bishop White,
Warren, Baxter, Bunyan, Wallis and others.

In Holland, though some English Puritan set-

tlers gave birth to a controversy which, during the
greater part of the 17th c, engaged the pens of

many of the most eminent divines (among whom were
Gomarus, Walaeus, Rivetus, Cocceius, and P. Bur-
mann), the principles of the Reformers, favoured

by Grotius among the laity, idtimately kept their

groimd, as they have done also in Protestant

Germany. Yet in Holland were produced the

two bidkiest defences of Sabbatarianism that have
ever been pubHshed—one, in Latin, by John Brown,
an expatriated Scotchman who had been minister

of Wamphray, entitled Causa Dei contra Anti-Sab-

baiarios (2 vols.. Rotter. 1674—1676) ; and the

other, in Dutch, by his friend James Koelman, on
The Controversy, History, ami Manner of Obser-

vajice of the Sabbath and the Lord's Day (Amst.

1685).

In England the earliest considerable treatise

on the Puritan side was the Sabbathum Veteris et

Novi Te^tamenti of Dr Nicolas Boimd, a minister

in Suffolk (Bond. 1595 ; 2d ed. 160G). It is written

in English, though the title is partly Latin. Many
converts were made by it and the similar works of

Greenham and Widley, his contemporaries ; but

till the heterodoxy of the Seventh-day Baptist

Brabom-ne aroused, in 1632, the indignation of the

bishops, little noise seems to have been made
throughout the nation by the controversy; nor

would it, perhaps, have ever attained much pro-

minence, had not Charles I. committed, in 1633, the

blimder, .and, as the Puritans believed, the gross

impiety, of reviving his father's Declaration concern-

ing Laioful Sports to be used [on Sundays}. (See

Spobts, Book op.) This the clergy were requu-ed

by Laud (q. v.) to pubUsh in then- churches, and
many who refused were piuiished severely. Hence
arose the greatest EngUsh controversy about the S.,

between the High-Church party on the one hand, and
the Puritans on the other. Bishop White (Treatise

of the Sabbath-day, 1635) and Dr Heyhn (q.v.) (His-

tory of the Sabbath, 1636) took the lead for the

former, and were ably supported by Sanderson (A
Sovereign Antidote against Sabbatarian Errors, 1636),

Ironside (Seven Questions of the Sabbath briefly Dis-

puted, 1637), Taylor (Holy Living, ch. iv. s. 6, and
DucloT Dubitantium, b. ii. ch. ii. rule 6, ss. 43—02),

and BranihaU (On the Controversies about the Sabbath

and the Lord's Day, in his Works, fol. p. 907). On
the Puritan side were Henry Burton (The Lord's

Day the Sabbath-day, 1636), John Ley (Sunday a
Sabbath, 1641), Hamon L'Estrange (God's Sabbath

before the Law, under the Latv, and under the Gospel,

1641), Richard Bernard (A Threefold Treatise of
the Sabbath, 1641), William Twisse, prolocutor of

the Westminster Assembly (Of the Morality of the

Fourth Commandment, as still in force to bind

Christians, 1641), and jointly Cawdrey and Palmer,

two members of the same Assembly, in their Sab-

batum Sedivivum, or the Christian Sabbath Vindi-

cated, (2 vols. 1645—1652), which is the most elabor-

ate defence of Sabbataiianism in om- language. A
stiU more eminent writer on that side, and one of

greater breadth of view, was Dr John Owen, whose
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Exercilations concerning a Day ofSacred Rest (1671),
since prefixed to his Exposition of Hebrews, gave,
however, some offence to his friends by suggest-

ing that the duration of the religious exercises of
the day should bo nieasiu'ed by the strength of the
worshipper. Since then, the Sabbatarian cause has
been maintained by numberless writers, among
whom may be mentioned Bishop Hopkins, Willison,
Jonathan Edwards, Dwight, Stopford, JIacfarlan,

and others to be afterwards named ; while the
opposite side is supported by Baxter, Milton,
Barrow, Barclay, Merer, Michaelis, Paley, Evanson,
Higgius, &c.

In the first half of the reign of George III., the
comjiarative neglect into which the observance of

the Lord's Day had fallen in England aroused the
au.xiety of its friends, and many efforts were made
to bring the people to a better disposition towards
it. Paley did excellent service, especially by his

chapter on the use of Sabbatical Institutions (Moral
Philosophy, h. v. ch. vi.) ; while Bishop Porteus
successfully exerted himself to check open indul-
gence in vicious and unseemly amusements. About
the same time, the new 'Evangelical' party (q. v.)

began those efforts which it continues to make for

the promotion of a strict observance of Sunday
according to the Puritan model. But what, perhaps,
had most effect in turning the current of public

opinion in that direction was the substitution of

the Decade (q. v.) for the Week, and the abohtion
of pubho worship, by the National Convention of

France in 1793 (see Calendar) ; proceedings which
lirought to the aid of the pious advocates of the
Lord's Day the political conservatism and anti-

GaUican feelings of the British people. In the next
generation, the revival of the study of ancient
Christian literature led to fresh advocacy of the
Lutheran views concerning the S, and the Lord's
Day, by Bisliop Kaye (On Justin Martyr, 1829), Dr
AVhately (Thoughts on the Sabbath, 1830), Mr
Bannerman (The Modern Sabbath Examined, 1832),

and the O-xtord ' Tractarians ;

' while Sabbatarianism
liad influential advocates in Bishop Mant ( The Chris-

tian Sabbath, its Institution and Obligation, 1S30), Dr
Daniel Wilson, afterwards Bishop of Calcutta (The
Dloine Authority and Perpetual Obligation of the

Lord's Day Asserted, 1830), and Dr Ealph Wardlaw
(Discourses on the Sabbath, 1832)—in support of

whose principles was founded in 1831 the London
' Society for Promoting the Due Observance of the

Lord's Day,' which, aided by similar associations

in Scotland and the United States, still keeps a

jealous w.atch on behalf of the institution. For
17 years preceding his death in 1849, its most noted

member. Sir Andi-ew Agnew, M.P. for Wigtoivn-

sliire, fought indefatigably both in and out of the

House of Commons for a stricter legal enforcement

of rest on Sunday ; and though he failed to get his

bill passed, the agitation which he headed was not

wholly fruitless. The attempts, however, which he
and his friends have made to suppress all post-

tilfice action on Sunday, all stated couvcj-ance of

passengers on railways, and such recreations as

walking in public gardens, listening to music in the

London parks, and viewing works of nature and art

in the national collections, have seemed, even to

many friends of the institution, to display more
zeal than wisdom or knowledge, and have led to

the formation (in 185.5) of 'The National Sunday
League,'—a society which, while deprecating the

conversion of any part of the d.iy into a season for

ordinary labour, or for frivolous or vicious amuse-
ment, conceives that a more cheerful mode of

s|iending some of its hours is e.xpedient, aud that

tlie opening of public gardens, museimis, and
galleries of art, woidd promote alike the health

and the moral and intellectual elevation of the
people.

In France, where the Week was restored by
Napoleon I. in 1800, the Sunday has not yet wholly
recovered its former status as a day of rest ; but
efforts have lately been made by both clergymen and
laymen to convince the people of the advantage
of suspending aU but necessary labour upon it.

Among the advocates of this reform are Perennfes,
Gaume, and MuUois, who, however, discountenance
the austerity of the Puritans. In Switzerland,
MeUet, the pastor of Yvome, is the author of a
clever treatise on Sunday and the Sabbath, of which
there is an English translation (Lond. 1856). Bred
a Sabbatarian, he was converted to the Dominical
view by reading Dwight's Sabbatarian Discourse on
the Perpetuity of the Sabbath, a doctrine still upheld
by the ' evangelical ' party in Switzerland.
Of late years the bearing of geological discovery

on the interpretation of the Hebrew narrative of
the creation, and consequently on the S. controversy,
and, in particular, on questions arising out of the
discrepance between the two copies of the fourth
commandment, has been largely discussed. See
Genesis ; Decalogue. Into the merits of this and
other disputed points it is impossible to enter here ;

but, in concluding the present historical sketch, it

may be allowable to express the satisfaction with
which we observe, that notwithstanding the wide
diversity of opinion as to the authority of the
Lord's Day aud the manner in which it may and
ought to be spent, almost all agree in esteem-
ing it highly as a civil institution at least,

and in wishing to defend it from the intrusion
of business as far as the public good wUl allow.
—For additional information and discussion, see (on
the Sabbatarian side) Holden's Christian Sabbath
(Lond. 1825) ; Report from the Select Commutes
of the House of Commons on the Obs. of the Sabbath-
day (Sir A. Agnew's committee), 6th August
1832 ; Jordan's ScrijAiiral Views of the Sabbath of
God (Lond. 1848) ; M'Crie's Memoirs of Sir A.
Agneio (Edin. 1850) ; Pirret's Ethics of the Sabbath
(Edin. 1855) ; Fairbairn's Typology of Scripture (3d
ed., Edin. 1357) ; J. GilfiUan's Sabbath viewed in

the Light of Reason, Revelation, and History, with
Sketches of its Literature (Edin. 1861) : and (on
the Dominical side) Arnold's Sermons, vol. iii.

(Lond. 1844), and his Life by Stanley, 5th ed. vol.

i. p. 364, and vol. ii. p. 206 ; Neale's Feasts and
Easts (Lond. 1845) ; Sir W. DomviUe's Examination
of the Six Texts commonly adduced from the New
Testament in proof of a Christian Sabbath (Lond.
1849) ; Hengstenberg on The Lord's Day, translated
by J. Martiu (Loud. 1853); F. D. Maurice's Sermons
on the Sabbath-day (Lond. 1853) ; R. Cox's Sabbath
Laws and Duties (Edin. 1853) ; DomviUe's Inquiry
into the supposed Obligation of the Sabbaths of the Old
Testament (Lond. 1855) ; Sunday the Rest from
Labour, by a Christian (Lond. 1856) ; Dr W. F.
Hook on The Lord's Day (Lond. 1850) ; Time and
Faith (Lond. 1856) ; Alford's Greek I'eslament wHk
Commentary (Lond. 1856—1861) ; F. W. Robertson's
Sermons, 1st and 2d series (Lond. 1856) ; Baden
Powell's Christianity witlmut Judaism (Lond. 1857)

;

Reichel's Lord's Bay not the Sabbath (Dubl. ISS'J)

;

W. Logan Fisher's Hist, of tlie Institution of tlui

Sabbath-day, its Uses and Abuses, 2d. ed. (Phila.

1859) ; Dr J. A. Hessey's Sunday; its Origin, History,
and present Obligation, being the Bampton Lectures
for ISOO ; and the Edin. Review for October 1801,
p. 535. Of the British Seventh-day Baptists the
jiruicipal works are those of Brabourne (1032), F.
Bampfield (1677), Cornthwaite (1740), and Buruside
(1825). The Roman Catholic doctrine respecting
the Lord's Day, is .amply stated in The Catechism
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of the Council of Trent (1587), Part HI., pp. 351—
3."i7. 391—403 of the Euslish transl. (Lond. 1S52).

As to all shades of opinibn, see K. Cox's Literature

of the Sabbath Question (2 vols. EJia. 18G5). Proud-

hou's work, above referred to, is entitled De la

Celebration du Dimanche conmtUrce sous les Jiap-

ports de I'llyr/ienc PuUir/ve, de la ilorale, des Rela-

tions de FamUlfet de Cite (Paris, 1850).

SABBATHAIS ZWI, one of the most remark-

able 'Messiahs' of modern times, the founder of

a -wide-spread sect of semi-Christians and semi-

Jews throughout Eurojje, Asia, and Africa, was
born at Smyrna in IG41. A boy of extraordinary

gifts, he had at the age of 15 already mastered the

Talmud, and at 18 was an adept in the mysteries

of the C.abbala. Very soon incited by fantastic

dreams and more fantastic friends, lie dechired

himself to be tlie Messiah, who had l>een sent to

shake off the thraldom both of Christianity and
Mohammedanism from the Jews, and to convert all

humanity. The supreme rabbinical council there-

upon excommunicated him. He, however, continued

to preach his ' mission ' as before. He was now
declared an outlaw, and liis death was decreed, yet

nobody dared to touch him. At last, his expulsion

from Smyrna was resolved upon by the municipal

authorities. Four apostles—one of them a recon-

verted Jew, who had previously turned Christian

—followed him on his way to Saloniki, where he

arrived in 1659, baring gathered a vast number of

disciples, mostly wealthy, on his road. His extra-

ordinary personal beauty and his fiery eloquence

soon brought the most influential Jewish inhabit-

ants on his side, and his cabbalistic formulas and
prayers were adopted into the ritual of their syna-

gogue. Two years later, however, he had to leave

fiialoniki, where powerful antagonists had risen in the

meantime, and went first to Palestine and soon

after to Alexandria, accompanied by several thou-

sand disciples. Here his power and influence

grew so rapidly, that the revenues of the com-

monwealth to be founded by the new Messiah,

and the ways and means of supporting the wars

he was going to wage, were seriously taken into

consideration. In 1664, no fewer than about 80,000

people belonged to the new empire ; and in the

following year, the beginning of the Messianic reign

within a few months, and the rebuilding of the

Temple in the next year, were proclaimed aloud

in the streets of Alexandria by S. and six disciples,

all clad in white raiments, with garlands on their

heads. Somewhat later, he returned to Jerusalem ;

and the resurrection, to take place ^^ithin six

years, and the deposition of the sultan, whose
crown would be placed xtpon S.'s head, were

]iroclaimed far and ne.ar. Upon this .all the Jews
of Asia, Africa, and Europe, were divided into

two camps. Those who believed, finding all the

predicted signs fulfilled now, sold everj-tliing they

had in order to get ready-money for their journey

to, and final abode in, the new capital, Jerusalem
;

others, and among them some of the highest spiri-

tual authorities, declared aU the pretended Messiah's

miracles to be cabbalistic tricks, and himself an

impostor. Returned to his n.ative place, Smyrna,

he was received with fuU roy.al honours. Mean-
while, the attention of the Divan was drawn to this

movement, and Mohammed IV., then in Adrianople,

ordered the grand vizier to secure the person of S.,

and to comniit him to prison, untU the investigations

set on foot should be concluded. Two agas, how-

ever, returned -with their janizaries, without having

cHected the order, not having dared 'to stretch

forth their hand ag.aiust the sacred man.' He
now ofTered to surrender voluntarily. He was com-
mitted as prisoner of state to Kuthajah, where he
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received visits and deputations from all parts. Being
at last brought before the sultan, his courage failed

him, and he declared himself to lie nothing more
than a simple rabbi ; it was only his disciples, he
averred, who had called him a Messiah. The sultan

then proposed to test his ' mission.' Three poisoned

arrows were to be shot at him. Did these prove
harmless, he, the sultan, would at once range him-
self under his flag. In sjieechless terror, S., at the

instigation of his Jewish interpreter, now took the

turban from the head of some official, and placed it

upon his own, thereby mdicating, as the interpreter

declared, that his sole object had been all along to

embrace Islam, and to carry over all the Jews with
him. The sultan declared himself s.atisfied, and
honoured him with the title of an effendi, giving

him an honorary post at the same time.

But, extraordinarUy enough, the movement was
far from haviug reached its end. The most wou-
derfid stories were circiUated among the believers.

A fictitious man was supposed by some to have
embraced Islam, while the real Messiah had
ascended heavenwards. Others believed that Islam
was to form part of the new religion ; and S.,

countenancing tliis view, converted many Jews
to Mohammedanism. Nathan, one of his most
enthusiastic disciples, travelled about, and caused

strife without end, even sanguinary revolts. Many,
however, had tiu-ned from him by this time,

and the voices of the rabbis and their excommu-
nications began to tell more forcibly. Finally, the

gi'and vizier was persuaded to imprison S. once

more, and to send him to Bosnia, where he died in

a prison in Belgrade—according to some, in conse-

quence of poison, while according to others he w;i3

executed in 1677, ten years after liis conversion. It

is very ditficidt to judge correctly of a character

like his. Even his worst enemies never had a word
to say either against his morality or against the

extraordinarily brdli.ant powers of his mind, and his

erudition. Probably, he was a self-deceiver, whose
plans were not measured by the means in his hands
for their execution. His death, however, was only

the sign.al for the reinforcement of his sect, which
even many of his former antagonists now joined,

and which now, for the first time, was developed

into a proper rehgious system—that of the Sabba-

thaites or Sabbathians (Shebseu), the chief apostles

being Nehemiah, previously a bitter enemy of S.

(1677—1090), and Nehemiah Hajun (1708- 1717).

The latter taught the dogma of the Trinity as part

of the new faith ; and it became a principle of this

religion to accept and to modify itself to the
dominant creed of the country—Islam in the East,

Christianity in tlie AVest. Remnants of it are still

in existence in Poland and Turkey. See Jewish
Sects.

SABBA'TIA, a genus of plants, of the natural

order Gentianacea, natives of North America. They
are small herbaceous plants, some with simple, and
some with branclied stems. They aU contain, like

many others of the same order, a pure bitter prin-

ciple, on account of which they are usefid in inter-

mittent fevers and as a tonic. They are much
employed in the United St.ates.

SABBA'TICAti YEAR (Heb. Shetmth Shab-

hathon, Shebilth, Shemittah ; Gr. Hebdomatikos or

Sabbatikos eniantos). There are four special

injunctions found respecting the celebration of it

in the Pentateuch. Tlie first (Exod. xxiii. 10, seqq.)

ordains that the land, after being sown, and its

fruits reajied for six years, should be left to itself

in the seventh, so that the poor, and the beasts of

the field should eat its spontaneous growth. The
same is to be the case with the vine and ohve-yards.
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The second (Lev. xxv. 2—7) views the hallowed
period as a ' Sabbath of rest unto the land'—as a
solemnity in honour of Jehovah. It is there
further enjoined, that the growth of the seventh
year be 'meat' both for proprietor, servants, and
strangers ; that, iu fact, it should be common
property. A somewhat new significance, but
strictly analogous to the first-named ordinance, is

given to the institution in the third passage (Deut.
XV. 1 —11), in which the cretlitor is enjoined to
release the debts owing to him by his poor brother
and neighbour. It has been matter of much dis-

pute whether this ' release ' implies the entire giving
up of the debt, or a mere respite. The Mishna
decides iu favour of the former ; and such were the
eflects of the law, carried out iu accordance with
this view, that it was found necessary utterly to
paralyse it by an act called the Proshul (Gr. Pros-
boule), passed by Hillel the Great. The fourth
passage (Deut. xxxi. 10— 13) contains the command
to read, in the solemnity of the year of release in

the ' Feast of Tabernacles,' the Law before all the
people in holy convocation, men, women, children,

and strangers. We need only remark here that the
fundamental idea of the sabbatical year is identical

witli that of the weekly Sabbath itself ; see also

Jubilee, the highest exaltation, as it were, of the
idea of sabb.atical rest. As to the practical working
of the institution, we learn that it gave rise

repeatedly to famine (1 Mace. vi. 49, 53; Jos. Ant.
xiv. 16, 2, &c.), and that it was altogether so fraught
with ])ractical ditticulties, that from the time it is

supposed to have Ijeeu inaugurated—viz., fourteen
years after the Israelites' first entry into Palestine
(seven years' conquest, and seven years' division of

the land), it never seems to have been kept before

the Exile. It has erroneously been supposed by
some th.at the slaves were set free in the sab-

batic.ll year. The passage in question refers

only to the seventh year of the individual slave's

service. Like the jubilee, it was proclaimed on
tlie tenth d.iy of the seventh mouth, at the end
of the harvest-time. lleasonal)le doubts have been
expressed regarding the ' possiljility' of the Jubilee

(q. V.) ever having been kept in re.ility
;
yet there

is no doubt about the rigour with which the sabba-
tical year was kept up, after the Exile, to a very
late period. Alexander, d-esar, and the late emperors
exi niptcil the Jews from tribute during it. The
sabliatical year being one of the ' ordinances attached
to the land'— i. e., Palestine only—it ceased with
the final overthrow of the Jewish commonwealth.

SABBIONE'TTA or SABBIONETA, a city of

Northern Italy, province of Cremona, with 6023
inhabitants (census of 1S62, while previous to tliat

it numbered 7036). It is situated in a marshy
district, which aft'ords abundant fodder .and pas-

turage. It was at one time a jilace of some conse-

quence ; now it is a decayed city, the popul.ation of

which is daily decreasing.

SABE'LLIXJS, a celebrated African heresiarch

of the 3d c, was born prob.ably .at Ptolemais in the

Pentapolis, where, at all events, his opiniJns were
first promulg.ated. Xothing is known regai-ding his

life—the few statements current on the subject

being of a contratlictory and untrustworthy char-

acter, and it is generally thought that he did not

broach his heresy till shortly Ijefore his death—the

dale of wliich is also unknown. S. is pronoimced
by Xeander ' the most original and jirofound thinker

among the ilonarchiaus '—i.e., the Unitarians;

but unfortunately only a few fragmentary notices

of his teaching have been preserved, and these by
his theological adversaries. It would appear that

he did not reject the Scriptural phraseolog>' used

in speaking of the Godhead. 'Father,' 'Son,' and
' Holy Ghost ' were sacred and venerable names to

him as well as to orthodo.x Christians; but he was
strongly opposed to the ecclesiastical conception of

this 'rrinity, as a Trinity of distinct persons, or
subsistences (hypostases), wliich he (hke mauj'
other persons since) held to be absurd and unthink-
able, and argued that what is to be understood is

a Trinity of manifestation. The single absolute
Divine Essence—the monas or ' pure Deity,' imfolds
itself in creation and the history of man as a Trinity.

His words, as quoted Viy Athanasius, are : He iiionds

jdatuntheisa geijone ti'las. The 'energy' by which
God called into being and sustains the universe is

the ' Logos,' after whose image men were created
;

but when they liad fallen from perfection, it became
necessary for the * Logos,' or Divine Energ}', to

hypostatise itself in a human body, in order to raise

and redeem them ; hence in the man Christ Jesus
dwelt the fulness of the Godhead hodibj; wliile

the same Divine Energy, operating spiritually and
impersonally in the hearts of believers, is the ' Holy
Ghost.' This is not, jjerhaps, so very heretical after

all. But, on the other hand, we must not overlook
the fact, that S. held these Divine ' manifestations

'

to be merely temporary, and that after the ' Logos '

and the ' Holy Ghost ' had done their work, they
would be reabsorbed in the absolute Deity—the
trios would .again resolve itself into the monas; or,

in the language of St Paul, that ' God woidd be
aU in all.' Epiphanius alleges that S. derived his

system from an apocryphal 'gospel to the Egyp-
tians ; ' and there are (as Neander points out) so

many points of resemblance in Sabellianism to both
the Alexandrian Jewish theology m general, and
the particular gospel referred to, that the statement
may be regarded as at least indicating the direc-

tion from which proceeded the influences that deter-

mined the theosophy of the unkno^^^l Pentapolitan.
The followers of S. were formally suppressed by
the Catholic Church in the 4th c. ; but his doctrine,

which, divested of its Gnostic and Neo-Platonie
plu-aseology about ' eman.ation ' and ' re-absorption,'

&c., is sul)stantiaUy Unitarian, has seldom wanted
eminent advocates in any subsequent age of

Christianity.—Considt Tillemont's Memoirs ; Lard-
ner's Crtdihilifij of the Gospel; and the Church
Histories of Mosheim, Neauder, and MUman.

SABICU (Acacia formosrz ; see Acacia), a tree

the wood of which is remai-kably hard and tough.
It is a native of Cuba. The wood is of a dull red
cfdour, and close short grain. The wood was used
to construct the stairs of the Crystal Palace in

Hyde Park in 1S51, and ' after six months' use, the
stejjs hardly exhibited any signs of wear.'

SABINE, JlA.Tor.-GENERAL Edwap-d, a celebrated
British physicist, is of Irish extraction, and was
born in 1790. After servmg in the royal .artillery

for some time, he was promoted to the grade of

lieutenant, and accomjianied Captain Eoss (q.v.) and
Lieutenant Parry (q. v.) in their expedition ^JS19

—

1S20) to the north coast of America (see North-
west P.ISSAGE), making during the voyage a series

of magnetic observations of great value. These
ol^servations formed the subst.ance of two papers
whicli he communicated to the Royal Society on his

return. A strong desire of continuing the investiga-

tion of this and other branches of experimental
physics, jiromptcd him to undertake a series of

voy.ages to places between the equator and the
north pole, making at each point observations on
the length of the seconds pendulum, and on the dij)

and intensity of the m.agnetic needle. The fruits oi

tliese labours were of high importance, and were
publislicd, along with other inforniatiou, in 1S2j.
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From this period, his history is that of a studious

investigator into the laws and phenomena of nature,

brolcen only by a short term of military service

in Ireland, during which he rose to the rank of

major. lu 1836 he communicated to the British

Association at Bristol his observations on the

declination and intensity of the magnetic force in

Scotland ; and to the same association, he delivered,

at Liverpool, in 1837, a report on the variations of

magnetic intensity at different parts of the earth's

surface. The rest of his researches into the nature

and action of magnetic force will be found in

detail in the Transactions of the above-mentioned

association, of the Royal Society, and in the

Philosophical Transactions. His labours have led

to the discovery of the laws of ' magnetic storms,' of

the connection between certain magnetic phenomena
and the changes of the solar spots, and of the

magnetic action (independently of heat) of the sim

and moon on the earth. He deserves almost the

sole credit of extending the body of known facts in

magnetic science by the establishment of magnetic
observatories in all parts of the world, and by the

collation of the enormous mass of facts thus ac-

quired. In 1818, S. was elected a Fellow of the

Royal Society ; on the retirement of Mr George

Rennie (q. v.) in 1850, he became its Vice-president

and Treasurer, and President in 1861. In 1852, he

presided over the meetings of the British Associa-

tion at Belfast, and has for a series of years been
the general secretary of this association. In 1836,

he was raised to the rank of major-general of artil-

lery and engineers.

SABI'NE, a river of the United States of America,
rises in the north-eastern part of Texas, and flows

south-easterly 250 miles to the eastern boimdary of

Texas, whence flowing southerly, it forms the eastern

boundary, and empties itself through Sabine Bay,
18 miles long by 9 miles wide, into the Gulf of

Mexico. The S. is 500 miles long, but shallow and
unnavigable.

SABI'NI, an ancient people of Central Italy,

whose territory lay to the north-east of Ftome. The
boundaries of the territory cannot be determined
mth exactness, biit it appears to have extended
from the sources of the Nar, on the borders of

Picenum, as far south as the Anio. The nations

conterminous to the S. were the Umbrians on the

north, the Umbrians and Etruscans on the west, the

Latins and ^Equi on the south, and the Marsi and
Piceutini on the east. The entire length of the
Sabine territory did not exceed 85 miles, reckoning
from the lofty and nigged group of the Apennines,
anciently known as the lions Fiscellus (now Monti
della Sibitta), to Fidenaj on the Tiber, which is not
more than 5 miles from Rome. The principal

towns were Reate, Interocrea, Falacrinum, Nursia,
Amiternum, Casperia, and Cures, but none of these
places were of any size or political importance.
The inhabitants had no inducements to congregate
in large towns. Their country was an interior

region ; much of it, especially in the north, very
mountainous and bleak, though the valleys were
^and are) often richly productive ; and thus cut off

from the seaboard, and even from that easy access

to their neighbours which lowland districts admit
of, they (like all the other races who peopled
the sequestered regions of the Apennines) scarcely

advanced beyond the rude simplicity of their primi-
tive highland hamlets. The Sabines were a brave,
stern, rehgious race, whose virtues were all of an
austere and homely character. Cicero speaks of

them as severissimi homines, and Livy notes the
disciplina tetrica ac tristis veterum Sahinorum (' the
stern and grave discipline of the old Sabines

' ),
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while the poets of the Empire—Horace, Virgil,

Juvenal, &c., are fond of contrasting their simple
uncontaminated modes of life with the vicious

luxury and dissipation of the capital. What part,

if any, they had in the foundation of the city

of Rome, cannot now be ascertained, as the whole
story of the Ramnes, Titles, and Luceres has come
down to us in a purely mythical form (see Rome).
Their native tutelary deity was ' Sancus,' or ' Semo-
Sancus' = Lat. Sanct^is, the 'Holy' or 'Venerable;'
but like the other Latino-SabeUian races, they also

worshipped Jove, Mars, Minerva, Sol, &c. That the

S. were an ancient people in Italy, is certain. Thoy
were probably most nearly allied to the Umbrians,
whose tutelary god was also ' Semo-Saucus ;

' and,

in fact, they are generally considered an offshoot of

that people ; but they themselves, on the other

hand, became so numerous that they were obhged
to send forth numerous colonies, who founded new
nations to the south and east, the Picentes, PeUgni,

Samnites (q. v.) &c. ; while the Samnites (a name
essentially the same as Sabini ; the Greek form
Saunitai = 8av-nitce = Oscan name Safini or Sab-

ini) in their turn became the progenitors of the

Lucanians, Campanians, and Bruttii. Hence the

epithet, Umbro-Sahellian, in use among classical

ethnologists, to denote the whole of these kindi'ed

races, who were also allied, but less closely, to the

Latins (see Lattni) and Oscans (see Osci). Of the

Sabine language, only a few words remain, which,

however, seem to indicate that it differed from the

Latin only dialectically : thus, Lat. hircus, Sab.

fircus ; Lat. Jiostis, Sab. fostis, &c. ; analogous to

the Aberdeen JIIJ: for ' whilk,' fat for ' what,' &c.

For further information, see Rome, Histoky or.

SABLE (Martcs zibellina], a species of Marten

(q. v.), so nearly aUied to the Common Marten and
]?ine Marten, that it is difficult to state satisfactory

specific distinctions. The feet are covered with

fur, even on the soles, and the tail is perhaps more—fJe

;i4^'.^^^te^.^

Sable (Martes sibeUina).

bushy than in the British martens. The length,

exclusive of the tail, is about 18 inches. The fur

is brown, grayish-yellow on the throat, and small

grayish-yeUow spots are scattered on the sides of

the neck. The whole fur is extremely lustrous,

and hence of the very highest value, an ordinary

S. skin being worth six or seven pounds, and one

of the finest quality fifteen poimds. The fur attains

its highest perfection iu the beginning of winter,

and the pursuit of the S. at that season is one of

the most difficult and adventurous of enterprises.

The S. is a native of Siberia, widely distributed

over that covmtry, and foimd in its coldest regions,

at least wherever forests extend. The progress of

geographical discovery in the eastern parts of

Siberia has been much indebted to the expeditions

of the hardy and daring S.-hunters, exploring new
regions at the worst seasons of the year, and
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spending dreary montlis at a great distance from
all human abodes. The S. is taken by traps, which
are a kind of pitfall, it being necessary to avoid
injury to the fur, or by tracking it through the snow
to its hole, and placing a net over the mouth of

the hole. It is a very wary animal, and not easily

captured. It makes its nest in a hollow tree, or

sometimes, it is said, by burrowing in the ground,
and lines it vdth moss, leaves, and grass. From
this, it issues to prey on hares and smaller animals
of almost any kind, its agility enabhug it even to
catch birds among the branches of trees. It is

ready, when food is scarce, to eat the remains of

an animal on which a larger beast of prey has
feasted, and is said even to satisfy its hunger with
berries in winter, when animal food is not to be had.

SABLE, one of the tinctures in Heraldry, imply-
ing black. In heraldic engra^Tugs, it is represented
by perpendicular and horizontal lines crossing each
other.

SABLE ISLAND. See Nova Scotia.

SABLES D'OLONNE, 'Lm, a seaport of Frauee,
in the dep. of Vendee. It owes its early impor-
tance to Louis XL, who excavated the port, and
raised the fortifications. In 16S8, its merchant
marine was more important than that of either
Nantes or Rochelle. The commerce is in grain,

wines, cattle, fish (sardines), salt, &c. Pop. (1862),

G.3S2, who are almost all engaged in a seafaring line

of life.

SABO'TS, a species of wooden shoes much used
by the French and Belgian peasantry, especially

by those who inhabit moist and marshy districts,

as an effectual protective of the feet from external
moisture. The fabrication of sabots forms an im-
portant branch of French industry, and is chiefly

carried on in the deps. of Aisne, Aube, Maine-et-
Loire, and Vosges. After being made, they are

subjected to the smoke of burning wood, till they
acquire that reddish colour so much prized in

certain countries.

SABRE, a heavy sword, with which dragoons
are armed. The back is thick, that a blow may
carry the more force, and also to render the weapon
useful in the rough thrust of a cavalry charge. A
sabre is occasionally curved at the point, in the
form of a scimitar.

SABRE-TA'CHE (Ger. SaiellascJie, sword-pocket),
a useless square accoutrement which dangles against

the legs of officers in some cavalry regiments. It

jnirports to be a pocket for the conveyance of

dispatches, &c., but probably is never used. The
sabre-tache is hung by smaller ornamental belts

from the sword-belt, and is itself covered with
gold brocade, the emblems of the regiment, and
other devices.

SABRI'NA LAND, discovered in the Antarctic
Ocean, March 20, 1839, by Balleny, in lat. 69° 58' S.,

long. 121° 8' E. See Antarctic Oce;VK.

SACCHARIC ACID (SHO.CjoHgOjj) is a pro-

duct of the action of nitric acid, imder certain

conditions, on grape and cane sugar, or on starch,

.gum, and lignine. It occurs as a colourless,

inodorous, deliquescent, giunmy, uncrystallisaljle

mass, which is freely soluble in alcohol. It is

sufficiently powerfid to dissolve iron and zinc, with
extrication of hydrogen. It has a tendency to

form double salts, so that it is probably a bibasic

acid.

SACCHARO'METER, an instrument for deter-

mining the quantity of sugar in liquids, especially

brewers' and distillers' worts. In principle, it

resembles the hydrometer, used for .ascertaining

the strength o£ alcoholic liquids. It consists of a

hoUow sphere or oval of thin brass, with a gi-adu-

ated stem aud a hook so placed opposite each
other, that when placed in water, it floats, and the
graduated stem stands iipright on the top, and the
hook is below, for the purpose of appending
weights. The degi'ee to which the stem sinks gives
the means of calculating, by tables prepared on
purpose, the proportion of saccharine matter present
in the liquid.

SA'CCHARUM. See Sugab-cam:.

SACCOTOO. SeeSoKOTO.

SACHEVEREL, Henky, D.D., was bom in the
year 1672, at Marlborough, where his father was
minister of St Peter's Church, and noted for his

attachment to the High Church principles, which
were .afterwards embraced by his son. The youth
was educated at the grammar-school of his native
place, and at Magdalen College, Oxford, where he
occupied chambers along with the celebrated
Addison, who then and for many years afterwards
seems to have entertained for him a w.arm regard.
He obtained a fellowship in his coDege, and took suc-

cessively the degrees'of M.A. (1696), of B.D. (1707),
and of D.D. (1708). In 1705, he became preacher
of St Saviour's, Southwark ; and in 1709, he dehvered
the two sermons—one at the assizes at Derby, the
other on the 5th November at St Paid's—which
have given him a place in the history of his country.
The rancour with which he attacked in these ser-

mons the principles of the Revolution Settlement,
asserted the doctrine of non-resistance, and decried
the Act of Toleration, excited the indignation of

the Whig government of the hour, and led to his

impeachment for high crimes and misdemeanours.
His trial before the House of Lords took place in

the spring of 1710, and residted in his being found
guilty, and suspended from preaching for three
years, the obnoxious discourses being ordered to be
publicly burned by the hangman. Of the rage of

factions on the occasion, the fury of the jiopidar

excitement, and the excesses of the High Church
party, an account in detail will be found in any
history of the period. S. became for the time the
most popular man in the kingdom, and the general
election which followed was fatal to the govern-
ment which had prosecuted him. When, in 1713,
his suspension as by sentence expired, as a special

mark of honour he was appointed by the new House
of Commons to preach before them the sermon
on the .anniversary of the Restoration, and specially

thanked on the occasion. A more substantial token
of favour was his presentation to the rectory of

St Andrew's, Holborn. Subsequently—except that
there is some reason to beheve he w'as more or less

concerned in a plot to restore the Stuarts—he dis-

.appears from the sphere of history. He is said, in

his Later years, to have sought the excitement which
may in some sort have become necessary to him, in

a series of paltry and undignified squabbles with
Ids pai'ishioners. Nor in this is there anything
improbable. His character was essentially a weak,
vain, .and shallow one, and he remains notable
merely as one of those men, intrinsically insigni-

ficant, who have had a spurious notoriety and
importance thrust upon them by the accident of

foohsh activity in a special concun-ence of circimi-

stances.

SACHS, Hans, the most prolific and <at the s.ame

time the most import.ant German poet of his time,

was born on the 5th of November 1494, at Nlirn-

berg, where his f.ather was a tailor. AVhile at

school, he learned the rudiments of Liitin, but at no
time of his life could he be called a schokor in the
strict sense of the terra, .although he was certainly

a well and widely-informed man. About the age of
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15, he was sent to learn the craft of shoemaking ;

his love of verse, however, also led him to become
a disciple of Leouhard Nunneubock, weaver and
meistersinrjer in his native town. On finishing his

apprenticeship, S., as was the custom of craftsmen
in those days, made a sort of tour or pilgrimage

through Germany, frequenting assiduously the verse-

making schools or corporations organised by the

trade-guilds in the different cities, the members of

which, known as vicisterslngers, had, since the dis-

apjiearance of the older Ttiinnesinrjers, or minstrels

of chivalry, become the chief representatives of

German poetry. On his return to Nurnberg, he
commenced business as a shoem.aker, prospered in

Ilia calling ; and after a long, cheerful, and happy
life, died on the 2.3th of January 1576, at the age

of 82. S. was twice married—first to Kune-
gunda Kreutzer, who bore him five sons and two
daughters ; and afterwards, in his 66th year, to

Barbara Harscher. His grave is still to bo seen

in St .John's churchyard, NUrnberg. S.'s career

as an author is di\'ided into two periods. In the
first, he shews an interest maiTily in the occur-

rences that were then agitating Germany. It

was the epoch of the Reformation of Luther, whose
praises he celebrated (152;^) in an allegorical tale

entitled Die Wittenher(jUch JSfachtirjal, whUe his

poetical fly-sheets (of which about 200 are kno-rni)

f\irthercd in no small measure the Protestant
cause. In the second period, his poetical activity

was turned more to the delineation of common
life and manners. His poetry is distinguished by its

heartiness, good sense, homely genuine moraht}',

and freshness ; its clear and healthy humour, and
its skilful manipulation of material. It is, on the
other hand, deficient in high imagination and
brilliant fancy, and contains large tracts of dry,

prosaic, insipid verse. S.'s best productions are

his Schwante, or Merry Tales, the humour of which
is sometimes unsurpassable ; but his serious tales,

allegorical and spiritual songs, and his dramas, also

shew a great advance on his predecessors. His
special 7neistergesa»r/e, on the other hand, are of

Uttle or no value, ilauuscript copies of S.'s poems
—some in his own handwi-iting—are to be seen
in the libraries at Zwickau, Dresden, Leipzig, and
elsewhere. When S. had reached the 52d year of

his career as a poet, he took stock of his work,
and found that he had written 34 vols., containing

upwards of 6200 pieces, among which were 4275
meistergesiinge, 208 comedies and tragedies, about
1700 merry tales, secular and religious dialogues,

proverbs, and f.ables, 7 Jirose dialogues, and 73 songs,

secular and devotional. The first edition of his

works was published at Augsburg in 1558, but
the best is that of WiUer (5 folio vols. 1570—1579)

;

a later quarto eilition, known as the Kem.x>tener,

appeared in 1612—1617, and was repulilished at

Augsliurg in 1712. After the middle of the 17th

c, when a deep stupor seized the German mind,
and it coidd produce nothing but tomes of idle

theologj', varied by an occasional hymn of more or

less merit, S., with all his poetic brethren, suffered

a total neglect, from which he did not recover till

Ooethe wrote his pleasant poem, Hans Saclis, Er-
kUirung eines alien Hokschnitts rorstellend Hans
t:lachs's podische Sendung (1776), since which time
partial coUectiona of S.'s works have frequently

appeared.

SACK, a large bag made of a coarse hempen
cloth called sacking or sackcloth. Such bags are

used for the conveyance of com, flour, and other
bulky articles. A corn-sack is iisuaUy made to

contain four bushels, hence it is constantly spoken
of as a measure of quantity, two sacks being equal
to one quarter of com.
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SACK. A name in common use in the time of

Shakspeare, and occurring down to the middle of

the 18th c. as denoting a kind of wine. The exact
nature of this famous wine, the favourite beverage
of FalstafT, and the origin of the name, have been
much discussed. Sack or seek seems to be simply
an English disguise of the Spanish sero (Fr. sec),

applied to wines of the sherry genus, as distinguished
from the sweet wines ; a term which we now trans-

late by ' dry.'

SA'CKBUT (Fr. saquehute), the name under
which the Trombone (q. v.) was known on its first

introduction to England.

SA'CKETTS HARBOUR (in America, it is

spelled Harlior), a village and port in New York,
U. S., on the south shore of Black Kiver Bay, S
miles east of Lake Ontario, 170 miles west-north-
west of Albany, having a navy-yard, barracks,
mills, &c. In the war of 1812, it was an important
port, where the frigate Superior, of 66 guns, was
buUt in SO days, and the Madison in 45 days, from
timber standing in the forest. A man-of-war of

3200 tons, begun before the treaty of disarmament,
is stiU upon the stocks. The town has declined
since the war, and has now a popidation of but 201 10

or 3000.

SACKVILLE, TnoMA.s, Earl of Dorset, an Eng-
lish poet and statesman, was born at Buckhurst,
Sussex, in 1536. He was the only son of Sir

Richard Sackville ; studied at Oxford and Cam-
bridge, where he acquired a high roinitatiou as a
poet both in Latin and English, and afterwards
became a student of the Inner Temple. While a
member of this society, he wrote, along with Thomas
Norton, a blank-verse tragedy, called I'lrrex and
Porrex (afterwards called Gorhoeluc), which was
performed before Queen Elizabeth at Whitehall in

1561—1502. This work, the plot of which is founded
on a British legend, claims particidar notice as the
earliest tragedy in the English language. It is

moulded to some extent on the classic drama, the
incidents being moralised at intervals by a chorus.

It has no dramatic hfe or energy, but the style is

pure and stately, e\ancing eloquence and power of

thought. S.'s other productions (first published in

1563) are the Induction, a poetical preface to the
Mirrour for Magistrates, and the Complaint of the

Dulce of Buckingham, which was designed to con-

clude the work. The Induction is a noble poem,
uniting, as Hallam says, ' the school of Chaucer and
Lydgate to the Fairy Queen,'' and almost rivalling

the latter in the magnificence and dignity of its

allegoric personifications. The influence of Dante
is very perceptible. S. now abandoned literature,

and after travelling in France and Italy, returned
to England, and entered public life. Soon after liis

father's death in 1566, he was created Lord Buck-
hurst, became a favourite with the queeu, who
employed him in foreign diplomacy, and on the

death of Burleigh, succeeded him in his office of

Lord High Treasurer (equivalent to Prime Jlinister

in those days), in which capacity he shewed himself

not inferior in sagacity aud fidelity to his great

predecessor. On the accession of King James, his

patent of office was renewed f<.ir life ; and in the

following year, he was created Earl of Dorset. S.

died April 19, 1608, aud was buried with ceremony
iu Westmuister Abbey. His works are edited by
the Rev. Sackville West, in Smith's Library of Old
Authors (Loud. 1859).

SA'CO, a river of New England, LT.S., rises in

the White Mountains of New Hampshire, runs

south-easterly through the south-western jiortion ot

Maine, through Saco Bay, to the Atlantic Ocean.

Its course of 160 miles is .almost a continuous
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succession of falls, the last being but 4 miles from
its mouth, ali'orcliug water-power to numerous
factories.

SACO, a to^vn iu Jlaine, U.S., is Ijuilt on the
east b.ank of the Saco Paver, at its last falls, 4 miles
from its mouth, 14 miles south-west of Portland.
It lias numerous manufactories, including 5 cotton-
mills, which produce 7,000,OUO yards annually, 4
saw-mills, and several ship-yards. Pop. (18G0) 6223.

SA'CRAMENT (Lat. sacramentum, iin/sterium,
Gr. mysferion), the name given by tlieological
writers to certain religious rites, the number as well
as effects of which are the subject of much contro-
versy between various bodies of Christians. The
word mcraiiu'iUiim, in primitive classical usage,
meant either the oath taken by soldiers on their
first enrolment, or the sum of money deposited by
suitors on entering upon a cause, and forfeited ' to
sacred uses' by the unsuccessful Jiarty ; and the cor-
responding classical Greek word mysterion meant
not merely the secret religious ceremonies practised
in the worship of certain gods, but also any revealed
secret. It is certain, nevertheless, that at a very
early period of the Christian Church, both tlie

Latin word and its Greek equivalent came to bo
applied specially to certain rites of tlie Christian
ceremonial, and chicHy (or as is commonly held by
I'rotestants, exchisively) to those of baptism .and the
Eucharist. Of the catechetical lectures of St Cyi-il

of .lerusalem, the lectures devoted to the subject
of bajitism and the Eucharist are called ' mystagogic
lectures.' For our purposes, it will he enough to
state concisely what are the views of the several
religious communities on this much controverted
subject, which formed one of the earliest grounds
of division between the Roman Church and the
Reformers of the 16th century.

In the Roman Church, it is held tliat there are
seven sacraments, viz. : Baptism, Confirmation, the
Eucharist, Penance, E.Ktreme Unction, Holy Orders,
and Matrimony. The special teaching of Catholics
on each of these rites wiU be found under the
several heads ; but there are certain general prin-
ciples regarding them all, on which the Roman
Catholic doctrine ditTers widely from that of the
Reformed communities. Catholics define a sacra-
ment to be a visible or sensilile sign permanently
instituted by God, and conveying real interior

grace to the recipient, and they teach that all

sacraments contain within themselves, as instru-

ments, and, when they are received with proper
disjiositions, produce such grace by the virtue
imparted to them bj' God, and not merely
tlirough the faith of the recipient ; although they
hold that ])roper dispositions on the part of the
recipient, as sorrow for sin, love of God, pious
resolves, (fee, are conditions indispensable for the
etiicacy of the sacramental rite. See Opus Oper-
ATUM. They divide the sacraments into two
classes, * sacraments of the living,' and ' sacraments
of the dead.' The first class comprises the Eucharist,

Confirmation, Holy Orders, aud Matrimony— all

which sacraments can only be received fruitfully by
persons in a state of grace or justification. Tlie

second includes Baptism, Penance, and E.xtreme
Unction, the special purpose of which is to remit
sin, aud which therefore can be received Ijy persons
in a state of sin, Init penitent for that sin, and
resolved to amend their lives. Of three of the sacra-

ments, viz.. Baptism, Confirmation, and Holy Orders,
it is held that they imprint a ' character,' and there-

fore that they can only be received once. The
others may be repeatedly received, but under con-

ditions which will be learned under each separate

head. Two things are held to enter into tlic

constitution of the sacrament—viz., the 'matter' and
the ' form.' By the former is meant the material
element or the physical action whereby that element
is ajiplied to the recipient of the sacrament ; as
water in liaptism, oil in extreme unction, and in
both the act of washing or of anointing. By the
latter is understood the form of words employed by
the minister iu communicating to the recipient the
external rite in which the sacramental act consists.
The minister of a sacrament is the person who is

supposed to be divinely authorised to impart it.

The minister is different for difl'erent sacraments,
as will be found under each separate head.
The Reformed Chm'ches have for the most part

discarded these views. By the majority of them,
the s,acraments are held to be merely ceremonial
observances, partly designed as a solemn act, by
which each iiulividual is admitted to membership,
or desires to make solemn profession thereof

; partly
intended to stimidate the faith and excite the
fervour and the pious dispositions of the recipient,

to which dispositions alone all the interior effects

are to be ascribed. As to the number of rites called
by the name, almost all Protestants agree in
restricting it to two—viz.. Baptism aud the Lord's
Supper ; although some of the rites which (Jathohcs
regard as sacramental are retained by some of the
Protestant communities as religious observances.
In the English Church, however, there has always
been a school in which opinion tending towards
the Catholic view has prevailed. Not only has this

school ascribed to the two rites of Baptism and the
Eucharist or Lord's Supper (q. v.) the power of jjro-

ducing an interior grace (which in the former is

called regener.ation) ; but many of them have been
williug to call the other rites, especially confirma-
tion, penance, and holy orders, by tlie name of

sacrament, although of a secondary character, and
not ' generally necessary to salvation.' See Trac-
TARIANISM. 'The controversy on these questions has
been recently the subject of more than one pro-
ceeding in the ecclesiastical coui'ts aud iu the Privy
Council.

SACRAMENTA'RIAN, the name given iu the
16tli c. to the jiarty among the Reformers who
separated from Luther on the doctrine of the
Eucharist. Luther (q. v.) taught the doctrine of

the real presence of the body and blood of Christ
along with the bread and wine (see Lord's Snpi'ER

;

Real Presence). The first of his followers who
called this doctrine in question was Andrew Carl-
stadt ; and notwithstanding the protest of his leader,

Carlstadt had many followers, the most active of

whom were Capito and Bucer. The party became
so considerable, that in the diet of Augsburg they
clauued to present a special confession distinct from
that put forward by the general bod3'. The saera-

mentarian confession is known in history by the
name of the Tetrapohtau Confession—so called from
the four cities, Strasbui'g, Constance, Liudau, and
Memmingen. The Tetrapolitan Confession rejects

the doctrine of a corporeal presence, and altliough

it admits a spiritual jiresenee of Christ which the
devout soul can feel and enjoy, it excludes all idea
of a physical presence of Christ's body. Simul-
taneously with this German movement, yet inde-
pendent of it, was that of the Swiss reformer
Zwingli, whose doctrine on the Eucharist was
identical with that of Carlstadt, and who himself
presented a private confession of faith to the Augs-
burg diet, iu which this doctrine is embodied, 'rhe
four cities named above continued for many years
to adhere to this confession presented to the diet

of Augsburg in their name ; but eventually they
accepted the so-called Confession of Augsburg, and
were merged in the general body of Lutlieraus

4U'J
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On the contrary, the article of Zwingli upon the

Eucharist was in substance embodied in the con-

fession o£ the Helvetic Church.

SACRAME'NTO, a city and port of entry and
capital of California, is buUt on the east bank of the

Sacramento River, 125 miles from the sea, lat. 38°

33' N., long. 121° 20' W. The streets cross each
other at right angles on a level plain, only 30 feet

.above the sea. The stores and shops are built of

brick, the dwellings of wood, with shade-trees and
gardens. The princip.alpnblio buildings are the state

capitol, custom-house, and post-ofUce. 25 steam-

boats are owned here. The chief trade is furnishing

supplies to the mining districts. S. was settled in

1830 by Captain Sutter, a Swiss, who built a fort.

In 1848, the first town-lots were sold, and the first

house buUfc in 1849. In 1853, the town was
inundated to the depth of 5 feet in the streets, which
have lioen raised and protected by embankments.
In 1854, it became the state capital, and in 1860

had a population of 13,788.

SACRAMENTO, a large river in California,

U.S., which, with the San Joaquim, drains the

Great Central Valley. It rises in the noi'th-eastern

part of the state, in the Sierra Nevada, by North
and South Forks, where, during its south-westerly

course of 200 miles, it is called Pitt River and
Upper Sacramento ; thence it flows nearly due
south, receiving numerous branches from the Sierra

Nevada on the east, and the coast-range of moim-
tains on the west, until it unites with the river San
Joaquim, and flows westerly through San Pablo and
San Francisco bays to the Pacific Ocean. It is

navigable to Sacramento, 50 miles from San Pablo
Bay, and for small vessels 150 miles further, its

entire length being about 500 mdes.

SACRA'RIUM, a sacred ajiartment in Roman
houses.

SACRED HEART OP JESUS, Feast of, a
festival of comparatively modem institntion in the
Roman Catholic Chirrch, and for a time the subject

of much controversy among Roman Catholics them-
selves. Its origin is traced to a vision which is

recorded of a French nun, of the order of the Visi-

tation, named Mary Margaret Alacoque, who lived

at Paray la Moniale, in Burgundy, in the latter

half of the 17th c, and whose enthusiasm led her
to practise a special devotion to the heart of the

Saviour. This devotion was gradually propagated
in France, and at length was approved by Pope
Clement XII. in 1732 and 1736, and by Clement
Xlll. in 1765. The festival is held on the Friday
after the octave of Corims Christi. Confraternities

of the Sacred Heart are disseminated through all

parts of the church.

SACRED MUSIC. Music has, from very early

times, been connected with reU"ious rites. It

entered into the worship of the Jews, and both
sacred and profane history tell us that, in the
primitive Christian Chiu'ch, the service consisted

partly of music. Little is known regarding the

kind of music used by the early Chi-istian converts

;

it has been supposed to have been jiartly Greek,
with an intermirture of Hebrew melody. As early

as the time of Ignatius, who was a disciple of

St John, the Psalms of David were snng aniipho-

nalli/, as practised to the present day—i. e., by two
choirs responding to each other, which had doubtless

been formerly the practice among the Jews. At first,

the whole congregation, clergy and laity, joined in

the ps<alm ; but difficulties and .abuses having arisen

from the growing neglect of musical culture, the

Council of Laodioea, in 363, foftnd it necess.ary, for

the securing of decency and order in worship, to

prohibit the laity from singing in church except in

certain chants of a very simple and popular char-
acter. From that period down to the Reformation,
the music of the chm-ch was almost entirely sur-

rendered to the clergy and trained musicians. See
Psalmody.
The first name of importance in the history of

the music of the Western Church is St Ambrose,
(q. v.), whose musical service (see Ajibrosian
Chant) was reformed by Pope Gregory (see Gke-
GORIAN Chant). The use of the organ in churches
dates from about the 9th c, and some centuries

later, Counterpoint (q. v.) was introduced to a
limited extent into the music of the church.

Among the corrujitions which followed it, some
are of a nature the very mention of which startles

us. Not merely were popular melodies of a
secular nature often taken and worked up into

church music, but the secular words were actually

transplanted into the religious compositions, being

habitually given out by the tenor voice, while the

actual solemn words of the church service were
being simg by soprano, alto, and bass. Papal bidls

having sought in vain to combat this abuse, it was
brought vmder the cognizance fu-st of the Council of

Basel, and then of that of Trent. The Council of

Trent proliibited the performance of any mass or

motett of which profane words formed a part, and
also of music foimded on secular themes. Some
compositions of Palestrina were singled out for

praise, and their author was mtrusted with the

task of remodelling this part of religious worship.

He composed three masses on the reformed prin-

ciple, one of which, known as the Missa papce Mar-
celli (so called as being a tribute of gratitude to the

memory of that pontin), may be looked on as having
saved music to the church, by estabhshing a type
far higher than anything that had preceded it, and
stiU revered by all lovers of music. The mass (in-

cluding the offertory and gradual) has always con-

tinued to be an important p.art of the sacred vocal

music of the Roman Catholic Church, and affords

large scope for the display of tlie higher equalities of

musical composition.

Various new types of music sprang up in the
different Protestant churches after the Reformation.
The solemn and measured chorale (q.v.), or melody
to Avhich psalms or hymns are simg in unison,

though generally associated with the Lutheran
Church of Germany, w.as in reality handed down
from a very early period. Psalmody in its modern
sense may be considered to have originated in the
16th c, when Clement Marot, the court poet of

Francis I., translated fifty-two of the Psalms into

French verse. Ps.alm-singing was .at first a fashion-

able amusement of the gay coiu'tiers of Francis ; but
being taken up by the Reformers, was soon discoun-

tenanced by the Roman Catholics, and looked on
as a badge of Protestantism. See Psalmodv.
In the fiiU choral service of the Church of Eng-

land, as performed in cathedrals and collegiate

churches, the gre.ater part of the pr.ayers and the
litany are intoned or read m monotone (see Inton-
ing), the monotone being occasionally varied by
h.armony at the close. 'The Psahns and Gloria

Palri are chanted with the accompaniment of the
organ, as also are the various canticles ; the latter,

however, particularly the Te Deuni, being often

sung to rhythmical music of a more elaborate kind,

called services. The form of the Anglican chant now
used for the Psalms seems to have been invented by
Tallis. In the single chant, each verse is sung to

the same music ; in the double chant, the whole
occupies two verses. The antiphonal chanting, with
the Anglican double chant, has sometimes been
objected to as repugnant to the proper expression of

the words, as coupling verses between which there

.
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is a full stop in the sense, and as placing a full stop
when the sense runs on ; and among the High
Church party there has been a disposition to recur
to the Gregorian chants, whose indefinite musical
expression, absence of rhythm, and imcertain accent,
give them a power of bending to the requirements
of the words. The Gregorian chant has, however,
not succeeded in making its way into the service of

any of the English cathedrals. The ant/iem forms a
part of the complete musical service. It is some-
what similar in character to the motett of the
Roman Catholic and Lutheran churches ; a sacred
cantata, in which the words are taken from the
Psalms or other portions of Scripture ; and the
music is for solo, parts, or chorus, or a mixture of
the three.

In the Pi-esbyterian churches of Scotland, psalm-
ody has formed almost the entii'e music ; while
liynms—sometimes not of a very solemn or devo-
tional character—predominate among the English
dissenters. Some years ago, church music in Scot-
land had fallen to the lowest state of degradation

;

but efforts have lately been made, with some suc-

cess, to raise its character. Even organs, which
were proscribed by the early Scottish reformers, and
have ever since been in disfavour, have begun to be
introduced ; and chanting has been admitted into

some few Presbyterian churches.

Of sacred musical compositions not intended to

form part of the service of the church, the most im-
portant is the Oratorio (q. v.), a composition either

entirely dramatic, or combining the i drama and
epic, where the text is illustrative of some religious

subject, and the music consists of recitatives, airs,

part-songs, and choruses, accompanied by orchestra
and organ.

SA'CRIFICE, one of the most important elements
of divine worship, common to all nations of anti-

quity, and therefore traced by some to a jirimeval
revelation. The powers of nature, palpable in their

effects for good and evil, could not but inspire man,
even in his rudest stage, with gratitude or fear

towards the unseen being or beings by whom he
conceived them to be actuated. The next and
most natural step was the outward manifesta-
tion of these feelings by a token which bespoke
either thankfidness or the wish of conciliation on
the part of the donor. The supreme numina being
conceived merely as superior men with exaggerated
human wants, the means taken to gratify them
were adapted to this conception. The best and
first fruits of the sod, the finest and most immacu-
late animals of the flock, were offered to the gods,

that they might either partake of them bodily, or at

least enjoy the sweet smell arising from the altar

on which they were burned in their honour; and
the deity was supposed emphatically to express its

readiness to accept the offering by sending down the
fire that was to consume the animal prepared. The
more the divine favour was sought for some special

jiuriiose, the costlier and more precious became the
gift ; and nothing short of the most startling proofs
of self-abnegation seemed, at times, to satisfy the
devotion of man in his imcultivated state. From
the simple and child-like notion of estabUshing a
certain kindly and permanent relation between the
invisible powers and man, by the yiekling up on the
]iart of the latter a certain more or less precious

portion of what the former had given him, there
grew up such horrible monstrosities, that, in honour
of humanity, we should feel incUned to doubt them,
were they not so well attested, and did they not, to

a certain extent, stiU prevail in our own days.

Method and system took in hand that uudevelo[ied

child-like instinct which touchingly offered the deity

a flower, a blooming bough, a golden fruit; and

degraded it into mysticism and superstition ; ending
at last in the theory that the divine revenge was to
be gratified, the divine vanity flattered, and the
deity made as generally pleased as could be by
holocausts of human beings, friends or foes—nay,
the dearer the being to the oflerer, the more the
self-abnegation must become patent, and the more
the god must smile upon the donor. The Moloch
worship—the mother placing her babe in the arms
of the monstrous idol, and seeing it slowly burned
before her own eyes—seems well nigh to exhaust
aU the horrors of human ingenuity.

Turning first of all to those most ancient and
hallowed records of humanity contained in the Old
Testament, we find the custom of sacrifice almost
on its first pages, and spoken of as a rite already
established. Sacrifice is the cause of the first

murder on record. Abraham is prevented by a
voice from heaven from can'ying out the slaughter
of Isaac, into which he had been 'tempted' by
Jehovah ; all the patriarchs, in fact, sacrifice, either
independently or in ratification of a covenant ; and
the exodus itself was brought to pass under the
pretence of the people having to offer ill) their

wonted sacrifice in the desert.

According to the highest ancient authorities, both
Jewish and Christian—of whom we will only mention
Maimonides and Ephraem Syrus—the Mosaic sacri-

fices were neither more nor less than a kind of

divine concession to the sensual nature of an imcul-
tivated people, full of Egyptian reminiscences on
the one hand, and surroimded by Canaanitish modes
of worship on the other. It was, as Ephraem Sjrrus

says, only at a very late period that Moses, by the
command of God, in whose eyes the rites of priests

and sacrifices have but little value, prescribed these

observances to his people, on account of their weak-
ness and hardness of heart—lest they might despise

a ' naked ' rehgion, and attach themselves to false

gods, whose magnificent and dazzling cultus sur-

rounded them on aU sides. In corroboration

of this view, the prophets are appealed to, who
never cease to inveigh against sacrifice as such,

when, according to their view, the people were
educated enough to do without this symbol aud
to worship God in truth and in spirit. (Compare
Jeremiah vii. 22 ; I Samuel xv. 22 ; Psabns k S—10

;

U. IS, 19; Isaiah i. 11, &c.) But the institution

being deemed necessary for the time, legislation

had to circumscribe it rigorously, so as to make it

as little hurtful as possible. Ceremonies contrary

to morals aud decency, such as were practised in

the temples of Canaan, the abominations of phallic

rites, the sacrifices of virginity, and, finally, the
offering up of human beings, were punished with
instant death by the Mosaic law.

How the principal modes of sacrificial offerings,

such as they had naturally developed, nearly ahke
everywhere thi-oughout antiquity, and as they had
obtained in the pre-Mosaic times amon^ the
Hebrews, were adopted in the Mosaic legislation,

and adapted to its exalted religious character, we
can only indicate here in the briefest outlines.

These pre-Mosaic sacrifices were chiefly of three

kinds : first, the ' propitiatory,' i. e., an offering

enjoyed by the deity in any form that would be
grateful to him, conciliate him, procure his aid and
blessing in times of need or for some special under-
taking, and would further obtain his forgiveness,

if something had been done unwittingly that might
have offended him. This kind of sacrifice, whether
bloody or unbloody (o. g., harvest sacrifice), appears
to have been fullj' burned {Olah), The second
kind partook more of the nature of sacrificial

meals, in which both the divinity, the priest, the
man who otl'crcd the sacrifice, together with his
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friends, took a part. It was a solemu and joyous
oblation, expressing the thanks of the individual for

some obtained favour, in which lie %vished others to

join. Only the parts su]iposed to be the choicest

were burned upon the altar ; the priests received

some other parts, and the rest formed the gratefid

sacrificial repast (Sdiach Shdamim). The last was
the expiatory sacrifice, intended as an equivalent for

some de.adly crime, which either was not punishable

by the existing laws, or wliich had been committed
under circumstances that would not have warranted
capital punishment. From the notion, that the

blood of the nuu'derer was necessary for ' the

cleansing of the blood that is shed' (cf. Kumb.
x.xxv. 33), sprang that other, it would ajipear, that

there w.as expiatory power in the blood itself ; and
that further, the blood of an animal was a fitting

representative of, and equivalent for that of the

human criminal, who had only to transfer, as it were,

his sin to the animal by placing his hand upon its

liead, and perhaps using a formula to that eflect.

The flesh of this animal was not deemed fit for the

.alt.ar, and was probably burned at some other jilace

(Chattath, Asham). The Mosaic legislation finding

such general elements ready, proceeded eclectically.

They were partly embodied with considerable

.alterations, and partly rejected unconditionally.

The anthropopathic idea of the ' .agreeable smell,'

as well as the notion of the expiatory power of

the blood, were retained—the Latter, however, with
tliis modilication, th.at the poor were allowed to

use flour instead of meat for their sin-offerings.

]hit the principal alterations introduced were the

abolition of all polytheistic rites from the sacrificial

serWce, of all the innnoral, obscene, and horrible

ceremonies connected with the heathen practice,

and fiu.ally, the totally different definition and limits

given to the ' sin-offering.' While formerly, every-

thing coidd be expi.ated by a sacrifice, henceforth,

only unpremeditated sin could by this means be
effaced ; while there was no expiation for any pre-

medit.ated crime; the law simply took its coui-se in

th.at case.* Further, many things till then per-

mitted were prohibited, and thus fell under the

denomination of 'sin;' and certain piu'ificatious

—

beneficial in themselves—were connected with the
expiatory sacrifice, and their practice thus strongly

enforced. This extension of the notion of ' sni-

olfering' rendered a subdivision of it necessary; the

more venial, or rather unconscious transgressions,

were treated differently from the less pardonable
ones in the ritual.

While Mosaisni thus seemed, in its adoption of the
rite of sacrifice, to make one of the most important
concessions to heathenism, this very rite was, on the
other hand, calculated to attract the early Hebrews
to the worship of Jehovah, and at the same time to

wean them from the hoiTible practices connected
with it among the Canaauites. Hut more; during
the primary st.ages of the people's existence, it

served, by inciUcating observances which were at

once hygienic and symbolic of purity and holi-

ness, as a powerful means of education and culture.

In order, however, that these beneficial conse-

quences premedit.ated by the lawgiver should not

be frustrated, it was necessary, above all things, to

keep the strictest jjossible supervision over it ; and
tills was best established by the legal transfer of

the whole sacrificial service to one single spot of

* One of the most characteristic exceptions, however,
was that in favour of those who had denied the jiossession

of some pledged article, or who had wilfully cheated or
robbed their neighbours. If they were eager to make
voluntary and ample restitution, ' the door of repent-
ance was opened to them,' and they were allowed to
make pubUc expiation through sacrilice.
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the land, finally, the temple at Jerusalem. The
' heights ' and their ' heathen abominations ' were
thus theoretically abolished, and the sacrifice that
only at one central point could in reality be s.aid to

be offered up for the ' whole community of Israel,'

went far, under these circumstances, to awaken and
to strengthen a common spirit of nationality and
patriotism, which was further aided by the periodical
pilgrimages. For the details of the Jewish sacrifices,

we must refer to the Old Testament generally.

As to the different oi>inion3 held by Jewish
and Christian authorities regarding sacrifice, when
offered lip in exijiatiou of a sin either by the
people or by individuals, suffice it here to mention
that they are divided between the various notions
of the offering being either a present to the offended
deity, a civil punishment (mulcta), or, finally,

a kind of substitute for the sinners themselves.

The latter is the view held by many of the rabbi-

nical writers as well as church Fathers. The life

(Nephesh) of the animal or its blood (Lev. xvii. II)

was distinctly said to make ' the atonement for the
soul.' This notion of a representative victim is one
th.at belonged to the whole ancient world, and often

finds its expression in the Old Testament. The
sacrifice of the covenant (Jer. xxxiv. 18, &c.), the
scapegoat (Lev. xvi. 21), and the like, are so many
embodiments of this idea; which by Christian divines
is held to have found its acme and final fulfilment

in the sacrifice of God himself, as the ' Man Christ,'

who imited in himself the priest, the offerer, and the
sacrifice. In fact, the whole institution of sacrifices

is throughout the New Testament .and the Fathers
held to have been merely tyjucal of this final act, by
which the sin of m.an was expiated. See Ato.ne-
MENT, Mass.
The Jewish sacrifices, rejected .already by the

Essenes, ceased with the downfall of the Temple
in Jerusalem ; although the Samarit.ans, who claim
to retain exclusively the Mos.aie covenant, stiU

continue this rite on Mount Gerizim on the Pass-
over. The orthodox Jews, howevei-, include in the
prayers for the restoration of the visible sanctuary
on Zion, also th.at of the restoration of the sacrifices
' in their order and proper rule,' ' of the priests to

their service, and the Levites to their songs .and

hymns,' and each d.ay. Sabbath, or Feast, the sacrifice

incumbent upon it is mentioned in the prayers ; and
on fast-days, especially on the day of atonement,
the diminution of bodily substance supposed to
arise from the .abstinence, the ' f.at and blood ' may,
it is supplicated, be considered by God as tant.amount
for that of the sacrificial animals which, through
their sins, the people are not now deemed worthy
of oft'ering up. 'the modern (extreme) party of

reformed J'ews, however, repudiate, together with
the liter.al interpretation of the Messi.anic prophecies,
also that notion of the sacrifices ever being I'estored

.again.

We can only very briefly touch upon the sacrificial

customs among other nations of antiquity. The
same feeling of dependence upon supreme, invisible,

but ever-present powers, engendered, as we said .at

the begiiming, everywhere nearly the same expres-
sions of awe, gr.atitude, and the like. The gifts

proffered differed, according to the degree of cidture,

the mode of life, and the products of the soil among
the dift'erent peoples. No less was the significance
attached to the gift different in proportion to the
ment.al development of those who offered ; at one
time considered as a present, to be taken and
sensu.ally enjoyed, as it were, by the Deity, it at

others assumed a higher and purely symbolical
aspect, as an expression of gratitude, love, repent-
ance. In the same proportion, the gifts themselves
v.aried, not only respecting their natui'c, but also
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respeotinj; tbeir value. AVliile Mongols and Tartars,

Lapps aud Negroes, most of the ancient nomad
tribes in fact, generally sacrificed the milk and
the uncatalJe parts of the animal only, its bones,
liorns, skin, &c. ; the Greeks and liomans offered

not unfrequeutly thousands of the choicest, most
immaculate animals, and the sacrificial vessels were
v.-ith them, as with the Heljrews, wrought of the
most precious metals. Votive offerings—arms,
spoil, garments, tools, locks, poems, &c.—customary
in the better days of Rome aud Greece ; and the
sacrifice of chastity on the part of maidens and
women—chiefly the custom of Babylon, Phojuicia,

Cjiirus, &c., likewise fall uuder the denomination
of sacrifice in its wider sense. Among the Indians,
Bactrians, Medes, aud Persians, the sacrifices con-

sisted of fruits, libations, animals, and the like, and
were of many degrees aud numbers. Among the
first-named, the study of the Vedas was reckoned
as the first round in the sacrificial ladder. With
the Persians (see Gueeees, Pa?;see.s), the priests

at the Daruns sacrifice, instituted in honour of

Zerdusht the lawgiver, eat small unleavened
cakes, aud di'ink Hom-juice, which is to repre-

sent the blood of the prophet. They also have
sacrifices for the souls of the deceased. The
Buddhists offer flowers and first-fruits only ; their

animal sacrifices are represented by small animal
figures kneaded of dough, ofi'ercd up on certain

occasions. Of the ' classical ' peoples and their

sacrificial debauches, which followed the primeval
frugality in their offerings no less than in theii- lives,

we need not speak here, save as far as they, too,

indulged in the rite of human sacrifice from their

very earliest period to their decadence. Among
tlie Greeks, the legendary talcs of the daughters of

Erechtheus, and of Iphigeneia in mj-thical times, the
sanctuary of Zeus Laphystius at Halos and at Lyciea,

in Arcadia, the offering up of three Persians by
Themistocles before the battle of Salamis, are tokens
sufliciently indicative of the generality of the prac-

tice. Among the Romans, human sacrifices, in use
during the Republic—either enthusiastic volimtary
deeds of patriotism, or simply a kind of execution
in punishment of a deadly sin—were prohibited in
later times by the senate ; but both Augustus and
Sextiis Pompeius committed wholesale murders by
way of political sacrifice to the gods. That this

abomination of slaughtering men in honour of God
at stated periods, flourished to an awful extent
among our northern ancestors—Scandinavians and
Germans, as well as among Gauls and other Celts

—

need hariUy be added. At Upsala, every ninth year,

a great sacrifice of expiation was offered up, consist-

ing of nine human beings and sixty-three animals.

The Danes, in the same manner, held a sacred

sacrifice every ninth j'car, of ninety-nine men,
besides horses, dogs, cocks, and other domestic

animals (see the EiiD.\S; Muller, Sarjcnhibliothek

;

Pertz, Hon. Germ. Ilkt.; Script, passim, &e.). The
German tribes, even after their conversion to Cliris-

tiauity, continued to offer up their jtrisouers of

war, as of yore, just as the Franks brought
their sacrifices both to their ancient gods and to

Christ. Any illness, danger, sickness—the slightest

inducement, in fact, sufficed to move the Gauls
towards a human holocaust, in the fashion of

the worshippers of Baal and iloloch. At the

death of a man, all his possessions, movable aud
immovable, including slaves, clients, wives, and all.

wei'c offered up to his manes. See Suttee. That
the ancient Mexicans, the negroes, and other wild
triljes, were highly proficient in this sort of whole-
sale slaughter, need hardly be added : the king of

Dahomey's practices, and the fruitless remon-
strances of our own government, are a too well-

known illustration of the firm hold this kind of
murder in honour of the Deity has of the human
mind. In conclusion, may we not consider the
cruelties and massacres committed upon the Jews
in the middle ages, in the name of Christ, as a last

oflspring of that Moloch or Baal worship which
seems to be an instinct in the superstitious mind,
whether Pagan or Christian ?

SA'CRILEGE is not now a legal, but is a popular
term used to denote the breaking into a place of
worship, and stealing therefrom. In England, who-
ever breaks and enters any church, chapel, meeting-
house, or other i)lace of divine worship, and commits
any felony therein ; or whoever, being in such places,

shall commit any felony therein, and break out of

the same, is guilty of felony, and liable to penal
ser\-itude for life, or for not less than tlu'ee years,
or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two
years, with hard labour. The legal offence comes
gener.aUy under the head of burglary or house-
breaking. A less punishment applies to the oS'euce

when committed in dissenting chapels.—In Scotland,
there is no increase of severity in the punishment,
by reason of the sacred character of the things
stolen.

SA'CRISTAN (Lat. sacra, sacred things),

an official attached to a church, who is charged,
under the priest or ruler of the church, with the
care of the church, and of aU its appurtenances. It

is his duty to open aud close the church, to take
care of the sacred vestments and utensils, and to
prepare what may be required for pubUc service.

In some Roman Catholic churches, the sacristan
is a clerk in minor orders. The English name
sexton is derived from this word.

SA'CEISTY, an apartment attached to a church,
in which are kept the sacred objects used in the
public worship, and in which the clergy and other
functionaries who take part in the service assemble
and prepare for the ceremonies on which they are
about to enter. In many foreign churches, the
sacristy is a spacious and costly building.

SACEOBOSCO, .Ioaxnes de (Anglic^ John of
Hohjwood), was an English mathematician of the
I3th c, entered the university of Paris in 1'2'21,

and afterwards became professor there. He died at
Paris in 1256. S. was one of the first doctors of

the middle ages who made use of the astronomical
writings of the Arabians. His treatise, Dc Spluira
Mundi, is merely a paraphrase of a portion of
Ptolemy's Almagest. No book enjoyed greater
renown as a manual among the scholastics. First
published in 1472, it passed through more than 20
editions—some even say Go—with as many com-
mentaries. Other works of S. are De Compulo
Ecclesiastico and De A/;jorilhmo, one of the first

works on arithmetic in which the numerical nota-
tion of the Arabs is employed.

SA'CRUM, or OS SACRUM, is a triangular bone
situated at the lower jiart of the vertebial cohuiui
(of which it is a natural continuation), aud wedged
between the two innominate bones so as to form
the keystone to the pelvic arch. It is readily seen
to consist of five vertebr;e with their bodies and
processes, all consolidated into a single bone. Its

anterior surface (as shewn in the tigme) is concave,
not only from above downwards, but also from side

to side. The posterior surface is convex, aud pre-

sents, in tlie middle vertical line, a crest, formed by
the fusion of the spines of the vertebrie, of which
the bone is composed. The last sacral vertebra
has, however, no spine, and the termination of the
vertebral canal is here very slightly protected.

Various reasons have been assigned fur the
peculiar name given from very olden times to
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this bone. One o£ the reasons assigned is, that it

was the part used in sacrifices. Another reason is

based on the view maintained by the Jewish rabbins,

Sacnuii.

1, Surf;ice articulating Willi last lumbar vertebra ; 2, surface

articulating with coccyx; 3, surface articulating with the o3
innoniinatum ; t'l, v^t Va, ^4, to, the bodies of the hve
sacral vertebras.

who held that this part of the skeleton, which they
called ' Inz,' resisted decay, and became the germ
from which the body would be raised

:

' From whence the learned sons of art

Os sacrum justly call the part.'

Butler's jiudibras, cant. ii. part iii.

SACY, Antoine Isaac, Baron Silvestke de,

one of the most celebrated orientalists, was bom at

Paris in 1758. After being grounded in the classics,

he commenced at the age of 12 the study of Hebrew,
to which, as he advanced in years, he added the

other branches of Semitic—Syriac, Aramaic, Samar-
itan, and finally Arabic. Persian and Turkish he
acquired stiU later ; but though one of the greatest

masters of Arabic and Persian that ever lived, he
never made much progress in Turkish. Modern
European languages and jurisprudence formed
collateral branches of his stupendous acquisitions.

From 1781, he held various appointments imder
government, chiefly in the Mint. His first appear-

ance in the world of letters dates from 1780, when
he commenced to contribute to Eichhorn's cele-

brated Eepertorhim. In 1785, he was elected a

member of the French Academy ; and a number of

monographs by him followed each other in quick

succession in the Transactions of this body, chiefly

on Arabic and Persian history, literature, and
antiquities. In 1793, he published his first great

work, the Annales de Mirkhond, translated, with
an extensive commentary, from the Persian. In
1702, he retired from the service of the govern-

ment, to devote himself exclusively to his favourite

stttdies ; in 1795, he was appointed to a Chair

in the newly-foimded Ecole des Langues Orientales

;

but refusing to take the oath of hatred against

royalty, he was not allowed to teach. In 1803,

when the Institute was completely reorganised,

he took his seat there again ; and shortly after

was nominated Professor of Persian at the College

de France. In 1808, he became a member of the

Corps Legislatif, and was subsequently attached to

the Commission and Coimcil of Public Instruction.

In IS'22, he was made Administrator of the College
de France and the Ecole Speciale des Langues Orien-
tales ; and in the same year he foimded, with Abel

Eemusat, the Societe Asiatique. Under the new
Orleans government, to which he soon attached
himself, he was nominated Inspector of the Oriental

Tyjie of the Oriental Printing-office, and Perpetual
Secretary of the Academic des Inscriptions. Yet,
with these numerous offices on his shoidders, to

aU of which he attended most conscientiously, he
never for one instant relaxed in his studies ; and the
number of his essays, memoirs, pamphlets, papers,

&c., besides his larger works, is perfectly prodigious.

He died, full of years and honours, in 1838, and was
buried in the P6re Lachaise. The Academy had a
medal struck in his honour, and his bust was placed
in the library of the Institute. Oriental studies owe
to him more, almost, than to any other orientalist

of our age. Irrespective of his own brilliant and
numerous laboirrs, he furthered and promoted his

favourite science in every possible way—foimding,

or causing to be founded, oriental chairs in France

;

and forming such disciples as Freitag, Kosegarten,
Easmussen, Chezy, Quatremfere, Jaubert, Saint-

Martin, and others of more or less eminence as

orientalists.

Among his works we would chiefly enumerate his

Grammaire Arahe, the most classical work of its

kind, and which has given Arabic studies an entirely

new impulse, forming, as it were, the turning-point

between the ancient and modern oriental philology.

Next to this stands his Chrestomathie Arahe, with
the Antliologie Grammaticale Arahe. Among his

other waitings are Memoires sur Diverses Antiquites

de la Perse; the translation of Abdollatis's £31//)^,

with notes; his editions of Cal'da ve-Dimnah; of

the Pendndmeh, with a French translation ; the

Mahamat of Hariri; his Memoires sur VEtat Actuel

des Sa-maritains ; Expose de la Religion des Druses ;

and his manifold contributions (above 400 in

number) to the Magasin EncyclopCdique, Memoires
de I'Institnt, Mecueil de VAcademic des Inscripdiotis,

Fundgruben des Orients, Annales des Voyages,

Journal de la Sociite Asiatique, Biograjyhie Univer-

selle, and Eichhorn's Mepertorium fur bihlische iind

orientalische Literatur, Revue des Deux Mondes,
Moniteiir, &c.

SACY, Samuel Ustazabe Silvestke de, son of

the foregoing, a journalist, was bom in 1801. In

1828, he became attached to the staff of the Journal
des Dehats, and has ever since remained faithfid to its

columns. His has been chiefly the polemical part

;

and it is supposed that, not omitting to take part in

almost every public question, he has ^vritteu about
two-thirds of the political articles that have appeared
for the last quarter of a century in that paper.

From 1852, when the Empire was re-established,

he relinquished politics, and became the principal

reviewer of the paper. In 1854, he was elected

member of the Academy. He is also administrator

of the Mazarin Library. In 1858, he pubUshed a
collection of his literary articles

{
Varieies Litteraires,

Morales, et Historiques, 2 vols.), which are chiefly

distinguished by sober judgment and facUity and
purity of style. He has also edited a number of

works of a religious nature, with introductions

;

and is now publishing the Letters of Madame do

Sevigne.

SA'DDENING, a peculiar method of applying

certain mordants in dyeing and jirinting cloths,

so as to give duller shades to the colours employed
than those they ordinarily produce.

SATDDLEBACK, one of the weU-lmown moun-
tains of Cumberland, is situated 4i miles north-east

of Kes\viok, It is 2787 feet high.
'

SA'DDLERY. Saddlery is next in importance
to human clothing, being essential to the employ-
ment of horses, therefore its manufacture is carried
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on in almost every town and village. England, how-
ever, exports large quantities of saddlery, nearly all

of which is made at Walsall, in Staffordshire, or in

the neighbourhood. The value of the exports of

saddlery and harness amounts to nearly £400,000

per annum. A saddle consists of the wooden frame

or saddle-tree, the skirts or padded under-Jlaps, the

upper-flaps and seat, which are generally made of

tanned pigskin, the girth or belly-band, the stirrup-

straps, the stirrups, and the crupper-loop.

SA'DDUCEES (Zeduhim), a Jewish school or

party—not a ' sect,' as they have been generally

denominated since Josephus—of the times subse-

quently to the Sj-rian wars, and often mentioned in

the New Testament, the Talmud, and the Midrash.

Their origin, as well as their name, has given rise

to many speculations and suggestions, but none can

be considered satisfactory. Modem investigators

have derived the name from Zadikk, righteous man,
a denomination which the S. are supposed to have
assumed in contradistinction from the Pharisees,

the Separatists, as designating their own rejection

of all superfluous and exaggerated religious practices,

and their stand upon the words of the law itself.

The tenets of the S. are noticed as contrasted with

those of the Pharisees (q. v.).

A misconceived notion of some Church Fathers, to

the effect that the S. rejected all the canonical books

of the Old Testament, with the sole exception of the

Pentateuch, hardly requires refutation. They held

the whole of the Old Testament as sacred as the

Pharisees, and they quote equally from all its por-

tions in support of their views. They woulil, if this

or any other of those exaggerated accounts of their

' unbelief ' had any foundation, not have remained

in the Sanhedrim, their members would not have

been high-priests, and the Pharisees would not have

fought against them about mere tiifles and casuisti-

caliy. But, on the other hand, their sober ration-

alism could not, apart from their aristocratic

tendencies, at a time in which the immense struggle

for liberty was stUl fresh in the people's minds, gain

for them that popiUar sympathy which the Pharisees

—eawer, jealous, patriotic, pious, learned men of the

people, enthusiastic men of progress—so easily

acquired and held. Thus Sadduceism, of which
we hear so much in the New Testament, and
which was combated as ' the leaven of Herod ' by
Christ, while he only inveighs, as does the Talmud,
against the hypocrites among the Pharisees, died

out soon after the 1st c. .A.. D. The term under

which they are once mentioned in the Mishna, viz.,

Karaim, became, at a later period, the name of a

Jewish sect, still in existence, who reject all tradi-

tion, simply holding by the Written Law as their

guide. See Karaites, Jewish Sects. The Talmud
speaks of certain ^vritings of the S., but nothing

has survived. A criminal code of theirs, of a

somewhat arbitrary nature, is mentioned in Mes.

Taan. iv.

SADI, Sheikh Mcslih Addln", one of the most

celebrated Persian poets, was born at Shiraz, about

the year 1184. Little is known of the circumstances

of his life. His father's name was Abdallah, and

he was a descendant of Ah, Mohammed's son-in-

law ; notwithstanding his noble lineage, however,

he held but an insignificant position. S. was early

left fatherless. He received his education in science

and theology at Bagdad, and from here he luider-

took, together with his master, his first pilgrimage

to Mecca; a pilgrimage which he subsequently

repeated no less than 14 times. He travelled for a

great number of years, and is said to have visited

parts of Europe, Barbary, Abyssinia, E"j'pt, Syria,

I'alestine, Armenia, Asia Minor, Arabia, Persia,

Tartary, Afghanistan, and India. Near Jerusalem,
' where,' he says, ' I associated with the brutes,' he
was taken prisoner by the Crusaders, not while

fighting against them, but while practising religious

austerities in the desert. He was ransomed for

ten dinars by a merchant of Aleppo, who recognised

him, and gave him his daughter in marriage : this

union, however, did not prove happy. He married

a second time, and lost his only son from that

marriage. The latter part of his life S. spent in

retirement near his native town, and he died, at

a very old age, in 090 H., or 1263 A. D. ; according

to others, however, he did not die until 1291 or

1292 A. D. In person, he is described as having been

of rather insignificant appearance, short, sUm,

and spare, nor is there much to be said for his

personal prowess. His was a contemplative, pious,

and, so to say, philosophical disposition. The years

of his retirement from life he occupied in composing

those numerous works which have made him justly

famous through East and West. Although
European critics would hardly be inchned to

endorse to the fuU the judgment passed upon him

by his countrymen, that he was ' the most eloquent

of writers, the wittiest author of either modern or

ancient times, and one of the four monarchs of

eloquence and style,' yet there is no doubt that

this ' nightingale of thousand songs ' is deservedly

held among the foremost masters of poetry, and
that he fuSy merited the honours showered upon
him by princes and nobles, both during his lifetime

and after his death. A magnificent mausoleum,

\vith a mosque and college attached to it, was
erected in hi^ honour at the gates of Shiraz, and
the people, who soon wound a halo of legend around

his Hfe, flocked thither in pUgrimage ; and so care-

fully is his tomb guarded, that when visited by
Colonel Franklin in 1787, it was in the same state

as when S. was buried.

The catalogue of his works comprises 22 different

kinds of writings in prose and verse, in Arabic and
in Persian, of which ghazels and kassidas (odes,

j

dirges), form the predominant part. The most cele-

brated and finished of his works, however, is the
I Gulistan, or Kose-garden, a kind of moral work in

prose and verse, consisting of eight chapters, on
Kings, Dervishes, Contentment, Taciturnity, Love
and Youth, Decrepitude and Old Age, Education,

and the Duties of Society, the whole intermixed

Tvith a number of stories, maxims, philosophical

sentences, puns, and the like. Next to this stands

the Bostan, or Tree-garden, a work somewhat similar

to the Gulistan, but in verse, and of a more religious

nature. Third in rank stands the Pend-Nameh, or

Book of Instructions. Elegance and sunplicity of

style and diction form the chief charm of S.'s

writings. In wit, he is not inferior to Horace,

\rith whose writings he, according to one source,

may not have been unacquainted, since he is said

to have known Latin. The first complete edition

of his works, called the Salt-cellar of Poets,

by Harrington, was published in Calcutta, 1791
—1795, and has been reprinted since by native

presses in India. The Gulistan, first edited \\'ith a

Latin translation by Gentius (Amsterdam, 1651),

has been reprinted very frequently, and has been

translated into a number of European tongues, into

English chiefly by Gladwin, Ross, and Eastwik.

The Bostan was first pubhshed complete in Calcutta,

1S2S (Vienna, 1S5S), and has like'vvise been translated

into other languages.

SAFE-CONDUCT, a passport granted, on
honour, to a foe, enabling him to pass where it

would otherwise be impossible for him to go with
impunity. Safe-conducts are granted in war for

the purposes of conference, &c. ; and to violate the
415
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provisions of such a jiass lias always been esteemed

a disgraceful breach of the laws of honour.

SAFB'D, a small town of Palestine, in the

pashalic of Acre, and in the ancient jirovince of

G.alilee, stands on a mcumtaiu 2500 feet high,

twelve miles north of Tilierias. The inhabitants,

about 5000 in number, .are eng.aged iu the manu-

facture of cloth and in dyeing, and the country in

the vicinity is largely productive of wine .and oil.

It is .an ardent wish of the Jews to die here, because

they believe that the expected Jlessiah will make

this place his capit.al. The Jews possess about

thirty synagogues iu the town, .also a college for

instruction in Hebrew and the Talmud. Prior to

18.37, S. Avas a handsome town ; but in th.at year it

was parti.ally destroyed by an earthciuake, and

2000 Jews, 300 Mohammedans, and a number of

Christians, were killed.

SAFES, FlEKrKOOF. The manufacture of iron

safes for the preservation of money aud valuable

papers has become one of great importance. Thief-

proof safes have been in use for ages ; but no really

successful attempt .at making safes to resist lire

was made until Mr John Miluer of Liverpool

patented, in 1840, an ingenious invention by which

steam was gener.ated inside the s.afe upon the out-

side becomitig intensely heated, and the saturation

of the contained papers, &e. with the steam was

found to be a protection from most ordinary lires.

In order to effect this, the safes were made of thick

plate-iron, with a lining of thinner kon from three

to six mches from the outer plates; thus giving

the whole safe, including the door, which was made
to fit very exactly, a thickness of a good many
iuches. The interval between tliese outer and inner

walls was iiUcd up with hard wood sawdust, in

which were packed a number of small tubes liUed

with water, and hermetically sealed, or crystals of

alum or soda, containing 50 per cent, of w.ater of

cryst.aUisation. In case of fire, and the safe becom-

ing heated, the tubes burst, or the crystals melt,

and satur.ate the sawdust with water, which

Ijecomes steam, and passes into the inner chamber

of the safe, and thus protects the contents, if

inflanim.able, from hre. These safes, in order to

be eft'ectual, nuist be made with very great care ;

and to m.ake them secure against thieves, as well

as tiro, the locks must be of very superior con-

struction.

SAFETY-CAGE. See Mining.

SAFETY-FUSE, a species of fuse invented by
Messrs Bickford for use in the Cornish mines, a,nd

now generaUy employed in the chief mining

districts, consists of a hollow cord of spun yarn or

hemp, tarred on the outside to render it waterproof,

aud tilled with tightly rammed gunpowder. This

fuse ignites steadily at the rate of about two feet

per mimitc, so that the time which elapses between

the igniting of the fuse and the explosion of the

powder iu the chamber can be easily regulated by
the length of the fuse. Tlie use of this contrivance

has coutribated to prevent those accidents arising

from premature explosions, which w-ere formerly of

very common occurrence iu mines. The fuse-tube

is sometimes made of gutta-percha.

SAFETY-LAMP. It has been long known that

when marsh-gas or light carburetted hydrogen,

which is freqiiently disengaged in large quantities

from eoal-mines, is mixed with seven or eight times

its volume of atmospheric air, it becomes highly

explosive, taking fire at the ajiproach of a light,

and burning with a pale blue flame. Moreover,

this gas in "exploding renders ten times its bulk of

atmospheric air imtit for respiration, and the cholce-

damp thus produced is often as fatal to miners as
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the primary explosion. With the view of discover-

ing some means of preventing these dangerous

residts, Davy instituted those important observa-

tions on liame which led him to the invention of

the safety-lamp. He found that when two vessels

tilled with a gaseous explosive mixture, are con-

nected by a narrow tube, and the contents of one

tired, the flame is not communicated to the other,

]irovided the diameter of the tube, its length, and

the conducting power for heat of its material, bear

certain proiiortions to each other ; the liame being

extinguished by cooling, and its transmission ren-

dered impossible. In this exiieriment, high eon-

ducting power and diminished diameter compensate

for diniinution in length ; and to such an extent may
this shorteniug of length be can-ied, that metallic

gauze, which may be looked upon as a series of

very short square tubes arranged side by side, com-

pletely arrests the passage of flame iu explosive

mixtures. The following are Da\'y'3 directions

rcg.arding the structure of his lamp :
' The .ajicrtures

in the gauze should not be more than ^^d of an

inch square. As the fire-damp is not influenced by
ignited wire, the thickness of the wire is not of

imiiortance ; but wire from ^\th to ^Vt'i °f ?" ''"^'^

iu diameter is the most convenient. Iron-wire aud

br.ass-wire gauze of the required degi-ec of fineness,

are made for sieves by aU wire-workers but iron-

wire gauze is to be preferred : when
of the proper degree of thickness, it

can neither melt nor burn ; aud the

coat of black rust which soon forms

upon it superficially defends the

interior from the action of the air.

The cage or cylinder should be made
of double joinings, the gauze being

folded over so as to leave no aper-

tures. When it is cylindrical, it

should not be more than two inches

in diameter ; for in larger cylinders,

the combustion of the
^
fire-damp

renders the top inconveniently hot,

and a double top is always a [iroper

precaution, fixed at the distance of

half or three-quarters of an inch

above the first top. The gauze

cylinder should lie fastened to the

lamp by a screw of four or tivo

turns, aud fitted to the screw by a

tight ring. All joinings should be Safety-Lamp.

m^.de with hard solder ; and the

security depends upon the circumstance, that no

aperture exists in the apparatus larger tlian, in the

wire gauze.' The cylinder is protected by three

external, strong, upright wires, which meet at the

top ; and to their point of junction a ring is

attached, by which the lamp is suspended. The

oil is supplied to the interior by the pipe projecting

from the right side of the figure, aud the wick is

trimmed by a wire bent at the uiii)cr end, and

passed through the bottom of the laniji, so that the

gauze need not be removed for this ])rocess. (The

wire is here shewn in the figiu-e.) When a hghted

lamp of this kind is introduced into .an explosive

mixture of air and fire-damp, the flame is seen

gradually to enlarge as the proportion of light

carburetted hydrogen increases, imtil at length it

fills the entire gauze cylinder. Whenever this jiale

enlarged flame is seen, the miners shoidd depart to

a place of safety, for although no explosion can

occur while the gauze is sound, yet at that; high

temperature the metal becomes rapidly oxidised,

and might easily break; and a single apertiu-e of

sufficient size would then occasion a destructive

explosion. In a strong current of air, the heated

gas may be blo\vn thi-ongh the apertures of the
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f;auze before its temperature is sufficiently reduced

to prevent an explosion ; but sucli a contingency

may be guarded against by placing a screen between

the draught and the lamp. It was in the year

1S15 that Sir Humphry Davy presented his first

communication to the Ivoyal Society respecting his

discovery of the safety-lamp ; and at the meeting

held on January 11, 1810, the lamp was exhibited.

Sir Humphry Davy's claim as an original discovererSir Humphry Davy
vi-as immediately challenged by various persons,

amongst whom may be especially noticed the late

Dr Keid Clanny of Newcastle, and the great engineer

t;;corge Steiihenson. Clanny's safety-lamp (which

is de"scrihcd in the Philosophical Transaclions for

1813) was based on the principle of forcing in air

through w-ater by bellows ; but the machine was

ponderous and complicated, and required, a boy to

work it ; moreover, he had been anticipated by
Humboldt in 17'J6 fSVeld's Histonj of the Royal

Societii, vol. ii. p. 288, note). Notwithstanding a

report of the Royal Society, dated November 20,

1817, and signed by Jo.^eph Banks, P.R.S., AVilliam

Thomas Brande, Charles Hatchett, and AVilliam

Hyde AVollaston, which is totally adverse to

Stephenson's claims, there is undoubted evidence

that, during the very mouths Davy was at work

on the experiments which led to his invention,

Stephenson's (familiarly called the Georchj) lamp

was actually in use at the KiUingworth mines.

In its general principle it was the same as Davy's,

the main difference being that the Steiihenson lamp

had a glass cylinder inside the wire-gauze cylinder,

and that inside the top of the glass-cyhnder was a

perforated metallic chimney ; the air being Supplied

through a triple circle of small holes in the bottom.

On the subject of this controversy, the reader is

referred to Smilcs's Life of Gcorrje Stephenson. Our

limited space prevents us from noticing the various

reports on 'Accidents in Mines' that have been

published by different committees of the Houses of

Lords and Commons, or from entering into any

details regarding the modified forms of safety-lamjis

that have°beeu since iutroduced. The best of these

modifications are described in the article Lamp,

Safety, in the ' Arts and Sciences Division ' of The

iJnf/lish Cydopadia, from which we extract the

following paragraph : ' Amidst much diversity of

opinion "concerning the relative merits of these

various kinds of "safety-lamp, there is a pretty

general agreement that the gauze cylinder should

be accompanied by one of glass, to resist the

action of strong currents of air ; and that the

glass without the gauze is not sufficiently protected

against fractm'c.'

"Closely connected in its objects with the safety-

lamp is a most inu'cnious invention which has been

just patented by ilr Ansell of her Jilajesty's Jlint.

Its object is to determine, l)y a simi)le application

of the law of osmotic force, the presence of light

carburetted hydrogen in coal-mines ; and the

apparatvis which Mr Ansell has devised promises to

indicate the accumulation of fire-damp before it

becomes dangerous, and either to give the miner

notice of it, or to convey that notice to the siu-face

by its connection witli some simple electro-tele-

graphic arrangement. Mr AnseU gives two or three

forms to his apparatus, of which the following is

the most simple : A thin india-rubber ball is filled

with atmospheric air, and is placed on a stand

under a lever wliich slightly presses its upper

surface. This lever is connected with a spring,

which it liberates when, from any cause, the lever

is raised ; and the liberation of the spring sets a

bell in viljration. If this trap for the discovery of

fire-damp is set where that gas is present to any

material extent, the noxious gas enters the ball by
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virtue of osmose, causes it to swell, and when the

sweUing has attained a certain point, the warning

bell rings.

Attempts have at various times been made to use

electricity as an illuminating agent in dangerous

coal-mines, but imtil the recent tliseovery of Ehum-
korff's induction coil, none of them have been

successful. MM. Dumas and Benoit have now con-

structed an electric lamp foimded on the advantages

presented by Rhumkorff's machine and Geiseler's

vacuum-tube ; and they have made some trifls with

the lamp in several of the French collieries, which

are stated to be successful ; and M. Alphonso Dumas
exhibited it at a meeting of the North of England

Institute of Mines on February 4, 1S65. For a

description of the lamp, which, from its delicacy

and weight (about 14 lbs.), can never supersede the

ordinary safety-lamp, we must refer to the Qiiar-

terhj Journal of Science, No. 6, April 1865, p. 387.

Under circumstances of extreme danger, this lamp

may, however, be very useful, as an explosive

atmosphere may be entered in safety, with the

advantage of a sufficient light for the purpose of

examination. The light is by no means brilliant,

but presents the character of a rich phosphorescent

glow.

SAFETY-VALVE is a circular valve jdaced

on an opening in the top of a steam-boiler, and

kept in its place either by means of weights piled

above it, by a lever of the second Icind, with a

weight capable of sliding along the arm, or by a

lever and spring. In stationary engines, one valve

is frequently found sufFieient, and the pressure

on the valve is produced in the first or second

of the methods indicated above. In locomotive

engines, ou the contrary, there are always two

loaded valves : one, called the locl-vp valve, from its

being out of the engiueman's reach and control, is

placed well forward on the top of the boiler, and

kept down by weights ; the other, on the hinder part

of the top of the boiler, is for safety subjected to a

less pressure than the lock-up valve, and is acted

on by a lever and spring. The term ' safety-valve

'

is particularly appropriate to this invention ; for

whenever the tension of the steam rises above a

certain amount ( = the weight in pounds with which

the valve is held down divided by the area in

inches of the undersurface exposed to the steam),

the valve is forced upwards by the superior pressure

beneath, steam escapes, and the pressirre on the

boiler being thus relieved, the valve sinks to its

place. The only precaution necessary is to be

siue that the valves are not too heavily loaded or

fastened; and wilful inditl'erence, or disregard of

this caution, has, especially in the case of American

river-steamers, been jiroductive of the most serious

casualties.

SA'FFI, AZAFFI, or ASFI, a seaport of Northern

Africa, in the kingdom of Morocco, and 107 miles

west-north-west of the city of that name. It is

surrounded by waste and desert land; and its

inhabitants, about 12,000 in number, of whom 3000

are Jews, are said to be the wildest, greediest, and

most fanatical of the kingdom. It was at one time

the chief seat of the trade with Europe, and though

it has declined with the rise of Mogadore, it stiU

exports silk, wool, leather, gum, and goat-skins.

SA'FFLOWER [Carlhamus tinctoriiis), a plant

of the natural order Composite, aUied to Thistles

(q. v.), but distinguished by its heads of flowei-s

havim' only hermaphrodite florets, and the fruit

having four ribs, and no i>appus. It is an annual,

2—4 feet high, branching towards the top ; fiowers

dark orau-^e, or vermilion. It is a native of the

East Indies, fi'om which it was probablv iutroduced
117
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in a remote age into Egypt and the Levaut, where

it is now naturalised. It is extensivelj' cultivated

in France, ami the more southern parts of Europe,

and even in some parts of South America, chielly

on account of the corollas of the florets, which

are used in dyeing yellow and red. In France, it

is drilled or sown broadcast in the beginning of

May. The plants are thinned to five or six inches

apart ; and the flowers are picked by the hand in

dry weather, and very carefully dried on a kiln,

under pressure, aud are thus formed into small

round cakes, in which state S. appears in the

market. The S. of Persia is generally esteemed

the best ; but India yields the chief part of that

imported into Britain. From its resembLauee to

saffron, S. is sometimes called Bastard Saffron, and

it is used to adulterate saffron. The yellow

coloiiring matter of S. is a kiud of extractive. The

red colouring matter is Carthamine (q. v.). The

colouring matter of Rouge (q. v.) is derived from

Safflower.

The seeds of S. are bitter and very oily. They

are greedily eaten by parrots and many other birds.

They are sometimes used as a purgative. The oil

which they contain is employed in the East Indies

in cases of rheumatism and paralysis.

SA'FFRON, a colouring material, consisting of

the dried stigmas of the common yellow crocus, so

abundant in our gardens in early spring. It was
introduced into Europe from Asia Minor, and is

largely cultivated in several countries, but chiefly in

Spain. In England, the crocus was unknown until

1339, when it was introduced from the East by a

pilgrim ; and in 15S2 it was extensively cidtivated

for yielding S., especially in Essex, at the place

now called, in consequence, Saffron-Walden. Its

cidtivation in Britain has almost entirely ceased,

and the S. used is imported. S. is not only valuable

as a colouring material, but has from very early ages

had a great medicinal reputation. Homer mentions

it, and Solomon associates it with spikenard aud

other precious drugs and spices. A large portion of

the supply in ancient times was j-ielded by Cash-

mere, where it is stUl extensively cultivated. In

addition to its other properties, it is often used as a

perfume, aud in flavouring as well as colouring

confectionary and other articles of food. These

latter are now its chief uses in Britain, where its

medicinal value has long been declining. The colour

yielded by S. is a bright golden yellow, and is due

to a peculiar principle called PolijchroUe. Its great

solubility in water prevents its being used as a

dye for fabrics; but its agreeable flavour, and the

absence of all injurious qualities, render it of great

service in colourmg articles of food.

The S. Crocus [Crocus satlvus ; see Ceocits) differs

from most of the species of that genus in flowering

in autumn, not in spring. It has large deep purple

or violet flowers, with the throat bearded, and the

long drooping trifid stigma much protruded from the

tube of the perianth. The stigmas are the only

valuable part of the plant.

In its cultivation, the corms are planted in the

beginning of summer iu rows six inches apart, and
three inches from bulb to bulb ; the most suitable

soil being a sandy loam, very thorouglJy tiUed.

The stigmas are gathered by women and children,

and are spread out on cloth or paper, and dried in

the sun, or in kilns or drying-houses. The produce

of an acre of S. is about 5 pounds the first year, and
2-t poimds the second and third year, after which
the plantation must be renewed. But an ounce of

S. sells for at least £2.

SA'FFRON-WA'LDEN, a market-town and
municipal borough of England, in the coimty of

Essex, 24 mUes north-north-west of Chelmsford.

The church is an elegant specimen of late Perpen-

dicular. The free grammar-school has an income
of £0f) a year. The chief trade is in barley, malt,

and cattle. Pop. (ISCl) 5474.

SA'GA, an old Norse word, used to denote a talc

which, originally dependent on, aud gradually

elaborated by, oral tradition, had at last acquired a
definite form in i\Titten literature. Such sagas

(Norse Sogur), along with poetical and legislative

writings, constitute the chief part of the old

Norwegian-Icelandic literature. They have been
divided into historical and legendary. The latter

embrace partly stories universally current about
heroes of the Teutonic race (e. g., the Viilsunrja-

Saga), and partly stories peculiar to the Norse
or Scandinavian peoples (e. g., the Friihjofs-Saga) ;

while the former handle the events and per-

sonages of Norwegian and Icelandic history from

the 9th to the 13th c., in numerous biograpliies and
family records. To Danish history belong the

Knyilinga-Saga and Jotrnvikhiga-Saga; to Swedish,

the Ingvars-Saga ; to Russian, the Ei/munds-Saga.

The Faroe Islanders and the Orcadians have also

their own sagas. After the middle of the 14th c,

when the motley literature of the chiu-ch began to

exercise an influence, tales were translated from
foreign languages into Norse, e. g., the story of

Barlaam ami Josaphat (q. v.), which also received

the name of sagas. Bishop P. E. MiiUer, in his

SagahiUiotlmh (Copenh. 1817—1820), was the first

who subjected the whole subject of saga-literature

to a critical treatment. Since his time, collections

both of the historical and legendary sagas, with

critical apparatus more or less complete, have

appeared iu all the countries of the north.—The
German Sage is the same word, and expresses funda-

ment;Jly the same idea as the Norse saga. The
difference is this, that the Gei-maus do not restrict

its application to the legendary or traditional litera-

ture of their own country, but extend it to that of

others.

SA'GAN, a towm of Prussian Silesia, 48 miles

north-west of Liegnitz, on the Bober, aud on the

Haunsdorf and Glogau Railway. Pop. (1862) 9072,

who manufacture cotton and woollen cloths, and
paper, and trade in yam, cattle, and corn. In the

manufacture of woollen cloths alone, 1600 men are-

employed.

SAGE (Salvia), a genus of plants of the natural

order Labiates, and containing many species, her-

baceous and half-shrubb}-. There are only two
perfect stamens, the filaments of which bear at their

summit a cross thread—the much elongated con-

nective—fastened by a joint, and having one cell of

the anther at the ujiper end, and the other hut
imperfect cell at the other end. The seeds of many
of the species, when steeped in water, become
covered with a mucilaginous slime, like quince

seeds.

—

Common S., or Garden S. (.S'. offcinalis),

oTows on sunny mountain slopes and rocks in the

south of Europe, and has long been in general culti-

vation in gai-dens. It is a h.T,lf-shrubby plant,

seldom more than two feet high, with ovate-ol)long

or lanceolate, finely notched, curiously wTinkled,

whitish-gray leaves, and racemes of purplish blue,

rarely white or red flowers. The whole plant has a

pec\iLiar, strong, penetrating aromatic smell, some-

what resembling that of camphor, and a bitterish,

aromatic, somewhat astringent taste. It contains

much essential oil (Oil of S.), which has been some-

times used in liniments for rheumatism. S. leaves

are much used in flavouring dishes, aud in sauces,

&c. The leaves aud young shoots are used for

astringent tonic gargles. S. tea, made of the dried
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leaves and shoots, is a popular astringent and tonic.

S. grows best in a dry soil, and is cosily propagated

by slips or cuttings.—Clary (q.v.) is a species of

sage.—Meadow Olaky, or Me^vdow Sage {S. pra-

tensi.s), is a common ornament of meadows and borders

of fields in most parts of the continent of Europe,

and in the south of England. It has bluish purple

flowers. It is sometimes fraudulently put into beer,

to make it more intoxicating.—The Apple-eeakixg

S. (.S'. pomifcra) is a native of the south of Em-ope

and of the East, remarkable for its very large

reddish or purple bracts, and for the large gall-nuts

which grow on its branches, as on the leaves of the

oak, and which are kuo\vn as S. Apples, have an

agreeable aromatic taste, and are brought to market

and eaten.-Some of the species of Salvia have very

beautiful flowers, and are prized ornaments of

gardens and greenhouses.

SAGHALI'EN, speUed in all Russian accounts

Sakhalin (q. v.).

SA'GINAW BAY, an arm of Lake Huron,

extends south-west, and forms an important inden-

tation of the shore of Michigan State, U.S. It is 60

miles long by 30 wide, with several fine harbours

and picturesque islands. The water, like that of

the whole lake, is of wonderfid clearness and purity.

The bay is named from the river Saginaw which

falls into it.

SAGO is the st.arch produced by several species

of palms, prep.ared in a peculiar manner. The

species from which it is chiefly prepared are Sagus

hvvU, S. fjennina, and Sar/uerus saccktrifer, in

the Indian Archipelago ; Caryota ureus, in Assam;

Phcenix farinifera, on the Coromaudel coast ; and

the Tahpot Palm {Conjpha umhraculifera), in

Ceylon. Several other species are occasionally used

;

and there is some reason to beUeve that some plants

of the genus Cijcas (natural order Cycadaceie) also

yield sago. It is in aU cases produced from the

large mass of pith which fills the interior of the

stems, therefore the trees require to be cut down.

The stems are cut into lengths, split open, and the

pith dug out, cut small, placed in a trough, and

worked with clean water, to w.ash out the fecula

;

tuis makes the water white and turbid, and it

id then run ofl" into another vessel. Fresh wash-

ing's of the pith take place, until it ceases to

yield any starch. The water of the separate

washings being all added together, is allowed to

settle, .and the starch is soon deposited ; the clear

supernatant water is then run off, and the deposit

dried. This is the ordinary Swjo Flour of commerce,

of which large quantities are now imported for use

as starch in the calico and other manufactures.

When prepared for food, it is either in the state

called Pearl Sago, or Granulated. The former is in

little spherical grains of a pearly-white lustre,

varying in size from that of a poppy-seed to a grain

of millet. Granul.ated sago is also in round grains,

but of a larger size, sometimes nearly as large as a

pea. There are several varieties, differing much in

coloirr—some quite white, others having the pecidiar

reddish-brown of radish-seed, which they strik-

ingly resemble in appearance. One kind of granii-

lated sago from India has lately been introduced

into our shops under the en-oneous name of Tapioca,

from its having been called by the French Sagou-

taploka.

The exact method employed by the Malays in

]iearling and granulating their sago, is not known to

Europeans ; but there arc strong reasons to believe

that heat is employed, because the starch is partially

transformed into gum. It is not entirely soluble in

hot w.ater, like ordinary starch, hence it can be

employed in making puddings, &c., and in this way

forms a valuable article of food, being cheap, light,

nutritions, and easy of digestion. The quantities

irajiurted into Britain in 1863—1864 were as follow:

From Borneo, 105-t tons ; India, Singapore, and

Ceylon, 6196 tons ; other parts, 56 tons: tot.al, 7306

tons ; the estimated value of which was £116,634.

SAGOU'IN {Callithrix or sSaguiims), a genus of

American monkeys, having a long but not prehensile

tail, a small and rounded head, short muzzle, and

large ears. They are of small size, and remarkably

active and graceful in their movements. They are

sometimes "called Squirrel Monkeys. They are of

very centle disposition, and when tamed, become

strongly attached to their masters. Both body

and tail are covered with beautiful fur. The

Siamiri or Tee-tee (C. sciui-eu.s), a native of Brazil

and Guiana, is one of the best known species.

S.4.GU'NTTJM, a wealthy and warlike town of

ancient Spain, in Hispania Tarraconensis, stood on

an eminence near the mouth of the Pallantias

(modern Palancia). Its site is now occupied by the

town of Murviedro (q. v.). Founded (according to

Strabo) by Greeks from Zacynthus, it became at

an early period celebrated for its commerce, and

attained to gi-eat wealth. But it owes its historical

vitality to the cii-cumstance of its sie^e and des-

ti-uction by the Carthaginians, under Hannibal, in

218 D. c. Having withstood the siege for the greater

part of a year, .against an army amounting to about

150,000 men, led by a general of consummate

ability and indomitable resolution, the Sagimtines,

now most severely pressed by famine, concluded,

with an act of heroic defiance and self-s.acrifice, a

resistance that had been characterised by the most

brilliant valour. Heaping their valuable effects into

one vast pile, and placing their women and childreu

around it, the men issued forth for the last time

against the enemy ; and the women, setting fire to

the pile they had prep.ared, east themselves upon

it, -n-ith their children, and found in flames the fate

tlieir husbands met in battle. The destruction of

S. du-ectly led to the second Pimio war.

SAHA'BA. The immense tract of comitry to

which this n.ame is commonly given, has already

been described under the heading Africa (q. v.).

But the term Sahara is more correctly applied to

a region of much more limited extent. The natives

divide Africa north of the hue into three portions

—the Tell, the S.ahara, and the Desert. The
TeU extends from the Mediterranean to the Atlas

Mountains ; the Sahara, from the Atlas to the

southern region where all regular supply of water

fails ; and the Desert, from tlie southern, and not

very clearly-defined frontier of the Sahara, south-

ward almost to the water-shed of the Niger, com-

prising a district salt and arid, inhospitable to

man and beast, although the camel may even here

snatch a scanty subsistence. As to jjhysical geo-

oraphy, the S. may be subdivideil into the foUow-

Tng districts— 1. The Hauts Plateaux, or Steppes, a

series of high lesxls sldrting the base of the Atlas

Mountains. 2. The land of the Dayats or waterless

oases, stretching south to the high lands on the

south bank of the Wed Mzi or Djidi. 3. The region

of the southern cases, to the south of the former,

and extending south till it loses itself in the Desert.

The principal feature of the S. is the Wed Mzi,

which rises in the Djebel Amour, and after an east,

north-east, and fin;Uly south-east course, falls into

the Chott Mulr'hir. Throughout almost the whole

of its course, which is about 400 miles long; it flows

under ground. Its waters seem to rest on a bed of

hard limestone from 30 to 60 feet below the surface.

—Tristram's Great SaJiara (John Murray, Lend.

1S60).
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SAHIB (an Arabic word ineaninr; a companion,

a master, a lord) is, in Hindustani, the usual desig-

nation and address of a respectable European,

equivalent to Mister, Sir, &c. Hence, Sahiba is the

term for Lady, JIadam. In Bengali and Malirati,

the word assumes the form Sahch.

SAI'DA.

SAIGA.

See SiDOX.

See Antelope.

SAIGON, one of the finest river-ports in Asia,

the capital of the French possessions in Lower
Cochin China, stands on a sm.all river of the same

name, .about 35 miles from the Chinese Sea. The
city is fortified, and its value as a strategical posi-

tion is unquestionable. By laud it is defended from

attack by many miles of jungle and sw.amp, and

the approacli from the sea on the south, by the line

river Donnai, could easily be rendered impass.able

to the strongest fleet. The entrance to the Donnai

is at Cape St Jacques, and its muding course to S.,

through a rich level country, is from 60 to 60 miles

in length, and might be defended by fortifications

at every point. It is of easy navigation, and is of

sufficient depth to allow vessels of the heaviest

burden to sail close to its banks under the over-

h.T,nging foliage. The breadth of the river from S.

to tiie sea varies little, but it is never narrower than

the Thames at London. It is joined on both sides

by many large alHuents, and it is the main channel

of a river-system that covers the whole country to

the south of the capital with a network of w.ater-

courses. The city of S. is fortified, and is defended

by a permanent force of several large ships of war
and a garrison of 10,000 men. At the beginning of

this year (18G5) the law of conscription, by which

one man in seven is chosen from among the natives

for military service, was already in force. S. con-

sists of two parts, the Chinese town, four miles

inland, filled with an active population busily

engaged in trade; and the European, or fortified

town on the baulcs of the Saigon. The latter, with

its fleet of vessels ricUng at anchor in mid-stream,

is already of considerable size. Grood roads have

been constructed for many miles aromid, and there

are ban-aeks, iiospitals, official residences, and other

buildings for public purposes. The soil, only about

one-fourth of which is under cidtiv.ation, is abund-

antly fertile, and is .ndmirably suited to the produc-

tion of cotton, sugar, iudigo, and tobacco, l:>esides

rice, which is at present tlie principal, and almost

the only, exported product. Its forests contain

magnificent timber, and abound in woods rich in

dyes. There is a naval yard and arsenal, and

shipbuilding is carried ou. Pop. estimated at

180,000.

S., together with the territory of which it is the

capital.'was taken by the French in 1800. Treaties

of peace and commerce have been concluded

with the Anamite government, from which the

colonial government derives great advantages. These

treaties, signed 15th July 186-1, provide th.at the

protectorate of the six provinces of Lower Cochin-

China shall remain in the bauds of France ; that

three important ports on the coast of Anam shall

be opened ; and tliat a space of ume kilometres on

the shore of each port shall be conceded to the

French for the est.ablishment of factories ; that

French merchants and missionaries shall be allowed

to traverse the kingdom of Anam without hin-

drance, and that an "indemnity of 100 millions of

francs shall be paid. By these treaties the French

stiU protect, though they do not formally at least

possess the six provinces of Cochin-China, but thej'

retain vast tracts of territory at S., at Cape St

Jacques, and at Jlytho, and remain masters of the

rivers Saigon and Cambodia.
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SAIL. A sail is an expanse of canvas, matting,

or other strong material, on which the wind may
exert its force and propel the vessel. A sail is

extended by means of a mast or yard, or both. It

may be of varioiis shapes, and of any size, according

to the carrying power of the vessel. A vessel of

shallow draught or of narrow beam can bear com-
paratively little sail ; while a vessel of proportion-

ately deei) di'aught aud heavily ballasted—as a

WIND'S

dTrection

Kg. 1.

j-acht—or a vessel of great breadth of beam, can

carry sail of great area. A sail acts with the

greatest power when the wind is directly astern,

as in fig. 1 ; but it can be applied, though with

less strength, when ou either beam. The action

of the wind on an oblique sail is a good example

of the resolution of forces. See Composition and
Resolution of Fokces, &c. Let TD, fig. 2, be a

ship, FAS its sail, WA tlie direction of the wind,

and let the length of WA represent the pressure of

the wind on the sail. AVA can be resolved into AC
perpendicular to the sail, aud BW parallel to it, the

latter of which has no
effect in pressing on
the sail ; therefore AB
is the effective pres-

sm-e on the sail. AVere

the vessel round, it

woidd move in the

direction BA. Let BA
be resolved into CA
and BC, the former, CA, acting in the direction of

the keel or length of the vessel, or in the direction

CAD, and the latter perpendicular to it, or in the

dii-ection of the breadth. The former pressiu-e, CA,

is the only pressure that moves the vessel forward,

the other, BO, makes it move sideways. From the

form of the vessel, however, this latter force, BC,

produces comparatively little lateral motion ; any

that it does occasion is called leeway. It results,

therefore, that with the wind exerting an oblique

pressure, the actual progress wUl be to the power of

the wind only as CA to WA.
In the East aud the jSIediterrauean, sads are

frequently made of strong matting; but among

northern "n.-.tions, and for ocean navigation, very

strong cloth, or canvas, called sailcloth, is usually

resorted to. It is woven narrow ; and the many

breadths iu the sail are joined by carefully made

double seams.

Sails are nearly always either triangular or

quacU'ilateral, but uot necessarily equiangular. '^'"The

a, liearl; h, lorcli ; c, foot; rf, clew; e, eanings
; /, clew; y,

'

fore-leech ; A, after-leech ; t, sheet.

commoner forms are shewn in fig. 3. To give

greater strength, a strong rope or cord is sewn into
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the outer edge all round the sail ; this rope has
eyes in it, to which the various ropes employed iu

connection with the sail are fastened. The top of

a sail is its liead ; the bottom, its foot ; and the

sides are leeches ; the upper corners are termed ear-

rings ; the lower corners of a square sail, and the

after lower corner of other sails, clexcs ; the front

lower corner of a fore-and-aft sail is the UkI:. The
ropes from the lower corners, used in tightening the
sail against the wind, are the sheets.

The sails of a ship are either ' square ' or ' fore-

aud-aft.' The square-sails—beginning from below
—are, the course, the loiisail, the topijallant-saU,

the royal, and, though very rarely used, the skij-

scraper. Each has the name of the mast on which

j

it is set prefixed, as ' fore-topsail,' ' main-royal,'
I &c. The square-sails are made fast by their heads

j

to yards, the foot being drawn to the extremity
of the yard below. Fore-and-aft saUs are the
spanker or driver, extended by the gaflf at its head,
boom at its foot, and mast on its fore-leech ; the
staysails, M-hich are suspended by rings to the stays,
and the Jibs (q. v.). In a three-masted vessel, the
sails of most importance are the maiu-coirrse, the
spanker, the topsails, the fore-staysail, and the jibs,

which can usually be all distended to the full
without taking wind from each other. In very li"ht
winds, wlien every breath is of consequence, the
area of the sails is increased by setting the sluddirir/-

sails, which are oblong sails set on each side of the

Fig. 4.

1, Coarse; lo. Studding-sails; 2, Fore-topsail; 2o, Studding-sails; 3, .Mam-topsail; 3(7, Studding-s.ills ; 4 Mizen-topsail • 5
Forc-topi-allant-sail

; on, Studdins-sails ; 6, Main-topgallant-sail ; 6a, Studding-sails
; 7, Mizen-topgallant-sail 8 Fore-roy U-

topsail
;

Su, Studiliiig-sails
; 9, Main-niyal-topsail ; 9a, Studding-sails; 10, Mizon-roj-al-tnpsail ; 11, Fore-skysail-tonsa'il •

12, Main-skj-sail-lop^ail; 13, Mizen-skysail-topsail; 14, Fore-topinast-stavsail jib ; 15, Jib ; 16, Flving jib • 17 Mizcn spanker
IS, Spenser; 19, Jlain-royal-staysail ; 20, Main-topgallant-staysail ; 21, Mizen-royal-staysail.

'

by wetting it, as the pores of the canvas close more
tightly through the swcUmg of the hemp.

SAILCLOTH, a veiy strong fabric, woven
generally with linen yarn, but in America it has
been made wholly of cotton ; and in this country,
under Armitage's patent, of cotton and linen mixed.
Hair—such as of the ox, horse, and deer—has also
been used, under Taylor's patent, in 1832, but
without success. Linen and hempen cloths are
those generally used in all parts of Europe.

SAILINGS, the technical name in Na^-igation
for the various modes of determining the amount
or direction of a ship's motion, or her jiosition after
having saUed a given distance, in a given dii-ection.

The direction of a ship's motion is her course, and
is expressed in terms of the angle between the line
of direction and the meridian; the length of her
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square-sails, on short booms run out beyond the
yards of the latter. Fig. 4 represents a square-rigged
ship with the whole of her canvas shewn.

In small craft and boats, the most common sail is

a lugsail (see Lugger), which is a small square-sail,

occasionally supplemented by a shoulder-of-mutton
(triangidar) sail on a shorter mast at the stern.

Cutters or sloops carry a large spanker, with a
topsail of similar shape, and jibs ; some having the
power of setting a large cotu'se when the ^Nind is

astern ; but it is obvious that the course and
spanker cannot be used together. A schooner uses
the same sails as a cutter, except that, in one form,
she carries a square topsail and topgallant-sail on
the foremast.

Sails are furnished with rows of short ropes for
the purpose of reefing them, when their area is too
large for the wind. The cflect of a sail is increased
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path is the dislance ; the distance in nautical miles,

miide good to the east or west, is the departure, and
is measured along a parallel ; the difference of lati-

tude is an arc of the meridian intercepted by the

parallels, one of which passes through the place

sailed from, the other through the place sailed to ;

and the difference of longitude is an arc of the

equator intercepted by meridians through the same
two jjlaces. It will at once be seen that if a ship

sails along a meridian, the difference of latitude

becomes the course, and there is no departure or

difference of longitude ; and that if it sails along a

parallel the departure wiU be the same as the

distance, and there will be no difference of latitude.

The two general questions which present themselves

to the navigator for solution, are— 1. Given the

course and distance from one place in given latitude

and longitude to another place, find the latitude and
longitude of the other ; and 2. Given the latitude

and longitude of two places, find the course and
distance from the one to the other. The simplest

way in which such problems can be solved is by the

method kno^^'Tl as plane sailing, a method, however,
which is only roughly approximate, assuming, as it

does, that the surface of the sea is a jilane ; it is

consequently applicable only to short distances

and low latitudes where the meridians are nearly
paraDel. According to ' plane
sailing,' the elements of a ship's

path are represented by a right-

angled plane triangle, as A_BC
(fig.), where AB is the distance,

the angle BAG the course, AC
the difference of latitude (AC
being a jjortion of a meridian,
and BC of a parallel of latitude),

and BC the departure. The two
problems given above ai*e in this

method merely simple cases of the resolution of a
right-angled plane triangle (see TElGONOMETr.y),
for if the course and distance are given, the
dif. of lat. = distance x cos. of course, and
dep. = dist. X sin. of course ; while the idea of

dif. of long., as distinct from dep., is quite in-

admissible, since the method presupposes that
the ship is sailing on an absolutely flat plain. If

the ship docs not stand on one course, but changes
from time to time, the calculation of her final

jjosition may be effected, either by the previous
method, repeated for each change of course, or
more conveniently, by the method of traverse sailing.

This method consists in the resolution of a ship's

course and distance into two com-ses and dis-

tances, the coiu'ses being in the direction of some of

the foiu' cardinal points of the compass ; thus, a
ship which has sailed S.-W.-by-S. for 24 miles, has
made 20 miles of southing, and 13'3 miles of westing.

The traverse table has consequently six columns, the
first containing the coiu'ses ; the second, the corres-

ponding distances ; while the third and fourth contain
the difference of latitude for each course, which, if N.
is put in one column, and if S. into the other ; the fifth

and sixth columns, marked respectively E. and W.,
contain in a simOar manner the departure for each
course. When the table has been made out for the
various courses and distances, the columns of dif. of

lat. and departure are siunmed up, and the difference

between the third and fourth, and between the fifth

and sixth columns, gives the dif. of lat. and depar-
ture between the place sailed from and the place

arrived at, from wluch the course and distance made
good can be calcidated as before. When a current
interferes in any way, either by accelerating or

retarding the shiji's motion, its effect is estimated
as in traverse sailing, as if it were one course and
distance, the set of the current being the com'se, and
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its drift, i.-e., its rate per hour multiplied by the num-
ber of hours it has affected the ship, the distance.

Parallel Sailing may be employed when a ship
sails between two places, on the same parallel of

latitude, in which case, if her head be kept
accm-ately and constantly in an east or west direc-

tion, she will describe an arc of the parallel between
the two places. As in this sailing the departure is

the same arc of the parallel that the difference of

longitude is of the equator, the de}}. (which is now
tlie distance) = dif. of long, x cos. of lat. The
other elements are found as in plane sailing.

saddle Latitude Sailing is the ap])lication of the
principle of parallel sailing to the case in which the
ship's course is not perpendicular but oblique to the
meridian ; it is merely an approximate methoil,

coming very close to a true estimate in low latitudes

for any coiu-se, and in all latitudes for a course

nearly E. and W. (i. e., one in which the distance is

large as compared with the difference of latitude),

but erring widely under other circumstances, though
errors may be diminished as much as we please by
dividing the distance into portions, and calculating

the dif. of long, for each. The object of this sailing

is to deduce the dif. of long, from the dep., and vice

versd, on the supposition, that the whole departure
has been made good aloug the parallel of latitude

which is equidistant from each extremity of the
course, a method which, at first sight, would seem
to give a correct result, and woidd do so if the
parallels of latitude increased nuiformlj-, which they
do not. The dep., when laid off along the parallel

of middle latitude, always gives the dif. of long, too

small, and hence the limitations above noticed.

AVhcu the latitudes are of the same name, the
middle latitude is half their sum ; but when of con-

trary names, it is better to find the dif. of long, for

the portion on each side of the equator separately,

the two middle latitudes being respectively half the
latitude of the place sailed from, and half that of

the place sailed to. The formulas are the same as

for parallel sailing and plane sailing.

Mercatofs Sailing is a perfect method of obtaining

the same result as is found approximately by middle
latitude sailing, but in the former case the dif. of

long, is found from the departure, while in this

method, the difference of latitude is employed for

the same puri)ose. A table of meridional parts, as

it is called, is necessary ; this table shews the

number of minutes in Mercator's projection (see

Map) corresponding to each degree and minute
of latitude up to 78°, and is employed as follows,

The latitude sailed from, and that reached, being

known or foimd, the meridional parts for each
are obtained, and their difference, if the latitudes

are of the same name, or sum if of opposite names,
gives the dif. of lat. We have then a right-angled

triangle, with the dif. of lat. and dif. of long, form-

ing the two smaller sides, and the vertical angle
representing the course, whence dif. of long. = dif.

of lat. X tan. of course. This sailing is the one most
generally employed by navigators, but is inferior in

practice to middle-latitude sailing, in the eases

noticed under that head, for though it be a perfect,

and the other merely an approximate method, j-et a
small error in the course (if large), or in the dif. of

lat., becomes greatly magnified in the dif. of long. ;

while in the case of the latter, a considerable error

in departure is hardly magnified, and a large error

in the course (if nearly E. and W.) becomes imper-

ceptible in the dif. of long. It is, however, better

to work the problem according to both methods, and
then estimate the true residt as nearly as possible.

Great Circle Sailing (q. v.), the most perfect of all

methods for finding a ship's com'se, is separately

noticed. See also Spherogkaph.

i

.
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The obstacles that interfere with the correctness

of the mariner's calculations are chiefly those which
affect his data, the course and distance, the more
important being the magnetic deviation of the

compass produced by the attraction of the ship,

crroi's in the estimated leeway or in the set and
drift of ciuTents, &c. ; all of which require to l)e

taken into account. The necessity for frequently

checking the Dead-reckoninrj (q. v.), by means of

astronomical observations, is sufficiently apparent.

SAI'NFOIN", or SAINTFOIN [Onohrychiumtiva),

a jilant of the natural order Legiiminosa', suborder
Papilionaccce, of a genus nearly allied to Hedysartim
(see French Hoxey.suckle), but having one-seeded

pods, which are marked with wrinkles or pits, and
are more or less prickly-toothed at the margin. It

is a spreading jierennial, about 2 or 3 feet high, with
leaves of 9—15 smooth acute leaflets, and spikes of

Saintfoin [ffedt/saruyn oiwbri/chis).

beautiful flesh-coloured flowers, striated with rose-
red, on long stalks. It is a native of the continent
of Europe and of the south of England, aud is much
cultivated as a fodder-plant in diy, and particularly
in calcareous soils, to which it is admirably adapted.
Its cidtivation was introduced into Englaud in 1651

;

aud before the introduction of turnip-husbandry,
the sheep-farmers of the chalk districts depended
almost entirely upon it, as they still do to such a
degree, that in many leases there is a stipulation

for the tenant's lea\'ing a certain extent of land in

sainfoin. It is, however, a very local crop, being
scarcely cidtivated on any but the most calcareous

soils, where nothing else is nearly equal to it,

although it has been found to succeed well on
.any soil sulEciently dry. There is no more nutri-

tious fodder than S., whether for sheep, oxen, or

horses. Even the dry stems of a crop which
has produced seed are readily consumed Ijy cattle,

if cut into small pieces. S. sometimes endures
for 10, or even 15 years on the same land—more
generally only for 4 to 7 years ; aud in the eastern

counties of England it is often sown instead of

clover on light and somewhat calcareous sands and
sandy loams, and the ground is ploughed again in

two or three years.—The name S. is perhaps rather

Saiiff-foin, from the blood-colour of the flowers,

than Saint-foin (Holy H.ay).

S.\INT A'LBANS. See Ai.BAxs, Saint. (Other
names beginning with Saint, and not given under

that word, will similarly be found under the other
part of the name).

SAINT AMAND, a town of France, in tho
dep. of Cher, stands on the right bank of the
river of that name, 27 miles south-south-east of

Bourges. It carries on a trade in iron, and con-
tains important iron-works. Pop. (18G2) 7825.

SAINT AJIAND, a small town of France, in

the dep. of Nord, S miles north-west of Valenciennes.
The town contains hot sidphur-springs ; flax of a
superior quality is cultivated ; and lace, clay-pipes,

aud porcelain are manufactured. Pop. (1862) 6739.

SAINT ANTHONY'S FIRE. See Anthony,
Saint.

ST ARNAUD. See Leroy.

SAINT AU'GUSTINE, an ancient Spanish town
on the east coast of Florida, U.S., is built on
the western shore of an estuary 2 miles from the
Atlantic, 160 miles south of Savannah. It enjoys

a mild and equable climate, and is a resort for con-

sumptive invalids. It was founded in 1565, and is

the oldest town in the United States. Pop. (1860),

1175.

SAINT AU'STELL, a small town of Cornwall,
13 miles north-east of Truro by railway. Woollen
goods are manufactured, and at the bay of Saint

Austell, from which the town is about a mile distant,

there is a pilchard-fishery, and tin and copper are

exported. Pop. (1861) 3825.

ST BEES, an ancient village of Cumberland,
pleasantly situated'^on the bay formed by St Bees
Head. It is 4 miles south of Whitehaven, and
about 10 miles beyond the limits of the Lake dis-

trict. St Bees is a station on the Whitehaven and
Furness Junction Railway. The parish is very large,

comprising town and port of Whitehaven, village of

St Bees, aud several chapelries and townships. The
^illage of St Bees contains about 1000 inhabitants.

According to tradition, preserved by the early chron-
iclers, St Bees originated in a nunnery founded here,

650 A. D., by an Irish saint named Bega, of whom
Sandford's MS. (in the Dean and Chajiter Library,

Carlisle) records a very pretty legend. It appears to

have been destroyed before the reign of Henry I., in

whose time we find that Eanulph Earl of Cumber-
land reconstituted it as a priory ; but after the
dissolution of the monasteries, it went to i-uin. The
institution known as St Bees College was estab-

lished in 1816 by Dr Law, then Bishop of Chester,
to supply a systematic training in di%'inity to young
men desirous of ordination, whose means were
inadequate to defray the expenses of a university
education. The bishops of the province of York
had previously been compelled to ordain a number
of such men as literates, the ]>overty of many of

the northern benefices not seeui-iug a sufficient

supply of gradu.ates. A portion of the mined
priory of St Bees was fitted up by the Earl of Lonsdale
as lecture-rooms, library, &c. On the recommen-
dation of the bishop, an incumbent was selected for

the perjietual curacy of St Bees (value, £100 per
aunum) by the patron, the Earl of Lonsdale, ^vith

a view to his holding the position of Principal of

the College in connection with the living. The
following persons have held this office—viz., Rev.
W. Ainger, D.D., Fellow of St John's College,

Cambridge, appointed 1816 ; P^ev. R. P. Buddicom,
M.A., Fellow of Queen's College, Cambridge, ap-

pointed 1840 ; Rev. R. Parkinson, D.D., Canon of

Manchester, appointed 1846 ; Rev. G. H. Ainger,

D.D., Fellow of St John's College, Cambridge, ap-

pointed 1858. The Principal selects his own staff of

lecturers. The expenses are defrayed from the fees

paid by the studeuts—i'lO each term. The College
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course extends over two years, each divided into

two terms, from about January 2S to May 5, and
August 25 to December 5. During tliis period, the
standard English divinity works, with the Greek
Testament, are chieliy studied, and tlie composition

of sermons, &c., practised. The students reside in

lodgings in the vilhige, under the control of the

Principal, and attend the service daily in the parish

church, the transepts of which were restored in

1S55 for their accommodation. A new lecture-

room and library were built in 1863, adjoinfug the

ancient structure. Students are admitted at the

age of 21, on producing testimonials of character,

&c., satisfactory to the Principal. Graduates of

a university where there is no di\'inity course, are

admitted to the second year's course on producing
their diploma, along with the usual testimonials as

to their fitness for the ministry. Students who
have passed the course are not now confined to the

northern province, as was the original design, but
are admitted into most of the southern dioceses.

The average number of students on the boards is

aljout 80, and the total number ordained, wp to

1SG4, is about 1500. The College Calendar is

published by Messrs Rivington, London.

SAINT CATHERINE'S, a thriving town of

Canada West, stands at the mouth of the Wellaud
j

Canal, on the south shore of Lake Ontario, 34 miles '

south-south-east of Toronto. The canal supplies
j

unlimited water-power, and the town contains a
[

number of excellent miUs. Iron-wares, cloth and
|

pottery, are manufactured, and ship-building and a

flourishing general trade are carried on. Pop.

(ISGl) about"7000.

SAINT CROIX, an American river, called also

the Passamaquoddy, which, flowing out of Grand
Lake, on the eastern border of Maine, runs east-

south-east 75 nules to Passamaquoddy Baj-, and
forms a portion of the boundary between the

United States and New Brunswick.

SAINT DOMI'NGO. See Hayti.

SAINT DOMINGO BARK. See Caribbee
Bakk.

SAINTE-MARIE-AUX-MINES, a manufac-
turing towni of France, in the dep. of Haut-
Rhiu, 14r miles north-west of Colmar. In former

times, it owed its prosperity to the silver mines in

the vicinity ; these, how-ever, are now exhausted.

Dyeing, yarn-spinning, manufactures of cotton,

paper," and cherry-brandy are now the principal

branches of industry. Pop. (18G2) 7920.

SAINTES, an old town of France, in the dep.

of Charente-Inferieure, on the left bank of

the Charente, 43 miles south-east of La Rochelle.

In ancient times, this town, under the name of

Mediolanum, was the capital of the Santones, from

whom the subsequent province derived the name of

Saintouge. It contains interestmg Roman remains,

as a triumphal arch, and the ruins of an amphi-

theatre, circus, &c. Pop. (1862) 8405.

SAINT GEORGE'S ENSIGN is the distin-

guishing flag of the British navy. It consists of a

red cross on a white field, with a union-jack in

the dexter chief corner, as shewn in fig. 2 of the

article Flag. Under Flag Officer, it is implied

that an admiral, vice-admir.al, or rear-admiral may
have his flag red, white, or blue, according to the

squadron to which he belongs. By a regulation of

1864, this old custom was altered ; the squadrons

are abolished, and the white Saint George's ensign is

the badge of all ships in the navy. The red and
blue ensigns are now left to government vessels

—

not being ships of war—and merchant vessels

respectively. 'The ensign is borne at the peak, or,
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in harbour, on a flagstaff at the stern ; in boats, the
latter is the only mode of flying it. A full-dress
ensign is the largest flag used, being often but
little smaller than the quarter-deck of the ship
which hoists it.

SAINT-GERJIAIN-EN-LAYE, a town of

France, in the dep. of Seiue-et-Oise, on an
elevation on the left bank of the Seine, 14 miles
by railway west-north-west of Paris. It contains
three handsome squares, a parish church, with a
monument erected by George IV. over the remains
of James II., several learned and other societies,

and some factories. Pop. (1862) 12,263.

S.-G. had its origin in a monastery built by King
Robert in the beginning of the 11th c, on the summit
of the hill which was surrounded by the forest of

Lyda (Laye), and dedicated to St Germain. The
town, as well as the royal chateau, which was builli

either during the reign of King Robert, or soon
after, was sacked by the English in 1346, in 1419,
and in 1438. At S.-G. the marriage of Francis I.

was celebrated, and this king rebuilt the chilteau in

1547. From before the time of Phihppe-Auguste,
S. G. had been the residence of the French court
during a portion of the year, but Louis XIV.
transferred the court to Versailles, and from this

time the fortunes of S.-G. declined. Later, the
chateau of S.-G. was assigned by Louis XIV. as the
residence of the dethroned James II. of England,
and here in exile that monarch held his morose
court, devoting almost the whole day to religious

observances. The chateau is now used as barracks
and for other purposes. The Forest of S.-G.

comprises 10,873 English acres.

SAINT HE'LBNS, a flourishing town of Lan-
cashire, on a small aftluent of the Mersey, 3^ mQes
north-east of Prescot by railway. It is a stragg-

ling, ill-built, but thriving town, with an extensive

trade in coal, and containing plate-glass, copper,

bottle, and other works. The tomx also contains

potteries, breweries, tan-yards, iron and brass

foundries, and chemical works. Pop. (1861) 18,396.

SAINT HE'LIERS, capital of Jersey (q. v.), the
chief of the Channel Islands, is situated on the south
shore of tlie island, and on the east side of St Aubm
Bay, lat. 49° 11' N., long. 2° 6' W. It is defended
by Elizabeth Castle, on a rocky island off the shore,

approached by a causeway at low water ; and by
Fort Regent, on the south-east side of the town,
built about 1806, on a scarped granite rock, at an
enormous expense. The harbour is large, and the

pier commodious, but steamers cannot enter at all

times of the tide. At spring tides, the w.ater rises

40 feet. Victoria College—a handsome edifice, built

on an eminence, in 1851—the hospital, the theatre,

and the churches, are the chief buildings. The area

of the town has rapidly increased within recent

years. An active trade is carried on with England,

France, and India. Pop. 30,000, including a garrison

of upwards of 500 men.

SAINT IGNA'TIUS' BEAN. See Nux Vomica
and Strychnos.

SAINT-JEAN-D'ANGELT, a small town of

France, dep. of Charente-Inferieure, 15 miles north-

north-east of Saintes. Pop. (1861) 5546.

SAINT JOHN'S BREAD. See ClKOB.

SAINT JOHN'S WORT. See Hypericum.

SAINT JO'SEPH, a city of Missoirri, U.S., on
the left bank of the Missouri River, on the eastern

border of Kansas, 566 miles west-north-west of

St Louis. It is connected by railway with Hannibal,

on the Mississippi, and is the chief depot for

the emigi-ant and supply trains to the western

settlements. It has a court-house, ten churches, a
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convent, several large hotels, five newspapers, three
of which are dailies, steam-mills, and factories, and
a large trade with the interior of the continent.
Pop. (ISGO) 8030.

SAINT JUST, Louis Axtoixe de, a notable
figure in the first French Revolution, was born at
Decize, in Nivernais, 25th Angnst 1707, educated at
Soissons by the Oratorians, and afterwards went to
Ptheims to study law, but soon returned to his
native \Tllage, where he devoted himself exclusively
to literature. When the revolution broke out, S. J.

was transported with enthusiasm, and became one of

its most ardent apostles. Probably no man in France
was a more genuine fanatical believer in the brilliant

delusions of the period. Spotless, even austere, in
his morals, reserved in manner but eloquent in
speech, and rigorously earnest in his convictions, he
rapidly rose into consideration among the inhabit-
ants of his native commune, who elected him
lieutenant-colonel of the National Guard, sent to
Paris in 1790 to assist at the Fete of the Federation.
In 1791, appeared his Esprit tic la Revolution et de
la Constitution de la France, in which the various
causes of the revolution are sketched in a calm,
keen, precise sort of way ; and in the foUowLngyear
he was chosen deputy to the convention by the elec-

tors of Aisnc. S. J. entered Paris on the ISth of
September, fifteen days after the frightful massacres,
which Lamartine in his Histoire des Girondins with
melodramatic inaccuracy represents him as ordering
in conjunction with Robespierre ! He voted for the
death of the king, and iu an oration full of stern
but exaggerated republican sentiment, gave his
' reasons.' It was this speech that made him famous
and influential. The GirontUns tried to win him
over, but in vaui. In all the fierce debates of

tliis period, S. J. took a leading part ; but he also
displayed a great capacity for administrative
organisation, and on the 11th of February 1793,
carried his pi-oject for the formation of a committee
to superintend the war. After the fall of the
Girondins in June (S. J. took no part iu their over-
throw, and never once spoke during the disastrous
struggle between the two sections), the civil war
broke out, and it is from this point that we date the
exhibition of that intense and merciless republicanism
which fitted him so well to be the associate of Robes-
pierre. It is commonly thought that S. J.—perhaps
because he was so young—was merely an instru-
ment in the hands of Robespierre ; but the known
facts of his career lead to a very different conclu-
sion, and some ^vl•iters have not scrupled to make
S. J. the real head of the extreme jjarty who
exercised government in France during the Sciijn

of Terror. Almost all the energetic, or, as some
would prefer to say, sanguinary, measures drawn
up to repress the royalists and timid republicans

at home, and to repel the forces of the allied

monarchs on the frontier, were deWsed by him.
On the 19th of February he was elected president

of the convention. He drew up the terrible report
which led to the arrestment and execution of

Hebert, Dauton, and their adlierents. S. J. had no
scruples in cutting off his opponents. The intensity

of his convictions rendered him indifferent to deeds
of cruelty, however appalling. When the political

reaction set in, and the party of moderation had
got the upper hand in the convention, Ivol>cspierre

and S. J. were seized and imprisoned (27th July
1794), and ordered to be guillotined next day. S. J.

suffered with sullen calmness—not a word escaping

liis lips. 'See Kru. Hamel's Histoire de Saint Just
(Par. 1859).

SAINT LO, an old town of France, capital of

the dep. of Manche, built on a rocky elevation

on the right bank of the river Vire, 55 miles by
raihvay south-east of Cherbourg. From the high
central part, several streets, more or less steep,
branch off in different directions. The town, which
is said to owe its origin and its name to a St Lo,
Ijishop of Coutance, who caused a church to be built
here in the 6th c, was destroyed by the Normans
in SSS. and taken Ijy the English in 1340, and again,
in 1417. Noteworthy are the beautiful churches of
Sainte-Croix, founded in 805, and of Notre Dame,
which dates from the 15th century. Flannels,
druggets, and cotton fabrics, cutlery, and leather,
are manirfactured, and a consider.able supply of
horses for cavalry arc here obtained. Pop. (1SG2)
8539.

SAINT LOU'IS, a port of entry of Missouri,
U.S., the chief city and commercial metropolis of
the central Mississippi valley, stands on the right
bank of the Mississippi, 20 miles below its con-
fluence with the Jlissouri, and 170 miles above the
mouth of the Ohio. It is regularly built upon the
limestone bank of the river, on two terraces, rising
20 and 40 feet above high water, with wide and
weU-biult streets running parallel to the river,
crossed by others at right angles. The principal
structures are a city hall, c'om-t house, custom
house, arsenal, merchants' exchange, mercantUe
library, city hospital, marine hospital, university,
cathedral, and several of the largest hotels iu the
world. There are 76 churches, of which 19 are
Roman Catholic ; 3 general hospitals, 10 orphan,
and numerous other asylums, and 7 convents

;

the St Louis University, under charge of the
Society of Jesus, with IS professors ; the Washing-
ton University, Academy of Sciences, Gei-man Insti-
tute, normal and high schools, 53 periodical publi-
cations, 11 daily papers, 9 German papers, an opera
house, and 5 theatres. Five city railways have
replaced the omnibusses, and the water supply is

pumped from the ilississippi. Among the manu-
factories are flour and lumber mills, sugar refineries,

lard and linseed-oil factories, provision packing-
houses, manufactures of hemp, whisky, tobacco, 5,nd
vast iron foimdries and machine shops, wliich con-
sume the ore supplied from Pilot Knob and the Iron
Slountain. S. L. has a vast trade liy steam-boats
to the whole Mississippi valley, G8,UO0 tons being
owned there, and extensive railway connections. It
is also the chief centre of the American fur trade.
There are 7 banks, and 24 insurance companies.
The property valuation is 102,408,230 dollars. In
1704, S. L. was the dgpot of the Louisiana Indian
trading com]iauy ; in 1708, it was captured by a
detachment of Spanish troops

; iu 1S04, was ceded
with the w-hole country west of the Mississippi to
the United States ; the first brick house ^^as erected
in 1813 ; in 1S20, its popidatiou was 4590 ; iu 1860,
151,780. (1870-310,864.)

SAINT LUCIE BARK. See Caeibbee Baek.

SAINT BIALO, a fortified seaport of France,
in the dep. of lUe-et-Vilaine, at the mouth of
the river Rancc. It stands on a smaU island
less than three miles in circumference, called
Le liocher d' Aaron, which lies close off-shore, and
is connected with it by a causeway, 650 feet

long, called Le Sillon. The island is completely
covered by the town ; the streets are narrow, filthy,

and ill-ventilated, and the houses are built to the
height of five and six stories. Tlie harljour is

spacioiis and secure, but its entrance is narrow, and
is thickly set with rocks and shallows. It is per-
fectly dry at ebli-tide, but the tlood-tide rises hero
from 45 to 50 feet. Numerous strong forts, both on
the mainland and on the small islands that stud the
roads, protect the harboiur and town. A floating
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basin is at present (July 1S65) in course of con-

straction, but will not be finished for several years.

Ship-building is the principal branch of industry.

On the island of Grand-Be, a short distance fi'om

the ramparts, is the tomb of Chateaubriand (q. v.).

Man}'' vessels are employed in the mackerel, cod,

and whale-fisheries, and active commerce is canied
on. S. M. communicates with Eennes (the capital

of the dep.) by a railway opened iu 1SG4. Pop.
(1S62) 93.30.

SAINT MI'CHAEL'S, the largest and most
important of the .'Vzores (q. v.), and, 'H-ith the excep-

tion of St Mary's, the most eastern island iu the

group. Area, 224 sq. m., or 143,000 acres
;

pop.

about 81,000. The island is moimtainous, and
rises in its highest sununit to 3560 feet. Of the

whole acreage, 40,000 acres are arable, and about
5000 acres are pretty equally divided between
orange gardens and vinej-ards. In 1S63, the
total value of the exports, the larger portion of

which goes to Great Britain, was £130,397; and
the total value of the imports, of which more than
a third consisted of general merchandise from
Great Britain, amounted to £145,770. The crop
of oranges, which form the staple article of the
commerce of this island, was a large one in 18G3

;

189,686 boxes, representing a value of £67,141, were
exported, and all to Great Britain. Ponta Delgada
()iop. upwards of 20,000) and Piibeira Grande (pop.

about 12,000) are the principal towns.

SAINT MICHAEL'S MOUNT, a conical and
isolated rock in Mount's Bay, Cornwall, 3 miles east

of Penzance. It communicates with the shore by a

causeway 400 yards long, which, however, is covered
with water 8 hours out of the 12. The Mount is 195
feet high, is about one mile in circumference, and
is crowned by an old and pictm-esque castle—now
used as a manorial residence—siu'mounted by a
tower, on one angle of which there is a projecting

stone lantern, poj)ularly called St Michaets Chair. At
the base of the Moimt is a fishing ^^llage, of about
80 houses. This hill is to the geologist one of the

most curious of localities, and, indeed, it is said

to have 'excited more geological controversy than
any mountain of the world.' At a very early period,

S. M. M. was the seat of a religious house, and
the apparition of St Michael is said to have appeared
on one of its craggy heights. At the Conquest, the

monastery of St Michael was annexed to the abbey
of St iUichael in Normandy. It long remained in

the possession of the monks, and afterwards became
the residence of several families in turn, until it

was sold in 1660 to its present proprietors, the St

Auhyns.

SAINT MICHEL, MoNT, an extraordinary

rock iu Cancale Baj', in the north-west of France,

7 miles south-west of Avranches. It is a sobtarj'

cone of granite, 5 miles in circumference at the base,

and rising to the height of 400 feet. It rises sheer

out of a level exjianse of sand, and though its eleva-

tion is not great, its perfectly flat environment
and its pointed crest render it a most striking

featiu-e in the landscajie. It is crowned by a church
and castle, under which are conventual build-

ings, with their lofty turrets and high walls, and
lower down stiU are the houses of the small town,
which seem to adhere to the steep rock like limpets.

A good road leads from the shore to the wide sands
which surround the mount, and which are covered
with water at every tide, except at neap-tides. At
low-water there is a dry and firm track, about a
mile in length, across the sands ; but on both sides

of it are dangerous quicksands. In the 8th c. an
alibey which replaced an ancient temple of Jupiter
was founded on the summit of the rock. A church,

and an almost impregnable fortress, were afterwards
founded by the Normans. After the Revolution
the main building was changed into a prison. The
castle was being restored in 1S64.

SAINT NAZAIRE, a thriving seaport of France,
in the dep. of LoLre-Inferieure, at the mouth of the
Loire, on the north bank of that river, and 38 miles
west of Nantes, with which it is connected by
railway. Almost unknown till within recent years,

it is now one of the most important ports on the
west coast of France. In 1851, it contained 2391,
in 1861, 6500, and in 1865, it is stated to contain
15,000 inhabitants. In addition to the old basin,
the French government are now (1805) constructing
another for the accommodation of the large Trans-
atlantic steamers which leave this port for the
Antilles, Cuba, and Mexico. One cause of the rapid
rise of this port is, that the navigation of the Loire
is becoming year by year more difficidt, owing to

the sand brought down by the river ; so that the
chief shipowners of Nantes prefer to leave their

vessels at S. N, and have the cargoes transported
inland hy railway.

SAINT NE'OT'S, a small market town in the
county of Huntingdon, 8 miles south-south-west of

the towTi of that name, occupies low ground on the
banks of the Ouse, by which it is sometimes par-

tially inundated. Its parish church, with a tower
156 feet high, is a remarkably beautifid building.

Pop. (1861) 3090.

SAINT NI'CHOLAS, a flourishing manufactur-
ing and market town of Belgium, in East Flanders,

20 miles east-north-east of Ghent, on the Ghent and
Antwerp Railway. It stands iu the midst of the

Pays de Waes, a densely peopled and productive

agricultural district, and is said to be the seat of

the largest flax-market in the world. The market
is held in the great square of the town, one of the
largest in Belgium, but which, however, is too small

to accommodate comfortably the immense nimibers
who crowd hither on market-days. S. N. is a manu-
facturing town of the first class ; and among the
articles largely manufactured are cotton, woollen
and silk stuffs, carpets, hats, lace, tobacco, and
pipes. There are print-fields, dyeworks, and tan-

neries, and a floiuishing trade is carried on in

shawls, linens, and other manufactured goods, as

well as in flax, corn, hops, &c. Pop. 21,800.

SAINT OMER, a town of France, and fortress

of the third rank, in the department of Pas-de-

Calais, on the Aa, 26 miles south-east of Calais by
railway. It is siuTounded by irregular but well-

appointed fortifications, is well built amid marshes,

.and contains numerous fountains and more than one
important ecclesiastical edifice. AVoollen cloths,

blankets, pottery, and clay pipes are manufactured,

and there is considerable general trade. Pop. (1862)

19,696. A college for the education of EngUsh and
Irish Catholics was opened at S. O. during the

penal times. It was closed, however, during the

Revolution, and the community was afterwards

transferred to England.

SAINT PA'NCRAS, one of the northern suburbs

of London (q. v.).

SAINT PAUL, a city, port of entry, and capital

of Minnesota, U.S., is on the east bank of the Mis-

sissippi River, 2080 miles from its mouth, and 9

mUes below the Falls of St Anthony ; lat. 44° 52' 46"

N., long. 93° 5' W. It is built upon a plain 80 feet

above the river, and 800 feet above the Gidf of

Mexico. Hills near the city abound with springs

of excellent water. S. P. is at the head of navi-

gation for the large steamboats of the Lower Mis-

sissippi and its branches, and the centre of a large
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and growing trade in flour, lumber, furs, &c. It

has a State-house, cathedral, college, 14 churches,

as many hotels, a daily newspaper, and educational
and charitable institutions. In 1846, there were 10
white inhabitants. Pop. in 1S60, 10,277.

SAINT PAUL DE LOA'NDA, a considerable
seaport on the south-west coast of Africa, the prin-

cipal Portuguese settlement in Lower Guinea,
stands at the mouth of the river Beugo, in lat. about
S" 54' S. It is the largest and most important
European settlement on this coast, and contains

12,000 inhabitants, of whom 830 are white, 2400
mixed, and 9000 black. The climate is compara-
tively healthy, the harbour is beautiful, and pro-

tected by one large and two small forts. The houses
are good, the streets unpaved, and there are three
churches and three market-places. Abundance of

fruit aud vegetables, bullocks, and goats are obtain-

able in the markets. Ivory and bees-wax are the
principal exports.

SAINT PETERSBURG, a maritime government
of Russia, one of the Baltic ProWnces, between Lake
Ladoga on the north-east and Lake Peipus on the
south-west. Area 24,0()0 sq. m.; pop. 1,083,091.

The soil is damp and thin, aud woods and marshes
cover two-thii'ds of the level surface. In the
vicinity of the capital, much ground is laid out in

mai'ket-gardens. The usual crops are grown, but
tlie qu.iutity of corn produced is greatly less than
the quantity consumed. The chief town is the
capital, Saint Petershurg (q. v.).

SAINT PETERSBURG, the capital of the
Kiissi.an empire, and of the government of the same
name, stands upon, and around the lower branches
of, the Neva, and on the shores of the eastern

extremity of the Gulf of Finland, 16 miles east of

Croustadt, its port. Lat. 59' 56' N., long. 30° 19' E.

The Great Neva, the most southern branch of the
Neva, divides the city into two great sections—the
Petersburg Side on the north, and the Great Side

on the south. The former is built on the islands

which are formed by the delta of the Neva, the
chief of which are the Vassili Ostrov, the Citadel

Island, and the islands Aptekarskoi, Kammennoi,
Petrovskoi, Krestovskoi, and Elaghinskoi. The
Great Side, south of the Great Neva, is compactly
built, and c<mtains the residences of the court and
of the nobility, and more than half the jiopulation.

The city covers an area of 42 sq. m., stands 56 feet

above the level of the sea, upon plains which were
formerly malarious marshes, but are now for the

most part drained and laid out in meadows and
gardens. Pop. 520,131.

The climate, severe in winter, is as pleasant and
mild as that of Scotland in svmimer. The mean
temperature in summer is 62° ; in winter, 14° F.

The extremes of temperature are 99° and — 51°.

Fourteen arms of the Neva, irrespective of the

smaller branches, ramify through S. P., and there

are seven canals.

General ]^iew of Saint Petershurg.—Approaching

the city from Cronstadt (q.v.), the port and fortress

of the Russian capital, the first indications of the

great city are the gilded dome of the church of St

Izak, and the lofty spire of the Admiralty, which
arc seen rising apparently from the water's edge,

'i'he Admiralty Square, faces the English Quay
on the south bank of tlie Great Neva, and may be

considered the centre of the city. From the spire,

with its numerous galleries, the whole plan of the

city can be clearly seen. Right opposite it is the

popidous Vassili Ostrov, on the south shore of which
are the Bourse, Academy of Sciences, Corps of

Cadets, &c. To the north is the Citadel Island,

and further north the densely-peopled Aptekarskoi
Island, and the Kammennoi, and other islands,
which are for the most part studded with wood-
embosomed villas, and laid out in charming gardens.
Considering the river on the north as the chord,
and the Admiralty as the centre, the semicircle that
might be drawn with a radius of 2^ miles, would
pretty nearly describe what is called the Great
Side of Saint Petersburg. This section of the city
is di\nded into three or four portions bj' the Jloika,
St Catharina, Fontanka, and New Canals ; and it is

intersected by three spacious streets, which radiate
east-south-east, south-east, and south from the gTeat
centre, the Admiralty. The streets are named
respectively the Nevski Prospekt (Neva Perspective),

Gorokhovaia Oulitza {Peas Street), Vosnosenskoi
Prospekt (Resurrection Perspective). Extensive
suburbs also are rising on the eastern bank of the
Neva, seven miles above its mouth.

Streets, Squares, Monuments, Bridges, CJmrcJics, dc
—The street architecture of S. P., imlike that of

Moscow, with its pale-yellow walls and red and
green roofs, is almost destitute of colour. Here the
rigid, military aspect of the streets, with the houses
drawn up in long regular lines of gray, or massed
together in blocks like the squares of battalions, is

one of the first features of the Russian capital that
impress themselves upon a traveller. Except in the
more fashionable quarters, the greater nimiber of

the houses are buUt of wood ; but owing to the
liability of such houses to catch fire, building in this

material is very much discouraged. S. P. contains

500 streets, and among these, lanes and alleys are

unknown, as, whUe the finest streets have a breadth
of 120 feet, the narrowest are 42 feet broad. The
Nevski Prospekt is the most splendid street iu

S. P. ; and for architectural grandeur, as well as for

natural beauty, for proportions, and for variety, is

considered the finest street in Europe. It is 130
feet broad, and about 4 miles long, is planted on
both sides "with trees, contains a large number of

the most beautiful palaces, of highly ornamented
churches, and splendid warehouses, and increases in

breadth aud magnificence as it advances from the

Admiralty. For the first mile, it does not contain
more than about 50 mansions, each of which, how-
ever, is of colossal magnitude. The houses are built

of brick faced vdth. stucco, are three and four stories

high, and are in many cases furnished "with orna-

mental porches, colonnades, gilded balconies, and
parapets that gu-d the flat roofs. About ten of the

other streets of the city are distinguished for their

grandeur, though none of them equals the Nevski
Prospekt. There are 64 squares in the city, and
of these the Admiralty Square is one of the most
famous. It contains one mass of buildings, pre-

senting to the Neva a fine fajade, nearly half a
mile in length, while its sides are 650 feet long.

In the Palace Square, adjoining the Admiralty,
stands Alexander's Column, an immense mono-
lith, erected in 1834. It consists of a shaft of red

gTanite, st.anding on a pedestal of the same material,

and sui>porting a capital, above which rises the

figure of an angel and a cross. The length of

the shaft is SO feet, and that of the whole
column 150 feet. Peter's Square contains the noblo

and well-known equestrian statue of Peter the

Great, IS feet high, aud erected 1768—1782. The
Field of Mars, -mth an area large enough to allow

of 40,000 men being put through military evolu-

tions, contains the colossal bronze statue of the

famous Suwaroff.

—

Bridges.—Of the 150 bridges

that unite tlie islands, cross the canals, and span the

Neva, the AimitchkoS' Bridge, leading across the

Fontanka Canal, consists of five arches, is 110 feet

long, and is decorated \\-ith four spirited groups, in
427
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bronze, of wild horses auil their tamers, by a native

artist. The Nikolayevsld Bridge, a magniticent

structure in granite, and the only permanent bridge

th.-it crosses the Neva—the others being merely
temporary bridges supported on boats, and removed
every autumn and spring—was completed in ISflO.

It crosses the Neva from the English quay on the

south bank to the Vassili Ostrov shore, is 1200 feet

long, and consists of 7 elegant ai-chos, supported

upon ponderous piers of gi-auite. At the northern

end of the bridge, there is a drawbridge which
affords a passage to ships. No part of S. P. affords

a foundation solid enough to support weighty
structiu-es. The foundation for the Nikolayevsld

Bridge was not obtained until three sets of piles

had been driven into the oozy bed of the river, the

one on the top of the other, and so close, that all

the timbers touched each other all the way across.

—

Palaces, ttc.— S. P. might be called a city of p.alaces,

from the number of the edifices of that description

which it contains. The Winter Palace, destroyed by
fire in 1S37, but soon after rebuilt, is certainly the

largest, and, in one sense, most probably the most
magnificent palace in the world. It is 700 feet long

on every side, has an imposing fa9ade, and contains

SOD inhabitants, and, during the residence of the em-

peror within it, is inhabited by COOO people. It has

numerous ample halls, decorated in the most artistic

manner, and containing collections, furniture, and
articles of vertu of immense value. The Hermitage,

situated on the Neva hke the "Winter Palace, is

connected with that structure by several galleries.

Its gallery of 2000 paintings is famous for its speci-

mens of the Spanish school. The library of this

palace contains the collections of Diderot, Voltaire,

&c., and contains in all 120,000 vols. The Annitch-

koff Palace is the usual residence of the emperor.

The Imperi.al Library, one of the first in Europe,

contains 450,000 volumes and 25,000 MSS. The
gilded tower of the Admiralty buildings, which

is said to be visible from Cronstadt, and certainly

forms in these flats a most conspicuous landmark, is

2;i0 feet high. The Old and New Arsenals are

surrounded by camion taken from the Turks and

Persians.—CAurc/tes.—S. P. contains 177 churches,

besides 140 private chapels {hauskapellen). Within
the Citadel stands the church of St Peter and St

Paul, finished in 1727. It is surmounted vrith a

slender tower, crowned by a gilded spire, the whole

bemg 345 feet high. The cathedral of_ St Izak,

though destitute of architectural beauty, is i-emark-

able for its rude magnificence, and is one of the

most considerable buildings of modern times, is 3.30

feet long, 290 feet broad, and 310 feet high. It is

surmounted by a great gUded dome, and by four

smaller domes. The domes are made of bronze, and
the value of the plate-gold by which they are

overlaid is stated at £50,000. Each of its four

sides is adorned with a peristyle of 12 or IG pillars,

each consisting of one block of red Finland granite.

These pillars are 53 feet high, and are seven feet in

diameter at the base.

Academies, Scientific I»f:lUutions, etc.—The Aca-

demy of Sciences, with a libraiy of 100,000 volumes,

was founded by Peter the Great in 1725. In the

Institute of Technology, founded in 1S29, 200

pupils are taught silk-spinning, the manufacture of

cloth, sUk, aud wooUen stuffs, wood-cutting, and

engraving on copper. The University, founded in

1829, is attended by .500 students, and has a staff of

60 professors. The New National Museum of Anti-

quities, Painting, and Scul[)ture, completed in 1S51,

is a noble structure, built enth-ely of marble and

metal. Other institutions, as the School of Mines,

the Gostinoi Dvor or Bazaar, are worthy of mention.

There are numerous benevolent institutions, a
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number of splendid theatres, and an Italian opera,
a magnificent structure.

Mamtfactures.—Of the manufactm-ing cities of

Russia, S. P. is one of the most important. The
principal private factories are mills for spuming
and weaving cottou. The immense imperial estal>-

lishments produce the most admired specimens of
Gobelin tapestry, mirrors, articles in bronze, playing-
cards, crj'stal, aud porcelain.

S. P. is little more than a century and a half old,
and yet it takes rank among the first capitals in the
world. It was founded by Peter the Great, May 27,
1703. After a long struggle against the severe climate,
insalubrious from the exhalations of wide-extended
marshes, and from the arctic rigour which even yet
can cover the Neva with ice a yard aud a half
thick, at length the town Avas founded and declared
the capital in 1712. Under the successors of Peter,
the improvement, embellishment, and extension of

the city were carried on. Catharine 11. constructed
the great canals which, while they affoi-d means o£

ready communication, seiwe also to drain the marsh-
lands, to render the atmosphere more healthy, and
to mitigate the rigours of winter. The city suffered

great damage and the loss of several hundred lives

in 1S24 from an inundation of the Neva ; and every
April, Avhen the ice breaks up, the lower regions of

the city are threatened with a similar disaster. At
S. P., all the ministers from foreign courts are bound
to reside.

SAINT PETER'S LE PORT, or commonly
St Peter's, the chief town of Guernsey, one of the
Channel Islands. See Guernsey.

SAINT PIERRE, the chief town, though not

the seat of government, of the island of Martinique

(q. v.), belonging to France, stands at the head of a
b.ay, 16 nriles north-west of the capital, Fort Royal.

It is said to be the largest town in the Antilles,

containing, according to the most recent authorities,

25,000 inhabitants.

SAINTS, a n.ame applied in the New Testa-

ment to the members of the Christian community
generally, but restricted by ecclesiastical usage
from very earl}' times to those \vho, whether imder
the old or under the new dispensation, have been
specially remarkable for their personal virtues and
their eminent services to the cause of religion.

Of the old dispensation, the 'patriarchs and pro-

phets ' are commonly designated as saints. But
the word is used much more of the Christian

Church. In the ages of perseciition. the quality

which most of all challenged the admiration and
reverence of the faithfid was naturally courage

and constancy in the profession and the defence

of the Christian faith ; and thus the earliest of those

whom the church reverences for sanctity of hfe, are

also, for the most part, reverenced as champions

of the faith. In general, however, the saints are

distributed into several classes, chiefiy in relation to

the special services which the church has appro-

pri.ated to their honour. Thus wc find enumerated

(1.) Apostles and Evangelists
; (2.) Martyrs; (3.) Con-

fessors, a name appUed primitively to those who
had exhibited gre.at constancy in pi-ofessing the

faith, although without the final crown of martyr-

dom, but in later times xmderstood of aU who,

without being martyrs, were eminent for sanctity

of life ; (4.) Doctors or men eminent for sacred learn-

ing
; (5.) Virgins; (6.) Matrons and AVidows, distin-

guished for holiness of life. Anciently the character

and appellation of saint was bestowed upon indivi-

duals, as it were, by acclamation, and by the com-

mon voice of the members of the particidar Christian

commimity to which the individual belonged, or to

which his merits were most familiar. The earhest
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examples, as may be seen in the letter of the
Church of Smyrna on the martyrdom of Polycar]),

of such judgments as to indi\'iduals were in the
case of the martyrs. Altars were erected at their

tombs, and the people assemMed for worship on the
anniversary of their martyrdom. Eveu then, how-
ever, the letters of St Cyprian (Ejip. 37 and 39)
shew tliat caution was observed by the Ijishops to
guard against the recognition of undeserving indivi-

duals. The honours of the martyrs, even before the
age of persecution had passed, were extended to

confessors of the faith, and eventually to all who
were eminent for holiness of life, and especially to
those who obtained the reputation of performing
miracles. The names of those who were so honoured
were placed in the register (or diptj'cli) of eacli

church. It was not, however, till a comparatively
late period that a regular form of procedure was
established in the Eomau Church for the purpose of

testing the claim of indi\-iduals to the authentic
reputation of sanctity. From the 4th e. down-
wards, examples of reference to Rome—as, for

instance, in the Acts of Virgilius, Bishop of

Trent—are cited by Catholic writers. But the first

recorded example of a solemn and public decree is

in the case of Udidrio or Uh-ic, Bishop of Augsburg,
to whom the honours of sanctity were adjudged by
Pope .John XVI. (see Hardouin, Concil. VI. P. I.,

p. 727) in the end of the 10th c. (993). Since that
time the procedure of the Church of Rome as to the
public recognition of the saints has been matured
and methodised. It consists of two stages, that are

called respectively ' Beatihcation ' and ' Canonisa-
tion.' The former is but a preliminary process, and
consists in a declaration by the pope that the
' beatified ' person is entitled, bj' reason of his (or

her) eminent virtues, attested by miracles, to be
regarded as a saint, and as such honoured and
invoked. This authorisation, however, is not in

beatification extended to the entu'e church, but is

alvvaj'S limited to a particidar church, or pro\'ince,

or rehgious order ; and the uatm-e of the hononrs
permitted to be paid to the beatified person is

strictly defined either by the terms of the decree, or

by local usage, if such have already existed. But
although the effect of a decree of beatification is less

comprehensive than that of the subsequent and
fin.al declaration in canonisation, the preparatory
inquiry is in all substantial particulars the same.
The details of both are explained at great length

and with curious minuteness by the learned Pope
Benedict XIV. (Lambruschini) in a special work on
the subject, which has the fm-ther interest of con-

taining as an appendix the minutes of the entire

proceedings in the canonisation which took

place during his own ollicial connection with that

department. The inquiry in both j)roeedures is

conducted by the congregation of cardinals, called

the Congregation of Rites, and consists first in an
examination of the writings (if there be any) of the

indiridual, then of the holiness of his Life and con-

versation, and finally of the miracles alleged to

have been performed by him in bfe, or obtained

through his relics and intercession after death.

Two such miracles at least must be established by
what is considered satisfactory evidence. Upon all

these points sworn depositions are required, and all

are subjected to a most rigorous scrutmy, in which
the office of impugnant is discharged by an advocate

called Promoter Fidei, and popularly nicknamed
the Devil's Advocate, his duty being to raise every

possible difficulty in the way of the acceptance of the

evidence of sanctity. This inquiry is generally a

very protracted one ; and after it has been com-

pleted, and its results recorded in writing, the acts

are submitted to the cardinals, who meet three

times in private congregations, and finally, if all

appears satisfactorily established, in a jmbhc con-
gregation, by which the decision is made known to
the pope. Should the decision be approved by the
])ope, the solemnisation is proceeded with. The
solemnity takes place in the Vatican Church. The
cardinal prefect of the congi-egatiou of rites hands
the pope's brief to the cardinal, arch-priest of the
Vatican, by whom it is read ; the Te Deum is in-

toned ; the imago of the beatified individual is

uncovered, to receive the veneration of the assem-
bly; high mass, with the Collect, in his honour, is

sung ; and in the afternoon the pope goes soleimily
to the church to pay reverence to the image. The
pirocedure, in case of a mart3T, is somewhat differ-

ent. In both, however, the process is but prelimi-
nary to the solemn canonisation. The efi'ect of the
latter comprises (1.) a declaration that the canon-
ised person is to be recognised as a saint throughout
the entire church

; (2.) that he is to be invoked in
the pubhc prayers

; (3.) that churches and altars

may be erected in his honour
; (4.) that he may be

invoked in the mass and public service
; (5.) that a

festival may be celebrated in honour of him
; (6.)

that his image may be set up in public ; and lastly,

that his relics may be preserved aud publicly
honoured. The solemnity of canonisation, which is

preceded by a new inquiry similar to that of the
beatification, and a new judgment of the congrega-
tion of rites confirmed by the pope, is one of the most
gorgeous in the entire ceremonial of the Roman
Church. It takes place in the Vatican Church
(St Peter's), and is generally attended by a large
asscmljly of bishops from various parts of the
church. In many respects it resembles that of the
beatification, but its distinctive characterLstio is the
solemn publication, by order of the jiope in person,
after the hymn of invocation of the Holy Ghost has
been sung, of the decree of canonisation. This is

followed by mass, also celebrated by the pope in
person, and sometimes by a homily of the pope in
honour of the newly canonised. The Church of St
Peter's is si^eciaUj' decorated at a vast cost for the
ceremonial, and the entu-e expenditure on such
occasions has been estimated at not less than £20,000.
Roman Catholics hold that in such decrees the
judgment of their church is infallible ; aud to deny
that any particidar canonised individual is really a
saint, is held to involve, if not actual heresy, at least

a grievous act of contumacy against the faith of the
church. On the doctrine of s.amt worship, see Invo-
CATiox OF S.iiXTS ; and on that regarding the honcnn-
paid to relics of saints and martyrs, see Relics.

SAINTS' DAYS, days set apart in honour of
particular saints and martyrs. The practice dates
from the tunes of persecution, wheu the people
were wont to assemble at the tombs of martyrs on
the anniversarj- of the martyrdom. In the multi-
plication of such celebrations, a record of the days
fixed for each saint or martyr became necessary.
This was called calendarlum. The days so appointed
were celebrated with more or less solemnity, accord-
ing to the dignity of the saint, or the degree of

devotion with which he was regarded. In some
eases the saint's day was kept as a holiday of obli-

gation, in which no servile work was permitted to
be done. Other days are of various minor degi'ees

of solemnity, and are called double (greater or
lesser), semi-double, and simple, from the peculiar
form of the office set apart for each. In particular
coinitries, provinces, dioceses, or parishes, the day
of the patron saint is specially celebrated ; and in

all churches the festival of the saint to whom the
church is dedicated.

SAINT SERVAN, a seaport of France, in the
42'J
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dep. of nie-et-Vilaine, stands at the mouth of the

Kanoe, opposite St Malo (q. v.), to which there is

communication by land at low-water. The harbour,

called Port Solidor, is secure. S. S., which is

frequently spoken of as a suburb of St Malo, is

much frequented as a watering-place, and carries on
ship-biiildina and considerable commerce, especially

in timber. Pop. (1SG2) 92SS.

SAINT SIMON, LotTis de EouTTtoi, Due de,

whose family claimed to be descended from Charle-

magne, was born in January 1675. After receiring

a careful education under the superintendence of

his mother, he entered the army in 1G93, but con-

sidering his promotion not equal to his deserts, he
resigned his commission in 1702, and devoted the

remainder of his life to a sort of court statesman-

ship. S.'s position was as singular and as anoma-

lous as his character. Profoundly ambitious. Ids

pride was yet greater than his amliition. His ideas

of aristocratic rights and privileges were perhaps

more outrageously fanatical than any ever enter-

tained in modern ages ; and the whole aim of his

life was to nullify the influence of the parliament,

and to place the government of France m the hands

of the grands seigneurs—the great territorial lords.

The middle class he abhorred ; and the rise to dis-

tinction of any one belonging to that order—any
noinis homo, tortured his p.atrician soul almost

beyond endurance. AVe have not space (nor would

it be worth oiu- while, if we had) to recount his

career of haught5f and insolent conspiracy against

the political rights of commoners, which marks him
out as the most thoroughgoing oligarch in principle

of whom we have any record. During the latter

part of Louis XIV.'s reign, and the regency of the

Duke of Orleans, he enjoyed much consideration,

and his aristocratic policy more than once enjoj'ed

a temporary triumph; but with the accession to the

regency of the DulvC of Bom-bon he fell into dis-

grace, and withdrew from public life. He died at

Paris, 2d March 1755. S.'s last years were

occupied chiefly in the composition of his famous

Memoires, a work of incalculable historical value.

Though the style is far from faiUtless, it so admir-

ably expresses the meaning of the author, that one

would not wish it other than it is. The (Euvres

Completes de Louis de Saint Simon appeared at

Strasburg in 1791, in 13 vols., but the best edition

is that ofM. Cheruel (20 vols. Paris, 1S56, et seq.).

See A. LeltSvre Pontalis, Discours sur la Vie et les

(Euvres de Saint Simon (Paris, 1S55).

SAINT SIMON and SAINT SIMONIANISM.
CiJiUDE Henki, Comte de Saint SiJio>f, a French

social philosoiiher, foimder of the sect named after

him. Saint Simonians, belonged to a tlifferent

branch of the same family as the preceding, and
was born at Paris, 17th October 1700. Although

destined to become the propagator of the most

revolutionary and democratic ideas of modern times,

he was reared in a perfect hotbed of aristocratic

prejudice. Nevertheless, from his earliest years,

S. exliibited a decided hostility to the estabUshed

system of things, mainly, however, it would seem

(according to the anecdotes in vogue) from a certain

puerile vehemence and obstmacy of nature. He was
cursed, moreover, with a precocious vanity. What
are we to think of a lad scarcely 16 giving his

servant orders to rouse him every moruing with

such a flattering simimons as Levez-vous, 2Ionsieur

le Comte, vous avez de grandes choses d /aire, espe-

cially when, iu point of fact, he had nothing to do ?

S. was pretty well educated in philosophy, like

most of the young nobles of his time, and had
D'Alembert among others for his tutor. At 18

he entered the army, served in America, and
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distinguished himself on the day when Lord Com-
wallissurrendered at York (17th September 1781) with
all his forces. Captured by the British on his return

home, he was taken to Jamaica, where he remained till

the peace in 17S3 restored him to liberty and France.

But the monotony of garrison life did not .«uit hi.-*

restless and impatient spirit, and in 17S5 he quitted

the service, and travelled iu Holland and Spain,

busying himself 'svith various industrial schemes,

such as connecting Madrid with the sea by means
of a canal, and introducing diligences into Andalusia
—the latter of which proved successful. The great

revolution foimd in him—noble though he was—au
enthusiastic disciple, and he voted in his patrimoni:d

canton for the abolition of titles of nobihty, but did

not take any part in the political events that fol-

lowed. His energies were devoted to matters more
profitable than patriotic

—

v\z., the purchase of con-

tiscated property—and it is unhappily not at all

doubtful that when France was labouring in tho

agon}' of a mighty struggle after new life, S. was
consumed by an ignoble passion for enricliing him-
self. But then, as his disciples have naively

observed, it was necessary that he should acquire

a fortime in order that he might be able to devote

himself satisfactorily to ideas. It was during tho

revolution, and while suffering a temporary impri-

sonment in the Luxemboiu-g, that visions of a new
social system, based on scientific principles, and not

on political conventionalities, first unfolded them-

selves before his ardent imagination. His ancestor

Charlemagne appeared to him one night in a

dream, and said : Depuis que le inonde cxisle aucune

famille n\i joui de Vhonneur de produire un Mrox
el un philosophe de premiere ligne. Get luinneur itait

reserve a Ma maison. Mon Jils, tes succis comme
philosophe egaleront cetix qu' J'ai ohtenus comme
mililaire et comme politique. S., though now 3S
years of age, commenced to study ' science,' of which
he was as yet quite ignorant. The plan he adopted

was pleasant and ingenious. He took a house oppo-

site the Ecole Pohjteehnique, and invited to his tabic

the professors of mathematics, of physics, and of

astronomy, from whose lips—in the intervals of their

feeding—he acquired the necessaiy information.

Then he changed his lodgings, and fixed himseli

near the Eeole de Medicine, where, pursuing the

same method with the physiologists, he learned

from them something of the structure of organised

bodies. In ISOl, he married, and thi-ew open his

salons to all the savans and artists of Paris ; but
his lavish hospitalities—prodigalities, perhaps, they

ought rather to be called—soon dissipated the

fortune he had amassed during the revolution.

Jleanwhile a notable social idea seized Hm.
Hearing that the husband of Madame de Stael

had just died, he resolved to marry the widow,
whom he considered to be the only woman fit

to associate with him in his great project for the

regeneration of society. To be sure there was a,

little impediment in the way—viz., his being already

married ; but in France there is never any difficulty

in getting a divorce ; and S. was soon as good

as a bachelor ag.ain. Betaking himself to Coppet,

he unfolded his plan to the lady, and begged

her concurrence, lu-ging his suit (it is said) by
the most impressive considerations : Madame, vous

etes la femme la plus extraordinaire du monde

;

comme fen suis Vhomme le plus extraordinaire ; cl

nous deux nous aurions, sans doute un enfant plus

extraordinaire encore. Madame de Stael, however,

declined to further the philanthropic projects of

S. in the way he wanted, and the reformer—now
beginning to be in straits—pubUshed at Geneva a

Lettre d'un Habitant de Geneve a ses Contemporains

(1803), ia which he proposes (among other things^
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that there should be an annual subscription for the
benefit of men of genius—mathematicians, physi-

cians, chemists, physiologists, litterateurs, painters,

and musicians—that spiritual power should be in

the hands, not of the clergy, but of savaus, and
temporal power in the hands of the landed pro-

prietors, while the privilege of clioosing ' chiefs

of himianity ' should belong to everybody ; lanally,

he asserts that religion is only a human invention.

S.'s proposal (so obstinately prejudiced are men
against what is right) was not adopted—was not
even noticed, either by ' men of genius ' or others,

and in the course of a few months he was glad
to accept the ofEce of copyist at the Mont-de-
Piete. Even this humble means of making a
livelihood he had to resign from ill-health, and
he woidd probably have died of starvation had
he not fallen in by chance with an old revolu-

tionai'y friend called Diard, who took him into his

house and furnished him with means to publish

one of his most important works, the Introduction

aiix Travaux Sdenlijiqites du Dlx-neuvieme Siecle

(Par. 1807). The death of Diard, in ISIO, once
more plunged S. into misery. Soon after, we lind

him writing to Lacept^de, Cuvier, Degerando, Cam-
bacer&s, &c., in this style :

' Monsieur,^ soyez mon
SauveWyjemeursdefahn .... Depuis quinze jours,

je mange dii pain et je bols de Veau; je travaille

sans feu, etfai vendu jusqu\l rues habits piour fournir
auxfrals des copies de mon travail. There is nothing

ludicrous here—it is the plain unaffected agony of

utter want. In 1812, his wretchedness came to a
crisis ; he left Paris, betook himself to Peronne,
where he fell dangerously ill, but recovered through
the attentions of his family, who now settled a
small pension on him ; he then retiu'ued to Paris.

After the Restoration, he began—in spite of his

extravagant vanity—to reap the never-faihng reward
of enthusiasm and perseverance—a crop of disciples.

Of these the most distinguished was Augustin
Thierry, who assisted him in the redaction of his

Beorganisation de la Socieli Eiiropcenne—a work
intended to demonstrate the inutility of the Congi-ess

of Vienna, and the incapacity of all mere pohtical

congresses to establish a durable peace. He pro-

poses the institution of a European parliament,

having the right to arbitrate in cases of difference

among the various nations, and adds that the first

ste[i towards the reorganisation of Europe is the

imion of France and England. In 1817— ISIS, he
])ublished L'Industrie, ou Discussions Politiqucs,

Morales, et Philosophiques, partly written by him-
self and partly by his discijiles. The third volimie

is the work of the celebrated Augnste Comte (q.v.).

By this and other literary enterprises S. had
exliausted all his funds, and as he saw no prospect

of getting any more, he resolved to commit suicide,

and actually discharged a loaded pistol at his

own head ('Jth JIarch 1S23), which, however, only
deprived him of an ej'e, and not of life. The last,

and by far the most remarkable work of S., is his

Nouveau Christianisme (Par. 1825), which contains

his final and matured convictions. According to

him, Christianity lias been diverted from its original

design. Progressive by nature, and meant to be
motUfied by the changing cii-cumstances of times

and countries, it has been stiffened into unalterable

dogmas by ecclesiastical conclaves. The clergy,

whose mission is to iustruct, are ignorant of the

thoughts and manners of modern times, and have
exliibited a complete and deplorable incapacity.

Protestantism is no wiser than Catholicism. It has
set its face against the fine arts, and has shewn a
cruel and fatal indifference to the ])hysical ameliora-

tion of the poor. But genuine Christianity embraces
in its consideration all the needs of humanity. From

its grand principle, 'Love one another,' it derives
the proposition, that ' religion ought to direct all

the social forces towards the moral and physical
amelioration of the class which is at once the most
numerous and the most poor.' From this premiss
is deduced the idea of a social hierarchy based on
capacity and labour—the new spiritual church com-
prising all functions and professions, sanctifying
science and industry, regulating vocations, fixing
salaries, dividing heritages, and taking the best
measures to make the labours of each conduce to
the good of all. S. did not five to carry out his

principles in detail as far as they would have logic-

ally carried him, dying on the 19th May 1S25 ; but
in the wTitings of Comte we find the legitimate
terminus and result of his sweeping speculations.

Much in the character and system of S. is

unquestionably false, exaggerated, and even laugh-
aljle, but the man who reckoned among his disciples

names like MM. Augustin Thierry, Auguste Comte,
Olinde Rodrignes, Bailly (de Blois), Leon Halevy,
Duvergier, Bazard, Enfantin, Cerelet, Buchet, Cai-not,

Michel Chevalier, Henri Fournel, Dugied, Barraiilt,

Charles Duveyrier, Talabot, Pierre Leroux, Jean
Reynaud, Emile Pgreire, Felicien David, Saint
Cheron, Gueroult, Charton, Cazeaux, Dubochet,
and Stephane Mony—is one whom posterity will

not willingly forget.

SAINT THO'MAS, one of the Danish West
Indian Islands, forms one of the group of the Virgin
Islands (q. v.), and lies 38 miles east of Puerto
Rico. Area (official statement), 25 sq. m.

;
pop.,

13,000. The surface is hilly and the soil poor.

Water is exceedingly scarce ; the chief town of the
island, Charlotte Amalie (q. v.), being dependent for

its supply iqion tanks of collected rain-water. The
cultivation of vegetables, grass, and a small quantity
of cotton, employs the scanty rural popidation ; but
the products are small, and nothing is exported. In
1863, 751 British vessels, including schooners and
sloops, aud carrying 95,819 tons, arrived at the
island. The value of manufactured aud other goods
imported from Great Britain in 1803 was £841,200.
The port, Charlotte Amalie or St Thomas, is a station

for steam-packets from Southampton to the West
Indies, and is an important entrepOt of West Indian
produce.

S-\INT THOMAS, an island off the west coast

of Africa in the Gulf of Guinea, belonging to Portu-
gal, 260 miles south-west of Fernando Po. Area
about 120 sq. nules. Of its inhabitants, 1000 are
white and mulattoes, 2000 are free blacks, aud about
10,000 are slaves. Sugar was formerly gro^vn exten-
sively ; coffee is now the chief article of export.

The chief town is St Thomas or Chaves, a bishop's

see, witli about 4000 inhabitants, who live in

miserable wooden huts, aud few of whom can write
or even read.

SAINT VI'NCENT, one of the British islands

in the West Indies, 100 miles west of Barbadoes,
at the mouth of the Orinoco. Area, 131 sq. m.

;

pop. (1861) 31,755, of whom 2347 were white, 6553
coloui-ed, aud 22,855 black. The island is one of

the most beautiful of the group to which it

belongs. It is traversed from north to south by
a chain of volcanic mountains, which rise in the

volcano called the Souffriere to the height of 3000
feet. Many of the valleys are fertile, and the
shores ai'e rich and productive. About 2-5ths of

the entire area, or 35,000 acres of the 84,000, aro
under cultivation. Much rain falls, often to the
serious injury of the crops and of the roads, but the
climate is nevertheless healthy. In 1860, the island

contained only 31 schools, attended by 2189 scholars,

and the standard of the morality, as well as of tho
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culture of the inliabitants, was low. In the same
year the revenue amounted to £20,231, and the

imports to £150,343. The exports, chiefly sug.ar,

arrow-root, and rum, amounted to £172,205. In the

same year 702 vessels, of 39,29G tons, entered and
cleai-ed the ports, the chief of which, and the capital

of the island, is Kingston (q. v.).

SAINT VINCENT, C.4.PE, in Portuguese Cabo

da S((o Vicente, a promontory forming the aoitth-

wcstern corner of Portugal and of Europe, off which

several important naval battles have taken place.

On June IC, 1093, Admiral Rooke, with 20 English

men-of-war, was here attacked by a vastly superior

French fleet, and defeated with the loss of 12 men-

of-war, and SO merchautnieu which were sailing

under his convoy ; on January 10, 17S0, Admiral
Rodney here destroyed several Spaniish ships ; on

Eebrnary 14, 1797, the great battle of Cape St V.,

between 15 British line-of-battle and 6 frigates,

under Admiral Jervis (afterwards created Earl St

Vincent), and 27 Spanish line-of-battle and 12

frigates, resulted in the total defeat of the latter

and capture of of their largest ships (of which,

however, 4 only were ultimatol}' secured). The
effect of this last victory was to frustrate the for-

midable Spanish-French scheme of invading Eng-

land. The fourth nav.al fight off Cape St V. took

2)lace between the fleet of Queen Maria of Portugal,

commanded by Sir Charles Napier (q. v.), and that

of Dora MigiU'l, in which a portion of the latter was
destroyed, and the rest captured, 5th July 1833.

SAINT VI'TUS DANCE. See Chorea.

SAIS, an ancient Egjqitian city, called in the

hieroglyi^hs Sa, and existing at the time of the old

monarchy, was situated on the right liank of the

Canopic branch of the Nile, in 31° 4' N. lat. It is at

present caDed Sa el Hagar, or Sa of the Stone, from

some modern stone buildings in the neighbourliood.

There are, however, no remains of temples or palaces

on the site ; all that remains being a wall of unburnt

brick 70 feet in tliickness, perhaps the peribolos of

the temple. Traces of the Temenos, 720 feet long,

still exist, and of the citadel, but the temples

and tombs which stood within the city walls have

been completely stripped ; many fine statues of

basalt of the 20th or Saite dynasty, from this spot,

being found in the different collections of Europe.

S. gave its name to a nome, and also to two Egyptian

dynasties, the 24th and 20tli, founded by natives

of the city. The goddesses principally worshipped

there were Neith or Minerva, and Ceres or Isis.

Neith was said to be the mother of the sun, and is

constantly called in the hierogljqjhical legends the

mi.stress of S. ; and an inscription in the temple of

Neith is said to have deelared of her, ' I am past,

jiresent, and future, no one has lifted my veil,

the fruit I ha\-e Ijrought forth is the sun.' At
S. there was also a sc])ulchre of Osiris. The tombs

of the kings, contrary to Egyiitian and resembling

the Greek custom, were within the walls. The
tomb of Amasis consisted of a stone edifice with

columns, and a chamber with doors. S. was
important as a religious capital. Towards the

decline of the monarchy, it rose to great

splendour. The 20th dynasty transferred hither

the capital of the kingdom. Amasis transported

a monolithic shrine of granite from Elephantine

to S. after three years'' labour, em])loying 2000

men in the undertaking. Solon and Pj-thagoras

visited S., and Plato was instructed in its colleges.

There seems to have been a considei-.able Greek

population in the city ; but although S. continues

to l)e mentioned after the 20th dynasty, its

political importance then declined, and Memphis
became the seat of government. The intercourse
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between S. and Athens subsequently gave rise to

the idea of Athens having been colonised from it

Lepsius, Briefe, p. 12 ; Wilkinson, Modern E;iypt,

vol. i. p. 183 ; Hcrodot. ii. 28, 59, 109 ; Strabo, 'xvii.

p. 801; ChampoUion, i'i'yiy^)/^, ii. p. 219; Lettrts,

p. 50.

S'AIVAS is the name of one of the three great

divisions of Hindu sects. See India. The word
designates the votaries of S'iva, and comprises differ-

ent special sects, which varied in number at different

periods of medieval Ilinduisra. To judge by the

number of shrines dedicated to S'iva in his form as

Linga, it would seem that the worship of this deity

was the most prevalent of all the modes of adoration

;

but these temples are scarcely ever the resort of

numerous votaries, and they are regarded with com-
paratively little veneration by the Hindus. In
Upper India, the worship of S'iva has, indeed, never

assumed a popular form. No legends are recorded

of this deity of a poetic or pleasing character

;

the S., unlike the Vaishuavas, have no works in any
of the common dialects, such as the UdmCn/an'a, the

Vdrlld, or the Bhaktamded ; no establishments in

Hindustan, like S'rlnath or Purl ; and their teachers

of repute, like S'ankara (q. v.), are too philosophical

and speculative to be really popidar. The worship

of S'iva seems, therefore, to have been, from a remote

period, more that of the learned and speculative

classes, than that of the masses of the people. In a

renowned work called the S'aHhira-d.ir/-vijaya, or

the victory of S'ankara over the world, composed
by Anandagiri, one of the disciples of S'ankara,

several subdivisions of the S. are named—viz., the

S., properly so called—who wore the impression of

the Liuga on both arms—the Jiaudms, who had a

trident "stamped on the forehead ; the Ugras,

who had the drum of S'iva on their arms ; the

Shdktas, with an impression of the Linga on their

foreheads ; the Janrjamas, who carried a figure of

the Liuga on their head ; and the Pds'upaias, who
imprinted the same symbol on the foi-ehead, breast,

navel, and arms. The jiresent divisions of the S.,

however, are the following : the Dan'd'ius and
Das'nami-Dandins ; the Yogins ; the Jangamas ;

the Paramahansas ; the Aghorins ; the Urdhabihus

;

Akas'mukhius and Nakhins ; the Gftdaras ; the

Pflkharas, Sftkharas, and TJkh.aras; the Karelin-

gins ; the Brahmacharins ; and the Nagas.

The Dau'd'liis, or staff-bearers, properly so called,

are the representatives of the fourth order, or

raendicaut life, into which a Hindu is to enter after

he passed through the stages of a religious student,

householder, and hermit. The Dau'd'in is distin-

guished by carrying a dan'd'a, or small staff, with

several projections from it, and a piece of cloth

dyed with red ochre—in which the Brahmanical

cord is supposed to be enshrined-attached to it.

He shaves his hair and beard, wears only a cloth

round his loins, and subsists upon food obtamed

ready-dressed from tlie houses of the Brahmans once

a d.ay only, which he deposits in the small clay-pot

that he always carries -with him. He shoidd live

alone, and near to, but not within a city; this

latter rule, however, is rarely observed. The

geuuine Dan'd'in is not necessarily of the S'aiva

sect ; but those who worship S'iva, especially in his

form as Bhairava, or the Terrific, liave, at the cere-

mony of iuitiatimi, a sm.all incision made on the

inner part of tlie knee, the blood drawn by this

process being deemed an acceptable offering to the

god. The Das'ndmi-Dan'd'lns are included in this

class ; but they admit none but Brahmans into their

body, and are considered to be the descendants of

the original members of the fraternity, who refer

their origin to the celebr.ated S'ankara or Sankard-
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chdrija (q. v.). He ia said to have had foui' disciples,

who are called Padmapa'da, Hastamalaka, Svire-

s'wara or Mandana, and Trot'aka. Of these, the first

had two pupils, Tirtha and As'rama; the secoud two,

Vana and Arau'ya ; tlie tliird had three, Saraswati,

Puri, and Bharatl ; and the fourth had also three,

Giii or Gir, TSlrvata, and Sagara. These ten con-

stitute collectively the Das'nfimi (from ilas'an, ten,

and na'iiian, name) ; and when a Brahman cntere

into cither class, ho attaches to his denomuiation
that of the class of which lie becomes a member

;

as Tirtha, Giri, &c. The philosophical tenets of this

sect are mainly those of the Vcddnta {q. v.), as

taught by 8'aukara and his disciples ; but they
generally su))eradd the practice of the Yor/a (q. v.),

and many of them have adojited the doctrines of

the Tantras (q. v.).

The Yoijhis are, properly speaking, followers of

the Yo(ia (q. v.) sj-stem ; and the term implies a

class of men who practise the most difficult austeri-

ties, in order to become absorbed into the universal

spirit, and thus liberated from repeated births. The
votaries of S'iva, so called, liold that, by dint of

these practices—such as continued suppressions of

respirations, sitting in S4 different attitudes, fixing

the eyes on the top of the nose—they will be finally

united with S'iva, whom they consider as the

source and essence of all creation. The principal

sect of this class is that of the Kdnphdt'A Yoghis,

who trace their origin to a teacher named Gonilch-

ndl/i, who seems to have lived in the beginning

of the 15th c, and, according to his followers,

was an incarnation of S'iva. A temple of Gorakh-
nath exists at Gorakhpur ; a plain, called G'o-

rakhkhetr, is near Dwilraka, and a cavern of his

name at Haridwfir. The Yogins of GorakhnClth are

called Kfinphatils, from ha\nng their ears bored and
rings inserted in them at the time of their initiation.

They may be of any caste ; they live as ascetics,

single or in colleges ; officiate as priests of S'iva in

some places ; mark the forehead with a transverse

line of ashes, and smear the body with the same
substance ; they deal in fortune-telUng, profess to

cure diseases with drugs and spells ; and some play

and sing, and e-xhiliit animals.

The Jmignmas, or Lingavats, are likennse not

an important division of the S'aiva sect. Their

essential characteristic is the wearing of the Linga

emblem on some part of their dress or person.

The Piiramahansas are ascetics who pretend to

be solely occupied with the investigation of Brahman,
and to "be equally indifferent to pleasure or pain,

insensible of heat or cold, and incapable of satiety

or want. In proof of this, they go naked in all

weathers, never indicate any natur.al want, and
receive from their attendants what is brought to

them as their alms or food.

The same apparent worldly indifference charac-

terises the Aghorbis ; but they seek occasions for

its display, and demand alms as a reward tor its

exhibition. Their practices, too, seem to Ijetray that

originally their worship was not of an inoffensive

kind, but required even human victims for its

performance. They eat and drink .whatever is

given to them, even ordure and carrion ;
and in

order to extort money from the credidous, they

resort to the most disgusting devices.

The Urdhahdhus are solitary mendicants; they

extend one or both arms above their heads till they

remain of themselves thus elevated. They also

close the fist, and the nails being suffered to grow,

completely perforate the hand. They usually

assume the S'aiva marks, and twist their hair so as

to project from the forehead, in imitation of the

matted hair of Siva.

The lUs'mukhins hold up their faces to the sky
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tiU the muscles of the back of the neck become con-

tracted and retain it m that position.

The peculiarities of the other sects we cannot
afford space to specify ; they are equally trifiing,

and sometimes disgusting.—For fuller details on
the Sa'ivas, see H. H. Wilson, A Sketch of the

JieUgious Seels of the Hbulus ; Works, vol. i. (edited

by i)r E. Rost, Loud. 1862), pp. ISS, ff.

S'AKA. See S'.^LivAiiAXA.

S'AKAT'AYANA is the name of a celebrated

Hindu gi'amniarian, who preceded Pan'ini (q. v.) and
Yiiska (q. v.), for he is quoted by both these authors.

His grammatical work, however, seems to be lost,

for no portion of it has as yet been forthcoming

;

and an attempt recently made to identify with it a

grammar of a S'akat'ayana, copies of which arc met
with at the India Office Library, London, and at

Madi-as, has signally failed. The latter S'.lkat'ayana

is a Jaina (q. v.), who is not only later than

Katyayana (q. v.), but, in all probability, a modem
writer.

SAKHALI'N, commonly written Sagiiamen-,

native name Taraika, a long and narrow island,

partly belonging to Paissia .and partly to Japan,

runs from north to south close off the shores of

Asiatic Paissia in the south-west of the Sea of
,

Ochotsk. Area 32,000 sq. m., of which 18,000

sq. m., forming the whole northern portion, belong

to Paissia, and the remainder to Japan. Pop. about

8500. It is 5SS miles in length, and about 120 miles

in extreme breadth. Lat. "45° 51'—5-1° 24' N. In

hat. 52° the Island approaches to witliin six miles of

the mainland, from which it is separated by the

shallow Manila Strait. A mountain-chain with

craggy summits, which in lat. 52° are covered with

snow throughout the year, traverses the island from

north to south. There are no important natural

harbom-s. The chief rivers are the Ty, falling mto
Patience Gidf, and 90 feet wide and 7 feet deep at

its mouth, and the TjTny flowing north-east. The
rivers and the coasts swarm with fine fish. Im-

mense stores of fish are preserved in .a frozen

state during winter, and upon these the natives and

their dogs in great part subsist. On the east coast

of the island the vegetation, especially in the north,

has a stunted appearance. On the west coast

luxuriant grass clothes the valleys, and forests of

pine, fir, birch, larch, oak, and maple trees cover the

mountains. Among the animals are the reindeer,

the stag, roe, elk, and musk ox. In the northern

part oflS. the climate is even more rigorous than

at Nikolaevsk (q. v.). At Aniva Bay in the south,

the coldest day in the winter of 1853—1S54 shewed

a temperature of —13° F. The inhabitants carry

on an inconsiderable barter trade with their fish,

furs, and seals. Coals have been discovered in

several locahties and explored by the Russians.

Ravcnstein's Russians on the Amur (Triibner & Co.,

Loud. 1861).

SAKHALIN TJLA HOTUN, now commonly
and more properly called Aigun, a town of Man-
churia, on the right bank of the Amur, 14 miles

below the junction of the Dzeya with that river.

Lat. 50° 15' N., long. 127° 40' E. It is the chief

place of the Manchu on the Amur, and is sombre in

appearance, though it contains many gaily painted

temples. The great quadrangle, containing the

government and other buildings, is 230 yards square,

and is surrounded by double rows of pahsades.

Paper lanterns hang across the streets, and fantastic

figures—dragons, &c.—cut in paper, are fixed to

poles above the shops. Jlillet, tobacco, and other

products, are gi-own in the vicinity for export. Pop.

15,000.

SAKI, a kind of beer which the Japanese make
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from rice. It is the common alcoholic liquor of

Jap.in. It is clear, aud has a peculiar taste, wliich

Eui'opeans generally reckon unpleasant. The
Japanese usually heat it before drinking, and pour
it into flat cupa or saucers of lacquered wood. It

produces a very speedy and transient intoxication.

SAKI {Pithecia), a genus of American monkeys,
having the taD, which is not prehensile, covered
with very long hair, whence they are often called

Fox-tailed Monkeys. The head is round, and the

muzzle short, the ears not unlike those of the

hiunan race. The whole body is covered with long

hau'.

S'AKTAS is the name of one of the great

divisions of Hindu sects (see India). The term
is derived from the Sanscrit s'alcti, which means
'power, energy;' but, in its special application,

denotes the energy of the deity, and particularly

that of the gods of the Hindu triad, Brahma,
Vishn'u, and S'iva. This energy, originally spoken
of as the wish or will of the Supreme Being to

create the miiverse, and afterwards dilated upon in

metaphorical and poetical speech, assimied at the
Pam-auik period (see Hindu Beligion under India)
the form of a separate deity, thought of as the \vife

of the god to whom it belongs. Accordingly, Sara-
swatl (q. V.) became the S'akti or wife of Brahman

;

Lakshml (q. v.), the S'akti or wife of Vishn'u;
and Devi, or Durga, or Umi (q. v.), the S'akti or vrife

of S'iva. S'dkta, properly speaking, means, there-

fore, a worshipper of any of these female repre-

sentations of the divine power ; but, in its special

and usual sense, it is applied to the worshipper of

the female energy or wife of S'iva alone ; and the
S., properly so called, are, therefore, the votaries of

Durgfi, or Devi, or Umft (q. v.). Since S'iva (q. v.)

is the type of destruction, his energy or wife becomes
still more so the type of all that is terrific ; and, in

consequence, her worship is based on the assumjition

that she can be propitiated only by practices wluch
involve the destruction of life, and in which she
herself delights. That such a worship miist lead to

the brutalisation, and degenerate into the grossest

licentiousness, of those addicted to it, is but natural

;

and it wiU easily be understood that the S'akta
religion became the worst of all forms which the
various aberrations of the Hindu mind assumed.
Appealing to the superstitions of the \adgar mind,
it has its professors, chiefly amongst the lowest
classes ; and, amongst these again, it prevails

especially in Bengal, where it is cultivated with
practices even scarcely known in most other
jirovinces. The works from which the tenets and
rites of this religion are derived, are known by the
collective term of Tantras (q. v.), but as in some of

these works the ritual enjoined does not comjjrehend
all the iinpure practices which are recommended in

others, the sect became dirided into two leading
branches, the Dakshin'dch&rins and Vdindclidri)is,

or the followers of the right-hand and left-hand
ritual.

The Dahslun'dchdrins are the more respectable of

the two. They profess, indeed, to possess a ritual

as pure as that of the Vetlas. Nevertheless, they
annually decapitate a number of helpless animals,
especially kids, and in some cases pommel the
animal to death with their fists, or ofier blood
^vithout destroying life—practices contrary to the
Vedic ritual. The Vdmdchdrins, on the other hand
—the type of the S.—and amongst these especially

that branch called Kanla or Kullna, adopt a ritual

of the grossest impurities. Their object is, by
reverencing Devi, who is one -with S'iva, to obtain
supernatural powers in this life, and to be identified
after death with S'iva and his consort. ' According

to the immediate object of the worshipper,' Professor
Wilson says, 'is the particular form of worship; but
all the forms require the use of some or all of the
five letters M—viz., Miiusa, Matsya, Madya, ilai-
thuna, and Mudra—i. e., flesh, fish, wine, women,
and certain mystical gesliciJations. Suitable mantras
(or formidas) are also indispensable, according to
the end proposed, consisting of various unmeaning
monosyllabic combinations of letters, of great
imaginary efficacy. Where the object of the
ceremony is to acquu-e an interview with, and
control ovei-, impure spu-its, a dead body is necessary.
The adept is also to be alone, at midnight, in a
cemetery or place where bodies are burned or
buried, or criminals executed ; seated on the corpse,
he is to perform the usual offerings, and if he does
so \vithout fear, the Bhutas, the Yoginls, and other
male or female goblins, become his slaves. In this,

and many of the observances practised, solitude is

enjoined ; but all the principal ceremonies compre-
hend the worship of S'akti, and require for that
purpose the presence of a female as the living
representative and tyjie of the goddess. This worship
is mostly celebrated in a mixed society, the men of
which represent Bhaii-ava (or S'iva as the Terrific),

and the women, Bhairavi (S'akti or Devi as the
Terrific). The S'akti is personated by a naked
female, to whom meat and ^vine are offered, and
then distributed amongst the assistants ; the recita-

tion of various Mantras and texts, and the perform-
ance of the Mudra, or gesticulations with the fingers,
accompanying the diflerent stages of the ceremonj';
and it is terminated with the most scandalous
orgies amongst the votaries.' The same author adds
that, 'in justice to the doctrines of the sect, it is to
be observed, that these practices, if instituted merely
for sensual gi-atification, are held to bo as illicit and
reprehensible as in any other branch of the Hindu
faith ;

' but fuU assent must be given to his remark
which follows a text quoted by him in sujiport of
this view, for he says :

' It is only to be added that
if the promulgators of these doctrines were sincere,
which is far from impossible, they must have been
filled with a strange frenzy, and have been strangely
ignorant of human nature.'

' The members of this sect are very numerous,
especially amongst the Brahmanical caste ; all classes
are, however, admissible, and equal at the ceremonies
of the sect. The particular insignia of these S'aktas
are a semicu-cular line or lines on the forehead, of
red Sanders or vernulion, or a red streak up the
middle of the forehead, -with a circular spot of red
at the root of the nose. They use a rosary made of
the seeds of the eleocarpus, or of coral beads, but of
no greater length than may be concealed in the
hand ; or they keep it in a small purse, or a bag of
red cloth. In worshipping, they wear a piece of red
silk roimd the loins, and decorate themselves with
garlands of crimson flowers.' Two other sects are
Ukewise mentioned as belonging to the S., the
Kdnchuliyas and Kardrins, but it is doubtful
whether they are still in existence. The former are
said to have belonged to the south of India ; and
the latter seem to have been worshippers of Devi in
her terrific forms, the offering to her of human
sacrifices being the principal feature of their ritual.
If there are still any votaries of this sect. Professor
Wilson believes that they are the miscreants who,
more for pay than devotion, at cei-taiii festivals,
inflict upon themselves bodily tortures, such as
piercing their flesh with hooks or spits, reclining
upon beds of spikes, gashint; themselves with knives,
&o.—See H. H. Wilson, A Sketch of the Religious
Sects of the Hindus ; Works, vol. i. (edited by Dr
R. Eost, 1862), pp. 240, S.

S'AKUNTALA is one of the most pleasing
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fem:ile characters of Hindu mythology. She is men-

tioned as a water-nymph in the Yajurveda (see

Veda); she is the subject of a beautiful episode of

tlie Mahdbharata (q. v.), and is spoken of in the

Purdn'as ; but her name has become especially

familiar in Em-ope through the celebrated drama

of Kalidilsa (q. v.), which, introduced to us by Sir

William Jones in 17S9, became the starting-pomt of

Sanscrit philology ui Europe. The principal features

of the legend of S., as narrated in the Mahdbhdrata,

are the following : S. was the daughter of the saint

Vis'wa'mitra (q. v.) and the Aps.aras, or water-

nymph, Menaka. Abandoned by her parents, she

was adopted by the saint Kan'wa, who brought her

u|i in his hermitage as his daughter. Once upon a

time, King Uushyanta went a-hunting in tho^ forest,

and accidentally coming to the hermitage of Kan'wa,

saw S., and fell in love with her. He pm-suaded

her to marry him according to the rite of the Gan-

dharva marriage, and promised her that the son she

would bear him should be the heir to his throne,

and that he would take her home as his queen to

his royal city. Kan'wa, who had been absent while

this event happened, returned to the hermitage,

and through his divine knowledge, knew the whole

secret, thmigh it had not been confessed to him by

S'akuutaUt. She in due time was deUvered of a son,

and remained at the hermitage untd the boy was

six years old ; but as Dushyanta, unmindful ^of Ins

promise, did not send any messenger for her, Kan'wa

directed her to proceed with her boy to the resi-

dence of Dushyanta. This she did ; but when she

arrived at his residence, she was repudiated by the

king. Nor did her speech, however touching and

eloquent, move his heart, until at last a heavenly

voice assm-ed him that S. had spoken the tnith, and

that he saw before him his lawfid son. Thereupon,

Dushyanta recognised S. as his queen, and her son

as his heir. The latter was named Bharata, and

become the founder of the glorious race of the

Bharatas. In the drama, Ki\Udfisa's gemus had

full scope to work out the incidents of this legend,

so as to display the accomplislied female character

of S., and likewise to shew that the obstacle which

arose to her recognition was not the favdt of Du-

shyanta, but the consequence of a curse which S.

had incurred from a wrathful saint who, when once

on 'a visit to Kan'wa's hermitage, had considered

himself neglected by her. Since, in the di-ama

Dushyanta recognises S. by means of a rmg he had

given her at the hermitage, the name of the drama

is Abhijudna-S'akiintala, or 'the cbama m which

S'akuntaia (is remembered) by a token.' There are

two versions in which this drama now exists—an

older and a more recent one. The latter was hrst

edited at Calcutta, 1761, then at Pans, 1830, by

A L. Chezy, who also gave a French translation

of it : later and better editions of it {Cal. 1860 and

1864) were prepared by the Pandit Prem Chunder

Tarkabfi.'ish, imder the supermtendence of Professor

Edward °B. Cowell, the Principal of the banscnt

CoUecre at Calcutta. The older version has been

edited by Dr 0. Boehtlmgk (Bonn, 1842), by Pro-

fessor M. WiUiams (Hertford, 1853), and by a Bom-

bay Pandit at the Induprakas'a press (Bomb. IbOl).

The first EngUsh translation of it is that by bir

AViUiam Jones (Cal. 17S9) ; the second was made by

Professor M. WiUiams (Hertford, 1856) ; it deserves

the hi.Thest acknowledgment, on account of the

cousui^ate taste with which it has rendered

the metrical part of the original. Among the

various German, Italian, Danish, and other

translations of this drama, the German translation

by Ernst Meyer (Stutt, 1852) is worthy of especial

notice. ,

S'AKYAMUNI, or the SAINT S'AKYA, is a

name of the Buddha, the founder of the Buddhist

religion. See Buddhism.

SAL {Valeria rohaski), a tree of the natural

order Dipteraceai, one of the most valuable timber

trees of India. Great sal forests exist along the

southern base of the Himalaya Jlountains, but in

many places they have been nearly cut down. The
care of government is now extended to their pre-

servation.

SALAA'M (Sddm, Ar.ab. = Heb. Shalom, peace),

the general term of salutation among the Moham-
medans. They are generally very formal in

their social manners, although then' demeanour

and conversation are imrestrained enough, both

among men and women. Several of their social

usages in this respect are founded upon religious

precepts ; among these is the custom of greeting

each other with the words :
' Es-selamu aleikum

'

(Peace be s\'ith you), which is answered by : 'With

you be peace, and the mercy of God, and His

blessings
!

' This s.alutatiou is neither to be addressed

to nor to be received from any non-Mohammedau.
The reply, when one Moslem salutes another, is

obligatory, while the adtU-ess itself is rather arbi-

trary. Should the saluted refuse to reply, then the

other may revoke his salutation, as he does in the

case of his discovery that the person saluted is not

a true believer, with the words :
' Peace be on us

and on all the righteous worshippers of God.'

Generally, the rider salutes the person on foot,

the passer-by those who sit down or stand stiU;

the smaller party salutes the larger, the young the

older, &c. Salutation is to be the first and the last

thing on entering a house. The following is the rising

scale of the dififerent modes of obeisance -with the

Moslem : 1. Placing the right hand upon the breast;

2. Touching the Ups and the forehead or turban (or

forehead and turban only) with the right hand) ;
3.

Doing the same, but shghtly inclining the head

during that action ; 4. The same, but inclining the

body also; 5. The same, previously touching the

ground with the right hand ; 6. Kissinj^ the hand

of the person to whom the obeisance is paid ; 7.

Kissing his sleeve ; 8. Kissmg the sldi't of his cloth-

ing ; 9? Kissing his feet ; 10. Kissmg the groimd.

This, however, is to be understood (against De Sacy)

as merely touching the groimd previous to touching

the lips and forehead ^vith the right hand. The

first five modes are accompanied by the ' Peace be

with you,' and the reply given above. The sixth

mode is observed by servants or pupds to then-

master, wife to husband, and children to father, and

sometimes mother, by the young to the aged, and

the less learned to the learned and pious (Lane,

Koles to Arab. Nights, &c.).

SA'LAD, the name given to a ^ireparation o£

raw herbs for food. It derives its name from

the fact that s.alt is one of the chief ingredients

used in di-essing a salad. The principal salad herbs

are lettuce, endive, chicory, celery, mustard, and

cress; water-cress, onions, radishes, chervil, and a

few s'avory herbs used to give flavour. They are

usually cut up, and mLxed with salt, -vinegar, oil,

and other condiments, according to taste. Sugar

is also frequently added. Cresses, seed-leaves of

mustard, c&c., are often eaten -without any addition.

Salad has always been a favourite food -with civi-

lised nations, and has very little varied in its com-

position. The Romans used it, and made it thus :

Cidtivated endive was cut small after carefid wash-

inf and draining, then gravy and oil were poured

o\-er it ; and ifnely-minced onions were strewed

over the whole ; then a little vineg.ar and honey

was added, and the salad served up. The great

value of salads is in the fact that they are uncooked,
1!5
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and consequently contain a larger quantity of

mineral matter, sucli as potash, soda, &c., than it

Ijoiled. Salads are sometimes prepared with animal
food, such as boiled lobsters, crabs, eggs, Sc.

SALADIN, the name given by western writers

to Salah-eu-din Yussuf ibn Aytb, the sultan of

Egypt and Syria, and the founder of the Ayuljite

dynasty in those countries. As the great Moslem
hero of the third crusade, and the beau-ideal of

Moslem chivalry, he is one of the most" interesting
characters jirosented to ua by the history of that
period. He belonged to the Kurdish tribe of Ravad,
.ind was born at Tekreit (a town on the Tigris,

of which his father Ayiib was Icutwal or governor
under the Scljuks) in 1137- Following the example
of his fatlicr and uncle, he entered the service of

Noureddin (q. v.), prince of Syria, and accompanied
his uncle in his various expeditions to Egypt in

command of Noiircddin's army. S. w'as at this time
much addicted to wine and gambling, and it was
not till, at the head of a small detachment of the
Sji'iau army, he was beleaguered in Alexandria
by the combined Christians of Palestine and Egj'p-
tians, that he gave indications of possessing the
qualities requisite for a great captain. On the death
of his uncle, Shtrlcoh, S. became grand-vizier of the
Fatimite calif, and received the title of El-melck-
el-nasr, ' the Victorious Prince ;

' but the Christian.?

of Syria and Palestine, al.armed at the elevation of

a Syrian emir to supreme power in Egypt, made a
combined and vigorous attaclc on the new vizier.

S. foiled them at Damiett.a, and transferred the
contest to Palestine, taking several fortresses, and
defeating his assailants near Gaza ; but about the
same time liis new-born power was exposed to a
still more formidable danger from his master,
Koureddiu, whose jealousy of the talents and
ambition of his able young lieutenant, required all

the skill and wariness at S.'s command to allay. On
Noureddin's death, in 1174, S. began a struggle
with his successoi', which ended in liis establishing
himself as the sultan of Egypt and Syria, a title

which was confirmed to him by the caUf of Bagdad.
The ne.xt ten years Averc occupied in petty Avars
with the Christians, and in the arrangement and
consolidation of his now extensive domuiion. The
plundering liy the Christians of a rich pilgrim cara-
van on its way to Mecca, an infringement of the
treaty with S., brought down upon them the latter's

vengeance ; their army suU'ercd a dreadful defeat
at Tiberias (4th July 1187) ; the king of Jerusalem,
the two grand-masters, and many other warriors
of high rank were taken captive ; Jerusalem was
stormed (2d October), and almost every other for-

titied place in Palestine was t.aken. The news of
this great success of the infidels being brought to
Western Europe, aroused the enthusiasm of the
Christi.ans to its highest pitch, and a poAvei-fid army
of crusaders, headed by the kings of Franco and
England, speedily made their appearance on the
scene of strife. They captured Acre in 1191, and
Richard Cceur-de-Lion, at the head of that portion
of the crusading army which adhered to him, con-
tinued the Avar Avith success, twice defeated S., took
Caes.area and Jaffa, and finally obtained a treaty for

three years (August 1102), liy which the coast from
JaS'a to Tyre Avas yielded to the Chi-istiaus. In the
following yeai', S. died at Damascus of a disease
under Avliich he had long suffered. S. was not a
mere soldier ; his Avise administration left behind it

traces Avhich endured for centuries ; and the citadel
of Cairo and sundry canals, dikes, and roads are
existing evidences of his careful attention to the
wants of his subjects. In him the Avarrior instinct
of the Kurd Avas united to a high intelligence ; and
even his opponents frankly attribute to him the

noblest qualities of medieval chivalry, invincible
courage, inviolable fidelity to treaties, greatness of
soul, piety, justice, and moderation.
The Ayubite dynasty of AA-hich lie Avas the founder

ruled over SjTia till 1259, Avhen it Avas dispossessed
by the Perso-Mongols, and over Egypt till the
rise of the first Mameluke kingdom iiudor Ibec in

1250.

SALAMA'NCA, one of the three modern pro-
vinces of Spain, into which the ancient kingdom of
Leon (q. v.) Avas divided. Area about 4870 sq. m.

;

pop. (1857) 2G3,51G.

SALAMANCA, a famous town of Spain, capit.il

of the modern province of the same name, stands
on tlu-ee rocky hills on the right bank of the
Tonnes, 50 miles east-north -east of Ciudad Rodrigo.
Prior to its almost total destrnctiou by the Fren^cli

in 1812, it Avas renoAvned for the number of its

splendid edifices and institutions, and eA'en yet it is

a rich mine for the architect, abounding as it does
in magnificent specimens of simple and florid

Gothic, as Avell as of the richest cinque-cento. It
is surrounded by a wall, jiierced Avith nine gates,
and a part of Avhich is very old. The -narroAV,

crooked, dark, and steep streets, containing many
old and stately structures, the residences of the
old nobility, give to the toAvn an antique and
A-cneral)le look. Besides the old cathedral, a simjile

and massive edifice, it contains fire other churches
of the 1 2th century. The new cathedral, begun in

1513, is a magnificent structure in florid Gotliic, in

the adornment of Avhich painting, gilding, and
sculpture have been largely and most successfully
used. At the close of tlie ISth c, S. contained 27
parish churches, 30 convents, and 25 colleges. Of
the colleges, 20 Avere destroyed by the French Avhile

the toAvu Avas in their possession, as Avell as about
20 of the convents, for the purpose of obtaining
materials for the erection of fortifications, and for

firewood. The university of S., Avith Avhich the
uniA'crsity of Palcncia (q. A'.) Avas incorporated in

1243, Avas founded in 1200. It consisted of a num-
lier of colleges, divided into Mayores and Menores,
or larger and smaller colleges. Of the former, there
Avere only six in Spain, and four of these Avere at
S. : the otlier colleges Avere 21 in number. In the
14th c, tlie imiversity was attended by 17,000
students ; the attendance is now only 500. The
library, according to an official statement of 1835,
contains 24,000 volumes and 1500 MSS. The
school of S. is interesting to British subjects as
having, from an early period, included a college for
Irish studeuts, Avhich supplied many of the eccle-
siastics who continued to minister to their comitry-
mcn durmg the penal times, and Avhich is still in

existence. One of the most highly-prized Avorks in

Roman Catholic diAanity is the great collection of
Controversi.al and Moral Theology, by the members
of the college of Carmelite friars in S., Avho are
knoAvn by the name of Salmantkcnse.':, or the Sala-
manca Theologians. The Plaza Mayor is the largest
square in Spain, and Avhen fitted up as a bull arena,
which it occasionally is, it offers accommodation to
from 16,000 to 20,000 persons. The bridge across
the Tormes rests on 27 arches, and is of Roman
foundation. Manufactures of cloth, leather, and
eartheuAvare are carried on. Pop. 17,700.

S., the ancient Salmantica, Avas a Roman inunki-
plum. In the vicinity was Avon one of the most
famous victories of the Peninsular War, by the
British under Wellington against the French under
Marmont, 22d July 1812.

SALAMA'NDER, in the superstitions of the
middle ages, denoted a being possessing the shape
of a man, whose element Avas the fire, or who at
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lenst couUl live in that element. Paracelsus placed
salamanders among the elemeataiy spirits.

SALAMANDER {Salamaiidra), a genus of
Batrachiaus, of the family Sa!i,.ma)ulnla-^to which
Newts (q. V.) also belong. The name is, indeed,
sometimes extended to the whole family; newts
being called Aquatic Salamamleiv, and the name
Terrestrinl S. being given to this genus, the species
of which inhaliit water only in their tadpole state,
and return to it only to deposit their egcrg, gener-
ally hvnig m moist places, as under stones, roots of
trees, &c. The general form is very similar to that
of newts, but the taU is round, not "flat as in newts,
yeveral species are found in Europe ; none of them,
however, in Britain. The Spotted S. (-S'. maculosa),
six or eight inches long, black, with bright yeDow

Spotted Salamander {S. maculosa).

stripes on its sides, and livid blue beneath, is widely
.spread throughout Eiu'ope. The Bl.\ck S. (.S'. atra)
is much smaller, black, the body and tail ringed,
the tail almost as if formed of beads. It is abun-
dant in the Alps and mountains of Southern Ger-
many. Other species are found in Spain, Italy,

&c. ; Asia and North America also produce numer-
ous species. Salamanders feed on worms, slugs,

snails, and insects. They are inert and sluggish
creatures, aiul timid to the utmost extent that their

stupidity permits. The brain is very small. They
are perfectly harmless, although exuding, when
alarmed, from pores on the back and sides, a milky
humour, which is injurious to very small animals.
But they have long had, and still retain, a popular
reputation of extreme venomousness, and are
therefore objects of the utmost dread to the vidgar
in almost all countries which they inhabit. Strange
fables have been current concerning them from
remote ages, particularly concerning the icy cold

which envelops their body, and enables them not
only to endure fire without burning, but to extin-

guish fire. I'liny, indeed, records that he tried the

experiment, and the poor S. was burned to powder;
yet the fable continued to be credited until very
recent times.

SA'LAMIS (modern name, KoUiri), in ancient

times called also Pitijoussa (Island of Pines), an
irregularly-shaped, mountainous island of Greece,
oil' the coast of Attica, and forming with it the
Bay of Eleusis. Its area is about 30 sq. m., and it

has a modern population of about 5000, the chief

town being Koluri, on the west coast. It had
anciently two principal towns. Old and New
Salamis, the former on the south, and the latter on
the north-east coast. S. is remembered chiefly on
account of the great naval battle between the
Greeks and Persians, which was fought (4S0 B.C.)

a few days after the battle of Thermopyla;, in the
narrow strait between the east coast of S. and the
west coast of Attica. The Grecian fleet, consisting

of about 3li0 vessels, was drawn up at the en-

trance of the bay forming the harbour of New
Salamis, Themistocles being leader of the Athenian

contingent, and Adimantns of the Corinthian, whilo
the whole was under the command of the Spartan
Eurybiades. Great dissensions prevailed among the
Grecian leaders, which would probably have led to
a general break-up, had not Themisbooles by a
stratagem induced Xerxes, king of the Persians, to
bring up his fleet, and give immediate battle to the
Greeks. Xerxes drew up his ships, numbering at
least 1000, during the night previous to the baUle,
opposite the Grecian fleet, along the coast of Attica,
almost completely blocking up both entrances to
the straits ; and confident of victory if he himself
superintended operations, he took his seat on a
throne erected on a lofty height on the Attic coast,
almost o]iposite New Salaniis. Both Greeks and
Persians fouglit with gi-eat bravery, but the latter
were entirely defeated, owing, perhaps, chiefly to
their- immense, unwieldy fleet being compressed "mto
so small a sjiace, which rendered it almost un-
workalde, and completely at the mercy of their
opponents. The only name mentioned on the
Persian side with distinction is that of Artemisia,
queen of Halicarnassns, who is said to have fought
with desperate bravery. The loss of the Greeks is

said to have been 40, and that of the Persians 200
ships, exclusive of those which were captiu'ed.

SAL AMMO'NIAC (kno\™ in Chemistry as
HvDKOCHLOKATE OF Amsioxia) is an article of con-
siderable importance in the JIateria lledica. It is

obtained on a large scale by decomposing with
common salt (chloride of sodium) the sidpliate of
ammonia, wliicli is formed in the manufacture of
coal gas, or the carbouate of ammonia, obtained by
the distillation of bones. It is sold in large,

crystalline, grayisli-wliite, semi-transparent cakes,
convex on one side, and concave on the other. It
is inodorous, but i^ossesses an acrid, bitter, and
nauseous taste. Its specific gravity is 1-45; it

volatilises without decomposition when heated, and
is freely soluble in water. Its aqueous solution,
when heated with caustic potash, evolves gaseous
ammonia ; and when treated with nitrate of silver,

yields a white, curdy precipitate of chloride of

silver. This salt is largely given in France and
Germany in cases of pneumonia and of inflammation
of the serous membranes, in mucous diarrhwa, in

chronic rhcnmatisni and gout, and in passive
ili'opsies. Neligan recommends it in cases of low
fever, in subacute laryngitis, in chronic alTectiuus

of the liver, and in facial neuralgia. It may bo
given in doses varying from 10 to 30 grains, dis-

solved in some aromatic water. As a local external
application, it is of great value in promoting the
absorption of effused blood; an<l there is probalily

no remedy so efl'ectual for that common but dis-

liguring affection popularly known as a block eyc^

as a moderately strong solution of this salt, kept
constantly applied as a lotion. If it is desired to

apply cold to any part of the body, an excellent

Befrigerant (q. v.) may be obtained by dissolving

five p.arts of this salt and five parts of nitre in

si.xteen parts of water.

S. A. is employed for various purposes in the
arts. It is used in soldering, and in the tinning
of copper and iron to prevent the oxidation of the
surface to be tinned. It is exported from Britain to

liussia, where it is used by dyers.

It occurs as a mineral, as an efllorescence on the
surface of rocks, or as a sublimate in fissures, crys-

tallised in small crystals, or forming crusts, stalac-

tites, &c. It is found in volcanic regions, but is

produced during the time of the quiescence of active

volcanoes, rather than during their eruptions. It

occurs in Britain, near burning beds of co.al. It is

found in Persia, Tartary, .Siberia, and mauy other

countries, where there are no active volcanoes.
437
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Formerly, all Europe was supplied witli it from
the neighbourhood of the temple of Jupiter Animon
in Egyjrt, whence its name.

SALDA'NHA BAY. See Cape of Good Hope.

SALE, George, an eminent oriental scholar, was
born towards the end of the 17th c, and died at
London in 173G under forty years of age. Almost
nothing is kno'ivn of liis private life. He is suj>-

posed to h.ave been born in Kent; and he received
his education at the King's College, Canterbury.
Brought up to the law, lie is believed to have
practised it almost to the cud of his life. That he
spent five-aud-twenty years ia Arabia, as Voltaire
and many after him asserted, is a complete fiction.

He assisted in getting up the Universal, Jlislorij—
together -nith Swinton, Shelvocke, Campbell, Georj,e

Psalmanazar, and A. Bower, each remarkable
enough in his way—for which he wi'ote the cosmo-
gony and several portions of oriental history. He
was also one of the authors of the General Dic-
tionary ; but he is best known by his unrivalled
translation of the Koran, ' with explanatory notes
taken from the most approved commentators, to
which is prefixed a preliminary discourse' (173-t).

This ' preliminary discourse,' which is of great value,

and proves S. to have been deeply versed in oriental
literature, treats, among other tlnngs, ' of the Arabs
before Mohammed, or, as they express it, in the
"time of ignorance"—theu- history, religion, learn-
ing, and customs ; of the state of Christianity,
particularly of the Eastern chm-ches, aud of Judaism,
at the time of Mohammed's appearance ; and of the
methods taken by him for establishing Ids religion,

and the circumstances which concurrell thereto ; of
the doctrines, precepts, and peculiarities of the
Koran, and of the principal Mohammedan sects.'

S.'s work was translated into French by Dirryer
(Antw. 2 vols. 1770). This translation formed a
new epoch in the study of Islam and its literature

;

and though many other translations have been
attempted since, in nearly all European and orien-
tal languages, it stiU bears the palm. See Kokan.
That his contemporaries fastened the charge of
heresy upon one who spoke i)hilosophicaUy and
himianely of other creeds, is not to be wondered at.

After his death, a catalogue of his oriental MSS.
was published, and the contents are now in the
Eadclifle Library, Oxford.

SA'LEM, a town in the south of India, capital of
the collectorate of the same name. The coUectorate
is the chief seat of the Indian sled mamtfaclure—

a

branch of industry as curious as it is ancient. The
town stands in an elevated valley, 1070 feet above
sea-level, boimded on the north and south with
hills, 193 miles south-west of Madras. It is well
built, contains a number of handsome two-storied
houses, and is surrounded by land in a high state
of cultivation. Cotton is grown in the vicinity in
quantity more than sufficient for the use of the
numerous cotton weavers, who, together with the
silk weavers, form the great mass ofthe non-agricul-
tural inhabitants of the town. Pop. 19,000.

SALEM, a city and port of entry of Massachu-
setts, U.S., 14 miles north-east of Boston, on a
peninsida 2 miles long by |ths of a mile broad, with
irregular but well-built streets, and a fine harbour,
from which was formerly carried on a large trade
with China, the East Indies, and Eastern Africa.
The principal institutions of S. are : the East India
Marine Society, which is composed of men who
have doubled the Cape of Good Hope, and has
a large museum of oriental cm-iosities ; the Essex
Institute, with a library of 18,000 vols., and a pic-
ture-gallery ; and the Salem Athenaeum yrith a
library of 13,000 vols. There is a normal and
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gi-ammar school. 5 newspapei-s, 7 banks, 21 churches,
a cotton-miU, with G5,000 sjiindlcs, and manufactures
of chemicals, varnishes, leather, shoes, machinery,
&c. S. was settled in 1G2G, and is the oldest town,
except Plymouth, in New England. The first church
was organised in 1G29. In 1092, a great witch-
mania broke out, and 19 persons were hung for
' witchcraft.' In the w-ar of the revolution, S. sent
out 158 privateers, which took 455 prizes. Pop. in

1860, 22,252.

SALE OP GOODS is a contract by which the
seller, in consideration of a price, transfers the jiro-

jjerty in the goods to the purchaser. Where the
consideration is not money but goods, the coutract
is called exchange or barter. The law on the subject
is not the same in England and Scotland. In Eng-
land, when the bargain is struck, and the sale

relates to specific goods—that is, goods already made,
and existing, and identified—the property vests at

once in the purchaser, so that in the event of any
damage or destruction happening to the goods, the
loss is that of the purchaser and not of the seller,

even though the goods have not been delivered, and
whether the price has been paid or not. Tlie cou-
tract may be made either by word of mouth or liy

writing ; but when the price exceeds £10, the
statute of Frauds enacts that the contract shall not
be binding unless it is in writing. If, however, the
buyer shall have accepted part of the goods sold,

and actually received the same, or if he shall have
given something in earnest to bind the bargain, or
in part pajTiieut, then a verbal contract will be bind-
ing though the price exceeds £10. Many nice ques-
tions have occurred aud constantly recur as to what
amounts to an acceptance aud delivery of the goods,
so much so, that the general policy of restricting the
proof of the contract to writing in any case has Iteeii

much complained of in late years ; and efTorts have
been made, but as yet in vain, to repeal the statute
of Frauds, which, it is said, encourages rather than
discourages fraud. When a contract of sale is made,
the duty of the seller is to deliver the goods as soon
as the buyer has performed all the conditions agreed
upon. If no time was specified for delivery, then
he must deliver the goods in a reasonable time. In
general, if nothing is agreed to the contrary, the
seller need not deliver till the price is paid ; but he
must do so if the bargain was, that dehvery was to
take place before payment, in other words, if the
sale was on credit. On the other hand, it is the
duty of the buj'er to accept the goods and pay for
them. If either party fail at any stage in ms per-
formance of the duties arising out of the contract,
the other may bring an action which v.aries accoriUng
to the natm-e of the breach of contract. One valu-
able riffht of the seller, when he has sent his goods
to the buyer, and they are in com-se of delivery, but
not already delivered, is to stop them in transitu,
this stoppage In Transitu (q. v.) being chiefly resorted
to when the seller hears of the bankruptcy of the
buyer after he has sent away the goods.—In Scot-
land, the chief points of difference from the law of
England as to sale are these. The rule is, that no
writing whatever is necessary to make the contract
binding, whether the jirice exceeds ten pounds or
not. Again, the rule is, that the property in the
goods does not pass imtil they are cither actually or
constructively delivered to the buyer.—See Pater-
sou's Covqyendium, 2d ed. ss. 520—544.

SALE OF LAND differs from sale of goods in
several respects. An agreement for the sale of land
must bo in writing, othermse it cannot be enforced.
When once a contract for the sale of land has been
entered into, a Court of Equity will, contrary to the
general rule which prevails when a contract is
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broken, enforce specific performance of the contract

;

that is, will compel the seller or buyer to carry
out his contract, and transfer or accept conveyance
of the land. When a sale of land is agreed upon,
and nothing is said as to the matter, it is understood,
as part of the contract, that the vendor shall be
able to make a good title ; and a doubtful title

cannot be forced on the vendee even though it is

accompanied with an indemnity. The rule is, that
the abstract of title—i. e., a short account of the
scries of former transactions relating to the posses-

sion and property—must go back for sixty years.

The expense of making searches into registers during
that period falls on the purchaser. It is the duty
of the purchaser's solicitor to prepare the di'aft of

the conveyance, and tender it for approval to the
veudor's solicitor ; and unless there is an agi-eement
to the contrary, the purchaser pays the expense of

the conveyance. When the vendor has delivered
possession of the estate to the purchaser without
I'eceiving the purchase-money, he still retains a
lieu on the estate for the unpaid price. Tn England
there is no general register which contains copies of

all the deeds relating to land, so that everything
depends on the preliminary inquu'ies between the
two parties, and the certainty that the purchaser
has obtained aU the material information that exists.

The consequence is, that the sLxty years' title or

previous history of the estate involves the parties

in gi'eat expense. This expense requires to be
renewed on every fresh sale, for a solicitor who
neglects to go tlirough the same train of inquiries

as his predecessor at the time of the last preceding
sale would be personally Kable for any loss that
occurred thereby. The great exjiense attending the
conveyance of laud has of late years been
loudly complained of, and the manufacturing
interest, familiar with the rapidity of similar

transactions relating to goods, have dem.auded a
simplification of the process. In order to meet this

demand, which has been largely shared by the pubhc
in general, two acts of parliament were passed in

ISC'J, for the purpose of foimding a Land Eegistry,

and enabling an owner of land to ha\'e his title

examined and registered once for all, so that in the
event of future transactions he may be saved the
expense and delay required under the old system.
These acts of parliament, however, not being com-
pulsory, and the interest of solicitors being opposed
to their being resorted to, little progi'ess is likely

to be made in making the new practice xmiversal.

In Scotland, the law relating to the sale of land

has always been on a more satisfactory footing, for

there are registers in which an intending purchaser

can with certainty find aU the deeds, and nearly

every burden that can attach to the land he wishes
to buy ; so that he can almost at a glance ascertain

what are the dangers and cb'awbacks attending the

transaction. See Registration of Deeds axd
Writs. In Scotland the expense of the conveyance
of land falls on the vendor, if there is no agreement
to the contrary, and the vendor's solicitor pre-

pares and tenders the draft conveyance, while the

liurohaser pays his own solicitor for perusing and
approving the draft conveyance ; but in practice

the expenses of conveyance are usually equally

divided between vendor and purchaser.

SA'LEP, the tubers of many si)ecie3 of Orchis

and other Orchidcce, dried and used as an article of

food. Of the two tubers usu.ally found at the roots

of these plants, only one is gathered for salep, the

younger and more solid of the two. The tubers

are gathered when the stalk is .about to fall. They
^•ary from the size of a cherry-stone to that of an
olive. They are cleaned, dipped for a few minutes

in boiling water, and dried as quickly as possible,

by which process they are rendered hard and horny.
The greater part of the salep of commerce is brought
from the East, and much of it from Persia ; it is

supposed to be obtained from species of Jiidophia ;
but most of the European species of Orchis are used
for it.

Before coffee became so common in Britain, salep
was an article of considerable importance, and large
quantities were imported from Turkey, Persia, and
India. In France it is stUl in considerable request.
For use it is groimd into a fine powder, and mixed
^I'ith boUing water, sugar and milk being added
according to taste. As a diet drink, it was con-
sidered very nutritious and wholesome, and thirty

years ago it was sold, ready prepared, to the work-
ing-classes of London, eai-.y iu the morning, from
nmnerous street stalls. Its principal constituents
are bassorine, starch, and phosphate of lime.

SALE'RH"© (ancient Salernum], a city of South-
ern Italy, chief town of the Principato-Citra, on
the northern side of the gidf of the same name, 32
miles east-south-east of Naples, with a population
of 29,000. A Gothic wall, built of huge stones
without mortar, enchcles it ; the streets are paved
with lava, and, with the exception of the t\vo

princip.al ones, are n.arrow, irregular, .and dirty.

It has a strong castle, and a very sm.all harbour.
The old and beautiful Gothic cathedral was erected
by the Normans, and has .around it a portico of

porphyry and granite piUai-s brought from P^stum
by Robert Guiscard. It has many famous sepulchres,

among others, those of Robert and GuUlaume
Guiscard, of jlargaret of Anjou, and of Gregoiy
VII. It was celebrated in the middle ages for its

school of medicine (the Schola Salernitana), founded
by Robert Guiscard about the end of the 11th c,

and which was long the first medical school in

Europe. The university has fallen into decay. In
its neighbourhood, which produces excellent wine,

are the ruins of Pajstum, which was destro3-ecl

by the Saracens in the 9th centurj'. Of ancient

S.alernum or Salurnum, there stiU exist the Temple
of Neptime, that of Ceres, and the ruins of au
amphitheatre and of a theatre. S. was foimded by
the Greeks ; it became important under the Roman
emphe, then passed into the possession of the

Goths, and of the Lombards. Robert Guiscard
made himself master of it iu 1076. Charles V.
imited it to the kingdom of Naples.

SALERNO, Gulf op (anc. Sinus Pcestanus,

on whose shores, iu early times, the Greek city of

Ptestum [q. v.] stood), is a nearly semicii-cular

indentation on the western shores of Southern Italy,

south-east of the Bay of Naples, from which it is

separated by the ])romontory ending iu Point Cam-
panella. The Gulf is 3G miles wide at its entrance,

and sweeps inland for 24 miles. On its shores ara

the towns of Amalfi and Salerno.

SALES, Francis de, a most distinguished saint

of the Roman Catholic Chm-ch, w.as born August 21,

1567, at the family castle of Sales, near Aimecy in

Savoy. He was the heir of the family honours, and
his education was designed by his father to fit him
for the career of distinction to which his position

seemed to entitle him. From the pro\-incial colleges

of La Roche and Annccy, he was sent to Paris in

1578, where he entered the then brilliant school of

the Jesuits, and completed under their care the

course of rhetoric and philosoiihy. In 1584, he went
to Padua, for the course of civil law, and pureued

his studies there with great distinction till 1591.

At this time, his father, who had obtained for him a

place in the sen.ate, proposed to him a very brilliant

and advantageous marriage, but ho had already

resolved to devote ImuscU to the ministry, and with
439
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much difBcuIty obtained his fathcr'3 consent to

enter into orders in the diocese of Geneva. He soon

became distinguished as a preacher, and the zeal

with which lie discharged the ordinary duties of his

ministry was no less remarkable. Very soon after

his ordination, he was employed by his bishop in a

mission for the conversion of the Calvinistic popu-

lation of Chablais, which had been recently annexed
to the duchy of Savoy, and in which the duke was
desirous of having the Catholic religion re-estab-

lished. The success of this mission was almost

unpi-ecedeuted. With a companion equally devoted,

he travelled on foot from town to town, and in a

short time he succeeded in reclaiming many to the

church. One of the most remarkable incidents of

his mission was a conference with the eelebi'ated

Calvinist leader, Theodore de Beza. Of this inter-

view, very different accounts are given by the rival

partisans; but all agree in admiration of the gentle-

ness and enlightened liberality of Francis de Sales,

At the termination of this mission, Francis was, in

159G, appointed coadjutor to the Bishop of Geneva,
Mgr. Granier, with the title of Bishop of Nicopolis.

It was with much difficulty that the pope. Innocent
IX., induced him to accept this dignity. Some time
afterwards, having occasion to go to Paris, he was
invited to preach the Lent in the chapel of the

Louvre ; and his lectures, which were partly contro-

versial, were reputed to have had so much iutlu-

euce in bringing about the conversion of several of

the Huguenot nobles, that the king tried to induce

him to accept a French bishojnic; but in vain. He
retm'ned to his diocese ; and soon afterwards, on
the death of Mgr. Granier, he succeeded to the
bishopric of Geneva. His administration of this

charge, upon which he entered in December 1602,

was beyond all praise. Being again invited to preach
the Lent at Dijon, in furtherance of the plans of

Louis XIV. for the conversion of the Hnguenots,
he was again pressed by that monarch to accept
a French bishopric. But he again declined this

honour, as he also declined in 1(307 the offer of the
cardinalate from the pope Leo XI. It was about
tliis time that he published his well-known Intro-

duction to a Devout ii/'e, which has continued to the
present day one of the most popular manuals of

piety and the ascetic life. Among his mcasnres for

the renovation of the monastic spirit, a very important
one was the establishment of a congregation of nuns
of the order of tlie Visitation, under the direction of

the now celebrated Madame de Chantal, with whom
he long maintained a correspondence on every
subject connected with the spiritual and religious

life, which was published in 16C0, and which still

remains a subject of almost midiminished interest

for tlio spiritualist. In 1608, his infirmities com-
pelled him to solicit the assistance of a coadjutor in

the charge of his diocese. He continued, however,
to labour to tlie last. His last sermon M^as delivered
at Lyon on Christmas eve in 1622; on Christmas-
day he was seized with paralysis, and on the 2Sth
of the same month, ho expired. He was buried in

the church of the Visitation in that city, but his
remains were afterwards translated to Annecy.
More than forty years after his death, in 1605, he
was solemnly canonised as a saint 1)V Alexander
VII. His festival is held on January 29, the day
of the translation of his relics to Annecy. His works
were i>ublished in a collected form in 2 vols, folio at
Paris in 1641 ; but the separate works (especially

the Devout Life, which has been translated into
almost every Eui-opean language), have passed
through innumerable editions, and still retain their
popularity.

SALEY'ER ISLANDS, Thk, lie in the Indian
Ocean, to the south of Celebes. Upwards of thirty

of the group are small, hilly, densely wooded, and,
with few exceptions, uninhabited. Great Saleyer,
in 5° 4-t'—G° 26' S. lat., and 120° 23—120° 37' E.
long., is upwards of 40 miles in length, and 7 in
breadth, the area being 336 sq. miles. The moun-
tains on the east coast rise abruptly out of the sea,

and along the west is a slip of level land ]ilanted

with cocoa-nut trees. Pop. 60,000. Great Saleyer
and the smaller islands produce fine timber, includ-
ing ebony and teak. Indigo, coffee, and mustard
are gTOwn ; but millet, maize, earth-fruits, and
cotton are the staple cultures, the grounds being
carefully fenced. Agriculture is the chief employ-
ment, and fishing, making salt, &c., are also carried

on. The exports are cocoa-nuts, cocoa-nut oil,

cotton, and cotton fabrics. Imports—rice, gambir,
tobacco, yarns, iron and copper wares. Since the
Netherlands' government made Macassar a free

port, sea-going ships arc not permitted to anchor
at Saleyer ; and the trade is carried on by small
vessels, which sail l>etwecn that island, the Bight of

Eoni, Sumbawa, Bali, Borneo, Java, Macassar, and
Singapore. The sea is rich in various kinds of fish

—a long and thin species, the Saleyer, giving a name
to the island.

The S. I. are governed by fourteen rajahs, snper-
mtended by a Netherlands' agent. The natives are
Mohammedans, each large village having a mosque
and priest. The high priest resides near the poli-

tical agent, has a seat in the council, and is con-
sulted on religious questions. Some of the rajahs
and notables have tables and chairs, tea and
dinner services, silver spoons and forks, mattresses,
cushions, and even satin bed-curtains.

SA'LFORD, a municipal and parliamentary
borough, Lancashire, is considered as virtually a
portion of the city of Manchester (q. v.).

SA'LICIN (CosHisO^) is a member of the
group of organic compounds to w-hich the term
glycosides has been recently applied by chemists—

a

gi'oup which is specially chai'actcrised by the fact,

that each of its members, when exposed to certain

chemical agencies, breaks up (usually after the
absorption of water) into glycose (or gi-ape-sugar)

and other compounds. It occurs in the bark of the
various species of willow and poplar, in the blossoms
of several species of spircca, and probably in the
animal secretion known as castoreum. It may lie

obtained in small, colonrless, glistening prisms of an
intensely bitter taste, which are readily sohilile in

hot water and in alcohol, and moderately soluble in
cold water, and are insoluble in ether and oil of

turpentine ; and its solutions exert a left-handed
rotatory action njion a ray of jiolarised light.

When heated to 248°, salicin fuses ; and at a higher
temperature, it is entirely decomposed. It dis-

solves in strong sulphuric acid, the solution beinn-

of a purple or blood colour. Salicin is manufactured
to a considerable extent as a cheap snbstitute for

quinia. There are various modes of extracting it

from the macerated bark ; and 1 lIi. of the bark of

f>'ali,v pentamlra yields, according to Erdmann, 5
drachms of salicin. If it is not so certain in its

action as a febrifuge as cpiinia, there can be no doubt
th.at it is an excellent tonic ; and it possesses this

advantage over the latter substance, that it is less

liable to initato the stomach. Dr Neligau, in his

excellent work on Medicines, states that he has
used it very extensively as a tonic in the debility
following acute diseases, particularly in cases accom-
panied by irritability of the digestive organs, and
considers its powers to be fully equal to those of

sulphate of quinia. As a tonic, two grains may be
given three or four times a day ; as a febrifuge, from
one to two scruples in divided doses, dm-ing the
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intermission. It may be prescribed as a powder
mixed witli siig.ar, or di.ssolved in water, witli the
addition of some agreeable syrup.

SA'LIC LAW. The code Icnown as tlie SaUc
Law is a collection of the pojjular laws of the Salic

or Salian Franks (see Franics) committed to writing
in barbarous Latin iu the 5th c, while the jieople

were yet heathens. There exist several texts of

this code, and consideralile oljscurity rests over its

history. It relates principally to the compensation
and punishment of crimes, and there is a chapter
containing provisions regarding the succession to
what are called Salic Lands, which seems to have
been inserted at a later date. It is difficult to
determine precisely what these lands were. The
terra salica was probably so called from its being
more especially attached to the sal or h.all of the
lord or proprietor (some derive salic as applied to
the people from the same word) ; it thus came to
designate inherited land as opposed to property
acquii-ed otherwise. Although the Frankish law
did not in general exclude females, the succession
to these salic lands, whatever they were, Avas con-
fined to males, probably from the importance of

seem'ing the military service of the chief proprietors.

It was but a doubtful analogy that led the rule

of succession to Salic lands to be extended to the
succession to the French crown, and it seems to

have been only in the 14th c. that the exclusion of

females from the throne became an established

principle. The accession of Philip the Long was
probably the first occasion on which it received
])ublic sanction, and the fact that Edward III.

rested his claim on female succession, doubtless led

to that instance being regarded as an unc^uestion-
able precedent for all future time.—See Hallam's
Europe in the iliddh Ages (ch. ii. pt. 1, and notes)

;

Guizot, Essais siir VHistolre de France, p. 94.

SA'LIEJfT, in Her.aldr3', an attitude of a lion or
other beast, dift'ering but slightly from liamjmnt
(q. v.). He is sui)posed to be in the act of springing
on his prey, and both paws are elevated. Two
animals counter-salient are represented as leaping
in opposite directions.

S.-VLIENT, in Fortification, is that which points
outwards from the interior of any work. For
example, the central angle of a bastion, pointing
towards the enemy, is a salient angle.

SALI'FEEOUS SYSTEM, the name given by
the earUer English geologists to the Kew lied
Sandstone (q. v.) formations, because the deposits of

salt in England occur in these strata. As, however,
tliis substance has been found associated with strata
of all ages in different parts of the world, the name
has been gi\'cn up.

SA'LIFIABLE BASE, a term applied in chem-
istry to .any substance capable of uniting with an
acid to form a s.alt.

SALI'NA, or SALINI, one of the Lipari Islands

(q. v.).

SA'LINE PLANTS are those which require for

their healthy and vigorous gr(.»wth a considerable
supply of chloride ofsodium (common salt) and other

salts, and which are therefore limited to peculiar

situations. Few of them are strictly aquatic plants,

except the m.arine Algoe, or Sea-weeds, which grow
immersed in s.alt water, either alw.ays or in certain

states of the tide, an<l derive their nourishment from
it through their fronds, and not by roots from the
rock to which they are attached. Grass-wrack

(q. v.), however, is an instance of a phanerogamous
plant living entirely and alw.ays immersed in salt-

water. Otiier phanerogamous plants grow chieily

or only on the sea-shore and in salt marshes. Some

of these, however, as the sea-kale, may be cultivated
in gardens remote from the sea, but tlicy succeed
best when liberally supplied with salt. Asparagus
is another well-known garden-plant, which derives
much benefit from similar treatment. Some of the
Saltworts (q. v.) and other saline plants yield much
soda when collected and burned, and the produce
was at one time largely imported into Britain from
Spain and other countries mider the name of B.arilla

(q. v.). The dry steppes of Russia and Tartary,
having in many places a strongly s.aline soil, are
covered with a very peculiar vegetation. Amom'
the ornaments of these steppes is Ilalimodendron
arr/enteuni, a shrub of the natural order Leguminosce,
often cultivated iu gardens for its bcautifid rose-

coloured flowers and silvery gray leaves. Saline
plants have their whole tissues impregnated with
salt.

SALINE POWDER, Compound, is a very popu-
lar and harmless form of aperient medicine. The
ordinary method of preparing it is by tb-ying, at a
gentle heat, and then pulverising 4 oz. of pure
chloride of sodium (common salt), 4 oz. of sulphate
of magnesia (Epsom salts), and 3 oz. of sulpliate of

potash. These salts must then be mixed and tritu-

rated together, and kept in an air-tight vessel. Two
or three drachms dissolved in half a pint of watei-,

and taken before breakfast, usually act efficiently.

Dr Neligan st.ates that if 4 oz. of sulphate of soda
be used instead of the sulphate of jiotash, and a
sufficiently high temperature be employed to expel
all the water of cryst.allisatiou from the different
ingredients, one drachm of the resulting compound
acts as energetically as two or three drachms of the
ordinaiy powder.
The following is a more agreeable fonn than the

preceding, and equally efficacious. Take half an
ounce of carbonate of magnesia, and an ounce of
each of the following substances—viz., sulphate o£

m.aguesia, bicarbonate of soda, tartrate of soda and
potash, and tartaric acid. Expel all the water of
crystallisation, and mix. This powder, if kept dry,
efl'ervesces when mixed with water, and one or two
teaspoonfuls form the average dose. The addition
of a drop of oil of lemon and a little powdered
white sugar to each dose, makes this one of the
most agreeable laxatives that can'be prescribed.

SA'LISBURY, or NEW S.ARUM, the capital

of Wiltshire, is an episcop.al city, and a muni-
cipal and ])arliamcntary borough, and stands in
a fertile valley on the Avon, at the junction of

that river with two of its affluents, S3 miles south-
west of London by the South-western Piailway,
and 23 miles north-west of Southampton by a
branch of the same. Its several parts are con-
nected by three bridges. The town dates from
1220, iu which ye.ar the cathodr.al was founded, and
the inhabitants of Old Sarum (see S.tRUM, Old)
two miles to the north, removed to S., attr.acted

to the new site by the abundant supjily of water.
At the foundation of the town, the ground was
divided into squares, or ' chequers ' as they are
called, to which the town is indebted for its appear-
ance of airiness and regularity. The cathedial, the
prhicipal building of S., is one of the finest speci-

mens of Early English in the country. It w.as begun -

iu 1220, and w.as finished in 1258. The sjiire, which
was added after the budding was completed, is the
' most elegant in proportions and the loftiest in

England.' Its height from the pavement is 400 feet,

or 30 feet higher than St Paul's. The cathedral is

449 feet long; height in the interior, 81 feet ; width
of great transept, 203 feet. It is in the form of a
doul>le cross, is jierfect in its plan and proportions,
and in the main imiform iu style. The west front
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is still rich, beautiful, and graceful, though now
denuded of statues, upwards of 100 iu numljer, with

which it was once enriclied. S. contains many
schools and useful institutions. Tlic manufactures

of cutlery and cloth, for which it was once famous,

have long declined, and its trade is now chiefly in

retail. Pop. (1861) 12,278. It returns two members
to parliament. (1871—pop. 13,848.)

SALISBURY PLAIN, an extensive tract of

undulating chalk country, in Wiltshire, between

Salisbury and Devizes, about 20 miles long from

north to south, and about 14 miles broad. Its

rolling surface resembles tliat of the ocean heaving

after a storm. On this plain, about 8 miles north of

Salisbiu-y, is Stonehenge (q. v.). Until within recent

years, the expanse of S. P. remained in a state of

nature, and was covered with a fine turf, which
afforded pasture to sheep. The natural features of

tlie plain, however, are now much changed. North
and south of Stonehenge, wild slopes of thistle-

covered turf still extend ; but both east and west

of it, the country is laid out in cidtivated fields;

and within gun-shot of the desolate old relic, is a

neat modern farm-house.

S'ALIVAHANA is the name of a Hindu prince

who is said to have reigned in M.agadha or South
Behar. He instituted an era which bears his name,
and the beginning of which took place when 3179
years of the Kali-ynga, or the present mundane age,

had expired ; that is, 78 yeai'S after the beginning of

the Christian era. This era is called S'kliyflhaua

S'ika, or simply S'aka. Thus 1865 of the Christian

era would be tantamount to S'Slka (i. e., in the S'aka

era) 17S7. The S'aka year is the same as, and
begins with, the common solar year.

SA'LIVARY GLANDS. Under this name we
designate three pairs of glands—the p.arotid, the

submaxillary, and the sublingual, each gland having

an efferent duct, which conveys the glandular

secretions into the mouth, where, when mixed with

the mucus secreted by the follicles of the mucous
membrane lining the mouth, they constitute the

ordinary or mixed saliva.

The Parotid Qland, so called from the Greek

The Salivary Glands.
I, tlio parotid gl;md; 2, the sxibmaxillary gljnd j ."i, the sub-

lingual t^l.ind ; 4, Stone's duct; 6, Wharton's duct; C, Bar-
tholin's duct; 7, masseter muscle; 8, mastoid process; 9,

digastric muscle; 10, internal ju^'ular vein; 11, external
carotid artery; 12, the tongue.

words para, near, and oim, the ear, is the largest of
the three glands occurring on either side. It lies
upon the side of the face immediately in front of
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the external ear, and weighs from half an ounce to

an ounce. Its duct is about two inches and a half

in length, and opens into the mouth by a small
orifice opposite the second molar tooth of the upper
jaw. Tile walls of the duct are dense and some*
what thick, and the caUbrc is about that of a crow-
quill.

The SuhniaxiUary Gland is situated, as its name
implies, below the jawbone (part of which is cut
away in the figiu-e), and is placed at nearly equal
distances from the parotid and sublingual glands.

Its duct is about two inches in length, and opens liy

a narrow orifice on the top of a papilla, at the
side of the frcenum of the tongue.

The SuUhujucd Gland is situated, as its name
implies, under the tongue, each gland lying on
either side of the frcenum of the tongue. It has a

number of excretory ducts, which open separately

into the mouth.
The minute structure of the parotid gland is

described in the article Gland.'?, and the other

salivary glands are similarly constituted. True
s.alivary glands exist in all mammals, except the

cetacea, in birds, and reptiles (including amphi-
bians), but not in fishes ; and glands discharging a
similar fimction, occur in insects, many molluscs,

&c. The chemical and physical characters of the
saliva are sufficiently described iu the article

DiOESTION".

The most common disease of the parotid gland is

a specific inflammation, which has been already

described in the article Mctmps. The term Parotid
Tumours is given to tumours of various kinds occur-

ring iu front of the car and over the parotid gland.

With regard to surgical interference. Listen recom-

mends th.at ' if there be reason to suspect that the

disease is of a malignant nature, and not thoroughly

limited by a cellidar cyst, no interference is admis-

sible ; if, on the contrary, it be at all movable,
h.as advanced slowly, possesses a smooth surface,

and is firm, then an operation may be contemplated.'

Certain fimctional cUsorders of the salivary glands

requu'e notice, of wliich the most important is that

known as Salivation (q. v.), or Plyallsm, which
consists in a much increased secretion of saliva.

Deficient Secretion is indicated by clamminess or

dryness of the mouth, and is common in low forms

of fever. It is important as indicating the condition

of the system, and seldom requii'es treatment. If it

should occur as an original afiection, it must be
treated by local Sialogogues (q. v.), such as liquorice,

horse-radish, pellitory, &;c. Alteration of the Saliva

is not imfrequent in disease. For example, it some-
times loses its alkaline character, and becomes acid,

as iu acute rheumatism, diabetes, &c. ; whilst in

other cases, it becomes so foetid as to be a source of

annoyance both to the jiatient and his friends, as,

for example, in scur\'y, various forms of dyspepsia,

salivation, &c. The undue acidity may be corrected

by the administration of carbonate or bicarbonate

of soda, while the fcetor may be relieved by atten-

tion to diet, and by the use, both local and general,

of creosote, nitromuriatic acid, charcoal, chlorate of

potash, &c.

Ordinary Inflammation of these glands (ilistinct

from mumps) may proceed from cold or local injury,

but it is often produced by decayed teeth.

SALIVA'TION, or PTY'ALISM (from the Gr.

ptyalon, the saliva), is the term employed to desig-

nate an abnormally abundant flow of saliva. It

most commonly arises from a specific form of inflam-

mation of the parotid glands, induced by the action

of mercury, iu which case it is termed mercuri.al

salivation ; but it occasionally arises from the action

of other clrugs, especially iodide of potassium ; and
sometimes it occurs without any apparent cause,
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in which case it is said to be idiopathic or
spontaneous.

Mercurj', in some form or other, is so common an
ingredient in the quack medicines whose advertise-
ments are unfortunately allowed to occupy a larfe
space in many of our newspapers (especially in those
medicines which are falsely stated to be of purely
vegetable origin), that a popular knowledge of the
most remarkable manifestations of this powerful
mineral should bo as widely difl'used as possible.
^Vhen this medicine is given in such a way as to
excite salivation, a metallic taste in the mouth
is soon recognised by the patient, and a remarkable
but indescribable smell, known as the niercmuid
fo;tor, may Ijc detected in his breath ; the gimis
become swoUen and spongy at their edges, and
usually present a few slight ulcers ; and an increased
flow of sahva takes place, accompanied by pain in
the teeth on pressm-e. If these sjTuptoms be not
checked (and a fortiori if more mercury be given),

the tongue, cheeks, and throat swell and idcerate,

and the saliva that flows away amounts to several
pints in the course of the day. This peculiar action
of mercmy varies extremely in different jiersons.

Dr Watson, in his 14th Lecture, records several

i-emarkable cases in which a single small dose of

mercury produced the severest salivation. Cases
of the opposite kind, in which no impression on the
gums or salivary glands can be made by the freest

use of mercury, are by no means uncommon. It

is worthy of notice that saHvation is rarely

produced in children below the age of ten years.

Until a comparatively recent period, profuse saliva-

tion was deemed the only certain indication that
the system was duly imder the inliuence of mer-
cury (and, indeed, it was believed that the cause

of the disease was carried out of the body with tlie

saliva) ; but now it is well known that all that is

requisite is, that the gums should become distinctly

tender, and that the mercurial fffitor should be un-
mistakably present, and that those symptoms shoidd
be kept up for a certain time. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the physici.an cannot always stop the action of

the mercm'y at that definite stage, and saUvation to

a distressing extent often occurs, even when the
greatest care has been taken in the administration
of the medicine. To check this excessive salivation,

the internal administration of chlorate of potash in

scruple doses, three times a day, together with the
frequent use of a gargle of the same salt, has been
recommended by several high authorities. Dr Wat-
sou strongly advocates the use of a gargle composed
of one part of brandy to four or five of water, and
the application of moistened tannin to the gums

;

and when there is much external swelling, he
applies eight or ten leeches beneath the edges of

the jaw-bones, followed by the application of a soft

hot poultice to the neck.

It is worthy of notice that, in the confluent form
of small-pox, there is almost always more or less

abundant salivation, which lasts for several days ;

and if it cease abruptly, the peril is usually great.

Moreover, there is a more or less marked tendency
to salivation in scixrvy, hysteria, hydrojihobia, some
forms of mania, and not uufrequently in pregnancy.

Various cases of epontaueous salivation have been
collected Ijy Dr Watson in his 44th Lecture. In

one instance of a girl ten years old, under his own
care, no less than three pints of saliva were excreted

in twelve hours. Medicine had no effect; but the

salivation finally ceased spontaneously after a severe

attack of influenza. In these cases, astringent

washes, as a solution of alum, or the infusiou of

catechu, or a few drops of creosote suspended by
mucilage iu water, are deserving of trial.

SA'LIX. See Willow.

SA'LLOW, the popidar name of a number of
species of Willow (q. v.), trees or low shrubs -n-ith

downy branches, and generally ovate or obovate,
wrinkled leaves, having stipides. The Gray S.
{Salix cinerea) is one of the most common I5ritish
species, growing in moist and swampy places. Other
common species are the Rouxd-eared S. (S.aurita)
and the Gre.yt Round-leaved S. {S. caprea), the
latter remarkable for preferring a dry soil, and

Gray Sallow [Salix cineiro).

becoming a small tree, the wood of which is used for

the handles of agricultural imjilements. The Long-
leaved S. (.S". acuminata) difl'ers from the other
kinds in its lanceolate leaves. It is frequent in

Britain. None of the sallows produce such long and
slender twigs as the osiers, nor are they adapted
for any but the coarsest wickerwork, and some of

them are so apt to break that they cannot easily be
used in that way. But shoots of two years' gi-owth

are split up, and used for making hoops of barrels.

i \ ^'
S;dlow-Uii.rn {Ili]>i}o}^!uiS rhamnoiJcs)

:

a, Branch of the fcuiaie plant, in fruit ; b, branch of male plant,

In flower.

SALLOW-THORN {Wppophaii), a genus of

plants of the natural order Etceagnacea, cousistiiig
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of large slirubB or trees with gray silky foliage,

and entire leaves. They have cUiBcioiis tiowers :

the perianth is tubular, becomes suoculcut, en-

closes an acheuiiim, and forms an acid fruit. Few
species are known : one only is European, II.

rhamnoides, sometimes called the Sea Buck-tuorx,
a large shrub or low tree, a native of the sandy
aea-co.ast3 of England and the continent of Eurojie.

It is found also throughout great part of Tartary.

It is sometimes planted to form hedges near the

sea, growing luxuriantly where few shrubs will

succeed. The berries are orange-coloured. They
are gratefully acid. They are used for making
a sauce in the south of France : a rob or jam is

made of them on the shores of the Gulf of Bothnia,

to impart flavour to fresh fish; and a preserve or

jelly made from them is a favourite luxury of the

Tartars. The stellate hairs of the underside of the

leaf, covering it like scales, are a beautifid micro-

scopic object.

SA'LLUST, Caius Ceispus, a Koman historian,

was born 86 E. c, at Amiternum, in the Sabine

country. Though of a plebeian family, he rose to

oflicial distinction, first as quaistor about 59, and
afterwards as tribune of the people in 52, when he
joined the popular party against Milo, who in

that year had killed Clodius. His reputation for

morality was never high ; and his illicit connection

with Jlilo's wife is assigned as the cause of his

being expelled in 50 from the senate, although his

attachment to Ctesar's jiarty is a more plausible

reason of his expulsion. In the civil war, he joined

the camp of C;esar; and in 47, when Caesar's fortune

was in the ascendant, he was made pra^tor-elect,

and was consecjuently restored to his former rank.

Wlien in Campania, at the head of some of C;esar's

troops, wlio were about to lie thence transhijiped

to Africa, he nearly lost his life in a mutiny. In 40,

however, \Ye find him engaged in Cesar's African

campaign, at the close of which he was left as

governor of Numidia. His administration was sullied

by various acts of oppression, particularly by liis

enriching himself at the expense of the people. He
was, for these offences, accused before C'a;sar, but
seems to have escaped being brought to trial. His
immense fortune, so accumulated, enabled him to

lay out those magnificent grounds, still known as

the gardens of Salliist, on the Quirinal, to retire from
the prevailing civil commotion into private life, and
to (levote his remaining years to those historical

works on which his reputation rests. He died 3t

E. c, four years before the battle of Actium. His
histories, which seem to have been begun only after

his return from Numidia, are: 1st, The Oatilina,

or Helium Catllinarium, descriptive of Catiline's con-

spiracy in 63, during the consulship of Cicero ; 2d,

The Juriurtha, or Bellmn Jmjnrlldnum, commemor-
ating the five years' war between the Romans and
Jugurtha, the king of Numidia. These, the only

genuine works of S. which have reached us entire,

are of great but unequal merit. The qiiasi-iihilo-

sophical rofieetions which are prefixed to them are of

no value, but the histories themselves are powerful

and animated, and contain eftective speeches of his

own composition, which he puts into the mouths of

his chief characters. With its literary excellence,

however, the value of the Jugurtha stops, as in

military, geographical, and even chronological de-

tails, it is very inexact. His now lost work, His-
toriurum Libri Quhique, is believed to have described

the events occurring between Sulla's death, 78 B. c,

and the year of Cicero's prcetorship, 60. The Duce
EpistoliZ de JRepuUica Onllnanda, and the Decla-
imitio in Ciceronem, are of doubtful authenticity.

Apart from his literary qualities, which are

rather those of an artificial than a natural writer,

and which are not enhanced by his affectation of

brevity, and his love of archaic expressions, S.

has the merit of having been the first Roman who
wrote what we now understand by ' history.' In

official public life, he was more of a politician than
a statesman, and the views which he supported

were liberal, not so much because he loved the

people, as because he hated the nobility. The best

editions of his literary remains are those of Corte

(Leip. 1724), Gerlach (Basel, 1823—1831), and
Kritz (Leip. 1823—1834), which have each a special

value.

SA'LLY-PORT, a gate or jjass.age by which the
gamson of a fortress may make a sally (through Fr.

from Lat. salio, I leap or spring) or sudden attack
on the besiegers. The name is applied to the

postern leading from under the rampart into the
ditch ; but its more modern application is to a
cutting through the glacis, by which a saUy may be
made from the covert-way. When not in use, sally-

ports are closed by massive gates of timber and
iron.

SALMASIUS, Claudius, the Latinised name of

a celebrated French scholar, Claude de Saumalse,
who was bom at Semur, 15th April 1588. His
father, Benigne de Saimiaise, a man of superior

eruilition, was his first teacher. At the age of ten,

young S. translated Pindar, and composed Greek
and Latin verses. He studied philosophy at Paris,

under the superintendence of Casaubon. From
Paris he proceeded to Heidelberg, where he devoted
himself to the science of jurisprudence, and publicly

professed Protestantism, to which form of the

Christian religion he had been secretly attached for

many years. So insatiable at this time w'as his thirst

for knowledge—book-knowledge, at least—that he
was wont to devote two whole nights out of three

to hard reading, in consequence of which he brought
himself to withiu an inch of the gTavo. In 1608,

he published from MSS. two treatises of the sectary,

Nilus, Archbishop of Thessalonica, and a work of

the monk Barlaam on the primacy of the pope. In
1629, appeared his chief work, riiiuaiue Jixcrcila-

tiones ill Call Julii SoUmi Polijliistora (2 vols.,

Par. 1629) ; after the jiublication of which, he set

himself vigorously, and without the help of a
master, to acquire a knowledge of Hebrew, Arabic,

Coptic, and other oriental tongues. In 1631, he
was called to Leyden, to occupy the chair that
Joseph Sealiger had held there, and it is from
this period th.at his European reputation as a
scholar and critic dates. Variotrs eft'orts were made
(1035—1040) to induce S. to return to France, but"
he declined them on the ground that his spirit was
too 'liberal' for his native land. Queen Christina

of Sweden, however, managed to bring him to

Stockholm, and fix him there for a ye.ar (1650

—

1051), after which he returned to Holland. He died

of a fever caught by imprudently drinking the

waters at Spa, 6th September 1058. S. was certainly

a great scholar of the old-fashioned clumsy sort ; but
neither his wit nor his acumen was sufticiently

keen to give an intellectu.al and critical value to his

lucubrations ; and though all his distinguished con-

temporaries, Casaubon, Gronovius, Grotius, Vossius,

&c., deluged him with praise ; though Balzac pro-

nounced him infallible ; though the curators of the

university of Leyden declared that ' their university

could no more do without Salmasius than the world
without the sun ;' though Queen Christina went the

length of saying, with truly royal flattery, ' that

she coidd not live without him '—he is remembered,
not for his inexhaustible stores of erudition, his

editions of the classics, or his treatises on classical

antiquities, but for his controversy with John
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Miltnn, scarcely his interior in scholarship, and
infinitely his superior in power of brain, and in all

the arts of literary warfare. The question at issue

was the lawfulness of the execution of Charles I.

Apsrt altogether from the merits of the case, the
great poet utterly overwhelmed his adversary,
partly liy the magnificence of his language and
sentiments, and partly liy the unscrupnlouj5 fury of

his invective. S. also is grossly abusive and acri-

monious in his treatise (Defensio Regla pro C'ai'olol.,

lG-19) : asiniis (ass), pccus (beast), and such-like

expressions being showered about quite freely ; but
he is deficient in logic, in real force of sarcasm, and
in intellectual vigour generally.

SA'LMON (Salmo), a geuus of fishes of the
family Solmonkhe (q. v!), w'hich, as characterised

by Cu\'ier, has teeth on the vomer, both palatine

bones, and all the maxillary bones ; and includes
numerous species more receutly diviiled by Valen-
cienucs into tlu-ee genera, Sahnn, Fario, and Sakir:
the first characterised 1 13' a few teeth at the end of

the vomer ; the second, by a single line of teeth

running down the vomer ; the tliii'd, by two rows of

teeth on the vomer, without any remarkable gi'ouj)

at its upper cud. To many naturalists, however,
this division seems too artificial; and the charac-

ters, although excellent for distinguishing species,

not such as ought to divide genera ; an opinion

confirmed by the fact, that the teeth are numerous
along the vomer in the young of the species, as the
Common S., which finally retain only a group of them
at the end. The division made by Valenciennes
sejiarates the 8., tlic Salmon Trout, and tlie Gray or

Bull Trout, the only British species which ascend
rivers from the sea, into the two genera Snlmo
and Far'w ; whilst the Common Trout is referred

to Salar. A much more natural division, having
regard to characters really conspicuous and import-

ant, and to the habits of tlio species, is the simple

one of Mr Penuell (The Angler Naturalist, IS^'i),

•whicli is really nothing more than a formal recog-

nition of groups practically recognised by every one
acquainted with the fishes which compose them :

' 1. The Silver, or Migratory species (i. e., those
migrating to and from the sea) ; 2. The Yellow, or

Non-migratory species ; 3. The C'harrs, or Orange
and Red-coloured species.' The present article is

devoted to the first of these groups. The second is

noticed in the article Tkout; the third, in the

article C'nAnr..

By far the most important of the three Salmonidce
which ascend the rivers of Britain from the sea is

the Salmon {Salmo salar), in commercial importance
far superior to any other fresh-water fish, both on
account of the abundance in which it . is procured

in the northern parts of the worM, and of its rich

and delicious flavoiu'. From ancient times it has

furnished imiiortaut supplies of food ; and the

S. fisheries of Britain have long been a subject

of anxious attention to the legislature. Even rivers

of Iceland now yield a rent, aud are regularly

netted for the supply of the British market, to

which the S. are brought, as from other northern

regious, fresh, in ice. Many rivers and streams,

also, are rendered valuable by the S. which period-

ically visit them, as affording sjiort to anglers

with which nothing of the same kind is deemed
worthy of comparison, and those of Norway, as well

as those of Britaui itself, are now frecpientcd by
British anglers.

The S. is one of the largest species of the genus,

having been known to attain the weight of 8;j lbs.,

whilst S. of 4I-) or 50 lbs., and even upwards, are

occasionally brought to market. Very largo S.,

however, are not common, owing to the eagerness

with which the fishery is prosecuted. No fish is
|

more symmetrical or Ijeautifid than the S. ; and its

form is admirably adapted to rapid motion even
against powerful currents, by the regidar tapering
from the front of the first dorsal fin both to tlie

snout and to the tail, but more suddenly in the

Sahnon [Salmo salar).

former direction, by the nearly equal convexity of
back and belly, and by the perfect smoothness and
want of angularity. The head is about one-fifth

of the whole length of the fish. The under-jaw
of the m.ale becomes hooked during the breeding
season with a kind of cartilaginous excrescence,
which is used as a weapon in the combats then
frequent, wounds so severe being inflicted with it

tliat death sometimes ensues. The lateral line is

nearly straight. The scales are small, and the
colour a rich bluish or greenish-gray above, changing

^^. ^

Salmon Trout [Sabno irulta).

to silvery-white Ijeneath, sprinkled above the lateral

line with rather large Ijlack spots. The opercidar

bones shew a rounded outline at the hinder edge of

the gill-covers, which at once distinguishes this

species from the only other British species that can
Ije confounded with it, the Salmon Trout and the
Gray or Bull Trout. The tail is forked in the young

Cray, or Bull Trout {Salmo criox).

S., but becomes nearly square in the adult. The
mouth of the S. is weU furnished with teeth ; a line

of teeth on each side of the upper jaw ; an inner
line on the palatine bone, two or three in the adidt
state at the end of the vomer, two rows on the
tougue, and one row along the outer edge of each
lower jaw-bone. This array of teeth indicates

voracity, and the S. seems to prey readily on almost
any animal which it is capable of captiu-ing, though
it is a somewhat singular fact, that the stom.ach
when opened is rarely found to contain the remains
of food of any kind : two or three herrings of full

size have, however, been found in its stomach ; the
saud-launce and other small fishes seems to consti-

tute part of its food ; and when in fresh water, tlie

minnow, trout-fry, or the fry of its own species,

worms, flies, &c. Tlie angler catches S. with the
artificial fly, or with the minnow or the worm

;

and no bait is more dcatUy than the roe of the S.

itself, the use of which is indeed prohibited in
415
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British acts of parliament intended for the pro- S. can pass o^Y by leaping, when there is abimdauce

tection o£ the S. fisheries. Tlie eggs of cms- ' of water m the river .and sufiieient depth m tlie

taceans liave also been found in the stomach of the
;

pool below the faD, seems to be not more than 12

S. in such quantities as to shew that they form a I
or U feet ; they attempt higher leaps, but often

very considerable part of its food. fall back exhausted, or fall on .aiIjaccnt rocks,

The S. is found on the coasts of aU the northern where they die or arc captured. They do how-

arts of the Atlantic, and in the rivers which f.all ever, rush up steep and broken cataracts of much

into that ocean, as far south, at least, as the Loire greater height. The ascent of many rivers by fe.

on the Euroiiean side, and the Hudson on the
,
has been stopped by high weirs and other obstnic-

American. Slight diflferences can be noted between • tions ; but very smiple and effectual means^ have

the American and the European S., but they are been devised for preventing this hy f.h-stairs or

ht sufficient to distinguish them 'M-ladders, which are often very conveniently

1'

not generally thougl-- -'
i i

as species. The S. frequenting one river are, indeed,

often characteristically different from those of

anotlier river of the s.ame N-icinity. The S. is not

found in the Jlediterranean nor in the Black Sea,

nor ill any of the rivers f.alling into them ; and m
the Arctic Ocean and its rivers, as well as in the

northern parts of the Pacilio Ocean, other species

of the same genus take its place. The preservation

of S. in a fresh state by means of ice, being an

._ ___ __ ofte

formed by partitioning off a portion of the faU, and

intersecting it from alternate sides, two-thirds of its

width, by transverse steps of wood or stone, so as par-

tially to divide it into a succession of falls. The S.

soon find out the ladder, and leap up from one step to

another. By this, the interests of manufacturers and

of fishery proprietors are in some measure reconciled.

As the time of spawning approaches, S. undergo

considerable changes of colour, besides the change

invention of recent times, this fish never appeared
|

of form ah-eady noticed in the snout of the male,

at the luxurious t.ables of ancient Rome except dried ' The former brilliancy of the hues gives place to a

or salted althou'di its exceUence was well known, general duskiness, approaching to blackness in the

the Uom'ans havuv become acquainted with it in females, much tinged with red in the males; and

their northern co.K,uests. S. is in periection for the cheeks of the males become marked mth

the table only when recently taken from the water ; orange stripes. S. in this state are foul fish bem^g

whilst the fatty ' curd ' remains between the Uakes considered unfit for the table, and the luUmj,' ot

of its flesh which, however, begins to disappear , them is prohibited by British laws notNyithstandmg

within 12 hours although otherwise the fish is which, however, multitudes are killed by poachers

ouite fresh Hence the peculiarly high value i in some of the rivers, nor do those who eat them

formerly ascribed in London to 27,aHtes sa/MOH. either fresh or 'kippered (i.e., dried) seem to

The S after its first min-ation to the sea, passes ' suffer from any unwholesomeuess, such as is some-

a great part of its life in it, although under the
;
times alleged to belong to them, although they are

necessity of periotUcally ascending rivers, iu which
;

greatly inferior in quality to b. m other states, b.,

the S that ascend to spawn or for other causes in
;

which have completed their spa\™ing, continue tor

autumn, often remain during most of the ivinter. some time, at least if lu fresh water very ""ht t''i-

S return in preference, to the same rivers in which the table. Their capture is prohibited by Lritish

thev have passed the earUest part of theirexistence; laws. They are called 'foulfsh,' or more distinc-

as appears both from records of ra.arkedS., and from tively, •>:pe)U fsli,' or A ells ; the males are also

the characteristic differences already alluded to. S. called Kippers, kip heiug a name for the cart.lagin-

a.scend rivers to a freat distance from the sea, as ous hook of the under jaw, and the females WietWers

the Rhine to the Fails of Sohaffhausen, and the Elbe ' or Baggils. Such names, originally local, have

to Bohemia The speed with which they glide become of more general use from having been mtro-

throuc'h the water in their most rapid movements duced into acts of parliament. The name Adt m
is ver°v great • it is said to be not less than 1500 particular, is now very commonly employCLL A\ hen

feet in a minute or at the rate of 400 miles a day ; they remain for a considerable time m fresh water

but this, of course, is sustained only for a few I
after spa^vuing, kelts recover very much, and

moments, and the ordinary rate of progi-ess in
]
increase iu weight, whereas, before spawuing', there

ascendin" rivers is supposed to be from 10 to 25 is a diminution of weight. ' A weU-mended kelt
°

approaches in quaUty to a good or ' clean S.,

although far from being equ.al to it.

The time of spawning is from the end of autumn
to the beginning of spring, or even the beginning of

summer ; differing considerably in different rivers,

whilst in each river it is prolonged tliroughout

months, the elder and stronger fish of the former

year probably ascending to spawn first. The
difference of season in different rivers is probably

to be accoimted for by the temperature of the

water, as affected by latitude, and by the relations

of the river to lakes, to low warm plains, and to

snow-covered mountains.

S. spawn on beds of lino gravel, iu shallow parts

of rivers, such as are used for the same purpose by
trout. Some beds of this kind, in salmon-frequented

rivers, have been notable from time immemorial as

favourite spawning-places; and large numbers of

fish, both the S. and its congeners, deposit their

spawn iu them every year. The spawning female

approaches the bed, attended by at least one male
fish, sometimes by more than one, iu which case

fierce combats ensue; she makes a furrow in the

gi'avcl with her tail, and deposits her spawn iu it,

on which the male afterwards poui'S the vivifying

melt. It was formerly believed that the furrow

Salmon-ladder.

miles a d.aj'. The fish, also, almost always chooses
to lie for a time in some spot, waiting a fresh flood

in the stream. The perpendicular height which the
416
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was in part made by the snout of the fish, and to

this the snout of the male at the spawniug season

was supposed to be particularly adapted ; but it

has been found by observation that the snout is not

Old Male Fish, or Kipper, during the Spawning-season.

used in this frork. The eggs, -n-hen deposited and
vivified, arc covered by the action of the tail of

the female ; the male doing nothing but depositing

his melt, and fighting with an}' other of his sex

that may attempt to dispute his [ilace.

The time occupied by a female S. in spawning is

fi'om three to twelve days. After spa-wning, the S.

generally soon descends to the sea. The descend-

ing hdls are very ravenous, and therefore a great

annoyance to anglers who desire to take none but
clean fish, and must return the kelts to the water.

The eggs deposited in the spawning bed are

liable to be devoured by trouts and other fishes,

which are ever ready, and bj' insect larvaj of many
kinds, which work their way even through the

gravel ; ducks and other waterfowl also se.arch

there for their food ; and sometimes a flood changes

the bed so much as either to sweep away the eggs,

or to overlay them with gravel to a depth where
they are never hatched, or from wliich the young
can never emerge. The number of eggs hatched in

ordinary circumstances must be small in propor-

tion to the number deposited, and by far the

greater part of the fry perish before the time of

descent to the sea.

In from thirty to sixty days after the deposition

.Salmon Ova, and Newly Hatclicd Tisli.

(Copied from the Ftdd newppapcr.

)

I, epjj of salmon, natural size, ju^-t taken from the parent fish ;

2, the same, with the eyes of the youns fish just becoming
apparent ; this taltes place about the thirtieth or thirty-fifth

day, according to the temperature ; 3, the young fish coiled
up in the egg, and just ready to be hatched; 4, the young
fish emerging from tlie Bhdl ; 5, the empty egg-shell, shew-
ing longitudinal rent made by the young fish; 6, young
salmon about two days old, natural size ; 7, the young salmon
(about two days old', magnified; the umbilical vesicle, con-
taining the yelk and the oil globules, and blood-vessels

ramified on its surface ; also the head, with the huge eyes
and badly-developed mouth (a portrait) ; the fins and the
thin transparent body, the fins not as yet being developed
into their proper shape, arc carefully delineated.

of the eggs in the spa^vning bed, they begin to

shew signs of life, and the eyes ajipear as small

specks. The time which elapses before the egg is

hatched varies according to the temperature of the
water, and therefore is generally shorter in England
than in Scotland, 140 days being sometimes requisite

in cold climates and late springs ; whilst it has been
foimd that in a constant temperature of 44° F.

sixty days are enough, and in a higher temperature
eggs have been hatched even in thirty days. A
temperature above 70° F. is, however, fatal to them.
S. eggs are easily hatched in an aquarium, in which
proper care is taken to prevent stagnation of the
water, so that the conditions may resemble those
of a bed of gravel in a running stream, and many
interesting observations have thus been made by
Mr Frank Buckland on the development of the
young S., of which the results have from time to

time been given to the world through the columns
of tlie Field newspaper, and his excellent work on
Fish-Ha tcit ing.

*

The 5'ouug fish lies coiled up in the egg, which
it finally bursts in its struggles to be free, and it

issues vnth a conical bag (umbilical vesicle) sus-

pended under the belly, containing the red yolk of

the egg and oil globules, which afford it nourish-

ment diu'ing the first five or six weeks. The mouth
is at first very imperfectly developed, as are the

fins, and the whole body has a shape very different

from what it is soon to assume, and is very delicate,

and almost transparent. The sUghtest injury is

fatah The length, at first, is about tive-eighths of

au inch. About the seventh or eighth week, the

GiU-covcrs of Salmon (1), and Sahnon Trout (2).

young S. has changed into a well-formed little fish

about an inch long, with forked tail, the colour

light browm, with nine or ten transverse dusky
bars, which are also more or less distinctly visible

in the young of other species of this genus, just as

the yoimg of many
feline animals exliibit

stripes or sjiots which
disappear in their

mature state. The
fry, previously very
inactive, now begin to

swim about, and seek

food with great

actirity, and are

known as Paer, or

.S.\5ILET, and also in

some jjlaees by the

names Pink, Brandling, and Fingerling. The Parr
was formerly sujiposed to be a distinct species

(<S'. salmulus), an opinion to which many anglers,

eager to enjoy their summer holidays, and catching

parr by scores with the artificial fly or worm
when they can catch nothing else, have clung
tenaciously, after it has been shewn to the satis-

faction of all naturalists that the parr is nothing
else than the young salmon. The honour of proving

this belongs to Mr Shaw, of Drumlanrig, Dumfries-
shire, whose observations and experiments, first

made in 1834— 1S3G, we have not space to detail.

They have, however, been fully confirmed at the
s.almon-breediiig ponds of Stormontfield, on the T.ay.

Gill-covers of Bull Trout.

' London : Tinsley Brothers, 18G3.
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It was long urged, to prove the parr a distinct

species, tliat the male parr is very often fonnd ^vith

the milt ]iorfoct, to which, however, it was replied

that the female ])arr is almost never found with
perfect roe. But the remarkable fact has now been
abundantly jiroved that the male parr is capal)le of

impregnating the roe of the female .S., and thus a
provision seems to be made in nature to prevent an
otherwise possible loss of roe. And, indeed, ridi-

culous little parrs seem to be always ready at hand
to perform this service during the combats of the

great fish, or in their absence. Another remarkable
fact has been discovered, that some parrs descend

to the sea in their first year, whilst others remain

in the fresh water, aud in the parr state, without
much increase of size for another year, and a few
even to the third year. At Stormontfield it has

been found that about one half of the parrs migrate

o'hen a year old. No reason can be assigned for

these things ; the facts alone are known to us, and
have but recently been established.

The parr attains a size of from 3.^ to 8 inches.

When the time of its migration comes, usually in

May or June, it assumes brilliant silvery hues, the

lins also becoming darker, and is then known as a

Smolt. Groups of smolts, 40 to 70 in a group, now
descend, not very rapidly, to the sea. They remain
for a short time in brackish water, and then depart
from the estuary. Of their life in the sea nothing

is knowm, e.xcept that they increase in size with
wonderful rapidity ; for it has been found that

smolts which had been marked, returned to the

same river in si.'c or eight weeks as Grilse of three

to live pounds, or, after a longer period, even of

eight or nine pounds. Some reascend the rivers

when only a pound and a half or two pounds
weight, and these are in some places known as

Salmon Peal. Grilse are captured in great nmubers
in the latter part of summer and in autumn, but
very few are seen in the earlier part of the lishing

season. The grilse usually spawns on its first return

to the fresh water—often remaining there for the

winter, and on again descending to the sea assumes
the perfect characters of the mature sahuon. Little

increase of size ever takes place in fresh water ; but
the growth of the S. in the sea is marvellonsly rapid,

not only on its first migration, but afterwards. A
kelt caught by the late Duke of Athole on 31st March
weighed exactly ten pounds. It was marked, and
returned to the Tay, in the lower part of which it

was again caught, after five weeks and two days,

when it was found to weigh twenty pounds and a

quarter.

The statistics of S. fi.sheries are, like those of other

fisheries, very imperfect. It is impossible to ascer-

tain the total annual value of the S. fisheries even
of Great Britain aud Ireland ; but it must be
reckoned by huncb'eds of thousands of pounds.
' From the I'eports of the Irish Commissioners, we
learn that, in 1862, apparently an ordinary year,

three Irish railways conveyed 400 tons, or about
900,000 lbs. of salmon, being equal in weight and
treble in value to 15,000 sheep, or 20,000 mixed
sheep and lambs. In Scotland, the Tay alone

furnishes about 800,000 lbs., being equal in weight
and treble in value to 18,000 sheep [aud lambs].

The weight of salmon produced by the Sjiey is

equal to the weight of mutton annually j-ielded to

the butcher by ea^h of several of the smaller counties.

The diminution in the supply of food caused by the

decay of the Tweed fisheries is about 200,000 lbs. a

year. And in making comparisons between the
supplies of fish and of flesh, it must be kept in

mind that fish, or at least salmon, though higher in

money value, cost nothing for their keep, make
bare no pasture, hollow out no turnips, consume no

US

corn, but are, as Franklin expressed it, " bits of silver

pulled out of the water."'— (Russel, The 4Salinon,

p. 12.) The other British species yet to be noticed
in this article, are reckoned with the 8. itself in all

that relates to S. fisheries.

The S. fisheries of the British rivers have in

general much decreased in productiveness since the
beginning of the present century, which is very
much ascribed to the introduction of fixed or stand-
ing nets along the coast, by which S. are taken in

great luimbers before they reach the months of the
rivers to which they are proceeding, and in which
alone they were foi'merly caught ; it having been
discovered that S. feel their way, as it wore, close
along the shore for many miles towards the mouth
of a river, feeding, meanwhile, on sand-lauuces,

sand-hoppers, and other such pre}'. It is also partly

owing to the destruction of spawning fish by
poachers ; and in no small measure to the pollution

of rivers consequent on the increase of population
and industry, and to the more thorough drainage of

land, the result of which has been that rivers are

for a comparatively small number of days in the
year in that half-flooded condition in which S. are

most ready to ascend them. The last of these

causes is the most irremediable ; but if the opera-

tion of the others were abated, it would not of

itself be sufficient to prevent a productiveness of

our rivers much greater than the present. The
eS'orts which have bogiui to be made by breeding-

ponds (see Pisciculture) to preserve eggs and fry

from destruction, and so to multiply far beyond the

natural amount the young S. ready to descend to the
sea, promise also such results as may j'et probably
make the supply of S. far more abundant than it has
ever been. There is reason to think that the pro-

ductiveness of the waters may be increased as much
as that of the land.

Tlie stake net is the most deadly of all means
employed for taking S. ; aud its use is jn-ohibited

in estuaries and on some other parts of the coast.

It consists of two rows of net-covered stakes so

placed between high and low water marlcs, that S.

coming up to them, and proceeding along them, are

conducted through a narrow opening into what is

called the court of the net, from which they cannot
tiud the way of escape. The crulre, which is now
illegal in all parts of Britain, is an enclosed space

formed in the wall of a dam or weir, into which the

S. enter as they ascend the stream, wdiilst a peculiar

kind of grating prevents their return. The nets

emjiloj'ed for catching S. in rivers and estuaries are

of many diflferent kinds. In many places a small

boat, or salmon cohle, is used to carry out a seine net

from the shore, setting {shootiiir/) it with a circular

sweep, the concavity of which is towards the stream
or tide, and men stationed on shore pull ropes so as

to bring it in by both ends at once with whatever it

may have enclosed. Coracles (small boats of basket-

work or a light wooden frame covered with canvas
and tar, or other waterproof material) are used in

S. fishing in the Severn and other Welsh rivers.

Nets which a single man can carry and work are

also used in many rivers and estuaries, as those

called halves on the Solway, which maybe described

as a bag attached to a pole. Dogs have sometimes
been trained to drive S. into nets, and some dogs
have attained great expertness in catching S.

without any assistance.

The Salmon Teout (<?. trutia, or Fario argentcus),

also very commonly called the Se.i. Tkout, is rather
thicker in proportion to its length than a 8. of the
same size, and has the hinder free margin of the gill-

cover less rounded. The jaws are nearly equal ; the
teeth strong, sharp, and curved, a single row running
down the vomer, and pointing alternately in opposite
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directions. The colours are Tery similar to those of

the iS. ; the sides, chiefly above the lateral line, are

marked vnth numerous X-shaped dusky spots, and
there are several round dusky spots on the gill-

covers. The salmon trout does not attain so large a

size as the S., but has been known to reach 24-i lbs.

The flesh is pink, richly fl.aroured, and much
esteemed, although not equ.al to that of the salmon.

Great quantities of s.ilmou trout are brought to

market in Loudon and other British towns ; this

fish being found from the south of England to the

north of Scotland, and plentiful ia many rivers,

particiUarly those of Scotland. Its habits are gener-

ally similar to those of the salmon. Large shoals

sometimes congregate near the mouth of a river

which they are about to enter, and sometimes afi'ord

excellent sport to the angler in a bay or estuary,

rising readily to the fly. The young are not easily

to be distinguished from parr. Phinock, Hirlinij, and
WhitUng are local names of the salmon trout on its

fii-st retiu-n from the sea to fresh water, when it has

its most silvery appearance, in which state it has

sometimes been described as a distinct species

{S. albus).

The Gray Tkout or Bull Tkout [S. eriox], the

only other British species migrating like these, is

already noticed in the article Bull Trout. The
gill-cover in this species is more elongated back-

wards at the lower angle than in the other two.

On the banks of the Tweed and some other rivers,

it is often called the sea trout, a name quite as

appropriate to it as to the salmon trout. The seasons

at which the gray trout ascends rivers are partly the

same with those of the S. and salmon trout, and

partly different. The laws relative to the fishing

of S. apply equally to the bidl trout.

Of other species of S. our notice must be very

brief. Cinner has described as a distinct species a

S. with hooked lower jaw, known in France by the

name of Becard. Agassiz and Bloch regard it as

merely the old male of the Common Salmon. The
hooked lower jaw of the male of the Common S. in

the spawning season has been already noticed. But
Valenciennes adheres to the opinion of Cuvier that

the Becard is a distinct species, and insists on the

gi-eater length of the intermaxillary bones as a sure

distinctive character ; asserting also that the colours

are always difi'erent from those of the common S.

;

a, general reddish-gray, the belly dull white, the

back never blue, nor the belly silvery. The subject

seems to require further investigation.—The Hucno
of the Danube, called Puo in Galicia (S. Hiicho),

attains a weight of 30 lbs., and it is said even of 60

lbs. The body is longer and roimder, the head

more elongated than in the Common S.almon. The
colour is grayish-black, tinged with violet on the

back, the sides and belly silvery. The tad is

forked. The hucho spawns in June, making holes

for the pui-pose in gravelly bottoms; and these

holes are so deep that the fish lying in them often

escape the nets of the fishermen. The flesh is

white, but very pleasant. The same, or a very simUar

species, is found in the Caspian Sea, and in rivers

which flow into it—The rivers of North America
which flow into the Arctic Ocean, produce several

species of S., of which perhaps that most nearly

resembling the Common S., in the quaUty of its flesh,

is 6'. Hearnii. In these regions, Koss's S. (S.^ Rossii

or Fario Bossii) is extremely abundant. It is of a

more slender form than the S., with remarkably

long lower jaw and truncated snout ; the scales

separated by naked skin ; the back greenish-brown,

the sides pearl-gray, the beUy orange or red. In the

quality of its flesh it is very inferior to the salmon.
—S. Scouleri, or Salar Scoulei-i, ascends the Columbia
and other rivers of the uortti-west coast of North
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America in vast multitudes. In arms of the sea on
that coast it is sometimes impossible for a stone to

reach the bottom without touching several ; and
the channel of a river or a brook is often densely

crowded with them. The flesh is excellent. Tho
same species seems to ascend the rivers of Kamt-
chatka ; but that country, the Kurile Isles, and
Siberia have also species of their own. Concerning

many of the species which have been named and
partially described, there is still, however, great

uncertainty.

Angling foe S-almon.—The capture of the salmon

by rod and line affords the most exciting sport of the

kind. The pleasures of it have been descanted on

by numerous writers, and whole treatises have been

written on the minuti* of the art. Among the more
modern writers on the subject, we may name Dayj-,

Stoddart, Colquhoun, Younger, Stewart, Francis,

and Russel. The tackle used is sufficiently des-

cribed in the article Angling ; and the general

principles of fly-fishing there laid down are applic-

able iu this case. 'the chief specialty in sahnon

augling is to be able to maintain perfect coolness and
vigilance when the fish is hooked. The rod must
be kept at such an elevation as to bring its elasticity

into play ; and by allo-iving the line to rim out as

the fish d.ashes off, and winding it up as he returns,

or by following his motions, if need be, in person, a

constant and equal strain must be maintained ; a

sudden tug at an unjnelding line, or a momentary
slackening^ being equally fatal. After struggling

for from a quarter to half an hour (sometimes, though

rarely, for two or three hours) against a steady puU,

the fish generally yields to his fate and allows him-

self to be drawn into the shallow and landed. This

is done either with the gaff; or the fisher, winding

his line up within rod length and holding the top

landwards, -nnthout slackeidng, seizes the fish with

one hand by the root of the tad, and lifts, or rather

slides him head-foremost on to the gravel or gr.ass.

Those rivers of Britain where the fishing is

strictly preserved, stiU afford good sport ; but o£

late years the take of fish, by rod as well as by net,

has greatly fallen off, and many fishers now betake

themselves annually to the rivers of Norway and
Sweden. In Scotland the Tay, Tweed, Don, Spey,

Dee, Thm-so, and some others are still preserved in

many places, and command high rents from salmon

anglers.

Salmon-fishery Laws.—Owing to the pecidiar

excellence of the salmon, it is singled out from all

other fish, and protected by pecuUar laws in the

United Kingdom, but those laws are not the same

in the three kingdoms. I. As to England.—The
right to fish salmon in the sea and navigable rivers

belongs to the public as a general rule ; and the

right to fish salmon iu rivers not navigable belongs

to the riparian owner on each bank, the right of

each extending up to the centre line of the stream.

But though the public have, as a rule, the right to

fish in the sea and navigable rivers, there are various

exceptions, which arose iu this way. Previous to

Magna Charta, the crown, whether rightly or

\vron''ly, assumed power to make grants to indivi-

duals—generally the large proprietors of lands

adjacent—whereby an exclusive right was given to

such individuals to fish for the salmon as well as all

other fish within certain limits. This right, when
conferred, often apphed to the shores of the sea, but

generally prevaUed in navig.able rivei-s and the

mouths of such rivers. The frequency of such

grants was one of the grievances redressed by

JNIagua Charta, which prohibited the crown thence-

forth from m.aking like grants. But the then exist-

ing grants were saved, and hence every person who
at°the preseut day claims a several or exclusive

^
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fishery in navigable rivers, must shew that his grant

is from the crown, and is as old as Magna Charta.

It is not, however, absolutely necessary that he be

able to produce a grant or claim of grants of such
antiquity ; for if he has been in undisturbed posses-

sion for a long time—say thirty years and upwartls

—it is presumed that such title is as old as Magna
Charta, and had a legal origin. When a person is

entitled to a salmon fishery (and if he is entitled to

a salmon fishery he is entitled also to the trout and
other fish h-equenting the same place), he is never-

theless subjected to certain restrictions as to the

mode of fishing salmon. These restrictions are im-

posed by the Salmon Fishery Act, 24 and 25 Vict.

c. 109 (1881), which repealed prior acts of parliament.

No person is now entitled to use lights, spears,

gaff's, strokeballs, snatches, or other like instru-

ments for catching salmon ; nor can fish roe be iised

for the purpose of fishing. All nets used for fishing

salmon must have a mesh not less than two inches

in extension from knot to knot, or eight inches

measured roimd each mesh when wet. No new fixed

engine of any description is to be used. A penalty

is incurred for violating these enactments, and also

for taking unseasonable salmon, or for taking,

destroying, or obstructing the passage of young
salmon, or disturbing spawning salmon. The close

time, during which no salmon shall be fished,

extends from 1st September to the 1st February
following, except that for rod fishing the close

season shall not commence till 1st November. These
periods may, however, be sHghtly varied for each
locality. During close time no salmon can be legally

sold or be in the possession of any person for sale

;

and such fixed engines as are stiU legal shall be
removed or put out of gear during close time. More-
over, thi'oughout the year, there is a weekly close

time—that is to say, no person can, except with rod
and line, lawfully fish salmon between 12 A. M.

(noon) of Saturday to 6 A.M. of Monday following.

In all dams fish-passes must be attached by the
proprietors, and free gaps made in fishing weirs of a
certain width. For the purpose of supervising the
enforcement of the act, fishery inspectors are ap-

pointed for England, and powers of assessing pro-
prietors in each district were confeiTed by a statute

of 18G5 in imitation of the Irish acts. As to poachers
of salmon, see Poaching.

II. In Scotland, there are various important
differences from the law of England as regards
salmon fisheries. In Scotland, the general rule is

that all salmon fisheries in the rivers and surround-
ing seas, are vested in the crown, and hence no
person is entitled to fish with nets or engines
except he can shew a grant or charter from the
crown. If he can only shew a general grant of

fishings without specifying salmon, then it is

necessary not only to produce such grant, but to
shew that he has been in exclusive possession
for forty years and upwards of the salmon fishings.

Though, however, this right to catch salmon by nets
is vested in the crown, or in some grantee of the
crown, the right to angle for salmon is not derived
from the crown, but belongs to the riparian owner,
who may angle for salmon so far as his doing so
does not prejudice the net fishing, and it can seldom
do so. By \Trtue of many old statutes, all fbced
engines for catching salmon are illegal, and it is settled
that everything is in the nature of a fixed engone
which is not held in the hand of the fishermen
while they are fishing ; but a mechanical contriv-
ance, which enables the fisherman to go a Little

further into the river with his coble or boat, which
is to drag the net, is not illegal. Stake nets, how-
ever, are not dlegal if they are not in a river or the
mouth of a river. In 1862 a statute, 24 and 25
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Vict. c. 97, passed for regulating the Scotch salmon
fisheries. By this act fishery districts are consti-

tuted under the management of boards. These
boards consist of the large proprietors of fisheries.

The boards appoint cousstables, water-bailiffs,

and watchers, forming a kind of river police. The
board has power to assess the various proprietors
in sums so as to raise funds for paying the expenses
of working the act—a power which was not given
by the English acts tUl 1865. The annual close time
for salmon fishing is fixed by the commissioners,
and varies in each district, but it generally extends
from 27th August to 10th February following; the
angler's close time commencing about 16th October.
The commissioners are appointed by the Home
Secretary, their duties being to fi.x the limits of
fishery districts and of rivers, to make general regu-
lations as to close time, cruives, nets, &o. The
Scotch act imitates the English act in prohibiting

fishing with lights or salmon roe, with nets having
small meshes, selling fish during close time, &c.
And there is a weekly close time from 6 P. M. on
Saturday to 6 A. M. on Monday following.

III. Ireland.—The Irish salmon fishery laws are
regulated chiefly by statutes distinct from those of

England. Fishery districts are there established, and
the fisheries are subject to rates and licence duties
for the purpose of raising funds. There is an annual
and weekly close time, and fixed engines are pro-
hibited, and free gaps enforced in all fishing weirs.

SAL]MO'NID.iE, a very large and important
family of malacopterous fishes, of the suborder
Abdominales (having the ventral fins on the abdo-
men, and behind the pectorals), nearly allied to
ClupeidcE (the Herring family), but at once dis-

tinguished by the second dorsal fin, which they aU
have, and which is merely a fold of the skin, enclos-

ing fat, whence it is called the adipose fin, and
destitute of rays. They were all included by
Liuna;us in the genus Salmo, although now divided
not only into numerous genera, but by many natu-
rahsts into several families, of which one retains

the name of S., and the other principal ones are
Characlnidce and Scojielidm. The S. are generally
very muscular, and possess great strength, swim-
ming with great rapidity, even against strong
currents, and some of them are capable of leaping
up falls of considerable height, when there is suffi-

cient depth of water beneath. Some of them are
sea-fishes, never entering rivers, although, like the
hen-ing, pilchard, &c., they approach the shore to
spawn ; others are generally inhabitants of the sea,

but ascend rivers to spawn, and some of them also
on other occasions not yet well understood ; others,
again, are constant inhabitants of fresh-water lakes,

or of rivers and streams. Most of them are esteemed
for the table, and some are among the most
esteemed of fishes.

The restricted S. of those naturalists who diride
the family, are all scaly fishes, but with the head
destitute of scales, and the cheeks fleshy ; the ujiper
part of the mouth is formed by the premaxillary
and maxillary bones together ; the branchiostegaJ
rays are numerous ; the air-bladder is large and
simple ; the teeth are usually small, sometimes very
numerous, the tongue being furnished with them,
as well as the other parts of the mouth, although
others have the teeth few and small, or even want-
ing. They are generally voracious fishes, feeding
chiefly on other fishes, crustaceans, worms, &c. The
Salmon, Salmon Trout, Bidl Trout or Gray Trout,
Trout, Charr, Grayling, and Smelt, are familiar
British examples. The White Fish of North Ame-
rica is one of the most important species, and to
the same genus (Coregonus) belong many others,

inhabiting the lakes and rivers of the northern parts
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of the world, some of them, from their herring-like

appearance, known as Herring-salmon and Fresh-

water Herring. The Capelin {q. f.) is a sea-fish,

never entering fresh waters. The restricted or true

S. are found only in the northern parts of the

world, and chiefly in the colder regions.

The Characinidce also have the body scaly, and

the head destitute of scales ; the upper jiart of

the mouth is formed by the prema.villaries and
maxillaries together; there are only four or five

branchiostegal rays ; the air-bladder is divided by
a constriction in the niidtUe ; the teeth are very

various, wholly wanting in a few, numerous in

most of the genera, present on the tongue in some,

and not in others ; small and feeble in some, in

others large and strong ; in many conical and sharp,

in some flat. Most of the species feed on animal

food, but a few on vegetable food alone ; whilst

some are omnivorous, eatmg with equal readiness

worms or other soft animals and fruits which fall

iuto the water. One of those feeding exclusively

on vegetable substances is the Pacu [Ityletes Pacu),

a fish scarcely excelled by any as an article of food,

which has teeth very like the molar teeth of sheep,

and employs them in browsing on the plants that

gi'ow on rocks covered with water, near the cata-

racts of the rivers of Guiana, and in some of the

tributaries of the Amazon. In form, it is very

unlike the trout or salmon, being short, thick, and
clumsy. This, however, is not unfi-equent in the

Characinidce, which exhibit much gi-eater variety

of form than the S. proper. Thus, in some of the

genus Serrasalmo (see Pikaya) , of which there are

many species, voracious carnivorous fishes with

sharp trenchant teeth, the depth of the body
is almost as great as its length. The species

of Serrasalmo are sometimes called Saw-bellied

Salmon, from their keeled and serrated beUy. The
Characinidie are all inhabitants of fresh waters

;

some of them African, but the greater number
South American. Their flesh is generally much
esteemed.
The ScopelidcB differ from both the previous sec-

tions of S. in the structure of the mouth, which is

formed entirely of the premaxUlary bone, the

majdllary lying behind. Pew of them have an air-

bladder. Some are scaly, and some destitute of

scales. The form of the body is salmon-like in

some, but deep and compressed in others. They
are generally marine, as the Argentine (q. v.), the

only" British species. They abound chiefly in the

warmer seas ; the Mediten-anean produces some ;

but tlie greater number belong to the Chinese and

East Indian seas. Some are in high repute for

their fine flavour.

Australia produces noue of the Salmonidie. The
rivers and streams of that region, however, as well

as those of New Zealand, Patagonia, and the Falk-

land Islands, produce a number of species of Galaxias,

a genus of very trout-like form, but with no scales

and no adipose fin. They are called trouts by the

colonists in Australia and New Zealand, but are of

very inferior quaUty for the table.

SALOMON, JoiLANN Peter, an eminent musi-

cian, violin-player, and composer, born at Bonn in

1745. When yoimg, he was attached to the service

of Prince Henry of Prussia, for whom he composed

several operas. In 17S1, he visited Paris, and

afterwards London, where he met mth so warm a

reception, that he was induced to settle there. His

series of subscription concerts in London, in 1790,

form an era in the history of music, in so far as

they led to the production of Haydn's twelve

grandest symphonies, known as the Salomon set.

In ISOO, S. retired from pubho life, but con-

tinued to compose songs, glees, and violin solos and

concertos. He died in 1S15, and was interred in

Westminster Abbey.
SALONI'KI (auc. Thessalonica, Turk. Selanih),

a town of Eiu'opean Turkey, in the eyalet of the

same name, aud, next to Constantinople, the gi-eatest

emporium of commerce in the emjiire, is situated on
the Gulf of Saloniki, and rises from the shore along

the face of a hill. The city is enclosed by white

walls, partly ancient and partly medieval, about five

miles in circuit, and is surrcjunded by cypresses aud
other evergreens. As seen from the sea, it presents

a bright and beautiful appearance ; but its internal

asjiect is miserable in the extreme. The principal

buildings are mosques, most of which were pre-

viously Christian churches. The Citadel, called by
the Turks Vedi-Kideh, or ' the Seven Towers,' is

the ancient Acropolis ; within it are to be seen the

ruins of a triumphal arch belonging to the time of

Marcus Aurelius. Other relics of antiquity are the

Propyteura of the Hippodrome, a magnificent

Corinthian colonnade of five pillars ; the triumphal

arch of Aiigustus, erected after the battle of PhiUppi

(now forming the gate of Vardar or Vardari) ; the

arch of Constantine, &c. S. exports the corn, cotton,

wool, tobacco, bees-wax, and silk of JIacedonia. In

1S56, the value of the exports was more than

£1,350,000, and that of the imports more than

£1,000,000. Pop. 70,000, of whom 30,000 are Turks,

20,000 Greeks, and 20,000 Jews. There is regular

steambo.at communication with Constantinople.

S. was at first called Therma, under which desig-

nation it is mentioned in connection with the march
of Xerxes through Greece. It was rebuilt by
Cassander about 315 B.C., who prob.ably named it

Thessalonica in honour of his wife ; aud during the

Roman-Macedonian AVars, it figm-es as the principal

station of the Macedonian fleet. After the close of

the civil wars, its prosperity rapidly increased, and

for three centuries it was the first city in Greece.

It was early the seat of a Christian church. During

the barbarian invasions, it proved the great bulwark

of the Eastern empire. It was thrice taken in the

middle ages— first, by the Saracens in 904 ; secondly,

by the Sicilian Normans in 11S5; and thirdly, by
the Turks imder Amurath II. in 1430.

SALOO'P. See Sassaff.as.

SA'LOP. See SiiKorsiiiRE.

SA'LPA, a genus of MoUusca, of the di\-ision

Tunicata, in which there is no shell, but a leathery

timio with two apertures ; the tyjie of the family

Salpidce, which float in the sea, and have the tunic

transparent aud elongated. They are allied to

Ascidia (q. v.), although not fixed like them, and

have two openings, through the hinder of wOiich

the water enters, and is expelled thi-ough the

anterior by a regular contraction of the mantle, so

that the animal "is impelled through the water in a

backward direction, without any apparent voluntary

action. The SalpcB are sometimes solitarj', and
sometimes united in long chains, those in chains

having the contractions of the individuals simul-

taneous ; but the soHtary Salpce appear to be the

parents of those which are in chains, and they in

turn give birth to solitary individuals very difl'erent

from themselves. The whole texture is verj- deli-

cate, so that the anim.il is sometimes scarcely to be

discerned, except from its iridescent hues in the

sunshuie, which make chains of Salpce, when very

nmnerous, a conspicuous feature in the surface of

the great deep in tropical regions. The orifices of

the alimentary canal are not near together, as iu

Ascidia, but at opjiosite extremities of the body.

The branchi.al chamber of Ascidia is represented

by a wide membranous canal, traversed by a long

vascidar ribbon, which is continually exposed to the
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water that passes through the canal. The Salpw

united in chains have no organio connection, but

apparently adhere together by little snckers.

SAL PBUNELLE. See Nrrr.E.

SA'LSAFY, or SALSIFY (Tmijopogon porrl-

/olitis), a biennial plant growing in mcadoirs through-

out Eiirope, not common, and perhaps not truly

indigenous in Britain ; cidtivated in gardeus for the

sake of its root, which is used m the same manner
as the carrot, and is very delicate and pleasant,

Salsafy (Tragopogon p'orrifoVius).

with a flavour resembling asparagus or scorzoncra.

The root is long and tapering, and in cidtivatiou

white and fleshy, with much white milky juice
;

the stem 3—4 feet high, with smooth and glaucous
leaves, which resemble those of the leek ; the flowers

are of a dull purple colour. The seed of S. is sown
in spring, and the root is ready for use in winter.

In the following spring, when the flower-stalks are

thrown up, they are used like asparagus. Owing to

a peculiar mode in which the roots are sometimes
dressed, so as to have a flavour somewhat like th.it

of oysters, S. is sometimes popul.arly called the
Oyster Plant.—The genus Tragopor/on belongs to
the natural order Compositce, suborder Ckhoracccv,
and is distinguished by one row of S—10 bracts
united at the base, a puuctm'ed receptacle, feathery
pappus, and striated achenia with long beak.—The
Purple Goat's Beaed (T. pratensis), a native of

Britain, was formerly cultivated in England for its

roots, which are similar in quality to salsafy.

SALSE'TTE (native name Sdshti), an island on
the west coast of British India, in the presidency of

Bombay, lies immediately north of Bombay, with
which it is connected by a long peninsula, and by
an artificial embankment called Zion's Causeway.
It is 18 miles long, and 11 miles in extreme breadth.
Pop. about 50,000. It is beautiful, picturesque, and
densely wooded, is diversified by mountain and hill,

and contains many fertile tracts. Sugar, indigo,

cotton, flax, and hemp are grown. Thanah, the
chief town, stands on the east coast, 20 miles north-
north-west of Bombay by the Great Indian Peniu-
sular Eailway, which, after traversing the islands of

Bombay and S., crosses to the continent half a mile
to the south of this town. Pop. about 12,000. A
number of remarkable caves, called the Caves of
ICfinhari or Kenery, are found in the middle of the
island, five nules west of Thanah. They are nearly
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a hundred in number, are all excavated in the face

of a single hill, and contain elaborate carving.

The caves are in six stories, on the ledges of the
mountain, and the stories are connected by stairs

cut in the rock. The cave first approached consists

of throe chambers, oue unfinished, aud dates from
the 9th or 10th c. A.D; it contains no figures or

carvings. The other caves contain numerous carved
representations of Buddha, mauy of them of colossal

size. Kelics and iuscriptions are also found. Tliere

are caves in several localities of the island, besides

those at Kauhari—e. g., those of Montpezir, Maga-
tani, and Jageshwar. The caves are frequently tiie

haunts of serpents and tigers. On the north, on
the coast, is the small watering-place of Ghora
Bandar, which has been designated the Montpelier
of Bombay. The fort of Thanah aud the island

of S. were taken by the English in 177i.

SALT, Manitfactuee of. See Sodium. Common
salt is either prociu-ed in the solid crystalline state,

called Sock-salt (q. v.), as a natural brine from wells

or springs, or by the evaporation of sea-water. In
the first case, it is obtained by mining, often at great
depths, as at Northwich in Cheshire ; at Salzburg,
Magdeburg, Berchtesgaden, and Wimpfen in Ger-
many ; Cracow in Poland ; in the Punjab and other
parts of the world.

Rock-salt almost always contains impurities, and
therefore is dissolved in water, and the insoluble
matters mixed with it are deposited at the bottom.
The brine is then drawn off, and evaporated by
artificial heat in large iron pans.

Natural brine is obtained at Di-oitwich and Stoke
in Worcestershire, and Kantwich in Cheshire. At
Droitmeh, the shaft is only sunk 175 feet, and the
brine rises to the surface, and overflows if not
pumped. There are, however, reservoirs made for it,

iuto which it is pumped, and from which it is dis-

tributed to the various works, which are little

more than large sheds, with numerous openings in

theii' roofs, to allow the steam free egress. Flues run
from end to end of the floors, aud on these rest the
iron evaporating-pans, which are about 05 feet long
by 25 broad, and about 18 inches in depth. In
other places, very deep shafts have been sunk, and
the brine requires to be pumped from a great depth.
The flues heat the brine nearly to bofling-point, aud
as a large surface is exposed, the evaporation is very
rapid, and the crystals are small, as in the fine

table-salt. If, however, the heat is more gentle, the
salt is coarser, and is tit for curing meat, fish, &c.

;

and when very slow, a much coarser kind, called
hay-salt, is produced. Salt is obtained from sea-

water in many parts of the world, and this is

effected by simply evaporating it in brine-pits or
shallow square pools, dug on the shore for the pm:-
pose. 'Wben the evaporation has proceeded to a
certain extent, the liquid assumes a reddish colour

;

a pellicle of salt forms on its surface, which soon
breaks, and sinks down, to be followed by another

;

and the crystallisation then proceeds rapidly. Wheu
complete, the salt is removed to sheds open at the
sides, and then piled in heaps, in order that the
chloride of magnesium may be removed. This is

very easy, for as it is extremely deliquescent, it

liquefies by exposure to the atmosphere, and runs
out. The salt is then redissolved and crystallised,

if great fineness is required.

SA'LTA, a town in the north-west of the Argen-
tine Confederation, capital of a state of the same
name, and about 150 mdes distant from the Arau-
canian and Bolivian frontiers. It stands on the
b.anks of the upper waters of the Salado, at the
height of upwards of 3900 feet above sea-level ; but
even with this elevation its climate is unhealthy.
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It is well built, contains a number of good edifices,

and about 11,000 inliabitants.

SALT-CAKE is the term employed to designate

the crude sulphate of soda made from oil of ^ntriol

and common salt, ancT used in the preparation of

carbonate of soda.

SATLTCOATS, a seaport on the Firth of Clyde,

county of Ayr, 25 miles by railway south-west of

Glasgow. Muslins are woven, chemical works are

in operation, salt is manufactured, and coal is

e.xported. Pop. (1861) 4778,

SALTl'LLO, a city of Mexico, capital of the

state of Coahiija, 250 miles west-south-west of

Matamoras, It is regvJarly laid out, contains a

public square and fountain, and carries on manufac-
tures of blankets and ponchos. Pop. 8105. Seven
miles south is Buena Vista,' famous for the battle

fought there, February 1847, when the Mexican
forces were repulsed by an inferior United States

army.

SALTING, the process by which animal and
vegetable substances are preserved for food by the

aid of common salt. This is either done by rubbing
dry salt into the flesh to be preserved, and repeat-

ing the process from time to time, until it has
absorbed sufBcient to arrest decomposition ; or the

salt is liquefied with a little water, and made into

brine, in which articles are placed until required for

use, when a little soaking and washing removes the
superfluous salt. Vegetables are only salted in the

latter way ; and continental nations use it exten-

sively for the preservation of various kinds of

vegetable food for nanter consumption. A little

saltpetre is often added, and very much increases

the efficiency of the common salt. See Antiseptics,

Food,

SA'LTIRE, one of the ordinaries in Heraldiy, its

name of vmcertain etymology, representing a bend
sinister conjoined with a bend dexter, or a cross

placed transversely like the letter X, Like the

other ordinaries, it probably originated, as Mr
Planchg suggests, in the clamps and braces of the

Saltire.

shield. The form of the s.altire has been assigned

to the cross on which St Andrew is said to have
been crucified ; hence the frequency of this ordinary

in Scotch heraldry, A saltire is subject to the

variations of being engrailed, invected, &c., and may
be couped. AVheu two or more saltires are borne
in a shield, they are couped, not at right angles, but
horizontally ; and as they are always so treated, it

is considered superfi\ious to blazon them as couped.

Charges disposed in the form of a saltire are

described as placed saltireways, or in saltire. The
former term is more i>roperly applied to two long

charges, as swords or keys, placed across one
another (in which case the ride is, that the sword in

bend sinister should be uppermost, unless other-

wise blazoned) ; and the latter to five charges placed

two, one, and two.

SALT LAKE CITY, the chief town and eccle-

siastical capital of the jlormon territory of Utah,
U.S., is on the east bank of the river Jordan, between
Lake Utah and Great S.alt Lake, 20 miles south

of the latter, and 4350 feet above the level of the

sea, 650 miles east-north-east of San Francisco, and
1100 west of the Mississippi, It was settled by the

Mormons (q. v.) in 1847, and contains 200 lots of

ten acres each; 4 public squares; shaded streets 128

feet wide, through each of which flows a stream of

pure water from the neighbouring mountains, 10,000

feet high, from which the gardens are irrigated.

The houses are chiefly built of adobes, or sun-dried

bricks, each wife in the polygamic families having

a separate entrance. The principal edifices are the

Mormon Temple, the Tithiug-house or Treasury,

and the Social Hall, which serves for baU-room and
theatre. Pop. in 1860, 8218.

SALT OF SATURX, an old name for acetate of

lead.

SALT OF SORREL, the common name for

binoxalate of potash.

SALT OF TARTAR, a commercial name for

carbonate of potash in a very crude form,

SALT OF TIN is the term employed by the

dyer and calico-printer for protochloride of tin,

which is extensively used as a mordant, and for

the purpose of deoxidising indigo and the peroxides

of iron and manganese,

SALT RANGE, or KALABAGH MOUN-
TAINS, a mountain range in the Pimjab, India,

lies in an east and west direction, in lat. 32° 30'—

•

3.3° 20'. The range rises on the west bank of the

Jhelimi, runs west to the Indus, and after aff'ording

a passage to the river, reappears on its west side,

and pursues the same direction till it meets with
the Suleiman Mouutaius. The S. E. is about 200
miles in length, and rises to the height of 2500 feet.

Its appearance is exceedingly bleak and barren;

vegetation is seldom met with ; there are no trees

;

and the bold and bare precipices which frequently

occur, give to the range a forbidding aspect. Rock-
salt is foimd in inexhaustible quantities, and so pure,

that after being poimded, it is ready for U5e. Alum,
iron ore, coal, t'ypsum, and limestone abound

;
gold-

dust is washed down in the sands of the rivers,

and graphite is also found.

SALT, Spirits of, the old name for muriatic or

hydrochloric acid.

SALTS, Smelling, a preparation of carbonate of

ammonia with some of the sweet-scented volatile

oils, used as a restorative by persons sufiering from
faintness. The pungency of the ammonia is all

that is useful, and the oils are added to make it

more agreeable. Oils of lavender, lemon, cloves, and
bergamot are those chiefly used. The celebrated

Preston smelling-salts are scented with oils of cloves

and pimento. The manufacture of ornamental
bottles to contain this i)reparation is an important
branch of the glass and silversmith's trades.

SALTS, Theory of. Any substance which is

produced by the combination of a base with an
acid, is commonly termed a sail. The base is in

most cases a metallic oxide, which is capable of

imiting with an acid, and of more or less completely
neutralising the distinctive properties of the latter;

in some cases, however, the base is non-metallio

and organic in its nature, as in the case of ammonia,
morphia, quinia, strychnia, creatinine, &c.

The s.alts derive their generic name from common
salt, now known ;is chloride of sodium, but till the
time of Davy regarded as a compound residting from
the union of hydrochloric (or as it was then termed,
muriatic) acid and soda. See Sodium. Davy,
however, shewed that during their action upon each
other, both the acid and the alkali undergo decom-
position, and that whUe water is formed by the
union of the oxygen of the alkali (NaO) and the
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hydrogen of the acid (HCl), the sodium of the

former combines with the chlorine of the latter to

form chloride of sodium (NaCl). Hence, strangely

enough, the very substance from which the salts

derive their name as a class, was the means of

overthrowing the old idea that a salt, as a matter

of necessity, must result fi'om the union of a base

with an acid. It was then proposed to divide salts

into two classes—those formed by the union of a

base with an oxyacid, such as nitrate of potash
(K0,N05), formed by the union of oxide of potas-

sium with nitric acid, sulphate of soda (SaO,S03),

carbonate of lime (CaO,COj), &c., which were
termed oxt/salls; while the other class consisted,

like chloride of sodium, of a metal combined with

the characteristic element (chlorine, iodine, bromine,

fluorine) in a hyilrogen acid or hydracid (as, for

example, hydrochloric, hydriodic, hychobromic, or

hydrofluoric acid). The salts of this second class,

of which chloride of potassium (KCl) and fluoride

of calcium (CaF) may bo quoted as examples, being

constructed on the same plan or type as sea-salt,

were termed Haloid Salts (q. v.), from the Greek
•word hals, the sea. The chlorine, iodine, bromine,

or fluorine, which, in combination with a metal,

forms a haloid salt, is by some writers termed a salt-

radical.

'The great resemblance in properties between
the two classes of saline compounds, the haloid

and oxysalts, has very natm-ally led to the supposi-

tion, that both might possibly be abke constituted
;

and that the latter, instead of being considered

compounds of an oxide and an acid, might with
greater propriety be considered to contain a metal
in union vrith a compound salt-radical, having the

chemical relations of chlorine and iodine. On this

supposition, sulphate and nitrate of potash will be

constituted in the same manner as chloride of

jiotassium, the compound radical replacing the

simple one.

Old View. New Viflw.

KO + SO3 K + SO4
KO -t- NO5 K + NOj

Hydrated sulphuric acid will be, like hydrochloric

acid, a hydride of a salt-radical, H + SO^. When
the latter acts upon metallic zinc, the hydrogen is

simply displaced, and the metal substituted. No
decomposition of water is supposed to occur, and
consequently the difficidty of the old hj'pothesis

is at an end. When the acid is poured upon a
metaUio oxide, the same reaction occurs as in the
case of hydrochloric acid; water and a haloid

salt are produced. All acids must be, in fact,

hydrogen acids; and all salts haloid salts, with
cither simple or compoimd radicals.'—Fownes's
Manual of Elementary Chemistry, 9th ed., 1863,

p. 269.

This view, which is frequently termed tlie hinarij

theory of salts, was originally suggested by Davy,
but it remained for many years notliing more than
(to use the words of Professor Miller) ' an elegant
hypothesis,' tiU it was further illustrated by certain

of Liebig's researches in organic chemistry, and till,

in certain special cases, it received direct confirma-
tion from the voltaic researches of Daniell and
Miller, who found that when a current fi'om two
or three of Grove's cells was transmitted through
fused nitrate of silver (AgOiNO^), the latter was
resolved into crystals of silver (Ag) at one pole,

and NOg (which at once broke up into red fumes
of peroxide of nitrogen and free oxygen) at the
other.

But although the binary theory serves to explain
in the most satisfactory way many chemical
changes, as, for example, the modifications of
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phosphoric acid and phosphate of soda (see Miller's
Inorrjanic Chemistry, 2d ed., 1860, p. 333; or
Galloway's Second Step in Chemistry, 1864, pp. 128— 130), there are many objections to it, and it

will probably give place to other views regarding
the constitution of salts. For a notice of these
objections, we must refer to the above-mentioned
works of Miller and Galloway. Some of our most
eminent chemists, as, for example, the editors of
Fownes's Manual, take a more hopcfid view.
According to Drs Bence Jones and Hofmann, ' the
general application of the binary theory still

presents a few difinculties. But it is very probable
that the progress of discovery will ultimately lead
to its universal adoption, which woidd greatly
simpUfy many parts of the science.'

The salts may be arranged according to their
mode of composition into

:

1. Neutral or Normal Salts; 2. Acid Salts; and
3. Basic Salts. A salt is neutral which is composed
of as many atoms or equivalents of the acid aa
there are of oxygen in the metaUio base. If the
base is a protoxide, or contains 1 atom of oxygen,
1 atom of the acid is combined with it. Suljihate
of potash (K0,S03), nitrate of copper (CuO,K05),
and carbonate of potash (KO,CO„) are all neutral
in their composition, each consisting of one atom
of the acid in combination with one atom of a
metallic protoxide. But all these salts are not
neutral, if we judge of their neutrality by their

exerting no action on litmus or turmeric paper,
for while the first is neutral to test-paper, the
second exhibits an acid, and the thu'd an alkaline

reaction; and hence the use of the term normal,
in preference to that of neutral, as appUed to this

class, has been judiciously advocated by Miller and
other chemists. If the base is a sesquioxide, three
atoms of the acid combine with one atom of tlie

base to form a neutral or normal salt: thus, the
sulphates of alumina and of sesquioxide of iron are

represented by the formidte Al203,3S03 and
Fe^Oa.SSOj ; and as these salts not only redden
htmus, but have an acid taste, they afford an
additional reason for our preference to the term
normal over neutral salts.

Acid Salts are generally formed by dissolving

normal salts in the same kind of acid which they
contain, by which means a new salt is often, but
by no means always formed. Thus, if normal
sulphate of potash (K0,S03) be dissolved in hot
sulphuric acid, tablets of a new and strongly acid

salt ^vill appear as the solution cools. These
crystals consist of bisulphate or acid siUphate of

potash, and their composition is represented by the
formida KO,HO,2S03, or K0,S03-|- H0,S03, in which
the atom of water may be regarded as acting in

the character of a weak base. If a simdar experi-

ment is made of dissolving nitrate of potash in hot
nitric acid, no new salt "\\'ill be formed, the nitre

crystallising out rmchanged. Why some acids should
have the power of forming acid salts, and others

should not possess the property, is imkuown.
In Basic Salts, or Siib-salts, as they are often

termed, the proportion of base predominates over
that of the acid, there being two or three or more
atoms of the basic oxide combined with one atom
of the acid. Thus, nitric acid forms with oxide

of lead not only the normal salt, PbOjNOj, but
three basic salts—viz., 2PbO,N05, 3PbO,N03, and
6PbO,N05. Sidphiu'io acid forms with oxide of

mercury not only the normal salt, HgO,S03, but

the basic salt commonly known as tiirpeth mineral,

and represented by the formula 3HgO,S03.
There is one other class of salts requiring a brief

notice—viz., the Double Salts. Many neutral

salts containing the same acid, but different bases,
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may be made to combine so as to form salts of the
class now under consideration. Thus, sulphate of

pot?.sh and sulphate of alumina {l;)oth of which are

neutral sulphates) by combining, give rise to

the double salt popularly known as alum, and
represented by the formula K0,S03 + A1;0.„3S03
+ 24 Aq. Similarly, double salts of silicic acid are

of common occurrence. Thus, the varieties of

felspar are double silicates of alumina mth potash,
soda, lithia, or lime, but most commonly with potash,
and they may be represented by the general for-

mula M'CSiO, + AljOjiSSiOs, where MO stands for

potash, soda, &e.

The salts at ordinary temperatures are solid

bodies, with a strong tendency to crystallisation,

although a considerable number are amorphous.
They may be either colourless or coloured. When
a colourless acid combines with a colourless base,

the resulting salt does not exhibit colour. A
coloured base combining with a colourless acid
transmits its colour to the residting salts, and if a
coloured acid combine with a colourless base, a
similar but less marked residt ensues. The salts

usually have a decided taste, which is usually

dependent on the base ; the sulphites are, however,
an exception to this rule, as their taste resembles
that of the acid. They are variously influenced by
high temperatures : some remain unchanged ; while
others volatilise, fuse, and either simply lose their

water of ciystalUsation, or become decomposed.
Most salts are soluble in water, and some, as, for

example, carbonate of potash and chloride of cal-

cium, have so strong a tendency to dissolve in

that fluid, that they abstract the moisture of the
atmosphere. Such salts are termed deliquescent.

As a general rule, hot water exerts a far more
powerful solvent action than cold. There are,

however, some remarkable exceptions to this law.

Thiis, the solubUity of common salt (chloride of

sodium) is very nearly the same, whatever be the
temperature of the water, and certain salts of lime

are more soluble in cold than in hot water.

It has been already shewn that an atom of water
enters into the composition of certain salts in

precisely the same way as an atom of potash or any
other base. Such water is termed basic water, and
is an integral constituent of the salt, from which it

cannot be expelled by an ordinary heat. This
water is quite distinct from the water of crystallisa-

tion, which is taken up by many salts in a definite

quantity, when crystallising from water, and which
is readily expelled by a gentle heat without altering

the chemical properties of the salt. The crystalline

form of salts which contain water of crj'stallisation

is much influenced by the proportion in which the

latter occurs. Thus, green vitriol (sulphate of

iron) crystallises in two different forms and ivith

two different proportions of water according to the

temperature at which the salt separates from its

solution. The number of equivalents of water of

crystallisation may vary from 1 to 24, which is the

highest number yet observed. In order to distinguish

the water of crystallisation from water acting as a
base, we characterise it by the symbol Aq. (from the

Latin aqua, water). The orcUnary phosphate of

soda is represented by the formida 2XaO,HO,PO-,
+ 24 Aq. Many salts which contain water of

crystallisation (for example, sulphate or carbonate

of soda) give off the whole or a part of their water
of crystallisation in a dry atmosphere, and crumble
to powder ; such salts are said to effloresce. Salts

which contain no water of crystallisation are

termed anhi/drous ; of which nitre (KO,NOr,) is an
example. All salts, when dissolved in water, are

readily decomposed by the electric current, the base
going to the negative, and the acid to the positive

pole. In consequence of this result, the acid is

termed the electro-negative, and the base the
electro-positive constituent of the salts. When a
haloid salt is similarly treated, the halogen (chlorine,

&c.) is separated at the positive pole, while the
metal is liberated at the negative pole.

SALTWORT (Salsola), a genus of iJants of the
natural order dteiiopodiacece, having hermaplu-odite
flowers, with 5-parted perianth, and a transverse
appendage at the base of each of its segments, five

stamens and two styles, the seed with a simple
integiunent. The sjiecies are numerous, mostly
natives of salt-marshes and sea-shores, widely

Prickly Saltwort {Sahola kali).

diffiised. One only. Prickly S. (S. kali), is found
in Britain. It has herbaceous prostrate much-
branched stems, awl-shaped spine-pointed leaves,

and axillary solitary greenish flowers. It was
formerly collected in considerable quantities on the
western shores of Britain, to be burned for the sake
of the soda which it thus yields. S. saliva is the
chief Barilla (q. v.) plant of the south of Spain.

SALU'TE is a comijliment paid in the Navy and
Army, when a royal or other distinguished per-
sonage presents himself, when squadrons or armed
bodies meet, when ofBcers are buried, and on many
other ceremonial occasions. There are several
modes of saluting : firing great guns and small-
arms, dipping colours, flags, and topsails, presenting
arms, manning the yards, cheering, &c. A royal
salute consists in the firing of 21 great guns ; in the
lowering by officers of their sword-points, and the
dipping of the colours. Persons of less elevated
rank, entitled to be saluted, receive less extensive
honours. A form of salute of more frequent
occurrence is when a soldier ' presents arms.' The
various forms of military salute, such as the firing

of guns, lowering swords, and presenting arms alike

render the ship or soldier so doing powerless for

aggression. They thus symboUse friendliness, the
putting of yourself in the power of the person
saluted, submission.

SALU'ZZO, an episcopal city of Northern Italy,

in the province of Ouneo, at the foot of the Alps,
22 miles east of Mount Viso. It is a fine old city,

and contains a semi-Gothic cathedral built in 1480,
with pillars of rare marbles, and colossal statues
exqiusitely scidptured, a seminary for priests, a royai
collego, and several elementary and infant schools.

The Tower of the Commune, an ancient and singular
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buUdin!:;, is worthy of notice ; also the Abbey of

Staff;irda, foimJed iu 1135 by the Marquis Tomraaso

I., aud destroyed in 13-11 ; an aucieut civic palace,

and the old castle, formerly the residence of the

marquises of Saliizzo, now a penitentiary. Its pro-

ducts are grain, hemp, and wine ; and its manu-
factures are silk fabrics, iron goods, and hats. Pop.

1G,20S.

SA'LVAGE (from Lat. salvare, to save) is the

payment due by the owner of a ship or cargo to

jiersons who may have been instrumental iu saving

it from extraordinary danger—from the sea, fire, or

an enemy. The propriety of this allowance as an
incentive to the saving of life and propei-ty, has

always been admitted ; and though the correctness

of the principle which allows salvag'e to royal ships

for saving vessels of their own nation, may be ques-

tioned on the gToimd that their duty is to protect

such ships under all circumstances, yet it is

admittedly expedient to offer a fair pecuniary reward

as an additional incentive to what may often be an
irksome duty.

Salvage was recognised in the earliest maritime

codes—as in the laws of Rhodes, Oleron, and Wisby.

The law of England divides it into two classes,

civil and hostile salvage. Civil Salt-age is saving

a vessel or her cargo, or part thereof, from the perils

of the deep ; hostile salvage recovers it from an
enemy or pirate after capture. No proportion is

laid down in civil salvage, as generally applicable.

Each case must be decided on its oivn merits, the

ingredients for decision being, 1st, the degree of

danger incurred by the salvors ; 2d, the degree of

peril in which the property rescued stood ; od, the

degree of skill, labour, and time evinced in the

salvage ; 4th, the value and nature of the property.

Except where the assistance rendered has been
trifling, the salvage usually ranges from a third to a

half of the property saved. A contract to render

assistance negatives any claim to salvage on account

of such assistance. A passenger can only claim

salvage when, having had the opportimity, while

the danger existed, of quitting the ship, he volun-

tarily remains to render help. A royal ship is bound
to .aid a merchantman in distress ; but it can still

claim salvage.

When the parties cannot agree as to the amount
of salvage, the Admiralty Court has jurisdiction

over all cases which occurred at sea, or between high

and low water mark. The rules for trying salvage

cases are fixed by the statute 16 and 17 Vict. c. 131

(1S53).

Hostile Salvage is fixed by 43 Geo. III. c. IGO

(1S03) at one-eighth the value of the property saved

for royal ships, and one-sixth for private vessels.

Ships and merchandise taken from pirates pay one-

eighth as salvage, 6 Geo. IV. o. 19 (1826).

In the case of saving a vessel belonging to an
allied or neutral power, reference is made in award-

ing salvage to the laws of such power, and to the

degree of reciprocity it grants to British vessels.

SA'LVE BEGI'NA, the first words of one of the

most popidar prayers in the Roman Catholic Ghirrch,

addressed to the Blessed Virgin Mary. It forms

jiart of the daily office of the Roman Breviary, and
is recited at the end of ' Lauds ' and of ' Complin.'

But it is still more in xise as a prayer of private

devotion, and concludes with an earnest and tender

appeal for the intercession of the Blessed Vii-giu

with her Son, ' that we may be made worthy of the

promises of Christ.'

SA'LVO is a concentrated fire from a greater or

less number of pieces of artUlery. Against a body
of men, a salvo is generally useless, as the moral
effect is greater in proportion to the area over which
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devastation is spread ; b\it with fortifications, the
case is otherwise. For the purpose of breaching,
the simultaneous concussion of a uumlier of cannon-
balls on masonry, or eveu earth-work, produces a
very destructive result. At Almeida, after the
French had fired a few salvos of 65 gnus, the castle

sunk in a shapeless mass. The effect of a salvo of

modern artdlery, with its enormous steel shot,

against h'on-plated ramparts, has never yet been
tried in actual war. The concentrated fire of a
ship's broadside forms a powerful salvo.

SA'LZBKUNN, the name of three vill.-igcs, Neu,
NiEDEK, and Oeek S., in Prussian Silesia, 37 miles
south-west of Breslau. The villages are dull, and
worthy of notice only from their eight mineral

springs, and their miich-frequeutcd baths. About
2,500,000 bottles of alkalo-saliuo water are annually

exported. Pop. in aU, from 2000 to 3000.

SA'LZBTJRG, a crown-land in the west of

Austria, bounded on the west partly by Bavaria,

and partly by the Tyrol. Area, 2730 sq. m. ; pop.

148,530. The principal mountain-ranges are the

Noric Alps, which traverse the south of S. from
west to east, and rise in the Grossglocknor to the

height of 12,360 feet ; and branches of the Rh.'etian

Alps, which separate the Tyrol from S., and ramify
throughout the middle districts of the latter, rising

in the Ewiger Schneeberg to 9580 feet. Snow-fields

and glaciers occur in the more elevated regions.

The chief river, the Salza, drains the greater part of

the crown-land, flows first east, then north, aud is

147 miles in length. The climate is cold and
variable, but healthy, and although, of the whole
area, 2000 sq. m. ai'e capalile of bearing crops, this

crown-land is inferior to most of the provinces of

the monarchy in qiiantity and value of products.

The rearing of cattle and horses is an important

branch of industry. Salt is obtained in large

quantities, especially at Halle (q. v.). Salzburg is

the capital.

SALZBURG (anc. Juvavia), perhaps the most
charmingly situated town in Germany, is the
capital of the Austrian cro^vn-land of the same
name, and stands on both banks, but chiefly on the

left bauk of the Salza, 190 miles west-south-west

of Vienna by railway. Here the river, banked on
both sides by precijiitous crags, rushes through

what seems to be a natural gateway, and flows

northward to its jimction with the Inn. The pic-

turesque situation of the city is thus described by
WUkie :

' It is Eilinbm-gh Castle and the Old Town,
brought within the cliffs of the Trosachs, and watered
by a river like the Tay.' The heights on either

bank of the Salza are crowned with edifices. That
on the left, called the Mijnchsberg, is surmounted
by the castle, called Hohen-Salzbiu-g, an irregidar

feudal citadel of the 11th c, and, during the midtUe
ages, the residence of the archbishops of S., who
combined the dignity of princes of the German
empire with their ecclesiastical rank. The castle

itself is now dismantled, but stiU serves as a barrack.

A statue of Mozart (q. v.) adorns one of the squares.

Oijposite Monchsberg is the Cajiuziuerberg, with a

convent. The cathedral, a large aud beautiful

ItaUan edifice, was built in the early pai't of the

17th century. The architectural taste of the arch-

bishops has adorned the city with many beautiful

edifices, chiefly in the Italian style. The city is

surrounded by walls, here and there dismantled,

and the bastions are for the most part in a state

of decay. The city is the seat of au archbLshop, aud
contains numerous libraries, museums, .and educa-

tional and other institutions, among which is an
upper gymnasium, and the Mozarlemn. It carries on
manufactures to some extent, is in communication
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with Vienna by railway, and is the seat of con-

siderable transit-trade. Pop. 18,550.

SALZKA'MMERGTJT, called also the Austrian

Simlzerlaml, one of the most picturesque districts of

Europe, forms the south-west angle of the crown-

land of Austria ob der Enns, between the crown-

Lands of Salzburg on the west, and Styria on the

east. Area, 2-i9 sq. m.
;

pop. (1864) 17,000, of

whom 6500 are Protestants. The scenery combines

in rare beauty the usual features of valley, moun-

tain, aud lake. The vales are clothed with a rich

verdure, and are studded with clumps of fruit and

forest trees ; the moimtains are covered with

beeches and oaks ; higher up with pines and larches,

and in some instances are topped with everlasting

snow. The highest peak, Grosse Priel, reaches an

altitude of 7931 feet. But the district derives its

reputation for beauty chiefly from its lakes, the

largest and most famous of which are the Hallstadt

and the Traun, or Gmunden lakes. They are

bordered with lofty moimtains, which rise sheer

from the surface of the water; and their pit-like

character, and the strong light and shade thrown

on them from the mountains, combine to render the

scenery, of which they form the centre, imusuaUy

sublime. The Hallstadt and Trami lakes are con-

nected, and indeed formed by the river Traun. The

district of S. derives its name from the salt wluoh

is obtained in enormous quantities from its springs

and mines. Salt being a government monopoly in

Austria, the works are under the management of

the Rammer, or exchequer. From 6000 to 7000 of

the inhabitants are employed in the salt-works, and

the amoimt annually obtained is 39,375 tons. The

chief seats of the salt-works are Ischl {q. v.) and

Hallstadt. Little or no agriculture is carried on in

the S., and the inhabitants not engaged in the

main industry of the district are engaged in cattle-

breeding and in the timber trade.

SA'LZWEDEL, a small manufacturmg town of

Prussian Saxony, 51 miles north-north-west of

Magdeburg, on the Jeetze. It can-ies on sugar-

retiuing, and manufactures of Imen, woollen, and

cotton fabrics. Pop. 7212.

SAJIANI AND DILEMI were two dynasties

which tlivided between them the kingdom of Persia

towards the beginning of the 10th century. They

both rose to power through the favour of the cahfs,

but they speedily threw off the yoke. The Dilemi,

divided into two branches, exercised sovereign

auth.jrity in Kerman, Irak, Ears, Khuzistan, and

Laristan, always acknowledging their nominal

dependence on the caUf ; and during the whole

period of their rule, one of the southern branch of

this family was vested with the dignity of emir-ul-

omra, or vizier, and managed the affairs of the

califate. Several of the Dilemi were al.ile and wise

rulers, as the remains of their works of u-rigation

and other structures amply testify; but Mahmud
of Ghizni put an end to the rule of the northern

branch in 1029, aud the Seljuks subjugated the

southern one in 1056, by the capture of Bagdad,

their last stronghold. Their more powerful rivals,

the Samani, had obtained from the calif the govern-

ment of Transoxiana in 874 a.d. ; and to this,

Ismail, the most celebrated prince of the family,

speedily added Khaurezm, Balkh, Khorassan, Sei-

stan, and many portions of Northern Turkestan.

Rebellions of provincial governors distracted the

Samanide monarchy towards the end of the 10th c.,

and in 999 a.d. their dominions north of Persia

were taken possession of by the khan of Kashgar,

the Persian pro\'inces being added by Mahmud of

Ghizni to his dominions.

SAMAB, one of the Phihppine Islands (q. v.).

SAMAKA', a frontier government of Russia,

bounded on the E. by the Kirghiz Steppes, and on

the W. by the governments of Saratov, Simbirsk,

and Kazan. Are.a, 60,592; pop. 1,530,039. It was
erected into a government by ukase of December
1850, and was formed out of portions of the govern-

ments of Simbirsk, Orenburg, and Saratov. The
Vol^a, which forms the western boundary, and its

affluent, the Samara, are the chief rivers. The
country is very fertile, and agriculture and fishing

are among the chief emploj-nieuts of the inhabitants.

Only a comparatively sm.all portion of the country is

colonised. Chief town Samara (q. v.).

SAMARA, capit.al of the Russian government of

the same name, on the left bank of the Volga, at

the junction of that river with the Samara. It is

the chief grain-market on the Volga, and it contains

numerous storehouses, especially for grain. A good

trade in salt, fish, caviare, and tallow is also carried

on. From S. comes a great number of lambs' skins,

which are famous for their fineness. Pop. 25,343.

SAMARA'NG, an important seaport on the

north of Java, 385 miles O^y steamboat course),

east of Batavia, in 6^ 57' 20" S. lat., and 110° 26'

30" E. long., is the capital of the Residency, and
the point to which the produce of Middle Java is

brought for export.ation to Eiu'ope. Pop. 30,000.

The city lies on the right bank of the river Sama-

rang, a shallow, muddy stream 90 feet in breadth.

The' Chinese, Malays, and Ai-abians have their own
captains, and separate quarters of small, dark, dirty

houses. The 1600 Europeans dwell partly along

the sea-shore, but chiefly on the left side of the river,

by the shady road to Bodjong, the resident's house,

which is two miles from the city. The Protestants

and Roman CathoUcs have each a church, orphan-

house, and school. There ai-e 3 public and 12

private schools, an excellent hospital for 550 patients,

and other charitable institutions.

Only small vessels can enter the river. The
roadstead is exposed to the west -wind, and is dan-

gerous dm-ing the rainy season. Besides the usual

trades, the natives work in gold, sUver, copper, and

tin. Coffee, rice, sugar, tobacco, and indigo are the

chief exports, an agent of the Netherlands' Trading

Company (q. v.) being established at S. to attend to

the government trade.

In 1S60, the poji. of the residency of S. amounted

to 970,201 souls, 3765 being European, and 10,730

Chinese.

SAMA'RIA (Heb. Shomerdn, Chald. Shamrayin,

Septuagint, Samarda, Semtron, &c.), anciently a city

of Palestine, the chief seat of the Ephraimitic Baal-

worship, and, from the seventh year of Omri's reign,

the capital of the kingdom of Israel. It was beauti-

fidly situated on a hill about six miles north-west of

Shechem, and probably derived its name (which may
be interpreted 'pertaining to a watch' or a 'watch-

mountain ') from the position of tlie hill, which

rises from the centre of a mde valley, and com-

mands an extensive prospect; but an eponymous

etymology is adopted by the -ivriter of 1st Kings,

who says (chap, x^i verse 24) :
' And he [Omri]

bought the hiU Samaria of Shemer for two talents

of sliver, and built on the hill, and called the name
of the city which he buUt, after the name of Shemer,

oflTier of the hiU, Samaria.' The date assigned to

Omri's purchase is 925 B.C., from which time S.

became the seat of government, which had been

formerly at Thirsa. It was twice besieged by the

Syrians (901 E. c, and 892 B. c), under Ahab and

Joram, on both occasions unsuccessfully; but

in 721 (7'20) B.C., it was stormed by Shalmaneser,

king of Assj'ria, after a three years' siege. Its

inhabitants, together with those of all the other
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' cities of Samaria ' (which had become the general

name for the country itself in which the city stood),

i. e., the kingdom of Israel—or the 'ten tribes'

—

were then carried off into a captivity from which

they never returned. Their place was supplied, after

a time, by colonists, planted there by Shalraaueser

and Esarhaddon, from Babylon, Cuthah, Ava,

Hamath, and Sepharvaim (according to 2d Kings,

chap. xvii. verse 24 ; Media and Persia, Josephus's

Antiquities, x. 9, 7), who constituted the original

body of the people subsequently known as Samari-

tans, but whose bulk was gradually increased by

accessions of renegade Jews and others. The

question has been much, and on the whole \mprofit-

ably, discussed, whether these so-caUed 'Samaritans'

were a mixed race of remanent Isi-aelites and

heathen Assyrians, or whether they were exclusively

the latter. The mere language of Scripture, strictly

construed, seems to favour the second of these views,

unless the term 'cities' of 2d Kings, xvii. 24, is

intended to imply that the ancient inhabitants dwelt

in the open coimtry. On the other hand, we find,

apart from the other reasons against so unparalleled

a wholesale deportation, Israelitish inhabitants

under Hezekiah and Josiah, both in Ephraim and

Manasseh. Modern authorities therefore assume

that they were, to a certain extent, what they

always insisted on being, Israehtes—(not Jews),

i. e., a people largely intermixed with Israelitish

elements, that, during the exile, had adopted the

worship of Jehovah. The returning Jews, however,

would not recognise their claims to the participation

in the national cultus and temple, and a bitter anta-

gonism sprang up between the two nationalities.

In 409 B. 0., a rival temple was erected on Moimt

Gerizim, and a rival priesthood and ritual organised,

and henceforth the breach, for some periods at least,

became apparently irreparable
—

' the Jews had no

dealings with the Samaritans,' and fice yersd. At

other periods, however, a more friendly intercourse

seems to have taken place between them. The

rabbinical laws respecting the ' Kushites ' (Cuthim),

as they were called by the later Jews, are there-

fore strangely contradictory, and their discrepancies

can only be explained partly by the ever-shifting

phases of their mutual relations, and partly by

the modifications brought about in the Samaritan

creed itself. The later history of the city of S. is

somewhat checkered. It was captured by Alexander

the Great, when the ' Samaritan ' inhabitants were

driven out, and their place supphed by Syro-

Macedonians. It was again taken (109 B.C.) by

John Hyrcanus, who completely destroyed it. Soon

rebuilt, it remained for the next 50 years m posses-

sion of the Jews; but Pompey, in his victorious

march, restored it to the descendants of the expelled

Samaritans, who had settled in the neighbourhood,

and it was refortified by Gabinius. Herod the

Great rebuilt it with considerable splendour, and

called it Sebaste, in honour of the Emperor

Augustus, from whom he had received it as a pre-

sent. In the 3d c., it became a Roman colony and

an episcopal See. Its prosperity perished with the

Mohammedan conquest of Palestine ; and at present,

it is only a small village called Sebustieh, an Arab

corruption of Sebaste, but contains a few relics of its

former greatness. ' Samaritans,' as a religious sect,

still exist at Nablus (anc. Shechem), as they have

existed in the district uninterruptedly through aU

the vicissitudes of war and conquest from the time

of Christ. Their present creed and form of worship

agree in many particulars with that of the so-

caUed 'rabbinical' Jews, although the Samaritans

pretend utterly to reject the 'Traditions.' They

alone, however, have retained the paschal sacrifice

of a lamb. The language of the ancient Samaritans
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is a Hebrffio-Aramaic dialect, but contains a number
of non-Semitic (Cuthasan) words. It only survives

in a few fragments of ancient literature, a transla-

tion of the Pentateuch, and some liturgical pieces.

The present inhabitants speak Arabic.—See Dr
Robinson's Biblical Researches, Raiuuer's Palastina,

and Dean Stanley's Sinai and Palestine, &c.

SAMA'RITAN PENTATEUCH, a recension of

the commonly received Hebrew text of the Mosaic
law, in use with the Samaritans, and their only

canonical book of the Old Testament Some vague
allusions in some of the Church Fathers (Origen,

Jerome, Eusebius), and one or two more distinct,

but less generally known Tahnudical utterances

respecting this recension, were all the information

available up to the early part of the 17th c. (1616),

when Pietro della VaUe acquired a complete codex

from the Samaritans in Damascus. Since then, the

number of manuscripts of the Samaritan Pentateuch,

with and without translations (in Arabic), has

considerably increased in European libraries ; and
fi-agments, consisting of special books or chapters,

are of the most frequent occurrence. In fact, writ-

ing portions of Samaritan Pentateuch on the oldest

of skins, would, in the face of the great demand
for the article on the part of ignorant European,

especially English, travellers, appear to be a favourite

and lucrative pastime, if not an established trade

and business, among the modem Samaritans.

These MSS. are 'written in the Samaritan char-

acter, a kind of ancient Hebrew writing, prob-

ably in use before, and partly after the Babylonish

exile, and vary in size from octavo to folio, the

wilting being proportionately smaller or larger.

Their material is vellum, or cotton paper, and the

ink used is black, with the exception of the Nablds

MS., which is written in gold. There are neither

vowels, accents, nor diacritical points, the single

words are divided from each other by dots. None
of the MSS. that have reached Europe are older

than the 10th century. The Samaritan Pentateuch

was first edited by J. Morinus in the Paris Pohjglott

(pt. iv. 1632) from one codex (whence it found its

way into Walton), and was last re-edited, written

in the square Hebrew characters, by B. Blayney,

Oxford, 1790. The first publication of this strange

document, and principally the Exercitationes Eccle-

siastics, with which J. Morinus accompanied it,

mark a certain epoch in modern biblical investi-

gation ; for, incredible as it now appears, it was
placed by Morinus and his followers far above the

received Hebrew text, which was said to have been

corrupted from it. As reasons for this, were adduced

its supposed superior ' lucicUty and harmony,'

and its agreement with the Septuagint in many
places. This opinion, which coidd only have been

entertained by men devoid of knowledge, was

zealously cherished, and fiercely combated for

exactly 200 years, when the first proper and scien-

tific investigation (by Gesenius) set it at rest, once

for aU, among the leaa-ned world at least. This

absurd notion chiefly owed its popidarity to the

anti-Jewish as well as anti-Protestant tendency of

its supporters, to whom every attack against the

received form of the text—that text upon which

alone the Reformers professed to take their stand,

was an argument in favour of the Roman Catholic

dogma as to the 'Rule of Faith' (q. v.). This

boasted superiority en bloc, gradually dwindled

down to two or three passages, in which the

Samaritan reading seemed preferable, and even

these have now been disposed of in favour of the

authorised Masoretio text. The variants, which

Gesenius was the first to arrange systematically,

present simply the ordinary aspect of partly

conscious, partly unconscious corruptions. They
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arose, for the greatest part, from an imperfect
knowledge of the first elements of grammar and
exegesis. Others owe their existence to a studied
design of conforming certain passages to the Sama-
ritan mode of thought, speech, and faith, more
especially to shew that Mount Gerizim was the spot
chosen by Jehovah for his temple. There are, how-
ever, only two essential alterations respecting the
Mosaic ordinances themselves to be found, one,

Exod. xiii. 7, where the Samaritan Pentateuch has
' six days shalt thou eat unleavened bread,' instead
of 'seven;' and Deut. xxiii. 17, where our 'shall

be no ' is altered into ' shall not live.' A chrono-
logical peculiarity deserves special mention—viz.,

that no one in the antediluvian times begets his

first son in the Samaritan Pentateuch after the age
of 150, either the father's or the son's age being
altered in proportion ; after the Deluge, however,
the opposite method is followed of adding 50 or 100
years to the father's years before the begetting of a
son. We will only further add that anthropomor-
phisms, as well as anthropopathisms, are most
carefully exxmnged, and that in Deut. xxvii. 4,
Gerizim is wilfully substituted for EbaL

It is, in the absence of a critical edition, ex-
ceedingly difBcidt to do more than speculate on
the age and origin of the Samaritan Pentateuch,
and opinions remain indeed widely divergent. The
principal opinions on the subject are, briefly, either

that it came into the hands of the Samaritans as a
natural inheritance from the Jewish people, whom
they succeeded at the time of the Babylonish exile

;

or that it was brought to them by Slanasse (Jos.

Ant. xi. 8, s. 2, 4), when the Samaritan sanctuary
on Moimt Gerizim was founded; or, again, that
the Israelitish priest sent by the king of Assyria
to instruct the new settlers in the religion of the
country, brought it with him. Of other more or
less isolated opinions, only that one deserves further
notice, that it was a late and faulty recension, into

which glosses from the LXX. (Septuagint) were
received. This agreement between the LXX. and
the Samaritan Pentateuch, to which we have already
alluded, has likewise given rise to many speculations
and suggestions. The foremost of these are, that the
LXX. have translated from the Samaritan Penta-
teuch ; that mutual interpolations have taken place

;

that both versions were formed from Hebrew
codices, differing among themselves, as well as
from the authorised recension ; and that many
wilfid corruptions have been superadded at a later

time ; finally, that the Samaritan has been altered

from the LXX. There is also a translation of the
Samaritan Pentateuch (which is Hebrew) into the
Samaritan idiom ; it is ascribed by the Samaritans
to their high-priest, Nathaniel, who died 20 years
before Christ. It was probably a kind of popular
version, like the Targums (q. v.), and was composed,
very likely, shortly before the destruction of the
second temple. The translation is done in the most
slavish and incompetent manner. Another Arabic
version is due to Abu Said, in Egjrpt (1070), based
on Saadiah's translation ; and to this Samaritan-
Arabic translation, a Syrian, Abu Barachat, wrote,

in 120S, a commentary, which is sometimes errone-

ously taken to be an independent Syriac version of

the Samaritan Pentateuch. Among the principal

modern writers on the Samaritan Pentateuch are

Gesenius, Kirchheim, and Deutsch.

SAMARKA'ND, the most celebrated city of

Central Asia, belongs at the present day to the
khanat of Bokhara, and is in lat. 40° 2' N., and
long. 67° 3' E., 4 English miles south of the Zer-

Afshan (a river which 'loses itself in the sands'),

and 145 miles nearly east-by-north from Bokhara.
It is situated at the foot of Mount Chobanata,

in a plain of exuberant fertility
_;
and when seen

from a distance, its glittering minarets, lofty domes,
and prominent edifices and ruins, relieved by the
brUliant green of the closelj--pIanted gardens inter-

spersed within the walls, present even to the
European eye an imposing efi"ect ; while to the wild
Tm'koman, familiarised with the dreary expanse
and barren aridity of the pathless desert, it seems
the very image of paradise. This favourable impres-
sion is, however, considerably weakened on a closer

acquaintance, the interior of the city presenting too
many of the distinctive features of Asiatic cities in

general. S. is equal in extent to Teheran, and far

excels it in picturesqueness, but much of it is now
in ruins, and almost luiinhabited ; the remainder,
which constitutes the ' new city,' is surroimded
with walls, pierced with six gates, and has in the
riijhisfan, or market-place, a number of bazaars, at

which a retail trade in leather goods (held in high
esteem), enamelled wooden saddles, and other articles

of general utility, is carried on. The old or ' ruined
city ' is, however, the portion more exclusively inter-

esting to Europeans, as the capital of the great

Tartar empire, and the seat of that mighty con-

queror who wielded the sceptre of Asia from China
to the Hellespont, and the terror of whose name
caused the rulers of Eastern Europe to tremble on
their thrones. Many of the ruins belong to this

epoch, among which are the Hazreti Shah Zinde,

which Timur used as a summer palace ; the Mes-
jidi Timur (' mosque of Timur'), the walls of which
are adorned with fine inscriptions in gold let-

tering, and which contains a sword and breastplate

said to have belonged to the great emir; the cita-

del, containing his reception-hall, in which is seen

the celebrated Kohtash, or ' green stone,' on which
his throne was placed ; and the Turbeti Timur
(' sepulchre of Timur'), a small neat chapel crowned
with a splendid dome, in the floor of which, directly

under the dome, are two tombstones, one over the

grave of Timur, and the other over that of his

teacher and spiritual guide. The remains of Timur
are placed in a vault underneath, access to it being

had by means of a long narrow staircase, though
this is a favour rarely granted. The tomb is, by the

terms of his last testament, constantly guarded by
a body of Nozai Tartars. The other ruins, of later

date, are chiefly medresse, or sacred colleges, some
of them richly decorated ; and still partially inhab-

ited by students and teachers of Moslem theology.

The resident population is now believed not to

exceed 15,000 or 20,000, of whom two-thirds are

Uzbegs, and one-third are Tajiks; though, from the

constant passing and repassing of caravans from
Persia, Afghanistan, and western Turkistan to Kho-
kan and Kashgar, the actual population averages

considerably more. S. is the residence of the emir

of Bokhara during the heat of summer.—See Travels

in Central Asia during 1863, by Arminius Vambery
(Lond, 1864). S. was the ancient Maracanda, the

capital of Sogdiana. It was seized by the Arabs
707 A. D., and from this time belonged either to the

califate or to some of the dj-nasties which were off-

shoots from it, tin 1219, when it was taken by
Genghiz Khan. In 1359 it was captured by Timur,

and ten years afterwards became the cajiital of his

empire. On the diWsion of his empire after his

death, it continued the capital of Turkistan till

1468, when the attacks of the Uzbeks put an end to

its prosperity.

S'AMAVEDA is the name of one of the four

Vedas. See Veda,

SAJIBA'S. See Poxtia:*ak.

SAMBOO, or SAMBUE. See EusA.

SAMMATIYA is one of the four divisions of
469
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the I 'aibluUhika system of Badclhism ; its reputed

founder was Updii, a disciple of the Buddha,
Sakyamujii.—See C. F. Koeppen, Die RelUjion des

BuddJia (Berlin, 1857) ; and W. AVassiljow, Ihr
Bud<lhii-mus, seine Dorjmen, Gcsckiehte und Literatur

(St Petersburg, 1S60).

SA'MNITES, an ancient Italian people of Sabine
origin, who occupied an extensive and mountainous
region in the interior of Southern Italy. They were
surrounded on the north by the Peligni, Marsi, and
Marrucini ; on the west and south-west by the

Latins, Volscians, Sidicini, and Campanians ; on the

south by the Lucani.ans ; and on the east by the

Apulians and Frentani. The S. were divided into

four nations : I. The Caraceni in the north, whose
capital was Aufidena. 2. The Peniri in the centre,

whose capital w'as Bovianum, and who constituted

the most powerfid nation of the Samnite stock. 3.

The Caudini, in the south-west. 4. The Hirpini in

the south, whose capital was Beneventum. For an
account of their origin, ethnological affinities, and
history, see Rome, History of.

SAMO'AN" ISLANDS. See N.v\^Gators' Islands.

SA'MOS (Mod. Gr. Samo ; Turk. Siisam Adassi),

an island in the ^gean Sea, is situ.ated about a mile

off the coast of Asia Minor, in the Bay of Scal-

anova, about 45 miles south-south-west of Smyrna.
Its length is 30 mUes; its mean breadth about 8
miles. A range of mountains, which may be re-

garded as an insular continuation of Moimt Mycale,
on the mainland, rims through the whole island,

whence its name—Samos, being an old Greek word
for any height in the neighbourhood of the sea.

The highest peak, Mount Kerkis (anc. Cerceteus),

reaches an elevation of 4725 feet. S. is still, as

in ancient times, well wooded. Between its eastern
extremity and the mainland lies the narrow channel
of Mycale (called by the Turks the Little Boghaz),
whore, in 479 E. c, the Persians were totally de-

feated by the Greeks under the Spartan Leoty-
chides. Between the island and Nicaria (anc.

Icana), on the west is the Great Bof/haz, from 3 to

8 miles broad, and much frequented by vessels

sailing from the Dardanelles to Syria and Egypt.
S. is well watered and very fertile, exporting con-

siderable Cjuantities of corn, grapes, wine, oil,

v.alonia, Szc. ; its mountains furnish quarries of

marble. The present capital, called Khora ('the
town' ), is situated on the south side of the island, at

the base of a hill (about 2 mUes from the sea), on
which ruins of the ancient acropolis (Astypalaia)

are still visible. On the north coast lies Vathy or

Bathy, which derives its name from its deep (Gr.

hatliys) harbom'. The pop. variously estimated at

from 30,000 to 50,000.

Anciently, S. was one of the most famous isles of

the ^gean. At a very remote period, it was a pow-
erful member of the Ionic Confederacy, and (accord-

ing to Thucydides) its inhabitants were the first,

.after the Corinthi.ans, who turned their attention to

n.aval affairs. Their energy and resources were soon
seen in the numerous colonies which they estab-

lished in Thrace, Cilicia, Crete, Italy, and Sicily.

But the celebrity of the island reached its acme
nnder Polycr.ates (q. v.) 532 e.g., in whose time it

was mistress of the archipelago. Subsequently, it

passed imder the power of the Persians, became free

igain after the battle of Mycale, stood by Athens
during the Peloponnosian War, and after several

vicissitudes, became a portion of the Roman pro-

vince of Asia, 84 B. c. Its later history is but the
melancholy record of continuous decay, nor till

the rise of the modern Greeks .against the Turks
did it ever ag.ain acquire distinction. When the war
of independence broke out none were more ardent

and devoted patriots than the Samians ; and deep
was their disappointment when, at the close of the
sharp and brUUant struggle, European policy as-

signed them to their former masters. They are not,

however, incorporated, so to speak, with the Tm-kish
empire, but are semi-independent, being governed
by a Fanariot Greek, who bears the title of Prince
of S.amos, and p.ays tribute to the Porte.

SAMOTHRA'CE, or THRACIAN SAMOS (Mod.
Gr. Samolhralci), an island in the north of the
iEgcan, north-e,ast of Lemnos (Stalimene). It is a
rugged and mountainous mass, about 8 miles long
by (5 miles broad, towering to the height of 5240
feet, and forming the loftiest land in the whole
Greek archipelago. The tnaveller on the plains
of Troy can see its white summit shining afar
in the north-west over the intervening bills of

Imbros—a proof that Homer drew from personal
observation when he made Poseidon watch from
his S.amothracian throne the events of the war. The
island has not a single good port, whence Pliny
calls it ' the most harbourless of all isles' (importuo-
sissima omnitim), but there are some good anchor-
ages. Its history is quite unimportant, and all the
interest attaching to it is derived from its connec-
tion -ivith the mysterious and gloomy worship of the
Cabeiri (q. v.).

SAMOYE'DES, the name of a race widely spi-ead

over the extreme north of Europe and Asia, and
forming one of the four families of the gi'eat Altaian
stock. Originally, the S. inhabited the whole of

the va.st Siberian phain from the Altai to the
Arctic Sea, but for many hundred years Mongolian
peoples have forced themselves in among them.
Their chief seat at present is the region lying

between the Obi and the Yenisei. They have been
very little influenced by Russian civilisation or

Chi'isti.anity, retain in great measure their old

mannei's and customs, and live by fishing, or the

rearing of reindeer. The most important researches

concerning their ethnographic and linguistic rela-

tions have been made by Castren (q. v.).

SA'MPHIRE {Cnlhrmim), a genus of plants of

the natural order Umbelli/crcej having compound
umbels, and an oblong fruit, rather flattened at

the back, with five winged ridges, and many
vittae spread aU over the seed. Common' S.

Common Siimpliire [Crithiiium maritimum).

(C. maritiimim) is a perennial, native of Europe,

gi-owing chiefly on rocky cliffs near the sea. It is

common in the south of England, but is rare in
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Scotland. Its radical leaves are triternate ; those
of the stem have lanceolate and fleshy leaflets.

The stem is about 1 A feet high, the flowers yellow.

S. makes one of the best of pickles, and is also

used in salads. It has a piquant, aromatic taste.

It is geneniUy gathered where it grows wild, but
is sometimes very successfully cultivated in beds
of sand, rich earth, and rubbish, occasionally

supplied with a little salt.

—

Imda Crithmoides,

a perennial plant, allied to Elecampane (q. v.), and
of the natural order Composite, a native of the sea-

coasts of England, is used in the same way as S.,

and is often called Golden Samphire.—The young
shoots of Salicornia herbacta (see Glasswort) are

also substituted for it as a pickle, and sold under
the name of Maf.sh S.ampuire.

SA'MSOE, a small island belonging to the
kingdom of Denmark, is situated in the northern
entrance to the Great Belt, between Zealand and
Jutland. Area, 41) sq. m.

;
pop. 5500. There are

no towns, and the inhabitants owe the considerable
comforts they enjoy entirely to the unusual fertility

of their island.

SAMSOJf (Heb. Shiiiuhon, compare Skcmcsh,
sun), the son of Manoah, of the tribe of Dan, for 20
j'ears 'Judge' over the south-western tribes of

Israel—perhaps only of Dan. It would appear,

however, as if this title had only been bestowed
upon him as a kind of reward for his daring and
extraordinary exploits against the neighbouring
Philistines, who at his birth held a great part of

Palestine tributary. There is in the whole account
of his deeds no sign of any superior authority vested
in liim. His history bears altogether more the
general character of a popular tale, or saga, than
that of a real historical account. His whole life is

suiTounded by a marvellous halo from his birth to

his death. To his mother, long barren (cf. Gen.
x%Tii. 10, 1 Sam. i. 2, iSfcc, Luke i 7, &c.), there
appeared an angel, who promised her a son on the
condition that he should become a Xazarite. He is

born : his mother abstaining from all strong drink
and unclean food before his birth. His hair, left

to grow to its full length, in accordance with the
Kazarite rides, endows him with a supernatural
strength, which apparently increases with each
manifestation. His first feat is his tearing a lion,

when on his way to ask a Philistine woman in

marriage. Pictuming the same road, to celebrate

his wedding, he tiuds a swarm of bees in the Uon's
carcass, and forthwith propoimds a riddle, which,
through his wife's treachery, costs 30 PhiUstines
their lives. We need not here recapitidate the
many similar exploits composing his well-knowu
career, which he ended by pulling down the house
upon himself and his enemies the Philistines, so

that 'the dead which he slew at. his death were
more than they which he slew in his life.'

It has been matter of most contradictory specu-

lations, how far his existence is to be taken as

a reahty, or, in other words, what substratum of

historical truth there may be in this supposed
circle of popular legends, artistically rounded oil", in

the four chapters of Judges (xiii.—x\-i.) which
treat of him. To begin with, difficulties are raised

respecting the time in which he is said to have
lived. While some hold him to be a contemporary
of Eli and Samuel, others see in Eli his successor

;

others again suppose an interregnum between him
and Eli. Next comes the question how he, a
Nazarite, could eat honey out of the lion's carcass

—

a fact, by the way, entirely ignored by Josephns.
The miraculous deeds he performed have taxed the

ingenuity of many commentators, and the te.xt has
been twisted and turned in all directions, to exjilain

' rationally ' his slaying those prodigious numbers
single-handed ; his carrying the gates of Gaza, in

one night, a distance of about 50 miles, the probable
distance from Hebron to Gaza, and some have
indeed assumed that he did not carry them there

all at once, but piecemeal. But the principal diffi-

culty seemed to lie in the well that sprung out of

the jaw-bone, and the early Je^vish interpreters

(Targum, Josephus) take the word Lehi to be the
name of a place ; a notion coimtenanced, so far, by
Gesenius, as he allows that it might have been
' derived etymologically from this myth.'
The close parallel between the deeds of S. and

those of Hercules has caused some to identify the
two heroes

; yet whose might be the jiriority, is

matter of contest between the diSerent schools of

biblical criticism. It is not necessary to enlarge

upon tliis point. It is well known how Hercules
slays the Nemean liou ; another formidable lion at

the Mount of Cithaeron ; how he catches the stag
of Diana and the Cretan bull ; how he is kept
prisoner in Egypt ; how he comes to his death by the
agency of a woman ; not to mention the extra-

ordinary circumstances of his birth, and the like-

See Hercules. This once popular notion, however,
of seeing nothing more in S. than the Tyrian svm-

god Hercules (Baal-Shemesh, ' Lord of the Sun ;

'

Baal-Chamon, ' Lord of the Heat,' &c.), and the
attempt to explain the various ' mji;hs ' accordingly,

is not countenanced by most modern critics. How-
ever embellished and overladen with legends, they
say, the account in the Book of Judges may be,

there is hardly any doubt as to the real existence of

a man S., of extraordinary prowess, who tm-ned his

w'hole might and strength against the hereditary
enemies of his people, whose land bordered on that
of the tribe to which he belonged ; who, with all his

blemishes, was possessed by a noble, self-saciTticing

patriotism, and never for one moment forgot the
chief end and aim of his life, viz., to free his people
fi'om foreign yoke. Altogether, he is too human
ever to have been an allegory or a parable, the
moral of which would, indeed, hardly be perceptible,

or to have, as some have conjectured, ' been intended
through his whole career to be a living mockery of

the Philistine Hercules.'

SAMUEL (Heb. Shemitel, heard by or asked from
God), the last Shofct or Judge of Israel, the 'fii-st of

prophets,' the founder of the schools of prophets
and of the monarchy in Israel. He was the son of

Elkauah and Hatmah, a woman of no ordinary gifts,

and ahnost a Kazarite herself, who dedicated the
long yearned-for child to the Lord even before his

birth. Elkauah was of Levitic descent, living, how-
ever, not among his own tribe, but in Ephraim.
S., brought up in the sanctuary at Shiloh, under tho

eyes of Eli, there received his first projihetic call,

and from that time forth, his prophetic mission was
decided. For about twenty years from the death
of Eli and his sous, we hear nothing of Samuel.
The first pubUc manifestation of his assumption of

the office of judge, is his convoking an assembly at

Jlizpeh, and routing, at the head of the people, the

Philistines—his first and probably his only milit.ary

achievement. His occupations generally were of a
more peacefid character. Dwelling in his own native

city of Pamah, where he had erected an alt-ar, he
annually went 'on circiut' to the three principal

sanctuaries west of the Jordan—Bethel, Gilgal, and
Mizpch, there to instruct and judge the peojile, and
break them from their idolatrous habits, to which
they were wont to yield, in imitation of the peoples

around them. For the better carrying out of this

purpose, he organised special schools of teachers and
prophets. These seem to have formed special

colonies (Xaboth, Bethel, Gilgal, Jericho), and to
461
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have moved about in large numbers. These frater-

nities were destined to take an important place in

the commonwealth, and to exercise the greatest

possible influence upon the internal as well as the

external affairs of the state, while at the same time

they were the teachers of the people, expomiding

and developing the Mosaic law, and keeping the

sacred traditions alive within the houses and hearts

of Israel.

The peace S. had restored—for during his lifetime

those harassing raids from the neighbouring tribes

had entirely ceased—and the happy use he made of

it by consolidating the religious institutions and the

internal power and \mion of the people, must have

impressed the latter with the advantage of being

ruled by a firm and capable head and hand. It

would have been easy enough for S. to have got

himself elected king of Israel, but the establishment

of a djmasty appeared to him utterly contrary to

the theocratic character of the law. AVhen, however,

his two sons, Joel and Abiah, whom he had installed

provisional or supplementary judges, 'turned aside

after lucre, and perverted judgment,' and the com-

plaints of the people were loud about them, S.

was pressed by its representatives, who foresaw a

time of terrible anarchy and lawlessness at his

approaching demise, and he was obliged to yield

to the general wish of installing a king to judge

them 'like all the nations.' See Jews and Saul.

The further events of S.'s life, as connected

with Saul, and subsequently with David, are weU
known, and will be found indicated briefly under

those two heads. As to his character, notwith-

standing the reproaches that have been heaped upon

him, we cannot but see in him one of the wisest,

most sagacious, unselfish, patriotic heroes. He was,

doubtless, severe and energetic in the extreme,

foUowiug the path that seemed to him indicated

by Jehovah as the only one leading to the common
welfare. Gifted with both the spiritual and worldly

supreme power over the people, at a time when
they had neither political unity, nor laws, nor a

cultus, he succeeded in rousing the public spirit,

in rmiting all the tribes imder one banner, and

in shaking off the Philistine yoke. He routed

idolatry, and raised, by the institution of pro-

phetic schools, the Mosaic religion to the highest

eminence, while they at the same time formed a

healthy counterpoise to priestcraft. That on finding

Saul negligent to certain dicta of the law, for the

protection of which alone he had been elected, he

casts aside all personal love and fear, and for the

sake of sa\'ing the countiy, and keeping its constitu-

tions intact, chooses another more worthy head for

the commonwealth, is not more than could be

expected from this most zealous champion for

Jehovah's commands. The people themselves gave

him the most honourable testimony for his upright-

ness and justice, and later ages jilace him side by
side with Moses.

S. seems, after having anointed David, to have

retired from public action, and to have lived in

comparative seclusion at Eamah—there is, at least,

no further mention of him until his death. The
time of his life and the period of his judgeship

are not given. It may be presumed that he died

not long before Saul. If the latter ruled for

twenty years, it may well be that they governed

together, as Josephus has it (Ant. vi. 14, 9), for

eighteen years ; his age, however, is not easily

c;3culated, and the opinions about it vary between

sixty and ninety years. He was buried at Eamah,
and his tomb is stiU shewn at Nebi SamwU,
although, according to Jerome, his remains were

removed, under the Emperor Arcadius, to Thrace.
All Israel momned bim as they had mourned none

i02

since Moses. For his apparition at En-Dor, &c., see

NECR01U.NCY.

SAMUEL (Shemtiel), Books of, originally

formed one work, but were by the LXX. and
Vulg. (followed by the recent Hebrew editions

since Bomberg) and the Authorised Version, divided

into two books, the first closing with the death of

Saul. The name they bear is derived from Samuel,

as the principal figiu'e in them. He not only stood

at the head of the commonwealth at the jieriod

they treat of in a spiritual and worldly capacity,

but also anointed Said and David, and exercised

an important influence upon their rule. Their con-

tents beginning with the high-priesthood of Eli,

the naiTative concludes with the death of David,

and thus three principal periods are noticeable

—

1. The restoration of the theocracy, of which

Samuel assumes the leadership (I. i.—xii.) ; 2. The
history of Saul's kingship tiU his death (I. xiii.

—

xxxi.); and 3. David's roign (II.).

The plan of the whole work is not, as has been

stated, to represent one king as he ought not to

be—viz.. Said, contrasted by a king after the heart

of God, David; but simpily to draw the development

of the theocracy from the end of the period of

Judges to the end of David's reign, its humiliation

and its glory under Samuel and David, whoso

history is, to a certain extent, told with biographi-

cal minuteness, on accoimt of their being the

divinely-chosen vessels for this great work of the

restoration. As to the composition and unity of the

books, it has been the prevaUing opinion of scholars

to see in them not a loose compUation from a num-

ber of stray sources, but a consecutive narrative

drawn upon ancient and authentic documents. The
character of the narrative itself, occasionally dwell-

ing at large upon biographical episodes, occasion-

ally assuming the brevity of a mere chronicle, and

at times repeating itself at length, is quite in

accordance with ancient Semitic historiography.

It has been supposed by some that the books of

Samuel were composed by the same hand that wrote

the books of Kings, but they belong to a much
earlier period. The author appears to have lived

after the separation of the kingdoms, but long

before the ExUe, the language being remarkably

pm-e, and quite tree from late forms and Chaldaisras.

In all probability, the author was a prophet of the

time of Solomon. The Talmudical notion of

Samuel's authorship has been rejected by the

critics, as inconsistent with the contents and cir-

cumstances of the book. There are glosses in the

book due to later hands. Of sources, we only find

the ' Book of Jashar ' mentioned in the work. The
author, if he did not use real annals of the empire,

which were only first commenced under Solomon,

had, at all events, a certain number of prophetical

narratives of Samuel's, Said's, and Darid's lives and

doings before him. As regards the occasional verbiil

agreement between S. and Chronicles, which has

often been commented upon, we may either assume

that the latter drew upon the former, or that they

both—which is more probable from internal evidence

—drew upon the same source, and modified their

accounts according to their special tendencies.

Altogether, the work before us bears the character

of a truly authentic record. Of modern commenta-

tors, we mention principally Hensler Konigsfeldt,

Kalkar, and Theuius.

SAMYDA'CE^, a natural order of exogenous

plants, which are all trees or shrubs and all tropi-

cal, mostly American. The order contains about

80 known species, generally characterised by astrin-

gency in the bark and leaves. Some are used in

medicine, to make poultices for wounds, lotions for
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ulcers, &c. The foliage of Casearla eecidenta is

eatable.

SANAA', the principal district in Yemen or

Arabia Felix, corresponding to the ancient Saba, or

Sheba, the land of the Sabeans (q. v.)- Its extent

is very undefined, but it may be taken to include

the country round the capital bearing the same
name, to a distance of half a day's joiu-ney on the

west, north, and east, and on the south it is bounded
by'the Tehama and the districts of Lahej and Yaffa.

While the dynasty of the Imams existed, their

sway extended over a much greater space, some-

times, indeed, over the whole of Yemen. GraduaUj'

it was encroached upon by the Sheikhs, who had
been subject or tributary to them, and by the

Turks. A bad system of government prepared the

way for intestine strife ; ou the death of each sove-

reign, the succession was disputed, and the imsuc-

cessful candidate seldom failed to retain some part

of the territory, and to alienate many of the subjects

of the legitimate prince, until at length the very

shadow of regular government has passed away, and
this, the garden of Arabia, which had been ruled by
long lines of mighty kings, has been abandoned to

anarchy and confusion.

The city of Sanaa is situated in a deep vaDey,
^

about twenty or thirty miles in length, and six or

seven in breadth, and 4000 feet above the level of
,

the sea. This vaUey is bounded ou the east by a

high range of mountains called Jebel Nikkum, and

is studded throughout its length with large villages.

The city and its suburbs are both surrounded by
high walls, and, including the gardens, the circimi-

fereuce is about five and a half miles. The houses

are of brick, well and strongly bidlt, and most of

them furnished with fountains, while the jjalaces of

the Imims almost approached magnificence. The
Jews, of whom even now there are upwards of

20,000, have a quarter to themselves, distant about

half an hour's walk from the Mohammedan town :

it contains many buildings, once the abode of

affiuence and ease, but now bearuig unmistakable

signs of the devastation committed by the savage
;

and fanatical Mohammedans of the city. The city

walls are of unburued brick, and mounted with

cannon, but they are in a very bad condition. There

are four gates, and at both east and west end a

castle containing a palace built in the Saracenic

style with extensive gardens round them, and con-

structed with a view to defence, but now utterly

neglected. See Yemen.

SAN ANTO'NIO, called also San Antonio de

Bexar, a city of Texas, U.S., is biult near the.

sources of the San Antonio River, 110 miles south-

west of Austin. It is one of the oldest Spanish

towns on the contment, and m the Texan revolution

of 1S36 was the scene of the massacre of the

Alamo, when a garrison of 150 men, led by Colonel

Travis, and including David Crockett, was sur-

rounded by several thousand Mexicans, and after

a heroic resistance killed to the last man. It con-

tains an arsenal, four churches, and (in 1860) S'274

inhabitants.

SAN CASCIA'NO, a city of Central Italy,

province of Florence, and ten miles south-west of

the city of that name. Pop. 11,258. It is well

bivUt. The lands belonging to it produce a very

strong wine, highly prized in Italy, also grain, oil,

fruit, and mulberries.

SANCHUNIA'THON (Sahchoniathon, Sotrai-

ArruoN), the supposed author of a Phceuician history

of Phoenicia and Egyjst, called Phoinikika. He is

supposed to have been a native of Berytus ; and the

accounts w'hich speak of him as born at Sidon or

Tyre, probably take these cities in their wider

sense for Phcenicia itself. Our principal informa-

tion about him is derived from Philo of Byblus, a
Greek writer of the beginning of the 2d c. A.D.,

who translated S.'s history into his own tongue

;

but both the original and the translation are lost,

save a few small portions of the latter, preserved

by Eusebius, who uses them as arguments in a
theological dispute against Porphyry. According
to Philo, S. lived during the reign of Semiramis,
queen of Assyria, and dedicated his book to
Abibalus, king of Berytus. Athenteus, PorphjTy,
and Suidas, on the other hand, sjieak of him as

of an ancient Phcenician, who lived 'before the
Trojan war.' There is also a discrepancy between
the various ancient writers respecting the niunber
of books contained in the Phoinikika. OreUi (1826),

and after him, C. IilUUer (1849), published the
remaining fragments of S., and the hot discussion

raised on their genuineness and value is far from
being settled yet. Several critics went so far as to

deny the fact of the existence of a S. point blank.

According to some (Lobeck, &c.), it was Eusebius

;

according to others (Movers, &c.), Philo, who
fathered his own speculations upon an ancient

authority. The latter was actuated. Movers
thinks, partly by the desire of proring that the
whole Helleuistic worship and reUgion was simply
a faint imitation of the Phcenician; partly by the
desire of lowering the value of the Old Testament,
by shewing the higher authority of the Phoenician

writer; and partly, as was the fashion among the
unbelieving philosophers of his age, to bring the
popular creed into a bad reputation, by proclaiming

his own views imder the guise of an ancient sage.

Yet even those who deny the authenticity of S.,

agree in allowing the fragments current under his

name a certain intrinsic value, they being foimded
on real ancient mjiihs. This, in fact, is now, with
more or less modification on the part of the
different investigators, Ewald, Bunsen, Eenan, &c.,

the prevalent opinion. Ewald contends for the real

existence of a S., in which he is supported by
Renan. Even if there never was a S., it was not
Philo who forged him. There seems no doubt that

we have but a very dim and confused reproduction

of what, after many mochflcations, misunderstand-

ings, and corruptions, finally passed the hands of

Philo and Eusebius, and was by the Church Father,

as we said, quoted in a theological disputation.

Yet, even assuming the person of a S., his age

—

and he insists upon a very remote one indeed

—

must be placed much lower : into the last centuries

before Christ, at the earliest. He would then, it

seems, have endeavoured to stem the tide of Greek
superiority in all things, by collecting, grouping,

and remodelling the ancient and important tradi-

tions of his own couutiy, and thus proring to both
his countrymen and to the Greeks their liigh import-

ance, in comparison with the Greek productions, on
the field of religion and philosophy.

The Phoinikika was not only a cosmogonj', it

would appear, but a history of his and the surround-

ing nations ; and like similar ancient histories, it

probably began with the creation of the world, and
contained an account of the Jews. All the histori-

cal parts, however, are lost, and nothing remains

but a fragmentary cosmogony, or rather two or

three different systems of cosmogony, or, according

to Movers, merely an Egj'ptian and Pheeniciau

patchwork, for a brief account of which we refer

the reader to the article Phcenicia. One of the
chief difficulties for us consists in the Phoenician

words of S., which PhUo either translated too freely,

or merely transcribed so faidtUy in Greek charac-

ters as to render them an everlasting puzzle.

Eusebius fiu-ther contains a fragment of a treatise
163
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by S., Peri Judaidn, but it is doubtful whether this

is the work of Philo of Byblus or of S. ; and it it lie

that of the latter, whether it is a separate work,
or merely a separate chapter out of liis larger work.
A forgery, said to contain the whole nine books of

S., and to have been found by a Portuguese, Colonel
Pereira, at the convent of ISt JIai-ia de Jlerinh.lo,

and to have been by him intrusted to a German
corporal in Portuguese service, named Christoph
Meyer, was published by Wagenfeld (Bremen, 1837),

and translated into German (Lubeck, 1S37), but
was very soon consigned to disgrace and oblivion

by Movers, K. 0. Miiller, and Grotefend, the last

of whom had at first not only believed in its

genuineness, but even written a preface to the

sdilio princeps. There never was such a convent
or such a colonel ; but the fac-simile taken by
' Pereira ' in the convent in Portugal was found to

have been written on p.aper shewing the water-
marks of an Osnabriick paper-mill.

SANCROFT, Dk William, an English arch-

bishop, historically notable as the most distiu-

.guished dignitary among the Nonjurors (q. v.), was
born at Fresingfield in Suffolk, January 30, 161G,

educated at the grammar-school of Bury St
Edmunds, and at Emanuel College, Cambridge, S.

was reckoned a first-rate scholar by his contempo-
raries ; and in 1642, S. was elected Fellow of his

college, but in the follo^ving year he was deprived of

his fellowshipby the Pui'itans for refusing the famous
' Engagement,' after which he went abroad. On the
restoration of Charles II., in 10(30, he was appointed
chaplain to Cosin, Bishop of Durham ; and after

several preferments, was iu IOCS made Archdeacon
of Canterbury, and iu 1G77 was raised, against his

inclination, to the first dignity iu the church—the
archbishopric of Canterbmy. The manner in which
S. discharged his ecclesiastical duties deserves the
highest commendation. He attended King Charles
II. on his death-bed, and is said to have spoken
very freely to the once ' merry monarch ' on the
nature of his past life. Iu 16SS, along with sever.al

of his brother-bishops, he was committed to the
Tower by King James II., for seuding him a peti-

tion in which they explained why they could not
conscientiously order his declar.ation in favour of

liberty of conscience to be read in the churches
;

but in the events which immediately pi-eceded and
accompanied the great Revolution, he played a

somewhat ambiguous and perplexing part. At first

he refused when James asked him to sign a declara-

tion expressing abhorrence of the Prince of Orange's
invasion. Later (December 1683), he even went the
length of concurring in an addi-ess to William, yet
he seems from this point to have drawn back, and
to have fallen imder the dominion of his theory of

the Divine Right of Kings. He was not present at

the convention of the lords S])iritual and temporal to

meet the new monarch, and after the settlement, he
refused, along with seven other bishops, to take the
oath of allegiance to the government, in conse-

quence of which he was suspended by act of parlia-

ment, August 1, 1689, but his actual departure from
Lambeth did not take place till June 23, 1691. He
then retired to his native village, where he died,

November 24, 1693. See Macaulay's HUtonj of
England, vols. ii. iii. and iv.

SANCTIFICA'TION", in distinction from justifi-

cation, in the uomeuelatiu'e of Protestant theology,
is the process by which the Holy Spirit renews
man in the cUvine image, destroying within him
the power of e^'il, and cpuckening, educating,
and strengthening in him the life of goodness
and holiness. Whei'eas justification is considered
as a judicial act on the part of God's free gi-ace,

liberating the sinner from condemnation, absolving
and pardoning him once for all, sanctificatiou is

reckoned a work or process, advancing in various
stages of weakness or strength, and only completed
in the futm'e life of the believer, when removed
beyond the influences of sin that now surround
him. Iu Roman Catholic theology, this ilistinctiou

between the initiative of the divine life in man
(justifie^tion) and its progressive development
(sanctification), is not maintained, at least in the
same precise and logical manner that it has been
advocated by Protestants. By the latter, the
distinction has beeu held of first-rate importance
in their theological systems, and no less so iu their
practical conception of the Christian life.

SA'NCTUARY, a consecrated place which gives
protection to a criminal taking refuge there ; or tho
pri^ilege of taking refuge in such a consecrated
place. Among the Jews, there were cities of refuge
to which the slayer might flee who killed a man
unawares, and something analogous to a right of

sanctuary may also be traced in pagan communities.
In the ancient Greek states the temples, or at least

some of them, afibrded protection to criminals, whom
it was nnlawfid to drag from them, although the
food which was being supplied might be intercepted.
As early as the 7th c, the protection of sanctuary
was afforded to persons fleeing to a church or cer-

tain boundaries surrounding it. The canon and
more ancient ecclesiastical law recognises this pro-

tection to criminals as continuing for a limited
period, sufficient to admit of a composition for the
offence ; or, at all events, to give time for the first

heat of resentment to pass, before the injured party
could seek redress. In several English chui'ches

there was a stone seat beside the altar where those
fleeing to the peace of the church were held to be
guarded by all its sanctity. One of these stiU

remains at Beverley, and another at Hexham. To
violate the protection of this seat, or of the shrine
of relics, was an ofi'ence too grave to be compensated
by a pecuniary penalty. Connected, in England,
with the privilege of sanctuary was the practice of

abjuration of the realm. By the ancient common
law, if a person guilty of felony took the benefit of

sanctu.ary, he might, within forty days afterwards,
go clothed in sackcloth before the coroner, confess
his guilt, and take an oath to quit the realm, and
not return without the king's licence. On confess-

ing and taking the oath, he became attainted of

the felony, but had forty days allowed him to pre-
pare for his departure, and a port assigned him for

embarkation, to which he must immediately repair
%vith a cross in Iris hand, and embark with all con-
venient Sliced. If he failed to depart, or afterwards
returned without licence, he was condemned to be
hanged, unless he happened to be a clerk, iu which
case he was allowed the benefit of clergy.

By the ancient canons of the Scottish councils,

excommunication M'as incurred by the ofi'ence of

open taking of thieves out of the protection of the
church. Some churches, however, by their sujierior

sanctity, were held practically to afibrd a much
surer asylum than others, and it was not uncommon
for the Scottish kings, with the view of strengthen-
ing the hands of the church, to give a formal sanc-

tion to particular ecclesiastical asylums. One of

the most celebrated sanctuaries iu Sootland was the
church of Wedale, now called Stow, where was an
image of the Virgin believed to be brought by King
Arthur from Jerusalem. David I. granted the
' King's Peace,' in addition to the ]irotectiou of the

church, to all fugitives from peril of life or limb who
betook themselves to the church of Lesmahagow.
The Scotch law of sanctuary or grylh was, however,
guarded from afl'ording too easy an immunity.
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A very remarkable right of sanctuary existed in

Scotland under the name of the jmvilei/e of Clan
Macduff, which was alleged to have been granted by
MalcoGn Canmore on recovering the throne of his

ancestors. Any person related within the ninth
degree to the chief of Clan JIacduff, who should
have committed homicide without premeditation,
was entitled, on fleeing to Macduff's Cross in Fife, to
have his punishment remitted for a fine, or at least

to be repledged from any other jurisdiction by the
Earl of Fife. There is evidence of this privilege

having saved Hugh de Arbuthnot and his accom-
plices from being proceeded against for the murder
of John de MelvU of Glenbervie in 1421.

While the institution of sanctuary often enabled
criminals to bid defiance to the civil power, it no
doubt was not imfrequeutly a protection to the
innocent, who thus escaped oppression or private
enmitj' pursuing them under the name of law. In
rude and unsettled times it seems, ou the whole, to
have operated beneficially by throwing the control
of society into the hands of the clergy, who were
less tempted than an}' other class to misuse that
power. But as the civil power and authority of the
law were strengthened, the right of sanctuary
became useless and mischievous ; the ci\Tl power
endeavoured to narrow the privilege as far as
possible, while the church sought hard to preserve
it. The English Reformation, though it greatly
restricted, did not abohsh the right of sanctuary.
It was not till 15.34 that persons accused of

treason were debarred the privilege, and the right
of sanctuary for crime was finally abolished by 21
Jac. I. c. 28. Various precincts, however, in and
aljout London, known as sanctuaries, continued
to afford shelter to debtors, all which were done
away with in 1697, by Act 8 and 9 Will. IV.
c. 2tj.

In Scotland there stiU exists a sanctuary for

debtors in the Aljbe}' and Palace of Holyrood, ^^'ith

its precincts, including the hill of Arthur Seat and
the Queen's Park. The sanctuary is placed under
the control of a liailie appointed by the Duke of

Hamilton as heritable kcejjcr of Holvroodhouse.
When a debtor retires to the sanctuary, he has a 24
hours' protection against personal dihgence ; but in
order to extend the priNolegfi longer, he must be
enrolled in the books of the abbey. 'The sanctuary
affords no protection to a criminal, a fraudulent
debtor, or a crown debtor ; nor is it available for

j)rotection from personal execution for debts con-
tracted within its precincts, for which the debtor
may be imprisoned in the abbey jail.

SAND, Geokges. See Dudevant, Mab^uhk
SANDALS, a covering for the feet, consisting of

soles so attached as to leave the upper part of the
feet bare. See Shoes.

SA'NDAL-WOOD (a name corrupted from San-
tal wood), the wood of several species of the genus
Santalum, of the natiu'al order Sanialaccm (q. v.),

natives of the East Indies and tropical islands of

the Pacific Ocean. S.-W. is comjiact and tine

grained, very suitable for making work-boxes and
small ornamental articles, and is remarkable for its

fragrance, which, however, is fatal to insects, so

that cabinets of S.-W. are extremely suitable for the
preservation of specimens in natural history ; but it

is much too expensive for general use. The odour
is due to an essential oil, heavier than water.
White S.-W., the most common kind, is the pro-

duce of a small tree (Santalum album), a native of

mountains in the south of India and the Indian
Archipelago, much branched, resembling myrtle in

its foliage and privet in its flowers. The trunk is

seldom more than a foot in diameter. Yellow S.-

304

W. is probably jiroduced by another species, per-

haps S. Freijcinetianum of the Indian Archipelago
and Sandwich Islands, and from these regions the
Chinese im))ort it, chiefly for the purpose of burning
it both in their temples and in their houses. They
reduce it to sawdust, and mix it with paste before
burnmg. Dr Seemann has, however, recently found
another and previously-unknown sjjecies of Santa-
lum (S. Yasi) to yield the much-valued S.-W. of the
Fiji Islands, where the tree has been almost extir-

pated in consequence of the demand for its wood in
commerce.
Red S.-W., or Sanders, is the produce of a very

different tree, Plerocarpus santalinus, of the natural
order Ijegtunitioscp, suborder Papilionacfo', a native
of the tropical parts of Asia, particularly of the
mountains of the south of India and of Ceylon. The
tree is about sixty feet high, with pinnated leaves,

having generally tliree leaflets, and axillary racemes
of flowers. The heai-t-wood is dark red, with black
veins, and so heavy as to sink in water. It is used
as a dye-stuff, and also by apothecaries to colour
certain preparations. The Arabs use it as an
astringent, and it is the basis of some of our tooth-
powders.—A deep red dye is also yielded by the
chips oi Adenanthera pavonina, a tree allied to the
Acacias (q. v.), a native of the East Indies. The
wood of this tree is sometimes called Red Sandal-
Wood.

SANDALWOOD ISLAND, called by the natives
Tjindaua, Sumba and Tauah Tjumba, lies in the
Indian Ocean, between 9^ IS'—10° 20' S. lat. and
11S° 58'— 120° 43' E. long., hag anareaof 4<)CGsq. m.,
and a pop. of 1,000,000. The coast is steep and
rock}', so that, except at the west, south, and east
corners, ships can approach cpiite near. The produce
consists chiefly in dye-woods, ebony, timber, cotton,
rice, pepper, cocoa, maize, coffee, sugar, wild cinna-
mon, cocoa-nuts, and various fruits. Little sandal-
wood is exported, though abounding in the forests,

the natives refusing to cut the trees, which they
believe to be the dwellings of their ancestors' souls.

Exports are : horses, timber, cotton, pepper, wax,
tortoise-shell, tow made from bark, maize, and edible
nests. The cliffs swarm with the Collocalia tscu-

lenta, and collecting the nests is a leading occupa-
tion of the men. The Sandalwood islanders belong
to the Malay race, are well made, wiry, and of a
brownish complexion. The most trifling causes
lead them to commit suicide, a vice of rare occur-
rence in other parts of the arcliipelago.

The S. I. is nominally subject to the Netherlands,
but the rajahs and regents are almost independent
of foreign influence. 'The principal havens are at
Nangamessi on the north, and Tidd about the middle
of the south coast, good anchorage being found in
many other parts. Notwithstanding the repressive
measures taken by the Netherlands' government,
and the destruction, in 1860, of ten vessels engaged
in the slave-trade, it is still extensively earned on
by the Sandal-wood islanders.

SA'NDARACH, or SANDARACH RESIN, is a
friable, dry, almost transparent, tasteless, yellowish-
white resin, which is imported from the north of
Africa. It is completely soluble in oU of turjjen-

tinc, but not completely soluble in alcohol. When
heated, or sprinkled on burning coals, it emits an
agreeable balsamic smell. It exudes from the bark
of the S. tree {C'alUtris quadi-ivaln's), a native of the
north of Africa, of the natural order Conifera:.—The
quantity of S. used is not great ; it is employed
mostly for the same purposes as Mastic (q. v.).

The finely-powdered resin is rubbed, as Pounce, on
the erasures of writing-paper, after which they may
be written upon again without the ink spreading.

—
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The wood of the S. tree is highly balsamic and

odoriferous, extremely durable aud valuable.

SA'NDAY or SANDA ISLAN D, one of the most

northern of the Orkney (q. v.) group, contained, in

1S61, 378 inhabited houses and 2145 inhabitants.

SA'NDBACH, a small market-town of Chesliii-e,

25 miles east-south-east of Chester by railway, ou

an eminence ou the right bank of the 'SVheelock.

Pop. (1861) 4987, mostly employed in silk-throwing,

and in making salt and shoes.

SANDBAGS, in Mihtary works, arc canvas bags

about 23 or 30 inches in length by from 14 to 16

broad. They are filled with sand or earth, and form

a ready means of extemporising a parapet or traverse

against the enemj''s fire ; they are likewise used for

protecting the head of a trench, or tamping the

charge in a mine. See Mines, Militakv. Layers

of sandbags, two or three deep, and as many high,

are often laid on the crest of the parapet in the

manner of bricks, with loopholes for small-arms men
to use. If employed as lining for embrasiu-es or

barbettes, sandbags should be covered with raw
hides to prevent them from taking fire.

SA'NDCRACK is a spUtting or fracture of the

homy fibres of the horse's hoof, extending usually

from above downwards ; when reaching to the quick

it causes lameness, and in all cases it constitutes

unsoundness. Horses, with thin, weak, brittle feet,

spoilt by much rasping, and rattled ou the hard
roads, furnish the majority of cases. The horn
must be thinned for an eighth of an inch on either

side of the crack ; across the u])]ier and lower ends
of the crack, to prevent its extension, the firing-

iron should be drawn, making a line nearly through
the horny crust. The opening may further be held

together by winding round the foot several j-ards of

waxed string, or fine iron mre. Except in very bad
cases, slow work ou soft land may be permitted, but

road work is injm'ious. The growth of healthy

horn is promoted by applying round the coronet,

at intervals of ten daj's, some mild bUstering lini-

ment.

SAND EEL. See Launce.

SANDEMA'NIANS. See Glassites.

SA'NDERLING (Calldris), a genus of birds of

the plover family {Charadriadce), or which perhaps
ought rather to be referred to the snipe family

{Scolopacidm). The Common S. (C arenar'm) is a

very widely diffused bu-d, Ijreeding in the Arctic

regions, and migrating soutliwards on the approach
of winter as far as the coasts of Africa, of India, and

-^#

Sanderling, ilalo and Female {Calidris arenaria).

of Brazil. It is pretty common on the British coasts,
in small flocks, in winter. It is only about eight
inches long ; its winter plumage very light ash-gray,
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under parts white. In spring the plumage acquires

a redtbsh tinge with black markings. The S. feeds

on marine worms, small crustaceans, &c. It is

esteemed for the table, and appears in the London
market.

SAND GROUSE. See Gakga.

SAND-HOPPER [TalUrus locusta), a small crus-

tacean, of the section Edriophlhalma (q. v.) and
order A mphlpoda, which so aboimds ou the sandy
sea-shores of Britain, that the whole surface of the
sand often seems to be alive with the multitudes
which, leaping up for a few inches into the air, fill

it like a swarm of dancing flies. This activity is

not, however, displayed at all times ; but if a mass
of sea-weed left by the retiring tide be turned over,

countless sand-hoppers may be seen to leap away,
or they may be found by digging in the sand, in

which they burrow. The S. leaps by bending the
body together, aud throwing it open with a sudden
jerk. It feeds on almost any vegetable or animal
substance, particidai'ly on what is already dead and
beginning to decay. It is itself the food of crabs,

and of many kinds of birds.

SANDHURST, Royal Militaky Colleoe. In
1S02 it was determined to institute a college for

the training of military officers, in which professional

education should be grafted on the groimdwork oi

general instruction. The college was opened at

Great Marlow; but, in 1812, it was transferred to a
handsome stone building at Sandhurst. Up to 1862,

this was devoted to the education of boys from the
age of 13 upwards ; a description of the college as
then existing is given under Cadets' College. By
a new regulation, however, the system has been
changed ; the course limited to one year imme-
diately before entering the army, and the subjects

of instruction confined to the higher mathematics,
modern languages, and military science. Entrance
is on the nomination of the commander-in-chief

;

aud the payment by the cadets' parent or guardian
varies from £1U0 to nil, according to the circum-
stances and rank of the parent. Those for whom
no payment is made must he orphans, and are styled
' Queen's Cadets.' All first commissions in the
cavalry and infantiy of the line, which are granted
without purchase, and not to men from the ranks,

are given to cadets from the Royal Military College,

who compete for these prizes, and obtain them in

order of merit.

While at the coUege the organisation ct the
young men is purely military, the whole forming a
battalion, divided into cadet companies, each com-
manded by a captain and lieutenant of the regular

army. The boys are allowed to hold the non-com-
missioned ranks in their several companies. In

addition to mental labour, gymnastics, riding, boat-

ing, and swimming are taught to the students. The
situation, on the sandy heaths which mark the imion
of Hampshire aud Surrey, is particularly healthy,

while its pro.xiniity to London (about 30 imles) aud
the camp at Aldershot, render it very suitable to

its purpose.

The Staff College (q. v.) is a separate institution,

about two mUes distant.

The estimated charge for the Royal Military

College for 1865—ISGS is £35,840, of which about
£18,000 is covered by the payments for the cadets.

SA'NDIVER, a product of the glass furnaces.

When the materials used in the manufacture of

glass are melted, a scum arises wliich has to be
removed, this is called sandiver, and is, when
poAvdered, used as a polishing material, and formerly
had a considerable reputation as a tooth-powder.

SAND-MARTIN. See Swallow.
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SAN DOMI'NGO. See Domingo, San ; Dom-
xicAN Republic.

SAND-PAPER is made in the same way as

emery-pai^er (see Emeky), but with sand in place of

emery.

SA'NDPIPER, the common English name of a

nimierous group of birds, generally referred .to the

f:uuily Scolopacidce, all formerly included in the

genus Tringa, but some now constituting the genera

Totanus, Pdidna, Aditis, &c., of ornithologists. In

characters and habits they are all very similar.

They are not of large size; they are very active

and graceful in all their movements ; their plumage

not °gay, but of pleasing and fiucly-diversilied

colours ; their legs are rather long, the lower part

of the tibia naked, the tail very short, the wings

moderately long ; the bill rather long and slender,

grooved throughout the whole or a considerable

part of its length, straight in some, and a little

arched in others. The feet have three long toes

before, and one short toe behind ; the toes in the

genus Tringa, as now restricted, are partially

webbed at the base, in Totanus they are completely

separate. They are good swimmers, but are not,

however, often seen swimming ; they frequent

sandy sea-shores, some of them congregating in

numerous flocks in autumn and winter ; and seek

then- food by probing the sand with their bills,

and by catching small crustaceans in pools or withm

the margin of the sea itself. Many are birds of

passage, visiting high northern latitudes in summer,

and siiending the winter on the coasts of more

southern regions. The flesh of all" the species is

good, and some of them are in much request for the

table.—The British species are numerous. The

Dunlin or Pukre (Tringa variahilis) is noticed m
the article Dunlin.—The Knot {Tringa canutus),

also known, in different states of plumage, as the

Red S. and the Ash-colouked S., is a bird of about

ten inches in length, appearing in great flocks on

the British coasts 'in winter, and equally common m
North America.—The Little S. or Little Stint

ITringa minuta), occasionally seen in Britain, occurs

in India and in South Africa. The name Stlvt is

niven to a number of species of Tringa.—The

Purple S. [Tringa maritima), not imfrequent on the

British coasts, is reckoned among the birds of

Iceland, Greenland, Melville Island, Nova Zembla,

is the Redshank (Totanus calidris), a bird which

resides in Britain all the year, but kno«Ti also as

a summer bird of pass.Tge in the most northern

parts of Europe and Asia, and occurring in \vinter

as far south as Smyrna, and even in India. It

is about eleven inches long. It receives its popular

name from its red legs.—The Green S. (Totanus

ochropus) is also a pretty common British species,

for the most part migrating to the north for the

summer The CoioiON S. or Summer Snipe

(Totanus hypoleucos) is in Britain a summer bird

Redshank (Totanus calidris).

and Spitzbergen.—Of the genua Totanus, to all

the species of which the popular name Gambet is

sometimes given, one of the best known species

Common Sandpiper (Totanus hypoleucos).

of passage.—The Greenshank (Totanus glottis)

is chiefly seen in Britain in spring and autumn,

and has its name from the oUve-green colour

of its legs.—Sandpipers of various species—some

of them the same as the British, and others dif-

ferent—are numerous in North America, and in

winter in the West Indies.

SANDPIPES are cylindrical hollows existing in

chalk deposits. They descend perpendicularly into

the chalk at right angles to the surface, tapering

downwards, and ending in a point ; they reach occa-

sionally a depth of 60 feet, and have a diameter

varying from 1 to 12 feet. They are most probably

produced by the chemical action of water, charged

with carbonic acid, which exists more or less in all

rain-water, and is especially abundant in water that

has been in contact with decaying organic matter.

The pipes are filled with sand, clay, or gravel from

the overlying deposit.

Si^^DROCOTTUS, or SANDROKYPTOS, is

the Greek spelling of the name of the Hindu king

Chandragupta, of Pat'aliputra or Palibothra, to

whom Megasthenes was sent as ambassador from

Seleucus Nicator, and who lived about the beginning

of the 4th c. R. c.

SANDSTONE is a rock formed of compacted,

and more or less indurated sand. The grains

generally consist of quartz, though other mmeral

substances are often mixed with this; they are

colourless, or of a dull white, yellow, brown, red,

or green colour. The grains vary in size, forming,

as fhe case may be, a line or coarse grained stone.

The loose sand becomes solidified by pressure

simply, but more generally from being cemented

together by calcareous, silicious, or ferruginous

inSltrations, and the dark colour of the mass is

produced by the cement. Sandstones that have

undergone great or continuous metamorphic action,

pass into Quartzite ; and between this and friable

sand, all intermediate stages are foimd.

SANDU'SKY, a city and port of Ohio, U.S.,

on the south shore of Sandusky Bay, an arm of

Lake Erie, 110 miles north of Columbus. The bay,

20 miles long and 5 wide, forms an excellent

harbour. The city is built upon a bed of limestone,

of which its editices are constructed, among which

are a custom-house, 15 churches, 3 banks, large publio
«7
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halls, hotels, schools, &c. There are 3 newspapers,
inauufactures of lumber and bent woodwork for

carriajos, &c., with extensive fisheries. Pop., in

1S60, S40S.

SA'NDWICH (i.e., village on the sands), a Cinque
Port, market-town, and municijjal borough of Kent,
on the right bank of the Stour, 98 miles cast-south-
cast of London by the South-Eastern Kailw.ij'.

Within the last 800 years the sea has here con-

siderably receded, for S., which is now two miles
from the shore, is described, at the commencement
of the 11th c, as the most famous of all the
English harbours

—

omnium Anrjlonim portumn
famosissimus. The town is rectangular, and was
surroimded by walls, along which a broad path now
leads. The streets are confined ; and the houses,

which seem crushed together, and the architecture

of wdiich recals the times of the Plantagenets, are
peculiarly and strikingly antique in appearance.
The church of St Clement's, %vith a low Norman
tower, is probably the most interesting edifice.

Small vessels importing timber, iron, and coal, and
exporting corn, flour, malt, seeds, and hops, come up
to the town. Tanning, shipbuilding, and seed-crush-
ing are carried on. In conjunction \vith Deal and
Walmer, the town sends two members to parlia-

ment. Pop. (1861) of municipal borough, 2944 ; of

the parliamentary borough of S. and Deal, 13,750.

S., the most ancient of the Cinque Ports, probably
occupies the site of the Roman liutupiae, and many
interesting antiquities have been found in the
vicinity. In the reign of Edward IV. its customs
yielded £17,000 yearly, and 95 ships and 1500 sailors

belonged to it.

SANDWICH, a favourite viand which is said to

have been named after the Earl of Sandwich. It

consists of two thin slices of bread, plain or buttered,
with some savoury food jilaced between. Formerly,
it was applied exclusively to bread with thin slices

of ham, tongue, or beef, but of late a great variety of

materials have been used ; one celebrated Glasgow
confectioner, Mr Lang, has the credit of making
one himdred different kinds of sandwiches.

SANDWICH ISLANDS, forming the kingdom
of Hawaii, are a rich, beautiful, and interesting

chain, eight in number, exclusive of one or two
small islets. The chain runs from south-east to

north-west, and lies in the middle of the Pacific

Ocean, in lat. 19°—22° N., long. 155°—160° W.
Area, 6000 sq. m. ; pop. (1860) 67,084. The names,
with the areas of the respective islands—proceeding
from the south-east of the group—are : Hawaii
(formerly Owhyhee) 4000 sq. m. ; Maui, 620 ; Oahu,
530 ; Kaui, 500 ; Molokai, 167 ; Lanai, 100 ; Niihau,

about 70 ; and ICahoolaui, about 60 sq. miles.

Surface, Ac.—Situated near the middle of the
Pacitic Ocean, about half the distance from San
Francisco in North America that they are from
Melbourne in Australia, and Canton in China, the

S. I. form an oasis in the midiUe of a wide ocean
waste, and offer convenient stations for the refresh-

ment and repair of the merchantmen and whalers
th.at traverse the Pacific. They are of volcanic

origin, and contain the largest volcanoes, both active

and quiescent, in the world. The most prominent
physical features of the group are the two lofty

mountain peaks of Hawaii, Mauna Kea and Manna
Loa, each of which is 14,000 feet in height, or

within 1800 feet of the loftiest of the Alps. Besides
these two chief peaks, which stand apart from
each other, and one of which is covered with
perpetual snow, the island is traversed by other
mountains, which give it a rugged and picturesque
outline, and in some cases front the sea in bold,

perpendicular precipices, from 1000 to 3000 feet in
16S

height. In general, the islands are lofty—the small
islet of Lehua is 1000 feet high, and the ujiland
regions of Kaui are, on an average, 4000 feet above
sea-level. Within the coral reefs, which, in single,

and more rarely in double ridges, skirt portions of
the coasts, sandy shores, leading up to rich pas-
ture-lands, and occasionally to productive valleys,
are frequently seen. Everywhere, however, the
configuration of the surface betrays the volcanic
origin of the islands. Extinct and partially active
volcanoes occur in most of the islands. Kilauea,
on the Manna Loa mountain in Hawaii, the largest
active volcano in the world, has an oval-shaped
crater 9 miles in circumference, and is 6000 feet
above sea-level. In the centre of this immense
caldron is a red sea of lava, always in a state of
fusion. At intervals, the lava is thi-own to a great
height, and rolls in rivers down the mountain
sides. From 1856 to 1859, this volcano was in an
incessant state of eruption, fonniug at night a
sublime spectacle, and occasionally casting forth
burning streams, by one of which a small
lishing-viUage was destroyed, a bay on the shore
filled up, and a promontory formed in its place. On
Maui, the crater of Mauna Haleakala (House of the
Sun), by far the largest known, is from 25 to 30
miles in circumference, from 2000 to 3000 feet deep,

and stands 10,000 feet above sea-level. Within this

huge pit, about 16 basins of old volcanoes, whose
ridges formed concentric circles, have been counted,
(iood harbours are few. The chief is that of

Honolulu (q. v.), in Oahu, with 22i feet of water
in its shallowest parts. On the same island is

Ewa, an immense basin, with 12 feet water at low-
tides. Dm'ing the prevalence of the trade-wind,
which blows south-west for about nine months of

the year, the south shores of the islands afford

safe anchorage almost everywhere.
Climate, Soil, Jiivers, ti-c.—Though situated within

the tropics, the S. I. boast a climate that is

temperate rather than tropical. In the native
language, there is no word to express the idea of

weather, and this fact maybe considered as evidence
that extremes of heat or cold do not occur. At
Honoluln, the extremes of temperature in the shade
during 12 years were 90° and 53°, and the diurnal
range is 12°. Rains brought by the north-east
trade-wind are frequent on the mountains ; but on
the leeward side of the islands, httle rain falls, and
the sun is rarely obscured by clouds. The sod, the
constituent parts of which are mainly scori.-c, de-

composed lava and sand, is generally tliin and poor.

This, however, is not universally the case. At the
bases of the mountains and in the valleys, where
abrasion, disintegration, and the accumulation of

vegetable moiUd, have gone on for ages, there are
extensive tracts as fertile as they are beautiful. The
islands produce fine pasturage in abundance, and
large herds are bred and fattened, to supjjly meat to

the whalers and merchant-ships. On the Waimea
Plains, in Hawaii alone, 30,000 sheep of the merino
breed were grazing in 1864. The upland slopes of the
mountains ar« clothed with dense forests ; and lower
down, are grassy plains and sugar and coffee-plan-

tations. Basalt, compact lava, coral-rook, and sand-
stone, are used for building jnu-poses. No metals
occur. Several of the islands, especially Hawaii
and Kaui, are well supjilied with rivers, which, from
the size and conformation of the group, are neces-

sarily small, but afford great facilities for irrigation.

Vast numbers of semi-wild horses roam the islands,

and while they consume the pasturage, and break
down the fences, are of little use. The indigenous
fauna is small, and consists mainly of swine, dogs,

rats, a bat that flies by day, birds of beautiful

plumage, but for the most i^art songless. Among
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the indigenous trees and plants are the sugar-cane,

banana, plantain, cocoa-nut, candle-nut, various

palms, the taro, a sucoilent root which formed the

staple o£ the food of the natives, and is stiU gener-

ally used ; the cloth-plant ; and the U, the roots of

which were baked and eaten, while the leaves were

used for thatching huts. Cattle and other useful

foreign animals and plants were introduced by Van-
couver and other na\ngators. In 1860, there were

30,000 mules and semi-wild horses in the kingdom.

Commerce, ProducU, ttc.—The commerce of this

young kingdom is still in its infancy, but is gra-

dually on the increase. Until recently, the most-

important branch of it was maintained by vessels

engaged in the whale-fisheries of the North Pacific.

This branch of commerce has greatly decUned

within recent years. In 18G3, 102 whahng-vessels,

shewing an increase of 29 upon the number for the

previous year, entered the ports. Trusting no

longer to the whaling business, the producers and
merchants of the S. t. have found out other outlets

for their goods, and, without doubt, the trade of

the islands will in the future be almost wholly

confined to the coasts that bound the I'aeiric. The
islands are within 16 days (by sailing-vessels) of

8au Francisco, 27 days from Vancouver's Island,

26 days from Kanagawa in .lapan, and 67 d.ays

from Hong-kong. Sugar, coffee, and rice have

been proved to "produce well, and all these find

ready markets at hand in California, British Co-

lumbia, and Vancouver's Island, which, together,

cau consume more than the S. I. can supply. Of

sugar, the 3,000,000 lbs. produced in 1SG2 were

increased to upwards of 5,000,000 in 1863, and from

the number of new plantations recently organised,

the amoimt of produce may be expected to continue

increasing. The exports, consisting mostly of sugar,

colfee, rice, pulu (q.v.), hides, and corn, amounted
in 1S62 to 838,424 dollars ; the imports, mostly

manufactured goods, amounted in the same year

to 998,239 dollars.

iiisto7-y. Constitution, and Finances.—Of the origin

and character of the uihabitants of this kingdom,

of its interesting internal history, or of the much-
canvassed question as to whether the native race

will flourish along with or wither before the

.S.axon race, it is not within our limits to speak.

We can only notice a few of the leading events

which have occurred in these islands since their

shores were first \Tsited by what the natives

called the ' floating islands' of the civihsed

nations. Although one member of the group

was seen by Gaetano in 1542, the islands can-

not be said to have been discovered till Cook
visited them in 1778. The great navigator treated

the simple and confiding natives with a cruelty and

a hypocrisy which consort ill with his fame, and

which were the direct causes of the brawl in which

he met the death he had provoked in Kealakeakua

Bay, Hawaii, 1779. In early times, each island had

a king ; but under Kamehameha I., a man of shrewd

sense, and of great bravery and resource, the islands

were formed into one Idngdom. This king, writing

to George III., August 6, 1810, desired formally to

acknowledge the kmg of England as his sovereign,

and to place the islands under British protection

—

an off'er which was accepted. After in.iugurating

the era of advancement, this king died in 1819, and

was succeeded by Liholiho, who adopted, on his

accession, the name of Kamehameha II., and in

whose reign idolatry was abolished simiJt.-ineously

throughout all the islands. The first Cliristians

who visited the S. I. were Cook and his followers, of

whom the simple natives retained no favourable

impression. Vancouver, who arrived with Cook

in 1778 and returned in 1792, and again in 1794,

made sincere attempts to enlighten the natives, and
the king and his chiefs requested Vancouver to

send out rehgious teachers to them from England ;

but the first missionaries that visited the islands

came from America in 1820. On their arrival, the

missionaries witnessed the singular phenomenon of

a nation without a religion. The instructions of

Vancouver had not been forgotten, and no doubt
enabled the idol-worshipping islanders to see moro
readily the absurdities of their system. But the

spontaneous movement of 1819—1820, when the

whole nation rose up to destroy idols, temples,

and the fumitm-e of idolatry, ' was no triumph of

Christianity—for Christianity had not yet claimed

or even approached the Hawaian Islands.' The
nation had voluntarily cast off the rehgion of their

ancestors, and had not yet adopted—were not even

acquainted with—any other system. The American
missionaries who arrived in 1820 were well received,

and the work of instruction was at once begun.

Besides instructing them in Christianity, in less

than 40 years they taught the whole Hawaian
people to read and WTite, to cipher and to sew.

Kamehameha II. and his queen visited England,

and after a short residence in this country, both

died in London, Jidy 1824. Prior to the year 1838,

the government was a despotism ; but in 1840,

the long, Kamehameha III., granted a constitution,

consisting of king, assembly of nobles, and repre-

sentative council. This constitution, based on that

of Great Britain, has in more recent times been
much matured and improved. In 1843, the inde-

pendence of the Hawaian kingdom was formally

declared by the French and English governments.

Kamehameha IV. acceded to the thi-one in 1854,

and after a brief but useful rei.gn, died in Novem-
ber 1863, and was succeeded by his brother, Kame-
hameha V. A bishop, ordained in London, is now
the spiiitual overseer of the islands ; and wherever

there are inhabitants, there are schools and chapels.

The revenue for the year 1859—1860 was 328,107

dollars, the expenditure 321,544 doUars.

SANDWORT. See Arenakl*..

SAN FELI'PE DE ACONCA'GUA, a town of

Chili, capital of the dep. of Aconcagua, 60 miles

east-north-east of Valparaiso. It is regularly buUt,

and has a handsome appearance. In the vicinity

are copper-mines. Pop. stated at from 12,000 to

13,000.

SAN FELIPE DE JATIVA. See J.iTiVA.

SAN FRANCI'SCO, the principal seaport on the

western coasts of North America, and the chief city

of California, U. S., stands on the west shore of San
Francisco Bay, 6 miles south of the Golden Gate,

the outlet leading west, and connecting the bay
with the Pacific Ocean. Lat. 37° 46' N.,'"long. 122'

23' W. It has a fine deep harbour, well-built

streets, handsome shops, gas and water works, and
elegant public buildings," among which are the

custom-house, mint, marine hospital, city hospital,

3 theatres, 2 orphan asylums, 1 convent, &c. There
are 12,000 houses, of which 8000 are of wood, 25
churches, 12 daily and 12 weekly newspapers, 4
monthly magazines, and numerous schools and
charit.able institutions. Of the population, attracted

by the discovery of gold to S. F., .are 12,000 Irish,

5000 Germans, 4000 from Great Britain, 3000 French,

2000 Chinese, &c. There are newspapers in German,
French, and Spanish. The Chinese have a church,

Roman Catholic, with a Chinese priest educated at

Rome, and a school. Among the manufacturing

establishments are 9 flour miUs, 4 saw miUs, 2
woollen factories, and S iron foundries. In 1863,

3870 vessels of 1,342,290 tons entered and cleared

the port, exclusive of the sailing vessels and
1C9
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steamers that trade from S. F. to Sacramento, the

capital of the state. In the same year, the receipts

of gold-dust amounted to £9,777,195 ; but this sum
does not nearly represent all the receipts, as much
treasure comes by private hands, and jiasses through
no channel by means of which the amounts can be

noted by the authorities. i5,C9.3,-i50, or more than
one-half of the treasure exported, were sent in 1863
to England. The other exports, chiefly wheat,
wool, quicksilver, hides, flour, and copper ore,

amounted to £2,408,560. Sugar from the Sandmch
Islands, rice, coal from Great Britain and Sydney,
and manufactured goods are imported. In 1860,

500,000 tons of shipping entered the port. There
is a large timber trade with Oi-egon and British

Columbia, and six ocean steamers make regular

trips to Panama. In 1776, the mission of St

Francis was commenced here by two Spanish

monks. In 1825, the mission had under its care

1800 Indians, and possessed 76,000 cattle and
79,000 sheep. In 1834, the property of the mission

was secularised, and it rapidly decayed. In 1846,

it was taken by the United States, and in 1847

had a population of 450. The discovei-y of gold in

1S4S caused it to be at first nearly deserted ; but
it soon commenced a rapid growth, which, in spite

of several destructive fires, has continued until it

had a popidation in 1860 of 56,805. According to

the S. F. Almanac, the population of the city has

I

risen in 1863—1864 to 103,000.

SANGAREE', a West Indian beverage, consisting

I

of Madeira wine, synip, water, and nutmeg.

I
SA'NGBRHATTSEN, a town of Prussian Saxony,

in the government of Meresbm-g, and 33 miles west-

north-west of the city of that name. It contains

two castles ; carries on weaving, tanning, shoe-

making, and copper-smelting, and manufactures
saltpetre. Pop. 7283.

SANGI'R ISLANDS Ue to the north of Celebes,

in 2°—4° N. lat., are upwards of 50 in num-
ber, of various sizes, and nearly all inhabited.

Pop. 30,000. The three largest islands. Great

S., Sjiauw, and Tagolandang, with those which
surround each, form as it were separate groups.

In the S. I. are many mountains, which, except

the volcanoes, are clothed to their summits
with a rich vegetation. Great S. has an area of

273 sq. m., and is divided into four kingdoms. The
usual anchorage is on the west side, in 3° 28' N.
lat., and 125° 44' E. long. Pop. 13,000. In the

north-west is a volcano, called Abu, or the 'Ash
Mountain,' which has frequently caused great

devastation. In March 1856, the streams of Lava

and boilinsj water carried away the rich plantations,

and 2806 hves were lost.

Sjiauw lies in 2° 43' N. lat., and 125° 28' E. long.,

is also mountainous; a volcano, on the north-east

coast, being 6200 feet high. Pop. 3000. The chief

town is Uluw.
Tagolandang, in 2° 20' N. lat., and 125° 30' E.

long., is populous, and the centre of the missionary

work which has been carried on successfully in the

S. Islands. A small ship belongs to the station,

in which to visit the scattered converts and
schools.

In all the islands, the areng [Saguerus or Borassus
gomutus), the sago, cocoa-nut, and the finest sorts

of timber-trees abound. Maize, rice, katjang (a

species of beau), tobacco, cocoa, and the sugar-cane

are cultivated.

The Sangirese belong to the Malay race, are well

made and brave, but cunning, lazy, and dirty in

their habits. This, .and scarcity of pure drink-
ing-water, make them liable to a loathsome skin
disease. There are foiu: r.ajahs in Great S., one in
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Tagolandang, and one in Sjiauw. The government
is monarchical, somewhat limited by a council.

Towards the end of the 15th c, the Sangirese
became Mohammedan ; a century later, under the
Portuguese, they were brought over to Christianity.

These islands, forming now a Netherlands depend-
ency, have several Dutch missionaries, and 24
churches, which are also used as schools. Govern-
ment supports 8 teachers, the villages 16.

SANG-KOI. See Tonquin.

SANGRAAL. See Graal.

SANGUINA'RIA, a genus of plants of the
natural order Papaveracea; having 8—12 petals, 2
stigmas, an oblong swollen capsule with two decid-

uous valves, and a persistent, many-seeded frame.
S. Canadensis, the Blood-root or PuccooN of North
America, has a fleshy root-stalk abounding in a red
juice, which aboimds also in the leaf-stalks ; and
solitary radical leaves, which are roundish, deeply
heart-shaped, and with about seven toothed angles.

The flowers are solitary and spring from the root,

on short stalks. The whole plant is acrid and
narcotic, emetic and purgative in large doses ; and in

small doses stimulant, diaphoretic, and expectorant.

It is much used as a medicine in the United States.

—It is supposed to owe its properties to a peculiar

a.\ks,\oid called Saiiguinarlne, which is obtained from
it as a white pearly substance. The large white
flowers appear early in spring, and are a frequent
ornament of flower-borders.

SANGUINE, or MURREY, one of the tinctures

of less frequent occurrence in Heraldry, denoting
blood colour, and represented in engraving by lines

crossing each other saltireways.

SANGUISORBA'CEiE, or SANGUISO'RBE.E,
according to some botanists a n.atural order of plants,

but more generally regarded as a sub-order of Ros.l.-

CE.E (q. v.). As a sub-order, its distinctive char.acters

are apetalous flowers—the tube of the calyx thick-

ened, indurated, and lined with a disc, generally
few stamens, and a sohtary carpel, which rijiens

into a nut enclosed in the calycine tube. About
150 species are known, all of which are herbaceous
or half shrubby, some of them spin}'.—The leaves of

Acaena sanguisorba, a native of Van Diemen's
Land, are said to be an excellent substitute tor tea.

Of British species, Burnet (q. v.) and Lady's Mantle
(q. V.) are among the best known.

SA'NHEDRIM (Gr. Si/nedrion), the supreme
national tribimal of the Jews, established at the

time of the Maccabees, probably under John Ilyrcan.

It consisted of 71 members, and was presided over

by the Nasi (Prince), at whose side stood the Ab-
Beth-Din (Father of the Tribunal). Its members
belonged to the different classes of society : there

were priests (Archiereia) ; elders, that is, heads of

families, men of age and experience (Preshyleroi) ;

scribes, or doctors of the law (Orammateu) ; and
others, exalted by eminent leariimg—the sole con-

dition for admission into this assembly. The
presidentship was conferred on the high-priest in

preference, if he happened to possess the requisite

qualities of eminence ; otherwise, ' he who excels

all others in wisdom,' was appointed, irrespective

of his station. The limits of its jurisiliction are

not known with certainty ; but there is no doubt

that the supreme decision over life and death, the

ordeal of a suspected wife, and the like criminal

matters, were exclusively in its hands. Besides

this, however, the regulation of the sacred times

and seasons, and many matters connected with the

cuUus in general, except the sacerdotal part, which

was regulated by a special court of priests, were

vested in it. It fixed the beginnings of the new
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moons: intercalated tlie years, when necessary;

•watched over the purity of the priestly families, by
carefuUy examining the pedigrees of those priests

born out of Palestine, so that none born from a sus-

picious or ill-famed mother shoidd be admitted to

the sacred service ; and the like. By degrees, tlie

whole internal administration of the commonwealth
was vested in this body, and it became necessary to

establish minor courts, similarly composed, all over

the country, and Jerusalem itself. Thus, we hear
of two inferior tribunals at Jerusalem, each consist-

ing of 23 men, and others consisting of three men
only. These courts of 23 men (lesser Synedrion),

however, as well as those of the three men, about
both of wliich Josephus is silent, probably represent

only smaller or larger committees chosen from the

general body. Excluded from the ofEce of judge
were those bom in adultery; men born of nou-

Israelitish parents ; gamblers ; usurers ; those

who sold fruit grown in the Sabbatical year ; and,

in single cases, near relatives. All these were
also not admitted as witnesses. Two scribes were
always present, one registering the condemnatory,
the other the excidpatory votes. The mode of pro-

cedure was exceedingly complicated ; and such was
the caution of the com-t, especially in matters of life

and death, that capital punishment was pronounced
in the rarest instances only. The Nasi had the

supreme direction of the court, and convoked it

when necessary. He sat at the head, and to his

right hand was the seat of the Ab-Beth-Din ; the

rest of the 71 took their places according to their

dignity, in front of them, in form of a semicircle, so

that they could be seen by both the chief officers.

The lictors, or ' sheriffs,' were always present at the

.'.ession. The court met on extraordinary occasions

in the house of the high-priest; its general place of

assembly, however, was a certain hall (Lixhcat

Jfuf/aziz), probably situated at the south-east comer
of one of the courts of the temple. "With exception

of Sabbath and feast days, it met daily. The
political troubles forced the Sanhedrim (70 B.C.) to

change its abode, which was first transferred to

certain bazaars {Ilannyoth) at the foot of the temple

mount. After the destruction of the temple and
Jerusalem, it finally established itself, after many
further emigrations, in Babylon.

We cannot here enter into that most difficult

question as to the origin and development of the

Sanhedrim, and how far it was intended primarily

to be a faithfid reproduction of the Mosaic assembly

of the 70 (iloses himself making 71), su]>posed to

have been re-established by Ezra after the Exde

;

any more than we can examine in this place into the

svidely difTerent opinions respecting the jurisdiction

and competence of the Sanhedrim at the time of

Christ and the ajiostles ; how far, in fact, it may be

said to have existed at all—save for a few matters

of smallest importance—curtailed and circumscribed

as it was by the Romans, who seem to have recog-

nised only the ' high-priest ;
' and that collateral

but most vital question, whether it was the San-

hedrim at all from whom emanated those weU-
Icnown acts recorded in the New Testament. There

can be no question as to its utter incompetence to

arraign Christ for a ' crimen laesoe majostatis,' i. e.,

for high treason against the Roman emperor.

No less difficult is the exjilauation of many of the

l>roceeding3 against the apostles ascribed to this

body. The suggestion, that the word Synedrion, as

used in the New Testament, stands ouly for an
arbitrarily convoked ' IjTich-tribimal,' deserves

more consideration than it has hitherto received.

SANHITA is the name of that portion of the

A'edas which contains the Mantras or hymns. See
Ved.v.

SA'NITARY SCIENCE. See Supplement.

SA'N.TAK, a Turkishword signifying ' a standard,'

is employed to denote a subdivision of an cyalet

(q. v.), because the ruler of such a subdivision, called

sanjalc-heg, is entitled to carry in war a standard of

one horse-tail. The sanjak is frequently caUed a
liva, and its ruler a mirmiTam.

SANJAK-SHERIF. See Y-la.g of the Pro-
phet.

SAN JOAQUI'N, a river of California, U.S., rises

in the Sierra Nevada, and rims first south-west to

its junction vrith the outlet of Lake Tulare, thence

north-west to its jimction \rA\i the Sacramento
River, 50 miles from the Bay of San Francisco. It

receives numerous branches fi'om both the coast

range of mountains and the Sierra Nevada. Entire

length 350 miles, for only a small portion of which
it is navigable for large vessels.

SAN JOSE', or SAN JOSE DEL INTERIOR,
the capital of Costa Rica, Central America, on
the River Carthago, and 15 mOes west-north-west

of the remains of the town of that name, which
was formerly the capital of the country. It stands

on a table-laud 4500 feet above sea-level, contains a
number of important metropolitan edifices, and
carries on an active and important trade. Its port

is Punta Arenas, on the Gulf of Nicoyas, 60 miles

west. In 1S61, 189 vessels of 110,824 tons, and the

cargoes of wliich valued about £386,000, entered and
cleared Punta Arenas. Pop. of San Jose, 16,000.

SAN JUA'N DE PO'RTO BI'CO. See Puerto
Rico.

S 'ANKARA, or S'ANKARACHARYA, I e.,

the dchiirya, or spiritual teacher, S'ankara, is the

name of one of the most renowned theologians

of India. His date, as is the case with most cele-

brities of that country, is unknown. Tradition

places him about 200 B.C., but H. H. Wilson assigns

him, with more probability, to the Sth or 9th c. after

Christ. With regard to lus jilace of birth and to his

caste, most accounts agree in making him a native

of Kerala or Malabar, and a member of the caste

of the NambOri Brahmans. In Malabar, he is

said to have divided the four original castes into

seventy-two, or eighteen siibdi\dsions each. AH
accounts represent him as ha\'ing led an erratic life,

and engaged in successfid controversies with other

sects. In the course of his career, he founded the

sects of the Das'ndnii-JJan'd'ins (see S'ati'as).

Towards the close of his Ufe, he repaired to Cash-

mere ; and finally to Kediirndth, in the Himalaya,
where he died at the early age of 32. His prin-

cipal works, which are of considerable merit, and
exercised a great influence on the religious history

of India, are his commentary on the Veddnta

(q. V.) Sfltras, and his commentaries on the Bhaga
vaclgltil and the principal Ujianishada (q. v.). His
learning and personal eminence were so great,

that he was looked upon as an incarnation of the

god S'iva, and was fabled to have worked several

astounding miracles. One of these was his anim-

ating the dead body of a King Amaru, in order

to become temporarily the husband of the latter's

widow, so as to be able to argue with the wife of

a Brahman Mandana upon the topic of sensual

enjoyments—the only topic on which he hatl re-

mained ignorant, as he had always led the life of

a Brahmachilrin, or bachelor student. A number
of works are current in the south of India relating

to his life ; among these, the S'ankara-dig-vijaya, or

the conquest of the world by S., composed by
Anandagiri, one of his disciples, is the most impor-

tant.—See H. H. Wilson, A Sktlch of tlie Beligious

Seels of tlie Hindus; works, vol. i. (edited by Dr R.
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Rost, 1S62), pp. 197, ff. ; and Cavelly Venkata Ra-
maswami. Biographical Sketches of Deccan Poets

{Bombay, 1847).

SANKHYA (from the Sanscrit sanlhijd, syn-

thetic reasoning) is the name of one of the three

great systems of orthodox Hindu philosophy. See

Sanscrit Literatuke. It consists of two divisions

—the Sdnkhya, properly so called, and the Yoga
(q. V.) ; and like the other systems (see Millansa
and Nyaya), it professes to teach the means by
which eternal beatitude, or the complete and per-

petual exemption from every sort of ill, may bo

attained. This means is the discriminative acquaint-

ance with tatttva, or the true principles of oil

existence, and such principles are, according to the

Sanldaya system, the following twenty-five : (I),

Pralcr'iti or Pradhdna, substance or nature ; it is

the imiversal and material cause ; eternal, undis-

crete, inferable from its effects
;

productive, but

unproduced. Its first production is (2) Mahat (lit.

the great), or Buddlii (lit. intellect), or the intel-

lectual principle, which appertains to individual

beings. From it devolves (3) Ahankdra (lit. the

assertion of 'I'), the function of which consists in

referring the objects of the world to one's-self. It

produces (-4—S) five tanmitnl, or subtle elements,

which themselves are productive of the five gross

elements (see 20—24). Ahankira further produces

(9— 13) five instruments of sensation—viz., the eye,

the ear, the nose, the tongue, and the skin ;
(14— IS),

five instruments of action—viz., the organ of speech,

the hands, the feet, the excretory termination of the

intestines, and the organ of generation ; lastly (19),

manas, or the organ of volition and imagination.

The five subtle elements (see 4—S) produce (20—24)

the five gross elements—viz., akds'a, space or ether,

which has the property of audibleness, is the vehicle

of sound, and is derived from the sonorous tarmiatra

;

air, which has the properties of audibleness and
tangibility, is sensible to hearing and touch, and is

derived from the aerial tanmitr;! ; fire, which has

the properties of audibleness, tangibility, and colour,

is sensible to hearing, touch, and sight, and is

derived from the igneous tanmitra ; water, which
has the properties of audibleness, tangibility, colour,

and savoirr, is sensible to hearing, touch, sight, and
taste, and is derived from the aqueous tarmiatra

;

lastly, earth, which unites the properties of audible-

ness, tangibility, colour, savour, and odour, is

sensible to hearing, touch, sight, taste, and smell,

and is derived from the terrene tanmitra. The
25tli principle is Purusha, or soul. It is neither

produced nor productive ; it is multitudinous,

individual, sensitive, eternal, unalterable, and
immaterial. The union of soul and nature takes

place for the contemplation of nature, and for

abstraction from it, 'as the halt and the blind join

for conveyance and for guidance, the one bearing

and directed, the other borne and directing.' From
their union, creation is effected. The soul's wish is

fruition or liberation. In order to become fit for

fruition, the soid is in the first place invested with

a linga-s'arira, or sAkshma-s arira, a subtle body,

which is composed of huddhi (2), ahunkdra (3), the

five tanm&trds (4—8), and the eleven instrumeuts of

sensation, action, and volition (9— 19). This subtle

body is affected by sentiments, but being too subtle

to be capable of enjoyment, it becomes invested

with a grosser body, which is composed of the five

gross elements (20—24), or, according to some, of

four, excluding dkds'a, or, according to others, of one

alone—viz., earth. 'The grosser body, propagated

by generation, perishes ; the subtle frame, however,

transmigrates through successive bodies, 'as a mimic
shifts his disguises to represent various characters.'

Some assume, besides, that between these two there
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is intermediately a corporeal frame, composed of

the five elements, but tenuous or refined, the so-

called amtsht'hdyui s'arira.

Creation, resulting from the union of Prakr'iti

(1) and Purusha (25), is material, or cousisting
of souls invested with gross bodies, and inletketual,

or consisting of the aft'ections of intellect, its

sentiments or faculties. Material creation com-
prises eight orders of superior beings—gods, demi-
gods, and demons ; five of inferior beings—quad-
rupeds, birds, reptiles, fishes, and insects ; besides
vegetable and inorganic substances, and man,
who forms a class apart. This material creation
is again distributed into three classes : that of

sattwa, or goodness, comprising the higher gods,
with virtue prevailing in it, but transient ; that of

tnmas, or darkness, where foulness or passion pre-
dominates ; it comprises demons and inferior beings;
and between these, that of rajas, or impurity (lit.

coloured con(.lition), the human world, where passion
together with misery prevails. Throughout these
worlds, soul experiences pain, arising from death
and transmigration, until it is finally liberated from
its union with person. Intellectual creation com-
prises those aft'ections which obstruct, disable,

content, or perfect, the understanding ; these
amount to fifty. Obstructions of intellect are error,

conceit, passion, hatred, fear, severally subdivided
into 62 species. Disability of iutellect arises from
defect or injury of organs, such as deafness, blind-

ness, &c., and from the contraries of the two next
classes ; making a total of 28 species. Content is

cither internal or external—the one fourfold, the
other fivefold. Internal content concerns nature,

proximate cause, time, aud luck ; external content
relates to abstinence from enjoyment upon temporal
motives—\az., aversion to the trouble of acquisition,

or to that of preservation, and reluctance to incur

loss consequent on use, or evil attending on fruition,

or offeuce of hurting objects by the enjoyment of

them. The Perfeetmij of iutellect comprises eight

S])ecies ; it is direct, as preventiug the three kinds
of jiain ; or indirect, such as reasoning, oral instruc-

tion, amicable intercourse, &c.

Besides the 25 principles, the Sinkhya also teaches

that nature has three essential gun'a.i, or qualities

—

viz., sattwa, the quality of goodness or purity; rajas

(lit. coloiu'edness), the quality of passion; and lamas,

the quality of sin or darkness ; and it classifies accord-

ingly material and intellectual creation. Thus, four

properties of intellect partake of goodness or jiurity

—viz., virtue, knowledge, dispassionateness, and
power ; and four, the reverse of the former, partake
of sin or darkness— vi/., sin, error, iucontinency,

and powerlessness. It is worthy of notice that

by power the SanUbya understands eight faculties

— viz., that of shrinking into a minute form, to

which everything is pervious ; of enlarging to a

gigantic body ; of assuming extreme levity ; of

possessing unlimited reach of organs ; of irresistible

will ; dominion over all beings, animate or inanimate

;

the facidty of changing the course of nature ; and
the abdity to accomplish everything desired. The
knowledge of the principles, and hence the true

iloctrine, is, according to the Sinkhya, obtained by
three kinds of evidence—viz., perception, inference,

and right affirmation, which some understand to

mean the revelation of the Veda and authoritative

tradition.

It will be seen from the foregoing summary
th.^t the Sinkhya proper does not teach the exist-

ence of a supreme Being, by whom Nature and Sold

were created, and by whom the world is ruled. It

was therefore accused by its opponents to be

atheistical, or to deny the existence of a creator

;

and it is the special object of the Yoga system
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to remove this reproach, by asserting his existence,

and defining his essence (see Yoga). The truth

however, is, that the Sinkhya proper merely main-
tains that there is no proof for the existence of

a supreme Being ; and the passages quoted by the

opponents, to shew that the founder of the Sankhya
denied I's'icara, or a supreme God, are quite

compatible with the view, that he confined his

teaching to those lattioas or principles which, in

his opinion, were capable of demonstration. Nor is

it at all probable that the founder of the orthodox
Yoga woidd have propounded his system as supple-

mentary to that of the Sankhya proper, had there

been that incompatible antagonism between them
which must separate an atheistical from a theistical

jjhilosophy. The Sinkhya system underwent a
mythological development in the Puran'as (q. v.),

in the most important of which it is followed as

the basis of their cosmogony. Thus, Prakr'iti, or

nature, is identified by them with Mayd, or the
energy of Brahma ; and the Matsya-Puran'a affirms

that Buddlii, or Maliat, the intellectual principle,

through the three qualities, goodness, passion, and
sm, ' being one form, becomes the three gods,

Brahml, Vishn'u, and S'iva.' The most important
development, however, of the Sankhya is that b}'

the Buddhistic doctrine, which is mainly based on
it The Sankhya system is probably the oldest of

the Hindu sj'stcms of philosophy ; for its chief

priuci})les are, with more or less detail, already
contained in the chief Upanishads (see Veda) ; but
whether the form in which it has come down to us,

and m which it is now spoken of as the Saukhya, is

also older than that in which the other systems are
preserved, is a question as yet not solved hy Sanscrit

philology. That this form, however, is not the
oldest one, is borne out, for instance, by the differ-

ences which exist between the Sitnkhya doctrine of

the Ujianishads and the doctrine propounded in the
first book of the Institutes of Manu on the one side,

and the doctrine of the actual Sriakhj\a on the
other.

The reputed founder of the actual Sanlchj-a is

Kajj'Ua (lit. tawny), who is asserted to have been a
son of Brahmi, or, as others prefer, an incarnation
of Vishn'u. He taught his system in Sfitras (q. v.),

which, distributed in six lectures, bear the name of

Sdnkliya-Pravacluma. The oldest commentary on
this work is that by Anlruddha ; another, is that
by Vijndnahlukshu. The best summary of the
Sankhya doctrine is given by I's'wara Kr'ishn'a, in

his Sankhya-Kdrikd, edited by H. H. Wilson, with
a translation of the text by H. T. Colebrooke, and a

translation of the commentary of Gaud'apiida by
himself (Oxford, 1S37). For the various theories

concerning the word Sankhya, and the founder of

the system, Kapila, and for the literature relating to

it, see the elaljorate and excellent preface by
Fitzedward Hall to his edition of the Sdnkhya-
Pravachana, with the commentary of Vijnana-

bhikshu, in the Bibliotheca Indira (Calcutta, ISoG)

;

and see also his valuable Contribution toioards an
Index to lite Bihliography of the Indian PIdlosophieal

Systems (Calcutta, 1859). Amongst essays on the

Sinkhya ])hilosophy, the most reliable still remains

that by H. T. Colebrooke, reprinted from the

Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, in his

miscellaneous Essays (London, 1S37), vol. i. p. 227, ff.

SAN LU'CAR DE BARRAME'DA, a seaport

of Andalusi.a, in the modern jirovince of Cadiz,

and IS miles north of the port of that name, stands

on a sandy, undulating tract on the left bank of

the Guadalquivir, and'at the mouth of that river.

It is a dull decaying place, and is notable chielly as

the mart whence inferior and adulterated vintages

are exported to England as sherries. Bop. 16,0UU.

SAN LU'IS POTO'Sr, a considerable town of
Mexico, capital of the state of the same name,
stauds near the source of the river Tampico, and
200 miles west of the port of that name on the
Mexican Gulf. It stands on a plateau 6350 feet
above sea-level, is well built, containing many hand-
some edifices, chiefly ecclesiastical, and is surrounded
by gardens. Its markets are well supplied, and it

carries on a considerable trade with the neighbour-
ing states. Shoes, hats, and hardware are the chief
manufactures, and woven fabrics and liquors are
imported from Tampico. Pop. 40,000.

SAN MARI'NO. See Marino, San.

S.4N MIGTJE'L, a town of Central America, in
San Salvador, and about 80 miles east of the city of
that name. It is said to be the chief trading town
in Central America. At its annual fair of La Paz,
15,000 strangers assemble, and business to the
amoimt of 2,000,000 dollars is transacted. About five

miles west of S. M. is a volcano, 6680 feet high,
which was in a state of eruption in 1848, and again
in 1855.

SAN MINIA'TO, a city of Central Italy, province
of Florence, and 21 miles west-south-west of the
city of that name. S. M. is a fine old episcopal city,

adorned with many monuments, and is famous in

the history of the Florentine Republic. Pop. 15,599.

SANNAZARO, jACoro, a distinguished Italian
poet, of Spanish descent, was born at Naples, July
28, 1458. Love for a young lady called Carmosina
Bonifacia, whom he has celebrated under the names
of Harmosine and Filli, was what developed his

poetical facidtj'. The lady being insensible to his

passion, he sought to forget her in travel. It was
during his absence that he composed the Arcadia, a
medley of prose and verse, of which Tiraboschi, the
historian of Italian literature, thus speaks :

' The
elegance of the style, the propriety and the choice-

ness of the expressions, the descriptions, the imagery
— everj'thing, in fact, is fresh and original.' The
work was greatly admired, and in the course of a
century went through sixty editions. It has given
its author the reputation of being an Italian classic.

S., after his return to Italy, was invited to the
Neapolitan court, and composed some comedies for

the amusement of the royal family, of which only
one has been preserved. He died at Naples in

1530 or 1532. His other productions are Sonetti e

Canzoiii, Ecloyae VI. (reckoned by some liis most
perfect performance); Elegiarum Libri III.; De
Morle Christi ad Mortales Lamentaiio ; and De
Partu, Virijinis, Libri III., mostly written in Latin
verse. S.'s life has been written by Crispo and
X A. Volpi. See also Tiraboschi's Sloria dcUa
Letterat. Hal. VII. Pari iii.

SAN NICA'NDRO G.4RGANICO, a torni of

Southern Italy, in the proviiu^e of Capitanata, 26
miles north of Foggia. Pop. 8186. It is situated
on Mount Gargano, and is one of the most populous
towns among those mountains. The lands belonging
to it are very fertile, and great herds of cattle and
sliccp are reared there. It trades in grain, wool,
and wine.

SAN Nl'COLAS, or SAN NICOLAO, one of
the Cape Verd Islands {q. v.), and residence of the
bishop of the gi'onp.

SAN RE'MO, a city of Northern Italy, province
of I'orto Maurizio, 27 miles east-north-east of Nice.

It is built on the slope of a rising ground on the
shores of the Mediterranean. Its fine cathedral,

the Santuario della Guardia, and the Santuario dell'

Assuuta are worthy of notice, the last haWng four

handsome pillars of alabaster. The jialace of the
Marquis BorreaD'Olmo contains a finepicture-gallery.
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There is a seminary for priests, besides a college

and many schools. Its little harbour carries on a

brisk tralle in oils and lemons. Kine foreign con-

suls reside in the town. S. E. is an ancient city,

and obscure in its origin. In 1170, it was self-

governed, and made an alliance with the Genoese
against the Pisaus. One of its bishops afterwards
sold it to Genoa. ' San Remo is perhaps the mildest
situation on all the Riviera. Here palms, lemon,
and orange-trees grow with the greatest luxuriance,

and the fruit of the date palm almost attains

maturity.'—Murray's Handbook. In recent years,

it has begun to be resorted to by English visitors,

and several new and excellent hotels have been
erected. Pop. 11,000.

SAN KOQUE, a to^vn of Spain, in the modern
province of Cadiz, on the bay of Gibraltar, and
eight mdes north-north-west of the town of that

name. The salubrity of the climate, and the cheap-

ness of living, have attracted hither many foreign

families, especially English. Pop. about 7000.

SAN SALVADO'R, the smallest, though the
second in point of population, of the Central
American Republics (see Amekioa), consists of a
strip of territory stretching along between Honduras
and the Pacific, and boimded on the W. by Guate-
mala, and on the E. by Fonscca Bay, which separates

it from Nicaragua. It averages 180 miles in length,

by about 40 in breadth, and contains an area of 7230
English sq. m., with a population (according to the

most recent estimate) of 600,000, or S3 to the sq. mile.

The northern frontier is formed by a portion of the
great Cordillera chain, and parallel to this range,

and between it and the Paciiie sea-board, runs
another range of mountains along the whole length
of the coimtry, breaking it up into an inland valley,

and a long low rich belt along the coast. This

central range is highly volcanic in character, and
has 16 volcanic peaks, ranging in height from 73S6
to 4000 feet high. S. S. posiesses numerous lakes,

the largest of which is Guija, about 90 mUes in

circumference, and abounding in lish. The greater

portion of the interior valley, and the alluvial strip

lying along the coast, are of extreme fertility, and
agi'icnlture is extensively and successfully practised,

to the almost total exclusion of pastoral pursuits.

The principal agricultural products arc indigo, sugar,

and maize, cotton also being successfully cidtivated

in the districts around La Libertad and the Bay of

Jiqudisco. The coast from Acajutla (30 miles from
the western frontier) to La Libertad is known as

the Costa dd Balsimo, or Balsam Coast, as in the
woods of this district is produced the famous balsam
known as ' Balsam of Peru,' in such quantities that

from 17,600 to 22,000 lbs. av. are annually exported.

The mineral wealth of S. S. is not great, but rich

veins of silver are foimd at Tabanco in the north-

east, and mines of iron in the west near Santa Ana.
S. S. has considerable export trade in indigo (which
is known in trade as ' indigo of Guatemala,' and is

reckoned the finest of all) and sugar, as well as

turpentine, cocoa, cotton, and spices. In 1861,

the value of exports amounted to about £578,620,
and that of imports to £326,225 ; and in the same
year 20 steamers and 21 sailing vessels, amounting
to 24,554 tons, entered and cleared the ports of the
republic.

The climate of S. S. is salubrious, and the tem-
perature is lower than might be expected from the
low latitude and general want of elevation of the
country.

The jiopulation is composed of whites (of Spanish
origin), Indians, Ladinoa (of mixed white and Indian
blood), negroes, and mulattoes. The whites form
httle more than one-fifth, the Indians one-third.
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The Indians are of the Aztec race, speak the
Spanish language, and profess the Roman CathoUc
religion (the one established by statute), but
retain many of their old heathen rites, and live

in a certain degree apart from the rest of the
population. They have the rights of citizens, but
generally exercise them under the advice of the
government. The government is carried on by a
president, vice-president, and two ministers, one
for foreign aflairs and finance, and the other for in-

ternal business and war. The legislature consists

of two chambers, an upper one of 12 senators, and
a lower of 24 representatives. Education is well
provided for, every (illage of 50 inhaljitants being
boimd by law to support a school, and there is a
university in the capital, San Salvador (q. v.),

which is well endowed by the state. The standing
army is 1000 men.

S. S. originally called Cuseatlan, ' the land of

riches,' is said to have been, previous to the immi-
gration of Europeans, the best peopled and most
civUised country in America. It was conquered
after a long and obstinate contest by Pedro de Alva-
rado, a lieutenant of Cortes, and under the Spanish
rule was one of the most flom-ishing portions of the
Guatemalan kingdom. Li 1821, it threw ofif the
yoke, and joined the Mexican Confederation, from
which, however, it seceded in 1823. The several

trials since made of a union among the Central
American States have ended in the dissolution of

aU political connection ; and S. S. is now an inde-

pendent republic. In 1863, war broke out between
S. S. and Guatemala, in which Honduras joined the
former, and Nicaragua the latter. The result was
the defeat of S. S., and the expulsion of the
president from the country. A new president

having been appointed February 20, 1864, tran-

quillity was gradually restored.

SAN SALVADOR, the capital of the repubUo
of San Salvador, was founded in 1589, and sup-

planted an older iovm which had been built in 1528
by a brother of Pedro de Alvarado. It was the
capital of the Union of Central America from 1823
till 1839. In 1854, it was a fine, well-built city,

adorned with numerous splendid buildings, and
containing a population of more than 30,000, but
on the night of April 16th it was completely
destroyed by an earthquake, and about 100 lives

lost. In January 1855, it arain became the seat

of government, and its population is now above
16,000. The trade, which equally suffered, is I

gradually assuming its former flourishing condition,

and is carried on mostly through the port of La
Libertad, which is about five miles distant.

SANSANDI'NG, a large to-i\Ti in the north-west
of Africa, in Bambarra, about 20 moles north-east
of Sego, on the left bank of the Niger, here called

the Johba. A considerable trade in salt, beads,
coral, gold-dust, and cotton cloth is here carried on.

Pop. fromaO,000 to 11,000.

SANSCArA, or SANSKJLRA (lit. completing,
perfecting), is the name of the ten essential rites or

ceremonies of the Hindus of the first three castes.

They are the ceremonies to be performed at the
conception of a child ; on vitality in the fcetus, in the

fourth, sixth, or eighth month of pregnancy ; and
at the time of his birth, before dividing the navel
string ; the ceremony of naming the child on the

tenth, eleventh, or hundred-and-lirst day ; the cere-

mony of carrying the child out to see the moon on
the third lunar day of the third light fortnight, or to

see the sun in the third or fourth month ; of feeding

him in the sixth or eight month (or at other stated

periods) ; the ceremony of tonsure in the second or

third year ; of investiture -with the string in the
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fifth, eighth, or sixteenth year—-when he is handed

to a fjuru to become a religious student ; and the

ceremony of marriage, after he has completed_ his

studies, and is fit to perform the sacrifices ordained

by his sacred writings.

SANSCRIT, or SANSKR'IT (from the Sanscrit

earn = Gr. sijn, ' with, togetlier,' and kr'ita, ' done,'

•with an epenthetic s, imparting greater emphasis to

the sense of the compound ; hence, ' thoroughly done,

finished, accomplished') is the name of the ancient

language of the Hindus ; in -which their whole

sacred literature, and by far the greatest amount of

their numerous ritual, legal, poetical, and scientific

works, are written. S. belongs to that stock of

languages commonly called the Indo-European, or

Indo-Germanic, which includes the Indian, the

Medo-Persian, the Gneco-Latm, the Germanic, the

Lithuanian-Slavonian, and the Gallo-Celtic families.

It is therefore intimately allied to the ancient and

modem languages comprised in each of these

families, itself being the parent of the Prdh-'it (q. v.)

dialects, the Pali (q. v.), and the lan^ages spoken

in the north of India. Compared with the ancient

lauguages kindred -vntix it, S. has come do%vn to us

in a state of preservation and development so much
superior to theirs, that it must be looked upon as the

principal means which enables us to understand the

affinity, and in general the linguistic laws which

jicrvade the structure of these languages. The essay

of Franz Bopp, Uebcr das Conjugations system der

Sanskrit Sinache, dated 16th May 1816, began a

new era in the study of language. See Philology,

Bopp.
There are two great periods into which the history

of the S. language may be conveniently divided :

the first embracing the language aa contained in the

Vedio hymns (see Veda) ; and the second, that

represented by the so-called classical S., in which

the epic works, the law codes, and the later litera-

ture are written. Between the two there is a transi-

tion period of the language, to which the Brdhman'a

and ritual portion of the Vedas, and the Upani-

shads, may be assigned. In the language of the Vedic

hymns, the grammar is less developed and much

less settled than in the classical S. ; it contains,

moreover, many forms which at the second period

became obsolete, or altogether disappeared from

use ; the struetiu-e of its sentences, too, is simpler,

though it is more elliptical than in classical poetry.

Another main difference between the two periods

lies in the sense of its words. Though this is the

same in many words of the Vedic hymns and the

classical literature, still there are numerous words,

which, though the same in form at both periods,

have a sense which differs according as it belongs to

the one or the other class of \vritins3. The difficulty

thus presented by the Vedic hymns is m a great

measure removed by the commentators who explain

the meanings of the Vedic words, and, in doing so,

follow tradition, which, considering the peculiarities

of Hindu history, and also internal evidence, is m
all probabUity immemorial, and therefore the safest

if not the only guide in the understanding of the

oldest Vedio works. That their explanations naay

have become unsafe in some instances, woidd be but

natural; but it is certain that these instances are

the rare exceptions ; and it is Ukewise certain that

when modem Sanscritists—and several of these only

imperfectly acquainted with S. graimnar—have

attempted to supersede those traditional meaimigs by

interpretations which they suppose better suited to

the context, or to some assumed etymology of their

ovm, their rendering may better adapt the Vedic

to the classical vocabulary, but is siu-e to falsify

that imderstanding which the Huidu mmd had of

its oldest and most sacred works, and on which its

further historical development is based. In the

transition period of the Brdhman'a and ritual portion

of the Vedas and the Upauishads, grammar and

vocabidary offer similar difficulties to those of the

Vedic hymns ; but though for this reason the aid of

the commentaries is likewise indispensable, they are

much less numerous ; and in those works of this

extended period, which probably were composed at

the classical epoch, the difference between the two is

even inconsiderable. In comparing S. with other

kindred languages, it is therefore necessary not to

lose sight of these periods of the language, and of the

pecidiarities inherent in them.

SANSCRIT LITERATURE. Tlie most natural,

and, at the same time, the most scieutilio distribu-

tion of Sanscrit literature would be that according

to the dates at which its writings were composeil.

The actual condition of Sanscrit phUologj', however,

renders such a course impossible ; for, •s\-ith the

exception of very few works, no date whatever is

known to which they coidd be safely assigned.

(See lamt^—Relhjion ; Veda.) In spite, there-

fore, of an apparent plausibility with which some

authors have proiiounded a regular literary

chronology of Sanscrit works, even with figures

or dates appended to them, the general reader

wfll do well to look upon all such dates as

imaginary, and to rest satisfied with the hope,

that perhaps future results of Sanscrit philology

may afford a more satisfactory settlement of this

vexed question of Sanscrit chronology. Under these

circumstances, the only possible arrangement of

Sanscrit literature is that suggested by their con-

tents, in-cspcctively of the time at which they were

composed, but, under each head, in that order which,

within large margins, may be suggestive of consecu-

tiveness.

1. Beligious Literature.—It comprises, in the first

place, the Vedas, and the mystical, philosophical,

and ritual works connected with them (see Veda
and Upanishad) ; and secondly, the Pdkan'as (q. v.)

and Tanteas (q. v.), besides prayer-books and

smaller works, and treatises of less importance

relating to the modem worship, based on the two

latter classes of works.

2. Law Literature.—It is comprised under the

name of Dharmas'dstra (from dharma, law—rehgious
and civil—and s'dstra, book), and its origin is trace-

able to the ritual Sfttras relating to the Vedas. A
complete Dharmas'istra consists of three portions :

the first treating of AcMra, or ' established rules of

conduct,' comprising such matters as education,

marriage, the funer:3 rites, the duties of a king, &e.

;

the second treating of Vyavahdra, or judicature,

including law, private and criminal, and imder the

former, for instance, the law of inheritance and

adoption ; the third, on Prdyas'chitta, or penance,

treating, besides this subject, also of iminirib,', the

duties of a devotee, transmigration, and final beati-

tude. The chief extant representatives of this class

are the codes of Mantj (q. v.) and Yajnavalkya

(q. v.). Less complete than the latter— for it docs

not contain the Vyavah.1ra portion—is the code of

Paras'ARA (q. v.) ; but it deserves special mention,

as the modern Hindus consider it to have been

especially composed for the requirements of the

Kaliyuga, or the present mundane age, and as it is

cited, therefore, as tlie authority, for instance, on the

question, and in favour, of the remaniage of Hindu

widows. For practical purposes, especially those

concerning Vyavahfira, the chief actual authorities

are the commentaries on Manu, Ydjnaviilkya, and

similar works, and the digests whicli have grown up

from them. Amongst the former, the Mrr-vKSUAiiA

(q. v.), by Vijnines'wara, occupies the principal

rank; and amongst the latter, the Chiiitdman'i,
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Viramilrodaya, VyavahAra-mayiilcha, Sm r'itichan-

drikd, and Vyavahdra-Mddhavtya, whicli generally

defer to the authority of the Mildkshanl ; and,

besides these, the Ddyablidga of Jinifttaviiliana,

which, like the Ddyatattwa of Raghimandana,
differs from it on several important questions,

for instance, on that relating to the hereditary
rights of women. (See Mitakshaka.) As on the

Vyavahara, there are numerous smaller treatises on
the AchSra and Prayas'eliitta.

3. Poetical Literature.— (a.) The two great epic

poems. See Ramayan'a and Mahabhakata.
(6.) The Modern Epic Poems.—Their subject-matter

is entirely borrowed from the two great epic poems
and other legendary works ; and their only merit

consists in the art bestowed by their authors on the

versification, and all that relates to the a;sthetical

canon of Hindu poets, which, in some respects, may
meet with the approbation of western critics, but, in

others, would require in the European reader a

total abnegation of his ideas of poetical beauty, in

order to make these poems acceptable to him.

Minute descriptivenesa, elaborateness of diction, and
an abundance of figures of siieech, are some of the
characteristics of these poems, amongst which those

of KaUdisa approach nearest our standard of poetical

worth. One of them, the Bhattikdvya, which relates

to the history of E^ma, was purposely composed for

illustrating rules of grammar and formations of

words of special interest. In another, the lidghava-

Pdndaviya, the ambiguity of the diction is so

studied, that the poem may be interpreted as relat-

ing to the history of Edma, or other descendants of

Das'aratha (see Raiiayan'a), or to that of the
descendants of Pan'd'u (see Mahabhakata). The
following are the Mahd-hdvya or great poems of this

class : the Baijhuvans'a and Kumdrasamhliava, by
Kalid^sa (q. v.) ; the Ncdodaya, also ascribed, though
probably wrongly, to the same poet ; the Bhat'ii-

kdvya, or the poem by Ehat't'i ; the S'is'updlahadha,

by M.lgha, hence also called the Mdylmkdvya ; the

Naishadiyacharita, by S'riharsha ; the Kirdidr-

jiiniya, by. BhSravi ; and the Edgliara-Pdn'd'ainya,

by Ka^arija (i. e., the prince of poets), as the author
calls himself.

(c.) Lyric and Erotic Poetry.—Several works of

this class are more of a descriptive character, and
woidd differ therefore from what in Em-opean poetry
might be included under this head. The principal

works belonging to it are the following : the
H'itusan/idra, or a description of the seasons, attri-

buted to KllidSlsa (q. v.); the MeyhadAta, or the
cloud-messenger, also supposed to have been written
by Kilidasa—a poem in which a demigod, separated
by fate from his wife, is imagined to make a cloud

the messenger to her of his woes, and incidentally,

as it were, describes his coiu'se over a large tract of

India; the Amar&s'ataka, or hundred stanzas of

Amaru, on amatory feelings and scenes, the natural
sense of which commentators have twisted also into

one of a mystical character, so as to make them
appear less objectionable, especially as they were
supposed by some to have been composed by the

celebrated theologian S'ankara, when he had
animated the dead body of ICing Amaru (see

S'ANKARA) ; these stanzas have an epigrammatic
character, and share in this respect the style of the

first S'ataka, or hundred verses on love, by Bhartr'i-

hari; the Bhdviinivildsa, by Jagannitha Pau'd'i-

tarija, in four books, the second of which is con-

nected with amatory subjects, while the third is a

beautifid elegy on the death of the poet's wife ; the

Oitagovinda, by Jayadeva, who probably lived in the

12th c, which, in ten sections, describes the amours
of Kr'ishn'a with the cowherdesses, his separation

from his wife Fvlulhil, and his ultimate reconciliation
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with her, and which, like the AmarAs'ataka, has
also been explained in a mystical sense, Kr'ishn'a
then being represented as the soul which for a time
becomes estranged from the supreme soul, its

original source, but finally returns to it. This
poem differs from those mentioned before in being
intended for singing and for representation at a
festiv.al held in honour of Vishn'u ; it combines the
lyric and the melo-dramatic character.

{d.) Didactic Poetry.—A portion of this class of

poetry may be included under the former head, since
even such works as the Amards'ataka, and the
erotic stanzas of Bhartr'Viari have much of the
sententious character ; another is contained in tho
episodes of the Mahdblidrata, and another forms a
considerable portion of the books of fables. The
chief special representatives of this class are, ' the
three S'atakas,' or hundred stanzas on love, good
and wise conduct, and renunciation of worldly
desires, by Bliartr'ihari. Similar pieces of poetry
are the hundred stanzas of Chanakya, and some
stanzas in the anthology of S'ariiyadhara, called the
S'drnyadharapaddhati. Others have been collected

in various modern anthologies, such as the Nltisan-
kalana and the Kavitdmr'itakilpa. For the poem
Bhagavadf/ttd, see under Yoga.

(e.) Dramas.—The plays of the Hindus are not
numerous ; they were only acted on special occa-

sions, and the subject of the plot is with predilec-

tion borrowed from the legendary literature of

ancient India. Hindu dramatists have little regard
for imity of time, place, and action ; and with the
exception of Kalidasa, they must be considered as

inferior in poetical worth to the renowned dramatic
wTiters of ancient Greece and of modern Europe.
Besides the reasons to be sought for in the rebgious.

mystical, and metaphysical tendencies of the Hindu
mind, a free development of the Hindu drama was
probably also impeded by the heavy and artificial

canon wliich weighed upon Hmdu dramaturgy, and
which, ascribed to sacred sources, and looked upon
as a law not to be transgressed by any dramatic
poet, did not .illow much scope for poetical imagina-
tion, and would keep down any free movement upon
wliich it might have ventured. The various kinds
of fb'amatic performances, the number of their acts,

the characters of the plays, the conduct of the plot,

the sentiments to be represented, and even the
modes of diction—all these were strictly regulated ;

so much so, that in spite of the diiierences which
must exist between different authors and plaj's,

there is still a kind of uniformity which pervades
the whole Hindu drama, and must strike any one
unacquainted M'ith this elaborate dramatical canon.
It must suffice here to mention a few of its pecu-
liarities. All di-amatic composition is divided,

according to it, into two great classes— the Rdpaka
or performance, and the Uparilpaka, or the minor
RApaka; the former containing ten species, from
the Ndt'aka, or the play, par excellence, which
represents exalted personages, down to the Pra-
hasana, or farcical comedy ; and the latter with
eighteen species. Neither class contains tlie species
' tragedy '—which is incompatible \vith a belief in

fate, one of the main features of the Hindu mind.
Every drama opens with a prelude in the form of a

dialogue between the stage-manager and one of his

company, in which the name of the author aud of

his work, and such prior events as the spectators

should know, are bi-ought before the audience. The
first part of this prelude is a prayer invoking the

benediction of some deity in favour of the assembly.

The piece thus being opened, is then carried on in

the usual manner ; but so long as the same act lasts,

the stage is never left empty, but the entrance of a

new personage is always annoimced by a special
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person. The piece closes as it began, with a bene-
diction. The principal characters of the play are

tke hero {ndijaka) and the heroine (iidyikd). The
former is either lalita, gay, thoughtless, and good-
humoiired ; or s'dnia, gentle and virtuous ; or dhlro-

ddlta, high-spirited, but temperate and firm ; or

nddtta, ardent and ambitious ; but as each of these
categories is again subdivided, they become mid-
tiplied to 144 kinds. Equal minuteness is displayed
in specifying the classes of the heroines. The hero
lias his antagonist in the pratimlyaka, or counter-
hero ; and each of these may have his officers, minis-
ters, and friends. The heroine, on her part, has
always a confidential companion, who is often
her foster-sister. The subordinate characters are
described as being eimuchs, mutes, dwarfs, foresters

or barbarians. Two characters, however, deserve
special notice, as being peculiar to the Hindu stage

—

the VWa and the VidAsJiaka. The VWa may be
the companion of a man or woman ; he is generally
on familiar, yet dependent terms, with his associate,

and though somewhat like the parasite of the Greek
comedy, yet not rendered contemptible ; if a female,

she is a courtesan. The Vldushaka is the humble
companion of a prince or man of rank ; he is always
lively, sometimes witty, and, according to the defi-

nition of his attributes, he is to e.xcite mirth by
being ridicidous in person, age, and attire. He is,

curiously enough, always a Brahman. The plays

have eight, or, according to some, nine rasa, or

characteristic flavours : these rasas are love, mirth,
tenderness, fierceness, heroism, terror, disgust,

wonder, and tranquillity ; and they again consist of

conditions with numerous divisions and subdivisions.

The manner according to which the form of speech
is regulated, is another peculiarity of the Hindu
drama. Only the hero and the principal personages
speak Sanscrit, but women—with rare exceptions

—

and the inferior personages speak Prikr'it ; the
various, higher or inferior, idioms of that language
being adapted to their higher or inferior character.

See Pkakr'it. The oldest known Sanscrit drama is

the Mr'ichchhahat'i, or ' the Clay Cart,' by King
S'Cidraka, which, in the opinion of H. H. Wilson

—

who translated it in his Select Specimens of the

Theatre of the Hindus—was %\'Titten in the 1st c. E.c.

Of other dramas may here be mentioned Ahhijndna-
s'alcuutala (see S'aku>'tala) and Vikraiiiorvas'i, by
Kilidasa (q. v.), to whom also the drama Mala-
vikd'jnimitra is attributed ; Mdlalimddtiava, Maha-
vtracharita, and Uttarardmacliarita, by Bhavabhflti

;

RatndvaVi, by S'rlharsha ; Mudrdrdhshasa, by
Vis'iikhadatta ; Ilanumanndl'aka, fabled to have
been composed by the monkey Hanumat (q. v.) ; and
Anarrjhardrihava, by Murari. A drama of a peculiar

nature is the Prabodhachandrodai/a, by Kr'ishn'a-

mis'ra, who, in the opinion of Goldstiicker, expressed

in the preface to his translation of this drama, Hved
at the end of the l"2th century. Its leading person-

ages are all of a transcendental Idnd ; such as the

supreme spirit, faith in Vishnu, volition, organ of

imagination, opinion, devotion, quietude, friendship,

&c., on the one side; and error, egotism, hypocrisy,

love, voluptuousness, anger, avariciousuess, &c., on
the other ; and its object is to rejiresent the victory

of the former over the latter. The general dulness

of the l>lay is relieved by a number of sectarian

worshippers, who appear on the scene, each eulogis-

ing the truth of his own religion, and ridiculing that

of his antagonist. That tliis dj-ania, which wovdd
liaffle the patience of a European audience, was
acted ' before King Ktrtivarman, who, with his

whole assembly, was very eager to see it,' the poet

relates in the prelude to it. An imitation of this

drama is the Ckaitamjachandrodaija, by Kavikarn a-

jmra. For the translation of several of these dramas.

and an account of others, see H. H. Wilson's Select

Specimens of Iha Theatre of the Hindus (2 vols.,

London, 1835).

{/.) Fables and Narratives.—Fables, as such,
occur, and are referred to, as early as in the gre.at

epic poems ; but the oldest collection of fables is the
Panchatantra (q. v.) ; and after it, the Hitopades'a
(q. v.). These works are considered by the Hindus
to belong to the class called nllis'dstra, or works on
conduct and polity, since the morals drawn from the
fables, and expressed in sententious verses, ^^^th

which they are interwoven, are the object for which
these collections were made. A different class of

writings are the ghost-stories, merely composed for

amusement, such as the Vetdlajmnchavins'ati, or the
25 tales of the vampire ; and the S'utasaptati, or the
70 tales of the parrot ; and the Sin/idsanadwdtrin-
s'ati, or the 32 tales of the statues on the throne of

Vikramdditya. A work of a higher order is the ]Vi-
hatkatlul, 'the Grand Tale,' or Kathdsaritsd;iara,
' the Ocean for the Rivers of Tales,' by Somadeva
of Cashmere. Amongst narratives of the romance
class, the most celebrated are, the Dus'akumdra-
clmritra, or the ' Adventures of the Ten Princes,' by
Dan'd'in, who lived about the middle of the 11th c,
edited, with an elaborate preface, by H. H. Wilson

;

A'arfamftarf, by Vanabhatta; and the Vdsavadattd,
by Subandhu, a critical account of which work is

given by Fitzedw.ard HaU, in the preface to his

edition of it (Calcutta, 1859).

(17.) Chronicles.—Historical works, in the Euro-
pean sense of the word, do not exist in Sanscrit
literature. The same causes which have clouded all

Hindu chronology, and even, at recent periods of

Hindu history, have transformed historical facts

into mj-ths, seem to have rendered the Hindu mind
indifferent to the research and the recording of

historical truth. The only approach to historical

works is found in some chronicles, though these,

also, are not devoid of fictitious narratives. The
most renowned among them is the lidjatarangin'l

(q. v.), or the Chronicle of Cashmere, by Kalhaua.
A modern work of a similar kind, but of much
sm.aller extent, is the Kshilis'avans'dvalicharita, or

the Chronicle of a series of roj-al famUies who
reigned in Bengal. It was composed in the middle
of the last century.

4. Scientific Literature.—(a.) Philosophy. See the
articles S.ixKHYA, Yoga, Xyava, Vals'eshuvA,
Mbl.ANS.i, VED.i.NTA.

(b.) Grammar.—That a scientific study of gram-
mar was cultivated at a very early period of Hindu
literature, is borne out by the testimony of the

oldest glossator on the Vedas, YAsKA (q. v.). The
oldest extant work, however, on Sanscrit grammar
is posterior to the work of Yaska ; it is the grammar
of Pin'ini (q. v.), which was criticised by Kityayana
(q. V. ) in the Vdrltikas, these, again, being commented
on and criticised by Patanj.ali in the Mahdbluishya.

(See Pan'ixi, where some of the principal later

works connected with his system are mentioned.)

That the Prdlis'dkhi/as (see Veda) did not precede

the grammar of Pan'ini, has been shewn by Gold-

stiicker in his Pdn'ini, his Position in Sanscrit Litera-

ture, &c. Of authors of grammars, not following the

technical system of Pau'ini, the principal are, Hema-
cbaudna, a Jaina (q. v.) writer, and Vopadeva, who
jirobably lived about six centuries ago, and is

especially esteemed in Bengal.

(c.) Lexicography.—It consists of glossaries of

words and dhdtus—a, term which may be vaguely

rendered by ' roots,' or * radicals,' though it does not

imply, to the Hindu grammarian, the idea of a lin-

guistic elemetd—and of commcnt,arics on these

glossaries. The oldest kuowni glossary of Vedic

words—nouns and verbs—is the Nirukta (q. v.) of
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Yaska. Renowned glossaries of classical words are

the Amarakosha, by Amarasinia, who is probably

not later than the 3d c. after Christ ; the Ahld-

rf7i(i(nara(«a7n(iM,by Haltlpidha ; the Haimakoslui, by
Hemachandra; and the Vis'wapraJccUa, by Mahes'-

wara. (For other works of this class, see Wilson's

Sanscrit English Dictionary, preface to 1st ed., 1819 ;

and Colebrooke's Miscellaneous Essays, vol. i. p. 50,

S.) The glossaries of dhdtxis are called Dhdtup&t'has.

The oldest was probably composed by Pin'ini him-

self, and ia the groundwork of the existing works of

this name, though the latter contain numerous addi-

tions of later forms. The chief commentary on the

Dhdtupdt'ha is that by the celebrated Madhavd-
chirya (q. v.).

(cZ.) Prosody.—Sanscrit prosody admits three sorts

of metre : one governed 1 ly the number of syllables,

and which is mostly uniform, or monoschematic, in

profane poetry, but not so in various passages of the

Vedas ; the other regulated by feet equivalent to

two long syllables, or to four short ; and the third

regulated by the proportion of syllabic instants,

without noticing the uiunber of feet. Some SGtras

(q. V.) connected with the Vedas contain rides on

the Vedic metres ; but the principal work on Vedic

as well as profane prosody is the Chhandah's'astra,

by Pingala, which has been commented on by
various writers, the most conspicuous of whom is

Halflyudhabhat't'a. A short treatise on prosody,

which only exhibits the most common sorts of metre,

the S'rvtabodha, is attributed, but probably wi-ongly,

to Kalidflsa (q. v.).

(e.) Art of Poetry.—It is treated in works on

dramaturgy, and works on the jioetioal art in

general. The oldest work on the dramatic art is

the Siltra of Bharata ; a later one is the Das'ariipa

by Dhananjaya, Some of the principal works of

the latter category are the Kdvyaprakds'a, by
Mammat'a, the Kdmjddars'a, by Dan'd'in, and the

Sdhityadarpan'a, by Vis'wauatha Kaviraja. Several

other works of this class are especially concerned

in the explanation of figures of speech.

(/) Works on Music.—In general, they treat of

notes, musical scales, melodies, the art of singing,

and musical instruments; and some of them also

of the art of dancing and performing. The melodies,

or Rdgas, are represented as deities, who have

wives, the Pdgin'is. Their number is imiform in

the different works, and it is probable that the

passages in dramas and other poetical works
intended for singing were written to suit these

fixed melodies, and not that the melodies were
composed after the poet had performed his task.

The principal works of this kind are the Sangt-

iarain/ikara, by S.lrngadeva, the Sangttadarpan'a, by
D.1modara, and the Sangttaddmodara, by S'ubhan-

kara. Special treatises relate to the melodies

alone.

{g.) Amatory Art.—Works treating of this art

purport methodically to explain and to classifj' all

that relates to love, and they refer for many of

their statements to the oldest authorities. The
chief work on this subject is the Kdma-SHtra of

Vltsyayana.
(A.) Astronomy and Arithmetic.—The calendars

connected with the Vedas are the earhest evidence

of Hindu proficiency in astronomy; they presupjiose

a knowledge of a solar year of 365 days, and their

date is assumed by Colebrooke to belong to the

13th c. B. c, while others would place them a few

centuries later. The scientific works of later Hindu
astronomera are professedly based on five ancient

systems, or Sidilhfintas, called the Paidis'a-, Eomaka-,

Vaa'isht'ha-, Saura-, and Paitamaha-Siddlidnta;

and the eai'liest renowned author among th'ese

astronomers is Aryabhat't'a, who, according to
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Colebrooke's calculation, did not live later than
the 5th c. after Christ. From the quotations by

Bralmiagupta, it appears that Aryabhatta ' affirmed

a diurnal revolution of the earth on its axis, that

he possessed the true theory of the causes of lunar

and solar echpses, and that he noticed the motion
of the solstitial and equinoctial points, but restricted

it to a regular oscillation, of wluch he assigned the

limit and the period.' See, for further detad, Cole-

brooke's Algebra, &c. (Lond. 1817, p. 38). His

principal work, the Arydsht'as'ata, is at present

only known from the quotations of Brahmagupta,
Bhat't'otpala, and others ; but his other works, the

Dae/agttikd a,n<\. Aryahhal'I'iya, are extant. VarfUia-

mihira, the next important astronomical writer, a,

native of Ujjayint, lived about the beginning of the

6th c. after Christ. His compilation of the five

Siddhantas, the Panchasiddlulniikd, is not yet

recovered ; but several of his astrological treatises,

and the scholia on them by Bhat't'otpala or Utpala

are preserved, and his Bi-'ihatsanhitd has been

recently edited by Dr H. Kern (Calc. 1865). Another
great astronomical authority is Brahmagupta, who
appears to have written towards the close of the

sixth, or the beginning of the following century

;

his work bears the title of Bmhmasiddhdnta,
and it was followed up by Bhaskara, who, in the

midcUe of the 12th c, composed a celebrated work,

the Siddhdntas'iroman'i, translated by Lancelot

WUkinson (Calc. 1861). The Stm/asiddhdnta has

been edited by Fitzedward HaU (Calc. 1859) ; and

two translations of it are due, one to E. Burgess,

in the Journal of the American Oriental Societ}',

accompanied \vith notes by Whitney (New Haven,

1S60) ; another to BipCideva S'astri (Calc. 1861)

;

but whether this Siddhanta is the Saura, one of

the five original Siddhantas above mentioned, or a

later work bearing a similar title, is matter of

doubt. That Hindu astronomy is largely indebted

for its pirogress to the kindred sciences of western

nations, may be inferred from the occurrence in

Sanscrit of terms which are of Arabic and Greek
origin. Thus, the terms hard, dreshkdn'a, lipid,

kcndra, &c., are easily traced to the Greek hura,

dckanos, lepta, kentron, &c.—That works on Hindu
astronomy contain more or fewer chapters or

passages which no longer concern astronomy, but

belong to the sphere of astrology, can be no matter

of surprise, considering the intimate connection in

which, in India, reUgion and superstition stand to

every branch of hmnan knowledge, and much more
especially to one concerning the heavenly bodies.

There are, moreover, nimierous works which are

purely astrological, merely treating of nativities

and the influence of the planets on certain periods

of the day or month, and the occurrences that

would take place at them. Among celebrated

writers on algebra, it must here sufBce to name
Varahamihira and Bhaskara. See Colebrooke's

Algebra, as quoted above.

(i.) Medicine.—The origin of Hindu medicine is

referred to the god Bralmian, from whom the Ayur-

veda, or ' the science of long life,' was obtained by
Daksha, who communicated it in his turn to the

As'wins. Some time after this, manldnd, in conse-

quence of theu- wickedness, becoming afflicted with

numerous diseases, the Munis, or saints, met in the

Himalaya Mountains to search for a remedy. A
long list of these saints is given by Ckaraka, one of

the greatest medical WTiters, and it is so far of

interest as it contains several names known in

Hindu history, and which thus may be probably con-

nected with the early study of Hindu medicine. Tho
two gi-eatest medical authorities the works of whom
are stiU extant are Charaka and Sus'ruta (q. v.).
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Eotli treat of the duties of physicians and their

pupils, of anatomy and physiology ; hygeology

;

materia medica, pharmacy, and preparations of

medicine ; surgery ; the diagnosis, prognosis, and
treatment of a considerable number of diseases

;

midwifery, tojdoology, &c. Several chapters in

them are devoted to omens and pDi-tents, as well as

to the evil influence of planets and demons on the

human body. Charaka, who is older than Sus'ruta,

contains more mythological detaU than the latter.

Of the authorities quoted by Charaka, Atreya seems

stm preserved in a work, the Alrcyasanhitd, which
is far less scientific and complete than either the
work of Charal;a or Sus'ruta, and therefore appears
to have preceded them.—See also T. A. Wise,
Vommenlai-y on the Hindu System of Medicine
(London, 1860).

(j). Architechire.—Treatises on architecture, sculp-

ture, &c., are collectively called S'ilpas'dstra. There
appear to h.ave been 32, or, according to some, 04
standard treatises on these arts, but of these only a
few are probably still in existence. The most
important of them is the Afdnasdra, which consists

of 58 chapters, each of which is devoted to a par-

ticular topic—such as measures used in architecture

;

the different sites to be selected for building temples
and houses ; the mode of determining the different

points of the compass ; the several sorts of villages,

towns, and cities, with directions for building them

;

the diflFerent parts of an edifice, its ornaments,
pedestals, bases, pillars, &c. ; the various sorts of

temples ; the construction of porticoes, gates, palaces,

&c. ; the construction of images, and cars in whicli

the gods are carried in procession, togetiier with
the ceremonies attending the consecration of images

;

the mode of determining the propitious moment for

commencing to lay the foundation of an edifice, &c.

See, for fiu'ther detail, R^im EAz, Essay on the Archi-

tecture of the Hindus (London, 1834).

For a more copious supjily of titles of books on
the subjects mentioned, the reader may consult

Gildemeistor, Bihliotlteca Sanscrita, Bonn (1847),

and the printed catalogues of the Library of tlie

India Office, of the Sanscrit MSS. of the Bodleian
Library at Oxford, and of the Sanscrit MSS. of the
Eoyal Library at Berhn.

SANSCULOTTES, i.e., 'without breeches,' was
the name given in scorn, at the beginning of the
French Revolution, by the court jjarty to the demo-
cratic ' proletaires ' of Paris. The latter accepted
this superfine reproach with sardonic pride, and
the term soon became the distinctive appellation of

a ' good patriot,' more especially as such a one often

made a point of shewing his contempt for the rich

by neglecting his apparel, and cultivating rough
and cynical manners. As the noblesse prided
itself on an illustrious pedigree, so the genuine child

of the revolution boasted that he was come of a
long line of—noteless sansculottes ; that his

* Ancient but ignoble blood
Had crept through scoundrels ever since the flood.'

Towards the close of the Convention, the name,
connected as it had been with aU the sanguinary
excesses of the period, natur.aUy fell into bad odour,
and soon after totally disappeared ; nor do the
French appear to wish that its memory should be

preserved, for they have not given it a place in thcii-

iincyclopcedias.

SAN SEBASTIA'N, a riaingseaport city in the
north of Sjiain, capital of the Basipie province of

Guipuscoa, 381 miles north-north-cast of Madrid
by the North of Spain Eailw.xy. It is built on a
peninsula, at the southei'n b.-vse of a conical liill,

called Mont Orgullo, 400 feet high, commanding

a most striking view, and crowned with a castle

strong enough to have obtained for itself the name
of the Gibraltar of the north of Spain. Since its

almost total destruction during the Peninsidar
War, the town has been rebuilt on a regular
rectangidar plan. The streets are narrow, and
are bordered by high houses, and having cur-

tained balconies in front. On the east of the town
is a confined gulf, formed by the embouchure of

the TJrumea; and on the west is a magnificent
roadstead, protected against enemy and tempest by
the isle of Santa-Clara, and a series of rocks, which
offer to vessel.s only a narrow and dangerous pass.

The roadstead is bordered by a beautiful shore,

which, on account of its suitability as a watering-
place, attracts visitors from aU parts of the country.
The town commimicates with the mainland by a
narrow tongue of land, and by a bridge leaduig across

the Urumea, and connecting S. S. on the peninsida
with the railw.ay station on the mainland. By
means of the North of Spain KaUw.ay, which was
inaugurated by the king of Spaiu, 15th August
1864, the town is ]>laced in direct communication
with Madrid and Paris. S. S. is the seat of an
increasing commerce. In 1863, 2112 vessels (includ-

ing those engaged in the coasting-trade), of 152,474
tons, entered and cleared the port. The exports
consist principally of wool, flour, wine, cutlery,

firearms, copper-ore, and lead ; the imports are
salted fish, sugar, silk and cotton and linen goods,
cocoa, machinery, coffee, timber, and iron-wares.

In 18G3, coal, coke, wagons, rails, &c., for the new
railway, were imported from Great Britain, France,
and Belgium to the value of £538,706. Pop. esti-

mated at 19,000, but probably more.

S. S. has snfl'ered from numerous sieges in the
wars between France and Spain. It was captured
by the Duke of Wellington in 1813, when the dis-

possessed French garrison set it on fire.

SAN SEVERING, a city of Central Italy,

province of Macerata, 15 miles west-south-west of

the city of that name. It is well built, and has
handsome palaces, the finest of which are the Palazzo
Comimale, and that of the bishop. The neighbour-

hood produces extpiisite wine, oil, and fruit, and
cattle are reared on the pasture grounds. Pop.

13,898.

SAN SEVE'RO, a city of Southern Italy, province

of Foggia, with 18,000 inhabitants, stands in a
delightful and fertile open country, producing
abundance of grain, tobacco, and wine, and afford-

ing rich pasturage. It was once remarkable for the

industry and actiWty of its population, but its

couamerce has been greatly injured, and its lands

devastated, by years of brigandage.

SANTA ANNA, Don A_ntonio Lopez de,

ex-president of Mexico, was born in Jalapa, in

1793. While a mere youth, he entered the Spanish
army, and became lieutenant-colonel in 1821. When
Mexico determined to throw oft" tlie Spanish yoke,

S. A. greatly distingiiished liimself at the head of

the Jlexican troops. The Spanish royahsts were
expelled from Vera Cruz, and he was elected

governor of the city and province. Iturbide had
established an imperial rule over Mexico (q. v.), but
his tyranny having worked his downfaU, S. A- pro-

claimed, in 1822, a Mexican republic, which was
recognised by every foreign state except Spain. He
was incessantly engaged in quelling the civil wars
kindled by the aristocratic and democratic factions,

lu 1829, he cug.-iged and put to flight a di\-ision of

Spanish troops which iuvaded Mexico by way of

Tampico, with the view of again bringing ilexico

under Spanish rule. The separation of Texas

(q. V.) from the Jlexican union was vigorously but
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nnavailingly opposed by Santa Anna. In 1837,

differences arose with France, and a division of French

tixjops landed at Vera Cruz. They were gallantly

engaged by S. A., who drove a portion of thein

into "the sea at the point of the bayonet. In this

action he received a bullet ia the leg, which ren-

dered the amputation of the limb necessary. In

183S, the French took Vera Crnz, and obtained the

settlement of their differences. In 1847, war
having been declared by Mexico against the United

States, S. A. took the command of the Mexican forces.

He offered a gallant but ineffectual resistance to the

troops of Generals Scott and Taylor. The city of

Mexico having been stormed and taken by the

Americans under General Scott, the war was at an

end, and S. A. retired from Mexico. During 30

years he had disputed the direction of affairs with

Bustamente, Herrera, Cevallos, and other chiefs

of parties, being at one time dictator, and at another

disgraced and an exile. In 18.53, Mexico, torn by
civil dissensions, and falling into anarchy, again

recalled Santa Anna. He declared himself president

for life, and a civil war was the immediate result.

In 1855, he was driven from the country. During

the government of Juarez, 1858—1863, S. A. w.as

looked up to as their chief and future ruler by an
influential party in Jlexico ; but the French occupa-

tion, and the estabhshment of a constitutional here-

ditary monarchy under the Emperor Maximilian

of Austria, now render his return to power extremely

problematical. He is regarded by his countrymen
as their ablest general, and although he is chargeable

with unjustifiable cruelties in suppressing some
insurrections, he has been more successful than any
other Mexican ruler in quelling the civil wars that

have brought the country to its present miserable

situation. He is also accused of being greedy of

wealth, and unscrupulous in the means of obtaining

it. In Febiii.ary 1864, he returned to Mexico. Before

landing at Vera Cruz, he signed an act of adhesion

to the empire. Next day, in violation of this

engagement, he addressed a proclamation to the

Mexican nation, styling himself the conqueror of

Tampico, and alluding to the time when he presided

over the destinies of the country as the golden age

of the Mexican republic. The regency considered

this proclamation an appeal to the passions of the

peoi^le, and ordered the general back to the Havanna,
where he still (1865) resides. He has received the

Grand Cross of Charles III. of Spain, and the Grand
Cross of the P^ed Eagle of Prussia.

SANTA CRUZ (Teneriffe), the capital of the

Canary Islands (q. v.), and the chief seaport of the

group, stands on the north-east side of the island of

Teneriffe. Its port, the safest in Canaria, is at pre-

sent (1865) being extended and improved by the

construction of two moles, with a miited length of

about 5400 feet, which will enclose a large space of

water, affording excellent anchorage in from two
to nine fathoms. When completed, these works
will be of iuestimable value, in a commercial point of

view, to the island. The streets of .S. G. are broad,

the houses whitewashed and flat-roofed, and several

of the public buildings striking in appear.ance. The
town is defended by several forts and redoubts.

Formerly, large quantities of wine of excellent

quality were grown in Teneriffe, and shipped for

export at S. C. ; now, however, the principal article

of export from this, and also from the other islands,

is cochineal. Coals from England, together with
manufactured goods, hardware, and furniture are

imported. Of the imports at S. C, more than a
third come from England, and the whole imports in

1S62 amoimted to £159,360. Pop. 13,228.

SANTA CRUZ.
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See Virgin I.sl.ujds.

SANTA CRUZ DE LA PALMA, the capital of

Palma, one of the Canary Islands (q. v.). It stands
on the east coast of Palma, on a spacious bay from
7 to 10 fathoms deep. Pop. about 5000, employed
partly in manufactures of sUks and hosiery.

SANTA FE, city and capital of the territory of

New Mexico, U.S., built among the Rocky Moun-
tains, on a plain 7047 feet above the sea. It is an
old Sjianish Mexican town, and contains two Roman
Catholic churches and the government buildings. It

has an active overland trade with St Louis. I'oi).

in 1860, 4030.

SANTALA'CE^, a natural order of exogenous
plants, mostly trees and shrubs. The leaves are

undivided, sometimes minute. The perianth is

suiierior, 4— 5-cleft. The stamens are 4 or 5, opposite

the segments of the perianth, and inserted into their

bases. The ovary is 1-celled, with 1—4 ovules. The
fruit is 1-seeded, nut-like, or drupaceous.—There are

about 110 known species, natives of various parts of

the world, the European and most of the North
American species being obscure weeds, whilst the

trees of the order occur chiefly in the East Indies,

New Holland, and the South Sea Islands. S.4NDAL-

WoOD (q. V.) is the produce of plants of this order.

The leaves of Os>iris JVcpalensis are used for tea.

Some species are used in medicine in their native

countries. Fusanus acuminatus is the Quandang
Nut of New Holland. Its t.aste and qualities

resemble those of Sweet Almonds, as do also those

of the seed of the Cervantesia tomentosa of Peru.

Pyrukiria oleifera, the Buffalo Tree or Oil Nut, has

a large seed, from which, iu the Southern States of

America, oil is obtained.

SA'NTALIN, or SANTALIC ACID, the colour-

ing matter of Ptcrocarpus santalinus, or red sandal-

wood, is readily obtained by digesting the rasped

wood in alcohol, and then precipitating the san-

talin by the free addition of water. It is little

used in tliis country as a dye-stuff, but it is em-
ployed in India both in dyeing silk and cotton. It

is in consequence of the s.-intalin contained in it that

red sandal-wood is retained in the Pharmacopoeia

as a colouring agent for tinctures, &c.

SANTA MARGHERI'TA DI BELICfi, a city

of Sicily, in the province of Girgenti, with 9232
inhabitants. From the Lands belonging to it, grain,

wine, and oil are exported. Woven goods and hats

are manufactured for export.

SANTA MARGHERITA DI RAPA'LLO, a

commune of the province of Genoa, delegation of

RapaUo, situated on the sea-coast. Pop. 6054. It

has a garrisoned castle close to the sea. Its sea-

faring men go to fish for coral on the shores of

Sardinia and Africa. Consuls from Turkey, Egypt,

and Tripoli reside here.

SANTA MARI'A DI CA'PUA-VETERE, a

city of Southern Italy, in the jirovince of Terra di

Lavoro, with 19,023 inhabitants. It is not hand-
some but new, and its population increases every

year. The neighbouring soil is very fertile, and
produces abundance of grain, fruits, oil, and excel-

lent wines. Its manufactures consist of cloth and
other woven materials and hats.

SANTA MAU'RA, or LEUCA'DIA (.anc. also

Leucad'ia and Leucas) so called from its white cliffs),

one of the Ionian Islands, off the west coast of the

ancient Greek province of Acarnania, from which it

is now separated by a passage about a mile \\-ide,

although it was in early times connected with the

mainland by an isthmus. The canal across the

isthmus, which converted the peninsula into an

island, is said to have been cut by the Corinthians.

S. M. is about 22 miles lonjr, and has a breadth
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rangina; from 6 to 9 miles. Area about ISO sq. m.
;

pop. 20,147. Its surface is very uneven. It is tra-
versed by a range of hills from north to south,
which end at the southern extremity in the hifh
white cliffs called by the Italian sailors of tie
Levant Cape Ducato (a corruption of Leucates), but
better know-n under the name of ' Sappho's Leap.'

SANTA'NDER, an important and thriving sea-
port of Spain, iiu the modern pro\'ince of the same
name, stands on a magnificent bay, an inlet of the
Bay of Biscay, about equally distant from Oviedo
on the west, and San Seljastian on the east. The
bay on which the town is placed is from two to
three miles wide, and about four miles long, and is

accessible to the largest vessels at all times of the
tide. The situation of the town, on a headland pro-
tected by a hill, is picturesque ; among its edifices
few are either interesting from their appearance,
or important from their character. Of its former
convents one now serves as a theatre; another as
a cigar- factor}-, giring employment to about 1000
people. Nimierous new houses, and handsome
warehouses, and commercial establishments of
various kinds have been erected recently. The fine
harbour of S., vfith. a commodious entrance, is ac-
cessible at all tides, and imobstructed by a bar.
Several important improvements have taken place
here since 1S62. The half of the province of S. may
be said to be impregnated with iron, copper,
zinc, and other ores ; though, hitherto, the timidity
of native capitalists has rendered the quantity
extracted comparatively small. In 1863, 12,625
tons of iron and copper ores, together with a quan-
tity of quicksilver and cobalt, were shipped from
the port of S. to Great Britain alone, and mostly
to Newport and Swansea. Wheat is an important
element in the trade of Santander. The exports,
in 1861, amounted to £1,320,363 ; and in that year,
wheat and flour were exported to the value of
il,305, 135. The imports—the chief articles of

which were sugar from Cuba; textile fabrics from
England, France, Belgium, and Germany ; and
salted cod-fish from Norway—amounted, in 1863,
to i;i,744,202. A railway runs south from S. to
Venta de Banos on the great North of Spain Rail-
Tva}' ; and in the middle portion of it, from Barcena
to Eeynosa, a distance of 21 miles, there are 22
tunnels. Pop. (1803) 32,000.

SANTARE'M, an interesting old town and river-

port of Portugal, on the right bank of the Tagus,
46 miles north-east of Lisbon by railway. It carries

on an active trade in the products of the fertile

vicinity with Lisbon, with which there is steam-
communication by river as weU as by rail. Pop.
about 8000.

SANTEE', a river of South Carolina, U.S., which
rises in the Blue Ridge, in North Carolina, by two
principal branches, the Congaree and Waterec, and
flowing south-east, empties into the Atlantic Ocean.

Lat. 33° 6'. It is na%'igable 150 miles to Camden,
and is bordered, in its lower course, by rice-swamps
and pitch-pine forests.

SANTERRE, Antolne Joseph, a French revo-

lutionist, who for some time exercised an influence

quite disproportioned to his feeble abilities, was
born at Paris, 16th March 1752. He followed the

trade of a brewer in the Faubourg Saint-Antoine,

and his wealth, probity, and generosity towards his

employes gave him an immense influence in the

district. On the establishment of the National

Guard m 1789, he received the command of a bat-

talion, and took part in the storming of the Bastile.

During the year 1792, the Jacobin agitators of the

faubourgs often met in the brewery of S., and it

was there that the cmeute of the 20tb June was
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preconcerted, on which occasion 8., along with Saint-
Huruge, marched at the head of the mob who
invaded the Assemblee Natiouale, and turned out
the Girondists. He also played a conspicuous part
on the 10th of August, when he was invested with
the dignity of general-commanding of the National
Guard. In October he was named Field-marshal
(Marvchal de Camp), and in April 1793 he got the
' authorities

' to let him off scot-free for a debt of
some 50,000 livres, which he owed the exchequer in
the shape of taxes on the beer manufactured by
him—the minister of finance arguing that, inasmuch
as S.'s beer was drunk for the most part by
'patriots' (not always careful to pay their score), it

ought not to be suljjected to ' duty.' But greater
things were yet in store for the privileged brewer.
On the 30th of July, he was appointed a general of
division in the French army, and wishing to do
something to justify this strictly military office, he
marched at the head of 20,000 men against the
Vendean royahsts, but was miserably beaten, and
in consequence recalled. Shortly after, he was
arrested and imprisoned, and only obtained his
liberty after the death of Robespierre. He then
withdrew into private life ; but his fortunes and
his popularity alike declined, and in 1800 we find
him begging money and emplojTnent from Bona-
parte. The latter, who saw clearly enough that
S. was intrinsically an incapable fool, declined to
employ him, but restored him to his military
rank. S. died 6th February 1809. Owing to the
calumnies of royaUst writers, S. commonly figures
as one of the ferocious monsters of the Revo-
lution. There is positively no e\-idence, however,
for such an opinion. Though he was hugely fond
of ' brave words,' and menaced his opponents with
all the beUicose grandiloquence of a French revo-
lutionist, he was nearly as soft in the heart as in
the head. Some witty contemporary made the fol-

lowing epitaph on him

:

Ci-glt le general Santerre,
Qui neut de Mars que la biere.

SANTIAGO, the lai-gest of the Cape Verd
Islands (q. v.).

SANTIA'GO DE CHI'LI, capital of the repubUc
of Chili, and of a province of the same name, an
archbishop's see, and the seat of the supreme govern-
ment, stands at the western base of the Andes, 1800
feet above sea-level, and 90 mUes east-south-east of
Valparaiso. It was founded in 1541 by Pedro de
Valdivia, but it has only recently acquired import-
ance. Its climate is delightful ; the plain on
which it stands is extensive, and fertile in vines,
figs, melons, and other fruits, and the scenery,
looking towards the range of the Andes, is of the
grandest description. The valley or plain of S. is

sprinkled with tasteful villas and well-cultivated
farms. The city is arranged in squares, and the
houses are generally low, and are buUt around a
com-t or garden, which is intended as a place of
refuge during the earthquakes that frequently occur
here. But of late years it has become the fashion,
in spite of the earthquakes, to build costly houses
of two, three, and even four stories, with a fa9ade
towards the street. The Alameda, shaded with
poplars, and cooled by two streams of running
water, is a pleasant promenade. The ilint, a
portion of which serves as one of the president's
palaces, and as offices for the ministers, is the
handsomest of the public buildings, many of which,
however, are beautiful structures. The university
comprises the five faculties of philosophy, mathe-
matics and physical sciences, medicine, law, and
theology. There are imjiortant educational insti-

tutions (including a normal school), and a library
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and museum,
square, which

On the west side of the great

i3 adorned with a fine fountain,

is'the 'cathedral. On December 8, 1863, one of its

churches, that of La Compauia, was destroyed

by fire during service, and 2U00 out of the 3000

of the congregation—the victims being mostly

women—met a dreadful death. Gold, sUver, and

lead are exported, and the imports are chiefly

manufactured goods, wines, and spirits. The chief

trade is with Valparaiso by the Valparaiso and ban-

tiafo RaUway, which was opened in September

1863. Pop. 107,000.

SANTIA'GO DE COMPOSTE'LLA, an import-

ant and once famous city of Spaui, formerly the

capital of Galicia, and, from the number of pilgrims

by whom it was annually visited, the Mecca of

Spain, is extremely picturesque in appearance, from

its hiU-girt situation on an irregular uneven site, 40

miles south of Coruiia. The cathedral, occupying

the site of a former edifice of the same nature, was

founded in 1082, and its buildings, comprising a

cloister, the archbishop's palace, &c., cover more

than three and a half acres. The gi-eat square is a

spacious area, and occasionally used as a buU arena.

In front of the town-house is an equestrian statue

of Sant Jago (St James the Elder, the patron samt

of the city and of Spain), whose body, according to

a monkish legend, was discovered near this by a

hermit—a star miraculously pointmg out the spot,

whence the name ComposteUa (campus stelliB, ' field

of a star'). It was removed to Santiago in 829.

The bones of the saint are believed by the people to

be built into the foundations of the cathech-al. A
desolate appearance is imparted to the town from

the number of tenantless and ruined nunneries and

convents which it contains. Leather is manufac-

tured, and the making and carving of small silver

graven images emjjloy a number of silversmiths.

Pop. about 30,000.

SANTIAGO DE CU'BA, formerly the capital of

the island of Cuba, and now the chief town of the

eastern department of the island, stands on a bay

on the south coast at the mouth of a stream of the

same name. It is hemmed in by mountains, and is

reputed the most unhealthy place in the island.

Its harbour is deep, well protected, and fortified.

It communicates by railway and telegraph with the

other towns of the island. As a seat of commerce,

it takes rank after Havana and Matanzas. Pop.

26,000.

SA'NTONIN (CjoHjsOe) is a vegetable principle

possessing slightly 'acid jiroperties, obtained from

the seeds and flower-heads of several species of

Artemisia. The British Pharmacopojia gives San-

tonka, ' the unexjianded flower-heads of an undeter-

mined species of artemisia,' imported from Russia, as

its source. It is one of the most efiicacious of the

class of medicines known as anthelmintics or vermi-

fuges, the most obstinate cases of ascarides and lum-

brTci almost always yielding to its prolonged use.

Pure santonin may be given in powder combined

with scammony or rhubarb, the dose being from half

a grain to two grains, according to the age of the

child. The French prescribe it in the form of

lozenges m.ade with white sugar and mucilage ;
they

are readUy obtained in this country, and usually act

satisfactorily. Kuchenmeister, one of the highest

authorities on the subject of intestinal worms,

prefers the use of santonate of soda, wliieh he obtains

by digesting an alcoholic solution of santonin wHth

carbonate of soda, evaporating and crystallising.

The dose is from two to eight grains mixed with

sugar. Two very peculiar symptoms occur after

the administration of santonin. The ujine often

acqmres a reddish tint, which may give rise to an
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unfoimded suspicion of the presence of blood in that

fluid ; and under its inlluence, vision becomes

remarkably affected for a few hours, every object

appearing either yellow or green to the patient.

No satisfactory exjjlanation of the latter pheno-

menon has yet been giveu.

SA'NTOS, one of the chief ports of the province

of Sao Paido (q. v.) in Brazil, 34 mUes south-south-

east of the city of Sao Paulo, of which it is the

port. It stands on the northern aide of the island

of Engua Guaju, and commands a fine bay. Sugar,

eofl'ee, and other products of the interior are trans-

ported to S. by troops of mides ; and salt, flour,

and other imported goods find their way back by
the same means. It is stated that 200,000 mules

arrive here laden durmg the year. 160,000 sacks of

coffee are exported annually. Pop. stated at 8000.

SAN VICE'NTI. See San Salvador.

SAO FRANCI'SCO, a large river of BrazU, rises,

as the Paraopeba, in the province of Minas Geraes,

in lat. about 20° 40' S. ; long. 43° 25' W. It flows

north, north-east, and east, and in its lower course

it separates the provinces of Bahia and Sergipe from

Pernambuco and Alagoas. Its first considerable

affluent is the Rio das VeUias, which joins it from

the right in lat. 17° 45' S. Above the junction of

the Velhas, at Pirapora, where the river is 1782

feet broad, and 1700 feet above sea-level, there is a

faU of 17 feet. From the mouth of the Velhas

(1666 feet above sea-level) to the falls of Paido

Aifonzo, the river is navigable for 920 mUes ; and

from these falls to the mouth of the river, a distance

of about 140 miles, it is navigable for larger vessels

and steamers. Its entire length is 1652 miles, and

its breadth at its mouth is 3486 feet.

SAONE, a river of France, an affluent of the

Rhone (q. v.), rises m the dep. of Vosges, at Vio-

menil, in the FauceUes Mountains, at the height of

1476 feet above sea-level, and flows south past Gray,

Chalons, and ilayon to its confluence with the Rhone

at Lyon. Entire length, 312 miles, of which 170

miles are navigable.

Sa6nE-ET-LOIRE, a dep. of France, bounded

on the E. by the dep. of Jura and the river Saone,

and on the W. by the dep. of Nievre and the river

Loire. Area, 3303 sq. m.
;

pop. (1862), 582,137.

The country consists for the most part of vast and

fertile plains, separated by rich vine-clad hills. The
fertihty is greatest in the vicinity of the two main

streams. Horses of a small but \-igorous breed are

reared ; the excellent and abundant pasturage

supports numerous herds. The wines, of which

15,400,000 gallons are made annually, are weU
known as vins de M&con. Agriculture, iron-mining,

and manufactures of cotton fabrics, leather, pottery,

fire-arms, &c., are all actively carried on. The dep.

was formed in 1790 out of four districts of the

ancient province of Burgundy—Maconnais, Charol-

lais, Chalonnais, and L'Autunois. It now forms

five arrondissements, of which MScon is the capital.

SAONE, Haute, a dep. in the north-east o£

France, bounded on the N. by the dep. of Vosges,

and on the E. by that of Haut-Rhin. Area, 2061

sq. m. ;
pop. (1862), 317,183. About one half of the

entire area is in cultivable land, and more than a

fourth part, comprising the north and north-east

districts, is covered with forest-clad mountains.

In the south and south-west, are fertile plains,

bounded by hills, covered with vines or timber.

The climate of this rich champaign district, with

its bidwark of mountains against the north and

north-east winds, is remarkably mild and healthy.

Sheep, including some flocks of the merino breed,

and cattle are reared in large numbers. '^-"•'-' "~Fruits are
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largely cultivated ; and C,60n,000 gallons of wine
and 220,000 gallons of brandy are made annually.

The arrondissements are Gray, Lure, and Vesoiil,

and Veaoul is the capitaL

SAO PATJXO, a southern maritime province of

Brazil, bounded on the K. by the proAnnce of

Jlinas Geraes. Area, 169,050 sq. m.
;
pop. (1856),

500,'JOO. Its coast-line—part of which in the north-

east is high and rocky, though the rest is low—is

about 400 miles in length. Sugar, coffee, rice,

millet, and tobacco are staple crops ; horses, cattle,

and swine are reared for export ; and among the
minerals are the precious metals and gems. There
are several commodious harbours, and the capital is

Sao Paulo.

SAO PAULO, a city of Brazil, capital of the
province of the same name, stands on an imeveu ele-

vation between two small streams, tributaries of the
Tiete, 220 miles west-south-west of Eio de Janeiro.

There is an Academy of Laws, attended by about
500 legal students. The general appearance of the
town is picturesque, and the vicinity and suburbs
are beautiful. Pop. stated at 22,032.

SAO PEDRO DO KIO GKANDE. See Rio
Grande do Sul.

SAP, the fluid which circulates in plants, and is

as indispensable to vegetable life, as the blood to

animal life. Entering by the roots of the plant

(see Endosmose), it ascends through the cells and
vessels of the stem, proceeding to the sui-face of the
leaves and utmost extremities of the system, and
having been exposed, chiefly in the leaves, to the
influences of air and light, returns through the bai'k,

a portion idtimatelj' reaching the root and being

excreted there, whilst another portion probably
enters again into circulation with the new fluid

entering from the soO. See CmcuLATioN of Sap.

Sap in its most simple state, the ascending or crude

sap, consists chiefly of water, mucilage, and sugar

;

the elaborated sap varies much more in its properties

in different plants, forming the pecuUar juices of

the plants. The elaborated sap always contains

much less water than the ascending sap. Plants

seem to derive their supply of sap not only from
the soil by their roots, but also from the atmo-
sjihere by the Stomata (q.v.) of their bark and leaves

;

and some, especially succulent plants, are capable

of existing and increasing in size although entirely

severed from the soU. The ascending sap appears

to find its way through the whole wood of the stem
in Ugneous plants, but chiefly through the albiu-num

or sap-wood. The elaborated sap has been named
Latex (q. v.).—The ascent of the sap is one of the

most wonderful phenomena of spring, and seems to

depend not so much on the state of the weather, for

it begins in the depth of vrinter, as on the plant

having had its sufficient period of repose, and being

therefore constrained by its very nature to renewed
activity.

SAP, in Military Engineering, is a narrow ditch

or trench, by which approach is made from the

foremost parallel towards the glacis or covert-way of

a besieged place. The sap is usually made by four

sappers, the leading man of whom rolls a large

gabion before him, and excavates as he progresses,

filling smaller gabions with the earth dug out, and
erectmg them on one or both sides to form a para-

pet. The other sappers widen and deepen the sap,

throwing more earth on to the parapet. A sap is

considered to advance in average ground about

eight feet per hour. From the nearness of the

enemy's works, running a sap is an extremely

dangerous operation. When possible, therefore, it

is carried on at night ; in any case, the sappers are

relieved at least every hour. \Vhen a sap is

enlarged to the dimensions of a trench, it bears
that name.

SA'PAJOU, a name sometimes applied to all

that division of American monkeys which have a
prehensile tail, and sometimes limited to those of

them which are of a slender form, as the genera
Ateles (q. v.), Cehus (q. v.), &c.

SAPINDA'CE^, a natural order of exogenous
plants, consisting of trees and twining shrubs
furnished with tendrils, and a few herbaceous
climbers. Their leaves are often marked with hues
or pellucid dots. The flowers are in racemes or

racemose panicles, hermaphrodite or unisexual.

The calyx is 4— 5-partite, or consists of 4—5 sepals.

The petals are 4— .5, occasionally wanting, hjq)o-

gynous, usually having an appendage in the inside.

The stamens are usually 8—10 ; often inserted into

the disc, which is fleshy, and sometimes gland-
idar. The ovary is general!}' 3-celled, the cells

containing one or few ovules. The fruit is fleshy,

or samaroid, or capsular. The order contains about
380 known species, natives of warm climates,

especially of South America and India ; none o^
them natives of Europe, although the HonSE-
Chestnut (q. V.) is now as well known in many
parts of it as most of its native trees.—The timber
of some species is valuable, particularly that of

Pteroxylon utile and Hippobroma alatum, natives
of the Cape of Good Hope, the former known there
by the name of Jfieshout, and the latter of Pardepis.
Some are used in medicine as astringents. Narcotic
and poisonous properties are very generally devel-

oped—also a saponaceous principle, especially in the
genus Sapindus (see Soap Bekry). Yet Gdarana
Bread (q. v.) is made from the seeds of a species of

this order ; the leaves of another {Cardiospermum,
halicaaiimm) are used as a boiled vegetable in the
Moluccas ; and the fruits of some species are
excellent.

SAPODI'LLA plum, the name given in the
West Indies to the fruit of A chras Sapota and other
species of Achras, a genus of the natural order
SajMtacecB. The seeds are aperient and diuretic, but
an overdose is dangerous. The pidp of the fruit is

i

subacid and sweet, and it is much esteemed for the
I dessert in the West Indies. The fruit of Achras
mammosa is called MjIR-MALabe. The Naseeerry,

I
also of the West Indies, belongs to this genus.

i SAPONIFICA'TION. See Oils and Fats, and
SO-VP-MAKIXG.

SA'PONIN (C„iH„„0,4) is a vegetable principle

contained in various plants, including the Sapon-
aria oficinalis, or Soap-wort, the Po/ygala Senega,

several varieties of Lychnis, the fruit of the horse-

chestnut, &c. It is readily extracted from the root

of soap-wort by means of boiling alcohol, which, as

it cools, deposits the saponin as an amorphous sedi-

1
ment. It derives its name from its beha\-iour with

I
water, in which it is soluble in all proportions,

yielding an opalescent fluid which froths when
shaken, like a solution of soap, if even

^ J^th part

of saponin be present. Its solution, or an infusion

of soap-wort, is sometimes employed in place of a
solution of an alkaline soap, for cleansing the finer

(

varieties of wool from grease.

SAPOTA'CEjE, a natural order of exogenous
plants, consisting of trees and shrubs, often abound-
ing in milky juice. The leaves are leathery, entire,

and without stipules. The flowers are axill.ary;

the calyx regular, persistent, generally with five

divisions ; the corolla monopetalous, hypogynous,
deciduous, regular, its segments usually equal in

number to those of the calyx, rarely twice or thrice
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SAPPAN WOOD-SARACENS.

as many. The stamens are inserted on the corolla,

fertile ones generally as many as the segments of

the calyx, and generally with alternate sterile ones.

There is no disc. The ovary is superior, with several

cells, each cell with one ovule. Tlie frait is fleshy
;

the seeds nut-like, sometimes cohering; the tusta

bony and shining, with a very long, opaque, and

softer scar on the inner face.—There are consider-

ably more than two hundred known species, chiefly

natives of the tropics, and the remainder of sub-

tropical countries. One of the most recently dis-

covered species is also already one of the most

important, Isonandra gutta, which produces Gutta

Percha (q. V.).—The fruits of some are pleasant, as

the Sapodilla (q. v.), and other species of the genus

Achras, the Star Apple, and other species of

ChryxophijUam (q. v.), different species of Mimu-

sops Jmbrkarta Malabarica and /. maxima,

various species of Lucuma, &c. The genus Bassia

(q. v.) contains species valuable for the oils which

they yield. The seeds of Mimusops elengi also

yield od abundantly.

SAPPAN WOOD, SAPAN WOOD, or BUK-
KUM WOOD, the wood of Ccesalplnia Sappan (see

C^salpinia), an East Indian tree, about forty feet

high, with twice pinnate leaves, and racemes of

yellow flowers. The wood is much used as a dye-

wood, yieldmg a good red colour, which, however, is

not easily fixed. It is a very considerable article of

export from Singapore and other ports of that

region both to Calcutta and to Europe.

SAPPER, the name given to a private soldier

in the corps of Royal Engineers.—The name of the

corps was formerly Royal Sappers and Miners.—

The pay of a sapper is £22, Is. a year, with extra

pay when at work ; the number of such men for

186.5 is 3296. Only men of good character, already

adepts in a mechanical trade, are ehgible for this

service, which is very popular, as an mtelbgent

sapper frequently passes into some situation in civil

life for wliich his practical mUitary training specially

fits him. Many sappers are excellent surveyors,

photographers, and di-aughtsmen.

SA'PPHIRE, a gem excelled in value by no

precious stone except diamond, and regarded as a

variety of Corimdum (q. v.), highly transparent and

brilliant. It is sometimes colourless, and the

colourless kind, called White S., is sometimes sold

as diamond. It more frequently exhibits exquisite

colour, generally a bright red or a beautiful blue

;

more rarely, gi-ay, white, or green. The red variety

is the Oriental Ruby (q. v.) of lapidaries ; the blue

is that commonly called S., and which has received

this name from ancient times. It is found crystal-

lised, usually in six-sided prisms, terminated by six-

sided pyramids ; and is sometimes found imbedded

in gneiss ; but it more frequently occurs in alluvial

soils. It occurs at Bilin in Bohemia, and Expailly

in Auvergne, but more abundantly in some parts of

the East. Ceylon is famous both for its rubies and

its sapphii-es, the latter being the more abundant.

They occur with garnets and other minerals, in a

stratum of water-worn pebbles firmly imbedded in

clay in which there are occasional lumps of granite

and gneiss. But nothing has yet been done to seek

for them in their original situation m the mountain

rocks. A piece of "S., wliioh was dug out of the

alluvium within a few miles of Ratnapoora in ISoo,

was valued at upwards of £4000. The S. was

one of the stones in the breastplate of the Jewish

hi"h-priest. Among the Greeks, it was sacred to

Jitpiter.—The name Girasol S. is given to a beau-

tiful variety with a pinkish or bluish opalescence,

and a peculiar play of light. The Chatoyant S. has

more pearly reflections. The Asteiia S. has m the
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midst of it a star of six bright rays, resulting from

its crystalline structure.

SA'PPHO, along with Alca?us, the chief repre-

sentative of the iEoliau school of lyric poetry, was

born either at Mitylene or at Eresos in Lesbos.

She was only six years old when she lost her father

Scamandronymus. She was contemporary with

Alcsus, Stesichorus, and Pittacus, with the first of

whom she lived in friendly intercourse, as is seen in

the surviving lyrics of both. AU that we know of

her is contained in an obscure reference in the Parian

Marble, and in one of the epistles of Ovid, to her

having fled from Mitylene to some place of refuge in

Sicily, between 60-1 and 592. Her famous iiluugo

into the sea from the Leucadian rock, on finding her

love for Phaon unrequited, seems to be an invention

of later times. At Mitylene, she is supposed to

have been the centre of a hterary coterie, all of

them females, and most of them pupils of her o-mi

in the art of poetry. Her moral character has

been the subject of controversy in modern times;

the most recent disputants being the late Colonel

Mure and the well-known F. G. Welcker^of

Bonn, who, in the Bheinisches Museum (1857

—

1858), appeared, the former, for the prosecution,

and the latter for the defence. To whatever

opinion on this subject we may incline, there is no

doubt of her high lyrical genius, which was the

admiration of antiquity from Solon downwards,

and which, as still surviving in her matchless ode

to Aphrodite, enhances our regret that of the nine

books of her poems, we only possess fragments.

The best text is that contained in Bergk's Poette

Lyrici Graici (1854) ; the best separate edition is

Neue's (1827).

SAPUCAIA NUT, the seed of Leq/ihis ollaria,

a lofty tree, which is plentiful in the forests of the

north of Brazil, and belongs to the natural order

Lecythidacea. The fruit is urn-shaped, as large as

a child's head, and opens by a lid which falls off.

Each fruit contains a number of seeds or nuts, as in

the case of the allied Brazil nut. The flavour is

finer than that of the Brazil nut, although, hitherto,

the S. N. is much less common in our shops. Its

form is oval, somewhat pointed at both ends, which

are slightly bent in opposite directions. Monkeys

are very fond of the S. N., and are sometimes caught

in consequence of thrusting the hand into a capsule,

and not being able to withdraw it when filled with

a nut, whdst they obstinately keep hold of the

expected prize.

SA'RABANDE, originally a slow dance, said to

be of Saracenic origin; and hence a short piece of

music, of deliberate character, and with a pecidiar

rhythm, in J time, the accent being placed on the

second crotchet of each measure. The sarabaude is

of frequent occurrence among the suites or series of

short pieces written by Handel, Sebastian Bach,

and others of the old masters, for the harpsichord

or clavichord.

SARACE'NIC ABCHITEGTUKE. See

Arabian Architectuke.

SA'RACENS, a name variously employed by

medieval ^vriters to designate the Mohammedans of

Syria and Palestine, the Arabs generally, or the

Arab-Berber races of Northern Africa, who con-

quered Spain and Sicdy, and invaded France. At a

later date, it was employed as a synonym for all

infidel nations against which crusades were preached,

and was thus applied to the Seljuks of Iconium, the

Turks, and even to the pagan Prussians. The true

derivation of the word was long a puzzle to philolo-

gers ; Du Cange deduced it from Sarah, the wife of

Abraham, an opinion coincided in by the medieval

Chi-istian authors ; Hottinger {Blblio. Orieni.), from

I
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the Arab, saram, to steal ; Forster (Journey), from
sa/ira, a desert ; while others strove to see its origin
in the Hebrew sarak, poor ; but the oi>iuion wliich
has been most generally supported, and prevails at
the present time, is, that the word was originally
Sharkeyn* (Arab, 'eastern people'), cornipted liy

the Greeks into Sarakenoi, from which the
Romans derived their word Saracen!. The epithet
Sarakenoi was ap]ilied by the Greek writers
(from the 1st c. of the Christian era) to some
tribes of Bedouin Arabs in Eastern Arabia,
though they do not agree among themseh'es as to
the particular tribe so denominated. Pliny and
Ammianus place the S. in Arabia Petnea and
Mesopotamia, on the common frontier of the Roman
and Persian empires ; and the description of them
by the latter, a most painstaking and accurate
historian, coincides, in every important particular,
with what is known at the present day of the
Bedouin tribes of those regions.

SARACEN'S HEAD, a not unfrequent bearing
in Heraldry. It is represented as the head of an
old man, with a savage countenance.

SARAGO'SSA. See Supplement.

SARASWATI is, in Hindn Mj'thology, the name
of the wife, or the female energy, of the god Brah-
man, the first of the Hindu Tnmdrti or triad She
is also the goddess of speech and eloquence, the
patroness of music and the arts, and the inventress
of the Sanscrit language and the Devanagarl letters.

She was induced to bestow these benefits on the
human race by the sage Bharata, who, through his
penance, caused her to descend from heaven, and to
divulge her inventions. Hence she is also called
Ilhdralt. She was very white, hence another of her
names, Mahds'ioetd, or MaMs'ukhl (from mahat,
great, and s'weta or s'ukla, white).—S. is also the
classical name of the river now called Sarsoolij,

which rises in the mountains boimding the north-
east part of DeUii, whence it runs in a south-westerly
direction, and is lost in the sands of the great desert
in the country of the Bhatti. According to the
Hindus, the river only disappears in this place, and
continuing its course underground, joins the Ganges
and Jumna at Allahabad.

SARATO'GA SPRINGS, one of the chief water-
ing-places in the U.S., is in New York, 38 miles
north of Albany. It contains 2.3 mineral springs,
some chalybeate ; some containing iodine, with salts

of soda and magnesia ; and all highly charged with
carbonic acid. They are prescribed in diseases of

the hver, chronic dyspepsia, &c. " In the village are
22 hotels, some of immense magnitude ; and during
each season, there are from 25,000 to 35,000 visitors.

Pop. in 18C0, 6521.

SARATO'V, a government in the south-cast of

Russia, is bounded on the E. by the river Volga,
and on the N. by the governments of Penza and
Simbirsk. Area, 31,213 sq. m.; pop. 1,636,135. Its

dimensions were much larger prior to the year 1850,
when a considerable portion of it—the portion to
the east of the Volga—was taken to form a part of

the government of S.amara (q. v.), erected in that
year. One-third of the area is pasture-hand, ith is

under crop, -r^tli iu wood, and ^ths waste land.

The chief rivers are the Volga and the Medwieditza.
A number of German colonists settled here in 1765—1775, and distinguished themselves by their per-

severing industry and by dihgcut cultivation of the

* Sharkei/n, or Sharakyoun, * eastern people,' is thus
npposed to MaffJuirib^, or Maghribe, ' western people,'
tho self-styled appellation of the inhabitants of Mayhrib
(* the west') or Morocco,

soil. Their descendants have become an import-
ant section of the population. Cattle-breeding is
carried on extensively ; fishing is of considerable
importance.

SARATOV, a city of Russia, c.ipital of the
government of the s.ame name, on the right bank
of the Volga, 460 miles south-east of Moscow.
Though its houses are generally built of timber,
the town h.is a rich and pictm-esque appearance.
Its 16 churches are ornamented with numerous
towers and cupolas ; and its broad streets, from the
character of the houses and of the elegant equipages
th.at roU through them, have quite a European
appearance. It manufactures potterv, bricks, tobacco,
silk, hosiery, &c. Pop. 63,888.

SARA'AVAK, a kingdom on the north-west coast
of Borneo, is bounded S. and W. by Sambas, E.
by Brunai, and N. by the Bight of Datu. The
coast stretches from the west of Cape Datu, in lat.
2° N., and long. 109° 55' E., to the east of the river
Samerahau, in long. 111° 3' E., a distance of nearly
70 miles. Area, .3000 sq. m. Pop. 50,000. The
Sarawak is the most important river ; it has two
navigable mouths, the one entering the Bight of
Datu in lat. 1° 42' 30" N., and long. 110° 20' 30" E.

;

the other, a few miles further to the east. Other
considerable rivers are the Rejang (naWgable for
120 miles for vessels of more than 1000 tons), the
Lundu, Samerahan, and Sadang. A chain of moun-
tains, 3000 feet in height, rises in S., and, with
increasing elevation, tends towards the north;
while others are detached, as the Samerahans, and
the steep, densely-wooded Lundu. Sandstone and
granite are the prevailing rocks; porphyries, basalt,
and quartzose schists also occurring. In some
parts, the soil is claj-ey; in others," it is a rich
mould. With the exception of some cultivated
spots, the surface is covered with forests, which
abound with wild swine, harts, and a variety of
monkeys. There is excellent coal near the river
Sad.ang. Antimony ore, which can be both easily
worked and shipped, is obtainable in any quantity

;

copper and gold have been found, and iron ore is

plentifid at Lundu. Fine timber trees, as ironwood,
ebony, sandal-wood, teak, and other sorts peculiarly
adapted for shipbuilding, grow on the lands near
the mouths of the rivers. Overtopping them all is

the tall Camphor Tree (Dryohalatiops aromalka),
from which, by incision, the valuable camphor-oil is

obtained; or by felling and splitting the wood, the
crystallised camphor, which is prized above that
produced in any other part of Asia.
The climate is not considered unhealthy. Much

rain falls from September to March, "and the
thermometer usually indicates about 83° F. Edible
nests, wax, and aromatic woods are collected by
the Dyaks for the Singapore market, and the plains
are well adapted for the gro^vth of rice and sago.
In 1862, two cargoes of choice timber for ship-
building were sent to the royal docky.ards of Great
Britain, and more attention is now being paid to
that natural source of wealth. In 1863, the exports,
the chief articles of which were gutta percha, sago
flour, antimony ore, and edible birds' nests, amounted
to £96,609 ; and the imports, chiefly gray and
coloured shii'tings, tobacco, brass-ware, opium, rice,

and cocoa-nut oU, amounted to £103,689. The
exportation of antimony and sale of opium are
monopolised by the government, and with a small
head-ta.x, form the chief revenue.
The original inhabitants are Dyaks, divided into

some 20 tribes, and speaking diflcrent dialects

;

they are, for sav.ages, mild, industrious, and honest.
Malays live on the coast, and the mines are worked
by Chinese. Since 1841, S. has been governed by
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Sarcina Ventriculi, magni-
fied 1000 diameters.

Sir James Brooke (q. v.), as an independent rajah

appointed by the sultan o£ Borneo, in return for

distinguished services in putting down rebellion

and restoring order ; and even on the testimony of

the Dutch, who view with extreme jealousy the

increased influence of the British on that coast, his

rule has done much to promote the civUisation and
prosperity of his people.

The seat of government is the town of Sarawak,
formerly called Kutjing, near the mouth of the

river, which is navigable for large ships. ]\Iission-

stations and schools have been erected, and the

population has increased to 25,000. Trade, which
has multiplied tenfold since Sir J. Brooke was
appointed rajah, is principally carried on with
Singapore.

SA'RCINA (Lat. a package), or SARCI'NULA, a

genus of minute plants of very low organisation,

sometimes reckoned among Algca, and sometimes
among Fungi. A number of forms or species are

known. The first discovered, caUed S. veniriculi,

was origrnaDy observed

by Goodsir in matters

vomited from the human
stomach. It is of a

roimdish quatlraugular

form, about rityth to

Yi^nth of a line in dia-

meter ; the individuals

generally grouped in

cubes of four, sixteen, or

sixty-four in the cube,

separated by rectangular

strias. Although the most

(Copied from the Microm;>iMc common seat of sarcina;

Iiicliuuari/. Lend., VanVoorst.) is the human stomach,

they have likewise been
detected in the stomach of the tortoise, the rabbit,

the dog, the ape, and in the cscum of the fowl

;

in the urine, in a considerable number of cases
;

in the lungs ; in the ffeces and intestinal canal

;

in the fluid of the ventricles of the brain ; in

cholera stools ; in the fluid of hydrocele ; iu the

bones ; and Dr Lowe has noticed its existence in

stagnant water. It appears from the measure-

ments of Welcher that the sarcime occurring in

m-ine are about half the size of those occurring iu

the stomach, and the aggregations of sarcina cells

are also smaller.

The occurrence of the sarcina in the urine, the

fluid of the ventricles of the brain, &c., is probably a

j)ost-mortevi phenomenon of little diagnostic or

pathological importance. Its appearance iu vomited

fluids is, however, characteristic of a peculiar and
important form of dyspepsia. The vomited matter

in these cases has a faint acid smell, like that of

fermenting wort, and is obviously in a state of fer-

mentation. After standing a few hours, it becomes
covered with a thick, brownish, yeast-like froth,

and deposits a brown flaky sediment. On examin-

ing the froth and the deposit under the microscope,

sarcinte are found in great abundance, together with
the torul^ characteristic of Yeast (q. v.). The fluid

is always acid, if sarcinie are present. The amount
of vomited matter is always lar^e, and sometimes
enormous. It is usually ejected in the morning,

after a night spent awake from a sense of heat,

gurgling, and distention in the epigastric region

;

and its discharge gives almost immediate reUef. Dr
Budd, one of the highest authorities in diseases of

the stomach, beheves that the disease consists,

primarily and essentially, in some organic change,

which prevents that organ from completely empty-
ing itself, and which causes a secretion from its

coats, capable, when mixed with food, of undergoing
or exciting a process of fermentation ; and that the
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development of the sarcina^ bears to this process, or

to some stage of it, the same relation which the
development of torulse bears to simple alcohohc
fermentation. The well-known power of sulphurous
acid in checking the fermentative process, induced
Professor Jenner to try the efi'ect of sulphite of

soda— a salt which readily yields its sulphurous
acid—in this disease ; and experience has fully con-

firmed the accuracy of Jenner's induction ; for this

salt, administered soon after a meal, or when the

fermeuting process is commencing, in doses varj-ing

from 10 grains to a drachm, dissolved in water,

is the most efl'ectual remedy at present kno«Ti
for relieving this disorder. The hyj)osulphite of

soda, in somewhat larger doses, has a similar

action.

SA'RCINE (Gr. sarx, gen. sarcos, flesh) is the

name now given to a nitrogenous substance

(CjoHjNjOj) "which has been obtained from the

muscular tissue of the horse, ox, and hare ; and from
various glandular organs, as the liver and the spleen

of the ox, the thymus gland of the calf, and the

hiunan liver, in cases of acute atrophy of that organ,

in which case it is associated with xanthine

(CjyHjNjOj), a substance difl'ering from it only by
two atoms of oxygen. It is identical with the sub-

stance formerly known as Hypoxanthiue.

SARCOLE'MMA is the term applied to the

delicate sheath which invests each primary muscular
fibre. See Mcscle.

SARCO'MA is a somewhat vague term used by
Abemethy and many subsequent surgical -m-iters

to designate a fleshy or firm morbid tumour. The
term sarcoma is comparatively rarely met with in

recent works on surgery.

SABCO'PHAGI. See Cannibaiism.

SARCO'PHAGUS (Gr. flesh-eater), any stone

receptacle for a dead body. The name originated

in the property assimed to a species of stone, found

at Assos in Troas and used iu early times, of

consuming the whole body, with the exception

of the teeth, \vithin the space of forty days.

The oldest known sarcophagi are those of Egypt,
some of which are contemporary with the pyra-

mids. The earliest of these are of a square or

oblong form, and either plain, or ornamented with
lotus leaves ; the later are of the form of swathed
mummies, and bear inscriptions. The Phoenician

and Persian kings were also buried in sarcophagi.

The Roman sarcophagi of the earUer republican

period were plain. Sarcophagi were occasionall)'

used in the later republic, although burning had
become the more general mode of disposing of the

dead. The use of stone chests for the iutei-ment of

distinguished persons has not been altogether dis-

continued in modem times.

SARDANAPA'LUS. See AssYKiA.

SARDE, or SARDA, a variety of quartz, differ-

ing from camelian only in its very deep red colour,

blood-red by transmitted light. It is rare, and
brings a much higher price than common carneUan.

The name is probably from Sardis. The S. was one

of the stones of the breastjJate of the Jewish high-

priest. There were also two in the ephod. The
Sardonyx is an Onyx (q. v.) containing layers of

sarde.

SA'RDES, or SAUDIS, anciently a city of Asia

Minor, the capital of Lydia, was situated in a fertile

plain between the northern base of Moimt Tmolus
and the river Hermus, about 60 miles east-north-

east of Smyrna. Through its agora, or market-place,

flowed the Pactolus, a tributary of the Hermus.
The city is first mentioned by .^schylus. It

was taken by the Cimmerians, in the reign of
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King Ardys (6S0—631 E. c). In the reign of Croesus,

the last LycUan king, S. attained its highest

prosperity. It became the residence of the Persian

satraps after the overthrow of the Lydian monarchy.
The Athenians burned it 503 E. c, and it afterwards
passed under the Romans, and was the seat of a
separate provincial government. It is one of the
Seven Churches mentioned in the Book of Revela-

tion.

—

Sai-t, the modem Sardis, is a poor village,

worthy of mention ordy for the ruins of the ancient

city to be seen in the ^'icinity. Of these, the chief

are those of a stadium, of a theatre, and of the
Acropolis.

SA'RDINE {Cliipea Sardbia), a fish of the same
genus mth the herring and pilchard, smaller than
the pilchard ; abundant in the Mediterranean, and
found also in the Atlantic Ocean, although not so

far north as the British shores. It is much
esteemed for its flavour, and sardines preserved in

oil are exported in large quantities from some of

the Mediterranean ports. But the ' sardines ' of

the west coast of France, which are largely imported
into Britain, are generally not true sardines, but
young sprats—the garvies of the Firth of Forth—
and sometimes yomig herring.

Sardines appear in shoals on the coasts of the
Tileiliterranean at particidar seasons, as herrings

and pilchards on those of Britain. The S. fishery

on the coast of Provence is chiefly in the mouths of

May, June, and July ; but the fishery for sprats,

which are cured as sardines, and sold under that

n.ame on the coast of Bretagne and elsewhere in the
west of France, takes place in the winter months.
The quantity of both kinds cured is so great as to

amoimt in value to 3,000,000 or 4,000,000 francs

annuaUy, about £120,000 to £160,000 sterhng.

They are exported to the most distant parts of the
world ; cured with od in tin boxes, forming a much
esteemed deUcacy, and, at the same time, a most
wholesome article of food. To cm'e them in this

way, they are first carefully washed in the sea, then
sprinkled with fine salt ; and after a few hours, the
head, gflls, &c. are removed ; they are then washed
again, and spread out on willow branches or wire-

work, exposed to the sim and wind, if the weather
is dry, but in damp and rainy weather, to a current
of air under cover. They are nest put into boiling

oil, in which they remain for a short time, and when
they are taken out, the oil is drained away from
them as much as possible, and they are put into

the tin boxes, of which the shape and appearance
are so familiar to everyone. The boxes being tilled

with sardines, are filled up with oil, the lid is

soldered on, and they are placed for a short time in

boiling-water, or exijosed to hot steam. The boxes

which have leaked or have burst in boiling are

rejected, and those which remain sound are now
ready for the market.

In the south of France, sardines are sometimes
cured in red wine, and those so ciired are called

Sardines Andwisles, or Anchovied Sardines.

There seems to be no good reason why the sprats

of the British coast should not be cured in oil, like

those of the west coast of France, and so prove a
new source of wealth, besides probably being
brought at a lower price to the market, to the
advantage of those for whom sardines are at present

too expensive.

Several species of small Clupeidw, much resembling
the S., are found in different p.arts of the world,

and are used in the same way as the S. of the
Mediterranean. One species frequents the southern
and eastern coast of Ceylon in such vast shoals,

that 400,000 have been taken at a single haul of

the nets in a little bay; and when the shoal

approached the shore, the broken water became as

smooth as if a sheet of ice had been floating below
the surface.

SAEDI'NIA, Kingdom of, a former kingdom of
Italy, .and the nucleus of the present Kingdom of
Italy, included the duchies of Savoy and Genoa,
and parts of those of Montferrat and MUan, the
principality of Piedmont, the coimty of Nice,
and the islands of Sardinia and Caprera, amount-
ing in all to 19,564 English sq. m. of continental

territory, with a pop. of (1857) 4,590,260, and 9205
of insidar territory, with a pop. of 577,282 ; total

area 28,769 English sq. m., pop. 5,167,542. In 1859,
it was increased by the addition of the Austrian por-

tion of the Milanese, and diminished by the cession in

1860 of Savoy and Nice to France, the change in

the continental territory being shewn by the follow-

ing figures: area, 21,009 English sq. m.
;
pop. (1858)

6,530,232; the insular territory remaining imaltered.

The various districts above mentioned differ greatly
from each other in physical configuration and climate,

and the more important of these are treated in separ-

ate articles. See also Italy. The Roman Catholic
religion was established by law in March 1848 ; but
monastic orders, with the exception of those which
are also benevolent institutions, were suppressed
May 28, 1855. In 1859, the army amounted to

70,172 men, and the fleet to 29 ships (none of them
men-of-war), with 436 guns ; the revenue (1858),
which was mostly derived from customs, duties, and
direct taxation, to £5,799,301 ; and the expenditure
to £5,949,902—a want of equilibrium in the finances

which had long existed, and which caused the estab-

Ushment, since 1819, of a gradually increasing

national debt, that amounted (1858) to £27,080,810.
The annual import trade amounted (1857) to a
declared value of £19,123,054, and the exports to

£14,605,()43.

The kingdom of S. was originated by a treaty
(24th August 1720) between Austria and the Duke
of Savoy (q. v.), by which the latter agreed to
surrender Sicily to the former on condition of receiv-

ing in exchange the island of Sardinia, and the erec-

tion of his states into a kingdom. In 1730, Victor-

Amadeus /., the last Duke of Savoy and first king of

S., resigned the throne to his son, Charles-Emmamiel
I. (1730—1773); but repenting his resolution, and
attempting to resume the government, he was put
in prison, where he died in 1732. His son, by
joining with Fnance and Spain against Austria,

obtained (1735) the territories of Tortona and
Novara, to which were further added (1743), during
the war of the Austrian Succession, the county of

Anghiera, and the territories of Vigevano and Pavia.
He was the author of the code known as the Cor-
pus Caroliman. His successor, Victor-Amadeus II,

(1773— 1796), acceded to the European coalition

against France, and was deprived in consequence of

Savoy and Nice in 1792 ; but sustained by England
and the pope, he raised an armj-, and maintained
himself in his kingdom till 1796, when Bonaparte
forced him formally to reUuquish the territories he
had lost. His son, Charles-Eminanuel II. (1796—
1802), was at first an ally of Fi'ance ; but the Direc-

tory, in 1798, compelled him to sun-ender all his

continental possessions, which were then incorpor-

ated with France ; and it was not till the first

peace of Paris (May 30, 1814) that the House of

Savoy regained its territories. The Congress of

Vienna (December 1814) annexed to S. the ancient
repubUc of Genoa, and the second peace of Paris

(1815) restored a sm.all portion of Savoy, which
France still possessed, and gave the king a protec-

torate over the small principality of Monaco. Long
before tliis time, Charles-Emmanuel had abdicated,

and hia brother, Victor-Emmanuel I. (1802—1821),
succeeded to his ric;hts, and made his entry into
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Turin, 20th May 1814. His return restored the

.lucieiitmisgovernmeut ; .lud similarpolitic.alchanges

iu the other Italian states revived the societies of

the ' Carbonari ' (q. v.) and other similar secret

associations, whose aims were sujjported by a

portion of the nobility and army, and by the heir-

presumptive to the throne, Charles-Albert, Prince

of Savoy-Cariguau. The insurrection of the army
on the 9th and 10th of March 1S21, brought on a

gener.al revolution. But the king having aljdicated

in favour of his brother, Chaiies-Felix (1821^1831),
and the Austrians having come to the rescue, the

insurrection was put down. Under the protection

of an Austrian army of occupation till 1823,

Charles-Felix re-estalilished absolute power, re-

called the Jesuits, persecuted the Protestants, and
took various other measures for rooting out all

opposition. On his death, the elder line of Savoy
became extinct, and the succession fell to the cadet

branch of Savoy-Cariguan (see Savoy, House of),

whose rights had been recognised by the Congress
of Vienna, and Charles-Albert (q. v.) (1831—1849)
ascended the throne. The liberals were grati-

fied with some slight reforms, but the power of the

clergy was untouched, and the conspiracy of 30th
November 1833 at Turin, and the mad inroad of

Mazzini, at the head of a small band of German,
PoUsh, and Italian refugees, in February 1834, only
distnrbed the country, and confirmed the govern-
ment in its despotic policy. The interior admi-
nistration was, however, carried on with more
energy than under the two previous reigns, through
the conclusion of treaties with France, Britain,

Turkey, the Low Countries, Denmark, Austria,
and the Hanse To^vIls, &c. ; the construction of

roads, bridges, and railways was vigorously pro-

secuted, and agi-ieulture and other industries were
encouraged. In 1842, the king commenced a gTadual
but progressive liberal policy, promulgated a limited
act of amnesty to political offenders, relaxed the
severity, of censorship, reformed judicial adminis-
tration and prison discipline, and abolished the
feudal system in Sardinia. The kingdom partici-

pated in the agitations of 1846 and 1847, which
afl'ected the whole peninsula, but was wholly exempt
from insurrections and conspiracies, the people con-

tenting themselves with expressing their views and
wishes in petitions and demonstrations displaying
entire confidence in the government. On Febru.ary

8, 1848, the king annoimced a new and extremely
liberal constitution, which was proclaimed some
weeks afterwards ; a liber.al law of election was
decreed, the first Sardinian parliament convoked for

the 17th April, and the act of amnesty declared
general. In the midst of these changes, the revolu-

tion broke out, and Charles-Albert, who was saluted
with the title of ' the sword of Italy,' put himself at

the head of the movement, and declared war against
Austria. (See Italy, Eadetsky, &c.) On the day
after the fatal rout of Novara (13th March 1849),
Charles-Albert resigned the thi-one to his son, Vielor-

Emmanuel II. (q. v.), who h.as succeeded iu accom-
plishing the union of Italy into one kingdom, with
the exception of Venetian Lombardy, whrch is still

Austrian, the remnaut of liis dominions which has
been jjreserved to the pope by the French, and the
duchy of Savoy and county of Nice, which the king
w.as forced to cede to France.

SARDI'NIA, Island of, the largest, after Sicily,

of the islands of the Mediterranean, lies directly

south of Corsica, from which it is separated by the
Strait of Bonifacio, a channel only 7 miles wide
in its narrowest part. S. is situated about halfway
between Centr.al Italy and Africa, and between
Southern Italy and Spain. Its length is 166 miles;
greatest breadth 90 mUes : and area 9205 so. miles.
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The country is mostly mountainous, some of the
peaks of the central chain having an elevation

of 6300 feet. The Limbara range, in the north-
west, is granite, the diagonal chain pah-eozoic,

and the central range of the tertiary calcareous
formation ; many of the peaks, especially within the
semicircle formed by the Limb.ara range, arc extinct
volcanoes. The coasts are generally steep and
rugged. A few islands lie off the coast, and all, of

any considerable size and importance, are situated
.at the corners ; oS' the north-east corner are the
Maddalena group, consisting of Maddalena, Caprera,
and five or six minute islets ; off the north-west
corner is Asinara ; and off the south-west corner are
San Pietro and San Antioco. The island is well
supplied with streams, but none of them have a long
course, and only one is partially navigable.

Soil and Climate.—Between the mountain ranges
are several wide v.alleys of remarkable beauty and
fertility. There are also sever.al large sandy or
stony districts {maccJik), of almost irremediable
sterility. The mountain sides are partly rocky and
barren, partly clad with woods, and partly fitted for

pastirrc. The climate is mild, the temperature
ranging from 34° to 90° ; hut in the low lauds, which
are largely of a marshy character, and in the neigh-

bourhood of the littoral lakes, a deadly malaria
(intemperie) prevails, especially in autumn. The
inhabitants of those districts, who can afford to do
so, migrate annually during the unhealthy season

;

and those who are compelled to rem.ain never leave
their houses till an hoirr after sunrise, and carefully

return before sunset, taking all precautions to pre-
vent the entrance of the poisonoizs gas by door or
window. The inhaling of the miasma by a stranger
is considered among the mhabitants to be as deadly
as a dose of strong poison.

Products.—Wheat, barley, maize, oranges, and
other fruits are produced iu abundance, and are
esteemed for their excellent quality. The vine is

extensively cidtivated, but, from carelessness in the
process, the wine is not so good as might n.aturally

be expected. The olive-grounds are extensive, and
the produce excellent. Tobacco (of inferior qu.alit}'),

cotton, linseed, fiax, hemp, saffron, and madder are
also produced. The woods which clothe the moun-
tain sides .are chiefly composed of cork, chestnut, oak,

pine, and other timber trees, which form a consider-

able item iu the export trade. Many moimtain-
slopes have, however, been much deteriorated in

fertility by the excessive cutting down of timber.
The bullock is the favoivrite animal for draught,

but horses .are also used; and a small species of

pony, which in ancient times was much esteemed by
the Roman matrons, is still found. The sheep .are

of ordinary quality, and the swine are said to be
among the best in Europe. Few cows are kept, and
cheese is obtained almost wholly from sheep's and
goat's milk. Wild boars and deer are not uncommon,
and the Moufflon (q. v.) is found in the Alpine woods.
Foxes, rabbits, hares, and martens are so abiuidant
that a large export trade in their skins is carried

on. The fisheries are important.
Manufactures are insignificant, being mostly the

residt of home industry ; but the royal manufactories

of gunpowder, Sialt, and tobacco are of considerable

importance. S. is rich iu minerals, but these, like

its other resources, are as yet httle developed

;

silver, mercury, grauite, gypsum, marble, .aLabaster,

amethyst, and other precious stones, are found ; and
lead, iron, and cojiper are in considerable abundance.
Gold, bismuth, .and .antimony are said to exist.

Inliahitants.—The inh.abitauts bear a considerable

resemblance to the Greeks, and speak a barbarous

dialect, composed chiefly of Spanish, Ar.abic, and
ItaUan ; they are ignorant and bigoted, having

I
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been subjected to misgovernmeut and oppression ' modern town, buUt near the rui.is of a very ancientfrom then- emancipation from Roman nUe tiU 1836,
;

town of the same name, and at present containswhen feudal tenure was abohshed, and the enormous ' a pop. of about 35,000, who carry on a smallpower of the clergy somewhat reduced. They are
,
trade in the produce of the prov-ince with Russia

generally stupid and indolent, clothe themselves in ' through the Caspian ports, and with the interior
sheep-skins, and invariably profess the Catholic

[

of Persia. The gi-eat causeway of Shah Abbas
religion. The custom of the Vendetta is frequently ' rims through the town,
practised, though not to the same extent as in Corsica.

Historii.—,S., at first called by the Greeks Ichiium i

and Sandaliotis (from its resemblance to a human
foot-print), and afterwards Sardo by the Eomaus, !

was colonised at a very early period. The first
really historical event is its conquest, about 480 E. c,
by the Carthaginians, who, during their occupation,

'

rendered the island a celebrated corn-producing
country. They were forced to abandon it to the

See JerseySARK, one of the Channel Islands.—The ChaisNel Islakds.

SARMA'TIANS. The root s-rm in this word is
in all probability the same as s-rb, so that it has
been conjectured the name S. has the same ethno-
logical meaning as Serbi and Sen-i. The oldest
Greek form of the word (and the only one found in

__ „ „„.^
Herodotus) is Sauromatce. The region occupied

Romans (238 B.C.), who gradually subdued the ;

^^ *'^^.S- "^"^'^''''"^sd (according to Ptolemy, our chief
rebellious natives, and made it a province of the
republic ; but on three several occasions, formidable
outbreaks required the presence of a consul with a
large army to restore the authority of Rome. Prom
this time it was held as a subject province, and on

authority) a portion both of Europe and Asia.—1.
The European S. are found as far west as the
Vistula ; as far north as the Venedicus Sinus (Gulf of
Riga?), or even further; as far east as the Crimea
and the Don ; and as far south as Dacia. Roughly

account of its value as the ' gi-anary of Rome,' was ' '^Pe.iking, their territory corresponded to modern
carefully protected from invasion. It fell into the
hands of the Vandals and other barbarians, and was
recovered by the Eastern Empire in 53-1 A. D., but
was finally separated from the Roman Empire by
the .Saracens. They were driven out in then- turn
by the Pisans, one of whose deputy-governors, beinu

Esthonia, Lithuania, Western Rnssia, and parts of
Poland and Galicia. The principal, or at least the
best-known nations among the European S., were
the Peucini and Bastama;, about the mouths of the
Danube, and in Moldavia and Bessarabia ; the
Jazj-ges and Eoxolani, probably in Kherson, Tauris,

supported by the Genoese, obtainecf the erection of ^^^^ Ekateriuoslav
;
the Venedi and Gythones, about

S. into a kingdom (1154) by Frederick I. The popes, I

•^^8'^' Memel, and Elbing; and the Avai-eni, at the
who had long claimed a right of suzerainty over the'

soii''ces of the Vistula.—2. The Asiatic S. are foimd
island, gave it, in 1296, to James II. of Aragou; and '

'^f
^^^ '"''^'** ^^ ^^^ Tanais (Don), as far east as the

it continued in the possession of Spain till 1708,
i

Caspian, as far south as the Euxine and Caucasus,
when it was taken possession of by the British, and

i

^^'^ ''^ ^'"' "ortli as the water-shed between the
by the peace of Utrecht (1713) it was yielded to '"i'^'ei's that fall into the White Sea and the Black,
Austria. In 1730, Austria gave it to the Duke of '"'* "^'^ have no distinct knowledge of their terri-

Savoy in exchange for Sicily, and it has since that
I

t'^"'^' possessions. North of the Don, in the region
time formed a part of the dominions of the House

i

"°'*^. occupied by the Don Cossacks, dwelt the
of Savoy. When S. came to the House of Savoy, P<i'i'ierbidi ; south-east of it, about Astrakhan, the
two-thirds of it belonged to barons of Spanish ' J^^amata;. Beyond the Perierbidi lay the Asa;i,

descent, and the most of the remainder to the ;

*'^"^''^"''^^"*'^*i"g' (•^'/'PO/''««:i"')Sarmata;, the 'Royal'
clergy, who also le\-ied a tithe on the whole pro- !

^"4 Hj-perborean Sarmat*, and many others,

duce, and for a century afterwards, it was shame- j

l^^^i^^^^ a multitude of nations in the region of the
fuUy neglected by the government. However, in

^ort^liern Caucasus. The question naturally arises :

1836 and 1837, patrimonial rights and compulsory 1
^^^^ '""ere these Sarmatians? The vast extent of

labour were abolished; and in 1838 and 1847, the
peasants were freed from the rest of the vexatious
imposts with which they were burdened. In 1847,

territory over which they spread, and the manifest
inclusion under the name S. of difl'erent races, as,
for example, Goths, Finns, Lithuanians, Circas-

the vice-royalty was abohshed, and S. mcoii)orated ,

^ia°s, Scythians, and Slaves, prove that the term
with the Sardinian kingdom (q. v.). It is at pre-

[

^^^ loosely used by Ptolemy and his contemporaries,

sent divided into two provinces or ca/jos-Cagliari ,
J"^' ^'^? ^^^ °'''^'' Herodotean term Scythia, and is

in the south, containing 5166 English sq. m., with "°* strictly ethnological
;

yet Dr Latham's view
a population of 372,097 ; and Sassari in the north,

i

f^^*^ Smith's Dictionary of Grcch and Roman Geo-

containing 4093 EngUsh sq. m., with a pop. of I

O^aplKj, arts. Sarmatia and Scj-thia), that it desig-

215,967. Caghari is the capital. I

t^»'^<^<^ o" the whole SlaWc races, and in particular

o tT>T>r^'-KTTn oTiiTT-c 1. 1 1 , ^, I
thc north-eastcm portlon of thc grcat Slavlc fanuly,SARDO NIC SMILE is a term applied by the I may be regarded as tolerably certain. The S. ficnu-e

older medical w-nters to a convulsive aifection of prominently among the barbarians who vexed°the
the muscles of the face, somewhat resemblmg

| north-eastern frontiers of the Roman Empire.
It may occur m tetanus or lock-jaw, and

i
„..„..,^ . , „ , - , . ,

• - - -
'

oAKNO, a city of Southern Italy, in the pro\-ince
laughter.

other con-i-Tilsive affections, or may residt from the
i

, ,, ^. -
, .

action of certain vegetable poisons, such as the
i
?1 ^'^'P-'^'^.C'*'''''; °° *„"<; ''"'^'"

°t.*. ^'^'"*'..°^™?«

Banunculus sceleratvs, or Celery-leaved Crowfoot.
The name is derived from a species of ranuncidus
that grows in Sardinia, termed Herba Sanlonica or
Sardoa.

SARGA'SStTM. See Gulf-weed.

SARI', the capital of the proWnce of Mazanderan,
Persia, is situated on the banks of a small stream,
the Tejend, 18 miles south of the Caspian Sea. It is

Bun-ounded by a dilapidated wall and ditch. S.

is distinguished by its remarkable tower, and by
its gardens, w-hich are adorned with rows of beauti- by Narses, in 553, was vanquished and slain, and
ful cypresses, formmg, when seen from a distance,

[

the reign of the Goths in Italy brought to a
a conspicuous feature of the landscape. S. is a ] close.
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13 miles north-west of Salerno. It is a well-built
to%vn, with a very handsome cathedral containing
some good paintings, and has a seminary for priests, a
hospital, several paper-manufactories, and foundries.
Its environs are famous for the jiroduce of very
fine silk. In the centre of the town, there are
springs of sulphureous and chalybeate waters.
Among the buildings worthy of notice is the
ancient castle of the liarberini f.amily. Pop. 15,341.

In the plain near S., Teias, king of the Goths,
in a dcsper.ate battle with the Greeks, commanded
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SAKPI, PiETRO, better Icnown by his monastic

appellation, Fra Paolo, or Brother Paid, was born

at Venice, in the year 1552 ; became an early profi-

cient in mathematics, as well as in general Utera-

tm-e, resolved to embrace the monastic life, and in

his 20th year took the vows in the religious order

of the Sekvites (q. v.). Soon afterwards, he was

appointed by the Duke of Mantua to a professor-

ship of theology in that city ; but he held it only

for a short time; and returnint; to his order, of

which he was elected provincial in his 27th year,

he continued to pursue in private his studies in

languages, in mathematics, in astronomy, and in all

the other branches of natural philosophy, mchiding

the medical and physiological sciences, in which he

attained to great proficiency, being by some writers

regarded {although, as it would seem, without suffi-

cient grounds) as entitled to at least a share in the

glory of the discovery of the circidation of the

blood. The freedom of some of his opinions led

to his being charged at Rome with heterodox

views, and although held free from actual heresy,

his opinions became an object of suspicion ;
and in

the dispute between the republic of Venice and

iPaid V. (q. V.) on the subject of clerical immunities,

S. justified these suspicions by the energy with

which he threw himself into the anti-papal party.

On being summoned to Home to account for his

conduct, he refused to obey, and was accordingly

excommimicated as being contumacious. The zeal

of S.'s opposition to Rome drew upon him the hos-

tility of the partisans of the Roman claim ; and

an attempt was' even made upon his life by a band

of assassins, whom the ardour of party-spirit at the

time did not hesitate, although, upon mere pre-

simiption, to represent as emissaries of the Jesuits.

Fra Paolo himself openly professed to share this

suspicion, and beUe-viug his lite in danger, confined

himself thenceforward within the enclosure of his

monastery. It was in this retirement that he

composed liis celebrated History of the Council of

Treivl, which has long been the subject of contro-

versy and criticism. It was published in London

by Antonio de Dominis, the ex-bishop of Spalatro,

who had recently conformed to Protestantism, at

first under the pseudonym of Pietro Soave Polano,

an anagram of the real name of the author, Paolo

Sarpi Veiieto ; and it almost immediately rose

into popularity with the adversaries of Rome as

well in England as throughout the continent. It

is by no means a simple history of the proceedings

of the CouncU, but rather a controversial narra-

tive of the discussions, in which the writer

freely enters into the merits of the doctrines under

discussion, and in many cases displays a strong

anti-CathoUo bias. His judgment of the motives

and of the conduct of the members gf the Coimcil,

especially of the representatives of the pope

and his partisans in the assembly, is uniformly

hostile, and has been accepted by Protestants as a

stronf testimony against Rome from a member of

the ifoman Church. It must be confessed, however,

that whatever judgment we may form of S.'s credi-

bihty on his own merits, it is idle to look upon him

in the light of a member of the church of Rome. It

is plain, from nimiberless declarations in his work,

and from remains of his correspondence published

after his death, that his opinions were strongly

biassed, not merely with an anti-Roman, but even

with rationalistic leanings; and Ranke does not

hesitate to declare that his unsupported statements

cannot be accepted with security, when there is

question of a damaging narrative of some intrigue

of the legates in the Coimcil, or some cabal of the

Italian bishops in the interest of Roman views. A
voluminous counter-history of the Council of Trent
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was written by the Roman Jesuit (afterwards Car-

dinal) Pallavioino, which follows him into the

details as well of the history as of the controversy.

It would be out of place here to enter into any
comparison of these rival histories of the Council
The History of S. has been translated into most of

the European languages. The French translation is

by the celebrated Courrayer, and is enriched mth
copious vindicatory and critical annotations. S.

lived in the full vigour of intellect to the age of 71,

and died of a neglected cold, which led to a pro-

tracted illness, in the year 1623. His Ufe, as an
ecclesiastic, was ^vithout reproach ; and his long-

tried zeal in the cause of the repubhc had made
him the idol of his fellow-citizens. He was honoured
accordingly by the republic with a public fimeraL

His HiKtory of the Council of Trent has been re-

printed in numberless editions ; and his collected

works were published at Verona in 8 vols. 4to,

1761—176S, and again at Naples, in 24 vols. 8vo, in

1790.

SARKACE'NIA, or SIDE-SADDLE FLOWER,
a genus of very singular marsh plants, natives of

North America. S. j^vrpurea is common from
Hudson's Bay to Carolina ; the other species are

confined to the Southern States. They are herba-

ceous perennial plants, with radical leaves and
scapes, which bear one or more large flowers. The

Sarracenia Purpurea

:

1, a flower, from which the corolla has fallen oif, shewing the

very large 5-angled stigma; o, a fully expanded flower;

b, gerraen ; c, section of the fruit.

leaves are of very remarkable structure, the stalk

being hollow and urn-shaped, and the blade of the

leaf articulated at its apex, and fitting like a Ud. It

is from the form of the leaves that the name Side-

saddle Flower is derived.—The genus is the type of

the small natural order Sarraceniacece, the only other

genus of which has recently been discovered in

Guyana. The order is regarded as closely allied to

Papaveraccw.

SARREGTJEMINES, a small frontier town in

the north of France, in the dep. of Moselle, 41 miles

east of Metz. It is famous for its manufactures of

pottery ; hempen fabrics and velvets are also made.

Pop. (1862) 5169.

oAKSAPARI'LLA, or SARSA. This much
employed medicine is the produce of several species

of Sniilax (q. v.), although the species yielding the

different kinds brought to the market have not yet

been fuUy ascertained. Among them, the three

principal are believed to be S. officinalis, S. medica,

and S. papyracea; twining shrubs, with prickly

angular stems ; the first vrAh large ovate-oblong,

acute, heart-shaped, leathery leaves ; the second
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n-ith shortly acuminate smooth leaves ; the lower
ones heart-shaped, the upper ones approaching to
ovate ; the third with membranous, oval-oblona;,

Sarsaparilla.

obtuse leaves. These shrubs are natives of warm
parts of America ; S. officinalis and S. papyracea
being found in South America, and S. medica on the
Mexican Andes. Some botanists regard them as
mere varieties of one species.

The part of the plant used in medicine is the
dried root, of which the following are the characters,
as given in the British Pharmacopceia : ' Roots not
thicker than a goose-quill, generally many feet in
length, reddish-brown, covered with rootlets, and
folded in bundles about eighteen inches long,

scentless ; taste mucilaginous, feebly bitterish,

faintly acrid.' S. has been analysed by various
chemists, and appears to consist of volatile oil, most
of which is expelled during the process of drying,
of a white crystallisable neutral substance named
Smilacin, whose composition is represented by the
formula CigHijOj, an acrid bitter resin, lignin,

starch, and mucUage. S. is one of the class of

medicines called Diaphoretics. The British Phar-
macopceia contains three preparations of this drug
—viz., the Decoction, the Compound Decoction
(containing S., sassafras chips, guaiac wood-turnings,
liquorice root, and mezereon), and the Liquid
E.xtract. The cases in which they are serviceable

are those of chronic rheumatism, secondary syphilitic

afTections, chronic skin diseases, &c. To be of any
service, S. must be taken in considerable doses.

The compound decoction, formerly known as the
Decoction of Sweet Woods, is the best preparation,

and should be taken in doses of four or six ounces
three times a day.

The root of S. aspera, a native of the south of

Europe, is used as a substitute for S., although of

inferior quality, and is called Italian sarsapariUa.

The root of Hemidesmus Indicus, a climbing shrub
of the natural order Asclepiacece, is used in India as

a substitute for S., and is therefore called Indian
sarsaparilla. The plant is common in all parts of

India. The root has a pecidiar aromatic odour and
bitter taste. In consequence of the high price

charged for genuine S., the root of Hemidesmus
Indicus, or Indian Sarsaparilla, has been introduced
into the British Pharmacopceia. The following are

its characters: 'Yellowish-brown, cylindrical, tortu-

ous, furrowed, and with annular cracks, having a
fragrant odour, and a very agreeable flavour.' The
only officinal preparation is the .Syrup ; but in Inilia,

where this root is highly esteemed as a diaphoretic

and tonic, and is extensively used as a substitute
for S., an Infusion, prepared by infusing two oimces
of the root in a pint of boiling water, is generally
employed, the dose being from two to four ounces
three times a day. The syrup is chiefly used, in
consequence of its pleasant flavour, as a vehicle for
more active medicines.

In Germany, the roots of Carex arenaria, C. dis-
ticha, and O. hirta (see Carex) are occasionally used
as a substitute for S., under the name of German
sarsaparilla.

SARTHE, an inland dep. of France, north of
the Loire. Area 2395 sq. m. ; pop. (18G2) 466,155.
It is a country of plains, traversed by low bills

and by undulations clothed with vines, of larae
picturesque forests, and of pleasant valleys. The
sou is fertile, productive in grain and in clover;
hemp is cidtivated, and hempen fabrics largely
manufactured. The wine produced is of a mediocre
quality. The climate is healthy and temi>erate.
Clover-seeds are exported to England and Holland,
and swine and cattle are reared in large numljers
for the Paris and other markets. S. is divided into
the four departments of Mans, La FISche, Mamers,
and St Calais. The capital is Le Mans. See
Mans, Le.

SARTI, Giuseppe, one of the most skilful and
learned musical composers of the 18th c., was bom
at Faenza in the Papal States in 1729. He studied
under Padre Martini at Bologna; and in 1752 pro-
duced his first opera, II Re Pastore, which was per-
formed at Faenza with great success. He held for a
time the office of Hof Kapellmeister at Copenhagen,
but returned to Italy in 1765. In 1770, and the follow-
ing years, he composed his principal operas, includ-
ing Le gelosie villane and Giulio Sabino, the latter
of which was enthusiastically received throughout
Italy, and is highly praised by Dr Burney. In
1779, he became maestro di capella of the Duomo at
Milan, and gave himself to the composition of church
music. In 1784, he went to St Petersburg as music
director of the court of the Empress Catharine, by
whom he was treated with great liberality, and
raised to the highest rank of nobility. He died at
Berlin in 1802, on his way to Italy. His operas are
thirty in number ; but the composition by which he
is now most known is his beautifiU sacred terzett,

Amplius Lava Me. S. was the musical instructor
of Cherubini (q. v.).

SARTO, Andrea del, one of the most famous
painters of the Florentine school, was bom at Flor-
ence in 1488. According to later writers, the family
name was Vannucchi, and Andrea only received the
name of del Sarto (the Tailor) from the occup.ation

of his father ; but this statement is probably erro-

neous. S. was a pupil of Piero di Cosimo, but
formed his style mainly through study of the works
of Masaccio, Domenico Ghirlandajo, and Buonarotti.
These artists inspired him \vith a love of fresco-

painting, in which he achieved great distinction.

During 1509—1514, he executed a series of repre-

sentations from the life of St Filippo Benizzi, in the
porch of the .\nnunziata at Florence ; and in these

the characteristics of his genius—dignity of com-
position, purity of form, fi'eshness of coloiu-, and
grace of expression—are seen at their best. In
1514 he commenced a series of frescoes from the
life of John the Baptist, which were not finished,

however, till 12 years afterw.ards. The finest works,
of what may be called his middle period, are the
' Madonna di San Francesco' and the ' Contending
Theologians,' V)oth in the llorentine galleries. In
1518, Francis 1. inidted S. to Paris, where he painted,

among other things, the picture of ' Charity' in the
Louvi'e; but at the solicitations of his wife, he

191
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returned to Florence, where he died in 1530. To
the later years of his life, which were neither happy
nor honourable, belong his ' Piety,' his most cele-

brated fresco the ' Madonna del Sacco ' (in the

Annuziata at Florence), the 'Madonna with Saints'

(in the Berlin Museum), and the ' Sacrifice of

Abraham ' (in the Dresden Gallery). His largest

fresco is the ' Lord's Supper,' in what was formerly

the Abbey of San Salvi, near Florence.—Sec Keu-
mout's Andrea del Sarto (Leip. 1S35).

SA'ETJM, Old, an extinct city and borough of

England, was situated on a hill two miles to the north

of Salisbury, in Wiltshire. It dated from the time

of the Romans, by whom it was known as Sorhio-

dunum, and remained an important town under the

Saxons. A WiteuagemOte was held at 0. S. in 960

;

and here WilUam the Conqueror assembled all the

barons of his kingdom in 1086. It was the seat of

a bishop from the reigu of William the Conqueror
till 1220, when the cathedral was removed to Xew
Sarum, now Salisbury (q. v.), and was followed by
most of the inhabitants. In Henry VII.'s time it

was almost wholly deserted, and has so continued

till the present time. Some traces of walls and
ramparts, and of its cathedral and castle, are still

seen. Though without a single house or inhabitant,

two members represented it in parliament, till, like

many other rotten boroughs, it was disfranchised by
the Reform biU of 1832. William Pitt, Earl of

Chatham, first sat in parliament for 0. S. in 17.35.

SARVASTIVIdAS, or SARVASTIVADINS
(lit., those who maintain the reality of all existence),

is the name of one of the four divisions of the Vai-

bhdshika system of Buddhism ; its reputed founder
was Bahida, the son of the Buddha S'akyamuni.

—

See C. r. Koeppen, Die Religion des Buddha (Berlin,

1857) ; and W. Wassiljew, Der Buddhismus, seine

Doqmen, Geschichte und Literatur (.St Petersburg,

1860).

SAEZA'NA, a city of Northern Italy, in the pro-

vince of Genoa, 8 mUes east of Spezia. Its cathe-

dral, built in 1200, is very rich in paintings and
marbles. There is also an ancient fortress budt by
the Pisans in 1262. It is the birthplace of Pope
Nicholas V. Pop. about 9000.

S. is a very ancient city, foimded 176 B.C. The
adjacent city of Luni having been sacked and
destroyed by the Vandals and by the Normans, its

inhabitants abandoned it, and took refuge in S.,

to which place they removed the episcopal see in

1204. There are still remains of the amphitheatre
of Luni.

SASH, in the British Army, is a military distinc-

tion worn on duty or parade by officers and non-
commissioned officers. For the former, it is of

crimson silk ; for the latter, of crimson cotton. It

is tied on the right side by the cavalry, and on the
left side by the infantry. In Highland regiments,
the sash is worn over the left shoulder and across

the body.

SASH. The frames in which the glass of win-
dows is insei'ted are called window-sashes. Common
mndows are usually made with an upper and lower
sash, contrived so that, by means of cords or chains,

pulleys, and balance-weights, they slide up and
down in a wooden case.

SASIN. See Antelope.

SA'SINE. (See iNFEFTMEirr.) The ceremony
was as follows : the attorney of the party giving
the right pi-oduced his warrant of title, and gave it

to the bailie or representative of the other party,
who gave it to the notary to be explained by the
latter to witnesses, and then the first party deUvered

earth and ground, that is, part of the very soil, to
the other in presence of the witnesses. The notary
then drew up an instrument reciting what had been
thus done, and which was signed by the notaiy and
two witnesses. In England, seisin never had so
narrow and technical a meaning as it had in Scot-
land.

SASKA'TCHEWAN, a large, important, and
only recently-explored river of British Noi-th Ame-
rica, draws its waters from the Rocky Mountains,
and is formed by two head-waters called the South
Branch or Bow River, and the North Branch. The
South Branch issues from a lake about four miles
long, fed by a glacier descending from a magnificent
mer de glace, and by a group of springs in the
vicinity. A few yards north of this group of

springs is another group, from which the North
Branch takes its rise. The height above the sea

is 6347 feet ; the lat., 51° 40' N. ; the long., 117°
30' W. The South Branch flows south-east to its

junction with the Belly River in long. 111° 40' W.,
then north-east to its junction with the North
Branch in long. 105° W. Fed mainly from the
same glacier that feeds the South Branch, the North
Branch flows north past Mount Mui-chison, 15,789
feet above sea-level, and one of the highest peaks
of the Rocky Mountains, north through Kutanie
Plain, a tine prairie abounding in game, and then
flows in a general eastern direction to its confluence

with the South Branch. From long. 105' W., the
river flows east, and falls into Lake Winnipeg.
Entire length stated at 1600 miles. From its mouth
it is na%'igable (on the North Branch) to Rocky
Mountain House, a distance of 1000 miles. It flows

through a country rich in coal and iron, with a
healthy cUmate, and comprising almost boundless
plains suited to the cultivation of grain. At the

sources of the S., there are several easily practicable

routes across the Rocky Mountains, especially the
mountain-road called Vermilion Pass, which is prac-

ticable for carts.

—

Journal of the Geograjihical

Societyfor 1860.

SA'SSAFRAS {Sassafras), a genus of trees or

shi'ubs of the natural order Lauracece, having dio?-

cious flowers, a 6-parted membranous perianth, 9
stamens, a succulent fruit placed on the thick fleshy

apex of the fruit-stalk, and surrounded by the
unchanged perianth. The S.-tree {S. officinale) of

North America, found from Canada to Florida, a
mere bush in the north, but a tree of 50 feet in the
south, has deciduous leaves, yellow flowers which
appear before the leaves, and small dark-blue fruit.

The wood is soft, light, coarse in fibre, dirty-white

and reddish-brown, with a strong but agreeable

smell, resembling that of fennel, and an aromatic,

rather pungent and sweetish taste. The wood of

the root possesses these properties in a higher degree
than that of the stem, and the thick spongy bark
of the root most of all. The wood is brought to

market in the form of chips, but the bark of the
root is preferred for medicinal use, is a powerful
stimidant, sudorific, and dim'etic, and is employed
in cutaneous diseases, gout, rheumatism, and syjihilis,

generally in combination with other metlicines. It

contains a volatile oil. Oil of S., which is often used
instead. An agreeable beverage is made in North
America by infusion of S. bark or S. wood ; and a
similar beverage was once very commonly sold

at dayljreak in the streets of Loudon imder the

name of Saloo/:?. A few saloop-venders are still

to be seen plying their vocation. The leaves of

S. contain so much mucilage that they are used
for thickening soup.—Another species of S. [S.

parthenoxylon), possessing similar properties, is

found in Sumatra.
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SASSAFRAS NUTS. See Pitchukiji Beans.
SASSA'NIDyB, the dynasty which succeeded

that of the Arsacida^ on the throne of Persia (q. v.),

derived its name from Sassau, the grandfather of

the newly-elected monarch Akdishik. The reign of

the Sassanidai is remarkable in the history of Persia,

not for the extent of their sway, or the luxury
and magnificence of their court, though in these
respects they could vie with the Acha;menid:B at
the epoch of their greatest power and splendour,
but for the intense energy which they succeeded in

infusing into the people at large. A comparatively
small army of Greeks might and did successfully
strive against the immense hordes of a Xerxes and
a Darius ; but the veterans of Rome could gain
no permanent laurels in a conflict with an equal
force of Persians under the Sassauidaj. Ardishir
made the desert of Khiva and the Tigris his boun-
daries, and resigned the throne to his son, Sn.iHPUR
I. (Sapor) (2-td—273 a.d.), who subdued Armeni.a,
took Algezira (25S) and Nisibis, totally routed the
Romans at Edcssa, taking prisoner the Emperor
Valerian and the relics of his army, and overrun-
ning Syria, Cappadocia, and other ]iortions of
Western Asia. This monarch paid as nnich attention
to the prosperity of his subjects and the encourage-
ment of the tine arts as he did to the extension of
his power ; but his enlightened plans were not
carried out by his immediate successors.—Naesi
(Narses) (294—303) retook Armenia, and signally

defeated the Romans rmder Galerius ; but fortune
deserted him in the following year (297).—His
grandson, Shahptjr II. (310—3S1), surnamed PosT-
nuMUS, an infant, succeeded, and Persia, during his
minority, was much harassed by the Arabs, Romans,
and Tartars ; but Shahpur had no sooner taken in
his hands the reins of government, than in return,
he ravaged Yemen, punished the Tartars, and took
the sole revenge at that time in his power against
the Romans, by commencing a dreadful persecution
of the Christi.ans in his dominions. A regular war
speedUy followed ; the army of Coustautius was
routed at Singarah, and he was compelled to sue
for peace. But the war continued ; Constantius's
successor, Julian, was defeated, and lost his life

(363) near Ctesiphon, and the Romans were glad to
conclude the humiliating peace of Dura. Armenia,
Iberia, and the other Caucasian principalities were
then reduced by Shahpur. The wholesome terror
thus infused into the Romans effectually restrained
them from aggressions for many ye.ars.—Among his

successors were Baii.vka.ai V. (420—44S), surnamed
GouR, who recommenced hostilities with the
Romans, the result being a partition of Armenia
and a truce for 100 ye.ars; and Kobad (Coe.ades or

Oaeades) (488—198, 502—531), a wise and able

monarch, who, on the Romans refusing any longer
to pay the stipulated tribute, declared war against
them, and defeated them in every engagement,
concluding peace (505) on receiving 11,000 lbs. of

gold. A second war, which commenced in 521,
was from beginning to end in favour of the Persians,
though the Romans at that time possessed a staff

of generals unsurpassed at any jjrevious epoch of

their history. The war continued for some time
after the accession of Khusku I. (q. v.) (531—579),
and was continued at intervals till nearly the con-

clusion of the century, when another great Persian
conqueror, KnusRU 11. (q. v.) (591—628), ascended
the throne ; but the details of his annihilation of

the Roman power in Asia, and the resistless march of

Heraclius (([. v.), who again cooped up the Persians
within the Tigris, and intiicted upon the S. a blow
from which they never recovered, will be found
under these names.—After four years of petty civil

war, which wore out the remaining strength of the

nation, Yesdigerd III. (632—651) was raised to
the throne. The Aralis, who had already twice
attacked Persia without success, made a third
attemjit in 639, and routed Yesdigerd's army at
Kudseah (Cadesia) with immense loss. Yesdigerd
made another energetic attempt to rescue his king-
dom ; but the great battle of Nahavend, in which
more than 100,000 Persians are said to have been
slain, extiugiushed all hope of success ; and the
unfortunate monarch liecarae a fugitive and a
wanderer in Northern Khorassan till 651, when he
was treacherously murdered.—Thus perished the
dynasty which had pulled down the Romans from
their proud pre-eminence among nations by the
hands of a horde of robber-fanatics, under whose
barbarous rule the extensive commercial prosperity
and refined civilisation which had been so carefully
fostered for four centuries, were utterly swept away,
leaving ordy such traces !is ruined acjueduets,
choked-up canals, and the still magnificent remains
of almost forgotten cities.

SA'SSARI, a city in the north-west of the island
of Sardinia, the chief town of the province of the
same name, 8 miles from the shore of the Gulf of
Asinara. It is a handsome and important archie-
piscopal city, and has a vast cathedral, -with
many sculptiu-es, one of which is by Canova ; a
university, founded in 1776 ; a college ; and
a rich library, with the MSS. of the Azuni. S.

is a very busy town, and trades especially in
grain, wine, fruits, wool, olive oil, and tobacco.
Its harbour, Torres, is 10 mUes north-west of S. ; it

is narrow and shallow, and does not admit large
vessels. Pop. 25,086.

SATAN. See Devil.

SATARA, generally spelled Sattara, a collector-

ate in the Poena division of the Bombay presidency,
British India, is bounded on the N. by the state of
Poena, and on the W. by the lofty ridge of the
Western Ghauts. Area, 11,000 sq. m.

;
pop. 1,220,000.

S.-iT.4RA, the capital, from which the state derives
its name, one of the most s,alubrious and pleasant
stations in the Doccan, 133 mUes south-east of
Bombay. Pop. inconsiderable.

S.\'TELLITES (Lat. satelles, an attendant) are
certain celestial bodies which attend upon and
revolve round some of the planets, as these latter

revolve round the sun ; and hence scientific men
frequently apply to them the generic term, 'second-
ary planets.' The E.arth, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
and Neptune, each possesses one or more of these
attendants. The eclipses, inequalities, inclinations,

and reciprocal attractions of the satellites, have been
carefiUly noted from time to time, and the theory
of their motions, at least of the most prominent of

them, has been found to coincide with that of the
moon. The satellites of Jupiter are invested with
additional interest, from their eclipses having been
the means of directing Romer to his great discovery
of the successive propagation and velocity of light.

On carefid investigation, he found that the eclipses

regularly happened 16' 26" earlier when the planet
was in opposition (i. e., nearest the earth), than when
it was in conjunction (i. e., furthest from the earth),

a phenomenon which coidd only bo accounted for

by the supposition, that light requires 16' 26" to

pass over a distance equal to the diameter of the
Earth's orbit.

SATIN, a f.abric in which so much of the weft is

brought up]iermost in the weaving as to give a more
lustrous and unbroken surface to the cloth than is

seen when the warji and weft cross each other more
frequently ; tins will be better understood by refer-

ence to the figure than by any verbal description.

A are the warp threads, of which only every tenth
493
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one is raised to allow the shuttle to pass, but they

are all raised in regular succession, so that the

weaving is quite uniform throughout ; B are the

weft thi'eads ; and C is the selvedge, which is

formed on each side of the piece of stuff by the

regular method of plain-weaving, that is, by raising

every other warp thread for the passage of the weft.

The term satin is very rarely applied to any other
than silk fabrics, woven as described ; but there are

woollen, linen, and cotton s.atins known in the
markets.

SATIN-BIRD. See Bowek-eird.

SA'TINET, an inferior satin, woven much thinner
than the ordinary kind. The term is also occasion-

ally applied to a variety of cloth woven with cotton
warp and woollen weft.

SATIN-WOOD, a beautifid ornamental wood
obtained from both the West and East Indies. The
former is the better kind, and is supposed to be the
produce of a moderate-sized tree, Ferolia Ouianensis,

and probably other species, as there are several

varieties of the wood. That from the East Indies is

less white in colour, and is produced by Chloroxylon

Sweitenla. Both are much used by cabinet-makers,

and for marquetry, &c. The logs are usually only

6 or 7 inches square.

Chloroxylon Sweitenia is a tree of the natural

order Cedrelacece, growing on the mountains of the
Circars in India, and m Ceylon. Sir James E.

Tennent says that ' in point of size and durabUity,

it is by far the first of the timber-trees of Ceylon.

The richly-coloured and feathery logs are used for

cabinet-work, and the more ordinary for budding
purposes, every house in the eastern province being
floored and timbered with satin-wood.'—Tennent's
Ceylon.

SA'TIRE (Lat. satlra ; older form, saiara), the

name given by the Romans to a species of poetry of

which they may be considered the inventors. The
word saiura (from the root sat, enough) is strictly

and originally an adjective, meaning ' full ' or 'filled
;

'

but afterwards it came to possess also a substantive

signification, and denoted a dish filled with a medley
of mgi'edients, like the Pot-pourH (q. v.) of the
French, or the Olla Podrida (q. v.) of the Spaniards.

Hence, in its figurative application to a branch of

literature, it throws a light on the primary character

of that literature. The oldest Roman satire was
a medley of scenic or dramatic improvisations

expressed in varying metres (Livy, lib. 7, cap. 2),

like the Fescennine Verses (q. v.) ; but the sharjj

banter and rude jocularity of these unwritten
effusions bore little resemblance, either in form or

spu'it, to the earnest and acrimonious criticism that

formed the essential characteristic of the later satire.

The earliest—so far as we know—who wrote saiun^,
were Ennius (q. v.) and Pacuvius ; but the metrical

miscellanies of these authors were little more than
19

1

serious and prosaic descriptions, or didactic homilies

and dialogues. Lucihus (b. 148, d. 103 B.C.), is uni-

versally admitted to be the first who handled men and
manners in that peculiar style which has ever since

been recognised as the satirical ; and the particular

glory of Lucihus, in a literary point of view, consists

in this, that he was the creator of a sjiecial kind of

poetry, which in all subsequent ages has been the
terror and aversion of fools and knaves. The serious,

and even satiu-nine gravity of the Roman mind must
have readily disposed it to a censorious view of public

and private vices. After the death of Lucilius,

satire, as well as other forms of literature, languished,

nor do we meet with any satirist of note till the age
of Horace (q. v.), whose writings are as a glass in

which we behold mirrored the tastes and habits of

the Augustan age. His satire, though sharp enough
at times, is in the main humorous and playful. lb

is different when we come to Juvenal (q. v.)—
a century later, when satire became a smva indig-

tiatio, a savage onslaught on the tremendous vices

of the capital. Persius (q. v.), who lived in the
generation before Juvenal, is every way inferior,

in force of genius, to the latter. After Juvenal,

we have no professed satirist, but several winters,

prose and poetic, in whom the satiric element is

found, of whom Martial, the epigrammatist, is

perhaps the most notable.

During the middle ages, the satirical element
shewed itself abundantly in the general literature of

France, Italy, Germany, England, and Scotland.

Men who have a claim to the character of satirists,

par excellence, are Ulrich von Hutten, one of the
authors of the Epistolce Obscui-orum Virorum
(q. v.), Erasmus (q. v.), Rabelais (q. v.). Sir David
Lindsay (q. v.), George Buchanan (q. v.). In all of

these writers, priests are the special objects of

attack ; their vices, their greed, their foUy, their

ignorance, are lashed with a fierce rage. But
it was in France that satire as a formal literary

imitation of antiquity first appeared in modem
times. VauqueHn (q. v.) may be considered the
true founder of modern French satire. The satiri-

cal verses of Mottin, of Sigogne, and of Berthelot,

of Mathurin Regnier, VEspadon Satirique of Fuur-
queraux, and Le Parnasse Satirique, attributed to
ThSophile Viaud, are very impure in expression,

and remind us that at this time a satire was under-
stood to be an obscene work—the 17th c. scholars
supposing that the name had something to do with
Satyr, and that the style ought to be conformed
to what might be thought appropriate to the
lascivious deities of ancient Greece! During the
17th and ISth centuries, both England and France
produced professed satirists of the first order of

merit, who have not been siu^assed by the best

either of their predecessors or successors. The
names of Dryden (q. v.), Butler (q. v.). Pope (q. v.),

and Churchill (q. v.) on this side of the Channel,
of Boileau (q. v.) and Voltaire (q. v.) on the other,

are too well known to require more than mention.
Dr Edward Young (q. v.) and Dr Johnson (q. v.)

have also made a name for themselves in this branch
of literature. It may be noticed, however, as a dis-

tinguishing characteristic of Drj'den,*Bodeau, Young,
Pope, Churchill, and Johnson, and as a mark of the
difference of the times in which they Uved from
those of the satirists of the Reformation, that it is

no longer the church that is assailed, but society,

political opponents, literary rivals, &c. ; the war is

carried on, not so much against bad morals in the

clergy, as against the common vices of men in

general, or is even the expression of partisan

hatreds. Swift (q. v.) and Arbuthnot {q. v.) are

perhaps as great satirists as any of those we have
mentioned.
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Satire in the shape of political squibs, lampoons,
&o., is very abundant in the 17th and ISth centuries.

Butler's Hudibras is simply one long lampoon
against the Puritans ; most of the playwrights of

the Restoration were royalist satirists—unscrupu-
lous and indecent partisans. Drydeu himself was
but facile princeps of the herd. Andrew Marvell
(q. V.) is the most famous name on the side of

liberty. The Beggars' Opera of the poet Gay is a
piece of very fine political satii-e. Gifford (q. v.) and
Wolcott (q. v.), better known as Peter Pindar, also

deserve mention in a historical point of view, though
their intrinsic merits are small. Incomparably
superior to all their contemporaries, and among the
first order of satirists, are Robert Burns (q. v.) and
Cowper {q. v.).—Meanwhile, in France, since Vol-
tau*e, no great name has appeared, except, perhaps,
that of Beranger (q. v.), though the spu-it of satire

has pervaded most of the current literature, more
particularly political literature, of which the latest

expression is the pamphlet recently published
(ISGo) by M. Rogeard against the system of

fovernment pursued by Napoleon III., and entitled

les Propos de Labienus. In Germany, the most
conspicuous modern names are those of Hage-
dorn, Rabener, Sturz, Stolberg (q. v.), Kiistner,

Wieland (q. v.), Tieck (q. v.), and Goethe (q. v.),

but none of these have adhered very strictly to
the classic models of satire. Of 19th c. satirists

in England, the best names are Byron {q. v.), the
brothers Smith (q. v.), and Hood (q. v.) in poetry;
and Hook (q. v.), Jerrold (q. v.), Thackeray (q. v.),

and Carlyle (q. v.) in prose. To these may be
added the name of the author of the Bigloio Papers,
James RusseU Lowell.—See Sellar's Roman Poets

of the Republic (Edinb. 1863) ; Browne's History of
Roman Classical Literature (Lond. 1S53); Thomson's
History of Roman Literature (forming a volume of

the Encyclopcedia Metropolitana) ; Mommsen's His-
tory ofRome; Wleh\^ilv\ Lectures on Roman History ;
M. Viollet le Due, article 'Satire' in the Diction-

naire de la Conversation ; and James Hanna}''s Satire

and Satirists.

SA'TRAP, in the ancient Persian monarch}', was
the governor of a province, whose power—so long
as he enjoyed the favour of the king—was almost
absolute. He levied taxes at his jileasine, and
could ape the tyranny of his great master without
let or hindrance. ^Tien the monarchy of Cyrus
began to decline, some of the satraps threw off their

sUght allegiance, and founded independent king-
doms or sultanates of their own, the most famous of

which in ancient times was the Mithridatic king-

dom of Pontus. See Pontus and Mithkidates.

SA'TUBN, an ancient Italian di\'inity, who pre-

sided over agriculture. His name, from the same
root as satu?n {sero, to sow), indicates what was
probably one of the earliest personifications in the
Italian religion, S. being the god who blessed the
labours of the sower. His identification with the
Greek Kron'OS by the later Grsecising myth-mongers
is a peculiarly infelicitous blunder, and has led to

more than ordinary confusion. The two have
absolutely nothing in common except their antiquity.

The Greek Demeter (Ceres), it has beeu observed,
approaches far more closely to the Italian conception
of the character of Saturn. The process of amalga-
mation in the case of Kronos and S. is visible enough.
First, there is the Greek myth. Kronos, son of

TJranoa (Heaven) and Grea (Earth), is there the
youngest of the Titans. He married Rhea, by whom
he had several children, all of whom he devoured at

birth except the last, Zeus (Jupiter), whom his

mother saved by a stratagem. The motive of

Kronos for this horrible conduct was his hope of

frustrating a prophecy which declared that his chil-

dren would one day deprive him of his sovereignty,
as he had done in the case of his father Uranos;
but fate is stronger even than the gods, and when
Zeus had gi-own up, he began a great war against
Kronos and the Titans, which lasted for ten years,
and ended in the complete discomfiture of the latter,

who were hurled down to Tartarus, and there
imjirisoned. So ran the common myth. But other
myths added, that after his banishment from heaven,
Kronos fled to Italy, where he was received hos-
pitably by Janus, who shared his sovereignty mth
him. At this point the Greek myth coalesced with
the Italian. S., the old homely deity of the Latin
husbandmen, was transformed into a divine king,
who ruled the happy aborigines of the Italian penin-
sula with paternal mildness and beneficence, taught
them agriculture and the usages of a simple and
innocent civilisation, and softened the primitive
roughness of their manners. Hence the whole land
received from him the name of Saturnia, or ' land of

plenty.' His reign was that ' golden age,' of which
later poets sang as the ideal of earthly happiness,
and in memory of which the famous Saturnalia

(q. V.) were thought to have been instituted. At
the foot of the Capitoline, where the fugitive god
had formed his first settlement, there stood in his-

torical times a temple dedicated to his worship.
Ancient artists represented him as an old man, with
long straight hair hanging down, the back part of

his head covered, his feet swathed in woollen
ribbons, and a pruning-knife or sickle-shaped harp
in his hand. Other attributes, as the scythe, serpent,

Tvings, &c., are of later invention.

SATURNA'LIA, an ancient Italian festival,

instituted, according to the common belief of the
ancients, in memory of the happy reign of Saturn

(q. v.). Discarding all mythical explanations of the
institution of the S. as simply incredible, and not
worth the trouble of refutation, we may rationally

conjecture that the S. was a rural festival of the old

Italian husbandmen, commemorative of the ingather-

ing of the harvest, and therefore of immemorial
antiquity. It is not, we conceive, to be doubted for

a moment that the untrammelled joUities of the S.

were familiar to the farmers of Latium long before

their homely national god, who blessed the laboui's

of seedtime with abundant fruit, had been decorated
with incongruous Hellenic honoui's, and transformed
into a skyey Titan. Later ages may have intro-

duced novel elements into the S. befitting the
hybrid myth of king Saturn, but originally, no
thoughtful investigator can doubt that the cessa-

tion from toil, and the wild self-abandoning mirth
that marked the feast, were expressive of the
labouring man's delight that the work of the year
was over, and not of an artificial enthusiasm for a
'golden age' that never had been. The great
feature of the S., as we know the festival in histo-

rical times, was the temporary dissolution of the
ordinary conditions of ancient society. The dis-

tinctions of rank disa[>peared or were reversed.

Slaves were permitted to wear the ;ii'fe««, or badge
of freedom, and sat down to banquets in their

master's clothes, while the latter waited on them at

table. Crowds of people filled the streets, and
roamed about the city in a pecuhar dress, shouting

lo Saturnalia ; sacrifices were oflfered with uncovered
head ; friends sent presents to each other ; all busi-

ness was suspended ; the law-courts were closed

;

school-boys got a holiday ; and no war could be
begim. During the Republic, the S. proper occupied
only one day—the I9th of December (xiv. KaL
Jan.). The reformation of the calendar by Julius
Caesar caused the festival to fall on the 17th
(xvi. KaL Jan.), a change which produced much
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confusion, in consequence of which the Emperor
Augustus ordained that the S. should embrace the

whole three days 17th, 18th, and 19th of December.
Subsequently, the number was extended to five,

and even seven, though even in the times before the

Empire, it would appear that the amusements often

lasted for several days. But while the whole week
was regarded in a general sense as devoted to the

S., three distinct festivals were really celebrated

—

the S. proper ; the Opalia, in honour of Ops, the wife

of Saturn, and the goddess of field-labour (from

opus, a work) ; and the Sujillaria, in which sigUla,

or little eartlienware figures, were exposed for sale,

and purchased as chiklren's toys. The modern
Italian Carnival (q. v.) would seem to be only the

old pagan S. baptised into Christianity.

SATU'ENIAN VERSE, the name given by the

Romans to that species of verse in which their

oldest poetical compositions, and more particularly

the oldest national poetr}', were composed. In the

jisage of the later poets and grammarians, the phrase

has two different significations. It is applied in

a general way to denote the rude and unfixed

measures of the ancient Latin ballad and song, and
perhaps derived its name from being originally

employed by the Latin husbandmen in their harvest-

songs in honour of the god Saturn (q. v.). In this

sense, it simply means old-fashioned, and is not

intended to determine the character of the metre.

It is also applied to the measure used by Naavius,

and a common opinion, sanctioned by the great

name of Bentley, is, that it was a Greek metre intro-

duced by htm into Italy. But though the .Saturnian

verse is found among the measures employed by
Archilochus, scholars generally incline to the opinion

that this is an accidental coincidence, that the

measure of Nrevius is of Italian (Hermann even
thinks of Etruscan) origin, and that it merely
improved on the older ballad-metre—the primitive

Saturniau verse. It continued in use down to the

time of Ennius (q. v.), who introduced the Hex-
ameter (q. v.). According to Hermann, the basis of

the verse is contained in the following schema :

which, as Macaulay happily points out, corresponds

exactly to the nursery rhyme,

The queen was in her parlour
|
eating bread and honey,

and is frequently found in the Spanish poem of the

Cid, the Nibelimgen Lied, and almost all specimens

of early poetry ; but in the treatment of it a wide
and arbitraiy freedom was taken by the old Roman
poets, as is proved by the still e.xtant fragments of

Ntevius, Livius Andi-onicus, Ennius, and of the old

inseriptionary tables which the triumphatores set

up in the Capitol, in remembrance of their glorious

achievements.—See History of Roman Literature,

by Thompson, Arnold, Newman, &c. (Encyclopcedia

Metropohtana, 1852) ; Browne's History of Classical

Roman Literature (1853) ; Niebuhr's Historij of
Rome; Preface to Macaulay's Lat/s of Ancient

Rome ; and SeUar's Roman Poets of the Republic

(1863).

SATYRI'ASIS (see S.iXYRs) is the insanity, or

the ungovernable sway of the lowest instincts and
propensities, by which man becomes an animal in

its savage and excited state. The ancients were
acquainted with this loathsome form of alienation, t

in which man is the sport of foul and dangerous
|

instincts, and recognises no law or hindrance to

the promptings of hunger, thirst, or lust. It still

appears at puberty and in dotage, but is more
rarely met with ; antl its disappearance may be

j

hailed as significant of the predominance of the
higher sentiments, or of the subjection of propen-

1

sities to law, decency, and decorum.—Mason Good,
Study of Medicine, vol. v. p. 124 : Sauvages, vol. ii.

p. 214.

SA'TYRS, in Greek Mythology, were a race of

woodland deities, first mentioned by Hesiod, who
designates them— ' the race of worthless Satyrs
unfit for work.' Subsequently, they figure in great
numbers in the train of Dionysus (Bacchus)—their

leader being that model of tipsy revellers, the never-
sober Silenus ! In appearance, they were at once
grotesque and repulsive, like all old woodland
demons. They are described as robust in frame,

with broad snub noses, large pointed ears like those
of animals (whence they are sometimes called theres,

' wild beasts'), bristly and shaggy hair, rough skin,

little horny knobs on their foreheads, and small
tails. The S. are of course sensual in their

inclinations, and rarishers of the woodland ujonphs,

fond of music, dancing, wine, and of the deep
slumbers that follow a debauch. The Roman poets

identified them mth the Fauni of their own mj'tho-

logy, and gave them larger horns and those goats'

feet with which they are so often represented.

Ancient sculpture was foud of the Satyr as a ' sub-

ject'—one of the most famous specimens of ancient

art being the Satyr of Praxiteles (q. v.).

SAUCES are preparations of various condiments,

used for the pur])ose of giving piquancy and flavour

to various kintk of food, chiefly animal. Sauces

have been in use from the earliest times of culinary

art. The ancients prided themselves much upon
them, and used them almost wholly with fish.

Sauces were used by the Greeks, but seem to have
arrived at the summit of their reputation in the

time of the Roman Empire, when that called

garum, made from a fish called garon by the Greeks,

probably the anchovy, was considered one of the

greatest luxuries of the table. Besides the garum,
many other sauces were made of the tunny and
other fishes. In modern times, w"e have sauces in

great variety : there are those ready prepared, as

Harvey's, the AVorcestershire, the Holyrood, &c.,

the basis of which is Ketchup (q. v.), which of itself

is one of the most extensively known sauces ; and
there are a large number prepared, when wanted, by
the cook, to suit every kind of dish sent to the

table. These usually consist of rich gravies,

thickened with flour or other materials, and
flavoured with some suitable condiment. One of

the reproaches of British cookery is the extensive

use of a sauce called melted butter, which is usually

little better than biUstickers' paste, and which at

the best is a little flour, water, and butter warmed
together, and well mixed ; and it is the habit to

serve this to almost every kind of dish needing a
sauce, whether animal or vegetable.

SAU'CISSON, or SAUSAGE, is a fascine of more
than the usual length ; but the principal application

of the term is to the apparatus for tiring a military

mine. This consists of a long bag or pipe of linen,

cloth, or leather, from one inch to one and a half

inch in diameter, and charged with gunpowder.
One end is laid in the mine to be exploded ; the

other is conducted through the galleries to a place

where the engineers can fire it in safety. The
electric spark is now preferred to the saueisson. See
Bl,v,sting.

SAUEB-KRAU'T, a preparation of the common
white cabbage, well kuown and in extensive use in

Germany and the north of Europe, where it

supplies during the winter the place of fresh veget-

ables. The caljbages are gathered when they have
formed firm white hearts ; and these, sliced into thin

shreds, are placed in a succession of thin layers in

a cask, each layer being sprinkled with fine salt,
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to which some add juniper herrios, cumin seed,
caraway seeds, or other condiment. A board is then
placed on the top, with a heavy weight, so as to
press the whole down firmly, but gently. After a
time, fermentation bejjins ; and when a sour smell
arises from the cask, it must be removed into a cool
place, aud kept for use. It is generally eaten boiled,
in the same way as fresh cabbage.

SAUL, the first king of Israel, was the son of
Kish, a wealthy chief of the tribe of Benjamin.
The circumstances that marked his election to the
royal dignity are familiar to all the readers of
Scripture, and need not be repeated here (see Jews,
S.vmuel). Gigantic in stature, noble in mien, and
imperious in character, he appeai-ed admii-ably fitted
to accomplish the task of consolidating the dislocated
tribes of Israel. His earlier achievements augiired
hopefully for his future. The deliverance of the
men of Jabesh Gilead, above all, his victories over
the Philistines, the Jloabites, Ammonites, Edoniites,
and Amalekites, were unmistakable proofs of his
vigorous military capacity, but gradually there
shewed itself in the nature of the man a wild
perversity— ' an evil spirit of God,' as it is called

—

cidminating in paroxysms of insane rage, which led
him to commit such frightful deeds as tlie massacre
of the priests of Nob. Samuel, who had retired
from the 'court' of S., and had secretly anointed
David as king, did not cease to ' mourn ' for the
wayward monarch ; but nothing availed to sta3' his
downward career, not even the noble virtues of his

son Jonathan ; and at last ho fell iu a disastrous
anil bloody battle mth the Philistines on ilount
Gilboa.

SAUMAREZ, James, B.vron de, a celebrated
naval hero, was descended from an old Frencli
family, which had long been settled in Guernsey,
and was born there, 11th March 17o7. He entered
tlic navy as midshijiman at the age of thirteen, and
served in the American war (177-1— 1782), receiving
for his gallantry at the attack of Chai-leston (1775)
the grade of lieutenant ; but ho was recalled before
the cud of this war, aud placed under Sir Hyde
Parkc'r. Ho did good service in the action off

the Dogger Bank (August 17S1), and was rewarded
nith promotion to the rank of commander, being
soon afterwards placed under the orders of Admiral
Kempenfeldt on the Jamaica station. At the gi'cat

light between Fiodney and De Grasse (12th April
17S2), S. commanded the Ifussell, a liue-of-battle

shijj, and gained much distinction by his coolness

and intrcpiditj- throughout. For his gaUant capture
of the French frigate La Reunion, with one inferior

in size and equii)mcnt, he received the honour of

knighthood ; and in command of the Orion, a

seventy-four, he served under Lord Bridport at the

battle of rOrient, June 23, 1795. He also took a
prominent part in the battle olT Cape St Vincent
(February 14, 1797), and was second in command at

the battle of the Nile, iu which he was severely

woimdeil. In ISUl, ho became a baronet, and
vice-admiral of the blue ; and in the same year he
fought his greatest action off Cadiz (.July 12),

defeating a Frcueh-Spanish fleet of 10 line-of-battle

and 4 frigates, with a squadron less than half their

strength, and causing to the enemy a loss of 3000
men and three ships. This contest, than which,
according to Admiral Nelson, ' a greater was never
fought,' gained for S. the Order of the Bath, the
freedom of the city of Loudon, and the thanks of

parliament. Iu the Russian war, he commanded
the Baltic fleet, and took or destroyed two large

Russian flotillas (July ISOO). In 1814, he became
admiral, vice-admiral of Great Britain iu 1821, was
created a peer in 1831, and died at Guernsey,
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9th October 1836. His life has been written by
Sir John Ross (Memoirs of Admiral Lord de
Saumarez, 2 vols., 1838).

SAUMUR, a town of France, on the left bank
of the Loire, in the dep. of Maine-et-Loire, 28 miles
south-east of Angers by railway. Bridges connect
the town with a suburl> on the right bank of the
river. The river-side is lined with handsome quays,
and there are good bridges and agreeable promen-
ades. There is an imperial riding-school, in which
riding-masters for the army are trained. Upwards
of 600 workmen are employed in the manufacture
of rosaries of cocoa-nut shell and beautiful articles
in enamel. Its trade is in spirits, wines, hemp, and
linen. Pop. (1802) 12,342.

S., formerly the capital of the pro-^'ince of
Saumurois, was a stronghold of the Protestants
during the reign of Henry IV., at which time it

contained 25,0iT0 inhabitants. Its prosperity was
annihilated by the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes, and its pojiulation reduced to a fom-th.
Perhaps the most striking event in the history of
the town was its brdliant capture by Laroche-
jaquelein and the Vendean.s, Jime 10, 1793. In
this action, the victors, with but a slight loss,

captured 60 caunou, 10,000 muskets, and 11,000
repnbhcaus.

SAUNDERSON, Nicnoi.\.s, LL.D., a distin-

guished English scholar, was born at Thurlestou in
Yorkshire in 16S2. He became blind from small-
pox at the age of twelve months, but received a good
education, including instruction iu the classics,

which was orally communicated. His strong pre-
dilection for mathematics becoming known to his
friends, attempts were made with success to instruct
him in arithmetic, geometry, and algebra, by means
of ingenious mechanical contrivances which it is not
necessary to describe. In 1707, he came to Christ's

College, Oxford, as a teacher, and there delivered a
series of lectures on the Newtonian philosophy,
including (strange to say) a discussion of Newton's
theory of optics. Four years afterwards, he suc-

ceeded Whiston as Lucasian professor, and died 19th
April 1739. A valuable and elaborate treatise on
Algebra, from his pen, was published iu 1740 (2 vols.,

Svo), and another on Fluxions, including a com-
mentary on some parts of Newton's Princijiia, in

1756. The mental process by which he was enabled
to understand the rules of perspective, the projec-
tions of the sjihere, and some of the more recondite
propositions of sohd geometry, seems to have been
peculiar to himself, and was almost wholly luiin-

telligible to others.

His sense of feeling was extremely acute ; and ho
is said even to liave been able to distinguish, by
this sense alone, true Roman medals from co\uiter-

feits. He coidil judge fairly of the size of a room
and of his position in it by the sound of his own
footsteps, and could tell, in some inexplicable

manner, when light clouds were passing across the
sun's disc.

SAU'RIA, in the S3-stems of Cuvier and other
recent naturalists, an order of Reptiles (q. v.), having
an elongated boily, covered with scales or with
bony plates ; a more or less elongated tail ; four
limbs, or sometimes only two apjiarcnt, the rudi-

mentary liind-limbs being concealed beneath the
skin ; the mouth always furnished with teeth ; the
ribs nn.ivable, rising and falling in respiration ; the
young issuing from the egg in a form simUai- to tliat

of the mature animal.—lo this order belong Croco-
diles, Alligators, &c. ; Chameleons, Geckos, tgnanas,
Agamas, Varans, Teguixins, Lizards, Skinks, Sec,

numerous families, some of which contain many
genera and species. Crocodiles and their allies,

4'j7
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bein" covered with bony platea instead of overlap-

ping scales, are by some naturalists removed from

amongst the Sanrians, and a place nearer to the

Chcloniaus is assigned to them. In their general

form and structure, however, they correspond with
Sanrians, and have no resemblance to Cheloiiians.

The recent S. are far excelled in size and in variety

of strange forms by the fossil S., as the Plesiosaui'us,

Ichthijosaurus, &c.

. SAUKIN, Jacques, a celebrated French Protest-

ant preacher, was born at NSmes, 6th January 1677,

studied at Geneva, and was chosen minister of a

Walloon church in London in 1701. But the climate

of England did not agree -with liis delicate health
;

and in 1705 he settled at the Hague, where his

extraordinary gift of pidpit oratory was prodigiously

admired, but not by his clerical brethren, who
enviously assailed him with the accusation of

heresy. The ground of their charge was that S.

had attributed falsehood to God. Commenting in

a thesis on the conduct of Samuel (1 Sam. chap,

xvi.) when about to proceed to Bethlehem to anoint

David, S. had pointed out that God certainly induced
the prophet to adopt such measures and such lan-

guage as could not but lead King Saul to believe

what was not true. He argued, however, th.at the

'will of God' can never command what is criminal

or wrong, and that this deception—this falsehood, as

men would call it—was quite innocent and permis-

sible. S.'s logic is not perhaps quite faultless, but
he at least deserves credit for not denying the

existence of a moral difiicidty. The dispute M'as

carried to the synod of Hague, and S. was subjected

to a series of jjetty persecutions that shortened his

days. He died at the Hague in 1730. As a preacher,

S. has often been compared with Bossuet, whom he
rivals in force, if not in grace and subtlety of reli-

gious sentiment. His chief productions are : Sermons
stir divers TcxSes de VEcriturc Sainie (La Haye,
170S—1725); Noiiveaux Sermons sur la Passion
(Rotterdam, 1732) ; Discoiirs sur les Evenments les

plus memorablcs dii, V. ct du N. T. (Amst. l';20—

172S); Abrege de la Thiohrjie el de la Morale Chrc-

liennes en Forme de Catechisnte (Amst. 1722) ; and

Etat du Clirislianis^ne en France (La Haye, 1725).

SAU'ROID FISHES, a name sometimes em-
ployed to designate fishes which approach in their

structure to saurian reptiles. Of recent S. F., ex-

amples are found in Bony Pikes (q. v.) and Sturgeons

(q. v.). Fossil S. F. are numerous, some of them of

very large size. The teeth of Megaliehtlnjs are

nearly four inches in length, tar exceeding those of

any existing fish, and bony plates of the same fish

have been found five inches in diameter.

SAU'KY PIKE [Scomheresox), a genus of fishes

of the order Phari/ngor/nathi and family Scomberc-
socidce, having the body greatly elongated, and

Saury Piko [Scoinheresox saurus).

covered with minute scales ; the head also much
elongated, and the jaws produced into a long sharp
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beak, as in the Garfish (q. v.) ; from which, however,
the present genus differs in the division of the dorsal
and anal fins into finlets, as in mackerels. One
species (S. saurus) is common on the British coasts.

It is about fifteen inches long, the back dark-blue,
the under parts white ; the fins dusky-brown. It

approaches the coast, and enters iirtlis in shoals,

which are pursued by larger fishes, porpoises, &c. ;

and in order to escape from these, the S. P. often

leaps out of the water, or rushes along the surface,

for a distance of one hundred feet, scarcely dipping
or seeming to touch the water. Hence the name
Skipper, which it very commonly receives on the
British coasts. Vast shoals sometimes enter bays,
so that they may be taken by paiUuls, and great
numbers are sometimes found among the sludge at

the ebbing of the tide, in the upjicr parts of the
Firth of Forth and elsewhere. The flesh of the
S. P. is palatable.

SAU'SAGE, a well-known jireparation of the flesh

of various animals for ciUinary jiurposes. It is

made by chopping the raw meat very fine, adding
salt and other flavouring materials, and often Ijread-

crumbs also, the whole forming a pasty mass. This
is pressed into portions of the uitestines of the
animal, preriously thoroughly cleaned and properly
])repared. Usually, a considerable length of tho
intestine is filled and divided into separate sausages,

by constricting it with pieces of string, at short

intervals. The sausages of Lucania were very
celebrated amongst the Eonians. They were made
of fresh pork, and bacon chopped fine, -with nuts of

the stone-pine, and flavoured with cumin-seed,
pejiper, bay-leaves, various pot-herbs, and the sauce
called garum. Italy is still celebrated for its Bologna
sausages, and with many people the smoked saus-

ages of Germany are highly prized ; but except
when quite fresh, sausages cannot be recommended
as wholesome food.

SAUSAGE-POISON. It is well known that
sausages made or kept under certain unknown
conditions are occasionally highly poisonous ; and
in Germany, where sausages form a staple article of

diet, fatal cases of sausage-poisoning are l:iy no means
rare. The symptoms are slow in appearing, three
or four days sometimes elapsing before they manifest
themselves. The poison may be described as of the
narcotico-irritant character, and is very dangerous.
Dr Taylor, in his Medical Jurisprudence, records
the cases of three persons who died from the
effects of liver-sausages which had been made from
an apparently healthy pig, slaughtered only the
week before. The inspection threw no light on
the cause of death. This case differs from those
commonly occurring in Germany in this respect,

that here the sausages were fresh, while the saus-
ages which have proved poisonous in Germany had
always been made a long time. Dr ICcrner, a
German physician, who has specially studied this

subject, beheves that the poison is an acid formed
in consequence of a modified process of putrefac-

tion ; others regard it as an cmpyreumatic oil.

SAUSSURE, HoKACE Benedict de, a celebrated
Swiss physicist and geologist, was born at Conches,
near Geneva, 17th February 1740. His education
was attended to with such success that, in 1762,
young S. obtained the chair of Physics and Phil-

osophy in the university of Geneva. In 170S, be
commenced the famous series of journeys whicli
were fraught mth such important consequences
to science and to his own reputation ; and during
the course of which he visited the Jura and
Vosges Mouutains, those of Germanj', England,
Italy, Switzerland, Sicily, and the adjacent isles

;

the extinct craters of Auvergue, &c. ; and traversed
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the Alps no less than 14 times, crossing tliem by 8

diiferent routes. He was the first ' traveller ' who
ever ascended to the summit of Jlout Blanc ; ho
camped for 17 days on the Col du Geant, and fin-

ished his Alpine achievements by the ascent of

Monte Kosa in 1789. During this extensive course

of travel, he made nimierous observations on the
minerals, physical features, botany, and meteoro-
logy of the mountain ranges he visited ; and these
observations were found, after having undergone a
searching exaniiuation, to be as correct and valuable
as they were uimicrous. In short, they put the
science of geology for the hrst time ou a basis of

fact. The work in whicli they are found is entitled

Voijurjes dans Ics Alpes, &c. (Neufchatel, Geneva,
Paris, 1779—179G, 4 vols.), and is much admired for

its accurate and splendid descriptions of Alpine
scenery. His observations were not made without
considerable preUminary labour, for he found it

necessary to improve his thermometer, hygrometer,
eudiometer, electrometer, anemometer, and to invent
other two instruments—viz., the cyanometer and
diaphanometer, before his investigations, which were
conducted with much care and candour, produced
satisfactory residts. In 1786, S. resigned his chair;

and in 1798 was appointed Professor of Natural
History in the Central School of the department of
Leman (formed on the annexation of Geneva to

France) ; but four years afterwards, he was struck
with paralysis, and after a long period of suffering,

died at Geneva, 22d January 1799. Besides the
great work above mentioned, he wrote numerous
others, the chief of which are : Observations snr
I'ecorce des Feuilks el desPetales (1702) ; DePrmcipuis
Errorum nostrorum Caiisis, ex Mentis Faeultatibiis

Oriundis (1762); De Eleetricitale (1766); De Aqua
(1771); Sur Vliijgrometric (1783), which, acconliiig to

(,'uvier, is one of the most unportant conti'ilnitions

to science iu the 18th c. ; and in which S. set forth

liis discovery of the dilatation in bulk, aud diminu-
tion in specitic gi'avity, of air charged with moisture.

His ' Description of the Alps,' a portion of his gi'eat

work, was published separately in 1834, at Geneva
and Paris.

SAUTRANTIKA is the name of the second of

the four great schools or systems of Buddhism, the
three others lieing called Vaihhthhiku, Madhyamika,
and Yoijdehdra. They recognise the authority of

the S&tras (q. v.), but reject that of tlie Abhidharma.
—See C. F. Koeppen, DieRelifjion des Buddha (Berlin,

1857); and W. NVassiljew, Der Buddhismus, seine

Dor/men, GesdiieUlc und Literalur (St Petersburg,

im).

SAVAGE, RionAED, an English poet, was born in

London on 16th January 1696—1697. He was the

fruit of an illicit intercourse between Lord Rivers

and the Countess of Macclesfield, which resulted in

the divorce of the lady, and the declai'ed illegitimacy

of her offspring. Lord Rivers, though permitting

his name to be given to the child, seems not to

have concerned himself further with him at aU ; and
at the hands of his mother he met with only the

grossest neglect. To the interference of /icr mother,

Lady Mason, he was indebted for his education,

received at the grammar-school of St Albans. After-

Avards, he was apprenticed to a shoemaker iu Hol-

born, but an accident revealing to him the secret of

his birtli, he quitted this obscure handicraft. Re-

jpcatedly and in vain he appealed to the tender

sympathies of his mother, who declined even to see

him, and wifliheld aU acknowledgment aud assist-

ance. Failing other means of subsistence, he turned

his attentitin to literature, and at an early ago pro-

duced several comedies, which met with but little

success. Somewhat more fortvmato was his tragedy

of Sir Tliomas Overhurtj, which, though indifferently
received oa the stage, with the author himself as
actor of the leading part, obtained iu print some
approval, and put a little niouey in his purse. In
1727, he killed a man m a drunken tavern Ijrawl

—

an offence for which he was tried, and sentenced to
death. A pardon was, however, obtained for him
on the intercession of the Countess of Hertford with
the queen, and the details of his story becoming
widely known, a strong feeling arose in his favour.
Though his mother continued inexorable, and would,
it was thought, have been well pleased to be rid of
him by the hands of the hangman, certain of her
relations interested themselves in him, aud lie was
received into the household of Lord Tyrcomiel, who
allowed him £200 a year, and otherwise treated him
with cousiderate generositj'. His poem, TItc Wan-
derer, was now published ; its success w,ts great,

and for a time the career of Savage was prosperous,
and even brilliant. But it did not very long remain
so. The inveterate irregidarity of his haljits involved
him in difficulties with Lord TjTconnel, and they
parted with mutual recriminations. After tliis, he
sunk irretrievably. Though he failed in an attempt
to obtain the post of poet-laureate, a poem which ho
•ftTOte to commemorate her bu'thday so pleased the
queen, that along mth ' a permission to WTite
annually on the same subject,' she conferred on
him a pension of £50 a year. This simi, which
might have been to him the basis of a modest sub-
sistence, it was his regular habit to dissipate iu a
week's debauchery, passing the rest of his year iu

what disreputable fashion he could. On the failm-e

of his pension by the death of tlie queen, a subscrip-
tion was set on foot, mainly through the influence

of Pope, with the view of sending him to live quietly

at Swansea in Wales. Thither, accordingly, he
retired ; but hapiJening to visit Bristol, where he
lived in the reckless manner habitual to him, he was
aiTested for a debt of £8, aud died in prison there,

on the 31st July 1743.

The poetry of S., though a few vigorous lines

of it continue to be remembered, is scarcely such as

of itself woidd have sufficed for a permanent reputa-

tion. His most powerful and finished piece is T/ie

Bastard, in whicli, wheu he had finally IJruken with
the relations of his mother, he held her uj) to public

execration. Such celebrity as still attends liis

name he owes, however, almost entirely to the
masterly life of him by Dr Johnson, who, in the

time of his own early struggles, was thrown much
into his societj-.

SA'VAGES, or WILD MEN, in Heraldry, are of

frequent occurrence as supporters. They are repre-

sented naked, and also, particularly in the later

Savage (the Douglas Arms).

heraldry, are usually wreathed al)0ut the hca»l

and midiUe with laurel, and often furnished witli a

club in the exterior hand. Savages are especially
433
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prevalent in the heraldry of Scotland. In more
than one of the Douglas seals of the first half of the

15th c., the shield is Iwrue in one hand by a single

savage, who acts as sole supporter.

SAVA'NNAH, a city and port of Georgia, tJ.S.,

on the right bank of the Savaun.ah River, IS miles

from its mouth, 00 miles south-west of Charleston,

lat. 32° 5' K, loug. Sl° 5' W. It is built on a sandy

plain, 40 feet above the river, with broad streets

shaded by beautiful trees. Its chief edifices are

the custom-house, city exchange, court-house, state

arsenal, theatre, St Andrew's Hall, Oglethorpe Hall,

market, hospitals, and asylums. In 18(i0, the exports

were 18,351,554 dollars, consisting of cotton, rice,

lumber, naval stores, &c. The harbour admits ves-

sels of 14 feet draught to the wharfs ; larger ships

discharge and load 3 miles below. The city is

surrounded by marshes and islands, and was
defeuded by Fort Pulaski and Fort Jackson. S.

was founded in 1733 by the English general, Ogle-

thorpe. In 1770, a British fleet, attempting to take

the town, was repulsed after a severe action ; but it

was taken in 1778, and held in 1789 against the

combined French and American forces. In the war
of Secession, after many unsuccessful attacks by
sea, it was taken by General Sherman in February

1SG5. The popidation in ISGO was 22,290.

SAVANNAH, a river which forms the boundary
between Georgia aud South Carolina, U.S., rises in

the AHeghanics, on the south-western border of

North Carolina, aud flows south-east to the

Atlantic. Its length is 300 miles, navigable to

Augusta.

SAVANNAHS (Span, savayia or sahana), the

name given by the early Spanish settlers to the

great plains or prairies (q.v.) of the North American
continent.

SAVARY, Anne Je-^n JIarie Rene, Due de
llovigo, a French general and diplomatist, was
born at Marcq, in Ardennes, 26th April 1774,

entered the army as a volunteer in 1790, and served

with distinction in the army of the Rhine. In

1797, he accompanied Desaix to Egypt as chrfiVcsca-

drou, and remained under his command as long

as that general lived. After the battle of Marengo
(1800), Napoleon made lum his aide-de-camp, aud
for several years employed him only in political

affairs, for which he shewed an adnrirable capacity.

In 1803, he was made general of brigade; in 1804,

as commandant of the troops stationed at Vin-
ceunes, he presided at the execution of the Duo
d'Enghien, an event which he is believed to have
imduly hastened; aud in the Prusso-Russian
Austrian wars of 1806—1808, he acquired high
military reputation, his victory at Ostrolenka
(February 16, 1807) being really a brilliant achieve-

ment. Created Duke of Rovigo in the beginning
of the following year, he was sent to Spain by the
emperor, and negotiated the perfidious arrangement
by which the Spanish king and his son were kid-

napped. In 1810, he replaced Fouchc as Minister
of Pohoe. After the faU of Napoleon, to whom he
had always been passionately, and, we may add,

unscrupidously devoted, he wished to accompany
him to St Helena ; but he was coufined by the
British government at Malta for seven months,
when he succeeded in making his escape, and
getting on board a ship, was landed at Smyrna.
After experiencing several vicissitudes, he returned
to Paris in 1818, aud was reinstated in his titles

and honours. In 1S23, he removed to Rome ; but
at the close of 1831, he was appointed commander-
in-chief of the army of Africa, and during his brief

administration of affairs in Algeria, exhibited a
splendid energy aud generalship. But ill-health

forced him to withdi-aw to France in March 1S33,

and on the 2d of June following, lie died at Paris.

S.'s Mcinoires (Par. 8 vols. 1828) are among the
most curious and instructive documents relating to

the period of the Empire.

SAVE, a river of the south of Austria, and an
important afllueut of the Danube, is formed by two
upper waters, which rise in the extreme north-west
of Carniola, and unite at Radmannsdorf 1500 feet

above sea-level. The river then flows south-east
through Carniola, passing Laibach (at which point
it becomes navigable), and forming in jiart the
boundary between Carniola and Styria, after which
it enters and traverses Croatia; and at its con-
fluence with the Unua, first touches the Turkish
dominions, the northern boundary of which it con-

tinues to form throughout the remainder of its course
to its junctiou with the Danube at Belgrade. Entire
length, 644 miles. Its principal affluents arc the
Laibach (200 miles long), Kulpa, Unna, Bosua, and
Drina.

SA'VELOY, a kind of sausage common in the
London sho]is ; it only differs from pork sausages
in being made of young salted pork, and is higldy
seasoned, a little saltpetre beuig added to give the
contents a red colour.

SAVIGLIA'NO, a city of Northern Italy, pro-

vince of Cuueo, 9 miles east of Saluzzo. It is situ-

ated on the Maira and the Grana, and is a handsome
and clean town. Cloth and silk are extensively
manufactured, and the country in the %'icinity is

productive in wines and grain. Cattle are reared
in great numbers, and sUk-worms are bred largely.

Pop. 17,634.

SAVIGNY, Fkiede. Karl von, an illustrious

writer on Roman jurisprudence, was descended
from a French Calvinistic family, that li.ad emi-
grated to Germany in 1C22, to avoid religious

persecution, aud was boru at Frankfurt, 21st
February 1779. He stiidied at Marburg, and took
his degree in 1800, after which ho commenced
a series of lectures on juridical subjects, which
were attended by a numerous auditory. Struck,

iu his exposition of the Digest, with the diverg-

ence existing between the text and the com-
mentaries on the theory of possession, he com-
posed in 1803 his masterly treatise. Das Recht des
Bcsitzcs, in which the Roman law is disengaged
from the extraneous elements introduced into it by
Germanic law, common usage, and the misapprehen-
sions of commentators. Its merit was cjuickly

recognised, and S. received the most advantageous
offers from different universities, which, however,
he declined, in order to prosecute researches in the
libraries of France and CJermany, with a view to a
historical development of the glosses of commen-
tators. He was assisted in tliis laborious under-
taking by his pupil, Jakob Grimm, aud his young
wife, a daughter of the jioet Clem. Brentano, and
Bettiua von Ai'uim. Appointed Professor of Law at

Landshut in 1808, ho was called, two years after-

wards, to Berhn, on the reorganisation of the
university, and there he continued to lecture with
unbroken success for a period of 32 years, in the
com'se of which he filled various important oflices

in the university and the state, and died 25th
October 1861, at the age of 82. S. is the
\-irtual founder of the new historical school of

writers upon jurisprudence, although it is but fair

to admit that Hugo and Schlosser hiid ju-eceded

hinr in the same clirection. The essential idea of

this school is, that ' law ' or ' right ' is not an
abstract and absolute rule, manifesting itself under
the same forms iu all comitries, but that it is one
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of the forces of society, with which it changes,
according to lixeJ laws of development that are
beyond the caprices of the day. This idea, when
worked out historically, has produced the most
important and original results, and may even be
said without exaggeration to have regenerated the
science of jm-isprudence. S.'s priucipal %vritiugs are

:

I'o)« Beriife unserer Zclt fiir Gesctzyehuiig unci
Jiechlswlssciiscltaft (Heidelb. 1S15); Oeschidile des
Huntischin Bec/its ini Mitkhdtcr (G vols. Heidelb.
1S2G— 1831); Si/sfeiii des heulir/cn Eumisclien liechts

(8 vols. Berl. 1840—1848) ; has Ohlhiafionenrecht
(1831—1853), and VennUc/de Schriften (5 vols.
Berl. 1850), a collection of essays which had origin-
ally appeared in the Zeitschrift fiir Ilistorisc/ia

Jltc/dsicissenscJta/t, and elsewhere.

SA'VINE (Junippi-us Sahina, see Juniper), a low,
much-branched, and very widely-spreading shrub,
with very small, imbricated, evergreen leaves, which
grows on mountains in the south of Europe and the
East. It bears small black berries, covered with
a pale blue bloom. Its foliage has a strong, fetid,

aromatic, penetrating odour, particidarly when
rulibed. Its exhalations cause headache. The part
of the plaut used in medicine is the tops of the
branches, collected in spring, and driecL Their
odour is strong, peculiar, and unpleasant, and their

taste acrid, bitter, resinous, and disagreeable. The
then-vpeutic properties of S. are due to the volatile

oil which it contains. Two ]iounds of the tops j-ield

about five ounces of this oil, which is limpid and
nearly colourless, having the odour of the plant,

and a hot .acrid taste. Its composition is L'^uHj,

being isomeric with oil of turpentine.

S. exerts a stimulating effect on the uterine organs,
and is emploj-ed ^^^th much benefit in cases of

amenorrhoia and chlorosis, depending upon want of

tone in those parts. It is best given in the form of

the oil, one or two minims of which may be pre-

scribed in a i^ill, to be taken twice a da}'. This
drug is often employed by the lower classes for the
purpose of procuring abortion ; but it ought to be
generally known that if it is given in a sufficiently

large dose to produce the desired effect, the life of

the mother is placed in the greatest possible peril.

If a poisonous dose has been given for this or any
other object, emetics should first be employed to
remove any of the drug that may remain in the
stomach, after which opiates and demulcents should
be ]irescribed, and a gener.al cooling and lowering
treatment adopted. S. in the form of ointment is

much used as an external application, \\-ith the view
of keeiiing up the discharge from a blistered sur-

f.ace. The oiutment cannot, however, be kept long
without losing its properties.

SAVINGS-BANKS. The application of the
banking-system to the middle and humbler classes

of society was commenced by individual exertions
long before the legislature took cognizance of the
ra.atter. In 1799, the Ilev. J. Smith, rector of

Wendover in Bucks, .as a means of inducing habits
of prudence and frugahty among his p.arishioners,

offered, A^-ith two other inhabitants, to receive

weekly any sum not less than twopence ; and if

the amount were not touched before the next follow-

ing Christmas, to add one-third to it as a bonus or

eucoiu'agement. Of cour.se, such a plan could only
be applicable for a limited time and for small sums.
Other attempts followed, more or less involving
the principle of charity ; until, in 1810, the Eev. H.
Duncan established a Parish Bank Friendly Society
at lluthwell (Scotland), more resembling a modern
savings-bank than anything which had preceded it.

A minute account of its organisation and mode of

operation drew so much attention to it, that, by

the year 1817, there were 78 establishments some-
what resembling it in the United Kingdom.
The first savings-banks' acts were passed in 1817,

one for England and Wales, and one for Ireland.
A fund, called the Fund for the Banks for Savings,
was opened with the National Debt C'ommissionei's

;

and into this fimd were to be placed all savings-
banks' deposits as soon as they reached £50. 6u
these sums the National Debt Commissioners gave
£4, lis. 3d. per cent, interest {3J. per cent, per
diem). The trustees and managers of the savings-
banks in most cases allowed the depositors 4 per
cent., the difference being applied to the working
expenses. As it was considered that all such insti-

tutions were established for a benevolent rather
than a commercial purpose, the trustees and
managers were not allowed to make any profit out
of the transactions. In England, each depositor's
amount in one year was limited to £50 after the
first year, which might be £100 ; but in Ireland,
the first and all other years' deposits were to have
a limit of £50.

This, the fundamental statute on the subject,
has been modified and extended in many ways
since. In 1824, as it w.as found that the benefits of
the savings-banks' system were reaped by persons
for whom it was not intended, an act was passed
declaring that the deposits in the first ye.ar should
not exceed £50 ; that those in subsequent years
should not exceed £30 ; that no interest would be
allowed on any excess beyond £200 ; and that
no person would be allowed to make deposits at
more than one savings-bank. In 1S2S, an act was
passed to give greater security to the depositors.

The rules di'awn up by the trustees and managers
of all savings-banks were to be submitted to a
barrister appointed by the Nation.al Debt Com-
missioners, and without his approval, no savings-

bank could commence or continue operations. The
justices of the peace had also a veto in the matter;
and the clerk of the peace M'hs to keep a cei'tified

copy of the approved rules and regid.ations. The
money deposited in savings-banks was to be invested
in the Bank of England or of Ireland, in the name
of the National Debt Commissioners. The trustees

were to receive £3, IGs. 0\d. per cent, interest {'2!^d.

per cent, jjer diem), and were to pay the depositors

not exceeding £3, Ss. 5|(/. interest {-Id. per cent,

per diem). No depositor was to deposit more than
£150 ; but compound interest might accumrdate
until the tot.al reached £200. Friendly societies

and charitable institutions were, however, permitted
to invest to the amount of £300.

In 1833, an act was passed to enable savings-

banks to manage the granting of small deferred
annuities, to be jiaid for by weekly, monthly,
quarterly, or yearly instalments. In 1835, another
act extended the operation of the statutes of 1S2S
and 1833 to Scotland, and enabled existing savings-

banks to conform to the stipidations without a

necessity for reorganisation.

In 1844, a new act made extensive changes in the

savings-banks' system, the chief items of whic'u may
thus be summarised : Interest .allowed by the com-
niissiouers to trustees to be reduced to £3, os. Od. per

cent., and by trustees to depositors to £3, Os. lOd.

per cent. ; every depositor's book to be sent once
a year to his savings-bank for examination ; the

extent of the liability of trustees, managers, actu-

aries, and cashiers exactly defined ; arrangements
for making deposits in trust for other persons

;

annuities mider the act of 1833 not to exceed £30
for any one person, but sei)arate annuities to tliat

amount m.ay be granted to a husband and wife
;

deposits made by a married woman m.ay be retiu-ned

to her, unless the husband give notice to the contrary;
SOI
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niles laid down concermnj; the inheritance o£ the

deposits of intestate and illegitimate persons
;
pay-

ments to the relations of intestate depositors to be
made to the next of kin according to the law of Scot-

land, if in that coimtry. An act passed in 1848 jjlaced

a limit on the liability of trustees of savings-banks

in Ireland. In 1853, an act placed the maximum
and minimum of savings-banks' annuities at £30 and
£4 respectively; and allowed a liusband and wife

to purchase a joint-annuity, although one of them
may have already had an annuity of the full

amount. Another act in 1800 authorised the

National Debt Commissioners to invest the moneys
received by them from savings-banks in any kind
of stock, debenture, or other security that has

received parliamentaiy sanction ; and required them
to make an annual return to parliament of all

such transactions. The act of 18G1, establishing

Post-office Savings-banks, contained provisions for

the transfer of deposits from tlio one kind of

savings-banks to the other. By another statute

passed in 1863, the arrangements for deposits in

the name of a minor are defined ; the order of pro-

ceedings is settled whereby any savings-bank may
be wound up and closed, and the claims of the

depositors transferred to the Post-office Savings-

banks ; and slight changes are made in the mode
of managing savings-banks' annuities and transfers

of deposits.

From time to time, as the above-named statutes

came into operation, the National Debt Commis-
sioners have laid down rules for giving them prac-

tical effect, and the registrar of savings-banks has
exercised the necessary supervision. The rides on
the important subject of savings-banks' annuities

may be thus briefly noticed : The nominee's age
must not be under 15 ; no annuity below £4, and
the aggregate of annuities to any one person not to

exceed £30 ; by purchasing two h.alf annuities

instead of a whole one, the annuitant may receive

his money in four quarterly sums ; on the death of

the annuitant, a sum equal to one-fourth part of the
annuity will be paid to his or her next represen-

tative, if claimed within two years ; if the purchaser
of an annuity is unable to continue his instalment
of payments, he m.ay either receive back the whole
of liis money without interest, or may have an
immediate or deferred annuity equivalent in amount
to the moneys which he has paid ; if the purchaser
of a deferred life-annuity die before the annuity
becomes due, the whole amount of his payments,
but without interest, is paid to his family ; an
annuity is not transferable, except by a bankrupt
to his creditors, from whom it will be purchased by
the National Debt Commissioners at its proper
value ; if an annuitant becomes insane, the trustees
of savings-banks are empowered to make weekly
payments for his benefit, imder certain conditions.

These institutions have VTOught vast benefit, by
inducing habits of economy among the working-
classes. It will suffice to take tliree years equi-

distant ap.art--viz., 1833, 1848, and 1863—to shew
the rate at wliich the operations have extended.
On November 20, 1833, there were 484 savings-
banks, holding balances belonging to 475,155 deposi-

tors ; the sum in hand was £15,715,111, giving an
.aver.age of more th.an £33 due and belonging to each
depositor ; these totals applied to England, Wales,
and Ireland, but did not incluilo Scotland. On
November 20, 1848, there were 5S2 savings-banks
in the United Kingdom, holding balances belonging
to 1,044,927 dejiositors ; the sum in hand was
£27,809,42!), gi\'iug an average of about £27 due
and belonging to each depositor ; the deposits in

England were nearly ten times as large in amount
as those of the other three sections of the United
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Kingdom combined. On November 20, 1863, there

were savings-banks in the United Kingdom holding
balances belonging to 1,555,089 individual depo-

sitors, charitable institutions, and friendly societies

;

the sum in hand (including interest) was £43,278,656,
giving an average of about £28 due and belonging
to each depositor. The charit.able institutions and
friendly societies which had accounts open with
s.avings-banks were so large in number as 28,334,

having ilc'pnsits of about £100 each on an aver.age.

About 300,000 depositors had accounts open of less

than £5 each. There were 6627 savings-banks'
annuities then in force, for an aggregate sum of

£135,748 per annum ; in other words, the annuitio3

were more than £20 each on an average.

Just before the new Post-office s.a\-ing3-baiiks

came into operation, there were 1,609,103 depositors

in the old savings-banks ; this number increased

to 1,887,510 by M.arch 31, 1864—shewing that, so

far from an injury, the system has been a positive

benefit to the old. There is evidently room for

both. Taking the old and the new savings-banks

together, there is 1 depositor for every 7 inhabitants

of the London postal district, 1 for every 14 in

England and Wales, 1 for every 17 in Scotland, and
1 for every 08 in Ireland. It would appear that

the Post-office savings-banks are suitable for smaller

deposits than the others, judging from the sums
deposited since the two systems have been in opera-

tion together ; they will therefore reach a lower

social stratum of the peojile.

Post-office Savinos-Banks.—Mr Sikes, of the

Huddersfield Banking Company, in a paper read

before the Congi'ess on Social Science, held at

Bradford in 1859, advocated the establishment of

savings-banks in connection with the money-order
department of the General Post-office. The subject

had more or less occupied tlie attention of public

men since 1806, when Mr Whitbread made a pro-

position relating to it ; but Mr Sikes's plan was so

clear and detailed, that the Postmaster-general

took the matter up. An act of parhament was
obtained in 1861. The Postmaster-general is to act

in concurrence mth the Treasury and the N.ational

Debt Commissioners. Deposits not less than one
shilling in amount may be made at any of the

money-order offices, or at such offices as the Post-

master-general may appoint. Each depositor is

provided with a deposit-book ; each deposit is

entered in this book, and is attested by the receiv-

ing-officer and by the dated stamp of his office.

The amount received is reported on the same day to

the Postmaster-general. An acknowledgment of

each deposit is transmitted to the depositor, and
this is to be conclusive cadence of his claim to

repayment with interest. Tlie depositor is entitled

to repayment of the whole or any part of the

deposit, on making a demand in a prescribed form
at any of the offices (not necessarily the one at

which he made his deposits) within ten days at

furthest after sending in the demand. The names
of the depositors, and the amounts paid in and
returned, are not to be disclosed except to the

officials immediately concerned. All the mone}'3

are paid into and received back from tlie National

Debt Office, on the authority of the Postmaster-

general. Interest at 2h per cent, is allowed on

all deposits as soon as they amount to £1, but

none on fractional parts of £1. Facilities are

supplied by means of ecrtificates for transferring

deposit accounts from ordinary savings-banks to

Post-office savings-ljanks, or vice versd. AH expenses

are refunded to the Post-office out of the deposit

fund ; and if there should be any deficiency, the

Consolidated Fund is to bear it. A detailed account

of the proceedings is to be presented annually to
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parliament. The maximum sum deposited by any
oue person in one year is limited to £30. The
deposit-book, in which the name, address, and occu-
pation of the depositor are nritten, contains minute
printed directions for his gmdance. The book con-

tains a pocket, in which the receipts from the Post-
master-general are recommended to be kept. The
depositor pays nothing for the book, and nothing
for postage for letters to and from the Postmaster-
general.

This new system has proved remarkably con-

venient and successful. Operations commenced on
September 16, ISGl ; and by the 31st of March 1864,
the numbers stood thus : 372,955 accounts then
open ; £4,097,492 accumulated deposits and interest.

Tabulated as to sections of the United Kingdom,
they were as follow :

England and Wales,
Scotland, . .

Ireland, , . .

P- O. S. n„, .. i™— Due to

Banks. Dci.o.,lon. D„po,i.on.

2100 339,033 £3,828,804
. 354 18,CS3 107,932

610 14,639 160,756

3024 372,955 1,097,492

It will be seen, from these figm-es, that Scotland
and Ireland have not yet embraced this new system
except to a very smaU extent. Nearly 2000 Friendly,

Provident, and Charitable Societies, and several

Penny Banks, now deposit their fimds in the Post-

office savings-banks. It is gratifjang to know that
this new system is not a mere transfer of deposits

from the old savings-banks ; it is abnosif wholly an
addition to them.

MiLiT.iRY AND Naval Savings-eanks.—The
ameliorating influence of savings-banks has been
brought to bear upon soldiers and sailors by special

enactments. In 1812, an act was passed for estab-

lishing military savings-banks, to be managed in

connection with the regimental ])ay departments.
Reports are annually presented to parliament in

relation to these banks. Another act was passed in

1859, affording greater facilities to the frugal soldier,

ami leading to a large increase in the deposits. The
proceedings of these banks in recent years present
the following figures :
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direct aUusiona, was no less antagonistic to the

established system of the government, than to the

worldly and irreligions manners ef the age ; the

visions and predictions ascribed to him had quite

as mnch of iiolitical aiiplicabUity as of religions

significance ; and tlius, to tlie aristocratic adlierents

of the Medici, S. early became an object of sns])icion,

if not of antipathy and dread. It is said by Pico de

Mirandola, that he refused to grant absolution to

Lorenzo, -n-heu the latter lay dying in 1402 ; but the

statement does not accord with Poliziauo's account

of his patron's death. Through all this time, how-
ever, S.'s relations witli the church were, if not of

harmony, at least not of antagonism ; and when, in

the year 1493, a reform of the Dominican order in

Tuscany was proposed under his auspices, it was
ajiprovod by the pope, and 8. was named the fiist

general vicar. Al)out this time, liowever, his

preaching liad assumed a directly political charac-

ter, and the predictions and denunciations which
formed the staple of many of his discourses, pointed

plainly to a political revolution in Florence and in

Italy, as the divinely ordained means for the regen-

eration of religion and morality. In one of his

discourses, he pointed plaiidy to the advent of the

French under Charles VIII. ; and when this predic-

tion was fulfilled by the triumphant appearance

of the French expedition, S. was one of a depu-

tation of Florentines to welcome Charles VIII. as

the saviour of Italy, and to invite him to Florence.

Very soon, however, the French were compelled to

leave Florence, and a repnl>lic was established, of

which S. became, although without political func-

tions, the guiding and animating spirit, his party,

who were popularly called PkKjnoni, or ' Weepers,'

from the penitential character which they professed,

being completely in the ascendant. It was during
tliis brief tenure of influence that S. displayed to the

fullest extent, both the extraordinary powers of

Jiis genius, and the full extravagance of the theories

to which his enthusiastic asceticism impelled him.

The republic of Florence was to be the model of a

Christian commonwealth, of which God Himself was
the chief ruler, and His Gospel the sovereign law

;

and thus the most stringent enactments were made
for the repression of vice, and of all the sinful follies

by which it is fomented and maintained. All the
haunts of debauchery were suppressed

;
gambling

in all its forms was prohibited ; the vanities of

dress were restrained by sumptuary enactments

;

and, under the impulse of the popular enthusiasm
which the enthusiasm of the prophet engendered,
women Hocked in troops to the public square to

fling down their costliest ornaments ; and gay
gallants and grave scholars destroyed, in one com-
mon atiio da J'c before the gates of the cathedral,

whole hecatombs of the amatory poetiy or licentious

fiction of the day, in conjunction with the elegant
paganism or unconcealed immorality of the classic

period, ileanwhile, the extremes of his rigorism

;

the violence of his denunciations, which did not
spare even the pojie himself; the assumption by
him, or attribution to him, of a supei'natural gift of

prophecy ; and the extravagant iuteii>retation of the
Scripture, and especially of the Apocalypse, by
which he sought to maintain his views, drew n]ton

him the displeasure of Kome. He was cited, in the
year 149.5, to answer a charge of heresy at Kome

;

and on his failing to appear, he was forbidden to

preach ; the brief by wliich the Florentine branch
of his order had been made independent, was
revoked ; and he was again summoned to Rome.
Once again S. disregarded this order. But his

domestic difficulties now began to deepen. The
measures of the new republic proved impractic-
able. The party of the Medici, called ' Arrabbiati

'

C3i

(Enraged), began to recover ground. A conspiracy
for the recall of the exiled House was formed ; anil

although, for the time, it failed of success, and six

of the conspirators were condemned and executed,

yet this very rigour served to hasten the reaction.

The execution of these conspirators was a direct

violation of one of S.'s own laws, and it tended to

direct the popular sympathy in their favour. At
the critical point of the struggle of parties came, in

1497, a sentence of excommunication from Komo
against Savonarola. S. openly declared the censure
invalid, because unjust, and refused to hold himself

bound by it. In the following year, however, 1498,

when the new elections took jilace, the party
opposed to S., the Arrabbiati, came into power. He
was ordered to desist from preaching ; and the

struggle was brought to a crisis by the counter-

denunciations of a preacher of the Franciscan order,

long an antagonist of S., Francesco da Puglia. In
the excited state of the popular mind thus produced,

an ajipeal was made by both of the contending

parties to the interposition of divine providence by
the ordeal of fire. But at the moment when the

trial was to have come off, difficulties were origin-

ated by the party of S., and nothing was actually

done. The result of this was to destroy, with the

popidace, the prestige of S.'s reput.ation, and to

produce a complete re^ilsion of iniblic feeling. \\\

the midst of this reaction, he was cited before the
council, and brought to trial for misleading the

people by false prophecies. He denied the charge

;

but being threatened with torture, he is said to

have made a confession, which, however, his friends

say was garbled, if not utterly falsified. He was
declared guilty of heresy and of seditious teaching.

The acts of the trial were sent to Itome, where the

sentence was confirmed ; and he, with two others

of his order, were given up to the secular power.
An effort was made to procure a remission of the

ca})ital sentence which was passed upon them, but
in vain ; and on May 23, 1498, this extraordinary

man, with his two companions, F. Domeuico da
Pescia and Silvestro Maruffi, were executed, and
their bodies burned by the executioner. They dietl

professing their adherence to the Catholic Church,
and humbly accepting the last absolution from the

papal commissary ; and it is still a question among
Catholics, whether S. is to be regarded in the Ught
of a confessor of the truth, or of a fanatical fore-

ninner of the movement which so soon reached its

full development in the Pictormation. The works
of S. are very numerous. They n'cre all written
either in Latin or m Italian, but have for the most
part been translated into French, German, Spanish,
and other languages. His works in Latin are : (1.)

On the SimplkUy of the Human Soul; (2.) T/ie

Triumph of the Cross ; (3.) A Dialogue of the Spirit

and the Soul; (4.) A Fourfold Exposiliua of the

Lord's Prayer ; (5.) On the Perfection of the Spiritual

Life. Most of them were translated contempora-
neously into Italian, and some even by S. himself.

His principal Italian works are : A Treatise on
Humility, On the Love of Jesus Christ, On the State

of Widowhood, Two Treatises on Prayer, Pules of
Christian Liring (together with a work of a title

almost the same which he wrote while in jirison,

and at the desire of his jailor). On the Mysteries of
the Mass, and several other doctrinal and ascetical

treatises. No collected edition of his sermons has
been published, and his correspondence also has, for
the most pai-t, disappeared ; but the works which
survive sufficiently illustrate the peculiarities of his

genius, and the stern and almost fierce enthusiasm
which was the secret of his influence on that cor-

rupted but yet cultivated age.—See Madden's Lite

of Savonarola (2 vols. Svo, 1854) ; Abbe Carle's
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Illsfoire de Fra Hieron Savonarola (Paris, 18-12)

;

Eevere's / Piar/noni e gli ArrahUati al Tempo de
I'i'avoiKu-ola (2 vols., Milau, 1843).

SAVONE'TTES, soap of fine quality, perfumed
and made into balls or other shapes, for use at the
toilet.

SA'VORY (Satiireja), a genus of plants of the
natiu-al order Lnhiata; nearly allied to Thyme
(T/ii/miis), and differing from it in the regularly
5-toothed or 5-cleft caly.K, and the stamens bent
together into an arch under the ui^per lip of the
corolla. The species are herbaceous and half-shnibby
plants, all natives of the south of Europe and the
East. They have narrow, linear-lanceolate, entire
leaves, with resinous dots, and short, axi!larj% little

corymbs. The C'ojimon S., or Scjimer S. {S.

hortensls), is commonly cultivated in kitchen-gardens
for flavom-ing dishes. It is an annual plant, i—

1

foot high, with leaves not prickly pointed, and lilac

or \vhito flowers ; has a strong and agi'eeable
aromatic smell, and an aromatic pungent taste, and
is ill common use both fresh and dried for flavouriacr

dishes, and especially for flavoiu-ing beans. It is

stomachic and tonic.

—

Winter. S. (ii. montana) is

used exactly in the same way. It is a half-shrubby
plant, -with prickly-pointed leaves and larger flowers.

Its taste is pungently aromatic.—Summer S. is

propagated by seed; winter S. by slips and cuttings.

SAVOY, a cultivated variety of C'.iEBAGE (q. v.),

forming a large close head like the true cabbages,
but having wrmkled leaves. A number of sub-
varieties are in cultivation. The mode of cultivation
and the uses are the same as those of cabbage.
Savoys are much cidtivated for winter use ; they
require a light rich soU.

SAA^OY, formerly a duchy belonging to the king-
dom of Sardinia (q. v.), now incorporated with
France, is bounded on the K. and E. by Switzerland,
E. and S. by Piedmont, and W. by the French
departments of Isere and Ain. Wliile an Italian
duchy, it was politically divided into seven provinces,
a division which exhibited the successive steps of
its acquisition by the House of Savoy ; bnt since
its annexation to France this division has been
modified, though the change has been little more
than nominal. It is now separated into two depart-
ments : first, Savoie, or Cir.iMBERY, the southern
part of S., with an area of 2282 sq. m., and a
pop. of 275,039, which is divided into four arron-
dissements—C'hambery (old province of Chamhenj),
All:iertville (Alia-Sacoia), Moutiers (Taranlaski),
and Saint Jean de Maurienne (Mauricnne)—and
has Chambery for its capital ; secondly, H.4.UTE-

Savoie, or CoxrL.ixs, the northern jiart of S.,

whicli has an area of 1319 sq. m., with a pop. of

267,496, and is divided into four arrondissemeuts
—Bonuevdle (Foss'ujni or Fauclgnii), Thonon (Ciablese

or C/uillais), Aunecy and St julien (Genevese)—
Annecy being the capital. The two departments
resemble each otlier so much in all respects, that
they may be described together.

S. is the most elevated tract in Europe, and is

most!}' covered with mountains, which break up the
countrj' into a nnmber of valleys, each watered by
its own snow-fed torrent or stream. The highest
elevation of S. is the summit of Jlont Blanc (q. v.),

and the lowest is the bank of the lUione at ISaint-

Genix d'Aosta, G7U feet above sea-level. The Graian
Alps run along the eastern boundary of S., and form
a natural barrier between it and Piedmont, several

breaks or gorges affording means of commimication
between the two countries ; from this range, the
mountains Gradually decrease in height towards the
valley of the Khone, which is on the western
boundary.

S. (especially Haute-Savoie) is extremely pictur-
esque, and within a comparatively limited S[)ace,

exhibits at once the curiou.s, the beautiful, the grand,
and the wild and forbidding phases of natm-al
scenery. There we have the lakes of Geneva,
Annecj' (9 miles by 1,1), Aiguebellette, each perfect
in its own style of beauty ; the subterranean lakes
of Bange, the cascades of SaUauches and Bout-du-
nionde, the intermittent springs of Pigros and
Haute-Combe, the grottoes of Balme, Bange, and
SaUauches, the hot sjirings of Aix-le-bains (near
Chambery), of Saint Gervais, Bride, EchaiUon, and
others ; tile smifing valleys of Chambery, Faverge,
Maglan, and Albertville ; the glaciers of Cliamounix,
Buet, and Upper Tarantasia ; the wooded mountain-
sides of Ciablese, the bare ragged jieaks which
surround Jlont Blanc, the frowning gorge of Clialles,

and the wUd and savage glens and dells of Mau-
rienne. Tourists consequently flock in great numbers
to S., the robust to gratify their love of sight-seeing,
and the invalids to benefit by the thermal springs,
which are much esteemed.
The whole of the country is drained by streams

which flow either into Lake Leman (the northern
boundary) or the Rhone. Chief of the former is

the Drauce, which traverses Chablais ; among the
latter are the Arvo, which drains the Chaumonix
valley, the Usses, the Fier, the Laisse, the CJuier,

and the Isfere. The geology of S. is marked by the
presence of tliree distinct ranges, exhibiting respec-
tive!}' the primary, transition, and secondary series
of rocks with great completeness ; and the dejjtli

of the crevasses, the height of the mountains, inver-
sions of strata, debris on the mountaiu-sides, afl'ord

excellent opportunities for a thorough study of the
constitution and elements of the earth's crust.

The whole of S. is broken up into a multitude of
small estates, and the country is, as a consequence,
most carefully cidtivated, some of the fertile valleys
resembling a continuous garden abounding in flowers
and fruits. The groimd suitable for cultivation
being very limited, the enterprising natives have
made extraordinary efforts to increase it by con-
structing line above line of parapets along the steep
mountain-sides, and by filling in earth behind,
forming long and narrow terraces, on which, if they
can succeed in growing two rows of vines, they
consider themselves well rewarded for their labour.
These terraces are most common in the hUly districts

of Tarantasia and Maurienne.
The climate of S. is in general cold, the wiutera

are long and severe, and the summers frequently
follow without an intermediate spi-ing. Yet S. can
boast of the vegetation of warm countries, as well
as of that of higher latitudes ; the vine is found
growing almost to the edges of the glaciers, and
cereals and fruits of various sorts are jtroduccd in

great perfection. The pastiu'age is rich and abundant,
and mulberry trees are largely planted. Although it

is essentially an agricultural country, the industrial

arts are not unrepresented ; fabrics of cotton,

printed calico and gauze, stockings, felt-hats, wool-
len cloth, are manufactured in various localities

;

and tanneries, breweries, distilleries, glass-works,
potteries, &c., are occasion.ally met with. The chief

occupation, however, is the breeding of cattle, horses,

and mules, aU of which are much esteemed, and
fetch good prices ; and bees and silkworms aro
tended as a source both of amusement and profit.

S. is rich in minerals—silver, u'on, copper, anti-

mony, manganese, lead, zinc, asjihalt, marble,
granite, gviisum, sulphur, and salt. The principal
mines are the spathic iron-mine of Saint Georges
d'Hurticres, and the lead-mine of Macot. Coal is

found in Maurienne.
The exports consist of the surplusage of tliesa

eo5
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products, and also of cheese, hemp, silk both raw
and spun, and wood of various sorts. S. is, with the
exception of Bavaria, the only country of Europe
in which advanced education is given gratuitously,

there being within the country 14 colleges for this

jmrpose. Ordinary education is also well provided
for, as more than 1200 schools exist, nearly the
\\liole of which are supported on old foundations.
The Savoyards are honest, intelligent, religious,

hos])itabIe, and enthusiastically patriotic, even to a
greater extent than the Swiss. More thau 20,000
of them expatriate themselves annually for the
purpose of piirsuing various callings, but the greater
)inrtion return early in summer, while others wait
till they have amassed wealth sufficient for the rest

of their lives.

SAVOY, HofSE OP. The sm.all territory of

Savoy, formed a part of ancient Gaul, and after the
decliue of the Roman power, was seized by the Bur-
gundians (407 A. B.), and along with Burgundy, passed
under the Franks (534). On the breaking up of the
Fraulush empire. Savoy was joined to Transjiirane
Burc/undij, and along with that kingdom was united
to Cisjurane Bunjundy, or Aries. On the accession
of the last king of Aries to the imperial throne as

Courad II., the groat lords of North-western Italy,

such as the lords of Suza, Chablais, Mauricnne, and
Turin, became vassals direct of the empire. The
counts of Maurienne, the ancestors of the House of

S., are generally believed by most historians who
have investigated their genealogy to have descended
directly in the male line from a son of Wittekind
the Great, the last independent king of the Saxons

;

and Count Humbert, the While-handed, was the
first of the family who, by the addition of Chablais
and Valais (grants from the Emperor Conrad the
Salic) to his hereditary lordship of Maurienne, rose

to high position among the princes of Northern
Italy. One of his descendants, HuirBKRT II. (107S
•— 110.3), succeeded to the marquisate of Suza (which
included the greater part of Piedmont), and further
increased his little territory by the conquest of

Tarantasia. The family now commenced to form
alliances wth the royal Houses of France, Portugal,
England, Naples, Spain, and German}', which added
greatly to its political importance. Ajiadeu.s III.

(1103—1149) received from the Emperor Henry V.
the title of Count of Savov (1111), and his grand-
son, Thoma-S I. (USS—1233), obtained important
accessions in Chambei-y, Turin, the country of Vaud,
and many other lordships. Count Thomas was the
initiator of the policy so long and successfully

adopted by his successors, 'of preserving armed
neutrality in all contests between France and the
Empire, and of vigorously supporting the Empire
against the papacy.' From this time, the counts of

Savoy became the arbiters of all quarrels in North,
and occasionally in South Italy, and their bravery
in the field, and keen political sagacity,* increased
at once their political influence and their territorial

jurisdiction. After the death of Comit Boniface in

1263, without heii-s, his uncle, Pieteo, the Earl of

Richmond and lord of Essex, usm-ped the crown

;

but in 12S5, the rightfid heir, Amadeu.s V. (12S.5—
1323), the grandson of Pietro's elder brother, obtained
the succession ; and his grant to his brother Thomas
of the principality of Piedmont as a hereditary fief,

founded the two lines of Savoy and Piedmont, which
continued to rule over their respective territories

till, on the latter becoming extinct in 1418, Piedmont
reverted to the elder line. (See Amadeus V., VI.,

* It is a remarkable tact, m comioction with the
historj' of this family, that tlicy have numbered among
them more great warriors and politicians than any other
royal House of Europe,
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and VIII.) Amadeus VIII. was the first Duke op
Savoy, being so created by the Emperor Sigismond
in 1416. Charles I. (1482—148!)) obtained from
Charlotte of Lusignan, q\ieen of Cyjirus, the trans-
ference of her rights, and from this date (14So)
the dukes of Savoy also claimed to be kings of
Cyprus and Jerusalem. The elder male' line
becoming extinct in 1406, the next collateral heirs
were Phtlibert II. (1496—1504) and Charles III.

(1504-15.53) ; but the latter, having sided with
Charles V. against Francis I. of France, was
deprived of the duchy of Savoy iu 1533, the countries
of Valais and Geneva placed themselves under the
protection of Switzerland, and in 1536 the country
of Vaud was seized by the people of Bern. But
his son, Philibert Emmanuel, who was the Spanish
governor in the Netherlands, succeeded, at the peace
of Cateau-Cambresis (1559), in obtaining repossession
of Savoy. It was this duke who attempted to con-
vert the Vaudois (q. v.), and who founded the now
important silli-production in Piedmont, besides, to
the utmost of his jiower, encouraging the prosecution
and development of other branches of industry. He
re-annexed (1576) the principality of Oueille, and
conquered the county of Tende. His successor,
Charles Emulanuel I. (1580-1630), was celebrated
as a scholar, statesman, and warrior, but he was
cursed with an inordinate ambition, which involved
him in unfortunate contests with Geneva (a former
town of Savoy, of which he wished to regain posses-
sion), with the French, who in revenge took posses-
sion of his dominions, and with the Spaniards. His
two sons, Victor Amadeus I. (q. v.) (1630—1637)
and Thomas, were the respective founders of tlie

two lines of Savoy and Savoy-Carignan. Victor
Amadeus speedily regained tlio dominions which his

father had lost; and with the consent of France,
added to them Moutferrat, Alba, and some other
places, roliuquisliing Pignerol, La Pcrouse, Angrone,
and Lucerne to the French. As generalissimo of
the French army in Italy, he gained two victories
over the Spaniards, but died soon after. His grand-
sou, Victor Amadeus II. (1675—17.30), was one of
the cli-iimants for tlie Spanish throne on the extinction
of the Spauish-Hapsburg dynasty (see Succession,
War of the Spanish) ; and by his adroit policy in
the contest between the Hapsburgs and Bourbons
for the possession of this crown, he succeeded in
obtaining extensive additions to liis little territory,
the chief of these being Alessandria, Val-di-Sesi.i.,

and other portions of the Milanese, the island of
Sicily in 1713, and along with this latter the title of
king. He and his descendants were also recognised
as the legitimate heirs of the Spanish throne, shoidd
the Bourbon dj'nasty ever become extinct. But iu
1720 he was compelled to surrender Sicily to Austria,
iu exchange for the island of Sardinia, which, along
with Savoy, Piedmont, and his other continental
possessions, was then erected into tlie Kingdom of
Sardinia (q. v.).

SAVOY CONFERENCE, the name given to an
ecclesiastical conference held in 1601 at the Savoy
Palace (so called because built in 1245 by Peter,
Earl of Savoy and Richmond [see Amadeus]

;

burned by Wat Tyler in 1381, it was rebuilt and
endowed in 1505 as an hospital for poor persons)
between the Episcopalian and Presbyterian divines,
with the view of ascertaining what concessions
would satisfy the latter, and thereby lead to ' a
perfect and entire unity .and uniformity throughout
the nation.' During the rule of the Protector
Cromwell, the Church of England had been in a
very anomalous condition. Most of the clergy
who held oflice during the early period of the
Civil Wars were strong royahsts, and either were
ejected or fled, when the cause of the parliament
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triumphecL Their places had been supplied in many
cases by zealous Presbj'terians—a rather numerous
body in England at that time, and thus it happened
at the restoration of Charles II. that a considerable
section of the ministers ivit/im the church were
hostile to the re-introduction of Episcopalian order
and practice. Aware of this feeling, yet desu-ous of
not adopting severe measures, if such could possibly
be avoided, the king issued letters-patent dated 25th
March appointing twelve bishops, with nine clersiy-
nieu as assistants on the side of the Ejriscopal
Church, with an equal number of Presbyterian
divines, 'to ad^^se upon and review the BooL of
Common Prayer.' Among the Episcopalian com-
missioners were Frewen, Archbishop of York,
Sheldon, Bishop of London, Gauden of Exeter,
Reynolds of Norwich, &c. : among their assistants,
Dr Peter Heylin, Dr John Pearson, and Dr Thomas
Pierce. The most notable representatives of the
Presbyterian party were Richard Baxter, Dr John
Wallis (then Savilian Professor of Geometry at
Oxford), Etlmund Calani}', "WilUam Spurstow, and
Matthew Newcomen. The Conference (wliich lasted
four months) was opened on the 13th of April.
The Pres1)_vterians (according to Burnett) demanded
that Aj-chbishop Usher's scheme of a ' reduced
I-^piscopacy,' in which the elements of the Scotch
system of presbyteries, sjTiods, and general assem-
)>lies were combined with distinctions of ecclesias-
tical ranks, should be made the basis to begin with;
that responses should be given up ; that the prayers
iu the Litany should be combined into one ; that no
lessons should be taken out of the Apocrypha ; that
the psalms read in the daily service should be accord-
ing to the new translation ; that the term regenera-
tion (among others) shoidd be struck out "of the
baptismal service ; and that the use of the surplice, of
the cross in baptism, of godfathers as sponsors, and
of the holy days, should be abolished. They were
told in reply that the commission had no authority
to discuss questions aflecting the government of the
church, such as were contained in Archbishop
Usher's scheme ; whereupon they proceeded to
consider the minor points, such as the alterations of
the Liturgy. Baxter, with the consent of his party,
>lrew up a ' Reformed Liturgy ' which the Ei)isco-
palian commissioners would not look at, consideriuf
the wholesale rejection of the older one ultra vires
on their part. Finally, the parties separated with-
out arriving at any conclusion; and this fruitless
attempt at ' comprehension ' was followed in 1GG2
by the famous 'Act of Uidformity,' the resiUt of
which was that 2000 clergymen were forced to
aliandon their livings in the Church of England.

SAVU' ISLANDS lie in the Indian Ocean,
to the south-east of the Sandalwood Island Pop.
35,000. The islands of the gi-oup are small, except
Savn, in 121" 45—122° 7' E. long., and 10° 25'—
10° 3G' S. lat., with an area of 237 sq. mUes. It
is very fertile and health}', the thermometer ranging
from 70° to 88° F., by day, and 68° to 70° by night.
The products are those usual in the Indian Ai-chi-
[pclago. Horses and exceUeut tobacco are exported
to Timor.

_ There are sevenal rajahs who are under the
Xothcrlands Resident at Timor, a postholder being
stationed at Seba, v.'here there is good anchorage.
The Savunese belong to the Malay race. Their

religion is a traditionary heathenism, in which the
offering of sacrifices of dogs is frequently practised.

made, it admits of great variation, and modern car-
pentry has brought into use a great many kinds of
saws adapted to different purposes. The mo«i
common is the Hand-saw (fig. I), in general use. For
this the blade is broader at one end than tlie other,
and a wooilen handle is lixed to the broader end,
without which it could not be used. This kind of
saw IS varied by the manner in which the teeth are
cut and set, and in the shape and ^\idth of the
blade, as in Compass or Key Sates for cuttiuty small
holes (fig. 2). Other kinds of hand-saws, such as
the Back-saw (fig. 3) and tlie Tenon-saio (fig 4)
have straight blades, and tlio back is guarded and

'iVt/lJlli/Vt'K/:/ifl'iM.VVtVl.Vl^'lVVlVVlVI-}r.\l/VVi2/VilJl/ll'lfl/itl,Vl" -JVi/i/t^

strengthened by a piece of brass or iron bent over
it. The Bow-saw (fig. 5) is used for a variety of
]iiirposcs

; the blade, which is always thin, is stretched
like a bowstring to an iron frame. The Frame-saw
(tig. G), chiefly used iu sa-\%-pits and mills for cutting
timlier longitudinally, is similar in shape to the
ordinary hand-saw, but much larger, with holes at
each end, for fixing it in the frame by which it is

moved up and dov,-n. For cutting timber ti-ans-
versely, the Cross-cut-saw (fig. 7) is used ; tliij

differs not only in shape, but in the set of the teeth

-w^,l\

\\\\\^
Fig. 8.—Circular-saw.SAW, one of the most important tools used in

working timber. It usually consists of a long strip
of thin steel, with one edge cut into a continuous from other saws. Within the present century, the
series of sliarp teeth. Notwithstanding the great

,

Circular-saw (fig. S) has come into universal use
simpUcity of the principle upon which the saw is wherever machinery can be had for working it. It
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is generally so fitted as to be worked under a flat

bench, a jiart only of the blade jirojecting through a
narrow slit cut in the top of the bench. It is made
to revolve with great rajiidity, and the wood resting

on the bench is pushed against the saw in the
direction it is intended to be cut. The rapidity
witli which wood is cut by the circular-saw ia truly
marvellous. To save space, several foi-ms of teeth are

sliewu in the figure, but each saw has but one kind.

The liihhon-saw is comparatively a new invention.

It consists of a very long Ijaud—or wel), as it is

called—of steel, usually very narrow, and with
finely-cut teeth. The two ends are joined together
so as to form an endless band, wliich is passed over
two revolving ib'iuus, one above, and the other below
the working-bench, tlirough holes in which the saw
passes. With this work, the finest patterns in open
work may be cut out with great ease and rapidity.

Numerous other kinds of saws are in use, but these
are the chief.

SAWDUST. The waste made by sawing
timber, formerly of little or no use, has now
become a material of some value in localities where
it can be applied. Its most interesting apphcation
is one very recently patented by Messrs Dale &
Co. of Manchester, whereby it is converted into
oxalic acid, and with so much success as to have
nearly or altogether displaced every other motliod of

making that chemical. The process is very simple.
The sawdust is first saturated with a concentrated
solution of soda and potash in the proportion of two
of the former to one of the latter ; it is then placed
in shallow iron pans, luider which flues run from a
furnace, whercljy the iron pans are made hot, and
the saturated sawdust runs into a semi-fluid, pasty
state. It is stirred about actively with rakes, so as
to bring it all in contact with the heated surface of

the iron, and to granulate it for the succeeding
operations. It is next placed in similar pans, only
slightly heated, by which it is dried. In this state
it is oxalate of soda mixed with potash. It is then
jdaeed on the bed of a filter, and a solution of soda
is allowed to percolate through it, whicli carries
with it aU the potash, leaving it tolerably pure
ox.alate of soda. It is then transferred to a tank,
in which it is miugled with a thin milk of lime, by
which it is decomposed, the lime combining with
the acid to form oxalate of lime, and the soda being
set free. Lastly, the oxalate of lime is j)ut into a
leaden cistern, and sulphuric acid is poured in ; this

takes up the lime, and sets free the oxalic acid,

which readily crystallises on the sides of the leaden
cistern, or on pieces of wood placed on purpose. So
rapid and cheap is this method, compared with that
formerly in use, that several extensive old manu-
factories have been shut up since the article on
Oxalic Acid was written, being unable to compete
with the patent process.

Another interesting use of the sawdust of hard
woods, such as rosewood, ebony, &c., is that recently
made known in France under the name of Bois-
durci. Tlie various kinds of sawdust used are
reduced to fine powder, and mixed with blood into a
paste ; other materials are doubtless added, for
when jiressed into moulds it is jet black, and receives
the most beautifid impressions. Messrs Latry,
Senior, & Co. of Paris produce some very beauti-
ful medallions and other small articles in this
m.aterial.

SAWFISH. (Pristis), a genus of cartilaginous
fishes, constitnting the family Pristidai, whicli is

ranked with the Rays (q. v.), although the elongated
form of the body agrees rather with that of the
sharks. In a number of anatomical characters,
however, the sawfishes differ from sharks, and a^ree
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With rays, and conspicuously in the position of the
gill-opeuiugs, which are not on the sides, as in
sharks, but on the under-surfacc, as in rays. Tlie
mouth is on the under surface of the head, and is

furnished with jiavenient-like teeth, adapted fur
crushing. But the S. is particularly remarkable for
tlie elongation of tlie snout into a flat bony sword,
armed on each edge with about twenty large bony
spines or teeth; a most formidable weapon, of

fish [Prialis antlquorum).

which it seems to make use for killing prey, rushing
amongst shoals of fishes, and slaying them right and
left. Whales are said to be sometimes killed by
sawfishes, and the saw has been sometimes diiveii

into the huU of a ship. There are six or seven
known species of S. , and they are distributed over
the whole world. The Common S. {P. antiquorum)
was known to the ancients, being found in the Medi-
terranean. It is a very widely distributed fish, being
found both in polar and tropical seas. It sometimes
attains the length of eighteen feet, including the
saw. Sawfishes are seldom seen near the shore, and
no species is reckoned among British fishes.

SAWFLY
(
Tcnthredo), a Linna'.an genus of insects

of the order Hymenoptera, now divided into many
genera, and constituting a family of which the
species are very miinerous. They derive the name
S. from the ovipositor of the females, which is scaly,

serrated, pointed, and enclosed in a sheath of two
concave plates. By means of this instriunent, the
female S. perforates the .stalks or other parts of
plants, laying an egg in each hole. The hole soon
becomes filled with a frothy liquid, and sometimes a
gall-like swelling is formed, within which the larva
resides. The larvie of many sawflies, however, live

Turnij) Sawfly [Alhalia spinaruvi), in its various st.a^'es

of Transfoi'mation.

in no such nests, but feed on foliage, like caterpillars,

which they very much resemble. One of the most
common species of gooseberry 'caterpillar' is the

larva of a S. {Nemntiis rihesii). SawHies have tlie

abdomen cylindrical, and so united to the thorax
tliat the distinction is not easily jierceived. They
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vary much in the antenna;. Both pairs of winws are
divided by nervures into numerous cells. Among
the more notable species is the CoRX S. {Cephus
jii/f/mccus), which, in its pci-fect state, aljounds
on umljelliferous flowers, a shining black insect,
marked with yellow, the abdomen elongateiL Tlie
larva consumes the inside of the straw of corn, and
descending to the base of the straw, cuts it down
level with the ground.—Another important species
is the TaENIP 8. {Athalia spinaniiii), reddish,
spotted with black ; the larva nearly black, and
known by the names of jBlack Jack and Nigger.
The Turnip S. is sometimes very troublesome and
destructive for a year or two, and then almost com-
pletely disappears for a number of years. It has
sometimes been very destructive to the turnip-crops
of Britain.—The S. of the Bine (Lophjru-s pini) is a
common British species, and sometimes, although
not very often, strips pine and lir trees of their
leaves.

S.\W-]MILL. Within the present century, the
art of workino; saws by machinery has been invented,
and large mills for cutting up timljcr by means of
Large saws worked by macliincry, are to be found in
most civilised countries. They are worked both by
steam and water-power, and in Holland, wind-mUls
arc made to work samng machinery. The arr.ange-

nients of a saw-mill are very simple : they consist
of a fi.xod horizontal frame, with rollers at short
intervals, upon which the tree or log of timber
is laid ; at the end of this, another frame is placed
in a vertical position ; it contains as many saws
placed side by side as it is proposed to cut planks
out of the log, and they are set as far apart as
the desired thickness of the planks or boards. A
rapid up-and-down motion is given to these saws
by the machinery, and at the same time the lo"- is

p.ulled forw.ard on the rollers by the s.ame power, so
as to be kept constantly up to the saws. In this
way, a large tree or log of wood may be cut into
twenty planks in much less time than was formerly
required by laborious hand-labour to cut one single
thickness.

The circular-saw is also much used in mills for
cutting planks and boards into pieces of almost any
form.

SAXE, Hermann JIaurice, Count of, one of the
greatest warriors of the ISth c, was the natural
son of Augustus II. (q. v.), Elector of Saxony and
king of Poland, and the Countess Aurora von
Konigsmark, and was born at Goslar, 28th October
1G96. When only twelve years of age, he ran off

from home, made his way to Flanders, joined the
army of Marlborough, and took part in the captm-e
of Lille and the siege of Tournay. With a boyish
love of change, he joined the Kusso-Polish army
before Stralsund (1711), and after the taking of Riga,
returned to Dresden, where his mother induced
him, in 1714, to espouse a young and amiable
German heiress. In the two following years, he
took part in the civil war then raging in Poland

;

but having quarrelled with his father's favourite
minister, he returned to Dresden, where the well-
grounded jealousy of his wife made his life suffi-

ciently disagreeable. Obtaining the annulment of

his marriage, and a pension from his father, he came
to Paris in 1720, where he devoted himself for some
years to the study of military tactics, and originated
and developed an entirely novel system of man-
ccuvres, which was highly sjioken of by the Chevalier
Folard, the celebrated military engineer. In 1720,
he was elected Duke of Courland, and for a time
maintained himself in his new possession against
both llussians and Poles, but was compelled to
retire to France in the following year. Joining the

army on the Rhine, imder the Duke of Berwick,
he signalised himself at the siege of Philipsburg
(1734), and decided the battle of Ettingen by a
desperate charge at tlie head of a division of grena-
diers. For these services, he was made a lieuten-
ant-general in 1736 ; and on the breaking out of
the war of the Austrian Succession, he obtained the
command of the left wing of the army which was
appointed to invade Bohemia, and took the strongly-
fortified town of Prague by storm with marvelToua
celerity. The capture of Egi-a was similarly effected
a few days afterwards, and the rest of the campaign
shewed that his abilities in the field were not
inferior to his skill .against fortilications. In 1744,
ho was made a marshal of France, and appointed to
command the French army in Flanders, and on
this occasion he gave decisive proofs of the sound-
ness and superiority of his new system of tactics,

by reducing to inaction an enemy much superior in
number, and taking from him, almost before his
face, various important fortresses. The following
year was for him more glorious still ; his army was
reinforced, and though so ill with dropsy that he
had to submit to tapping (15th April), he laid siege
to Tournay on the 22d, and on the advance of the
Duke of Cumberland to its relief, took up a position
at Fontcnoy, and awaited attack. He was assailed
on the nth Jlay, and the desperate valour of the
English for a time bore down everything before
them ; but S. sped about in liis litter, encouragdng his
troops, and when the critical moment came, the
fire of his artillery disorganised the English, and a
charge of the French completed the victory. Four
months afterwards, every one of the numerous
strong fortresses of Belgium was in his hands. In
1746, S., hy a series of able mananivres, threw back
the allies on the right bank of the Macse, and
gained (11th October) the brilliant victory of

Raucou.v, for which he was rewarded with the title

of marshal-general, an hono\n' which only Turenne
had previously obtained. For the third time, at

Laufeldt (2d July 1747), the victor of Cidloden
suffered complete defeat at the hands of S., whose
favourite sj-stem of tactics was agahi brought into

full play ; and the brilliant captm-e of Bergen-op-
zoom brought the allies to think of peace. The
Dutch, however, were still disposed to hold out. till

the capture of Jlaestricht (174S) destroyed their

hopes, and the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle followed.

S. had previously carried on a correspondence with
the great Frederick of Prussia, and he now took
occasion to visit him at Berhn, experiencing the

most brilliant reception. In the foUo\\ang year,

Frederick wrote to Voltaire :
' I have seen the hero

of France, the Turenne of Louis XV. 's time. I have
received much instruction from his discourse ou
the art of war. This general could teach all the

generals in Europe.' S. lived at his estate of

Chambord for some time afterwards, and died there

of dropsy, 30th November 1750. His work on the

art of war, entitled Me3 Meerki, was published at

Paris in 1757.

S. was probably the greatest captain of liis time,

and a gallant and enterprising leader, but he was a

mere soldier, and the offer of membership made to

him by the Academic Fran9aiso is sulUeieutly

ridiculous. S. had, however, the good sense to

decline the proffered honour, and he did so in a

sentence, the extraordinary orthography of which
accidentally rebuked, more than the most cutting

sarcasm eould have done, the mean sycophancy of

the Aeadcmie. He wrote :
' lis venlc me jfcre de la

cademk ; sela va'iret come une baye a im chas.'

Many biographies of S. have been written, but

few of them are to be much depended n]ion.—See

MoriU von Hncliscii (Dresden, 1S03), by Karl von
503
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Weber ; and the Nouvellc Biographie Gcncrak (art.

' Saxe '). Hia character aufl genius are also well,

though not flatteringly, [lortrayed iu Carlyle's L{fc

of Frederick the Great.

SAXE-A'LTENBURG, the smallest of the minor
Saxon states, is a duchy bounded by Saxe-Weimar,
Prussian Saxony, the kingdom of Saxony, Saxe-

Meiningen, and Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt, and separ-

ated into two nearly equal paits by the interposed

principality of Keuss-Gera. The eastern portion,

or circle of Altenhunj, from its being watered by
the Pleisse, was formerly called Pleissengau. It

contains 241 English sq. m., with a pop. (1863)

of 91,375. The western pai-t, or circle of Saal-

Eisenber(j, is watered by the Saale, with the

Orla ami llode, and contains 262 English sq. m.,

with a pop. (1863) of only 47,GS7. Total area, 503

sq. m., with a pop. of 139,062, one-third of whom
are inhabitants of towns. The vast bulk of the

[loliuhition are Protestants, there being in 1858

fiuly SOU Catholics and 1400 Jews, almost none of

the latter settled in the country. The eastern por-

tion is open, undulating, and very fertile, and agri-

culturo has here attained considerable perfection,

and is diligently pursued by a large proportion of

the population, so that much more corn is produced

thau is necessary for home-consumption. The
peasants in this circle, though speaking the Thuriu-

gian dialect, exhibit in theu' dress, manners, and
customs a family resemblance to the Wendish-
speaking Serbs of Lusatia ; and numerous names of

\ilaees, especially those ending in itz, indicate their

.Slavic origin. They are celebrated throughout

G ermany for their skiU as agi-iculturists, and their

superior intelligence, knowledge, and comparative

wealth. The revenue amounted in 1863—1864 to

£46,190 ; and the expenditure, including the duke's

civil list, to the same sum. The military foixe

consists of 1473 men, who form two battalions of the

federal army. S. is a limited monarchy, in accoi-d-

auce with the constitution of 29th April 1831,

modified somewhat by the events of 1848—1849.

The assembly of deputies, consists of 24 members,
8 representing the landed proprietors, S from the

towns, and 8 from the country. Tlie government is

in the hands of a ministry of three. Altenburg (q. v.)

is the seat of government. (See Gekmaxy, in Surr.)

SAXE-CO'EURG-GO'THA, the third in point of

size and population of the minor Saxon states, is a

duchy comprising the duchy of Gotha, IjHng between
Prussia, Schwarzburg, Hesse-Cassel, jleiningen, and
Weimar, and containing 542 English sq. m. (inclu-

sive of Nazza, an isolated portion on the north-west,

14 English sq. m., and Volkenrode, on the north-

cast, within Prussia, 25 English sq. nj.), with a

pop. (1861) of 108,301 ; and the principality of

Coburg, 18 miles south of Gotha, lying between
Meiningcn and Bavaria, and containing 210 English

sq. m. (inclusive of Konigsberg, in Bavaria, 19

English sq. m.), mth a pop. (1861) of 47,014.

Total area, 752 English sq. m.
;

pop. 155,315.

Gotha lies on the north side of the Thuringcr-wald,

which extends along and within its southern fron-

tier ; but the rest of this duchy consists of low,

nndidating, and very fertile land, and is watered by
the Werra, an affluent of the Weser, the Unstrut, a

tributary of the Saale, and several smaller streams.

Coburg lies on the southern slope of the same range,

is watered by the Itz and Rodach, aflluents of the

Main, and has extensive forests, and many beautiful

valleys between the spurs of the Tluu-inger-wald.

Of the surface of the whole duchy, ^ths is arable,

^ths is wood, i\th waste land, and the rest pasture

and gardens. In the plains and valleys, the climate

is mild and salubrious, but in the mountainous parts

of Gotha it assumes a more inclement character.
Agriculture is the principal occupation of the people,
and is pursued with energy and skill ; corn and
llax being produced in abundance, as also potatoes,
and various legrmiiuous plants. The breeding of

horses, cattle, and sheep is also successfidly con-
ducted. The mineral wealth includes coal (chiefly

in Gotha), iron, cobalt, manganese ; also marble,
porcelain-earth, millstones, and salt. Tiie manu-
factures are not of much importance, and are
chietlj' confined to Gotha. There is a large beet-
sugar factory at Gotha. The extensive forests of
the duchy employ a large proportion of the popu-
lation in the production of jiitch, tar, and potash.
The duchy is a limited monarchy, in accordance
with the fundamental law of 3d May 1852. Coburg
and Gotha have each a landtag, or diet ; that of

the former consisting of 11, and of the latter of 19
deputies ; besides which there is a common landtag
for the whole state, composed of 7 of the Coburg,
aud 14 of the Gotha representatives, who are elected

by their several diets. The mode of election to the
separate diets is peculiar, being eft'ccted by electors

equal in number to the members to be chosen, each
elector being appointed for that pm-pose by a sepa-

rate district. The diet endures for 4 years, and
must never be prorogued for more than 6 months.
There are two ministers for caiTying on the govern-
ment, one for Coburg, and another for Gotha, The
duke has a vote in the plenmn, and shares the
12th vote in the Uttle council of the German diet.

The military contingent consists of 1302 men, a
reserve of 372, and the same number of substitutes,

making in all 2046 men, who form one regiment of

two b.attalions in the federal army, and are, by
the convention of July 1, 1861, imder the authority
of, and maintained by, Prussia. Education is well
attended to.

The finances of the two portions of the duchy are

separately administered, that of Coburg being as fol-

lows—receipts (1865), £39,564 ; expentliture, £39,219

;

public debt, comprising £29,400 of paper-money,
£151,859; and of Gotha, receipts (1865), £89,762,
balancing the expenditure ; debt, including £59,000
of paper-money, £160,682. The revenue (1865) is

£99,136, and the ex]jenditure £25,090. The present
ducal family is distinguished for the spirited and
liberal character of its members, as well as for

physical and mental gifts. It is allied with several

of the royal families of Europe, the present duke's
younger brother having been the late Prince Albert
of Great Britain, and his uncle, Leopold, kiug of

the Belgians. The heir-ajjparent to the duchy is

Alfred, the second son of Queen Victoria of C4reat

Britain. All the Saxon ruling families are descended
from the Counts of Wettin, a place near JIagdebm-g.
(See Germany, in Supplement.)
SAXE-MEI'NINGEN, the second iu size and

popidatiou of the minor Saxon states, is a duchy,
consisting of one large crescent-shaped territory,

which lies immediately north of Bavaria and
Coburg, with the horns of the crescent pointing
northwards, and contains 862 EngUsh sq. m., with
a pop. (1861) of 159,868, and two small isolated

territories, Kranichfeld (28 English sq. m., pop.

3144)—consisting of four detached portions, on
the north, between Weimar and Sehwarzbnrg-
Rudolstadt—and Kamburg (53 English sq. m., pop.

9329), on the north-east, between A\'^eimar and
Prussia; total, 943 English sq. m. ; pop. (1861)

172,.341, of whom 169,870 are Protestants, 842
Cathohcs, 82 Mennonites, and 1547 Jews. The
crescent is composed of the old duchy of Meiuingen,
the old duchy of Hildbirrghausen, aud the prinei-

jiality of Saalfeld (both of which, along with
Kamburg, were annexed to Meiningen in 1826). S.
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forms the south-west of Thuringia (q. v.), and is

traversed iu the east and north by the Thuringer-
wald, oflshoots from which also cover the west,
while the Rhijn-gebirge enters the country at tlie

soutli-west. Its surface is thus necessarily hilly,

in some places even mountainous, Kieferle iu the
Tliuringer-wald being 2700 feet, and Geha-berg in

the Ehon-gebirge, 230S feet above sea-level ; but
between the mountain ridges are numerous fruitful

valleys, and that of the Werra in pai-ticular is one
of the most fertile and picturesque in Germany.
The Werra, Saale, Milz, Steinach, Itz, &c., water
the country. Two-fifths of tlie country is araljle

land; a nearly equal extent is under wood; and
the rest is meadow, garden and vinej'ard, and
waste. In the lower lauds, agriculture is in an
advanced condition, and is prosecuted with such
vigour, that corn enough is produced for home-
consumption

;
potatoes, hemp, tla.x, and tobacco are

the other chief crops.

The mining industry of the cast and north is

important, employing iu 1S52 uo less than 3820
men ; and the important mineral products are irou,

copper, cob.alt, coal, porcelain-clay, sulphiu', and
s.'dt from the works of Salzungeu, Neusulza, and
Kriedrichshall. S. is also an active manufacturing
district, chiefly in woollen, cotton, and lineu fabrics,

and pajier; and brewing, distilling, the making of

glass and porcelain, .and various other branches of

industry, are prosecuted. The fabrication of wooden
toys in the district around Souncburg employs
SUOO men, and the produce is bought up by the
Sonueburg dealers for export. A rape-sugar-factory
is maintaiueth S. is a limited monarchy in accord-
ance with the fundamental law of 1829, and the
election act of 2oth June 1853. The diet consists of

24 representatives—2 from the nobles, 6 from the
landowners, S from the towns, and S from the
country. The government is carried on by five

uiuiisters, each of whom heads a separate depart-

ment. The duke has a voice iu tlie plenum, and
shares the twelfth vote iu the small council of the
Germanic Confederation. The army consists of 2110
men, and 384 substitutes, and forms a regiment of

two battalions in the federal army. The annual
budget (1862—18G5) is as follows : Revenue of

domains, £G7,5S4, and from taxes, &c., £91,274
;

total revenue, £158,858 ; expenditure, £154,983

;

jjublic debt, £307,573. The present duke, Beruard-
Erieh-Freund, who has reigned for 02 years, spon-
taneously gave his subjects a liberal representative

constitution in 1S24. S. is distinguished as the best

governed state iu Germany. {.See G ekmanv, in Supp.)

SAXE-WEI'MAR-EI'SENACH, the largest of

the minor Saxon states, is a grand duchy, consist-

ing of Weimar, which lies between Prussia, Alten-

burg, and Schwarzburg-lludolstadt, and contains

(inclusive of Allstiidt, on the Unstrut, within
Prussia, 45 English sq. m., and llmenau, m the

south-east of Gotha, 32 English sq. m.) 685 English
sq. m., with a pop. (1861) of 140,772; Eisenacli, the
western portion, which lies to the north of Jleinhi-

gen and Bavaria, aud contains (inclusive of Ostheim,
iu the Rhijn-gebirge, in Bavaria, 23 Enghsh sq. m.)

461 English sq. m., with a pop. (1861) of 82,444 ; aud
Keustadt, which lies on the western boundary of

the kingdom of Saxony, and contains 239 English
sq. ni., with a pop. (1861) of 50,036; total are.a,

1385 English sq. m.
;
pop. 273,252, of whom 262.272

are Protestants, 9824 Itonian Catholics, 57 Greek
Catholics, 1088 Jews ; the Jews and Catholics

being chiefly in Eisenach. The Eisenach portion is

traversed in the north by the Thuringer-wald, and
in the south by the Rhijn-gebirge, the intermediate

districts being also hiUy and undidating, and
watered Ijy the Werra and its feeders, the Fulda,

Ulster, Suhl, and Orsel. The Noustadt division is

traversed from south-east to north-west by several
offshoots of the Erz-gebirge, but most of the sui'face

belongs to the plain of the Saale, aiul is watered by
the Elster and Orla, affluents of that river. The
Weimar portion is also partly hdly and uneven,
and partly belongs to the jjlain of the Saale, which,
with its tributary, the lUn, traverses it. The
highest peak iu the gi'and duchy is Hiukelhahn
(2694 feet), in the detached territory of llmenau.
The climate is somewhat inclement in the high
lands, more temperate in the jilains, and particu-
larly pleasant along the valley of the Saale. Of the
whole surface, about |ths is arable, ^\ths is forest,

and the rest is meadow-huid, gardens, aud vine-

j'ards. Agriculture is in an advanced condition,

and is diligently prosecuted, there being frequently
a surplus of grain over and above that required
for home-consumption, in spite of the occasional
infertility of the soil; and potatoes, pulse, hemp,
flax, hops, and (on the banks of the Saale) vines
are also cultivated. Horse and cattle breeding is

a common pursuit in Neustadt aud Eisenach, and
sheep-breeding in Weimar, the sheep having the
usual good reputation of the Saxon breed. The
mineral wealth comjiriscs coal, iron, copper, cobalt,

and niarljle. Eisenach is the chief seat of the
manufacturing industry, with the exception of tlie

woollen manufactures, which are lu-ineip.ally carried
on iu Neustadt. The form of government is, ac-

cording to the revised fundamental law of 15th
October 1S50, a limited monarchy ; the diet, or
landt.ag, is composed of 31 deputies, 1 represent-
ing the landed nobility, 4 chosen by landed jiro-

prietors, with incomes under 1000 thalei-s, 5 by those
who ]iosses3 the same uicome from other sources,

and 21 by imiversal suS'rage. The government
is administered by four heads of departments.
The grand duke has one vote in the plenum,
and shares the twelfth vote in the little council

of the German diet with the rulers of Saxe-
Meiuingen, Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, and Saxc-Alteu-
burg. The military contingent is 2345 men, \\hich,

with 670 of reserve, amounts to 3015 men, who
form 3 battalions of the federal army. The annual
revenue is estimated (for 1863— 1865) as follows :

Receipts, £246,144; expenditure, £245,534; iniblio

debt, £667,795. The Grand Duke of Wehnar is

the chief of the Erncstiue branch of the House of

Saxony. Tlie most celebrated of the Weimar
family was Duke K.arl-August, the Ma;ccuas of the
art, literature, and science of Germany, who took
the reins of government in 1775, and displayed
extreme anxiety to favour the development of

public prosperity and the progTcss of education.

Under his fostering care, the university of Jena
became a focus of iuteUect and knowledge to

Germany ; aud the presence of Herder, Goethe,
Schiller, and others at his court, well entitled it

to be deuomiu.ated the abode of the lluses. He
also elevated the theatre of Weimar to its present
position as the chief German school of dramatic
art. In 1SU6, he joined the Coufedcration of the
Rhine with the title of duke, and received from
the Congress of Vicuna an accession of territory,

and the title of grand duke. In 1S16, he granted

a liberal representative constitution to his subjects,

expressly guaranteeing the hberty of the press, and
died 14th June 1828. His successors have followed

in his footsteps. (See Germany, iu Supplement.)

SA'XIFKAGE {Saxifragu), a genus of plants of

the natural order Saxifrageii', or Haxifraijacca:. This
order has a calyx, usually of live sepals more or less

cohering at the base ; a corolla usually of five

perigjaious petals, alternate with the sepals, rarely

wauting; perigyuous stamens; a hypogvnous or
611
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jieriKyuo"^ disc ; an ovary, usually of two cal^els,

cohei'ins; min-c or less by tlieir face, l)ut diverging at

the apex; fruit generally a 1—2-ceUed caiisulo, the

Saxifrage (S sidlaris).

cells opening at the ventral suture, and often divar-

icating when ripe; the seeds usually minute and

numerous. The order Saxl/ragcai is sometimes

regarded as ineludiug above 900 species, divided

into several suborders, which are elevated by some

botanists into distinct orders—leaving, however,

more than 300 species to the reduced order Saxi-

KEAGE.E, which contains herbaceous plants, often

growing iu patches, with entu-e or divided alternate

exstipulate leaves, natives chiefly of mountainous

tracts iu the northern hemisphere, and often fouud

up to the limits of perpetual snow, some of them
forming there a rich and beautiful turf, and adorn-

ing it with their very pleasing flowers. A cousider-

aljle number are natives of Xiritaiu. Some of the

genus Saxifrar/a are well known in gardens, and are

employed to cover rock-works, &c. <S'. umhrosa,

London Pride, or None-so-pretty, is familiar in all

cottage gardens. It is a native of the hills of Spain,

and of the south and west of Ireland.

SAXO-GRAMMATICUS (i. e., Saxo the ' Gram-
marian ' or ' Scholar '), the most celebrated of the

early Banish chroniclers, flourished in the r2th c,

and was secretary to Archbishop Absalom. He is

said to have died at Koeskikle in 1204. S.

undoubtedly formed his style on that of the later

[loman historians, particularly Valerius Maximus,

yet iu his whole mode of representation, he belongs

to the school of medieval chroniclers, although

ranking first in that school. Erasmus half wondered

at his elegance. Moreover, it adds mightily to our

respect for S., that although a cleric, he did not in

the very least degree allow himself to be swayed

in his historical conceptions by the prejudices

incident to his profession. His work is entitled

Hisloria Danka, and consists of 16 books. The
earlier portions are of course not very critical, but

in regard to times near his own, S. is a most

invaluable authority. According to his own state-

ment, he derived his knowledge of the remoter

jieriod of Danish history—the ' Heroic Age ' of the

North—from old songs, Eunic inscriptions, and the

liistorieal notices and traditions of the Icelanders ;

but he is not sharply critical in his treatment of

the Danish sagas, although a rudimentary critical

tendency is occasionally visible. The best edition

of the Ilistoria Danica is that undertaken by
S12

P. E. Midler, and finished by J. M. Velschov
(Co])cn. 1839). It is furnished with a complete

critical apjiaratus. There ai-c good translations from

the original Latin into Danish.

SAXON AECHITECTUBR, the style of build-

ing used iu England before the introduction of the

Norman architecture at the Conquest. There are

few specimens remaining which can be depended
upon as genuine. The Saxons built chiefly in wood,

and all their wooden edifices arc now lost. It seems
probable that a rude and simple style, not unlike

Early Norman, was that used by the Saxons. There

Tower of Earl's Barton, Northamptonshire.

tFrom Parker's Glossary of Architectitre.)

are several buildings in England which Mr Rickman
considers entitled to rank as Saxon. Amongst these,

the Tower of Earl's B.arton, Northamptonshire, is

one of the best examples. The pecidiar ' long and

short' work of the quoins, the projecting fillets

ruuning up the face of the walls, and interlacing

like wood-work, and the baluster-like shafts between

the openings of the upper windows, are all charac-

teristic of iihe style.

SA'XON LAND. See Te.vxsylvanu..

SAXON STATES, Minor. The capitulation

of Wittenberg, which followed the rout of Muhlberg
(see Saxony), and deprived John Frederick the

Magnanimous of the electorate of Saxony, at

the same time despoiled him of a large portion of

the herecUtary possessions of the Ernestine bi-anch.

The remainder, amoiuitiug—after the acipiisitiou

of Coburg, Altenburg, Eisenberg, &c., iu 1554—
to little more than one-fifth of the whole Saxon
territory, was divided into two portions, Saxe-Gotha

and Saxc- ^Yebnar, the former falling to John
Frederick II., and the latter to John William, the two
sons of the deposed elector. Each of these portions

was afterwards subdivided, the former into /SV(.re-

Cohurr/ and Saxe-Eiscnach, aud the latter (1573) into

Saxe-'Weimar And Saxe-Alleuburff. It would only

bewilder the reader to attempt to foUow the endless

subdivisions and reunions that followed. Suffice it
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to say, that the gradual adoption of the law of

primogeniture dui'ing the ISth c, and the extinction
of various cadet branches, has left tlie four states

of Saxe-Altenburg, Saxe-C'oliurg-Gotha, Saxc-Mein-
ingen, and Saxe-Weimar-Eisenacli, as described
under their several names. Shoidd the Albertine
or Saxon-royal line become extinct, the Duke of

Weimar succeeds to the throne ; and failing his

family, the lines of Saxe-Meiningen, Saxe-.'Vltenburg,

and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha obtain in this order the
right of succession.

SAXON SWITZERLAND. Sec Saxoxt.

SAXONS (Lat. SaxSncs, Ger. Sadism), a German
]ieojile, whose name is usuaUy derived from an old

German word sahs, meaning a 'knife,' are first

mentioned by Ptolemy, who makes them inhabit a
district south of tlic Cimbrian Peninsula. Towards
the end of the 3d c., a ' Saxon League ' or ' Con-
federation ' makes its appearance in North-western
Germany, to which belonged, besides S. proper,

the Cherusci, the Angrivarii, and the largest jiart of

tlio Cliauci. In the times of the emperors Julian
and Valentiniau, S. and Fraulis invaded the Roman
tcrritoiy ; but their piratical descents on the coasts

of Britain and Gaul are far more famous. At what
period these commenced, it is impossible to tell, but
it is behoved to have been much earlier than is

commonly supposed. Recent investigations seem
to prove that S. had established themselves in

England long before the time of the mythical
Hengist and Ilorsa (see Axglo-Sa.koks) ; and we
know that as early as 287 A. D., Carausius, a

Belgic admiral in the Roman service, made himself

'Augustus' in Britain by their help. They had
firmly rooted themselves, at the beginning of the
5th c, in the present Normandy, where a tract of

land was named after them, the Limes Saxoniciis.

They fought against Attila (q. v.) in the Catalauuian
Plain, 45l A.B. They also obtained a footing at

the mouth of the Loire ; but all the S. who settled

iu France ' disappeared ' before the Franks, i. e.,

were probably incorporated with their more powerful
kinsmen of Southern Germany. At home, tlie S.

(called Alt Sacliseii, or 'Old Saxons,' to distinguish

them from the emigrant hordes who foimd their

w.ay to England and France) enlarged, by conquest,
their territory north and north-west as far as the
North Sea, the Yssel, and the Rhine ; south, as far

as the Sieg, and nearly to the Eder ; eastward, to

the Weser and Werra, the Southern Harz, the
Ellie, and the Lower Saale. Along M'ith the Franks,

they destroyed the kingdom of the Tliuringians in

5'S\, and obtained possession of the land between
the Harz and the Unstrut ; but this district was in

turu forced to acknowledge the Frankish sovereignty.

From 710, wars between the S. and the Franks
became constant ; but tlie latter, after 772, were
generally successfid, in spite of the vigorous resist-

ance ofi'ered by Wittekind ; and in SO-l, the S.

were finally subjugated by the arms of Charlemagne.

Wittekind was the last Saxon king, and the first

Saxon duke of the German empire. A collection of

the old national laws and usages of the S., under the

title of Lex Saxonum, was made during the reign of

Charlemagne.
During'lSSO—1840, A. Schmellcr published (from

two manuscripts, one preserved at Munich, and the

other in the British Museum) an ' Old Saxon ' poem
of the 9th c, called Heliand, i. e., the 'Healer,' or
' Saviour,' which narrates in alliterative verse the
' Historj' of Christ ' according to the Gospels, whence
it is also called the ' Old Saxon Ciospel Harmony.'

It is probably a part of a more comiirehensive

work, embracing a poetical treatment of the history

of the Old and New Testament, whic-h Ludvig the
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Pious intrusted to some celebrated Saxon singer.

This unknown poet lived, as his language leads us
to conjectiu-e, somewhere between JIunster, Essen,
and Kleve. His work is not only the almost sole

monument of the old Saxon tongue left us, but is

also of high poetical value, through its warmth of

feeling, and the strength and splendour of its diction

—worthy, indeed, to take its place alongside the
contemporary Anglo-Saxon and old Norse poetry.

—See VUmar's Lieutsehe AUerthiimer im Heliand
(Marb. 1845).

SA'XONY (Ger. Saelisen), Kingdom of, the second
iu importance and population of the minor German
states, though inferior to four of them in extent, is

bounded on the N. and N.-E. by Prussia, S.-E. and
S. by Austria, and W. by Bavaria, Thuringia (q. v.),

and Prussia. It is divided, for administrative i)ur-

poses, into the following cii'cles :

Dresden, . .

Zwickau, .

Leipzig,
Baulzen or Budis^in,

Total,

English
Sq. MUcs.

1651
. 1765

1323
. 957

569G

533,213
827.245
506,294
303,488

2,225,240

The kingdom is somewhat of the form of a right-

angled triangle, with the right angle in the north-
west, and the longer side lying along the foot of the
Erz-gebirge range, which sends its spirrs northward
over the southern half of the country, giving to that
portion a somewhat moimtainous character, while
the northern half remains a fiat or undijating plain.

The whole coimtry, with the exception of a small

portion in the extreme east, which belongs to the

Oder basin, and is watered by the Neisse, is drained

by the Elbe (which is whoUy navigable in S.)

and its tributaries the Muglitz, Wilde-Weisseritz,

Trubsch, iSIrdde, and AVhite Elster, on the west ; and
the Wessnitz, Black Elster, and Spree on the east.

From the point where the Elbe bursts through the

Erz-gebu'ge chain to within about S miles of Dresden,

it traverses a district rich in picturesque scenery, to

which the somewhat inajipropriate name of Saxon,

Switzerland has been given. This district, which
averages about 24 nules long by 23 broad, is an
elevated plateau of coarse crumbhng sandstone

(much resembUng the English green-sand) ; and
though destitute of the perpetually snow-clad

mountains, glaciers, serrated ridges, and escarped

peaks which give a character of lofty grandeur to

its namesake, it can boast of features equally peculiar

and strikingly romantic. From the soft nature of

the rock, it has yielded freely to the action of the

mountain riUs, which rise from the hills on its e.ist

and west borders, and converge to the Elbe, and is

cut up in all directions by deep narrow gorges (so

symmetrical in their formation as to resemble

artificial lanes), the constantly deepening beds of

these mountain torrents, which here form cascades,

there sullenly glide through deep vales bordered by
rocks of the most fantastic forms, or by steep rugged

slopes thickly clad with trees. High above the

level of the jilateau rise towering rocks, some of

them pyramid.al or conical, others pillar-like, whUe
a few taper almost to a point, and then bidge out at

the top ; all clearly testifying to the agency by
which they have been produced. The medieval

knights took advantage of these curious results of

nature's so-called freaks, to erect castles upon the

summits of some of them ; several of these castles

still exist, and one of them, KiJnigstein, is almost

the only virgin fortress in Europe. The most
reniarkal>Ie of these peaks are Kouigstein (S64 feet),

Lilienstein (1254 feet), the Bastei (GtJO feet), Nonuen-
stein, Jungfernspruug, and seven others, each of

which possesses its group of traditionary gnomes and
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koboldg. The lakes of S. are unimportant, and tlie

only canals are those constructed between the niiues

and ore-mills.

Climate, Soil, Products, d-c.—The climate is healthy,

and on the whole temperate, though occasionally

severe in the south-western districts. Of the

whole surface, more than one-half is arable, nearly

one-third is in forest, about one-ninth in meadow,
while the rest is occupied by gardens and vineyards,

coarse pasture and waste laud, or quarries and
mines. The arable land has long been in a high

state of cultivation, as is the case with the whole of

Upper S. (see History), yet notwithstanding this, and
its extreme fertility, the produce is hardly sufficient

to su])ply the wants of the dense popidation (390 to

the English sq. mile). The agricultural products

consist of the usual cereals and leguminous plants,

with rape, buck-wheat, hops, flax, and potatoes, and
all kinds of fruits suited to the climate. The forests,

the largest of which are in the Voigt-land (the

south-west corner of Zwickau), and along the

northern slopes of the Erz-gebirge, supply timber of

excellent quality, and in such abundance as to render

them one of the great sources of wealth and industry.

The rearing of cattle is an important employment in

the mountainous districts of the south-west. Sheep,

for which S. was formerly so famous, have been less

generally attended to of late years, though, from the

introduction of meriuos, and increased care in breed-

ing and rearing, the quality of the wool has much
improved, and at the jiresent day it occupies a high
position in the markets of the world. Minerals are

another gi'eat source of national wealth, the ore being

both rich and abundant, and the processes of excava-

tion and .smelting in a high state of perfection. Most
of the mines belong to the crowvn ; they are situated

in Zwickau and Dresden, and mostly on or near
the northeru slope of the Erz-gebirge. The mineral
wealth includes silver, tin, iron, cobalt, bismuth,
zinc, lead, nickel, arsenic, antimony, and other
metals, besides coal, marble, porcelain-earth, vitriol,

and various gems. In 1857, there were in opera-

tion 469 mines, employing 11,599 hands; and
the products amounted in value to more than
£278,000, iive-SLxths of the amount being the value
of the silver obtained. Salt is not fomid.

Manufactures, Comjyiei-ce, (Ot\— Manufacturing
industry has also been gi-eatly developed, and
several branches have been earned to a high degree
of perfection. This species of labour employs
nearly three-fifths of the whole population. The
oldest manufacture is that of linen, wliich at

present employs more than 16,000 looms ; but
it is now eclipsed by the cotton-spinning and
weaving, which is the most important branch of

Saxon industry, has its chief seats at Chemnitz,
Frankenberg, Zsohoppau, Folkland, and Lausitz, and
iises up annually about 30,000,000 lbs. of raw cotton
in 135 sjiinning-mills, which have 55-1,646 spindles.

Broadcloth, thread, merinos, silks, mixed silk and
woollen wares, &o., are also produced in considerable
quantity, and of excellent quality ; the muslin
de laines being stdl preferred by many to those of

England and France, while the laces and embroi-
deries preserve their ancient well-won reputation.
Saxon pottery and porcelain have loug been
famous. The chief centres of mauufactm'ing
industry are in Bautzen and in the mountainous
country to the north of the Erz-gebirge. Owing to
this extension of manufacturing industry, combined
with a deficiency in the supply of home-gi-owu
articles of consumption, an extensive foreign com-
merce is rendered necessar}', and this is cliieily

carried on through the medium of the great fairs of
Leipzig (q. v.). The chief imports are corn, wine,
salt (not found in S., though common enough in
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Prussian Saxony), cotton, silk, flax, hemp, wool,

coffee, tea, &c. The kingdom forms a part of the
Zollverein (q. v.), and consequently, statistics of the
state of its commerce are hardly to be obtained.

The country is well provided with roads, railways,

and lines of telegraph.

Qovernment, Jieliijion, Education, jRevenue, ttr.

—

The government is a limited mon.archy, hereditary in

the Albertine line, and is carried on according to

the constitution of September 4, 1831, modified liy

several changes in 1849, 1851, 1860, and ISGl. Tlie

legislature consists of two chambers, which meet at

the same time, and possess equal powers ; the tiist

chamber consisting of the nobles, a representative of

the xmivcrsity of Leipzig, ooe of the Evangelical,

and one of the Catholic clergy, and the superior

magistrates of the chief towns ; the second, of

deputies from the inferior landowners from towns,
from the country, and from manufacturing and
commercial districts. There is also a council of

state, to adWse regarding the propriety of legis-

lating in any given direction. The king possesses

the whole executive power, which is administered
through a cabinet of si.x departments. The estab-

lished religion is the Lutheran, though the reigniug
family, since the time of Fr. Augustus I., have
been Eoman Catholic. Of the population, only
4515 are Reformed, 41,363 Eoman Catholics, 1555
Jews, 2415 of other religions, the rest being of

the established religion. Education is as much
attended to in S. as in Prussia. The ann\ial
revenue for the period 1864—1866 amounts to

£2,021,530; and the annual e-xjienditurc, togetl'.cr

%vith a reserve fund of £14,800, to the same sum.
The pidjlic debt, four-fifths of which has been
created since 1852, amounted at the end of 1863
to £10,021,322. The annual contribution to the
expenses of the Germanic Confederation is £5180.
The army is raised by conscription, each con-
script haviug the power of sending a substitute in

time of peace ; the term of service is 8 years, 6 of

which are in the active army. The total force,

exclusive of the reserve, is 25,396 men, of which
15,748 are infantry, 4005 chassem-s, 3208 cavalry,
2420 artillery with pioneers and sappers, and 60 of

the general staff, superior officers, &c. The contin-
gent of S. to the army of the Confederation is

17,344 infantry, 2750 cavah-y, 1686 artillery, and 220
pioneers and engineers, forming the 1st diWsion
of the 9th army corps. S. occupies the 4th place
in the Confederation, and possesses 4 votes in the
plenum, and one in the minor coimcil.

History of the Great Duchy of Lower Saxony, and
of the Ascanian Electorate of Upper Saxony.—After
the final conquest of the Saxons by Charlemagne,
they became one of the components of the German
empire; but their country by no means corresponded
to what is now known as Saxony. It included
the most of the country between the Elbe, the Harz
Moimtains, the Rhine, and Friesland ; and, in 850,
was erected into a dukedom, with Lubeck for its

capital, and ruled by hereditary princes. Ludolf,
the first duke, is said to have been the great-grand-
son of Wittekind, but nothing is certainly known
of his ancestry. His second son, Otho the Illus-

trious (880—912), was the most distinguished of the
German princes ; he fought valiantly against the
Normans, and, on the extinction of the Carlovingiau
dynasty (911), refused the crown of Germany which
was imanimously offered him by the electors. His
son Duke Henry (912—936), surnamed ' the Fowler,'
obtained the throne (919), and commenced the Saxon
line of German sovereigns, which was continued
by Otho I. (q. v.), Otho II. (q. v.), Otho III. (q. v.),

and Henry II., and ended in 1024. Otho I.,

handed over the great duchy of S. to Hermann
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Billung in 9G0, on condition of military service
;

and tliis family held it till HOC. Under the Bilhni"'

dynasty, the prosperity of the country greatly
increased, and Meissen, Thuringia, East S., in
Lusatia, S. in the Northern Jlark, Anhalt, Saltz-
wedel, and Slesvig, were all dependent on the Saxon
duke. A portion of S. had, however, been reserved
by the emperor, Otho I., for his nephew Bruno, who
foimdod a lordship of Saxony-Brimswick ; and, in
the middle of the 11th c, a duchy of 'Saxony on
the AVeser ' was also founded ; but both of these
(united by marriage in 1090 or 109G) came (1113) by
marriage to Count Lothar of Supplinburg, who was
also invested (HOG) with the great duchy of S.,

which was now more extensive than ever, stretching
from the Unstrut, in Gotha, to the Eider, and from
the Rhine to Pomerania. After Lothar's accession
to tlie imperial throne in 1125, he handed over
(1 127) the duchy to his son-in-law, Hem-y the Proud,
tlio Guelphic Duke of Bavaria, who was thus the
ruler of more than haU of Gei-many ; but this over-
grown dominion did not long exist, for under his

son, Henry the Lion (q. v.), it was wi'ested (USO)
from the House of Guelph, Bavaria being given
to the House of Wittelsbach ; East Saxony created
an electorate, and given to Bernhard of Aseania

;

Brunswick and Luneljurg mostly restored to Henry's
son ; while the numerous and powerful bishops of

Northern Germany divided among themselves West-
phalia, Oldenburg, and many portions of Luueburg
and lirunswick ; JMecklenburg and Holsteiu became
independent, and the Saxon palatinate in Thuringia
went to the Landgraf Ludwig. S., now shorn of

its former greatness, consisted chiefly of what is

now Prussian S., a few districts separated from
Brandenburg, and Saxe-Laueuburg, the last being
tlie only portion of the great duchy of S., or Lower
Sa.rony, as it is called, which retained the name.
W ittenberg was the capital of the new duchy. S.

was diminished in 1211 by the separation of Anhalt
as a separate principality; and in 1260, it was
permanently divided into two portions, Saxe-
Laucnburg smA Saxe-WMenherg, to tlie latter of

wliich the electoral dignity remained, and to which,
on subsequent dispute between the two branches,
it was confirmed by the celebr.ated Golden Bull

(l.S.'iG). The Ascanian line became extinct in 1422
witli Duke Albert III., and the duchy then passed

to Frederick the Warlike, Markgraf of Misuia, and
Landgraf of Thuringia, who was invested with it by
the Emperor Sigismund in 1423. His possessions

consisted of Thuringia, the present liingdom of S.,

Prussian S., in fact, the whole of Upper Saxony,

with the exception of Anhalt.

HUtory of tlie Country now known as Saxony.—
The earliest inhabitants of Upper S., since the

Christian era, wore the Hermuuduri (see Tuurinoia) ;

and on the destruction of the great Thuringian

kingdom in the beginning of the Gth c, their

settlements were taken possession of by the Sorbs, a

iSlarie race, who practised agriculture and cattle-

1 'reeding. The Carlovingian rulers, dissatisfied with

the ingress of those non-German tribes, erected
' marks' to bar their progress ; and Duke Otho the

llIustrioiLS of S., and his celebrated son, Henry the

Fowler, warred against them, the latter—subduing

the HeveUer, the" Daleminzer, and the Miltzer—

founded in their conntry the m.arks of Brandenburg

(q. v.), Misnia (Meissen), and Lusatia (Lausitz), and

lilauted colonies of Germans among the Sorbs. In

1090, the mark was bestowed on the House of

Wettin (a supposed off-shoot of the race of Witte-

kind), an(l was confirmed as a hereditary possession

to that t.amily in 1127; and the markgraf, Henry
tlio Illustrious (1221— 12SS), whose mother was
heiress to the landgrafdom of Thuringia, with its

appendages, combined the whole into a powerful
state. Business, commerce, and mining industry
now flourished

; great roads for commercial purposes
were constructed throughout the country, and the
Leipzig fairs were established ; and, in spite of much
internal discord, and frequent partitions of S., its
prosperity increased. At last, Frederick the
Warlike (13S1—1428) succeeded in uniting the
severed portions of S., to which were added, by pur-
chase and marriage, various districts in Franoonia

;

and in 1423, the electorate of S. (see above). The
Saxon elector was now one of the most powerful
princes of Germany; but unfortunately the fatal
practice of subdividing the father's territories
among his sons stiU coutmued, and during the reign
of the Elector Frederick the Mild (1428—1464),
whose brother Wilham had obtamcd Thuringia, a
civil war broke out, and was carried on for years.
Erxest (1464—1486) and Albert (1464—1500), the
sons of Frederick, in accordance with the \vill of
their father, reigned conjointly over the hereditary
domains of the family (the duchy of S., \Wth the
electoral dignity, being reserved always to the
eldest) till the death of their uncle (14S5), when
Ernest obtained Thuringia, and Albert, Meissen,
wh'de Osterland was equally divided between them.
Ernest, the founder of the Ernestine, which was also
the elder or electoral line, was succeeded by his son,
Frederick the Wise (1486—1525), who favoured
the reformation, and firmly supported and protected
Luther against the overwhelming power of tha
Catholic party, which he was enabled to do, from
)iis personal influence with the Emperors JIaximilian
and Charles V. His brother and successor, John
the Constant (1525— 1532), was stm more a parti-

san of the new doctrines, as was also his son and
successor, John Frederick the Magnanimous
(1532—1547) ; but the latter, by the defeat of Muhl-
berg (q. v.) (see SchjialKjVld), was forced to resign
both his electoral dignity and his states. Albert,
the foimder of the youngei; ducal, or Albertine line,

was succeeded by Ms sons, George the Bearded
(q. V.) (1500—1539), a rabid Catholic, and Henry
the Pious (1.5.39— 1541), a no less zealous Protest-

ant ; after whom came the celebrated Maurice
(1541— 1547), who was a professed Protestant, but
joined the Catholic party against the league of

Schmalkald, obliged the Protestant army to retreat

from the Danube, and took possession of the

estates of the Elector John Frederick, who, how-
ever, speedily drove him out, and took possession of

dncal S. in his turn. After the rout of the Pro-

testants at Muhlberg, Maurice received the electoral

title (1547—1553), and the greater portion of the

estates of his vanquished cousin. But the arbitrary

political measui'es and religious severities which were
cither instituted or promoted by the emperor,

induced Jlaurice to join the Protestants, and bj' a
sudden march on Innspruck, he forced the emperor

to agree to the peace of Passau. New tyrannical

measures of the emperor caused him to look to an

alliance with France, but the scheme was frustrated

by his death, July II, 1553, near Sievershausen,

where two days before he had totally defeated the

Markgraf Albert of Kulmbach, a secret agent of the

cmjicror's. His brother, August I. (q. v.) (155.3

—

15S6), the first economist of the age, lias left a

memory dear to S., from the numerous excellent

institutions which he established; he considerably

increased his territories by purchase and otherwise,

and restored Altenburg to the Ernestine line.

Christian I. (1586— 1591), a weak prince, surren-

dered the reins of ^ovenmient to his chancellor,

Crell, who was sacrificed, in the succeeding reign

of CituiSTL^N II. (1591—1611), to the revenge

of the offended nobility. Christian II. weakly
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neirlectcd to assert his claims to Juliers, on the

deatli of its last duke, and allowed it to become

a [irey to Brandenburg and the palatine House of

Neuburg; but his brother, John George I. (1611

—

1G5G), in revenge fur this spoUation, allied himself to

Austria, and conquered Upper and Lower Lusatia

and Silesia. Subsequently, the good understanding

between these powers was destroyed, and the elector

allied himself with Gustavus Adolphus (1031), and

took part in the Thirty Years' War. But on the

death of Gustavus, the elector separated from the

Swedes, and made a separate peace (1G35) with

Austria, by which he obtained Upper and Lower
Lusatia, acquisitions confirmed by tlie general treaty

of Westphalia (1G48). This was the period of the

electorate's greatest power. His sons, John George
II. (IGoG— IGSO), August, Christian, and Maurice,

divided the estates, the three latter founding cadet

lines, all of which became extinct before 1750. The
reigns of his successors, Joiix George III. (IGSO—
1C91) and John George IV. (1G91—1G94), are un-

important, liut that of Frederick August I. (q. v.)

(1094—1733) well-nigh ruined the hitherto pros-

perous electorate. Frederick August had been

chosen king of Poland; and his attempt, in com-

pany with the czar and the king of Denmark, to

dismember Sweden, brought down upon him and
his two states the vengeance of the northern ' fire-

king.' Poland was utterly devastated, and S. ex-

hausted of money and troops. Besides, the king's

liablts were most extravagant, and to maintain his

lavish magnilicence, he was forced to sell many
important portions of territory. Frederick Au-
GUSTCS IL (q. V.) (1733—1703), also king of Poland,

took iiart in the war of the Austrian Succession

(q. V.) against Jlaria Theresa, but finding the treaty

of Berlin (1742) not so satisfactory for himself as

he expected, he joined the empress in 1745. The
country was atrociously ravaged dm-ing the Seven
Years' War (q. v.), and a long time elapsed before

it recovered its previous peaceful and prosperous

state. Frederick Christian (1703—1703) and
Frederick Augu.st I. (1763—1827)), laboured zeal-

ously for the good of their subjects ; and under the

reign of the latter, agricultural, manufacturing, and
industrial enterprise progressed with rapid strides.

In spite of his love for peace, the elector was led

into the quarrel respecting the Bavarian Succession

(q. V.) ; but he refused the crown of Poland in 1791,

and declined to take part in the convention of

Pilnitz, though he joined the Prussian confederation

of German princes, and had an army of 22,000

Saxons at the battle of Jena. But the pressure of the

French compelled him to join the Confederation of

the Pihine in ISOO, and from this time his army
fought side by side with the French. He obtained

the union to S. of the duchy of Warsaw (see Poland)
;

but fearing that the disasters of the French, in 1812,

would be fatal to their supremacy, and to the

interests of S., he withdrew to Bavaria, and thence
to Prague, renounced the duchy of Warsaw, and
made every attempt to come to amicable terms with
the alUes. But he was again compelled to join the

French, between the battle of Lutzen (May 2, 1813)
and that of Leipzig (Octol:>er 10— 19, 1813), after

which he became the prisoner of the allies, and his

army w-as joined to theirs. For his support of Napo-
leon, he was deprived of the greater portion of S.,

which was handed over to Prussia, but he retained

the title of king, which had been conferred iipon him
in 180G. The rest of his reign was occujiied with
internal reforms. Antony (1827—1836) reformed
the entire legislation of the country, and granted a
liberal constitution, being urged thereto by a popular
outbreak in the autumn of 1S31. Tlie constitution
was proclaimed September 4, 1S31, and the state's
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representatives first assembled, January 27, 1833.

Frederick Augu.st II. (183G— 1854), his nephew,
who had been regent for several years, now suc-

ceeded, and though favourable to constitutionalism,

he was unable to obtain the smooth and harmonious
working of the new system. In 1843, violent con-

tests commenced, accompanied by occasional riots

in the jjriucipal towns, on the subject of the liberty

of the press, and the publicity of legal proceedings.

Sometimes the constitutionalists, and sometimes
their ojiponents, gained the supremacy, and for a

long time, the efforts of the two parties counteracted

each other. Towards the close of the king's reign,

he was a mere tool in the hands of the reactionary

party, headed by his brother Jonx, ^^•ho succeeded
in 1854. King John has, however, supported consti-

tutionalism and religious toleration, and in spite of

the resistance of his nobles, who wished to preserve

their feudal rights, has established courts of justice

throughout the kingdom. See Gekm.\ny in Suit.

SAXONY, Prussian, the most westerly, unde-

tached province of Prussia, bounded on the E.

and N.-E. by the [u-ovince of Brandenbm'g. Area,

9073 sq. m. ; pop. (1801) 1,976,417. I'lie w^est

districts ai'e occupied by the Harz Mountains, and
the peak of the Brockcn (3738 feet high) is the chief

elevation. The greater portion of the surface, how-
ever, is level, and slopes toward the north, iu wliieh

du-eetiou flow the princijial rivers—the Elbe, with
its tributaries, the Sa.ale and Mulde. The climate is

mild and healthy, and the soil is exceedingly fertile

and well cultivated. More than the half of the

area is imder crop, and nearly -Jths are uncultivated,

and iu water and wood. The Gohlenc Aue, in the

south-west, is esiiecially famous for its abundant
fertility. Manufacturing industry is most actively

carried on, and there are spinning, weaving, and
oil-mills in great numbers. The capital is Magde-
burg (q. v.). The larger portion of Prussian S.

(79il sq. m.) was detached from the kingdom of

Saxony, and ceded to Prussia, by decree of the

Congi-ess of Vienna, 1815. See Saxony.

SAY, Jean B-^ttiste, an eminent Freucli

economist, was born at Lyon, 5th January 1707.

Being destined by his father for a commercial
career, he passed a part of his youth in England

;

and on his return to France, obtained a situation in

a Life Insurance Company, about which time he
made his first acquaintance with the works of

Adam Smith. During the Revolution, he was for

some time secretary to Clavifere, the Minister of

Finance ; and from 1794 to 1800 edited a journal

called La Decade, in which he expounded with great

effect the views of Smith. Already S. had acquired

a distinguished reputation as a thinker by his Traitc

d'Economic Politique, ou Simple Expose de la Manierc
dont se forment, se dktrihuent et se consommcnl Ics

liichexses (Paris, 1803), and other works. Called to

the tribunate in November 1799, he was not slow to

express his disapprobation of the arbitrary tenden-
cies of the new consular government, and in 1804 he
ceased to be a member of a body that had become
a mere tool in the hands of Bonaparte. Under the
despotism of the Empire, S. was forced into private

life, and betook himself to industrial pursuits,

establishing (along with his son) at Aucliy a large

sjiinning-niill, which soon employed not less than
500 workmen ; and when Bonaparte fell, S. found
liimself at the head of the economical and commercial
movement that marked the epoch. In 1814, the

second edition of his now celebrated Trailc appeared,

dedicated to the Emperor Alexander, who had long
called himself his ' pupil

;

' and in the same year the

French government sent him to England to study

the economical condition of that country. In 1819,
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a new cliair, that of Economle Industrklle, was
created for him at the Conservatoire des Arta et

ileliers; and S. added both to his influence ami liis

popularity by the hicidity, grace, and intensity of

conviction displayed in his lectures. In 1S31, he
was appointed Professor of Political Economy at the

CoUiije de France, but died loth November 1832.

Although strictly a follower of Adam Smith, S. is

au independent, sagacious, and penetrative thinker.

Ricardo speaks of his works as containing ' several

accurate, original, and profound discussions.' He
was the first to teach Frenchmen to consider

rationally such questions as customs-duties, the

currency, public credit, the colonics, and taxation
;

anil though the brilliant socialistic theorisers say

that he is not an economUle sijiritiiallsle, many will

consider that defect a merit. Besides his clief-

d'auvre ah-eady mentioned, S. wrote (among other

works) De I'Anijleierre et des Anglais (Par. 1812),

Cali'chisme d'Economie PoUtiqiie (Par. 1815),

Letlrcs d Malthas (Par. 1820), C'ours C'omplH

d'Economie Politique (Par. 1828—1830), and
Melanr/es et Corresjmndance (Par. 1833). His prin-

cipal writings form vols. 9—12 in Guillaumin's

Collection des Economistes.

SCAB, in Sheep, like itch in man, or mange in

horses or dogs, depends upon the irritation of a

minute acarus, which burrows in the skin, especially

if dirty and scurfy, causing much itching, roughness,

and baldness. The parasite readily adheres to

hurdles, trees, or other objects against which the

affected sheep happen to rub themselves, and hence

is apt to be transferi-ed to the skins of sound sheep.

Chief amongst the approved remedies are dilutcil

mercuri.al ointments, tobacco-water, turpentine and

oil, and arsenical solutions, such as are used for

sheep-dipping. One of the best and simplest appli-

cations consists of a pound each of common salt and

coarse tobacco, boiled for half an hour, in about a

gallon of water ; to this are added two drachms of

corrosive sublimate ; and the mixture diluted until

it measures three gallons. For each sheep, a pint

of this mixture sliould be carefully applied, from a

narrow-necked bottle, along the back, and to any

other scurfy itchy parts. A second dressing, after an

interval of a week, will generaUy eflect a perfect

cure.

SCA'BBARD is the sheath for a sword or

bayonet, at once to render the weapon harmless

and to protect it from damp. It is usually made of

black leather, tipped, mouthed, and ringed with

metal; but the British cavalry wear scabbards of

steel. These better sustain the friction against the

horse's accoutrements, but are objectionable from

their noisiness, and the consequent impossibility

of surprising an enemy. The sword-scabbard is

suspended to the belt by two rings ; the bayonet-

scabbard hooks into a frog in connection with the

waist-belt.

SCAEE'LLUM, a kind of pedestal to support

busts.

SCA'BIES. See Itch.

SCA'BIOUS (Scahiosa), an extensive genus of

herljaceous plants, exclusively natives of the eastern

hemisphere, of the natural order Dipsacacca: See

Teasel. The flowers are collected in terminal

heads, siirrounded by a many-leaved involucre, so as

to resemble those of the order Compo^ilie. The

Devil's-kit S. (S. siiccisa) is a very common

autumnal flower in British pastures. The plant

possesses great astringency, but no important medi-

cinal virtues, although it was formerly supposed to

be of great efhcacy in all scaly eruptions, and

hence the name S., from Lat. scabies, leprosy. Ihe

end of the root appears as if abruptly bitten off, and

the superstition of the middle ages regarded it as

bitten off by the de^^l, out of envy, because of its

usefulness to mankind ! The Sweet S. (.S'. atropur-

pnrea) is a well-known fragrant garden-flower. It

is supposed to be a native of India.

SCAD {Caranx trachurus, or Trachnrus vulgaris),

a fish of the family Scomheridee. sometimes callecl

the Horse MachereJ, because of its resemblance to

the mackerel, and its comparative co.arseness. It is

from 12 to IG inches long, of a dusky olive colour,

changing to a resplendent green, waved with a bluish

gloss, the head and lower parts sdvery, the throat

Ijlaek. There are two small free spines in front of

the anal fin. The species of Caranx are very numer-
ous, and it is sometimes divided into several genera;

Scad {Caranx trachurus).

but the S. is the only one found on ths British

coasts. It is common on the south-western coasts

of England, but comparatively rare to the north.

It sometimes appears in immense shoals, pursuing

the fry of herring or similar prej', and the multi-

tudes have sometimes been so great and so crowded
together, that they coiUd be lifted out of the sea by
buckets, and overloaded nets have been torn to

pieces. The S. has something of the mackerel

flavour. Although not much cared for when fresh,

it is often salted, and in that state is esteemed as an
article of food.

SCA'FELL, a double-peaked mountain in Cum-
berland, on the Westmoreland border, 13 miles

south-south-west of Keswick, is a chief feature in

the scenery of the Lake Countiy, in the heart and

centre of which it stands. Of its two ]>eaks, the

higher is 3229 feet, the other 3092 feet in height.

SCAGLIO'LA, a composition made to imitate the

more costly kinds of marble, and other ornamental

stones ; and so successfully is it done, that it
^
is

often difficult to distinguish between the artificial

and the real stone. It consists of finely ground

plaster of Paris mixed with a thin solution of fine

glue, and coloured with any of the earthy colours,

such as oclu-es, umber. Sienna earth, Armenian

bole, and sometimes chemical colours, such as the

chrome yellows, &c. This is spread over the sur-

face intended to represent marble ; and whilst still

soft, pieces of fibrous gjiisum, marble, alabaster,

and other soft but ornamental stones, are pressed

into it, and made level with the surface. When the

composition is set hard, it is rubbed d.iwn, and

polished with the ordinary stone-polishing materials,

which give it a very fine gloss. This kind of work

is only adairtcd for interiors, because scagliola will

not bear exposure to damp for any length of time ;

but its lightness, and the extreme ease with which

it may be applied to walls, pillars, pilasters, and even

cornices, render it very usefid for the decoration of

the better class of dwellings and public buildings.
517
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SCA'LA NO'VA, a seaport of Asiatic Turkey,

stands on an eminence at the head of a gulf of the

same name, 40 mUes south of Smyrna. The ruius

of the ancient city of Ephesus (q. v.) are in the

viciuitj-. An important export trade i.9 carried on.

Pop. stated at 20,000. The Gulf of S. N., confined

on the south by the island of Samos, is 40 mUes
long, and about 20 miles broad.

SCALD-HEAD (a corruption probably of

Scaled Head) is the popular name of a fimgous para-

sitic disease of the scalp (and occasionally of the

face and other parts), known
iu medical phraseology as

Favus, Tinea favosa, and
PorrUjo scutulata. The
primary seat of the parasite

is in the lowest portion of

the hair-foUioles, outside the

layer of epithelium which
covers the root of the hair.

The plant is, however, often

foimd in cup-shaped depres-

sions on the surface of the
scalp, forming the yellow
honeyoomb-like masses which
suggested the spcciflo name
Favus (honeycomb) for the
disease. The honej-coml)

crust continues to increase,

preserving its circular form
and depressed centre, till it

occasionally reaches a dia-

meter of nearly half an inch.

These crusts commonly ap-

pear in crops, and m.ay be
either distinct or continent.
' At a more advanced stage,'

says Dr Aitken, ' the epi-

dermis disappears, and a
viscid fluid is secreted in

such abundance as to form
one entire incrust.ation over
the entire head ; hence the
Por.rigo larvalis—mask or

vizor-like scald-head. The
smell of the scab is peculiar, and has been compared
to that of the urine of a cat, or of a cage in which
mice have been kept. It is probably due to a species
of alcohohc fermentation iu connection with the
vegetable growth.' The scab sometimes resembles
a lupine, or a minute shield, rather than the cell

of the hone3'comb, and hence the varieties of scald-
head which have been described under the name
of Porrirjo lupinosa and Porrirjo scutulata.

The great point to be aimed at in the treatment
of this affection is to destroy the cryptogamic para-
site, and to eradicate its germ. For this prrrpose,

the head should be shaved, and poultices then
applied tUl the scabs are removed. Tar-ointment
should then be applied, night and morning, the old
ointruent being washed of!' with soft soap and water
before the fresh dose is laid on. Dr Aitken states,

that in the early stage of the disease, in place of the
preceding treatment, it is sometimes sufficient to cut
the hair close, and to wash the affected parts, night and
morning, with oil of turpentine. If the disease does
not yield to these applications, the same treatment
as that recommended for Eikgworm must be tried.

SCALDS. See Bur.NS.

SCALE-ARMOUR consisted of small plates of

steel riveted together in a manner resembling the
scales of a fish. From the small size of the plates, it

possessed considerable pliability, and was therefore a
favourite protection for the neck, in the form of a
curtain hanging from the helmet. Scale-armour is
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Scald-head :

A, A, chains of spovules
projeclinj beyond the
edges of the hair ; B,
sporulcs between the
fibres of the hair; C, D,
broken-wp root end of
the hair, \vith masses
of eporules between
the laminss.

now obsolete, except, perhaps, among some eastern
potentates.

SCALE INSECT. See Coccus.

SCALE, Mu-SICAL, a succession of notes arranged
in the order of pitch, and comprising those sounds
which may occur in a piece of music written in a given
key. The idtimate criterion of what should con-

stitute a musical scale, is doubtless what gives most
pleasure to a cultivated ear ; but the sounds th.at

please the ear are also found to be those that stand in

certain simple mathematical relations to each other.

Among the ancient Greeks, various different sc.iles

or modes were in use, of which six were gener.ally

enumerated—the Dorian, Phrygian, Lj'dian, Mixo-
Lydian, Ionic, and yEolian. Excepting in the music
of the Greek Church and of the Ambrosian Chant,

modern musical feeling has rejected all of these but
two, the Ionic and yEoban, the former of which is

now kno^^^l as the Major, and the latter the IMinor

Mode. In both modes, the scale consists of a series

of seven steps leading from a given note fixed on as

the tonic or key-note to its octave, which may bo
extended indefinitely up or down, so long as tlie

sounds continue to be musical.

Major Jlode.

^^ i^l
Minor Mode.

pji^ga^ategg
For an explanation of the principles on which
these scales are founded, and of their derivation from
the harmonic triad, see Music. The major scale is

derived from much simpler proportious than the
minor. The minor scale requires to be modified by
occasionally sharpening its sixth and seventh.

SCALES OF FISHES. They are divided by
Agassiz, whose classification is generally adopted,
into the ylacoid, ganoid, ctenoid, and cycloid forms.
Placoid scales (from the
Gr. plax, a broad pl.ate)

Ue side by side without
overlapping or imbri-
cating. They are often
elevated at the centre
so as to form a strong
projecting point. All
the cartilaginous fishes, except the sturgeon, have
placoid scales. Ganoid scales (from the Gr. gaiws,

Fig. 1.—Placoid Scale.

Cycloid Scale.

splendour) are covered with a fine enamel, and
generally of a rhomboidal form and imbricated. The
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sturgeon and the bony pike (Lepklodeus) have scales

of this nature, but the finest examjiles of these scales

are found in fossil fishes. Ctenoid scales (from kteis,

a comb) are generally of a rounded or oval form,
with teeth or projections on their posterior margin.
They are devoid of enamel, and present an imbricated
arrangement. The perch and many osseous fishes

possess these scales. Cycloid scales (from the Or.
kylios, a circle) consist of concentric layers of horn
or bone, without spiuous margins, and not covered
by enamel. They are soft and flejuble, present a
variety of linear mai'kings on their upper siu-face,

and usually exhibit an imbricated arrangement.
The carp, herring, salmon, &c., possess these scales.

In many cases, two kinds of scales occur in the same
fish, while in other cases the different species of a
single genus exhibit different kinds of scales.

For anatomical details regarding the structure and
mode of development of scales, the reader is referred

to Professor Huxley's article ' Tegumentary Organs '

in the Cijdopmdia of Anatomy and Physioloi/y, and
to Professor Williamson's Memoirs in the Philoso-

phical Transactions, 1849—1852. In their chemical
composition, the scales of fishes approximate to

the bones, except that they contain more organic
matter. The brilliancy of tint exhibited by many
lishes is due app.areutly to the phenomena of optical

interference, rather than to the presence of colour-

ing matter. Figures of Ctenoid and Ganoid Scales

are given in the articles Ctenoid Fishes and
G.ixoiD Fishes.

SCALES OP NOTATION" are the various
' radices ' which determine, as explained under
Notation (q. v.), the form and digits of the number
expressing any numerical quantity. Thus, the num-
ber 2S9, in the decimal or common sj'stem whose
radix is 10, signifies 9 units, 8 tens, and 2 hundi-eds,

or 2 X 102 4- 8 X 10 4- 9. To express the same
n\uuber in the qidnary scale, for instance, we must
group the 289 units into midtijiles and powers of

5 ; an operation which may be performed in either

of two ways, as follows :

2124 (qninarv)

_5
11 [carrying by 10)

_5
67

_5
289

or 212-t (i.e., 2 x 53 -H x 5= -H 2 x 5 + 4) in the
(piinary scale represents the same numerical quan-
tity as 289 in the decimal scale. The following list

shews the same numerical quantity according to the
scales having for tlieir radices the first 11 numbers
after unity, and will partly indicate the advantages
and disadvantages of each scale :

5)289

5:.57"-l

5)11-2-4

289
_I0

103 (taliins in 8, and
10 carrying by 6)

2121

In tbe hinanj
M ternary ( ii

It qii.iternary ( ir

II quinary { n

II senary I n
II ecptenary ( n
M octary ( n
It nonary ( n
II decimal ( n
It nmlen.iry { h
II duodecimal ( n

'adix 2)

II 3)

11 4)

II 6)

I 6)

II 7)

scale, 100,100,001
101,201
10,201
2,124
1,201
562
441
361
289
243
201

It will be observed th.-it the binary scale possesses

only two symbols, and 1, the ternary has ,?, while

the undcnary woidd require a symbol in addition to

tlie 9 digits and zero to express 10, which is a

dinit in that scale, and the duodecimal scale two
aiUUtional syndxils for 10 and 11. A glance at the

aljove table shcv.-s at once that if the binary scale

had been in ordinary use, great facihty in the ' jicr-

formance ' of arithmetical operations would have

been obtained at the cost of largely increasing their

' extent,' and that both the advantage and dis-

advantage diminish as we raise the scale. The
selection of ' ten ' as the ordinary scale is very pre-
valent, and was evidently suggested by the number
of fingers ; but the scales of two, three, four, five, six,

and twenty have at various times been made use
of by a few nations or tribes. The scale of 12
has long been generally employed in business
among northern European nations, as is instanced
by such terms as ' gross,' signifying 12 times 12, and
' double gross,' denoting 12 times 12 times 12 ; and
it has also been largely introduced into the standard
measurements of quantity, as inches, pence, ounces
troy, &c., causing a considerable amount of com-
plexity in calculation, as all abstract numerical
calcidation foUows the decimal system. To remedy
this acknowledged evil, it has been proposed to

introduce the decimal system in tola, as has been
done in France, Italy, Russia, &c., or else to do the
same with the duodecimal system. Those who
hold to the first proposal have the argument of con-

formity in their favour ; those wlio sujiport the
latter do so on the ground, that 12 has in proportion
far more aUquot parts than 10 has, and that on this

account the number of fractions, and the size of each
numerator and denominator, would be diminished

;

while both parties can briug overpowering argu-
ments against the continuance of the present method,
or rather want of method. See Decimal System.

SCALIGER, Julius C.i:.SAK, one of the most
famous men of letters that have appeared since

their revival, was born in 1484. In after-life, he
created for himself a noble pedigi'ce, and made out

that he was descended from the jirincely family of

the Scalas of Verona, and that his birthplace was
the castle of Riva, on the banks of the Lago di

Guarda. According to his own account, he was
educated first under the famous Fra Giocondo

;

was afterwards attached as a page to the Em-
peror Maximilian, whom he attended for 17 years

in peace and war; was next made a pensioner

of the Duke of Fen-ara ; thereafter studied at

Bologna ; commanded a troop of cavalry at Tm-in
under the French viceroy ; prosecuted his studies

there in philology, philosophy, and medicine

;

and in 1525 went to Agen, in France, with the

bishop of that diocese, a member of the llovere

family, to whose household he became physiciaiL

Tiraboschi's account, however, which is the more
probable, represents him as having been born at

Padua, the son of Benedict Bordoni, who was a geo-

grapher and miniatui'c-painter of that city, and who,

either from the sign of his shop or the name of the

street he lived in, assumed the surname Delia Scala.

Up to his 42d year, young Giidio Bordoni resided

chiefly in Venice or Padua, engaging in the study

and practice of medicine, and appearing under his

true name as an author. In 1525, he withdi-ew to

Ai'en, either from some advantageous offer,_or with

a view to promote his fortune, and there fixed liis

abode. He became physician to the bishop of the

diocese, and ui that capacity sought in marriage

Andietta de Boques-Lobejac, a young lady only 16

years of age, and of noble and i-ich iiarcntage. An
obstacle was thrown in the w-ay of this alliance; and

probably with the purpose of impnnnng his position,

and lessening the disparity in station between him-

self and the object of his affections, he procured, in

1528, letters of naturalisation as a French subject,

under the name of JiUes-Cesar de LescaUe de

Bordonis. This was probably the occasion when he

added C';esar to his baptismal name of Julius. The
marriage took place in 1529, and was both happy

and fruitful. He died in 1558, leaving behind him
a mass of publications on various subjects, and a

reputation for extent and depth of learning, which,
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cousideriiig tlie ripe age at wliicli be made the

majority of his acquirements, redountls to the credit

of his vigorous understautliug aud extraordinary

memory. As a thinker, he was more independent

than sound ; and as a man, was of violently irritable

temper and excessive vanity. His best known pub-

lications axe—Gommentarii in Ilippocratls Libnnn

de Insomnils {Commentaries on the Hippocratic

Treatise on Dreams) ; De Causis Luiijuce Latince

Libri X VIII., celebrated as the first considerable

work written in the Latin language in modern

times, and not without value even yet ; his Latin

translation of Aristotle's History of Animals ; his

Exercitationum Exotericarum liber quinius deciimis

de Subtilitale ad Hieronym. Cardamim ; his seven

books of Poetics (also in Latin, and on the whole

his best work) ; his Commentaries on Aristotle and

Theophrastus ; his two orations against Erasmus;

his Latin poems, &c.

SCALIGER, Joseph Justus, the tenth son of

J. C. Scaliger and Andietta de Roques-Lobejac, and

nuicli his father's superior in learning, was liorn in

1540 at Agen, whence, at the age of 11, he was
sent, along with two of his brothers, to the college

of Bordeaux, where for three years he studied Latin.

A pestilence breaking out in the town, he was
recalled by his father, who supplemented the scanty

knowledge which his son brought home with him
liy making him write a Latin declamation every

day upon any subject he chose. Under this train-

ing, he soon attained great proficiency as a Latiuist;

and in his 19th year, on the death of his father, he

went to Paris, where he studied Greek under the

famous Turnebus. He was less indebted, however,

to any master than to himself; aud finding that his

progress was slow under his great preceptor, he

closeted himseli alone with Homer, aud in 21 days

read him through, with the aid of a Latin transla-

tion, aud committed him to memory. In less than

foiu: mouths, he had mastered all the Greek poets.

Next, Hebrew, Syi-iac, Persian, and the most of the

modem European languages succumbed in rapid

succession to his industry, while at the same time

he was assiduous in his composition of verses both

in Latin aud Greek. About this time, ho boasted

that he could speak 13 languages, ancient and
modern ; and such was his ardour in study, that he
allowed himself only a few hours' sleep at night, and
would frequently pass whole days without rising

from his books even for meals. His proficiency in

literature, especially in the history, chronology, and
antiquities of Greece and Rome, secured him, in

1583, an honourable engagement from Louis do la

Roche Pozay, at that time French ambassador at

the pontifical court. The year before, however, he
had become a Protestant, which rendered it diffi-

cult for him to retain an appointment in France.

Except that he travelled a good deal, at the gene-

rous instance of his patron, and visited the chief

universities of France and Germany, and even found
his way to Scotland, we know little of his life

between 15G5 and 1593. He is conjectured to have
travelled in Italy, and to have gone as f.ir as Naples.

Certain it is, however, that in the year last u.imed

he complied vrith an invitation of the Dutch govern-

ment, and went to fill the chair of Literature,

vacated by Lipsius in Leydeu University, where he
spent the residue of his days. His labour now con-

sisted chiefly in interpreting and illustrating the

classical authors. He died of dropsy on the 21st

Januai-y 1G09, aud was never married. We have
said that he far excelled his father iu learniug ; but
it should be added that ho was not a whit less

irritable, arrogant, or vain ; that he fidly sh.ared the
paternal pride of pedigi'ce, spurious as he probably
knew his own to be; aud that ho endeavoured to

support his father's genealogical fictions in his well-

known letter to Dousa on the splendour of the

iScaliger family. His writings abound with expres-

sions of hatred and contempt towards his o)>ponents,

and he has enriched the vocabulary of learned

abuse to an extent well nigh pi'overbial. He was,

however, a man of immense vigour of understand-
ing, and must be credited with having been the

first to lay do^v^l, iu his treatise De Emendatione
Temporum (Paris, 1583), a complete system of

chronology formed upon fixed principles. It was
this most learned achievement, and his invention of

the Julian period, that secured for him the title

of the Father of Chronological Science. It was
subjected to much emendatory criticism by censors

like Petavius, aud also by himself, its errors having

been partly corrected by him in his later work, the

Thesaurus Temporum, complectcns Eusebii Pampliili

Chronicon cum Isagogicis Chronologim Canonibus

(Amst. 1658, 2 vols. fob). Among the cl.issical

authors whom he criticised and annotated are Theo-

critus, Seneca (the tragedies), Varro, Ausouius,

Catullus, Tibullus, Propertius, Manilius, and Festus.

His other works are De Tribus Sccti.s Jiuheorum

;

Dissertations on Subjects of Antiquity ; Poematn ;

Episiolee ; a translation into Latin of two centuries

of Arabian proverbs, &o. He numbered among his

friends the most illustrious scholars of the time,

such as Li])sius, Casaubon, Grotius, Heinsius, tlie

Dupuys, Saumaise, Vossius, Velser, P. Pithoii ; and
interesting notices of hmi are preserved in such
works as the Iluetiana, and above all, in the two
vols, of Scalii/erana, which embody his conversa-

tions, and which were collected and published after

his death.

SCA'LLOP, more commonly Escallop (q. v.),

in Heraldry, a species of shell. It has been con-

sidered the badge of a pilgi-ini, and a symbol o£

the apostle St James the Greater, who is usually

represented in the garb of a pilgrim.

SCALLOP-SHELL. See PECTE>f.

SCALP, TnE, is the term employed to designate

the outer covering of the skull or brain-case.

Except in the fact, that hair in both sexes gi'ows

more luxuriantly on the scalp than elsewhere, the
skin of the scalp difters so slightly from ordinary

skin that it is unnecessary to cuter into any details

on this point. But besides the skin, the scalp is

composed of the expanded tendon of the occipito-

frontal muscle, and of intermediate cellular tissue

and blood-vessels. Injuries of the scalp, however
slight, must be watched with great caution, ' for

they may be followed by erysipelas, or by inflamma-
tion and suppuration under the occipito-front.al

muscle, or within the cranium, or by suppuration of

the veins of the cranial bones, and general pya?mia
that may easily prove fatal.'—Druitt's Surgeon's

Vade Mccum, Sth edition, p. 332. In the treat-

ment of a wound of this region, no part of the
scalp, however injured it may be, should be cut
or torn away; and, if possible, the use of stitches

should be avoided, as plasters and bandages will

generally suffice to keej) the separated parts in

apposition. The chance of suppuration may be pre-

vented by coagulating the blood externally, by
dressing the wound with lint, saturated with Friars'

Balsam (Tinctura Benzoin, Comp.), so as to seal up
the injured part from the access of air. The patient

should be confined to the house (and in severe eases

to bed), should be moderately purged, and fed upon
non-stimulating, but not too low diet.

Burns of the scalp are very lial)le to be followed
liy erysipelas .and diffuse inflammation, but the br.ain

is comparatively seldom aft'ected in these cases.

Tumours of the scalp are not uncommon, the most
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frequent being the cutaneous cysts popularly

known as Wens (q. v.), and vascular tumours.

SCAMA'NDER, the ancient name of a river in

the Troad (see Troy), which, according to Homer,

was also called Xanthus (Gr. yellow) by the

gods, and as a divinity took an important part in

the Trojan war, its destructive Hoods doing serious

injury to one party, and thus materially assisting

the other. The S. rose in Mount Ida (q. v.), and,

flowing west and north-west, discharged itself into

the Hellespont, after being joined by the Simois,

about two miles from its mouth : the two rivers,

however, since the 1st c. A. D., have had separate

courses. There has been much controversy as to

what modem river corresponds to the ancient

S. ; Mr C. Maclaren, however, in his Plains of Troy,

has clearly identUied it with the Meudere.

SCAMI'LLUS, a small plinth below the bases of

Ionic, Corinthian, and other columns.

SCA'MMONY is a gum-rcsin of an ashy-gray

colour, and rough externally, and having a resinous,

splintering fracture. Few drugs are so uniformly

adulterated as scammony, -whicli, when pure, con-

tains from SI to 83 per cent, of resin (which is the

active purgative ingi'edient), G or 8 of gum, with a

little starch, sand, fibre, and water. The ordinary

adulterations are ch.ilk, flour, guaiacura, resin, and

gum tragacanth.

Scammony, when pure, is an excellent and trust-

worthy cathartic of the drastic kind, well adapted

for cases of habitual constipation, and as an active

purgative for children. The resin of scammony,
which is extracted from the crude drug by rectified

spirit, possesses the advantage of being always of a

nearly uniform strength, and of being almost taste-

less. The Scammon;/ Mixture, composed of four

grains of resin of scammony, triturated with two
ounces of milk, until a uniform emulsion is obtained,

fonns an admiralile purgative for young children

in doses of half an ounce or more. According to

Christison, ' between 7 and 14 grains of resin, in the

form of this emulsion, constitute a safe and effectual

purgative ' for adults. Another popular form for

the administration of scammony is the Compound
Pou-der of Scammon'j, composed of scammony,
jalap, and ginger, the dose for a child being from

2 to 5 grains, "and for an adult from 6 to 12 gi-ains.

Scammony is frequently given surrejititiously in the

form of biscuit to children troubled with thi-ead-

worms.
The plant which produces this valuable drug is

Convolvulus Scammonia (see Coxvol-vulus), a

native of the Levant. It is a perennial, with a

thick fleshy tapering root, 3—4 feet long, and 3—

4

inches in diameter, which sends up several smooth

slender twining stems, with arrow-head-shaped

leaves on long stalks. The root is full of an acrid

milky juice, which indeed pervades the whole plant.

The scammony plant is not cultivated, but the drug

is collected from it where it grows wild. The ordi-

nary mode of collecting scammony is by laying bare

the upper part of the root, making incisions, and

jilaciug shells or small vessels to receive the juice as

it flows, svhich soon cb-ies and hardens in the air.

The name French or Monpdier Scammony is given

to a substance which is prepared in the soutli of

France, chiefly from the jiuce of Ciinanchum Mon-

SjxUacam, a plant of the natural order Asclepiacca:

It is a violent purgative.

SCA'NDALUJi MAGSTA'TUM. This offence

was committed in speaking words in derogation of a

peer, judge, or great ofliiccr of the realm, and a

special action was brought for such words, the

punishment being damages and imprisonment. But

now this proceeding, though not expressly abolished,

is superseded by the ample remedies of Criminal

Information (q. v.), indictment, or action. A some-

what similar oflence in Scotland is called Leasing-

making (q. v.).

SCANDERBEG (properly, Iskander-heg, 'the

Prince Alexander,' the name given him by the

Turks), the famous patriot chief of Epirus, n'as

born in that country in 1414. His real name was
George Castriota, and his father, John Castriota,

was one of the great lords of Epirus, his mother,

Voisava, being a Servian princess. In 1423, he was
given as one of the hostages for the obedience of the

Albanian chiefs, and his physical beauty and intelli-

gence so pleased Amurath II., that he was lodged in

the royal palace, and subsequently cu-cumcised and
brought up in Islamism, being also put under the

tuition of skilful masters in the Turkish, Arabic,

Slav, and Italian languages. In 1433, he greatly

distinguished himself in Asia as a Turkish pasha

(of one taU) ; but being offended at the confiscation

of his paternal domains, and being solicited by
some Epirote friends to return to his n.ative country

to aid in the restoration of its independence, he

watched an opportunity of withdrawing from the

Turkish army. He had not long to wait, for the

generous and unsuspicious sultan, who had caused

him to be brought up as if he had been his own son,

gave him the command of a large division of the

army which was destined to act against the Hun-
garian invadei-s. S., having concerted his plans with

300 of his fcUow-countrymen in the Turkish army,

desei'ted d\iring the confusion of the first battle

(1443), and having previously compelled Amurath's

secretary (whom he afterwards murdered to avoid

detection) to prepare an order investing him with

the government of Croia (now Ak-hissar), the

capital of Epirus, he and his companions fled thither

with all possible speed. The unsuspecting governor

at once resigned the town into his hands, and was

massacred along with the garrison. At the news

of S.'s success, the whole country rose in insur-

rection, and in 30 days he had driven every Turk,

except the garrison of Sfetigrad, out of the country.

In order to strengthen himself in his new position,

he invited a number of the neighbouring princes and

Albanian chiefs to a conference, at which it was

unanimously agreed to make no terms vrAh the

Turks, and to obey S. implicitly as their leader. S.

theu raised an army of 15,000 men, n-ith which he

completely scattered (1444) the 40,000 Turks whom
the indignant sidtan had sent against him, killing

an immense number of them, and taking a few

prisoners. Three other Tm-kish armies shared the

same fate, and the ' animus ' with which the contest

was carried on may be imagined, when we consider

that the number of prisoners taken iu the hast

(144S) of these three battles amounted to seventy-

two. Amm-ath himself in 1449 took the field, and

stormed many of the principal fortresses, but bemg

then ill of his fatal malady, he retired from before

Croia, to die at Adrianople (1450). S.'s splendid

successes brought in congratulations from the pope

and the sovereigns of Italy and Aragon, but many

of the Epirote chiefs were becoming wearied of the

continual strife, and fell off from him, some of them

even joining the Turks. S.'s career was now, in

consequence" of a more chequered ch.aracter, but in

spite of occasional defeats, he stoutly refused all the

liberal and fair proposals of the sultan, iSIohannned

II., -who had a profound aibuiration for him, and

sheltered by the mountainous nature of the country,

carried on an unceasing warfare. At last an armed

convention was agreed to in 1461, and S. profited liy

this leisure to pay oft" his debt to the pope and the

king of Aragon (both of whom had supplied Inm

with material assistance during his greatest need).
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and crossing over to Italy, lie routed the partisans

of Anjou, and restored the kingdom of Naples to the

latter of his benefactors, returning home laden with

honours and benedictions. At the instigation of the

pope, who had tried in vain to raise the other

Christian princes of Europe against the Turks, S.

broke the armed truce in 14()4, and repeatedly

defeated the Turks ; but Mohammed becoming

furious at these unprovoked aggressions, equipped

two mighty armies, the first of which invested

Croia, and the second, under his own leadership,

advanced more leisurely. The first army was, after

a desperate contest, defeated by S. in 1466; but the

restless and indomitable chief, worn out with the

incessant toil of 24 years, died at Alessio, 17th

January 1467. The war continued to rage some

time longer, but the great mainstay of the country

was nowwanting, and before the end of 147S, the

Turkish standard floated undisturbed over Ejjiirus.

Barlesio, a fellow-countryman of S., who has wi-itten

his biogi-aphy {De Vila el Morihus ac rebus r/cstis

Geo. Castrioil, Rome, 1537), remarks his sobriety,

the purity of his mannei's, and the strictness of his

religious behef. He had vanquished the Tm-ks in

22 pitched battles.

SCANDINA'VIA, a large peninsula in the north

of Europe, bounded on the N. by the Arctic Ocean

;

on the W. by the Atlantic, North Sea, Skager Rack,

C'attegat, and Sound ; and on the S. and E. by the

Baltic Sea, Gulf of Bothnia and Finland, with which

it is connected on the north-east by an isthmus 325

miles -wide. This peninsula comprises the two
kingdoms, Norway (q. v.) and Sweden (q. v.) ; is

1240 mUes long, from 230 to 460 mdes broad, area

300,000 sq. miles. The ridge of mountains which
traverses the peninsula in the direction of its length

gives character to the whole conformation. The
western division of the Scandinavian peninsula is

covered with mountains ; the eastern half, Sweden,

consists principally of low-lying country. The
mountains of S. extend from Warangcr Fiord, in the

extreme north-east, to the promontory of the Naze,

in the extreme south-west, with an average breadth

of ISO miles. They consist principally of gneiss

and micaceous schist, sometimes, but rarely, of

porphyry, syenite, granite, and chalk ; salt is not

foiuul ; silver, copper, and iron abomid. The Scan-

dinavian Mountains, though forming in reality

one great range, are considered as forming four

sections—the Lapland Mountains, in the north,

from 1000 to 2000 feet high ; the Kjolen Mountains,

from 1500 to 2575 feet high ; tlie Dovre Fjelde, from

2500 to 3600 feet high ; and lastly, the Southern

Fjelde, 4000 to 5150 feet high. Though of incon-

siderable height, yet the numerous glaciers and
snow-fields of the mountains of S. impart to this

rau'^e almost an Alpine character. The climate of

S. is much milder on the west than on the east side,

a fact to be ascribed probably to the influence of

the Gidf Stream. The character of the country, its

physical features, industries, &c., are given under

the articles Norway and Swedex
The ancient Scandia, or S., inclnded Northern

Denmark, as well as the peninsula that still rot.ains

the name. It is first mentioned liy Pliny, who,

unaware that the peninsula was attached to Finland

on the north, considered S. as an island.

SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGE AND
LITERATURE. The language which was spoken

during the heathen ages in all the northern or

Scandina\'ian lands, and which, in accordance with

traditionary behef, had been introduced by Odin and
his companions, when the Gothic tribes supplanted

the more ancient races of the Finus and Lapjis,

is always referred to by the oldest authorities
522

either as the Domic i/iiiga, 'Danish tongue,' or

as the Jforratia, ' Norse.' We never hear of the
' Swedish' or 'Gothic tongue,' and although difl'orent

dialects no doubt existed, from a very early period,

among the Scandinavian people, it is certain that
substantially the same language was spoken by the
Northmen generally tdl the 1 1th century. Accord-
ing to recent inquirers, the race of the Northmen,
before their settlement in Sweden and Norway,
was divided into an eastern and western branch, the

former of which is sn]iposed to have used the old

language of Norway and Iceland, and the latter the

Swedish and Danish dialects. These two divisions

of the race had entered Scandinavia by different

routes, the eastern having passed along the Gidf of

Bothnia, through the country of the Finns and
Lapps, while the western branch had crossed from
Russia to the Aland Islands, and spread from
thence southward and westward ; and it seems
natural to infer that in their respective lines of

migration they may have incorporated into their

own speech some of the special characteristics

that belonged to the language of the peoples with
whom they came in contact. But the differences

thus introduced could not have been important, for

we find the same language employed in the several

most ancient laws of the different people of Scan-

dinavia, while the two Eddas (q. v.)—the oldest

monuments of Scandinavian speech—which were
compiled in Iceland, whither the Nortlunen had
carried their language on their settlement in the

island in the 9th c, give evidence of an almost

complete identity of local and personal names.

This miity of language is further proved by the

agreement which is fouud to exist in all runic

inscriptions, from Slesvig to the northern parts of

Sweden, and from Zealand to the western shores

of Iceland. AU monuments of this old Northern
tongue would, however, have been lost to us, had
not the Norrajna or Norwegian form of it been care-

fully preserved and cultivated in Iceland through
the short songs (hijod or quida) relating to the

deeds of the gods and heroes of the north, which
had existed as early probably as the 7th c, and
had passed with the religion and usages of Norway
to the new colony. After the introduction of Chris-

tianity into Iceland in the year 1000, schools were
founded there, classic literature was cultivated, and
Roman characters were adopted for the writing of

the national tongue, but this did not interfere with
the zeal with which the national laws and poems
were collected and studied by native scholars. This
literary activity continued unaliated till the 13th

c., when the republic of Iceland, after having long

been distracted by the dissensions of the rival aristo-

cratic families of the island, was conquered by Ilakon
VI., king of Norway. Since 1380, Iceland has
formed part of the Danish dominions, and although

since that period the colonists have partly suc-

cumbed to the cramping influences of the subor-

dinate and dependent conditions in which they

have been placed ; the distance from the mother-
country, and the tenacity with which the people

cling to all memorials of their former history, have
enabled them to preserve their language so un-

changed, that the Icelander of the present day can

read the sagas of a thousand years since, and still

writes in the same phraseology that his forefathers

used ages ago. But while the old Scandinavian

tongue was thus preserved in the far distant colony,

it had undergone great changes in Norway; and
when, by the union of Calmar in 1380, the latter

country was united to Denmark, the Danish form

of speech, that had in the meanwhile been changing

under the modifying influences due to the introduc-

tion of Latin and to contact with other nations,
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supplanted the Norwegian language, M-hicli thence-

forth being banished from the pulpit, the law courts,

and from literature, split up into numerous dialects

peculiar to special valleys and fijords, but unknown
in the larger towns.
When we come to examine the Icelandic or ancient

Scamlinavian, which is closely allied to its sister

Teutonic languages, and like them betrays its eastern

origin, we find that it differs from the latter in several

important points. It has this striking peculiarity,

that the definite article, instead of coming before

the noun, is appended as a termination to the end
of the word. The adjective, moreover, which in

its indefinite form is subject to inflections, for all

genders and cases, undergoes, when in its definite

fiirni, fewer and slighter changes. Again, while
in the German tongues the verb in the infinitive

ends in a consonant, in the old Scandinavian
it invarialily terminates in a vowel. The old

Scandina\aan language has a passive form of the
verb imknown to its Gothic sister tongues ; and
while in German the third person of the present

tense differs from the second person, such is not the

case in Old Northern. In the latter, the vowel
.sounds are greatly modified by a very perfect S3's-

tcm of comliinations, indicated by dots or accents
;

and in addition to the consonants of the Gothic
languages, it has an aspirated d and t. It possesses,

moreover, a flexibility and richness of construction,

which admit of favourable comparison -with those

of the ancient classical languages, while in regard
to the numljer and comprehensiveness of its words,
and its consequent independence of foreign deri-

vates, it presents a character of regularity and imity
which is wanting to the other Germanic languages.

Its mode of construction is simple in prose, and in

the earlier forms of poetry, although in the later

periods of the Skalds (q. v.) it degenerated into a

state of artificial complexity. The chief feature of

the metrical system employed in Old Northern
poetry was alliter.ation (q. v.). The alliterative

method was continued after the introduction of ter-

minal rhyme, but the simplicity of the ancient lay

gave way in the 10th c. to the most artificial com-
plexity of versification in the metres invented by the

skalds. Besides these skaldic measures, of which lOG
are enumer.ated in the HattahjkU, or Key of Metres,

drawn up in the 13th c. by the Icelander, Snorri

Sturlesson (q. v.), the skalds were required to know
the Kenningar, or poetic sjmonyms, of which there

were an enormous number; some words, as Odin,

island, &c., having upwards of 100. Tlie main fea-

ture of the system was that nothing must be called

by its right name : thus a ship was a beast of the

sea, a serpent of the waters, a dragon of the ocean,

&c. ; a woman was a graceful tree, a fau' pearl, &c.

;

a wife was her husband's liune (q.v.), or his con-

fidential and intimate friend, &c.

The fragments of Old Northern poetry that have
come down to us in the Eddas, belong for the most
]iart to the Sth c, or even perhaps to the 7th c. ; and
consist of short songs (hljod or quida), which are

either mystic, didactic, mythic, or mytho-historic in

their character. See Edda. It is supposed that

some of these compositions, and several of the

poems which celebrate the adventures of the gods,

giants, and elves, were composed prior to the immi-
gration into Scandinavia of Odin and his followers ;

while, on the other hand, the local colouring of

others sufficicntl}' prove their northern origin. In

addition to the subjects belonging to the Odinic

mythology, we have in the mj-tho-historic Lays,

known as the songs of the famous Smith Vcilundr,

or the Vijlandar-qnida, a cyclus of heroic poems
similar to the Old German epic the Nilidunrjenlkd,

(q. v.) ; but much more ancient in form than that in !

which the latter has reached us. In the 9th and 10th
centuries the ancient epic and the simple songs of

the older poets gave place to the artificial poetry of

the skalds, which, from its earliest development,
manifested a realistic tendency, and made the real

adventures of living men the subject of their composi-
tions. Many of these compositions, as the Eiriksmdl,

or the Death and Apotheosis of King Eric Blood-
axe, who died in 952 ; the Haionar-mal, or Fall of

Hakon the Good ; and several poems by the famous
Icelandic skald Egill Skalagi-imson, while they
afford valuable materials for the early history of the
north, are among the latest of the skaldic produc-
tions that preceded the more degenerate periods of

the art. To the 11th and 12th centuries belong the

poems known as Gronrjaldr and Solar-ljod, which
were composed in imitation of the ancient composi-

tions, and consist of mor.al and didactic maxims, the

former conceived from an assumed heathen, and
tlie latter from a Christian point of view. In the

13th c, the skaldic art thoroughly declined, and
gave place, in Iceland, to a iiuerUe literature, based
upon Biblical stories and saints' legends. In

Scandinavia Proper, a more modern form of national

literature was in the meanwhile being gradually

developed by means of oral transmission, whence
arose the folk-lore and popular songs of Norway
and Sweden, and the noble Danish ballads known
as the Kcempe vUer, whose composition in the Old
Northern or Icelandic tongue may probably be
referred to the 14th century. The earliest Icelandic

prose belongs to the beginning of the lith c., when
Ari ' hinns Erode,' or the Wise, composed a history

of his native island and its population in the

Islendinga-boJc and Landndma-bok, the Latter of

which was continued by others. He was the first

northern \\Titer who attempted to assign fixed

dates to events by reference to a definite chronology,

and his work is remarkable as the earliest historical

composition -\vritteu in the old Danish or Norse, as

it still remains in the living language of Iceland.

These works, which have since perished, entered

largely into the composition of the annals of the

early kings of Norway, compiled a centmy later by
Snorri Sturlesson under the title of the Ileims-

kringla. Throughout the middle ages the literatiu'e

of Iceland was enriched with, niunerous national and
other sagas, the materials of which were drawn
from skaldic songs, folk-lore, local traditions and
family histories ; and in its later stages of develop-

ment included among its subjects the mjiiliio cycle

of Arthur and his knights. Merlin, .Vlexander,

Charlemagne, &c. The compilation of the laws of

the island attracted the attention of the Icelanders

at an early period; and in 11 IS a complete code,

kno^vu as the Gragas, which had been derived from

the ancient Norse law, was sulimitted to the All-

thing or popular assembly, and a few years later

the canons of the church, or the Krislliiretlr, were
settled and reduced to writing. A collection of

those enactments in the ancient and subsequent

codes, which are still in force in Iceland, has been

made by Stejihenscn and Sigurdsson (Copen. 1S53),

under the title of Lagasafii handa Istaiidi ; while

the ancient Norse laws, beginning with the Gula-

thhigsdi'ij and the IlinLdra of Hakon the Good,

which date from the 10th c, have been ably and
critically edited in Norw.ay under the title of Xorges
rjamle Love (Christ. 1810—18-19). The study of

the Old Northern language and literatiu-e, which was
successfully inaugurated by the native scholars of

Iceland in the 17th c, was soon prosecuted 'with

equally happy results in Denmark and Sweden, and
within the last 20 years in Norway, where the

subject forms a necessary introduction to the

investi'-'ation of the language and history of the
6J3
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country. Copeuliageii lias, however, iu recent times,

been the principal seat of these inquiries, the
successful prosecutiou of which has been materially

facilitated by the large number of important
Icelandic MSS. contained in its libraries, aud by the
foundation of the Arue-Maanusscn collection in

177- ; aud the different societies especially designed
to promote the study of Icelandic and of northern
antiquarian monuments. Among the Icelandic and
Danish scholars who have gained pre-eminent dis-

tinction in these departments of research, we may
instance Arne-Magnussen, Torfa^us, Olavsen, Finn
Magnnssen, Worm, Resenius, Bartholin, Thorlacius,

Miilier, Rask, Rafn, Keyser, JIunch, Unger, Lange,
&c. In the study of the grammar aud comparative
structure of the language, which excited an interest

as early as the 13th c, as is proved by the gram-
matical treatises and rules of prosody incorporated

in the younger Edda, no one has evinced a higher

order of scientific acumen and critical learning than
Rask (q. v.), who in his erudite work Om del gamle
Nordisle SproQS Opriiidelse (Kjopenh. 1818) threw
a flood of new and import.ant light ou the subject

;

while the laboiu'S of Jakob Grimm, Munch, and
others, have tended materially to exhibit the affin-

ities between the Old Northern and the Teutonic
languages, and to assign to it its right position

among the kindi'ed Indo-Germanic tongues.

SCANDINAVIAN MYTHOLOGY. Our know-
ledge of Scandinavian mythology is mainly derived
from the collections of ancient Northern sagas
known as the Eddas (q. v.), which constitute the
Odinic Bible, as it were, of heathen .Soandina^^a.

The value and interest attaching to these records

of the ancient faith of the Northmen are enhanced
by the fact th.it there are strong grounds for assum-
ing th.at the closest affinity, if not identity, of

character existed lietween their religious doctrines
aud practices aud those of the Germanic nations
generally. Hence, in the absence of anything be-

yond the incidental notices of the Pagan religion of

Germ.any, which are contained in the classic writers,

the Eddaic exposition of noi-thern mythology is of

the highest imporiance to the student of the history
of every nation of Teutonic origin. Owing to the
remote situation of the Scandinavian lands, and the
hold which the Odin religion had taken of the minds
of the Northmen—whose natural tendencies inclined

more to the Pagan merits of v.alour, courageous
endurance of hardships, indomitable resolution, and
unflinching fidelity iu hate and love, than to the
Cliristi.an virtues of submission, meekness, and for-

giveness of injuries—Christianity took root slowly
and insecurely in those lands, and only long after

a national literature, based upon the superstitions

and memorials of the ancient faith, had been firmly
established among the people. But although there

is every reason to believe that all branches of the
great Indo-Germanic family of n.ations had essen-

tially the same system of belief and worship, and
venerated the same deities, minor differences were
numerous. Thus, for instance, while Danes, Saxons,
anil Gothlanders worshipped Odiu as their chief

god, the Swedes generally p.aid sn]ireiue honours to
Frcy, the god of the year ; some tribes of Northern
Germany regarded Hlodyn, or the Earth, as their

principal deity ; and the Norwegians directed their
worship to Odin's son, Thor ; while in some jiarts

of Norway even, as in Halgoland, the people wor-
shipped deities not honoured elsewhere in Scandi-
n.avia. Thus the chief objects of worship in the
latter district were Thorgerd, Horgabrud, and Irpa,

the daughters of Halogi, or high tiame, from whom
the n.ame of the country was derived, and who was
prob.ably identical with Loki (Fire), who, after
having, according to the myth, been beneficent iu

the beginning of time and united with the All-
father, fell from his high estate, and, like some
fallen angel, became crafty, evil, and destructive as
a desolating flame. Halgoland appears from remains
discovered there to have been a special seat of fire

or sun worship, which seems to have been nearly
universal at one period of the world's history.

Leaving for the present the discussion of the
sources from whence the northern mythology
derived some of the numerous complex elements
which entered into its composition, we proceed
to give a short summary of its cosmogony :—In tlie

beginning of time a world existed in the north
called Niflheim, in the middle of which was a well,

Hvergelmeer, from which sprang twelve rivers. In
the south was another world, Muspelheim, a
light, w.arm, radiant world, the boundary of which
was guarded by Sm-t with a flaming sword. Cold
and heat contended together. From Niflheim
flowed venomous, cold streams called Eliva.ager,

which, h.ardening into ice, formed one icy layer upon
the other within the abyss of abysses that faced
the north, and was known as the Ginnnnga-gap.
From the south streamed forth the sparlding
heat of Muspelheim ; and as heat met cold, the
melting ice-drops became instinct with life, and
produced, through the power of huu who had sent
forth heat, a human being, Y^mir, the ]irogonitor of

the frost-giants, bywhom he was called ffirgelmcr, or
Chaos. He was not a god, but evil, both he and
all his I'ace. As yet there was neither heaven nor
earth, neither land nor sea, but only the abyss
Giununga-gap. Y'mir drew his nourishment from
the four nulky streams which flowed from the
udders of the cow Aedhumla, a creature formed
from the melting frost. From Y'mir there came
forth offspring while he slept—a man aud woman
growing from mider his left arm, and sons from his

feet ; and thus was generated the race of the frost-

giants, or Hrimthursar, among whom the All-father

dwelt in the beginning of time before the heavens
and the earth were cre.ated.

In the meanwhile, as the cow Aedhumla licked
the frost-covered stones, there came forth the first

d.ay a man's hair, the second day a head, and the
third day an entire man. Tliis man, Burt, or the
Producing, had a son Biir (the Produced), who
married Beltsa, one of the giant race, by whom he
had three sons, Odin, Vili, aud Ve.

These three brothers, who were gods, slew Y'mir,
and carrying his body into the middle of Ginuunga-
gap, formed from it the earth and the heavens. Of
his blood they made all seas and waters, t.aking the
gore that flowed from his body to form the impass-
able ocean which encircles the earth ; of his bones
they made the mountains, using the broken splinters

and his teeth for the stones and pebbles ; of his

skull they formed the heavens, at each of the four
corners of which stood a dwarf, viz., Austri .at the
east, Vestri at the west, Northri at the north, and
Suthri at the south. Of his brains they formed
the lie.avy clouds, of his hair ])lants and herbs of

every kind, and of his eyebrows they made a wall
of defence against the giants round Midgard, the
central garden or dwelling-place for the sons of men.
Then the three brothers took the glowing sparks
that were thrown out of the world Muspelheim,
and casting them over the face of heaven, raised up
the sun, moon, stars, and fiery meteors, and appointed
to each its place and allotted course ; and thus
arose days, months, and years.

Night was of the race of the giants, and iu tm'n
married three husb.auds, by one of whom she had a
daughter. Earth, and by another a son. Day, who
was bright and beautiful like the gods, or CEsii", to

whose race his f.ather DelUng belonged. To this
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mother and son, who were akin to the opposite
races of the frost-giants and the gods, Allfader
committed cliariots and horses, and placed them iu

heaven, where Night rides first tlirongh her tweuty-
fiinr hours' course roimd the earth with her horse
llrinifaxi, from whose Ijit fall, the rime-drops that
each morning bedew the face of the earth. Close
after her comes her fair son Day, with his horse
Sliinfaxi, from whose shining raauo light beams over
heaven and cartli. All the maidens of giant race
were not dark like Night, for to Mundilfori were
born a son and daughter of such l;teauty that their

father gave to them the names of Mani or Moon,
and Sol or Sun. The gods, incensed at this pre-

s\imjitiou, took them np to heaven, and ordained
that they should direct the course of the sun and
moon, which had been made to give light to the
world, and thenceforth Sol drove the chariot of the
Snn, which was drawn by two horses, Arvakur (the

\\'atehfnl) and Alsvith (the Uapid), under whose
shoulders the gods in i)ity placed an ice-cool breeze.

."V shield n.amcd Svalin (the Cooling) was also by
their care attached to the froilt of the car, to save
sea and land from being set on fire. JIani directs

the course of the moon, and he, like his sister, is

fiillowcd Ijy a \volf that seems about to devour him;
aiul iu the end of time this animal, which is <if

giant race, will with his kindred swallow up the
moon, darken the brightness of the sun, let loose

the howling winds, and sate himself with the blood
of all dying men.
Wlieu heaven and earth were thus foi'med, and

all things arranged in their due order, the chief

gods or ffisir, of whom there were twelve, met in

the middle of their city Asgard, which lay on the
plain of Ida. These gods were Odin, or All-father,

«ho has twelve names in Asgard besides many
others on earth ; Thor, Baldur, Tyr, Eragi, Heimdal,
Jfod, Vidar and Vali his sons, and Niord, Frey, UU,
and Forsetti. Here they raised for themselves a
court with a high seat for All-fader; a lofty hall

for the goddesses ; and a smithy, iu which they
worked in metal, stone, and wood, but chiefly in

gold, of which precious sidjstauce all the implements
which they used were made, and hence this period
of their existence was known as the Golden Age.

This ago of peaceful labom' lasted till three beau-
tiful, but evil maidens made their way from the
giants' world, Jotunheim, to Asgard, when con-

fusion and ill-wiU arose in the world. Then the
gods, taking counsel, determined to create new
Ireings to j)eople the universe, and first the.y gave
human Ijodies and understanding to the dwarfs.

Mho had been generated like maggots within the
dead body of Yrair, but who now took up their

abodes in the bowels of the earth, in rocks and
stones, and in trees and flowers. Then Odin, with
two companions, Ha:;nir and Lodur, went forth on
an cxcui'sion to the earth, where finding two trees.

Ask and Embla, created a man and a woman of

them, Odin giving them spirit or the breath of life,

H;enir sense and motion, and Lodur blood and a

fair colour, with sight, speech, and hearing ; and
from this pair, whose ilwelling was in Midgard, the

human race has sprmig. A bridge of three colours,

Bifrost, known to men as the rainbow, connects

INIidgard with Asgard, and over this the gods ride

daily on their horses to the sacred fountain of Urd,

where they sit in judgment. This fountain lies at

one of the three roots of the ash, Yggdrasil, whose
branches spread over the whole world and tower

aliove the heavens. LTnder one of these roots is the

abode of Hel (q. v.), the goddess of the dead, under

another, that of tlie frost-giants, whUe under the

third is the dwelling of human beings. Below the

tioe lies the serpent Nidhogg, who is constantly

gnawing the roots, and striving with his numeroua
brood of lesser serpents to undermine Yggdrasil,
whose branches are as constantly refreshed by
water from the well of Urd, which Ls poured over
them by the Norns. These are three maidens
known as Urd, Verdandi, and SkuUd (or Past, Pre-
sent, and Future), who dwell in a fair hall below the
ash-tree, where they grave on a shield the destiny
which they determine for the children of men.

Besides gods, frost-giants, dwarfs, and men, there
were other beings, as the Vauir, who dwelt in the
worhl Vanaheim, lying lietween the abodes of the
gods and of men, and the Light Elves and Dark
Elves, the former of whom were friendly to man-
kind, and of great beauty, while the latter were o£

evil demoniacal natures, and blacker than pitch.

Now, after the three giant maidens came to As.a-

borg, dissensions soon broke out among these dif-

ferent races, and Odin, by casting a spear among
mankind, created war and discord in the world.
Then his maidens, the Valkyriur (or choosers of the
doomed), surrounded by lightnings, rode forth with
bloody corselets and radiant spears, to choose on
every battle-lield those who should fall, and to lead
them into Valhal, where the chosen heroes, known
as Einheriar, daily go forth to light and slay one
another, but returning at early morn sound and
fresh, recruit themselves for the next night's
eoml.)ats by drinking beer with the gods and eating
the flesh of the sacred hog. It is, however, only
men of rank, as jarls (or earls), who enter Odin's
hall after death, for the base-born, or thralls, belong
to Odin's powerful son, Thor (q. v.), who rules over
Thrudheim, and drives through the world in a
chariot cb-awn by he-goats, bearing with him his

magic hammer Mioluir, the ii'on gloves which he
requires to grasp the haft, and his belt of power.
Among the gods there reigned good-will and

happiness even after the rest of the world had been
disturbed liy war, until Loki, or the impersonation
of eril, who in infancy had been Odin's foster-

brother, was admitted into Asaborg as their equal.

By his treachery Baldur (q. v.), the purest, most
Vjcautiful, and best loved of Odin's sons, was slain.

The gods, indeed, had po^ver to inflict temporary
liunishment on Loki, and to chain him uudcr a

hot sulpluir sjiring, where he lay for ages, but
at length a time will come when Loki's evil

progeny will prevail over the gods and the world.

This terrible age of destruction, the IJaguarok,

or twilight of the gods, will be marked by a three

years' winter of hard frost, cutting winils, and
suidess air uncheered by summer or sjiring-tide,

when there will be bloodshed throughout the world,

brothers will slay one another, jiarents and children

will be at war. The wolf Fenrir will break loose,

the sea will burst its bounds as the serpent Jor-

mundgard, encircling Midgard, writhes in fierce

rage, and struggles to reach the land. The wolf

Skull will swallow up the sun, and when the woild

is plunged in almost total darkness, his brother

Hati will devour the moon, while the stars will

vanish from heaven. As Midgard's serpent and the

wolf Fenrir go forth, scattering venom through air

and water, the heavens will be rent asunder ; the

ship Naglfar, which is made of dead men's nails,

will be floated on the waters ; the Q£sir will ride

forth across the bridge Bifrost, which will break
away behind them ; and all the friends of Hel, led

on by Loki, will offer battle to the gods on Vigrid'a

plain. Then Odin, having taken counsel at Mimir's
well, will advance armed with his spear Gungnir
against the wolf Feiu'ir, -Hhile Thor encounters Mid-
gard's ser[ient, and is killed by the venom which it

exhales from its mouth. Although Fenrir, the wolf,

will swallow Otlin, and thus cause his death, he will
535
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himself be slain by the god Vidar, while Loki will

faU beneath the hand of Heimdal, the watchman of

the gods, and Surt, hurling fire from his hand, will

burn up the whole world. After the conflagration

of heaven and earth and the whole juiiverse, there

will still be dwellings for the evil and the good, the

worst of which is Nastrond, a horrible habitation

for jierjurers and murderer.s, where serpent-heads

pouring forth venom line the walls, while in Gimli,

Odin's best heaven, the good and virtuous will find

a hapjiy resting-place.

But from the great destruction of the imiverse

another earth, verdant and fresh, will arise from

tlie deep waters of the ocean, the unsown fields ^Yill

bear fruits, and all evil will cease ; Baldur and
other gods will then return to Ida's plain, where
Asgard once stood, and taking counsel together,

will find the golden tablets which their race had
possessed at the beginning of time, and remembering
their deeds of old, wiU await the coming of the

mighty All-father, the ruler of all things, who will

pronounce judgments, and establish peace that shall

endure to the end of time.

The above brief epitome of the Odin cosmogony
serves as a framework for the numerous beautiful

prose and jioetio myths which make up the sul)-

stance of northern mythology ; and are contained in

a rich mass of sagas, not all complete in themselves,

but each capable o£ throwing some light on the

others.

Many theories have been advanced to explain the

origin and the fundamental ideas on which the

northern myths have been based ; and while some
expositors have seen in them a mere re-clothing of

Bible naiTativcs, and a perversion of Christian truths,

and have referred their composition to monks living

in the middle ages, others, feeling that their title to

antiquity could not be set aside, have gone to the

other extreme, and tried to prove that they reflected

the truths of Christianity, and represented under
active and tangible foims the mj'steries of Revela-

tion ; and that thus, for instance, in the narrative

of Thor crushing the serpent we have a figurative

delineation of Clirist. Other interpreters, again, have
attached very difl'erent meanings to these myths,

regarding them as historic, jjsychical, physical, or

even chemical ; but against each of these assumed
modes of explanation, taken in their fidl integritj',

conclusive argimients might be adduced ; and
all that can be safely accepted is, that they are partly

historical and partly an impersonation of the active

forces of nature. Like the northern languages, their

original seat was in the south and east, where
kindred mythologies existed among the ancient tribes

of India and Persia ; and it is probable that the more
practical and energetic spirit of the northern myths,

and the more warlike character of the gods of the

north, when compared with the reflective and con-

templative natm'e of their oriental prototyiies, may
bo due to the gradual eff'ect on the minds of a people

who had passed from the soft enervating influences

of a southern climate to the stern rigours of the

jiortli, where man lived in constant warfare with

the elements and with his fellow-men. According
to Snorri Sturlesson (q. v.), whose opinion seems to

a certain extent to have been a mere re-echo of the

traditional belief of his forefathers, Odin and his

sons and companions were earthly kings and priests

of a sacerdotal caste, who had migrated from Asia

—perhaps, as some conjectured, from Troy—and
who conquered and ruled over various parts of

Scandinaria and Northern Germany, where after

their death they were regarded by the people as

deities. In conjunction ^^^th this mode of repre-

sentation, the mythic tales of the warfare of the

gods with giants, theu' intercourse with dwarfs, and
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spirits of the air and water, and their wanderings
on earth, are interpreted as memorials of real war
with pre-existing races, and of the spread of Odiu'a
religion from its chief seat in Sweden over the
neighbouring coimtries. This theory explains only
a few of the mj'ths ; while some, as we have already
observed, may be referred to traces of an older faith,

which lingered amongst the Finns and Lajijis after
the advance of the more civilised conquering races
had driven those tribes from the southern districts

of Scandinavia, which they originally occupied, to
the barren recesses of the north.

The worship of the gods was celebrated either in

spacious temjiles, of which there were many in

different parts of Scandinavia, or on stone heaps or

altars, known as Jiorrj. These altars were always
near some well, and close to a sacred gi'ove, or a
solitary tree, on which the votive offerings were
suspended, after they had been washed at the
neighbouring spring by tlie attendant priestesses,

known as horgalirudar. Human sacrifices, although
never resorted to on ordinary occasions, were not
uncommon in times of public calamity, arising from
war, failure of crops, disease, &c. ; and the hoi'se,

whose flesh was highly esteemed, was a frequent
victim, while the fruits of the earth and spoils of

war were the usual ofl'erings. Three great festivals

were held every year, the first of which was cele-

brated at the new year in the Yule month, when
Thorablot, or the sacrifice of Thorri, an ancient god
of the Finns and Lapps, was offered. On these
occasions, offerings were made to Odin for success

in war, and to Frey for a fruitful year, the chief

victim being a hog, which was sacred to the latter

god, on the assumption that swine first taught
mankind to plough the earth. Feastings and Yule
games occupied the whole of the month, whence it

was also called the Merry Month. The second
festival was in mid-winter, and the third in spring,

when Odin was chiefiy invoked for prosperity and
victoiy on the Vikings, or sea-roving expeditious

which were then entered upon. On the introduc-

tion of Christianity, the people were the more ready
to conform to the great church festivals of Christmas
and Easter, from the fact of their corresponding
with the ancient national sacrificial feasts ; and so

deep-rooted was the adhesion to the faith of Odin
in the north, that the early Christian teachers,

unable to eradicate the old ideas, were driven to

the expedient of trying to give them a colouring of

Christianity. Thus the black elves, giants, evil

subterranean sprites, and dwarfs, with which the

Northmen peopled earth, air, and water, were
declared by them to be fallen angels or devils, and
under the latter character suftered to retain their

old denominations. Belief in these imaginary beings

survived the spread of the Eeformation, and can
scarcely be said to have died out in Scandinavian

lands among the superstitious and ignorant, while

among the more enlightened the myths connected

with them are stiU related, and serve to give a

poetic interest to special localities.

Our own association with the Scandinavian
mj'thology is perpetu.ated in numerous supersti-

tions and usages still lingering amongst us, and
in the names of the days of the week. See Week.
The best northern authorities on Scandinavian

mythology are N. M. Petersen, Danmarhs Ilisloria

i iledcnold (1837) ; Eask, in his edition of Smmund's
Edda ; Jakob Grimm, Vcutsche Mylhologie ; Faye,

iforisk-c- Folke- Sang ; Thorpe, Northern Mytholoipj

(Lend. 1851).

SCANSO'EES. See Climbeks.

SCA'NTLING, the sectional breadth and thick-

ness of timbers for roofs, floors, &c. The term is

I
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also applied to quarterings or pieces of timber of

about live inches in thickuess aud uuder.

SCA'PHOID BONE (Gr. slcaphe, a boat), a terra

applied to two somewhat boat-like bones, of which
one occurs in the carpus or wrist (see Hand), and
the other in the tarsus of the Foot (q. v.).

SCAPPLE, a kind of work applied to masonry.
To scapple a stone, is to work the surface even
without making it smooth.

SCA'PULA, The, or SHOULDER BLADE, is

a flat triangular bono, which, when the arm
hangs loosely down, extends posteriorly and
laterally from the first to about the seventh rib.

It presents for examination .an outer convex and
an inner, smooth, and concave surface, three
borders (a superior, an inferior or axillary, aud
a posterior), three angles, and certain outstanding
processes.

The figure represents an outer or posterior view
of the scapula. It is divided into two unequal

A Posterior View of the Left Scapida :

Tbc parts desisnatcd by the figures 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, are

sufficif^iitly described in the text; 3 is the superior border

;

6, tlic anieiior or axillary border; 7, the inferior angle; 9,

tlie posterior border or base ; 13, one of tlie nutritious

foramina ; 14, the coracoid proeess. (From "Wilson's

Anatomises fade Mccum.)

parts, the snpra-spinous fossa (1), and the infra-

spinous fossa (2), by the sjiiue (ID), a crest of bone
commencing at a smooth triangular surface (11) on
the posterior border, and running across towards
the upper part of the neck of the scapula (S), after

which it alters its direction, and projects forwards
so as to form a lofty arch, known as the acromion
process (12), which overhangs tlie glenoid cavity (6),

or receptacle for the head of the humerus, or main
bone of the arm. This acromion (so called from tlie

Greek wonls acros omos, the summit of the

shoulder) obviously serves to protect the shoulder

joint, as well as to give gi'eat leverage to the deltoid

muscle which raises the arm. It is tliis process

which gives to the shoulder its natural roundness.

From the upper part of the neck (S) there proceeds

a remarkable curved projection termed the coracoid

process, from its supposed resemblance to the beak
of a raven (Gr. kSrax). It is abotit two inches long,

and gives attachments to several muscles. The
upper border of the scapula presents a very remark-

able notch (4), which in the recent state is bridged

over with a ligament, and gives jiass.age to the supra-

scapidar nerve. This bone .articulates with the

clavicle and humerus, and gives attachment to no
less than 16 muscles, many of which, as the biceps,

triceps, deltoid, sen'atus magnus, are very powerful
and important.

The uses of this bone may be stated as follows :

1. It comiects the upper extremity to the trunk, and
participates in, and is subservient to many of the
movements enjoyed by the arm; 2. By its extended
flat surface it furnishes a lateral protection to the
chest ; and 3. It affords attachments to various
muscles which modify the sizo of the thoracic
cavity, and is thus concerned in the process of

respiration.

SCA'PULAE, or SCAPULARY (Lat. scapula,
the shoidder), a portion of the monastic habit, so
called from its being worn upon the sliouldors. It

consists of a long stripe of serge or stuH', the centre
of which passes over the head, one llap hanging
down in front, the other upon the back. The
scaptdar of the professed monks in most orders
reaches to the feet, that of the lay brothers only to

the knees. The colour differs for different religious

orders or congregations. Besides the scapular
worn by the members of religious orders strictly

so called, there exists also in the Eoman Catiiolio

Church a religious association or confraternity, the
members of which, while living in the world and
mixing in ordinary life, wear, although not conspi-

cuously, a small religious emblem called a scapular.

The chief duties of this confraternity consist in

the recitation of certain pra}'ers, or the observance
of cei-tain religious or ascetical exercises through
devotion to the Blessed Virgin. The members may
or may not bind themselves by a vow of chastity.

This pious association was founded in the midelle

of the 13th c. by an English Caionelite friar named
Simon Stock, and is said to have originated in a
vision, which has been the subject of much contro-

versy, as well with Protestants as among Catholics

themselves.

SCARABiE'ID^'E, a very numerous tribe of la-

mellicorn coleopterous insects (see Lamellicornes),
of which more than 3000 species are known, the
greater number inhabitants of tropical countries,

altliough species are found in almost all parts of the
world. Some of the tropical species are amongst
the largest of beetles ; those fomid in colder

regions, as in Britain, are of compar.atively small

size. The trilje is divided into si.f sections

:

Coprophagi (dung-eaters), Arcnicoli (dwellers in

sand), XylopliUi (delighting in wood), PhiUophatii

(leaf-eaters), Anthobii (li\-ing on flowers), and Mdi-
tophili (delighting in honey), named according to

prev.alent and characteristic habits of the species

belonging to them, although the names do not

.accurately denote the habits of all the species of

each section. The sections are distinguished by
differences in tlie organs of the mouth aud the

antenna;. To the section Crotophagi belong the

gi-eater number of the Dung Beetles (q. v.), or

Scavenger Beetles, so useful in warm countries in

removing offensive matter ; amongst whicli is the

Sacred Scarabrvus of the ancient Egj-ptians (Scam-

bceus, or Ateuchus sacer). Some of tlie Xi/lophili,

as the great Hercules Beetle (q. v.), liave remark-

able projections from the head or the thorax of the

males. The Cockchafer (q. v.) is an example of

the riiijUophaifi ; tlie Goliath Beetle (q. v.) is ouo

of the Meliluphili, to which section the Hose Beetle,

common in Britain, also belongs. None of the

Anlhi>bii are British.

SCARjVBvE'US, the name of a beetle held sacred

by the Egyjitians, commonly known in entomology
as the Sca7-ab<rus or Ateuchus sacei: It was called

Hdiocaiilharus or Cantharus, by the Greeks, aud
627
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Scarabffius.

S. by the Latius. Scaraboci were employed for

rings, necklaces, and other imrposes by the Egyp-
tians, Phcenicians, and Etruscans (see Gejis).

These are iiriucipally distinguished by the absence

or presence of striated elytra and otlier marks.

Entomologists have recognised four distinct species

of the Ateudius on the Egyptian monuments,
\\z., A. semipuHCtattis, A. taticolli.t, A. morhUlosus,

A. puncticoUis. Several mystical ideas were
attributed to the S. : the number of its toes, ,30,

symboliseil the days of the month

;

tlie time it deposited its ball iu which
its eggs were deposited, was supposed

to refer to the lunar month ; the

movement of the clay-ball referred to

the action of the sun on the earth,

and personified that luminary. Tlie

S. was supposed to be only of tlie

male sex, hence it signified the self-

existent, self-begotten, generation or

metamor])hosis, and the male or paternal principle

of nature. In this sense it appears on the he.ad

of tlie pygma>an deity, Ptah-Socharis Osiris, the

demiurgos, .and in astronomical scenes and sepul-

chi'al formulas. In the hieroglyphs it is used for

the syllable khejiru, and expresses the verb ' to be,

exist.' In connection with Egyjitian notions, the

Gnostics and some of the Fathers called Christ the

scarabffius. The insect, during its life, was wor-
shipped, and after de.ith, emlialmed.

—

Ilorapollo, i.

c. 10; yElian, De ±fal. Aiiiin. x. 15; Pettigrew,

II istury of Mummies, -p. 221; Wilkinson, il/aH. and
Oust. V. p. 255.

SCATIAMOXJCH (Ital. scai-amuccia, skirmish),

a character in the old Italian comedy, origin.ally

derived from Spain, representing a military poltroon

and braggadocio. He was dressed in a sort of

Hisp.ano-Neapolitan costume, including a black
tOQUc and mantle, and a mask open on the fore-

head, cheeks, and chin, and .always received an
inglorious drubbing at the hands of harlequin.

SCA'RBOROUGH (i. e., fortified rock), a sea-

port and municipal and parliamentary borough iu

Yorkshii-e, in the East Riding, 42 miles north-east

of York, and about 20 niilcs north-west of Flam-
borough Head. It is built around a charming bay
open to the south and south-west, and protected

on the north-east by a promontory ending in a

castle-crowned height, which looks out on the North
Sea. From the sands the town has gradu,al]y climbed
the rising ground behind in successive terraces

and crescents. The chief buildings are churches,

chapels, and benevolent and other institutions, with
which the town is well furnished. A fine cast-iron

bridge, 75 feet high, and stretching over a chasm
400 feet wide, connects the old and new towns, and
leads to the spa, and a bridge has recently (1S65)

been erected over a picturesque ravuie to connect
the western part of the town with its large and
fashionable southern snbm-b. The springs, which
are saline and chalybeate, are on the margin of

the sea, and are surrounded by walks and orna-

mental grounds. The harbour, composed of three

piers, and furnished with a light-house, is the

most important in this |iart of the east coast.

Every accommodation is offered to visitors for sea-

bathing, and S. is reputed the most fashionable

watering-place on tlie north-east coast. The
season lasts from June to the middle of October.

In 1863, 407 vessels, of 22,349 tons, entered and
cleared the port. Pop. (1801) 18,377. The castle

was erected about the year 1136. It w.as held
against the barons by Piers Gaveston, who, how-
ever, surrendered, and was afterwards beheaded.
It was twice besieged by the parUamentary forces.
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At present, it serves as a barrack, and is fortified

by batteries. (1871—pop. 24,244.)

SCA'RCEMENT, a plain set-off or projection in

a wall ; found.ations have generally one or more
scarcements.

SCARF, in Her.aldry, a small ecclesiastical banner
suspended from the top of a crosier.

SCARFING, the junction of two pieces of tim-

ber made to overlap, and united so as to appear .as

one jiiece.

SCARLATI'NA, or SCARLET FEVER, is one
of the group of diseases called Exanthem.ata (q. v.).

In addition to the ch.aracters common to the .grouji,

scarlatina is almost .always attended by sore throat,

and the rash or eruption, which is of bright scarlet

colour, commonly appears as early as the second day
after the m.anifestation of the febrile symptoms, and
ends in desquamation of the cuticle on the sixth or

seventh day. Most wi-iters on medicine make three

varieties of this disease—viz., & simplex, in which
there .are the fever and the rash, but scarcely any
throat-affection ; S. angiiwsa, in which, in addition

to the fever and the rash, the throat-affection is

the most prominent symptom ; and S. iiiaUipia, a

name which is .applied to certain cases of extreme
violence, in which the system is at once overwhelmed
by the force of the disease, or in which the symp-
toms evince an extraordinary degree of weakness
and w.ant of vit.al power.
The disease begins with shivering, lassitude, head-

ache, a frequent pulse, a hot dry skin, a Hushed
face, thirst, loss of appetite, and a furred tongue.

Shortly after the appearance of the febrile sjTnp-

toms, the throat begins to feel irrit.able, and, on

examination, is foimd to be red, and often more or

less swollen. This redness becomes diffused over

the interior of the month, and the tongue. The
rash begins iu the form of minute red points, which
soon become so numerous that the surface appears

of an .almost uniform red. It first appears on the
neck, face, and breast, whence it gradually spreads

over the trunk and extremities. The reddened sur-

face is smooth to the touch, and the colour tem-
porarily dis.appears on pressure of the finger. Along
with the true rash, minute vesicles, known as Sud-
amina (q. v.), sometimes occur. The eruption, in

ordinary cases, is persistent for three or four days,

after which it gradually disappears, and is usu.ally

gone by the end of the seventh day. The cuticle

then begins to scale off in sm.all br.an-like scurf, or

in fl,akes of various sizes. Siiccimens of an almost
entire epidermic covering of the hand or foot,

forming a uatur.al glove or slipper, are of common
occurrence in our pathological museums ; but
it is comparatively seldom that such perfect moult-
ing takes place. The desquamative process is

usually completed in a fortnight, or riather more,
from the commencement of the disease. The
fever does not abate on the .appearance of the rash,

but continues in a more or less decided degree
through the progress of the case ; it often presents

exacerbations towards the evening, and is occasion-

ally attended with delirium, or even with comatose
symptoms. If the urine be examined, both chemi-
cally and microscopically, a few d.aj's after desqua-
mation has set in, it will be found to contain .albu-

men, and to exhibit a large amount of epithelium
from the nriniferoi'.s ducts of the Kidneys (q. v.).

MaUijnant Scarlatina is so terrible a disease

that its ch.aracteristic symptoms require a brief

spcci.al notice. The rash comes out late and im-
perfectly, and sometimes is hardly perceptible ; or,

having appeared, it may suddenly recede ; and
sometimes it is intermixed with livid spots. The
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pulse is feeble, the skin is cold, and there is

extreme i)rnstration of strength. In such a case
as this, death may occur (apparently from blood-
poisoning) in a few hours. Other cases rapidly
assume a typhus-like character. ' The pulse (says

Dr Watson) becomes frequent and feeble ; the
tongue dry, brown, and tremulous ; the debility

extreme ; the breath offensive ; the throat is

livid, swollen, ulcerated, and gangrenous ; and the
resjiiration is impeded by viscid mucus, which
collects about the fauces. Over this variety of the
disease, medicine has comparatively little control.'

Even in .S'. anginosa, there is very considerable
danger. The disease may prove fatal (1) from in-

flammation or efl'usion within the head, or (2) from
the throat-affection, which too often proceeds to
disorganisation and slonghing of the adjacent parts.

Moreover, in parturient women, even the mildest
form of the disease is fr.aught with the greatest
peril. Further, when the disease is apparently
cured, the patient is exposed to great hazard from
its consequences or sequehv. Children who have
suffered a severe attack of scarlet fever are liable (in

the words of the eminent physician to whom we
have already referred) ' to fall into a state of per-

manent bad health, and to become a prey to some
of the many chronic fonns of scrofula—boils,

strumous ulcers, diseases of the scalp, sores behind
the ear, scrofulous swellings of the cervical glands
and of the upper lip, chronic inflammation of the
eyes and eyelids. The above-named consequences
n"t unfrequently follow small-pox and measles,
but, in addition to these, scarlatina is often fol-

lowed by the form of dropsy known as ana-
sarca, or serous inflltration of the subcutaneous
cellular tissue, frequently accompanied with dropsy
of the larger serous cavities. Strange as it may
at first sight appear, this dropsy is much more
common after a mild than after a severe form
of the disease ; but this apparent anomaly is pro-

bably due to the fact, that less caution is observed in

the former than in the latter cases during the dan-
gerous jieriod of desquamation. If the patient (for

e.tamiile) is allowed to go out while new cuticle is

still forming, the perspiratory power of the skin is

cheeked liy the cold, and the escape of the fever poison
through the great cutaneous outlet is thus jirevented.

An excess of the poison is therefore driven to the
kidneys, where it gives rise to the form of renal
disease known as ' acute desquamative nephritis.'

Scarlatina is a disease that—like all the exan-
themata—occurs in the ejjideraic form ; and each
epidemic presents its peculiar tyjie, the disease

being sometimes uniformly mild, and in others
almost as uniformly severe. The treatment of

this disease varies according to the prepon-
derating symptoms. In <S'. simplex, nothing is

required except confinement to the house, a non-
stinudating diet, and the due regulation of the
bo\:'els, which are apt to be costive. In S.

anrjino&a, cold or tepid sponging gives much relief if

the skin is hot. If there is much fever, and espe-

cially if delirium supervene, a few leeches shoidd be
applied behind the ears, or if the patient were pre-

viously in robust health, blood might be cautiously

taken from the arm. If, however, no bad head-
symptoms are present, all that is necessary is to

prescribe saline draughts, of which citrate of

ammonia, with a slight excess of carbonate of

ammonia, forms the best ingredient, and to keep
the Ijowels open once or twice a day by gentle

lax.atives. In <S'. maligna, there are two main
sources of danger, which were tirst recognised as

distinct by Dr Watson, who describes them as

follows :
' The one arises from the prim.ary impres-

sion of the contagious poison upon the body, and
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"
'

particiUarly upon the nervous system, which is

overwhelmed by its influence. The patients sink
often at a very early period, with but little affection
either of the throat or skin. If we can save such
patients at all, it must be by the liberal adminis-
tration of wine and bark, to sustain the flagging
powers until the deadly agency of the poison has in
some measure passed awa}'. But another soirrce of
danger arises from the gangrenous ulceration which
is apt to ensue in the fauces, when the patient is

not killed by the first violence of the contagion.
The system is 7-c-inocidated, I believe, with the
poisonous matter from the throat. Now, under these
circumstances also, quinia, or wine, and upon the
whole, I should give the preference to wine, is to
be diligently though watchfully given.' In addi-
tion to these remedies, a weak solution of chloride
of soda, of nitrate of silver, or of Coudy's disinfect-

ant fluid, should be used as a gargle ; or if, as is too
often the case, the patient is incapable of g.irgling,

the solution may be injected into the nostrils and
against the fauces by means of a syringe or elastic

bottle.

Three medicines have been so highly commended
in scarlet fever generally, by trustworthy observers,
that it is expedient to notice them. The first is

cldorate of pot.ash (KO.ClOj) dissolved in water in
the proportion of a drachm to a pint. A pint, or
a pint and a half, may be taken daily. It was
originally prescribed under the idea that it gave off

its oxygen to the blood, and was eliminated from
the system as chloride of potassium (KCI). Although
this view is now known to be incon-ect, there is no
doubt that the salt is often prescriljed -iiith great
benefit in this and some other diseases, as, for

cxamjtle, diphtheria and t^'phus fever. The second
medicine is a very weak, watery solution of chlorine,

of which a pint may be taken in the day ; and the
third is carbonate of ammonia in five-grain doses
three times a day, given in beef-tea, wine, &c.

In the early stage, before the appearance of the
rash, scarlatina maj' be readily mistaken for several

other febrile diseases ; after the appearance of tha
rash, the only disease for which it can he mistaken
is measles, and we must refer to the article on that

disease for a notice of the tlistinctive characters of

the two affections.

There is no complaint in which the final result

is more uncertain than this, and the plij-sician

should give a very guarded opinion as to how any
special case may terminate.

Whether the disease is contagious throughou!;

its course, or only at one particular period, is un-

known ; and if the physician is asked at what
period the danger of imparting the disease on tha

one hand, or catching it on the other, is over, ho
should candidly declare that he docs not know.
That the cont.agion remains attached to furniture,

clothing, &c., for a long period is undoubted. Dr
Watson gives a remarkable instance of a small

piece of infected flannel communicating the dis-

ease after the interval of a year.

The popular delusion that scarlatina is a mild and
diminutive form of scarlet fever should always ba
corrected, as the error, if uncorrected, m.ay do much
harm by leadmg to a disregard of those precau-

tions which are always necessary in this disease.

SCARL.\TTI, Alessan'deo. a musician of great

eminence, born at Trapani in Sicily in 1G50. He is

said to have studied under Carissimi ; if so, it must
have been when very young. In IGSO, S. \-isited

Rome, and composed his tirst opera, L^onestit

nelV amore, first performed at the court of Queen
Christina of Sweden. His opera, Pompco, was per-

formed at Naples in 16S4. In 1693, he composed
the oratorio, / Duhiri di Maria sej«/'?"e ]'crgine, and
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the opera Teodora, in which orchestral accompani-

ments were first introduced to the recitatives, and a

separate design given to the accompaniments to the

airs. In the following eight years, during part of

which time he held the office of maestro di capclla

at Naples, he produced various operas, the most
remarkable beiug Laodicea e Berenice, composed in

1701. Between 1703—1709 he held the situation of

maestro di capella at St Maria Maggiore at Rome ;

he then returned to Naples ; and in 1715, produced

!l Tirp-ane. AJessandro S. died in 1721. His musical

works comprise 117 operas, several oratorios, and a

great deal of church music, Ijesides various madrigals

and other chamber music. He wms the founder of

tlio Neapolitan school, in which were trained most of

the great musicians of last century, and whose influ-

ence can be traced in the worlcs of almost every

composer who has flourished since. His invention

was rich and bold, his learning great, and his style

pure. His modulations, often unexpected, are never

harsh, and never diftjcidt for the voice.—His sou,

DoMENico (born 1GS5, died 1757), was the first

harpsichord player of his day. Among his com-

positions ai-e a number of sonatas, remarkable for

invention, graceful melody, and skilful construc-

tion.—Domenico S. had a sou, Giuseppe (born 1718,

died 1796), who was also known as an eminent

musician.

SCARLET COLOURS. Cochineal furnishes

the only scarlet colour generally employed in dyeing,

and for this purpose it is very extensively used ; a

solution of tin and cream of tartar is employed as

the mordant to fix it. Scheffer, who produced the

best formula for dyeing this colour, also added
starch, the proportions being as follow : Starch, 9

lbs. ; cream of tartar, 9 lbs. 6 oz. ; solution of tin,

9 lbs. G oz. ; and cochineal, 12 lbs. 4 oz. These are

the quantities required for 100 lbs. of wool or cloth.

SCARLET RUNNER. See Kidney Bean.

SCARP. Sec Escarp.

SCARPA, Antonio, a celebrated anatomist, was
born on 13th June 1747, at Castello-Motta, a

viUage in the Friuli. He was educated at Padua,
where his ardour attracted the attention of tlie

octogenarian Morgagni, who, having lost his sight

shortly after the arrival of S. at the university,

engaged the young enthusiast as his secretary,

and dictated to him in Latin the answers which
he made to letters soliciting his advice. The
intervals between their medical studies were em-
ploj'ed by Morgagni and S. in the perusal of the

Latin authors, and it is to this practice that we
must ascribe the elegance that distinguished the
scientific style of S. in his subsequent jiublications.

In 1772, he was appointed Professor of Anatomy in

Modena. He afterwards visited France, Holland,

and England ; and wliile in London, was so enam-
oured of John Hunter's Museum, that ho did not

rest until he had constructed a similar one at home.
In 1783, lie filled the anatomical chair at Pavia.

He made, in the following year, a journey through-

out the greater part of Gennany, and in the course
of it acquired the experience that made him one of

the greatest clinical surgeons in Europe. On liis

return to Pavia, he published in rapid succession

treatises on the anatomy of the Organs of Smell and
Hearing; on the Nerves of the Heart, and on the
minute anatomy of Bone. These, especially that on
the innervation of the heart, "^'hich settled the

question whether that viscus was supplied with
nerves, gave S. a European reputation. His work
on the Diseases of the Eye, published in ISOl, was
followed in 1804 by his observations on the Cm'e of

Aneurism. But his greatest achievement was his

work on Hernia, published hi 1809. His reynitation
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was now at its highest ; but three j'cars afterwards,

he had to give up the work of public teaching, and
entered, in 1814, on the oflice of Director of the
Medical Faculty of Pavia. His next publication

was some valuable observations on the operation

for Stone. For the last years of his life, he sufl'ered

from almost total blindness, until, on the 30th of

October 1832, he died at Pavia, of inflammation of

the bladder. S.'s merits as an observer, a teacher,

and a writer were very great. Industrious,

scholarly, artistic, he appeared to great advantage
in nearly every subject he undertook.

SCARPA'NTO (anc. Carpa(hos), an island in

the Mediterranean, belonging to Turkey, midway
between the islands of Rhodes and Crete. It is 32

miles long, and about 8 miles in extreme breailth,

and its surface is covered with bare mountains,

which reach the height of 4000 feet. The ruins of

towns, which are found in several places, seem to

indicate that formerly the island was v.-ell peopled.

At present, the inhabitants are only about 60(J0 in

number, and are mostly emiiloyed as carpenters and
workers in wood, a trade of which they seem pecu-

liarly fond, and in commerce.

SCARPE, in Heraldry, a diminutive of the bend
sinister, being half the breadth of that ordinary.

SCARRON, Paul, the creator of French
burlesque, was born at Paris in 1010. His father,

a coimsellor of parliament, was a man of fortune

and good family ; but he having married again
after the death of Paul's mother, discord broke
out between the second wife and her step-children,

the result of which was that Paid had to leave

the house. About 1634, he visited Italy, where ho
made the acquaintance of Poussin the painter. On
his return to Paris, he delivered himself over to a
life of very gross pleasure, the consequence of which
was that, in less than four years, he was seized mth
permanent paralysis of the limbs. What makes
this incident in his career still interesting is the
fact, that it undoubtedly exercised no inconsider-

able influence on the development of his peculiar

genius, which, as a French critic justly says, was
' the image of his body.' His love of burlesque, of

malicious buffoonery, of profane gaiety, was sinq)ly

a way of escape through the gates of mockery
from the lourmens vchemens of his incurable ailment.

His scramble for the means of living is excusable
when we consider his hapless infirmity. He wrote
verses, flattering dedications, begging-letters for

pensions, &o. ; and in 1G43 he even managed to get
a benefice at Mans, which he held for three years,

when he returned to Paris, and lived in a sort of

elegant Bohemian style. He had a pension from
Mazarin of 500 crowns ; but wlien the cardinal
declined (probably from avarice) to allow the
Tjiphon to be dedicated to him, S. got absurdly
indignant, and joining the Frondeurs, lampooned
Mazarin with spleenful ^rulence. However, when
the war of the Fronde was at an end, and Mazarin
had triumphed, S. was ready with an ode to

J«?e, autrefois I'ohjct Je I'injusle satire.

This baseness, however, did not win him bade his

pension, which the 'object of his unjust satire ' had
withdrawn ; and it might have fared haril with the
poet, had other friends not started up—for example,
Fouquet, who granted him a pension of 1600
crowns—and had he himself not been the most con-
summate beggar that ever lived. If ho could not
got a benefice or a purse of gold, or a lodge at

court, he would take a load of firewood, or a
carriage, pasties, capon, cheese, poodles, &c.—
nothing came amiss; and his ample acknowledg-
ments shewed how thoi'oughly he had mastered
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the art of expressing gi'atitude. Doubtless his

physical helplessness induced this bad habit, but
his uuportnnities were so pleasantly worded that

they never estranged the friends on whom he
fastened. In 1052, S. married Franjoise d'AubignS
—a girl of 17, who subsequently became the
mistress of Louis XIV., and is known as Madame
Maintenou (q. v.). He tiled early in October 1660

—tlie exact date is not known, but he was buried

on the 7th. It is a proof of the charm of his

coiupany that his rooms wore frequented by most of

tlio men and women of his day who were distin-

guished either in literature or society. Among
his works may be mentioned Le Typhon, Virr/ili

rruvesli (Par. 1648—1652), ia J/a-nriiiarfe (1649),

La Baronade Lcandre et Hero, Ode Burlesque, La
Relation du Combat des Purques et des Pocles sur la

Mart de Voilure, Poesies Diverscs (Par. 1643—1651),

comprising sonnets, madrigals, epistles, satires,

sougs, &c. ; Le Poman Comiqne (Par. 1651), a most
amusing account of the life led by a company of

strolling players—it is the best known, and perhaps

the best of all S.'s productions ; Nouvelles Tragi-

comiijues, from one of which {Les Hypocrites)

JiloliJire has taken the idea of Tartufe ; besides a

number of clever but coarse comedies. The editions

of liis works are very numerous, but the best is that

of Bruzeu de la SlartiniCre (Araster., 10 vols., 1737 ;

Far., 7 vols. 17S6). Victor Fournel, to whom we
are indebted for most of the information in this

article, republislied Le Poman Comique, in 1857,

and Le Virgilc Travesli in 1858.

SCA'TTERY ISLAND, a small islet in the

estuary of the Shannon, three mUes south-west of

the town of Kilrush. Besides a fort, the islet

contains fragments of several small churches, and an
ancient round tower 120 feet high.

SCAUP DUCK [Fulir/ula—or Xyroea—marila),
an oceanic species of duck, of the same genus with the

Pochard (q. v.), an inhabitant of the northern parts

of the world, spending the summer in arctic or

subarctic regions, and visiting the coasts of Britain

and of continental Europe as far south as the

Mediterranean in winter, when it is also to be seen

in gi-eat flocks in the United States, not only on the

Scaup Duck (Fulir/ula marila).

sea-coast, but on the Ohio, Mississi]iiii, and other

rivers. It breeds in fresh-water swamps. It is

nearly equal in size to the Pochard. The male has

the head, neck, and upper jiart of the breast and
back black, the cheeks and sides of the neck glossed

with rich green ; the back white, spotted and

.striped with black Unes ; the wing-coverts darker

tlian the back, the speculum white ;
the rump and

tail-coverts black. The fem.ale has brown instead

of lilaek, and old females have a liroad white band

around tlio base of the bill. The tlesh of the

S. D. is tough, and has a strong fishy flavoiu-.

SCEATTiE. See NuMiSM.'i.Tics.

SCENA. See The.\tre.

SCEPTICISM (Gr. sheptomai, 'I consider')
strictly denotes that condition iu which the mind is

before it has arrived at conclusive ojiinions—when
it is still in the act of reflecting, examining, or
pondering over subjects of thought. Scepticism is

therefore the opposite of dogmatism (see Dogma).
The notion of ' disbelief,' is quite a secondary
meaning of the term. Among the Greeks a
sl:eptil:os, ' sceptic,' was originally only a thoughtful
person, and the verb sheptomai, never acquired any
other signification than ' to consider.' But inasmuch
as the mass of men rush to conclusions with haste,

and assert them irith far more positiveness than
tlieir knowledge warrants, the discerning few of

clearer vision or cooler head, are often brought into

colHsion with popular beliefs—more especially in

religion, the sphere in which popular beliefs are

most numerous, most positive, and most inconsider-

ate—and are compelled by the violent shock given
to their reason to 'doubt,' it may be to 'disbebeve'
what they hear affirmed by the midtitude with
indefensible emphasis of speech. Thus it is that in

common parlance a sceptic has come to mean an
infidel, and scepticism infidelity. But the field of

tliought in which scepticism i>roperly so-called

has preferred to exercise itself is not religion but
philosophy. Philosophical sceptics in all ages and
countries have generally denied or at least doubted
the trustworthiness of the senses as vehicles of

absolute truth, and so have destroyed the very
possibility of speculation. In ancient times, Pyi-rhon

(q. v.), in modern, Da\dd Hume (q. v.), are the
most characteristic representatives of this kind of

scepticism.

SCEPTRE (Gr. slceptron, staff; from slcpto, to

send or thrust), originally a staff or walking-stick,

hence in course of time, also a weapou of assault

and of defence. At a very early period the privilege

of carrying it came to be connected with the idea of

authority and station. Both in the Old Testament
and in Homer, the most solemn oaths are sworn
by tlie sceptre, and Homer speaks of the sceptre as

an attribute of kings, princes, and loaders of tribes.

According to Homer, the sceptre descended from
father to son, and might be committed to any one

to denote the transfer of authority. Among the

Persians, whole classes of persons vested with
authority, including eunuchs, were distinguished as

tlie ' sceptre-bearing classes.' The sceptre was
in very early times a trimcheon jjierced with gold

or silver studs. Ovid speaks of it as enriched

with gems, and made of precious metals or ivory.

The sceptre of the kings of Rome, which was
afterwards borne by the consuls, was of ivory,

and surmounted by an e.aglc. While no other

ensign of sovereignty is of the same antiquity as the

sceptre, it has kept its place as a syndjol of royal

authority through the middle ages and down to the

present time. There has been considerable variety

in its form ; the sceptre of the kings of France of

the first race was a gold rod as tall as the king

himself.

SCHADOW, GoDENnAus Fkiedr. Wilh. vo.s',

a distinguished German painter, of the Diisseldorf

school, was born at Berlin, September 6, 1789. His
father, Job. Gottf. S., an eminent sculptor, died

director of the Berlin Academy of Arts, in 1850.

At first young S. did not give nuicli promise of

excellence, but during his first visit to Rome, the

infiuence of Overbeck, Cornelius, Fiilirich, Veit,

iftc, awoke his dormant genius, and both singly

and in company with some of these artists, he
executed several pictures remarkable for their

i'A
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depth of religious sentiment ; as 'An Explana-

tion of tlie Dream of Joseph ' and ' Tlie Grief of

Jacob when told of the Death of his Son.' While
residing in the city of the pope, he passed over to

Koman Catholicism. Scai-cely had S. returned to

Berlm when he "n-as appointed jirofessor of the

academy, and soon gathered round him a host

of brilliant pupils ; but in 182G he went to DlissLd-

dorf as successor of Cornelius, in the direction of the

notable academy there. His pupils followed him,

and ever since the 'Dlisseldorf School' has been

associated specially with their names. S.'s principal

works are ' Mignou' (1828) ;
' The Four Evangelists,'

one of the finest productions of German art ;
' The

Wise and Foolish Virgins,' 'The Source of Life,'

' The Assumption,' three great allegorical pictures
;

and ' Heaven,' ' Purgatory,' aud ' Jlell.' S. was
euuobled by the kmg of Prussia in 1843.

SCHAFFHAU'SEN, the most northern canton

of Switzerland, is bounded on all sides but the

south by the duchy of Baden. Area, 117 sq. m. ;

pop. (1860) 35,904. of whom 33,000 are Protestants,

and 2400 are Catholics. The chief river is the

Khine, which forms part of the southern boundary,

and within the basin of which the canton is wholly
included. The surface is hilly, especially in the

north and cast, and of the many rich valleys that

slope southward to the Khine, that of the Klettgau
is famous for its imusual fertility, and for its

wines, the bouquet of which is peculiarly fine. The
climate is mild ; the soil, which is mostly calcareous,

is generally fruitful, and agriculture is the principal

br.auch of industry. Ciraiu, fruits, flax, hemp, and
wine are the chief crops. Iron is oljtained, but

the manufactures are not important. About 20,000

tons of gypsum are obtained yearly at the town of

Schleitheim (pop. 2000). The canton is divided into

six districts.

SCHAFFHAUSEN, a town of Switzerland,

capital of the canton of the same name, beautifully

situated on the right bank of the Rhine, immediately

above the celebrated falls of that river. Higher up
the slope on which the town stands, is the curious

castle of Mun'ith, and this edifice and the minster,

founded in 1052, are the chief buildings. The town
is remarkable for the antique architecture of its

houses. The old w.all and gateways of S. are also

very picturesque. Pop. 7770, who are partly engaged

in the manufacture of iron, cotton, and silk goods.

The Falls of SchaJJ'hauseii, about tliree miles below
the town, form, perhajis, the most imposing spec-

tacle of the kind in Eurojie. The river is here 300
feet broad, aud the entire descent is about 100 feet.

From a projecting balcony which overhangs the

roaring catai'act, the visitor may appreciate the full

grandeur of the fall.

SCHALL, JoiiANX Adam xo:^, a celebrated

Jesuit missionary to Chiua, was born of noble family

at Cologne in 1591, and having made his stutlies aud
entered the Jesuit order in itome, in 1611, he was
selected, partly in consequence of his great know-
ledge of mathematics aud astronomy, to form one of

the mission to China in 1020. Having, with the

characteristic skill and ability of his order, turned to

good account among the Chinese his familiarity with
mathematical and mechanical science, he not only

succeeded in forming a flourishing mission, but was
ultimately invited to the imperial court at Pekin,
where he was entrusted with the compilation of the

calendar, aud the direction of the public mathe-
matical school, being himself created a mandarin.
Such was his favour with the emperor, that,

contrary to all the received etiquette, he had the
privilege of free access to the presence of the
Emperor Chim-Tche, the founder of the Tartar
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dynasty (1645), and was honoured by visits from
the emperor at four stated times iu each year.

Through this favour 'vWth the emperor, ,S. obtained

an edict which authorised the building of C'atholic

churches, and the liberty of preaching throughout

the empire ; and in the space of 14 years the

.Jesuit missionaries iu the several provinces are s.aid

to have received into the church 100,000 proselytes.

On the death of this emperor, however, a change of

policy fatal to the prospects of Christianity took
place. The favourable edict above referred to was
revoked ; S. was thrown into prison and sentenced

to death. He was afterwards liberated ; but he was
again imprisoned, and, at the end of a long incar-

ceration, died August 15, 1069. He had acquired a

perfect mastery of the Chinese language, in which
he compiled numerous treatises upon scientific and
religious subjects. A large MS. collection of his

remains in Chinese, amounting to 14 volumes in 4to,

is preserved in the Vatican Library. He also trans-

lated into Chinese several works, doctrinal and
medical, especially some treatises of Father Lessius,

a Flemish .Jesuit, the most important of which was
that Oil the Providence of God.—See Mailly's

Hisloire Generals de la Chine and Hue's Le
Chrisiianisme en Chine.

SCHA'SBTJKG, or SCHASSBURG (iLagyar,

Segcsvd'i, a town of Austria, iu Transylvania, on the

great Kokel. It consists of the Burg or Upper-
Town and the Lower-Town. Pop. 7962.

SCHAU'MBURG-LI'PPE, a sovereign German
principality, includes the western part of the former
county of Schaumburg, and is bounded on the W.
by Westphalia, and the N. by Hanover. Area, 170
sq. m.

;
jiop. (1861) 30,774. It shares the jihysical

characters of the surrounding states. The prince,

who resides for the most part at Biickebnrg (poji.

4219), has large possessions in Mecklenburg, Han-
over, and Bohemia. The public revenue amounts to

228,000 thalers, aud the expenses to the same sum.
It has one vote in the plenum, and part of the IGth

vote in the curies. It contributes to the force of

the Germanic Confederation a contingent of 516
men. The line of S.-L., a branch of the House of

Lippe (q. v.), split oft' from the main stem in the
year 1613.

SCHEELE, Charles-William, an eminent
Swedish chemist, was born at Stralsund, 1742, and
after receiving a brief aud incomplete education,

was apprenticed to an ajiothecary at Gothenburg,
where he laid the foundation of his knowledge of

chemistry. In 1767, he settled at Stockholm as

an apothecai'y ; and in 1770, removed to Upsala,
where at that time the celeVirated Bergmann was
professor of chemistr3-. It was during his residence

at Upsala that he carried on those iuvestig.ations

in chemical analysis which proved so fruitful iu

important aud brilliant discoveries, and placed
theu' author by the side of Linnanis and BerzeHus,
his eountrj'men—in the front rank of science. In

1777, he removed to Kojiing to take possession of a
vacant apothecary business, but died of ague-fever,

24th May 178G, at a time when he was receiving

the most tempting offers from Englanel to persuade
him to settle iu that country. The chief of his dis-

coveries were tartaric acid (1770), cldorine (1774),
bai-yta (1774), oxygen (1777), and glycerine (1784)

the second-last of which had been previously made
known through the labours of Priestley, though S.

was not aware of this till after his own discovery

of it in 1777. In experimenting on arsenic and its

acid, he discovered the arsenite of cojipor, which is

known as a pigment under the name of Scheele's

Green or Mineral Green. Iu 1782, during an emiu-
eutly dehcate aud subtle iuvestigatiou to determine
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the nature of the colouring-matter in Prussian Blue,
he succeeded in obtaining, for the first time, prussio
acid in a separate form. The mode and resfilts of
his various investigations were communicated from
time to time, in the form of memoirs, to the Academy
of Stockliolm, of which he was an associate, and
also in liis chief worli, the Chemical Treatise on
Air and Fire (Upsala, 1777), and in an Essay on the

Colouring Matter in Prussian Blue (17S2).

SCHEELE'S GREEN. See Arsexious Acid.

SCHEFFER, Ary, a French painter, born at
Dort, in Holland, 10th February 1795, studied
under Guerin of Paris, and made his deljut as an
artist in ISI'2. Some years later appeared his
' Mort do Saint-Louis,' ' Le Uevouemeut des Bour-
geois de Calais,' and several rjenre pieces, such as
' La Veuve du Soldat,' ' Lo Ketour du Conscrit,'
' La Sreur de Charite,' ' La Scftne d'Invasion,' &c.,
which have been poiiularised in France by engrav-
ings ; but compared with liis later performances,
these early pictvires have little merit. It was not tdl
the ' Romantic' movement reached art that S. began
to feel conscious of his peculiar power. The influence
of Goethe and Byron became consiiicuous in bis
choice of subjects, and to tlie remarkable facility

of execution that had always marked him, be now
added a subtilty and grace of imagination, that give
an inexiiressible charm to his works. The public
admired his new style gi-e.atly, and lavished eulogy
with liberal hand on his ' Marguerite a sou Rouet,'
' Faust tourmente par le I)oute,' ' Marguerite a
I'Eglise,' ' Marguerite au Sabbat,' ' JIarguerite sor-

tant de I'Eglise,' ' jMarguerite au Jardin,' ' Marguerite
li la Fontaine,' ' Les Mignons,' ' Le Larmoyeur,'
' Francesca de Rimini,' &o. Towards the year 1S36,
his art underwent its third and linal phase—the
religious. To this class belong his ' Le Christ Con-
Bolateur,' ' Le Christ Remunerateur,' ' Les Bergers
conduits par I'Ange,' 'Les Rois JIages deposant
leurs Tresors,' ' Le Christ au Jardin des OUviers,'
' Le Christ portant sa Croix,' ' Le Clirist enseveli,'

and ' Saint Augustiu et sa Mbre Sainte Mouinue,'
some of which are well known in England by
engravings. S. also executed some remarkable
jjortraits ; among others, those of La Fayette, Ber-
anger, Lamartine. He died at Argenteuil, near
Paris, 15th June 1S58.

SCHELDT, Toe (prou. Shll; Lat. Scahlis,

Fr. rBscaiil), rises in the French dep. of Aisne,
ilows northerly to Cambrai, Valenciennes, Bouchain,
and Conde, when entering Belgium, it passes Doornik,
Oudenarde, Ghent, Dendermonde, llupelmonde, and
Antwerp, having received, among other tributaries,

the Lys, Dender, and Rupel. Navigable from its

entrance into Belgium, the S. at Antwerp) becomes
a noble river, of sufficient depth for large ships.

From Antwerp, the coiirse is north-west, to Fort
Bath, in the Netherlands, where, coming in contact
with the island of South Bevelaud, it divides into

two arms. The left or southern, called the Honte
or Wester S., takes a westerly direction, south of

tlie islands of Zeeland, and meets the North Sea at

Flushing; the northern or right arm, called the
Kreekerak, flows between Zeeland and North
Brabant, near Bergen-op-zoom, dividing again into

two branches, tlie left, called the Easter S., passing

between the islands of Tholeu and Schouwen on
the right, and the Bevelands on the left, reaches

the sea through the Roompot (Romanoriim partus)
;

the other branch, flowing between North Brabant
and Zeeland, discharges itself by several passages.

These several mouths of the S., forming various

islands, are called the Zeeland streams.

The Dutch had long monopolised the navigation

of the lower S. ; and by the treaty signed in London

(April 19, 1839), the Netherlands secured the right
of levying 2s. 6rf. per ton on all vessels. By a
treaty signed at Brussels, July 16, 1SC3, this toll
has been bought up, nominally by ISelgium, but
in reality from a sum of £750,000 paid to that
country by the powers whose ships navigate tho
S., tho proportion falling to Great Britain beinf
fully £350,000.

SCHE'LLENBERG, a viUage in the south-east
of Upper Bavaria, six miles south-west of the
Austrian town of Salzburg, near which occurred tho
first battle of the ' War of the Spanish Succession,' in
which the English took part. Maximilian-Emmanuel,
elector of Bavaria, had fortified the hill of S. to
resist the progress of Marlborough ; but on July
4th, 1704, the work was attacked by the English,
led on by Prince Ludwig of Baden, and carried by
storm after a bloody fight.

SCHELLING, Friedr. Wilh. Jos. Von, au
illustrious German jihilosojiher, was bom at Leon-
berg, in WUrtemburg, January 27, 1775, studied at
TuVjingen and Leipzig, and in 1798 proceeded to
Jeua, then the headquarters of speculative activity
in Germany, through the influence of Reinhold and
Fiehte. S.'s philosophical tendencies were origdn-

ally determined by Fiehte ; in fact, he was at fii-st

only an cxpoimdor, though an eloquent and inde-
pendent one, of the Fichtiau idealism, as one may
see from his earliest speculative writings, UlKr die
Jlof/liclihit ciner Form der Philosophie (On the
possiljility of a Form of Philosophy, Tiib. 1795),
Vom Ich als Princip der Philosophie (Of the Ego
as the Principle of Philosophy, Tiib. 1795), and
othei's. Gradually, however, S. diverged from hia

teacher, and commenced what is regarded as the
second phase of his philosophy. Fichte's idealism
now seemed to him one-sided and imperfect through
its rigorous and exclusive subjectivity, and he
sought to harmonise and complete it. The result of

his speculations, in this direction, \yti3 the once
famous Identitiitsplillosophie (Philosophy of Iden-
tity), which claimed to shew that the only true
knowledge, and, therefore, the only philosophy, was
that of the Infinite-absolute, in which the 'real' and
' ideal,' ' nature ' and ' spirit,' ' subject ' and ' object,'

are recognised as absolutely the same ; and which
affirmed tho possiljility of our attaining to such
knowledge by a mysterious process, known as
' Intellectual Intuition.' The ' philosojihy of iden-

tity,' though only the second stage in S.'s specula-

tive career, is the most important, and is the one
by which he is best known in England—Sir William
Hamilton having elaborately discussed it, and en-

deavoured to demonstrate its imten.ableness in his

essay on the ' Philosophy of the Conditioned ' (see

Discussions in Philosophy and Literature, Education

and Unirersily Reform, 1852). The principal works
in which it is more or less completely developed,

are Ideen zii einer Philosophie der Xatur (Ideas

towards a Philosophy of Nature, Lei])a. 1797,

2il ed. 1803) ; Von der Weltseele, cine Hypothese der

Hiihern Physik zur Erliititerunij des ullrjcmeincn

(Jrijanismus (Of tlie World-soul, an Hypothesis of

the higher Physics in elucidation of the Universal

Organism, Hamb. 1798, 3d ed. 1809) ; Erste Entwurf
eincs Systems der Naturphilosophie (First Attempt
at a Systematic Philosophy of Nature, Jena, 1799)

;

and System des Transccndentakn Id(ali.imus (System
of Transcendental Idealism, Tiib. 1800). In 180,3,

after tlie departure of Ficlito from Jena, S. M'as

appointed to succeed him, but in the following

year went to WUrzburg, whence, in 1808, he was
called to Munich as secretary to the Academy
of Arts, and was ennobled by King Maximilian-
Joseph. Hero he lived for 33 years, during
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the lasb 14 of which he occupied the chair of philo-

sophy in the uewly-estabUslied university of Munich,

but in 1S41 lie followed a call from Frieclrich-Wilhelm

IV. to Berliu, where he mainly resided for the rest

of his life. He died at the baths of Ragaz, in

Switzerland, August 20, 1854. We now revert to

S.'s ]ihilosopliical career. What may be regarded as

its third period, if not its thu'd ])hase, is chiefly

marked by incessant controversy. With the excep-

tion of Bruno, odet- iiber das OoUlklie nml Naldr-

lidie Princip der Dinge (Bruno, a Dialogue concern-

ing the Divine and Natural Principle of Things,

Berl. 1802), and the Vorlesitngen iiber die Melhode

des Akademlscheii StiuUams (Lectures on the JMethod

of Academical Study, Stuttg. and Tiib. 1803), mos^ of

S.'s writings are polemical—often hotly so. The

most notable are, his Philosoxilue nnd Religion (Tiib.

1804), in reply to Eschenmayer ; Denkmal dcr

Sehift von den GoUliehen Dingen (Tiib. 1812), in

reply to Jacobi; and Darlegung des ]Yahren Ver-

lialtnisses der Naturpliilosophie zur verhesserlen

Fiehle' sehen Lelire (Statement of the true relation of

the Nature-philosophy to the improved Fiohtian

Doctrine, Tub. 1806). Meanwhile, a most formid-

able adversary had risen up in his old college-friend,

Hegel (q. v.), who was at lirst an ardent disciple of

S.'s, just as Schelling had been of Fichte, but who

had, in a similar manner, broken away, and was now

pirrsuing an independent, and professedly antagon-

istic, course of speculation. Daring the reign of

Hegelianism, S. preserved an almost unbroken

silence. For more than 20 years he published

almost nothing, but we know that he was far from

being idle. He was observing narrowly the practical

as well as the speculative resiJts of the rival system,

and maturing his own philosophy for the final phase

which it assumed, and which he caUed variously, the

' positive,' the ' historical,' and the ' system of Free-

dom '—the design of which was to interpret, at once

phil-osophicaUy and reverentially, the history, and,

especially, the religious history of mankind. S.

admitted that his earlier speculations, though sound

in themselves, attained only to ' negative ' truth, .and

to shew that the most transcendental metaphj'sician

need not be a Pantheist, but might be a believer in

a Personal God, or even in a Trinity, with a whole

Augsburg Confession to boot, he began to apply or

dcTClop in a practical way what he conceived to be

the principles of his system. It cannot be said that

the result has proved satisfactory, though many of

his contemporaries thought it woidd—Neander, for

cxample, dedicating to him, in the most eulogistic

terms, the first volume of his KirehengeseliieUe, on

the ground that it was in h.armony %\-ith S.'s new
philosophy. The WTitings that contain the fruits of

S.'s latest thinking were for the most part pos-

thumously published, although a general idea of them

had become known to the public through such

lectm-es as those on the Philosophy of Mijthologn, and

the Philosophy of Rcvelalion. S.'s Sdmmtliehe Werhe

(14 vols., Stuttg. ISoG—1861) were edited by his

sous, Karl Friedr. Aug. and Hermann Schelling.

His Correspondence was published at Mmiich in

1863. Various French writers, such as MM. ]M.after,

Ilemusat, Cousin, Michelet, have tried (with indiffer-

ent success) to explain the great mystic to their-

countrymen ; and English philosophical literature is

dubiously associated with his name, through what
may be called the soninambular plagiarisms of a

kindred genius, S.amuel Taylor Coleridge. These

were first pointed out by Professor Ferrier iu Blach-

wood's Magazine, March 1840.

SCHE'MNITZ, the largest and most f.amous

mining town of Hungary, stands in a narrow moun-
tain gorge, at the height of 1054 feet, on a river of

the same name, 70 miles north of Pesth. Together
634

with its six suburbs, some of which, however, are at

a distance of several miles, it has a jiopulation of

22,000 ; but the town proper has only 8500 inh.abit-

ants. The academy for mining and woodcraft,

embracing collections of minerals and a chemical

laboratory, is the i>rincipal building, and forms the

cliief architectural feature of the town. In 1854,

200 pupils attended the academy, and received

lessons from six professors. A highly-esteemed

kind of tobacco-pipe heads are manufactured here.

The mines, which extend under the town, have been

worked for centuries, though recently they have

yielded but an iuconsider.able profit. They produce

gold and silver, as well as copper, iron, and sul-

jihur, and give employment to SOOO workmen.

Twelve of the mines belong to the crown, the others

are private property.

SCHENE'CTADY, a city of New Yoik, U. S., on

the Erie Canal and the south bank of the Mohawk
Paver, 16 miles north-west of Albany. It is the

seat of Union College, and contains 12 churches, 2

banks, 2 newspapers, large machinery and loco-

motive works, 4 foundries, cotton-mills, and manu-

factories of shawls, agricultural implements, &c. S.

w.as settled by the Dutch m 1661. In 1690, a large

number of the inhabitants were massacred by the

French and Indians. Pop., in 1860, 9579.

SCHE'RZO (It.al. jest, sport), in Music. A term

applied to a passage or movement of a lively and

sportive character, forming part of a musical com-

position of some length, as a symphony, qu.artett, or

sonata.

SCHE'VENINGEN (pron. Skdvenlngcn), a

popidous and thriving \Tllage in South Holland, is

situated on the coast of the North Sea, about two

mdes from the Hague. Pop. nearly 8000. Fishing

is the chief industry; ship-building, rope-spinnui";,

and making sailcloth, being also carried on. It

is the most fashionable sea-bathing resort in the

Netherlands, .and is visited by many distinguished

str.anfers, there being an excellent ' Bath House,'

and tither hotels. In the neighbourhood,^ are

summer residences of the royal family and nobility.

A range of sand hills defends the village from the

sea, which has, nevei-theless, made so great encroach-

ments that the Protestant church, originally built

in the centre of the houses, is now close by the

strand. The road from the Hague to S. is a long

avenue of fine trees and wooded banks. In 1864, a

tramw.ay for passengers and goods w.as opened.

SCHIEDA'M (pron. Skeedam), a town in South

Holland, four unles west of Eotterdam, situated

on the Schio, which, by a broad canal or haven,

is connected with the Maas. Pop. in 1864, 16,176.

The streets are generally narrow, irregularly built,

and, compared with other Dutch towns, have a

dirty appearance, from the smoky distilleries, malt-

inf-works, and gi-ain-mills. It is a town so

much engaged in manufacturing gin, and the pre-

paratory processes, that the air and water smell

and taste of it. In 1863, there were 236 distil-

leries ; 74 works for preparing m.alt, etc., and 20

cooper.ages. The neighbouring meadows are rich in

cattle, which are partly fed from the refuse of the

distilleries. Grain is largely imported from Pvussi.-i,

Sweden, and Denmark. In 1863, 5514 inland

vessels, with an aggreg.ate tonnage of 115,202, and

552 sea-going ship's, entered the haven. Nearly

two-thirds of the popul.ation belong to the Pro-

testant churches ; the remainder, except 30 Jews,

are Koman Catholics.

SCHILLER, JoiiANN CnniSTOPn. Fkibdrich

vox, one of the greatest poetical geniuses of Ger-

many, was born at'Marbach, a little town of Wiirtem-

berg, on November 11, 1759. His father, Joh. Kaspar
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Seliillor, was overseer of the nurseries attached to a

coiintry-seat of the Duke of Wtirtemberg. S. received

his first formal iustruction from the parish priest

Moser, at Lorch ; and iu 1773, the duke, who had

formed a favourable opiuion both of S. and his

father, offered to educate the boy, free of expense,

at tlie military academy founded by him at the castle

of Solitude, and afterwards transferred to Stuttgart

under the name of Karls-schule. The offer was

accepted, and entering the rigorous academy, S. tried

to devote himself to jurisprudence. His success m
the new study was small, and after two years, he

exchanged it for medicine. But literature, especially

poetry,°was the secret idol of his soul, and its chief

delic'ht. Already the characteristics of his genius

—h5 tendencies towards epic and tlramatic idealism

—were shewmg themselves in his predilections. His

first literary attempts of any moment were dramatic

—Der Student von Xassau and Cosmrn von Medm
—which were consigned (doubtless not without

reason) to the fire. Meanwhile, the poet's general

inteUectu.il culture and his professional studies went

stcaddy on ; an.l in 17S0, he passed as a mUitary

siirtreon but with no liking for such a career, in

177S S. completed the first sketch of his memor-

able drama. Die liimhcr (The IJobbers), the publi-.

cation of which, in 1780, excited the most violent

enthusiasm among the young all over Germany,

so wild, and strong, and glowing were the passion

and fancy displayed in it. Respectable people

di-'uitaries, functionaries, and the like, were, ot

course, deeply scandalised; and the duke himself,

a 'Serene Highness' sort of man, was induced to

lecture the poet on his delinquency, and forbade hini

to WTite any more poetry ' without submitting it to

/,;., inspection !' In 17S2, The Robbers ^v^s brought

upon the stage at JIannheim-the poet being present

without the knowledge of his superiors the resiJt

of which w:vs arrest for a fortnight !
Ihis led to

further complications; and finally, in October of the

same year, S. fled from the harsh service of the

.bike into Franconia, and lived for a year under a

fei.'ued name at Bauerbach, near Jleinin^'cn, where

he"completed his Fkseo and Cabalc nnd Lieic begi.n

at Stuttgart. Don Carlos was also sketched in

outline hero. In "September 1783, he went back to
me nere. xu t,ej.i,,^»ii./v.» -.— ,

---

Mannheim, and was for some time closely connected

with actors and theatrical life. To this period

bel.iu- several of his lesser poems. ^^ >th the tabale

w„l Liebe above mentioned ended the first poetic

peiiod in S.'s career, otherwise known as the Murm

und Dranq period, in which a burmng energy ot

passion and a robust extravagance, passing often

nto sheer bombast of speech, are the predommant

characteristics. In March 1785, S. left Mannheim,

and proceeded to Leipzig, where he became

acquainted, among others, with Huber and Korner,

.and Nvi-ote his beautifid Lied an d,e Freude ;
ihouco,

after a few months, he went to Dresden, where he

l,egan the practice of composin.g during the ui^t;ht,

winch so fatally assisted in shortening '"^ l^f-;;

Der Geisterseher (The Ghost-seer ,
a striking J

powerful romance, was written here; and tie

drama of Don Carlos was completed. In 1/S7, He

w sTnvited to Weimar, and was at once warmly

Te eived by Herder and Wieland ;
but some years

elapsed lifore Goetlie and he could underst.and

one' another; after that, they became t'- closest

friends. Henceforth, S. owed '""« t%5°^',^,^

than to all other men: we may even call tlio

a"r and best writings of S i'-I-f '"'- °f
^/"^

i"-;

The study of the spirit and literature of a tiq. ty

in particidar exercised a wholesome n"»'-"^«

over him and in his GOtter Gnechenlamls (Gods of

Greece which belongs to this stage, we see

how cairn? and clear, and sumiy his ouce turbid

and stormfid imagination was graduaUy becoming.

Keinhold of Jena introduced him to the Kantian

philosophy, and for some httle time S. was in danger

of lapsing from a poet into a metaphysician. The

philosophical and ajsthetio treatises springing out of

this new study were collected and published under

the title of Kleine prosaischen Schriften (4 vols.,

Jena 1792—1802). His GcscMchle des Dreissig-

jiihrhjen Kricrjs (History of the Thirty Years'

War) originally appeared iu the Tasclienkalender

ftir Damai (1790—1793). On the occasion of the

poet's marriage in 1790 with Charlotte von Lenge-

fold, the Duke of Meiningen made him a Hojralh

(privy-councillor) ; the French Republic also con-

ferred on him the right of citizenship ; and m 1802,

the emperor raised him to the rank of nobility.

While stajdug for a year with his relatives in

Wurtemberg, he wrote his exquisite Briefe ither

iisthetische Erzkhimg (Letters on .5i:sthetic Cul-

ture). This period, reaching to the close of li94,

is generally regarded as S.'s transition period ;
in

poetic accomplishment, it is not rich, but in earnest,

thouMitfid, and manifold speculation it was luglily

impoT-tant to the poet, and we find that it prepared

the way for the last and most splendid development

of his genius. After 1795, the finest of his lyi-ics

and dramas were produced—as Der Spaziergang

and the Lied der Gheke (Song of the Bell) in 1796,

Wallenslein (1799), Maria Stuart (1800), Die Jiintj-

frau von Orleans (1801), Braut ron Messina (Brule

of Jlessina, 1803), and finally his greatest drama,

WiUielm Tell (1804). But his health had been long

fi%ang way, partly owing to a natural weakness ot

coustTtution, and partly to incessant application to

study; and on May 9, 1805, he expired, at the early

a^'e of 4G. Ever since his death, the fame ot S. has

been on the increase ; he has long been recognised

as, next to Goethe, the greatest poet that Germany

has produced, and innumerable editions of his works

in whole or part have been published. The best

account of him and his works is given by Carlyle

in his Life of Fricdrich Sehiller (Lend. lS2o).

SCHINKEL, Karl Fkikdr., a German archi-

tect of great celebrity in his own coimtry, was

born at Neuruppin, March 13, 1781, and stucbed

the principles of drawing and design at berlui

under Professor GiUy. In 1803, he went to Italy

to extend his professional knowledge; but on Ins

return in 1805, he found the aspect of public

affairs so tlu'catening that he could obtain little

emi.loyment, and was forced to betake himself

to landscape-painting. In May 1811, he was elected

a member of, and in 1820 a professor at, the

Berlin Academy of Arts. Other offices ami hunours

were also conferred on h.m. He died October 9,

1S41 The designs to which he chiefly owes Im

reputation are those of the Royal Guard-house, the

Memorial of the War of Liberation, the New iheatre,

the New Potsdam Gate, the Artillery and Lnginecrs

School, m Berlui ; the Casino, in Potsdam ;
another

in the gardens of Prince Kart at Blienikc, near

Potsdam • and a great mimber of castles, country-

houses, churches, and public buildings S. w.as a

man of powerfid and original genius; his . designs

are remarkable for the unity of idea by winch they

are perva.led, and the vigour, beauty and harmony

of their details.-See Kugler's /v n ri I riulr. Sdwd:H

(Berl. 1842).

SGHI'NUS, a genns ot trees and shrubs of tho

natural order Anacardiacea^, natives of South Ame-

rica The leaves so abound in a resinous or tui-pen-

tin'e'like fluid, that upon the least swelling of the

other portions of the loaf by moisture it is discluarged

from the sacs which contain it thus they liU the

air with fragrance after rain, or if thrown into water.
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start and jump about as if alLve, discharging jets of

tins peculiar fluid. The same phenomenon is exhi-

bited by the leaves of some species of the kindred

genus Vuvaua, of which specimens are occasionally

to be seen in our greenhouses. The leaves and

twigs when bruised have a very strong odour of

turpentine.

SCHISM, Greek, the separ.-ition between the

Greek and Latin churches, which originated in the

9th, and was completed in the l'2th century. See

Greek Church.

SCHISM, Western, a celebrate! disruption of

communion in the Western Church, which arose

out of ,1, disputed claim to the succession to the

papal throne. On the death of Gregory XI. in

1378, a Neapolitan, Bartolomeo Prignano, was chosen

pope by the majority of the cardinals in a conclave

at Home under the name Urban VI. Soon after-

wards, however, a number of these cardinals with-

drew, revoked the election, which they declared not

to have been free, owing to the violence of the

factions in Rome by which the conclave had,

according to thcni, been overawed ; and, in conse-

quence, they proceeded to choose another pope under

the name Clement VII. The latter fixed his see at

Avignon, while Urban VI. lived at Rome. Each

party had its adherents, and in each a rival succes-

sion was maintained down to the council of Pisa in

1410, in which assembly both were deposed, and a

third pnpe, John XXIII., was elected. This measure

not having been acquiescoJ in by all, a new council

was convened at Constance in 1417, in w^hich not

alone the former rivals, but even the new pontift'

elected, liy consent of the two parties, at Pisa, were

set aside, and Otho Colouna was elected under

the name of Martin V. In this election the whole

body may be said to liave accpiiesoed ; but one of the

claimants, Peter do Luna, called Benedict XIII.,

remained obstinate in the assertion of his right till

his death in 14o0. The schism, however, m.ay be

said to have terminated in 1417, having thus

endured nearly 40 ye.irs.

SCHI'S:\IA, the name given to one of the very

small intervals known in tiie theory of music, which

amounts to the difference between the Comma
ditonkum and Comma sijnlonicum. See CoMM.i.

SCHIST (Gr. scliistos, split) is a term applied

somewhat loosely to indurated clays, as bituminous

schist and mica schist. It is more correctly con-

fined to the metamorphic strata, which consist of

plates of different minerals, as mica schist, made
up of layers of quartz separated by laminaj of

mica ; chlorite schist, a green rock in which the

layers of chlorite are separated liy plates of granite

or felspar ; and hornblende schist, a black rock

composed of layers of hornblende and felspar, with

a little quartz.

SCHLA'NGENBAD, one of the most distin-

guished spas of Germany, on the northern frontier

of the Rheingau district,' G miles west of Wiesbaden,

in a beautifrd and seeUuled situation, embosomed
amid wooded hills. The water of tlie baths has a

temperature of 80° F., and contains the muriates

and carbonates of lime, soda, and m.agnesia, with a

slight excess of carbonic acid. The baths have

a marvellous effect in beautifying the skin, and in

soothing and tranqnillising. The village is itself

vei-y sniall, and in the height of the season the pop.

is only about 1000.

SCHLEGEL, August Wiuielm vox, a distin-

guished critic, poet, and scholar, was born at

Hanover, Sth September 17G7, and studied at

Gottingen, where he acquired a reputation by his

devotion to philological and classical studies. He
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first began to assume a prominent position in

literature, while a lecturer at Jena, contributing

assiduously to Schiller's ITorini and Musen-

Almanack, and to the Alli/emeine LUeralurzeiliunJ.

About the same time, his translation of Shaks-

peare began to appear (9 vols. Berl. 1797— 1810),

the influence of which on German poetry and

the German st.age w.as equally great. Subse-

quently, the poet Tieck, with S.'s consent,

undertook a revision of the work, together with

a translation of such iiieces as S. had omitted

(1-2 vols. Berl. 1S2J, 1839, 1843) ; and from their

conjoint labours, the people of Germany are able to

form a faithful idea of the surpassing genius of our

countryman. S. also delivered at Jena a series of

lectures on a?sthetics, and along with his brotlier,

Friedrich, edited the Allifnaeum (3 vols. Berl. 1790 —
1800), which in sjiite of, perh.aps because of, the

severity of its criticism, gave a lively and whole-

some impulse to the poetry of its time. He pub-

Ushed, besides, his first volume of poems (Gedichlc,

iolence of the rp^j-,^
1800) ; and, again in company with his

brother, the Cliamlderistiken mid Kritikm (2 vols.

Konigsb. ISOl). In 1802, S. left Jena for Berlin,

where he gave a second series of lectures on litera-

ture, art, and the spirit of the time. Next year

appeared his Ion, an antique tragedy of consider-

able merit. It was followed by his Span. Theater

(2 vols. Berlin, 1803— 1809), consisting of five

pieces of Calderon's, admir.ably translated, the effect

of which has been to make that poet quite a

favourite with the German people ; and his Bliimen-

striiusse dee Hal, Span., und Porturj. Poe.iie (Berl.

1804), a charming collection of lyrics from the

sunny south, from the appearance of which dates

the naturalisation in German verse of the metrical

forms of the Romanic races. Probably his most

valuable, and certainly his most widely popular

work, was his ]'oiiesunrien iiber dramalische Kiinsl

nml Literatur (3 vols. Heidelb. 1809—1811), origin-

ally delivered at Vienna, in the spring of 1808,

and translated into most European languages.

During 1811—1815, S. published a new collection

of his poems (Poetische Werke). which contains his

masterpieces, ' Arion,' ' Pygmalion,' ' St Lucas,' and

is notable for the richness and variety of its poetic

forms, as also for the singular facility and elegance

of the versification. In 1818, S., now r.aised into

the ranks of the nobility, and privileged to use

the sacred von before his name, was appointed

Professor of History in the university of Bonn,

and devoted himself especi.ally to the history of

the fine arts and to philological research. He
was one of the first students of Sanscrit in

Germany, established a Sanscrit printing-office at

Bono, and an Indische Bibliotlick (2 vols. Bonn,

1S20— 182G). Among the proofs of his scholarly

activity in this dejiartment of knowledge, m.ay be

mentioned his editimi of the Bhaf/avad Gita, an

episode from the epic poem, Ma/u'dihdrata, with a

Latin translation (2d ed. Bonn, 184G), and of part

of the Kdnulyana (Bonn, 1829—1839). His other

works it is unnecessary to mention. S. was not

hapiiy in his domestic relations. He was twice

married, first to a daughter of Professor Michaelis

of Gottingen, and again to a daughter of Professor

Paulus of Heidelberg, but in both cases a separ-

ation soon became necessary. S. was quarrelsome,

jealous, and ungenerous in his relations with

literary men, and did not even shrink from slander

when his spleen was excited. He died 12tli May
1845.

SCHLEGEL, Karl WimEMr Friedrich vo.v,

distinguished both for his scholarship and intel-

lectual ability, was a brother of the preceding, and

was born at H.anover, 10th March 1772. He
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studied at Gottingeu and Leipzig, and in 1797, pub-
lished bis lirst n'ork, Gricchen und Riimcr (Tlie

Greeks and Koraansl, wbicb won praise from old

Heyne. It was followed in the course of a year
by bis Geschklde der Poesic der Griedieii und Eomer
(History of Greek and Roman Poetry), a sort of

fragmentary continuation of the former. Both of

these i)roductions bore evidence of rich learning,

independent thought, and a thorough appreciation

of the principles and method of historic criticism

;

but the chief vehicle at this time for the dissemina-

tion of bis pbiloso]ibical views of literature was the
sharp-fanged periodical called the Athenaeum, edited

by lumself and bis brother, August Williclm. Pro-

ceeding to Jena, be started there as a privat- decent,

holding lectures on ]>bilosopby, which mot with
great ajiplausc, and still editmg the Athenaeum, to

which be also began to contribute poems of a
superior quality, and in the most cUverse metres,

la 1S02, ajipeared bis Alarkos, a tragedy, in which
the antiipie-classical and uew-romantic elements are

singularly blended. From Jena, be soon went to

Dresden, and thence to Paris, where be gave a few
more of those iihilosophical prelections, in the

manufacture of which both be and August Wilhelm
were unhappily much too expert ; edited the Europa,
a monthly journal (2 vols. Frankf. 1803—1S05)

;

and applied himself assiduously to the languages of

Southern Europe, and still more assiduously to

Sanscrit, the fruits of which were seen in his treatise,

Uehcr die Spraehe und Weislieit der Indier (Heidelb.

ISOS). See Philology. Diu-ing his residence in

Paris, he also jjublisbed a Sammlun/) Homantischer
Diehtungen des Miltelrdiers (Collection of Medieval
Romantic Poems, 2 vols. Par. 1804), and the pious-

chivalric romance of Lather und Mailer (Berl. 1805).

On his return to German}^ be published a volume of

dithjTambic and elegiac poems [Gcdichte, Berl.

1809). At Cologne, be passed over to the Roman
Catholic Church, a change to which his medieval

studies powerfully contributed, and which, in its

turn, no less jiowerfully affected his future litcrarj'

cai-eer. In 1808, S. went to Vienna, where, in 1811,

appeared bis Ueber die neuere Geschichte (Lectures

on Modern History), and in 1SI.5, his Geschklde

der alien und neucn Literatur (History of Ancient
and Modern Literatirre). In 1822, a collected

edition of his writings, in 12 vols. {Sammtliche

Werke), was puljlished by himself. Subsequently,

he delivered two series of lectures, one on the

Philosophy of Life {Philosoph'e des Lehens, Vienna,

1828), and another on the Philosophy of History

{Philosop/ik der Geschkhte, Vienna, 1829), both of

which are well kuowu in England and other

countries through the medium of translations. S.

died 12tb JanuaVy 1829. His JISS. were pubbshed
by his friend Windischmann (2 vols. Bonn, 1S3G

—

1837).

SCHLEIERMACHER, FmEDracH Eexst
Daniel, one of the gi-eatest and most influential

theologians of modern times, was born at Brcslau,

21st November 1708. His boyish years were sjient

in the school kept by the Jloravian Ijrotherhood at

Niesky, and here he first received those religious

impressions the influence of which was visible in bis

whole after-life. In 1787, be proceeded to the

imiversity of Halle ; and on tlie conclusion of his

academic course, acted for some time as a teacher

;

but in 1704 became assistant-clergj-man at Lands-

berg-on-the-Warthe, where he remained for two
years. He then went to Berlin, and occupied himself

partly in tlie translation of some of Blair's and

Fawcett's Sermons, and in the redaction of the

Athenaeum, conducted liy bis friend Friedrich

Schlegel; but the first work that won for him
general celebrity was bis Eeden iiber die Itelujion

(Discourses on Religion, Berl. 1799), which startled
Germany from its spiritual torpor, vindicated the
eternal necessity of religion, and sought to separate
those elements of it that are essentially divine from
the incrustations of dogma and tlie formalities of

practice. Neander looked upon these Eeden as
making the turning-point in his spiritual career.

They are now regarded as both making and marking
an ej)och in the theological history of Gei-many.
The Eeden were followed by the Monohrjen, and
the Briefe eincs Predigers ausserhalb Berlin in 1800.

Two years later, he was appointed preacher at the
Charity-house in the Prussian capital ; and during
1804—1810, produced his famous translation of

Plato, \\itb commentary, which is considered in

Germany, to this day, the most profound and pene-
trating treatise on the philosophy of the gi-eat

Athenian, though English scholars are disposed to

regard its criticism as decidedly too subjective,

and in many important respects baseless. In 1801
appeared the lii'st collection of his Predigten (Ser-

mons), followed between 1808—1833 by no fewer
than six other collections. They are masterpieces
of penetrating and eloquent discussion, appealing
equally to the heart and the intellect of bearers and
readers. In 1802, S. went as court-preacher to

Stolpe, where be published his Grundlinien einer

Kritik der hisherigen Sitlcnlehre ; and in 1804, was
called to Iliille as University-preacher and Professor

of Theology and Philosophy. In 1807, he returned
to Berlm, ha^ng previously published Jjie Wtih-
nachtsfeier, ein Gesprdch (Christmas Festival, a
Dialoguie, Halle, 180C), bearing on the calamitous

state in which (ierni.iuy then found herself, owing to

the victorious insolence of the French. Among his

next pnbUcations may be mentioned Uehcr den so-

genanntcn crsteti Brief des Paulus an den Timothcus
(Concerning the so-called first Epistle of Paul to

Timothy, Berl. 1807). In 1809, he became pastor of

Trinity Church, Berlin; and in 1810, when the

university of Berlin was reopened, \\ith a brilliant

array of professors, imder the rectorship of Ficbte,

no name shone more conspicuous than that of

Schlciermacher. In 1811, he was chosen a member
of the Berlin Academy of Sciences, in whose Trans-
actions are to be found many valu.able ]iapers by
S. on the ancient philosophj- ; and in 1814, secre-

tary of the philosophical section. In 1817, he
was appointed president of the synod assembled in

Berlin. His latest, and perhaps his most import-

ant work is Der Cliristliclie Glanhe naeh den Grund-
sdlzcn der Erang. Kirehe iin Ziisammenhange darges-

tellt (The Christian Faith systematically presented

according to the fundamental Propositions of the

Evangelical Church, 2 vols. Berl. 1821—1822), in

which his deepest and most Christian thought is

visible. He died at Berlin, 12tb February 1834.

The list of S.'s disciples— i. e., of men who have
derived the groundwork of their principles from
him—is one of the most splendid that any theol-

ogical reformer could shew, embracing, among
others, the names of K"candcr, Nitzscb, Twesten,
Olsliausen, Lucke, Bleek, and UUmann. In 1864,

appeared a posthumous work of S., Das Lehen

Jesu, Vorlesnngen an der Universitiit zu Berlin im
Jalir 1832, in which he conceives of Jesus, as a

man in whom the divine spirit works as perfectly

as it jiossibly can in humanity, and treats his

history accordingly. Strauss has repbed in a critique

(Berl. and Lond. ISGo). S. was very far from what
in England is called orthodox, but he was a great,

earnest, devout Christian man, of massive under-

stambug. and whose eloquence w.is scarcely less

golden than tliat of Plato himself. Germany over-

flows with literature on S., his system, and his

ideas.—For an accoimt of his earlier life, see the
537
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autobiographical sketch first published in Nieduer's

Zcitschrifl filr historische Theologle (1851); and for

his later life, Aus Schleiermaeher's Leben in Brkfin
(2 vols. Berl. 1858 ; translated into English by
Frederica llowan, 2 vols. Lond. ISGO).

SCHLE'STADT, a fortified town of France, in

tlie dep. of Bas-Ehin, stands on the left bank of the

111, and in the midst of a fruitful district, 28 miles

south of .Strasbnrg, on the Strasburg and Bfde Rail-

way. I'ottcry has long been manufactiu'ed here.

Top. (1SG2) 89C8.

.SCHLESWICK. See Slesvig.

SCHLO.SSER, Friedr. Ciiri.'^topii, a distin-

guished German historian, was bom at Jever, 17th

November 1770, educated at Gottingen, and after

spending many years as a private tutor and
academic te.acher, he was, in 1817, called to Heidel-

berg as a Professor of History, where he died, Sep-

tember 23, 1861. His principal WTitiugs {arranged

in the order of time) are Ahiilm-d vnd Duk'in
(Gotlia, 1807) ; Lehcn Bcza's vnd des Peter Martyr
Vermili (Heidelb. 1S09) ; Oeschichte der Bilderstiirm-

cnden Kaiser des OesirOm. Meiclis (Frankf. 1812) ;

Weltr/eschirhte in Zusammenhdngender Erziihlunr;

(Fraukf. 1817—1824); Geschichie des 18 Jalirh.

(Heidelb. 182.3) ; Universalhistorische Uebersicht der
GeselMde der Allen Welt mid ihrer Cultur (Frankf.

182G— 1S.')4) ; Weltgesehiclde fiir das Deidsche Volk

(1844—18.53); auA Studlen iiber Dante (1856). Of
tliese works, the most notable are the Oeschichte des

IS Jahrh., continued by S. in the later editions till

tlie fall of Napoleon, and the Wellrjeschichte fiir das
Deutsche Volk, which have been translated into

English and other tongues. S. is a keen, critical,

and powerful writer, who judges men and events by
a stern ethical standard.

SCHMALKALD, Le.\ciut: or, the n.ame given
to the defensive alliance concluded provisionally for

nine years at Schmalkalden (q. v.), 27th February
1531, between nine Protestant princes and eleven

imperial cities, with whom other five princes and
ten imperial cities subsequently made common
cause ; and the Elector of Saxony and the Landgrave
of Hesse were appointed chiefs of the league, and
empowered to man.age its affairs. The object of this

formidable alliance, which included the whole of

Northern Germany, Denmark, Saxou}', and Wlir-

temberg, and portions of Bavaria and Switzerland,

was for the common defence of the religion and
political freedom of the Protestants against the
Emperor Charles V. and the Catholic states. The
league was not rendered superfluous by the religious

peace of NUrnljerg in 1532, and on the rumour
that the emperor was meditating new hostile

measures against the Protestants, another meeting
of the confederates was held 24th December 1535,

which resolved to raise a pei-mauent army of 10,000
foot and 2000 eavahy, and to prolong the league for

ten years. The confederation was further consoU-

dated by articles of guarantee which were drawn up
1-iy Luther at Wittenberg in 1530, and being sub-

scribed by the theologians present at the meeting
of the league at Schmalk.alden in Fel)ruary 1537,

were called the Articles of Schmcdkcdd. Against the

league, the emperor, engaged as he was at the time in

contests with the Turks and French, found himself

un.able to contend, though supported by the Holy
League, a Catholic confederation formed in 1538, in

opposition to the Protestant one. But impolitic

management, mutual jealousies, and conflicting

petty interests, dissipated their energies, and pre-

vented united action. The ' War of .Schmallcald

'

commenced by the advance of the army of tlie

league, under Sebastian Schiirtlin, into .Swabia, to

bar the approach of the imperial army from Italy.

Schartlin forced Lis way to the banks of the
Danube, but the miserable jealousy of the Saxon
princes paralysed his action. The emperor, by
a proclamation bearing date 20th July 1516, put
the two chiefs of the league under the ban
of the empire ; Maurice, Duke of Saxony, took
possession of the electorate, liy virtue of an imperial
decree ; and the Protestant army was forceil to

retreat. The Elector of Saxony reconquered his

elector.ate in the .autumn of 1540, but meantime the
imperial army subdued the nortliern memliers of tlie

League of S., and advanced into Franconia to meet
tlie combined armies of Saxony and Hesse. The
latter were totally routed at Miihlberg (24th April

1547), and both chiefs fell into the emperor's hands.
This defeat, which has been ascribed to treason, and
was perhaps as much owing to this cause as to

weakness, finished the war. The object of the
league, the guarantee of the liberty of religion to

tile Protestants, was suljsequently cfTeeted by
Maurice, now Elector of S.axony, who, by a brilliant

feat of diplomacy and generalshi]i, compelled the

emperor to grant the treaty of Passau (31st July

1552), by which this freedom was secured.

SCHMA'LKALDEN, an old and interestmg

town of Hesse-Cassel, German}'', at the confluence

of the Stille and Schm.alkald, 11 miles north of Mein-
ingen. It is surrounded with double walls, contains

two castles, and carries on considerable mining
operations, especially in iron, and v.arious manufac-
tures, the chief of which are hardwares. Pop. 5500.

SCHNEE'BERG, a pleasantly-built and import-

ant mining town of Saxony, siUTOunded by moun-
tains, 20 miles south-west of Chemnitz, llich silver

mines were formerly worked in the vicinity, and
mining is stiU the employment of many of the

inhabitants. The chief manufactiu'es are silks,

thread-lace, and blond. Pop. 7680.

SCHNEE'KOPPE, the culminating point of the

mountain chain of the Riesengebirge. See BonE5ii.\.

SCHOLARSHIP, a benefaction, generally the

annual proceeds of a bequest permanently invested,

paid for the maintenance of a student at a university.

At the university of Oxford there are 40, and at

Cambridge, 30 scholarships ; the former ranging

from £20 to £100, the latter from £25 to £60 yearly.

In both universities, the scholars are chosen from the

undergraduates, and are often elected before they
have begun their attendance at the university. They
are on the foundation, but their connection with
the coUege is not so intimate as that of the Fellows.

The regulations under which they are iilaced, and
the advantages which they enjoy, diH'er in the

different colleges. A number of the scholarships

which were formerly restricted have recently been
thrown open to public competition. The Bursaries

(q. V.) of the Scottish imiversities are nearly analo-

gous to the Scholarships of the English.

SCHOLA'STICS, or SCHOOLMEN, originally

the name given to the teachers of rhetoric at the

public schools under the Roman emjiire, but now
used almost exclusively to denote the so-called

plulosophers of the middle ages. After the fall

of the old classic civilisation, there ensued a long

anarchy of barbarism, lasting from the 6th to the

Sth c. ; but from the time of Chai-lemagne, a visible

improvement took place. That great monarch
encouraged learning ; and the monasteries as well

as the schools which he established, became subse-

quently the seats of a revived culture of pliilosophy.

Conformably, however, to the spirit of a time in

which learning and literary skill were confined to

churchmen, philosophical activity shewed itself

chiefly in the domain of theology. This preparatory

period of scholasticism—sayfromthe 9th to the 11th
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c.—embraces the distinguished names of Johannes
Erigena Scotus (see Erigena), who cannot, how-
ever, be properly classed amon;^ the Scholastics

;

Gorbcrt of Aiirillac, afterwards Pope Sylvester II.

(q. V.) ; Berengarius (q. v.) of Tours ; and Lanfrano

(q. v.). Archbishop oif Canterbury. A further de-
velopment of Scholasticism occurred towards the
middle of the 12th c, when Roscelinus opened up
the question concerning the nature of universal
conceptions, which led to the great struggle between
the Nominalists (q. v.) and Jfcalists (q. v.). This
struggle terminated in the triumjih of the latter

;

and henceforth, during the golden age of Scholasti-

cism (the 12th and 13th centuries), it continued to

be the prevalent mode of thought in philosophy.
Still, however, Scholasticism regarded philosophy as

dependent on theology. No one dreamed of doubt-
ing, or at least of disputing the truth of any of the
church doctrines. These were alike too sacred and
too certain to be so handled, and the only thing left

for a humble philosopher to do was, in fact, to sort

and systematise them : hence the expression philo-

sophia theologice ancilhi (philosophy is the hand-
maid of theology), which has found its way down
to modern times. Whatever did not directly

belong to ecclesiastical dogma, was either neglected
or treated in accordance with the vague traditions

of Platonic or Aristotelian thought handed down
from antiquity. Hence sprung that vast array
of artificial subtleties and distinctions which had
no better foundation to rest on than gross ignorance
of the matters discussed, combined \\'ith a restless

specnlativeness. The formidas of logic were abused
through an irrational realism, which regarded them
not only as a means to the attainment of philo-

sophical knowledge, but as the material organou of

iphilosophy itself. At first, the dialectic treatment
of dogma was only fragmentary, as we see it in the

principal Scholastics of the 12th c, Gilbert de la

Porrce, Alanus ab Insulis, and Petrus Lombardus
(q. v.). Uming the 12th c, however, the increased

intercourse of the West with the Arabs and Greeks
led to a more definite acquaintance with the physical

and metaphysical writings of Aristotle, though still

only through the medium of incomplete translations,

ami in this way the circle of vision of the Scholastics

at least mdened, if it did not become clearer.

From this period dates the almost 2"^P"l authority

of the great Stagyrite in philosophy, and the rise of

the vast and elaborate systems of medieval theology.

The three chiefs of Scholasticism in this, its highest

development, were Albeitus Magnus (q. v.), Thomas
Aquinas (q. v.), and Duns Scotus (q. v.) ; around
each of whom stand groups of more or less

independent scholars and followers. The celebrity

of such teachers was largely increased by the want
of books, which compelled their pupils to rely upon
their oral communications, and necessitated those
extraordinary public disputations which were the

only means ' philosophers ' had of advertising their

wares in the middle ages. The honour paid to

them by their admirers is visible in the epithets

attached to their names ; thus, Alanus is the Doctor
tDiiccrsalis ; Alexander Hales (q. v.), the Doctor
irrc/iar/aliilis ; Duns Scotus, the Doctor sublilissi-

7nus ; Thomas Aquinas, the Doctor angelicus

;

Guillaume Durand of St Pourcain, the Doctor

rexotutissimus, &c.

AVith Thomas Aquinas and Dnns Scotus, Schol-

asticism culminated. After their time, various

ca<ise3 co-operated to bring about its decline and
fall. The mystical theology (see Mysticisji) gradu-

ally developed its natural ant.agonisra to specula-

tions resting on a basis of formal logic, and not

appealing to the human heart and spirit. Such
men as St Bernard (q. v.) of Clairvaiuc, and the

monks of St Victor at Paris, in the 12th c. ; together
with Bonaventura, in the 13th, were imconsciously
hostile to the dominant style of thought ; while in

the 14th and 15th centuries, Taulcr, Thomas a
Kempis, Gerson, Nicholas of Clemangis, and others,

deliberately set themselves against it. The very
natm-e of the Scholastic thonglit was inimical to its

own perpetuity. The hyper-logical, hair-splitting
course which it followed produced rival systems,
and rcsidts discordant with the doctrines of tliat

theology which it undertotik to supjiort, until it

finally laid down the astounding proposition, that
a thing might be philosophically true and tlicolo-

gically false, and vice versd. The quarrels of the two
groat orders—the Dominicans and the Franciscans-
each of which took part with its metaphysical chief

;

the former being called Thomists (from Aquinas),
and the latter, Scotists (from Duns Scotus), mater-
ially injured the common cause of Scholasticism ; and
the revival of Nominalism under William of Occam
(q. v.), its most distinguished advocate, powerfully
contributed to the same result ; but it was not till

after the revival of letters had done its work of

enlightening the judgment and puiifying the taste
of Europe, that Scholasticism was visibly in danger.
The Reformation shook the system to its founda-
tions—Luther himself leading the assault with tlie

strength and valour of a Coeur-de-Lion ; but still,

so tenaciously did it cling to the semblance of life,

that in the universities it held its footing till the
17tli c, and even later. In fact, in some Roman
Catholic states, such as Spain, it is still almost the
only kind of phdosophy going. The two great
intellectual reformers whoso ^vritings mark the
transition fi-om the medieval to the modern mode
of thought, are Lord Bacon (q. v.) and Descartes

(q. v.), who may be said to have administered the
death-blow to Scholasticism. The literature of this

phase of speculation is enormous, and few critics

have ventured far into its cob-webbed regions. For
example, tlie printed writings of Albertus Magnus,
Thomas Aquinas, and Duns Scotus, amount to 51
folio vulnmes ; but however glad we may be that
the reign of Scholasticism is over, and however
thankful to men like Lam'entius A'alla, Erasmus,
Rudolf Agricola, aud Ramus, who riddled its ancient

and time-honoured fl.ag with the sharp shot of their

wit and logic, we ought never to forget, that in ages

when the conditions of scientific knowledge or

refined taste did not exist, these old monldsh dia-

lecticians kept alive the philosophical faculty in

Europe by the vivacity and restless ingenuity with

which they prosecuted their fantastic speculations.

SCHOMBURGK, Sm Rouert HEU>7.\N>r, a

celebrated traveller, was born at Frciliurg in

Prussian Saxony, June 5, 1S04. He began at an
early age to apply himself to geogi-aphical science and
natnr.al history, and subsequently made an abortive

attempt to succeed as a tobacco-mannfacturcr in

Virginia, United States. In I S.'JO, he went to A negada,

one of the Virgin Isles, and having, by the advice of

the governor, carefully surveyed the island, and
laid a rejiort before the Royal (Jeographical Society,

he was charged by that learned body with the sur-

vey of Guiana in 1S35. This enterprise, which was
surrounded with formidable dilliculties, ho satisfac-

torily achieved, and from time to time laid the

results of his investigations before tlie .Society, in

wlioso Journal they were regularlj' published. It

was during this exploration, and while he was
ascending the Berbice River, that he discovered,

January I, 1837, the m.agnificent aquatic plant deno-

minated the Victoria riyia (q. v.). On his return to

Kngland in 1830, he was presented with the medal
of the Geographical Society for his Travels ami
Besearches in British Guiana in 1835— 1839 (Lend.

53'J
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1840), a work which largely contributed to almost

every branch of natural science. In 1840, he
returned to Guiana, this time under the auspices of

the British government, to complete his survey of

that coimtry, and survey the boundary-line between
it and Brazil; and on his return in 1814, after the

completion of his labours, he received the honour of

knighthood. The Description of British Ouiana, a

valuable work, was the fruit of this expedition. In

1847, he published an excellent and elaborate

History of BarlMilocs, and in the following year
dejiarted for Sau Domingo, whither he had been
accredited as British consul and representative. In

this new sphere, he continued to pursue his geogra-

phical and scientific researches, the results of which
he communicated in lieports to the Geographical
Society till 1853. In 1857, he was appointed
British representative to the Siamese court at

Bangkok.

SCHONBEIN", Christwm Fkiedrich, a German
chemist, was born at Mitzingen in Wiirtemberg, 18th
October 1799, studied natural science at Tubingen
and Erlangen, and in 1824—1825 taught chemical
jihysics at Keilhau, near Eudolstadt. To increase

his knowledge, he visited England in 182G, rep.airing

thence to Paris; and in 1828 he was called to a
chair iu the university of Basel, where his eminent
qualifications were speedily recognised. In 1839, ho
discovered Ozone (q. v.), and invented O'tni-cotlon

(q. V.) in 1845, obtaining from it by dissolution in

ether the material called Collodion (q. v.). Of late

years, he has confined himself chiefly to experiments
with ox3'geu. Of his works, which generally fiist

appeared in periodicals, the chief are

—

Das Verhalttn
des Eisens zmn Saiierstoff [Hvise], 1837), Beitriiije znr
phi/sikaiischen Chanie (Basel, 1844), Uebcr die

Erzettgunrj des O-.ons (Basel, 1844), Ueher die

langsame uiid rasche Verhremuing der KSrper in

atmoupMrischer Liift (Basel, 1845).

SCHONBRUNN, a royal pal.ace in the outskirts
of Vienna (q. v.), the summer residence of the
imperial family.

SCHO'NEBECK, a mamifacturiug town of
Prussia, ten miles south-east of Magdeburg, on the
left bank of the Elbe. The chemical works, which
give employment to from 250 to 300 men—the s.alt

refineries, where the brine olitained from the
abundant salt-springs is bc.iileil down, and salt

made to the annual value of 413,000 thalcrs—and the
jiowder and paper mills, are the principal industrial
establishments. Pop. (1802) 9049.

SCHOOLCRAFT, Henry Eowe, American
author, geologist, and ethnologist, was born at
AVatervleit (now Guilderland), New York, March 28,
1793. He entered Union College in his fifteenth year,
and studied French, German, Hebrew, chemistry,
and mineralogy. In 1 817—1818, he \nsited the mining
region west of the Mississippi, sent a collection of
minerals and geological specimens to Washington,
and wrote A V'ieiv of the Lead Mines of Missouri,
&c. (8vo, New York, 1819), and a narrative, .since

enlarged, entitled Scenes and Adventures in (he semi-
alpine Berjion of the Ozarh Mountains of Missouri
and Arkansas (Svo, Philadelphia, 1853). In 1820, he
was appointed geologist of au exploring expedition
to the Copper Regions of Lake Superior and the
TJliper Mississipiji. He was afterwards secretary of
a commission ajipointed to investigate Indian
claims and negotiate treaties, at Chicago. As the
residt of these labours, he made a report to the
government, and wrote also Travels in the Central
Portion of the Mississippi Valley (8vo, New York,
1825). In 1822, he was appointed Indian agent for
the north-western frontier, and established himself at
Sault Ste Marie. In 1823, he married Miss Johnston,

grand-daughter of an Indian chief, who had been
educated in Europe. At this period, being in inti-

mate relations with many Indian tribes, he devoted
himself to the study of their history and ethnology.
From 1828 to 1832, he was an active member of the
legislature of Michigan Territory, and founded its

Historical Society, and the Algic Society of Detroit.
For his Lectures on the Indian Languages, he
received the gold medal of the French Institute.

Adding poetry to science, he wrote : The liise of the
West; Geehcde, an Indian Lament ; Indian Melodies

;

The Man of Bronze, or Portraitures of Indian. Char-
acter ; Iosco, or the Vale of Norma ; also a gram-
m.ar of the Algonquin language. In 1832, he was
ajipointed to the command of an expedition which
discovered the sources of the Mississippi, the Narra-
tive of which was published (8vo, New York, 1831).
As superintendent and disbursing agent for the
Indians, he negotiated treaties by which the
government acquired lands to the extent of

10,000,000 acres. He visited Europe in 1842, and
the following year he made a tour, chiefly for the
observation of Indian antiquities, in Western
Virginia, Ohio, and Canada. In 1845, he collected
the statistics of the Six Nations, and published
Notes on the Iroquois, &c. (Svo, Albany, 1848). In
1847, the United States Congress authorised his

publication of Historical and Statistical Information
concerninij the History, Condition, and Prospects of
the Indian Tribes of the United States, in six

volumes quarto, vith 336 Plates hy Major Eastman
and others (Philadelphia, 1851—1857). He has also

imblished Alrfic Researches; Thirty Years with the

Indian Tribes of the North-western Frontier; The
Indian in his Wigwam, kc. In 1847, he was m.arried,

for the second time, to Miss Howard of South Caro-
lina, and has since resided at Washington.

SCHOOLMASTER, Army and Na\t. In the
army, the schoolmaster is a non-commissioned
officer of the first class, ranking next to a sergeant-

major. His pay varies with length of service,

rising gradually from 2s. a day on appointment, to

Gs. M. a day after long service. He has an
advantage over other non-commissioned officers iu

quarters and certain allowances. To become an
army schoolmaster, it is necessary either to be a
certificated schoolmaster, or to have served the
apprenticeship as a pu])il-tcacher, and to jmss
through ,a course of training for one year at the
Royal Military Asylum, Chelsea. After the com-
pletion of the training, the candiilate is required to

enlist as a common soldier for ten years' general
service, whereupon he is immediately i)romoted to

the rank of schoolmaster. A few of the most
deserving schoolmasters are promoted to be super-

intending schoolmasters, when they rank as ensigns,

and have S.s. a day for pay. The duties of the
schoolmaster are to teach the soldiers and their

children the rudiments of general knowledge, to
examine the girls' school, and to deliver lectures to

the soldiers. There are, in 1865, 214 army school-

masters, at a charge of £17,157.
In the navy, the schoolmaster is a chief petty

officer, whose duties are analogous to those of tlie

army schoolmaster, except that he has no p\ipils

younger than the ship's boys. Among the subjects
he teaches are the taking of solar and lunar observa-

tions, and the elements of navigation. His ]>ay

ranges from 2a. to 4s.

SCHOOLMISTRESS, Army, is a person
attached to each regiment or corps for the purpose
of instructing the daughters of soldiers and tlieir

sons under eight years old in the rudiments of

English and in pl.iin needlework. She must be a
certificated schoolmistress, or a pupil-teacher who
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has served her appreuticeship. After admission to
the service, she is specially trained for six months
at one of four training institutions. This traiuinrr

is at the expense of government. The salarv of a
schoolmistress varies from £'2i a year in the ."d

class to £36 a year in the first class. Proper pro-
vision is made for the quarters and supplies of the
schoolmistress, whose somewhat anomalous position
among rough men calls for tlie most circumspect
behaviour on her part. The annual charge (18C5

—

1SG6) for army schoolmistresses amounts, for 1G9, to
the sum of £4552.

SCHOOLS, BROTHER.S OF Christian, a religious

congregation in the Roman Catholic Church, estab-
lished for the religious and secular education of the
poor. It originated in France in the end of the
17th c, and was organised by a charitable ecclesi-

astic, the Abbe de la Salle, canon of the church of

Rheims. The members are all lay brothers, and
are subject to one general head. Houses of the
order are found in almost every country of Europe.
In France, this congregation was one of those which
were specially excepted from among the suppressed
orders, and which were re-established in France by
General Bonaparte in the concordat of 1801. It

continues to flourish in that country, as also in

Belgium, Italj', Southern Germany, Great Britain,

and North America. The brethren are bound by
the ordinary religious vows of poverty, cliastity,

and obedience. Their system of education has
received the highest testimonies, and they still form
one of the most flourishing of all the lay orders in

the Roman Church, numbering, it is said, nearly 3000
members. Besides this order, which is of French
origin, similar institutes have been formed under
the same or analogous names in other countries,

the several varieties of which it would be tedious

to enumerate.

—

Sisters of the Ciiristiax Schools.
Several congregations of women for the education
of poor female children also exist in the Roman
Catholic Church. A long catalogue of these, with
the history of their origin, and their specific consti-

tution, will be found in Wetser's Kirclien-Lexicon,

vol. ix. pp. 782—784.

SCHOOLS, Public and Gramiiar. Under
their respective heads. Gymnasiums, Evening
Schools, Refokil^tory Schools, and Indus-

trial Schools, have been treated of at sufficient

length for the jiurposes of an encyclopa?dia. The
list of educational institutions would, however,
be incomplete were nothing to be said regarding
the Public and Cxrammar schools of England. By
the term ' public schools ' are generally designated
the ancient foundations of Winchestei", Eton,
Harrow, AVestminster, Cliarter-house, Shresvsbury,
St Paul's School, and Merchant Taylors'. But
there exist more modern seminaries, \vliich have
been instituted chiefly on the model of these, such
as M-irlborough College, Cheltenham College, and
Welliugton College. Endowed Cir.ammar Schools of

old foundation exist in almost all the ]irmcipal

towus of England, and are frequented both by day
pupUs and boarders from the country. As almost
all the independent and endowed grammar schools

of England are taught by men whose notions of

school discipUne have been formed at one or other

of the gi-eat public schools, these may fairly be
added to those already enumerated as iu point of

fa;t I'uljlie schools. The coiu'se of instruction pur-

sued, the methods of teaching, and the habits of

life and of discipline, will be found to be sub-

stantially similar in all endowed mid<Ue schools,

whether called Public or Grammar schools. A
great number of these schools derive not only the

jUed emoUmients of the masters from old bequests,

but also the means of boarding and educating a
certain number of boys on the foundation. It was
originally for these foundationers or collegians
that a largo proportion of the old schools Were
founded ; but round them has grown up a large
community composed of pupils from all parts of tho
British dominions, tutors, and keepers of boarding-
houses. The foundationers consequently form
simply the nucleus of these schools. The course of
instruction is intended to prepare for the univer-
sities, and is consequently adapted to this purjiose.

Latia and CJreek form the basis of the whole
instruction

;
geography, ancient history, arith-

metic, and m,athematics being admitted to a vexy
subordinate place in the curriculum. The school-
time devoted to arithmetic and mathematics com-
bined, for example, averages only about three hours
a week. Except at Eton, it wUl be found th.at at
least one moderu language enters into the work of

every school, that language being either French or
German. There are, of course, tutors available at

these educational seats for all usual branches of

instruction, including music and drawing ; but these
subjects are alien to the proper work of the school,

and do not afl'ect the promotion of the jnipils.

At Itugby, the school course includes hutli French
and German, ami natural science is admitted as an
alternative study with these. In the more modern
instituti'Uis, such as Marlborough, Cheltenham, and
Wellington Colleges, attempts have been made to

provide a modern course of instruction, running
parallel with the classical, for the benelit of those
boys who either shew an inaptitude for classical

studies, or who are not destined for the universities.

That a sound education may be obtained by means
of science and moderu languages, cannot be ques-
tioned ; but its value, as compared with classical

discipbne, even for those who do not contemplate a

university course, or oue of the learned professions,

is still an open question. If, however, it Ije the case

that there is a natural inaptitude iu some boys for

linguistic discipline, who yet possess cajjacity for

scientific study or the acquisition of a modern lan-

guage, we are driven to the conclusion, that such a
course of study ought to be provided for this portion

of the youth of Great Britain. Whether it o\ight to

be proxided at the existmg grammar and public

schools, is a subject at present keenly debatetl, btit

must be ultimately very much a question of finance.

In Germany, many of the gymnasiums provide a

course of modern or real study, and this, combined
with the wide diffusion of model schools, under the

name of I'eal-schulen, meets all the reasonable wants
of that ]iortiou of the middle class which does not

contemiilate a professional life. In France, the

Lycces provide an ancient and modern coui'se,

running par.allel with each other, for all pupils al)ove

a certain age. Up to th.at age, all are taught the

same subjects. In ,'^cotland, the number of middle

schools iu important towns, either established by
private enterprise or by some ancient statute,

renders it unnecessary for boys to seek away from
their homes the preparation necessary for either

the Scottish universities or commercial life. The
Scotch schools are clastic m their system, and
adapt themselves to the wants of pai'ents, and all

of them admit the modem element largely into

their curriculum.

Royal commissions are now (18G5) inquiring into

the middle-school education of both England and
Scotland, and it is ]irobable that there will follow

their Reports some measures for the better organi-

sation and the wider dift'usion of such schools.

These commissions do not, however, interfere with
the large public schools proper, which were reported

on in 1804.
SU
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SCHOOLS, Regimental, iu the British army,

comprise the school for adults and boys above

eight years of age, under the Schoolmaster (q. v.),

aifd the infant and industrial schools under the

Schoolmistress (q. v.), for girls and little boys.

In the first, jilain subjects are taught to soldiers

who voluntarily attend, or to soldiers' childreu.

The education is whoUy secular : the only theo-

logical teaching being exposition of a portion of

Scripture during the first half-hour of morning

school ; but even at this, attendance is at the

option of the parents. The infant school is con-

ducted on similar principles. The industrial school

is to tit girls for tlie occupations of life, and to

render them capable of entering domestic service

;

a grant of money is made by government for the

provision of materials. There is a school of each

sort iu every battalion of infantry or regiment of

cavalry, the total cost of which amounts for 1S(35

to £30,131. Adult soldiers are admitted gratui-

tously ; for children, there is a noraiual charge of

Id. each a month. The orphans of soldiers and the

cliildren of sokUers serving abroad are received at

any neighbouring school withovit payment ; those

of pensioners, contractors, &c. at 3(1. a month ; and

the children of oflicers at 5s. a mouth. It is for-

bidden that any difl'erence shoidd be made in the

schools iu the treatment of these different classes of

pupils.

SCHOONER is a swift, sharply-built vessel,

carrying usually two masts, tho\igh occasionally a

greater mmiboi-, and commonly is of small size.

There are two classes of schooners—the ' fore-and-aft

schoouer,' or schooner proper, and the ' topsail

schooner.' Li the former, both foremast and main-

mast are rigged like the mainmast of a cutter, with

fore-aud-aft sails. In the latter, the foremast carries

a square topsail and a square topgallaut-saih Off a

cargoes, and especially those of perishable goods, as
fish or fresh fruit. They arc easily managed by a

Topsail Schooner.

wind, the former rig has a great advantage, as the

schooner can sail up within 4.j or even 4 points of

the wind; but before the wind, the squai-e topsail

gives the advantage to the topsail schoouer ; and as

the latter can on occasion striUe her squaresails,

and set a fore-and-aft topsail in tlieir place, she has

usually the preference. No sailing-vessel is faster

tlian a schooner of fine build, when she carries

ample canvas ; hence it is a favourite form for the

larger class of yachts ; and before the introduction

of steam dispatch-vessels, was employed much in

the paclcet service. Schooners are still employed
iu the navy as revenue cruisers ; and to a great

extent iu the merchant service, for runnuig small
512

Fore-and-aft Rigged Schooner.

small crow ; but from the sharpness of their build,

have no great amount of stowage.

SCHOPENHAUER, Arthur, a German phdo-
sojiher, son of Johauna Schopenhauer, an authoress

of considerable distinction (born 1770, died 1S3S),

was born at Danzig, 22d February 17S8. He studied

first at Gi3ttiugen, where the lectures of Sehulze

inspired him with a love of philosophy, and after-

wards at Berlin and Jena, in the last of which
places he graduated in 1813. During the same year,

he published his first treatise, Ueher die vkrfache

Wurzcl des Salzes vom znrdcliendcn Gnmde (Rudolst.

1813, 2d ed. Franlcf. 1847), in wdiich he lays down
the logical basis of his future system. S. spent the

winter of 1813 at Weimar, where he enjoyed the

society of Goethe, and the orientalist Eriedr. Maier,

who first tui'ned his attention to the ancient Indian

literatm'e and philosophy, the study of which exer-

cised a great influence on his futm'e development.

He then proceeded to Dresden, where he published

a treatise on Sight and Colour {Vchcr das Sehcn und
die FarJjen, Lcip. 1816), which was followed, three

years later, by his great work, Die Well als Wille

und Vorstellung (The World considered as Will

and Idea, Leip. 1S19; 2d ed. 1844). After 1820,

S. lived partly in Italy and partly in Berlin, up till

1831, when he fixed himself in Frankfurt-on-the-

Jilaine, devoting himself uninterniptedly to the

elaboratiou of his system. The fruits of his studies

were Ueher den Willen in der JS^alur (Franld. 1836)

;

Ueber die FreiJieit des Widens, Ueher das Fundament
der Moral, the supplements to his principal work,
which appear m the 2d edition of 1844; and Parer'ja

und Paralipomena (Berl. 1851). He died September
21, 1860. The fundamental doctrine of S. is, that

the only essential reality in the universe is will

;

that wdiat are called appearauecs exist only in our
subjective representations, and are merely forms
under which single original will shews itself. This
will is not necessarily accompanied by sclf-conscious-

uess, though it ever strives after its attainment,

and hence S. declared himself the uncompromising
opponent of all the contemporary systems—those

of Fichte, ScheUing, and Hegel—iu which the ' Abso-
lute Reason,' 'Consciousness,' &c.,are posited as the

necessary basis of thought. For his great rivals,

S. professed the most unmeasured scorn—calling

Hegel, for example, a mere ' scribbler of nonsense

'

—and in return was treated by them with such
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sovereign contempt, that for years his name was
almost uuknown to the majority of German students.

His theories of ethics and festhetics also rest on
peculiar and not very intelligible grounds. The best

account of S.'s philosophy is to be found in Frauen-

studt's Briefe iiber die Sthopenhauersdie Philosopkie

(Leip. 1854).

SCHORL. See Tourmaline.

SCHORL ROCK is a granitoid rock, in which
the mica is replaced by schorl or tourmaline. Some
specimens occur in which the felspar is also absent,

and the mass is composed entirely of quartz and
schorl. Schorl rocks are rare, occurring jirobably

only as small bosses in granite.

SGHOTTI'SCHE (Ger. 5co«;«/() a somewhat fan-

cifid name given to a slow modern dance in J time.

SCHOUWEN (frequently also called La.vd-van-
ZiEitlKZEE), an insular portion of the province of

Zecland (q. v.), boimded on the S. by the Scheldt,

on the N. by the most southern branch of the

Maas, and on the W. by the North Sea. Area,

GO sq. m. ; pop. 15,G00. The surface is low, and ,

the island is protected on both sides by dykes,
j

-Agriculture is the chief employment of the inha-

bitants ; the soil is fertile, and the jirincijial crops
[

are grain, oil-seeds, and liax. Scafowl in immense i

flocks breed on the south side of the island, and the '

sale of their eggs is an important item in the trade

of Zicrikzec (pop. 7100), which is the principal
[

town.
j

SCHRKVELIUS, CoK>rELrcs, a Dutch scholar,

whose name was once better known than it is now,
v.-as born at Haarlem in 1015, and educated maiidy

^

by his father. In 1042, he succeeded his father as
j

rector of the university of Leyden, and died 11th

September 1GG4. S. was a laborious and erudite

man, but possessed little critical discernment. His ,

most notable performance was a Lexicon Manuale,
\

Gra'co-Latinum et Latino-Grcecum (Leyden, 1G54,

1G57, 1GG4), of which there have been innumerable

editions, it was long extensively used as a text-

book in English schools, and in the absence of

anything better, deserved perhaps the respect which
it obtained ; but otherwise it cannot bo pronoimced

a good dictionary. It is not at all exhaustive of

the words in the Greek language ; it does not suffi-

ciently explain their different meanings, and its

etymologies are often eri'oneous and inept. S. also

executed many variorum editions of the classics,

Juvenal (1G4S), Hesiod (1G50), Terence (IGol), Virgil

(1G52), Horace (lCo3), Homer (1G56), Martial (1G5G),

Lucau (1G5S), Quintus Curtius (1G5S), Justin (1G50),

Cicero (IGGl), Ovid (lGG-2), and Claudian (1GG5).

These editions are remarkable for their correctness,

and for the excellence of the paper and tyqiography,

but the notes are deficient both in taste and acumen.

SCHUBERT, FrjlHZ, a German music.il com-

poser, wlio was born at Vienna in 1807, and died at

tlie early age of 25. During his lifetime, his works

attracted bttle notice, but they acquired a high and
deserved reputation after his death, and have gained

for then- composer a large share of posthumous

fame. His songs and ballads are hardly to be sur-

jiasscd for masterly consti'uction and richness of

fancy, while they are full of simple, ornate, and

expressive melody. S. also composed several operas,

symphonies, sonatas, and other larger works.

SCHUMANN, ROEERT, a modern German
musical composer of considerable note. He was

born at Zwickau, in Saxony, in 1S15, .and studied

chiefly at Leipzig. He is looked on in Germany .as

one of the founders of a new musical school, of v.hich

the other principal exponent is Richard Wagner.

This school has imdertaken to say what the ' music

of the future,' or as some of the school express it,

' work of art of the future,' is to be. Whatever
may bo said as to S.'s relation to the future, his

influence on the music of the present day has been

very considerable. English musici.ans have, however,

hesitated to agree with his coimtiymcn in placing

him on an equally exalted pinnacle Avith Beethoven.

His compositions evince deep study of Sebastian

Bach, as weU as a large share of individuality,

freshness, and scientific knowledge. They continu-

ally surprise us by startling modid.ations, and the

frequent interruptions in the time impart to them
an air of eccentricit}'. S.'s works comjirise several

symphonies, a cantata called Paradise and the Peri,

and a number of small pieces, which have obtained

more favour in this country than his larger composi-

tions. S. married JIademoiseUe Clara Wieck, one of

the most celebrated of living pianists, and died in

185G.

SCHUY'LKILL, a river of Pennsylvania, U.S.,

which rises in the carboniferous highlands of the

eastern centre of the state, and flowing 120 miles

south-east, empties into the river Delaware 5 miles

below Philadelphia.

SCHAVANTHALER, Ludwig Micu.iel, a cele-

brated German seidptor, was born in 1S02 .at ilunich,

where his father, Franz Schwanthaler, practised the

same art. Young S. entered his father's workshop
at the age of 16 ; and on the de.ath of the latter

in 1821, he undertook to carry on his father's busi-

ness. His first important commissions were received

in 1824 from King MaximUian. After a brief resi-

dence in Rome, he set up a studio of his own at

Munich, and shortly after executed for the Gb/plo-

t/ielc there two fine bas-reliefs from Homer :
' Achilles

struggling in the Scamander,' and the ' Battle by the

Ships,' besides a statue of Shakspearo for the

saloon of the theatre, and the Bacchus-frieze for the

Banquetiug-hall in the p.alace of Duke Maximilian.

In 1832, he revisited Rome, for the puqiose of pre-

paring models for that portion of the national monu-
ment of V.alhalla intrusted to his supervision. He
remained two years. On his return to Munich, he

began his bas-reUefs to ilUistrate Pindar's Epiiiikia

(Triumphal Odes) and the myth of Aphrodite, the

latter of which is a frieze. In 1835, he w.as appointed

professor at the Munich Academy. Henceforth,

the interest of his career is mainly professional

;

but the number of his works is singularly great,

while their excellence is such as to place him in the

first rank of German sculptors. His distinguishing

characteristics arc a thorough originality of design,

and boldness of im.agination ; while the extr.aordinary

extent of his acquaintance with the scidpture of

Greece and of the Middle Ages gave a gi'eat rich-

ness and variety to his execution of details. Among
his works may be mentioned 24 statuettes in

the Pinakolhek at Munich ; the great bas-relief

frieze (in the Barbarossa Hall), more than 2U0 feet

long ; the models for the 12 statues of the Ances-

tors' of the House of Wittelsbach, the 15 colossal

statues for the front pediment of the Valhalla, the

models of the 15 statues of the ' Battle of Anninius '

for the northern end of the s.ame structm-e, and the

model of the colossal statue of Bavari.a, 54 feet high;

a marble statue of the Emperor Rudolf for the

cathedral of Spires, models for the statues of Goethe

aud Jean Paul Richter, a statue of Mozart, marble

1
groups of Ceres and Proserpina (at Berlin), &c.,

I

besides numerous other works executed by liia

l)upils fi-om his designs aud suggestions.

I SCHWARZ, Chkisti.vx Fr.iEDRicn, .1 dis-

I

tinguished German missionary, was born at Son-

I nenburg, in Brandenburg, October 2G, 172G. He
studied at Halle, aud having resolved to become a

'
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missionary in the East Indies, obtained ordination

at Copenliaccn, with tlie view of joining the Danish
mission at Tranquebar, where lie arrived in 1750.

His career is a beautiful example of what may be
accomplished when piety, integrity, good sense, and
a charity that knows how to prevent the virtue of

zeal from lapsing into the vice of fanaticism, unite

harmoniously in a man. After labouring 15 years

at Tranrpicbar, he went to Trichinopoly, where he
founded a church and school, and also acted as

chaplain to the garrison. Here the fruits of his

long and consistent career of pious activity gradually

began to shew themselves in considerable conver-

sions from Hinduism. In 1777, another missionary

was sent to his assistance ; and liy the permission of

the Rajah of Tanjore, whose friendship he had
acquired, he built a clun-ch in that cit}'. ISo highly

did the native rulers admire his integrity, that once,

wlien Ilyder Ali, of Mysore, was arranging terms of

peace with the Madras goverrmient, he demanded
that S. shojdd act as their agent— ' him, and no other

one,' said the Sultan, ' will I receive and trust.' On
this occasion, S. resided three months at Seringapa-

tani. During the terrilile Carnatio war which soon

after foUowed ( 17S1— 1783), and for which S. thought
the British were to blame, a striking testimony was
given of that luiiversal respect entertained for his

character. The inhabitants and garrison of Tanjore
were dying of starvation, and ncitlier the British nor

the Rajah could induce the cultivators to sell them
provisions. In despair, S. was appealed to, and
when he gave his word that payment should be
made, the farmers believed him, and sent the

requisite supplies. On the death of the Rajah of

Tanjore in 1787, S. was appointed tutor and guardian
of his young son, Maha Sarboji, who turned out,

under iS.'s care, one of the most accomplished
sovereigns in or out of India. S. died February 13,

I79S.

SCHWARZBURG, House of, one of tlie oldest

German families, founded about the middle of the

12th c, Ijy Sizzo, Count of Schw-arzburg and Kilseru-

burg. The two sons of Sizzo were Heinrich, who
succeeded his father as Count of Schwarzburg, and
Giinther, who became Count of Kiisernburg. The
former, dying childless in 1184, his possessions went
to his brother, who left two sons, Giinther, who
continued the family of the Counts of Kiisernburg,

and Heinrich, from whom sprung the Counts of

SchAvarzbiu'g. In 1340, Giinther XXI., the younger
son of Lleinrich XII., was elected Emperor of

Germany, but he died within the year of his elec-

tion. Count Giinther XL. of Schwarzburg and
Arnstadt, who introduced (1541) the reformation

into his states, was the common ancestor of the
two existing lines of the Schw-arzbiirg family

;

his son, Johann Ciliuther, founding the line of

Schwarzburg- Sondershauseu (q. v.), and Albert, that

of Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt (q. v.).

SCHWAHZBURG-RU'DOLSTADT, a German
principality, bounded on the E. by Weimar, Alten-

burg, and Meiningcn, with a detached part, .30 mdos
to the north, in Prussian Saxony. Area, 367 sq. m.,

j)op. (Decemljcr 1801) 71,01.3, of whom 71,068 were
Lutherans. It consists of the LTpper Lordship
{Rudolstadt, 2S2 sq. m.) and the Lower Lordship
(Frankenhausen, 85 sq. m.). The Schwarza, Ilm,

and Saalc water the siirface, which is for the most
jiart co\-ered with spurs of the Tluiringer-walil.

The ordinary crops are raised, and timber, salt, and
metals are the principal products. The priucijiality

contains many spots distinguished for beautiful

scenery ; and besides the vale of the Schwarza, the
convent-ruins of Paulenzelle, and the remains of the
castle of Kyffhausen, attract many visitors. S. has

j

one vote in the plenum, and a portion of the I5th

;
vote in the curies. It furnishes (1805) a contingent

I

of 989 men. (See Gek.maxy in Sufi-lement.)

J

SCHWA'RZBURG-SO'NDEllSHAUSEX. a
German priiicijiality, is, with the exceiition of two
small detached portions, surrounded by Prussian
Saxony. Area, 324 sq. m. ; pop. (December 1861)
64,895. It consists of a Lower Lordship [Sanders-
hitusen, 187 sq. m.), and an Upper Lordship {Arn-
stadt, 137 sq. m.^. The former of these, watered
by the Hellie and Wipper, is fertile and agi'icultural

;

while the latter is mountainous, and is the seat of

active manufactures. S. possesses a vote in the
plenum, and a part of the loth vote in the curies.

This principality contributes (1S65) a contingent of

826 men. (See Gekm.^xv in ScprLEMENT.)

SCHWARZENBERG, a princely family of Ger-
many, dates from 1420, when Erkinrjer von Seinshcim
pui'chased the lordship of S. in Franconia, and was
raised (1429) by the Emperor Sigismund to the
dignity of Baron of the Empire. Two of this family
have acquired a European reputation : tlie lirst,

Adam, Count of S., who was born in 15S7, and
became prime-minister and adviser of Georg-Wil-
helm. Elector of Brandenburg. He was aU-powerful
during the Thirty Years' War, and brought down
terrible calamities on Brandenburg by his obstinate

adherence to the alliance with Austria against the
Protestant league, for which he was punished after

the accession of the 'Great Elector,' in 1610, by
being despoiled of his power, and imprisoned in the
fortress of Sjiandau, where he died 17th Jlarch 1611.

The other, Karl Piiiupp, Prince of S., was born
at Vienna, 15th April 1771, first served against the
Turks, and had risen to the gi-ade of lieutenant

field-marshal in 1799, at which date he raised a
regiment of Hulans at his own cost. He was under
the orders of Mack in the campaign of 1805, and
commanded a division at Ulm ; but when he saw
that the battle was lost, he cut his waj' thi-ough the
French army, and retired with his regiments to

Eger, afterwards taking jiart in the great battle of

Aiisterlitz. He was ambassador at the Russian
coirrt in ISOS, by the express wish of the Emperor
Alexander ; fought at Wagrain in 1 809 ; and after

the treaty of Vienna, conducted the negotiations pre-

liminary to the matrimonial connection of Napoleon
with the Hapsburg family ; and both in this capacity

and as ambassador at Paris, so gained the esteem
of Napoleon, that the latter expressly demanded for

him the post of general-iu-chief of the Austrian
contingent of 30,000 men which had been sent to

aid France against Russia in 1S12. S. with his little

army entered Russia from Galieia, passed the Bug,
and achieved some slight successes, but was after-

wards driven into the ' duchy of AVarsaw ' (see

Poland), and took up a position at Pultusk, where
he conchuled with the Russians an armistice which
secured the French retreat. S. was much blamed
for his dilatory conduct at the time ; and his tar-

diness, ascribed by the French historians to secret

instructions from his own government, has since

been much animadverted upon by them ; but never-

theless Napoleon concealed any dissatisfaction he
might have felt, and demanded (1813) for him from
the Austrian government the baton of field-marshal.

After a brief sojourn at Paris, S. was appointed to

the command of the Austrian army of observation
in Bohemia ; and when Austria joined the allied

powers, he became generalissimo of the armies of

the coalition
;
gained the victory of Leipzig (q. v.),

and introduced a cautious system of tactics, which
insured a ju'ogressive hemming-in of the French, and
in spite of their occasional successes, completely
wore them out. On the return of Napoleon from
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Elba, lie obtained the command of the allied army
on the U]iper Rhine, ami a second time entered
Fiance. Un his return to Vienna, he was made
president of the imperial council for war, received
an extensive grant of lands in Hungary, and was
allowed to engrave the imperial arnis'of Austria on
his escutcheon. He died of apoplexy at Leipzig,
Ijth October 1820.—His nephew, Felix Lixdwig
JoiiANN Frieiirich, born October 2, 1800, distin-
guished himself in the Italian camjiaign of 1S4S,
was placed at the head of ali'airs at Vienna, calle(l

ill the aid of the llussiaus against Hungary, and
pursued a bold policy in Germany. He died at
Vienna, April 5, 1852.

SCHWEDT, a handsome town of Prussia, in the
province of Brandenburg, on the Oder, .31 miles
south-south-west of Stettin. Weaving, brewing,
the manufacture of starch and of tobacco, which
is here extensively grown and sold, are the principal
liranches of industry. Pop. (18G2) 7692.

SCHWEI'DNITZ, a charmingly situated town of
Prussian Silesia, on tlie left bank of the AVeistritz,
12 miles south-east of Liegnitz, and about the same
distance south-west of Breslau by railway. It is in
part fortified. Linen and woollen goods, leather,
tobacco, and starch are manufactured ; and the
fail's for corn, cattle, and yarn are much frequented.
S. was besieged and taken four times within 50
years, the last time by the French in 1807, when
the defences were in great part destroyed. Pop.
(18G2) 13,302.

SCHWEI'JfFURT, an ancient, and long an
imperial free city, the Trajectiis Sucvorum of the
Komaus, now a town of Bavaria, in Lower Fran-
conia, on the JIain, 29 miles north-east of Wurzljurg
by railway. It contains a beautiful market-place,
in which important cattle and wool markets are
held. Wine-cidture, sugar-relining, and manufac-
tures of chemicals and dyeing materials, as white-
lead, idtramarine, Schweinfurt Green, ' &c., are
carried on. See Green. Pop. 7713.

SCHWE'RIN", capital of the grand duchy of

Mecklenburg-Schwerin, is agreeably situated on the
west shore of the .Schweriner See. The Schweriner
See, or Lake of Schwerin, is 14 miles in length, and
3 miles broad, and aboimds in fish. S. is divided
into the old town, the new town, and the suburb,
is well built, and contains a Gothic cathedral, one
of the finest edifices of the kind in Northern Ger-
many, begun in 1248, and finished in the 15th
ceutuiy. The ducal castle, occupying the site of

the former castle, erected by Wallenstein, stands on
a small island. Little trade is carried on. Pop.
21,745. (1871—20,804.)

SCHWYZ, one of the mountain cantons in the
middle of Switzerland, is bounded on the N. by
the canton of St G.1II and the canton ami Lake of

Ziiricli, and on the S. by the canton of Uri and
tlie Lake of Lucerne. Area, 'ib'A sq. m. ; pop.

(December 1860), 45,039, of whom 44,500 are Catho-
lics. The whole surface is covered with mountains,
except small tracts in the south-west and north-
east ; but there are no glaciers nor any everlastmg
snow except on the Rieselstock, SS90 feet high, on
the east frontier. The canton comprises a third

]iart of Lake Zug, the most imrtheni angle of the
Lake of the Four Cantons, the whole of the moun-
tain-mass of the Righi (q. v.), the plain in which lies

the small Lake Lowcrz, and the valleys of the

iMuotta, Sihl, and Aa, which are tlie princijial rivers.

Cattle-breeding is the employment of almost the

whole of the inhabitants, and the number of cattle

is estimated at about 20,000. Only aliout one-

thirtieth of the whole area is cultivable ; fruits and
399

wine are cultivated to some extent ; and cattle,
cheese, and timber are exported. Such woven
fabrics as are required for home use are almost the
only manufactures. (1870—pop. 47,705.)

S., one of the three original cantons, and also one
of the Four Forest Cantons, has supplied the name
to the whole country of which it forms a part. The
government is a pure democracy.—ScuwYZ, the
cajjital, is a small town, containing a beautiful parish
church, and most picturesquely situated 17 miles
east of Lucerne.

SCIA'CCA (,anc. Thermm Selantina;), a city of
Sicily, in the province, and 30 miles west-north-
west of the city of Girgenti, stands on the slope of a
liiU, the foot of which is bathed by the sea, and is

defended by the castle of Luna. It is surrounded by
old walls, and has a fine cathech-al. Outside the walls
are the hot springs ; and upon a neighbouring height,
there are the so-called Stu/e dl fit Cahrjero. There
is a well, at the bottom of which a subterranean
noise is heard resembling that of a torrent of rain or
of a cascade. The baths are frequented by invalids,
and have several grottoes with seats hollowed out
in the rock for the accommodation of the bathers.
Pop. 14,292.

S. is a seaport well adapted for the exportation
of gi-aiu, and has many store-houses. It was the
birthplace of Agathocles, tyrant of Syracuse, and of
Fazelli the historian.

SCI^'NIDjE, a family of acanthopterous fishes,

somewhat resembling perches ; having a eomjiressed
body; a simple or double dorsal fin, the first part
spiny; the gill-covers variously armed; the head
generally inflated, and its bones cavernous ; the
scales ctenoid, and in general obliquely ranged.
The air-bladder is often furnished with "branching
appendages. The S. are divided into many genera,
and widely distributed. Most of them are marine,
but a few inhabit fresh water. Only two species
are reckoned as British, the Maigre (q. v.) and the
Bearded Umbrina (q. v.), both excellent for the table,

as are many others of the family. The power of emit-
ting sounds which belongs to the maigre is possessed
also by others of the family in a remarkable degree.
Among these are species of Pogonias, as P. chromis,
which inhabits the coasts of Georgia, Florida, &e., and
is known, as are others of the family, by the name
Drumfisii, because the somid which it emits re-

sembles that of a drum. It attaims a large size, and its

flesh is xevy good, liut the tail is often infested with
Filarial. In vessels anchored on the coasts which it

inhabits, sleep is sometimes almost impossible from
the continual drumming carried on all night, accom-
panied with a tremulous motion of the vessel. How
the sound is produced, is not well known.

SCIA'TICA is the term given to neuralgia of the
great sciatic nerve. See Nervous Svsteji. It has

been shewn by CJraves to be a frequent complication

of gout ; but rheumatism, or, perhaps, rather the

exposure to cold and wet which so often sets up
rheumatism, is its most common cause. It is one of

the most obstinate forms of neuralgia. It is char-

acterised by irregular pains about the hip, especially

between the great trochanter of the thigh-lionc and
the bonj' process on which the body rests when sit-

ting, spreading into neighbouring parts, and running
down the back of the thigh to the leg and foot ; or
the pains may occupy only isolated ])arts, as the
knee-joint, the calf of the leg, or the sole of the

foot. The treatment is the same as that of neuralgia
generally, excejit when the disease is merely a com-
jilicatiou of gout, in which case the primary disease

must be attacked as well as the sciatica.

SCIATI'C STAY (jiossibly a corruption of

Askilic], in merchant-vessels, is a, stroii',' rope
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fastened between the main and foremast heads.

When loading or unloading, a travelling tackle is

suspended to it, which can be brought over the fore

or main-hatchway as occasion demands.

SCIENCES, the name for such portions of human
knowledge as have been more or less generalised,

systematised, and verilied. Generality as opposed

to mere particulars, system as ojiposed to random

arrangement, and verification as opposed to loose-

ness of assumption, concur in that superior kind of

knowledge dignified by the title in question. Geo-

graphy, Chemistry, and Political Economy are now
sciences. The first has been so for many ages,

although greatly advanced in recent times ;
the

two last, scarcely more than a century. Chemical

facts and maxims of political economy had been

known from a much earlier date, but they did not

in either case amoimt to science; the generalities

were few or bad, system and certainty were both

wantmg. In the difl'ereut branches of Natural

History—Mineralogy, Botany, Zoology—there had

been a large store "of accumulated facts before any

one branch could be called a science. The quaUtij

of the knowledge is of more consequence than the

quantity.

The term Philosophj (q. v.) is to a certain extent,

but not altogether, coincident with science, being

applied to the early efforts and strainings after the

explanation of the imiverse, th.at preceded exact

science in any department. Both names denote

the pm-suit of knowledge as knowledge, or for

intellectual satisfaction, iu contrast to the search

that is limited to immediate practice or utility.

The sciences have been variously classified, and

the principles of their classification have been a

subject of discussion. We shall here describe the

mode of classifying them in accordance with present

usage, and with the principles most generally agreed

upon.
It is convenient to prepare the way by distin-

guishing between Theoretical Sciences, which are

the sciences properly so called, and Practical

Sciences. A Theoretical Science embraces a dis-

tinct department of nature, and is so arranged as

to give, in the most compact form, the entire body

of ascertained (scientific) knowledge in that depart-

ment : such are Mathematics, Chemistry, Physi-

ology, Zoology. A Practical Science is the appli-

catfon of scientifically obtamed facts and laws in

one or more departments to some practical end,

which end rules the selection and arrangement of

the whole ; as, for example. Navigation, Engineer-

ing, Mining, Medicine. Navigation selects from

the Theoretical Sciences—Mathematics, Astronomy,

Optics, Meteorology, &c.—whatever is available for

guiding a ship on"the seas, and converts the know-

ledge into rules or prescriptions for that purpose.

The arts that can thus draw upon the exact sciences

are by so much the more certain in their operation

;

they are the scientific arts.

Another distinction must be made before laying

down the systematic order of the Theoretical

Sciences. A certain number of these sciences have

for their subject-matter each a separate department

of natural forces or powers ; thus. Biology deals with

the department of Organised Beings, Psychology

with Mind. Others de.al with the application of

powers elsewhere recognised to some regdon of con-

crete facts or phenomena. Thus, Geology does not

discuss any natural powers not found in other

sciences, but seeks to apply the laws of Physics,

Chemistry, and Biology to account for the appear-

.ances of the earth's crust. The sciences that embrace

peculiar natural powers are called Abstract, Gener.-il,

or Fundamental Sciences ; those that apply the

powers treated of under these to regions of concrete

phenomena are called Concrete, Derived, or Applied
Sciences.

The Abstract or Theoretical Sciences, as most
commonly recognised, are these si.x : Mathematics,

Physics, Chemistry, Biology (Vegetable and Animal
Physiology), Psychology (mind), Sociology (society).

The Concrete Sciences are the Natural History

Group—Meteorology, Mineralogy, Botany, Zoology,

Geology, also Geography, and we might, with some
explanations, add Astronomy. The Abstract or

Fundamental Sciences have a definite sequence,

determining the proper order for the learner, ap.d

also the oriler of their arriving at perfection. Wo
proceed from the simple to the complex, from the

independent to the dependent. Thus, Mathema-
tics relates to Quantity, the most perv.ading, simple,

fundamental, and independent attribute of the

imiverse. The consideration of this attribute has

therefore a natural priority ; its laws underlie all

other laws. As Mathematics is at present under-

stood, it has an Abstract department, which treats

of quantity in its most general form, or as applied

to nothing in particular—including Arithmetic,

Algebra, and the Calculus—and a Concrete or

AppHed department—viz.. Geometry, or Qu.antity

in Space or Extension. It has been suggested that

General Mechanics, or the estimation of Quantity in

Fm-ce, should be considered a second Concrete

department. But usually Mechanics r.anks with

the next Fimdamental Science in order, called

Physics.

Natural Philosophy has long been considered

the name of a distinct department of science

:

the designation Physics is now more common.

This science succeeds Mathematics, and precedes

Chemistry. Of all the fundamental sciences, it

has the least unity, bemg an aggi-egate of sub-

jects with more or less connection. Mechanics,

Hydrostatics, Hydraulics, Pneumatics, Acoustics,

Astronomy, are all closely related ; they represent

the phenomenon of movement in mass, as applied

to all the three states of matter, Solid, Liquid, and

Gas. The remaining subjects—Heat, Light, and

Electricity—together with the attractions and

repidsious that determine Cohesion, Crystalhsation,

&o., are described as relating to movement in the

molecule. We have thus Molar Physics and Mole-

cidar Phj'sica ; and the tendency is now to treat the

two separately.

Chemistry lies between Physics and Biology,

reposing upon the one, and supporting the other. It

assumes all the physical laws, both molar and

molecular, as kuown, and proceeds to consider the

special phenomenon of the composition and decom-

position of bodies considered as t.aking place in

definite proportions, and leading to change of pro-

perties. The composition of a cup of tea from

water, sugar, mdk, and infusion of tea-leaf, is phy-

sical ; the composition of marble from oxygen, carbon,

and calcium, is chemical. In the one case, the

properties of the separate ingredients are stiU dis-

cernible : in the other, these are merged and

imtraceable.

Biology, or the science of living organisation,

involves mathematical, physical, and chemical laws,

in company with certain others, called vital. It is

most usually expounded under the designations

Vecetable and Animal Physiology ; and in the

Concrete dep.artments. Botany, Zoology, and An-

thropology.

Psychology, or the Science of Mind, m.akes a

wide transition, the widest that can be taken within

the whole circle of the sciences, from the so-called

material world, to the world of Feeling, Volition,

and Intellect. The main source of our knowledge

of mind is self-consciousness; and it is only from
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the intimate connection of mind with a living

organism, that the subject is a proper sequel to

Biology. Not until lately has any insight into

mind been obtained through the consideration of

the physical organ—the brain ; so that Psychology
might have been placed anywhere, but for another
consideration that helps to determine the order of

the sciences—viz., that the discipline, or method,
of the simpler sciences is a preparation for the more
abstruse. Mathematics and Physics especially are

an admirable training of the intellect for the studies

connected with mind proper, although the laws of

Physics may not of themselves throw any tlirect

light on the successions of thought and feeling.

These five sciences embrace all the fundamental
laws of the world, and, if perfect, their application

wi>uld suffice to account for the whole course of

nature. To a person fully versed in them, no pheno-
menon of the e.\plained universe can appear strange

;

the Concrete sciences and the Practical sciences con-

tain nothing fundamentally new. They constitute

a liberal scientific education. It is not uncommon,
however, to rank Sociology, or the Laws of Man in

Society, as a sixth primary science following on
Psychology, of which it is a special development.
Dr Neil Arnott, in his work on F!(i/sics, first

published in 1828, gave as the primary departments
of Nature—Physics, Chemistry, Life, and Mind
(under which ho would include the Laws of Society).

He did not discard Mathematics, but looked upon
it as a system of technical mensuration, created by
the mind to facilitate the study of the other sciences,

as weU as the usefid arts. The natural laws ex-

])re.ssed by Mathematics are few and simple, and
the body of the science consists of a vast scheme of

numerical computation, whose value appears in its

applications to Astronomy and the other physical

sciences.

Auguste C'omte, who, in his Coiirs de Philosophic

Posiline, went over the entu'c circle of the Theoretical,

.\bstr.act, or Fundamental sciences, enumerated these

as follows : Mathematics, Astronomy, Physics,

Chemistry, Biology, Sociology. He thus detaches

Astronomy from Physics, considering it as the

abstract science that brings forward and works out

the Law of Gravitation. He has no distinct science

of Psycholog}', an omission that has been geuerally

condemned.
Mr Herbert Spencer, in a tract on the Classification

of the Sciences, takes exception to the scheme of

Conite, and proposes a threefold division, according

to the gradations of Concreteness in the subject-

matter. Tlie first group is termed Ab.stkact
SfiE.NCK, and treats of the forms of phenomena
detached from then- embotliments. The most com-
prehensive forms are Space and Time ; and the

sciences corresponding are Mathematics and Logic.

The second group is Abstract-Conckete Science,

or the phenomena of nature analysed into their

su[iarate elements—Gravity in the abstract. Heat
in the abstract—as in Physics and Chemistry.

These are two of the fundamental sciences in every

scheme, and they are called Abstract-Concrete by
Mr Spencer, in comparison with the foregoing class.

The great principle, of recent introduction, termed

the Tjaw of Correlation, Conservation, or Persistence

of Force, serves to connect Physics with Chemistry,

and imparts to the two taken jointly a greater

unity than belongs to Physics singly. The third

and last group is Coxckete Science, or natural

]>henomena in their totalities, or as united in actual

things—Astronomy, Biology, Psychology, Sociology,

Geology, &c. Mr John Stuart Mill, in an article

in the WesIminster Pcrii'ir, April ISGo, has described

Comte's scheme at length, and also criticised that of

Speuccr.

It may be held as generally admitted that Mathe-
matics, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Psychology,
with or without Sociology, are the sequence of the
primary or fundamental sciences, and that the
Natural History group, from not containing any new
laws of natirre, are not fundamental. Astronomy,
or the laws of the solar system, and of the other
celestial bodies, might be called a Natural History
or Concrete science, if we supposed a prior abstract
science that discussed the operation of gravity,

together with the laws of motion in bodies generally,
or without special application to the existing solar

and sidereal systems. The first book of Newton's
Principia would be the Abstract, the third book
the Concrete, form of the science.

The Practical Sciences do not admit of any
regidar classification. They are as numerous as the
separate ends of human life that can I'eceive aid
from science, or from knowledge scientifically con-
stituted. Connected mth Mind and Society, we
have Ethics, Logic, Rhetoric, Grammar, Philology,

Education, Law, Jurisprudence, Politics, Political

Economy, &c. In the manual and mechanical arts,

there are Navigation, Practical Mechanics, Engi-
neering Ciril and Military, Mining and Metallurgy,
Chemistry applied to Dyeing, Bleaching, &c.

The medical department contains Medicine,
Surgery, Midwifery, Materia Medica, Medical
Jurisprudence. A science of Living, or of the
production of Happiness by a skilled application of

all existing resom-ces, was gi'eatly desiderated by
Plato, and would be the crowning practical science.

SCI'LLA. See Squill.

SCI'LLY ISLANDS. These islands, situated
a little west of 6° W. long., and about 50° N.
lat., .are the most southern parts of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain, if we except the
Channel Islands. The group consists of abcmt
40, comprising a circuit of about 30 miles

;

and their gener.al denomination is derived from a
very small island, about an acre in extent, and
almost inaccessible, called SciUy, probably from its

])osition near dangerous rocks, similar to th.at of

Scylla near Sicily. By the ancients, these islands
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Scilly Islands.

were named Cassiterides, Hesperides, and Silurie

Insul.T?. It would seem that the term Cassiterides,

or ' Tin Islands,' under which thfy were kno-wn to

the Greeks and Romans, was once ai>plied to the

peninsula of Cornwall, or at least before the Roman
settlement in Britain, there was some confusion

between the S. I. and the peninsula of Cornwall.

The inhabitants of Cornwall are said to Iiave brought
tin to these islands, where it was shipped off by
foreign merchants.

Numerous remains may be seen of rude pillars,

647
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circles of stones, kistvaens, rock-basins, and crom-

lechs. The granite of which the islands are com-
[losed is, in general, of a rather coarse quality,

and from its colour, iron seems to be frequently

associated with it. There are metalliferous veins,

or lodes, in some of the rocks, but none that

could have yielded any considerable quantity

of ore. The S. I. were in 93G granted by Athel-

stane to some monks Avho settled at Tresco. They
were afterwards granted to the Abbey of Tavistock

by Henry I., and were conferred by Queen Elizabetli

on the Godolphin family. They ai-e now the pro-

perty of the crown.
Only six of the islands are inhabited. St Mary's,

the largest, comprises 1528 acres; Tresco, 697 ; St

INIartin's, 515; St Agnes (a light-house station), 313;

Sampson and Bryher, 209. The inhabitants are

chielly engaged in agriculture. Barley, oats, and
a little wheat are grown. Large qxiantities of

potatoes are sent to London and Bristol. Fishing,

though not to any great e.xtent, occupies some
portion of the population. The climate is mild.

The soil is in general sandy, but in Tresco

and St Agnes it i.s remarkably fertUe. The cliffs

abound with sea-fowl, and are covered with sam-

phire.

St Mary's is the largest of the Scilly group, and
exceeds in population all the other islands together.

It is nine miles in circumference, and contains about

1500 inhabitants. Hugh Town is the capital, and
contains an odd mixture of old-fashioned and neat

modern houses. The pier, built in 1750 by Lord
Godolphin, has been much improved by Mr .Smith,

the present lessee of the islands. The custom-

house and post-office are in tlie centre of the town.

Some remains of the old church are still seen in the

fiehls, on the southern side of the island. The
modern church, at the east end of the main street,

is seated on rising ground, and forms a conspicuous

object in the panorama of the islands.

At Tresco are the remains of an abbey founded

in the lOtli century. Among the objects of curio-

sity on this island are the ruins of Oliver Crom-
woU's camp, castle, and battery, built by the Parlia-

mentarians under Blake and Ayscough. At Dolphin

Down may be seen traces of ancient mining.

St Agnes is about three miles south-west from St

ilary's. It is well cultivated, and
is surrounded by some fine rock-

hi scenery. The principal attraction

is the light-house, 78 feet high,

containing a revolving hght, seen

at a distance of 18 miles.

SCI'MITAR, a description of

sword used among eastern nations.

It is considerably curved, and has
its edge on the convex side. Bciug
usually of high temper, and its

shape favouraljle to incision, it

forms an admirable cutting in-

Scimitar. strum ent, but is powerless as a

thrusting weapon. The scimitar

is not, however, any match for the bayonet.

SCINK, or SKINK [Sctnciis oJlic!iiaUs),a, saurian

reptile, found in the north of Africa, and in some
parts of Asia. It is from six to eight inches long,

generally of a reddish-dun colour, with darker
transverse bauds, a wedge-shaped head, and four

jiretty strong limbs. It has been in great repute

for imaginary medicinal virtues from remote times

;

it was largely imported on this account into

ancient Rome, and is still in high esteem in

the East, dried scinks finding a ready sale in

many places, as Cairo and Alexandria. There
is almost no disease for which it has not been

iiS

supposed to be a cure.—The S. belongs to the
family Scincidm, which is interesting as one of the
connecting links between saurians and serpents.

The S. itself is in general appearance quite lizard-

like ; but in some of the allied genera, the Umbs

-tj^
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Scink [Scincus officinalis).

become rudimentary, or nearly so. In some, one

of the pairs is wanting ; and even the Slow-worms
(Ajtfjuh) are by many naturalists reckoned in this

family, in which the limbs are not manifest

externally, although they may be observed on

careful dissection. Among the genera in whicli the

four limbs are all externally manifest, although

very small and imperfect, is Seps, sometimes made
the type of a scjiarate family, Sepsida; in which
the body is much elongated and snake-like.

SCINTILLA'TION (Lat. sdnfUla). a term applied

to denote the sparlding or flickering of the stars.

The phenomenon is not yet quite explained, but that

it is certainly due to the earth's atmosphere is

proved by the following facts, which embrace nearly

all that is known on the subject. If, on a clear

evening, we look at a bright star, such as Sirius, we
observe that the intensity and colour of its light are

constantly changing—from great brilliancy to almost

tot.al obscurity, from bright I'od to fine blue, and so

on. As it rises above the horizon, these appearances

diminisli in intensity ; and stars near the zenith

scarcely scintillate at all. Again, the amount of the

scintillation depends upon the character of the

weather—on some evenings, all large stars appear to

scintillate strongly ; on others, there is barely a

trace of the appearance. It is commonly said that

a planet can be distinguished from a star by the

aljsence of scintillation. This is nearly, but not

quite, true ; for feeble scintillations have been occa-

sionally observed in Mars and Venus, but very

rarely in Jupiter and Saturn. One of the reasons of

the non-scintillation of jilanets seems to be their

finite apparent size ; for all the more conspicuous

planets shew a sensible disc even in a poor telescope,

while no instrument that has ever been constructed

has shewn a real disc in a star. Thus, a single

particle or vesicle of vapour may be large enough to

conceal a star for an instant, while it could have
no such efl'ect on a planet. It is pretty certain that

scintillation is not duo to unequally heated masses

of air, since it usually modifies only the appearance,

not the position, of a star. Another cause is easily

seen in the comparatively feeble light of the planets.

It is well ascertained that the scintillation is much
less when viewed from the top of a mountain.

—

For a good idea of what is known, and what we
desire still to know, on this subject, see a paper by
Professor Dufour, Philosophical Magazine, 1860.

SCI'O, one of the most beautifid islands in the

iEgean Sea, belongs to Turkey, and Ues seven miles
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oflf the coast of Asia JMiuor, at the entrance to the
Gulf of Smyrna. It is 32 miles long, and IS miles
in greatest breadth. Area, 400 sq. m.

; pop. about
38,000. It is mountaiuous in the north, and is

extremely fertile. Silk, figs, cheese, wool, and
gum-mastic are its principal i)roducts ; and its

wine, which was famous in ancient times, is still

esteemed. Kastro, the capital, a thriving and
handsome town of 18,800 inhabitants, stands on the
east coast, has a harbour, a castle, and two light-

houses, and carries on a growing trade in fruits,

confectionery, and silk and woollen goods.
In early times, S. formed one of the 12 Ionian

states, and it contributed 100 ships to the Greek
force that fought and was defeated by the Persians
in the sea-fight of Miletus (494 B.C.). In more
recent times, the island was taken by the Genoese
in 1346, and in 1506 by the Turks, in whose
hands it has since, except for a short interval,

remained. It was conferred as private property
n])()U the Sultana, enjoyed her protection, and
consequently prospered. After it had enjoyed a long
period of ease and wealth, a dreadful calamity
befell the island at the outbreak of the Greek
insurrection. A number of the Sciotes having, in

1822, joined the Samians, who had revolted, the
island was attacked by a Turkish fleet and army,
and the inhabitants, enervated by peace and wealth,
were indiscriminately massacred ; 25,000 fell by the
sword, 45,000 were sold as slaves, and 15,000 escaped
from the island. Subsequently, however, many
of the Sciote families returned, and now the island
is fast recovering the blow it sustained. Trade -is

returning ; and the vinej-ards, and the olive, citron,

and mastic groves are again flourishing.

SCIO'GRAPHY, the drawing of Sections (q. v.)

of buildings, so as to shew the interior of them.

SCIOPPIUS (Latinised form of Schoppe),

Kasp.vk, a noted classical scholar and controver-
sialist, was born at Neumark, in the Palatinate,

27th May 1576; studied at Heidelberg, Altdorf, and
lugolstadt; and in 1597, visited Italy, Bohemia,
Poland, and Holland. Already he had become
celebrated by his Latin verse and his notes upon
dillerent Latin authors. Next year, he abjured
I'rotestantism, and became a Roman Catholic, in

consequence of which he was decorated by the pope
with various titles, and received a jiension of GOO
florins, together with a residence in the Vatican.
Henceforth, his career is a series of fierce onslaughts
chiefly on his former co-religionists, but also

directed against all whom accident or malice led

him to hate. The lirst person whom he selected

for attack was the illustrious Scaliger (q. v.), against
whom, in 1607, he launched his Scaliijer Hypoboli-
mcciis (Mainz). In this production, Henry IV.
is also assailed. Sent in 1608 by the court of

Rome to the diet of Ratisbou, for the purpose of

observing tlie religious condition of Germany, he
pnblisheil in the same year more than twenty
]iam])hlet3 against the Protestants, rccomuicuiling
the Catholic powers to use every means for their

extermination. Such sentiments were, of course,

highly satisfactory to the emperor of Germany,
who was a devoted Catholic ; and, in consequence,
S., on visiting Vienna, met with a favouraljle

reception, and was raised to the dignity of count-

jialatine. In 101 1, he lircd ott' two libels against

King James I. of England ; the first was entitled

Ecc/i'siasticus Auturitati Ser. D. Jacobi, Ma;;. lirll.

Iteijis, Ojjpositus (Hartberg) ; and the second,

<.'i>lll/rhim Reijium, &c. Some three years after,

when staying at Madrid, he was dreadfully beaten
by the domestics of Lord Digby, the English

ambassador, in retaliation for the abuse of his

sovereign. S. fled from Spain to Ingolstadt, where
he issued his Leyntus Latro against the ambassador.
In 1618, S. went to Milan, where ho resided for the
next twelve years, devoting himself partly to philo-

logical studies, and partly to theological warfare.
He died, 19th November 1649. S. was a prodigious
scholar, and might have rivalled Scaliger himself
in reputation, as he did in learning, had it not been
for the infirmities of his temper and judganent. To
this day, his works, especially those on the Latin
language, are reckoned valuable. The principal
are: Foemnia Varia (Heidelb. 1593); VerisimiUum
Lihri Quaiuor, &c. (Nlirnb. 1596) ; Suapectai Lec-
liunci (Nlirnb. 1597) ; De Arte Critica (Nlirnb. 1597)

;

Siimhola Critira in Apuleil Opera (Augsburg, 1005) ;

0//.« rrnlian,.'! Linguat Latinm (Frankf. 16U9) ; t>e

l-thrhiririiruDi Exercilationum Gencrihiis (Mil. 1628);
Orammatica PhUotsoplika, she Institutiones Gram-
matics Latinm (Mil. 1628) ; Paradoxa Literaria
(Mil. 1628) ; Mercurim BiUnguis, &c. (Mil. 1628)

;

Itudimenta OrammaticcB Philosojjkica: (Mil. 1629)

;

Aslrnlogia Ecclesiastica (1634) ; De Scholarum el

Sludionim Ratione (Pad. 1636) ; Mercurius Quadri-
liiigids (Basel, 1637), &c.

SCIO'TO, a river of Ohio, U.S., rises in the
high lands of the north-west portion of the state,

flows south-east to Columbus, then south to its

junction at Portsmouth with the river Ohio. It

is 200 miles long, flows through a rich v.alley, is

navigable 130 miles, and for 90 miles feeds the Ohio
and Erie Canal. It is crossed by seven railway's.

SCI'PIO, PuELir.? CoKXELirs, surnamed Africa-
xus Major, one of the most accomplished warriors

of ancient Rome, but whose reputation is perhaps
somewhat greater than his merits, was born 237 or

234 B. c. He is first mentioned as taking part,

though only a youth, in the battle of the Ticinus

(218 B.C.), where he saved his fath,er'3 life. Two
years later, he fought at Cannae as a military

tribune, and was one of the few Roman officers who
escaped from that disastrous field. In 212 B.C., he
was elected a'dile, though not legally qualified by
age, and in the following year, procousul, with
command of the Roman forces in Spain. His
appearance there restored fortune to the Pvoman
arms. By a bold and sudden march, he captured

Nova Carthago, the stronghold of the Carthagmians,

and obtained an immense booty. His humane and
courteous manners won over many of the native

chiefs; and when he commenced the cam])aign of

209 B.C., his superiority over his opponents in

.address, if not in generalship, was manifest. At
Ba;cula, in the valley of the Guadalquiver, he

defeated Hasdrubal with heavy loss, but could not

prevent him from crossing the Pyrenees to the

assistance of Hannibal. In 207 E. c, he won a

more decisive victory over the other Hasdrubal,

son of Gisco and Mago, at an unknown place called

Silpia, or Elmga, somewhere in Andalusia—the

etl'ect of wliich was to place the whole of Spain in

the hands of the Romans. Soon after, he returned

to Rome, where he was elected consul (205 B.C.),

though he had not yet filled the office of pnetor;

and in the following year he sailed from Lilybivum,

in Sicily, at the head of a large army, for the

invasiou of Africa. His successes compelled the

Carthaginian senate to recall Hannibal from Italy.

This was the very thing that .S. desired, and h.ad

laboured to achieve. After some abortive efforts

at reconciliation, the gi-eat struggle between Rome
and (/arthage, betweeu S. and Hannibal, «;is

terminated by the battle fought at Naragra, on the

Bagradas, near Zanui, 19th October 202 B.C., in

which the Carthaginian troops were routed with im-

mense slaughter. Hannibal advised his cuuutrvmen
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to abandon what had now become a hopeless

and ruinous contest, and his advice was taken.

Peace was concluded in the foUomns; year, when
S. returned to Kome, and enjoyed a triumph. The
surname of Afkicaiius was conferred on him ; and
so extravagant was the popiJar gi'atitude, that it

was proposed to make him consul and dictator for

life, honours that woiild have been the destruction

of the constitution, but which S. was either wise

enough or magnanimous enough to refuse. Allien

his brother, Lucius, in 190, obtained the command
of the army destined to invade the territories of

Antiochus, iS. served under him as legate ; in fact, it

was only when he offered to do so, tliat the senate

granted Lucius the province of Greece. The latter

was I'ictorious in the war, and on his retm-n to Rome
(1S9 B.C.), assumed (in imitation of his brother) the

surname of AsiATicus. But the clouds were now
gathering heavily round the Scipios. In 187 B.C.,

Cato Major and others induced two tribunes to

prosecute Lucius for aUo-n-ing himself to be bribed

by Antiochus in the late war. He was declared

guilty by the senate ; his property was confiscated

;

and he himself would have been thrown into

prison, had not his brother forcibly rescued him
from the hands of the officers of justice. In 185

B.C., S. himself was accused by the tribime, M.
jN'Ee\'ius ; but instead of refuting the charges brought

afainst him (and which were probably groundless),

he delivered, on the first day of his trial, a eulogy

on his own achievements, and opened the second

day by reminding the citizens that it was the

anniversary of the battle of Zama, and therefore

not a time for angry squabbling, but for religious

serWces. He then summoned the people to follow

him to the Capitol, to give thanks to the immortal

gods, to pray that Pome might never want citizens

Hlce himself. His audience were electrified, and
the thing was done before opposition became pos-

sible. To resume the trial, was out of the question

;

but S. felt that popular enthusiasm was not to be

depended on ; that the power of the oligarchy—of

that compact body of ambitious and exclusive

nobles—was irresistible ; that its hatred of him was
unappeasable, and that his day was over. He
retired to his country-seat at Liternimi, in Cam-
pania, where he spent the remainder of his life,

and where he died, 183 or 185 B.C.—S. is commonly
regarded as the greatest Eoman general before

Juhus Ct'esar ; and certainly, in the brUliancy of his

gifts and accomplishments, he was unsurpassed

;

but if his career be strictly criticised, it will be

found that he owed as much to fortune as to genius.

Nevertheless, he won a multitude of splendid suc-

cesses, and made the most of his great advantages.

His beauty, bravery, and courtesy ; his proud, yet

pious beUef that the gods favoured him vrith. their

inspiration, won him^the love and reverence of

soldiers and women ; and his magnanimity towards

his fallen rival, who flitted about the eastern courts

in dreary exile, is a bright feature in his character,

and nobly distinguishes him from the cruel-hearted

oligarchs of the senate.

SCIPIO ^MILIANUS, PuBLius Cornelius,

surnamed Africauus Minok, born 185 B. c, was
a younger son of Lucius jEmilius Paulus, who
conquered Macedon, but was adopted by his kins-

man, Publius Scipio, son of the great Seipio, who
had married the daughter of that Lucius ^mUius
Paulus who fell at Canna;. S. accompanied his

father on his expedition against Macedon, and
fought at the decisive battle of Pydna, 168 E. c.

In Greece, he made the acquaintance of Polybius the

historian, who afterwards became one of his closest

and most valued friends. In 151 E. c, he went to

Spain as mihtary tribune, in the wake of the consul
S50

Lucius Lucullns, where he distinguished himself

alike by his valour and his virtue. Two years later,

began the third and last Punic war^ which mainly
consisted in the siege of Carthage. S. still held the

subordinate position of miUtary tribune; but the

incapacity of the consuls, Manius ManUius and
Lucius Calpurnius Piso, and the brilhant manner in

which he rectified their blunders, fixed all eyes upon
him. The favourite both of the Roman army and
the Roman people, S. was at length, in 147 n. c,

when only a candidate for the ajdileship, elected

consul by an extraordinary decree of the Comitia,

and invested with sujireme command ; old Cato,

who could with difficulty be got to praise any one.

appljnng to the young hero and his incapable

comrades (according to Plutarch) the Homeric line

—

He only is a living man ; the rest are flitting shades.

The story of the siege of Carthage, the despairing

heroism of its inhabitants, the determined resolu-

tion, the sleepless vigilance, the incessant labours of

S., are too well known to require description. Suffice

it to say, that after a protracted defence of months,

the city was finally taken by storm in the sprmg

of 146 B. c. ; and by the orders of the senate, it

was levelled to the ground, and the ploughshare

driven over its site. S., a man of noble and refined

soul, obeyed the savage behest with sorrow, even

with horror. As he gazed on the ruin he had
wrought, the thought flashed across his mind that

some day Rome too might perish, and the words of

the Iliad rose to his lips—

The day shall come when sacred Troy shall perish,

And Priam and his people shall be slain.

S., though probably the most accomplished Roman
gentleman of his age, was rigorous in his observ-

ance of the antique P^oman virtues ; and when
holding the office of censor in 142 B. c, he strove

to follow in the footsteps of Cato. But his efforts to

repress the increasing luxury and immorality of

the capital were frustrated by the opposition of

his colleague, Lucius Mummius, the rough con-

queror of Corinth. In 139 B. c, S. was accused

of the crimen majestatis by the tribime Tiberius

Claudius Asellus, but was acquitted, and soon after

was sent to Egypt and Asia on a special embassy.

Meanwhile, however, affairs had gone badly in

Spain. Viriathus, the Lusitanian patriot, had again

and again inflicted the most disgraceful defeats

on the Roman armies, and his example had roused

the hopes of the Celtiberian tribes, who also rushed

to war against the common foe. The contest con-

tinued with varying success ; but the interest centres

in the city of Numantia, whose inhabitants dis-

played amazing courage in the struggle with Rome.
For long it seemed as if the Kumantines were in-

vincible—one consul after another finding then-

subjugation too hard a task—but at length, in 134

B.C., S., re-elected consul, was sent over to Spain;

and after a siege of eight months, forced the citizens,

who were dying of himger, to surrender, and utterly

destroyed their homes. He then returned to Rome,
where he took a prominent part in political aftairs,

appearing as the leader of the aristocractic party, in

consequence of which his popularity with the demo-

cratic pai-ty greatly declined. Although a brother-

in-law of Tiberius Gracchus, whose sister, Sem-

pronia, he had married, he rather disclaimed .any

sympathy with his political aims ; and when he

heard of the murder of his kinsman, quoted his

favourite Homer :
' So perish all who do the like

again.' His attempt (129 B. c.) to rescind that

portion of the agrarian law of Tiberius Gracchus

relating to the lauds of the Socii, excited the most

furious indignation. AVlien he went home from
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the senate, lie had to be accompanied by a guard.
Next morning, he was found dead in his bed ; the
prevailing suspicion being, that he was miu-dered
either by or at the instigation of Papirius Carbo,
his most rancorous political enemy. S. was neither
a rigid aristocrat nor a flatterer of the people.
Inferior in splendour of genius to his adoptive
grandfather, he surpassed hun in purity of charac-
ter, in simplicity of patriotism, and in liberaUty of
culture.

SCI'RPXJS, a genus of plants of the natural order
Cijperaccw. The English name Club-rush is some-
times given to them. The Common Bidi-nsh (q. v.)

is a familiar example. There are several British
species, some of them very small in comparison with
the Bulrush, as S. casspUosus, caUed Deer's Flair in
the Highlands of Scotland, which is only two or
three inches high, and aboimds ui moors, affording
food to sheep in spring. The root-stocks of S.

dubiits are eaten by the natives of the south of

India ; as are the tubers of S. tuberosus, which is

called Pi-tsi by the Cliinese, and is eiJtivated by
them in tanks and ponds, copious supplies of manure
being given. The tubers are roundish.

SCI'RRHUS (Gr. hard), a term appUed to a kind
of Cancer (q. v.).

SCITAMI'NE/E, or ZINGIBERA'CE.E, a natu-
ral order of endogenous plants, herbaceous peren-
nials. There are about 250 known species, among
which are the different kinds of CJingcr, Galangale,
Zedoary, Cardamom, Grains of Paradise, Tirrmerie,

&c. Most of them are notable for their aromatic
properties, which reside chiefly in their root-stocks
or in their seeds. The root-stocks of some, par-

ticularly when young, contain much starch, which
is used as arrow-root. All the species are tropical

or subtroijical.

SCIU'RIDAE. See Squirrel.

SCLERODE'RMI, Cuvier's name for the family

of fishes called Balistidm by Miiller. See Balistes.

SCLEROGE'NIDAE. See Mailed Cheeks.

SCLERO'STOMA (from the Gr. scleras, hard,

and stoma, the mouth) is the term applied to a
well-known genus of the family of Strongylidm,

belonging to the order of round worms or Neniatoda
(q. v.). One species, the Sdcrostoma syngavms, is of

special interest, as

being the cause of

the cUsease in poultiy
known as the Gapes
(q. v.). Since the
article Gapes was
published, it has been
ascertained that the

entozoon which in-

fests the windpipe
of the diseased birds

is not a trematoid
(or fluke-like) worm,
but a round worm,
possessingmany very
singidar properties.

Dr Cobbold, to

whom we are mainly
indebted for our
knowledge of this

worm, removed from
a chloroformed fowl
with the gajies, seven
sclerostomata. ' SLx
of these parasites

were united in pairs, the odd worm being a female,
from which the male had in all likelihood been rudely
turn diu-iiig the witlulrawal nf i\\,- forceps ' {h'ntoxua,

Fig. 1.—Sclerostoma syngamus.
a, Malo .ind female—natural size;

h, upper part of the same,
cnlai-ged (from Cobbold). Tlie
male is the smaller worm on the
right Bide of these figures.

18C4, p. 86). The females thus extracted had an
average length of fths of an inch ; while the males
scarcely exceeded ith of an inch. In both sexes, the
breadth of the body was nearly uniform throughout,
being about -g'jth of an inch in the female, and only
^ih of an inch in the male. The mouth of the
female is furnished with six prominent chitinous lips.

According to Siebold, after sexual congi-ess, ' there
is idtimately a lasting continuity of the sexes by
means of an actual gi'owing together'—one of the
most remarkable facts ever recorded in natural
history. Hence the eg,^, which are comparatively
large, and many of which contain firlly-formed
embryos, can only escape by a breaking-up of the
body of the parent. ' By whatever mode,' says Dr
Cobbold, ' the young make their exit from the shell,
it is manifest, that prior to their expidsion, they
are sufficiently developed to undertake an active
migration. Their next habitation may occur within
the bodies of certain insect larva;, or even in small
land moUnscs

; but I think it more likely that they
either enter the substance of vegetable matters, or
bury themselves in the sod at a short distance from
the surface.'

Considering that this woi-m infests the trachea of
the domestio'fowl, the turkey, the pheasant, and the
partridge, as weU as of many birds of less import-
ance (as the magpie, the black stork, the starling,
the swift, &c.), it is of the greatest importance to

Fig. 2.—Sclerostoma duodenale—Male specimen.

1, The natural size ; 2, the same magnified, and seen laterally;

a, generative organ ; h, region of anus.

check its development. With this view, the worms
must not only be removed by the means descrilied

in the article Gapes, and more fidly in Cobbold'a
Entozoa, pp. 90, 91, but they must be iotaUij

destroyed after their removal. If they be merely
kdled, and thrown on the ground, the mature eggs
will prol>ably remain uninjured ; and when decom-
position sets in, the yoimg embryos will, sooner or
later, escape from the shells, migrate in the sod or

elsewhere, and idtimately find their way—how, we
cannot tell—into the air-passages of certain birds, in

the same manner as their parents did before them.
Dr Cobbold, whose classification of intestinal

worms wiU doubtless for many years be the standard
one, places the Dochmius ancliylostomum, or Anc/iy-
losloma duodenale (see Stronoylidj:), in this geniis,

with the name of Selerontoma duodenale. ^his worm,
which nsu.ally measures about Jd of an inch in
length, is especially characterised by an asymmetri-
c:il disposition of four hornj', conical, oval papilke,
of unequal size, forming the so-called teeth. The
female is larger th;in the male in aliout the r.atio of
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4 to .>, and is the more numerous in the ratio of

3 to 1. This \yorm was first discovered by Dubini at

Milan in ISoS, and thougli at first thouglit rare,

is now known to be tolerably common throngh-

out Northei-n Italy. It is remark.ably abundant

in Egj'pt, where Pruner foiuid it in nearly every

corpse, sometimes, in hundreds of specimens, in the

jejunum, and to a less extent in the duodenum.
Gricsinger, in his Memoir On the Frequency of

Enlozoa hi Egypt, and the Diseases they occasion

(1854), considers that about one-fourth of the

population are constantly suffering from a severe

anremic chlorosis, occasioned solely by the presence

of this parasite. A tolerably fidl account of this

disorder, and of the treatment to be adopted, is

given by Kuchenmeister in his Manual of Parasites,

vol. i. pp. 3SG— 339.

SCLERO'TIUM, a spurious genus of fungi, now
regarded as merely the mycelium of fungi, and
these probably of very different kinds, which have

been arrested in their development, assuming a

pecuhar form. This form is that of a fleshy mass,

often a ball. E.^amples are to be found among
almost all kinds of decaying vegetable matter, as

fruits, esculent roots, &c. Wheu a crop of onions

rots off, as is often the case, to the vexation of the

gardener, a S. wiU generally be found attached to

the bulbs in the form of little irregidar black

masses, or as a multitude of small granules. On the

under side of decaying cabbage-leaves, and scattered

on the groimd beneath the plant to which they

belong, may in like manner be seen little balls,

varying from white or reddish-brown to dark brown
and black, in size about equal to cabbage-seeds,

whence stories of showers of seeds have sometimes

originated.

SCO'LEX. See T.ipe-worms.

SCOLOPA'CID.^, a family of birds of the order

Grallce, having a long, feeble, soft, and somewhat
flexible bill, which is remarkably furnished with

nerves, particularly towards the tip, so as to be

extremely sensitive, whilst many of them have also

a pecidiar muscle, enabling them to separate the

points of the mandibles the moment that their prey

IS felt. They are thus admirably fitted for seeking

their food—which generally consists of worms,
slugs, &c.—in mud, soft earth, or wet sand. The
membrane of the tip of the bdl is almost pulpy in

many of them. The species are numerous, and very

widely distributed, generally inhabitants of swampy
or very moist places. Snipes, woodcocks, sand-

pipers, and curlews are familiar examples.

SCOLOPE'NDRA. See Centipede.

SCOLOPE'NDRIUM. See Hart's Tongite.

SCOLY'TUS, a genus of coleopterous insects of

the family Xylophagi. See Bahk-beetle. One

Scolytus destructor, and Section of "Wood, shewing the
burrows of the larvte.

species, S. destructor, a beetle only about one-sixth
of an inch in length, of a duU colour, vriih. short
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autennaj, thickened at the extremity, has of late

years destroyed great numbers of fine elms in the

neighbourhood of London and elsewhere in England.

The female insect burrows in the wood, and lays .i

row of eggs ; the larvae, as soon as they are hatched,

begin to feed upon the wood, and eat thefr way in

long tunnels, diverging on all sides from the original

one. This pest apjiears to be spreading in England.

SCOMBERESO'CIDvE, a family of fishes, of the

order PkclorjnalJn, having the maxillary bones
united with the elongated premaxillaries at the

corners of the mouth. The Elyiug-fish {Exoccetiis)

belongs to this family. The Gar-fish and the Saury
Pike are the only species common on the British

coasts. Until the Plectognathi were recognised as

a separate order, the S. were reckoned as belonging

to the Esocida; or pike family.

SCOMBE'RID^, or SCO'MBPJD.E, a large

family of acanthopterous fishes, containing many
species highly esteemed as articles of food, aud some
of them of great value on account of the abundance
in which they are caught. Some of them attain a

large size. They have a smooth body, covered

generally with small scales, and often very beauti-

fully coloured ; the tail-fin generally large, and the

tail very muscular and powerful. The gill-covers

have no armature. The sides of the tail are often

keeled and armed with sharp-keeled scales. The
front spines of the anal fin are generally detached,

and sometimes those of the first dorsal fin. The
second dorSal fin is often represented by numerous
fiuluts, as in the Mackerel (q. v.). To the same
tribe with the mackerel, characterised by finlets

and by the want of armature on the lateral line,

belong the Bonito (q. v.), the Tunny (q. v.), the

Albacore (see Tunny), and the Seirfi.sh (q. v.). The
importance of the JIackerel fishery is well known,
also that of the Tunny fishery of the Mediterranean.

The Sword-fish (q. v.) is an example of another

group, comprising only a few species, having no fin-

lets, aud remarkably characterised by the dagger-

like prolongation of the muzzle. The Pilot-fish

(q. v.) belongs to a tribe having the first dorsal

represented by isolated spines. There are other

tribes or groups, some having the lateral line

cuirassed, some not having this armature, and not

having finlets nor detached spines. The Dory
(q. V.) and allied genera, often regarded as forming
a tribe of S., have been constituted into a distinct

famil}% Ze'idie.—The S. are all marine. They are

more numerous in warm than in cold climates,

although some are found in very northern seas, of

which the mackerel is the most important instance.

It and the Scad (q. v.) , or Horse Mackerel, are the

only species common on the British coasts, although
several others are known as of rare occiu-rence.

SCONCE, in Fortification, is a term applied to

any small redoubt or fort, detached from the main
works for some local object, as the defence of a pass

or ford, &c. The word is not now often used.

SCONCE, a candlestick alHxed to a wall by a

lir.acket, and frequently with a mirror or other
reflector.

SCONE (pronounced Scoon), a parish in Perth-

shire, lying on the left bank of the Tay, about
two miles from Perth. It is famous as the seat

of one of the most venerable of Scottish abbeys.

S. is first mentioned in the beginning of the 10th

c, when a council was held there in the 6th year

of the reign of King Constantine, at which time it

is styled, by the Chronicle which records the fact,

regcdis civitas, the royal city. A monastery was
Viuilt at S. probably about the same period, and
there was located the famous stone on which
the kings of the Scots were iuaugurated, and
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which was carried by Etlwaril I. of England to

Westminster Abbey. In place o£ the ancient mon-
astery, an abbey of Canons Regular was founded by
Alexander I., in 1115, and there the sovereigns con-

tinued to be inaugurated and crowned. Alexander
III., the last of the ancient race of kings, and
Robert Bruce, the founder of the new dynasty, were
crowned at 8. ; but after the accession of the House
of Stuart, the coronation sometimes took place in

other churches. In the summer of 1559, when
Perth was held by the Lords of the Congregation,

a disorderly multitude of their adherents assaulted

the monastery of S., set it on fire, and left it a

blackened ruin. The last coronation which was
celebrated at S. was that of Charles II., on the 1st

of January 1G51. The abbey-church had never
been restored, and the solemnity took place in the

parish kirk, the crown being placed on the king's

head by the Marquis of Argyle. In January 17 IG,

the Jacobite leaders endeavoured to encourage their

followers by fixing a day for the coronation of the

Chevalier at S., but the design was abandoned. In
the reign of James VI., the abbey of S. was erected

into a temporal lordship in favour of Sir David
Hurray, afterwards created Viseomit of Stormont.
The great chief-justice, the Earl of Mansfield, a

younger sou of tlie fifth Viscount Stormont, was
born at .S. : and tlie Scottish jjeerage is now merged
in the British earldom. The Viscounts of Stormont
had a residence ne.ar the site of the abbey, and
hence known as the P.alace of Scone. The present

jtalace was erected on the same site in the beginning

of this century.

SCO 'PAS, a celebrated Greek sculptor and
architect, belonging to the later Attic school, the

head of which was Praxiteles (q. v.), was born in

the island of Paros, and flourished during the first

half of the 4th c. B. c. Nothing is known regarding

his life or the period of his death. His principal

architectural works are :
' The Temple of Athena

Alia at Tegea,' the first both in point of size and
beauty in the Peloponnesus ;

' The (second) Temple
of Diana at Ephesus' (though Deinocrates is also

and even more generally named as the architect of

this building) ; some of the bas-reliefs in the famous
Mausoleum erected by Artemisia, queen of Caria,

in memory of her husband (and now in the British

Museum). His sculptures, by which we mean his

single statues and groups illustrating the divinities

of Greelc mythology, were very numerous, and for

the most part were executed in marble. They
embrace subjects from the myths of Aphrodite
(Venus), Dionysus (Bacchus), A])ollo, . Artemis
(Diana), &c. But perhaps the noblest, and certainly

the most famous piece of sculpture executed by S.,

was that which latterly stood in the Flaminiau
Circus at Rome, and represented Achilles conducted
to the island of Leuce by the divinities of the sea.

It included statues of Neptune, Thetis, the Nereids,

Tritons, and a variety of sea-monsters, and accord-

ing to Pliny, the whole was so beautiful, that it

would have been sufficient to have immortalised S.,

even if he had done nothing more.

SCOPE'LID.^. See S.iUMO.xiD.i;.

SC'ORE, in Music, compositions f(jr several voices

or instruments, or for an orchestra, so written, that

each part has a separate staff for itself, these staves

being placed over each other, bar con-esponding to

bar. It is so called because the bars are sroml or

drawn through all the parts from top to bottom.

()ccasiniially,Where there is a deficiency of staves

for all the jiarts, or where auy of the jiarts have so

little to do that it is not worth while to assign tlicm

a separate statl', parts related to or connected with

each other, as two flutes, two clarionets, or tlu-ee

trombones, may bo written on the same staff

together. The arrangement or distribution of the
parts in a score is matter of some importance. As
a general rule, the highest part should be placed
uppermost, then the next lower, and gradually
descending. All the parts of a chorus should

bo placed together. Perfection in reading score is

not very easily attained, but is necessary for a
thoroughly trained musician. The student of music
who can read or ]tlay the great master-works from
the score, will become far more intimately ac-

quainted with them than he could by mere piano-

forte an'angements, and will come to understand
the means by which their composers h.ave produced
the wonderful effects that are to be found in their

music. The use of so large a number of clefs, and
the practice which has obtained of ^\Titing parts for

particidar instruments in other keys, have added
greatly to the difficulty of studying the score.

Among various suggestions for simplifying the

score, one which was lately advocated in Brown's
J£lemcnts of Musical Science, consists in the use of

but one clef, the bass or F clef, the other parts

being distinguished from the bass by short bars

attached to the clef, which direct the performer
to take the notes one, two, or three octaves
higher.

SCORESBY, WlLLlAJt, D.D., a celebrated Arctic
explorer and savant, was the son of William Scoresby,

the most distinguished whale-fisher of his time, and
was born at Cropton in Yorkshire, October 5, 1789.

He commenced a seafaring life at the age of ten,

and in his 21st year succeeded his father as com-
mander of the Eesoluiion, and can'ied on the
business of whale-fishing. After having made 17

voyages to the Spitzbergen and Greenland whaling-
gi-omids, he published the results of his observations

of the countries within the Arctic Circle in An
Account of the Arctic Segions (2 vols., 1820), a work
which not only increased and extended the author's

reputation, but added largely to the sciences of

meteorology, hydrography, and natural history. In
1822, he explored the east coast of Greenland, a
tract hitherto wholly unknown, and jiublished in

the following year at Edinburgh an account of this

expedition and its fruits. In 1824, he was elected a
Fellow of the Royal Society of London, and some
time after was chosen correspondanl of the French
Institute. He had retired from his profession in

1822, and now proceeded to give eft'ect to a strong

desire which had long possessed him, of becoming
an authorised teacher of religion, by entering himself

at Queen's College, Cambridge ; he graduated as

B.D. in 1834, subsequently (18.39) received the

degree of D.D., and laboured faithfully and zealously,

first at Liverpool and afterwards at Bradford, till

failing health compelled him to retire to Torquay.

He still continued his physical researches, giving

special attention to terrestrial magnetism, especiaUy

in its relation to navigation ; and jniblished the

results, many of which were of great value and
interest, in the form of Memoirs, in the Philrisoplihul

Tninsucrumf?, the Tran-'iactions of the liotjal i^ocitii/

of I'Jdinhnrijh, the lieports of the British Afisociatiun,

and subsequently in an improved form in his Mdf/-
netical Itivedi(iation.i (Lond. 2 vols. 1839— 1852). For
the better ])rosecution of these researches, he made a

voyage 'to the United States in 1847, and to Australia

iu 1853, returning from the last-named country in

lS."il), enfeebled in health by the arduous labours

which he hail inulergone. lie ilicd at Torquay on
March 21, 185". Besides his work on Zoistic

Jltviiielisni, which described a scries of researches

entered into for the purpose of eliciting some natural

connection between magnetic and mesmeric agencies,

he published various works of a religious nature.
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His life has been nritteu by his nephew, E. E.

Scoresby-Jackson (Lond. 1S61).

SCO'RI^ are the cinders and slags of volcanoes,

more or less porous from the expansion of the gases

contained in the melted materials. See Volcanic
Rocks.

SCORPiE'NA, a genus of fishes, of the family

of Mailed Cheeks. The head is large .and compressed,

more or less armed with spines or tubercles. The
body is of a somewhat perch-like form. Some of

the Scorprrnce are remarkable for theii- ugliness

;

some exhibit very fine colours. They are numerous
in the Mediterranean, and widely distributed in the

seas of warm climates. They frequent rocky shores

in shoals, and feed on crustaceans, small fishes, &c.

They are popul.arly called Horj-fsh and Scorpion -Jish.

The flesh is dry and tasteless, but the liver yields

a useful oil.—The Bergylt (q. v.) belongs to a nearly

allied genus.

SCO'EPION (Scorpio), a genus of Arachnida, of

the order Pulmonaria, formerly including the whole
of the family Scorpionidce, to all of which the

popular name is stUl extended. Scorpions are

natives of warm climates, both in the eastern and
western hemispheres. The species are numerous.
They have the body elongated, and no mai'ked

division between the thorax and abdomen. Six

segments of the abdomen are broad ; but the last

six are narrow, forming a tail ; and the last segment
is modified into a curved and sharp sting, having
two pores on its lower side, from which the venom
flows, supjilied by two poison glands in the base of

the segment. The palpi are modified into pincers

or claws like those of the lobster, by means of which
prey is seized. There are four spiracles or breathing
pores on each side of the abdomen. There are two
remarkable comb-like appendages on the under
surface of the thorax, the use of which is unknown.
The number of ej^es is various ; in the restricted

genus Scorpio, of which the CoJOioN S. {S. Europams)
of the south of Europe is an example, there are only

Scorpio2i (Scorpio Uuropcc2(s).

six ; but in some of the genera eight and twelve.

Scorpions feed on beetles and other insects, and
after seizing them, pierce them with the sting before

eating them. They also eat the eggs of spiders, &c.
They lurk under stones and in holes and crevices,

but come forth to seek theu' prey, running with
great activity. In ninning, they carry the tail curled
over the liack. When alarmed or irritated, they
shew great fierceness, evidently aware of the power
of their sting, .and movmg it in all directions, as if

threatening an adversary. They are imiversally
disliked, and not a little dreaded, being ap{ to get
into houses, and into beds, hiding themselves under
pillows, in shoes, boots, &c., so that accidents are
very frequent in countries where they abound. The
sting of a S. is seldom fatal, but even that of the
Common Eiu-opean S. is very painful, and that of

some of the largest species—which are six inches
long—is much more severe, attended with much
nausea and constitutional derangement, nor do the

effects soon cease. It is of use to press a large key
or other tube on the wound, so as to force out part
of the poison. The best remedy is ammonia, inter-

nally administered, and also applied externally.
The female S. displays great regard for her young,

which she carries for some time clinging in great
numbers to her back, limbs, and tail.

SCORZONE'RA, a genus of plants of the natural
order Composite, suborder Cichoritcea:, having ycUow
or rarely rose-coloured flowers. The species are
numerous, mostly natives of the south of Europe
and the East. Ko species is found in Britain. The
Common S. of our kitchen-gardens, S. Hispanica, a
n.ative of the south of Europe, has long been culti-

v.ated for its esculent roots. The root is black
externally, white within, about the thickness of a
man's finger, long, and tapering very gr.aduaUy,

whence the name Vipeis Grass, sometimes given
to the plant, the root being su])posed to resemble a
viper. It contains a white mUky juice, and has a
mild sweetish mucilaginous taste ; it is very jileasant

when boiled, the outer rind being first scraped off,

and the root steeped in water, to abstract part of

its bitterness. The leaves are an inferior substitute

for mulberry leaves in feeding silkworms.—Other
species of S. are used in the same w.ay.

SCOT, Reginald, a writer who has acquired an
honourable reputation as an early disbeUever in

the reality of witchcraft, was a younger son of Sir

John Scot of Scotshall, near Smeethe in the county
of Kent, and was born in the first half of the 16th
century. He studied at O.xford, and on his return

home devoted himself exclusively to learned pur-

suits. Nothing fiu'ther is known regarding him
except that he died in 1599. His famous work,
entitled The Discoveric of Witchcraft, was published
in 1.584, and is designed to demonstrate the absurdity

of the prevalent beUef on the subject. It is full of

learning, and is marked in many passages by sound
sense and humane feeling, qualities that naturally

excited the antipathy of a person like King James,
who wrote his Dccmonology, as he tells us, ' chiefly

against the damnable opinions of Wierus and
Scot ; the latter of whom is not ashamed in

public print to deny there can be such a thing as

witchcraft.' But the ' British Solomon ' only
reflected the general ignorance and superstition of

his age, and S. had to run the gantlet of a series

of ' Answers ' and ' Refutations ' by a number of
' eminent ' divines, as well as by Glan\al, the author
of the Scepsis Scicntijica. S.'s book was ordered to

be burned by the common hangman, and copies of it

are now extremely rare. Besides The Discorerie of
Witchcraft, S. wrote A Perfect Platform of a Hop
Garden.

SCOTCH STATUTES frequently mean the
ancient acts of parliament beginning with the reign

of James I. of Scotland, and continuing down to the

Union of England and Scotland. There are also many
statutes p.assed since that date which are applicable

exclusively to Scotland, and these are to be found
among the statutes at large. The rules of con-

struction of Scotch statutes do not differ from those
affecting Enghsh or British statutes. One pecuU-
arity, however, distinguishes the old Scotch statutes

prior to the Union, which is this, that those statutes

lost their force by desuetude, that is, by mere lapse

of time, coupled with neglect or non-observance, or

at least with a contrary usage. In England, on the
other hand, a statute, however ancient and however
little acted upon, continues law until it is expressly,

or by strong implication, repealed by some subse-

quent statute. Acts of Sederunt—that is, rides

of practice passed by the Court of Session—are also

subject to the law of desuetude.
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SCO'TER {Oidemiaj, a genus of tlie oceanic sec-

tion o£ ducks, having a short broad bill with an
elevated knob at the base o£ the upper mandible,

the tip much flattened, and terminated by a large

flat nail, the mandibles laminated with broad strong

(videly separated plates ; the wings of moderate
length ; the tail short and acute ; the feet very
large ; the phmiage generally very dark. Theii*

food consists chiefly of marine shell-fish, crusta-

ceans, &c. They obtain their food by diving.—The
CoiiMON S., or Black S. (0. nir/ra), is about the size

of the common duck. The whole plumage of the

male is deep black ; the bill and legs are also black,

except a line of orange along the ridge of the upper
mandible. The female is dark brown. The black

S. is abundant in mnter on many parts of the

British coast, migrating to more northern regions in

spring. The flesh is oily, and has a fishy taste ; but
being therefore permitted to Roman Catholics during

Lent, is iu great request in some countries, so that

at Marseille, Aix, and other places iu the south of

France, arrangements are made by the magistrates

Velvet Scoter {Oidemia fusca).

for an annual shooting or haltnc of scoters, and
great numbers are lulled.—The Velvet Scoter (0.

fii.sca) is a less common winter visitant of Britain,

plentiful only iu Orkney.

SCO'TIA. See Motodino.

SGO'TLAND. For the Geo.gi-apliy, see Geeat
Britain. History.—An account has been given

under the article Picts (q. v.) of the early inhabi-

tants of the country which has long been known
by the name of Scotland. The original Scotia or

S. was Ireland, and the Scoti or Scots, at their first

appearance in authentic • history, were the people

of Ireland. The Scots were a Celtic race, and their

original seat in ^Northern Britain was in Argyle,

which they acquired by colonisation or conquest,

before the end of the 5th c, and from whence
they spread themselves along the western coast

from the Firth of Clyde to the modern Ross.

The name of S. seems first to have been given

to the united kingdom of the Picts and Scots

in the 10th century. It was then sometimes styled,

by way of distinction, Scotia Nora (New Scotland),

and it was a considerable time afterwards before the

name of S. was applied to it, to the exclusion of

IrelancL This interchange of names was a fruitful

eource of dispiite between Irish and Scottish writers

in the 10th and following centuries, and it can hardly

be said that even now the controversy is entirely at

an end.

The first prince of the British Scots mentioned in

our authentic annals was Fergus, son of Ere, who

crossed over to Britain about the year 503. His
nation had been converted to Christianity by St

Patrick, and Fergus himself is said to have received

the blessing of the saint in his early years. His
great-grandson, Conal, was king of the British Scots

when Columba (q. v.) began the conversion of the

Northern Picts ; and by that prmcc, according to

the best authorities, lona was given for the u.se of

the mission. Conal was succeeded by his nephew,
Aidan, who was inaugurated as sovereign by St
Columba in the island of lona—a ceremony which
Scottish writers, misled by the great French anti-

quary Martene, long believed to be the first example
of the benediction of kings. Aidan was a powcrfid
prince, and more than once successfully invaded the
English border, but towards the end of his reign he
received a severe defeat from the Northumbrian
sovereign Ethelfrid at the battle of Degsestan.

The history of Aidan's successors is obscure and
iminteresting, except to the professed students of our
early history. Their kingdom was overshadowed
by the more powerful monarchy of the Picts, with
which, as well as with its neighbours in the south

—

the Britons of Cumbria—it was engaged in almost

unceasing conflict. The Scots were for a time under
some sort of subjection to the English of North-
umbria, but recovered their independence on the

defeat and death of King Egfrid in battle with the

Picts at Nechtausmere in GS5. In the middle of the

9th c., by a revolution, the exact nature of which
has never been ascertained, the Scots acquired a

]iredominance in Northern Britain. Kenneth, son

of Alpiu, the lineal descendant of Fergus and Aidan,
succeeded his father as king of the Scots in S.36.

The Pictish kingdom was weakened by civU dissen-

sion and a disputed claim to the crown. Kenneth
laid claim to it as the true heir in the female liue,

and was acknowledged king in the year 843.

King Kenneth transferred his residence to For-

teviot in Stratherne, which had been the Pictish

capital, fixing soon afterwards the ecclesiastical

metropolis of the united kingdom at Dunkeld,
where he built a church, dedicated to St Columba.
The Picts and Scots, each speaking a dialect of the

Celtic tongue, gradually coalesced into one people,

whose territory extended from the Fh-ths of Forth
and Clyde to the northern extremity of Britain.

The crown descended to a line of princes of the

family of Kenneth, whose rule gave a unity and
comparative tranquillity to the Scots of Britain,

which those of Ireland, at no time really united

under one prince, never possessed, and the good

eftects of which, as contrasted with the state of the

sister island, are experienced to the present day.

The first interruption to the descent of the crown

in the line of Kenneth was the reign of a usurjier

named Grig, round whose name, amplified to

Gregory by the WTiters of a later age, a cloud of

legendary fiction gathered. The old family was
restored on his expulsion in 893.

The reign of Constantine, son of Aodh, who suc-

ceeded iu 901, was a remarkable one. Iu his time,

it is probable that the seat of the ecclesiastical

primacy was transferred from Dunkeld to St

Andrews, and that the regal residence was fixed at

Scone. At the latter place, in the sixth year of his

reign, the chronicles mention th.at Constantine, the

king, Kellach, the bishop, and the Scots, swore to

obsen'e the laws and discipline of the faith and the

rights of the churches and the gospels. This seems

to indicate the meeting of some sort of council, civil

or ecclesiastical, or more probably a combination of

both, according to the form prevalent at this period

both among the Celtic and the Teutonic nations.

Even before the establishment of the kingdom of

the Picts and Scots iu the person of Kenneth,
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Northern Britain had experienced the attacks of a
new enemy, the Scandinavian invaders, generally
spoken of under the name of Danes. Coustantine
resisted them bravely, but towards the end of his

reign he entered into an .alliance with them in oppo-
sition to the English. A powerful army, composed
of Scots and Picts, Britons .and Danes, disembarked
on the Hnmber, and was encountered at Brunan-
bnrgli by Athelstane, king of England. A b.attle

was fought there, the first of a series of unfortunate
combats by Scottish princes on English ground.
The confederate army was defeated, and though
Constantine escaped, his sou was among the slain.

Weary of strife, the king soon afterwards retired to

the Culdee monastery at St Andrews, of which he
became abbot, and where he died in 953.

Duriug the reign of M.alcolm the first of that
name, and the successor of Constantine, a portion of

the Cumbrian kingdom, including the modern
Cumberland and part of Westmoreland, which had
been wrested from the Britons by Edmund, king of

England, was bestowed by that prince on the
Scottish sovereign. This grant was the foundation
of that claim of homage made by the English kings
on the Scottish sovereigns, which afterwards became
the caiise or the pretext for the great struggle
between the two nations. The northern kingdom
was still further increased in the reign of Kenneth,
son of Malcolm, by the acquisition of Lothian, aud
of Northern Cumbria, or Strathclyile. The former
province, formerly a part of the NorthumV)rian king-
dom, and entirely English in its population, was
bestowed on Kenneth by Edg.ar, king of England.
The Cambrian kingdom, which had at one time
extended .along the west coast from the Firth of

(,'lyde to the border of Wales, had been weakened
by the loss of its southern territories ; aud it now
fell under the dominion of the vScottish king. Tlie

last addition to .Scotland in the south took place
under M.alcolm IL, son of Kenneth, who acquired
the JNIerse and Teviotdale from the Earl of Northum-
bria, and thus advanced his kingdom on the eastern
border to the Tweed. The reign of Malcolm II.

extended from 1003 to 1033. The kings who inune-
diately followed are better known to the general
readers than any of their predecessors, poetry
ha\nng made their names familiar to every one.

JLalcolm's successor was his grandson, Duncan, whose
lirief reign was followed by th.at of Macbeth (q. v.).

Tlie latter (^as a vigorous and prudent ruler, munifi-
cent to the church, and famous as the only Scottish

king who made a iiilgrimage to Rome. But although
by marriage he was connected with the royal line,

he was unable to secure the affection of his subjects.

Malcolm, the eldest son of Duncan, assisted by his

kinsm.an, Siward, Earl of Northumbria, invaded
Scotland. The usurper v.'.as defeated and slain at

Lumphanan, in M.ar, in 10o6, and Malcolm was
acknowledged as king.

The long reign of J.I.alcolm III. was the com-
mencement of a great social and political revolution
in Scotland. His residence in England, aud still

more his marriage with the English Princess
Margaret, the sister of Edgar Atheling, led to the
introduction of English customs, the English lan-

guage, and an English popuUation into the northern
and western districts of the kingdom, which hitherto
had been for tlie most part inh.abited by a Celtic

race. The influx of English colonists was increased
by the tyranny of William the Conqueror and his

Norman followers. All received a ready welcome
from the Scottish king, whose object it was to

assimilate the condition of the Scots in every respect
to that of their fellow-subjects iu Lothian ; and
what his stern, though generous, character might
have failed to accomplish, w.as brought about by

the winning gentleness and Christian graces of his
English queen.
Malcolm fell iu battle -before Alnwick Castle iu

the year 1093, and Margaret survived only a few
days. On this event, it seemed as it the work of
their reign was about to be utterly overthrown.
The Celtic people of Scotland, attached to their old
customs, and disregarding the claims of Malcolm's
children, raised his brother, Donald Bane, to the
throne. The success, however, of this attempt to
restore a barbarism which the better part of the
nation had outgrown, was of brief duration

; Donald
was dethroned, and Edgar, the eldest surviving son
of Malcolm and Margaret, was acknowledged as
king. The very name of the new sovereign marked
the ascendency of EngHsh influence. Th.at influence,

and all the beneficial efi'ects with which it was
attended, continued to increase during the reigns of

Edg.ar and his brother and successor, Alexander I.

The change went steadily on under the wise and
beneficent rule of David {q. v.), the youngest son of

M.alcolm. His reign, which extended from 1124 to

115,3, was devoted to the task of ameliorating the
condition of his subjects, aud never was such a
work more nobly accomplished. David w.as in

every respect the model of a Christian king. Pious,

generous, and humane, he w.as at the same time
active and just, conforming himself to the principles

of religion and the rules of the church with all the

devotion of his mother, but never forgetting that to

him, not to the clergy, God had committed the
government of his kingdom. He was all th.at

Alfred was to Engl.aud, and more than St LevWs was
to France. Had he reigned over a more powerful
nation, his name would have been one of the best

known among those of the princes of Christendom.
As it is, every Scottish scholar has delighted to do
his character justice. At the time of David's
accession, Scotland w.as still but partially civilised,

and it depended in a great measure on the character

of its ruler whether it was to advance or recede.

It received a perm.anent st.amp from the government
of David. The Celtic people were im2iri"»ved morally,

socially, and ecclesiastically, and all along the

eastern coast were planted Norm.an, English, .and

Flemish colonies, which gradu.ally penetrated into

the inland districts, and established the langu.age

and manners of that Teutonic race which forms the
population of the greater part of Scotland. D.avid

encour.aged and secured the new institutions by
introducing a system of written law, which gradu-
ally superseded the old Celtic tradition.ary usages,

the first genuine collections of Scottish legislation

belonging to his reign. David w.as .as great a
reformer in the church as in the state. The ecclesi-

astical system prev.alent in Scothand almo.st uptohis
time diflered in some points from that estabhshed in

England and on the continent, bearing a great

resemblance to that of Ireland, from which it was
indeed derived. David est.ablished dioceses, encour-

aged the erection and endowment of p.arishes,

provided for the maintenance of the clergy by
means of tithes, and displacing the old Celtic

monastic bodies, introduced the Benedictine and
Augustiuiau orders.

David, though devoting his energies to tlie im-
provement of his siilijects in the manner which li.a3

been mentioned, did not forget duties of a less

.agreeable kind. He knew th<at a Scottish king
really held his crown by the tenure of the sword,
and none of his fierce ancestors w.as a more intrejiid

warrior than the .accomplished and saintly David.
His skill and courage were shewn, though without
success, at the Battle of the Standard. As the

representative through his mother of the ancient

kings of England, he had many friends iu that
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country ; auil had the Scottish army been success-
ful, the history of the two kingdoms might in some
respects have been different. As it was, he con-
tented himself with maiutaining the cause of his

.sister's child, the Empress Matilda, against King

.Stephen.

David's grandson and successor, Jlalcolni IV.,
reigned for twelve years, and the next king was
William the Lion, Jlalcolm's brother, who ruled
from 11G5 to 1214. These princes pursued the
[jolicy of their gi-andfather with equal resolution,
though sometimes with less success. They were
embarrassed by their connection with the English
King Henrj' IL, who took advant.age of his superior
power and alnlity to impose unwise and unjust
restraints on the independence of the Scottish sove-
reigns and their kingdom—a policy wliich laid the
found.ation of the unhappy national strife of after
years. Tliis was averted fnr a time by the con-
cessions of Itichard I. in 1189. 'For more th.an a
century,' s.ays Lord Hailes, 'there was no national
fpiarrel, no national war between the two kingdoms
—a l-ilessed period.' That period was well em-
]iloyed by the next two kings, Alexander II. and
Alexander III., the son and grandson of Willi.am
the Lion, to consolidate the institutions of their
kingdom, and extend and confirm what had been
begun by Da\'id. Alexander III. was one of the
ablest and best of the Scottish kings. By a treaty
with the king of Norway, he added to his kingdom
Man and the other islands of the Western Sea.'held
liy the Norwegians. His sudden death, in 128G, was
one of the greatest cahamities with which Scotland
could h.ave been afflicted. It closed a period of

prosperity—a course of improvement—which the
kingdom did not again enjoy for nearly 500 ye.irs.

Tlie history of this interesting period has yet to be
written. The only modern aceoimt of any value
is that in the accurate but meagre Annals of Lord
Hailoa. Tytler begins his History with the reign

of Alexander III. ; and Pvobertson, in his narrative
of two reigns—wliieh in popular langu.age is called

the History of Scotland, just as Lord JNIaeaulay's

similar work is called the History of England

—

speaks of what took place during the whole time
from the union with the Piets to the death of

Alexander III., as ' events which may be slightly

touched, butmerit no particular or laborious inquiry.'

On the de.ath of the infant grand-daughter and
heiress of Alexander III., in 1290, the succession to

the crown was disputed. The question between
the two chief claimants, Baliol and Bruce (q. v.), was
not free from doubt according to the customs of

the time ; and Edward I. of England, to whom the
decision was referred, appears at first to have acted
with good faith. But this great king, who had
already subdued Whales, was now bent on uniting

the British Islands under one sceptre ; and in the

pursuit of that object he sacrilieed humanity,
honour, and justice. The results were most deplor-

able. The national spirit of the Soots was finally

roused, and after a long struggle under Wallace and
Bruce they secured their independence on the field

of Bannockljurn (q.v.). The battle of freedom was
won ; lint it was at the expense of tranquillity an<l

civilisation. The border counties were continually

wasted by the English ; the central provinces \\-cre

the scene of frequent warfare among the chief

nobles ; and the highland districts became more
and more the seat of barbarism, the Celtic trilics

reacquiring something of their old ascendency, just

as they diil in Ireland in the troubled times which
followed the invasion of Edw.ard Bruce. The
strong arm of King Eobert might have repressed

these' disorders, had his life been longer spared after

the treaty of Northampton ; but his death, and the

accession of an infant son, again plunged the country
into all the miseries of foreign and civil war. When
that son, David II., grew up to manhood, he proved
in every resjiect unworthy of his great father. His
reign, and that of his successors Eobert If. and
Robert III., the two first princes of the House of

•Stewart, were the most wretched period of Scottish
historj-. In the year 1411, half of the kingdom
would have become absolutely barliarous, if the
invasion of the Lord of the Isles had not been
repulsed at Harlaw (q. v.), by the skill of the Earl of

Mar, and the bravery of the lowland knights and
burgesses.

A happier time began to dawn on the release of

James I., in 1424, from his English captivity. The
events of the following period are better known,
and a brief notice of the most important will be
sufficient. Ileference may be made for details to
the accounts of the ])articular kings. The vigor-

ous rule of James I. had restored a tranquillity to
which his kingdom had long been unaccustomed

;

but strife and discord were again brought back on
his assassination. One of the most calamitous
features of the time, was a succession of minorities

in the sovereign. James himself had succeeded
when a child and a eapitive : James II., James III.,

James IV., James V., Mary, and .James VI., all

succeeded while under age, and all, except .J.ames

IV., when little more than infants. The courage
and abiUty sliewn by almost all the .Stew.art princes
were insufficient to repair the mischiefs done by
others in the beginning of then- reigns, and to ab.ate

the great curse of the country—the unlimited power
and constant feuds of the uoUes. The last addition
to the .Scottish kingdom was m.ade in the reign of

James III., when the islands of Orkney and Zetland
were made over to him as the dowiy of his queen,
Margaret of Denmark. The marriage of James IV.
with Jlargaret of England was far more important
in its ultimate results, and brought about in the
reign of his gTeat-grandson that peaceful union witli

England which the death of the Maiden of Norway
had prevented in the 13th century. Many good
laws were enacted during the reigns of the Jameses;
but the wisdom of the Seotti.sh legislature was more
shewn in framing them than the vigour of the

government in enforcing them. Among the most
important improvements of the period was the

establishment of universities—the first of which,

that of St Ancb-ews, was founded during the minor-

ity of James I.—and the institution of the College

of Justice ill the reign of James V.

During the reign of the fifth James, religious

discord added .another element to the evils with
which Scotland was afflicted. The in-actical eor-

ru])tions of the church were greater than they were
almost in any other country in Europe, and one of

the consequences w.as, that the principles of the

Reformation were jnished further than elsewhere.

The first great ecclesiastical struggle had hardly

ceased, by the overthrow of the Iloman Catholic

system, wlieu the strife began anew in the Reformed
Communion in the shape of a contest between
Episcopacy and I'resbyterianism, the former being

supi>orted by the sovereign, the latter by the

common people, the nobles throwing their weight
into either scale as it suited tlieir policy at the

time. James VI. struggled hard to establish an
absolute suiiremacy, both in church and state, in

opposition to a powerful party, which admitted no
royal authority wh.atever in the foi-mer, and very

little in the latter. After his accession to the

English crown, he was apparently successful in

carrying out his designs, but during the reign of bis

son, Charles I., the contest again broke out with
increased bitterness. The nobditv, whose rapacity

557
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h.id been checked by the sovereign, joined the

popular party. The opponents of the crown bound
themselves together, firat by the National Coven.-int,

aud afterwanls in alliance with the English

Puritans, by the Solemn League and Covciiaiit.

Their efforts irtre completely successful, but their

success led to the utter overthrow of the monarchy
by CromwelL

" The restoration of Charles IT. was welcomed by
all classes, wearied as they were of a foreign aud
nulitary rule, but especially by the nobles and
gentry, who had learned by bitter experience that

the humiliation of the sovereign was necessarily

followed by the degradation of their order. Had
the governmeut of Charles II. aud James VII. been

reasonably just and moderate, it coidd hardly have

failed in securing general support ; but unfortimately

it was more oppressive and more corrupt than any
which Scotland had experienced since the regencies

in the minority of James VI. The natural result

was the revolution, which seated William aud Mary
on the throne.

'

Hardly had the majority of the nation been

successful in this, when many of them began to

repent of what they had done, and Jucobitism

became more popiUar thau royalist principles had
ever been when the House of Stewart was on the

throne. The discontent was greatly iucroased by the

fears entertained of English influence. The state of

matters grew so threatening after the accession of

Queen Anne, that the ruling English statesmen

became satisfied that nothing short of an incor-

porating imion between the two kingdoms could

avert the danger of a disputed succession to the

throne, and of a civil war. Supported by some of

the ablest and most inlluential persons in Scotland,

they were successful in carrying through their

design, though it was opposed by a majority of the

Scottish people. The Act of Union was formally

ratified by the parliament of Scotland ou the ICth

of January 1707. It subsequently received the

royal assent, and came into operation on the 1st of

May of the same year. The union continued to be

unpopular in Scotland for many years, an unpopu-
larity increased by the corrupt means freely used to

carry it through. But the discontent gradiuiUy

ceased, and the idtimate consequences of the

measure have been most beneficial to both king-

doms.
A few words may be added regarding the parlia-

ment of Scotland. That body was origin.-illy

composed, like the English parliament, of three

classes—the ecclesiastics (consisting of bishops,

abbots, and priors), the barons, and the burgesses.

The spiritual lords, during the establishment of

Episcopacy after the Refonnation, were composed
of bisho]is only. When Presbyterianism was
established at the time of the Covenant, and when
it was formally ratified by law at the Revolution,

the ecclesiastical estate ceased to have any place in

parliament. The barons, or immeiliate vassals of

the crown, at first sat in their own right, whether
holding peerages or not ; but afterwards the peers

alone sat, the others sending their representatives.

The burgesses were the representatives of the

biu'ghs. "AU the three estates sat to the very last

in one house, the sovereign presiding in person, or

through a commissioner named by him.

It woiUd be impossible within reasonable limits

to give a complete account of the original authorities

for the history of Scotland. The principal ones are

the following. For the period before the accession

of David I.—Venerable Bede, the Early Lives of

the Saints, the Irish Annals, the brief Scottisli

Chronicles published by Innes and Pinkerton, and
the ancient English Chroniclers. For the subsequent

period down to the Reformation—the Chronicles

of Melrose and Lanercost, the Scotiehronicon of

Fordun and Bower, Winton's Chronicle, Leslie's

and Buchanan's Histories, the English Chroniclers,

the Ecclesiastical Chartularies, and the Acts of the

Scottish Parliament. For the ])eriod from the

Reformation to the Union—Kno.x's, Caldcr>vood's,

and Simttiswood's Histories, Baillie's Letters,

Wodrow's and Burnet's Histories, the Acts of

Parliament, and the State Papers. The chief

modern authorities are Innes's Critical Essa;/ on
lite Ancient Inhahitunis of Scotland, Pinkerton's

Inquiry into the History of Scotland, Chalmers's

Caledonia, Hailes's Annals, and Tytler's, Robert-

son's, Laing's, and Burton's Histories of Scotland,

and the Domestic Annals of Scotland, by R. Cham-
bers.

SCOTLAND, Church of. An account has

already been given of the conversion to Christianity

of the early inhabitants of Scotland, see Colctmba,

CtJLDEES, Nr.MAX, PicTS, ScoTL.\>fD, History. The
doctrines of the ancient Scottish Church were pre-

cisely the same as those of the rest of Western
Christendom. In ritu.al there were some points

of difference, but they were so slight, that the

most important related to the time of ob3er\'ing

the Easter festival. In these, also, the Scots

gr.adually conformed to the usage of the Roman
and EngUsh Churches. In one point, however,

there continued for several centuries to be a

marked distinction between the Scots and Irish

on the one hand, and the churches of England
and the continent on the other. This was in

reference to ecclesiastical government. The Scots

recognised the same orders of the ministr}', bishops,

priests, and ileacons, as other Christians did ; and,

like them, they held that ordination coiUd be given

only by bishops. But they acknowledgetl no such

supremacy of jurisdiction in the Episcopal order ;is

was held by other churches. In Scotland, there

were neither ilioceses nor parishes ; but there were
numerous monasteries, in which the abbots, whether
bishops or priests, bore the chief nde, all being in

subordination to the successor of St Columba, the

presbyter-abbot of Ion.a, who, in virtue of that

office, was primate of the Picts and Scots.

When lona was desohited by the Northmen, the

primacy seems to have been transferred in the

middle of the 9th c. to the Abbots of Dimkeld,
and about fifty years afterwards to the Bishops of

St Andrews, who became known as Epi.icopi Sco-

torum, the bishops of the Scots. Slowly at first,

but gradually an assimilation to the English and
continental practices began, a change rendered more
easy by the Scottish dominion being extended over

Lothian, in which the ecclesiastical system was the

same as that of England. A great impulse was
given in the same direction by the marriage of

Malcolm III., king of the Scots, with Margaret the

sister of Edgar Atheling. The king and queen used
their utmost efforts to introduce the English usages

in ecclesiastical as in other matters ; and Margaret
herself held repeated conferences for that jiurpose

with the chief Scottish ecclesiastics, at which her

husband acted as interpreter. The principal pouits

in which she attempted to bring about a reform

were the commencement of the Lent fast, the

superstitious infrequency of receiving the commu-
nion, and the la.x observance of Sunday and of the

Scriptural and canonical restrictions on marriage

between relations.

The reform begun by Malcolm and Margaret was
fully carried out by their youngest son, David I.

These improvements were completed by his succes-

sors, and before the end of the 12th c. the ecclesias-

tical system of S. differed in no important point
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from that of tlie rest of Euroiie. Some Scottish
writers have lamented the change, as boiiif; one
from ]iiirity of lieliof and practice to superstition and
immorality. Tliis is undoubtedly a mistake. The
Celtic (.'InircU had become very corrupt, and the
cleri^y were inferior both in learning and morals to

their brethren in the south. King David was a
reformer in the best sense of the word, and it does
not detract from the character of hi.s reformation,
that as time went on the Scottish Church became
involved in tliose superstitious with which the rest

of Chri.stendom was overspread.

The ritual of the Scottish mediev.al ehurcli was
almost the same as that of Kuglaud, the Salisl)ury

Missal and Breviary being the models of the Litur-

gies and Office Books usediu Scotland. The external
system of tho church—cathedral, parochial, and
monastic—was also in almost every jioint identical.

The chief monastic orders were tlie Benedictine, and
its most important branches tho Cluni.ao and Cis-

ti'roian, the canons regijar of St Augustine, and the
Keformed I'remonstratensian canons. Tho Uluniacs
and Cistex'cians were in sti-icfsubordinatiim to the
mother-houses of their orders at Cluny and Citeaux.
Li the L'ith c. the Dominican, Franciscan, and (Car-

melite friars were introduced into Scotland. 'I'ho

ch.aiiters of all the Scottish cathedrals, except those
of St Andrews and Whithorn, were composed of

secidar canons—tho chief dignitaries being a dean,
archdeacon, chancellor, precentor, and treasure!'.

The prior and canons regular of tho Augustinian
monastery at St Ancb'ews formed tho chajitcr of

tliat see, and the prior and I'remonstratensian

canons of Whitlnu'n formed the chapter of the cathe-

dral <if Galloway. There were twelve dioceses in

the Scottish Church, to which Orkney was added
on the transference of those islands to tho Scottish

sovereign in the 15th century. The twelve dioceses

were Caithness, Koss, Moray, Aberdeen, ]5rechin,

Dnnkeld, Dunblane, St Amlrevvs, Argyle, tho Tsles,

Glasgow, and Galloway. The larger of these

dioceses were divided, like the English dioceses,

into rural deaneries. Tho single point in which
the medieval church down to tho l.'ith e. dif-

fereil from that of England and other churches of

the west, was in its having no metroi>olitan. St

Amlrews, and next to it Glasgow, hail a certain

precedence ; the bishops of the former see, and
failing them the bishops of tho latter, having tho
j)rivilegc of crowning and anointing the sovereign.

But they li.ad no jurisdiction over tho other sees,

nor did their bishops bear the style of .archbisho]).

This led to claims on the part of the Archbishops of

York to metropolitan authority in S., which had no
foundation exee]it in regard to the southern jiortion

of tho diocese of St Andrews, and the see of Cal-

loway, the bishops of which were, for several cen-

times, suffr.agans of York. The court of Kome found
it conveuient, for the sake of its own privileges,

to encourage this anomalous system ; but to ]>rovido

for the meetings of the Scottish bisho]is in pro-

vincial council, a bnll of Pope Honorius 111., in

IUlTi, .authoriseil tliem to meet in synod. In virtue

of this bull, tlie bishops, abbots, priors, and other

chief ecclesiastics, with representatives of the capi-

tular, collegiate, and conventual bodies, assembled
anmudly in provincial synod, sitting in one house,

under the ]iresideney of a conservator cliosen by and
from the bishops. The chief government of the

church under tho pope thus devolved on the.^e

synod.s, and tlieir elective presidents. Tliis continued

imtil tho erection of St .\ndrcw3 into an archiepis-

copal and nu'lropolitan see, in virtue of a bull ol

I'ope Sixtus IV., in Lt72. By this bulHdl the Scot-

tish sees were made sulVragans to that of St A ndrcws,

whose bishops were now to be styled archbishops.

In 1492 Glasgow was raised to the dignity of a
metropolitan see by a bidl of Pope Innocent VUl.,
and the liishops of Dnnkeld, Dunblane, Galloway,
and Argyle were made suffr.agans to its arehbisho'|),

an arrangement which was soon afterwards altered
to some extent—Dunkeld and Dunblane being
reanuexed to St Andrews, and Glasgow having for

its suffr.agan sees those of Galloway, Argyle. and
tho Isles. This last arrangement continnecl till tha
Ileformation ; and afterwards, during the establisli-

ment of Episcopacy—the two Scottish arclibisho])s

occn])ying towards each other precisely the same
jiositiou as tho Archbishops of Canterbury ami
York, and being sometimes involved in the" same
unseemly broils, in regard to jurisdiction and
precedence, which long existed between the English
metropolitans.

S. shared in all tho errors of belief and super-
.stitious ]ir.aetices in worship to which the rest of

Christendom was subjected, and the ignorance and
immorality of the clergy were far worse than tlu^y

were in England, or perhaps anywhere in I^urojie,

except in the Scandinavian churches. The desire for

reformation which led to the proceedings of llnss
and WickliU'e, produced similar eirects in the Scot-
tish kingdom. As early as the year 1-U)6 or MU7,
James lieaby, an English priest, and a disciplo of

Wickliffe, was bnrneil at Perth; and in 143.'), Paul
Crawar, a German Hussite, w.as bm-ned at St An-
drews. The ojiinions of WicklifTe continued to be
privately taught, particularly in the south-western
coiuitics, where his followers were known by tho
name of tho Lollards of Kyle. In the following
century, the iutercourso with the continent was
frequent and close, and tho effects of Luther's
preaching and writings were soon felt in Scotland.
In tho year IS'io, the importation of Lutheran
books, and the propag.ation of the Reformer's tenets,

were forbidden by an act of the Scottish parlia-

ment ; and in Febru.ary 152S, Patrick Hamilton,
abbot of Feme, was burned at St -Andrews for

teaching and publishing Lutheran doctrines. Tlu!

piety of Hamilton, and the patience with which
he bore his sufferings, induced others to follow
his teaching and example. Several persons, both
ecclesiastics and laymen, were subsequently
burm^d, and many more fled to England or the
continent.

Tho ]>ersecution, though encour.aged or permitted
by the bishops, was disapproved of by some eccle-

siastics of learning and influence, who were desirous
of effecting a reform in the church without breaking
off from communion with the hierarchy. The efforts

of this school were unsuccessful, and the Scottish
nation was gradually divided into two parties—one
of which, headed by the bishops, and supported by
the state, was determined to resist all change ; and
the other, composed of a considerable number of

the clergy both regular and secular, of the gentry,

and of the burgesses of tho large towns, \Kiis dis-

jKised to carry its reforming principles far beyond
what had been done by Ijuther and Melaucthon.
These two parties came into deadly conflict in 1510.

On the 2,Sth of February in that year, George
Wishart, the most eloquent of the Eeforming
preachers, was condemneil to death by an ecclesi-

astical court—at which Cardinal Beaton, Archbishop
of St Andrews, presided—and was burned. On the
2Sth of May following, the cardinal w.os nun-dcred
by Norman Leslie and other adherents of tho lie-

fm-ming jiarty. The struggle continued during tho
regency of the Earl of Arran and that of Mary of
liorraine, the mother of Mary, the young queeu of
Scots.

In tho year 1559 tho Reformers became strong
enough to sot tho regent at defiance. Various
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circumstances encouraged them to demand freedom
for tlieir opinions, particularly the death of Mary
of Eu<;laiid and the accession of Elizabeth. Tliey

were further animated at this time by the return

from Geneva of their cliief jireacher, John Kno.x.

The contlict was to be decided by other than spiri-

tual weapons. The regent and the lletormed,

now known by the name of the Congrepatiou, met
in open warfare. The contest was carried on for

a twelvemonth, and ended iu the triumph Of the

Congregation. A parliament met at Edinburgh on
the 1st of August 1560. The Reforming party had
the comjilete ascendency, and succeeded in passing

several acts, by which the jurisdiction of the pope
•was abolished, the mass was ])roscribed, and a Con-
fession of Faith, drawn iip by Knox and his asso-

ciates, was ratified, the spiritual lords maliiug a

faint resistance.

Tlie new Confession of Faith adhered, in all

essential articles of belief, to the ancient creeds

of the church. In regard to the sacraments, it

differed entirely from the recent corru[it teaching

of the Western Church ; but its language, on the

whole, was moderate and conciliatory. In reference

to ceremonies and the details of church polity, it

declared that such things were temporary in their

nature, and not ajipointed for all times and places,

and that they ought to be altered when they fos-

tered superstition and ceased to be conducive to

edification.

A Book of Discipline was soon afterwards drawn
up liy the compilers of the Confession, wliicli was
generally approved of, but did not receive the

sanction of parliament. It followed out iu detail

the principles laid down in the Confession. In
regard to the office-bearers of the church various

orders were mentioned, but three were specially of

importance—ministers, elders, and deacons. Minis-

ters were to be chosen by each several congre-

gation, but were to be examined and admitted iu

public by the ministers and elders of the church.

Ko other ceremony, such as imposition of iiands,

was to be used. The elders and deacons were to

be chosen yearly in each congregation, and were
not to receive any stipend, because their office was
only to be from year to year, and because they
were not to be debarred from attending to their

own private occupations. In order to the better

provision for the wants of the time, certain jiersons,

called superintendents, were .appointed iu particidar

districts, with power to plant and erect churches,

and to appoint ministers within the bounds of their

jurisdiction.

The chief governing as well as legislative and
judicial power iu the Keformed Church was intrusted

to a General Assembly, which met half-yearly or

yearly, and was composed of the superintendents,

ministers, and lay commissioners, and which gra-

dually, by the introduction of the system of repre-

sentation, assumed the form aud more than the

power of a pai'liament.

The worship of the Reformed Church was mo-
delled on that establislied by Calvin at Geneva.

It was embodied in a fonnidary called the Book
of Common Order, whicli for nearly a century con-

tinued to be generally used. It contained forms for

the ordinary worsliip both on Simdays and week-
days, and for the administration of the sacraments,

and for certain other occasions. Tlie minister was
not absolutely restricted to these forms. Except in

the singing of Psalms, the people took no direct

p.art in ordinary worship, aud there was no dis-

tinction of ecclesiastical seasons, all holydays what-
ever except Sunday being abolished.

The form of church government established at

the Reformation did not remain long undisturbed.
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Some of the most zealous Protestants thought the
danger to which the church was exposed from state

tyranny and aristocratical oppression, could best be
met by restoring the bisliopsto their ancient position

both in the church and in the parliament ; while
others, of equal zeal and sincerity, saw in this only
the commencement of a plan for bringing back all

the errors of popery. A scheme of this kind was
actually established for some time, and the sees

were filled with Protestant bishops set apart for

the office by their brethren of the ministry. It

was almost immediately attacked l)y some of the
ministers, who soon found a leader iu Audre^v
Melville, a scholar of considcral)le eminence, wlio
returned to Scotland in 1574, after a residence in

Geneva, during which he had ardently embraced
the new oi>inious as to ecclesiastical government
maintained by Beza.

The struggle continued for some years, the bishops
being encouraged by the sovereign and his advisers,

whose support was frequently of little real advantage
to them, and Melville receiving the zealous assist-

ance of many of the ministers, and of the great body
of the common people, who sympathised with him ia

his democratical theories of civU and ecclesiastical

government. Melville was at last entirely success-

ful. His opinions were emljodied in what was called

the Second Book of Discipline, which received the
formal sanction of the General Assembly in 15S1.

This formulary diftered very much from the First

Book. It laid down authoritatively those principles

in regard to ecclesiastical autliority which the

English Puritans were vainly striving to establish

in the southern kingdom, aud was in reality an
attempt to make the civil power subordinate to the

ecclesiastical, even in matters secular. It recognised

four orders of office-bearers in the church, the Pastor,

Minister, or Bishop, the Doctor, the Presbyter or

Elder, and the Deacon. These were to be set

ajjart by ordination, and the imposition of the hands
of the eldership, but no one was to be intruded
into any olhce contrary to the will of the congrega-

tion, or without the voice of the eldership. Four
sorts of church courts, each rising above the other,

were sanctioned; first, of particular congregations
one or more ; second, of a province, or what was
afterwards called the Provincial Synod ; third, of a

whole nation ; and fourth, of the universal church.
What is generally regarded as the most essential

feature of the Presbyterian system—the Presbytery
—was not yet introduced in its proper form, the
lowest court being a combination of what were after-

wards known as the Presbytery and the Kirk-
Session. It was, however, introduced before the
year 1592, when the privileges of general and )iro-

viucial assemblies, presliyteries, and parocliial

sessions were ratified by parliament, though the
Book of Discipline itself did not receive any formal
sanction.

King James had agreed to the establishment of

Presbyteriauism, but personally, and as a sovereign,

he disHlced its discii>line, and he soon endeavoured
to overthrow it. His accession to the crown of

England enabled him to do this with more authority.

He gradually obtained from the General Assembly a
recognition of the civil rights of the bishops, and
this led to the restoration of their ecclesiasticiil

privileges. His changes were sanctioned by a
General Assembly which met at Glasgow in 1610,

and in the course of the same year Episcopacy was
restored in reality, as well as in name, by the con-

secration of three Scottish prelates, by four of the
English bishops, at London.

Tlio king wished to assimilate the Scottish Church,
as far as possible, to that of England, and his next
important movement was the establishment of what
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are called the Five Ai-ticlcs of Perth. See Peeth, '

THE Five Articles of. 1

These various changes excited great dissatisfaction i

in Scotland, particularly in the southern counties,
but it gradually abated to a considerable extent,
and might have altogether ceased, had not further
iunrjvations been attempted. It was the wish of

James to introd\ice a prayer-book like that of the
English Church, iu place of the Book of Common
Order, but he saw the danger with which the pro-
posal was attended, and gave it up or postponed it.

His son Charles -svas as inferior to his father in

prudence, as he excelled him in conscientiousness
and religious zeal. During his first visit to Scot-

j

lau'l he added another bishopric—that of Edin-
burgh—to the dioceses of the Scottish Church.
Most unwisely, and most improperly, he endeavoured

;

by liis royal authority to introduce into that church
a Book of Canons and a Liturgy framed on the
model of those of England. The king had many '

loyal supporters in all parts of Scotland, and in the
[

north Episcopacy was preferred by the peo]>le to

Presbytcrianism. But the storm of popular indigna-
tion which was now roused swept everything before
it. The king's opponents banded themselves
together by the National Covenant, and at a General
Assembly held at Glasgow abolished the Perth
Articles and Episcopacy, and re-established Presby-
teriauism. Charles attempted to maintain his claim
by the sword, but was unsuccessful, and obliged to

ratify iu parliament all that had been done by his

opponents.
llad the Covenanters been satisfied with the

victory which they had won, Presbyterianism might
have remained the established religion of the Scot- i

tish kingdom. But they could not resist the

eutroaties for aid from the English Puritans, or

rather they yielded to the delusion of extending
their own discipline over the churches of England
and Ireland. They just attempted, in an opposite

direction, what James and Chark^s had failed to

acciimjilish. For a time their policy seemed to

triumph. The Solemn League and Covenant of the

three kingdoms, after having been approved by the

General Assembly in Scotland, was signed by the

Assemlily of Divines which the parliament had
simunoued to meet at AVestminster, and by the

jiarliaraent itself. The ecclesiastical documents
which were afterwards drawn up, originated with
the Assembly of Divines, but were sanctioned by
the Assembly in Scotland. The principal of these

were a Directory for Public Worship, a Confession

of Faith, and a Larger and Shorter Catechism. See

A.S.SEMDLV OF DivixEs, and Creeds and Co>rFE.s-

sioNS. The first of these documents was intended

to supersede the Book of Common Prayer in

England, and, indirectly, the Book of Coimnon
Order in Scotland. It laid down certain general

rules in regard to public worship and the adminis-

tration of the sacraments, but left very much to the

iliscrction of the particiUar ministers and congrega-

tions.

The union between the Scottish and English

Puritans was dissolved by the ascendency of the

Independents. Scotland, distracted by civil and
ecclesiastical dissension, was unable to defend itselt

against Cromwell. It was conquered and kept

thoroughly under subjection liy the Endish army,

which forbade the meetings of the General Assembly,

but left the other courts and the rest of the church

system as they were before. At the Restoration,

tiie higher classes generally, who had suffered under

the ecclesiastical tyranny of the ministers, were

zealous for the re-establislimeut of Episcopacy. The
greater part of the nation, except in the south-

western provinces, was inclifferent, and the king
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experienced no difficidty iu restoring the bishops
to their former rights both in church and state.
But Ej)iscopacy alone was restored ; there was no
attempt to introduce a liturgj'-, or even to enforce
the observance of the Perth Articles. The new
primate, Archbishop Sharp, was an able man, of
good moral character, but ambitious and overbear-
ing, and the Covenanters never foi-gave his change
from Presbyterianism, though he had always
belonged to the more moderate of the two parties
into which the church was divided. He was almost
the only one of the bishops who enjoyed political
influence ; and unfortunately for himself and the
hierarchy, that influence was generally used to
encour.agc, not to restrain, the severe measures of
the government. 'When the primate was assassin-
ated, that severity became a cruel tyrannj', and
many who had no predilection for any particidar
ecclesiastical o()inions were ready to welcome the
change which took place at the Revolution.

AVhen the Scottish Estates met in 16S9, to
consider what course was to be adopted in the
northern kingdom, the bishops declined to abandon
King .James. Whatever might have been the con-
secpiences had they taken an opposite course, this
resolution was fatal to the Episcopal establisliment.
William and Mary were called to the throne, and
Prelacy was declared to be an insupportable griev-
ance, and was abolished. In the following year,
Presbyterianism was re-established, and the^ West-
minster Confession of Faith was ratified as the
national standard of belief, and the right of patrons
to nominate to ecclesiastical benefices was taken
away. In the end of the same year a General
Assembly was held, the first which had been allowed
to meet since its dissolution by the order of Crom-
well. It was composed, as before, of ministers

and elders from the various ])resbyteries, and of
elders from the burghs and universities, and was
presided over by a lay commissioner, named liy the
crown, and a minister elected by the members as

moderator. A^'ith the exception of some years iu

the reign of William, the Assembly has continued
to meet annually since the Revolution, and to tran-

sact business during the periods when it was not
in session by a commission named by itself for the
purpose. See Assembly, General. The other chief

ecclesiastical events of William's reign were a scries

of vain attempts on the part of the sovereign to

bring about a comprehension of the Episcopal clergy

with those of the Establishment, and the passmg
by the Assembly in 1697 of what was called the

'Barrier Act' (q. v.), which guarded against sudden
legislation, by providing that no permanent act

should be ])assed until it had received the ajiproba-

tion of the majority of the presbyteries.

During the reign of Queen Anne, and in the year

1707, England and Scotland were united into one
kingdom. A sijecial statute was passed for the

security of the Protestant religion and Presbyterian

church government in the latter country
;
providing

that these shoiUd continue without any alteration

in time to come, and confirming the act of William
and Mary, which ratified the Confession of Faith,

and settled the Presbyterian form of church govern-

ment.
Iu the year 1712, an act was passed by the

British parliament which restored to patrons in

Scotland their right of presentation to benefices.

This statute excited great discontent among the
members of the Established Church, and for many
years attempts were made to obtain a repeal

of it. These attemjits were unsuccessful, but its

provisions were long practically disregarded. When
at length the General Assembly began to act upon
it, the dissatisfaction increased among those who
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held the divine right of the people to choose their

own ministers. The leader of the discontented

party was a minister named Ebenezer Erskine, and

he with liis adherents, in the year 1733, finally

separated from the Establishment, and formed a

commimion which took the title of the Associate

Presbytery, though its members were popularly

known as the Seceders. The Seceders themselves

were soon divided by a very absurd dispute into

two bodies, called the Burgher and Autiburgher

Synods. In the year 1701, .another secession from

the Establishment took place in connection with the

law of patron.age ; and the separated body .assumed

the name of the Presbytery of Relief.

Thei-e were no further secessions from the church

;

but its membei-s were divided into two parties,

known as the Moderates and the Evaugelicals (q. v.),

the former of whom were favour.able, the hatter hos-

tile to the law of patronage. For many years tlie

Moderates, headed by Dr' Robertson the historian

and others of his school, and supported by the influ-

ence of the government, m:iint<ained an ascendency

in the Gener.il Assembly and throughout the

country. In the latter years of George III., and

during the reign of George IV., this ascendency

began to decrease. The political excitement which

prevailed in the beginning of the reign of William

IV. strongly affected the Scottish Estabhshment,

which from its very constitution is pecidiarly li.able

to be moved by the impulses of popidar feeUng.

The two parties in the General Assembly engaged

in a struggle more fierce than any in which they had
yet met ; and the subject of dispute, as before, was
immediately connected with tlie haw of patron.agc.

Dr Chalmers, the most distinguished minister in

Scotland, added the whole weight of his influence

to the popular party, and in 1S34 an interim act of

Assembly was passed, known as the Veto Act, which
declared it to be a fvmdament.al law of the church

that no pastor should be intruded on any congre-

gation contrary to tlie will of the people, and laid

down cert.ain rules for carrying out this principle.

The legality of this act w.as doubted ; and in

connection -irith a presentation to the parish of

Auchterarder, the presentee, on bciug I'ejected bj'

the presbytery in terms of the Veto Act, .appealed,

with concurrence of the patron, to the Court of

Session—the supreme civil court in Scotland. That
court decided that the conduct of the ]iresbytery

in rejecting the presentee was illeg.al, and their

judgment was affirmed by the House of Lords.

Other cases of a similar nature followed, and some-

thing like a conflict took place between the civil

and eccleshastical com-ts, the former enforcing their

sentences by civil penalties, the latter suspending
and deposing the ministers who obeyed the injunc-

tions of the Court of Session. In the General

Assembly of 1843 the dispute came to a crisis.

A large nmnbcr of ministers and elders of the

popular party left the Assembly, and met apart

in a similar body, of which Dr Ch.almers w.as chosen

moderator. They formed themselves into a separate

communion under the title of ' The Free Church of

Scotland,' and gave up their benefices in the Est.ab-

lishcd Church, and all connection whatever with
that body. The Free Church earned off about one-

half of the members of the Establishment, and
became a rival communion in most of the parishes

of Scotland. See Fkee CiiURcn.
Before the commencement of this great struggle,

and ag.ain soon after its conclusion, the divisions

coimected with the older separation were parti.ally

healed. In 1820 the Burgher and Antiburgher
Seceders were united under the name of the Asso-
ciate Synod of the Secession Church ; and in 1847
this Associate Synod and the Relief Synod were
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united under the name of ' The United Presbyterian

Church' (q. v.). Negotiations .are at present in pro-

gress for an imion of the United Presbyterian

Church and the Free Church.

A few remarks may be added on the history of

Scottish Episcopacy subsequently to the Revolution.

It is a common but erroneous opinion that almost

all the Episcopal clergy were Jacobites from

the time of the accession of William and Mary.
The bishops were so ; but .a large number,
probably a considenable m.ajority of the clergy,

had at first no objection to t.ake the oath of

.allegiance to the new government. During the

reign of Queen Anne, the Episcopal clergy were well

disposed to the government, knowing the queen's

good wishes to their communion. They were
frequently harassed by the courts of the Est.ablish-

ment ; but all who were willing to take the oaths

obtained an .ample jirotection for their worship on

the p.assing of the Toleration Act of 1712. On the

death 'of the queen, almost all the clergy, and most
of the laity, were involved dii-ectly or indirectly in

the .attempts to overthrow the Hanoverian dyn.asty,

anil it w.as this which finally made the n.ames of

Episcop.ali.an and Jacobite for many yeai'S to be

convertible terms.

In the meantime, the succession of bishops had
been kept up by new consecrations, and after some
years the dioceses, though diminished in number,
were regiilarly liUed. An important change took

place in the forms of worship. No longer trammelled

by their connection with the state, they ailopted

liturgical forms similar to those in the Enghsh
Prayer-book, and in almost iiU cases identical, except

that many of the congreg.ations used an Olfice for

the communion modelled on that of the Scottish

Liturgy of King Charles I. The Episcopalians took

no such open jiart in the insm-rection of 1745 as

they did in that of 1715, but their sympathies were
known to be with the House of Stewart ; and the

government carried through parliament some intol-

erant acts, which were put in execution with great

harshness, and which for many years supjircssed .all

public worship in the Episcojj.al communion. It

was only after the accession of George III. that

these statutes ceased to be actively enforced ; and
it was not till 1702 that the Episcop.al ians, who
from the death of Prince Ch.arles had acknowledged
the reigning dynasty, were relieved from the penal
laws. The act which gave this relief imposed
restrictions on their clergy officiating in England,
and prohibited their holding benefices in the Englisli

Church. In 1804, the bishops and clergy ,agi-eed to

adopt the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of

England, and in 1803, the Prayer-book was adopted as

the authorised service-book of the Episcopal Church,
permission being given in certain cases to use the
Scottish Communion Office. The restrictions imposed
on the Scottish clergy by the act of 1702 were
modified by an act passed in 1840 ; and in 1SC4
they were entirely removed, the right being reserved

to bishops in England aud Ireland to refuse institu-

tion to a Scottish clergyman without assigning any
reason, on his first proscnt.ation to a benefice in

England or Ireland, but not after he should have
once held such benefice.

The dioceses of the Scottish Episcopal Church
are seven in number, viz., Moray, Aberdeen, Brechin,
.•\rgyle, St Andreivs, Edinburgh, and Glasgow.
The bishops are chosen by the clergy of the diocese,

and by representatives of the lay communicants, a
majority of both orders being necessary to a ^-alid

election. One of the bishops, under the name of

Primus, chosen by the other bishops, presides at all

meetings of the bishops, and has certain other
privileges, but possesses no metropolitan authority.
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composed of all the bishops. The highest legislatn-e
body is a General Synod, composed of two'houses,
the one of the bishops, the other of the deans and
tlie representatives of the clergy.

The chief original authorities for the ecclesiastical
history of Scotland down to the Eevolution are the
same as those mentioned in the article on the Civil
History (q. v.). The cliief modern authorities are :

Cook's Nixtofi/n/lhe Beformation and Hislorij of the

Church of Scotland ; Cunningham's Church History
of Scotland ; Grub's Ecclesiastical History of Scot-
land.

^

SCOTLAND, UovAL Arms of. The arms of

Scotland ai-e—Or, a lion rampant gules, armed and
langued az\u'o, witliin a double treasure (lory
comiterflory of fleurs-dedis of the second. Sup-
porters—Two uuicorus argent armed maned and
ungnled or, gorged with open crowns, with chains
affixed thereto, and rcfle.xed over the back of the
last. Crest—A lion sejant affronte gules crowned

The highest judicial body is tlie Episcopal College,
|

declared (Art. 1) that the ensigns of the United
Kingdom shoidd be in future such as her majesty
should appoint ' on all flags, banners, standards, anil
ensigns, both on sea and'land;' the same mode of
marshalling being adopted in England and Scotland.
But Art. 24 has been sometimes supposed to leave
room for a different mode of marshalling on the
seals in use in matters relating exclusively to Scot-
land, and on the Great and other seals of Scotland.
Since, as v.-cU as before the Union, precedence has
been given to Scotland. The question of the proper
marshalling of the roj-al arms within Scotland was
raised in 1S53 by a petition to the Queen by the
magistrates of Brechin ; a reference was made by
the Home Office in the first instance to Garter
King-.at-Arms, and Garter's report was transmitted
to the office of the Lord Lyon, where it was
returned with observations by the Lyon Depute,
who considered Scotland entitled to precedence on
the judicial seals of the country ; and his views
have since continued to be acted on.

SOOTT, D.VVID, a rcmark.iblo
Scottish painter, was Ijorn in Edin-
burgh, October 10, or 12, 1800. He
may be said to have commenced his
career as an artist by an apprentice-
ship to his father, who was a lantlscape
engraver; but endowed as he was
with a deep, stern, sombre genius, it

was soon visible to all who knew liim
th.at he was meant to be a painter.
The fii-st production that he ventured
to send to the British Institution, ' Lot
and his Daughters fleeing from tlie

Cities of the Plain,' was returned as
too large ; but S. was too ' imperiously
original 'to take advice, and went on
courageously painting jiictures whicli,
it has been said, ' would have required
a hall for their exhibition, and which
the public would neither admire nor

w.;*- buy.' In IS31, he exhibited the

I

' Monogi-ams of Man,' a series of singu-
lai-ly suggestive sketches ; and the first

of his illustrations to Coleridge's
Ancient Marina; which are almost
equal to the poem itself in wierd and
vivid bcaiitj-. In 1S.S2, among others,
' Sarpedon carried by Sleep and Dcatli,'

a very fine work. In the autumn of the
same year he set out for I!orae, visit-

ing most of the famous ai-tistic cities on
his way. Nothing, however, that he
saw in Italy or Franco, materially

afTccted the bent of his genius, and his picture of
' Discord, or the Household Gods Destroj'ed,' painted
there, exhibits all tlic iieculiaritics of his style and
thought in a rampant and even repellent manner.
In 1834 he returned to Edinburgh, and resumed
bis solitary brush. Passing over several interesting
works, wo may specially mention, as belonging to the
year 18,3S, 'Ariel and Caliban,' and the ' Alchymi.st,'

two of his liest efiorts in point of execution.
Between 1840 and 2843, his chief productions were
'Philoctetes,' 'Queen Elizabeth in the Globe Tlieatre,'

'The Duke of Gloucester taken into the Water-g.ate
of Calais,' ' Silenus praising Wine,' ' Richard III.

;

'

his illustrations (40 in number) of The I'ih/rim'.i

Progress, in which, as in those of The Ancient
Mariner, he rivals tlie genius of the author he illus-

trates. In 1847, he produced the masteqiicce of his
whole career, ' Vasco de Gama encountering the
Spirit of the Cape.' But S., always delicate, and
even drooping in health, had now exhausted him-
self, and on the 5th of M.arch 1849 he died, when

Royal Anns of Scotland, previous to the Union.

or, holding in the dexter paw a sword, and in the
sinister a sceptre, both erect proper.

Tlie lion is first seen on the seal of Alexander
II., and the tressure on that of Alexander III. The
unicorn sujiporters do not appear on any of the
royal seals of Scotland till the time of Queen Marj',
on whose first Great Seal (1550) they are represented
as chained ami gorged with crowns. Tliey were,
IiDwevcr, sculptured on Melrose Abbey as early as

1505.

In 1003, in consequence of the union of the crowns
of England and Scotland, the Scottish arms came to

be quartered with those of England and Ireland,

wliile one of the English lions wns adopted as a

sup|)orter. Precedence was, however, given within

Scotland to the Scottish ensigns, which occupied

the first and fourth quarters, and the unicorn also

o))tained the place of honour, being dexter supporter.

From about the tune of Charles I. to 1707, it became
the practii^e to represent the unicorn as not merely
gorged with an open crown, but crowned witli an
imperial crown. The Treaty of L^uiou of 1707 ' fame was only beginning to cncii'cle his name.
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contributed some vigorous essays on ' The Char-
acteristics of the Great Masters ' to Blackwood's
Magazine. An unusually interesting Memoir by
liis brother, W. B. Scott, vas published in 1850.

SCOTT, Sir Michael, a medieval scholar and
I)hiloso[)her of the 13th c., whose real history is not
only oljscure but positively unknown. Boeee iden-
tilies him with a Michael Scott of Balweary, in the
])arisli of Kirkcaldy, in Fifeshirc, who, along with
Sir Michael de Wemyss, was sent to Norway in

1290, by the Scottish Estates, to bring homo the
' Maiden of Norway,' and his death is fixed in the
following year. But Sir Kobcrt Sibbald, in his
Histori/ of Fife and Kinross (published in the reign
of Charles II.), speaks of a certain indentiu-e,

dated 1294, to whicli S.'s name was affixed, and
in another part of the same book states that he
went on a seconel embassy to Norway, in 1310, to
demand the cession of the Orkneys. If we may
rely upon Sir Eobcrt's statement, it is hardly
possible that the Scotch ' wizard ' of European
renown could have been the same person as
Michael Scott of Balweary, because (as the story
goes) after studying at Oxford or Paris, he went
to the court of Frederic II., and wrote there some
books at the request of that monarch. Now
Frederic died in 1250, and supposing ' the wizard

'

not more than 30 years old at that time, this would
make him 70 when he went to Norway the first

time to bring home the ' Maiden, ' and 90 on his
second visit to demand the cession of the Orkneys

;

neither of which things is likely. Hector Boece, it

.should be ol:>served, is our sole authority for the
identification of Michael Soott of Balweary with the
wizard, while, on the other hand, Dempster, in his
Hisloria Ecdesiastica Gentis Scotoruia (Bologna,
1G27), distinctly avers that the name S'colas, borne
by the latter, was that of his nation and not of his
family—Michael, ' the Scot.' It has been suggested
that the ambassador may have been the son of the
wizard, and that Boece m.ay have confounded the
two— a, su]iposition probable enough in itself, but
for which, in the absence of evidence, nothing can
be said. The legend is further complicated by the
fact th.at it appears to be English as well as Scottish.
Cumberland claims the magic hero for herself.
Camden, in his Britannia (15SG), asserts that he was
a monk of Ulme or Holme Cultram in that country,
about 1290, ' who applied himself so closely to the
mathematics, and other abstract parts of learning,
that he was generally looked on as a conjuror ; and
a vain credulous humour has handed down I
know not what miracles done by him.' He likewise
states that S.'s ' m.agic books ' were preserved there,
but adds that they were then mouldering into dust

;

and Satchells (see his rhyming Ilislori/ of the Ritjld
Honourahle Name of Scott) declares that he exam-
ined a huge tome which was held to be the wiz.ard's,
at Burgh-nuder-Bo\vness in 1G29. According to the
Scottish legend, he was buried in the Abbey of
Melrose, and the Border was the scene of many of
his most wonderful exploits, such as the cleaving of
the Eildon Hills into three separate cones, and his
bridling of the river Tweed ! Dante mentions him
in his Inferno (some years before 1321), in a way
that shews that already his fame as a m.agician liad
spread over the continent, and suggests" the sus-
picion that he must have died sooner than is com-
monly believed. All, however, that any one who
rationally looks at the legend can believe is, that a
certain Michael Scott, or Michael the Scot, flourished
in the 13th c., and was mistaken by the common
people of his country for a wizard or magician,
probabl}- on account of his skill as an experimentalist
iri natural philosophy. The writings attributed to
him indicate that his studies lay in this direction.

SCOTT, Sir Walter, the fourth child of Walter
Scott, Writer to the Signet in Edinburgh, was
born in that city on the 15th August 1771. He
came of the old Border family, "the Scotts of

Harden, an offshoot from the house of Buccleueli.

Thougii he matured into a man of robust health,

.and of strength nearly herculean, as a child he was
feeble and sicldy, and very e.arly he was smitten
with a lameness which remained with him through
life. His chiUUiood was passed for the most part
at Sandyknowe, the farm of his grandfather, in

Roxburghshire. Here the foundations of his mind
were laid ; and his early and delighted familiarity

with the ballads and legends then floating over all

that part of the countrv, probably did more than
any other influence to detei'mine the sphere and
modes of his future literary actiN-ity. Between the
years 1779 and 17S3 he attended the High School of

Edinburgh, where, despite occasion.al flashes of

talent, he shone consider.alily more on the play-
ground as a bold, high-spirited, and indomitaljle
little fellow, with an odd turn for story-telling,

than witliin he did as a student. In 1783, he went
to the University, and for three years he remained
there, as it seemed, not greatly to his advant.age.

Afterwards, in the height of his fame, ho was wont
to speak with deep regret of his neglect of his early
opportunities. But though leaving college but
scantly furnished with the knowledge formally
taught there, in a desultory way of his own he
had been hiving up stores of valu.able, though
unassorted information. From his earliest childhooil

onward, he was a ravenous and insatialile reader

;

his memory w.as of extraordinary range and tenacity,

and of what he cither read or observed he seems to
have forgot almost nothing. Of Latin, he knew
little, of Greek less ; but a serviceable, if somewhat
inexact knowledge of French, Italian, Spanish, and
German he had aceptired, and he coutinuetl to retain.

On the whole, for his speci.al purposes, his educa-
tion was ])erhap3 as available as if he had been the
pride of all his i)receptors. In 1786, he was articled

apprentice to his father, in whose office he worked
as a clerk till 1792, in which year he was called to
the b.ar. In his profession he had fair success, and
in 1797 he was married to Charlotte Marg.aret
Carpenter, a lady of French liirth and parentage.
Towarils the end of 1799, through the interest of

his friends Lord Melville and the Duke of Bucclcueh,
he was made sheriff-depute of Selkirkshire, an
appointment which brought him £300 a year, with
not very much to do for it. Meantime, in a tenta-
tive anil intermittent "way, his leisure had been
occujiied with liter.ature, whieli more and more dis-

tinctly announced itself as the main business of his

life. His first publication, a translation of Burger's
b.allads, Lenore and The Wild Huntsman, was issued
in 179G. In 1798 appeared his translation of

Goethe's di'ama of Goetz j'oh BerVichingrn ; and in

the year following he wrote the fine ballads, Gtcn-
finlas, the Ere of St John, and the Grrtj Brother.
The year 1802 gave to the world the first two
volumes of his Border Minstrelsi/, which were
followed in 1803 by a third and final one. This
work, the fruit of those 'raids'— as he called them
—over the Border counties, in which he had been
wont to spend his vacations, was most favourably
received by the public, and at once won for him a
prominent place among the literary men of the
time. In 1804, he issued an edition of the old
poem Sir Tristrem, admirably edited and elucidated
by valu.able dissertations. Meantime 7'he Lay of
the Last Minstrel had been in jirogress, and by its

puljlication in 1805, S. became at abound the most
popular author of his day. During the next ten
years, besides a mass of miscellaneous work, the
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must important items of which were elaborate
editious of Drydeu (ISOS) and of Swift (1S14), in-

ehiding in either case a Life, he gave to the wurhl
tlie poems Marmion (ISOS), Tlie Lady of tin; Lake
(18111), The Vision of Don Roderick (1811), BoL-ehij

(1812), The Bridal of Trlermaiii, anonymously pub-
lished (1813), The Lord of the Lile-s, and The Field of
Waterloo. The enthusiasm with which the earlier

of these worlcs were received somewhat liegan to

abate as the series proceeded. The charm of novelty
was no longer felt ; moreover, a distinct deteriora-

tion in quality is not in the later poems to be
denied ; and in the bold outljurst of Byron, with his

deeper vein of sentiment and concentrated energy
of passion, a formidable rival had appeared. All
this .S. distinctly noted, and after what he felt as

the comparative failure of The Lord of the Jsles in

181.5, with the trivial exception of the anonymous
piece Harold the Dauntless (1817), he published no
more poetry. But already in ICrti-'ecfc^, which .ajipcared

without his name in 1814, he had achieved the first

of a new and more S}ilendid series of triumphs.

Guy Maiinering, The Antiqiiarij, The Black Dwarf,
Old Mortalitij, Bob Boy, and The Heart of Mi'd-

lothian rajiidly followed, and the ' Great Unknown,'
as he was called (whom yet every one could very
well gness to be no other than Walter S.), became
the idol of the hour. The rest of the famous series,

known as the Waverley Novels, it would be itUe to

mention in detail. From this time onward, for

some years, >S. stood on such a jiiunacle of fame and
brilliant social prosperity as no other British man of

letters has ever gone near to reach. He resided

chiefly at Abbotsford, tlie 'romance in stone' he
had built himself in the Border country which he
loved, and thither, as 'Pilgrims of his Genius,'

summer after summer repaired crowds of the noble

and the distinguished, to partake the princely hos-

pitalities of a man whom they found as deUghtfnl

in the easy intercourse of his home, as before they

had found him in his WTitings. In 1820, to set a seal

upon all this distinction, a baronetcy was bestowed
upon him as a special mark of the royal favour.

But the stately fabric of his fortunes, secure as it

seemed, was in secret built upon the shifting sands

of commercial speculation, and in the tUsastrous

crisis of the j'ear 182G a huge ruin smote it. In

1805, S.'s income, as calculated by his biographer,

was something nigh .t'lUUO a year, irrespective of

wliat literature might bring him ; a handsome com-
petency, shortly by his api)ointmeut to a clerkship

of the Court of .Session, to have an increment at

first of £800, subsequently of £1300. But what was
ample for all prosaic needs, seemed poor to his

iiiiaginatiou with its fond and glittering dreams.

Already some such vision, as at Abbotsford was
afterwards realised, flitted before his mind's eye,

and it was the darling ambition of his heart to

re-create and leave behind him, in the founding of a

family, some image of the olden glories whicli vera

the life of his literary inspirations. In the year

above mentioned, lured by the prospect of profit,

and without the knowledge of his friends, he joined

James Ballautyne, au old schoolfellow, in the

establishment of a largo printing business in Edin-

burgh. To this, a fuw years afterwards, a publish-

ing business was added, under the nominal conduct

of" John Ballantyne, a brother of James ; S., in the

new adventure, becoming as before a jiartner.

Gradu.illy the alTairs of the two firms became com-

plicated with those of the great house of C'onstalile

& Co., in the sudden coUaiise of which S. found

himself one forenoon a baukrui>t, with jiersonal

liabilities to the extent of sometliing like £1jO,00().

' In the reproof of chance

Lies the true proof of men'

—

and now, in this challenge of adverse fate, S.'s man-
hood and proud integi-ity were most nobly approved.
With his creditors, composition would have been
easy; but this usual course he disdained. 'CJod
gTanting him time and health,' he said, he would
owe no man a penny. And somewhat declined as
he now was from the first vigour and elasticity of
his strength, he set himself by the labour of his jieu

to liquidate this enormous debt.

Breaking up his establishment at Abbotsford,
where the wife whom he loved lay dying, he hired
a lodging in Edinljurgh, and there for some years,
with stern and unfaltering resolutiou, he toiled
at his prodigious task. The stream of novels
flowed as formerly ; a History of Najyoleon, in eight
volumes, was uudert.aken and completed, with much
other miscellaneous work ; and within the space of

two years, >S. had reahsed for his creditors the
amazing sum of nearly £40,000. A new and anno-
tated edition of the novels was issued with immense
success, and there seemed every prospect that,

within a reasonable period, S. might again front the
world, as he had pledged himself to do, not owing
to any man a penny. In this hope he toiled on ;

but the limits of euduranee had been reached, and
the spirings of the outworn brain broke in that
stress of cruel and long-continued effort. In 1830
he M'as .smitten down with paralj'sis, from which he
never thoroughly rallied. It was lioped that the
climate of Italy might benefit him ; and by the
government of tlie day a frigate was placed at his

disposal in which to proceed thither. But in Italy

he pmed for the home to which he returned only to

die. At Abbotsford, on the 21st September 1832, he
died with his children round him and the murmur
of the Tweed in his ears. On the 26th, he was buried
beside his wife in the old Abbey of Drj'burgh.

In estunate of S. as an author, a few words must
suflice. As regards his poetry, there is now little

difference of opinion. Its merits, if somewhat super-

ficial, are very genuine, and continue to secure for

it some portion of the popidar favour with which it

was at first received. Deficient in certain of the

higher and deeper qualities, and in those refinements

of finish ^\hich we are of late accustomed to exact,

it is admirable in its frank abandon, in its boldness

and breadth of effect, its succession of clear pictures,

its careless, rapid, easy narrative, imfarlin: life,

spirit, vigorous and fiery movement. As a lyrist,

S. siieeially excelled ; and scattered hither and
thither iu his works are to be found little snatches

of ballad and song scarcely surpassed in the lan-

frua<^e. The rank of S. as a writer of jirose fiction,

it is not so easy to fix with anything hke pre-

cision. So imposing to the mind is his immense
prestiije as a novelist, that even at this date it is

difficult to criticise him cooU_y ; but it is not without

risk of awakening some undcr-nuirmnr of ilissent,

that the absolute supremacy can now be assigned

him whicli at one time, almost without question,

used to be conceded as his due. Nor is the dissent

without some just ground of re;vson. S., with the

artistic instinct granted him in largest measure, had
little of the artistic conscience. Writing with the

haste of the improelsatore, he could exercise over

his work, as it ]iroceeded, no jealous rigour of super-

visiou ; and on its appearance he was amply pleased

with it if the puldic paid him hamlsomely. Hence
he is au exceedingly irregular writer; many of his

works are in structure most lax and careless, and
some of the very greatest of them are disgraced by
occasional infusions of obviously inferior matter.

Yet, all reasonable deductions made, it m.ay be
doubtful whether in m;iss and stature he is quite

reached by any other novelist who could be men-
tioned. To class liiui, or even sjicak of him along
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with Sliakspeare, is absurd ; but it is scarcely absurd
perhaps to say that, since Shakspeare, to uo British

man has such wealth in tiiis Icind been intrusted.

If, as we believe, the final test of greatness in this

field be the power to vitalise character, to enrich

our experience by imaginative contact with beings
ever after more intimately distinct and real for us
than the men we daily shake hands with, very few
writers can be held to surpass Scott. Further, he
invented the historical novel, and iu doing so,

created a distinct literature, brought life into our
conce^jtions of the past, and revolutionised our
methods of writing history itself by a vivid infusion

into them of picturesque and imaginative elements.

On his Scotch novels his fame most securely rests

;

the others, for the most jiart, being obviously at

times even painfully inferior. S.'s was essentially

a gi'eat, shrewd, sagacious, ];>raclkal intelligenco ; ou
the speculative side he was not so properly weak as

entirely defective.

SCOTT, WiNFiELD, American general, was born
at I'etersburg, Virginia, of Scottish ancestry, Jan-
nary 13, 17S6, was educated at William and Mary
College, and studied the profession of law ; but iu

ISOS, having a genius for military pursuits, he
was appoiuted captain of light artillery iu General
Wilkinson's division, stationed at Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, but was suspended for having accused

his general of complicity with the conspiracy of

Aaron Burr. At the commencement of the war of

1812, he was appointed lieutenant-colonel, and sent

to the Canadian frontier. He crossed witli his regi-

ment at Queenston Heights, where the American
troops were at iirst successfid ; but on the British

receiving reinforcements, they were repulsed 'with

heavy loss, and S. was taken iDrisoner. The fol-

lowing year, having been exchanged, he was ap-

pointed adjutant-general, and was woimded liy the

explosion which followed the assault on Fort
George. In 1814, as brigadier-geueral, he estab-

lished a camp of instruction, and from April to July
drilled his raw levies in the French tactics with

such effect, that on the 3d of July he took Fort Erie,

ojiposite Buffalo, by assault ; and on the 5th fought

a sharp di-awn battle at Chippett'a, and twenty days
after, the famous frontier battle of Lundy's Lane, in

wliich he had two horses killed under him, and was
twice wounded, the last time severely. He was
raised to the rank of major-general, and compiled

the Genei-al Regulations of the Army, and trans-

lated and adapted from the French the system of

Infantry Tactics, which has since been the text-book

of the American army. In the Indian hostilities of

the American frontier, in the excitement attendmg
the threat of Nullification in South Carolina, and in

the Seminole wai-, General S. mamtested those quali-

1

ties of wisdom and moderation which made him
|

rather a pacificator than a warrior. During the

Canadian revolt of 1837—1S3S, he displayed great

tact in aUayiug the excited passions of the frontier.

In 1841 he was appointed commander-in-chief of the

U.S. army, and in 1840 directed the military opera-

tions in the war against Mexico. Takuig the field

in person, he, March 9, 1847, landed 12,000 men at

Vera Cruz, and invested and bombarded tlie city,

which capitulated on the 2Cth. April ISth he

carried the heights of Cerro Gordo, on the 19th he

took Jalapa, on the 22d Perote, and on May 15th

Puebla, where, owing to his heavy losses, chiefly by
diseases incident to the climate, he was obliged to

wait for reinforcements. On the 10th of August he

advanced, -with 10,780 men, to encounter the larger

forces and strong positions of General Santa Anna.
He turned El Penon, and won the brilliant victories

of Contreras and Churubusco. Santa Anna entered

upon negotiations only to gain time and strengthen
5GG

his defences. These were followed by the sharp
and sanguuiary battles of Molino El Rey and Chur-
idrasco, September Sth, strong positions skilfully
and bravely defended by superior numbers ; and on
the 14tli S. entered the city of Mexico at the head
of less than 8000 soldiers. Peace was negotiated
with the cession of New Mexico and California to
the United States, and the victorious general was
welcomed home with the liveliest demonstrations.
In 1S52 General S. was the candidate of the ^Vhig
jiarty for the presidency, but was defeated Ijy one
of his subordinate officers, General Franklin Pierce.
In 1855, was created for him the office of lieutenant-
general. At the beginning of the war of Secession
in ISGl, he foresaw more than many others its

extent and serious character, and advised tlic calling

out a nuich larger force than was first brought into

the field. He had even suggested the advisability of

allowing the ' wayward sisters to part in peace.' Age
and growing infirmities compelled him in November
1801 to retire from active command. He subsecpieutly

visited Europe and published his Memoirs (8vo, 2

vols., New York, 1804). S. died M.ay 29, 1800.

SCOTTISH LANGUAGE AND LITERA-
TURE. The remarks which follow are merely
supplementary to the articles on A-NOLO-Saxok
L.^-KCiU.\GE AND LITERATURE, ENGLISH LANGUAGE,
and English Literature (q. v.). Reference is

made in the second of these articles to the dilTereut

opinions which have prevailed regarding the origin

of the dialects of the north-eastern provinces of

Scotland. There can hardly be a doubt that the
true explanation is that which is preferred by the

writer of the article—that the language of those

districts, like that of the south-eastern provinces of

the Scottish kingdom, was ' as decidctUy Anglo-
Saxon in its form and substance as that of Norfolk
or Yorkshire.' This is also the opinion of Mr
Latham, as expressed iu the brief chapter of his

work on the English Language, in which he treats

of ' the Lowland Scotch.' He adds, in reference to

the claims of the latter to be considered a separate

language, that the Lowland Scotch means ' the

literarij Lowland Scotch which, under the first five

Stewarts, was as truly an independent language as

compared with the English, as Swedish is to Danish,

Portuguese to Spanish, or vice versa.' This is ex-

pressed with substantial justice, though it would
have been more accurate to speak of the Scotch as

an independent tongiie from the reign of the first

prince of the House of Stewart to the accession

of James VI. to the English crown.
The history of Scottish literature m.ay be divided

into two periods ; the first extending from the date
of the earliest composition in the language of

Northern Britain to the union of England and Scot-

land under one kuig, the second from that time to

tlie present day.

During the earlier period Scotland was an inde-

pendent kingdom, politically separate from England,
and, as a general ride, bitterly opposed to English
influence—forming iu that respect a contrast to wliat

it was before the decease of Alexander III. A well-

known brief lament for the death of that king
preserved by Winton, and marked by considerable

beauty and pathos, is generally supposed to be one
of the earliest specimens of Scottish poetry which
has come down to us. The first Scottish ^lOfi—in

the proper sense of the word—was Jolm Barbour,
archdeacon of Aberdeen, who was l.iorn in the first

half of the 14th c, and died iu 1395. His great

work—the only one which has Ijeen preserved—is

Ids poem of Tlie Bruce, iu which he celebrates the

straggles and final victory of the Scottish king,

Robert I. The poem is not unworthy of such a

hero, and is superior to any composition by English
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Avriters of tlie same century, with tbe exception of

Chaucer. It has frequently been remarked that the
language of Barbour is as intelligible to a reader of

the present time as that of the father of English
poetry. There are editions of The Bruce by Pink-
crton and Jamieson, but the latest and best is that
by Mr Cosmo Innes.

The 15th c., during which England produced no
jioetical writer of eminence, was fertile in Scottish
poets. First in rank, and hardly inferior to any in

genius, was James I., king of Scotland, the author
of IVic King's Qiiair. Before him, in point of time,

was Andrew Winton, prior of Lochleven, who wrote
a metrical chronicle which was edited—so far as it

treated of Scottish history—by David Macpherson
in 1795. The historical value of this work is great

;

its literary merits are sufficiently humble. Another
Scottish poet of this ago was Henry the Minstrel,

commonly called Blind Harry, the author of a poem
on the life of Sir William Wallace, which in a

modernised text was long a favom'ite book among
the middle and lower classes of ScotlancL

The closing years of this century, and the first

half of the next, were distinguished by poets of still

higher name. Foremost of these is WiUiara Dunbar
(q. v.), author of The TJiUtle and the Rose, The Golden
Terge, and many smaller jwems, both sei'ious and
satirical, of very high merit. The only complete
edition of his works is that by Mr David Laing,

which was publislied in 1S31. Gavin Douglas (q. v.),

a son of the Earl of Angus, and Bishop of Dunkeld,
was contemporary with Dunbar. He WTote several

origin.al poems, but his principal work is the transla-

tion in which he first gave ' rude Scotland Virgil's

liage.' The last remarkable writer of this age is

Sir David Lindsay (q- v.), who died about 1557, and
whose poetical works were published in 1S06 by
George Chalmers. The IGth c. also produced the

first "Scottish prose-writers. Among these is the

anonymous author of 7Vie Complaint of Scotland,

and .John Bellenden, Archdeacon of Moray, the

translator of Boece's Hialovy of Scotland, and of

the first five books of Livy.

AVith Lindsay ceased that succession of jjocts

which had continued without interruption from the

time of Barbour. It was more than a century and
a half before another poetical writer of merit made
his appearance. The ecclesiastical troubles of the

period were not favourable to the cultivation of

literature. Most of the scholars of that time wrote

in Latin ; but for one prose-work of great merit as

a composition, The Hislori/ of the Scottish Reforma-
tion, we are indebted to the leader of the movement,
Julm Knox (q. v.).

We have now reached the close of the first period.

The accession of King James to the crown of Eng-
land was unpropitious to the literature of Scotland.

The parUament still met at Eilinbm-gli, but the

capital had ceased to be the residence of a court,

and the lauguage began to degenerate, and to be

looked upon as a •\^^lgar dialect of the English, rather

than as the speech of an independent nation. Tlie

dreariest period of Scottish literary history is that

between the union of the sovereigns under James,

and of the kingdoms in the reign of Queen Anne.

Writings in verse, called poems, continued- to be

published, and several of the prose-writers, such as

Spalding, the Aberdeen annalist, wrote sometimes

with a laste for the pictiu-esque ; but the best

authors composed in English. It was in that lan-

guage Drummond (q. v.) of Hawthoruden wrote his

vers°es. Archbishop Spottiswood (q. v.) and Bishop

Burnet their histories, and Archbishop Lei|hton

(q. V.) and Henry Scoug.al their theological works, so

far as they were not in Latin.

It might have been expected that the union of the

kingdoms, by which Scotland was deprived of a
legislature of her own, and of the shadow of royal
state, which to th.at time had continued to grace
the Parliament House at Edinburgh, would have
soon extinguished the cultivation of the native
language, and left it the mere dialect of the
peasantry ; but as a niatter of fact, it turned out to
be otherwise. There was a strong imijular prejudice
against the Union, the advantages of which were
not at first perceptible ; and this roused a deep
feeling of nationality, apart from the old religious

divisions, but generally combined with attachment
to the House of Stewart. At this time appeared
the first Seottisih i)oet of true genius since the
dark age of the country's literature set in—Allan
Ramsay (q. v.), author of Tlie Gentle Sheplurd, vhicli
was published in 1725. Eamsay had also the merit
of preservinir some of those songs and ballads

which have since become so famous, but whose
authors are quite unknown. How far these works
are the productions of an earlier age, and how far

they are the composition of authors living in the
ISth c, has been keenly discussed. Reference ni.ay

be made to The Romantic Scottish Ballads of Mr
Robert Chambers on the one side, and to l^he Ladij

Wardlaw Hei-esy of Mr Nerval Clyne on the other.

It has been remarked that the stirring-up of

national feeling which marked the first half of the
ISth c. was connected with Jacobitism. To- the
deep attachment to the exiled line of kijigs cherished
by a large p.arty in Scotland, and to the interest

awakened by the struggles in which this resulted,

we owe the Jacobite songs, in which authors,

generally unknown, jioiired forth their whole heart

in chivalrous devotion to their Prince, or in defiance

and scorn of the German strangers who now filled

the throne of the Stewarts.
While these feelings were dying aw.ay under the

influoice of the nrild government of George III.,

the close of the century was made famous by the

appearance of the most illustrious of Scottish poets.

It is almost needless to say a word of Robert Burns

(q. v.). Admir-ed by all ranks, he continues to be
the chosen classic of the peasantry of the Scottish

Lowlands. It is as an Euglish writer that Sir

Walter Scott is famous ; but many of his lyrical

pieces, and the dialogues in his novels, where the

speakers use their own northern tongaie, entitle him
to be ranked as the last and greatest of Scottish

writers.

The best authority on the subject of this article

is Professor Craik's HiMorij of English Literature

and the English Language, the second edition of

which was published in 1S04. There is much
valu.able matter in David Irving's Hislonj of Scottish

Poetry (EtUu. 1861) ; but the author's dogmatism

and love of theory frequently make him an imsafe

guide.

SCOTTISH MUSIC. Scotland is famed for a

class of national airs of a pecidiar style and struc-

ture, possessing a wild, dignified, strongly marked,

and expressive character. They are generally con-

sidered to he of great antiquity ; the few notes ou

which the oldest of them turn, and the character

of the modidation, lead to the inference, that they

originated at a time when the musical scale and
musical instruments of the country were in a rude

state ; but there is a deficiency of evidence regard-

ing their early history. No musical MS. of Scottish

airs is now known to exist of an older date than
102"

; and we have no knowledge when and by
whom the early Scottish melodies were composeil,

or how long they continued to be hamUd down
traditiou.aUy from generation to generation. They
may not improbably have been committed to nota-

tion in the 15th and IGth centuries ; and their
£67
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disappearance is not wonderful, -when we take into

account, first, the strong measures resorted to, about

1530, by both civil and ecclesiastical authorities, to

put down all ballads reflecting ou the Koman
Catholic hierarchy, and afterwards the fanatical

proscriptiou of music, along -with every other inno-

cent amusement, by the Puritans. The most

valuable of now existing early collections of Scotch

melodies is the Skene MS., in the Advocates' Library,

noted down by Sir. John Skene of Hallyards about

the j'car 1630. It contains a number of native airs,

mixed with some foreign dance-tunes—upwards of

a hundred in all. Many of the Scotch melodies

differ considerably from the more modern versions,

presenting in general a ruder outline ; but often

cxhilntinn- beauties which the changes which these

airs have°subsequently undergone have only tended

to dcstroj'.

Among the peculiarities which give its character

to the music of Scotland, the most prominent is the

prevalent omission of the fourth and seventh of the

scale, and consequent absence of semitones, giving rise

to such melodic forms as )-»-S— j— I 1^-

i-33^^^ Passages of this kind
-0—^-9~

occur in all the airs of Scotland which have any

claim to popularity, and form one of their most

recognisable features. Another characteristic is

the substitution of the descending for the ascending

sixth and seventh in the minor scale, as at the

beginning of the air called Adeji\ Diauhv, in the

Skene MS.—

-&=t
-^ESEFE

A very prevalent course of modulation is an alterna-

tion between the major key and its relative minor,

the melody thus ever keeping true to the diatonic

scale of the principal key. without the introduction

of accidentals. An air will often begin in the major

key, and end in the relative minor, or the reverse.

The closing note is by no means necessarily the

);ey-note, a peculiarity especially remarkable in the

Highland airs, which, if in a major key, most fre-

quently terminate m the second ; if in a minor, on

the seventh. Closes are also to be found ou the

thii-d, fifth, and sixth. The peculiarities of modula-

tion of the music of Scotland have something in

common with the modes of ancient ecclesiastical

music, to which it may be more correctly said to

belong, than to the modern major and minor keys
;

and the avoidance of the fourth and seventh may
have originated in the imperfection of tlio ancient

wind instruments ;
yet these peculiarities are not

to be found in the national airs of other countries

where ecclesiastical nuisic may be supposed to have

had the same iutluenee, and the early instruments

to have been equally imperfect.

Among the more modern printed collections of

Scottish melodies with words, the most important

are George Thomson's collection, \vith symjihonies

and accompaniments by Pleyel, Kozeluch, Haydn,
Beethoven, Hummel, and Weljer (vols. i.—iv., 1793

—1805 ; vol. V. 1826 ; and vol. vi. 1841), one

distinguishing feature of which was the appearance

of Burns's words conjoined with the old melodies

of the coxratry; and a more recent collection in

3 vols., published by Messrs Wood & Co., and
edited, with historical, biographical, and critical

notes, by Mr G. F. Graham (1848—1849).
663

On the subject of Scottish music generally,

reference is made to Dauuey's Ancient Scottish

lifehdies from a MH. of the Jteiijn of King James
VI., with an Introductory Inquiry Illustrative of
the History of Vie Music of Scotland (Edin. 1838).

SCOTUS AND SCOTISTS. See DrN.s Scotus.

SCOUT, a person sent out in the front or ou t!;e

flank of an army to observe the force and move-
ments of the enemy. He should be a keen observer,

and withal fleet of foot, or well mounted.

SCRAP-METAL, a term applied to fragments

of any kind of metal which are only of use for

remelting. Cojiper and brass scrap consist of the

turnings' from the lathe, and all useless and worn
jiieces, whether old or new. They are readily re-

melted. Scrap-tin consists of the clipinngs and
fragments of tinned iron and v.'orn-out tinned ves-

sels ; these are frequently dipped into hydrochloric

acid, to dissolve oft' tlie tin-coating from the iron

;

and the muriate of tin so formed is of commercial

value for dyeing purposes. Scrap-iron consists of

any waste pieces of iron, although the term is usu-

ally held to mean malleable iron only ; and for many
purposes it is particularly valuable, as it is found

that a greater strength can be obtained by welding

small fragments of iron together, than is fmmd in

large masses, the fibre being much more twisted

and interwoven, from the mingling of pieces in

every imagiu.able direction.

SCRBAMEP^ {Palamedea), a genus of birds of

the order Gralkc, allied to the Jacanas (q. v.). The
bill is rather short, conical, curved at the extremity

;

there is a bare space around the eyes ; the toes are

long ; each wing is furnished with two strong spurs.

The Horned S., or Kamiciii (P. cornuta), inhabits

swamps in Brazil and Guiana, and feeds on the

leaves and seeds of aquatic jilants. It is of a

blackish-brown colour, nearly as large as a turkey,

and has somewhat the ajipearance of a gallinaceous

bu-d. It receives its name from its loud and harsh

cry. From the head, a little behind the bill, there

rises a long, slender, movable horn, of which no

use has been conjectured. The spurs of the wings

HorntJ Screamer (Palamedea cornnfj).

are supposed to be useful in defence against snakes

and other enemies.—Closely allied to this genus is

the genus Chauna, or Opiatolophus, to whicli belongs

the CH-\rxA, or Cresied S. (C. or 0. chat-aria), a

native of Brazil and Paraguay, the head of which
has no horn, but is adorned with erectile feathers.

The jilumage is mostly lead-coloured and blackish.

The wings are armed with spurs. It is very capable

of domestication, and is sometimes reared mth
flocks of geese and tin-keys, to defend thorn from

vultures, being a bold and powerful bird.

SCREEN, in Architecture, an enclosure or parti-

tion of wood, stone, or metal work. It is of frequent
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use in churches, where it shuts off chapels from the
nave, separates the nave from the clioir, ami fre-

quently encloses the choir all round. Such screens
are often much ornanicnteil, the lower part being
Solid, and the upper very often perforated. The
Rooil-screen (q. v.) is that on which most labour is

usually bestowed. In England, many Ijeautifidly

carved screens in stone, enriched with pinnacles,
niches, statues, &c., remain, such as those of York,
Lincoln, Durham, &c. ; and specimens in wood,
carved and painted, are common in parish chiirches.

In France, the screen round the choir is sometimes
the subject of beautiful sculptures, as at Amiens
and Paris. In Halls (q. v.) there was usually a
wooden screen at one end to separ.ate the entrance-
door and a passage from the hall. Over this was
a g.allery. The term 'Screen of Columns' is also

applied to an open detached colonnade.

SCPvEW, one of the Mechanical Powers (q. v.).

is a modification of tlie Inclined Plane (q. v.),

as may be sheivn (fig. i) by WTap[iing a piece of

, 1.

paper in the form of an inclined ])lane round a
cylinder. In the screw, the S]iiral line, formed
by the length or slope of the plane, is raised up
in a ridge, and a lever is attached for the pur-
pose of working it, so that the screw is really a
compound machine, combining the lever and the
inclined plane. It may be used as an instrument
for penetration, as in the auger, gimlet, &c., or as a

moans of producing pressure, the latter being its

most important application as a niechanieal power.
For this purpose, it is made to work in a ' female

screw' or iiul (a hollow
„—,

.^,- -—

.

cylinder grooved on the

f! iss^fr^r^sxB^ inside, so as to correspond
I r k'S b ^q j]jg threads of the

screw) ; the nut is then
firmly fixed in a massive ,

frame (tig. 2), and the
revolution within it of the
screw causes the lower
extremity of the latter to

advance or recede. The
principle of the screw's

ajiplication is the same as

that of an inclined plane
pushed further and further under a heavy body so
as to raise it up. Kow in tlie inclined plane, P,

the power or force, is to \V, the weight raised or

the pressure overcome, as the height of the jilane

to its base; that is, in the screw, as the distance

between two threads is to the circumference of

tlie cylinder. But as the twist is not .applied at

the circumference of the cylinder directly, but
}

by means of a lever, it follows that the power
applied, P, is to W, as the distance of two threads

t ) the circumference described by 1' at the en<l

of the lever. We see, then, that tlie power of

tlie screw is increased by diminishing the dis-

tance between the thread's ; but as this cannot

be effected without weakening the instrument,

there is an evident limit to the increase of power
in tin's way. The power can also be increased by
lengthening the lever ; but the best mode is that

proposed by Mr Hunter (in the Phil. Trans, vol. 17),

in which are employed two screws of diliureut fine-

ness, the coarser of them hollow and groovetl, to act

Fig 2.

as a nut for the other. The outer and coarser screw
is the one to wliich the jiower is applied by a lever,

and it is adjusted in the manner before described
;

the inner is so fastened as to be cap.alile of vertical
motion only. When the outer screw is turned so
as to move its extremity downwards, the inner
screw moves upwards, but not to the same amount

;

thus, if the outer screw have 6 threads to the inch,
and the inner one 7, one turn of the outer screw
depresses it -Jth of an inch, but as the inner one
rises ^ th of an inch, the whole descent of the point

which produces pressure is only -; — =,, or — of an

inch ; hence the pressure applied is 7 times greater
than could be given by the outer, G times greater
than could be given by the inner screw, and equal
to what would lie given by a screw with 42 threads
to the inch, with the same power a]iplied. The
advant.age of Hunter's screw is that tlie threads
may be any thickness, and consequently each
screw any strength, we please, provided the dill'er-

eiice be small enough. The screw is one of the
most powerful of the mechanical powers, but the
friction generated by it amounts to about ^d of the
force applied.

SCREW-DRIVEE, a chisel-shaped tool, used
for tarning round, and so driving in or drawing
out the coiumou joiners' screw-nails, the heads of

which have a cleft made to receive the edge of the
screw-driver.

SCREW PINE (Pamlanns), a genus of plants of

the n.atural order Paiidanacae, natives of the tropi-

cal p.arts of the cast and of the South Sea Islands.

JIany of them are rem.arkable for their adventitious
roots, with large cup-like spoiifjiolcs, which their

branches send down to the ground, and which serve

as props. Their leaves are sword-shaped, with
spiny edges, and are spirally arr.anged in three rows.
In gener.al appearance, when unbranched, they
resemble gigantic plants of the pine-apjjle, whence
their popular name. P. odoratissimiis is a widely
iliffused species ; a spreading and branching tree of

2j feet high, much used in India for hedges,

although it takes up much ground. In the south of

India, it is called the Kaldera Bush. It grows
readily in a poor soil, and is one of the first plants

to ajipear on newly-formed islands in the Pacilic.

The male ilowers are in long spikes, the female

flowers in shorter branches. The Ilowers are fre-

cpiently gathered before expanding, and boiled

with meat. Their delightful and very powerful

fragi'ance lias made the plant a favourite e\ory-

where, and it is the subject of continual allusions

in Sanscrit poetry, under the n.ame Kitaka. Oil

impregnated with the odour of the Ilowers, and

the distilled water of them, are highly esteemed

East Indian perfumes. The seeds are eatable

;

and the fleshy jiart of the drupes, which groiv

together in large heads, is eaten in times of scarcity,

as is the soft white ba.^e of the leaves. The terminal

buds are eaten, like those of palms. The spongy
and juicy branches are cut into small pieces as food

for cattle. The leaves arc used for thatching, and
for making a kind of umbrella common in India,

and their tough longitudinal fibres for making mats
and cordage. The roots are spindle-shaped, and are

composed of tough hbrcs ; they are therefore sjilit

up by basket-makers, and used for tying their work.

—More valu.able, however, as a fibrous plant is an

allied species, P. suinus or P. Vacoa, the Vacoa of

Mauritius, which, if j-ermitted, grows to a height of

about oO feet, Ijut from contiiuual cro]iping of its

leavt-s, is usually dwarfed to si.x or ten feet. The
fibres of its leaves are used for making the Vacua
bails, which constitute so considerable an article of

SCO
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export from Mauritius, rivalling in cheapness and
usefulness the Gunny Bags of Lidia. The leaves

are cut every second year, and each plant yields

enough to make two large bags. Immediately on
being cut ofif, the leaves are split into fillets, which
are nearly an inch broad at the base, but taper to a
point, and are three or four feet long. One of these

will support a bag of sugar, of about 1-10 pounds,
without breaking. The aerial roots of the Vacoa
are so fibrous as to be used for making paint-brushes

for coarse purposes.

SCREW-PROPELLER, The, is of the same
constructiou as the common Screw (q. v.), but with
the narrow thread exaggerated into a broad, thin

Fig. 1.

plate, and the cylinder diminished to a mere spindle.

One complete turn of such a screw is shewn in lig.

1. Now, if a screw of this form were turned round
in an unyielding substance, as wood, it would for

each turn advance as much as the centre of the
blade (or thread) had moved along the spindle in

forming the screw, i. e., the distance ah. If the
screw be fixed beneath a ship, and made to revolve

in tlie water, the water takes the iilace of the wood

;

but as it is less stable than that substance, a certain

part of the advancing power is lost, which loss is

called the slip of the screw. In practice, this slip

amounts to from 10 to 30 per cent.

It is obvious also that on the same spindle there

may be more than one blade, provided that all the
blades have the same pitch or rate of progression

along the spindle (in fig. 1, ah is the pitch of the

screw). Screws have thus been formed with two,
three, four, and six blades or arms, but the form
most commonly used is two blades for ships-of-war,

and three blades in the merchant-service.

If the screw be cut off before attaining the

length ah of a whole convolution, as at c, the por-

tion ac will still retain all the properties of the
screw. In the earlier attempts, screws were tried of

the length of a whole convolution, or even two whole
turns ; but experiment has since shewn that this

length is a disadvant.age, and that the maximum of

power is obtained from a screw whose leng-th is ith

of the pitch, i. c, where ac = — . A screw of this

length with two blades is shewn in fig. 2, being

perhaps the most common form in use. The speed
of a screw in a given time
is equal to the pitch

multiplied by the numljer
of revolutions, and the
product diminished by the
slip.

The following are the
technical terms applied to

the screw-propeller : The
shaft oi> sjiindle is the
cylindrical axis on which
the screw revolves, and is

the medium for communi-
cating to it the power of

Fig. 2. the steam-engine ; the
blade is the thread of the

screw ; the ;iiic/i, the length of shaft on which the

blade would make one complete turn ; the dia-
meter is the distance between the tips of opposite
lilades ; the length is the fraction of the pitch
actually employed ; the slip, the loss of power from
the yielding of the water.

The application of the screw to the propulsion of

a vessel through the water is not new. In 1802, Dr
Shorter, an English mechanician, produced motion
by its agency ; but his discovery was valueless, as
the steam-engine had not then been practically
ajiplied to navigation. Those who first employed.
Watt's engine on board .ship adopted the paddle-
wheel, the success of which turned attention from
the screw for nearly thirty years. At length, in

1832, Mr B. Woodcroft patented a screw-propeller
with an increasing pitch; and four years later, Mr
F. P. Smith p.atented a screw making two whole
turns, which he reduced, in 1839, to one whole turn.

In 1837, he and Captain Ericsson, an American
inventor, brought the matter practically forward on
the Thames, where a small screw-steamer, 45 feet

long, 8 feet broad, and of 27 inches draught, towed
the Toronto of 030 tons against tide at 4^ knots an
hour. In 1839, an American gentleman had the
Hobcrl Stochton b\ult for him by Jlessrs Laird, with
which he reached America. The British Admir.alty,

however, refused any support to the new propeller,

until the success of the Archimedcf:, built in 1840, of

232 tons and 80 horse-power, which was exhibited
.at the principal ports, rendered opposition no longer
possible. The Admiralty, then, as an experiment,
constructed the Halller, from the trials of which
vessel nearly all the subsequent data for the screw
have been derived. Meanwhile, in 1838, Mr James
Lowe had shewn that the length of the screw
should uot exceed Jtli of the pitch ; and after actual

and successive trials, the screw of the Rattler was
cut down from 5 feet 9 inches to I foot 3 inches.

These experiments established the screw as a rival

to the paddle-wheel ; and its advantage for ships of

war became incontestable, as, from the entire sub-

mergence of the pro]ieller, and consequent lowness
of its engines in the ship, the chances of injury from
an enemy's shot were reduced almost to nothing.

Some of the great steam-companies—not.aldy the
Peninsular and Oriental Company—also patroniseil

it, and it was found of gi'cat value as an auxiliaiy in

sailing-vessels. The residt is th.at, at this time

(1865), its use in the British navy is almost universal,

and in the merchant-service few large vessels are

buUt which have not a screw, at least as an auxiliary.

Several varieties of screw, have been introduced,

each finding many supporters. Perh.aps the mo,st

efficient, under all circumstances, is Griffith's,

which is shewn in ^
fig. 3. Here the blades,

in jilace of rising from
the shaft itself, spring
from a hollow sphere
occupying one- third

the screw's diameter.

This arrangement w.-.s

adopted because ex-

periment proved that

the central portions

of the blades of the
ordinary screw absorb
about 20 ]ier cent, of

the projtelling pov»'cr, while they produce little

useful etfect, from the circumstance, that at that

part (especially in screws of a coarse pitch) tlie

blade is nearly in a line with the shaft, ami
acts at right angles on the water, causing only

a disturbance of that portion on which the ouicr

and moi'e powertid end of the blade operates. The
globe, on the other hand, revolves with little

I
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friction. The blades are also less liable to ba
wreucbed off by the resistance of the water, and
the vibration on board is considerably less than
with the common screw. Of other screws may be
mentioned Ericsson's, in which the sphere-principle

of CJritliths is extended to the use of a ring of metal,

with numerous short blades round its peripherj'.

Messrs Carlsrund and Sorensen, of the Swedish
navy, reverse this process, and have the blades

within the periphery. In the present year (18G5)

Mr Rig has effected fm-ther improvements, by which
a large proportion of the power is employed nearly
parallel to the shaft. This is broiight about by
inserting behind the moving screw a fixed screw
with the lilades turned in an opposite direction.

One difficulty in the use of the screw as an
auxiliary in saihng-ships is, that in a good wind, from
the speed imparted by the sails, the ship sometimes
ovitruns the screw ; and the result is, that either the
screw seriously impedes the saUing, or the blades

are twisted off the shaft. To prevent this, various
devices are resorted to. In some cases, the screw is

disconnected from the shaft, and left to revolve
freely; in othei-s, as in most ships of war, it is dis-

connected and hoisted altogether out of the water
liy means of an iron framework worked above the
screw in a sort of well. Messrs Maudslay have
patented a 'feathering-screw,' which, by a sim[}lc

apparatus, can, when the steam-power is not re-

quired, have the blades turned into a line with tlie

ship's keel, and the screw (which must be two-
l.iladed) fastened in a vertical position. ANHien thus
treated, the screw is out of danger, and forms no
impediment to the ship's progress.

The usual position for the screw is in the dead-
wood immediately before the stern-post, the shaft

on which it revolves passing, parallel to the keel,

into the engine-room. To give it full effect, the

stern Imes shoidd be very fine, so that the water has

a full sweep over it. In ISCO, Messrs Dudgeou of

Loudon produced a steamer with twin screws, one
under each quarter. These have independent action,

and as one can therefore be reversed while the other

goes ahead, great steering-power is imparted; so

nuich so, that vessels constructed on this principle

are said to be able to turn in their own length. In the
now cigar-shaped yacht building (1SG5) at MiUwall,
for an American gentleman, there is a screw-propeller

at each end. As the action of the screw depends on
the compai'ative immobdity of the water in which it

acts, it is necessary, for the development of its full

power, th.at it should be completely immersed, and
tliat there should be nearly two feet of water above
the top of the iijipcr blade. It follows from this

that, ceteris parihiis, the screw-vessel will draw
more water than the paddle-steamer ; for in large

steamers the screw is from 15 to IS feet in diameter,

and in the Great Eastern it reaches 24. The revolu-

tions vary from 50 to 1'2 per minute.
It now only rem.iin3 to notice the comparative

advantages of the padiUe and screw. Under favour-

.able circumstances, in ships of equal tonnage and
power, there is little difference in speed or force.

Before the wmd, the paddle has a Slight advan-
tage ; with the wind ahead, the resistance offered

by the padillc-boxes transfers the advantage to

the screw. Fastened stern to stern, the screw-

ship drags the paddle-ship ; but fastened bow to

bow, the same rcs\ilt is not found. This is, however,
rather to be attributed to the loss of power in a
paddle-ship wheu not in progress (sec Paddle
Wheel), than to any actual superiority of screw. In

a long voyage, however, the gain is distinctly with
tlie screw ; because the weight of fuel borne at

starting sinks the padtlles too low in the water, and
prob.ably its exhaustion at the end of the voyage

deprives them of their proper dip; whereas, with
ordinary management, the screw will always be
immersed. Again, rolling deprives the paddle of

much power ; while pitching- deprives the screw of

its proper m.atrix ; but the balance of loss, in tem-
pestuous weather, is in favour of the screw. It has
been already shewn that in men-of-war the screw is

the most nsefid agent ; and, as an additional reason,

may be adduced the clear broadside which it allows
for the guns. On the other hand, in point of com-
fort to the passengers, the advantage lies unqucstiou-
aljly with the paddle ; for the rapid revolution of

the hea.Yy screw on a shaft extending half the ship's

length, produces a continuous and very impleasant
vibration ; while the lower positiou of the engines
and screw give the vessel a deep roll. The paddles
in the paddle-steamers act as outriggers, and the
centre of gravity being, from the position of the
engines, higher (as will be understood from the out-

line in fig. 4), a much softer motion is imparted to

^ ^^ W)''

Fig. 4.

ati, watcr.lirc.

the whole vesseL For lakes and rivers, where the
water is smooth and the voyage short, paddles are
best, and more especially so when the water becomes
ofteu shallow or is choked with weeds, wliich woidd
soon clog the screw.

It is proper to observe that some eminent
engineers deny that the action of the screw-propeller
is to be assimilated to that of an ordinary screw
making its way through wood. They assert that
the motion of the ship is caused by the pressure of the

solid water from behind the screw, while the action

of the screw creates a void in its front. In proof of

this, experiment has shewn that if a disc be placed
hjore the screw and the screw stiU worked forwards,

the ship moves backwards, while, with the same
motion of the screw, a disc be/and it causes the
vessel to move forward. Others, however, think that
this efi'ect of the disc can be sufficiently accounted
for on the usual theory of the screw's action.

SCREW-WRENCH, a tool used for grasping tho

flat sides of the heads of large screws, such as arc

used in engines and other large works. The heads

are usually octagonal laterally, and the ^Tench is

made of two portions like hammers slidingone upon
the other (tig. 1), so that screw-heads can be grasped

of different sizes, and the handle fi.rms the lever

Fig. 2.

by which they are turned round. The screw-key

(fig. 2) is only a more simple kind o£ wrench, which
wUl only act upon screws of two sizes, fitting the

jaws at each end.
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SCRI'BBLER. See Spixking.

SCRIBE (Heb. Sofcr ; Gr. Grainmatexs, Xomodi-

daskalos), among the Jews, originally a kiuil of

military officer, whose business appears to have

been the recruiting and organising of troops, the

levying of war-taxes, ami the like. At a later

periorl, especially at the time of Christ, it had

come to designate a learned man, a doctor of the

law. Christ" himself recognises them as a legal

authority (Matth. xxiii. 2) ; they were the pre-

servers of traditions, and form a kind of ]ioliee m
the Temple and synagogues, together with the high-

priests ; and the people reverenced them, or were

expected to reverence them, in an eminent degi-ee.

They were to be found all over the country of

Palestine, and occupied the rank and profession of

both lawyers and theologians. Their public field of

action was thus probably threefold : they were either

assessors of the Sanhedrim, or public teachers, or ad-

ministrators and lawyers. Many of these teachers

had s]iecial class-rooms somewhere in the Temple of

Jerusalem, where the pupils destined to the calling

of a Tvabbi sat at their feet. The calling of a Scribe

being gratuitous, it was incumbent upon every one

of tlfem to leara and to exercise some trade. Those

Scribes who were not eminent enough to rise to the

hifher branches of their profession, to enter the

Sanhedrim, to be practical lawyers, or to hold

schools of their own, occupied themselves in copying

the Book of the Law or the Prophets, in writnig

]>hylacteries, contracts, letters of divorce, and the

like. Their social position was naturally in

accordance with their talents and their import-

ance. The apostles, not learned enough, for the

most part, to be Scribes, are promised to become

'Scribes' of the kingdom of Ciod, &c. See

PhAEISEES, H.VLACHA, HAGG-4.DA, MIDK.4SH,

MisuxA, Talmud.

SCRIBING, in Joinery, fitting the ends of pieces

of wood together, so that the fibres may be at right

angles, and the end cut away across the fibres.

SCRIP is a certificate (usually about the size and

ajipearance of a bank-note) of a person's
_
share or

shares in a joint-stock undertaking. It is issued on

the party signing a contract of copartnery, and is

retained "by him until an act of the legislature, or

some other formality, establishes the company, and

authorises the opening of regular books for entering

the names of shareholders aiid the transfer of stock.

In many instances, scrip is unauthorisedly sold, and

made an object of speculation ; the ]iarty to whom
it was assigned, however, remains bound by the

contract which he has subscribed, until relieved of

his obligations liy transfer in the books of the

company.

SCllO'FULA, or SCROPHULA, was, until the

last cjuarter of a century, regarded as consisting

essentially of indolent glandular turaoui-s, occurring

fre.piently in the neck, suppurating slowly and

imperfectly, and healing with difiiculty. Recent

pathologists, however, have given a more extended

meaning to the word Kcwfula. According to theni,

it signifies a certain disease or defect of the consti-

tution, in which there is a tendency to the produc-

tion and deposition of a substance called tuberde in

various tissues and organs ; and tubercle must thus

be regarded as the essential element of scrofula. It

does not follow, however, that a deposit of tubercle

should actually occur in every case of scrofula.

The tandeurij is present, and the absence or presence

of the dep'osit depends upon the extent of the

aft'ection, and is determined by various causes.

Jlr Paget, one of the most eminent of our living

pathologists, very clearly sums up what is generally

understood by scrofula in the following paragrajih :
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' It is a state of constitution distingiushed in some

measure liy peculiarities of appearance even during

health, but much more by peculiar liability to

certain diseases, including pulmonary phthisis. The

chief of these " scrofulous " diseases are various

swellings of the lymphatic glands, arising from

causes which would be inadecpiate to produce them

ill ordinary healthy persons. The sweUings are

due sometimes to mere enlargement, as from an

increase of natural structure, sometimes to chronic

inflammation, sometimes to an acute inflammation

m- aliscess, sometimes to tulierculous disease of the

glands. But besides these, it is usual to reckon as

"scrofulous" affections certain chronic inflanima-

tions of the joints ; slowly progressive " carious

"

ulcerations of bones ; chronic and frequent ulcers

on the Cornea, Ophthalmia [q. v.], attended with

extreme intolerance of light, but with little, if any,

of the ordinary consequences of infiammation ; fre-

quent chronic .abscesses ;
jjustules, or other cutan-

eous eruptions, frequently appearing upon slight

afi'ection of the health or local irritation ;
habitual

swelling and cat.arrh of the mucous membrane of

the nose ; habitual swelling of the upper lip.' It

is obvious that although the .above-named forms of

disease are often more or less coincident, they have

nothing sufficiently in common to justify the general

appeUiition of scrofulous. They .are certainly not

all tuberculous diseases, and hence Mr Paget doubts

whether the proposfil to make scrofulous and tuber-

culous commeusur.ate terms is practical, since the

former, as geuer.ally employed, has a much wider

significance than the latter.

"The word is derived from the L.at. scrofa, a sow,

it being sujiposed that this animal w.as especially

li.able to tumours such as occur in this disease. The

Greek and Ar.abic n.ames for the disease are siini-

larly derived from the words signifying ' swine
'
in

these hanguiiges. While scrofula was the popular,

struma (supposed to be derived from striio, I heap

up) used by Celsus, Pliny, and other Latin writers,

was the classical name for the disease. The vulgar

English name. The Kinrfs Evil, is derived fi-oni the

long-cherished belief that scrofulous tumours and

.abscesses could be cured by the roy.al touch. Multi-

tudes of patients were submitted to this treatment,

and, as the old histori.ans assert, with perfect success,

from the time of Edw.ard the Confessor to the reigu

of Queen Anne. The v\Titer of the article ' Scrofula'

in The EmjUsh Cijclopmlla, mentions the curious

historical facts tli.at 'the old Jacobites considered

that this power did not descend to Mary, William,

or Anne, as they did not possess a full hereditary

title, or. in other words, did not reign by divine

right. The kings of the house of Brunswick have,

we believe, never put this power to the proof ; and

the office for the ceremony which appears in our

Liturgy as hate as 1/10 has been silently omitted.

The exiled princes of the house of Stuart were

supposed to have iuherited this virtue. Carte, in

the well-known note to the first volume of Ins

History of Euiitand, mentions the case of one Chris-

topher Lowel,'who, in 1716, went to Avignon, where

the court was then held, and received a temporary

cure ; and when Prince Charles Edward was at

Holyroodhonse in October 1745, he, .although only

claiming to be Prince of W.ales and regent, touched

a female child for the king's evil, who in 21 days

is said to have been perfectly cured.' The practice

was introduced by Henry VII. of presenting the

patient with a sni.oll coin (gold or silver). The

accompanying is an engi-aving of the identical touch-

piece in-esented to Dr Johnson (Lent 1712—when

he was only thirty months old), who was one of

the persons touched by Queen Anne.—The French

kings also touched for the ' Evil,' the practice being
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traced back to C'lovis, 48 1 A. D. On Easter Sunday,
1080, Louis XIV. is said to have touched 1000
persons, usin^ tlic words : Le roy te louche, Dieu
te gucrisse (the king touches thee, may God cure
thee). See Chambers's Boole of Days, i. 82. The

Touch-piece (time of Queen Anne).

Utcraturc of this curious subject is somewhat exten-
sive. The reader who wishes to pursue the inquiry
further is referred to Tooker's C/iarisma, sice Donum
Saiicl!o?iis, &c., 1597 ; Browne's Charisma Basilicon,
or Ihe liOt/al Gift o/IIealinr/ Slnnnas, &c., 1084 ; and
Beckett's Free and Impartial Inquiri/ into the Anti-
quity and Jijficnc!/ of 2'ouching for the Kimfs Evil,
1722. The subject is also examined by Bishop
Douylas in liis Criterion, or Miracles Kramined,
1751; by Colquhoun, in his Isis Berelafa, 1830
(who attributes the cure to animal magnetism) ; and
by Howitt in his History of Ihe iSitjyernalui-al in all
Aijes and Kalions, 1803.

Scrofula is a disease of early life, and when it

docs not exhibit any of its manifestations before
the period of maturity it seldom shews itself after-
wards.

In all systematic descriptions of this disease,
two v.arieties of the scrofulous habit or diathesis
are given, viz., tlie sanguine or serous, and the
phlegmatic or melancholic. In the sanguine, there
is a general want of muscnlar development, the
limbs being soft and flabby ; the skin is fair and
thin ; the features are delicate, tlie rosy line of the
cheeks contrasting strongly witli the surrounding
paleness ; the eyes are gray or blue, and the eye-
lashes long and silken ; the hair fine and light
coloured or reddish ; and the ends of the fingers

broad and expanded, with convex naiis bent over
them ; the intellect is lively and precocious, and
tliere is often considerable beauty. In the pldcg-
inalic variety the skin is pale or ruddy, dark, and
often harsh ; the genei-al appearance dull and heavy

;

the liair dark and coarse ; and the mind usually
slow and torpid.

Chiklren in whom the scrofulous constitution is

strongly marked often jiresent that narrow and
projecting form of the chest to which the term
' pigeon-breasted ' is commonly given ; moreover,
the abdomen is enlarged, the limbs wasted, and the
circijation languid, in consequence of which they are

esj)ecially liable to chilblains. The digestive organs
are so commonly affected—as is evidenced by irre-

gular action of the bowels, fetid breath and evacu-
ations, furred tongue, capricious ajipetite, &c.—that,

in the opinion of the late Dr Todd, ' strumous
dyspepsia presents a more characteristic feature of

this habit of body than any physiognomical ]iortrait

that has been drawn of it.' In the great majority

of cases the scrofulous disposition is hereditary
;

indeed, there is no disease which is nearly so often '

transmitted from parent to offspring as scroful.a.

There is, however, scarcely any doubt that it may
be acquired under the actinn of various imfavourable

exciting ciuses, which may bo ranked together ' as

causes of debility.' Amongst them m.ay be espe-

cially noticed (1.) Insufficient and improper food ; (2.)

Impure air
; (3.) Insufficient exposure to direct sun-

light
; (4.) Exposure to wet and cold, and to sudden

changes of temperature, especially if the clothinr'

be insufficient
; (.5.) Excessive and continued fatigue,

whether boddy or mental ; and (0.) Intense and
prolonged anxiety or mental depression.
We shall first lay down the general principles of

ti'eatment to be adopted with the view of improving
the health in the case of a person presenting either
merely the general indications of a scrofulous habit
of body, or some of its local manifestations, and we
shall then conclude with a brief notice of a few of
those jiarticular forms of the disease which most
frequently come imder the attention of the medical
practitioner.

The diet should be nutritious and sufficiently
.abundant, and animal food should be given .at least
twice daily. Dishes containing eggs and milk may
usually be taken with advantage. If the patient
is not very young, a little bitter ale taken at an
early dinner will often promote digestion ; if, how-
ever, it causes flushing or much sleepiness, it must
be discontinued. A mother with scrofula should
always ])rovide a healthy wet-nurse for her child,

as suckling in such a case is injurious both to
parent and offspring. Flannel should alw.ays (both
in summer and winter) be worn next the skin during
the day, and the clothing must alsv.ays be sufficient

to keep the extremities warm. Constant residence
in pure and dry air should be enforced as far as
possible. Unfortunately, the climate of Great
Britain is by no means favourable to th.osc possess-

ing the scrofulous habit, and it is often very diffi-

cult for the physician to decide as to the choice of

the most suitable residence. On this subject, Mr
Savory, in his essay on 'Scrofida' in Holmes's
System of Surgery, vol. i., 1800, remarks that ' it is

surely a mistake to suppose that a w.arm climate is

the best adapted to all eases of scrofula. It is

doubtless so in the great majority in which the
disease [in the form of pulmonary consumption] is

far advanced ; but in many cases .at an earlier

stage, its further development is more satisfactorily

arrested and the general health improved by a
more bracing air. Children with tuberculous gl.ands,

but whose general health ajjjiears otherwise toler-

<ably good, would perhaps profit less by transpor-

tation to Madeira or Egypt than by residence in

the south-west coast of England, where the atnios-

[iheric changes are less frequent and sudden than
in other parts of the kingdom, and the winter is

comparatively mild. Delicacy of constitution is

sometimes increased, and mischief encouraged, by
dread of exposure.' Free exercise of the muscles

and lungs in the open air should be insisted on in

line weather, and if this cannot be t.aken, the best

substitute is friction over the surface of the body
with the flesh-brush. Patients who can bear cold

sea-bathing during the summer and autumn months
will derive great advantage from it ; but if a short

immersion is not rapidly followed by a genial

glow after drying the skin, such Inithing is inju-

rious, in which ease warm salt-baths will l)e found
useful. Too much stress cannot be laid upon the

fact that in the case of children the mind should

be cheerfully occupied, but not overtasked. The
medicines most esteemed in the treatment of scro-

fula are iodine and its compounds, the salts of

iron, bark, sarsaparilla, the alkalies and mineral
acids, .and, .above .all, cod-liver oik As the choice

of the indiviilual remedy must be left to the
physician, we will merely remark that iodine and
iron may often be advant.ageously prescribed

together either in the form of the syrup of the iodide

of iron, or of a well-known French preparatii^n

known as Blancard's Iodide of Iron Pills; and that
673
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to derive fixll benefit fi'om cod-liver oil, it must be
taken for a long time. As Mr Savory remarks, the
oil shoijd be regarded as an article of diet rather
than a medicine. A tablespoonful may be considered
as a full dose for an adidt ; but this quantity
shoidd be gradually an-ived at, the dose commencing
with a tcaspoonful. It is most easOy taken when
floating on a mixture of orange wine, or some other
jileasaut bitter fluid, -n-ith water. The lightest and
clearest oil is probaljly the best, and in cold weather
it should be slightly warmed before it is taken,
for it is thus rendered more liquid and more
easily swallowed. If what are conmionly known
as 'bilious symptoms' supervene, the use of the
oil_ should l>e siLspended for a couple of days, and
a few gentle aperients should be prescribed.
Excluding pulmonary consumption, in which the

leading patliological feature is the deposit of scrofu-
lous matter or tubercle in tlie lungs, one of tlie
forms of scrofula which most frequently presents
itself is m the bjmphatic glands, especially of the neck.
The gland or glands may first become enlarged,
cither from an attack of acute inflammation, or from
an indolent and painless deposit of tubercle. They
may remain in tliis state either stationary or .slowly
enlarging for years, till from some accidental local
irritation, or from some constitutional distm-bance,
they inflame and suppm-ate. After the discharge of
the matter, the ulcerated skin usually heals witli an
ugly puckered cicatrix, which generally remains as
a disfiguring mark through life. The local treat-
ment consists in attempting to disperse the tumour,
if it is hard and painless, by painting it with tincture
of iodine, or by tlie application of iodine ointment.
If it is soft, and likely to supjiurate, the process may
be facilitated by the application of warm water
dressing or emollient poultices. When there is
undoubted fluctuation, indicating the presence of
pus or matter, it is usually regarded as the best
practice to open the abscess with a narrow-bladed
bistoury ; b>it .some surgeons still prefer allowing
the matter to make its own way to the sm-face!
The necessary internal treatment is that which lias
been already described. The sk-iii, especially behind
the ears, aliout the mouth, nostrils, and eyelids, and
on the seal]!, is liable to pustular diseases of a
scrofulous origin. The free use of soap and water,
followed by the .ajiplication of black wash or zinc
ointment, and proper constitutional treatment, will
generally efiect a cure, except in the horrilile form
of scrofidous ulceration of the skin of the face
known as Lupus (q. v.). Amongst other well-kno\vn
and very serious scrofulous afl'ectious must be
mentioned Acule Hydrocephalus and Mescnlaic
Disease, to which special articles are devoted. There
is a peculiar and very intractable form of ulceration
known as the scrofulous ulcer, which wUl be noticed
in tlie_ article on Ulceks. The physical, chemical,
and microscopical -characters of the peculiar morbid
deposit, to which reference has frequently been
niade in tliis article, vill be found under the head of
TcjEEKCLE and Tuberculosis.

SuiiOFULOus or Tubercidous Diseases are common
amongst cattle, sheep, and pigs. In early life
the tubercle is- laid down in the mesenteric glands,
and occasionally about the joints. Along the exposed
eastern coasts of Britain, .scrofnlous swellings
are also met w ith about the head and neck ; In
some of the great grazing districts, the mucous
membrane of the bowels is affected, constitutmg
dysentery ; but, as in man, the lungs are the most
common site of tubercle, which here gives rise to
pulmonary consumption. Scrofula in all its forms
is hereditary, hence animals with any such taint
should be rejected as breeding stock. It is induced
and fostered by 'breeding in and in.' It may be

developed, and is always aggravated, by debilitatin"
influences, such as bad food, or exposure to wet or
cold. Prevention is insured by breeding only from
healthy vigorous parents, and a'llowing the stock at
all times adequate food and shelter.

SCROLL/, an ornament of very common use in
all styles of architecture. It consists of a b.ind
arranged in convolutions, like the end of a piece of
paper rolled up. The Greeks used it in their Ionic
and Corinthian Styles (q. v.) ; the Romans in their
Composite ; and in medieval architectm-e, and all
styles which closely copy nature, it is of constant
occurrence as in nature itself.

SCROPHTJLARIA'CE^, or SCROPHU-
LAItrNE-E, a natural order of exogenous plants,
consisting chiefly of herbaceous and half-shrubby
plants. The calyx is inferior, persistent, divided
into five (sometimes foiu-) unequal divisions. The
corolla is monopetalous, more or less irregular, often
two-lipped, exhibiting gTcat variety of form ; in the
bud it has five (sometimes four) segments. The
stamens are usually foiu-, two long and two short,
sometimes two, rarely five. The ovary is 2-celled,
^rith many ovules ; the style simple, the stigma
generally 2-lobed. The lobes of the stigma some-
times display much irritability. The fruit is a
capsiJe, or rarely a berry.—This order is a very
large one, containing almost 2000 kuoivn species,
which are distributed over the whole world, both in
cold and warm chmates. Acridity and bitterness
are prevalent characteristics, and many species arc
poisonous. Some are root parasites. Some are
admii-ed and cultivated for their flowers ; some are
used medicinaUj'. Dhjilalis or Foxglove, Calceolaria,
Mimidus, Mullein, Antirr/diuim or Snapdragon,
Gratiola, Scrophularia or Figwort, Veronica or
Speedwell, and Euphrasia or Eyebright, are familiar
examples. Very different from these humble her-
baceous plants is Patdownia imperialis, a Japaiies-.e

tree, 30 to 40 feet high, with trunk two or three
feet in diameter, and flowers in panicles, about as
large as those of the Common Foxglove.

SCRUPLE (Lat. seripulum, scriplum, or serupu-
lum) was the lowest denomination of weiglat among
the Romans, and with them denoted the 24th part
of an ounce (uncia), or the 28Sth of a pound (libra).
As a measure of surface it was also the 24th pai-t
of the ^mcia, and the 2SSth of an acre [jurjcrum)

;

seeming, in fact, to be the 24th of the 12th part of
any unit. In later Roman times it became tlie
name of the 60th part of an hour, and corresponded
to our ' minute.' The 'minute' being the serupuluiii,
the GOth part of a minute was called a scrujndum
secundum (whence the derivation of our word
' second '), the GOth part of tliis a scrupulum tcrtiuui,
and so on. Lexicographers define 'scrupulum' to
be a small pebble, such as would bo likely to find
its way between the sandal and the foot, whence
tlie u.so of the term to signify a small difficidty or
objection.—The term at the present time is a
denomination in that modification of Troy weight
which is used by apothecaries ; it contains 20 Troy
grains, is the third part of a dr.achm, the 24th of an
ounce, and the 2SSth of a Troy pound.

SCUDERY, M,A.DELEiNE DE, a once notable
Freuch novelist, was born at Havre in 1007.
Left an orphan at the age of si.x, she, along
with a brother named Georges, was earefiUly
educated by one of her uncles. While stiU young,
she left Normandy for Paris, was admitted to the
Hotel Rambouillet (see Eameouillet), and soon
became one of the oracles of the brilliant society
that assembled there. It was in this famous but
shewy circle that Mademoiselle S. gathered that
unmenso fund of watery sentimentaiism, platouio
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gallantries, ' polished ' conversation, diiU ceremonial

incidents, affectations of moral purism, &c., which
make up tlie tedious contents of lier romances

—

ronmns de lonrjue halehie (long-winded romances),

as they have been felicitously nicknamed. Then-

poinilarity for a brief period was 2)aiufidly wide.

Every b(idy Vi'ith the slightest pretensions to 'taste,'

except the Port-royalists, Bossuet, and a few critics

of the stricter sort, professed a boundless admiration

for them. The bishops in general—as Camus,
Mascaron, Huet, Godeau, Flechier, Masslllon—were

in raptures, and studied the stately trash with

an ardour that considerably diminishes our respect

for their understanding. When the troubles of

the Fronde had broken up the gatherings at the

Hotel Eainbouillet, Mademoiselle S. organised a

literary circle of her own, which met every Saturday

at her house in the Paie de Beauce. These 'Satur-

days ' began very Avell ; but gradually they degener-

ated, and became ridiculous—pedantic and blue-

stockiugish they had been from the very first.

Nothing further in Mademoiselle S.'s life calls for

notice. She died at Paris, 2d June 1701, at the

advanced age of 94, honoured and respected to the

last ; and it is but fair to admit that she seems to

have Ijeen worthy of the regard in which she was
held, being herself a perfect pattern of those watery

virtues and superfine excellences erf demeanour that

she loved to depict. Her principal works (never

again to be read in this world) are : Ibrahim, ou

Vllludre JJami (Par. 4 vols. 1041) ; Artamene, ou le

Grand Ci/nis (Par. 10 vols. 1G49—1653) ; Clelie,

Ilisloire Iloma'mc (Par. 10 vols. 16.50) ; Abnahide, ou

I'Bsdare Heine (Par. 8 vols. 1000) ; Les Femmes
illuntres, ou les Harangues Ilcroiques (Par. 1665)

;

10 vols, of Conversations Nouvellcs, Conversations

Morales, and Enlt-etiens de Morale (1680—169'2)

;

besides Lettres, and Poesies leijires, &c.—See Victor

Cousin's La Socicli Francaise au Dixseptienie Siecle.

SCU'DO (Ital. shield), an Italian silver coin,

corresponding to tlse .Spanish piastre (q. v.), the

American dollar (q. v.), and the English crown

(q. v.). It was so called from its bearing the

heraldic shield of the prince by whose autliority

it was struck, and differed m value in the different

states of Italy. In Pome, where it is called

the seudo F,oniano or scmlo nnoro, it is equal

to 4s. 3(/. sterling; and is subdivided into 10 jianli

or 100 hajoeehi. "I'hc Venetian seudo, or seudo delta

croce, was of higher value than the Poman one

;

while, on the other hand, the old scudi of Bologna,

Genoa, and Modena are inferior to it in value.

Scndi are now gradually disappearing from the

provinces of tlie Kingdom of Italy before the new
decimal coinage, but the name is sometimes given

to the i)iece of 5 hre, equivalent to a 5 franc piece

in tlie French coinage. Scudi of gold are also struck

in Pome, the seudo d'oro being equivalent to 10

scudi di arrjento. See Pi.vsTltE.

SCULL, SCULLING. A scull iMas from an

oar in size only. It is shorter, and less heavy.
^

A
man can only manage one oar ; but he can puUwith

a pair of sculls, the ends of which lap over very

little, or else do not meet within the boat.

ScuUinrj has two senses, a river sense and a sea

sense. In its freshwater accej)tation, senlhng is the

act of propelling a boat by means of sculls in pairs.

Among seafaring men, however, to scull is to drive

a boat onward with one oar, worked like a screw

over the stern.

SCU'LPTUPvE, the process of gi-aving or cutting

hard materials ; fiom the Lat. scutpo, in Gr. ril'jplio.

Its common ajiplication is to artistic carving or

cutting. Sculpture is the art of expressing ideas or

images in solid materials. In this sense processes

wdiich do not, strictly speaking, involve the cutting
of hard substances are included in the term. Sculp-

ture, as an art, includes the moidding of soft mate-
rials as well. Clay, and even wax, have been in all

ages of the art employed, sometimes for the jjurpose

of sketches or models for reproduction in marble or

metal, sometimes as the material of the finished

work. The art of sculpture is as old as any that
has been handed down to us. The Scriptm-es aUude
to the working of brass and other metals in the
beginning of human society, and we read of the
images of Laban carried off by his daughter. The
great nations of antiquity all practised it, though
only Nineveh and Egypt have left us anything like

a fair representation of the state of the art in those

early times. From the nature of this art its pro-

ductions have proved more durable than those of

painting, and have come down to us in more nume-
rous instances even than works of ai'chiteeture.

While the latter have been destroyed, and their

materials used up, works of sculpture, being smaller,

have remained buried, and from time to time have
been reproduced for the instruction and enjoyment
of modern nations.

As an art, or means of recording facts and repre-

senting ideas, sciUpture has many disadvantages as

compared with painting, neither colour nor pic-

tiu-esquo backgrounds being properly admissible in

sculpture. To this rule, however, we shall finil

exceptions in the works of Gliiberti in the loth

century.

Sculptures are distinguished by different terms,

according to the nature and completeness of the

work. Groups or figures completely represented

are said to be ' in the round.' Those only partially

detached from the mass or background are said to

be 'in relief.' This, again, is called 'liigh' or 'low

relief,' according as the figure stands fidly or slightly

above the mass behind it. The ancient E,gyptians

employed another kind of relief, their figures being

sunk below the surface, and only the jironunent

portions remaining level with it. In this case the

background or unoccupied space is not cut away,

but the figures are worked do-wnwards into it.

Another process is called ' intaglio,' the wdiole figure

being regularly designed and moulded, but ' cut

into ^ the material and inverted. This is usually

applied to the making of gems and seals. Another

seuli)tural process is that used in the treatment of

metals. As metals are both harder than stone and

more valu.able, it is not possible to cut or grave

works out of masses of metal as is done in stone or

gems. The metal is fused by heat, and the form is

given it while in that state. This is dime by first

forming or moidding the design in clay or other soft

material. Poimd the model thus formed, a mould is

formed of sand, which is prcfiared and pressed round

it in a wet state till it takes the complete form of

the model, which is then removed, and the liquefied

metal poured in. It takes the exact shape of the

model by this means. These are said to be ' cast,'

because of the casting of the liquid metal iuto tlie

mould. Other jirocesses, however, have, in the finer

works, to be applied. The metal retains the rough

surface of the sand in which it has chilled. It is

therefore worked over with a graving tool, to give it

a final surface, and express every delicacy of form

intended by the artist. In some cases this ' engrav-

ing' is in the form of ornamental design, such as

dress, &c. Sometimes the whole design is cngi-aved

without any previous casting. In this case the

metal has had its form given by ' hammering ' or

' Ijcating.' The metal, hot in the case of iron or

bronze, or cold in the ease of silver and gold, softer

metals, is beaten on the anvil into its form. A
coarser and deeper method of engraving is called
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'chasing,' wli ere deeper sinkings and bolder iironii-

neuce are given to the different parts of the design.

Of moulding we have already spoken. We may
now remark on the materials in use for these various

puqii-'ses. In sculpturing, or cutting designs or

figures, -n-e generally find marbles Lave been cm-
ployed ; the most famous having been the ' Parian,'

from the Isle of Pares, and the Pentelie, from the

mountain of that name in Attica. Besides these,

the ancients used numerous marbles—white, and
latterly coloured : the late classical sculptors some-

times employing both white and black, or coloured,

in lumps on the same work, the coloured marble
being used for the dress or hair as it might be.

The Egyptians, besides the use of these materials,

and various kinds of fine and coarse-grained

stone, employed porphyry, purple and black, an
exceedingly hard and difiicult material to handle.

The modern sculptors have used the white marble

of Carrara in Italy, an excellent material, but liable

to veins aud discolorations, which are unfavourable

to the art. ' Terra Cotta,' or burnt clay, was exten-

sively in use both in ancient aud modern times
;

the clay being moulded to the utmost delicacy

while soft, and then baked to a red colour. Singu-

larly fine reliefs remain to us from the Etruscans

aud Greeks, as well as from Egypt and elsewhere,

as may be seen in the British JIuseum. It has also

1;een extensively used in modern time-?. The Egyp-
tians modelled little figures in porcelain clay, aud
coloured aud enamelled them after the fashion of

porcelain, and vast numbers of such are in most of

our museums. The word 'toreutic,' from the Greek
word toreiio, to pierce or bore, is usually apjilied to

sodpture in metal. For this the metal most appro-

priate, and most generally used both in ancient and
modern times, is ' bronze,' a mixture of copper

and tin. It is also known as ' brass.' Other metals,

in small quantities, were also introduced, and various

kinds of bronze have resulted from this variety, as

Avell as from the proportions of the two principal

metals, the method of fusion, &c. Egina, Belos, and
Corinth made different kinds of Ijronze, each of ex-

cellent fpiality. Besides this favourite metal, gold,

silver, copper, and even lead, and mixtures of lead

and tin, ' ])ewtcr,' have been used for artistic sculp-

ture. In the celebrated period of Greek sculpture,

gold and ivory were used together. These statues,

two of which were made by Phidias, were called

'chryselephantine'—that is, of gold and ivory.

The ordinary modes of proceeding in sculpture

have been ver}' various ; whether the more celebrated

sculptors of ancient times cut out their designs at

once without the previous rehearsal of a model, we
do not know. It is, however, very probable. The
Egj'ptiau bas-reliefs may still be seen in some of

their tombs, lined out, and corrected afterwards by
a master's hand previous to execution. Michael
Angelo, the most powerful of modern sculjitors, is

known to have worked many of his statues, without
the use of any model, out of the blocks. Florence,

and the Louvre (Paris), contain marble sketches or

unfinished figures thus roughed out. The length

and size of the chisel-marks shew how boldly this

great master went to work to within -Jth of an
inch of his final surface. As, however, there can be
no putting on of any of the substance of stone once
reduced by inadvertence, the artist commonly makes
his sketch or design, in small, in cla}'. This is sub-

sequently enlarged, and then studied from ' the
life ; ' that is, men, horses, di'aperies, &c., the most
suitable to the artist's present purpose are selected,

and with these before him, he corrects his design

and perfects it while the material is soft. A mould
is then taken, as in the case already described, and
with a plaster instead of a metal cast before him,
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the artist proceeds to work on his marble. The cast
being placed on one block, aud the marble on one pre-

cisely similar, workmen proceed to place a needle on
a measuring-rod, the rod resting against the block
till it touches a point of the cast". The needle is

then applied to the block on which the marble
stands, and this is bored into till the needle touches
it as it did the cast. In this way the distance of

the various surfaces of the future figure from the
outside of the unshaped marljle are ascertained, and
the workmen rough o>it the figure down to those
measurements. The sculjitor then gives the final

and delicate touches that finish it, himself. Finally,

it is brought smooth with punuee-stoue or sand.

Michael Angelo and some of the ancients actually

polished their statues. This, however, is generally

objected to, as the sharp points of reflected light

injure the general effect of the form.

We must notice one other questi.>n relative to

sculpture before proceeding to a short review, of the

art historically, that is colour. The ancients—that
is, Egyptians, Ninevites, and others—did colour their

statues, intending, prob.a1>ly, to do so uj) to ' life '

—

that is, to a direct imitation. The Greeks, too,

emjiloyed colour on their statues, certainly on their

architecture. To what extent they coloured their

statues, it is not very easy to determine. Partly,

indeed, time has so altered, and partly so obliterated

the colouring material, that we can only form an
approximate judgment. It seems probable that the
colouring was conventiou.al, that is, that colour was
used to add to the sj)leudour and distant cli'cct of

the work, rather than to attempt any positive imita-

tion of real life. A head in the Elgin Koom of the
British Jliiseum has been coloured, the hair fidl

red. The eyes are completely cut out, so as to

shew dark and shado'wy hollows, even "with the
face coloured. Gilding, too, was used for the

hair. Colour was extensively used in the middle
ages. Many, if not most, interior sculptures were
coloured during that period. Quite in our own
days Mr Gibson has coloured female statues. It is

open to doubt whether they can be called successful

as far as the colour goes. Other means, however,
were used to give colour in late classic times, a3

may be seen in the Vatican, where a bust retains

both enamelled eyes and black eyelashes inserted

into the marble. To the mixture of marbles to

oljtain the effect of colour we have .already alluded.

Speaking of seiUpture generally, we may say that
a great deal has come down to us. Of the best

v.'ork known, that of Phidias, our readers will see

notices under the head of the Elgix ^Lip.blks. The
m.ajority of portable works are statues. Of these,

some calculations reckon as many as 00,000 of one
kind and another.

Fragments of these have various terms applied to

them. 'Busts' are heads, or heads and chests; a
' torso ' is a figure without head or limbs. These
are pcrh.ajis fr.agments. Horace, however, is su[)-

posed to allude to a recognised form of such jiieees

of sculpture in the words ' metham minervam.'
Statues are called 'terminal' wdien they consist of

a head only made out, the body being represented
by a square post. These were set >ip as boundary
marks, to invoke favourite deities for the owner's
prosjieritj', and hence the name ' terminal.'

We now proceed to a very summary survey of

the history of sculpture. We have said that
ancient nations, both of profane and s.acred history,
were well used to sculpture. Of these, the Egyp-
tian and the Ninevite are best known. The Egfyptian
sculpture goes back as far as 1700, or even, in the
case of the PjTamids, to 2000 ye.ars before Christ
(Gardner Wilkinson, Ancient £rjiji>tians). Both
sc\dptured the human form, the Egyptians with
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most knowledge and refinement ; both were restric-

ted by religious traditions from arriving at a full

representation of the human form ; both used
mixed forms of man-headed bulls, or man-headed
and ram-headed lions. Usually these were colossal.

The Egjrptians, besides this, covered the walls of

their sepulchres and temples with spirited and
amply detailed historical reiiresentatious.

The next great nation of whose productions we
can judge was the Etruscan. They were of C4reek
origin. There is a great oriental influence or char-

acter iu their work. It is also to some extent con-

ventional, but often full of sublimity, and the figure

quite correct in outline. This also is illustrated by
their pottery, covered 'with figure designs, of which
gi'eat abundance has been excavated in various
parts of Italy. AU these schools, including the
Etruscan, are stiff and dry in execution—that is,

wanting in the ease, fidness, and movement of the
human form. They are called 'archaic,' meaning
liy that term unformed and undeveloped, belonging
to an age uninstructed in technical knowledge.

Beginning with the early Egyptian times, this

first period, called Archaic, may l)e concluded with
those of the Etruscans, and brings us do'mi to about

600 B.C. From this time a rapid growth in the

art took place ; schools were formed in the great

cities of Greece, Sicj^on, Egina, and Corinth ; and
we read of C'aUou, Onatas, Glaucias, and other

names, culminating in Ageladas of Argos. These
men sculptured on a colossal scale, and we have
already alluded to the bronze for which the Greek
cities had long been famous. These schools pro-

duced the famous works kno\ra as the Egina
Marbles, found in 1S12, as well as those of Sebnus,

in Sicily. Casts of the former may be seen iu the

British Museum. The originals are at Munich.
The great period of sculpture began about 484,

when Phidias was born. Ageladas was his master,

as also of Polycletus and jlyron, of whose works
copies are now in the Vatican and elsewhere, made
by Greek artists in the times of the Roman empire.

Of the gi-eat work of Phidias we will not here

treat, as it is described elsewhere. Pericles did

nuich to encourage the arts both of sculpture and
painting.

For a century and a half, or for two, sculpture

continued very slowly to decline. This great school

ended in Praxiteles, a sculptor of consummate
powers. He carried the representation of the

human form further than Phidias and his scholars,

and draperies iu his hands lost their severer char-

acter, and clung to the rounded limbs, which they

no longer concealed. His work may be seen iu the

oasts of the Nike Apteros, or sculptures of the

temple of imwinged Victory, in the British and other

museums. He is said to have been the first to

represent the female form quite nude, and to have

contributed by such sculptures to the enervation

and gradual sensualising of the art.

During the 5th and 4th centuries B.C., we have
Agoracritos of Paros; Alcamenes of Athens; Scopas,

tlie author of the famous Niobe group now at

Florence ; Lysippus of Sicyou, the favourite of

Alexander ; Chares, the author of the famous

C!olossus of Rhodes ; Agasias, who sculptured the

'Fighting Gladiator;' Glj'con of the Farnese

Hercules ; and many othei-s.

The Roman conquest of Corinth under ilummius
in the 2d c, and afterwards of Athens, brought

this old art to an end. Thenceforth, Greek artists

were found all over the Roman empire, and
the famous works of these former sculptors were
rejiroduced by them for their new masters. The
Roman sculiiture, indeed, is included in this phase

of Greek art—the last remarkable work that we
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shall notice of classic times being the famous
column of Trajan, in the early part of the 2d c. A. D.

This is, in fact, a tower over 100 feet high, of white
marble, entirely covered with bas-reliefs representing
the Dacian wars of Trajan. We here see the expir-

ing effort of classic art. Skilful and correct as the
design is, it is, as a whole, graceless, stiff', and with-
out beauty, compared with the old work.

Constantine, in the 4th c. of our era, carried
off to Byzantium, his new seat of government, all

the sculpture he coidd remove.
The art revived in Italy. As early as the 1 0th

c, sculpture exhibited both design and grandeur,
though wholly different from that of older times.
Absolute freedom from old conventionalities, vigour,

dignity, and childlike freshness of mind, distinguishes

modern scidpture down to the loth century. The
most noted names we will mention here are those
of Niccolo of Pisa, in the loth c, who e.xecuted the
bas-reliefs at Orvieto ; afte;' him, his son Cxiovanni.

Andrea Pisano made one of the bronze gates of the
baptistery of Florence. Ghiberti, the author of the
more famous doors of the same baptistery, is next to

be named ; then Donato di Betto Bardi, or Dona-
tello. Some of his works are in the church of Or
san Michele, which the famous Orcagna, sculptor,

painter, and architect, had Ijuilt and decorated.

We begin the next period mth Verocchio, in the
1.5th c, and the more famous Michael Angelo in

the 16th. A host of great names followed : Cellini,

ToiTegiano (who made the moniunent of Henry
VII. at Westminster), Delia Porta, Giovanni di

Bologna, and Luca della Robbia, who also worked
in enamelled terra-cotta on a large scale. These
are Italian names. We may add Jean Goujou and
Germain PUon in France. In our own countrj',

splendid medieval works are to be seen in the

noble sculptures of WeUs' Cathedral, and of that of

Lincoln, coeval with those of the Pisani. Cibber,

who sciUptured in England, was a Dane. Thor-
waldsen, a native of Iceland ; Canova, an Italian

;

and, lastly, Flaxman, bring lis down to our own
days. Of the latter, the finest work is perhaps

the Wellington Shield, after the Homeric descrip-

tion of that of AchUles. See the works of Winckel-
mann, and Kugler, and Westmacott's Handbook of
Sculpture.

SCULPTURED STONES. In Norway, Den-
mark, the Isle of Man, AVales, Ireland, and Scot-

land, a class of monuments is to be foimd decorated

with rude sculpture, and belonging; to the early

periods of Christianity—sometimes, indeed, shewing
the symbols of paganism in conjunction with those

of Christianity. By far the most remarkable stones

of this description are those found in Scotland,

which, with some points common to them with the

rest, possess the distinguishing feature of a class of

characters or symbols of mysterious origin, whose
meaning yet remains an enigma to antiquaries, and
which yet recur with such constancy in different

combinations, that it is impossible to suppose their

form to be the work of chance. Along \vith these

symbols the figure of the cross is often foimd on

one side. Neither in Ireland, in Wales, nor any-

where else, are the symbols in question to be met
with. These monimients all occiu' within a circum-

scribed part of Scotland. None are to be found

either within the ancient Dalriada, or south of the

Forth ; then- limit seems to be the eastern low-

lands from Dunrobin to Largo Law, or the part

of Scotland inhabited by the Pictish race. From
150 to "200 of them are known to exist. The most
interesting as well as the most numerous speci-

mens are in Strathmore, at Glanunis, Meigle,

and Aberlemuo. .\mong the various theories

which have been formed regarding these stones,
577
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one is, that tliey were boimdary stones, the cross

denoting the possession of the church, and the

mysterious figures having reference to the lay lord
;

but those antiquaries Tvho have devoted most at-

tention to the subject, including Sir John Stuart,

have come to the conclusion that they are sepul-

chral. The practice of erecting stones to com-

memorate deceased persons of note, existed in

ScotLand in pagan times, and, like other pagan

practices, it was turned to Christian purposes by
the earliest preachers of Christianity. Most of

these monuments are of unhewn stone, and more

or less oblong in shape ; a very few have the form

of a cross. A sculptured cross is met with on about

half of them, the class tYithout crosses belonging

chiefly to Aberdeenshire, though a few of them are

to be found in the countrj north of Spey. Among
the symbols to which we have alluded, one of the

most frequent, which haf. been likened to the letter

Z, consists of a diagonal hne, from whose extre-

mities are drawn two paraDel lines terininating

In some sort of ornament. This Z symbol is often

chase, men shooting with a bow and arrow, men
devoured by animals, processions with men and oxen,

and priests in their robes with books. Many of

Fig. 1.—Dunnichen Stone.

traversed with what has been called the spectacle

ornament, consisting of two circles decorated -within

with foliated hnes, and united by two reversed

curves, or occasionally intertwined with a sei-pent.

Another prevalent symbol is a crescent, sometimes
appearing by itself, more frequently with two lines

drawn through it, diverging diagonally from a point

below its centre, and terminating in a floral or other

ornament. A mhror and comb, a horse-shoe arch, a

fish, and a figure like a fibula, are also all occasion-

ally met with. Similar devices to the above have
been found engraved on certain silver ornaments
discovered on Norrie's Law, including a figure

occurring on the Dunnichen Stone, which had been
taken by ingenious theorists for the high cap of the
Egyptian Osiris, surmounted by a lotus, but which,
as engraved on one of those silver relics, appears to

be the head of a dog or some other animal.

The earlier of the Scottish sculptm-ed stones, such
as the Maiden Stone in Aberdeenshire, and the
older of the stones at Aberlemno, have no sculptures
except of the class above described ; the later com-
bine these with devices of a more intelhgible kind.

An elephant is not unfrequent, represented in such
a fashion, that it is obvious that the artist could
never have seen one ; and fabulous and grotesque
figures abound, often drawn vrAh considerable spirit.

We have centaurs, hons, leopards, deer, beasts of
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Fig. 2.—Pax't of Sculptured Stone—Island of Ellanmore,

Argyleshire.

these figures are highly interesting illustrations of

the manners, customs, and dress of the period. On
a stone near Glammis is a man with a crocodile's

head. On the cross at St Vigeans, a hybrid, half-

bird half-beast, appears in the midst of a border of

entwining snakes and fantastic creatures. A stone

of great interest at Meigle contains a representation

of a chariot. At Farnell is a group of figures that

seems to be meant for the temptation. In but two
instances have inscriptions been known to accom-

pany these sculptures ; in the one case the letter.s

are so worn away as to be imdecipherable ; in the

other instance, at St Vigeans, a few letters can be
traced of the same Celtic character which has been

found on the earliest Irish monuments and the oldest

tombs at lona.

The general style of ornamentation of these

stones, judging by a comparison with Anglo-Saxon
iHmniuated MSS., has led to the conclusion that

they were erected in the 8th or 9th c, a period

when Chiistianity had but lately supplanted pagan-

ism among the Scottish Picts.

A stone differing in character from those described,

now erected near the House of Newtou in Aberdeen-
shii-e, in the same neighbourhood in which it was
found, has been a notable puzzle to archaeologists.

It is not sculptured, but inscribed in a character

which seems unique. Besides the principal iascrip-

tion, there is another running along the edge, con-

sisting of groups of short lines, and apparently in

the Ogham (q. v.) character.

The crosses in Ii'eland are the likest to these

Scottish monuments. They are chiefly found near

chm'ches and graveyards, and are generally cruci-

form, with a halo or circle binding the arms aud
stem together. They usually taper to the top, on

which a conical capstone is fixed, and they are

inserted in pedestals of stone, which are frequently

covered with scidpture. Most of their subjects are

from Scripture history, without anything like the

Scotch symbols.
The Welsh crosses are, for the most part, in the

form of a small cross within a circle, set on the top

of a long shaft, the latter having at times interlaced

ornaments in compartments. Many of them have
inscriptions in the Eomano - British character,

relating to the persons in memory of whom they

were erected.

The sculptured crosses of Scandinavia and ISIan

somewhat resemble the Scotch monuments in their
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general stj-le of ornamentation, tliough altogether

destitute of the peculiar Scottish sjTnbols. On some
of them are Pamio inscriptions. One inscription on
a, Manx cross indicates that Gaut (probably a
Norwegian) made this cross and all on Man. Another
is to the effect that erected this cross to his

father Ufag, but Gaut Bjornson made it. Professor

Munch, fi-om the character of the Runes on these
crosses, assigns them for date the middle or end
of the 11th century. See EuNES.
A hundred and fifty of the sculptured stones of

Scotland have been carefidly engraved and described

in a very valuable work contributed to the Spalding
Club by Mr John Stuart. Some of those belonging
to the county of Angus had been previously iflus-

trated by the late Mr Chalmers of Auldbar, in a
volume forming one of the Bannatyne Club series.

SCUPPERS are holes, hned with lead, in a
ship's side, intended to carry off rain or other water
which may be shipped.

SCURVY, or SCORBU'TUS, is a disease which
is characterised by a depraved condition of the blood.

In consequence of this morbid state of the blood,

there is great debility of the system at large, n-ith

a tendency to congestion, hemorrhage, &c., in vaiious

parts of the body, and especially in the gums. It

is a disease that has probably existed from the
earUest times, but the first distinct account of it is

contained in the history of the crusade of Louis IX.,

in the 13th c, against the Saracens of Egypt, during
which the French army suffered greatly from it.

In the 16th c. it prevailed endemically in various

parts of the north of Europe, and it seems only to

have abated about a century ago. It was in badly-
fed armies, in besieged cities, and on board ship,

that its ravages were most appalling, and it is

beUeved that more seamen perished from sem-vy
alone than fi-om aU other causes combined, whether
sickness, tempest, or battle. Whole crews were
prostrated by this scourge, as in the well-kno«Ti
case of Lord Anson's memorable voyage.
Scurvy so closely resembles J5urpura in its general

sj'mptoms that it \^t11 be sumcient for us to refer to

the article on that disease, and here merely to

indicate the leading points of difference between the
two diseases, which, notwithstanding their similarity,

are essentially different. Scur\'y is caused by a
privation, for a considerable time, of fresh succulent

vegetables, while purpura often makes its appear-
ance when there has been no deficiency of this food,

or sjiecial abstinence fi-om it. Scurvj' is most
common in winter or the early spring, whole summer
and autumn are the seasons for purpura. In scurvy
the gimis are invariably swelled and spongy, and
bleed readily ; in purjrara this is not necessarily the

case. In scurvy there is extreme debility and
depression of spirits, venesection and mercury do
positive harm, while a cure is rapidly effected by
the administration of lemon-juice, or of fresh fruits

and vegetables ; whereas in purpura there is little

or no mental or bodily depression, venesection and
mercury often give reUef, while no marked and
certain relief follows the administration of the

lemon-juice and fruits that are aU powerful in

scur\-y.

Although the ^•irtues of lemon-juice in scurvy

were known in this country as far back as 163G,

when John WoodhaU, JIaster in Surgery, published

The Surgeon's Mate, or MiUlari/ and Domestic

Medicine, this invaluable medicine was not made an
essential element of nautical diet till 1795. The
effect of this otiicial act may be estimated from the

fol!o\ving numbers. In 17S0 the number of cases of

Bcur\-y received into Haslar Hospital (a purely

naval hospital) was 1457, while in 1806 there was

only one case, and in 1807 only one case. Many
naval sm-geons of the present day have never seen
a case of the disease. The potato possesses almost
equally great antiscorbutic properties, and, fortu-

nately, potatoes when cooked are as active as when
taken raw. The late Dr Baly, to whom we are
indebted for this discovery, states that ' in several
prisons the occurrence of scurvy has wholly ceased
on the addition of a few pounds of potatoes being
made to the weeklj^ dietaiy.' The salutary action
of potatoes is probably owing to their contain-
ing a considerable amount of tartaric acid, partly
in combination with potash and lime, and jjartly

free. In addition to the dietetic treatment,
which should include easily-digested animal food,

potatoes, such ripe fruits as can be procured, and an
abundance of lemonade, little fiu1;her need be pre-

scribed. If necessary, constipation must be relieved

by mild laxatives, such as rhubarb and castor-oU

;

the appetite may be stimulated by bitter tonics, and
opiates given to procure rest in cases of pain or
obstinate wakefulness. When the gums are very
troublesome, solutions of tannin, chloride of lime,

or of nitrate of silver, may be apphed to them. For
an excellent account of this disease, the reader is

referred to the article 'Scurvy' by Dr Eudd, in

Tlie Library of Practical Medicine.

SCUR^^-GRASS (Cochlearia), a genus of plants

of the natural order Cruciferce, having small white
flowers, and turgid many-seeded pouches ; the
cotyledons accumbent. The species are annual or

biennial, rarely perennial, plants ; of humble growth,
n-ith branched smooth stems, smooth simple leaves,

and terminal racemes of flowers. They have an
acrid biting taste, containing the same pungent
volatile oil which is found in horse-radish, and are

valued for their antiscorbutic projjerties. Coimox
S. (C. officinalis) is sometimes a foot high ; the root-

leaves are stalked and heart-shaped; the pouches
globose, ovate, or eUipticaL It is a variable jflant,

and some of the other species described l)y botanists

are probably not essentially different. They possess

the same properties. S. is very common on the

shores of Britain, growing both on rocks where
there is little soil, and in muddy places. It is also

found on high mountains. It is a very widely-

distributed plant, and being found on the shores of

almost aU parts of the world, has often been of the

gi-eatest benefit to sailors, in times when the
modern precautions against sea scurvy were im-

known.

SCU'TAGE, or ESCUAGE (Lat. scutum, shield),

a pecuniary fine or tax sometimes leWed by the
crown, in feudal times, as a substitute for the per-

sonal serrice of the vassal. Xo scutage seems at

any time to have been levied in Scotland.

SCU'TARI (Italian or Levantine form of the
Turkish Vshiidar), a town of Asiatic Turkey, on
the eastern shore of the Bosporus, immediately
opposite Constantinople, of which it may be con-

sidered a suburb. It is built on the sides and
summit of a hill, sloping irrcgidarly upwards from
the water's edge, and beai-s, both externally and
internally, a great resemblance to the Turkish
capitaL It contains several mosques, bazaars, and
baths, a college of howling dernshes, manufac-
tories of silks and cotton fabrics, com warehouses,
and imarets or kitchens for the poor. It has long
been famed for its extensive cemeteries, adorned
with magnificent cj^iresses, the chosen resting-place

of many of the Turks of Constantinople, from
attachment to the sacred soil of Asia, and the tradi-

tionary belief that their race \\t11 one day be driven
out of Europe. The population is variously estimated
at from 40,000 to 60,000, or even 100,000. S. has
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of late years acquired great notoriety in connection

with the English army during the Russian War
(1854— 1856), when the enormous barracks liuilt

by Sultan Mahmud, on the southern outskirts of the

town, were occupied as barracks and hospital by
the English troops, and formed the scene of Miss
Nightingale's labours. A little to the south of tlie

General Hospital, on the cliffs bordering the Sea
of Marmora, is the densely-filled English burial-

gi'ound, where Baron JIarochetti's monument in

honour of the troops has lately been erected.—S. h
a place of considerable traffic, and is the rendez-

vous and starting-point of caravans and travellers

trading with the interior of Asia. It occupies the

site of the ancient Chrj/sopoUs ; and about two miles

to the south, lies the village of Kadikiji, the aucient

Chalcedon.

SCUTARI (Turkish Ishandere, theano. .S'cor7TO),a

considerable town of European Turkey, in Northern
Albania, capital of a sanjak of the same name,
situated at the southern end of the Lake of Scutari,

at the point where the Bojana, issuing from it, is

joined by the Drinassi. The lake is aliout 20 miles

long, and abounds in fish. S. is a fortified town,
with a citadel on a commanding height. It has
manufactories of arms and cotton goods, a bazaar,

and yards for building coasting-vessels. It carries

on a considerable trade. The population is esti-

mated at about 40,000, of whom about one half are

Koman Catholics.

SCTJ'TCHEON, in Caqientry, is the smaU metal
plate used to form the protection and ornament to

the keyhole for locks ; it is usually of brass, but in

ornamental cabinet-work, is often of ivory, mother
of pearl, &c. See Shield.

SCY'LLA AXD CHARY'BDIS. Scylla (Gr. Shul-

laion), a rocky cape on the west coast of South
Italy, jutting out boldly into the sea so as to form
a small ]ieninsula just at the northern entrance to

tlie Straits of Messina. About the beginning of

the 5th c. (B.C.), a fort was built upon tlie rock
(which is about 200 feet high, and much hollowed
out below by the action of the waves), and in

course of time a small town grew up, straggling

down the slopes towards the sea. The navigation
at this place was looked upon by the ancients as

attended with immense danger, which, however,
seems to have been much e.xaggerated, for at the
present day the risk is not more than attends
the doubling of any ordinary cape. The rock,

according to the Homeric legend, was the abode
of a monster called Scylla, possessing 12 feet, 6
long necks and mouths, each with three rows of

sharp teeth, and who barked like a dog. There
are other accormts of Scylla, one of which repre-

sents her as having once been a beautiful maiden,
beloved by the sea-god Glaucus, but who, by the
jealousy of Circe, was changed into a monster
having the upper part of the body that of a woman,
while the lower part consisted of the tail of a fish

or serpent surrounded by dogs. The modern ScUla
or Sciglio is a fortified town in the province of

Keggio-Calabria, having large silk-works, the pop.

being upwards of 7400, mostly seafaring people.

Charybdis (modern name Galofaro), is a celebrated

whirlpool in the Straits of Messina, nearly opposite

the entrance to the harbour of Messina in Sicily,

and in ancient writings alwa3^s mentioned in conjunc-
tion with Scylla. The naWgation of this whirlpool
is, even at the present day, considered to be very
dangerous, and must have been exceedingly so to
^he open ships of the ancients. A modern writer
describes it as being ' an agitated water of from 70
to 90 fathoms in depth, circling in quick eddies.'

Homer places it immediately opposite to Scylla,

probably taking advantage of the poetic licence to
exaggerate the danger of the navigation, although
it is not improbalile that the whirlpool may have
clianged its situation since his days. The myth
connected -with it is, that under a large iig-tree,

which grew out of a rock opposite Scylla, dwelt the
monster Charybdis, who thrice every day sucked
down the water of the sea, and thrice threw it up
again.

SCYTHE. See REAnxG.

SCY'THIA, a name employed in aucient times
to denote a vast, indefinite, and almost unknoM'u
territory north and east of the Black Sea, the
Caspian, and the Sea of Aral. But the term is not
so much geographical as elhnoloijical, and the only
interest attaching to the barren catalogue of tribes

and nations, which we meet with in the classical

writers, springs from the hope of connecting these
with a recognised race of modern times. Latham
argues— successfully, as it appears to us—for the
Scythians being the ancestors of the later Turks,
and maintains their central and primitive abode to

have been Independent Tartary, Avhence they spread
west round the Caspian into Paissia, Transylvania,
and perhaps even Eastern Hungary. Niebiihr and
Neumann favour the hypothesis of a Mongol origin

for the Scythians ; while others regard them as

Finns or Circassians. In their mode of life they
were mainly nomadic and pastoral, though we
read of some trans-Danubian and Euxine tribes

that followed agriculture. Many of them were
Hippemohfi (' mare-mUkers ').

SEA, in its general signification, denotes that
large expanse of salt water which covers the more
depressed portion of the earth's surface, fills up
each hollow and rift to a certain uniform level,

completing as far as possible the spheroidicity of

the globe, and divides its sm-face into two great
and innumerable smaller portions—the Old and New
Worlds and their islands. This immense body of

water is not distributed mth the least approach
to regularity, but here forms a huge basin, there
becomes a long and tortuous inlet or strait, which
narrows or widens as the coufigiu-ation of the land-

surface on each side permits ; nor is it placed
symmetrically to the earth's axis of rotation ; fur

the hemisphere of which the south-west corner of

England is the centre or pole contains the whole
of the land-surface, it we except the triangular

portion of South America, south of Uruguay,
Australia, New Zealand, the most of the East
Indian Islands, and the land around the south pole

(of unknown extent). The other hemisphere is,

with these exceptions, wholly water. From this

irregular distribution of the sea over the earth's

surface, and from the specific gravity of water
being about -^th of that of the land, it necessarily

follows that the centre of gravity of the whole
globe does not correspond accurately with its

centre of figure. The extent of sea-surface is esti-

mated at 146,000,000 English sq. m., or nearly

ijths of the whole of the earth's surface, and its

mass, on the supposition of an average depth of 4.^

miles, is more than -rsVut'i "f t\isA of the whole
globe ; such estimates, however, can be considered

at best as only rough approximations. One of the

most remarkable features of the sea is its continuity

or oneness ; for in spite of the fact, that numerous
large stretches of salt-water, as the Sea of Azof,

Black, Mediterranean, and Baltic Seas, the Gulf
of Mexico, and others, have barely avoided becom-
ing detached lakes, very few such are found on the

earth's surface ; and with the exception of the

Caspian and Aral Seas, they are of small size.

Composition, Specific Gravity, and l^empieraturc of
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the Sea.—The sea consists of salt water, and from
its continual motion, under the influence of currents
and waves, preserves, generally speaking, uniform
saltness. Under special circumstances, however,
we find the saltness increased, as by the excess of

evaporation over the fresh-water influx in the Medi-
terranean and Red Seas, aud about the northern
and southern limits of the tropical belt ; and
decreased, by the contrary cause, in the Sea of

Azof, Black Sea, Baltic Sea, and in the polar
regions. See Trade-winds. The origin of the
saltness of the sea is sufficiently accounted for

when we consider, that the chloride of sodium
and other soluble salts which form constituent
ingredients of the globe, are being constantly
washed out of the soil and rocks by rain and
springs, and carried down by the rivers; and as
the evaporation which feeds the rivers carries none
of the dissolved matter back to the land, the ten-
dency is to accumulate in the sea. The principal

ingredients found in sea-water are chloride of

sodium, or common salt, together with salts of

magnesia aud lime. A more exact analysis will

be given under Watee. The average specific

gravity of the sea, out of reach of the excep-
tional action of the melting of snow, rain or river

water, is (at 62° F.) 1-0272. The shght variations

in the saltness of the sea must necessarily pro-
duce corresponding changes in its specific gravity

;

accordingly, on the northern and southern limits

of the torrid zone, the mean specific gravity of

the sea is, in different longitudes, 1-02S1, 1-0294;
wlidc at the equatorial cabn belt, it is 1-0272,

1 -0279 ; and on the whole shews a tendency to

diminish as the latitude increases, Beechey having
found it to be 1-02.5S in lats. 55'—60° N. and S. in

the Pacific, and King 1-0255 in the corresponding
latitudes of the Atlantic. It also increases with
the depth below the surface, though not at a

regular rate ; is considerably diminished by rains at

and near the mouths of rivers, and in those inlets

or semi-lacustrine arms which are the depositories of

more river-water than compensates for their evapor-

ation, as in the Black Sea, where it is only 1-0141.

A few springs of fresh water are found in the sea,

but their effect in diluting its saltness is infini-

tesimal.

The temperature of the sea, where it is not

affected by currents from a warmer or colder region,

necessarily corresponds to that of the air above it

;

Init this is true only of the water at and near the

surface, for it has been found, that beyond a certain

limit of depth, the temperature is constant at 39° to

.39-5° F. This depth, however, is not the same at all

Latitudes, but appears to vary in a similar m.anner

to the pei-jietual snow-line on land—being about

Ijtlis. miles under the equator, thence gradually

rising to the surface, which it reaches (in the south-

ern hemisphere) in lat. 56° 25', and in the northern

hemisphere in lat. 48° 20'—67° 30', the limits of

the isotherm of 39°—39° 5', and descending as the

latitude increases to iths of a mile about lat. 70°.

From the equator to the isotherm of 39°, the

w.ater above this line is warmer, and between
this Latitude and the pole is colder than it is

below the line, the temperature gradually, though

not uniformly, varying from the line to the surface.

Of course, in a few localities where exceptional

causes are at work, as in the case of the sea

between Corunna and Ferrol, as foimd by Hum-
boldt, viol.ations of this nde may occur, but these

are comparatively few in numljcr. The line of

greatest surface-temjier.ature docs not correspond to

the equator, but, owing -to the disturbing influence

of currents, is found in lat. 10° N. in tlu; Atlantic

(2S° N. in the Gulf of Mexico), lat. 12° N. in the

Indian Ocean, and lat. 8° S. in the Pacific. See Iso-
thermal Lines. The temperature of the surface
on sea is far less variable than it is found to be on
land, and there exist extensive tracts, especially in
the North Atlantic and North Indian Oceans, where
it is almost equable.

Colour and Phosphorescence of the Sea.—The
colour of the ocean, when free from admixture of
foreign substances, as animalcides, vegetable organ-
isms, excessive rain, or the tinted waters of swoUen
rivers, is a pure deep blue, which becomes less

marked where the water is of less depth. The origin
of this coloiu- is sought in the fact, that the blue rays
of the spectrum are less liable to be absorbed by
masses of transparent fluid than are the others, and
thus predominating in the reflected pencil, they make
most impression on the eye. This hypothesis is

certainly supported by the numerous instances in
which it has been well ascertained that a 'different'

colour of sea-water is due to the presence of some
foreign substance, e. g., the red, brown, and white
patches of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, to the
presence of swarms of animalcules, and the colours
of the lied and Yellow Seas, to matters of vegetable
origin. However, some fi-esh-water lakes exhibit
the same phenomenon, while others, for no ascer-

tained reason, do not ; and the Rhone, at its emer-
gence from the lake of Geneva, exhibits an intensity
of blue far surpassing that of any sea. 'The proba-
bility is that we have only got hold of a part of the
explanation. The phosphorescence of the sea is due
to the presence of myriads of invertebrata, especially
rhizopoda, tunicata, &c. See Luminosity op Organic
Bodies.
Depth of the Sea.—Till very recently, it might be

said that, mth the exception of the more frequented
strips along the coast, and such other portions as

afforded anchorage-ground, our knowledge of the
depth of the ocean amounted to nothing. It is true
th.at deep-sea soundings had been frequently made,
but from the necessary defectiveness of the ordinary
' lead,' and inattention to the effect of under-currents
in destroying the perpendicularity of tlie line, little

dependence coidd be placed on the residts obtained.

Even at the present time, oirr knowledge is confined
cliiefly to the North Atlantic, the greatest depth of

which, as far as it has (according to Maury's opinion)

been satisfactorily ascertained, is 25,000 feet, though
there are, in all prob.ability, considei-ably greater

depths in the region between the United States,

the Bermudas, and Newfoundland. Soimdings
giving a depth of 21 and of more than 3 miles were
made by Lieutenant Brooke in the Pacific, and this

result corresponded very nearly with the estimate

of its average depth drawn by Professor Bache from
observation of the time taken by the great tide-

waves of December 23, 1854, originated by the

tcn-ible earthquake which occurred in Japan on
th.at daj', to traverse the ocean between Japan and
California; the Latter giving an average depth of

2365 fathoms, or '2]-^ miles. From the numerous
islands which stud this ocean, one would be led at

first sight to assume its comparative shallowness

;

but the abruptness with which they rise above the
surface, and the remarkable soundings which h.ave

been obtained near their shores, completely annihi-

late this supposition. In the Indian Ocean, Brooke
made a sounding of about S miles, but Maury (who
strenuously opposes the old belief in the great depth
of the sea) thi-ows great doubt on the correctness of

this result. From the remarkable gentleness of

slope of the bed of the Arctic Ocean to the north

of Siberia, the line giving only 14—15 fathoms at

150 miles from the sliore, and from its configuration

on the north of America, it is generally concluded
to be by far the shallowest of the oceans, but no one
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has hitherto ventured to give a deliberate estimate

nf its depth. Of the depth of the Antarctic Ocean,
nothing is hioivn, but it is supposed to bo deeper
than its antipodal kinsman. TiU our chart of

soundings be tolerably complete, it will be impos-

sible to give any general idea of the conformation of

the bed of the sea, but, judging from what has been
lately discovered concerning the North Atlantic

(q. v.), it would seem as if the land-surface under
water were the counterpart as regards eminences
aud hollows, chasms, valleys, plateaus, &c., of the

land-surface above.

Motion of the Sea.—The sea is in a state of per-

petual restlessness, its motion being either a vertical

oscUlation, or an actual transference of its waters
fi-om one place to another. The first motion, which
constitiites waves, is due either to the attraction of

the sun and moon on such a mobile body as the sea

(see Tides), or to the impulsive action of the -winds

which blow over its surface (see Waves) ; the second
arises fi'om the sun, which, directly tlirough its heat,

and indirectly by scorching dry winds, produces
evaporation to a great extent, of the parts most
exposed to its influence, and hy its similar action on
the atmosphere (see Trade-winds), causes a trans-

ference of this vapour to remote latitudes, where it

descends as rain, and, destroying the equilibrium

of the sea, gives rise to currents. The nature of

these currents is described under Gulp Streaji,

and the chief cuiTents of each ocean are found
imder its own head. This constant motion of the

aea is of great service in tending to equalise the

temperatiu'e of different parts of the globe ; it also

produces remarkable changes in the form of coasts,

eating into rocks, converting low-lying lands into

shoals and sand-banks, or carrying away the earthy
materials, and depositing them in some distant

region. The erosive action of the sea is generally

almost imperceptible during sevei-al years, but in

course of two or three centuries, the magnitude of

the changes effected by it is almost incredible.

The sea, like the land, teems with animal life

;

representatives of the four gre.at divisions of the

animal kingdom are foimd abundantly, and though
its temperature is far more equable, the bmitatiou
of the zonal range of animals is not a whit less

definite : the profound depths of ocean would appear
to be as barren of vegetable aud animal life as

are the lofty summits on land ; and the inhabitants

of the deep seem to sufler as much from being taken
even a little out of their depth, as would a land
animal removed to an unaccustomed altitude.

On the economic value of the sea as a purifier, and
as a commercial highway, it is unnecessary to dilate.

For some of the pecuHar phenomena of the sea, see

Icebergs, Aurora Borealis, Whirlpools, the five

gi-eat Oceans (q. v.), C0R.4.L, &c.
The term Sea is also applied in a more limited

though indefinite sense, to an offshoot of one of the
oceans, as to the Black, Baltic, Okhotsk Seas, to

any portion of an ocean which from its position

or configuration is considered deserving of a special

name, and to the two great inl.and salt lakes of

Central Asia, the Caspian and Ai'.al Seas.

SEA, Sovereignty op the. Blackstone lays it

down that the main or high seas are part of the
realm of England, as the Courts of Admiralty have
jurisdiction there; but adds that they are not sub-
ject to common law. But the law of nations, as

now understood, recognises no dominion in any one
nation over the high seas, which are the highway of

all nations, and governed by the public law of the
civilised world. Such a right has, however, long
been claimed over the four seas surrounding the
British Isles. It was strongly asserted by Selden,
and denied by Grotius, and measui-es were taken to
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vindicate the right in the reign of Charles I. Every
nation has undoubtedly a right to the exclusive

dominion of the sea within a certain not very well-

defined distance from the shore, depending on the
usage of the coimtry. This right of lordship includes
the right to free navigation, to fishing, to taking
wrecks, the forbidding passage to enemies, the right

of flag, of jurisdiction, &c. By the law of England,
the main sea begins at low-water mark ; and
between low and high-water mark the common law
and admiralty have a divided jurisdiction, one on
land when left dry, the other on the water when it

is full sea. By the law of Scotland, the sea-shore is

not considered to extend beyond the point which the

sea reaches in ordinary tides. See Blockade,
Neutrals.

SEA CUCUMBER. See Holothuria.

SEA GRAPE [Ephedra], a genus of plants of the
natural order GnetaeecE, a natural order consisting of

a small number of species, closely allied in botanical

ch.araeters to the Coniferce, and by many botanists

united with that order, although diffeiing much in

appearance. The Gnetacew are small trees, or twiggy
shrubs, with opposite or clustered branches and
jointed stems, whence they are sometimes called

Joint-Firs. They secrete not resinous but watery
matter. The development of the ovule is very
peculiar ; it has a projecting process formed from
the intimate covering of the nucleus.

SEA'HAM HARBOUR, a thi-iving seaport in

the county of Durham, 6 miles south of Siinder-

land. Its excellent harbour is furnished with
wh.arfs, quays, and jetties, aud the town contains

most extensive bottle-works, blast furnaces, iron-

foundrj"-, and chemical works. It communicates by
railway with collieries in

the vicinity, and the jmn-
cipal articles of export are

coals and agriciiltural pro-

duce. The town has nearly

doubled its popul.ation dm-ing
the last ten years. Pop.

(1851) 35.38, (1S61) G137,

(1865) 7000.

SEA-HORSE, in Hcr-
aldiy, a fabulous animal,

consisting of the upper part

of a horse with webbed feet,

united to the tail of a fish.

A scalloped fin is carried

down the back. The arms
of the town of Cambridge
are supported by two sea-horses, proper finned and

maned or.

SEA-KALE {Cravihe maritlma; see Crasiee), a

perennial plant with large roundish sinuated sea-

green leaves, found on the sea-shores in various parts

of Europe, and in Britain. The blanched sprouts

have become a very favourite esculent in Britain,

although as yet Uttle Imown on the continent. The
common people, on some of the shores of EngLand,

had long been in the practice of w.atching them

when they came through the sand, and using them
as a pot-herb, but the cultivation of the plant in

the kitchen garden became general only at a com-

paratively recent date. It requires a deep rich soil,

and the care of the g.ardener is bestowed upon the

blanching, ^^-ithout which the sprouts are not tender

and agreeable, but even acrid. The blanching is

accomplished in various ways, by earth, sand, bo.trds,

earthenware pots, &c. Sea-kale is generally raised

from seed, although also sometimes propagated by
offsets or by cuttings of the roots. The seedlings

do not yield a crop tiU the third year ; but a planta-

tion of sea-kale remains productive for many years.
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It is planted in rows, four to six feet apart. It

sends its tap-root very deep into the ground.

SEAL (Lat. sigillum, Fr. sceau), an impression on
wax or other soft substance made from a die or

matrix of metal, a gem, or some other material.

The stamp which yields the impression is some-
times itself called the seal. In Egypt, seals were in

use at an early period, the matrix generally forming
part of a ring (see Geji, PiINO). Devices of a
variety of sorts were in use at Rome, both by the
earlier emperors and private individuals. The
emperors, after the time of Constantine, intro-

duced biiUce or leaden seals, and their use was
continued after the fall of the Western Empire
by the popes, who attached them to documents
by cords or bands. On the earlier papal seals

are monograms of the pope ; afterwards the great

seal contained the name of the pope in full, and

a cross between the heads of St Peter and St

Paul, while the papal privy seal, impressed not on
lead but on wax, known as the Seal of tlie Fisher-

man, represented St Peter fishing. In the 9th and
10th centuries we find Charlemagne, the Byzantine
emperors, and the Venetian doges, occasionally

sealing with gold, and we have an instance as late as

the Ibth c. of a gold seal appended to the treaty of

the Field of the Cloth of Gold, between HenryV ITT,

and Francis I.

Seals were not much used in England in ADglo-
Saxon times, but they came into general use after

the Norman Conquest. On the royal great seals

was the king in armour on a caparisoned horse

galloping, his arms being shewn ou his shield

after the period when arms came into use ; and the

reverse represented the king seated on a throne.

The great seals of Scotland begin with Duncan II.

Great Seal of 'William the Conqueror.

in the end of the 11th c, and have also for subject
the king ou horseback ; the counterseal, with the
seated figure, being used first by Alexander I., and
the earUest appearance of the arms of Scotland being
on the seal of Alexander II. In both countries
there were also the privy seals with the royal arms
only.

Ecclesiastical seals first appear in the 9th c, and
attained great beauty in the 13th and 14th. They
are of the pointed oval form known as Vesica piscU ;

and have for subjects, a figure of the bishop, some-
times of the Trinity, the Virgin, or a patron saint,

seated under au elaborate architectural canopy.
The arms of the bishop are often added.
Under the Norman monarchs of England, sealing

became a legal formality, necessary to the authenti-

cation of a deed ; and from the 13th c. onwards,
the seals of aU persons of noble or gentle birth

represented their- armorial ensigns. The seal was
generally ajipended to the document by passing

a strip of parchment or a cord through a slit in

its lower edge ; and the ends being held together, the

wax was pressed or moulded roimd them a short

distance from the extremity, and the matrix im-
pressed on it. Occasionally the seal was not jjendant,

but the wax was spread on the deed. The cciloiu'cd

wax with the impression was sometimes imbedded
in a mass of white wax forming a protective border
to it. In England, a seal is still an essential to all

legal instruments by w'hich real estate is conveyed
;

but since subscription has also become necessary, the

practice of sealing has degenerated into a mere
formaUty. The custom was gradu.aUy introduced

of covering the wax with white paper, on which the

impression was made, and latterly wafers have been
considered a sufl[icient substitute for seals.

In Scotland, every freeholder was obliged by
statutes of Robert III. and James I. to have his

seal of arms, an impression of which was kept in

the oflBce of the clerk of court of the shire ; and
among the Scottish armorial seals of the 14th and
15th centimes are some of wonderful beauty of

execution. Act 1540, c. 117, for the first time made
subscription an essential formality to deeds ; but

sealing still continued to be necessary till 15S4,

when it was dispensed with in the case of deeds

containing a clause of registration, and soon after-

wards the practice was altogether laid aside.

The use of corjiorate seals by towns and boroughs
dates as far back as the 12th centiuy. The earlier

corporate seals bear the town gates, city walls, or

some similar device ; the use of corporate arms
did not begin till the latter half of the 14th
century.

The principal use of seals in the present day is in

closing letters, and even for this purpose they have
of late years been less used than formerly, owing to

the fashion of using stamped adhesive envelopes.

The study of medieval seals is of great import-

ance and interest in connection \Wth mauy branches

of archieology, including heraldic and genealogical

investigations. See Geeat S£,vl ; \'i\i\\ Seal.
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SEAL {P/ioca) a Linna'an genus of Mammalia,
now forming the family Phocida, and including all

that family except the Morse (q. v.), or Walrus.

The name S. is from the Anglo-Saxon Seal. The
Phocida; constitute, in CuNner's system, a section

of Carnivora (q. v.) designated Amphibia. Their

Skeleton of Seal, with outline of the figure.

structure is most perfectly adapted to an acpiatic

life, and they live chiefly in water, but spend part
of their time on shore, reposing and basking in the
sunshine on rocks, sand-banks, icefields, or beaches

;

and they bring forth their young on shore. The
body is elongated, and tapers from the chest to the
tail ; the head somewhat resembles that of a dog,

and in most of the species the brain is large

;

the feet are short, and little more than the paw
projects beyond the skin of the body; all the feet

are thoroughly webbed, and five-toed ; the fore-feet

are jilaced like those of other quadrupeds ; but the
hind-feet are directed backwards, like a prolongation
of the body, and between them is a short tail. The
toes, particidarly those of the hind-feet, are capable
of being spread out very widely in swimming, so as

to give great propulsive power. The movements of

seals in the water are very rapid and graceful ; on
land, they are very peculiar ; even the fore-feet being
little used or not at all, but the body contracted by
an upward bending of the spine, and so thrown
forward by a succession of jerks ; in which way,
however, a S. makes its escape very rapidly from an
assadant. The flexibdity of the spine in seals is

very remarkable, and depends on the very large

intervertebral cartUages, formed of fibrous concentric

rings. The muscles, which are connected with the
spine on all sides, are of great strength.

The teeth differ considerably in the different

genera, but in all are adapted for the seizure of

slippery prey, the chief food of seals being fishes,

although they do not reject other animal food, and
are said even to feed in part on vegetable substances.

Their incisors are either six in the upper jaw and
four in the lower, or four in the upper and two in

the lower ; they all have large and strong canine
teeth ; and the molars, usually five or six on each
side in each jaw, are either sharp-edged or conical,

and beset with points. Seals have a remarkable
habit of swallowing large stones, for which no
probable reason has yet been conjectured. Their
stomachs are very often found to be in part filled

with stones. The stomach is quite simple ; the
gullet {asopliarjus) enters it at the left extremity

;

the ctecum is short, the intestinal canal long.

The respiration of seals is extremely slow, about
two minutes intervening between one breath and
another, when the animal is on land and in full

activity. A S. has been known to remain twent}'-

five minutes under water. Their slo^^^less of respu'a-

tion, and power of siispending it for a considerable
time, is of great use, as enabUng them to pursue
their prey under water. The fur of seals is very
smooth, and abundantly lubricated with an oily

secretion. There is generally an inner coating
of rich fur, through which grow long h.airs, forming
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an outer covering. Another adaptation to aquatic
life and cold climates appears in a layer of fat

immediately imder the skin—from which Seal Oil

is obtained—serving not only for support when food

is scarce, but for protection from cold, and at the

same time rendering the whole body lighter. The
nostrils are capable of being readily and completely
closed, and are so whilst the S. is under water ; and
there is a similar provision for the ears ; whilst the

eye, which is large, exhibits remarkable peculiarities,

supposed to be intended for its adaptation to use
both in air and water. The face is provided with
strong whiskers, connected at their base with large

nerves.

Seals produce their young only once a year

;

sometimes one, sometimes two, at a birth. Not
long after their birth, the young are conducted by
the mother into the sea. ilany, if not all, of the

species are polygamous. Terrible fights occur
among the males.

Seals are very much on their guard against the

approach of man, where they have been much
molested ; but where they have been subjected to

no molestation, they are far from being shy, and
approach very close to boats, or to men on shore, as

if animated by curiosity. They are much affected

by musical sounds. A flute is said to attract seals

to a boat, where they have not learned caution from
sore experience ; and the ringing of the chm'ch bell

at Hoy, in Orkney, has very often caused the

appearance of numerous seals in the little bay.

Seals possess all the five senses in great perfection.

The Common S. and some of tlie other species are

very intelhgent ; but there is considerable difference

in this respect among the species. The Common S.

and some others have often been tamed, and are

capable of living long in domestication, if freely

supplied with water. They become very familiar

with those who attend to them, are very fond of

caresses and of notice, recognise their name like

dogs, and readily learn many little tricks, of which
advantage has been taken for exhibitions.

Seals are found in all the colder parts of the

world, most abundantly in the arctic and antarctic

regions ; some of them also in temperate chmates, as

far south as the Mediterranean, and as far north as

the La Plata. Some of them ascend rivers to some
distance in pursuit of salmon and other fish. They
are found in the Caspian Sea, and even in the fresh-

water Lake Baikal.

The species are numerous, but in no group of

Mammalia does more remain for further investiga-

tion. Seals are divided into two principal groups

—

Seals, more strictly so called, and Otaries (q. v.) ; the
former distinguished by the complete want of-

external ears, which the latter possess, and by their

dentition. The true seals have been further sub-

divided into genera, chiefly characterised by their

dentition. In the restricted genus Plioca, or Calo-

cephalus, the incisors are pointed and sharp-edged,

six above and four below. The Common S. (Plioca

vitulina) is found in the northern parts of tlie

Atlantic Ocean, and in the Arctic Ocean. It is

common on the wdder and more unfrequented parts

of the British coast, particularly in the north. It is

remarkably distinguished, even among its nearest

congeners, by the obhque position of the molar
teeth. The fur is yellowish, variously spotted, and
marked with brown. The whole length is fr-om 3
to 5 feet. Its love of salmon is so great that it

has been known to haunt the neighbourhood of

a salmon-net for a long time, and to take the fish

after they were cntraj)ped in it. The Common S. is

generally seen in small herds. Its skin and oil are

of considerable mercantile importance. The skin is

dressed with the fur on, to make caps, &c., or is
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tanned and used as leather. The oil, when made
before decay has begun, is colourless and nearly

inodorous ; it is much superior to whale-oil. The
flesh is much used for food iu very northern coun-
tries, as is that of all the other S])ecies which they
produce. It is not easy to shoot a seal. Whilst
tiint-locks were in use, the S. always dived so

quickly on seeing the flash as generally to escape

the ball. The popuLar name SE.v-c.iLF, and the
specific name vitulina, have reference to a supposed
resemblance of the voice to that of a calf.—The
Haup S. (P. Gra'nlandka) receives its popular

Harp Seal (Phoca Gi-Ciniandica), attitude on land.

name from a large, black, crescent-shaped mark on
each side of the back. It is sometimes seen on the

British coasts, but belongs chiefly to more northern

regions. It is from 6 to S or even 9 feet in length.
—-The Gre-VT S., or Beakded S. {P. harhata), also

found on the British coasts, and plentiful on the

coasts of Greenland, is generally about 9 or 10 feet

long, sometimes more.—The Bough or Bristled
S. (P. hispida) frequents C[uiet bays on the coasts

of Greenland, where many thousands are annually

killed for their skins and oil. It is the smallest of

the northern species.—The Gr.\y S. (Ilalkhnnis
ijrUev.-i), which has a very flat head, and attains a
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Connnon Seal (P. vituUna), attitude when swhiimmjj.

size nearly equal to the Great S., occurs on the

British coasts, but is much more common iu more
northern latitudes, and in the Baltic Sea.—TJie

Ckested S. {Stemmatopus crktatus) is remark.able

for the elevation of the septum of the nose of the

adidt male into a crest, which supports a hood
covering the head, and capable of being distended

and elevated or depressed at pleasure. The use of

this appendage is not known. This S. is plentiful

on the coasts of Greenland and the northern

parts of North America.—The seals of the southern

se:is are quite distinct from those of the northern.

One of them is the Se.\. Leopap.d, or Leop.vkd S.

{Leptonyx WeddcUii), so called from its spotted fur.

it is found on the South Orkneys and other very
southern islands. By far the largest of all the
seals is the Elephant S., or Sea Elephant of the
southern seas.

Seals are to some extent migratory, although their

migrations do not extend to very great distances,

and are probably regulated by the abundance or

scarcity of food. The time of the return of certain

species to cert.ain coasts, is very confidently reckoned
upon by the natives of the north and by seal-

hunters.

Seal-hunting—or fishlnrj, as it is often called

—

requu-es gi'eat patience and skiU. Most of the seals,

if not all, are gregarious, and one seems to be
always placed on the watch, where danger is to be
apprehended fi'om bears or from hunters. They
climb lip through holes iu the ice-fields of the i)olar

seas, even when there is a height of several feet from
the water, but it is dilBcult for the hunter to get

between them and the hole. Nor is seal-hunting

unattended with danger, an enraged S. being a
formidable antagonist, at least to the inexperienced.

Seal-hunting is the great occuiiation of the Green-
landers, but it is also extensively prosecuted in other
northern jiarts of the world

;
great numbers are

taken on the coasts of Newfoiuidland and other

northern parts of America ; wh.ale-fishers kill seals

as they find opportunity ; and vessels are fitted out
expressly for the purpose, from the northern parts

of Europe and of Americi.

SEALING-WAX. A composition of hard resin-

ous materials used for i-eceiving and retauiiug the

impressions of seals. Sim])]e as it may appear, its

manufacture is one of gi'eat importance, and formerly

Was far more so than at present—the Tise of

gummed envelopes having to a great extent super-

seded it. Common beeswax was first used in this

country and in Em-ope generally, being mixed with
earthy materials to give it consistency. Neverthe-
less, it was difficult to preserve it, as a very small

amount of heat softened it.

The Venetians, however, brought the Indian
sealing-wax to Europe, and the Spaniards received

it from the Venetians, and made it a very important

branch of their commei-ce. The great value of the

Indian w-.ax consisted in the fact that it was made
only of shell-lac, coloured with vermilion or some
other pigment, and this has been found superior to

all other materials. In addition to the shell-lac and
colom-ing material, there is always added to the wax
made in Europe a portion of Venetian turpentine

(see Tuepestise), and of resin.

SEA-LION. See Otaky.

SE.4-LION, in Heraldry, a monster consisting rif

the upper part of a lion combined with the tail of a

fish.

SEAL ISLANDS, or LOBOS ISLANDS. See
rEUi:.

SEALKOTE, a town in the Punjab, near the

left bank of the Chenab, 65 miles north-north-east

from Lahore. It contains about 20,U00 iuhalutants,

and carries on the manufacture of paper. S. was
formerly a military station, and at the period of the

outVireak of the Indian mutiny, thei'e was a rifle-

practice depot here. All the European trooi>s had
been removed in July 1857 to repress disturbances

that had broken out elsewhere, and on the 9th of

that month the native troops fired on their oflliers.

A considerable number of Europeans were killed,

and the surrivors sufl'cred great [jrivations until the

sepoys, having plundered the station, started off iu

the direction of Delhi.

SEAL OF CONFESSION. See Coxfessio-V

and Confidentiality.
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SEAMEN—SEA-SERPENT.

SEAMEN are technically those persona below
the rank of officer, who are employed in navigating

decked vessels on the high seas—men working on
lakes and rivers being usually styled ' watermen.'
Two opposite conditions are essential to the well-

being of the vessel—first, the absolute subordination

and perfect obedience of the crew to the master;
and secondly, their protection against tyranny or

caprice on his part. For this purpose the law of

England is extremely minute in the rules laid down
for both masters and seamen.
By an act of 1845, specially levelled against pimps

and swindling agents, no person may hire seamen
except the owner or master of a ship, and indi-

viduals licensed for that purpose by the Board of

Trade. Under the Mercantile Marine Act of 1850,

a written agreement must be made when a man is

engaged, setting forth the nature and length of

voyage, the capacity in which the man is to be
employed, wages, fines, provisions, punishments, &c.

If the ship be going abroad, this agreement must be

attested before a shipping-master, who has a power
of periodical inspection over the agreements of all

seamen in vessels in his port. Any clause in the

agreement would be inoperative which deprives the

s.ailor of a lien upon his ship, or of other recovery
for his wages, or of rights of salvage. In virtue of

this agreement the seaman is bound to do his

utmost in the service of the vessel ; and conse-

quently, if a master of a ship in distress promise his

men extra pay for extraordinary exertions, the men
cannot compel him to fulfil his promise.

In the event of disobedience or insubordina-
tion the master may administer correction, the
law holding him responsible that such correction

is reasonable. Desertion from the ship is punish-
able by imprisonment ; and deserters may be appre-

hended on the information of the master Tvithout

warrant. In case of open mutiny, the master may
adopt the most stringent measures.
The mariners' wages are contingent on the success

of the voyage ; consequently, if the ship be lost or

taken, the seamen lose their claim on the owners.
It is a misdemeanour for the master to leave a
sailor on shore in foreign parts, unless through the
man's wrongful act.

SEA MOUSE [Aphrodite], a genuS of dorsibran-

chiate annelida, of the family Aphrodilidce, to all of

1 Ji.V-.-,

Sea Mouse [Aphrodite aculcata).

which the popidar name is extended. They are

readily distinguished by two longitudinal ranges of

broad membranous scales covering the back, under
which are the giUs in the form of little fleshy crests.

The scales move up and down as the animal resjiires

;

and are concealed by a sidjstance resemliling tow or

felt, which permits the access of water but excludes
mud and sand. The head is furnished with ten-

tacles ; some have two eyes and some four. The
body is edged with spines. Besides all this, its

sides are covered with flexible bristles or silky
hairs, which give to these creatures a wonderfxd
beauty of colour, imsurpassed by that of humming-
birds or the most brilliant gems. Each hair, even
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when viewed singly, and moved about in the sun-
shine, reflects all the hues of the rainbow. Yet
sea-mice are generally to be found concealed under
stones, and dwell amongst the mud at the bottom
of the sea. Storms frequently throw them on the
beach in great niunbers. A very beautiful species,

A. aciileata, of an oval form, about 6 or 8 inches
long, and 2 or 3 broad, is the Common S. M. of the
British coasts.

SEA PIKE (Centropomus tindecimalis), a fish,

which, notwithstanding its popular name, belongs
to the perch family. Its form, however, is elon-

gated like that of the pike. The body is com-
pressed ; there are two dorsal fins ; the mouth is

not very large ; and the teeth are numerous, small,

and equal. The colour is silvery-white, tinged with
green on the back. It is found on the western
coasts of tropical America. It attains a large size,

and is a valuable fish. On the British coasts, the
name S. P. is sometimes given to the Garfish.

SEA PINK. See Thrift.

SEARCH OF ENCUMBRANCES means the
inquiry made by a purchaser or mortgagee of lands
as to the bm'dens and state of the title, in order to
see whether his piu'chase or investment is safe.

Owing to the want of any general system of regis-

tration of deeds affecting land in England, it is not
possible by any search to find out with certainty

all these burdens ; nevertheless, there are some
special registers which are usually included in such
searches, such as judgment debts, bankruptcies,
disentailing deeds, annuity deeds, &c. The search
usually goes back for GO years. In Scotland, where
all the deeds affecting land rights are registered, it

is easy to discover the exact .state of the title and
biu-dens on tlie land. The usual search is made
only for 40 .years. The registers are subdivided
into various kinds—as the general and particuhir

Register of Sasines, the Record of Abbreviates of

Adjudications, Register of Inhibitions, &c. See
Records.

SEARCH-WARRANT is an authority granted
to a constable by a justice of the peace to enter the
premises of a person suspected of secreting stolen

goods, in order to discover, and if found to seize the
goods ; and simdar warrants are granted to discover
property in respect of which other offences are
committed. Before such a warrant can be issued, .a

credible witness must on oath prove a reasonable
cause to suspect that the party proceeded against
has the property in his possession or in his

premises. The name of the person whose premises
are to be searched must be correctly described in

the warrant.

SEA-SERPENT. There are in the tropical and
sub-tropical seas from the southern coasts of Asia
to the South Sea Islands, numerous sea-serpents,

which in so far as they are yet known, are aU veno-
mous, and belong to the family Hydridm (q. v.).

None of them, however, is known to exceed 5
feet or thereby in length, so that their existence

cannot account for the stories which from time to

time have been pubUshed of the appearance of a
Great Sea-sei-pent, which, moreover, generally relate

to the Atlantic Ocean, where none of the Hydi'idai

have yet been found. It is stOl doubtfid whether
or not the Great Sea-serpent ought to be reckoned
among creatures merely fabidous or imaginary.
Pontoppidan speaks of it in his Natural History of
Nonoay, assigning to it a length of GOO feet, and
describes it, not from personal observation however,
but from the testimony of others, as lying in the
water in many folds, and appearing like m*ny hogs-
heads floating in a line, at a considerable distance

from each other. Such a creature is said to have

J
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appeared more recently on the coast of Norway, in

1S19, and to have been seen daily for a whole
month, seeming to doze in the sunbeams ; and again
there is a story of its appearing in 1822, and another
of its appearing in 1837, when it greatly alarmed
some fishermen who thought that it followed their

boat. Hans Egede mentions its appeai'ance on the
coast of Greenland in 173-i. Mr M'Clean, the min-
ister of a parish in the Hebrides, saw a sea monster
in 1809, which, however, he supposed to be only 70
or 80 feet long, of serpent-like form ; which was
also seen, about the same time, by the crews of a
number of fishing-boats, and caused them great

alarm. In his description of this animal, he dis-

tinctly states that it seemed to move by ' undula-
tion up and doien,' which is not ouly contrary to all

that is known of serpents, but from the structure of

their vertebrae, impossible. (See Serpents.) Several
instances have occurred of the sxipposed appearance
of the Great Sea-serpent on the Atlantic coasts of

North America. In June 1815, and in August 1817,

it is said to have been frequently seen, in calm
bright weather, near Gloucester, about 30 miles

from Boston, on the surface of the water, like a
number of buoys in a hue, and sometimes moving
very rapidly. Testimonies vary as to the length,

from 80 feet to 2.50 j'ards. We hear again of the

Sea-serpent as seen ofl' Nahant, near Boston, in

August 1819, in cahu and serene weather, making
curves ' perpendicular to the surface of the water,'

and its eye ' brilliant and glisterung.' A similar

account is given of its appearance off Nahaut in

Jidy 1833. In Silliman's Journal of Science for

1835 there is a notice of such an animal seen by the

captain and crew of an American brig, on her pas-

sage from Boston to New Orleans, and also of a

similar occurrence in lat. 34J°, and long. 48° W.
Great interest was excited in 1848 by an account of

a Great Sea-serjient seen in lat. 24° 44' S., and long.

9° 20' E., and therefore in the South Atlantic Ocean,

near the Tropic of Capricorn, and not very far from

.Sea-.serpent.

(From Pontoppid.in.)

the coast of Africa, by the officers and crow of her
Majesty's frigate Dcedalua. It was not, as iu other
cases, in bright and fine weather, but in dark and
cloudy weather, and with a long ocean swell. The
animal was swhnming rajncUy, and with its head
.ind neck above water. Captain M'Quhae, in his

Beport to the Adrairalt}', describes it with con-

fidence as ' an -enormous serpent, with head and
shoiJders kept about 4 feet constantly above the
surface of the sea ; ' and he adds :

* as nearly as we
coidd apxjroximate by comparing it with the length

of what our raaintopsail-yard would shew in the
water, there was at the very least GO feet of the
animal Afleur d'cau, no portion of which was, to our
perception, used in propelling it thi'ough the water,
either by vertical or horizontal uudulatiou. It

passed rapidly, but so close under our lec-ciuartcr,

that had it been a man of my acquauitance, 1 should

have easily recognised his features with the naked
eye ; and it did not, either in approaching the ship
01- after it had passed our wake, deviate in the
slightest degree from its course to the south-west,
which it held on at the pace of fi-om 12 to 15
miles per hour, apparently on some determined
purpose. The diameter of the serpent was about 15
or 16 inches behind the head, which was, without
any doubt, that of a snake ; and it was never,
during the twenty minutes that it continued in
sight of our glasses, once below the surface of the
water ; its colour a dark-brown, with yello^vish-
white about the throat. It had no fins, but some-
thing like the mane of a horse, or rather a bunch of
sea-weed, washed about its back.' Eegret has been
very natiu-ally e.Tpressed that Captain JI'Quhae did
uot bestow a shot on it. Figures prepared from a
sketch by him were pubUshed in the Illustrated
London News of 2Sth October 1848. About the
same time, the testimony of another witness, Lieu-
tenant Drummond, appeared, and was found to
differ in some important points from the account of
the animal given by Captain M'Quhae, and the
figures pubhshed with his approbation, particularly
in ascribing a more elongated form to the head, in
the mention of a back-fin, whereas Captain M'Quhae
expressly says that no fins were seen ; and in a
lower estimate of the length of the portion of the
animal visilsle. Lieutenant Drummond's words are

:

' The appearance of its head, which, with the back
fin, was the only portion of the animal visible, was
long, pointed, and flattened at the top, perhaps 10
feet in length ; the upper jaw projecting consider-
ably ; the fin was, perhaps, 20 feet iu the rear of
the head, and visible occasionally ; the captain also
asserted that he saw the taU, or another fin about
the same distance behind it ; the upper part of tho
head and shoulders appeai-ed of a dark-brown
coloiu-, and beneath the under jaw a brownish-
white. It pursued a steady and undeviatiug course,

keoiiiug its head horizontal with the water, and in

rather a raised position, disappearing occasionally
beneath a wave for a very brief interval, and not
apparently for the purposes of respiration. It was
going at the rate of perhaps from 12 to 14 miles an
hour, and when nearest was perhaps 100 yards dis-

tant. In fact, it gave one quite the idea of a large
suake or eel.' Lieutenant Drummond's account is

the more worthy of regard, as it is derived from his

log-book, and so gives the e.xact impressions of the
hour, whilst Captain M'Quhae's was written from
memory after his arrival in England. Into the dis-

cussion which arose concerning this case, it is out
of om' power to enter.

There is no reason to doubt the truthfulness of
the statements made iu any of these cases, although,
iu most of them, there is room for doubt as to the
accuracy of observation. It has been suggested,
and not without much appearance of probability,
that the supposed sea-serpent might in some in-

stances be a mere line of porpoises or such cetaceans,
which often foUow one another in lines. It has
been thought that a line of floating sea-weed might
account for tlie appearances jiresented. It has also
been suggested that the creature seen from the
Dmlalu.1, might be a sea-elephant or other larce
seal, swimming for its life, far from land. And 5r
Owen has expressed much <loubt as to the existence
of a Great Sea-serjient on the ground that no boues
or other remains of any siich recent auimal have
occurred ; and this negative eWdence ho regards as
more than enough to counterbalance all the positive
evidence yet adiluced in favour of its existence. It
is, however, to be remembered, that tliere are many
lishes whicli inhabit the depths of the ocean, and
seldom visit the shallower waters near the shores,
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some of which are scarcely known except by sin-jle

specimens ; and the same tiling is true as to Cotacea

;

so that it is very far from improbable that many
species belonging to the ocean depths are still un-
known to us. As to the Great Sea-serpent, if we
should admit the general accuracy of the accounts
given of it by those who supposed themselves to
have seen it, there is no reason for concluding it to
be a reptile

; it might at least as easily be supposed
to be a fish of elongated form, and, indeed, much
more probably, as a reptile would need to come to
the sm-face to breathe, which a tish would not. The
first volume of the Werneriaii Sockfy's Transactions
contains an account of an animal, 5G feet long,
which was cast ashore on the island of Stronsa, one
of the Orkneys, in 180S, and of which some of the
vertebrae are preserved in the Museum of the Uni-
versitj' of Edinburgh, but which, unfortunately, did
not come under the observation of any competent
naturalist in its perfect state. On the 'high autho-
rity of Dr Owen, it is pronounced to have been a
basking shark ; Init other men of science have ex-
pressed a different opinion.

SEA-SHORE, or land bordering on the sea,
belongs partly to the crown, and the public have
certain rights in relation thereto. The soil or pro-
perty in the sea-shore is vested in the crown, and
the limit on the land side is defined to be the
medium line of high-water of all the tides in the
course of the year, or the height of the medium
tides in each cpiarter of a lunar revolution durinc
the whole year. But though tlie crown is primfi
facie the owner of the sea-shore, the owner of the
adjoining manor has sometimes a grant of it, and he
proves this grant by ancient use—such as gathering
sea-weed, &e. The public have a right to walk on
that part of the shore vested in the crown, which
holds it as a trustee for them. But the i)ublic have
no right to tresjiass on the adjacent lands in order
to get at the shore, so that it is only where a highway
leads to the shore, or the public land from seaward,
that the right can be made available. Thus it has
been decided that the public have no legal right to
trespass on the adjoining lands in order to get
to the shore for purpose of bathing. The public
have a right to fish on the sea-shore if they get
legal access to it, and may take all floating tish. Cut
not oysters or mussels which adhere to the rock, if

the soil belongs to an individual. The public have
no right to gather sea-weed or shells, though, as
regards the latter, it is of so little consequence that
nobody prevents them. Nor have fishermen a right
to go on that part of the sea-shore which is private
jiroperty to dig sand for ballast, or to dry then- nets,
or similar purposes, though in a few cases local
customs i^ermitting this have been held valid. In
Scotland, the right to the sea-shoi-e is also vested in
the crown, but when a crown grant gives land
bounded by the sea-shore, this is held to give to the
grantee the fore-shore also.

SEA-SICKNESS is a variety of vomiting de-
serving of special notice. It is often preceded by
jiremonitory symptoms, which appear almost imme-
diately after a susceptible person is exposed to the
motion of rolling water in a vessel or boat, and are
as distressing as the vomiting itself. Amongst these
symptoms may lie mentioned vertigo and headache,
with a peculiar feeling of siidcing and distress about
the ])it of the stomach. Vomiting, however, in
gener.al, soon comes on, accompanied with convulsive
heaving of the stomach, and such an indescribaljle
feeling of prostration as to render the patient uttei-ly
regai'dless of what is going on around Iiim, and
almost indifferent to life. Jlorcover, a deadly pallor,
a profuse cold sweat, and diarrhcca, are more or less

commonly present. The susceptilnlity to this
trouljlcsome affectmn varies extremely in different
persons. Some never suffer from it, others only on
their first voyage, and others, again, in every voyage
they undertake

; with some it continues biit a few
hours, while others suffer almost continuously
throughout a long voyage. In the great majority of
cases, the sickness disappears in a few days, unless
the weather be very boisterous. It almost' always
ceases on landing, although more or less giddiness
niay prevail for some hours, the p.atient when walk-
ing feeling as if the earth were rising up imder his
feet. Infants and aged persons are supposed to
possess a comparative immunity from sea-sickness,
while, as a general rule, women suffer more than
men. According to Dr Althaus, persons with a
strong heart and a slow pulse generally suffer little
from sea-sickness; while irritable people, with a
quick pulse and a tendency to palpitation, are more
lialde to be affected ; and he thus accounts for
different liability of different nations to this affec-
tion

;
' for, as a rule, tlie French and Italians, being

of a more irritable temper, suffer most from the
disorder, the Germans less, and the English least.'
(' On Sea-sickness as a form of Hyperesthesia,' in
Proceedings of the Medico-Ghirurmcal Societii, vol.
v.p. 23.)

The primary cause (or rather condition) of sea-
sickness is the motion of the ship; and the pitchinff
of a vessel, or alternate rising and falling of the
bow and stern, is especially apt to produce it. It
is less felt in large and heavily liaUasted vessels,
because the movements referred to are least per-
ceptible in them. How this cause operates is a
subject regarding which there has Ijeen much dis-
cussion

; and without entering into the history of
the views of different physicians on this subject, we
may state that the most recent is that of Dr Chap-
man, who holds that the motions of the vessel cause
the accumulation of an undue amount of ' blood in
the nervous centres along the baclc, and especially
in those segments of the spmal cord related to the
stoinach, and tlie muscles concerned in vomiting.'
This condition is induced, as he maintains, in three
different ways, viz., (1.) by the movements of the
brain, which are much greater in a pitching vessel
than on land

; (2.) by the corresponding movements
of the spinal cord ; and (3.) by the excessive move-
ments of the viscera mthin the abdominal and
pelvic cavities. In one person the brain may be
mainly responsible in causing that preternatural
afflux of blood in the spinal cord, on which (accord-
ing to Dr Chapman's hypotliesis) sea-sickness
depends ; in another, the spinal cord may be the
main agent ; and in a third, the abdominal viscera;
although each is always concurrent in some degree.
Hence, the only scientific and really effective
remedy for this disorder, must be one which has the
power of lessening the amount of blood in the wliole
of the nervous centres along the back, and this can
be done by lowering the temperature of the spinal
region by the local application of ice. For a des-
cription of Dr Cliapm.an's ' spinal ice-bags ' (which
may be obtained from any respectable surgical
instrimient-maker), and for the method of applying
them, we must refer to his work On Sea-sickness"
its Nature and Treatment, p. 37 (Loud. 1SC4). He
gdves the details of 17 eases in which the ice-bags
were of greater or less benefit ; in most of the cases,
the result was perfectly successful. Besides Dr
Chapman's evidence we h.ave that of Captain White,
commander of one of the Ncwhaven and Dieppe
boats, who states that ' in orduiary weather it [Dr
Chapman's remedy] is a success. I h.ad some difhculty
in persuading passengers to try it, but those who
did were benefited.' Mr Bradley, surgeon iu tlie
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Cunard Service, in a letter to Tlie Lancet, December
3, 1804, writes as follows :

' I have tried this remedy
in severe cases when other remedies have failed
(chloroform, iced champagne, efl'ervescing draughts,

fresh air, &e.), and have very generally found it

do groat good. In no case does it do harm, but
in the great majority of instances it soothes the
nervous irritability which so commonly accompanies
severe sea-siclcness, induces sleep, and consequently
relieves exhaustion.' We are permitted to publish
the following extract of a letter from Dr Hayle of

Rochdale, to Dr Chapman, dated June 3, 1SG5 :
' I

recommended a patient about to cross the Atlantic,

to try one of your ice-bags for sea-sickness. The
result was most satisfactory. He was never sick

\\dien wearing the bag. Once he went without it,

and then, and then only, was he sick. His friend,

who had no ice-bag, was frequently sick.' As an
ancillary remedy, the drinking of iced water, or the

swallowing of small lumps of ice, may be recom-
mended. Dr Chapman prefers the ice, which,
' brought in contact with the perii>heral ends of the

nerves of the stomach, wall act on the same prin-

ciple as it does when applied to the spinal region.'

Those who are susceptible to this distressing

.affection, and have not the opportunity of trying the

ice-bags, may, at all events, diminish the severity of

the vomiting by assuming, and as long as possible

I'ctaiuing, the horizontal position, as nearly as pos-

silile in the centre of the ship's movement, and
keeping the eyes closed. The compression of the

abdomen, by means of a broad tight belt, sometimes

gives relief. A few drops of chloroform on a lump
of white sugar will sometimes check the tendency to

vomiting in persons who only sufi'er slightly. A
little arrowroot, flavoured with brandy or sherry, is

usually a kind of food that will most easily remain

on the stomach, when the severity of the symptoms
is abating. Dr Wood, one of the most eminent of

the American physicians of the present day, asserts

that he has ' found nothing under such circum-

stances so acceptable to the stomach as raw salt

oysters.'

SEASIDE GRAPE {Coceohha nvifera), a small

tree, of the natural order Polygonece, a native of the

West Indies. It grows on the sea-coasts ; has

orbicular, cordate, leathery, shining, entire leaves,

and a pleasant, subacid, eatable fruit, somev.'hat

resemliling a currant, formed of the pulpy calyx

investing a bony nut. The extract of the wood is

extremely astringent, and is sometimes called

Jamak-a Kino. The wood itseU is heavy, hard,

durable, and beautlfidly veined.

SEA SLUG. See Holothuria.

SEASONING, a term in Cookery for the

materials used to add flavour to food. They are

chiefly salt, the spices, and pot-herbs. Salt is the

most important, for it not only increases the

sapidity of most kinds of food, but also adds to

their wholesomeness.

SEASONS. In the article Earth, the motions

of the earth on which the changes of the seasons

ultimately depend, are explained. The chief cause

of the greater heat of summer and cold of winter is

that the rays of the sun fall more obliquely on tlie

earth in the latter season than in the foi-mcr. See

Climate. Another concurrent cause is the greater

length of the day in summer, and of the night in

winter. Within the tropics, the sun's rays have at

no time so much oliliquity as to m.ake one jiart of

the year very sensibly colder than anotlicr. There

are therefore either no marked seasons, or they

liave other causes altogether, and arc distinguished

as the Wet and Dr;/ seasons. This is explained in

the article Rain. But in all the temperate parts of

the globe, the year is naturally divided into four
seasons

—

Spriii!j, Summer, Atitumn, and Winter. In
the arctic and antarctic regions, spring and autumn
are very brief, and the natural division of the year
is simply into summer and winter, the winter being
long, and the summer short ; and this is very much
the case also in regions of the temperate zones lying
near the arctic and antarctic circles. In subtropical
regions, the distinction of four seasons is, in like

manner, very imperfectly m.arked. This distinction

is everywhere arbitrary as to the periods of the year
included in each season, which really vary according
to latitude, and partly according to the other causes
whicli intiuenee chmate ; the seasons passing one
into another more or less gradually, and their com-
mencement and close not being determined hy
precise astronomical or other phenomena. The
greatest heat of summer is never reached till a
considerable time after the summer solstice, when
the sun's rays are most nearly vertical, and the day
is longest ; the gi-eatest cold of winter is in like

manner after the winter solstice, when the day is

shortest, and the sun's rays are most oblique ; the
reason in the former case being, that as summer
advances the earth itself becomes more heated by
the continued action of the sun's rays ; in the latter,

that it retains a portion of the heat which it has
imbibed during summer, just as the warmest part
of the day is somewhat after midday, and the
coldest part of the night is towards morning. The
four seasons of temperate regions are distmguished
by the phenomena of nature which characterise

them, and which are of the greatest importance iu

relation to the wants and labours of man. But the
renewal of vegetative activity in spring is not to l)e

ascribed entirely to the increasing warmth of the
sun's rays. Plants are so constituted that a period

of rest is followed by new activity, and this new
activity very generally begins in the fresh circula-

tion of sap and enlargement of buds whilst the cold

of winter still continues unabated, or before it has
reached its greatest intensity. A similar remark
may be made with regard to some of the phenomena
of animal life, which may as well be said to herald

the approach of spring as to attend its first days of

genial weather.

SEA URCHIN. See EcHlNED.B.

SEAWEED and SEA WRACK. See FucACE^
and Wk.ick.

SEBASTIAN, Saint, a very celebrated martyr
of the early church, whose memory is venerated in

both branches of the church, east as well as west
(although the scene of his martyrdom was the city

of Rome), and whose story has formed one of the
most jiopidar themes of Christian artists from the
earliest times. His history is contained in the so-

caUed acts of his martyi'dom, which, although par-

taking of the legeud.ary tone, are regarded as

authentic, not only by Baronius and the BoUandista,

but also by Tillemont and others of the more
stringently critical schools of ecclesiastical history,

S., acconUng to this narrative, was born at

Narbonne and educated at MUan. Although a
Christian, he entered the Roman army, without,
however, revealing his religion, and with the view
of being enabled, by his position, to assist and pro-

tect the Christians in the persecution. In this way
he supported and comfort.ed many of the martyrs in

Rome ; and he even converted Nicostratus, the keeper
of tlie jirison in which the martyrs were confined,

and his wife, Zoe, to whom he mu-aculously restored
the use of her speech, after she had been dumb for

six years. Still unrecognised as a Cliristi.an, S. rose
to high favour under Diocletian, while at the same
time the gi-ateful pontiff, Caius, named liini
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'Defender of the Church.' At length came the

time for his open profession of his faith. Diocletian

used every effort to induce him to renounce the

Christian creed, but in vaiu ; and iu the end he was
condemned to be put to death by a troop of Mauri-
tanian archers, who transfixed him ^rith numberless
arrows, and left him as dead. But a Christian lady,

Irene, finding that life was not extinct, had the body
removed to her house, where life was restored ; and
although the Chi'istian community desired to con-

ceal his recovery, S. again appeared in public before

the emperor, to profess his faith in Christianity.

Diocletian condemned him to be beaten to death
with clubs in the amphitheatre ; and his body was
flung into one of the sewers of the city, in which it

was discovered, according to the Acts of Martyr-
dom, by means of an apparition, and carried by a

Christian ladj', Lucina, to the catacomb, which is

still called by his name. The date of his martyr-
dom was January 20, 2SS. By the Greeks the

feast is held on the 20th December. The festival

was celebrated mth great solemnity in Milan as

early as the time of St Ambrose ; and it was
observed iu the African Church in the 4th ceutirry.

There is another saint of the same name, who is

said to have suffered martyrdom in Armenia.

SEBASTIANI, Feajv'COIS - Hokace - B.\stiox,

marshal of France, was born November 10, 1772,

at Porta d'Ampugnano, a village near Bastia, iu

Corsica. He was the son of a tailor, but his extreme
vanity led him to declare himself of noble descent

and a distant relative of the Bonapartes. He
entered the army as a sub-Heutenant of infantry,

August 27, 17S9. His rise, due to his bravery in the

field, was no doubt somewhat aided by his splendid

physique, gracefid manner, and facile diction. He
became chef-d'escadron in 1797, and brigadier in

1799, and was one of Napoleon's most devoted par-

tisans. He fought at Marengo, executed some im-

portant diplomatic service iu Tiu'key iu 1S02—1803,

after which he became general of brigade (August
1803), and was wounded at Austerlitz. On May 2,

1806, he was again deputed to Turkey, this time to

break the alUance of the Porte with Russia and
England ; and before he had been seven months at

Constantinople, his mission had obtained comjjlete

success, and war was declared. The English fleet

forced a passage through the Dardanelles, and cast

anchor before Constantinople, then- presence causing

such terror among the sultan's ministers that a total

reversal of foreign policy was imminent, but S.,

coming to the rescue, revived with his seducing

eloquence their failing resolutiou, and assuming an
authoritative superintendence of the preparations

for defending the coast, put tlio batteries in a

state fit for action. In five days, he had the

coast batteries manned with 600 guns, 100 small

gunboats afloat, a line of vessels laid along shore,

each ^vith a broadside ready to be discharged on
the EngUsh fleet, which at last gallantly ran the

gantlet, losing two ships and 700 men. But the

death of the sultan, and the treaty of Tilsit, put an
end to the French intrigues in Turkey, and S. was
recalled Jime 1807, and decorated with the grand
cordon of the Legion of Honour. He subsequently
commanded the fourth cor])s-d'armee in Spain.

He distingidshed himself in the Russian campaign
of 1812, and at Leipzig. On the exile of Napoleon
to Elba, he gave in his adherence to the Bourbon
government, but joined his old master on his

return. After the revolution of 1830, he held
for brief periods the portfolios of naval (1830) and
foreign aflairs, and the embassies to Naples (April

183.3) and London (January 1835) ; Isut was more
distinguished for his elegance, aud gi'aceful de-

meanour in the Parisian salons, than as a politician
690

or administrator. He died at Paris, July 20,

1851.

SEBASTIAN I'STAS.the name given in Portugal
and Brazil to persons who beUeve iu the future
return to earth of the king Dom Sebastian, who fell

iu the battle of Alcazarquebu-, 1578 A. D., while
leading on his army against the Moors. This
belief has continued to be entertained by many in

Portugal ; but the S. are said to be now most
numerous in Brazil. On the retiu-u of Dom Sebastian,
they expect Brazil to enjoy the most perfect pros-
perity and happiness.

SEBASTO'POL, or, as it is sometimes WTitten,

in accordance with modern Greek pronunciation,

Sevastopol (ScbastopoUs, the ' august city '), a
Russian seaport, fortress, aud arsenal in the Crimea,

in the government of Taurida. It is situated near
the south-west extremity of the Ciimea, on the
southern side of the magnificent harboiur or road-

stead of S., one of the finest natural harbours in the
world. This harbour is an inlet of the Black Sea,

stretching uiland for about four and a half mUes
from west to east, about half a mUe wide at the

entrance, but immediately opening out to the width
of a mile, mth an average width of about half a

mUe up to the eastern end. It is sheltered on the

north aud south by lofty limestone ridges shutting

it completely in, with a depth of water varjdng from
3 to 1 1 fathoms, and sufficient in several places to

allow ships of the largest size to lie close to the

shore. At the eastern end, under the heights of

Inkermann, the river Tchernaya enters the harbour
through low marshy groiind. The South Bay, or

Dockyard Harbour as it is also called, extending
about one aud a half miles from north to south, forms
the harbour proper of S. ; and between it and
Quarantine Bay, occupying rather more than half

the peninsula thus formed, is built the chief portion

of the town of S., on grouud sloping irregularly

upwards. The town, previous to its destruction in

the siege of 185-1—1855, was well and substantially

built of stone, with lines of streets running from
north to south, aud smaller ones intersecting them
at right angles, containing several handsome public

edifices. The docks, constructed for the Russian
government by Colonel Upton, an English civil

engineer, were among the most important works
at S. ; the dock basin, docks, and quays were
formed in the most substantial way, being partly

cut in the solid rock, aud lined vn.th. cement, partly

built of limestone and granite. From the Dockyard
Creek, ships were admitted into the Dock Basin
by means of thi'ee locks, the bottom of the docks
being above the sea-level, and- the basin was sup-
phed with water by a canal some 12 miles iu length
from the Tchernaya above Inkermann—itself a
work of no inconsiderable magnitude. For the
defence of town and harbour from attack by sea,

several forts were erected. These forts were
works of immense strength, buUt of limestone faced
with granite, on which artillery was found to make
but httle impression ; they mounted a very large

number of gnrns, and by their cross-fire completely
protected eveiy spot accessible to a hostile fleet.

On the land side, with the exception of a slight

loopholed wall extending jiartially round the western
side, the town, previous to the siege, was entu'cly

undefended ; but the earthworks and fortifications

then successively extemporised by the genius of

General Todleben, which for so many months kept
the armies of France and England at bay, and of

which the Malakoff and the Redan were the most
formidable, are now of historic fame.
The siege of S. by the aUied Eu':,'lish and French

armies will rank amoug the most famous sieges iu
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history; it lastei for 11 mouths, from October 1854
to September 1855 ; the place sustained repeated

bombardments, the fii'st of which took place October

17, 1854 ; and the capture of the Malakoff and
Redan, on September 8, lSo5, at length forced the

Russians to evacuate it, and retire to the north side.

The town had been completely ruined ; the docks
and forts (such as were stUl standing) were after-

wards blown up by French and English engineers.

By the treaty of Paris (March 1856), the naval and
military works are not to be restored. Before the

siege, the population of S., including the soltliers

and marines forming the garrison, amounted to

about 40,000. Since that time the town has been
p.artially rebuilt and reinhabited, but the population

is probably very small. S. was intended to be the

station of the Russian Black Sea fleet, and as such
to form a standing menace to Tm-key ; during the

siege, the fleet was .almost entirely destroyed, many
of the ships haNang been sunk by the Russians

across the entrance of the harbour by way of

defence. The great disadvantage of S. as a naval

station arises from the ravages of the Teredo navalls,

which soon render wooden vessels unseawoi'thy.

S. was founded on the site of a small Tartar village

called Alchtiar, immedi.ately after the Russian con-

quest of the Crimea in 1783, under the orders of the

Empress Cath.arine II. The promontory on which

S. stands is a spot of considerable classical and his-

torical interest. Here, perhaps on the site now
occupied by the Greek convent of St George, west

of Balaclava, stood the temple of the Taiu-io Arte-

mis, in which, according to the legend, Iphigenia,

daughter of Agamemnon, was priestess. In hater

times, the promontory was colonised by Greeks

from Heraclea, in Asia Minor, and became luiowm

as the Heracleotic Chersonese. Two cities, succes-

sively budt a few miles apart on the sea-coast to

the west of S., have left remains existing to the

present day. In after times, the Chersonesus fell

into the power of the Genoese, who estabUshed

then- headquarters at Balaclava, where the remains

of the 'Genoese castles' on the heights still bear

Tvitness to their ride. See History of the Busdan
War (W. and R. Chambers).

SEBE'NICO, a sm.aU port on the coast of Dal-

luatia, 42 miles south-east of Zara. It is built on a

steep slope, and rises in terraces, and was formerly

defended by walls and towers. Its cathedral, a fine

edifice with a bold dome, was buUt 1443—1536. Its

e.xcelleut liarbour is defended by several forts. Pop.

about 7000.

SEBE'STEN, SEBESTAN, SEPISTAN, or S.

PLUM, the fruit of the Cordia Mijxa, a tree of the

n.atural order Cordiacece, a native of the East Indies.

The tree has ovate leaves, and an egg-shaped fruit,

which is succulent, mucilaginous, and emollient,

witli some astiingency, .and was formerly an ai-ticle

of the European Materia Medica, being employed

for the preparation of a lenitive electuary and of a

peotor.al medicine. It is believed to be the Persen

of Dioscoridcs. It has a sweetish taste, and is

eaten by the natives of the Northern Circars of

India, where it grows.

SE'CALE. See Eye.

SE'CANT. See TraooNOMETEY.

SECE'DERS AND SECESSIOK KIRK. See

United Pkesbvterians.

SECLU'SION (of the Insane). This term has

recently been narrowed so as to apply to the removal

of the violent insane from the ordinary wards and

fellowship of .an asylum to an airing court, gallery,

or room so situate and furnished that its soUtary

occupant can neither injure himself, nor injure nor

disturb others. Since the abohtion of physical

restraint by chains and strait-jackets, seclusion has

become a favoured .and usefid mode of repression

and treatment. That it should be resorted to

exclusively as a remedial agent, and by the medical

attendant, are now received as axioms. In 1854,

the Commissioners in Lunacy in England ascer-

tained, by circul.ar, the opinions of almost all those

intrusted with the care of the insane in that country,

as to the employment of such means of cure ; when
it appeared that it was generally considered bene-

ficial, if used for short periods and during paroxysms
of epileptic and violent mania. Even when not

absolutely requh'ed for the tranquillisation of the

individual, seclusion may become expedient in order

to secure the quiet, comfort, or safety of the patients

with whom he is associated. That such an instru-

ment may be abused and adopted from the parsi-

mony, timidity, or ignorance of those around, is

ob™us. One of the lunatics liberated by Pinel, in

1792, had been incarcerated or secluded in his dark
cell for forty years ; and occasionally even now the

dm-ation of the isolation may be unduly prolonged

even under medical sanction ; but the instances of

gross and cruel seclusiou in garrets and collars, and
outhouses, are now chiefly to be found iu private

famiUes, and where, as iu the ' Flushing case,' no
better course is known to be practicable.

—

EifjlUh

Report of Commissioners hi Lunacy to Lord Chan-
cellor, App. C, p. 123 ; Bucknfll .and Tuke, Psycholo-

;/ical Medicine,
i>. 562; Browne, }Yhat Asylums Were,

Are, and Ouyht to be, j). 137.

SECOND (for the derivation of which see

Sckuple) is the sixtieth part of a minute, whether
of time or of angular magnitude. See Minute. In

old treatises we find seconds distinguished as minutee

secundce, from minutes, or minutcc jmma;. The six-

tieth part of a second was called a third, but instead

of this and succeeding subdivisions, decimal frac-

tions of seconds are no^^ employed.

SE'CONDARY, iu Geologj', is the designation

given to that large section of the fossiUfei-ous strata

which includes the Triassic, Oolitic, .and Cretaceous

rocks. It is synonymous with Mesozoic. The
strata grouped luider this title are separated from

the inferior and superior deposits more by their

organic contents than their petrological structure,

and this separation is more evident between them
and the older rocks, than between them and the

newer ; and yet recent discoveries have shewn
th.at the St Cassian Beds form a connecting

link between the Permian and Triassic epochs.

They contain a series of fossils which are partly

P.alffiozoio and partly Mesozoic in their f.acies.

The appearance of the gre.at types of all subse-

quent organisms in the Secondary rocks, has sug-

gested the gi-ouping of the fossiUferous strata in

respect of their fossils into only two great divisions

—viz., the Palaeozoic and the Neozoic—this Last

term iucluding the Secondary and Tertiary periods.

SECONDING is a temporary retirement to

which officers of Royal Artillery and Royal Engi-

neers are subjected when they accept civil employ-

ment imder the crown. After six mouths of such
emploj-ment the officer is seconded, by which he

loses mihtary pay, but retains,^is rank, seniority,

and promotion iu his corps. Alter being seconded

for ten years, he must elect to return to mUitary

duty or to retire altogether.

SECOND SIGHT, a superstition or belief once

common in the Scottish Highlands and Isles, where

it was known by the Gaelic appellation Talsch,

signifying a spectral or sh.ado^'y appearance. Oer-

taui persons, called seers or \\'iz,ards, were supposed

to possess a supernatural gift, by whicli they
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involuntarily foresaw future events, and perceived
distant objects as if they were present

:

As the sun.
Ere it is risen, sometimes paints its image
In the atmosphere, so often do the spirits

Of great events stride on before the events.
And in to-day already -w-allcs to-morrow.

Wallexsteim.

This is to depict the lofty and poetical view of the
subject, as illustrated in classic fable and early
history. The Highland seer, however, was chiefly
conversant with the scenes and occurrences of ordi-

nary life. ' A man on a journey far from home falls

from a horse ; another who is perhaps at work about
the house, sees him bleeding on the ground, com-
monly with a landscape of the place where the
accident befalls him. Another seer, cb'iviug home
his cattle, or wandering in idleness, or musing in

the sunshine, is suddenly surprised Ijy the appear-
ance of a bridal ceremony or funeral procession, and
counts the mourners or attendants, of whom, if he
knows them, he relates the names, if he knows them
not he can describe the dresses. Things distant are
seen at the instant when they happen ' (.Johnson's

Journeii to the Hehride.i). With respect to things
future, Johnson thought there was no rule for deter-

mining the time between the sight and the event

;

but Martin, whose account of the Western Islands
was first published in 1703, furnishes data of this
kind in his classification of the risions. If an object
was seen early in the morning, the event would be
accompUshed a few hours afterwards ; if at noon,
the same day ; and if at night, the accomjilishment
would take place weeks, months, and sometimes
years afterwards, according to the time of night the
vision was l^eheld. The apjiearance of a shroud was
an infallible prognostic of death, and the nearness
or remoteness of the event was judged by the
amount of tlie body that was covered by the ghastly
sheet ; if it was not seen above the middle, a delay
of a twelvemonth might be hoped for, but if it

ascended high towards the head, the mortal hour
was close at hand. ' The \'ision makes such a lively

impression upon the seers,' says Martin, ' that they
neither see nor think of anything else except the
vision, as long as it continues ; the eyelids of the
seer are erected, and the eyes continue staring until

the object vanish.' The power of the seer was
invohmtary and painful—it was no som-ce of gain.

The gi-adation of S3'mbolical appearances we have
mentioned, strikes the imagination and gives some-
thing like a system to the supernatural phenomen.a.
But if we turn to the cases described by the his-

torians of the second sight, we do not find such
regular order and exactness. The evidence is vague
and confused, and the incidents are often of the
most trivial character. The revelations, indeed, were
commonly made to poor illiterate men, predisposed
from the very nature of the country—^v^ld, dreary,
and remote—and from their half-idle, soUtary life,

to melancholy and superstition. These causes must
have led very early to belief in the second sight.

We find it colouring portions of the history of
Wallace and Bruce, and associated with the tragic

fate of the accomplished James I. of Scotland. A
Scottish seer is said to have foretold the imhoppy
career of Charles I., and another the violent death
of Villiers, Duke of Buckingham. In 1G52, a Scot-
tish lawyer. Sir George Mackenzie, afterwards Lord
Tarbat, when driven to the Highlands by fear of

the government of Cromwell, engaged himself in

making inquiries concerning this supposed super-
natural faculty, and "WTote a minute account of its

manifestations addressed to the celebrated Robert
Boyle, which, with other relations on the same

subject, is published in the correspondence of
Samuel Pepys. Next came Martin's copious descrip-
tion

; then a Highland minister, the Rev. John
Eraser of Tyree, collected ^!((/ieH(ic Instances, which
were printed in 1707 ; and in 1763, ajjpeared the
ambitious treatise of Theophilus Jnsulamis, or
Macleod of Hamir, which contained the narratives
of Eraser, of Aubrey the English antiquary, aud
other authorities, with the addition of a great
number of cases—nearly a hundred—gathered by
himself from various sources, and also numerous
letters from Highland ministers. This worli
exhausted the subject, but the wretched vanity,
creduhty, and weakness of Theophilus covered it

with ridicide. A fresh revival took i)laee after the
memorable Journeij to the Hebrides by Dr Johnson,
whose work was puljUshed in 1775. The second
sight was sure to interest a melancholy, meditative
' rambler ' like Johnson. He had read of it in his

youth in Martin's History. He was naturally
superstitious. He had a stout com-ageous heart and
strong nerves in all mundane matters and positions,

but he had a morbid fear of death, and an almost
chUdish eagerness to pierce the darkness of futm-ity,
and to believe in the possibdity of messages from
the other world. Johnson anxiously questioned the
clergy and others respecting the supernatural com-
munications made to the seers, and would gladly
have believed them real. The evidence, however,
was not complete or invincible ; aud with that love
of truth, which was one of the strongest virtues of

the sage of Bolt Com't, he confessed that he never
could ' advance his curiosity to conviction, but came
away at last only willing to believe.' On one occa-
sion we find Johnson enunciating the true doctrine
in such cases. He observed, as Boswell reports,

that ' we could have no certainty of the truth of

supernatural appearances unless something was told
us which we coidd not know by ordinary means, or
something done which coidd not be done but by
supernatural power ; that Phai-aoh, in reason and
justice, required such evidence from Moses ; nay,
that our Saviour said :

" If I liad not done among
them the works which none other man did, they hail

not had sin." ' Undoubtedly works or facts, not
merely appearances, are required for conviction.
Spectral sights may be caused by dreams or disease
(see APP.YRITIOXS), liy accidental optical illusions,

or by the workings of a vivid imagination. It seems
degrading to the idea of divine power to suppose
that special miracles were wrought to announce the
marriage or death of a Highland peasant, the -wreck
of a boat, or the arrival of a stranger in a remote
island of the Hebrides. Ignorance is a great ally of

superstition, as solitude is of gloomy egotism and
melancholy ; and since education has penetrated
into the Highlands and Isles, and intercourse with
other parts of the kingdom has been facUitated by
increasing trade and improved means of commimica-
tion—to say nothing of the effects of that passion
for Highland scenery and sport which every year
takes crowds of visitors to the country—the belief
in second sight, as in astrology and witchcraft, has
almost wholly disappeared from the land. It never
had the cruel, hard, and revolting features of witch-
craft—formerly prevalent in the Lowlands wheu
scarcely known in the Hebrides— and it still seems
picturesque enough to serve for the purposes of
poetry and romance.

SECRET (Lat. secreta, i. e., oratio, the secret
prayer), one of the prayers of the Mass (q. v. ), of the
same general form with the ' Collect,' but recited by
the priest in so low a voice as not to be heard by
the people, whence the name secreta is derived. It
follows immediately after the oblation of the Euchar-
istic bread and wine. This use of silent prayer in
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the public service is one of the subjects of contro-

versy butween Catholics and Protestants.

SECRET, Discipline of the (Lat. Arcani Dis-
cipliiia), a discipline of the early church, founded
iipou the words of Christ, ' Give not that which is

holy to dogs,' Matt. vii. 6, in virtue of which Chris-

tians fully initiated in the doctrine and practice of

the churcli withheld from pagans and catechumens
in the preparatory stage the knowledge of certain

doctrines, and the liberty of presence at certain

rites connected with the most solemn mysteries
of the Christian religion. This practice originated
in the obloquy which was drawn upon the doctrines
of the church from the false and monstrous con-

ceptions of these doctrines which were circulated

among pagans. Against these calumnious mis-
conceptions the earliest^of the so-called 'Apologies'

are addressed ; and it seems certain that at the time
at which Justin wrote his first Apology, the middle
of the 2d c. , no objection existed against speaking
openly of the mystery of the Eucharist.—(See

Jusfitii Apol., i. GG). Veiy soon after this, how-
ever, the ' Secret ' is clearly traceable. The first

reason for its adoption was that assigned above

—

namely, to guard the more sacred and mysterious
doctrines from popular misconception and blasphemy
among the pagans. This precaution of concealment
was extoniled to catechumens, partly in order to

avoid shocking too suddenly their half-formed con-

victions by the more startling improbabilities of

Christian belief; partly also, no doubt, to guard
against the danger of the betrayal of these mysteri-

ous doctrines to pagan spies a]>proaching in the false

garb of catechumens. The Discipline of the Secret

appears in several forms— (1.) Both unbelievers .and

catechumens were removed from the church at the

commencement of that portion of the liturgy which
specially relates to the celebration of the Eucharist

—the so-called MU^a FkleUum. See MAS.'i. (2.) The
lectures addressed by the presiding teacher to the

great body of the catechumens in general were
confined to the general doctrines of Christianity.

The more mysterious doctrines, those which regarded

the sacraments of Baptism and the Euchai'ist, called
' Mystagogic,' were orJy communicated at the close,

and to those only who had undergone the prelimin.ary

probation. (3.) The Eucharist, if referred to at all

in the presence of tlie uninitiated, was spoken of in

words so conceived as to conceal its nature. Many
curious ex.amplcs of this concealment might he cited.

Origen, alluding to the Eucharist (Hom. S, in Exod.

4), says merely :
' The initiated know what I mean.'

When Chrj'sostom was writing to Pope Innocent I.

au account of a tumult in the church at Constanti-

nople, in which the sacred cup was overset, and the

consecrated elements spilled, he says, without reserve,

' The blood of Christ was spilled.' But I'alladins,

the deacon, in his Life of Chrysostom, which was

designed for the pagans as well as for the Chris-

tians, takes the precavition to use the words ' The
symbols which are known to the faithful.' Still

more curiously, Epiphanius, in citing the well-

known words of the Eucharistic formula, 'This is

my body,' suppresses the word under which the

mysterious idea is contained, and writes, ' This is

ray that thine' Tmito mou edi tode. A very

curious example of this amphibological language

regarding the Eucharist will be seen in a Greek

inscription discovered some years since at Autun,

in France.—(See EJiii. Jfet'., July ISG-i).

Tbere is some uncertainty as to the period during

which this discipline lasted in the church. It com-

menced most probably in the time of Justin, as his

contemporai'y, the heretic Marcion, is known to have

]irotested against it as an innovation (Neandcr's

Khrhnt-tjeschichte, i. 540). It is even thought not

i02'

impossible by some that Justin's mode of wiiting

was an exceptional one, and that the Secret may
have been in use before his time. On the other hand,
it is certain that it outlived the period out of the
condition of which it arose, and was maintained
long after the ages of persecution. The traces of it

had not entirely disappeared in the 6th century.

—

(See Schelstrate, i^iss. de Discip. Arcani, 1GS5; Scbol-

liner. Diss, de Discip. Arcani, 1756 ; and on the Pro-

testant side, Tenzel, De Discip. Arcani (in reply to

Schelstrate) ; Rothe, De Disc. Arcani, Heidelberg,

1S31.)

SE'CRETARY. SECRETARY FALCON-.
SECRETARY BIRD, or SERPENT-EATER
(Gypogeranus), a genus of birds of prey, which
has been variously placed by naturalists among
the FakonidcB and the Vtilturidce, and has been also

constituted into a distinct family, Gypogeranida:.

The legs are very long, as in the Grallcc, to which,
however, there is no other resemblance. The
tihite are completely feathered, but the tarsi and
toes are destitute of feathers. The tarsi are

covered in front with long, large scales. The toes

are armed with sharp claws ; but they are short,

and the feet are not formed for grasping. The
hind-toe is very short. The neck is much longer,

and the whole form of the bird more slender than
in the Falcouida;. The wings are long, and armed
with a blunt spur at the shoulder. The tail is very
long. The best-known species is an inh.abitant of

the arid plains of South Africa. It is about three

feet in length ; the plumage bluish-gray. It has au
occipital crest of feathers without barbs at the base,

which can be raised or depressed at pleasure, and
the name Secretary was given to it by the colonists

at the Cape of Good Hope from their fancied

resemblance to pens stuck Ijehind the ear. It feeds

chiefly on reptiles of all kinds, which it devours in

great numbers, and is so highly valued on account

Secretary Bird [Scrpentnrius sccrctarius,

of the constant war which it wages against serpents,

that a line is inflicted in the Cape Colony for shoot-

ing it. It fearlessly attacks the most venomous

serpents, stunning them with blows of its wing,

also seizing and carrying them into the air to such

a height that they are killed by the fall.
^
It uses its

feet "also to overpower its prey, striking violent

blows with them. Small serpents are swallowed

entire ; the larger ones are torn to pieces. The .i!.

is most frequently seen in pair.^, or solitary. It is

tamed as a protector of ]>oultry-yards ; but if not

sufficiently fed, is apt to help itself to a chicken
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or duckling. An attempt has been made to intro-
duce this bird into Martinique, in order to reduce
tiie number of venomous serpents in that island.
Another species of vS. appears to exist in more
northern parts of Africa, as about the Gamliia

;

and a third, more widely ditferent, in the Phdiijpine
Islands.

SECRETARY OP THE NAVY is the conven-
tional title of the parliamentary secretary to the
Board of Admir.alty. This jiost is conferred on
a naval officer of high rank, sitting in the House
of Commons, in which, when the Fii-st Lord of
the Admiralty is a peer, he is the exponent of
naval policy. He changes of course with the
ministry, of which he is a subordinate member ; and
receives a salary of £2000 a year. There is also a
perrnahent secretary, who holds oifice for life, and
receives £1500 a year. He is responsible for the
discipline of the Admiralty Office. This appoint-
ment is of long standing, and was held by the cele-
brated Mr Secretary Pepys.

SECRETARY-AT-WAR, formerly a high officer
of the British ministry, bad the control of the
financial arrangements of the army, and was the
responsible mediimi for parliamentary supervision in
military affairs. In the tunes of the Tudors, the
war business of the country appears to have been
transacted by the department of the Secretary of
State. The formation of a war office proper took
place about 1G20. The office rose in importance
as the army increased ; but was limited to financial
authority, neither the commander-in-chief nor
master-general of the ordnance being subject
to it. At length, during the Russian^war, the
evils of this divided authority led to the creation
of a Secretary of State for War, to control all the
military departments. The secretaryship-at-war
was merged in this superior office in 1855, and
though for some years preserved technically as a
separate appointment held by the Secretary of State,
was aboUshed by act of parliament in 1863.

SECRETARY OF EMBASSY or of LEGA-
TION", the principal of the persons belonging to the
suite of an ambassador or envoy. Secretaries of
Embassy or Legation hold their commission imme-
diately from the sovereign, who nominates them in
general only to ministers of the first and second rank.
They are tlierefore considered a species of public
minister

; and independently of their attachment to
an ambassador's suite, they enjoy in their own name
all the privileges and protections of the diplomatic
character. They are generally presented in person
to the foreign sovereign at whose court they are
accredited. The functions of a secretary of embassy
or legation consist principally in assisting the chief
in the business of the embassy. Moser ( Versuch
Th. iii. p. 94) says : ' An ambassador is often only
like the hands of a watch, while his secretary
resembles the works.' Secretaries of embassy anil
legation occupy the post of ambassadors and envoys
during the absence of their ministers. A secretary
of embassy or legation must not be confounded with
the private secretary of an ambassador appointed
and paid by him, who has none of the privileges aud
immunities above-mentioned.

SECRETARY OF STATE, .an ancient and
import.ant office in the government of England. The
oldest record of its existence is in the reign of
Henry III., when John Maunsell is described as
' secretarius noster.' Prior to the Restoration, the
holder of this office was generally styled the
' king's chief

' or ' principal secretary;' he had the
custody of the king's signet, and discharged his
duties with the assistance of four clerks. Two

09-1

secretaries are said to have been first appointed
towards the close of the reign of Henry VIIL The
office, always one of influence, gradually grew in
importance. On the Union of 1707, Anne added a
third secretary of state for Scotland, which office,
however, was soon done away with. In the reign
of George IIL there were at first but two secre-
taries

; for a time there was a third for America,
bnt his office was abolished by statute in 1782!
While the secretaries were two in number, both
equally directed home aflairs ; to the one were
committed the foreign afi'airs of the uortlieru, to the
other of the southern department. Irish ' affairs
belonged to the province of the elder secretary.
There are now five principal secretaries of state,

who are respectively appointed for home affairs,
foreign affairs, war, the colonies, and India. They
are all appointed by the sovereign by the mere
dehvery of the seals of office, without patent, aud
are always members of the Pri\'y Council and of the
Cabinet. Though each has his own deiiartment, he
is considered capable of dischargmg the duties of
the others ; a member of the House of Commons, if

removed from one secretaryship to another, does not
thereby vacate his seat.

The Secretary of State for the Home Department
has the charge of the maintenance of the internal
peace of the United Kingdom, the secm-ity of the
laws, and the administration of justice, so far as the
royal prerogative is involved in it. He tUi-ects the
disposal and employment of the regular troops at
home, and provides for the suppression of riots.
The mditia, yeomanry, and volunteers are entirely
under his control. He has the ultimate super-
vision of all that rel.ates to prisons and criminals

;

and numerous statutory powers have been given
him regarding police, sanitary matters, the regula-
tion of labour, &c. All patents, heences, dispensa-
tions, charters of incorporation, commissions of the
peace and of inquiry, pass through his office. He
recommends persons to the Sovereign for civil
knighthood, and is empowered to grant certificates
of Naturalisation (q. v.) to foreigners. He is the
organ of commimication between the cabinet aud
the viceregal government of Ireland, for which he
is responsible, aud is informed of and advises all the
graver measures adopted in that country. His
patronage is very considerable, including the nomi-
nation to a large number of judicial offices. Among
the powers of the Secretary of State is that o1
committing persons on suspicion of treason, a
fimotion which, though its legality has been called
in question, has been often exercised.
The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs is the

responsible adviser of the crown in all communica-
tions between the government and foreign powers.
He negotiates treaties, either directly -svith the
foreign ministers resident in the country, or through
the British ministers aliroad. It is his duty %o
inquire into the com])Iaints of British subjects
residing in foreign countries, to afford them protec-
tion, and to demand redress for their grievances.
The Foreigu Secretary recommends to the Sovereign
all ambassadors, ministers, and consuls to represent
this country abroad. He grants Passports (q. v.) to
British subjects and naturalised foreigners.
The Secretary for the Colonial Department has

the supervision of the laws and customs of the
colonies, watches over then- interests, directs their
government, apportions the troops necessary for
their defence or iiolice, appoints the governors of
the colonies, and sanctions or disallows the measures
of the colonial governments, rarely, however, pre-
scriliing measures for their adoption.
Each of these four secretaries of state is assistcil

by two under secretaries of state nominated by
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himself—one usually i^ermanent, while the other is

dependent on the administration in power.
The Secretary of State for India, whose office

dates from the abolition, in 185S, of the double
government of India by the Court of East Inilia

Directors and Board of Control, has the same
control over the government of India which was
formerly exercised by these bodies, and countersigns
all warrants and orders under the sign-manual
relating to India. He is assisted by an under-
secretary, who is also a member of the legislature,

and loses oiSce 'svith the cabinet, and by a perma-
nent under-secretary and assistant-secretary, as

also by a council of fifteen members, over whom he
presides. Every order sent to India must be signed
by the secretary, and all dispatches from govern-
ments and presidencies in India must be addressed
to the secretary.

There is also a Chief Secretary for Ireland,

resident in DubUn, except during the sitting of

parliament, and xmder the authority of the Lord-
lieutenant. His office resembles that of a secretary

of state, but he is generally called Secretary to the
Lord-lieutenant. He is assisted by an under-
secretary.

The Secretary of State for War (see Secretaky-
at-wak) has the superintendence of aU matters
connected with the army, assisted by the com-
mander-in-chief, and is responsible for the amount
of the m-ilitary establishment. He prepares for the
royal signature and coimtersigns commissions in

the airmy, and recommends to the sovereign for the
order of Knighthood of the Bath.

SECRE'TION is the term employed in Physi-
ology to designate the process of separation of those

matters from the nutritious fluids of the body
which are destined not to be directly applied to

the nutrition and renovation of its organised fabric,

but (1.) to be either at once removed as injurious to

its welfare, or (2.) to be employed for some ulterior

pui-pose in the chemical or physical processes of the

economy itself, or to exert some kind of action upon
other beings. For this definition of secretion con-

sidered as a process we are indebted to Dr Car-
jienter ; but the reader must bear in mind that the

term is also very commonly used in another sense

—

namely, to designate the products which are thus

secreted. In this latter sense, it is customary to

speak of the bUiarj', urinary, or cutaneous secre-

tion, when the bile, urine, and sweat are indicated.

-•Vlthough it is impossible to divide with strictness

the secreted products (as many physiologists have
attempted to do) into the excn'ementitious and the

rccrementittous—that is to say, into (1.) those which
have no further function to discharge in the animal

bod}', and which, if not excreted, woidd act as

jiois'ons, and (2.) those which are subsernent to

further uses in the system—yet we may group them
according to the preponderance of their excrementi-

tious or recrementitious character. Dr Carpenter

aji'iroves of this mode of arrangement, and proposes

that those secretory processes should be arranged in

the first division in which the depuration of the blood

is obviously the chief end, while those should be

classed under the second iu which the ulterior

purpose of the separated fluid would seem to be the

jirincipal occasion of its production ; and he further

suggests a subdivision of this second group, accord-

ing as this idtcrior purpose is connected with the

operations of the economy itself, as in the case of the

tears, the saliva, the gastric juice, &c., or is destined

to act on some other organism, as is the case with

the secretion of the testes, the milk, &c. The
orL;ans which yield the vai-ious secretions arc termed

Ciianils (q. v.) ; but neither the form nor the internal

arrangement of the parts of a gland have any

essential connection with the natui-e of its product

;

the true process of secretion, under whatever form
it may present itself, being always performed by
the intervention of Cells (q. v.). For a notice of
the mode in which the cells are arranged in various
glandtdar structures, the reader is referred to the
articles Gland, Livek, Kidnev, Mucous Meji-
BR^UvE, &c.

We shall now briefly notice the causes which
render the due performance of the functions of
secretion essential to the well-being of every animal.
\. Nearly all the solids and fliuds of the body are
liable to continuous decomposition and decay in
consequence of their peculiar chemical composition.
There is an obvious necessity that the products of
incipient decomposition shoidd be carried off and
replaced by newly-organised matter. 2. The
exercise of the various animal fimctions is essen-

tially destructive to the structures by which they
are accomplished ; every operation of the muscular
or nervous system appearing to require, as a neces-
sary condition, a disintegration or breaking up of a
certain portion of their tissues, probably by an act
of oxidation. Hence, for the due jn-eservatiou of

health, the disintegrated or effete matters must be
removed, and their place supplied. 3. AVhen more
food is taken than the wants of the system require,

all that is not appropriated to the reparation of

the waste, or to the increase in the weight of the
bod}', must be thrown off by the excretory organs
M-ithout ever having become converted into organic
tissue. If this excess were not speedily removed by
the excretory organs, the current of the blood would
speedily become poisoned.

The following may be regarded as a tolerably
complete Hst of the substances which are produced
within the organisms of man and the lower animals
by the disintegi'ation of its various tissues, and
which are met "n'ith in one or other of the products
of secretion : 1. Products of secreting processes,

including a, the biliary acids and the products of

their disintegration ; I, the pigments of the bile ; c.

pigments alUed to those of the bile and blood, viz.,

ha;matoidin and melanin ; d, cholesterin and its allies

;

c, tlie sugars and allied bodies. 2. Products of the
actual regressive metamorphosis of tissues

—

a, nitro-

genous amide-like bodies, such as leucine, tyrosine,

creatine, creatinine, allantoin, cystiu, guanine, sarcine,

xauthin, and urea ; b, nitrogenous acids, as liippmic,

uric, and cyuuric acids ; c, indifferent nitrogenous
bodies, such as the pigments occurring in the urine

;

and excretiue ; and d, non-nitrogenous acids, as

acetic, benzoic, butyric, carbonic, formic, lactic,

oxalic, succinic, and valerianic acids. Some of these
products, however, only occur in the secretions in

cases of disease.

SECRETIONS, Veget.vble. In the vegetable
Idngdom, the term secretion has a wider appUcatiou
than iu the animal kingdom, and all substances
which have been formed oy the action of cells upon
the compounds taken up as food (such as carbonic
acid, water, and ammonia)—whether these sub-
stances form a part of the tissue of the plant, or are

thrown out upon its sm'face—are equally considered
as secretions. All the important vegetable secre-

tions are compoimds of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
and niti-ogen ; sidphur being also present in some
cases ; and according to their functions they may
be classed in two great dii'isions—viz., (1.) nutritive

or .assimilable secretions, and (2.) non-assimilable or

sjiccial secretions.

1. The nutritive secretions are those substances
which, having been formed within the plant, are
used in forming its structures and constructing
its general mass. The chief substances in this class

are cellulose, the varieties of starch, the v.arietie3 of
6D5
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sujar, the oils, and the so-called protein or allni-

niinous bodies. The composition of these substances

is extremely varied ; thus, manj' of the volatile oils

or essences contain only carbon .and hydrogen ; the

sugars, starches and cellulose, contain carbon, hydro-
gen, aud oxygen, and are named ternary compounds

;

while the protein bodies contain carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen, aud nitrogen, .and, in some cases, sulphur.

2. The non-assimilahle secretions are only found
in certain parts of the plant, and they receive their

name from their never being converted into tlie

nutritive secretions. The principal memliers of this

class are the colouring matter of plants (chlorophyle

.and its modifications) ; the substances "n-hich, when
extracted from plants, are of service as dye-stutfs

(the chromorjens or colour-formers of recent chem-
ists) ; the organic acids, which constitute a some-
what numerous group, and of which ox.alic acid

(occurring in I'hnbarb, sorrel, &o.), tarttaric and rac-

emic acids (iu the grape), m.alic acid (in the apjile

aud gooseberry), citric acid (in the orange, lemon,

lime, and red currant), gallic acid (iu the seeds of

the mango), meconic acid (in the opium poppy),

and tannic acid (in the bark of the oak, elm, &c.),

may be taken as well-known examples ; the veget-

•able alkaUes or alkaloids, such as morphia, strych-

nia, quinia, &c. ; the volatile oils ; and the resins.

SECRET WRITING, or SYMPATHETIC
INK. See Ink.

SECRO'LE, a small town of Beng.al, British India,

three miles north-west of Benares, contains most of

tlie civil establishments, the military cantonments,
.and the residences of most of the British population
connected with Benares. The residences or bun-
g.alows are handsome and substantial, but are
scattered about among the groves and gardens
which, surround the military cantonments. The
latter, which are capable of containing three or four

regiments, are traversed by a small stream, the
Bnrnah Nuddee. Among the puljlic buildings are

a Christian church and chapel, a court of justice,

the treasury, the j.ail, and a inint. S., which may
be considered as the British qu.arter of Benares,
was the headquarters of the Benares division of

the Bengal army, and liere, on the 4th .June 1S57,

the 37th Bengal Native Infantry, the loth Irregular

Cavalry, and a portion of the Loodianah Sikhs, in

all 2000 men, mutinied ; but being charged by
Colonel (afterwards Brigadier-general) Neill at the
head of 240 men of the Madras and Queen's armies,

and a few faithful Sikhs and Irregidars, they were
compelled to take to flight with the loss of about
200 men, after killing two of their own British

officers and two privates of NeiU's force.

SECTION, in Architecture, the delineation of

buildings on a vertical plane through any part of

them—as a plan is the horizontal projection. Sec-

tions are of great use in ju'actice in shewing the
thickness of walls, the construction of floors, roofs,

&c., and the forms and dimensions of every part
of the interiors of buildings. Sections m.ay also be
used to shew the furnitui'c, drapery, &c., of rooms.

These are called furnished sections. All mouldings,
cornices, &c., are drawn in section or profile, fidl

size, for the guidance of the workmen.

SECTOR, in Geomdry, is a portion of a circle

included between two radii and the intercepted arc

of the circumference. The area of a sector is equal
to that of a triangle whose base is equal in length
to the mtercepted arc, and whose perpendicular
height is equal to the length of the radius.

SECTOR, in Practical Mechanics, an instru-

ment of considerable utility in rough mathematical
drawing, consists of two strips of wood, ivory, or

metal jointed together like a carpenter's foot-ride.

Sector.

It is absolutely necess.ary for the correctness of the
instrument that the centre of the axle of the joint
should be accurately at the iimer corner of each
slip (as shewn in the figure), so that it will always
lie the vertex of a triangle of which the inner ed<''es

(and consequently any of the
corresponding ])airs of lines

drawn from the joint obliquely
along the rule) form the two
sides. These oblique lines,

which are drawn on both sides
of the instrument, and converge
from the extremities of the two
strips to the centre of the joint,

are graduated in different w.ays,

so as to give, on each limb, a
line of equal parts, a scale o£

chords, scales of sines, tangents,
and secants, a line of polygons,
&c. (all of which are graduated
from the centre of the hinge,

which is their zero point),

besides a number of common
scales on the blank ]iortions of

the sector. The special use of

this instrument is in the finding
of a fourth proportional to three
given (quantities, and the opera-
tion is performed as follows

:

If the fourth proportional to IS, 16, and 81 is

required, find the graduation indicating IS on
eaeli limb ; then obtain, by means of a pair of

compasses, the length from to 16, and open
out the instrument till the two 18 points are
as far a]iart as the distance given by the com-
passes; then, by measuring with the coni])asses

the distance of the two graduations indicating 81,

and .applying the compasses to the scale, we obtain
the fourth proportional required. It will be seen
that this instrument merely supplies a mechanic^d
mode of constructing two similar isosceles triangles,

one of which has all its sides, and the other has
only its equ.al sides given, the other side or base,
which is formed by the sector, and read ofl: by aid
of the compasses and scale, being, from the very
n.ature of similar triangles, the fourth proportion
required. This instrument becomes more inaccur.ate

as the angle formed by the limbs increases. The
sector is said to have been invented by Guido
Ulialdi about li56S, though Caspar Morilente of
Antwerp describes it in 1584, and attributes its

invention to his brother F.abricius in 1554. It was
described by several German and English writers
in the same century, and again by Galileo, wlio
claimed to have invented it in 1604.

SE'CULAR CLERGY. See Eeoulak Clekgy.

SE'CULARISJI is the term applied to a system
of ethical principles begun to be advocated about
1846 by G. J. Holyoake. As the system has a
considerable number of adherents, aud comes not
seldom into public notice, a brief account of its

leading doctrines is here given. As in simiLar eases,

we .allow a believer in the doctrines to speak for
himself.

The .Secular is defined as that which pertains to
this life, aud is treated as a thing apart ; as inde-
pendent of, ratljer than as necessarily opposed to,

any other mode of thought aiid duty. Secularism,
as regards opponents, claims that to ignore is not
to denj'. As the geometrician ignores chemistry or
metaphysics, without a thought of denying them,
so secul.arism, which concerns itself with this

world, refuses to be held as conflicting with that
' other- worldliness,' which, if demonstrable, must lie

based on an experieuce to which secidarism makes
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no ])retenslon, and towards wliich it cousideis itself

to incur no responsibilitj-. Seculacism commences
by laying down the proposition that intelligent

sincerity is sinless. It does not maintain that even
intelligent sincerity is eiTorless, but that it is without
conscious guilt, even when it is, as it may be,

dangerously mistaken. The conscience thus edu-
cated, Thought may be intrusted to inquire, and
the search for Trutli may be begvra.

Secularism t.akes the term FreeThought as express-
ing the central idea which it inculcates. It defines

Free Thought as the unrestricted application of the
jiowers of the intellect to any subject—the absence
of any threat or penalty, legal, spiritual, or social,

for the exercise of thought. The Free Thought it

inculcates is not lawless thought ; it is guided by
methods of logic, limited by evidence checked at
every step by experience, which is omnijiresent, and
corrected by the results of science. Free Thought
is not the rebellion, but the judicial action of the
understanding. Ee.ason—the faculty of following
the pathway of facts—does not despise intuition, nor
instinct, nor the voice of n.ature, nor .authority ; it

uses, but revises them ; it does not pretend to be
infallible, but to be the best arbiter we have. To
the conception of Free Thought is also necessary
the Free Publication of Opinion; for no one could
prolit by the thought of other minds imless it was
freely communicated. Hence the diffusion of thought
becomes an obligation on each thinker, and silence

or supineness a social crime. Again, Free Thought
that woidd command respect must be submitted to

Free Criticism. Thought is often foolish, often
mischievous, and sometimes wicked, and he alone
who submits it to free criticism gives guarantees to
society that he means well, since by criticism comes
the exposure of false or foolish opinions ; and the
right of criticism is the sole protection of the public

from error. Free Thought must end in the Free
Action of opinion, since he thinks to no purpose
whose thought is inapplicable to conduct ; and he
withholds the sign of his own sincerity who does not
nnite his thought with action. Such is that educa-
tion in Free Thought which secularism attempts.

It holds that .Scepticism is the pathway to affirma-

tive truth. So far from being a crime, scepticism-

is scrutiny. So far from being the end, it is the
beginning of inquiry—the first condition for the
recogiution of unknown truth. He who would be
master of his own mind, and knoiv what is in it,

and who would have no principles there but those
which are pure, true, and reliable, must refuse to

believe anything until he is compelled to believe it

;

it being no more safe to keep one's mind open to all

notions, than to keep one's door open to all comers.

It is clear that the use of Free Thought may be a
nuisance, a terror, or an outrage, unless Courtesy
takes care of it. Therefore secularism provides that

advocacy shall be dii-ected to the exposure of error

and the elucidation of truth, without moral imputa-
tion upon those whose opinions are controverted

;

and contends that all advocacy, w"auting in consid-

eration towards others, shall l)e regarded as a crime

against Free Thought. The quality of the thoiight,

and not the motive of it, is the proper and sufficient

subject of discussion.

Secularism further imposes upon the action of

Free Thought the limit that every one shall

concede to others the liberty he claims for Iiim-

self, and shall permit to others, and shall recog-

nise in each individu.al, 'liberty of .action in aU
things by which others are neither injured nor
damaged.' Secularism, regarding the one object

of all Free Thought as the attainment of truth,

finds in the study of nature it.=i immediate sphere of

exercise. Free Thought is prompted by a desire to

fathom the kuowable ; and n.ature and human life

are the immediate sources of truth and duty, which
it most concerns man to master. Therefore respect
for this life, respect for pure physical conditions,

respect for the moral capacity of human nature, are
conditions of seciU.ar belief. Secularism is not
committed to denying that there is other good—it

does not meddle with that question ; it says whether
there be other good or not, the good c>f the present
life is good, and it is good to seek that good. It

holds th.at the secular is sacred, and seeks ' to find

that m.aterial condition in which it shall be impossible

for man to be depraved or jioor.' It does not say
th.at all things are m.aterial, or that there are no
spiritual agencies ; it does not enter upon these
propositions, but confines itself to shewing that
there are m.atei'ial agencies in this life, wh.atever

else there may be, and that these, as far as they
can be discovered, are the calcuLable forces of the
world, which cannot be neglected without folly or

hurt, and that it is wisdom, mercy, and duty to

attend to them. Without entering upon the question
of the interference of Providence, secidarism eon-

tends th,at Science is practically the providence of

life ; that conscience is liigher than consequence
;

that deliverance from calamity is more merciful

than any system of consolation which only acts

when calamity has occurred ; and that it is not
the pursuit of happiness, but the performance of

duty, which is the end of life. Secularism proceeds

in tlie path of Positive Philosophy, not seeking for

errors but for truth ; not busying itself with nega-
tions, but with affirmations. In sacred writ it

seeks for guiding truth and thought which commends
itself to reason .and ex-perience, .accepting the
intrinsically true, without entering upon the vexed
questions of inspiration or authenticity. Whatever
principles secidarism inculcates, they are affirmative

in their n.ature, rel.ate to the welfare of humanity,
and are determined by considerations purely human.
There is unquestionably a vast outlying class in

every European country, and especially in our Indi.au

territories, who are without the pale of Christianity.

They reject it, they dislike it, or they do not imdcr-

stand it. Secularism is intended for these, and for

all w-ho find theology indefinite, or inadequate, or

deem it unreliable. The object of secularism is to

affin-d these classes a knowledge of principles

addressed to their commou reason and intelligence,

by an appeal to principles of a secular natiu'e,

commou to humanity iu every state and clime. It

ui.ay be a misfortune that the jirinciples of theism,

or the acceptance of the Bible, cannot be rendered

promptly acceptable to them. Since, however, this

is not the case, it must be of advantage to interest

them iu rules calculated for the moral guidance of

their conduct. Upon these Christianity may be, if

shewn to be tenable, subsequently superinduced.

The principles of secularism are intended to con-

stitute an education of the working-classes, which
begins with their reason, grows with their intelli-

gence, .and ends only with de.ath.

Secularism is not an argument against Chris-

tianity, it is one independent of it. It does not

question the pretensions of Christianity ; it advances
others. SecuLarism does not s.ay there is no light or

guidance elsewhere, but maintains that there is

light and guidance in secular truth, whose condi-

tions and sanctions exist independently, act inde-

pendently, and act for ever. Secular knowledge is

manifestly tliat kind of knowledge which is founded
iu this life, which relates to the conduct of this life,

conduces to the welfare of this Ufe, and is cap.able

of being tested by the experience of this lif'.

(ieometry. Algebra, Botany, Chemistry, jS'.a-s'ig.atif ri.

Political Economy, Ethics, are secular subjects of
537
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instruction (distinct albeit from secularism which
includes the education of the conscience). They are
founded in nature, they relate to the u,ses of this
life, promote the enjoyment of tliis life, and can be
tested by personal experience. That which is seciJar
can be te.sted in time ; that which is theological is

only provable after death. If a sum in arithmetic
is nTong, it can be proved by a new way of working
it ; if a medical recipe is wrong, the effect is dis^

coverable on the health ; if a political law is wrong,
it is sooner or later apparent in the disaster it

brings with it ; if a theorem in navigation is

erroneous, delay or shipwi'eck warns the mariner of
the mistake ; if an insane moralist teaches that
adherence to the tnith is wrong, men can try the
effects of lying, when the disgrace and distrust
which ensue soon convince them of the fallacy ; but
it a theological belief is wrong, we must die to find
it out.

The standard of seciilarism is utilitarian. Utility
is made the test of right, not the utility which is

sensual and selfish, but that which takes into
accoimt the highest attributes and noblest aspira-
tions of humanity (see Utilitarianism). It is not
the agent's own happiness, but the happiness of
others which the utilitarian is bound to promote.
The adoption of this rule makes intelligence a
necessity. Secidarism is not scejjtical. It seeks
everywhere positive truth, and regards doubt as a
difiicidty and a danger. It is not infidel, for that
is a state of mind treacherous to the truth, and
truth is the first tiling to which secularism teaches
allegiance. It is not atheistic, atheism being alien
to secularism, which concerns itself with the affir-

mative. Secularism might call itself i-eligious, if it

were allowable to use the term without including
some distinctive theory of theism, which is equally
e.xcluded from the subject-matter of secularism, as
not coming within the region of positive knowledge.
Nothing in secular morals can be insisted upon wfth
efl'ect, save those statements which appeal to the
common experience, and with which you can dare
the judgment of mankind ; but if that may be
called religious, which appeals to demonstrative
inteUigenoe, which addresses itself to the conscience,
which inculcates love, and truth, and justice ; which
claims service and endurance from all men ; which
places happiness in duty, and makes the service of

humanity the one object of life, and the source of

consolation in death, then secularism may be so

defined, and in this sense it has been described in
the following definitions

:

Secularism is the religion of the present life : it

teaches men to seek morality in nature, and happi-
ness in duty

;
guiding the conduct aud educating

the conscience of those who do not know, or who,
from conscientious conviction, stand apart from
Christianity. Secidarism teaches a man to acquit
himself well in this world as the purest act of

worship, to study the trutli, to judge by reason, to
regulate human interests by considerations purely
human, and to act on that rule of utility which
conduces to the greatest good of others ; thus
eudeavom-ing to deserve anotlier life by the unhast-
ing, unresting pursuit of duty in this.

SECUNDERABA'D (more correctly Sikan-
darabiid), a large town, and an important British
military cantonment in the Nizam's Dominions,
India, six miles north of HaidarJbad. On the
north-east are two singular granite hUls, large,

hemispherical in shape, completely isolated, and
having on their summits the tombs of Fakirs,
which are visited by a great number of pilgrims
each year. The cantonment consists of a curved,
irregular street, three miles in length, with the
ofiicers' houses ranged on either side. There are

6i)3

numerous barracks, and good hospital aecoramoda-
tion. There are numerous tanks in the viciuity, and
the water is good. The mean annual temperature
is Sr 30', and the climate is unhealthy—though
less so now than formerly—during the rainy season.
Pop. of S., 40,000.

SECURITY, in Law, means some deed affecting
real or personal estate, the object of which is to
secure the payment of a primary debt. Such are
Bonds (q. v.) and Mortgages (q. v.).

SEDAN, a manufacturiug to^vu and frontier for-
tress of France, in the dep. of Ardennes

; pop. in
18G4, 15,536. In 104G, Colbert founded here the
first of his famous cloth factories ; and the fabrics
of S. have now a European reputation, and employ
many hands. There is also extensive industry in
various branches of metallurgy ; and there are co.al

and iron mines in the vicinity. The fortress of S.

has played a considerable part in military history;
and it has recently become noted as the place where
(September 2, 1870) Napoleon III. and an army of
90,000 men surrendei-od to the Prussians.

SEDA'N CHAIR, a portable covered vehicle for
carrying a single person, borne on two poles Ify two
men. The name is derived from the town of Sedan,
in the north of France, where this species of convey-
ance is said to have been invented. It is said that
the Duke of Buckingham was in the practice of
using one in the reign of James I., a proceeding
which gave general offence, it being made matter of

public remark, that this royal favourite used his

fellow-countrymen to do the work of beasts. The
general introduction of sedan chairs into England
dates from 1634, about the same period that hackney
coaches came into use. Sedan chairs were largely
used during the greater part of last century, beint»

found very well adapted for transporting persons, in
full dress, to public and private entertainments.
Not only were there numerous public conveyances
of this kind in London and all considerable itowiis,

but the owner of every large mansion had his
private sedan handsomely fitted up. In Edinburgh,
a century ago, sedan chairs were far more numerous
than hackney co.aches, and were almost .all iu the
hands of Highlanders. Sedans are now seldom seen
except for the transport of the sick.

SE'DATIVES are medicines which exert a direct
or primary depressing action upon the vital powers,
without inducing any subsequent excitement. The
diseases in which sedatives are employed are chiefly
those of over excitement of the nervous and circu-
lating systems ; and as some of the members of this
class (hemlock, for example) act directly on the
nervous system, while others (foxglove, for" example)
more immediately act upon the heart, it is necessary
to be able to determine the land of sedative suitable
for each individual case. Inflammatory fever pre-
sents all the conditions in which sedatives are likely
to be of service. ' The excited heart, elevated tem-
perature, hard and unyielding pulse, and the dis-

ordered state of the special nerves, call for the
administration of remedies fitted to appease their
excited energy, and the great improvement which,
in such a case, follows the use of hlood-kuincj, tartar
emetic, and digitalis, bears evidence to the correct-
ness of om- practice.' (Ballard and Garrod's Elements
of Materia Medica, p. 11.) The following are the
most important members of this class, aconite, car-

bonic acid (ajiplied locally in cases of m-itable
bladder or womb, or to jiainful ulcers), chloroform
(espeeiaUy when inhaled), conium, digitalis, hydro-
cyanic acid, and tobacco.

SEDGE. See Care.x.

SEDGWICK, an American family, distinguislied
in iioUtics, law, aud literature.

—

Tueodobe S.,
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statesman and jurist, was born at Hartford, Connec-
ticut, May 174(5. He \vas descended from Robert
Sedgwick, a major-general of the army of Cromwell.
Educated at Yale College, he adopted the profession

of law, and removed to the western part of Massa-
chusetts, where he was a member of the Colonial

Assembly. Though a loyalist in feeling at the out-

break of the American revolution, he took the part

of his country, and served as an aide-de-camp to

General Thomas in the unfortunate expedition to

Canada. In 1785, he settled at Stockbridge, Massa-
chusetts, where his descendants now reside, became
a member of the Continental Congress, and took an
active part in suppressing Shay's rebellion. He
remained in congress as representative or senator

until 1799. and in 1802 was appointed judge of the

Supreme Coiu-t of Massachusetts, and was a promin-
ent member of the old Federalist party, and an early

opponent of slavery. He died at Boston, January
24, 1813.

—

Theodoke S., American la^vyer and
^vl•iter, son of the preceding, was born at .ShefKeld,

Massachusetts, December 1780. Like his father he
was bred to the legal profession, and in 1801 settled

at Albany, New York, where he remained in suc-

cessful practice imtil 1821, when he retired to

Stockbridge, advocating, as a popular speaker, the

interests of a scientific agricidture, free trade, tem-
perance, and anti-slavery, and wrote Public and
Private Economy, illustrated by observations ino.de in

Europe in 1836—1837 (3 vols., 12mo, New York,

1838). He died of a stroke of paralysis, after

making a public speech at Pittsfield, Massachusetts,

November 7, 1839.

—

Susan Kidley S., wife of the

preceding, descended from an old English Border
family, and proud of her relationship to Bishop
Kidley, was a daughter of WiUiam Livingston,

governor of New Jersey. She is the author of Tht
Morals of Pleasure (1829) ; The Young Emigrants,

and Tfie Children's Week (1830); Allan Prescotl, a

novel (1834) ; Alida (1844) ; and Walter Thomhy,
a novel, written in 1859, when she was more than
70 years old. She resides on the family estate at

Stockbridge.—CATHERINE M.AKIA S., American
authoress, daughter of Judge Theodore Sedg^vick,

was born at Stockbridge, near the close of the 18th

century. In 1822, she published A New England
Tale, which was followed, in 1824, by Bidwood, a

novel, so popular that it was reprinted in England,

and translated into several of the continental lan-

guages. This was followed by Hope Leslie, or Early
Times in America (1827) ; Clarence, a Tale of our

Oicn Times (1830) ; Le Bossu and Tlte Linwoods

(1835) ; and these by a series of popidar stories,

illustrating morals and domestic economy, entitled

The Poor Rich Man and the Rich Poor Man, Live

and Let Live, Means and Ends, Home, &c. ; and
contributed a ' Life of Lucritia Maria Davidson,' to

Sparks's ^1 merican Biographies. In 1841, on her return
from Europe, she published Letters from Abroad
to Kindred at Home ; in 1845, Wilton Harvey and
o'her Tales; followed by The Morals ofManners, anA
Married and Single. She also edited, and was an

active contributor to some of the leading American
periodicals. Died July 31, 1S67.—Theodore S., au
American lawyer, son of the second Theodore S., was
born at Albany, January 27, 1811, was educated at

Columbia College, and admitted to the bar in 1833

;

and excepting three years spent at Paris, as secretary

of the American legation, continued in successfid

legal practice imtil 1850, when he again \'isited and
made an extensive tour in Europe. He steadily

declined to engage in politics, and refused all offices

tendered him, until, in 1S5S, he accepted that of

United States attorney for tlie sotithern district of

New York. Among his mritings are, a standard

Treatise on the Measure of Damages ; a work on The

Interpretation and Application of Statutory and Con-
stitutional Law; the Memoirs of William Living-

ston, his grandfather; The Life and Works of
William Legijett, and various occasional addresses.

He died at Stockbridge, December 9, 1859.

SEDI'TION (Lat. seditio, from se, apart, and ire,

to go), a general name given to such offences against

the state as fall short of treason. In the law of

England, it is not a strictly technical word. AV^rit-

ing, pidjlishing, or uttering words tending to excite

subjects to insurrection, though not urging them to

rebellion or total subversion of the government,
come under this denomination. There are various

English statutes (as 39 Geo. III., c. 70 ; 57 Geo. III.,

c. 19 ; and 60 Geo. IIL and 1 Geo. IV., c. 8) directed

against particidar acts of sedition, such as seditious

libels, and seditious meetings or assemblies, which
are punishable as misdemeanours. Act 36 Geo. III.,

directed against all seditious practices and attempts
tending to high treason, is extended to Ireland by
11 Vict., and additional provisions are added to it.

By this latter act, the compassing or devising, either

to depose the Queen ; to levy war against the Queen,
for the purjiose of changing her Majesty's measures,

or constraining or overawing parliament ; or to

move any foreigner to invade the Queen's dominions,

is made felony, punishable by transportation for life,

or for a period not less than seven years, and that

even though the facts should amoimt to treason.

In Scotland, sedition is distinguished from Leasing-

making (q. v.), in so far as the object of the latter is

to disparage the private character of the sovereign,

while the former crime is directed against the order

and tranquillity of the state. The punishment of

sedition, formerly arbitrary, is now restricted to fine

and imprisonment.

SEDU'CTION, in point of law, is the taking of

an unmarried woman's chastity without marriage,

and under circumstances of fraud. It is not a crim-

inal offence unless violence is used, .and resistance

overcome, or the age of the female is under 21, in

which cases the offence is Rape (q. v.) or Abduction

(q. v.). In England, where no force has been used,

no action at law can be maintained by the female

seduced, however deceitfidly the man may have
acted. But if the female is a servant, either to her

father or mother or a thu-d party, then the master
or mistress can sue the sediicer, provided any loss of

service has been caused by the seduction, such as

her absence when lying-in of a child. Though,
strictly speaking, the damages recovered by the

master or mistress, in such a case, should be

measured solely by the pecuniary value of the ser-

ies lost, yet it is an invetei'ate practice for juries

to give damages greatly beyond that amount,

especially where the father or mother sues, and the

conduct of the man has been base and heartless. In

Scotland, the woman can sue in her own right for

damages if deceit has been used, but the cUfficidty of

cstabiishing that the deceit was the sole cause of

the injury, prevents such actions from being common.
The remedy there more frequently resolves itself

into au action for breach of promise of mariiage,

or for declarator of marriage, or for fiUation and
aliment.

SE'DUM, a genus of plants of the natural order

Crassulacecr, having the calyx in 4—8 (usually 5)

deep segments, which often resemble the leaves, the

same number of spreading jietals, tmce as many
stamens, and 4—S (usually 5) germens, each with

a nectariferous scale at the base. The S])oeic3

are numerous, with succiUent, often roundish,

leaves ; and pretty, star-like llowei-s. Many of

them glow on rocks, whence the English name
Stone-cbop. They are natives of the temperate and
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cold parts of the northern hemisphere ; some are

British. They have no important uses ; some are

refrigerant, others are acrid. Among the British

species is S. TdepJiium, popidarly called Okpint:,

sometimes used as a diuretic ; and S. acre, the must
common, whose briUiant yellow flowers adorn the

tops of old walls, the debris aroimd quanies, &c.

SEE (Lat. sedes, a seat), in ecclesiastical use,

properly signifies the seat or chair (cathedra), some-

times also called ' throne,' of a bishop. Populai-ly,

however, and indeed by universal usage, it is

employed to designate the city, and thence, at

least in popular language, the entire diocese, in

which the seat of the bishop is placed, and over

which, eonsequcntty, his episcopal jurisdiction

extends. Sees have always been fixed, at least

in their primitive establishments, in some city

or considerable towm ; and it is to be observed that

the name of a see is always taken not from the

district governed by the bishop, but from the

city or town. Sees In Partibus Infidellum (q. v.)

stiil retain their ancient names, although in very

many cases not merely the cities themselves, but
even all traces of the Christian religion, in the sites

upon which tUey anciently stood, have disappeared.

In the Pvoman Church, the pope alone establishes

sees, and alters their distribution and their local

limits and boundaries ; but these changes are not

made except in extreme cases (such as that of the

French Kevolution) without the consent of the

actual bishop. In the Anglican Church, this is done

by the authority of the legislature.

SEED, in Phanerogamous Plants, that part which
may in some measure be regarded as corresponding

to the perfectly developed impregnated ovum of

animals, and which is the utmost effort made by
the plant for the reproduction of its species. It is

the perfectly developed Ovule (q. v.). Whilst one

cell of the interior of the nucleus (see Ovule)
greatly enlarges, the other cells are forced back

;

the interior of the nucleus thus becomes a cavity

(the embryo sac), and Fecundation (q. v.) now
taking place by me.ans of the pollen, the primary
cell is foiTQed, which gi'ows to form the emhnjo.

As the fertilised ovule is developed into the ripe

seed, the foramen (see Ovule) or mkropiile closes

completely ; but its place is commonly marked in

rijje seeds by a little cicatrix. In the ripe seed, the

iuteguments of the ovule, more fully developed,

form the covering {spermoderm) ; whilst the nucleus

is either entirely converted into the Embryo (q. v.),

or also into an unorganic cellular mass called the

Albumen (q. v.), which is, iu an economical ]joint of

view, the most important part of many seeds, as of

those of the cereal grasses. The embryo, which
with respect to the rejiroductiou of the plant, is the

most essential part of the seed, is developed to

various degree in different plants—which is also the

case in different animals, and even in those of the

same class, as in mammalia ; but in general, the

radicle may be distinguished iu it—the beginning of

the root or descending axis of the new plant, and
the 2}lu mule or gemmide—the beginning of the stem
or ascending axis, as well as the cotijledon or

cotyledons, provided for the nourishment of the

new jiLant in its youngest stage. When the

embryo is accompanied with alljumen, it is some-

times completely enclosed in it ; sometimes it lies

at the side of the albumen ; and sometimes it

surrounds the albumen like a ring, or even com-
pletely. Sometimes, but rarely, the embryo is not

well developed in ripe seeds, so that its parts

cannot be distinguished, as in the Orchidfce, in

which it appears as a roundish lOr oval, uniform,

little cellular mass. Iu germination, tlie embryo
600

brealcs through the covering of the seed, and
develops itself into the new plant.

Seeds are either sessile or stalked. The stalk is

of various length, and is formed of t\\e juniculns or

umbilical cord; the ])lace at the base of the seed,

by which it is affixed to the inside of the frnit, or

to the end of thefuniculns, being called the Utiibilicus

or Hilum. When the seed is perfectly ripe, it has
no further need of connection with the parent
plant, and the funiculus dries up, leaving the hilum
a mere scar.

Besides being enclosed in a capsule, or in a

succulent fruit, &c., the most essential parts of tlic

seed have coverings of their own, which are reckoned
as belonging to the seed itself. Its general covering

is called the spermoderm (Gr. spernut, seed, derma,
covering), which consists of an e.xternal membrane,
the te.9ta (Gr. shell) or episperm (Gr. cpi, upon) and
an intern.al membrane, the endopleura (Gr. endon,

within, pleura, side). Sometimes there is within

the episperm a fleshy layer, called the sarcosperm

(Gr. sarx, flesh). The Aril (q. v.) is a comparatively

rare additional covering.

The seeds of phanerogamous plants afford char-

acters which distinguish two great classes as Mono-
cotijledonous and JJicotyUdonous (see Cotyledon).
\ery few plants have more than two cotyledons

(seed-lobes). It is the case, however, with some of

the Coniferce. Cryptogamous plants are also desig-

nated Acotyledonous, as having no seed-lobes ; and
the name Spore (q. v.) is distinctively given to their

seeds.

Seeds retain their vitality very long ; but the

time seems to be very various with the seeds of

different plants, and iu different cu-cumstances.

The grains, or seeds of cereal grasses, are probalily

excelled in this respect by none ; grains of maize
found in the tombs of the Incas have been made to

vegetate ; and also, it is said, grains of wheat taken

from Egyptian mummies, although of this there is

some douljt. After the great lire of London in

1666, plants not in'e%'iously common sprang up
abundantly on the waste ground ; certain plants

previously unknown there are sure to appear after

a fire in the American forests ; and instances are

constantly occurring of a deep trenching of land or

a turning up of soil by railway or other operations,

producing a crop of some kind of plant previously

unknown or rare iu the localitj'. Thus the Mi'iter

of this article has seen plants of the Milk Thistle

appear on rubbish thrown out from the foimdation

of a house in Peeblesshire, where there was no other

Milk Thistle in the neighbourhood. And in Paisley

Moss, in Renfrewshire, willows spring up in the

ditches which are cut for drainage, from the surface

of the sod which underlies the moss or peat. It is

difficult to conjecture how long the seeds, in such
cases, ruay have retained their vitality.

Exposed to the air, however, seeds generally lose

their vitality in a few years. Some kinds retain it

much longer than others. Seeds which abound in

fixed oU seem to lose it more quickly than others.

In conveying seeds from one part of the world to

another, and through great diversities of climate, it

is desirable to have tliem as closely secured from
the au' as possible. But it has been found that of

seeds brought from the Botanic Garden at Calcutta

to Scotland, round the Cape of Good Hope, with no

other care than would be used iu sending a p.arcel

from a seed-shop to a neighbom'ing garden, the

greater part readdy vegetated.

SEE'LAND (Dan. Sjdlland), the Largest and most
important island of Denmark, lies between the

Cattegat and the Baltic, and is sep.arated by the

Sound from Sweden, and by the Great Belt from
Fiinen. Length, 78 miles ; extreme breadth, 70 miles

;
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area, 2672 sq. m. ;
pop. in 1860 (iucludin!:; the pop. of

Miien, which contains 15,000 inhabitants), 574,811.

The surface is almost flat ; the coasts, which are

rock-bound on the sovith-east, are indented by bays
and fiords, tlie cliief of which is the Roeskilde-
Isetiord in tlie north. The rivers are small, the
largest being only 50 miles long ; there are several

lakes, and all the w.-itcrs aboimd iu tisli. The
island contains scvei-al beech-forests, is exceedingly
frnitfnl in corn, and breeds excellent horses and
cattle. Agriculture and cattle-breeding .ire the
principal emplojinents of the inhabitants. The
chief place is Copenhagen (q. v.), the capit.al of the
country, on the east coast, and from this city, lines of

railway traverse the island to Elsiuoro in the north,

and to Korsiir in the south-west, ou the coast.

SEER. See Pkophet.

SE'GGAR, a vessel used by pottei-s to protect
delicate articles from the too fierce action of the
lire in the kiln. See PorrERV.

SE'GiMENT (Lat. serjmentitm, a part cut ciT) is,

in Geometry, a portion cut oif from a circle by a
line, or from a sphere by a plane. When the angle
subtended at the centre of a circle by the segment,
and the radius, or when the chord of the segment
and its height, are known, the length of the arc of

the segment and its area can be determined \x\t\\ as
much accuracy as the circumference and area of the
whole circle. See Sphere.

SE'GNO (Ital. sign), a word used in nrasical

notation in connection with marks of repetition.

When a part is to be repeated, not from the
beginning, but from some other ])oint, the mark :^:

is placed over the point where the repetition is to
commence, and the words Dal Segno (or d. .s.) are
written at the close of the part to be repeated.

SE'GO, an important town of Western Africa,
capital of the state of Bambarra, stands on the Niger,
here called the Joliba, in l.at. 13° 5' N., long. 7° W.
Its streets, w];ich are winding, have a breadth of

from 2-1 to 26 feet, and are extremely clean. The
ji.alace of the king is large enough to accommodate
2000 men and 500 horses. The houses are built of

cl.ay, and arc fl.at-roofed, and the royal residence
differs from the other dwellings only in size. The
country in the vicinity is well cultivated, and the
town is the seat of consider.alile traffic. JMnngo
Park, from wliom we derive almost all the know-
ledge we possess of S., here first beheld the Joliba.

Pop. estimated at 30,000.

SEGO'RBE, a sm.all town of Spain, in the modern
province of C'astellon, on the right bank of the
Palancia, in a valley renow-ned for the beauty of its

scenery and for its amazing fertility, 20 miles north-

west of Murviedro. It stands ou a hill between
two castles, and contains stately houses, numerous
churches, and a cathcdrah Brandy-distUling is

carried ou to a great extent, and there arc flonr and
jLaper mills. Pop. 6200.

SEGO'VIA, an interesting city of Spain, capital

of the modern province of the same name (see

Castile), stands on the Eresma, by which it is

nearly encircled, 47 miles north-north-west of

Madrid. It occupies the top of a rocky knoll, 3300
feet above sea-level, is sun-ounded by pietliresque

walls with round towers, and consists of narrow
uneven streets, with old, quaint, and stately houses,

24 parish churches, and 21 convents. The Alcazar,

or castle, is perched on the west extremity of the
rocky height, and was originally Moorish, but
repaired magnificently in 1452— 1458. The cathedral
of S., a noble specimen of floriil (Tothie, is one of the
finest in Spain. The present building was lu'gim in

1525. The square cupola-crowned tower is 330 feet

high, and the prospect from this elevation is superb.

The grand aqueduct of S., supposed to have been
built in tlie time of Trajan, is believed to be the
most important Pioman structure iu Spain. It

consists of two rows of arches, the one resting upon
the other, from 2500 to 3000 feet in length, and 102
feet high. There is a mint here for coining copjier

money. Wool-scouring and the manufacture (jf

woollen fabrics arc languidly carried on. Pop.
10,339.

S. was a place of importance during the time of

the Romans ; was the seat of immense cloth-manu-
factures in the time of the Moors, and was frequently
the residence of the kings of Castile and Leon.
Charles I. of England lodged at the Alcazai-, Sep-
tcmljer 13, 1623, and supped on 'certaine trouts of

extraordinary greatnesse.' The unresisting town was
entered in 1808 by the French, ruider Frerc, and
completely sacked.

SEGTJR, the name of a French family, diatin-

gui-shed both in arms and letters. It is of Limousin
origin, and was known there, it is said, as far back
as the 9th century. The first, however, that
specially merits notice was Henri Fr.4.N90is, Comto
do S. (born 16S9, died 1751), an able French general
in the war of the Austrian Sirccession. His son,

PiuUPrE Hexri, Marquis de S. (born 1724, died
ISOl), fought in the Seven Years' War, obtained
the dignity of Marcchal de France, in 1783, and
outlived in his retirement the stormy scenes of

the Pvcvolution. The eldest son of this Philippe

Henri was Louis Philippe, Comte de S. (Ijorn

1753, died 1830), a vivid dashing sort of man,
for some years ambassador at the court of St Peters-

burg, and a great favourite witli Catharine II.

Of impressionable fancy, full of enthusiasm for

the ' philosophers,' the ' reign of reason,' and the
' new ideas ' generally, he hailed the great Revolu-
tion with delight, but took no prominent part in

it. His public career during the Empire was
respectable, but not brilliant ; but one notices with
satisfaction that he retained in extreme old age that

love of liljerty that m.arked his early years ; the last

act of his life being an eulogium on the revolution

of July. As a writer, S. has in wonderful perfection

the national gi-aees of style and spirit. Among his

numerous writings are : Pensees Politiques (Par. 1795),

Hisloire de Frederic GuUlamne II. (Par. 1800).

Ootites, Fcdyles, Chansons et Vers (Par. 1801), and
Memolres ou Sotwenirs et Anecdotes (Par. 1824). He
left two sons. Octave and Paul Philippe, the

latter of whom (born in 1780) was a general of the

First Empire, took part in the fatal expedition to

Russia in 1812, and has written the story of the
campaigni, Hisloire de Ufajwlcon et de la Grande
ArmCe pendant I'annee 1812 (Par. 2 vols., 1824).

The w-ork has had an immense success, is now in its

15th edition, and has been translated into almost all

the languages of Europe. Other works of the
Comte Paul Philipjie de S. arc. Lelire sur la Cam-
pnr/ne dii, General Macdonald dans les Grisons (Par. .

1802), Histoire de Russie et de Pierre le Grand (Par.

1829), Histoire de diaries VIII., Poi de France (Par.

18,34); &c.

SEGU'RA, a river in the south-east of Spain,

rises in the Sierra Seca, and after .an cast-south-

east coirrse of about ISO miles, enters the Mediter-
ranean 27 miles below Orihucla. Ships unload at

its mouth.

SEI'DLITZ POWDERS are composed of 120
grains of tartrate of soda and potash, and 40 grains

of bicarbonate of soda reduced to powder, mixed and
enclosed in a blue paper, and 35 grains of powilcrcd
tartaric acid in a white paper. The contents of the
blue paper arc dissolved iu from half a tumljler to a
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tumbler of water, and those of the white paper are

then stirred in. The mixture should be taken while

the effervescence from the liberation of the carbonic

acid is still goiiis; on. These powders act as an
agi'eeable and mild cooling aperient. If a stronger

dose is required, cither an increased quantity of the

powder may be used, or a little sulphate of magnesia
(about a drachm) may be added.

SEI'GNIOR, GR.4.NT), a name sometimes given to

the Sultan (q. v.) of Turkey.

SEINE, the metropolitan dep. of France, com-
pletely enclosed by the dep. of Seine-et-Oise, is a
portion of the former proAdnce of L'lle-de-France,

and derives its name from tliat of its principal river

(see Seine, river). It is at once the smallest aud
the most populous dep. in the empire ; its area is

1S3 sq. m. ; its pop. (1S62) 1,953,660, or 10,675

to the sq. mile. From south-east to north-west, the

dep. is traversed a distaace of 37 mdos by the

winding Seine, which receives the navigable Marne
at Charenton, aud the Bievre at Paris. The surface

is marked by undulations and low hills, the highest

of which, Mont-Valerien, is only 446 feet above sea-

level. The climate is pleasant aud healthy. The
.scenery—of which the woods of Verriferes, Meudon,
and Saint-Cloud, together with those of Vinoennes
and Boidogne, transformed into pai-ks, and watei'ed

by artificial rivers and lakes, are perhaps the

most striking features—is remarkably pleasing.

A network of canals and railways, the latter

converging in the capital, afford easy means of

transit in any direction. The soil is calcareous, and
in the greater part, naturally infertile, but, owing
to the skill of the farmers aud gardeners, who obtain

abundant su])plios of manm-e from the metropolis,

the country around Paris (q. v.) and its suburbs
has been rendered remarkably productive. The
cidture of vegetables and fruits for the markets
of Paris is one of the most important branches of

husbandry. Enormous quantities of nrashrooms
are cidtivated in the ancient quarries of Paris near
Montrouge. Quarries abound, and are productive.

SEINE (anc. Sequana), one of the most important
rivers of France, rises near Mont Tasselot, in the

middle of the dep. of Cote-d'Or, and after leaving

tlie northern boundary of that dep., flows west-

north-west through the deps. of Aiibe,' Seine-et-

Marne, Seine, Seine-et-Oise, Em-e, and Seine-Iufe-

rieure, to the EugUsh Channel, which it reaches at

Havre, after a course of 470 miles. It passes the

towns of Troyes, Mery—where, 350 miles from its

mouth, it becomes navigable—Corbeil, Paris, Elbeuf,

liouen, and Havre. The source of the river is about
1420 feet above the level of the sea; but below
Paris its current is slow, and its course to Rouen
is marked by munerous ^^^ndings. Its lower course

also is banked by steep hills, which, whde they are

picturesque, are everywhere cnltivated. The prin-

cipal affluents arc, from the right, the Aube, Marne,
and Oise ; from the left, the Yonne, Loing, Essone,
and Eure.

SEINE-ET-MAPvNS. an inland dep. in the north
of France, is bounded on the E. by the dep. of Seiue-

et-Oise, and forms a portion of that wide basin in

the middle of which stands Paris. Ai-ea, 2214 sq.

m.
; pop. (1862) 352,312. The dep. owes its name to

the two chief streams that water it, and of which
the Seine flows through the southern, and the Marne
through the northern part. Tlicro are no moun-
tains, but ridges of low hills separate the fertile

and extensive though not deep valleys. Timber is

grown in every part ; .and among the forests is that
of Fontaineblean. The soil is generally fertile.

Of cereals, wheat is the principal crop. Vegetables
and friuts are also largely grown, and the meadowa
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and pastures, natural and artificial, are extensive

and productive. The wines are mediocre in quality,

but the grapes for the table, called the Chasselas de
Fontahiebleau, have a European reputation. The
capital is Melun, and the arrondissements are

Melun, Coxdommiers, Fontaineblean, Meairx, and
Provins.

SEINE-ET-OISE, a dep. in the north of France,
encloses the metropolitan dep. of Seine (q. v.).

Area, 2103 sq. m. ;
poji. (1S62) 513,073. The great

rivers are the Seine and Oise, which have numerous
affluents. Extensive plains occupy the southern
districts ; but in the north, the coimtry is much
broken, and picturesque valleys and gi-eat forests

occur. The soil is not in general very fertile ; but
owing to the vicinity of the capital the amount
of produce is great. Among the minerals, are

several fine varieties of stone and fine clays. In

addition to the usual branches of manufacture,

porcelain is largely made at the famous Sevres (q. v.)

factoi'ies. The dep. is di\'ided into the arrondisse-

ments of Versailles, Corbeil, Etampes, Mantes,

Pontoise, and RambouiUet, and the cap. is Ver-

sailles.

SEINE-INFERIEURE, a maritime dep. of

France, boimded on the north-west by the EugUsh
Channel, and on the south by the dep. of Eure.

Area, 232S sq. m. ;
pop. (1862) 789,988. The

Seine flows through the southern districts ; but a

munber of important though small streams flow

north-west across the dej)., and fall into the Channel.

The range of the hills of Caux extends from east to

west, and to the south of it are rich pasture-lands,

watered by the Seine and its affluents. Husbandry
flourishes chiefly in the middle and in the east

districts. The coasts are formed of chalk-clifl's,

varying in height from 200 to 650 feet. The
arrondissements are Rouen, Neufchiltel, and Yvetot.

The capital is Eonen, which commimicates with
Dieppe by a direct lino of railway.

SEIR-FISH {Cyhmm rjuUalum), a fish of the

family Scomheridce, ha\'ing finlets, and the sides of

the t.ail keeled, the teeth compressed and sharj). It

inhabits the seas of the East Indies, and is one of

their most valuable fishes. In size and form, it is

very similar to the salmon, which its flesh resembles

also in firmness aud flavour, although of a white
colour.

SEI'SIN. See Sasine.

SEISTA'N or HAMOON LAKE (anc. Aria
Pains), a large, iiTegularly-shaped, shallow lake of

Afghanistan, bordered with plantations of tamarisk
and other trees, and enclosed by the province of

Seistan. It is 25 parasangs (a parasang = 3'45

English miles) in length, and it varies from 6 to 12

parasangs in breadth. In most -nTitten accounts

and maps, the form and position of the lake are

inaccurately given. General Ferrier, perhaps the

most recent explorer in this region, says that the

lake is in lat. about 31°—32° N., and th.at it

follows an obUque line, starting in the north at

long. 60°, and termmating in the south in long.

59" E. Of the rivers which feed the lake, none,

except the Helmund, contribute any waters dirring

the summer, as in that season they arc diverted and
employed in the irrigation of the land. The lake,

which has no outlet, overflows its boundaries, like

the rivers which feed it, aud irrigates and fertdiscs

large tracts of country. It is only from four to five

feet deep, and is gradually becoming shallower. Its

waters, though not salt, are black, and disagreeable

to the taste. The name Seistan is a corruption

of Saghistan—i. e., the country of the saghis, a

kind of wood which grows here in abundance, and
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Sejant affronte

is largely used as fuel.—See Ferriers Caravan
Traveh (Lond. Mxirray, 1850).

SE'JANT, or AS.SIS (Fr.), in Heraldry, is the term
of blazon applied to a
beast in his usual sitting

posture. A lion borne in

full face, mth his fore-

paws extended sideways,

is blazoned sejant affronte,

as in the crest of Scot-

land.

SEJA'NUS. See
Tiberius.

SE'LBY, a market-
town and river-port in

the West Fading of York-
shu-e, on the right bank
of the Ouse, 12 miles
south of York by rail-

way. The ancient Gothic
cross which adorns the market-place, and the
character of the architecture of the ho\ises, attest

the age of the town. The magnificent parish
church, .300 feet long by 60 feet wide, is part of an
abbey foimded by the Conqueror iu 1068. The
movable bridge across the river offers a passage
to shipping, and the river is navigable to S. for

vessels of 200 tons. Means of communication by
railway and canal are abundant. There are iron

and brass foundries, and slips for building river-

craft ; and the manufactures include sail-cloth,

ropes, &c. Pop. (1861) 5271.

SELDEX, John", an illustrious English scholar

and lawyer, was born December 16, 1584, near
Worthing, in Sussex, stiidied at Hart Hall, Oxford,
for three years, and then removed, first to Clifford's

Inn, London, and afterwards to the Inner Temple,
for the pm-suit of law. It was here that his great

learning began to attract attention, and wou for

him the friendship of Camden, Usher, Sir Eobert
Cotton, and Sir Henry Spelmau. S. %vrote his

first treatise, which related to the civil government
of Britain jirevious to the Norman Conquest, and
was entitled Analedon Angfo-Britaiinicon, in 1606,
when only twenty-two years of age, though it was
not published till nuie years later. In 1610,
ajipeared his Jani Ancjhrum Fades Altera (English

translation 1G83), giving an account of the common
and statute law of Eughsh Brittany to the death
of Hemy H. ; and in 1614 was published his

7'Ules of Honour, a work stiU regarded as of high
authority on the subject of which it treats. Three
years later, appeared an erudite, but, judging from
what Le Clerc says, not a very critical or well-

digested, work on the Syrian gods, especially in

their connection with the Old Testament, entitled

De Diis Siiriis, Syntagmata Duo. Next year, how-
ever, he excited great indignation among the clergy

by lus Treatise of Tyt/ies, in which he endeavomed
to jfrove that tithes are not due by divine right

imder Christianity, but solely because the law has

imposed them. S. was assailed with diatribes,

animadversions, additional animadversions, histori-

cal vindications of the jus dlviiium of tithes, &c.

;

but it does not appear that the arguments were

very convincing to Selden. In 1621, he suffered a

brief imprisonment for advising the parliament to

repudiate King James's doctrine that their privileges

were originally royal grants ; iu 1623, ho was elected

member for Lancaster, and from this period tUl his

death, he took a considerable part in pubUc affairs,

yet not such as to materially interfere ivith the

continuance of scholarly ]iursuits. S.'s political

position is somewhat dillicult to define. There is

no doubt that he was sincerely attached to the

cause of the parhament, and as sincerely opposed to
the views of the court-party and the king. But
he was above all things a constitutional lawyer,
and derived his ideas of the rights of the subject
from the history of the nation, and not from religi-

ous fanaticism or metaphysical considerations. StUl,
he ' loved his ease,' according to Clarendon (who has
painted S.'s j)ortrait iu his usual fine style), and so
let things be done "without protest, of which he did
not approve. Personally, he was rather a favourite
\vith King Charles, on account of his learning and
moderation. In 1630, he was committed to the
Tower, for his activity iu opposing the policy of

the court, and remained a prisoner for four years,

when he was released through the favour of Arch-
bishop Laud and the Lord Treasurer ; in 1640, he
was chosen member for the university of Oxford

;

and now, when the struggle between the king and
the nation began to grow dead-earnest, he was
occasionally suspected of not being zealous enough
by sucli as were themselves perhaps over-zealous.

He threw the weight of his learning and argu-
ment into the scale against the bishops (towards
whom, like Milton and other lay-champions of

freedom, he felt a pecidiarly strong antipathy), when
the question came up as to their tenure of seats in

parhament ; he was one of those who drew up the
articles of impeachment against Laud ; he sat as a
lay-member in the Assembly of Divines at West-
minster, 1643, and perplexed his clerical colleagues

sadly. In 1644, he was elected one of the twelve
commissioners of the Admu'alty ; m 1646, the sum
of £5000 was voted to him by parliament, in con-

sideration of his ser\'ices and sufferings ; in 1647, he
was appointed one of the university ' visitors,' and
always used' his influence to moderate the tyi'auny

of his fanatical colleagues. After the execution of

Charles (of which it is certain he strongly disap-

proved, as both unlawful and inexpedient), he took
little share in public matters ; and when requested
by Cromwell to answer the Eihon Bamlike, he
refused. His death occm-red November 30, 1654, in

the house of EUzabeth, dowager-countess of Kent,
"n-ith whom he had long lived in siich intimacy that

people said they were married. The principal

^^Titings of S., besides those already mentioned, are

:

JIarjiiora Arundelliana (1629) ; Dc Successionibus in

Bona Defuncti secundum Leges Hebrceorum (1634)

;

Z>e Successione in Pontificatmn ffebraorum, lAbri

Duo (Leyd. 1638) ; De Jure Naturali et Gentium,

juxta Disciplinam Hebraorum (1640), a work more
learned than critical (hke most of S.'s bibhcal
productions, who thought far too much of the

opinions of the Eabbins) ; and Uxor Hcbraica;
Mare C'lausum (1635), a reply to Grotius's Mare
Liberum (treatises which originated in a dispute

between the English and Dutch concerning the

herring- fisherj' upon the British coast, to which the
Dutch laid claim) ; De Anno C'ivili et Calendario
Judaico (1646) ; De Sijnedriis et Prceftcturis IJcbra:-

orum (1650 et seij.) ; besides a great variety of jjost-

humous works, of which the most famous, and also

the most valuable, is his Table-talk (recorded and
published by his amanuensis, Richard MUward, in

1689), of which Coleridge says (with considerable

exaggeration, however) :
' There is more weighty

bullion sense in this book than I can find in the

same number of pages of any uninspired \mter.'-

S. was highly esteemed by all his great contem-
poraries, both royalist and parliamentarian, on
account of his integrity, candour, and vast erudition

;

but his moral courage or enthusiasm was not

remarkable (except when tilting at the bishops

—

titen, like Erasmus on the monies, he was quite

heroic) ; and, on the whole, as compared with
^Milton, he occupies the level which Erasmus did
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in relation to Luther. S.'s works were collected and
published at London in three folio volumes, 1726.

SEL D'OB, a salt employed in Photography,
orit(inally to aid in fixing and improving the imago
on a Dagucrreotji3e-)>late, and more recently for ton-

ing positive paper-proofs. It is a double hyposul-
phite of gold and sodium, the constitution of which
is expressed by the formula AuO,!S„Oo + ."iXaO.S.iOn

-f 4H0. It is formed when 1 part of cldoride of

gold iu solution is added to, 3 parts of hyposulphite
of soda, also in solution. The hyposulphite of soda
should bo always in excess during the mixture, a

condition which is secured by addmg the chloi-ide

of gold to the hyposulphite of soda, and not vice

t'crsd. The salt so formed is precipitated in fine,

white, crystalline needles on the addition of alcohol
to tile .ibove mixed solutions ; these arc collected

on bibulous ]iaper, and gently dried for use. Adul-
tei-ations iu the commercial article, which are unfor-

tunately only too common, may be ascertained by
precipitating, igniting, and weighing the gold con-

tained in the sample it is desired to test. Nitric

acid free from cUorine will decompose this salt, and
precipitate its contained gold iu the metallic form.

SELE'NE. the Greek name of the goddess of the
noon ; called also Mene, and in Latin, Liiva.

Her myth is differently told, but the most common
account makes her a daughter of Hyperion and
Theia, and sister of Helios (the Sun) and Eos (the

Dawn) ; as sister of Helios, also called P/mibrui

(the Shining One), she had the name of Phabc,
and latterly was identified with Artemis (see

Diana), though the identification was never quite

exact, as Artemis always retained her reputa-
tion for chastity, while S. had 50 daughters by her
lover Endymion, and several liy Zeus, one of whom
was called Erse (' the Dew '), indicating the original

physical character of the myth. In Art, the two
are always distinct. S. is represented by the poets
with long wings and a golden diadem, riding across

the heavens in a chariot drawn by two white horses,

cows, or mules.

SE'LENITE (Gr. Sdin,-, the moon), a transparent
and beautiful variety of Gypsum (q. v.), wliite, or

tinged with green, gray, or yellow. It receives its

name from its peculiar moon-like lustre. It is often

crystallised in six-sided prisms, sometimes in lenses,

and twin crystals and quadruple crystals occur. It

is found in common gypsum, in rock-salt, in the
Blue Clay of the south of England, &c. There is

in the British Museum a splendid group of ei'ystals

of S., presenteil by Prince Albert. S. is easily cut,

and is susceptible of being split into extremely thin
plates, which are flexible, although not elastic. It

was used by the ancients for some of the purposes
for which we use glass. The Romans imported it

from Spain, Cyprus, Cappadocia, and Africa. The
hothouses of Tiberius were covered with it, and
rimy mentions that it M'as used iu the construction
of beehives by those who wished to watch the
operations of the bees. It is used for making the
finest kind of stucco, and the most delicate pastil

colours. When burned, and perfectly dry, its

powder is used for cleausiug and jiolishing articles

of gold and silver, iirecious stones, and pearls.

SELE'NIUM (symb. Se, equiv. 39-;5, and sp. gi-.

-1'2S) is one of the metalloid or non-met.allic ele-

ments. At orduiary temperatures, it occurs as a
solid of a dark-brown colour, and when broken,
presents a conclioidal vitreous fracture ; thin

splinters of it are, however, of a dark-red tint when
seen by transmitted light. It is tasteless and ino-

dorous, a non-conductor of electricity ; and like

sulphur, to which it jiresents a remarkable analogy,
it may be obtained iu all three forms of atomic

004

aggi'egation, being solid up to 392°, when it fuses

into a fluid, which boils at G50°, emitting .an inodor-

ous \apour of a deep yellow tint. Wlun heated iu

the air, S. does not very readily take lire, but it is

combustible, and burns with a blue flame, while a
portion of it is volatilised iu red fumes, which emit
an odour resembling that of bisulphide of carbon or

garlic. The products of combustion are oxide of .S.

and selenious acid, the peculiar odour being prob.ably

due to the former.

S. is of rare occurrence in n.ature ; it is chiefly

found as a selenide in combination with lead,

silver, copper, or iron ; but it has also been dis-

covered iu the sulphur from the Lipari Isles, and
in certain suljihides of iron, which accounts for

its detection in sulphuric acid. It is unneces-

sary to enter into any description of the mode
of isolating it ; nor need we do more than simply

mention that it forms three compounds with oxygen
—SeO, oxide of S. ; SeOo, selenious acid ; and
SeO^, selenio acid; while with hydrogen it forms
HSe, seleniuretted hydrogen, or hydroselenic acid,

a colourless gas, which resembles, but is more ofi'en-

sive than sulphuretted hydrogen. Berzclius found
that by the application of the nose to a bubble of it

not larger than a pea, he was deprived of the sense

of smell for several hours. It is prepared in the

same way as the corresponding sulphur gas. As it

is soluble in water, it should be collected over

mercury.

S. was discovered in 1817 by Berzclius, who
named it from, <S'('/("hl", the Gr. for 'the moon,'

because it was associated with tellurium, which is

named from Tdlus, the Lat. for 'the earth.'

SELEU'CIA, the name of seven ancient cities of

Asia, situated in Syria, Pisitlia, Pamphylia, Cilicia,

Caria, and Mesopotamia, and founded during the

earlier existence of the dynasty of the Seleucidce

(q. v.). The most distinguished of these were : 1.

Seleuci.v Pieria, founded by Selcucus Nicator,

on the sea-shore, aliout 4 miles north of the mouth
of the Orontes, and strongly fortified. It was the

seaport of Antioeh, and became of gre.at importance

during the wars between the Seleucid:r and the

Ptolemies for the possession of Syria. It rapidly

declined under the Roman dominion. The ruins have
been fully explored and described in modern times

by Poeocke {Observations on Si/ria) and Chesney
{Royal Geographical Society's Journal, vol. viii.). Its

once magnificent port is in such an extremely good
state of preservation as to require few rejiairs to

render it serviceable ; and the remarkable tunnel of

loss yards iu length, which was excavated out of

the solid rock, and formed the only communication
between the city and the sea ; and the remains of

its triple line of walls, of its citadel, temples, amphi-
theatre, necropolis, &c., all attest the former import-

ance and splendour of the city.—2. Seleuci.i. on the
Tigris, was also built by Seleucus Nicator, on the

west bank of the Tigris, 40 miles (according to Str.abo

33) north-east of Babylon, which was despoiled to

supply materials for the construction of the new city.

Situated in a district of great fertility, commanding
the gi'cat trading routes of Assyria, Babylonia, and
Western Persia, it r.apidly rose to great wealth and
splendour, supiJanted Babylon as the cajiital of the

eastern portion of the Seleucide monarchy, and when
in the acme of its greatness, contained a population

of more than 000,000. Even in Strabo's time, it was
larger than Antioeh in Syria, the gi-catest commercial
emporium of Asia ; and down to the period of its

final destruction, the number of its inhal>itants is said

to have never fallen below half a million. During
the decline of the .Seleucide monarchy, it became
independent, and formed, from its wealth and
splendour, an in-esistible bait to the robber-tribes



SELEUCID-E.

of Soutliern Armenia and Media, avIio partially

Iilundered it on more than one occasion. Bnt its

position on the confines of Persia, which gave it its

greatness, was also the cause of its destruction

;

for when the Seleucide monarchy was swallowed up
by the Romans, and the lone; and desolating struggle

between the latter and Persia had commenced, S.,

placed between two tires, was speedily brought to

ruin. It was burned by Trajan (116 a.d.), and a
few years afterwards, by Lucius Verus ; and when
visited by Septimius Severus was as desolate as the
mighty city it had supplanted. The Emperor Julian,

on his expedition to the East, fouucl the whole
country round it converted into a vast marsh, the
haunt of imiumerable beasts of chase and wild-fowl,
and the city itself completely deserted.

SELEU'CID.^, the dj-nasty of kings to whom
fell that portion of Alexander the Grea't's immense
ami ill-comiiacted monarchy which included Syria,

a large portion of Asia Jlinor, and the whole of the
eastern provinces.

Seleucus I., surnamed Xic.iTOR, the first of this

line, was the son of Antiochus. a distinguished
officer in the service of Philip of IMacedon, and was
born about 358 B.c. He was one of the conspirators

against Perdiccas, and in the second partition of

the provinces of Alexander the Great's kingdom,
obtained Babylonia, to which, with the aid of Anti-
gonus, he subsequently added Susiana ; but a mis-
uuderstandmg with that powerful chief having
arisen, Scleuciis took refuge in Egj'i)t (.310 B.C.). The
victory gained by Ptolemy over Antigonus's son,

Demetrius, at Gaza having laid open the route to

the East, Seleucus returned to his satrapy, amidst the
joyous congratulations of his subjects (312 B.C.). From
<-)ctober 1 of this year (the date of Seleucus's return
to Babylon), commences the era of t/iti Selnii:idce,

Having next recovered Susiana, he conquered Media,
and extended his power to the Oxus and Indus. Of
his campaign against Sandrocottus (q. v.), there are
few details extant. In 306 B.C., he assumed the
regal title ; and four years afterwards, joined
the confederacy of Ptolemy, Lysimachus, and
Cassauder, against the now formidable Antigonus,
deciding the battle of Ijjsus (301 B.C.) chieiiy by
his cavalry and elephants. Being now, after

Antigonus's death, the most powerful of Alex-
ander's successors, lie obtained the largest share in

the conquered kingdom, a great jiart of Asia Minor
and the whole of Syria falling to him. Towards
the close of his reign, war broke out with Demetrius
(now his father-in-law), and afterwards with Lysi-

machus, king of Thrace and the other part of Asia
Minor, both contests terminating in the defeat and
death of his opponents, and being followed by the
acquisition of the rest of Asia jlinor. He was
assassinated (2S0 B.C.) by Ptolemy C'eraunus. Of
Seleucus's personal character, little can be gathered
from the fragments of his history which remain to

us ; according to Pausanias, he w%as the most upright

of Alexander's successors, unstained by those crimes
which have foidly blotted the characters of the
others ; but of liis consummate generalship and
great political talents, we have sufficient proof.

He jiursued with great zeal the plan of ' Hellcuizing

'

the East, by founding numerous Greek and Mace-
donian colonies in various parts of his dominions

;

he also built numerous cities, sevenal of which
—as Antioch in Syria, and Seleucia on the Tigris

—

rose to be among the most populous and wealthy
iu the world.—After the reigns of AxTioCHVS I.

(q. v.) and A.NTiocHLS II. ((]. v.), Seleuccs II. (246
— 226), surnamed Gallinicus, obt.ained the throne

;

but having, at the instigation of his mother
jjaodiee, murdered his stej)mother Berenice, an
Egyptian princess, he was (b'ivcn from his kingdom

by Ptolemy Euergetes (q. v.). However, he re-

covered his throne on Ptolemy's withdraw.al ; and
though defeated in a great battle with the Egyp-
tians, he succeeded in maintaining his hold of Syria
and most of Asia Minor ag.ainst both the Egyptians,
and his younger brother Antiochus, who exercised
independent authority over part of Asia Minor.
Antiochus was at a later period wholly defeated in
Mesopotamia, and soon after murdered liy robbers.
Seleucus undertook a great expedition against the
revolted provinces of Parthia and Bactria, but was
totally routed by Arsaces I., king of Parthia ; while,
on the north-west, several provinces were wrested
from him by Attains, the king of Perg.amus.—His
sons, Seleucu.s III. (220—223), surnamed Ceraunu.s,
and Antiochus III. (q. v.), 'the Great,' were his
successors, the latter being the first of the dynasty
who came into collision with the Romans.

—

Seleucus
IV. (187—17o), surn.amed Philop.vtob, was eager
to dispossess the king of Pergamus of the provinces
vi'hich he had taken from the Syrian monarchy, but
fear of the Romans prevented him from carrying
out his design.—AxTrocHu.s IV. (q. v.), Epiphaxes
(I.) ('the Illustrious'), conquered Ccele-SjTia and
Palestine from the Egyptians, to whom they had
been given by his father ; but retired from Egypt
at the l)idding of the Romans. He practised the
most atrocious cruelties on the Jews, whose reli-

gion he endeavoured to root out, and introduce tho
Greek religion ; but the heroic resistance of the
Maccabees (q. v.) completely foiled his project. He
died in a state of raving madness, which was attri-

buted to his sacrilegious crimes by his subjects, who,
in derision, converted his surname into Epimaxes
(' the Mi-jdman ').—The succeeding names of the
i-lj'uasty were : Antiochus V., Ecpatoe (16-t

—162) ; Demeteiu,s I., SoTEF. (162—150), who
regained Babylon, lost .Judua, and was defeated
and slain by the impostor Alexander Balas (150

—

1-iG) ; Demetrius II., Nicatoe (140—138, 128—
125), who overthrew the impostor, and was himself
taken prisoner by the Parthiaus, Syria having been
already seized by Diodotus, surnamed Tryphon,
who set up the puppet Antiochus VI., Theos (144

—

142), and afterwards ascended the throne himself

(142—137); Antiochus VIL, Sidetes (137-128),
who restored the royal line of the Seleucida;

;

Antiochus VIII., Grypcs (125—96), who was com-
pelled to share his dominions mth his half-brother

Antiochus IX., (.'yzicenus (ill—0.3) ; Seleucus V.
or VI., EPIPH.4.NES (96—94), and Antiochus X.,

Eusebes (95—83), who continued the division till

94 B.C., when the latter was ^netorious in a pitdied
battle, and seized tho whole kingdom ; for which,
however, he was forced to fight with Philip, and
Antiochus XI., Epiphanes (II.), the younger
brother of Seleucus ; and Demetrius III., Euc.ebus
(94—88), a third brother of Seleucus, who, -with

l?liilip, next claimed the sovereignty, which was
taken from them by Tigranes (S3—69), king of

Armenia, at the solicitation of the Syrians ; Anti-
ochus XII., DiONY'sus, a fourth brother of Seleucus,
and Antiochus XIII. (69—65), Asiaticus. The
short-lived prosperity of this dynasty, for it liad

begim to decline during the reign of Seleucus II.,

80 years after its foundation, is principally owing to
the fatal principle on which it was founded—viz.,

that of estabhshing a Gi'aico-Macedonian power in a
foreign coimtry, instead of conciliating the attach-
ment of the native popul.atious, and governing them
more in accordance with the Eastern method ; the
consequences were tho successive revolts of the
natives, the foundation of the independent and
hostile kingdoms of Bactria, Parthia, Armenia, Judea,
and the ultimate conversion of the small renmant
into a Roman province by Cueius Pompcius, 65 B.C.
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SELF-DENYING ORDINANCE—SELIMNO.

SELF-DENYING ORDINANCE, a measure
carried through parliament in 1645 by the iullueuce

of Cromwell and the Independents, vnth the view of

removing Essex and the Presbyterians from the com-
mand of the army. It was moved by a fanatic of

the name of Zouch Tate, who, on the ground that
' there is but one way of ending so many evils,

which is, that every one of us freely renounce him-
self,' proposed, that ' no member of either House
shall, during this war, enjoy or execute any ofhce

or command, civil or military, and that an ordin-

ance be brought in accordingly.' The ordinance,

which was clearly intended to take the executive

power out of the hands of the more moderate
politicians, and fomi an army independent of ]iarlia-

ment, was the subject of violent and protracted

debate, but eventually passed in both Houses, and
became law. The consequence was that Essex,

Warwick, Manchester, and others gave in their

resignation, and the conduct of the war was
intrusted to Fairfax ; Cromwell, to whom, as a

member of the Lower House, the self-denying

ordinance extended, as much as to Essex and the

rest, had the dm-ation of his commission prolonged

by the Commons on ^account of his iuvaluaMe
servites as a leader of cavah'y, and by his brilliant

achievements soon surpassed his commander in

reputation.

SELIM I., Sultan of Tiu'key, son of Bajazet II.,

was born in 1-1G7, dethroned his father by the aid of

the Janizaries, 25th April 15r2, and ascended the
throne. To secure himself in his elevation, he caused
his father, lirothers, and nephews to be put to

death, thus beginning a policy which he pui'sued

inflexibly through the whole of his subsequent
career, viz.) to destroy without scruple every actual

or possible obstacle to the accomplishment of his own
ends. Urged on by a devouring appetite :for con-

quest, and by the warlike fanaticism of the Jani-

zaries, he declared war (1514) against Shah Ismail

of Persia, aud marched eastwards with an .army of

250,000 men, massacring on the way 40,000 Shiites.

He encountered Ismail at Calderoon, and defeated

him with immense loss ; but a spu'it of disaffection

breaking out in his army, he was compelled to con-

tent himself with this success, which gave him
possession of Diarbeldr aud Kurdistan. In the
following year, he overran Armenia ; and leaving his

lieutenants to complete this conquest, he marched
against the Mameluke Sultan of Egypt, whom he
had previously endeavoured to detach from intimate

alliance with the Persian monarch. Kansfi-ghori,

the Egjrptian sultan, was totally defeated (1516) at

Marjabik by 8., and Syria became the prize of the

victor ; and Ivansu's successor, Toimian-Bcy, was
stdl more unfortunate, his army being almost extir-

piated (1517) at the battles of Gaza and lludauia.

The victorious Turks then entered Cairo without
opposition ; Touman-Bey and his chief supporters

were put to death, and EgyjA mcorpoi'ated with the
Ottoman empire. The last lineal descendant of the

Abbaside calif, who was then resident in Egypt,
transmitted to S. the religious prestige which had
devolved upon himself by descent, and at the same
time bestowed upon him the title of ' Imaum,' and
the standard of the Prophet. In consequence of this

gift, the Ottoman sultan became the chief of Islam,

as the representative of Mohammed ; aud the sacred

cities of Mecca and Medina, along vidth the chief

Arabian tribes, ui consequence acknowledged his

supremacy. Thus, in less than four years, S. did

more to extend the Ottoman empire than any of his

most renowned predecessors during a whole reign.

He also laid the foundation of a regular marine, con-

structed the arsen.al of Pera, chastised the insolence

of the Janizaries with savage severitj', and laboiu-ed
COG

to ameliorate, by improved institutions, the condi-
tion of the various peojjles he had conquered. He
died 22d September 1520, while planning fresh
campaigns against both Persians and Clu'istians.

This prince, who in a sense merited his title of

i^avtiz (the Ferocious), was nevertheless a lover and
encourager of liter.ature, and even himself cultivated
the poetic art. S. was succeeded lay his son,

Solyman the Magnificent (q. v.).

SELIM III., Sultan of Turkey, the only son of

Mustapha III., was born I4th December 1761, aud
ascended the throne on the death of his uncle, Abdul-
Hamid, in 17S9. Seeing clearly the causes of the
decadence of the empire, and the proper remedies,

he inangurated a policy of renovation and progres-

sion ; but the war with Russia, in which lus newly
raised army of 150,000 men was totally defeated,

first by the Prince of Coburg, and next by Suwarof,
put a stop for a time to his schemes of i-eform. He
was compelled, in 1791, to cede Choczim to Austria,

and in the following year, all his possessions beyond
the Dniester to Russia. About this time, his good
harmony with Napoleon was troubled by the

expedition of the French to Egypt, and subsequently
by the question of the recognition of the French
Empire, but on the whole, S. continued the faithful

ally of France; and at every opportunity pursued
with ardour his various reforms, establishing

canuon-foundi'ies, and organising a body of troops

(' the Nizam-Djedit '), armed, clothed, and dis-

ciplined in the European fashion ; but this last

reform stirred up against him (1S05) all the fanatic

bigotry of his subjects. The priests of Islanr even
preached revolt in different parts of the empire, and
accused their sovereign of despising the holy injimc-

tions of the Koran, so that S. felt compelled to

adopt a more cautious policy. At length, a for-

midable rebellion broke out, and the Nizam-
Djedit, who attempted to suppress it, were over-

powered, their commander put to death, and tlio

rebels marched into Constautinoide, their ranks
being swelled at every step by bodies of disaffected

Janizaries. All those who had favoured or for-

warded the sultan's schemes were seized and put to

death, and S. was compelled to issue a decree sup-

pressing the new institutions. But the malignant
enmity of the mufti and his coadjutors was not

thus to be satisfied, and S. saw himself forced to

resign the throne (1S07) to Ms cousin, Muataplia
IV. (1S07— ISOS).

On the news of this insurrection being conveyed
to Mustapha-Bairaktar, the Pasha of Rustchuk, and
one of the sultan's chief adrisers, this energetic aud
able soldier marched upon Constantinople, with a

view to reinstate S. on the throne, but on his

arriv.al the unfortunate monarch was strangled, aud
his body cast at the feet of Bairaktar. See

Baieaktar. Thus perished S., and with him
the first attempt at reformation in Tm'key; the
effects of which, however, were not wholly lost, for

manufactures had begun to flourish, thousands of

silk and other looms were now in vigorous opera-

tion, a printing press had been established in Scutari,

and many other improvements calculated to foster

the prosperity and happiness of his subjects, had
been inaugurated ; though these advantages, the
natural result of S.'s enlightened patriotism, were
neither understood nor appreciated by the great

majority of his ignorant and fanatical subjects.

SELI'MNO, a walled, manufacturing town of

European Turkey, in Rumili, at the southern base
of the Balkan Mountains, 78 miles north of

Adrianople. Owing to its far inland position, there

is little communication between the town and tlic

coast, and consequently the annual fair held here is
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of very great importance. Arms, cloth, and attar

of roses are manufactured. Pop. 15,000.

SELJUKS, or SELJUK-TURKS, were an off-

shoot of the Hoei-He or Hoei-Hu, a collection of

ti-ibes of Turkish race, who, being driven south-

westward from the Chinese wall, had, in 744 A. D.,

overwhelmed that Turkish empire of Kiptchak
which had given so much annoyance to the Sassan-

ida; (q. v.) during their reign in Persia. The Hoei-

Hu rapidly extended their power from the Caspian
Sea as f.ar as the Hoang-ho, and at the time when
the S. separated themselves from them, were ruled

by a chief named Bigd IChan. Seljuk, from whom
the S. derived their name, was the chief of a small

tribe which had gained possession of Bokhai'a and
the surrounding country. His sons, attracted

by the beauty and fertility of Khorassan, began,

a1x)ut 1027, to migrate to that coimtry, and after

some struggles with the Ghizuevide sidtans, estab-

lished themselves in Northern Khorassan, with
ToGETTL Beg, the eldest grandson of Seljuk, as their

chief, and Nishapiir as then" capital. Togrul, leaving

his brother in Khorassan, set out on his conquering

march, subdued BaUdi and Khaurezm in 1041,

Irak-Ajemi in 1043, subsequently adding to these

Kerman and Fars. He then advanced to Bagdad,
which he took in 1053, dethroning the last vizier

of the DUemite (see Samani) dynasty, and being

invested by the reigning calif \vith the vacant ofBce

;

after which he completed liis conquest of Persia by
the reduction of Irak-Ai'abi and Mosid about lOUl.

The S. were zealous Mohammedans, and Togrid Beg
seems to have been a vigorous promoter of the faith

which he professed, for he built numerous mosques,
subsidised pious and learned men, and treated the

calif—his spiritual chief—with profound respect.

After his death in 10G3, his nephew, Alp-Aeslan
(q. v.), succeeded to supreme power, and became one

of the most renowned monarclis of Asia. His son,

Melek Shah (1073—1093), the most powerful

monarch of this dynasty, added, by means of his

generals, Arabia, Asia Minor, Armenia, Syria and
Palestine, and Transoxiana to his empire, which
now extended from the Hellespont to the borders

of Chinese Tartary ; and even the ruler of Cashgar
acknowledged his authority. This empire, though
extensive and Ul-compactod, was preserved in the

highest order and prosperity by his able minister,

the virtuous Nizam-id-Midk, under whose fu-m,

just, and wise government the rights of all

classes were maintained, religion promoted, and
learning encouraged, till the Persians who had
dreaded the conquest of their country by the Turks

as the worst of evils, were forced to confess that it

had proved the greatest of blessings. In 1092,

Melek Shah, lending an ear to the misrepresen-

tations of Nizam-ul-Mulk's enemies, deprived him
of his office ; and the aged minister was soon after-

wards assassinated by one of the foUowors of

Hussun Subah, the chief of the Assassins (q. v.),

and the mortal enemy of the good ex-vizier.

Hospitals, caravan sarais, bridges, roads, and canals

attest the zeal with which the commercial interests

of the empire were furthered ; while the colleges of

Bassora, Ispahan, and Herat, the law-college of

Bagdad, and the observatory (the first in Asia) of

the same city, indicate the care bestowed on the

promotion of literature and science. Melek Sh.ah,

tmdcr whom the empire of the S. had attained the

height of its power and splendoiu', laid a sure found-

ation for its rapid decline, by subdi\'iding it into

a number of separate princi]ialities, all professetUy

subject to the central state of Iran or Bagdad.

The chief of tliese principalities were : 1. The central

st.ato of the S. of Iran, whose ruler was the vizier

of the calif, and exercised direct authority over

Northern and Western Persia to the borders of the
Arabian desert. The chief mouarchs of this branch
were IMohammed Shah, whose generals warred with
the Crusaders in Palestine, and Sidtan Sanjar, one of

the most celebrated of the S. princes, great both in

success and misfortune. This branch was anni-

hilated in 1194 by the Shah of Khaurezm. 2. The
S. ofKennan, who were annihilated in 1191 by the
Ghuz Turkomans. S. The S. of Iconhtin, who rided
over Asia Minor, and whose founder was Soliman,
a great-grandson of Seljidi. This branch endiu'ed for

224 years—from 1075 to 1299—.and during that

period was engaged in numerous wars with the
Byzantines and with the Crusaders, both of whom
learned to dread its power. During its last ye.ars, it

was tributary to the Mongols ; and in 1299, the
present Turkish empire rose on the ruins of its power
(see Othman). 4. The S. of Aleppo, -who rvded irom
1079 tm then: extmction in 1114. 5. The S. of
Mosul, who were speedily siipplanted by attahegs,

or independent governors, of whom Zenghi, and his

reno\vned son, Noureddin (q. v.), were the most
celebrated. 6. The 8. of Damascus, an offshoot

(1096) from the Aleppo principality, which lasted

till 1155, when it was put an end to by Noureddin.
7. The S. of Mardein, who only appear in common
history as the allies of the S. of Iconium, JIosul,

Aleppo, and Damascus, against the mighty crus-

ading armies of Western Europe. And S. The S. of
Khaurezm {Khiva), who foimded a great erapii'e,

including the whole of the country within the
Ja.xartes, the Bolor Mountains, the Indus, the Sea of

Oman, and the Persian Gulf ; but the last monarch,
Allah-ed-din Mohammed Shah, ha%-ing wantoidy put
to death some Mongol merchants who were pursuing
their avocations %vithin his dominions, was doomed
to destruction by the terrible Genghis Khan (q. v.),

who crossed the Sir-Daria, conquered Transoxiana,

defeated Mohammed's armies, and drove the Shah
himself to take refuge in an island of the Caspian,

where he died. The advance of the Mongols was
gallantly opposed by Mohammed's celebrated son,

Jelal-ed-din, M'ho twice defeated them ; but being

totally routed (1221), on the west bank of the Indus,

by Genghis himself, he plunged his horse into the
Indus, and safely reached the opposite bank, none
of his enemies daring to follow him. The whole
of tliis extensive empire now fell under Mongol
domination.

SELKIRK, Alexander. See Juam Fernandez.

SE'LKIEK, a Scottish royal burgh, capital of

the county of the s.ame name, on an eminence over-

looking Ettrick Water and the famous field of

Philiphaugh, where General David Leshe defeated

Montrose and crushed the cause of King Charles

in Scotland, 40 mUes by the North British Railway
south-south-east of Edinburgh. Tlie town-hall, with
a spire 110 feet high, and the monuments to Sir

Walter Scott and to Mimgo Park, are the principal

architectural features. S. has very large woollen
mills. Tweeds, hosiery, and blankets are the chief

articles of manufacture. Pop. (1861) 3695.

S. commands a splendid view across the valley or

haugh in whicli the Ettrick and Yarrow meet. It

is within a few mUcs of many of the most famous
localities in Scotland, and is a favourite startmg-

point for tourists desirous of exploring the * Scott

'

couutry (ilelrose, Abbotsford, Dryburgh, &c.). the
' Forest,' the Yarrow, and St Mai-y's Loch. From
Ettrick, a large body of fighting men went to join

King James in his fatal march to Flodden. Up-
wards of a himdrud were from S. alone, of whom
only four returned, but these proudly bore a stan-

dard taken from the enemy on that occasion. The
manufacture of 'single-soled shoon' long floiu-ished

(i07
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here, and the ' Soutcr.5 of Selkirk ' are commemorated

in song and story. (1S71— pop- 4ti-iO.)

SELKIKKSHIKE, in ancient times called

Ettrick Forest, is bounded by the counties of Slid-

jotliian, Roxburgh, Dumfries, and Peeliles, on the

N., E., S., and VV. respectively. It extends in length

from north to south about 28 miles, and from cast

to west IG to 18 miles, and consists mainly of the

two parallel valleys through which flow the rivers

Ettrick and Yarrow. Its area is 206 sq. m., or

170,240 acres. 8. contains three entire parishes, and

parts of other seven. It is in a great measure a

jiastoral county, and some of the hills are of con-

siderable altitude, being ujiwards of 2000 feet in

height. The hills are rounded at the top instead

of peaked, and are covered generally with grass,

affording excellent pasturage, but in some places

with heather. The arable land, situated from

nearly 300 to 800 feet above sea-lovel, and bear-

ing the proportion of about one-eighth of the area,

is," in general, of a light soil, and produces the

ordinary crops in abundance. Besides the Ettrick

and Yarrow, the Tweed, Gala, and Caddon flow

through parts of the county. The banks of several

of these are beautifully wooded; but the exten-

sive woods from which the county originally took

its name of the Forest, have disappeared. Accord-

ing to the last agricult\u-al statistics, taken 8

years ago, the number of occupants of laud was

172, and the acreage under grass and hay was 6012

acres; and under crops, 14,411—of which there

were in wheat 261 acres, averaging 29 bushels, 1

peck per acre ; 949 acres of barley, averaging 30

bushels ; 4162 acres of oats, averaging 38 bushels

;

29 acres of beans and pease, averaging 17 bushels^

1 jieck ; turnips, 2624 acres, averaging 16 tons, 15

cwt. ; and 222 acres of potatoes, averaging 2 tons,

7 cwt. The above enumeration shews an average

of produce considerably above most of the other

counties, except potatoes, which is the 7th lowest.

Of horses, there were 763 ; of cattle, 2449 ; of

.sheep, 145,732 ; of swine, 474—total stock, 149,418.

The old valued rent was £6692. The new valu-

ation, including the burgh, is rather more thau

i70,000. This county contains some interesting

hLsturical scenes, among which is the field of Philip-

hau.;h, where the great Marquis of Montrose was

def«xted by the Covenanters under General Leslie.

Oakwootl Castle, in ruins, was the residence of the

famous wizard Michael Scott ; and Newark, also

in ruins, was the residence of Anne, Duchess of

Euccleuch, where the Larj of the Last Minstrel is

represented by Scott as having been sung. S. is

))retty well appointed for roads, and the Hawick
line of the North British Railway runs for a short

distance aloug its border, from which, at Galashiels,

there is a branch to Selkirk. There are 15 places of

worship, 5 of which belong to the Establishmcut,

5 to the Free Church, and the rest to other dis-

senters. There is no coal, or lime, or sandstone.

The Douglas family, four centuries ago, were the

principal proprietors. The Duke of Buccleuch now
holds about two-thirds of it. The population in 1861

was 10,449, the inhabited houses 146S. S. returns

one member to parliament. (1S71—pop. 14,005.)

SE'LTERS WATER (commonly but incorrectly

written Seltzer Water), takes its name from the vil-

lage of Lower Selters near Limburg, in the duchy

of°Nassau, where several springs united, in one basin,

yield 5000 cubic feet' an hour of this sparklin" and

effervescing mineral water. Its chief ingredients

are carbonic acid, carbonate of soda, and common
salt. It acts as a mild stimulant of^ the mucous

membranes and as a diuretic ; and is apjilied in

chronic disorders of the digestive, respiratory, and
COS

urinary organs. It is much recommended as a
beverage, cither alone or with sugar, to those suil'er-

ing from liver complaint, and iu hot climates and
seasons. More than 14 millions of jars or bottles of

this famous water are exported yearly to all quar-
ters of the world, affording to the state a revenue
of above £6000. The spring was discovered early

in the 16th c, but was at lirst so little prized, that
in the middle of the 18th c. it was rented for 4s.

The water is little tkunk at the spring. Ai-tificial

Selters Water is extensively manufactured both on
a large scale and for domestic use. See AiiRATED
Waters.

SE'MAPHORE (from sema, a sign, and ^j/iej-o, I

bear) was the name applied to the system of tele-

graphy in use before tlie application of the electric

current. Semaphores were first established by the
French in 1794, as a plan for conveying intelligenco

from the capital to the armies on the frontier. In
the following year, Lord George Murray introduced

them in England ; and by their means the Board of

Admiralty were placed within a few minutes of Deal,

Portsmouth, or Plvmouth. These semaphores con-

sisted of towers Ijuilt at intervals of from 5 to 10

miles, on commanding sites. On the top of each
tower was the telegraph apparatus, which at first

Semaphore.

comprised G shutters arr.anged in 2 frames, by the

opening and shutting of which, in various combina-

tions, 63 distinct signals could be formed. In 181 G,

Sir Home Popham substituted a mast with 2 arms,

similar to many of the present railway signals. Tlie

arms wore worked from within the tower l)y

winches in the look-out room, where a powerful

telescope in either direction constantly commanded
the mast of the next station. If a fog set in at any

point on the route, the me-ssage was delayed ; other-

wise, when a sharp look-out was kept, the trans-

mission was very rapid. For instance, the hour of

one by Greenwich time was always communicated

to Portsmouth when the ball fell at Greenwich ; the

semaphores were ready for the message, and it

commonly passed from London to Portsmouth and

the acknowledgment back to London within three-

quarters of a minute. Each station was in the

charge of a naval ofScer—usually a lieutenant

—

with one or trvo men under him. To save the cost

of this establishment, the Deal and Plymouth Hues

fell into disuse soon after the peace of 1815 ; and

the superior advantages of the electric telegraph

being incontestable, the Portsmouth line sent its

last message on the 31st December 1847, and, on

land at least, the semaphore closed its career of

usefulness for ever. In calm weather, when flags

will not extend, semaphores are employed on boanl

ship as a means of signalling from vessel to vessel,

or to the shore ; in such a case, the post containing

the arms is movable, and can be readily shipped or

unshipped near the stern. See also Signal.

SE'3Il5, in Heraldry. When a charge is repeated

an indefinite number of times so as to produce the
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appearance of a pattern, the term neme (sometimes
aspersed or powdered) is applied to it. When a

field is seme, it is treated as

if it were cut out of a larger

extent of surface, some of the
charges being divided by the
outline of the shield. The
term cnisllh/ denotes seme of

cross crosslets, and hilleUy

sem6 of billets.

SEMECA'RPUS, a genus
of trees of the natural order
Anacardiacec?. The Marking

Seme. Nut of India is S. anacardiu m,
a tree 50 feet high, gi-omng

on mountains. The swollen receptacle of the flower

Ijecomcs a succulent fruit, e.atable when roasted, but
astringent and acrid when raw. On the receptacle

is seated the nut, which is heart-shaped and black,

consisting of a kernel—not unwholesome, although
rarely eaten—surrounded by two .skins, between
which is a black acrid juice. This juice is used in

medicine as an external application to heal rheuma-
tism, &c. It is also in general use in India for

marking cotton cloth ; and the colour is improved,
and running jirevented, by the addition of a little

quicklime and water. The wood of the tree con-

tains so much acrid juice that it is dangerous to

work upon.

SE'MELE. See Bacchus.

SE'JIENCINE, SEMEN CIN.-E, ant) SEMEN
CONTRA. See Artemisia.

SEME'NDRIA, a frontier fortress of the prin-

cipality of Servia (q. v.), stands amid romantic
scenery on the right bank of the Danube, 28 miles

south-east of BelgTade. The inhabitants, about
8000 in number, are employed principally in the
wine-ciUture, in breeding hogs, and in general trade.

It was at one time the seat of the Servian kings
;

and it has been frequently stormed by the nations
who have contended for the Danube from the middle
ages to the present centurj'.

SE'ailBREVE, in Music, a note of halt the
iluration of the breve of old ecclesiastical music,
Ijut the longest note in use in modern music. It is

represented by a character circular or elliptical in

form ^ and is adopted as the integer or

measure-note, the other notes—minim, crotchet,

quaver, &c.—being proportional parts of it.

SEMI-DEMI-SEMIQUAVER, a musical note,

of ^^•hich 8 are equivalent to a quaver, 3'2 to a minim,

and 64 to a semibreve. It is represented thus.

or in groups thus,
=pr»rp:^=paipc:mr

SE'MINOLES, .a tribe of American Indians, ori-

ginally a vagi'ant branch of the Creeks, whose name,
Seminole, signifies wild or reckless. In 1705, they
aided in driving the Ajipalaches from Florida ; and
in 1817, they "joined with the Creeks and some
negroes who had taken refuge with them, ravaged
the white settlements in Georgia, plundering

plantations, and carrying off slaves, whom they
refused to surrender. General Jackson, sent to

punish them, took at the same time several Spanish
forts, and hastened the negotiations which ended in

the cession of Florida to the United States. At this

cession in 1823, the S. engaged to retire into the

iuterior, and not molest the settlers ; but as the

negroes continued to take refuge with them, a

treaty was made with some of the chiefs, in IS32,
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for the removal of the whole tribe west of the
Mississipjii. This treaty was repudiated by the
tribe, at the instig.ation of Osceola (q. v.), one of their

chiefs ; and a war commenced against a h.andful of

savages, which lasted eight years, and cost thous.ands
of lives, and ten millions of dollars. lu the end, the
remains of the tribe were removed to the Indian
Territory on the borders of Arkansas.

SEMIPALATI'NSK, an extensive Eussi.au terri-

tory in Siberia, is bounded on the E. and S. by Tomsk,
the Chinese Empire, and Turkestan. Area, 178,128
sq. m.

;
pop. 217,451. It is separated from Turkes-

tan on the south by the Alexandrian Mountains in

lat. 42° ,30' N., and it is tr.aversed by several other
mountain chains. The chief rivers are the Irtish,

Hi, and Chui ; and among the lakes are those of

Issik-KiJ, Ala-Kul, and BaLkash. The country
abounds in p.asturage, and cattle form almost
the sole wealth of the inhabitants, although the
precious metals, together with lead and copper,
are found. Steamers ply on the great rivers and
lakes.—Semipalatinsk, the capital, stands on the left

bank of the Irtish, in lat. about 50° 15' N. It is the
se.at of an important transit-trade, and contains
upwards of 7000 inh.abitants.

SEMI-PELA'GIANISM, a modification, .as the
name implies, of the doctrine of the Pelagians as

to the powers of the human will, and as to the
effects to be attributed to the action of the super-
natural grace of God. and of the divine decree for

the predestination of the elect. The Pelagians

(q. v.), discarding altogether the doctrine of the fall

of Adam, and the idea that the powers of the
human will had been weakened through original sin,

taught that man, without any supernatural gift

from Ciod, is able, by his own natural ])0wers, to

fulfil the entire law, and to do every act which is

necessary for the attainment of eternal life. The
condemnation of this doctrine by the several

councils held in the early part of the 5th c. is

capable of various constructions, and has been
urged by some to the extreme of denying altogether
the liberty of man, and converting the humau will

into a merely passive instrument, whether of divine

grace upon the one hand, or of siuful concupiscence
upon the other. The \\Titings of St Augustine on
this conti'oversy have been differently construed by
the different Christian commimious (see Pelagians);
and the same diversity of opinion existed in his

o%vn day. Among those who, dissenting from
the extreme view of Pelagius, at the same time
did not go to the full length of the Augustinian
WTitiugs in opposition to Pelagius, were some
monks of the southern provinces of Ciaul, and
especially of Marseille, whence their school was
called Massilian, from the Latin name (il/ossfV/a)

of th.at city. Of these leaders, the chief was a
priest named Cassian, who had been a deacon at

Constantinople. Of the system which he pro-

pounded, without going into the details, although
many of them are exceedingly curious and interest-

ing, it will be enough to s.ay that it upheld the suffi-

ciency of man's natural powers only so far as regards
the iirst act of conversion to God and the initial act

of man's repentance for sin. Every man naturally

possesses the capability of beginning the work of self-

conversion ; but for all ulterior acts, as well as for the
completion of justification, the assistance of God's
grace is indispensable. The 8emi-Pel.agian doctrine

is often confounded with th.at of the Molinistic (see

Molina) school of Roman Catholic theology ; but
there is one essential dift'erence, viz., that the latter

persistently maintain the necessity of grace for all

supernatural acts, even for the beginning of conver-

sion, although they are generally represented as
609
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agreeing mth the Semi-Pelanians as to the mode of

explaiuin.a; the freedom of the human will acting

under the influence of divine grace. The chief

writers in the controversy were Prosper, Hilary, and
Fulgeutius ; and the question was referred to Celes-

tiue. Bishop of Kome in 431. It continued, however,
to be agitated in the West for a considerable time.

Faustus, Bishop of Piiez, towards the end of the 5th
c, revived the error, and it was condemned in a

council held at Aries in 475, and still later in a

synod (the second) held at Orange (Arausio) in 525,

and again in the third council of Valence in 530.

SEMIPLE'NA PROBA'TIO, in Scotch Law, is

that kind of half-proof, half-suspicion which was
usually given in cases of afiiliating a bastard, as

well as in a fev,' other cases. It was a species of

privid facie evidence ; and when considered by the

court sufficient, it was eked out by the oath of the

party, called an Oath in Supplement (q. v.). The
practical effect of the admission of parties as wit-

nesses, imder 16 Vict. c. 20, has been to do away
with Oaths in Supplement, the parties being usually

the principal 'witnesses, and the court deciding

from a consideration of the balance of credibility

Ijetween them.

SE'MIQUAVER, a musical note, represented

tluis, or in groups thus.

equivalent in value to A of a quaver, ^ of a crotchet,

\ of a minim, or ^V of a semibreve.

SEMI-QUI'ETISM, a form of mystical asceticism

which, AvhUe it adopts the theoretical principle, that

the most perfect state of the soul is that of passive

contemplation, and denies, in certain contUtious of

the sold, the necessity of prayer or other active

manifestations of virtue, yet maintains the incom-

patibility of this passive contemplation with any
external sinfid or sensual action. The Semi-Quietists

thus differed from the grosser sectaries referred to

imder Quietism.

SEMI'RAMIS. See Assyria.

SEMITIC. See Shemitic.

SE'MITONE, in Music. The name given to the

smaller intervals in the diatonic scale, as E F or

B C, in which the ratio is as 15 to IG.—In the
pianoforte, the interval between any two notes

between which no other note is interposed, as U to

Cji or Bb to B, is a semitone.

SEMLER, JoiiANX Salomo, one of the most
influential German theologians of the 18th c, was
Ijorn, 18th December 1725, at Saalfeld, where his

father was archdeacon, educated at Halle, and in

17-19 went to Coburg as professor at the gymnasium.
In 1751, he was appointed a Professor of Theology
at Halle, where he taught mth great success ; and
six years later, became director of the theological

seminary there. He died 1-lth March 1791. S.

was, in the early part of his student-career-, some-
what of a Pietist, but the prelections of Sigm. Jak.
Baumgarten may be said to have revolutionised

his religious convictions, .and swimg him round to

ratiouiTlism, of which he was the lirst systematic
exponent. S.'s rationalism, however, was always
moderate in deijrec, though definite enough in kind.

As a thinker, he was deficient in philosophical con-

sistency and breadth of view ; and as a writer,

he possessed no liter.ary skill or grace ; but his

works are valuable for the spirit of historical criti-

cism by which they are pervaded. The principal

are : Apparatus ad Uberalcm Vderis Tastamenti

Interprelationem (Halle, 1773), Ahliandlunr) von der
Uiitersiichunij des Kanonn (4 vols., Halle, 1771

—

1775), De Dccmoniacis (Halle, 1760), UmsUindlichc
CIO

Untersrvchnnrj der Daemonischen Laute (Halle, 1762),
Versuch elner Bihlischeti Daemonolor/ie (H.alle, 1776),
Selecta Capita Historim Ecclesiastical (3 vols., Halle,
1767—1709), Commentationes Histortca; de Anthfuo
Christianoram Statu (2 vols., Halle, 1771—1772),
Versuch Christlicher Jahrbilcher oder aus/iihrliclie

Tabellea uher die Kirchemieschiclite his a'u/s Jahr.
1500 (2 vols., Halle, 1783—1786), Obscrvationcs
nova;, quibus Ilistoria Chrislianorum vsque ad Coii-
stanlinum Majjnum illustralur (Halle, 1784).—See
his Lebensbesdireibunri von ihm selbst verfasst (Halle
1781—1782), Wolf, Ueber Semler's letzte Lehenstaqe
(Halle, 1791), H. Schmitl, Theologie Semler's (Nor'd-
lingen, 1858), and Tholuck in his Vcrmischte
Scliri/ten.

SEMLI'X, a frontier town of Austria, in the
Military Frontier, stands on a tongue of laud at the
junction of the Save and Danube, on the right bank
of the latter, opposite Belgrade. Within recent years,

the town has been much improved, though even
yet a suburb consisting of mud huts thatched with
reeds stretches along the Danube. The only note-
worthy edifices are the churches, the Germ.an theatre,

and the Lazaretto (Contunuiz), the chief qu.arantine
station in the whole of the MiUtary Frontier. At
this institution, travellers crossing from Tm-key are
compelled to remain a greater or less time—some-
times 40 days—in i)roportion to the violence and
proximity of the plague. The reason why the
princip.al Lazaretto is here is, that S. is the great
seat of the Turco-Austrian transit-triade, and the
principal ferry for passengers from Christendom to
the hand of the Moslem. "Pop. 9900.—For a grajihic

notice of S., see Kinglake's Holhen.

SEMMERING, a mountain on the borders of

StjTia and Austria, and 44 EngUsh miles south-west-
by-west from Vienna, is 4416 feet above the level

of the sea. The Vienna, Griltz, and Trieste Railway
has been carried .across this mountain by a series of

ingenious engineering contrivances. See Gloggnitz.

SBMNOPITHE'CUS, a genus of monkeys,
natives of the E.ast, h.aving a very long, slender,

powerfidly muscular, .although not prehensile tail.

The canine teeth are long, but the molar teeth
are more tuberculous than in Gibbons (q. v.) and
other allied monkeys, indicating a greater apti-

tude for veget.able food. With this the structure
of the stomach corresponds, which is very remark-
,able, .and different from that of all other animals

;

consisting of a cardiac pouch, slightly bifid at the
extremity ; a very wide midcUe portion, formed of

numerous pouches or sacs ; and a very long canal,

furnished ivith s.acs at its commencement, but
simple towards its termination. Professor Owen
has lieen careful, however, to point out that these
three portions do not correspond to any of the parts
of the stomach of a ruminant animial, not exhibiting

any such diversities in their internal sm-face. The
species .are numerous. The Entellus (q. v. ) Monkey
is one of them. Another is the Negro Monkey (S.

Maurus) of Java, remai'kable for its jet-black colour

and long silky hair.

SEMOLI'NA (Semola or Semoule), an article of

food much used in France and It.aly, and to a small
extent in Britain, .and other countries. It consists

of particles of wheat varying in size from grains

of sand to sm.aU millet. Only the hard-grained
wheats of Spain, Odessa, and Southern Italy are

adajjted for making it ; these hard wheats are

not easily reduced to floiu-, and sm.all particles

escape being crushed by the mill-stones, and will

not i^ass through the sieves—these constitute

semoHna. In France, more attention is jiaid to

this article than in any other country ; and as

it fetches a higher price than flour, the skilful
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miller so adjusts his mill-stones as to produce a
considerable quantity. The granules of semolina
are of various sizes, and tbey are carefuUy separated
by sieves, the openings of which are from fine to

coarse. A favourite Icind of bread made of the
coarser kinds of semolina—the semoule of the
French—is sold in Paris under the name of gruau.

In Italy, it is used in maliing polenta, in common
with maize, meal, and millet; and ia Britain it is

used for puddings,

SE'MPACH, a small town of Switzerland, in the
canton of Lucerne, and 9 miles by railway north-
west of the town of that name, stands on the east

shore of the lake of Sempach. It is surrounded
witli walls, now in a ruinous condition, has a popu-
lation of a little over 1000, and was one of the
outjiosts of the confederate cantons against their

Swabian and Austrian assailants in the 14th cen-

tury. Under the walls of S. took place the second
great conflict of the confederated Smss cantons %vith

Austria. Leopold's army of 4000 horse and 1400
foot arrived before S. on the 9th July 139G, and
found itself imexpectedly opposed by the con-

federated Swiss to the number of 1300. The
nature of the ground being unfitted for the action of

cavalry, the knights dismounted, and formed them-
selves into a solid and compact body, which was at

once charged by the Lucerners ; but the wall of steel

was impenetrable, and not a man of the Aiistriaus

was even wounded, while 60 of the bravest of

Lucerne with their landamman fell. The mount-
aineers were beginning to despair of making an im-
]irossion on their apparently invidnerable opponents,
A\'hen Arnold von Winkelried, a knight of Unter-
walden, seized with a noble inspiration, rushed
forward, grasped with outstretched arms as many
pikes as he could reach, buried them in his bosom,
and bore them by his weight to the earth. His
companions rushed over his body into the breach
thus made, slaughtered the armour-encumbered
knights like sheep, and threw the remainder into

the utmost confusion and dismay. The conflict

continued in an irregular manner for some time
longer, but the result was a decisive ^'ictory for the
Swiss, who had lost only 200 men ; while the loss of

the Austrians was ten times as great, including 600
counts, barons, and knights. The body of Duke
Leopold, who had throughout displayed the most
obstinate v.Tlour, was found next day buried among
a heap of slain. The anniversary of this great vic-

tory is still celebrated by prayer aud thanksgiving

on "the field of battle.

SEMPERVI'VUM. See House-leek.

SENATE. See Rome.

SENA'TUS ACADE'MICXJS, one of the govern-

ing bodies in the Scottish universities, consisting of

the Principal and Professors. It is charged with

the superintendence and regulation of discipline,

and the administration of the university property

and revenues, which last function, since the Univer-

sities Scotland Act of 1S5S, the Seuatus exercises

subject to the control and review of the University

Court. Degrees are conferred by the Senatus

through the Chancellor or Vice-chancellor. The
Principal is president, and besides his deliberative

vote, has a casting vote. In his absence, the senior

jirofessor present acts as chairman, who has also a

double vote. One-third of the Senatus is required

to form a quorum.

SENDOMIR or SANDOMIR MOUNTAINS.
See Radom.

SE'NECA, M. Ann^eos, the rhetorician, was
bom at Corduba (Cordova) in Spain. The time of

his birth is doubtful, probably about 61 L.c. He
seems to have been in Rome during the early period

of the power of Augustus. He was rich, belonged
to the equestrian order, and enjoyed the friendship
of many distinguished Romans. From Rome he
returned to Spain, where he married Helvia, and
had by her three sons. The time of his death is

uncertain; but he probably lived till the close of

the reign of Tiberius, and died in Rome or Italy.

His extant works are Controversiarum Libri X., and
Suasoriarvm Liber, neither of which is complete.
They are elaborately rhetorical in style, but do little

to support the fame of their author, who is more
remembered for his prodigious memory than for

anything else.

SENECA, L. Ann.ecs, son of the preceding, and
a celebrated philosopher, was also born at Corduba,
a few years B.C. When a child, he was brought by
his father to Rome, where he was initiated in the
study of eloquence. He cared more, however, for
philosophy, in which his first teacher was the
Pythagorean Sotion, whom he afterwards left to
follow Attains the Stoic. He travelled in Greece
and Egypt ; and, in obedience to his father's wishes,
he pleaded in courts of law ; but notwithstanding
his forensic triumphs, he left the bar from fear of
Caligida's jealousy. On entering into public life,

he filled the office of quaestor, and had already risen
high in the favour of the Emperor Claudius, when
he was accused of an adidterous connection with
Julia, the daughter of Germ.anicus, and wife of

Vinioius. He was exiled to Corsica, where he
remained for eight years, deriving from philosophy
what consolation he could, wliile incessantly com-
plaining with a by no means philosophic queridous-
ness, and appealing to the emperor for pardon.
AVhen Claudius married his second wife, Agrippina,
S. was recalled by her influence, raised to the
pra-'torshij), and appointed instructor of her sou
Nero. On the death of his governor and military
tutor, Burrus, Nero gave way to his depraved
passions with a force which S. could not control.

All his infiuence over his pupil was lost, but he
profited by his extravagant bounty to such a degree
that his accumidated wealth amounted to 300,000
sestertia, or to i'2,421,870 of our money. Nero soon
began to look with envious eyes on this fortune

;

and S., to avert dangerous consequences, offered,

with much tact, to refund to the emperor his gifts,

and begged leave to retire on a small allowance.
This Nero declined; and S., under pretence of iUness,

shut himself up, and refused to appear in pubUc.
Nero then attempted to have him poisoned, but
faileth A short time afterwards, Antonius Natalis,

when on his trial for participating in the conspiracy
of Piso, implicated S. as one of the conspirators.

This was quite enough to fix S.'s guilt. He was
sentenced to put himself to death. His wife,

Paullina, declared her resolution to die with him,
and, in spite of his remonstrances, accompanied him
into the bath in which, according to his own choice,

he was to be bled to death. The emperor, however,
would not allow Paullina to die, but removed her
from her husband, who gradually expu-ed, 65 a.d.

S.'s e.xtant writings are mainly on mor.al subjects,

and consist of Epistles, and of treatises on Anger,
Consolation, Providence, TrauquiUity of Mind,
Plulosophical Constancy, Clemenc}-, The Shortness
of Life, A Happy Life, Philosophical Retirement,
aud Benefits. He also speculated on phj-^sical

phenomena, and wrote seven books entitled Quces-

Hones Naluralcs, in which he is thought to have
anticipated some notions regarded as principles in

modern physics. Ten tragedies, ascribed to him by
QuintiHan, and Muerally included in editions of

his works, have also come down to us ; but whether
he is really their author remains stiU a dubious and
debated point. Some allege that they were the
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work of his father, Seneca the rhetorician ; some

that they must be attributed to another Seneca.

Tlioy were not intended, and are certainly not

adapted for the stage. They are overcharged with

declamation ; and, if rich in moral sentiments, are

wanting in dramatic Ufe. Of his genuine prose

writings, modern opinion takes a divided \'iew

;

some critics praising his practical sagacity, others

finding him wanting in speculative reach. It is

perhaps a significant fact, that he is admired by
French scholars, and disparaged by Cierman. One
of the best editions of the prose works is the

Bipontine, 18U9 ; of the tragedies, that of Bothe,

1819.

SENECA LAKE, one of a range of narrow lakes

in the westci-n part of the state of New York, U.S.

It is 37 miles from north to south, and from '2 to 4

miles in width, 441 feet above the Atlantic, G.30

feet deep, and was never known to bo frozen over

\mtil March 1856. It is navigated by steamboats

from its head to the pretty village of Geneva at its

mouth, and empties itself by the Seneca and Oswego
rivers into Lake Ontario. It takes its name from

the Seneca Indians, one of the Six Nations.

SENE'CIO, a germs of plants of the natural order

ComposUix, suborder Corymhiferce, having a hairy

pappus, a naked receptacle, and a cylindrical invo-

lucre of linear equal scales, with a few smaller scales

at their base. The species are very mmnerous
;

annual, perennial, and half-shi-ubby plants, natives

chiefly of the temperate and cold i)arts of the

world, the half-shi-ubby species being from the

warmer latitudes. Eleven species are reckoned as

British, and commonly known as Groundsel (q. v.)

and Ragwort (q. v.). jS'. Saracenkus, proliablynot

a true native of Britain, but introduced in the

middle ages, has undivided lanceolate leaves, and

was once in repute as a vulnerary. The Fikeweed
of North America is S. hieracifolius. It receives its

popular name from its appeai'ing abundantly wher-

ever a part of the forest has been consumed by fire.

Many species of S. have a strong disagreeable smeU.

A few are rather ornamental as flowers.

SENE'FFE, or SENEF, a town m the province

of Hainault, Belgium, about 11 miles north-west of

Charleroi, has a pop. of between 3000 and 4000,

and is the centre of a district in which manufac-

tures of pottery and glass are extensively carried on.

S., however, is chiefly notable for its proximity to

the battlefield on which William of Orange (III. of

Enclaud), at the he.ad of the forces of the coalition

against France, was defeated, after a bloody contest,

by the Great Conde, 11th August 1674. In WiUiam's
army there were four lieutenants—Montecucidi

(q. v.), Duke Charles of LoiTaine, the Prince of Wal-
deck, and the Prince of Vaudemont, the first three

of whom subsequently attained prominence as mili-

tary commanders. Of the allied forces of 60,000 men,
the Dutch lost from 5000 to COOO men, the Spaniards

3000, and the Imperialists 600 ; while the French
army, which entered into the conflict 30,000 strong,

could scarcely muster '20,000 after their victory.

—

Under the walls of S., Moreau, in 1704, defeated the

Austrians.

SE'NEGA or SNAKE ROOT is the di-ied root

of Foil/gala Senega. The following are its characters

:

' A knobby root-stock, with a branched tap-root of

about the thickness of a quill, twisted and keeled

;

bark, yellowish-brown, sweetish, afterwards pungent,

causing salivation ; interior, woody, tasteless, inert.'

Senega is a powerful and trustworthy stimulating

expectorant, and may be advantageously prescribed

in the advanced stages of chronic bronchitis and
pneumonia, especially when occurring in aged or

very debilitated patients. It is also a valuable
613

remedy in prolonged hooping-cough, and in the
latter stages of croup ancl of bronchitis in young
children. The prejiarations are the Infusion and
the Tincture ; the average dose of the former being

an ounce and a half, of the latter a drachm. For
children, the powdered root in doses of ten grains

is the best form. See PoLYGALA.

SENEGA'L (called by the natives Scnar/a), a
large river in Western Africa, rises in Mount Oooro,

m lat. 10" 30' N., long. 10" 40' W., flows first north-

west and then west, and falls into the Atlantic after

a course of 1000 miles, for the last 740 of which it

is navigable for fiat-bottomed boats. Here and there,

throughout the whole course, the navigation is

interrupted by cataracts, shoals, and rocks. In the

lower course, the river forms numerous, large,

cultivated, and very fertile islands, and its banks
are green and productive, and in part clothed with
wood. The entrance is ditticult on account of

breakers and a bar which, in the dry season, is

covered by only 8 to 9 feet of water.

SENEGAL, the name of the French possessions

on the river Senegal in Senegambia (q. v.).

SENEGA'MBIA, a large maritime tract of

country in Western Africa, in lat. about 10"—18°

N., long, about 4°—17" 30' E., is bounded on the

N. and W. by the Sahara and Sudan, on the S.

by the colony of Sierra Leone, and on the W.
by the Atlantic. Area about 400,000 sq. m. ; pop.

estimated at about 9,000,000. The country takes

its name from its two ]irincipal rivers, the Sene-

gal and the Gambia. IJctween these two rivers,

which are 250 miles apart, there are no water-

courses of any importance, and from the Gambia
south to the frontiei' of Sierra Leone, the only con-

siderable stream is the Puo Grande. The coast is

deeply indented by arms of the sea, which resemble

the estuaries of rivers. The country forms the

western and northern declivity of the plateau of

Kong, and part of it is still imexplored. The soil is

of two kinds, that of the coasts and that of the

interior : the former consisting in part of low Hat

alluvial plains, and partly of an undulating country,

which broadens toward the north, until, on the

northern frontier, it merges into the Sahara ; while
the plateau of the interior rises from the coast

plains in mountainous terraces, until it loses itself

in the Kong Mountains. Its loftiest elevations are

only about 3280 feet high. S. is divided into three

districts—High, Middle, and Low Senegambia. The
first comprises the coui^ry to the north of the
Senegal, and is inhabited by Moors, who, of course,

profess Islamism. Middle S. comprises the coun-

tries bordering the Senegal, ha\'ing an area of 1350
sq. m., and is inhabited by Negroes, who divide

themselves into numerous tribes. Of this tract, the

climate is extremely hot, and is unhealthy iu the
marshy districts. The soil is generally fertile, and
yields the crops usually produced in the hot regions

of Africa. Low S. comprises the countries bordering
the Gambia, and extends south to Nunez. Of the
coast-regions of S., France possesses on the banks
and around the estuary of the Senegal about 1440
sq. m. of territory ; the Portuguese, a tract of 35,437

sq. m., on and around the estuary of the Kio
Grande ; and the English some little territory on the
Gambia.

SE'NESCHAL (Teuton, sme-scak, senior ser-

vant '!), in the origin of the office, probably an
attendant of the servile class who had the superin-

tendence of the household of the Prankish kings.

In the course of time, however, the seneschalshij)

rose to be a position of difrnity, held no longer by
persons of servile race, but by military commanders,
who were also invested with judicial authority. The
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lieutenants of tlie great feudatories often took the

title of seneschal. A similar office in England and
Scotland was designed steward, hut is rendered into

Latin as seiiesmlltis.

SENIOR, Nassau WiLLiAjr, political economist,
horn 1790, eldest son of Eev. J. R. Senior, vicar

of Durnford, Wilts, was educated at Eton, and
Magdalen College, Oxford, where he gi-aduated in

ISll, taking a distinguished first-class in classics.

In 1S19, ho was called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn.

In 1S25, he was elected to the professorshij) of

Political Economy at Oxford, founded Ijy the late

Henry Drummond, JI.P. He held it for the
statutory terra of live years, and was succeeded by
Mr Whately, afterwards Archbishop of Dublin. lu
1832, the enormous evils of the poor-law adminis-
tration in England led to the appointment of a
Commissiou of Inquiry. S. was one of the com-
missioners ; and the portion of the Report in which
the abuses of the existing system were detailed,

was drawn up by him. This Report encouraged
the Whig government to bring in the Poor-law
Amendment Act of 183-1. See PooE axd Poor
L.4WS. In 1836, he received the appointment of

Master in Chancery ; and in 1847, was re-elected to

his former professorship for another term of five

years. More recently, he was nominated one
of the commissioners of National Education,

under the presidency of the late Dulce of New-
castle. His publications, which are numerous,
compi"ise various excellent treatises on poHtical

economy, some of which were delivered in the

form of lectures at 0.id;ord, and several pamphlets
ou social and jiolitical questions. He also contri-

buted numerous articles to the Udinhurgh Reviev:,

and other leading periodicals. He has left some
interesting journals of his visits to Turkey and
Greece, and observations on the political and social

condition of these countries. His Essays on Fiction,

contributed to the eliief reviews between the years

1821 and 1857, and repubhshed in 1864, relate

principally to tlie novels of Scott, Bulwer Lytton,

aud Thackeray. He analyses the plots, and classi-

fies the characters of the Waverley novels with
cm'ious felicity, and devotes a masterly essay tcT

Thackora}-, whom he regards as the gi'eatest

novelist of his day. The intellect of S. was clear

and penetrating, and the perspicuity of his style

made him an able expositor of the truths of political

and social science. His article on ' Political

Economy' ' in the Encydopcpdia iletropolitana, and
his remarks ou some definitions in this science,

published in the appendix to Dr Whately's treatise

on Lotfir, may be consiUted with advantage. He
died June 4, 1864.

SENLIS, a very ancient town of France, dep.

of Oise, 33 miles north-north-east of Paris. Its

older ])ortion is surrounded by walls, flanked

with 10 towers, which are all that remain out of

the 28 towers of early times. The cathedral, a

small edifice, is a beautiful example of early Gothic.

Manufactures of cloth, lace, and thread are

actively carried on. Pop. (1862) 5198.

SENNA is one of the most important jiurgatives

contained in our Materia Medica. Two sorts of

senna are recognised in the Pharmacopa^ia—viz.,

Alexandrian senna and Tinnevelly senna. The
Alexandrian senna leaves are chiefly obtained from
Cassia lanccolattt, wlule the Tiimevelly senna leaves

are yielded by Cassia elonyala. Alexandrian senna

is chiefly grown in Nubia and Upjier Egypt, and is

imjiorted in large b.ales from Alexandria. It is apt

to be adulterated largely with the flowers, pods,

and leaves of Cynanckum arghtl and Tcphrosia

upoUinea. Tinnevelbj or East Indian, stnna in

odour and taste entirely resembles Alexandrian

senna. The leaflets are, however, ' about two
inches long, lanceolate, acute, imequaUy oblique at

the base, flexible, entire, greeu, without any
admixture.'
Senna is, as Dr Chi-istison observes in his Dis-

pensatory, ' so certain, so manageable, aud so con-

venient a purgative, that few remedies of its class

are held in equal estimation. In point of energy,

it liolds a middle place between the mild laxatives

and drastic cathartics. It acts chiefly ou the small

intestines, increasing then- mucous secretion, as

well as their peristaltic motion, and producing

loose brown evacuations.' The di'awbacks to its

more universal administration are its disagi-eeable

taste, and its tendency to produce nausea, griping,

and flatulence; the means of correcting which are

subsequently noticed. The only circumstance posi-

tively contra-indicating its employment is an
inflammatory state of the intestinal mucous mem-
brane. Although seima has been frequently sub-

mitted to chemical analysis, its active principle is

not known ; but whatever the cathartic principle

may be, it is ob%-iously absorbed into the circidation

before it begins to operate, since this drug imparts a

purgative projjerty to the milk of nurses.

The following are the most important prepara-

tions of this medicine

:

1. Infusion of Senna, which is obtained by infus-

ing for one hour, and then straining, half an ounce

of senna and haK a drachm of sliced ginger in half

a pint of boiling water. The taste of this infusion

is much concealed by the addition of some black

tea, or what Neligan finds ' still better, cofi'ee, and
it may be sweetened w-ith sugar, and milk added

;

it is in this way readily taken by children.' The
addition of neutral laxative salts checks the griping,

which is often caused by senna alone, and at the

same time increases its activity. The ordinary

Black Draught is commonly prepared by adding

one ounce of sulphate of magnesia to four ounces

of infusion of senna. Two or three ounces of this

mixture, to which a dr-achni each of the tinctures of

senna and of cardamoms may be added, usually act

as a very useful aperient.

2. Tincture of Senna, composed of senna, raisins,

caraway seeds, and coriander seeds macerated in

proof-spirit, and formerly known as Elixir Salutis,

or The Elixir of Health, is seldom given alone.

Cliristison recommends a mixture of an ounce of

the tinctirre of senna with an ounce and a half of

sulphate of magnesia, dissolved in four ounces of

water, and as much infusion of roses. 'A wine-

glassful of this given every hour seldom fails to

act with energy, and without sickness or tormina,

.and is an excellent combination for most febrile

disorders.' The tincture is, however, most com-
monly in-eseribed in doses of one or two drachms,

as an adjuuct to other cathartic mixtures, to correct

their griping properties.

3. Confection of Senna, commonly known as

Lenitive Electuary, is a pxdpy mixtm-e of powdered
senna with powdered coriander seeds, figs, tama-

rinds, cassia pulp, prunes, extract of liquorice and
sugar ; all of which substances are, under cei'tain

specified conditions, combined by the action of

boiling water. When properly prepared, which is

often not the case, it forms a mihl aperient, well

suited for persons suffering from piles.

In the above preparations, it is immaterial

whether jVlexandrian or East Indian senna is

eni]iIoyed.

The senna leaves of commerce and of medicine

are the produce of several species of Cassia (q. v.),

natives of India, Arabia, Syria, and the north of

Africa. Cassia obovata is a perennial herbaceous
/>13
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plant 1—2 feet higb, having smooth leaves, six or

seven ])air of obovate obtuse leaflets, racemes of

yellow flowers, and curved, compressed pods, with
an interrupted ridge along the middle of each valve.

It is found in Egypt and Nubia, and is now also

cidtivated in Italy, Spain, the AVest Indies, &c.

—

0. acut'/oUa is a half-shrubby plant, about two
feet high, with racemes of yellow flowers, lanceo-

late acute leaves, and flat elliptical pods, somewhat
swollen by the seeds. It grows in the deserts near
Assouan, and the leaves are collected by the Arabs,
and carried by merchants to Cairo for sale.

—

O. elongata is an annual with erect, smooth stem;
narrow leaves, with 4—8 pair of lanceolate leaflets,

which are rather downy beneath ; racemes of.

yellow flowers ; and oblong pods, quite straight,

rounded at the apex, and tapering to the base. It

grows in India.

—

C. jElhiopka is about 18 inches
hig]i, with 3—5 pair of oval-lanceolate, downy
leaflets; the pods flat and smooth. It grows in

the north of Africa.— C. laiiccolala is an Arabian
species, dififering fi-om the others in its erect pods.

—AH these seem to furnish the oflicinal senna.

Linnfeus, not aware of the diversity of species,

assigned it to one which he named C. Senna, but it

would be hard to say which has a preferable claim
to this name. All the species have the leaflets

imequal-sided, by which they are readily distin-

guished from other leaflets often used for the
adulteration of senna, as those of Argel (q. v.) and
Bladder Senna. The commercial names of the
difl'erent kinds of senna do not seem in general to

correspond with differences of species, but rather
to refer to the countries or ports from which they
are brought.
Bladder Senna (Coluliia) is a genus of shrubs

of the natural order Lefiuminosa;, sxiborder Papilio-
jjaceis, having pinnated leaves, red or yellow flowers,

and remarkably inflated pods, whence the English
name. One sjiecies (C. arhorescens) is common in

shrubberies in Britain. It is a native of the south
of Europe, and is found on the ascent of the crater

of Mount Vesuvius—almost the only plant that
exists there.

SENNAA'R, a negro state in the south pai-t of

Nubia (q. v.), extends from about lat. 15° .SO' to

about 12° N., on both sides of the Bahr-el-Azrek,
or Blue NUe. Its capital, Sennaar, was once an
important trading town, but its population has
sunk ivithin the last centiu'y to about 4000.

SENNA'CHERIB, an Assyrian king, son of

Sargon, reigned 702—680 B. c. The interest

attaching to his name is principally due to the
extraordinary and incomprehensible disaster that
befell his army, either at Libnah or at Pelusium,
vrhen no fewer than 185,000 Assyrians are said to
have been slain by the 'angel of the Lord ' (see Heze-
kiah). The Egyptian account of this mysterious
affair (reported by Herodotus, book ii. 141), and
that of Berosus the Chaldajan, quoted by Josephus
(Antiq. of Jews, book x. chap. 1), as well as the
scriptural narrative (2 Kings, chap. IS) justify us in

believing that S. at least sustained a sudden, unex-
pected, and terrible overthrow, which forced him to
retreat in hm-ried confusion to his own country.
All that we know of his subsequent history is, that
he was .assassinated by his sons while worshipping
his favourite god. The discrepancies, both as regards
dates and names in the life of S., between the writer
of Kings and profane historians, are felt e%'en by
strenuous apologists, like the Rev. George Bawliii-
son, to bo almost, if not altogether irreconcilable. S.

belongs to that showy class of eastern monarchs
whose rule is commonly described as 'magniticent'

—

i. e., he built great palaces, and erected monuments

in the difl'erent parts of his empire, and everywhere
left an impression of his grandeur. In Scripture, in
Herodotus, in Josephus, S. is the ' Gre.at King.' His
most imperial work was the palace at Koyimjik,
which covered a space of more than eight acres, and
was richly adorned with sculpture.

SENS, an old to-mi of France, in the dep. of
Yonne, 70 miles south-east of Paris, stands amid
pleasing scenery on the right bank of the Yonne.
The town proper is surrounded by walls, chiefly of
Roman construction, and in the vicinity, the remains
of ancient roads aud of Roman camps abound. Tlie
spacious and handsome Gothic cathedral is the
principal edifice. An active trade in wines, grain,
hemp, wool, and timber is carried on. Pop. (1862)
10,322.

SENSA'TION (in Physiolo.gy) may be defined to
be ' the perception by the mind of a change wrought
in the body.' According to this definition, which is

borrowed from Dr Todd, sensation involves—fii-st,

a bodfly change from some cause, whether inherent
or external ; aud secondly, a mental change, whereby
the perception of the bodily change is accomplished.
The true organ of sensation is the brain, and
especially that portion of it which (to use the words
of the above-named eminent physiologist) consti-

tutes the centre of sensation, and extends into the
spinal cord, forming the posterior horns of its gi-ay

matter. See Spinal Marrow. Physiologists dis-

tinguish between common and special sensation.

Common sensation exists in the skin, and in all

parts of the body to which ordinary sensory nerves
are distributed, and is excited by ordinary mecha-
nical or chemical stimuli ; while special sensation is

exemplified in the special senses of vision, hearing,

&c. For the due action of the latter, there are

organs of special sensation, which, by the peculiar

character of the nerves with which they are sup-

plied, become the recipients of impressions of a
particular kind ; thus, the eye is sensible to light,

the ear to soimd, &c. ; and if the special nerves
going to these organs be irritated, instead of pain
being excited, as in the case of an ordinary sensory

nerve, there is a feeling closely allied to th.at which
woidd be excited by the application of the normal
stimidus, as light, sound, &c. Any ordinary sensi-

bility those organs (the eye, ear, &c.) possess is

dependent on ordinary sensory nerves, and is qiuto

independent of the nerves of special sense.

In works on the physiology of the nervous system,

we often meet with the phrases ol>jective sensation,

subjective sensation, and reflex sensation. We shall

conclude this article by a brief description of the

meaning of these terms. ' In the ordinary mode ot

exciting sensations,' says Dr Todd, ' the presence of

an object is necessary. This object creates an
impression on the peripheral parts of the sensitive

nerves ; and the change caused by tbis impression

being duly propagated to the centre of sensation,

is perceived by the mind.' This, which is the

ordinary form of sensation, is termed an objective

sensation, in opposition to a so-called subjective

sensation, in which a mental act can develop a

sensation independently of any present object.

These subjective sensations are sometimes excited

liy the mind recaUing, more or less exactly, the

presence of an object ; but in many cases they are

caused by physical changes in the nerves themselves,

owing to an excess or deficiency of blood, or some
other pathological causes. Thus disordered con-

ditions of the retina or optic nerve may give rise

to motes or flashes of light ; disturbance of the

auditory nerve occasions singing in the ears, the

sound of distant bells, &c.

To understand the mode iu which rejiex sensations
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are brought about, an acquaintance with reflex
action, described in the article Nerves jVKd Nervous
System, is requisite. As examples of this form of

sensation may be mentioned the facts, that the
irritation of a calculus in the bladder -svill give rise

to pain in the thighs ; that diseased liver often
excites pain in the shoiilder-joiut ; and that ice or
iced drinks suddenly introduced into the stomach,
occasion intense pain in the forehead. For further
information on the subject, the reader is referred to
Dr Todd's article ' Sensation,' in the 4th vol. of his

Ciiclopadia of Anatomy and Physioloytj.

SENSATION, a name of great import in the
Philosophy of Mind, as well as familiar in ordinary
speech. In the mental process so named, there is a
concurrence of many contrasting phenomena, render-
ing the word ambiguous, and occasioning verbal
disputes.

1. In Sensation, there is a combination or concur-
rence of physical facts with a mental fact, and the
name is apt to be employed in expressing either

side. Thus, in sight, the physical processes are

known to be—the action of light upon the globe and
retina of the eye, a series of nerve-currents in the
In'ain, and a certain outgoing influence to muscles
and viscera ; these are accompanied by the totally

difTerent phenomenon termed the feeling, or the
mental consciousness of Ught. It is to the last fact,

the mental fact, that the name Sens.ation is most
correctly applied ; but there is a natm'al HabUity to

make it include those physical adjuncts which are

inseparable from the mental manifestation.

2. In the still more comprehensive contrast of

Jlind and the External or Extended World, both
members may be designated under Sensation. One
and the same situation on our part may contain a
strictly mental or subjective experience—pleasure or

pain, for example—and an objective experience, or a
recognition of the extended world, as distinct from
mind. In looking at a fine prospect, both facts

concur in fluctuating proportions ; we have a feeling

of pleasure (mind or subject) and a knowledge of

tlie outspread or extended world (object), which is

what affects us in the same way at all times, and
affects all minds alike. As before, sensation is most
jiroperly used to express the strictly mental or sub-

jective experience, the pleasure or the pain, while
the ' Perception ' should be applied to express the

objective experience. See Perception".

3. In Sensation, a past experience recovered by
memory is inextricably woven with the present

impression, a cii'cumstance which confuses the

boundaiy-line between Sense and Intellect. The
sensation that the full moon gives rise to is not

solely omng to the present effect of the moon's rays

on the organs of vision ; the present effect revives

or restoi-es the total ingi-aiued impression of the

moon consequent on all the occasions when we
have observed it. Again, it is impossible for us to

have a sensation without a more or less complex feel-

ing of difference or discrimination, which property

is a fundamental fact of intellect. Oiu: sensation of

the moon supposes a contrast of the white Ught

with the adjoining blue, of the round form \vith

other forms, of the broad disc with a starry point,

and so on. Thus, in Sensation we have a concur-

rence of all three processes of the intellect—Retcn-

tiveness. Agreement, and Difference. Sensation

without Intellect is a mere abstraction ; it is never

realised in fact.

This last remark has important bearings upon the

question as to tlie origin of our knowledge. It has

lic'cu tlisputed whether or not our ideas are whoUy
derived from Sense. Now, seeing that there is no

such thing as Sense to the exclusion of Intellect, the

question ought to be enlarged and put in this form :

Are our ideas wholly derived through Sense in con-

junction with the intellectual processes, or are there

any ideas that are not or cannot be so derived?

When it is alleged, by Cudworth, Price, and others,

by way of maintaining the doctrine of Innate Ideas,

that Likeness, Unlikeness, Equality, Proportion, &c.,

are not obtained from sense, the answer is, that

their origin may in all probability be accounted for

by Sense co-operating with the weU-lcnoA™ powers
of the Intellect, and that, until the conjunction of

the two is proved insufficient, the theory of au
Intuitive origin is not called for.

SENSES. I'eferring for an account of the several

senses to their respective designations, we wdl here

endeavour to state what faculties or sensibilities of

the mind are properly included imder the name.
The common reckoning includes the Five Senses

—Taste, SmeU, Touch, Hearing, Sight—but this is

not now considered exhaustive or complete.

For example, the feelmgs of Hunger, Thirst,

Suffocation, Internal Warmth and Chllluess, &c.,

have aU the characters implied in an ordinary sen-

sation : they are the result of some External Agent
acting on a distinct bodily organ, and giving rise

to Feeling, sometimes pleasurable and sometimes
jiainfnl. In order that these .states, related to

the sensibility of the different viscera, may find a
place among the Senses, they h.ave been grouped
under one general head, and designated ' Sensations

of Organic Life.' They are of great importance as

regards our enjoyments and our sufferings, although

not contributing much to our knowledge or intelli-

gence. They approach nearest to Taste and Smell,

the more emotional senses, and are at the furthest

remove from the intellectual senses—Touch, Hear-
ing, aud Sight.

Again, the feelings connected with oiir Activity,

or with the exercise of the muscular organs—as the

pleasures of exercise and rest, the pains of fatigue,

the sensibiUty to weight, resistance, &c.—were,

until lately, overlooked in the philosophy of the

mind. When they began to be recognised, it was
common to treat them as a sixth sense, called the

JIuscidar Sense. But this does not represent then-

true position. They do not arise from external

agents operating on a sensitive part, but from

internal impulses proceeding outwards to stimiUate

the muscular energies, and to bring about move-
ments ; they are thus the contrast of the senses

generally. Sense is associated with the ingoing

nerve-currents, Movement with the outgoing. The
contrast is rital and fundamental ; and accordingly,

the FeeUngs of Movement and Muscular Strain

should be considered as a genus distinct from the

genus Sense, and not as a species of that genus.

The classification of the fimdamental sensibilities

of the mind would then stand thus : I. Feelings of

Muscular Energj'. II. Sensations of the Senses,

1. Organic Life ; 2. Taste ; 3. Smell—Emotional

:

4. Touch; 5. Hearing; 6. Sight—Intellectual.

SENSIBI'LITY is a term somewhat vaguely

used by physiologists. Until a comparatively recent

period, it was often confoimded with Irritability,

although Haller, more than a century ago, very

clearly laid down the distinction between these two
properties of tissues. We not unfrequcntly find it

applied to nerves, to signify their power of evolv-

ing nervous force, but Excitability (as Dr Todd
observes) more exactly implies v/hat is meant in

this case. The temi should be limited to signify

the power which any part of the body posses.<!es of

causing changes, inherent or excited in it, to be per-

ceivedby the mind ; and the greater this power ia,

the greater is the sensibility of the part. The
defTce of sensibility of different pai-ts of the outer
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surface of body is very various. The relative sensi-

bility bas been ascertained by Weber by toucliing

the surface ^\•ith the points of a })air of compasses
tipped mth cork, and then (the subject's eyes being
closed) by iipproximating the points until they
were brought within the smallest distance at which
they could be felt to be separate. The following are

a few of his results : point of tongue, i a line ; tips

of fingers, 1 line ; red surface of lips, 2 lines
;
palmar

surface of 2d phalanx, 2 lines ; palmar surface of

metacarpus, 3 lines ; tip of the nose, 3 lines
;
palm

of the hand, 5 lines ; dorsum of the baud, S lines
;

vertex, 15 lines ; skin over the spine and the middle
of the thigh, each 30 lines : so that the sensibility

of the sldn is at least sixty times greater in some
parts than in others.

SE'NSITIVE PLANT, a name commonly given
to certain species of Mimosa (see Mimose.b), on
account of the peculiar phenomena of Irritability

(q. V.) which their leaves exhibit in their collapse

when touched or shaken. Numerous species of

Mimosa possess this property, and, indeed, most of

the species in a greater or less degree ; but those in

which it is most conspicuous are humble herbaceous
or half-shrubby plants. They have leaves beauti-

fully divided, again and again pinnate, with a great
number of small leaflets, of which the pairs close

upwards when touched. On repeated or rougher
touching, the leaflets of the neighbouring pimue also

close together, and all the pinnre sink down, and at

last the leaf-stalk itself sinks down, and the whole
leaf hangs as if withered. If the stem is shaken, aU
the leaves exhibit the same phenomena. After a
short time, the leaf-stalk rises, and the leaflets

expand again. On account of this curious and
interesting property, some of the sensitive jilauts are
frequently cultivated in oiu- hot-houses. They are
generally treated as annuals, although capable of

longer life. M. senrntiva, one of the best known
species, is a native of Brazil, with prickly stems and
leaf-stalks, and small heads of rose-coloured flowers.

M. pudica has a herbaceous stem, bristly, but not
prickly. M. casta, M. ptidibunda, M. palpilans, aud
M. riva, are also among the most sensitive species.

SENSO'RIUM. This term is applied by
physiologists to a series of ganglionic centres,

each of which has the power of communicating
to the mind the impressions derived from the
organ with which it is connected, and of exciting

automatic or iuvohmtary muscidar movements in

respondence to these sensations. (See Carpenter
On the Functions of the Nervous System in Human
Physioloy!/, Gth ed. p. 545.) These ganglionic

centres, which lie at the base of the brain in man,
are in direct connection with the nerves of sensation,

and appear to differ entirely in their functions from
the other parts of the encephalon. Anterior, there
are the olfactive ganglia, or what are termed the
bulbs of the olfactive nerves. The ganglionic nature
of these structures is more evident in many of the
lower mammals, in whom the organ of smell is highly
developed, than it is in man, although even in the
human subject these masses contain gray or vesi-

cular nervous matter, indicating their true ganglionic

nature. Behind these, we have the optic ganglia,

commonly known as the cor])ora quadrigemina,
small in man, but comparatively large in many of

the lower mammals. The auditor;/ ganglia do not
form distinct projecting masses, but are represented
by small masses of vesicular matter, into which the
auditory nerves may be traced, and which are im-
bedded in the medulla oblong.ata. In fishes, there is

a well-developed aud distinct auditory ganglion.

The gustatorij ganglion is the least distinct of anj',

but it is supposed to be represented by a mass of

vesicular matter embedded, Ulie the preceding gan-
glion, in the medulla oblongata, and into which the
nerves of taste may be traced. On examining a
progressive series of brains from man to the lowest
mammals, we find a continuous diminution of the
hemispheres, and a corresponding development of
these ganglia, or, at all events, of the olfactory and
optic ganglia ; while, if we continue the investiga-
tion to the brains of birds, reptiles, and fishes, we
find the same law in force, tiU finally, in reptiles
and fishes, those ganglia form the gi-eatest part of

the brain.

It was long attempted to determine some one
point in the brain where the soul is more especially
located or centralised ; and to this ideal point the
name of Sensorium was applied in the older psycho-
logical specuhations. The fancy of Descartes made
it a small body near the base of the brain, called the
'pineal gland.' The recent views of the nervous
system repudiate the idea of a central point of this

nature ; in consciousness, the brain generally is

active, although, under difierent impressions and
ideas, the currents may be presumed to follow
different nerve-tracks. Consequently, no meaning
is now attached to a sensorium in psychology, as
distinct from the cerebrum at large.

SENTENCE. A sentence is the form of words
in which a thought or a Proposition (q. v.) is ex-
pressed. A mere phrase or grouj) of words, such as,

'A very high mountain,' which only conveys a
meaning or calls up an idea, but does not make
an affirmation, is not a sentence. Since speech is the
expression of thought, the sentence is the proper
unit or integer of speech, and thus forms the
starting-point in the study of langu.age.

Every single sentence is made up of two parts

—

the one naming the subject, or the something that
is spoken about ; the other the predicate, or the
something that is said of it—as, ' The smi—shines ;

'

' Those who have the gi-eatest gifts, and are of the
greatest usefidness—ai-e the most humble.' Every
sentence must contain a finite verb, as it is the func-
tion of the Verb (q. v.) to make affirmations. 'The
sun shines,' is an example of a sentence in its barest
form, containmg merely the subject ' sun,' and the
predicate 'shines,' which are called the 2^>'>>"^>P"l

elements. The enlargement or development of

the sentence takes jjlace by means of adjuncts,
or secondary elements, tacked on to the principal

elements—as, ' Young birds build nests without
experience.' Sentences may be divided into simple,
compound, and complex.

1. A simple sentence has only one subject and one
finite verb. Reduced to its essentials, it is of the
form, 'The sun shines;' 'The day is cold.' 2. A
compound sentence consists of two or more simjile

sentences combined— as, ' The sun gives light by
day, and the moon by night;' which contains two
affirmations or sentences, 'The sun gives light by
day,' and ' The moon gives light by night.' 3. A
complex sentence consists of one principal sentence
together with one or more dependent sentences.

In the compound sentence given above, there are
two distinct statements, and as both are put on the
same footing, they are said to be co-ordinate sen-

tences. But when we say, ' The moon rose as the
sun went down,' the going down of the sun is not
mentioned on its own account ; the only thing
directly affirmed is that the moon rose at a certain
time, .and the going down of the sun is only intro-

duced as marking that time. Such clauses are

called subordinate sentences (see Conjunctions).
The subordinate clauses of complex sentences may
be considered as transformations of the elements of

the simple sentence ; and according to the nature
of the element which has been transformed, they
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migLt be called noim-sentences, adjective-sentences,

or adverbial sentences— e.g., 'The existence of God
is denied by none' = ' Tliat God exisU, is denied by
none.' ' Renevolent men are happy' = 'Men who
seek the r/ood of others are ha]ipy.' 'The moon rose

at sunset ' = ' The moon rose as the sun went down.'

Further, the nouns, adjectives, and adverbs that
enter into a subordinate sentence, may, one and all

of them, be transformed in their turn into sentences,

which will thus be subordinate in a still higher
degree—e. g., 'Europe rejoiced that Greece was
delivered from that oppressive ])ower' =' Europe
rejoiced thut Greece U'as delirered from the jioxoer

that had oppressed her.' Here the adjective oppres-

sive in the lirst sentence has in the second been
converted into a sentence which is directly de])end-

ent, not on the principal sentence (Tiiu'ope rejoiced),

but on the subordinate, and is therefore subordinate
in the second degree. Subordination is seldom
carried beyond the second or third degree, as it

becomes perplexing, and weakens the force of the
principal assertion. The same sentence is often

compound, as containing two or more co-ordinate

sentences, and at the same time complex, as con-

tainmg one or more subordinate sentences in addi-

tion ; and to discriminate all these and point out
their relations, is to give the syntactical analysis of

the sentence.

SE'NTINEL, SENTRY (from the Lat. sentire, to

feel or jierceive, through the Ital. sentinella), a

private soldier, marine, or sailor, posted at a point

of trust, with the duty of watching the approacli of

an enemy, or any person suspected of hostile inten-

tions. Sentries mount guard over depots of anns,

the tents of commanding officer.?, &c. During the

night, each sentry is intrusted with the ' word,' or

countersign ; and no person, however exalted in

position, may attempt to approach or pass him
without giving that as a signal. In such case, the

sentry is bound to arrest the inti-uder, and, if

necessary, to shoot him. It has happened before

now that the commander-in-chief of an army has

been prisoner in the bauds of one of his own
sentries. When an army is in the field, the sentries

are its eyes, for they guard the approaches in every

direction some distance in front of the main body of

ti'oops. In the event of attack, they give the alarm,

and retire slowly on their supports. There is xisually

an agreement, tacit or expressed, between com-
manders that their outlying sentries shall not fire

upon one another, which would only be productive

of iiseless bloodshed. Under martial law, death

is the penalty to a sentry for sleepmg on guard.

SE'NZA SOEDI'NO (Ital. without the mute, or

withovit the damper), a musical term, which, when
apjjlied to the violin or violoncello, denotes that the

Mute (q. V.) is to be removed. In pianoforte music,

it means that the performer must press down the

pedal which takes off the dampers.

SEPAL. See Cal\-x.

SEPARATE ESTATE is the legal term denot-

ing the property of a married woman, which she

holds independently of her luisband's interference

and control, ^^^lere a marriage is about to be

entered into, and the lady has property, it is usual,

before the marriage, for her to assign and convey to

trustees all or part of her property, so that it may
continue to be vested in them for her exclusive

benefit, and so that she m.ay be able to deal with it

in much the same manner as if she were not married.

The deed in that case entirely regulates the extent

of her rights. Where the deed has been properly

executed, she can draw the interest, and do what
she pleases with it. A third party who bequeaths

property to a married woman, may also so give it as

to make it separate estate. If there is no clause in

the deed or will prohibiting alienation or anticipa-

tion, she will be able to tUspose of her life-interest.

She can, in general, alienate her separate estate

without the husband's consent ; and she is not
bound out of it to maintain the husband, even
though he may be destitute ; nor is she bound to

maintain lier children, unless the latter woidd other-

wise be chargeable to the parish. When a wife
incurs debts and Uabilities, her separate estate will

become chargeable with these, unless she was at the
time acting ordy as the agent of the husband, such
as ordering necessaries for tlie house. In Scotland,
a wife is boimd out of her separate estate to main-
tain a destitute husband, and the husband's consent
is necessary to her alienation of the separate estate.

SEPARATION of married persons is either

judicial or voluntary. If the parties enter into a
deed, or other arrangement, to live separate, this is

called a voluntary separation, and, in general, the
legal rights of the parties are not altered, except
that if the "wife is provided witli maintenance, she
has no longer an imphed authority to bind the
husband. And though voluntary separation is not
encoiu'aged by courts of law, yet effect will be given
frequently to deliberate contracts of this kind
entered into between the parties. See Judicial
Separatiox.

,

SE'PARATISTS. See Quakers, Oath.

SE'PIA A>-D SEPI'AD^. See CnrrLE-FLSH.

SEPIA, a pigment used as a water-colour. It is

prepared from the secretion of a peculiar organ,

called the ink-bag, found in the Dibranchiate
Cephalopoda, or Cuttle-fishes. This secretion is

black at first, and insoluble in water, but extremely
diffusible through it ; it is therefore agitated in

water to wash it, and then allowed slowly to

subside, after which the water is poured off, and
the sediment, when dry enough, is formed into

cakes or sticks. In this state it is called ' India

Ink.' If, however, it is dissolved in a solution of

caustic potash, it becomes brown, and is then boiled

and filtered, after which the alkali is neutralised

with an acid, and the brown pigment is precipitated

and di-ied : this constitutes the proper sepia. It

is usually prepared in Italy, great numbers of the

species which yields it most abundantly. Sepia

ojficinalis, being found in the Mediterranean. The
black kind, called India Ink, is prepared in China,

Japan, and India, and forms the common writing-

ink of those coimtries.

SE'POY, corrupted from the Indian word sipahi,

a soldier. This word sipahi, in its more familiar

form of spahis, is known in most eastern armies ;

and is itself derived from sip, a bow and arrow, the

ordinary armament of an Indian soldier in ancient

times. The word sepoy now denotes a native

Hindu soldier in the British army in India. See

East In'di.a Akmy. The present sepoy force does

not exceed 80,000.

SEPS. See Sia.vK.

SEPTA'RIA are ovate flattened nodules of

argillaceous limestone, internally divided into numer-
ous angular fragments by reticidating fissures

radiating from the centre to the circumference,

which are filled with some mineral substance, as

carbonate of lime or sulphate of barytes, that has

been infiltrated sulisequent to their formation.

The fissures have beeu produced by the cracking of

the nodule when drying. They are largest and
most numerous in the centre, and gradually decrease

outwards, shewing that the external crust had first

become indurated, and so, preventing any alteration

in the size of the whole mass, produced wider rents
617
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as tlio interior contracted. The radiating figure,

and the striliing contrast between the dark body o£

argillaceous limestone and the more or less trans-

parent sparry veins, when the nodule is cut and
poHshed, has caused them to be manvifaetured into

small tables and similar objects. They are, how-
ever, most extensively employed in the manufacture
of cement. As they are composed of clay, lime,

and iron, they form a cement which hardens under
water, and which is known commercially as Roman
cement, because of its properties being the same as

a famous hydraulic cement made of ferruginous
volcanic ash brought from Rome. Septaria occur in

layers in clay deposits, and are quarried for eco-

nomical purposes in the cl.ays of the London basin.

Large numbers are also dredged up off Harwich,
which have been washed out of the shore-cliffs by
the waves. The uodules generally contain a scale,

shell, plant, fruit, coprolite, or some other organic
substance, forming the nucleus that has apparently
excited the metamorphic action which withdrew
from the siirronnding clay the calcareous and
ferruginous materials scattered through it, and
aggregated them around itself.

SEPTE'MBER (Lat. septem, seven) was the 7th
montli of the Roman calendar, but is the 9th
according to mir reckoning, though we jireserve the
original name. Various Roman emperors, following
the example of Augustus, who changed ' Sextilis,'

the sixth month of the Roman calendar, into
' Augustus ' (August), attempted to substitute

other names for this month, but the ancient appella-

tion continued to hold its gi'ound. The Saxons
called it gerst-monath, or barley-month, because
barley, their chief cereal crop, was generally
harvested during this month. It has always con-

tained 30 days.

SEPTE'MBRISTS, SEPTEMBRI'SERS (Ft.

Seplemhriseurs), the name given to the frantic execu-
tioners in what are known as the ' September
massacres ' in P.aris. The particxdar causes of this

ferocious outburst were twofold—mad fear of

domestic traitors and of foreign despots. The news
came pouring into Paris, ever more and more mad-
dening, of Prussian and Austrian hordes m.archiug
victorious over the frontiers ; insolent royalists

obtruding themselves in the van of the invading
armies, and breathing threatenings and slaughter

;

while numerous aristocrates (i. e., favourers of the
king and court) were believed to be making prepar-
ations to receive them in Paris. At the very same
moment broke out the royalist insurrection in La
Vendee, rendering France still further delirious,

whereupon Danton, ' minister of justice,' got a decree
passed, August 28, 1792, ordering domicdiary visits

for the arrest of all suspected persons, and for the
seizure of ai'ms of which patriotic France stood
much in need. Upwards of 2000 stand of arms
were got in this way, and 400 head of new prisoners.

On the morning of September 2, the news of the
capture of Verdun by the Prussians arrived. The
mingled rage and panic of the people cannot
bo described. All the bells in Paris were set

a-clanging ; men and women hurried in myriads to

the Champ de Mars to get themselves enrolled as

volunteers. Danton entered the legislature—'the
black brows clouded, the colossus-iigure tramping
hea\'y, grim energy looking from all features of the
rugged man '—and made that famous speech, ending

:

' Pour les vaincre, pour les atterrer, que faut-il ? De
I'audace, encore de Taudace, et toujours de I'audace.'

The effect was electrical. He obtained from the
Assembly a decree condemning to death all ' who
refused to march to the frontiers or to take up arms.'
But patriotism against foreigners was not enough.

Were not the traitors at home deserving of death?
Marat thought so : multitudes of ardent frantic men
and women shared his conviction ; but it is not
jiroved that either Marat or Danton formally ordered
the massacres, or, indeed, that anybody ordered
them. They were rather the spontaneous outburst
of patriotic insanity, beholding aristocratic treachery
and plots everywhere. Priests, Swiss soldiers, ageil

and infirm paupers, women both reputable and
disreputable, and criminals, were mercilessly cut
down or shot. From Sunday afternoon till Thurs-
day evening the wild butchery went on at the
Bicetre, the Abbaye, the Convent of the Cai-melites,

the Conciergerie du Palais, the Grand Chatelet, St
Firmin, La Force, and the SalpStriere. One g.athers

a glimpse of the savage sincerity of the Scptem-
briseurs when one reads that the gold rings, watches,
money, &c. found on the persons of the massacred
were all religiously brought to the town-hall ; not
a single thing was stolen or furtively appropriated
nntU after the essential work was done. Then the
roughs or blackguards (' sons of d,arkness,' as Cai'lyle

calls them) sallied out into the streets like Mohawks
or Alsatians, and commenced to plunder, but were
speedily suppressed and forced back into their

dens.

Great misapprehension prevails as to the numbers
who perished in these fearfid scenes. Royalist pam-
phleteers and others, trusting mauily to fantasy
(.according to Carlyle, Fi: Rev., vol. ii. p. 158), reckon
the victims at 3000, 6000, and even 12,000 ; but the
acciu-ate advocate Maton (who was in the thick of

the horrors, and narrowly escaped the guillotine)

reduces the number, by ' arithmetical ciphers and
lists,' to 1089, which, be it observed, included
numbers of forgers of assignats, and other criminals.

It was a sad and horrible affair, as all massacres
are ; but it is above all things desirable to know
exactly the dimen-uons of, and the motives that

stirred the actors in, so execrable a tragedy.

SEPTIMOLE, in Music. When a note is divided
into seven instead of four parts—for example, a
minim into seven quavers, or a crotchet into seven
semiquavers—the gi'oup is called a septimole,

and the figure 7 is generally placed over it.

BE ^ A septimole may also

occur in a f measure, in which case the seven notes

are collectively of the value, not of four, but of six.

SEPTUAGE'SIMA SUNDAY (Lat. Septiia-

r/esima, ' the seventieth '
), the thu'd Sunday before

Lent (q. v.), so caUed, like ' Sexagesima' and ' Quin-
quagesima,' from its distance (reckoned in round
numbers) before Easter.

SE'PTUAGINT (Gr. ffoi ton 0, or hoi ; Lat.

Septuaginta ; Seventy, LXX., Alexandrine version,

ftc), the most ancient Greek translation of the Old
Testament that has come down to us, and the one
commonly in use among the Jews at the time of

Christ. Its origin is shrouded in deep obscurity. The
principal myth about it—repeated by PhUo, Jose-

phus, the Talmud, and the Church Fathers (Justin,

Clement of Alexandria, Epiphanius, and the rest),

with individual variations—is contained in a letter

purporting to be written by a Greek, Aristeas, to

his brother, Phdokrates, during the reign of Ptolemy
Philadelphus (284—247 B. c). "This king, it is stated,

anxious to embody in a collection of laws of all

nations on which he was engaged, also those of the
Jews, invited, by the advice of his librarian, Deme-
trius Phalereus, 72 men of leai'ning and eminence
from Palestine, who performed the task of translation
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(on the isle of Pharos) in 72 days. The facts upon
which this legend—utterly rejected now as a piece

of history—rests, cannot well be ascertained now.
So much, however, seems clear from another anterior

testimony (Aristobulos), that Ptolemy, aided by
Demetrius, did cause a Greek version of the Penta-
teucli to be executed, probably during the time of

his being co-regent of Ptolemy Lagi. That the
ti-anslator or translators, however, were not Pales-

tinian but Egyijtian Jews, appears equally clear

both from the state of the text from which the
translation must have been made, and from the
intimate acquaintance with Egyptian manners and
customs which it evinces. This text differs, espe-

ciaUy in the Pentateuch, considerably from our
received text, but agrees in many instances with
the Samaritan (q. v.). The question of tlie number
of translators has been much and warmly discussed,
but with little positive result. So much only
seems certain, that different hands were employed
in the rendering of the different parts of the Penta-
teuch, upon which infinite care was bestowed, as
well as of the other books of the Old Testament,
which, indeed, do not seem to have been done at the
same time. lu some instances, it woidd appear as

if the translation had been made before the non-
pentateuchial books were united with the others
into one canon. This seems particularly e\'ident in

the case of the book of Jeremiah, which, in the
translation, appears in a more primitive form than
in the state in which we possess it now. In a less

degree does this discrepancy appear in Job, the
Proverbs, Daniel, and Esther ; of these, however,
our canon probably contains the original form, while
the LXX. shews later variants. It is, however, in

neither of these books to be decided now whether the
discrepancies observable are due to an already
altered text upon which the translators worked, or

whether they were their own emendations ; or even
whether many of them are not due to a much later

period. The translation of the book of Daniel is the
most flagrant instance of subsequently introduced
' corrections ' and additions. Apart from the apo-
cryphal pieces attached to it, its obscure passages
were ' emendated ' to such an extent by both Jews
and Christians, that it was by the authority of the
early Church utterly rejected, and replaced by the
version of Theodotion. The translator of Job,
though less arbitrary, has yet altered, added to,

and abbreviated considerably, his text. Esther has
many apocryphal additions, which owe their origin

probably to the Alexandrine period, and never
existed in Hebrew. Of exaggerated literahiess is

the version of Ecclesiastes and the Psahns. Among
the most successful books are to be mentioned the

Psalms and Ezekiel. But, on the whole, there is to

be noticed throughout, a lack of an exact knowledge
of the original, a striving after minute fidelity in

one part, and an uubridled arbitrariness in another

;

further, a desire to tone down or to utterly elimi-

nate anthropomorphisms or anjfthing that appeared

objectionable to the refined taste of the time.

The Septuagant was held in the very highest repute

among the Alexandrine Jews, while the Palestinians

looked upon it as a dangerous innovation, and even
instituted the day of its completion as a day of

mourning. Gradually, however, it also foimd its

way into Palestine, and at the time of the composi-

tion of the New Testament, it seems almost to have
superseded the original, considering that its quota-

tions from the Old Testament are almost invariably

given from the LXX. It was read and interpreted

in the synagogues for some centuries after Christ,

until the increasingknowledge of the original, fostered

by the many academies and schools, and the fre-

quent disputations with the early Christians, brought

other and more faithful and literal translations,

such as that of Aquila, Theodotion, &c., into iise,

and gradually the LXX. was altogether discarded
in the synagogue. Tlie Church, however, for a long
time, and the Greek Church up to this day, con-

sidered it as of equal authority and inspiration with
the Hebrew text itself ; and many translations were
made from it into the vernacidars of different

Christian communities (the Itala, the Syiiac, the
Ethiopian, Egjrptian, Armenian, Georgian, Slavonian,

&c.). The large diliusion of the LXX. among the
Hellenists and the churches, and the want of any-
thing like a critically fixed text, together with the
pious desire bodily to insert the peculiar explanation
given to obscure passages by single authorities, the
ignorance of the copyists, and a numljer of other
causes, contributed not a httle to render the MSS.
corrupt, in some instances past mending. Nor were
the endeavours of Origen (q. v.) in his Hexapla, or

of Lucianus and Hesychius for a restoration of the
proper text, of any avail. The principal MSS. that
have, as far as we know, survived are the Codex
Alexandrinus in the British Museum, the Codex
Vaticanus in Rome, and the Sinaitic Codex (imper-

fect) in St Petersljurg ; all of which belong to the
time between the 4th and 6th centuries A. D. The
jirincipal editions are the Complutensian (1514

—

1517), reprinted in the Antwerp and Paris Polyglot

;

the Aldine of Venice (151S) ; the Sixtine of Rome
(1587), partly reprinted in Walton's Polj'glot (1657)
by Lamb Bos. (Franeker, 1709); Reineccius (Leip.

1730); Parsons and Holmes (Oxford, 179S—1S27);
Tischendorf (1850, &c.). Following more closely the
Codex Alexandrinus is the edition of Grabe (Oxford,

1707—1720, completed by F. Lee), reprinted by
Breitinger (Zurich, HSO—1732) and others. The
Alexandrine Codex has been reproduced in facsimile

by H. H. Baber ; the Sinaitic in the same manner
by Tischendorf. Some other MS. recensions are

mentioned by the early Fathers, such as the
' Hebrew,' the ' Syrian,' the ' Samaritan,' the ' Hel-
leniau,' &c. The literature of the LXX. is very
large, and special grammars and dictionaries have
been compiled for its pecidiarly coiTupt idiom.

SEPU'LCHRAL MOUNI). The practice of

rearing mounds of earth and stone over the resting-

place of the dead may be traced to remote antiquity.

It had doubtless its origin in the heap of earth

displaced by interment, which, in the case of the
illustrious warrior or chief, it became the practice to

raise into the size and form of the barrow or tumulus
which is found all over Northern Europe, from Great
Britain and Ireland to Upsala in Sweden, and the
Steppes of Ukraine. Sepidehral mounds of some
sort seem, indeed, to have been erected among all

the nations of Asia as well as of Europe, and they
are found in numbers in Centr.al America. Some of

the larger tumuli or moathills are but partially arti-

ficial ; natural mounds having been added to or

shaped into the form which it was wished that they
should take. There is considerable diversity in the
form of tlie tumuli, the different forms correspouding

to different periods, considerably remote from each
other. The oldest are long-shaped, and in the form
of gigantic graves, often depressed in the centre, and!

elevated towards one end. Inside the tumulus, the

bodj' was laid at full length, often along with spear

and arrow heads of flint and bone. The bell and
bowl-shaped tumuli seem to have succeeded this

early form. Within them is often found a short

cist and primitive cinerary xuii, shcning that the
body had been burned; Init there appears also to

bo evidence that the processes of inhumation and
cremation had been in use contemporaneously,
or sometimes the body was placed within the

cist in a sitting posture. Skeletons of dogs and
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horses are occasionally found beside the ashes

of the deceased. The sepidchral mounds which
seem to be of latest date are broad and low,

surrounded sometimes by an earthen vallum, and
sometimes, particularly in Scotland and Scandinavia,

by a circle of standing stones. In both the enclosed
and encircled tumuli, weapons have been found
belonging to the period when the metallurgic arts

were practised, and in some instances lloman as well

as native relics. A remarkable form of tumulus
frequent in Sweden, and occasionally seen in Scot-

land, consists of an oblong mound larger than the
primitive barrow, and terminated at both ends in a

point, whence it has been called tlie sJcibs cctunger,

or ship-barrow. Scandinavian antiquaries have come
to the conclusion that the bodies of the warriors

of the deep were sometimes burned in their shijis,

whose form was repeated in the earthwork reared

above their ashes.

The most numerous class of sepulchral mounds in

Scotland are the cairns (q. v.) or tumuli of stone,

which abound in every district of the country, aiul

were often of much larger dimensions than the
earthen tumuli. Another species of monument is

the cromlech (q. v.).

SEPXJLVEDA, Juan Gines de, a Spanish his-

torian, sui-named the Livy of Spain, was born at

Pozo-blanco, in the neighbourhood of Cordova, about
1490, studied first at Cordova and AJcala, and went
to Bologna in 1515, where he obtained the acquaint-

ance and esteem of the most celebrated savans of

Italy and Spain. There he wrote the life of Car-

dinal Albornoz, which was published in 1521.

He assisted Cardinal Cajetan at Naples in revising

the Greek text of the New Testament, and in 1536
returned to Spain as chaplain and historiographer
to Charles V., and preceptor to his son, afterwards
Philip II. Died in 1573 or 1574. Erasmus
speaks of S. in the Ciceronianus in terms of high
encomium, and there is indeed little doubt that

he was one of the most learned men and best
writers of his time. His works comprise Latin
translations of part of Ai'istotle (1531), and of the
commentary of Alexander Aphrodisiensis (1527);
miscellaneous dissertations, among which were
treatises on Fate and Free-will, in opposition to

Luther (1520), in favour of a war vnth the Turks
(1529), in defence of Alberto Pio Cardinal Carpi

(1531), on Marriage (1531), and in support of the
congruency of the military profession with Christi-

anity (1541), on Monarchy and the Duty of Kings
(1571). His histories of the Reign of Charles V.,

of that of Pliilip II., and of the Conquests of the
Spaniards in jNIexico, all of them WTitten in Latin,

are stUl inedited. His other works were collected

and published by the Eoyal Academy of History at

Madrid in 17S0 (4 vols, fol.), accompanied with a

portrait of S., and an account of his life and writings.

SEQUESTRA'TION, the Scotch legal term for

Bankruptcy (q. v.).—In English law, sequestration

is the appropriate term denoting the process by
which the creditor of a clergyman of the Church of

England in possession of a living, sues out execution

on his judgment, and obtains payment of the debt.

In ordinary cases of lay debtors, the sheriff takes
possession of the real estate of Judgment debtors

;

but when the debtor is a clergyman, the bishop
jiuts in force the law, and appoints sequestrators to

take possession of the benefice, and draw the emolu-
ments, and pay them over to the creditor, first

making due provision for the proper celebration of

divine worship.

SE'QTJIN (Ital. zecchino, from zecca, the name of

the Venetian mint), a gold coin first stiiick at

^ enice about the end of the 13th c, was about the
G20

size of a Ducat (q. v.), and was equivalent to about
9i'. M. sterling. Coins of the same name, but vary-
ing in value, were issued by other states.

SERA'GLIO (properly, Seeai) is the palace of the
sultan at Constantinople. It stands in a beautiful
situation on a head of land projecting into the sea,

known as the Golden Horn, and is enclosed by
walls 7,, mUes in circuit. Within the walls are a
variety of mosques, gardens, and large edifices,

capable of containing 20,000 persons, though tlie

whole number of the inhabitants scarcely ever
reaches the half of this. The principal entrance
(Bctlii Humayun, or Sublime Gate) is a kind of

pavilion, which is constantly guarded by capidjis, or

officers of the seraglio ; and the chief of the large

edifices witliin is the harem (Arab, sacred spot),

which is distinctly separated from the rest of the
seraglio, and consists of a group of houses and
gardens, one of each being possessed by each of the
sultan's wives, and of the habitations of the con-
cubines and slaves. The harem is ruled by the
kiaja-khatun, or inspector of the women, who is

under the sultan's authority alone, and is supplied
with what they requhe by the kislar-aga, or

chief of the black eunuchs who form the prin-

cipal or inner guard of the harem. The second
and outer guard is given to the white eunuchs,
under their chief the kajm-ar/ass;/, or kapti-oghlan.

Other classes of household officers are the mutes
(Tiu'kish, bisebdn or dtlssis), who, till recently, were
the executers of the sultan's orders, especially

those in which the utmost secrecy was required
;

the bo,':tai>jis, or gardeners ; the ballajis, or cleavers

of wood ; and the ilsh-or/Idans, or attendants of the
sultan. The sultan's mother always resides inthin

the seraglio, but his sisters do not. Access may
easily be had to the seraglio, with the exception of

the harem, which is scrupulously guarded from even
the eyes of strangers. The English have very
improperly confounded the two terms ' seraglio ' and
' harem.'

SERA'JO. See Bosna-Ser.u.

SERAMPO'RE, a neat town of British India,

built in the European style, and extending a mile
along the right bank of the Hooghly, 14 miles north

of Calcutta. Paper is here manufactured in large

quantity. S. was at one time a Danish settlement,

but was transferred by purchase to the British

in 1S45. Pop. 13,000.

SERANG. See Cekam.

SERA'PEUM (6r. Serapeion or Sarapeion), a
temple so named in honour of Serapis (q. v.),

several of which are known to have existed in the

ancient world. The most remarkaljle of these

temples was that of Alexandria, which was situated

soutli of the can.al, and outside the walls of the

city, and superseded an older temple at Rhacotis.

Hither was transported the statue of Dis or Pluto
from Sinope by Ptolemy I., and attached to it

was the celebrated Alexandrian Library (q. v.).

The S. at Memphis attained scarcely less reputa-

tion, and consisted of a group of temples dedi-

cated to Astarte, Anubis, Imouthos or ^Esculapius,

and Serapis. It was approached from the city of

Memphis by an avenue of sphinxes, which had
already become partially buried in the sands in

the days of Strabo, and were discovered by M.
Mariette in 1S50, who, after a series of excava-

tions, imcovered the ruins, and discovered the

cemeteries of the mummied Apis or Bidls sacred to

Ptah and Osu-is at Memphis. Close to the S. was
the Apeum, or temple of the hving Apis, in which
the bull lived, as well as the cow which had
produced him. The S., or, as it was called in

Egyptian, the abode of Osor-hapi, or the Osiris-
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Apis, was, in fact, the sepulchre of tlie bull.

The most remarkable part of the work, which was
of great extent, was the subterranean tombs of the
mummies of the Apis, consisting of galleries with
numerous cliambers, in which the remains of these
bulls had been deposited from the reign of Amenophis
III. of the ISth dynasty, about 1400 B.C., till the
time of the Romans. Two principal galleries con-
tained the tombs. The second gaUery, commenced
in the 53d j'ear of Psamraetichus I., was on a
grander scale than the lirst, with larger sepulchral
chambers, and magnificent sarcophagi of gi-anite,

measuring sometimes 12 feet high, 15 feet long, and
weighing many tons. During the reign of the
Persians, and subsequently, the chambers decreased
in size, and the monuments exhibit the general
decadence of the arts. The Apis, considered as the
incarnation of the god Ptah during life, received
royal and divine honours after death ; his body, or

the principal portion, being embalmed, and a sepul-

chral tablet or tombstone placed on his sepulchre,

along with other tablets of different worshippers,

who adored liis divinity, and dedicated them to

the deceased buU. As the principal tombstone of

the bull contained the dates of the king's reign

in which he was born or discovered, enthroned in

the Apeum, and died or was buried in the S.,

these tablets have become an important element
for the chronology of the 19th and subsequent
djTiasties, and have aided to fix some of the

hitherto doubtful points of the chronology of

the period. They terminate mth Ptolemy Euer-

getes II., 177 B. c. The talilets, votive and
sepulchral, amounted to about 1200, and the
most remarkaljle are at jiresent in the Museiun
of the Lou^Te at Paris. Kiunerous bronze figures

and other antiquities were found during the excava-
tions, comprising costly objects of jewellery, many
of which are also in the Lou%Te. Besides these,

several Greek papyri which appear to have
formerly belonged to the library or archives of

the S. were previously known, and many have
been published. These throw gi-eat light upon
the constitution of the hierarchy of the 8.,

amongst which was a kind of order of monks, who
lived within the precincts of the building, beyond
which they did not go, and subsisted upon alms or the

contributions of their family.—Mariette, Sa-apeum
lie, 3Ii')nphls (4to, Paris, 1856) ; La. Merc crApis

{4to, Paris, 1856) ; A then. Fran. (4to, Paris, 1855—
1856) ; Lepsius, Ueher den Apis-kreis, Zeitsc/t. d.

Morrj. GeselL (8vo, Leip. 1853).

SE'BAPHIM (plural of Seraph), celestial beings

in attendance upon Jehovah, mentioned by Isaiah.

They are similar to the Cherubim (q. v.), have the

human form—face, voice, two hands, and two feet

—

but six wings, with four of which they cover their

face and feet—as a sign of reverence—whQe with

two they fly. Nothing is more uncertain than the

origin of this conception, or of the word which

expresses it. Their oflice of singing the praises of

Jehovah's greatness, and of being the swift messen-

gers between heaven and earth, does not go far to

explain it. Deserving of consideration, however,

considering the close contact between .lud.-ea and

Assyria aiid Babylon, both before and after the

Captivity, is a comparison between the S. and the

winged men and beasts that have been brought to

light in these last-named countries.

SE'RAPHINE, a keyed musical instrument in

which the sounds were produced by the action of

wind on free vibratory reeds. It was the precursor

of the Harmonium (q. v.).

SERA'PIS, or SARAPIS, the Greek name of an
Egj'ptian deity, introduced into Egypt in the time

j

of Ptolemy I., or Soter. This monarch is said to have
seen the image of a god in a dream, commanding

I him to remove it from the place where it was : and
Sosibius, a traveller, having recognised it as existing

I

at Sinope, Soteles and Dionysius were sent from
Egypt, and brought it from Sinope to jUexandria.

j

On its arrival, it was examined by Timotheus the
intei-prcter and the celebrated Manetho, who called
it Serapis, and appear to have identified it with
Osorhapis, or Osiris united with Apis, i. e., Osiris,
in his character of the Egyptian Pluto, as a deity
of similar character. The figure, in fact, apjjcars
to have been one of Hades or Pluto, having at
its side Cerberus, and a dragon or snake. Accord-
ing to some authorities, the statue of S. was sent
to Ptolemy II., or Philadelphus, because that
monarch had relieved the city of Sinope from
famine by supplying it with corn, and the statue
was placed in the Serapeum, at the promontory of
Rhacotis. The S. of the Ptolemaic period, however,
was not an Egyptian, but a Greek deit}', whose
temple was not admitted into the precincts of Egj-ji-

tian cities, and only found favour in the Greek cities

foimded in Egj'pt. It is said that 42 temples were
erected under the Ptolemies and Romans to this god
in Egypt. His resemblance to Osiris consisted in

his chthouic or internal character, as judge of the
dead and rider of Hades. About his natiu'C and
attributes the Greeks themselves
entertained very difl'erent ideas,

some considering him allied to
the Sim, others to ^-Esculapius or
Hades. The god had a magnificent
temple at Alexandria, to which
was attached the celebrated Lib-
rary ; another at Memphis, in the
vicinity of the cemetery of the
mummies of the Apis, which has
been recently excavated by M.
Mariette; and another temple at

Canopus. From recent discoveries, it appears that
he represented or was identified with the Hesiri
Api, or Osorapis, the ' Osirified' or 'dead Apis,'

who was also mvested with many of the attri-

butes of Osiris, and considered, while living, to

be the incarnation of the "od Ptah-Socharis-Osiris,

the tutelary divinity of Jlemplus. The worship
of S., introduced into Egjqrt by the Ptolemies,

subsequently became greatly extended in Asia
Minor ; and his image, in aUiance with that of Isis

and other deities, appears on many of the coins

of the imperial days of Rome. In 146 A. D., the
worship of the god was introduced into the city of

Rome by Antoninus Pius, and the mysteries cele-

brated on the 6th May; but they were not long

after abolished Ijy the senate, on account of their

licentious character. A celebrated temple of S.

also existed at Puteoli (PozzuoU), near Isaples, and
the remains of it are still seen, and j>rcsent curious

geological phenomena. In Egj'pt itself, the worship
of the deity subsisted tiU the fall of paganism, the

image at Alexandria continuing to be worshipped
tUl destroyed, 30S a.d., by Theophilus, archbishop of

that town. Busts of S. are found in most museums,
and his head or figure engi'aved on certain stones

was supjiosed to possess particular mystic virtues.

His temples \verc oracular, the votaries consulting

him by sleeping and dreaming in them ; and at

Alexandi'ia the priests connected his -worship

with the healing art.—Plutarch, De Isid, s. 28

;

Clemens, Ural. Adhnrl. j). 21 ; Tacit. /lift. iv.

c. 83, 84 ; Strabo, Lib. xvii. ]>. 552 ; Macrobius,

Saturn, i. 7, 25; Xixon, fJeW Edifizio dl Po::t(oli

detto il Tempio di Serapide (Xap. 1773); Wilkinson,

Mann, and Cwst. iv. p. 360; Gibbon, Decline and
Fall, c. 28.
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SERASKIER-SERF.

SERA'SKIEB, or SEEI-ASKER (Pers. head of

the army), the name given by the Turks to every

"cneral having the command of a separate army,

and, in particular, to the commander-in-chief or

minister of war. The seraskier, in the latter sense,

possesses most extensive authority, being subordi-

nate only to the sidtan and grand vizier ; he is

selected by the monarch from among the pashas

of two or three tads.

SERENA'DE (Ital. serenata), originally music

performed in a calm night ; hence an entertainment

ipf music given by a lover to his mistress under her

window. Serenading has been chiefly practised in

Spain and Italy. It is common among the students

of the Germa.n universities to assemble at night

under the window of a favom-ite professor, and give

him a musical tribute.—A piece of music charac-

terised by the soft repose which is supposed to be

in harmony Avith the stillness of night, is called a

serenade, or sometimes a Nottorno.

SERE'TH, an important affluent of the Danube,
rises in the Austrian crownlaud of Galicia, becomes
for some distance the boundary between Moldavia

and Walachia, and joins the Danube 5 miles above
Galatz, after a course of 300 mUes.

SERF (Lat. serims, a slave). A numerous class of

the population of Europe known as serfs or vil-

leins, were in a state of slavery during the early

midclle ages. In some cases, this serf population

consisted of an earlier race, who had been subjugated

l>y the conquerors ; but there were also instances of

persons from famine or other pressing cause selling

themselves into slavery, or even sm'rendering them-
selves to churches and monasteries for the sake of

the benefits to be derived from the prayers of their

masters. Different as was the condition of the serf

in different countries and at different periods, his

position was on the whole much more favourable

than that of the slave under the Roman law. He
had certain acknowledged rights—and this was more
particidarly the case with the classes of serfs who
were attached to the soil. In England, prior to the

Normau Conquest, a large proportion of the popula-

tion were in a servile position, either as domestic

slaves or as cidtivators of the land. The name
of nalivits, generally applied to the serfs, seems to

indicate that they belonged to the native race, the

earliest possessors of the sofl. The powers of the

master over his serf were very extensive, their prin-

cipal limitations being, that a master who killed his

serf was bound to pay a fine to the king, and that a

serf deprived of his eye or tooth by his master was
entitled to his liberty. The Norman Conquest

made little change in the position of the serf. The
lowest class of serfs were the villeins i)i r/ross, who
were employed in menial household services, and
were the personal property of their lords, who might
sell them or export them to foreign countries ; while

the most numerous class, who were employed in

agriculture, and attached to the soil, were called

villeins regardant. These latter, though in some
respects in a better position than the villeins in

gross, might be severed from the land, and conveyed

a])art from it by their lord. They were incapable

of enjoying anything like a complete right to pro-

perty, inasmuch as it was held, in accordance with

the principles of the Roman law, that whatever the

slave acquired was his peculium, w-hich belonged to

his lord, who might seize it at his pleasure. By a
peculiarity in the usages of Britain, the condition

of a child as regards freedom or serxatude followed

the father, and not the mother, and therefore the

bastards of female villeins might be free. In France
and Germany, besides the classes of serf alluded to,

there were others whose servitude was of a milder
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description, and who were only bound to fixed

duties and payments in respect of their lands.

The abolition of serfdom in Western Europe was
a very gradual process, various causes having com-
bined to bring it about. The church both inveighed
against the practice of keeping Christians in bondage,
and practised manumission to a large extent. In
the com'se of time, usage greatly modified the rights

and liabilities of the serf, whose position must have
been considerably altered when we find him maldug
stipidations regarding the amount of his services,

and purchasing his own redemption. The towns
afforded in more than one way a means of emanci-
l)ation. A serf residing a year in a l)orough -nithout

challenge on the part of his lord, became ipso facto
a free man ; and the residt of experience shewed
that the industry of the free labourer was quite as

productive as that of the serf. At all events, serf-

dom died out in England without any special enact-

ment
;
yet it was not whoUy extinct in the latter

lialf of the IGth e., for we find a commission issued

in 1574 by Queen Elizabeth, to inquire into the
lands and goods of all her bondsmen and bonds-
women in the counties of Cornwall, Devon, Somer-
set, and Gloucester, in order to compound with them
for their manumission, that they might enjoy all

their lauds and goods as freedmen. In a few rare

instances, liabUity to servile duties and payments in

respect of lands seem to have continued down to
the reign of Charles I. In Scotland, as in England,
serfdom disappeared by insensible degrees ; but a
remarkable form of it continued to survive down
to the closing years of last century. Colhers and
salters were bound by the law, independent of

paction, on entering to a coal-work or salt-mine, to

perpetual service there ; and in case of sale or

alienation of the ground on which the works were
situated, the right to their services passed without
any express grant to the purchaser. The sons of

the coUier and Salter could foUow no occupation but
that of their father, and were not at liberty to seek
for employment anywhere else than in the mines to

which they had been attached by birth. Statutes
15 Geo. III. c. 2S and 39 Geo. III. c. 50, restored
these classes of workmen to the rights of freemen
and citizens, and abohshed the last remnant of

slavery in the British Islands.

In France, though a general edict of Louis X., in

1315, piu-ported to enfranchise the serfs on the royal
domain on payment of a composition, this measure
seems never to have been carried into effect, and a
limited sort of ^'illeinage continued to exist iu some
places down to the Revolutioru In some estates iu

Champagne and Nivernais, the villeius, known as
fjens de main morte, were not allowed to leave their

habitations, and might have been followed by their

lords into any part of France for the taille or villein-

tax. In Italy, one great cause of the decline of vil-

leinage was the necessity under which the cities and
[letty states found themselves to employ the peasant
popidation for their defence, whom it became expe-

dient to reward with enfranchisement. In the 11th
and 12th centuries, the number of serfs began to
decrease, and villeinage seems no longer to have
had an existence in Italy in the 15th century. Over
a large portion of Germany, the mass of the peasants
had acquired their freedom before the end of the
13th c., but in some parts of the Prussian dominions
a modified ^-illeinage continued to exist until swept
away by the reforms of Von Stein in the jircsent

century.

In Russia, where the feudal system never pre-

vailed, the early condition of the peasant was not
a servile one. Down to the Ilth c.,he could occupy
any portion of the soil that he had the means of

cultivating, the land being the property of all, and



SERGE—SEKINGAPATAM.

farmed on the purest communistic principles. The
reduction of the peasantry to a state of serfdom,
and their attachment to the soil, was gradually
effected, and not completed till the close of the
16th century. The Russian peasant of the 19th c.

was in some respects in as servile a condition as the
feudal vUlein of the 12th c. in the west of Eiu-ope ;

but there was this peculiarity attaching to his

position, that while he himself was the property of

his lord, the land which he cultivated belonged to

himself— a consideration which greatly complicated
the question of his emancipation. The Emperor
Alexander I. introduced various improvements in
the condition of the peasantry, particularly those
belonging to the crown, and in his reign serfdom
was abolished in Courland and Livonia. The entire

aljolition of villeinage has been elFected by the pre-

sent emperor, Alexander II., by a very sM'eeping
measure. From March 1S63, the peasants, both
husbandmen and domestics, have been made entirely
free as regards their persons, while they have also

obtained the perpetual usufruct of their cottages
and gardens, and certain portions of land.—.See, on
the subject of serfdom generally, Hallam's State

of Europe during the Middle Ayes, chap. 2.

SERGE, a kind of twiUed worsted cloth of

inferior quality. There is also a coarse kind of
twilled silk used for lining gentlemen's coats called

silk serge.

SE'RGEANTS (Fr. fromLat. serviens, serving), are
non-commissioned officers of the army and marines in

the grade next above corporaL They are selected

from the steadiest among the corporals, and their

duties are to overlook the soldiers in barracks, and
to assist the officers in all ways in the field. They
also command small bodies of men as guards, escorts,

&c. Every company has four sergeants, of whom the
senior is the colour-sergeant. A superior class are

the staff-sergeants, as the quarter-master-sergeant,
armourer-sergeant, hospital-sergeant ; and above
them all is the sergeant-major. The daily pay of a
sergeant varies from 2«. in the infantry to 3s. in the
horse-artillery. For his privileges, see the article

Not-commissioned Officers. In ancient times,

the rank of sergeant was considerably more e.xaltcd.

In the 12th c, the sergeants were gentlemen of less

than knightly rank, serving on horseback. Later,

the sergeauts-at-arms were the royal body-guard of

gentlemen armed cap-d-pie.

SE'RGEANTY, Grand (Fr. serr/aiterie, from Lat.

seri'iens), a tenm-e by which lands were held in

feudal times in England. After the Conquest, the
forfeited lands were parcelled out by William to his

adherents on condition of the performance of services

of a military character. The military tenants of

the crown were, however, of two descriptions : some
held merely per scrvicium militare, by knight-

service ; others held per sergentiayii, by grand
sergeanty, a higher tenure, which involved attend-

ance on the king not merely in war, but in his court

at the three festivals of the year, and at other times

when summoned. ^Uthough the word baron, in its

more extended sense, was applied to both classes of

crosvn tenants, yet it was only those holding by
gi-and sergeanty whose tenure was said to be per

haroniam. In its earliest stage, the distinction

between the greater nobility antl lesser nobility or

gentry in England was, that the former held by
grand sergeanty, and tlie latter by knight-ser\'ice

only. In theory, lands held by sergeanty could not

be alienated or divided ; but practically this came
to be often done, and by this means tenures by
sergeanty became gradually extinct before the aboli-

tion of military holdings. Considerable misappre-

hension on the part of Dugdale and later writers

has arisen from a double use of the word serviens,

or sergeant, which is sometimes apphed to a tenant
either by grand sergeanty or knight-service who
had not taken on himself the obligations attendant
on knighthood.
The term petty sergeanty was applied to a species

of socage tenure in which the services stipulated
for bore some relation to war, but were not required
to be executed personally by the tenant, or to be
performed to the person of the king, as the payment
of rent in spurs or arrows.

SERGI'PB, a maritime province of Brazil,

bounded on the N. by the Sao Francisco, which
separates it from Alagoas ; on the W. and S. by Bahia

;

and on the E. by the Atlantic. According to the
most recent statements, this province is the smallest
in the empire. Area, 11,0SS sq. m. ; pop. 183,600.
The shores are low and sandy, the interior moun-
tainous. The east part is fertile, well wooded, and
produces sugar and tobacco ; the western districts

are devoted principally to the rearing of cattle.

The chief town is Sergipe d'el Eey, at the mouth of

the chief river—the Vasa Barris—and with a pop.
stated at 9000.

SERINAGU'R, SIRINU6GUR, or CASH-
MEFvE, the capital of the v.alley of Cashmere, stands
on both sides of the Jhelum, which is here 100 yards
wide, 170 miles north-north-east of Lahore. It is

quaint and picturesque-looking almost beyond con-
ception. The streets, or rather narrow lanes, lead

to the river, and the houses, five and six stories high,

are built of wood. Kot a single straight line is to

be seen. The houses overhang the river, and lean

towards each other above the lanes in various stages

of dilapidation. Communication between the two
quarters is kept up by means of a number of rustic

wooden bridges, biult on enormous piles of timber.

Shawls are an important article of manufacture
(see Cashmere). The manufacture of articles of

papier-m&che, the designs of which are far in advance
of the workmanship, and engraving on stone and
metal, are also important branches of industry.

The vicinity of the city, with its border of towering
mountains, is exceedingly beaiitifid. The numerous
lakes, connected with lihe town and river by canals,

recall Venice to the traveller. The most notable
public structures are the Jumna Musjid or ' Great
Mosque,' capable, according to native estimate, of

containing 60,000 persons, the mosque of Shah
Hamedan, a royal tomb, and the governor's residence.

Near the east end of the city lies the dal or Lake of

Serinagur, about 5 miles long, and 2.^ broad. It is a
lovely and tranquil sheet of water, was formerly a
choice retreat of the MogiU emperors, the remains of

whose pleasure-groimds and palaces are still visible

on its margin, the most celebrated being the Shali-

mar, of polished black marble. Pop. estimated at

40,000 ; in the early part of the present century, it

is stated to have been from 150,000 to 200,000.—
Captain Knir/lit^s Diary of a Pedestrian in Cashmere
and Tibet (1S63).

SERINGAPATA'BI (iiroperly, Shri Ifanr/a Patu-
nam. City of Vishnu), a decayed city of Southern
India, built on an island in the channel of the
Kaveri, nine miles north-north-east of Maisur. The
island, three mUes long, and one mUe broad, has a
wretched appearance, and the town itself is ill-

built, ill-ventdated, and ugly. The fort, about three-

quarters of a mile broad, is surrounded by strong

walls of stone, and contains the jialace of Tipu
Sahib (q. v.). In the days of its highest prosperity,

S. is said to have contained 300,000 inhabitants ; in

1800, it contained 31,895, and now it contains httle

over 12,000. Hyder All (q. v.) made it the se.at of

his government in 1765. It was besieged bv Lord
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SERJEANT-AT-ARMS—SEROUS MEMBRANES.

Cornwallia in 1791, and again in 1792. On the last

occasion, the terms dictated by the commander of

the British to Tipii, the sou and successor of Hyder
Ali, were very severe. A British army apjieared

before the walls again in 1799 ; and on the 3d May
of that year, the fort was stormed, and Tipii slain

in the vicinity of his own palace.

SERJEANT-AT-ARMS, in the English Court
nf Chancery, is the officer who attends upon the

Lord Chancellor with the mace, and who executes

by himself or deputies various writs of process

directed to him in the course of a Chancery suit,

such as apprehending parties who are pronounced
to be in contempt of the court. A similar officer

attends on each House of Parliament, and arrests

any person ordered liy the House to be arrested.

SERJEANT-AT-LAW used to be the highest

degree of barrister in the common law of England,
and was called serjeant-counter, or of the coif. The
degree is of great antiquity, and formerly a barrister

could only be appointed after being of sixteen years'

standing, but now no particular qualification as to

time is required. Formerly, also, they had exclu-

sive audience in the Court of Common Pleas, but
that monopoly has been aboHshed. The i>roper

forensic dress of a sergeant is a violet-coloured robe

with a scarlet hood. A Serjeant is appointed by a

writ or patent of the crown. The Chief Justice of

the Common Pleas recommends the barrister to the

Lord Chancellor, who advises the crown to make the

appointment. The degree of Serjeant is entirely

honorary, and merely gives precedence over bar-

risters ; and when he is appointed, he is rung out of

the Inn of Court to which he belongs, and there-

after joins the brotherhood of Serjeants, who form a
separate community. By ancient custom, the com-
mon law judges are always admitted to the order of

Serjeants before sitting as judges, and hence they
always address a sergeant as a brother. A Queen's
Counsel (q. v.) takes precedence of all Serjeants,

imless these have patents of precedence, which
prevent them being displaced by the Queen's Counsel
who come after them. Sometimes one or more of

the Serjeants are appointed Queen's Serjeants.

SE'ROUS FLUIDS. This term is appUed by
chemists aud jihysicians to various fluids occurring

in the animal body. They are arranged by Gorup-
Besanez, one of the highest authorities on Physio-

logical Chemistry, under three heads : 1. Those
which are contained in the serous sacs of the body,

as the cerebro-spinal fluid, the pericardial fluid, the

peritoneal fluid, the pleural fluid, the fluid of the

tunica vaginalis testis, and the synovial fluid. 2.

The tears and the flmds existing in the eyeball, the

amniotic fluid, and transudations into the tissue

of organs. 3. Morbid or excessive transudations,

such as dropsical fluids, the fluids occurring in

hydatids, and in blebs and vesicles on the skin,

and transudations from the blood in the intestinal

capillaries, as in cases of intestinal catarrh, cholera,

or dysentery.

All these fluids bear a close resemblance to one
another, both in their physical and chemical
characters. In so far as relates to their physical

characters, they are usually clear aud transparent,

colourless or slightly yellow, of a slight saline,

mawkish taste, and exhibiting an alkaline reaction

with test-paper. They possess no special formal or

histological elements, but on a microscopic examina-
tion, blood-corpuscles, cells of various kinds, mole-
cular granules, and epithelium may occasionally be
observed in them. The ordinary chemical consti-

tuents of these fluids are water, fibrin (occasionally),

albumen, the fats, animal soaps, cholesterin, extrac-

tive matters, urea (occasionally), the same inorganic
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salts which are found in the serum of the blood, and
the same gases as occur in the blood. As rare

constituents, and only occurring in disease, may be
mentioned sugar, the biliary acids, salts of lactic

and succinic acids, creatinine, mucin, &c. The
following analyses of four of these fluids will serve
to give a good idea of their composition :

\Vater,
Solid Constituents,

l-'ibrin,

.

Albumen, . . \
Extractive Matters,)

Inorganic Salts,

Plasma of



SERPENT-SERPENTS.

of various kinds, some of which are of parasitic

origim, are often foimd.

Synovial membranes present many points of

similarity to serous meniliranes ; as, however, they
also present several points of difference, they will be
briefly noticed in a special article.

SERPENT, a powerful bass musical wind instru-

ment, consisting of a tube of wood covered with
leather, furnished with a mouthpiece like a trom-

bone, ventages, and key.s, and twisted into a serpen-

tine form, whence its nanie. Its compass is said to

be from Eb below the bass staff to C in the third

space of the treble clef, including every tone and

^ ^ ^
1 but the high-semitone-

^^
est octave does not sound well with ordinary players.

When unskilfidly played, it exhibits the most start-

ling inequalities of tone, in consequence of there

being three notes
m much

more powerful than the rest. The serpent is in B?,

and therefore music for it must be written a wliole

tone above the real sounds. The serpent was in-

vented by a French priest at Auxerre in 1590, and
while its principal use has been in military music,

it has also been employed in the orchestra to rein-

force the basses. As an orchestral, and even as a

militar}' instrument, the serpent is f.ar less manage-
able tlian the Ophicleide (q. v.), which has nearly

superseded it. It is still much used in the music of

the Roman Catholic Church.

SERPENTA'EIA. See Akistolocui.\.

SEEPENT-CHAKMING, an art which has

been practised in Egypt and throughout the East

from remote antiquity, and which forms the pro-

fession of persons who employ it for their ow-n gain,

and for the amusement of others. In India, and
partly if not entirely in other countries, this pro-

fession is hereditarj'.

There are several allusions to serpent-charming

in the Old Testament : see Psalm hdii. 4, 5

;

Eccles. X. 11 ; Jer. viii. 17- It is mentioned also

by some of the ancient classics, as Pliny and Lucan.
Serpent-charmers xisually ascribe their power

over serpents to some constitutional i)cculiarity,

and represent themselves as perfectly safe from
injury even if bitten by them. To confirm this,

they are accustomed, in their exhibitions, to exas-

perate the serpents, and allow themselves to be

bitten, so that blood flows freely. But it has been

fully ascertained that the serjjents which they carry

\\ith them, and produce on these occasions, although

of the most venomous kinds, have been at least

deprived of their poison-fangs, and to prevent new
ones from growing, a portion of the maxillary bone

is often if not always taken out ; in some cases, it

appears that the poison-glands themselves are

removed by excision and cautery.

So much, however, being set aside as of the nature

of a mere juggler's trick, much still remains which

is iuteresting,"and in which there is imquestionable

reality. The serpent-charmers of the East have a

power beyond other men of kno%ving when a serpent

is concealed anywhere, long practice having probably

enabled them to distinguish the musky smell which

serpents very generally emit, even when it is too

faint to attract the attention of othei-s. They are

therefore sometimes employed to remove serpents

from gardens .and the vicinity of houses. In this,

as in "their exhibitions, they pretend to use spells.

What power the tones of their voice may exert, is of

•lU-t

course uncertain ; but they accompany their words
with whistling, and make use also of various musical
instruments, 1:he sound of which certainly has great
power over serpents. When they issue from their
holes, the serpent-charmer fearlessly catches them,
by pinning them to the ground by means of a forked
stick. But one of the first things he does after-

wards is to knock out or extract the poison-fangs.
In the exhibitions of serpent-charmers, the

creatures are often made to twine round the bodies
of the performers. They also erect themselves
p.ai-tially from the ground, and in this posture they
perform strange movements to the soimd of a pipe,
on which the serpent-charmer plays. It appears
also that he exerts a very remarkable influence over
them by his eye, for even before any musical sound
has been employed, he governs and commands them
by merely fixing his gaze upon them.

In 1850, a jiarty of Arab serpent-charmers visited

London, where exliibitions took place similar to those
which are common in the East.

SE'RPENTINE, a mineral, composed of sUiea
and magnesia in almost equal proportions, with
about 13—15 per cent, of water, and a little protoxide
of u-on. S. is generally massive ; very rarely
crystallised in rectangular prisms. ConrMON S.

sometimes occurs as a rock. It is imctuous to the
touch, and soft enough to be scratched by calcareous
spar. It is not easily broken, but can be cut without
much difficulty. It is generally green, black, or
red ; the colour sometimes imiform, sometimes
spotted, clouded, or veined. It receives its name
from the serpent-like form which the veins often
assume. It is cut and txu-ned into ornaments of

various kinds. Pr.Eciou.s S., or Noble S., is of a
rich dark-green colour, hard enough to receive a
good polish, translucent ; and sometimes contains
embedded garnets, which form red spots, and much
add to its beauty. It is a rare mineral. It occurs

at Baireuth in Germany, in Corsica, at Portsoy in

Banff'shire, in the Shetland Islands, &c. It is

generally found along with foliated limestone, in

beds under gneiss, mica-slate, &c., or in Common
Serpentine. The ancient Romans used it for pillars

and for many ornamental purposes ; and vases,

boxes, &c. are still made of it, and much prized. The
ancients ascribed to it imaginary medicinal vii-tues.

S. belongs to the metamorphie rocks. It occurs

as an ii-regidarly overlying mass in the Lizard

district of Cornwall, as a dyke at Portso}-, and as

nodular aggregations in the granite of Aberdeen-
shire. It is generally associated with the gi-anitoid,

igneous, or metamorphie rocks, though it is occa-

sionally found as a member of the trappean series.

Trap dykes, in passing through or coming into con-

tact with limestone, not unfrequently convert it

into serpentine, or fiU it with lines or masses of

serpentine.

SERPENTS [Ophidia), an order of Reptiles,

which is in general simply characterised as having
a very elongated body and no external limbs. The
links, however, which unite saurians with serpents

are very numerous ; the limbs of many saurians

being partially wanting, and little more than rudi-

mentary ; whilst rudimentary limbs are found by
anatomical examination in many serpents, and the
rudimentary hinder limbs of some, ;is boas, appear
externally in the form of hooks or claws. See Boa.
The body and tail are covered with scales, the

head often with plates. The vcrtebr;e and ribs are

extremely numerous, a pair of ribs being attached

to each vertebra throughout the whole length of the

body. Some serpents have more than 300 pair

of ribs. The ribs not only serve to give form to

the body, and aid in respiration, but are also organs
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of locomotion. There is no breastbone [sternum)

for the small end of the ribs to be attached to, as

in other vertebrate animals, but each rib is joined

by a slender cartilage and a set of short muscles to

one of the scales of the abdomen. A serpent moves

Fig. 1.—Skeleton of the Rattlesnake.

by means of the ribs and of these scales, which take
hold on the surface over which it passes, and iu this

way it can glide—often very rapidly—along the
ground, or on the branches of trees ; and many
species climb trees with great facility, gliding up
them as if on level ground. Most—if not all— of

the species are also capable of elevating a great

jjortion of the body from the ground ; and many
of those M'hich live among the branches of trees

hold their place firmly by means even of a few
scales near the tail, and freely extend the greater

poi'tion of the bodj' iu the air. On a perfectly

smooth surface, as that of glass, a serpent is quite

helpless, and has no power of locomotion.

The vertebrc'B of serpents are so formed as to

admit of great pliancy of the body, which is capable
of being coiled up, with the head in the centre of

the coil, and some serpents have the power of

throwing themselves to some distance from this

coiled position. The vertebrfe are articulated by
perfect ball-and-socket joints, the anterior extremity
of each being rounded into a smooth and polished

ball, which fits exactly into a hemispherical cup in

the next ; but there are processes in each vertebra
which prevent any motion except from side to side,

so that serpents are quite incapable of the vertical

undulations so often rejiresented in prints. The
ribs are also attached to the vertebrje by ball-and-

socket joints.

Cux-ier dii-ided serpents into three sections, the
first—of which the common Blindworm (q. v.) or

Slow-worm of Britain is an example—consisting of

those which have the skull, teeth, and tongue
similar to those of saurians, and in which the eye
has throe lids, and there are vestiges of bones of

anterior Umbs ; the second, which Cuvior calls True
Serpents, having no vestiges of such bones, the eye
destitute of lids, and the bones of the head so

formed that the mouth and throat are capable of

very great dilation ; the third, which he calls Naked
Serpents, containing only the genus Cac'dia (q. v.),

now known, notwithstanding its form, to belong
really to the Eatracliians or Amphibia.
The serpents of Cuvier's first section have been

conjoined with some of the nearly allied saurians,

more or less furnished with external limbs, under
the name Suurophklia, by Mr Gray. They are
connected with the True Serpents by the famihes
AmpluAcenklce aud Typhlopskl(X, which nearly agree
with them in the structure of the head and mouth,
but want the third eyelid—some of the Ti/phlopsidce,

iudccd. having the eye itself merely rudimentary

—

aud, like the True Serpents, have no vestige of

breast-bone or shoulder. These, with aU the
creatures included in this section, are, in so far as is

Ivnown, perfectly harmless. They live chiefly on
insects and other very small animals.
The True Serpents live on larger prey, which

they swallow entire, some of them—as the boas

—

crushing it by constriction iu the coil of their

muscular body. The prey ot a serpent is often
thicker than the serpent itself, and to admit of its

beiog swallowed, the throat and body are very
dilatable. The bones of the head are adapted to the
necessity of a great expansion of the mouth aud
dilation of the throat,

as will be seen by
the annexed figure

of the distended
jaws of the rattle-

snake. The bones
composing the upper
jaware looselyjoined

together by liga-

ments ; and even the
ai-ches of the palate

are movable. The
two halves of the
lower jaw are con-

nected by a ligament,

so loose and elastic

that they are capable of separation to a great

e.xtent ; aud the mastoid and tympanic bones,

which connect the lower jaw and the skuU, are

lengthened out into pedicles, aUowing au extra-

ordinary power of dllatiou. Serpents, however,
sometimes seize prey too big for them to swaUow,
and die iu the attemjjt, their teeth being so formed
as to prevent them from rejecting by the mouth
what has once got into the tliroat.

The teeth of the True Serpents are simjile, aud
directed backwards. In the non-venomous kinds,

there are four rows on the upper part of the mouth,
two rows on the jaws, aud two on the palate; cacli

division of the lower jaw is also armed wth a single

row. In vipers, rattlesnakes, and other venomous
serpents, there are no teeth on the upper jaw,
except the poison-fangs ; the palatal teeth, however,
forming two rows as in the non-venomous kinds, the
aiTangement of teeth in the lower jaw being also

the same. Venomous serpents do not, in fact, need
the same ariay of teeth as the non-venomous

;

depending rather on the power of their venom for

their prey, which they suddenly wound, and then
wait till it is deacL The poison-fangs are long in

comparison with the other teeth ; they are two iu

number, firmly fixed into a movable bone ; wheu
not in use, they are laid flat on the roof of the
mouth, covered by a kind of sheath formed by the
mucous membrane of the palate ; when the animal
is irritated, and about to assail its enemy or its

prey, they stand out Uke two lancets from the
upper jaw. They move with the bone into which
they are fixed ; and the bone aud muscles are so

arranged that the opening of the mouth brings
them into the position for use. There is above
them, and towards the back of the head, a large

gland for the elaboration of the poison, which is

forced through them by the action of the muscles,

each fang being tubular. The tube of the fang is

formed, not as by a hollowing of it, but as by a
bending of it upon itself, and is situated in front.

The opening at the point of the fang is a narrow
longitudinal fissure. The poison-fangs are very
liable to be destroyed, and the germs of new ones

are generally found behind them, ready to grow
and supply their place.

It is sometimes stated as a distinction between
venomous and non-venomous serpents, that the
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former liave only two rows of teeth on the upper
part of the month, whilst the latter have four.

This rule must not, however, be accepted without
qualification. In the marine serpents (Hydrklce),
there are rows of maxillary teeth behind the
poison-fangs ; and some of the venomous land-
serpents, as the Bongars or llock Snakes of the
East Indies, which, however, are not amongst the
most venomous, have some smaller teeth in the
jaw-bones behiud the poison-faugs.

The venom of serpents differs very much in its

deadly power in diti'erent species. The bite of

some causes the death of a human being in a few
miuutes, so that no creatures are more formidable

;

that of others proves fatal after the lapse of hours ;

whilst the bite of others, such as the common viper,

is seldom fatal, although causing great paiu and
many unpleasant consequences. ' I have carefuUy
examined all the evidence on record,' says Mr
Buckland, ' as regards the most efficacious internal

remedy that can be given in such cases, and have
come to the conclusion that nothing is so good as
ammonia' (Curiosities of Natural History). The
same writer also recommends brandy or other
stimulating drinks to be taken in large quantities.

But it is of the utmost importance to suck the
wound as soon as possible after it has been inflicted,

and no danger is to be apprehended in doing so, if

there be no scratch or sore about the mouth, for the
poison, so deadly when it mixes with the blood, is

quite innocuous when taken into the stomach.
ilany antidotes to the poison of serpents are in

vogue in different countries, most of them, if not
all, utterly unworthy of regard. But a method
employed in India, by those who collect cobras for

the exhibition of serpent-charming, seems to deserve
notice : it is the prompt application to the wound
of certain balls, which probably act by absorbing

the poisoned blood, and extracting it from the
wound. What these balls are made of, is not yet
well known, though they are said to have the
appearance of bone that has passed through great

heat. Their absorbent power is certainly great.

The peculiarities of the lungs of serjients are

noticed in the article Keptiles. The heart is placed

very far back in the body. The intestines have
a great absorbent power, and the faeces consist only

of the most indigestible portions of the prey in an
extremely desiccated state ; the members of the

animal which has been swallowed being still often

distinguishable, and hair, scales, and the like remain-

ing imchanged.
The tongue of serpents is forked, and is often

thi-ust out of the mouth. It is vulgarly regarded as

the slinrj, but serpents have no sting, their only

weapons being the fangs already noticed. The only

souud which serpents emit is that of hissing.

Seqients are either strictly oviparous or they are

ovoviviparous. The non-venomous seri]ents are

generally oviparous ; the venomous, ovoviviparous.

The eggs of those which lay eggs are generally depo-

sited m a long string, connected by a kind of vis-

cous substance, in some heap of decaying vegetable

matter, the mother paying no further heed to them.

But some serpents coil themselves aroimd their eggs

and hatch them ; and it woidd even seem that the

habits of the same species differ as to this, in tlif-

fcrent climates. The eggs of serpents are not quite

devoid of calcareous covering, but have so little

that their integument is soft and pliable.

It has been often alleged that vipers and other

serpents, when alarmed, swallow their young, and
eject them again after reaching a place of safety,

'i'here still remains some doubt on this curious

question, Avhich has recently been much discussed

;

and it is not improbable that the alleged proofs of

it from living young ones issuing out of the body
of the parent when crushed, are to be accounted for
by the ovoviviparous mode of generation.

It seems probable that serpents do not possess
the senses of taste or smeU in great perfection. The
ear has no external opening, and no tympanum,
nor is it certain that their hearing is acute, but
they are remarkably sensible of the power of music,
of which serpent-charmers avad themselves, both to
bring them from their holes and to control them.
See Serpext-chakming. A European gentleman,
residing in one of the mountainous jiarts of India,
found that his flute attracted them in such numbers
to his house that he was under the necessity of
ceasing to play it. Then- eyes are small, and are
2irotected from the dangers to which they might
otherwise be exposed, by a transparent iutecrument
connected with the skin, and which comes away
with the skin when the old skin is cast off, as is

the case at least once a year.

The colours of serpents are very various, and
often very beautiful. As a general ride, but not
without excepti(^s, the venomous species are of
darker and more imitorm coloiu' than the non-
venomous. The aversion and horror with which
serpents are so generally regarded, are of course
due to the dangerous character of so many of them,
and the difficulty of observing and avoiding them.

Serpents are used as food by some savage tribes.

They are capable of being tamed, and some of the
non-venomous species have frequently been so, and
have been found useful in killing mice, rats, and
other such vermin.

Serpents abound chiefly in tropical climates,
although some are found in northern countries, as
in Scandinavia. The British species were, uutU
recently, supposed to be only three in number—the
Bliudworm (one of the Saurophidia), and two True
Serpents, the Common Snake and the Viper, the

Fig. ?.

1, Common Snake ; 2, Coronolla la}vis ; 3, Viper.

last alone being venomous. Recently, however,
much interest has been excited by the discovery in

England of the Coronella liEvis {see Coroxeila), a
harmless snake, common in some parts of the

continent of Europe. Its discovery is more recent

than the [lublication of the article Coroxella in this

work. The distinctive features of thi-ee of the

snakes here mentioned will be at once seen in the

accompanying illustration, for which we are indebted
to the Field newspaper.

SEKPUKO'V, a very ancient Piussian town, 5G
miles south of Moscow, close to the left bank of the

Oka. It contains a cathedral, and is defended by
a Kreml, or citadel. There are upwards of 50
factories, of wliich those engaged in the manvifac-

ture of sailcloth, wooUen goods, and leather are of

importance. Pop. about 15,000.
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SE'RPULA, .1 genus of Annelida, of the order

Tubicolic, foi-iuing and inhabiting a calcareous tube,

like that of molluscs, and therefore described in old

worUs on conchology. Indeed, the shell of a S. is

not always easily distinguished from that of molluscs

of the genus Vermetus, although the inhabitants are

extremely different ; but the shell of Vermetus has a

ret'ular sjjire at the apex, which is not found in that

of any scrpula. The serpuliB attach their shells to

rocks, shells, &c. in the sea. The shell is variously

contorted, and some of tlie species live in groups,

Serpula Contortuplicata.

with the shells intertwined. The wider end of the

shell is open, and from it the animal protrudes its

head and gills, which expand as beautiful fan-like

tufts. They are in general exquisitely coloured,

and serpulaj are among the most interesting and
beautiful creativres that can be placed in an
aquarium. On the slightest alarm, they disappear

completely into the tube, which then is closed Ijy

an operculum curiously framed as an appendage to

the gills. Several species of S. are common on the

British coasts, but the largest are found in tropical

seas, and are among the many lovely objects to

be seen in looking down through clear- still water

on coral reefs.

SERKAVAXLE, a city of Northern Italy, in

Venetia, on the river Aleschio, 35 miles north of

Venice. It is situated in a valley, and was formerly

fortified. The cathedral S. Andrea is very ancient.

Pop. 5714.

SERTO'RIUS, Q., one of the ablest Roman com-
manders in the later ages of the Republic, was a

native of Nursia, in the country of the Sabincs, and
began his military career in Gaul. He fought, 105

B.C., in the disastrous battle on the Rhone in which
the Roman proconsul, Q. .Servilius Coepio, \i-as

defeated by the Cimbri and Teutones, and took part

in the splendid victory at Aqua; Sextiie (mod. Aix),

102 E. c, where JNlarius annihilated the same bar-

barians. On the breaking out of the sanguinary

struggle between the party of the nobles under Sulla

(q. V.) and the popular l^arty headed by Marius

(q. V.) (88 E. c), he espoused the cause of the latter.

MoraUy, he was much superior to the military

adventurers of his time ; and the impression we
have of him from Plutarch's i)icturesque biography
is that of a valiant, resolute, honest, and stubborn
Roman, sucli as was commoner in the 3d than in

the 5th c. of the Repubhc. None of the Marian
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generals held out so long or so successfullj^ as he
against the victorious oligarchy. He fought in

conjunction with Cinna the battle at the OoUine
Gate, which placed Rome at the mercy of the
Marians, but he had no hand in the bloody
massacres that followed. What we do hear of him
is to his credit. He got his own troops together, and
slew 4H()0 of the ruffianly slaves whom Marius was
permitting to ptluuder and ravish at will through
the city. On the return of Sulla from the East (8.'!

B. c), S. withdrew into Etruria, but finding it im]i(is-

sible to act m concert with the other military leaders

of his party, he went to Spain, where he continued

the struggle in an iude])endeut fasliion. At first lie

was not very successful, and found it advisaljle

to embark for Mauritania. After several adven-

tures, in the course of which he once passed through
the Strait of Gibraltar, and fell in with some sailors

who had visited the Atlantic islands, and Avhose

descriptions so wrought upon his imagination, that

he ' was seized with a strong desire to dwell in the

islands, and to live in quiet, free from tyranny and
never-ending wars'—(Plutarch)— he returned to the

Peninsida, at the invitation of the Lusitanians, got

together an army composed of natives, Libyans
and Romans, and after a time became the virtual

monarch of the whole country. During 80—70 B. c,

he was victorious over all his opponents, nor was
it until the arrival (76 E. c), of young I'ompey
(' Pompey the Great'), that he found an opponent
worthy to cope with him ; and even Pompey was
scarcely yet his equal in miUtary skill. S. drove

Pompey over the Iberus (Ebro) with heavy loss ;

nor was the campaign of the following year- (75

E. c), more favom'able, for though S.'s subordinates

were twice beaten, Pompey himself had no success,

and was forced to write urgent letters to the

senate for reinforcements. The campaigns of the

next two years were unimportant, except in so far

as they shew us the gradual operation of that

miserable jealousy and envy of S. that brought
about his ruin. Perperua, and other Roman ofHccrs

of the Marian party, who had lleil to him in 77

B.C., when Sulla became triumphant at home, and
who seem to have been a set of base adventurers,

secretly stirred up the Spaniards against him, and
when that artihce did not prove so successful as

was hoped, they con-
,

spired against his life,

and assassinated him in

his own tent, 72 B.C.,

under circumstances of

shameful perfidy. AVith

S. the Marian or ]>opular

cause sunk, until it was
revived and attained

final success in the per-

son of Jidius Cxsar

(q. v.). Plutarch has
written S.'s life, and
Corneille has made it

the subject of a tragedy.

SERTULA'RIA, a

genus of zoophytes
{Anthozoa), plant -like

and branched, hin-ny,

tubular, filled with a
semi-fluid organic pulp,

the polype cells in two
rows on the branches,

the polypes hydra-like.

The species are numer-
ous, and some are com-
mon on the British

coasts, attached to stones, shells.

The sertidariffi are very beaxitifiil.

Sertularia Ingra
portion ma^'uified.

sea-weeds, &c.
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SE'RUM. See Blood.

SE'RVAL {Feli/s Serval or Leopardus Serval), one
of tlie smaller Fdidcc, a native of South Africa, the

Boschkatte, or Bush-eat, ot the Cape Colony- It is

aliout two feet in length, exclusive of the tail.

The S. is a beautiful animal, yellowish "with black

ZIJ^'

Serval (Felis Serval).

spots, the loAver parts white with black spots.

The fur of the S. is in great request, ami is known
to furriers as that of the Tlijcr Cat. Tlie S. is one
of the mildest and most docile of the Felidir.

SERVANT. See M.\ster and Serv.vnt.

SERVETUS, Michael, oi-, in his native Spanish,

JIiGUEL Sekvede, a notable and unfortunate
sjiecnlator in theology, was born at Villanueva, in

Aragon, in 1509. At the age of nineteen, he
quitted Spain, and commenced the study of law at

Toulouse, which he soon abandoned to devote
himself with ardoxir to the knotty points of the
Reformation doctrines. In 15.30, he went to Basel
to hear fficolampadius, and thence to Strasburg,

where Bucer and Capito taught. His darmg denial

of the doctrine of the Trinity frightened or angered
these divines to such a degree that they denounced
him as ' a wicked and cursed Spaniard.' S. appealed

from their judgment to that of the public in his

De Trhiiiath Errorihus Lib. VII. (Haguenau, 1531

;

modern edition, Nurnbcrg, 1701), and his Dialorjiies

(Haguenau, 1532) ; but the public thought as little

of his teaching as the theologians ; and to avoid the
odium which it had occasioned, he changed his

name to Michael de Villanueva, and fled to Paris,

where he studied medicine under Sylvius and
Fernel, and took his degi'ee as a physician with
honours. S. seems to have possessed a kind of

l)enetrating, if also rash and restless intellect,

which enabled him to hit truth occasionally in

his flighty researches, or, at least, to make hajijjy

guesses in the right direction. Thus, for e.xamjile,

he had an idea (see M. Flourens in the Journal des

Saraiiti, AprQ 1S54) of the doctrine of the circula-

tion of the blood. He attacked Galen and the

Faculty with his customary violence in a treatise on
Syrups (Sijruporinn Unirnr.ia llatio, Paris, 1537

;

Lyou, 154G). About this time, lie made the

acquaintance of Calrin, with wlioin he had several

conferences or private disputations, the result of

which was a public challenge ; lint S., after assenting

to the arrangements, decamped, afr,aid probably, and
not without reason, that his precipitate imperious

waj' of thinking did not fit him for discussing with

so cool, wary, and merciless a logician as the

Genevese reformer ; afraid, too, perhaps, of being

unceremoniously handed over to the authorities for

heresy ! Aftcrliving successively for some time at

Lyon, Charlieu, and Avignon, and supporting him-

self by writing for the booksellers, lie found an
asylum in the palace of Pierre I'aulmior, Archbishop

of Vienne, in 1541, where he remained for some
years, and wrote his famous C/irisliaiiismi Ilestilulio,

first published in 1553. The work has been twice

reprinted, first by Dr Jleade of London (incom-

plete), and again by Murr, at NUrnberg, in 1700.

Its celebrity is due more to the fact, that it sealed

the fate of its author, than to its intrinsic merits,

the ideas being obscure, and the style incor-

rect. After its publication, S. wished to go to

Italy, by way of Switzerland, but in passing through
Geneva, was arrested and imprisoned at the instiga-

tion of Calvin (q. v.). After a long and complicated
judicial procedure, S. was condemned to be burned,

and the sentence was carried into execution, 27th
October 1553—the hapless heretic expiring in agonies.

The fate of S., after all the palliations that can be
offered are weighed, remains a dark stain on the
memory of Calvin (q. v.).

SE'RVIA (Turk. /S';/)7>), a principaUty included

within the limits of European Tiu'key, but almost
independent of that power. It is bounded on the
north by Austria ; on the east by Walachia and
Bulgaria ; on the south by Rumdi and Bosnia

;

and on the west by Bosnia. Area 21,000 sq. m.

;

pop. 1,120,000. The country is mountainous and
densely wooded. From the interior, numerous
chains proceed northward, forming massive bar-

riers both on the eastern and western frontiers,

and sloping pretty steeply towards the swampy
plains along the Save and the Danube. In the

extreme north-east, near Orsova, they reach the

very edge of the Danube, and along with the

Eastern Carpathians on the opposite shore, imprison

the great river within a wall of rock, known as the

Iron Gate of the Danube. The highest of these

chains is the Eudnik Mountains (gathered into a

knotty group about the centre of the state), which
ill the Great Schturaz attains an elevation of 3400
feet. The sSchtinmdia, or Forest, extends south-

wards from Belgrade for 60 miles. Beautiful

landscapes are everywhere to be seen. The
principal rivers (Serb. Bjeka) flowing through the

country are the Morava and Timok, affluents of the

Danube ; and the Kolubara, an affluent of the Save,

which itself falls into the Danube at Belgrade. The
climate is temperate and salubrious, but somewhat
cold in the higher regaons. The soil in the valleys

and level districts is fertde, and equally fitted for

the rearing of cattle, the favourite occupation of the

people, and the production of corn and wine ; but

not more than ^'jth of the land is under tillage,

and fully yjths is forest or wilderness. Oak is the

most common wood, but chestnuts and fruit-trees

of all sorts abound, especially pears, of which there

are whole forests iu some places. The mountains

are believed to be rich iu coi>per and silver, but

mining is almost unknown, and manufacturing

industry is iu the most backward condition.

Comlitution, Internal Administration, iCr.—The
constitution now in force dates from 1839.—The

land is divided into 17 Ocruzifi, or circles (Turk.

Kazas) ; each circle has a prefect and a court of

the first instance, and sends a dejiuty to the

.Scub.ich'liiia, or national parliament. The circles are

subdivided into 53 Srezi, or arrondisseraents, and
these again into 1152 Obsch'line, or parishes, each of

which has a justice of peace court. The civil legis-

Lature of S. is modelled after that of Austria. The
government comprises a ju-esident, who is also

minister of Foreign Affairs, together with ministers

of the interior, of Justice, of Finances and Public

Worship, of War and Public Works.—The military

force is composed of a small body of regul.ars, under
3000 men, including cavalry and artillery, and au
immense national guard of more than 100,000,

which can easily be raiseil to 150,000, for every Serb
carries arms, and is trained to military habits.

The Turks keep possession of the town and fortress
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of Belgrade, where they have a garrison of 15,000

men : and a few other places.

Relirjion, Education, and Finance.—The inhabi-

tants nearly all belong to the Greek Church, but
are independent of the Patriarch of Constantinople.

Ecclesiastical affairs are managed by a Metropohtan,
whose seat is at Belgrade, and by the three bishops

of Uzitza, Shabatz, and Timok. For the few who
acknowledge -the authority of the pope and the

Latin Church, there is a bishop in part, infid., but
who resides at Diacobar in Austrian Slavonia. S.,

according to recent estimates, had 298 churches,

051 parishes, and 652 priests, besides 38 cloisters.

It also possessed upwards of 300 educational iusti-

tntions, including several gymnasia, a Lyceum for

philosophical and juristic studies, a theological col-

lege, an artillery school, a school of agriculture,

and 300 elementary schools for boys, and 13 for

girls ! These schools are not under the control of

the clergy, and education is consequently making
rapid progress. In 1864, the revenue of the country
amounted to 22,253,344 piastres, and the expenses
to 24,487,513 piastres.

Character.—The Servians are distinguished for

the vigour of their frame, their personal valour, love

of freedom, and glowing poetical spirit. Their man-
ners and mode of hfe are exceedingly picturesque,

and strongly prepossess a stranger in their favour.

They rank among the most gifted and promising
members of the Slavic family.

History.—In the earliest times of which we have
record, S. was inhabited by Thracian or Illyrian

races—the Bessi, Scordisci, Dardanii, and Triballi.

Sliortly before Christ, it was subjugated by the
Koinans, and under the name of Masia Superior,

formed p.art of the province of lUyricum, whose for-

times it shared during the vicissitudes of the empire.
OveiTun successively by the Huns, Ostrogoths, Lon-
gobards, &c., it reverted to the Byzantine rulers

about the middle of the 6th c, but was wrested
from them by the Avars in the 7th c, to oppose
whom the Emperor Heraclius, about 636, invoked
the aid of the Serbs from Eastern Galicia. The Serbs
obeyed the caU, and in less than two years drove
the Avars from the land, over which they them-
selves spread in great numbers, their settlements

extending from the Morava as far west as the
Dalmatian Alps and the Adriatic, and from the Save
as far south as the Balkan and Lake Scutari. About
the middle of the 9th c, they were converted to

Christianity by missionaries sent by the Emperor
Basilius, but this did not in the leaA abate their

natural ardour for battle, and for nearly 200 years
they were almost constantly at war with the neigh-

bouring Bulgarians—the inveterate enemies of their

Byzantine liege lord. In 1043, however, Stephen
Bogislav expelled the imperial governors ; and during
1050—lOSO, liis son, Michael, made himself wholly
independent, took the title of king of S., and pro-

cured the recognition of his royal dignity from Pope
Gregory VII. For the next hundred j'ears, the

Serbs had to fight hard to maintain their independ-
ence, but the struggle terminated in their favour ; and
in 1165, Stephen Nemanja founded a dynasty which
lasted for two centuries, during which period the
kingdom of S. attained the acme of its ]Mwer and
prosperity. Under Stephen Dushau (1336—1356),

the greatest monarch of the Nemanja dj-nasty, it

embraced the whole of Macedonia, Albania, Thessaly,

Korthern Greece, and Bulgaria. The progress of

the Turkish arms, however, was fatal to its welfare,

and in 1389 King Lazar fell iu the disastrous battle

at Kossovopolje. Sidtan Bajazot divided the country
between Lazar's son, Stephen, and Lazar's son-in-

law, Vuk Brankovitch, but compelled both to pay
tribute, and to follow him in war. Gradually the
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Serbs sunk more and more under the Turkish
yoke, until, iu 1459, S. was thoroughly subjugated
by the Sultan Mahmud. It was uniformly the
theatre of the bloody wars between Hungary and
Turkey, and frequently suffered the uttermost
horrors of devastation. Prince Eugene's brilliant

successes for a moment flashed a ray of hope into

the miserable hearts of the long-suffering Serbs, and
by the treaty of Passaromtz (1718), a considerable
portion of the coimtry was made over to Austria ;

Ijut iu 1739 it reverted to Turkey, and for the next
60 years the cruelty and oppressions of the Pashas
and their Janizaries surpasses aU Ijelief. At length
the unhappy people could endure the tyranny of

their foreign masters no longer, and in 1801 an insur-

rection broke out, headed by George Czeruy (q. v.),

which, by the help of Russia, ended iu the triumph
of the patriots, and in the election of Czerny by the

people as Prince of Seri'ia. The invasion of Pvussia

by France, however, left the Serbs at the mercy of

their late rulers, and the war again broke out.

Czerny was forced to flee, and the tyranny of the
Turks became more ferocious than ever. Again the

people flew to arms under the leadership of Milosch
Obrenovitch, and were a second time snccessfid in

winning back their liberties. Milosch was chosen
Prince of Servia iu 1815, and confirmed in his office

by a hatti-sherif of the sultan. He ruled with iu-

difi'erent success tiU 1839, when he was forced to

abdicate ; but in 1S58 he was restored to his former
dignity, which was made hereditary in his family.

Prince Milosch died in 1S60, and was succeeded by
his son. Prince Michael III.

Language and Literature.—The Servian language,

called also the Illyrian, belongs to one of the four

great divisions of the Slavic f.amily, and is more
nearly aUied to Prussian than to Polish or Bohemian.
It is distinguished from the other members of its

division by the predominance of vowels, and con-

sequently by its soft, melodious resonance. This
character it owes in part to the influence of the
Italian and Greek languages—the former influence

being the result of commercial intercourse; the
latter, of commimity of religious belief. The long
domination of the Turks has also left unmistake-
able traces on the Servian tongue ; nevertheless, it

has on the whole preserved a genuine Slavic char-

acter, possessing along with the other members of

that family a complete system of declension and
conjugation, along with a free syntax. The old

classical modes of speech and metres are also

imitated with facility in it. According to Schafarik,
it is spoken (iu the three dialects—Herzegovic,
Razavic, and SjTmic) by more than 7,000,000 people,

of whom 4,500,000 are under Austrian, 2,500,000
under Turldsh, and a few \mder Russian authority.
WTiile their kinsmen, the Croats and Winds, use
Roman characters, the Serbs proper employ the
alphabet of Cyrill. Vuk Stephanovitcli published
a Grammar of the Servian Language at Vienna, in

1814, which was translated into German by Grimm
(Berl. 1824) ; and subsequently a Dictionary (2d ed.

Vienna, 1852). Very useful also are Berlic's

Illyrian Grammar (Agram, 1842; Vienna, 1854);
and Mazuranitz and Uzarewitz's Dictionary (Agram,
1842). See Schafarik's Serb. Lese-korner oder
historisch-kritlsdie Beleuchtung der Serb. Mundart
(Pesth, 1833).

After their conversion to Christianity, the Serbs,

like the Russians, employed the old Slavic church-
language in -m-iting, but in two difi'erent styles, one
called the church style, and the other the chancery
or legal style. The most important monument of

the latter is the ' Law-book,' }niblished by King
Stephen Dushan, though the oldest extant speci-

mens go back as far as the 11th century. Thn
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literary remains of the former are more numerous,
and embrace ecclesiastical, devotional, and histori-

cal works, for the most part composed by the
clergy and the monks. With George Brankovitch
(born 1645, died 1711), who wrote a Hhlorij of
Servia from tlie origin of the nation to his own
time, this first or medieval j>eriod in Servian litera-

ture closes. The second or modern period is char-

acterised in its commencement by an eifbrt to raise

the spoken language of the Serbs to the dignity of

a written language. The consequence was, for a
considerable time, the literary language of S. was a
chaos of confusion, writers not appearing able to
make up their minds which dialect to use, and
spoiling their productions by a barbarous mixture
of both; and it was not till Vuk Stephanovitch
I)ublished his Grammar of the Servian Language
(1S14), and his Songs of the Serinan People, that the
victory of the reformers was complete. Since
then, the spoken language of S. has also become
the language of literature. These Servian popid.ar

songs or ballads constitute by far the finest part of

Servian literature. The picturesque scenery of

the land, and the free solitary life led in the moun-
tain ranges, kindled the imagination of the people,

and awoke the voice of song at an early period.

Some of the ballads—now so widely known
tliroughont Christendom by means of translation

—go back to a ])eriod anterior to the appearance
of the Turks in Europe. In a wonderful maimer,
they combine the rude strength, spirit, and
naivete characteristic of the ballad everywhere,
with oriental lire and Greek plasticity. They are
invariably imrhimed, but preserve at the same time
a rhythmic measure. See Kapper's VolksUeder dcr
Serbien (2 vols. Leip. 1852) ; and Bowring's Servian
Popular Poelnj (Lond. 1827), and Owen Meredith's
Serbske Pesme (Lond. 1801) ; the last, however, a
book of doubtful honesty. Among the poets who
acquired distinction in the first part of the cen-

tury, and have employed the vernacular, the
most important is Lucyan Muschiki (died 1837),

Arolibishop of Carlovitz, whose Poems appeared at

Pesth in 1838. Of recent or living Servian poets,

the most gifted are Branko Eaditshevitz and Jovan
Ilitz. As yet, science has made httle progress. In
another branch of the Servian people—the so-called

Illyi'ians, especially the Dalmatians, who profess

the Roman Catholic faith—literatiu-e received an
earlier and more artLstic development than among
the Serbs of the Greek Church. In the 12th c.,

a priest of Ducla (Dioclea) wrote a Chronicle, first

in Slavic, and afterwards in Latin, fragments of

which are still extant. During the 13th and 14th

centuries, devotional works in the vernacular were
numerous, and towards the end of the 15th c. the

republic of Ragusa (Slav. Dubrovnik) obtained the

name of the ' Jilyrian Athens ' on account of the

brilUant success ^^ith which it cultivated literature,

art, and science. Epic, lyric, and dram.atio poetry,

history and jurisprudence, are all admirably repre-

sented. The list of its poets is particularly large.

Towards the end of the ISth c, literary activity

abated among the southern or lUyiiau Serbs, but

at the same time began to increase in the north,

especially in Croatia and Hungary.—See Eistitz,

Ueber die Serb. Literaiur (Berl. 1853), and, in

English, Talvi's Historical View of the Languages

and Literature of the Slavic Amotions (New York,

1850).

SERVIA, WonvoBiNA of, and BANAT OF
TEMES. See Austkia and B^vnat.

SERVICE (Pijrtis domestica [see Pyru.s], the

Sorbiis domestica of many botanists), a tree of fifty or

sixty feet in height, with pinnated leaves, which

are downy beneath, and their leaflets serrated
upwards, and small white flowers in panicles, a rare
native of England, found also in various parts of
Europe, the west of Asia, and the nortli of Africa,
and cidtivated for its fruit, which is obov.ate, and
about an inch in length, resembling a small pear,
but pleasant only in a doughy and over-ripened
state, like the medlar. It is more cultivated in
Italy, Germany, and France than in Britain. The
tree is of very slow growth, and attains a great age.
Tlie timber is valuable, very heavy, fine-grained, and
susceptible of a high polish, possessing a strength
and durability which particularly adapt it for some
jiurposes of the machine-maker. It is used also for
maldng mathematical rulers, &c.—The name Wild
Service is given to an allied species, Pyrus

i^^

WUd Service (Pyrus tormiualis).

a, fruit; 6, flowers,

torminalis, also called the Sore, a common native of

the middle and south of England, and of the middle
and south of Europe—a small tree, 'srith a spotted

fruit, considerably larger than that of the common
hawthorn, which, like the fruit of the true service,

becomes mellowed and pleasant by keeping, and is

regularly brought to the market in many pai-ts of

Europe. Large quantities are brought to London
from Hertfordshire. The dried fruit is used in some
places as a cure for diarrha?a. The wood is highly

valued. It is hard and tough, yellowish-white, with
brownish-red and dark-brown streaks.

SERVICE AND WORK is the name usually

given, to an action brought by a workman who has
done work to order, or on request, or has been
engaged for a specific time.

SERVICE OF HEIRS is a proceeding in the

law of Scotland by which the heir of a deceased
owner of land has his relationship recognised and
declared, and his feudal title to the land comjileted.

SE'RVITUDE, a name borrowed by the law of

Scotland from the Roman law, to denote that kind
of right or interest which a person often has in land
of which he is not the owner, as a right to cut turf,

&c. Servitudes are divided into predial and per-

sou.al. A predial servitude is a right constituted
over one subject or tenement by the owner of

another subject or tenement ; while a personal
servitude is constituted over a subject in favour of a
person without reference to possession of property.

The only kind of personal serntude is life-rent or

usufruct. The predial servitudes are those usually
(131
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referred to under the head of servitude. Such a

servitude beiug constituted in respect of the owner-
ship of property, passes to third parties with such
ownership. The tenement over which the servitude

exists is called the servient tenement, and the
other is called the dominant tenement. Predial

servitudes are again subdivided into rural and urban,
according as they affect land or houses. The usual

rural servitudes are those of passage or road,

pasture, feal and divot, aqueduct, thirlage, &c.

Passage or road is the right which a person has to

walk or drive to his house over another's land.

Pasture is the right to send cattle to graze on
another's lands. Feal and divot is the right to

cut turfs or peats on another's land. Aqueduct is

the right to have a stream of water conveyed
through another's lands. Thirlage is the right to

have other people's corn sent to one's mill to be

ground. The urban servitudes are stilllcide, light,

oneris feremli, &c. Stillicide is the right to have
the rain from one's roof to drop on another's land
or house. Light is the right to prevent another
from building so as to obstruct the windows of

one's house. Oneris ferendi is the right of the
owner of the flat above to have his flat supported
by the flat beneath.

SE'RVIUS TU'LLIXJS. See Rome.
' SE'RVUS SERVO'RUM DE'I (Lat., Servant of

the Servants of God), a form of subscriiitiou adopted
by the Roman pontiffs from the days of Pope
Gregory the Great, by whom, according to his

biograj)lier, Paul the Deacon, it was assumed as a
practical rebuke of the ambitious assumption of

the title of ' Eeimienical (or umversal) Patriarch,'

by John, surnamed Nesteutes, or the Faster, the
contemporary Patriarch of Constantinople. Gregory
is said, indeed, by Paul to have been the tirst

Christian bishop by whom this humble form was
employed. This, however, is certainly a mistake,
the same desiguation having been frequently used
by bishops before the time of Gregory. Gregory
was probably the lirst of the bishops of Rome to

adopt it as a distinctive title. It is found in all the
letters of Gregory which Venerable Bede has
preserved in his History.

SE'SAMOID BONES are small bones met with
in the substance of the tendons of muscles in the
neighbourhood of certain joints. They derive their

name from the Gr. sesaync, a land of Indian grain,

which they W'ere supposed to resemble. In the

himaau subject, the patella is the best example ; and
beside it, they are commonly met with only on the
palmar aspect of the joint which unites the meta-
carpal bone with the first phalanx, and in the

corresponding position in the toe, there being two
in each position, and their oliject being to increase

the leverage of tlie short flexor muscles of the thumb
and toe. They are much more abundant in the

great majority of mammals than they are in man.

SE'SAMUM, a genus of plants of the natural

order Bhinoniacea, suborder Pedaliacae, a suborder
characterised by wingless seeds, and placentae with
woody lobes attached to the inner wall of the fruit.

The calyx of S. is flve-parted ; the corolla bell-

shaped and five-parted, the lowest lobe prolonged
;

the stamens four, two longer than the others, and a

rudimentary fifth stamen ; the capsule is oblong,

almost four-celled, two-valved, many-seeded. The
species are natives of India and Africa, and are

annual plants, covered w'ith hairs, their flowers

solitary in the axils of the leaves, on very short

stalks. They are so similar as to be sometimes
reckoned mere varieties of one species, <S'. Indicuin,

The sweet oleaginous seeds are used in some coun-
tries, as in Central Africa, for making a kind of I
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hasty-pudding. lu Egypt, they are eaten, strewed
on cakes. The bland fixed oil of S., obtained from
the seeds by expression, is used as an article of food,

and for medicinal purposes, like olive oil. It keeps
long without becoming rancid. It is much used by
the women of Egyjjt as a cosmetic. For the sake
chietly of its oil, S. is much cultivated in India,

China, Japan, and in many tropical and siibtropical

couutries, and has been ciUtivated from very
ancient times. It is too tender for the climate of

Britaiu. The oil-cake, mixed with honey and
preserved citron, is an oriental luxury. The leaves

of S. abound in a gummy substance, which they
readily impart to water, making a rich bland
mucilage, which is used in the southern parts of

the United States as a demulcent diink. S. is some-
times called T'dseed.

SESBA'NIA. See DnuNCHEE.

S'ESHA is, in Hindu Mythology, the great king
of the serpent race, on which Vishn'u reclines on the
primeval waters. He has a thousand heads, which
also serve as a canopy to Vishn'u ; and he upholds
the world, which rests on one of his heads. His
crest is ornamented with jewels. Coiled-up, S. is

the emblem of eternity. He is often also called

Vasuki or Aiianta, the eternal.

SESO'STRIS, the Greek name of a celebrated

Egyptian monarch, who is supposed to have con-

quered all Asia and Ethiopia. His name has passed
into the series of those conquerors who have almost
achieved rmiversal empire. According to the Greek
legendary history, when S. mounted the throne of

Egypt, he began his scheme of conquest, first divid-

ing Egypt itself into 36 nomes, placing his brother

as regent, and placing on him injunctions not to

assume the diadem, or interfere with the royal

harem. S. then marched at the head of a large

army, and invaded Libya, Arabia, Asia, penetrating

further east than Darius. Advancing through Asia
Minor, he invaded Europe, and subdued Thrace and
Scythia, leaving a colony at Colchis on his return.

In the south, he subdued Ethiopia, and placing a

fleet on the P^ed Sea, conquered tile adjacent isles,

and extended his dominions to India itself. On
his return to Egyjjt from his northern campaigns,

his brother, who had disobeyed his instructions,

endeavoured to destroy him, by inviting him to a
banquet at Daphn.'e, and treacherously attempting
to bm-u him and his whole family by firing the
house. S. threw two of his children into the

fire, and making a bridge of their burning bodies,

escaped. S., in his triumphs, dragged his captives

attached to the wheels of his chariot. The cap-

tives were employed on the public works, the
eiJargeuient of the Hephajsteum at Memphis
(q. v.), and other temples, and in the construction

of canals and mounds. Memorials of his reign,

it was said, were left as steles or tablets in the
conquered countries ; and Herodotus saw some in

Palestine, which are supposed to be the tablets of

Eamesses II. (see R.imesses), still existing in the pass

of Nahr-el-Kelb, or the Lycus, and the sculptured

rock at Nymphi, near Smyrna. S. is said to have
grown infirm and blind after a reign of 33 years,

and to have ended his days by his own hand.

Not only does the greatest confusion and diffi-

culty about identifying this monarch exist among
modern, but also in the classical authors. Herodotus
jilaces his reign long before that of Cheops of the

4th dynasty. Diesarchus makes him rule 3712
B. c, and is followed by Aristotle and other authors.

Bunsen supposes that there \vere more than oue
monarch of this name, and that oue was Tosorthos,

of the 3d dynasty ; another, Sesortesen II., of the

12th dynasty. Lepsius conjectures that he is the
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Setli03 I. and Ramesses II. of the 19th dynasty.

But the ex[jhiits of Sesostris seem to be a con-

glomeration of the conquests of the kings of the

ISth and I'Jth dynasty, especially the Thothmes and
Ramesses (q. v.), who extended the empire of Egypt
far to the west and east. No one monarch of the

Egypitian monarchy can represent Sesostris.—Herod-
otus, ii. c. 102 ; Diodorus, i. c. 55—57 ; Val. Flac-

cus, V. 419; Strabo, xvi. : Wilkinson, Mann, and
C'tiKt. i. 99—100 ; ii. 70 ; iii. 190 ; Lepsius, Elnhit.

s. 278 ; Buusen, Aegyptcns SlelU; book ii. 85, SO,

312—324.
SESQUIA'LTERA, one of the compoimd stops

of the organ, composed of either live, four, three, or

two ranks of open metal-pipes tuned in thirds, fifths,

and octaves to the diapason.

SE'SSA, a city of Southern Italy, province of

Terra di Lavoro, about 38 mUes north-north-west
of Naples. Top. 19,449. It has a tine cathedral, a

theological seminary and colleges. There are manu-
factories of woollen cloth. The neighbouring soil

is fertile. S. is a very ancient city ; it was the

capital city of the Ai'uncii, was afterwards colonised

by the Romans in 314 A. u. c, and was very flourishing

under the Roman empire. It was raised to a duchy
in the middle ages.

SESSION, Cot'RT OF. See Court of Session.

SESSIONS. See Ji'stice of the Peace, Quar-
ter Sessio.n's.

SESTE'ETIUS, a Roman coin, was the fourth

part of the Denarius (q. v.), aud thus contained at

first 2k asses or /ibrce. The name is au abbreviation

of the Latin semis-teiihis, which was their mode of

expressing 2.^, ; and their custmn was, to derive the

names of all their coins from the foundation of their

money-system, the As (q. v.). The symbols for it

were indill'erently HS or IIS, the former being only

a modification of the latter, which expresses two
units, and S for the additional half-unit (semis). In
the Latin classics, the phrase scster-t'ms-numinus, or

merely ntimnnis, is frequently employed to denote
this coin. When the Denarius (q. v.) was made to

contain IG asses, the relation between it and the

sestertius was preserved, aud the latter from that

time contained 4 asses, though the name, which
was now no longer significant, was preserved. Up
till the time of Augustus, when the relation of the

denarius to the as was changed, the sestertius was
worth 2 jience ?, farthing sterling, but after this

period it was reduced to 1 penny Si farthings ster-

ling. The sum of 1000 sestertii was called sestei'tiiim

(after Augustus, = £7, IG*. 3c/.), which was the

'money of account' (never a *coin') used iu the

reckoning of large sums of money.

SE'STRI LEVA'NTE, a seaport of North Italy,

2G miles east-south-east of Genoa. It is situated on
a little bay near the mouth of the Gromolo, and has

five foreign consulates. Its Church of the Nativity

has some valualjle paintings. Pop. 8426.

SE'STRI PONE'NTE. a town of North Italy, 4
miles west of Genoa, stands on the high road which
runs along the sea-coast. There is a large govern-

ment factory of tobacco. Poji. 0005.

SETA'RIA. See Mii-let.

SETHE. See Coal-fisii.

SE'THITES,the name given to an obscure Gnostic

sect of the 2d c, allied to the Ophites, or worshippers

of the serpent ; they belouged to that class of reli-

gionists who, iu evolving wliat they regarded as

their system, ajiproachod jiaganism. Accepting the

Christian mode of thought ami its terminology, they

utterly disregarded the great facts of Scripture his-

tory, maintamiug that Seth reaj^peared in the person

of the Messiah, and aiiirming that they possessed

books written by him.—See Neander's Kirchen-

geschichle (Bolin's translation, vol. ii. I'age 115).

SE'TON, in Surgery, is an artificially produced
siuus or channel, through which some substance—
e. g., a skein of cotton or silk, or a long flat piece

of india-rubber or gutta-percha—is passed so as to

excite suppuration, and to keep the artificially formed
openings })atent. (The term is, how'Cver, very often

employed to designate the inserted material.) Setons
are established in the subcutaneous tissue of the body
(1) as counter-irritants, or (2) to act as a drain on
the system at large, or (3) to excite inflammatiou
and adhesion. For the purjioses of counter-irri-

tation, setons are usually inserted in the neighbour-
hood of the affected parts ; but when intended
to act as a drain on the system at large—e. g.,

in threatened head-affections—the nape of the
neck is the part always selected. The operation

is very simple. A longitudinal fold of skin over
the spines of the cervical vertebras is raised by the
lingers from the deeper structures, and is trans-

fixed by the seton-needle rather obliquely, so that

one of the openings shall be rather more dependent
than the other. The needle must pass somewhat
deeply thi'ough the subcutaneous tissue, as, if it

jiassed immediately beneath the skin, the latter

would probably slough over the w-hole track of the
wound. The inserted materi.al should be smeared
\\"ith oil, and may be allowed to remain undisturbed
for four or five days, till there is a free dischai'ge

of matter, after which a fresh iiortion shoidd be
drawn daily through the wouud.
For the purpose of exciting local inflammation

and adhesion (which is a result of the inflam-

mation), setons are employed in the treatment of

hydrocele, enlarged bursK, ranula, bronchocele,

ununited fractures, &c. In the two last-named cases,

their use is, however, not nnatteuded by danger.

The word scton is derived from the Latin seta, a

hair, because hairs were originally employed as the

inserted material. Indeed, at the present day, it is

the custom of many of the nomadic tribes of Central

Asia to insert a hair into the heels of their ]irisoners,

which lames them to such an extent as to prevent
their escape.

SETT, in Scotch Law, was used to denote the con-

stitution of a burgh, whether founded on immemorial
usage or modelled by the Convention of Burghs
(q.v.).

SE'TTE COMIMU'NI DI VICE'NZA, a district

consisting of seven communes or parishes iu the

neighbourhood of Vicenza, the language and iio])U-

latiou of ^^hich are plainly Teutonic, and have

maintained themselves pme and unmixed in the

midst of a Latin jjooplc from the days of the

Roman republic. The iuh.abitants are Ijclieved by
antiquaries to be descendants of the remnant of

the Cimbrian army which was defeated with great

slaughter by Marius, aud are supposed to have
escaped to the mountains, and there fixed .a per-

manent settlement. Their langiuage is perfectly

intelligible to any German scholar. Specimens of

this dialect, and of a similarly isolated Teutonic

dialect wliich is found near Verona, are given by
Adelung in the i[ Uliridates, ii. ]). 215.

SETTER, a kind of dog which derives its name
from its habit of setting or crouching when it per-

ceives the scent of game, instead of staucbng, like

the pointer. Setters, however, are now trained to

adopt the ]iointcr's mode of standing whilst marking
game. The S. was originally used to assist iu the

c^apture of g:une by the net. It is sup)iosed to derive

its origin from a mixture of the jioiuter and the

s|)aniel. It is larger than the siiauiel ; its hair is

less smooth than that of the jjointer, and has more
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of the waved character of tliat of the spaniel, to
which there is a resemblance also in the ears. The
tail is bushy. There are several breeds of the
setter. The general colour of the English S. is a
white ground, with large spots or blotches of liver-

colour or red. The Irish tS. has larger legs in pro-
portion to the size of the body. The Hiinsian H. is

English Setter.

covered with woolly fur, much matted together.
Each of these breeds has its peculiar merits'. All
setters have the soles of the feet well covered with
h.air, so that they can bear hard work on rouc'h
ground. They soon become exhausted, however,
unless they have access to water. The S. is much
employed by sportsmen. It is one of the most
affectionate, gentle, and intelligent of dogs.

SETTLE, Elkanah, was born at Dunstable, in
the year 1G4S. He completed his education at
Trinity College, Oxford, which he left without
taking a degree, and repaired to London, to seek
his subsistence by literature. In 1G71, ho made
something of a hit by the production of his tragedy
of Cambyses ; and the Earl of Rochester and others,
wishing to annoy and insult the great Drj'den,
loudly hailed in him the superior genius of
the two. Through the influence of Rochester, to
his next tragedy. The Empress of Morocco, the
unwonted honour was accorded of being played at
Wiitehall by the lords and ladies of the court, and
in this way a great run was secured for it when
it came before the general public. In the insolence
of success, tlie author printed along witli it a
Preface, in which Dryden was severely assailed.
Solely in virtue of the quarrel thus engendered is

S. now remembered. In his great satire, Absalom
and Achilophel, Dryden scourged him with his
scorn, so that in some sort he survives for us, if

only as a slirieking ghost. Having no real strengtli
of talent, he speedily relapsed into obscurity. The
post of poet-laureate for the city he had olitained,
and he continued to retain. IJy writing in this
capacity verses for city pageants and festivities, and
producing pieces to be acted in the booths of Bar-
tholomew Fair, the some-time rival of Dryden was
fain to eke out a wretched subsistence. In his
destitute age, he was admitted to the Charter-house,
where in 17-3 ho died, his works having iiredeceased
him.

SETTLED ESTATE, in English Law, means
an estate held by some tenant for life, under condi-
tions more or less strict, defined by the deed.

SE'TTLEJIENT, in English L.aw, is used in two
senses. In one case, it means the mode of securing
property on married parties, so as to regidato the
succession in the event of the death of either, or it

niaj' regulate the succession of ]iarties not married.
In poor-law matters, it means that kind of right
which a pauper has to supp(5rt by the parish "by
reason of his being born there, or of his renting a
tenement or acquiring estate, &c. It often happens
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that a person becomes ch.argeable, that is, is entitled
to be relieved by a parish in which he has no settle-
ment, and the relieving parish can forthwith remove
him to his parish of settlement. See Removal of
Paupers.—In Scotland, settlement, besides the
above meanings, also means the general will or
disposition by which one regulates the disposition
of his property after death.

SETU'BAL (frequently and erroneously called by
the English St Use's) is an important seaport city
of Portugal, in the province of Estremadm-a, 2i)

miles south-east of Lisbon. It stands on the nortli
side of the B.ay of Setubal, which forms a magni-
ficent harliour, though the entrance to it is obstructed
by sandbanks. The harbour is furnished with a
light-house and with broad and handsome quays,
and is protected by five forts ; but the valley in wliich
the town itself stands is completely commanded by
the heights in the vicinity. The town owes its

importance chiefly to its trade in wine and in sea-
salt, but fishing is also carried on with considerable
acti\nty. In 1S62, 346 vessels, laden with 64,221 tons
of .salt, valued at i!5;>,630, 15s., sailed from the port

;

of these vessels, 24, of 3629 tons, were British. S. is

the old Roman Cetobrii/a. Pop. 17,000.

SEVEN: frequently used as a mystical .and

symbolical number in the Bible, as well as among
the principal nations of antiquity (the Persians,
Indians, Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, &c.). The
reason for the preference of this number for sacred
use has been found in its consisting of three—the
number of the sides of a triangle—and four—the
sides of a square, these being the simplest rectilineal

figures :—or in other equally vague circumstances.
The re.al reason, however, seems to be astro-

nomical, or rather astrological, viz., the observation
of the seven planets and the phases of the moon
—changing every seventh day. (See Week.)
As instances of the use of this number in the
Old Testament, we find the Creation completed in

seven days, wherefore the seventh day was kei)t
sacred; every seventh year was Sabliatic.al, and the
seven times seventh year ushered in the Jobel-
yc.ar. The three liegalivi, or pilgrim festivals

(Passah, Festival of Weeks, .and Tabernacles), lasted

seven days ; and between the first and second of

these Feasts were counted seven weeks. The first

day of the seventh month was a ' Holy Convoca-
tion.' The Levitie.al purifications lasted seven days,
and the same space of time was allotted to the cele-

bration of weddings and the mourning for the dead.
In innumerable instances in the Old Testament
and later Jewish ^vritings, the number is used as
a Idnd of roimd number. In the New Testa-
ment we have the churches, candlesticks, stars,

trumpets, spirits, all to the number of seven ; and
the seven horns, and seven eyes of the L.amlj.

The same number appears again either divided
into half (3i years. Rev. xiii. 5, xi. 3, xii. 6, &c.),

or miUtiplied by ten—seventy Israelites go to

Egypt, the exile lasts seventy years, there are
seventy elders, and at a later i>eriod there are
supposed to be seventy Languages and seventy
nations Jipon earth. To go back to the earlier

documents, we find in a similar way the dove
sent out the second time seven days after her first

mission, Pharoah's dream shews him twice seven
kine, twice seven ears of com, &c. Among the
Greeks the seven was sacred to ApoUo and to

Dionysos, who, according to Orphic legends, was
torn into seven pieces ; and it was particidarly

sacred in Euba'a, where the number was found to

pervade, as it were, almost every s.acred, private,

or domestic relation. On the many ancient specula-

tions which connected the number seven yfiih the
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human body and the phases of its gradual develop-
ment and formation, its critical periods of sick-

nesses—partly still extant as superstitious notions
—we cannot here dwell. The Pythagoreans made
much of this number, giving it the name of Athene,
Hermes, Hephaistos, Heracles, the Virgin unbe-
gottcn and unbegetting {i.e., not to be obtained by
nudtiplication), Uionysos, Rex, &c. The ' seven
sacr.amcnts,' the ' seven Free Arts,' the ' seven wise
men,' and many more instances, prove the import-
ance attached to this number iu the eyes not only of

ancient but even of our own times. That it played
an immense jiart in the supei-stitions of the middle
ages need hanUy be added.

SEVEN DOLOURS OF THE BLESSED
VIRGIN MARY, Fe.vst of, a modern festival of

the Roman Catholic Church, which, although bearing
the name of devotion to the Virgin Mar3-, in realitj'

regards those incidents in the life and passion of

Christ with which his mother is most closely

associated. This festival is celebrated on the Friday
preceding Palm Sunday (q. v.). The ' dolours ' or

sorrows of the Blessed Virgin have long been a
favourite theme of Roman Catholic devotion, of

which the pathetic Stahat Maler Dolorosa is the
best known and most jiopular expression ; and the
festival of the Seven Dolours is intended to indi-

vidualise the incidents of her sorrows, and to present
them for meditation. The seven incidents referred

to under the title of ' dolours' are : 1. The prediction

of Simeon (Luke ii. 34) ; 2. The flight into Egvi>t

;

.'i. The loss of Jesus in Jerusalem ; 4. The sight of

Jesus bearing his cross towards C.alvary ; 5. The
sight of Jesus upon the cross ; C. The piercing of

his side with the lance ; 7. His burial. This festival

was instituted by Pope Benedict XIII. in 1725.

SEVEN SLEEPERS, the heroes of a celebrated
legend, which is first related by Gregory of Tom-s
in the close of the 6th c. (De Gloria Martynim, c.

'.)5), but the date of which is assigned to the SA
c, and to the jiersecutiou of the Chi'istians imder
Decius. According to the narrative, during the
ilight of the Christians from the persecution, seven
Christians of Ephesus took refuge in a cave near
the city, where they were discovered by their pur-
suers, who waUed up the entrance, iu order to st.arvo

them to death. A miracle, however, was interposed
on their behalf : they fell into a preternatural

sleep, in which they lay for nearly 200 years. The
concealment is supposed to have taken place in 250
or 251 ; and it was not till the reign of Theodosius,

447, that they were reanimated. On awaking, they
imagined that their sleep had been but of a single

night; and on one of the party (supjiosing the

persecution still in progi'css) going into the city to

purchase provisions privately, he was amazed to

find erected in triumph on the churches and other

buildings, a cross, which, as it seemed, but a few
hours before, he had seen the object of contempt
and blaspliemy. When their wonderful history

became knowTi, they were conducted in triumphant
procession into the city of Ephesus ; but they all

died at the same moment, as if by one common and
mysterious destiny. The same legend reappears

with variations at Later periods of Christian history.

SEVENTH-DAY BAPTISTS. See S.uje.ith.

SEVEN WISE MASTERS is the title of a
medieval collection of novels, important both from
its contents and its wide-spread popularity. The
idea of the work is .as follows : A certain prince's

son, instructed in .all kinds of wisdom by seven sages,

linds, from an examin.ation of the stars, on his return

to his fathei''s court, that he is in danger of losing

liis life, if he speaks a word within seven d.ays. His
stepmother, whose allurements he had repeUed,

endeavoured iu revenge to persuade his f.ather to
put him to death, and each day related an art-

fully constructed story, with the view of furthering
her wicked purpose, but its effect was daily neutral-

ised by a rival narrative told by each of the sages.

At last, ou the expiry of the seven d.ays, the prince
himself was enabled to disclose the base designs
of his stepmother.—The work is undoubtedly of

oriental origin, yet neither the period when it was
composed, nor how far it spread tlirough the East,
can be ascertained with sufficient .accurac3'. Accord-
ing to Masndi, it existed in Arabic as a translation
from Indian sources before the 10th c, but none
of the extant Arabic versions go back so far.

Nearest to the original form appears to stand
the Eight Niglils of Nakhschebi, a Persian adapt.a-
tion of the Indian Tutiname (Brockhaus, Leip.
1845). It passed into the liter.ature of Western
Europe in the 11th or 12th c, thi-ough the medium
of two redactions, a Hebrew and a Greek, the latter
by Andi-eopulos, under the title of Syiitipas (see

Das Buck von den sicben v;eisen Meislern, translated
from the Hebrew and Greek by H. Sengelmanu,
Halle, 1842 ; Sijntipas being republished by Bois-
sonade, Paris, 1828). The work was disseminated
through Christendom ; sometimes in a complete
form ; sometimes only particular novels were re-

produced, under all sorts of names, and with all

sorts of modifications ; sometimes iu verse, some-
times in prose. Latin versions began to appear
about the beginning of the 13th c, and Keller h.as

pubUshed a Fi-ench metrical one, from a MS. of

1284 {Li Romavs dcs Sept Sages, Tub. 1S3G), and
Henry Weber an English metrical one (third vol. of

the ifetriatl Iloinances, Edin. ISIO). There are
several German versions, d.ating from the 14th
ceutui'v. In the 15th c, a popular German chap-
book. Von den sieben weisen Mdxtcrn, was frequently
reprinted (the first edition is d.ated Augsb. 1473),
and is included by Sinirock in his collection of

German Volksbiiclier.

SEVEN WISE MEN, the coUective designation
of a number of Greek sages, who lived about G20

—

.548 B.C., and devoted themselves to the cuHiv.ation

of practical wisdom. Their mor.al and social experi-

ence was embodied in brief aphorisms, sometimes
expressed in verse, sometimes in prose. The names
of the Seven, as usually given, are Solon (q.v.),

Thales (q.v.), Pittacus (q.v.). Bias (q.v.), Chilon,

Cleobulus, and Periander of Corinth; but there is

not absolute imanimity among the ancients either

as regards the names, the number, the history, or

the sayings of these famous sages. The fragments
of wisdom attributed to them which liave come
down to us are to be found in Orelli's Opuscida
Grojcorum Veterum, Sententiosa el Moralia (Leip.

1819), and have been translated into German by
Dilthey in his Fragmcnte der sieben Weixn (Darm-
stadt, IS35).

SEVEN AVONDERS OF THE WORLD were,
in ancient times, reckoned to be the Pyramids of

Egjqit, the Hanging Gardens of Semir.ami3 at
Baljylon, the Temple of Diana at Ephesus, the
Statue of Jupiter at Athens by Phidi.as, the
Mausoleum (q.v.), the Colossus (q.v.) at Rhodes,
and the Ph,aros of Alcxandri.a. This cycle of seven
wonders originated among the Greeks after the
time of Alexander the Great, and they were
described in a speei.al work by Phdo of Byzantium,
which has been edited by Orelli.

SEVEN YEARS' WAR, The, was the third,

last, and by far the longest (175G—1703) and most
terrible of the contests for the possession of Silesia

(q. v.). During the two former wars, the Empress
ilaria Theresa had plenty of other work on liand iu
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maintaining her claims to the Austi'ian dominions

(see iSuccEssiON,War op Austrian) to offov any very
efl'ective resistance to the aggression of Frederick the

Great of Prussia ; bxit after emerging trium])hantly

from this contest, slie toolc advantage of the cir-

cumstance that the king of Prussia was on bad
terms \vitli all the chief continental powers except

Turkey and Spain, to renew the struggle for Silesia,

which had been snatched from her at the moment
of her greatest straits. She foimd the Czarina
EUzabeth, the King of Poland and Elector of

Saxony, and Louis XV. of France (or rather Madame
de Pompadour), ready to eater into an offensive and
defensive treaty with her. On the other hand,

Britain (then at war with France) engaged to assist

Prussia with an army in Hanover, and witli sub-

sidies when necessary. Resolving to anticipate his

enemies, and secure a safe basis for future opera-

tions, Frederick made a sudden advance (.\ugust

1756) on Dresden with 00,000 men, took possession

of the country, which he governed from this time

with slight intervals to the end of the war, and
cooped up the Saxon army, 18,000 strong, between
Pirna and Kcinigstein. On the Austrians under
Browne, advancing to relieve their allies, they were
met by Frederick at Lobositz (October 1), and after

an indecisive contest, were obliged to retreat. The
Saxons then surrendered (October 14), and were
mostly incorpoi'.ated \vith the Prussian army, which
went into winter-quarters in Saxony and Silesia.

—The second campaUjn (1757) began under more
favourable auspices for the Austrian coalition, as

the rapid action of Frederick had taken it some-
what by surprise in the preceding autumn ; besides,

Sweden (subsidised by France) became a fourth in

the coalition, in order to recover Ponierania, and
the German Reich or Empire raised an army, o3,000

strong, to assist Austria. A combined attack was
now made by a French aiTny (100,000) on Hanover;
another French army (30,000) on Hesse-Cassel (an

ally of Prussia), with a view to reach Saxony; an
Austrian army from Bohemia on Saxony and another

on Silesia, both of them at iirst \mited under
Marshal Daun, but latterly (171)0) sep.arated, under
Daun and Loudon; the Russians (100,000) on the

east and north-east; and the Swedes ('22,000) in

Pomerania ; while the imperial army sometimes
joined the southern French, and sometimes the west
Austrian armies. To oppose these armies, number-
ing in all 430,000, Frederick had the combined
British-Hanoverian-Hessiau army (00,000) in Han-
over, and a Prussian army of 200,000 strong, which
was clistrilnited, as need required, over the various

points attacked; but he relied mucli on the

rapidity of his movements, and the harmonious
completeness of his plans. In Ajiril, Frederick,

Ic-aving a corps of 24,000 under Lewald to resist

the Swedes and Russians, invaded Bohemia, drove

in the advanced corps of the Austrians ujion their

main army, which he then completely routed at

Pr.ague (May 0), with a loss on his side of 18,000,

and of 1 9,000 on the part of the Austrians. Marsh.als

Schwerin (Prussian) and Browne (Austrian) fell in

this conflict. Frederick immediately invested Prague,
to which Prince Charles of Lorraine, with 40,000

men, had retreated ; but Daun, who advanced from
Moravia to its relief, inflicted on the Prussians a
crushing defeat at Koliu (.June IS), and forced them
to retire from Bohemia. The north French army had
meanwhile, under Marshal d'Estrees, advanced into

Hanover, defeated the incapable Duke of Cumber-
laud at Hastenljeck (.Jidy 26), and compelled him
to capitulate, on condition that the whole of his

army, excepting the Hanoverians, should be dis-

banded. But the British government refused to

ratify this shamefid treaty, and speedily raised

another army of similar composition, which was
placed under the command of Duke Ferdinand of

Brunswick, an able leader, who again drove back the
French, and proved himself so capable to hold them
in check, that Frederick ceased to have any ajipre-

hensions from this quarter. The south French army
under Soubise had also advanced in conjunction witii

the Imperialists under the Prince of Hildburghaiisen
in the direction of vSaxony, but Fredeiick was not
prepared to lose this valu.able vantage-ground, ami
falling upon them at Rossbach (q. v.) (November
5), he put them comiiletely to rout. During his

absence, however, the Austrians had broken into

Silesia, routed his armies, and compelled them to

retire ; so, compelled to use the utmost expedition

in returning, he collected a small army, defeated a

thrice as numerous force of Austrians under Prince
Charles of Lorraine at Leuthen (December 5), and
recovered Silesia. On the cast, the Russians had
appeared in gi-eat force, captured Memel, commit-
ting the most horrible devastations, and had routed
Lewald at Grossjilgerndorf (August 30), when the
change of Prussian policy due to the illness and
apparently impending demise of the czarina, caused
them to relinquish almost all their conquests

;

Lewald then attacked and defeated the Swedes,
driving them under the walls of Stralsund. Thus
closed the second campaign, leaving matters very
much as they were at the commencement.—Duke
Ferdinand opened the third campaiijn (1758) by
driving the French from Lower Saxony, pursued
them across the Rhine, and defeated them near
Krefeld (June 23) ; but Contades, the new French
commander, having obtained the co-operation of

Souljise, comiielled him to retrace his steps, till,

receiving a reinforcement of 12,000 British, Ferdi-

nand again advanced, throwing Contades between
the Rhine and Meuse, and Soubise between the
Rhine and Main. Meanwhile, Frederick had not
been idle, f(tr after being driven out of Moravia
(which he had invaded in spring) by Daun, he
marched northwards with a jiortion of his army
to meet the Russians, who, the cz.arina having
recovered, had again invaded Brandenburg, and
defeated them in a desperate battle at Zorndovf
(August 25), compelling them to retreat into Poland.
Frederick's presence was next needed in Saxony,
where his brother. Prince Hemy, was being hard
pressed by Daun with superior foi-ces ; but on his

arrival the Austrians retreated eastward till October
14, when Daun turned, took Frederick completely
by surprise, and gave him a severe defeat at Hoch-
kirch (q. v.), though before the eud of the year the
Prussians were again in possession of Saxony.
Thus passed another campaign with a slight advan-
tage to the Prussians.

—

The fourtli, campaii/a (1759)
(preceded by fruitless attempts at negotiation with
France, on the part of Frederick), though signalised

by only two great actions, w.as more luifortunate for

Prussia. The French imder Soubise had ca}itured

Frankfurt during the winter, and the Duke of

Brunswick, in .attemptmg to recover it, was defeated

at Bergen (.\pril 13), by Broglio (the successor of

Soubise), and compelled to resign the whole of Hesse
to the French ; but later in the year, hfe signal

victory at Minden (August 1) over Contades and
Broglie, and that of his relative, tlie hereditary Prince
of Brunswick, at Gohfeld on the same day, recovered
most of Westphalia, and drove the southern F^'cnch

beyond the Lahn and Bhiue. But in the Saxon
district, althougli Prince Heury invaded Bohemia
(Aj)ril), capturing immense supplies, and cleared

Franconia (May) of Austrians and Imperialists, he
subsequently evacuated Saxony, which was then
occupied by the Imperialists, and Loudon's Austrians
advanced into Lusatia. In Silesia, Fouque gallantly
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kejit the Austrians at Ijay ; and Dohna continued to
coop up the Swedes about Stralsund, keeping at

the same time an ej'e on the Russians ; but the
latter soon gathered in sueli force that he was com-
pelled to retreat. His successor, Wedel, in attempt-
ing to bar their advance, was routed near ZiiUichau
(July 23), and though Frederick hastened to his

assistance, attacked them at Kunersdorf (q. v.)

{August 12), and had almost gained the day, the
arrival of Marshal Loudon with an Austrian force

turned the tide, and converted this almost victory
into the most signal defeat suffered by the Prussians
during the whole war. On the follo\ving morning,
he could hardly muster 5000 men, but, luckily, the
Russians shewed no inclination to follow up their

victory, and by untiring perseverance, the Prussian
j

monarch succeeded in raising another army 2S,000
|

strong. Though it seemed almost impossible for him i

to prevent the meditated junction of the Russians
1

and Austrians in Brandenburg; yet, by dint of skil-

ful manceuvring, he succeeded in compelUng the
!

Russians to retire to Poland; and Prince Henry, by
cutting ofT their supplies, forced the Austrians into

.Saxony. On November 21, however, he suflered a
severe blow in the capture of Finck with 11,000
Prussians, at JIaxen in Saxony. With greatly

diminished strength, an exhausted treasmy (chiefly

suppUed by the English subsidy, the taxes of

Saxony, and forced contributions on Mecklenburg,
Saxony, and Anhalt), a desolated territory incapable

of aft'ording either men or supplies, and gloomy
forebodings of the final issue, though with unfalter-

ing resolution never to yield, Frederick prepared
for hisjt/th campaign (1760).—His army in Prussia,

now reduced to 90,000 men, mostly foreigners and
raw recruits, was still further diminished by the
captm-e of Fouque with 8000 men in Silesia, followed
by Marshal Loudon's conquest of that jirovince,

though the brilliant victory of Liegnitz (August 15)

subsequently restored liim the north-western division

of it ; he then joined his brother. Prince Henry,
drove the Russians across the Oder, and Dauu into

Bohemia ; but his strength was now becoming
glaringly insufficient for the task to which he had
set himself ; the Russians and Austrians captured
and plundered BerKn (October 3) ; the Swedes came
down from tlie north, and Loudon's Austrians up-

wards through Silesia, so that he was now fairly in

the toils. But, like a lion in the midst of the hmiters,

he tui'ued Uijon his most aljle and pertinacious

adversary, Daun, terribly routed him at Torgau
(Xovember 3), in Saxonj-, then drove Loudon into

Glatz, and frightened away the Russians to Poland,
and the Swedes to Stralsund. In the west, the
fortune of Prussia was in the ascendant, and the
French, defeated by Prince Charles of Brunswick
at Einsdorf (July 13), and by Duke Ferdinand at

Marbiu'g (July 31), were again coutiued to Hesse.

—

The sixtli campali/ii (1701) on the Rhine commenced
stdl more auspiciously for Frederick, as the French
were driven in detail from their strongholds, had
their supplies captured, suffered defeat by the

Hanoverians at Langeusalza (February 14), and
by Duke Ferdinand at ViUingshausen (July 15),

though in the end Broglie and Soubise again gained

possession of Hesse. In Silesia, Frederick attempted
to bar the progress of the Austrians, so as to pre-

vent their junction with the Russians, and so
j

opposing 130,000 men to his jioor remnant of 50,000 ;

but in vain ; however, the union was productive of

no ill results to him, for scarcity of provisions

speedily compelled the Russians to retreat to

Poland, after which Loudon retired to Upper
Silesia, capturing Schweidnitz witli 3700 men on
his way. In Saxony, Prince Hem-y had to retreat

before Daun, and the Prussians were ejected from

Pomerania by the Russians and Swedes, all sub-
sidies from Britain stopped by the Earl of Bute after
George II.'s death, and the country ravaged in all

directions, so that things were now in a desperate
condition, and Prussia almost at its last gasp.
Frederick's assailants had cooped him up within
Southern Brandenburg and North-western Silesia,

and though as resolute as ever to fight on, it seemed
as if another campaign must bring him to final ruin.
But the death of the czarina (January 5, 1762) con-
verted the most powerfid of his enemies into a fast
friend; Sweden, which had suffered uninterrupted
reverses dming the whole war, also retired from the
alliance—and the seventh campaign (1762) com-
menced on equal terms, as Austria and France were
almost as much exhausted as Prussia. On the
refusal of Austria to submit her cause to arbitration,
the Czar Peter III. joined his army to that of Fred-
erick; but his successor, Catharine II., ordered the
retiu-n of the army, though her strict neutrality was
of itself an immense benefit. Fi-ederick had now no
fears for the result. Nor had he any reason, as sub-
sequent events shewed, for on July 21 he drove an
Austrian force from its intrenchments at Burkers-
dorf, and following up his success, routed Daun at
Reichenbach (August 16), and took Schweidnitz
(October 9) ; while Prince Henry, by a series of
fortimate manojuvres, possessed himself of the
passes of the Erzgebirge, and w-ith the valuable aid
of Seidlitz, completely overthrew the other Austrian
army at Freiberg (October 22) ; and the two Bruns-
wicks nobly sustained the glory of Prussia at
Wilhelmsthal (.June 24) and Luternberg (July 23),
capturing Cassel, and recovering the whole of Hesse.
Fiance now gave up a contesi; from which she had
gathered nothing but military disgrace, and con-
cluded treaties with Britain and Prussia ; while
Prussia and Austria agreed to an armistice with
regard to Saxony and Silesia, of which the astute
Frederick took advantage to send Kleist on a raid
through Franconia and Bavaria, which had the
effect of withdrawing the minor German states

from the coahtion. Maria Theresa was now left

alone, and sorely against her will, was comijeUed to

conclude the peace of Hubertsburg, loth February
1763, which finally acknowledged Frederick as the
lord of Silesia. This long and desperate conflict

made no change in the territorial distribution of

Europe, but it increased tenfold the moral power of

Prussia, and gave its army a prestige which it

retained till the battle of Jena. It cost Europe a
million hves, and prostrated the strength of almost
all the powers who had engaged in it.—See for a
complete accoimt, Carlyle's Jlktury of Frederick
the Great.

SE'VERALLY, in English Law, is the enjoyment
by an individual of an estate, in contradistinction to
Joint (q. v.).

SE'VEllX, one of the most important and beauti-

ful, and after the Thames, the largest of the rivers

of England, rises from a chalybeate spring on the
eastern side of Plinlimmon, about II miles west
of Llanidloes, in Montgomeryshire, North Wales.
Flowing eastward from its source to Llanidloes, to
which town it retains its original British name of
Hafren, it afterwards fiows north-east to the e.astern

boimdary of Montgomeryshire, then east-south-east,
past Bridgenorth in Salop, and finally southward
through Worcester and Gloucester, in which last it

begins to form its estuary. It is na\-igable for
barges to Welshpool in Montgomeryshire, ISO miles
from its mouth. Its entire length is 210 miles, and
it drains an area of more than 6000 sq. mUes. The
cluef affluents of the S. are the Terne, and the
Upper and Lower Avon on the east, and the Teme
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and Wye on tlie west. A canal ISl miles long, and
navi:;able fur vessels o£ 350 tons, extends from
Gloucester to tbe upper portion of the estuary of

tlie river, and thus materially shortens the naviga-

tion of its lower course. The Montgomery Canal

extends from Welshpool to Newton, and other

canals establish communication between the S. and
the Thames, Trent, Mersey, and the other important

rivers of the middle districts of England. The bore,

cir tidal wave, which rushes up the S. with a

velocity at times of 14 miles an hour, raises the

water 9 feet in height at Gloucester, below which
embankments have been constructed along the

water-course to prevent inundation. See Bristol

SEVE'RUS, ALEX.VNDEK. See ALEX.tCTER
Severus.

SEVERUS, L. Septimius, Koman emperor, was
born 11th April 146 a.d., near Leptis Magna, on
the north coast of Africa, of a family of equestrian

rank ; and after receiving an excellent education,

removed to Rome, where he Ijecame pr^tor, 178

A.D. He was subsequently commander of a legiou

in Gaul, and governor of Gallia Lugdunensis, Pan-

nonia, and other provinces. After the murder
of Pertinax, he was proclaimed emperor, 193 A.D.,

at Carnutiun, and promptly marched upon Home,
where the puppet Jidianus had by purchase ob-

tained the imperial purple. His arrival before Eome
was the death-signal for Jidianus ; and after taking

vengeance on the murderers of Pertinax, converting

his most formidable rival, Clodius Albinus, into an
ally by creating him Cfesar, and distributing an

extravagant largess to his soldiers, he marched
against Pescennius Niger, and conquered hira at

Issus, 195 A.D. A glorious campaign in the East,

and a three years' siege, followed by the capture of

Byzantium, were followed by a desperate struggle

with his jealous rival, Clodius Albinus, whom, after

an obstinate conflict at Lyon, iu which 150,0U0 were

engaged on each side, he conquered, 197 A.D. The
usual games to the degenerate citizens of Piome, and
lai-gesses to the troops, followed, after which S.

returned to Asia, accompanied by his sous Caracalla

and Geta, met with the most brilUaut success in

the campaign of 198 a.d. against the Parthiaus, and

took and plundered their capital, Ctesiphou. After

a war ivith the ^Vxabs, in which S.'s usual good-

fortune deserted him, and a general visit to his

various eastern dominions, he returned to Rome,
202 A.D., and gratified the popidar taste by the

exhibition of shows of unparalleled magnilicence,

also distributing another extravagant largess to the

citizens and prajtorians. A rebellion in Britain

drew him to that country in 208 A.D. ; and at the

head of an immense army, he marched, it is said, to

the extreme north of the island, encountering

enormous hardships, to which no less than 50,000

of his soldiers succumbed, and securing no permanent
advantages. To secure to some extent the natives

of South Britain from the incursions of the Meataj

and Caledonians, S. commenced the wall which
be.ars his name, and died soon after at York, 4th

February 211 A. D. S. was an able, vigorous, aud just

ruler, aud a skilful warrior, but totally devoid of

high moral sentiment, a deficiency especially obsei-v-

able in cases where his own interests were involved.

SEVERUS, Wall of, a rampart of stone built

by the Roman Emperor Severus in Britain, 208 A.D.,

between the Tyne aud the Solway. On the first

subjugation of Britain by the Romans, a line of forts

had been constructed by Agricola, extending from

the Forth at Edinburgh to the Clyde at Dumbarton.
The Emperor Hadrian, on visiting Britain, 120 A.D.,

tlu-cw up for the protection of the Roman province
i

63S

a wall of turf extending across the narrowest part
of the island, between Tyne and Solway. Twenty
years later, Antoninus Pius, whoso lieutenant,

Lollius Urbicus, had gained fresh advantages over
the northern tribes, endeavoured to check the
inroads of the Caledonians by erecting another
rampart of earth between the Forth and Clyde,

connecting Agricola's line of forts. But after a vain

struggle of 60 years, the Romans found it necessary

to abandon the whole district between the walls,

aud Septimius Severus built a rampart of stone

A Portion of the Wall of Severus, near Housestcad,
Northumberland.

immediately to the north of the wall of Hadrian.
Towards the close of the 4th c, Theodosius, for a
brief period, reasserted the Roman dominion over
the district between the w.alls of Antonine aud
Severus, which, in honom- of the Emperor Videus,
obtained the name of Valmtia. But this newly-
established province was soon lost, and it was not
long before the Romans finally abandoned Britain.

Many remains of the Roman walls are yet to be
ti'aced.

SEVIGNl?!, Madame de, Marie de Eabutix-
Chaxtal, was bom at Paris, 6th February 1621).

She was the only daughter of the Baron de Chantal,

Celse-Benigue de Rabutin, and his wife, Marie de
Coulange. She was left early an orphan ; and at the

age of six the care of her education devolved on her
maternal imcle, the Abbfi de Coulange, an excellent

and amiable man, who most conscientiously acquitted

himself of his charge, and for whom tlirough life

his niece entertained the tenderest afi'ection. She
was carefidly instructed in all the luiowledge which
then appertained to the education of a French
gentlewoman ; by the eminent scholar Menage she
was taught Latin, Italian, and Spanish ; and M.
Chapelain, another literary notability of the time,

also assisted in her culture. At the age of 18 (Aug.

1, 1644), she was married to the Marquis Henri de
Sevigne, the representative of an ancient House in

Brittany. The union was not a happy one. The
marquis was 'a man of wit and pleasure,' of the

type of the period ; his wit he exhibited by his

happy way of squandering his wife's fortune, and
he took liis pleasure in neglect of her, and addiction

to other women. After a time, he was killed in a
duel (5th February 1651), by a certain Chevalier

d'Albret, his rival iu a love-affair. Left with a son
and daughter, S. now for a few years retired almost

wholly from society, and devoted herself to their

education. In 1654, she returned to Paris, where
her beaut}', her wit, her happy social tact and
vivacity, concurred, with the charm of her sweet
and kmdly nature, to insure her imrivaUed success

in the brilliant society of the period. Her lovers

were legion, and among them were nimibered some
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of the most distinguished men o£ whom France
coidd then Ijoast, as the Prince de Conti, Tiirenne,
Fouquet the Superiuteudent of Finance, and others.

But they sighed in vain : all oB'ers of marriage she
steadily declined; and from any of those hghter ties,

there and then most leniently looked on—if not
almost considered comme il faut—she has left no
spot upon her reputation. For her virtue she must
have credit as virtue, and not merely the coldness
which simiUates it ; for she was obviously of a
warm, eager, even somewhat impulsive nature. Her
numerous and warm friendships, with her absolute
devotion to her children, may have sufficed as food
of a heart not unlikely, in lack of these, to have
craved a more perilous diet. Her affection for her
daughter iu particular, who in 1669 became Madame
de Grignan, was the ruling passion of her life ; and
to the separation of the mother, over long periods,

from 'this infinitely dear child,' the world is indebted
for by much the larger moiety of the collection of

Letters which has given f.ame in perpetuity to
Madame de Sevigne. Madame de Grignan was one
of the most beautiful .and accomplished women of

her time, and every way worthy of the love thus
lavished without stint upon her. If she did not
reciprocate its full fervour, that, as the shrewd
mother well knew, was simply iu the nature of the
case ; and not to have demonstrated in retm-n more
rapture than she really felt, ought to coimt as a point
iu her favour, rather than reverse-wise as it has
been held to do. If it was the one main grief of
Madame de S. to be forced to live ajiart from her
daughter, the happiness of dying beside her, may
perhaps have a little consoled her for it. In
1G9G, while on a visit to the Chateau de Grignan,
she was seized mth maUguant small-pox, and died
at the age of 70.

The Letters of Madame de S., on which her fame
securely rests, are charming in the abandon and easy
naive frankness with which they reveal her beautiful

nature. They sparkle with French esprit, and spon-
taneous gaiety of heart ; and their writer is scarce
anywhere quite equalled in the delicate finesse with
which, in a few cai'eless rapid words, she flings off

a scrap of light naiTative, dashes in a Uttle graceful

picture, or points a dramatic situation. Above aU
remarkable is the lightly-moved and ever-active

sympathy which keeps her exquisitely en rapport
with the interest of whatever may be passing before
her.

SEVI'LLE (Span. Sevilla, the Ilispalls of the
Romans), a famous city of Spain, formerly capital of

the ancient kingdom, and now of the modern pro-

Nance of the same name, stands on the left bank of

the Guadalquivir, 94 mUes by radway north-north-
east of Cadiz. The city is almost circular iu shape,

is surrounded by Moorish walls, surmounted with
66 (formerly 160) towers, and pierced with 15 gates,

and is 5 miles, or, ineUuling its 10 suburbs, 10 mUes
in circumference. Held by the Moors for five

centuries, and entirely rebuilt by them from the
materials of former Koman edifices, S. was long a

purely Moorish cit}', and the old Jloorish houses,

which age, in this dry climate, has done httle to

destroy, are still the best houses to be seen. Half
of the city stdl preserves its ancient character ; but
changes are talcing place every year. The narrow
tortuous streets that kept out the sun, Niith their

wide spacious mansions, with amjtle courts and
gardens, so ]ierfectly suited to the climate, are giving

way to si>acious straight streets of small, hot houses,

open to the blaze of noon. The cathedral, one of

the largest and finest in Spain, is an imposuig
edifice, of which the solemn and grandiose are the

distinctive qualities. It was completed in 1519, is

431 feet long, 315 feet wide, has 7 aisles, and an

organ with 5400 pipes. The pavement is in black
and white checkered marble. The cathedral is

superbly decorated. Its painted windows are among
the finest m Spain, and it contains paintings by
Murillo, Vargas, the Herreras, &c. Attached to the
cathedi-al is one of the most remarkable towers in
the world. It is called the Giralda (L e., a weather-
cock in the form of a statue), and is in all 350 feet

high. This Moorish tower was built in 1196, and
was originally only 250 feet high, the additional
100 feet being the rich filigree belfry added in 15GS.
The pinnacle is crowned by a female figiu'c in bronze,
14 feet high, and 2S0O lbs. in weight, and which
veers about with the slightest breeze. From this
great tower the Mucddin (q. v.) of Mohammedan
days called the faithful to prayers. The royal
residence, the Alcazar (Al-Kasr, house of C^sar),
contains several noble haUs, and much dehcate
ornamentation, that rivals that of the Alhambra.
The house iu which Murillo lived and died is stilT
to be seen here. The finest pictures iu S. are to be
seen in the cathedral, the Caridad, the Museo, and
the University. S. contains 74 churches ; but prior
to the suppression of monasteries, it contained 140.
Besides the university (of four faculties), there are
many educational institutions. The city contains
ujiwards of 100 squares. The Fabrica de Tobacos,
where tobacco is made into snuff and cigars, employs
4500 hands, ;nineipaUy females. The Plaza de Toros
can accommodate upwards o£ 12,000 spectators.
There is regtdar commimication with Cadiz by river
and rail. There are here several royal foundi-ies
and factories for arms, and porcelain and iron and
machine works. Weaving, soap-making, and other
branches of manufacture are carried on. Pop.
152,000.

The Hispal of the Phcenicians, the Hispalis of the
Romans, was corrupted by the Moors into IshbiUiah,
of which it is supposed the modern name is a
modification. It was a place of great importance in
the later period of Roman dominion ; became the
capital of Southern Spain dui-mg the ascendency of
the Vandals and the Goths, when it was the scene
of two notable church councils (590 a.d. and G19
A. D.) ; and fell into the bauds of the Moors in the
Sth c., under whom it rapidly rose to a splendid
prosperity, and reckoned 400,000 inhabitants. In
102G, it became the capital of the Moorish kingdom
ruled by the Abadides, from whom it passed, in

1091, to the Almoravides, aud in 1147, to the Almo-
hades. In 124S, it w-as taken by Ferdinand III. of
Castile, when 300,000 Moors left for Grenada and
Africa ; and from this time to the removal of the
eom-t to VaUadolid, in the reign of Charles V., S.

»as the capital of Spain. The city rose to its climax
of prosperity after the discovery of the New World,
when it became the residence of princely merchants,
and the mart of the colonies, but its trade was
afterwards transferred to Cadiz. In ISIO, it was
taken and ravaged by Soidt. It capitulated to
Espartero in 1S43.

SEVRES, a small town of France, in the dcp. of

Sciae-et-Oise, six miles south-west of Paris, on the
Paris and Versailles Railway. It is celebrated for

its manufacture of porcelain wares, which gives
active employment to 150 pci-sons. S. wares are
unsurpassed for elegance of design and beauty of

painting. I'amted glass is also manufactured. The
Porcelain Museum contains a large aud curious
collection of articles in china and earthenware from
all parts of the globe. Pop. (1S62) 61S4.

SE\TIES, Deux-, an inland dep. in the west of

France, between the deps. Vienne on the east and
Vendee on the west. Area 23J5 sq.-m.

;
pop. (,1SG2)

328,817. The dep. takes its name from two
633
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rivers of the same name, the Sfevre-JJiortaisc, which

flows west into the sea, and the S6\Te-Nantaise, an
affluent of the Loire. It is traversed from south-

east to north-west hy a chain of hills, called in the

south-cast the Monts du Poitou, and in the north,

the Plateau de Gatine. This rid;;e forms the water-

shed between the Loire on tlie north and the

Charente on the south. The climate is generally

healthy, and the soil, two-thirds of which is arable,

is very fertile. There are numerous iron mines,

and good quarries of freestone and marble. The
arroudissements are Niort, Bressuire, jMelle, and
Parthenay. Niort is the capital.

SEWAGE. It is of the first importance to

health for houses, both in the town and in the

country, that all filth should be removed from them
as speedily as possible, and disposed of in such a

manner as to cease to be injurious to mankind. It

may be taken as a pretty safe general guide, that

all matters which give off a disagreeable smell are

dangerous if allowed to remain near our dwellings ;

nature thus gi^^ng us warning of the presence of

something that may do \is harm. Many people

have thought that if, by using certain deodorising

materials, they could either fix this effluvium per-

manently or for a time, they had surmounted the

cUfficidty ; but this is scarcely half a cure, and a

palliative like this is much less advisable than a

radical measure of removing the filth by suspension

in water, and rendering of it not only innocuous,

l)ut Ijcneficial, by incoi-porating it with the great

natural deodoriser—the earth. It seems as if nature

had jilanned all this for us, if we will only follow

her teaching. During the first two or three days

after sewage is deposited in water, the smell is un-

]ileas.ant, but not dangerous to mankind ; after that,

initrefaction begins, and the gases given off become
deleterious. Here, then, is time for removal, and a

punishment for neglect. Fevers, gangi-ene, ophthal-

mia, and many other diseases, especially among
children, are certain to break out and become
m.alignant if the emanations from such filth exist

in the air aroimd human habitations. Until within

the last 50 years, pri\'y-pits and cesspools prevailed

everywhere. In the country, the former were
generally placed in the garden attached to the

house, and at some distance oft', so that there was
not much danger attached to them. In the towns,

cesspools existed among the houses, but they were
very objectionable and dangerous, and constantly

neglected. These cesspools were large underground
tanks built in brickwork, into which all the sewage
from the house was discharged. In them the filth

accumulated and putritied until it was periodically

removed by manual labom'. They acted like an
immense brewing vessel, sending up deadly vapours
which had no escape, except back into the house
among the inhabitants. The cesspools also fre-

quently leaked, and so if any wells were near,

poisoned the water. When Bramah invented the

water-closet, and a larger supply of water had to be

found for towns, the cesspools began to overflow at

such a rate, that a general revision of the whole
system became necessary ; and at the same time,

iuedic.ll men insisted ujion the continuous and
perfect remov.al of filth as the only reliable sanitary

jirocess of dealing with the matter. A return to the

use of cesspools in any form would therefore be a

step in the wrong direction, and would lead to

disastrous results.

We m.ay divide the subject as follows : 1. The
Man.agcment of the Sewage of Cottages ;

'2. Dwell-
ing-houses and Public Buildings in the Country

;

3. Towns ; and 4. The Utilisation of Sewage.
1. Cotlaijes.—It is obvious that in the case of

single detached cottages, expensive arrangements
CiO

such as those necessary for water-closets could not
be provided, and some simpler plan must be fol-

lowed.

It is very objectionable to allow either cesspool

or privy-pit, if they can be avoided, as they are
Constantly neglected, and overflow into some stream,
or poison the wells and the air. The privy should be
placed, wherever that can bo managed, on the north
or east side, and to the rear of the house, so as not

to be between the ])eople and the sun and softest

winds. The whole sewage-matter should bo
received in a square galvanised iron pail underneath
a seat, which pail can be removed from the out-

side, and into which a small quantity of house-ashes

should be placed, either dail}', or as often as the

closet is used. This will quite fix the ammoni,a.

The iron pail must bo removed by the cottagers at

least once a week, and emptied into their garden.

No danger can possibly arise from this, if strictly

followed, and all the sewage-matter is placed to its

best purpose. The sketch attached (see fig. 1) will

Fi;;. 1.

shew the way of doing this. There has not been
found any difficulty in introducing this system
among cottagers.

2. Dwellinrj-houses and Public Buildings in the

Country.—It would be useless to discuss a dry-
earth system like what has been mentioned any-
where but for outhouses attached to cottages ; the
general feelings of the inhabitants would not tolerate

it. We must therefore accept the water-closet as

the system universally adopted. In planning the
position of water-closets for a house, the first thing
to be thought of is, that they shall be if possible on
the north or cool side of the house, and upon
exterior walls. If they are placed in the interior of

the house, it is troublesome to get at the drains
when required, and the closets themselves cannot
be sufSoiently ventilated. If the closet is inside the
house, then Bramah's patent with a D trap under-
neath is the only form th.at should be used ; but if

the closet is outside, then a less expensive one with
a syphon earthenware trap may be adopted. It is

desirable that the closet should be surrounded with
brick walls, and, in fact, isolated from all other
parts of the house. The window of the closet when
inside the house should always reach the ceiling

;

and a ventilating shaft in the manner shewn in the
accompanying sketch is desirable where the ckiset

is much used, and the window must be shut occa-

sionally. The ordinary water that passes into the
drains leading from any closet—such as is dis-

charged each time that the handle is raised—is not
sufficient to sweep out thoroughly all the solid

matter from the drain-pipes, and therefore a flushing

apparatus at the highest point of all sets of drains is

essential, so that .a body of water may be allowed
to pass down with a rush at least twice or three
times a week. It is also desirable that the foul air

engendered in the di'ain-pipes themselves shoidd have
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some free outlet into the air at some point wliere it

will not be injurious. The gas giveu off under such
circumstances is of a very light character, and has a
great tendency to ascend and draw towards heat.

During the greater
part of the year,
especially since the
system has been
introduced of heat-
ing houses by hot
air, the temperature
of liWng-rooms is

much higher than the
atmosphere outside

;

a pumping action is

exercised upon the
drains, or indeed
upon any outlet,

for a fresh supply.

If, therefore, some
safety-valve is not
provided, the gas
will force an entry
either through the
traps or some imper-
fection in the joints

of the drains. The
sketch, Pig. 3, will

shew the best plan
that has yet been
devised both for

flushing and venti-

lating the soil-pipes

of water-closets. In
constructing the
drains from houses
or large public build-

ings, it is now a
well - decided point

that there should be
an entirely separate
system for the sew-
age or foul water,

apart from that for

rain and surface-

water. The reasons
are many and obvious, but they wiU be given more
ajipropriately under the head of the Drainage
of To%vns. Stoneware pipes are the best material to
be used for drains, because they are perfectly non-
absorbent ; but in many cases glazed earthcnw.are
will answer very well. The smallest size of pipes
of any description that should be used for removing
sewage from a house is si.x inches in diameter. This
size, then, may be gradually increased as is necessary,
and one of 9 inches will remove the sewage of 500
people. The best fall to be given to a sewage-drain
is 1 inch in 10 feet ; but all will work well from 1

inch in 5 feet up to 1 inch in 60—provided the
Hushing arrangements are as they ought to be. In
order to keep the drains clean, there must not under
10 gallons of water d.aily pass down the drain for

every person in the house ; while anything over 25
gallons is supertluous. At every 20 yards there

should be a pipe laid from which the upper half can
be removed, and the interior insijectcd at any time,

and any stoppau'C remedied without the necessity of

lireaking the pipes, tlreasy water, such as is poirred

do\ra from the kitchen and scidlery of a house, is

one of the constant causes of such stoppages. The
fat. as it cools, congeals on the sides of the pipes,

and forms a hard cake. The best method of pre-

venting this is to form a small cesspool, into which
the kitchen water is ])oui-ed first, and then to take

an overflow through a syphon into tlie foul drain, so

that the liquid only enters, while the fat cau bo
405

removed by hand from the cesspool. The sewage-
matter having been thus all thoroughly removed
from the house, a sewage-filter shoidd be buUt on

fig. 2.

AA is Ihe ventilalinir shaft by which
any foul air in the closet itself can
jiiiss upwards into the open air.

By pliicinff it alongside of ;i chini-
nt-y a diaufjht is created which
will cmpiy the closet of any efflu-
vium ibat may be in it.

Fig. 3.

AA is the ventilating pipe coraiiiunicnting witli the soil-pipe:
uppai'iitus for discUargiiig a quunlily ofBU is tlie flushing

water at once.

the principle shewn in the sketch, Fig. 4. This
was origiually the design of the Prince Consort.
The solid and hquid matters of the sewage are here
mechanically separated, and the former can be
removed from time to time—say once in six weeks
or two months—while the latter must be passed on
for irrigation. It is clearly illegal to pass it into

Fig. 4.

The whole sewage matter enters atD; flows in the direction
of ttie arrows; the solid matter becomes arrested in the
luittom clijiniber, while the liquid rises and ptisscs off at E
tbriiufjli filtering beds. By openitig a tap at B the liquid in
the tank or filter can be dr.awn off, and by opening that at C,
the solid matter can be removed. The whole must be wator-
liglit joid air-light. A is a valve for shutting the pipe during
cleaning.

any stream ; and it is apt to become a serious
nuisance if anything else is done with it. We shall
treat of the best method of utiUsing this liquid
under the fourth head. It is always advisable to get
space for all these arrangements on the north and
east side of a house, when possible, so as to run no
risk of contaminating the air on the south or hot
side of a dwelling ; and if a belt of trees cau be
placed between the sewage-filter and the irrigated
land and the house, it will also be advantageotis.

.'i. The Dminaiji: of Touma.— Until within the
last .'iO years, the only drainage which existed in

towns was for the rain-water and surface-water
CU
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alone, and the inhabitants were strictly watched
to prevent their passing any sewage-matter into

these drains. The introduction of the water-closet,

however, gradually increased the water which over-

flowed from the old cesspools to such an extent

that it was impossible to prevent overflows of this

description, and systems of drainage were designed

to carry off the whole, both sewage and rain-water.

A very composite system of drainage then arose.

Generally, the bed of some stream or natural rivulet

passing through the town was covered over, and
the whole lilth passed into that along mth the

rainfall of the district. This soon was found
unsatisfactory, because the flood-waters of the

stream were not to be relied on to keep the channel

clean, and so the filth remained festering imder-

neath the ground, giving otf deadly gases in the

midst of the population. The next arrangement
which succeeded to that system was to plan large

drains for the rain and surface-water, and sewage,

and still keeping the idea of the size of the bed of

a natural stream before them, engineers thought
it necessary to make all the main drains large

enough for a mau to pass through them, and keeji

them clean. Seeing the vast quantity of sand and
grit that was occasionally washed off the streets,

something might be said in defence of this system.

Vast numbers of these great main sewers stUl exist.

Into these sewers all the smaller house-drains were
to enter, and the surface-water through street-

gratings as well. The ordinary water used for

domestic purposes, and the occasional rainfalls,

were relied upon to flush those large main sewers

;

but their great size made this an excecdhigly

difficult and uncertain process, and they, in fact,

became only cesspools elongated. In dry weather,

the filth was retained in them to such an extent,

that after heavy rains, chemical analysis shewed
that the water which was discharged contained

frequently twenty times the amount of human
fa?eal matter per gallon more than it did in dry
weather. This state of matters, added to the fact

that long-continued ilry weather was always
attended by an increase of deaths from typhus and
other fevers, clearly shewed that something more
must be done. A fui'ther step was then taken by
sanitary engineers. The idea of men passing up
the drains was set aside, and the smallest possible

ch-ains were constructed, until these have arrived

at such dimensions as an 18 inch main drain for a

town of 10,000 inhabitants. The rainfall was stUl

to be relied on to a certain extent for flushing

piu-poses, but a supplementary assistance was to be
given at some points by flushing with water from
the ordinary regidar supply of the town. As these

smaller drains were not sufficient to carry off all

the surface and rain-water, as well as the sewage,

overflow weirs have been provided at certain points,

where the excess must go over, and pass away into

some other channel. This is the system now most
generally adopted, and is better than its prede-

cessors ; but we believe that it, in its tiu'n, must
give way to something better, and that before

many years. The necessity of deaUng mth the

sewage at the main outfall, and the utilisation of

it for agricultural fertihsation, while, in nine cases

out of ten, pumping must be employed to lift the

sewage of a town at the discharging point for such
a purpose, have gi'adually forced upon us the con-

\-iction that the sewage and household water must
be kept quite distinct from the sui'face-water and
ramfall.

The outfall of the sewage drain, and subsequent
disposal of the filth, are in reality the first things

to be considered. Hitherto, engineers in general

have taken the nearest stream, and polluted it to

such an extent, that perpetual lawsuits, nuisances,
and diseases have been the result. Fever of the
worst class is certain to follow the drinking of

water tainted in this manner, and there is scarcely
a stream in the interior of the country which has
not been injured more or less from this cause.

Again, where the sewage has been emptied into
the sea, tide-locked drains are objectionable, and
the sewage, when mixed with salt water, generally
gives off more stench than ever. We may briefly

say that aU attempts at deodorisatiou by chemical
processes have hitherto failed, and as far as our
present knowledge goes, are not to be relied upon.
The utilisation of the sewage on the fields by irriga-

tion is, therefore, the true solution of the problem,
and we must arrive at the simplest, cheapest, most
certain, and most perfect system of accompUshing
this. When sewage and rainfall all go together in

the same drains, as they do in aU the older systems,
aU is imcertainty; while, were the two separated,
rain and surface-water can be discharged at any
point into the natural water-courses of the country,
and a fixed quantity of sewage, with household and
flushing water, would be passed to the main outlet,

to be there dealt with. The opponents of this

system say that it is too expensive and trouble-

some to plan; that it is imneoessary, as it is suffi-

cient if engineers provide for the dry-weather flow
of the sewage, and use that for irrigation ; and that
when the overflows come into action in floods, the
whole is so much dUuted, that no harm is done to
any one. The advocates of this double system of

drainage say that the total separation of the two
is the most sanitary system, because the street-

gratings and rain-water pipes, which at present let

down the rain-water into the sewage-drains, act, in

fact, as so many ventilating shafts, and discharge
the stench in the midst of the inhabitants ; while,
under a separate system, the sewage-pipe woidd be
entirely sealed uj), and only ventilated at such
places as could safely be done ; that the rain-water
as a flushing-power ought to be entirely discarded,

as it fails in dry weather, just when it is most
wanted; that in wet weather, and winter again,
when the discharging of the sewage on to the
surface of land is carried out, the great quantity of

water sent down through the drains by the present
system is agriculturally a serious injury; th;it

when pumping has to be employed for lifting the
liquid for u-rigation, as it is in most cases, aU is

uncertainty, and that no machinery can be economi-
cal and efficient under such circumstances, and
that the planning of the irrigation also becomes
difliciUt to manage, and irregular. With regard to

the exjjense, it is further maintained that, as the
rain-water and surface-water can be discharged at

the nearest point, all the drains may be much
lessened in size; and further, that the flushing-

power of the water in the sewage-drains wiU be
much more efficient, while the corresponding lessen-

ing of the expense in carrying out the process of

utUisation will completely compensate any additional

outlay that may be incurred in laying the drains in

towns. If we take the case, which is a common
one, of a population of 10,000 people living upon a

square mile, the first-mentioned system, where rain

and sewage water go together, would require

pumping-machinery, in dry weather, of, sa}', five

horse-power, to lift the liquid; and it would further
be necessary, for wet weather, to have in reserve a

lifting-power of 150 horses ; whUe, on the separate

system, where the sewage alone woidd have to be
dealt with, the five horse-power engine woidd be
regularly and constantly employed, and its work
would be almost entirely confined to the daytime,
whereas the other must be ready at any time, and
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for every emergency. The system of sending
sewage .anil rain-w.iter together has been hitherto

adopted in .ill towns; but except in one or two
cases where gravit.ition has been avaihable to

utilise the discharge from the dr,ainage, all engineers

have failed to prevent the pollution of rivers, and
it is obvious th.at something else must be tried, as

that cannot be permitted to go on much longer.

The system of separating the sewage and rain-

water has been carried out in several large asylums
and public buildings, with their attendant houses,

and the sauit.ary results have been thoroughly
satisfactory; while the utilis.ation has been, in

consequence, completely carried out, and is man.age-

aljle .at all seasons and in all weathers. Within
two or three years, it will .also bo accomplished in

some towns, and the public can then judge
between tlie two.

4. The, Utilisation of Setcage.—The whole of the

sew.age of a house or town having been conveyed
.away in the manner we have described, the next
important step is to know what to do with it.

Above all things, it is desirable to add to the

productiveness of the soil, so as to compensate in

some degree for the constant supply we are

(U'awing from that source.

The liquid nature of sewage, adopting as we m.ay
the ordinary .anioimt of dilution in dry weather .at

the rate of 25 g.allons per head, has been a great

obstacle in the way ; while .also the vast quantities

of road-gi'it, and the great gluts of rain that come
downi along with the sewage when there is only
one sj'stem of drains in a town, have upset .all

arrangements and calculations. Many attempts
have been made, especially at Leicester, some
years .ago, to precipitate all the vahuable qualities

of the sew.age liy impregnating the whole with
milk of lime ; but the process was miremunerative
to those who did it, as so much sand was precipi-

tated at the s.ame time, th.at the product obtained

was almost worthless as a m.anm'e; while, .as the

greater part of the ammonia escaped in the water,

the discharging of it into any stream was still,

strictly speaking, quite illegal. As far as chemical

knowledge can guide us, there seems at present to

be no hope in this direction.

At Edinburgh, .again, and at Croydon, the irrigia-

tion of Land by gravitation has rendered the process

a simple one, because tlie whole has been poured
over the land with many excellent residts. These,

however, are clearly exceptional cases, and we must
look to pumping as being necessary in by far the

greater proportion of toM-ns ; while for the two
places we have mentioned, the results would, in all

jirobabUity, have been better stQl if the strength

of the sew.age had been more concentrated. Agri-

cultur.ally speaking, any dilution above 25 gallons

per head of the popul<ation is not desirable, but is

injurious and expensive to distribute; while, again,

lunnan fajcal m.atter is too strong to be applied to

land imless dihited in something like ten gallons of

water. The Chinese teach us .an important lesson

in this respect. They place all the solid matter,

when they remove it from the towns, in small wells

iu tlieir fields, and then take a scoopful and mix it

in about ten or twelve times its volume of water

before they apply it to their crops. If any one

.attempts utilising sewage when mixed with rain-

w.ater, and has to pump the whole all the year

through, he will tiud himself in endless tbfficulties.

Presuming, then, that we can an-ive at a fixed

quantity of 20 g.aUons per head of the popidation,

or what may be taken as the dry-weather flow of

the drain.age from a town, the first step is to pass

tlie whole "through an ujiward filter, so that all

matcrhals may be intercepted which wUl be likely

to interfere ^vith the pumping, or choke the
sm.aller pipes used for irrig.ation. This is neces-

s.ary, also, because in its unfiltered state we cannot
depend upon sew.age going down and up again, and
so passing over a valley, and the sphere of opera-

tions then becomes more limited.

Great part of the solid matter can .also be
removed by this process, and common house-.ashes

are the best mixing and deodorising material to
facilitate the stufi' being carried away.
A piece of land shoiUd then be sought out, with

a slope, if possible, of one foot in 30 at least, and
tlie filtered liquid, which wiU be full of strength,
conveyed either by piunping or gr.avitation to the
highest pomt of that land. Iron pipes should not
be used, if possible ; but when the land to be
irrigated is very flat, they must bo. From the
highest point of the land selected, the liquid must
be conducted by open channels or through common
drain-pipes laid on to the surface to all the different

points where it is wished, and utilised for irrigation.

Tlie laud adopted shoidd be moder.ately jiorous, and
then for every 100 ireople an acre may be allowed,

but this v.aries much according to the nature of

the soil. The land must be thoroughly diaiued and
prepared. The best crops to be grown are Itahan
rye-grass, with .alternately crops of vegetables, such
as potatoes, cabbages, rhubarb, mangold. All these

will luxmi.ate on the liquid, and we think we may
safely s.ay that the command of such liquid would
be worth to any person from £5 to ^£10 an imperial

acre, according to local circiunstances.

Jlilch cows thrive remarkably well on this gr.ass,

and it has been proved by chemical analysis that

the milk is of the best quality, while the veget.able3

.are also peculiarly wholesome.
C'oidd such a system be carried out iu tlie neigh-

bourhood of all om' Large towns, the residts would
be highly beneficLal. the difiicidties in the way,
principally arising from ignorance on the subject,

have been great ; but to this system, or something

like it, there can be no doubt, before many j'ears,

we must come, to prevent pollution of the rivers,

and to make the most of the sources of fertility

which are at our command, but which we are at

present recklessly wasting. Many committees have
been appointed by the House of Commons to inquire

and t.ake evidence on this subject. In 1S57, a com-

mission was issued by the crown to certain gentle-

men, at the head of whom was Lord Essex, to inquire

into 'the best mode of distributing the sew.age of

towns, and applying it to benefici.al and profitable

uses.' This commission went to work principally

at F.ugby, and have made a vast number of experi-

ments, tiie gener.al residt of which m.ay be stated to

be, th.at ordinarily diluted sewage may be s.aid to

produce such increased crops as to warrant an
.agriculturist in giving one halfpenny a ton for it, a

ton of water cont.aining 22-1 gallons. The third

Report was issued in April 1SG5, and the following

recommendations are given as the results of their

labour

:

' 1. The right way to tlisjiose of town-sewage is to

.apply it continuously to laud, and it is only by
such application that the pollution of rivers can be
avoideiL

' 2. The financial results of a continuous applica-

tion of sewage to land ilifl'cr under different local

circumstances ; first, because in some places irriga-

tion can be effected by gravity, while in other

pl.aces more or less pumping must be employed
;

secontUy, because heavy soils (which iu given locali-

ties may alone be available for the puqiose) ai-e less

fit than fight soils for continuous iiTig.ation by
sew.age.

' 3. Where local circiunstances are favour.able, and
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undue expenditure is avoided, towns may derive

profit, more or less considerable, from applying their

sewage in agricultui-e. Under opposite circum-

stances, there may not be a balance of profit ; but
even in such cases a rate in aid, required to cover

any loss, needs not be of large amount. Finally, on
the basis of the above conclusions, we further beg
leave to exjjress to your Lordships that, in our judg-

ment, the following two principles ai-e established

for legislative application : First, that wherever
rivers are polluted by a discharge of town-sewage
into them, the towns may reasonably be required to

desist from causing that public nuisance. Second,

that where town-populations are injured or en-

dangered in health by a retention of cesspool-matter

among them, the towns may reasonaljly be required

to provide a system of sewers for its removal ; and
should the law as it stands be found, iusufficient to

eualilo towns to take land for sewage-application, it

would, in our opinion, be expedient that the legis-

lature should give them powers for that purpose.'

It is obvious, however, to any one perusing the

above paragraphs, that they are exceedingly vague,

and form but little guide to any one who must go
into the question of whether money invested in

utilisation of sewage-schemes will pay an adequate
return upon the outlay. The micertainty attending

the dilution of the sewage ; the necessity of making
the earth take it at all seasons ; the distance that

the hquid has to be pimiped—have all been such

difficulties in the way, that the commission could

not weU arrive at any other result than they have
done.

The presumption would therefore .seem to be a

very strong one, that, until we arrive at lixed quan-
tities, no reliable principles can be laid down that

would in all cases enable us to overcome the diffi-

culties attending the sanitary management and
utilisation of sewage.

SEWARD, WiLLi-iJi Henry, American states-

man, was born at Florida, New York, May IG, 1801,

of Welsh aud Irish descent. His father was a

physician and merchant, who, after accumulating
a moderate fortune, was appointed judge of one of

the inferior courts. S. entered Union College at

15 ; in 1819, he visited the south, and was engaged
for six months as a school teacher in Georgia.

Called to the bar in 1822, he settled at Auburn,
Western New York, and became the partner and
son-in-law of Judge Miller. In 1S2.5, his iiolitical

abilities w-ere manifested in an oration delivered

at Syracuse, and in 182S he was chosen president of

a state convention. At this period. New York was
the centre of a wide-spread excitement against Free-

masons, and S., as a leading anti-mason, w^as elected

to the state senate. In 183.3, he visited Europe,

and wrote a series of letters, which were published

in the Alhatuj Eveninri Jom-nal. In 18.34, he
was a candidate for the office of governor of New
York, but was defeated by the democratic candi-

date. About this time he received the lucrative

appointment of agent of the Holland Land Com-
pany, which gave him wealth and influence. In

183S, he was elected governor of New York. In

this position, he recommended the increase of edu-

cation, internal improN'ements, a liberal policy

toward foreign immigrants, and took the side of

abolition in the growing controversies on slavery.

In 1849, he was elected to the senate of the United
States, where he became the acknowledged leader

of liis party, aud in the debate on the admission of

California he promulgated what was called his

'higher-law' doctrine, in saying that there was 'a

higiier law than the Constitution which regidated

the authority of Congress over the national domain
—the law of God, and the interests of himianity.'

In a speech at Rochester, N. Y., in 1838, he
declared that there was 'an irrepressible conflict

Ijetween opposing and enduring forces,' and that
' the United States must become either entirely

slave or entirely free.' In 1859, he revisited Europe,
and extended his tour to Egypt and the Holy Land,
and in 1800 was the most prominent candidate of

the republican party for nomination for the ])resi-

dency, but personal and local interests finally

secured the election of Abraham Lincoln, while
Mr S. accepted the imiiortant post of Secretary of

State, in which he guided the diplomacy of tlie

Federal government through the perils of the
War of Secession with an abnost unjjar.alleled in-

dustry, energy, aud success. On the 14th of April

1865, as the war approached its termination, and
while S. was confined to his room by a fall from his

carriage, President Lincoln Avas assassinated by
John Wilkes Booth, an actor, at a theatre in

Washington. At the same time, another assassin,

named Paine, penetrated to the room of Mr S.,

dangerously wounded his son, and with a poignard
inflicted wounds upon him which were at first

believed to be fatal, but from which he slowly
recovered. His works, consisting mostly of speeches

and orations, have been jmblished in foirr volumes
octavo (New York, 1853— ISGl). He has also

written a life of John Quiney Adams, aud one of

De Witt Clinton. S. is universally admitted to be
one of the ablest and most accomplished of living

American statesmen ; but European critics are dis-

posed to regard him as a type of the vices as well

as the virtues of the national character ; and while
they respect him for the courage, fortitude, and
resolute bearing he has ever shewn in adversity,

they accuse him of displaying scant courtesy and
something like arrogance in his intercourse with
foreign governments. (Died lUth October 1872.)

SEWING-MACHINE, one of the most important
inventions of this eentiuy. Like the stocking-frame,

which in principle it closely resembles, we owe it tt>

the ingenuity of a poor mechanic, striving to lessen

the labour which he saw was a real hardship upon
his wife and other poor women. Elias Howe, a

native of Massachusetts, surrounded by a yoiuig

family, for whom he was obliged to labour during
tlie daj', devoted his after-hours to the construction

of a sewing-machine. This was about the year 1841,

and his career since that period up to the present
time forms a striking chapter in the annals of

intelligent laliour, and furnishes another proof of

the saying that ' fact is stranger than fiction.'

After incessant labour, during the latter part of

which he and his family were indebted to a friend

for the means of subsistence, he completed the first

working sewing-machine, the patent for which was
granted to him in M.ay 1841. He did not succeed
in inducing the people of his own country to see

the value of his patent, and came to England, where,

after patenting it here also, he met with so much
discouragement that he sold the patent for i"250

and a royalty of £3 per machine to a staymaker,
Mr Thomas of Cheapside, London, who used it

successfully in his own business, but diil so little

towards making it public that for several years its

existence was only known to a very few individual

manufacturers. When Howe reached his own
country again, he found his American patent
pirated by a wealthy company ; but with admirable
spirit he asserted his rights, and succeeded in estab-

lishing them ; and it is gratifying to know that

his talent, industry, and perseverance have been
rewarded, for he is now a wealthy man. Howe's
machine worked what is called the lock-stitch, but

since his invention became known, several improve-

ments and modifications have been introduced by
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other inventors. The principal of these are as

follows : 1. Madihies w/itc/i sew with one thread

;

of which one kind makes the ihrou'jh-and-throuoh

^cr-r
^.^

who introduced it into England in 18-44. 3. The
chain or tambour stitch is also a single-thread

stitch (fig. 3), the machine for which was invented
by M. Thinimouier, a Frenchman, in 18-tS. In this,

the thread is looped upon itself by means of a

Fig. 1.

or shoemal'er's stitch (fig. 1), the thread beinj; held

and pushed through witli pincers, one pair on each
side of the material to be sewn. The needle, a, is

jiointed at each end, and being pushed through by
the pincers on one side, is talcen hold of by the
corresponding pair on the other, and the thread

is thus pulled throush backwards and forwards.

Only a small length of thread can be used by this

machine, hence it is of but limited application. 2.
|
curved shuttle after it has passed through the cloth

FiS. C.

Another single-thread machine makes the i-unninr/-

stitch (fig. 2). In tliis, the needle, a, is stationary,

mr^

and receives a continuous supply of thread from a
reel, i; the two small-toothed wheels, c, c, are su
arranged that their teeth, pressing into one another,
crimp the two pieces of cloth, d, d, and push them

Fis

forwai-d against the point of the needle, which,
as it gets filled, is relieved by the tiperator, who
keeps di'awiug the sewn cloth off at the ej-e-end

Tliis kind of stitch, though very useful for some
kinds of work, is easily puUed out. 4 Fig. 4 repre-

sents Wheeler and Wilson's
sewing - machine, another
American invention, whicli

has acquired the gi'eatest

reputation in Great Britain.

It is a double - thread
machine, and besides the
vertical ej'e-poiuted needle,

has a curved shuttle or hook
(fig. 5, a) working below,

with a revolving reel, b,

inside its curve. The reel

is of metal, each side being convex externally

;

and so adjusted on the axle, that the edges are

so near together as to admit only one thickness

of the thread to pass through (fig. (J). The side

view of the whole arrangement is seen in fig. 7.

It fits easily within the nearly circular hook, and
gives oft' its thread as required. The thread passes

partly round the outer edge of the hook upon a

slightly-grooved bevel (a, fig. 7), which forms a

looj), and passes it between the needle and the

thread which it carries with it in descending

;

the loop is held in position as the needle

ascends, and the cloth being moved on, the next

descent of the needle takes it through the loop

and receives another below it, which renders the

first one tightly locked, as in fig. S. For such work
as male and female tli-essmaking generally, this kind

of machine is at present imrivallcd, both for the

eiEcieucy of its work, and also for the neatness and

I

finish of the machines made for private use. Sew-

I
ing-machines have been p.itentetl in America and

I
England by another American named Blake for

' sewing the soles on boots and shoes ; and so rapid

I

are they in their work, that it is said during tlie war

I

in the United States .as many as loU pairs of soles

Fig. 4.
j have been sewed ou army boots in one d.ay by a

i

single machine. Special sewing-machines ai'e also

in use for sewing the upper leathei-s of boots and
shoos, for gloves, for embroidery, and various other

purposes.
f.i3



SEXAGESIMA SUNDAY—SEXT.\NT.

SEXAGE'SIMA SUNDAY (Lat. sexageslma,

i.e., dies, the sixtieth day), the second Sunday before

Lent, and roughly reckoned the 6()th day before

Easter.

SEXAGE'SIMALS, a mode of arithmetical calcu-

lation introduced by the ancient Greek astronomers,

especially by Ptolemy (q. v.), into astronomical and
geometrical reckoning. It was founded upon the

division of the circle into 3G0 parts, and the radius

bein^ nearly Jth of the circumference, was consi-

dereS to contain GO of these parts or degrees. Con-

tinuing the same mode of subdivision, each degree (
"

)

on the radius was divided into 60 minutes ('), each

minute into GO seconds ("), and thirds ('"), fourths

(""), &c., followed in the same relation to e.-ich

other. Addition and subtraction are not altered in

this method, but multiplication, division, and the

extraction of roots are so to a considerable extent.

Multiplication, the most used of these three opera-

tions, was can-ied on in the descending scale, as in

the following example, where Xa° V y.Z," is to be

multipUed by yJ° n' v5", or (substituting Arabic

numerals) 31° 4' 27" by 29" 18' 54" :

31° 4' 27"

29» 18' 54"
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the instniment ; and 3° if, when the mirrors are

parallel (which i3 the case when a very distant botly,

sucli as the sun or moon, is observed directly through

B, and found to coincide with its image in the lower

jiart of B), the index does not point accurately to

(t° ; this last is called the index-error, and is either

allowed for, or is remedied by means of a screw,

which moves the index in the limb AI, the latter

being stationary. The first two errors are also fre-

quently remedied by means of screws working
against a spring, but in the best instruments the

maker himself fixes the glasses in their proper

position.—The quadrant diifers from the sextant

only in having its arc the fourth part of a circle,

and being consequently graduated from 0° to 180°

;

the octant contains 45°, and is graduated from 0° to

flO' ; while the repeating-circle, which is a complete

circle, is graduated from 0° to 720°. A common
form of the sextant is the 'snufl'-box' sextant, which
is cu'cular in shape, and as it can be conveniently

carried in the pocket, is the form most frequently

used by land-surveyors.

The idea of a reflecting instiiiment, on the prin-

ei]ile of the sextant, was first given by Hooke about
lOtJO ; but the first instrument deserving the

name was invented by John Hadley (q. v.) early

in the summer of 1730, and a second, and much
improved form of it, was made by him a short

time afterwards. Halley, at a meeting of the Royal
Society, claimed for Newton the priority of inven-

tion ; and in October 1730, a Philadelphian, named
Godfrey, also asserted his claim as the original

inventor, but that learned body decided that

Newton's claim was unsupported by even probable

evidence, .and that Hadleys and Godfrey's inven-

tions were both original, but that the second form
(whicli is almost the same as the common sextant

now employed) of Hadley's instrument was far

su))erior to his first form and to Godfrey's.

SE'XTON (corrupted from Sacristak, q. v.), is a

jiarochial officer in England, whose duty is to take

care of the things belonging to dirine worship. He
is usually chosen by the inhabitants, but often also

by the minister or the churchwardens, the mode of

apiiuintment being regulated by the custom of each

jiarish. He sometimes also holds the office of parish-

cierk. AVomeu have occasionally been appointed

sextons, this being one of the offices which women
may fill, and they also have a vote in elections. The
office is a freehold office for life, except in the new
jiarishes under Church-building Acts ; the duty is to

keep the church clean, swept, and adorned ; to open
the pews ; to make and fill up the graves ; to pre-

vent any disturbance in church. The salary is paid

by the churchwardens, and as to amount depends on

custom. In Scotland, the beadle performs similar

duties, and is appointed by the heritors.

SE'XTUPLET, in Music. When a note is

divided into six parts instead of the usual division

into four—as, for instance, a minim into six quavers,

or a crotchet into six semiquavers—the group is

called a sextuplet, and the figure 6 is generally

])laced above it. The proper sextuplet is composeil

of three groups, of two notes each, being, in fact, a

Triplet (q. v.), with each of its notes subdivided into

two: ^kzfcii:?±E^pi£:f::pp= |.
But a group com-

posed of two successive triplets is sometimes,

though not very correctly, also called a sextuplet,

and written as such, though it is more correct

to divide it iiito its component two triplets,

thus :

> -3 ri 1

SEYCHE'LLES COCOA-NUT, or DOUBLE
COCOA-NUT (Lodokea SeychcUarum), a palm, of

which the fruit has some resemblance to a cocoa-

nut, although it belongs to a different tribe of palms,
being allied to the Palmyra Palm. It is found only

in the Seychelles Iskands ; and the frait, wafted by
the winds to the shores of the Maldive Islands, or

found floating in the Indian Ocean, was long the
subject of many ridiculous fables, and is still an
object of interest and curiosity, and as such one of

the minor articles of commerce. The tree grows to

the height of 50 or 60 feet, with a tuft of immense
leaves. The wood and the leaves are used for a
variety of piu^ioses, like those of other palms. The
' cabbage ' or terminal bud is eaten. The fruit is

often a foot or a foot and a half long, in shape like a

melon, its outer husk green, the interior near the

base divided into two parts, at first fiUed with a

white sweet jelly, which changes into a white horny
kernel. The shells are used for making vessels of vari-

ous kinds, often beautifiUly carved and ornamented.

SEYCHE'LLES ISLANDS, situated nearly in

the centre of the Indian Ocean, between 3' 40'—

•

5° 35' S. lat., and 55° 15'—56° 0' E. long., a group
of more than thirty isles, resting on an extensive

bank of sand and coral, and forming the most
important of the dependencies to the colony

of Mauritius. The principal are Mahe, Pr.aslin,

SUhouettc, La Digne, Curieuse, St Anne, Aux Cerfs,

Fregate, Marianne, Longue, and Du Sud Est. Mahe,
the most considerable and populous of the group,

and the seat of government, is IS miles long, and
from 3 to 5 broad. The islands are mountainous,
often rising abruptly from the sea, and are clothed

with the most luxuriant verdure ; one of the peaks,

named Mont Blanc, in Mahe, attains an altitude of

2000 feet. The principal port is Victoria, on the

north-eastern side of the island of Mahe, the hr.iises

of which are chiefly built of wood, and are much
subject to the ravages of the white ant.

The S. were known to the early Portuguese navi-

g.ators, who bestowed on them the title of Isles de
Mascarenhas ; subsequently, the French renamed
them lies La Bom'donnais, and finally changed their

appellation in honour of the Coimt Herault de Sey-

chelles. The S. were among the earlier discoveries

of the Portuguese, after the accomplishment of

their first voyage to India. They were first settled

by the French in 1756, who commenced the cultiva-

tion of spices, under circumstances so favourable as

to induce a belief in a lucrative competition with the

more easterly colonies of the Dutch. The immimity
of the S. from the hun-icanes which periodically

visit the neighbouring se.as, rendered them pocuharly

suited for this purjjose, which was only defeated by
the suicidal destruction of the spice-plants by the

French occupants, to prevent their falling into the

hands of the English in 1778. On the cession of

Mauritius, the S. were finally taken possession of by
Gre.at Britain. The islands produce a large quan-

tity of timber suitable for ship-building jmrposes

;

and the S. cocoa-nut, which is indigenous only in

the S., and the nuts, leaves, &c. of which are

applied to a great variety of domestic purposes by
the natives. Sugar was formerly cultivated. Cotton

flourishes here, and is now being brought into notice

as a staple export. Cocoa-nut oil and tortoise-shell

are also among the articles of commerce ; but the

want of labour is the great obstacle to a more
genwal development of these naturally fcrtUe isles.

The introduction of coolie labour from India is now
under consideration, and, combined with the jn-esent

rapid steam-communication to Suez, would tend

greatly to place the S. in the forward position which
their "important geogi-apliical situation fully war-

rants.
C47
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The population of the S., as taken at the last census

(1S61), was 7480 soiUs, 700 of whom are employed
ill the shipbuilding yards and factories. —See Sir

Edward Belcher's Account of the SeycJielles ; Voyctrje

of H.M.S. Leveii and Barracouta, by Captain Owen,
il.N.

SEYMOUR, Family of. This family, whose
history is largely interwoven with that of England,
was originally settled at St Maur—whence its name
—in Normandy. Coming over to England, the
Seymours oljtained lauds in IMoumouthshii'e as

early as the beginning of the 1.3th century. They
acquired estates at Hatch Beancham]^, Somerset-

shire, by marrying an heiress of the Bcauchamps
early in the 15th centmy. In 1497, we find the
head of the family. Sir John Seymour, employed
in suppressing the insurrection of Lord Andloy and
the Cornish rebels, and subsequently accompanying
King Henry VIII. to his wars in France, and to

the Field of the Cloth of Gold. Of the issue of

this worthy knight one daughter became the wife

of Henry VIII., and mother of Edward VI. ; one
son, Thomas, created Lord Seymour of Sudeley,

became Lord High Admiral of England, and the

second husband of Henry's widow (Catherine Parr),

and ended his life on the scaffold, being attainted

of high treason. Sir John's eldest sou, Edward,
who held many high positions in the court of

Henry, was created Lord Seymour of Hache, and
Duke of Somerset in 1546—1547. He had been
sent into France by Henry to settle the disputed

question of the border of the English possessions

there, and secured the coniidence of the king so far,

that he was left by him one of his executors and
one of the council of the young Prince Edward. He
was subsequently made Lord High Treasurer, and
eventually ' Protector and Governor of the King and
his realms.' (See Edward VI.). His subsequent
fall, after a two years' tenure of his all but regal

power, by the influence of Dudley, Earl of War-
wick and Duke of Northumberland, was followed by
an attainder of his honours, which was not reversed

for more than a century. The eldest son of the

Protector by his second marriage, being created by
Elizabeth Earl of Hertford, married the Lady
Catharine Grey, a grand-niece of Henry VIII., sister

of the unfortunate Lady Jane Grey—a man-iage

which entailed on him a long imprisonment and a

heavy fine. His grandson, who succeeded him in

the Earldom of Hertford, was also sent to prison in

the Tower of Loudon for marrying tlie Ladj'

Arabella Stuart, cousin of James I. of England ; but
subsequently, playing a conspicuous part in the

royal cause in the ci\Tl M'ars, obtained in his own
favour a reversal of his ancestor's attainder (see

above), and in 1660 took his seat in the House of

Peers as second Duke of Somerset, although the de-

scendants of the first duke, by his first marriage, were
then in existence. He died in 1675, and his ducal

title i>assed to a cousin, on whose death it was
inherited by Charles Seymour, known in history as

the ' Proud Duke of Somerset,' a nobleman whose
style of living was ostentatious and haughty in the

extreme, and who filled several high posts in the

courts of Charles II., William III., and Anne. He
married the heiress of the Percies, by whom he had
a son, Algernon, 7th duke, who was created Earl of

Northumberland, with remainder to his son-in-law.

Sir Hugh Sraithson, the ancestor of the present

Percy line. On the death of this duke, a curious

peerage case arose, the title being claimed by
the descendants of the first duke by his first

marriage, on the failure of the younger branch
;

and the attorney-general having reported in

favour of the claim, Sir Edward Seymour took
his seat in the House of Peers as Sth Duke. From

618

him the present holder of the title is third in direct

descent.

SEYNE, La, a snrall but rapidly increasing sea-

port of France, on the shore of the Mediterranean,
in the dep. of Var, three miles south-west of Toulon.
Fishing and navigation are the chief emjjloyments.
Pop. (iS50) 6419, "(1862) 9070.

SE'ZZE, or SEZZA, a city of Centr.al Italy (Pajial

States), legation of Velletri, with SOOO inhabitants.

It is a very ancient city, and still preserves some
remains of a triple wall of CycLipean architecture,

which surrounded the rock on which it stands.

SFORZA, a celebrated Italian family, which
played a most important part in the affairs of

Italy during the 15th and lOth centuries, swayed
the destinies of Northern Italy for many years, and
allied itself with the first sovereign houses in

Europe. Its founder was a peasant of Cotignola,

in the Romagna, by name Giacomo, or Mtizio (some-
times combined by historians into Glacomuzzo)
Atte.ndolo (born 1369), who deserted his trade of

wood-cutting to become a ' condottiere,' and by his

intelligence and courage rose to a high position in

the band to which he lielonged. Count Alberigo do
Barbiano, the founder of Italian ' condottierism,'

bestowed upon him, on account of his prowess, the
name of Sforz.\ (Ital. ' the forcer ') ; and such was
his reputation among his comrades, that he speedily

found himself the independent leader of a band of

condottieri, and ofl'ered his services to the king of

Naples. Queen Joanna II. made him constaljle of

that kingdom, and in exercise of his office, he chased
away the Ai*agonese, and others, who attempted to

de]irive her of her dominions ; but dying soon after

(4th January 1424), he left his devoted followers to

the chieftainship of his natural sou, FKA>fCESCO S.,

then 2.3 years of ago, who was as brave and enter-

pi'isiug as himself. Francesco, as was the custom of

the time, sold his sword to tlie highest bidder, and
without the slightest scruple fought for or agamst
the pope, Milan, A'enice, and Florence. He invented
an improved system of tactics, and it soon came to

be taken for granted that victory was certain for

the party which he supported. It was thus no
great act of condescension in the Duke of Milan, the
hanglity Visconti, to confer upon him the hand of

his daughter, Bianca, with Cremona and Pontremoli
as a dowry, and the promise of succeeding to the
duchy itself. Meantime, S. took the march of

Ancona from the pope (1434), added to it Pesaro

(1443), and by a judicious combination of force

and stratagem, obtained his elevation to the duke-
dom of MUan (26th February 1450), after the
decease of his father-in-law. He solidly estab-

lished his authority over all Lombardy, and several

districts south of the Po ; acquired the esteem of

Louis XI., who gave np to liim Savona and Genoa;
and after gaining the universal love of his subjects,

died Sth March 1466. Though uninstructod, he
possessed considerable eloquence, and loved and
protected letters. The successors to his power
possessed few or none of his distinguished talents.

His son, Galeazzo-Maria S. (14G6—1476) was a
true tj'rant, gloating over the torments of his

\-ictims, and a monster of debauchery, prodigality,

and ferocity, witliout a single redeeming feature in

his character. He was assassinated (26th Decem-
ber) at the porch of the cathedral of Milan. His
son Giovan'ni-Galeazzo S. (1476—1494) succeeded,
under the regency of his mother. Bona of Savoy,
who held the reins of government with a firm hand.
But she was forced to give up (14S0) her alile

coadjutor, Simonetta, to the vengeance of her
brother-in-law, Lodovico JIaria, snrnamed 'the
!Moor,' from his dark complexion ; and three days
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after Siraonetta's execution, the ambitious Lodovico
banished herself, and assumed the regency. Find-

ing the young duke in his way, Lodovico put him
and his wife, Isabella of Calabria, in prison, and
was immediately threatened with attack by the

king of Naples, a dauger which he attempted to

ward off by giving his daughter, Bianca, with a

dowry of 400,000 ducats, to the emperor Maxi-
milian I., and by stirring up Charles VIII. of

France to assert his claims to Naples. Soon after-

wards, Duke Giovanni-Galeazzo died, poisoned, as

some believe, by his uncle, 20th October 1494.

Lodovico-Maria (1494— 1500) obtained his investi-

ture as duke, and becoming alarmed at the rapid

progress of the French in Italy, he joined the

league .against them, and was rewarded for his

perlidy by being driven from his duchy, which was
seized by the troops of Louis XII. (1-199). The
following year he m.ade an inefiectual attempt to

regaiii possession, was made prisoner, and carried to

France, where he died iu 150S. He possessed great

talents, combined unfortunately with a low morality,

which led him to value astuteness more than every-

thing else ; but his encouragement of letters and of

the tine arts, will preserve his name to posterity.

His eldest son, JIassimiliaxo S. (1512— 1515),

regained the duchy of jVIilan after the reverses

sutiered by Louis XII., and with the aid of the

Swiss steadily repulsed the various energetic

attempts of the French to recover it ; but after the

battle of Marignan (1515), he abandoned his rights

to the French for a pension of 30,000 ducats, glad

to be free from the insolence and exactions of his

allies, and the attacks of his enemies. His brother,

Francisco-Maria S., succeeded nominally to the

Milanese after the battle of Pavia, but he was a

mere puppet in the hands of Charles V., and on his

deatli, 24th October 1535, and the extinction of

the main line of the house of S., the duchy was
quietly swallowed up by Austria. The Lords of

Fesaro (extinct in 1515), the Counts of Santa-Flora,

iu Tnscaiiy, still existing, and the Dukes of Sforza-

Gesarini, descend from collateral branches of the

family.

SFORZA'TO (Ital. forced), in Music, often con-

tr.acted ,;/", a term used to indicate th.at the note

over or under which it is placed is to be pl.ayed

with strength and emphasis. A higher degree of

emphiasis is indicated by sjf, or sj'orzato assai.

SHAD {Alausa or Alom), a genus of fishes of

the family Cliipeidce, differing from Clupea (the

Herriu", &c.) iu having the upjier jaw deeply

notched. The teeth are very small, on the jaws

only, and often wanting, at least in the adult fish.

The species are numerous, inhabiting the sea, but

some of them ascending rivers like the salmon,

and spawning there. They are very like herrings

in form and .appearance, and on this account, and

their large size, the British species receive from

Scottish
' fishermen the name of Kinr/ nf the

llerrinrjx. The herrings of extraordinary size, of

which the capture is sometimes reported, are pro-

bably .always shad.—The Commox S., or Aluce S.

(A. cammnms), is rather thicker and deeper in

proportion to its length than the herring. It is

found on the British coasts, and in the lower part

of some of the large rivers, more abundantly in the

Severn than in any other British river. It attains

a length of two, or even three feet, and a weight

of from four to eight pounds. It has no teeth.

There is a single black s))ot behind the gills. Its

ilesh is of good flavour.—The Twaite S. (.-1. finla)

is more plentiful on the British coasts, and is the

common S. of the Thames, bnt the foul state of

the river has now made it of very rare occmreuce

above London. It is smaller than the Allice S.,

seldom exceeding IG inches in length ; there are

small teeth in both jaws, and a row of dusky spots

along each side of the body. The flesh is coarser,

and less esteemed than that of the AUiee .S., but
much used for food wherever the fish is plentiful.

This species spawns later in the ye.ar than the last,

and in order to permit it to dejiosit its spawn, its

capture in the Thames is prohil^ited after the end
of June. It .abounds iu many of the rivers of

France, and other parts of Europe.—A species of

S., generally weighing about four or five pounds,

but sometimes twelve pounds, is very abundant
during some months of the year in some of the

North American rivers, as the Hudson, Delaware,

and Chesapeake, and forms an important source of

wealth. It is highly esteemed for food. Great
quantities are s.alted.

SHA'DDOCK {Citrus decumanus ; see Citrus),

a tree, which, like the other species of the same
genus, is a native of the East Indies, and wliich

has been long cultivated in the south of Eurojie.

It is said to derive its English name from a Captain
Shaddock, by whom it was introduced into the

West Indies. It is readily distinguished from most
of its congeners by its large leaves and broad-

winged leaf-st.alk ; it has very large white flowers,

and the fruit is also very large, sometimes weighing

10, or even 14 pounds, roundish, pale yellow ; the

rind thick, white and spongy within, liitter ; the

pulp greenish and w.atery, subacid, and snbaromatic.

It is a pleasant, coohng fruit, and much used for

preserves. The tree is rather more tender than
the orange, but with proper care is often made to

produce fine fruit iu orangeries iu Britain.

SHADOW is a portion of space from which light

is debarred by the interposition of an opaque boily.

If the luminous body be too near, or too large to

be considered as a mere point, then each atom of

the hght-giving surface throws its own shadow
independent of the others. We have thus in re.ality

a multiplicity of shadows overlapping each other,

and forming what in common parhance is 'a'

sliadow of the opaque body, which is darkest at

those places where all the separ.ate shadows
overlap each other, and becomes lighter as it grad-

ually falls beyond the limits of more and more
of these separate shadows. See Pexctjieka. The
depth of a shadow depends from mere force of

contrast on the intensity of the light around it; it

also depends much on the nearness of the object,

as compared with its size, to the surface upon
which the shadow is thrown ; for the rays of light

by their projicrties of reflection, refraction, and
dispersion tend to bend ' round ' the opaque object,

anil the increase of distance between an object and
its sluadow allows more scope for this action.

SHADWELL, TiiOM.vs, a dramatic writer of

some note in his day, though now only remembered
as the 'Mae-Fleckuoe' of Dryden's satire, was boru

in 1040 in Norfolk. lie was educated for the law,

bnt not finding it a pursuit to his mind, he deserted

it, an<l after an interval of foreign travel, betook

himself seriously to literature. His first comedy of

TIk! Sullen Lovers (166S) had great success, and he

c<.>ntinned from year to year to entertain the town
with a succession of similar pieces, a complete

edition of which was published after his death in

4 vols. 12mo. The immortality which these uuist

have failed to achieve for him, he was fated to attain

iu a w.ay somewhat less desirable. With Diydeu
he seems, in the earlier portion of his career, to have

been on terms of friendly intimacy ; but literary

jealousies divided them, and the quondam fiiend

became a favom-ite butt for the shafts of Dryden's
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deatUess ridicule. Though his -works—hasty and
careless as they are—exhibit lively talent and con-

siderable comic force, all that the literary world
now knows of S. is, that ' Shadwell never devi-

ates into sense.' It might a little console him,

imder the satire of his enemy, th.it he succeeded

him in the post of poet-laureate, which in 16S8 it

became necessarj' for Dryden to resign. He did

not long survive to enjoy it, however, as in 1G92 he
died, it is said of an overdose of laudanum, a drug
in which he was v.'ont to indulge himself.

SHA'PIITES, the name of one of the four prin-

cipal sects of the Sunnites (q. v.), or ' orthodox

'

Muslims. Its name it received from its founder,

Abu Abdallah Mohammed Ibn Idris, called Al-Shafei,

from one of his ancestors who descended from
Mohammed's grandfather.

SHAFT, the body of a column, extending between
the base and capital. In Gothic architecture, the term
is applied to the small columns clustered round piers,

or in the jambs of doors and windows. In the early

styles, the shafts are frequently of finer material

than the pier, such as Purbeck marble, and poUshed
and banded. In later examples, the shaft is gener-

ally attached, and of the same piece as the pier.

For illustration, see Column.

SHA'FTESBURY, commonly called Shastox, a

very ancient town of England, a municipal and
parliamentary borough in Dorsetshire, 27 miles

north-north-east of Dorchester. It stands on the

narrow ridge of a chalk hill, and commands exten-

sive and beautifid views of the counties of Dorset,

Somerset, and WUts. The date of its fouud.ation is

unknown, but it seems to have been a Roman station.

In the reign of Athelstan (924—940) it coutained

two mints and an abbey of Benedictine nims. Here
Canute the Great died in 1036. Pop. (1S61) of

municipal borough, 2497.

SHAFTESBURY, AnTHONY Ashley Cooper,
Earl of, Enghsh statesman and philanthropist, is

descended from a family intimately associated with
the political history and liter.ature of England. Sir

John Cooper of Rockbourne, Hampshire, married
Anne, daughter and sole heiress of Sir Anthony
Ashley of Wimborne, St Giles, Dorsetshire, secre-

tary-at-war in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. - Their

eldest son. Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper (born 1621),

was actively engaged in public affairs during the civil

wars. He first espoused the cause of royalty ; he then

became one of the most eminent of the Parliament-

ary leaders in the council, and not the least active

in the field. When he saw that the restoration was
inevitable, he took so prominent a part in bringing

back Charles II. that he was raised to the peerage

as Baron Ashley. He was a member of the justly

infamovis ' Cabal' Ministry, and was afterwards

appointed to be Lord Chancellor, with the earldom
of Shaftesbury. He was the Aclutophel of Dryden,
by whom his character is drawn with as much
trath as power. He hated a calm, lived all his life

in intrigues, and in his 62d year his ' fiery soul

'

wore out his small and fragile body. He will be
honoured for all time by men of English race and
descent as the author of the Habeas Corpus
Act. He also first introduced a bUl rendering the

judges independent of the crown.—His grandson,

ANTHONY Cooper, third earl (bom 1671, died

1713), author of the Characteristics, the friend of

Pope, and the other celebrities of the Augustan
age, obtained from Voltaire the questionable praise

of being the boldest of the Enghsh philosophers.

—The sixth earl was for many years Chairman of

Committees of the House of Lords.
His son, Antony Ashley Cooper, seventh earl

of S., was born in Grosvenor Square, London, April
650

2S, 1801. He was sent to Harrow, and thence to
Christ-Church, Oxford, where he obtained a first-

class degree in classics in 1S22. He represented
the borough of Woodstock from 1826 to 1830

;

the county of Dorset (in which the family estates
are situated), from 1S31 to 1846 ; and the city
of Bath from 1847 to 1851, when he succeeded to

the earldom. During his long career in the Lower
House, he held one or two subordinate posts.

He is better known by his attempts to unjirove
the social condition of the labouring classes.

As he belonged to the Conservative party, and
represented an agricidtm-al coimty, the mauufac-
tiirers, and their organs in the press, received his

allegations respecting the condition of their opera-

tives in a hostile and antagonistic spirit, and
retorted that the wages of families eugaged in

factories amounted to twice and three times the
sum paid to the Dorsetshire labourers. Yet Lord
Ashley returned again and agam to the charge

;

and on the death oif Mr Sadler, M.P., took charge
of the Ten Horn's' Bill. The manufacturers
declared mth alarm that any reduction in the
hours of labour would be fatal to our manufac-
turing supremacy. Successive governments natur-
ally lieheved these prophecies, and almost all the
leaiUng statesmen of the day opposed the Ten Hours'
Bill. But public opinion declared in favour of a

limitation of the hours of labour. Lord Ashley
carried his bQl through p.arli,ament, and has the
satisfaction of knowmg that the opponents of the
measure admit, without an exception, that it was an
act of wise and beneficent legislation, and that their

alarms were grouncUess. When he visited the
manufacturing districts, he was honoured with an
enthusiastic ovation. He refused to join Sir R.
Peel's administration in 1S41, because that states-

man refused to countenance the Ten Hours' Bill. In
1846, he supported Sir R. Peel in his proposal to

repeal the Corn Laws, an act which cost him his

seat for Dorsetshire. When he successfidly con-
tested Bath against Mr Roebuck in 1847, he
appeared on the field of politics as a ' Liberal
Conservative.' After his accession to the earldom,
S. took a more prominent part in connection
with various religious, social, and philanthropic

societies. These are so numerous that a list of the
associations with which he is in some way officially

concerned, would include almost every scheme
having for its object the physical, moral, and spiritual

improvement of society. He belongs to tlie

Evangelical pai-ty in the Church of England, and is

a prominent member of the chief church societies.

He is married to a daughter of the fifth Earl
Cowper, and being thus a connection by marriage of

the l.ate Viscount Palmerston (whose government
he steadily supported), many of the ecclesiastical'

appointments and promotions of Evangelical clergy-

men made by that minister were attributed to his

influence. He has followed up the Ten Hours'
Bill by obtaining the assent of parliament to other
measures regulating defective workshops and fac-

tories, night work, and the treatment of chikh-en by
their employers in trades and manufactures. His
labours have been powerfidly seconded by oratorical

gifts of no mean excellence.

SHAG. See Cormorast.

SHAGREE'N' is generally understood to mean
shark slcin dressed and rubbed down smooth or not

;

but the Oriental shagreen, formerly in so much
repute, consists of portions of the sldns of horses,

asses, camels, and oxen, the part used being strips

taken from head to taU along the centre of the
back. These strips are prep.ared by soaking in

water and currying ; and w'hen in the proper
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condition, they are laid on the ground, and the seeds
of Chcnopodium album are sprinkled over them

;

a board or piece of felt is then placed on the seeds,

and by pressure the hard seeds are forced deeply
into the skin, which is then hung to dry. When
dry, the seeds are removed by shaking, and the
skin pared down mth a proper knife nearly, but
not quite as low, as the bottom of the depressions
caused by the seeds. After this the skin is again
soaked, and the parts compressed by the seeds now
rise up and form elevations, which are increased by
washing in a solution of salt. The last operation is

dyeing them of various colours, green being the
favourite one. Omng to the difference of texture
jiroduced by the operations of compressing by the
seeds, paring, &c., the colour is taken irregiUarly

;

and when dyed green, the material somewhat
resembles malachite in appearance when dried and
jjolished. It was at one time a very favourite
material in Britain for covering small cases and
caskets of various kinds, especiaUy spectacle-cases.

SHAH (Persian, prince, hlnrj), the general title of

the supreme ruler in Persia, Afghanistan, and other
countries of Southern and Centi'al Asia. The sove-

reign, however, may, aud frequently does, decline

the title, assuming in its place that of Khan (q. v.),

an inferior and more common appellation. The
same title can also be assumed by any of the shah's

sons, and upon all the princes of the blood the

cognomen Sliah-zadeh is bestowed.

SHAH-JEHAIf, or ' King of the World,' the title

assumed on his accession to the throne by Khorrum
Shah, the third son of Selini Jehan-Ghir, and the
fifth of the Jlogul emperors of Delhi. H« was
during his father's reign employed in military

expeditions against the Rajputs, the independent
Mohammedan states of the Deccan, and the Afghan
triljes around Candaliar, in which he greatly dis-

tinguished himself by liravery and military skiU;

))ut on his return, ho was forced into rebellion

(IG'23) liy the intrigues of his enemies at court, and
was still unreconciled to his father at the latter's

death in 16'27, when he was at once saluted as

emperor by the nobles. At his accession, the empire
had reached the summit of its greatness, but the

causes which led to its rapid decline at the same
time unmistakably shewed themselves : the terri-

tory was too extensive fur the system of govern-

ment which was generally piirsued by the Mogids;
the discordant parts were unconnected by any bond
of union; the supreme ruler was looked upon in

many provinces as a mere tax-collector; and with
the thus necessary absence of any spirit of loyalty,

insuiTections were frequent in all the pro^^noes.

The chief events of S.-J.'s reign were—the war
against the Deccan sovereignties, which residted in

the complete destruction of the kingdom of Ahmed-
nuggiir (1631), and the subjugation (1636) of those

of Beejapur and Golconda; an indecisive con-

test against the Uzbeks of Balkh (1644—1647)

;

two unsuccessful attempts to recover Candahar
from the Persians ; and a second successful war,

conducted by his third son, Am'ungzebe, against

the Deccan princes (1655). But in 1657 the empe-
ror fell dangerously ill, and his four sons, who were
aml>itiou3 of attaining supreme power, immediately

commenced to dispute regarding the succession.

See AtiRUNGZEBK. Ultimately, S.-J. was taken

prisoner, and eoulined in the citadel of Agra till his

death, December 1666. S.-J. united the voluptuous

profligacy so common in Eastern mouarchs with great

sagacit}', and the strict administration of justice to

Moslem and Hindu alike. In his later years he be-

came avaricious, increased the taxes, and confiscated

the property of his wealthier subjects on the slightest

pretexts. The magnificence of his court was un-
equalled ; the splendid ' peacock-throne ' was con-
structed by his orders at a cost of about £7,000,000,
and many magnificent public buildings executed
under his direction remain as monuments of his

greatness. Chief of these are the city of Shah-
jehanabad, and the superb mausoleimi of Tajmahal
(q. v.). Yet so strict was his financial management,
that he left a well-appointed army of 200,000, and
a treasury containing £24,000,000 to his sou
Aurungzebe.

SHAH^NAMEH, Book of Kings, the title of
several Eastern works, the most celebrated of

which is the Persian poem of this name by Firdusi

(q. v.), containing the history of the ancient Persian
Idngs in about 60,000 distiehs, and written by the
order of Sidtau Malimud of Ghizni, in the space of

thirty years. Another work, in Turkish, under the
same name, comprises the history of all the ancient
kings of the East, and was wiitteu by Firdusi Al-
Thauil. Bajazet II., to whom the book was dedi-
cated, ordered the author to reduce it from
its original bulk of 300 volumes to SO. Firdusi,

however, felt so mortified at this proposal, that
he preferred leaving the country altogether, and
emigrated to Khorassan, in Persia.

SHAKE, in Music, an embellishment produced
by the continued and rapid repetition of one note
alternately with another either a whole tone or

semitone above it. Its sign is Ir (the first two
letters of the Italian trillo), placed over or under the

principal note.

thus

:

is played

; the exact

number of repetitions being iudefinite. A shake is

often preceded by an Appogiatm-a (q. v.), and is very

generally finished with a turn, as :6 r

pl.aycJ :

We may have shakes on two notes at once ; and a

series of shakes on several notes is called a chain of

shakes.

SHAKSPEARE, Willi.ui, the chief literary

glory of England, was born at Stratford-on-Avon,

in Warwickshire, it is believed, '23d April 1564.

Certain it is, as vouched by the parish register,

that liis baptism took place three days after, on the

2lith. His father, John Shakspeare, seems to have
belonged by birth to the class of yeomen. His

mother, Mary Arden, was of more distinguished

origin. She came of a good old Warmckshire
family ; and when married, she brought to her

husband as dower a property called Asbics, 54 acres

in extent, besides an interest in certain other lands

at Wilmecote, and a sm.all sum of money. In a con-

temporary document, John Shakspeare is described

as a rjlover; and this trade, at that time a more
important one than it has since become, there is

e\'idenco to shew that he conjoined ^^•ith that of a
farmer and rearer of stock. His earlier career was one
of steady pros]icrity, and the consideration in which
he came to be held" as a citizen, is shewn iu the fact

of his having, in 1 560, been elected chief magistrate

of Str.atfoni. Of a family of four sons and foui

daughters born to him, William was the third child.

At the free grammar-scliool of Stratford there can

be little doubt the yomig S. received his entire
651
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education. As to tlie precise character and amount
of this, tliere has been nmch controversial conjec-

ture ; some writers maintaining, on the internal

evidence of his works, that he must have enjoyed a

thorough classical training, Avhilst others represent

him as probaWy destitute of any such youthful

advantage. The celebrated ' And thougli thou
hadst small Latin and less Greek ' of his friend Ben
Jonson, which has been frequently quoted as certify-

ing his almost utter ignorance, seems, if anything,

to tell the other way. It assures us that, of both
languages, he knew something ; as to Itoio much of

eitlier he may have known, it affords lis scarce a ray
of hght, inasmuch as it is impossible for us even to

guess at the amount of classical att.ainment sufficient,

in the eyes of a scholar, and sometliing of a ])edant,

like Jonson, to entitle a man to the praise of having
iiiuch Latin and Greek. What Ben might con-

temptuously style ' small Latin ' was, in all proba-

bility, as it seems to us, a fair working allowance
of it.

Meantime, misfortune h.ad overtaken, and more
and more come to press heavily on John Shakspeare

;

in consequence of which, William, now somewhat
over fourteen, was withdrawn from school, and set

to do something for his living. How he was
employed from this time till his departure for

London, it is impossible to make out with distinct-

ness. One tradition informs us that, for a time, he
served as apprentice to a butcher ; and it is said

that, ' when he killed a calf,' the poetry of his

nature prompted him to emioljle the operation as he
could to himself, by ' doing it in a high stylo, and
making a speech.' Unhappily, none of his si>eeches

have come down to us, so that rather more of a
mythical atmosphere than might Ije wished sur-

rounds this pursuit of the ideal under difficulties.

But that he was for some time a butcher's assistant,

is as likely to be true as not. Another story has it,

that for some years he was a schoolmaster ; whether
or not in birching his boys he dignified the act as

in the calf 's case, tradition has omitted to inform
us. Both stories are not unlikely to be true ; the
fact of the matter probably was, that in those

yeai's young S. lived miscellaneously as he could.

Out of the cloud of uncertainty which shrouds this

period of his life, two facts, however, emerge as

beyond question—his m,arriage, and the birth of his

eldest born. As soon as may be after the 2Sth Novem-
ber 15S2—on which day the licence was i)rocured at

Worcester—Shakspeare, a lively lad going nineteen,

was married to Anne Hathaway of Shottery, a

hamlet some mile or so out of Stratford, a damsel
about eight years older than himself ; and six

months afterwards a daughter was born to him,
whose baptism bears record 26th May 15S.3. The
obvious inference from this promptitude on the part
of his spouse certain of his admirers have sought to

evade. It is said, and we believe it is certain, that
a mere betrothal before witnesses, to be followed
within some reasonable undefined period by the
religious ceremony, was then and there held to con-

stitute a valid marriage ; and this, it is conjectured,

may in S.'s case have prefaced the more formal
sanction. And of coirrse it may ; the licence of con-

jectm'e is unlimited ; and all to whose comfort in

admiring a great genius it is essential to regard him
at every point of his career as also a pattern of

everything that is proper, must of coiirse be made
welcome to this one. The only other children born
of the marriage were twins, a boy and a girl, bap-
tised 2d February 15S5. The boy (Hamnet) did not
survive his father, dying in his twelfth year.

As nearly as can be made out, in the year 15SG,

S., then 22, left the neighbourhood of Stratford, .and

betook himself to London. A local tradition assigns
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as his reason for doing so a mishap which bcfel him,
and a little imprudence consequent on it. The
future poet, it is said, while out on a nocturnal poach-
ing expedition in the deer-park of a neighbouring
magn.ate, Sir Thomas Lucy of Charlecote, was
caught by the keepers, ke]it for the night a prisoner,

and arraigned before Sir Thomas—a justice of peace
—in the morning. What passed, is not recorded

;

but—as the old rumour goes—whatever it was, it

excited the ire of S., who avenged himseh", as a liard

naturally might, by circidating ' a bitter ballad ' in

which the good knight was satirised. A further
prosecution was for this irreverence directed against

him, to escape which it was that he is said to have
fled to London. 'No anecdote concerning S. has
been more widely accepted than this, or, on the
whole, seems better to deserve acceptance. An
obvious allusion to the Lucics of Charlecote in the
ilerrij Wiven of Windsor, which identifies their co.at

of arms with that of Justice Shallow, woidd of itself

afford strong confirmation of it. Further, Oldys, an
antiquary who died in 1701, and had busied him-
self much about materials for a life of S., certifies

the story on something like fair evidence, and gives

the first verse of the obnoxious pasquinade, as

remembereil in the district. It is more coarse and
scurrilous than witty ; but inasmuch as it would be

easy to adduce pass.ages from the admitted writmgs
of S., in which the coarseness to at least an equal

extent preponderates over the wit, this wiD scarcely

of itself amount to proof that he could not possibly

have been its perpetrator. The indisposition which
more lately has been shewn to attach any credit to

the tale, seems to rest entirely on a foolish horror

of admitting anything as possible in the conduct of

the poet which might any way seem to conflict with
the reverence now universally accorded to his

genius.

No certain details have come down tons as to S.'s

earlier relations with the London theatre. Accord-
ing to one tradition, he was content at first to turn
a penny by holding horses at the door. According
to another—which seems in a natural sequence with
the foregoing—we find him admitted inside on his

promotion, though as yet only in the humble capa-

city of prompter's attendant. What is certain in

the matter is this, that if at any time he was thus
meanly occupied, it coidd have been only for a
brief period, as very speedily we have note of him
as a man of some importance, at once dramatist,

actor, and shareholder in the Black friars Theatre.

As an actor— though wc find one contemporary
allusion to him as ' excellent in the quality he pro-

fesses '—he seems at no time to have shone espe-

ci;illy, being rather respectable than eminent. As
dram.atist, his magnificent powei-s were at once

recognised, and in no long time had won for him the

very foremost rank among the writers for the stage

of his time. The extraordinary rapidity of his rise

is shewn in this indubitable reference to him in

Spenser's Tears of (lie Muses, publislicd so early as

1591, only some five years after S.'s arrival in

London

:

And he, the man wliom Nature's self had made
To mock herself, and truth to imitate,

AVith kindly coimter under mimic shade.

Our pleasant Willy, ah, is dead of late.

The reference here has indeed been surmised to

point at Sir Phili]) Sidney, by Spenser elsewhere
alluded to iiuder the figure of Willy a shepherd

;

but the surmise is, on various grounds, inadmissible.

The first two lines have the closest critical perti-

nence to the character of S.'s genius ; as applied

to that of Sidney, they are, by comparison, vague
and unmeaning. Further, the 'mimic sluade' in the
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third line, together with the whole context of the
liassage, makes it certain a dramatic writer is

alluded to; and this Sidney was not. Moreover,
the stanza which follows, wherein of ' that same
gentle spirit ' it is said that he

Dotli rather choose to sit in idle cell.

Than so hinisclf to mockery to sell,

must needs be held to indicate a man at the time
living; and Sidney had died in 15SG. The 'Ah,
is dead of late

!

' which, literally taken, would
suit Sidney, and not S., must, in the light of

the succeeding couplet, be interpreted as referring

to some temj)orary remission on the part of the
latter of his wonted dramatic productiveness; and
this, if not otherwise to be accounted for, we might'
explain by supposing him at this time engaged on
his two elaborate poems, Venus and Adonis, and
The Jiape of Lyrrece, published not long afterwards.
The year after (1592), we find a contemporary and
brother dramatist, Henry Chettle, making the
amende to S. for an ofTence given, in terms most
respectfully appreciatory of his excellences at
once as a man and an author; and in 1598,
Francis Meres, in his ]VWs Treasur;/, writes of him
as ailmittedly the 'most exceUent among the
English for both kinds of tragedy and comedy.'
We have am]ile evidence besides of the imrivalled
acceptance his works obtained from all classes;

not only were they in the wider sense popidar,
Init they brought him special marks of favour and
approval from Qneen Elizabeth and her successor,

James—who is said to have honoiu-ed the poet with
an ' .tmicable letter' from his own hand— and pro-
cured him the patronage and friendship of some of

tlie mo.st accomplished men of rank of the time,
more notabl}^ Henry Wriothesley, Earl of South-
ampton, to whom he dedicated his Veniis and
Adonis, and Rape ofLucrece; and WiUiam Herbert,
Earl of Pembroke, commonly held to be the
' Mr W. H.,' to whom, as their ' only begetter,' his

Sonnets are addressed.

S. was plainly—as men of consiinunatc genius
mostly are—a man of slirewd solid business ability;

and throughout, his material prosperity kept
]iace T\'ith the growth of his poetical reputa-
tion. Ho became early, as we saw, a cousideraljle

shareholder in the Blackfriars Theatre. In the
Globe, subsequently erected, he was also a part
proprietor. To both he contributed dramas, and
from his gains in the triple capacity of actor, author,

and sharer of the general profits, he rapidly amassed
a fortune. His local attachments were strong, and
it seems to have become, as his wealth increased,

one main object of his ambition to settle himself as

a suljstautial country gentleman in his native
district, to which annually he made a visit. We
find him, with this view, from time to time making
purchases there of house and landed property. By
and by, his visits to Stratford became more and
more frequent ; and it is positively certain that
previous to the year 1G13, he h.ad ceased to reside

in London, and finally established himself at Strat-

ford. Of his last years there spent, further than
that they lapsed peacefully in honour, and the

exercise of a liberal and kindly hospitality, neai'ly

nothing is known. There is evidence of his having
more or less occupied himself in agricultural

pursuits, and good reason to believe that, though
withdrawn from other active concernment with the

stage, he stdl continued to write for it. His death
took place on his 53d birthday, the 23d April

Kill). In the diary of a Mr Ward, the \'icar of

Stratford, writing apud 1060, the cause of it is

thus given :
' Shakspeare, Drayton, and Ben Jonson

liad a merry meeting, and, it seems, drank too hard,

for Shaksjieare died of a fever then contracted ;

'

but that of this drinking the poet's death was a
consequence is at best a doubtfiU inference.
That S. erred and sinned at times like others, we

know from the passionate confessions of his Sonnets,
in considerable portions of which the self-reference
is too plain to be denied ; but that, whatever his
occasional frailties, he was essentially a man of
noble and estimable character, there is a complete
concurrence of testimony. He was obviously of
most kindly and lovable dispositions ; his ' jjea-
snrable wit and good nature ' made him delightful
as a companion ; and it was as ' gentle Will Shak-
speare ' that he was familiarly known to his con-
temporaries. In particular, with his associates and
rivals in writing for the stage, his relations would
seem to have been of the most cordial and even
endearing kind. The gruff Ben Jonson writes of
him after his death :

' He was honest, and of an
open and free nature,' assures us that in 'his well-
turned and true-filed lines ' we see but an authentic
reflex of his beautiful ' mind and manners ; ' and
avers that he ' honours his memory only on this side
idolatry.' As a slight shadow on this pleasing pic-
ture, it has been shrewdly surmised that he was not
very happy with his wife. Evidence of this has
been sought in certain passages in his dramas ; but
oljvionsly any infei-ence from these is most preca-
rious. The neglect of her in his wHl, except in one
curt clause interlined, dismissing her with a legacy
of 'his second-best bed,' might well seem much
more decisive, till Mr Charles Knight greatly
reduced its importance by shewing that, the will
apart, by the mere operation of the English law,
the poet's widow was entitled to down; and thus
amply provided for. There is thus (though the
query of why scconrf-best, if a bed at all was to be
left her, may perhaps have a certain pertinence) no
very firm basis of proof for the domestic unhappi-
ness of Shakspeare. Still, if anything in his life is

certain, it is this, that, spending great part of his
time in London, the poet did not find it essential
to his felicity there to have the society of his ^\iie

;

as probably she, on the other hand, though her
husband had gone to the metropolis, was content to
aliide in Stratford, since it seemed to him the desir-

able arrangement. It is fair, we think, to infer
from this that the afteetion subsisting between the
two was a little on the hither side of enthusiasm.
To discourse here at this date of the genius of S.

would be only to promulgate platitudes. The lofty
eulogy of Dryden— ' He was the man who, of all

modern and perhaps ancient poets, had the largest

and most comprehensive soid'—has since been
generally acquiesced in. As dramatist, he is

admittedly in the world without a peer ; as poet
(abstracting the differential forms), there are but
one or two names in literature even to be named
beside his ; and dismissing his claims in either
kind, we have in his works such a treasury of

gnomic msdom on all matters of human concern-
ment as no other writer has ever bequeathed to the
world. If we add, that this greatest of writers is

one of the most unequal—that his ^\'orks contain
more than might be wished of what, as the product
of such a mind, we need not scruple to call rubbish
—and that nearly every vice in writing might be
illustr.ated from them almost at will, we say simply
what is patent to every reader not blinded by the
stupid and mindless idolatry which too ofti'ii of

late in many quarters has displaced a r.ational

admiration.

The only works of S. certainly published under his
own hand were the two poems \'cnus and Adonis
and Tlie Itape of Lucrece, which appeared in 1593

—

1594 respectively. As was naturally to be looked
C53
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for in the case of pieces on the stage so popular,

certain of his dramas found their way from time to

time into print, but uo authoritative edition of any of

them was issued during liis lifetime. The first col-

lected edition of his dramas was issued in 1023, by
Heminge and Condell, his friends and co-proprietors

in the Blackfriai-s and Globe theatres. A second

edition followed in 1632; a third, in 166-t ; and a

fourth in 1GS5. In 1709, appeared the edition of

Rowe, with a prefatory sketch of the poet's life. Of

tlio ' Shakspeariau literature ' which followed, and
the various re-issues of the dramas, mth such masses

of critical commentary and emendation as no other

in-iter has ever perhaps been made the subject of,

it woidd be hopeless to attempt an account. It

must suffice to mention as successive editors Pope,

Theobald, Sir Thomas Hanmer, Warburton, CapeU,

Stevens, Malone, and Dr Johnson, whose elaborate

introductory essay—whatever may be thought of the

insolence of much of his criticism of the plays m
detail—is perhaps on the whole, as an estimate of

the genius of the poet, as satisfactory as any
that has since been written. Down to om- own
time, there has been no remission of activity in tliis

field of literary labour. More recently, the intelli-

gent industry of Mr Charles Knight specially

deserves mention ; and along with his may be given

the names of Mr Dyce, ilr John Payne CioUier, and
Mr Singer—all of whom have put forth elaborate

and valuable editions of the dramas. As we WTite,

an important edition is in course of being issued

from Cambridge, under the superintendence of two
gentlemen of unquestioned scholarly competence,

W. G. Clark and W. A. Wright.

In Germany, S. has long been thoroughly

naturalised ; and the German enthusiasm in regard

of him is, if possible, even greater than our o^vn.

It was the celebrated Lessing who first decisively

introduced him to notice in a series of essays,

exhibiting the immeasurable superiority of his art

to that of the pseudo-classical models of the French
stage. Since his time, many of the most gifted of

his countrymen have devoted themselves to the

work of Shakspeariau criticism and elucidation.

From Goethe we have some e.xqiusite fragments,

most notably the criticism of Hamlet, occurring in

his Wilhelm Hfeisler ; and after his, the names of

Tieck, A. W. Schlegel (whose Lectures, of date 1809

^1811, almost constitute an ei-a in this special

department of literature), Franz Horn, and Gerrinus

(an English translation of whose elaborate Com-
mentaries has been published), occur as the most
illustrious in connection with the present toi)ic.

By Tieck and Schlegel together, the work of transla-

tion was undertaken ; and the result of their joint

laljours, which takes rank as the standard German
S., ranks also, in the opinion of competent judges,

as a consummate and almost miiqiie specimen of

excellence in the translator's art. It has not

luifrequently been alleged that, tiU the Germans
made the discovery for them, the English people

knew nothing of the greatness of Shakspeare. This

is on the face of it ridicidous. The single sentence

we have cited from Bryden, and the practical

acceptance of it implied in the unexampled attention

and industry which never ceased to be directed to

the subject, sufficiently of themselves confute so

idle a notion. What the Germans really did (and

along with their services in the matter, must be

included those of our coimtryman Coleridge, whose
impidse and point of \'iew, at least, if not some-

thing considerably more, were derived from German
sources) was somewhat to methodise and enlighten

for us an admnation never deficient, but always,

like Jonson's regard for the memory of his friend,
' only on this side idolatry.' The old notion of S.
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was that of a genius in power and plenitude

unrivalled, but licentious in its modes of operation,

and more or less chaotic in its results ; ' wild above

rule or art, enormous bliss.' The new German
criticism exhibited in the chaos the orderly outlines

of a world ; co-ordinated the confusion under rules

till then unsuspected, and shewed in what before

had seemed irregidar e.xercise of power admitted
to be magnificent, obedience not less magnificent to

a law of artistic evolution. It made calciJable, in a

word, the orbit of a luminary which had somewhat
uncomfortably seemed to be sweeping at random
through space. But the English people did not

need it to reveal the luminary to them ; throughout
and from the first, they had seen and devoutly

worshipped it. Also, to a great extent, it is due to

the German enthusiasm of exposition, that over the

whole continent, and wherever literature is intelli-

gently studied—some little lingering, dying remnant
of French prejudice except—the poet par excellence

of England is now finally enthroned as the poet

also par excellence of our whole modern world and
civilisation. A Household Edition of the works of

S., freed from objectionable passages, has been
published by W. and 11. Chambers, in 10 volumes.

SHALE, or SLATE-CLAY, an indurated clay,

which often forms beds in the coal measiu-es. It is

chiefly composed of silica and ahmiina, in variable

proportions, but also frequently contains a consider-

able amount of carbonate of lime and of oxide of iron.

It is of a gray or grayish-black colour, or brownish-

red when containing much iron. Its structure is

more or less slaty. It is soft, and easily reduced to

powder. It is used for making slate-pencils. AVhen
free from lime and iron, it is reduced to powder, and
used for making fire-bricks, for which it affords an

excellent material. S. very often contains a notable

quantity of bitumen, and when this is so much
the case that the mineral has a shining resinous

streak, and crackles and blazes in the fire, emitting

a black smoke and a bituminous odour, it is knosvn

as Bituminous Shale. This variety sometimes passes

on the one hand into common S., and on the other

into coal. Impressions of ferns and other plants

are very frequently found in shale.

Slate, Schist, and Shale are names employed to

denote those kinds of rock which are laminated or

fissile—that is, which possess a structure readily

splitting into thin layers. Shale and schist are

almost synonymous, although the latter should be

resti'icted to rocks wath their layers irregular or

foliated. True slate dift'ers from them in not having

its lamination produced by bedding. See Slate.

Nevertheless, all thi-ee names are often applied to

the same substance.

Shale varies much in its composition. Clay,

sand, lime, bitumen, and other bodies, either singly

or any mixture of them, are included under the

name, if they form rocks which split into layers in

the direction of their bedding ; clay, however, being

an ingredient in most shales. Strange as it may
seem,'the line between even coal and some kinds of

shale is not well defined ; and in the case of the

TorbanehiU mineral, found near Bathgate, the ques-

tion by which of the two names it shoidd be called,

led to a lengthened and costly litigation.

The imjiortance of certain decomposing shales

through which sulphuret of iron is disseminated,

for the manirfactm-e of ahun, has been long known,

and the quantity raised for that pm-pose from the

carboniferous beds of Lancashire and Lanarkshire

and the lias beds of Yorkshire is very considerable,

jnelding about 16,000 tons of manufactured alum

annually. Shales of a similar kind are worked in

France, Germany, and North America.

Bituminous shales— that is, shales more or less
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rich in carbon and hydrogen—form another class of

these bodies which have, in recent years, attracted

much notice as sources of oil for illuminating piu'-

poses. It is now (1865) more than twenty years

since a Frenchman, named Du Buisson, introduced

a method of distUling certain bituminous shales in

France, at a comparatively low temperature, so as

to obtain burning oil and other products. The pro-

cess was afterwards tried in England, being used

for a time in distilUng a Dorsetshire bituminous

shale, sometimes called ' Kimmeridge coal.' From
this mineral, a burning oil, a lubricating oil, and a

naphtha for dissohang caoutchouc, were obtained.

But neither in France nor in England did the

attempt to make a profitable manufacture succeed :

in the former country, the poverty of the shales was
the chief drawback ; in the latter, the disa,gi-ee.able

smell of the oU, which could not be effectually

removed, prevented it fi'om obtaining favour in the

market.
On account of these faUuros, the process fell into

abeyance, until it was revived again by the success

of the well-known patent of Jlr James Young (see

Naphtha), secured in 1S50 for the production of

paraffin and p.araffiu oil fi-om coal. With the excep-

tion of the solid paraffin, which Mr Young was the

first to obtain on the large scale, and the employ-

ment of coal instead of shale, the processes of Du
Buisson and Young are essentially the same. The
merit of this process is very great, because not only

has it created a new and rapiiUy-increasing branch

of industry, in the case of the distillation of

paraffin oUs from coal, but it has \^-ithin these few

years been applied again, and with great success, to

the obtaining of the same products from shale.

Those who have paid any attention to the various

beds of miuerals which go to form what is geologi-

cally called the Coal Measures, are aware that

it is only the seams of coal, ironstone, fire-clay,

sandstone, and limestone, which until very lately

have been looked upon as of any industrial import-

ance. Interstratified between these and the other

minerals of the series, are numerous hitherto un-

cared-for beds of carbonaceous or bituminous shale.

Tilany of these shales were found ujion trial to yield

from 30 to 50 gallons of crude oil per ton ; and

works—several of them of gi-eat size—have accord-

ingly been started in many places over the entire

area of the coal formation in Scotland, and also at

various localities in England and Wales, for the

mauufactirre of paraffin and paraffin oil from this

material. These products, moreover, happen to be

obtained with greater facility in a pure state from

shale than from coal, so that it is not unhkely the

use of coal, as a source of them, will sooner or

later be abandoned. Some of the bas shales have

likewise been profitably distUJcd for oil, as well as

those of the carboniferous age ; and it is thought

highly probable that several of the older Silurian

and Old Red Sandstone shales may also prove valu-

able for this purpose. Quite recently, a sliale, very

rich in oil, has been sent from a country so distant

as Brazil for trial in England. It happens that in

the manufactxire of paraffin od from coal or shale

a good deal of coal-gas is unavoidably produced

and wasted ; and proposals have aU-eady been made

to convey this from various large od-works for

consumption in toi^-ns. lu these days of the won-

drous utilisation of waste m.aterials, the obtaining

of an illuminating gas as a collateral product of the

manufacture of mineral oil, will probably prove

before long to be not the least curious.

SHALLOO'N, a light worsted cloth, said to

have been first made at Chalons in France, and to

have derived its now corrupted name from that

[lace.

SHA'LLOP (Fr. chaloupe), a large, open, old-

fashioned boat, carrjdng two masts, rigged as in a
schooner. Its principal use was in the fisheries, but
it has now nearly given place to luggers and yawls.

SHA'LLOT (Allium Ascalonkum), a species of

Allium (q. v.), a native of the East, introduced into

Eiu'ope by the Crusaders—from Ascalon, it is said
.—and much cultivated for its bulbs, which are

used Hke those of the onion, and sometimes for its

leaves, which are used like those of the chive. The
leaves grow in tivfts like those of the chive, but are

larger. The S. is generally propagated by the

cloves, which are planted just beneath the surface

of the ground, or only partially beneath it, in spring,

and the crop is ready for gathering in July or

August. The flavour resembles that of garbc, but
is much milder. In the \'ineyards of Italy the S. is

naturalised.

SHA'MANISM is the ancient religion of the
Tartar, and some of the other Asiatic, tribes. It

is a belief in sorceiy, and a propitiation of evil

demons by sacrifices and frantic gestiu'es. The
following account of it is extracted from the Asiatic

Journal. The priests are men or women, married
or single. The chai'acter is acquired by pretending

that the soul of a deceased priest has appeared to

the individual in a dream, appointing him or her

his successor. If the priests are in function, they
wear a long robe of elk-skin, hung with small

and large brass and iron bells ; moreover, they

carry staves carved at the top into the sha]>e

of horses' heads, also hung with bells ; and -\vith

the assistance of these st.aves, they leap to an
extraordinary height. The followers of the Shaman
religion have neither altars nor idols, but perform

their sacrifices in a hut raised on an open space

in a forest or on a lull. Nor are there fixed

periods for the performance of their ceremonies
;

births, marriages, and sickness, xincommon appear-

ances in the atmosphere, or public calamities, are

generally the occasions which call for them. The
animal to be sacrificed is generally fixed upon by
the Shaman or the donor; and after the persous

uniting in the ceremony have assembled, the Shaman
entersthe hut, chanting certain words, sprinkles on

all the sides of the hut, and over the fire, spirits and

milk, and then orders the animal to be kiUed, which

is done by its heart being torn out. The skin of

the victim is then stripped off, and its flesh, with

the exception of a few pieces which are thrown iuto

the fire, is consumed by the persons assembled. See

also Lamaism.

SHAMMAI (not, as has often been done, to

be confounded with Sammeas), an eminent doctor

of the Jewish law at the time of Herod, head of a

most important school, and supreme judge of the

Sanhedrim (Ab-Beth-Din) dm-ing the presidency of

Hdlel (q. v.), along mth whom he is, indeed, gener-

ally mentioned, and of whom he was, as it were,

the very counterpart. Verj' little is kno«ni of tlie

history of his Ufe. He most probably was born in

Palestine, and most energetically participated in aU
the political and religious complications of the

country. There was a harshness and rigidity in

his character, which contrasts most strikingly with
HiUel's proverbial patience. His religious views

were painfully strict, and he even tried to extend

the rigour which he imposed ui)on himself, to the

youngest children ; but the zealotism with which
later times have charged him, is not his, but his

school's, ' the House of Shnmmai,' as it was
called. This seems, under the adverse circum-

stances of the commonwealth—sedition within, and
the approaching enemy without—to have developed

a fanatical ze;il that at times siu'passed all bounds,
655
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and cliiefly tended to foster that exceptional exclu-

siveness wlucli proved both the bane and the

savins; of Jndaism. The discussions of the two
rival "schools, of which that of S. preponderated

long after the master's death, turned exclusively

ujion points of positive law. There is only one
curious metaplij'sical debate recorded, 'idz., whether,

as one school held, ' it was better for man to have
been created or not ;

' or, as the other asserted, ' it

would have been better if he never had been
created.' Finally, they both atpreed in tlie latter

axiom, but with the addition— ' but since he is now
in this world, let him be carefiU in his actions.'

AVe need hardly point to the strange light which
this discussion and final decision throw upon the

times of unequalled national misery that begot them.

SHA'MMOY. See LE.iTHEK.

SHA'MO, SHA-MOH, or GOBI, words si.srnify-

ing Sandy 8ca or Desert. Geographers divide the

region so called into an eastern and western portion.

The eastern part of this great desert stretches from
the eastern declivity of the Thian-Shan Jlountains

in long. 96° to 120° E., and about lat. 40' N., as far

as the Inner Hing-an ; and its width between the

Altai and the lu-shau range varies from 500 to 700

miles. Through the middle of this tract extends the

depressed valley, to which more properly the term
' Sandy Floats' is particularly appUcable ; it is from
150 to 200 miles across, its lowest depression being

from 2600 to 3000 feet above the sea. Sand almost

entirely covers the surface of this valley, generally

level, but sometimes rising into low hills. Such
vegetation as occurs is scanty and stunted, afibrd-

ing indifferent pasture, and the water in the

numerous streamlets is brackish and unpalatable.

The western portion of this desert, Ipng east of the

Tsung Ling, and north of the Koulkoun, between
long."72°— 90° E., and in l.at. 36=—37° N., is about
1200 miles in length, and between 300 and 400 across.

This region is an unmitigated waste, and north

of Koko-nor assumes its most terrific appearance,

bemg covered with dazzUng stones, and rendered

insufferably hot by the reflection of the sun's rays

from these and numerous mountams of sand, which
are said to move like waA'cs of the sea. The limits

of the western portion of the desert are not easily

defined, for near the base of the mountain-ranges,

streams and vegetation are usually found. The
entire area of S. is about 1,200,000 sq. miles. The
general features of this portion of the earth's surface

are less forbidding than Sahara, but more so than

the steppes of Siberia, or the pampas of Buenos
Ayres.—Williams's Middle Kingdom ; Hue's
Travels.

SHA'MEOCK, a national cmlilem of Ireland, a

leaf with three leaflets, or plant ha\-ing such lea\'es,

sometimes supposed to bo the Wood Sorrel, but

more generally believed to bo some species of

Clover, or perlaaps some common plant of some of

the nearly allied genera, as the Bird's Foot Trefoil,

or the Black Medick. It is not improbable that the

name has a sort of general reference to plants with

trifoliolate leaves, and that a more exact determi-

nation of the species may be as difficult as the

attainment of botanical accuracy in regard to the

emblematic thistle of Scotland.

The small-leaved clover {Tri/oUum repens) has

liad a superstitious respect attached to it from early

times. According to the elder Pliny, no serpent

will touch it. It is said to have been first assumed
as the badge of Ireland, from the circumstance that

St Patrick'made use of it to illustrate the doctrine

of the Trinity. See Trefoil.

SHAMYL, or SCHAMYL (Eng. 'Samuel'), the

celebrated leader of the independent tribes in the
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Caucasus, was born at Aul-Himry, iu Northern
Daghestan, and lielonged to a wealthy Lesghian
family of rank. He was one of the zealous disciples

of Kasi-Mollah, the great apostle of JIuridism, and
ably seconded his endeavours to compose the numer-
ous feuds of the various Caucasian tribes, and unite
them in a bond of antagonism to their commuu
euemy, the heretical Kussians. He was one of the
foremost in the defence of Himry against the Pais-

sians, October 30, 1832, and after the fall of his

chief, Kasi-MoUah, and most of his adherents,

fought his way alone and severely wounded through
the besiegers' ranks. After the assassination of

Hamzad-I3ey, the successor of Kasi-Mollah, in the
end of 1834, S. was unanimously elected ' imaum,'

and being absolute temporal and spiritual chief of

the tribes who acknowledged his authority, he
made numerous changes in the religious creed and
political administration, for the jnirpose of more
fully concentrating in himself the whole power.

These changes were certainly the chief cause of

the great successes which subsequently attended the

mountaineers, but it is none the less certain that

they produced that suilden collapse of the spirit of

independence which took place when the great leader

was removed. S.'s change of military tactics, from
open warfare to surprises, ambuscades, &c., brought
numerous, and sometimes great successes to the

arms of the moimtaineers. General Ivelitch was
severely defeated in 1837, the worst reverse the

Russians had yet sustained, and his coadjutor Hali

was forced to make a disastrous retreat. They
succeeded, however (1839), in hemming S. into

Akulgo, in Daghestan, took the fortress by storm,

and put every one of the defenders to the sword, in

order to be quite certain that S. shoidd not escape.

How he did so is not known, his own followers

and the Kussians believed him to be dead, when, to

the joy of the one and the bitter confusion of the

other, he suddenly appeared, preaching with more
vigour than ever the ' holy war against the heretics.'

In 1843, he conquered all Avares, besieged Mozdok,
foiled the Prussians in their subsequent campaign,
and gained over to his side the Caucasian tribes

which had hitherto favoured Russia. This acces-

sion of power rendered necessary some change in

the government ; a civil and a criminal code were
promulgated, a regular system of taxation estab-

lished, and Dargo was made the capital of this

Caucasian monarchy, the population of which now
(1844) exceeded 1.000,000. But the Russians, under
Prince Woronzoff, having changed their tactics,

assailed the country on various points at the same
time, and the advance gained was secured by chains

of forts. The fortune of war, however, steadily alter-

nated till 1852, when Bariatinsky compelled S. to con-

fine himself to the defensive, and deprived him of his

victorious prestige. Some of the tribes now returned

under Russian authority, and S. (probably owing to

his diminished power and resources) was unable to

take advantage of the diversion in his favour

afforded by the Crimean War ; after the conclusion

of which the Russians resumed their attacks with
more energ}', opened a road over the moimtaius,

thus cutting off one portion of the patriots, and
compelling their submission. The following year

was still more disastrous ; 100 villages were des-

troyed, the inhabitants transplanted to Russian
districts, and S. himself defeated, August 11. On
A)iril 12, 1859, his chief stronghold ''Weden was
taken after a seven weeks' siege, and his authority,

except over the small band of follo^^ers who still

devotedly adhered to him, was wholly destroyed.

For several months he was a mere guerilla chief,

hunted from fastness to fastness, till at last (Sep-

tember 6, 1859) he was surprised on the plateau of
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Gounib, and after a desperate resistance, in which
his 400 followers were reduced to 47, he was
ca]>tured. His wives and treasure were spared to

him, and he was scut to St Petersburg, where he
experienced a generous reception from the czar. A
few days afterwards, lie was assigned a residence
at Kaluga, with a pension of 10,000 roubles. Since
tins period, nothing is known of him ; though a
rumour of his death was current in Western Eurojie
about three years ago.

SHANGHAI', the most important maritime city

of China, situated on the left bank of the Hwang-
])oo or Woosung River, 12 miles from where it

debouches into the southern portion of the mouth
of the Yangtse-kiang, m lat. 31° 10' N., and long.
1'2\' ,'{0' E. It is a keen or district city, having a
wall ;j miles in circuit, through which (j gates open
into extensive suburbs. The low alluvial plain on
which it is situated is of great extent, and inter-

sected by innumerable streamlets and canals, which
environ the walls, and permeate the city in various
directions. It is a dirty, poorly-built town, the
houses are mostly brick, the streets are very narrow,
and constantly crowded with people. Few of the
buildings rise above the low walls of the city ; the
only conspicuous objects are the Roman Catholic
cathedral, a massive edifice, and the lofty spire of

the Baptist chapel. The temples present the s.ime
general appearance met with in all Chinese cities.

Every city has its Ching-hwang, or temple of the
tutelary gods ; that of S. is in a picturesque position
on a rocky islet, surrounded by a serpentine sheet
of water, which is crossed by zigzag bridges. In close

juxtaposition to these finest specimens of Chinese
taste, is the beautiful foreign settlement that has
sprung uj) on the banks of the river to the east of

the city. Merchant princes have reared for them-
selves, to occupy during a brief residence, edifices

that may be justly termed palatiah First, on emerg-
ing from the east gate, the native finds himself in

the French Reservation, which is gradu.ally being
filled up with buildings, forming a city under the
jurisdiction of that power. On crossing a canal, he
beholds a city apparently as large as his own—the
Knglish (piarter ; streets parallel with, and at right
angles to the river, paved and well lighted, bearing
English names, and faced with substantial stuccoed
Virick buildings, ornamented with colonnades, having
garden s]iaco in front of each filled with choice

fiowers. He sees, at the rear of this marvellous city

which has suddenly sprung up before his eyes, a
race-course and a church—two things to be found
wherever Englishmen congregate abroad. The river

in front of the Chinese town is thronged with junks,

lashed side by side for a couple of miles, the reach

in front of the foreign settlement being crowiled

with square-rigged vessels, numbering sometimes
above 100. Lower down are the ship-yards, machine-
sliops, and dry-docks, which foreign commerce has

called into existence. Tugs are constantly steaming
to and fro, towing ships and junks against the

impetuous tides of the Yangtse. Under the arrange-

ment by which the foreign custom-house dues are

collected by foreigners, facilities have been created

for the navigation by stationing a light-ship, buoys,

and signals, rendering safer the approach to this

important mart. There is also a system of foreign

pilotage, giving additional security to the mariner.

There are a chamber of commerce, reading-room,

lilirary, and liter.ary institution—nothing Vieing want-

ing to render the port of 8. the metropolis of E,astern

commerce. The municipal government of the foreign

settlement is highly creditable to the mercantile

traders. Three gentlemen, gener.ally two English

and one American, are elected annually by the

holders of land, for the purjioses of local government
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—police, public improvements, and repairs requiring
much management, and entailing much expense,
the funds for which are obtained by taxation. S.
is also the seat of various missions for converting
the natives, the schools, dispensaries, and other
benevolent objects meeting with generous support
from foreign merchants. The products of S. itself

are not of much value, but the city is a most im-
portant entrepot for goois passing between the
north and south provinces of China, as well as for
the imports and exports from and to foreign coun-
tries. The trade of the port increased threefold
between the years 1860 and 186.3 ; and this increase
is due in a great measure to the large and increasing
trade from the ports opened on the Yangtse in
Chinese produce of all descriptions. In 1860, the
entrances and clearances at the port were 1979
vessels of 597,722 tons; in 1863, 0947 vessels of

1,961,199 tons. In 1860, the imports amounted to
£13,000,000 ; in 1863, they amounted to £29,709,575

;

and in the latter year, the exports and re-exports
together amounted to about £30,000,000. The
articles of import and export are of a most miscel-
laneous description ; the chief articles (of import)
being opium and treasure, and (of export) tea and
silk. Great quantities of the opium and treasure
imported into S. are re-exported to the other parts
of China, to Japan, &c. The mercantile importance
of S. promises to increase gTeatly through the open-
ing of the Yangtse River to commerce. North
China (Shanghai) Herald, and Commercial lieporls,

1862—1864.

SHA'NNON, the largest of the rivers of Ireland,

rises in the Cuilcagh Mountains, county of Cavan,
and after a course of 220 miles, falls into the
Atlantic Ocean between the headlands of Loop
and Kerry Head. It is commonly divided into

two portions, the Upper S. from its source to
Limerick, and the Lower S. from Limerick to the
sea, a distance of 56 miles. In its upper course it

]iasses from its source in Cavan to Lough Allen in

the county of Leitrim ; thence through a difficult

channel, where the navigation is in part transferred
to a canal, to a small expansion called Corry Lough,
and, with alternations of river and lake, to Lough
Forbes, in the county of Longford, on leaving which
the river for a time attains an average width of 250
yards as far as Lanesborough. Here it is again
merged in a lake called Lough Ree, which stretches
ten miles southwards to within two miles of Athlone.
At this point great natural difficulties have been
overcome, and the course of the river, by Shannon
Harbour and Portumna, and through the picturesque
Lough iJerg to Killaloe, has been so deepened and
improvctl that a regular passenger and goods
traffic is maintained. From Killaloe to Limerick
the navigation, owing to the rapid fall, is again in

part transferred to a canal. On approaching Lime-
rick the river divides into two branches, and on
the island thus formed stands what is known as the
Irish Town, in contradistinction to the English
town, of Limerick. From the city, where an
extensive and commodious range of quays has been
Ijuilt, to the sea, the S. is navigable to sea-going
vessels ; and although for a distance of eight or
nine miles below the city it is very shallow at low
water, the navigation for the last 40 miles is

free and unimpeded at .all times of the tide. The
entrance between Kerry Head and Loop is seven
miles across. About ten mOes from the entrance the
river narrows to about a mile and a half in width.
.\t present, however, the most important ]iart of

the outw.ard navigation commences at the harbour
of Foynes, which is connected by raihv.ay with
Limerick, and from which steam-boats daily j)ly to

Kilrush, Tarbert, and the intermediate stations.
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Several rivers of considerable size fall into the S.

during its course, as the Suck, the Brosua, the

Fergus, the Maigiie, and the Feale. The improve-

ment of this river has long been regarded a measure
of national importance, and was commenced under
tlie Irish parliament. In 1S37, the work was placed
under a board of commissioners, by whom a sum of

more than half a million was expended. It has
since been transfen-ed to the Board of Works. The
navigation is open from the head of Lough Allen to

Limerick, a distance of 146 miles, over 129 of which
large river steamers freely ]ily. Much dissatisfac-

tion, however, is expressed by the proprietors and
occupiers of the banks of the river at the very
imperfect and, it is beUeved, faidty character of the
provision for drainage and the prevention of over-

Ilow; and the subject is at present again imder
the consideration of the government and the legis-

lature.

SHAJT-SB' (West of the Hills), a province of

Korth-Western China, is of rugged surface, and lies

on the western limits of the plain. In the north

are imperial himting-grounds. It supplies the purest

iron ore and the best coal in China, besides cinnabar,

copper, marble, and other minerals.

SHAN STATES, a number of tributary states

in Indo-China, lying between Munnipur on the west
and Yuu-nan on the east, and from the par.aUel of

21' N. lat., south to Bankok and Cambodia. Of
these the northern states are tributary to Eurmah
(q. V.) and the southern to Siam (q. v.). A great

portion of the mountainous region of these states is

called the Laos Country. The Laos races are divided

into two curiously distinct subdivisions. The
northern race, beyond the northern frontier of

Siam, are called Black-bellies, from the circumstance
that they tattoo themselves with figures in ink,

printed on their bodies with sharp needle-like

points ; the southern race, mostly on and within

the eastern frontier of Siam and tributary to that

kingdom, are called WJute-bellies, and do not tattoo.

Xieng Slai, the capital of Laos, stands on a wide
plain on the right bank of the Meinam, 500 miles

north of Bankok, and is said to contain 50,000
inhabitants. The number of Laocians included in

Siam alone is estimated at 1,000,000. They are

meek, gentle, unwarHkc, and superstitious. Their
chief employment is agricidture ; and the principal

crops raised by them are rice, maize, the sweet
potato, calabashes, red pepper, melons, and other

fruits. In religion they arc Buddhists.

SHA'PINSHAY, one of the Orkney Islands,

about 5 miles north-east of Kirkwall. It is 5 miles

long and 4| miles in extreme breadth. The fine

natural harbour of ElT\'ick Bay on the south side is

overlooked by a pleasant modern village. Pop.

(1S61) 973.

SHARI (i. e., river), the principal feeder of Lake
Tsad or Tchad (q. v.).

SHARK (Squalus), a Linnean genus of cartila-

ginous fishes, now forming in Midler's system a

suborder of Plar/iosiomi (q. v.), and divided into a

number of families and many genera. The sharks

have generally an elongated form, tapering gradually

to the tail, and not much thickened in the middle.

The muzzle projects over the mouth ; the nostrils

are situated ou the imder-side of the muzzle. The
males have clasjicrs. The giU-opeuings are lateral.

Tliere is no cartilage between the snout and the

l)ectoral fiu, as in the rays. Some of the sharks are

ovo%'iviparous ; others lay eggs, generally a pair at

a time, more being produced in succession. The
eggs are large in comparison with those of osseous

lishes, and are of a square or oblong form, with a
tough horny coat, each corner prolonged into a
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tendril, the tendrils being apparently of use for

their entanglement amongst sea-weeds. These eggs,

or at least their empty cases, are very frequently
cast up by the waves on the sea-beach, and are
popularly known as Sea Purses or Mermaids' Purses.
Near the head of the enclosed embryo there is a slit

in the case through which water enters for respira-

tion, and there is another at the opposite end, by
which it is discharged. The young tish ruptures the
case at the head, where it is weaker than at any
other part, and on issuing from it, carries a yolk-bag
attached to its belly for its nourishment until it is

able to seek food. At this stage of its existence, its

respiration is also aided by filaments projecting
from the gills through the gill-openmgs, which are

absorbed as it grows older. The teeth are gener-
ally large, sharp, and formed for cutting, with
the edge often serrated ; but in the genus C'es-

tracion (q. v.) the teeth are pavement-like ; and in

some genera they are small and numerous. The
Angel-fish (q. v.) is ranked among the sharks, but
differs from the rest in its flattened form. Some of

the smaller sharks are popularly known by the
names Dogfish, Hoimd, Tope, &c. In the articles

Cestracion, Dogfish, Fox Shark, Hammer-head, Por-
beagle, and Tope, some of the S. tribe are noticed.

It only remains here to notice a few of the more
interesting of those which do not come under any of

these heads.

The White S. (Carcharias inilrjaris) is the most
dreaded of all the monsters of the deep. The famdy
Carcharidce, to which it lielongs, have two dorsal

fins, the first dorsal placed over the space between
tlie pectoral and ventral fins ; they have a nictitating

membrane ; and liave no sjmut-holes. In the genus
Carcharias the snout is fiatteued. The wliite S.

attains a great size ; one has been caught of o7 fet-t

iu length. The body is covered with a hard skin.

White Shark [Carcharias vulgaris).

and is grayish-brown above and whitish below. It

is a very rare visitant of the British coasts, if indeed

another species has not been mistaken for it ; but is

found in the Mediterranean, and is plentiful in the

seas of many of the warmer parts of the woi-ld,

often following shijjs to feed on any animal sub-

stance that may be thrown or may fall overboard,

and often in its indiscriminate voracity swallowing

things which are indigestible. A lady's work-box
has been found in a S.'s stomach; and the papers

of a slave-ship, which had been thrown over-

board, in that of another. Hmnau beings are not

unfrequently its prey, and a large S. is not only '

capable of biting off the limb of a man, but of suap-

jiing the body iu two, and has even been known to

swallow a man entire. Its head is large, the mouth
large and wide ; furnished with a terrible apparatus

of teetli, of which there are six rows in tlie upper
jaw and four in the lower ; the teeth are triangular,

sometimes two inches in breadth, sharp-edged, and
serrated ;. when not in use they are laid back in the

mouth, nearly flat, but when the S. bites they are
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brought up—or at least those of the outer rows

—

by means of muscles with which each tooth is inde-

pendently provided. The taU, as in all the sharks,

is heterocercal, but its lobes are more nearly equal

than in most of them. The S. is often captured by
sailors, by means of a great hook baited "with a piece

of meat, and attached to a chain, as the S.'s teeth

readily bite through any rope. A\'Tien the S. is

hooked and hauled on board, great care is requisite

to avoid danger both from the mouth and from the

tail, the powerful action of the latter being gener-

ally interrupted by a sailor springing forward and
c\ittiug it above the fin with a hatchet. A curious

method of catching the S. is practised in the South
Sea Islands ; a log of wood is set .afloat with a strong

riipe attached to it, at the end of which is a noose,

and the sharks gathering about it as if from
curiosity, one of them may be expected soon to get

its head into the noose, and is at last wearied out by
the log. Foi-midable as the S. is, men have some-

times successfidly braved it in its own element,

watching its turning—as from the position of its

mouth it must do—to seize its prey, and stabbing it

in the belly.

The Blue S. (Carchar'ms glaiicus) is much smaller

than the White S., seldom exceeding eight feet in

length. It is also of a more slender form. The
upper parts .are of a blue colour, tlie belly white.

This species is common in the Slediterrauean, and
in the warmer parts of the Atlantic. It is not

unfrcquent on the south-western coasts of England
iu summer, apparently coming in pursuit of jjilchards,

and often doijig great mischief to the nets and lines

of fishermen, its sharp teeth biting through a net or

line "with the utmost ease.

The Basking S. (Selache maxima) belongs to the

family Lamnidce, having two dorsal fins, spout-holes,

and no nictitating membrane. The snout of the

Basking S. is short and blunt ; the teeth are small,

numerous, conical, and curved backwards. The
skin is much rougher than in the White S. and Blue
Shark. This species attains a great size, being

sometimes 3G feet long, but it is not so thick iu

proportion as the \\Tiite Shark. It is of a blackish-

Ijrowu colour, glossed with blue. It does not exhibit

a ferocious character, and is supposed to feed on
medus.T?, crustaceans, and the like. It is often seen

swimming slowly with its dorsal fin above the sur-

face of the water, whence it has obtained the name
of Sail-Jislt. It permits itself to be quite closely

approached by a beat, but on being struck with a

h.arpoon, it plunges suddenly doA^^l, and swims off

with gi-e.at rapidity, so that its capture is attended

with danger. It is not uncommon on the northern

and western coasts of Britain.

The GreexlA-ND S. {Sajmnus borealis) is of the

family Sci/mnidce. It has large spout-holes, two
dorsal fins, no anal fin, and no nictitating membr.anc.

It inli.abits the northern seas, and is rarely seen so

far south as even the northern Scottish islands. It

attains a length of 14 feet or more, is thick, ajid

tapers suddenly at the tail ; the fins very small ; the

teeth iu both jaws so arr.anged as to diverge from a

centre. It bites and annoys whales, but feeds also

on small fishes and crustaceans. When a whale has

been killed, a S. will often come even whilst men
are occuj)ied in cutting off the blubber, and scoop

out one great lump after another, and will return to

its repast after having been severely wounded.
The rough skin of sh.arks is employed by joiners

for polishing fine-CTained wood, and for covering

the hilts of swords to make them firmer in the

grasp.—The flesh is coarse, but is sometimes eaten.

The fins abound in gel.atine, and are much used by
the Chinese for making a rich gelatinous soup.

Dried sharks' fins are a considerable article of

import into China. The liver j-ields a large quan-
tity of oil, which is now also, in some parts of the
world, an article of commerce. For the sake of
this oil a S. fishery is x^rosecuted on the coast of
Ceylon.

I'ossil Sharks make their first appearance in the
Oolitic rocks from which eight species have been
described. They become more numerous in the
Cret.aceous deposits, in which no less th.an 60 species
have been found. In the Tertiary strata, their
remains are still more abundant. But as the deter-
miuation of fossil species depends entirely on the
teeth, which, w-ith the exception of the spines and
vertebra!, .are the only portions preserved, it is

probable that the species and genera are too greatly
multiplied.

SHARP, a sign t in Music, which, when prefixed

to a note, elevates it by a semitone iu the scale,

raising, for example,

i

F sharp

When placed at the beginning of a

piece of music, it denotes that aU the notes on
the line or space on which it is placed, and their

octaves above and below, are to be pLayed sharp.

A double sharp x raises a note two semitones.

SHARP, .Iames, Archbishop of St Andrews, was
the son of William Sharp, sherift'-clerk of Banffshire,

and w.as boru in the castle of B.anff, May 1618.

Educated for the church at the University of Aber-
deen, where he attained distinction as a student,

and where he is said (on the authority of a tract,

entitled A Trne and Impartial Account of the Life

of the Most Reverend Father in God, Dr Jamea
Sharp, Archbishop of St Andrews, published in 1719)
to have protested against the ' Solemn League and
Covenant ;' he afterwards visited England, and
became acquainted with several eminent EngHsh
divines, such as Hammond, Sanderson, and T.aylor.

Returning to Scotland, he was appointed a professor

of philosophy at St Andrews, through the influence

of the Earl of Rothes, and soon after minister of the

parish of Crail, an office which he held during the
.ascendency of Cromwell. In August 1051, w'hen
Monk was reducing Scotland to obedieuce, he was
carried off, along with several other ministers, to

England. S. quickly regained his liberty, and he
possessed, for some years, the confidence of the more
moderate p.arty in the church. In 1650, he was
chosen by them to plead their cause in London
before the Protector, against the Eev. James
Guthrie, a leader of the extreme section (the Pro-
testors or Kemonstrators), which he did with so

much dexterity, that Cromwell is reported to have
said :

' Thiat gentleman, after the Scotch w.ay, ought
to be termed Sharp of that Ilk.' A\nien the Restora-

tion was on the eve of happening, S. was appointed
by the moderate party to act as its representative

in the negotiations opened up with Mouk and the
king. This is the crucial period of his career, ami
on the view we take of his motives depends our
whole estimate of his character. Was he sincere,

or did ho mean to betr.ay the church to which he
owed .allegiance ? Presbj-terian writers are .nearly

unanimous in affirming his perfidy, although the
evidence is doubtful. Among the first things the
Scottish p.arliament that met 1st J.anuary 1661 did,

was to repeal or rescind every act passed since 163S,

in consequence of which Episcopacy remained the
(^hurch of Scotland, as 'settled by law'—a dis-

honour.able evasion of a jn-omise made by Charles

in a letter written to the Presbytery of Edinburgh
053
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in August 1660. Soon after, at a council held in

AVhiteiiall, S. was nominated Archbishop o£ St

Andrews, and having gone up to London, he was
there formally consecrated by the Bishop of London
and three other prelates. His government of the

Scottish church was tyrannical and oppressive ; and
in consequence he became an object of hatred to

most of his countrjTneu. When one Jlitchell, a con-

venticle preacher, fii-ed a pistol at him in the streets

cf Edinburgh, the popidace allowed the intenduig

assassin to wallc quietly oil', without making a single

effort to arrest him. Finally, S. was assassinated

on Magus Moor, near St Andrews, 3d May 1679,

by a band of fanatical Covenanters. In defence of

S., the utmost that can be said is, that he was
simply au ambitious ecclesiastic (of plausible and
courtly manners), who had no belief in the ' divine

right ' of Presbytery, and who thought that if Eng-

land were resolved to remain Episcopalian, it would
be very much better if Scotland were to adopt the

same form of church-government, and that if there

must be an Archbishop of St Andrews, there was
no reason why he should not be the person. This

theory is certainly a more sober one than the usual

melodramatic Covenanting view, which makes him
out to be ' a conscious villain,' who persecuted his

old friends the more fiercely that he knew they

were in the right and he in the wronrj.

SHA'RPSHOOTEKS, an old term applied in the

army to riflemen. It is now appropriated to naval

use, to the men stationed in the top to annoy those

on the deck of au enemy's vessel.

SHASTRA or SHASTEE, but more con-ectly

written S'.astea (from the Sanscrit s'As, to teach),

means literally a book ; but the term is especially

applied to the authoritative, religious and legal,

books of the Hindus. See Sanscrit Literatuke.

SHAT-EL-ARAB. See EtrpHK.ATES.

SHAVE-GRASS. See Equisetum.

SHAWL-MANUFACTURE. Perhaps no gar-

ment is of higher antiquity than the shawl ; indeed,

its simplicity of form woiUd lead us to infer that it

was the earliest in use. But of its manufacture we
have no distinct account until the reign of the

Emperor Jelal-ed-din-Mohammed Akbar, in 1556,

when the celebrated Cashmere shawls were amongst
the most important manufactures of the world, and
were thought worthy to be minutely described in

the Ayin-i-Akbari, or the 'Institutes of the Empe-
ror ; ' in that work, four distinct classes of shawls,

aU of goat's wool, are described. The 1st were of

remarkable lightness and softness, and were usually

self-coloiured, and made of the wool undyed ; the

2d were woven of wool in the natural colours

—

viz., white, black, and gray—these were probably ar-

ranged so as to form a plaid pattern similar to the

shepherd's plaid of Scotland, which is of oriental

origin; the 3d were called gold-leaved, probably

from being embroidered with that material ; and
the 4th were long shawl-pieces large enough to

enwrap the whole body. So carefidly was this

manufacture fostered, that it received the chief

attention of the emperor, aud every shawl manu-
factured was carefully described and registered, and
the number of manufacturers was so great that in

Lahore alone it is stated there were upwards of

1000. The manufactm-e, in later times, passed

through many vicissitudes, and diu-ing last cen-

tury, it declined greatly ; b\it in 1S09, it had again

risen, and there were then about 16,000 looms

at work. From 4000 to 5000 of these beautifid

fabrics are annually imported into Great Britain
;

but the admirable imitations now produced by our

Paisley manufacturers, and by the French, are

exerting great influence over the trade. The true

Cashmere shawls arc woven in many pieces, and
joined together with great artistic skill ; those of

Britain aud France are, however, woven in one
piece, the loom being worked by hand, aud of course
furnished with a Jacquard machine for the produc-
tion of the pattern. Besides the Cashmere shawls
and their European imitations, there is an infinite

variety of shawls made of various m.aterials—as silk

plain, embroidered, and in the form of crape ; thread,

cotton, and silk lace ; and wool in a great variety

of styles.

SHEA. See B.iSSlA.

SHEA'RING-MACHINE, a machine used in the

preparation of woven woollen fabrics. See Wool-
lex Manufactures.

SHEARS of various kinds arc amongst the

implements used in gardening. They are scissors on
a large scale, variously modified to suit their various

purjioses, such as pruning trees, hedges, box-edgings,

the verges of grass plots, &c. They are often fur-

nished with long wooden handles, and a spring is

sometimes fixed between the handles. A kind
used for removing smaU branches of fruit-trees has

one blade made to slide along the other whilst they
are brought together, so that it makes a cut as clean

and smooth as that of a knife.

SHEAR-STEEL. See Ikon.

SHEARWATER [Puffinus], a genus of Procel-

laridtE (see Petrel), difi'ering from [letrels in having
the tip of the lower mandible curved downwards,
and the nostrils opening separately and not by a

common tube. The bill is as long as the head, or

longer, the upper mandible compressed and curved

at the point. The legs are of moderate length, the

tarsi compressed, the hind-toe rudimentary. The
wings are long and pointed. The shearwaters spend
their lives mostly on the ocean, rarely visiting the

shore except for the purpose of incubation.—The
Greater, Wandering, or Cinereous S. {P. cinereus

or major) is about IS inches long, the upper parts

blackish-brown ; the throat, breast, and belly gray.

Young birds are entirely brown, the upper parts

darkest. This species is frequently seen on the

south-western coasts of Britain. It is very abundant
on those of Newfoundland.—The Manx S. {P.

Angloruni) is much more common on the British

Manx Shearwater {Pufiinis Anglorian).

coasts, and is found also in more northern regions. It

is about 14 inches long, grayish-black, the neck
mottled n'ith gray, the throat and all the under

parts white. It breeds on islets, in rabbit-burrows,

or in crevices of the rocks.—There are several other

species in warmer climates.—The name S. is some-

times also given to the Skimmers.
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SHEATH-BILL (Chionu), a genus of birds of

the family Chionidce, placed by many naturalists

among the Grallce, but by others regarded as be-

longing to the GaUbiaceotis order, and ranked by
Mr Swainson among Coliimbldce. The legs are

stout and moderately long, the toes much resemble

those of the common fowl, but the fore-toes are

united at the base. The bill is thick and conical,

and the base is covered by a horny sheath, which
tlie bird has the power of raising and depressing.

The White S. (C. alba) inhabits the shores of Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, and neighbouring islands, and
feeds on molluscs, crustaceans, and whatever animal

substance is thrown up by the waves. It is about
the size of a partridge.

SHEATHING is a protection for the wooden
jilauking of the immersed portion of a ship from the

attacks of the teredo and other worms, moUuscg, and
marine animals, which, especially in hot climates,

adhere to the bottom and eat into the timber, while

they retard the vessel's progress. As early as

the time of Trajan, sheets of lead were used as

sheathing. Thin deal boards, about half an inch

thick, were in more modern times nailed on and
frequently changed ; but about the commencement
of the present century, plates of copper were intro-

duced, which have been fomid most effectual, though
expensive. The gradual oxidation of the co2)per by
the action of the sea-water produces a sort of poison,

which prevents any marine animal from adhering,

and keeps a clean bottom. The copper, however,

slowly wears away in this oxidation, and requires

renewing after a few years. To prevent this loss

various methods have been devised. Sir H. Davy
applied what he called protectors, consisting of

pieces of iron and zinc on different parts of the

coppa-; the action of the water on the two metals

produced a small galvanic current, which prevented

the copper from oxidising ; but it became forthwith

encased in barnacles and weeds. For ships stationary

in harbour, as hulks, ships-in-ordinary, &c., this

system of protection answers well ; but it fails for

sea-going vessels, together with many other pro-

tecting mi.xtures which have been tried, from the

fact that in proportion as the copper is saved from
oxidation, by so much does it cease to repel the

incrustations which always threaten it.

SHEAVE. See Pulley.

SHE'BA. See Sabjjans.

SHEBOY'GAN, a town and port of Wisconshi,

U. S., on the west bank of Lake Michigan, at the

month of the Sheboygan Kiver, 60 miles north of

ililwaukee. It was settled in IS3G, has a good

harliour, with mills at Sheboygan Falls, miles

aljiive, and a large trade in wheat and timber. I'oj).

about 5UU0.

SIIECHI'NAH (from nhachan, to reside, rest),

a Avord used in post-biblical times by the Jews, and

adiiptcd by early Christian writers: expressive of

the iiresence of the Divine Majesty, in Heaven,

among the people of Israel, or in the Sanctuary.

It is first found used in the Chaldee versions (Tar-

gums) as a kind of periphrasis for tlie pei-son of

Cod, wherever it is mentioned in the Bible as cor-

pin-eal : thus beiug a kind of siiiritual interpretation

of anthrojiomorphism. The 8. is not supposed tcj

have dwelt in the second temple, but it is to

retui-n with the Messiah. The particular place

whore the S. was supposed to dwell was the ' mercy-

seat l)etween the cherubim.' The cherubim or other

an"els were always more or less connected with the

S. "itself, as in the phrases ' the heavenly hosts,'

' hosts of saints,' &c., accompanying the Divine

presence. The first mention of the word is found

in the Targum Jerushalmi, Gen. iii. 24—'And He
expelled Adam, and caused to reside the splendour

of his Shechinah from the beginning at the east

of the garden of Eden, above the two cherubim.'

(Second recension :
' between the two cherubim.')

Another characteristic instance of its use is found
in the version of Onkelos, Dent. iii. 2-t

—
' Thou art

God, Thy divine Shechinah is in Heaven above, and
rules on earth below.'

SHEEP {Oris), a genus of ruminant quadrupeds
of the family Capridce, so nearly allied to goats tliat

the propriety of generic distinction is very doubtful.

They differ from goats in having the outline of the

face more or less arched and convex ; the horns
sjiiral, sometimes very large in the males—in domes-
tication, however, often wanting in the females, and
also in the males of some breeds ; the chin destitute

of a beard ; a sac or pit between the toes of each
foot, lined with hair, and secreting a fatty matter.

It is supposed by some that aU the wild sheep
existing in different parts of the world are mere
varieties of one species, but of this there is no suffi-

cient proof, nor is there anything more than unsu])-

ported conjecture in any of the opinions advanced
concerning the origin of the domestic sheep, such,

for example, as that which refers it to the Jloiifflon

(q. v.), or that which ascribes different domesticated

breeds to different \\'ild originals, as the Moufflon

.and the Argali (q. v.). In opposition to all such

conjectures, it has been remarked that the tail of

all the known wild sheep is very short, whereas
that of the common sheep, if not mutilated by the

shepherd, almost reaches the groimd, and there is

no known instance of the tail of any kmd of quad-

ruped becoming longer by domestication. It is

not impossible that the common sheep may still

exist, in a wild state, as yet unkno^vn to naturalists,

in the little explored regions of Central Asia.

All the ^vild sheep known are natives either of

mountainous regions or of di-y and elevated table-

lands. They are gregarious, a character which the

domesticated sheep fully retains. They are gener-

ally seen in small flocks, and are not easily ap-

proached, taking refuge in flight, a sharp whistling

sound, emitted "by one of the rams, serving as an

alarm to the whole flock ; although they are very

capable of making a ^-igorous defence when driven

to close combat. A ram of the domestic species is,

indeed, able to sustain a conflict with a bull, taking

advantage of his far gi'eater agility, and butting

against his foe with his strongly armed forehead.

A ram has been known to thi-ow a bull on the

ground at the first onset, and is always ready to

defend himself and his companions again.st a dog.

Many rams exhibit great pugnacity, and the timidity

often ascribed to sheep is chiefly to be scon in the

ewes of the hornless breeds. Sheep differ from

goats in their mode of fighting. Goats rear them-

selves on their hind-legs, and thi-ow themselves side-

ways on their adversary, to bring the points of their

horns to bear ; sheep rush straight at him, a mode
which better suits the different style of armature

of the head.

All the wdd sheep have short wool, with an outer

clothing of long and neai'ly straight hair. But even

the long hair—at least on the Moufllou—has the

jieculiar character of wool, in that roughness of sur-

face which gives it the property aifMin(j (see Hair
and Felt). One effect of domestication in the

common sheep has been to cause the disapjiearance

of the outer long hair, and to produce instead an

increase of the length and abundance of the wool,

an object of great importance to the sheep-farmer.

In neglected breeds of the common sheep, the two

kindsof hair or wool are very api)arent. In some

tropical climates, the sheep loses its abundant fleece,
' Ml
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and is covered with hair little longer than that of

the ox.

Although not equal to goats in their adaptation

to rocky steeps, and not endowed with such power
of leaping from crag to crag, sheep exhibit a strong
disposition to seek their food in places where no
animal not very agile and sure-footed could venture

;

and those of the dotnesticated breeds which retain

most of their original wildness are thus adapted to

situations in which otherwise the pasture would l>e

of no value to man. Every one who has seen the

lambs frisking on a Highland hill, must have
admired their nimble movements in places where a

herd-boy could with dijficidty scramble. In tine

weather, sheep ascend the heights ; and in cold and
stormy weather, they repair to the lower gi'ounds.

Of the wild sheep, two species, the Argali and the
MoulUou or MusmoD, have been already separately

noticed. Another very mteresting species is the

UocKY MocNTAix Sheep, or Bio-HoEN (0. montana)

of North America, the only indigenous American

-^-^
Eocky Moimtain Sheep.

representative of this genus. It is equal in size to

the argali, which it much resembles also in its general

appearance, and iu the size and curvature of its

horns. The horns of the old rams attain so great a

size, and are so much curved downw-ards and for-

wards, th.at they effectually prevent the animal

from feeding on level ground. The abode of this

species is in the most craggy and inaccessilile parts

of the Rocky Mountains. The iiesh is of the very

finest quality. The wool is very fine, and fully an

inch and a half long ; it is completely concealed by
long hairs. The general colour is brown, paler on

the lower parts ; the old rams are almost white in

spring. No attempt seems yet to have been made
til domesticate the Rocky Mountain Sheep, although

Professor Jamieson of Edinburgh recommended its

introduction into Britain in 1818.—The Aoudad
(0. tragelaplms) is a native of the north of Africa,

inhabiting chiefly the lofty parts of the Atlas

Mountains. It is sometimes called the Bearded
Arg:>li, although it has no beard on the chin ; but

the throat, the chest, and the front of the forelegs

are remarkably adorned with long .shaggy hair. On
other parts the hair is comparatively short, with an
underclothing of short wool. The colour is a imi-

form reddish-yellow. The tail is longer than in the

other -svild species, and is terminated by a kind of

tuft of long haii-s. The horns are not so large as in

the other wild species. In size, the Aoudad exceeds

the Moufflon, but is not equal to the Argali. The
Prench call it Moufflon a mouchetles, or Paiffled

Moufflon, from the long hair of its forelegs.

The Common Sheep (0. aries) was probably the
first animal domesticated by man. We are told in

6G2

the book of Genesis that Abel was ' a keeper of

sheep,' and that he brought an offering imto the
Lord 'of the firstlings of his flock and of the fat

thereof.' And from that time until the death of

Christ, lambs continued to be the most fre(iuent

sacrificial offerings, both amongst the patriarchs and
the Jews. The felting and weaving of wool w-ere

unquestionably among the earliest of the arts. The
wool was probably at first pulled from the skin, a
rude and even cruel practice, which still subsists in

some countries, and was not long ago relinquished

in the Orliney Islands ; but we read in Genesis

xxxviii. of Judah shearing his sheep, and there is

abundance of other evidence that tliis better mode
of obtaining the fleece has been in use from remote
antiquity. Almost every part of the sheep is useful,

and is employed for purposes similar to those of

corresponding parts of the ox. The leather made of

the skin is much employed in bookbinding, and for

making gloves. In patriarchal times, the milk was
much iKed, as it still is in some countries ; it is

richer than cow's miUc, and the cheese made of it

has a sharp taste and strong flavour, which, how-
ever, are greatly relished by some. In Britain,

except in the mountainous parts of Scotland and in

Wales, the milk of the sheep is now scarcely re-

garded, and cheese is almost never made from it.

In some mountainous parts of India the sheep is

even used as a beast of burden, carrying loads of

from 35 to 40 pounds, over rough tracks, and up
steep crags, where almost no other animal could be
employed.

'The sheep is not generally reputed to possess

much intelligence ; but those who watch sheep
carefully, or keep them as pets, flnd them very far

from being devoid of it. Their reputation of stu-

pidity seems to be very much founded on their

habit of following, without scruple, the leader of

the flock ; so that when sheep are being driven

across a narrow bridge, or wdiere a fence separates

the road from a precipice, if anything occur to

deter them from proceeding in the proper path,

and one break over the fence or parapet, the whole
flock may be expected to follow, as has sometimes
happened, to their utter destruction. Of this

instinct, the shepherds of the East have taken
advantage, bestowing special care upon the leaders

of the flock, which follow readily on their call, and
the whole flock is thus under the shepherd's com-
mand. The allusions in the sacred Scriptures to the

flock following the shepherd, and the shepherd
calling his sheep by name, are as appropriate to the

customs of the East at the present daj^ as in the

times when they were written. The management
of sheep in Britain and other western countries is

of an entirely different character.

The sheep generally brings forth one lamb at a

birth, frequently two ; sometimes three, and rarely

four or five. The lambing season is when spring is

so far advanced that the young lambs are safe from

the cold and storms of winter. The care of the

sheep-farmer, however, modifies the course of

nature, when his object is to send lambs to market
at an earlier season than would be possible if the

sheep were left mthout shelter or other food than

tlie natural pasture. The lamb is suckled for nearly

three months, and at the end of this time the

annual sheep-shearing takes place.

The ancient Britons seem to have possesseil sheep

before the Pioman invasion. During the period of

Pioman dominion, Britain became famous for the

production of wool, and British wooUen goods were

much valued in Pome. Winchester early became the

great seat of the woollen manufacture, and continued

to be so for centuries. The great object of sheep-

farming in Britain at this time was the production
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of wool. The demand for butcher-meat has now
raised the value of mutton and lamb so much,
that the farmer finds it profitable to devote much of

his attention to the supply of the market with these
articles ; and those breeds of sheep are reckoned most
valuable which are most suitable for tliis purpose, I

even althoutrh the fineness of the wool is inferior
j

to what might be obtained if it were the one great

object of regard, and to what is imported from dis-

tant parts of the world. The quantity of the wool,

and the length of its fibres, however, compensate in

a great measure for its inferior fineness. Wool is

the chief object of the Australian sheep-farmer, and
the introduction of the Merino Sheep has been of

ureat importance in the improvement of its quality.

When there was no food for sheep but the natural

pasture, sheep could not be fattened for the market
except during summer, and not until they had at-

tained an age of three, four, or five years, whereas
nuich of the miitton now consumed is the flesh of

sheep not more than two years old ; the sheep being
fattened by the aid of turnips, mangold, oil-cake,

&c. If the quality of the mutton is not quite equal

to that of older sheep, the supply is much gi'eater,

as well as the profit to the farmer. In weight and
fatness, the sheep of the best breeds far exceed any-
thing known until receut times.

The young branches of heath, and in lower situa-

tions, the shoots of furze, often serve as food for

sheep, when the supply of grass fails. Sheep
delight in the short grass and peculiar herbage of

hill jiastures and bare downs ; and the mutton
produced in such pastures, and by the breeds most
suitable to them, is of superior quality to that of the
large fat sheep fed on richer soils. The latter are

also more liable to many diseases, particularly

where the ground is at all moist. Aromatic aud
bitter herbs are particularly relished by sheep.

The breeds of sheep are very numerous, aud very
different. The valuable Merino (q. v.) Sheep has
been already noticed.—The BL.iCK-FACED Sheep of

the Highlands of Scotland and of the north of

Black faced Ewe and Earn.

England, is perhaps as near the original ty|)e as any
existing breed. Both male and female have horns

;

those of the ram large, with two or more spiral

twists, those of the ewe much smaller, and little

twisted. The face and legs are black. The Black-

faced Sheep is robust, very active, and hardy
;

enduring the rigours of a severe winter when sheeji

of most of the breeds common in Britain would
jierish. It has a bright, quick eye, with an ex-

pression very different from that softness which is

seen in many of the breeds preferred for lower

groimds aud better pastures. The wool is long and

coarse, and the weight of the fleece not great ; but
the mutton is of the finest quality ; and on this

account, and its hardiness, this breed is preferred to

any other in many mountainous districts aud on
rough elevated moors.—The Welsh Sheep is mucli
smaller than the Black-faced ; both sexes horned ;

the colour various ; the mutton highly esteemed
;

the fleece seldom weighs two pounds.

—

A similar

small breed, with shorter and remarkably broad
tad, hornless, or with short and little twisted horns,

has long existed in the Shetland and Orkney
Isl.ands ; its wool affording the material for the
manufacture of Shetland hose. The Shetland aud
Orkney sheep are very hardy, and in winter feed
much on seaweed.—Smaller than either of these,

and, indeed, remarkably diminutive, is the hornless
Breton Sheep.—The Forest Sheep of England, so

called from being pastured in the royal forests, has
now in most places been supplanted by other breeds.

They are still to be seen on the barren grounds
between the British and Bristol Channels ; and the

mutton is in much request in the London market.
The original Forest Sheep ^A'as generally small, with
face and legs russet b^o^vn or gray, wild, restless,

and difficult to fatten, but producing wool of fine

quaUty.—The Dorset Sheep is one of the best of

the old English upland breeds. Both sexes have
sm.all horns. The wool and mutton are of medium
quahty ; but the ewes are remarkable for their

fecundity, and the abundance of their milk ; and
this breed is valued as ali'ording a supply of early

lamb for the London market.—The Ryel.ynd
Sheep has long existed in Herefordshire and some
neighbouring counties of England. It is small,

short-limbed, white, horidess ; produces excellent

mutton ; aud before the introduction of Merino
wool, its wool was preferred to every other kind for

the manufacture of the finest broadcloths.—The
Cheviot Sheep has existed from time immemorial
on the Cheviot Hills, and is now very widely

difi'used over a considerable part of England and
almost all parts of Scotland, being hardy and well

adapted for high grounds, although it is inferior in

hardiness to the Black-faced, which has been

restored to its jilace, after the losses experienced in

severe winters, on many of the highest and coldest

farms where the Cheviot had for a time supplanted

it. The Cheviot gi'eatly excels it both in size and
in the value of the fleece ; but requires a richer

pasture. Both sexes are hornless. The general

figirre is longer than that of the Black-faced sheep.

The colour is white, the face and legs occasionally

mottled with gray. The fleece weighs from three

to fom- pounds. Great attention has for many years

been devoted to the improvement of this breed.^
The Leicester Sheep is another of the most valu-

able breeds. This breed, as it now exists, is a result

of the skill and care of Mr Bakewell, who, soon

after the middle of last century, began to make
experiments for the improvement of the old Leices-

ter sheep—a large, coarse-boned sheeji, not easily

fattened, and with coarse long wool, of which,

however, the fleece weighed about ten pounds.

The new Leicester she^ has wool moderately long,

of better quality, the average weight of the fleece

about seven or eight pounds ; and is easily rendered

very fat. The coloiu' is white. Both sexes are

hornless. The Leicester sheep is now common in

all but the mountainous parts of Britain, and other

breeds have been improved by crossing with it,

particidarly various breeds of long-woollcd sheep,

which have long existed in ibflercnt parts of Eng-
land, as those of Lincolnshire, Komney Marsh, &c.

—

A famous long-woolled breed is that called the

Cotswold or Gloucester, the wool of which was
in great esteem in the 14th and 15th centuries,
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bearins a higher price than any other wool. In

1464, Edward IV. sent a present of Cotswold rams

to Henry of Castile ; and in 14158 a similar present

was sent to John of Aragon. The Cotswold breed,

however, as it at present exists, has been modified

by crossing with the Leicester, and produces shorter

wool and better mutton than in former times.—The
South Down Sheep is the only other British breed

that requires special notice for its importance to the

farmer. It has recently been improved with the

utmost care. The colour is generally white, but
black is not rare ; and the face and legs are gener-

ally dun, black, or speckled. Both sexes are hornless.

The wool is short, close, and curled. The South
Down derives its origin and name from the chalky

clowns of the south of England ; but is now common
throughout England and the south of Scotland.

It is not suited to very cold and exposed situations.

The Iceland Sheep is remarkable for very fre-

quently having three, four, or five horns. The same
peculiarity, or monstrosity, as it may be deemed, is

exhibited by the sheep of some of the most northern

parts of Russia. The Iceland sheep has a double

covering of long and short w'ool. Its flesh is of the

very finest quality.—The north of Africa possesses

a breed of sheep with legs of great length, pendulous

ears, and much arched face ; the wool short and
curled, except on the neck and shoulders, which
have a kind of mane.—India has also a hornless

breed, with pendulous ears, short tail, and very fine

much curled wool.—The Beo.id-tailed or Fat-
tailed Sheep is found in many parts of Asia, as in

Syria, India, and China, also in Barbary, and is now
very abundant in the colony of the Cape of Good
Hope. It is rather of small size, with soft and
short wool. Its chief characteristic is the enormous
development of the tail, by the accumulation of a

mass of fat on each side, so great that the tail has

been known to weigh 70 or SO pounds. The tail is

highly esteemed as a delicacy, and to protect it

from being injured by dragging on the ground, the

shepherd sometimes attaches a board to it, or even

a small carriage with wheels. The fat of the tail is

often used instead of butter. It is less solid thau

other fat.—The F.-it-rumped Sheep of Southern

Tartary has a similar accumulation of f.at on the

rump, falling down in two great masses behind, and
often entirely concealing the short tail.—The
Astrakhan or Bucharian Sheep has the wool
twisted in spiral curls, and of very fine quality.

The lamb skins, so much in request amongst
furriers, are in great part produced by this breed

;

but partly also by the Circassian Sheep, which is

reared on jNIouut Caucasus and adjoining regions,

where the shepherds sew up the lambs as soon as

they are born in bandages of coarse linen, and pour

warm water over them evei'y day, to make the wool

soft and sleek, and to lay it in glossy ringlets, the

bandage being gradually let out to suit the increasing

size of the animal. This fur is much nsed for lining

dresses. The Circassian sheep has a remarkably

long tail, covered w-ith fine loug wool, w-hich trails

on the ground.—The Wallachian Sheep, common
in Hungary, as well as in the country from which it

derives its name, is distinguished by the magnitude

of its horns, and their direction. They make one

great spiral turn, and then generally rise up from
ithe head to a great height, twisting round as they

rise. The wool is soft, and is concealed by loug

hair.

SHEEP-LOUSE, or SHEEP-TICK, or (in Scot-

land) Kaid (Melophaijus ovimis), an insect of the

family IlipjioboscUlce, to which also the Forest Fly
belongs, ranked in the order Diptera, although in

this genus the wings are completely wanting. It

lives among the wool of sheep, and particularly of
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Sheep-louse [Mcloplutrius

ovinus)

:

fl, natural size ; fc, matrnifioJ
;

, the pupa, majjnifieii.

lambs, sucking the blood of the animal, and is most
abundant in the early part of summer. Where it

fixes its head in the skin, a large round tumour ii;

formed. Its body is veiy
compressed and smooth,
of a rusty colour, the

head and thorax small,

the abdomen large. The
female does not lay eggs,

but, like the other JIlp-

jMboscidcE, hatches the

egg and nourishes the
larva within her own
body, till it passes into

the pupa state, when it

is deposited, oval-shaped

and shining, fastened to

the wool of the sheep.

Sheep-farmers use various

washes or dips for the destruction of these creatures,

many of which are arsenical. A patent was obtained

a few years since for a sheep-dip, of which Carbolic

Acid is a prinoijial ingredient.

SHEEP'S-HEAD [Sarcjus oris), a fish of the

family Sparidce, plentiful in the latter part of

summer on some parts of the coast of North America,

and highly esteemed for the table. It sometimes

attains a weight of 14 or 1 5 pounds. A very large

fish is sometimes sold in the New York market for

a price equal to four or five pounds sterling. The
fishery is therefore of some importance. Nets are

used, and many fish are often taken at a single

haul, which are immediately packed in ice for the

market. It is diificult to take the S. with a

line, as its cutting teeth snap the line asunder.

The genus Sargus has cutting front teeth, and rouud

teeth in the l)ack of the mouth. S. liondelclU

inhabits the Mediten-aneau, and has been esteemed

for the table from ancient times. The Sargi feed

on shell-fish and the smaller crustaceans, which

they easily crush with their round teeth ;
partly

also on sea-weeds.

SHEEP-STEALING, in England, is felony, and
is punishable with penal servitude from throe to

fourteen years, or imprisonment for two years. In

Scotland, it is a capital offence, though, for some
time, it has never been punished capitally.

SHEERNE'SS, a seaport and naval arsen.al

in the county of Kent, stands on the north-

west extremity of the Isle of Slieppey, at the

confluence of the Thames and Medway, 11 miles

east-north-east of Chatham. It consists of four

divisions, Blue-Town, jNIile-Town, Marine-Town,

and Westminster, and of these the first is within

the limits of the garrison. The dockyard, much
extended and im])roved within recent years, is now
one of the finest in Europe. It covers GO acres,

comprising wet and dry docks, immense storehouses,

and official residences. The harbour is usually

crowded with vessels of all descriptions. An
extensive oyster-fishery is carried on in the vicinity,

from which as many as 50,000 bushels of 'natives'

have been sent to London in one season. At
Garrison Point is the residence of the port-admiral,

the telegraph, coast-guard station, and barracks.

The chief trade is in supplying the requirements of

the employees in the various government establish-

ments, and in the export of corn seeds and oysters.

The neighbourhood was once thought to be very
unhealthy, but of late years important sanitary

works have been carried out, and there are now few
towns the po]nilation of which enjoy better health.

Since the provision of direct railway communication
with all parts of England, the town is much visited

during the sunmier on accoimt of the excellent sea-
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bathing there, which is under the management of a
local joint-stock company. The beach and cliffs are
a favourite resort for ramblers. Pop. (ISfil) 12,015.

S. was captured by the Dutch under De Kuyter in

16G7, and here the mutiny of the Nore burst forth
in 179S.

SHEEKS. The elemental form of a pair of

sheers consists in

two spars fastened
together near the
top, with a pulley at

the point of junction,

and hold by a rope,

fastened to any con-
venient object, in

such a position that

the weight lifted

hangs nearly between
the si>ars. This forms
an easily improvised
crane. An apparatus
of this kind, of

,
, is used for masting

vessels, la the principal' dockyards, there are tall

Fiy. 1.

great height and strength,

Fig. 2.

permanent sheers, mounted either on the side of a
masting-dock or on a floating sheer-hulk.

SHEET, on Shipbo.ard, is the rope by wliicli each
of the lower corners of a square-sail, or the after-

corner of a fore-and-aft sail, is held down, in order
that the sail may be tightened to the wind.

SHEETING, a cloth made of flax or cotton, and
used for bed-linen. It is chiefly made in Ireland
in or near Belfast, and in Scotland. The term
sheeting is also applied to the coarse hempen cloth
used for making Tarpaulings (q. v.).

SHE'FFIELD, an important manufacturing town
and parliamentary borough, in the West Riding of

Yorkshire, and capital of an independent district,

called Hallam.shire (sec SnrRE) ; it is picturesquely
situated on several hills that slojie tow.ards the
confluence of the rivers Sheaf and Don, lG2i miles
north-north-west of London bj' the Great Northern
Railway, and SO miles south-south-west of York.
Tlie town, generally, is well built, although, on
account of the smoke with which it is enveloped,
it presents a dingy appearance as contrasted witli

the surrounding beautiful scenery. It possesses

many fine public buildings, such as the original

parish church, supposed to have been erected iu

the reign of Henry I., 240 feet long by 130 feet

broad, with a central tower surmounted by a lofty

spire ; St Jlary's Catliolic Church, surmotmted by
a tower 200 feet high ; the town-hall, cutlers'

hall, corn exchange ; the new market-hall, or

Norfolk Market, with a roof of glass and iron,

erected liy the Duke of Norfolk at a cost of

aliout ±"40,000 ; music-h.all, assembly rooms, theatres,

&e. There are extensive botanic gardens, and a

tine cemetery about a mile from the to-vvn. There

are 25 churches belonging to the establishment, each
of which represents a separate parochial district

;

3 Roman Catholic churches ; aud a great many
other places of worship belonging to the ilethodists.
Baptists, Independents, and other dissenting bodies.
Tliere are monuments to Ebenezer EUiot, James
Montgomery, and the soldiers belonging to S. who
died in the Crimea. There are numerous educational
establishments, such as the Free Grammar School,
the Collegiate School, the Wesley College, a Laucas-
tcriau and many national schools, free writing-
schools, school of art, besides denominational schools,
&c. ; also a Mechanics' Institution, estaljlished in
1832. The Mechanics' Library (1828) is now
merged into the Free Lilirary, which contains
upwards of 11,000 vols. There are likewise many
charitable institutions.

As far back as the time of Chaucer, S. was noted
for the manufacture of cutlery ; and at the present
d.ay, an endless variety of articles iu brass, iron, and
steel, is produced at the many manufactories with
which the town abounds ; such as knives of every
desci-iption, silver and plated articles, Britannia
metal goods, coach-springs, spades, spindles, ham-
mers, files, saws, boilers, stoves, grates, buttons, &c.
Amongst the new branches of trade are, electro-
plating in gold and silver, and the manufacture of
iron plates for the armour-plating of ships-of-war,
which are extensively produced by several manu-
factories. The conversion of iron into steel by
both the old aud new processes is one of the largest
aud most lucrative branches of the trade of Sheffield.

Steam-power is extensively employed. The river
Don, which is navigable up to within 3 miles of
the town, and the canal in connection with it, along
with several important lines of railway commu-
nicating with the town, afford ample means of

developing and improving the resources of Sheffield.

Coal abounds iu the neighbourhood. The borough
was incorporated in 1843, and returns two members
to parliament, the pop. in 1865 bi 207.579.
Of Sheffield Castle, nothing now remains. Mary
Queen of Scots was imprisoned in Sheffield Manor
House, about two miles from the town, for 12 or 14
years. (1S71—pop. 239,947.)

SHEIK (Arab., elder, aged person), a title of

reverence, applied chiefly to a learned man, or a
reputed saint, but also used sometimes as an
ordinary title of respect, like the European Mr,
Herr, &c. before the name. It is, however, only
given to a Moslem. The Sheikh Al-Islara is the
chief Mufti (q. v.) of Mohammedanism at Constan-
tinople : a title supposed to have been first assumed
hy Mohammed II. at his conquest of Constantinople

in 1453, when this place became the seat of his

empire. The Sheikh of Mecca, by vu-tue of his

su])posed descent from the prophet, le\nes a kind of

tribute on all the pilgrims to the Kaaba. The
term is also applied to heads of Mohammedan
monasteries (our abbot or prior), and to the higher
order of religious preachers. Sheildi Al-Gebal
(Ancient of the Mountain) is the name of the prince
or the Assassins (q. v.), or those Ismaelites of Irak,
who undertook to assassinate all those whom their

chief would pronounce to be his enemies.

SHE'KEL {s'd-?o.% from s7ial:a!, to weigh), origin-

ally a certain standard weight in use among the
ancient Helircws, by which the value of metals,
metal vessels, and other things was fixed.

Gradually it became a normal piece of money, both
iu gold and silver, marked in some way or other as
a coin, although not stamped. The gifts to the sanc-
tuary, the fines, the taxes, the prices of merchan-
dise, are all reckoned iu tlie Old Testament by the
shekel, not counted but weighed. Three diflerent
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kiuds of gold, silver, and copper shekels are men-
tioned : the common shekel, the shekel of the sanc-

tnary (i>ii>hably of double value), and the shekel of

royal weight. Besides these, there was a half-shekel

{bcka), and a fourth-shekel. The sacred shekel

was equal to 20 geras (beans), and 3000 sacred

shekels made a talent. The gold shekel is reckoned
approximatively to contain IGl Troy grains, the

silver shekel '275. During the Babylonian e.xile, tlie

Persian money (darits) was used by the captives
;

nor do they seem to have afterwards used any but
the coin of their foreign rulers. It was first under
the Maecaba^ans that national money began to be
struck, adorned with sacred emblems, and witli

inscriptions in the native language and characters.

De Saulcy alone assumes, without mucli show of

reason, Jewish coins to have existed from the time of

Alexander the Great. Simon, the ' prince and high-

priest,' received, according to 1 Mace. xv. 16, the per-

mission from Antiochus VII. to strike coin in 138 B. c.

The emblems are sacred branches, sheaves, flowers,

vases, &c., and the legend (in a peculiarly archaic

[' Samaritan '] alphabet) contains the date, the name
of the Jewish ruler, and the inscriptions ' Sliekel of

Israel,' ' Jerusalem the Holy,' ' Eedemption of Israel.'

The latest coins with Hebrew inscriptions date from
the revolution of Bar Cochba imder Hadrian. The
value of the silver shekel is reckoned to be some-
thing over two shillings.

SHELBURNE, William Petty, Earl of, son of

the first earl, and descendant of SirW. Petty, founder
of the science of political arithmetic, was born May
17.37, and commenced his political career in 1701 by
entering the House of Commons as member for

Wycombe, but only sat for a few weeks, the death of

his father having called him to the House of Lords.

AVhen Mr G. Grenville succeeded Bute in 1763,

S., whose talents had made him remarked, although
only 26, was placed at the head of the Board of

Trade. When Chatham formed his second admini-

stration in 1766, he made S. one of the Secretaries

of State, although not yet thirty. Upon the fall of

Lord North's ministry in 1782, George III. sent for

S., and proposed to him to form a government. He
decUned, not being the head of a party, and was
sent by the king to the Marquis of Rockingham
with an oiler of the Treasury, himself to be one of

the Secretaries of St.ate. According to Earl Russell,

in his Life of C. J. Fox, it soon appeared that S. was
not so much the colleague as the rival of Lord
Rockingham, the chosen minister of the court, and
the head of a separate party in the cabinet. Upon
the death of Rockingham in 1782, the king sent at

once for S., and oflered him the Treasury, which he
accepted without considting his colleagues. Fox
thereupon resigned, and S. introduced WiUiam
Pitt, then only 23, into office as his Chancellor

of the Exchequer. S.'s ministry, on the occasion

of the king's announcement of his determination to

concede the independence of the American colonies,

foiuid itself outvoted by the coalition lietween Fox
and Lord North. He resigned, and the coalition

ministry toolc his place, but soon broke up. The
nation expected that the king on this event would
have sent for S., but Wilham Pitt received the
splendid prize, and S. was consoled by the cor-

onet of a marquis (of Lansdowne). During the
later years of his life, his health was delicate, and
he withdrew from public life ; but he came forward
as a strong supporter of the union with Ireland.

He indidged his tastes in the adornment of Lans-
downe House. Here he collected a splendid

gallery of ancient and modern pictures, together
with a library of 10,000 volumes, comprising the
largest collection of pamphlets and memoirs on
English history and politics possessed bj' any man
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of his time, as well as a series of MSS., which were
sold to the British Museum for £5000. He was a
discerning patron of genius. It was while lie resided

in Lansdowne House as the librarian and friend of

S. tliat Priestley made the discoveiy of oxygen,
.leremy Beutham was one of his most intimate
friends. S. was the patron and friend of Sir S.

Romilly, and twice offered him a seat in parliament.

He was also on terms of intimacy with Mirabeau,
Dumont, and other foreiguers of literary and political

distinction. He died at his house in Berkeley
Square in May 180.5.

SHE'LIF, the chief river of Algeria (q. v.).

SHELL. This term is employed to designate
the hard outer coverings of a large number of inver-

tebrate animals. Shells are met with in the Echhw-
dermata, in the great majority of the Mollusca
(excluding the ISIolluscoids), in a few of the Annelida,
as Scrpula, Spirorbis, &e., in the Cirropoda, and in

the Cnistacea. The forms of the different varieties

of shells are sufficiently noticed in the articles on
the classes of animals to which they respectively

belong ; and we shall confine our remarks to the
intimate structure of shell, which, until the publica-

tions of Carpenter, Rainey, and others, during the last

quarter of a centur}', was altogether misunderstood.
The doctrine formerly held, and stUl maintained in

many popular handbooks of conchology, was, tliat

sheU is not only extravascular (or devoid of vessels),

but completely inorganic, being composed of an
exudation of calcareous particles (chieHy carbonate
of lime) cemented together by a kind of animal
glue. It is now known that shell always possesses a
more or less distinct organic structure, which in some
cases resembles that of the epidermis of the higher
animals, while in others it approximates to that of

the derma, or true skin. The nature of the organic
structure is so different in the Echinodermata, Mol-
lusca, and Crustacea, that a separate description
is required for each, and as Dr Carpenter remarks :

' Even m the subordinate divisions of these groups,
very characteristic diversities are frequently observ-
able, so that, as in the case of the teeth, it is often
possible to determine the family, sometimes the
genus, and occasionally even the species, from the
inspection of a minute fragment of a shell, as well
fossil as recent.'

In the Echinodermata, the elementary structure
of the skeleton exhibits the appearance of a net-
work composed of calcareous and animal matter
intimately united. The diameter of these apertures
or meshes of network varies to a certain degree in

a
Fig. I.—Thin Lamina of Sliell of Echinus, shewing its

Areolar Structure :

a, rt, portions of subjacent layer; 6, 6, fr.ictured bases of columns
couuecting the superposed lamiii£e. Hagnified 164 diameters.

different parts of the same shell, the openings being
larger in the inner than the outer layers, the
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entire shell is made up of <an immense number of

such jilates, which lie pai-aUel to one another,

separated Viy minute vertical pillars.

In the MoUiisca, the shell is formed upon the sur-

face of the mantle, which corresponds to the true

skin of other animals. Hence it must lie regarded

as epidermic. It consists of cells consolidated by a

deposit of calcareous salts in their interior, but, as

in the case of many other tissues, the original

cellidar organisation often becomes so hidden by sub-

sequent chlinges, as to cease to be recognisable. The
tj-pical condition of the shell in this sub-kingdom is

a single membranous layer in folds or plaits, whicli

lie more or less obliquely to the general surface.

In the Crustacta, the structure of the shell has

only been examined in the order of Decapods. In

this order—in the common crab, for example—the

Fig. 2.—Section of the Shell of Pinna parallel to the

surface, shewing Prismatic Cellular Structure, cut

transversely, magnified 185 diameters.

best seen in certain bivalves—the genus Pinna, for

example. On breaking off a small portion of the

]U-ojecting margin of one of these shells, and examin-

iug it under the microscope, it is found to be made
up of a vast number of prisms, hexagonal in form,

and nearly uniform in size, which are arranged

perpendicidar to the surface of the lamina of the

shell, so that the thickness of the lamina is formed

by their length, and its surfaces by their extremities.

On submitting such a lamina to tlie action of a

dilute acid, the calcareous salts ai-e dissolved, and a

membrane is left which shews the prismatic struc-

ture as perfectly as it was seen in the original shell,

the hexagonal divisions being evidently the walls of

cells resembling those occurring in the pith or bark

of a plant. It sometimes happens in recent, but more

conmionly in fossil shells, that the animal matter

Fi- -CalcMcoui Pricjus of the Shell of Pinna, from

Chalk.

decays and leaves tlie prisms ununited, and easily sep-

arable from one another. It is only in a few fami-

lies of bivalves that the ceUidar structure is seen m
this very distinct form, or that it makes up a large

iiortion of the sheU ; and these families are closely

alUed to Pinna. In many shells, the external layer

is formed on the above plan, while the internal layer

is nacreous ; in many, again, the nacre, or ' mother

of pearl,' and in othei-s sub-nacreous structure,

constitutes nearly the whole thickness of the shell.

•J'lie nacre, according to Sir D. Brewster, consists of

a mvdtitude of layers of carbonate of hme, alter-

uatinc with animal membrane; and the grooved

lines on which iridescent lustre dejiends, are due to

tlie wearing away of the edges of the animal lamina?,

whde those composed of carbonate of lime stand

out ; it is, however, more probable, from Dr Car-

neuter's researches, that the peculiar Imeation of

the sm-face of nacre is due to the disposition of

Fig 4.—Portion of transverse section from Claw of

Crab, magnified 400 diameters.

sheU consists of three layers, viz. (1) an external

horny epidermic membrane covering the exterior

;

(2) a ceUidar or pigmentary structure ; and (3) an

internal calcareous or tubidar substance. The
horny layer is easily detached after the shell h.-is

been for some time immersed in dilute acid ; it is

thin and tenacious, and presents no trace of struc-

ture. The pigmentary layer is very thin in the

crab and lobster, but is much thicker in some other

Decapods. The internal layer is that which con-

stitutes the chief part of the shell ; it is in this layer

that the calcareous matter is chiefly deposited ; but

even after this has been removed, a very distinct

animal basis remains, which closely resembles that

wliich is left after the dentine of the teeth has been

deprived of its inorganic constituents, as may be

seen in the accompanjnng figure, representing a

transverse section from the claw of the crab ; the

dark hnes representing minute tubules.

For furtlier information on this subject, the

reader is referred to Dr Carpenter's various articles

on the Microscopic Structure of Shells, and especially

to his article ' Shell ' iu the Cyclopa:dia ofAnatomy
and Physiology (from which the materials of the

present article have been almost entirely drawn),

and to his Microscope and its Peirlations.

SHELLDRAKE, or SHIELDRAKE {Tadorna),

a genus of ducks of the section having the hind-toe

without any pendent membraue. The sheUdrakes

Shelldrake, female and male {Tadorna vulpanser).

arc a connecting link between geese and ducks, hav-

ing much reseinblance to the former. Tlie species

arc mostly natives of the southern hemisjihere,
667
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but the Common S. {T. vulpansei; or Bellonii) is

common on the saudy sea-shores of Britain ; many
coming from the north for the winter, and some
ren^ainiug all the year, and breeding;, making their

nests in rabbit-burrows or other holes in soft soil,

whence in some jilaces the S. receives the name
of Burroio Duck. It is a beautiful bird, the sexes

nearly alike in plumage ; the head and ujijier part
of the neck green, with a collar of white, and a
lower collar of rich chestnut, extending over part of

the liack, the rest of the back white. The whole
length is fully two feet. The S. is verj' capable
of being tamed, and breeds in domestication. Its

note is a shrill whistle. Its flesh is coarse and
unpalatable.—The Euddy S. (T. rutila), the only
other European species, is rare as a British bird,

although common in many parts of Europe and
Asia.

SHELLEY, Percy Bysshe, the eldest son of Sir
Timothy Shelley, Bart., the representative of an old
Sussex family, was born at Field Place, near Hors-
ham, in that county, on August 4, 1792. His earlier

education he received at home with his sisters.

About the age of ten, he was sent to a school near
Brentford, and thence, three years after, transferred
to Eton. Shy and sensitive, yet self-willed and
unsulimissive, he suffered much from the harsh
discipbne of masters and the tyranny of his ruder
associates. In his refusal to fag at Eton, he gave
early indication of that passion.ate impatience of

every form of constituted authority not approving
itself to liis reason which continued through life to
distinguish him, and to find exjiression in his WTit-
ings. In ISOS, he left school, and after two j'ears

passed at home, he was sent to University College,
Oxford. Even thus early, he had become a free-

thinker of a somewhat advanced kmd, and a pam-
phlet, entitled A Defence of Atheism, which he
circulated during the second year of his college
course, led to his expulsion from Oxford. This so
irritated his father, that for some time he declined
to receive him ; and on his rash marriage, in August
1811, to • Miss Harriet Westbrook, the daughter of

a retired innkoejier, the estrangement between them
became final and complete, the old gentleman con-
senting to allow his son a liberal yearly income, but
never after having any intercourse with him. S.'s

marriage was in its issue tragical. In ISIo, a separ-
ation took place between him and his wife, who,
with two children, returned to the care of her
father ; and three ye.ars after, the imhappy W'oman
drowned herself. The retinemeuts of intellectual

sympathy which poets desiderate in their spouses,
S. failed to find in his wife, but for a time he seems
to have lived with lier not unhappily ; nor to the
last had he any faidt to allege against her, except
such negative ones as might be implied in his
meeting a woman he liked better. This was Mary
Godwin, daughter of the celebrated William Godwin
and jNIary WoUstonecraft, ivith whom, in 1814, he
travelled in France and Switzerland, and who after-

wards became his second wife. Such excuse of his
conduct in the matter as the theory of ' congenial
souls ' may afford in the eye of the moralist must
to the full be allowed for S., whose later imion was
of almost ideal felicity and completeness. On the
death of his first wife, he laid claim to his childi'cn

;

but this their grandfather, Mr Westbrook, strange
as it may now seem, successfully resisted at law
ou the ground of his atheism, as exliibited in the
jioem of Qureii Mah, which a year or two before he
had printed, though only for private circulation.
In 1815, while bring at Bishopsgate, near Windsor,
he wrote his Alantor, one of the most finished .and
characteristic of his works ; which w.as followed by
2'lie JtevolL of Jslaiii, composed in 1817 at Marlow.

During the interval, in the course of a tour in
Switzerland, he had formed the acquaintance of
Lord Byron, with whom afterwards in Italy he had
much intimate intercourse. In Jlaroh 1818, he left

England liu.ally—as it jiroved—to proceed to Italy
;

and duriug that and the following year, chieily
while a I'esident in Pome, he produced what m.ay
rank as his two finest jwems—the grand lyiacal
drama of PrometlieuK Unbound and the tragedy of
T!ie Cenci. AVhile at Venice with Lord Byron in
1820, he ^vrote Julian and Maddalo, a record in
enduring verse of an interesting conversation of the
discussional kind between the noble poet and him-
self. His other works of chief importance are

:

liosalind and Helen, begun before he left England
;

The Witch of the Atlas, written in 1819; Epipsij-

cludion; Adonals (a lament on the death of Keats)

;

and Hellas (a lyrico-dramatio burst of exultation
ou the outbreak of the Greek war of liberty)—all

three produced in 1821. The winter of 1822, S.

passed at Pisa ; and in the April following, he
est.ablislied himself near Leriei, in the Gulf of Spezia.
His fondness for boating had through life amounted
to a passion, and hero he indulged it to the full.

On July 8, 1823, in the company of an ex-naval
friend, Mr Williams, he sailed from Leghorn, whither
he had gone to welcome his friend, Mr Leigh Hunt,
to Italy, and was lost in a sudden squall on his
voyage homeward. The bodies were, after some
time, washed ashore, and were burned, as the quar-
antine law of the country required, in presence of
Lord Byron, Mr Leigh Hunt, and another intimate
friend, Mr Trelawney. S.'s ashes were carefully
preserved, and lie buried in the Protestant cemetery
at Rome, near the grave of Keats.

In S.'s opinions, religious, social, and political,

crude as they often were, and everywhere expressed
with an unwise rccldcss vehemence, there was much
that might reasonably offend ; and they not only on
then- own account roused against him a storm of
obloquy, but made him throughout life the accre-
dited mark of the most foul and malicious slanders.
To tins chiefly it is to be attributed that, whilst he
lived, his genius met with no wide appreciation ; but
since, it has been amply recognised, and perhaps no
writer of his time at this day ranks higher on the
whole than he. In sustained lyrical impetuosity,
S. surpasses every other writer ; his diction is not
more remarkable for its opulence than for the
expressive subtlety and precision with which it

defines the nicest refinements of feeling and thought

;

and his page flashes with im.agery like a royal robe
rich with gems. But too often, whilst he dazzles,
he also bewilders ; he is fond of supersubtle abstrac-
tions, unsubstantial as clouds or dreams ; and fi-e-

quently in reading him we seem merely to be
looking on wreaths of rainbow-coloured mist. This
want of clear and firm outlines is more or less felt
throughout all his larger works, with the single
exception of The Cenci, in which a terrible story'of
re.al life is dramatised with consummate vigour and
directness of treatment. As to the matter of the
rest of his poems, they concern themselves, for the
most part, not with the world .as it is or has been, but
with a perfected world which is to be. S. is the
ralex of the future, as Scott is the poet of the past.
Of the charge of atheism against S., it is enough to
say that it rests mainly on his boyish poem of Queen
Mah; that this he did not himself give to the
world ; and th.at when, in 1821, it was surrepti-
tiously published, he issued an express protest
agauist his being held answerable for any opinions
set forth in it. In his later works, a vague Pan-
theism seems indicated ; and one or two°passages
occur which fairly admit of a purely theistic inter-
pretation. The only complete edition of S.'s poems
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is tliat published by JIrs Shelley ia 1839. A
selection from his letters, with translations and
prose-essays appeared in 1S40. See Medwin's Life

of Shelley (1849) ; Trelawney's Recollections of the

Last. Days of Shelley and Byron (Lond. 1858)

;

Thomas jeffei'son Hogg's Life of Shelley (Lond., 2
vols., ISoS), and the Shelley Memorials, by Lady
SheUey (Loud., 1S59).

By common testimony of all who knew him, S.,

who was held \ip to execration as a perfect monster
of iniquity, was one of the purest, gentlest, most
lovable of men ; of the teuderest private affections,

and, beyond the immediate circle of these, of the
largest flowing charity. The passion of philanthropy
expressed in his "writings found as practical an
expression iu his daily life as if lie had never made
auy very gi'eat profession of it. The episode of his

first marriage seems more or less awkward for him
;

but the one passionate frailty of a boy can scarcely

lie held a serious blemisli on a man whose whole
subsequent life was exceptional iu virtue and bene-

ficence.

JLiKY WoLLSTONECRAFT GoD%\aN", wife of the

poet, was born in London 1798, married SheUey, as

above stated, in 1816 ; and in the same j'ear pro-

duced a remarkable novel, entitled Frankenstein,

the hero of which, a profound student of natiu-e,

discovers the secret of creating life, and produces a
monster whose history, though wild and horrible

in its incidents, is invested with a strong human
interest. The work had a great success, and may
be reckoned the best of Sirs Shelley's literary

efforts. Other novels of hers are Valpcrrja, The
Last Man, Lodore, and The Fortunes of Perlciii

Warbed: She likewise wrote Rambles in Germany
and Italy; a series of biographies of foreign

artists and poets for the Cabinet Cycloposdia ; and
carefully edited her husband's poems. She died in

London, February 1, 1851.

SHELL-GUN belongs rather to the past than
the present, as in modern ritied artillery .all gims
lire shells. Before their introduction, however,

shells wei'e fired from guns of large bore, and pro-

jiortionately small thickness of metal, not differing

materi.ally from homtzers, except that they had
greater length.

SHELL-LAC. See L.4.C.

SHELLS, called in earlier times bombs, consist of

hollow vessels of metal, containing gunpowder or

other explosive compound, so arranged that it shall

explode at a certain jioint, and spread destruction

around by the forcible dispersion of its fragments.

The invention of this murderous missile cannot be

accurately traced. Shells were employed in 1480

A. D. by the sultan of Gujerat, and by the Turks at

the siege of Khodes, in 1522. The Spaniards and
Dutch both used them during the war of Dutch
independence ; and they .appear to have been gener-

ally adopted by about 1(334. As shells required

Mortars (q. v.) for their projection, they were not

used in naval warfare untU the French constructed

special bomb-vessels in 1681 ; but since that period,

shell-guns, being cannon of large bore, have l:ieen

introduced, and shells are now employed by all

ships of w.ar.

Untd within a few years, every shell was a

hollow sjihere of cast-iron, varying in thickness

from half an inch to two inches, and in diameter

from five and a half inches to thirteen inches. The
sphere had a fuse-hole (like a bung-hole) an inch

across, through which the charge was inserted, con-

sisting of pieces of metal and powder to l>urst the

shell. The hole was plugged by a fuse, which was a

tube of slow-burning powder, timed to communicate

tire to the charge after the lapse of a certain number

of seconds. This fuse might either be kindled by
hand the moment before the mortar was (Ircd, or its

ignition might be effected by the act of lii-ing itself.

The Shrapnell shell, introduced by Colonel Slirap-
nell of the Royal Artillery about 1808, contained a
number of bullets, and being fired at bodies of men,
it w.as timed to explode about 100 yards before
reaching them, when the shell burst, and the bullets
with the fragments continued their course, diverging
continually as they went, until they reached their
object in a death-cloud. The Concussion shell, or
Percussion shell, is one in which the charge is fired
by the detonation of a cap on striking an object. If
sufficiently delicate to explode on touching a soft
object, and ,at the same time not to be exploded by
the resistance of the air to its rapid flight, this form
of shell is the most certain in execution.

Since the introduction of rifled ordn.ance, the shell
has become the commonest form of projectile. It
has ceased to be spherical, and is usually in the
shape of an elongated bolt. Several rival shells at
present divide public favour, and compete for
adoption into war ser\ace. Without noticing the
numerous varieties which are in course of trial on
the continent and in America, the following are
the principal British competitors. The "Arm-
stronti shell is a pointed bolt of iron (usually per-
cussion), containing an inner ' segment shell,' made

Armstrong Shell

:

X, lead casing ; B, outer shell ; C, segments ; D, cbarge.

up of 49 segments of cast u'on. Seven of these

segments form a circle, or ring, and seven circles

give the necessary length. A coating of lead affords

a soft medium for fitting into the grooves of tlie

gun. The shell thus made somewhat resembles .a

bottle without the neck. The necessary bursting

ch.arge haring been inserted, the rear-end is plugged
with lead, the fuse is screwed into the front, and the

shell is ready for action. This projectile has a

gi-eat and accurate range, and its

segments cannot fail, on expio- ,r
' ':.

sit>u, to do great damage. The
principal drawback has been
found in the lead-casing, which
is often thrown off in parts soon
after the shell leaves the gun,

and which thus faUs among the

foremost ranks of the array using
it, sometimes inflicting severe

womids. The Whitu'orth shell is

an elong.ated hexagonal bolt of

iron or steel, cast in one piece,

and with a bursting charge at

the rear-end. It explodes on
percussion ; but the space allowed 'mutworth ShclL
for the burster is deemed insutii-

cient to jiroduce the fuU effect which the length

and correctness of the weapon's range give cause

to expect. The Lancaster shell is oval, to lit the
609
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bore of the Lancaster gun (q. v.). There are many
other forms, but they differ principally in the
devices used for making the shell conform to the

rilling of the gun. Martin's shell must, however,
be noticed, from its peculiarity of being charged
with molten iron, which sets on fire all combustible
matter on which it can be thrown. The Diaphragm
shell, invented by Colonel Bo.\er, E.A., has an iron

division or diaphragm to separate the powder in

the shell from any balls or slugs, in order that the
friction of the latter may not i^rematurely cause the
powder to explode. A six-pounder diaphragm shell

contains 30 carbine-balls ; an eight-inch shell, 322
musket-balls.

SHELL-SAND. Sand consisting in great part of

fr.agments of shells, and often containing a small
proportion of organic matter, is a very useful manure,
particidarly for clay soils, heavy loams, and newly-
reclaimed bogs. It is also advantageously applied
to .any soil deficient in lime. It neutralises the
organic acids which abound in peat, and forms with
them compounds which serve as food for plants.

Great deposits of shell-sand are found on the co.asts

of Devonshire and Cornwall, and are of great value
in the agriculture of that district. Shell-sand is

also found on many other parts of the British coast,

and nowhere more abund.antly than in the Outer
Hebrides. The sand of many parts of the coast,

however, being mostly sdicious, is incapable of the
same use. Shell-sand is much used as a manure
in some of the maritime districts of France, as

Bretagne and Normandy.

SHEMA'KHA, a maritime government of Trans-
caucasia, Russia, bounded on the S. by the I'iver

Kur, and on the N. by the Caucasus. Area,
21,654 sq. m. ; pop. 633,886. North of the Kur
and around its mouth the surface is level, low, and
fruitful, and there are numerous warm and fertile

valleys, though little of the surface is imder culti-

vation. Only in the to'mis and seaports, and in the
villages in their vicinity, are agriculture and industry
pursued. The mountainous regions are inhabited
by a rude predatory population.

SHEMAKHA, the capital of the government of
the same name, about 70 miles west-north-west of

Baku. It is a thriving town, carries on extensive
manufactures of silk and cotton goods, and is much
engaged in horticidture and in general trade. Pop.
22,014.

SHEMI'TIC (Semitic*) LANGUAGES the gen-
eral name of a certain number of dialects, siipposed
at one time to have been spoken by the descendants
of Shem. The term is of recent origin (Schlozer,
Eichhorn), and a misnomer ; for, in the first place,

not all the nations derived in Genesis from
Shem spoke an icbom akin to those understood
by the term Shemitic (e. g., the El.amites, Lud,
&c.), and, on the other hand, Canaan and Cush,
whose Shemitic speech is undoubted, are there
traced to Ham. Shemitic Languages, however,
as a ' conventional appellation,' is still the best of

all the general terms hitherto proposed (Arabic

;

Syro-Arabic, analogous to Indo-Germauic).
The family of Shemitic languages, which spread

originally over Canaan (Pha'uicia and Palestine),
Assyria, Aram (Syria, Mesopotamia, Babylonia), and
Arabia ; and, at a later period, over part of Asia

* In Hebrew, the name from which tlie adjective is

derived, is spelt Sliem ; but, as in many other cases, the
sA of the origin.al was transformed by the Septuagint
into s (see Shibboleth) ; and lience, through the influ-
ence of the modern versions that have in this respect
followed the 8cptuagint, the form Semitic is more
cmrent among continental writers than Shemitic.
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Minor and the Punic northern coast—i. e., from the
countries on the Mediterranean to the Tigris, and
from the i^menian Mountains to the south coast of
Arabia—may broadly be divided into three principal
classes : 1. The Aramaic or Northern (nortli-
eastern) dialect, comprising, chiefly, the so-called
Chaldee and Syriac ; 2. the Southern, the chief
representative of which is the Arabic, closely allied
to whose older (Himyaritic) form is the Ethiopic

;

3. The Jliddle, or ] principally Hebraic, to wdiich also
belong the languages of the other Palestinian
inhabitants, those of the Canaanites and Pho?nicians
above all. The diflerence between the Middle and
Northern branches, is less sharply marked, than
between the Middle and the Southern or Arabic.

Before proceeding to treat of them individu-
ally, we shall try to point out then- general
position among other languages, and principal!}',

the salient points of difference between the Shem-
itic and that other most important family of the
Indo-Germanic or Aryan languages. First of all,

then, we notice the preponderance given in Shem-
itic to the consonants in contradistinction to the
vowels. The former are indeed the basis and the
body of its words. The vowels are more or less
accessories, mmlifyiug, fixing, precising the meaning,
but never themselves containing it, while in the
Indo-Germanic languages the root itself consists
generally of a combination of vowels and conso-
nants. A further peculiarity is the jirevailinc' ' tri-

literaluess' of Shemitic roots in the advanced stage
in which we now know them. The ludo-Germanlc
langaiages derive their wealth from the logical law
of their composition of roots, of verbs, and ixarticles

;

the Shemitic add to their store in phonetically
multiplying their sounds : either by splitting, as
it were, their single consonants into two or more,
through the reduplication of radicals, or by the
addition of new consonants to the primary root,
which is thus developed ofteu from a monosyllabic
(for by far the greatest number of Shemitic roots
consisted primarily of two consonants only, to which
a third was generally added at a later period) into
a root of five letters. Compound words are of the
utmost rarity both in the noun (except proper
names) and the verb, and they never consist of
combined roots of verbs and particles, but of
verbal and nominal roots. Regarding the formation
of cases, tenses, and all those other grammatical
changes of noun and verb which, m the Indo-
Germanic famdy, are wrought—as far as the verb
or noun itself is concerned—almost exclusively by
suffixes,- whUe the radical vowel changes merely
according to euphonic rules within its own Imiiteil
sphere ; the Shemitic languages, principally and
chiefly work their flexions by a change of vowels
within the radical consonants, leaving the latter
themselves intact. Only when these changes sutfice
no longer for the more elaborate modes "of speech
and thought, supplementary letters and syllables
are sought in aid, and a certain small number
of prefixes or affixes represents the vast and varied
groups of little words (amounting at times to whole
phrases) of the Indo-Germanie. The Shemitic lan-
guages are also, if poorer, less complicated in forms
than the former family. There are only two genders—which, however, are also distinguished in the
second and third persons of the verb—and two
principal tenses. These are strongly marked by the
position of the personal pronoun, represented by a
suffix in the so-caUed perfect and by a prefix in
the so-called aorist or imperfect (future). The
foi-mer expresses the finite, the completed action,
the fact; the latter, the incompleted action, the
thought, that which is becoming, growing, as it

were, into a fact. One of the most curious features
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is the sudden change that may be produced in the
two by a certain prefixed conjunctive-consonant.
Perfect then becomes future, and t'ke versd. De-
clension, in the ludo-Germauic sense, exists, if at

all, in an extremely limited sense in Shcmitic. The
juxtaposition of two words (with slight vowel-
changes) forms the genitive, while the other cases

(in the Hebraic at least) are formed by prepositions.

The obhque cases of pronouns are indicated by
suffixes. The syntax is of the crudest and simplest

description : a mere stringing together of sentences

without any particidar attempt at a logical and
methodical aiTangement of periods, according to

their temporary superior or inferior relation to the
subject-matter.

Another most important point of distinction

between the two families is formed by ^vliat has
been called their lexical difference, i. e., the want

—

except in a few isolated cases—of any correspond-

ence or identity in their individual words. Most of

those words which exhibit a similarit}', can be
shewTi to have been either adopted at a late period,

or they simply fall under the category of onoma-
topoeic words (w-ords imitating the sound of the
object expressed, and therefore shewing in all cases

greater or smaller affinity to the original sound)
;

or, again, words in which the common type of

human language would involuntarily, and under all

circumstances, connect a special meaning with a

special sound, and would, therefore, be more or less

identical in all idioms. Of words introduced iuto

European languages by Shemitic (Phcenician) traders

may be instanced, kanua — cane, gamal = camel,

wioc = myrrh, teiVi = cassia, akelbn = aloe, nerd=
nard, carkon = crocus, sapplr = sapphire, sah = sack,

&c. Of onomatopoeic terms, /aA'oi'= (Sansc. lih)

to lick, charat (.Sansc. charldan) = to grate, scratch,

f/alal — to roll, parak = to break, &c. On the other

hand, words have crept into Shemitic from foreign

languages ; e. g., the Eg\i)tiau, ?or, ie/o, iaro, river,

Kile, is found as yeor in Hebrew, pardex (Heb.)

paradise, is Persian, kop (Sansc. kapi) is the Heb.
for ape, karpas (Sansc. karpdsa) = wool, cotton, &c.

As regards the age of the family of Shemitic
languages, it is matter of great doubt whether or not

they were developed earlier th.an any other, e.g.,

the Indo-Germanic. The monuments that have
survived are not sufficient for us to form a final

judgment as yet. It stands to reason, however,

that a development may have taken place simul-

taneously and independently in the idioms of

other nations. The notion long cherished (and still

upheld by a few isolated speculators) that Hebrew
%\-as the original language of all mankind up to the

episode of the tower of Babel, may here be passed

over without remark. See Philology.

We shall now endeavour to draw an outline of

the relation of the Shemitic languages among them-

selves, and to cast a rapid glance at their mdividual

characteristics and history, referring for fuller details

to the articles devoted to the special brandies indi-

cated. Although the Shemitic languages are clearly

sister dialects, their relationship is far from being so

close as, for instance, that of the different Greek

dialects. Thus Abraham, belonging by his descent

to a people of Shemitic tongue, and coming from

a country where Shemitic was the general langu.age,

at his arrival in his new place of abode, inhabited

by Sheniites, was considered, and considered him-

self a foreigner to a much greater extent than

it would have been the case had a Greek emi-

grated from one part of Greece into another. It

woidd be more fit perhaps to institute a comparison

between the different Shemitic dialects and the

Germanic languages among themselves : German,
Dutch, Danish, Swedish, Norwegian, &c. ; or the

Slavonic idioms : Lithuanian, Lettish, Russian,
Polish, Bohemian. But even these are not so f.ar

removed from each other as the Shemitic idioms.

What the hatter have in common are those gram-
matical and other characteristics indicated above,
and the root-words themselves, which nearly every-
where have the same original signification ; only
that in this respect the Arabic shews by far the
largest development of meanings out of the single

roots, and consequently an unparalleled wealth of

derivatives. Yet it must not bo forgotten that oxir

relics of ancient Hebrew are of a scanty nature,
and that the Ar.abic has remained a living language
until our day, and has, through Islam, spread
further than any ancient and perhaps even modern
language.

Regarding the much-vexed question as to which
of the Shemitic languages is the oldest, it must be
confessed that no positive result has yet been
attained. For although the oldest palp.able monu-
ments of Shemitic have surrived in Hebrew, while
our earliest documents in Aramaic d.ate from Cyrus,
and those in Arabic, even centuries after Christ
(Himyaritic, Ethiopic, 4th c. ; northern Arabic, 6th
c. .4. D.), yet we cannot now decide which of these

has preserved the tjqje of the original mother-tongue
most intact. It sometimes happens that vast inter-

nal movements, or a series of events in the history

of a people—wanderings, wars, and the like—change,
quicken, and develop its language even to decay,

before it has had time to beget a literature. Wheu
this time does arrive, we meet already with all the
traces of this decay in imperfections, corruptions, and
archaisms of form. Thus, the Hebrew of the Bible,

that is the most ancient form in which it has sur-

vived, offers more grammatical analogies (in incom-

plete structure, innexion, &c.) to the modern than
to the ancient Arabic, which lasted in its primitive

juirity and fulness of form as long as the simple

life of the dwellers in the desert was not broken by
those events which upheaved, from the time of

Mohammed, their whole existence, and brought
them in closest and most violent contact with other

nations of other tongues. Then that process of

decomposition, or phase of negUgence and corrup-

tion, set in, which residted in the looseness exhibited

by modern Arabic. It thus reached the downward
stage of the Hebrew of the Old Testament at ever

so much later a periocL Arabic classical literature

thus exhibits, com])ared with the Hebrew, and even
more with the Aramaic—which we meet in a worse
state of aged and crippled organism and stunted

form—about the same \igour, freshness, and fulness

of form and structure, which the Sanscrit exhibits

among the Indo-Germanic or the Gothic in the

narrower circle of the Gennanie dialects. With all

this, however, we cannot absolutely decide in favour

of the Ar.abic as the nearest approach to the original

type. The phase in which it enters into our his-

torical horizon may be as far if not further removed
from it even as the Ai'amaic. Its hasty individual

development may have quickened more radical

changes than even the decaj'ing or decayed other

branches present. So that, as we said, for tho pre-

sent at le;vst, the question of priority must remain
open. We sh.all, however, allot the first phace to

the second or Southern Shemitic (.\r.abic) class,

simply because of its copiousness of words and devel-

opment of forms. A faint trace of its pecuharity

of article (al) is supposed to be found in Gen. x. 26

'

(Almodad) ; but this seems fallacious enough, con-

sidering that the Hebrew ai-ticle must h.ave been
originally the same, and the word may simply
exhibit the ancient Hebrew form. In the golden
epoch of Hebrew literature, Arab ciUture does

indeed seem to have stood in high renown

—
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Solomon's wisdom is likened unto that of the
Arabs, Queen Sheba is an Ai'ab queen, and Job's

friends are Ara1)s. On its jieculiar history and
development, however, we cannot here dwell. (See

Akabi.vs Language and Literature.) Suffice it

to observe generally, that Arabic is not only the

richest of Shemitic, but one of the richest of all

languages, with its more than GOOD word-roots, and
about 00.000 words ; while the Hebrew has about
2000 of the former and 0000 of the latter. The ii
consonants of the Aramteaus, and the '23 of the
Helu-ews, have been augmented into '28 with the
Arabs. They further have tmee the number of

the Hebrew regidar conjugations, in which, ag.ain,

the latter exceed the Aramaic by one. The same
abundance is noticeable in the Arabic tenses, declen-
sions, &c. The general wealth of this language,
however, will be best appreciated by its possessing

some thousand different terms for a sword, and a
proportionate number of words for lion, serpent, and
the like ; while on the other hand, its adaptibility

and versatility is shewn by one word often possess-

ing a vast number of meanings. Anciently, it had
two principal branches : the Hiniyaritic, sjioken in

tlio south, which has perished almost completely (a

few partly mutilated inscriptions, recently brought
to the British Museum, have been published some
months ago, and their interpretation has been
attempted by Osiander and Levy in the Germ. Or.
Society's Transaction)!), and the Koreishite, which,
being the idiom of Mohammed's tribe, became the

paramount Ar.abic for all times. The Ethiopic (see

ETiiiori.\.) is by some investigators held to have
tlowed from the Himyaritic ; but from the 14th
c, the Aniharic dialect (also Shemitic, but with
little capacity for writing purposes) has superseded
the Ethiopic almost completely.

The North Shemitic or Aramaic, to which we
now turn, is the language of the whole district

between the Mediterranean and the Tigris, south of

the Taurus, north of Phoenicia, the Israelitish tem-
tory, and Arabia. Here we have again to distin-

guish between Syria Proper, Mesopotamia (between
Euphrates and Tigris), and Babylonia (south of

^Mesopotamia), whither the Israelites were carried

by Nebuchadnezzar. Yet, with respect to this latter

country, it can hardly be doubted th.at another
dialect besides the Aramaic was spoken in it. But
whether this was ' Medo-Persian,' (' like the As-
S3'rian'), or some other 'Turanic' idiom, largely

mixed with Shemitic ingredients, must remain
donlrtful until our knowledge of ' Turanian' and our
reading of cuneiforms shall have advanced somewhat
further. There is, however, but one voice among
comiictent investigators, that whatever strange
elements the Babylonian and Assyrian langn.ages

may contain, they have a fidl claim to be reckoned
among the Shemitic. The Aramaic in gener.al is,

as has been observed before, poorer than the Hebrew
in grammatical forms, vowels, &c., besides having a
pecidiar tendency to blunting its consonants, chang-
ing its soft .s into d, ts into t, sh into th, and the
like. It further does not express its article by a
prefi.x, but by an Alef, and it forms its p.assives, not
l)y a change of vowels, but by a special syllable

pi'efixed to the root. The first distinct trace of a
difference between Hebrew and Aramaic is found
in Gen. xx.xi. 47, where it is found necessary
to translate Laban's designation of the stone-
heap erected in memory of his peace with Jacob.
Although the ancient Babylonians had, in all pro-
bability, a rich and important literature

; yet
nothing of it has survived. The so-called Babylo-
nian fragments supposed to have come down in
Arabic translations are a mere fiction. All the
Aramaic literature which we now possess is derived

from the Jews, and of a very late date. The
E.abylonian exiles, both those who returned to
Palestine and those who stayed in the land of
their captivity, made Aramaic their habitual lan-
guage. It was the common tongue of Pales-
tine at the time of Christ, the Hebrew being then
chiefly the ' holy language '—i. e., the language of
temple and synagogue. Thus, the Shemitic words
used in the New Testament are one and all Aramaic
(Mammon ; Piaka ; Eli, Eli, &c. ; Talitha Kumi

;

Abba ; &c.), and the same may be said of the
.Shemitic terms found in Josephus. The oldest
remains in this idiom (variously called Hebraist!,
Arami, Sursi, Chaldee) are certain portions of the
Old Testament (Daniel, Ezra, &c.), the Targums
(q. v.), the Mishna (to a certain extent, at least), the
Talmuds, and the Midrashim. Idiomatic shades are
again observable in these different documents ; but
while, as a living language, it was spoken and pro-

nounced differently in the different districts of

Palestine and Babylon, yet the special subdivisions
into special provincial dialects which have been
attempted can hardly be said to be correct. From
the 2d c. A.D., Christian writers, chiefly in Meso-'
potamia, Edessa, Carrh;e, Nisibis, began to use
this langu.age in their writings, which are princi-

pally theological (Translation of the Bible) and dog-
matical, but which also treat of medicine, history,

philosophy, mathematics, &c. Yet their Aramaic
assumed a character so essentially different, that,

in some respects at least, it became an entirely

distinct dialect, viz., Syriac, which, at a later

period, assumed also—to make the breach com-
plete—an alphabet of its own (Estrangelo). Many
have been the attempts to account for this strange
difference (the very existence of which was, on
the other hand, almost totally denied at one
time), but with no satisfactory result. Certain
it is that the mere geogi'ajihical reasons (East and
West Aramaic, &c.) do not hold good, and are

arbitrary and fallacious. The Syraic, as a living

language, ceased to be spoken since the 10th c.,

and only a few Syrian Christians in Kurdistan and
Mesopotamia are sujjposed to use a kind of vulgar
Aramaic. Syriac literature ceased about three

centuries later. As the language of the church,
however, it is still in use with the Jakobite, Nes-
torian, and Maronite branches of the Syi'ian churcb.
Minor sister dialects of Aramaic are the Samaritan,
a corrupt Judteo-Aramaic mixed with Arabic words

;

the Zabian or Nazamsan (Mandaic), the language
of a theosophical sect (' disciples of John the Bap-
tist') standing between the Syriac and Chaldee,
and mixed with Persian, but bearing altogether the
stamp of anuncouth,ungi'ammatical, sadly-neglected
idiom; further, the Pahn3-rene (Palmyra), which,
with a written character closely akin to the square
Hebrew, offers but little variations from the Syriac

;

and finally, the j-Egyi)to-Aramaic, which is found on
a few monuments (.Stone of Carpentras, Papyri), and
probably belongs to Jews, who, .at a late period,

had immigrated into Eg}q)t, and had adopted the
Egyjitiau religion. Its words are principally

.Judteo-Aramaic, but with a large infusion of

foreign elements.

The third principal branch, the Middle Shemitic,

which comprises Hebrew and Phcenician (Punic)

—

and all the questions connected with these—have
been discussed at some length imder Jews and
PiiCENiciA ; to which we refer. See also the special

articles Ar.a.bic', Chaldee, Aramaic, &c.

SHEMITIC NATIONS or SHEMITES. The
different nations generally comprised under this

name, viz., the Assyrians, the ChakU-eans or Babj'-

lonians, the Syrians, Phccnioians, Hebrews, Arabs,

and Ethiopians, are all treated specially in the
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course of this work ; it only remains here to

add a few observations on the characteristics

ascribed to them all in common, and on the infJu-

erice they liare exercised \ipon the history and
development of humanity. As regards the lan-

gnage, the poverty of the inflections, the well-

nigh absolute impossibility of expressing abstract
ideas, the general absence of compound verbs and
substantives, and the primitive state of the syntax
in the Shemitic, as contrasted with the wealth and
vigour of the Aryan, have been noticed in the
pre\-ious article. From this arises, as an almost
natural consequence, the general inferiority of

Shemitic literature—to what we emphatically call
' classical literature.' Certain most important forms
of Indo-Germanic poetry, for instance, are com-
pletely wanting in the Shemitic, such as the epopee
and the drama ; although, on the other hand, the
pecidiar ancient form of Arabic poetry—the Kasida
—and the grand bursts of pathos found in the

religious books of the Hebrews, are vainly sought
in Indo-European literature. Again, a pxiniitive

state of Law seems to have developed among the
Aryan nations, the chief characteristic of which
was a recognition, albeit a dim enough one, of

indi\'idual rights, in as far as they did not war
against the complex unity of the ' State.' With
the Shemites, iu the absence of that talent for

organisation and conciliation which is so essential

a mark of the Indo-Europeans, we find either a
patriarchal, an anarchical or a despotical kind of

government. Science and philosophy, in the larger

sense of the word, are the almost exclusive pro-

perty of the Aryans. The inferiority of the Shemites
in these respects, however, is amply counterbalanced
by the subUme place they take as the ethical

teachers of all humanity. How the hard and
narrow egotism which, not quite unjustly, is

ascribed to them, ever came to bear and ripen

those grand moral maxims with which we meet
iu the earliest Jewish records, and which, wrought
up to their purest idealism, form the shining glory
of the New Testament, is a problem of which some
seek the solution in a peculiar intensity of character

inherent in the Shemitic races ; while others
accoimt for it by direct ' Inspiration.' The same
may be said of that Monotheism which belonged, in

the first instance, to the Hebrews out of all the
nations of the earth. It is a grave mistake, however,
to describe, as Eenan does, the Shemites indiscrimi-

nately as monotheists. B.abylon and Assyria, and
Syria or Pha-nicia, and the ante-islamic Arabs, were
neither more nor less polytheistic than the early or

present inhabitants of India. And, we may well add,

not before the retirru from the Babylonian exile are

the Jews themselves, as a body, to be considered as

real monotheists. But ever since, both they, and,

from the time of Mohammed, the Arabs, have been
the representatives of a more austere and exclusive

dogma of the unity of the godhead, than a great

part of the civilised world has found good to accept

up to tills day. Both Christianity and Islam, the

most powerful rehgious agents, the one for nearly

two thousand years, the other for about twelve
hundred, aro in their origin Shemitic, and their

influence need not here be enlarged ujion. For
what we owe to the Shemites in the field of industry

and inventions, and the civilisation these carried

with tliem wherever they were imported, we need
only refer to Piicenici.v. Nor ought we to forget

that the very Alphabet itself is of Shemitic origin.

SHEMITIC PLURAL. The Shemitic languages,

particularly the Hebrew, often use the plural where
other languages only make use of the singiUar.

This is particularly the case iu terms of space and
time—their vastuess being conceived, so to say, as
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a multiplicity. Thus, certain regions, like Heaven
—which, through the influence of the Bible lan-

guage, is also with us sometimes used pluralltcr—
the expanse of water ; further, the place at a
person's head or feet, or even certain limbs of the
body (conceived as space), like neck, face, &c. ; or,

again, periods of times, like youth, age, life, and
special laslimj qualities or states, like barrenness
blindness, mercifulness, and the like, are put in
jilural numlier, where we have the singular only.

It is further applied to might and strength, as
consisting originally of a multiplicity of elements of

])ower. This is particularly shewu in the word
Elohui (q. v.), = a Unity of many ' Mights'—i. e.,

the Supreme Being. The false conclusions as to the
plurality of the Divine Persons being proved by this
word are best refuted by the occurrence of the
plural in the word Master (Aden), Lord (Baal),

when these stand unmistakably for a single human
individual, and are meant to express merely his

proprietorship of some object or other.

SHENANDO'AH, a river of Virginia, U.S., the
largest tributary to the Potomac, drains the beau-
tiful and fertile valley between the Blue Ridge and
the principal range of the AUeghanies. It rises

in two branches near the centre of the state, and
runs north-east to the Potomac, 170 mdes, being
na\'igable for smaU boats 100 mdes. In the war of

1861—1865, this valley was the scene of numerous
conflicts, was successively occupied by the opposing
armies, and finally laid waste by General Sheridan
in the autuuui of 1S64.

SHE'NDY, a town of Africa, in Lower Nubia, on
the right bank of the Nile, 100 miles in direct line

below Khartoum. At its markets, two of which
take iilace every week, a large variety of articles,

as wheat, straw, salt, and cotton goods, are sold.

Near the town, which gives name to a large district,

the finest senna is obtained. Pop. about 10,000.

SHENSTONE, William, the son of Thomas
Shenstone of the Leasowes, Hales Owen, Shropshire,

and his wife Anne Penn, was born there in the year

1714. In 1732, he was sent to Pembroke College,

Oxford. Whilst there, he devoted himself much to

the study of English poetry, and in 1737 he pub-

hshed without his name a small volume of miscel-

laneous verse. Subsequently, for some years, he
lived iu a somewhat vagrant way, 3'et "without

ceasing to cultivate his talent. In 1741, ajipeared

his Judgment of Hercules; and next year, Tlie

Sehoolmistre:s.i, the work by which chiefly he con-

tinues to be remembered. In 1745, his parents

being dead, he established himself on his property

of the Leasowes, where he thenceforth continued

to reside. He busied himself with landscape gar-

dening, and such was his success in beautifying his

Uttle estate, that it attracted visitors from all

quarters, and brought him more fame than his

poetry. He was thus, however, led into serious

pecuniary embarrassments, from which, on February

11, 1703, a putrid fever relieved him.

The Sc/toolmistress, which has secured for its

author a permanent if humble place among Enghsh
jiocts, is written in the stanza and antique manner
of Spenser's Faeri/ Queen ; and in the contnast

between the statelincss of the vehicle, and the

familiar and homely quality of the subject, with the
graphic truth of its treatment, there is a singular

source of charm. The other works of S. are for

the most part quite insignificant ; but his Pastoral

Ballad has touches of exquisite tenderness and
truth of sentiment expressed in a simple and appro-

priate melody.

SHEOL (LXX. Hades, Tlianafos, Vixlg. Infcri),

a Hebrew term of very frequent occurrence (65
673
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times) in the Old Testament, and rendered by

the Authorised Version: grave, hell, or pit. Its

derivation is doubtful : while some connect it with

a root, denoting to seek, others derive it from a

root, 'to dig out,' 'to hollow' (compare Germ.

UiiUe). The use of the word in the original would

seem to prove a great fluctuation of the dogma

respecting the world to come, during the various

periods represented in the special parts of the Bible.

Sometimes it does stand unmistakably for 'tomb,'

although our notions of au artificially prepared

grave do not originally belong to it ; at other times,

it is the abode of disembodied spirits, whether

good or evil. It is the place where the dead go to

be united -n-ith their 'people,' their 'ancestors,'

friends, and aU the departed. It was placed m the

centre of the earth, or below the ocean, and was a

dismal, dark place, like the Orcus, or Tartarus. It

has gates and bars, it has chambers, valleys, and

rivers, and its inhabitants—the shadows—[Rephaim

= feeble ones), who ordinarily enjoy deep repose in

this ' reign of silence,' are troubled by being called

up to the surface, or tremble at the arrival of some

great tyrant. As the receptacle of all things, it

contains the shadows even of trees and kingdoms.

It is described as aU-devouring, remorseless, and

insatiable. There can be no doubt of the existence

of an idea—however vague—if not of immortality,

in the modern sense, yet of some state after life

amonir the Hebrews, even in the earUest times.

For tiie Gehenna (Ge-Hinom) of the New Testament

—the contemporaneous Sheol—see Hell.

SHEPHERD'S DOG, or SHEEP-DOG, the most

usefid and valuable of all kinds of dog, and umver-

sally employed by shepherds thi-oughoiit Em-ope.

and in the countries colonised from Europe, and

also in some parts of Asia, to assist them in the

tending of their flocks. Without it, the shepherd

would be utterly incapable of taking care of the

great number of sheep often under his charge ;
and

the expense of keeping the requisite number of

ehepherds woidd far more than take away the

profits of sheep-farming. That the dog was em-

ployed in the tending of sheep in very ancient

times we learn from the allusion to the dogs of the

flock in Job XXX. 1. Bufi'on imagined the shepherd's

dog to be the original of aU the domesticated dogs
;

but was unable to assign any good reason for such

an opinion. The shepherd's dog exhibits nearly the

same characters in aU parts of Europe, although

there are shght diversities in difi'ereut countries, as

between that of England and that of Scotland, there

known as the Collie. It is of middling size-

differences of size, however, being amongst the

characteristics of different races ; of rather slender

form, -irith a pretty sharp muzzle ;
the ears erect,

or, in some races, drooping at the tip ; the hair

soft, long, shaggy, and somewhat waved; the tail

slifiitly pendulous, more or less recurved, and very

bushy ; the feet well protected by hair, so as to be

adapted for rough ground. The eye is very bright

and inteUigent, although the ordinary demeanour

of the animal is remarkably calm and quiet. No

kind of dog is more inteUigeut, and perhaps none

so docile. Its ready comprehension of the meaning

of its master, its prompt obedience to his word or

gesture, its evident knowledge of what is requisite

to be done, and the services which it performs, can

never be observed without admiration. A shop-

herd's dog exhibits the utmost care to preveut

sheep from straying off the road along which they

are being driven, and sets itself, often of its own

accord, to watch any gate or gap in the fence, or

goes immediately to bring back stragglers. It is

equally usefid on the bleak moor or wild mountain,

readily going for sheep, and bringing them from a
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distance. The sheep become perfectly acquainted

n-ith it, and evidently regard it as a friend, and

not as an enemy, although the appearance of

any other dog woidd alarm them at once. It

knows the sheep of the flock it is required to

attend, and even in a crowded m.arket adroitly

separates them from others with wliieh they have

become mingled. Its remembrance of places

is obviously very accurate ; and a dog which

Shepherd's Dog, or CoUie.

has found great difficulty in conducting sheep

through crowded thoroughfares, does the same

work much better on subsequent occasions. The

intelligence of the shepherd's dog has sometimes

been proved in a very remarkable way by dishonest

masters employing them to steal sheep ; the master

merely indicating'by some sign the sheep which he

wished to add to his own flock, and leaving the

dog to do it in his absence. For stealing sheep in

thi^ way, a farmer in the south of Scotland was

hanged about the end of last century. More fre-

quent instances are on record of the shepherd's dog

conducting a flock of sheep safely home for many

miles, imaccompanied by the shepherd. The shep-

herd's dog is aft'ectionate, and becomes strongly

attached to its master, but is generally shy to

strangers. It is generally treated with great gentle-

ness by the shepherd; no severity is used in its

training, nor could be used with advantage. It is

very muscular and active, and capable, iierhaps

beyond any other kind of dog, of continiung its

exertions during a long time.

The shepherd's dog is often crossed with other

kinds of dog, and particularly vrith the pointer aud

setter. Dogs are thus obtained, wliich, whilst cap-

able of aU'the services required by the shepherd,

are equally capable of being employed in the pur-

suit of game, and are most successful m night-

poaching.

The Vrover's Dog is very often a cross between

the shepherd's dog and the mastiff, the foxhound,

the pointer, or the grayhound. It thsplays m.-iny

of the best qualities of the shepherd's dog, and if

too frequently very different from it m its cruel

treatment of sheep, the fault is originally that of

the brutal master.

SHEPHERD'S PURSE {Capmlla—iormcrW

Thlasin—Bursa Paslorh), an annual plant of the

natural order Crucifcra:, a most abundant weed in

gardens and cornfields in Britaiu, and remarkable as

one of the few plants that are found over almost the

whole world, adapting themselves to almost all sods

and climates. It is a very variable plant, from 3

inches to '2 feet in height, with root-leaves more or

less pinnatifid, all theleaves more or less toothed,

and rough with hairs. The root-leaves spread closely

alone the cTound. The flowers are white and dimi-

nutive. The pouch, from which the EngUsh name
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seems to be derived, is laterally compressed, and
somewhat heart-shaped. This is a troublesome weed
where it abounds, but beiai,' au anuual, it is extir-

pated by contiuual and carcfid cidtivatiou.

SHE'PPEY, Isle of, a portion of the county of

Keut, insulated from the mainland by the Swale, an
arm of the estuary of the Medway, is nine miles
long, and four miles broad. In early times, its

dimensions were much greater, but the sea has
encroached upon, and is gradually eating away, the
northern shore, which is lined liy cliffs of London
clay, from GO to SU feet in height. The chui'ch of

Minster, formerly in the midtlle of the island, is

now on the north coast. Great numbers of interest-

ing fossils are found embedded iu the Loudon clay,

of which the whole island is composed. In the
north of the island, corn is gro^m, but the south
districts, which are low, are laid out in grass.

Almost the whole of the inhabitants are massed iu

the seaport of Sheerness (q. v.).

SHE'PTON" MA'LLET, a market-town of Somer-
setshii'e, live miles east-south-east of Wells. It is

a town of considerable antiquity, and is mentioned
in Domesday Booh as Sepeton. Its grammar-school,
free to twelve boys, was founded in 1027. Worsted
stockings, crape, serge, and velvets are manufac-
tured. It contains several large breweries. Pop.
(1S61) 4S6S.

SHE'RBET, an oriental beverage, much used in

Mohammedan countries, where stimulating drinks are

forbidden. It consists of the juices of various fruits

diluted with water, and sweetened exactly in the
way iu which lemonade is made in Europe.

SHE'RBORNE, a market-to^vn of Dorsetshu-e,

on the river Yeo, 18 miles north-north-west of

Dorchester. The King's School, founded in 1550,
has an endowment of nearly £1000 a year, and
several exhibitions of £40, tenable for four years
at either of the gi-eat EngUsh imiversities. There
are several sUk-throwing mUls. Pop. (ISGl) 5793.

S. was the Saxou Scirebiu-n (scir burna, clear

brook). It was erected into a bishopric in 705, and
remained the seat of a bishop tUl 1075 or 1076,
when the see was removed to Old Sarum. It was a
prosperous place, and the seat of considerable cloth-

manufactures iu the time of Lelaud aud Camden.

SHERIDAN, PacHARD Bp.insley, was the son of

Thomas Sheridan, a lecturer on oratory and elocu-

tion, in his day of some notoriety. He was born at
iJublin in September 1751, in due course was sent to

school there, aud afterwards removed to Harrow.
He gave no promise as a boy of the brilliancy he
afterwards displayed as a man, being pronounced a
hopeless dimce by all his teachers. He does not
seem to have been brought up to any regular
employment ; and after his elopement and marriage
in 1773 with a Jliss Linley, a public singer of great
beauty and accomplishment, his prospects did not
seem bright, more especially as he insisted, on a
poiut of pride, that his wife should give up her
j»rofession. As the readiest resomx'c he betook
himself to literature. The lighter cb-ama was
the sphere which attracted him, and in January
1775, his first comedy. The Rivals, was pro-

duced. Damned on its first appearance, thi'ough

certain deficiencies iu the acting, this piece on its

rejietition found gradually the favour with the

pubbc which its wit and vivacity deserved, aud
made the reputation of the writer. In the course

of the year following, S. followed up his success liy

a farce of no very great merit, entitled St Patrick's

Day, or the Scheming Lieutenant, and a second
comedy, The Duenna, amid the sparkling dialogue

of which are interspersed some songs of exquisite

merit. He now became in some unexplained manner

—for though his pieces were most successful, they
coidd scarcely have brought him the necessary
funds—part proprietor of the Drury Lane Theatre

;

and in 1777, his School fur Scandal was produced
there. This, which is by much his greatest eSort,
instautly leaped into the popularity it has ever since
continued to retain. His other works for the stage
were the inimitably clever farce, The Critic (1779),
anjl, after a long interval. The Stranger and Pizarro
(179S), both adapted fi-om the German of ICotzebue.
During this interval, he was deejily engaged in
politics. S.'s wit and sprightliness coruscated in
society as brightly as they did in his comedies;
he was au admirable table-companion—over a
bottle, the best of then Uving good-feUows. With
Fox and his wild set, these gifts made him a
prime favourite ; and through the influence of Fox
it was that in 17S0 he was returned to parlia-
ment for the borough of Stafford. In liis pohtics,
he faithfidly followed Fox, and the Whig party
from time to time had good service from their
brilliant recruit. He never failed to amuse the
House, and when stirred by the triunpet-caU of
a great occasion, he was capable of rising to heights
of noble eloquence. In particiUar, his famous speech,
urging the impeachment of Warren Hastings (q. v.),

is still traditionally remembered as perhaps the
very grandest triumph of oratory in a time i^rolific

of such triumphs.
In 1792, S. lost his wife; and three years after, he

was married again to a Miss Ogle, who brought
him five thousand pounds, to S. no doubt welcome,
though trifiing as a reUef to the difficidties in which
he had become involved, and which more and more
continued to accumulate upon him. jYlways the
most reckless and improvident of mortals, he did
not improve with time. His later years were years
of wretched struggle, of which debt, duns, and
dissipation may furnish a convenient aUiterative
summary. His health failed him mth his fortimes

;

and his friends, not finding him in his sickness and
adversity quite so amusing as formerly, naturally
failed him also—notably and shamefiUly, the Prince
Regent, whose dull brains over the wine-cup he had
many a time been made use of to brighten. Some
honourable excej)tions there were, among whom tho
poets Rogers aud Moore may be mentioned as

steadily kind to hhn to the last. He died iu London
on the 7th July 1816, in his sixty-fifth year-.

For the detail of his life, the biography by his

friend Moore may be consulted ; and a just and
deUcate appreciation of his genius will bo found
iu Hazhtt's Lectures on the Comic Writers.

SHERI'P (Arab, noble), designates, among
Moslems, a descendant of Mohammed, through hia

daughter Fatima and Ali. The title is inherited both
from the paternal and maternal side ; and thus the

number of members of this aristocracy is very large

among the Moslems. The men have the privilege of

wearing greeu tiu-ljans, the women green veUs, and
they mostly avail themselves of this outward
badge of nobUity—the prophet's colour—while th.at

of the other Moslems' turbans is white. Many of

these sherifs foimdcd djniasties in Africa ; and the
line whicli, now-a-days, rules in Fez and Morocco,
stdl boasts of that proud designation.

SHE'RIFF (A.-S. scir-gen'fa, the reeve or fiscal-

officer of a shire ; compare Gcr. graf), in English

Law, is au officer whoso duties are chiefly minis-

terial (for he has only a few trifling judicial

duties). The office is of gi'eat antiquity. The
sheriff' was formerly choscu by the iuhabitants,

though i>robably requiring coutirmation by tho

crown. Uut popular elections for that jiurpose

were put au end to by a statute of 9 Ed. II.,

C73
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whioh enacted that in future the sherifFa should

be assigned by the chancellor, treasurer, and judges.

Ever since that statute, the custom has been, and
now is, for all the judges of the common law courts,

with the Lord Chancellor, and Chancellor of the

Exchequer, to meet in the Court of Exchequer at

Westminster on the morrow of All Soxds, and then
and there propose three persons for each county to

the crown. This is called the pricking of the sheriffs,

and the crown afterwards selects one of the three

nominated, and appoints him to the ofHce. A sheriff

continues in otSce for one year only, and cannot be
compelled to serve a second time. The office is not
only gratuitous, but compulsory, for if the person
ap;)ointed refuses, he is liable to indictment. In
practice, country gentlemen of wealth are appointed.

In the city of London, the sheriffs are appointed not
by the crown, but by the citizens. The sheriff' has

important official duties iu elections of members
of parliament. He is, by his office, the first man in

the county, and superior to any nobleman while he
holds office. He has the duty of summoning the

posse comitatus—i. e., all the peojile of the county—to

assist him in the keeping of the Queen's peace ; and
if any person above the age of fifteen, and under the

degree of a peer, refuse to attend the sheriff after

due warning, he incurs a fine or imprisonment. The
chief legal duty which the sheriff' discharges is

that of executing, i. c., carr^ang out all the judgments
and orders of the courts of law. It is lie who seizes

the goods of debtors or their persons, and puts them
in prison. For this purpose, he has a number of

persons called bound-bailiffs (or, in popular dialect,

bimibailiffs), who in practice do this invidious

work, and give a bond to the sheriff to protect him
against any mistake or irregularity on their part.

The necessity of this bond is obvious, for the

doctrine of law is, that the sheriff is personally

responsible for every mistake or excess made or

committed by the baiUffs in executing the writs or

process of the court, and frequent actions are brought
against him by indignant prisoners, or debtor.s

whose persons or goods have been arrested ; and the

courts watch jealously the least infringement of

personal rights caused by these bailiffs. Every
sheriff has also an imder-sheriff and deputy-sheriff,

the latter being generally an attorney, who takes

charge of the legal business. One of the orna-

mental duties of the high-sheriff is to receive

and escort the judges when holding the assizes in

the provinces.

SHERIFF, iu Scotland, is a title given to three

county officials. The lord lieutenant is 'sherift'-

principal,' and as such, though he performs no
duties, takes precedence of all others in the county.

The ' sheriff-depute ' discharged all the duties of tlie

office until quite recently, when the greater part of

them has been practically devolved on the ' sheriff-

substitute.' In Scotland, the office of sheriff' is still

that of a local judge, and not merely ministerial,

as in England. The iiistitutiou of the office is

very ancient, and the j lu'isdiction, both civil and
cruninal, was, and still is, very extensive. By the
st.itute 20 George II. c. 43, the office was put on a
better footiug. The principal, or high sheriff", was
debarred from performing any judicial duty, and it

"was enacted that none should be appointed to be a

sheriff'-depute but an advocate of at least three years'

standing. The sheriff-depute is disqualified from act-

ing as advocate iu any cause originating iu his county,

though in other respects he is at fidl liberty to

practise. He holds his office for life or good
behaviour, and he may be removed for misconduct
on a complaint presented to the Court of Session
by the Lord Advocate, or four freeholders of the
coimty. The same statute gave each sheriff-depute

power to appoint a sheriff-substitute, who must
be an advocate, or a solicitor, of three years'

standing. The sheriff'-substitute was at first ap-
])ointed during the pleasure of the sheriff-deput

',

Ijut he now holds office ad vilam aiit culpam, and
being Ijound to reside within his county or district,

and prohibited from taking other employment,
while the sheriff-depute is now bound to attend the
sittings of the Court of Session in EtUnburgh, he, in

practice, exercises the original jurisdiction attaching
to the office. The civil jurisdictiou of the sheriff'

extends to all personal actions ou contract or obliga-

tions without limit, actions for rent, forthcomings,

poindings of the ground, and possessory actions;

and iu these cases there is an appeal froni the
decision of the sheriff-substitute to that of the
sherift'-depute. He has also a summary jurisdiction

in small-debt cases where the amount iu question
is not above £12 ; and these cases are deter-

mined without the usual pleaJiugs. The sheriff

does not try civil causes with a jury. In criminal
cases, the sheriff has jurisdiction iii all the minor
offences which do not infer death or banishment.
He has also jiu'isdiction in cases of bankruptcy
and insolvency to any amount. In snuiU-debt
actions, criminal and bankruptcy matters, there
is no appeal from the sheriff-substitute to the
sheriff-depute. The sheriff is responsible for main-
taining the public peace, and when he is present his

jurisdiction escludes that of the justices of the
peace in riots and breaches of the peace. He has
charge also of taking the precognitions in criminal
cases. He re\'ises the lists of electors, and returns
the writs for the election of members of parliament

;

and this last is almost the only duty which he per-

forms iu common with the English slieriff. An idea

of the multifarious duties performed by the Scotch
sheriff, may be gathered from the statement that he
exercises, within a comparatively small district, the
functions which in England are exercised by the
commissioners in bankruptcy, couuty-coiirt judges,

the stipendiary magistrates, recorders, revising

barristers, and coroners. He has also duties as

Commissary (q. v.).

The ofiice of sheriff is one of the few which may
be traced back to the Saxon times, and it appears
originaUy to have been the same both in England
and Scotland. The sheriff' was at first elected by
the freeholders to be the chief man of the shire,

and seems to have possessed luilimited jurisdiction

to keep the peace ; to have presided iu all the
courts ; to have punished all crimes, and have
redressed all civil wrongs. This extensive juris-

diction has been gr.adiially infringed upon, partly
by the exercise of the royal prerogative, and partly
by parliament. But in England it suffered more
from the appointment to the office of men imfit to
exercise judicial powers, and from the consequent
usurpation of their functions by the supreme courts.

The same causes operated in Scotland, though to a
less extent. In England they resulted in the almost
entire aboUtiou of the judicial functions of the
sheriff". In Scotland, they resulted iu his being
deprived of the more important parts of the criminal

j urisdiction, particularly of the power to punish by
death ; and in his civU jurisdiction being limited
maiuly to questions affecting movables. In both
countries, feudal principles prevailed so much over
the old Saxon, that the office frequently came to be
hereditary, which tended to a separation of the
duties of the office into the honorary and the
laborious—the former being performed by the prin-
cipal sheriff, and the latter by the deputy. In
Scotland, this separation was completed by the act
of Geo. II., which entirely separated the offices, by
the transference of the power of appointing tho
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depute from the priucipal sheriff to the crown. In
Ea^glaud, this complete separation has never become
necessary, from the fact of the sheriff's power
having been much more crippled than in Scotland.

Indeed, in England, so purely honorary and minis-

terial has the office become, that it has been held
by a female, and in AVestmorelaud, the office was
hereditary down to 1849. The duty of enforcing

the orders of the supreme courts, which now in

England are a principal part of the duties of the

sheriff, appears to have been engrafted oa the office

—probably on the theory that these orders were
those of the king himself. In Scotland, the sheriff

bas never been called ou to enforce any "WTits except
those actually and not merely in name proceeding

at the instance of the crown.

SHEKIFF-CLERK, in Scotland, is the registi-ar

of the sheriff's court, and as such has charge of the
records of the court. He registers, and, when required

by the proper party, issues the sheriffs judgments.
He also conducts what correspondence may be
required. He has important duties to perform in

regulating the summary execution which is issued

in Scotland against the deljtoi-s in bills of exchange,
promissory notes, and bonds, without the necessity

of any judicial suit.

SHERIFF- JITJIR, a name given to several moora
in Scotland on account of the ' wapinschaws ' which
used to be there held, under tlie sujieriutendeuce of

the sheriff. The only moor of this name which
apjiears prominently iu Scottish history is situated

in Perthshire, on the northern slope of the OchUs,
two miles north-east of Dunblane, and was the site

of the great battle between the adherents of the
Houses of Stewart and Hanover, l.'Jth November 1715.

The former, who consi.sted of the northern clans

under the Earl of Seaforth, and the western clans

imder General Gordon, numbering about 9000 in all,

were on their march southwards, under the leader-

ship of the Earl of JIar, to join the Jacobites who
had risen in the north-west of England, when they
were met by the Duke of Argjde at the head of

3500 disciplined troops. After Ipng under arms all

night, the Macdonalds, wlio formed the centre and
right of the Highland army, attacked the left of

their opponents, and routed it so completely that
the fugitives fled with all speed to Stirliug, carrying
the news that Argyle had been totally defeated.

Argyle, however, with his dragoons had meantime
driven the left of the Highlanders back for two
miles, when the right and centre returned from the

pursuit, and took him in rear ; he then skdfuUy
withdrew his men to a jilace of shelter, and remained
facing his opponents till the evening, when he retired

to Dunblane, and next day to Stirling. About 500
were slain ou each side. As a mere battle, the

victory lay with the Highlanders ; but it was so little

decisive, that it paralysed the action of the Jacobites

almost as effectually as a defeat would have done.

SHERLOCK, Thomas, D.D., an English prelate,

was the son of Dr William Sherlock, Dean of St

Paul's, and was born in London in 1G7S. He
was educated at Eton and Catharine Hall, Cam-
bridge, where he took the degree of M. A. in 1701.

In 1704, he obtained the Mastership of the Temple
;

in 1714, he became vice-chancellor of his college,

taking the degree of D.D. in the same year; and in

1716, Dean of Chichester. Eleven years later, he was
raised to the see of Bangor, was transferred to that

of Salisbury in 1734, ami in 174S to that of London.

He died in 1701. S. was a strenuous Tory, and
sujiported the Church-anil-.State politics of his day
with a sort of dull dignity. He displayed a good

deal of diplomatic skill in his different official

positions, whence Bentley nicknamed him ' Cardinal

Alberoni ;' his eloquence and learning were likewise

of a very superior order, as may still be ascertained
from his 4 vols, of Sermons (1755— 1776), which
were highly praised in their day. Besides these

sermons, he wrote a variety of controversial trea-

tises and pamphlets, all of which are now wholly
forgotten.

SHERMAN, William Tecumseh, an American
general, born in Ohio in 1818, was educated for tho
army at the military academy of West Point, and
received a commission as 1st lieutenant in 1841.

During the war with Mexico, he served in California,

and was px'omoted to the rank of captain. In 1860,
at the secession of the Southern States, he was resid-

ing at New Orleans iu a civil capacity, but went
north, and at the commencement of the war
offered his services to the Federal government, was
appointed colonel of infantry, and was in the battle

of Bull Hun. Raised to the rank of brigadier-

general, he succeeded General Anderson iu the
department of Ohio, from which he was removed
for declaring that it would require 200,000 men to

hold Kentuckj'. He distinguished himself at the
battle of ShUoh, and as major-general iu the siege

of Vicksburg. Raised to an independent command,
he marched across the state of Mississippi, and
after the defeat of General Rosencranz, took com-
mand of the anny in Georgia, forced General Hood
to evacuate Atlanta, and then marched across the
entire state, captm-ing Savannah and Charleston;
from which point he moved north, capturing the

most important Confederate positions, and by cut-

ting off the resources of General Lee, compelled
the evacuation of Richmond, aud the surrender of

General Lee to General Grant, April 9, 1865. The
surrender of the army of General .Johnstone to

General S. in North Carolina a few days later, and
that of General Kirby Smith, west of the Missis-

sippi, closed the war. Ko northern general, not

even Grant himself, has acquired greater fame or

pojiularity than Sherman. He divides with Lee
and Stonewall Jackson the admiration of impartial

foreigners. The supreme abilities of Grant have
perhaps as yet not received a sufficiently gener-

ous recognition abroad; but S. has had ami)le justice

done to the daring originality of design, the fertility

of resource, brilliant strategy, and untiring energy,

that made Grant pronounce him 'the best field-

otiicer the war had produced.'

SHERRY. See WiXD.

SHE'RWOOD FOREST, a stretcli of hilly

country in the west of Nottinghamshire, lying

between Nottingham and Worksop, aiul extemling

about 25 miles from north to south, and 6 to S miles

from east to west. It was formerly a royal forest,

and the traditional scene of many of the exploits of

the famous Robin Hood and his followers; but it

is now almost wholly disafforested, and is occujiicd

by gentlemen's seats and fine parks. The town of

Mansfield and a number of villages are situated

within the ancient boxmds. Numerous remains of

the old forest are still to be seen. The soil, which
is princi]ially a species of quartzose gravel, is in

some places fertile, iu others almost barren, and on
the whole but of moderate quality.

SHE'TLAND, ZETLAND, or anciently HIALT-
L.\ND, is a group of about 100 islands, 23 of which
are inhabited. The extreme north point—Hcrma-
ness in Unst—is in lat. 60" 50' N., aud long. 0° 53'

W. The southmost point of the group is on the

Mainland, and is in lat. 59° 51 N., and long. 1° 1."/ W.
Fair Isle, however, is still further south, lying aliout

midway between Orkney and S., to the last of

which it belongs. The population of S. in 1S61 was

31,070, females exceeding males by 5564. There
67?
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were in S. at tlie same date 6327 families, 1555
cliiltlreu at scliool, and no les3 than 5517 inhabited

houses. In 1801, the pop. was 22,.379, shewing
an increase of 9209 during the last half century.

Illegitimate bii^ths are rare. Lerwick may be
.said to bo the only town in S.—Scalloway being
the place next it in size and importance. As the
centre of trade for S., Lerwick is in all respects

well situated. It is the seat of the custom-house,
courts of law, and other pubhc offices, and has
about 70 shops. It has a fine natural liai-bour,

where the weekly steamer from Granton lies at

anchor for a couple of days. Passengers, the

mails, and a largo portion of the exports and
imports, arrive and leave by this steamer. The pop.

of Lerwick is 3580, having more than doubled
itself diuing the last 50 years. Fort Charlotte,

now used as a prison, coiu't-house, &c., is situ-

ated at the north end of the town—to the pretty

and pictm-esqiie appearance of which it greatly

contributes. Lerwick has no hotel, and only two
licensed public-houses ; there are, however, several

lodging-houses. The chief ai-ticles of import
are oatmeal, flour, tea, tobacco, spirits, sugar,

cotton and woollen manufactured goods, timber,

tar, salt, &c. The value of the meal and flour

imported varies with the state of the S. harvest, but
ia believed to range from £15,000 to £20,000
annually—the grain raised -in the country being
always far short of the requirements of the popula-

tion. Tea is largely consimied by all classes. No
wood grows in the coimtry, and the supplies of

timber are di'awn chiefly from Norway. This is

almost the only foreign product which comes dii-ect.

Other articles liable to duty pass thi'ough the
custom-houses at Leith and Aberdeen. In 1863,

the nimiber of vessels with cargoes arriving from
ports in Great Britain was 149, having a register

tonnage of 21,500, and from foreign ports 8, nith
a tonnage of 600. The principal articles of export
are di'ied salt-fish, herrings, fish-oil, cattle, horses,

eggs, and woollen articles knitted by hand. The
last are remarkable for their beauty and fineness of

workmanship. The steamer has taken away as

many as 54,000 eggs at one time, and in 1862 it

carried away 2093 cattle and 589 horses. About
3000 tons of dried salted fish are sent away
annually, about one-half of them to Spain. The
export of heiTings varies from 4000 to 10,000

barrels. Chromate of ii'ou is found m Unst, and
has long been and stiU is an important article of

exportation. Iron pyrites was at one time exported
from Fitful, when the price of sulphur was high

;

and copper ores have been quarried and sent south

from Sandlodge. The total exports exceed in value

£100,000 annually. (1871—pop. 31,608.)

Fishing is the chief employment of the male
population, but each fisherman has usually a small

farm, paj-ing a yearly rent of £4 to £5—the labour

on which is mostly performed by the female portion

of his famdy. Spade-cidtivation is almost universal

among the small tenants, but the oue-stdted plough

may stiU be seen at worli. Nearly every house has

a quern or hand-mill, and every township has one or

more of the old Norse water-mdls. The spinning-

wheel is common, but in some p.arts has not quite

supplanted the spindle. Carts are very rare, and
in many districts rmknown. The sheep and ponies,

Avliich nm at large on the Scaltald or Common, are

marked, and the mark of each tenant is registered.

Men and women still wear the rwlin, a kind of

e.andal, made of untanned leather. In some places,

the land is stiU held runrig, and the tenants of

a few islands on the west .stiU hold their stock as

steel-bow. Till a very late period, the Norse poor-

law was in fuU operation—the poor being quartered
678

on certain districts, going from house to house, and
staj'ing a longer or shorter period in each, according

to the size of the occupant's farm. Many peodiar
words, of Norse origin, are still found in the dialect

of the Shetlander, whose English is soft and pleasant.

Many of the people still eat their flsh wind-dried
and slightly tainted. The young men who do not
devote themselves to the fishing at home, go to

Davis' Strait and Greenland in whalers from Peter-

head and Hull, or are employed as sailors from some
of the large shipping-ports of tlie kingdom. They
are much liked as seamen, being naturally intelli-

gent, sober, and sedate. S. is joined with Orkney
as a county, and has a constituency of about

180. The superficial extent of land is estimated

at 400,000 acres, of which about 26,000 are under
cultivation. The valued rent in 1864 was £28,799.

Ivonas HiU, in the parish of North Mavine, is

about 1500 feet above sea-level, and is the highest

hill in the group. The chff-scenery is in many parts

exceedingly beautiful; that about P.apa Stour not

being sirrpassed anywhere in Scotland. The climate

is moist and variable. The prevailing mnds are

soiith-east and soutli-west. The mean summer
temperature is 49°'6, and the mean winter, 40°'2.

The winters, therefore, are wai'mer than those of the

south of Scotland, and the summers colder. The
mean rainfall is 43'4 inches. The prevaUing diseases

are dyspepsia, rheumatism, and catarrh. The infant

mortality is not high. Idiocy and imbecility are of

frequent occurrence. Of the original inhabitants

of S. we have little or no knowledge; but the

physiognomy, aspect, character, and language of

the present popidation point to a Norse or Scandin-

avian origin. (See Okkney.) Fair hair and blue

eyes are exceedingly common.
Cairns, covering both the long and short stone

coffins, with skeletons, clay urns, and weapons, and
vessels of stone in them, have been foimd in Unst
and elsewhere. Tumuli, consisting of burned stones

and earth, are frequent, and in turning them over,

the remains of rude buildings are found, and stone

implements of various forms. Burghs or ' broughs '

—circular strongholds of unhewn stone—are

extremely numerous—generally on a cliS^ or head-

land, but not rarely on artificial islands in fresh-

water lochs. The most perfect ' brough ' in existence

anjnvhere is in the island of Mousa. Underground
houses have been found in Sandsting of a very rude
ty]ie, and associated with them, there occurs tlie

rudest form of stone implement which has hitherto

been discovered. A stone of the Christian period,

with an Ogham inscription, was found in Bressay.

No Runic inscriptions are known to exist in the
islands ; monoliths are somewhat frequent. Stone
circles are rare, and in no case of gi-eat size.

SHI'BBOLETH (Heb. ear of com, or stream)

,

the test-word used by the Gileadites, under
Jephthah, after their victory over the Ephraimites,
recorded in Judges xii. 6. It appears that the
latter could not pronounce the sh, and, by sajnng
sibbolcth, betrayed themselves, and were slaughtered

mercdessly. It may be noticed that all those

Hebrew names in the Old Testament, whicli

commence with the sh, have now, through tlie

inability of the Septuagint to render this sound in

Greek, become familiar to us through the versions

that flowed from it, as beginning with the simple s,

e. g., Sem, Simon, Samaria, Solomon, Saul, &c. Tlie

word Shibboleth is used in modern languages in the

sense indicated : viz., a test of speech and manners
of a certain rank or class of society.

SHIEL, Loch, in the west of Scotland, forms
part of the boundary between the counties of Argyle
and Inverness, separating the district of Moidart on
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the north fi-om those of Suuarfc aud Ardgower on

the south. The head of the loch is about 16 miles

west of Fort-WiUiam. It is 15 miles long, and about

one mile broad, and communicates \vith the sea by
Shiel Water aud Loch Moidart.

SHIELD, a piece of defensive armour, borne on
the left arm, to ward o£f the strokes of the sword
and of missiles. It has been constantly used from

ancient times through the middle ages, till the

invention of firearms rendered it useless. The
large shield worn by the Greeks and Romans (Gr.

aspis, Lat. clipms) was circular, aud often orna-

mented with devices. Another form of shield (Lat.

scutum) was used by the Koman heavy-armed infan-

try, square, but bent to encircle the body. The
early shield or knightly escutcheon of the middle

ages was circidar in outline, and convex, with a

boss in the centre ; the body generally of wood, and

the rim of metal (No. 1). In the 11th c, a form

came into use which has been compared to a boy's

kite (No. 2), aud is said, with some probability, to

have been brought by the Normans from Sicily. It

was on the shields of this shape that armorial

designs were first represented. These shields were

in reality curved like the Koman scutum; but after

heraldry began to be systematised, we generally

liud them represented on seals, monuments, &o., as

llattened, in order to let the whole armorial design

be seen. In the 13th c., this long and tapering form

began to give place to a pear-shape (No. 3), and a

triangular or heater shape (No. 4). During the

14th c, these new forms became more generally

prevalent, and the heater-shape, which was per-

haps most frequently represented on armorial seals,

began to approach more to an inverted equUateral

arch. The same variety of forms, with some molli-

fications, continued dirring the 15th c., a tendency

appearing in all representations of the heater-shaped

shield to give it more breadth below. A notch was
often taken out in the dexter chief for the reception

of the lance, in which case the shield was said to

be (i bouche (No. 5). Subsequent to the middle of

Shields.

the 14th c, when the shield came to be depicted as

surmounted by the helmet and crest, the shield is

often represented eouchc, that is, pendent from the

corner (No. C), an arrangement said to have origin-

ated in the practice of competitors haugiug up their

shields prior to a tournament, where, according to

De la Colombitre, if they were to light on horse-

back, they susiicnded it by the sinister chief, and if

on foot, by the dexter cliicf. A square shield

denoted a knight-banneret. Shields of arms wero
often represented as suspended from the guige, or

shield-belt, which was worn by the knights to sus-

tain the shield, and secure it to their persons.

After the introduction of firearms made shields

no longer a part of the warrior's actual equipment,

the form of the shields on which armorial bearings

were depicted, on seals, monuments, brasses, &c.,

varied greatly in form, and generally speaking,

became gradually more tasteless, fancifid, and
unmeaning (Nos. 7, 8, 9). A tendency has, however,

been shewn in recent heraldry to recur to the

artistic forms prevalent in the 14th and 15th cen-

turies.

In early times, shields of the form which generally

prevailed at the period, were exhibited on the seals

and monuments of ladies ; but about the 15th c., the

practice began, which afterwards became usual,

of unmarried ladies and \i-idows (the sovereign

excepted) bearing their arms on a lozenge instead of

a shield.

The heraldic insignia of towns, corporations, &c.,

as well as individuals, are placed on shields. The
bearing of Merchants' Marks (q. v.) in a shield was
prohibited by the heralds of the 16th c. under

severe penalties, and yet not a few instances are to

be found on monumental bra.ses of these devices

being placed on shields.

SHIELDS, NoETH, a rising seaport of Northum-
berland, on the north bank of the l yne, and at the

mouth of that river, opposite Sou'h Shields, and
eight miles east north-east of Newcastle. It

stretches more than a mile along tbT river-bank,

and is rapirUy extending westward. Possessing all

the usual institutions, as churches, schools, theatre,

custom-house, Sadors' Home, £c., it is not distiu-

giushed by any striking architectural featui-os ; and
it is indebted to its rising trade and mamifacturea
for its importance. Thei-e arc numerous colJieriea

in the vicinity, and the Northumberland Docks,

which are within the borough, export mere than a

miUion tons a year. The resident shipowners of

North and South Shields possess together upwards

of 200,000 tons of shipping. The harbour is bordered

with quays, and is spacious enough to accommodate
2000 vessels of 500 tons each. The building of wood
and iron vessels, the manufacture of anchors, chain-

cables, ropes, blocks, masts, and other articles of

ship-furniture, are the principal branches of industry.

North S. is included in the municipal and parlia-

mentary borou.i'h of Tynemouth, the pop. of which

(1861) is 34,02i. (1871—pop. 38,960.)

SHIELDS, South, a custom-house port, munici-

jial and parliamentary borough, and market-town of

Dm-ham, on the south bank of the Tyne, and at the

mouth of that river, 9 miles east-north-east of New-
castle by river and railway. The town stretches

for two miles along the side of Shields' harbour,

which is lined with numerous dockyards and manu-
factories. The Tyne Dock, containins; 50 acres of

water space, in which upwards of a mdlion tons of

coals are anuuaUy shipped, and a large import trade

is carried on, is within the borough. The market-

place is a sp.acious square in the centre of the town,

near which is the large church of St Hilda. The
town, with North Shfelds, is the principal port in

the kingdom for the building of tug-steamers.

There are large alkali aud glass-works, and every

kind of manufacture connected with shipping. A
steam-ferry for passengers and carriages plies

day and night between the two to\\-ns. Extensive

piers, which are to extend to a depth of 30 feet at

Inw-water into the sea, arc more than half completed.

Shields' bar has recently been removed by dredging,

in order, with the piers, to form a harbour of refuge.
079
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The sea-coast, in the neighbourhood, is interesting

from the rocks and caves. The life-boat is a
South S. invention. South S. sends one member to

parliament. Pop. (1S61), 35,239. (1871—44,722.)

SHI'ITES (' sectaries,' from the Aral). Shlah,
Slnat, a party, a faction), the name given to a
Jlohammedan sect by the ' Siinnites ' (q. v.), or
orthodox Moslems. The S. call themselves ' fol-

lowers of Ali,' and have special observances, cere-
monies and rites, as well as particular dogmas of

their own. The principal difference between the
two consists in the belief of the S. that the Imamat,
or supreme rule, both spiritual and secular, over all

Mohammedans, was originally vested in Ali Ibn
Abi Taleb, and has been inherited by his descend-
ants, to whom it legitimately now belongs. The
Persians are S. ; tlie Turks, on the other hand,
are Simnites ; and this division between the two
nations dates chiefly fi-om the caUfate of Mothi
lilla, the Abasside, in 363 ii., when political dis-

sensions, which ended in the destruction of Bagdad
and the loss of the califate of the Moslems, assumed
the character of a religious war. The S. themselves
never assume that (derogatory) name, but call them-
selves .4 ^^rfe/ia(, ' Sect of the Just Ones.' They are
subdivided again into five sects, to one of which,
that of Haidar, the Persians belong : the present
dynasty of Persia deriving its descent from Haidar,
a descendant of Ali. Ali himself is, by some of them,
endowed with more than human attributes.—The
S. beHeve in metempsychosis and the descent of

God upon His creatures, inasmuch as He, omni-
present, sometimes appears in some individual
person, such as their Imams. Their five subdirisions
they liken unto five trees, %vith seventy branches

;

for their minor divisions of opinions, on matters of
comparatively unimportant points of dogma, are
endless. Yet, in this they all agree, that they con-
sider the califs Abu Bekr, Omar, and Othman, who
are regarded with the highest reverence by the
orthodox Sunnites, as unrighteous pretenders, and
usurpers of the sovereign power, which projierly

ought to have gone to Ali direct from the Frojihet.

For the same reason, they abominate the memory of
the Ommayad califs, who executed Husain, a son of
Ali, and they still mourn his death at its anniversary.
They likewise reject the Abasside califs, notwith-
standing their descent from Mohammed, because
they did not belong to All's line.

SHIKARPTJ'B, the most important trading-town,
and probably the most populous town, in Sinde,
stands about 20 miles west of the Indus, half way
between Multan and Kfirrachi. The district in
w-hich it stands is so low and level, that, by means
of canals, which are supplied from the Indus, it is

flooded evei-y season. Its climate, notwithstanding,
is said to be not unhealthy. The inundated quarters
are extremely fertile .and produce gi'eat crops.
Groves, orchards, and fruit-gardens surround the
town ; sugar-cane is largely grown. S. is situated on
one of the great routes by the Bolan Pass irtmi Sinde
to Afghanistan, and the transit-trade to that coimtry
and to Khorassan is important. The bankers and
financiers of S. are known and trusted from Astra-
khan to Calcutta. S. is the chief town of the state
of the same name, which has an area of 13,679
sq. m., and 693,259 inhabitants. Pop. of the town
estimated at 30,000, 20,000 of whom are Hindus,
and the rest Mohammedans.
SHI'LKA. See Ajioor.

SHILLING, the name of a money in use
throughout many European states, partly as a coin,
and partly as a money of account. In all probability,
the name, as well as the thing itself, is derived
from the Roman solidus, which, with other remains
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of Roman institutions, was adopted by the Franks
and other Germanic nations. See Penny, Solidus.
Others give more fanciful derivations, as from
schellen, to ring, on account of the particularly clear
ring of the coin, and from St Kilian, whoso effigy was
stamped on the shillings of WUrzburg. The soiklus-
shUUnfj of the middle ages has suffered various de-
grees of diminution in the different countries. Thus,
the English silver shilling is -^Vth of a pound sterling

;

the Danish copper one is TiVth of a ryks-daler, and
= \d. sterlmg ; and the Swedish shilling is ^th of a
ryks-daler,= irf. sterling. In Mecklenfnirg, Slesvig-
Holstein, Hamburg, and Liibeck, the shilling is used
as a fractional money of account (the xo*'^ of a
mark, ^^tli of a thaler), and as small silver change
(each coin being a shade less in value than !</.

sterling). The French sou is another representative
of the solidus. See Pound, Mint.

SHIN, Loch, in the south of Sutherlandshire, is

18 miles long, and about one mile broad. The Shin
Water, a famous trout-stream, carries the waters
of the loch into OikeU Water. Loch S. abounds in
common trout and salmon.

SHINGLES, flat pieces of wood used in roofing
like slates or tiles. Such roofs are much used in
newly-settled countries where timber is plentiful.

The wood is chosen from among the kinds which
split readily and straightlj-, and is usually some
kind of fir. It is cut into blocks, the longitudinal
faces of which are of the size intended for the
shingles, which are then regularly split off in thick-
nesses of about a quarter of an inch.

SHIP (Ger. SclqlJ = skiff; from the root sJ:ap- or
skaph-, to scoop, dig ; Gr. skaphe, a trough, a boat)
is a term appHed with great vagueness to all large
vessels ; while imder shipping would be included
vessels of all sizes, excepting boats without decks.
Among seamen, the expression is said to be limitatl
to vessels carrying three masts, with a royal-mast
surmounting each ; but the development of steam-
navigation, in which the largest vessels have some-
times only a schooner rig, must have gone far
towards obliterating this distinction.

SHIP-BUILDING. See NA^^G.^.TION
; NA^^Es,

AxCIENT.tNDllODEKX; and NaVY, BRITISH. From
crossing a river or lake on a floating log, or on two
or more logs fastened together raft-wise, the first

steps towards ship-building were probably Canoes
(q. v.), and Coracles (q. v.). The earliest Egj-ptian
drawings shew boats constructed of s.a%m planks,
and having sails as well as numerous oars. So far
as can be learned from ancient sculptures, the
galleys of the Mediterranean at the dawn of civil-

isation appear to have been open, at least in the
midille portion ; to have been built with keel,
ribs, and planking, and to have been strength-
ened cross-wise by the numerous benches on
which the rowers sat. Ships continued, however,
to be generally of sm.all draught, for they were
beached every wdnter ; and Csesar mentions, as a
noteworthy circumstance, that some of the long
ships with which he invaded Britain coidd only-

approach the shore to such a point that the soldiers
in disembarking were breast-high iu the water. The
Romans built their vessels of pine, cedar, and other
light woods

; but their ships of war were of oak at
the bows, clamped strongly with iron or brass, for
use as rams—a custom now curiously revived after
2000 years of disuse. According to C.-esar, the
Veneti first built entirely of oak. The speedy
oxidation of iron bolts and fastenings led to their
supersession by copper and brass about the time of
Nero. Before this time, the planks had been
calked -with flax, and the seams had been pitched.
There is evidence to shew that iu Trajan's reign
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sheathing of lead fastened on with cop[)er nails had
been used as a protection for the timbers from the
devastating insects of the Mediterranean. With
the decline of Koman greatness came a new era for

ship-building. The hardy Norsemen had chopping
seas and Atlantic swells to light with ; their ships
difl'ered much from the stately galleys and quiu-
cpicremes of the empire. Far smaller, they were
built more stoutly, with bluff bows, and a lug-sail

which coidd be braced well up to the wind. The
Norse ships must have been of considerable power,
for there is good evidence that they had visited

the coasts of the New World at an early period.

We have, however, very little knowledge of the con-

struction of these vessels, except that they had high
prows and sterns to resist the waves, and that they
were calculated for sailing in opposition to the
galleys, which were for rowing. The introduction
of galleys by Alfred, pulled by 40 and 00 oars, and
twice as long, deep, nimble, and steady as the
Danish ships, kept the latter in check ; but it also

checked the development of occan-naWgation, for

the galleys were only lit for shore-service. The
ships gradually increased in size. Hardicanute had
a galley pulled by 80 oars ; and contemporaneously,
the Venetians are said to have built ships of 1200 to

2000 tons. Wilham invaded England in miserably
small sailing vessels ; but large—indeed very large

—vessels appear to have existed in the thne of

Eichard I. John systematised ship-building by
establishing a royal dockyard at Portsmouth. Large
ships constructed for sailing only seem to have
come into general use, together with the mariner's
comjiass, in the beginning of the 14th century. One
hundi-ed and fifty years later, the addition of the
bowsprit added much to the sailing-powers of

vessels.

In Ellis's Collection of Letters there is one, dated
1419, from John Alcetre to King Henry V., concern-
ing a ship building at Bayonne for that monarcli.

This letter is curious, as shewing how many of the
present terms then existed, and also that the
' Kynges schyppes ' were of considerable dimen-
sions (e. g., ' the stemme is in hithe 90 fete ; and
the post 48 fete; and the kele ys yn leynthe 112
fete.') Before this period, ships had lieeu built

strong enough to encouftter ice in the whale-
fishery. From this period the history of shiji-

building is resolved into the history of indi-

vidual parts, for the main ]irinciples of wooden
ships were already established. In Henry Vll.'s

reign, the cumbrous fourth mast began to be ilis-

jiensed with ; in that of his successors, shifting top-

masts came into fashion, the lofty stems and sterns

(which m,ust have precluded sailing on a wind) fell

gradually into disuse. Port-holes were invented at

least as early as loOO. In 1567, there were cutter-

rigged vessels in the British seas. In the century
ensuing, naval architecture was much improved by
Mr Phineas Pett, his son Peter, and by Sir Anthony
Deane ; but the best naval architects were not in

England. Within the present century, the intro-

duction of steam has led to the building of ships

with finer lines, both for bow and stern. About
1S.3G, iron was introduced as a material for ship-

building, and is now emploj'ed almost equally 'with

wood.
Adverting now to the actual art and jiractice

of ship-building, the subject is divisil>le into two
distinct portions—the theoretical, known as J^aral
An'hitecture ; and the practical, called S/uji-huildi/tij.

The naval architect ilesigns the form of a ship with
reference to the objects intended in her constrxic-

tion, to the speed required, powers of stowage, &e.

;

while the ship-builder works from his drawings, and
gives practical effect to the theoretical design.

Naval a/-c/iitecliire on a theoretic basis is of recent
date, for, as in all cases, practical efforts, more or
less in the dark, have preceded by many ages the
theorems of the man of science ; nor is it at present
by any means an exact science, liesults continually
occur which t.ake by surprise the best masters ;

and great as have been the strides both in theory
and ]iractico, many of the most successful ships
have been but happy experiments. The laws of
flotation and resistance are, of course, the founda-
tion of the science, and for these we must refer to
the articles on Hydrostatics and Hydkodyxamics

;

but very trilling changes in the shape of the body
immersed, the position of its centre of gi-avity, &c.,

produce apparently disproj}ortionate residts on the
sailing-powers of a ship. In regard to speed, the
resistance is, theoretically, as the square of the
velocity ; but, practically, it increases in a gi-eater

ratio, since the water piles in a wave before the
bows, and leaves a temporary hollow before it closes
in at the stern. To avoid this wave at the bow,
and give good steerage-power to the rudder, finely-

pointed extremities are desirable ; but if these
points be too fine, they will cease to be self-sus-

taining in the water, and will detract from the
general buoyancy of the ship, while they will tend
to raise the centre of gravity above the metacentre.
Ap.art from these considerations, the finer the build,

the less are the stowage-power and steadiness.
It will thus be seen how many points a naval
architect has to take into account in designing
the lines of a ship. It would bo beyond the scope
of an elementary article like the present to give
the complicated rules by which the areas of

sections, solid contents, and centres of gravity
of ships are calculated ; but it is necessary to say
that they have to be computed with the utmost
nicety. Theory has as yet failed to point out
clearly what shoidd bo the jiroportions between the
length, breadth, and depth of a ship ; but the follow-
ing principles may be stated as the residts of

experience

:

An increase of length gives an increase of displace-
ment of water, and therefore of carr3'ing-power ; if

this Ije not desired, it allows of finer lines forward
and aft, and consequently greater speed. It also

increases the resistance to lee-way. The greater
friction of the water on the longer sides docs not
appear to lie material. Agauist the increase is to
be set a diminished power of turning, tacking, and
wearing. It also involves a more careful balancing
of weights in the fore and after jiortions of the ship,

for the momentum of a small weight may become
large in a 4ong vessel, from being such weight
niultii)lied into the square of its distance from the
ship's centre of gravity.

The increase of breadth gives greater stability to
the ship, and, by allowing of more sail, indirectly
greater speed ; but directly, it increases the resist-

ance to the water. Of course, greater breadth
enables greater bulk to be carried. Depth is a
question dependent on the seas to be navigated, the
oljject for which the ship is intended, and many
other reasons. It is to be borne always in mind
tliat the consumption of stores on a long voyage
will change the ilraught of a ship considerably.
I'r.actice has proved uueqviivocally that ships sail

better for drawing more water aft than forward.
Passing now to the actual designing of vessels

:

the architect works on pa])er only ; he has there-

fore to shew on a Hat surface, for the buUder'.s

guidance, the exact position, curvature, and reMif
of every line and jioint in his projiosed structure.
He accordingly ih'aws three plans, on caeli of

which every point of the ship is traceable : the
sheer-plan, shewing all lines of length and height;

csl'
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the lia/f-brcadlh ])la/i, lines of length and breadth
;

and the body-plan, which shews breadth and height.
From these combinations, the exact position of

every pomt ia determinable. Figures 1 to 3 shew
those plans, called construction drawinr/s, on the
same scale for the Qreat Eastern steamship. The

=b d

Fig. 1.

—

Cheat Eastern—Sheer Plan.

sheer-plan represents, in its outside line, a vertical
plane through the keel. The dotted lines, 1, 2, 3, are
the edges of supposed horizontal planes drawn at
various heights. The curved lines, i, ii, in, are the
edges, as they would appear on the outer covering

of the ship, of vertical planes drawn parallel to the
central plane through the keel. The uprights,
A, B, &c., A„ B,, &c., are the edges of supjiosed
planes drawn at given distances from the line of
gi-eatest breadth X, at right angles to the plane

Sir E, B, A, I A B

Fig. 2.

—

Gi-eat Eastern—Half-breadth Plan.

o ' 23 E

through the keel. The half-breadth plan represents
one half of the ship's upper deck, as regards the
black outer hne ; the horizontal, vertical, and cross

sections of the sheer-plan appearing again under dif-

ferent conditions. The vertical longitudinal sections
become straight lines parallel to the keel ; the hori-
zontal sections appear as curves taken at different
heights on the vessel's sides. The body-plan is the

II, „ , .

I, ,11
ship looked at end-on ; the
outer line being her cross

section at the line of

greatest breadth, and the
horizontal and vertical

sectional lines appearing
at right angles to each
other. The lines on the
left side correspond to the

cross sections of the after-body (that is, the portion
of the ship nearer the stern than the line of greatest
width), and shew the curvatiu'e of the ship's sides

Fig. 3.

—

Great Eastern
Body Plan.

Fig. 4.—Clipper—ior<Z of the Isles.

towards the stem; while in a similar manner those
on the right side shew the curvature up to the bow.
Of course, in working-drawings from which ships

are to be actually built, the scale employed would
be very large ; and instead of three or foiu- sectional

lines in each direction, a great number woidd be
inserted for the guidance of the builder. With
these three plans in hand, the workman has the
exact position of every point in the ship's exterior

coatuig exactly defined. Even the unprofessional
obsei-ver need not strain his imagination greatly to

clothe these fiat plans with their dimensions of

length, breadth, and depth, and to conjure up
before his eyes the precise form of the goodly ship
represented.

Before leaving these plans, it is right to state

Fig. 5.—Yacht

—

America.

that the Great Easta-n is somewhat peciiliar in her
lines ; few body-plans are so ilat in the bottom

;

and on the other hand, she is unusually convex at

the bow. In proof of this, fore-bodies of two
celebrated vessels, and the half-breadth of their

bows, are shewn in figs. 4, 5. *

With the completion of the construction draw-
ings the work of the naval architect ceases, except

as regards any necessary subsequent supervision.
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It is then to be decided of wliat material the
ship shall be coustnicted. Of the many woods
employed—oak, teak, and fir, are those most com-
monly used ; or iron may be resorted to ; or, again,
the ship may be of wood and iron combined. The
building of a wooden and of an iron ship are quite
distinct operations, the requisite strength being
obtained in a diii'ereut manner in each case. It is

necessary, therefore, to consider separately tlie

principles of wooden ship-building and iron ship-

biiildiug; .and as the most time-honoured, .and .as

yet the most general process, we will lirst deal
with the art of the shipwright who forms the vessel

of timber.

Wooden Shlp-huilding.—The first process is to
develop, or ' lay off,' on the moidd-loft Jloor, certain

full-size working sections of the requii-ed ship.

These are taken from the construction dr.awiugs,

and are built up of planks. The combin.ations of

these pieces of plank shew the shape in which the
several timbers will hiave to be cut, to impart the
necessary curvature and strength.

The next step in .actual construction is to pre-

pare the slipway, by raising a niunber of strong
blocks of timber a short distance ap.art, on which
the keel sh.all rest, and which shall sust.ain the
entire ship when biult. These blocks are composed
of several pieces, and it is of the iitmost import-
ance that their upper surfaces be in an cx.act line.

That line is made .at an inclination of |ths of an
inch to a foot ; and the keel of the ship, and the
ship itself, have consequently th.at slope to the horizon
while building. This incUuation is for the faciUty

it affords in launching the completed vessel. On
the blocks is laid the keel, which may be called

the back bone, and is certainly by f.ar the most im-
portant timber in the ship. From it start the ribs,

the stem, and the sternpost ; so that any serious

accident happening to the keel, involves the break-
ing up of the whole stnicture. It is therefore

made of gre.at strength, being, in a first-r.ate, no less

than 20 inches Equ.are. The material is usually
elm, on account of its toughness, its non-liability to

split, and the fact that immersion in sea-w.ater

preserves it. The pieces of which it is composed
are united by the strongest kind of scarph joint

(see Cakpentry).
To afford a firm footing for the planking of the

ship, a rabbet, or anguLar groove, is cut in the side

of the keel, as in lig. C. Here the
side a represents the rabbet, as

usually cut in the merchant ser-

vice ; b, as made in the royal

navy. The advant.age of the latter

sj'stem is, that thicker planking

can be worked in, affording better

l.ater.al support to the keel, and
th.at there is less disruptive leverage when the ship

takes the ground. The false keel is placed below

the tnie keel, .after all the boltiug through the

latter has been accomphshed. It consists of elm,

4 to G inches thick ; and is but lightly secured, in

order that if the ship runs .ashore, the false keel

m.ay readdy come off, and let the vessel go free. It

is so put on that its joints come midway between

the scarphs of the keel. To fix it, it is uecess.ary

to knock .away, one by one, the blocks on which
the keel rests, which is done at the time the weight

of the ship is transferred from the blocks to the

cradle resting on the bilge-ways. .See Lal'.vcu.

^Vhat the keel is to tho bottom, the stem and
sternpost are to tho bow .and stern of the ship,

fm-ming the keys from which the ends of the pkank-

iiig (technically called the 'butts') and .all longi-

tudinal supports start. Each is, of necessity, of

gre.at strength, and rises from the respective

extremities of the keel. The stem is fastened to the
keel by scarphs, called the boxing, and within it is

tho apron, and perhaps a false-post also, to impart
adtUtion,al strength, as
shewn ui fig. 7. The
stern-post has to bear the
rudder, and is usually
made, when possible, of

oue piece of timber ; it is

united to the keel by a
mortise and tenon joint.

In large vessels, an inner
post is sometimes worked
on to the sternpost for
extra security. In screw-
steamers, there is a second
sternpost, forming the for-

ward suj^port for the screw.
The extreme outlines of

the ship being now established, the builder pro-
ceeds with the timbers to form the bottom and
sides, which together constitute the frame, corres-
ponding to the ribs in an anim.al. The ribs form
the sides of the ship, and are placed at from 2 feet
G inches to 3 feet 9 inches from centre to centre.
Above the w.ater-hue, the sp.aces between them
are filled in soUd with timbers of equal thickness.
For this purpose, in the midship-body the keel is

crossed at right angles, or nearly so, by certain
timbers which form the ^oo;-. One mode of arranf-
iug the component pieces is shewn in fig. 8. The

Fig. 7.—Stem.
r, stem ; b, keel ; r, boxing
d, apron ; e, stantion.

k

Fig. C.—Rabbets
of the Keel.

<

Fig. §,—The Floor,

A, B, Middle Line of Kccl.

keel is let .about three-fourths of an inch into a
gi-oove running along the bottom of the iloor, while
above the floor, the keelson is .a massive timber,
jiaraUel to tho keel. The keel and keelson are
bolted firmly together by long copper bolts, which
pass through the timbers of the floor, and com-
jiletely fi.x the latter. Beyond the floor-pieces,

aud forming the curvature of the sides, are the
futtocks. The heels of these timbers rest on the
butts of the floor-timbers. There may be a greater
or less number of futtocks, according to the size of

the shij). On the heads of the uppennost futtocks,

rest the heels of the top-timbers, which, with any
k'nr/f.henin'j pn^^ces which m.ay be necessary to gi^e
height, form the complete ribs. The floor, futtocks,

to|i-timbers, aud lengthening timbers are united to

each other by dowels and bolts. As an additioual

strengthening to the frame in large vessels, side or
sister keelsons are bolted on to the floor or futtocks, a
short distance on each side of the pruici]ial keelson.

Fig. 1) shews a section of a complete rib, M"ith the
several jiarts. Having now formed the ribs for the
midship-body, in which they are placed .at right

angles to the keel, it is necess.ary to consider their

form in tho fore and after cant-bodies. Here the
right angle can be no louger maintained between
the timbers and the keel, suico they have to be

6S3
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grailiially

imtil the

stem, face

roumled through a quadrant of a circle

foremost timbers, on each side of tlie

to the front. This arrangement involves

called cleadwood, shewn in fig. 12. The deadwood
consists of timbers worked above the keel, and of

the same width witli it, and is practically a heighten-

ing of the keel. The deadwood imparts a, wedge-

like shape to the vessel. In screw-steamers, the

after-deadwood is almost wholly cut away to form

the aperture for the screw.

Having built the main skeleton, as it were, of our

ship, the skin is the only thing remaining to com-

plete its exterior. This is represented by thick

wooden planking, fastened on to the ribs, tlie

lowest layer pressing into the rabbet of the keel,

and the highest reaching to the uppermost bid-

w-ark. The thickest planking is at the bends or

wales, marked H in tig. 9, where it varies from

41 inch in small vessels to 10 inch m ships of

t£e tirst class. Very thick plank is technicilly

termed thkhstiiff. Below the wales, the planks are

reduced gradually in thickness : those first occurring

are called the ' diminishing plank,' stUl of oak

:

imder this, on the rounding, fir is used under the

name of 'bottom plank,' except the last five or six

planks from the keel, which are of elm, and ara

called ' garboard strakes.' Every complete line of

planking from stem to stern is styled a strake. As
the trees from which thick planks are cut are parts

of cones—i. e., with the plank much wider .at base

than at top—the planks arc worked alternately as in

fi". 13, which is called ' top-aud-butt' Other forms

Fig. 9.—Rib and Decks in section.

A, l-ecl ; B, Iceelson ; C, false keel ; D, flnnr ; EE, fiittock? ;

F, tip-liiuber; U. lenRtheniliB ]iiccc; HH, w,iles; I, dimin-

i-hing planks; K, bottom pl.inks ; L, garboard strakes;

M. beam; N, deck; O, shelf ; P, waterway; Q, spirketlini;

;

U. clamps; S, knees; T, side-keelsons; V, limber strakes;

\V, rough-tree rail ; X, uiast,

the ribs being set at a diminishing angle to the

keel, as seen in fig. 10. The foremost eant-timbers

are the Inightheads, forming, with the stem, a bed

for the bowsju-it ; next to

these are the hawse-

timbers, through which

the hawse-holes are

])ierced. In order that

the cant-timbers may sit

firmly on the keel, they

are made narrower at the

bottom than at the top.

But the canting forward

Fig. lO.-Cant-hody, seen or i^ft js »»* t^^^ '^'"'7

from above. pecuharity of the cant-

on kcd. bodies ; for at its extremi-

ties the ship becomes

sh.arp downwards as well as endways. It conse-

(juently ceases to be practicable to have floors of

any flatness across the keel. The half-floors and

Kg. 11. Deadwood (a).

first futtocks are made in one piece, slanting more

directly upwards ; they jiass rapidly from their flat

position, through that shewn in lig. 11, to the state

Fig. 13.—Plankuig; top-anJ-batt.

of working are 'fair-edge' and 'anchor-stock,'

which do not call for particular description, but are

less economical than top-and-butt. The planks are

fastened to the ribs by bolts ; one through each rib

constituting ' single fastening
;

' two, ' double fasten-

ing ; ' and one and two alternately, ' single and double

fastening.' 'Dump fastening' consists in using

alternately one bolt and one dump or bolt-nail,

which is hammered to a head without and withiii.

Wooden treenails are, however, frequently employed,

,as less in weight than copper, and less liable to split

the wood, the conip.arative utility of wood and

copper fastenings for the strakes, is still a disputed

point.

In a well-constructed ship, the filling in of the

timbers to a level above the water-line should be so

accurately formed that she would float without her

plank in cr ; but when the latter has been well caulked,

it is certain that it adds greatly to the drjTiess of

the ship, while it aids materially in binding her

several parts together.

At frequent intervals across the ship, and at the

heights of the several decks, are inserted the hcains,

whfch are solid masses of timber, either in one piece

or scarphed. These prevent the ship from collapsing,

and at the same time support the decks. The

beams and decks are shewn at M and N respectively

in fiiA 9. To support the beams on each level, a

strong timber or sMf is worked round the interior

of the ribs. Above "the ends of the beams, similar

timbers or walerwai/s, though somewh.at smaller,

are worked round the inner frame. The inside is

plardced above the n\ater-line similarly to the out-

side. The planks above the waterways as high as

the ports or windows are sptrkettiiir/ (Q), those

below the shelf and above the ports are the dampn

(R). The decks and beams curve upwards at the

middle, forming a very depressed arch, partly for

drainage, and, in mon-of-wai-, partly to counteract

the recoil of the guns. When weight is piled on
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the deck, the tendency is consequently to force the

ship's sides outwards. This it is endeavoured to

overcome by using large knees or iron brackets,

wliich maintain a direct connection between the

beams and ribs (see S in fig. 9). At the bow and
stern, additional rigidity is given by the ribs being

connected by hreant-hookn and crutchcu. When the

beams are well established, the hatohwaj's and
mast-holes are traced out with their coamiiii/s

resting on carh'?ig.^, which are cross-])ieces between
the beams, and their Iwad-kdrjes resting on the

beams themselves. This done, the deck is laid

down of straight-grained hard wood ; the planks

are calked and pitched between, until the deck or

platform becomes perfectly water-tight.

Along the inside of the bottonr are laid the sister

keelsons, or side keelsons, if the ship be large, and all

spaces are filled up with pl.-vuking, except the width
of one plank next the keelson on each side, which
is left for a di'ain to carry all refuse-water to the

foot of the punijis. A plank called the ' limber ' is

jilaccd across this gutter, to keep solid rubbish out.

The inside planking next the limbers goes by the

name of the liniber-strakes.

We have now completed the principal parts of

the hull of a wooden ship. There are, of course,

numerous matters of detail, as bitts, channels,

capstans, &c., all of which are provided for while

the skill is budding, but into the details of which
we cannot enter.

Iron Ship-buildinrj.—Iron affords in many respects

a better material for ships than wootL In the first

place, the same strength may be obtamed with less

weight ; secondly, iron plates can be rolled to any
curve, so that the combinations necessary for

strength in wooden vessels can be avoided. Ships

are built of boiler-plate riveted closely together.

The denominations of the several parts in a wooden
ship are adhered to. There is the keel, fonucd
by some makers boxwise, but more commonly

Fig. 14.—Keel of an Iron Ship.

in the simpler shape shewn in fig. 14 ; from it

rise the ribs, which are really girders, formed
of plates, following the curve of the side. Keelson

and side keelsons rise within, but rather for

sustaining the cargo off the ship's bottom than
for the strengthening purposes to which they are

ajiplied in wooden vessels. Outside the ribs the

dtrakes are riveted on in large jilates, varying in

thickness according to the strength required from
about -j-Jths to about -,',;ths (.>f an inch. In some
ships, similar plates are laid over the inside of

-, the rilis, thus forming two
water - tight skins for the

vessel's llotation, the sjiaee

between being divided into

compartments by the ribs tliem-
^ selves. Firmly riveted to the

Fig. 15.—Section c£ ribs, which they brace together

T-shaped Beam. while they prevent c<mipres-

siou, are the iron beams, usually

flat-headed T-shajied, as in fig. 15. Resting on

these, and fastened to them, is a thin plate or

deck of iron, and over that wooden planldng to form

the actual deck. The waterways are of iron. In most
large iron ships, there are water-tight bulk-heads

extending completely across the vessel, and dividing

her into separate compartments, a few of which
suffice to float the ship even if the others from any
accident become filled with water. A framework is

fastened to the sides and bottom, and a diaphragm
of iron jilate stretched within it to form the bulk-

head. Except in shape, an iron ship ^liffers little

from a tubular bridge, and as she can be strength-

ened to any degree by uprights and cross-trees, it

ftjllows that the parts of an iron shij) can be made
to aUbrd far more mutual support, and therefore

more strength, than those of a wooden one. Com-
parative durability is a separate question ; but the

preference is believed to rest with iron, if proper
precaution be taken to prevent rust.

Ships of Iron and Wood eonjointly.—The French,

far more than ourselves, have introduced iron into

timber-ships, particularly for the beams, where the

gain, for strength, lightness, and cross-tying, is

unquestionable. They use iron plates, also, instead

of inner planking with advantage, as saving space

and weight.

In war-ships, the combination of iron and wood is

mainly limited to iron-plated shi]>s. These are

either built with a wooden frame, outside which
massive plates of iron are riveted, or with a power-
fidly cross-braced iron frame, on whicli a coat-

ing of perhaps 20 inches of timlier is worked as

a backing for the defensive iron armour. These
vessels have of late occupied much attention, several

specimens of each sort having been tried. The
armament may consist of a broadside battery, or of

heavy guns in revolving cupolas. See TuKEET
Ships.

Internal Ai-ranrjements of a Ship.—Whether the

vessel be of iron or wood, her internal design

must follow the purposes for which she may be

required. As a general principle, the ship is

divided into a greater or less number of platforms,

floors, or Decks (q. v.), devoted to various pur-

jjoses. In a ship-of-war, a large portion is required

for the men, the remainder being occupied by war-

like stores, provisions, and coal. In a merchant-

vessel, far less space is allotted to the crew, and far

more to the cargo. In every ship, a space must be

juovided for the carriage of provisions and water

proportionate to the number of the crew and tlio

intended duration of voyages. A steamer differs

from a sailing-vessel in requiring a large compart-

ment amidsiiijis to be kept clear, without being

crossed by decks, for her engines and boilers. As at

this jiart the vessel loses the lateral hold of beams,

anil the hingitudinal ties of decks, the sides have to be

otherwise strengthened. In screw-steamers, to the

height of the boss of the screw above the keelson,

a tuunel, known as the screiu-allei/, has to be kept

open for the shaft of the screw from the engine-

room to the stern. This tunnel necessarily narrows

as it enters the dead-wood, until it affords little

more room than the actual shaft demands. The
heavier portion of a cargo, as coal and w.iter,

is carried immechately above the keel, so tliat the

centre of gravity may be as low as possible, and
for the same reixson the engines and boilers are

placed as low down as practicable. For various

details concerning the formation and arrange-

ment of ships, the reader is referred to detached

articles descriptive of the respective portions, as

Decks, M.\.sts, C.vpsTjVN, Chains, Channels, Hold,
Kkel, &c.

SHIP-MONEY, a t.ax had recourse to in Eng-
land at various times, but especially in the reign of

Charles 1., for the equipment of a fleet. In 1007,

when the country was threatened by the Danes, a,
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law was made obliging all proprietors of 310 hides

of laud to equip a vessel for the protectiou of the

coast. EUzabeth, at the time of the threatened

Sjianish invasion, required the various ports to fit

out a certain number of ships at their o^ti chai-ge
;

and so great anxiety was she%\Ti by the public for

the national defence, that London and some other

ports furnished t\rice as many vessels as had been
demanded. It was in 1626 that Charles iirst had
recourse to an impost of this description, requiring

each of the maritime towns, with the assistance of

the neighbouring counties, to arm a given number
of vessels, 20 being required from London. In 163-1

the tax was extended over the whole kingdom. A
general spirit of resistance was immediately aroused,

not so much in consideration of the amount of the

tax, as of the objectionable feature, that it was
imposed by the arbitrary authority of the king

alone, which had come to be regarded as an unwar-
rantable stretch of the royal prerogative. In 1637,

the celebrated John Hampden, a gentleman of pro-

perty in Buckinghamshire, resolved to confront the

power of the government by disputing the legality

of this exercise of the prerogative, and resolutely

refused payment of the impost, an example in which
he was followed by nearly the whole county to

which he belonged. He was prosecuted in the Ex-
chequer Chamber for non-payment, and his trial

was watched with great interest and anxiety by the

nation on account of Ihe constitutional point involved

in it. The judges, four excepted, pronoimced in

favour of the crown ; but the trial had the effect of

thoroughly arousing the public mind to the danger
of the imposition of taxes by the royal authority

alone. The Long Parliament, shortly after its

meeting in 1640, voted ship-money illegal, and the

sheriffs and others who had been employed in

assessing it or collecting it to l;)e delinquents ; and
cancelled the sentence against Hampden.

SHIPPING. See Mekohant Ship. Act in Supr.

SHIP-WORM. See Teredo.

SHIPWRECKS, in ancient times, were deemed
the property of the crown, but by a statute of Henry
I., the harsh consequences of this law were avoided
whenever any person escaped alive out of the ship

;

and iu Henry II.'s charter it was declared that if

either man or beast escaped alive, the goods should

remain to the owners if claimed Avithin three

months ; and the courts of law still further refined

away all these harsh rules. Jlany nice distinc-

tions have been made as to what goods consti-

tute MTeck, which is distinct from goods floating.

See Flotsam. By the recent Merchant Shipping
Act, 1854, which extends to the United Kingdom,
the Board of Trade has the superintendence of all

matters relating to wreck, and to jetsam, flotsam,

and ligan. Receivers of wreck are appointed for

various districts, and have power to summon assis-

tance. When wreck is found by any person, he must
give notice to the receiver of "wrrecks, and if nobody
claim the property within a year, it is sold, and
the proceeds, after paying salvage and other such
expenses, are paid into the Exchequer. Persons
jilundering wreck are guilty of felony, and may be
punished with three to fourteen years' penal servi-

tude ; and any person exposing false signals to cjiuse

^\Teck, may be sentenced to penal servitude for life.

The following results are given in the Abstracts
of Retiu-ns made to the Lords of Committee of

Privy CouncQ for Trade, for the year ending 31st
December 1863. The niunber of wrecks and casu-
alties near the coasts of the United Kingdom
for 1863 was 1604. The annual average number
for the nine years ending 3lst December 1863 is

1339. It is, however, stated in the Report accom-

panying the abstracts that the last five years of the

]ieriod ending with 1863 were exceptionally stormy,

January, February, and November 1801 haWng
added upwards of 460 to the casualties of that year

;

while the heavy westerly gales in the beginning and
end of 1863 added 930. During the five years end-

ing 1858, the total casualties are stated at 5594,

giving a mean of IllSt; while for the five years

ending 1863 they were 7441, giving a mean of I4SSi.

The maximum occurs iu 1863 ; the minimum, 987,

in 1854. Of the total in 1863, 331 arose from

collision ; 1333 from other causes ; and of this

1333, the result was total loss in 503 cases. The
following table may be interesting :
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several Inmdred shopkeepers. S. carries on trade

with Yezd, Ispahan, and Bushire, from the last of

which towns it receives Indian and European goods.

The city was founded in C97 A.D., and from its

beautiful situation and charming chmate, became a

favourite resort of the Persian princes ; but a de-

structive earthquake in ISI'2 laid a large portion

of it in ruins, and another in 1824, which cost the

lives of 4000 of the inhabitants, completed the wreck
of its prosperity. It was, however, rebuilt, and
had attained a pop. of 40,000 (its pop. previous

to 1812 having been almost 00,000), when a third

and more terrible visitation of this destructive

agent in April 1853 laid almost the whole town
again in ruins, aud caused the death of 12,000

people. It has since been partially rebuilt in a

somewhat inferior style, and its pop. is now esti-

mated at 30,000. It is celebrated for the number
aud eminence of the scholars and poets to whom it

has given birth ; chief of these is Sibuyah, the first

of Arab grammarians ; Hafiz (q. v.), the ' Anacreon'

of Persia, whose tomb is half a mile north-east of

the Ispahan gate ; and Saadi (q. v.), whose mauso-

leum is 22 miles to the north-east.

SHIRE (Sax. sclmn, to divide), a term which
seems to have originated in the Sth c, and is

applied to the districts, otherwise called counties,

into which Great Britain is divided. A considerable

number of the counties of England, as Kent, Essex,

Surrey, Norfolk, Suffolk, were formed out of the

])ctty kingdoms of the Anglo-Saxons, which, with

the advancing tide of centralisation, were gradually

becoming consolidated into one gre.at kingdom. As
early as 800, an entry in the Saxon Chronicle relates

that kmgs had ceased to reign among the Hwkcas
(the inhabitants of the district afterwards known as

Worcestershire), and that they were governed by an

ealjorman acting under Cynwulf, king of Mercia.

This substitution of ealdormen (or earls) for Icings

marks the gradual organisation of the counties. It

was sometimes found convenient to split up a king-

dom into several shires. The civil, military, and

j udicial head of the shire was the ealdormau, whose
office was not necessarily hereditary, though it had
sometimes a tendency to become so. T'nnce a year

he held the shire-mote, in which he and the bishop

presided \vith equal jurisdiction. Among other

questions which would come before the shire-motes

were those that related to the boundaries of the

respective shires. As a border thane pushed his

occupation towards the frontiers of the shii-e to which

he belonged, and came into collision with the occu-

pants of the neighbouring shire, questions necessarily

arose which could only be settled by a compromise

an-anged by the two shire-motes, and these compro-

mises may account for the irregular jagged bomi-

daries which separate shire from shire, and occasional

isolation of particular portions. Yorkshire, Dur-

ham, Chesliire, and Worcestershire derived their

name from their ancient bishoprics. Various shires

which had once an existence in the north, as Nor-

hamshire, Islandshire, Hexhamshire, Hallamshirc,

Bamborouglishire, have merged into others. The
term sliire is nearly synonymous with county, yet

not quite so, as there are certain counties with

whose names the affix 'shire' is never used. One
explanation which has been given of this usage is,

that the object of the addition of the syUable 'shire'

is to distinguish the coimty from the town of the

same name, and that it is therefore only applicable

to counties bearing the same name with their

county town. Another explanation is, that shire

being a word of Anglo-Saxon origin, is not projierly

applied to any of the English counties except those

which formed part of the larger Anglo-Saxon

kuigdoms. Neither of these reasons are exactly

correspondent with the actual usage, by which shire

terminates the names of all the English counties

except the following : Northumberland, Cumber-
land, Westmoreland, Durham, Norfolk, Suffolk,

Essex, Sussex, Middlesex, Kent, Surrey, and Corn-

wall. In Cheshire, we droji the final syllable of the

town of Chester. Berkshire, Shropshire, and Hamp-
sliire are never used in their sim])le form, though
sometimes abbreviated into Berks, Salop, and
Hants. Shire is applied to all the Welsh counties

except Anglesea.

In Scotland, the English tendencies of the sove-

reigns from the time of iUalcolm Canmore to the war
of succession, aud the tide of immigration from the
south, brought in, among other innovations, the
division into shires. Its introduction seems to

have begun early in the 12th century. Twenty-
five shires or counties are enumerated in a public

ordinance of date 1305. Nearly all the counties of

Scotland may receive the terminal addition of shire.

It is not appUed to the island coimty of Orkney,
and seldom to the counties of Bute aud Caithness.

Kirkcudbright is neither a shire nor a county, but
a Stewartry. See Stewaktky. The Irish counties

are not generally called shires.

In England, south of the Tees, there was a sub-

division of the shires into hundreds, which originallj',

in theory at least, seem to have been districts in-

habited by 100 or 120 families ; aud were in some
localities called wapentakes, these hundi'eds or

wapentakes being further subdivided into tythinds,

inhabited by ten free families ; and it became in-

cumbent on every one to be enrolled in a tything

and hundred for the purposes of civil government. In
some of the larger counties there was an intermediate

division to which that into hundreds was subor-

dinate. Yorkshire had and still has its liidings

(q. v.), Kent had its Lathes, and Sussex its Bajpes.

The di^iou into hundreds and tythmgs never pene-

trated into the four northern counties of England,

or into Scotland, where the ward and quarter were
the immediate subdivisions of the county.

England possessed three counties jyalatine—Che-

shire, Lancashire, and Dm-ham—of which the earls

formerly possessed all the judicial and fiscal powers

of the crown, all now annexed to the crown (see

Palatine). Simdar privileges belonged to tho

earldom of Stratherue in Scotland.

SHIRE, a river of South-eastern Africa, has its

source in Lake Nyassa, from which it issues in lat.

14' 23' S., and after a southerly course of 250 miles,

joins the Zambesi. It fiows through a cotton and
sugar producing country of vast extent, is 80 to

150 yards broad, 12 feet deep, and never varies

more than 2 or 3 feet from the wet to the dry
season. Its current travels at the rate of 2| knots

an hour. The navigation is obstructed by cataracts

over a space of 35 miles, in which it falls 1200
feet.

SHIRWA, or TAMANDUA, a lake of South-

east Africa, north end 30 miles south-east of Lake
Nyassa, lat. of centre 15° 10' S., long. So" 40' E.

It is of an oval shape, tapering to the south ; length,

GO; breadth, 10 to 23 mdes; and 1800 feet above
the sea-level. It is surrounded by elevated laud.

On the west, between the lake and the Kiver Shire,

Jlount Zomba rises to 7000 feet. Several small

rivers enter the lake on the south and west.

SHI'SHAK (in hieroglyjihs, Shashank, the Susak
or Susakim of the Septvuagint, and the Shishak of

the Hebrew version, tho Sesonchosis or Sesonchis

of Manetho), the name of several monarchs of tho

22d, or Bubastitc Egyi)tiau dynasty, supposed to

have descended from foreign settlers in Bubastis,

and to have been of Shemitio origin. The Icings

6S7
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of this name were S. I., the first monarch of the

dynasty, whose name is found in the portico built

by the Bubastite dynasty at the great temple
ni' Kaniak, and on several statues of the goddess

I'aslit, wliich probably came from Luxor. Jero-

boam fled to S. from the pursuit of Solomon, who
wished to kill him, and lived there during^the
lifetime of Solomon. On the de.ath of this monarch,
•Terobo.aiQ quitted Egypt, and contended with Keho-
boam for the possession of the crown. This struggle

caused the division of the kingdom of David into

two states, that of Israel and Judah. lu the fiftli

year of Ptehoboam, vS. marched to Jerusalem with
an army of 12,000 chariots, G0,000 cavalry, and an
innumerable number of infantry, composed of Trog-

lodytes, Libyans, and Ethiopians. He took the

city, the treasures of the temple, and all the gold

bucklers which Solomon had made. The conquest

of .Terusalem is found recorded on the monuments
of Karnak, on which S. I. is represented dragging

before the god Ammon three files of prisoners,

inscribed with various names of places, amongst
which are .Judaja, JLageddo, Ajalon, Mahanaim, and
other towns taken by S. in his line of march.

SHI'TTIM-WOOD. It is not certain what kind

of wood is meant by this name in the Old Testa-

ment. The Ark of the Covenant was made fif it,

and probably it was a kind of wood distinguished

both for beanty and dm'ability. It has generally

been supposed to be the wood of the Acacia Nihtku,
which, however, is deficient in both these qualities.

Another supposition is, that the wood of a species of

olive is meant, Olca slniilis, which possesses them
both, and is particularly remarkable for its dura-

bility.

SKIVES, a name \ised by cork-cutters to desig-

nate the small bungs used to close wide-mouthed
bottles, in contradistinction to the phial-corks used
for narrow-necked bottles.

SHO'A, a kingdom of Africa, the most southern

division of Abyssinia, in lat. 8° .30'— 10° or 11° N.,

long. 38°—40° 30' E. Its boundaries, however, are

by no means fixed, that on the W., where S. is bor-

dered by the Galla tribes, being specially variable.

An extensive tract in the east of the kingdom,
between the capital, Ankobar, and the river Hawash
is called Efat. The character of the coimtry, and
the condition of the people, are described under
Abyssinia (q. v.).

SHOCK, COLLAPSE, and KEACTION. It

is well known that some forms of injury, as, for

example, a blow on the pit of the stomach, may
occasion death without leaving any visible trace of

their operation in the body; and, indeed, life may
occasionally be destroyed even by sudden and
powerful mental emotions. In such cases as these,

death is said to result from shock, the actual cause

of death being the snddeu arrest of the heart's

action, consequent on the violent disturbance given

to the nervous system. Instead of actual death,

the condition known as collapse is more frequently

induced, in which the patient lies in a state of

ntter prostration, and apparently on the verge of

dissolution. The face, and even the lips, are ]iale

and bloodless ; the skin is eold and clammy, and
drops of sweat are often seen on the forehead.

The features are contracted, and there is great

languor in the general expression. There is extreme
muscular debility, and the spliincter muscles

sometimes relax, so that there is involuntary dis-

charge of the contents of the bowels and the

bladder. The pulse is quick, and so feeble .as often

to be almost imperceptible, and the respiratory

movements are short and weak, or panting and
gasping. The patient is in some cases bewildered

and incoherent, in others drowsy, and sometimes
almost insensible. Nausea and vomiting, with
hiccup, are not unfrcquent symptoms ; and iu the
case of children, convulsions are often present.
When a person recovers from a state of collapse,

he passes into a comlition termed reaction, which
often lasts for several hours. The first symptoms of

this favourable change are improvements in the state

of the jiulse and the respiratory actions, recovery
of the ]iower of swallowing, an increased tempera-
ture, and an inclination to move from the supine
position to one side. A slight degree of feverish-

ness then often ensues, after which the skin becomes
moist, the jiatient falls asleep, and awakes con-
valescent. As a general rule, the longer the
sym|itoms of reaction are delayed, the greater is

the danger, and if several hours pass without any
sign of the commencement of reaction, there is

little hope of recovery. If the reaction is imperfectly

developed, a condition may supervene which is

known as ' prostration with excitement,' which may
terminate either fatally or favourably, and into the
symj)toms of which our limited space will not
allow us to enter further than to remark tli.at a

peculiar deUrium, closely resembling ikUriuin
Iremi'its, is most commonly present.

The principal causes of collapse (as given by Mr
Savory in his article 'Collapse, and the Gencr.al

Eft'ects of Shock upon the System,' in Holmes's
Si/sti'in of Simjeri;) are:

'Injuries sudden and sevei-e, or extensive, as

contused and lacerated wounds, involving a con-

siderable amount of texture—the crushing of a limb,

for instance. Burns present familiar and striking

examples of extreme collapse, ])roduced by this

cause. Under this head, too, come capital opera-

tions. Injuries of very important organs, as the
liver or other of the viscera, or of the joints, or

other organs abundantly supiilied with nerves.

Pain alone, when intense and protracted, has
proved fatal in this way ; and it appears in a case

related by Sir A. Cooper, that sudden relief from
great agony was attended by the same untoward
residt. Certain poisons oper.ate iu this manner,
depressing the system so suddenly and severely as

to produce a state of collapse ; tobacco, for exauqile

;

and drastic purgatives have in some cases induced
a similar couditiou.'

The effects of shock are aggravated by loss of

blood; and haemorrhage alone, if sudden and pro-

fuse, will produce collapse. CJeneral deljUity and old

age favour the influence of the shock, and much
depends upon the idiosyncrasy of the patient; an
injury which will produce no apparent effect on
one man, often producing a serioiis and persistent

imjiression on another.

I'he following are the most important points in

regard to treatment : The patient should be kejit iu

a horizontal position, with the head on the same
level as the body, and he should not be raised till

decided symptoms of reaction appear. The best

stimulus is brandy, given in the form of hot brandy
and water. ' Its effects,' says Mr Savory, ' are

most certain and decided, and it suits the stomach
best. It will remain when all other stimulants are

rejected. The state of the circulation and the
temperature are the guide to its use. If no effects

are apparent after an ounce or two have been
swallowed, it is very questionable if any advantage
will be gained from a larger quantity.' At the

same time, heat should be applied to the pit of the

stomach and the extremities, by means of hot

flannel, hot-water tins, or, in their absence, bottles

containing hot water, and other apjiliances.

Nourishment, in the form of beef-tea, should closely

follow the stimulants; the two may be combined
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with the greatest advantage, and as the system
ralUes, the latter may be entirely rejjlaced by the

former.

In those cases in which a patient is in a state of

extreme collapse from an injury requiring a capital

operation, such as the amputation of a limb, the
operation should be performed as soon as his con-

diti<in will admit of it ; and although it shoidd not
be luidertakeu while the prostration is extreme, it

is not necessary, or even advisable, in Mr Savory's

opinion, to wait for comjilete reaction ; and this is

the o])inion of most of our best surgeons. More-
over, in these cases, the use of chloroform is not

expedient ; for, in the first place, it cannot be safely

administered to a patient so depressed ; and,

secondly, the chief reason for its employment is

wanting, for a person in a state of collapse is

comparatively insensible to pain. For further infor-

mation on this subject, the reader is referred

to Travers On Constitutional Irritation, and to the

excellent article of Mr S.avory, from which we have
freely borrowed.

SHODDY formerly meant only the waste arising

from the manufacture of wool ; it now has a wider
and much more important signification, and is almost
wholly understood to mean the wool of woven fabrics

reduced to the state in which it was before being

spun and woven, and thus rendered available for

remanutacture. Woollen rags, no matter how old

and worn, are now a valuable commodity to the

manufacturer ; they are sorted into two special

kinds, the rags of worsted goods and the rags of

woollen goods, the former being made of comhinrj or

long-staple wools, and the latter of cardinrj or short-

staple wools. The former are those jiroperly known
as .s/(0(Wy-rags, and the latter are called munrjo.

Both are treated in the same way ; they are put into

a machine called a willey, iu which a cylinder

covered with sharp hooks is revolving, and the rags

are so torn by the hooks, that in a short time all

traces of spinning and weaving are removed, and
the material is again reduced to wool capable of

being reworked. It was formerly used as a means
of adulteration and cheapening woollen cloths, but
it is now found of greater .advantage in making a
class of light cloths adapted for mild climates and
other purposes.

The name is a purely technical one, which has
arisen amongst the Yorkshire spinners, and is

derived from shed, the term haWng been formerly
applied by the operatives to \heflue or waste shed or

thrown off in the process of spinning. See Woollen
Manufactuke-s.

SHOEING OP HORSES. In olden times,

horses generally went unshod, as they now do in

many eastern countries; but our jlacadamisod

roads and paved streets, our fast paces and heavy
loads, would speedily wear away the stoutest hoofs,

and a i-im of iron has accordingly been long in use

as a protection. In style and pattern, the horse's

shoe varies almost as much as his master's boot,

and like it, when b.adly made, or unskilfidly fitted,

produces serious inconvenience, and even leads to

accidents and diseases. When the feet .are strong

and properly managed, nothing is better than a

plain shoe of tolerably uniform breadth and thick-

ness, carefully f.ashicmed to the shape of the foot.

But many good authorities prefer what is called a

seated shoe, which has a level p.art for the crust

to rest upon, and within that the inner half of the

shoe towards the sole surface is bevelled off. This

seated shoe is thus wider than the plain shoe, and
hence affords gi'catcr protection for a weak or fiat

sole. For faulty or diseased feet, special forms of

shoes are suitable, lu all healthy feet, the shoe
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should be fitted to the foot, and not, as is com-
monly done, the foot cut to fit the shoe. Another
frequent error of keeping the shoe short and spare
at the heels must be avoided. For roadsters, the
toe of the fore-shoes should be slightly turned up,
which gi-eatly obviates tripping. The hind-shoes
are generally thickened, and sometimes turned down
at the heels. The number of nails required must
vary somewhat with the weight of the shoe and
soundness of the horn ; five is the minimum, nine
the maximum. It is important, however, that the
shoes be firmly held on by as few nails as possible.
In a saddle-horse with sound feet, three on the
outside, and two on the inside, should suffice to
hold a well-fitted shoe. Horses for heavy draught
are generaUy shod in Scotland with tips and heels,

which afford increased firmness of tread, and greater
power, especially when dragging heavy loads. To
preserve the foot in a sound state, the shoes should
be removed every month. When the shoe is care-

fully taken off, the sole-surface on which it has
rested should be rasped, to remove any ragged
edges and any portions of adhering nails. Having
for a month been protected from the wear to which
the exposed portions of the foot are subjected, it

will probably have groira considerably, and, in .a

stout hoof, will require to be cut do^sTi with the
drawing-lcnife, especially towards the toe. Except
in very strong feet, and in farm-horses working
on soft land, the surface of the sole uncovered by
the shoe seldom requires to be cut. It is the
natural protection of the internal delicate jiarts,

and must be preferable to the leather and pads
often artificially substituted for it. The bars must
likewise remain untouched, for they are of great

service in supporting weight; whilst the tough,

elastic frog must be scrupulously preserved from
the destructive attacks of the knife, and allowed
uninjured to fulfil its fimctions as an insensible ]iad,

oljviating concussion, and supporting weight. When
the shoe is put on, and the nails well driven home,
they should be broken off about an eighth or even
sixteenth of an inch from the crust, and hammered
well down into it. This obviously gives the shoe

a much firmer hold than the usual practice of

twisting off' the projecting nail close to the crust,

and afterwards rasping doisTi any asperities that

stUl remain. When the shoe is firmly clinched,

the rasp may be very lightly run round the lower
margin of the crust just where it meets the shoe,

to smooth down any irregularities, but all further

use of the rasp must be interdicted. The clinched

nails, if touched, will only have their firm hold

weakened; nor must the upper portions of the

crust, which blacksmiths are so fond of turning

out rasped and whitened, be thus senselessly

deprived of those external luictuous structures,

which render the unrasped foot so tough and
sound, and so free from sanderacks. To prevent
the hoof becoming too dry and hard, it is adris.able,

especially in roadsters, and in hot weather, to stop

the feet several times a week with a mixture of

equal weights of lai-d, tar, bees-wax, and honey,

with about one-fourth part of glycerine, melted
together, well stirred, and preserved in pots for use.

Fuller details on this subject will be found in a
little volume entitled Xutis on th<i Shoeing of
Horses, by Lieutenant-colonel FitzwygTam, 15th
(the King's) Hussars ; and in a paper on ' Horse-
shoeing,' by Mr Miles, published in the Journal
of the. lioi/al Agricultural Society of England, and
reprinted in a separate form by Mr Jlurray,

Alliemarle Street, London.

SHOES, SHOE-TRADE. Clothing for the feet,

whether in the form of sandals or shoes, has been
in use iu eveiy coimtry aspiring to civihsatiou in
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aucient and modem times. The rudimentary shoe

is a sandal consisting of a sole, held to the foot by

straps and thongs, as represented in fig. 1. Such

wore the common Egyptian and Greek shoes, to

which the shoes of the peasantry of the Abruzzi, in

Fi-. 1. Fi". 2.

the south of Italy, bear a close resemblance. In

Egypt, however, the ordinary materials for shoes

were strips of the papyrus interwoven like a mat

;

an example of a sole of this kind is given in fig. 2.

As is seen from paintings on the walls of Theljes,

shoemaking formed a distinct trade in the reign of

Thothmes III., 1495 B.C., or about the period of the

flight of the Israelites. In the adjoining illustration,

lig. 3, a sketch is presented from Thebes of two

Fig. 3.

Egyptian shoemakera at work, with the tools of

tlieir profession beside them. The first workman
is piercing with his awl the thong at the side of the
sole, through which the latchets were passed ; before

iiim is a low sloping bench. The second workman
is equally busy sewing a shoe, and tightening the
thread with his teeth. It appears from one of the

figures over the first worlanan that the bent awl of

the modem shoemaker is of extreme .antiquity. In
one of the Greek dramas, allusion is made to the
daily earnings of the shoemaker ; and we know
from historical record that the streets of Rome were
encumbered with the stalls of shoemakers in the

reign of Domitian. The shoe of the ancient Heb-
rews was a species of sandal. For ladies, the sandal,

translated ' shoe,' in the Scriptures, was highly orna-

ment.al :
' How beautiful are thy feet mth shoos,

prince's daughter' (Cant. ^di. 1). Ornamented
slippers are still a luxury in the East. The foot-

coverings of the Romans were various in ch.aracter,

from the simple sandal and slipper to the boot,

which extended up the leg. When the shoe covered

the whole foot, it was termed calceus ; the calceus

of a p.articular form and of great strength worn by
the Roman soldier was known as caliga. From
wearing these shoes, the common soldiers were
designated calir/ati. The Emperor CaUgula was so

called from haring worn califjulce, or little boots,

when he served as a youth in the ranks of the army.
Usually, the cahgsB of the soldiers were studded
mth hob-nails.

Reference is made in Scripture to different sym-
bolical usages in connection with sandals or shoes.
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The delivery of a shoe was used as a testimony in

tr.ausferring a possession : ' A man j)luckcd oil" his

shoe, and gave it to his neighbour : and this was a

testimony in Israel' (Ruth iv. 7). Incases of tliis

kind, the throwing of a shoe on a property was a

symbol of a new proprietorship or occupancy

:

'Over Edom will I cast my shoe' (Psalm Ix. 8).

From these ancient practices, in which the shoo

was symbolical of contract, perhaps comes the

curious old custom in the north of England and
Scotland of throwing old shoes for good luck after

a bride and bridegroom on departing for their new
home. We learn from sever.al pass.ages in the New
Testament that the untying of sandals, as involving

considerable trouble, was assigned to servants ; the

unloosening of the thongs, translated 'latchets,'

accordingly became a symbol of servitude :
' Tlie

latohet of whose shoes I am not worthy to unloose

'

(Luke iii. 16). The carrying of the shoes of another

is spoken of as a similar mark of inferiority :
' Whose

shoes I am not worthy to Ijear' (Matthew iii. 11).

St Crispin and his brother Crispiuian have long

been regarded as the patron saints of shoemaker's.

According to medieval legend, these personages

were natives of Rome, and having become
converts to Christianity, travelled into

France and Britain to propagate the

faith, everywhere supporting themselves by
making shoes, which they sold to the ])oor

at a very low price—one part of the

legend being that an angel supjilied them
with leather. It is said th.at they sufl'ercd

martyrdom in England towards the end
of the 3d centm-y. The memory of St

Crisinn, of whom we chiefiy hear, has, from
time immemorial, been kept up by jn'oces-

sions and other festiWties in his honour on

October 25, which is known as ' St Crispin's

Day.' Under this saintly tutelage, shoe-

making has .attained to the distinctive

a[)pellation of the 'gentle craft;' and above
most other mechanical professions, is noted
for the number of intliWduals who have

risen from it to eminence. See an amusing but

scarce work, CrUphi Anecdotes. The sedentary

and solitary natiu-e of the craft, as hitherto

conducted, has possibly had some influence in

producing a degree of thoughtfulncss, while tlje

act of hammering his leather is calculated, as

some ini.agine, to stimulate the mental energy of

the operative. If there be any real virtue in the

sitting attitude of the shoemaker, a corresponding
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evil attends that method of caiuying ou his opera-
tious. In every profession, sitting at \vork in a
close atmosphere is particularly injurious to health.
Statistics assure us that out of 10,000 artisans
who sit at tlieir labour, 12577 fall sick, and 95 die,

annually ; whilst as regards an equal number of

those who alternately sit and stand, only 1713
sicken, and 61 die. To remedy this crying eril, a
member of the profession, Mr J. Sparkes Hall,

London, has invented a simple and inexpensive
work-bench, at which shoes may be made standing.

Of this standing-bench, we offer a sketch in iig. 4.

A few days' practice, we are told, renders the work-
man as expert with the standing-bench as if he
were seated according to the old plan, and he can
execute closing, with less fatigue and considerably
more cleanliness. The only kinds of work in which
sitting is more convenient are rounding the soles,

lasting, and fitting, for which a seat may be em-
plo3-ed.

The fashion of shoes, as has occurred with other
articles of dress, has undergone innumerable changes.

At one time, shoes were jiointed to an extravagant
degree ; and in last century, the high heels of ladies'

shoes became a monstrosity. Shortly after the
beginning of the present century, the most marked
improvement was the making of shoes right and
left ; the substitution of latchets for buckles about
the same period was also a step in advance. In our

oNvn day, the general disuse of the shoe proper, and
the introduction of short anlde-boots, are the chief

eh.anges of fashion. A proposal for a more perfect

adaptation of shoes and boots to the shape of the

foot, is noticed under Foot. The shoemaking trade,

as at present conducted in Britain, is divided into

two dep.ai'tments—the bespoke and the ready-made
or sale business. The larger department hitherto

has been that in which customers bespeak boots and
shoes by having them made to measure ; but it is

generally giving way to the ])lan of buying articles

ready-m.ade. The cause of this is exceedingly
obvious. The process of measuring is usually very
imjierfect, owing, among other reasons, to the want
of lasts to suit every variety of feet, as well as tho
too general indifference to meet individual pecu-

liarities. On this account, and even at the risk of

purchasing an inferior class of goods, the pubUc are

becoming daUy more disposed to encourage the

ready-made trade. Accordingly, large quantities

of boots and shoes in innumerable varieties are now
made and supplied wholesale by manufactm-ers for

the retail dealers. Northampton, StatTord, and
Leicester are considerable seats of this m.annfacture

in England; and from certain districts in France,

there are increasing importations, chiefly of a cheaj)

kind of ladies' shoes.

The plan of nvaking boots and shoes by isolated

workmen at their own homes, has been found quite

incompatible with the modern necessities of trade.

As in the case of the hancUoom weaver, the shoe-

maker of the old school has had to succumb to

machinery. After an unsuccessful struggle to oppose

the introduction of sewing-machines, these are now
coming generally into use, and men are employed

in large numbei-s together in what may be called

shoe-factories. This manufacture has long been a

staple trade of Massachusetts, in which state the

quantity of boots and shoes fabricated annually is

nuniljcred by millions of pairs. Recently, a machine

h.as been introduced into the American shoe-trade

for fixing the soles to tlie uppei-s l)y means of I>egs,

the inventor being a person in Salem, Massachusetts.

A pair of boots or shoes can bo pegged in two
minutes. These pegged goods are disposed of whole-

sale in boxes, and may bo seen in retail stores

all over tho United States. As evidence of the

important character of the .shoe-trade in Massa-
chusetts, it may be mentioned that a few years ago
there were as many as fifteen members of the ' gentle
cx-aft ' in the legislature of that state.

In the year ending December 31, 1863, the ex-
ports of boots and shoes from the United King-
dom were as follows : Wrought boots and shoes,

4,436,734 pairs ; ^vrought of other sorts, 646,442
pairs—united value, £1^539,410. In the same year,
the imports were : Boots, shoes, and goloshes
of all kinds, 441,739 paii-s ; boot-fronts, 470,844.
The import was free, no customs-duties being
now charged on this class of articles.

SHO'LA, the white pith of the leguminous plant
-^schynomene aspei-a, a native of the East Indies.
AVith this substance, which is exceedingly light, the
natives of India make a great variety of useful
articles, especially hats, which bemg very light
and cool, are in great request. Helmets made
of shola are much used by the British troops in
India.

SHOOTING, with intent to wound, is felony
in the law of England, and punishalile with penal
servitude for life. Tho offence consists in shooting
at another, or dramng a trigger, or in any other
manner attempting to discharge loaded arms. It
is not, however, an offence imless there was a
possibility of injuring some person ; the intent
must not orJy exist, but the relative situation

of the parties must be such that serious injury
might have ensued. The extent of the actual
wound is immaterial.

SHORE. See Sea-shoee.

SHORE, in Ship-building, is a strong prop or
stanchion placed under the bottom or against the
side of a ship, to keep her steady on the shp or in
dock. Shores are also used to support or prop up a
building dm'ing alterations.

SHOREDITCH. See TowEK H.mLE-re.

SHO'REHAM, New, a seaport, and parliamentary
borough of Sussex, on the left bank and at the
mouth of the Adirr, six miles west of Brighton.
The town arose when the harbour of Old Shoreham,
now a mile inland, became silted up. Pop. o/" the

imrlsh (1851) 2590; (1801) 3351. This increase is

attributed to the extension of the ship- building
trade here, and partly to the recent discovery of
oyster-beds on the south-west coast of the Channel.
More than 80 smacks, each manned by five hands,
are employed in this parish in the oyster-trade.

The parliamentary borough, which includes the
Rape (see Sussex) of Bramber, contains 32,622
inhabitants.

SHORTHAND, a very usefiU art, by means of
which writing is made almost as expeditious as
speaking. In ordinary longhand, many separate
motions of the pen are required to form each single
letter : thus m requires st've7i motions, k requires
six, h Jive, t four, I lliree, &c. But as syllables

include vowels as well as consonants, and often
two, or even three, and sometimes four consonants
occur before or after a vowel, the number of motions
requisite to write syllables in longhand is very
great. The monosyllabic words lunij and short,

for instance, require respectively fourteen and
seventeen motions of the pen ; while such syllables

as stream, splbilx, strenr/t/i, &c., require from iwenti/-

one to twenti/-.iix motions. Abbreviated writin" is

thus a necessity in all cases where language has to
be written from ordinary delivery. Some steuo-
gr.aphcrs make use of the common alphabet, and
merely contract words by the omission of letters.
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They would, for instance, write the last sentence

thus :

So. stenog. iiia. u. of th. com. alpli. & me. contr. wo.

by th. om. of let.

This is not properly shorthand ; the latter term is

limited to writiiii,' which is both abbreviated in spell-

in!_', and sini)ilitied in the forms of the alphabetic

characters. JIuch attention has been paid to this

art in Britain daring the last 'Mi) years, iipwards

of ^00 systems having been published within that

period. The older systems were chiefly founded on
orthography, the ordinary spelling of words being

represented simply by a set of more convenient

symbols for letters. The highest brevity attainable

in this way was, however, altogether insufficient for

reporting ; and consequently, arbitrary signs for

words and phrases, and distinctions in the value of

characters, dependent on their relative position on,

above, or below the line of writing, were largely

used. The more modern systems have all lieen to

a greater or less extent photifltlCf or representative

of sounds instead of letters, the number of sounds

into which syllables may l)e resolved, being

considerably smaller than that of orthographic

elements.

Of the two classes of elements, vowels and con-

sonants, the latter are the more important for the

recognition of words ; and these are generally

written i^'ithout lifting the pen, vowels being sup-

plied by dots and other interpolated symbols. In

some systems, no attempt is made to discriminate

one vowel from another, bnt only the places where
vowels occur are indicated by a general sign ; in

others, the live vowel letters have distinctive sym-
bols ; and in others an accurate representation of

the varieties of vowel sound is aimed at. The
degree in which words are recognisable without

vowels, may be judged of by the following speci-

men :

Chmbrzz nsclpd a dcshnr v nvrsl nlj fr th ppl n th

bss v th Itst dslin v th jnnn cnvrsslmz Icscn.

An indication of where vowel sounds occur

—

without shewing what vowels—will be found
to give increased and sufficient legibility to a

reader who is acquainted with the language.

Thus:

Ch-mb-rz-z -ns-cl-p-d- - a d-csh-n-r- -v -n-v-rs-1 n-l-j

f-r til- p-pl -n th- b-s-s -v tli- 1-t-st -d-sli-n -v th-

j-rm-n c-nv-rs-sh-nz 1-cs-c-n.

Chamhers's Enryclopcediaj a Dictionart/ of Universal

Kttov-lcdfie for the Pcojile^ on the hasis of the latest

edition of the German Conversations Lexicon,

Shorthand alphabets consist of simple straight

and curved lines, to which hooks, loops, or rings are

added. These elements of writing are common to all

systems, but the powers associated with the symbols
are, of course, diflerent in different systems. Much
ingenuity has been shewn l)y various authors in

developing the application of the simiile radial and
segmental lines of a circle, and the positions of a

dot, for the representation of language ; but, in many
cases, while a wonderful amount of apparent brevity

has been attained—as by writing on a staff of lines,

each of which gives a different value to the same
sign—the systems are all but impracticable, from
the multitude of details with which the memory of

the learner has to be burdened. The prevailing

fa\ilt of such systems of shorthand is, that they are

loug in being short. Reporters 7nust abbreviate
oven the simplest possible form of alphabetic writ-

ing, but the mastery of a shorthand al|ihabet for

other than reporting pui-poscs, is a vcrj' easy matter

;
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and the acquisition will be found valuable, in
enabling a writer to save four out of every live

motions of the pen, in private memoranda, corres-

pondence, &.C.

A great impetus was given to the study of short-

hand, about 25 years ago, by the publication of Mr
Isaac Pitman's PJiono<iraphij. The introduction of

the penny postage, at the same jjeriod, vastly aided
the diffusion of the system, and societies for phono-
graphic correspondence were established in all parts
of the kingdom. The Psalms, the New Testament,
and many other works, were published in the jihono-

graphic alphabet, and magazines written in short-

hand found a widely-diffused circle of sujiporters.

This system of writing is elegant and expeditious to

a practised hand, and a very great improvement on
all preceding systems. The alphabet consists of the
following characters

:

wp b

t d
II

ch j //

kg
f V VV

th dh ((

s z ))

sh zh

Duplicate forms.

« ^ o o

r /
The distinction between Ireath and voice (or mute
and sonant) consonants, as above shewn, is hap])ily

expressed by a thickening of the symbolic line for

the latter elements. The characters in the second
column are, however, anomalous, the first four,

which are written ' thin,' representing voice con-

sonants, and the fourth and fifth, "written with the
difference only of 'thick' and 'thin,' representing

distinct formations, which differ fnmi each other
as d does from g, and both of which are voice

consonants.

In this system vowels are denoted by the inter-

polated signs

—

• — •^ ^ C3VAU-I
placed at the top, the middle, or the bottom of the
consonant lines. The vowel marks are written
thick for 'long,' and thin for 'short' soimds. The
long and short vowels are not, however, phonetic
pairs, differing only in cjuantit.y ; and thus the
vowel scheme is less accurate than that of the
consonants. It is, l)esides, very complex to a
beginner, from the emploj'ment of a special set

of characters for vowels preceded by iv and y, the
latter elements not being included in the alpliabet

of consonants.

In ' Phonography,' as in almost all other systems
of shorthand, vowels are added liy separate liftings

of the pen, while their insertion is indispensable to

legibility, unless special modes of WTiting consonant
comljinations are adopted. The latter expedient is

employed by Mr Pitman for such comjiounds as pr, pi,

spr, str, vl, vip, &c., the characters for which make,
practically, large additions to the alphabet. The
use of a general vowel sign would evidently be of

little advantage in this system, as it woidd, equally
Avith the exact vowel marks, require the pen to be
lifted for its insertion.

In a more recent system of phonetic shorthand, a
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new princiijle of writing is adopted, by which the

positions of all sounded vowels are indicated in the

writinc; of the consonants, thereby securing easy

legibility, with brevity and simplicity, iu the 'vvi'it-

ing of a known language. This system, the inven-

tion of Mr Melville Bell, is based on the following

principles :

I. A full-sized character represents a consonant

with a vowel sound before it.

II. A half-sized character represents a consonant

with a vowel sound oj'lef it.

III. A tick-sized, or very small character, repre-

sents a consonant alone, and neither preceded nor

followed by a vowel.

In this way, all words are distinguished to the eye

as monosyllables, dissyllables, trisyllables, &c., with-

out any necessity for interpolated vowel points.

Tlie relative size of the letters pt, for example,

forming the consonant outline of the words pet, apt,

pilij, poet, &c., shews the first jiair of these words to

bo monosyllables, and the others to be dissyllables.

Thus :

- one syllable.

IWO syllables.

pet, . . tick /), full t.

apt,, . full p, tick /.

2nty^ , half }}, half t.

2)0ct, . half J), full t,

attacJc, . full t, full /.-.

active, full k\ tick t, full v. )

ctwital, lialf k. half />, tick t, full /. 1 ,1 n 1

1

appetite, full p, fuU t, full t. )

*'"-™ syllables.

The importance of this mode of writing will

be at once obvious in such words as contain
the same consonants with various syllabica-

tion, as sport, sprite, spirit, support, sejxirate,

aspirate, &c.

To a learner this system offers a very brief and
easily read stenography of his own language, so

soon as he has learned the alphabet only. The
system is of course susceptible of the ordinary

methods of abbreviation for the fleet exigencies of

the reporter, such as the use of letters for words,
speeial positions for ' logograms,' &c. Exact vowel
marks also are provided for insertion wherever they
are considered necessai'y, as in the writing of foreign

words, proper names, &e. The following is Mr

Piell's alphabet, as published in the Reporter's
Manual:

^ g \\
sh zh-y l^(^^

h r ^>)

t d
II

^^ i J J

//

f V ((

wh w
J

i

1

th dh
))

,
In this aiTangement, all breath consonants are

written by thin Hues, and all voice consonants by
thick lines ; and no additional characters are used
for compound consonants. The essential principle

of the system, by which the positions of vowels, or

the absence of vowels, are indicated in the writing of

the consonants, manifestly dispenses with the neces-

sity for separate symbols for combinations.
The three different sizes of the alphabetic charac-

ters, which express the effect of vowels in this

system, are employed with some specific value in

all systems. In Mr Pitman's Phonoijrapltn, for

instance, ' half-sized ' consonants are used to denote
the addition of t or d to the consonant which is

written ; while the rowel symbols are in size pre-

cisely the same as the characters which, in Mr
Bell's phonetic shorthand, represent 'tick-sized'

consonants.
The vowel scheme of the latter system furnishes

a separate sign for every difference of vowel quality,

and the distinction of thick and thin symbols is

limited to actual phonetic pairs of long and short

sounds, such as are heard iu the words /hK and/ooZ,
yon and yawn. But, except in monosyllables written
in the first or simply alphabetic style, the distinc-

tive vowel signs rarely require to be inserted.

As an iUustratiou of the aspect of the writing in

these two phonetic systems, the following sentences
are written iu the full alphabetic styles :

J
I. Be fit to live that you may be fit to die.

PIT.M.V.N. \ ^

^ L ,. ^ (, -
^-7-s \

Bell.

'Pmi.vN.

Bell.

/ 1 I / f
^ ^ / 1 I !•

2. He that cannot be silent knows not how to speak.

r i ^ vr^'i

I ^ ^ -^, - ^
^>

1
\

.1. Wlicrc words are aoaroo they are selclo.n spout in vain.

fPlTMAK. >, /t ^ ^ ( ^ 6''K

BiaL. N '^, ^ -^^^ ^ ^ (

v..

'^—

I

4. Forgive and for^'ot ; Jii «! you would ho done by.

LBlll,

r
^ ^

1
^ / 1^ /
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The fundamental difference between tliese S3'stems

will be understood from the examples ; in the first

system, all syllabic sounds are detinitely shewn by
means of vowel points, but without these latter, a

reader could not distinguish the number of syllables

contained in a word ; in the second system, the

consonant outline, mthout inserted vowels, informs

the eye of the number of syllables in every word

—

all full as well as aU half-sized consonants being
necessarily syllabic.

Some systems of shorthand consist mainly of

ideographic signs, alphabetic writiug being used
only as supplementary to the arrangement of arbi-

trary symbols and ruled lines. Thus the positions

upon, above, or hdow a single line, are associated

with such meanings as ^^;rse«<, past, and future for

verbs ; affirmative, interror/ative, and negative for

jiropositions
;

personal, relative, and demonstrative

for pronouns, &c. ; while the symbols for the various

classes of words are merely uuifoiin points, commas,
hyphens, and other non-alphabetic marks. Some-
times the iirinciple of difl'ercnt positional values of

symbols is carried to so great an extent, that the

projectors of such systems are able to boast, para-

doxically, that one-half of any speech is virtually

written before the speaker opens his lips ! The
difficulty of attending in rapid writing to such
niceties of position as have been prescribed, may be
conceived from the following specimen of ' dot

'

positions, extracted from Moat's Shortluind Stand-

ard :

Moat'a system may be taken as the represen-

tative of this class. It is certainly the most elaborate

and methodical—in fact, a marvel of ingenuity and
perseverance—but, like other ideographic systems,

it is so burdensome to the memory of a learner, as

well as difficult in application, that it could never
be of much use to any other person than the con-

triver.

In aU systems, more or less use is made of what
may be called analogical symbols, such as a circle,

for the earth, the world, &c., \nt\i a point above,

beloiB, before, after, or within the circle, for such
phrases as above the eai-th, under the earth, in the

world, &c. But alphabetic writing by sound can
derive little assistance from such arbitrary signs,

however suggestive. Abbreviated phonetic writing
undoubtedly fiu'nishes the simplest and most exact
method of stenograjihy ; and the two systems above
exemplified, sufficiently illustrate the nature of the
art of shorthand, as most widely practised on the
phonetic basis at the present day.

The older methods of Byrom, Taylor, Gurney,
Lewis, Odell, and other authors, still find many
adherents. In fact, any .system to wluch a \\Titer

is accustomed is better than longhand ; and, practi-

cally, reporters and others modify for themselves,
to a great extent, the systems they employ.
Fancutt's Stenography on the Basis of Grammar
(18-40) may be referred to as a very ingenious work.
.Jones's Phonography (ISGo), a modification of

Pitman's, is one of the most recent publications
on the subject. A Hislortj of Shorthand, contain-
ing a chronological enumeration of authors, was
published a few years ago.

SHOKT-SIGHT. See Sight, Defects of.

SHOT is the term applied to all solid balls fired

from any sort of firearms ; those for cannon and
carronades being of iron, those for smaU-arms, of

lead. The latter are known as bullets and small-
shot. The shot used for guns at jiresent vary from
the o-pounder, for boat and mountain artillery, to

the lO.^-inch shot, which weighs about 150 lbs. as a
sphere, or 300 lbs. as an elongated bolt. Generally,
shot are cast. There are simple practical rules for

calculating the weight from the diameter of a shot,

and vice versd, which arc often useful in reading of

artillery actions. Given the cbameter in inches, to

find the weight in pounds : Cube the diameter, and
multiply the residt by 14 ; reject the two right-

haiul figures ; those remaining give the weight in

pounds.—Given the weight in pounds, to find tlie

diameter in inches : Multiply the cube-root of the
weight by I '923, and the result is the diameter of

the shot in inches.

Sm.all-shot is of various sizes, from swan-shot,
nearly as large as peas, to dust-shot. It is made by
dropping molten lead through a colander in rapid
motion from a considerable height into water. The
lead falls in small globular drops. The holes in

the colanders vary in size according to the denomi-
nation of the shot. No. requiring holes Jjjth inch in

diameter, No. 9, uJ-jth inch. The colanders are iron

hemispheres, 10 inches in diameter, and are coated
within with the cream or scum which is taken off

the molten metal. A small portion of arsenic is

melted with the lead, and the fusion in the colanders

is maintained by those vessels being surrounded by
burning charcoal. The discovery of the advantage
attending a long fall was made in England towards
the end of last centiu-y. Previously the shot had
dropped from the colauders at once into the water.

The lead was then so soft that the shot were flat-

tened by the water. The fall through the air enables

the lead to cool and harden before taking its plunge.

The smaller sizes require less fall than the larger

—

100 feet suffices for sizes Nos. 4 to 9—the larger

sorts demand 150 feet. The highest shot tower
is at ViUach in Carinthia, where there is a fall of

249 feet. After cooling, shot is sifted in successive

sieves to separate the sizes. Misshapen shot are

found by their inability to roll : and finally, the
whole are polished by rotary motion in small octa-

gonal boxes, in which a little plumbago has been
thrown. See also Case-shot, Canister, Gkape-
SHOT.

SHOTTS, a small and ancient village of L.anark-

shire, close to the Kirk of Shotts, about IG miles

east of Glasgow. About 3 miles to the south-east

of the Kirk, modern S., or S. Proper, began to rise

at the close of the last centiuy, when the Shotts
Iron Company erected their extensive iron works
there. S. may be said to consist of three ^'ill.ages

—

viz., Stane, Shotts Iron Works, and Dykehead ; and
the district \vithin a radius of a mile from the

works—n-hich district includes these three villages

—contains about 5000 inhabitants. Valuable coal

and iron-stone, peculiarly siuted for the manufac-
ture of iron, aboimd in the district, and 1000 hands
are employed in iron-making and moulding. At
present (December 1SG5), there is no railway com-
munication from and to S. for passengei's ; but after

the Clelland and Midcaldcr branch of the Caledoni.an

Piailway is opened, S. will be the half-way station

between Edinburgh and Glasgow on that line.

SHOULDER-JOINT, The, is a ball-and-socket

joint. The bones entering into its composition are

the humerus or arm-bone, and the scapula or shoul-

der-blade, the Large globular head of the former being
received into the shallow glenoid cavity of the

latter, an arrangement liy which extreme freedom
of motion is obtained, while the apparent insecurity

of the joint is guarded against by the strong liga-

ments and tendons which surround it, and above by
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the arched vault formed by the under surface of

the acromion and coracoid processes. See Scapula.

As in movable joints generally, the articular surfaces

are covered with cartilage, and there is a synovial

membrane which lines the interior of the joint.

The most imi)ortant connecting medium between

the two bones is the capsiUar ligament, which is a

tibrinous expansion embracina; the margin of the

glenoid ca-.nty above, while it is prolonged upon tlie

tuberosities of the humerus below. From its rela-

tions with the surrounding muscles, the ligament

under the acromion, where the head of the bone
ought to be ; the shoulder seems flattened ; the

elbow sticks out from the side, and cannot be made

Fig. 1.—Tlie left Shoiddcr-Joint and its Connections.

', the cl:iviclo or collar bonp; 2, the acromion process; 3, the

coracoid process; 4, the capsular ligament; 5, the coraco-

humeral ligament ; 6, the tendons of the biceps muscle

;

7, the shart of the humerus or arm-bone ; S,the greater tube-

rosity of the humerus ; 9, the lesser tuberosity ; 10, the neck
of the scapula ; 11, anterior surface of the scapula.

derives much of its strength. Accordingly, in para-

lysis of the arm, one or two fingers can often be

pressed into the joint towards the head of the glenoid

cavity, from which the head of the humerus is now
separated.

The shoidder-joint e.xliibits the following varie-

ties of motion : I. Flexion, to a great extent ; 2.

Extension, in a much more limited degree ; 3. Ad-
duction, in an oblique direction, forwards and
inwards ; 4. Abduction very freely ; 5. Circumduc-

tion ; and G. Rotation slightly.

The morbid affections "of the shoidder-joint may
be divided into ( 1 ) those arising from disease, and

(2) those dependent on au accident. The most
common diseases are .acute and chronic inflamma-

tion of the joint, wliich often terminate in its

anchylosis or immobility. The prmcipal accident-;

are fractures and dislocations. There may bf

fracture (1) of the acromion process, or (2) of the

coracoid process, or (3) of the neck of the scapula,

or (4) of the superior extremity of the humerus

;

or two or more of these accidents maj' be asso-

ciated. Again, the head of the humerus may be

dislocated from the glenoid cavity as the result of

accident in three different directions—viz. (1),

Downwards and inwards into the axilla, which is

by far the most common form ; (2) Forwards and

inwards ; and (3) Backwards on the iiifra-spinous

fossa, or the dorsum of the sc.apiUa. The first of

these varieties is of such counnon occurrence, that

persons of ordin.ary intelligence shoidd know how
tb recognise, aui' even (in .an emergency) to treat it.

The bones are in the position shewn in the figure

;

and the following are the most prominent symptoms

:

'The arm is lengthened; a hollow may be felt

Fig. 2.—Dislocation of the Shoulder-Joint downwards.

1, the clavicle; 2, the acromion process; 3, the coracoid pro-

cess; 4, the glenoid cavity ; 5, the head of the humerus lying

in the asilla.

to touch the ribs ; and the head of the bone can be
felt if the limb be raised, althongli such an attempt
causes great pain and weakness, from the pressure

exerted on the axillary plexus of nerves.'—Druitt's

Surgeon's Vade-mecum, Sth ed. p. 282. There are

at least five methods of treating this form of dislo-

cation. It is sufficient to notice two of them. 1.

Reduction by the heel in the axill.a. The patient

lies on a couch, and the operator sits at the edge,

and puts his heel (the shoe or boot being previously

removed) into the axilla, to press the head of the

bone upwards and outwards, and at the same time

pulls the limb do%vnward by means of a towel

fastened above the elbow. There is a figure of this

operation in the article Dislocatioxs. 2. Reduc-
tion by the knee in the axilla. The patient

being seated in a chair, the surgeon places one of

his knees in the axilla, resting his foot on the

chair. He then puts one hand on the shoidder, to

fix the scapula, and with the other depresses the

elbow over his knee.—For a description of the

symptoms and mode of treatment of the other forms

of dislocation, and of the different varieties of prac-

tice, we must refer the reader to any systematic

treatise on Surgery.

SHO'VELLEK {RJajncJias2)is), a genus of ducks

Shoveller, m.alc and female {JUq/nchaspis cbjpeata).

of the section having no lobe or pendcut membrane

on the hind toe, and remarkable for the expansion
69j



SHOWERS OF FISHES—SHKEWSBUP.Y.

of the end of tlie mandibles in arlwlt birds, particu-

larly of the upper mandible. Tlie lamella? of the

mandibles are long and very delicate. The legs are

placed near the centre of the body, so that these

birds walk much more easily than many of the

ducks. The Common S. (i?. ch/peaia) is smaller

than the -n-ild duck, but rather larger than tlie

widgeon. The S. is a winter visitant of Britain, but

not very common. A few remain all the year. It

is widely distributed over Europe, Asia, and 2sorth

America. Its flesh is very highly esteemed. A
species of S. is found in Australia.

SHOWERS OF FISHES have occasionally

fallen in different parts of the world, exciting great

astonishment. Instances of this kind have occurred

in Britain. A few years since, a shower of small

three-spined sticklebacks fell near Merthyr-Tydvil

in Wales, sprinkling the ground and house-tops

over an area of at least several square miles. They
were alive when they fell ;

yet if caught up by a

whirlwind from any of the brackish ponds near the

sea, in which this species of fish abounds, they

nuist have been conveyed through the air a

distance of almost thirty miles. Another recent

instance occun-ed at Torrens, in the isle of lIuU, in

which herrings were found strewed on a hill five

hvmdred yards from the sea, and one hundred feet

above it.

Showers of fishes occur much more frequently

in those tropical countries where violent storms,

sudden gusts of wind, and whirlwinds are most
common. In India, a shower of fishes varying from

a pound and a half to three pounds in weight has

Ijeen known to fall. Sometimes the fishes are

li\'ing, more frequently they are dead, and some-

times dry or putrefying. They are always of kinds

abundant iu the sea or fresh waters of the neigh-

bourhood ; and it cannot be doubted that they are

carried up into the air by violent winds or whirl-

winds ; although they sometimes fall at a consider-

able distance from any water which could supply

them. The sudden reappearance of fresh-water

fislics in ponds which have been dried up for months
in tropical countries, is often popularly ascribed to

their falling from the clouds ; but the truth is, that

they have been buried in the mud below, existing

probably in a state analogous to that of animals in

cold climates dm-ing hybernation. A pool, the

bottom of which has long been di-y, and on which
gi-ass has grown and cattle have walked, is again

filled with fishes iu a few hours after it is filled

with water.

SHRA'PNELL SHELL. See Shell.

SHREW [Sorex], a genus of small quadrupeds of

the family Sorecida:. They are often popularly con-

founded with mice and rats, but are really very

different, having insectivorous and not rodent teetlj.

The head is very long ; the snout elongated, attenu-

ated, and capable of being moved about ; the eyes

small ; the tail long ; both body and tail covei'ed

with fine short hair ; the feet have a broad sole and

5 toes. The genus has recently been subdivided,

and the British species belong to more than one of

the subdivisions. The Common S. of Britain (.S'. or

Corslra vulgaris) was, until recently, confounded

with S. araneus, a species common in continental

Europe. It is nearly 2.^ inches iu length from the

snout to the root of the tail, the length of which is

about IJ inches. It abounds in dry fields, gardens,

and hedge-banks ; feeding chiefly on insects and
worms, for which it grubs with its long snout

amongst the roots of the herbage. It burrows, and
makes long runs just under the surface of tlie

ground. It is an excessively pugnacious little

animal, and the males have fierce combats in spring,
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in which many are killed. Cats kill the S,, but do
not often eat it, probably on account of its strong
musky smell ; but it is the Jirey of weasels, hawks,
owls, and shrikes. Harmless and inolll-nsive as it

is, it has long been very generally regarded with

Common Shrew [Sorcx vuhjaris)

dread and aversion by the vulgar. (See White's

Natural History of Selborne).—The W,a.ter S. {-?.

fodietis or Crossopus fodiens) is larger than the

Common S., being fully 3 inches long, and the tail

2 inches. It is of a blackish-brown colour, gray or

white on the underparts. It burrows iu the banks

of streams, and is very aquatic iu its habits. It is

found in many parts of Britain.—Some of the Indian

species of S. attain a much larger size, as that called

the Jlusk Eat (q. v.). There is an Italian species

which is the smallest of all known Mammalia. It is

only about li inch in length, exclusive of the tail,

which measiu'es about 1 inch.

SHREW MOLE {Sailops}, a genus of insectiv-

orous Mammalia, of the family Talpidm, and very

nearly allied to the moles. There are 6 incisors, 2

canine teeth, 8 false molars, and G true molars in

each jaw. The car is destitute of auricle ; the

eyes are very small, and much concealed ; the feet

ai'e 5-toed, the fore-feet large, as in the mole. The
whole figure, and also the habits, resemble those of

the mole.—There are several species, all natives

of North America.

SHREWSBURY, a parliamentary and municipal

borough and market-town, the capital of Shrop-

shire, stands on the Severn, by which it is nearly

surrounded, 1G3 miles north-north-west of London
by the London and North-western Railway. It is

irregular in plan, contains many inferior houses,

partly built of timber, but often of very picturesque

appearance. In the modern quarters, the houses

are handsome and regular. Two bridges, the

'English' and the 'Welsh,' cross the Severn, and
connect the town with the suburbs of Abbey-
Foregate and Coleham on the east, and Frankwell
on the west. To the north, is the other suburb of

Castle-Foregate. The town contains interesting

remains of the ancient walls, the castle, two monas-
teries, and a Benedictine abbey. The remains of

the Abbey Church now form the church of Holy
Cross. There are other ecclesiastical edifices, a Free
School, with an income from endowment of £3100
a year, and 22 exhibitions to the universities ; a

number of other important schools, institutes, hos-

pitals, &c. The Town and County Hall, the Public

Rooms, a handsome Greek structure, and the

I\Iarket-house, dating from the reign of Elizabeth,

are worthy of mention. S. carries on manufac-
tures of linen-thread, canvas, and ironwares, and
there is a salmon-fishery on the Severn. The
Brawn and ' Shrewsbury Cakes ' made here have
long been held in esteem. The borough returns

two members to the House of Commons. Pop.

(1861) 22,163. (1871—2.3,300.)



SHRIKE-SHROVETIDE.

S., called by the Welsh Pengweru, was named by
the Anglo-Saxons Scrobbes-Bi/rir/, and of this the
modem name is a corruption. The town connects

itself intimately with the history of the country from
the 12th to the 17th century. It was taken by
Llewellyn the Great, Prince of North Wales, in

121."), during the disturbances between King John
and the barons ; and in 1403, Henry IV. here

defeated the insurgent Percies and their allies with
great slangliter. It was taken by the Parliamen-
tarians in 1044.

SHRIKE, or BUTCHER-BIRD (Lanitis), a genus
of birds of the family Lanindce (q. v.), apj)roaching

more nearly in character to the Falconidm than any
other of that family; having a short, thick, and com-
pressed bill, the upper mandible curved, liooked at

the tip, and furnished with a prominent tootli, the

base of the bill beset with hairs, which point for-

wards. The species are numerous, most of them
natives of warm climates, although some occur in

the more northern p.arts of the world. They jirey

.-^-^^. •^= .'C^P

Great Craj' Shrike {Lanitis cxcuhitor),

on insects and small birds, and have a remarkable
habit of impaling their prey on thorns ; so that the
nest of a >S. may be discovered by the numerous
insects impaled in the neighbourhood of it. ShrUces

kill and impale many insects which they never cat,

leaving them to dry in th(^un ; and in coutinement

they make nse for this purpose of a nail, if provided

with it, or stick portions of their food between the

wii'es of the cage. They can imitate in some degree

the notes of many birds, particularly those which
are the utterance of distress, and they seem to make
use of this power in order to attract birds within

their reach. The most common British species,

rarely seen, however, except in the south of Eng-

land, is the Rkd-backed S. (L. colluris), a bird only

about Ih inclies in length, about a third of the

length being formed by the tail, which is square

at the end. Insects are the chief food of this bird,

but it also preys on small birds, young frogs, and

even young pheasants.—The Gkk.vt Gr.AY S., or

Sentinel S. (L. exciihitor), is about the size of a

thrush. It is a rare bird in Britain, but common in

some parts of Europe, and is found also in Asia and

North America. It was formerly used by falconers

in catching hawks, of which it is greatly afraid,

screaming loudly on their ai)proach : tlie falconer

waited iifconcealment, after fastening some pigeons

and a S. to the gi-ound, until the scream of the S.

gave him notice to pull the string of his net.

SHRIMP (Craiigoii), a genus of crustaceans, of

the order Dccapmla, suborder Macroura, and family

Cranijonidir, allied to lobsters, craylish, and prawns.

T)>o form is elongated, tapering, and arclicd as if

hunch-backed. The chaws are not large, the fixed

finger merely a small tooth, the movable finger

hook-shaped. The l.ieak is very short, afiording a
ready distinction from prawns. The whole structure

is very delicate, almost translucent ; and the colours

are such that the 'creature may readily escape
observation, whether resting on a sandy bottom, or

swimming through the water. The quick darting

movements of shrimps, hke short leaps, however,
betray them to any one who looks attentively into

a pool left by the retiring tide on a sandy shore.

When al.armed, they bury themselves in the sand,

by a pecidiar movement of their fanlike tail fin.

—

The OoMJiox S. (C vulgaris) is very abundant on
the British coasts, and very gener.ally elsewhere ou
tliose of Europe, wherever the shore is sandy. It is

about two inches long, of a greenish-gi'ay colour,

dotted with brown. It is in gi-eat esteem as an
article of food, and is generally taken by nets in

the foiTn of a wide-mouthed bag, stretched by
means of a short cross-beam at the end of a pole,

and pushed along by the shrimper wading to the

knees. Sometimes a net of larger size is dragged
along by two boats. The supply of the market
«'ith shrimps aflbrds employment to a great number
of people.—The other species of S. seem to be
equally fit for tlie table. Several are occasionally

taken on the British coasts, but belong rather to

more southern climates. Shrimps are very interesting

inmates of the aquarium.

SHROPSHIRE, or SA'LOP, a frontier county in

the west of England, bounded on the W. by Niu'th

Wales, and on the E. by the counties of Stallbrd

and Worcester. Area, 826,055 acres; pop. (1S61)

240,959. The Severn, the principal river, enters

the county from Montgomeryshire, about 12 miles

west of Shrewsbury. It pursues a generally south-

east coui'se of 70 miles across the county, is navig-

able throughout, and is joined by two considerable

tributaries^ the Tern ancl Teme. To the north and
north-east of the Severn, the coimty is generally

level, and is imder tillage ; to the south and south-

east, it is hilly and mountainous, and here cattle-

In-ceding is extensively carried ou. A breed of

horned sheep is pecidiar to this county. More
than three-fourths of the whole acreage are arable,

or in pasture and meadow. The soil is generally

fertile and well cultivated, though there are still

extensive tracts of waste land. S. is remarkable

for its mineral wealth. The coal, iron, copper, and
lead fields of Coalbrookdale, Snedshill, Kotly, &c.,

are very productive. Several thousand persons are

employed in raising coal, iron, stone, and lime,

and in the iron manufacture. The county returns

four members to the House of Commons. Capital,

Shrewsbury. (1871—pop. 248,064.)

SHROUDS are very strong ropes passing from

the heads of the lower masts in a ship to the chains

or channels on her sides, for the purpose of aflbrding

lateral support. They are crossed by thinner ropes,

called rathnes, to form steps or ladders. The top-

mast shrouds in ship-rigged vessels are similar, exceiit

that they teraiinato in a row of dead-eyes on the

outside of the tops.

SHRO'VETIDE (Anglo-Saxon scrifLin, to shrive,

to confess) literally means ' confession-time,' and is

the name given to the daj'S immediately preceding

Ash-Wednesday, which, as indeed the whole period

after Septuagesima Sunday appears to h.ave been,

were anciently days of preparation for the peniten-

tial time of Eent ; the chief part of which prci)ara-

tion consisted in receiving the sacr.ament of penance,

i. e., in ' being shriven,' or confessing. In the

modern discipline of the Roman Catholic Church a

trace of this is still preserved, as, in many countries,

the time of tho confession, which precedes the
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SHRUB—SHUNT SYSTEM OF RIFLING.

paschal or Easter communion, commences from

Shrovetide. These days were sometimes called

Fasting-tide or Fast-mass, names which are still

retained among the population in some parts of Great

Britain. The name of S. was retained in Eng-
land after the Eeformation, although the practice

of ' shriving,' in which it had its origin, was
abandoned. The precept of 'shriving' having been
fulfilled, the faithful, upon the eve of entering

upon the Lent, were indulged with permission to

give themselves up to amusements, and to festive

celebrations, of which the counterpart is still seen

in the continental carnival. In England, the pas-

times of football, cock-fighting, bull-baiting, &c.,

were, down to a late period, recognised usages of

S. ; and the festive banquets of the d.ay are still

represented by the pancakes and fritters from
which Pancake Tuesday took its name, and by the

'coUops' which gave its title to CoUop Monday.
These usages are gradually disappearing.

SHRUB (see Syrup), a kind of liqueur made
cliiefly in the West Indies. It consists of lime or

lemon-juice and syrup, to which a small portion of

rum is added ; other flavom-ing materials are used
occasionally.

SHRUBS are plants with woody stem and
branches like trees, but of smaller size, not gener-

ally exceeding 20 feet in height, and branchiug
near the root, so as to have no main .stem of con-

siderable height. When a shrub is of small size

and much branched, it is often called a bush. There
is no more important botanical distinction between
trees and shrubs, and the same genus very often

includes species of both kinds. Many shrubs, as

honeysnclde, are climbers.

In point of Law, whoever plants a shrub thereby
makes it part of the sod, and it becomes a

kind of fixture, incapable of being removed by
tenants. But if the tenant is a nurseryman,
who makes a business of planting and removing
shrubs, it is otherwise. Whoever unlawfully ancl

maUciously cuts, breaks, barks, or roots up a shrub
growing in a pleasure-ground, garden, or ground
adjoining a dwelling-house, if the injury exceed one
pound m value, is guilty of felony, and liable to

])eual servitude for tliree years ; and wherever the

shrub is situated, if the damage amount to one
shilling, the person is liable to be imprisoned or

fined by a justice of the peace.

SHUGSHU'T, a small town of Turkey in Asia,

in An.atolia, on the left bank of the Sakaria, 95
miles in direct line south-east of Constantinople.

On an adjacent hill is the tomb of Othman (q. v. ),

founder of the Ottoman dynasty. The tomb,
resembling the handsomest and most ancient of

the Tui'kish sepulchres at Constantinople, stands
amid a grove of cypresses and evergreen oaks. Pop.

estimated at about 5000.

SHUMALA'RI. See Hijialaya.

SHU'MLA, a strongly fortified city of Bidgaria,
European Turkey, stands on the Little Balkan, 50
miles west of Varna, and GO miles south-south-

west of Silistria. It is boimded on the north and
west by mountains, and on the south and east by
an undidatiug plain furrowed by valleys that extend
north to the Danube. Its situation is pleasing, and
the character and distribution of its buildings give
it a picturesque appearance. The roads from the
Turkish fortresses on the Lower Danube and in the
Dobrudscha on the north, and from the jiasses of

the Eastern Balkan on the south, converge upon S.,

and for this reason it is an important strategic

position. It contains an arsenal, military hospital,

l.arge barracks, a citadel occupying a height, and
surroimdcd with high and thick walls; and in 1853,
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on the outbreak of the war with Russia, its fortifica-

tions were greatly extended. In the vicinity is an
intrenched camp in a position of gre.at natural
strength, which can accommodate from 40,000 to

60,000 men. The more accessible approaches to
the town are guarded by forts. Tlie cidtm'e of wine
and grain, and the rearing of silk-worms, are the
chief employments ; and the town is famous for its

manufactures of copper and tin wares, ready-made
clothes, and leather. Pop. 30,000, exclusive of the
garrison. The Russians attacked the town in vain
on three separate occasions—in mi, in 1810, and
in 1828.

SHUNT SYSTEM OF RIFLING is a very in-

geuious arrangement for securing the accurate cen-

tring of a projectile discharged from a rifled cannon.
To obtain precision of aim and range, it is absolutely

essential that the axis of a projectile shoidd, at the
moment of discharge, coincide exactly with tlio axis

of the bore. This can scarcely be obtained unless

the shot fits with extreme tightness into the gun
;

and if it does so, and the gun is a muzzle-loader, it

is scarcely possible to load it. The ordinary prin-

ciple has the projectile smaller than the bore, so as

to pass readily into the gun, resting, of course, on
the bottom of the bore. The projectile is covered
with a soft met.al, as lead, which expands with the
pressure behind, and fits the shot tight into the
grooves ; but from the fact that it rested (at the
commencement of the expansion) on the bottom
of the bore, the axis of the shot is always below
the axis of the bore.

To obviate this. Sir xf • ^"^^
AVilliam Armstrong ^' .f/
designed the ' shunt

'

system, which iu prac-

tice has been found
admirably efl'ective.

In rilling the giui, the
groove for 14 inches

from the muzzle con- Pig, 1.

sists of a wide, deep
indentation (?) in figs. I and 2), and at the side of it

a narrow indentation of less depth, a ; from 14
inches to 22 inches from the muzzle, this narrow
groove gradually deepens, till it attains the level

of the broad groove, after which they run together
for a short distance, untd a shunt at c, fig. 2, narrows

./

Fig. 2.

the whole groove on the same side as a to the

original width of h. Projecting from the shell

(fig. 3) is an ii'on flange a, too high to pass the

narrow groove, and
still higher, by its

side, a narrow band
of zinc or of brass

studs, 6. Each of

these passes freely

along the bro.ad deep
groove of the bore.

As the shot is

rammed home, the twist of the rifling brings the

iron flange against the edge d (figs. I and 2) of

the broad deep groove, which enables both the
flange and zinc band to pass freely until past /
(fig. 2), where the inclined plane ends. At c, how-
ever, where the groove becomes narrowed to only

the ividth of the flange and band together, the
shot is shunted over to the left. In this position

it is rammed home. In coming out, of course, the

Fig. 3.
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FiS. 4.—Going in.

/

f^7^ >/

Fig

pressure of the twist is reversed, and the zinc band
presses against the straight edge e ; on reaching/,
tlie force of the exploded powder behind drives the
shot on, while the inclined groove from / to 3
flattens down the zinc baud, so that the projectile

ceases to lie on the

bottom of the bore, and
is firmly centred by its

several bands 0:1 the

shallow grooves (what-

ever their number may
be) round the bore's

circiunference. The
lead fitting at the back
of the shot has been
meanwhile driven by
the explosion into the
deep wide gi'ooves, so

as to stop windage.
The Russians have

a shunt system borrowed from Sir W. Ai-mstrong's,

but differing in details.

American guns, on
similar principles, have
been made experinient-

allJ^ The invention

does not appear to

/
I ZJ have been yet applied

to small-arms.

The sections of the
muzzle in this article,

figs. 4 and 5, are

necessarily exagger-
ated in regard to the

-Coming out. position of the shot,

to shew the principle,

fu reality, there is only a miuute difference between
the di.ameter3 of bore and projectUe.

SHU'SHA, a fortified town of Eussian Trans-
caucasia, in the government of Shemakha, and 120
miles south-west of the town of that name. It

occupies a strong position on a mountain, accessible
only on one side, and is said to contain upwards of

15,000 inhabitants.

SHUSTEK, a city of Persia, in Khuzistau, on
the Karim, 30 miles east-south-east of Dizful, at the
foot of a range of sandstone hills. In the early

part of the present century, it was au important
town and the capital of the pro^Tnce ; but it was
nearly depoijnlated by an epidemic in 1S32, and
was much damaged by au inundation in 1S40. On
a height stands the castle, comm.anded, however, by
a loftier elev.ation. The walls have been allowed
to fall, and a fourth jjart of the to\vn is in ruins.

Customs are coUecte(l here, but the trade 13 not
extensive. Pop. about 10,000.

SHUTTLE, the instrument used to carry the

weft-tliread in weaving. See Loom.

SIA'LOGOGXJES are substances which, by
local stimulating action, increase the secretion of

Saliva (q. v.). Amongst the substances which thus

act as direct stimulants to the saiiv.ary glands,

we may especially mention Horse-radish root,

Mezercon bark, and Pellitory root. Horse-radish

root when chewed, produces a copious flow of

saliva, and h.as been found useful in aiding deglu-

tition in cases of paralysis of the tongue. If

Mezcreon bark is used in the same way, the s,aliva

shoidd be frequently ejected, in consequence of

the acrid properties wliich it absorbs froui the drug.

Pellitory root is the best of this class of remedies.

Fr.agments weighing from half a drachm to a

drachm may be frequently chewed when we wish

to increase the ilow of saliva in cases of facial

neuralgia, rheumatism of the muscles of mastication,
and paralysis of the tongue.

SIA'M (native name Tluii = the Free, or Mitatig
Thai = the Kingdom of the Free), the chief state of
Indo-China, is bounded on the S. by the Gulf of
Siam and the Mahay Peninsula. On the W., N.,
and E., the frontier-line is ill-defined and fluctu-
ating, owing to many tribes being only partially
under subjection, and to the constant wars of

aggrandisement between S. and the Mahayan and
Burmese races on the -west, and the Cambodian and
Cochin-Chinese races on the east. According to a
recent account, the countiy lies in lat. 4°—21° N.,
long. 96°—102° E. ; is 1200 miles in length, and
about 350 miles in extreme breadth. Area estim-
ated at fi-om 190,000 to 290,000 sq. m. ; pop. stated
at from 4,500,000 to 5,000,000. The kingdom con-
sists of 41 iiro\'inces, each governed by a Phaja, or
functionary of the highest rank. There are numer-
ous districts beyond the limits of the kingdom
proper, as the Laos, ilalayan, and Cambodian
dependencies, which are more or less under subjec-
tion to S., and pay tribute generally once in three
years. S. itself pays tribute to China, but only as
a matter of usage and convenience, for it receives
from that country more than a return, in the remis-
sion of duties upon Siamese vessels bound to Chinese
ports. Cambodia is situated between S. on the
west aud Cochin-China, and as sovereignty over it

is claimed by both these countries, and as it is too
feeble to resist the claims, it pays tribute to both.

Surface, Htjdrorjraphy, Coast-line, Soil, and
Climate.—The mountains which cover the northern
districts of the country, and form natural barriers

.along its east and west frontiers, are branches of

the great system of the Himahaya. Though the
northern dependencies of S. are mountainous, the
kingdom proper is a vast plain, which only becomes
hilly on its northern frontier. The great river of

the country, the Nile of S. , is c.aUedby foreigners
Menam, or more commonly, ilein.am ; but the
Siamese call all rivers by this name, and distinguish

the river by adcUng to the name Menam the n.ame
of the chief town or vill.age on its banks ; thus,

Menam Bangkok is the river of Bangkok, that is,

the great river of the country, w-hich Eiu-opeans and
other foreigners have agreed to call Meinam. This
river, the great life-sustaining artery of the country,
rises among the moimtains of the Chinese province
of Yunnan, whence it flows south, and after a course
of more th,an SOO miles in this direction, throws
itself by three mouths, which are from G to 8
fathoms deep, into the Gulf of .Siam, about 30 miles
(IS miles in direct line) below Bangkok. It receives

a number of important ailluents, notably the river

Phitsalok, wliich joins it in lat. about 17° 35' N.
The annual inundation of the Jleinam, the occasional

non-occun'ence of which entails failure on a gi-eat

portion of the rice-crops, commences in Jime, and
ends in Kovember. Impregnated with the rich soil

which it brings from the interior, its waters, in
August, overflow the banks to a height sometimes
exceeding six feet above the ordin.ary level. The
tract of country within the direct influence of the
inundations is estimated .at 12,000 sq. m. ; but,

properly speaking, the actu.Tj v;illey of the Mein.am,
commencing 450 miles above tlie moiith of that
river, and with an average bre.adth of 50 miles, h.a3

an area of n])wards of 22,000 sq. m., and forms a
tr.act of coimtry the fertility of which is not exceeded
in any other quarter of the globe. Of the other
great rivers, the chief is the Mei-kong, which flows
through the eastern districts of the empire, and is said
to be IGOO miles long. The co.ast-line, fringing the
edge of the Gulf of Siam, may be roughly estim-

ated at 1100 miles, exclusive of minor windings,
09'J
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The jirincipal ports on the coast-line are Paknani
(pop. 1)500), defeuded by three forts ; Pakl.it, a few

miles above Paknam (pop. 7000), defended by a fort

on each side of the river ; Mekloug, at the mouth of

the river of the same name, long. 100° 10' E., a beau-

tiful city, with floiating bazaars, fine pagodas and
gardens, and a pop. of 1 0,000 ; Chantaburi, long, about
103° E., near the mouth of a river which, though
short, fertilises with its inundations a considerable

district, a jilace of active trade with China and
Cochin-China, with a pop. of 6000 ; and Baugplasoi,

27 miles east-south-east of Paknam, engaged in a

]irofitable fishery and in agriculture, pop. G900.

The breadth of the Malayan Peninsula, in lat. 11°

N., is only 50 miles, and here two streams, the one

ilowiug west to the Bay of Bengal, and the other

enst to the GuU of Siam, offer gi'eat facilities for the

construction of a ship-canal, for their sources l.iciug

near each other, a few miles of canalis.ation are all that

wonlil be required to connect them, and thus form

a sea-way across the peninsula, which would shorten

the voyage between India and Eastern Asia Iiy

many daj'S, and often by weeks.—The climate of

y. is, for a tropical region, salubrious ; the resident

missionaries speak highly in its favour. The mean
temperature at Bangkok, for a series of eight years,

was Sr 14' ; the maximum heat, within the same
space, was 97°, and the minimum 54°. Hurricanes

and typhoons are almost unknown in S., though it

is visited every year by the south-west and north-

cast monsoons—the former bringing clouds, thunder-

storms, and rain, the latter bringing refreshing

we.ather.

Arjriadlurc, Flora, and Fauna.—In S., few of the

instruments in use in scientific agi-iculture are

known, and in many parts of the country, in 1S55,

the ground was prepared for the seed by turning

herds of buffaloes into the fields to trample down
the weeds and move the soil, and afterwards by
harrowing the ground with thorny shrubs. But
the soil here is so rich that the smallest outlay of

capital and labotir is rewarded by abundant harvests.

A much more advanced system of agriculture, how-
ever, h.as been introduced within recent years, and
the quantity of agricultural products exported has

greatly increased. Rice and sugar are the principal

crojis. Of the other products, the chief are Aqitila,

or eagle-wood, renowned for its perfume, and
extensively used on that account at funerals,

marriages, and other ceremonies in Eastern Asia
;

gutta-percha ; cardamoms ; gamboge ; bamboo ; the

rattan ; valuable palms ; the guava ; mango

;

daurien, esteemed the king of fruits in S. ; the

mangosteen, and many other fruit and other trees,

including teak and a variety of valuable ship and
house timbers. Among the animals, the most
famous is the elephant, which abounds in the

fin-ests. It is against the law of S. to kill elephants,

as these animals are considered the property of the

king ; but many of them are nevertheless slain for

the sake of their tusks. A variety of this animal,

said to be peculiar to S., is the white elephant,

which is not really white, but of a light mahogany
colour. Tliis animal is held in the highest venera-

tion, the cause of which is, that he is ' sujiposed to

be the incarnation of some future Buddha, and will

therefore bring blessings on the country which
possesses so great a treasure.' He is fed upon fresh

grass, and sugar-canes and plantains, served in rich

dishes, is covered with ornaments, inhabits a build-

ing attached to the palace, enjoys the rank of

noljility, and is tended by a staff' of officers, guards,

valets, &c. Tigers abound, especially in the Laos
country in the north ; tiger-cats, rhinoceroses, boars,

wild pigs, elks, and deer of many kinds, tenant the
woods. Crocodiles, lizards, and serpents of various
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kinds are numerous. Excellent fish are found on
the coasts and in the rivers.

Minerals.—Gold is found among the mountains,
and silver in comliination v/ith other met.als

;

copper, tin, lead, and iron are abundant, aud are
extensively worked by the Chinese. Precious
stones are foimd in great number and variety.

Manufactures.—Vases, urns, and other vessel."!, in

the manufacture of which gold is embossed upon
silver, .are made here in great numbers, and have an
orient.al celebrity. Gold-beating, iron-founding, and
manufactures of fine cloth, glass wares, and pottery
are carried on.

Commerce, Exporls and Imports.—In former
times, Bangkok (q. v.) was the most commercial city

east of the Cape of Good Hope, after Calcutta and
Canton, and GO British ships were eng.aged in trade

with the ri%'er Jleiuam. But in 1S55, such had been
the influence of bad legislation, and such the des-

tructive progress of monopoly, that tlie foreign trade
had become reduced almost to nothing. Sir John
Bowring, Her Majesty's Plenipotentiary, arriving in

S., negotiated a treaty of friendship and commerce
with the Siamese rulers (signeil at Bangkok, April

1855), which prowdes that ISritish subjects are per-

mitted to trade freely in all the seaports of S., may
]Hirchase lands, houses, &c., and m.ay profess the

Christian religion nndisturlDed. By this treaty, all

monopolies are rescinded, British traders purchasing
directly from the producer, and selling directly to

the purchaser, without the interference of any third

party. Export duties are levied upon all goods
that leave the country, but they pay one impost
only, whether this be levied under the name of

inland-tax, transit-duty, or duty on exportation.

Prior to ISSli, when the treaty first took effect,

the British arrivals (including Mussulman vessels

iinder the British flag) amounted to only 12 per

annum; in 1858, they amounted to 81 vessels;

and in 1SC.3, the entries were 82 vessels, of 30,.3G3

tons, and the clearances 78 vessels, of 28,603 tons.

In 1863, 600 vessels of aU nations (not including

junks), of 255,657 tons, entered and cleared the

port of Bangkok. In the same year, the exports

amounted to £880,000, and the principal articles

were rice, 1,632,000 piculs (the picul = 133| Uxs.)
;

sugar, 82,700 piculs ; and large quantities of stick-

lae, hides, gum, pepper, horns, and the other pro-

ducts and manufactures of the country, including a

small quantity of cotton. These st.atistics are for

the port of Bangkok alone. No statement can lie

given of the revenue and exiienditure ; but judging
from the quantity of duty-paying goods exported,

it may 1 >e supposed that the former is s.atisfactory.

Inhabitants and Gorernment.—The Siamese proper,

that is, the Thai race, form about a third of the

entire jiopulation. ' They are gentle, timid, careless,

and almost passionless.' They differ in several

respects from many eastern nations. Lying, though
fi-equently resorted to as a protection against

injustice and oppression, is not a national character-

istic. The Siamese are inclined to be idle, incon-

stant, and exacting ; but they are sincere, very
afl'ectionate in their domestic relations, witty iu con-

versation, and, like the Chinese, expert in mimicry.
About a third of the whole pojmlation are Chinese,

who are great emigrants, but who, wherever they
go, preserve their own language, customs, costume,
haliits, aud soci.il organisation. There are, it is

estimated, 1,500,000 Chinese in.S. ; in Bangkok
alone there are 200,000. All the active busiuess of

the comitry is m their hands. The Laos people

(see ShjVN States) are also very numerous in the
eouutry, and there are considerable numbers of

Malays and Cambodians. The religion of tlie

Siamese is Buddhism (q. v.), which iuciJcatcs the
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highest veneration for life in whatever form. A
Siamese will not kill vei'min or serpents ; and the
tameuess of many creatures that in Europe flee from
the presence of man, is observed by all strangers.

The nse of Betel (q. v.) is almost univer.sal in Siam.
All the belles of S. stain their teeth black. The
Siamese are extremely ceremonious in their inter-

course one with another. Au inferior crouches and
crawls on the ground before a dignitary, and speaks
of himself as 'your slave—a hair—a little beast.'

They are a small well-proportioned race, with olive-

coloured skin, and black hair, of which all th.at they
allow to grow is a tuft about two inches long on the
top of the head—the rest being shaven off. They
are remarkablj' fond of jewellery and ornameuts,
and the dresses of the higher functionaries and
nobles is splendid and beautiful. They arc fond of

music ; have a number of good native instruments,
as well as the common European ones, and are
skilful performers.

The government is an absolute and hereditary
monarchj-, and there are two Jiings. The First

King is the actual monarch ; the Second King, who
receives about one-third of the revenue, and has an
army of 2000 men, seems to occupy the place of

first counsellor, and is invariably consulted by the
First King before any decisive step in the administra-
tion of aft'airs is taken. Both the present mouarchs
can speak and write English, have been careful

and appreciative students of the great EngHsh
writers, understand the use of the sextant and
chrouometer, and are well versed and deeply
interested in the mechanical arts. The kings are

assisted in the administration hy a cabinet and
council.

History.—The annals of the Siamese begin about
five centuries B. c. But nothing authentic is known
of the history of the country tiU 1850, in whicli

year Ayuthia, the former capital, was founded.
Cambodia was first conquered in 1532, and in this

century the Siamese dominion extended to Singa-

pore. The present dynasty ascended the throne in

17S2. There have been numbers of Protestant and
Catholic missionaries in S. since the year 1S2S, but
so far as the Siamese are concerned, their laljours

have been almost if not altogether fruitless.— For
further information on this most interesting coimtry
and people, see Bowi'ing's S'tam (Lond. lS-57).

SIAM, Gulf of, an important arm of the Chinese
Sea, is bounded on the N. and W. by Siam, on the
S.-W. by the Malay peninsula, and on the N.-E.

by Cambodia. At its entrance between Cambodia
Point and the peninsula of Patani on the Jlalay

Peninsula, it is 235 miles wide, and from the line

drawn between these two points it extends inland

in a north-west direction to the mouth of tlie

Meinam, a distance of 450 mdes. Four great rivers,

navigable to a considerable distance from their

mouths, and the chief of which is the Meinam (see

Sl.\M), fall into the gidf. It is unvisited by hurri-

canes of any kind, and shipwrecks here are very
rare.

SI'AMESE TWIIfS, a name given to two youths,

Eng and Cliang, born of Chinese parents in Siam,

in ISll, having their bodies united by a Ijand of

Uesh, stretching from the end of one breast-bone to

the same jdace in the opposite twin. The survival

to advanced life of such a lusus natunv makes this

one of the most remarkable cases on record. A
union of the bodies of twins by various parts is not

an unusual occurrence (see JIonstkosity). Ambrose
I'are has depicted instances of union by the back,
bflly, and forehead. The last occurred in two girls,

who lived to the age of ten years, when one of them
dying, a separation was made : the wound of the

living giii assumed a bad character, and soon proved

fatal. The Hungarian sisters, who lived about a
century since, were united by the back, had one
passage from the intestines, and each had one from
the urinary org.ans. They died when they were 22
years of age. The Siamese twins were purchased of

their mother at Meklong, a city of Siam (q. v.), and
were brought to America by Cajjtain Coffin and Mr
Hunter in 1829. On examination, the connecting
band seemed to have united them at first face to
face, but constant traction had so changed its direc-

tion, that they stood partially side by side. Its
length above was about two inches ; below, nearly
four; from above, downwards, it measured three
inches ; and its greatest thickness was one and a half

inch. It is covered with skin, and when the centre
is touched, both feel it ; but on touching either side

of the median line, only the nearest individual is

sensible of it. The connection between the Siamese
twins presents many interesting points in regard to

physiology and pathology, for although they form
two perfectly distinct being's, they appear most
frequently to think, act, and move as one individual.

After Idealising a competence by the exhibition of

themselves in the various countries of Europe, the
Siamese twins settled in one of the southern states

of America, where they were married to two sisters,

and had offspring. Owing to domestic quarrels,

however, two houses were found necessary, each
living with his wife a week at a time alternately.

Kuined by the late disastrous civil war in America,
the Siamese twins are again, it is said (ISGG), to

make the tour of Europe, and exhibit themselves to

the public.

For a full account of the structural peculiarities

of such cases, see St Hilau-e's ///s^oire des Anomalies
de VOrijanisation d'Homme et des Aniinaux.

SIARA, properly, Ceaea (q. v).

SIBBALD, Sir Egbert, an eminent Scottish

naturalist, born at Edinburgh, 15th A]u'il 1041, of

a good family (the Sil^balds of Balgonie, in Fife),

studied at the High School and university o£

Edinburgh, and afterwards pursued his medical
studies at Leyden, Paris, and Anglers ; settled as

a physician in Edinburgh in 1662, devoted much
time to botany and zoology, and aided Sir Andrew
Balfour in establishing a botanic garden in Edin-
burgh. Having inherited an estate, he retired

from medical practice, but continued his scientific

]>ursuits; was appointed by Charles II. his ilajesty's

Geographer for Scotland, and was encom-aged to

prepare a work on the geography and natural
history of his native countr3-. His death is sup-

posed to luxve taken place in 1/22. He published
many pamphlets on medical subjects, natural

history, Scottish history," antiquities, &c. The work
for wliich he is now chiefly remembered is his

Scotia lUuKtratn, give Prodromiis Histori<v XaUtralis,

&c. (fol. Edin. 1684), a work of great merit for its

time, but his Collection of Several Treatises in Folio

Concerninij Scotland, as It was of Old, and also in

Later 2'tines (Edin. 1739), is not without value.

SIBE'RIA, a vast territory in !\orthem Asia,

belonging to Russia, and including all the Russian
possessions in that continent, with the exception of

the Transcancasian and Armenian provinces, is

bounded on the X. by the Ai'ctic Ocean ; on the E.

by the seas of Kamtchatka, Okhotsk, and Japan,
all of thoni arms of the Pacilic Ocean ; on the W.
by the Ural Mountains, Ural River, and Caspian
Sea. On the S., its boundary is constantly tending
southwards, and according to the latest authori-

ties, consists at present of a line running in lat.

45° N., between the Caspian and Aral Seas, crossuig

the latter to a point on the eastern shore in lat. 43"
40' N., thence (enclosing the eastern seaboard of the
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Aral Sea) north to the Sir-Daria, following that

river to Otrar, then keeping along the Boroltai

range iu a south-east direction to a point in lat. 42°

25' N., long. 72° 13' E., thence along the Ale.x.an(lrian

range, forming the southern boundary of the Chui
(a tributary of the Sir-Daria) basin, thence north-

north-east to lat. 55° N., long. 9G° E., south-east to

Kiachta (q. v.), eastwards to the Ai'gun River, wliich

it follows to the Amur, and the latter to long. 135°

E., when it trends in a south-south-west direction,

ascending the XJsuri tributarjr for 200 mUes, and
then running straight south-west to the sea in lat.

42' 30' K., and long. 130° 30' E. S. is divided for

administrative purposes into the following 4 govern-

ments and 7 territories

:
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government colonies. The most abandoned class of

exiles are kept to hard labour in the mines ; others

are put to less laborious, but still compidsory work ;

and a third portion are settled in specified districts,

under surveUlauce of the police, and allowed to

employ themselves as the}' choose. This last class

chiefly employs itself in trapping those animals
whose skins and furs form valuable articles of traded

In th& noith-west are found the Samoieds, and
adjoining them the Ostiaks, both of whom live liy

hunting and fishing alone. In the south are the

nomad tribes 9f the Kirghiz (q. v.) and Kalmucks
(cj.v.), both cattle-broccliiig peoples, though the

latter have now partially adopted a settled mode of

life, and manufacture iron and gunpowder. Next
to them, on the borders of Manchuria, are the

Buriats, a people of Mongol origin, and the most
mmierous tribe in S. ; to the north of whom are the

Yakuts and Tunguses, of Tartar origin, who are

sjjread over the whole of Eastern S., from the town
of Irkutsk to the Stanovoi range ; and live mostly
by hunting. The Tchuktchis, an Esquimaux race,

and the Koriaks inhabit the north-east corner, and
the Manchus are the jiopulation of the Amur terri-

tory. Manufactures are unimportant, and are con-

fined to the principal towns ; the barter trade in

European goods is carried on at Obdorsk, Ostrovnoe,

Yakutsk, and Petropavlovsk ; and the transit-trade

with China through Kiachta (q. v.), the imports

fi-om Cliina being tea of the finest quality, sugar,

sdk, cotton, wool, gram, fruits, &c. ; and the exports

to that country, cotton and woollen cloths, hnen,

furs and skins, leather, and articles of gold and silver.

The exports to Paissia are the natural produce of

the country, and are transported westward to the

fi-ontier by alternate land and river carriage, to

Tobolsk, thence over the Ural Mountains to Perm.

Reindeer sledges are the usual means of transport

in winter. Fairs are held at stated periods in cer-

tain localities, and much of the trade of the country

is there transacted. S. seems to have been first

made known to the Russians by a merchant named
Auika Stroganoff ; and soon after, the conquest of

Western S. was effected by the Cossack VassUi

Yermak, an absconded criminal, at the head of a

numerous band of wild followers. After Y'ermak's

death in 15S4, the Kussians pursued their conquests

eastward, founding Tomsk in 1604, and though they

often experienced serious reverses, their progi'ess

was rapid, the Sea of Okhotsk being reached in

1639, and Irkutsk founded in 1G61. Frequent dis-

turbances have occurred between the Russians and
the Chinese and Tartars, which have resulted in the

extension southward of the Siljerian boundary into

Jlanchirria and Turkestan, but that to the north

of Mongolia remains much as it was originally.

Eastern's, was little known till recently, and several

explorations made under the auspices of the Russian

government have done much to increase our know-
ledge of that still comparatively unknown territory.

In 1863, a service of steam-packets was established

between Irbit, in Perm, and the towns on the Obi

and its triljutaries ; and more recently, a line of

telegraph has been constructed between Moscow
and Irkutsk, which it is intended to continue to

Behriug's Strait, thence by submarine cable to

Russian America, and along the Pacific coast down
to San Francisco.—See Atldnson's Oriental and
Western Siberia (London, 1858).

SI'BYL (Gr. SihuUa, according to the old deriva-

tion from Dios Boule; Doric, Sios Botla—the 'Will

or Counsel of God'), the name anciently given to

sevei'al i>rophetio women, whose history, in so far

as they have any, has come down to us in a wholly

mythical form, if, indeed, such beings ever existed

at all ! Their number is differently given ; some

writers (^lian, for example) mention only four

—

the Erythrrean, the Samian, the Egyptian, and the
Sardiau ; but in general ten are reckoned, viz., the
Babylonian, the Libyan, the Delphian, the Cim-
merian, the Erj-thmean, the Samian, the Cum.-Ean,
the Trojan or HeUespontian, the Phrygian, and the
Tiburtine. Of these, by far the most celebrated is

the Cumwan, identified by Aristotle with the
Erj-thra^an, and personally known by the names of

Heroplule, Demo, Phemonoii, Deiphobe, Demophile,
and Amalthaja. She figures prominently in the 6th
book of Virgil's jEneid, as the conductor of the poet
into the reabn of the shades. The Roman legend
concerning her (as recorded by Livy) is, that she
came from the east, and appearing before King
Tarquin the Proud, offered him nine books for sale.

The price demanded appeared to the monarch
exorbitant, and he refused to purchase them. She
then went aw.ay, destroyed three, and returning,

asked as much for the remaining six as for the nine.

This was again refused, whereupon she destroyed
other three, and once more offered to sell him the

rest, but ^^•ithout any abatement of the original

price. Tarquin was struck by her pertinacity, and
bought the books, which were found to contain

adnces regarding the religion and policy of the
Romans. They were preserved in a subterranean
chamber of the temple of Jupiter on the Capitoline,

and were originally intrusted to two officials

{duwm'iri sncrorum), appointed by the senate, who
alone had the right to inspect them. The number
of keepers was afterwards increased to 10 {decem-

viri), and fiuaTly, by Sidla, to 15 (qidndccemviri). In
the year 84 E. c, the temple of Jupiter having been
consmned by fire, the original Sibylline books or

leaves were destroyed, whereupon a special endjassy

was despatched by the senate to all the cities of

Greece, Italy, and Asia Minor, to collect such as

were current in these regions. This being done,

the new collection was deposited in the temple of

.Jupiter after it had been rebuilt. Spurious Sibylline

prophecies—or what were regarded as such—accu-

mulated greatly in private hands towards the close

of the Republic ; and Augustus, fearing, per!uii>3,

that they might be turned to pohtical uses, ordered

them ail to be given up to the city-pr»tor, and
burned them. More than 2000 were destroyed on
this occasion. The remainder were kept in the

temple of Apollo, on the Palatine, imder lock and
key ; but the whole perished diu-ing the burning of

Rome in the time of Nero. Other collections were
made ; and as late as the Gth c, v.hen the city was
besieged by the Goths, there were not wanting
some who pretended to predict the issue from a con-

sultation of these venerable oracles. It is, however,

beyond doubt, that as early, at least, as the 2d c.

A. D., when enthusiastic men sprimg up in the

Christian church, prophesjdng in a poetic-oracular

style (whence they were sometimes called Sibyllists),

the Sibylline books were much interpolated .and

falsified to assist the progress of the new faith.

The utterances of these Christian SibyUists form a

special department of early ecclesiastical literatiu-e,

and are a mixture of Jewish, Pagan, and Christian

ingi'edients. The collections of them also bear the

name of ' Sibylline Books.' An edition was published

by Galh-Bus, at Amsterdam, in IGSO, and was entitled

Uracula Sib;/llina ; fragments have also been edited

by Angelo Mai (Milan, 1S17) and Struve (Konigs-

berg, ISIS).—Consult Bleek, Ueher die Jinlstelmiirj

und Zusammensetzung der uns in aeht Bikliern erlial-

tenen Sammlunij Sibi/lUnischer Orakel (in Schleier-

macher's Theolorjisclie ZeitschriJ't, Berl. 1819), and
Thorlacius, Libri Sibyllistariim Veteris Ecclesiae (iu

his Prolusiones el Opuecuta Academica, vols. 4 and
S, Copenh. 1821—1822).
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SICI'LIAN VE'SPEKS, tbe name given to the

massacre of the French in Sicily, on the flay after

Easter (JIarch 30) 12S2, the signal for the com-
mencement of which was to be the first stroke of the

vesper-bell. In the articles Naples, Konradin,
Manfked, &c., it is related how Charles of Aujoii,

the brother of Louis IX. of France, had deprived

the Hoheustaufen dynasty of Naples and Sicily, and
jiarcclled ont these kingdoms mto domains for liis

French followers ; but his cruelty towards the

adherents of the dispossessed race, his tyranny,
oppressive taxation, and the brntality of his fol-

lowers, excited among the vindictive Sicilians the

deadliest animosity. The aged Giovanni da Procida,

a steady partisan of the Hohenstanfen family, took
the lead in directing and systematisiug a conspiracy

against Charles and his followers ; and after a visit

to Pedro of Aragon (the husband of Constance
the cousin of IConradin, and the ne-xt heir to

Naples and Sicily), whom he found willing to under-

take the conquest of Sicily, he returned to his self-

im])osed duty in the island. On the evening of

Easter-JIouday, the inhabitants of Palermo, enraged
(according to the common story) at a gross out-

rage which was perpetrated by a French soldier

on a young Sicilian bride, precipitated the accom-
phshment of the scheme by suddenly rising upon
their oppressors, putting to the sword every man,
woman, and child of them, not sparing even those

Italians and Sicilians who had married French-
men. This example was followed, after a brief

interval, by Messina and the other towns, and the

massacre soon became general over the island

:

the French were hunted like wild beasts, and
dragged even from the churches, where they vainly

thought themselves secure. More than SUOO of them
were slain by the Palermitans alone. Only one

instance of mercy shewn to a Frenchman is on
record, the fortunate subject being a Provengal

gentleman, Guillaume des Porcellets, who was much
esteemed for his probity and virtue. The governor
of Messina also succeeded in passing the strait with
his garrison before it was too late.—See Amari,
La Uiierra del Vespro Siciliano (Palermo, 1S41 ; re-

printed at Paris, 1S43), and Possien and Chantrel's

Lcs Vepres Siciliennes (Paris, 1843).

SICILIA'NA, in Music, a name given to a slow,

soothing, pastoral description of air, in f time ; so

called because the dance peculiar to the peasantry

of Sicily possesses this character.

SI'CILY, the largest, most fertile, and most
populous island in the Mediterranean Sea, lies

between lat. 36° 38'—38° 18' N., and between
long. 12° 25'—15° 40' E., and is separated from
the mainland of Italy by the Strait of Messina.

Its shape roughly resembles a triangle (whence the
early Greek navigators gave it the name of Triiia-

cria, the 'Three-cornered')—the eastern coast, from
Capo del Faro in the north to Capo Passaro in the

south, forming the base ; and the northern and south-

western coasts the sides, which gradually approach
each other towards the north-west. The length of

the base is 145 miles ; of the northern side, 215 miles
;

and of the south-western, 190 miles : the circum-

ference of the island, including the sinuosities of

the coast, is estimated at 624 miles. Area about
10,000 sq. miles. Pop., according to the census of

1862, 2,391,802. Capo Passaro, at the south-eastern

extremity, is only 56 miles from Malta ; and Capo
Boeo, near Marsala, at the north-western, only 80
miles from Cape Bon on the African coast.

Physical Ocor/raplu/—The island of S., like the
mainland of Italy, is traversed throughout its entire

length by a chain of mountains, which may be
looked upon as a continuation of the Apennines
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(q. v.). This chain, beginning at Capo del Faro on
the Strait of Alessina, runs in a so-.;th-south-westeru

direction as far as Taormina, where it turns off to

the west, and stretches across the whole island,

keeping, however, much nearer to the northern than
to the south-western coast. The first part of the
chain, fi'om Capo del Faro to Taormina, is called

tlie Peloric range (anc. JW'j^tuniHs J/o^.s), which in

Jlonte Diuuamare attains the height of 326'J feet

;

the second and much the longer part is called the
Madonian range (anc. Kthrodes Mantes), which, in

the Pizzo di Palermo, rises to an elevation of 6328
feet. It forms the great watershed of the island.

Towards the north-westei'n coast, the chain breaks
up into irregular and often detached masses, such
as Monte Pellegrino (19G3 feet) and Monte San
Giuliano (2184 feet). About the sentre of the chain,

a range branches oflf through the heart of the
island to the south-east ; at first wild and rugged,

but afterwards smoothing down into table-lands,

which in tm'n slope away tamely to the sea. There
are innimierable other spurs to the south from the

great Madonian chain, of inferior length and eleva-

tion, but none of these require special mention. The
volcano of Etna, which rises in solitary grandeur
on the eastern coast, is sepai'ately described. See
Etna. S. is not, on the whole, a well-wooded
country, but forests of considerable size are found

! here and there—as, for example, the royal forests

j

near Caronia and Mezzojuso, the forest-zone of Etna,

&c.—In the interior of the island there is not much
level laud, but on several parts of the coast there

are extensive plains, generally of gi'cat fertility.

The principal of these are the great plain of Catania
(anc. Campi Leontiiii), out of which rises Etna ; the

plains of Palermo, termed the Conca cVOro, or
' Golden Shell,' of CasteUamare, of Lieata, and
Terranova.—Although rivers are numerous, none
are navigable. The largest are the Simeto or Giar-

retta, the Cautara, the Salso, the Plataui, and the
Belici.

Climate.—The climate of S. is very warm, but
salubrious, except in low-lying places, where there

is a mephitic atmosphere. The best health is

enjoyed in the lower region of Etna, which is very
densely peopled, althoiigh exposed to erujftions and
violent earthquakes. The heat is intense in summer
when the sirocco blows. After the autumnal equinox,

violent winds are prevalent, torrents of rain fall,

and all along the coasts the atmosphere is charged
with moisture and fogs. The earthquakes begin

about the end of winter, and do great damage.
Snow and ice are rarely to be seen except on Etna.

Gcologij and Ilineralogi/.—The primary rocks in

the mountainous districts ai'e chiefly quartz, granite,

and mica. In some parts, these are overlaid by
limestone rocks. Most of the lower ranges of hills

are of calcareous formation, and are rich in metalUc
ores. Sulphur forms the chief mineral wealth of

Sicily. Immense beds of it are found in the central

and northern parts of the island. The English
export about 42,000 tons of it per annum, and the

mines are worked by Cornish miners and their

descendants.

1 iSoil, Agriculture, Ac.—The soil of the island is so

fertile that very little labour is required to raise

the crojis. In many valleys there is rich soil to the

depth even of 40 feet. In Catania, decomposed lava

is spread over the ground, greatly increasing its

fertility. The crops of grain are large, and might
be prodigious if agriculture were better understood ;

the harvests are such that they recall to mind the

words of Livy, in speaking of S. : 'Populnque
Romano, pace ac bello, lidissimum annonie sulisi-

dium ' (lib. xxvii. 5). In the most ancient times,

agi-icultiu-e was sedulously prosecuted, but it began
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to decline when the island was deprived of its inde-

pendence by the Carthaginians. In more recent
times, the restrictions on the exportation of grain
served not only to keep agriculture from making
any progress, but also to put a drag upon the
commerce of the couutrj', which, on every attempt
made to raise itself, was met by fresh obstacles in

the shape of new taxes. The Italian government
has greatly alleviated the obstacles to agriculture,

and the salutary effects of the change of system
are already apparent. The soil produces corn,

maize, llax, hemp ; excellent cotton near Maz-
zara and in Catania ; sugar, equal to that of the
Kast Indies, along the southern coast

;
grapes

(.S5t),000 acres), oUves (125,000 acres, with an annual
yield in oil of 15,000 tuns), saffron, oranges, lemons,
citrons, pomegranates, figs, pistachios, dates, castor-

oil, mulberry, sumach, tobacco, and manna. The
vine has been cultivated with the gi-eatest care at

Marsala since 17S9, when an English firm settled

there began to export it. Kow, upwards of 5,000,000
gallons are annually exported to England, America,
and India.—S. possesses the best tunny-fisheries in

the Mediterranean. The fisheries for coral at
different places on the coast are also industriously

carried on, and on an avei'age, about 2100 lbs. are

annually obtained.

Manufactures, Commerce, ttc.—The manufactures
of S. are insignificant. Such manufacturing industry
as exists is nearly altogether confined to the jjre-

paration of silk, cotton, and leather.—The most
important articles of export are sulphur, sumach,
fruits, and wine ; of import, cottons, woollens, silks,

linens, eartlienware, hardware. Great Britain,

France, and the United States are the countries

with which the SiciUans chiefly carry on commerce.
The total value of the exports In 18G2 amoiuited
to £2,830,057 ; of the imports, to £3,254,903.

Jlelijion, Education, d-c.—With the exception of

about 58,000 Greeks, and a few thousand Jews, the
inhabitants are all Koraan Catholics ; but though
equally ignorant, they are not so superstitious as

the Neapolitans ; at least their superstition has not
destroyed their love of poUtical freedom, as has
repeatedly been evinced in their history—most
recently in the ardour with which they responded
to the summons of Garibaldi to liberate themselves
from the tyranny of the Bourbons. There are tliree

imiversities—at Palermo, Catania, and Messina

;

and also a Collegio de' KobUe at Palermo.
Political Divisions.—S. is divided into 7 provinces

or prefectures— viz., Palermo, Messina, Catania,

Koto or Siracusa, Caltanisetta, Girgenti, and
Trapani. Each province is subdivided into 3 or

4 districts, and these again into numerous communi,
or ' townships.' Over the province is placed au
intcndente, or, as he is now called, a 'prefect;' over

the district, a sub-prefect ; and over the commmie,
a sindaco ('syndic,' or 'mayor'). The prefect pre-

sides over every department of the provincial admi-
nistration, and also over the provincial council—
a body composed of from 15 to 20 Landholders, who
meet once a year, and sit for 20 days, examining the

accounts of the province, and framing the provincial

budget. The two subordinate divisions have also

their 'councils ;' and the members of all three are

appointerl either by the king or by the prefect. Of
course, this insular self-government does not super-

sede the necessity of sending Sicilian deputies to

the national parliament at Florence.

History.— S. was inhabited, in pre-historic times,

by a ]>eopIe who bore the name of Siculi or Sicani,

and who— according to a universally received tradi-

tion—crossed over into the isl.and from the southern
extremity of the mainland. Their names and every

fact that we can ascertain about them, lead to the
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supposition that they were members of the great
Latino-Italian family that, entering Italy from the
nortli, gradually pushed its way across the Apen-
nines to the jieninsula of Bruttium (see article

Rome). Beyond this rational conjecture, however,
we cannot proceed, and the actual history of S.

only begins to emerge out of utter darkness with
the establishment of Greek and Phoenician colonies.

The earliest Greek colony, that of Naxos, was
founded 735 B. c. ; the latest, that of Agrigentum,
580 E. c. During the intervening century and a
half, numerous important colonies were established
(either directly from Greece or as offshoots from the
older Greek settlements in the island) ; Syracuse
(7.34 E. c), Leontiui and Catana (730 E. c), Megara
Hyblcea (728 E. c), Gela (690 B.C.), Zancle, later

Messana (date of origin uncertain), Acrte (664 B. c),

Himera (648 E. c), Myla; (date of origin uncertain),

Casmenaj (644 E. c), Selinus (628 E. c), Camarina
(599 E. c), Agrigentum (580 B. c). The earlier

history of these cities is almost unknown. What
is recorded is vague and general. We read that
they attained great commercial prosperity, that they
subjugated or \vrested from the Siculi, Elymi, and
other 'native' tribes, large portions of neighbouring
territory ; and that their governments (like those of

the republics in the mother-country) were at first

oligarchical, and latterly democracies or ' tyrannies ;

'

but it is not till the period of the ' despots ' that we
have detailed accounts. Then the cities of Agri-

gentum and Gela acquire prominence—the former,

under the rule of Phalaris (q. v.), becoming, for a
short time, probably the most powerful state in

Sicily ; and the latter, under a succession of able

tyrants, Oleander, Hippocrates, and Gelon (q. v.),

forcing into subjection most of the other Greek
cities. Gelon, however, transferred his government
to Syraciise (one of his conquests), which now
became the principal Greek city of Sicily—a dignity

it ever after retained. Contemporary with Gelon,
and possessed of the same high capacity for

governing, were Theron, ' tyi'ant ' of Agrigentum,
and Anaxilaus, tyrant of Khegium, and conqueror
of Zancle, to which he gave the name of Messana.
Meanwhile, the Carthaginians—a people wdioUy
ditlerent from the Greeks in language, religion,

origin, and civilisation—had obtained possession of

the Phoenician settlements in Sicily. The first

appearance of the Carthaginians in the island dates
from 536 B. c. ; but the steady growth of the Greek
cities in wealth and power, long confined their rivals

to the north-western part, where their principal colo-

nies were Panormus, Motya, and Solpeis. The first

open trial of strength took place in the great battle

of Himera, where the Carthaginian army was utterly

routed by Gelon, and its leader, Hamilcar, slain.

The Gelonian dynasty at Syracuse fell 466 E. c,
after experiencing various fortunes. Dm'ing tlie

next iifty years, the island had peace. In 410
B. c, however, the war between the Carthaginians
and Greeks for the possession of the island was
renewed. The successes of the former wci'e great
and permanent. Selinus, Himera, Agrigentum,
Ciela, and Camarina, fell into their hands iu less

than five years ; ancl it was not till Syracuse had
got a new ' tyrant,' the famous Dionysius (q. v.)

the Elder, that fortune .again began to smile on the
Greeks. Even he, however, could not wrest from
the Carthaginians wliat they had already won ; and
after the war of 3S3 B. c, a peace was concluded,
which left Dionysius in possession of the eastern,

and the Carthaginians of the western, half of the
islanil. The dissensions and tumiUts tliat followed
the decease of Dionysius, illustrate forcibly the
[leculiar dangers to which the Greek republics,

either at home or abroad, were prone ; but we can
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only afford to notice the triumph of the popular

party under Timoleon (343 E. c), and the splendid

victory of the latter over the Carthaginian generals,

Hasdrubal and Hamilcar, at the river Crimisus,

340 B.C. Once more Greek influence was in the

ascendant, but the rule of the bold and ambitious

tyrant Agathoclcs (317—2S9 B. c.) proved in the

main disastrous to Greek supremacy. After his

death, Syracuse lost her hold over many of the

Greek cities, which estabUshed a weak and perilous

independence, that only rendered the preponderance

of the Carthaginians more certain. Finally, Pyrrhus

(q. v.), king o"f Epirus, was invited over to help his

countrymen, and in 278 B. c. he landed in the island.

The brilliant adventurer—one of the most romantic

figures in classic history—for a time swept every-

thing before him. Panormus, Ercte, and Eryx

were captured ; and though he failed to make him-

self master of Lilyb^um, he might probably have

forced the Carthaginians to surrender it, had he not

been thwarted in his designs by the miserable

discords and jealousies of the people whom he came

to save. As it was, Pyrrhus left Sicily in about

two years ; and in all likelihood the island would

have sunk into a Carthaginian possession, had not a

new power appeared on the stage—viz., the Roman.

The struggle for supremacy between Rome and

Carthage—the most tremendous struggle in ancient

history—is sketched in the article Rome, and in the

biographies of the leading generals, and therefore

need not be narrated here. Suffice it to say, that m
246 B. c, Carthaginian S., and in 210 B. c, the whole

island, became a Roman 'province'—the first Rome
ever held. Henceforth it shared the fortunes of the

great state to which it was annexed, and its special

history need only be rapidly glanced at. In 135

—

132 B. c, and again in 103—100 B. c, it was the

scene of two formidable slave-insurrections, during

which it was frightfully devastated. Its fertihty,

and the wealth of its citizens and landholders, were

also powerful temptations to greedy and unscrupu-

lous governors, of whom we have a specimen in

Vorres (prtetor 73—70 B.C.), 'damned to everlasting

fame ' in the Orations of Cicero. Augustus visited

S. after the close of the civil wars, and established

some colonies ; but it does not seem to have pros-

pered under the empire ; and in 440 A. D. it was

conquered by the Vandals under Genseric. The

Vandals, in "their turn, were compelled to cede it

(480 A. D.) to Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths, in

whose hands it remained till 535 A. D., when
Belisarius conquered and annexed it to the Byzan-

tine empire. In this condition it remained till 827,

when the Saracens invaded the island, and after a

protracted struggle, lasting for 114 years, expelled

the Byzantine Greeks, and made themselves masters

of Sicily. They kept possession of it for upwards of

a century, but after a contest of 30 years, were

driven out by Robert Guiscard (q. v.) and Roger de

Hauteville (q. v.), at the head of a body of Normans,

aided by the 'native' inhabitants, whom we con-

jecture to have been much the same as they were

in the old classic times—for the successive waves of

barbaric and Saracenic invasion that swept over the

island, appear to have left little trace of their action.

Even to this day, it is highly probable that the

people of S. are largely the clescendants of the early

Siculi. The Normans held rule in the island from

1072 to 1194 ; and the Norman ' Kingdom of Sicily

and Naples,' or ' Kingdom of the Two Sicilies,' dates

from 1130, when Roger II. obtaining possession of

most of the continental dominions of his uncle,

Itobert Guiscard, assumed the title of king. During

the ride of the Swabian dynasty (see Hohenstaufen,

House or), 1194—r258, the political history of S.

is the same as that of Naples ; but in 1282, after
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the dreadful massacre of the French, known as the

Sicilian Vespers (q. v.), it again became independent,

chose for its lung Pedro III. of Aragon, who was the

sole representative by marriage of the House of

Hohenstaufen, and remained in the possession of the

Aragonese sovereigns till 1505, when the union of

the crowns of Castile and Aragon—in other words,

the rise of the Spanish monarchy in the persons of

Ferdinand and Isabella, placed it under the dominion

of Spain. The fortune of war also gave Ferdinand

the possession of Naples ; and the Spanish kings

retained both countries (which they governed by

viceroys), until the War of the Spanixh Succession

(q.v.) (1700—1713). By the treaty of Utrecht (17 13),

S. was separated from"Naples ; and handed over to

Victor Amadeus, Duke of Savoy, who, however,

restored it to the crown of Naples by the treaty of

Paris, seven years after, receiving in exchange the

island of Sardinia. From 1720, the two countries

continued under the same dynasty, the House of

Austria, 1720—1734; and the Spanish Bourbons,

1734_18G0 (if we except the brief rule of the French

in Naples, 1806—1815, when Joseph Bonaparte, and

afterwards Joachim Murat, were Icings), down to

the period of Garibaldi's invasion (see Italy, aud

Garibaldi), which residted in the annexation of

both to the new kingdom of Italy under Victor

Emmanuel.

SICULIA'NA, a city of Sicily, province of

Girgenti, and S miles west-north-west of the city of

that name. It stands on the sea, and has a small,

badly-situated harboiu-. Pop. 5981.

SI'CYON, the principal city of a very small but

exceedingly fertUe state of ancient Greece, Sicyonia,

situated in the north of the Peloponnesus, having

the Cormthian Gidf for its northern boundary, with

Achaia on the W., Phlius on the S., aud Corinth on

the E. The territory was level towards the sea,

somewhat mountainous in the interior, and well

watered by the two rivers Asopus and Helisson,

between which, on a triangular plateau, was situated

S., about two miles south of the Corinthian Gulf,

and ten north-west of Corinth. Round the three

sides of the plateau ran a wall, which, combined

with the precipitous nature of the heights that

surroimded it, rendered the position of S. one of great

strength. It is supposed that at one time it had,

like Athens, a double wall reaching from the city to

the port on the Sea of Corinth. S. was anciently

celebrated as a chief seat of painting and statuary

(tradition asserting that the former was invented

there), it having given its name to a school of

painting which included among its disciples Pam-

philus and Apelles, both natives of Sicyon. It was

also the native city of Aratus (q. v.), the general of

the Acha;an League. There exist at the present

day a few remains of the ancient city, as well as of

the more modern buildings erected by the Roman
conquerors of Greece, near which stands a small

modern village named Vas'dilca.

SIDA, a genus of plants of the natural order

Malvaceae, containing a large number of species,

annual and perennial herbaceous plants and shrubs,

mostly natives of warm climates, and widely

diffused. They generally abound in mucilage, and

some of them are used in medicine in India, as

the Mallow and Marsh-mallow are in Eiu-ope. They

have also strong pliable fibres, which are employed

for cordage and for textUe purposes.

—

S. tilicr/olia,

an annual, has long been cultivated in China,

where it is called King-Ma, for the sake of its

fibre, which is used like that of hemp. It
^
is

too tender for the climate of Britain, but its

cultivation has been introduced into Italy and

France.
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SIDDONS, Mks Saeah, was the daiighter of Mr
Roger Kemble, a provincial actor, and was born at

Brecon, in South Wales, on July 5, 1755. As a
mere chUd, she was brought on the stage on the
occasion of a benefit of her father's ; and from that
time up to her 15th year, she continued to act as a
regular member of his company. An attachment
having sprung up between her aud a j'oung Mr
Siddona, an actor, with the somewhat reluctant con-

sent of her parents, she was married to him at

Trinity Clinrch, Coventry, on 26th November 1773,
aud in company with her husband, went to act at

tlie Cheltenham theatre. Here she speedily drew
great attention ; and Gan-ick, hearing her praises in

London, sent to Cheltenham a trusty emissary to

report upon her. The result was an engagement
oUered her at the London Drury Lane Theatre,
where, 29th December 1775, she made her first

appearance, acting Portia in Tlie Merchant of Venice

to the Shylock of Mr Garrick. Her beauty and fine

[lerson pleased the audience, but as an actress she
made no gi'eat impression, and at the close of the
season she failed to secure a re-engagement. It was
considered that this was to some extent due to her
having vexed the irritable vanity of Garrick by an
imiutentional error in stage business, which made
him act with his back to the public in one of his

pet ])assages, a mortification which the great man
was httle enough to remember and resent.

Leaving London thus in failure in 1776, in 17S2
she returned to it, to run a career of triumjih .is

iudisijutably the greatest actress of her time. The
intervening years she had passed in the exercise of

her art on the stages successively of Birmingham,
Manchester, York, and Bath, till the growth of her
proviucial reputation determined her recall to the
metropolis. In 1784, her popularity was temporarily

obscured by a calumny industriously circidated,

which charged her with ungenerous and illiberal con-

duct towards certain of her feUow-performers ; but
with this trivial exception, till on the 29th June
1812, in her great character of Lady Macbeth, she

took her leave of the public, her course was one long

series of successes. Subsequently, she occasionallj'

consented to reappear on the stage for charitable

ends, or to promote a stage ' benefit,' in which she

had a kiudlj'' interest. Her death took jilace in

London, on the Sth June 1831.

As a trag^c actress, Mrs S. has probably never in

this country been equalled ; as a woman, she was
of unblemished reputation, and enjoyed the respect

of all who knew her. She was the ornament of

every society into which she went, and such was
the estimation in which she \Tas held, that she

had access at vdW to almost any. Her genius

is said to have been strictly a slivje genius ; else-

where, she seems to have been a woman of no
extraordinary parts. But she had a certain way of

making her mediocrities imposing. She carried her

tragedy manners with her to the drawing-room or

the dinner-table : Scott has recorded the amusement
with which at Abbotsford he heard her stately

Ijlauk verse to the domestic :

' I asked for water, boy ! you 've brought me beer ;

'

and Sidney Smith used to say, it was never without

a certain awe that he saw her ' stab the potatoes.^

SIDE-BONES are enlargements situated above

a horse's heels, resulting from the conversion into

lione of the elastic lateral cartilages. They occur

mostly in heavy draught horses with upright pas-

terns, causing much stiffness, but, unless when of

rapid growth, little lameness. They are treated

at first by cold applied continually, until heat and

tenderness are removed, when blistering or firing

must be resorted to.

SIDE'REAL CLOCK, a clock so regulated as
to indicate sidereal time. See Day. The sidereal
clock is a most important aid to the practical

astronomer, and is one of the indispensable instru-
ments of an observatory.

SIDERO'GRAPHY (Gr. sideros, iron). The
name applied by the inventor, Mr Dyer, to a process
of printing with compound iron (or rather steel

plates, for they are case-hardened after engraving)
plates, instead of plain plates of copper or steel. It

is the plan now usually employed in printing bank-
notes in which more than one colour is given.
The coloured parts of the design are cut out of the
main plates, aud movable pieces are exactly fitted

in, so that they can be retracted or pushed forward
at wUl. They are withdrawn whilst the main plate

is receiving its ink, and they are pushed forward
beyond whilst receiving their supply of ink. This
being done, they are brought to one plane, and form
a complete plate for printing from.

SIDERO'XYLON, a genus of trees of the
natural order Sapotacea:, having evergreen leaves
and axillary clusters of flowers, natives of warm
climates, and very widely distributed. They are

I

remarkable for the hardness of their wood, which
is sometimes called Iron-wood, and is at least in

some species so heavy as to sink in water. The
wood of <S'. inernie, called Mclkhout at the Cape of

Good Hope, is there much used for making boats,

bridges, agricultural implements, &c.

SI'DI-BEL-A'BBES, a town of Algeria, in the
province of Gran, and 50 miles south of the town of

that naine. It is fortified, and contains barracks,

telegraph and post offices. Markets talce place

here every week. The soil in the vicinity is fertile

;

grain, tobacco, and fruit are the chief products.

Bop. (1864) of commune, 6458.

SI'DLAW HILLS. See Fokfakshire and
BiRXAM.

SI'DMOtJTH, a market-town aud watering-

place on the south coast of Devonshire, at the

mouth of the little river Sid. S. was a borough
and market-town, governed by a port-reeve, as

early as the 13th century. It was anciently a

place of some importance as a fishing-town and
seaport, but the fishery has declined, aud the

harbour is in great measure filled up with sand
and shingle, so that it is now accessible to small

boats only. The to-\\-n has for many years jiast

been a favourite watering-place, remarkable for

the mildness and salubrity of its climate. The
hills on each side of the valley of the Sid rise to

a considerable height, aud, where they terminate

on the sea-coast, form bold and lofty cliffs, east

and west of the town, known respectively as

Salcombe HiU and High Peak, about 500 feet

above the sea. Owing to the narrowness of the

valley, the town presents no lai'ge frontage towards
the sea; but the esplanade, protected by a sea-

wall, 1700 feet in length, built in 1S3S to stop the

encroachment of the sea, forms an excellent

j)romenade. Villas and detached houses extend

for some distance inland, up the valley of the Sid,

on both sides of the stream. The town is neatly,

though irregularly bmlt, lighted with gas, and
jjaved, and contains baths, public rooms, &c. Pop.

(1861), parish, 3354; town, 2572. Some Roman
remains have been found here. S. gives the title

of \-iscount to the Addington family.

SIDNEY, Sir Philip, the son of Sir Henry
Sidney, and JIary, sister to Robert Dudley, the

favourite of Queen Elizabeth, was born at Pens-

hurst, iu Kent, on 29th November 1554. When
ten years old, he was sent to school at Shrewsbury,
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whence, in 1569, he went to Christehurch, Oxford.

From Oxford, he passed to Cambridge, which lie

left with a high reputation for schul.Trsliip and
general ability. lu 1572, as the custom then was
for young men of rank, he went abroad on his

travels. "He was in Pai-is when the Massacre of

St Bartholomew took place, and nari-owly escaped

being one of its victims. Thereafter, lie visited

Belgium, Gennauy, Hungai-y, and Italy ; and in

1575, he returned home, perfected in all manly
accomplishments. His uncle, Dudley, Earl of

Leicester, was at this time in the zenith of his

fortunes, and for S. a court-career lay temptingly
open. As a courtier, hi.s success was great ; and
with Queen Elizabeth he became, and continued
while he lived, a special favourite. In 1576, as a

mark of her approval, he was sent on an embassy
to the coiu't of Vienna, from which he returned iu

the course of the year following. Shortly after, he
had the boldness to address to the queen a
' Itemonstrance ' against her proposed marriage
with Henry, Duke of Anjou, a union to which she

seemed herself not indisposed. It is significant of

the high favour in which he was held by her, that

Elizabeth, imperious as she was in temper, and
little inclined to brook such interference, seems
scarcely at all to have in this instance resented it.

About this time, a quarrel with tlie Earl of Oxford
led to S.'s teraf)orary retirement from court, during
which, at Wilton, the seat of his brother-in-law, the

Earl of Pembroke, he wrote his celebrated Arcadia.

In 15S3, he consoled himself for the marri.age of

Lady Penelope Devereiix, to whom he had beeu
ardently attached, and who figures as the Stella

of his poems, by himself marrying Frances, the

daughter of Sir Francis Walsingham. By this

lady, he had one daughter, who survived him. In
the spring of 1585, he is said to have meditated
sailing with Sir Francis Drake iu an expedition

against the Spaniards in the West Indies, but to

have Ijeen expressly forbidden by Elizabeth, on a

ground of anxiety ' lest she should lose the jewel
of her dominions.' It does not seem nicely con-

sistent witli this pretty story, that later in the

same year she appointed him govei'uor of Flushing,

whither he went to t.ake part in the war tlien

being waged between her allies, the Hollanders,

and the Sjianish. As it proved, she thus sent him
to his death. At the battle of Zutphen, in Gelder-
land, after behaving with conspicuous gallantry,

and having a horse killed imder him, he received

a musket-shot in the thigh, and after lingering for

some days in great suffering, he died at Arnheini
on the 7th October 15S6, in the 33d year of his

age. A beautiful trait of humanity is recorded of

him as he was being borne wounded from the field.

He complained grievously of thirst, and a bottle of

water was procured for him, from which, as he
was about to di-iuk, he was touched liy the wistful

look up at it of a mortally wounded soldier, v/ho

lay close by, and taking it imtasted from his lips,

he handed it to his fellow in need, with the words

:

' Thy necessity is yet greater than mine.' The
estimation in which S. was held by his country-
men was shewn in the passion of grief with which
the news of his death was received. His body %^a3

brought to Eugland, and after lying for some time
in state, was buried with great solemnity in the

old cathedral of St Paul's, a general mourning on
the occasion being observed throughout the country.
The imiversities issued three volumes of elegies on
his death, and Spenser, in his Astrophel, mourned
for the loss of one who as a friend had been dear
to him.

The love and admiration which S. won from his

contemporaries was mainly a tribute to the singular
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beauty of his character. His short life was illus-

trated by no brilliant achievement ; and his literary

genius, though true and exquisite in its kind,
would scarcely of itself have sufficed to account
for the fervour of regard he inspired. But the
purity and nobility of his nature, and the winniug
courtesies in which its gentle magnanimity expressed
itself, took captive all hearts whilst he lived, and
have since kept sweet his memory. ' Sublimely
mild, a spirit without spot,' he lives iu tlie history

of his country, as a rare and iinishod type of

English character, in which the antique honour of

chiv.alry is seen shading into the graces of the

modern gentleman. His Arcadia, overrun as it is

with tlie fantastic affectations of the time, may
still be recognised by the reader who has patience

to peruse it, as a worli of indisputable genius,

flushed with the lights of a fine imagination, and
iu its purity and tenderness of sentiment, giving

an authentic reflex of the lovely moral nature of

the writer. His other chief work, the Defense of
Poesie, published in 1595, after all that has since

been written in the way of philosophical exposition

on this and cognate subjects, \n[\ even now be

found to repay the attention of the reader. Many
of his shorter poems, more especially some of his

sonnets, are also of rare merit. See Fulke Greville's

Biography of S., Zouch's Memoirs of S. (1S08), and
H. R. Fox Bourne's Memoirs of Sir Pliilip Sidney

(1862).

SIDNEY, or SYDNEY, Aloekno.v, grand-

nephew of the famous Sir Philip Sidney, was )>orn

in the year 1022. He received a careful education,

and accompanied his father, the Earl of Leicester, to

Denmarii and France, whither the latter li.ad been
sent on embassies. In 1641, he served with some
distinction against the rebels in Ireland, of which
country his father was then Lord-lieutenant for the

l^ing. Subsequently, in 1643, along with his elder

brother, the Viscount Li.sle, he crossed to England,
ostensibly to take service under the king, then at

war with liis parliament. The two brothers, how-
ever, on their arrival, joined the parliamentary
forces. At the battle of Long !Marston Moor, in

which he was sharply wounded, Algernon's courage
aud capacity were conspicuous ; and in evidence of

the estimation in which he came to be held by his

party, we find him, in 1646, Lieutenant-general of

the Horse in Ireland, and governor of Duljhn ; and
subsequently, in 1047, after receiving the thanks of

the House of Commons for his serWces, appointed
governor of Dover. The year before, he had been
returned to parliament as member for Cardiff. In
1648, he was one of the judges at the king's trial,

and though, for some reason not explained, he
neither was present at the passing of sentence, nor
signed the warrant of execution, his general approval
of the proceedings is not doubted. He is reported
to have afterwards spoken of the execution as ' the
justest aud bravest action that ever was done in

Engl.and or anywhere else.' In princijile a severe

republican, he resented the usurpation of power by
Cromwell, and during the Protectorate lived in

retirement at the family seat of Penshurst, in Kent.
In 1059, on the meeting of the restored jiarliament,

S. was again in his place. He was nominated one
of tlie Council of State, and shortly after despatched
to Denmark on a political mission. After the

Kestoration, he lived precariously on the Continent,
flitting about from place to place, but in 1077, a

pardon was procured him from Cliarles II., and he
retm-ned to his native country. Nevertheless, he
was still obdurately republican in his opinions, and
it is undoubted that he schemed for the overthrow
of the monarchy, and the establishment of a
republic in its stead ; for this end he solicited the
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aid of the French monarch, and there is evidence
of his having been suppUed with money liy Barillon,
the French ambassatlor. Obscurely his dcsii^ns

were suspected, and in June IGSo, when the Kye
House Plot was announced, the opportunity was
seized to get rid of a man felt to be dangerous.
Along with his friend Lord Eussell and others, he
was arrested, and committed to the Tower. On
the 21st November, he was tried for high ti'eason

before the brutal Jefferies, and on the merest
moclvcry of evidence, found guilty, and condemned
to die. On the 7th of December he was beheaded on
Tower Hill. He met his death with heroic firmness,
amid general sympathy and indignation. He has
ever since enjoyed a sort of canonised reputation as
a patriot hero and martjT, aud it cannot be held
undeserved, harrow and impracticable as we must
admit his views to have beeu- In the history and
theory of government, S. was more deeply learned
than any man of his time. His Discourses concerning
Gorernment were first published in 1698 ; in 1704-,

another edition was issued, a third appeared in

1751, and the fourth in 177'2. S.'s life has been
written by S. W. Meadley (Lend. IS 13). See also
Bleucower's Sidney Papers (Lend. 1S13).

SIDNEY SUSSEX COLLEGE, Cambridge,
was founded in 1598 by Lady Frances Sidney,
Countess of Essex, or rather by her executors, in
obedience to the instructions of her will. They
obtained of Queen Elizabeth a mortmain for the
purpose, and purchased of Trinity College the site

of the ancient convent of Franciscans, or Gray
Friars. There are 1,3 fellowships.

SI'DON (Hebr. Zidon, perhaps ' fishing-place'),

anciently, a city of Phcenicia, situated on the east
coast of the Mediterranean, in lat. 33° 34' 5" N.,
45 miles south of Berytus. It was built on a
rising mound, jirotected by the sea on the north
and west; while the bed of a river formed a
natural fosse to the south, and the high hills

shielded it to the east; a double harbour gave
shelter to its ships both in summer and winter. It
soon rose, both by its exceptional position and the
daring and enteii^rising character of its inhabitants,

to the highest rank among the cities of Phcenicia

(q. v.), so that the whole country is sometimes
designated by the name of S., ' the Great,' ' the
Metropolis.' The extensive commerce of S. is well
known from ancient authorities. Its colonies

extended over the coast of Asia ilinor and the
adjacent islands, the coast of Thrace and Eubwa,
and even some p.arts of Sicily, S.ardinia, Spain, the
coast of Cornwall and the Baltic shores, the northern
parts of Africa, and, in fact, nearly the whole of

the ancient world. Their manufactures of glass

and linen, purple dye aud perfumes, were sources

of unbounded wealth ; and, whether they were the
skilful workers, or merely the exporters aud
traders of those ' divine ' works in gold and silver,

ivory and bronze, which were the marvel of both
Greeks and Hebrews, so much seems certain, that

they man.aged to be considered unanimously the

most skilful workmen of their time. Although one
of the cities assigned to the Israelites by Joshua,

it never in reality belonged to them, but, on the

contrary, was every now and then in arms agaiust

them, either singly, or in league with some of their

deadliest enemies, and even subjugated them for a
time. After being conquered itself by Tyre, the
daughter-city, it attempted to throw off the yoke
at the invasion of Phoenicia by Shalmanezer, to

whicji king it surrendered. Under AssjTian,
Chaldean, and Persian domination, it retained a
kind of independence for its internal affairs, and
under the Persians, actually reached its highest

prosperity. But an nnsuccessfid revolt against
that power, under Ochus, ended in its temporary
ruin (351 B.C.). Speeddy rebuilt and repeopled, it

opened its gates to Alexander the Great (333 B.C.),

and from that time forth it fell successively into
the hands of Syrian, Greek, and Roman rulers.

Through the middle ages, little is heard of it, except
that it was taken by the Crusaders. During part
of the 17th and ISth centuries, it again became an
important place of commerce; )jut misrule and
^'iolence put an end to its rising prosperity, aud the
number of its inhabitants has sunk to about 5000.
There is stdl some little export of silk, cotton, and
nut-galls. It is now called Saida, occupies a place
somewhat to the west of the ancient city, and
belongs to the Turkish pashalic of Acre. See
Phjenicia.

SIE'BENBURGEN (Seven Boroughs), the Ger-
man name of the Austrian crown-land of Transyl-
vania (q. v.).

SIE'BENGEBIRGE, a collection of conical

heights iu PJienish Prussia, on the right bank of the
Pihine, about 22 miles above Cologne. The highest
of the peaks is the Luweukopf or Luwenberg, 1560
feet high ; but the most famous is the Drachenfels
(q. v.).

SIEGE (Fr. a seat, a sitting down), is the
sitting of an army before a hostde town or fortress
\vith the intention of capturing it. With certain
elements, the success of a siege is beyond doubt;
the result being merely a question of time. These
elements are : first, the force of the besiegers
shall be sufficient to overcome the besieged in
actual combat, man to man. If this be not the
case, the besieged, by a sortie, might destroy
the opposing works, and drive away the besiegers.
The second element is, that the place must be
thoroughly' invested ; so that no provisions, rein-

forcements, or other aliment of war can enter. The
third element is, that the besiegers be undisturbed
from without. For this it is essential that there
shall not be a hostile army iu the neighbourhood

;

or if there be, that the operations of the besiegers
be protected by a covering army able to cope with
the enemy's force in the field. The ancients
executed gigantic works to jiroduce these effects.

|

To complete the investment, they built a high and
strong wall around the whole fortress ; and to
render themselves secure from without, they built

a similar w.all facing outwards, beyond their own
position. The first was circumvallation, the second
contravallatiou. It was thus that Ca;sar fortified

himself while besieging Alexia, and maintained
60,000 men within his ring. In modem warfare, it

is considered preferable to establish strong posts
here aud there round the place, and merely sentries

and videttes between.
Let us now assume that a fortress of great

strength has to be reduced, aud that the force of the
enemy in the vicinity has been either subdued or
held in check by a covering army. By rapid move-
ments, the place is at once invested on .aU sides.

This step constitutes merely a blockade ; and if time
he of little importance, is a sufficient operation, for

hunger must sooner or later cause the fortress to
surrender ; but if more energetic measures are
reqiured, the actual siege must be prosecuted. Ad-
vantage is taken of any hidden ground to establish
the park of artillery and the engineers' park ; or if

there be none, these parks have'to be placed out of
range. The besieging force is now encamped just
beyond the reach of the guns of the fortress ; and
their object is to get over the intervening ground
and into the works without being torn to pieces by
the concentrated lire of the numerous pieces which

700
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the defenders can brinj; to bear on every jiart. With
this view, the place is approached by a series of

zigznf; trenches so pointed that they cannot be
eutiladed by any guns in the fortress. In order to

accommodate the forces necessary to protect the
worlcers, the trenches at certain intervals are cut
laterally for a great length, partly encircling the
place, and affording safe room for a large force with
ample battering materiel. These are called parallels,

and they are generally three in number. The dis-

tance of the first parallel wUl increase as small-arms
become more deadly ; but with smooth-bore muskets
it has been usual to break groimd at GOO yards from
the covered-way of the fortress, while in the case

of Sebastopol, ground was broken at "2000 yards.

The engineers having, by reconnaissances, decided
the locality of the jiarallel, and taken advantage of

any inequalities of surface, a .strong body of men is

sent to the spot soon after nightfall. The attention

of the garrison is distracted by false alarms in other
directions. Half the men are armed eap-a-pie, and
lie down before the proposed parallel ; while the other
half, bearing each pick and shovel, and two empty
gabions, prepare for work. Each man deposits the

gabions where the parapet of the trench . should be.

He then digs down behind them, filling the gabions
with the earth dug out ; and, after they are filled,

throwing it over them, to widen and heighten the

parapet. Before daylight, the working-party is

expected to have formed sufficient cover to conceal

themselves and the troops protecting them. During
the day, they—being concealed from the garrison

—

\viden and complete their parallel, making it of

dimensions sufficient to allow of wagons and botlies

of troops with guns passing along. During the same
night, other parties will have been at work at zigzags

of approach from the depots out of range to the

first parallel, which zigz.igs will be probably not
less than 1000 yards in length. The profile of a

completed trench is shewn in fig. 1, the shaded

Fig. 1.—Profile of a Trench.

portion representing a gabion. As a rule, the
defenders will not expend ammunition on the first

parallel, for its extent (often several miles) will

render the probability of doing material damage
extremely small. For this reason also, the dimen-
sions of the parapet and its solidity are of far less

importance in the first paraUel than in the more

Fig. 2.—Siege Works.

advanced works of attack. The first paraUel, AAA,
fig. 2, being completed, the engineers select points
near its extremities, at which they erect breast-
works, B, B, to cover bodies of cavalry, who are kept
at hand to resist sorties from the garrison. The
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length of the parallel is usually made sufficient to
embrace all the works of two bastions at least.

Sites are then chosen for batteries, C, C, which are
Ijuilt up of fascines, gabions, sandbags, and e.arth.

They are placed at points in the parallel formed by
the prolongation of the several faces of the bastions,

ravelins, and other works of the fortress, which
faces the batteries are severally intended to enfilade

by a ricochet fire. Other batteries will be formed
for a vertical fire of mortars. By these means it is

hoiied that the traverses on the hostUe ramparts
will be destroyed, the guns dismounted, and the
defenders dispersed, before the final approaches
bring the assailants to the covered-way. The
sappers will now commence their advance towards
the points, or salient angles, of the two bastions to be
attacked. If, however, the trench were cut straight

towards the fortress, its guns could easily destroy
the workmen, and enfilade the approach. To pro-

vent this, it is cut in short zigzags—as at D—the
du-ection always being to a point a few y.ards beyond
the OTitmost flanking works of the garrison. The
side of each trench nearest the fortress is protected

by gabions and sandbags, as in the case of the
parallel. At intervals, short spurs of trench, inci-

pient parallels, are cut, as at E, to contain small-

arms-men, to act as guards to the sappers. The
second paraUel is about 300 yards from the enemy's
works, and has to be more strongly formed than the

first. It often terminates in a redoubt, F, to hold
some light artillery, and a strong force of infantry,

who could assail any sortie in flank ; or it may run
into the first p.arallel, as G, giving easier access for

troops than through the zigzags. The second parallel

is revetted with sandbags, in which loopholes are

left for musketry. After passing the second parallel,

the angles of the zigzags become more acute, to

prevent enfilading. At about 150 yards, certain

demi-parallels, H, are cut, and
armed with howitzer batteries,

to clear the covered-way, while
riflemen also act from it. The
third par.aUel is at the foot of

the glacis. Thence the place,

after being sufficiently bat-

tered, is taken by a storming-

p.arty, who make their way
over the glacis, or the covered-

way is topped by the double Fig. 3.—Double Sap.

sap, as in fig. ,S ; which is a
safer plan for the army generally, though much
more deadly to the sappers. When the crest of the

covered-way has thus been reached, batteries of

heavy artillery will be there estab-

lished, for the purpose of breaching

the walls of the ravelin and bastion
;

while at the s.ame time miners will

first seek to destroy the defenders'

counter-mines (which would otherwise

be likely to send these batteries into

the air), and then will cxcav.ate a
timnel to the ditch, at the foot of the

counterscarp. If the breach becomes
practicable, a storming - party \n\\

emerge from this timnel or gallery,

and seek to carry the opposite work
by li.ard fighting. If inner works still

subsist, which would tear assailants to

pieces, the double sap may be continued

across the ditch, if a dry ditch, right

up the breach, that counter-batteries

may be formed. If the ditch be wet, means must
be adopted for a causeway or a bridge. By these

means, however obstinate may bo the defence, if

the besieging force be sufficiently strong, and aid do

not an-ive from without, the ultimate success of the
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attack becomes certain. Vauban raised attack to a

superiority above defence, first, by the introduction

of ricochet lire, which sweeps a whole line ; and
secondly, by originating parallels. Before his

time, the whole attack was conducted by zigzag

approaches ; in which the troops actually in front

could be but few, and were therefore unable to

withstand strong sorties of the garrison, who, in

consequence, frequently broke out and destroyed the

works of the besiegers, rendering a siege an opera-

tion of a most uncertain character.

SIEGE-ARTILLERY is hea\-y ortlnance used
for battering purposes, and of too weighty a char-

acter to take the field. A siege-train of gims and
their ponderous ammunition is usually maintained

in the rear of an army, ready to be brought up for

use when required.

SIE'GEN, a manufacturing town of Prussia, in

Westphalia, stands on the Sieg, 3S miles south-south-

west of Arnsberg. In 1862, it had 8230 inhabitants,

who are engaged in manufacturing leather, cotton,

and woollen goods. S. is also said to produce the

best iron in the west of Germany. In the vicinity

are numerous iron mines and smelting furnaces.

Its iron and steel wares are noted ; especially its

files, of which 400 different sorts are said to be
manufactured.

SIEGFRIED. See Nibelitngenlied.

SIE'NA, a city of Central Italy, 60 miles south of

Florence by railway. Pop. 22,624. It is situated

on three little hills, separated from each other by
three vaUeys, and higher than the other hills which
surround them. Its climate is on this account

very salubrious, notwithstanding the deficiency of

water caused by its elevated position; to remedy
which, subterranean aqueducts had been excavated,

five miles in length, some of them dating as far

back as the Roman dominion. Its environs are

not beautifid, consisting of naked clay-hills, capped

vvith sandstone, but the city is surrounded by
trees and avenues, which have a fine effect. The
handsome square. Piazza del Campo, is one of the

finest in Italy. Eleven streets lead out of it, and
it is siuTounded by handsome buildings. In this

square there is also the famous tower called

the Manrjia, of prodigious height ; there are also

other towers here and there, seen from a great

distance—remnants of the habitations of the feudal

lords. The streets are narrow, some paved with

tesselated bricks, and others flagged. There are

many ancient Gothic palaces, not remarkably

handsome. In the Piazza del Campo stands the

Palazzo Pubblico, built in the 13th c, in which

there are magnificent rooms, and paintings
^
by

eminent artists. S. has a fine cathedral, erected, it is

said, on the foundations of the Temple of Minerva,

begun in 1059 ; the facade biult in the 13th century.

lt°is faced with black and wlute marble, and is

covered with ornaments and sculptures. The pave-

ment is of marble tesselated, representing many
biblical subjects. In the different chapels, and in

the baptistery, there are frescoes, paintings, and

statues, by a number of distinguished masters. The

other churches are also rich iu works of art. Of the

many oratorios, the most noteworthy is that of St

Catharine (q. v.), occupying the house of the saint.

S. is an archiepiscopal see. There are numerous

manufactories of woollen goods, as also of leather

and of paper ; and in its neighbomhood there are

many marble quarries. There is a university,

founded in 1330, famous especially as a school of

medicine, which has sometimes as mauy as 200

students. It i-evived greatly after the abolition of

the university of Pisa, in 1849. The Italian spoken

at S. is reckoned among the purest.

S. was founded as a Roman colony in the time of
Julius Cajsar, under the name of Sena, or Sena
Julia. There are no remains of antiquity ; and it

does not appear to have been a place of any conse-
quence imtil the middle ages, when it became one of

the powerful city republics of Italy. It embraced
the Ghibelline cause, and in conjunction with the
forces of Pisa, defeated the Tuscan Guelfs, in the
memorable battle of Monte Aperto (1260). At the
height of its greatness, it is said to have contained
200,000 inhabitants. S. produced a ' school ' of

artists, of whom the most distinguished names are

Guido da Siena, Simone Memmi, Sodoma, Beccafami,
and Baldassare Peruzzi.

SIENNA EARTH. See Burnt Sienna.

SIE'RRA, a name applied in Spain, and in coun-
tries in which the Spanish language has prevailed,

to a ridge of mountains. The word means saii;

and is descriptive of the notched or saw-like sky.

line of certain mountain-i-anges.

SIE'RE.*. LEO'NE (Mountain of the Lion), a

British colonial settlement on the Sierra Leone
coast. Western Africa. The settlement consists

chiefly of a peninsula, about 25 miles long, from
north to south, and 12 miles broad ; but several

islets, as the Isles de Loss and the Banana Islands,

belong to it. Area, according to the latest govern-

ment returns, 300 sq. m. ; pop. in 1860, 41,264, of

whom 131 (100 males and 31 females) were white,

and 41,493 (21,070 males and 20,423 females) were
coloured. The peninsula is bounded on the N. by
tlie Sierra Leone river, and on the S. by Calmont
Creek and Yavn-y Bay. Along the coast stretches

a belt of rich low-lying land, and elsewhere in the

colony there are fertile tracts ; but the interior is a

mass of rugged mountains, with a generally barren

soil. The climate is humid and unhealthy—the wet
season, lasting from May to November, being

specially pestilential. Tropical fruits and plants

grow liucuriantly iu the more favourable regions,

and coffee, sugar, indigo, and cotton, have been

introduced by the British. In 1860, the exports

amounted to £304,394, the chief articles being gold,

cotton-goods, ground-nuts, palm-oil, hides, palm-

nuts, rnanufactured tobacco, and timber. In the

same year, the imports amoimted to £172,726, and

the chief articles were cotton-goods (nearly one-half

of the whole value), gimpowder, ready-made api>arel,

hardware, haberdashery, and rum. In 1860, there

were 71 schools, attended by 11,016 children. The
revenue amounted to £33,734, aud the expenditure

to £31,136. In 1860, 773 vessels, of 101,526 tons,

entered and cleared the ports. The colony is

divided into munerous parishes, ministered to by
about 20 clergymen, and superintended by the

bishop of Sierra Leone. The government rests in

the hands of a crown-appointed governor, assisted

by a councU, of a very limited number of members.

The settlement of S. L. was est.^blished in 1787,

when 470 destitute negroes were removed to it from

London by a body of philanthropists ; and 1 1 96

negroes were sent to it from Nova Scotia—the

climate of which had proved too severe for them—
in 1790. The population was also increased by
other bands of people of colour ; and after the

abolition of the slave trade in 1807, the slaves cap-

tured by British cruisers have been put asliore, and
settled bore. In 1820, the settlement contained

only 12,000 inhabitants, or less than a thii-d of its

present population.

SIERRA MADRE, a name given to central

portions of the great chain of Cordilleras or Kooky
Mountains, in Mexico, from lat. 19° to 25° N., and
in New IMexico, to the great western range, from

lat. 34° to 38° N. These ranges, but partially
ni
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explored, contain some of the richest silver mines in

the world.

SIERRA MORE'jSTA, a mountain-range in Spain,

on the southern border of New Castile, and between

the modern provinces of Ciudad Real and Jacn. It

sep.arates the upper portions of the basins of the

Guadiana on the north, and of the Guadalquivir on

the south, and rises in its highest point to 5500 feet

above the sea. It is frequently mentioned in Don
Quixote, and is the scene of many of the incidents

therein described.

SIERRA NEVA'DA (Snowy Raiuje), a mountain-

range of Spain in Andalusia, extending east from

Pacini, 12 miles south of Granada, to tlie frontiers

of the modern province of Almeria, is GO miles in

length, from 20 to 30 miles in breadth, and covers

an area of upwards of 1000 square miles. It is con-

tinued on the north-east by the Sierra de la Filabras,

and forms a portion of the watershed between

the streams that flow into the Mediterranean and
those that flow into the Atlantic. The peak of

Mulhacen reaches a height of 11,678 feet, and is

the highest summit not only of the Spanish Penin-

sula, but of tlie whole of Europe west of the Aljis.

The peak of Veleta is 11,387 feet high. The range

receives its name from the perpetu.al snow which

covers the highest summits. The views from the

summits, from which, on the south, may be seen the

faint outline of the African coast, on the north, the

jagged sierras of the Castiles, can hardly be sur-

passed in beauty and maguiflcence by any in Em'ope.

SIERRA NEVADA, a range of mountains in

California, forming a portion of its eastern boundary,

is the source of a multitude of rivers, which swell

the Sacramento and San Joaquin. The range extends

from north-west to south-east 450 mdes, and is

united to the coast-range, which runs parallel with

the Pacific, by Mount San Bernardino. Among the

higher peaks of the S. N. are Saddle Peak, 7200 feet

high ; Table Mountain, SOOO feet ; and the Buttes,

9000 feet. Here are immense deposits of gold

quartz, with steam and water power crusliing-mills
;

deep tunnels and mines, increasing with their depth

their yearly product.

SIEYES, Emmanuel Joseph, Comte, who, as the

Abbe S., prominently figm-es in the history of the

French Revolution, was born at Frejus, May 3, 17-18.

He was educated .at the university of Paris with a

view to his entering the church ; and on the com-
pletion of his studies, he obtained the appointment
at Treguier, in Bretague (1775), whence, in 1780, he
was transferred to the cathedral of Chartres, of the

diocese of which he became ch.ancellor .and vicar-

general. He had early imbibed the extreme libcr.al

opinions on all matters social and political which
were preparing the French Revolution ; and when, in

1789, the States-general were summoned, he issued

his famous pamphlet, entitled Qu'est-ce que le Tiers

Etat? This work, which claimed for the people

political recognition, naturally enough obtained an
immense popularity for its author, and procured his

election as one of the deputies for Paris. Mainly
througli his urgency and influence it was that, on
June 10, 1789, the representatives of the people took
the decisive step of constituting themselves into

an independent bodj', and became the National
Assembly. Of this body he continued for some
time to be one of the most prominent and leading

figures. In 1791, he was elected to the Legislative

Assembly, then convened, as member for the depart-

ment of Paris. By this time, however, he had sunk
somewhat from his first pre-eminence ; bolder and
fiercer spirits had passed him in the race for power
and popularity, and where he had once led, he now
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reluctantly followed. In the Convention of I7S2, to

which he was elected as deputy of the department of

La Sarthe, he prudently refrained from any active

participation in the debates, and on the occasion of

tlie king's trial, he recorded a silent vote. Whilst
Robespierre and his party were in power, he con-

sulted his safety by retiring from Paris. When
afterwards asked what he had done diuing the

Reign of Terror, he quietly replied : J\u vccu (' I

have lived '). On the fall of Robespierre, he
returned to his post in the Convention, and
resumed his active interest in affairs, becoming a

member of the new Committee of Public Safety.

Ho was engaged chiefly in the dep.artmcnt of foreign

policy, and he went as amb.assador to Holland and
Berlin successively to negotiate treaties of alliance.

He became a member of the Directory in 1799, and
among other reactionary measures, he succeeded in

closing the celebrated Jacobin Club. Perceiving

that a stable government was on no other terms

possible, he became anxious to secure the co-operation

of some powerful military leader, the more parti-

oil.arly as he was ambitioiis above all things of

giving France a ' constitution ' (of which he had
drawn up one or several) ; and on the return of

Bona]iarte from Egypt, he entered into a league

with him, the result of which was the revolution of

the ISth Brumaire (November 9, 1799), and the insti-

tution of the Considate, S., Napoleon, and Roger
Ducos being the three first consuls. Speedily, how-
ever, S. discovered in his new ally his master. As
to the distribution of power in the new constitution

to be formed, he and Napoleon diflered irrecon-

cilably; the man of bayonets was the stronger;

his political nostrums never got beyond the paper

on which they were written ; and finally, in disgust

at the subordinate position into which he found

liimself about to sink, S. threw up his place in

the government. As a reward of his services,

he received on his retirement a sum of 600,000

francs and the estate of Crosne ; afterwards

exchanged for the equivalent of a splendid hotel

in Paris and the lands of Fainanderie, in the

park of Versailles. Also the title of Count was
conferred upon him. Subsequently, the presidency

of the Senate was offered him, but he declined it,

and never afterwards concerned himself in public

ali'airs. Banished at the Restoration, he did nut

return to France till after the revolution of 1830

;

and in Paris, on June 20, 1836, he died. During tlie

revolution, S. drew up a good many papers of one

kind and another ; but he is chiefly remembered for

his plan of a new constitution, which, however, is

very little known. Mignet's Histoire de la liC-rolntion

contains a description of it ; and under the title of

Tluorie Constitutionelle of S., and Gonstilution de

VAn VIII., M. Boulay (de la Meurthe) published

(Par. 1836) from S.'s own Memoires inedits a more
detailed account.

SIGHING, The Act of, is nothing more than a

very long-drawn inspiration, in which a larger

quantity of air than usual is made to enter the

lungs. This is continually taking place to a mode-
rate degree, and Dr Carpenter rem.arks that it

particularly occurs when the attention is released,

after having been fixed upon an object which has

strongly excited it, and which has prevented our

feeling the insufficiency of the ordinary movements
of respiration. Hence '.^his action is often a simple

result of deficient aeration ; while in other cases, as

is universally known, it is excited by a depressed

state of the feelings.

SIGHT, Defects of. Under this head we sh.all

consider such affections of the eyesight as are duo

to some known or unknown peculiarity of the
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optical apparatus (including the optic nerve) not
dependent on disease—viz., short-sight, lontj-sitjht,

dotthle vision, cohur-blindiicsSj and night-blindness.

Short-sight, near-siglit, or myopia (derived from the
Greek words myo, I close, Ops, the eye), is often

popularly confounded with dim or weak sight ; but
in reality, short-sight applies exclusively to the raHje
and not to the power of sight, and a short-sighted

person may possess the acutest power of vision for

near objects. In this affection, the rays which
ought to come to a focus upon the retina converge
to a point more or loss in front of it. The cause
of this defect probably differs in different persons.

It may arise fi'om over-convexity of the cornea or

the lens, fi-om undue density or abundance of the
humours of the eye, from elongation of the globe in

its autero-posterior diameter, or from an imper-
fect power of the eye to adjust itself to objects

at various ilistances. The distance at which
objects are perceived most distinctly by the per-

fectly normal eye ranges from 16 to 20 inches

;

an eye which cannot perceive objects distinctly

beyond 10 inches may fairly be regarded as

short-sighted; and in extreme cases, the point of

distinct \'ision may be three, two, or even only

one inch from the eye. Short-sight is frequently

hereditary in famihes. As a general ride, the

inhabitants of towns are much more liable to it than
persons living in the country, and students and
literary men are the most liable of all. While in

the Foot-guards, consisting of nearly 10,000 men,
' not half-a-dozen men have been discharged, nor

have a dozen recruits been rejected on account of

this imperfection, in a space of 20 years, in oue

college at Oxford no less than 32 short-sighted men
(or myopes, as they are termed by some oculists)

were met with out of 127' (Donders, On the Accom-
modation and Refraction of the Eye, London, 1804, p.

3-12). Tlie frequency of this affection in the culti-

vated ranks points directly to its principal cause

—

tension of the eyes for near objects. The myopia
depending, as Donders believes, upon prolongation

of the visual axis, this eminent physiologist inquires

:

' How is this prolongation to be explained ? Three

factors may here come under observation : 1. Pres-

sure of the muscles on the eyeball in strong con-

vergence of the visual axes; 2. Increased pressure

of the fluids resulting from accumulation of blood

in the eyes in the stooping position ; .3. Congestive

processes in the base of the eye, which, leading to

softening, give rise to extension of the membranes.

That in increased pressure, the extension occurs

principally at the posterior pole, is explained by the

want of support from the muscles of the eye at that

part. Now, in connection with the causes mentioned,

the injurious ettect of fine work is, by imperfect

illumination, still more increased ; for thus it is

rendered necessary that the work be brought closer

to the eyes, and th.at the stooping position of the

head, particularly in reading and writing, is also

increased. Hence it is that iu schools where, by
bad light, the pujiils read bad print iu the evening,

or write with pale ink, the foundation of myopia

is mainly laid. On the contrary, iu watchmakers,

although they sit the whole day with a magni-

fying-glass in one eye, we observe no development

of myopia, undoubtedly because they fix their

work only with one eye, and tlu'refore converge but

little, and because they usually avoid a very stooping

position.'

—

Op. cU., pp. 343, ."44.

So far from short-sightedness improving in

advanced life, as is popularly believed, it is too

frequently a progressive affection ; and every pro-

gressive myopia is threatening with respect to the

future. ' If,' says Bonders, ' it continues progres-

sive, the eye will soon, with troublesome symptoms,

become less available, and not unfrequently, at the
age of 50 or 60, if not much earlier, the power of
vision is irrevocably lost, whether through separa-
tion of the retina from the choroid, from effusion of
blood, or from atrophy and degeneration of the
yellow spot.'

In the treatment of mj'opia the principal objects
are : 1. To prevent its further development and the
occurrence of secondary disturbances ; and 2. By
means of suitable glasses, to render the use of the
m3'opic eye easier and safer.

1. To effect, if jjossible, the first object, the
patient must look much at a distance, but as we
cannot absolutely forbid his looking at near objects,
spectacles must be proWded which render vision
distinct at from IG to 18 inches. Moreover, it is

desirable that at intervals of a half hour work should
be discontinued for a couple of minutes, and no
working in a stooping position should be permitted.
The patient shoidd read with the book in the hand,
and in writing shoidd use a high and sloping desk.

2. The optical remedy for short-sight obviously
consists iu concave glasses of a focus suited to the
individual case. At first sight, it might be sup-
jjosed that glasses with a concavity exactly sulli-

eient to neutralise the defect in the eye, would always
suffice ; and when the glasses are used exclusively
for distant vision (for example, in the double eye-
glass, which is only at intervals held before the eye),

or when the affection is slight, and the eye is other-
wise healthy, perfect neutralisation is admissible

;

but so many circumstances forbid the complete
neutralisation of the myopia, that an oculist of repu-
tation should always, if possible, be consulted as to
the choice of spectacles. Glasses, if injudiciously
selected, usually aggravate the evil they are intended
to remedy ; and in connection with this subject, we
must warn our readers against the prevalent h.abit

of employing a single eye-glass; it is most prejudicial
to the eye which is left uuemplo3'ed, and often leads
to its permanent injury.

Long-sight and preshyopia (derived from the Greek
words preshys, an aged person, and ops, the eye), are
usually considered by EngUsh writers as synonymous
terms. Donders, who is now universally accepted
as the highest authority on this department of eye-
affections, maintains that ' the term presbyopia is to

be restricted to the condition in which, as the result
of the increase of years, the range of accommodation
is diminished, and the vision of near objects is inter-

fered with.' As from youth up to extreme old age,
the vision of near objects becomes progressively more
and more difficult, it is impossible to fix any limit
as the commencement of presbyo])ia. In practice,

however, a word is required which indicates the
condition iu which the eye, ,at an advanced period
of life, and sometimes sooner, requires convex spec-
tacles for distinct near vision, as, for example, for

reading, and this word is presbyopia. In this

state, the nearest point of distinct liiuocular vision
is found to lie about 8 inches (or doulde the ordi-

nary distance) from the eye, and at this ]ioiut

Donders arbitrarily pl.aces the commencement of

presbyopic This condition, which is as natural a
concomitant of advanced life as gray hairs or
wrinkles, is occasionally met with in young persons.
In these cases, it generally arises from intestinal ii-ri-

tation, and may be a precursor of amaurosis ; hence
such cases should be carefully watched. In ordinary
jiresbyopia, the defect is at once remedied by the
use of glasses of low convex iiower, as of thirty or
twenty-four inches focus, which should, however,
only be worn during reading and writing, and not
constantly. Although the improper use "of convex
glasses is not by any means so dangerous as the
inconsiderate use of concave glasses, the advice of a
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good ociilist regarding the choice of spectacles is

well worth his fee.

Double vision, or diplopia, is of two kinds. It may
arise from a want of harmony in the movements
of the two eyes, the vision of each eye singly being

perfect ; or there may be double vision with one
eye only. The first form may occur (1) in cases of

squinting, or (2) in cases of paralysis of one or more
of the muscles of the orbit. In cases of Squinting

(q. v.), the vision of the most distorted eye is almost

always imperfect ; and it is well known that im-

pressions on the two retin;e are similar in kind but
dissimilar in form. The mind takes cognizance only

of the former ; so that a person with a bad squint

sees objects with the sound eye only. But if the

sight of both ej'es is nearly equal, as often is the

case when the squint is not very well marked,
double vision results whenever Ijoth eyes are

employed together, in consequence of images of

nearly equal intensity falling on non-corresponding

parts of the two re'tinre. This variety of double
vision, although annoying, is perfectly harmless.

When double vision arises from muscular paralysis,

disease of the brain of a serious nature is to be
apprehended, although the affection sometimes
appears to arise from exposure to cokL The second

form of double vision—viz., double vision n-ith

a single eye, is a much more rare affection than the

preceding one, and depends upon some irregular

refraction of the cornea or lens.

Colour-blindness is noticed imder its o\vti name.
Night-blindness, or hemeralopia (from the Greek,

signifying ' day-sight '), is a peculiar form of inter-

mittent blindness, the subjects of which see per-

fectly with an ordinary Ught, but become entirely

and almost instantaneously blind as soon as twUight
commences. It is seldom met with in this coimtry

except among sailors just returned from tropical

regions. It is frequent among the natives of some
parts of India, who attribute it, as om' own sailors

do, to sleeping exposed to the moonbeams. The
most probable cause of the affection is, however,
exhaustion of the power of the retina from over-

excitement from excessive light, so that this organ
is rendered incapable of appreciating the weaker
stimulating action of twilight or moonlight. All

that suggests itself in the way of treatment is to

protect the eyes from strong light during the day,

and to prescribe quinine and a nourishing mixed diet.

Snow-blindness must be regarded as an allied

affection to the preceding.

SIGHT OF A GV:S. See Gun>t:ry.

SIGILLA'RIA, a genus of fossU plants which are

of importance because of their singidar structure,

and their remarkable abundance in the coal mea-
sures. They seem to have contributed more than
.any other genus of plants to the form,ation of coal.

The roots of S. are found preserved in the sh.ale

which forms the floor of all coal-seams. These roots

were originally supposed to be distinct plants, and
have received the generic name of Stigmaria. The
most feasible notion, and that generally accepted

reg.arding them, was that they were fleshy water-

plants, with numerous line.ar leaves, articiilated to

the stem by p.apillie, which were biiried in deep
cylindrical hollows in the stem. Brongniart first

suspected that they were roots, and Binney placed

the question beyoud doubt by discovering a speci-

men in which the trimk of a S. rose from the crown
of a Stigmaria. Several observers have subse-

quently seen these fossils also in actual contact. It

is believed that the mud (now converted into shale)

in which they grew was very soft, and easily per-

mitted the passage of the large roots, while they
gave off all round innumerable large hollow root-

lets. The stems of S. are abundant in the coal-
bed.s. They are marked by parallel longitudinal
flutings, and regidar scars formed by the base of the
leaf-stalks, which had fallen off. They are known
to have attained a height of 70 feet, and a diameter
of 5 feet. The stem rose without branching till

near the summit, when it brancheel several times
dichotomously. The proportion of woody matter
to ceUidar tissue in the stem was very small The

Trunk of SigUlaria rising from the Stigmaria Koots

(£. W. Binnc'j).

woody fibre is characterised by the abundance of

scalariform vessels, similar to those which occur in

Lepidodendron, and in the recent vascular Crj^pito-

gamia. The stem is seldom found preserved so as

to exhibit any structure, or even its cylindrical

form ; it generally occurs as a double Layer of coal,

shewing on the outer surfaces the scars produced
by the bases of the leaf-stalks. The form and
arrangement of these scars have been used to distin-

guish the species, and, indeed, no other materials

exist, for hitherto no foUage of any kind has been
certainly found connected with the trunks. The
restoration of the genus has been consequently

quite imaginary. Some, with Brongniart, have
supposed that the trunk terminated in a crown of

simple leaves, like that of many palms, and that it

was a gj'mnosperm near to the Cycads. Others,

with King, consider that the fronds of Pecopteris

nervosa, which are very abundant in the coal mea-
sures, are its foUage, and they would restore it so as

to have the appearance of a modern tree-fern. And
others, with Binney, consider that its affinities arc

nearer to Lepidodendron, and that some of the

numerous fragments which have been referred to

this genus may really be the branches of SigUlaria.

They woiUd restore it as if it were a huge Lyco-

podium, and refer to it some of those fruits which,

under the names of Lepidoslrobus and Fleminrjites,

have been described by Bro%™, Hooker, and Car-

ruthers.

SIGISMUXD, emperor of Germany (1411—
14.37), was the son of the Emperor Karl IV. He
was well educated, and having m.arried Maria of

Anjou, on her accession to the throne of Hungary
he became chief administrator of that kingdom.
The death of his wife in 1392 made him king of

Hungary ; and at the head of a numerous army of

more than 100,000 men, composed of Hungarians,

French, Germans, and Poles, he attempted to relieve

the Byzantine emjiire from the fierce Turks, but

was terribly defeated at Kicopolis (28th September
1396). On his return to Hungary, he foimd

on the throne a new monarch, Ladisl.as of Naples,

who imprisoned him (1401) ; but through the good
ofiices of his elder brother, Wenceslas, he was freed,
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and obtained the throne (1402), rewarding his

elder brother by snatching from him his kingdom
of Bohemia, which he retained for some time. In
1411, he was proclaimed emperor, on the death of

Rupert. He was present at the Coimcil of Con-
stance, which he had prevailed upon Pope John
XXIII. to hold for the purpose of putting an
end to the Hussite and other schisms. He con-
tented himself with protesting against the viola-

tion of the imperial safe-conduct which was given
to Huss, and idtimately consented to his judicial

murder, for the purpose, as his apologists say, of

conciliating the council, and so settling the dis-

putes concerning the papacy. His succession to

the tlirone of Bohemia, after his brother's death,

was opposed by the Hussites, who were now in

insurrection ; and after a fruitless attempt to con-

quer them, he confined himself to the defence of

] tungary against the Turks, whom he defeated in a
Sreat battle near Nissa (1419). For ten years after-

wards, he left Germany very much to the guidance
of its self-willed petty rulers, who speeddy brought
the coimtry into such a deplorable state that they
were glad to beseech S. to return to the helm of

aQaurs—which he tlid, but with Httle good effect.

He obtained, by concessions to the Calixtines (q. v.),

the cro'\vn of Bohemia in 1436 ; but when he found
liimself firmly seated on the throne, he gradually
withdrew these concessions, which provoked such
discontent, that his death, 9th December 1437, alone

averted a civU war. S. left one daughter, Eliza-

beth, who, by her marriage mth Albert V. of

Austria, brought Huugaiy and Bohemia to the
House of Hapsburg. S. possessed a large inteUi-

gence, and remarkable pohtical talents, but these

were much neutralised by his impetuosity, inde-

cision, selfishness, and extraordinary avarice ; and
his well-meardng endeavours after peace and
improvement ended in nothing.

SIGISMUND, worthily siu-named the Great,
king of Poland, was the yoimgest son of Casimii-

IV., and was born at Kozienice, 1467. He was
chosen Grand Duke of Lithuania, 1506, and suc-

ceeded to the kingdom of Poland on Sth Decem-
ber of the same year. The affairs of Poland and
Lithuania M'ere at that time in a sad condition ; the
southern portions of the country reduced almost to

a desert by the ravages of the Tartars, whUo the

east was continually in dread of the Russians, who
liad become an independent, iinited, and power-
ful monarchy. The Russi.ans invaded Lithuania,

and conquered some provinces, but S. gained a

briUiaut victory over them at Orsza on the Dnieper

(14th July 1508). Bogdan, Prince of Moldavia and
^^'alachia, now invaded the southern provinces, as

that semi-barbarous race were accustomed to do
without let or hindrance ; but he was so decisively

nnited on the banks of the Dniester, that he glatUy

agreed to acknowledge himself a vassal of Poland.

Disregarding the suggestions of the pope to head a

crusade ag.ainst the Turks, S. next read the Tartars,

through his general, Ostrogski, a very forcible lesson,

in 1512, against aggressive practices, which cost

them 27,000 men, and assured the tranquillity of

his frontier for a long period. His .aUiance in 1513

with Stephen Zapoli, voyvode of Transylvania,

whose daughter, Barbara, he also married, alarmed

the Emperor iSIaximilian, who incited the Russians

to resume their aggressions, which that ill-advised

nation cheerfully agreed to do ;
paying dearly for

their ra.shness, for their army of S0,000, which had
invaded Lithuania, was met and cut to jiicces (Sth

Septemlier 1514) by Ostrogski, with .32,000 men, at

Oi-sza, lea'i'ing its stand.ards, cannons, and other

arms, 2 generals, 37 princes, 6000 prisoners, and

30,000 dead in the possession of the enemy. Subse-

quent invasions of Moscovites and Tartars were
repelled as before, and a rebellion of the Walachs
was jjuuished by numerous defeats, chief of which
was th.at of Obertyn (1531). The insolence of tho
Teutonic Order, who had invaded Polish Prussia,

was effectually chastised by S., who defeated their

Grand Master Albert, his own nephew, in two great
battles, in the latter of which the knights were
assisted by the Danes (1520). In 1525, he agreed
to confer on Albert the title of Duke of Prussia
(now known as East Prussia), on condition of fealty

and hom,age. The didies of Prussia continued aa

vassals of tho Polish crown till 1657. In 1526, S.

alone of the monarchs of Christendom lent aid to

Hungary against the formidable array of Solymau
the Magnificent, and a numerous force of Polish
cavaliers fought bravely on the fatal field of

Mohacz (1526). The only other important event
of S.'s reign was the introduction and extension of

Lutheranism in Poland, a change which S. did
nothing to prevent, only taking precautions, and
sometimes severe ones, against its affecting the
civil and political condition of the coimtry. It

is told of him that, when John Eck exhorted
him to take severe measui'es with tho Lutherans,
whom he compared to goats among tho sheep
('the faithful Catholics'), S. replied that he was
desirous of being ' king of goats as well as king
of sheep.' After a long and glorious reign, S. died

at Cracow, 1st April 154S, leaving the character of

a just, wise, and magnanimous prince, who had
restored to his country its ancient prosperity, and
had raised it from the very feet of its enemies to a
worthy superiority over them.

SIGNALS are the means of transmitting intelli-

gence to a greater flr less distance by the agency of

sight or hearing. Incomparably the most powerful
medium yet known for this purpose is the electric

current. See Telegk.U'H. Sound signals have
obviously but a short circuit. The electric current

recjuires fixed apparatus establishing an actual

communication between the two points ; and is

therefore inapplicable to the ordinary cases of shijis

interchanging signals with each other or with tho

shore ; and, except imder unusual circumstances, it

would not apply to armies manceuvring in the field.

For these pirrposes, so far as present knowledge
extends, signals by sight or sound must always be

practically the resort.

The ancients seem to have el.aborated a fair

system of night-signals by torches for mUitary )nu--

poses ; but in naval affairs the ships saUeil so close

together, that orders could be communicated by
word of mouth, while the turning of a shield from

right to left sufEced as sailing directions to the

several lines. In modem times, signalling between

ships has become indispensable; but there is prob-

ably no department of practical science in which
progress has been slower, and every so-called

system of signals has been distinctly without

any system whatever. In the time of James
II., a signal could only be expressed by flags, in

confusin" number, himg in different parts of the

vessel. By the commencement of the present cen-

tury, thanks to Sir Home Po]iham and other in-

ventors, the system had been adopted of hanging a

number of flags imder one another, each symbol or

combination having an arbitrary conventional mean-
ing attached to it. Alterations in the specific flags

h.ave been made from time to time, but essentially

this is the system now in use. The flags are either

square, triangular of the same length, or pendants

which are pointed and longer. These are of black,

white, red, blue, and yellow (in the Austrian ser-

vice alone green is added) in m.ass or in combination.

Specimens of the flags in use in the present naval
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code are shewn in fig. 1. The signalmen find,

however, that at a distance blue, red, and black are

not readily distinguishable, nor yeUow from white.

It has consequently been the recent tendency, and
apparently most justly, to reduce all the signs to

blacic and white, singly or in combination, trusting

to shape for different signals.

There are, however, disadvantages attending flag.s.

In a stdl day, they are difficult to read ; or the wind
may so blow that they are only seen end ou. At
sea, the motion of a ship mil generally neutralise

these drawbacks ; but the case is otherwise on
shore, and it may consequently occur that the ship

can communicate to the land, but cannot get a

reply. To obviate this, signals representing solid

figures are sometimes employed. To fulfil their

conditions, they must appear the same in whatever

lateral direction seen. But this limits the shapes to

cylinders, cones, and the sphere, or combinations of

those figm-es ; and as the total nunilier of distin-

guishable signs is reduced, signalling becomes
reduced from the word-signal to the telegrapli. This

distinction should be clearly understood, as much is

involved in it. A word-signal, as in the present

system, is where the whole word or message is sent

up at once, and flies simidtaneously ; a telegraph

signal is one in which the letters composing the

word or numbers representing the signal are shewn
separately, and each is removed before another is

shewn. At sea, the word-system is best, for it

involves no act of memory ; and memory, even from
signal to signal, is found diflieidt by signalmen in

the turmoil of perhaps storm or fighting. On the

other hand, the telegraph system involves far simpler

apparatus, and the changes can be effected more
rapidly. As regards the actual time requhed for a

message, the word-system has the advantage in a

message short enough for the whole to be shewn at

one time ; but otherwise the difference is not

material. If all advantages be balanced, it is prob-

able that the telegraph system will eventually super-

sede the other entirely. Whether the word or the

telegrajjh system be practised, another question is,

whether to speU each word, or to use numerals and a

code. Under the latter principle, about 14,000 of

the words and sentences most commonly sent are

arranged for easy reference in the signal-book. With
the addition of 1 or 2 repeating symbols, the

numerals and give corabin.ations 4 together to

this number. A combination of figures is arbitrarily

assigned to each expression ; and the expression is

comnmnicated by representing those figures in their

proper order. With the book of reference at hand,

and intelligent sign.almen, there can be no doubt of

the superior rapidity of the ' code.' A code has
also this further advantage, that the signals repre-

senting things and not words, it can be made inter-

national, the same symbols representing the same
idea in eveiy language. It is then only necessary for

universal signalHng that each nation should concur
in the meaning to be attached to the several signs.

Many gentlemen of ability have devoted their atten-

tion of late years to the simplification of signals

;

amoncr whom conspicuous positions must be assigned
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Fig. 2.—Semaphore System.

to Colonel Grant, Captain Bolton, Jlr Kedl, and
Lieutenant Colomb, R.N. Their principal object

has been so to simplify the telegraph system tliat

signals may be made with any apparatus, or without
apparatus at all. To accomplish this, they have,

to a great extent, abjirred colour, and resorted to

form and motion. Among the form telegraphs thero

is the principle of the

old Semaphore (q. v.), in

which each letter or

number is shewn by the

position of two arms, as

in fig. 2. The arms
are heavy, and involve

mechanism ; besides

which they are not always clear on a ship in

motion beyond a short distance. Very superior

in visibility and simplicity is Redl's System of

Cones. This consists of 4 cones fixed to a mast.
The cones are coDapsable, and are formed in a

similar manner to umbrellas. Their usual condi-

tion is shut, and they can only be held open while

a rope attached to each is pulled. With cones

of 3 feet base, signalling is rapid and clear iip to

5 miles, and the mast can be inserted at any place.

The system is very simple : each cone represents

a number, 1, 2, 3, or 4 ; then 1 and 4 shewn
represent 5 ; 2 and 4, 6 ; and so on, as in fig. .'!.

This very elegant system can be applied in military

^\ 5 \ 6\ J \
S

Fig. 3.—Cone System.

or naval operations. But its chief beauty is, that a
person understanding it can make the same signals

without the cones ; for example : if a black flag

represent an open cone, and a white flag a shut cone,

a ship with 4 black and 3 wliite flags can malce

every signal. Again, the arm raised horizontally

may represent the open cone ; against the body, the

shut cone ; then two men standing on a clift" are as

good as any signal-post, see fig 4. Or if one person

J: J.*
Kg. 4.

onlj' be present, he may represent an open cone by
raising his arm with a handkerchief extended, and a
shut cone by his arm •without the handlcerchief. He
has only then to raise his arm four times in quick
succession, with or without the handkerchief, to make
the required signal. We have thus arrived at a
universal system of the utmost simplicity, which in

war, and especially during invasion, might be of

inestimable benefit to the nation. The code of sig-

nals cannot be too generally difl'used by the govern-
ment, in order that every man among the public
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may become an amateur signalman on emergency.
A secret code, in which the same numbers have
different signilicatious, could always be maintained
for state purposes.

It only remains to apply the same system to
night-signals. The old naval principle has been
to hang dingy lanterns in various shapes—triangles,

squares, crosses, &c. Besides requiring large
bases to be at all visible, this has been found
from the motion of a ship to be nearly useless.

Redl's system has been apphed by hanging four
lanterns in a vertical line to represent tlie conus,
and obscuring those which corresponded to shut
coues. An improvement was foimd in introducing
a red or green light in the midtUe, to shew the rela-

tive position of the four. The best night-signals
are, however, flashing lights, as introduced by Cap-
tain Bolton, and more elaborately by Lieutenant
Colomb, and adopted in the navy. This consists of

a bright light, covered by a shade, which shade, by
mechanism, can be lifted for any given time, exposing
the light meanwhile. A flash of about half a second's
duration is negative : a line of l.\ seconds, positive.

Four exhibitions of the Ught then represent a sym-
bol as in Iledl's cones, if the same nomenclature

be adopted we should signal as in fig. 5. It will bo
seen at once that this system produces results similar
to Morse's Electric Telegraph. If the distance be

Kg. 5.

within a mile or so, and the weather still, a bugle
wfll answer equally well, long and short notes repre-
senting the positive and negative coues.
The fundamental principle of the foregoing system

of universal telegraphy, applicable by night or by
<^^y, l^y sight or by ^ound, is to emjiloy two signals
only—one positive aud one negative—and to regu-
late their exhibition by periods of time.

SI'GNATURE, in iMusic. In writing music in
any key with .sharps or flats, the sharps and flats
belonging to the key, instead of being prefixed to
each note as rcqiiired, are placed together imme-
diately after the clef on the degTees of the start" to
which they belong ; and this collection of shari)s or
flats is called the signature. The signatures of the
several keys generally in use are as follows :

MiXOR.

The minor keys take the s.ame signature with the

major keys a third above them.
When a new key is introduced in the middle of a

piece of music, the signature of the former key must
be contradicted, and that of the new one appended.
Thus a transition from the key of D major to that

of D minor, is indicated thus

Thus,

and

^^
indicates that there are two crotchets.

u three quavers, In the measure. When

there are four crotchets (or a semibrevc) in the

measure, it is usual to write ~H~ instead of :

li:

from B m.ajor to B minor : E

the sharps which are to continue being, in this last

case, for distinctness' s.ake, appended in addition to

the contradiction of those that are to be discarded.

A transition to another key, which is not to continue

for any length of time, is seldom indicated by a

change of signature ; but the sharp, flat, or natural

sign IS appended to any note as required, that sign

affecting all the following notes of the same letter

in tlie measure in which it occurs, unless contra-

dicted. A sharp, flat, or natural thus introduced

is called an accidental. Two accidentals are

required in the ascending scale of every minor key,

to sharpen the si.xth aud seventh of the tonic.

Besides the signature of the key, a signature of

time precedes ever^' musical comjiosition. It con-

sists of two figures placed over one another as a

fraction, the denominator 2, 4, 8, or IG strmding for

minims, crotchets, quavers, or semiquavers (i. c.,

halves, fourths, &c. of a scmibreve), while the

numerator points out how many of these fractional

parts of a semibreve are contained in each measure.

SIGXATURE. in Printing, denotes the letters

which are placed at the bottom of the first page of
each sheet of a book, to facilitate the arrangement
of the several sheets in the volume. The letters

employed are those of the alphabet, with the excep-
tion of J, V, and W, three letters which have been
invented since the use of signatures was introduced.
See ALnrABET. As the first sheet of a work, con-
taining the title-page, dedication, preface, &c., is

generally printed last, the letter A is reserved
(along with small letters, a, h, &c., should there be
more slieets of introductory matter) for this, and the
signatures comnienoe with B ; after reaching Z, they
commence .again at the begauning of the alph.ibet,

the letter being doubled for the sake of distinction,

as AA, or An, or more frequently '2X. Should the
alphabet .again bo exhausted, 3.\, .'SB, &c., are next
employed, and so on. This is the method employed
in Britain ; in France aud Italy, figures are generally
used. .Signatures (as B2, BS, &c.) are also placed
on certain pages of the same sheet, as a further
direction to the bookbinder.

SIGNI'7r, in England, one of the seals for the
authentication of royal grants. Prior to 1S4S, all

letters-patent and other documents which had to
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pass the Privy Seal, required first to have the signet
affixed, and passed from the Signet-office to the
office of the Privy Seal in the form of signet bills,

verified by the signet-seal and superscription and the
signature of the Clerk of the Signet. By act 11 and
12 Vict. c. S2, however, warrants under the royal
sign-manual, countersigned by cue of the principal
secretaries of state, have been made per se sufficient

authority for the Privy Seal to be affixed, and the
Signet-office has been abolished. The signet in Scot-
land is a seal which seems to have been originally

intended to authenticate royal warrants connected
with the administration of justice. The principal
class of agents or attorneys in Scotland are called
Writers to the Signet, it is said from their having
been originally clerks in the office of the Secretary
of State, by whom writs passing the signet were pre-
jiared. See AVeiteks to the Signet.

SIGNIN6, SEALING, and DELIVERY of a
deed, in English Law, is the mode of executing a
deed. The main acts are, howevei', the sealing and
delivery, for signature is not absolutely essential

—

at least in some kinds of deeds kno'svn to English
law. The use of the seal is an ancient form of

authenticating deeds, still kept \\\> in England,
though long superseded in Scotland by simple sub-
scription. In jiractice, a wafer or seiU is attached
to the end of the English deed, and the party who
executes it must, after signatiu'e, put his finger on
the seal, and say: 'I deliver this as my act and
deed,' at the same time handing the deed to the
person who is to have the custody thereof.

SIGN-MANUAL, Royal, the subscription of

the sovereign, which must be adhibited to all writs
which have to pass the Privy Seal or Great Seal.

When attached to a grant or warrant, it must be
countersigned by one of the principal secretaries of
state, or by the Lords of the Treasury. The sign-
manual, in practice, consists but of the initial of the
sovereign's name, with the letter E, added, for Bex
or Rerjina.

SIGOTJIINEY, Mrs Lydia Huntley (Huntley
being her maiden name), American authoress and
poet, was born at Norwich, Connecticut, iu 1791.
She was, like most yoxmg ladies of ability in New
England at that period, early engaged in teaching,
and much of her early writings consist of tales,

essays, instructive letters, and ])oems, for her pupils
and the young. Her first published work was a
volume of poems in 1815. In 1S19, she was married
to Mr Charles Sigourney, a merchant of Hartford.
In 1822, she published a descriptive poem on the
Trails of the Aborigines of America ; and in 1824,
a Sketch of Connecticut Forty Years Since. These
were followed by Pocahontas and other Poems, Lays
of the Heart, Tales in Prose and Verse, &c. In IS-iO,

Mrs S. visited Europe, and on her return, with a
freedom common to American authors, wrote her
Pleasant Memories of Pleasant Lands. She com-
piled amusing and instructive books for the young,
and was a constant contributor to magazines and
other periodicals of poems, whose subjects, style,

and sentiment gave her the designation of ' the
American Hemans.' She died at Hartford, June
1865.

SIHTJ'N. See Jaxahtes.

SIKHS. The term Sikh, a corruption of the
Sanscrit s'ishya, signifying ' disciple,' is applied to a
community of which the Punjab, iu Northern India,

constitutes, substantially, the confines. Less com-
monly, even among themselves, the members of this

communityare also known as Sinhs (\ndgarly Singhs),
that is, ' lions,' a title given them by Govind, the
last and most influential of their hierarchs. Every

I
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name of a Sikh male now terminates with the word
Sinh.

Originally a body of mere religionists, the Sikhs,
what from the energy which they developed under
repression, and the inducements to join them which
they ofiered as proselytisers, grew, by degrees, iu
strength and numbers, and ended in a formidable
nationality. Their originator, Nanak, was born in
1469, in the vicinity of Lahore, and died in lo.'iO,

not far from the place of his nati\nty. To hiui
succeeded, in turn, nine pontifi's, each of whom, Uko
himself, is popularly denominateil guru, or 'teacher.'
These were Angad, Amardas, Mmdas, Arjimmall,
Hargovind, Harray, Harkrishna, Teghbahidar, and,
finally, Govind.
The aim of Ndnak was pointedly humanitarian,

and designed to combine Hindus and Moham-
medans, at the cost of what he held to be only
unimportant compromise, into one harmonious
brotherhood. Sufficient proof of the comprehensive
character of his scheme is afforded by the circum-
stance that he accejited concurrently the incarnations
of Neo-Brahmanism and the mission of the Arabian
prophet. His three immediate successors, while
zealously protecting the interests of the infant sect,
avoided secidar jmrsuits, and held themselves aloof
from political complications. ArjunmaU, however,
not content with signalising himself as compiler of

the Adigranth, and as founder of Amritsar, the holy
city of the S., engaged 'svith ardour in trade, and
rendered himself conspicuous as a partisan of the
rebellious Prince IChusrfl, son of Jahfmglr. Har-
govind, who came after ArjirmuaU, called the S. to
arms, led them in person to battle, and, though he
remitted nothing of his assiduity as a guru, became
an active and useful, though sometimes refractorj',

adherent of the Great Moghid, against whom his

predecessor had plotted. HarrSy subsequently
espoused the part of DAra ShiUioh, w-hen contending
M-ith his brothers for the throne of India. Har-
krishna, son of Harnly, died a chdd, and was only
nominally a guru. Teghbahadar, after a career of

turbulence, was executed as a rebel, by command of
Aurangzeb, at Delhi. However deficient in the
qualifications demanded for spiritual leadership, it

can scarcely be doubted that he contributed, to an
important degree, in preparing for the complete
change of Sikhism which was efl'ected by his son,

Govind. The chief motive that instigated Govind,
the tenth of the ' teachers,' to bring about this
change was, with some pi-obability, a desire to
avenge the ignominious death of his father. Ho
resolved to combat the Mohammedan power and, iu

deviation from the principles enunciated by Nanak,
the Mohammedan religion as well. But Hinduism,
with its social restrictions of caste, its fantastic fic-

tions, and its irrational idolatry, like\vise fell imder
his ban. God, he inculcated, is not to be found save
in hiunility and sincerity. In what measure he was
a man of thought is eWnced by his legacy to his

co-religionists, the second volume of the Sikh scrip-

tures. A Sildi, it is therein taught, is to worship
one God, to eschew superstition, and to practise

strict morality, but equally is to live by the sword.
The purport of tliis last injunction is unmistakable.
Govind was assassinated, while in the imperial
serWce, in 1708, on the banks of the Godavarl. He
died, it is true, without beholding the fulfilment of

the purpose for which he had striven ; but he had,
nevertheless, succeeded in stirring his followers to an
ambition for political independence—an idea which
was ultimately transformed into a reality. His
successor, but only as a temporal leader, Eanda,
suflered a cruel death. He did but little to advan-
tage his sect; and his memory is not held in

reverence.
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With the decline of the Moghul Empire, the might
of the S., in spite of their intermittent reverses,

steadily increased, imtU, in 1764, they convened a
general assembly, formally assumed the character of

a substantive nation, and issued coin from which
the name of the emperor was omitted. Their com-
monwealth was still denominated, as it had been by
Govind, Khalsa ; and the component states of the
federation, ordinarily said to have been twelve in

nimiber, were thenceforward distinguished as Misls.

Foremost in influence among these states was
that of Sukarchakiy^, the chieftain of which was
MahS, Sinli, for whose son, the famous Eanjit Sinh
(Ronjeet-Singh, q. v.), it was reserved to consohdate
the Misls into a unity subject to his own undivided
control. The virtual heaclship of Eanjit Sinh dates
from the year 1805, though it was not until 1S38
that he attained the zenith of his ascendency. He
died in the year following, at the age of 59. During
1S45 and 1846, the S. ceased to exist as a nation ; and
their country has since been ruled by the English.

Yet every loyal Sikh is still confident that his people
is suffering but a transitory depression, and that it is

destined to retrieve, and even to surpass, its bygone
glory. In the meantime, the reputed son of a wife
or concubine of Ranjit Sinh, Dilip Sinh, is a
pensioner of the British government, has professed

Christianity, and has taken up his abode in

England.
Ethnologically considered, the S. are, in large

I)roportion, of Jat origin ; the Jats, whom some take
to be one mth the classical Get.-e, being a tribe

extensively diffused over the north of India. But
other Hindus have helped to swell their ranks, and
also not a few ilohammedans. The ten giirus are

accoimted Kshatriyas, or of the second Brahmanical

!

caste, the m.irtial. The descendants of these several I

races, from intermarriage and other causes, cannot,
'

however, now be discriminated ; and there is no
'

division of the multiform population of India that '

strikes more than the S., as respects physical
j

uniformity. For symmetry and comeliness, and, it

may be added, for courage and powers of endurance,
!

the Lions of the Punjab are altogether remarkable.
Nanak's was, undoubtedly, by far the most success-

fid of the repeated attempts which have been made
to fuse tot,'ether the incompatible dogmas of Hin-
duism and Islamism. None of the authors of these

attempts seem, indeed, to have been acquainted with
other than the mere surface of the two religions

which they would have blended into one. With the
Mohammedan, the existence of the Deity as a pure
spirit, and his creatorship of the world, are funda-

mental postulates. On the other hand, the radical

doctrine of the Hindu is pantheism, agreeably to

which the imiverse, alternatively God, is a single

eternal substance, under the twofold aspect of spirit

and matter. These sets of first principles, which
Nunak and his fellow-reformers could never have

j

clearly apprehended, are palpably imjiossible of

reconciliation. Without rejecting all that is dis-

tinctive of his creed, no Hindu can assent to the

theology of Islam ; and, conversely, every intelli-

gent follower of the Arabian prophet must be aware
that the monism and tlie metempsychosis of

Brahmauism are utterly antagonistic to the leading

positions of his own faith. Govind, as we have
seen, openly re[)udiated the notion of amalgamating
Hinduism and Mohammedanism. But a critic;u

acquaintance with his real views, in their fidness,

and of those of Ninak, must remain a matter of

conjecture until we possess a detailed translation,

executed by some scholar competently versed iu
A

Hindu philoso]ihy, of the Adigrnnlh (Tlie Original

I'vecord) and the Daswin J\}tsu/n dd Granth (The

Record of the Tenth King). These voluminous

compositions are metrical throughout, and are
chiefly in Hindi and Panjib! ; the former contain-
ing, additionally, a little Sanscrit, and the latter, a
long chapter in Persian. They are written iu the
same character as the Sanscrit, the values of the
letters being altered, though their forms are retained.
Among the numerous divisions into which

Sikhism, as a system of belief and practice, has
ramified, two, at least, apart from the great central
sect, deserve specification. First are the Udisis,
professors of indifference to mundane concerns ; a
sect whose origin is attributed to S'rlchand, a son of
Nlnak. These recluses, whom Amardas refused to
recognise as genuine S., have, to this day, numer-
ous disciples. The AkMis S[irang up just after the
time of Govind. For extravagance of fanaticism,
these Ishmaelites have, it is hoped, no riv.als ; and
the style of their piety is comparable with that of a
Thug.
As specimens of the superstitions of the S., it

may be noted that, like the Hindus, they look ui)ou
the eating of beef as a deadly offence, and that, like
the modern followers of Zoroaster, they attach
sinfulness to the act of extinguishing a light -with
the breath. Some illustrations of practical Sikhism
may also be gathered even from the few remarks
that have been made touching the gurus. It is not
irrelevant to add, that Amardls hiunanely dis-

countenanced the cremation of ^vidows, and that
Arjunmall committed suicide. The morahty of

ordinary S. is as positively maintained by one class

of writers as it is denied by another. Evidence
should seem to shew that the agricidturists among
them are much on a par, as to correctness of hfe,

with other Indian cultivators of the soiL As to
their soldiers, however, it has been observed that
they are deeply tainted with those repulsive impmi-
ties for which the Persians are so infamous.
Though forbidden the use of tobacco, they are
under no restriction as concerns indulgence in bhang,
opium, and intoxicating drinks ; and it would be
gross ilattery to commend them on the score of

sobriety. As regards morality, there is reason to
beUeve that they have greatly degenerated since the
d.ays of Govind.
The gross Sikh popiUation has been most variously

estimated by different statisticians, some of whom
compute it at considerably less than half a million

of persons, while others deem a miUiou and a quar-
ter, or even a million and a half, to be not excessive.

For the most satisfactory extant treatment of the
subject of this article, the reader is referred to
Captain J. D. Cunningham's History of the Sikhs.

Sir J. Malcolm's Sketch of the Sikhs; Tlie Asiatic

Jlescarches, vols. L and xL ; the collective works of

Professor H. H. Wilson, vols. i. and iL ; and The
Calcutta Ilevieto, vols. xxxi. and xxxiii., may like-

wise be considted with advantage.

SIKH WAR.S, two brief but desperate contests
waged between the British power in India and the
Sildis in 1845—1846, 1848—184!), which resulted in

the destiiiction of the latter as an independent nation.

The first had its origin iu the tlissensions which
con\nUsed the Sikh country after the death of

Runjcet Singh (q. v.), and which necessitated the
exercise of a wary regard on the part of the
Calcutta authorities. At length an army of Sikhs,
flushed with their triumph over aU lawful authority
in their own country, crossed the Sutlej, and
extended their ravages over British territory

;

but their advanced guard was met by Sir Hemy
Hardiuge, the governor-general, at the liead of four
regiments of infantry and one of dr.-igoons, and
routed at Mudki (q. v.) with heavy loss. Three
d.ij's after, their main body, which had meantime
crossed the river, and intrenched itself at Ferozc-
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Shah (q. v.), was attacked by a larger force of

British under GougU and Hardinge, and after a

bloody conflict, which lasted two days, also routed.

Still undismayed by these reverses, they again

intrenched themselves at Sobraon ; but a fresh body
which had just crossed the Sutlej at Aliwal (q. v.),

1!),000 strong, with GS pieces of cannon, was wholly
routed and driven across the river by Sir Harry
Smith, at the head of 7000 men, with 32 cjuns ; and
their main body was soon after similarly dispersed

at Sobraon (q. v.). The British then crossed the

river, took Lahore, and restored the authority of the

young Maharajah, from whom they took the territory

between the Beas and the Sutlej, the treaty con-

firming this settlement being made at Lahore, 9tli

JLarch 1S46. But the internal disturbances in the

kingdom of Lahore soon became as active as before,

and induced tlie Maharajah's prime-minister to put
the counti-y under the Company's protection ; and a

residency with a guard of regular ti-oops was then
established in the capital. On April 20, 1S4S, two
British officers were murdered by a Sikli chief, the

dewan Moolraj of Midtan ; and as this was found to

be but a premonitory symptom of a general out-

break, a small force of British under Lieutenant
Edwardes, aided by a body of Sikhs, under the

Eajah of Bhawalpftr, gallantly attacked the army
of Moolraj, wliich, after a desperate conflict of nine

hours, they defeated ou June IS, and, both sides

in the meantime having received reinforcements,

again on July 1. Midtan was then laid siege to,

but the defection of 5000 auxiliary Sikhs under
Shcre Singh (the sou of the Sirdar Chuttur Singh,

the governor of Hazara, who had been for some
time in revolt, and had driven the British from his

district) compelled the British to retreat. For some
time, the British authorities in the Punjab were
hampered by a want of military force, and though
the Maharajah and much of his army stiU opposed
the Sikh rebels, little reliance coidd be placed

upon most of it. Shore Singh now succeeded in

raising his army to 40,000, but was defeated by
Lord Gough at Rammigger (November 22). The
inconsiderate haste of Gough at ChillianwaUa
(January 13) nearly lost him that great battle,

which was saved only by the extreme valour of his

soldiers ; but amends for this faidt was made at

Gujerat (q. v.), where the power of Shere Singh
and his allies was completely broken. Meanwhile,
the fortress of JMultan had, after a protracted bom-
bardment, been captured ; and the Companj', seeing

no other mode of protecting their tei'ritories from
annoyance by these warlike fanatics, annexed the

Punjab, March 29, 1S49, thus terminating the exis-

tence of the Sikhs as an independent nation.

SI-KIA'JS^G, or WESTERN BIVEE, a river at

the southern extremity of China Proper. It has

lately been ascertained by our surveyors to be
na\'igable for vessels not drawing more than lU

feet of water for about 100 miles from its mouth.
The S. is remarkable for the purity and clearness of

its waters. It is at present cliiefly useful in con-

veying the sugar-cane that grows in its vicinity, as

well as rafts of timber from the forests of Kwaugse,
to the markets of Canton.

Sl'KKIM, a small protected state in the north-

east of India, bounded on the W. by Nepaul, and
on the S.-E. by Bhotan. Area, 1G70 sq. m.

; pop.

GI,706.

SILE'NE, a genus of plants of the natural order

Cayi/ophi/llacew ; with a tubrUar 5-toothGtl calyx

;

five notched or bitid petals, which terminate in a

narrow claw at the base, sju-ing from the stalk of

the germen, and have each an appendage forming a
Corona (q. v.) in the mouth of the coroUa ; ten
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stamens ; three styles ; the capside 3-cclled,

G-toothed, many-seeded. The species are numer-
ous, mostly natives of the temperate parts of the
northern hemisphere, annual and perennial plants

;

nine or ten of them natives of Britain, and others
frequent in flower-gardens.—One of the most
common British species is the Bladder Campion
(.S'. inflata), a perennial, which grows in corulields

and dry pastures, and near the sea-shore, has a
branched stem fully a foot high, ovate-lanceolate

bluish-green leaves, panicles of white flowers, and
an inflated calyx, with a beautiful network of veins.

The young shoots are sometimes used lilce asparagus,

and have a pecidiar but agreeaUe flavour, some-
what resemljliug that of peas. Tliey are best when
most blanched. The cultivation of this plant was
long ago strongly recommended, but it has not

obtained a j)lace among garden plants.—The Moss
Campion (.S'. acaulis) is a pretty little plant, with
beautiful purple flowers growing in patches so as to

form a kind of turf, one of the finest ornaments of

the higher mountains of Scotland, and found also in

Cimiberland and Wales.—Many species, some of

them British, are popularly called C.atchfly, from
their viscidity, as S. Anglica, a species found in

sandy and graveUy fields in many parts of Britain.

SILE'NUS, son of Pan and Gc-ca (the Earth), is

generally represented as the chief of tlie Sileni or

older Satyrs (q. v.), and the inseparable companion
of Bacchus, with whom he took part in the contest

against the Gigantes, slajdng Enceladus. In most
respects, he seems to have resembled the other
satyrs, and to have borne a strong likeness to Sir J.

Falstafl^', being in addition noted for his wisdom and
his power of prophecj-. S. had a temple at Elis.

SILE'SIA, a jirovince of the kingdom of Prussia>

included in the limits of the Germanic Confedera-

tion, lies south of the provinces of Brandenburg and
Posen, and is bounded on the E. by the Polish

provinces of Russia and Austria, and on the S. and
W. by the Austro-Germanic provinces, and the
kingdom of Saxony. It is divided into three govern-
ments : Liegnilz, in the west ; Breslau, in the east,

and Oppeln, in the south ; and these, again, are sub-

divided into circles. Total area, 15,547 English
sq. m., with a pop. (1S61) of 3,390,G95, of whom
1,074,724 are Catholics, 1,670,317 Protestants, and
41,100 .Jews. Of the population, 4th speak Polish,

more than 90,000 employ other Slavic dialects, and
the rest use the German language. This province,

by far the largest and most populous of the Prussian
provinces, is crossed from north-east to south-west
by a broad strip of moimtainous country, which
widens out at each extremity ; and along the whole
eastern boundar}*, and in the south, are ranges of

low hiUs ; in the north-west and centre, the surface

is flat and heathy, or sandy, mth numerous stag-

nant pools. S. is almost wholly included in the
basin of the Oder (navigable as far south as Ratibor),

which flows through it from south-cast to north-

west, and receives from each side numerous tribu-

taries ; but a small portion in the extreme south is

drained into the Vistula, which here takes its rise.

The soil is altogether fertfle and well cultivated,

more so, however, in Lower than in Upjier S. ; and
cereals of all kinds, oil-jilants, beet, hops, occa-

sionally vines, and .above aU, flax and hemp, are

the crops of the province ; but of late years the
cultivation of tobacco, and of plants yielding dye-
stufli's, has been receiving increased attention. Cattle

and sheep, the latter excellent in quality, and partly

of ])ure or mixed merino blood, are reared in the
high-lands, the annual produce of wool averaging
fully 140,000 cwt. The mines of S. are of g'reat

importance ; iron, copper, and lead are the chief
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products ; coal is found in abundance. The manu-
facture of lace, averaging in annual value £1,500,000,
is carried on in the mountainous districts, chieHj'

around Schweidnitz ; and the production of other
fabrics, as linen, cotton and Tvoollen goods, paper,
iron, leather, glass, and earthenware, is vigorously
carried on throughout the jirovince. The Oder, and
the great central railway from Berlin and Posen to

Vienna, afford amjile facilities for commerce. There
are a university at Breslau, gymiiasia in the principal

towns, and a great number of professional and
industrial schools.

S. was inhabited at the beginning of the Christian
era by the Quadi and Lygii, who, like the other
German tribes, advancing westward in the Ctli c,

wore succeeded by Slavic tribes. It formed part of

the Slavic kingdom of Moravia, was next jomed to

Bohemia, and in the beginning of the 10th c. to

Poland. In 1163, it was separated from the king-
dom of Poland, but was ruled by dukes who were of

the royal line of Piast ; these dukes, to repeople the
country, which had been devastated by the numerous
civil wars, encouraged the settlement of German
colonies, especially in Lower Silesia. The jn'actice

of division and subdivision of territory prevailed so

extensively in S., that at one time it h.ad no less

than 17 independent dukes, and to save itself from
re-incorporatiou with Poland, it acknowledged the
sovereignty of the kings of Bohemia, with which,
and with Germany, from the time of the Emj)eror
Karl IV., it was indissolubly comiected. In
ir)37. the Duke of Liegnitz, one of the numerous
SUesiau princes, entered into an agreement of

mutual succession (Erhverhriidcrunrj) with the
Elector of Brandenburg, on the extinction of either

reigning line; and tlic other ducal lines becoming
gradually extinct, their possessions fell to Liegnitz
or to Bohemia, or lapsed to the emperor. In 1075,
when the last ducal family, that of Liegnitz, failed,

his territories of Liegnitz, Brieg, and Wohlau, would
have fallen to Prussia, but the empjeror of Germany
refused to recognise the validity of the agreement of

1537, and took possession of the Liegnitz duke's
dominions, as a lapsed fief of Bohemia. The remain-
der of S. was thus incorporated into the Austrian
empire. In 1740, Frederick II. of Prussia, taking
advantage of the helpless condition of Maria Theresa
of Austria, laid claim, on the strength of the agree-
ment of 1537, to certain portions of S. ; and without
declaruig war, marched into, and took possession
of the province, maintaining his hold despite the
utmost efforts of Austria in 1740—1742, and 1744

—

1745, called the /?Vsf and second Sdesian w'ars. After
the third Silesian war, better known as the Seven
Years' War (q. v.), it was finally ceded (1703) to
Prussia.

SILESIA, AusTRiAX, a duchy and crownland of
the Austrian empire, bounded on the N.-E. by
Prussia, and on the S.-W. by Moravia. Area, 1903
sq. m. ; pop. (1857) 443,912. It is mountainous in
the west, where the Spieglitzer Schneeberge, a
summit of the Sudetic chain, rises to the lieiglit of

4512 feet. The crownland comprises ISdG sq. m. of

level land, of wdiich by far the greater ]iortion is

arable or under wood. The climate, though rough,
is healthy, and the soil produces good crops of rye,

oats, barley, Hax, &c. Within the crownland rise

the Oder and Vistula. Cattle-breeding and bee-
kee])ing are important branches of industry; 170,1100

head of sheep belong to the crownland. Iron, lead,

and coal mining are profitably pursued. The manu-
factures are principally spirits, copper and ii-on wares,
and linen and cotton fabrics.

SI'LEX (Lat. flint), a generic name given
by some mineralogists to all those minerals of
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which silica is the principal ingredient. See
Quartz.

SI'LHOUETTE, the name given to a profile
or shadow-outline of the human figure, filled in of a
dark colour, the shadows and extreme depths
being sometimes indicated by the heightening effect
of gum or some other shining material. This
species of design was known among the ancients,
and was by them carried to a high'degree of per-
fection, as the monochromes on Etruscau vases
amply testify ; but the name S. is quite modem,
dating from about the midtUe of last century. It
w-as taken from Etienuo de Silhouette, the French

Silhouette of Pvobcrt Burns.

minister of finance in 1759, who, to replenish the
treasury, exhausted by the costly wars with Britain

and Prussia, and by excessive prodigalities, inaugu-
rated numerous reforms, and the strictest economy
of expenditure. His extreme parsimony in all

finance matters made him a choice subject for cari-

cature ; so that any mode or fashion that was plain

and cheap— ' surtouts ' without plaits, trousers with-

out pockets—was styled A la Silhouette ; and
profiles made by tracing the shadow jirojected by
the light of a candle on a sheet of white paper
being then much in vogue, have continued to bear

the name. Although "without merit as a work of

art, the S. presents a clear and well-marked profile,

and such instruments as the Pantograph (q. v.),

&c., used to be frequently employed to obtain

profiles of a reduced size clircct from the human
features.—Profiles cut out of black paper M-ith

scissors also receive the name of silhouettes.

SI'LICA. See SiLicox.

SIXICOX, or SILI'CIUM (sym. Si, eq. 14, spec,

gi'av. 2'49), is one of the metalloids, or non-metallic

elemeuts. It may be obtained in three different

forms or modifications—viz., the amorphous, the
fjraphitoid, and the crystalimc. It is the first of

these, tJie amorphous silicon, which is obtained by
the processes in common use, the second and third
being obtained from this first modification.

Aiiwrphoiis silicon presents the appearance of a
dull brown powder, which adheres to the finger, is

insoluble in water and in nitric and sulphuric acids,

but readily soluble in hydrofluoric acid, and in a
hot solution of potash. It is a non-conductor of

electricity, and when heated in air or oxygen, its

external surface burns brilliantly, and is converted
into silica, which fuses from the extreme heat, and
forms a coating over the unbui'ncd silicon. Graphitoid
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silicon is obtained by exposing the amorphous
variety to an intense beat in a closed platinum
crucible. This form of silicon "will not take fire

when heated in oxygen gas, and resists the solvent

action of pure hydrofiuoric acid, although it rapidly

dissolves iu a mixture of nitric and hydrofluoric

acids ; moreover, as another point of difference, it is

a conductor of electricity. For the description of

crystallised siUcon, we may refer to a treatise by
Deville (in ^\e Ann. de C/dniie, 3d ser. vol. 49, p. 65),

who obtained it in regidar double six-sided pyra-

mids of a dark steel-gray colour.

Silicon, in a state of combination with oxygen, is

the most abundant solid constituent of our globe

;

and, in less proportion, is an equally necessary

ingredient of the vegetable kingdom, while in the

animal kingdom it occurs iu mere traces, except in

a few special eases. It is never found in nature

except in combination with oxygen ; but by a

somewhat difficult process—which we need not here

describe—it may be separated as a dark Ijrown

]iowder. It was first isolated by Berzelius in 1823.

For our knowledge of the other modifications, we
are indebted to Wiihler and DeviUe.

Sihcon forms two oxides, one of which is only

known in the hydrated state, while the other is

the well-kno\vii compoimd, silica or silicic acid.

Hydrated oxide of silicon is represented by the

formula 2HO,3SiO, and silicic acid by SiO;. The
hydrated oxide exhibits many interesting chemical

properties, but is of no practical importance.

Silicic acid or silica exists both in the crystalline

and in the amoi-phous form. The beat examples of the

crystalline form are rock-crystal, quartz, chalcedony,

flint, sandstone, and quartzose sand. Silica in this

form has a specific gravity of about 2'9, and is only

attacked with difficulty by potash or hydrofluoric

acid. The amorphous form exists naturally in opal,
and is obtained artificially as gelatinous silica, &c.

;

it differs from the former iu its specific gravity,
being about 2'2, and in its being rapidly dissolved
by potash and by hydrofluoric acid. Pure silica (as

it occurs in rock-crystal, for example) is perfectly
transparent and colourless, and is sufiiciently hard
to scratch glass. The heat of the oxyhydrc^en
blowpipe is required for its fusion, when it melts
into a transparent glass, capable of being drawn out
into elastic threads. Perfectly pure silica in its

amorphous form may be obtained by various chemi-
cal processes. If a solution of silicate of potash or

soda be treated with hydrochloric acid, the sihcic

acid separates as a hydrate, and on evaporating

this to dryness, auil treating it with boiling water,

silicic acid remains as an amorphous powder, which,
after being washed, dried, and exposed to a red heat,

may be regarded as chemically pure. The hydrated
silicic acid mentioned iu the above experiment is

soluble in water, and (more freely) in acids aud
alkahes. The solubility of hydrated silicic acid in

water, accounts for the presence of silicic acid in

mineral springs, and in the Geysers of Iceland, as

well as for its gradual separation from these waters
in the form of petrifactions. That silica or sihcic

acid is a true acid (although a feeble one), is obvious

from its imiting with bases, especially those which
are capable of undergoing fusion, and forming true

salts, known as silicates. These silicates occur
abundantly in nature ; all the forms of clay, felspar,

mica, hornblende, augite, serpentine, &c., being com-
pounds of this description. Silicic acid combines
with bases in various proportions. The following

table, borrowed from MUler's Elements vf Chemistri/,

vol. ii., shews the combinations which are of the

most usual occurrence :

21iIO,3Si02, or Sesquisilicates.

MO.SiOs, Neutral silicates.

DMO.SiO.j, Dibasic silicates.

MO,2SiOo, Bisilicatea.

Examples. Fornlitlai

fSilicate of lime, 2CaO,3SiO.,.

"JMeerschaum (livdrated silicate of magnesia), . 2M20,3SiO., -f- 2II0.
(Wollastonite (silicate of lime), .... CaO.SiO.,.

(Dloptase (liydrated silicate of copper), . . CuO,SiO« + 110.

(Olirine 2(Mg,Fe)0,Si02.
\Iron forge cinder, 2FeO,Si02.

Tlie composition of many of the ordinary varieties of glass may be approximately
represented by mixtures of different silicates which have this formula.

In the above formulaj, MO stands for 1 equivalent

of any metallic protoxide, such as Kme, magnesia,

or protoxide of iron.

The foUowiug are the general characters of the

silicates : Most of them are fusible, the basic sili-

cates fusing more readdy than those which are

either neutral, or contain an excess of acid.

Excepting the silicates of the alkalies, no silicates

are soluble in water. The anhydrous, neutral, and
acid silicates of the earths resist the action of all

acids except the hydrofluoric.

In conclusion, we may remark that silica derives

its name from siler, flint, of which it is the essential

constituent, and that it is largely employed in the

manufacture of glass, china, and porcelain. For
these purposes, it is obtained in a finely comminuted
state by heating flints or portions of colourless

quartz to redness, and plunging them in cold water.

The silica spUts up into a friable mass, which may
be easily ground to a fine powder. The use of sUiea

in giving firmness and rigidity to various parts of

tlie animal organs, is exemplified in its free occur-

rence in the quiU-part of the feather of birds, in the

shields of certain infusoria, aud in the spicula

occnrring iu sponges ; whOe its similar use in the

vegetable kingdom is seen in its more or less

abundant ]iresence in the stalks of the grasses,

more particularly in the cereals and in the
bandioo (where it is especially deposited about
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the joints, aud is known as Tahasheer), in the
equiseta% &c.

SUicon may be made to combine with several other

elements besides oxygen, but, with the exception of

silicofluoric acid, these compounds are of no practi-

cal value. Thus silicon and hydrogen form a hydride
of silicon, a colourless and spontaneously inflam-

mable gas. Nitride of sdicon is a bluish fibrous

body, while sulphide of silicon is a white earthy
powder. Silicon unites with chlorine, bromine, and
probably iodine and fluorine, in two projiortions

corresponding to its oxygen compoimds. Fluoride

of silicon (SiF,) is a colourless pungent gas, liquefi-

able imder strong pressure, aud soUdifying at —220',

inflammable, and a non-supporter of combustion. It

is obtained by heating powdered glass with 12
times its weight of oil of vitriol, and when a stream
of this gas is transmitted through water, a reaction

takes place ; two atoms of water and three atoms
of the fluoride of silicon yielding silicofluoric acid

(HF,SiF„), which remains in solution, aud silicon,

which is deposited. A saturated solution of this

acid forms a very sour fuming liquid, which does

not directly attack glass, but if allowed to evaporate

on it, causes erosion from the fluoride of sdicon

becoming evaporised, and free hydrofluoric acid

being left. A dilute solution is frequently employed
iu the laboratory as a jjrecipitaut of potash, whicli

it throws down in a transparent gelatinous form.
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With salts of baryta, it gives a white crystalline

precijiitate. It combines with bases to form salts,

none of which are of any special importauce.

SI'LIQXJE (Siliqua), in Botany, the fruit of the
Crucifera:, a capside opening by two valves, which,
when ripe, separate from the base upwards, leaving
a central frame (replum), to which the seeds remain
attached, and which is regarded as formed by
parietal placentas, the valves giving way close to

the sutiu-e. The seeds are either in one row or

two. A SiLicuxE {silicula) is merely a silique of a

different form, the trne silique being long and
narrow, the silicule broad and short, altnough
Linnsus made this difference the foundation of the
orders [Silir/uosa and Siliculosa) of his class Tetradij-

namia, a distinction not now equally attended to in

tlie suljdivision of the natiu'al order Crucifcrcc.

SILI'STRIA, a strongly-fortitiod Turkish town,
is situated on the right bank of the Dauube, which
is here nearly one-fourth of a mUe wide, and is

studded with numerous islands. The houses are

mean, and built generally of wood, though some-
times of stone, and also of mud; the streets, like

those of most Moslem cities, are crooked, narrow,
dirty, and ill-paved ; and the manufactiu'es are in-

significant, though there is a considerable trade in

wood and cattle. Pop. 20,000. The importance of

S. is almost wholly as a military outpost of Bulgaria,

for it is the first convenient point for the crossing

of the Danube by the Russians, the Dobrudsha or

peninsida between the Danube and the sea being well

protected from invasion by its deadly climate. Its

walls are constructed of sohd masonry, but consist

merely of a fortified Enceinte (q. v.) surrounded by a

ditch, the great strength of the fortress depending
upon the support given to it by detached works.

S. is a town of great antiquity, and was a fortress

imder the Byzantines. Here, in 971, the Byzantine
emperor, John Zimisces, routed the Russians under
Sviatoslav. It has been repe.atedly assaulted and
taken by the Russians. In 1849, S. was made a

stronghold of the first class, and was rendered

almost impregnable by the addition (1853) of 12

detached forts on the south and east. On the out-

break of the Crimean war, the Russians laid siege

to it, mth an army of from 60,000 to 80,000 men,
while the Turkish garrison under Mussa Pasha
amoimted to 15,000 ; and after a vigorous and well-

sustained attack of 39 days, the Russians were
compelled to retreat, with the loss of 12,000 men.

SILK .\ND SILKAVORM. The name silk is

derived, by the not unusual substitution of I for ?•,

from Lat. snicnm (Gr. serikon), so called as coming

from the country of the Seres or Chinese. The Silk-

worm is the caterpillar of the Silkworm Motu, of

which there are numerous species belonging to the

genus Bomhyx and other genera of the family Bom-
btjckhe, lepidopterous insects of the section popularly

Ivnown by the name Moth (q. v.). The BomhycidcE

have a very short and rutUmentary proboscis,

living for a very short time in their perfect

state, and taking little or no food ; the body is

thick and hairy ; the -wings are large .and broad,

cither extended horizontally when at rest, or in-

clined like the sides of a roof ; the antennie are pec-

tinated. The caterpilhars feed on the leaves and otlier

tender p.arts of trees or other ]>lants ; the chry-

salids are enclosed in a cocoon of silk, which gives to

some of the species a great economical importance.

The most important "is the Cojmox Silkworm
{Bomhijx. viori), a native of the northern provinces

of China. The ])erfect insect is .about an inch in

length, the female r.ather Larger than the male ; the

wings meeting like the sides of a roof ; the colour

whitish, with a broad pale brown bar across tho

upper wings. The females generally die very soon
after they have laid their eggs, and the males do
not survive much longer. The eggs are numerous,
about the size of a pin's head, not attached together,
but fastened to the surface on which they are laid

Silkwonn Moth [Bombyx mtyri), in its various stages.

by a gummy substance, which, when dry, becomes
silky. They are laid in the end of summer, and are

hatched in the beginning of next summer. The
caterpillar is at first very small, not more than a
quarter of an inch in length, but ra]iidly increases

in size, till, when fidl grown, it is nearly three inches

long. It is of a yellowish gray colour. The head
is large. On the upper part of the last joint of the

body is a horn-like process. The skin is changed
four or five times during the growth of the cater-

pillar. Before each change of skiu, it becomes
lethargic, and ceases to eat, whereas at other times

it is very voracious. When the skin is ready to l)e

cast ofl', it biu-sts at the fore part, and the caterpillar

then, by continually writhing its body, without

moving from the spot, thrusts it backwards ; but
silkworms frequently die during the change of skin.

A very rapid increase of size takes place whilst the

new skin is stiU soft. The natural food of the silk-

worm is the leaves of the white midberry, but it vnH
also feed on the leaves of some other plants, as the

black mulberry and the lettuce. \Vheu so fed, how-
ever, it produces silk of inferior quality. The silk-

producing organs are two intestine-like tubes con-

taining a %'iscid substance, which extend along gi-eat

part of the body, and terminate together in a spin-

neret <at the mouth. These vessels become very

largo when the change to the chi-ysalis or pupa
state is about to take place. When about to spin

its cocoon, the silkworm ceases to e.at, .and first pro-

duces the loose rough fibre which forms the outer

part of tho cocoon, and theu the more closely dis-

posed and valuable fibre of its interior. In this

process, the position of the hinder part of tho body
is little changed, but the he.ad is moved from one

point to another ; and the cocoon when finished is

much shorter than the body, which, however, being

bent, is completely enclosed in it. The cocoon is

about the size of a pigeon's egg. Each fibre of silk,

when examined by a microscope, is seen to be

double, being equally derived from the two silk-

producing organs of the catci-pdlar. A single fibre

often exceeds 1100 feet in length. The time of the

silkworm's life in the caterpillar state is generally

aljout eight weeks. About five days .are occupied

in the spinning of the cocoon ; after which about

two or three weeks elapse before the cocoon bursts

and the perfect insect comes forth. The natural

bursting of the cocoon is, however, injurious to the

silk, and the siUcworm rearer prevents it by throw-

ing .all the cocoons into boiling water, except those

winch he intends to keep in order to the maintenance

and increase of his stock. These he selects with

care, so th.at he may h.ave about an equal number
of male and female insects, the females being
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known, even in the chrysalis state, by their larger

size. The cocoons intended for the jiroduction of

moths are placed on a cloth in a somewhat
darkened room, of which the tomjierature is near,

but does not exceed 72° F. ; and the moths, when
prod\iced, shew no iucliuation to ily away, but
remain on the cloth, lay their eggs, and die there.

It is an interesting peculiarity of this valuable

species of moth, that neither in the caterpillar nor

in the winged state does it shew that restless dis-

position which belongs to many others, the cater-

pillars remaining contentedly in the trays or boxes
in which they are placed, feeding on the leaves

witli which they are there supplied, and at last only

seeking a proper place to assume the chrysalis form
on small bundles of twigs which are jdaced for tliat

purpose above the trays ; the perfect moths, in like

manner, abiding almost in one spot, and scarcely

caring to use their wings. By this peculiarity it is

capable of being reared and managed in a way
wliich would otherwise be impossible.

The silkworm is liable to various diseases, parti-

cidarly to one by which great numbers are often

destroyed, and which is either caused or cliarac-

terised by the growth of a small fungus known as

Silkworni'Tot, or Muscardlitc (q. v.).

Of the other species of silkworm, many are

ra^iidly increasing in commercial importance. The
following is an enumeration of the chief sdk-pro-

ducing insects ; those in It.^lics are not as yet

employed in manufactures

:

Bonibyx mori.—The common silkworm, native of India,

and reared in other parts of the world.

B. crresi.—Crosses have been obtained between this

and B. mori, yielding excellent silli, at Mussooree.
B. textor.—Kativc of Mussooree.
B, sinensis.—China.
B. Huttoni.—Silk collected in Mussooree.
B. Sorsjieldi.—Native of Java.
Attacus atlas.—Native of India, and said to yield some

of the ' Tusseh SUk.*
A, Gucrini.—Native of Bengal
A. ricini.—Native of Assam.
A. Cynthia.—The ' Eria,' or ' Arrindy ' silkworm, native

of India, now extensively r;iisod in Hong-kong,
Nepaul, Mussooree, Java, and to some extent in

Southern Europe. It feeds on the leaves of the
Ailanto {q. v.) tree.

Anther.-ea Mczankooria.—Tlie Jlczankooria silk-moth.

A. Paphia.—The true Tusseh or Tussur Moth, native of

Darjeeling, and other parts of Upper India. It

is produced very extensively, and is chiefly collected

in the jungle districts by the Saliars and otlier half-

wild castes who live in the jungles. The cocoons
are so carefully concealed in the leaves, that mucli
care is required to discover them, the only indication

being the dung of tlie caterpillar midcr the trees.

The tusseh silk is easdy wound off from the cocoons
in the same way as that of the common silkworm.

A. Assama.—The Moonga, or Moogha, native of Assam.
A. Pernyi.—North China.
A. PcrrottcUi.—North China.
A, Royhi.—Mussooree.
A. Helferi.—DarjeeUng.
A. Jana.—Java.
A. Frithii.—DarjeeUng.
A. Larissa.—Java.

The preceding seven are all called Tusseh molhs.
Actios Selcyic.—Darjeeling.

Saturnia pyrctorum.—China.
S. Grotei.—Darjeeling.
Jjcnpa Katinka.—Java.
Ncoris Huttoni.—Mussooree.
Caligula Tibcta.—Mussooree.
C. Simla.
Salassa Lola.—South-east Himalaya.
Cricula tri/errcstrata.—Java.

It will be seen by the above list that hitherto
very few of the silk-moths have been turned to
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man's profit. The first in importance after the
common silkworm is the true Tusseh, next, the
Moonga, the sillc from both of which can be wound
off the cocoon ; and then the Eria, which cannot
be wound easdy, and is therefore generally carded.
SUk appears not to have been well known to the

ancients ; although several times mentioned in the
translations of the Bible, the best authorities deny
that it is in the original, or that it was known to
the Hebrews. Among the Greeks, Aristotle is the
first who mentions it, and he only says that 'Pam-
phile, daughter of Plates, is reported to have first

woven it in Cos ;
' and from all the evidence

which has been collected, it w-ould appear that the
natives of Cos received it indirectly (through the
Phojniciaus and Persians) from China. The silken

webs of Cos found their way to Pome, but it was
very long before they were obtainable except by
the most wealthy. The cultivation in Europe of

the worm itself did not take place until 530 A. D.,

when, according to an account given by Procopius,
the eggs were brought from India (China) to the
Emperor Justinian l:iy some monks.

In China, the cultivation of silk is of the highest
antiquity, and according to the greatest Chinese
authorities, it was first begun by Si-ling, the wife
of the Emperor Hoang-ti, 2000 years E. c, and the
mulberry was cultivated for the purpose of feeding
them oidy forty years later.

Since its introduction to Europe, it has always
foi-med a great branch of industry in Italy, Turkey,
and Greece, and it has been cultivated to some
extent in France, Sjiain, and Portugal. In England,
too, from time to time, laudable efforts have been
made to cultivate it, especially by JMrs Whitby of

Ailanto Silkworm (reduced), shewing the Cocoon of

Silk attached to a Leaf.

Newlands, Mr Masou of Yately in Hampshire, and
Lady Dorothy Neville of Dangstein in Hampshire

;

but their partial success has not encouraged others

to piu'sue this branch of industry, which requires a

warmer and less variable climate and cheaper

labour than we can command.
The quantity of silk raised in the world is enor-

mous. Great Britain imports annually in the un-

manufactured state :
' Paw ' silk, about 0,250,000

lbs.; 'waste,' or knubs and husks, about 3,500,000

lbs. ; besides undyed ' singles,' about 5700 lbs. ; tram,

about '7000 lbs. ; organzine, about 39,000 lbs. ; and
dyed singles and tram, about 3000 lbs. ; organzine,

about 10,000 lbs. Singles, tram, and organzine are

terms applied to the thread after it has undergone

certain operations (to be afserwards described).

The total quantity is thus 12,814,700 lbs., of the
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value of £10,000,000 ; and in addition to this we
import manufactured silk goods to the value of

about six millions and a half sterlinj; ; so that the
importance of this little insect to Great Britain
alone is represented by about £16,500,000. It

requires 1600 worms to raise a pound of silk.

Bearing of Silkimrms.—It is of the first conse-

quence in the production of sUk that one of the
species of mulberry should be cultivated, and
that it should be so favourably situated as to

climate, that its folia!:;o is in readiness for feeding
the young worms when they are first hatched from
the eggs. The species best adapted is the white mid-
beny, Jloriis alha. The extreme lateness of season at

which the black mulberry produces its leaves, pre-

vents its emplojmient generallj', besides which it

will not bear the loss of its leaves so well. It is said
that in some parts of China the silkworm is easily

reared upon the trees in the open au-. So little has it

a tendency to wander far from the place of its birth,

if food be at hand, that it only requires a warm dry
atmosphere to bring it to perfection ; but usually,

even in China, and in all other countries, it is

thought desirable to raise the silkworm in properly
arranged buildings, and to supply it with mulberry
leaves gathered from day to day. In India, China,
and other tropical countries, the eggs hatch readily

at the proper time by the natural heat ; but in

Southern Europe, artificial heat is almost always
required ; formerly, the heat of fermenting dimg
was found serWceable, and the warmth of the
liumau body was also used, the eggs being carried
in little bags in the bosom of the cultivators ; but
now they are regidarly hatched by stove-heat,
beginning -with a temperature of 64' F., which is

gradually increased through ten days to 82°, at
which it is maintained untd the eggs are hatched.
Experience has shewn that the operation is facili-

tated by washuig the eggs in the first jilace with
clean water ; and some cultivators also wash them
in wine, the value of which is very questionable.
Washing is foimd to remove a certain gumminess
and other impiu-ities from the eggs, which would
otherwise impede the hatching. When the silkworms
have been regularly developed as above described,
it is usual to place above the trays various little

contrivances for the caterpillar to spin withiu :

many of the Italian

^1
I ^^1

^^1

growers employ an in-

" 1 'I genioiisly simple arrange-

ment, which lasts many
seasons, and when notFig. 1.

small space. It consists of

use, occupies very
number of thin slips

of wood, about an

inch and a half

broad, and all cut

sufficiently long to

reach across the

trays. They are each

cut at intervals of

au inch half through,

as in fig. 1, so that

one will fit into

another, as in fig. 2 ;

and when complete,

they aU form a series of cells, which, set in a

tray (fig. Z), form the very best receptacles for

tlie silkworm to spin in. When not in use, the

whole arrangement can be compressed into very

small compass, as in fig. 4, for convenience of stor-

age. Others use little cones of paper, or small twigs,

amongst which the cocoons are spun.

In feeding the worms, care is taken so to distri-

bute the food on the shelves or in the trays that

the insects shall not crowd together ; and for this

reason, the most carefid cultivators chop the leaves

small, and strew them very evenly about. Great care

is taken not to let the worms of one hatch mix with

those of another, unless of exactly the same age,

otherwise the sti'onger insects would deprive the

younger of theii- food. JIany other niceties of

Kg. 4.

attention are required, which altogether render the
successful rearing of silkworms a matter of much
anxiety and labour.

Preparation of Sill:—When the cocoons are com-
pleted, which is Itnown by the absence of anj^ sound
within, they are carefully sorted, and a certaiu

number are kept for laying. The sexes are readily

known by the tlifference

of shape as well as of

size, the female being
plumper, as in fig. 5, and
the male (fig. 6), besides

being mucli smaller, hav-
ing a central depression

and sharper extremities.

The French gi-owers sort

them into nine varieties,

those which are less

compact, or in which
the worm has died—a fact known by external

indications—being separated from the good ones.

When the sorting is finished, the cocoons are

placed in au oven with a gentle heat, which
kiUs the enclosed chrysalis, otherwise they would
all become perforated by the insect eating through ;

they are then jirepared for winding by first remov-

ing the flossy covering, which is often somewhat
hard and compact. The cocoons are placed in basins

of water, kept wann by charcoal fires, or, in the

larger establishments, by steam. This softens and

dissolves the uatiu'al gam which coats the silk,

and makes the various coils of silk adhere to-

"ether in the cocoou. The operator then takes a

sm.aU branchy twig, and stirs them about in the

water. This is sure to catch hold of any liber-

ated ends which may be floating in the water.

From three to five of these ends are taken and
twisted together with the fingers, so as to unite

them into "one thread, which is passed through a

pohshed metal or glass eye in the reeling-machine,

which is so far from the hot-water basin as to give

the softened gum on the silk time to dry in its

passage from the basin to the reel. In largeflaturex

or silk establishments, complex machinery is used

for windiug ; but reeling apparatus of the gi-eatest

simplicity is used by the Chinese, East Indians, and
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others witli almost equal effect, when carefully

done, except in the amount of work accomplished.

In all eases, however, the principle is the same, and
is very simple, as shewn in fig. 7, in which a shews
the small pan of warm water holding the cocoons,

Fig. 7.

the threads from which are gradually united, and
wound on the reel b. Great care and skm are
required in reeling silk from the cocoons, because,
although the reeler starts with four or five cocoons,
not only are their individual threads apt to break,
but they are not all of the same length, so that
one will run out before the others. These matters
are carefully watched ; and as often as a thread
breaks, or a cocoon runs out, another thread is

joined on, and is made to adhere to the compound
thread on the reel by its natural gumminess.
Each cocoon generally yields 300 yards of thread,
so that it takes 1200 or 1500 yards to make
300 yards of the filament of raw sUk, by which
name the reeled sUk is always known. The raw
sUk is made up into hanks of various sizes. That
from China and Japan is tied in packages of six

hanks each, technically called books, and sometimes
the ends of these books are covered with silken
caps very curiously formed out of a single cocoon,
so managed as to form a filmy cap sufficieutly large
to cover a man's head. The method used by the
Chinese to accomphsh this is quite imknown in

Europe. These caps or bags, when closed, are some-
times nearly a foot square, and much of the wadding
used by the Chinese dressmakers for padding is

made by placing these bags upon each other to the
required thicloiess.

Notwithstanding the care taken in reeling the
sUk from the cocoons, and forming several threads
into one, it is not ready for the weaver, but has to
undergo the processes called collectively throzoing.

In tliis country, this is a special trade, the mlk ihroio-

stcr usually conducting it in large mUls i^-ith extensive
machinery, where the above processes are all carried
on, generally by steam-power. The sUk reaches the
throwster in hanks as imported. These are put
into clean soap and water, and carefully washed,
ties having been placed at intervals, to prevent the
sUk entangling. After being ch-ied by hanging in

the drying-room, they are placed on large skeleton
reels called swifts (tig. S), so adjusted that they
will hold the hanks tightly. Fig. 9 is a front

?n
i

?

Fitr. 10.

view of a sioift, and shews that the spokes, a, a, are
in pairs. They are made of thin pieces of lance-
wood, and each pair are rather nearer together at
the axle than at the circiunference, where they are
connected together by a small band of cord, bb.

These bands are so tied that they wiU slip down
easily to admit of the lianks being placed ; then, by
pushing the cords upwards, the hank can be
stretched to its fullest extent. This is necessary to
compensate for the varying lengths of the hanks
received from different countries.

When the swifts are set in motion, the silk is

carried from the hanks to bobbins, upon which it is

wound for the convenience of further operations.
The bobbins are then taken from the windinr/ to
the cleaning machine, when they are placed on lixeil

spindles, so that they wiU turn with the slightest
pull ; and the thread is passed through a small appar-
atus attached to the machine, which is specially
called the cleaner, and consists

essentially of two polished
smooth-edged blades of metal
(a, a, fig. 10), attached to a part
of the frame of the machine, b.

They are held together by the
screw c, and are slightly opened
or closed by the other screw, d,

so that the thread can be put
between them do^vn to the smaU
orifice, e, and then, by tight-

ening the sci-ew, preventing its

return, after passing through
tliis small hole, which is the gauge of the thread,
and which removes any irregularities or adherent
dirt. The sUk next passes over a glass or metal
rod, and then through another snuiU hole, much
larger than that of the cleaner, and usually made of
glass, on to the bobbin, upon which it is wound by
the action of the machine. The next process is

twisting the cleaned thread, by which it becomes
better adapted for being combined ^vith other
threads. Douhling is the next process, and this

consists in running off a number of bobbins of tio'isted

sUk on to one bobbin of a larger size, which is put
into the (/(ro(»ii?(/-machine, when the ends of the
doubled silk are passed through a smooth hole on
to a large reel, which i-ewiuds it into hanks, but
twisting the threads into a fine cord as it goes from
the bobbins to the reel. This operation of tkroioing

derives its name from the Saxon thrawan, to whirl
or twist. After this, the hanks have to be again
wound on reels and bobbins for the weaver, the
former for the warp, and the latter for the weft.
For many purposes, only some of these operations
are requu-ed. Thus for common and light fabrics,

such as Persian, rjcmzc, &c., only the two first are
needed—viz., the winding and cleaning, and the mate-
rial is called dumb-singles. If it has been wound,
cleaned, and thrown, it is called throion -singles, and is

used for weaving common broad stuffs, or plain sUks
and ribbons. If wound, cleaned, doubled, and throtm,
it is called tram, and is iised for the richer sUks and
velvets, but only for the weft or shoot; and if

loound, cleaned, spun, doubled, and tlirown, it is

called organzine, and is used fur the warps of fine

fabrics.

Befoi-e winding the cocoons, a flossy portion has
to be removed; and after all has been wound off,

another portion remains, like a compact bag ; these
are collected and sold under the name of loaste-silk,

and to these are added the fragments of broken
threads, which accumulate in considerable quantities
during the reeling and throwing operations. For-
merly, very Uttle use was made of waste-silk ; not
a little of it was employed by engineers and others
for mei-e cleaning purposes ; although, as e<arly as
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1671, a proposition was made by a mamifactiirer

named Edmond Blood to make it available by-

carding it with teasels or rowing-cards. He took
out a patent for this invention, but apparently did

not bring it into use. Another patent was taken
out for the same thing iu 1855, by Louis NarcLsse

Dupont, and from this time it has been all spun
into yarn, thereby greatly economising the use of

silk, as the quantity of silk-waste always greatly

exceeds the amount of good silk reeled off. The
processes employed in the production of sUk-yarn
from the waste differ Uttle from those for spinning

other materials. See Spinning.
The silk-manufactures of Britain are chiefly

located in Spitaltields, London, at Macclesfield and
C'ongleton iu Cheshu'e, at Derby, and in Glasgow.
The dyeing of silk is doue chiefly in the neighbour-
hood of Loudon, at Nottingham, and at Manches-
ter; and considerable quantities of silk goods are

sent from India to be printed with patterns in

London and other parts of England. These goods
are chiefly the corah and bandana pocket-handker-
chiefs, and Indian waist and turban scarfs.

SILK-COTTON. Under this name, various silky

fibres are from time to time brought from tropical

countries to Europe ; they are all of the same general
character, and are produced by the trees composing
the genus Bomhax and other genera recently sepa-

rated from Bomhax, of the natirral order StercuUacea,

known as silk-cotton trees. These trees are natives

of the tropical parts of Asia, Africa, and America.
The fibre fills their large woody capsules, enveloping
the seeds, and is produced in great abundance ; but
is too short, too smooth, and too elastic to be spun
by the machinery used for cotton ; althoiigh attempts
have been successfully made on a small scale in India

to spin and weave it ; and that of Bomhax vlUosum,
which is of a beautiful pm'ple colour, is woven into

cloth and made into articles of dress in New
Spain. Silk-cotton is much used for stufling

pillows, mattresses, and sofas. Sir .James Emerson
Tennent says it ' makes the most luxurious stuffing

'

for them. It has the fault, however, of being easUy
broken and reduced to powder, but might probably
be very useful in the manufacture of gun-cotton
and collodion. The silk-cotton of the East Indies is

inrported into Britain under the name of 3foc-maiii.—Bomhax cciha, the common silk-cotton tree of

the West Indies and South America, attains a very
great size, its truuk sometimes being so thick

that it could not be encompassed by the out-

stretched arm.s of sixteen men, and canoes are

hollowed out of it of an average burden of twenty-
five tons. The wood is soft and spongy, but is used

for many purposes, and when cut into planks, and
saturated with lime-water, it bears exposm-e to the

weather for many years.

—

Bomhax Malaharkum, or

Salmalia ilalaharico, is the common Silk-cotton

Tree of the East Indies. It is a tall tree, covered

with formidable thorns. Although it is a tropical

tree, its leaves fall annually ; and just before the

fresh leaves appear, it is covered mth crimson

tuUp-Iike flowers, so abundant, that ' when they fall,

th6 ground for many roods on all sides is a carpet

of scarlet.'

The fibre of the capsules of ChorUia speciosa and
C. PechoUiana trees nearly allied to the genus

Bomhax, and natives of Brazil, is known as Vegk-
TAELE Silk. It has a bea\itiful satiny lustre, and
is very light, but no mode of spinning and weaving

it has yet been invented.

SI'LK'iVORM GUT, a material used by andcrs
for dressing the hook-end of the fishing-line. It is

[irepared from the silkworm at the period when it

ia just about to spin, and the sericteria or silk

vessels are distended with the secretion. The
worms are immersed for twelve or fourteen hours
in strong vinegar, and then taken separately, and
pulled in two very gently. The skilled operator
knows at sight if the soaking in vinegar has been
sufficient, and if so, he lays hold of one end of the
viscid secretion, which is seen in the silk glands,
and attaches it to the edge of a board ; the other
end he stretches to the other edge of the board, and
attaches it with a pin. When a number are di'awn
across the board, it is set in the sun for the threads
to dry, when they are tied into bimdles for use.

They are chiefly produced in Italy and Spain.

SILL, the horizontal wood or stone base along
the bottom of a window or door ; also the wooden
plate along the bottom of a partition.

SILLIMAN, Benjajun, American physicist,

was born at North Strafford (now Trumbull), Con-
necticut, U. S., August 8, 1770. His father was a
distinguished lawyer, and a brigadier-general in the
War of Independence. He was educated at Yale
College, New Haven, in which he was appointed
a tutor in 1799, and was admitted to the bar' in

1802, but soon after received from the college

the appointment of Professor of Chemistry
;

which he accepted only on condition of visiting

some of the seats of learning in Europe, to

observe the progress of the science. His torn- iu

Europe, 1805—1806, was one of the first of which
an account was published in the United States.

Uniting mineralogy and geology to chemistry, he
made a geological survey of Connecticut, observed
the fall of a meteorite ; constructed, with the aid

of Professor Hare, a eomjjouud blowpipe, and
repeated the experiments of Sir Humphry Davy.
In 1822, he first established the fact of the transfer

of particles of carbon from the positive to the

negative electrode of the voltaic apparatus. In

1818, he founded the America/i Journal of Sciences

and Ai'ts, better kno-mi as Silliman's Journal, of

which he was for twenty years the sole, and for

eight more the principal editor. Besides his Labours

as professor and editor, he began m America the

since widely-extended work of popidar scientitic

education, by giving public lectures on his favourite

sciences in all the chief cities. In 1830, he pub-

lished a text-book on Chemistry, and soon after-

wards edited an edition of Bakewell's Geohgij. An
accoimt of his last visit to Europe was published

in 1851, and reached six editions. His last course

of lectures was given iu 1855, when his son, Ben-
jamin SiLLiMAN, juu., who had been his associate,

became his successor. He died at New Haven iu

November 1864.

SILU'EIAN KOCKS, a large division of the

Palaeozoic rocks between the Old Bed ,Sandstone

and the Cambrian strata. They comprise the

greater portion of the rocks called l>y Werner
' transition,' Ijecause, as he thought, in their structure

they exhiljited an intermediate character between
Lehman's ' primary ' or metamorphie rocks, and the
' Secondary ' or fossiliferous deposits. But the

fossils peculiar to these beds ha\-ing been found in

rocks without the transition structure, the name
has long ago fallen into disuse. The term 'grau-

waeke ' or ' graywaeke,' a miners' term, was also

introduced from the Germans, and for some time
employed to designate these rocks, because of the

abundance in them of a compact argillaceous sand-

stoni' ; but this awkward name has also given place

to Silurian, a term introduced by Sir K. I. Jlurchi-

Bon when he first established the system, and derived

from the district where he investigated the strata,

which was the region of the Silures, a tribe of

ancient Britons.
727
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The Silurian system contaius an enormous tlxick-

ness of rocks, nearly oO,000 feet, according to some
estimates, the absolute thickness being greatly

increased by immense beds of interstratilied igneous
rocks. The upper limit, underlying the Old Red
Sandstone, is universally accepted, but there has
been considerable diversity of opinion in regard to

the inferior boundary. Professor Sedgwick, having
described the rocks of North Wales, which at first

were considered to be older than the series which
Jlurchison had illustrated, designated them Cam-
brian. This name has been retained for the immense
mass of indurated shales and sandstones of a thick-
ness nearly equal to that of the Silurians, which
contain only faint traces of organic life, and under-
lie the Llandeilo formation. But Sedgwick claims
also the Lower Silurian rocks as a portion of his

system ; the priority of name, and the uniform
facies of the organic remains of the whole of the
Silurian rocks, have, however, induced geologists to

consider the limits as originally given by Murchison
as those of the system.
The subdivisions of the rocks of the period are the

following :

UrPER Silurian Rocks.

Tliicknessin Feot,

Vpper LtiiUoK—
1. Puwntnn Sanflptntie and Tilcstoncp, . . SO to 1000
2. Upper Ludlow Shale 800

Zoivcr Ludlow—
3. .\ymest17 Lime.''tonP, 150
4. Lower Liullow Shale, 900

Upper Wcnlock—
5. Wenloclt Limestone 300

Lon-cr TVenlock—
6. Wenlock Shale, 1400
7. Woolhope Limestone and Denbighshire Grit, , 150

Middle Sildeian Rocks.

Upper Uandoverif—
8. Taraiinnn Shale lono
9. May-hill Sandstone and Pentamerus Limestone, 800

Loirer Llandovcrij—
10. Llandovery Slates 1000

Lower Silurian Rocks.

Caradoc—
11. Caradoc Sandstone, ...,.) 19^00
l'.>. Bala Limestone /

^-'"""

UnndeUo—
13. Upper Llandeilo > ..^j,

14. Lower Llandeilo or Arenig Beds, . . . )'

Contemporaneous Volcanic Rocks, .... 5S00

The typical Silurian strata are in Wales, and the
adjoining English county, Shropshire. With the
e.\ception of the southern and south-eastern districts,

where the Old Red Sandstone and Coal Measures
occur, the whole of Wales is composed of Silurian and
Cambrian rocks. The same deposits are found in Cum-
berland and the north of Lancashire. The whole of

Scotland south of a line drawn from Bunbar on the
east to Girvan on the west, consists of graywacke
rocks, slates, and limestones of Silurian age, with
the exception of one or two small patches of Old
Red, Carboniferous, and Permian strata. The
rocks, till recently referred to an azoic group, below
the lowest fossiliferous strata in the north of Scot-
land, are now generaUy believed to be highly
altered beds of this period. The southern lioundary
of these beds is a line drawn from Stonehaven to

Helensburgh. A huge trough, filled up with Old
Red Sandstone and Carboniferous strata, separates
the highly altered strata of the north from the less

altered deposits of the south. An extensive region
of Silurian rocks occurs in the south-eastern coun-
ties of Ireland and in Galway ; and a great track
of the same beds extends from the centre of Ireland
(Cavan, &c.) to the coast of Down. The metamor-
phic rocks of the north-west are most probably also
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of the same age as the corresponding strata in the
north of Scotland.

On the continent, Silurian strata have been
examined and co-related with the British types, in

Bohemia, by M. Barrande ; in Scandinavia, by M.
Angelin ; and in Russia, by Murchison and others.

In North America, also, extensive regions are
covered with these strata. They have been wrought
ont and their fossils described by the Canadian and
United States surveyors. Similar strata have also

been detected in India, Australia, and South
America.
The life of the period presents a group of very

characteristic organisms, which, -with the exception

of the fish-remains found in the upper beds, all

belong to the invertebrata. Many of them are con-

fined to the Silurian rocks, or occur only very rarely

in some of the Palaeozoic formations. The Grapto-
lites are a strictly Silurian family of Zoophytes, and
most of the forms of Trilobites are found only in

this ])eriod, though some members of the tribe are
found in rocks of Devonian and Carboniferous age.

Besides these, may also be specified such forms as

Heliolites and Favosites among the Corals ; Actino-
crinites and the Cystidians among the Echino-
derms ; Orthis and Lingula among the Brachiopods

;

and Lituites and Maclurea among the Ceplialopods.

In all the immense thickness of Silurian rocks, no
dejinsit has been discovered containing organisms
that have lived on land. Some fragments have
been noticed that have a faint resemblance to the
branches of Lcpidodendron, and minute bodies

occur in the bone-bed, which are referred to the
spores of a terrestrial cryptogam. The only other

indications of plants are impressions believed to have
been produced by sea-w'eeds. The anthracitic shales

of Wales and Scotland probably derived their

anthracite from the alga3 that must have abounded
in the Silurian seas. In Shropshire, a number of

shells have been found, whose nearest allies are

httoral species, and these appear to indicate the
existence there of an ancient shore. The Silurian

rocks are, however, generally sea-deposits, and
Forbes has ingeniously shewn, from the small size of

the conchifera", the paucity of spiral univalves, the

great number of floating shells and of the pelagic

Orthidoe, and the great rarity, or absence, except in

the upper beds, of fossil fish, that it is most probable

they were deposited in a sea more than 70 fathoms
deep.

SILU'RIDiE, a family of malacoptcrous fishes,

divided into many genera, and including a great

number of species, mostly inhabitants of the lakes

and rivers of warm countries. The S. exhibit great

diversity of form. Their sldn is generally naked,
but some have a row of bony plates along the lateral

line, and a few are completely mailed with bony
plates. The dorsal fin is single in some ; others

have two dorsal fins, the second being sometimes
adipose, as in the salmon family. The dorsal fin is

sometimes armed with a strong spinous ray, and in

most of the family the first ray of the pectoral fins

is very strong and serrated, so as to be capable of

inflicting a severe wound, and by this these fishes

are protected from alligators and other enemies.

All have the mouth furnished with barbels, more or

less numerous ; the two principal barbels being on
the upper lip, and formed by elongation of the inter-

maxillary bones. The barbels arc believed to be
organs of touch, probably of use in dii-ccting the fish

to its prey. The bones of the head and other ]iarts

of the skeleton exhibit many peculiarities, into

which we cannot enter. The S. are generally

inhabitants of muddy rivers, lurking amongst the
mud. The only European species is the Sly Siltjkits,

Sheat-fish, or Shaden {Silurus gkvm), the largest
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of European fresh-water fishes, and sometimes found
in the sea near the mouths of rivers. It does not
inhabit any of the rivers of Britain ; its introduction

has, however, recently been attem]it>ed. Neither is

it found in France, Spain, or Italy, but it is plentiful

Sly Silurus {Siliinis fflaiiis).

in the Danube, the Ellie, and their larcjer tributaries,

also in the rivers which fall into the Caspian Sea
;

and it is found in some of the rivers of North
America. It attains a length of six or even eight
feet, and a weight of 300 or 400 pounds. Tlie flesh

is white and fat ; but soft, luscious, and not very
easily digestible. In the northern countries of Europe,
it is preserved by drying, and the fat is used as lard.

The habits of the fish are sluggish ; it seems rather
to lie in wait for its prey than to go in rpiest of it.

—

Several species of this family are found in the Nile,
among which is the H.^rmocth or IC.ik.'hoot {Clarias
aiir/uillark), a fish in its general form and appear-
ance much resembling that just described. It was
anciently an object of superstitious regard in the
Thebaid.

SI'LVAS, or SELVAS (Span, seh-a, a forest), the
name given to the w'estern portion of the gi-eat plain
of the Amazon, in the north-west of BrazU. The
Silvas, which are about one-third of the whole plain,
contain more than 700,000 English sq. ni., and con-
sist of low land on a dead level, densely covered
with primeval forests, and annually iuimdated by
the overflow of the mighty river or its tributaries.

The forests are rendered wholly impeneti'able from
the denseuess of the underwood, matted together as
it is by creeping and climbing plants, which form
myi-iads of festoons glowing with nature's brightest
tints. The vegetation of the Silvas, under the stimu-
lating action of the abundant iiTigation, the intense
tropical heat, and the inconceivable richness of the
alluvium which constitutes the soil, shews an exu-
berance of growth far surjiassing that of any other
portion of the earth's surface, and from its very
luxuriance, presents a bar to civilisation no less

efl'ectual than do the barren deserts of Africa or the
gloomy wastes of Central Asia. The few Europeans
who have penetrated into this region have sailed up
the Amazon and some of its tributaries, and from
them we have received the little knowledge that we
do possess of this unmense tract of wild forest. It

is the haunt of innumerable wild animals, especially

monkeys and serpents, ami of a few aboriginal

inhabitants, who are sunk in the lowest stage of

barbarism.

SILVER (symb. Ag., etpiiv. lOS, s\\ gr. 10-53)

is a metal which, in its compact state, is of a
brUiiant white colour, possesses the metallic
lustre to a remarkable degree, is capable of being
highly iJoHshed, and evolves a clear ringing sound
when struck. It is harder than gold, but softer

than copper, and is one of the most ductile of tlio

metals. It is malleable, may be hammered into

very thin leaves, and may be drawn out into very
fine wire, the thinnest silver-leaf having a thickness

of only i-iTsVinith of an inch, and one grain of the
metal being capable of yielding 400 feet of wire. It

possesses a high degree of tenacity, a wire with a
diameter of xV^li of an inch being able to support
a weight of nearly 188 pounds. It requires a heat
of 1873° Fahr. to fuse it, and on cooling, expands
at the moment of solidification. It is an excellent
conductor of heat and electricity, and is not affected

by exposure even to a moist atmosphere at any
temperature. When, however, it is fused, it al)sorb3

a considerable quantity of oxygen, which it expels
in the act of solidification with a peculiar sound,
technically known as spilling* But although it does
not rust or become oxidised, it usually becomes
tarnished on prolonged exposure to the air, owing
to the formation of a film of sulphide (or sulphuret)
of silver, and this change occurs more rapidly in
towns than in the coimtry, in consequence of sul-

phuretted hydrogen being more abundant in the
atmosphere of the former than of the latter. This
metal is unaflTected by the hydrates or nitrates of

the alkalies, even at a high temperature, and hence
silver crucibles, &c. are highly useful in many labo-
ratory operations.

Hydrochloric and dUute sulphuric acid have
scarcely any action on silver, but nitric acid and
boiliug sulphuric acid oxidise it, and form salts

;

nitric acid being by far its best solvent. Silver has
strong affinities for chlorine, bromine, iodine, and
snlph\ir, and combines with the first three and sul-

phuretted hydrogen at ordinary temperatures. It is

well known that common salt, especially in the
melted state, when left for an}' time in contact with
silver, corrodes that metal, soda being formed from
the oxygen of the air, while the liberated chlorine

attacks the silver.

Silver is frequently met with in the native state,

crystallised in cubes or octahedrons, or occurring in

fibrous masses. It is also found in combination
with gold, merciiry, lead, antimonj', arsenic, sulphur,
&c., and sulphide of lead is almost always accom-
panied with a greater or less amount of sulphide of

silver ; it is, however, never found as an oxide.

Silver forms three compounds with oxygen

—

viz., a suboxide, Ag„0 ; an oxide, AgO ; and a per-

oxide, AgO;. All these oxides possess the common
properties of being reduced by heat to the metallic

state, and of being very readily decomposed by the
action of light. The oxide, AgO, is the only one of

these compounds requiring special notice. It is a
dark-brown heavy powder, devoid of taste or smell,

somewhat soluble in water, to which it communi-
cates a metallic taste and an alkaline reaction. It

acts as a powerful base, neutralising the strongest
acids, and forming normal salts with them. It

is obtained by the addition of a solution of potash
to a solution of the nitrate or any other soluble

salt of silver, falling as a hydrated oxide, which,
at a temperature above 140", becomes anhydrous.

' If a concentrated solution of ammonia be digested

,

for some hours upon freshly precipitated oxide of

!
silver, Fulminate of Silver (q. v.), or Fidminating
.Sdver in the form of a black powder is produced,
and the same dangerous compound is formed when

I an anmioniacal solution of nitrate or chloride of
silver is precipitated by potash.

The salts which the oxide of silver foi-ms with
acids are characterised by the readiness with which
they decompose, the mere action of light blackening

;

and partially reducing them. None of these salts
I occur in nature. The following are the most
important of those which have been formed arti-

ficially.

* Altliough ordinary air has no o.xidising action on
silver, ozonised air rapidly attacks it.
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Nitrate of Silver (AgOjNOj) crystallises in large,

colourless, transparent square tablets, which blacken

on exposiu'e to light, or in contact 'with organic

matters, owTng to reduction, and dissolve in their

o^™ weight of cold water. This property of pro-

ducing a permanent black colour ^vith organic
matters has led to its employment as a inarhuig ink *

for linen, &c. The black stains which it forms on
the skin, on linen, &c., may be removed by the
employment of a strong solution of iodide of potas-

sium, or more readily by a solution of cyanide of

potassiimi. The ciystals fuse at a temperature of

aljout 425°, and the molten mass, when cast into

cylindrical moidds, solidifies, and forms the sticks

of lunar caustic which are employed in surgery,
medicine, and Photography (q. v.). Nitrate of silver

is prepared by dissohdng pure silver in moderately
strong nitric acid, and evaporating till the solution

is sufficiently concentrated to crystallise. 'Tlie

most characteristic test for the salts of silver is the
action of hydrochloric acid, or of a soluble chloride,

which produces a white curdy precipitate of chloride

of silver, insoluble in nitric acid, but readUy soluble

in ammonia ; it is also soluble in hy])osulphite of

soda, with which it forms an intensely sweet solu-

tion ; cyanide of potassium also dissolves it ; the
chloride of silver speedily assumes a violet tinge

when exposed to light.'—Miller's Elements of Chan-
isfri/, 2d eJ., vol. ii. p. 7^2.

Of the haloid salts of silver, several occur native.

The most important of these compounds is chloride

of silver (AgCl), which is found native either in

cubes or in a dense semi-transparent mass, and is

known as horn silver, and may be procured as a
dense white flocculent precipitate by the procedure
described in the preceding paragraph. In con-
sequence of its seusibiUty to light, it is employed in

photography. When heated to about 500°, it fuses

into a yellow fluid, which, on cooling, solidifies into

a yellowish gray semi-transparent horny mass. This
salt is insoluble in water and in all the diluted

acids, but dissolves in a solution of ammonia, from
which it crystallises in octahedra. Its solution in

a solution of hj'posulphite of soda is employed in

silvering iron, copper, and brass goods. Traces of

this salt are found in sea-water, the chloride of

sodium probably acting as the solvent. Bromide of
silver (AgBr) is found in Mexico, where it is kno'svn

as Plata verte, or green silver, in the form of small
crystals or crystalline granides of a pale olive-green

tint. Iodide of silver (Agl) occurs native in several

Mexican mines in the form of thin, flexible, pearly
scales.

Sulphide (or sulphurel) of silver (AgS) is the prin-

cipal ore of silver. It occurs native, sometimes
crystallised in cubes or octahedra, and sometimes
in masses. From its gray metallic lustre, it has
received from mineralogists the name of silver rjlance.

It is well known that if silver spoons are allowed
to remain in contact with boiled eggs for some
time, they become tarnished by the action of the
sulphur ; a minute quantity of sulphuretted hydro-
gen being probably evolved. The discoloration is

easily removed by washing the darkened silver

* Brande gives the following directions for preparing
ni.arking ink : Dissolve two drachms of nitrate of silver
and one drachm of gum-arabic in seven drachms of
water, and colour the Uquid with Indian ink. The
clotli must he first prepared by moistening the spot
with a few drops of a sod.-t solution, prepared by dis-

solving two ounces of crystallised carbonate of soda and
two drachms of gum in foiir ounces of water. Profes-
sor MUler recommends, as a cheap indehble marking
ink, a solution of coal-tar in naphtha; it resists tlie

action of chlorine, and is used by bleachers to mark
their goods.
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with a solution of cyanide of potassium. Sulphide
of silver unites with various otlier metallic sulphides
when fused with them, especially -with the sulphides
of arsenic and antimony. Red silver ore (3.\g8,SbSJ
is a native-compound of this kind.

The alloys of silver and copper T(see Alloy
and Mint), when cast into ingots, are usually
found to differ in their composition in the internal

and external parts, in consequence of a molecular
change that takes place during the cooling and
slow solidification of the molten mass. In bars
containing more than 719 p.arts of silver in 1000,

the central portions are richer in silver than the
exterior ; in alloys of less value, the I'everse is

observed, while in ingots containing 950 or

more parts of silver in 1000, the composition
is nearly uniform throughout. When exactly 719
parts of silver and 2S1 of copper are combined
(corresponding to the formida Ag.jC'Ujl, no separa-

tion whatever of the metals occurs. Many metals,

as tin, zinc, antimony, bismuth, arsenic, &c., wlien
mixed with silver, render it brittle and unfit for

its ordinary uses ; they are, however, easily removed
in the j>rocess of refining. An alloy consisting of

five p.arts of sUver, six of brass, and two of zinc,

is used as a solder for silver. An alloy of silver and
mercury, known as silver amalgam, occm-s native in

a crystallised form. It is a mineral of a silvery

white coloui-, and its composition is represented bj'

the formula, AgHg™
Silver, like gold, has been known and prized from

the earliest ages. Its production is not at all keep-

ing pace with the new discoveries of gold. The
richest silver mines in the world are those of

Mexico, the estimated annual yield of which is

about 1,600,000 lbs. troy of the pure metal. Peru
is next in importance, but its produce is not more
than a fifth or a sixth that of Mexico. Chili and
Bolivia have also considerable silver mines. North
America, mth the exception of Mexico, has hitherto

furnished only a small quantity ; but a series of

rich silver ores from California was shewn in the
last great Exhibition (18G2) in London, which were
said to be obtained from veins so extensive as to

encourage the hope of its silver mines becoming
scarcely less famous than its gold-bearing allu\-ial

deposits. The total silver produce of North and
South America is a little over 2,000,000 lbs. troy

annually.

Of European countries, Spain is the most produc-
tive in silver. In the district of Guadalaxara, some
new mines were opened a fewye.ars ago, which have
ah'cady reached a degree of prosperity quite extra-

ordinary, the vein upon wliich they are placed con-

t.aining, curiously enough, large quantities of a silver

ore, called freislebenite (a compound of sulphur,

antimony, lead, and silver), which has been hitherto

looked upon as a very rare natural substance. Next
to Spain, Austria, Saxony, and the Harz district in

Northern Germany, yield the largest supplies. The
silver mines of Kongsberg in Norway are likewise,

valuable, and have been long famous. Great Britain

has no silver mines, properly so called, of any
extent ; but since the introduction in 1829 of

Pattinson's process for the desilverising of lead
smelted from argentiferous galena, a large quantity

has been annually obtained in this wav, the jiroduce

in 1864 being 641,088 ounces. (See Lead.) In the
mineral veins of Cornwall, some ' bunches ' of true

sdver ores have recently been found, but of limited

extent.

The forms in which silver is found in nature are

numerous, but we need only notice a few of them.
It is frequently foimd native in crystalhsed and
amorphous masses, wliich are sometimes of consider-

able size. One fine piece found at Kongsberg is
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now in tlie Copenhagen Museum, and weighs 500
lbs. But the quantity of silver found in nature in

the metallic state is comp.aratively small. Its

I)rincipal ores are the different sulphurets—viz.,

silver glance, or sulphuret of silver, containing when
jiure 87 parts of sUver and 13 of sulphur; brittle

silver ore, or sulphuret of silver and antimony, of

which the composition is, silver 68'5, antimony 14'7,

and sulphur 16'4 ; and red silver ore, called also

rnhy silver, of which there is a dark and a light

kind, the composition of the former being similar to

brittle silver ore, but it is a little less rich in silver,

and the latter only differs in containing arsenic

instead of antimony. The bidk of the silver

obtained in Mexico and South America is got from
these ores. The only other of much importance,

except the mixed ores to be presently noticed, is

horn sUver, or chloride of silver. In a pure state, it

consists of sUver 75, and chlorine 25. It occurs

extensively in Mexico and Peru, but is not common
in European mines.

Besides the ores named above, a good deal of the

silver of commerce is obtained from mixed ores, that

is, the ores of other metals arc frequently found

to contain it. In many cases, the amount of silver

falls greatly short of 1 per cent. These ores are

for the most part sulphurets of tin, arsenic, copper,

iron, and lead.

In the reduction of silver ores, the processes fol-

lowed are based upon the fact, that both lead and
mercury have a strong affinity for silver. A more
recent process depends upon the solubility of chloride

of silver in a hot solution of common salt, and its

se])aration again on cooling.

The simplest process is ordinary smelting, and
is only applied to the richest ores. These are

crushed, mixed with old slag, lead in some form,

and a little iron ore and lime. The mixture is then

heated in a furnace with charcoal, which brings

down the silver and lead together as an alloy. The
silver is afterwards easily separated liy cupeUation,

the principle of which is described in the article

Assay ; but on the large scale, instead of a small

plan, called the amalgamation process, ia more com-
monly adopted. The foUowing is an outline of the
way in which this is practised at Freiberg in Saxony.
Ore consisting chiefly of siUca, with but little lead,

copper, &c. as sidphurets, and only from 3 to 3i oz.

of silver per cwt., is ground to powder by machinery,
described under Metalujkgy ; but a large propor-
tion of sulphuret of iron is also present, or must be
added. About 10 per cent, of common salt is then
mixed \rith the ore, and the mixture heated in a

Pig. 2.—Vertical Section of Amalgamating Apiiaratiis.

CC. oak barrels ; S, toothed wheel for setting barrels in motion
;

II, hoppers with hose for passing the mixed ore into the

barrels ; TT, troughs for the reception of the charge ^vhcn

the amalgamation is complete.

Reverberatory FiU'nace (q. v.) to a temperature suffi-

cient to expel water, and in part arsenic, ziac, and

antimony. After two hours, the sulphur of the sul-

?Mne ash cupel, a cupeUation furnace, say 6 feat in
|

phurots takes fire, and is burned off as sidphurous

liameter, is used, of which fig. 1 is a section. Here ' acid, or converted into sidphuric acid, so that the

metals become oxides and sulpliates. The
temperature of the furnace is now raised,

when the chlorine of the common salt forms

volatile chlorides with zinc, antimony, and
iron, and a fixed chloride with silver. During
the roasting, the contents of the furnace are

continually stirred, so that they ultimately

form a coarse powder.
The product of the roasting furnace, after

being ground to a fine powder, is mixed in

tlie proportion of 10 cwt. with 3 cwt. of

water and 1 cwt. of iron in fragments ; the

mixture being effected in oak casks made to

revolve on their axes. See figs. 2 and 3.

Tlus operation lasts two hours, and effects

the solution of the sidphatcs and common
salt ; and the reduction of the chloride of

ii'on and the chloride of copper to sub-

chlorides—a change required in order to pre-

vent the formation of subehloride of mercuiy
in the next stage, which would be lost, and
so cause a waste of qxucksilver. Kext follows

the principal part of the process, the mer-
curialising. Quicksilver to thi; amount of 20

is made to run into each of the casks, which
are then set in motion, and continue for 22 hours

at the rate of 12 revolutions per minute. The result

of this is the reduction of the chloride of silver in

presence of the metallic mercury, with which the
silver forms an amalgam.
In order to separate the amalgam from the earthy
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i'ig. 1.—Silver CupeUation Furnace.

, Folo formed of wood ashes; A, bricks; c, bed of sla!

iron plate ; ee, tuyt^rcs for bellows
; /, fireplace

dome.

d, dome ()r

crane for lifting

the aUoy is melted, bellows are tised to remove the

lead as litharge, or oxide of lead, and a cake of sQver
is left on the cupel forming the bottom of the
furnace.

It happens that not many even of the richer ores

are jnu-e enough to be treateil with advantage by
simply roasting them with lead ; accordingly, another

cwt.
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matters and the sulphates aud chlorides, the barrels,

which were hitherto only two-thirds full, are now
lilk-d with water (the dilution throwing down any

chloride of silver held in solution by the sea-salt),

aud kept revohTUg for two hours ; after which, by

„„C„

Fig. 3.—Plan of l^art of Amalgamating Apjiaratns.

means of a stop-cock, the amalgam is allowed to

flow into the amalgam chamber, and the rest of the

contents, except the iron fragments, into a wash-

tun. The superfluous quicksilver has next to be
separated from the amalgam. This is done in bags

of ticking, through which the mercury at first flo-ns

readily by its own weight, and is afterwards squeezed

out on a flat sui-face. The result of this operation

is, that the amalgam of mercury, silver, copper, &c.

is left in the bags : its actual composition being

nearly 8.5 per cent, of mercury, 10 per cent, of silver,

and .5 of cojiper, lead, and antimony. Fin.ally, the

quicksilver of the amalgam itself is separated by
heat in the distilling furnace, fig. 4. Here the

Fig. 4.—Furnace for Distilling the Amalgam.
fl, iron retort; ft, iron pots; c, fireplace ; rf, flue

; /, ccndensing
Tiinp : /T trniifrh for rnUpcfinc niprfiirv_pipe

; ff,
trough for coUectiiifj mercury.

amalgam is put into a row of iron jiots, which go
into a largo retort. When heat is applied, the quick-

silver volatilises, and is condensed in a pipe attached
to the retort, from which it is collected in a trough.

The impure silver left iu the retort is refined by
fusion and subsequent cupellation.

There is another process carried on at Freiberg
and elsewhere, by which the use of mercury is dis-

])ensed with. It consists in treating the ore as above
described till it leaves the roasting-furnace. At
this stage, the roasted ore is digested in a warm eon-

eentrated solution of sea-salt, which readily dissolves

the chloride of silver. On diluting the solution, and
allowing it to cool, the chloride of silver will

separate again, aud coidd thus be obtained as a
compound of comparative purity. But it is found
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preferable, instead of diluting the liquid, to intro-

duce metallic copper, which has the property of

decomposing the cliloride of silver : the chlorine
unites with the copper to form chloride of copper,

and the silver is precipitated.

In Mexico, the extraction of the silver from its

ores is chiefly accomplished by amalgamation, but
the plan employed differs a good deal from the Saxon
process described above, and is more primitive ami
wasteful, owing to the formation of subchloride of

mercury. It is estimated that as much as G,000,1)00

cwt. of quicksilver has been lost in this way at the
American mines iu the course of 200 years.

It has now become a common practice at Swansea,
where the great British copper smelting-works are

situated, to extract the silver which exists in an

api^reciable, though small quantity, in many copper

ores. Several processes are followed, but it will

suffice to name the liquation process. Blister-

copper, that is, copper unrefined, which has been
smelted from an argentiferous ore, is melted with
three or four times its weight of lead, and cast into

ingots. When these are moderately heated, the

copper does not fuse, but the lead and silver

melt, and run oft' together. The lead is then
separated from the silver in the usual way Ijy

cupellation.

The physical and chemic.-il projierties of silver are

such as make it specially valuable for many pur-

)ioses in the arts ; the chief of which are noticed in

the articles Alloy, Mint, Plating, Galvanism, aud
Photography. Ordinary mirrors have their silver-

ing produced by a coating of an amalgam of tin

and mercury ; but a process has for some years

been practised, by which a mirror-like coatiug of

silver is given to glass objects of any round as well as

flat form. It consists in mixing some of the salts of

silver, usually the nitrate, with an alcoholic solution

of grape-sugar or of certaui essential oils, which
has the property of reducing the silver to the metal-

lic state, and dejjositing it on the siu'face of the

glass.

MEDICIN.4.L USES OF SiLVEE. Nitrate of siloer,

iu small doses, constitutes an excellent tonic, aud it

appears to exert almost a specific iuttueuce over

certain convulsive diseases. As a tonic, it is

frequently prescribed in the early stages of phthisis,

and in cases of irritability of the mucous membrane
of the stomach ; and epilepsy and chorea frequently

yield to its influence, when many other remedies
have been tried in vain. There is unfortunately one
great drawback to its administration—viz., that

when its use has been continued for some time,

this salt communicates a permanent slate-like or

liluish-gray hue to the skin. There is very little

danger of this change of colour occurring, if the

medicine is not administered for a longer period

than three months. In prescribing this salt, it is

usual to begin with a small dose, about one-sixth of

a grain, and gradually to increase it to two or three

grains, three times a day. It is best administered

in pills made "with some vegetable extract. The
surgical uses of nitrate of silver have been already

noticed iu the article on LuN.\R Caustic.
Oxide of silver is employed in the same eases as

the nitrate. It is especially recommended in chronic

affections of the stomach, and in menorrhagia. It

may be given iu the same doses as nitrate. Chloride

of silver has been employed both in America and in

Germany in the same cases as the nitrate, arul iu

certain forms of syphilitic disease. It is stated not

to produce the discoloration of the skin caused by
the nitrate ; but as the same statement was confi-

dently made regarding the oxide, and was found to

be fallacious, we are not inclined to put any faith

in this assertion especially as the nitrate must be
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at once converted into a chloride by the free hydro-
chloric acid of the gastric juice.

SILVERING GLASS. See Mir.uoK.

SIRIARUBA'CE.-E, a natural order of exogen-
ous plants, consisting of trees and shrubs ; -n-ith

altern.ate, generally compound leaves, without
stipules ; regular, generally hermaplirodite flowers.

The s])ecies are not numerous ; they are found in

the tropical parts of Asia, Africa, and America.
The whole order is characterised by gi'eat bitter-

ness. Quassia (q. v.) and Bitterwood (q. v.) belong
to it. The seeds of Slmaha eeilroii, a small tree

found in the Isthmus of Uarien and neighboiu'-

iug countries, are known by the name of Cedron,
are intensely bitter, and are greatly esteemed in

Central America and New Granada as a cure for

iutermittents, dyspepsia, and other diseases.

—

Slma-
KUBA Bark, employed as a tonic in dj^spepsia,

dysentery, &c., is the bark of the roots of Shnaruha
nmara, a native of the West Indies, called Mnnntain
Damson in Jamaica. It was first brought to Eiuope
in 1713.

SIMBI'RSK, a government of Russia, bounded
on the E. by the Volga, and on the W. by the
governments of Nijni-Novgorod and Penza. Area,
IS,77S sq. m. ; pop. 1,183,312. The surface is for

the most part level, and the soil of remarkable
fertility, and there are excellent and extensive
meadows and pasture-grounds. The fisheries and
the commerce on the Volga, and cattle-breeding, are

impiortant.

SIMBIR.SIC, capital of the Russian government
of the same name, on the right bank of the Volga,
220 miles south-east of Nijni-Novgorod. Leather,
soap, and candles are manufactured, considerable

trade is carried on by the Volga, and there is a

famous annual fair. During the years ISG-t and
1SC5, S. suffered severely from fires. Pop. 24,494.

SIJIEON, Rev. T'ltARLES, an eminent evangelical

preacher of the EngUsh Church, was born at Reading
in Berkshire, September 24, 1758. Educated at

Eton and Cambridge, he was ordained <a priest in

1782. His first religious impressions occurred
during his residence at the imiversity, and produced
a permanent change in his char.acter. From being a
somewhat vain and dressy young gentleman, lie

passed into an ardent and zealous preacher of the

Cross, and this he remained during the fifty-four

years of his puljlic ministry. His career was not

marked liy many incidents. Appointed vicar of

Trinity Church, Caml:)ridge, in the year of his ordi-

nation, and vice-provost of his own college (King's)

in 1790, he continued to hold tliese oflices to the

close of his life, November 13, 1S3G. As a preacher

S. was distinguished for au impassioned evangeli-

calism in language, sentiment, and doctrine, that at

first roused against him a bitter and protracted

opposition. His earnestness, however, met with its

due reward. Friends and followers sprung up ; and
in course of time, S. became a centre of evangelical

influence, that began to spread itself over the whole
church, and gave birth to its gi'eat missionary

activity in recent years. S. may even be regarded

as the founder of the ' Low-church ' party, and on
the whole, fairly represents their earnestness, dog-

matism, mediocre intellect, and limited scholarship.

For an account of S.'s life and labours, see Metnoirs

of the Rei: Charles Simeon, by the Rev. W. Cams
(Lond. 1S57). S.'s I{orce Homilelka: (21 vols., 1S32)

are very popular among sermon-readers and sermon-

makers of evangelical tendencies.

SI'MEON STYLI'TES. See Pill.\r-saints.

SIMFERO'POL, a town of Russia, in the Crimea,

capital of the government of Taurida, stands on the

Salghir, 45 miles north-east of Sebastopol. The
valley of the river is studded with charming \-illas,

and the town is surroimded by gardens, and has a
picturesque appearance. The older part comprises
the old Tartar town of Ak-5Ietchet, or White Jlosque
—the new part, containing the government buildings,
is very handsome. Fruits are largely grown in the
vicinity, and exported. Po]>. 29,812.

SI'MIA AND SIMI'AD^. See Monmv.
SIBIILAR FIGURES, in Geometry, are figures

wliich exactly correspond in shape, but may or
may not be of the same size. If the figures be
rectihneal, then the criterion of simdarity is that
every pair of corresponding sides should have the
same ratio to each other, and that each angle
of the one figure shoidd be equal to a corresponding
angle of the other. If the figures be triangular, the
proportionahty of the sides carries with it the
equality of the angles, and vice versa, but only
in this case. Similar segments of circles are those
in which, and on whose bases, similar triangles
can be inscribed ; or, as it is otherwise expressed,
those which contain equal angles—a satisfactory test
that they are each the same part of their respective
circles. Similar solids are those which are bounded
by similar planes similarly situated to each other.
AU similar plane figoircs are to one another .as the
squares of any corresponding sides, and .ill similar
solids are as the cubes of their corresponding sides.
Thus, a circle which has 3 (3 : 1) times the diameter
of another, has 9 (3- : l") times its area, and a globe
which has 3 (3 : 1 ) times the diameter of another
has 27 (3^ : V) times the volume.

SI'MLA, a British sanatorium, in the north-west
of Incba, about 170 mUes in direct line north of
Delhi. It consists of a number of houses irre-

gularly scattered over a niouutain-ridge, with a
noble panorama expanding on all sides of it.

European fruits and vegetables are successfully and
extensively cultivated, and the climate is salubrious.
The pop., which is very fluctuating, is said to ran"e
from 2000 to 20,000.

SIMO'DA (Lowland), a harbour of Japan, at the
southern extremity of Cape Idzu, and about SO miles
from Yeddo, opened to foreign commerce by the
Dutch treaty of 1857. The streets of the to%vu are
about 20 feet wide, .and at right angles. The pop.
is estimated at 80,000. In 1854, the town was nearly
destroyed by an earthquake, while the harbour was
so scoured out that hardly any holding-ground was
left for ships on the granite bottom.

SIMON, Richard, a distinguished orientalist

and critical scholar, was born at Dieppe, May 13,

1G3S. Having completed his studies, he entered
the Congregation of the Oratory in 1059, but soon
afterwards withdrew. He returned, however, in the
latter part of 1002. For a time, he delivered lectures
on Philosophy in the coUege of Juilly ; but liis

studies eventually turned U]>on theology, oriental
languages, and biblical criticism. At one time, ho
thought of entering the Jesuit onler, but he remained
in the Oratory ; and it was while still a member of
that congregation that he published his well-known
work on the doctrine of the oriental church regard-
ing the Eucharist, designed as a supplement to the
celebrated Defence of the. Perpcliiilij of the Failh in

the Blessed /Sneharist, by Arnauld and Nicole, but
criticising that work very severely. This and
other controversies to which his later 'WTitings gave
rise, led to his again -(vithdr.awing from the Oratory
in 1078. In th.at year he letired to Belleville, as
cure ; but in 1GS2, he resigned his parish, and
liveel in literary retirement, first at Dieppe, and
afterwards in Paris. His health having given
wiy, he retiu'ncd once again to his native jilace,
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Dieppe, where he died in April 1712. Few
writers of his age played so promiueut a part in

the world of letters, and especially in its polemics.

There is hardly a critical or theological scholar

among his contemporaries witli wliom he did not

hrealv a lance—Spanheim, Le Olerc, Dii Pin, Jurieu,

and Jurieu's great antagonist, Bossuet. The prin-

cipal work of S. is his Histoire Grltique du Vieiix

Testament (Paris, 1G7S), in which he anticipates the

most important conclusions of all the later rational-

istic scholars of Germany, and also their method of

investigation. For example, he conceives himself to

have disproved the Mosaic authorship of the Penta-
teuch, and assigns its composition to the scribes of

the time of Ezra. Other writings of S.'s are Histoire

Critiijue du Texts da Nouveau Testament (Kotterd.

1689) ; Disquisitiones CriticcB de variis Bihliorum
Editionibus (1684) ; De VInspiration des Livres Sacres

(Uotterd. 1687); and L^Histoire Critique des Prin-
cipeaux Commentateurs du Nouveau Testament
(Kotterd. 1692), in which he assails the theology

of the Fathers, and particularly that of Augustine,
as a departure from the simple and less rigid doc-

trines of the primitive church. Among the Fathers,

his most esteemed authority was Chrysostom.
Bossuet replied to this last work by his Defense de la

Tradition ct des Saints Peres. S. frequently published
imder assumed names—as his Dissertation Critique

on Dupiu's Libra)'!/ of Ecclesiastical Writers, imder
the name of Jean Beuchlin ; a work, Histoire Critique

sur la Creance ct des Coutumes des Nations du
Levant, under the anagram of Monis ; and a Histoire

de VOrifmc ct du Progres des lievenus Ecclesiastiques

under the name of Jerome Acosta. No collected

etlition of his works has ever appeared ; in the
natural progress of the science of criticism, the most
famous of them have lost most of their prestige,

and are displaced by recent, and often second-hand
comijdations ujion the subjects, which, in the days
of 8., were comparatively new and unexplored

;

but still there is much to be learned even from
such of his works as have been forgotten by ordinary
students.

SIRICNIDES, a celebrated Greek lyric poet,

was born at lulls, in the island of Ceos, in the year
5o6 B.C., and educated probably with a view to

making music and poetry a profession. He left

his native island on the invitation of Hipparchus,
who, by means of great rewards, induced him to

reside at Athens, where also lived at tli.it time
Anacreon and Lasus, the teacher of Pindar, although
no intimacy seems to have sprung up between S. and
his two riv.als. It was probably after the expulsion
of Hippias (510 B.C.) that he took up his residence

in Thessaly, under the patronage of the AJeuads
and Scopads, who appear to have treated him in a

very niggardly fashion. Shortly before the invasion

of Greece by the Persians, he returned to Athens,
and employed his poetic powers in the composition
of elegies, epigrams, dirges, &c., in connection with
that momentous struggle, t.aking the prize, in regard
to the battle of Marathon, out of the hands of his

rival j3£schylus. In the year 477 B.C., when S. was
SO years of age, he came off victor for the 56th time
in a poetical contest at Athens. Shortly after this,

he went to reside at the court of Hiero of Syracuse,
where he died in 407 B.C., at the age of 90. S.

appears to have scandalised his contemporaries by
writing for hire ; and Pindar, his great rival,

accuses him, apparently not without good reason,
of excessive avarice. His poetry is imbued with
a comjiaratively high morality. He brought to

perfection the elegy aud epigram, and excelled in

the ditliyramb and triumphal ode ; he seems also to
have completed the Greek alphabet by the addition
of the double letters and long vowels, and to have
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invented the art of .artificial memory. The charac-
teristics of his poetry are sweetness, polish com-
bined with simplicity, genuine pathos, and gre.at

power of expression, although in originality he is

much inferior to his contemporary Pindar. The
best edition of his fragments is that of Schueidewm,
entitled Simonidis Cei Carminum Peliquix (Bruns-
wick, 1835).

This S. must be carefidly distinguished from tlie

iambic poet Simonides of Amorgos, who flourished

about 100 years pre^jus to S. of Ceos.

SIMONOSE'KI, a town of Japan, in 33' 56' X.
lat., and 131° E. long., at the south-west extremity
of the island of Nipon, and at the entrance of the
inland sea Suonada. It is surrounded by hills, and
consists of one main street, containing about 10,000
inhabitants. The warehouses—the principal build-

ings—are built of mud and wood, coated ndth
cement, and are s.aid to be fireproof. S. is a dep6t
for receiving the European imports from Nagasaki,
to be sent into the interior of the country ; also

for the produce from Osaca, which is reshipped to

Nagasaki and other places.

SI'MONY, in English Law, is the corrupt pre-

sentation of any one to an ecclesiastical benefice

for gift-money or reward, and is so called from
its resemblance to the sin of Simon Magus. In
the canon law, it was considered a heinous crime,

and a kind of heresy. As the canonical pimish-
ment, however, was not deemed sufficient) a statute

was passed in the time of Elizabeth, defirnng its

punishment. A simoniacal presentation was de-

clared' to be utterly void, and the person giving

or taking the gift or reward forfeited double the
value of one year's profit ; and the person accept-

ing the benefice was disabled from ever holding

the same benefice. Present.ation bonds, however,
taken by a patron from a presentee to resign the
benefice at a future period in favour of some one
to be named by the patron, are not illegal, pro-

vided the nominee is either by blood or marriage
an uncle, son, grandson, brother, nephew, or grand-
nephew of the patron, and provided the bond is

registered for public inspection in the diocese. The
result of the statutes is that it is not simony for .a

layman or spiritual person, not pm'ch.asing for him-
self, to purchase while the church is fuU, either an
advowson or next presentation, however immediate
may be the prospect of a vacancy, unless th.at

vacancy is to be occasioned by some agreement or

arrangement between the parties. Nor is it simony
for a spiritual person to purchase for himself an
advowson, although under similar cu'cumstances.

It is, however, sunony for any person to purchase
the next presentation while the church is vacaut

;

and it is simony for a spiritual person to purchase
for himself the next presentation, although the
church be fulL

SIMOO'M (otherwise written Simoun, Semoun,
Samoim, Samun), or Sambuli, a n.ame derived from
the Arabic samma, signifying hot, jioisonous, or
generally whatever is disagi-eeable or dangerous, and
apjiUed to the hot suftbcating winds which are
]iecuh.ar to the hot sandy deserts of Africa and
Western Asia. In Egypt, it is called khamsin
{At., fifty) because it generally continues to blow for

50 days, from the end of April to the time of the
inundation of the Nile.

Owing to the great jiower of the sun's rays, the
exti-eme dryness of the air, and the small conducting
power of sand causing the accumulation of heat on
the surface, the superficial layers of sand in the
deserts of Africa and Ai-abia often become heated
to 200° F. to a depth of several inches. The air

resting on this hot saud becomes also highly heated,
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thus giving rise to ascending currents ; air conse-

quently flows towards these heated places from all

sides, and these different currents meeting, cyclones

or whirKng masses of air are formed, which are

swept onward by the wind prevailing at the time.

Since the temperature, originally high, is stdl further

raised by the heated gi'ains of sand with which the
air is loaded, it rapidly increases to a degree almost
intolerable. In the shade, it was observed by Burck-
hardt in ISlo to have riseu to 122° ; and by the

British Embassy to Abyssinia in 1841 to 126°. It

is to the parching dryness of this wind, its glowing
lieat (about 200°), and its choking dust, and not to

any poisonous qualities it possesses, that its destruc-

tive effects ou animal life are to be ascribed.

The approach of the Simoom is first indicated by
a thin haze along the horizon, which rapidly becomes
denser, and quickly overspreads the whole sky.

Fierce gusts of wind follow, accompanied with
clouds of red and burning sand, which often present

the appearance of huge columns of dust whirling
forward ; and vast moimds of sand are transported

from place to place by the terrible energy of the
tempest. By these mounds of sand, lai'ge cai'avans

are frequently destroyed ; and even great armies

have been overwhelmedby them, as in the case of

Cambyses, who was overtaken by the Simoom on
his march through the desert to pillage the temple
of Jupiter jVmmon, and perished with 50,000 of his

troops. The destruction of Sennacherib's army is

supposed to have been caused by the Simoom. The
Simoom generally lasts from ii to 12 hours, but
sometimes for a longer period.

The effects of this wind are felt in neighbouring
regions, where it is known under different names,
and it is subject to important modifications by the

nature of the earth's surface over which it passes.

In Italy, it is called the Hirocco, which blows occa-

sionally over Sicily, South Italy, and adjoining

districts. It is a hot moist wind, receiving its heat

from the Sahara, and acquiring its moisture in its

passage northward over the Slediterranean. It is

the plague of the Two Sicilies, and while it lasts a

haze obscures the atmosphere, and so gi-eat is the

fatigue which it occasions that the streets of

Palermo become quite deserted. The Sirocco

sometimes extends to the shores of the Black
and Caspian Seas, and under its blighting touch,

sheep and cattle die in the steppes beyond the

Volga, and vegetation is withered and dried

up. It is called the Samiel in Turkey, from

its reputed poisonous qualities.—The Solano of

Spain is a south-east wind, extremely hot, and
loaded with tine dust, which prevails at certain

seasons in the plains of Maucha and Andalusia,

particularly at Seville and Cadiz. It produces giddi-

ness, and heats the blood to an imusual degree,

causing general uneasiness and irritation ; hence,

the Spanish proverb :
' Ask no favour during the

Solano.'—The Harmattau (q. v.) of Guinea and
Seuegambia belongs to the same class of winds.

SIMPLE CONTRACT, in English law, means

any contract which is constituted by word of mouth
or by a writing not imder seal. See Contract.

SI'JIPLON (Ital. Sempione), a famous moimtaiu

of Switzerland, one of the Lepontine Alps, in the

east of the canton of Valais, and near the Pied-

montese frontier, rises to the height of 11,124 feet.

The Simplon, Foad, one of the greatest engineering

achievements of modern times, leads over a shoulder

of the mountain from which it derives its name
(the Pass of the Simplon. 6592 feet) from Brieg in

Valais to Domo d'Ossolo iu the north of Piedmont
The road was commenced in ISOO under the direc-

tion of Napoleon, and was completed iu 1S06. It is

from 25 to 30 feet broad, and has nowhere a slope
greater than 1 iu 1.3. It is carried across 611
bridges, over numerous galleries cut out of the
natural rock, or built of solid masonry, and through
great timnels. Close to the highest point is the
JVew Hospice, one of the 20 edifices on this route
for the shelter of travellers. It was greatly damaged
by storms in the years 1834, 1839, and 1850.

SIMROCK, Kakl, a German poet and scholar,

who has done more perhaps than any other man to
make liis countrymen famihar with their early

literature, was born at Bonn, 28th August 1802.

He studied at the university of his native city and
afterwards at Berlin, and in 1823 entered the
Prussian state service. His first work was a trans-

lation into Modern German of the Nibelunfjenlied

(Berl. 1827; 9th ed. Stuttg. and Tub. 1854), foUowed
by a translation of the songs admitted by Lachmanu
to be genuine, imder the title Zwanzhj Liedcr von den
Nibelungen (Bonn, 1S40). Soon after the publication
of his translation of Hartmann von der Aue's Armer
Heinrich (BerL 1830), he was compelled to leave the
Prussian service on account of a revolutionary poem
which he wrote. Since then he has devoted himself

exclusively to literature, and more particularly to

the early literature of his own country, which he
has modernised in splendid style. In 1850, he was
appointed jn'ofessor of German Language and Liter-

atm'e at Bonn, a situation which he still holds. His
principal works, besides those already mentioned,
are : Qudleii des Sha):speare in Xovellen, MdrcJien,

und Sagen ( ' Sources of Shakspeare iu Novels, Tales,

and Legends,' 3 vols. Berl. 1831), executed in con-

junction with Echtermeyer and Henschel, but of

which the most important part was S.'s ; Novellen-

schatz der Italiencr (Berl. 1832) ; a translation, with
commentary, of the poems of Walther von der
Vogelweide (2 vols. Berl. 1833) in conjunction with
Wackemagel ; and of Wieland der Schmied. Deulsch
Heldemage (Bonn, 1835), one of the freshest of the

German medieval epics; liheinsagen aus dem
Munde des Volkes und Deutscher Dichter, fur Scliule,

Ilaus, und Wanderschaft ('Legends of the Rhine,
from the mouth of the people and German poets,

for School, Home, and Travelling,' 4th ed. Bonn,
1850, latest ed. 1857) ; a collection of German
Volksbiiclter ('People's Books'), of which 30 had
appeared by the year 1854, and which are still going

on, comprising national proverbs, songs, and riddles,

besides a vast quantity of stories ; a translation of

Wolfram von Eschenbach's Parzival und Tilurel

(Stuttg. and Tiib. 1842); and Das Helden buck,

partly translations and partly original poems (1843
— 1849), illustrative of the heroic traditions of tho

Teutonic race. A separate collection of his own
poems (Gedichk) was pubhshed at Leipzig (1844,

new ed. 1863). Later productions are a translation

of the Songs of the Edda (Stuttg. and Tub. 1851,

3d ed. 1863). A Handbucli der Deutsclien MyUiolofie

(2 vols. Bonn, 1853—1855, 2d ed. 1864), and an
Altdeutsches Lesebuch in Keudentscher Spraclie

(Stuttg. and Tub. 1854) ; Das Deutsche Kinderbudi,

Jxeime, Lieder, <Cr. (1S56—1857) ; Der Wartbtirg

Krieg,herans'jegeben, geordnel, ubersetzt, und erliiutert

(1858); Die NibelungenMrophe vnd ikr Ursprung

;

Beitrag zur Deutschen Metrik (1858) ; Lieder vom
Deutsclicn Vaterlande (1863) ; Deutsche Miirchen

(1864).

SIMSON, Robert, a celebrated Scotch mathe-

matician, was bom at Kirton Hall in Ayrshire,

October 16S7. He was educated at the university

of GLasgow with a view to the clerical profession,

and attained great eminence in classical and mathe-
matical knowledge. His taste for matliematics

gradually gained the ascendency, and all other
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pursuits were abandoned. After a brief residence

in London, during which lie made the acquaintance

of Dr Halley, Mr Ditton, and others, )ie returned to

(ilassow, where in 1711 he was appointed Professor

of iiatliematics, and for 50 years discharged his

jn-ofessorial duties. S.'s reputation rests chiefly on

ills ' restorations,' or, as they might more properly

be called, 'reconstructions,' of the Greek geometers.

Some good judges are of opinion that he has cor-

rected many errors in the original text, though his

respect for the Greek mathematicians always led

him to refer these to the ignorance of editors, and
the negligence of copyists. His first attempt in this

direction was to discover the signification of Euclid's

porisms, the only datum being a most obscure and

tautalising description of them liy Pappus, the

indefiniteiiess of which had foded botli Fermat and

HaUey. In this difficult task, S., however, suc-

ceeded; and a similar attempt, attended with

similar success, on the ' loci plani ' and the ' sectio

determinata ' of Apollonius, stamped him as one of

the most elegant geometers of modern tunes. With
the thorough insight which he had thus obtained

into the natiu'e and processes of the Greek analysis,

he set liimself to the correction of Euclid's Elements.

This last work was published in 175S, and has

deservedly enjoyed a high character ; it has been

frequently re-edited and republished as a school-book,

especially the edition by Playfair. S. also published

along with his edition of ' Euclid,' a list of Euclid's
' Data,' of which he subsequently issued a second

edition ; but of his other works, some of which were

almost ready for publication, none were jirinted till

after his death. He retired from his professorship

iu 1701, and employed himself chiefly in the cor-

rection of his various works till his death, October

1, 176S. Eight years after S.'s death, Earl Stanhope

caused to be published (for private circulation) at

his own expense, the work on Porisms, the two
restored works of Apollonius, a posthumous tract on

Ratios, and another on Logarithms ; and an ecUtiou

of Pappiis, which was discovered after S.'s death,

was presented to the university of Oxford.

SIN is the name given by theologians to the evil

of human nature, to the moral defect or perversion

which appears an inherent quality of the human
will, and in a greater or less degree imavoidably
characterises it in this life. It is something more
than evil as aflirmed of the external world or of the

lower creation. EM, as denoting decay or corrup-

tion in nature, is admittedly a mere relative term, for

in truth decay is just as normal a process of creation

as renovation, and corruption is the condition of

restored health aud beauty. In a similar manner,
evil s\ich as it exists in the lower animal creation,

in the form of prei/ and in the forms of pain, of

sickness, and of death—whatever be the special view
taken of such phenomena—is never reckoned evil in

the sense of Sin. In order to constitute the special

idea of sin, it is always necessary to suppose a moral
element in the evil to which it is applied. Whatever
form of e\'il is independent of the human will as its

source, origin, or agent, is not sin. Theologians,

indeed, speak of original sin, or the sin of hiunau
nature, as distinguished from actual sin, or the
particular transgression of the individuals composing
mankind. According to a common theological view,

men are not only sinners individually, but they
are partakers of a sinful nature, \rith which
their will has had nothing to do—with reference to

which they have had no choice of good or evil. The
evil has come to them by natural descent from the
original parents of the race. But even the most
extreme view of original sin preserves a hypo-
thetical relation between every individual will and
the pi'imal transgi'cssiou which it considers to be
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sin, not merely in those who committed it, but in

those who have descended from them. All mankind
are supposed to have been in Adam, the first sinner,

as their representative, so that ' they sinned in him
and fell with him in his first trausgression.' Without
such a hypothesis of unity between Adam and his

race, so that his will was in some measure the
typical or representative will of the race, the notion

of origin.al sin coidd not be maintained. For
the relation between sin and will as a moral
power, ha\-ing the choice of good and evil, is a

cardinal relation without which it would seem
impossible to distingiush sin as a quality fi-om other

forms of evil in the world.

SI'NAI, the mount on which, accoi'ding to the Pen-
tateuch, God announced to Moses the ten command-
ments and the other laws by which the Israelites

were to be bound. Its exact position is matter of

dispute among travellers, but it is to be sought for

in tire mass of granite and porphyry mountains
occupying the greater part of the Arabian penin-

sula, lying between the Gulf of Suez and Akabah,
aud rising to a height of SOOO or 9000 feet above
the sea. 'This mountain-mass is divisible into three

groups : a north-western, reaching, iu Rlouut Serbal,

an elevation of 6.340 feet ; au eastern and central,

attaining, iu Jebel Katherin, a height of 81G0 feet

;

and a south-eastern, whose highest peak, Um Shau-
mer, is the culminating point of the whole Siuaitic

range. Serbal, with its five peaks, looks the most
magnificent mountain in the peninsula, aud is

identified with S. by the earlier Church Fathers,

Eusebius, Jerome, Cosmas, &e. ; but it does not

meet the requirements of the Hebrew narrative,

and even as early as the time of Justinian, the

opinion that Serbal was the S. of Moses had
been abandoned, aud to a ridge of the second or

eastern range that honour had been transferred,

the northern summit of which is termed Horeb ;

and the southern, Jebel-Miisa, or Mount of Moses,

continues to be regarded liy the great majority
of scholars as the true Sinai. Its height is va-

riously estimated at from 6S00 to 7100 feet above
the sea.

At the eastern base of Jebel-Mftsa, in the ravine

of Shouaib, stands in solitary peace the famous
monastery of Mount S. ; but in earlier times the

moimtain had numerous other convents, chapels,

and hermitages.

SINA'PIS. SeeMusTAED.

SINCLAIR, THE Family of. The Scottish

historical House of Sinclair or St Clair is of Norman
descent, the surname (Latinised J)e Sanclo Claro)

being doubtless derived from possessious in Nor-
mandy. Two families bearing this surname, whose
connection cannot now be traced, the St Clairs of

Rosslyn and of Herdmanston, appear in Mid- Lothian
and East Lothian in the beginning of the 12th cen-

tury. Henry St Clair, Vkecomes of Richard Mor-
ville. Chancellor of Scotland, obtained, in 1162, a

charter of the lands of Herdmanston, which have
ever since contiuued in the family. His descendant

rendered signal service to Robert Piruce, for which he
is said to have presented him with a sword, still

in the possession of the family, with the words
inscribed :

* Le roy me donne, St Clair me porte.'

The ancestor of the other line was William St Clair,

who had Rosslyn confirmed to bun by charter from
David I. His descendant was, like his contem-
porary of the Herdmanston line, a companion-in-

arms of Robert I., on whose death Sir William St

Clair of Rosslyn was one of the knights selected to

accompany the good Sir James Douglas, with the

heart of his sovereign, to Jerusalem. With the

Douglas, he fell iu battle against the Moors in 1330.
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But the fortunes and importance o£ the family were
principally due to the marriage of the son of this

Sir William with the daughter of JIalise, Earl of

iStrathearn, Caithness, and Orkney, and heiress of

the Norwegian Jarls of the Orkneys. lu this

way the St Clair family acquired the Earldom of

Orkney, coupled with some very stringent conditions

of fealty to the king of Norway, which would have
rendered it impossible for him, in the event of a

war between the countries, to have retained both
his Scotch and his Norse possessions. The Orkney
earldom was, however, acknowledged and confirmed

to him by Kobert II. ; and for the next two genera-

tions the power of the family continued to be little

less than princely, the St Clair influence being

further increased by intermarriages witli near

relatives of the royal house of Scotland. William, the

third Earl, held the high ofBces of Lord Adnm-al,
Lord Justice-general, Lord Chancellor, and Lord
Warden of the three Slarches. He was made Earl

of Caithness in 1450. At his castle of Rosslyn he
kept up an almost regal state and pomp. He founded
and endowed a collegiate church there, bringing

skilled workmen from foreign parts to build that

rich and elaborate chapel, which is still among the

architectural gems of Scotland, and in its style more
resembles the churches of Spain than those of North
Britain. His daughter was given in marriage to

Alexander, Duke of Albanj', son of .James II. On
the marriage of James III. with Princess Margaret
of Denmark, the sovereignty of the Orkneys was
made over I)y King Christieru in mortgage to the

Scottish crowu, a transaction which eventually led

to the permanent cession of these islands. The earl

soon after resigned into James's hands his earldom
of Orkney, with the islands of Orkney and Shetland,

and as a compensation—it has been said, a very
inadequate one—obtained the lands of Dysart and
Eavensheugh, and the castle of Ravenscraig in Fife.

lie was still Earl of Caithness and Lord Sinclair,

and from the extent of his possessions one of the

most powerfid nobles in Scotland. Instead, however,
of keeping these possessions united, he partitioned

them among his three sons in such a way as contri-

buted far more than the loss of the Orkneys to

break down the family influence. On William, his

eldest son, he bestowed merely the lauds of New-
burgh, in Aberdeenshire ; on his second. Sir Oliver,

he settled all his estates south of the Tay ; while,

with consent of the crown, he conveyed the earldom
of Caithness to his youngest son, also named
WiUiam.

Lop.D.s Sinclair.—The eldest son of this last

Earl of Orkney endeavoured to set aside his father's

settlement, by which he had been postponed to his

younger brothers, and succeeded at last in eifecting

an arrangement by which Sir Oliver made over to

him all the Fifeshire estates, while he renounced all

claim to Kosslyn, and the other lands in the county
of Edinburgh. He was stUl Lord Sinclair, and on
his death, on the Held of Flodden, he was succeeded

by a line of Lords Sinclair, who ranked among the

more considcralile of the Scottish nobility. His
grandson, by a daughter, was the notorious Earl of

Bothwell, third husband of Queen Mary, and ii'liom,

in memory of his maternal descent, that unhappy
queen created Duke of Orkney. Tlie seventh Loril

Sinclair had no male issue, but a daughter, married
to St Clair of Herdnianston, the rejiresentative of

the other House of Sinclair alreadj' alluded to. The
son of this man'iage, in virtue of a new ]:atent

obtained from Charles II., became eighth Lord
Sinclair—this patent, singularly enough, bringing in,

on failure of heirs male, his paternal relatives, the

St Clairs of Herdmanston, strangers in Ijlood to the

former Lords Sinclair. The contingency provided
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for occurred in the next generation. The two sons
of the eighth lord having died without issue, the
title went to the Sinclairs of Herdmanston, who have
ever since inherited it.

Eai:l.s op Rcsslyx.—RossIjti had been purchased
by one of the sons of the eighth Lord Sinclair from
the last of Sir Oliver's line, and while the title thus
went to an entirely different line, the estates, both
of Rosslyn and Dysart, were carried by destination
to the issue of the eighth lord's second daughter,
whose gi-andson. Sir James Erskine of Alva, suc-
ceeded to the earldom of Rosslyn, which had first

been conferred on his maternal uncle, the Lord
Chancellor Loughborough.

Sinclairs of Rosslyn.—Sir Oliver, the above-
mentioned second son of the last Earl of Orkney,
was progenitor of a line of barons who, for two cen-
turies, owned the splendid domains of Rosslyn, and
were buried in the vaiUt of the chapel, in royal
fashion, in their armour. Sir Oliver's second son was
the noted Oliver Sinclair, the favourite of James V.,

whom, to the general disgust, he placed in command
of the army sent to encoimter the English in 1542.
To the repnignance of the army to serve under him,
is attributed the disgraceful rout of Solway Moss,
where 10,000 Scottish troops fled at the sight of 300
English cavalry, to whom they can hardly be said
to have made any resistance. Among the fimctions
discharged by the Sinclairs of Rosslyn were those of

protectors of the gipsy race, and hereditary grand-
masters of the Masonic fraternity of Scotland. The
last of Sir Oliver's hue, impoverished by the political

troubles in which his support of the Stewarts had
involved him, sold Rosslyn, which then became, as

has been already seen, the property of the disin-

herited elder branch.

Earls op Caithness.—This title was, as has
been seen, conferred on William, the youngest sou

of the last Earl of Orkney, and has been ever since

held by his descendants, passing repeatedly from
one branch to another on the failure of the cUrect

line. The third earl, ambitious enough to aspire to

be an independent prince, endeavoured, in 1529, by
force of arms, to recover the Orkneys from the crown.

He was joined by his cousin, the second Lord Smclair,

but this foohsh expedition met with a signal defeat.

The support of the islanders had beeu calculated on

:

but the large majority of them turned out to be

steady in their loyaltj', and encountered the insur-

gents in a naval battle, in which the earl -nith 500

men were slain, and Lord Sinclair and the rest made
prisoners. The sixth earl, having got into dilficnl-

ties, conveyed his lands to his powerfid creditor. Sir

John Campbell of Glenurquhy, afterwards first Earl

of Breadalbaue, who, in 1C77, got a patent creating

him Earl of Caithness, and took possession of the

Caithness estates. He was dispossessed, however,

l)y George Sinclair, the heir-male, who entered

Caithness ^^•ith an armed force, and was eventually

found to have the sole right to the title and estates.

The Sinclairs of Ulbster are sprung from a legiti-

mated son of WiUiam .Sinclair, second son to the

fourth Earl of Caithness, to whom the valuable and
extensive lands of Ullister were conveyed in l.'iOG

and IGOO by the fifth earh See -Sisclaik, Sib

John.
A i;cnpalogical history of the St Clairs of Rosslyn,

written l>y Father R. A. Hay, was printed privately

at Ediul)urgh in 1835.

SINCLAIR, Sir John, an eminent agricultural

improver, and patriotic Scottish gentleman, was
born at Thurso Castle in 1754. He represented

the Sinclairs of Ulbster, a branch of the noble

House of Caithness. After a careful education,

completed at Oxford, he studied law, and was
admitted a member of both the Scottish and
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English b.irs, but having, in Ids 16th year, suc-

ceeded to the family estate, he devoted himself to

his duties as a northern landlord, and to the more
engrossing pursuits of public life. In 17S0, he was
returned to parliament for his native county, which
he represented for many years. He \vrote pam-
phlets ou pubUc affairs—on the navy, the militia

force, the national finances, &c. In 1784, he pub-
lished a Histortj of the Revenue of the British Evipire,

an elaborate work in two 4to vols. ; and in 1786 he
was created a baronet. He travelled over Europe,
gathering information on economical and commer-
cial questions, and on his retui-n set about estab-

lishing a, society iu Scotland for improving the

breeds of sheep and the quaUty of wool. His
exertions also led to the formation of the Board
of Agricultm-e in 1793, of which he was president

for 13 years. This institution was the precursor

of numerous agi'icultural associations, by which
the country was greatly benefited. Sir John's

most important undertaking was originating and
carrying through the Statistical Account of Scotland,

completed in the year 1798 in 20 large vols., and
comprising a description of every parish in Scotland.

The parochial clergy were the chief contributors,

but the indefatigable baronet also employed statis-

tical missionaries, and was for seven years actively

engaged in prosecuting the work. Sir John WTOte on
all manner of topics, including even a tragedy and
treatises on health and longevity ; and his publica-

tions during 50 years of ceaseless exertion are said

to amount in number to 367 ! Not one of the whole
seems destined to live ; their value perished in the

using ; but the long and active life of their author

was highly beneficial to his country. The venerable

baronet died at Etliuburgh, December 21, 1835, iu

the 8l!d year of his age.

Sir John S. left a numerous family, some of whom
have attained to distinction. Catherine Sinclair,

fourth daughter of the deceased baronet, was the

author of a number of tales and descriptive works

—

Modem Accomplishments, Modern Society, Scotland

and the Scotcfi, Shetland and the Shetlanders, &c.,

which all evince hterary taste and talent, combined
witli fine moral feeling ; while her practical bene-

volence and social kindness greatly endeared her

to her friends, and to Edinburgh society generally.

Miss S. died, universally regretted, iu 1864, aged 6.3.

SINDE, an extensive province of British India,

lies in the extreme west of that territory, and is

bounded on the N. by Beloochistan and the Punjab,

E. by Rajputana, W. by Beloochistan, and S. by the

Arabian Sea and the Great Western Runn, an exten-

sive lacustrine inlet which separates S. from Cutch.

It is 380 miles in greatest length, 280 in greatest

breadth from cast to west, contains 54,403 EngUsh sq.

m., with a pop. (1859) of 1.795,594. The sea-coast,

which extends north-west for 150 miles, is very low
and flat, with the sole exception of the small portion

beyond Karatchi (Kurrachi), and is studded hero

and there with low mud-banks formed by the Indus,

or with sand-hills, the accumulated drift from the

beach ; it is overflowed at high-tide to a considerable

distance inland, and is hardly visible, according to

Burnes, at a league from shore. The province is

traversed through its whole length by the Indus

(q. v.), which, on approaching the coast, chides and
subdivides into a number of channels, forming a

delta of 75 miles in length by 130 in breadth. This

delta, unlike that of the Ganges, is almost wholly
destitute of wood, and the soil consists of a mixture
of clay, sand, and vegetable mould, which is speedily

baked hard by the heat. Along each bank of the

Indus is an alluvial tract of great fertility, extending

2 to 12 miles from the river, and mostly irrigated by
artificial canals and watercourses, which, ovcrflomng
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during the inundations, cover the soil with a silt so

rich as to yield two, and sometimes three, crops in

a year. The soil, nevertheless, contains in the north
so much saltpetre, and in the south so much s.alt,

that after the year's crops have been obtained, these
substances are extracted for home consumption and
export. Between the Indus and its most easterly
branch, the Narra, is an alluvial ' doab,' averaging
75 miles in width, but which, from want of irri-

gation, has become almost a desert. East of this,

on the other side of the Narra, is the Thur, a desert

of shifting sand. West of the Indus the country is

occupied by the desert of Shikarpur on the north, a

desert not of sand, but of alluvial clay, the same as

that of the delta, which only requires irrigation to

render it fertile ; and in the south it is traversed by
the Hala Mountains. The Thur, or eastern desert,

has numerous vestiges of former townis, in the shape
of heaps of fragments of bricks and pottery. The
climate of S. is remarkably sultry and dry, it being
completely beyond the action of the south-west

monsoon ; at Haidarabad, the fall of rain in one
year was 2J inches, and the average annual fall

at Karatchi does not exceed 6—S inches, and Lark-
hana has been known to be destitute of rain for

three years in succession ; the average maximum
heat for six months at Haidarabad was 9S'5° in the

shade, and is still greater in Upper Sinde. There
are generally two har\'ests per annum ; the first, or

ruhhi (spring) harvest, consists of wheat, barley, oil-

seeds, millet, durra, opium, hemp, and tobacco ; the

second, or kurif (autumn) harvest, of those crops

whose ripening requires much heat, as rice, sugar-

cane, cotton, indigo, maize. The population con-

sists of a mixtiu-e of Juts (a Hindu race) and
Beluchis, with a few Afghans in the north-west

;

the greater portion of them are Jlohammedans,
and the remainder, who profess Hinduism, have
fallen far from the strictness of observance which
characterises the most of its followers. Generally,

the Sindians are tall and handsome ; the Bcluchi

portion of them warlike and independent ; the Juts

peaceable, and given to agricultural pursuits.

From the time (711) that S. was conquered by
the calif, Abd-ul-Melek, it underwent numerous
^acissitudes, forming at times a part of the empire
of Delhi, and being latterly (1756) joined to

Afghanistan. In 1779, the Beluchis rebelled,

deposed their ruler, defeated the Afghans (1786),

and raised their leader, the cliief of the Talpftr

tribe, to supreme power. This chief made large

grants of territory to various of his relatives,

reserving most of Lower S. for himself and his three

brothers ; so that there were four ' ameers ' at

Haidarabad, three at Khyerpftr, and one or two at

Mirpur. The ameers of S. always regarded the

British government with suspicion, and occasionally

troubled those traders who visited their dominions ;

but they subsequently concluded commercial

treaties, which were observed with punctuality. On
the outbreak of the Afghan war in 1838, the British

government intimated its intention to take tempor-

ary possession of ShikarpClr, and forced the ameers

of Haidarabad and Mirpur to agree to a treaty

which \'irtuaUy destroyed their independence.

Their expression of a natural dislike at the mode iu

which they had been treated, provoked fresh

demands from the Calcutta government, to which
the Haidarabad ameers agreed, despite the clamours

and threats of their followers, who attacked the

British residency on the following day. Sir Charles

James Napier, the British envoy, at the head of

a considerable military force, then marched against

the enemy, totally routed them at Mee^inee (17th

February 1843), and by defeating the ameers of

Mirpur, at Dubba, near Haidarabad (March 24th),
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completed the subjugation of Sinde. The conquered
territory was divided into three coUectorates—
Haidarabad, Karatchi, and Shikarpfir ; the ameer of

Khyerpdr, by continuing faithful to the British,

retaining his dominions. For two years afterwards,
Napier was actively employed in reducing the
marauding tribes of the west, who pUlaged the pro-
vince ; and so successful was the ' Sheitanka bhai

'

(Devil's Brother), as the robber tribes named him,
that they were completely rooted out of their fast-

nesses, and most of them ti'ansported to distant

regions. The country is reported as rapidly improv-
ing under its present administration.

SINDHTJ (from the Sanscrit syand, which in its

older form probably was sijandh, to trickle or flow)

is the ancient name of the river Indus and the
coimtry along the Indus or Sindh.

SI'NDIA, the name of a powerfid family of

Mahratta chiefs and princes, which occupies a
conspicuous place in the history of India dming
the ISth and 19th centm-ies. The founder of

the family was R.INOJEE Sindia, a Sudra of the
Kdmbi ("cultivator') tribe, who from a menial
station iu the household of the Peishwa, rose to

a high rank in the body-guard, and after 1743,
received in hereditaiy fief the half of the extensive

pro\-ince of Malwa. His son, Madhajte Sindia
(1750—1701), joined the Mahratta confedera-

tion, and was present at the battle of Paniput
(1761), where he was so desperately injured as to

be left for dead, but he speedily recovered, and on
the retirement of the Afghans and their allies,

repossessed himself of his hereditary dominions. On
the death of ilulhar Kao Holkar (q. v.), he became
the chief of the Jlahratta princes, and had the
conmiaud of the Peishwa's body-guard; and in

1770, the Peishwa and his tv/o powerful feudatories,

S. and HoLkar, aided the emperor of Delhi in

expelUng the Sikhs from his territories, of which
the administration was handed over to S., who was
now by far the most powerful of the Maliratta
chiefs. The murder of the young Peishwa by
his uncle, Ragoba, and the consequent exjmlsion of

the murderer from the throne he had seized, brought
S. for the first time into collision mth the British,

who had espoused Ragoba's cause; but in the war
(1779—1782) which followed, fortime distributed

her favours with impartiality, and by the treaty of

Salbye (1782), S. was recognised as a sovereign

prince, and confirmed in all his possessions. In

178i, he captured the stronghold of GwaUor, and
in the following year marched on Delhi, to

restore his preponderance in the councils of the
puppet monarch, and subsequently seized Agra,
Allyghur, and nearljf the whole of the Doab
(q. v.). The manifold advantages of European
discipline had struck him forcibly during the war
with the British, and, with the aid of an able

French ofEcer, he introduced it into his own army.
An army of 18,000 regxdar and COOO irregular

infantrj-, 2000 irregular and 600 Persian horse, with
200 cannon, was accordiugly raised, and under the

leadership of De Boirme, the officer above noticed,

reduced Joudpore, Cideypore, and Jypore, three

Rajpftt states, and eCfectually humbled the pride of

Holkar.

—

Dowlht Rao Sindlv (1794—1827) con-

tinued his grand-uncle's policy, and dm-ing the

troubles which convulsed Holkar's dominions at the

commencement of the 19th c., he ravaged Indore

and Poena, but was wholly routed in 1802 by
Jeswunt Eao Holkar. Having joined Bhonsla, the

rajah of Berar, in a r.aid on the Nizam (1803), he
brought down upon himself the vengeance of the

East India Company. The confederated Mahrattas
were routed at Assaye and Argaum by Sir Arthur

AVeUesley; S.'a disciplined troops, under the com-
mand of French officers, were scattered irretrievably
at Patpergunge (near Delhi) and Laswari by Lord
Lake, and he only escaped total ruin by acceding to
a treaty by which all his possessions iu the Doab
and along the right bank of the Jumna were
ceded to the British. Gwalior was, however,
restored in 1S05, and from this time became the
capital of S.'s dominions. S. had been taught by
his reverses a useful lesson, and he declined to join
Holkar, the Peishwa, and Bhonsla, in their attack
(1817) on the British, and thus escaped the swift
destruction which was visited upon his turbulent
neighbours. During the reign of Bhagerut Eao
SiXDi.\, a minor, the Gwalior dominions were iu
such a state of anarchy, that the British were
compelled to insist on certain guarantees for the
preservation of trauquOIitj' ; and on these being
rejected, a war followed, and the Mahrattas were
routed at Maharajpftr (December 29, 1843) by Lord
Gough, and at Pimiaur by Major-general Grey on
the same day. Gwalior fell into the hands of the
British, 4th January 1844, and S. submitted to the
conditions demanded of him, besides maintaining
a contingent force of sepoys at Gwahor. In 1853,
he was declared of age by the East India Com-
pany, and in 1858 he took the field at the head of

his own army against the Gwalior contingent,
which had joined in the great sepoy mutin3'. But
the most of his troops deserted him during the
battle (June 1), and he narrowly escaped by fleeing

to Agra. S. was subsequently reinstated by Sir Hugh
Rose, and received from the British government
numerous testimonials of its gratefid respect for

his faithfiduess as an ally.

SI'NECURE (Lat. sine cum, without care), in

common language, an oiEce which has revenue
without employment. In the canon law, a sinecure

is an ecclesiastical benefice, such as a chaplainry,

canonry, or chantry, to which no spiritual function

is attached, except reading prayers and singing,

and where residence is not required. The strictest

kind of sinecure is where the benefice is a donative,

and is conferred by the p.atron expressly without
ciu'e of souls, the cm'e either not existing, or being

committed to a vicar. Sinecure rectories were
abolished by 3 and 4 Vict. c. 113, s. 48.

SI'NEW. See Texbon.

SINGAPO'RE, one of the Straits Settlements

(q. v.), belonging to Great Britain, consists of an
island lying off the south extremity of the peninsula

of Malacca, in lat. about 1° 17' N., long. 103° 50' E.,

and having a city of the same name on its south

side. The island is 25 miles long, and from 14 to 15

broad ; area, 200 sq. mdes. It is separated from the

mainland by a narrow but deep strait, varying from
a mde to a few furlongs in width. The surface ia

generally low and undulating, the greatest elevation

(Bukit Tima, or the HiU of Tin) being only 520
feet. According to Malay accounts, a colony was
plauted on the site of the present town by tribes

who are inferred to have been Javanese, from the

circumstance that the name Singapura, which they
gave to their settlement, is most probably of

Sanscrit origin (lion-town) ; the Javanese being

the only people in these seas who have become
fairly Hinduised. Be that as it may, in 1818 it

was found by Sir Stamford Rafilcs to bo an island

covered with primeval forests, sheltering in its

creeks and rivers only a few miserable fishermen

and pirates. It seems to have been imclaimed by
any power imtil 1811, when the Sultan of Jahore
formally annexed it to his territories. The com-
manding position of S., in the very centre of the

highway leading from British India to China, led
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Sir Stamford Raffles to mark it out as the site of

the first free port in the Malayan seas ; and in 1819,

the British flag was hoisted on the new settlement

;

althon':;h it was not till 1824 that Jlr Crawford con-

cluded a satisfactory treaty with the Sultan of

Jahorc, whereby the island of S., and all the islands

within 10 miles of its shore, were given up in full

sovereignty to the East India Company, on condi-

tion of a considerable yearly payment. Since then,

the prosperity of S. has been almost without a par-

allel. Its position as an entrepot for the trade of

the Malayan Archipelago, the Eastern Peninsula,

and China, and the wise policy that placed the com-

merce of the new port on an entirely unfettered

footing, rapidly established a flourishing trade. In

1823, "the imports amounted to £1,200,000 ; the

exports to £920,000. In the year ending 30th

April 1865, the value of the imports was £0,610,000

;

the exports, £6,630,000, being fiUly double the

amounts in 1854^1855 ; and notwithstanding the

recent opening up to more direct communication
with Europe of many of the markets in China,

Cochiu-China, and Siam, hitherto largely supplied

by traders from S., a steady increase in the trade of

the port is stUl confidently looked for. The following

list shews the chief countries with which this large

trade was carried on in 1864—1863 :

VALUE OF EXPORTS.
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SINGING, the art of producing music from the

human voice, generally, though not necessarily,

combiueJ with speech. The mechanism of the

vocal organs, as applicable to singing, has by some
pliysiologists been likened to a reed, by others to a

stringed instrument ; in ])oint of fact, the human
voice is produced by an apparatus far beyond either

in complexity of structure.

The extreme limits of the voice in respect of

pitch may be considered to be from :n to

"ny,
—

; but the compass of any individual voice

is limited to a portion of that range, and voices

are classified according to their pitch. Generally

s]ieakiug, male voices lie an octave below female.

The former are divided into lass and tenor, the

compass of ordinary bass voices being considered to

be frc

5i=^to^

or C clef is generally used, 41-

and of tenor from

For tenor music, the tenor

C

.^inz
,
which has

the advantage of having the principal tones within

tlie staff. When the treble clef is used, the music is

^\'ritten an octave above its true pitch. Female
voices are either contralto (otherwise called alto)

or soprano, the former extending from

to p= r, the latter from jdg

I, or sometimes higher. Contralto music

may be noted either on the treble clef, or on the
alto clef, which latter is but the tenor clef placed

on the third instead of the fourth line of the staft'

C

m^ These are the princip.il divisions of

I voices ; but there are also further subtlivisions.

I Intermediate between bass and tenor is another
male voice, called banjton ; and intermediate
between contralto and sojirano, another female
voice, called mezzo soprano. The ordinary comp.-iss

of a voice is about twelve notes, but two octaves
are not uncommon, and some voices have reached
three. Madame Catalani is said to have possessed
a voice of three and a half octaves compass.
The notes produced in singing are of two kinds,

according as they proceed from the chest voice

{race di petto), or head voice (voce ell testa). The
chest notes, or lower register, proceed naturally
and readily from the ordinary mechanism of the
voice ; the upper register, head voice, or falsetto,

is produced by a more or less forced contraction of

the cavity from which the voice proceeds, impart-
ing to the notes a Hfe-likc character, gentle and
weak in the male voice, but often clear and sonorous
in the female. It is only in the higher notes of the
voice that the falsetto is used, and some notes on
the borders of the two registers may be given in

either. Where the two registers meet, the tones

are apt to be hard and uncertain, or weak ; but a
cultivated singer will blend the head and chest

voice at the point of juuction, so as to make the

break imperceptible. The notes of the bass voice

are given entirely from the chest. In the tenor,

the tliree or four \ipper notes belong mostly to

head voice. The contralto tones are mostly chest

voice, and the upper tones of the soprano are

head voice. The alto, when sung, as it often

is in England, by male voices, is principally

falsetto.

In singing, the head shoidd be held erect, and
the chest well expanded, to allow free play to the

lungs, and free emission of the voice from the

throat. The tongue shoidd be kept still, slightly

pressing on the lower teeth. Proper regidation of

the bi'eath, and proper articulation of the words,

are also matters of essential moment.
One particidar requires to be mentioned, in

which the notation of songs differs from that of

instrumental music. In the latter, two or more
quavers or semiquavei-s may be grouped together

by a common hue; in singing, this can only be

done when the whole group are to be sung to one

syllable, and notes belonging to different syllables

are always written separately. When notes with-

out hooks, or notes that are not grouped, belong to

one syllable, they are bound together by a slur

placed over them, e. g. :

He slinll speak peace im - to the > litâ

^m
then

B^ ^^rR=g

Among the principal objects to bo studied in

cultivating the \oice for singing are the improve-

ment of its quality in respect of clearness and
resources ; the rendering every note in its compass
equally pure; the extension of its compas.?, not by
injudicious forcing, but by gradual practice ; and
the acquirement of the power to prolong any
note with perfect ease. See Mcsic, Voice,
.Solfeggio.

SI'NGULAR StJCCE'SSOR, in the Law of

Scotland, means one who succeeds in tlie ownership

of property by purchase or any other mode than by

descent.

SINIGA'GLIA, or SIXIGALLIA (anc Sena-

Gallia), a city and seaport on the c;>st coast of Italy,

in the province of Ancona, and IT miles west-north-

west of the city of that name, at the mouth of the

Misa, with '2.3,408 inhabitant's. It is a bright, cheer-

ful city, built after the modern style, walled round,

and it has bastions and handsome gates. .S. is

celebrated for its annual fair, which lasts from

the 20th July to the 10th August, and which
741
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sometimes puts in oirciJation al50ut GO milliou francs

in 20 days. English, French, Swiss, Americans,

Germans, &c., attend it. S. was fonnded by the

Senonian Gauls, and colonised by the B,omaus 2S9

u.c.

SI'NISTER, in Heraldry, the left-hand side of

a shield. As shields are supposed to be carried in

front of the persou, the sinister side is that which
covers the bearer's left side, and therefore lies to the

spectator's right. See Points of Escutcheon.

SINKING FUND. See Funb.

S1N0'P:6 (Turk. Sinuh), a town of Asiatic Turkey,
pro\'ince of Anatolia, on the southern side of a little

promontory running eastward into the Black Sea, SO

miles north-west of Samsun. S., which is defended

by some half-ruined fortifications, possesses a dock-

yard and naval arsenal ; exports timber, salt,

cordage, fish, and oil, and has a popidation variously

estimated at from 4000 to 12,000. The bay of 8.,

which affords the finest anchorage for ships along

the whole northern coast of Asiatic Turkey, was
the scene of a bloody naval engagement, or rather

massacre, 30th November 1S53, when a Turkish

squadron of 13 ships was suddenly attacked and
destroyed by the Russian fleet.—Of the ancient city

of S., which was founded by a colony of Milesian

Greeks, and, for 200 years after the Peloponnesian

war, was almost the mistress of the Euxine, numer-
ous ruins still exist, ' friezes, hundreds of Corinthian

columns, capitals, sculptures, inscriptions, and even

statues, built up into the walls of its picturesque

Byzantine fortifications.' S. was the birthplace of

Diogenes the cynic.

SI'NOPLE, in Heraldrj^ the same as Vert (q. v.).

SI'NTER, the name given by German mineralo-

gists to those rocks which are precipitated in a

crystalline form from mineral waters. They are of

recent date, belonging in fact to the strata at

present in course of formation. S. is of various

forms, kidney-shaped, knotted, tuberous, botryoidal,

tubular, stalactitic, shrub-like, or pronged, and is

occasionally distinguished by its chief component,

as Calcareous S., Flint or Quartz S., Iron S., &c.

Calcareous S., which is a variety of carbonate of

lime, composed of concentric plane paraDel layers,

appears under various forms ; it is deposited with
extraordinary rapidity by many springs, a peculiarity

frequently made use of to obtain the incrustation of

objects with a coating of this substance. Quartz S.

is mostly foimd in intermittent hot springs, as in

the Geysers (q. v.) of Iceland. Iron S. occurs in old

mines, and in coal-beds, where it is formed from
iron pyrites through the agency of the atmosphere.

The tubtdar conglomeration of grains of sand half-

melted by lightning (hliiz) is also known as BUtz-S.,

or Fulgurite (q. v.).

SI'NUS (Lat. a bend or hollow) has two signi-

fications in Anatomy, and one in Surgery. The
cells or cavities contained iu certain bones—as the

frontal, ethmoid, sphenoid, and superior maxillary

—

receive this designation. The frontal sinuses are

two irregular cavities extending upwards and out-

wards, from their openings on each side of the nasal

spine, between the inner and outer layers of the

skid!, and separated from one another by a thin

bony septum. They give rise to the prominences
above the root of the nose called the nasal emi-

nences. They are not developed tiU after puberty,

and vary considerably in size, being usually larger

in men than in women and young persons, in con-

sequence of the greater prominence of the super-

ciliary ridges iu the former. When very much
developed, they give a receding appearance to the

forehead. They are larger in Europeans than in

negroes, and are very imperfectly developed in the
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Australians, whose peculiar want of vocal resonance

is apparently due to this deficiency. They com-
municate on each side with the upper part of the

nostril by a funnel-shaped opening, which transmits

a prolongation of mucous membrane to line their

interior. These cells are much more highly

developed in certain mammals and birds than in

man. Professor Owen observes that ' they extend

backwards over the top of the skull in the ruminant

and some other quadrupeds, and penetrate the cores

of the horns in oxen, sheep, and a few antelopes.

The most remarkable development of air-cells in

the mammalian class is presented by the elephant

;

the intellectual physiognomy of this huge quadruped
being caused, as in the owl, not by the actual capacity

of the brain-case, but by the enormous extent of the

pneumatic cellular structure between the outer and
inner plates of the skull.' The sphenoidal sinuses

are two large irregidar cavities, formed, after the

period of cliildhood, in the body of the sphenoid

bone. They communicate with the upper part of

the nose, from which they receive a layer of mucous
membrane. Like the frontal sinuses, they serve to

lessen the weight of the skull, and to add to the

resonance of the voice. The ethmoid sinuses or cells

lie in the lateral masses of the ethmoid bone. They
open into the cavities of the nose. Their main use

is to diminish the weight of the fore-part of the

skull. The superior maxiUary sinus commonly
known as, tha Antrum of Mighmore (the anatomist

who first accurately described it) is the largest of

the facial sinuses. Its uses are the same as those of

the others, and hke them, it communicates with the

nasal cavities.

The sinuses of the dura mater are quite distinct

from the above-descriljcd bony sinuses ; they are

irregidar channels for the transmission of venous

blood, and are formed in the following way. The
dura mater consists of two layers—an outer, belong-

ing to the skull ; and an inner, belonging to the

brain. They can be easily separated in infancy, but

in the adult they are blended together for the

greater part of their extent. In some places, how-
evei-, as beneath the sagittal suture (formed by the

two parietal bones at the top of the head, and run-

ning from before backwards), they are separated on

either side of the mesial line, the outer layer being

continued beneath the bone, and in contact with it

;

while the inner one dips inwards, and meeting with

the corresponding layer of the opposite side, forms a

triangular canal or sinus, which is strengthened at

the sides and angles by interlacing bands of fibrous

tissue. The sinus whose formation we have thus

described is called the superior longitudinal sinus,

and the other sinuses are formed in the same way.

They are all lodged in the intervals between the

great divisions of the brain, and they are so con-

structed ' that their shape cannot easily be altered

by any external pressure ; consequently, the flow of

blood through them cannot be impeded by the

pidsations or pressure of the brain, in the varying

positions of the body. The tense, unyielding char-

acter of their waUs, moreover, does not admit of

either collapse or distention ; hence, they must be

equally full at all times, and must exert a uniform

pressure on the brain.'—Humphry On the Unman
Skeleton, p. 200.

In Surgery, the term sinus is nearly equivalent to

Fistula (q. v.).

SIGN, a small town of Switzerland, capital of

the canton of Valais, in a picturesque situation on

the right bank of the Rhone, IS miles north-cast of

Martigny by the Simplon Radway, of which it is the

termination. It is defended by walls, towers, and
a ditch, and contains a large cathedral and a hand-

some Gothic town-house. On the north of the
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town is a lofty rock, divided into two peaks by a
deeply-cut ravine. On tlie highest peak is the mined
castle of Tourbillon, built in 129-t; on the other, the
castle of Valeria, now used as a seminary. An
excellent wine, called Malvoise, is made here. S.

is called Civilas Sedunorum in a still existing; inscrip-

tion in honour of Augustus, to be seen in the cathe-

dral ; in the middle ages it was named Scdiimim.
Pop. about 3000.

SIOXJ'T. also Ki-SioHf, and OsiHf, the chief city

of Upper Egyjit, stands near the western bank of

the Nile, and is 200 miles in direct line south of Cairo.

It has several line mosques, bazaars almost as well

furnished as those of the capital, some good baths,

and one or two well-built houses. S. manufactures
great quantities of the best pipe-bowls. It is the

residence of the governor of Upper Egypt ; the
resort of the caravans from Darfm-, that come by
the way of the Great Oasis, and until recently was
the principal seat of the Egyptian slave-trade. Pop.
about 25,000. S. is buUt on the site of the ancient

Lycopolis, but few remains of the Grajco-Egyptian
city are extant. From the neighbouring heights of

the Libyan mountains, which contain numerous
rock-sepulchres, the view over the valley of the Nde
is, in the opinion of Lepsius, the finest in Egypt.

SIOU'X, a tribe of North American Indians,

calling themselves also Dacotahs, inhabiting Dacotah
territory. They are a brave and warlike people,

generally at war with the Chippeways. Formerly
they numbered 30,000, and counted 7000 warriors

;

at present their whole number is estimated at 8000.

Roman Catholic missions were established among
them 200 years ago, and they are more advanced
towards civihsation than any tribe of the North-
west.

SI'PHON is a tube bent so that the two legs are

either parallel, or incline at an acute angle, and is

employed to draw off liquids from vessels which
it is not convenient or desirable to move. If the

end of the short leg of a siphon be plunged into

the liquid, and the other leg be suffered to hang
outside the vessel, then, whenever the siphon is

exhausted of air (a process which can be performed
by suction by the mouth or a piunp, or by filling

the tube with the liquid it is employed to decant,

and keeping it so filled till it is placed in its proper

I)osition), the liquid will at once flow out of the

vessel through the tube, and continue to do so

either till it falls below the level of the outside

emi, or till the inside end ceases to be immersed.

The principle of this simple

and cflicient instrument is

easy of explanation : let

ABC (fig.) be a siphon with
one leg, BC, partially

immersed in liquid, and
suppose the whole siphon

filled with the same liquid

;

then at A we have the

pressiu'e of the atmosphere
acting upwards into the

tube m opposition to the

pressure of the liquid in

the leg BA ; at C we have
the pressure of the atmo-
sphere (transmitted through

the liquid), and the pressure of the liquid in the

vessel outside (which balances an equal height of

liquid inside) the tube, acting upwards into the

tulje in opposition to the pressure downwards of

the liquid in the leg BC. The effective pressures

inwards at A and C are, respectively, the atmo-

spheric pressure less by the pressure of the liquid

in BA, and the atmospheric pressure less by the

Siphon.

pressure of the liquid in BD ; and as the latter of

these two is the greater, it overcomes the other,

forces the licpiid in the tube out at A, and that in
the vessel into the tube at C, the process continuing
till the liquid falls to the level of C (when air is

admitted), or of A (when the two pressures become
equal). It is evident from the above explanation
that when A is on or above the level of D, the sur-

face of the fluid, there can be no flow through the
tube ; also, that it is quite immaterial whether the
longer or the shorter leg be immersed, if only A be
below the level of D. If the bend of the siphon be
33 feet for water, or 30 inches for mercury, above D,
the pressure at C, which produces the action of the
siphon, becomes the weight of the atmosphere,
diminished by an equal weight of a column of fluid,

in which case the residting pressure is zero, and
there is no flow through the tube. The flow
increases in rapiditj' and force as the difference of

level between D and A increases, and as the differ-

ence of level between D and B diminishes. JIany
siphons have a suction-pump permanently attached
to the end of the outer leg for the p>irpose of

exhausting the air inside. Another variety is the
Wurtemberg siphon, which has two equal legs, the
extremities of which are bent upwards, so that
when the siphon is once filled with fluid, it remains
fidl, and is alwaj'S ready for use.

SIPHONO'STOMA. See FisH-LonsE.

SIPHONOSTO'MATA, a large .group of gastero-

podous molluscs, of the order PediiiibraiiMata,
having the mantle prolonged into a siphon, by which
the water enters the gill-chamber. The shell is

spiral, the apertiire notched or produced into a
canal in front, often much produced. To this group
belong the families Ci/prcsidce (cowries, &c.), Folu-

tida;, BvccinhlcK (whelks, &c.), Mni-icida;, and Slrom-
hidcv. Thej' are almost all carnivorous, and move
about ^vitll considerable activity.

SIPU'NCULUS, a genus of Ecldnodermata,
giving its name to a family, Sipuiiculacew, and to an
order, SqmncuUdce. The Sipunculidis, although

ranked among the Hadiata, and having the essential

characters of that division of the animal kingdom,

SipuncxUus Ecrnliardus :

1, Ripunculus alive in a periwinkle shell, with the upper part

of the shell brolccn aw.av to shew the animal's body; 2. S. freed

from its shell, with the trunk retracted ; 3, S. with all its

parts expanded, as when preserved in spirits.—From Forbes'6

Jiritish Star-fishcs.

resemble the Annelida in form, general appearance,

motions, and habits, as well as in their softer cover-

ing, which is leathery and not calcareous, and in

the absence of calcareous spines. The Sipuncujacea

have a retractile proboscis, around the extremity of

winch is a circle of tentacida, and at the base'

of it the anus. In the genus Sipuncidus the pro-

boscis is long and cylindrical, with a circle of ten-

tacida near its extremity. S. Bernliardus is common
on many parts of the British coast, living at the

bottom of the sea, at a depth of from ten to thirty

fathoms, and occupj-ing as a habitation the shell of
7*8
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some univalve mollusc, for the protection of its soft

wormlike body. It secures the entrance of tlie shell

by a plaster-work of sand, leaving only a hole wide

enough for the protrusion of its long flexible pro-

boscis. Other species, instead of sheltering them-
selves in shells, burrow in the sand. Among these

is the Edible S. (.S'. edulin), much esteemed by the

Chinese.

SIR (Fr. sieur and sire, contracted from seiffiietir ;

from Lat. senior, elder), a term originally corres-

ponding to domimis in Latin, and which has come,

when appended to the Christian name and sur-

name, to be the distinctive mark of knighthood. It

was at one time the practice to use the same title in

addressing the clergy, a familiar instance being Sir

Hugh Evans in the Merry Wives of Windsor. To
so great an extent did this usage obtain, that a
' Sir John ' came to be a common sobriquet for a

priest. ' Sir ' was here a translation of dominus, the

term used for a bachelor of arts, originally in con-

tradistinction from the maijister, or master of arts,

but eventually extended to the clergy without dis-

tinction. Used along •vnt\\ the Christian name and
surname, ' sir ' is now applied exclusively to knights

and baronets. Standing alone, it is a common
complimentary mode of address used without much
consideration of rank or social status. ' Sire ' is

another form of the same monosyllable, which has
been adopted from France as a mode of address-

ing royalty.

SIR-DA'RIA. See Jax.\rtes.

SI'REN, a genus of perennibranchiate batracliia,

of eel-like form, but having two small weak limbs on
the fore part of the body. Each foot has four toes.

There is no vestige of a hinder pair of feet, nor of a

pelvis. The vertebraj are numerous, and each of

the vertebrae of the body carries a pair of short

iSii'cn Lacertinus.

ribs. The vertebra of the tail are compressed, and
gradually diminish in size to its tip. The head is

flattened, the mouth not deeply cleft, the muzzle
blunt, the eyes very small, the cars concealed. The
teeth are small ; the lower jaw is furnished with
them all round ; there are none on the upper jaw.
but two rows on each side of the palate. On each
side of the neck are three gills, each consisting of

a short fleshy stalk, supporting a beautiful fringe-

like tuft, and water passes from the mouth to the
gills through openings as in fishes. But the S. has
also lungs, which are long bags, one on each side,

beginning behind the heart, and extending almost
the whole length of the abdomen. The blood discs
are remarkable for their large size, exceeding even
those of the proteus. The sirens inhabit the
swamps of the Carolinas and other southern parts
of North America. They live chiefly in the mud,
but sometimes are to be seen swimming in the
water, and even make excursions on moist ground.
They feed on worms and insects. S. lacertina grows

71-1
^

to the length of about three feet. Its colour is

blackish. The tail is compressed. The other species

are smaller.

SIRENE, an instrument for the production of

musical sounds in such a manner as tn enable us

to discover their ultimate nature. The simplest

form of sirfcne is represented

in section in fig. 1. A vane
consisting of four equal
jilates, attached to a deli-

cately supported axle, is

so ti.xed in a metal tube as

to close it almost com-
pletely (with the liel[) of

stops P, P), when either

pair of plates is jieqiendi-

ctdar to the axis of the
tube. AVhen air is forced

from a bellows thrnugh the

pipe A, it gives the vane
a rotation in the direction Fiij. 1.

indicated by the arrow, and
thus produces a current which is interrupted four

times in each revolution. In other words, fnur

times in each revolution the air escajies freely,

giving rise to a sound. While the vane revolves

slowly, the ear distinguishes these successive

putts ; but when the revolutions are more numer-
ous than about five per second, the successive

puff's cannot be distinguished, and the recurrent

sounds are merged into a uniform note, whose piteli

rises (i. e., it becomes more and more shrill) the

faster the vane revolves. Such an instrument works
well when driven by water instead of air. What it

shews is, that musical sounds consist of the repeti-

tion, at equal very small intervals of time, of some
definite noise. By turning the vane by means of a

train of wheels, so as to give it a definite rate of

rotation, the number of such repetitions per second,

necessary for the production of a given musical note,

may be measured.
But the sirfine of Cagniard de la Tour is much

more valualjle for such a purpose, as it counts for

itself the number of repetitions per second. In jirin-

ciple, it is identical with the simpler instrument
just described ; but the details of its construction

are different. It consists essentially of two chcular
discs, the u]iper of which is free to revolve so as

almost to touch the lower (fig. 2). In each a series

of holes is cut, arranged at equal distances in a circle

aliout its axis. Through the holes in the lower (fixed)

plate, streams of air are admitted from a bellows,

Fig. 2.

and pass through the corresponding holes in the

up]icr (movaljle) plate, when the pairs of holes are

superposed ; but are checked when the ujiper plate

is turned a little, readmitted when the plate turns

a little further, and so on. The holes are pierced

ohliquehj through the upper plate, so that the issuing
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stream makes it turn about its axis. The sounds
given by this instriunent are exceedingly pure (see

Sound), like those of the tiute or tuning-fork. The
axis of the upper plate carries an endless screw,
which turns a light train of -n-heels (with dials)

resembling that of a gas meter, so that when, by
proper adjustment of the pressure in the bellows,
tlie instrument gives steadily some definite note, we
may observe the number of turns in any number
of minutes by watch. The number of pufl's is

obviously to be found from this by mHlti]>Iying
by the number of holes in the plate, since during
one turn any hole in the upper plate has been
opposite each of those m the lower plate in succes-
sion. Thus we find the number of pufls per second
necessary to the formation of any given musical
note.

More complex foinns, such as Helmholtz's double
sirtne, have been devised for more recondite branches
of the science. See Sound.

SI'RENS (Gr. seirines, the ' entanglers,' probably
from st/ra, 'a cord' or 'string') ligure in Greek
mythology as young maidens, who sat on the shores
of a certain island or promontory near the south-
western coast of Italy, and sang with bewitching
sweetness songs that allured the passing sailor to

draw near, but only to meet with death. Homer
speaks of them in the ])lural, but does not specify their

number ; later writers mention two and three by
name, and assign them various genealogies. Their
tenure of life was dependent on the successful exer-

cise of their charms. If any seaman could resist

the enticements of their magic music, they were
doomed, but Ulysses or the Argonauts alone suc-

ceeded in doing so. It is related by Homer, in

the Oihisspi/, that when the former in the coui'se

of his wanderings approached their perilous home,
he, by the advice of the sorceress Circe, stuli'ed

the ears of his companions with wax, and lashed
himself to a mast, until he had sailed out of hear-

ing of the fatal songs. Others say that it was
the Argonauts who got safely past, owing to the
superior enchantment of Orpheus's singing, where-
upon the S. threw themselves into the sea, and
were transformed into rocks. The Latin poets give

them wings, and in works of art they are often

represented as birds with the faces of Wrgins, and
are provided with musical instruments. There is

obviously a close resemblance between the Jlermaid

(q. V.) of northern mythology, and these Gra^co-

Mediterranean Sirens. The Loreley of the Rhine
is only a river-siren, though a more exquisite

enchantress than ever Greek fancy conceived.

SIRINAGUR. See Sekinacue.

SI'RIUS, otherwise called Cantcida, or the Doij-

star, is a star of the first magnitude, the brightest in

the heavens, and is situated in the constellation of

Canis Major, or the ' Great Dog.' It is about 123
billions of miles distant from the earth. See Stabs.

It has long been known to possess a ' proper

motion' (i.e., an independent pi-ogressive motion^,

which was for a time believed to be in a straight

line, but has now been shewn to consist of an undu-

latory progi'essive motion on each side of a midiUe

line. This motion was investigated by Professor

Peters of the i'nlkowa Observatory, Russia, on

the supposition that its anomalous character was
produced by the attraction of some unseen neigh-

bour, and his calculations being com[)lcted and
verified (on this sujiposition) by Mr Satl'ord of

Washington, the distance of S. from the centre of

gi'avity of both was determined to be 1411.") millions

(if miles. In January 1S02, Mr Alvan Glark of

iS'ew York, chancing to observe S. througli a

powerful telescope, detected a minute star (wluch

had never before been observed) situated at an
angular distance of 7" from S., representing about
4300 milliims of miles, and it is generally believed
that this is the disturber in question. By plioto-

metrio measurement it has been shewn that, sup-
posing the intensity of the sun's light for unit of
sm-face to equal that of S., it would require 400
suns at the distance of S. to send us the light which
that star does ; and our sun at tlie distance of S.

would appear less than a star of the sixth magni-
tude, and be invisible to the naked eye. The
Egyptians called this star Sothis, and at one time
its 'heliacal rising' (q. v.) was a sure forerunner of

the rising of the KUe ; while among the Romans
it was considered as a star of evil omen, whose
appearance above the liorizon coincided with (or

even caused) the unhealthy and oppressive heats
of summer. Hence the origin of the various super-
stitions regarding the Dog Days (q. v.), many of
which are still current.

—
'The term ' dog star ' was

also applied to Procyon, a bright star in Canis
Minor, whose heliacal rising differs only by a few
days from that of Sirius.

SIRO'CCO. See SiMOOir.

SISMONDI, Jean Ciiakles Leonard de, a
distinguished historian of Italian descent, was born
at Geneva on 9th May 1773. He received his

education as a boy at the 'College' or high school
of his native town. At the due age, he was removed
to the Auditoiro, or university. Before he had com-
]ilcted his education, the pecuniary reverses of his

father made it necessary for S. to do something for

liis own maintenance, for which purpose he entered
the counting-house of the eminent firm of Eynard
and Co. of Lyon. Hateful as mercantile pursuits

seenr to have been to him, he applied himself to his

drudgery with all diligence. He became a thoroughly
good clei-k, and in after life he acknowledged that
the practical training h.ad been of incalculable

benefit to him. The French revolution sent S. back
to Geneva, but the storm following, he took refuge

in England, along with his famil}-. Home-sickness
soon sent them back to Geneva, but the continu-

ance of political trouble made it imjiossible to

remain there long. In 1795, they bought a small
farm near Pcscia, in Tuscany, wlnere tlieir narrow
circumstances rendered it necessarj' for S. almost
literally to jnit his hand to the jilough. He had
now, however, leisure for literature, hi 170S, he
began to collect materials for his Historii of t/tti

Italian Bepublics. In 1S03, appeared a work on
political economy, De la Ulchcsse Contintrciale, in

which he writes like a decided follower of Adam
Smith, though at a later period, in his ^ourcaiix
Princijies d'Kconomie Politique (1S19), he abaiuloned

the wiser views of his youth. In consequence, a

professorship in this science was in the same year
offeretl to him in the university of A\'ilna, which
he declined. It was in history, however, that his

literary forte la)'. The 16 vols, of his Hisloire

des Jif'puhliques Jtaliennes, published between
1S07 and 181S, placed him in the first rank among
contemporary historians, and brought him praise

from the most distinguished men in France and
Germany. The events of the Hundred Days occa-

sioned one of the most memorable passages in the

life of S.—his interview with Xapnh-on. In 1813
a]^pcared \\\s Liltcruture dit Midi de l'Europe ('Lite-

rature of the South of Eurii])e,' Eng. by Iloscoc,

frequently reprinted). In ISI9, he began his best

and greatest work, the llistoire des Fran^ais, with
whieli he was occupied until his death. On the

19th April of the same year he married Miss Allen,

an Ir^nglish laily, whom he had jireviously met in

Italy. This marriage was followed by many happy
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years, during which S. resided at Geneva, making
frequent visits to Pescia and England. His latter

days were, however, darkened by the troubles of

his native city, in whose politics he took a keen
interest. He died 25th June 1842. S. has contri-

buted more to historical literature than any other

writer of his time, and the labour which he bestowed
on his works has never been surpassed. 'Nine
times,' he says, ' have I traversed Italy, and I

have visited every place which has been the

scene of any great historical event.' For twenty
ycirs he worked habitually eight hours a day.

Both as a worker and as a thinker, he was
thoroughly conscientious. His mind was to the

last open to truth ; neither fettered by prejudice

nor blinded by self-conceit. At the same time, no
one has surpassed him in tenacity of purpose, nor

in energy in following it out. His feelings on
religious questions were especially intense. Having
on one occasion heard a sermon in an EngUsh
church on eternal punishment, he vowed never

again to enter another church holding the same
creed ; and ' never to contribute to spread what the

English call their Keformation ; for, by its side

Romanism is a religion of mercy and peace.' His
private character was singularly amiable and
benevolent. His whole career is a noble one, full

of interest and instruction.—See Quarterly Beview,

September 1843 ; Vie et Travanx dc Smnondi (Paris,

1845) ; see also his Correspondence ^vith jlade-

moiselle de St Aidaire (Paris, 1SG3) ; and his Letters

Iiicdites (i Madame WAlbany (1864).

SISTERS OF CHARITY. See Brothers and
Sisters of Charity.

SISTO'VA, an important commercial town of

Turkey, in the eyalet of Widin, on the south bank
of the Danube, about 35 mUes up the river from
Rustchuk. It has several mosques, an ancient and
strong castle, where the ' peace of Sistova ' between
Austria and Tiu-koy was concluded in 1791 ; manu-
factures cottons and leather, and carries on an active

river-trade. Poi^. about 20,000.

S'ISUPALA is in Hindu legend the sovereign of

Chedi, a country situated in Central India, who was
the enemy of Krishn'a (q. v.), and idtimatcly was
slain by him. The history of this enmity, and the

death of S., are the subject of the S'is'updlabadha

of Magha. See Sanscrit Literature.

SI'SYPHtJS, a personage of Greek mythology,
wliom later accoimts make to be the father of

Odysseus. He is said to have been founder and
king of Ephyra—afterwards Corinth—and both he
and his whole house were notorious for tlieir

wickedness. He is, however, best known for the

punishment which he suliered in the lower world,

either for treachery towards the gods, or for his

wholesale robbery of travellers, whom, at the same
time, he murdered with a huge block of stone.

He was condemned to roll an immense boulder
from tlie bottom to the summit of a hill, which,

whenever it reached the top, rolled down again, and
the task of S. had to be begun anew.

SITA is, in Hindu Mythology, the daughter of

J.anaka, a king of Mithilfl, and the wife of Eima.
See Visux'u. The word means literally ' furrow,'

as she was not born in the usual sense of this word,
bnt arose from a furrow when her father was
ploughing the ground, whence she is also called

Pdrthhi (from pr'thivi, the earth). Her history is

related in the Rajiayan'a (q. v.).

SI'TKA, or NEW ARCHANGEL, the principal

settlement in Russian America, is a small place of

about 1500 inhabitants, on the west coast of the

island of Sitka or Baranov, the largest island in the
group known as George III.'s Archipelago. Lat.
57° 3' N., long. 135° IS' W. S. is the residence of

the governor of Russian America, and has a
magnetic observatory. Here the chief establish-

ments of the Russian-American Company, incor-

porated 1799, for fishing and himting fur-bearing
animals, were situated. The Company employed
50 ships, aud about 850 men, but their privileges

expired in 1SG3.

SITOPHO'BIA, or SITOMA'NIA. The repug.

nance to or refusal of food may range from mere
impairment or loss of appetite, or hysterical anti-

pathy to p.articular viands, to total and prolonged

abstinence, as a symptom of delusion or delirium.

In the insane, food has been consistently refused for

years. During this time, the system was, of course

(see Fasting), sustained by compulsory alimenta-

tion. The causes of such a course are generally

local disease in the organs of digestion, creating

disgust and loathing towards food, and associating

suffering with the process of nourishment ; the fear

of death, or the desire for death. The motives
assigned for such feelings or resolution vary, of

course, as the morbid condition may affect the

stomach or the brain ; and, according to the meut.al

st.ate predominating, suicide may be courted, or

poisoning, drugging, or pollution of aliment may be

dreaded. The throat or bowels may be imagined
to be hermetically sealed ; God or Satan may
have imposed abstinence ; the body is dead,

inanimate, or belongs to another. Absurd as such

principles of action may be, they prove inexpugn-

able to persuasion, or to the pangs of hunger and
exhaustion, and require a special course of treat-

ment. The determination may be exorcised by
medicine ; it may be overcome by commands,
threats, bribes ; it may be evaded by giving eggs,

cocoa-nuts, milk from the cow, and other substances,

into which mercury, ai'senic, &c., cannot well be

introduced ; or it may be defeated by placing food

in the stomach through the instrumentality of the

stomach-pump. There have been epidemics of

maniacal abstinence.—Chipley, American Journal

of Iiisanifi/, .Inly 1859; Browne, Report C'rkhton

Institution, 1S54.

SI'TTA. See NuT-HATcn.

S'lVA (a Sanscrit word, literally meaning happy,
auspicious) is the name of the third god of the

Hindu Trimdrti (q. v.) or triad, in which he repre-

sents the principle of destniction. The name S., as

that of a deity, is unknown in the Vedie hymns,
but estabhshed as such in the epic poems, Purdn'as
and Tantras. The worshippers of S. (see S'ar'as)

assign to him the first place in the Trimflrti ; and
to them he is not only the chief deity, but the deity

which comprises in itself all other deities. Thus, in

the 8'iva-Furiin'a (see PurAn'.^), he is addressed as

Brahma, Vishn'u, Indra, Vanin'a, as the sun and
the moon, as earth, fii'e, water, wind, &c. ; but even

in the Purfln'as relating to Vishn'u, his power is

exalted in praise, and he is addressed with the

utmost awe. The symbol of S. is the Linga (q. v.),

emblematic of creation, which follows destruction.

From each of his numerous attributes or charac-

teristics he derives a name or epithet. He has
five heads (hence his name Panchdnana, &c., the

five-faced) ; three eyes (hence his name, Trinetra,

&c., the three-eyed), one of which is on his fore-

head, and indicates his power of contemplation;
and in the middle of his forehead he wears a
crescent. His hair is clotted together, and brought
over the head so as to project like a horn fi'om

the forehead. On his head he carries the Ganges,

whose course he intercepted by his hair, when
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this river descended from heaven, so as to enable

the earth to bear its fall (hence his name, Gaiu/dd-

Jtara, &c., the Gauges-bearer). Round his neck he
carries a garland of human skidls ; and his throat

is dark blue, from the poison which he swallmved
when it emerged from the ocean, chnrned l)y the

gods for the attainment of the beverage of immor-
tality, and threatened to destroy the world. In

his hands ho liolds the trident, a club or pole,

armed at the upper end with transverse pieces, repre-

senting the breastbone and ribs adjoining, and sur-

mounted by a skidl and one or two human heads.

His weapons are the Kliinhhira, which is not

described, a bow called Ajakava, or Ajagava, a

tViunderbolt, and an axe. As the destroyer of the

world, he is also called KiUa (Time or Death), and
represented as of black colour. One of his rejire-

sentations is also half-male and half-female, emble-

matic of the indissoluble unity of the creative

principle (hence his name, ArdliandrWa, the half-

female-lord). He is clothed in a deer-skin ; or he

also holds a deer in one of his hands ; or he sits on a

tiger-sldu, or is clothed in it. When riding, his

vehicle is the bull Xandi, whom he also carries as

an emblem in his banner. He resides on the

wonderful mount Kadasa, the northern peak of

the Himalaya, where he also rules over the north-

east quarter. His principal wife is Durgd or Umd
(q. V.) ; his sons are Ganks'a and Karttikeva
(q. v.). One of his principal attendants is Tan'du,

who is one of the original teachers of the arts of

dancing and mimicry, whence S. is the patron of

the dancers, and is called Nat'es'wnra (lord of the

dancers). Besides Tan'du, a host of other attend-

ants and companions, together with demons and
other beings surrounding him, are named by the

Puran'as.

Amongst the principal achievements of this god
is his conflict with the god Brahma, who was
originally possessed of five heads, but lost one

through exciting the anger of S. ; for the fifth

head of Brahma once disrespectfully addressing

S., and even challenging his power, S. immetliately

cut off the offending member with the nail of his

left thumb. A similar penalty he inflicted on

Dakslia, his father-in-law, who once performed

a great sacrifice, but neither invited his daughter

Sa^I nor her husband S'iva. S., nevertheless,

appeared at the sacrifice ; but when Sati, oft'ended

at the reception she met with, threw herself

into the sacrificial flames, S. cut off the head

of Daksha ; and Daksha would have remained

headless, had not the gods interfered in his favour

with S., who, out of compassion, replaced his head

by that of a ram. Besides these feats, he killed

several demons

—

Runt, Andhaka, Tripura; and he

also reduced to ashes Kdma (the god of love), who,

at the instigation of the gods, nmlertook to excite

the desire of S. to procreate a son, but was indis-

creet enough to choose for this purpose a timewhcn
S. was engaged in fierce austerities (see Kama).

S. is especially worshipped under the symbol of the

Linga; but there are periods at which homage is

paid to him also, under other foi-ms, corresjionding

with the description given above. Hindu mythology

knows, properly speaking, no incarnations of S. like

those of Vishn'u ; in some writings, however, some

of his forms, especially that called Bhairava, and

that called Viralihadra, are considered to be his

sons or incarnations. .S., like Vishn'u (q. v.), has a

thousand names by which he is addressed ; some

derived fi-om his exterior attributes have been

mentioned before ; among the rest, the principal

are Js'a or Is'ivara (lord) ; i[ahes'ii or Malies'wara

(the great lord) ; S'ankam (the conferrer of happi-

ness)'; Hudra (the terrible), or ilahdrmlra (tlie

very terrible) ; and Mahddeva (the great god). For
his worshippers, see S'aivas.

SI'VAS, a city of Asiatic Turkey, capital of the
pashalic of the same name, is situated on the Kizil

Irmak (anc. Habjs], 60 miles south-south-east of

Tok.at. S. covers a large extent of groimd, is well
built, has numerous old mosques, khans, gardens,
and excellent bazaars, manufactures coarse woollens,

and carries on a considerable transit trade. Pop.
25,000, of whom about 5000 are Armenians, the
rest Turks. S. is bndt on the site of the ancient

Sehasteia, from which it derives its name.

SIVA'SH, or PUTRID SEA. See Crimea.

SIVATHE'RIUM (Siva, an Indian god; aud Gr.
iherion, a wild beast), a remarkable genus of extinct
mammals, found in the Miocene strata of the
.Sowahk HiUs, in Northern India. It had a large

skidl, nearly as long as that of an elephant, supported
on a neck little short of that of a girafl'o, but mucli
stronger. The face was short, and the nasal bones
were prolonged into a pointed arch above the
external nostrils, indicating the existence of a trunk
or proboscis, an organ unknown among the Ilumi-
nantia to which it belonged. Like the existing

4-horned antelope of India, it had two small diverg-

ing horns, rising from the brow between the orbits,

and two large, probably palmated horns, further

back. In general appearance, it resembled a huge
antelope. The remains of two species have been
described by Falconer aud Cautley.

SIX ARTICLES, Statute of, an enactment of

the 33d year of Henry VIII., passed Juno 7, 1511,

and commonly called the Bloody Statute. The
object of this statute was to compel, from all the

subjects of the crown, the iraiform profession of cer-

tain doctrines, six in nimiber, which are carefully

recited in the act. These doctrines are (I), the Real
Presence of Christ in the Encharist, and Transub-
stantiation

; (2), the sufficiency of communioa in one

kind only ; (3), the unlawfulness of the marriage of

priests
; (4), the obligation of vows of chastity

; (5),

the propriety of retaining private masses ; (G), the

expecUeucy and necessity of auricular confession.

The penafties of this act exceeded in severity almost

every precedent, at least in England, and they are

specially severe against impugners of the fii-st article,

all of whom, whether they dispute, write, or preach

against it, are to suffer death as heretics, ^^ith forfei-

ture of all their goods to the crown, and without

being allowed to abjure the error. With regard to the

remaining four articles, the usual penalty of felony

is attached to the crime of pubUcly preaching against

them ;
private impugners are liable for the first

offence to imprisonment at the king's pleasure, for

the second, to death ; and the same, or nearly the

same penalties are enacted against priests or nuns

marrying or cohabiting, and against persons con-

temptuously refusing to confess at the prescribed

times, or to receive the sacraments. Tlie act at first

was enforced \rith great severity, but it was some-

what mitigated in 1544, and was finally repealed in

1540.

SIXTUS, the name of five popes, of whom two
call for particular notice, Sixtns IV. aud Sixtus V,

The former (originally namcil Francesco dell.i

Rovere), born .July -'.;, 1414, was a native of a small

village near Savona, aud a member of n very

humble family. He was a scholar of the celebrated

Cai'dinal Bessarion, and became a member of the

Franciscan order, in which capacity he obtained

the highest reputation throughout Italy as a
preacher. On the death of Paul II. in 1471, Rovere
was elected to the Roman see. Tlie domestic

government of S. has been strongly condemned.
His inordinate partiality to his relatives exhausted
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the papal treasury, and led to many questionable

exactions, and to gross abuses in the dispensation

of cliurcli patrouage. His excessive facility, too, in

dis])ensing favours, led to his not unfrequently con-

ferring the same benefice on more than one indi-

viduah But the worst imputation upon the memory
of his pontificate arises in connection with the
political affairs of Florence, and especially with the
conspiracy against the Medici family, known in

liistory as the Pazzi conspiracy. In the last act of

this nefarious plot, the murder of Giuliano in the
church at Florence, S.'s nephew, Riasio, was present,

and when, after its failure, the leaders, including the
Archbishop of Pisa, were executed, S. excoranumi-
cated the I)uke Lorenzo and all the magistrates of

the city. Although this censure was passed pro-

fessedly for the violation of the immunities of the
chm"ch in putting an ecclesiastic to death, yet it has
drawn upon S. the suspicion of complicity, or at

least of connivance after the fact ; and has led to

much controversy among historians. The necessi-

ties of defence against the Turkish invasion embar-
rassed still further the finances of the pope, and
even the Catholic historians deplore the lengfths to

which ecclesiastical exactions and the simoniacal

distribution of benefices were carried in the latter

years of Sixtus. In many respects, nevertheless,

his administration was liberal and public spirited.

He did mucli to foster learning and to encourage
art. Under him, the Vatican library continued to

increase, and he contributed notably to the improve-
ment and decoration of the city. In 1482 he entered
into an alliance with the Venetians against the

Duke of Ferrara, which led to a gener.il Italian war,
and ended in a dissolution of the Venetian alliance,

so mortifying to the pope, that his death is said to

have been caused by chagrin and mortification,

August 1.3, 1484.—SiXTUS V., in many respects, one
of the most remarkable of the modern occupants of

the Roman see, originally named Felice Peretti,

was born (December 13, 1521) near Jlontalto, of

parents so poor, that his boyhood was spent in the

humble occupation of a swineherd. While thus

engaged, the boy attracted the notice of a conven-
tual Franciscan father, who procured his admis-

sion into the order. He was ordained priest in

1545, and bec.ime professor of tlieology at Sien.T.

His reputation as a preacher led to his being trans-

ferred to Rome, where he rose to its first dignities.

He accompanied Cartbnal Buoncompagno as theo-

logian in his legative mission to Spain (15G5); and
on the accession of Pius V. to the pontificate, "^vas

named cardinal (1570). On the accession of his former
patron, Buoncompagno, under the name of Gregory
XIII., Cardinal ]\lontalto might have exercised the
highest infiuence, but he lived a retired and mor-
tified life, and was believed to have fallen almost
into tlie decrepitude of age and infirmity. This
apjiearance was afterwards ascribed by his enemies
to the design of concealing his ambitious views ; and
there is a well-known but apocryphal story of his

having, when elected pope on the de.atli of tiregory

in 1585 (.\pril 24), fiung aside his crutch, and revealed

himself to the astonished cardinals in the full vigour

of his physical strength and his moral character. His
pontificate, however, was a most active and ener-

getic one, and was marked by vigorous measiires of

improvement in every department of administration,
ecclesiastical as well as civil. His first care was to

repress the prevailing licence and disorder of tlie

city of Rome, and of the papal states generally, by
effectually breaking u]) and exterminating the law-
less bands of outlaws by which both were infested.

His administration, both in this matter and in the
repression of immorality, was rigorous perhaps to
the extreme of cruelty ; but the evil was one wliich
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seemed to c^ll for extreme remedies. He reformed
the administratioj of the law, and the disposal of
public patronage , and he entered npon numerous
and most comprehensive projects for the moral and
material improvement of Rome. Many of his great
works are still recognisable at Rome under his mame,
and are popularly remembered as his ; among whicli
are the library buildings of the Vatican. A distin-

guishing characteristic of his administration, too, was
its disinterestedness. He steadfastly refused to use
his position for the purpose of advancing any of his
relatives, or to bestow npon them property or money
derived from the pubhc ; and by judicious retrench-
ment he secured within the first years of his short
pontificate a surplus of above 5,000,000 of crowms.
It is of course impossible to enter into the details of

his foreign policy ; it will be enough to say that
its great aim was, in the strongest sense of the words,
to advance the cause of the Roman Catholic Church
in every portion of Christendom, against the Hugue-
nots in France, against the Lutherans in Germany,
and against Queen Elizabetli in England. At the
same time, he entertained a dee]} jealousy and appre-
hension of the designs of Spain ; and he resisted

persistently the excessively rigorous measures of

the Spanish Inquisition as organised rmder Philip II.

His church administration was eqnallj' vigorous and
energetic. He fixed the number of the Sacred Col-
lege of Cardinals at 70 ; and it was under him that
the present organisation of separate congregations
of cardinals for the several clepartments received
some of its most im])ortant developments. He pub-
lished a new edition of the Septuagint, and an
edition of the Vulgate, which has become famous
from the multiplicity of its errors, sulisequently

corrected in the edition of Clement VIII. Many
of the popular stories regarding him are derived
from Gregorio Lete's Vila di Sisto V. (2 vols.,

Lausanne, 1G69), a work of no authority. See also

Ttmpesti, Slorhx dclla Vita e Gesli de Shto V. (2

vols., Rome, 1754) ; Lorentz, Sietus V. und seine Zrlt

(Mainz, 1852) ; Ranke, Fursle und Vijlker von Slid-

Europa, and Segretain, Slxte V. et Henri I]'. (1861).

SI'ZAR (from she, in university slang, an allow-

ance of victuals from the buttery— or the smallest
quantity of anything which can be liought, a word
derived from assize, formerly the same as assess, to

apportion), a name given to an order of students at

Cambridge and Dublin universities, who are admitted
on easier terms than others. Duties of a somewhat
menial kind were originally recpiired to he per-

formed by the sizars, but these have long since gone
into disuse. Sizars are not on the foundation, and
therefore so long as they remain such, are not
eligible for fellowships ; but they may at any time
become pensioners, and generally sit for scholar-

ships immediately before taking their first degi'ce.

If successful, they are on the foundation, and may
become candidates for fellowships when they have
taken their degree.—At O.xford, there is a similar

order of students, denominated Servitors.

SIZE. See Glue and Gel.\tine.

SKA'GEN", C-VPE, or The Siovw, the most
northerly point of Jutland, Denmark. On it is

built a light-house of stone, G7 feet high, the lat. of

which is 57° 43' S' N., long. 10° 30' 5" E. ; and near
it is a small town of 1400 inhabitants.

SKA'GER-KACK ('Crooked Strait of Skagen;'
rack is probably from the same root as

A.-S. raea, Ger. raclirn, tln-oat ; thus being equiv-

alent to the Celtic Kyle, [in Kyles of Bute], Lat.

gnla, English rjuUji— is the JJaee of Alderuey allied

to Hack?), an arm of the Xorth Sea (q. v.) lying

between Denmark and Norwaj-, and communicating
with the Cattegat, is about 150 miles long from
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west-south-west to east-north-east, and 80 miles

broad. The depth is mucli greater on the Nor-
wegian than on the Danish coast, being on the

former about 200 fathoms, while on the latter it

varies from 30 to 40 fathoms, increasing towards the

centre to aliout 60. When free from violent storms

—to whicli, however, it is very suljjoct—tlie current

runs east on the side next Denmark, and •\\-est on
that ne.xt Norway, the harboiU'S being all on tlie

latter coast.

SKALD (allied to skill : the radical sense is, to

separate, and hence to discern) signifies, in old

Norse, a jioet. The name was given specially to

that class of poets who exercised their art (Skc'ilUl-

skapr) as a vocation requiring a learned education
;

that is, a knowledge of the construction of verse,

and of the enigmatical imagery, roughly shaped out

of obscure tradition, to which Scandinavian poets

were prone. The great, if not the only aim of the

Skaldic poetry was to celebrate the deeds of liring

warriors or of their ancestors. For this reason,

princes attached Skalds to their courts, and com-
peted witli each other, by magnificent ]ireseuts, for

the possession of the most skdful minstrels. Very
few complete Skaldic poems are extant ; b>it, on the

other hand, the multitude of fragments preserved,

partly iu the younger Edda (q. v.), partly in the

Sagas (q. v.), and the Heimskringia (q. v.), is very
great. A manuscript of the younger Edda,
belonging to the university of Ujisala (which has

been ijrmted in the liistoria Lilcniria Islaiidica of

Einarsen), contains a list of tlie most celebrated

Icelandic and Norwegian Skalds of tlie 13th c,

under the name of Skdlldatal. The songs relating

to the religious and heroic traditions of the North,
wliich are found in the Edda, go back to an earlier

time, in which the class or school of ' Skalds,' pro-

perly so called, did not yet exist. The authorship

of these jirimitive Eddaio songs is unknown ; but
they are the sources from which the 'Skalds' of

later times drew much of their ins])iration.

SKA'LITZ, or SZAKO'LCZA, a town in the

north-west of Hungary, near the borders of Mora^ia,
47 miles north of Presburg, on the left bank of the

March, with a pop. of 8790. It is nearly in the

form of a square, is surrounded by walls, has several

Protestant and Eomau Catholic churches, a Fran-

ciscan monastery, town-hall, &c., besides large

manufactures of cloth. Good wiue is produced iu

the vicinity, and hemp is largely growu.

SKATE, the popular name of several species of

Eay (q. v.).—The Common S. (liaia hatin), known
in Scotland as the Blue S. or Gray S., and in the

south of England as the Tinker, is plentiful on most
parts of the British coasts ; the breadth of the body
is to its length in the proportion of aboiit four to

three ; the snout sharp ; a slight concavity in the

outline between the snout and the extreme lateral

angle of the pectoral fin ; a short hard tubercle in

front of each eye, and another on the inner side of

each ; a single row of spines commencing on the

dorsal ridge near the origin of the ventral lins, and
rcacliing along the tail as far as the first of the two
small fins which it bears ; the ujiper jiarts grayish

brown, the belly dusky white with darker lines. It

attains a large size, having been known to weigh

200 lbs.—The Lon'g-nosed S. {R. rostrata or mucro-

nala) is remarkable for the elongation and sharp-

ness of the snout. The upper surface is of a light

lead colour, the lower grayish white. The tail has

a row of crooked spines. This species is not un-

common on the British coasts, and attains a large

size.—The Shakp-nosed S. (R. oxi/rhi/ncliiis) has

also a very sharj) snout, but less elongated. It is

thicker iu proportion to its otheu dimensions tluan

any of the other British species, and attains a very
great weight. The line of the body from the snout
to the extreme lateral expansion is waved. The
tail is armed with three rows of spines. The upper
surface is of a brown colour ; the colour being
lighter than in the other species, this is generally
kuown in Scotland as the While Skate.—The
Flatper S. (Ji. intermedia) is very thin and broad

;

it has only a line of pointed tubercles on the tail

;

the u]i]ier surface is dark olive gi-een, with numer-
ous white spots. Skates are very voracious. They
are often caught by lines, but the greater number of
those brought to market are caught by trawl-nets.
They are much esteemed for food in most countries,
yet on some parts of the British coast they were
until recently rejected as worthless.

SKATES AND SKATING. Skates are sm.aU
keels or blades of iron or steel which are ])laced

uuder the soles of the feet for the purpose of

enabling the wearer to glide along the surface of

ice. They are usually fitted to pieces of wood
carved iuto somewhat of a boat-like form, to
which straps of leather are adjusted, to enable the
skater to attach them firmly to his feet. Of late,

in some improved skates, the wood has given way
to metallic fittings, which are neater, and perhaps
preferable; they are, however, liable to rust, and
consequently to get out of order. In Britain,

Skate att.-Lchud tu the i*'uot.

skating is a favourite pastime in winter ; and in

Englacd, and Scotland e5])ecially, is carried to a
degree of excellence not known in other countries:

the skaters study the most graceful curves, and
the nicest possible balancing of the liody, when
going at great speed. In such countries as Holland
and the more northern parts of Europe, skating is

used merely as a necessary means of locomotion

among the labouring classes, and its more orna-

mental mananivres are rarely practised. It should

always, if ]iossible, be learued at an early age, as it

is n(jt acquired without some dillicidty, and danger

from falls. There are several regularly established

skating clubs iu Great Britain, the members of

w-hich meet on some favourite sheet of ice, and
perform graceful evolutions.

SKE'LETON ((Jr. skeleton, dry) is the term
applied in .anatomy to designate the hard ])art3

or framework of .animals. In the invertelirate

animals, the skeleton, except in the case of

certain corals, is tegimientary or dermal, fonning
the outer hard .and protective covering, as in the

Eeliiiiodermata, Mollusen, and Crustacea ; and like

the epidermis and its appendages, is non-vascular,

and can only be increased by ailditious to its edges.

This hard insensible covering serves to protect the

animal from luirtful external influences, and tj

alford fixed points of attachment to the muscles

which move the body and limbs ; the muscles, how-
ever, always lying interior to the skeleton, and not

clothing it, as we see in the vertebrata. We
scarcely ever observe, amongst the invertebrata, that
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the skeleton bears any definite relation to tlie nervous

system, which is merely protected by it to the same
extent as the other soft tissues. Moreover, iu none
of these animals are the hard parts composed of

true bone.

In the vertebrate animals, although we find occa-

sional cases of bone being deposited in various ])arts

of the body, its most constant position is around the

central masses of the nervous and vascular systems,

with raj's extending thence into the middle of the
chief muscidar masses, forming tlie bases of the

limbs. ' Portions of bone are also developed, to

protect and otherwise subserve the organs of the

senses, and in some species are foiuid encasing

mucus-ducts, and buried in the substance of certain

viscera—as, e. g., the heart in the bullock and some
other large quadi-upeds. Strong membranes, called
" aponeurotic," and certain leaders or teudons,

become bony in some animals—as, e. g. , the " ten-

torium" in the cat, the tem]ioral fascia m the turtle,

the leaders in the leg-muscles in the tui'key, the
nuchal ligament iu the mole, and certain tendons
in the abdominal muscles of the kangaroo, which, so

ossified, are called the marsupial bones.'—Owen's
Structure of the Skeleton, p. 1G3. In some animals
(e.g., the sturgeon, the crocodile, the armadillo),

bony matter accumulates upon or near to the
surface of the body, rendering the skin in some
cases absolutely ball-proof.

In order to give a clear conception of the osseous

system. Professor Owen classifies its various parts

according to their prevalent position. The superficial

or skin bones constitute the' dermo-skeleton' (Gr.

derma, skin) ; the deep-seated bones, in relation to

the nervous axis and locomotion, form the ' neuro-
skeleton' {Gr. neuron, nerve) ; the bones connected
with the sense-organs and viscera form the
' splanchno-skeleton ' (Gr. splanchnon, a viscus or

inward part) ; while those developed in tendons,

ligaments, and aponeuroses are termed the ' sclero-

skeleton ' (Gr. skleros, hard). In the arrangement of

the various parts of the dermo-, splanohno-, and
sclero-skeletons, no definite plan or law can be
detected. The definite end or purpose gained by
the position of the bony plates, cases, or rods,

belonging to these skeletons, is usually easily seen
to be connected with the haljits and well-being of

the animals iu which they occm-, but the parts

cannot be referred to one general type, as in the

case of the neuro-skeleton. "We 'will follow Pro-

fessor Owen in taking the sturgeon and armadillo as

examples of a dermo-skeleton, and shall condense
the remarks which he makes on their outer covering.

The head of the sturgeon is defended by a case of

sujierfieial bony plates, and the body by five longi-

tudinal rows of similar plates, one extending along

the mid-line of the back, one along each side of the
body, and two along the beUy, between the ventral

and pectoral fins. These fishes habitually swim
low and grovel along the bottom, turning up the
mud and sand with their pig-lilce snout, and feeding

on the decomposiug organic substances carried down
by strong and rapid currents. The heavy dermal
osseous plates, regularly arranged in orderly rows
along the middle and sides of the body, act as well-

arranged ballast. The protection which their plate-

armour affords them against the logs and stones
hurried along their feeding-grounds, renders need-
less the ossification of the immediate case of the
brain and spinal marrow, and, consequently, all the
parts of the nenro-skeleton remain in the flexible,

elastic, gristly state common to all the so-called

cartilaginous fishes ; the weight of the dermo-
skeleton requiring that the neuro-skeleton shall be
as light as possible, consistently with the defensive
and sustaining fuuctions which it is called to jier-

form. The coat of mail in which the ganoid fishes

of an early period were clothed, was probably sub-
servient to the same ends as the dermal plates of

the sturgeon ; and in most of these fishes, as iu the
sturgeon, the dermal bones are coated externally
with a very hard material resembling enamel. In
these extinct fishes, the plates are more close-set

than in the sturgeon, overlaiiping each other, and
being fastened together like tUes by a jieg of one
entermg a socket in the next, and conversely.

In the armadillo, the dermal bones are small,

usually five or six sided, smooth internally, and
variously sculptirred externally—the pattern, how-
ever, being constant in, and characteristic of, each
species. 'They are united together at their margins
by rough surfaces, and collectively resemble
a tesselated pavement. To allow of the requisite

movements of the trunk of the armadillos, which
have the power of rolling themselves into a ball, a
certain number of transverse rows, marked in

the figure.

Fig. 1.—Transverse Section, shew-
ing portions of Dermo- and
Neuro-skeleton of Armadillo.

(The signification of the letters is sub-
sequently given.)

are in-

terposed, ha\'ing

an elastic yielding

attachment with
one another, and
with the anterior

and posterior fixed

parts of the trunk-
armonr ; and by
this arrangement,

the head and
limbs can bo
withdrawn beneath the central case, by the action

of strong subcutaneous muscles. In the colossal

extinct armadillo (the Glyptodon), the tnmk-armour
was not divided by bands, but was composed of one
immovable piece, covering the back and sides—an
arrangement by which the dermo-skeleton would
afford increased protection against falling timbei',

the attacks of other animals, &c.

The splanchno-skeleton is at first sight less

apparent than the dermo-skeleton. In most air-

breathing vertebrates, the larynx, trachea, and
bronchial tubes contain a cartilaginous framework,
which sometimes becomes ossified ; in fishes, and in

the batrachians in the tadpole state, the gills are

supported upon a cartilaginous or osseous frame-
work, developed independently of the vertebral
skeleton ; and in many mammals, the heart contains

a bone that serves as a, support for its muscular and
ligamentous fibres. If to these parts we add the
so-called 'sense-capsides'—the bony cap which is

found in the outer coat of the eye in many birds

and most fishes ; the hard bony cnvclo])e which
surrounds the internal e.ar, and which subsequently,
as the petrous portion of the temporal bone, becomes
incorporated in most vertebrates with the neuro-
skeleton ; and the turljinate bones of the nose

—

and the teeth, we have the principal parts of the
splanchno-skeleton. The sclero-skeleton ' requires

no further explanation than that which has been
already given ; and we therefore proceed to what may
be called the skeleton proper—the neuro-skeleton.

From the nature of the subject, it is impos-
sible to avoid the introduction of a considerable

number of technical terms, which will probably be
new, and will sound somewhat harshly to many
of our readers ; and as few WTitcrs can pojndarise a
ditficiUt subject more snecessfidly than Professor
Owen himself (unquestionably the greatest oste-

ologist of the present age), we shall for the most
part follow the history of the neuro-skeleton which
he drew up for the benefit of general readers in

The Circle of the Sciences. A thoughtfid examina-
tion of the skeleton of any vertebr.ate shews that it

is arranged in a series of segments, following ami
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articulating with each other in the direction of the

axis of the body, from beforebackwards in brutes, from
aljove downwards in man. Each complete segment,

^, J called a ' vertebra,' con-

sists of a series of

osseous pieces arranged
acconliug to the ])lan

shewn in figs. 2 aud .3,

so as to form a bony
hoop or arch above a
central piece, for the
protection of a segment
of the nervous axis ; and
a bouy hoop or arch
beneath the central piece,

for the protection of a
segment of the vascular

system. The upper hoop,
N, is called the ' neural

arch ' (Gr. neuron, a
nerve), and the lower
hoop, H, the 'hremal

arch ' (Gr. hcema, blood)

;

while their common
centre, C, is termed the

centrmn. The neiu'al

arch is formed by a
Fi;

hs
.
2.—Tyjiical Vertebra

(ideal.)

(TlicsiCTiRcalion'ofthckttcis P^'"" "^ ^o^^s, n, 71,

is fully given in the tc-\t.) c.aUed ' neiu'apophyses
'

(Gr. apophysis, a project-

ing part or process), aud by a bone, lis, sometimes
cleft or bifid, called the ' neural spine

;
' it also

sometimes includes a pair of bones, d, d, called
' diapophyses ' (Gr. dia, across). The hsemal arch is

,jj ^
formed by a pair

of bones, ]il, c.iUcd
' pleurapophyses ' (Gr.

pleuron, a rib) ; by a

second pair, h, called
' hi-emapophyses;' and
by a bone, Jis, some-
times bifid, called the
' haemal spine.' It also

sometimes includes

parts or bones called
' parapophyses ' (Gr.

para, transverse).

Bones, moreover, are

developed, which
diverge as raj's from
one or more parts of

a vertebra. Professor
Fig. 3.—Another Modification Owen divides the

of a Tj'pical Vertebra

:

parts of a
C, the centrum, giving off rf, rf, yc-rtebra into (1) the

tlic diapophyses, and ;;, /', the
parapnphyscs; the neural arch

autogenous and (2)

N, enclosing the spinal cord, is tlie exogenous parts.

The autogenous parts

those which are

fumed by «, «, the ncura-

pophyscp, nnd tts, the neural
f pine ; the liirmal nreh H, en- *\^^ mv....- .. ...^^ ....

closing the great centres of tlie developed trom indc

circulation, is formed by h, li, jiendent centres of
the htemapophyses, and /,.(, the Ossification (q,
lu'einal spine. From hfAh the

ncurapophyscs and the hxMnn- and are termed tho

pophyscs rimy be given otf tho elements of the ver-
sygajiophyscs, z, z. 'ihe lateral tebra ; while the exo-
nrchcs vbicli may enclose the

^^ ^^
vertebral arteries, 0,0, are eoni- 9, .

* r
plctcdbythepleurapophyses.ij;. that grow Jrom p.arts

previously ossified,

and are termed processes. The line between these

two sets of parts caunot be strictly drawn, since

parts which are usually exogenous are sometimes

autogenous, and vice versd. The autogenous parts

or elements are the centrum, C ; the neurapophyses,

H, n : the neural spine, ns ; the pleurapophyses, pi,

pi ; the h.-emapophyses, h, h, anil the ha.>m.il spine,

/(.> ; while the exogenous parts or processes are the

diapophyses (Eg. 3), d, d; the parapophyses (fig. 5),

2), p; the zygapophyses (fig. 3), z, z (Gr. s.i/yo*-, a
junction) ; the anapophyses (fig. 1), a, a (Gr. ana,

Fig. i,—Parietal, or Third Segment or Vertebm of the
Human Skeleton.

(Letters as in preceding diagrams.)

backwards) ; the metapophyses (fig. 1), m, m (Gr.
meta, between) ; the hj-papophysis (fig. 5), ;/ (Gr.

hijpo, below) ; and the epapopliysis (hg. 2), e (Gr.

epi, upon). These individual parts may be united
v/ith each other in various ways, and may occur
in various degrees of development ; sometimes
they (or some of them) remain entirely disjoined
even in the adult animal, while in other cases they
are united into a single piece, so that their real dis-

tinctness can only be recognised by tracing the
history of their develoiJment. In most instances,
some one or more of these p.arts will be found to be
altogether deficient, while in other cases one set of

parts is exaggerated to
a great degree. Thus,
in tig. 4, which exhibits

the third or parietal

segment of the human
skeleton, the neural arch,

N, is much expanded,
while the hiemal one, H,
is contracted ; while

^
.

more commonly, as is I''-

shewn in fig. 5, which
represents a thoracic seg-

ment or vertebra of a
raven, the ha;mal arch,

H, is much expanded,
.and the nciu'al one, N, pj
contracted; while some-
times, again, as iu the

tail of the crocodile and
of many other animals,

both neural and ha;mal
arches are simitltaneously contr.acted. The seg-

ments are commonly simplified, and m.ade smaller

as they ajiproach the end of the vertebral column
or axis, one clement or process after another

being removed until the vertebra is reduced to its

centrum, as iu the diagram of the arclietype ver-

tebral skeleton. If we glance at the typical ver-

tebra represented in tig. 3, we observe the diapo-

physes projecting above a canal that serves for

the passage of a blood-vessel, and ])arn]iophyses

which form the lower boundaries of this canal.

These elements never attain any high developmcut
in mammals, birds, or reptiles ; thus, in the human
cervical vertebra, they form the two roots of tho

transverse process surrounding the foramen for the

passage of the vertebral artery, while in the thoracic

verte)"ira of the bird (see fig. 5) the di.apophyses, d, d.

form tlie transverse processes, .and the parapopliyses,

p, p, reduced to mere rudiments, form the articular
751

Fig. .').—Thoracic Segment
or Vertebra of a llaven.

(In this and the prccrdinc
ligure, a, a arc diverging
appendages.)
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surfaces with which the heads of the ribs come in

contact. In tishcs, however, they are much
developed, and in the cod tribe are even larger and
broader than the pleurapophyses or true riba. The
ordinary function of these lateral processes is to

afford attachment to muscles, to protect the lateral

vascular trunks (as in the case of the vertebral

artery), and to give suiiport to the pleurapophyses,

pi, pi, whose development varies extremely in

different parts of the same vertebral column, as well

as in different animals. Then, in the human
cervical vertebra (fig. 6), they form the short bifid

transverse processes which are anchylosed at their

base to the diapophyses and parapophyses which
surround the vertebral canal. In the thoracic

segments (tig. 5), they are developed separately, and

Fig, 6,—A Central Cervical Verttltra as seen from above :

1, the body; 2, the liraina; 3, the pedicle : 4, the bifid spinnus
pi ocess ; G, the vertebral foramen ; 7, the sujicrior arlirular
])rocess. This fipure, as compared with the i)rccediii{j ones,
must be rec^ardcd as inverted, the neural aich being here
below the ccntitnii.

constitute the ribs which form the greater part of

the circumference of the hienial arch. Proceeding
to the consider.ation of the parts below the centrum,
we often find the entire hremal arch wanting, as in

the cervical and lumbar vertebrte of man and
mammals ; but in the tail of some mammals and of

reptiles, a haemal arch, protecting the caudal artery
and vein, and closely resembling a neural arch, is

found. It is in the thoracic region of mammals,
birds, and reptiles that we find the greatest expan-
sion of tlio hamial arch (see fig. 5) ; the liiema-

pophyses here articulating 'ndth the extremities of

the ribs instead of \vith the centrum, and the arch
surrounding the entire visceral cavity. In mair and
mammals, the ha;mapophyses remain unossified, and
are known as the cartilages of the ribs ; but in birds
and reptiles, they are ossified, and constitute the
sternal nbs. The ha?mal spine, hs, presents great
variety of form, and is often altogether absent. In
the mammalian thorax, it occurs as a fiat sternum

;

in birds, the flatness is replaced by a jirominent
keel on the mesial line, so that a transverse section
almost resembles a neural spine ; while in reptiles,

agaiu, the hfemal spine or sternum is flattened
laterally, as in mammals. The hremapojihyses and
hasmal spine are absent in the abdominal region
of mammals and birds, but are continued backwards
in the saurians or lizard-like reptiles, whose hfemal
arch is, notwithstanding, ineomiilete, from the
absence of pleurapophyses. In serpents, the ha>mal
arches are wanting through the whole trunk, the
ends of the ribs being free ; and in fishes generally,
the haemapophyses and hsmal spine are absent, or
unossified.

Having noticed, as fully as our space jiermits,

the modifications which the tj^iical vertebra under-
goes in various animals, and in different parts of
the same iinimal, we now come to the more diffi-

cult subject of ' the archetype vertebrate skeleton,'
which is made up of a series of vertebrie arranged in
a continuous row. The accompanying scheme or

diagram re])resents Professor Owen's conception of
the common pattern or archetype of the vertebrate
skeleton. It is difficult at first sight to see any
resemblance between this figure and the liumau
skeleton ; but, in fact, the human skeleton, of all
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others, recedes the furthest from the common pat-

tern ; and if we turn to fishes, which weie the
first form of vertebrate life introduced into this

planet, Ave find that they deviate the least from the

archetypal idea. If jiroof be demanded that a given

bone ill the human skull is an element of a jiar-

ticular vertebra, it is afforded by tracing the same
bone through its various modifications in mammals,
birds, reptiles, and fishes, till the simjtle archetypal

form is arrived at. The skull is found to be but a

continuation of the backbone, and to consist of four

vertebraj or segments, corresponding to the four con-

secutive enlargements of the nervous system which
we call the brain. These segments, reckoning them

I
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from behind forwards, are termed the occipital, the
parietal, the frontal, and the nasal segment. Each
sccment consists of a neitral and a haemal arch.
The Neural Arches are :

IS'. I. Epencephalic Arch (hones Nos. 1, 2, .*?, 4 in

figure). N. I[. ilusencephalic Arch (bones Nos. 5,

6, 7, 8 in figure). K. III. Prosencephalic Arch
(bones Nos. '», 10, 11, 12 in figure). N. IV. r.hin-

encephalic Arch (bones Nos. 13, 14, 15 in figure).

The Haemal Arches are :

H. I. Scapular Arch (Nos. 50—521. H. IT. Hyoidcan
Arch (Xos. 38—lo). H. III. Mandibular Arcli (Nos.
28— .321. H. IV. Maxillary Arch (Nos. 20—22).

Till! jaws are tlie modified ha;mal arches of the
first two segments ; and the mouth opens at the
interspace between these arches. The position of

the vent varies (in fishes), but always opens behind
the pelvic arch, 8 62, 63, p, where this is ossified.

Outlmes of the chief ossified developments of the
dernio-skeleton, in different vertebrates, are added
by Professor Owen to the ueuro-skeletal archetype

;

as, for example, the median horn, supported by the
nasal spine, 15, in the rhinoceros ; the pair of lateral

horns developed from the frontal spine, 11, in most
ruminants ; the median folds, Dl, DII, above the
nem-al spines, one or more iu number, constituting the
dorsal fin or fins in fishes and cetaceans, and the
dorsal hump or humps in the buffaloes and camels ;

similar folds are sometimes developed at the end of

the tail, constituting the caudal fin, C, and the anal
fin or fins, A, of fishes.

It has been ah-eady remarked, that bones which
diverge as rays are formed from one or more jiarts

of a vertebra. These ' diverging appendages ' are
mainly connected with the hitmal arches, and those
which especially concern us are the pectoral append-
ages of the scapular arch, which become developed
iuto fore-limbs or arms (o4—57, fig- 9), and the pelvic

appendages which are attached to their supporting
luemal arch, 63, /ts. If we examine the skuU of a
cod-fish, iu -nhioh the bones have been arranged

rcmnl sjiincs.

", diapophyscs of tlie three
po.'iti'iior veitcbr;e.

3, ncurapn|)hysos.

4, plcurapopliyscs.

5, t;reiiiopophyses,

G, 1 lemal spine.

7, appendage prnccrdinLr Trnm
I lie plourapr>phy>is of the
liist arcli to that of the
^cc(^nd, and conespnndiiiff
to iiilirnal ptfi yguid plato

in nmn.

8, cciitia.

A, napal vcitebi-n.

B, frontal verf^bra.

C, parielal vertebra.

D, ocei[>iial vertebra.

E, supra-scapula,
F, scapula.
G, ulna.

11, carpus.

I, radiu-J.

K, inetnearpus.

L, phalanges.

M, scapular arch.

N, hyoidcan arch.
O, inferior maxiUary
r, superior innxiLlary

arch,

arch.

according to the segments or vertebra^ to which
they belong, we ollser^e that the occipit.al verte-

bra has a widely expanded h.finnl arch, consisting

of three pairs of bones with diverging append-
ages. The special names given by Owen to the

various elements of that ha>mal arch, from above
412

Pig. 9.—Posterior View of

the Occipital Vertebra
of Amphiuma :

[, neurapophyses : ;)/, 51,

pleurapophyscs of occipital

vertebra or scapula; A, 52,

hajmapophyses of occipital

vertibra, or coracoiU bone;
rt, 53—57, diverKinj; ap-
lienriages of occipital ver-

tebra, or anterior liaibs.

downwards, are 'Suprascapular,' No. 50; 'scapula,'
No. 51 ; 'coracoid,' No. 52. The scapular arch thus
formed supports and protects the heart or centre of
the hremal system, and in most fishes supports the
pectoral fin, while in other animals the a])pendage
that here becomes a fin is modified into a fore-leg,

a wing, an arm, and a hand. Some of the special
names originally employed iu human anatomy are
retained and applied to like parts in the pectoral
fin of the fish ; but it wiU be observed that Professor
Owen designates each bone not only by a name but
by a numeral. Of the two fiat bones connectini; the
fin with the coracoid, the upper one is the ' itliia,'

No. 54 ; the lower one, the ' radius,' No. 55 ; the row
of short bones joined with these are the ' carpals,'

No. 56 ; beyond which are the metacarpals and
phalanges. Ascending from fishes to reptiles, we

I find that, in the lower batrachia (as the amphiuma),
]
the scapula; are detached
from the occiput, and that
other im]iortant modifica-
tions have occurred. The

;
coracoids, h 52, are well

I

exjianded, three segments
of the diverging append-
age, a, are ossified, and
two of these segments

' arc bitid, shewing a
' simple beginning of the
radiating multiplication

of ]iarts. The first seg-

ment is the seat of these
modifications, which have
acquired for it the special

name of ' humerus,' 53
;

the two divisions of the
! next segment of the appendage are called 'ulnar,' 54,

I
and ' radius,' 55 ; the gristly mass, 50, is the carpus,

' and the two bony divisions are the iligits or fingers,

57- We have here got so distinct a rudimentary arm,

separated from the head, although, according to the

views pro])ounded in this article, an appendage of

the occipital segment of the cranium, that it is

unnecessary to trace the further mollifications that

ensue, which lead finally to the arm and hand of

man. It is only necessary to remark, that in

mammals, except amongst the non-placental orders,

the coracoid bone is reduced to a mere rudiment,

being known as a process of the scapula, and that

its function—namely, that of keeping the shonliiers

apart—is performed by the clavicle, which, according

to Owen, is the h;emapophysis (58) of the first

cervical vertebra (see fig. 7). With regard to the

pelvic arch, we have only space to add that it must
be regarded as the haemal arch of one or more of

the pelvic vertebra; ; and there is undoubted
evidence to shew that the pelvic and scapular

arches are constructed on the same plan ; tho
' ileum ' answering to the scapula, the ' ischium ' to the

coracoid, and the ' pubis ' to the cla\-iclc ; and the

.ame remark applies to the pelvic and scapular

ap]iendages.

'Of tiii-s,' says Mr Iloldeu, probably our best

authority on human osteology, 'a student may
rest assured, that however minutely he may have
scrutinised th6 bones, he cannot luiderstanil them
unless he knows sometliing of the " vtrtebrato

archet_\-])o." Without this knowledge, he is Lke
one who speaks a language fluently, but is ignorant

of its grammar. The " archety])e " may be said to

be the grammar of ail osteology.'

SKEXLIGS, The, three rocky islands on the

west coast of Ireland, about 8 miles west of Bolus

Head, county Kerry, iu long. 10° 32' W. The light."!

on the (ireat Skellig are the firet visible to ships

crossing the Atlantic.
753
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SK E L T O N, John, an early English satirical

poet, is supposed to have been born about the year

1460, but whether in Norfolk or Cumberland, ia

uncertain. He studied at both Cambridge and
O.xford, and received from each the academical
honour of laureate. His sovereign, Henry VII.,

appointed him tutor to the yoimg Prince Henry,
afterwards King Henry VIII. ; and Erasmus, in

allusion to his learning, styled him the Ught and
grace of British scholars. At this time, S. had
produced some translations, written elegies on
Edward IV. (1483) and the Duke of Northumber-
land (14S9), and was author of some stiff court
masques and allegorical poems of httle or no merit.

He entered the chiu'ch in 149S, and became rector

of Diss in Norfolk, shortly after which he seems to

have struck into that vein of original vernaciUar
poetry, addressed to the multitude, for which he is

unique among our elder bards, and which helped to
fix our language. It consists in a flow of rattling

voluble verse, unrestrained satire and jocularity,

and a profusion of grotesque imagery mixed up with
L.atin and slang phrases. At times, S. has gleams of

bright fancy and snatches of pleasant descriptiom
Of this higher class is his Philij) Sjxwroxi}, being a
poetical lamentation made by a young maiden
(whose charms the poet describes with great gusto
and minuteness) over the loss of a pet bird slain in

a convent of black nuns at Carowe near Norwich.
The most humorous of his pictures of low life

—

often coarse enough—are found in the ])iece entitled

T/ie Ttinninij [or Brewing] of Ebjnor Rummyng, an
alewife at Leatherhead in Surrey. This poem was
highly popular, and was often reprinted in black-

letter, garnished with a rude woodcut representation

of the fat hostess. His best satires are Colin Clout,

and Why come ye not to Court ? The former is a
gener.al satire on the clergy ; and the latter, a
virulent attack on Cardinal Wolsey, whom the
xmscmpulous poet had previously flattered, but who
had disappointed him of a prebend which he coveted.

In this scurrilous lampoon, Wolsey is not only
charged with arrogance, avariciousness, and incon-

tinence, but is reminded of his ' base original ' and
* greasy genealogy,' having been ' cast out of a
butcher's stall.' The enraged cardinal ordered his

libeDer to be arrested, but S. took refuge in the
sanctuary at Westminster, and received the pro-

tection of Abbot Ishp. From this retreat he did
not dare to emerge, but continued silent under its

sacred shelter till his death in 1529. The ' pithy,

pleasauzit, and profitable workes of Maister Skelton,

Poete Laureate,' were collected and pubUshed in

1568, and reprinted in 1736. An edition, carefully

edited by the Bev. A. Dyce, was issued in 1843, in

2 vols. Svo.

SKE'REIES, The (Skerry is a term for any
isolated sea-girt rock), small islands about 2 miles

off the north-west coast of Anglesey, having a light-

house 117 feet high. See also'PENTLAUD FiRTn.

SKE'EE,YVORE is the chief rock of a reef which
lies about 10 miles south-south-west of the south-

west point of the island of Tiree (q. v.), and 24 miles

west of lona. This reef, which stretches from 8 to

10 miles in a west-south-west direction, is composed
of compact gneiss, worn smooth by the constant
action of the waves, and was long a terror to
mariners, having caused the loss of one ship
annually for forty years pre\'ious to 1844. The
Northern Light-house Commission had long intended
the erection of a light-house on S., the ouly point of

this dangerous reef which could afford the needfid
foundation ; but the difficulty of landing on the
rock, from the immense force (three tons to the
superficial foot) with which the Atlantic waves beat
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upon it, caused the delay of the scheme tiU 1834,
w-hen preparations were made in earnest. The
design and superintendence of the construction of
the building were intrusted to Mr Alan Stevenson,
who commenced operations on the rock in 1S3S,
following generally the mode adopted by his father,
Mr Robert Stevenson (q. v.), in the construction of
the Bell Rock (q. v.) Light-house, and in spite of
occasional disasters from tempests, completed his
work in 1844. The light-house is 138^ feet high

;

at the base 42 feet, and at the top 16 feet in diame-
ter. The Ught, a revolving one, is pi'oduced by
the revolution of eight large annidar lenses roimd a
lamp of foirr wioks, according to Fresnel's first

dioptric system, and can be seen at a distance of 18
miles. The cost of erection was close upon £87,000.
S. Light-house is nearly -jths higher than that on
the Bell Rook, and more than
t%vice as high as the Eddystone.
A small group of rocks belonging
to this reef, and situated three
miles westward of the light-house,

is known as Stevenson's rocks.

SKEW, a sloping water-table
'

T
—as on the set-off of a buttress,

the cope of a gable, &c. This
term is more generally used in .Skew.
Scotland than in England. The
large stone (A) at bottom is called the skew-putt.

SKEW-BRIDGE, a bridge placed obliquely so
as to cross a road or river at an angle not a right
angle. Such bridges, built of stone, are not easy of
construction, owing to the pecidiar t\visted forms
which the voussoirs assume, and were scarcely ever
used tUl the necessities of railway cirrves compelled
their introduction. They are evidently a great
improvement on the old-fashioned mode of twisting
a road, first to the right, and then to the left, in
order to get the bridge at right angles to the place
to be crossed. Since the introduction of iron girders
as the supports of bridges, skew-bridges have
become easy of construction, and are now quite
generally used.

SKIBBEREE'N, a market-to-vvn of the coimty of
Cork, Ireland, and situated in lat. 51° 34' N., long.
9° 16' W., distant from Cork 52 miles south-west.
It is a place of little commerce, and almost entirely
w-ithout manufactures. The pop., in ISGl, was 3694,
of whom 3238 were Roman Catholics.

SKID, in MUitary and Naval Language, is any
timlier which is used as a l)ase to keep one object
from resting on another. Thus, a row of cannon in
store wdl be kept from the groimd by skids.

The term is also appUed to the drag which is

put on the wheels of carriages in going up hiUs, to
prevent rolHng backwards.

SKI'DDAW, a mountain in Cumberland, near the
centre of the coimty ; height, 3022 feet. A few miles
to the south lie Derwent Water and the town of
Keswick.

SKIN. Considered in its general physiological
and histological (or textural) relations, the skin is

merely a part of the great mucous system to which
the mucous membrane and secreting glands also
belong, and which consists of two essential elements
—a basement tissue, composed of simple cutaneous
membrane, and an epithelium of nucleated particles
resting on it—while beneath the basement mem-
brane are vessels, nerves, and connective tissue.

See Epithelium and Mucous Membr.vnes. In the
skin, the hard and thick epitheHum is termed
cuticle or epidermis, and the true skin below it is

termed the da-ma or cutis vera, and is chiefly formed
of modified and very dense connective (or areolai' or
cellular) tissue.
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The external surface of the skin formed by the
cuticle is marked by f\irrows of different kinds. Some
(termed furrows of motionl occur transversely in

the neighbourhood of joints, on the side of flexion
;

others corresjiond to the insertion of cutaneous
muscles ; while others, of quite another kind, are

seen in aged aud emaciated persons, and after the

subsidence of any great distention of the integu-

ment ; and besides these coarse lines, most parts of

the skin are grooved with very minute furrows,

which assume various courses in relation to one
another. These minute furrows are most distinctly

seen on the palmar aspect of the hand and fingers,

and on the sole of the foot. The outer surface of

the skin .also presents innumerable pores for the

discharge of the contents of the sudoriparous and
sebaceous follicles, or the sweat and fat gl.ands ; and
the modifications of epidermis known as hair and
nails occur on the same surface.

The deep Layer of the skin consists of connective

tissue, in which both the white and yellow fibrous

elements are considerably modified as to the pro-

portions in which they occur, .and smooth muscles

are present iu no inconsiderable quantity in some
p.arts of the skin. Where great extensibility, with
elasticity, is required, the yellow (elastic) element
predominates ; and whei'c strength and resistance are

^
specially required, as iu

- the sole of the foot, the

ciitis is chiefly composed
" ^ . of a dense interweaving

^ of the white (inelastic)

element. The thickness

aud strength of this

layer difi'er greatly in

different parts, accord-

ing to the amount
of resistance required

against pressure. The
skin is thicker on the

hinder surface of the

body than in front, and
on the outer than on
the inner sides of the

limbs. ' It is unusually

tliin over the flexures

(if the joints. It is par-

ticularly delicate in the

eyelids, aud proportion-

ably so in some other

situations where great

mobility is demanded.
In regions which are

t'ipc. 1.—Terti^cal Section of most subject to external

])ressure, as the soles of

the feet, it is firmly

imited by very dense

laminaj to the sub-

cutaneous fascia ; and
the intei-vals between
these are provided with
pellets of f.at, forming

a cushion, as an additional means of protection to

the delicate organs it encloses and covers. Amongst

the lower anmials, we may notice numberless

examples of an analogous kuid.'—Todd and Bow-

m;m's P/iynologicai Anatomij and P/ii/siohgij of

Man, vol. i. p. 407. The blubber of the wh.ale

merely represents, in a very exaggerated fonn, the

layer of fat which generally occurs in the sub-

cutaneous areol.ar tissue of man and most animals,

serving as a soft bed on which the skin may
rest, .and gives the ajipearance of plumpness and

symmetry to the outlnie of the body. It is on

the external sm-face of the cutis that the tactile,

papilla:, or true organs of touch, are developed.

tlic Skin of the Sole :

', Cuticle; ft, Papillary struc-

ture; c, Cutis vera, or true

skin ; d. Sweat-gland lyincj in

a canity on the deep surface

of the skin, and imbedded in

Rlobules of fat. Its duct is

peen pa.isin^ to the surface.

JIasnified about 30 diameters.

Kolliker divides the true cutis into the ' reticular
'

and ' papillary ' portions, the latter being the
reddish-gray external superfieial layer which con-
tains the upper portion of the hair follicles and
cutaneous glands, and whose most important element
is these tactile papillae. They are most abundant
and largest in the palm of the hand* and the sole of

the foot, while in the back and in the outer sides of
the limbs, they are almost entirely absent. They
occur as small, semi-transjiarent, flexible elevations
(see b, in fig. 1), which are usually conical or club-
shaped in form ; but in certain parts, as the palm
of the hand, present numerous jioints (in which
case they are termed compoimd papill;e).

The thickness of the true skin varies, according to

KijUiker, from ^th of a line to a line and a half. In

Fig. 2.—Compoimd Papill* of the Surface of the Hand,
i^-fth Two, Three, and Four Points

:

a, Base of a pa]nUa ; Ijb, their separate processes ; cc. Processes

of papilUii when base is not visible. Magnified GO diameters.

its chemical ch.araeters, it agrees with those of the
connective tissue, of which it is princip.aUy composecL

The gelatme which it jnelds on boiling is derived

mainly from the white fibrous tissue, and it is jirob-

ably this element which is principally concerned in

the changes which skin tmdergocs in the process of

tanning. Arteries from the subcutaneous connective

tissue freely enter into the structure of the skin, and
are distributed to the fat-lobtdes, the sudoriparous

and sebaceous glands (presently to be described),

Fig. 3.—Blood-vessels of Fat

:

A, Minute flattened fat lobule, in which the vessels only are

represented; «, Terminal artery; y, Primitive vein. Mag-
nilieil 100 diameters. B, Plan of arranRement of the capil-

laries on the exterior of the vesicles, more highly magnitiod.

the hail- follicles, the papillae, &c. In these several

parts, they terminate in a close network of

capillaries. The two accompanying diagrams illus-

.
* In one square line of the p.alin of the liand, E. II.

Weber reckons that there are SI compound, and from
150 to 200 smaller papillro, arranged iu tolerably

regtdar rows.
755
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trate the mode in -ffhich these capillaries are dis-

tributed over the fat-cells and in the iiapilla\

Those parts of the skin which border upon the

epidermis are for the most part very freely pro-

vided with nerves, whUe in the deeper parts the

rig. 4.—ArraiigeiiK'iit of the Capillary Loops in the
Skill.

nervous filaments are comparatively scanty. How
they terminate, is still a subject of dispute; but
the idew most generally adopted is that they end
in loops.

The glands occurring in the skin next claim
our consideration. They are the siuloripamtis or
sioeat rilaiids, the seJiaceous or fat glands, and the
cenimiuous glands. The sweat-glands exist in almost
every part of the human skin. They lie in small
pits in the deepest parts of the true skin, and
sometimes entirely below the skin. Their orifices

can b^ seen in the middle

cf
\

of the cross grooves that
intersect the ridges of

the pajiillaa on the hands
and feet, their arrange-
ment being here neces-
sarily regular, while in

, ciuiuivi •j^.^^LuiL
°''''^'' parts they are

of the .Sldn'Tnd SVeat- irregularly scattered.

Their size and number
different regions of

the skin correspond with
tlie amount of perspu-a-

tiou yielded by each
part ; thus they are
nowhere so much

developed as in the axilla, or armpit. In that
part of this region, which in the adult is more
or less covered -with hair, they form a layer of

6 ^.

Fig. 5.—Vertical Section

glands of the Axill:i.

r, Layer of f,'l;inds with llieii-

ducts traversing b, tlie cutis

and cuticle; c, a small hair
;

d. (I, Portions of larf^er hairs,

Ulagnilied one and a half

diameter.

Fig. 6.—A Sn-eat-gland and the beginning of its Duct

:

a, Venous radicles on the wall of the eland; h, C.ipillaiics.
Tlie vessels are all outside, Jlugnified 35 diumeteis.

a reddish colour, of about an eighth of an inch
thick. They are soft, and more or less flattened
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by their pressure on one another, being imbedded
in delicate connective tissue, and covered and per-
meated with a network of capillaries. On isolat-

ing one of these glands, and highly maf^nifyinc; it,

it is found to consist of a solitary tube, intricately
ravelled, one end of which is closed, and hidden
within the glandular mass, while the other emerges
from the gland. The wall of the tube consists of

an outer or basement membrane, with which the
blood-vessels are in contact, and an epithellu)n,

lining the interior, the former disappearing when
the tube reaches the surface of the papilla;. The
duet, on leaving the gland, follows a meandering
and rather spiral direction through the reticular

portion of the cutis to the interval between the
papillffi, when it becomes straight ; and it again
assumes a s])iral course iu perforating the cuticle

(see fig. 1). It is not easy to explain how or why
so beautifully regular a spiral form should be given
to the cutictdar portion of the duct, which is rather
wider than the rest, the average diameter of the
duct being -j^'nut'i of ^^ inch.

The sebareous glands are small whitish glands,

which exist in .almost every part of the skin, except
the p.alm3 and soles, and are especially abundant in

the scalp, face (the nose being particularly rich iu

Fig. 7.—Sebaceous GLiiitls, sliewhig tlicir Size and
rehation to the Hair Follicles.

A and L, From the nose ; C, From the Beard, Magnified 18
diameters.

(With two exceptions, the diagrams in this article are borrowed
fioiu Todd and Bowman.)

them), and about the anus. They are usually con-,

nected witli the hairs, as shewn in fig. 7, and consist

of a duct terminating in a blind pouch-like or pear-

shaped extremity. The basement membrane of these
glands is lined by an einthelium, in the particles

of which are included granules of f.atty or sebaceous
matter, which, having become detached, constitutes

the secretion. These glands are the seat of the
parasite known as Acarus folliculorum.

The ceriLminov-S gktnds are brown simple glands, in

extern.al appearance like the sudoriparous glands,

occurring in the cartilaginous portion of the external

meatus of the ear. They yield an adhesive bitter

secretion, which protects the membrane of the
tympanum from the access of dust, insects, &c.

We shall conclude by taking a brief survey of the

functions of the skin, omitting, however, its most
important function. Touch (q. v.l liegarded as a

Iirotective covering, the skin possesses the combined
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advantages of toughness, resistance, flexibility, and
elasticity ; the connective framework being the

part which mainly confers these properties, although
the epidermis co-operates with it. The sulicutaneous

layer of fat, and the modifications of epidermis iu

various forms, as bail's, wool, feathers, scales, &c.,

serve for the preservation of warmth, and occasion-

ally (when they occur as claws, talons, &c.) as means
of offence or defence. The skin is the seat of a

twofold excretion—viz., of th.at formed by the sudo-

riparous glands, and that formed by the sebaceous

glands. The fluid secreted by the sudoriparous

glands is usuaUj^ formed so gradually that the

watery portions of it escape by evaporation as soon

as it reaches the surface ; but in certain conditions,

as during strong exercise, or when the external heat

is excessive, or in certain diseases, or when the

evaporation is prevented by the application of a

texture impermeable to air, as, for example, oiled

silk, or the material known as mackintosh, or

india-rubber cloth, the secretion, instead of evaporat-

ing, collects on the skin iu the forni of drops of

fluid. When it is stated that the sweat contains

urea, lactates, extractive matters, &c., and th.at

the amount of watery vapour exhaled from the

skin is, on an average, 2.1- lbs. daUy (according

to Valeutin's observation), the importance of the

sudoriparous glands as organs of excretion will

be at once manifest. Moreover, thei-e is reason to

believe, from the experiments of Scharling, Ger-

lach, aud others, that the impoi-tauce of the skin

.as a resph-alorii organ is far from inconsiderable,

very appreciable quantities of carbonic acid being

exhaled hourly by the external surface of the body.

In the amphibia, iu wliich the skin is thin aud moist,

the cutaneous respiration is extremely active ; and
th.at tlie resjiiratory function of the skin iu the

higher animals is also considerable, is proved not

only by measuring the excreted carbonic acid, but

by the fact, that if the skin is covered with an

impermeable varnish, or if the body be enclosed,

all but the head, in a caoutchouc dress, animals

soon die, as if asphyxiated, their heart and lungs

being gorged with blood, and their temperature

before death gradually falling many degrees. The
secretion of the sebaceous ghmds is a semi-fluid

oily mass, which often solidities into a white viscid

tallow-like matter on the surface or iu the glandu-

lar ducts, from which it can be removed by

pressure, in a form resembling that of a small

whitish worm or maggot. Under the microscope,

cells containing fat, free fat mixed with epidermic

scales, and sometimes crystals of cholesterin, are

observed. Its chemical constituents, iu addition to

water, are a peculiar nitrogenous matter rcsembUng

casein, fat (consistmg of p.almitin and olein, so.aps

composed of palmitic and oleic acids), cholesterin,

earthy phosph.ates, and chlorides and jjhosphates of

the alkalies. Its purijose seems to be that of keep-

ing the skin moist and supple, and by its oily nature,

of' hindering too rapid evaporation. Moreover,

considered as an excretion, it must take a sliarc in

the purification of the blood.

The skin is, moreover, an organ of absorption:

mercurial preparations, when rubbed into the skin,

have the same action as wheu given internally.

Potassio-tartrate of antimony, when rnljbed into

the skin iu the form of ointment or solution, may
excite vomiting, or an eruption extending over the

whole body ; .and many other ilIustr.atious might be

given. The effect of rubbing is proli.ably to force the

particles of the m.atter into the orifices of the glands,

wliere they are more easily absorbed than they would

be throusjh the epidermis. It has been jtrovcd by

the experiments of Madden, Bcrthold, aud others,

tnat the skin has the power of absorbuig water,

althoxigh to a less extent than occurs in thin-skinned
animals, such as frogs and lizards. This fact has a
practical application. In severe cases of dysphagia
— difficult swallowing—when not even fluids can
be taken into the stomach, immersion in a bath of

warm water, or of milk and water, may assuage-the
thirst. Sailors, also, when destitute of fresh water,
find their urgent thirst allaj'ed by soaking their

clothes in salt water.

The dixeaxes of the skin, and their classification

into genera and species, have occupied the attention

of many of the most emmeut physicians during the

last century; but none of the pro)'Oscd classifica-

tions are very satisfactory. The more important
aft'ections are noticed in sjjecial articles. See
EczRM.\, Ecthyma in Supp. &c.

SKIPS, large square baskets, lined with leather

or skin, used iu spinning-mills for carrying the
bobbins of yarn ; sometimes they are made entirely

of thick liides. Wood or basket work woiUd be
apt to catch and break the delicate threads.

SKI'PTOIT, a market-town of England, county of

York, is finely situated in a broad and fertile valley,

near the river Aire, about .38 miles west of York, and
IG north-north-west of Bradford. S. carries on
manuf.actures of cotton and woollen goods, and is

a station on the Leeds aud East Lancashire Hall-

way. Pop. (1S61) 4533.

SKI'KjMISHEE.S are soldiers operating in loose

array, two together—i. e., fi'ont and rear, with a
lateral distance of about si.x paces between the
files. When the army advances, the ground iu

front, and for some distance on each flank, is

usually covered by skirmishers, to prevent surprise.

If cavalry come suddenly on them, they rush
together, and form small squares, called rallying

squares. Skirmishers fire independently at their

own discretion ; but the rule is, that one of the two
men composing a file should always have his rifle

loaded. Orders are communicated by the sound of

bugle.

SKI'RRET {Slum Sisarum), a perennial plant of

the natural order Umbdliferw, a native of China
and Japan, but which has long been cultiv.ated in

gardens in Europe for the sake of its roots, which
are tuberous and clustered, sometimes 6 inches long,

aud of the thickness of the finger. They are sweet,

sueffulent, and nutritious, ^^-ith a somewhat aromatic

flavour, and when boiled, are a very agreeable article

of food. A kind of spirituous liquor is sometimes

made from them. Good sug.ar can also lie extracted.

S. was at one time more cultivated in Britain than

it is at jirescnt, although there seems to be no good
reason for its having f.allen into disreiiute. It is

propagated either by seed or by very small offsets

from the roots. It has a stem of 2—3 feet high ;

the lower leaves pinnate, with oblong serr.ated leaf-

lets, and a heart-shaped terminal leaf, the upper
ones tern.ate with lanceolate leaflets.

SKl'RTIXG, the board round the bottom of the

w;xlls of rooms. Wlien large, it is called a b.ose-

plinth.

SKI'TTLES, a game very popular in England

Skittles.

amongst the frequenters of public-bouses. It is

usually played iu a covered shed, called a skittle
757
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alley, about 60 feet in length. The skittles are

macie of hard wood of the shape shewn in fig. 1,

and they are placed upon the floor of the shed iu

the order shewn in fig. 2, a. The player, standing

at b, throws a wooden ball, and tries to knock
down the whole of the skittles in a given number
of throws. The rules of the game vary in difi'erent

places. It is sometimes called ' Kinepins,' from the

number of skittles used.

SKOPI'N, a town of Russia, government of

Kiazau, and 160 miles south-east of Moscow, is situ-

ated on the Verda, a tributary of the Oka, which is

itself a tributary of the Volga. It has manufactures
of Paissian leather, and a trade in corn aud cattle.

Pop. (1855) 11,217.

SKU'A, or SKUA GULL (Leslrh), a genus of

birds of the family Laridm, also known by the
name Jager (Ger. hunter), and differing from the
gulls in having the upper mandible more hooked at

the tip, and the nostrils larger and further forward
in the bill, the base of which is covered with a cere.

The skuas are bold and powerful birds, and gene-
rally obtain theii- food by pursuing gidls or terns,

and causing them to disgorge the fish which they
have captured, which they dart upon and seize iu

the air. They also eat eggs and small birds. The
Common S. [L. cataractes) is fully two feet in length.

Common Skua {Lcstris cataractes), in pursuit of a Gull.

of a brown colour, with lighter streaks on the head
and neck. It inhabits the northern seas, aud breeds
in some of the Shetland isles.

SKULL. The skull is divided into two parts,

the cranium and the face. Iu human anatomy, it is

customary to describe the former as consisting of

eight, and the latter of fourteen bones ; the eight
cranial bones, which constitute the brain-case, being
the occipUa!, tico parietal, frontal, two icmjyoral,

sphenoid, and ethmoid; while the fourteen facial bones
are the two nasal, two superior maxillary, tvio lach-

rymal, ttvo malar, two palate, two inferior turbinated,
V07)ier, and inferior maxillary. The bones of the
ear, the teeth, and the AVormian bones are not
included iu this enumeration. The morphologist,
however, who wishes to trace out the fundamental
similarity of type iu the structure of the various
modifications of the vertebrate skidl, will not be
content with this arrangement, in which, as, for

example, in the occipital, temporal, and sphenoid
bones, the human anatomist considers as a single

bone an osseous mass consisting prim.arily in man,
and persistently in some of the lower vertebrates, of

several distinct pieces or elements. Postponing to
the close of this article any remarks on the struc-

tm-e of the vertebrate skull generally, we shall pro-
ceed to notice the ordinary anatomical relations of
the human skull. The development of the skull ia
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a subject of great interest, not only in itself, but as
throwing Ught on many points which the study of
the adult skidl would fad to explain. At a very

Fig. 1.—Side-view of Human SkuU :

3, Krontal bone ; 2, Parietal bone ; 3, Occipital bone ; 4,
Temporal bone (squamous portion) ; 4', Do. (mastoid por-
tion) ; 5, Sphenoid bone; 6, Malar bone; 7, Nasal bone; 8,
Superior maxillary or jaw bone; 9, Inferior maxillary or
jaw bone.

early period of foetal existence, the cerebrum is

enclosed in a membranous capside external to the
dura mater, and in close contact -with it. This is

the first rudiment of the skull, the cerebral portion
of which is consequently formed before there is any
indication of a facial part. Soon, however, four or
five processes jut from it on either side of the mesial
line, which grow downwards, incline towards each
other, and unite to form a series of inverted arclies,

from which the face is ultimately developed.
Imperfect development or ossification of these rudi-
mentary parts of the face gives rise to the jiecu-

liarities known as ' hare-lip ' and ' cleft-palate,' or
iu very extreme cases to the form of monstrosity
termed ' Cyclopean,' in which, from absence of the
frontal processes, the two orbits form a single

cavity, and the eyes are more or less blended iu

the mesial line.

The following is a brief Summary of the succes-

sion of events that occur iu the ordinary or norm.al
development of the skuU. Cartilage is foi-med at

the b.ase of the membranotis capsule, which has been
already described as thrown round the brain, and
capable of enlarging with it. This is speedily fol-

lowed by the deposition of ossific matter at various
points of the capsule, which soon becomes converted
into flakes of bone, which afibrd protection for the
brain, while the intervening portions, which remain
membranous, permit the skidl to expand as its

contents enlarge. The formation of these bony
flakes on the convexity of the cranium is soon
followed by the appearance of osseous nuclei in the
cartilage at the base, corresponding to the future

occipital and sphenoid bones. Lastly, the various

bones, some originating in membrane, and some in

cartil.age (as described in the .article Ossification),
appro.ach one another by gTadual enlargement, and
become united in various ways, so as to form a con-

tinuous, and tdtimately an unyielding bony case,

which, iu the words of Dr Humphry, ' is admirably
adapted for the defence of the brain, for the accom-
modation of the organs of special sense, and for the

attachment of the ligaments aud muscles by which the

skull is supported and moved on the spine.'

—

Tha
Human Skeleton, p. 1S5. At the period of bii-th,
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most of the principal bones have grown into apposi-
tion n-ith their neighbours, forming the Sutures

(q. v.), but one large vaciiity remains at the meeting-
point of the parietal and frontal bones, which is

termed the anterior fontanelle,* which does not close

Fig. 2.

1, Anterior fontanelle; 2, Posterior fontanelle; 3, Sagittal
putiire; 4, 4, Coronal suture; 5, Lainbdoidal suture. 6, G,

Piirietal bones ; 7, 7. Two halves of the frontal hone, still

ununited; 8, Occipital bone.

till the second year after birth, and sometimes
remains open much longer. The deficiency of the
osseous brain -case at this position not only facili-

tates the act of delivery, but also acts, according to
Humphry, to some extent like a safety-valve during

Fig. 3.

1, 2, Lateral fontanelles.

the first months of infantile life, at which time the
brain bears an unusually large proportion to the

rest of the body, and is liable to sudden variations

of size from temporary congestion, sudden wasting
of its substance, and other causes. The sutures

remain distinct long after the closure of the fonta-

nelles, and probably serve a purpose both in per-

mitting an increase of the size of the cranium by
the growth of the bones at their edges (although

the enlargement of the cranial cavity does not

entirely depend upon this growth at the edges), aiul

in diminishing and dispersing vibrations front blows,

and thus contributing to the security of the brain.

The number of centres of ossification iu the skull

is tolerably constant ; each bone having a certain

* So called from the pulsations of the brain, which
may be here seen resembling the risuig of water at u

spring or fountain. Tlicre are two fontanelles in the

mesial line, as shewn in fig. 2, and two lateral fonta-

nelles on either side, as she^^'n in fig. 3.

number. (Thus, the occipital has 7 centres, the
temporal 5, the sphenoid 12, &c. ; the total nimiber
being about 59.) In addition to these, centres
frequently occur in the course of the sutures, giving
rise to independent pieces, which are called the
ossa triqiietra, or the Wormian bones. They are
regarded by Hmnphry as stop-gaps, developed in
the membranous covering of the brain, when the
extension of the regular osseous nuclei is likely, for
some reason, to be insufficient to cover in the
cranial cavity ; and this view is supported by the
observation that, in cases of rickets and hydro-
cephalus, the Wormian bones are especially abun-
dant.

After the sutures have been formed, and the skull
has acquired a certain thickness, a process of resorp-
tion commences in the interior of the bones, and
reduces the originally dense structure to a more or
less cellular or cancellated state. The interior thus
altered is called the Diploe, and by this change the
weight of the skull is much diminished, "while its

strength is scarcely afl'ected.

The diploe usually begins to be apparent about
the tenth year, and is most developed in those skidls
which are thickest. Dr Humphiy has observed it

to be especially thick in idiots, and where the brain
is small. ' Hence,' he observes, ' the propriety of
the term thick-headed, as a synonym for stupid,

derives some confirmation from anatomy.' A con-
tinuation of the same process of resorption, which
causes the dipliie, gives rise to the formation of the
cavities known as the frontal and sphenoid sinuses.

The formation of the diploe dirides the walls of the
cranium into three layers, viz., an outer tough layer

;

an inner dense, brittle, and somewhat glass-Uke

layer, known as the vitreous table or layer ; and the
intervening cancellous diploe. The vitreous table

being mora brittle than the outer layer, is apt to be
fissured to a greater extent in fracture of the skull;

and is even sometimes broken while the outer layer,

which received the blow, has remained entire

;

although the dipliie must have great power in lessen-

ing the concussions transmitted from the outer to

the inner layer of the skull. The giowth of the
skull after the seventh year proceeds slowly, but a
slight increase goes on to about the age of twenty.

The skull-bones are freely supplied with blood from
arteries which pass from the dura mater internally

and the pericranium externally, through the niuner-

ous foramina observed on both surfaces ; the blood
being returned by veins which take various direc-

tions.

The fact that concussion of the brain scarcely ever

proves fatal, unless there is also fracture of the

skull, afl'ords the most distinct cadence that the

skull is constructed in such a manner that so long

as it maintains its integrity, it is able to protect its

contents from serious lesion. This marvellous pro-

tective power is due to its rounded shape, whereby
its strengtli is incre.ised, and in conseiiucnce of

which blows tend to ghde off it, without doing

material damage. Moreover, the curved lines or

ridges which may be traced round the skull tend

to strengthen it. The weakest part of the skull is

at the base. Hence, notwithstanding its removal
from exjiosure to direct injurj' and tlie protection

afforded by the soft parts, fracture takes j)lace more
frequently at the base than at any other part of

the skull, fracture often taking place here even

when the skull was not broken at the part struck.

There are two points in the architecture of the

boues of the face which deserve especial notice, viz.

(1), the great strength of the nasal arch, and (2)

the immobility of the upper jaw, which is fixed by
three buttresses, the nasal, the zygomatic, and the

pterygoid.
^^^
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The base of the skull, whether seen from withiu or

from below, presents many objects of physiological

interest, in relation to the nervous system. As seen

Fig. 4.

1, 1, Hard pal.Tte, fonned by the palate processes of the superior
maxillary bone; 2, 2, Palate bones; 3, \'nmer, dividing the
openings of the posterior nostrils; 4. Zygomatic fossa; 5,

Basilar process of the occipital bone; G, Foramen mag^num,
through which the spinal cord passes ; 7, Foramen ovale ; 8,

Glenoid foss.a, in wliich the head of the lower jaw-bone lies;

9, External auditory foramen ; 10. Carotid foramen of the
left side; 11, Styloid process; 12, Mastoid process; 13, One
of the condyles of the occipital bone.

from within, the base presents on each side three

foss3e, corresponding to tlte anterior and middle
lobes of the cerebrum and to the cerebellum. These
fossre are marked, as is the whole skull-cap, by the

cerebral convolutions, and they contain numerous
'foramina' and 'fissures' which give passage to

various sets of nerves and blood-vessels. The
external or outer surface of the base of the skull, if

we consider it from before backwards, is formed by
the palate processes of the superior maxUlary and
palate bones ; the vomer ; the pterygoid and spinous
processes of the sphenoid and part of its liody ; the
under surface of the temporal bonc.i, and by the
occijiital bone. The most important of the part.s

which it presents are named in the description of

fig. 4.

The anterior region of the skull, whicli forms the
face, is of an irregularly oval form, and the bones
are so arranged as to enclose the cavities for the
eyes, the nose, and the mouth, and to give strengtli

to the apparatus for masticating the food. The size

of the face and the capacity of the cranial cavity

stand in an inverse ratio to one another, as may be
readily seen by comparing vertical sections (through
the mesial line) of human and other mammalian
skulls ; and if, in place of mammalian skulls, we take
skulls of lower vertebrates (the crocodile, for ex-

ample), this ratio is far more striking. In man, the
face is at its minimum as compared with the cranial

cavity, chiefly in consequence of the facial bones
being arranged in a nearly vertical manner beneath
the cranium, instead of projecting in front of it.

The human face is also remarkable for its rela-

tively great Ijreadth, which allows the orbits for the
reception of the eyes to be placed in front instead
of on the sides of the head, and renders their inner
walls nearly parallel. ' This parallelism,' says Dr
Humphry, ' in man is associated with the parallelism

of the optic axes, and contributes to that clear,

accurate, and steady vision which results from tlie

ready convergence of the eyes upon every object.'

Each orbit is of a pyramidal form, with the ajiex

behind, and is composed of seven bones—viz., the
frontal, ethmoid, lachrymal, sphenoid, superior maxil-
lary, malar, and palate, which last contributes very
slightly to the human orbit, but is an important
constituent in the orliit of raanj' animal.<. The
nasal cavities have been sufficiently described in

the article Nose.
The different varieties of mankind present certain

well-marketl and characteristic peculiarities in the
form of the skull. There are Ihrce tnpicnlformx of

the skull which seem to be well established from
the examination and com])arisou of a large number
of crania—viz., the proipmthous, the pyramidal,

and the oval or dliptical cranium. When the upper
jaw slopes forward, the insertion of the teeth, instead

of being perpendicidar, is oljhque. A skull with
this pecuUarity is pro;/iiathous or pror/nalhic (Gr. pro,

forwards, and t/nathos, a jaw) ; the opposite condition

heingtermedortlioijnalhous or orthognathic (Gr. ortlios,

upright). The Negro of the Guinea Coast and the
Negrito of AustraUa present the prognatlious char-

acter in its most marked form. The pyramidal
form is characterised Ijy the breadth ami Hatness of

the face, which with the narrowness of the forehead,

gives this shape to the head. The Mongolian and

Fig. 5.—Prognathotis Skull of a Native Austrahan.

Esquimaux skulls belong to this type. The oval or

elliptical type is that which is presented by the

natives of Western or Southern Europe, and which

is not distinguished by any particular feature .so

much as by the absence of the longitudinal projec-

tion of the first type, or the lateral projection of the

second, and by a general

symmetry of the whole
configuration. The length

of the skull, which to a

gre.at degree con-esponds

to the degree of develop-
ment of the posterioi'

cerebral lobes, has been
Pro-
basis

He

taken liy the late

fessor lietzius as a
of classification,

arranges all the varie-

ties of mankind into two
great classes—the Dolico-

cephalce, or loiifj -heads,

whose cerebral lobes com-
pletely cover the cere-

bellum ; and the Brachi/cephala:, or short-headit,

in whom the eerebr.al lobes do not extend so far.

Each of these classes contains orthognathous and
p>rognathous varieties. See Ethnology.

It has been already stated in the article Skeleton
that the skull is only the anterior prolongation of

the backbone, and that it consists of four vertebrte

or segments, corresponding to the four consecutive

enlargements of the nervous system which ultimately

Fii'. 0.—Pyramidal fckuU

of Mongolian Kace.
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form the brain—viz., the Rhincncephalon, the Pros-
encephalon, the Mesencephalon, and the Epencephaion
—embryonic sei^ments giving rise to the nerves of

smell, sight, taste, and hearing. These four verte-

bra?, taken from behind forwards, are termed the

Oeciijital, the Parietal, the Frontal, and the Nasal
vertebrae. l''or the anatomical evidence by which
these cranial vertebra are resolved into the essential

elements of a vertebra, as described in the article

SiCELETO.v, we must refer to Professor Owen's
various works on the Skeleton, or to the admirable
simmiaries of them contained in Hiimphry Un the

Human Skeleton (for which -we are indebted to many
of the details introduced into tliis article), and to

Holden's Human Osteolog;;. There has been much
discussion as to who originated ' The Theory of the

Vertebrate Skull.' The claim undoubtedly rests

between Goethe, the great poet, and Oken, one of

the most origiu.al and distinguished comparative
anatomists of the early part of the present century.

We believe the truth to be that the idea of the

true nature of the skull flashed across the jioet's

mind in 1700, but that nothing deliuite was pub-

lished on the subject till 1807, when Oken iude-

]iendently arrived at and promuIg.ated similar view.s.

Our limited space has prevented us from noticing

the skull of birds, reptiles, or fishes. On these

subjects, the reader is referred to Huxley's Lectures

on Comparutire Anatomy. 1804, in which the struc-

ture and develo]uuent of the human skidl, as well as

the skulls of all the lower vertebrate animals, are

most copiously and philosophically discussed.

Fracture of the skull is an accident of such
importance as to demand a special paragraph. As
.already remarked, fracture may take place either

iu the vault or at the base of the skull. We shall

first consider fractures of the vault. Here the

fracture is usually direct, the bone giving way at

the point at which it was struck, and the result

being either a simple fissure, or a breaking of the

bone into several fragments (a comminuted frac-

ture). Although fractures may be limited to the

outer or to the inner surf.ace of the skull, they most
commonly extend through the whole thickness, and
the broken bone is generally driven inwards ; and
the most ordinary form of fracture with depression

is that in which several fragments of a somewhat
triangular form have their points driven down .and

wedged into eaeli cither, while their bases remain on

a level with the siuToumliug bone. There are no
signs by which we can in all cases recognise the

existence of fracture of the v.ault. ' Fissures,' says

Jlr Preseott Hewett, ' involving the whole thickness

of the vault of the skull, constantly e.xist withoiit

ever haWng been suspected during life ; and even

an extensive and comuiinnted fracture, with great

depression of the fr.agments, may, and often does,

escape notice when the broken bone lies hidden

under the temporal muscle, or under a Large extra-

vasation of blood.'—Holmes's System of Surrjcri/,

vol. ii. p. IIG. When, however, the fracture is

accompanied by a wound leading down to the bone,

it may, in general, be easily detected. With regard

to treatment, it is now an est.ablished rule, that
' simple fractures of the skull with depression,

and without .symptoms, are to be left alone. The
depression may Ije so marked as to be easily

detected ; and yet so long as there are no sj'mi)-

toms, all operative interference, of wh.atsoever

form, is c.arefidly to be avoided.'— Preseott Hewett,

op. cif. If, however, there be a wound lead-

ing down to the bone in a depressed fracture

without symjitoms, immediate operative interfer-

ence is c.-illcd for. When a depressed fracture is

accompanied by primary brain-symptoms, an opera-

tion for the purpose of raising or removing the

depressed fragments is usually necessary. If, how-
ever, the fracture is a simple one, and the symp-
toms are not urgent, milder remedial agents, as

bleeding, purging, and low diet, niaj' be lirst tried.

Cases fiecasionally occur in which very urgent s}Tnp-

toms of cerebral pressure persist for a long time,

and are relieved at once on the pressure being
removed. A rem.arkable case is recorded bj' Cline

(Medico- Chir. Jici'., vol. i. )>. 471), in which a
sailor remained in a state of nneonseiousness for

thirteen months in consequence of a wound causing
fracture and depression of one of the parietal bones.

Cline trepauned the part, and elevated the bone

;

and on the evening of the same day, the sailor sat

up in bed, and though .at first stupid and incoherent,

soon became rational and well, upwards of a year
having elapsed iu which his life was a complete
blank.

Fractures of the base may be direct or indirect,

but in most cases .are indirect, that is to say,' the
bones give way .at a point remote from the seat of

the blow, as has been already shewn. At certain

parts, however, the bones of the base are so thin,

that if direct pressure be brought to bear upon
them, they readily give way. Thus, scissors, slate-

pencils, tobacco-pipes, &c., have often been thrust
into the skull through the orbits or the nostrils, and
these wounds are very serious, from the I'eadiness

with which the brain may be thus injured. The
only symjitoms that can be depended upon .as indi-

cating a fracture of the base of the skidl are con-

nected either with an escape of the suljstance of the
brain, or blood, or watery tiuid, or with an injury

done to the nerves as they emerge at the base. Out
of ^2 cases of fractured base obseiwed by Hewett,
bleeding from the mouth or nose occurred iu 14,

and bleeding from the ear iu 15 cases. A copious

watery discharge from the e.ar w.as, until very
recently, regai'ded as a diagnostic sign of fracture

of the liase ; and there can be no doubt that when
such a discharge of eerebro-spinal fluid occurs

either from the ear or nostrils, th.at it most j^rohahl
ij

is connected with fracture. Operative interference

is very seldom required in these fractures, oirr treat-

ment being directed not again.st the broken bones,

but against the accompanying cerebral lesions.

SKUNK [MephitU), a genus of qu.atlrupeds of the

weasel family (Mustelidw). but departing very con-

siderably from the tj'pical characters of that family,

and approaching to the badgers and gluttons iu

general appearance, in habits, iu the lengthened

Common Skunk [Mephitis rariiins).

claws of the fore-feet, in the plantigrade hind-feet,

and iu some of the teeth. There are six incisors

and two canine teeth in each jaw, eight molars in

the vqipcr, and ten in the lower ; the teeth gener.ally

resemble those of the polecat. Skunks depend very
much for defence against enemies on an excessively

fe*id fluid, which is seereteil by glands near the

anus ; and when assailed, they turn the rump towards
761
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the assailant, elevate tbe tail, and discharge this

fluid with considerable force. The odour proceeding

from it, even when a dead S. had been flung

into an enclosure, has been known to cause nausea

to the inmates of an apartment with closed windows
at the distance of 101) yards. So confident does the

S. seem of the efficacy of its peculiar mode of

defence, that it permits itself to be approached till

it is just on the point of being seized, which, how-
ever, is only attempted by the inexperienced, when
the battery is discharged. It is almost impossible

to remove the odour from clothes. Dogs flee at

once, and rub their noses on the ground till they
bleed. Dogs that are aware of the S.'s powers,

however, kill it by leaping upon it suddenly, and in

such a way that they are not exposed to danger.

There is much uncertainty concerning the species of

>S., as the colours vary considerably even in the

same species ; but there is no doubt of tlie existence

of a number of species. They are found only in

America, where they are very widely distributed

from Hudson's Bay to the Strait of Magellan. The
CojLMON S. (il/. America7ia or I'arians) is about the

size of a cat, generally black or blackish brown,
with white streaks along the back. It inhabits

bun-ows which it makes in the earth, feeds on mice,

frogs, &c., and also on insects and frmts ; and some-
times enters houses to plunder storerooms, where, if

it is suddenly alarmed, everything is tainted with
an intolerable odour. White streaks on the back,

one or more, are very characteristic of this genus.

SKYE (Icelandic, Shj, a cloud), the largest of the

Scottish islands after LeNvis, and the most northerly

of the group known as the Inner Hebrides, forms
part of the county of Inverness, from the mainland
of which it is separated by a channel scarcely halt a

mile in breadth at its narrowest point, Kyle Rhea.
Its extreme length, from south-east to north-west,

is 47 miles ; breadth, from 7 to 25 miles ; but on
account of the extraordinary number of inlets at aU
parts of the island, no point is above 4 miles from
the sea. Area, 547 sq. ni.

;
pop. (ISGl) 18,751. S.

is for the most jiart mountainous and moory, but it

contains some pleasant tracts of arable and jiasture

land, and one considerable plain, formerly the bed
of a lake, in the parish of Kilmuir. The principal

mountains are the CooUn Hills, which stretch

irregvdarly chiefly from south-west to north-east,

culminating in the sharp pealc of Scoor-nan-GiUean
(3220 feet) above Sligachan. The singularly jagged
outline of these remarkable hills arrests the eye at a

great distance, and forms the dominant feature in

the view at almost every point round the island,

and far out at sea. The most famous scene in

this region is Loch Coiruisg, a small fresh-water

lake near the head of the bay of Scavaig, all but
encircled liy frowning ridges of rock, shooting
up at some points to the height of 3000 feet.

It has been powerfully depicted by Sir W. Scott

in The Lord of the Isles. Glen Sligachan,

extending from the head of the loch of that
name about miles to Caumsunary, is by many
considered the gi-andest glen in the Highlands.
The scenery of Cuiraing, near the north of the
island, has been truly styled ' unique.' The coast-

scenery of S. is for the most part highly picturesque,
and in many places very grand. Between
Rhu-nam-Brarin and Loch Staffin, the coast-line

presents magnificent basaltic formations, on a
scale of magnitude considerably exceeding the
Giants' Causeway or Staffa. Over these clifis

descend many remarkable waterfalls, and their
bases are frequently worn into deep caves, some of

which are of historical interest. One, near Portree,
afforded a refuge to Prince Charles ; another, on
the west coast, was the temporary prison of Lady

Grange. The largest arms of the sea are Loch
Bracadale, Loch Duuvegan, and Loch Snizort ; and
the chief harbours are those of Portree, Uig,
Grishernish, Lochbay, Dimvegan, Poltiel, and
Harport.

The coasts abound in fish, the most im-
portant being herring, cod, ling, and saithe.

Good oysters are found in several places. The
herring-fishery is prosecuted in the season in aU
the bays ; the cod and ling fishery is chiefly con-
fined to Loch Dunvegan and Loch Snizort ; and the
salmon-fishery to IPortree and the east coast.

Lobster-fishing is also carried on to a considerable

extent. There are no rivers of any magnitude ; but
salmon and sea-trout are got in some of the prin-

cipal streams, at Skeabost, Portree, Ose, Hammer,
&c. The fresh-water lakes are also small, and few in

number. Deer are not numerous, nor are grouse.

An excellent hreed of hardy ponies used to be exten-

sively reared, but the cultivation of sheep now
engrosses almost exclusive attention from farmers.

The climate of S. is exceedingly moist, the days
throughout the year during which no rain falls

being generally few in number. A register kept at

Portree shews the rainfall in the years ISGO—18G5
to have been respectively 87-99, 139-04, 111-19,

148-89, and 89-54 inches. The climate is, how-
ever, mild and healthy, and the average standard
of longevity uncommonly high. Agriculture in S.

is comparatively improfitable, owing to the moisture
of the climate, and is, in fact, falling into entire

neglect on some of the chief sheep-farms. The sod,

however, is in many places excellent, and capable, in

tb-y seasons, of yielding good cereal crops, while for

turnips it is peculiarly suited.

The inhabitants are for the most part poor. In
the districts where the men practise fishing, nearly

the whole of the adult males go to the Caithness
fisheries in summer, while from all parts of the
islaud young men and women go in troops to the
south in search of field-labour. Potatoes and fish

are the general diet, meat being a rare luxury,

The population is chiefly Celtic, with, however,
a considerable mixture of the Norse element.

Gaelic is still universally spoken, but is gradually
giving place to English. The chief proprietors are

still, as of old. Lord Macdonald, whose seat, Arma-
dale Castle in Sleat, is one of the most beautiful

in all its surroundings to be seen on the Scottish

coasts, and Macleod of Alacleod, whose ancient
castle of Dunvegan, jiicturesquely seated on a rock,

has been pleasantly commemorated~by Dr Johnson
and Sir AValter Scott. Around these residences

are the principal plantations to be seen in Skye.
I'he princijial port of S. is Portree, a picturesquely

situated village of aljout 000 inhaljitauts, to which
steamers regidarly ply from Glasgow. Other
villages, also calling-points of the steamers, are

Kyleakin (Hakon's Strait), Broadford, and Dun-
vegan. The principal exports are cattle and sheep,

wool, fish, shell-fish, and eggs. At Portree, there is

a flourishing tweed manufactory, the only one in

the island. The celebrated distillery of Carabost
(or Talisker) is now given up. The inhabitants are,

with the exception of a few families, all Presbyte-

rians, and, as in the rest of the Highlands, chiefly

adherents of the Free Chiuch. Of the smaller

islands near S., the chief are Roasay (q. v.), Ronay,
Scalpay, Pabbay, Soay, all of which are inhabited.

SKY'RO (anc. Scyivs), an island of the Grecian
Archipelago, the largest member of the northern

vSporades, 25 miles north-east of Cape Koumi,
Euboea. Its length is 19 miles; area estimated at

aliout 60 sq. miles. S. is very moimtainous and
uncultivated in the south ; but the northern part,

though also hilly, has several fertile plains, which
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produce as fine wheat as any grown in tlio archi-
pelago. The only town in the island is Skyro, or St
George, which is built on a high peak on the eastern
coast, the broad summit of which is occupied by
the ruins of a castle, and was the site of ' the lofty
Sc^Tos ' of Homer. There .are several relics of anti-
quity in the island. Pop. 2G20.

SLAGS, called otherwise Scoria; or Cinders,
are fused compounds of silica in combination
with lime, alimiiua, or other bases ; and result
as secondary products from the reduction of
metallic ores. More or less of the metal always
remains in a slag ; in the early days of irou-smelting,
the proportion of metal thus wasted was so great,

th.at some old slags have been profitably smelted
in recent times. Slags being silicates, are of the
n.iture of glass, and externally have a glassy, crystal-

lised, or stone-like character. Beautifully crystal-

lised specimens are occasionally to be met with at
smelting-works. They vary very much in colour,

and are sometimes so prettily veined and marbled,
th.at attempts have been made to apply them to
ornamental pirrposes. MiUions of tons of shag are
annually produced at the iron-smelting works of

Great Britain, but .almost the only use to which it

has yet been successfully applied is in the making
of squ.are blocks or bricks for building purposes.
The slag is run into moulds, either as it issues from
the blast-furnace, or after being remelted ; and it is

found to be a very durable m.aterial. Broken slag

is also used as a covering for roads, but its brittle-

ness and sharpness are objectionable quahties for

this purpose. Several p.atents, beginning so far

back as 17 28, have been taken out for casting sLag

into articles of a more ornamental kind, but hitherto

they have not been commercially successfid.

In an archfeological point of view, slags are inter-

esting as pointing out the sites of ancient smelting-

works, and as aiTordiug a clue to the primitive

methods of obtaining the metals from their ores.

SLANDER' is an injury to a person's character
and reputation caused by spoken words. It is diffi-

cult to define what kind of injuries of this nature
are actionable, but in general wh.atever imputes
disgracefid, fraudulent, or dishonest conduct, or

even tends to make a man contemptible in his

private relations, and shunned by his friends and
neighbours, is a slander. Thus, whatever imputes
a crime or indictable ofience, or a contagious disease,

is a slander. There are some epithets, however,
which are not actionable unless some special dam.age

isdirectlycausedthereby,as calling a man a scoundrel,

swindler, rogue, gambler, har, &c. To call a woman
a whore is also not actionable, imless she can shew
that she has lost offers of marriage, &c. thereby.

Words imputing gross ignorance or misconduct
affecting one's trade or profession, are, however,

actionable, as calling a man a bankrupt grocer, a

quack doctor, &c. See also Libel. The remedy
for slander is an action at law for damages. Though
certain words when spoken will not amount to

slander, yet, if printed or written, they will some-

times become so, as calling one a rogue, swindler,

rascal, &c.

SL.\NG, a word originally borrowed from the

gipsy tongue, where it is used for the secret lan-

guage of that tribe. In its usual signification, it

denotes a burlesque style of conversational lan-

guage, originally found ouly among the vidgar,

but now more or less in use in this comitry among

persons in a variety of walks in life. It is some-

what alKcd to, though not identical with cant (m

French arr/ot), the language used for purposes of

concealment by thieves and vagrants of all descrip-

tions.

Slang is not exclusively of modern date. It was
known in the classic ages of Greece and Home, and
abounds in the writings of Aristophanes, Plautus,
Terence, and Martial. Every modern European
language has its slang. In our country, the 'Rump,'
the

'
Barebones Parliament,' the terms ' lloundheads,'

' Puritans,' ' Quakers,' all belonged to the slang of the
17th century. Hudlhras .and the dramatic works of
last century abound in slang. Old English slang
was ccarser than that now in use, but the greater
portion of its phraseology h.ad a somcwh.at restricted
circidation, not permeating every species of conver-
sation to the extent that modern slang does. Towards
the close of last centm-y, the slang vocabulary
received large additit>ns from pugdism, racing, and
' fast life

;

' and its fashionable vidgarisms came into
great favour during the mmority of the Prince
Regent. In the present century, the growth of
refinement in manners and ideas has not banished
slang, but given it a more familiar and utilitarian
character, while it has been introduced in some
measure into circles where it was formerly unknown.

Slang consists in part of new words, and in
part of words of the legitimate language invested
with new meanings, such as are assigned to the
verbs to cut, to do. Many slang expressions are
derived from thieves' cant, and some from tho
gipsy tongue. Their derivations are often indirect,

arising out of fanciful allusions and metaphors,
which soon pass out of the pubbc mind, the word
remaining, while its origin is forgotten. Tlie origin

of much of the current slang m.ay be ti'aced to

the universities of O.xford and Cambridge, and tho
great public schools of England. There is not an
institution connected with the univer.sity which h.as

not its slang eqiuvalent (e. g., 'plucked,' ' little go').

There is a slang attached to various jirofcssions,

occupations, and classes of society. The slang of

EngUsh fashionable life and fashionable novels

comprises a number of French words and phrases,

whose apphcation is often verj' different from
what is current in France. The beau mondc,
a chaperon, a marriage being on tho tapia, aro

expressions which, in their English sense, aro

utterly imknowu in P.aris. To the slang of mili-

t.ary life, Hindustani has contributed its quota

of words, imported by officers who have resided

long in India. We have also parliamentary slang,

religious slang, literary slang, civic slang, and

shopkeepers' slang.—Many curious details regarding

slang in all its departments are to be found iu

Hotten's Slang Dictionary (Lond. 1S65).

SLATE, or CLAY-SLATE (Fr. esclat, a shiver

or splinter), is a highly metamorphosed argilla-

ceous rock, fine-grained and fissile, and of a dull

blue, gray, gi'oen, or black colour. It splits into

thin lamin.T! or ]>lates, that are .altogether inde-

pendent of the layers of deposit; though some-

times coinciding with them, they nu)ro frequently

cross them at tliflcreut angles. See Cleavage.
Some rocks th.at split into the thin plates of the

original stratification, are popularly but erroneously

named slate, as the thin bedded sandstones pro-

jicrly called flagstones or tilestones, the fissile sU.aIcs

of Camlirian and Silurian age, and the metaniorphic,

gneiss, and mica scliist, whose pianos of division

correspond to their stratilieatiou. True slate is a

very compact rock, little liable to lie .acted upon by

.atmospheric agencies. It is chietly obtained from

Palaiozoic str.at.a, but it is found also among more
recent rocks. It is used for various purposes, being

split into thin slabs of small size for the rooting

of houses, and into larger slabs for fitting up

diiirics, &c., and even for making billiard-tables,

and split and polished by means of pumice for

writing-slates. Tliero are extensive quarries ot°
7C3
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roofing-slate in Wales and in the Western High-
lands of Scotland, and in the Ardennes in France,

some of \\'hich have been wrouj;ht for along time,

and give employment to a great number of work-
men. A hard compact slate is best for roofing ; that

"which is porous imbibes water, the freezing of which
splits it in winter, whilst it affords also a soil for

mosses, which soon injure the roof.

In roofing with slates, it is necessary to put on
the slates in two thicknesses, so that the sloping

joints may be covered by the overlap of the
coui-se above. Besides this, the thii-d course must

also cover the first

by an inch or two,
to jirevent rain from
penetrating. Slates

are generally laid

upon boarding, and
bedded in lime,

and nailed with
malleable-iron nails,

japanned, so as to

prevent them from rusting. When large strong

slates are used, they may lie nailed to strong laths

in place of boarding. AVelsh slates are the cheapest

and most generally used ; but Easdale or Ballachu-

lish slatesl^ from the west of Scotland, are stronger

and better when the roofs are liable to be injured.

SLATE-PEjSCILS are either cut or turned

sticks of slate, or they are made by pressing

moistened slate-powder until it is lirm enough to

be made into pencils.

SLAVE-COAST, a division of the coast of Upper
Guinea, Africa, lying between the rivers Volta and
Lagos. See Guinea.

SLAVERY. A slave is an individual who is the

property, or at the disposal of another, who has a
right to employ or treat him as he pleases. Such
is the state of the slave in the most absolute sense

of the term ; but slavery has been subjected to

innumerable limitations and modifications.

Slavery probably arose at an early period of the

world's history out of the accident of capture in

war. Savages, in place of massacring their captives,

found it more profitable to keep them in servitude.

All the ancient oriental nations of whom we have
any records, including the Je^vs, had their slaves.

The Hebrews were authorised by their law to

possess slaves, not only of other races, but of their

own nation. The latter were generally insolvent

delitors, who had sold themselves through poverty,

or thieves who lacked tlie means of making I'estitu-

tion ; and the law dealt with them far more leniently

than with stranger slaves. They might be redeemed

;

and if not redeemed, became free in the space of

seven years from the begimiing of their servitude
;

besides which, there was, every fiftieth year, a
general emancipation of native slaves.

Slavery existed in ancient Greece : in the Homeric
poems, it is the ordinary destiny of prisoners of

war ; and the practice of kidnapping slaves is also

recognised—Ulysses himself narrowly escaping a
fate of this kind. None of the Greek philosophers con-
sidered the condition of slavery objectionable on the
score of morals. Aristotle defends its justice on the
ground of a diversity of race, dividing mankind into
the free and the slaves by nature ; while Plato only
desires that no Greeks should be made slaves. One
class of Greek slaves were the descendants of an
earlier and conquered race of inhabitants, who culti-

vated the land which their masters had appropri-
ated, paid rent for it, and attended their masters in
war. Such were the Helots in Sparta, the Peuestai
in Thessaly, the Bithynians at Byzantuim, &c., who
were more favourably dealt with than other slaves,

their condition somewhat resembling that of the
serfs of the middle ages. They could not be sold
out of the country, or separated from their families,

and were even capable of acquiiing property.
Domestic slaves obtained by purchase were the
unrestricted property of their owners, who could
dispose of them at pleasure. In Athens, Corinth,
ancl the other commercial states, they were very
numerous, and mostly barbarians. They were em-
ployed partly in domestic service, but more as

Ijakers, cooks, tailors, or in other trades, and in

mines and manufactories ; aud their labour was the
means by which the owner obtained profit for his

outlay in their purchase. These slaves were, for

the most part, purchased ; but few were born in

their mastei's family, partly from the general dis-

couragement of the cohabitation of slaves, and partly

from the small nimiber of the female in compari-

son with the male slaves. An extensive traffic in

slaves w.as carried on by the Greek colonists in

Asia Minor with the interior of Asia ; aud another
source of supply arose fronr the practice common
among Thracian parents of selling their children.

In Greece in general, and especially at Athens,
slaves were ndldly treated, and enjoyed a large

share of legal protection. According to Demosthenes,
a slave at Athens was better off than a free citizen

in many other countries.

The Ivoman condition of slavery differed in some
particulars from that of Greece. AU men were con-

sidered by the Eoman jurists to be free by natural

law ; while slavery was regarded as a state contrary
to natural law, but agreeable to the law of nations,

when a captive was preserved, instead of being
slain (hence the name servus, quasi se}-i>atus) ; or

agreeable to the civil law, when a free man sold

himself. In earlier times, there was no restriction

on the master's power of punishing or putting to

death his slave ; and even at a later period, A\'hen

the law on this head was much modified, slaves

were used "with considerable rigour. The estimation

in which their lives were held is illustrated by the
practice of gladiatorial combats, as also by the
conduct of Vedius Pollio, who, in the polite age
of Augiistus, flung such slaves as displeased him
into his fishponds, to feed his lampreys, and on the
matter being lirouglit under the emperor's notice,

was visited wath no severer punishment than the
destruction of his ponds. Old and useless slaves

were often exposed to starve iu an island of the
Tiber. Under the Empire, the cruelty of masters
was in some degree restrained by law. It was
enacted, that a man who put to death his own slave

without cause should be dealt with as if the slave

had been the property of another ; aud that if the
cruelty of the master was intolerable, he might Ije

compelled to sell the slave. A constitution of

Claudius declared the killing of a slave to be murder,
and it was also enacted, that in sales of slaves,

parents and children, bi'others and sisters, should

not be separated. A slave coiUd not contract

marriage, and no legal relation between him and his

childrou was recognised. The children of a female
slave followed the status of their mother. There
were v.arious ways iu which a slave might be manu-
mitted, but the ijower of manumission was restricted

liy law. The harljouriug of a runaway slave was
illegal. The number of slaves in Pome, originally

small, was increased much by war and commerce
;

and the cultivation of the soil came, iu the course ()f

time, to be entirely given up to them. During the
later republic and empire, persons in good circum-
stances kept an immense number of slaves as

jiersonal attendants ; aud the possession of a nu-

merous retinue of domestic slaves was matter of

ostentation—200 being no uncommon number for
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one person. A multitude of slaves were also
occupied in the mechanical arts and the games of
the amphitheatre. Originally, a slave "was in-
capable of acquiring property, all his acquisitions
belonging to his master ; but when slaves came to
be employed in ti-ade, this condition was mitigated,
and it became the practice to allow a slave to
consider part of his gains, called his pec»/ii(?n, as
his own, a stipulation being sometimes made that he
should purchase his freedom with his peculium,
when it amounted to a specific sum.
Though the introduction of Christianity did not

do away with slavery, it tended to ameliorate the
condition of the slave. Justinian did mnch to
promote the eventual extinction of slavery ; and
the church excommunicated slave-owners who ]iut

their slaves to death without warrant from the
judge. But the number of slaves again increased;
multitudes being bi-ought with them by the bar-
barian invaders, who were mostly Sla\-onian captives
(whence our word skii:e) ; and in the countries which
had been provinces of the empire, slavery continued
long after the empire had fallen to pieces, and
evcutually merged into the mitigated condition
known as serfdom, which prevailed all over Europe
in the middle ages, and has been gi-adually abolished
in modern times. See Serf. But though the
pi'actice of selling captives taken in war as slaves

ceased in the Christian countries of Em'ope, a large

traffic in slaves continued among Mohammedan
nations, b}' whom Christian captives were sold in

Asia and Africa ; and in the early middle ages, the
Venetian merchants traded largely in slaves, whom
they purchased on the coast of Slavonia, to supply
the slave-markets of the Saracens.

The negro slavery of modern times was a sequel to

the discovery of America. Prior, however, to that
event, the negroes, like other savage races, enslaved
those captives in war\^'homthe3^did not put to death,

and a considerable trade in slaves from the coast of

Guinea was carried on by the Aralis. The deporta-
tion of the Africans to the plantations and mines of

the New World doiabtless raised the value of the
captive negro, and made slavery rather than death
his common fate ; while it maj' also have tempted
the petty jiriuces to make war on each other, for the

purpose of acquiring captives, and selling them.

The aborigines of America having proved too weak
for the work required of them, the Portuguese, who
possessed a large part of the African coast, began
the importation of negroes, in which they were
followed by the other colonisers of the New World.
The first part of the New World in which negroes

were extensively used was Hayti, in St Domingo.
The aboriginal population had at first been employed

in the mines ; but this sort of labour was found so

fatal to their constitutions that Las Casas, bishop

of Chiapa, the celebrated protector of the Indians,

interceded with Charles for the substitution of

African slaves as a stronger race ; the emperor

accordingly, in 1517, authorised a large impoi-tation

of negroes from the establishments of the Portu-

guese on the coast of Guinea. Sir John Hawkins
was the first Englishman who engaged in the traffic,

in which his countrymen soon largely participated,

England having exported no fewer than 300,000

slaves from Africa between the years IGSO and 1700 ;

and between 1700 and 17S6, imported 610,000 into

Jamaica alone. The slave-trade was attended with

extreme inhumanity; the ships which transported

the necToes from Africa to America were over-

crowded to such an extent that a largo j.roportion

died in the passage ; and the treatment of the

slave after his arrival in the New World depended

much on the character of his master. Legal

restraints were, however, imposed in the various

European settlements, to protect the slaves from
injury

;
in the British colonies, courts were insti-

tuted to hear tlieir complaints ; their condition was
to a certam extent ameliorated, and the floggin"
of women was prohibited. But while shiverv"°vas
thus legaUsed in the British colonies, it was at
the same time the law of Eugland (as decided in
1772 in the case of the negro Somerset), that as
soon as a slave set his foot on English soil he
became free

; though, if he returned to his master's
country, he could iTe reclaimed.

Before the idea of emancipation was contemplated,
the eft'orts of the more humane portion of the public'
were directed towards the abolition of the traffic in
slaves. In 17S7, a society for the suppression of the
slave-trade was formed in London, numbering ilessrs
W. Bellwyn, Thomas Clarkson, and Granville Sharp
among its original members. The most active
parliamentary leader in the cause was Jlr William
Wilberforce, whose views were seconded by Jlr Pitt.
In February 17SS, an order of the crown directed
th.at an inquiry should be made liy a committee of the
Privy CouueU into the state of the slave-trade ; and
an act was passed to regulate the burden of slave-
ships, and otherwise diminish the horrors of the
middle-passage. A bill introduced by Mr Wilber-
force for putting an end to the further importation
of slaves was lost in 1791. Meanwhile, our conquest
of the Dutch colonies having led to a great increase
in the British slave-trade, an order in council, in ISOo,
prohibited that traffic in the conquered colonies

;

and in the following year, an act wa.s passed for-

bidding British subjects to take part in it, either
for the supply of the conquered colonies or of foreign
possessions. In the same year, a resolution moved
by Mr Fox for a total abolition next session, was
carried in the Commons, and on Lord Granville's

motion, adopted in the Lords ; and the following
year, the general abolition bill, making all slave-

trade illegal after 1st January 180S, was introduced
by Lord Howick (afterwards Earl Ijrey) in the
House of Commons, was carried in both Houses,
and received the royal assent on 2.oth ilarch 1807.

British subjects, however, continued to carry on the

trade under cover of the Spanish and Portuguese
flags ; the slave-shijis were more crowded than ever,

from the necessity of avoiding eajiture, and the

negroes were not unfrequently thrown overlioard oil

a pursuit. The pecuniary penalties of the act were
discovered to be inadequate to put down a traffic so

lucrative as to cover all losses by capture. Mr
Brougham therefore, in ISII, introduced a bill,

which was cai-ried unanimously, making the slave-

trade felony, jinnishable with 14 years' transporta-

tion, or from three to five years' iinprisonmeut with
hard labour. An act of 1824 declared it piracy, and
as such, a capital crime, if committed within tho

Admiralty jurisdiction ; and the statute of 1S37,

mitig.ating the criminal code, left it punishable with
transportation for life. Among tho )>hUanthropic

I)rojects due to the exertions of the Anti-slavery

.Society was the establishment of the colony of

.Sierra Leoue, on the coast of Afric;i, which had
been formed by the British government in 1787, in

order to shew the jiossibility of obtaining coloni.il

produce without slave-labour, and after the aboli-

tion of the slave-trade, became a settlemeut for tlic

negroes captured by British cruisei-s.

The United States of America abolished the slave-

trade immediately after (Jreat Britiiii. and the same
was in the course of time done by the 8->uth

American repulilies of \'enezuela. Chili, and Buenos
Ayies, by Sweden, Denmark, Holland, and during

the Hundred Days after Napoleon's return from Elba,

by France. Great Britain, at the i>cace, exertcil her

influence to induce other foreign jiowers to atlopt a
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similar policy ; and eventually nearly all the states

of Europe have passed laws or entered into treaties

prohibiting the traffic. The accession of Portugal

and Spainto the principle of abolition was obtained

by treaties of date 1815 and 1817 ; and by a con-

vention concluded with Brazil in 1826, it was
declared piratical for the subjects of that country

to be engaged in the slave-trade after 18.30. By the

conventions with France of 1831 and 1833, to which

nearly all the maritime powers of Europe have since

acceded, a mutual right of search was stipulated

within certain seas, for the purpose of suppressing

this traffic. The provisions of these treaties were

further extended in 1841 by the Quintuple Treaty

between the live great European powers, subse-

quently ratified by all of them except France. The
Ashburton treaty of 1842 with the United States

provided for the maintenance by each country of a

sijuadron on the Airican coast; and in 1845, a joint

co-operation of the naval forces of England and
France was substituted for the mutual right of

search.

All these efforts have not succeeded in altogether

aliolishing the slave-trade ; and the encouragement
which its contimiance has given to the petty chief-

tains to enrich themselves at the expense of their

fellow-countrymen, has tended to retai-d the progress

of civilisation in Airica. The flag of Portugal, and
occasionally of Spain, is believed to have been used

with connivance of the authorities for carrying on

the traffic, and no small difficidty has been found

in obtaining the sincere co-operation of either of

these two countries. In 1S57, a scheme was sanc-

tioned by the French government for conveying //'ce

negroes to the colonies of Guadaloupe and Slarti-

uico ; but it gave rise to abuses, and the seizure of

two vessels engaged in this enterprise as slavers by
the Portuguese, with the disclosures which followed,

led to its being given up.

The limitation of the supply of negroes naturally

led, among other good results, to a greater attention

on the part of the masters to the condition of their

slaves. But the attention of British philanthropists

was next directed towards doing away with slavery

altogether in our colonies. Societies were formed
M'ith this end, an agitation was set on foot, and
attempts were made, for some time without success,

to press the subject of emancipation on the House
of Commons. At length, in 1833, a ministerial

proposition for emancipation was introduced by Mr
Stanley, then Colonial Secretary, and an emancipa-
tion bill passed both Houses, and obtained the ro3'al

assent, 28th August 1833. This act, while it gave
freedom to the slaves throughout all the British

colonies, at the same time awarded an indemnifi-

cation to the slave-owners of £20,000,000. Slavery

was to cease on 1st August 1834 ; but the slaves

were for a certain duration of time to be apprenticed

labourers to then- former owners. Objections being

raised to the apprenticeship, its duration was short-

ened, and the complete enfranchisement took place

in 1838. While this measure reflects the highest

credit on the humanity which prompted it, it is not
to be denied that emancipation has failed to benefit

the slave or raise his condition to the extent hoped
for by its more enthusiastic supporters.

The French emancipated their negroes in 1848
;

as did most of the new republics of South America
at the time of the revolution ; while the Dutch
slaves had freedom conferred on them m 1863.

In Hayti, slavery ceased as far back as 1701, its

abolition having been one of the results of the negi-o

insurrection of that year. Slavery still exists in the
Spanish and Portuguese colonies.

Notwithstanding the statement in the ' Declaration
of Independence,' that ' all men ai-e born free and
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equal, and possess equal and inalienable rights to

life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,' the
colonies which threw ofi' the British yoke numbered
several hundred thousand negro slaves, whose con-

dition of slavery was expressly recognised in the
constitution of the United States, as ratified in 17SS,

pro^-ision being there made for the rendition of

fugitive slaves, a subject the regulation of which
was delegated to the federal government, slavery

being otherwise left to be governed by the laws of

the states where it existed. Slavery established

itself firmly in the southern states, where negro

labour was required for the cultivation of sugar and
cotton ; and after the limitation of the supply from

Africa, the breeding of slaves went on to a large

extent in Maryland and Virginia for the supply of

the other states of the south. The different position

of the northern and southern states regarding

slavery, combined with other causes to engender

that diversity of feeling and interest between north

and south, out of which arose the late civU war.

The politicians of the north, however, except a small

section, by no means advocated the aliolition of

slavery where it already existed ; they only objected

to its extension to new states. The increased con-

sumption of cotton led to an increased demand
for slave-labour; and in 1820, when Missouri was
admitted to the Union as a slave state, a compro-

mise was entered into by which slavery was
legalised to the south, but prohibited to the north of

36° 30' N. lat. (see Mason and Dixon's Line).

California, though partly lying south of that

geographical line, was admitted as a free state, the

southern jiarty obtaining in compensation the boon
of an amendment of the Fugitive Slave Law, making
it penal to harbour runaway slaves or aid in their

escape. A reaction against the policy of the soutli,

and Mr Lincoln's election as President, were the

signals for a long contemplated secession of

the southern states, and the blood}' war which
ended in the overthrow of the principle of state-

sovereignty and the consolidation of the Union. In

the course of the war, many negroes were emanci-

pated ; and on 22d September 1862, i\Ir Lincoln

issued a proclamation declaring all the negroes of

secession masters who shoidd not have returned to

the Union before 1st January 1863, to be free.

Since then the legislatures of the different states

have formally accepted the amendment of the con-

stitution, and passed an act for the abolition of

slavery.

SLAVES, or SLAVONIANS (native name Slo-

tocne or Sloivane, derived by some from Slmoa, fame,

but better from Sloioo, a word ; thus meaning ' speak-

ing ' or ' articulate,' as distinguished from other

nations, whom they called Niemetz, or ' Mutes'), the

general name of a group of nations belonging to the

Aryan family, whose settlements extend from the

Elbe to Kamtch.atka, and from the Frozen Sea to

r.agusa on the Adi-iatic, the whole of Eastern Europe
being almost exclusively occupied by them. They
were settled in these regions before the dawn of

history, and are comprehended by ancient writers

imder the designations of Sarmatians and Scjiihians.

The original names of the Slavic tribes seem to have
been Winds or Wends (Venedi) and Serbs. The
former of these names occurs among the Roman
writers, and later, in Jornandes, in connection with
the commercial peo]>les of the Baltic Sea ; the latter

is spoken of by Procopius as the ancient name
common to the whole Slavic stock. The earliest

historical notices extant represent the S. as having

theu' chief settlements about the Caqiathians, from

which they spread northward to the Baltic, west-

ward as far as the Elbe and the Saal, and later,

after the overthrow of the kingdom of the Huns,
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southward beyond the Danube, and over the whole
peninsula between the Adriatic and the Black Sea.
These migrations ceased in the 7th c. ; the division
of the Slavic stock into separate branches became
now more complete, and gradually they began to
form into independent states. The various sections
of the stock may be divided into two groups, the
south-eastern and the western; the first compre-
hends— (1), Russians; (2), Bidgarians

; (3), IlljTians
(Serbs, Croats, Winds): the second— (1), Lechs
(Poles, Silesians, Pomeranians)

; (2), Czechs or Bohe-
mians (Czechs, Moravians, Slovaks)

; (3), Polabians,
comi)rising the Slavic tribes of N. Germany, who
are fast disappearing, by being absorbed in the
Teutonic population. With the exception of Russia
(to which may be added Servia and Montenegro, as
maintaining a kind of independence), the once nume-
rous Slavic kingdoms (Bohemia, Bulgaria, Jloravia,
Poland, &c.) have lost their sovereignty, and been
incorporated iu other states, chiefly Turkey, Austria,
Prussia, and Saxony. The Polabians never attained
any distinct political footing. The whole of the
Slavic populations are estimated at upwards of SO
millions.

The S. are represented by ancient writers as an
industrious race, living by agriculture and the
rearing of flocks and herds ; as hospitable and
peaceful, and making war only in defence. The
feeling of nationality was strong among them. The
government had a patriarchal basis, and chiefs or
princes were chosen by assemblies. But contact
with the feudal institutions of the Eonum-German
empire gradually altered this jirimitive constitution

;

the Slavic princes strove after unlimited power, like

that of the emperors; and the chiefs sought to domi-
nate over the people, like the feudal nobUity. In
the course of the 11th, 12th, and 13th centuries,
nobility became a hereditary privilege throughout
the Slavic states. The worst kiutl of feudaUsni
fairly took root, and the people sank into the condi-
tion of serfs. Between them and the uobles there
was no third or middle class, as the peculiar privi-

leges of the nobility prevented the growth of cities.

See Serf, Kussi.i.

The religion of the ancient S., like that of the
Teutonic nations, seems to have been, in many of

its features at least, a kind of nature-worship ; not,

however, without the idea of a One supreme power,
to whom the other agencies were subordin.ate. From
this, some authorities infer that the system was
originally a monotheism, which in jjrocess of time
had become obscured and confused by tlie infusion

of foreign elements, and thus degenerated into

polytheism, and finally pantheism. The chief deity,

whose worship seems to have been common to all

the Slavic tribes, was Swiatowit, with whom were
associated, on a nearer footing of equality tlian the

other gods, Perun and Radegast—if, indeed, these

three names do not merely denote different persona-

tions or manifestations of the same power. In this

truiity, Swiatowit is considered as most analogous

to Mars and Zeus, Perun to Jupiter and Thor,

and Radegast to Mercury and Odin. Of the nume-
rous gods of an inferior order, we m.ay name Prowe,
god of justice ; Prija (= Freya), Venus ;

Bjelliog, the

White god, and Cernobog, the Black god ; together

with multitudes of demons and spirits good and bad.

The images of the Slavic divinities (a stone statue

of Swiatowit was in recent times discovered in

Eastern Galicia) had a striking resemblance to

those of India. Swiatowit had four heads, Ituge-

wit (the god of war) had seven faces, and Perun

four, and so on. The S. seem to have been not

withoiit some crude notion of existence and retribu-

tion after death. Worship was performed in groves

and temiJes, cattle and fruits being offered by the

priests, whose oflSee must have been originally per-
formed by the head of the family or chieftain, as
the common name for priest and prince {hiiez) shews.
—The eastern S. received Christianity from Byzan-
tium in the 9th c, through the instrumentality of
Cyril (cp V.) and Methodeus ; the western, from
Rome and Germany.—See Schafarik, Slaw. Aller-
thilmer (Ger. translation, Leip. 1843).

SLA'VIC LANGUAGE AND LITEKA-
TURE. The term Slavic, as apjilied to language or
race, is a generic name (like Celtic or Teutonicl for
a group of kindred languages and peoples belong-
ing to the great ludo-Germanio or Aryan family.
In its roots and structure, the Sla\'ic language
exhiijits a remarkable similarity to Sanscrit^ but
has become Eiu-opean, so to si)eak, in the course of a
long literary development, begun br/ore that of any
of the other European families. Its peculiarities arc
quite marked. The leading characteristics of the
Slavic tongues are the completeness of their system
of declensions, the want of articles, the absence of
pronouns in the conjugation of the verb, piu-o
vowel-endings, the fixed quantity of the syllables,
the free construction of sentences, and the richness
of their vocabulary. The earliest tUalect of Slavic
that received a literary culture was the ' Old Bul-
garian,' better knowni as the ' Church Slavic,'

w-hich, however, failed to become the literary
vehicle for all the Slavic peoples, iu.asmuch as the
special dialect of each gradually acquired a liter-

ature of its own. Altogether, writers reckon
eight distinct extant cbalects of Slavic : 1. The
' New Bulgarian ;

' 2. The Russian ; ."i. The Servian
or lUyrian; 4. The Pohsh ; 5. The Bohemian; 6.

The Slovak ; 7. The Wendie ; 8. The Polabic. Such
of these as merit special treatment have received it.

—See BoHEMiAn Langu.^ge axd Literature,
Polish Language and Liter,vtuke, Russlvn
Language and Literatit.e, SER'saAX Laxguagk
jVNd Literature.—In regard to Slavic literature,

considering the articles just mentioned, it is only
necessary to state that at present the Russian
branch of the Slavic is the richest in the number of

its published works ; but as regards literary merit,

the Polish ranks first, baring cultivated with
great success almost aU sorts of literature, and
possessing in particular a very exquisite poetry.

The Bohemian and Serrian literatures both con-

tain many fine and distinctively original ]>roduc-

tions, worthy of being more widely known than they

are.—See Schafarik's Hintori/ of tlic tilavic Lan-
f/i(ar/e and Literature (Ofen, 181C) ; ami ilickiewicz's

Lectures on the Slavic Literature (4 vols. Leip. 1849).

SLAVO'NIA, a province of Austria, lying cost of

Croatia (q. v.), with which it is now politically

united. It is bounded on the N. by the Drave,

on the E. by the Danube, on the S. by the long

striji of marsli-land known as the Slavonian Mili-

tary Frontier, which stretches between it and the

Save. Area of the kingdom of Croatia (q.v.) and
yiavonia, 7074 sq. m. ;

pop. 907,200. The greater

jiart of tlie surface consists jiartly of cmiiieuces

elotlied with rines and fruit-trees, and p.artly of

fertile and swampy ]ilains. The mountains are ricli

iu coal, marble, and mineral springs. The prin-

cipal luoducts arc all sorts of grain, particularly

maize and wheat, leguniinous plants, and fruit in

abundance, apples, pears, plums, w;dnuts, chest-

nuts, melons, wine, <S:c. There is little m.inu-

factnring industry in Slavoni.a.—The inhabitants

of S. belong to the Slavic f.-vmily (see Slaves), and
call tlieir land Slavonska ; themselves Slavun.az.

Tliey speak the so-called lUyrian or Servian

tongue. See SEK^^.v^' Language and LiTEJiAiiRt:.

The Slavonians proper are a liiuidsonie, tall, and
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slender race. The prevailing form of religion is the

Roman Catholic, but the non-united Greek Church
also numbers many adherents. Education is still

in a backwai-d state. Capital of the country, Eszek

(q. v.).

SLEEP. This term is emplo3^ed to designate

that state of suspension of the sensory and motor
functions which appears to alternate in all animals

with the active condition of those functions, and
which may be made to give jilace to it by the
agency of appropriate impressions upon the sensory

nerves. This delinition, which we have borrowed
from I)r Carjienter's article on ' Sleep ' iu Todd's
Cijclopcedia of Anatomy and P/iysiolor/;/, may seem
somewhat complex, but cannot be simphfled without
rendering it less striugeut. The necessity for sleep

arises from the fact, that the exercise of the animal
functions is iu itself destructive of the tissues of the

organs which minister to them, so that if the waste
))rodueed by their action were not duly repaired,

they would speedily become unlit for further use ;

and it is on the nutritive regeneration of tlie tissues

which takes place during true healthy sleep that

its refreshing power depends. "While the sensory
and motor functions are suspended during the con-

dition we designate as sleep, the organic functions

are xminterruptedly tarried on, the respiratory,

cardiac, and peristaltic movements jiroceeding with
equal imiformity during the sleeping and waking
states.

There can be no dnubt that the state of sleep is

one to which there is a jieriodical tendency, and
that this disposition is so arranged as to correspond
in its recurrence with the diurnal revolution of the
earth. Although in man and most .animals night is,

from its darkness and silence, the natural period for

repose, yet there are numerous exceptions to the
rule. For example, amongst lepidopterous insects,

butterflies are active during the Jay, h.awk-moths
during the twilight, and moths during the uight.

Amongst birds, the goatsucker, or night-jar, and
tlie owls, are nocturnal, and, as a general rule,

the same is the case with carnivorous animals. The
causes of sleep may be divided into the direct and
.the predisposing. The dii'ect cause of sleep is that
feeling of exhaustion or fatigue which is usually
exi)erienced when the%vaking activity has continued
during a considerable portion of the twenty-four
hours—a feeling that the liniiu requires repose;
and, in fact, unless the Ijrain be in an abnormal
condition, sleep will at last supervene, from the
absolute inability of that organ to sustain any
further demands upon its energy. Among the
predisposing causes which favour the access of

sleep, we must especially notice 'the absence of

sensorial impressions; thus, darkness and silence

usually promote repose ; and the cessation of the
sense of muscular effort which usually takes place
when we assume a position that is sustained without
it, is no less conducive to slumber.'—Carpenter's
Human Pliysiolorji/, 6th ed. 1864, p. 592. On the
other hand, persons accustomed to live where tlicre

is a continuous noise, as in the ncighbourliooJ of
mills or forges, often cannot sleep if the noise is

suspended. These cases, however, probably f.all

within the next general ';^redisposing cause—namely,
the monotonous repetition of sensorial impressions.
Tims, the droning voice of an unimpressive reader or
preacher, the gentle ripple of the ocean, the hum of
bees, the rustling of foliage, and similar monotonous
impressions on the auditory nerves, are usually pro-
vocative of sleep. In these and similar cases, the
influence of the impressions is exerted in withdraw-
ing the mind from the consciousness of its own
operations, and in suspending the directing power
of the will ; and this is the case, says Dr Carpenter,
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' even when the attention is, in the first instance,
roluntarUij directed to them, as in some of the
plans which have been recommended for the in-

duction of sleep, when there exists no si)ontaneous
disposition to it. In other methods, the attention
is fixed upon some internal train of thought, which,
when once set going, may be carried on automati-
cally, such as counting numbers, or repeating a
Greek verb. In either case, when the sensorial

consciousness has been once steadily fixed, the
monotony of the impression (whether received from
the organ of sense or from the cerebrum) tends to

retain it there ; so that the will abandons, as it

were, all control over the operations of the mind,
and allows it to yield itself up to the so])orifie

influence. This last method is peculiarly effectual

wlien the restlessness is dependent upon some
mental agitation, provided that the will has jjower

to withdr.aw the thoughts from the exciting subject,

and to reduce them to the tranquillising state of a
mere mechanical repetition.'

The access of sleep is sometimes quite sudden, the
individual passing at once from a state of complete
mental activity to one of cntii'e torpor. Slore

generally, however, it is gradual, the mind while

remaining poised, as it were, between sleep and the
opposite condition being ' pervaded by a strange
confusion which almost amounts to wild delirium

;

the ideas dissolve their connection witli it one by
one ; and its own essence becomes so vague and
diluted that it melts away in the nothingness of

slumber.'—Macnish, Pliilosophy of Sleep, p. 21. The
amount of sleep required by man is affected by so

many conditions (amongst which must be especially

mentioned arfe, tempierament, habits, and previous

exhaustion), that no gener.al rule can be laid doAvn

on the subject. The condition of the fatiis may be
reg.arded as one of continuous slumber : on its first

entrance into the world, the infant jiasses most of

its time in sleep, and this is particularly the case in

children prematurely born, such children seeming only
to awake for the piirpose of receiving food. During
the whole period of growth, in which it is necessary

that the constructipeo\iera,tions of the body should pre-

ponderate over the destnicliiv processes, an excess

of sleep is required ; and by the time that adult age
h.as been attained, and the constructive and destruc-

ti%T! processes b.alance each other, the necessary

amoimt of sleep has gradually fallen to about one-

third or less of the diurnal cycle. In very old age,

again, in consequence of the deflcient energy of the

nutritive process, a larger amount of sleej) is

required. With regard to the influence of tempera-
ture, it is observed that a plethoric habit of body
usually predisposes to sleep, while thiu wiry people

of a nervous temperament require comparatively

little sleep. Persons of lymphatic temjierament are

usually great sleepers, but this is probably due, as

Dr Carpenter suggests, to the fact, that ' through
the dulness of their perceptions they are less easily

liept awake liy sensorial or mental excitement'

than persons of a happier temperament. The influ-

ence of habit is by no means inconsiderable on the

amount of sleep required by individuals, and this

influence may be lirought to act on the proti'action

as well as the abbreviation of the usual period : as

extreme examples, we may mention that General
Eliott, celebrated for his defence of (iiliraltar, did

not sleep more th.an four hours out of the twenty-

four (which is proljably the smallest allowance for

rest compatible with a life of vigorous exertion)

;

while Dr Reid, the metaphysician, could take as

much food, and afterwards as much sleep, as were
sufficient for two days. Moreover, the influence of

habit in producing an a])tituJe for repose, (fe a readi-

ness to wake at particular periods, is well known.
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The sleep o£ soldiers during a siege, of sailors or
others who must take their rest as they best can,
will often come on at command ; nothing more being
necessary to induce it than to assume a recumbeut,
or, at all events, an easy position, and to close the
eyes. Thus, Captain Barclay, in liis celebrated
match, in which he walked 1000 miles in 1000
successive hours, very soon got into the habit of
falling asleep the moment he lay down.
The condition of the gi'eat nervous centres during

sleep is a subject of much interest, on which con-
siderable light has recently been thrown by the
observations of Mr Durham.* TTiese observations
were made on a dog from which a portion of bone
about as large as a shilling was removed from the
parietal region of the skull, and the subjacent dura
raater cut away so as to expose the brain ; and ilr
Durham draws the following conclusions from them

:

1. Pressure of distended veins upon the brain is not,

as is generally believed, the cause of sleep, for

during sleep the veins are not distended. 2. Dm-ing
sleep, the brain is in a comparatively bloodless con-
dition ; and the blood in the encephalic vessels is

not only diminished in quantity, but moves with
diminished rapidity ; and this is corroborated by
the observations of Dr J. Hughlings Jackson on the
ophthalmoscopic condition of the retina during
sleep, the optic disc being then whiter, the arteries

smaller, and the retina generally more ana;mic than
in the waking state. .3. The condition of the cere-

bral circulation during sleep is, from physical causes,

that which is most favourable to the nutrition of

the brain-tissue.

This article would be imperfect without a brief

reference to the conditions in which there is either

an excess or a deficiency of sleep. There are numer-
ous instances on record in which sleep has been
continuously prolonged for weeks, or even months.
Dr Carpenter refers to two such cases, namely,
those of Samuel Chilton (Pltil. Trans. 1694) and
Mary Lyall (Trans. Rny. Soc. Edin. 1818). Blan-
chet, a French physician, has recently recorded three

cases of what he terms ' constitutional lethargic

shimber ' in the Comptm Eendus, 1864. In one of

these cases, the patient, a lady aged 24 years, who
had slept for 40 days when she was 18 years of age,

and .50 days when she was 20, at length had a sleep

of nearly a year, viz., from Easter Simday 1862 to

March 1863. During this period, a false front tooth

was removed in order to feed her with milk and
soup, her only food. She was motionless and insen-

sible. The pidse was low, the breathing scarcely

perceptible, there were no evacuations, and she

shewed no signs of leanness, her complexion remain-

ing florid and healthy. In such cases as these, it is

not a prolongation of healthy natural sleep that is

present, but a condition of hysteric coma.

Again, there are certain states of the nervous

system in which there is either an entire absence of

sleep (and this may continue for many days, or even

weeks) or incomplete sleeplessness. Complete sleep-

lessness is often a most important symptom of

disease. It frequently accompanies certain forms

of continued fever, inflammatory affections of the

brain, the eruptive fevers, &c., and when it continues

for many days and nights, delirium, followed by

stupor, is very apt to supervene. When the wake-

fidness is unattended by any disorder sutficient to

account for it, some serious disease of the brain is

most probably impending, such as palsy, apoplexy,

or insanity. Incomplete or partial sleeplessness is a

symptom of far less grave import. It is of frequent

occurrence in persons whose minds are much en-

* The Phiisiolnaii oj Sleep, in Guy's Hosp. Report.'!,

Tlm-d Series, vol! 0, pp. 149—171.
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gaged, or whose occupations subject them to great
mental exertion or to the vicissitudes of fortune.
It is, moreover, a symptom of many chronic diseases,
as gout, chronic rheumatism, skin-diseases, disorders
of the urinary organs, dyspepsia, hysterica, &c. It
may also be excited by certain beverages and articles
of diet ; thus green tea and strong coffee often
occasion wakefulness, and a full meal of animal
food late in the day often disturbs the sleep of
persons accustomed to dine at an earlier hour.

In the treatment of sleeplessness, or insomnia, as
it is usually termed by medical writers, the first

indication is to remove the cause which occasions
it, and ' more particularly to correct a close or con-
taminated ail- ; to reduce the temperature of the
apartment when it is high, and the quantity and
warmth of the bedclothes ; to remove aU the
excitants to the senses ; to abstract the mind from
all exciting, harassing, or engaging thoughts ; and
to remove or counteract the morbid conditions of
which this is a symptom or prominent consequence.'
—Copland's Diclionartj of iledkine, art. ' Sleej) and
Sleeplessness.' A careful regulation of the secretions,

by the due use of purgatives and alteratives, will

often remove this symptom ; and recourse should
not be had to anodynes and narcotics until morbid
secretions and fa;cal accumulations have been com-
pletely got rid of. But these medicines are of great
sei'vice when the system is thus prepared for their

reception. The choice of the individual drug or

combination of drugs must be dependent upon the

peculiarities of the case, but, as a general rule, there

is no more serviceable narcotic mixture for an adult

than 2.5 or 30 minims of the solution of hj-dro-

chlorate of morphia (of the British Pharmacopeia),
and 10 minims of chloric ether, taken in half a

wine-glassfid of water : medicines of this class should,

however, never be resorted to without the advice

of a physician.

SLEEP OF PLANTS, one of the phenomena o£

In-itabihty (q. v.) in plants. Light acts on plants

as a powerful stimulus, essential to their active and
healthful vegetation. When it is withdrawn, the

flowers of many plants close, and the gi-eater number
shew a tendency to it, whilst leaves more or less

decidedly incline to fold themselves up. The leaf-

stalk also generally hangs do\ra more or less,

although in some plants it is more erect during sleep.

The sleep of plants, however, is not always noc-

turnal. The flowers of some oj>en and close at

particidar hom-s of the day. Thus, the crocus is a

morning flower, and closes soon after mid-daj-

;

whilst some flowers expand only in the evening or

during the night. Their hours of vegetative rest

are probably as essential to the health of plants as

those of sleep arc to animals. It was Linnieus who
first observed the sleep of plants in watching the

progress of some plants of lotus, the seeds of which

he had sown.

SLEEPERS, timliers laid askep or resting along

their whole length. They are chiefly used along

the top of dwarf'-waUs for the support of the timbers

of the ground floor of houses.—The timbers sup-

porting railway rails, and laid at right angles to

them across the railway, are also called sleejrers.

SLE'SVIG, a duchy known till the 14th c. as

South .Jutlanil, formed part of the Danish dominions

till 1SC4, when it fell into the hands of the Austrian

and I'russian st)vereigus, who have not yet (Febru-

ary 1S6G) settled its future destiny. The population

in 1S60 was 4O',),907. Within its old recognised

limits, it was bounded on the N. by Jutland ; on

the E. by the Little Bolt and the B:Utic ; on the W.
by the German Ocean ; and on the S. by Holsteiu,

from which it was divided by the Eyder and the
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Kiel Canal. The area was 3492 sq. miles. The
country consists in its eastern and central parts of

a gently undulating plain, deeply indented with

fiords and streams ; and on its western boundary of

flat marshy tracts of ground, which require to be
protected from the encroachments of the sea by
numerous dams.
The numerous islands which sldrt the west coast

of S. have probably, at some not very remote period,

formed part of the mainland, for navigation is so

seriously impeded by the sandbanks, that this

coast is now accessible for ships by only three pas-

sages. The cluster of small islands known as the

Halligers, which lie, unprotected by dams, in the

midst of these submerged sand-tracts, are so con-

stantly exposed to the action of waves and storms,

that the inhabitants are compelled to raise their

houses on piles. On the eastern coast of S. lie the

islands of Alsen, Aroe, and Fomern, where the

principal bays and inlets are the Haderslev and
Aabenrade Fiords, opening into the Little Belt

;

the Flensborg Fiord, the She, the Eckernforde
Fiord, and the Kieler Fiord, which formed the

ancient boundary between S. and Holstein on the

S.-E., while the Eyder completed it on the S.-W.
The principal branches of industry are agriculture,

the rearing of cattle, fishing, and ship-building. Tlie

Slie is the chief seat of the herring and salmon
fisheries, which, although stiU of some importance,

are very inferior to those of the middle ages,

when, according to the Danish historian, Saxo
Grammaticus, herrings were so plentiful in the

Belts and Cattegat, that they could be caught witli

the bare hands. The chief towns of S. arc Flensborg

(q. v.), Slesvig, Haderslev (pop. 8000), Husum, and
Tonder, neither of which has more than 5000 inha-

bitants. On the south frontier, and partly in Hol-
stein, Eendsborg (pop. 11,000). S. has 800 country
schools, diffused over every part of the duchy. With
regard to the language spoken by the mixed popu-

lation of the duchy, it may be asserted that rather

more than the half speak Danish ; and of the

remainder, about 30,000 persons who belong to the

islands on the western coast, wliich once formed
part of the old province of North Friesland, still

use the Frisic language, the rest of the uihabitauts

using either Low or High German. The original

Danish element of S. has remained purest in the

northern half of the duchy ; while in the southern

parts, where the inhabitants are naturally brought
much iu contact with Holstein, they have of late

years adopted the views, tastes, and language of

their German neighbours. The Lutheran is the
established religion of SlesWg.

In accordance with the conditions stipulated in

the treaty of Vienna, August 1864, by which the

duchies of Holstein and S. were ceded to Austria

and Prussia, the island of Aroe and other districts

of S., measuring about 115 sq. m., were to be re-

united to Denmark ; while tlie latter power was to

give in exchange a territory of about 130 sq. m.,

which, although situated within the boundary of

S., had hitherto been imder the jurisdiction of

Jutland.

S., which forms part of the ancient Cimbrian Pen-
iusula, has from the earliest period been a debatable
land between Danes and Germans ; and according
to the authorities of the latter, it was anciently
included in the Marches of the empire, having been
incorporated by Henry the Fowler in 030, and reor-

ganised by Otho I., when iu !)4S the latter erected
bishops' sees in Aarhuus, Ribe, and Slesxng. In 1027,
the Danish king Kuud (our Canute) obtained from
Conr.td II. the recognition of the independence of
S., which was declared to belong imconditionally to
Denmark, and thenceforth given as a Danish fief of

the crown to the yoimger sous of the regal house. In
1232, King Valdemar Seir, whose father, Prince Knuil
Laward, had ruled ably over the duchy, gave S.

—

which was then, and for some time later, known as

South Jutland—to his yoimger son Abel. The exact
terms of the donation became a subject of dispute

during the successive reigns of Valdemar's sons,

Eric, Abel, and Christopher, and began the long

course of civU wars and family feuds which are

associated with this much-contested territory. Abel,
and his sons after him, backed by their kinsmen,
the Counts of Holstein, maintained that Valdemar
had given the duchy as an hereditary, inalienable,

and indivisible fief ; while, on the part of the Danish
crown, it was contested that South Jutland wag
merely a 2^^'^<^^i'ious fief, which might be recalled at

the pleasure of the sovereign. Its vicinity to Hol-

stein tended to keep up the feuds, to which the

vexed question of its mode of tenure had given

occasion, and which, in fact, only ceased when the

resources of the conflicting parties were exhausted,

although the bitterness and Ul-will with which they
were fed seemed to know no intermission. The
foUo^ving brief summary gives the skeleton of the
leading events of the history of S. from the dawn of

its troubles tiU the final outbreak in IS4S, when, by
the influence of the neighbouring Holstein nobles,

the Germanised great landed proprietors of S.

entered upon the course of armed opposition to the
mother-country, which has culminated at the pre-

sent moment in the forcible separation from the

Danish crown of the duchy of S., and its inmiinent
incorporation in the Prussian monarchy. In 1386,

Queen Margaret (q. v.) gave S. in fief to Gerhard,
Duke of Holstein ; and on the extinction of his male
heirs iu 1459, it virtuaDy lapsed to the crown, with
which it was united in 1400 under the rule of Chris-

tian I. (the founder of the Oldenburg line), by a

mode disastrous to the integrity of the Danish
monarchy. See Denmakk. After frequent division

among the yoimger members of the royal House, which
gave rise to a great numlier of collateral lines of the
Oldenburg family (of which the Glucksburg-Son-
derborg and the Augustenburg are, with the excep-
tion of the imperial House of Prussia and the ducal
House of Oldenburg, the chief representatives), the
ducal portions of S. were inalieuaUy incorporated
with the crown of Denn;ark under King Frederick
IV. in 1721. This act, which had the guarantee of

the great powers, had resulted directly from the
treasonable attitude maintained in the previous
wars with Sweden by the Holstein-Gottorp princes

of S., and was ratified by Piussia and Sweden, no
less than by England and France. The different

orders of the duchy took the oaths of allegiance for

themselves and their heirs, the S. arms were quar-
tered with those of Denmark Proper, and the duchy
was included with the latter iu one common mode
of administration. In 184S, the revolutionary move-
ment of continental Europe fanned the fiame of dis-

content in the duchies into a blaze, and the njiper

classes of S., who had in the course of time become
strongly imbued with the German tendencies of the
Holstein nobles, with whom they fraternised, joined

the latter in open armed rebelliou under the chief

leadership of the princes of Augustenbnrg. The
Germanised S. nobles, influenced by the principles

of hatred to Denmark, which had long been gather-

ing strength in the university of Kiel, refused to

admit the difference between their relations to the

crown and those of the Holsteiners, with whom
they demanded to be indissolubly associated in

separate legislative and executive ch.ambers. The
king refused to separate S. from the monarchy ;

the irritation increased on both sides ; the royal

troops appeared in the duchies to restore order;
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the S.-Holstein army, whose ranks were princi-
pally filled by German volunteers, took the field,

aided by the confederate forces sent by the Diet
to co-operate with the Holsteiners. The troubles
by which the German states were threatened at
home led, after a few indecisive engagements had
been fought, to the withdrawal of the confederate
armies, aud Prussia having made a special treaty of
peace (after a preliminary truce with Denmark), the
duchies were left to themselves, and the royal
authority re-established, on the understauding that
the king should submit a new form of constitution
for Holstein and S. to the Diet, on account of the
former being a member of the Confederation ; S.

being in the meanwhile put under a provisional

government of Danish, Prussian, aud English com-
missioners. By the peace with Prussia, it was
soleipuly guaranteed that all old treaties, including

that of 17-1, shoidd be maintained in regard to

Denmark ; aud in 1851, Austria threw an army into

the duchies to aid Denmark in supporting her
authority, and in dissohdng the joint S. and Holstein
assembly. On the death of Frederick VII. in 1863,

Prince Christian of Ghicksburg (see Denmark),
having ascended the throue as Chi'istian IX., king
of Denmark, Prince Frederick of Augustenburg
called upon the S.-Holstein authorities to refuse

the oath of allegiance to the new king, and to

acknowledge himself as the rightful duke of S.-

Holstein, basing his claims on his descent from the

legitimate and elder male line of the House of

Oldenburg. This appeal was responded to by 25
members of the Holstein Diet, who, on behalf of

their o^vu duchy and of 8., petitioned the German
Diet to recognise the vaUdity of the claims of the

Augustenburg line, and to pronounce the London
protocol of the act of succession devoid o'f force.

The Prince, by this step, set at nought the family

compact by which his father, uncle, and himself, for

themselves and their heirs, had, at the close of the

war of 1848, accepted a sum of money as full indem-

nity for all claims on the Danish territories, and been

allowed on that condition to evade all further conse-

quences of the open rebellion in which they had stood

against the throne. In the meanwhile, the funda-

mental law of November 1863 for the kingdom of

Denm-irk and the duchy of S., which had passed

the Rigsrad, and received the l.ate king's signature

shortly before his death, was published, together

with a manifesto of Christian IX., stating his inten-

tion in regard to Holstein and Lauenburg. The

Diet, without committing itself to uphold the Augus-

tenburg claims, put a confederate execution into

Holsteiu ; the Danish troops were withdrawn into S.

;

and on the 6th Januaiy 1S64, the Holstein towns

did homage to the duke ; while a Federal commission

suppresi3ed the ])rovisional Holstein government,

which had exercised its powers since 1862, and

established a ducal government at Kiel. The

Austrians and Prussians, professing to act for the

Diet, summoned the Danish kiug to withih-aw the

constitution of November -n-ithin 48 hours ;
in reply

to which the Danish government demanded a

term of six weeks to convoke the Rigsr.ad, -nnth-

out whose sanction no constitution.al change could

be adopted. The demand was rejected, and the

Austro-Prussian army entered Holstem. and hostili-

ties commenced. For ten weeks the Danes m.ade

a gaUant stand against their enemy, whose enor-

mous superiority in strength of numbers, and m
the efficiency of their artUlery and smaU-arms,

made their final victory the ine^^table rather than

the glorious result of the campaign. The Danes

were corapeUed to sus)>end hostilities, and to sulmut

to the terms dictated by their conquerors. A con-

ference was held at Vienna, and after protracted

negotiations, Denmark was constrained to accept
peace (August 1864), on the hard terms of ceding to
Austria and Prussia, Holstein, S., and Lauenburg,
on the ground that the indivisibility of the two
duchies must be firmly established for the German
fatherland by these two great powers. Since that
time, Duke Frederick of Augustenburg has been in
turn the favoured and the rejected candidate for
the throne of the new state of S.-Holstein. The
upjier classes in small numbers in S., in Holstein
almost unanimously, are in favour of his claims,
whUe the burgher and lower classes of S. appear
equally unanimous in regretting their severance
from Denmark ; and the decidedly expressed
wishes of the Holstein part}', backed by the lesser
German states, to have the duke as their sovereign,
the protests and counter-protests of the Diet and of
foreign powers, have all resulted in an announce-
ment by Austria and Prussia, that according to the
evidence of the commission appointed to examine
the merits of the various claims of Denmark,
Augustenburg, and Oldenburg to the duchies,
Christian IX. was by right of succession the
undoubted possessor, aud that from him the duchies
had passed by right of victory to Austria and
Prussia. This extraordinary solution of the S.-

Holstein question was ratified at Gastcin (August
1865), in a ti-eaty between Austria and Prussia, in

which, without regard to the German or Danish
proclivities of Holstein or of S., the former duchy is

transferred to Austria, and the latter to Prussia,

and the garrisons and forts are to be manned at

the ])leasure of the contracting powers, who are

agreed that both duchies shall join the ZoUverein

(q. V.
)

; while Austria makes over to Prussia the

rights acquired by the war over the duchy of

Lauenburg for the sum of two and a half million

Danish dollars. (See GERiiAiTi', in Supplemext.)

SLI'CKENSIDES are the smooth and polished,

and generally glazed surfaces of flaws in rocks.

They are considered to have been produced by the
friction of the two siu-faces during some movement
of the rock. But the two surfaces of the flaw are

almost always so uneven that it is impossible to

conceive that they could have rubbed against each
other ; besides, the flaws are generally very small,

and the true slickenside is always confined to a
single stratmn, never passing into the bed above or

below. We beheve they are the castings of liquids

or gases confined in the bed, and subjected to great

pressure, and are similar in origin to the glazed

cavities produced by gases in slags, or, to use a very

familiar illustration, "by the compressed steam in

breakfast roUs.

SLIDING RULE, au instrument invented by
the Rev. William Oughtred, au English di\-iiie

and mathematician, for the purpose of solving arith-

metical problems mechanically, consists of three

pieces of wood, of which two are f,astcned together

by slips of brass at a sufficient distance from each

other to jiermit of a third sliding between them.

The size of instrument which best combines conve-

nience with accuracy is one about 2 feet long, 2 inches

broad, and j inch thick. One side of the rule has

the following scales marked on it in order : a line

of tenths of inches, of cqu,il parts divided into tenths

and himdredths of feet ; three lines of numbers,

each line consisting of the numbers from 1 to 10

twice repeated ; a line of sine rhumbs (logarithmic

sines of each quarter-point of the compass) ; a line

of meridional parts ; and a line of equal parts. 0£

these, two of the lines of uuml)oi-3 are on the middle

piece or sliili r. On the other side are—two lines of

natural .-icakv, including sines, secants, tangents,

equal iiarts, &c. ; two lines of logarithmic sines,
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two lines of logaritlimic tangents, a third line of

logarithmic sines, and a line of versed sines. Of
these, one line of logarithmic sines and one of tan-

gents are upon the slider. The scale in most
common use is that of numbers, and a description of

the way in which it is used will give a key to the

whole working of the instrument. It is necessary,

however, to notice as a preliminary, that the scale

of numbers is not evenly divided, as in this case

only addition and subtraction could be performed,

but is divided in proportion, not to tlie num-
bers, but to their logarithms, so that 3, whose
logarithm is very nearly the half of that of 10,

stands almost halfway between 1 and 10 ; and
similarly of the other numbers. All questions

of numerical proportion can thus be easily worked
by means of the Ime of numbers on the slider,

and the adjacent and corresponding one on the
fixed ]iart of the rule. To find a fourth propor-

tional to three given numbers, we jilace the first

term (on the slider) opposite to the second term (on

the fixed scale), and ojiposite the third term (on the

slider) is tlie fourth or number re(|uired (on the

scale). Multiplication is performed by making 1 the

first term of a proportion, and division by malving it

the second or third. The other scales marked on
the rule are useful in the solution of trigonometrical,

geogi'aphical, and nautical problems, and the results

obtained are much more accurate than one at lirst

sight would believe. Sliding rules of circular form
have been made by the French, but they are not
in any way prefei-aljle to tlie ordinarj' straight form.

SLIDING SCALE, a pro\'ision in some of the

statutory restrictions formerly in force on the trade
in com, by which, in order to encourage importation
when prices were high, and discourage it when low,
the import duty was diminished as the price rose,

and at famine-prices grain came in duty free. By
the act of 1S2S, wheat was allowed to be imported
on i^ayment of a duty of £1, is. SJ. when the average
price over England was 62*'. a quarter. For every
shilling less of price, a shilling was added to the

duty ; and for a rise of price the duty decreased.

In IS42, while the agitation regarding the corn-

laws was going on, .Sir Robert Peel introduced and
carried a moditication of the Sliding Scale, which,
however, did not succeed in mitigating the popular
hostility to the corn-laws. By the Sliding-scale Act
of 1842, the duty per quarter was fixed at £1 when
the price of corn was under 51.?., and diminished as

the price increased, till on the quarter of wheat
attaining the price of 73*'. it fell to Is. See Corn
Laws.

SLI'GO, a maritime county of the province of

Connaught, Ireland, bounded on the N. by the
Atlantic and the Bay of Donegal, S. by Itoscommon
and Mayo, E. by Roscommon and Leitrim, and W.
liy M.ayo. It is 41 miles from east to west, and 38
from north to south ; the total area comprising
461,753 acres, of which 290,696 are arable, while
151,723 ai'e imcidtivated. The pop. in 1861 was
124,845, of whom 112,4.'i6 were Roman Catholics,

and 10,438 Protestants of the Established Church.
The coast-line is very irregular, and indented

with numerous bays, and, except in the B.ay of

Sligo, is rocky and dangerous for navig.ation. The
surface rises gradually from the coast eastwards as
far as an elevated range called Slieve Gamph and
the Ox Mountains, the highest point of which rises

to 1800 feet. S. contains comparatively few and
unimportant lakes, but some of these, however, are
extremely picturesque, especially Lough Arrow and
Lough Gdl. Only three of its streams are navigable
—the Moy, the Oweumore, and the Garrogue, and
they are all inconsiderable. The county is traversed

7T2

by a railway, which is a branch of the Midland
Great Western, and connects the county town of
Shgo (q. V.) with Dublin. The mineral products of

the county, although not very rich, are various, and
consist of coppei', lead, iron, and manganese. The
climate is variable, and although rain is frequenij,

it is, on the whole, nidd and healthy. The
soil in the north is mossy and sandy, both bein"
occasionally intermi.xed, and at times alternating
with a gravelly loam. The plain of S. is a deep
rich loam ; and in the southern portion of the
county are found large tracts of corn-land and
pasturage. The occupations of the people are
mainly agricultur.al, and, until some years back,
they were chiefly engaged in tillage ; liut the land
is now chiefly used for pasturage. The number of

acres under crops of all kinds in the year 1862 was
103,301. The cattle in that year numbered 76,226

;

sheep, 44,717; and pigs, 18,002. The number of

holdings ten years before 1852 had been 13,992,

which is now somewhat reduced. The extent of

coast-line has led a considerable number of the
population to engage, at least partially and occa-

sionally, in fishing. The S. fishery district com-
prises 112 miles of coast, and keeps eug.aged upwards
of 200 registered vessels, employing more than 1200
men and boys. The principal towns are Sligo

(q. v.), Ardnaree, and Tobercurry. The number of

pupils attending the national schools throughout the

county in 1864 was 8734, distributed over abont 100
schools.

S. was anciently the seat of the O'Connors, and
was the scene of many conflicts between the several

branches of that family. The domestic feuds of the
O'Connors were among the causes which facilitated

the first inroads of the Anglo-Normans. The dis-

trict contains many remains both of the Celtic and
of the Anglo-Norman jieriod. Of the former, there

is one very interesting called the Giant's Cairn, near
Sligo ; and there are many raths, cromlechs, and
ancient caverns. The countv of S. sends two mem-
bers to the imperial parliament. (1871—pop. 115,311.)

SLIGO, chief town of the county of the same
name, situated on the river Garrogxie ; distant from
Dublin, with which it is connected by a branch fr(mi

the Midland Great AVestern Railway, 131 miles

north-west. The pop. in 1862 was 10,420; of whom
8242 were Roman Catholics, and 1557 Protestants

of the Established Church. S. had its origin in the

erection of a Dominican abbey in the 13th c. by
RIaurice Fitzgerald, Earl of KUdare, around which
—and a castle also built by him—a to\ra was
gradu.illy formed. In the reign of James I., it

received a charter. The modern town stands within

a bend of the I'iver, chiefiy on the left bank. It is

for the most part well built, and contains several

handsome public edifices. It possesses few import-

ant manufactures, but is a place of considerable

commerce, which is directed with judgment and
energy by a body of town and h.arbour commis-
sioner's. In 1863, 772 vessels, of 123,349 tons,

entered and cleared the port. The expm-ts are

chiefly of corn, flour, me.al, butter, provisions, and
yarn. Steamers ply regularly between S. and Gl.as-

gow. The borough returns one member to the

imperial parliament.

SLING, a weapon much in use before the intro-

duction of firearms, consisted of a piece of leather,

with a round hole in the middle, and two cords of

about a yard in length. A round pebble being

liung in the leather by the cords, the latter were
held firmly in the right hand, and swung rapidly

round. When the stone had attained gre.at speed,

one string was disengaged, on which the stone flew

ofT at a tangent, its initial velocity being the same

I
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as it had at the last moment of revolution. This
velocity gives far greater range and force than
could be imparted in mere throwing.

SLIP, in a Dockyard, is a smooth, iucUned
plane, sloping down to the water, on which a ship
is built. It requires to have a very solid foundation.
Among modern inventions is a slip on which a sort
of truck runs on numerous rails. This truck is run
imder a ship as she floats ; the water is diminished
till she rests on it, and it is then hauled up the slip
by steam power until she is high and dry. Such a
sli]i takes the place of a dry dock. See also Lad.nxh
and Ship-buildixg.

SLIPPED, in Heraldry, a term of blazon applied
to a leaf, branch, or flower, which is represented
with a stalk, and torn from the parent stem.

SLOAXE, Sir H.vxs, an eminent physician and
naturalist, of Scotch parentage, his father having
been the chief of the Scottish colony which was
settled in Ulster liy James I. of Great Britain, was
born at Killyleagh, in County Down, Irelautl, 16th
Aprd IGCU. He devoted himself during hia boy-
hood to natural history and medicine, aud in spite of
an attack of haemoptysis, which lasted from his
IGth tUl his 19th year, he arrived in London in
1679, with an excellent knowledge of the lirst of
these sciences, and a fair acquaintance with the
second. His apprenticeship to Stafforth, a pupil of
Stahl (q. v.), and the acquaintance, subsequently
ripened into close friendship, which he formed with
Boyle and Ray, two of the most celebi-ated
naturalists of their time, did much to encoura"e
and advance him in his favourite studies. During
a brief sojourn in France, he attended the lectures
of Tom'uefort aud Du Verney, obtained on his

return, by the active support of Sydenham (q. v.),

a footing in London as a physician, and was elected

a member of the Ptoj'al Society in 16S5, and of the
lloyal College of Physicians in 16S7 ; but in

Sejitember of the latter year, he accompanied
Monk, Duke of Albemarle, to Jamaica, and
investigated the botany of that and the adjoining
islands with such zeal and diligence during the
15 months of his stay, th.at his herbarium mmi-
bered SCO species. Resuming his professional

practice on his return, he liecame physician to

Christ's Hospital (1694—17-4), President of the
College of Physicians (1719— 1735), Secretary to

the l{03'al Society (1693), Foreign Associate of the
French Academy of Sciences (1708), aud succeeded
Sir Isaac Newton as President of the Koyal Society

in 1727. He had been created a baronet and
physician-general to the army in 1716; and in 1727
received the further honour of being appointed

royal physician. Though of remarkably delicate

constitution, he lived to the gi'eat age of 92, djring

at Chelsea, 11th January 1153. The chief pomt
to be remarked in S.'s moral character was his

benevolence, as shewn in the charitable uses

to which he apphed the whole of his salary as

physician of Christ's Hospital, in his zealous pro-

motion of the various schemes for aftording medi-

cme and attendance gratiiitously to the pipor, and
his support of the Foundling Hospital, of \ihich he

was one of the founders. By long-continucil per-

severance, he succeeded in forming a most exten-

sive museum of natural history, a library of 50,000

volumes, and 3560 MSS., which he directed to be

offered at his death to the nation for ,f2(),000 (al)out

one-fourth of its real value), and which formed the

commeuccment of the British Jlusenm (q. v.). He
also contributed numerous memoirs to the Philu-

sophical Traiisaclions, whose publication he super-

intended for a number of years. But his great

work was the XatunU Hidunj of Jamaica (fol.

1707—1725), containing also an excellent account
of the topography, meteorology, and population of
the island, which Ijook was the means of introdu-
cing into the Pharmacopeia a number of excellent
drugs, hitherto unknown.

SLOBDO'SK, or SLOBODSKOI', a town of
Russia, in the government of Viatka, is situated on
the river Viatka, about 16 miles north-east of the
town of the same name. Pop. 5914.

SLOE, or SLOE-THORN {P,-mms sjihwsa), a
shrub of the same genus with the plum, and jicr-
haps really of the same species with it and the
buUace. It is generally a shrub of 4—10 feet hiah,
sometimes becoming a small tree of 15—20 feet. ^It
is much branched, and the branches tei-minate in
spines. The youngest shoots are covered irith a
fine down. The flowers are small, snow-white, and
generally appear before the leaves. The fruit is ovate,
or almost globose, pale blue with blackish bloom,
and generally aljout the size of the largest peas.
The S. is abundant in thickets and borders of woods,
aud in arid places in Britain and almost all parts
of Europe. The shoots make beautiful walking-
sticks. Although spinj', the S. is not suitable for
hedges, as its roots spread, and it encroaches on the
fields. The bark is bitter, astringent, and tonic.
The flowers, with the calyx, are purgative, and are
in some places much used as a domestic medicine.
The leaves are used for adulterating tea. The
unripe fruit dyes black. The fruit is very austere.
It is much used on the continent of Europe for

making a preserve, also in some places for making a
kind of brandy. An astringent extract, called
German Acacia, is prejiared from it, which was once
much employed in cases of diarrhrea and mucous
and bloody discharges. The juice is much used to
impart roughness to port wine, and in the fabrica-
tion of spiu'ious port.

SLO'NIM, a town of Russian Poland, in the
government of Grodno, and 72 mdes south-east of

the town of that name. It has large manufactuies
of cloth. Pop. 8311.

SLOOP is a one-masted cutter-rigged vessel,

difl'ering from a cutter, according to old authorities,

in having a fixed bowsprit and somewhat smaller

sads in proportion to the hull. The terms ' slooji

'

and 'cutter' appear, however, to be used nearly

indiscriminately. In the British na\'y, a sloop-of-

war is a vessel, of whatever rig, between a corvette

and a gun-boat, and ordinarily constituting the
commautl of a commander. In the days of the
sailing navy, sloops-of-war carried from 10 to IS

guns ; but, with the introduction of steam, the
number of guns has ceased to be distinctive.

SLOPS, in the Navy, are somewhat more exten-
sive than * necessaries ' in the army. They comprise
the clothes and bedding of a sailor. Within cerUiin

limits, government, acting through the ship's pay-

master, sujiplies the men with slops at cost price.

When a sailor dies, his slojis are sold by auction for

the bcnetit of his representatives.

SLOTH {Bratli/pux), a genus of mammalia, of the
order Edentata, and family Tanliijrada. The name
was given from observation of the very slow and
awkward movemeuts of the animals of this genus
on the ground ; but a better acquaintance with their

habits, and observation of their movements among
the branches of trees, for which their conformation
peculiarly adapts them, have shewn it to bo by no
means appropriate or descriptive. In like mamior,
BuU'ou's notion that they are creatures of imper-
fect organisation, and doomed to a miserable exist-

ence, has been completely exploded. Their struc-

ture, like that of every other creature, is admirably
Vti
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adapted to their mode of life. They feed on the

leaves, buds, and young shoots of trees, amongst the

branches of which they are born and spend their

whole life, rarely and unwillingly descending to the

ground. They do not walk upon the branches,

but cling beneath them, with the back downwards.

The fore-legs are much longer than the hinder ones,

and are used for embracing a branch, or for dramng
in the branches on the foliage of which they are to

feed, and both the fore and hind feet are furnished

with very long, curved, and sharp claws. The
pelvis is very wide ; and the hind-legs, thus widely

separated, also diverge from one another. The
structure of the «Tist and ankle-joints is such that

the palm or sole is turned towards the body, so

that upon the ground, the animal is compelled to

rest on the side of the hind-foot, whilst the length

of the fore-legs causes it to rest on the knee or

elbow of them, struggling forward by a shuffling

movement, and dragging itself along by stretching

out the fore-legs alternately and hooking the claws

into the ground, or grasping some object. But in a

dense tropical forest, sloths generally find it easy to

pass from the branches of one tree to those of

another, often taking advantage for this pur-

pose of a time when branches are brought within

their reach by the wind. Where the trees are more

distant from each other, they wUl eat up the

whole foliage of a tree ere they descend from it.

The hair of sloths is coarse and shagffl', of a very

pecidiar texture, inelastic, and much lilce grass

Three-toed Sloth [Bnuliijyus trydactylus).

withered in the sim, but affords an excellent protec-

tion from insects, whilst it also gives them such an
appearance that they are not readily observed except

when in motion. The muzzle of sloths is short,

and the tail is short. There are no incisor teeth, but
sharp canine teeth, and eiglit molars in the upper,

six in the lower jaw. The molars are cylindrical,

penetrated by no laminae of enamel, and adapted
merely for crushing, not for gi-inding the food. For
this, however, there is compensation in the stomach,

which is somewhat imperfectly divided, by transverse

ligatures, into four compartments, for the longer

retention and more thorough digestion of the food,

although there is no rumination. The female sloth

produces only ojie young one at a birth, which clings

to its mother till it becomes able to provide for itself.

The voice of sloths is a low plaintive cry. Their
chief enemies are lai'ge snakes, but against these
they defend themselves by their powerful fore-legs

and claws. A sloth has been known to grasp a dog
round the neck and strangle it. There are very few
species. One species has the fore-feet furnished with
only two toes : the others have three. These, with
other differences, have been made the ground of a
recent division of the genus into two. The Two-
toed S., or UnA-U {Bradypue or Cholcepus didactylits),

is about two feet in length, of a xmitorm grayisb-

In-own colour, often with a reddish tint. The best-

known species of Three-toed S. is the Ai (Bradyptis

or Adieus trUlacfylus), which is smaller than the

Unau, has a more obtuse muzzle, and is generally

bi'ownish gray, slightly variegated with hairs of

different tints, the head darker than the body. All

the sloths belong to the tropical parts of America.

SLO'TTING-MACHINE, a machine for cutting

slots, or square grooves, in metal. It is of great

importance in mechanical
engineering, and many very
ingenious inventions have
been made for facilitating

the process. The principle

is, however, very simple, and
is the same in all. It con-

sists of a cutting tool, or

chisel, held very firmly in

an ann, which is pressed

down and raised alternately. _
The tool is thus m.ade to

pare off a thin portion of =
the metal each time it do- Slotting-macbine.

scends, until it has cut a

slot of sufficient size. Water is continually thro^^^^

on, to prevent the metal from becoming overheated

by the friction.

SLOUGH, a village of England, in the county of

Buckingham, IS miles west of London, by the Great

Western Railway. On the road between S. and
Windsor, which is distant about two and a half

miles, lived Sir WiUiam Herschel, and at the obser-

vatory which he erected here, in which was
placed his great telescope, many of his important

astronomical discoveries were made. Pop. (1S61)

3425.

SLOVAKS, The, are the Slavic inhabitants of

North Hungary, who, m the 9th c, formed the

nucleus of the great Moravian kingdom, but who,

after the bloody battle of Presburg (907 A.D.), were
gradually subjugated by the Magyars, to whom
even yet they bear no friendly feeling. Their

number is reckoned at 2,7.50,000, of whom 800,000

belong to the Protestant, the rest to the Catholic

Church. The S., whose character probably comes
nearest to that of the old Sla\'ic type, travel in

gi'eat numbers over Ciermany and Poland as pedlars.

Their language is a dialect of Bohemian. Among
the most notable of the Slovak authors are the

poets Holly and KoUar (q. v.) ; Matth. Bel (1684

—1749) ; Stephan Leschka (17.57—1818), editor of

the first Slovak journal ; Bernolak, author of a

Slovak grammar ; Palkovitsh (died 183-5) ; and
Tablitsh, who published four volumes of poetry

(ISOU- 1812). A fine collection of pojudar Slovak
ballads has been published by KoUar (2 vols., Oten,

1834).

SLOW-MATCH, a combustible material, such

as cotton, hemp, tow, &c., often dipped in a solution

of nitrate of potash (saltpetre), and formed into a

thin rope. It is used for exploding gunpowder in

various ways, on account of its slow, steady way of

burning, a sufficient length being taken to enable

the operator to remove to a safe distance before

the exjilosion. Slow-match was much used by
artUlerynien for firing of cannon, but it has gener-

ally given way to friction fusees and percussion

caps.

SLUBBING. See Spinning.

SLUG {Limax), a genus of gasteropodous molluscs,

of the division Moncecia (hermaphrodite), and of the

family Lhnacida:, which is closely allied to the snail

family, Helicidce, but has no external shell. There
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is, however, a rnclimental shell, geueraUy concealed
within the mantle, placet! over the respiratory cavity.
The Li-macklm are diffused over the whole world.
They commit great ravages among field and garden
crops during moist weather. In frosts, they become

heads. Bayonet, Fikearjis, Lance, Sword, Pistol
&c.

'

Slugs.
I. Gray sliij; 2. Black sins;; 3. The fame fall jrown, and as it

appears when at rest; 4. Its eggs.

dormant, taking shelter under clods and at the roots
of plants. They Lay eggs in clusters, in moist places,
often at the roots of grass. The eggs resemble small
oval bags of jelly. The body is generally oval or
oblong, elongated. The foot is not distinct from the
body. There are foiu- retractile tentacles ; the ej-es

are at the tips of the longer pair. Slugs often climb
trees in quest of decaying vegetable matter on which
to feed, and let themselves down by means of
mucous threads, for the formation of which there is

a smaU aperture at the hinder end of the body. Of
British species, one of the most common is the Gray
S. {Limax agrestis), which is of a whitish ash colour

;

another is the Great Gray S. (L. mai:imiis or anti-

quorum], the largest British species ; another is the
Black S. {L. ater), often popularly called the
Bl.ack Snail. The Ked S. (Agrion agrestis) is

also very plentiful. Careful gardeners often gather
shigs by the aid of a lantern at uight, and destroy
them. They may also be killed by watering the
ground mth a weak solution of ammonia.
SLUR, in Music, an arch drawn over two or more

notes not on the same degree, to indicate that these
notes are to be played legato, or smoothly and fluently

tr—b—*^
In vocal music, a slur is placed

over all the notes that are to be sung to the same
syllable, amless whei'e they are grouped together by
a common line. A slur must be distinguished from
a tie, which is a similar arch drawn over two notes

on the same degree, and denoting that instead of the

two notes WTitten, one is to be jjlaycd of the length

of both.

SLUTSK, a town of Russian Pol.and. in the

government of Minsk, about G3 miles south of the

tmvn of that name, near the soiu'oe of the Lesser

Slutch. With the exception of its public buildings,

the houses are almost entirely of wood. P021. 7490.

SMACK is a generic term for sm.all docked or

half-decked vessels employed in the co.asting and
fishing trade. The m.ajority of smacks .are, however,

rigged as cutters, sloops, or yawls. According to

Wcdgewood, the m in this word is a corruption of

n; the Anglo-Saxon has snnkk, a small vessel, and

there is a corresponding form in the other Teutonic

and Scandinavian tongues.

SMALL-ARMS, in the modern acceptation,

consist of the weapons actu.ally carried by a man.

They have been described under their respective

SMALL-ARMS FACTORIES, Royal, are the
estabhslmieuts through whicli all the small-arnis
of every description are supplied to the regu-
lar army, the militia, yeomanry, and volunteers.
The headquarters are .at Enfield, where there is a
vast manufactory; at Birmingham, there is a con-
siderable establishment for viewing the arms
supplied by contractors ; and .at I*imlico there
is ,a factory for repairing damaged arms, and for
training armourer-sergeants for detached service
with regiments. For many years, there had been
a small ordnance factory at Enfield Lock, where a
few thousand muskets were laboriously forged by
hand e.ach year ; but when the sudden introduction
of the rifle, and the demands of the Russian war,
called for a supply of arms, which the trade of all
Europe and America w.as unable to meet, govern-
ment determined to erect machinery for the fabrica-
tion of arms. For this purpose, the factory at
Enfield was entirely remodelled ; machinery of
great power and delicacy was adopted, and now,
when in fidl work, the factory can turn out daily
1000 complete and proved rifles, besides a corres-
ponding complement of other small-arms. At tha
same time, the .accuracy of workmanship is so great,
that a hundred rifles might be taken entirely to
pieces, the several portions thrown promiscuously
together, and a hundred complete nfles could be
instantly re-formed without any difficulty from the
s.ame pieces. Much of the merit of this great
est.ablishment is due to Colonel Manley Dixon of
the Royal Artillery, who has superintended the
factory since it has been remodelled. The success
of the factory has reduced in a remarkable de<Tee
the cost of rifles, .and has brought down correspond-
ingly the pince charged by the trade for the large
quantities still intrusted to it.

The cost of the factories, when in fuU operation,

is of course considerable. At present (IStiS), when
the demand for sm.all-arms is small, the annual
charge is only £172,974.

SMALL DEBTS is a phr.ase current in Scotland
to denote debts under £12, recoverable in the
Sheriff' Court. See Sheriff. In England, the same
debts are recoverable in the Coimty Court (q. v.).

SMALLPOX, or VARI'OLA, is one of the most
formidable of the class of febrile diseases known as

the Exanthemata (q. v.). All cases of regiUar small-

po.x are divisible into three stages—viz. (1),

that of the initial or eruptive fever; (2), that of

the progress and maturation of the specific erup-

tion ; and (3) th.at of the decline. Some writers

make a primary stage of the period of incubation,

or of the time intervening between the reception of

the poison into the system, and the first appearance

of fel)rile symptoms ; but tliis is not entitled to ba
regarded as a st.age of the disease, seeing that no
syrajitoms of disorder have begim to shew them-
selves. The first stage liegins with rigors, followed

by heat and dryness of the skin, a quickened piUse,

furred tongue, loss of appetite, pain in tlie jiit of

tlie stoniacii, with nausea, vomiting, headache, and
often pains in the b.ack and limbs. The Wolenco

of the pains in the back, and the obstin.acy of the

vomiting, arc frequently very well marked and
characteristic svmpt<uns. In children, the disease

is often ushered in by convulsions ; while delirium

sometimes attends its otitset in adults. On tlio

third day, minute red specks begin to come out first

on the face, tlien on the neck and wrist', and on

the trunk of the body, and Lastly, on the lower

extremities. The fever usually begins to subsido

as soon as the eruption appears, and by the
Vi
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beginning of the iifth day, wlieii the eniption is

generally completed, the fever has entirely dis-

appeared. The second stage commences when the

eruption is fnlly out. Upon the second or third

day of the eruption, a little clear lymph is seen in

each pimple, which has increased considerably in

size since its first appearance, and which is thus

converted into a vesicle. The vesicles gradually

increase in breadth, and become converted into

pustules, which are at first depressed in the centre,

but by the fifth day of the eruption become turgid

and hemispherical; the suppuration on the face

being complete by about the eighth day from the

commencement of the fever, and the same process

rapidly following in the other parts of the body in

the same order of succession as that in which the

eruption originally appeared. The pustides then
break, and scabs or crusts form over them, which
usually fall off after four or five days' existence.

The number of pustules in any special case and the

severity of the disease, stand in a direct ratio to

one another ; for ' the number of pustules indicates,

in the first place, the quantity of the variolous

poison which has been reproduced in the blood;

and, in the second ])lace, it is also a direct measure
of the extent to which the skin suffers inflamma-
tion. Sometimes there are not more than half-a-dozen

pustules ; sometimes there are many thousands. If

all these were collected into one, it wovdd be an
enormous jililegmon. For both these reasons, the

system suflers commotion, distress, and peril, in

proportion to the quantity of the eruption.'

—

Watson's Lectures, &c., 4th ed. vol. ii. p. 857. The
progress of the pustules is usually accompanied
with swelling of the skin of the face, with a painful

sensation of heat and tension; the scalp is often

swollen; soreness of the mouth and salivation

usually supervene ; and the patient exhales a pecu-
liar and disagreeable odour. About the eighth or

ninth day of the disease, a recurrence of the fever,

known as ' the fever of maturation,' sets in with
varying degrees of intensity, according to the
number and arrangement of the pustules. When
the pustules are numerous, they run together ; when
they are few, they keep separate. Hence the
division of smallpox into the two great varieties of

distinct and confluent, or variola discreta and variola

confluens ; and this diwsion is of the highest import-
ance, because the distinct form of the disease, in

which the pustides are isolated, is scarcely ever

dangerous ; while the confluent form, in which they
coalesce, is never free from danger. The tliird or

declininp stage is, in the distinct variety, little more
than a period of convalescence. About the eleventh

or twelfth day, the pustides on the face become
brown and dry at the top, or some of them lireak,

and the fluid which oozes out solidifies into a
yellowing crust; and from this time the process of

desiccation goes on, the swelhng of the face sub-

sides, and at last only dry scabs remain, which
gradually fall oft' about the fom-teenth day. It is

not till three or four d.ay3 after the scabs have
formed on the face, that the same process is com-
pleted over the whole body. The scabs are usually
completely gone by the twenty-first day, leaving
behind them blotches of a reddish brown colour,

which sometimes continue for some months befoi'e

they quite disappear
;

' and some of the pustules, in

consequence of ulceration of the true skin, leave
pits, especially on the face, which remain per-

manently. The period of scabbing is accompanied
by various symptoms of improvement: the tongue
becomes clean, the appetite returns, and by the
time that the scabs have fallen off, the patient
may be regarded as restored to health ; so that
the entire course of a case of distinct or discrete
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smallpox occupies about three weeks. In the conflu-

ent foiTu of the disease, the eruptive fever is more
violent, the pain in the back is more severe, and
the sickness more obstinate, and the eniption comes
out earlier and less regularly than in the distinct

variety which we selected for description as repre-

senting the more natural course of the disease.

jNIoreover, the pustules do not fill so completely,

nor are they of the normal yellow purulent hue, being
whitish, brown, or even purple. But tlie most
important difference between the two forms is in

the secondar;/ fever, which sets in when the pustules

are mature. This fever, which is slightly marked
in distinct smallpox, is usually intense, and highly

dangerous in the confluent form ; and it is at this

period of the disease that death most commonly
occurs. Statistics shew that the eighth day of the

eruption is the most perilous rlai/, and the second

week the most perilous week: The early occun-ence

of death—that is to say, during the first week

—

denotes a pecidiar malignancy in the disease. ' The
nervous system,' says Dr Watson, ' appears to be
overwhelmed by the force of the poison. During
the second week, the disorder proves fatal chiefly in

the way of apno?a ; from some attection of the

respiratory jiassages. After that period, the char-

acters of asthenia commonly predominate, the

patient sinks under some casual complication, or

the powers of life are gradually worn out by so

much irritation of the surface, and so large an
amount of suppuration.'

—

Op. cit., vol. ii. p. 860.

The above are the essential symptoms of sm.all-

pox. both in the distinct and confluent form. This
disease is, however, often accompanied by other

symptoms, which we have merely space to name

;

such as sore throat (which often dei)ends upon
pustules situated there), salivation, and (in the con-

fluent form, during the secondary fever) erysipe-

latous iuflainination, leading to the formation of

abscesses, glandular swellings, sloughing sores on
the sacrum, &c. In pregnant women, the disease

often causes abortion, which is most commonly
followed by death. The dead child occasionally,

but not often, is covered with pustules.

The cause of smallpox is universally allowed to

be a specific contagion, of whose nature we are in

the most profound ignorance. There is probably no
disease so contagious as this. Dr Haygarth statetl

(in 1793) that, during his long attention to this sub-

ject, not a single instance has occurred to prove
that persons liable to smallpox coidd associate in

the same chamber with a patient in the tlistemper

without receiving the infection ; and he was in-

formed by an American physician of an instance in

which the poisonous efiluvium crossed a river 1500
feet wide, and aftected ten out of twelve carpenters

who were working on the other side. The contagion

acts either through the air, or by contact with the

skin, or by inoculation ; and the disease may be
caused by the dead body, even when it has not been
touched. What products of the diseased body are

contagious, is not exactly known, but the contents

of the pustules and the dried scabs certainly are so.

Opinions are divided as to the period at wliich the
disease begins and ceases to be contagious. It is

safest to maintain that it is capable of self-propaga-

tion as soon as the febrUe symptoms have exhibited

themselves. How soon the patient ceases to be
dangerous, cannot be decided with accuracy ; but
the stability of the contagious principle may be
inferred from the fact, that clothing will retain it

for months, and it is said for yeai-s, when confined.

Like all the contagious exanthemata, smallpox
appears in an epidemic form, at irregular, and, in

our ignorance, it would almost seem capricious inter-

vals. After an extraordinary exemption, perhajis
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for years, a district is suddenly invaded by it, and
continiies to siift'er for a longer or shorter period,
after wliicli the disease spontaneously disappears

—

dies out, as it were—and does not reappear perhaps
for years. Different epidemics vary very much in
their severity, and isolated cases are usually milder
than those occurring when the disease is epidemic.
Race has much to do with the severity of the disease

;

the constitution of the dark races, the Negro and the
Red Indian, being singularly susceptible of the con-
tagion, and exhibiting very little power of resisting

the fatiil tendency of the disease.

It is universally admitted th.it the discovery of

Vaccination (q. v.), by which smallpox is deprived
of its danger, is the greatest triumph of modern
medicine. Inoculation (q. v.) protected the indi-

vidual, but increased rather than diminished the
total number of deaths, while vaccin.ation has the
advant.age of protecting both the individual and the
conamunity. Although, in the great majority of

cases, vaccination affords perfect protection against

smallpox, it not very unfrequently happens that

vaccinated persons, when exposed to the contagion

of smallpox, get the disease in a modified form,

milder and shorter even than after inoculation, and
therefore incomparably milder than in the natural

form. The disorder occurring imder these circum-

stances, has received the various names of modified

or ]7ost-vaccinal smallpox, or the varioloid disease.

As Dr Wood observes :
' It is impossible to describe

minutely all the shapes which the varioloid dis-

ease assumes. There is every sh.ade between the

slightest symptoms, scarcely recognisable as having

affinity with smallpox, and the nearest possi1:)le

appro.ach to the regidar disease.'

—

Practice of
Medicine, 4tli ed., vol. i. p. 380. In wh.atever

form the varioloid disease appears, it wants the

pecidiar odour of smallpox, and secondary fever is

very rare. The constitutional disturbance which,

for the first week, may have been as severe as in

the true disease, usually subsides entirely when the

eruption has reached its height, and the patient is

convalescent at the period when, if he had not been

vaccinated, he would have been in the greatest

danger.

\Vith regard to prognosis, it may be st.ated

generally, it is a very fatal, and was formerly an

extremely destructive disease—one death occurring

in every four cases. Modified smallpox is very

seldom fatal, .although instances of death .are

occasionally reported. Smallpox is more f.atal at

the two extremes of life than in the intervening

period, and, as has been already noticed, is especially

dangerous in pregnane}'. In olden times, it was

believed that the eruption was an effort of nature

to get rid of the noxious matter, and hence heating

and stimulating measures were adopted with the

view of promo'ting the erujrtion. To Sydenham

(q. V.) belongs the credit of first recommending an

entirely opposite or cooling mode of treatment ;
but

his suggestions met with the most severe opposition,

and it was not till long after his death tluat the

cooling treatment was fairly established. In mild

cases, and in cases of varioloid disease, the physician

has merely to guard the p.atient against hurtfnl

influences, such "as stimuLatiiig foods or drinks, too

hot a room, or improper exposure to cold, .and to

prescribe cooling drinks during the fever, and

occasional laxatives if they sh.all be required. Jn

more severe cases, the fever may be combated hy

saline pnrg.atives, prescribed so as to produce two or

three liquid stools daily, an.l by free ventd.ation of

the surface of the body. When the eruption is all

out, if the pimples on the face are few and distinct,

the d.anger may be regarded as over, and no further

treatment is required. If, however, the disease

assume a confluent form, wakefulness and restless-
ness are apt to come on about the eighth day, and
opiates in free doses may be ]:rescribed with benelit.
If the pustules are abnormally torpiil in re.achinf
their maturity, it may be exjiedlent to administer
strong broths, or even wine ; and when the pustules
are livid, and intermixeil with Petechia' (q. v.), bark
and acids must be additionally ordered, although
the patient is then too often beyond the reach of
help. During the secondary fever, the bowels must
be kept gently open, and opiates should be prescribed
once or twice each day. A more nourishing diet is

now called for, and wine should be given if the pulse
is very weak. The external itching is jiartly

relieved by the opiates, but local applications are
also employed : cold cream, or a mi.xture of equal
parts of olive oil and lime-water, may be thus used
with advant.age. Special metliods have been devised
for the jjurpose of preventing the jiitting or seaming
of the face, which is often a hideous permanent
disfigurement to the patient. The best application
of this kind is probably that of nitrate of silver.

Mr Higginbottom, who first suggested this ajipllea-

tion, touches each distinct papida with a soli^l

stick of lunar caustic, iJreWously moistened ; but
when the spots are confluent, he washes the whole
face, about the third day after the erii])tion, witli a

strong solution of this salt, containing eight scruples

to the ounce of water. In the Paris hospitals,

various mercurial preparations are employed, which
are s.aid to cause the pustules to abort. M. Briquet
recommends mercurial ointment simply thickened

witli powdered starch. Dr Wood of Philadelphia

remarks, that as the ointment sometimes salivates,

it should be diluted with an e(|ual quantity of hard

before the starch is added. I'rofessor Bennett of

Edinburgh recommends the application of calamine

(carbonate of zinc) mixed with olive oil ; it forms a

coherent crust, and thus excludes the air.

During the period of desquamation, an occasional

warm bath iu.ay be ]>rcscrlljed with advantage ; and
the ii.atlent should always resort to this measure, as

a jirecautlon against can-ying the contagion about

with him, before .again mixing in society.

The history of this remarkable disease is clothed

in considerable obscurity. There is no evidence

that it was known to the Greek or Arahian writers

of the 6th c, anil the first .accurate description of it

is that of lihazes, an Arabian physician, who
flourished early in the lOtli century. It apjiears to

have reached England towards the close of the flth

century. After the Crusades, it prevailed in most

of the temperate countries of Europe, but did not

reach the northern countries of Norway, Lapland. &c.

for some time later. In 1.JI7, it w.as carried from

Europe to St Domingo ; and three years later, it

reached Mexico, where it committed fearful dcv.asta-

tlons, and whence it spread with intense vlrulenco

throughout the New World. (.Vceordliig to Robert-

son, tiireo millions and a hall of )ieo|ile were de-

stroyed in Mexico alone.) In 1707, it w.as intro-

duced into Iceland, when more than a fourth jiart

of the whole population fell victims to it ; and it

reached (Jreenland still later (in IIM), when it

spread so fatally as almost to depopulate the country.

These cases are striking illustrations of the law th.at

seems universally true, that n contagious disease in

•always most virulent on its first introdiictiou to a

new scene of action.

SMALLPOX IN SHEEP {Variola oilna),

although resembling the .sniall|Kix of men, is a

distinct disease, not communicable either by con-

tagion or inoculation to men or children, or even to

doX's or go.ats. Although eoninuui on the continent

of Euroiie, it was unknown in this country for at

least a eenturv, until In 1S47 it appeared in Norfolk
777
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and tlie eastern counties, and in the summer o£

18fi2 in Wiltshire, near Devizes. Variolous sheep

or infected skins appear in both cases to have
imported the disease from abroad. About ten days
after exposure to contagion, the infected sheep
become feverish, have a muco-purnlent nasal dis-

charge, and a hot tender skin. The red pimples
which first appear, in about three days become
white, and afterwards leave scabs ob ulcers. The
weakness is great, and the mortality varies from 25
to 90 per cent. Good food and nursing are the
appropriate remedies. Promptly and carefully must
the sick be separated from the sound ; but if the
spread of the disorder be not thus immediately
checked, the whole of the sound flock shoidd bo
inoculated. The disease thus artificially produced
appears in ten days, runs a mild course, occasions a
loss of from two to five per cent., and in three
weeks the disorder is got rid of, and all risk of con-

tagion over.—Further details will be found in Pro-

fessor Simmonds' ' Keport on Smallpox,' in vol.

25 of the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England.

SMALT, a name applied to the coloured glass

compositions used for malcing the tesserje employed
in forming mosaics. See also CoEAiT.

SMART-MONEY. See Kecruitino.

SMEATON, John, an eminent civil engineer,

was born at Austhoii)e, near Leeds, in 1724, and
early shewed a bent towards mechanical pursuits.

At the age of 15, he had constructed a machine for

rose-engine turning. About 1750, he removed to

London, to commence business as a mathematical
instrument maker ; but we find him in the follow-

ing year resuming his desultory experiments in

mechanical invention, an ' odometer' for ships, a
compass, and improvements in water and wind
mill-machinery being the chief products of his

inventive genius. His improvements on mill-work
were found on trial to be of great value, increasing

the effective force by one-third, and gained S.

the Copley Medal of the Royal Society in 1750.

In 175.'^, he was chosen a member of the Roy.T,l

Society ; and in the following year, to extend
his practical acquaintance with engineering, he
visited the Netherlands, and inspected the embank-
ments, canals, and other remarkable works of

that country. In 1755, an event occurred which
was to atlbrd him the opportunity of attaining the
very summit of his profession—the second wooden
light-house on Eddystone rock was destroyed by
fire in December. The speedy re-erection of another
beacon was of the utmost importance, and the
execution of the work was intrusted to Smeaton.
The new light-house was built of stone ; the cut-

ting of the rock for the foundations commenced in

August 1756, the building was executed between
June 1757 and October 1759, and the lantern lighted

on 16th October of the latter year. This great
work, the greatest of its kind hitherto undertaken,
remains to this day a stable monument of S.'s

engineering skill. Yet he seems to have had little

employment for some time subsequently, as he
applied for and obtained iu 1764 the post of ' receiver

of the Derwentwater estate,' the funds of which
were appUed for the behoof of Greenwich Hospital

;

and this situation he held till 1777, by which time
he was in full professional employment. The chief

of his other engineering works were, the construc-
tion of the greater portion of Ramsgate harbour
(1774); the laying out of the line of the Forth
and Clyde Canal, and the superintendence of the
excavation of most of it ; the rendering of the
Calder (Yorkshire) navigable ; the erection of Spurn
light-house, and of several imiioi-taut bridtres in
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Scotland, together with an immense amomit of mill-

machinery. He also greatly improved Newcomen's
.steam-engine, but the mighty achievements of

Watt iu the same field threw his labours completely
into tlie shade. He is said to have prevented the
fall of the old Loudon Bridge for many years by
sinking a great quantity of stones around one of the
piers, wliich had become imdermiuedby the strength

of the Thames current. In 1783, his health began
to decline, and he retired from active business,

dying at Austhorpe of paralysis, 2Sth October 1792.

He was one of the chief promoters of the ' Society

of Civil Engineers,' which was started iu 1771, and
after S.'s death published (1797) in three 4to volumes
his numerous professional Reports, which M'ere re-

garded by his successors ' as a mine of wealth for

the sound principles which they unfold, and the
able practice they exemplify.' For a large portion

of his life S. was in constant attendance on parlia-

ment, which, in difficidt or important engineering

schemes, invariably demanded, and almost always
followed, his advice—a proof not only of his emi-

nence in his profession, but of his caution, judgment,
and integrity. See the biography prefixed to his

' Reports':'

SMELL. See Nose.

SMELT [Osmerus], a genus of the Salmon or

Trout family (Salmonidce), of which only a few
species are known, differing from the salmon, trout,

&c. iu having long conical teeth on tlie jaws and
tongue, and on the tip of the vomer, the rest of the
vomer being destitute of teeth ; two distinct rows of

teeth on each palatine bone.—The CoJutON S. (0.

eperlamis), called Spirting or Sparling in Scotland, and
Eperlan in France, is a tish of 8 or 10 inches (rarely

12 inches) iu length. The form is very trout-like—

•

rather more slender—the tail larger in proportion,

and more forked. The lower jaw is much longer

than the upper. The scales are small ; the back is

whitish, tinged with gi-een ; the upper part of the
sides shews lilnish tints, the lower part of the sides

and the belly are of a bright silvery colour. The S.

has a peculiar, cucumber-like smell, and a delicious

flavour, on account of which it is highly esteemed
for the table, where it often appears as an accom-
]ianimeut of other fish. The S. is partly an inha-

bitant of fresh water, and p.artly of the sea. It

ascends rivers to no gi-eat distance from the sea in

autumn, and descends in spring. Great numbers
of smelts are taken in estuaries, and near the
mouths of rivers, by small-meshed nets. They are

also taken on the open sea-coast, chiefly on low
sandy shores, as that of Lincolnshire. The attempt
has been successfully made to keep the S. conti-

nually in fresh-water ponds, in which it not only
throve well, without loss of flavour, but propagfited

abundantly. No effort 1ms yet been made to turn
this discovery— not a very recent one— to any
economical account. Although found both on the
eastern and western coasts of Britain, the S. is

unknown on the south coast of England, where the
name S. or Sand S. is given to the Atherine (q. v.)

—Another British species, the Hebridean S. (0. He-
hridicus), was first discovered near Rothesay iu ]8.'17,

and described by Y'arrcll. It is so rai-e as to be
unimportaut.—The AwEKicuf S. (0. viridescens) is

regarded as distinct from the Common Smelt. It

has a longer body and a greener back. It is found
on the north-eastern coasts of America, as far south
as the Hudson.

SMELTING. See Ikox.

SMEW (Ma-gellus albellus), a bird of the family
Anatidce, very nearly allied to the goosander and
mergansers, but having a shorter bill. The whole
length of the male is not quite 18 inches; that of
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the female, not qviito 15. The S. 13 only known in
Britain as a winter visitant, appearing in greatest
numbers in severe winters, and sometimes on

Smew (Mergdlus albellus).

inland lakes and ponds, as well as on the sea-coast.
It aljounds on the northern coasts of Asia, and in
some parts of continental Europe.

SMILA'CEiE, a natural order of exogenous
plants, ranked by Lindley in his class Dictyogens
(q. v.), and consisting of herbaceous or half-shrubby
plants, generally more or less climbing, mth reticu-

lated leaves, and bisexual or polygamous flowers,

a G-parted perianth, six stamens, a free 3-celled

avary, with cells one or many seeded, three stigmas,

and a roundish berry. There are about 120 known
species, mostly of the genus Smilax, scattered over
the globe, but most numerous in the temperate and
tropical parts of Asia and America. The root-

stocks (rhizomes) of many species yield Sarsaparilla

(q. v.). But some species have fleshy tubers, parti-

cularly Smilax China, a u.ative of China and Japan,

the tubers of which are very large and nutri-

tious, and used for food. Smilax pseudo-China, an
American species, has similar tubers.—The roots

of Roxburghia viridiflora, after being boiled and
soaked in lime-water, to remove their acridity,

are preserved in syrup as an article of food in

the Eastern Peninsula and Malayan Islands. The
stems of this plant are sometimes lOU fathoms

long.

SMITH, Ad.4.31, the founder of political economy
as a separate branch of human knowledge, was born

in the town of Kii-kealdy, in Fifeshire, on the 5th

of June 1723. His family belonged to the re.<!pect-

able midLOe class of Scotch life ; his father was
comptroller of the customs at the port of Kirkcaldy,

and his mother, Margaret Douglas, was the daughter

of a small Fifeshire laird. His father died a short

time before his birth, and lie was the object of the

care and solicitude of a widowed mother, to whom
he was closely attached, and who long lived to be

proud of his attainments. When he was no more

than tlu-ee years old, the poor woman got a sad

fright, from a calamity hardly known at the present

d.ay—the child was stolen by gipsies ; bnt he was

tracked and recovered by his uncle as they were

seeking a hiding-place m the neighbouring wood of

Leslie. This was the only adventure in his quiet

life. After getting the usual bnrgh-school education

in Kirkcaldy, he°was sent, in 1737, to the univer-

sity of Glasgow. He there secured an exhibition

on the Snelffoundation, which took him to Balliol

College, Oxford. He studied there for seven years,

and left traditions as of a man of large ac(piirements

and pecidiar independence of thought. It is said

that he was intended for the English Church, but if

so, his own convictions crossed the designs of his
frieud.s. He returned to Kirkcaldy, and lived for a
\vhile \vith his mother there in undisturbed seclu-
sion and study. It was said to be his practice to
stand ruminating, with his back to the tire, and his
head leaning against the chimney-jjiece—and over
an old fireplace in Kirkcaldy it used to be shewn
how ho had thus worn a piece oiF the paint. In
1748 he came to Edinburgh, where silently and un-
ostentatiously he became one of the brilliant little

circle of men of letters who were then rising to im-
portance. In 1751, he got the chair of Logic iu the
university of Glasgow, and this was changed a year
afterwards for that of Moral Philosophy. In iV.'iO,

appeared his Theory of Moral Sentiments, celebrated
for its reference of the mental emotions to the one
source of sympathy. The Dissertation on the

Origin of Languages was pubUshed along with tlie

later editions of this book. Both had a great rejui-

tation in their day, and although they are now
among obscure books in comparison with that other
by which the author's name is remembered, the
position they held with respectable thinkers gave a
hearing to his doctrines on political economy which
they would hardly have otherwise obtained, in
1 762, the university of Glasgow gave him the degree
of Doctor of Laws, in the following year he under-
took a task, which might at first seem veiy uncon-
genial to a mind like his, given to retired stndy
and independent thought and action. He became
' governor ' or travelling tutor to the j'oung Duke of

Bucclench. Ho was then sedulously collecting

materials for his great work, and no doubt the in-

ducement to accept of the ofhce was the opportunity

it gave him for travelling and seeing for himself.

He had the opportunity of being nearly a year in

Paris, and of mixing in the circle of renowned wits

and philosophers of the reign of Louis XV. In 1 7GG,

his function came to an end, and he returned to

Kirkcaldy to live in the old hmise with his mother.

The ye.ar 1776 was an era in the history of the

world as well as that of the Kirkcaldy recluse, in

the appearance of the Inquiri/ into the ^'ature and
Causes of the Wealth of yationx. If there w.as any
living man to whose works he w.os indebted for the

leading principles of this book, it w.as David Hume,
and it was from him, as best understanding tlie ful-

ness and completeness of the exposition, that it luul

its first emphatic welcome. He wrote immediately

on receivmg it: 'EfCE Bellk.—DkaFw MRSMrni—

I

am much pleased with your jierformance ; and the

perusal of it has taken me from a state of great

anxiety. It was a work of so much expectation by
yourself, by your friemls, and by the pnlilic, that Tt

trembled for its ap])earance, bnt .^m now uiucU

rcUeved. Not but tluit the reading of it ncce,<.sarily

requires so much attention, and the public is dis-

posed to give so little, that 1 sliall still doubt, for

some time, of its being at first very pojiular. Bnt

it has depth, and solidity, and acuteness, and is so

much illustrated by curious fact.^, that it must at

last take the jmblic attention.' i'his w.aa not des-

tined to be exactly the literary history of this ,cr«.'»t

work. Its startling doctrines, tine clear style, and

aluindant illustration from curious facts took at

lirst ; but counteracting influences arose when neoplo

saw how far the new doctrines went in luaying

havoc with old ].rcjndices. The French revolution

set the miud of this country bigoted against overy-

thiu" that breathed of innovation. It was known
that" the younger I'itt participated at first in

S.'s free-trade notions, but ho had afterwards,

whether from permanent connection or temporary

policy, to ]«it liimself in the foremost ranks of the

enemies of innovation. It was not until long after
;;9
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the terrors of that epoch and the nervous vicissi-

tudes of the war had passed over, that S.'s work
had an opportunity to revohitionise the public mind
on matters of trade and finance. It came up, as it

were, the leader of .1 great liter.ary host, for ex-

pounders had crowded in numbers round The
Wealth of JVations as the text-book of sound
economy. Of a book so well known and so much
read, it is needless to speak. The only reproach

brought against it is, that it is not systematic in its

form, and that its nomenclature is not exact. But
its author was not arranging the residts of estab-

lished knowledge—he was rather pidliug down ex-

isting structures, compounded of ignor.ance and pre-

judice. Nor, indeed, have those who have attempted

to make an exact science out of political economy,
practically vindicated the reproach they have cast

on him of being unmethodical. Whatever we may
yet come to, very few portions indeed of political

economy admit of being treated as exact science. It

is too closely connected with himian passions and
energies, and consequently with special results and
changes, to be so treated ; and the best books on the

subject are still characterised by the discursiveness

and mixed philosophy and fact of the Wealth of
Nations. In 1778, S. was made a Commissioner of

Customs. The only effect of this was to bring him
to Edinburgh, .and increase his means for indulging

in his favourite weakness, the collection of a fine

liljr.ary ; for he was, .as he called himself, a 'beau in

his books.' In 1784, he suifered that atHiction which
was sure to come if he lived long enough for it—the

loss of his worthy mother. He followed her six

years afterwards, dying iu July 1790.

SMITH, Alexander, poet, was born at Kil-

marnock, in Ayrshire, December 31, 1830, received,

as a boy, a fair English education, and passed from
school into a Glasgow warehouse as a pattern

designer. While following this occupation, he began
to write poetry. His first volume, entitled the Life

Drama, was published in 1853, and created some-

thing like a furor in literary circles. A reaction,

however, followed, and the author had scarcely

found himself famous when he began to be abused.

The faults o| his book were obvious enough : every

page contained evidence of immaturity, and its

natural result, extrav.agance ; while a rather narrow
reading having made him passionately attached to

a few modern poets, as Keats and Tennyson, their

peculiar turns of expression reappeared in his verse,

and gave colour to the charge of pl.agiarism, which
was pushed to an absurd length. But impartial critics

were not slow to perceive a richness and originality

of imagery that more than atoned for all defects of

taste and knowledge. In 18.54, S. was appointed
Secretary to the university of Edinburgh ; and in

the following ye.ar, along with Sydney Dobell (q. v.),

jiroduced a volume of Sonnets oh. the War. He
afterwards %VTote C'ili/ Poems (1S57), Edwin ofDeira
(ISGl), and several prose works, as Dreamthnrp
(1S63), A Summer in Sloje (1865), and Alfred
Hafjarfs Household (18G5). S. was perhaps not

less distinguished as a writer in prose than in verse.

—Tlie style of his contributions to the m.agazines

is distinguished by picturesqueness, polish, and
originality. He died January ISl)7.

SMITH, ,T.\MES AND Horace, authors of The
Hcjected Addresses^ were sons of an eminent London
sohcitor. James was born February 10, 1775, died
December 24, 1839 ; Horace was born December
31, 1779, died July 12, 1849. J.ames followed his

father's profession, and succeeded him as solicitor to
the Board of Ordnance ; Horace adojited the jiro-

fession of a stock-broker, and realised a handsome
fortune, on which he retired with his family to

7S0

Brighton. Botli were popular and accomplished
men—James remarkable for his conversational
powers and gaiety, and Horace (the wealthier of the
two) distinguished for true liberality and benevo-
lence. The work by which tliey are best known is

a small volume of poetical parodies or imitations,

perhaps the best in the language. On the opening
of the new Drury Lane Theatre in October IS12, the
Committee of Management advertised for an address
to be spoken on the occasion, and the brothers
Smith adopted a suggestion made to them, that they
shoidd write a series of supposed ' Rejected
Addresses.' They accomplished their task in the
course of a few weeks—James furnishing imitations

of Wordsworth, Southey, Coleridge, Cr.aljbe, Cobbett,

&c. ; wliile Horace contributed imitations of Scott,

Byron (all but the first stanza). Monk Lewis,
Moore, and others. In point of talent, the authors
were about eqiially m.atched ; for though James
had the greater number of successful imitations, the
one by Horace of Scott, is the most feUcitous of the
whole. It is a curious fact in literary history that

a work so exceedmgly popular should have had great

difficulty in finding a publisher ; and that the copy-
right, whicli had been originally offered to Murray
for £20, and refused, was purchased by him in 1819,

after the book had run through IG editions, for

£131. The authors received above £1000 from the

s.ale of the work. James was after"n'ards an
occasion.al contrilnitor to the periodical literature of

the day, and author of the humorous theatrical

entertainments of Charles Mathews (for which he
received £1000). Horace S. wrote several novels

—

Brambleti/e House, Tor Hill, &c.

SMITH, Joseph. See Morjioxlsm.

SMITH, Rev. Sydney, a celebrated wit and
humorist, and the original jirojector of the Edin-
hurfih Jii'i'ieir, was bom .at Woodford, in Essex, in

1771. His f.ather w.as an eccentric English gentle-

man of moderate independence ; his mother was the

grand-daughter of a French refugee ; and Sydney, it

was said, fairly represented both nations. He was
educated at Winchester School and New College,

Oxford, and having entered the church, became
curate of Amesbury in Wiltshire. ' The squire of

the parish,' he s.ays, ' took a fancy to me, and
requested me to go with his son to reside at the

university of Weimar ; before we got there, Ger-

many became the seat of war, and in stress of

politics, we jnit into Edinburgh, where I rem.ained

five years.' During this time, he officiated iu the

Episcopal chapel there, .and published Six Sc7-mons,

1800. In conjunction with a few accomplished
litenary associates—Jeffrey, Horner, Brougham, Dr
Thomas Brown, Playtaii-, &e.—S. started the Edin-

hurflh Eeriew, the first number of which appeared
in October 1802, constituting a new era in the

history of periodical literature, and of independent
thought and criticism in this country. In 1803, S.

removed to London, and was soon poj^ular as a

preacher, .as a lecturer on moral philosophy (1SU4

—

1800), and as a brUli.ant conversationist, the delight

and wonder of societj'. Church preferment, how-
ever, came slovfly. In ISOG, during the short reign

of the Whigs, he obtained from Lord Erskine, when
Lord Chancellor, the rectory of Foston-le-Clay, in

Yorkshire ; some 18 year's .afterwards, the Duke of

Devonshire gave him the living of Londesborongh,
woi-th £700 per annum, to hold until Mr Howard,
sou of the Earl of Carlisle, came of .age. In 1828,

Lord Chancellor Lyndhnrst ]iresented him to a pre-

bendal st.all in Bristol, and cnaljled him to exchange
Foston for Combe Florey, a more desirable rectory

in Somersetshire. In 1831, Earl Grey appointed

him one of the Canons Residentiary of St Paul's

;
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and this completed his round of ecclesiastical pre-
ferments. He sighed for a mitre, but it never came

;

and Lord Melbourne Ls said to have regretted this
omission in his career as Prime Minister. The
writings of S. subsequent to 1800 were his contri-
butions to the Hdinl/iirr/h Review, which he collected
and republished, -n-ith other miscellaneous works, in
1S39 ; Peter Pbjmki/s Letters, written in 1807, to
promote the cause of Catholic emancipation, and
abounding in wit and irony worthy of Swift ; Ser-
moiu in two volumes, 1809 ; Speeches on the Catholic
Claims and Reform Bill, 1825—18.31 ; Three Letters
to Archdeacon Simjleton on the Ecclesiastical Com-
mission, 1837—1839; T/ie ^aitoi", a political pamphlet,
1S37; Letter to Lord Joh.n Russell on tlie Church
Bills, 1838: Letters on Railwai/s, 1842; Letters on
American Debts, 1843 ; &c. Though gay, exuberant,
and witty to the last, S. suffered from periodical
attacks of gout and other complaints, and he died
on the 22d of February 184.5. Ten years afterwards,
his daughter, wife of Sir Henry Holland, physiciau,
published a Jlemoir of her father, with a selection
from his letters.

The works of S. were mostly written on temporary
topics and controversies, yet they bid fair to take a
permanent place in our literature as specimens of

clear ami ^-igorous reasoning, rich unctuous humour,
and solid good sense. His jokes, exaggeration, and
ridicule are all logical, driving home his argument

;

and his wit was sjiortive, uutinctured with maUce.
His views on political and social questions were
moderate, wise, and practical ; and he lived to see

most of them realised. He erred at times in treat-

ing sacred subjects w ith levity and seeming irrever-

ence ; but this fault was one of natural temperament,
and had no root in infidelity. He was a sincere,

benevolent, and good man, a true patriot, and a
happy Christian philosopher.

SMI'THFIELD. This name has become so

celebrated, in connection with a cattle-market in

London, that it has been applied to similar establish-

ments elsewhere. S., in the 12th c., was an open
spot which served the citizens as a playground and
a place for a stroll. Being a little north of Newgate,
and west of Aldersgate, it was outside the city

walls. It was m S. that the rebel Wat Tyler met
his death in 13S1. Several noted tournaments were
held here ; and the place is associated with trials by
battle, the burnings of martj-rs, public executions

during many centuries, and a variety of incidents

connected with the history of the metropolis.

The most celebrated fair in England, Bartholomew
Fair (q. v.), was always held in Smithfield.

A cattle-market was held in S. at least seven

centuries ago, for Fitzstephen mentioned it in 11.50.

The corporation had official control over tlie market

for more than 500 years, dating from 1345 ; and

the city authorities "have never to this day relaxed

their hold over the one only live-cattle market in the

metropolis. At one time, there was a project for

removing the market to a field near Sadlers' Wells,

at another, to a spot near the north end of Gray's

Inn Lane ; while a spirited projector spent £100,000

in building a new market at Islington
;_
but powerful

influences prevented the removal of tlie cattle-

market imtd 1855. The last market-day in the old

spot was on Jime Ilth in that year; after which,

the trade was transferred to the large and very

complete establishment built by tlie corporation at

Pentonville. Since that day, S. has been of very

little practical use. JIany conflicting propositions

have been made for its appropriation during tlie

l.ist ten years; but it is only now (.January 1806)

that the plans are definitely arranged. Three rail-

ways, sunk deeply below the ground level, occupy

parts of the area—one going eastward to Aldersgate

and Finsbury, one southward to Ludgate and Biack-
friars, and one north-westward to King's Cross and
the north of London. In convenient proximity
to these, will be a magnificent Dead-meat Market,
from the designs of Mr Horace Jones, the city archi-
tect

; it -n-ill be an architectiu-al pile 620 feet long
by 240 broad, traversed by numerous avenues, and
liaring 200 shops for dealers in meat, mostly country-
kdled. This arrangement >vill enable the city autho-
rities to abolish Newgate and Leadeuhall markets,
which have became serious obstructions to city
traffic. At another part of S., will be a circular
spiral road, to give descent to an underground
goods-station. 'The remainder will be laid out in
well-paved carriage and foot ways, with possibly a
small ornamental green or enclosure opposite St Bar-
tholomew's Hospital. When these improvements
are all completed, S. will have thoroughly changed
its appearance, as much so as any other spot in
London.

SMITHSO'NIAN INSTITUTE, at Washington,
District»of Columbia, U. S., was organised by act
of Congress in 1840, in accordance with the will
of James Smithson, who bequeathed the reversion
of an estate amounting to 51.5,169 dollars to the
United States of America, to be devoted to ' the
increase and diffusion of knowledge among men.'
He was an Englishman, a natural son of Hugh,
third Duke of Northumberland, and Mrs Elizabeth
Macie, a niece of Charles, Duke of Somerset. He
devoted his life to scientific pursuits, especially to
chemistry, and died at Genoa in 1829. The Institute

is governed by regents appointed liy the Federal
government, and has erected a spacious edifice,

with museum, library, cabinets of natural history,

and lecture-rooms, which occupies a jirominent

situation at Washington, the capital of the United
States. It receives copies of all copyright books,

and exchanges with other countries, and its museiun
is enriched with the gatherings of national explor-

ing expeditions. A portion of its funds is devoted

to scientific researches, and the publication of works
too expensive for private enterprise. Under the

active management of Professor Joseph Henry, the

secretary, have been organised departments of

Astronomy, Ethnology, Meteorology, and Terrestri,al

Magnetism. Among the publications already issued

arethe Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, 13

vols. 4to, distributed gratis to libraries ; Annual
Rejjorls, and Miscellaneous Collections. The courses

of public lectures by eminent scientific men are

among the attractions of the American capital.

SMOKE-NUISANCE, in London, is punishable

with fine. The act ap]>lies to every furnace cni-

jiloycd in working engines by steam, and every

furiiace in any mill, factory, printing-house, dye-

house, distillery, bake-house, &c., which is not

constructed so as to consume its own smoke, or

which is so negligently used that the smoke is not

consumed. The jienalty is from two to five ihumuIs.

The statute only ai)plie3 to the nietro|Kilis and to

the river Thames.— In Scotland, a similar act is not

confined to the Scotch metiopoUs.

Experience h-as already demonstrated that it is

not impracticable, with skilful construction of fur-

naces, and careful in.an.igemcnt of fuel, to roluce

the evil to such small projiortious as to be scarcely

worthy of notice ; but, excepting in those towns

where the law has been rigorously asserted, the

nuisance continues to be a ilisgrace to the s.ani-

tary condition of our towns, and to our nation.il

character for cle.inliness. The first conditions for

smokc-eonsumiitiini are—such an arrangement of

the furnace as to insure a supply of atmospheric air

sufficient for complete combustion, and a judicious
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dis])osal of the fuel itself, in order that the vapor-

ised carbon may be brought in contact with the

air in a sufficiently hot condition. Tlie lirst of

these depends upon the construction of the fur-

nace, the latter upon the care and skill of the

fireman. The fireman who properly attends his

fire keeps it pretty equally distributed as an even

bed of burning coal over the fire-bars, and when

a fresh supply of fuel is required, instead of

throwing it in as far as possible over the Iniru-

inc surface, he piles it up near the furnace-

door, as in fig. 1, which represents a common

Hg. 1.

furnace, A the fire, B the door, and C the ashpit.

The pile of coal, D, being acted upon by the heat.

Boon gives out its volatile products, and these pass-

ing over the intensely hot surface of the partially

consumed fuel, are raised to the temperatm'e neces-

sary for combining with the oxygen of the air mixed
with them. Thus with careful firing even an ordi-

nary furnace will produce comparatively little smoke.

Tliis effect, however, may be heightened by special

contrivances in the construction of the furnace. Mr
Wye Williams of Liverpool, who has devoted a

large portion of his life to this subject, aud who has

had very large opportunities of experimenting on a

grand scale, has pointed out great improvements in

the construction of furnaces, the chief principle of

which is to bring the atmospheric air into contact

with the fuel in a heated state, and to make the fire

itself heat the air which is coming to su])iily it.

This arrangement ^^•ill be best understood by the

drawing, fig. 2, which represents one of Mr Williams's

Kg. 2.

furnaces under a boUer, h. The fire is fed, as usu.al,

through the door at d ; it slopes downward to the
bridge (7, which rises much above the fire-bars, so

that the flames have to pass over it. The bridge con-
sists of two parts, the solid masonry or brickwork,

g, and the chambered portion behind it, c, called the
distributer. Into this a tube, b, opens through which
a supply of atmospheric air enters, and becoming
heated, passes through a number of plates ^^^th
slits, or with perforations, as shewn in ee', into the
mixing-chamber, /; here the heated air enters into
combustion with the carbon in the smoke-laden

782

flame, deprives it of that element, and greatly
increasing the heat by its combustion. Mr Williams,
as managing director of the Dublin and Liverpool
Steam-navigation Company, has had ample means
of testing the value of the invention in his Com-
pany's works and vessels, and has realised the most
successfid results. His essay on the subject received
the prize of the Society of Ai't, and its principles

are very largely adopted.

Of plans depending upon the slow and regidar
admission of the fresh fuel by means of machinery,
it will be sufficient to notice that of Jukes. His
grate-bars are endless chains passing over rollers,

aud moved forward about an inch per minute. The
coal employed is common sittings or screenings,

which is heaped on the bars outside the furnace-

door, which sUdes upw\ards. The door is left a
little open, and by passing under it, the small coal

is spread imiformly over the bars. The air is

constantly supplied through the bars directly to the
fuel while burning, and in this way perfect com-
bustion is obtamed. The bai-s, being slowly moved
on, carry the ashes to the ashpit, which lies at the
back of the grate. Jukes's apparatus was .applied

to the flu-nace of the engine which prints this work
in 1S48, and has been completely successful ; it is

rare that a single particle of smoke can be seen
issuing from the chimney, and the saving in coal

and attendance is decided.

SMOKE-STACK, in a steam-vessel, is the group
rising above the deck, and comprising the Funnels

(q. v.), and the several escape-pipes for the steam,

which are beside it. In ships-of-war, all these are

frequently made telescopic, that they may be drawn
down out of danger in action or in a strong head-
^viud.

SMOLE'NSK, a government of Eiu'op&an Russia,

boimded on the east by the governments of Moscow
and Kaluga. Area 21,380 sq. miles. Pop. (1864)
1,1,37,212. S., which is watered by the Dnieper,
Dvina, Gshat, Oka, Iput, &c., is one of the most
fertUe provinces of the empire, and produces great
quantities of corn, hemp, and flax. Extensive
forests yield splendid timber and mast. The rear-

ing of swine is much followed. Manufacturing indus-
try aud export trade are both largely expanding.

SMOLENSK, a fortified town of Russia, capital

of the government of the same name, is picturesquely
situated on a range of steep declivities overlooking
the river Dnieper, 250 miles west-south-west of

Moscow. It is one of the oldest towns in the
empire, having been a jdace of note in the 9th
c, is surrounded by massive walls (with 21 towers),

and has three cathedrals, 24 churches, and several
monasteries, together with a diocesan seminary, a
gymnasium, a military school for nobles, hosijitals,

&c. S. carries on manufactxires of hnens, soap,

leather, and carpets, and a considerable export
trade in corn and flax. Pop. 21,142. S. is histori-

cally notable as the scene of a bloody repidse of

the Russians, under Barclay de Tolly and Prince
Bagration, by Napoleon, August 17, 1812, when on
his march for Moscow.

SMOLLETT, Toeia.s, an eminent British novelist,

born iu the year 1721, was descended from an old
and distinguished family in Dumbartonshire. His
grandfather, Sir James Smollett of Boidiill, w'as one of

the commissaries or consistorial judges of Edinburgh,
and sat in the Scots parliament as representative of
his native countj'. Had the novelist sm'\'ived about
four more years than the term of his too short life,

he would, as heir of entaU, have succeeded to the
ancestral estate in the beautiful vale of Leven. He
lost his father while very young ; but he was well
educated, and afterwards apprenticed to a surgeon
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in Glasgow. He is said to have mshed to enter the
arm}% and being disappointed, to have avenged
himself on his grandfather, who thwarted his inclina-
tions, by describing Sir James imder the unamiable
character of the old Judge in Itoderkk Random.
This is related by Scott and all the biographers, but
it must be wrong ; for Sir James, the grandfather,
died in 1731, when Tobias was only in his tenth
year. The duty of attending to the education and
settlement of the youth woidd naturally devolve on
his widowed mother and on the Laird oi' Bonhill, his

cousin. It is certain, however, that S. inherited no
fortune ; and in his ISth year, he went to London
with a tragedy which he had written on the assas-

sination of James L of Scotland, and which he
trusted would lead to distinction, if not wealth. He
was grievously disappointed, and was glad to accept
the post of surgeon's-mate on board one of the ships
in the unfortunate exi^cdition to Carthagena, in 17-11.

He soon quitted the ser%'ice in disgust, although not
before he had seen enough of naval life and charac-

ter to be of inestimable value to him as a uoveHst

;

and returning to London, he commenced, and for

the remainder of his life followed, the profession

of an .author. He made, indeed, repeated attempts
to obtain practice as a physician, and in 1760, got a
diploma of M.D. from Aberdeen ; but his hasty
irritable temper and independent spirit, joined to

his natural propensity to satire, were fatal to his

hopes. Even his liter.ary career was a ceaseless

warfare. In 1748, in his 27th year, he produced his

Roderick Bandoin, which was read with the utmost
avidity, and seemed at once to place its author very
near, if not in the actual rank of Fielding as a
uoveUst. In 1751, apipeared Perei/riHe Pickle, a more
ambitious and not less successfid work ; and in 1753,

Ferdinand Count Fathom, an inferior production,

though containing scenes of striking adventure and
eloquent description. S. next translated Don Quix-

ote (1755), in which, it is admitted, he was surjiassed

by Motteux and JarWs. He then undertook the

editorship of a new Tory journal, The Critical Reoicw,

which was the most unfortunate of all his engage-

ments, as it involved him in endless quarrels and
personahties. For one article, an attack on Admiral
Knowles, he suffered three months' imprisonment,
and was lined £100. In 175S, he pubUshed his His-

tory of En'jland, 4 vols, quarto—a history from the

descent of Jidius Csesar to the treaty of Aix-la-Cha-

IjeUe, in 174S, but which was begun and completed in

14 months, realising for its author a sum of £2000.

Though superlicial and inaccurate, this history has
passages of line animated writing and masterly

delineation of character. We next tind S. involved

in political controversy with Wilkes and others,

and defending Lord Bute's administration ; but he
wanted tact and temper for work of this description,

and reaped no laurels as a politician. Another
novel appeared in 1700—1761, The Adventures of
Sir Launcelot Greaves; in 1766, two volumes of

querulous Travels in France and Ilali/; in 1769,

The Adventures of an Atom, a political satire un-

worthy of its author; and in 1771, only a few
months before his death, The Expedition ofHumphry
Clinker, the best of all the no\'els of S. ; and in the

opinion of the late Mr Thackeray, one of the very best

in the whole range of imaginative literature. Worn
out with literary cares, private misfortunes, anxiety,

and ill-health, the novelist retired to Italy, and
died at Leghorn, October 21, 1771, in the 51st year

of his age.

As a novelist, S. is distinguished by his broad

humour and burlesque, the great variety of his inci-

dents and characters, and the excellence of his e:isy,

picturesque style of nan-ative. He is often careless,

but rarely didl. He does not indulge in digressions,

like Fielding, and though less of a literary artist
than his great English rival, his works are read -n-ith
more intense interest. He had, in fact, greater ima-
gination and poetical sensibUity. He added largely
to our stock of original characters and humorists
—Strap, Tom Bowhng, Morgan the Welshman,
Lismahago, and Matthew Bramble are stdl unsur-
passed. Delicacy of taste was denied to both
Fielding and S., and perhaps the latter is the more
gross and sensual of the two. But the novelist
lived in a coarse age, and possessed an exuberant
fancy. There is a good deal to regret and to con-
demn

; but to an author who has conferred so
much true, healthy pleasure and enjojTnent on
countless generations of readers, forgiveness is easily
extended, and is soon lost in admiration.

SMOLT. See Salmon.
SMORZA'TO, or SMOEZAKDO (Ital. dying

away), a musical term, indicating a gradual diminu-
tion in tone, till the sound altogether fades away.

SMUGGLING is the olFence of importing or
exporting goods prohibited, or without paying the
duties imposed on goods not prohibited. The
offence in general leads to forfeiture of the goods.
If goods are imjiorted to defraud the revenue, treble
value of the goods is forfeited. Many of the
offences connected with smuggling are felonies, and
punished with severity under the Customs' Consoli-
dation Act. Where high protective tariffs separate
the industry of adjoining coimtries, smugglers are
certain to abound ; no prohibitory decrees can keep
the goods out. It was in vain that Napoleon ful-

minated the Berlin and Milan decrees for closing all

continental ports against British shipping ; British
goods were landed at Salonica, passed on horseback
tlu'ough Hungary to Vienna, and thence distributed

in all directions. Similarly, French manufactures
reached England, often most circuitously : some a

year in transit by way of Smyi*na ; others, vid

Archangel, after two years' journey. A vast cost

was incurred in England in maintaining a Coast
Guard and Preventive ScrWce ; but so long as

smuggled goods could be sold at much lower prices

than those at which they could be lawfully imported,

so long would it be absolutely impossible wholly
to suppress the traffic. The duties on French
goods evaded in 1S31, by the aid of smugghng,
were estimated at £800,000. The true remedy for

smugghng is a free, or, at least, very liberal tariff,

without any prohibitive nates. Since the ado]ition

of free trade by Great Britain, its Coast-guard lias

ceased to have any preventive duties to perform,

and has been converted into the far better institu-

tion of a defence for the coasts from foreign foes,

a reserve of tramed men for the sea-service, and
last, though far from least, a branch of skilful aux-

iliaries ready to aid any ship thrown in distress

upon the British coast. The leading instances of

smuggling still remaining are the execrable trade

in slaves, and the great anioimt of contraband

traffic from Gibraltar into Spain.

SMUT, the popular name of certain small fungi

of the section Coniomycctcs, and gi-oiip or family

Uredineai, parasitical on plants, particularly on

grasses, and notable for the great abundance of

dark-coloured sjiores whicli they throw off. The

name S., although somewhat variously used, is now

very generally limited to the genus Uslikvjo, in

which the character just mentioned, of the profusion

of dark-coloured spores, is very remarkable. The

name S. is often <;iven to Ustila-jo segetum, or Credo

scrjetum, also called Dcsr-UKAND, a species very

common and destructive, parasitic on wheat, barley,

o.ats, and rye (see Eki;ot), at the base of the gcniieii

and ylumcs, causing the death of the inner p.art3 of
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tlie flower, and then converting the whole into a sooty

dusty mass. At first, a fine mycelium alone is seen,

which ere lonr; produces spores. There is no dis-

agreeable smell, as in some of the allied fungi. A
remarkable kind of S. infests maize, swelling the

ears to an enormous size, sometimes even a foot in

length. No remedy or preventive is known for

smut. It does not seem to be commnnicated through
infected grains ; but perennial plants attacked by
fungi of this kind remain diseased in subseqnent
years. Some kinds of S. attack other parts of plants

than those chosen by Ustilago segetum. The reeds

of the fenny districts of England are often much
affected by a species {Ustilago It/phoides), which
much impairs their quality for all purposes, and has
the more remarkable property of greatly ati'ecting

the health of the labourers employed in cutting and
sorting them, producing not only a sense of oppres-

sion, but swelling of the he.ad, the foi-mation of

vesicles, and inflammation of the bowels, besides

other symptoms, such as are often produced by
cantharides. Mr Berkeley says :

' The subject is

worth attention, not only as curious in itself, but
because it is very jiossilile that, like the ergot, the
fungus may afford a valuable addition to the
rharmacopana.'

SMY'RNA, one of the most ancient and important
cities of Asia Minor, and the only one of the Greek
cities on the western coast which has retained its

name and importance to the present day. The early

history of S. is very obscirre ; varying accounts
represent it either as originally an Ionian colony,

or as having been at first an i-Eolian city, which, by
an act of treachery, fell into the hands of Colo-
phoniau (Ionian) e.xiles, and subsequently, about
700 E. c, formed part of the great Ionian League.
This earliest city of S., known among the Greeks
as ' Old Smyrna,' was situated on the banks of

the little river Meles, on the north-east side of the
Herma;an Gulf, now the Gulf of Smyrna, and
claimed the honour of being the birthplace of

Homer ; and here, near the source of the river, a
grotto was shewn, in which he was said to have
composed his poem's. This old city of S. was des-
troyed, we are told, by the Lydian king Alj-attes,

and the jiLice remained deserted and in ruins till

after the Macedonian conquest, when the city was
rebuilt at the distance of between two and three,

miles south of its original site. This city of ' New
Smyrna ' was founded by Antigonus, and enlarged
and embellished by L}'simachus ; it was laid out with
great magnificence, and adorned with several line

buildings, among which was the Homnx-um, where
the poet was worshipped as a hero. The city had
an excellent harbour ; and from its admirable situ-

ation, soon became one of the finest and most
flourishing in the world. In the early history of

Chrii5tianity, 8. holds a distinguished place as one
of the Seven Churches addressed in the Apocalypse,
and as the scene of the labours and martyrdom of

its first bishop, Polyearp. After various vicissitudes
during the middle ages, it fell finally into the hands
of the Turks, in whose possession it lias since
remained—the most flourishing city of the Lev.ant.
The modern city of S. (Turkish Iznih-) occupies

the site of New S., being built partly on the plain
at the head of the gulf, partly on the declivity of a
hill, the ancient Mons Pagus, and, from the sea, has
an attractive appearance. There are some good
quays, and some handsome buildings of stone

;" but
the greater part consists of low wooden houses, for
the most part of one story high ; and the streets,
with a few exceptions, are ill-paved, narrow, crooked,
and dirty. The city, however, in these respects is

better than most other Turkish towns, and improve-
ments have of kite years been made. The poji.

is estimated at 160,000; of whom 90,000 are Turks,
40,000 Greeks, 15,000 .lews, 10,000 Armenians, and
5000 Franks. As is usual in Turkish towns, each
people has its separate quarter. S. contains several
Greek, Ai-menian, Roman Catholic, and Protestant
churches, .and about 20 mosques. There are six
journals published here in five different languages.
The harbour is excellent ; ships of large biu'den
anchor close to the quays : and the trade is most
important and extensive. A railway, S3 miles long,

constructed mainly with English capit.xl and by
English engineers, is in progress to Aidin, an im-
portant inland commercial town, and 48 miles of

it were in operation in 1SG3. Another railway,
extending 58 miles inl.and (tn Cassaba) was begun
in 1864, and will be finished, it is expected, early in

1866. The chief imports are woollen, cotton, and
sUk fabrics, iron, tin, lead, and hardware goods,
coffee to the amount of 6,000,000 lbs. annually,

sugar, spirits, spices, indigo, cochineal, &c. The
exports consist of wool, cotton, silk, carpets,

hides, opium, madder, copper, valonia, olive-oil,

drugs, and gums, figs, raisins, and many other
articles. In 1864, 2556 vessels (of which 900 were
British), of 892,156 tons, entered and cleared the
port ; and the imports for that year amounted to

j;3,730,523—the exports to £4,832,979. S. is regu-
larly visited by the ships of the French, Austrian,
and Russian Steam-navigation Companies, and by
traders from Great Britain and other countries.

It suft'ered severely from fire in the summers of

1841 and 1845, and has been often ravaged by
earthquakes and the plague. The city and its

territory are governed by a pasha. Of the ancient
cities, not much remains. Some slight ruins

mark the site of Old Smyrna. Of New S., some
remnants of the massive walls on the hill south-east

of the city are still to be seen ; the site of the
Stadium in which Polyearp is supposed to have
suffered martyrdom, is pointed out ; there are some
fragments of the ancient theatre, and columns
belonging to a temple ; and numberless architec-

tural fragments have been built into the walls of

the Turkish town, or used in the construction of

graves in the large Turkish cemetery.

SMYRNA, Gulf of, an inlet of the /Ege.an Sea,

on the west coast of Asiatic Turkey, is so called

from the city of Smyi'ua (q. v.), which stands at its

head. It is 40 miles long, is about 20 miles in

gTeatest breadth, and contains several islands. Its

waters are deep, and it affords good anchorage.

SNAIL {Helix), a genus of gasteropodous mol-
luscs of the family Ilclicida, having generally a sub-

globose, sometimes a depressed, spiral shell ; the

mouth of the shell more or less encroached upon
by the last whorl but one, strengthened with an
internal thickened rib, its edges more or less

reflexed ; the foot of the animal long, and pointed

behind ; the tentacles four, the lower p.air nnich

smaller than the upper ; the tongue armed with
many—often from 100 to 200—longitudinal rows of

teeth. The species are very numerous, more than
1400 having been described ; besides fossil species,

of which also there are many. Some of the groups

have been constituted into separate genera by recent

authors, but all retain the popidar n.ame S., which
is indeed often extended to all the Helicidcv. As an
instance of the general distribution of snails, it may
be noticed that Helix aspersa, one of the common
garden-snails of Britain, is found very generally

throughout Europe, great part of Asia and the north

of Africa, and in South America.—Snails feed chiefly

on vegetable substances, although they are very

indiscriminate in their appetite, and even devour the

dead of their own kind. The mischief which they
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do to garden-crops is too well known ; and gar-
deners lay down cabbage-leaves and the like to
attract them, in order that they may be destroyed

;

any greasy sul)stanoe increasing the attractive-
ness of the bait.—Snails delight in warm moist
weather

; in dry weather, their chief time of activity
is during the night, and they hide themselves by
day ; b\it after raiu, they come forth at any hour in

Common Snail and Eggs [HelU aspevsa) :

1, E?p;s; 2, Appeal nnce when newly hntcheil; 3, SliRlitlv
odviincert stase; 4, 5l:itvire Siuiil.—Copied from llorlon's
Cijclajto-'dia of Aijnciilftirc.

quest of food. At the approach of winter, or in
very dry weather, they close the month of the shell
with a membrane (i'piphrarim), formed by the drjang
of the mucous substance which they secrete, and
become inactive and toqiid. Some, as tlie Edible
S. (//. ponwtia), make a succession of such mem-
branes

; the outer one of which is also strengthened
by a quantity of calcareous matter, the secretion
being at first a white ^^scid fliud, but quickly har-
dening like plaster of Paris. When this is to be
removed, a fresh secretion of fluid mucus softens it

at the edges. Snails retreat into crevices for the
winter, or into holes whieli they make in th.e earth,

and which are roofed over with earth, dead leaves,

&c., agglutinated by secreted mucus.—Snails are
hermaphrodite, but mutual impregnation takes place,

and when they are aliout to copulate, they excite

each other by jtricking or even jiiercing with a
sharp calcareous glass-like style, atKxed to a pecu-
liar muscular sac which serves for its protrusion,

and which is produced by recent secretion, not
being found in tliem on dissection, e.xcept at the
season of reproduction. Extraordinary as this cir-

cumstance is, it has been the subject of mnch exag-

geration, and in works on natural history not of

very old date, we read of snails throwing darts

(spicula aniorh) at each other, all which apjjears to

be merely fabulous, although it is probable that the

calcareous style may be often broken otf in its use.

The eggs of snails are round, and enveloped in a

skin ; they are generally deposited in little clusters.

The eggs of the common garden-snails of Britaiu are

about the size of peas, and are deiMsitcd just unilcr

the surface of the soil.—Snails possess in a very high

degree the power of repairing injm-ies, not only of

the shell—although the removal of the wliole shell

is fatal to them—but also of the soft jiarts. Wlu'U

the tentacles are cut off, they grow again ;
and even

if the head is cut off, a new head is jiroduced.—We
do not think it necessary to describe any of the

common British species, as there is nothing of jiecu-

liar interest connected with any of them ; and the

rarer and smaller species have still less claim to

notice. The Ediisi.e S. (If- pomalia) of tlie south

of Europe is the oidy one tliat <leserves to be parti-

cularly mentioned. It is found in the chalk and

oolite districts of the south of England, where it is

eaid to have been introduced from the coutment in

414

the 17th c. ; but this is very doubtful. It has a
shell about two inches in diameter and two inches
in height, whitish or pale tawny, with four darker
bainis, often not very distinct. It was much
esteemed as an article of food by the ancient
Itomans, who fattened their snaUs in enclosures
(rochlmria) made for the imrpose, feeding them deli-
cately on meal and boded wine. It is still in much
esteem for the table in various parts of Eur.ipe and
13 occasionally used in England. Nor is it the'only
species so used ; the common garden-snails are prob-
ably equally good, although not so large, and ' the
glassmen at Newcastle once a year have a snail-feast •

they generally collect the snails themselves in the
fields and hedges the Sunday before the feast-day.'
Turton's British Land and Fresh-water Shells. Snails
of different species are also an article of exportation
on a smaU scale from England to the United States,
packed in old casks, in which they are conveyed
very well, fixing themselves one upon another to
tlie cask, and leaWng a vacant space in the centre.
Snails boded in milk are popularly regarded as a
remedy for diseases of the chest, and for this purpose
they are brought to Covent Garden market. If any
benefit results from the use of them, it is probably
due to their nutritious qualities.—Some of the
tropical species of Helix are very large, and some
have very beautiful shells.

SNAKE, a term synonymous with serpent.—The
name CoimoN S. is very generally given in En^dand
to a species very abundant in most parts of that
country, and throughout Europe from the south of
ScandinaWa to the Mediterranean, although there is

only one doubtful instance of its liaviug been found
in Scotland. Its range extends also over great part
of the north of Asia. This species {\ntrix tonjuala
or Tropklonotus nalrix) is also known as the

uion, or Ringed Snake (Xatrix torqualu).

KlxoKD S. and the Gu.\sw S.v.VKF- It belongs to the
family Coliihridfr^ and to a section of it which some
naturalists constitute iuto the family A'atn'iiita. It

grows to the length of four and even five feet,

although specimens exceeding three feet are rare.

The fem.ale, as iu serpents generally, is much larger

than the male. The head is ovate, tlie muzzle rather

narrow, the back jiart considerably broader than the

neck ; the body thickens towards the middle, and
again tapers towards the tail, which is ab^uit one-

fifth of the eutire length, tapering to a rather sharp
point ; the gape is wide ; the upper jiart of the
head covered with large plates ; the scales of the

back have an elevated keel ; those of the sides arc

larger, the keel merely rndinicutary ; the belly is

covered with broad oblong jilates ; the under ]>.irt

of the fail h.as plates arranged in two rows. The
teeth are very small, directed backwanla, and
aiTanued in two rows on each side of the jaws. The
ujipcr parts are grayish brown, tinged with green

;
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at the back of the head are two crescent-shaped

bright yellow spots, forming a kind of ring or

collar ; "immediately behind these are two broad

black spots, sometimes confluent. Two rows o£

small black spots are arranged alternately down the

back, and larger ones at the sides ; but these vary

much in size and other particulars. The bell.y is

pale lead colom-, often marbled with black. Tlie

outer skin is changed at intervals varying according

to the weather and other circumstances. Mr Bell

says :
' I have known the skin shed four or five

times during the year. It is always thrown off by
reversing it ; so that the transparent covering of the

eyes, and that of the scales also, are always found

concave in the exudate. Previously to this curious

circumstance taking jilace, the whole cuticle

becomes somewhat opaque, the eyes are dim, and
the animal is evidently blind. It also becomes more
or less inactive, until at length, when the skin is

ready to be removed, being everywhere detached,

and the new skin perfectly hard underneath, the

animal bursts it at the neck, and creeping through

some dense herbage, or low brushwood, leaves it

attached, and comes forth in far brighter and
clearer colours than before.' This snake is partial

to damp situations, and often enters water, in which
it swims with great ease, moving with singular

gracefulness. It sometimes remains at the bottom
for a considerable time. It sometimes climbs trees,

its body, when ascending the stem, being ' straight

and rigid as a stick.' See Serpents. It is very

voracious ; its food consists of frogs, small birds

and quadrupeds, &c. Its teeth being incapable of

tearing, cutting, or masticating food, the prey is

always swallowed entire and living. Mr Bell heard

a frog emit a cry some minutes after it had been
swallowed by a snake. The S. has no poison-fangs.

It has another kind of defensive armour, in certain

glands, which emit a volatile substance of most
offensive and penetrating odour, which, like that

of the skunk, can hardly be removed from the skin

or clothes. No such odour is emitted except in

moments of irritation or other passion. The Com-
mon S. is oviparous ; its eggs—usually about fifteen

or twenty in number, whitish, with a parchment-like

skin, aud \mited into a string by a glutinous sub-

stance—are deposited in moist and warm situations,

often in dunghills. The mother is said sometimes
to coil herself around them, but generally leaves

them unregarded. This snake is cajiable of being

tamed, and becomes familiar with those who are

kind to it, whilst the approach of a stranger, or of a

dog or cat, alarms it, and causes an emission of

stench. In winter, it seeks some refuge from severe

cold, and becomes lethargic or dormant. Large
numbers of snakes often take refuge in one hole

;

but seldom so many as in an instance recorded by
Dr Carpenter, in which about 1300 were found in an
old lime-kiln.

Much interest was excited in 1S62 by the dis-

covery in Kngland of a species of sn.ake, Corondla
la'vis (see Coronella and Serpents), previously
unobserved in Britain, but common in the middle and
south of Europe, and sometimes distinguished by the
name of AusTi'.iAN S., sometimes by that of Smooth
S., none of the scales being ridged or keeled, as in the
Common Snake. It inhabits much drier situations

than those affected by the Common S., where it is

often found in company \rith the Sand Lizard,
situations more resembling those in which the viper
is found. This snake is also more similar to the
viper in form and appearance than the Common S.,

aud these circumstances have ]iroba))ly led to its

being often mistaken for the viper, and its existence
in England remaining unnoticed so bins:. It attains
a length uf about two feet ; is of a shining brown

colour, ornamented with checkered irregular patches
of black ; a yellow mark on the back and sides of

the head ; the lower parts yellowish, with square
black spots. The head is not flattened, as in the
vi]>cr, but is narrowed in a similar way towards the
neck ; there is much difference in the plates of the
head ; the yellow mark on the head is a very char-

acteristic distinction, and the back does not exhibit

a broad zigzag pattern, as in the viper. Unlike the

Common S., the Coronella lavh is ovoviviparous, the

eggs being hatched within the mother. For an
illustration of the Coronella Icevis, see Serpents.

SNAKE-BIRD. See Darter.

SNAKE-EEL, the popular name of the fishes

forming the family Ophisuridce of some naturahsts,

included by others, with all the eels, in the family
Miirccnidce, and distinguished by the want of a taU-

fin, and the tail ending in a conical point like that

of a serpent. They are inhabitants of the seas of

warm climates. One species, Ophhurus serpens, is

found in the Mediterranean. It attains the length

of about six feet, and the thickness of a man's arm
;

is lirown above, silvery beneath, and has a slender

and pointed snout.

SNAKE mVER, also called Lewis' Fork, is

the great southern branch of the Columbia (q. v.).

SNAKE-ROOT. See Polygal.1 and Aristo-
LOCHIA.

SNAKE-STONES, small rounded pieces of stone
or other hard substance, popularly believed to be
efficacious in curing snake-bites. A belief in their

efficacy has been long and very widely diffused, and
lirobably extended to Britain and other western
jiarts of the world from the East. Small perforated

balls and rings of various kinds of stone, ivory, &c.,

strung together like beads, were formerly used as

snake-stones in Scotland, being given to cattle to

chew when they were bitten by vipers. Of course

they could only be expected to act as a Icind of

charm. Many of the snake-stones used in India and
the further east seem to be of no greater value.

Some of them, however, appear to be really effica-

cious, being applied to the wound and absorbing
blood from it with the poison before it has entered

the system. Remarkable instances are related of

speedy cures thus eflected. The snake-stone

adheres for a short time to the wound, and
then falls off. The wounded limb is meanwhile
rubbed downwards. Two small snake-stones, each
the size of a large pea, brought from India, and
wliich were known to have cured a man bitten by a

cobra, were found by Mr Quekett to be composed
of some vegetable matter. Another, also known to

have cured a cobra's l)ite, h.aving been brought from
Ceylon by Sir .James E. Teuiient, was examined by
Mr Faraday, and was deemed by hiin to be ' a piece

of charred bone, which has been tilled with blood,

perhaps several times, and then carefully charred
again.'—See Buckland's Curiosities of Natural His-
tori/, and Tenncnt's Ceylon, vol. i.

SNAKE-WEED, another name of Bistort (q. v.).

SNAKE-WOOD, another name of Letter-wood
(q. v.).

SNAPDRAGON (Anth-rhinnm), a genus of

plants of the natural order Scrophiilariaceie, consist-

ing of annual and jierennial herbaceous plants,

chiefly natives of the temperate parts of the north-

ern hemisphere. They have the ealy.x 5-parted

;

the corolla swollen at the base, but without a spur,

and personate (Lat. persona, a mask), i. e., its mouth
closed by the jiressuro of the lower against the
upper liji ; and the fruit is a '2-cellcd obliiiue caji-

side, opening by three jiorcs at the ape.x. The
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English name refers to a peculiarity of the corolla,
the lo-n-er Up of which, if forcibly parted from the
upper, so as to open the mouth, shuts with an elastic

Snapdragon {Antirrhinum majus).

Bpring or Buap. Some of the species have very
pretty fiowei-s. A. majus has long been a favourite
in our gardens, in which there are many fine varie-
ties of it.

SNAPHAUNCE, an old musket of the 17th and
first half of the ISth c, called also Asuaphan. See
LocE.

SXEE'HATTEJT. See Nokway.
SNEEK, a prosperous trading and mauufactiu-ing

town in the Netherlands, province of Friesland, 13
miles soutli-south-west of Leeuwarden. It is

built in the form of an irregiilar triangle, has three
canals, and good water-way to the sea. Rich mea-
dow-lands, in some places tending to be marshy,
surroimd the to^\'n, and in the neighbourhood is a
considerable lake called the Sneekermeer. Pop.

aSG4) SSG2, 1412 being Eoman Catholics, the
remainder, except 144 Jews, Protestants. S. is the
Largest butter and cheese market in the province ;

in 18C3, the quantity sold reaching 4,887,025 lbs.

of butter, and 2,001,828 lbs. of cheese. The principal

buildings are the Ficformed Church, Town-house,
Baptist Church, and Jewish synagogue.

SNEEZE-AVOOD {Plceroxijlon utile), a tree of the

natural order Sapindaceit, a native of South Africa,

common in the eastern districts of Cape Colony.

The timber rivals mahogany in beauty, takes a tine

polish, is very solid, strong, and durable. It receives

its English name, and its Dutch name, Nieshout,

from the sternutator}' properties of its sawdust, by
which workmen are often much annoyed.

SNELL EXHIBITIOXS. These exhibitions

were founded in the j'ear 1077 by John SneU of

Uffeton, in the county of Warwick, for the purpose

of educating Scottish students at the university ot

Oxford. SneU was bom in the parish of Colmonell,

in Ayrshire, in 1029, and entered the university

of Glasgow in 1044. He afterwards removed to

England, where, after holding several offices of a

legal nature, he was ajipointcd seal-bearer to the

Court of Chanceiy. He died at Holywell, near

O.xford, in 1079, lea^-ing his estate of Uffeton, near

Leamington, to trustees (the Vice-chancellor of the

university of Oxford, the Provost of Queen's College,

the Master of Balliol College, and the President of

St John's College), for the foundation of the ten

scholarships which now bear his name. The exhiln-
tions have been the subject of much litigation in
the court of Chancery, and are now administered
under a scheme settled in 1861. The exhiln-
tionei-s are nominated by the college of Glasgow,
and receive about £108 annually each during livj
years. Candidates for these scholarships must'havc
been born in Scotland, or must be sons of fathers
born in Scotland, and must have resided for two
j'ears at least in Glasgow College, or for one year in
that college, and two at least in some other college
in Scotland. IS'one are admitted to examination
who have completed their 21st year, or have beeii
members of the university of Oxford of more than
t\vo years' standing from the day of their matricula-
tion inclusive. Two exhibitioners are nominated
annually after pubUe competition. The list of Snell
exhibitioners includes not a few well-known names,
such as J. G. Lockhart, Sir AV. Hamilton, the
present Bishop of Loudon (Tait), &c.

SNIA'TYJf , a to\\-n of Galicia, in Austrian Poland,
is situated on the Pruth, and was formerly a frontier
stronghold. It has tanneries, and a considerable
trade in cattle and horses. Poj). 10,000, among
whom are many members of the Armenian Chiu-ch.

SNIPE {Scolopax), a genus of birds of the family
Scolojiackla: (q. v.), having a very long straight bill,

with nasal gi-ooves extending almost to the tip,

which expands a little, the upper mandible slightly
exceeding the lower in length, the whole bill soft anil
very sensitive, smooth and shining in the living bird.

but soon after death becoming pitted like the end
of a thimble by drj'ing. The head is comi)ressed

;

the eyes large, and placed far back in the head, an
evident adaptation to the mode of life, enabling the
bird to guard against danger, whilst its bill is

plunged in the mud. The feet have three toes
before, diaded to the base or very nearly so, not
edged by membrane, the hind-toe short. The tail

is short. The genus naturally di\-ide3 itself into

two sections, sometimes regarded as distinct genera,

the first consisting of the Woodcocks (q. v.), to
which the generic name Scolopax is appropriated

;

the second containing the species popiilarly known
as Snipes, which receive the generic name (Jallinago,

1, Solitary Snipe (Gallinay^ iii'fjnr); 2, Common Snipo

{Gallinago media); 3, Jack Snipe (Gallinago galli-

nula).

and are distinguished by their lighter fonn, by their

longer legs, and by having a little of the lower part

of the tibia bare.—The Commo.n" S. (S. iiallinago, or

OaUinngo media) is about 1 1 inches in entire length,

the bill almost 3 inches. The sexes are .ahke iu

plumage, but the female is rather larcrcr than the
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male. The general colour of tlie upper parts is

blackisli brown, finely mixed with pale brown and
with a rich buff colour ; three pale brown streaks

along the head ; the neck and breast pale rust

colour mottled with black ; the belly wliite. The
tail consists of 14 feathers. The S., when flushed,

changes its course several times in a zigzag manner
iu the air, and then darts off very swiftly, so that

young sportsmen find it a very difficult bird to

shoot. The S. makes a very inartificial nest of

a little dry lierbage, iu a depression of the ground,
or sometimes in a tuft of grass or rushes. The
er:gs are four in number, pale yellowish or greenish

white, the larger end spotted with lirown. This
species of S. is plentiful in all the moory and marshy
parts of Britain, and generally throughout Europe,
also in some parts of Asia, and it is found in the

north of Africa. It breeds in Britain, even in the
south of England, although many of the snipes

which spend the winter iu Britain migi-ate north-

wards in spring. The S. i.s capable of being
tamed, and becomes very familiar, but is difficult

to keep from the prodigious quantity of worms
and other such food which it requii'cs. A tame
8. has been known to eat nearly twice its own
weight of worms in 12 hours. The S. is in high
esteem for the table, and is included amongst game
in Britain.—The habits of all the other species of S.

correspond very nearly with those of the Common
Snipe. The Gkeat S., or Solitary S. (.?. or G. major),

is comparatively a rare bird in Britain, but aliounds

in the extensive marshes of continental Europe, and
is found also in Asia. Its entire length is about
}'2\ inches, the bill not quite so long in proportion
as that of the Common Snipe. There are 16
feathers in the tail.—The Jack S., or Judcock (iS'. or

O. galUniiki), the smallest of the British species, is

like the Common S. in plumage. It is common in

Britain, but mostly as a winter visitant, and is

found also, during summer or winter, in most
]iarts of Europe and of the north of Asia.—North
America has a number of species. The Cosimon
American S. (S. or G. Wilsoni) is about equal in size

to the Common 8. of Europe, and much resembles
it also in plumage. The tail lias 16 feathers. This
species is abundant in summer in the northern jKirts

of the United States and in Canada, in the juore

southern states in winter. It is in much request for

the table, and is often caught iu snares.—Snipes are
found also in other parts of the worlil. The name
S. is extended in popular usage to include the
genus Macrorhamplius, iu which the outer toes

are connected at the base by a membrane. In other
characters, as well as in plumage and habits, the
similarity to the true snipes is very gi-eat. The
Red-breasted S., or BroWn S. (M. griseiis), of

North America has been occasionally seen in Britain
and in Scandinavia. In size it is nearly equal to
the Common Snipe.

SNIPE-FISH. See Tkumpet-eish.

SNI'ZORT, Loch, a large and picturesque inlet

of the sea, in the north-west of Skye (q. v.), between
Trotternish Point and Vaternish Point. At its

head, the loch is only a few furlongs broad ; but it

gradually expands, and at its entrance the breadth
is over 7 miles. It is 13 miles long.

SNORRI STURLESSON, a learned historian,
and a distinguished Icelandic politician, was born in
UTS at Hvamma, in Iceland, where his family, who
traced their descent to the ancient kings of Nor-
way and Sweden, had been settled since the early
colonisation of the island. S. S. was placed at an
early age under the care of Jon Loptson, the gi-and-
son of Ssemund Sigfusson, the learned compiler of
the old Edda, by whom he was instructed in the

history, mythology, and poetry of the North, as
well as in classical literature. By his marriage, at
the age of 26, with a rich heiress, and the speedy
death of his father, S. S. early attained a position of

wealth and influence, and by the free choice of the
people, was elected supreme judge, or chief magis-
trate of the island. In this post, he was distin-

guished for his profoimd knowledge of the laws and
civil institutions of his native country; but his

ambition, avarice, and love of intrigue embroiled
him personally in sanguinary feuds, and contiibuted

to hasten the destruction of Icelandic independ-
ence. His love of intrigue led him to take jjart in

the intestine troubles of Norway, and thus drew
upon him the suspicion and ill-will of the Norwegian
king, Hakou, who sent secret instructionito Iceland
for his arrest ; or, if need be, his assassination. The
king's intentions were carried out to their fullest

extent ; and his nimierous enemies joining together
in a plot against him, S. S. was attacked iu his own
house, and murdered in the year 1241. S. S. was a

poet of no mean order, and composed numerons
drapas, or laudatory poems, on the kings and jarls

at whose courts he sojourned. His great work is

the Ileimsli'infila, or Mythic Ring of the World, iu

which he records the history of the kings of Norway
from the earliest times to the death of Magnus
Erlingsson, in 1177 ; and which he compiled from
ancient genealogical tables and other documents.
It was translated into Danish about 1559 by Peder
Clausen, and published first by Olaf Worm (Cop.

1633). This translation has been reiiublished in

more recent times by Gruntvig (3 vols., Cop. ISIS

—

1822) and others. German, Swedish, and Latin

versions have also been executed. S. S. is believed

to have had a share in collecting and arranging the

songs of the elder or poetic Edda (q. v.), and to have
contributed very materially towards the compila-

tion of the Skalda and other parts of the j'oungcr

or prose Edda.

SNOW is the frozen moisture which falls from
the atmosphere when the temperature is 32° or

lower. It is composed of crystals, usually in the

form of six-pointed stars, of which about 1000
diflerent kinds have been already observed, and
many of them figured, by Scoresby, Glaisher, and
others. These lunnerous forms have been reduced

to the following five principal vai-ieties— 1. Thin
plates, the most numerous class, containing several

hundred forms of the rarest and most exqmsite

beauty (figs. 1 to 6). 2. A sjiherical nucleus or

Fig. 1.

plane figure studded with needle-shaped crystals

(fig. 8). 3. Six or more rarely three sided pris-

matic crystals. 4. Pyi'amids of six sides (fig. 9).

5. Prismatic crystals, having at the ends and
middle thin plates perpendicular to their length
(fig. 7). The forms of the crystals iu the same
fall of snow are generally similar to each other.

The crystals of hoar-frost being formed on leaves

and other bodies disturbing the temperature,
are often irregular and opaque ; and it has been
observed that each tree or shrub has its own
peculiar crystals. Snow-flakes vary from an inch
to -j-J^ths of an inch in diameter, the largest occur-

ring when the temperature is near 32°, and the

smallest at very low temperatures. As air has a
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smaUer capacity for retaining its vapour as the
temperature siuks, it follows that the aqueous
precipitation, suow or rain, is imich less in polar

than in temperate regions. The white colour o£
snow is the result of the combination of the differ-
ent prismatic rays issuing from the minute snow-
crystals. Pounded glass and foam are analogous
cases of the prismatic colours blending together

from 10 to 12 times lighter than an equal bulk ofwater. I'rom ,ts loose texture, and its containing
about lU tunes its bulk of air, it is a rerv bad
conductor of heat, and thus forms an admirable
covering for the earth from the effects of radiation-
it not unfrequently happening, in times of great cold
that the soil is 41)' ^^•almer than the sm-face of the
overlying snow. The Hooding of rivers from the
melting of the suow on mountains in summer
carries fertility into regions which would otherwise
remain barren wastes.

SNOW-BALL TREE. See Gueldek Rose
SNOWBERRY (Si/miAorkarpos or S!/mp/.oria

mcemosa], a bushy deciduous shi-ub of the natural
order Cap7-i/uliacea; a native of the northern j.arts
of N orth America, and now very common in Britisli
shrubberies. It has simple leaves and smaU flowers •

berries about the size of black currants, remain-
ing on the bush after the leaves, quite white, but
uneatable.—The name S.xoweekry is also given to
Gaultheria serpylli/olia, a native of the bogs of
-vorth America.

SNOW BUNTING, or SNOWFLECK {PUciro.
phanes tuvalis), a bird of the Bunting family

Fis. G.

and forming the white light out of which they h.ad

been originally formed. It may be added that the
air contained in the crystals intensities the white-

ness of the snow. See Red S.n'ow. The limit of

the fall of snow coincides nearly with SO"* N. lat.,

which includes nearly the whole of Europe ;
on

traversing the Atlantic, it rises to 45°, but on ucaring

America clescends to near Charleston ; rises on the

west of America to 47% and again falls to 40° in the

Pacitic. It corresponds nearly with the winter

isothermal of 52' Pah. Snow is unknow^u at

Gibraltar ; at Paris, it falls 12 d.ays on an average

aiuuiall\-, and at St Petersburg 170 days. It is

Snow Bunting {Plectrophanes nivalis).

(Emheridda), of a genus distinguished from the
true buntings by the long and nearly straight claw
i:>f the hind-toe, in this resembling the larks. There
is also an approach to larks in "habits; there is a
similar ease and celerity in running along the
groimd, and the song is very different from that of

I

any of the true buntings. The S. B. abounds in

summer in aU parts of the arctic regions, and in
winter in more southern countries of Europe, Asia,
and America. Linnajus says it is the only living

creature that Las been seen 2000 feet above the
limits of perpetual snow on the mountains of Laj>-

land. Great flocks are seen in Brit.ain, particularly
iu severe winters, generally frequenting uplands in

mild weather, but descending to the low grounds
and seashore in hard frosts. Comparatively few
visit the south of England. A few remain during
summer on the highest mountains of Scotland. The
nest is placed on the ground, or in a crevice of a
rock. The y. B. is generally very fat, and is highly
esteemed for the table. The Greenlanders kill great
numliers, and dry them for winter use,

SNOW'DON, a mountain-range in Caeniarvon-
shire. North Wales, stretches in a nortli-cast-by-

north direction from a point 5 miles nt>rth of

Cricceith, near the head of Cariligan Bay, to near
Conway ; but is broken up by v,-illeys and river-

courses into four mountain groups, whose chief

peaks are Carnedd- Llewelyn, 3400 feet ; Mocl-
.Siabod, 2S78 feet ; and J/otZ-y- W<i(l(l/a (' the Con-
spicuous I'e.ak '), the highest niount.kin in South
liritain, .)571 feet above sealevel. Seen from the top,

Moel-y-Wyddfa, the * King (>f Snow*lonia,' ap{K*ars

to send out three ridges, which gradii.ally divide

and subdivide, giving birth to numerous v.alleys aiul

corries. The ascent of the highest ]K>ak of S. is

effected by tourists from Llanberis (ou the north),

Beddgelert (ou the south), Llyn-CwcUyn (on tlio
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west), and Capel Carig (on the east) ; the first is

shortest and easiest ; the last is longest, most diffi-

cult, but at the same time by far the grandest. The
district of ' Snowdonia ' was made a royal forest by
Edward I. of England, but was disafforested in 1649.

SXOWDROP (Galanlhm), a genus of plants of

the natural order Amaryllidem, of the same tribe

with Amaryllis, Snowflake, Criuum, &c. The three

outer segments of the perianth spread, so as to

make a bell-shaped flower ; the tlu'ee inner are

shorter, erect, and notched at the summit. The
ilowers arise from a sjjathe. The root is bulbous,

and produces two leaves and one single-flowered

leafless stem (scape). The Common S. {(?. nivalis).

Cuuiiuou Snowdrop (Galunthiis nivalis).

a plant too well known to need desciiptiou, is a
native chiefly of the south of Europe, growing iu

woods and pastures. It is foimd apparently wild
in some places both in England .and Scotland, but
is probably r.ather naturalised than native, ha\Tng
long been much cultivated in gardens. Another
species of S. (G. j>licatus), with much broader
leaves, is found in the south of Russia and in

Asiatic Turkey.

SNOW-LlifE. The snow-line marks that height
above the sea-level below which all the snow that
falls annually melts during simimer ; higher than
this lies the region of perpetual snow. No general
rule for the height of this line can be given, owing
to the different causes which may determine it.

These are—the situation of the slojje in respect of

the sun's raj'S, and hence, other things being equal,

it is higher on the south than on the north side of

mountains ; the situation with respect to the rain-

bringing -winds ; the steepness of the slope ; and
the dryness or humidity of the region. The
following are the observed heights of the snow-liue
in English feet, iu different parts of the globe :
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The chemical composition oi soap may be explained
as follows : The fixed fatty bodies, stearine,
palmitine, and oleine (we do not include margarine,
for it is now generally admitted that the fat to
which this name was applied is merely a mixture
of stearine and palmitiue), when heated witli

alkaline solutions, undergo the remarkable change
known under the title Saponification, or conversion
into soap, during which process the fats yield

up a clear viscid liquid, which, from its sweet-
ness, is termed Gbjcerine (q. v.). The nature of this

change may be ascertained by decomposing the soap
that is thus formed, and -which exists as a homo-
geneous transparent mass, freely soluble in warm
water, by the addition of some acid, such as tartaric

or hydrochloric, which combines with the alkaU, and
forms a soluble compound with it. A fatty matter
separates in tlakes, which melt on the application of

heat, and form an oily layer ou the surface of the
fluid. This substance, when cold, is foimd to be
very different from the original fat. It has acquired
a strongly acid reaction, as may be ascertained by
applying test-paper to it in its melted state, and
it is fi'eely soluble in alcohol, the solution being

strongly acid. It at once forms a clear solution

in hot alkaliue liquids, while the original fat would
under simdar conditions have formed a milky-look-

ing fluid. It is, in fact, a true acid, capable of

forming salts, the potash and soda salts being

known as soft-soap and liard-soap, which have been
thus generated out of the elements of the neutral

fat under the influence of the alkali. Stearine, when
thus treated, yields Stearic Acid (q. v.) ;

palmitine

yields Palmitic Acid (q. v.) ; and oleine. Oleic Acid

(q. v.) ; while common fat, which is a mixture of

the three above-named fats, afi'ords, on saponifica-

tion with an alkali, and subsequent decomposition

of the soap, a mixture of the three fatty acids. It

is found that the weight of these acids and of the

glycerine always exceeds by about 4 per cent, that

of the fat originally employed. This may be ex-

plained by the fact, that each fat is a compound of

a fatty acid with the base of glycerine, which has

been displaced by the alkali in the act of saponifi-

cation. The hydrated alkali, in displacing the

glycerine base, gives up a portion of water to it, and

thus increases its weight ; while the fatty acid, on

being separated from the soap, in like mamier com-

bines with a portion of water.

The term soap is sometimes extended in meaning,

so as to include compounds of the fatty acids with

other bases besides the alkalies, e. g., lime, baryta,

magnesia, &c. ; but these comjiounds being insoluble

are iuappUcable to the purpose of cleaning. The true

snaps owe their cleaning power to their solubility,'

and their attraction for the matters that ordinarily

constitute ' dirtmess.' The presence of a portion of

free alkali increases the detergent power, especially

in the case of greasy matter.

Manufactia-e.^lt is foimd in practice, that

generally all such fata and oils as soon become

rancid—that is, naturally decompose, and liberate

theiracids—are the most economical forsoap-makmg.

Besides the oils, fats, and alkalies, resin (q. v.) is

used in order to economise the more exiieusive

alkalies ; a small portion of lime, dissolved by the

water m the first stage of the process, also enters

into the composition of soap. The chief ods or lats

used in soap-making are taUow and grease, palm

oil, cocoa-nut od, and olive oU for hard-soaps ;
and

linseed and hempseed oils for soft-soaps, ilie hrst

sta"e in the manufacture of common soaj) is to

produce a caustic alkaline li/e : this is d.)ne in

iron tanks, usually six feet in width, and four feet

in depth, with a plug-hole at the bottom; some-

timea they have a perforated false-bottom inside.

which is converted into a filter by covering it with
a piece of coarse canvas. In these tanks, alternat?
layers of soda-ash and quicklime are laid in regular
proportions—the function of the lime being to
deprive the carbonate of soda of its carbonic acid
—and water is let in slowly, untU the tanks
are full. In this state they are left for nearly a
whole day, when the plugs arc withdrawn, and tho
liquid is received into a vessel placed below. The
]>lugs are then replaced, and the tanks refilled with
water, which, after remaining a sufficient time, is in

the same way drawn ofl' into another vesseh This
is repeated as long as any alkali remains to be
dissolved. Kach drawing-off is kept by itself, and
they are csXXqA first-runnintj, sccond-runtiinfj, and so

on. The next step is to i)ump about 201) gallons

of the weakest, which should contain not less than
two jier cent, of piu-e alkali, into the copper, which
is an iron basin of large size ; a ton of fat is added,
and heat sufficient to boil gently is applied for

about four hours. The fire being then allowed to go
out, the lye is found to have lost its alkali, and m
an hour or two settles down at the bottom of the

copper, from which it is %vithdra\vn, leaving the

now partially saponified fat behind. To this is

then added another portion of lye of the nmning
next in strength to that used, and a fresh quantity

of fat is also added ; the boiling operation is

repeated, and afterwards the spent lye is withdrawn.

This process is repeated until all the lyes from the

weakest to the strongest have been used. These

successive operations usually occupy five or six

days, by which time the whole quantity is com-
pletely converted into soap, a result which is known
by various tests to the experienced workman.
But although the saponification has thus been

effected, the material is not in a state tit for use ; it

has therefore to be reboiled with a quantity of water

or very weak lye, until it is so diluted that its

particles seem to be sejiarating from each other ;

then the boihng is carried on with great vigour

;

and to prevent its boiling over, the men keep

shovelling back the lye from the breast of the

boUer, so as to break up the froth, and promote the

evaporation of the water. After a time, the soaiiy

particles distributed through the fluid begin to

cohere until they are all united again in one pasty

mass, restmg ou the toji of the water ;
the cover is

then put on the toj) of the copper, and the lire with-

drawn, and the whole left standing for about three

days, when the lid is lifted, and the soap is care-

fully removed from the top of the sjient lye or

water by means of ladles, which transfer it to

wooden or iron tanks, made up of a number of

frames of regidar size, placed ui>ou one another ;

each the thickness of a bar of soap. When the

soap has «^ a piece of wire is drawn successively

between each two frames, and they are thus cut

asunder with the soap they enclose. They arc then

set on their sides for a short time, and the aoap

becoming drier, is easily detached in the form of

square cakes of uniform thickness. These ciikes

are then cut by wire transversely, so as to form

the square lia/s of conunerce.

To manufacture soap successfully requires much

skiU, for tho materials are rarely of exactly the

same qualities ; the process cannot lie reducctl to

tlie nice exactness of other chemical manipulations,

therefore much depends upon the eye and the

experience of those employed. If soaps become

tinged witli the iron of the boiler in which they

are^madc, .as they usu.ally do, and contain too littlo

water to render "them sufficiently fluid to deixwit

these stained portions, the soap is then mottled, and

these mottled soaps became favourites, Iwcause they

were less mixed with water ; but this distinction is
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not now of much value, for they are successfully

imitated. The Castile or olive-oil soaps of Spain are

amongst the best. The palm-oil and resin soap, so

larjjely manufactured iu Britain, is the cheapest

and best fitted for common use. Perfumed soaps
are only used for the toilet, aad are very various,

according to the odour employed, and the artificial

colours imparted to them. Marine-aoap is made of

cocoa-nut oil, soda, and water, and has the remark-
able property of dissolving as well in salt water as

in fresh, hence it is much used at sea for washing.
Soft-soap is comparatively little used, except for

coarse purposes, in Britain ; but in the northern
parts of the continent, especially in Holland, it is

chiefly used for washing linen, &c.

Several vegetables contain a principle called

saponin, which is remarkably analogous to soap in

its action, hence they are in diiferent parts of the

world used for washing clothing, &c. See Soap-
vvo RT.

SOAP, Medical uses of. The only kind of soap

that should lie used internally is White Soda Soap.

It is prepared from caustic soda, and either olive or

almond oil. In its purest state, it is called Medi-
cinal Soap, while in its less pure forms it is known
as Alicaut, Venice, or Spanish soap. When projicrly

made, it should be perfectly soluble in pure water
and in alcohol. It is chiefly employed to form pills

of a gently aperient and antacid action. Pills con-

taining a combination of soap and dried carbonate

of soda, are of great use in certain forms of gravel.

Soap is often added to pills as au adjuvant, or for

the purpose of preventing them from becoming hard
and insoluble. White soap aftords a ready antidote

in cases of j)oisoning with the strong mineral acids.

Soft-soap ought to be made witli olive oil and ]iotasli,

and it should be of yellowish-white colour, inodorous,

and of the consistence of thick honey. It is of great

service, as an external application, either alone or

in association with sulphuret of potash, and other

remedies, in various cutaneous affections.

SOAPBERRY (Sapindiis saponaria), a West
Indian tree, of the natural order Sapiiidacccf, the

pulp of the fruit of which is used instead of soap in

washing. This property belongs to other species of

the same genus. With the exception of S. margi-

natus, found in the southern states of North
America, the genus is entirely tropical. The use of

the pulp as soap, if often repeated, is apt to injure

linen ; but it is callable of cleansing as much linen

as sixty times its weiglit of soap. Each fruit con-

tains a nut of a shining black colour. These nuts
are very hard, and were formerly imported into

Europe to be made into waistcoat buttons, being

tipped with silver or other metal. They were little

liable either to be injured by weariug or to be
broken.

SOAP-STONE. See Stkitite.

SOAP-TEST. This test, for which science is

indebted to Professor Clark of Aberdeen, is now
universally employed for determining the degree of

hardness of water. Every one knows how much
more readily a lather is formed—as, for example, in

M-ashing the hands—with soft than with hard water.

This is accounted for by the earthy bases of the

hard water displacing the alkaline bases of the soap,

and forming comiionnds insoluble in water. This
is the foundation of the soap-test. A hard water
of known strength is lirst prepared by dissolving

IG grains of pure carbonate of lime in pure hydro-
chloric acid, evaporating to dryness, and dissolving

the resulting chloride of calcium in a gallon of

distilled water. This gallon of chloride of calcium
solution accurately represents a natural water whose
hardness is due to 16 grains of carbonate of lime in

a gallon. A solution of soap in proof-spirit is next
prepared of such strength, as that a quantity of it

wliich will fill 3'2 measures of a volumetric tube,

each measure of which contains 10 grains, will be
exactly able to convert 1000 grains' measure of the
standard solution of hard water into the earthy
soap described. This point is thus ascertained :

The hard water is pilaced in a sto]ipered bottle, and
the soap solution added to it by degrees, the bottle

being shaken after each addition, when a buhVile

will foi-m, which rapidly disappears so long as any
lime is present ; but when at last it is all used up,

a froth of soap bubbles remains after hard shaking,

such as to last unljroken for three minutes. If, now,
a given sample of water be examined, and this point

is reached at the expense of the entire '^^2 measures, it

is a water of 16 degrees of hardness. Now, perfectly

soft water consumes 2 measures of the soap solution

before permanent bubbles are formed, so that a w.iter

of 16 degrees of hardness has iu reality only consumed

30 measures of the soap solution. But ,-„ = 0o3

;

hence, if any given measures of the soap-test be
used in estimating the hardness of a water, we must
first subtract '2 from the amount, and then multiply
by 0-53

; and the result will give us the degree of

hardness. For example, let a given sample require

27 measures of the soap-test. On subtracting 2, and
multiplying by ()'53, we find its hardness to be
12-2.'>. Clark's Soap-test Talile for Hardness of

Water is given in the article ' Soap-test' in Knight's
Enrjlish. Cyclopcedia ; and full details regarding the
mode of working the test, to determine the amount
of lime, magnesia, soda, sulphuric acid, and pure car-

bonic aeid, are given in Dr Parkes's Manual oj

Practical llyijicne (Loud. 1S64).

SOAPWORT (Saponaria), a genus of plants of

the natm'al order Cariioplnjllaceie, having a cylin-

drical or ventricose 5-toothed calyx, without any

Soapwort (Saponaria officinalis).

outer calyx or attendant bractcK, five undivided

petals with long claws, ten stamens, two stigmas,

and a capsule opening at the top by four valves.

Some of the species have very beautiful flowers.

S. Calahrica has of late become one of the most
favourite annuals of our flower-gardens.

—

Common
S. (S. officinalis) is found on wajsides, in thickets,

and ou the banks of streams, in most parts of

Europe, although it is a somewhat doubtful native

of Britain. Both the root and the leaves contain

Saponin (q. v.), in consequence of which they are

sometimes employed for washing. The brownish-

red colour of the" bark of the rout, however, is ajit
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to tinge -white ai-ticles. The root of this plant has
also medicinal properties, being aperient, resolvent,
and alterative. It is sometimes sold as Red S0.1.P-

EOOT.

Nearly allied to the genus Saponaria, Init having
an angular calyx and a 5-valved capsule, is the
genus Oi/psophlla, some species of which are called
SoAP-EooT, and contain much sa])onin. Thus,
the Egyptian Soap-root {G. slnit/uiim), and the
Spaxish Soap-root (G. I/ispuniai), called Jahonura
in Spain, have been employed for washing from
time immemorial, and the roots not having a
dark rind, can be used for washing white articles,

and are to some extent an article of commerce,
being used for silken and other stuffs, the colours
of which will not bear the application of soaji. The
roots of Lychnis dioica, one of the most common
British plants, possess the same properties in an
inferior degree.—The baric of QuUlaja saponaria, a
Chilian tree of the natural order Bosacea:, contains
much saponin, is generally used for washing in

Chili and Peru, and there forms a considerable
article of commerce.—Some of the trojiical South
Sea Islands produce a species of vine

(
t'itis sapo-

naria), the stem of which, especially the thicker
part, cut into pieces, and softened by cooking on
hot stones, produces in water a rich lather almost
equal to that of soap. See also Solan CM.

SOBBING is merely a modification of the

ordinary movements of respiration excited by mental
emotions. It is the consequence of a series of short

convulsive contractions of the diaphr.agm, and is

usually accompanied by a closure of the glottis,

temporarily preventing the entrance of air into the

lungs.

SOBRAO'N, a village on the left bank of the

Sutlej, 25 miles east-north-east of Ferozpur, near

which, on lOth February 184G, a most obstmate

battle was fought between the British army of

15,000 men, under Sir Hugh Gough, and a Sikh force

numbering 30,000. The Sikhs wei-e strongly in-

trenched, and vigorously I'esisted the attacks of their

opponents, but the coiu-age and perseverance of the

latter ultimately gave them the mastery ; the various

earthworks were cajitured in succession, and tho

Sikhs driven across the Sutlej, with a loss in killed,

wounded, and drowned of 13,000. Gough imme-
diately followed up his victory by crossing into the

Punjab ill piu-suit of the fleeing enem}%

SOC.A.GE, or SOCCAGE (originally hiaford-socn,

seeking a lord ; whence we have also soc, a right of

holding a court), a tenure of lands in England, of

which 1;he characteristic feature is, that the service

is fixed and determinate in quality, thereby differ-

ing both from knight-service and from villeinage.

It was originally peculiai- to the Anglo-Danish dis-

tricts of England. At the time when the allodial

tenure was converted into immediate dependence

on the crown, this tenure seems to have arisen out

of the necessity for commendation or seeking a lord.

In Domesday, socmen are often mentioned .is bound
' to seek a lird,' or free to go with their land where

they pleased. The socmen of Stamford are said to

be free to seek a lord, being only liable to the king

for the toll attached to them as inhabitants of a

borough. The obligation of socage m its origin has

been compared to the mutual bonds of allegiance ot
j

later times so common in the Highlands of Scotland,

and known as Bonds of Manrent (see Maxrest).

Three kinds of socage have been cnunierated as

existing at a later period-viz., free and common

socage, socage in ancient tenure, and socage m base

tenure The second and third kind ai-e equivalent

to tenure in ancient demesne and copyhold teiinro

(see Dejiesne, ancient, and Copviioi.u), and the
,

first is what has generally and more properly been
denominated socage, where tlie services were botii
certain and honourable. Besides fealty, which the
socager was bound to do when required, he was
obliged to give attendance at the court baron~of
liis lord, if he held one, either for a manor or for a
seigniory in gross.

By an act jiassed during the Commonwealth, and
confirmed after the Restoration liy 12 Car. II. c. 24,
tenure by knight-service was abolished, and all

lands except church-lands held in free alms, were
directed to be held in free and common socage,
which is now (with that exception) the univei-sal

tenure of real property in England and IrelamL
Socage tenures are uuknown in Scotland, where,

unless at a very early period, they never existed.

SOCIALISM, the name given to a class of
opinions opjiosed to the present organisation of

society, and which seeks to introduce a new distri-

bution of property and labour, in which organ-
ised co-operallun rather than competition should be
the dominating jirinciple, under the conviction that
the hapjiiness of the race, and especially of the
classes without capital, would be benefited thereby.

Historically considered. Socialism, like many of the
significant phenomena of our age, is a product of the

French Revolution. That teriihle outburst of popu-
lar discoutent is most i)roperly regarded as an
anarchic attack on the social system that had its

roots ill the feudalism of the middle ages. The
furious hatred of the court and the aristocracy, the
passionate love of the ' people,' of ' humanity,' of
' liberty,' though called forth by special circum-

stances, and never formally workeil out into a

theory of social life, virtually contained in them-
|

selves the germs of all later proposed organisations.
|

In the middle ages, the rhjld of freely and fully enjoy-

ing life, projierty, and political independence was
limited to a favoured few ; while the great masses

were condemned to dimib servitude, and a perpetual

minority. Even the industrial population did not

recognise the Socialistic idea. The meniliei-s of the

different guilds or fraternities claimed exclusive

risht to exercise certain branches of industry, and

prob.aljly the great majority of the inhaljitaiits of a

town remained in a disreg.ardcd and dependent state.

Amid such social conditions, resting, as they did, on

a belief in the necessity of different distinct ranks,

the free action of individual life, aud even the vital

I«-ogress of the whole coniniunity, became well-nigh

impossible. '\'\'e have not sjiace here to trace the

course of the various minor reforms that weakened

the authin-ity of the medieval theory of life ; but wu
must not oniit to notice the speculations of the poli-

tical jihilosophers of the ISth c. in France, England,

and Germany, as operating ])owerfiilly in favour of

a new social" system, in which tlie idea of humanity

(assuming, at the French lievolution, as we have

observed, the concrete forrii of the ' people ')

stands out jironiinently. Nevertheless, the first

sh.ape that the modern spirit of industry took, was

not Socialistic, in the strict and proper sense of tlio

tenn : it w.-i3 rather individu.alistic, and found, as

it still finds— for it is yet the ipre\ailing theory

— its natural expression in such proverbs .as, ' A f.-ur

field, aud no favour;' 'Every one for himself, and

(iod for us all.' But still, even this lawless indivi-

dualism is to be reganieil as a protest against the

false c/((.M-legislatiou of preceding times, aiul as an

assertion of the absolute right of fuch memUr vj

socieli/ to a share in tho general welf.are. Tlmt it

h:us iiot universally coniniended itself to civilised

mankind, .as a [lerfect system, is ilemonstratcti bv

the appearance and temporary ]>opularily of sucli

schemes of society as those of Owen (q.v.), Fourier

(q. v.), St Simon (<i.
v.>, and the entluisiasiu c.xcitcil at
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intervals in different parts of Europe by the pro-

mulgation of extreme conimiinistic opinions. See
Communism. It is objected to Socialism, under its

various forms, that it makes human happiness too
much dependent on material gratiti cations ; that it

robs man of that energy that springs from ambition

;

that it imphilosophically ignores an individualism
and inequality to which Nature lierself has given
her inviolable sanction ; and that, by the abolition

of social rewards and punishments, it neither holds
out any hope to the industrious, nor excites any
apprehension among the indolent. On the other
hand, we must admit that the \dgorous assertion of

Socialistic principles has led men to a more liberal

and generous view of humanity as a whole. More-
over, it has forcibly called public attention to

numerous evils that have s])rung up along with the
modern development of industry, for which no
remedy—not even a name—had been provided ; to

tlie vital inter-dependence of all classes ; and to

the inadequacy of the individual or ' selfish ' system,

as it has been called, to redress the wrongs or cure
the evils that inevitably spring from its own
unchecked operation.

SOCIAL SCIENCE, a name that has of late

years been given to the study of all that relates to

the social improvement of the community. A
society, called 'The National Association for the

Promotion of Social Science,' was first organised at

a meeting which was held at Lord Brougham's
residence in Grafton Street, in Jidy 1S57, to con-

sider the best means of xmiting together aU those

interested in social improvement. Lord Brougham
was appointed President ; and at the request of the

deputation from Birmingham, it was agreed that,

the first meeting should be held in that town. The
aiKjual meetings have been held each year at a differ-

ent place. The Association was at first di^ded
into five departments—Jurisprudence, Education,
Pmiishment and P>eformation, Public Health, and
Social Economy—this last dealing with questions

regarding capital, labour, and production ; an addi-

tional department was added in ISGO, under the
title of Trade and International Law. The Associa-

tion aims at promoting improvement in all matters
falling mthin these departments, by means of bring-

ing together, for free discussion, societies and
individuals interested in the social problems which
they involve. The amount of discussion has, at all

the meetings, been very considerable, though there

is some diversity of opinion as to whether the results

have materially aided in soh-ing the more difficult

questions of the day.

SOCIETIES are associations of individuals for

the promotion or accomplishment of some pai-ticular

oljject. Such objects are numerous, including the
promotion and investigation of almost every well
recognised branch of science, art, and literature

;

the diffusion of knowledge, religion, and morality
;

intercourse between those of the same profession or

trade; the removal of legal grievances; mutual
aid in case of distress; and an abundance of other
aims, which are either beneficial to the general
public, or to the members of the society alone. In
Great Britain, any number of persons may agree
to constitute themselves a society, if the object
of theii- union is legal. Those whose objects are
scientific or literary are occasionally called Aca-
demies (q. v.), and under this or their own special

names will be found notices of the chief societies

at present existing. ' Secret ' societies for the
accomplishment of some object which involves
a subversion of existing political arrangements,
spiing up from time to time in France, Ireland,
Italy, &c.
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SOCIETY ISLANDS, a small archipelago in the
South Pacific Ocean, in lat. 16°—18° S., long. 148°

—

155° W., is formed of two clusters of islands, about
70 miles apart, and, in former times, pohtically dis-

tinct ; both are now imder French ride. Exclusive
of islets, the group is formed of 13 islands—Tahiti
or Otaheite, Maitia, Eimeo, Maiaoiti, Tetnaroa,
Huaheine, Raiatea, Otaha, Borabora, Mama, Tuba,
Lord Howe's Island, and Scilly Island. Area esti-

mated at 580 sq. m. (Almanack de Gotha, 18G5),

pop. 9000 {Les Colonies de la France, par J. Duval,
1SG4). All the islands closely resemble each other
in appearance. They are mountainous in the

interior, with tracts of low-lying and extraordinarily

fertile land occupying the shores all round from the

base of the mountains to the sea. They are sur-

rounded by coral reefs, are abundantly watered by
streams, and enjoy a tem2ierate and agreeable

climate. Almost every tropical vegetable and fruit

known is grown here ; but agriculture is in a

backward state. The animals are those usually

found in the South Sea Islands. The inhabitants

belong to the IMalay race, are atfable, ingenious, and
hospitable, but volatile and sensual. The practice

of tattooing has almost wholly disappeared, and the

native costume now closely resembles that of

civilised nations. There are now no native manu-
factm'es, these having been entirely superseded by
imported goods. Cocoa-nut oil, oranges, lime-juice,

kauri shells and pearl shells are the principal articles

exported ; and cocoa-nuts are the general article of

barter throughout the islands for calicoes, cotton

cloth, knives, cordage, groceries, &c., which are

imported chiefly from Tahiti. The exports fi'om

Tahiti, the principal island, amounted in 1863 to

£21,900, and the imports to £75,888.

Tahiti is said to have been visited as early as

1606. Captain Cook reached it in 1769, and dis-

covered many of the other islands of the arcliipelago,

to which he gave the name of S. I., in honour of the

Royal Society of London. In 1797, the first mission-

ship fitted out by the newly formed London
Missionary Society arrived at Tahiti. After 19

years of ajiparently fruitless labour, the iufluence of

the missionaries began to be felt, and soon after-

wards became so powerful as to be almost para-

mount. A quarrel between the Protestant and
Roman Catholic missionaries, who thought it better

to enter upon ground already occupied by Protest-

ants than to take up new ground for themselves,

occasioned the interference of France in favour of

the latter, and the island of Tahiti was taken pos-

session of in the name of Louis Philippe, by a

strong French force in 1844. AU the possessions of

the native ruler—who, however, still enjoys nominal
authority—were afterwards j)laced under the [iro-

tection of France, and the S. I., though stiU nomin-
' ally a jjrotected state, maybe considered as virtu.ally

a French colonial possession. Many of the Protest-

i ant missionaries left the island in consequence of

i

the interference of the French authorities with their

I

labours. Some, however, remained, and the congre-

I

gations continued to meet. An application to the

I

British government procured a concession on the

;

part of the French government of some of the rights

I

of religious liljerty, which had been taken away by

I

the local authorities.

SOCINUS, the name of two celebrated heresi-

archs, luicle and nephew, who have given name to a

sect of Christians, the Socinians, better known,
however, as Unitarians (q. v.).

—

L.elics Socinus,

I

the elder of the two, was born at Siena, in Tus-
cany, in 15'25, and belonged to a family that had
long been distinguished for its cultivation of litera-

i

tore and science. His father, Marianus Socinus,

I was an able lawyer, and designed his son for the
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same jiiofession. But Lselius soon displayed a
strong i>i-eference for theological inquiry, and in
order to better prosecute his biblical studies, he
made himself famihar with Greek, Hebrew, and
Arabic. The only result of his legal training that
one can discern is an obstinate aversion to believe
anything ' imreasonable.' The principles of the
Reformation had slowly found their way into Italj',

and in 154G, a secret society was fonned at Vicenza
for the discussion of religious questions. It was
composed of 40 persons, distinguished bj' their
rank, their occupations, and their titles. S. was
admitted a member. The conclusions at which they
arrived were unfavourable to the dogma of the
Trinity, which they held to have been borrowed by
the early church from the specul.ations of Greek philo-

sophers. The purpose of their meetings together
having been discovered, the society broke up. Some
of the members were arrested and put to death,

others sought safety in flight. Among the latter

was S., who travelled in France, England, Holland,
German}', and Poland, making the acquaintance,
and acquiring the esteem, of many transalpine

scholars, and finally settled in Zlirich, where he
died in 15G2, when only 37 years of age. Li'elius S.,

imlike most heretics, was a prudent and reticent

man. His speecli at least never bewrayed him ; but
in his correspondence with his Italian relatives and
friends, he shewed himself an .ardent and eloquent

ilisputant, and made not a few proselytes. Once, in

a moment of mistaken confidence, he disclosed him-
seh" to Calvin, who grimly warned him to get rid of

his ' itch of inquiry,' lest he should ' draw on himself

great torments.' In the same, year occurred the

iniu'der of Servetus.—See Illgen's Vita Liulii Socini

(Leip. 1814), and St/mhola: ad VUam et Dodrlnam
Laslii Socini (Xieip. 1826).

Socixrs, Faustcs, nephew of the preceding, was
the son of Alessandro Socinus, and was also born at

Siena, 5th December 1539. By the mother's side, he
was very highly connected ; but ha\'ing lost his

parents while still yoimg, his education was care-

lessly conducted ; and he himself, at a later period,

lamented the imperfection of his scholastic culture.

His want of learning, however, only induced him to

speculate the more freely, and thus it happened,

pai-tly from native bias, and partly from his uncle's

epistolary arguments, that Faustns was a heretic

and anti-Trinitarian before he was out of his teens.

In 1559, when only 20 years of age, he found it

advisable to seek an asylum in France, audwas liv-

ing at Lyon when he got news of his uncle's death.

He immediately proceeded to Zurich, and possessed

himself of his relative's MSS., after which he returned

to Italy. He entered the service of the Grand

Dulce of Tuscany, and during twelve years seemed

to forget, amid the cares of office and the dissipations

of a court, the thorny questions of theology. But

at the expiry of that period, he was seized with a

stronger desire than ever to investigate the truths of

rehgion, and in spite of all remonstrances, proceeded

to Germany—the centre of theological activity. In

1574, he retired to Basel, to prosecute his studies

more closelv ; but a disputation which he liad with

a certain Fr. Pucci (1578), obliged him to leave

Switzerland. At the request of George Blandrata,

he visited Transylvania, where anti-Truutarians

were numerous, especially among the nobles, and

ean-erly sought "(not -without success) to make con-

verts to his" opinions. In 1579 he went to Polaml.

Auti-Trinitarianism was even stronger there than

in Transylvania, and S. soon obtained a great mtlu-

ence. He preached, and disputed, and wrote \vath

a zeal that Socinianism has seldom displayed smce.

His position in relation to the Reformers was, that

Luther and Calvin h.ad rendered great ser\nce3 to

the cause of religion, but that they had not gone
far enough, that the only solid basis on which
Protestantism could rest was human 'reason,' that
everything that contradicted it should be rejected
as false and incredible, and that dogmas that were
absurd shoidd not be allowed to shelter themselves
from criticism because their defenders chose to call

them ' mj'steries.' The Protestants were alarmed,
and the ablest among them undertook publicly to
confute Socinus. A disputation was held in the
college of Posna, which ended in S. reducing all his
opponents to silence ; but they retaliated (after the
unscrupulous fashion of the times) by trumping
up against their vanquislier a charge of sedition,

which, although ridiculously groundless, made it

necessary for S. to withdraw from Cracow. While
living in retirement on the estate of a Polish noble,

Christopher Morsztyn, he married the d.aughter
of his protector. She seems to have been a
tender and afifectionate wife ; and when S. lost

her in 1587, he almost broke his heart through
gi'ief. About this period, his property in It,-ily

was confiscated ; Ijut he had powerful and wealthy
friends in Poland, who proved generous to him
in his needs. In 1588, he took part in the synod
of Brest (on the borders of Lithuania), and com-
bated all the princijial dogmas of the church
—the divinity of Christ, propiti.atory s.acri(ice,

original sin, human dojiravity, the servitude of the
wdl, and justification by faith. In 1598, on the

publication of his De Jesu, Christo Servalore, his

enemies stiri'ed up the ])opiUace of Cracow against

him ; and S. was ppiUled from a sick-bed, and
nearly murdered. Soon after, he left the cit}-, and
found a refuge with one of his friends in the vil-

lage of Luciavie, where he died, 3d March 1G04.

S.'s works are no longer read ; but liis opinions

have never wanted advocates in any Protestant

country. He and his uncle may be regarded as

precursors of that spirit of Rationalism which has

rooted itself so deeply in the thought of the modern
world.—See Przipcow's Life of S., i)refi.Ked to a

collection of his works in the Bib. Fiat. Polononnn
(Amst. 1656); Bayle's article in the Victionnaire ;

and Toulmin's Memoirs of the Life, C/iaracler, <tc.

ofF. S. (Lend. 1777).

SOCLE, a plam plinth, formmg a pedestal for the

support of a statue, column, &c.

SO'COTIIA, an island in the Indian Ocean, off the

east coast of Africa, 140 miles north-e.-ist of Cape

Guardafui. It is 70 miles long, 15 miles in average

breadth, has an area of upwards of 1000 sq. m.,

and from 4000 to 5000 iidiabitauts, mostly Bedouins.

The sm-face consists for the most part of a table-land

of from 700 to 800 feet high, and low pLains skirt the

northern and southern shores. All the streams of

the island, with the exception of a few rivulets, arc

dry at a certain season ; but rain-water is collected

in reservoirs, and in most parts water can be

obtained by digging a few feet below the surface.

Owing to the "somewhat unfertile character of the

soil, most of the districts are more adajitcil for

pasture than for agriciUture ; but grain, fruits, and

vegetables are grown in the eastern districts. The

ahio plant and the dragon's-blood tree ai-e the chief

commercial products. S. is included in the luiomat

of Muscat.

SOCRATES, the celebrated (Jrcck philosopUcr,

was bora at Athens in the year 469 n.c. His father,

Soi)hrouisku3, was a scidptor ; and he followed the

same profession in the early part of his life. Hia

mother, Phtenaretc, w.as a midwife, to which avoca-

tion he was wont to compare his own ])eculiar

method of conversational teaching. His family was

respectable in descent, but humble ia point of
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means. His physical constitution was robust to an
extraordinary degree, enabling him to endure the

hardest military service, and to live his own chosen
life of superiority to all wants above the liarest

necessaries of life. While his ordinary diet was
simple and abstemious, he could, on religious

festivals or social occasions, drink more wine than
any one else without being intoxicated. He had
the usual education of an ^Vthenian citizen, which
included not only a knowledge of the mother-tongue,
and readings in the Greek poets, but also the
elements of arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy as

then known. As a j^oiing man, he frequented the
society of the physical philosopher, Archelaus (a

disciple of Anaxagoras) ; but the philosophers that
tlid most to determine his own special turn of mind
must have been Parmenides and ' the double-tongued
and all-objecting Zeuo.'

Excepting in connection with his philosophical

career, few circumstances of his life are known. He
served as a ho]ilite, or heavy-armed foot-soldier,

at the siege of Potidsea, at the battle of Delium,
and at Amjihipolis, and his bravery and endurance
were greatly extolled by his friends. On two
memorable occasions, he stood forward in political

life. After the battle of Arginusre, iu 400, the ten
generals in command were jiublicly arraigned for

neglecting to obtain the bodies of the killed to

receive the rites of interment. The clamour for

their condemnation was so great, that the court
Avished to proceed in violation of the legal forms ;

but S., as the presiding judge, firmly refused to put
the question. The other occasion was during the
tyranny of the Thirty, who took up the poUcy of

compelling a number of influential citizens to take
a part in their illegal murders and confiscations

;

but S. withstood them at the peril of his own life.

Somewhere about the middle period of his life, he
relinquished his profession as a statuary, and gave
himself up to the career that made him famous.
Deservedly styled a philosopher, he neither secluded
liimself for study, nor opened a school for the
regular insti-nction of pupils. He disclaimed the
appellation of teacher ; his jiractiee was to talk or

converse, 'to jirattle without end,' as his enemies
said ' Early in the morning, he frequented the
public walks, the gymnasia for bodily training, and
the schools where youths were receiving instruction

;

he was to be seen in the market-place at the hour
vrhen it was most crowded, among the booths and
tables where goods were exposed for sale. Ilis

whole day was usually spent iu this |iublic manner.
He talkeil with any one, young or old, rich or poor,

that sought to address him, and in the hearing of

all who cliose to stand by. He visited all persons
of interest in the city, male or female ; his friend-

ship with Aspasia is well known ; and one of the
most interesting chapters of Xcnophon's Memora-
bilia recounts his visit to and dialogue mth
Theodotfi—a l)eautLful hetcrra, or female companion.
Nothing could bo more public, perpetual, and indis-

criminate as to pei'sous than his conversation ; and
as it was engaging, curious, and instructive to liear,

certain persons made it their habit to attend him
in jmblic as companions and listeners. These
men, a fluctuating body, were commonly known as
his disciples or scholars, though neither he nor his
personal friends ever employed the terms teacher
and disciple to describe the relation between them.'
—Grote's Greece, chap. Ixviii.

Another peculiarity of ,S. was his persuasion
of a special religious mission. He had been accus-
tomed all his life to hear what he considered a
divine voice, or preternatural sign, which came to
him solely as a prohibition or warning, and never as
an instigation to act. In deference to it, he had

7!m

kept back from entering public life, and it caused
him to refrain from premeditating the defence that
he made on his trial. Kor was this all; relying, like

his countrymen, on divine intimations by dreams
and oracles, he believed that his mission had been
signified to him by these. One oracular intimation
iu jiarticular he described in his defence as the
turning-point of his life. An admirer and friend of

his, Chierephon, about the time when he began to
have some repute as a wise man, consulted the
oracle at Delphi as to whether any man was wiser
than Socrates. The jiriestess replied :

' Ncme.' The
answer, he said, perplexed him very much ; for he
was conscious to himself that he jiossessed no
wisdom on any subject, great or small. At length,

he resolved to put the matter to the test by taking
measure of the wisdom of other persons as com-
pared with his own. Selecting a leading politician,

accounted wise by himself and by others, he put a
series of questions to him, and found his supposed
wisdom was no wisdom at all. He ne.xt tried to

demonstrate to the politician himself how much he
was deficient ; but found him impracticable on this

head, refusing to be convinced. He then saw a
meaning in the oracle, to the effect that his superi-

ority to others lay not in his wisdom, but in his
being fully conscious of his ignorance. He tried

the same experiment on other politicians and rhetors,

tlien on poets, and lastly on artists and artisans,

and with the same result. Thereupon, he con-

sidered it as a duty imposed upon him by the
Delphian god to cross-question men of all degrees as
to their knowledge, to make them conscious of

their ignorance, and thereby put them in the way
of becoming wise. We shall see presently wherein
this low view of the human intelligence differed

from the contemptuous tone of a mere satirist.

The intellectual characteiistics of S., through
which he influenced the whole subsequent course of

human thought, may be stated under three heads :

1. Subject, 2. Method, and H. Doctrine.

1. As to Subject.—Here lie effected a signal

revolution, metaphorically expressed by the saying
of Cicero, that ' Socrates brought down philosophy
from the heavens to the earth.' The previous philo-

sophies consisted of vast and vague speculations on
nature as a whole, blending together Cosmogony,
Astronomy, Geometry, Physics, Metaphysics, &c.

S. had studied these systems, and they left on his

mind a feeling of emptiness and nnsuitability for

any human purjiose. It seemed to him that men's
endeavours after knowledge would be better ilirccted

to the human relationships, as involving men's
jiractical concerns. He could not go to any pubUc
assemblage without hearing questions agitated re-

specting the just and unjust, the honourable and
base, the expedient and hurtful ; moreover, he
found that the opposing disputants were, without
knoMnng it, very confused in their ideas as to the
meanings of those large words in which tlic

weightiest interests centred. Accordingly, he was
the first to proclaim that ' the proper study of man-
kind is man ; ' human nature, human duties, and
human happiness made up a field of really urgent
and profitable inquiry. In astronomy, he saw a

certain utility for navigation, and for the reckoning
of time, to which extent he would have it known
by pilots and watchmen

;
geometry was useful in

its literal sense of land-measuring ; arithmetic he
allowed in like manner so far as practically useful

;

but general physics, or the s])eculations of philo-

sophers, from Thales downward, as to the origin of

all things out of water, fire, air, &c., he wholly

repudiated. 'Do these inquirers,' he asked, 'think

that they already know human affairs well enough,

that they thus begin to meddle with di^-ine 1 Do
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they think that they shall be able to excite or calm
the winds at pleasure, or have they no other view
than to gratify an idle curiosity!' He considered
It not only unproKtable but impious to attempt to
comprehend that department. The gods, he thought,
managed all those things after their own fashion,
and refused to submit them to invariable laws of
sequence, such as men might discover by dint of
study

; the only means of knowledge permitted was
religious sacrihce and prayer, and the cousiUtatioa
of the oracles. AVhile this was the appointed way
in reference to divine things, it was equally appointed
that human things should be learned by diligence in
study and investigation.

-'. In regard to Method, S. was the author
still greater innovations. It was to littl

of

jiurpose

happmess
; and as every man sought to be happy,

nee could arise only from ignorance or mistake as'
to the means

; hence the proper corrective was an
enlarged teaching of the consequences of actions.

AV'e cannot, on any fair interpretation of know-
ledge, regard this as other than a one-sided view.
It takes note of one condition of virtue, since there
can lie no right conduct without understanding the
tendency of actions, or, at all events, the meaning of
rules

; but it omits, what is also essential, the s?ate
of the emotions or dispositions, which may be
directed either to exclusively self-regarding ends,
or to ends involving also the good of others.

° There
is an obvious connection between the doctrine and
the Socratic analogy of virtue to the professions.
The virtue of an artisan is alnmst exclusively con-

that men applied themselves to human affairs, if I tained in his skUl or'laiowlcdge • his" depositions

:j„™°'^"lf -^x , °°f ^;'\ )"*'^°'',''''-^''^*°! '^^° usually, though not .always, be depended on,
through the pressure of his immediate seK-intcrest.

evidence. .S. introduced at least one element of
logical precision into the handling of questions, by
insisting on accuracy in Definition and C'lassifica-

. tion. His mode will be seen in the statement of
Xenophon. ' Socrates continued incessantly dis-

cussing human affairs, investig.ating—What is piety?
^V'hat is impiety ? What is the hououraWe and the
base ? What is the just and the unjust ? JMen that
knew these matters, he accounted good and hon-
ourable ; men that were ignorant of them, he assi-

milated to slaves.'

His investigation thus took the form of ascer-

taining the exact meaning—that is, the definition

—

of the leading terms in ethics and in politics, the
settling of what J. .S. Jlill calls the connotation of a
general word, which determines how to a]>ply it

rightly to each individual case. The very idea of
j
jn-esent seems to have

defining a general term, now so obWous, never " " ~^"

seems to have suggested itself to any one previous

to Socrates. And his manner of seeking out those
definitions is also characteristic, and links itself to

his conversational method, and his convicting men
in general of ignor.ance in things that they thought
they knew. Professing himself to be able to furnish

no exact definition (this professed ignorance was
called the Socratic irony) of justice, tem[)erance,

courage, &c., and fmding every one else quite con-

fident in their ability to supply the want, he asked

some one to state his definition ; and on its being

given, he put a few further interrogations {as he

said) iiy way of making sure that he understood the

meaning, but with the sjiecdy effect of driving the

respondent into a humiliating self-coutr.adiction.

His method is most fully exemplified in certain

of the Platonic dialogues, as the first Alcihiades,

Laches, (jharmuhU, 'Huth/phron, &c. According

to Xenophon, he could pass from his severe cross-

examining method, with its humiliating shock of

convicted ignorance, and address to his hearers

plain and homely precepts, inculcatuig self-control,

temperance, piety, duty to parents, brotherly love,

fidelity in friendship, diligence, &c.—such direct

admonitory inthience being common to liiiu with

the so-calied Sjophists. He probably went beyond

the ordinary teaching of the Sojihists in exhorting

men ' to limit their external wants, to be sparing

in indulgence, and to cultivate, even in preference

to honours and advancement, the pleasures arising

from a performance of duty, as well as from self-

examination and tiie consciousness of internal im-

provement.' This strain of exhortation, his manner

of life in harmony therewith, and the virtual self-

immolation of his death, may bo considered as

the conjoint root of the Cynio and the btoic

philosophies. ,. . . , , , . „

3. As regards Doctrine, S. was distinguished chicHy
sted

But the practice of S. was larger than his theorj'

;

for, as already remarked, his exhortations were
addressed to men's feelings or sentiments as
well as to their intellect. His poUtic.al doctrines
were biassed by the same analogy of special profes-
sions. The legitimate king or governor was ho
alone that knew how to govern well.

In the year S'.id B. c, an indictment was Laid
against S., in the following terms : 'Socrates is guilty
of crime : first, for not worshipping the gods whom
the city worships, and for introducing new ilivinities

of his own ; next, for corruptiut; the youth. The
penalty due is death.' The trial took place before
a dikastery, or law-court, comjiosed of citizen-judges,
like our juries, but far more numerous; the number

been r>57. His defence is

]>reserved by Plato, under the title Ajmlor/i/ of
Socrates. The tone of it, so admirable to us, w.os

such as to make acquittal all but impossible, from
the number of enemies created by his cross-question-

ing annoyance of all classes of men, and from
various other causes. He dwelt on his mission to

convict men of ignorance for their ultimate benefit

;

jironounced himself a public blessing to the

Athenians : duclareil that, if liis life was preser\'ed,

he would continue in the same course; and regarded

the prospect of death with utter indift'erence. By
a majority of either five or six, the charges were
declared to be proven. A vote had then W> be taken

on the sentence. By the Athenian practice, tho

accuser named a penalty, and the .accused was .asked

to do tlie same ; the judges were restricted to ono

or other of these. The .accuser named death. S.,

maintaining the same high tone, declareil at first

that he deserved the highest ]iublic reward ; but, on

the instigation of his friends, he ended by pro))osing

a triMing line. The court, by a majority, decide<l

for the capital sentence. There was an accidcnt.al

interval of 30 days before tho execution, during

whicli S. ill prison conversed with his friends as

usual ; on the last day occun-e<l his conversation on
tlu! Immortality of the .Snul, referred to in the

I'latonic dialogue called J'hnlon. He then drank

the hemlock, and passed away with the dignity and
calmness becoming his past life.

'There can bo no doubt,' says Mr (!rotc, 'that

the individual inlUicuce of .Socrates |Krraancntly

enlarged the horizon, improved the mcthixl, and
multiiilied the ascendant minds of the CJrccian

speculative world, in a manner never since paralleled.

Sul>sequent pliilosopbers m.\v have bad a more

elaborate doctrine, and a larger number of disciples

who imbibed their ideas ; but none of them applied

the same stimulating method with the .lame ctheacy

;

none of them struck out of other minds th.at fire

which sets light to original thought ; none of them
bv his theory of virtue. Virtue, he said, - >, ._. ,

, , . ,, ,

in knowledge. To do right, was the only road to I cither produced in others the p,-uns of lUtcHMtual
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pregnancy, or extracted from others the fresh and
unborrowed offspring of a really parturient mind.'

—

See Grote's Greece, chap. Ixviii.

SODA. See Soditfm.

SODA, Manhfachtre of. Soda, or, more cor-

rectly, carbonate of soda, occupies the chief place

among our leading chemical manufactures, alike

from its o%\'n importance, and also on account of

its influence on other great chemical industries,

such as glass-making, soap-making, bleaching, &c.

A native carbonate of soda, or rather a sesqui-

carbonate, called Natron (q. v.), is found in Egypt
and some other parts of the world. In Hungary,
several manufactories exist for the purification of a

native soda foimd there. Former^, most of the

soda in use was extracted from certain plants ; and
two kinds were known in commerce under the names
of Eardla (q. v.) and Kelp (q. v.).

But the quantity of soda got from all other sources

is now insignificant in comparison with that manu-
factured from common salt (clJoride of sodiimi

—

see Sodium). The process wag invented by a

Frenchman named Leblanc, and was first made
known to the world by a commission of the French
republic in 1704, although dating some years ear-

lier. It is imquestionably the most valuable dis-

covery in the entire range of chemical manufac-
tures ; and it has been practised for seventy years

without any important alteration. It is sad to think

that the author of this invention reaped no benefit

from it himself, but spent the last of his days in an
hospital, ' a WTeck in fortune, health, and hope.'

Owmg partly to the war between France and Eng-
land, and partly also to the existence of a duty of

£30 per ton on common salt, which continued for

eight years after the close of the war, Leblanc's

process was not adopted in Great Britain tiU 1823
;

at least, any attempt to use it before that time was
confined to making soda on a limited scale from
brine. After the repeal of the tax in that year, Mr
James Muspratt erected his celebrated works at

Liverpool, adopted the process in its entirety, and
succeeded, after overcoming many difficulties, in

establishing in Great Britain a cliemical manufac-
ture which has since become the most important

in the world.

The object of the soda-process is to separate

the sodium of the salt, and unite it with oxy-

gen to form caustic soda, or, what is much more
generally done, to unite the sodhma with both
oxygen and carbonic acid to form carbonate of soda.

The several stages of the process are as follows :

Fimt Operation— Tlie Production of Sulphate of
Soda.—The decomposition of the common salt is

effected by treating it with siUphiu-ic acid, which
transforms it into sulphate of soda and hydrochloric

acid. The following diagram illustrates the inter-

change of elements which takes place :

Chloride of Sodium (Sodium
(Common Sail) (Chlorine

IlydratedJ Wa,orj'}j:!™f!L

Uydrochloric
' Acid.

Sulphuric Acid
)

lOxj-gcn
Sulphuric .\cid

This operation was long conducted in a common
lieverberatory Furnace (q. v.), and the hydrochloric

acid was suffered to escape into the air. Not only
was the acid thus lost, but it destroyed all vegeta-

tion in the neighbourhood of soda-works, and in-

volved their owners in serious law-suits for damages.
The great chimneys of the .St EoUox Works, Glas-
gow, and Mr Muspratt's, Liverpool, which are nearly
500 feet high, were erected with a view of curing
this evU, but they were found to be inelfectual.

One of the most improved furnaces now in use for
the purpose is shewn in figs. 1 and 2. They are
built in pairs, and in the front part of each there

Fig. 1.—Vertical Section of Decomposing Furnace.

is a .shallow cast-iron pan A, nine feet in diameter,

witli a sheet-iron cover, and so built that the tire

may act on the bottoms and sides. Behind this, an
oblong brick-chamber, B, 30 feet by 9 feet, is situ-

ated, with separate fire-places, and called the salt-

Fig. 2.—Plan of Decomposing Furnace.

cake furnace. Acid flues, f, f, are led from each
compartment of the double furnace into one main
flue, which has its outlet into a condensing tower,

to be presently described. Sejxarate flues are also

pro\'ided for the conveyance of smoke to a main
chimney. The furnace is worked in the following

w.ay : when it is properly he.ated, salt to the amount
of 10 cwts. is thrown in by an opening, and about

80 gallons of strong sidphuric acid are heated and
run in. The mixture, which is well stirred with an
iron rake, gradually thiclcens, and in about an hour
the pasty mass, not yet all decomposed, is pushed
through the opening into the salt-cake chamber, B.

Here it is spread out on the sole, and maintained at

a red heat for another hour, when the whole of the
hydrochloric acid is expeUed, and the conversion

into sulphate of soda complete. A pair of furaaces,

aliout one-half larger than those above described,

Vk'Hl produce about 19 tons of sulphate of soda in a

day, for which IG tons of common salt are required.

At the St Kollox Chemical Works, Glasgow, about
500 tons of common salt are decomposed weekly.

A very important part of this operation is the
condensation of the hydrochloric acid gas, which is

disengaged in large volumes during the decomposi-
tion of the salt. As already stated, it was formerly

allowed to escape into the atmosphere. The .acid

flues convey it to the condensing towers (fig. .3), which
are generally filled with pieces of burnt coke,

through which a snjiplj' of water is kept running.

The giis enters at the bottom of the first tower, passes

upwards, and descends the second, and is gradually

.absorbed by the water, forming strong liquid acid,

which is run out by openings at the Ijottom of the

condenser. So perfect is the system of condensa-

tion now in use at some worlis, that of the acid

produced by 100 tons of jnire chloride of sodium
which should yield G2 tons, as much as 58 V tons
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have actually been collected ; and it has been
instanced, as a curious illustration o£ this in
another way, that Mr Miispratt's great works.

Fis. 3.—Section of Coke Towers (or condensing
Hydrochloric jicid Gas.

the

which were at one time forced out of Liverpool
as a nuisance, have been established there again
without exciting any complaint, and even with-
out many knowing it. Notwithstanding the per-

fection thus attained, some manufacturers were
either not so careful or not so successful, and their

works being still considered obnoxious to their

neighbourhoods, an ' A Ikali Act ' was passed by
parliament in jidy 1SG3, 'For the more Etfectual

Condensation of Muriatic (hydrochloric) Acid Gas
in Alkali Works.' This act compels every manu-
facturer of alkali to secure the condensation of not

less than 95 per cent, of the muriatic gas evolved

in his works, under a penalty not exceeduig A'oO. The
hydrocUoric acid obtained in this process is mostly

used in the manufacture of bleaching powder.

Second Operation— The Cuiiverxion of tlie Sulphate
\

of Soda into Black-ash, called also Ball Soda.—This

is effected by heating a mixture of sulphate of soda,

carbonate of lime, and coal, in a reverberatory fur-
j

nace. The proportions now used are the same as ,'

those first recommended by Leblanc—viz., sidjjhate

of soda, 100 parts ; carbonate of Ume, 100 parts ; car-

bon (charcoal), 55 parts. But as coal is employed in.

England instead of charcoal, the quantity used is

generally 75 to 100 of each of the other two ingre-

dients. The 'baUing furnace' used in this opera-

tion is she\\-n in fig. 4. It has two beds, the one

becomes sufficiently heated throughout the whole
mass. It is then transferred to the fia-inp bed, B,
which is next the fire, and exposed to a higher heat,
when it shortly begins to soften and fiux into a
mass like dough. The chemical changes now take
place, and are indicated by many httle flames of
carbonic oxide termed ' candles ' appearing ; when
these flames become less mm^ierous, the transforma-
tion is complete. The charge is withdrawn in a
red-hot state by the working door, and received
into iron barrows, where it solidifies into blocks of
crude soda, termed ball soda, or black-ash. WitMn
the last year or two, a novel form of balling-furnace
has been in operation at the Jarrow Chemical
Works, South Shields. It consists of a revolving
cast-iron cylinder lying in a horizontal position, 11
feet long by 7 feet in diameter, and lined with fire-

brick. It is said to heat more imiformly, to decom-
pose the charge better, and to require less skilled

labour in the working than the ordinary furnace
;

but its superiority on the whole is still in some
measure disputed.

The theory of this jirocess is involved in consider-
able obscurity, like many more chemical operations

conducted on a large scale in highly heated fiu'-

naces ; suffice it here to say, that the simplest
view of the reactions is, th.-it there is first a
reduction of the sidphate of soda to the sulphuret
of sodium by the action of the hot coal ; and
secondly, the conversion of the sul])hiu'et of sodium
into carbonate of soda and suli>hide of calcium by
means of the he.ated chalk.

Third Operation— The Preparation of Carbonate

of Sodafrom the Black-Ash, by Lixiviation and Eva-
poration.—For some purposes the crude soda, or
black-ash, is used without further purification; for

example, in soap-making, in which considerable quan-
tities are consumed. The Ii.xiviation of the crude
soda is effected by the use of a series of iron tauks,

or vats, into which it is placed with water. The
working of these vats will be most simjily explained

by the apparatus shewn in fig. 5. Several tanks,

Fig. 4.—Section of Baffin; Furnace, shewing an evaporatinj

connection with it.

bein<' raised a few inclies above the other. F is

the iireplace, the waste heat from which is usually

employed in boiling down the soda-lye as indicated

in the section. The charge is thrown into the

bed A of the balling furnace, after it has been

raised to a bright red heat, and remains till it

Fig. 5.—Apparatus for lixivating the crude Soda.

each of the capacity of GOO gallons, rise above one

another in successive stages, so that the liquor of

the highest can bo nm into the next lower, and so

on. The black-ash is introduced fresh into the

lowest vat ; it then passes from vat to vat, and is

taken aw.ay exhausted

at the highest one. The
water, on the contrary,

comes in fresh at tho

to|>, and in ]>assiug

do^rawards eucountcra

less exhausted ash in

each succeeding vat, and
finally jiasscs aw.iy from
the lowest a fully satur-

ated solution. In most
Boda-worka, the vats are

now anangcd differently, although the ash may
be said to be exhausted in the same way. In

the new arrangement, the vats are placed hori-

zontally, and advantage is taken of tlie fact

that solutions in becoming richer become also

heavier, so that, although the tanks arc all on a

pan for Soda-lye in
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level, tlie water runs through them with what is

i'irtually a downward flow. V/e have not space to

describe minutely this very elegant and economical

plan ; it will be enough to say that it completely

obviates the necessity ot" lifting the ash from vat to

vat, because any two contiguous ones can be made
at pleasure the highest and lowest points, and,

therefore, those of ingress and egress for the lixi\-i-

ating tluid. ' Each vat, in due rotation, is emptied
and relilled ; and thus each in turn successively

occupies the highest, lowest, and all intermediate

points of the declivity.'

The next st.tge is the evaporation of the soda-lye,

which is conducted in a variety of ways. A com-
mon method consists in using the waste heat of the

balling fm-nace, the flame from which passes over the

surface of the liquor, as shewn in lig. 4. With
proper manipidation the soda falls to the bottom,

and is raked out at intervals through a side-

door, and drained upon a sloping surface. By
another system, the lye is evaporated in pans where
the heat is applied below, so as to preserve the

liquor from contact with the gaseous products of

combustion.
The soda-salts (chiefly carbonate of soda), thus

obtained hy evaporation of the lye, contain caustic

soda, which re([uires to be carbonated, and a little

sulphide of sodium, which it is necessary to get rid

of. They are accordingly transferred to a reverber-

atory furnace, and calcined, at a moderate heat,

along with sawdust, or sometimes with small coal,

the mixture lieing stiiTed with iron paddles. By
this treatment, the caustic soda is converted into

carbonate of soda, the sulphur is mostly expelled,

and we now obtain the socla-a>:li, or aUcali of com-
merce, which generally contains about 50 per cent.

of real soda, J\aO ; the other ingredients, besides

the carbonic acid with which it is combined, being

chiefly water, siUphur, and comTuon salt. Sometimes
it is further puritied, and it is then known as white

alkali.

Soda crystals, or what is commonly called 'wash-
ing-soda,' are obtained by dissolving the soda-ash in

hot water, then filtering the solution and boiling it

till the siiccilic gi-avity reaches TS, when it is trans-

ferred to the crystaliismg coolers. Bars of wood or

iron are laid across these vessels to sustain the mass
of crystals which form, and in ten days at most the
crystaLiisation is complete. Crystals of soda are

jiurer than soda-ash, but they are of much less

%-aIue. weight for weight, because of the large quan-
tity of water wliich enters into their constitution,

amounting to C21 per cent.

A new and daily-increasing branch of the soda-
trade has sprung up within the last ten j-ears

—

namely, the manufacture of Caustic-soda. For soap-

making, i 'leaching, and several other purposes, the
soila is always used in this state, so tliat, in those
cases, the ordinary carbonate of soda requires to be
rendered caustic by quicklime. JIauufacturers
have, accordingly, taken to the plan of treating the
black ash-Uquor with hydrate of lime, and so obtain
caustic-soda at this stage instead of sending it into

the market as a puritied carbonate of soda, for pur-
poses where it I'equires to be decarbonated again.

Another plan consists in mixing a small quantity of

chloride of lime, or nitrate of soda, with the soda-
Ij-e from the black-ash. It is then concentrated into a
strong solution and allowed to cool, which separates
nearly all the f«-eign salts. The strong liquor is

finally evaporated iu roimd iron pots heated to
redness.

Soda is now manufactured in Denmark and the
north of Germany from a novel source—namely, the
mineral Cryolite, which is a double fluoride of
sodium and aluminium. It is found in enormous

800

masses in Greenland, and about 70,000 cwts. are
annually quarried in that country.

To give an idea of the great extent of the soda-
trade, we quote the following from a recent paper
by Mr Gossage, one of the largest alkaU manufac-
turers :

' There are now (186.5) 50 establishments in

Gre.at Britain, iu which soda is manufactured by
Leblanc's process, producing about 3000 tons of

soda-ash per week, .about 2000 tons of soda-crystals

per week, about 250 tons of bicarbonate of soda
])er week, and about 400 tons of bleaching-powder
per week. The total annual value of these products
may be estimated as exceeding two millions sterling,

which is so much entirely added to the annual
income of the country, excepting about £100,000,
paid for materials obtained from other countries.

' The number of workmen actually employed in the

several manufactories, may be estimated as being at

least 10,000, exclusive of those engaged in tlie manu-
facture of salt, and in mining for pyrites, limestone,

and coal.'

SODA-W.\TER. See Aiir.ATED Waters.

SO'DITJM (symb. Na, equiv. 23, spec. grav. 0-972)

is one of the metals of the alkaUes— its o.xide being

soda. Its ])ro]iertics closely resemble those of the

allied metal, potassium. It is of a bluish-white

colour, is somewhat more \'o!atile than potassium,

and further diflfers from that metal in ha\'ing a

higher fusing-point (about 208°), a greater specific

gravity, and iu not catching Are when dro])ped in

water (unless the water is heated), although, like

jjotassium iinder similar conditions, it partially

decomposes it and liberates hydrogen ; and at the

same time communicates a strong alkaline reaction

to the solution. If, however, a piece of unsized pa])er

is placed on the surface of cold water, and the sodium
be placed on the paper, the metal takes tire, and
burns with a deep yellow flame. Strictly S]ieaking,

it is the liberated hydrogen rather than the meta]
which burns, the yellow tint (which is characteristic

of the sodium compounds) being due to a little

sodium volatilised by the heat, mixing and burning
witli the hydrogen. When heated in the air, it

burns mth its characteristic yellow flame, and is

converted into soda. When exposed in vacuo to

a red heat it assumes the form of vapour, and admits
of distillation. Like potassium, it must be kept
immersed iu naphtha, so as to exclude the oxi<lis-

ing action of the air. As a reducing agent, it is

little inferior to potassimn, and as its comloining

power is lower, and it is obtained much more
cheaply, it may usually be advantageously substi-

tuted for potassium iu reducing operations. Sodium
does not occur in the metallic form in nature, but
its compounds are very widely distributed. It is

found by far the most abundantly in the form of

chloride of sodium (or common salt), but it likewise

occurs as albite or soda-felspar, cryolite (the douljle

fluoride of sodium and aluminium, and the principal

source from whence aluminium is ])rocurcd), bora.x

(the biborate of soda), troua (the sesquicarbonate of

soda), and Chili saltjietre (nitrate of soda).

The methods of obtaining sodium are similar to

those already described for obtaining potassium.

The following procedure recommended liy Deville is

regarded as the best for obtaining it in large quantity.

Intimately mix 717 parts of dried carbonate of soda
with 175 parts of tinely powdered charcoal and lOS
parts of finely gi-ound chalk, knead them into a stiff

paste with oil, heat them in a covered iron pot till

the oil is decomposed, and finally distil them in an
iron retort with the i>recautions which are noticetl in

describing the preparation of Potassium (q. v.). The
object of adding the chalk is to prevent the separ-

ation of the charcoal from the carbonate of soda
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when the latter fuses. This mixture ought to yield

nearly one-third of its weight of sodium.

with regard to the history of sodium, it is suffi-

cient to observe that Duhamel, in 1736, discovered

that potash and soda (now known to be the oxides

of potassium and sodium) were distinct bodies. Sir

H. Davy first obtained the metal Sodium in 1S07.

The symbol of this mStal, Ka, is the abbreviation

of Satrium, which is derived from 2iaii-oii, one of

the old names of native carbonate of soda.

Sodium combines with all the elementary gaseous

bodies, and two of these combinations—viz., those

with oxygen and chlorine, are of extreme importance

and value.

With oxiigen, sodium forms two compoimds—
viz., an o.xi'de (XaO) and a peroxide (NalX). The

latter being of no practical value, may be passed

over witho\it notice. The oxide (soda) was formerly

known as fossil or mineral alkali, to distinguish it

from potash, which, from the source from which it

was procured, was termed vef/etable alkali. Anhydrous

soda (NaO) is lu-ocured by burning the metal in dry

air ; it is of a yellowish-white colour, powerfully

attracts moisture, and retams the water so firmly

that it cannot be expelled by heat. Hydrated or

caustic soda (XaO.HO) closely resembles, both m
its properties and in the mode of procuring it, the

correspontling potash compound. It is, however,

not so fusible as the latter, and is gradually con-

verted, by exposure to the air, into carbonate of

soda, which is also an infusible salt in its anhytlrous

state. Solution of hydi-ate of soda (or soda lye)

is largely employed in the arts. It is jirepared

by boiling a tolerably strong solution of carbon-

ate of soda in milk of lime until a portion of the

filtrate ceases to effervesce on the addition of an

acid. The solid hydrate has a specific gi-avity of

2-13, and the quantity of anhytlrous soda m any

solution may be pretty closely approximated to by

determining the specific gravity of the fluid at a tem-

perature of 59°. Tables for this pui'pose have been

constructed byDalton (quoted in JlUler's Inonjaiuc

ChemiMni, 2d ed. p. 37), and by Zimmerman (re-

printed in the article ' Sodium m Kmght s LiifjUsh

Ci/clopaclia).

Many of the combinations of the oxide of sodium

(soda) with acids-constituting soda-salts—are of

.Teat importance. Carbonic acid forms three salts

with soda—viz., a normal carbonate, a sesqui-

carbonate, and a bicarbonate of soda.

The yormal or Ordinary Carbonate of i>oda

.

(\aO,CO., + lOAq), popularly known as the hoda
j

of commerce, is a colourless, inodorous salt, with a

nauseous alkaline taste. It crystalhses in large

transparent rhoniboidal prisms, which contam ueaily

G3 per cent, of water, but it readdy parts with aU

this? water on the apphcation of heat. The crystals

al o lose the greater part of their ^--^ter on mere

exposure to the air, ^-1>«; .tl^«rffl°'^';f
f

'

''"^il^t o°£

powder. Water at GU° cbsso ves l^-''" ,"? ,^;,"-" °;

the crystals, and boiling water considerabl> more,

': solution acting like an flkah on vege ab^

colours. This salt occurs native in the natron

alVes of Hun<Tary, Armenia, &c., m association with

Jlphl of sSda'^ind chloride of soduim In other

rcAons it appears in an efflorescent foim on the

surfa" of t^'e earth. It is --' ^---^^; t't
entirely manufactured from sea-salt, bee boD.\,

''^Jw^«rV Soda (2NaOJIO SCO,yAq)

occu"-i native in the-'form of
'-f.

'-l"^-f

^

^;;f^™rS^S'Sn^"?^eifstiy
Wed,Tt loses one-third of its carbonic acid, and

becomes converted into the prec^lmg^al.

Bicarbonate oj Soda (>aO,HU,-«..U-j) may uu
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formed by passing a current of carbonic acid through

a strong solution of carbonate of soda, till saturation

takes place, and allowing the mixture to crystaUise
;

or it may be produced on a large scale by exposing

crystals of cai'bonate of soda to a prolonged current

of carbonic acid. The bicarbonate crystallises in

four-sided prisms, which require 10 parts of water

at an ordinary temperature for their solution. This

salt is used largely in medicine. See Aerated
Waters.

Sidphuric acid forms with soda a normal and an

acid sidphate.

The formal or Ordinary Sulphate of Soda

(NaO.SOs + lOAq) has been already described

under its synonym of Glauber's Salt (q. v.). The
acid salt, or bisulphate of soda (N'aO,HO,2S03), is of

no special interest.

The Hyposulphite of Soda fN'aO,S.P2 -f 5Aq),

occm-s in large colourless, striated, rhombic prisms,

of a coohng and sweet taste. When strongly

heated in the air, it burns with a blue flame.

It dissolves readily in water, depositing siUphur

if the solution be kept in a closed vessel It

may be obtained by digesting a solution of sulphite

of soda on powdered sulphur. The sulphiu: is

LT-adually dissolved, and forms a colourless solu-

tion, which, on evaporation, yields crystals of hypo-

sulphite of soda. This salt is largely employed in

photography, and is occasionally prescribed medi-

cinally. Sulphiu-ous acid forms two s.alts with soda

—viz., a sulphite and a bisulphite. The Sulphite of

Soda (NaO.SO., + 7Aq) is obtained by passing sul-

phurous acid over carbonate of soda, dissolving

the resulting mass in water, and crystallising ; when

the salt is obtained in efllorescent obUque prisms,

which fuse at US', and are soluble in 4 parts of

cold water, the solution having a sbghtly alkaline

reaction, and a sulphurous taste. This compound is

I
commercially linown as Antichlore, and is largely

i used in paper-manufactories forthe purpose of remov-

in<T the last trace of chlorine from the bleached
'

ra°-iiulp. The Bisulphite is of no importance.

yltrate of Soda (XaCNO^), known also as Cubic

Xitre or Chili Saltpetre, occiu-s as a natural product

on the sm-face of the soil of certain South American

districts. In most of its properties, excepting its

crystalline form, and further in its being dehques-

cent, it resembles nitrate of pot.ash. It is used to

a considerable extent as a manure. The I'Imsphates

of Soda, though comparatively numerous, do not

call for notice here. See Piiospu.^tis. //w'o-

chlorite of Soda (NaO,CIO) is at present only known

in solution, in which it occurs as a yeUowish-

fii-ccn fluid, evolving a smell of cMorme
:

it has

Strong bleaching power, and, when boded, becomes

decolorised, and evolves chlorine freely. It is

formed by passing a stream of chlorine gas through

a solution of c'arbonate of soda, the resulting

solution containing the hypochlorite, t«5;f
"'>;':;;:"l;

undecomposed carbonate of soda and chloride

of sodium. This solution is useful as a ble.v;h-

ing a^ent, .as an oxidising agent in au.alytic.al

chlmistry, and .as a disinfect.ant agent There arc

two Borates of Soda, of which the only importu.t

one the Biborate, is alre.ady described under lU

ordinary name of Borax (q. v.) \ anous 5./.«, «
of Soda have been formed. In reference to tl e

properties of these salts, see the articles Fccnss

Soluble Glass and Gu\ss.
,i

•

The Haloid Salts of sodium resemble, m Uioir

gener.al characters, the corresponding salts o lK.tash.

5f these, by far the most important is IhloruU o

Sodium or Common Salt, formerly known as MnrxaU

of Soda (XaCl). It occurs naturally lu f.ar greater

miantty than any other soluble s.dt ^^ee Kock-

s^LT, sL, Wateiu The following are Us leading
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properties : It crystallises in colourless, trans-

parent cubes, which are anhydrous, soluble in about

3 parts of cold water, and scarcely more soluble

in boUiBg water. A saturated solution has a

specific gravity of 1'205, the specific gravity of the

salt being 2'12.5. It is insoluble in pure alcohol,

is inodorous, and has a purely saline taste, un-

mingled with bitterness, unless chloride of magne-
sium be mixed with it. At a red heat, it fuses, and
becomes converted into a transparent brittle mass.

The weU-known decrepitation which occurs when
salt is thrown on the fire, or otherwise strongly

heated, residts from the sudden expansion of

water mechanically entangled amongst its particles.

The uses of this salt have been known from the

earliest times. It is an essential constituent of the

food both of man and animals. From want of space,

we must refer our readers to Liebig's Letters on
Cliemhtry (Letter xxviii.) on this subject, in which
the functions of salt in the food and in the blood

are clearly pointed out. It is regarded as a neces-

sity even by the rudest nations. ' In several coun-

tries of Africa, men are sold for salt ; amongst the

Gallas and on the coast of Sierra Leone, the brother
sells his sister, the husband his wife, parents their

children, for salt; in the district of Accra {Gold

Coast), a handfid of salt, the most valuable mer-
chandise after gold, will purchase one, or even two
slaves.'—Note to Liebig's op. cit., p. 413. Chloride
of sodium is employed in the process of salting meat,
in cousecpience of its powerfid antiseptic properties.

Meat thus prepared loses, however, a considerable
portion of its nutritive juices, which pass into the
brine ; and is less digestible than in its natural state.

Amongst the purposes for which this salt is mainly
employed may be mentioned the manufacture of

the various salts of soda, especially the carbonate
;

the preparation of hydrochloric acid ; the glazing

of stoueware ; the preparation of soap ; &c. The
other haloid salts—the iodide, bromide, .and fluo-

ride of sodium—require no notice.

Sodium has been recently found to enter into

various groups of organic bodies. We shall take
the sodium-alcohols as an example. When sodium
or potassium is gradually added to anhydrous
alcohol, the temperature rapidly rises, the metal is

dissolved, hydi-ogcn is evolved, and a fusible deli-

quescent compound is formed, which has received

the name of Sodimn-alcohol (or potassium-alcohol),

or of ethylale. of soda (or potash), its composition
being such that it may be regarded as alcohol in

which one atom of hydrogen is replaced by one of

the metal ; as shewn in the equation :

Alcohol. Sodium-alcoliol.

2(C.H50,HO) + 2NaO = 2(CjH50,NaO) -|- 2H.

The action of sodium or potassium on the other
alcohols is of an analogous nature.

The (cste for the salts of sodium are not very
satisfactory, because the metal forms scarcely any
insoluble compounds. A salt of sodium is usually
concluded to be present when, the absence of all

other bases having been proved, a saline residue
remains, which, with bichloride of platinum, yields

yellow striated prisms (NaCljPtClj + 6Aq) by spon-
taneous evaporation. Before the blow|:)ipe, the
salts of sodivim are known by the intense yellow
which they communicate to the outer flame, and if

a weak alcoholic solution of one of the salts is

burned, a similar yellow tint is communicated to
the fiamo. Spectrum analysis is too delicate to be
of much practical use. Bunsen estimates the
amount of soda that may be thus detected at the
195,lJ00,000th part of a grain ; and considering
how universally diffused chloride of sodium is,
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this fractional amount is hardly likely to be
absent.

In conclusion, the medicinal uses of the sodium
compounds require our notice. They will be con-
sidered alphabetically. Acetate of Soda is a mild
diuretic, similar in operation to acetate of potash,
for which it may be substituted. It may be given
in doses varying from a scruple to a couple of

drachms. Arseniate ofSoda (2NaO,HO,AsOj-fl4Aq)
is serviceable in periodic affections, chronic skin-

diseases, and the cases in which arsenic is generally
employed in medicine. It has all the advantages
of arseuite of potash, and seems to cause less

irritation of the stomach. It is best given in

the form of Pearson's Solution, which consists

of one grain of the crystals of this salt dis-

solved in ten drachms of distilled water. Dose,
from 20 minims, very gradually increased to two
drachms, three times daily. The Liquor Sodrp.

Arseniatis of the Pharmacopoeia is much stronger ;

its dose being from three to ten minims. Paper
impregnated with a solution of arseniate of soda
sweetened with sugar is sold as a poison for

flies. Biborate of Soda, or Borax, is employed
principally as a topical astringent, and is used with
advantage in aphthous eruptions of the mouth
and throat. Bicarbonate of Soda is a most popular
remedy in cases of dyspepsia, but its use is highly
injurious when there are phosphatic deposits in

the urine. See Phosphatic Diathesis. Neligan
strongly recommends the external application
of an ointment consisting of 20 or 30 grains of

the bicarbonate, %\'ith an ounce of cold cream, in

cases of papular and vesicular eruption of the .scalp.

Carbonate of soda is not employed as an antacid so

frequently as the bicarbonate, in consequence of its

disagreeable taste ; but in the dried state, when
deprived by heat of its water of crystallisation, it is

much used as an alterative. In dyspepsia attended
T\'ith acidity, a combination of the dried carbonate
with blue pill and rhubarb piU is often extremely
useful. As it has a very acrid taste, it should be
combined, if given in powder, with some bland sub-
stance, such as Compound Tragacanth Powder.
Solution of Chlorinated Soda (known also as Solution

of Chloride of Soda, Chlorinated Soda, Hypochlorite

of Soda, and Labarraqiie's Disinfecting Liquor) is

preferable to hypochlorite of lime in destroying
noxious efiluvia, as the salt which is left does not
deliquesce, whde chloride of calcium is very deli-

quescent. It may be applied locally to foul ulcers,

either in lotion (2 drachms to 8 ounces of water),
or as a poxdtice with linseed meal and boiling water.
Phosphate of Soda (2NaO,HO,P05 + 24Aq), known
also as Tasteless Purging Salt, is a mild saline piu-
gati\'e, with a far less unjileasant taste than sulphate
of magnesia. It is especially adapted as a purgative
for persons affected with deposits of red gi-avcl

(lithic or uric acid) in the urine. The dose varies
from half an ounce to two ounces, and it may be
given in broth, to which it imparts only a saline

taste. Sulphate of Soda, and Tartrate ofSoda and
Potash, have been already described under their

ordinary' names of Glauber's Salt (q. v.) and Itochelle

Salt (q. v.).

SODOM AND GOMO'KRAH, two ancient cities

of Syria, almost invariably spoken of in conjunction
in the Bible,' and forming with Admah, Zeboiim,
and other towns, the ' cities of the plain,' which, on
account of the enormous wickedness of their inhalii-

tants (the nature of which is indicated in the term
Sodomy), are said to have been overthrown—not
submerged—by some terrible convulsion of natiu'e.

Modern writers on sacred topograjthy are not agreed
as to the precise site to be assigned to these cities,

no trace of which now remains ; the majority holding
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that they stood on the southern shore of the Dead
Sea, near the salt hfll of Usdum; while others, again,

apparently with more countenance from the Scriptiu'e

narrative (Gen. xiii. 10—13), maintain that Sodom,

Gomorrah, and the other ' cities of the plain,' stood

in the 'circle or plain of the Jordan,' east from

Bethel and Ai, near where the river discharges

itself into the Dead Sea. The popidar belief, that

the cities were miraciUously overwhelmed by the

waters of the Dead Sea, and that their remains

may still be seen at the bottom, is an idle tale of

superstitious travellers, nncouutenanced either by

fact or by the terms employed by Scriptiire to

describe the catastrophe.

SODOM, Apple of, the name given to the fruit

of a species of Solanum (q. v.). But it seems that

the true Apple of Sodom, or Mad Apple, of the

shores of the Dead Sea, mentioned by Strabo, Taci-

tus, and Josephus, and described as beautiful to

the eye, but filling the mouth with bitter ashes if

tasted, is a kind of gall, growing on dwarf oaks,

and produced by a species of gall-insect, which has

received the name of Cynips insana. These galls are

about 2 inches long, and 11 inch in diameter,_of a

beautiful, rich, glossy, purpHsh-red colom-, and filled

with an intensely bitter, porous, and easily pulver-

ised substance, sui-rounding the insect. They are

attached to the twigs m a curious manner, different

from other gaUs, the narrow end ' rising upwards

on each side, and bending inwards, so as to clasp

the extremity of the twig somewhat like a pair of

wide and curved nippers.'

SODOMY, an unnatural crime, is punishable

with penal servitude for life, or any term not less

than ten years, and the attempt to commit it is

punishable with penal servitude from three to ten

years In Scotland it is still nommally a capital

offence, but never punished except by penal servi-

tude and imprisonment.

SODOR AXD man, Bishopric of. See

Hebrides.

SOEST (pronounced SonST), a town of Prussia,

,,ro«nce of Westphalia, 3G miles south-east ot

Miinster by railway, was, durmg the middle ages,

a Hanse-town and fortress, and, in point of com-

mercial importance, one of i^'%f'>''^f^"^''
of Gei-many, with a pop. of from GO 000 to 70,000.

A-ow, however, it is only the shadow of its

former self; but relics of its ancient splendours

stai sm-vive in its numerous and ma|iuhcent

churches, of which the finest is the Meadow

Church,' restored in 1850. Its municipal law, the

jTSusatense, was the oldest m Germany, and

seized as the model for the other imperial free-

to^t Sibeck, Hamburg, &c.. At present S. has

some irade in corn, and extensive breweries. Pop.

(18G2) 10,501.
,

,.

SOFA'LA, or, as the old geographers sometmes

Yfif^Cvvn^ A is the name given rather indefinitely

v^S'H^:iu?t^^^^u^:

some moaern y-\p i^ „, „tretch of coast now
as its ->^ttf.° l^^^';t,„^^ : captaincies of Kio de
comprehends the Portu>ic.^^P^^^^^^^

besides the
Senna, Tet6, /^"'^ ^' ="'{5 nominally under the

'"°Tol ofTe c™S PoTtugal, the .Extent inland
control of ^^^^ "° ™,

^^ ^y tie mmmtain region
bemg S^s'^^l'y „T;„ +i,e coa^t of Southern Africa,
which ruiis P^rO^ft^i'^^^^'eo^Vy about 150 miles

^:iT^ sw'atV^^de^Iely wooid, and generally

"tJiH^!^^'^^---'^- ^^ ^'- -'-'

of Eastern Africa, was conquered by the Arabs
between the 8th and 12th c. ; it was visited in

1480 by Pedrao Cavalho, a Portuguese captain,

from Abyssinia, before the route by sea to India

was discovered. In 1500, the Portugnese, under
Albuquerque, commenced making settlements on

this coast, and budt a strong fort on an island in

the mouth of the Pvio de Sofala, near a town which
was founded 200 years before by the Arabs, and
which stUl exists, although in a very decayed

state. The inland region at the back of the coast

district, now occupied by the Transvaal Boers

towards the south, or by Moselikatse and his

Amatabele to the north, and stretching away north-

ward for an indefinite distance, formed the cele-

brated though mythical empire of Monomotapa, the

accounts of which by the early travellers are per-

fectly marvellous. S. was considered by the old

geographers as a very rich, gold-producing country,

and was judged by some to be the Golden Ophir to

which King Solomon every three years sent a fleet

of ships ; and, indeed, it seems to have derived its

name from the Greek Sophira, by which Ophir is

translated in the Septuagint. Lopez tells us that

in his time the inhabitants related that the

gold-mines of S. afford yearly two millions of

metrigals—every metrigal accounted for a ducat.

Whatever may have been its former reputation,

S. has long ceased to be a gold-producing country

to any considerable extent.

An old writer says :
' Great wilil elephants

overspread the country, which the natives neither

know how to tame nor manage ; nor are lions,

bears, stags, or harts and boars fewer; besides,

sea-horses sport themselves in the Quama.' This

description is prettv accurate, even at the present

day, if we omit the bears, and call the stags

antelopes ; for the elephants, rhinoceroses, and

other large game, driven away from the higldauds

in the interior by the pursuit of the Cape hunters,

have descended into the coast lowlands, where

the dense bushy nature of the country, and its

extreme unhealthmess, protect them from exter-

mination, although such keen sportsmen as M'Cabu,

Chapman, and Edwards have not feared to foUow

them there.
, ^ _, ^ . .

The most northern regions of S. are the c.aptamciea

of Rio de Senna and Tetb, formerly caUcd Matuka,

which include the country on the right bank of the

Zambezi, slopiug down from the Malappo Mouu-

taius which bouud its basin on the south. Ihe prin-

cipal places are Tetfe, in lat. 1G° 12' S., lon.g: 31
'
oO' L.

;

and Senna, in lat. 17° 30', long. 34° 40. The middle

recdon comprises the capt.-imcy of S., the scat ot

government bemg at the town or fort of that name,

Si the Bay of Massanganc; bt. 20" 12', long. 34 40.

Imhambane is the name of the most southerly cap-

taincy, in lat. 23» 51', and long. 35' 20;. There are

other inconsiderable Portuguese factones along the

coast at Imhampoora, south of Imhambane, JLim-

bone, and Lorcnco llarquez. in Dclagoa B.-»y, where

a Portuguese governor resides.

A-lthouch nominally under Portuguese rule, yet the

authority°of that government rarely extends outside

of the walls of the miserable forts held by its agents.

It 13 computed that on the whole of the Portuguese

settlements on the east coast of Africa there are

not more than 500 colonists of European birth.

Tnadintr-parties of Dutch Boers from the Transv.ial

ReinibUc occasionally visit the factones at Imham-

bane, Sofala, and Lorenco Marqucz, to purch.-vso

articles of European manufacture m exchange for

ivory, wax, timber, &c. The natives, gener.aUy, are

of the negro type, gradually approximating to the

more intellectual Zulu Kaliir as we proceed from

the Z,ambezi to Delagoa Bay.
^^^
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The principal exports from this region are ivoryi

bees-wax, hides, and rhinoceroses' horns ; while a

considerable clandestine traffic is said to be carried

on in slaves. Considerable amonnts of gunpowder,
lead, coffee, and European clothes find their way up
from the coast to the Boer settlements in the high-

lands of the interior. The coast-line is generally

low and sandy, and dangerous on account of shoals

and sandbanks. A group of islands, called Baza-

ruta, lie off the coast north of Cape St Sebastian,

in lat. 22° S. The best harbour is that of Indiam-
bane, and ships may ascend to the town, about 8

miles from the mouth of the river. The harbour
at the mouth of the Eio de Sofala is difficult of

access on account of its bar.

SOFFIT, a small ceiling, formed into jiauels, as

over windows, ingoings of doors, staircases, &c.

SOFTENING and INDURATION arc terms
used to express a pathological diminution and
augmentation of the consistence of the tissues or

organs of the body. These changes may arise from
inflammatory action; but softening may also be in-

duccil by causes totally distinct from infiammaLion,

as, for example, from a deficient supply of lilood,

from scrofida or cancer, or from long-continued
functional inactivity (as in the case of jiaralysed

muscles). Amongst the parts liable to both soften-

ing and induration are the brain and spinal cord,

the heart, the lungs, the serous and mucous mem-
branes, the liver, tlie spleen, the kidneys, tlie

nterus, and the bones and cartilages.—For further

details on the subject, the reader may consult the
English translation of Vogel's Patholo<jicul Analomij.

SOFT-GRASS {HoIcu.h), a genus of gi-asses having
a lax panicle, two-ffowered spikelets, with two nearly
equal glumes. The species are not numerous. The
English name is derived from the soft and abundant
pubescence of the British species, which are two in

number. Creeping S. (//. inoWw), and Woolly S. or

JIeadow S. (//. lanatus), both perennial grasses, and
both very common. Jleadow S. is found most abun-
dantly on damp, moorish, or i)eaty soils, on wliich

it is sometimes sown, as it yields abundant herb.age
;

but it is very inferior to some other grasses, and
therefore xmsuitable for rich meadows and pastures.

Creeping S. is generally found on dry, sandy,
or other light soils ; and very much resembh-s
RIeadow S., but is still more downy, and of

smaller size. The roots sometimes extend 5 or (J

feet in a season. The roots contain much nutritious

matter, and arc a very accci>table food to horses

and cattle, but especially to hogs, which gi'ub them
up for themselves when they have opportmiity.

SOIGNIES, a to^ni of Belgium, province of

Hainault, 22 miles south-west of Brussels by railway.

Its church of St A'incent Maldegaire, founded in

the 10th c, if not earlier, is prolialjly the oldest in

Belgium. S. has breweries, distilleries, trade in

stone and lime, and large fairs. Pop. 6634.—Some
miles to the north-east, in the province of South
Brabant, lies the forest of S., at whose southei-n

extremity is situated the famous field of Waterloo.

SOILS consist of the disintegrated materials of

the hard crust of the earth, mixed witli decayed
vegetable matter. This disintegration is effected

partly by the chemical action of oxygen, carbonic
acid, and the other acid or alkaline substances
brought by the atmosphere to bear upon rocks, and
pai-tly by the wearing action of water in a fluid

state or in the form of glaciers, or by its bursting
force when frozen in deep clefts. The soils produced
by running water, floods, and tides, are found along
the banks or at the mouths of rivers, and are
generally called alluvial soils; those produced by
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glacier-action are known as drift, soils ; and both are
generally found at a great distance from the rocks
of whose disintegrated materials they are composed.
But by far the greater mass of soil has been jiro-

duced in the other way above mentioned, by tlie

gradu.il weathering of rock under atmospheric
influence ; and it is generally found adjoining or

overlying tlie rocks from which it has been pro-

duced. Iimncdiatcly beneath the soil or stratum
of earth which affords nourishment to plants, is a

mass of earth or rock, uumi.xed witli decayed vege-

table matter, to which the term suhmil is applied.

The subsoil may or may not be similar in its geolo-

gical constitution to the soil ; and from the absence
of vegetable matter, is generally lighter in colour

tlian the latter.

Every species of rock has jiroduced its soil ; but
the older formations, from their greater hardness
and power of resistivnce to atmospheric action, ]iro-

duce, in proportion to tlieir exposed surface, less

soil than do the Secondary and Tertiary groups.

The fertility of soils has no relation to the chrono-

logical succession of the strata of tlie earth's crust ;

thus, igneous rocks produce a natiu'ally fertile soil,

though they seldom become thoroughly disinteg-

rated ; metamorphic m' transition rocks furnisli one
of poor qualitj', as does also the greater portion of

the Siliu'ian system ; while to the vast mass of the
Secondary group of deposits, especially the Devonian
system, with its old red sandstone, and limestone,

and marl beds, the mountain limestone of the

Carboniferous system, and the new red sandstone of

the I'ermian and Triassio systems, lielong some
of the richest tracts in Great Britain, though numer-
ous members of the same group supply barren and
ungrateful soils. The Lias, and Oolitic, and Wealden
systems generally supply clay-soils of considerable

fertility, but of the densest texture and most intract-

alile character ; soils formed from the cretaceous

group are extremely variable in i|uaUty ; but \\'hen

the chalk is largely mixed with sand or clay, they
exhibit a considerable degree of fertility ; however,
they have one great general detect, that of not

sufhciently retaining moisture. The soils produced
from the Tertiary formations possess no general
characteristics, being sometimes extremely fertile,

and again almost wholly barren ; and, in short, we
are bound to come to the conclusion, that the mere
geological coniiiositiou of soils aflVu-da no very reli-

able criterion by wliieli their economic value can
be estimated; the same rock which jiroduces the

.almost barren soil of Argyleshire, weathers into the

fertile soil of the Chaunel Islands; and to the old

red sandstone is due at once the rich soil of Here-
ford, Monmouth, Moray, and Strathmore, .and some
of the most barren heaths and moors in Scotland.

These a[)parent anomalies are no doubt largely

produced by the various action of heat, moisture,

and other meteorological agencies.

But however soils may vary in a geological point

of view, they .are all resolvable into a few eleinciits

—viz., the various compounds of aluminium, iron,

manganese, the four .alkaline metals, the seven
alkaline earths, and the four organic elementary
substances. These IS bodies supjily, singly or in

combination, all the constituents necessary to the
growth of jilants, each of them having its own
portion of the jilant to sustain—the silica producing
strength and rigidity in the stems ; alumina giving

tenacity to the soil, and so rendering it a stable

support ; magnesia jicrfecting the seeds ; iron

absorbing oxygen and ammonia from the atmo-
sphere, and giving it up as re(piired; and so on. Of
these ingredients, silica, alumina, lime, .along with

matter derived from organic bodies, constitute the

bidk of the soil; the other ingredients existing only
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in minute quantity, and hence ia derived tlie com-
mon quadruple division of soils into silicious or

saixly, arifdlaccona or clayey, cakarmns, and hiimovs.

It is not sufficient that soil possesses all the
ingredients necessary for rendering it fertile, or

that these ingi'edients are in a sufficiently com-
niinuted state to enable them to be absorbed; there

is besides a certain physical or mechanical condition

necessary. Thus, for examjUe, a soil which possesses

too great a proportion of silica, is too little retentive

of moisture, and has not sufficient consistency of

texture to be an effective supjiort of tall plants ; one

iu which calcareous matter abounds is also too dry

a soil ; while if alumina ])redominatcg, it is gene-

rally too retentive of moisture; and a great excess

of tlio last-named ingredient renders it so extremely

tenacious, as to be almost incapable of reduction

to a proper mechanical state. The soil which is

physically most perfect is composed of about equal

proportions of the two great ingredients, silica and
alumina, and is generally known as loam, being

distinguished into elciy loam or sandy loam, accord-

ing as the alumina or silica sensibly i>redominates.

]5ut the physical qualities of soils do not wholly

depend upon their composition ; they are .also largely

affected by the depth of the soil itself, and the

qu.ality of the subsoil. Should the soil and subsoil be

both retentive, or both porous, the defects of these

states as to dryness or moisture are considerably

increased ; if porous and retentive soils of good

depth rest upon subsoils of a contrary character,

the defects of the former are to a considerable

degi-ee amended. But the advantages and dis-

advantages of these conditions must to a very large

extent be judged by the prevalent character of the

climate, a somewhat porous subsoil in a cold moist

district being generally preferable, and vice versd.

Each of these classes of soils, when possessed of the

chemical ingredients in quantity sufficient for the

wants of plants, and of a texture favourable to their

growth, excels in the production of certain species.

Thus, the clay lo.ams are unequalled for the pro-

duction of wheat and beans ; the sandy lo.aras for

barley, rye, and the various root-crops ;
while both

are well suited for the gi-owth of the other cultivated

plants, or for perennial pasture.

Besides the calcareous and marly soils which may

be, according to circumstances, classed as a clayey

or'sandy soiF, rarely the former, there is the humous

soil, which jiossesscs characteristics peculiarly its

own. It is not devoid of consistency like the sandy,

or retentive of moisture like the clayey soils, but

in its natural state is spongy and elastic in texture,

of a remarkably dark colour, and when dried,

becomes intlaminable, and even when much im-

proved by culture, retains these ch.aractenstics in a

considerable degree. It consists wholly, or to a

"reat extent, of vegetable matter, and is found in

perfection in forests of ancient date, as the woods

,,1: America, and iu tlie peculiar form of 1 eat ((i.
v.)

iu many parts of the world. In its orcLnanly

.lecomposed condition, it is at once the richest of

soils; but in the state of peat it calls for long-

cnitinued dr.ainage, and the application of dcooiu-

jiosing agents, before it can be reiulcred of service

in the" production of crojis.
.

Improvement of a soil must then as is scon fiom

the firegoing considerations, be eliected either by

supplying the substances required by plants to a

soil which is delicient in them, by altering its depth

and texture, and l>y removing excess, or supplying

delieienev of moisture. The lirst of these objects

is eiVe..tcd by the introduction and incorporation

of ]\l.anures (q. v.) with the soil, care being taken

that the manure contain.^ the requisite uigredients,

and in such a condition as to be assimilable by

Xilants either directly or indirectly through the soil,

and by the more thorough exposure of the soil to

the action of the atmosphere ; the second is effected

by the admixture of marl or clay witli sandy,
chalky, or peat soils, of lime, ashes, or burned clay,

with tenacious clay soils, or l>y the mixture of the
subsoil (if differing in quality) with the soil Viy

means of the subsoil plough, or by more complete
surface-tillage, and free exjiosiu'e to the actioq of

frost ; and the third is aeeompUshed by Drainage

(q. V.) and Irrigation (q. v.). The fertility and
chemical composition of a soil may be approxi-

mately determined by inspection of its colour and
texture ; but more accurately, as well as its dryness

or moisture, excess or defect of silica and alumina,

by the predominance of certain species of wild

plants or weeds.

SOISSO'NS, a town of France, in the dep. of

Aisne, stands in a fertile vale on the banks of the river

Aisne, about 05 miles north-cast of Paris. S. is the

key of Paris for an army invading France from the

Netherlands, and is the meeting-iioint of six military

roads. The iirineipal building is the cathedral,

founded in the 12th e., the library of which contains

many rare MSS. There are also some remains of

the great castellated abbey of St Jean des Vignes,

where Thomas a Becket found refuge when in exile.

Quite near to S. is an institute for ' deaf and dumb,'

which occupies the site of the famous abbey of

St Mcdard, where I'lothaire and Siegbert were

buried. S. has manufactures of linen, woollens,

and cottons. Pop. (18G2) 839.3. S. is one of the

oldest towns in Prance, and was celebrated even iu

the time of the Komans, when it bore the names

lirst of Novloduuum, and afterwards of Autjusta

Suessionum ; hence its modern name of Soissons.

It was the last Roman stronghold in Gaul that

withstood the arms of Clovis, who here overthrew

Syagrius, the Itonian commander, in 4SG, and made

it the seat of the Prankish monarchy, which it long

continued to be.

S6K0T0, a kingdom of Africa, in Sudan, to the

south-west of Lake Tchad, .and separated from it

by the state of Bornu (cp v.). Area, 117,180 sq.

miles. The inhabitants, who arc mostly of the

Piilbe tribe, are numerous. A formidable military

force is maintained.— -SoA-m^o, the ea]iital, stands ou

the Zirniie, an aliluent of the Sokoto, which Hows

into the Quorra. Its market is of gie.at injiiort-

aiice ; it trades in raw silk, glass-wares, and jier-

fumcry, carries on extensive and famous manufac-

tures of leather goods, and has from 20,000 to

22,000 inhabitants.

SOLANACEyli:, or SOI.AXE.E, a iiatur.al order

of exogenous i)lants, mostly herliaccous plants and

shrubst but including a few trojiical trees. Tlio

leaves arc mostly alternate, undivided, or lobed,

witliout stiimles. The (lowers arc regular, or nearly

so- the calyx and corolla generally 5-cleft ;
the

stamens ccnerally five. The fruit is either a ca^i-

sule or a berry, mostly 2-ccllcd. The Jilants of this

Older are mostly natives of tropical countries, a

small number extending into the temperate and

moderately cold climates of both hemispheres ;
in

the coldest iTgions they are entirely awantinfi.

'J'hey are mostly distinguished by an oHensive smell,

and by containing in greater or less abuiidanee .a

narcotic, poisoiuuis substance, usually .associated

with a pungent luinciple, and some of them arc

aiuoiiL'st the most active jioisons. .Somctimea the

narcotic siil>stance ])redoniiiiates, as in Mandrake

(q. v.)and Henb.ane (q. v.) ; sometimes the pungent

substance predomin.aU's, or is alone present, .as

in Cayenne I'cppcr (Ca]>sknm); sometimes both

are present in more or less equal proiwrtiou.
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as in Tobacco, Thorn-apple or Stramonium, and
Belladonna. The fruit is generally poisonons ; but
that o£ a considerable number of species, in which
acids and mucilage predominate, is eatable, as, for

example, the berries of the Winter Cherry and other

species of PhysaKs, those of the Egg-plant (q. v.)

and some other species of Soln/ium, and of the
Love-apple (Lycoperskum). The tubers, which
occur in a few species, contain much starch, and
serve as an article of food, of which the Potato is

the chief example. The seeds of all contain a fixed

oil, which in the south of Germany is expressed
from the seeds of the Belladonna itself.

SOLAN GOOSE. See Gannet.

SOLA'NO. See Sniooji.

SOLA'NUM, a genus of plants of the natural
order Solanacae, containing a gi-eat number of

species, which are distributed all over the world,

but are particularly abundant in South America
and the West Indies. Some of the species are

herbaceous, others are shrubs ; some of them
unarmed, and some of them spiny; many covered
with a down of starlike hairs. The flowers are in

false mnbels, or almost in panicles; seldom in

racemes, or solitary. The anthers open by two holes

at the top. The berries are two-celled, and contain

many smooth seeds. The species of this genus
almost always contain in all their parts a poisonous
alkaloid, Solanine, in greater or less quantity,

sometimes so much that the leaves or the berries

cannot be eaten without danger, whilst in a few
species the quantity present is so small as to be
insignificant, and these parts are eaten freely,

being agreeable and harmless. By far the most
important of all the species is S. tuberosiim, the
Potato (q. v.), in which, however, Solaniue is

foimd in considerable quantity, so that not only
the herbage, but the juice of the raw tubers, is

unwholesome. Of the species with eatable fruit,

the principal is S. mdonrjena, the Egg-plaut (q. v.).

.—The only British species are S. dulcamara, the

Bittersweet (q. v.), and »?. nigrum, the Common
KiGUTSiiADE (q. v.), both of which possess poisonous
and medicinal qualities. The ben-ies, leaves, bark,
and roots of various species are employed for

different medicinal uses in the warm countries of

which they are natives ; but their properties have
not yet been sufficiently investigated. The berries

of S. saponaceum are used as a substitute for soap.

SOLAE, an upper chamber or loft. The only
private apartment in the old bai'onial haUS was so

called. It was placed over the pantry, at one end
of the hall, and served as parlour and sleejung

apartment for the baron and lus family.

SOLAR CYCLE. See Period.

SOLAR MICROSCOPE, an mstrument for pro-
ducing magnified images of minute objects on a
screen, through the agency of the sun's rays. The
tube of the microscope is conical, and is fastened
to the interior side of a closed -ivindow-shutter

over a hole in the latter; a reflector, placed at

the hole so that the rays of light may fall on it, is

so adjusted as to throw them along the tube. They
are then collected by a powerful double convex
lens, and thrown on the object, which is inserted

into the tube at the focus of the leus by a slit at
the side. After passing the object, the rays again
pass through a single lens, or a combination of

lenses, make their exit from the tube, and fall on a
screen, on which they depict a magnified image of

the object. We have here supposed the object to be
so translucent as to allow of the passage of rays
through it. Should it be opaque, the r.ays of liglit

reflected from the mirror are caught by the double
convex lens, which concentrates them on another
muTor near the ojiposite end of the tube ; they are

thence reflected upon the back of the object, and
diverge on the system of lenses at the mouth, which
form the image. Instead of the sun's rays, the oxy-
hydrogen lime-light (and more recently the electric

light) has been employed, its rays being thro^\•n

on the double-convex condenser by means of a
concave reflector, in whose focus the piece of burn-
ing lime or marble is situated. The instrument is

hence often called the Oxyhydrogeit Microscopie.

SOLAR SYSTEM. The planets and comets
which circle round the sun combine with it to form
a system to which is given the name of solar or

planetary system. It is probable that each star is

the centre of an analogous system. This, however,
is merely a matter of speciilation, and in no way
practically concerns us ; but it is different with the
solar system. No change of much magnitude can take
place in the elements of the jilanets without having
effect on the earth and its inhabitants, on account of

the mutual attractions of the planets for each other

;

in fact, they appear as members of one isolated

family, bound together by common ties, which
could not be ruptured in the case of one individual

without communicating a general shock to the
others. The various members of the solar system
are noticed under Planets, Planetoids, Comet,
Sun, Moon, Satellites ; and their motions are

treated of under Gravitation, Central Forces,
Precession, &c., so that it only remains here to

give the more interesting numerical facts connected
mth them, which can be done most conveniently in

a tabular form.

Name,
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SOLA'TIUM, in Scotch Law, means compensation
for wounded feelings, and is something over and
above the ordinary pecuniary value of the damage.
In England, such a ground of damages ia not in
strict principle admitted, but in practice there is

no substantial difl'erence.

SOLDER, an easily fusible alloy used for joining
metals. Solders are o£ various kinds, suited to dif-
ferent metals. They always require to be used with
a flirx, such as borax, resin, chloride of zinc, sal-

ammoniac, &c. The following are the principal
solders : Pewterers' solder—bismuth, 2 parts ; lead,
4 parts ; tin, 3 parts. This can be used for coarse
work by the direct application of naked fire ; but
for tine work, requiring the protection of a muffle-
furnace, the composition must be bismuth and lead,
of each one part ; tin, 2 parts. Plumbers' solder for

coarse work—tin, 1 part ; lead, 3 parts. Eor finer
work—tin, 2 parts ; lead, 1 part. Spelter solder—
12 parts zinc to 16 parts of copper. Sofl spelter

solder— equal parts of copper and zinc. When
solders are applied in the common work of plumbers
and tinmen, a tool called the soldering-iron is used

:

this is made red-hot, and forms a convenient means
of applying fire dii-ect to the solder and flux.

Although called the soldering-iron, the portion of

the tool to be heated must be of copper. In many
manufactures, a flame produced by a mixture of

atmospheric air and coal gas is used to melt the
solder ; and for fine work, such as jewellery, the
common blowjiipe is often used.

SOLDIER is one who enters into an obligation

to some chieftain or government to devote for a
specified period his whole energies, and even if

necessary his life itself, to the fiu-therance of the
policy of that chief or government. The considera-

tion may be immediate pay, or prospective reward

:

or the contract may be merely an act of loyal devo-

tion. The acknowledgment of the service by the

employer constitutes the man a recognised soldier,

and empowers him to take Ijfe in open warfare,

without being liable to the penalties of an assassin

and a robber. The fact of being mercenary, that

is, of receiving wages for killing and being killed,

does not render a soldier's trade less honourable.

He bears arms that others may be able to do with-

out them : he is precluded by the exigences of

mditary training from maintaining himself by
peaceful occupation ; and it is therefore but fair

that those whom he protects should support him,

and give him, over and above actual maintenance,

reasonable wages for the continual risk of his life.

If a man molMngly enlist himself as a soldier in what
he believes to lie an unrighteous cause, it is an act

of moral turpitude ; but when once enlisted, the

soldier ceases to be morally responsible for the

justice or iniquity of the war he wages ; that rests

with his emi^loyer. Obedience, implicit and entire,

is his sole virtue. The maxim is :
' The military

force never deliberates, but always obeys.' See

E.VLi.sTJiENT, Martial Law, Wak, &c.

SOLDO. See Solidcs.

SOLE (Solea), a genus of Flat-fishes (Pleuronec-

lldie), of an oblong form, with a rounded miuizlc,

which almost ahv.ays advances beyond the mouth ;

the mouth twisted to the side opposite to that on

which the eyes are situated, which is usually the

richt side, although individuals of the same species

are found having the eyes and colour on the left

side • the teeth very small, in both jaws, but only

in the under part of the mouth (the side oiiiiosite to

the eyes) ; the lateral Imc straight ;
pectoral lins on

both sides; the dorsal and anal fins long, and

extending to the tail, but distinct from the tad-fin.

—The Common S. (S. vulgaris) is a highly esteemed

fish, abundant on the British coasts where the
bottom is sandy, and of which great quantities are
brought to market. The London market is sujiplied
chiefly from the south coast of England, the soles
there attaining a larger size than tliose of more
northern coasts. They are caught by trawling,
very seldom with bait. The S. is in condition f °r
the table during the whole year except five or six
weeks in February and March, its spawning-time.
The Common S. is found on all the coasts of Europe,
except the most northern. It has been known to
attain a size of 26 inches long, and almost 12 inches
broad, weighing 9 pounds ; but a S. of less than
half that weight is reckoned very large. The upijor

._,^,s^T=««:*»e*>i->.>f.v^
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Common Sole (Solea vulgaris).

side of the body is of an almost imiform dark brown ;

the scales small, rough to the touch, and ciliated at

the edge ; the lower side is white. The S. some-
times ascends rivers to a considerable distance from
the sea, and seems to thrive at least as well in fresh

as in salt water, a fact of which a<lvantage has not

yet been taken for the stocking of fresh-water

ponds. It breeds freely enough in fresh water.

—

The only other British species of true S. is the

Lemon S. (S. peijusa), which is sometimes taken
irith the Common S. on the south coast of England,

and more rarely in more northern parts. It is paler

in colour than the Common S., and broader and
thicker in jiroportion. It is equally esteemed for

the table.—The name S. is popularly extended to

several genera recently separated fi'om the true

soles. In Brachirus, the dorsal and anal fins are

united with the tail fin ; but, as in Solea, there are

jiectorals on both sides. To this genus belongs the

Zebra S. {B. zebrinus) of Japan, remarkable for the

zebra-like stripes which cross its whole body.— lu

Monochirus, the pectoral fin is developed only ou the

upper side. To this genus belong the Variegated
S. (it/, variegatus) and the LrrrLE S. or Sole.nette

(M. iuiijuatulus), both found on the British coasts,

but of little importance, on account of their small

size.— In the genera A chirus and Plagusia, of whicU
there are no British species, the pectorals arc want-

ing on both sides.

SO'LECISJI. A solecism is the term applied to

any violation of the grammar or idiom of a language,

or of the usages of society. It is said to be derived

from the city of Soli iu Cilicia, whose inhabitants

spoke very bad Greek, in conseciucnce of their

interco>u-se with the Cilioian natives, and jirovokcJ

the fastidious Athenians to coin the epithet.

SO'LKX, a genus of lamellibranchiate molluscs,

the tyjio of a family. Solenida, rem.irkablc for tho

wide gaping of the shell at both ends, and the largo

ami muscular foot. In tho genus S.. the shell is

remarkably elongated, its api>arcnt length being,

however, more stVictly its breadth. From its form,

the names liAZOR-suEi.L and 1!a/.or-fisu are often

given to it. Tho sjiecies are numerous, and inhabit

the sands of all seas except in the coldest parts of

the world. Some of the tro])ical species have shells

of <Teat beauty. The solens burrow in sand, mak-

iag their hole straight down, and ascending and
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descending by means of tlieii- foot, which is capable of

beinf elongated and contracted to bore a passage for

the animal, and to drag it through. They are used

for food, and also by fishermen for bait. To obtain

them, a hooked iron implement is used. Another

Solon, or Kazor-iisli {S. siliqiia).

method is to drop a quantity of salt on the mouth
of the hole, which causes them to come up, wlien

they are quickly seized. The most common, and
one of the largest British species, S. siliqua, is about
an inch in length, and eight inches in breadth. It is

perfectly straight. Another common British species,

<S. ensis, is curved like a sword.

SOLENHOPEN LITHOGRAPHIC STONE,
a famous deposit of limestone of Upper Oolite age,

which from its fine-grained and homogeneous tex-

ture is admirably adapted for lithographic purposes.

It occurs near Aichstadt in Bavaria, and has been
extensively quarried since the invention of litho-

graphy. The quarrymen work upon the lines of

stratification, which are beautifully parallel, and
all the fossils are found upon the natural surfaces of

the beds, and present an impression aud cast in

Eemains of Archreopteryx m Solenhofen Stone.

almost every instance. The rock is qnarried to a
depth of SO or 90 feet. It is of special interest to
the geologist from the singular assemblage of fossil
remains wliich are preserved in it with wonderful

SOS

minuteness. The most delicate tracery of the wings
of the dragon-fly is often as perfect as in living

specimens. The rock is of marine origin, and while
lithologically it has a strong resemblance to the
White Lias of Britain, its fossils correlate it to the
Kimmeridge Claj'. These are chiefly ammonites,
nautili, Crustacea, winged insects, fishes, and ptero-

dactyles. But the most singular fossil is one which
has only recently been brought to light. A single

feather was first found, aud some months after, the

bones of a feather-covered animal, which was con-

sidered by its first describers to be a lizard, but
Professor Owen has recently shewn, on incon-

trovertible grounds, that it is a true though very
auomalous bird. The specimen w'hieh, with the

exception of the head, is almost entire, is now in tlie

British Museum. It has formed the subject of an
elaborate memoir by Professor Owen, published in

the Philosophical Transactions. He has named it

ArchcBopteryx macrura. It is certainly the oldest

bird of which any remains have yet been found, but
the rocks which contain the numerous ornithic foot-

prints in Connecticut Valley (see Ichnology) are

more ancient ; the most careful examination has,

however, hitherto failed to discover iu them any
indications other than the footprints. The A rchcc-

opteri/x was about the size of a rook. The auomalous
structure which induced the earlier observers to

make it a reptile, and some that followed to imagine
it as a transition form between the reptile and the

l)ird, is the t.ail, which, instead of consisting of a
few .shortened vertebra; luiited together into a coc-

cygcan bone, as in all Icnowii birds, recent or fossil,

was formed of twenty elongated vertelira;, each of

which supported a pair of quill-feathers. But this

departure from the bird type is not so anomalous as

it at first sight appears, for in the early embryonic
condition of the bird, the vertebrte are distinct

aud separate, and the anastomosis which invariably
takes place iu the subsequent development of the
embryo, does not oeeiu- in the Archcco^ileri/x, so that

it may be considered to exhibit the temporary embry-
onic condition of the bird as a permanent structure

;

and that this is the true position of this singular

fossil is further established by the existence of other
features which are found only in birds. These are the
ornithic structure of the wings and legs, the occur-

rence of feathers, which are confined to birds,

and the existence of a merry-thought (furcnlimi),

which is found in no other class of animals. An
elevation on the surface of the slab containing the
fossil is believed by many to be tlie cast of the
interior of the skull, and it corresponds remarkably
in size and form with the cast from the skuU of a
rook.

SO'LENT, the name of the western portion of the
strait that intervenes between the Isle of Wight
and the mainland of England. At Hurst Castle,

which guards its entrance on the south-west,

the S. is less than a mile iu breadth ; and along
this narrow passage the tide flows with a rapidity

whicli at certain times no boat can stem. The
castle itself consists of a central tower or keep,
surrounded bj' several smaller towers, aud mounted
with liea\'y guns.

SOLEU'RE (Ger. Sulothiirn), a canton in the
north of Switzerland, bounded on the W. and S. by
Bern, and on the N. aud E. by Basel and Aargau.
Area, 288 sq. m. ;

pop. (ISiiO) 69,263, mostly
Eoman Catholics. The greater portion of the
canton is fertile aud well cultivated, especially along
the banks of the Aar. Even the rugged and
hilly districts are sources of wealth on account of

their fine jiasturage. Besides grain, the principal

products of S. are fruit, wine, flax, and cotton.
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Cherry-brandy is a very important article o£ trade.

The manufacture of iron, glass, pottery, hosiery,

and recently of watches, is carried on to a consider-

able extent.— S. entered the Swiss Confederation

in 1481 along with Freiburg. Its constitution is

liberal. The legislative body, or parliament, is the

Grand Council, consisting of 105 members, of whom
55 are directly chosen by the people, 41 indirectly,

and 9 by the Grand Council itself. The executive,

or council of government, is under the presidency

of a laudamman.

SOLEURE (Ger. Solothurn), capital of the can-

ton, is situated on the Aar, 16 miles north-north-

east of Bern by railway. The scenery in its

vicinity is among the loveliest in Switzerl.-ind,

The Aar flows through the town, dividing it into

two unequal parts, which are connected by two

wooden bridges. The most notable buildmg is

the cathecb-al of St Ursinus, with a cupola and

fasade of Corinthian columns, reckoned the most

costly cathedral in Switzerland. S. has some

manufactures, but derives its chief industrial

importance from its transit-trade. Pop. 5370.

—

Xear to S. are the baths of Weissenstein.

SOLFATA'RA (Fr. Sou/Here, Ger. Schwefel-

griihe or Schwefehee), the Italian name for such

volcanoes as, having become less active than vol-

canoes in an actual state of eruption, only exhale

gases. The most notaljle of them are found m
Italy, in the Antilles, in the interior of Asia, and m
Java. The S. of Pozzuoli, near Naples, is an irregular

plain, loGSfeet long, and 1310 feet broad, almost

surrounded by broken hills of pumaeeous tufa, the

ancient walls of the crater. From the cre\-ices of

the rocks, steam or noxious gases, chiefly sulphm--

etted hydrogen, mixed with a minute quantity of

muriatic acid and muriate of ammonia, exhale. In

the cracks and fissures of the rocks, sidphur, alum

and sulphate of iron abound. The vapours exhaled

are used as medicinal b.aths, and huts, constructed of

boards have been erected in which the baths may

be obtained. The Soufrifere of JIorne-Garou, in the

isle of St Vincent, Lesser Antilles, about three

miles in circuit, and over 500 feet in depth, has in

its centre a cone, the summit of which is covered

\rith sulphur.

SOLFE'GGIO, in ilusic, seven syllables, which

are sometimes used as a nomenclature for the seven

notes of the scale. In singing, the art of applying

these syllables to the notes as an exercise for the

learner, is called Solmisation. The syUables are td

(or do), re, mi, fa, sol, la, and si The farst six are

the commencement of the lines of an ancient monk-

ish hvmn to John the Baptist, which had this pecu-

liarity, that the first syllable of each line was sun-

to a note one degi-ee higher than the first syllable o

the line that preceded, so as to present the type of

a scale

:

Sane - te Jo-hon-nca,

These syllables are said to have beeu first made use

of by Gnido of Arezzo, in the lltli o. ; and Le Maire,

a French musician of the 17th c, added to them xi,

for the seventh of the scale. When applied to the

key of C, their equivalents, in the ordinary musical

nomenclature, are :

Do re mi fa sol la si do

C U E F G A B C.

These syllables may, however, according to the

more modern pr,actice of teachers in this country,

be applied to other keys, with do always as the

kejmote, so as to express not the absolute pitch of a

note, but its relation to the keynote ; and thus

used, they are thought to be of service to the

learner in keeping jirominently before him the prin-

ciple that there is but one scale in music, which is

raised or lowered according to the pitch of the key.

Different variations in the way of using the syllables

have recently given rise to various supposed short

and easy modes of teaching singing, the best-known

of which is Mr Curwen's system of ' Tonic Solmisa-

tion,' where the ordinary notation of the stalf, with

its lines and spaces, is entirely rejected, and a nota-

tion substituted which is formed of the solfeggio

syllables, used to express not pitch but relation to

the keynote. One lUsadvantage of this and similar

schemes is the entire withdrawal of the direct

indication of the pitch of the sounds to the cyo, by

the notes ascending as the sounds ascend, which

is so beautiful a fe.ature of the common notation.

And even if it be granted that the first riulimeiits

of music can, as has been asserted, be taken up with

remarkable ease by the pujiil who learns on the

tonic sol-fa system, it is undeniable that as soon

as he comes in contact with notes of different

lengths, or begins to modulate from one key to

another, he is beset with serious diaiciUties. There

i^ in adiUtion, the further objection to the system,

that the pupil thus taught is shut out from the

whole w-orld of musical literature, a disadvantage

which is not compensated l>y having a few ele-

mentary cUfficnlties smoothed away, which experi-

ence shews that chUdren of the most mediocre

capacity can overcome.

SOLFERI'NO, a viWuze of Xorthern Italy, pro-

vince of Brescia, 20 miles north-west of Jl.intua,

with 1400 inhabitants. It stands on a hiU, and li-as

a tower called the Spy of It.aly {Spia <f/(a/,«),

from which the whole plain of Enmbardy m.y be

seen There, in 1706, the French conquered the

Austrians. On June 24, 1859, S. was .again the scene

of an overwhelming victory obtamed by the trench

and Italians over the Austrians.

SOLICITOR. See Attoen-ey.>5.

SOLICITOR-GENERAL, the n.ame given to

one of the law-officers of the crown. The Sohcitor-

aencral of England has powers siiuilar to those of

the Attorney-general (q. v.), to whom he gives aid

in dischargingliis functions. During the al.sence of

the Attorney-gener.al, he may do every act and

execute every anthoritv "f that oilicer. He is, ejc

olRcio, one of the Commissioners of Patents.

The Solicitor- general of Scothand is one of the

crown counsel, next in dignity to the Lord Advocate

(see Advocate, I.oki.), and exercising .all his func-

tions along with him. His oUice cannot be traced

further back than the Union. Eike the ]^r.l

Advocate, he h;i3 the privilege of pleading \nthin

the bar Vll i)roolamations for the obscrv.ance ot

days
'

of public fasting and thanksgiving are

addressed to the Solicitor-general.

SOLICITOR TO THE TREASURY, an oflicer

who acts as attorney for the government in all legal

proceedings. He has .also to act as solicitor for
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the three secretaries of state, the Prh'y Council

Office, the Board of Trade, the Mint, the War
Office, the Stationery Office, and for all the other
principal departments for which no solicitor is

specially appointed.

SOLIDUNGULA. See Equid^.

SOLIDUS, the name by which the old Roman
' aureus ' (equivalent to £\, Is. lid., according to the

present value of gold) was known after the time of

Alexander Severus ; but during the reign of Con-
stantine the Great, its value was diminished iii the
ratio of 8 : 5, and so remained tUl the end of the
empire. The weight of these later solidi was li.xed

at ^th of an ounce, the gold being 23 carats fine,

and the alloy mostly native silver. Tlie ' solidus,' or
' solidus aureus,' was adopted by the Franks under
the Merovingians and Carloviugians (at 87 to the

E,oman pound) till the time of Pepin, who suppressed
it ; but another solidus of sUver, or ' solidus argen-

teus '—the Tj'oth of the libra or pound—which had
been used only as a money of account, was soon

after made a coin. In after-times, this ' sol,' or
' sou,' like all other coins, underwent an infinity of

variations in fineness and value (see Livre). On
the introduction of the decimal sj'stem (1793) into

France, the sou was abolished, and a piece of 5
centimes (^nrtli of a franc) substituted, liut the name
continued in common use, and the old sous were
retained in circulation. The solidus also appears
in the soldo, which was a coin in use in Northern
and Central Italy, and was essentially the same with
the sou.

SO'LINGEiSr, a town of Prussia, province of the
Rhine, and government of DLisseldorf, capital of a
circle of the same name, is situated on a height 13

miles east-south-east of Diisseldorf, and not far from
the river Wupper. It is a very old place, and has
long been famous for its steel and iron ware manu-
factures, especially sword-blades, helmets, cuirasses,

knives, scissors, which are exported to all parts of

the world, and rival the excellence of English wares.

In 1857, the town and circle of S. employed 8048
workmen, who produced from 400,000 to 500,000
sword-bladcs yearly, from 1,500,000 to 2,000,000
dozen knives, and nearly 1,000,000 pair of scissors.

The total value of the steel-wares amounted to
about 5,000,000 thalers. Pop. 10,684.

SOLITAIRE (Pezophaps), a genus of birds of

the Dodo (q. v.) family (DidiiKr), l>ut differing from
the dodos in a smaller

bill and longer legs.

Like the dodos, the only

species of this genus, of

the existence of which
there is any evidence {P.

solilaria), seems to be
now extinct, and to have
become extinct in very
recent times. It inha-

bited the island of Rod-
riguez, an island about
15 miles long liy G broad,

situated about 300 miles

to »the east of Mauritius,

aud appears to have loeen

pecidiar to that small and
lonely island, where it

was abundant at the

beginning of the ISth
century. Rodriguez was
unirdiabited till 1691,

when a colony of French
Protestant refugees settled on it, under the com-
mand of Franjois Leguat, who, in his Voyages el

Aventurcs, has left an interesting aud trustworthy
810

Solitaire [PczopltaiiS

solUaria).

account of the solitaire. He describes it as a large

bird, the males sometimes weighing 45 lbs.
;

taller than a turkey, the neck a little longer in

proportion, and carried erect ; the head of the male
without comb or crest, that of the female with
something like a widow's peak above the lull

;

the wings small, and the bird incapable of flying,

liut only using the wings to flap itself or to flutter

when calling for its mate, or as a weapon of offence

or defence ; the bone of the wing being thickened
at the extremity so as to form a round mass, about
the size of a musket-bullet, under the feathers, and
to increase the force .of the blow giveu by it ; a
roundish mass of feathers instead of a tail. He
further describes the plumage as very full and
beautiful, not a feather out of its place, so there

can have been no feathers with unconnected webs,

as in the ostrich. He s.ays the bird is called S.

because it is very seldom seen in flocks. He tells

us that the bii'd is with difficulty caught in the

forests, but easily on open ground, because it can
be outnm by a man ; and that its flesh is very
good to eat.—But the S. seems to have completely
disapjjeared from Rodriguez, which is now a British

settlement. Bones have been found, although not

yet abundantl}', and some are preserved in the
Paris Museum, some in the Andersouian Museum,
Glasgow.
The figure here given is derived from a rude cut

in Leguat's work, and its gener.al accuracy is

attested by its correspondence with small figures

introduced in a landscape and two maps in that

work.
The name S. w.as originally given to a species of

dodo inhabiting Bourbon, and applied by Leguat to

this bird, in a mistaken belief of its being the same.
See Strickland and Melville on the Dodo and its

Kindred.

SOLITAIRE, a species of game or rather puzzle,

which, as the name denotes, is played by only
one person. The ap-

paratus for the game
consists of a round or

octagonal flat boanl,

indented with 33 or 37
hemispherical hollows,

as in the figure, and 33
or 37 balls, one in each
hollow. The process

of the game consists

in removing one ball

from the board, and
then, having created a

vacancy, capturing one
of the balls adjoining

by causing the one beliind to leap over it into the

vacant hollow ; there are now two vacancies, and
the game is continued iu the same manner by
capturing ball after ball, till oidy one remains,

when the game is won. Should more than one be

left, and they bo so isolated as not to be liable to

capture by each other, the game is lost. This puzzle

may be solved iu an immense number of ways

;

one of the prettiest modes consists in removing

the central ball, and so capturing the others that

the last ball shall be in the centre.

SOLLE'R, a sm.all town and seaport of the

Balearic Isles, in Majorca, 14 miles north of Palma.

It exports oranges and wine, aud contains 7000

inhabitants.

SOLMISATION. See Solfeggio.

SOLO, a term used in musical compositions of

sevcr.al parts, whether vocal or instrumental, to

indicate those voices or instruments that are to

perform alone or in a more prominent manner, as

Sohtairc.
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soprano solo, violino solo. The plural, soli, is used
when two or more voices or instrumental parts are

to be performed together, such parts, of course,

never being doubled.—A composition for a single

instrument accompanied is also termed a solo.

SOLO'FRA, a small city of Southern Ital_y, pro-

vince of Avellino. Pop. 6245. It is situated on the

Apennines, and is surrounded by wooded mountains.

SO'LOMON (Hebr. Shclomo, Salomon, Salomo,

Suleiman, derived from shalom, peace = Peaceful,

like Germ. Friedrich), the second son of David and
Bathsheba ; successor of the former on the throne

of the Israelitish empu-e for forty years (1015—075

B. c.*). Nothing is known of his youth except that

he was probably educated by Kathan (or Jehiel).

Equally uncertain is the age at which he succeeded

to the crown of his father. That he was older than

twelve or fourteen years, as some traditions tell us,

seems certain. The way in which his succession

to the throne during the lifetime of his father was

brouaht about, to the exclusion of his elder brother

Adonijah, is not undeserving of the name of cov])

d'etat, which has been bestowed upon it (see the

Scripture narrative). Ha\Tiig, by the execution

of Adonijah and the leaders of his faction, secured

his dominion against internal foes, he, with com-

plete disregard "of the Mosaic law, set himself to

seek foreign alliances, and with this view married

a.s his principal wife the daughter of Pharaoh, prob-

ably of Psusenes (Vaphres?), of the tweuty-first

dynasty. Besides her, however, he had a vast

number of wives—700 ' princesses,' and 300 ' con-

cubines '—the greatest part of whom were recruited

from nations with whom an alliance had been strictly

jirohibited. Having inherited fabulous wealth, and

further adding to it enormously from his own
midtifarious revenues, so that 'sdver was nothing

accounted of hi his days,' it became necessary that a

new oroanisation con-espouding to this imheard-of

splendour sliould be introduced. Accordingly, we

hear of ' Princes,' i. e., gi-eat officers of state, not

before heard of. The two counsellors of David's

time disappear, in order probably to make room for

a whole body of legal ad\isers ; the prophets are no

longer to be found among the dignitaries of state,

but'new military charges are created instead. The

immense accumidation of treasure also allowed the

execution of a number of public works in Jerusalem,

which now first assumed the magnificence and station

of a capital A new wall with fortilied towers was

erected around it ; and the Queen's Palace—'the

House of the Forest of Lebanon '—with a long haU

iomed to it by a cedar porch, called the ' Tower of

David ' outside of which a thousand golden shields

wore suspended, and within which the king sat, m
all his imperial splendour, to pass judgment, were

built under his immediate orders. His banquets, at

which all the vessels were of gold ;
his stables, with

their four (or forty) thousand stalls ; his gardens and

parks and summir retreats, were such as to dazzle

even eastern fancy. Twelve commissaries distri-

buted in the different provinces, had each m his

turn to fiu-nish the means of sustaining this pro-

dicnous household. The dominion of b. extended

horn. Thapsacus, on the Euphrates, to Gaz.a on the

JlecUterranean. The country was in the profouudest

state of peace; the treasures accumiUated by David

appeared inexhaustible; and the popularity of the

kin- who listened to the meanest of ln.s subjects,

and^'gave judgment according to that wisdom, for

which he had asked in his vision at Gibeon, in

preference to any other gift, and which has remamed

« There is some discrepancy among investigators

about this date ; the beginning of his reign bemg fixed

variously at 1009, 1025, 990, &c.

proverbial from his day to om-s, was naturally at

first very great. Everything, moreover, was done
to develop and increase the national wealth and
welfare. The rich internal resources were developed,

and commercial relations of the most extensive

nature established.

Through the port established at Ezion-Geber, at

the head of the Gulf of Elath, an outlet was gained
to the Indian Ocean ; and the aUianoe with
Phcenicia, then under the sway of Hiram, gave an
energetic impulse to these foreign expeditions.

Manned with Tyrian sailors, the Israelite fleets

went to • Ophir,' and brought back, in exchange for

their own exportations, ' gold and silver, apes and
peacocks, ivory -and spices

;
' and the rest of the

strange and precious produce of India, Africa,

Spain, and other regions, possibly even our owu
coasts.

According to his promise, S.,in the fourth year of

his accession, commenced the budding of the Temple
on Moriah, after the model of the Tabernacle,

wherein he was aided by Hiram, who not only sent

him timber, but architects and cunning Phcenician

artists in wood and stone and metals. In the

eleventh year of his reign it was completed, and

solemnly inaugurated in the following year—at

which occasion prodigious numbers of sacrifices

were slaughtered. Tliirteeu years more having

been spent in the construction of the ' House of the

Forest of Lebanon ' (the royal palace), other build-

ings and fortiticatious—among them that of Palmyra

—are recorded to have been undertaken by the

king, who, far from wishmg further to extend his

dominions, was only bent upon keeping his frontiers

safe from the raids of the neighbouring hordes, and

for that purpose alone kept up an imprecedentedly

large army.
The fame of S. could not but spread far and neai-.

The splendour of his court and reign, heightened by

his personal quahties, his wisdom and erudition—

for he was not only the wisest but also the most

learned of men—brought embassies from aU parts to

Jerusalem to witness his magnificence, and to lay

gifts of tribute at his feet. The queen of Sheba's

expedition and presents are well kno%\Ti ; and as many

Ai-ab kings made him annual presents of a no less

splendid nature, his income from different sources

was calculated, in round numbers, at the enormous

siun of 666 golden talents. That people of Sloses^

which was to know no other wealth than flocks and

the fruits of the soil, had suddenly become a peoplo

of wealthy merchants, of soldiers, and of courtiers—

and it did not profit by the change, chiefly througli

the bad influence of the king himself and his court

The army and the iiublic buildings absorbed the

resources of the provinces. In the Temple, crect^

for the purpose of the true worship of Jehovah, t>.

sacrificed three tmies a year; but nevertheless, to

please his concubines, he allowed, and perhaps

himself indulged in, the rites of jiolytheism on the

heights, thereby setting the worst example to his

sublects, sulficiently eager already to worship foreign

deities. His exaggerated polygamy fostered im-

moralitv and licentiousness among the pconle ;
and,

woi-st of all, the wise and gentle monarch, as his

treasure got exhausted, began, toward the end of

his rei.ni, to lay the yoke, which hitherto h;ul lam

only on his Canaauite subjects, upon the Israehtcs

themselves. And he thus became to aU intenU

and purposes, an eastern despot-seUing jiart of his
,

dominion to raise money, and trying to break the i

spirit of the nation by forced services and coi-poral

chastisements.
, ,

, . . • „ i i

Left by the ' prophets,' probably smce his open and I

revolting infidehty with rc-ard to the national

worshiptUis advUcrs were chiefly msolent young
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courtiers, who awed even his aged counsellors into

silence, and from that time forth a storm began to

gather over the land. The priests were on the side

of the malcontents, and a vague talk of a general

rising, which actually found utterance by a 'prophet'

in the face of S., was heard throughout the country.

Ahijah of Shiloh predicted, as Samuel had done
to David, the partial dominion to the Ephraimite
Jeroboam, wlio had to llee for his life to EgyiJt.

But notwithstanding these internal mutterings, and
the open revolts of one or two subject chiefs,

such was the ])restige both of David's and S.'s name,
that the king was allowed to die in peace.

S. is supposed to be the author of Canticles (q. v.),

Ecclesiastes (q. v.), Proverbs (q. v.), besides works
on Science which are said to be lost. But he is also

to be considered the prime cause of the final and
decisive downfall of tlie Jewish commonwealth for

all historical times. His wisdom turned into ioUy,

his justice into tyranny, raised a smouldering dis-

content which only awaited his death to break
out iuto open flames of revolt and internal wars.

His character presents the lamentable spectacle of

genius gone astray ; and many have been the

discussions on the part of learned theologians in

old and late times as to whether or not there was
any hope of his ' salv.ition.' His name and his

gloiy, however, will, notwithstanding the shadows
that fall over his latter days, remain immortal,

whether we look at the striking iiicture of him
given in Scripture, or to the more gorgeous kaleido-

scope of Eastern legends revolving round the golden

name of Suleiman : the Lord and Master of all

animate and inanimate beings under the sun, the
most beautiful, the most wealthy of all created men,
and whose wisdom was as much without limits as

were his ri^^lies and power.—See for such legendary

accounts of S., Weil's Biblical Ler/ends, the Tarriums,

the Koran, Lane's Arabiaii Nights, D'Herbelot,

Ginslnirg, Fiirst's Perlenschniire Suleiman-Nameh, in

70 books, ascribed to a Turkish poet, Firdusi, &e.

SOLOMON ISLANDS, a chain of islands in the

Malay or Indian Archipelago, between New Britain

on the north-west and the Queen Charlotte Islands

on the south-east; lat. 4° 50'— 11° SO' S. Area
estimated at 10,000 sq. m. ;

jiop. thought to bo
considerable, but not ascertained. The natives are

l)artly Negrilloes, jiartly Malays, and are still in the

condition of savages.

SOLOMON'S SEAL (Polyqanatum), a genus of

])lants of the natural order Liliacew, differing from
Lily of the Valley (rj. v.) chiefly in the cylindrical

tubular perianth, and m having the flowers jointed

to their flower-stalks. There are three British

species. Tlie Commox S. S. (P. muUiJloriun) is

found in woods and copses in many parts of

England, and in a few places in Scotland. It has
a stem about two feet high, the upper part of which
bears a number of large, ovate-elli])tical, alternate
leaves in two rows. 'The flower-stalks are gener-
ally Ijranchod ; the flowers not large, white, and
drooping.—The Naurow-leaved S. S. (P. verti-

ciUatuin) is a rare British plant, only found in a
few places in Scotland. The leaves are whorled.

—

The Angular, or Sweet-smelling S. S. (P.

officinale) is also rare in Britain, and is found only
in England. It more nearly resembles the Com-
mon S. S., but is smaller, and has greenish, fragrant
flowers. All these species are common in many
parts of Eurojie. They are very simdar in their

properties. The young shoots of P. officinale are
eaten by the Turks like asparagus. 'I'he root is

white, fleshy, inodorous, with a sweetish, mucilagin-
ous, acrid taste. It contains Asparaijin. It is a
popxdar application to bruises, to pi-event or remove

discoloration, and its use is well known to those
who are too apt to get a black eye now and then.

Solomon's Seal {Pobiffonaluni multijlormn).

A kind of bread has been made of it in times of

scarcity. The berries are emetic and purgative.

SO'LON, the most famous of all the ancient

Greek lawgivers, was a native of Athens (born

about G3S b. c), and belonged to one of the

most distinguished famiUes of Attica. His father,

Execestides, having seriously imp.aired his income
by improvidence, S. was obliged, while still young,
to embark in trade. At first, however, S. comes
before us as an amatory poet. His earliest apjiear-

ance in the field of politics was occasioned by
the contest between Athens and Megara for the
possession of Salamis. By force of artifice, S. revived

the martial spirit of his countrymen, which had
sunk under the eftect of repeated disasters, obtained
command of a body of volunteers, and conquered
the island (circa 506 B.C.), in wliieh, along with
others, he obtained a grant of land. Henceforth
his public career is conspicuously noble and honour-
able. He figures as a wise and unselfish patriot,

seeking earnestly, and not in vain, to compose the
distractions, partly social and partly political, that
rent bis native city. The Athenians generally had
thorough confidence in his integi'ity; and in 594 B.C.

he was chosen archon or chief magistrate, and
received unlimited permission to act as he saw best

for the good of the state.' In short, to borrow a

phrase from Koman history, he was invested with
dictatorial power. The nature and extent of the

Solonian legislation has been the subject of much
criticism in modern times, and Mr Grote, in parti-

cular, has made it very clear that the ' later

ancients' (Plutarch and Diogenes Laertius), on
whom we are obliged to rely for almost all our infor-

mation about S., are full of confusions, misappre-
hensions, and contradictions, and that it became a
haliit among them to mythically attribute to the

groat Athenian every bit of wise legishation whose
paternity they could not discover.

In order to alle\'iate the wretchedness arising

from the existing relations of debtor and creditor,

which was no longer supportable, and w.as likelj'

to create a social w.ar, S. proposed and carried a
notable measure—the seisachthcia., or ' disburden-

ing ordinance ' (from seio, to ' shake oft',' and achlho.s,

a 'burden')—which received its name from its

design—Naz., to lighten the burden of debt that

weighed down the Theles, or lower classes. How this

was effected, is far from being correctly explained
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by Plutarch, and the reader who wishes to have the
most rational solution of the matter must consult
Grote's History of Greece (vol. iii.). From redi-ess-

infc the grievances of a class, S. proceeded, at the
solicitations of his countrymen, to remodel the con-
stitution ; and here, too, the qualities that are
popularly associated with his name shine out con-
spicuously. Abandoning the semi-civUised theory
which regards the nobles as alone worthy of citizen-

ship, and of the honours of public office in the state,

he introduced the timocratic, or rather the pluto-
cratic principle—classifying citizens according to

tlieir wealth or property ; the effect of which was
not to wrest all power or dignity from the hands of

tile Eupatridce, or well-boru class, but only to give a
portion of it to others who might be as wealthy,
and therefore, presumably, as intelligent and culti-

vated as they. Such a reform has been compared
to that preWously etfected by Ser\nus TuUius iu the
constitution of ancient Rome ; and there is at least

a striking resemblance iu the method, if not in the

design, of the two reforms. See RoMK. S. distri-

buted the citizens into four classes. The first

embraced all tliose whose yearly income reached
oOO medimni ; the second, those of between ."00 aud
500 medimni ; the third, those of between 300 and
'200 medimni, and the fourth, those whose income
fell below 200 medimni. Tlie first three classes

were liable to direct taxation ; the fourth not ; but
all were liable to iiidirecl taxation. With regard to

the Boule, or Deliberative Assembly of Four Hun-
dred, it would seem that S. left it the strictly aris-

tocratical body that he found it. Its power, how-
ever, was ]u'actically limited by a new ecelesici, or

assembly of the four classes, whose ratification was
necessary to all measures originating in the Boule,

or ' Upper House.' On the other hand, the ecclesin

itself could originate nothing, and thus the Attic

aristocracy aud the Attic plebs could mutually

check each other's assumptions. The part of S.'s

legislation relating to the industrial pursuits of the

citizens appears to have been as excellent and

well considered as the rest, but the number of his

special enactments is so great that we cannot

afford space to mention them. It is enough to state

that they embraced almost every subject of social

importance ; and the best testimony to their value

lies in the fact, that when Peisistratos violently over-

threw the political constitution established by his

kinsman, he allowed his social legislation to stand.

See Plisistratos.

The story of S.'s leaving Athens for ten years,

after he had completed his labours as a lawgiver,

and travelling into foreign countries, may be, and

probably is historical, but the details are untrust-

worthy ; and in particular, the celebrated incident

of his interview with Crccsus will not suit the

requirements of chronology, and must be relegated

to the domain of historic myths. During his absence,

the old dissensions among the Athenians broke out,

and when he returned, S. struggled in vam to repress

them. A strong hand, as well as a wise head, w.as

needed, and the conspiracy of Peisistratos was quite

as much one against anarchy as against the consti-

tution. After °S.'s defeat, he withdrew into private

life, but occasionaUy assisted witli his advice his

bold, ambitious, and able kmsman, who had so

effectively crashed the Athenian ' disorderbes of

ail parties. The date of his death is uncertain.

SOLO'R ISLANDS, The, lie east of Flares,

between 122" 50' 30"— 124 25' E. long., and beUmg

to the Netherlands Residency of Timor. Uesides

several groups of smaller islands, they consist of

Solor, with au area of 105 sq. m., aud a pop. of

15 000 • Adanara, 302 sq. ui., poii. 30,000 ;
Lomblem,

5-^0 sq. m., pop. 120,000 ; aud Pautar, 27o sq. m.,

with 60,000 inhabitants. Solor and Adanara are
separated from Flores by narrow straits, Lomblem
and Pantar lie in succession further east.

Solor has little cultivated land, the natives being
good sailors, aud ehietly employed in fishing. Much
sulphur aud s.altpetre are found, from which gun-
powder is made. The women weave coarse fabrics
for clothing, and exotic cotton has lately been
planted with success. Edible nests are extensively
collected. In all the villages on the coast, markets
are statedly held, and numerously frequented. The
natives near the sea are Malays, friendly to the
Dutch, a few of them Christians, the others Jlohaiu-
medans. Those of the interior are Alfoors, wild and
warlike, who use shield and bow, sword and lire-

arms. Adauara is governed by an independent
rajah. It is a lovely island, having hills and d.ales,

picturesque villages, aud cultivated fields. The
people are Malays, partly Moh.ammedans and partly
Roman Catholics. Lomblem is also beautiful, the
natives Malays ; those of Pautar being Papuans.
The S. I. are moimtainous ; the volcano LobetoUe,

in Lomblem, is 4914 feet high ; and the mountains
of Pantar, 3332. They are clothed to their summits
with forests. In 1851, the Portuguese relinquished
all claim to these islands, which are now governed
by the military commander at Larantooka, in the
east of Flores ; a Dutch postholder being stationed

at Lawajang, the chief jdace of Solor.

SO'LSTICE (Lat. solstiti^im, from sol, sun, and
sto, I stand), that point in the ecliptic at which
the sun is furthest removed from the equator, and
where he is consequently at the turning-poiut of his

apparent course. There are two such points in the

ecliptic, one where it touches the tropic of Cancer,

the other where it touches that of Capricorn. The
former is the summer, and the latter is the "winter

solstice to those who inhabit northern Latitudes, aud
vice versa.—The term is also employed to siguiify

the lime at which the sun attains these two points in

its orljit, viz., the 21st of June and the 22d December.

SOLT, a town of Hungary, county of Pesth-Solt,

48 miles south of Pcsth. in a marshy district on a

branch of the Danube. Pop. 6850.

SOLU'TION. A substance is said to undergo

solution, or to become dissolved, when the force

of adhesion between it and a liquid in which it is

immersed is sudicieut to overcome the furce of

cohesion between the solid particles. Thus sugar

or salt is dissolved by water, camphor or resin liy

spirit of wiuQ, and silver by mercury. The liquid

which effects the solution is termed the solvent, or

sometimes the nienstruion ; and some solutions hava

special names— for example, the term siiriip is

applied to a solution of sugar iu water, and tinc-

ture to a solution of a solid in alcohol. If a solid

body be introduced in successive small portioua

into a definite quantity of a liquid capable of dis-

solving it, the first portions di.sappear the most

r.apidly, and each successive portion dissolves more
slowly than its ]ire<lecessor, until a point is reached

at which the liquid ceases to possess any further

solvent power. When this occurs, the forces of

cohesion aud adhesion are balanced, and the liipiid

is said to be saturated. Solution is promoted by

increasing the extent of surface in a solid, or by

redueuig'it to powder. An elevation of temperature,

by diminishing cohesion, will generally also increase

the solvent power of the liquid ; but there are

exceptions to this rule- .as, for instance, in the case

of lime and its salts, w.ater just above the freezing-

point dissolving nearly twice as much lime .03 it

does when boiling. A compound of lime and sugar,

very soluble in cold water, is separated from the

solution almost completely, if heated to boiling.
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But the most remarkable case of the kind occurs in

sulphate of soda (Glauber's salt), which in its

crystalline form dissolves in about ten times its

weirjht of ice-cold water, and rapidly becomes more

soluble as the temperature rises imtii it reaches 91°

;

fi-om this point until the solution boils, the solubility

slightly decreases, the boiling liquid retaining only

about four-fifths of the quantity which was dis-

solved at 91°. Carbonate and seleniate of soda, and
sulphate of iron, exhibit the same pecuUarity in a

less marked degree. ' These anomalous results may
be partly explained,' says Dr Miller, ' by the con-

sideration that heat diminishes the force of adhesion

as well as that of cohesion. Generally speaking,

cohesion is the more rapidly diminished of the two,

although not uniformly so ; and in these cases it

would appear that the adhesive force decreases iu a

greater ratio than the cohesion of the saline

particles ' {Chemical Physics, 3d ed. 18G3, p. 72). The
accompanying diagi-am shows the unequal solubility

I2Z- 14 0' led' nS' .194*

of various of the more common salts in water of

different temperatures. The lines ofsoluhility cut the

verticals raised from points indicating the tempera-

ture upon the lower horizontal line, at heights pro-

portional to the quantities of salt dissolved by
100 parts of water. For example, 100 parts of water

dissolve—at 32°, S parts, at 122°, 17 parts, and at

212°, 26 parts of sulphate of potash. Water which

has been saturated with one substance, that is, which

refuses to dissolve any more of that substance, ^vill

often continue to dissolve others. In true or simile

solution, the properties both of the solid and the

solvent are retained. When, however, any chemical

action ensues between the sohd and the liquid, the

resulting solution commonly presents jierfectly

new and distinct features ; as, for example, when
the metals are dissolved by acids, or oils by the

alkaUes (as in soap-making). For the solubility of

the gases in water, we must refer to the article

Gases.
The uses of solution in laboratory processes are

nimierous. By the difference in degree of their

solubility, we can separate one substance from

another ; and by dissolving a body we can purify it

cither by filtration or crystalUsatiou. Moreover,

when it is required that two bodies shall react on

oue another, they do so with incomparably more
force in theii- dissolved than in their solid state.

SOLVENT. See Solution-.

SOLWAY FIRTH—in its upper part best

regarded as the estuary of the river Esk ; in its

lower, as an inlet of the Irish Sea—separates

the north-west of Cumberland from the south of

814

Scotland. Its entire length, until lost in the Irish

Sea, is calcidated at 33 miles ; its average breadth
for the first 12 of these is not more than 2i miles,

but afterwards it gradually, although irregidarly,

increases to upwards pf 20. The principal rivers

flowing into it, besides the Esk, are the Anuau,
Nith, Dee, and Urr, from the north or Scottish side

;

and the Eden and Derwent from the south or Eng-
lish side. The most striking feature of the S. F. is

the rapidity with which its tides ebb and flow. The
spring-tides are peculiarly swift and strong—the
wave rushing in from 3 to G feet high, and at the

rate of 8 to 10 miles an hour, occasionally inflicting

serious damage on the shipping ; while after it has

retreated, great stretches of the bed of the Ci-th

are left bare, and in some places one can even cross

over from the English to the Scottish shore. The
sabnon-fisheries of the Solway are valuable.

—

Solwaii

Moss is a district of Cumberland about 7 miles in

circumference, lying west of Longtown, and imme-
diately adjoining Scotland. As its name
implies, it was once a bog, but is now
drained and cultivated. It is historically

notable as the scene of a battle between
the English and Scots in 1512, when the

latter were defeated. Here also, on 13th

November 1771, an extraordinary disaster

occurred. The boggy ground, surcharged

with moisture—the effect of heavy rains,

rose, swelled, and burst like a torrent,

sweeping along with it trees and houses,

and destroying some 30 small vdlages.

SOLYMAN (SULEIMAN) II., sur-

named 'The Magnificent,' the greatest

of the Turkish sultans, was born in 149G

;

and in September 1520, su(^ceeded his

father, Selim I. (q. v.), who had carefully

initiated him into the secrets of Otto-

man policy. At the conmiencement of

his reign, he restored a large amount
of unjustly confiscated propert}', and
removed from ofiice aU who were unlit

for the proper discharge of their duties. After
having suppressed the revolt of the governor of

Syria, he exterminated the Egyptian IVlamelukes,

and concluded a treaty with Persia. The foolish

insolence of the Hungarian court next drew him
thither with a powerful army, and Belgrade, tlie

key of that countrj', was captured (1521). He next
ili'ove the Knights of St John from Kliodes (1522)

;

and for three }'ears following, devoted himself to

improvements in the administration ; but his at-

tempts at military reform provoked a i-ubelUon of

the janizaries, which he saw no other means of

queuing than by engaging them in a war with
Hungary. He gained the signal victory of Mohaez
(1526), and continuing his resistless com-se, took
Buda and Pesth ; but he was recalled by the news
of a rebellion in the east, and retreated down the
Danube to Constantinople, committing frightfid

ravages on the way. In 1529, he was summoned to

Hungary in aid of his protege. King John Zapolya,
who was contesting the crown Mith Ferdinand, and
accordingly invaded that country with a mighty
army, capturing and destroying as he went, and laid

siege to Vienna, but after various imsuccessful
assaults, he was compelled to retreat. Two years
afterwards (1531), he again appeared in Hungary

;

but his progress this time was checked by Charles
V. in person, who had come with the imperial army
of 250,000, in aid of his brother. In 1535, he con-
cluded with Francis I. the famous treaty which
opened the commerce of the Levant to the French
flag alone. In 1540, the long and desultory contest
between the Turks and Imperialists for Hungary
was ended in favour of the former, who tOL'k
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complete possession of the country. After this, the
alliance between the French and Turks began to
bear fruit ; the combined fleets ravaged the Italian

coasts, and pillaged Nice (15-42) ; but peace was
again restored with Germany in 1547. The Turks
were now supreme in the Mediterranean ; Gozzo and
TripoU fell into their hands, and the conquest of the
Eanat of Temeswar (1551) assured them a firm hold
over Hungary. A second and third war with
Persia, which was now in a state of semi-subjuga-
tion, the bloodthirsty ambition of his favourite wife
Eoxolana, who succeeded in persuading him to put
to death the children of his other mves, a brilhant

naval victory (1561) over the Knights of Malta and
their allies the Spaniards, an unsuccessfid blockade
of Valetta in Malta (1565), and a fresh expedition

to Hungary (1566), were the chief events of the
remainder of his reign. During this last expedi-

tion, while besieging the Kttle town of Szigetli or

Szegedin, which resisted all his attacks, he died on
the 5th September 15GG. S. was no less a politician

than a general ; he was gifted mth uncommon
energy, kept his word inviolate, and if his successes

were tarnished too frequently with deeds of cruelty,

on the other hand, the enormous power at his dis-

posal Avas infallible security for order and justice

among all classes of his subjects. He was a lover

of mathematics, and had a particular predilection

for history. His financial administration was very
successful, and he avoided carefully the two rocks

upon which both before and since his time the

prosperity of the Ottoman treasury' has been

wrecked—lavish personal expenditure, and negli-

gence in scrutinising the public accounts.

SOMA ('the moon-plant,' or AscJepias acida) is,

in the Vedic hymns, the god who represents this

plant, and one of the most popular deities of the

Vedic religion. The reason for this popularity

must be sought for in the important part which the

juice of theSoma-plant played in the great Vedic

sacrifices, and probably also in its alcoholic

and invigorating properties, wliich the sacrificer

experienced when he druuk of it in the exercise

of his functions. These properties are constantly

described or alluded to in the hymns addressed to

Soma. Thus, in some hymns, S. is said to exhilarate

Varun'a, ilitra, Indra, and the other gods who
partake of its juice; and in another, the worship-

pers exclaim : ' We have drunk the Soma ; we
have become immortal ; we have entered into light

;

we have known the gods. What can an enemy

now do to us, or what can the malice of any mortal

effect?' In other passages, the juice of the Soma

is said to be a draught of immortality, medicine

for the sick, and a remedy for blindness and lame-

ness. Thus S. became endowed with supernatural

qualities and divine attributes, and gradually was

exalted as one of the most powerful deities. He is
j

the friend, helper, and soul of Indra
;
he is the

;

slayer of the cloud-demon Vr'itra, the destroyer of
[

foes, the dispeller of darkness, the creator of the

sun, the upholder of the sky, and the sustainer of

the earth, the king of gods and men ; he is thousand-

eyed, the most heroic of heroes ; he is wise, strong,

energetic, &c. See the interesting article on S. by

John Muir, in his ' Contributions to a Knowledge
[

of the Vedic Theogony and Mythologj',' in the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, new series, vol.

i. pp. 135, fi'. In the classical period of Hinduism,

S. ceases to be worshipped in the cliaractcr which

he has at the Vedic period ; he then becomes the

god of the moon. This transition from Som.a, the

plant anil its juice, to Soma, tlie moon, which is

perceptible even as early as in the S'atapatha

Brahmana of the White Yajurveda (see Veda), is

apparently due to the belief, that ^l?nr'i((i, the
i

beverage of immortality, was guarded by the moon,
and to the circumstance that, in the Vedic hymns,
S. is frequently called or described as Amr'ita.
The mj-ths connected with Soma, the moon, are
wholly different from those relating to the Vedic
Soma. As moon, S. was bom from the eyes of Atri,
a son of Brahman, the first god of the TrimCirti

(q. V.) ; and became installed by Brahman as the
sovereign of plants, Brahman'as, and planets. But
after he had acquired extensive dominion, he became
arrogant and licentious, and carried off Tara (lit., a
star), the wife of Vr'ihaspati, the preceptor of the
gods. Vr'ihaspati seeking to recover his bride, and
some of the gods siding with him, and others with
S., a war broke out, which ended in Tari's being
restored to her husband. The result, however, of

her stay AA'ith S. was the birth of a son named
Budha, who became the ancestor of a celebrated
dynasty of kings—from its origin, called the lunar
dynasty. For kings of the solar dynasty, see
SuKY.i.

SOMA'LI LAND, an extensive maritime coim-
try in the east of Africa, is triangular in shape,

and is boimded on the N. by the Gulf of Aden,
on the S.-E. by the Indian Ocean, and on the
S.-W. by the Jub lliver. From the middle
course of the Jub to Cape Guardafui, which forms
the apex of the triangle, the distance is nearly 900
miles. The area of the country is estimated at

330,000 sq. m. ; but as great part of its interior

still remains unexplored, the number of its inhabit-

ants has not been ascertained. The land is elevated

and mountainous m the north, and slopes in

terraces towards the south. The Jub, which
forms the south-west boundary, is a large fertilising

stream, drawing its waters from the mountains
of Southern Abyssinia, and flowing south-east

between the territories of the Gallas on the west,

and those of the Soniah on the east, to its raoutli

on the northern frontier of Zanzibar. The Webbe
Shebeli, or Haines Eiver, flowing south-east, and
the Nogal, fiomng east-south-east, are the other

chief rivers. The country between the Jub and the

Haines is well cultivated, and produces aliundance

of gi-ain. Between the Haines and Nogal, the

country is a flat grassy country, considered by the

pastoral Somali a famous cjittle district.

The present Somah race were originally Arabs,

who landed on the African shore south of the Gulf

of Aden early in the 15th century. J)riving back

the earfier inhabitants of the coimti-y, who were

Christians, the Moslem made themselves masters

of the coimtry. The inhabitants are extremely

violent and quarrelsome in their disposition, are

notorious for cheating and lying, and for the most
part pursue a wandering, pastoral life. The chief

trading-place is Berbera, on the north coast ; and
the products of the country are sheen, cows, ghee,

gi-ass-made mats, ostrich-feathers, and hides. These

are exchanged at the ports for cloth, dates, rice,

beads, and iron.— What led to the Discorery of (he

A'iVt', by Captain Spoke (Blackwood and Sons,

Edinburgh, 1804).

SOMERSET HERALD. See Her.u.d.

SOMERSET HOUSE, in the Strand, London.

stands on the site of a jialace built by the Protector

Somerset about 1549, which fell to the crown on

Somerset's execution, and was at diflercnt times

inhabited by Queen Elizabeth, Anne of Denm.irk,

and Catharine, queen of Charles 11. The original

Somerset House was jiuUcd down and rebuilt in

177G, after designs by Sir William Chambers, in the

I'alladian style, for [lublic offices, apartments being

'iven in it by the crown to the Royal Academy
of Arts and the Royal Society. Various offices

815
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connected with the navy and other public departments
were removed there in 1788 ; and in 1813 the east

wing was completed to form King's College. Among
the government offices now in Somerset House are

included various departments of the Admiralty, the

Audit Office, the Inland Revenue department, the

Bank lleturus Office, the General Registry Office of

Births, Marriages, and Deaths, and other.s.

SOMERSETSHIRE, a maritime county in the

south-west of England, is bounded on the N.-W.
by tlie Bristol Channel, and on the S.-W. and
S. bv the counties of Devon and Dorset. Area,

1,047,220 acres. Pop. (1861) 444,873. The coast-

line exhibits low cliffs and marshy hollows alter-

nately ; and its chief indentation is Bridgewater
Bay. The only important harbours are at the

mouths of the Avon and Parret, which are the two
principal rivers, and which, like the most of the

other streams, flow thi'ough the coimty in a north-

west direction. The most prominent features of the

surface of S. are the Mendip Hills (q. v.) toward
the north, and the Qiiantock Hills toward the west,

extending from Taunton nortli-west to the sea, and
rising in their highest point, called Will's Neck,
1270 feet above sea-level. Fens and marshes, called
' levels ' on the shore of the Channel, are very
numerons. Their appearance is monotonous and
dreary, but they are fertile and exceedingly valuable

as pasture-land. The wheat and barley grown
around Bridgewater are famous ; but in general,

agriculture is in a backward .state. The principal

products are Cheddar and other cheeses and cider.

The minerals are iron, lead, and zinc, and coal and
building-stone. The county contains Bath, Wells,

and a part of Bristol ; Bridgewater, Taimtou, Frome,
Glastonbury, &c. It returns four members to the

House of Commons. (1871—pop. 403,412.)

SOMERVILLE, Mks ilAKV, a lady distinguished

by her extensive acquaintance with the physical

sciences, was born in Scotland about the year 1780.

Her father. Sir William George Fairfax, was a naval

officer of considerable reputation, who commanded
the Veiiemblf, Admii-al Duncan's own ship, in the

action of Caniperdown, and w-ho was afterwards

knighted, and advanced to the rank of Vice-

ailmiral of the Red. Mary, his daughter, is said

to have been educated at a school in Musselburgh,
near Edinburgh. In 18U4, she married Samuel
Greig, captain and commissioner in the Russian
navy, who, l)eing fond of mathematical and astro-

nomical studies, instructed his wife in those pur-

suits by which she has since become famou.s. In

1806, Captain Greig died ; and in 1812, his widow
married Dr William SomervUle, of Edinburgh, who
subsequently attained the rank of Inspector of the

Army Meilical Board, and Physician to the Royal
Hospital, Chelsea. Mrs S. first became known to

the scientific world by some experiments on the

magnetic influence of the violet rays of the solar

spectrum. Her scientific attainments soon pro-

cured for her the acquaintance of Lord Brougham,
at whose suggestion she undertook to produce for

the Library of Useful Knowled™ a summary of

the Mccanique Celeste of La Place. The work,
however, exceeded its dimensions as first con-

templated, and was published in an independent
form in 1831, with a dedication to Lord Brougham.
This work at once achieved for its authoress a

high place among the cultivators of physical

science. It was followed in 1834 by her treatise

On the Connection of the Pliyslcal Sciences, detUcated

to the Queen, and of which a highly flattering

notice appeared in the Quarterhf -Review of the time,

comparing its authoress to Hypatia and Madame
Agnesi. This work has since passed through nine

editions in EngUsh, and was translated into Italian
and published at Florence in 1861. Mrs S.'s
next work was her treatise on Physical Geographi/,
in two vols. 12mo, puljlished in 1848, anil dedi-
cated to Sir Jolm Herschel. Four subsequent
editions of this have been since published, besides an
Italian translation, of which there have been two
editions. In 1860, Dr SomerviUe died, at the
advanced age of 91, at Florence, where Mrs S.

still continues to reside, in the enjoyment of excel-

lent health and all her facidties, notwitlistauding
her advanced age. (She died 29th Nov. 1872.)

SO'MMA, a town of Southern Italy, at the
northern base of Mount Vesuvius, 9 miles east of

Naples. Pop. 8400.

SOMMARI'VA DEL BOSCO, a city of Northern
Ital3-, ])rovince of Cuneo. Pop. 5622.

SOMME (auc. Samara), a river of Northern
France, rises near Font-Somme, in the dep. of

Aisne, and falls into the English Channel midway
between Boulogne and Dieppe. Its entir'e length
is about 120 miles, of which one-half is naWgable.
Its chief tributaries are the Avre and the Luce, and
the most uotal^le places past which it flows are St
Quentin, Ham (where Louis-Napoleon was confined),

Peronne, Amiens, and Abbeville. By means of the
canal of St Quentin, it is connected with the Seine
and the Scheldt, and by the Crozat Canal with the
Oise.

SOMME, a maritime dep. in the north of France,
south of Pas-de-Calais, and north-east of Seine-

Inferieure. It is formed out of part of Picardy and
Artois, has an area of 2377 sq. m., and a pop. (1861)
of 572,046. S. is for the most part quite level, and
in some parts marshy ; sandy towards the coast,

but on the eastern frontier broken by spurs of the
Ardennes. It is well watered, but the only river

of consequence is the Somme. The dep. produces
abundance of corn and garden-fruits ; also beet-

root, oil-yielding plants, and splendid carrots. The
rearing of cattle is carried on to a great extent.

The chief manufactures are velvets, woollens, cot-

tons, linens, silk, leather, and t.ipestries, besides beer
and cider.

SOMNAMBULISM (Lat. sleep-walking). Walk-
ing in sleep is the most palpable, but not the most
marvellous characteristic of this condition. Tlie

person afl'ected walks, rides, climbs, with the eyes
shut or insensible ; his movements are precise, cau-

tious, leading him into positions of difficiUty and
peril, which, if perfectly alive to their real nature,

or if acting under the influence of ordinary motives,

he would avoid ; and yet there appears to be a par-

tial consciousness of siu'roundiug objects, and an
adaptation to circumstances. Individuals have,

while in this state, performed long journeys on foot

or horseback, paying tolls, avoiding obstacles ; they
have successfully descended into coal-mines ; they
have ascended in safety to the roofs of houses, have
climbed rocky cHfl's, and successfidly robbed eagles'

nests, during the night ; millers, saddlers, grooms,
sempstresses, have all performed their customary
work with perfect exactitude, but without any re-

collection of their exertions or industry. Notwith-
standing the accuracy with which many acts are

performed, that particular senses may be dormant
is proved by iusensibUity to loud noises, and by a

cook eating cabbage which had been substituted for

a salad which he had carefully and artistically pre-

pared. The senses, in relation to the idea or train

of ideas present to the mind, appear to be awake,
and preternaturally acute. This fact has suggested
the hypothesis, that certain facidties are wakeful,

open to impressions, and actu.ated by volition ;

while others, and the mind in general, are iihmged
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in profound sleep and unconsciousness. This m.iy
be true, and is in harmony with the opinion, th.it

the phenomena are an acted dream or delusion, and
that what is seen, heard, or done, is the mere
embodiment or re]ietition o£ former impressions or
impulses, at the time before the mind. This may
be illustr.ated by the case of the student nan-ated
by the Archbishop of Bordeaux, who corajjosed
a sermon and wrote out music while asleep

;

read them over, made corrections, scratched out
lines, substituted others, put in its place a word
that had been omitted, and continued to do all this,

although a sheet of pasteboard was interposed
between the writini; and his face ; shewing that
he was copying mental images, and not with the eye.

Somnambulism occurs in the sensitive and excit-

able, often iu conjunction with other nervous affec-

tions, and is hereditary ; so that it m.ay be regarded
as on, if not within, the boundary of disease.—Her-
bert Mayo, M.D., On the Truths contained in Popu-
lar iSuperstUions ; Macnish, Philosophy of Steep;
Biuns on Sleep.

SOMNAU'TH, or SOMNATH-PUTTEN-, atown
of Guzerat, in Hindustan, is situated on the south-
west coast of the peninsula of Kattywar (q. v.),

about 33 miles from its southern extremity, and
has at present a pop. of 5000, most of whom are

Mohammedans. The town is fortified by a strong
stone wall 9 feet thick, strengthened by 3S towers

;

it contains many mosques, and the ruins of the cele-

brated Hindu temple of the idol Somnauth. The
niins of the temple are in a state of fair preser-

vation, and give the idea of its having been a

gloomy, massive temple in the form of an oblong hall

96 feet by 6S feet, crowned by a magnificent dome,
and covered on the inside and outside with elaborate

scidpture and carving illustrative of mythological

subjects. The splendour of this temple has doubt-

less been much exaggerated by various travellers
;

but a thousand years ago it was so famous as a place

of pilgrimage for pious Hindus, as well as for its

immense wealth—the accumulations of centuries

of presents—that it attracted the zealous idol-

destroyer, Mahmud of Ghizni, after he had accom-

plished his self-imposed mission of conquest, spo-

liation, and conversion in the rest of Northern

India. In 1024, he appeared before S., drove its

defenders—who at first had been buoyed up with

sanguine hopes that their favom-ite god had drawn
the Mohammedans hither that he might blast them
with his WTath—to take refuge in the temple, where

they defended themselves with such valour, that

Mahmud's army was forced to retreat ; but the

subsequent rout of two Hindu armies which had

advanced to the aid of the sacred city, so dispirited

the defenders, that S. was immediately surrendered,

the idol destroyed, and the enormous wealth of the

temple, consisting chiefly of precious jewels, carried

off, along with the gates of the temple. These gates,

which are said to have been made of sandal-wood,

were brought back from the entrance to Mahmud's

tomb in Afghanistan by the British in 1S42, and

their recovery announced in a magnificent ^procla-

mation, which called upon the chiefs of Sirhmd,

Ilajputana, Malwa, Guzerat, to transmit them ' with

all houom-' to the place whence, eight centuries

ago, they had been violently removed. They were,

however, never restored to S., as the home autho-

rities disapproved of the tenor of the proclamation,

fearing that it might stimulate religious animosity

between the two great rehgious bodies of Hindu-

stan. There was also reasonable ground of doubt

as to whether the gates were really the original

gates of S., and even whether (since the Fenshta

does not mention the circumstance) Mahmud had

taken away any gates. The repute of b. as a
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place of religious pilgrimage, and its wealth, revived
some time after its spoliation by Sultan JIahmud,
to such an extent as frequently to attract the
various Mohammedan robber-i)rince3 of Western
India; and it is still at the present day a chief
resort of pious Hindus from all quarters, who pay
a small tribute to the Guicowar for liberty to
])erform their devotions at this favourite shrine.

—

See Price's Mohammedan History, vol. ii. ; Dow'a
translation of the Fenshta ; Mirkhond's Pau:at-al-
safa, and Sir John Malcolm's Jlistory of Persia,
vol. i.

SONA'TA, a musical composition for a solo instru-
ment, sometimes accomjiauied by one or two other
iustrumeuts, consisting of three, four, or oven more
movements ; these movements usually consist of a
subject or subjects, given out first in the key of the
dominant, and after certain episodes, in which these
themes ai-e presented in a great variety of aspect,
they aro repeated in the key of the tonic. This
form is iu general most closely adhered to in the
first movement of a sonata, and e.\.hibits great room
for a display of the inventiveness and musical
resources of the composer. The second movement is

generally slower and shorter than the rest, and often

in the form of a theme with variations. The most
important compositions of this kind are for the
pianoforte, many of which have been written by
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Clementi, Dussek, and
other masters.—A short sonata with two, or at most
three movements, less elaborately worked, is called

a Sonatiiia.

SO'NCHUS. See Sow Thistle.

SO'NDERSHAUSEN, the chief town of the

principality of Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, pleas-

antly situated on the Wipper, 36 miles north-west

of Weimar. Pop. 5000.

SONG, a short poem adapted to a vocal melody.

The word is generally applied to the poetical and
musical composition in union, but sometimes to

one or other separately. The poem generally

turns on some single thought or feeling, and is

divided into portions of returning measure. The
term song, properly iinplinug an air of a simple

kind, is often, though not very correctly, applied

to the elaborate aria of the opera, or the solemn

air of the oratorio. A song generally imphes an

air for a single voice—airs for more than one voice

being, however, sometimes called part-songs. Eng-

land jiroduced in the course of last century a large

number of beautiful songs. Of the numerous songs

which are continu;illy appearing in this country at

the present day, extremely few have musically much
merit, and iu a large proportion of cases the words

are of a sUly and iuSipid description. Germany has

of late produced a larger proportion of beautiful

songs than any other country. Among songs, not the

leas'! interesting are the national and popidar airs of

different coimtries, generally of uncertain date, and

almost always possessed of much ch.ar.actcr.

SONG OF BIRDS. All birds have some voice

or cry which they utter, and most of them various

notes' appropriate to various occasions. The power

of producing clear and sweet musical notes is chiefly

found in certain families of the order Jnsessores ;

some of which, as the lark, iKuir forth their song in

the an- ; but the greater number, like the thrush and

nightingale, sit whilst they sing. The compass and

v.-iriety of notes, the power of triUing and shaking,

the loudness, clearness, and sweetness of the song,

differ very much in different species, each of which

may be as perfectly recognised by its song as by its

form or plumage. There are .also, as is well known,

great differences among individuals of the same

species, and Mr Jesse asserts his confidence that
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there are notable differences between the song of

tlie birds of the same species generaUy in one dis-

trict and in another, just as there are provincial

dialects and modes of pronunciation in human

speech. 'The song, for example, of a thrush near

London, or in any of the home counties, has little

resemblance, except in sjiecific character, to that of

the same bird in Devonshire or near Exeter. The

same notes, I suppose, will all of them be detected,

but they are arranged for the most part into a differ-

ent tune, and are not simg in the same way. They

are given with different values, and the smging is

pitched in a different key. One great distinction

between the two cases is the number of guttural

notes of which the song of a Devonshire tlirush is

often made up. but which ne.ar London are heard

only at the end of a bar, or even much less fre-

quently; Wilde those chief notes, which mainly

constitute the song of the other bird, and make it

so impressive, are rarely pronounced by the Devon-

shire thrush.'—toHcs and Occupations of Country

Life, p. 112.

The singing of birds is chiefly connected with the

love-season ; although some birds sing at other

seasons also, during fine weather, and when food is

abundant, as if merely to utter their happiness, and

by uttering, to increase it. It is during the pau-ing-

time that they are most vocal ; the singing of many
is continued with frequency also during the period

of incubation, but with some change of character.

It is the male alone that sings. Female birds have

voice also, but do not possess the power of warbling

like their mates. There are generaUy considerable

anatomical differences in the larynx of the two

sexes.

There can be no doubt that the singing of the

male bird is intended to attract aud please the

female, and that he delights in this display of his

own powers. In this respect, there is no difference

between the birds of most melodious song and those

of harsh discordant voice. The crowong of the

cock and the gobbling of the turkey have tlie same

purpose as the song of the nightingale. In them

may be also seen an emulation which is ready further

to display itself in combats, and probably these take

place among the males of all birds. But questions

of rivalry seem in part to be decided amongst some

of the songsters of the groves by mere musical

displays. Caged birds evidently often sing from

emvdation. llemarkable proofs of the extent to

which this feeling prcvaUs with regard to the musical

powers, are afforded by well-authenticated anec-

dotes.

The imitative powers so remarkably possessed by
the mocking-bird and a few other species, are to

some extent possessed by many bii-ds.

SONGHAY, a former kingdom of Africa,

extended both on the east and west banks of the

river Niger to the south of the angle which that

river makes at Burrum, in lat. 17" 30' N. The
reigning king, said to have been the fifteenth of his

dynasty, enibraced Islam in the beginning of the

lith century. In 1468—1469, the ruler of S.

marched upon Timbuktu, conquered the town and
surrounding state, and added them to his own king-

dom. Under Hij Mohammed A'skia, who came
into power at the end of the 15th c, and who was
perhaps the greatest sovereign that ever ruled over

Negroland, the S. empire extended from Hausa
almost to the shores of the Atlantic, and from
lat. 12' N. to the confines of Morocco. After many
ye.ars of revolution and ciril war, this great empire
became a province of Morocco in 1607.

SO'NNET, a short poetical piece, generally lyrical

in its nature, and dealing with one idea of a grave
818

nature, presented under various aspects. It is

restricted in length to fourteen lines ; the arrange-

ment of the rhiines is pecidiar and intricate, and
wiU be best understood by an example—Words-
worth's Sonnet on the Sonnet—

Nuns fret not at their convent's narrow room

;

And henuits are contented with tlieir cells
;

And students with their pensive citadels :

Maids at the wheel, the weaver at liis loom.
Sit hUthe and happy ; hees that soar for bloom,

High as the highest peak of Furness Fells,

WiU murmur by the hour in foxglove beUs :

In truth, the prison, unto whicli we doom
Oiu'selves, no prison is : and hence to me.
In sundry moods, 'twas pastime to he bound
Withm the Sonnet's scanty plot of ground ;

Pleased if some soids (for such there needs must he)

Who have felt the weight of too much liberty,

Should find short solace there, as I have fomid.

SON OF GOD. Considered from the side of dog-

matic theology, the phrase Son of God denotes the

Second Person of the Trinity (q. v.), and is con-

ceived to have been applied to him on account of

that subordination to the Father, to which from all

eternity he voluntarily submitted, and which, it is

thought, pecuUarly fitted him for accomplishing the

work of redemption. If we e.xamine the use of

the name in the Scriptures, it appears to have been
both appUed by Jesus to himself, and given to

him by his disciples, to express a siugidar and
mysterious relationship in which he stood to God.
The phrase was one not altogether unltnown to

the Jews. The plural, ' sons of God,' occurs

several times in the Old Testament (Gen. vi. 2, 4

;

Job i. 6, ii. 1 ; Psahn Ixxxii. 6, (fee.) ; but in

all these cases it is applied (tropicaUy) to angels

or persons possessing some exalted dignity ; and
the chUch'en of Israel, in their coUective capacity

as the favoured nation, are t\vice caUed by God
his 'son' (Ex. iv. 22, 23; Hosea xi. 1). The use

made in the New Testament of the famous passage

of the 2d Psalm (' Thou art my Son ; this day
have I begotten thee ') is thought to constitute con-

clusive evidence that the spiritually-minded among
the ancient people recognised a ' Son of God.' The
only direct and literal occuri'ence of the phrase ' Son
of God' is found in the Book of Daniel (iii. 25, 'The
form of the fourth is like the Son of God '), and this

singular circumstance has suggested the idea, that

the Hebrew conception of a Messiah or anointed

deliverer was first connected and combined with
the stiU grander conception of a divine natm'e mider
Assyrian or Persico-Assyrian influences. If, it is

argued, the Hebrews generally, or even their spiri-

tual leaders, had beheved the Messiah to be the
' Son of God ' in any otlier sense than that he was
propheticaUy fiUed with the Spirit of God, both the

idea and the phi'ase would have played a far more
prominent part than they do in the religion and
literature of the nation. Nor does it appear that

the idea of a ' Son of God ' (in the Uteral sense) ever

rooted itself in the Hebrew mind, which, from its

sublime conviction of the unity of God, seems to

have always regarded this approach to duahsm in

the Godhead witli peculiar aversion. Hence, we find

that the assumption of the title by Jesus provoked
the bitterest opposition on the part of the great

majority of his countrymen. They did not hate

him because he claimed to lie the ' Messiah,' the
' Christ

;
' on the contrary, they were prepared to

accept as such any teacher whose words or works
seemed to justify his pretensions to the dignity

;

but when Jesus claimed to be the ' Son of God,'

equal and one with the Father, they sought to

stone him. It was, in fact, this assertion of his

divinity that cost Jesus his life.
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SONO'RA, a frontier state in the north-west of

Mexico, bounded on the N. by the United States'

territory of New Mexico, and on the W. by Lower
California and the Gulf of California. Area,

131,117 sq. m. ;
pop. (in 1S59) 135,UU0. Several

line bays indent the coast ; lagoons occur near the

shore ; and in the western part of the state, there

are several lakes. The great system of the Andes

skirts the eastern frontier, and throws off branches

which occupy much of the surface of the state. In

the west, the surface is mostly flat, with a fertile soil,

and a warm but variable climate. The chief rivers

are the Eio Colorado, Sonora, Yaqui, and Mayo.

Two abundant crops are gathered every year from

the same land ; and the principal crops are wheat,

maize, peas, and beans ; though tobacco, sugar-

cane, and cotton are also grown. But the wealth

of the state is not in its agricultural capabilities,

but in its mineral treasures, which are considered

inexhaustible. ' Hardly a village or grazing estate,'

writes a recent traveller, ' but can shew some vem

of gold, silver, lead, or copper ;
' and he thinks that

in In probability ' not a fourth of its existing

metallic wealth is known, while not a moiety of that

has been or is being developed.' The inliabitants

of S. are for the most part degraded, indolent, and

uneducated, and among them mining enterprise has

now reached its lowest ebb.—See Arizona and

Sonora, by Sylvester Mowry (Lond. 1864).

SONSONA'TE, a town of Central America, in

San Salvador, and 40 miles west-north-west of the

city of that name. Pop. about 10,000 inhabitants.

SOOLOO' ISLANDS. See SuLU Islaxds.

SOO'SOO (Platanista Ganrjdkus or Soosoo Gan-

neticus), a cetacean of the Dolphin family, inhabiting

the Ganges, and most abundant in the sluggish

waters of its delta, but found also as far up the

river as it is navigable. It is supposed to be the

Soosoo [Platanista Gangeticus).

PUdanida of Pliny. It is the only known existing

species of its genus, and i^"^^^^^''"^ f.f^^ JTl'^;

water cetacean. It attains the ength of about 12

feet, and is not unlike the dolphins m its genci.il

form The habits of the S. are sluggish except

that in pursuit of prey it moves with ^reat energy

and rapidity. The flesh resembles lean beef, but is

never eaten by the Hindus, who, however set a

^reat value on\he fat, which lies between the skin

and the flesh, as an external medicmal application.

There are several fossil species of this genus.

SOOT is that portion of fuel which escapes com-

bustion, and which is mechanically carried up by

the ur;ent of hot air, either to be < epos, ed on the

Rides of the chimney, or to be discharged into the

atmosphere. The soot of coal and that of wood

^aU probability differ materially, the former

ZntlUl^' more carbonaceous matter and more am-

mon ac^falts than the latter. Bracon.iet publ.slied

™n elaborate analysis of the soot of wood; but

good recent analyses of both kinds of soot are still

required. Both kinds are used as manure ; and
wood-soot, imderthe title FuUfjo Ligni, was formerly

contained in the British Pharmacopoeias. According

to NeUgan, it has been found most efficacious in the

latter stages of hooping-cough in children, and in

some forms of hysteria ; and he gives directions for

the preparation of a Decoction, an Extract, a Spirit,

and a Tincture. See Neligan's Medicine-i, &c.

(Gth ed., p. 53). Contact with "soot often gives rise

to a pecuUar form of cancer, which is consequently

known as Chimneij-SweejKrs' Cancer.

SOPHI'A, a town of Bulgaria, 170 miles north-

west of Adrianople, in a beautiful plain on the

river Isker. Besides about 30 mosques, it contains

several Christian churches, is the see of a Greek and

a Pioman CathoUc archbishop, and carries on manu-

factures of cloth, leather, silk goods, and tobacco.

Its hot springs and baths are highly esteemed.

Pop. 24,000. 8. occupies the site of the ancient

Sardica.

SOPHIA, St, Church amd Mosque of, a cele-

brated structure at Constantinople, long an object

of great interest to all visitors of that city. It was

originally built by the Emperor Constantine in 325

326, on occasion of the translation of the seat of

empire to Byzantium ; and is so called as being

dedicated, not, as commonly supposed, to a saint of

that name, but to the ffaqia Sophia (Holy Wisdom),

that is, to the Eternal Wisdom of God or the Logos,

the Second Person of the Trinity. The building of

Constantine was subsequently rebuilt and enkrged

by his son Constantius ; and this second church of

Constantius ha\'ing been destroyed in 404, was

rebuilt by Theodosius the Younger m 41o ;
and

it lasted unaltered till the celebrated Nikti, Se-

dition, or Battle of the Factions of the Circus,

under Justinian, in 532, in which it was totally

destroyed. The present buildiug is substantially

that which was erected by Justinian m expiation

of this sacrilege. It occupied less th.an seven

years in its erection, and the history of the work

and of the details of its material and construction

are full of marvels. Ten thousand workmen are

said to have been employed upon it. The mate-

rials were supplied from every part of the empire,

and comprised remains of almost every cele-

brated temple of the ancient paganism. The

seddia of the priests .and those of the patriarch

were of silver gilt. The dome of the tabernack

was of pure gold, and was surmounted by a gold

cross weighing 75 lbs., .and encrusted with precious

stones. All the sacred vessels and other appar-

atus were of gold. The altar-cloths were em-

broidered with fold and pearls ; and the altar i^eU

was composed of a mass of molten gold, into which

were thrown pearls, sapphires, diamonds, onyxes,

and every other object which could raise >
t?

"«tU-

ness to the highest imaginable degree. The tot^

cost of the structure is stated by the ancient auth^

rities .at 320,000 pounds borne rcgar<l this as

nouncb-weight of silver, others as of gold. One of

'the latest writers on the subject, Mr ^eale (Aa..rm.

Church vol. i. p. 237), a<lopt3 the latter estimate.

and thlis compites the cost at the enormous sum

of .£13,000,000 !
., , , „.,

The builcUng may be described as a square of 241

feet forming interiorly a Greek cros-s and sur-

rounded in tlie interior by a woman s choir or gal-

lery, supported by m.agniHcent pillars, for the most

nrt borrowed from ancient buildings. In the centre

rises a dome, which is supported by two great scnu-

domes, which in their turn rest mwn sm.aUcr

semi-domes, the whole presenting a scries of un-

exampled beauty. The lieight of the <lo>"« >' 1 '^

feet. The building is approached by a double
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porch, whicli is about 100 feet in deptb. Tbe -wbole

of the interior was richly decorated with sculptured

marble and mosaics. Even in the reign of Justinian,

a further reconstruction of the building became
necessary, the dome having fallen in, on an earth-

quake ; but this may be said to have been the last

important change in the structure within the Chris-

tian period of Constantinople.

On the occupation of that city by the Turks in

145.3, St S. was approjjriated as a mosque. All

its purely Christian fittings and internal struc-

tures were swept away. The Christian emblems
were either mutilated or covered up from view by a

coating of plaster. The latter course was adopted

throughout the building in the case of mosaic
pictures containing representations of the human
figure, which the Koran proscribes as unlawful, and
thus the original mosaics of the Justinian era have
in great part escaped destruction- Some years since,

the late sultan, Abdid Medjid, having ordered a

complete restoration of the building, these mosaics

were accidentally brought to light, and, with the

consent of the sultan, artists were sent out from
Berlin, who, with the assistance of the architect

employed by the Turkish government, made accu-

rate copies of all these interesting relics of antiquity,

which have been published at the expense of the

Prussian government by M. Salzenberg, the artist

thus employed by the king. The interior of the

buikUng at present is very judiciously restored for

Mohammedan worship, the Christian decorations

being again carefidly covered up, coated with plaster

in imitation of mosaic-work. Like all mosques, St

S. is closed against Christian visitors except upon
special firman, which, however, is easily obtained,

and the privilege may be had at small expense by
the traveller through the interposition of the mas-
ters of the principal hotels.—See Von Hammer's
Gonstantinopolis ttiid der Bosporos (2 vols. 8vo, Pesth,

1822) ; Salzenberg's AU-christlkhe Baudenhnale
Konstanlinopels (Berlin, 185-1) ; Haghes, Aya Sofia

Constantinople (London, 1854) ; also Edinb. Revieio,

April 18G5, p. 456, and foil.

SO'PHISTS. The Sophists were the leading

public teachers in ancient Greece during the 5th
and 4th centuries B.C., and their character has

been a subject of much dispute. Most of the histo-

rians of philosophy—intluenced seemingly by the

lampoons of Aristophanes, the comic poet, and by
the disparaging remarks of Socrates, Plato, and
Aristotle, who stood in a quite different position

from the teachers by profession— represent the

Sophists as 'ostentatious impostors, flattering and
duping the rich youth for their own personal gain,

undermining the morality of Athens, public and
private, and encouraging their ])upils to unscru-

pidous ambition and cupidity.' Mr Grote, in his

History of Greece, chap. Ixrii., has combated these

positions, and given a much more favourable saew
of the Sophists.

A Sophist, in the original sense of the word
(derived from sophos, wise or learned), was a wise

man, a clever man, one who stood prominently
before the public for intellect or talent. Solon and
Pythagoras are called Sophists ; the name was
applied even to great poets. Socrates was repeatedly
so designated ; Plato is .alluded to by the same
title. By the general public, any man of intellec-

tual eminence would be spoken of as a Sophist.

With the feeling of admiration towards the intellec-

tual class, there was mixed up a certain invidious

sentiment, from whatever cause arising ; and the
name Sophist being often used to express the dis-

like as well as the admiration, came ultimately to

have a predominating bad sense. Stdl, the general
public, in the use of the word, comprehended

Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, and their philo-

sophical disciples and followers, equally with tlie

pi-ofessional teachers.

The great intellectual start made in Greece during
the 5th c. B. c, led to an advanced standard of

general instruction. Tliere had been an established
popular education long before—-incluthng music,
reading, and recitation—but now there were found
among the public teachers men of the highest
accomplishments that the age could furnish, who
taught whatever was known of astronomy, geo-
graphy, and physics, as well as the newly started
controversial tliscussions in ethics and in meta-
physics. These men shared with the other intellec-

tual celebrities the title of Sophist. But there was
one circumstance in their case that greatly deepened
the invidious sentiment—they taught for pay. This
brought them under the odium of two classes : in

the first place, the poor, who could not afford the
fees, felt themselves in a new position of inequality
with the rich ; secondly, the jthilosophers, properly
so called, who had not yet begun to receive money
from their disciples, held in contempt those that did.

Both Socrates and Plato had a vehement repugnance
to the idea of a money-b.argain between master and
p<ipU ; in their eyes, the relationship was one of pure
attachment and devotion ; and they considered that
all the invidious part of the designation Sophist, and
more, was richly desen'ed by the teachers for hire

;

and as these public teachers, by the nature of their

vocation, would probably be often shallow and
superficial, as compared with the great philosophers,

we can understand the full definition of Sophist by
Aristotle—' an impostrous pretender to knowledge,
a man who employs what he knows to be fallacy,

for the purpose of deceit and of getting money.'
With all the great authority of Aristotle, this charge
applied indiscriminately to the body of men employed
in training youth for active life, will not bear inves-

tigation. Enough is known of the lives, characters,

and doctrines of the class to refute the accusation.

The Sophists were a profession growing out of the
circumstances, and supplying a want, of the age.

The most valuable ideas and habits of any accom-
plished Athenian were due to his education under
some teacher of the class Ehetor or Sophist.

So far from the age of the So])hists being an age
of corrupted public morality, Mr Grote contends
that it was the reverse. He adduces a midtitude of

historical facts to prove that the morality of the
Athenian public was greatly improved at the end
of the 5th c. B. c, as compared with the beginning
of that century.

SO'PHOCLl^S, the great master of Greek
tr.agedy, was born at Colonus, a village about a mile
from Athens. The date of his birth is not exactly
known, but is fixed at 495 B.C. Sophillus, his

father, a man of good birth and fortune, bestowed
much care on his son's education ; insomuch that,

aided by his highly prepossessing appearance, S.

was selected for his skill in poetry and music to

lead with dance and the lyre, after the victory of

Salamis, the chorus of youths in a triumphal p^an
composed by himself. In his 2Sth year, he is said

to have exit ibited his first l>lay ; and three years
before, in a contest with rival scenic writers, one of

whom was ^schylus, he gained the first prize, by
the decision of the judges Cimon and his colleagues.

He liad, by Nicostrata, two sons, and one by
Theoris, a Sicyonian woman. lophon, one of his

two sons by Nicostrata, summoned him in his old

age before the Phratores, on the charge of incapacity

to manage his private afl'airs, but he refuted the
charge by reciting to the court a beautiful chorus
from his (Edipiis in Colonus. He died at the age of

90, full of years and honours. His private character
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was easy and contented, but not, as has been hastily
assumed, profligate. His turn of mind was devout,
as is e\ndeut throughout his plays ; and he evinced
no taste for poUtical or active life, althougli he is

said to have accepted command in the Samian war.
He -was a proHtic author. He was the reputed
composer of as many as 130 plays, of which, however,
1 7 have been deemed spurious. He gained, according
to his biographer, the first tragic prize 20 times,
bearing the palm on several occasions from ^^schylus
and Euripides, nut to mention less well-known
competitors. He w-rote also pa;ans, elegies, and
epigrams, of which we have but few remains. He
lived on terms of intimacy not only with his great
rivals, but with Aristophanes and Herodotus. We
have no knowledge of the order in which his plaj's,

that have survived, were written. The most
plausible arrangement is perhaps that of Midler,
who graduates them as follows: AntUione, Electro,

Trachinite, (Edqnis Bex, Ajaj; Philocteles, (Edipus
Coloneus. S. is justly accounted the most perfect

of the Attic tragedians. In his hands, tragedy
becomes the true and faithful reflex of human feel-

ings, jiassions, impulses. His ideas are ethical,

with a constant reference to a diWne disposer of

events. * There has hardly,' says Miiller, * been any
poet whose works can be compared \\'ith those of

Sophocles for the universality and durability of

their moral significance. Of all the poets of anti-

quity, he has penetrated most deeply into the

human heart.' His versification is remarkable for

its softness and fluency. The best editions are

those of AVuuder (Gotha and Erfurt, 1S31— 1S46)

and Schneidewin. The chief translations of S. into

English are those of Potter (Lond. 17SS), Dale
(Lond. 1824), and recently (1865) of Plumptre.

Besides these we may mention special translations

by Professor D'Arcy Thompson of the Ajax, and by
Dr Donaldson of the Antigone.

SOPRA'NO (Ital.), the highest species of female

voice, whose range extends from

or in some cases higher. The highest notes gener-

ally belong to the falsetto register. Sweetness and

mellowness are the characteristic qualities of a

soprano voice, which is for the most part less full

than an alto, but lighter, fresher, and more expres-

sive of .I'ojrfid, lively, and highly impassioned

feelings. Music for soprano voices is usually WTitten

in the treble clef, but sometimes in the soprano clef

with C on the first line Zj-U . A voice some-

times distinguished as intermediate between alto

and soprano', is the Mezzo-soprano, whose usual

compass is from

SO'RA, a city of Southern Italy, in the provmce

of Terra di Lavoro, with 12,031 inhabitants. It

stands in a fertile plain, watered on one side by the

Liris or GarigUano, which is spanned by two brulges

at the town. The population is industrious and

wealthy. There are manufactories of woollen cloth

and of jiaper. S. was originally a Volscian town

passed into the possession of the Samnites and

then into that of the Romans. Remains of the

Cyclopean walls of the ancient citadel are stdl visible.

SO'RAU, a town of Prussia, in the province of

Brandenburg, GO miles south-south-east <>f I'rank-

furt-on-the-Oder. It h;v3 important bleach-fields,
,

print-works, and colour-works. Poii. 9393. S. is

one of the oldest towms in Prussia.

SORB. See Seuvice.

SORBONNE, a celebrated academic body at
Paris, which dates from the middle of the 13th c.,

and which, down to the French Revolution, held a
prominent place in every doctrinal, hturgical, or
canonical controversy which arose in the church.
It derives its name from its founder, Robert de
Sorbon, a canon of Cambrai, born of a humble
family, in the vUIage of Sorbon, in the Ardennes, in
1201. Being recommended by his learning and
virtues to Ijoius IX., he was selected by that king
as his chaplain and confessor. At this time, the
university of Paris was at the very height of its

celebrity, and Robert de Sorbon conceived a pro-
ject for rendering its advantages accessible to poor
students, by opening an institution in which a
society of secidar priests, being provided with all

the necessaries for their own maintenance, should
devote themselves gratuitously to the teaching of

theology. It was established with the full sanction

and warm encouragement of King (afterwards St)

Louis in 1252, originally for the reception of sixteen

scholars, four respectively from the Gauhsh, Norman,
Picard, and English nations, to which the German
was subsequently added. Robert was himself the

first head ; but it was not till after 18 years that he
drew up the constitution of the association, which,

it may be added, remained in force without any
substantial alteration tiU the French Revolution.

The institution was not confined to the poor scholars

of the original establishment, but extended to the

bachelors and doctors aggregated to the body of the

Sorbonne. All these were of necessity p-aduates of

the Faculty of Theology of the university of Paris,

but they were only admitted to membership of the

Sorbonne by the votes of that body, which formed

one of the four constituent parts of the Theological

Facidty, and after a public disputation, technically

called the 'Sorbonica,' or 'Robertina,' in which

the disputant was required to sustain, against all

antagonists, from the hour of five in the morning

to that of seven in the afternoon, theses or pro-

positions selected from the whole range of theo-

logical science. The first recorded actor in this

great theological tournament was a Franciscan friar

named Mayron, a scholar of John Duns Scotus

;

but he was followed by a long roll of imitators,

in which are found many of the gi-eatost names

in medieval and post-reformation history. These
' Sorbonne Acts ' form in some respects one of the

most characteristic chapters in medieval literary

history, the succession of disput.ants and the variety

of subjects bemg altogether extraordinary. The

disputants in some cases exceeded sixty in number.

The foundation of Robert de Sorbon w.as ajiprnved

in 1208 by Clement IV.; but the name of S<irboune

does not ajipcar to have been appropriated to it till

some time in the course of the 14th century. Robert

de Sorbon also established another college for the

study of the Humanities and Philosophy, which was

called the college of Calvi, or the Little Sorbonne,

and seems to h.ave been preparatory t<i the SorlKiiine

course of study. In the loth e.,the Sorbonne, .as being

in great measure identilicil with the Theological

Facility of the Paris University, holds an important

place ill the history of theological controversy, and

in all the contests which followed the Reformation

in France, it holds a foremost rank ; there lieing

few of the great names of the Galbcan Church which

are not included in its ac.a.iemic roll. Among the

niunilieent works of the great Cardinal Richelieu,

who was a pupil of the Sorbonne, was what may

be described as a complete rccoustnictiou of the
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buildings. The new Sorbonue comprised, in addi-

tion to the ]>ubhc academical hall, lodgings for the

36 doctors, which were assigned to the doctors

successively in the order o£ seniority. The head
of the Sorbonne institute was called Provisor,

and was elected by the members, together with

the Archdeacon o£ Paris, the four Deans of

Faculty, and some other dignitaries of the univer-

sity. Besides the resident membei-s of the Sorbonne,

there were also external associates, called ' Socii

Hospitalitatis,' who had no share in the deliberations

of the body or the governmental acts of the institu-

tion. The Sorbonne continued in the enjoyment of

its privileges and its revenues down to the Revolu-

tion, when it shared in the common ruin of all the

ecclesiastical establishments of France. At the

reorganisation of the university by Napoleon in 1S08,

the Sorbonne was re-established as the Theological

Faculty of that body ; but it failed to recover its

old prestige even with the clerical body. One of

the conditions of membership was an oath to main-
tain the celebrated four ' Galilean Propositions.'

See Gallican Church. This condition deterred

many ; and although it was revoked by the pro-

posed concordat of 1817, yet, on the failure of this

concordat, it still continued in force down to the

revolution of 1S30. In the more recent organisation

of the university, the Sorbonne has no distinct or

special character ; but its halls still retain their

ancient appellation.—See Wetser's Kirchen-lexicon,
' Sorbonne.'

SORE'CID^, a family of Mammalia, of the order

Carnarta, and section Insectivora of Cnvier. They
are generally small animals, covered with soft hail'

;

under which, on each flank, is a band of stiff closely-

set bristles, and among them glands which exude a
peculiar odorous fluid. The legs are short, and the
feet are five-toed, and generally formed for burrow-
ing. Some species are aquatic, and their feet

webbed. The S. are all plantigrade. Most of them
are nocturnal animals. They generally feed on
insects and worms. A remarkable characteristic of

the family is the elongated muzzle. They have
long incisors, and their molar teeth are generally

furnished vrith conical points. The tail is generally
scaly. To this family belong Shrews, Shrew-mice,
Musk Rats or Desmans, &c. They are found both
in warm and cold climates. Those which inhabit
cold climates generally pass the winter in a lethargic

or doraiant state.

SORESI'NA, a large mercantile town of Northern
Italy, proviuce of Cremona, with 8356 inhabitants.

A great trade is carried on in a kind of condiment
called Mostarda, which is prepared there, consisting
of fruits, &c., preserved in vinegar and sugar, and
also in a kind of liqueur called Mintrd, held in
great repute in Italy as a carminative.

SO'RGHO GRASS axd SORGHUM. See
DURRA.

SO'RIA. See Numantu.
SOROCA'BA, a town of Brazil, in the province

of Sao Paulo, stands on a river of the same name, 70
nules west of the city of Sao Paulo. Pop. 12,000.

SO'RREL (Bmnex), a genus of plants of the
natural order Polyyonem, very closely allied to
Pnlygonwm (q.v.) and Fagopi/rum (see Buckwheat),
but having the perianth divided into six segments,
the three inner of which enlarge and cover the
achenium. The genus is very naturally divided
into two sections, the first of which is already
noticed in the article Dock. The name S. belongs
only to the second, characterised by dicecious
flowers, and acidity of stems and leaves. Comsion
B. (i?. acetosa) is a perennial found in meadows and

pastures throughout the whole of Europe, and is

very plentifid in Britain. Its stem is from a foot

to two feet high ; its leaves arrow-shaped. It is an
agreeable salad, and is used in soups and sauces,

and as an addition to dishes of greens. It is there-

fore sometimes cidtivated in gardens.

—

French S.,

or Roman S. {R. scutatus), a native of France and
Italy, has broader and blunter leaves, and is more
frequently cultivated than Common S., being con-

sidered of finer flavour.

—

Sheep's S. (i?. acetosella)

is a very similar plant, but of much smaller size,

and its roots run very much imder-ground, so that

it is a very troublesome weed in gardens and fields

of poor dry soil, in which it is very common in all

parts of Britain.—For Wood S., see Oxalide^.—
For the Red S. of the West Indies, see Hibiscus.

SOBREL TREE {Lyoiiia arborea, formerly

Andromeda arhorea), a tree of the natural order

Ericece, remarkable in that portion of the order to

which it belongs for its magnitude, its near alUes

being genei-ally small shrubs. It grows chiefly on
the Alleghany Mountains, from Virginia to Georgia,

and attains a height of 50 feet, with a trunk 12—15

inches in diameter. The wood is of little or no use.

The leaves are acid, and are sometimes used for

dyeing wool black.

SORRE'NTO {Lat. Surrentum, Gr. Syrentiim), a

maritime town in the south of Italy, jirovince of

Naples, is situated on the south-east side of the

beautiful Bay of Naples, on the promontory wliich

separates the latter from the GiJf of Salerno, about
7 miles south-west of Castellamare. Pop. 7180.

It is an archiepiscopal see, and possesses a cathedral.

The manufacture of silk is extensively carried on.

There are still considerable remains of the walls

which were erected in the middle ages, and on the
landward side it is surrounded by a broad and
deep ra\dne, the side towards the sea being protected

by precipitous rocks. On the north-west of the

town is a considerable plain or table-land, called

Piano di Sorrento, about 1000 feet above the sea-

level, surroimded and protected from the cold

east winds by a range of hills ; it is intersected

by numerous gorges and ravines, studded with
villas and farm-houses, and covered with orange
groves and vineyards ; all which combined render
the vicmity of the city in a high degTee jiicturesque.

It is celebrated for the mildness, dryness, and general
salubrity of its climate, on which account it has
been much resorted to both in ancient and modern
times by invalids and convalescents. Among the

Romans, the wine of S. was held in high reputation

;

it had to be kept about 25 years before it arrived at

maturity. Nothing certain is known of the origin

of S., but it is believed to be very ancient, and
many ruins are pointed out by the ciceroni as being
remains of Roman temples, &c. Tasso was a native

of Sorrento.

SO'RTES BI'BLIC^, SORTES VIRGI-
LIA'NiE, &c.—Among the ancients, a favourite

kind of cUvination was that known as Siichornancy,

or divination by lines of poetry. The method
pursued was to select a number of verses from a
j)oet, mix them together in an urn, draw one out at

random, and from its contents to inter good or evil.

As Virgil was the most popular and admired of all

the Latin poets, his writings, and especially the
^Enekl, became the favourite book for this purpose,
and it was undoubtedly this practice that laid the
basis of the great reputation as a magician Viigil

enjoyed during the middle .ages. The SibyUine
oracles were also much used for the same purpose.

The practice did not cease with the introduction of

Christianity ; but instead of Virgil, or, to speak
more correctl}', alongside of VirgiJ, the Bible was
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employerl to ascertain the future. la place, liow-
ever, of throwing lines into a ' heathen ' urn, it was
customary to open the book, as it were, accidentally,
or to stick a pin between the leaves at hazard, and
then open the book—the passage first catching the
eye being regarded as pregnant with prophecy as to
your future welfare. Such lots drawn from Scripture
were called, in the middle ages, Sortes Bihlicce, just
as those drawn from Virgil were called Surles

Virgiliana!. The custom of using (or abusing)
the Bible in this grossly superstitions way still

lingers in England, Scotland, and other countries,

but it is now more a froho of children than aught
else.

SO'RTIE, an outrush of a beleaguered garrison,

equivalent to Sally (see Saxly-port). '

SORUS. See Ferns.

SOSTENU'TO (Ital.), a term used in musical
notation, to indicate a sustained mode of execution,

continuous in respect of tone.

SOTTEVILLE-LES-EGUEN, a small town of

France, in the dep. of Seine- lufgrieure, 4 miles south
of Rouen by railway. Pop. (1862) S1S2.

SOU, or SOL. See Solidus.

SOUARI NUT. See Caryocae.

SOUDAN. See Subak.

SOUFFLE, a light and agreeable dish, consisting

chiefly of the whites of eggs, to which other in-

gredients (chocolate, cheese, vanilla, orange-flower

water, rose-water, various essences, &c.) are added,

to give consistency, flavour, and variety. The
materials have to be agitated with a whisk until

the whole is in a creamy froth ; which is then

baked in a sonffle-pan, made of such a form as to

fit into a dish or proper holder, that can be sent

to table, and quicldy handed round.

SOUKCHOU'M KALE', a seaport town of

Asiatic Russia, in the government of Transcaucasia,

on the east coast of the Black Sea. In 1831, a

commercial port was established here, which, how-
ever, has not fulfilled the expectations that were

formed regarding it, having surrendered its pre-

eminence to Potti, a town about 70 miles to the

south-east.

SOUL, in the language of spiritualistic philo-

sophers, covers the whole region of mind, and is

generally conceived of as a naturally imjierishable

entity, in relation with the body, but definable, for

the most part, only in terms of the complete negation

of material attributes. With this the popular

conception in the main coincides, though it is less

laboured, and considerably less negative. In its

original signification, the word appears to have stood

for the principle of life both in men and in animals.

The modes of conceiving it were various : it was

sometimes regarded as the mere harmony of the

bodily functions, and sometimes as a distinct entity

of highly ethereal nature, and generally supposed to

be seated in, or connected with, the blood ; but no

essential distinction was made between the soul of

man and the soul of brutes. Very soon, however,

the manifest superiority of man to the lower creation

suggested difficulties, which were increased as the

thought of an after-life, in a different sense from

transmigration, was gradually developed. And m
man, the constant war among his memliers, the

opposition of passion and reason, as it began to be

observed with the growing habit of introspection,

called for some explanation which should apply to

humanity only. To meet all such difficulties, a

' Trichotomy,' or three-fold division of the human

constitution, was assumed, according to which a

naturally immortal and rational element was sup-

posed to make part of man, besides the animal soul

(always variously conceived) which he shared with
the brutes. Between the two distinct elements—
the animal and the rational soul—the various men-
tal energies were difi'erently apportioned by diflerent
thinkers, according as those energies were thought
more or less noble and divine. Without goinf
back upon obscure traditions regarding the beliefs

of the early jieoples, Plato's views may be cited aa
amounting to a Trichotomy, and in Aristotle there
is the distinct mention of a noetic principle in man
by the side of the animal sold. Later Greek schools
put fonvard a similar \ie\v ; and Philo, the fore-

runner of the Neo-Platonists, even spoke of the soul

of the soul. Lucretius has the same curious expres-
sion, to which corresponds the distinction of Roman
ivriters in general between animus and the auimaL
soul, anima. The earliest Christian writings occa-
sionally distinguish body, soul, and spirit (pneuma).
Such a threefold division was unfamiliar to the
Jewish mind, which appears to have rested in a
kind of dualism, and was removed even from the
common Greek philosophical expression, pneuma
being the word employed by Stoic dualists to de-

scribe the fine ethereal nature of the material souL
It is hard to say whether a thorough-going Tricho-

tomy was meant by the Christian writers, or whether
the soul was not merged in either of the extreme
elements—the coarse material body, or (as commonly
conceived) the finely attenuated but stiU material

spirit. Till about the 4th c, the language of Tri-

chotomy prevailed in the Christian ^vritings, but
thenceforth the doctrine became suspect, having
been specially appropriated by certain heretical

sects, and soul and spirit came to be identified

in substance, and distinguished only in function.

Aqiunas, and, later, Calvin, pronounced in favour of

the dualistic rendering, after which modern popular

expression has been moulded, chieily through the

predominant influence of spiritualism since the time

of Descartes. This gives prominence to the word
soul over spirit, except in religious and purely

metaphysical aspects. The successors of Descartes

have followed him in calling the single soul at

once both rational and sensitive ; but in rejecting,

almost without exception, his description of the

lower animals as mere mechanical automat.i, they

have ignored, without an attempt to exjilain, the

real difficulty that he sought to get rid of, and that

the Trichotomy sought to meet. The ancient

doctrine has been revived in various shapes by

P.aracelsus, Van Helmout, the anatomist Willis, De
Maistre, and others.

7'/te Egyptian doctrine of the soul is one of the

most important, as it is the most ancient, for this

nation appears to h.avo been the first to declare

that the sold was immortal. The genesis of the

sold itself, however, is not defined by the monu-

ments, although the existence of a cosmic soul,

from which the others jiroceeded, is mentioned by

ancient authors. The following may bo gathered

from a comparison of the papjTi and monuments

with the traditions handed do«ii by the classical

waiters :—The soul itself, once separated from the

cosmic or mimdane soul, was siipposwl to undergo

numerous transmigrations, ji.issing from one ani-

mated body to another till its cycle of existence

was fulfilled. The soul was considered to be essen-

tially distinct from the body, and only connected

with it through the link of life. It was represeutcil

in the hieroglyphs by several signs, as a b.-iskct of

fire, a heron, a hawk with a human face, and a

ram. Its natiue was divine, but after death it

passed to the great judgment in the hall of the

Two Truths, where it Wiis tried before Osiris and

the forty-two assessors or demons of the drad,

whose verdict dctermiued its future destiny. This
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depended upon the sins it had perpetrated during

hfe, and which more or less interfered with its trans-

migration through the necessary cycle of existence

till its ultimate union with the deity, and reception

into the Egyptian heaven. In the judgment, it was
accused by the enemy or accuser ; and after the

judgment, it was either devoured or annihilated,

passed to the region of the Egyptian hell, or to

the jjlace of the metempsychosis, from which it

entered some body of man or animal on the point

of entering into existence. The gi-eat desire of

the dying, indeed, was, that his soul should pass

ofT the earth, its ' detention here preventing its

ascent to the moon or heaven. The souls of the

wicked passed into the Egyptian Hades, which the
sun was 6upi)osed to traverse during the hours of

the niglit. There they were subjected to punish-

ments of a corporeal rather than spiritual nature

—

burned in brasiers, plunged into streams, kept in

utter darkness, and deprived of the presence of the

Sun-god, uttering fearful howls and wails in the

prisons within which they were confined. After
the passing of the great judgment, the soul under-

went a series of transformations and adventures

in the future state. It was justified, as Osu-is

had been, against the accusations laid to its charge

by evil spirits. It assumed the form of a hawli,

heron, swallow, and of a snake with a human head
—that of the cosmic soul. In the fields of- the

Aah-en-ru, or Aldu, the Egyptian Elysium, it

sowed and reaped the harvest of gigantic grain

which grew in that happy plain. It ascended
the inakhen, or mystical bark, and rowed through
the winding of the celestial NUe, passed the fiery

caldron of the Hades, revisited the body, entered

the boat of the Sun, and passed through dift'erent

regions of the Egj'jrtian hell, in which the damned
were detained, arriving at last at the manifestation

to light. To preserve the body, in order that the

sold might revisit and probably reanimate it at a

future period, not only was it embalmed witli the

greatest care, but amulets were attached to it which
were supposed to have the power of retaining the

vital warmth, and of protecting it from tlestruction

or decay. The jieriod after which the sold was sup-

posed to enter again into a human body was 30U0
years, during which it transmigrated through other

orders of animated nature. The principal dogmas,
indeed, of the soul amongst these people were its-

creation or emanation from the cosmic soul, its

transmigrations, and its final reception into heaven,

where it lived in the boat of the Sun, and traversed

the liquid ether in company with that luminarj'.

The Pythagorean and Platonic schools seem to

have drawn extensively from Egyptian sources in

regard to the nature and destiny of the soul. The
Brahmauical and Buddhistic notions of the soul

have also much in common with the Egyptian.

See BuBDnisM, Transmigration.—Herodot. ii. 23
;

Plutarch, De Isid. c. 2!); Hermes, Clavis ; Priehard,

L'r/lipt. Mytliol. ; Rheinisch, Denkm. in Miramar
(Wien, ISliu).

SOULOUQUE. See Faustinps I.

SOULS, Cure or {Lat. cura ammariim, care of

souls), the technical phrase by which the canon
law describes the charge which is given to a pastor,

no matter of what degree of dignity, over the

spiritual concernsofa flock ; and the words especially

imply the right of administering the sacraments.

In this sense, the phrase is used to mark an import-

ant distinction between two classes of benefices or

church livings—' benefices with,' and ' benefices with-

out,' the cure of souls. Of the latter class are

canonries, prebends, and the whole class known in

the canon law as ' simple benefices.' Of the former
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are parochial cures, vicarial cures, and still more the
higher charges of archbishop, bishop, &c.

SOULT, 3SricoL.\s-JEAN DE DiEu, Duke of Dal-
matia, and Marshal of France, the son of a notary,
was born at Saint-Amens-la-Bastide, in the dep.

of Tarn, March 29, 1769. In 17S5, he enrolled
himself as a private in the Boyal Infantry regi-

ment ; and so distinguished himself by his steady
obedience to discipline, indomitable sang-froid, and
general intelligence, that in 1792 he became adju-

tant-major. His behaviour at Fleurus gained for

him (October 11, 1794) the brevet of general of

brigade. From 179-4 to 1799, he was employed
on the eastern frontier, and in the retreat after

the defeat of Stockach (March 25, 1799), his able

handling of the rear-guard alone prevented the

annihilation of the French army. Appointed
general of division (Aprd 21, 1799), and put under
JIassena, whom he ably seconded in Switzerland
and Italy, he was afterwards, on the warm
recommendation of ilassena, appointed by Napoleon
to one of the four colonelsliips of the consular

guards, and now became an ardent Napoleonist.

Tliis devotion, doubtless, was a great means of

his obtaining the baton of Marshal of France

;

but he most certainly justified his appointment
by his brilliant achievements in the subsequent
campaign against the Austriaus, closed by the

battle of Austerlitz, which he decided by pier-

cing the Russian centre. He also did good
service in the Prussian campaign ; and took an
important, though not a prominent part, in the

Russian campaign of 1806—1807, after which he
was appointed governor of Berlin, and created Duke
of Dalmatia. S. was next jilaced at the head of

the second corps in Spain, pursued the retreating

British, attacked them at Coruna, and though
repulsed, forced them to leave all their materiel

behind. He then conquered Portugal, and exercised

vice-regal authority over it, but the sudden arrival

of Wellesley at Coimbra, and of Beresford at

Chaves, made him retreat rapidly to Galicia. In
September 1809, he became commander-in-chief in

Spain, gained a brilliant %-ictory at Ocana (18th

November) ; and at the commencement of the
following year, overran and subdued Andalusia,

continuing to command in person the southern

army. In attemi)ting to succour Badajos, which he
had captured and garrisoned (March 11), he was
defeated by Beresford at Albuera (May 16, 1811).

After the battle of Salamanca, and the advance of

the British on Madrid, S. became thoroughly dis-

gusted at the rejection of his admiraljle plans for

transferring the theatre of war to Andalusia, and
demanded and obtained his recall ; but on the news
of Vittoria (q. v.) reaching Napoleon, S., whom alone

he considered capable of turning the tide of ill-

fortune, was, in all haste, restored to the command-
in-chief of the army of Spain. Now, however, it was
not in Spain but in France that the contest had to

be waged, and the advantage of numbers, tliscipline,

and prestige were all on the enemy's side ; never-

theless, by a system of military tactics which has

been universally admired, he completely neutrahsed

the consummate strategy of Wellington, and reduced

the campaign, during the seven months it lasted, to

a mere trial of strength, the defeats which he sus-

tained at Orthez and Toulouse being due to the

superiority of the British soldiers, not of their

general. With his usual suppleness of cliaracter, he

became an ardent royalist after tlie aVidication of

Napoleon ; but on the return of the latter from
Elba, he abandoned Louis XVIIL, and became
major-general of the imperial army. After Waterloo,

he rallied the army at Laon ; and on July 3d, at the

council of war, coincided with Carnot as to the
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uselessness of further resistance. To avoid the punish-
ment clue to his treachery, he published a memoir
traducing Napoleon in the basest manner, and laud-
ing the ' lawfid princes ' (i. e., the Bourbons) ; but in
spite of this he was banished, and not recalled till

Maj' 1S19 ; however, in the com-se of a few years
more, he was restored to all his former honours,
and took an active part in politics, and in the
development of French industry. In 1838, he was
sent as ambassador to England, and, as the great
antagonist of Wellington, w-as received with the
utmost enthusiasm. In 1845, he retired from active
duty, was honoured with the a]ipoiutment of ' Jlar-
shal-general of France ' and retired to his residence
of Soultberg, where he died, November 26, 1851.

In the following year, a statue of him, in white
marble, was placed in the galleries of Versailles.

See S.'s Meinoires, which are in process of publica-

tion ; also, Napier's Histortj of the Peninsular War ;

Thiers's Hiatoirc (fc la Revolution et de VEmpire;
and Salle's Vie Politique du Maredial S. (1834).

SOUND (Lat. sonitus) is the impression pro-

duced on the Ear (q. v.) by the vibrations of the
elastic medium, such as air or water, in which it is

plunged. That this is the case, is proved, Jirst, by
the fact, that a bell or tuning-fork in r^acuo gives

no sound when struck ; second, by the fact, that

mere currents, as such (winds, running water, &c.),

do not produce the sensation of sound until they
are frittered down into vibratory motions by
obstacles.

The most untutored ear distinguishes at once

between a mere noise and a musical note. It of

course distinguishes a loud sound from a faint one.

Moreover, it distinguishes musical notes from one

another l>y their shrillness or gi-avity, or, as it is

technically called, their Pitch. Again, as in the

case of vowel-sounds sung to the same musical

note, or as in the case of different instruments (flute

and violin, for instance) plajang the same note, it

distinguishes something further—which is caUed the

Quality of the note. It is on the pitch of notes

that the Theory of Music (q. v.) is based, for the

quaUty is only of importance in giving varietj', as

in orchestral music—or in giving richness of tone in

a solo. The most perfect music, so far as theory

goes, may be executed on the poorest instrument,

but it gives little pleasure from the want of richness

or quality. In the same way, a singer may possess

faultless intonation, yet the performance, though

musically perfect, may, from the harsh quality of

the voice, be unpleasaiit. We intend, in the present

article, to avoid everything connected ^vith music,

and have made these remarks to shew that there is

something in the theory of sound more profound

than is contemplated in the theory of music.

The questions we have now to discuss are :

1. What constitutes the difference between a mere

noise and a musical note ?

2. On what does the pitch of a note depend ?

3. On what does its quality depend ?
. , .

The answers to these queries are all contained in

the following statement

:

Every w.u.tical note consists in the repetition, at

equal small intervals of time, of some definite noise;

the pitch depends on the rate of repetition; and the

qualUy upon the nature of thefundamental noise.

Rough experimental illustrations of the parts of

this statement are easily given, more refined ones

will be afterwards alluded to. If. for instance, the

edt'e of a card be held to a revoh-ing toothed-wliecl,

a detinite noise is produced as each tooth bends the

card and allows it to spring back. ^V hile the wheel

revolves slowly, we can distinguish these successive

noises; but when it is revolving so fast tiiat they .are

no longer separately distingiushable, the character

of the sound changes completely. It now becomes
continuous, and, so far as the ear can detect, uniform,
and thus becomes a musical note (with such an
apparatus, not a pleasing one). As the wheel is

made to revolve faster and faster, the pitch of the
note rises, till it becomes a sort of shriek, and finally
becomes inaudible. The Sin'tie (q. v.) gives another
excellent illustration. In this case, the' fundamental
noise is produced by a puff of air escaping from an
orifice ; and we observe, just as before, that the
greater the number of such puffs per second, after
they have become so frequent as to be separately
undistinguishable, the higher is the pitch of the
musical note produced.
Now, if by machinery we arrange matters so that

the siri!ue and the toothed-wheel give the number
of puffs and the number of impacts on the card the
same per second, the musical note produced by each
has the same pitch. But the notes difl'er greatly in

quality, the one being exceedingly soft and ])leasant,

the other harsh and grating. The pitch, therefore,

depends on the number of noises ])er second, and
the quality upon the nature of the fundamental
noise. We shall find a complete theoretical proof
of this later.

The general nature of the mechanical process by
which sound is propagated in the air will be illus-

trated, and compared with other cases of wave-
motion, in our article on Waves. Jleanwhile, it is

only necessary for us to observe that, as the velocity

of sound is ten times greater than that of wind in

the most violent hurricane, it is not air itself which
is transferred from place to place, but a stat^ of dis-

turbance (condensation or rarefaction) of the air.

E.^ch successive layer of air in the p.ath of the sound
suffers this disturbance in turn, .and by virtue of its

Elasticity (q. v.), passes it on to the next.

Newton was the first who .attempted to deduce

from mechanical principles the velocity of sound,

but only for the particular case in which each

particle of air, in the p.ath of the sound, is supposed

to move backwards and forwards according to the

same law as the bob of a Pendulum (q. v). He
shewed that this species of motion is consistent with

the elastic properties of air, as given by Boyle's or

Mariotte's Law (q. v.), viz., that the pressure of air

is proportional to its density. The velocity of sound

in this case is of course to be found from tlie time

which elapses between the eoinmencenicnt of the

motion of any one particle of air, and that of another

at a given distance from it, in the direction in wliich

the sound is moving. The numerical result deduced

by Newton with the tlicn received experimental

data for the compressibility of air, w.as 979 feet

per second. This investigation w.o-s very defective,

applj-ing, in fact, solely to the speci.al c;ise of a pure

niusicarnote, continually propagated without lateral

divergence ;
yet the solution obtained by Lagrange

from a complete analysis of the question, gave pre-

cisely the same mathematical result.

Biit, by direct measurements, carefully made, by

observing at night the interval which elapses

between the fl.ash and the report of a cannon at a

known distance, the velocity of sound has been

found to be considenably greater—in f.act, about

1000 feet per second, at the temiicrature of freezing

water.

Newton seeks for the cause of tins discrop,aney

between theory and observation in the idea that the

size of the particles of air is finite compared with

tlicir mutual dist.auce ; and that sounil is instan-

taneously propagated through the jiarticlcs them-

selves. "Thus, supposing the p.articles to have a

diameter ^th of the distance between thorn, we

must add Jth to the space travelled by sound in a

second, i e., to the velocity—which wiU thus be
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brought up to (1 + i) 979 feet = lOSS feet nearly,

which is a very close approximation to the actual

value given above.

This is not one of Newton's happiest conjectures

—for, independent of the fact that such an assump-
tion would limit definitely the amount of compres-

sion which air could undergo, and, besides, is quite

inconsistent with the truth of Boyle's law for even
moderate pressures, it woiild result from it that

sound should travel slower in rarefied, and quicker

in condensed air. Now, experiment shews that the

velocity of sound is unaffected by the height of the

barometer ; and, indeed, it is easy to see that this

ought to be the case. For in condensed air the

pressures are increased proportionally to the increase

of condensation, and the mass of a given bulk of air

is increased in the same proportion. Hence, in a
sound-wave in condensed air, the forces and the

masses are increased proportionally, and thus the

rate of motion is unaltered. But the temperature

of the air ha^ an effect on sound, since we know
that the elastic foi'ce is increased by heat, even
when the density is not diminished ; and therefore

the velocity of sound increases with the temperature

at the rate of about 4i feet jier Fahi-enheit degree,

as is found by experiment.

Newton's explanation of the discrepancy between
theory and experiment being thus set aside, various

suggestions were made to account for it ; some,

among whom was Euler, imagining that the mathe-
matical methods employed, beiug only approximate,

involved a serious error.

The explanation was finally given by Laplace,

and is simple and satisfactory. When air is sud-

denly compressed (as it is by the passage of a sound-

wave), it is heated ; when suddenly rarefied, it is

cooled, and this effect is large enough to introduce

a serious modification into the mathematical inves-

tigations. The effect is in either case to increase

the forces at work—for, when compressed, and con-

sequently heated, the pressure is greater than that

due to the mere compression—and, when rarefied,

and consequently cooled, the pressure is diminished

by more tlian the amount dne to the mere rarefac-

tion. When this source of error is removed, the

mathematical investigation gives a result as nearly

agreeing with that of observation as is consistent with

the unavoidable errors of all experimental data. It

is to be observed that, in noticing this investi-

gation, nothing has been said as to the pitch or

quality of the sound, for these have nothing to do

with the velocity. It must, however, be remarked
here that, in the mathematical investigation, the

compressions and rarefactions are assumed to be

very small ; i. e., the sound is supposed to be of

moderate intensity. It does not follow, therefore,

that very violent sounds have the same velocity as

moderate ones, and many ciu'ious observations made
during thunder-storms seem to shew that such vio-

lent soimds are propagated with a greatly increased

velocity. (See a paper by Earnshaw in the Phil.

Marj. for 1S61.) It is recorded that in one of Parry's

arctic voyages, during gun-practice, the officer's

command ' Fire ' was heard at great distances across

the ice after the report of the gun.

Since sound consists in a wave-propagation, we
should expect to find it exhibit all the ordinary

phenomena of Waves (q. v.). Thus, for instance, it

is reflected (see Echo) according to the same law as

light. It is refracted in passing from one medium
to another of different density or elasticity. This
has been proved by concentrating in a focus the
feeble sound of the ticking of a watch, and render-

ing it audible at a considerable distance, by means
of a lens of collodion films filled with carbonic
acid gas.
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Sounds interfere, to reinforce each other, or to
produce silence

;
just as the crest of one wave in

water may be superposed on the crest of another, or
may apparently destroy all motion by fiUmg up its

trough. The simplest mode of shewing this is to

hold near the ear a vibrating tuning-fork and turn
it slowly round its axis. In some positions, the
sounds from the two branches reinforce, in others
they weaken, each other. But if, while the sound
is almost inaudible, an obstacle be interposed

between the ear and one of the branches, the sound
is heard distinctly. Beats, which will shortly be
alluded to, form another excellent instance.

To give an idea of the diminution of loudness or

intensity of a sound at a distance from its soiu'ce,

let us consider a series of spherical waves diverging
from a point. The length of a wave, as we know
from the theory, does not alter as it proceeds.

(Indeed, as we shall presently see, the pitch of a
note depends on the length of the wave ; and we
know that the pitch is not altered by distance.)

Hence, if we consider any one spherical wave, it

will increase in radius with the velocity of sound,
but its thickness will remain unaltered. The same
disturbance is thus constantly transferred to masses
of air greater and greater in proportion to the sur-

face of the spherical wave, and therefore the amount

I

in a given bidk (say a cubic inch) of ah- will be

i

inversely proportional to this surface. But the
surfaces of Spheres (q. v.) are as the squares of their

radii—hence the disturbance in a given mass of air,

i. e., the loudness of the souud, is inversely as the
square of the distance from the source. This follows

at once from the law of conservation of energy (see

Force), if we neglect the portion which is constantly

being frittered doivn into heat by fluid friction. All

sounds, even in the open air, much more rapidly in

rooms, are extinguished idtimately by conversion

into an equivalent of heat. Hence sounds reaUy
diminish in intensity at a greater rate than that

of the inverse square of the distance ; though there

are cases on record in which sounds have been
' heard at distances of nearly 200 miles. But if, as in

! speaking-tubes and speaking-trumpets, sound be

I

prevented from diverging in spherical waves, the

intensity is diminished only by fluid friction, and
thus the sound is audible at a much greater distance,

but of course it is confined mainly to a particular

direction.

As already remarked, the purest sounds are those

given by a tuning-fork, which (by the laws of the

vibration of elastic solids) vibralies according to the

same law as a pendidum, and communicates ex-

actly the same mode of vibration to the air. If two
precisely similar tuning-forks bo vibrating with
equal energy beside each other, we may have either

a sound of double the intensity, or anything less, to

perfect silence, according to their relative phases. If

the branches of both be at their greatest elongations

simultaneously, we have a doubled intensity—if one

be at its widest, and the other at its narrowest,

simidtaneously, we have silence, for the condensa-

tion produced by one is exactly annihilated by the

rarefaction produced by the other, and vice versd.

But if the branches of one be loaded with a little

wax, so as to make its oscillations sUghtly slower,

it will gradually fall behind the other in its motion,

and we shall have in succession every graiie of in-

tensity from the double of either sound to sUence.

The effect wiU be a periodic swelling and dying
away of the sound, and this period will be longer

the more nearly the two forks vibrate in the same
time. This phenomenon is called a beat, and we see

at once from what precedes, that it affords an admir-

able criterion of a perfect unison, that is, of two
notes whose pitch is the same. It is easy to see, by
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the same kind of reasoning, tbat if two forks have
their times of vibration nearly as 1 : 2, 2 : 3, &c.—

•

i. e., any simple numerical ratio—there will be greater
intervals between the beats according as the exact
ratio is more nearly arrived at.

We must now consider, so far as can be done by
elementary reasoning, the various simple modes of
vibration of a stretched string, such as the cord of

a violin. Holding one end of a rope in the hand, the
other being fixed to a wall, it is easy (after a little

pi'actice) to throw it into any of the following forms,

Kg. 1.

Kg. 2.

Kg. 3.

Kg. .5.

the whole preserving its shape, but rotating round
the horizontal line. If the tension of the rope be
the same in all these cases, it is easy to see that the
times of rotation must be inversely as the number
of equal segments into which the rope is divided

;

for the various parts will obviously have the same
form ; and the masses and distances from the axis

of rotation being proportional to their lengths, the

Centrifugal Forces (q. v.) •will be as the squares of

the lengths, and inversely as the squares of the
times of rotation. But these centrifugal forces are

balanced by the components of the tensions at the

e.xtremities, in directions peqieudicular to the hori-

zontal line ; which are, by hyjiothesis, the same for

all the figitres. Hence the time of rotation is

directly as the length of each segment. Now (see

Pe.ndulum) any such rotation is equivalent to two
mutually perpendicular and indejjendent pendulum
vibrations of the cord from side to side of the hori-

zontal liuc. Thus, a violin-string may vibrate,

according to the pendidum law, in one plane, either

as a v:liole (fig. 1), as two halves {fig. 2), as t/iree thirds

(fig. 3), &c. ; and the times of vibration are respect-

ively as 1, i, J, . . . . Nay, more, any two or

more of these may coexist in the same string, and
thus, by difl'erent modes of bowing, we may obtain

very difl'erent combinations of simple sounds : a

simple sound being defined as that produced by a

single pendulum motion, such as that of a tuning-

fork, or one of the uncomplicated modes of vibra-

tion of a string.

The various simple sounds which can be obtained

from a string are called Harmonics of the funda-

mental note ; the latter being the sound given by

the string when vibrating as a whole (tig. 1). For

each vibration of the fundamental note, the har-

monics have two, three, four, &c. Of these, the

first is the octave of the fundamental note ; the

second the twelfth, or the fifth of the octave ; the

third the double octave ; and so on. Thus, if we
have a string whose fimdamental note is C, tlie

series of simple sounds it is capable of yielding is

:

C, Cj, Gi, C„, E„, Gj (Bbi), Ca, D3, E3, &c.

Of those wTitten, all belong to the ordinary musical

scale except the seventh, which is too flat to be

used in music. This slight remark shews us at
once how purely artificial is the theory of music,
founded as it is, not upon a physical, but on a
sensuous basis.

To produce any one of these harmonics with ease
from a violin-string, we have only to touch it lightly
•"^t i> 3. i. i^c. of its length from either end and
bow as usual. This process is often cmjiloyed Ijy

musicians, and gives a very curious and pleasing
eflect with the violoncello or the double-bass. The
effect of the finger is to reduce to rest the point of
the string touched ; and thus to make it a ])oint of
no vibration, or, as it is technically called, a Node.

In the case of a pianoforte wire, a blow is given
near one end, producing a displacement which runs
back and forward along the wire in the time in

whicli the wire would vibrate as a whole. The
successive impacts of this wave on the ends of the
wire (which are screwed to the sounding-board), are
the jirincipal cause of the sound. But more of this

case later.

The theory of other musical instruments is quite
as simple. Thus, in a flute, or unstopped organ-pipe,

the sound is produced by a current of air passing
across an orifice at the closed end. This produces a
wave which rims along the tube, is reflected at the

open end, runs back, and partially intercepts the
stream of air for an instant, and so on. Thus the
stream of air is intercejjted at regular inter^'als of

time, and we have the same result as in the Sir^ue

(q. v.). In this case, there is one node only, viz., at

tlae middle of the pipe. If we blow more sharply,

we create two nodes, each distant from an end by j
of the length of the tube. The interruptions are

now tvnce as frequent, and we have the first

harmonic of the fundamental note. And so on, the

series of harmonics being the same as for a string.

We may easily ]]ass from this to the case of an
organ-pipe closed at the upper end. For if, while

tlie open pijie is soimding its fundamental note, a
diaphragm be placed at the node, it will not inter-

fere with the motion, since the air is at rest at a node.

That is, the fundamental note of a closed pipe is the

same as that of an open pipe of double the length.

By examining the other cases in the same way, wo
find that the numbers of vibrations in the various

notes of a closed pipe are in the proportions

1:3:5:7: &c., the even harmonics being wholly

absent.

There is another kind of organ-pipe, called a reed

]>i])e, in which a stream of air sets a little spring in

vibration so as to open and close, alternately, an
ojiening in the pipe. If the spring naturally vibrates

in the time corresponding to any liarmonic of tho

pipe, that note conies out with singular distinctness

from tlie combination—just as the sound of a tuning-

fork is strongly reinforced by holding it over tho

mouth-hole of a flute which is fingered for the nolo

of tho fork. If the spring and tlio tube have no
vil-iration in common, the noise produced is intoler-

ably discordant. Tlie Oboe, Bassoon, and Clarionet

are mere modifications of tho reed-pipe ; and so

are Horns in general, but in them the reed is

supplied by the lip of the performer. Thus,

a Cornet, a Trumpet, or a French Horn, gives

precisely the same scries of harmouies as an ojieu

pijie.

The statements just made as to tho |X)sition of

the nodes in a vibrating column of air are not

strictly accurate, for the note is always found to

be somewhat lower than that which is calculated

from the length of the tube and the velocity of

sound. Hopkins shewed experimentally that the

distance between two nodes is always yrealer

than twice the dist.ance from the open end to the

nearest node. The mathematical difficulties involved
837
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in a complete investigation of the problem were first

overcome by Helmholtz in 1859, in an admiral>le

paper pubUshed in Crelle's Journal. The results are

found to be in satisfactory accordance with those

previously derived from experiment.

We have now to consider the subject of the

quality of musical sounds ; and one of its most
important branches, what constitutes the distinction

between the various vowel-sounds. It had long

been recognised that the only possible cause of this

distinction between sounds musicatbj identical must

lie in the nature of the fundamental noise, or, to

e.xpress it differently, the nature of the periodic

motion of each particle of air. But it appears that

Helmholtz was the first to enter upon a complete

examination of the point, both mathematically ami

experimentally, and the results he has arrived at

form Ijy no means the least remarkable of the

contents of his excellent work. Die Lehre von den

Tonempjindungen, recently published.

It was established by Fom-ier, that any periodic

expression whatever may be resolved into the sum
of a numlier of simple harmonic terms, whose periods

are, respectively, that of the original expression, its

half, its third part, &c. Hence any periodic motion

of air {i. e., any musical sound) may be resolved

into a series of simple pendulum vibrations (i. e.,

pure musical sounds, such as those of tuning-forks),

the first vibrating once in the given period, the

second twice, and so on. These notes are, as we
have seen, the several harmonics of the lowest.

Hence the quality of a musical soimd depends upon
the number and loudness of the harmonics by which
it is accompanied.
Two experimental methods were employed by

Helmholtz, one analjd;ical, the other synthetical.

In the first he made use of resonance-cavities fitted

to the ear, and giving scarcely any indication of

external sounds until one is produced which exactly

corresponds iu pitch with the note which the cavity

itself would yield. With a series of such cavities,

tuned to the several harmonics of some definite

note, the note was examined when played on various

instruments, and when sung to diiferent vowel-

sounds. It was thus ascertained which harmonics

were in each case present, and to what extent,

producing the particular quality of the sound ana-

lysed. The second method was founded on the tact,

already noticed, that a tuning-fork gives an almost

pure musical sound (i. e., free from harmonics). A

series of tuning-forks, giving a note and its har-

monics, were so arranged as to be kept constantly
in vibration by an electro - magnetic apparatus.
Opposite to each was fixed a resonance-cavity

exactly tuned to it, and capable of being opened
more or less at pleasure. When all the cavities

were shut, the sound was scarcely audible ; so that

by opening them in various ways, any combination

of harmonics might be made to accompany the fun-

damental note. These combinations were varied

by trial, uutU the quality of the resultant sound
was brought to represent as nearly as possible that

of some vowel. The results of this second series of

experiments coincided with those of the first. It

appears from these investigations that the (ierman

U is the quality of a simple sound, though it is

improved by adding faintly the two lowest har-

monics ; that depends mainly on the presence of

the third harmonic ; and so on with the other

sounds. It also appears, and it is well known by
experience, that dift'erent vowel-sounds, to be sung
nith accuracy, require to be sung to different notes,

the proper note being that for which the cavity

of the mouth is adapted for the production of the

accompanying harmonics which determine the

quality of the particular vowel.

In strings and pipes, as we have seen, the higher

notes are strictly harmonics of the fimdamental
note, and therefore the sounds of instruments which
depend on these simple elements are jieculiarly

adapted for music. On the other hand, when, as

in masses of metal, &c., the higher notes are not

harmonics of the fundamental note, the mixed
sound is always more or less jarring and discordant.

Such is the case with bcUs, trumpets, cymbals,

triangles, &c. ; and, in fact, these sounds are com-
monly characterised as ' metallic' To produce

from such instruments a sound as pleasing as pos-

sible, they must be so struck that as few as pos-

sible of the higher notes are produced, and these as

feebly as possible. Thus, for instance, to get the

most pleasing sound from a pianoforte-wire, it

should not be struck at the middle, as in such a

case the first, third, fifth, &c. harmonics of the

fundamental note will be wanting. If, however, it

be struck at about ith of its length from one end,

the harmonics produced will be mainly the first

five ; and these all belong to the chord of the

fundamental note, so that the sound produced is

rich and full.
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